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THE

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
AND

PARISH OFFICER.

IhESE, though of an ecclesiastical nature, are, when they do not

exceed the yearly amount of £10, recoverable by information and con-

viction before two justices, under 7 & 8 Will. 3, c. 6, amended by 7

& 8 Geo. 3, c. 15, and extended to the £10 by the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c.

74, s. 1.

They are expressly exempted from the operation of the tithe commu-
tation acts. See title, " Tithes." In Re Hall, 1 L. R. Q. B. 634, the

question was raised whether Easter Offerings are due of common right

and not by custom only ; but the point was not decided, the Court

holding that in this case there was good evidence of a customary
payment.

(Easpttansj.
IhESE are a strange kind of commonwealth among themselves, of Gypsies.

wandering impostors and jugglers, who made their first appearance in

Germany about the beginning of the sixteenth century, and have since

spread themselves all over Europe and Asia. They were originally

called Zinganees by the Turks, from their captain Zinganeus ; who,
when Sultan Selim conquered Egypt, about the year 1517, refused to

submit to the Turkish yoke, and retired into the deserts, where they
lived by rapine and plunder, and frequently came down into the plains

of Egypt, committing great outrages in the towns upon the Nile, under
the dominion of the Turks. But being at length subdued and banished
from Egypt, they dispersed themselves in small parties into every
country in the known world ; and, as they were natives of Egypt, a

country where the occult sciences, or black art, as it was called, was
supposed to have arrived to great perfection, and which, in that credu-

lous age, was in great vogue with persons of all religions and persua-

sions, they found the people, wherever they came, very easily imposed
on. {Mod. Univ. Hist. vol. xliii. p. 271.)

In the compass of a very few years, they gained such a number of

idle proselytes, who imitated their language and complexion, and betook

themselves to the same arts of chiromancy, begging, and pilfering,

that they became troublesome, and even formidable, to most of the

states of Europe. Hence they were expelled from France in the year



Egyptians.

Description of,

by 22 Hen. 8, c. 10.

Vagrants.

1560, and from Spain in 1591. And the government in England took
the alarm much earlier ; for, in 1530, they are described by the statute
of the 22 Hen. 8, c. 10, as " outlandish people, calling themselves
Egyptians, using no craft nor feat of merchandize, who have come into
this realm, and gone from shire to shire, and place to place, in great
company, and used great, subtil, and crafty means to deceive the
people ; bearing them in hand, that they by palmestry could tell men's
and women's fortunes ; and so, many times, by craft and subtilty have
deceived the people of their money, and also have committed many
heinous felonies and robberies." Wherefore they are directed to avoid
the realm, and not to return, under pain of imprisonment, and forfei-
ture of their goods and chattels : and, upon their trials for any felony
which they may have committed, they shall not be entitled to a jury
de medietate linguce (a).

Although there is no law expressly putting down gipsies, they fre-
quently come within the meaning of the acts against vagrancy, and
which see, tit. " Vagrants.''^

See "Indictment."

The 11 Geo. 4 & 1 Will. 4, c, 70 ; 8 & 9 Vict. c. 68 ; 9 & 10 Vict. c.

24, s. 4; 11 & 12 Vict. c. 78, s. 5; 12 & 13 Vict. c. 109, s. 39 : 16 & 17
Vict. c. 22, are the statutes now in force relative to writs of error, the
giving of bail in error, and the staying executions of judgment in
cases of misdemeanor or giving bail in error.

what.

Several kinds
thereof.

(B$tupt*
See also " Eescue," " Prison-Breaking."

JL HIS is to be understood of escapes in criminal cases ; and not in
civil cases, as for debt, or the like.

An escape is, where one that is arrested gaineth his liberty before he
is delivered by the course of law. [Terms de la Ley.)

Escapes are of three kinds.— 1. By a person who hath the offender
in his custody ; this is properly called an escape.—2. Caused by a
stranger ; this is commonly called a rescue.—3. By the party himself

;

either without force, which is simply an escape, or with force, which
is prison-hreah'tig. Rescue and pi-ison-breaJcing are treated of under
their respective titles : and this title treats only of escapes properly so
called. Concerning which we will treat in the following order :

I. Escape by the party himself, 3.

[11 & 12 Vict. c. 42.]

II. Escape suffered ly a Private Person, 3.

III. Escape suffered by an Officer, 3.

IV. What is voluntary, and what a negligent, Escape, 4.

(a) The 1 & 2 Phil. & My. c. 4,

and 5 Eliz. c. 20, relative to Gypsies,

were repealed by 23 Geo. 3, c. 51,

and 1 Geo. 4, c. 116.



V. Concerning the retahing of a Person escaped, 5. Escape.

VI. Indictment for an Escape, 6.

VII. Evidence, Trial, and Conviction for an Escape, 6.

VIII. Punishment of an Escape, 6.

[37 Geo. 3, c. 140 ; 52 Geo. 3, c. 156.]

IX. Aiding in attempting to escape, 8.

[16 Geo. 2, c. 31 ; 28 & 29 Vict. c. 126, s. 37.]

X. Forms, 9.

I. (&uw^t fig t^e ^atts %m%t\t

As all persons are bound to submit themselves to tbe judgment of Escape by party

tbe law, and to be ready to be justified by it, whoever in any case l^ii^seif.

refuses to undergo that imprisonment which the law thinks fit to put

upon him, and frees himseK from it by any artifice before such time as

he is delivered by due course of law, is guilty of a high contempt,

punishable with fine and imprisonment. (2 Haw. c. 17, s. 5 ; 4 Blac.

Com. 129).

But escape, committed by the party himself, belongs more properly

to the title " Prison BreaJdng."

By the 11 & 12 Vict. c. 42, ss. 12, 13, 14, 15, offenders against whom
any warrant shall be issued escaping from or to England, to or from
Ireland, Scotland, or the Channel Islands, respectively, maybe appre-

hended by a warrant endorsed pursuant to s. 11 of the same statute.

For these sections at length, and the form of endorsement, see War-
rant. The former Acts relating to the apprehension of offenders under
endorsed warrants, viz., 44 Geo. 3, c. 92, s. 3, 45 Geo. 3, c. 92, and
54 Geo. 3, c. 186, were repealed by 11 & 12 Vict. c. 42, s. 34.

II. ©scape suffetcti fig a pribate person.

It seems to be a good general rule, that wherever any person hath
^^te person

^'^^'

another lawfully in. his custody, whether upon an arrest made by him-
self or another, he is guilty of an escape, if he suffer him to go at

large before he hath discharged himself of him, by delivering over to

some other who by law ought to have the custody of him. (2 Haivk.

s. 20, s. 1.)

And the law is generally the same, in relation to escapes suffered by
private persons, as by officers. (Id.)

As to escapes procured by third persons, see post, "Bescue."

III. Q^stapt mUm^ fig an <©IKcer.

Whenever an officer, having a party lawfully in his custody on a Escape by officer,

charge of felony, voluntarily pennits him to escape, the officer is involved

in the legal guilt of the crime charged on his prisoner. (2 Haiuk. c. 19,

s. 40.)

Where he negligently permits a prisoner to escape, he is guilty of a
misdemeanor ; and he is guilty in this degree if a prisoner in his

charge commits suicide. {Dalt, S-., c. 159.)

It is laid down, that who ever, de facto, occupies the office of a gaoler,

is liable to answer for a, negligent escape, and that it is in no way material

whether his title to the office be legal or not. (2 Hawh. c. 19, s. 28.) It

appears to have been holden, that it is an escape in the constable to

discharge a person committed to his custody by a watchman, as a
B 2



4 Escape, [s- in.

3. Escape suf- loose and disorderly woman, and a street-walker, althougli no positive

fered by an cliarge was made. {Rex v. Bootie, 2 Burr. 865.)

Officer. As to what is an escape, and what a negligent, and what a volun-
tarj' one, see infra.

What is an escape.

Must be a previous
arrest.

Aud justifiable.

And for a criminal
offence.

And be continu-
ing.

Too much liberty
an escape.

Losini? sight, an
escape.

Voluntary escape,

what.'

Negligent escape,

vrlmt.

Suffering a pri-

IV. asitat is an IBscape, antr to^at a nesligent or

boluntarg one.

In order to make an escape there must be an actual arrest ; and
therefore if an officer, having a warrant to arrest a man, see him shut
up in a house, and challenge him as his prisoner, but never actually
have him in his custody, and the party get free, the officer cannot be
charged with an escape. (2 Hawk. c. 19, s. 1 ; 1 Hale, 594.) As to

what is an arrest, see ^^ Arrest."
The arrest must be also justifiable ; for, if it be either for a supposed

crime, where no such crime was committed, and the party neither in-

dicted nor appealed, or for such a slight suspicion of an actual crime,
and by such an irregular mittimus as will neither justify the arrest

nor imprisonment, the officer is not guilty of an escape, by suffering

the prisoner to go at large. (2 Haivk. c. 19, s. 2.)

And as the imprisonment must be justifiable, so it must be also for

a criminal offence. {Id. s. 3.)

The imprisonment must also be continuing at the time of the escape

;

and its continuance must be grounded on that satisfaction which the
public justice demands for the crime committed.

Also, it is an escape in some cases to suffer a prisoner to have greater

liberty than by the law he oxight to have ; as to admit a person to bail,

who by law ought not to be bailed, but to be kept in close custody. (2

Hawk. c. 19, s. 5.)

So if a gaoler or other officer shall license his prisoner to go abroad
for a time, and to come again, this is an escape, even though the pri-

soner return again. {Halt. c. 159.)
If the gaoler so closely pursue the prisoner who flies from him, that

he retakes him without losing sight of him, the law looks on the pri-

soner so far in his power all the time, as not to adjudge such a flight

to amount at all to an escape : but if the gaoler once lose sight of the
prisoner, and afterwards retake him, he seems in strictness to be guilty

of an escape. (2 Hawk. c. 19, s. 6.)

Bat it must be by a known officer of the law. T. Hill, a yeoman
wardour of the Tower, and Dod, the gentleman gaoler there, were in-

dicted for the negligent escape of Colonel Parker, committed to the
Tower for high treason. Lord Lucas, the constable of the Tower, had
committed the colonel to the care of the defendants, to be kept in the
house of the defendant Hill. The judges present (0. B., January,
1694) were of opinion, that the defendants were not such officers as the

law took notice of, and therefore could not be guilty of a negligent
escape. It was merely a breach of trust to Lord Lucas, their master.
Upon the same principle, S. Stick, a wardour of the Tower, who was

indicted at the same sessions for the negligent escape of Lord Clan-
carty, was acquitted.

Wherever an officer, who hath the custody of a prisoner, charged
with and guilty of a cajjital offence, doth knowingly give him his

liberty, with an intent to save him from his trial or execution, this is

a voluntary escape. (2 Hawk. c. 19, s. 10.)

A negligent escape is, when the party arrested or imprisoned doth
escape against the will of him that arrested or imprisoned him, and is

not freshly pursued and taken again before he hath lost the sight of
him. {Bait. c. 159.)

If a constable or other officer shall voluntarily suffer a thief, being



s. IV.] Escape. 5

in his custody, to go into the water to drown himself, this escape is 4. What is

felony in the constable, and the drowning is felony in the thief : other- an Escape, <&c.

wise, if the thief shall suddenly, without the assent of the constable,
]
—7

—

kill, hang, or drown himself, this is but a negligent escape in the con- ^f^^^
^ ^'^ ^'™'

stable. {Id.)

If a prisoner for felony, break the gaol, this seems to be a negligent Prisoner breaking

escape in the gaoler ; because there wanted, either that due strength
^^'^

'

in the gaol that should have secured him, or that due vigilance in the

gaoler or his officers to have prevented it. (1 IJah, 601.)

V. Hetakmg a person escapetr*

If an officer hatli arrested a man by virtue of a warrant, and then Let^ go voluntarily,

taketh his promise that he will come again, and so letteth him go, the cannot be retaken,

officer cannot, after arrest, take him again by force of his former
warrant, for that this was by the consent of the officer. But if he
return, and put himself again under the custody of the officer, it

seems that it may be properly argued that the officer may lawfully

detain him, and bring him before the justice, in pursuance of the
warrant. {Dalt. c. 169 ; 2 Hau'k. c. 13, s. 9.)

But if the party arrested had escaj^ed of his own wrong, without the Fresh suit,

consent of the officer, now, upon fresh suit, the officer may take him
again and again so often as he escapeth, although he were out of view,
or that he shall fly into another town or county, and bring him before

the justice upon whose warrant he was first arrested. {Bait. c. 169,

p. 405) (a.)

And it is said generally in some books, that an officer who hath
negligently suffered a prisoner to escape, may retake him wherever he
finds him, without mentioning any fresh pursuit : and indeed since the
liberty gained by the prisoner is wholly owing to his own wrong, there
seems to be no reason he should take any manner of advantage from
it. (2 Ilatvk. c. 19, s. 12.)

And wherever a person is lawfully arrested for any cause, and after- Breaking open

wards escapes, and shelters himself in a house, the doors may be ^^""''^ *^** retake.

broken open to take him, on a refusal of admittance. (2 Hawk. c. 14,

s. 9.)

It is perhaps the better opinion, that wherever a prisoner, by the Retaking excuseth

negligence of his keeper, gets so far out of his power that the keeper ""* *'^^ escape,

loses sight of him, the keeper is punishable for the escape, notwith-
standing he took him immediately after : and it is clear that he cannot
excuse himself from an escape by killing a prisoner in the pursuit,
though he could not possibly retake him : but must in such case be
content to submit to such punishment as his negligence shall appear
to deserve. (2 Haick. c. 19, s. 13.)

In the case of Ryland v. Lavender, 2 Bing. 65, the defendant, as
gaoler, covenanted with the sheriff, among other things, to attend the
quarter sessions, and to remove prisoners, under writs of habeas
corpus, without permitting them to escape. The defendant being
engaged at the quarter sessions, the sheriff, upon a wi'it of habeas
corpus for the removal of a prisoner, directed his warrant to the de-
fendant, and "W. W., by me (the sheriff) for this time only thereto
specially appointed." W. W., who was the defendant's turnkey, pro-
ceeded with the prisoner towards the place of destination. The pri-
soner having escaped, the court of C. P. held that the sheriff having
specially directed the warrant to W. W., the defendant was not liable
upon his covenant.

(a) See tit. Warrant for regulations hension of persons having escaped
as to backing warrants for the appie- from custodj\
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VI. Jntiictment for an (B^capt.

Indictment. The indictmeiit for an escape, whether negligent or yoluntary, must
show that the party was actually in the defendant's custody for some
crime, or upon some commitment on suspicion ; and it is not sufficient

to say that he was in the defendant's custody, and charged with such
a crime ; for that is no allegation that he was in custody upon that
charge : 2 Haivk. P. C. c. 19, s. 14. It should show that the prisoner
went at large, and the time when the offence was committed for which
the party was in custody, not only that it may appear that it was
prior to the escape, but also that it was subsequent to the last general
pardon. An indictment for a voluntary escape must allege that the
defendant feloniously and voluntarily permitted the prisoner to go at

large, and must also show the species of crime for which the party was
imprisoned ; for it will not be sufficient to say, in general, that he was
in custody for felony, &c. It is questionable, however, whether such
certainty, as to the nature of the crime, be necessary in an indictment
for a negligent escape, as it is not, in such a case, material whether
the person who escaped were guilty or not. {Chit. Coll. Stat. tit.

''Escape.'")

Gaoler not pi'o-

ducing him, a
conviction.

Felony to be tried
before the escape.

YII. (^'ni^tntt, Crial, antr Olonbiction for an (i!5scape.

If the prisoner be of record in the court, and the gaoler being called

cannot give an account where he is, this is a conviction of an escape ;

but seems not a conviction of a voluntary escape, unless the gaoler
confesseth it: And the gaoler may be fined in such a case. (1 Hale,

60;{.)

And it seems to be clear, that a keeper who voluntarily suffers

another to escape who was in his custody for felony, cannot be ar-

raigned for such escape as for felony until the principal be attainted,

for that the felony of the prisoner shall not be tried between the king
and the keeper, because the prisoner is a stranger thereunto (a) : yet
he may be indicted and tried for it as a misprision before the attainder
of the principal offender. (2 Hawh. c. 19, s. 26 ; 2 Inst, 591, 592.)
The 4 Geo. 4, c. 64, s. 44, which related to the method of trial and

conviction of offenders escaping and breaking prison, was repealed by
the Gaol Act, 28 & 29 Vict. c. 126.

Escape before
aiTest.

Esfape by private
person.

VIII. ^unistwfnt of an d^scapc.

If a felon escape before arrest, it is not punishable in him as felony

;

but for the flight he forfeits his goods when presented. {Hale's Sum.

li a, private person arrest a felon, and he escape by force from him,
the township shall be amerced ; but it seems it excuseth the party be-
cause he cannot raise power to assist him ; but if a constable or other

officer hath the custody of a prisoner, bringing him to the gaol, it seems
that a simple escape by the rescue of the prisoner himself doth not
wholly excuse him, because he may take sufficient strength to his as-
sistance. (1 Hale, 601.)

Wherever a person is found guilty upon an indictment or presentment

(c) But now accessories after the
fact ma}', by the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 94,

s. 3, be tried and convicted whether

the principal felon shall or shall not
have been convicted.
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of a negligent escai^e ofa criminal actually in Hs custodj', lie is punish- 8. Punishment.

able by fine and imprisonment, according to the quality of the oifence.

(2 Hawk. G. 19, s. 31 ; c. 20, s. 6; 1 Hale, 600, 604.)

And it seems to be the better opinion, that the sheriflF is as much Escape by officer,

liable to answer for a negligent escape suffered by his bailiff as if he
had actually suffered it himself, and that the court may charge either

the sheriff or bailiff for such an escape ; and if a deputy gaoler be not
sufficient to answer a negUgent escape, his principal must answer for

him. (2 Hawk. c. 19, s. 29 ; Bex v. Fell, 1 Ld. Baym. 424.)

Mr. Hawkins, although he is one of the most accurate of all wi'iters,

yet hath inserted in this place certara penalties for escapes which were
expired above two hundred years before. (2 Hawk. c. 19, s. 34, 35.

Vide the edition by Mr. Curwood.)
It seems to be generally agreed, that a voluntary escape suffered by

an officer amounts to the same kind of crime, and is punishable in the
same degree, as the offence of which the party was guilty, and for

which he was in custody ; whether it be treason, felony, or trespass

(2 Hawk. c. 19, s. 22) : if the cause be expressed in the commitment.
(2 Inst. 52. See " Commitment.")
But yet a voluntary escape is no felony, if the act done were not

felony at the time of the escape made, as in case of a mortal wound
given, and the party not dying till after the escape ; but the officer

may be fined to the value of his goods. [Dolt. c. 159.)

Also a voluntary escape suffered by one who wrongfully takes upon
him the keeping of a gaol, seems to be punishable in the same manner
as if he was never so rightfully entitled to such custody ; for that the
crime is in both cases of the same ill consequence to the public ; and
there seems to be no reason that a wrongful officer should have greater
favour than a rightful, and that for no other reason but because he is a
wrongful one. (2 Hawk. c. 19, s. 23.)

But it seemeth to be clear that no one is punishable as for felony for

the voluntary esrape of a felon, but the person only who is actually
guilty of it ; and therefore that the principal gaoler is only fineable for

a voluntary escape suffered by his deputy ; for that no one shall suffer

capitally for the crime of another. {Id. s. 27.)

And therefore, although in all civil cases the sheriff is to be respon-
sible, or the gaoler, at election, yet if the gaoler do voluntarily suffer

a felon in his custody to escape, this, inasmuch as it reacheth to life, is

felony only in the gaoler that was immediately trusted with the cus-
tody, and not in the sheriff. (1 Hale, 597.)
For the escape must be voluntarily permitted in him that permitted

it, which could not be in the high sheriff, though it were such in the
gaoler, for he was not privy to it, and therefore could not do it feloni-

ously ; but it was a negligent escape in him, in trusting such a person
with the custody of his prisoners that would be false to his trust, and
therefore the sheriff shall pay, but not corporally suffer for the miscar-
riage of his gaoler. (I Hale, 597, 598.)
But now, by the Gaol Act, 28 & 29 Vict. 126, s. 60, the sheriff is

not to be held liable for the escape from imprisonment of any prisoner
other than a debtor.

But although the felony for which a man is committed be not within
clergy, yet the person who voluntarily suffers him to escape shall

have the benefit of the clergy. (1 Hale, 599. See ante, " Clergy, Benefit

o/n
The Mutiny Act in general enacts, that if any offender, under sen- Escape ofoffender

tence of death by a court-martial, shall obtain a conditional pardon, courts^-martmi,
[viz. on transportation], all the laws in force touching the escape of and conditionally

felons under sentence of death shall apply to such offender, and to all pardoned,

persons aiding, abetting or assisting, in any escape, or intended escape
of any such offender, or contriving any such escape, from the time
when an order [for his transportation] shall be made by a justice or
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Aiding escape of
prisoners of war.

Punishment, baron, and during all the proceedings liad for the purposes mentioned— in the act. {See " Military Law.'''')

A former statute, 37 Geo. 3, c. 140, s. 6, contains a similar provi-

sion with respect to offenders under sentence of death by a naval court-

martial, and allowed the benefit of a conditional pardon.
The 52 Geo. 3, c. 156, provides against the aiding of the escape of

prisoners of war, and enacts, that " every person who shall knowingly
and wilfully aid or assist any aUen enemy of H. M., being a prisoner

of war in H. M.'s dominions, whether such prisoner shall be confined

as a prisoner of war in any prison or other place of confinement, or

shall be suffered to be at large in H. M.'s dominions, or any part

thereof, on his parole, to escape from such prison or other place of

confinement, or from H. M.'s dominions, if at large upon parole,"

shall, upon conviction, be adjudged guilty of felony, and be liable to

be transported (a) for life, or for fourteen or seven years.

Sect. 2. Every person who shall knowingly and wilfully aid or assist

any such prisoner at large on parole in quitting any part of H. M.'s
dominions, where he may be on his parole, although he shall not aid or

assist such person in quitting the coast of any part of H. M.'s domi-
nions, shall be deemed guilty of aiding the escape of such person
within the act. There is a further provision as to assisting such pri-

soners in their escape after they had got upon the high seas.

Sect. 3. "If any person or persons owing allegiance to H. M., after

any such prisoner as aforesaid hath quitted the coast of any part of

H. M.'s dominions in such his escape as aforesaid, shall, knowingly and
wilfully, upon the high seas, aid or assist such prisoner in his escape to

or towards any other dominions or place, such person shall also be
adjudged guilty of felony, and be liable to be transported (a) as afore-

said." It is also provided, that offences committed upon the high seas,

and not within the body of any comity, may be tried in any county
within the realm.

By sect. 4, the act is not to prevent offenders fron being prosecuted
as they might have been if the act had not been passed ; but no per-
son prosecuted otherwise than under the provisions of the act is to bo
liable to be prosecuted for the same offence under the act; and no
person prosecuted under the act is, for the same offence, to be other-

wise prosecuted.

The offence of aiding a prisoner of war to escape is not complete
if- such prisoner is acting in concert with those under whose charge he
is merely to detect the defendant, who was supposed to have assisted

in the escape of other prisoners, and such prisoner having no intention

to escape. {Rex v. Martin, Buss. & R. C. C. 196.)

As to the punishment of persons guilty of rescuing and breaking
prisons, see ^^ Rescue, Prison-breach."

Rescue and
prison-lireach

Aiding a prisoner
in an attempt to

escape from gaol.

16 Geo. 2, c. SI.

IX. afbing in attempting to (J^scape.

The mere aiding an attempt of persons confined to make an escape,

though no escape should ensue, is made highly penal by stat. 16 Geo. 2,

c. 31, 8. 1, which enacts, " that if any person shall assist any prisoner

to attempt his escape from any gaol, though no escape be actually made,
if such prisoner were then attainted or convicted of treason, or felony,

(except petty larceny,) or lawfully committed to or detained in any
gaol for treason or felony, (except petty larceny,) expressed in the

warrant of commitment or detainer (i), he shall be guilty of felony, and

(a) Now altered to penal servitude.

(b) This has been held to mean
" clearly and plainly expressed :" so

that a case where the commitment is
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be transported for 7 years {a) ; and if such prisoner -were then convicted 9. Aiding in.

of, committed to, or detained in gaol for petty larceny, or any other

crime not being treason or felony, expressed in the warrant of commit-
ment or detainer, or was then in gaol upon any process for debt,

damages, costs, or sum of money, amounting to 100/., he shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor and be liable to fine and imprisonment."

Sect. 3. "If any person shall assist any prisoner to attempt to escape Assisting escape

from any constable, or other officer or person who shall have the orTom^'anfboL^t
lawful charge of him in order to carry him to gaol, by virtue of a carrying felons for

warrant of commitment for treason or felony, (except petty larceny), transportation,

expressed (a) on such warrant; or if any person shall assist any felon

to attempt his escape from on board any boat, ship, or vessel, carrying

felons for transportation, or from the contractor for the transportation

of such felons, or his agents, or any other person to whom such felon

shall have been lawfully delivered in order for transportation, he shall

be guilt
J'
of felony, and be transported for 7 years " (a).

All prosecutions on this act are to be commenced within a year after

the offence committed.
The stat. 16 Geo. 2, c. 31, does not extend to cases where an actual Stat, ae Geo. 2,

escape is made, but must be confined to cases of an attempt, without
extend to^cases

effecting the escape itself. Mr. J. Buller, in delivering the opinion of where an actual

the judges (0. B. June, 1726), observed, " The statute purports to be escape is made,

made for the further punishing of those persons who shall aid and
assist persons attempting to escape, and makes the offence felony : it

creates a new felony ; but the offence of assisting a felon in making an
actiial escape was felony before, and therefore does not seem to fall

within the view or intention of the legislature when they made this

statute." {Bex v. Tilley and others, 0. B. April Sess. 1795 ; 2 Leach,

662 ; see also Bex v. Burridge, 3 P. Wms. 439 ; 1 Hale, 621 ; Rex v.

Young and Chissell, Winchester Lent Ass. 1801, cor. Le Blanc, J.)

It is a misdemeanor, indictable at common law, to aid a person to

escape from custody, though he be confined under the remand of the

commissioners for the relief of insolvent debtors, and not on any
criminal charge. {Beg. v. Allan, 5 Jur. 296, N. P .C.)

Delivering instruments is within the act, though the prisoner has
been pardoned of the offences of which he has been convicted, on con-
dition of transportation. {Bex v. Shaiv, B. & B. C. C. 526.)

By the 28 & 29 Vict. c. 126, s. 37, any person aiding any prisoner in

escaping, or attempting to escape, from any prison, or who, with intent

to facilitate the escape of any prisoner, conveys, or causes to be con-

veyed, into any prison any mask, dress, or other disguise, or any letter

or other article or thing, shall be guilty of felony, and, on conviction,

be sentenced to imprisonment with hard labour for a term not ex-
ceeding two years.

The words " other article or thing " include a crowbar. {Bye v. Payne,

1 L. R. G. C. R. 27.)

County of 1 ^^ ^^^ Constable of the parish of , in the said county (l.) Warrant to

„f apprehend a per-

to wit. )
-^

'

son for escaping

Forasmuch as J. H., heeper of the gaol (or house of correction') at ,

in the county aforesaid, hath this day made information and complaint; before

on suspicion only, is not within this S. P.
act. Walker''s case, \^ Leach, 97; (a) Kow penal servitude, 20 & 21

Greeniff's case, 1 Leach, 363 ; and Vict. c. 3.

Gibbon's case, 1 Leach, 98, note (a), (b) See 4 Chit. C. L. 78.
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me. Sir G. C, hart., one of her Majesty^s justices of the peace acting in and
for the said county of , that A. 0. hath unlawfully and wilfully
escaped from the said gaol (or house of correction), and from and out of the

custody of him the said J. H., the keeper thereof before the expiration of a
certain term for which he the said A. 0. was ordered to be imprisoned [and
kept to hard labour] therein. These are therefore to command you the said
constable forthwith to apprehend and bring before me, or some other of her
Majesty''s justices of the peace for the said county, the body of the said A. 0.,
to answer unto the said complaint, and to be further dealt loith according to

law. Herein fail you not. Given under my hand and seal this day
of one thousand eight hundred and

G. G. (L. S.)

(2 ) Commitment • (The county wherein the commitment is made). J. P. esquire,

of a constable, for one of her Majesty's justices of the peace for the said county, to the constable
a negligent escape of , in the said county, and to the keeper of the common gaol at

,
of a prisoner. ^^ ^J^g g^i^ county.

These are to command you the said constable, in her Majesty^s name, forth-
with to convey and deliver into the custody of the said keeper of the said common
gaol the body of G. D., charged this day before me the said justice, on the oath

of A. B. of , and others, for that he the said G. D. [state the offence

thus]

:

On the day of in the year of our Lord at the parish

of in the said county, having one E. P. in his custody, under and by
virtue of a warrant of one of her Majesty's justices of the peace, on suspicion

of having feloniously, <fcc. [as in the warrant], did unlawfully and negligently

permit the said E. P. to escape. And you the said keeper, <&c. [as usual, to

the end thus :]

And you the said keeper are hereby required to receive the said G. D. into

your custody in the same [common gaol], and him there safely to keep until he

shall be thence delivered by the course of law. Herein fail you not. Given
under my hand and seal the day of , in the year of our Lord

J. P.

(3.) rndictment
against a con-
stable for a negli

gent escape {a).

. (venue). The jurors for our Lady the Queen upon their oath present,

that on the day of in the year of our Lord , A. I. of
came before J. P., esquire, then and yet one of the justices of our said Lady
the Queen, assigned to keep the peace in the said county, and also to hear and
determine diversfelonies, trespasses, and other misdemeanors in the said county

committed ; and the said A. L did, then and there, on his oath before the same
justice, charge, accuse, and give information against one A. 0. of for a
certain misdemeanor, in taking fish out of the pond of , at , in the

said county, [or as the offence shall be] ; and the said A. 0. was then

examined before the said J. P., the justice aforesaid touching the offence so

charged against him as aforesaid : Whereupon he the said J. P. , the justice

aforesaid, did then and there, make a certain warrant, under his hand and seal,

in due form of law, directed to the of aforesaid, in the county afore-

said, thereby requiring him the said to take the body of the said

A. 0., and bring him before the said J. P., the justice aforesaid, to answer to

such matters and things as should be alleged against him, touching the said

misdemeanor ; which said warrant afterwards, to ivlt, on the same day and
year aforesaid, at aforesaid, in the county aforesaid, was delivered to

one A. G., then being constable of aforesaid in due form of law to be

executed; by virtue of which said warrant the said A. G., afterwards, to wit,

on the day and year aforesaid, at (venue) aforesaid, in the said counhj, did
take and arrest the body of the said A. 0., and him the said A. O. in his

custody for the cause afoi'esaid had (a).* Nevertheless, the said A.G., constable

as aforesaid of, (be, then being and then having the said A. 0. in his custody

for the cause aforesaid, afterwards, to wit, on the day and year aforesaid,

unlaxvfully and negligently did permit the said A. 0. to escape and go at large

out of the custody of the said A. G. ; to the great hindrance of justice, in

(a) See another Form, Arch. C. L. 15 Ed. 689,
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contempt of our said Lady the Queen and of her laws, and against the peace 10. Forma

of our Lady the Queen, her crown and dignity.

[Misdemeanor punishable by fine.]

. (venue). The jurorsfor our Lady the Queen upon their oath present,

that heretofore, to wit, at the general quarter sessions of the peace holden at
^^^ indictment

[here state the record of the conviction of the party who escaped, in against a gaoler

the past tense ; and then as follows :] which said judgment still remains in for a voluntai

y

full force and effect, and not in the least reversed or made void. And the ^^^^^ ^"'^'

jurors first aforesaid upon their oath aforesaid do further present, that after-

wards, to loit, at the said general quarter sessions of the peace above mentioned,

he the said C. D. was then and there committed to the care and custody of
K F. , he the said E. F. then and still being keeper of the common gaol in and
for the said county of , there to be kept and imi>risoned in the gaol afore-

said, according to and in pursuance of the judgment and sentence aforesaid :

and the said E. F. him the said C. D. then and there had in the custody of
him the said E. F. for the cause aforesaid, in the gaol aforesaid.* And the

jurors first aforesaid, upon their oath aforesaid, do further present, that the

said E. F., afterwards, and before the expiration of the six calendar months

for which the said C. D. was so ordered to he imprisoned as aforesaid, and
whilst the said G. D. was so in the custody of the said E. F. as such keeper of
the said common gaol as aforesaid, to wit, on feloniously, [if the offence

for which C. D. was convicted were a felony], unlaivfully, voluntarily, and
contemptuously, did permit and suffer the said C. D. to escape, and go at large

whithersoever he icould, whereby the said C. D. did then escape out of the said

prison and go at large whithersoever he would : in contempt of our said Lady
the Queen and her laws, and against the peace of our said Lady the Queen, her

crown and dignity.

[Punishable by imprisonment or penal servitude, according to the

nature of the ofl'ence of which the prisoner had been found guilty, and
for which he was in custody.]

. (venue). The jurorsfor our Lady the Queen upon their oath present, (5.) indlctmen*;

tliat one W. D., esq., on the day of in the year of our Lord against the tnm-

, then being one of the justices of our Lady the Queen assigned to keep
^^^ig^^nfgano'^''

the peace in and for the county of in due form of law did make his j„ permitting a'

warrant of commitment under his hand and seal, to wit, at hearing date person committed

the same day and year aforesaid, directed to the keeper of the common gaol "". '\
warrant for a

at in and for the said county of by which said ivarrant of com-
e^SipeT'^'*"^'^

°

mitment the said keeper was required to receive, <t'C. [here set forth the mit-

timus] as by the same way-rant more fully appears, by virtue of which said

umrrant of commitment, afterwards, to wit, on the said, tScc, at, dec, O. H.,
then being keeper of the said common gaol of the said county of at

aforesaid, did receive the said 0. 0. into his citstody in the said common gaol

there situate. And the jurors, d-c, that D. M., well knowing the premises,

afterward, and whilst the said 0. 0. was a prisoner as aforesaid,for the cause

aforesaid, to wit, on, d-c, at, &c., unlawfully, voluntarily, and unjustly did

un'ock and open the door of a certain yard wherein the said 0. 0. was then

confined within the said prison, as such prisoner as aforesaid, and did permit
him. the said 0. 0., to go at large out of the said prison wheresoever he would,

he the said D. M. then and there having the custody and keeping of the keys of
and belonging to the said pr'ison, whereby the said O. did then and there

escape out of the said prison, and go at large whithersoever he would. And so

the jurors aforesaid, upon their oath aforesaid, do say, that the said D. M.
then, in manner andform aforesaid, was aiding and assisting the said 0. O.

to make his escapefrom and out of the said prison, to the great hindrance of
justice, in contempt, &c. [Conclude as in last form. ] A nd the jurors afore- second count.

said, on their oath aforesaid, do further present, that the said 0. O. on the

said, &c., was lawfully committed to the custody of the said G. H., then being

keeper of her said Majesty's gaol of and for the said county of to wit,

at, dc , aforesaid, by virtue of a certain warrant of commitment, duly made,
under the hand and seal of the said W. D., then being such justice as afore-

{a) See another Form, Arch. C. L. 15 Ed. 689.
,
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]0. Forms. said, hearing date the same day and year last aforesaid, upon and in pur-

suance of a certain charge, upon oath, made by the said R. R. against the said

O. 0. to and before him the said W. £>., being such justice as aforesaid,

alleging that the said 0. 0, had unlawfully [state the offeuce as set forth in

the warrant], and by which said last-mentioned warrant the said G. I], was
required safely to keep the said O. 0- until the then next general quarter session

of the peace, to be holden in andfor the said county of or until he should be

thence delivered by due course of law, as by the said, last-mentioned warrant
7nore fully appears. And the jurors aforesaid, on their oath aforesaid, do
further present, that the said D. M., so having the custody and keeping of the

said keys as aforesaid, and well knowing the said last-mentioned premises,

afterwards, to wit, on, cfcc, aforesaid, at, &c , unlawfully, voluntarily, and
contemptuously did permit and suffer the said 0. 0. t/ien being a prisoner in the

said gaol, under the custody of the said O. H., by virtue of the said last-men-

tioned warrant, for the cause last aforesaid, to escape and go at large out of
the said gaol wheresoever he would, without the knowledge, privity, or consent

of the said O. H. being such keeper as aforesaid, and without any lawful

authority whatsoever, whereby the said 0. 0. did then and there escape out of
the said prison and go at large whithersoever he would. [Conclude as in last

form.]

(6.) Commitment
of the party es-

[Commencement as usual, as ante, p. 10] on the day of A. D.
at the parish of in the said county, being lawfully in the custody

afdinif'hiin.
"^^

^f ^^^ ^* -^j ^ constable, under and by virtue of a warrant of one of his

Majesty' s justices of the peace, on suspicion of having feloniously, d;c., [as in

warrant], unlawfully did escape out of the custody of the said C D. ; and tlutt

E. F., late of, d'C, did then and there [feloniously and] unlawfully aid and
assist the said A, B. in so escaping as aforesaid. And you the said keeper, <bc.

[as usual, as ante, p. 10, to the end].

(7.) Indictment
against prisoner
for escaping out
of the custody of

a constable.

[State the charge before the magistrate, the commitment, and the de-

fendant's being iu the custody of A. C, as in the third form, ante, p. 10, to

the *; and then thus :] Atul the jurors aforesaid upon their oath aforesaid do
further present, that the said A. O., so being in the custody of the said A. C,
under and by virtue of the warrant aforesaid, afterwards, and whilst he con-

tinued in such custody, and before he was delivered by the said A. C. to the

said keeper of the gaol of or his deputy, to wit, on the day and year last

aforesaid, at, d-c, aforesaid, out of the custody of the said A. C, unlawfully
did escape, and go at large whithersoever he would. [Conclude as in the last

preceding form of indictment.]

(8.) Commitment [Commencement as ante, p. 10] on the day of A. D. at
for convoying in- the parish of in the said county, [feloniously and] unlatofully did convey
strumentstoain- i^^Q ^/^g common gaol at [two steel files] being instruments proper to

him to escape, on facilitate the escape ofprisoners, and delivered the same to C. D. who was then

4 Geo. 4, c. ce! in custody therefore [state the offence concisely], with intent to aid and assist

the said C. D. to escapefrom and out of the said gaol, against theform of the

statute, in such case made and provided. And you the said keeper, <&c.

[conclude as usual, as ante, p. 10. If the prisoner were not in custody for

a felony, omit the word " feloniously."]

(9.) Indictment
for a hke offence.

. (venue). The jurorsfor our Lady the Queemipon their oath present,
that before and at the time of the committing of thefelony hereinafter mentioned;
to wit, on the day of in the year of the reign of our sovereign
Lady Victoria, one G. D. was a prisoner, and in custody of one E. F. , in the
common gaol in and for the county of and that A . 0. afterwards, and
whilst the said G. D. was such prisoner and in custody as aforesaid, to wit, on
the day and year aforesaid, feloniously did convey and cause to be conveyed
into the gaol aforesaid, two steel files, being instruments proper tofacilitate the
escape of prisoners, and the same files, being such instruments as aforesaid,
then and therefeloniously did deliver and cause to be delivered to the said G-D.,
[" any prisoner or other person for the use of any prisoner "], the said G. D.
then being such prisoner in custody of E. F. as aforesaid, witliout the consent
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or privity of the said keeper of the said gaol; which said files, being such 10. Forms.

instruments as aforesaid, were then so conveyed into the said gaol, and delivered

to the said G. D. by the said A. 0. as aforesaid, with the felonious intent to

aid and assist the said G. D., so being such prisoner and in custody as aforesaid,

to escape, and attempt to escape,from and out of the said gaol ; against the

form of the statute in such case made and provided, and against the peace of

our Lady the Queen, her crown and dignity.

And herein also of goods waived.

JIjSTRAY is, where any horses, sheep, hogs, beasts, or swans, do come Estray, what.

into a lordship, and are not owned by any man. {Kitch. 23.)

Where any horses, sheep, hogs', beasts, or swans."] Bees and other

creatures of a wild nature are not within this description, and therefore

not to be reckoned amongst stray goods. Nevertheless it seemeth that a
swarm of bees, of which the owner hath lost sight, and consequently
can make out no property, may be seized for the use of the king, or of

the lord of the manor ; for it is a maxim of the common law, that such
goods whereof no one can claim property do belong to the king ; and
that which the king hath he may grant to another, and consequently
another may prescribe to have the same within such a precinct or lord-

ship. And therefore it is said, that if any take honey or swarms of

bees within the demesne of the lord, it is inquii-able in the court

baron. {Kitch. 114.)

Swans.]—Swans that are unmarked and wild (being at large and
abroad) may be seized by the sheriff for the use of the king, by his

prerogative. {Dalt. Sher. 80.)

Also young swans may be taken for estray. {Kitch. 80.) But it

seemeth that no other fowl can be estray. {Wood, b. 2, c. 2, sec. 7.)

Do come into a lordship.]—That is, where the goods have no right to

be, and therefore an estray cannot be in such place, where the party
hath a right of common. {Bait. Sher. 79.)

And are not oivned by any man.]—Whereupon (as hath been said)

the property accrueth to the king ; and the cattle of the king cannot
be estrays, nor forfeited as such to the lord of the manor. {Kitch. 81.)
Waif is, where a felon in pursuit waiveth the goods ; or where the Waif, what,

felon, for fear of being apprehended, thinking that a pursuit was made,
having them with him in his possession, fleeth, and waiveth, casting
away, or goeth from the goods ; in these cases they shall be said to be
waived in law. But if he hath not the goods with him when he fleeth

being pursued, or for fear to be apprehended, they are not waived nor
forfeited, but the owner may take them when he will, without any
fresh suit. (5 liep. 109 ; Bait. Sher. 78.)

But if the thief in his flight waive them, there the goods are forfeited

to the king or lord of the liberty by the common law, if the felon upon
fresh suit were not attainted at the suit of the owner of the goods.
And the reason why waif is given to the king, and that the party shall

lose his property in such case, is for default in the owner, that he
pursued not freshly to apprehend the felon ; for it concerneth the
public that crimes do not remain unpunished. Therefore the law hath
imposed this penalty upon the owner, that if the thief by his industry
and fresh suit be not attainted at his suit, in an appeal for the same
felony, he shall lose for his default all his goods, which the thief at the

time of his flight waived. But if the thief had them not with him when
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Efttraij.

Seisure thereof
by the lord.

Proclaiming the
goods seized.

How waifs or
strays are to be
kept.

Owner claiming.

he fled, having peradventure hid them, there no default can be in the
party ; and therefore they shall not be forfeited, for if he maketh fresh

suit after notice of the felony it sufficeth. (5 Rep. 109.)

Heretofore waifs and strays v?ere the finder's, by the law of nature

;

and afterward, the king's by the law of nations. (Dalt. Sher. 79.)

Thus, one, as a baililf or servant to the sheriff, seized a horse as an
estray to the king's use, and proclaimed him according to law, and after

the year and day sold him, and the sheriff accounted for him in the

exchequer. {Id. 80.)

But now kings have granted this and such like prerogatives unto
their subjects within their liberties ; so that waifs and strays are in

many places the lord's of the franchise where they are found. {Id. 79.)

And therefore waived goods and estrays shall be seized by the officer

of the king to the use of the king ; or by the ofiicer or bailiflF of the
lord, who hath such things by grant of the king, or by prescription, to

the use of the lord. {Id. 80.)

But if one have a waif, and it be taken out of his manor, he shall

have trespass without seizing, and though he do not seize it. {Kitch.

81.)

It seemeth to be agreed that waifs and strays ought to be proclaimed
in the two next market towns ; and that if they be not proclaimed,

the owner may take the stray goods again at any time. And it

seemeth to be the general tenor of the old books, that they ought also

to be proclaimed in the church : which course it seemeth best to follow;

to the end that the owner, who in this case is no wrong-doer, may
have reasonable mean to come at his goods again ; that is to say, that

the goods be proclaimed at the least thrice, to wit, in the two market-
towns next adjoining to the place where they strayed on the market-
days respectively, and at the church-door on a Sunday, as the people

come out of the church. {Kitch, 23, 81, 105 ; Dalt. Sher. 79. Brown-
low y. Lambert, Cro. EUz. 716.)

And they ought to be seized; and to be put into some several

ground in an open place, and not in any covert of wood, that the owner
may have a view of them ; for if they be in covert the property is not
changed, though they be there a year and a day. {Kitch. 23.)

An estray is not to be used in any manner, except in case of neces-
sity, as to milk a cow or the like ; but not to ride a horse, for within
the year and day he hath not any property in him. {Bagshawe v.

Ooward, Cro. Jac. 147, 148.)

In Oxley v. Watts (1 T. R. 12) it is determined, that an action of

trespass lies for working a horse taken as an estray.

He who taketh an estray may keep it until he be satisfied for the
finding, keeping, and proclaiming thereof. {Dalt. Sher. 79) (a).

But the owner (if it be within the year and day) may take it without
telling any marks, or making any proof of property ; but this may be
done upon the trial, if contested. (Henley v. Walsh, 2 Salk. 686.

)

The lord ought to make a demand of what the amends should be
;

and then if the party think the demand unreasonable, he may tender
sufficient amends ; and if the lord shall not accept it, this shall be set-

tled by the jury upon trial.

But it is sufficient in this case to tender amends generally, without
expressing any certain sum. For there is a difference between this

case and that of a tender of amends for trespass. In that of a trespass,

if the defendant plead a tender of amends, he must show what he ten-

ia) But if any other person finds

and takes care of another's property,

not being entitled to it as an estray

(nor being saved at sea, or in other
cases where the law of salvage ap-

plies), the owner may recover it or its

value, without being obliged to pay
the expenses of keeping. (Binstead

V. Buck, 2 Bla. Rep. 1117; Nichol-

son V. Chapman, 2 //. Bla. 254.)



dered ; for he must tender a certain sum. And the law puts this diffi- Estray.

culty upon him because he is the wrong-doer ; but the owner of the
""

stray (as hath been said) is no wrong-doer; and it is impossible he

should know how long his beast hath been in the lord's custody, nor

how much will make a proper satisfaction. {Henley v. Walsh, 2 Salk.

686.)

In the case of goods vmived ; the owner may seize them 20 years

after, if neither the lord of the franchise nor the king seized before ; but

if they are seized, then they become forfeited to the king, or the lord

of the liberty. [Kitch. 82.)

And this forfeiture is not like a stray, where, though the lord may
seize, yet the party who is the owner may retake them within the year

and day : but here the true owner cannot seize his own goods, though
upon fresh suit within the year and day. (1 Hale, 541.)

But this is not an absolute loss of the owner's goods, but rather an
expedient settled by law to drive the owner to convict the felon by
prosecuting his appeal ; and therefore if he make fresh suit, and prose-

cute his appeal, and the felon be thereupon convict or attaint, and the

fresh suit be inquired and found by verdict or inquest of office, he shall

have restitution of the goods so waived. (1 Hale, 541 ; Foxley's Case,

5 Rep. 109.)

Waifs and strays not claimed within the year and day are the lord's. Property accniing

(^jYcA. 23, 80, 81.)
_ _ _ claimiDK'"'^'

°'"'°'

For where the lord hath a beast a year and a day, and it be cried in ^
^^™

the church and markets, the property is changed. [Kitch. 80.)

That is to say, after he hath had the beast a year and day from the

time of the proclamation, and not from the time of the seizure ; for

after the first proclamation it becometh an estray, but not sooner.

{Henly v. Welch, 11 Mod. 89.)

If the estray within the year estray out of the manor, the lord may
chase back the estray, unless it be seized by another lord who hath

estrays ; but if it be seized by such other lord, then the first hath lost

aU possibility of his gaining the property, and the other lord ought to

proclaim it de novo. {Finclt, 177 ; Kitch. 81 ; Hutt. 67.)

After seizure the lord shall be charged for trespass done by an estray.

[Hutt. 67.)

And he shall have a replevin if a stranger take it. {Hutt. 67.) Or
trespass. {Winch. 68.)

JliSTEEAT {extradum) is used for the true copy or note of some ori-

ginal writing or record, and especially of fines and amerciaments im-
posed in the rolls of a court, to be levied by the bailiff or other officer.

When however it is applied to a recognizance, it signifies that the

recognizance itself is extracted or taken out from among the other

records and sent up to the Exchequer. (4 Black. Com. 253.)

As to the estreating of fines, penalties, for forfeitures and recogni-

zances, see 3 Geo. 4, c. 46, and 4 Geo. 4, c. 37.

See further as to Estreats, post, " Fines and Forfeitures."

EVES-DBOPPEES 'are such as listen tmder walls or windows, or

the eves ofhouses, to hearken after discoui-se, and thereupon to frame
slanderous and mischievous tales ; are a common nuisance, and pre-
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Eves-Droppers, sentable at a court leet: or are indictable at the sessions, and are

punishable by fine ; and are to find sureties for their good behaviour.

(4 Black. Com. 168.)

And Dalton says that night-walkers, that eve-drop men's houses, or

cast men's gates, carts, or the like, into ponds, or commit other out-

rages or misdemeanors in the night, or shall be suspected to be pil-

ferers, or otherwise like to disturb the peace, or that be persons of ill

behaviour, or of evil fame or report generally, or that shall keep com-
pany with any such, or with any other suspicious person in the night,

are liable to find sureties for their good behaviour.
Eves-di'oppers are indictable at the sheriff's torn as well as other

dangerous and suspicious persons. (2 Haw, c. 10, s. 58.) And it seems
that a magistrate may also compel such persons to find surety for their

good behaviour. (1 Haw. c. 61, s. 4; see " Surety for Peace.")

Evidence, what.

Doctrine of, same
in civil and crimi-
nal proceedings.

Division of sub-
ject.

(Bbttr^nct*
JhjVIDENOE in legal understanding doth not only contain matters of

record, as letters patent, fines, recoveries, inrolments, and the like, and
writings under seal, as charters and deeds, and other writings without
seal, as court rolls, accounts, and the like ; but in a larger sense it

containeth also the testimony of witnesses, and other proofs to be pro-

duced and given, for the finding of any issue joined between the par-

ties. And it is called evidence, because thereby the point in issue is to

to be made evident to the juiy. (1 Inst. 283.)

The law has laid down certain rules respecting the admissibility and
efiect of evidence, and the order in which it should be adduced : and
in the application of these there is no difference between criminal and
civil cases,—what may be received in the one case may be received in

the other, and what is rejected in the one ought to be rejected ia the

other, by Abbott, C. J., in. Ilex v. Watson 2 Stark. N. P. C. 155, and
per Parke, B., in Leach v. Simpson, 5 M. & W. 312. A fact must be
established by the same evidence, whether it is to be followed by a
crinunal or a civil consequence. {Lord Melville's case, 29 How, St. Tr.

763. And see Reg. v. Murphy, 8 Car. & P. 297 ; Rex on pros, of Jack-

son V. Cator, 4 Esp. 136, 139, 144 ; 2 Easfs P. C, 993 ; Attorney-General

V. Le Merchant, 2 T. R, 201 n. ; Rex v. Watson, 2 Stark, 155 ; 4 Bla.

Com. 356 ; 1 Chit, C, L, 556.)

We shall confine our considerations under this most important title

to the rules and principles of evidence in general. As to the evidence

on criminal prosecutions and proceedings in particular cases, the

reader is referred to the different titles thi-oughout the work.

Such considerations will be divided as follows :

I. What should be proved, 19.

1. In general, 19.

Surplusage, 19.

Divisible Averments, 19.

Evidence to be confined to Issue, 20.

Knowledge and Intent, 21.

Where several Charges, 21.

Matters of Defence, 21.

Matter peculiarly in Defendant's Knowledge, 21.
Matters of Law, and Facts Ex Officio noticed, 22.
Negative, involving culpable Omission, 22.

Identity, 22.



2. In particular, 22. Evidence.

Venue and Place, ib.

Time, 23.

Name of Prosecutor and third Person, ib.

Written Instruments, 24.

Goods, &c., ib.

Number, ib.

Sums, ib.

II. T7ie Degree anoj, hind of Proof, 24.

1. ^esi Evidence, ib.

IFAai is, ib.

ParoZ Evidence, when allowed instead of Written Evi~
dence, 25.

When not allowed, 26.

2. Secondary Evidence, 28.

TF7«eft admissible, ib.
.

Notice to produce, 29.

Loss of Instruments, ^0.

What search for sufficient, 31.

IT/jai cojjr/ sufficient, 32.

Parol, when allowed to explain Written Evidence, 33.

3. Presumptive Evidence, 35.

4. Hearsay Evidence, 36.

J.S to Pedigree, Births, Marriages, Deaths, 37.

i??"5r7i< o/ PFa?/, Ownership of Estate, &c,, 38.

Settlements, ib.

Public or General Rights, 39.

Persons having no interest to misrepresent, 40.

ir/ten Hearsay part of Transaction, 41.

Tito o/ C*^ce, (fee, ib.

5. Dying Declarations, 42.

6. Confessions, See " Confessions," 44.

7. Opinions of Witnesses, ib.

8. Evidence of Character, ib.

III. Modes of Proof by Written Evidence, 46.

1. Public Documents, Tih.

As Acts of Parliament, ib.

Journals of Parliament, ib.

Proclamations, Articles of War, &c., ib.

Gazettes, Almanacks, 47.

Parish and Dissenters' Registers, ib. and 48.

Foreign Registers, 49.

0</ter Public Books, Entries, &c., ib.

Corporation Books, &c., 50.

Parish Books, &c., ib.

Inscriptions on Tombs, 51.

Public Surveys, ib.

Histories, 52.

Ancient Maps, ib.

Terriers, ib.

i?o/fo ofManor, 53.

Companies' Register, ib.

Ships' Register, ib.



Evidence. 2. Records and Proceedings in Courts, 54.

Records in general, ib.

Proof by Record itself, or Exemplijication, ib.

Proof by examined Copy, 55.

Documents proved by Office or certified Copy, 56, 57.
Verdict and Postea, 58.
Inquisitions, ib.

Writ, ib.

Affidavits, 59.

Rules and Orders, ib.

Letters Patent, ib.

Proceedings in Chancery, ib.

Bill, 60.

^nsM;er, ib.

Depositions in Chancery, 61.

Decree and Order in Chancery, 61, 62.
Proceedings in Ecclesiastical Courts, 62.

Probate, 63.

Letters of Administration, ib.

Proceedings in Admiralty Courts, 64.

J«. Foreign Courts and Foreign Latvs, 64 and 65.
Proceedings in Inferior Courts, ib.

Courts Baron, &c.., in County Courts, 65 and 66.
In Bankruptcy, 66.

In Insolvent Courts, ib.

Judgments of Quarter Sessions, ib.

Convictions, 67.

Acquittals, 68.

Orders of Justices, 69.

Certificates of Justices, &c., ib.

Depositions before Justices, 70.

Depositions before Coroners, 72.

Depositions under Mutiny Act as to Settlements, ib.

Depositions of Paupers as to SetMements, 73.

3. Private Writings, 73.

Proof of Execution, 74.

Identity, ib.

Proof where there is an attesting Witness, ib.

PFAere iAere is ko attesting Witness, 76.
Handwriting, 77.

PFAen Proof of Execution dispensed with, 78.
Entries in BooJcs, &c,, 79.

Stamps, ib.

IV. iHfocZes of Proof by Witnesses, 81.

1. Number of Witnesses required, ib.

2. Competency of Witnesses, 82.

PFa?^i of Discretion, 83.
TFan# ofReligion, ib.

Husband and Wife, 84.

Confidential Communications, 85.
Accomplices, 87.

3. Credibility of Witnesses, 88.

4. iTow Witnesses compelled to attend, 92.

5. Examination of Witnesses, 96.

Ore FoiV i>iVe, ib.

On Oa<A, 97.
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Form of Oath, 97. Evidence.

Presence of Prisoner and Witnesses, 98.
~ ~

Who may examine, ib.

Deaf and Dumb Witness, 99.

What Questions should he ;put, ib.

Leading Questions, ib.

Irrelevant Questions, 100.

Questions privilegedfrom being answered, ib.

Refreshing Witnesses' Memory, 101.

Cross-examination, 103.

Re-examination, 106.

Evidence for Defendant, 107.

Evidence in Reply, ib.

Y. Expenses of Witnesses, and their Privileges on Attendance, 108.

VI. Bill of Exceptions and Demurrer to Evidence, 109.

YII. Forms, 109.

I. W^f)at sljoultr tt probftr.

Before inquiring into the nature and mode of proof, it will be expe- What must be

dient to ascertain what parts of tbo charge contained in an indictment P^'^'^^d.

or information should be proved.

(1.) In Generai;.

Generally every fact stated on the face of the indictment or informa- (i.) In general,

tion, which enters into the substance of the offence charged, as also

all facts not so stated, but which are necessary to constitute the offence

charged, must be proved. {K. v. Holt ; see 2 Leach, 594.)

Averments stated in the indictment, which might be struck out Surplusage,

without destroying the charge, may be considered as surplusage, and
need not be proved, and see further as to what is surplusage, 1 Chit.

C. L. 294, ''Indictment:''

It is sufficient to prove so much of the indictment as shows the de- Divisible aver-

fendant to have been guilty of the substantive crime therein stated,
^®^'^-

though not the full extent charged on him. (See R. v. Hunt, 2 Camp.
583.) Thus on an indictment charging the defendant with having
done, and caused to be done, a particular act, it suffices to prove either.

{Id., and see post, "Indictment.") So where a man was charged
with pubhshing a libel against magistrates, with intent to defame those
magistrates, and also with intent to bring the administration of justice
into contempt, Bailey, J., held, that proof of his having published it

with either of those intentions would support the indictment. {Rex. v.

Evans, 3 Stark. 35.) Formerly it was necessary that the offence of
which a prisoner was convicted should be of the same class as that
with which he was charged ; but now if on the trial of any person for

a misdemeanor, it appears that the facts given in evidence amount
in law to a felony, he is not by reason thereof entitled to be acquitted
of the misdemeanor (14 & 15 Yict. c. 100, s. 12.) But this section
does not apply to a case of a person charged by indictment with a
felony against whom a misdemeanor only is proved, although he may be
found guilty of the attempt to commit the felony or misdemeanor
charged in the indictment (14 & 15 Yict. c. 100, s. 9). A prisoner
could always {Dick. Quarter Sess. 351) be found guilty of a felony
of lesser atrocity, as on indictment for murder, he may be found guilty
of manslaughter ; on ai} indictment for breaking a house and stealing,

he may be convicted of simple larceny. So, on. an indictment for mis-
demeanor in assaulting a constable in the discharge of his duty, the

2



confined to the
issue.

20 €bttrence.

1. What shmild defendant may be convicted of a common assault. If a man be
he proved. charged with an offence as principle in the first degree, evidence of~

his being principal in the second degree will support the indictment,
and e contra. {Fost. 351 ; 9 Co. 67 b ; Plowd. 98 ; Reg. v. Rhodes, 2 Ld.
Raym. 886; 1 Hale, 122; 2 Haivh. c. 46, s. 39, &c.) On an indict-

ment for killing a sheep, with the intent to steal the whole carcase (now
provided against by 24 & 25 Yict. c. 96, s. 11), proof of killing, with
intent to steal a part, would be sufficient to support the charge. {R.

V. Williams, R. & M. 0. C. R. 107.)

^^^fi^^^'^+^Iif*
^'^ Generally speaking, the evidence adduced must be relevant and con-

fined to the issue. Therefore the prosecutor cannot generally injure the
character of the defendant by giving in evidence other crimes not laid

to his charge in the indictment ; but when such crimes are connected
with, and have a direct tendency to establish the guilt of the defendant
in the specific crime charged, then they may be admitted in evidence.
Thus, in high treason, though by 7 & 8 Will. 3, c. 3, s. 8, no evidence
shall be admitted or given of any overt act not expressly charged in the
indictment

; yet this does not prevent overt acts not laid from being
given in evidence, if they be direct proof of any of the overt acts which
are laid. {R. Y.RooJavoo'd, 4 St. Tri. 661, 697 ; Holt, 683; R. v. Wat-
son, 2 Stark. 134.) In an indictment against persons for a conspiracy
to carry on the business of common cheats, evidence was admitted of
the defendants having made false representations to other tradesmen
besides those named m the indictment. {R. v. Roberts, 1 Camp. 400.

See R. V. Brisac, 4 East, 171.) In R. v. Hunt and Others, (3 B. & Aid.

444,) upon an indictment for conspiring and unlawfully meeting for the
purpose of exciting disaff'ection and discontent among his Majesty's
subjects at Manchester, it was holden that the previous conduct of a
portion of the assembly, in training, &c., and in assaulting persons
whom they called spies, was competent evidence as to the general cha-
racter and intention of the meeting, although the efi'ect of it as to each
particular defendant was a distinct matter for the consideration of the
jury. It was also holden, that it was competent to show, as against
Hunt, (who, though a stranger except by political connexion, had been
invited to preside as chairman of the meeting,) that at a similar meet-
ing in another place, holden for an object professedly similar, certain

resolutions had been proposed by that person ; it being in its nature a
declaration of his sentiments and views on the particular subject of

such meetings, and of the topics there discussed. But the court held,

that evidence of the misconduct of the military and others, in the sub-
sequent dispersion of the meeting, was properly refused by the judge
at the trial as irrelevant, and having no bearing upon the intention

and objects of the meeting; which intention and objects obviously
existed previously to the alleged misconduct of the military, attempted
to be given in evidence. So where persons who had formed part of a
mob obtained money from a party by advising him to give money to

the mob, and were indicted for this as a robbery, it was held, that the

prosecutor, to show that this was not bonci fide advice, might give

evidence of demands of money made by the same mob at other places

before and aftei-wards in the course of the day, if any of the prisoners

were present on those occasions. {Rex v. Winhworth, 4 C. & P. 444

;

and see Rex v. Mogg, 4: C. & P. 364.) In a case where the prosecutor,

suspecting the prisoner, had put marked money into his till, and
caused him to be watched, evidence was admitted of several visits to

the till by the prisoner, of several inspections of the till consequent
upon them, and of the several results of those inspections, that the
money was each time reduced, though it was objected that this was
proof of several felonies. (Rex v. Ellis, 6 B. & C. 145.) So on the

trial of a robbery effected by a threat of a revolting description,

evidence of an attempt by the prisoner to obtain the money at another

time was allowed. {Rex v. Egerton, there cited ; and see Rex. v. Wylie,



1 New Rep. 94.) So wliere a number of articles are found in tlie pri- 1. What slimld

soner's possession, the mere probability that he stole them at different le proved.

times is no ground for requiring the prosecutor to confine his evidence r

to one of them, if they might have been stolen at once. {Rex v. Dunn,
R. & M. C. C. 148; and see post, ''Rape.") "Where evidence is for

one purpose properly applicable to the issue, it is no objection that it

also incidentally tends to prove a particular fact respecting which it is

not legal evidence. The jury, however, should be cautioned as to the

purpose to which such evidence is to be applied. (See Willis v. Ber-

nard, 8 Ring. 376.)

Knoiuledge and Intent, when material, must be made out by the pro- Knowledge and

secutor. He cannot, of course, make them out by direct evidence, ii^tent.

unless when they have been confessed ; but both may be gathered from
the conduct of the party, as shown in proof ; and when the tendency of

his actions is direct and manifest, he must always be presumed to have
designed the result when he acted. {Rex v. Philipps, 6 East, 464.)

_
On

an indictment for murder, former attempts of the defendant to assassinate

the deceased are admissible in evidence ; so are former menaces of the

defendant, or expressions of vindictive feeling towards the deceased, or,

in fact, the existence of any motive likely to instigate him to the com-
mission of the offence in question. So on an indictment for uttering

forged notes, or counterfeit coin, evidence of previous utterings of

other notes or coin, was admitted, though they were not charged on the

flpord. {Rex v. Rail, R. & R. C. 0. 132 ; Rex y. Wylie^, 1 New Rep. 94,

c.) In another case, where the second uttering had been made the

subject of a distinct indictment, evidence of such uttering was, in the

discretion of the judge, refused. {Rex v. Smith, 2 0. & F. 633.) But
the propriety of this ruling was questioned by Lord Denman in i?eg^. v.

Lewis, Carnarvon Ass. 1840, and he offered to receive such evidence;

and in R. v. Adoii, 1 R. 407, Alderson, B., admitted such evidence; and
see Rex v. Kirkwood, Leivin, C. 0. 103. From the cases of Rex v. Ta-
verner, {Carr, 0. L. 195,) Rex v. Smith, (4 C. & P. 411,) it should seem
that in order to enable the prosecutor to give in evidence other

utterings subsequent to that charged in the indictment, they must in

some way be connected with the principal case, or the notes or bills

must be of the same manvifacture, and jirecisely similar. Indeed,

even with regard to previous utterings of forged notes, it seems doubt-

ful whether they can be given in evidence to show a guilty knowledge,

when not of the same description and denomination with the note in

question. Such evidence, however, has sometimes been received.

(See Rex v. Millard, R. & Ry. 245 ; and Rex v. Kirkwood, Lewin, C. C.

103.)

On an indictment for felony, embracing a number of charges essen- where several

tially distinct, the court will, in its discretion, quash the indictment, offences charged.

or compel the prosecutor to elect on which charge he will proceed.

But this rvJe has been modified in the cases of larceny and embezzle-

ment, where, by 24 & 25 Vict. c. 96, ss. 5 and 71, three distinct acts,

committed within six months may be charged in separate counts in

the same indictment. {Rex v. Jones, 2 Camp. 132 ; Rex v. Galloway,

R. & M. C. C. 234, id. 146.) But on an indictment for misdemeanors,

it is otherwise ; and several distinct offences, when charged, may be
proved. (See id. Rex v. Benfield, 2 Burr. 984 ; Rex v. Flower, 3 C.

tfcP. 413. " Indictment,''^ {several counts in),)

Matters of defence, which should more properly come from the de- Matters of de-

fendant, need not be proved. As a branch of this rule, in indictments fence,

on statutes where an exceptioii or proviso is mixed up with the descrip- Exceptions.

tion of the offence in the same clause of the statute, the correct rule Matter peculiarly

is, that in cases where the subject of such averment relates to the
^^^ledgeT*'^

defendant personally, or is peculiarly within his knowledge, the negative

is not to be proved by the prosecutor, but, on the contrary, the affirm-

ative must be proved by the defendant, as matter of defence. But,
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Presumptions of
law and facts ex
officio noticed.

1. What should on the other hand, if the subject of the averment do not relate per-
be proved. sonally to the defendant, or be not peculiarly vfithin his knowledge,~

but, on the contrary, either relate personally to the prosecutor, or be
peculiarly within his knowledge, or at least be as much within his
knowledge as within the knowledge of the defendant, the prosecutor
must prove the negative. {Arch. O. L. 188, loth edit.) Thus, infor-
inations upon the game laws must negative the defendant's qualifica-
tion to kill game : but this negative need not be proved upon the part
of the prosecution; on the contrary, the defendant must prove the
affirmative of it as matter of defence. {Rex v. Turner, 5 M. & S. 206.)
So on an information for selling ale without a licence, it lies on the de-
fendant, who has been shown selling ale, to prove his license. {Eex v.
Ford, 1 Str. 554.) On the other hand, upon an indictment on stat.

42 Geo. 3, c. 107, s. 1, which made it felony to course deer in an
enclosed ground, without the consent of the owner, it was held, that
the deer were coursed tvithout the consent of the owner, was neces-
sary to be proved upon the part of the prosecution. {Bex. v. Allen ;

Hex V. Argent; Hex v. Chamherlain, B. & M. C. C. B.loi; Bex v. Rogers,

2 Camp. 654.) The owner himself, however, need not be called; his
non-consent might be inferred from other circumstances, or proved by
his agents. {B. & M. C. C. B. 154.)

Presumptions of law, and those facts which the courts ex officio take
notice of without proof, need not be proved. (See Williams v. The E. I.

Company, 3 East, 192 ; Evans v. Birch, 3 Camp. 10, 12 ; Banhury Peer-
age case, 2 Selw. N. P. 759.) The court wfil not take judicial notice
of the rules made by the Poor Law Commissioners for the government
of a union under stat. 4 & 5 W. 4, c. 76, s. 15. {Beg. v. Dolgelly
Union, 8 A.& E. 561.) Nor that a particular street is not in a certain
county, although it may be generally known to be in another.
{Humphreys v. Budd, 9 Dowl. 1000.) And as to what facts the courts
will take notice of, see Taylor on Evidence, part 1, chap. 2.

Where any act is required to be done by one, the omission of which
would make him guilty of a criminal neglect of duty, the law presumes
the aflBrmative, and throws the burden of proving the negative on the
party who insists on it. {Williams v. The E. I. Company, 3 East, 192

;

Evans v. Birch, 3 Camp. 10 ; B. v. Haivkins, 10 East, 216 ; B. v. Tiuyn-
ing, 2 B. & Al. 386.) Where a party has acted in a public capacity, it

will be presumed he was duly appointed ; and this, whether the effect

of such presumption be to charge himself with some breach of duty,
or to charge a third party with some offence towards him in that par-
ticular capacity. Thus, on an indictment for the murder of a con-
stable in the execution of his duty, it is sufficient that he was known
to act as a constable, and his appointment need not be produced. {R.

v. Gordon, 1 East, P. C. 352.) And on an indictment against a letter

carrier for embezzlement under 2 W. 4, c. 4 (now repealed by 24 &
25 Vict. c. 95), proof that he acted as a letter-carrier was held to suflBce,

without producing his appointment. {B. v. Borrctt, 6 C. & P. 124.)
Identity. The identity of the defendant must be established, and this is for a

jury to decide on. The question of the defendant's guilt frequently
also involves that of the identity of other parties, as in cases of forgery
and bigamy. In order to identify a person in court with one whom
the witness has described, the attention of the witness may be directed

to the person in court, and he may be asked whether that is the person
of whom he has spoken. {B. v. Watson, 2 Stark. 128.)

(2.) In Particular.

(2.) In particular. Venue and Place."]—The offence must in general be proved to have
Venue and place, 'been committed in the coiinty in which the defendant is indicted,

unless in particular cases, where the legislature has by act of Parliament
dispensed with it; and as to which, see post, '^ Indictment ^ {Venue
in).

Negative, in-

volving culpable
omission.



If the oflFence be not proved to have been committed in the county 1, What should
or other extent of the court's jurisdiction, the defendant must be ac- be proved.

quitted. See, as to the evidence of publication of a libel in the county
wherein defendant is indicted, ^os^, "Libel;" see also, "Forgery;"
'

' Larceny ;
" " Treason

.

'

'

It was in no case necessary to prove that the oflfence was committed
at the precise village, parish, or place laid in the indictment, al-

though formerly time and place were added to every material fact in

an indictment; but now, by 14 & 15 Vict. c. 100, s. 23, it is not
necessary to state any venue in the body of the indictment, but the
county, city, or other jurisdiction laid in the margin, is the venue
for all facts stated in the body of the indictment

;
provided that in

cases where local description is required, it shall be given in the body
of the indictment, as in indictments for burglary, or for not repairing,

or any other nuisance to a highway. (2 Hale, 179, 244 ; 4 Bla. Com.
306 ; 2 Hawh. c. 25, s. 84 ; and see " Game" [Night Poaching.)

So, where the place stated is so stated as matter of local description

and not as venue merely, is must be proved as stated.

So, if the indictment be on a particular statute, which gives the
penalty to the poor of the parish in which the offence was committed,
the offence must be proved to have been committed ia the parish stated

in the indictment.

Time.']—It is in no case necessary to prove the precise day, or even Time,

year, laid in the indictment, except where the particular time enters
into the essence of the offence. (See p^r Laivrence, J., Purcell v.

McNamara, 9 East, Rep. 162 ; and see 2 Inst. 218 ; Holt, 301 ; 2 Hawh.
c. 23, s. 88.) As in an indictment for burglary, though it is necessary
to prove that it took place in the night-time, yet it is not necessary to

prove strictly that it took place at the hour or day stated in the incfict-

ment. (2 Easfs P. O. 513.) And where a statute, without altering

the nature of the offence, provides, that if committed after a certain

day it may be tried in the county where the party is apprehended, and
may be laid as committed in that county, it is no objection that the
day laid in the indictment is previous to the specified day, if the offence

was not actually committed till after it. (Bex y. Treharne, 1 M. G.

C. 298.)

So in an indictment for setting fire to a bam, stating it was set fixe

to in the night-time, it is not necessary to prove it was so, for there
was no necessity for the averment that the offence was committed in
the night. (2 Easfs P. G. 1021, 1035.)
An overt act, or acts of treason, may be proved to have been com-

mitted on a day different from that stated in the indictment. {Fost.

8, 9; 1 Easfs P. C. 125.)

Where there are several offences, and they are described as having
been committed on such a day and divers days and times afterwards,
evidence cannot, it seems, be admitted to prove more than one offence
prior to the day named. {B. N. P. 86 ; 1 Saund. 24, n. ; 1 StarJe.

Rep. 351.) And if a person be charged with a burglary and stealing
the goods, the prosecutor, on failing to prove that these facts were
committed on the day laid in the indictment, cannot be admitted to prove
that a distinct larceny was committed on a prior day. (2 Leach, 708.)

Name of Prosecutor and Third Persons.']—A variance in proof be- Name of prose-

tween the real name of a prosecutor or third party and that stated in cutor and third

the indictment was formerly held to be fatal, unless such name could P®'^^'^*

be rejected as surplusage; but by the 14 & 15 Vict. c. 100, s. 1, the
powers of amendment originally conferi-ed upon criminal courts by
the 9 Geo. 4, c. 15 ; 11 & 12 Vict. c. 46, s. 4; and the 12 & 13 Vict,

c. 45, s. 10, have been greatly extended. So that now the court may
order the indictment to be amended, according to the proof

;
provided

the defendant cannot thereby be prejudiced in his defence, when, at
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1, What should the trial, there appears to be any variance in the name or names of
be proved. any person whatsoever named in the indictment.

Written instrn-
ments.

Sums.

(I.) The best evi-

dence is required.

Written Instruments.']—A written instrument set out in the indict-

ment must be proved as alleged, or a variance will be fatal, unless
allowed to be amended under the provisions of the 14 & 15 Vict. c. 100,

s. 1 (ante, "Ame^idment^'). (See various instances as to what are va-
riances in setting out written instruments, post, "Indictment;"
'

' Libel ; " *
' Forgery ;

" " Perjury.
'

'

)

Goods, (fee]—In an indictment for an offence relating to personal
property, the evidence must correspond with the description of the
goods in the indictment, unless the indictment be amended according to

the evidence, under 14 & 15 Vict. c. 100, s. 1. {Ante, "Amendment.")

Sums.']—It is in general unnecessary to prove the precise STim laid

in the indictment, unless the precise sum forms the essence of the
offence, or is stated as matter of description. Thus in an indictment
for extortion, or taking a greater brokerage than is allowed by act of
parliament, it is not necessary to prove the taking of the precise sum
laid. {B. V. Oilham, 6 T. B. 265 ; Grimwood v. Barrit, id. 462 ; Pope
V. Foster, 4 T. B. 590.) Where the value of property is essential to

constitute an offence, it must be proved to have been sufficient for that

purpose. {Sqq post, "Indictment.")

II. IBefitee antj Itintr of ^roof.

And herein of,—1. Best Evidence;—2. Secondary Evidence;— 3.

Presumptive Evidence ;—4. Hearsay Evidence ;—5. Dying Declara-
tions ;— 6. Confessions ;—7. Opinions ;— 8. Evidence of Character.

(1.) Best Evidence.

It is a general rule that the best evidence must be given of which the
nature of the thing is capable. {Gilb. Ev. 3; Bull. N. P. 293.)

The true meaning of this rule is, not that the courts of law require
the strongest possible assurance of the matter in question, but that no
evidence shall be given, which from the nature of the thing supposes
still greater evidence behind in the party's possession or power ; for

such evidence is altogether insufficient and proves nothing, but carries

with it a presumption contrary to the intention for which it is pro-
duced. Thus if a party offer a copy of a deed or will, where he has it

in his power to produce the original, this raises a presumption, that

there is something in the deed or will, which, if produced, would make
against the party ; and therefore the copy in such a case is not evi-

dence. (See Tayl. Evid. 4th edit. 382.) But if he prove the original

deed or wiU to be in the hands of the adverse party, who refuses to

produce it, although he has received a regular notice for that purpose,

or in the hands of a person privileged from producing it, and who
insists on his privilege {Marston v. Doiunes, 6 C. & P. 381), or if he
prove that the original has been lost or destroyed without his default,

no such presumption can reasonably be made, and a copy will be ad-
mitted {a), because then such copy is the best evidence that can be
produced. {Bull. N. P. 293. See also, per Lord Tenterden, the Queen's

(a) In the case of the Attorney-

General v. Le Merchant (2 T. R. 201,

n.), it was solemnly decided in the

Court of Exchequer, that there is no
difference in this respect between
criminal and civil cases; that in

both parol evidence may be given of

the contents of a paper in the de-

fendant's possession, on his refusing

to produce it after notice for that

purpose. And see 1 Leach, 300 («).



Case, 2B.&B. 286 ; R. v. liadwen, 8 B. & C. 708 ; Williams v. TJie 2. Degree and

East India Compamj, 3 East, 193, 201 ; R. v. Stohe OolcUng, I B. & Al. kind of proof.

173; R, V. Chadwick, 6 C. (fc P. 181.) This rule, that the best evi-

dcnce must be produced, precludes a -witness from refreshmg his

memory with a copy of the instrument, which might itself be used for

refreshing his memory. (See Burton v. Flummer, 2 A. & E. 341;

Rex V. St. Martin's, Leicester, id. 215.)

Although the best evidence is thus requisite, yet the strongest pos-

sible assurance of a fact, or, in other words, the greatest quantity of

existing proof, is not so. Thus, for example, if a deed be attested by

several subscribing witnesses, the execution may be proved by one of

them ; or if none of those witnesses can bo produced, proof of the sig-

nature of one witness will be sufficient ; for the proof is, as far as it

goes, complete, and not inferior in its kind to any that can be produced.

{Andrew v. Motleij, 12 G. B. N. S. 526 ; and Tay. Evid. 383 ; Stark. Evid.

Part III. 393. See Wright y. Doe d. Tatham, 1 A. & E. 3.)

And this rule as to the best evidence does not apply, unless the

evidence proposed be in its general nature of an inferior degree to that

for which it is sought to be substituted ; and upon this principle, the

supposed writer of an instrument need not be called to prove he wrote

it : the evidence of another person who can speak to his handwriting

will suffice. {Liebman v. Pooley, 1 Stark. C. N. P. 167.) And it seems

that similar evidence will be admitted to prove that it is not the hand-

writing of a particular person without calling that individual himself.

{R. V. Hughes, 2 Easfs P. C. 1002 ; Bank Prosecutions, R. & R. C. O.

380).

The party's own admission or declaration also will sometimes super- Admissions by

sede the necessity of having other evidence (see ''Confession,'" 44): unless Parties to the suit.

where a statute expressly requires other evidence. And such admis-
sions or declarations though verbal are always admissible in evidence

against the party, though they relate to the contents of a deed or other

written instrument not produced. {Slatterie v. Pooley, 6 M. & W. 664

;

Newhall v. Holt, 6 M. & W. 662 ; Iloiuard v. Smith, 3 Scott, N. R. 574.)

Parol evidence, however, is in general esteemed inferior in its nature Parol evidence

to written evidence ; consequently where there is written evidence it '^^en allowed to

must be first resorted to. {Breiuer v. Palmer, 3 Esp. 213; Boe v. may be prov^d^by
Griffiths, 6 Bing. 533.) Yery nice questions have indeed arisen as to written evidence,

whether parol evidence is admissible to prove a fact which may be
evidenced by a written instrument. It is clearly admissible in some
cases, as where the narrative of a fact to be proved has been committed
to writing, it may yet be proved by parol evidence. Thus a receipt

for money will not exclude parol evidence of the payment. {Rambert
V. Cohen, 4 Esp. 213.) So a parol admission of the fact of a debt may
be given in evidence, notwithstanding the promise to pay is in writing.

{Singleton v. Barrett, 2 Cr. & J. 369.) So where the fact to be proved
was, that a certain person occupied land as tenant, so as to gain a
settlement by 13 & 14 Car. 2, it was held, that although there was a
written contract, the fact might be proved by parol. {R. v. Inhahitants

of Holy Trinity, 7 B. & C. 6l\.) So on a preliminary hearing of a
charge before a magistrate, if the clerk takes down what the witness
says, but it constitutes no part of the depositions, oral evidence of what
passed is admissible. {R. v. Christopher, 2 C. & K. 994; Jeanes v.

Whealdon, 2 M. & Rob. 486,) and the same rule applies in game cases,

because then the magistrate is not bound under 1 & 2 W. 4, c. 32, s. 30,

to take down what a witness says. {Harman v. Bean, 3 C. & K. 307 ;

Tayl. Etid. 403.) So although there exists a deed of partnership, yet
the fact of partnership may be proved by the acts of the parties. {Alder-

son V. Clay, 1 Star. 405.) So the entry in the parish register is not the
only evidence of the fa'ct of marriage, but it may be proved by persons
who were present and witnessed the ceremony, or by general reputation.

{Evans y- Morgan, 2 G. & J. 453.) The inscription on a monument may
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2. Degree and be proved by parol. {Doe v. Cole, 6 C. & P. 359.) So the inscriptions
kitid of proof, and devices on banners displayed at a public meeting may be proved by

parol, and it is not necessary to produce the banners themselves. {M. v.

Hunt, 3 B. (kA. 566.) And resolutions passed at a public meeting may
be proved by parol, although it should appear that those resolutions
were read from a written or printed paper. {Id. 568.) So where the
proceedings of directors, commissioners, and the like, are entered in
books, such books being made, evidence does not exclude parol proof
of what took place at the meetings of such bodies. {Miles \. Bough,
3 Q. B. 845, 872 ; Inglis v. G. N. B. Co., 1 Macq. 112.)
in Hunt V. Allewyn (1 M. & P. 433), it was held, in an action for

not accounting for the produce of a bill delivered to defendant to get
discounted, that the bill need not be produced, and that plaintiff might
give parol evidence of its contents. And in an action for shooting a
dog, brought against the owner of a plantation and his gamekeepers,
it appeared that, in the plantation in which the dog was shot, there
was fixed on a pole a board, on which was painted, " All dogs found
trespassing in this plantation wiU be shot," it was held, that a copy of
that which was painted on the board might be given in evidence with-
out notice to produce the original board. {Bartholomew v. Stephens, 8

C. & P. 728.) But in this and similar cases it must clearly appear
that the document or writing is affixed to the freehold and cannot
easily be removed, if it were merely affixed by a nail to a wall it would
be necessary to produce it on the trial. {Jones v. Tarleton, 9 M. & W.
675.)

A witness called to prove the terms of a verbal agreement stated,

that he was in company with the plaintiff and defendant when it was
entered into, and referred to an entry which he made a few hours after-

wards to refresh his memory. This entry was made by him from a
paper written in pencU by the plaintiff during the interview between
the parties, and read by him to the defendant, as embodying the terms
of their agreement.' The defendant assented to it ; but he neither
signed, nor was asked to sign it, nor was it shown to him ; and it was
held, therefore, not necessary to produce this paper as constituting the
real agreement. {Tyrwhitt v. Lambert, 10 Ad, & E. 470; and see

Hope V. West, 7 ScoU, 876.)

When not As a general rule, however, where there is written testimony, it
allowed. must be resorted to before verbal testimony. In a settlement case,

where the respondents, in order to show that the pauper was not the
sole tenant, attempted to prove by parol evidence, that the premises
were let to the pauper and two other persons, but the witness, on
cross-examination, having stated that the letting was by a written
instrument, the Court of King's Bench held it could be only proved
by that instrument. {R. v. Rawden, 8 B. & C. 708.) Now by the
6 Geo. 4, c. 76, s. 2, a settlement by renting a tenement can only be
acquired when the same has been bond fide rented for a year, at 101. a
year; and in Rex v. Merthyr Tydvil (1 B. & A. 29), which was a case

of a settlement under this act, it was held, that such a renting can only
appear by reference to the agreement with the landlord, and could not
therefore be proved by parol, where the contract was in writing, and
might have been produced. The case of R v. Holy Trinity, Kimjston-
upon-Hull {IB. & C. 611) was cited in support of the position that

parol evidence was admissible. Bed per Bayley, J.—"This case is

clearly distinguishable from R. v. The Inhabitants ofHoly Trinity, the
facts of which took place before the passing of the statutes 59 Geo. 3,

c. 50, and 6 Goo. 4, c. 57, and when the proofs necessary for establish-

ing this kind of settlement were, that a tenancy subsisted, and that the

value of the tenement was 101. a year. At that time the terms of the

agreement were immaterial, except as a test of value; and when
proved, they did not preclude the sessions from determining for or

against the settlement. R. v. The Inhabitants of Holy Trinity decided
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this only, that where the terms of the tenancy were not material, the 2. Degree and
fact of tenancy might be proved without the terms. But under 6 kind of proof.

Geo. 4, c. 57, they are essential, for this act requires the tenement to

be bond fide rented for the term of a year, at lOZ. a year ; and it is

therefore necessary to know what was the rent contracted for, which
cannot be proved without reference to the agreement itself. That
having been in writing, the general rule of evidence prevails, and the
order is therefore bad." In Strother v. £arr (5 Bing. 136), the Judges
of the Court of Common Pleas were equally divided in opinion on a
question of this kind. (See also B. v. Castle Morton, 3 B. & Al. 588

;

Davis V. Beynolds, 1 Stark. C. N. P. 115.) Again, where a charitable
society entered in their book a resolution with regard to the employ-
ment of a secretary, and the plaintiff afterwards engaged with them
as such, on the terms specified in the book which was kept by him, it

was held, in an action for work and labour, that he was bound to

produce the book containing the resolution. {Whit/ord v. Futin, 10
Bing. 395.) Where, in ejectment, the plaintiff's witness proved an
acknowledgment by the defendant, that he held under T., and stated
that he, the witness, had drawn an agreement touching the premises
between the plaintiff and T. , it was held that the i)laintiff was bound
to produce the writing. {Fenn v. Griffith, 6 Bing. 533.) And in Doe
V. Harvey (8 Bing. 239), it was held that where a party holds land
under a written agreement, parol evidence cannot be received of the
fact under whom he came into possession. In Jones v. Tarlton (9 M.
& W. Qilb), it was held, that the contents of a notice hung up in a
steam-packet office cannot, if moveable, be given in evidence without
a notice to produce the original, aliter, if the notice be fixed to the
freehold; and Parke, B., in delivering judgment, says, " According to

ordinary rules of law, the notice itself should have been produced.
The exceptions to the rule are cases in which the material on which
the document is written is not easily removed, as in the case of things
fixed in the ground, or to the freehold ; for the law does not expect a
man to break up his freehold for the purpose of bringing a notice into
court ; but that ground of exception will not apply to this case, for
there could be no difficulty or inconvenience in removing the board
from the nail on which it was hung."
In Bucher v. Jarratt (3 B. & P. 143), it is said that though the con-

tents of a written instrument cannot bo proved by parol, evidence of
its general character may.

If oral evidence of an agreement be given at a trial, the party desi-
rous of excluding it may ask the witness in cross-examination whether
it was not in writing ; and a party may, on cross-examination, inquire
as to the subject of a writing, in order to show that parol evidence is

inadmissible. {Curtis v. Greathead, 1 A. & E. 167.) But there can
be no doubt that a party may, by keeping out of view, if he can, a
wi-itten instrument, make out by parol testimony a prinrtd facie case
without it, and then it lies on the opposite party to rebut the case so
made out. (Per Bailey, J., B. v. The Inhabitants of Bawdon, 8 B. &
C. 710.)

And under such circumstances the defendant will not be allowed to
give an unstamped written contract in evidence, for the purpose of
non-suiting the plaintiff. {Fielder v. Bay, 6 Bing. 332 ; Beid v. Deere,

1 B. &G. 266 ; B. v. Padstmu, 4: B. & Ad. 208.) And where a plaintiff

closes his case without its appearing that there is any written contract
relating to the subject matter of the action, the defendant, if he means
to set up that there is such a contract, must produce it properly
stamped, so as to be receivable in evidence ; and it makes no difference

that the plaintiff ha9> had notice to produce the document. {Magnay
V. Knight, 1 M. & G. 944.) And if a defendant who has had notice to
produce a written document on the trial, refuses to produce it in the
course of the plaintiff's case, and the plaintiff gives secondary evidence,
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Best evidence
dispensed with
by particular
statutes.

2. Degree and the defendant cannot afterwards put the document in evidence as part
kind of proof. of his own case. {Doe d. Thompson v. Hodson, 11 A. & E. \Z5.)

Particular statutes sometimes dispense with the best evidence.
Several statutory provisions to this effect will be found under titles

^^ Excise and Customs;'^ ''Stage Coaches f "Newspaper;" "Libel;"
"Highway;" " Com,panies ;" and as to Bankruptcy, and Insolvency
Proceeding, post ; Ship's Register, &c., post.

When the copy of a document (the document itself not being evidence
at common law) is made evidence by act of pailiament, a copy must be
produced ; the original is not made admissible evidence by implication.
[Burdon v. Rickets, 2 Camp. 121, n. ; scd vide B. v. Tlce Inhabitants of
Warleij, 6 T. B. 534.)

(2). Secondary Evidence.

(0.) Secondary To admit of Secondary evidence, it must be first shown that all the
evidence. proper sourcos from which the primary or best evidence can be pro-

cured are exhausted. And it is an established rule, that where there
are duplicate oi-iginals, all the originals must be accounted for before

the secondary evidence can be given of any one. {Per Farke, B., in

Alivon V. Furnival, 1 Cr. M. & B. 292.)

It has been said, that if the best evidence cannot be produced, that

then the best secondaiy evidence must be so. Thus, if an original

deed be lost, the counterpart may be read ; and if there is no counter-
part, then a copy ; and if there be no copy, then parol evidence may be
admitted._ (See Villiers v. Villiers, 2 Atk. 71; B. N. P. 254.) But the
better opinion seems to be, that there are no degrees of secondary
evidence ; and where a party is entitled to give secondary evidence at

all, he may give any species within his power. {I)oe v. Boss, 7 M. &
W. 102 ; and see Brown v. Woodman, 6 C. <& P. 206.) But if the party
giving such evidence appears to have better secondary evidence in his

power, which he does not produce, that is a fact to go to the jury;
from which they might sometimes presume that the evidence kept back
would be adverse to the party withholding it. {Id. 106, per Lord
Ahinger, 0. B.)

Where there are two instruments executed as parts of a deed, one of

these parts is more authentic and satisfactory evidence of the contents

of the other parts than any other draft or copy. It is prepared with
more care than any other copy; and the party who produces it, and
against whom it is used, by taking and keeping it as a part of the deed,

admits its accuracy. The courts have, therefore, always required that,

if one part of a deed be lost, and another part be in existence, it must
be produced, or shown to be in the hands of the opposite party ; and
then on his refusing to produce, on notice, a copy may be received.

(See per Best, C. J., Munn v. Godbold, 3 Bing. 295 ; and see B. v. Hun-
ter, 4:C.& P. 128.)

Where the originals of any papers are public documents, as the
Journals of Parliament, records, proceedings of a court of justice, or

of entries in court rolls, or in pubUc books or registers examined,
copies may, for public convenience, be always received as evidence.

{Man V. Carey, 3 Salk. 155 ; 2 Ilaiuk. c. 46, s. 78.) Thus a copy of an
entry in the books of the Stamp Office, of payment and of legacy duty,
was held to be sufficient evidence of the fact of such payment ; but the
copy must be proved by affidavit of a person who has examined it.

A copy signed by the comptroller of stamp duties is not sufficient.

{Harrison v. BeriveU, 4 Jur. 245—V. C.)

To make a copy of record admissible in evidence, a witness must
be called who will swear that he has compared the copy tendered in

evidence with the original, or with what was read as its contents of

the record, and that such copy is correct. {Tayl, Evid. 130, and



cases there cited). It is not necessary for both persons examining to 2. Degree and
exchange papers, and read them both ways. Mtid of proof.

Notice to produce.']—^In general, when the best written evidence is in Notice to produce,

possession of the opposite party, he or his attorney must be served
with a notice to produce it, and the service of such notice must be
proved before secondary evidence thereof is admissible. {Attorney-

Generals. Le Merchant, 2 T. It. 201, n.)

There are seven descriptions of cases, where a notice to produce is not When necessary

necessary; first, where the instrument produced and that to be proved or not.

are duplicate originals. (Burleif/h v. Stibhs, 5 T. li. 465 ; Eoe v. Davis,

^ East, 363; Bowman y. Manzelman, 2 Camp. 315; Colling y. Treweek,

6 B. & C. 398 ; B. v. Watson, 2 Stark, 130 ; B. v. Hunt, S B.& A, 5GG;
Bartholameiuy. Stephens, 8 C. & P. 728 ; B. v. Moors, 2 East, 66 and 222

;

Phillipsony. Chase, 2 Camp. 110.) Secondly, where the instrument to be
proved is a notice to quit (2 B. & P. 41), or a notice of dishonour of a
bill. {Kiney:Beaumont, 3 B. & B. 288; Colling y. Treweek, 6 B. & C.

308 ; Ackland y. Pearce 2 Camp. 601 ; Boberts v. Bradshaiv, 1 Stark.

28 ; Langdow y. Hulls, 5 Esp. 157.) Notice of action to magistrate, and
demand of copy of warrant from constable. {2B. & P. 39.) This last

rule is founded, apparently, upon the convenience of general practice.

Thirdly, whei'e, from the nature of the proceeding, the opposite party
must be aware that he is charged with the possession of the instrument,
as in an indictment for stealing, or in an action of trover for a bill or

bond, &c. {B. y. AickJes, 1 Leach, 436 ; B. y. Moors, 6 East, 421 ; B.
y. Ellins, B. <& B. C. C. 188; B. y. Hunt, SB. & Al. 566; Colling y.

Treiveek, 6 B. & C. 398.) Fourthly, where the opposite party has pro-
cured the possession of the instrument by fraud, as where he has
received it after the commencement of the action, from a witness called

for the purpose of producing it under a subpoena duces tecum. [Leeds v.

Cook, 4 Esp. 256.) Fifthly, 17 & 18 Vict. c. 104 & 165, enacts, that a
seaman may bring forward evidence to prove the contents of his

agreement with the master, or otherwise to support his case without
producing, or giving notice to produce, the agreement, or any copy
of it. Sixthly, notice is not required where the opposite party has
admitted the loss of it. Seventhly, a notice to produce is unnecessary
when it is proved that the adverse party has the original document in
court. {Tayl.Evid. 434,435.)
A parol notice will suffice, but it is better to give a written one. Form of.

(Smithy. Young, 1 Camp. 440.) The notice must specify the instru-
ment, with a particularity sufficient to inform the opposite party which
he is called on to produce. (See France v. Lucy, B. & M. C. N. P.
341 ; Jones y. Edwards, 1 M'C. & Y. 139.) "Whether the notice to admit
contains a saving of all just exceptions or not, the opposite party is

entitled to rely on any valid objection to the documents mentioned in
the notice. (Sharpe y. Lamb, 3 P. & D. 454.)
The notice must be proved to have been served a reasonable time Time of service,

before the time the party is required to produce the instrument.
Such must depend on the circumstances of each case. When the
commission day was the 15th of the mouth, and the prisoner who
was in gaol on charge of arson, was on the 18th served with notice to
IJroduce his policy of insurance, his residence being ten miles from the
assize town, such notice was at the trial, which came on on the 20th,
held to be too late. The notice should be sei'ved before the commis-
sion day, in cases where the party does not reside at the assize town.
{B. V. Elliscambe, 5 C. & P. 522. See Doe d. Wartney y. Grey. 1 Stark.
N. P. C. 283; B. & M. C. N. P. 327 ; id. 47.)
A notice to produce a letter from the defendant to the plaintiff,

served on the plaintiff's attorney at a quarter before nine on the night
before the trial, is too late. {Holty. Miers, 9 C. c&P. 191.)
A notice to produce served on the party himself a week before the
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2. Degree and trial is in sufficient time, although lie has employed an attorney in the
kind of proof, cause. {Hughes v. Budd, 8 Dowl. P. C. 315.)

If a notice to produce has been duly served on a party in the cause,
that is not invalidated by a subsequent bad service of notice on the
attorney. Service of a notice to produce on a Sunday is bad. {lb.)

A cause was tried at the assizes on a Monday, the commission day
being on the Thursday before. A paper was called for under a notice
to produce, which was served on the Saturday before the trial. The
attornies on whom the notice to produce were served, and also the party
who was their client, lived in the assize town. Such service of the
notice to produce was held not too late, and the question in such cases
is, whether, under all the circumstances, reasonable notice has been
given. {Firlcin v. Edwards, 9 C. & P. 478.) In a town cause, service
of a notice to produce a paper that would be in the hands of the oppo-
site attorney at 8 p.m. on the evening before the trial, at his office, on
one of his clerks, who had the management of the case, was held not
too late ; and the paper not being produced, secondary evidence was
allowed to be given of its contents. {^OibhonsY. Powell, 9 C. & P. 634.)
Where none of the parties lived in the assize town the plaintiff's

attorney served the defendant's attorney, in the assize town, on the
commission day, with notice to produce a paper, and offered the ex-
pences of going to fetch it ; and the defendant's attorney said, that
that was of no use, as the paper was not in existence. The plaintiff

was permitted on the trial to give secondary evidence of the contents of
the paper, as the statement of the defendant's attorney, that the paper
was not in existence, got rid of any objection as to the lateness of the
service of the notice to produce. {Foster v. Pointer, 9 C. & P. 718.)

Notice to produce letters was served four days before the trial. The
letters had been written to a partner in New South Wales; but pro-
ceedings having taken place in Chancery in respect of the subject-
matter of the letters six years before the trial, the court considered
they must be presumed to have been sent back from New South Wales,
and that the notice was therefore sufficient to let in secondary evidence.
{Sturgey. Buchannan, 10 A. & E. 598.)
Although a judge's order has been made on the plaintiff to admit a

copy of a letter from himself to the defendant, and the plaintiff has
also had notice to produce the original, the copy cannot be read, unless
evidence is given of the existence of the original. {Sharjoe v. Lamb,
11 Ad. & E. 805.)

Existence of ori- _ After proof of the service of the notice to produce, the party must
ginai in possession give somo evidence of the opposite party's possession of the instrument
of opposite party, required to be produced before secondary evidence can be given of it.

Slight evidence of such possession will suffice, where the instrument
belongs exclusively to the party possessing it. (See Henry v. Leigh, 3
Camp. 502.)

In an action against the directors of an intended company, evidence,
(in order to let in secondary evidence of their minute-books, called

for under a notice to produce,) that, four months before the trial, the
late secretary had the books in a desk at the office of the company,
and that he then gave up the key of the desk to the manager of the
company, who acted for the directors—was held sufficient. {Bell v.

Francis, 9 C. & P. 66.)

And a document deposited in a court of equity by a party to a suit

there, and scheduled in his answer, but which remains with an officer

of that court after an order to deliver it to the party, is sufficiently in
the control and power of such party to let in secondary evidence after

notice to produce, and non-production thereof by the party. {Bush v.

Peacock, 2 M. & Bob. 162.)

.Loss of instru- Loss of Instrument.']—Where the written instrument containing the
'^<^ii*- best evidence is proved to have been lost or destroyed, secondary evi-

dence thereof will be admitted in criminal as well as in civil proceed-



ings. {B. V. Cliadwicic, G C. & P. 181.) Tlius upon a bill against two 2. Degree and
obUgors in a bond, which, had been destroyed by mistake, a correspon- kind of proof.

dence by one obligor, stating the destruction of the bond, and that it

was by mistake, is admissible evidence against the other obligor.

(Crosse V. Bedingfield, 5 Jur. 836.) The steward of a manor proved,
that, where a surrender was by power of attorney, the practice was, to

keep the power of attorney within the court rolls. The power in ques-
tion, which was for a surrender in 1814, could not be found either with
the court-rolls or anywhere in the oflB.ce in which the court-rolls had
been kept ever since 1814, both by the present steward and his pre-

decessor, who was steward in 1814, and was therefore allowed to be
proved by secondary evidence. {Doe d. Oounsell v. Caperton, 9 Car. &
P. 112.) To prove the warrant of distress made by the mayor of a
borough under 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 76, for the non-payment of borough
rates, the high constable of the borough, who had been served with a
subpoena duces tecum, was called ; and having stated that he had depo-
sited the warrant in his office, that he had searched for it but could
not find it ; that he did not know what had become of it ; and that the
town-clerk had access to his office, secondary evidence was permitted
to be given of its contents. [Fernley v. Wortliington, 1 M. & G. 491.)

In an action brought by a corporation, it appeared that the defendant
had presented a petition to the Yice-Chancellor to allow the production
of the corporation books which had been deposited in the Master's
office on the present trial, which petition was opposed by the present
plaintifi's, and dismissed with costs. Under these circumstances, the
defendant was allowed to give parol evidence of the contents of the
books. {Ludlow {Mayor, &g.) v. Charlton, 9 C. & P. 242 ; and see Beg.

V. Inhahs. ofPembridge, \ G. & M. 157.)

But it must previously be shown that diligent search and inquiries What search for

have been made after the instrument sought to be proved : and such suflacient.

search and inquiries must be shown to have been made in those
places, and of those persons, where some account of the instrument
most probably could be procured. The degree of diligence to be used
in searching for a deed must depend on the importance of the deed,
and the particular circumstances of the case. {Gully v. Bishop of
Exeter, 4 Bing. 290.) Where the loss or destruction of the instni-
ment ma^r almost be presumed, veiy slight evidence of its destruction
or loss will suffice. {Per Abbott, C. J., Brewster v. Sewell, 3 B. & Al,
296. See Bex v. JEast Farleigh, 6 P. & B. 153.) In an action for
maliciously, and without probable cause, charging plaintiff with an
assault before a magistrate, the magistrate proved that the depositions
taken before him were reduced into writing, and that he delivered
them, at the court of quarter sessions, to the clerk of the peace or his
deputy. The clerk of the peace stated, that a bill of indictment for the
assault was prefen-ed, and thatthegrand jury returned ^'grworamMS, and
that it was usual, in such case, to throw away or destroy the deposi-
tions; that he had searched among his papers, and could not find
them : it was held, that parol evidence of their contents was admis-
sible, and that it was not necessary to call the deputy clerk of the
peace to show that the original depositions were not ia his possession,
inasmuch as it was his duty, if he had received them, to have delivered
them to his principal ; and not being in his custody, it was to be pre-
sumed that they were lost or destroyed. {Freeman v. ArJcell, 2 B. & C.
494.) Where it appeared that an indentiu-e of apprenticeship, 24 years
old, the expenses of which the overseers of a parish had paid, was sent
to those overseers, and was not to be found in the parish chest, it was
held that it might be presumed to be lost, and that secondary evidence
of its contents was admissible. {B. v. Stourbridge, 8 B. & C. 96.) The
question of diligent ,search is, it seems, for a jury. {Bampton v.
Paulin, 4 Bing. 264.) Where the publisher of a paper, in which a libel
had appeared, stated that he believed the original was either destroyed
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What copy sufft-
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or lost, having been thrown aside as useless, this was held sufficient

to let in secondary evidence. {Ilex v. Johnson, 7 East, 66.) Where on
the second trial of a cause, a witness stated that he had on the argu-
ment for the new trial handed a document to one of the learned
judges, and had not since seen it or had been able to find it, secondary-
evidence was received of its contents, without any search for it having
been made at the judge's chambers, the presumption being that the
judge had returned it to the party. {Deaco?iY. Fuller, 6 C. & P. 74.)
Where, in a settlement case, it was proved that one part of an iuden-
tiu-e had been executed, that the pauper and master were both dead
at the time of the trial, and that an inquiry for it had been made of
the pauper shortly before his death, who said that the indenture had
been given up to him after the expiration of the apprenticeship, and
that he had burnt it, and that an inquiry had also been made of the
daughter and sole executrix of the master, who said she knew nothing
about it; it was held that a sufficient inquiry had been made to
render secondary evidence of the contents admissible. {Bex v. Morton,
4 M. & S. 48.) Where, however, it appeared that there were two
parts of an indenture of apprenticeship, one of which had been de-
stroyed, and the other delivered to A. B., to whom the pauper had
been assigned, and that application had been made to A. B. (but who
was not called), who said she could not find the indentui-e, and did not
know where it was, the search was held not sufficient. {It. v. Castleton,

6 T. R. 236.) To let in secondary evidence of an indenture of appren-
ticeship, proof should be given of a search among the papers of both
the master and the apprentice. {Reg. v. HincMey, 32 L. J. M.O. 158.)
And a counterpart was held admissible where more than 60 years had
elapsed since the date of the indenture, and a fruitless search had been
made for it among the papers of a deceased apprentice, (ii.)

A party objecting to the production of a copy, on account of due
search not having been made for the original, must make the objec-
tion at the time of the trial distinctly on that ground ; if he does not,

the court will not afterwards entertain it. {William v. Wilcox, ^ Ad.
& E. 314.)

With respect to what copy is sufficient, it must be one proved to

have been examined with the original, and to be a true copy. A
rough draft wiU do. {R. v. Hunter, 4: C. & P. 128.) InWallerr. Jlors-

fall, (1 Camp. 503,) it is said a copy of the original is good, but not a
copy from the original. A copy of an entry in the books of the Stamp
Office of payment of legacy duty, is sufficient evidence of the fact of
such payment ; but the copy must bo proved by affidavit of a person
who has examined it. A copy signed by the Comptroller of Stamp
Duties is not sufficient. {Ilarrisoriy. Berwell, 4 Jur. 245.) An ex-
amined copy of an entry in the Middlesex registry of deeds is, it seems,
secondary evidence of the deed of which it pui-ports to be the registry.

(
Collins V. Maule, 8 Car. & P. 502 ; Reg. v. Inhah. of Pemhridge, 1 Car. &
M. 157.) In Batavia, charter parties are entered into by the instru-
ment being written in the book of a notary, (he being a public officer

according to the Dutch law which prevails in Batavia,) and there
signed by the parties. The notary makes copies, which he signs and
seals, and which the principal officer of the government of Java signs
upon proof of their being executed by the notaiy. Then one copy is

delivered to each party. In the coui-ts of Java, in order to prove the
charter party, it is necessary to produce the notary's book, but this

book is never allowed to be taken out of Java : and in Dutch courts
out of Java faith is given to the above copies as to an original. In
English courts, however, such copies are not receivable either as origi-

nals or as secondary evidence of the charter jmrty, or at all events, not
without proof that they were made at the time of entering into the
original charter party, and in the presence of the parties. {Broivn v.

Thornton, 6 Ad. & E. 185.) A commission to examine witnesses was
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directed to tlie judges of tlie Chamber of Commerce at Hamburgh.. 2. Degree and
The evidence having been returned as an extract from the records, of kind of proof.

the court, was considered inadmissible, as it purported to be a copy,

and was not the examination itself. (Clay v. Stevenson, 7 Ad, & E.

185.) In an action for bribery at a borough election, an examined copy

of the precept to the returning officer, taken from the original at the

crown office, is sufl&cient evidence of the precept.
(
Wehb v. Smith, 4

Bing. N. 0. 373.) Acopy taken by a copying machine is not evidence

without notice to produce the original. [Nodin v. Murray, 3 Camp.
228 ; and see R. v. Watson, 2 Stark. 129.) When possession has gone
along with a deed for many years, the original of which is lost or

destroyed, an old copy or abstract may be given in evidence, although
not proved to be true, because it may be impossible to give better

evidence. (B. N. P. 254.)

Parol Evidence, when admissible when there is Written Evidence."]— 'P«f'^ evidence in

We have already seen that parol evidence, being inferior to written explanation of"^

evidence, cannot, in general, be received instead of it ; ante, 27. Be- written evidence,

sides this, parol evidence cannot in general be adduced in contradiction

to the written evidence, although, indeed, it tend to show the real

intention of the parties (5 Co. 26) ; nor can it be adduced to show the

invariable usage of trade (2 Phillips,- Evid. 539 ; Cutter v. Powell, 6

T. P. 320), or custom of the country {Wehb v. Plummer, 2 B. & Al.

746), in violation of the particular terms of the written instrument.

{Chit.Jun. Contr. 22.)

Evidence may be received to explain deeds or instruments where
there is a latent ambiguity, but not where there is a patent ambiguity.

By a latent ambiguity is intended, that which does not appear upon
the face of the instrument, where every thing seems right and clear

;

but, the meaning having been rendered uncertain by parol proof of

some fact, the law permits the removal of the doubt by the like evi-

dence. [Peake's Ev. 112.) By a patent ambiguity is meant that which is

apparent on the face of the instrument. (See Tayl. Evid. s. 1098, et seq.)

Where there was a devise to her cousin I. C, and there were two of

that name, evidence was admitted to show which of the two was meant,
for the ambiguity was latent. {Peake's Ev. 112; Doe d. Morgan v.

Morgan, 1 C. & M. 235.)

So where from the tenns of the deed its intent as to its nature is

equivocal ; for instance, whether it is to enure as a contract of ap-
prenticeship, or only as an agreement to be a mere servant, evidence
is admissible to show the intent of the parties, and that some act was
done further than that stated in the deed, though forming a part of the
same transaction. {Bex v. Laindon, 8 T. R. 379.)

In articles of agreement between the bankrupt and the petitioners,

reciting that the bankrupt had agreed to give to them a mortgage on
" his freehold estates at Iver," and to execute a good and effectual

mortgage to the petitioners of '

' all his lands, tenements, and heredi-

taments, at or near Iver aforesaid :" the intent of the bankrupt to give
a general charge upon copyhold, as well as freehold property, was
allowed to be explained by other wiitten memoranda of agreement.
{E^ parte Olyn, re Medley, 1 Mon., D. & D. 29.)

Devise to J. A., the grandson of my brother, in fee, charged with In contradiction

lOOZ. to each and eveiy of the brothers and sisters of J. A. After it had Z^ti^lyiA^^.
been shown that the brother of the testatrix had two grandsons named
J. A., the one vsdth several brothers and sisters, and the other with only
two brothers and one sister, the evidence was admitted of a declara-

tion by the testatrix, some months after making her will, that she
had devised the property in question to the J. A. who had only two
brothers and one sister. {Boe v. Alleii, ^ P. & D. 220.) In another
case, on a devise to M. B., widow, for life, and her three daughters,
Mary, Elizabeth, and Ann, in fee, an illegitimate daughter, named

VOL. II. p
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2. Degree and Elizabeth, having claimed as being the only Elizabeth answering the
kind of proof, description at the time of the will being made, as the legitimate

daughter, Elizabeth, had been dead six years previously, parol evi-

dence was admitted to show that the testator intended his legitimate

daughter as devisee, and that he did not know of her death. {Doe d.

Thomas v. Beynon, 4l P. & D. 193.)

Where a testator devised lands to his son, John H., for life; and
from his decease, to the testator's grandson, John H., eldest son of the
said John H., for life ; and on his decease, to the first son of the body
of his said grandson, John H. , in tail male, with other remainders over.

At the time of making the wUl, the testator's son, John H., had been
twice married : by his first wife he had one son, Simon ; by his second
wife an eldest son, John, and other younger children, sons and daugh-
ters. Evidence of the instructions given by the testator for his wiU,
and of his declarations, was held inadmissible to show which of these

two grandsons was intended by the descriptions of the will. {Doe d.

Hiscocks V. Hiscocks, b M. & W. 363.)

Parol evidence is admissible to show that a written contract, pur-
porting to be made between A. and B., as seller and buyer, was in

fact made by B. , not on his own account, but as agent for a third per-

son, so as to charge such third person as principal
(
Wilson v. Hart, 7

Taunt, 295) ; but such evidence would not be received for the purpose
of discharging B. from the liability he incurred by entering into a
written contract in his own name. {Higgins v. Senioi\ S M. & W. 834.)

Parol evidence cannot be admitted to contradict the terms of a
deed ; as in case of a lease to show that the lessee is to pay a given sum
to a ground landlord, the lease only stipulating for payment of a sum
certain to the lessor.

So the acknowledgment in a deed of the receipt of money is conclu-

sive evidence as between the parties to it of such receipt. {Baker v.

Dewey, 1 B. & C. 704 ; Rowntree v. Jacob, 2 Taunt. 141 ; Flinn v. Ca-
loiv, \ M.&G. 589.)

Where a contract must be in writing by statute, parol evidence can-

not be received to waive or vary any of its terms (a). But if it be
valid without writing, it may, though written, be altered or waived
before breach by a subsequent parol agreement. {Goss v. Lord Nugent,

5 B. & Ad. 58 ; Marshall v. Lyn7i, 6 M. & W. 109 ; Stead v. Daivber,

10 A. & E. 57.) Nor is parol evidence admissible to alter the legal

effect of a written instrument {Greaves v. Ashlin, 3 Camp. 426 ; Mac-
dougall v. Robertson, 1 M. & P. 147) ; as, if no time is mentioned in an
agreement as to when it is to take effect, the law declares that it shall

take effect immediately, and parol evidence is not receivable to show
the contrary. {Williams v. Jones, 5 B. & C. 108.)

The consideration for the agreement must appear upon the writing,

either expressly or impliedly ; but the want or failiire of consideration

may be proved by parol evidence, showing that the agreement is not

binding {Foster v. Jolly, 1 G. M. & R. 708) ; unless in the case of a

deed which, in the absence of fraud, is conclusive evidence of a suffi-

cient consideration. {Tayl. Evid. s. 1040.) In a settlement case,

where the deed of conveyance stated the consideration of the purchase

to be 28?., parol evidence was admitted to show that the consideration

was in fact 30Z. {Rex v. Scammonden, 3 T, R. 474 ; Rex v. CJieadle, 3

B. & Ad. 833.)

Parol evidence of usage or custom is frequently admissible to ex-

plain the meaning of the parties, when not definitely expressed on the

face of the written instrument {Palm. 211 ; 1 Wigglesworth v. Dallison,

1 Dougl. 201 ; Webb v. Plummer, 2 B, & Al. 746) ; and, especially in the

construction of mercantile contracts, parol evidence may be admitted

to show the sense in which, according to the usage and custom of mer-

(a) This, however, depends upon the language of the act requiring the

writing {Tayl. Evid. s. 1045).
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chants, the contract was made. (See Jeffries v. Legandra, 2 Salk. 443 ; 2 Degree and
LethuUer's case, id. ; Park, Ins. 416 ; Whitloch v. Underwood, 2 B. & C. ^^^^ ^y proof.

160.) In an action upon a sold note, in the following terms :—" Sold
'-

to Mr. W. S., eighteen pockets Kent hops, viz., ten pockets Burton
East Kent, eight pockets Springall Goodhurst, at 100s. ;" parol evi-

dence is admissible either to supply the term " cwt.," or to show that

the term "pocket" was intended to mean cwt. {Spicer v. Cooper, 1

Gale & D. 52.) But parol evidence of the course of dealing is not ad-

missible to show that a sale was on credit where the written contract

is silent upon that point. {Ford v. Yates, 2 Scott, N. B. 645.) Such
evidence is also admissible "to annex incidents," that is, to show
what things are customarily treated as incidental and accessorial to

the principal thing, which is the subject of the contract, as to which
the incident related. {Tat/l. Evid. s. 1067. See Brown v. Byrne, 3 E.

& B. 703 ; Lucas v. Bristow, 1 E. B. & E. 907 ; Bale v. Humfreij, 1 E.

B. & E. 1004, Ex. Ch.) So in the construction of ancient charters and
deeds, &c., their construction may be asserted by parol evidence of

usage. (2 Inst. 282 ; Rex v. Varlo, 1 Cowp. 248 ; Chad v. Tilsed, 2 B. &
B. 406; Attorney-General v. Parker, 3 Atk. 576; Weld v. Hornhy, 7

East, 199; Withnell v. Gartham, 6 T. R. 398.)

As to whether parol evidence is admissible to show the contents of,

or to add to, depositions, see 1 Phill. Evid. 352 ; and post, p. 72.

Parol evidence is always admissible to prove a fraud. {Bobell v.

Stevens, 3 B. & 0. 623 ; Boe v. Allen, 8 T. R. 147 ; Hill v. Manchester

Water Works Co., 2 B. & A. 544.)

(3.) Presumptive Etidence.

Many times juries are much induced to rely upon presumptions, (3.) Presumptive

whereof there are thi-ee sorts; violent, probable, and light or temeraiy. evidence.

Violent presumption many times amounts to full proof ; as if one be run
through the body with a sword in a house, whereof he instantly dieth,

and a man is seen to come out of that house with a bloody sword, and
no other man was at that time in the house. Probable presumption

moveth little ; but light or temerary presumption moveth not at all.

(1 Inst. 6 ; 3 Blac. Com. 371 ; Gilb. Evid. 157.)

On an indictment for larceny, proof that a part of the stolen goods

have been found upon the person of the prisoner, or in his house or

possession, is presumptive evidence against him of his having stolen

them, so as to call upon him for his defence ; and may be sufficient to

warrant a conviction, if no facts appear in evidence to repel that pre-

sumption. The goods are sometimes found in the prisoner's house
before his apprehension ; frequently found afterwards ; and there can
be no objection to proof of their being found at one time or the other.

This kind of evidence is frequently strengthened materially by other

circumstances, as by proof that about the time of the offence the pri-

soner was near the spot from which the goods were taken, or that he
gave some false account respecting the goods on being charged with
the crime, or endeavoured to conceal them, or perhaps tried to prevent
an inspection, or by some other proof of suspicious circumstance in his

behaviour. On the other hand, the inference, arising from the mere
fact of possession, will be much weakened, if any considerable time
has elapsed between the loss of the property and the finding of it again
(see 2 C. & P. 459), or if the property was from its nature Hkely to

pass in the interval through many hands ; especially where the pri-

soner betrayed no appearance of guilt at the time of his apprehension.

(2 East's P. C. 656, 657.)

Where the knowledge of the defendant of the nature of his conduct
is the point in issue, as where he is charged with uttering a forged • -

note, knowing it to be' forged, evidence of his having committed a
series of acts of the same description may be received as presumptive
of knowledge. {Rex v. Ball, 1 Camp. 324 ; 2 Leach, 983, 987 ; Rex
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3. Presump-
tive.

(4.) Hearsay
evidence.

V. Wylie, 1 Neiv Rep. 92 ; Rex v. Hough, Russ. & R. C. C. 120, 132, 245
;

R. & M. C. C. 148.)
So it is of a charter of feoffmeiit, if all tlie witnesses to tlie deed be

dead (as no man can keep his witnesses alive, and time weareth out all

men), then violent presumption, which stands for a proof, is continual
and quiet possession. Also the deed may receive credit from a com-
paring of seals, writing, and the like. (1 Inst. 6. See Doe v. Cleve-
land, Marquis, 9 B. & O. 864.)
Prima Jade, it must be presumed that the books of a corporation,

which existed before the Municipal Eeform Act, are in possession of
the new corporation which succeeded them under that act ; but if it be
shown that the old corporation, before their dissolution, deposited them
with a banker, and that from his hands they passed into the Master's
oflB.ce of the Court of Chancery, this rebuts the presumption. {Ludlow
{Mayor, &c.) v. Charlton, 9 C. & P. 242.)
Where no acts of ownership have been exercised by the party bene-

ficially interested in an estate devised in trust, a reconveyance by the
trustees cannot be presumed. {Doe d. Rees v. Williams, 1 Jur. 755.)
As to the presumption of rights of way, see " Highways."
The death of a party will be presumed, if he has not been heard of

for seven years or more. But there is no legal presumj)tion as to the
time of his death. {Doe v. Nepean, b B. & Ad. 86 ; S. C. in error, 2
M. & W. 894 ; Doe v. Jesson, 6 East, 84 ; Doe Lloyd v. Deakin, 4 B. &
Al. 433.) And the onus of proving the death at any particular period
of time within the seven years, rests upon the party alleging the death
to have occurred at such period. {Thomasy. Thomas, 2 De. & Sm. 298.)
After the lapse of even a much shorter period, the law will not presume
the person to be alive if the effect of such presumption is to render a
third party guilty of an illegal act. Thus where a woman married a
second time, her first husband having left the country only 12 months
previously, she will not on that account be presumed to have been
guilty of bigamy. {Rex v. Twyning, 2 B. & Al. 386.) After one
hundred years, the death of a party without issue was presumed in
Doe V. Wolley, 8 B. & C. 22. Proof that a person sailed in a ship,

bound for the West Indies, two or three years ago, and that, the ship
has not since been heard of, is presumptive evidence that the person is

dead ; but the time of the death, if material, must depend on the
circumstances of the case. (See Watson v. King, 1 Stark, C. N. P.
121 ; Doe v. Nepean, 5 B. & Ad. 86 ; S. C. in error, 2 M. & W. 894.)

Twenty years' regular usage, uncontradicted and unexplained, is

cogent evidence for a jury to presume, that a custom for a steward of

the manor to nominate a jury to sei've on the court leet, at the election

of the mayor of a borough, is an immemorial custom. {R. v. Joliffe,

2 B. & C. 54.) So proof of non-usage of a road for 28 years, by car-

riages and carts, and the stopping up of such road by a gate kci:)t

always locked, was held presumptive evidence that such road had
been stopped up under an inclosure award, with the concurrence and
by order of two justices. {Williams v. Eyton, 4 //. & N. 357; 28 L.
J. Ex. 146.)

In trover for goods, where the defence was a purchase in market
overt in the city of London, the court presumed, after verdict (no
question having been made of it at the trial), that one of the parties

to the sale was a freeman of the city. {Lyons v. Depass, 9 C. tfc

P. 68.)

(4.) Hearsay Evidence.

In general, that which another asserts must be by oath in a court of

justice ; and no one will be permitted to come into such court, and say,

upon his oath, that he heard such a one declare certain facts to have
occurred ; but he who makes the declaration must himself repeat it

upon his oath. And this is that which is termed hearsay evidence,



viz., the deposing on oatli, that certain facts exist, which facts are only 4. Hearsay.
known to the deponent by the relation of some other person. (See 1

Tayl. Evid. s. 507, et seq.; 2 Hawk. c. 46, s. 46; Bull. N. P. 294;
Stark. Evid. Fart I. 40—47 ;

per Bayley, J., in Spargo y. Brown, 9 B,
& C. 938.)

In The QueerCs Case it was held, that if, upon the trial of an indict-

ment, it appear upon cross-examination of one of the witnesses for the
prosecution, that J. S. was employed by the prosecutor for the purpose
of procuring and examining evidence and witnesses in support of the
indictment, the defendant cannot give evidence of J. S.'s having
offered a bribe to a Certain person to induce him to give evidence
touching the matter of the indictment, unless such person have heen
examined as a witness. [The QueevUs Case, 2 B. & B. 302.) Hearsay
evidence is sometimes admissible to satisfy the mind of the court upon
a preliminary inquiry, although the facts proved would not be evi-

dence in the cause. {Be Braintree, 28 L. J. M. C. 1.)

Pedigree, Births, Marriages, tfec]—On inquiring into the truth of Hearsay pedigree,

facts which happened a long time ago, the courts have varied from the
^'J^^'

marriages,

strict rules of evidence applicable to modern facts of the same descrip-

lion, on account of the great difficulty of proving those remote facts in.

the ordinary manner, by living witnesses. On this principle, hearsay
and reputation (which latter is the hearsay of those who may be sup-
Ijosed to have known the fact handed down from one to another) have
been admitted as evidence in cases of pedigree. {Per Le Blanc, J., in.

Highman v. Ridgway, 10 East, 120.)

Thus declarations of deceased members of the family are admissible
evidence to prove relationship ; as, who was a person's grandfather, or
whom he married, or how many children he had, or as to the time of a
marriage or of the birth of a child, and the like, of which it cannot be
reasonably presumed that better evidence is to be procured. (1 Tayl.
Evid. 4th ed. 5.)

So hearsay declarations on a question of pedigree are admissible
to prove the identity of the party. {Beg. v. St. Mildred's, Canterbury,
2 Jurist. 46, Q. B.) But the declarations of an illegitimate member
of a family respecting his illegitimate brothers, were held not to bo
admissible as reputation. {Doe v. Barton, 2 M. & Bob. 28.)

Declarations of servants and intimate acquaintances are not admis-
sible evidence in questions of pedigree. {Johnson v. Lawson and
another, 2 Bing. 86 ; Tayl. Evid. 4fh ed. s. 72.)

Nor is hearsay evidence by a pauper of the declarations of his de-
ceased putative father, as to the birth-place of the pauper admissible.
{BexY. Erith, 8 East, 539 ; see Roscoe, Evid. 37.)

A written memorandum by a deceased man-midwife, stating that he
had delivered a woman of a child on a certain day, and referring to
his ledger, in which a charge for his attendance was marked as paid,
was thought by the Court of King's Bench to have been properly re-
ceived in evidence, ujion an issue as to the child's age. This entry
was made by a person who, so far from having an interest to make it,

had an interest the other way : for it appeared distinctly, from other
evidence, that the work charged was actually done ; and the discharge
in the book repels the claim which he would otherwise have had.
{Hiyhamy. Ridgway, 10 East, 109, 110; see Whitnashy. Oifford, 8 B.
& C. 556.)

On a question, whether a testator at the time of making his will was
of full age, a written memorandum by his deceased father, stating the
time of his birth, has been admitted to be good evidence. {Herbert v.
Tuckall, T. Raym. 84, cited in Bruney. Rawlings, 7 East, 290; and see
Kidney v. Cockburn, 2 Rus. & M. 170, 171.)

And the declaration^ of deceased persons, as to whether they were
married, or whether the person in question was bom before or after

marriage, are evidence. {Stevensy. Moss, 2 Cowp. 591.)
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4. Hearsay.

Bight of way, &c.

Ownership of
estate.

Customs.

Settlements.

Declarations made after a controversy or suit lias arisen, witli regard
to the point in question, are inadmissible. [Berkeley Peerage case, 4
Camp. 401.)

Declarations in the family descriptions upon monuments or grave-
stones, in Bibles and registry books, recitals in family deeds, engravings
on rings, old pedigrees bung up in a family mansion, and the like (in
wbicb it is improbable that a description would be suffered to continue
if erroneous), are aUof them admissible, upon the principle that they
are the natural effusions of a party who must know the truth, and who
speaks upon an occasion when his mind stands in an even position,
without any temptation to exceed or fall short of the truth. (1 Tayl.
Evid., 'ith ed. c. 9.) Entries of pedigree in a family Bible or Testa-
ment, which is produced from the proper custody, are admissible as
evidence, without proofof their handwriting or authorship. {Htibhard
V. iees and another, L. E. 1 Ex. 255.) But such entries are not ad-
missible which are not shown to have come to the knowledge of any
deceased members of the family. [Splents v. Lefevre, 11 L. T. N. S.

114.)

Ownership of Way, Estate, c&c]—In questions about a right of way,
reputation, i. e. what old people deceased have said upon the subject, is

good evidence. {Bull. N. P. 295.) And see PuUic Rights of Way ; titlo
'^ Highways.'^

Whether a particular piece of landbe parcelof an estate maybe proved
by declarations made by a deceased tenant while in possession. {Bull.
N. P. 295.) A declaration by the owner or occupier of adjoining land,
that his neighbour's land extends to such a spot, accompanying an act
of forbearance to go beyond the spot for that reason (or without such
act, if he speaks against his interest), is evidence that the land extends
so far. {Sir T. Stanley v. White, 14 East, 332, 339.) And the declara-
tion of a deceased occupier of land, that he rented it under a certain
person, is evidence of that person's seisin.

(
Uncle v. Watson, 4 Taunt.

16 ; Doe d. Baggalley v. Jones, 1 Camp. 367 ; Doe d. Human v. Pettett,

o B. & Al. 225.) But entries by a thii'd person, deceased, in his
books of receipts of rent from his tenant for a particular estate, are
not admissible to prove the identity of the land, in a cause between
two others. {Outram v. Morewood, 5 T. R. 121 ; and see further as to
this, post, 42.) Where the question was, whether a slip of land
between some old enclosures and the highway vested in the lord of the
manor or the owner of the adjoining freehold, it was held, that evi-
dence might be received of acts of ownership by the lord of the manor
on similar slips of land not adjoining his own freehold in various parts
of the manor. {Doe Barrett v. Kemp, 7 Bing. 332. See Woolway v.

Roioe, I A. & E. 114.)

In ejectment by parish officers to recover a cottage, entries in the
books of a deceased tradesman of charges for the building of the cottage,

which are there stated to have been paid by the lord of the manor, are
not admissible in evidence on the part of the defendant. {Doe d. Haden
V. Burton, 9 Car. & P. 254.)

In cases of custom, reputation by deceased persons, as to the right,

may be proved when presumed to be conversant with the neighbour-
hood and acquainted with the custom ; but not to prove that they, the
deceased persons, had said that they had seen certain facts take place,

which amounted to an exercise of the right. {R. y. Eriswell, 3 T. R.
707).

Settlements.']—^The deathbed declarations of a pauper respecting his

settlement was held to be admissible in Rex v. Bury, Cald. 481, but
now, since the case of Stohart v. Dryden, 1 M. & W. 626, this is no
longer law, and it is now settled that evidence of this description is

admissible only in cases of homicide.
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The owner of a house let to a pauper, having died before an appeal 4. Hearsay.
against a removal, grounded on a settlement by tenancy, was heard, it

was made a question whether a declaration made by him during the

time the pauper occupied the house, that he had let it to him, and that

another person had duly guaranteed the rent, could be received. {B.

V. Chediston, 4: B. & C. 230.)

Hearsay evidence, from, a wife, of the declarations of her husband,
living abroad, respecting his settlement, was formerly held to be admis-
sible when supported by slight circumstances. {B. v. Wareham, Cald.

141.) But now it is fully established that the declarations of a hus-
band to his wife, respecting his settlement, are not, after his death,

admissible evidence in support of the settlement. {Bex v. Ferry
Frystone, 2 East, 00 ; Bex v. Ahergwilly, 2 East, 63. A pauper's state-

ment of what he has heard and believes as to the place of his birth,

is within the rule excluding hearsay evidence, and insufficient to

support an order for his removal. {Beg, v. Lydeard St. Lawrence, 1 G.
& D. 191 ; Beg. v. Ecclesall Bierlow, I O. & D. im.)
In an appeal, the respondents, in order to prove the fact of the deli-

very to them of a certificate given by the appellants, acknowledging
the pauper to be their settled inhabitant, produced an old book from
their own parish chest, in which was an entry of that fact in the hand-
writing of a former parish officer ; it was held that such evidence was
inadmissible. {Bex v. Dehenham, 2 B. & Al. 185.)

Public 01- general Bights.']—A general right may be proved by tradi- Public or general

tionary evidence; a, particular fact cannot. (Per Ld. Kenyon, C. J., in ^^S^^^-

Outram v. Morewood, 5 T. B. 123.)

A right of ferry is a matter in which the public are interested, and
as to which, therefore, reputation is evidence. {Pirn y. Curell, 6 M. &
W. 234.)

^A document drawn up at a meeting of the inhabitants of a township,
and signed by them under a resolution to resist the repairs of a road,

is evidence of reputation. {Barraclough v. Johnson, 8 Ad. & E. 99.)

On an indictment for obstructing a highway to which defendant
pleaded not guilty, a witness stated, that about forty years ago a de-
ceased occupier of land over which the road passed, planted a willow
near the road. The witness was then asked what the occupier said
when he planted the willow. The witness answered, that the occu-
pier said that he planted the willow to show where the boundary of the
road was when he was a boy. It was held, that the statement of the
occupier was not receivable in evidence, on the ground that it was
evidence of reputation, or as a declaration accompanying an act done,
or as a declaration against the interest of the party making it. {Beg.

V. Bliss, 7 Ad. & E. 550. See ''Highway.")
Upon a question of boundary between two parishes and manors,

whether a certaiu common was within the parish and manor of H. or
the parish of B. and manor of M., evidence was admitted of what old
persons, then dead, had said concerning the boundaries, though not as
to particular facts or transactions ; there not appearing any dispute
at the time respecting the right of such old persons. {Nicholls v.
Parker, 14 East, 331, n. ; Barnes v. Mawson, 1 M. & S. 81.) But not
so as to a boundary between two estates. {Clothier y. CJiapman, 14
East, 331, n.) But where, on an issue as to the boundary of a tene-
ment, evidence has been given that the boundary in question is

the same with the boundary of a certain hamlet, evidence of repu-
tation as to the boundary of that hamlet is then receivable as
proof of fact relevant to the issue. {Thomas v. Jenkins, 1 N. & P.
587 ; and see 1 Tayl. Evid. Ath ed. c. 8.)

Where in trespass the question was whether certain land was in the
parish of A. or parish of B., the land in B. being tithe-free, it was held
that ancient leases granted by the ancestor of the landlord, in which
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4, Hearsay, the land was described as being in parisb B., were admissible as evi-— dence of reputation that tbe land was ia tbat parish.. Old rates made
by the parish officers of B. on the occupiers of the land in question were
also produced ; and an account, containing an overseer's account, in
which, against the sum for which the occupier of that land had been
assessed, there were crosses made, were produced : it was held that
these were evidence that the sums assessed had been paid by the tenants.
{Flaxtony. Bare, 10 B.&C.Vl.)
Perambulations are evidence of the extent of a particular parish or

manor. i^Woolway v. Boive, 1 A. & JE. 114:; Weeks v. Sparke, 1 M. &
8. 687. ) On a question whether certain land be part of the plaintiff's

estate, or waste of the manor, a perambulation of such manor by the
lord, including the land in question, is evidence, as showing an asser-
tion of ownership by the lord, though it be not proved that any per-
son on behalf of the plaintiff was present at the perambulation or knew
of it. [Woolwayy, Bowe, 1 A. & E. 114.)

Before a customary right can be proved by evidence of reputation, a
foundation must be laid by showing acts of ownership, and then the
evidence of reputation becomes admissible ; such evidence being con-
fined to what old persons, who were in a situation to know what these
rights are, have been heard to say concerning them. {Weeks v. Sparke,

1 M. & S. 681.) Eeputation is not evidence on an indictment against
an individual for not repairing a bridge, ratione tenures. (B, \. Atitro-
bus, 6 C. &F. 790.)

Declarations as to boundaries or customs, &c., madepost litem motam,
are not admissible as evidence of reputation. {B. v. Cotton, 3 Camp.
444 ; 11 Price, 180.)

Hearsay of persons Where party has no Interest to misrepresent.1—In. many cases, the

to m^wepresenr^*
delarations of deceased persons upon a fact which they were competent
to know, and who have had no interest %o misrepresent, or whose in-

terest was to represent the other way, have been admitted in evidence ;

thus, if the obligee of a bond indorse on the back of it the payment of
interest by the obHgor, this will be evidence for the executors of the
obligee to rebut the presumption of payment of the bond more than 20
years old. [Oleadow v. Atkin, 1 C. & M. 410 ; and see Searle v. Lord
Barrington, 2 Stra. 826.) But an entry in the handwriting of a deceased
person is not admissible where there was no duty imposed upon him
to make it ; and when it is not against his interest.

(
Webster v. Web-

ster, 1 F. & F. 401.)

Entries by a deceased rector, or vicar, as to the receipt of ecclesias-

tical dues, are admissible for his successor, for he had no interest to

misstate the fact. (2 Givill. 529; 4 Frice, 218.) So, entries made by
a deceased collector of rates, charging him with the receipt of money,
and made by him in the public books of his office, are admissible
against his surety, to prove his receipt. {Ooss v. Watlington, 3B. & B.
132.) And in Middleton v. Melton (10 B. cfc C. 317) it was held, that
an entry made by a deceased collector of taxes, in a private book kept
by him for his own convenience, whereby he charged himself with the
receipt of sums of money, was evidence against a sui-ety of the fact of
the receipt of such money in an action on a bond conditioned for the
due payment of the taxes by the collector, although the parties by
whom the money had been paid were alive, and might have been
called as witnesses ; and that upon the general principle that the entry
was to the prejudice of the party who made it. (See Whitnash v. Gif-
ford, 8 B. & C. 556 ; Boe v. Cartwright, 1 C.&F. 218; Boe d. Sturt v.
Mobbs, 1 C.&M.l.)
To prove soil and freehold the entries made by a former steward of

the manor in his day-book, of receipts of sums of money for tres-

passes committed upon the place in question, were held to begood evi-

dence, as the steward thereby charged himself with the receipt of
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laoney ; and tllese entries may either be in Ms handwriting, or in a 4. Hearsay.
book signed in bis handwriting. And the rule is that if a steward's
entry be sufficient to charge himself, it is admissible evidence. {Barry
V. Behhingtan, 4 T. E. 514 ; Doer. Colcombe, 1 Car. & M. 155.) To make
such entries by an agent evidence, it is not necessary they should
be made by the agent if signed by him. {Doe v. Stacey, 6 G. & P.
139.)

To prove the fact of a surrender of an interest in an estate, the
books of the attorney, since deceased, who had made an entry of
having prepared the wiitings, and of the charge for the same, as due
to himself, and then an entry that they were paid, were admitted in
evidence and afterwards agreed by the court to be so. {Warren v.

Greenville, 2 Str. 1129.)

So, to prove the real time of executing a lease to have been different

from its actual date, an attorney's entry of charges by himself for

making the lease, and of payment of those charges, was admitted as
good evidence. {Doe d. Reece v. liohson, 15 East, 33 ; and see the case
of the surgeon, ante, 39.)

This proceeds upon the ground that there was a total absence of
interest in the persons making the entry to pervert the fact, and at

the same time a competency in them to know it. And Bayley, J., A party cannot

said, it had long been an established principle of evidence, that if a make evidencj

party, who has a knowledge of the fact, make an entry of it, whereby ^^ ^^^ '

he charges himself, or discharges another upon whom he would other-
wise have a claim, such entry is admissible evidence of the fact,

because it is against his own interest. {Doe. v. Rohson, 15 East, 35.)
But proof must be adduced that the account or entry was made or
adopted by the deceased, and in default of such proof it cannot be
received. {Baron de Rutzen v. Farr, 4: A. & E. 53.) After the expira-
tion of thirty years the handwriting need not be proved, provided that
the book be produced from the proper, custody. {Doe v. Michael, 17
Q. B. 276; Attorney-General x. Stephens, 1 K. & J. 724.)
"The general rule," said Lord Hardwicke, (in the case of Glyn v.

The Bank of England, 2 Ves. 43,) " is, that a man cannot make evidence
for himself. What he writes or says for himself cannot be evidence of
his right, and consequently cannot be for his representative claiming
in his right and place, I will not say " (added Lord Hardioicke) " how
length of time may vary it ; but otherwise it cannot be any more than
for himself." (See R. v. Dehenham, 2 B. & Al, 185.)

When Hearsay part of the transaction itself]—When hearsay is intro- Hearsay, when
duced, not as a medium of proof, in order to establish a distinct fact, part of the traua-

but as being in itself a part of the transaction in question, it is then ^'^^^°^-

admissible ; for, to exclude it, might be to exclude the only evidence
of which the nature of the case is capable. {B. N. P. 40 ; 2 Hawk.
c. 46, s. 46.) As the declarations of a party of the extent of the hurt
received by him from an assault made immediately on his receiving it,

or in answer to the inquiries of a medical man. (See Thompson v. Treva-
7Uon, Skin. 402; AvesoriY. Lord Kinnaird, & East, 193; Hoarey. Allen,
3 Esp. 276 ; Rex v. Foster, 6 (7. A P. 325.) In Lord Gordon's case, the
declarations of the mob were held admissible in evidence. (21 How.
St. Tr. 542.)

Official Situations, (&c.]—^If, upon collateral issue, it is to be proved Titles of office,

that such an one was justice of the peace, baronet, or the like, common
reputation is sufficient proof, without showing the commission or letters
patent of the creation.

And in the case of justices of the peace, peace officers, constables, &c.,
it is siTfficient to proVe that they acted in those characters, without
producing their appointments. {So determined hy all the Judges in the
case of the Gordons, tried for murder in 1789, 1 Leach, 581 ; R. v. Shelley,
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4. Hearsay. 1 Leach, 381, n. ; Berryman v. Wise, 4 T. iJ. 366.) And this, although
they acted under a special authority, derived from a local act or other-
wise. [Butler V. Ford, 1 G. & M. 662.)

And in an indictment for disobeying a justice's order for diverting a
road, it was held unnecessary to produce the commission of the peace
to prove the persons to be magistrates who signed the order. (Per
Hotham, B., B. v. Kingston Lent Ass. 1801, 1 Nol. B. L. 598.)
And where an affidavit was sworn before a person who acted as a
commissioner for taking affidavits, it was held sufficient. (B. v. Howard,
1 M. & Bob. 187.)

^ So at the trial of an officer on an information for defrauding govern-
ment by false returns of musters, it was held sufficient to prove that
he acted in the character mentioned in the information, without proving
the commission from the king. {B. v. Gardiner, 2 Camp. 513.) And
where a person who acted as a letter-carrier was indicted for embezzle-
ment, under 2 Will. 4, c. 4, the production of his appointment was
held to be unnecessary. (B. v. Borrett, 6 0. & P. 124.)

And in general, where a party assumes a particular character, proof
of that fact will suffice, as against that party. (See Bevan v. Williams,

3 T. B. 635, n.)

5. Dying Declauations.

(5.) Dying deck- The Dying Declarations of a person who expects to die, respecting the
rations. circumstances under which he received a mortal injury, are constantly

admitted in criminal prosecutions, where the death is the subject of

criminal inquiry, though the accused was not present when they were
made, and had no opportunity for cross-examination. {Tayl. Evid.

s. 644, et seq.) And this either against or in favour of the party
charged with the death, {Bex v. Scaife, 1 M. & Bob. 551.) For it is

considered that when an individual is in constant expectation of imme-
diate death, all temptations to falsehood, either of interest, hope, or

fear, will be removed, and the awful nature of his situation may be
presumed to impress him as strongly with the necessity of a strict

adherence to truth as the most solemn obligation of an oath adminis-
tered in a court of justice. (1 Leach, 502; 1 Gilb. Evid. 280.) To
enable these testimonies to be given in evidence, they must be made
when the party is not only in actual danger of death, but when he is

aware of the circumstances in which he is placed, and impressed with
a sense of speedy dissolution. (1 Leach, 503 ; 1 East, P. C. 353.) But
it is not necessary to prove expressions implying apprehensions of

immediate danger, if it be clear the party does not expect to survive

the injury. {B. y. Bonner, 6 C. & P. 386.) And this may be collected

from the general circumstances of his condition. (Id.) As where the
party was a member of the Eomish church, and had confessed, been
absolved, and received extreme unction before making the declaration.

{B. V. Minton, 1 M'Nally, 386.)

A boy between 10 and 11 years of age was mortally wounded, and
died the next day. On the evening of the day on which he was
wounded, he was told by a surgeon that he could not recover. The boy
made no reply, but appeared dejected. It appeared, from his answers
to questions put to him, that he was aware that he would be punished
hereafter if he said what was not true ; a declaration made by him at

this time was therefore held receivable in evidence on the trial of a
person for kilHng him, as being a declaration in articulo mortis. {Beg.

V. Perkins, 9 Car. & P. 395.)

But in a case of murder, it appeared that, two days before the death
of the deceased, the surgeon told her that she was in a very precarious

state ; and that, on the day before her death, when she had become
much worse, she said to the surgeon that she found herself gi'owing

worse, and that she had been in hopes she would have got better, but



as she was getting worse slie thouglit it her duty to mention what had 5, Dying
taken place. Immediately after this she made a statement, which was Declarations.

considered not receivable in evidence as a declaration in articulo mortis,

as it did not sufficiently appear that, at the making of it, the deceased
was without hope of recovery. (Heg. v. Megson, 9 Car. & P. 418.)

In R. V. Mosley {By. & M. C. C. -R. 97), it was held, that the decla-

rations of the deceased, made on the day he was wounded, and when he

believed he should not recover, were evidence, although he did not die till

eleven days after, and although the surgeon did not think his case

hopeless, and continued to tell him so till the day of his death. In one
case, where the party, being confined to his bed, said to his surgeon,
" I am afraid, doctor, I shall never recover; " and in another, where
the surgeon having said, "You are in great danger; " the party
replied, " I fear I am; " declarations subsequently made were admitted,
(i?. V. Graven, Lewin, C. C. 77 ; M, v. Simpson, Lewin, C. C. 78.) In
a, Christie [Car. C, L. 232, 0. B. 1821), the deceased asked his surgeon
if the wound was necessarily mortal ; and on being told that recovery
was just possible, and that there had been an instance where a person
had recovered after such a wound, he said, " I am satisfied ;

" and after

this he made a statement. This statement was held by Abbott, 0. J.,

and Park, J., to be inadmissible as a declaration in articulo mortis, as it

did not appear that the deceased thought himself at the point of death

;

*£oT being told that the wound was not necessarily mortal, he might
still have had a hope of recovery. And where the only evidence of the
dying man being aware of his situation consisted in his saying "he
should never recover," it was held insufficient. {B. v. Van Butchell,

5 C.&P. 631.)

The declarations are only admissible where the death is the subject
of the charge, and the circumstances of the death are the subject of
the declaration. Thus, in a case, where the prisoner was indicted for

administering savin to a woman pregnant, but not quick with child,

with intent to procure abortion ; the woman was dead, and, for the
prosecution, evidence of her dying declaration upon the subject was
tendered. The learned judge rejected the evidence, observing, that
although the declaration might relate to the cause of death, still such
declarations were admissible in those cases alone where the death of the
party was the subject of inquiry. {B. v. Hutchinson, 2 B. & C. 608.)
So in B. V. Mead, (2 B. & C. 605,) defendant having been convicted of
perjury, a rule nisi for a new trial was obtained; whilst that was
pending, the defendant Mead shot the prosecutor Law ; and on showing
cause against the rule, an affidavit was tendered of the dying declara-
tion of the latter, as to the transaction out of which the prosecution for

perjiu-y arose. The Court held, that it could not be read ; for dying
declarations are admissible only where the death is the subject of the
charge, and the circumstances of the death are the subject of the decla-
ration. So in trials for robbery, the dying declarations of the party
robbed are rejected. {Per Bayley and Best, JJ. 1822 ; B. v. Lloyd, 4 C,

6 P. 233 ; and see B. v. I£ind, 29 L. J. M. C. 147.)
The dying party must, at the tiiq,e of making the declarations, to

render them admissible, have an idea of a future state ; therefore the
declarations of a dying child, only of four years of age, have been held
inadmissible. {B. v. Pike, 3 C. & P. G. N. P. 598.)

Nothing can be evidence in a declaration in articulo mortis that would
not be so if the party were sworn. Therefore, anything the mur-
dered person, in articulo mortis, says as to facts, is receivable, but not
what he says as matter of opinion. {B. v. Sellers, 0. B. 1796, Car. C.
L. 233.)

If the declaration of the deceased, at the time of his making it, be
reduced into writing, 'the written document must be given in evidence,
and no parol testimony respecting its contents can be admitted.

(
Vin.

Ah. Evid. 38j A. b.) And if a declaration in articulo mortis be taken
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doyn in writing, and signed by the party making it, tlie judge will
neither receive a cojjy of the paper in evidence, nor will he receive

• parol evidence of the declaration. {R. v. Oaij, h C. & P. 230.) But
where the dying person repeated his declaration three several times in
the course of the same day, the fact of its having been committed to
writing in the presence of a magistrate, on the second occasion, will
not, it seems, exclude parol evidence of the others, where it is not in
the power of the prosecutor at the trial to give that which has been
committed to writing in evidence. [R. v. Reason, 16 How. St. Tr.) And
on one occasion in Ireland, in a case where the depositions of the indi-
vidual were made at a time when he thought himself dying, taken
down by a magistrate, and not in the presence of the prisoner, it being
objected at the trial that these depositions were not pursuant to the
sta,t. 10 Car. c. 1, (Irish,) the magistrate was sworn and gave parol
evidence of the declarations of the deceased. (R. v. CaUarihun, 1

M'Nally, 385.)

The court are to decide as to the admissibility of the declaration.

(1 Leach, 504 ; R. v. Huchs, 1 Stark. C. N. P. 522 ; R. v. Van Butchdl,
3 C. & P. C. N. P. 629.)

(6.) Confessions

(7.) Opinions.

(8.) Evidence of
character.

6. Confessions.

We have already seen how far the confessions of the party himselP
are evidence against him. (Tit. " Confession.")

7. Opinions of Witnesses.

Opinions.']—Upon questions of science, skill, and judgment, the
opinions of competent judges are admissible in evidence; but in general
mere matter of opinion is not so. Thus, on a trial where the defence is

insanity, a witness of medical skill may be asked, whether such and
such appearances, proved by other vtitnesses, are, in his judgment,
symptoms of insanity {R. v. Wright, R. & R. 0. 456) ; but it is ques-
tionable if he can be asked, whether, from other testimony given, the
act with which the prisoner is charged is, in his opinion, an act of
insanity, for this is the very point to be decided by the jmy. (Id.)

A physician, who has not seen the particular patient, may, after hear-
ing the evidence of others, be called to prove, on oath, the general
effects of the disease described by them, and its probable consequences
in the particular case. {Tayl. Evid. ss. 1273—1279.)

8. Evidence of Character.

In trials for felony and high treason, and in trials also for misde-
meanors (where the direct object of the prosecution is to piuiish the
offence), the prisoner is always permitted to call witnesses to his general
character ; and in every case of doubt proof of good character will be
entitled to great weight. The inquiry as to the prisoner's general
character ought manifestly to bear some analogy and reference to the
nature of the charge against him. On a charge of stealing, it would bo
irrelevant and absurd to inquire into the prisoner's loyalty or humanity

;

on a charge of high treason, it would be equally absurd to inquire into

his honesty and pimctuality in private dealings. Such evidence relates

to piinciples of moral conduct, which, however they might oi^erate on
other occasions, would not be likely to operate on that which alone is

the subject of inquiiy ; it would not aflford the least presumption, that
the prisoner might not have been tempted to commit the crime for

which he is tried, and is therefore totally inapplicable to the point in

question. The inquiry must also be as to the general character; for it

is general character alone which can afford any test of general conduct,

or raise a presumption that the person who had maintained a fair



reputation do'wn to a certain period would not then begin to act a 8. Charactery

dishonest, unworthy part. Proof of particular transactions in which Evidence of.

the defendant may have been concerned is not admissible as evidence
of his general good character. The best medium of proof of general
character is, by showing how the person stands in general estimation;

proof that he is reputed to be honest is evidence of his character for

honesty, and the species of evidence most correctly resorted to in such
inquiries. (1 Phill. Evid. 7 ed. 177 ; Tayl. Evid. ss. 325—331.)
In Reg. v. Turherfield, 34 L. J. M. C, 20, a witness for the prosecution,

a policeman, was asked, " What did you know of the prisoner's pre-

vious character ? " The court decided that this question could not be
put, but as it was clear that the policeman might have stated that he
entertained a suspicion that the prisoner had been guilty of felony, it

was open to the prisoner's counsel to ask him the grounds of his

suspicion.

This question of the admissibility of evidence of general character

was fully discussed in Reg. v. Rowfon, 34 L. J. M. C. 57, when it was
decided that if a prisoner, on his trial, gives evidence that his character

is good, it is open to the prosecution, in reply, to prove that his

character is bad. Such evidence of character must not be evidence of

particular facts, but of general reputation only, regard being had to the
nature of the charge {Erie, C. J. and Willes, J. dissentiente), and per
Erie, G. J. and Willes, J. witnesses' individual opinion respecting
the general character and disposition of the prisoner with reference to

the charge is admissible, though such witnesses know nothing of the
prisoner's general reputation. In Reg. v. Brown, 1 L. R. C. C. R. 70,

the court decided that it was the undoubted practice to permit the
character of a witness for veracity to be impeached by proving that
his general reputation is such that they would not believe him on
his oath.

"The true line of distinction," Eyre, 0. B., said, "is this : in a direct

prosecution for a crime, such evidence is admissible ; but where the
prosecution is not directly for the crime, but for the penalty, as in this

infoi-mation, it is not." (Att. -General v. Bowman, 2 B. & P. 532.)
On the trial of an indictment for a rape, evidence is admissible on

the part of the prisoner, that the woman bore a notoriously bad cha-
racter for want of chastity and common decency, or that she had pre-
viously been criminally connected with the prisoner ; but it cannot bo
shown that she had a criminal connexion with other persons. {R. v.

Hodgson, R. & R. C. C. 211.) But this case seems now to be over-
ruled. (See R. V. Barher, 3 C. cfe P. 589 ; Verry v. Watkins, 1 C. & P.
308 ; R. V. Dean, 6 Cox, 23 ; and Tayl. Evid. s. 336, note 3.) And on
an indictment for an assault with intent to commit a rape, general
evidence of the woman's bad character, previous to the supposed offence,

is clearly admissible ; but evidence of particular facts, to impeach her
chastity, cannot be received in this case more than in the last, not even
for the purpose of contradicting her answers in cross-examination.
{R. V. Clarke, 2 Stark. N. P. 243.) Her answers to questions respect-
ing particular facts, not involved in the issue, are conclusive. And if,

on cross-examination, she admit her own misconduct in some earlier

transactions, it would be proper, on re-examination, to inquire into

her conduct subsequent to such transactions, for the purpose of
restoring her credit. Other witnesses may also be called to show
that she has since retrieved her character. (And see further, post,

"Rape".)
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. 1. Public
Documents.

Modes of Proof.

(1.) Written
evidence.

Acts of Parlia-
ment.

Public acta.

Preamble of acts.

Private acts.

Irisk acts.

41 Geo. 3, c. 90.

Journals of Par-
liament.

Proclamations,
&c.

(Bhiltntt.

III. JHotres of Iroof ig 512aritten ©bitrmce.

The Modes of proving Facts are by, 1st, Written Evidence; and
2nd, Yerbal Evidence by "Witnesses.

Written Evidence may consist of public documents,—of records and
proceedings in courts,—or of private documents.

(1.) Public Doctjmetts.

Acts of Parliament.']—Acts of Parliament relate either to tbe king-
dom at large, wben they are called general acts ; or only to particular

classes of men, or to certain individuals, in which case they are called

frlvate acts. {Bull. N. P. 222.)

Public acts are not the subject of proof in any court of justice ; for

being the law of the land, they are supposed to be known to every
man. The printed statute-book is on all occasions refeiTed to, not as
an authentic copy of the statute itself (which is a record), but as hints

of that which is supposed to be lodged in every man's mind already.

{Gilh. 10.)

The preamble of a public act of Parliament, reciting that certain

outrages had been committed in particular parts of the kingdom, is

admissible in evidence, for the purpose of proving an introductory
averment in an information for a libel, that outrages of that descrip-

tion had existed, because in judgment of law every subject is privy to

the making of the statute. \R. v. Sutton, A M. & S. 532.)

Private, and local and personal acts of Parliament are proved by the
production of a copy pui'porting to be printed by the Queen's printer

(8 & 9 Vict. c. 113, s. 3). But if the copy do not purport to be printed
thus, it must be proved like other records which concern private
rights, by copies examined with the Parliament rolls. {Bull. N. P.
225.) In most private acts before 1851 a clause was inserted directing

that the act should be deemed to be a public act, or that a copy
printed by the king's printer should be admitted in evidence, which
superseded the necessity of evidence to prove it in a court of justice.

{Beaumont V. Mountain, 4: M. & Sel. 117; Woodward y. Cotton, 1 C. M.
& R. 44.) But now, by 13 & 14 Vict. c. 21, s. 7, all acts are to be
taken to be public acts unless the contrary be expressly provided.
The insertion of such a clause does not, it seems, put a private act on
the same footing with a public general act, with regard to recitals

contained in it. {Brett v. Beaks, M. & M. 416.)
By stat. 41 Geo. 3, U. K. c. 90, s. 9, the statutes of England and

of Oreat Britain, printed and published by the king's printer, shall be
received as conclusive evidence of the several statutes in the courts of
either kingdom. (See further, post, " Statutes.")

Journals of Parliament.']—The journals of either House of Parliament
may be proved by copies purporting to be printed by the Queen's
printer, or by the printers to either House of Parliament (8 & 9 Vict.

c. 113, s. 3).

The journals are in general evidence of the facts therein stated.

{Bex V. Franklin, 17 How. St. Tr. 617.) But the resolutions of the
house are not so. {Oates's case, 10 id. 1165—7.)

Proclamations, Addresses, and Articles of TVar.]—Royal proclamations
are proved by copies purporting to be printed by the Queen's printers

(8 & 9 Vict. c. 113, s. 3). Addresses and axticles of war, as printed by
the king's printer, are considered as sufficiently proving themselves
by the mere production of a witness, who purchased them of such
printer. (See Bex v. 'Withers, 5 T. R. 446 ; Bradley v. Arthur, 4 B.
& C. 304 ; Attorney-Oeneral v. Theakstone, 8 Price, 89.) A paper from
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the secretary of state's office, transmitted by tlie British ambassador l. Puhlic

at a foreign court, and purporting to be a declaration of war by the Documents:

government of that country against another foreign state, is admissible <fcc.

for the purpose of showing the precise period of the commencement
of the war. {Theluson v. Gosling, 4 Esp. 266.) The recitals in a

proclamation are evidence of the facts recited. {Rex v. Sutton, 4 if. (fc

8. 532.)

Gazette.']—T^hB gazette printed and published by the king's printer. Gazette,

or by the authority of government, is evidence of all acta of state

usually announced to, the public by that means.

It is evidence of all acts of state therein recited {id.), but not of any

private matters respecting individuals {Rex v. Holt, 5 T. R. 436), as the

appointment of an officer to a comiaission in the army {Eirwan v.

Cockburn, 5 Esp. 233 ; Rex v. Gardner, 2 Cainp. 513), or a grant of

land, &c. {Rex v. Holt, 5 T. R. 443), or of a division of a parish into

distinct parishes by an order in council. {Greenwood v. WooJcam, 2 M.
& Rob. 363.)

The Gazette is no evidence of a party having had notice of a private

matter contained therein, unless it be proved that such party was in

the habit of reading, or had actually read, the Gazette itself, or the

like. (See Leeson v. Holt, 1 Stark. 186 ; Munn v. Bak^, 2 Stark. 255 ;

M. & M. 153 ; Rowley v. Home, 3 Ring. 2 ; Harratt v. Wise, 9 B. & C.

712.)

In some cases the Legislature has made the Gazette evidence of

facts published in it (see 7 & 8 Vict. c. 32, s. 15,_and 8 & 9 Vict. c. 37,

s. 16), whereby the Gazette containing the publication of certain par-

ticulars as to bank notes is made conclusive evidence of the amount of

bank notes which the banker named in the certfficate is by law autho-

rised to issue and have in circulation. (See also 8 »& 9 Vict. c. 38, s.

16, as to proceedings for the dissolution of railway companies.) The
Gazette containing the advertisement of a person's bankruptcy is con-

clusive evidence of such bankruptcy, if no steps have been taken to

annul the proceedings within the prescribed period. {Reg. v. Levi, 1

L. & C. 597.)

By the law of England it is necessary that whatever facts a witness

may speak to, he should be confined to those lying within his own
knowledge, whether they be things said or done, and should not testify

from information given by others, however worthy of credit they

may be.

Almanacks.'}—The examination of an almanack, that such a day of Almanacks,

the month was Sunday, was ruled to be sufficient ; and that a trial of

this by a jury is not necessary, although it is a matter of fact. {Page

V. Faivcett, Cro. Eliz. 227.) But the almanack should be annexed to

the common prayer-book. {Brough Y.Perkins, 6 Mod. 81; see tit.

" Almanack.")

Parish, Nonparochial, and other Registers.]—The entry of the names parisli register.

and titles of persons in a church book, either for marriages or births, is

evidence ; but not conclusive of the marriage or birth of any persons,

unless the identity of the person (by such entries intended) is fully

proved, and also strengthened with circumstances, as cohabitation, the
allowance of the parties themselves, and the like. (11 Vin. Abr. 89;
Rex V. North Petherton, b B. & G. 508.)

But a day-book from whence the register is made up was not
allowed as evidence to contradict the latter in a question of legitimacy

;

for though it was insisted that one was the original entry, the other
was the only register, and there cannot be two registers in one parish.

{May V. May, 2 Str. 1073; Bull, N. P. 247.) And in Doe v. Bray, (8

i?. <fe C. 813), it was held, that an entry in the register-book, by the
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registers.

minister of the parish, of the baptism of a child which had taken place

before he became minister, or had any connexion with the parish, and
of which he received information from the parish clerk, was not

' admissible in evidence, nor was the private memorandum of the fact

made by the clerk, who was present at the baptism.

A parish register, containing an entry of baptism as to the time of a
child's birth, is not evidence of the age. {Wihen v. Law, 3 Stark. 63.)

Nor is the register of the christening of a child in a particular parish
evidence, when not accompanied by other circumstances, that the
child was born in the parish. {Rex v. North Petherton, b B. & G. 508.)
If a marriage be proved by a person who was present, it is not neces-
sary to prove the registration, or license, or banns. {AlUsori's case, R.
& R. 109.)

The entry may be proved by an examined copy from the entry in

the register, or by production of the register itself. {Doe v. Barnes, 1

M. & R. 386; B. N. P. 247.) The attesting witness to the register

need not be subpoenaed. {Dougl. 182.)

Some evidence of identity of the parties, concerning whom the entry
is made, must be given. This may be effected by calling the minister,

clerk, or attesting witness, or any other person present on or imme-
diately before or after the occasion, or by proving the handwriting of

the party to the entry, if he signed it. {Dough 162.)

By stat. 52 Geo. 3, c. 146, s. 7, it is enacted, that copies of the
register-books, verified by the officiating minister of the parish, shall

be transmitted annually by the churchwardens, after they or one of

them shall have signed the same, to the registrars of the diocese

within which the church is situated ; and this register is admissible in

evidence. {Arnold v. B. of Bath and Wells, 5 Bing. 316.) But quaere,

whether the bishop's transcripts, made before that act, can be used
except as secondary evidence ? {Walker v. Beauchamp, 6 C. & P. 552.)

The proofs of births, deaths, and marriages, are now regulated by
the 6 & 7 Will. 4, c. 86, s. 38, which enacts, that certified copies of

entries, purporting to be sealed with the seal of the registrar-general's

office, shall be evidence of the birth, death, or marriage to which they
relate, without other proof of such entry. The entries of other regis-

trars, besides the registrar-general, may be evidence under limitations

(ss. 22, 23, 28), and they and all rectors, &c., are bound to give certified

copies (s. 35), but it is not provided that such certificate shall be evi-

dence without verification. The act 6 & 7 Will. 4, c. 85, provides

for the registration of marriages solemnised under that act, and is also

incorporated with c. 86 ; and it enacts, that the provisions of the act

c. 86, relating to the register of marriages, or certified copies thereof,

shall extend to marriages under the act c. 85.

Certificates of births, baptisms, marriages, or deaths, are admissible

as evidence, without proof of the identity of the persons mentioned in

them with the persons as to whom the fact recorded by them is sought

to be established. {Ilubhard v. Lees and Purden, Law Rep,, 1 Ex, 255.)

By the 3 & 4 Vict. c. 92, certain non-parochial registers of births,

marriages, and deaths, transferred to the registrar-general, are made
admissible in evidence, either by producing them, or certified extracts

from them, after previous notice to the opposite party. (See tit.

*' Register.'''')

The copy of a register of a dissenting chapel is not evidence to prove

a marriage, birth, or death, as it is not a public document, unless it

has been deposited in the office of the registrar-general, and entered

pursuant to 3 & 4 Vict. c. 92. By the 23 Vict. c. 15, a stamp duty of

Id. is imposed upon every certified copy or extract of any register of

births, deaths, or maiTiages, except when required for the purposes of

an act of Parliament, or for any general or superintending registrar,

or in any case where the person giving the copy or extract is not
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entitled to any fee or reward (23 & 24 Vict. c. Ill, s. 16). {Newnliam l. PuUic
V. Raithhy, 1 PUll. 315 ; Whittuck v. Waters, 4 C. c& P. 375.) Entries, d:c.

The copy of a register of a foreign chapel is not admissible to prove ~ —

a marriage abroad. {Leader v. Barry, 1 Esp. 353.) Neither is the Foreign registers

copy of a register of baptism kept in the island of Guernsey. [Huet v.

Le Mesurier, 1 Coas's Cu. 275; see Brown v. TJwrnton, 6 Ad. £ E. 185.)

Other Puhlic BooJcs, Entries, tfcc]—Entries in public books are fre- Other public

quently evidence, and they are proveable either by production of the ^°°^^> *°-

books themselves, or by examined copies of the entries. Thus entries Navy-offico.

in books of the Navy-office are sufficient evidence that a person of a
particular name is dead, proving also the usage to return such persons

dead, and the identity of the party. {Bull. N. P. 249 ; Wallace v.

Cook, 5 Esp. 117; Rhode^s case, 1 Leach, 24.) Excise books, tran- Excise,

scribed from the master's specimen papers, are evidence against him,
without calling the officers who have transcribed them, as it is said,

ex necessitate rei. {R. v. Grimiuood, 1 Price, 369.) So entries in the Customs, land-

books of the custom-house, land-tax commissioners. Bank, East India j^g^ Company,
Company, or South Sea Company, or the like, are evidence. (See &c.

GeeryY. Hopkins, 2 Ld. Raym. 851 ; R. v. E^ing, 2 T. R. 234; Breton

V. Cope, Peake, 43 ; Warriner v. Giles, 2 Stra. 954 ; Crew v. Saunders,

Ld. 1005; Edivards y. Vesey, LTardw. 128.) But land-tax assessments
are not evidence of seisin where it is shown to be usual to retain the
name of the deceased proprietors on the books till the estate is sold to

a different family. {Doe v. Arkwric/ht, 1 N. & M. 731.) So an entry Lloyd's list,

in the book at Lloyd's has been admitted as evidence. (3 Esp. 242 ;

Bain v. Case, 3 C. <& P. 496. But see Freeman v. Baker, 5 C. & P.

475.) So an entry in the poll-books at an election is evidence. {Mead Poll-books.

V. Rohinson, Willes, 424 ; Brocas v. Mayor and Aldermen of London, 1

Stra. 307.)

Post-office marks in town or country, proved to bo such, are evi- Post-office marks,

dence that the letters on which they are impressed were in the office

to which those marks belong at the dates those marks specify. {R. v.

Plumer, R. & R. 264 ; Fletcher v. Braddyll, 3 Stark. 64. See Warren
V. Warren, 1 C, M. & JR. 250.) The post-mark may be contradicted

by parol evidence of the real date of posting. {Stocken v. Collen, 7 M.
& IF. 515.)

Eolls or ancient books in the LLeralds' Office are evidence to prove a Heralds' office,

pedigree; but an extract of a pedigree, proved to be taken out of
records, shall not ; because such extract is not the best evidence in
the natitre of the thing, as a copy of such records might be had.
{Bull.N. P. 248 ; 3 Blac. Com. 105.) The heralds' visitation books of
counties are evidence on a question of pedigree. {Pitton v. Walker, 1

Stra. 162. And see Shrewsbury Peerage case, 1 LI. of L. Cases, 1.)

Documents affecting the possession or revenues of the duchy of Duchy of Com-
Comwall are public acts, and evidence of the rights of the Crown, '^^u.

{Eoive V. Brenton, 8 B. & C. 743.)

The copy of an official paj)er, containing an entry of the number of Ship's papers.

passengers on board a vessel, made in pursuance of an act of Parliament
by the captain, and deposited at the East India House, is admissible to
prove the number and description of thepersons on board the vessel.
{Richardson v. Mellish, 2 Biny. 229.) So the log-book of a man-of-war
is evidence to show when a certain ship came under her convoy.
{D'Lsraelir. Jewet, 1 Esp. R. 427.)

Entries in the books of the clerk of the peace of deputations (many cierk of peace
years since granted to gamekeepers by the owner of a manor) are evi- books,

dence to show that the party there mentioned exercised the right of
appointing gamekeepers, by appljing to the clerk of the peace to get
certificates, without production of the deputations themselves. {Hunt
V. Andreivs, 3 B. & Al. 341 ; Rushworth v. Craven, 1 M'C. & Y. 417.)
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A minute-book, kept by tbe magistrate's clerk, is not evidence to
sbow "who were appointed by the magistrates to be surveyors of the
highways for the year 1812, without proof of search for the original
appointment, under the hands and seals of the magistrates. (1 Car. &
M. 157.)

The book from the Master's office in the Queen's Bench is admissible
to prove a person an attorney of that Court without production of the
roll. (B, v. Crossley, 2 Esp. 524.) So the books of the King's Bench
and Fleet prisons are admissible to prove the dates of the commitment
and discharge of prisoners

; [R. v. Aicldes, Leach, C. L. 436) ; but not
the cause of the commitment, of which the commitment itseK is the
best evidence. {Salte v. Thomas, Z B. & P. 188.)

The books of the Fleet Prison are not evidence to prove a marriage,
for they are not made by public authority. {Beed v. Passer, 1 Peake,
303 ; Doe v. Gatacre, 8 0. & P. 578.)

Corporation books, so far as they concern the pubHc government of a
town, when publicly kept, and the entries made by a proper ofificer, are
admissible as evidence of the facts contained therein. {Marriage v.

Laivrence, 3 B. & ALU2; B.y. Mothersell, 1 Stra. 93 ; Brett v. Beales,

1 M. & M, 416.) And corporation books are, it seems, in all cases, as
between members of the corporation, admissible in evidence, but at
common law they can seldom be adduced in evidence by the corpora-
tion in support of its own claims against a stranger. {Mayor of Lon-
don \. Mayor of Lynn, 1 H. Bla. 206, n.) In a case of pedigree, an
entry in the books of the Merchant Tailors' Company, that T. C. was
admitted a freeman of that Company by the description of T. C, of S.
street, son of J. C, deceased, was received in evidence, not only to
prove the fact that T. C. was admitted a freeman, but that the Com-
pany received him by that description, and entries of admission to the
freedom of the City of London are also evidence in like manner.
{Collins V. Maule, 8 C. & P. 502.) If the books are ancient, it must be
shown that they came from the proper custody, as from a chest which
has been always in the custody of the clerk of the corporation. {3Ier-

cers of Shreivshury v. Hart, 1 G. & P. 114.) It is not sufficient if they
were brought from a chest found in the house of a former clerk after
his death. {Id.) The entries may be proved by examined copies.
{Brocas v. Mayor & Aldermen of London, 1 Stra. 308), or by the books
themselves. If the entries do not relate to corporate acts, the contents
must be proved by other means. {R. v. Givyn, 1 Stra. 401.)
Any certificate, official or public document, or any document or pro-

ceeding of any corporation, joint stock or other company, or any cer-
tified copy of any document, bye-law, entry in any register or other
book, or of any other proceeding, is receivable in evidence if it pur-
ports to be sealed or impressed with a stamp, or sealed and signed, or
signed alone as required, or impressed with a stamp and signed as
directed by the respective acts made or to be made, without proof of
the seal, stamp, or signatiu-e, 8 & 9 Vict, c, 113, s. 1.

Public Documents.']—^The voting papers given in at the election of
councillors, under the 5 & 6 Will, 4, c. 76, which, by section 35, the
mayor is to cause to be kept in the town-clerk's office for 6 months
after the election, are not such public documents as to prove themselves
on production from the proper custody. Where, therefore, such papers,
ha\'ing been handed over by the mayor to the town-clerk, were by his
clerk delivered over to the clerk of the succeeding town-clerk who pro-
duced them at the trial ; it was held that the former town-clerk, also
should have been called to prove that the papers transmitted by him
were the same which he had received from the mayor. {Beq. v. Ledqard,
8 Ad. <k E. 535.)

Entries in parish books are sometimes evidence, as an entry in the



parisli register ;
provided that they are made in pursuance of tlie duty 1. Public

imposed upon those who have the charge of them then. On the trial Entries, d:c.

of an indictment for the non-repair of highways, entries in an
ancient parish book, produced by the chui'chwarden from the parish

chest, were admitted as evidence, to show who were surveyors of the

highways ia 1707. {Rex v. Inhalitants of Pembroke, 1 Car. & M.
157.)

But on an issue raised upon an alleged immemorial custom for the
parishioners of a parish to go through a particular house upon their

jierambulations of the parish boundaries, entries in the parish books,

recording the fact, that the perambulations had taken a particular liue,

were not received in evidence on such an issue. {Taylor v. Devey, 1

Ad. & E. 45.)

Entries made by a medical officer in a book, which he is directed to

keep by a rule under the hand and seal of the PoorLaw Commissioners,
of his visits to sick paupers, are not admissible in evidence for him as a
public writing, to prove that he paid such visits. {Merrick v. Wakley,

8 Ad. & E. 170.)

By the 42 Geo. 3, c. 46 {ante, ^^ Apprentice,") the particulars of Apprentices,

parish indentures are directed to be entered in a book ; which book
shall be deemed sufficient evidence in courts of law, of the existence

and particulars of such indentures, in case it shall be proved the
originals are lost or destroyed.

By 17 Geo. 2, c. 38, s. 14, true copies of all rates and assessments, Poor rates,

made for the reHef of the poor, are to be entered in a book provided for

that purpose by the churchwardens of every parish. {Post, " Poor.")

Entries in vestry books are sometimes evidence : thus an entry in a Vestry books,

vestry book, stating that A. was duly elected treasurer of the parish at

a vestry duly held in pursuance of notice, is evidence of such election.

{R. V. Martin, 2 Camp. 100 ; and see Price v. Littlewood, 2 Camp. 288,
ante, 47.)

Though inspection of public books and writings is in general granted Inspection,

in civil cases, it is not so in criminal cases ; where it would have the
effect of making a defendant furnish evidence to criminate himself. {R.

V. Heyden, 1 W. Bla. 351 ; R. v. Br. Purnell ; 1 Wils. 239 ; B. v.

Worsenham, 1 Lord Raym. 705 ; Reg. v. Mead, 2 Id. 927 ; R. v. Cor-
Tielius, 2 Stra. 1210.) (See as to Inspection, post, ^^Inspection.")

Inscriptions on Tomhs.~\—Inscriptions on monuments and gravestones inscriptions,

are frequently evidence of the truth of the facts stated in such inscrip-
tions on questions of pedigree, subject to the common rules respecting
proof of identity. {ZBla. Com. 105. See Ooodright v. Moss, 2 Cowp. 594;
Berkeley Peerage Case, 4 Camp. 404; Herbert v. TticJcal, T. Raym. 84.)
But a pedigree, which purported to have been compiled from monu-
mental inscriptions, family records, and history, was held not admissible
in evidence on the trial of a writ of right. {Davies v. Lowndes, 5 Bing.
N. C. \Q\.) So a pedigree of the Talbots, proved to be in the hand-
writing of a former garter king-at-arms, was held inadmissible, because
it did not appear to be his duty to keep such a book. {Shrewsbury
Peerage Case, 7 H. of L. Cases, 1.) And a pedigree furnished to the
college by a member of the family, was held to be admissible only as a
declaration of a member of the family, ib. It seems a copy of an
inscription on a tombstone in the burial-ground of a Wesleyan chapel
is not evidence of the death of a party, in a question not of pedigree.
{Whittuck V. Waters, 4 C. & P. 375.)

Public Surveys.']—Surveys taken on public occasions are also evidence Public surveys,
to ascertain the rights of individuals not named in them. ThusDooms- Doomsday book,
day book, which was a survey of the king's lands made in the time of
WilUam the Conqueror, is the only evidence to prove whether a manor
is held in ancient demesne ; that is whether it was part of the socage
tenure, in the hands of Edward the Confessor, or not ; and so high is

E 2
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the credit of this book, that the inspection is made by the court. So a
parliamentary sui-vey made in the time of the Commonwealth, is good

- evidence of reputation. [Freeman v. Read, 32 L. J, M. C. 226.)
But to prove the extent and rights of a manor which had formerly

been parcel of the Duchy of Lancaster, a document produced from the
duchy-office was tendered in evidence, purporting to be a survey of the
manor made in 33 Eliz. while the manor belonged to the duchy, by the
deputy surveyor of the duchy, founded on the presentment of the
tenants of the manor, at a court of survey, of which it appeared that
Queen Elizabeth had paid the expenses, was held to be inadmissible,

either as a document made under public authority, or as evidence of
reputation. {Evans v. Taylor, 7 Ad. & E. 617.)

Histories.']—^Books and chronicles of public history are not admissible

in order to prove particular facts or customs not of a public nature.

But they are evidence to prove a matter relating to the kingdom at

large, as being the best evidence of which the matter is capable. {B.

N. P. 249; Tayl. on Evid. s. 1585.) Camden's Britannia was re-

jected on the question, whether, by the custom of Droitwich, salt-pits

could be sunk in any part of the town, or only in a certain place.

{Stainer v. the Burgesses of Droitwich 1 Salk. 281.) So on a question,

whether the Abbey de Sentibus was an inferior abbey or not, Dugdale's
Monasticon was refused for evidence, because the original records

might be had in the Augmentation Office. (Cited in Stainer v. 7?i<r-

gesses of Droitivich, 1, Salk. 281.) And on the argument of a special case,

the counsel for the defendants, with a view to illustrate and explain the

object and intention of a provision in an old act of Parliament, proposed
to read an extract from a printed book found in the Bodleian Library,
dated 1706, and professing to contain the rules and regulations of the
Company of Mine Adventurers of England ; and also a document from
the Bolls' Chapel, enrolled there as a deed of a partnership of the Million

Bank, dated 1698. The plaintiff's counsel objecting—the court refused

to permit them to be read. {Bank of England v. Anderson, 4 Scott, 83.)

But in Neale v. Frtj (cited in 1 Salk. 282, and Bull. N. P. 249, as

Neale v. Jay), in order to show that a deed was forged which bore date

1 Ph. & M., in which all the titles were given to Philip which he used
after the surrender of Charles V., chronicles were admitted to show that

he did not take those titles upon him till six months after the date of

the deed. And in the case of St. Catherine's Hospital (1 Salk. 282),

Lord Hale admitted Speed's Chronicles to prove a particular point of

history in the time of Edward III. {Id. ; and see Lord Brounker v.

Sir R. Atkins, Skinn. 14.)

The Year Books may be evidence to prove the course of the court.

{R.\. St. Catherine's Hospital, 1 Salk, 282.)

Dugdale's Baronage is not evidence to prove a descent. (Fiercy's

case, Sir T. Jones, 164.)

Ancient Maps.]—Ancient maps, though mere private documents, are

frequently admissible evidence, where a privity in estate exists be-

tween the former proprietor, under whose direction they were made,
and the present claimant, against whom they are offered. {Tayl. on

Evid. s. 713.)

Terriers.]—An old terrier, or survey of a manor, whether ecclesias-

tical or temporal, may be given in evidence when proved to have come
from th'j proper repository ; for there can be no other way of ascer-

taining the old tenures or boundaries. {Bidl. N. F. 248 ; Tayl, on

Evid. a. 1433; Rose. 51.)

A terrier of glebe is not evidence for the parson, unless signed by the

churchwardens as well as the parson ; nor these either, if they be of his

nomination : and though it be signed by them, yet it seems to deserve



very little credit, unless it be likewise signed by the substantial inbabi- 1. PuhUc
tants. But, in all cases, it is certainly strong evidence against the Entries, d;c.

parson. {Bull N. F. 248.)
—

An ecclesiastical terrier is evidence of the possessions of a church, if

it has been regularly made and preserved in the proper repository.

Ecclesiastical terriers are constantly received in questions of tithes

:

they are ecclesiastical records, made in perpehoam rei memoriam, and are

as solemn instruments as any that can be produced on such subjects.

{Drake \, Smyth, 5 Price, 380; Tayl. Evid. s. 1575.)

Unless an ecclesi9,stical terrier be proved to have come from either

the bishop's register office (4 Owill. 1406 ; 2 Anstr. 386), or the registry

of the archdeacon of the diocese (4 Owill. 1450 ; 3 Anstr. 795), or from
the church chest {Armstrong v. Hewitt, 4 Price, 216), it cannot in

general, be admitted in evidence. A paper, therefore, purporting to be
a ten-ier, found in the charter chest of a college, which had property in
the parish, was thought to be inadmissible to disprove a modus. (4
Gtoill. 1406.)

Under particular circumstances, this rule respecting the custody of

the terriers has been relaxed, and a terrier has been admitted, though
not brought from one of the regular repositories, when the custody in
another place has been satisfactorily explained. (1 Phill. Ev. 419.) A
terrier found in the registry of the dean and chapter of Lichfield has
been admitted as evidence against a prebendary of Lichfield. (2 Anstr.

387.)

A book kept in the chapter house of the dean and chapter of Sarum, Book of dean and

purportmg to contain copies of leases granted by the dean and chapter, chapter,

is, as a public book, evidence of those leases, for the purpose of reputa-
tion, without proof of possession under those leases. {Coomhs v. Coether,

M. & N. C. N. P. 39S.)

Polls of Manor, cfcc]—The rolls of a court baron, or customary court, I'olls of manor,

are evidence between the lord and his copyholders or tenants. {Gilb,

67.) A book in which the steward of a manor entered the fines as-

sessed, as well those paid as those unpaid, is not evidence for the lord

of the manor to show what fines had been paid, although the steward
had received it from his predecessor, and it was accessible to all the
tenants. {Deem and Chapter of Ely v. Caldecott, 7 Bing. 433.) Ancient
writings, though not properly court rolls, but found among them, and
delivered down from steward to steward, purporting to be made ex

assensu omnium tenentium, have been held to be good evidence, to prove
the course of descent within a manor : and this, although not signed
by any of the tenants. {Denn Goodwin v. Spray, 1 T. P. 466 ; Tayl,

Evid. s. 547. See P. v. Thuscross, 1 Ad. & El. 126.) A presentment in

a manor book will not be rejected because part of it has been cut off,

when there is no ground to suspect that the mutilation is fraudulent.

{Evansy. Pees, 10 A. & E. 151.)

Companies.']—By the 25 & 26 Vict. c. 89, s. 37, the registers of mem- Companies,

bers of companies, kept in pursuance of the act, are made prima facie

evidence of any matters by such act directed or authorised to be
inserted therein.

By 17 & 18yict. c. 104, s. 107, and 18 & 19 Vict. c. 91, s. 15, every Ship's register,

register of a British ship, and every examined or certified copy of such
register, is receivable in evidence as 'prima, facie proof of all matters
contained or recited therein. So entries in an official log-book, made
as directed by 17 «fe 18 Vict. c. 104, s. 285, are made admissible.

In Hihhs V. Ross, (1 L. P. Q. B. 534), a ship was laid up in a public
dock for the winter, linder the care of a shipkeeper ; the plaintiff being
lawfully on board, sufi'ered injury from the negHgence of the persons
in charge of the shij), and brought an action against the defendant.
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2. Records, At tlie trial there was no evidence, by whom, tlie sliipkeeper was ap-

<fec, pointed, and the only evidence to fix the defendant with liability was
"""

the ship's register, on which his name appeared as owner : held (by

Blackburn and Lush, JJ., Mellor, J., dissenting) that the register was
prima facie evidence for the jury, from which they might draw the in-

ference that the persons in charge of the ship were employed by the

defendant.

2. Eecoeds and Peoceedings in Couet.

(2 ) Records in Records.']—Records are the memorials of the proceedings of the legis-
generai. lature, and of the Queen's courts of justice, preserved in rolls of parch-

ment ; and they are considered of such authority that no evidence is

allowed to contradict them. (1 Inst. 127 h ; R. v. Hopper, 3 Price,

495 ; 1 Phill. Ev. 316.) Thus, on an indictment for assisting the escape

of a convict out of prison, if the record of the conviction is produced
by the proper officer, evidence is not admissible to dispute the state-

ment in the record, or to show that it has never been filed among the

records of the county, even although the indictment refer to it with
a prout patet as remaining among these records. {Rex v. Shaw, R. &
R. 526.)

But records are only conclusive evidence, generally speaking, against

those who are parties to them, or their privies, and not strangers. (See

Duchess of Kingston' s case, 20 How. St. Tr. 538.) In matters of general
concern, as customs, tolls, public ways, rights of ferries, manors,
moduses, boundaries, «S:c., they are conclusive. {Tayl. Evid. ss.

1488 & 1496.) They are not evidence of matters coming collaterally

in question, nor of any matter incidentally cognizable, nor of any
matter to be inferred by argument from the record. (20 How. St. 'Tr.

533.)

Proof by record Proof h/ Record itself, or Exemplification.']—^When a record is the
itself, or by ex- very gist of an issue in criminal cases, as in a plea of autrefois acquit or
emp ca lou.

convict, it may be proved by production of the record itself, if it be a
record of the same court in which the record is pleaded ; or if a record

of another court, by an exemplification under the great seal, which is

of itself a record, and needs no further proof {Gilb. Evid. 14; 10 Co.

93) ; or by an exemplification of it under the seal of the court, which
needs no further proof. {Oilb. Evid. 19; Tooker \. Duke of Beaufort,
Sayer, 297.) But now by 14 & 15 Yict. c. 99, s. 13, the record of any
conviction or acquittal need not be produced upon the trial of a person
charged with a subsequent offence, a copy thereof certified by the
proper officer is sufficient.

The record of an inferior court, when the gist of the issue, is proved
by an exemplification of the record, certified under a writ of certiorari,

issued by the superior court, or by office copies or examined copies.

{Reg. V. Hains, Comb. 337 ; Tidd, 804.)
In order to obtain an exemplification of a record of a concurrent

superior court, a literal transcript of it must be removed to the
Court of Chancery by certiorari, and an exemplification of it will then
be transmitted out of the Coui't of Chancery to the court in which the
cause is pending. {Tayl. Evid. s. 1380.)

So, where the exemplification of the record of an inferior court is

desired to be obtained for the purpose of evidence in a superior coui't,

as the Queen's Bench, a certiorari should be sued out either with the
cursitor, or with the proper officer of the Court of Queen's Bench,
directed to the chief justice, judge, or officer of the inferior court, in
whose custody the record is supposed to be, requiring him to certify
the record to the Court of Queen's Bench ; and thereupon an ex-
emplification of the record, under the seal of the inferior court, will



be transmitted to the Court of Queen's Bencli, to be there used as 2. Records,

evidence. <fcc.

When an ancient document, purporting to be an exemplification, is
—

produced from the proper place of deposit, but has not, at the time of

its production, the great seal affixed, it is still to be presumed that it

is an exemijlification, and may be read in evidence as such. {Beverley

{Maijor, &c.) v. Craven, 2 M. & Hob. 140.)

An exemplification under the seal of the Exchequer is evidence of a
commission issued out of that court respecting Crown lands. {Tooker

V. Beaufort, Sayer, 297.) So, an exemplification of a recovery under
the seal of the gi'eat sessions of Wales and of Chester, for such seals

prove themselves. [Olive v. Ouin, 2 Sid. 145 ; Com. Dig. Ev. A. 2.)

On indictments for a subsequent felony, after a previous conviction On indictments

for felony, the legislature has dispensed with the usual formal proofs [^'g
subsequent

of the former conviction, thus : By statute 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 28, s. 11,

upon an indictment for a subsequent felony, after a previous conviction

for felony, a certificate containing the substance and efiect only (emit-
ting the formal part) of the indictment and conviction for the previous
felony, purj)orting to be signed by the clerk of the court, or other officer

having the custody of the records of the court where the offender was
first convicted, or by the deputy of such clerk or officer, is, upon proof
of identity, sufficient evidence of the first conviction, without proof of

the signature or official character of the person appearing to have signed
the same. The 14 & 15 Vict. c. 99, s. 13, provides for the proof of

convictions of an indictable offence in any proceeding whatever, by a
certificate under the hand of the officer having the custody of the records

of the court. (See similar provisions as to coinage offences, 24 & 25
Vict. c. 99, s. 378, tit. Coin, as to offences against the Larceny Act, 24
& 25 Vict. c. 96, s. 116, tit. Larceny.)

Proof hy examined Copy."]—^When the record is not the gist of the Examined copy,

issue, but is merely matter of inducement, as is most generally the
case in criminal proceedings, it may be proved by an examined copy,
or sometimes by an office copy. {Gilb. Evid. 26.)

To make the copy sufficient the record must be complete, which is Record must be

not so until delivered into court on parchment. Thus, to prove an '^°'^P ®*®*

allegation of an indictment having been found, it must be done by
production of a caption regularly di-awn up of record ; and the minute-
book kept by the clerk of the peace is no evidence of the finding of the
bill, though no record be di-awn up. {R. v. Smith, S B. & C. 341 ;

and see R. v. Browne, 3 C. & P. 572.) But where no record was kept
at sessions, but the proceedings were entered in a minute-book, such
book is evidence. {R. v. Yeoveley, 8 Ad. & E. 806.) The production
of the bill with an indorsement upon it will not support an allegation

that the jury found a true bill. {Porter v. Cooper, 6 C. & P. 354.)

Nor will the indictment with the finding of the jury indorsed upon it

support a plea of autrefois convict. A record regularly made up must
be produced. {R. v. Boivman, 6 C. <b P. 101.) So on an indictment
for perjury to j)rove that an appeal came on to be heard at sessions, it

must be shown that a record was regularly made upon parchment.
{R. V. Ward, 6 C. & P. 366 ; R. v. Smith, Id. 356.) However, to prove
a matter which occurred before the same court sitting under the same
commission, the minutes of the coiu't were received. {R. y. TooJce, 25
How. St. Tr. 446.)

A minute-book from which an entry of the proceedings at sessions

is made, and from which book the roll containing the record of such
proceedings is subsequently made up, is not a record. {R. y. Bellamy,

R. & AI. 171.)
'

_

So the judgment in paper signed by the master is not evidence, for

it is not yet become permanent. {B. N. P. 228 ; and see Oodefroy v.
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2. Jiecords, Jay, S C. & P. 192; Lee v. Meecock, 5 Esp. 177; Ayreyy. Davenport,
d-c. 2 N. li. 474.)

' The sworn copy sliOTild contain the whole of the record {B. N, P.
228; 3 Tmt. 173), unless in the case of indictments for a subsequent
offence, supra, p. 55.

A copy of a copy is not evidence. {B. N. P. 226.)

Copies of records are to be proved as other transcripts, by a witness
who has compared the copy, line for line, with the original, or who has
examined the copy, while another person read the original. {Eeid v.

Margison, 1 Camp. 470; Bol/y. Bart, 2 Taunt. 52.) And it ought to

appear that the original came from the proper place of deposit, or out
of the hands of the officer in whose custody the records were kept.

{Adamthivaite v. Synge, 1 Stark. N. P. 183.)

Where the original record is lost, then a copy vetustate temporis aut
j'udiciarid cogm'tione rohorata, may be given in evidence. (Bull. N, P.
228.)

Proof hy Office Copy.']—An office copy is, in the same court and in the
same cause, equivalent to a record ; but in another court or in another
cause, such copy must be proved to be correct ; and therefore in that
case either the record itself, or an exemplification, or an examined
copy, in case the record be not the gist of the issue, should be pro-
duced and proved. [Denn v. Fulford, 2 Burr. 1179.)

It is a general rule, that a copy authenticated by a person appointed

for that purpose (viz. an office copy), is good evidence of the contents
of the original, without any proof of its being an examined copy.
{Tat/l. Evid. s. 1384 ; see Doe d. Ash v. Calvert, 2 Camp. 390

;

B. N. P. 229.)

But where the officer of the court is only intrusted with the custody
of records, and is not authorised to make out a copy, he has no more
authority for that purpose than a common person, and the copy must
be regularly proved in a strict and regular mode. [Tayl. Evid. s.

1382.)

By 12 & 13 Vict. c. 109, ss. 1 1 & 13, an office copy of any record or
document whatever, sealed with the Chancery common law seal, is to

be deemed a true copy and be admitted in evidence without further
proof. By the 13th section all the documents deposited in the Petty
Bag Office are proveable by office copy. (See Tayl. Evid. s. 1386, for

a list of these documents.) Certificates of acknowledgment of deeds
by married women may also bo proved by office copies, (3 & 4 WiU. 4,

c. 74, s. 88, and 8 & 9 Vict. c. 113, s. 1.)

A copy of the depositions of a witness taken at a judge's chambers,
signed by the judge, and delivered out by his clerk, is admissible
without proof of examination with the original. {Duncan v. Scott, 1

Camp. 101).

Certified copies. Certified copies of the records and judicial proceedings of certain

inferior courts have been made admissible in evidence by the legis-

lature in order to facilitate proofs and neither the seal, signatiu'e,

nor official character of the person certifying need be proved if the

document pur^Dort to be duly authenticated as the act requires, 8 &
9 Vict. c. 113, s. 1. Thus the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 134, the Bankruptcy
Act, provides by s. 203 that any petition for adjudication, or arrange-
ment, adjudication of bankruptcy, assignment, appointment of official

or creditor's assignee, certificate, depositions or other proceeding or

order in bankruptcy, or under any of the provisions of this act ap-
pearing to be sealed with the seal of any bankruptcy court or any
copy of such document purporting to be so sealed is to be admitted in

evidence. •

By 24 & 25 Vict. c. 134, s. 161, the order of discharge substituted

for the certificate of confoi-mity duly drawn up and made under the

hand of the Commissioner and the seal of the court is evidence of the



bankruptcy and all proceedings up to the date of tlie order. The 2. Records,

records and proceedings of the abolished Insolvent Courts are now <fcc.

records and proceedings of the Court of Bankruptcy and may be proved
by certified copy, see Tayl. Evid. s. 1395. The records and proceed-
ings of the County courts are proveable by the entries in the court

books or by copies thereof bearing the seal of the court and certified

by the clerk or registrar, 9 & 10 Vict. c. 95, s. 111. Summary con-
victions of any off'ences against the Larceny Act, 24 & 25 Vict. c. 96,

s. 112; the Malicious Injuiies Act, 24 & 25 Vict. c. 97, s. 70; the

Eactory Acts, 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 1, s. 38, 7 & 8 Vict. c. 15, ss. 67, 68, or
the 8 & 9 Vict. c. 29, ss. 49, 50 ; and 24 & 25 Vict.c. 117, s. 1, regu-
lating labour in print works, may be proved by copies certified iinder

the hand of the Clerk of the Peace.
Eecords and judicial proceedings of foreign and colonial courts. Of Foreign and

are proved in the manner directed by "the 14 & 15 Vict. c. 99, s. 7. Colonial Courts.

By s. 10 of the same act documents admissible in evidence in Courts of Courts in ire-

of Equity in Ireland, without proof of the seal or signature, are to be ^^^
admissible in any court in England or Wales without proof of any
such seal or signature.

The 19 & 20 Vict. c. 79, s. 73, provides for the proof of acts Scotch Bank-
and warrants granted by the sheriff in confiimation of the trustee of piptcy proceed-

a sequestrated estate.
_

mgs, how proved.

By the 6 & 7 Vict. c. 34, s. 6, and c. 75, s. 3, copies of the deposi- Foreign deposi-

tions upon which warrants have been granted for the apprehension of ^'""^ ^^^ '^^'^'

ofi'enders, escaping into this country from the colonies, Erance or
^^^ ^'

America, certified under the hand of the person issuing the warrant
and attested upon the oath of the party producing them are admissible
evidence of the criminality of the person charged.
The following list of documents proveable by certified copies under Pocuments prove-

particular acts of Parliament is taken from Tayl. Evid. s. 1440. "^^^^^^
certified

liegister of births, deaths, and marriages, made pursuant to 6 & 7
Will. 4, c. 86. The registers of the marriage of British subjects abroad,
12 & 13 Vict. c. 68, ss. 11, 12, 18. The register of births and deaths
in Ireland, 26 & 27 Vict. c. 11, s. 5. The registers kept pursuant to
17 & 18 Vict. c. 80, for the registration of bii'ths, deaths, and mar-
riages in Scotland, the register of irregular Scotch marriages, 19 & 20
Vict. c. 96, s. 2. The register of marriages in Ireland, 7 & 8 Vict. c.

81, ss. 52, 71. Documents recorded or filed in the office of the Patent
Commissioners, 16 & 17 Vict. c. 115, s. 4. Documents kept by the
registrar of joint stock companies, 25 & 26 Vict. c. 89, s. 174. Docu-
ments kept in the Registration of Designs Office, 13 & 14 Vict. c. 101,
s. 14. Registers of ships and declarations under 17 & 18 Vict. c. 104,
s. 107. Rules and regulations for preventing accidents at sea, 25 &
26 Vict. c. 63, s. 26. Documents relating to the Customs, 23 & 24
Vict. c. 22, s. 27. The rules of friendly societies, building societies, 6
6 7 Will. 4, c. 32. Industrial and provident societies, 18 & 19 Vict.
c. 63,,s. 48, and 25 & 26 Vict. c. 87, s. 15. Colliery regulations, 18 &.

19 Vict. c. 108, s. 15. Names, &c. of the members of banking firms,

7 Geo. 4, c. 46, ss. 4, 6, and 12 and 13 Vict. c. 1, s. 5. Board of Trade
regulations as to railways, 7 & 8 Vict. c. 85, s. 23. Minutes of orders
given by any board of guardians or district board, 7 & 8 Vict. c. 101,
s. 69. Orders in lunacy, and reports of the masters in lunacy, 16 &
17 Vict. c. 70, s. 100, and by 8 & 9 Vict. c. 100, orders and licences of
the lunacy commissioners, orders and resolutions of the local authority
under the Nuisances Removal Act, 18 & 19 Vict. c. 121, s. 32. Orders
and Directions of the Privy Council under the Local Government Act,
1858, 21 & 22 Vict. c. 97, and 22 & 23 Vict. c. 3. Documents pro-
ceeding from any local Board of Health, 11 & 12 Vict. c. 63, s. 35.

Awards and orders of the Inclosure Commissioners, 8 & 9 Vict. c. 118,
s. 2. The plans and books of reference deposited with the Clerks of

the Peace, 8 & 9 Vict. c. 20, s. 10. Minutes and orders of the Charity
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2, Records, Commissioners, 16 & 17 Vict. c. 137, s. 8.

d;c. common lodging houses, 6 & 7 Vict. c. 86, s.

carriage licences, 12 & 13 Vict. c. 1, s. 16.

Entries in registers of
16. The copies of stage

Verdict and
Postea.

Inquisition!?.

Writ.

Judgment.^—No judgment shall be given in evidence as binding on
a person unless he be a party or privy to it ; because otherwise a
man would be bound by a decision, who had not the liberty to cross-
examine ; and nothing can be more contrary to natural justice, than
that any body should be injured by a determination which he or
those under whom he claims was not at liberty to controvert.
{B. N. P. 232 ; see Blakemore v. Glamorganshire Canal Company, 2 C.
M. & R. 133.)

But this rule is relaxed in favour of judgments, verdicts, and other
adjudications upon matters of a public nature, as customs, tolls, pre-
scriptions, parish or county boundaries, rights of ferrj', liability to
repair roads, &c. {Tayl. Evid. s. 1496.)
A verdict will not be admitted in evidence, without likewise pro-

ducing a copy of the judgment founded upon it ; because it may happen
that the judgment was arrested upon a new trial granted. But this
rule doth not hold in the case of a verdict on an issue directed out of
Chancery, because it is not usual to enter up judgment in such case

;

and the decree of the Court of Chanceiy is equally proof that the ver-
dict was satisfactory, and stands in force. {B. N. P. 234.) And if it be
required to prove merely that a certain trial w'as had, the nisi prius
record, with the jjostea indorsed on it, and regularly stamped and
marked, is sufficient evidence for that purpose. [Barnes, 449 ; Pitton v.
Walter, 1 Stra. 162 ; and see Foster v. Compton, 2 Stark. 364, 5.)

"Where the nisi prius record was produced, with the minute of the
verdict indorsed thereon by the associate, it was held sufficient proof
of the trial, though no postta was drawn up ; the associate stating
none could be so, as a motion was pending for a new trial. {R. v.

Browne, 3 C. & P. 572 ; and see R. v. Smith, 8 B. & C. 341.)

Inquisitions.']—On inquisitions of general concern, such as the return
to the commission in Henry VIII. 's time, to inquire of the value of
livings, the commission is a thing of such general notoriety, that it re-

quires no proof. {B. N. P. 228 ; and see Roive v. Brenton, 8 B. & C.

747.) But, in general, on inquisitions of private matters, it is necessary
to show that the inquiry has been made under proper authority, besides

proving the return. {Vin. Ab. Ev. 42, A. b.) A copy of the judgment
roll, containing an award of an elegit, and the return of the inquisi-

tion, is evidence of the elegit and inquisition, [Ramshottom v. Buck-
hurst, 2 M. & Sel. 565.) An inquisition post mortem is evidence, but
not conclusive. {Earl Thanet v. Foster, T. Jones, 224.)

The inquisition in general of a private matter affects only those
persons who are parties or privies to it. But an inquisition of lunacy
is evidence against third persons, though not conclusive. {Sergeson v.

Sealey, 2 Atk. 412 ; Faulder Spr. v. Silk, 3 Camp. 126.) And it is evi-

dence on the trial of an indictment to show the prisoner was insane at

the time he committed the offence. {R. v. Boivler, 2 Ph. Evid. 10th ed.

126.) As to the sheriff's inquisition to ascertain the ownership of

property, see Latkow v. Earner (2 //. Bla. 437) ; Olossop v. Pole (3 M.
& S. 175).

Writ.]—^Where a writ is the gist of the issue, which however is

rarely the case in criminal proceedings, it must be retui'ncd into the

court from whence it issued, and being then a record, should be proved
by the record itself, or else, as is more usual, by an examined copy.

{B. N. P. 234.) But if the writ be matter of inducement merely, it is

not necessai-y that it should be returned, or proved by an examined
copy when not returned. {Gilh. Ev. 39) ; but the writ itself may be
given in evidence.



If it has been returned, it should, in general, be proved by the record 2. Records,

itself, or an examined copy. To entitle a party to go into secondary die.

evidence of a writ after its return, it must be shown that search has

been made in the Treasury, and that subsequently to the return day
the writ was in the possession of the opposite party, on whom notice

to produce it has been served. (Edmonstone v. Plaisted, 4 Esp. 160.)

A copy of the judgment roll, containing an award of an elegit, and
the return of the inquisition, is evidence of the elegit and inquisition.

{Ramsbottom v. Buckhurst, 2 M. & S. 565.) See 15 & 16 Vict. c. 76,

ss. 13 & 125, as to proof of revival of writs.

Affidavits.']—An affidavit, whether voluntary or not, is evidence as Affidavits.

an admission on oath against the party who made it {QUI. Ev. 51,

56 ; 7 Taunt. 577) ; and though proved only to be signed by the

party, it will operate in evidence as an admission by him. [Id. ; B.
N. P. 238.)

In the case of an immediate extent on an inquisition to find debts,

the jury may find the fact of a debt being due to the Crown on the

sole evidence of an affidavit, that the debt is due. {Beg. v. Ryle, 9 M.
& W. 227.)

When filed of record in the superior courts, they should be proved
by examined copies, or produced. Affidavits not so filed can be proved
only by production of the affidavits themselves, and by parol evidence

of their having been sworn. {Oilh. Ev. 56; B. N. F. 238.) Upon an
indictment for perjury in an affidavit, the affidavit must in all cases be
produced, whether filed or not, and the signatures of the defendant and
of the person whose name is attached to the jurat must be proved.

Rules and Orders of Courts of Law.']—Eules of court are proved by Rules and orders

office copies {Selhy v. Harris, 1 Ld. Eaym. 745; Duncan v. Scott, 1
of courts of law.

Camp. 102; McNeil v. Perchard, Id. 471, n.); it is not necessary to

have them examined. A rule of court is evidence that the court have
ordered as is therein stated ; but it is not evidence of any matters in

it which are the mere suggestions of the party who obtained it.

{WoodroffeY. Williams, 6 Taunt. 19.) A judge's order maybe proved
by the production of the order itself, or by an office copy of the rule

by which it has been made a rule of court. {Still v. Ilalford, 4 Camp.
17.) And where a court prints and circulates copies of its rules for

the guidance of its officers, the production of one of those printed

copies is good evidence, though not shown to have been examined with
the original which is kept under the seal of the court. {Daniel v.

Rolson, M. & M. 294.)

Letters Patent.]—'LgHqvs patent should be proved by producing the Letters patent.

letters patent themselves, or the exemplification of them under the
great seal, which will be sufficient evidence without further proof.

{Tayl. Evid. s. 1361.)

Proceedings in Cliancery.]—There are public matters that are not Chancery pro-

records, as transactions in Chancery and court roll : and of these copies feedings,

may be given in evidence. {B. N. P. 234.)
And now, by 12 & 13 Vict. c. 109, all records and documents of the

common law side of the Court of Chancery may be proved by office

copies duly sealed pursuant to s. 11. The custody of this seal is

entrusted to the Clerk of the Petty Bag.

Bill.]—-A bill in Chancerjr will not be evidence, except to show that Bill,

such a bill did exist, or the iastitution of a suit, and that certain facts
were in issue between*the parties, in order to introduce the answer or
the depositions of witnesses. {Tayl. Evid. s. 1560.) It is not to be
admitted as evidence in courts of law, to prove any facts either alleged
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2. Bccords,

d.c.

Answer.

(Bhi'HtntL

or denied in tKe bill. {Case of the Banlury Peerage, 2 Selw. N. P. llth
ed. 685; Roscoe, lOth ed. 164.)

Bills in Chancery answers and depositions are now, since 14 & 15
Vict. c. 99, proveable by certified copies fiirnisbed by tbe Eecord and
Writs Clerk. [Retve\. Ilodson, 10 Hare, App. xix.)

In Malcolmson v. G'Dea, 10 II. ofL. Cases, 593, which was an action
involving a disputed fishery, a bill and answer in Chancery in a suit

instituted many years ago, in which the limits of the alleged fishery
were defined, were admitted in evidence as a part of the history of the
fishery and the claims made to it.

On an indictment for perjuiy to an answer in Chancery to a bill

before it was amended, to prove such bill it was held sufficient to jmt
in the amended bill, and prove that the amendments were in the hand-
writing of a clerk in the Six Clerks' office, whose duty it would be to
make them ; but that it was not necessary to call the jierson who wrote
the amendments. {Itex v. Laycock, 4 C. cfe P. 326.)

Answer.']—An answer in Chancery is good evidence against the
defendant as an admission upon oath, and it must be taken together

;

therefore if, upon exceptions taken, a second answer has been put in,

the defendant may insist on having that read, to exj)lain what he
swore in his first answer. {B. N. P. 237 ; Tayl. Ev. s. 657.) An
answer will be evidence against all persons privy to the party making
it (16 East, 334) ; but the answer of a guardian is no evidence against
an infant, nor is the answer of a trustee against the cestui que trust.

{B. N. P. 237.) Nor is an answer to a bill of foreclosure by a mort-
gagor who had 20 years before conveyed away his interest to a person
who is no party to the mortgage or the proceedings in equity, admis-
sible. {Oulley V. Exeter \_Bisliop'], 5 Bing. 171. See Eoi-d v. Gray,
1 Sail: 286.) As to the answer of a co-defendant, see 3 P. Wms. 311

;

of a partner, PeaJce, 203 ; Booth v. Quin, 7 Price, 198. And see Morse
V. Royal, 12 Ves. jun.. 355; Studdy v. Sanders, 2 D. & R. 347.

The answer may be proved by the production of the bill and answer,
or of examined copies of them from the Eecord and Writ Clerks' office.

{Reeve v. Hodson, 10 Hare, App. ; and see Hennell v. Lyon, 1 B. & Al.
182 ; HodgJmison v. Willis, 3 Camp. 401.) Even on the trial of an
issue out of Chancery, office copies which had been used in the court
of equity were considered inadmissible. {Burnand v. Nerot, 1 C. & P.
578.) But in Highfield v. Pial-e, M. & M. 109, Littledale, J., held such
copies to be admissible on the trial of an issue at nisi prius. On an
indictment for perjury in an answer, the answer itself miist be pro-
duced, and it must be proved either that the party was sworn to it, or
that the name subscribed to it is his handwriting, and that the name
subscribed to the jurat is the name and handwriting of a master, or
other person having authority for that purpose. {R. v. Morris, 2 Burr.
1189 ; R. V. Benson, 2 Camp. 508.) The identity of the parties should
be proved. Such identity may be established by a witness who has
fcon the handwriting of the defendant to the original answers, though
it is not produced in court. {Dartnall v. Hoicard, R. & M. C. N. P.
169.) If the name and description of the defendant at law agree with
the name and descrijition of the party answering in equity, it is prima
facie evidence of identity. {Ilennell v. Lyon, 1 B. & Al. 182 ; and see

M. & M. 176.)

The answer may be read without the bill, if the bill has been lost

and the proper officer prove he cannot find it in the proper office.

{Gill). Evid. 00 ; and see Roive v. Brenton, 8 B. & C. 765.)
And if an answer in Chancery is produced in evidence, the party

against whom it is produced is entitled to have the whole bill in Chan-
cery read, as part of his adversary's case. {Pennell v. Meyer, 8 Car. &
P. 470.)

Since the 15 & 16 Vict. c. 86, it seems on principle that the proper
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course is to require the interrogatories to be read at the same time as 2. Records,

the answer, but to dispense with the reading of the bill, unless it be Ac.

necessary to show for what relief it prays. {Tayl. Evid. s. 1412.)

When the answer is offered in evidence merely as an admission of

the party on oath, it will suffice to prove it by a certified copy from

the Eecord and Writ Clerk's office, without proof of a decree or of the

party's handwriting. (Dartmouth y. Roherts, IQ East, 334; and see

Ewer V. A7nhrose, 4 J3. & C. 25 ; Highfidd v. Peake, 1 M. & M. 109.)

Depositions in CAancery.]—Depositions in Chancery are admissible ^°P°^^*j°"^ '^"^

in evidence in an action in the same matters between the same parties
^^^cery.

or their privies, where the witness is dead, insane, or cannot be sub-

poenaed, or has fallen sick by the way. {B. N. P. 239; Oilb. Evid.

60.) But the mere circumstance of a witness being too ill to attend

the trial is not, it seems, sufficient ground for reading his deposition

in Chancery. {Doe v. Eva7is, 3 C. & P. 219, cor. VaugJmn, B.) They

are also admissible against strangers in questions of a pubKc or general

nature, as relating to customs or tolls, &c. {B. N. P. 239) : so they are

admissible when used to impeach the testimony of a witness who made
the depositions. {Id. 240.) When depositions are made before an

answer is put in, they are in general inadmissible {B. N. P. 240)

;

when admissible on special grounds, see Cazenove v. Vaiujlian (1 M.
& Sel. 4.)

In order to prove the depositions, in general, the bill and answer

must be first proved, and then, before 15 _& 16 Vict. c. 86, the deposi-

tions had to be produced and proved like other affidavits, not of record,

proving the party's handwriting thereto, and that he was swom, and

that the name subscribed to the jurat is the name and handwriting of

a Master, or other person having authority for that purpose. But
since the 15 & 16 Vict. c. 86, the oral examination of the witness is

taken down by the examiner, not ordinarily in the form of question

and answer, but as a narrative, and to be admissible in evidence ; it

must be written throughout by him, authenticated by his signature,

and transmitted to the record office of the Court of Chancery. It

would, therefore, be necessary to prove that these regulations have

been complied with, if the admissibility of the depositions be disputed.

The original depositions need not be produced, but they are proveable

by examined copies, or by certified copies. {Tayl. Evid. s. 1414.) It

should bo proved that the party making the depositions is dead, insane,

or cannot be found, or has fallen sick by the way. But it is not

necessary to do this, or prove the bill and answer, if the depositions

are oS'ered in evidence as an admission merely, or to contradict a wit-

ness. {Hiijhfieldy. Peake,M.& M.im.)
If the bill and answer are ancient and cannot bo found, on proving

that fact and due search, the production will be dispensed with. {Gilh.

Evid. 64 ; 2 Price, 234, n.) And see lloive v. Brenton (8 B. & C._ 765),

where answers to interrogatories were allowed to be read, without
producing the interrogatories, which could not be found. But gene-

rally depositions taken on interrogatories under a commission are not

evidence without production of the commission, unless the depositions

are of long standing. {Bayley v. Wylie, 6 Esp. 85.)

As a general rule, it may be said, that in order to render depositions

taken under any judicial proceedings evidence against a party, he
must have had an opportunity to be present at the examination, and
to cross-examine the witness. {Attorney-General v. Davison, 1 Mas. &
Y. 160.)

A deposition in Chancery that had been used on the part of a party

having full knowledge of its contents, to prove a certain fact, may be
used as evidence of that particular fact in any other action or suit.

{Richards y. Morgan, 33 L. J., Q. B. 114.)

Decree."]—A decree in Chancery is evidence between the same parties Decree.
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or their privies. [B, N. P. 243.) On a ti-ial toucMng tlie right of
lands, decrees in Chancery between other parties concerning the same

- lands were held admissible in evidence to show the character in which
the possessor enjoyed the lands. (Davies & ux. v. Lowndes ten., 1

£i7uj. 606, N. S.)

So on the trial of a writ of right, decrees in Chancery, in causes
between the tenant's father, and other persons not connected with the
demandant, and to which proceedings the latter was neither party nor
privy, were admitted for the purpose of showing the character in which
the tenant's father assumed and retained possession of the premises.
(Davies dem. Loivndes ten., 5 Bing. N. C. 161.)

So on an issue as to the existence of an immemorial right of the
deputy day-meters of the city of London to the exclusive right, by
themselves and their servants, of measuring, shovelling, unloading,
and delivering all oysters brought in any vessel for sale to the port of
London, and to receive a reasonable compensation for so doing : a
decree of a court of equity, in a cause between third parties, touching
the same right, whereby an issue was directed to try whether certain
sums were a reasonable recompense, was admitted in evidence. [Lay-
hourn y. Crisp, 4 M. & W. 320.) And it was also held, that the party
producing the decree was not bound to put in the depositions in the
cause, which were referred to (in the usual form) in the decree ; but
semble that the other party would be entitled to read the depositions as
his evidence. {lb.)

But interlocutory orders made in a suit between third parties touch-
ing the same right, and merely directing the continuance of a certain
state of things pendente lite and not amounting to any final decree, are
not admissible. {Pirn v. Currell, 6 M. & W. 234.)
The decree may be proved by an exemplification, or by an oflice

copy, with proof of the biU and answer. {Trowel v. Castle, 1 Keh. 21
;

B. N. P. 244.) But where it is given in evidence to prove an extrinsic
collateral fact (as that a decree was made), and not for the purpose of
enabling the party to avail himseK of its contents, proof of the decree
alone is sufficient. {Blower v. Hollis, 1 Cr. & M. 393.)

Orderr\—^The document delivered out by the registrar of the Court
of Chancery, as the order of the court, is the original order ; and to
make it evidence, it is not necessary that it should be compared with
any book of the orders of the court. {Ludlow (Mayor) v. Charlton, 9
Car. i^P. 242.)

Proceedings in Ecclesiastical Courts.']—The sentences of ecclesiastical
courts in matrimonial causes are in all cases evidence, and conclusive
of the facts they therein establish, except in suits of jactitation.
{Duchess of Kingston's case, 20 How. St. Tri. 538, 540, 543 ; Bunting's
case, 4 Rep. 29 a.)

Depositions taken in an ecclesiastical court, in a cause within its

jurisdiction, seem to be admissible in evidence upon the same footing
as depositions in the Court of Chancery, the parties being the same,
and having had an opportunity of cross-examining the deponents.
So a deposition taken in a cause between other parties will be admitted
to be read, to contradict what the same witness swears at a trial. {B,
N. P. 240.)

^

The libel, answer, depositions, and sentence, in ecclesiastical coiu'ts,
are proveable in the same manner as the proceedings in Chancery.
(Com. Dig. Ev. C. 3.) But a judgment of the ecclesiastical court cannot
be made evidence without producing the libel and answer and the
defensive allegations. {Leake v. M. of Westmeath, 2 M. & R. 394.)
The minute-book of the Consistorial Court has been held sufficient
evidence of a decree for alimony, without such decree being drawn up
in form. {Houliston y. Smyth, 2 C. & P. 25.)



The practice of these courts is, it seems, proyeable by parol evidence. 2. Becords,

{Beaurain y. Sir W. Scott, 3 Camp. 388.) ^c.

Prolate.']—IhQ probate of a will, under the seal of the Probate Probate of a wiU.

Court, is good evidence of its contents, where the will itself is of

chaiteh, for there the probate is an original, taken by authority, and

of a public nature ; nor is the original will admissible for that pur-

pose : the probate of a wiU, devising real property, was uniformly

rejected on the trial of any cause relating to real estate. {Doe y. Cal-

vert, 2 Camp. 389.) But by the 20 & 21 Vict, c. 77, s. 62, where a will

affecting real estate is proved in feolemn form pursuant to s. 61, then

the probate copy of such will, or the letters of administration, with the

will annexed, or a copy thereof stamped with the seal of the Court of

Probate, is, in all cases, conclusive evidence of the contents and

validity of the will (except in proceedings by way of appeal or for

revocation of such probate or administration). Nor is it admissible to

prove declarations of the testator as reputation on a question of pedi-

gree. {Doe d. Wild v. Ormerod, 1 3L & Boh. 466.)

The mere production of the probate under the seal of the Probate

Coui-t will suffice without further proof. {Kempton y. Cross, Bep. T.

Hardw. 108.)

An examined copy of the probate is evidence of the person there

named being executor, as the probate is an original, taken by autho-

rity, and of a public nature {Hoe]Y. Nelthrope, 3 Salk. 154); but a

copy of the will would not be evidence of that fact. {B. N. P. 246,

supra.)

It is not the practice in the ecclesiastical courts to grant a second

probate if the first should be lost ; but only to grant an exemplification

from the record of the court, which exemplification will be evidence of

the proof of the will. {Shepherd v. Shorthouse, 1 Str._ 412.)

The probate unrepealed is in general cmiclusive evidence of the facts

whereof it is evidence : therefore the party shall not be permitted to

allege that the will proved is not the last will and testament of the

deceased. {Allen v. Dundas, 3 T. B. 125 ; Gilb. Evid. 73 ; Chichester

v. Phillips, T. Baym. 404, 406.) But he may give in evidence that the

probate is forged, or that it was obtained by surprise, or revoked.

{Chichester v. PhiUips, T. Baym. 404; 2 Sid. 359.) And upon an
indictment for forging a will, probate of that will, though unrepealed,

was held not conclusive evidence of its validity, so as to bar the prose-

cution. {Bex V. Buttery, B. & B. C. C. 342 ; Bex v. Oihson, id. 343)

;

overruling Bex v. Vincent (1 Str. 481). And the probate may be
impeached, by showing that the ecclesiastical court had no juris-

diction, as that there were no hona notabilia within its jurisdiction {B.

N. P. 247) ; or that the supposed testator is alive. {Allen v. Dundas,

3 r. i?. 130.)

To prove the probate revoked, an entry of the revocation in the book
of the Prerogative Court is good evidence. {Bamsbottom's case, 1 Leach,

C. C. 25, n. 4th ed.)

Letters of Administration.']—Such letters are evidence of the facts Letters of adminis-

adually stated therein, but not of facts which can only be inferred tration.

therefrom, as the testator's death, &c. {Thomson y. Donaldson, 3 Esp.

63 ; 20 How. St. Tri. 533.) The observations already made, supra, as

to a probate being conclusive evidence, will here apply.

The Probate Court never grants an exemplification of letters of

administration ; but only a certificate that administration was granted.

Such certificate, merely produced, would be of itself good evidence.

So would the book of the Ecclesiastical Court wherein was entered

the order for granting 'administration. {Kempton v. .Cross, Bep. T.

Hardw. 108 ; B. N. P. 246 ; Elden v. Keddell, 8 East, 187) ; and_ an
examined copy of the act-book, stating the grant of letters of admini-
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stration to tlie defendant, is proof of his being administrator, witliont

notice to produce the letters. {Davis v. Williams, 13 East, 232.) The
letters themselyes would be good evidence. [Kcmpton y. Cross, R, 1\

JIardw. 108.)

Proceedings in Admiralty Courts.']—The sentence of this court on a
question of prize, over which it has exclusive jiirisdiction, is conclusive

of what is positively affirmed thereon ; and being a proceeding in rem,

binds all strangers as well as parties thereto. {Park Ins. 490 ; Stirling

V. Vauglian, 2 Camp. 228; Fisher y. Ogle, 1 Camp), 418; Dougl. 574.)

But the sentence of such court is not conclusive as to the ground of

condemnation, unless it be explicitly stated ; it is not to be collected by
inference, nor can it be left to uncertainty whether the vessel was con-
demned upon a ground which would be a good ground of condemnation
by the law of nations, or on another which would only amount to a
breach of the municipal regulations of the condemning countrj^. {Dal-

glieslh V. Hodgson, 1 Bing. 495.) So a sentence of a foreign admiralty

court is conclusive on questions of prize {Bolton v. Gladstone, 5

East, 160 ; Kindersley v. Chase, 2 Park Ins. 743) unless such sentence

be impeachable upon such grounds as that the proceedings were not
regular, or that the court in giving its decision was not acting withiu
its authority, or that it was obviously contrary to the law of the

country where it was pronounced. And the sentence of an admiralty
court sitting under a commission from a belligerent power in a neutral

country, will not be recognised here. {Ilavelock v. Roclavood, 8 T. E.
268; Jjonaldsony. Thompson, 1 Camp. 429; Boscoe, 10th ed. 169.)

As to how far the libel, answer, and depositions are evidence, see

ante, 60, as to those proceedings in equity.

The libel, answer, depositions, and sentence, in the Admiralty Court,

are proved in the same manner as the bill, answer, depositions, and
decree, in a court of equity. {Can. Dig. Evid. 1, C, ante, 60.)

Proceedings in Foreign Courts.']—It seems that the sentence of a
foreign court of competent jurisdiction, if evidence abroad, would be
evidence here, on the same question and between the same parties.

(See 1 Ves. 159 ; Burroivs v. Jemino, 2 Stra. 733; Stafford y. Clark, 2

Bing. 380; Tarletony. Tarleton, 4 M. & Sel. 20.) The court will, in

general, presume the sentence to be according to the justice of the

case. {Arnott v. Redfern, 3 Bing. 353. ) But if it appears on the face of the

proceedings, or it could be otherwise shown, that the court had no
jurisdiction, or that the sentence is founded on injustice, as where it

appeared the defendant had never been summoned, the sentence would
be inadmissible as evidence here. {Buchanan y. Rucker, 9 East, 192

;

Williams y. Lord Bagot, 3 B. & C. 786 ; Douglas assignee of Stein y.

Forrest, 4 Bii^g. 686; Cavan y. Stewart, 1 Stark. 525.) And it does

not seem that the sentence is in any case conclusive evidence here, not

being a record in this country. (See Walker v. Witter, 2 Dougl. 1,5;
2 //. Bla. 410 ; Harris y. Saunders, 4 B. & C. 411 ; Douglas assignee of
Stein y. Forrest, 4 Bing, 686) : unless perhaps in a case of a sentence

of a foreign admiralty court on a question of prize, supra. In Guinness

y. Carroll (1 B. & Adol. 459), it was made a question, but not decided,

whether in an action on an Irish judgment, the grounds of such judg-

ment are examinable by the courts here.

The certificate of a vice- consul has been compared to a foreign judg-

ment, but it will not be admitted as evidence of the facts stated in it.

{Waldro7i\. Coomhe, 3 Taunt. 162.)

By the 14 & 15 Vict. c. 99, s. 7, all proclamations, treaties, and
other acts of state of any foreign state or British colony, and all

judicial proceedings of any court of justice in such state or colony, or

any legal documents filed there, may be proved in any court of justice

either by examined copies, or if an act of state the authenticated copy



itiust purport to be sealed -witli tlie seal of the state or colony ; if a 2. Records,

judicial proceeding or legal document it must purport to be sealed cfcc.

with the seal of the court to which the original document belongs, or
if the court has no seal, then by the signature of a judge of such court.

Proof of the seal or signature is not required. An order of a foreign

court made ex parte on a shareholder to contribute to the assets of an
insolvent company is an order within this section. {Leischman v.

Cochrane, 12 IF. i2. 181.)

Irish and Scotch records are provable in the same way as pro- Irish and Scotch

ceedings of foreign courts, and their admissibility and effect is the '"^c'^rds.

same.
By the 29 & 30 Vict. c. 121, s. 1, which is to be read with the 8 & 9 Warrants of ar-

Vict. c. 113, and the 14 & 15 Vict. c. 99, and which is to continue in force d?poStioMtoVi
until Sei^tember 1, 18G7, warrants of arrest and copies of depositions received in evi-

signed or taken bj'- or before a judge or competent magistrate in any dence if authen-
n • I J • .f 1*11 nr'j 1 J i*j nCSitCQ 1x1 111(1111161*

loreign state with which her Majesty may have entered into, or may specified by this

hereafter enter into, any treaty for the extradition of fugitive offenders -^c*-

or persons accused of crimes, are to be received in evidence if authenti-
cated in the manner following, that is to say, if the warrant of arrest

purports to be signed by a judge or other competent magistrate of the
country in which the same shall have been issued, and if the copies of

depositions purport to be certified under the hand of suchjudge or magis-
trate to be true copies of the original depositions, and if the signature of
thejudge or magistrate in each case shall be authenticated in the manner
usual in the respective states or countries by the proper officer of the
department of the minister of justice, and sealed with the official seal of
such minister ; and all courts of justice and magistrates in her Majesty's
dominions shall take judicial notice of such official seal, and shall admit
the documents so authenticated by it to be received in e\'idence with-
out further proof.

Foreign Latus.^—The laws of a foreign country, whether written or Foreign law.

not, must be proved by the parol evidence of witnesses of competent
skill {Sussex Peer. 11 CI. & F. 85; Baron de Bode's case, 8 Q. B. 208),
that is to say, he must be a professional man of the country whose
laws are in question, or must hold an official situation ; but if the ques-
tion relates to a foreign custom or usage, then the testimony of any
witness is admissible who is acquainted with the fact. {Game v.

Laneshorough, 1 Pea. R. 18.) The acts of state of a foreign govern-
ment must be proved by authenticated copies sealed with the seal of
the state or British colony from whence it emanates, 14 & 15 Vict. c.

39, s. 7.

Proceedings in Inferior Courts.']—The judgment of an inferior court Proceedings in

is as available, and conclusive in evidence for the same purposes, as a "^enor courts,

judgment of a superior court.

Judgments, and the proceedings in a court baron, county court, or now proved,

other inferior court, not of record, may be proved by producing the
books in which they are entered (1 C. M. & II. 277) ; and if not made
up in form, the minutes of the proceedings will be evidence, or else an
examined copy of such proceedings or minutes. {Tayl. Evid. s. 1408

;

Com. Dig. Evid. (C. 1); Hennell v. Lyon, 1 B. & Al. 185; R. v. Smith,
8 B. & C. 343; Chandler v. Roberts, Pea. Ev. 5th ed. 72.) But this

rule does not extend to proceedings at quarter sessions on the Crown
side, which is not an inferior court. {R. v. Smith, supra.) The pro-
ceedings of inferior courts as are not courts of record may be proved
by an officer of the court or any other competent person if it appears
that no entry of them,has been made in any official book. {Dyson y.

Wood, 3 B.& C. 449.)

Court Baron Itolls.']—The roUs of a court laron are evidence ; for Court baron rolls.

VOL. II. F
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2. Records, they are the public rolls by which, the inheritance of every tenant is

<fcc. to be preserved : and they are the rolls of the manor court, which was
anciently a court of justice relating to all property within the district.

{Bull. N. P. 247 ; Doe v. Hall, 16 East, 208.)

The copy of the court roll of a manor, under the stewai'd's hand, duly
stamped, is good evidence ; so is an examined cojiy of the court roll.

{Doe V. Mee, 4 B.& Ad. 617.) For where the original itself is evidence,

the immediate copy thereof is also good evidence. {Skinner, 584 ; Hoe
V. Nathorp, 1 Lord Baym. 154; Bull. N. P. 247; Gilb. 75.) By the

Stamp Act (55 Geo. 3, c. 184) court rolls need not be stamped; but
surrenders and admittances out of court, and copies of surrenders and
admittances in, must be duly stamped. A surrender out of court may
be proved by an unstami:)ed copy. {Doe v. Mee, 4 B. & Ad. 617.)

The court roUs, containing a jsresentment of a surrender out of court,

are evidence of the suiTender, without producing the original stamped
surrender. {Doe v. Olley, 12 A. & E. 481.) And a court roll, stating

that the surrender was by power of attorney, would be secondary
evidence of the power of attorney, if the power of attorney cannot be
found after a sufficient search. {Doe d. Counsell v. Caperton, 9 Car.

&F. 112.)

Courdy Courts.

1

—The records and proceedings of the county courts

are provable by entries directed to be made by the registrar pursuant
to 9 & 10 Vict. c. 95, s. Ill, or by copies of such entries sealed with
the seal of the court and certified to be a true copy by the registrar.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.']—The record of all proceedings heretofore

entered of record under the stat. 6 Geo. 4, c. 16, are removed into the

Court of Bankruptcy, established by 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 56, and are kept
as records of that coiu-t ; and all proceedings in bankruptcj'' and copies

thereof, purporting to be sealed with the seal of that court, are to bo
received as evidence. (2 & 3 Will. 4, c. 114, s. 9.) By the Bankruptcy
Act of 1861, 24 & 25 Vict. c. 134, s. 203, all proceedings or orders in

bankruptcy or under any of the provisions of the act, appearing to be
sealed with the seal of any court under such act, or any writing piir-

porting to be a copy of any such document and purporting to be so sealed,

are to be admitted in all courts as evidence of such documents re-

spectively, and of such orders and proceedings having been made, and
are to be deemed records of such coui't without further proof, and no
such copy is to be receivable in evidence unless the same appear to be
so sealed, except when otherwise specially directed by such act.

The Gazette is conclusive evidence of the adjudication of bankruptcy
if the bankrupt takes no steps within the prescribed period to annul
the proceedings. {B. v. Levi, \ L. & C. 597.)

Insolvency pro- Insolvency Proceedings.']—Tho Insolvent Debtors' Court was aboUshcd
ceedings. \^j the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 134, s, 27. Its records have become records

of the Court of Bankruptcy, and by s. 206 they may bo proved by cer-

tified copies, sealed with the seal of the court, and signed by the

officer in whose custody the same shall be, or his de2)uty. The pro-
' visions of this section are to apply also to any court having jurisdiction

in any part of the dominions of her Majesty, her colonies, or depen-
dencies, for the relief of insolvent debtors. Such certified copies are

to be admitted as sufficient evidence of the same without further

proof.

Judgment of _ Judgment of Quarter Sessions.]—^A judgment by the quarter sessions,

apneas
^^^^^°^^ '" discharging an order of removal (not for defect of form, but upon the

merits), is conclusive as between the contending parishes, that the set-

tlement of the pauper was not in the appellant parish at the time of

the removal ; but it is binding only on these parishes, not on a thiid
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parish.. Nor is an order on an appeal respecting tlie settlement of it 2. Records
admissible on an appeal respecting the settlement of B., A.'s sister, ' (tc.

though the point is the same in both appeals. {B. v. Knaptoft, 2 B. &
C. 883.) An order of removal executed, and not appealed against, is

conclusive of the pauper's settlement at the time of the order, even as

between third parishes who are not parties to that order. {Bex v.

Corsham, 11 East, 388.) And a judgment by the quarter sessions,

confirming an order of removal, is conclusive upon the appellant

parish as to all the world, and may be given in evidence against them
by a third parish on any subsequent aj)peal. {Beg. y. Wick St. Law-
rence, o B. & Ad. 533^)

But though an order of sessions quashing an order of removal
generally is conclusive evidence between the parties to the appeal, that,

when the order of removal was made, the appiellant parish was not
bound to receive the pauper, it is only ^jj-ma facie evidence that the
pauper was not settled in that parish, and therefore a subsequent cause
of removal may be shown. {R. v. lahahitants of Wick St. Lawrence,
5 B. & Ad. 526.)

The minute-book of a court of quarter sessions is not evidence of its

proceedings ; the record must be made up on parchment, and proved
by an examined copy. {B. v. Thring, 5 C. & P. 507 ; B. v. Ward, 6 C.

6 P. 366 ; B. V. Smith, S B. & C.Ml; Porter v. Cooper, Ld. 354.) But
where no record but the minute-book is kept by the sessions, such book
is evidence, and may be proved either by its production or by a certified

copy ; but if the jurisdiction of the court do not appear upon the
minutes, as if the caption be omitted, then neither the book nor a copy
of it is admissible. (7?. v. Ward, 6 C. & P. 366.)

_

A j udgment of the quarter sessions in criminal matters may be
proved like those of the superior courts at Westminster, that is to say,

by producing the original under the seal of the court, or by an
examined copy duly authenticated. {B. v. Teovelly, 8 A. & E. 806.)

Convictions, (fee]— Convictions were formerly provable like other Convictions,

records. (See ante, 55.) But now by statute the proof of convictions bas
been much simplified in many cases. By 14 & 15 Vict. c. 99, s. 13,

whenever in any proceeding whatever it may be necessary to prove the

trial and conviction or acquittal of any person charged with any in-

dictable offence, it shall not be necessary to produce the record of such,

conviction or acquittal, or a copy thereof, but it shall be sufficient that

it be certified under the hand of the clerk of the court or other officer

having the custody of the records of the court, or his deputy, that the

paper jiroduced is a copy of the record of the indictment, trial, con-

viction and judgment or acquittal, as the case may be.

Similar provisions are contained in the 7 & 8 Greo. 4, c. 28, s. 11 ; 14

& 15 Vict. c. 100, s. 22, and 24 & 25 Vict. c. 96, s. 99, in which such a

certificate is to be sufficient evidence of a first conviction for the

offences provided against by such acts respectively, upon proof of the

identity of the person of the offender. Again, by the 18 & 19 Vict. c. 126,

justices are empowered to convict summarily for petty larceny ; and
by s. 17, such conviction is to be transmitted to the quarter sessions,

and a copy, of such conviction, certified by the proper officer, or proved

to be a true copy, is to be sufficient proof of such conviction in any legal

proceedings whatever.
A conviction of an offence under any of the statutes which authorise

proof thereof in any subsequent proceedings by a certified copy under
the hand of the clerk of the peace, cannot be proved by the oath of a

policeman and the production of the minute-book of the clerk of the

court. {Oiles v. Tiney, 13 W. B. 92.) But in other cases, where a

certified copy is not made evidence, a conviction before a magistrate can

only be proved by the production of the record of the conviction, or an
examined copy of it.

F 2
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2, Records, Therefore, -where a police magistrate, after Leaving a case of common
tfcc. assault, ordered the accused to enter into recognizances and pay the

recognizance fee, but did not order him to be imprisoned or to pay any
fine, and an action having been subsequently brought for the same
assault, the magistrate's clerk stated in evidence the above facts, but no
record of the proceedings was put in : held, first, that the above was not
a conviction within the meaning of 24 & 25 Vict. c. 100, s. 42, and was
not a bar to the action. Held, secondly, that the conviction, if any,
was not proved. {Hartley v. Hindmarsh, 1 L. R. C. P. 553.)
In conformity with the rule which rejects judgments inter partes as

evidence for or against strangers, to prove the facts adjudicated, it has
been held that a judgment in a criminal prosecution, unless admissible
as evidence in the nature of reputation, cannot be received in a civil

action to establish the truth of the fact upon which the judgment was
rendered. And a judgment in a civil action cannot be given in evi-

dence upon a criminal prosecution. [Tayl. Evid. s. 1505.)
It is a general rule and principle of law, that, where justices of the

peace have an authority given to them by an act of parliament, and
they appear to have acted within the jurisdiction so given, and to have
done all that they are required by the act to do, in order to originate

their jurisdiction, a conviction drawn up in due fonn, and remaining
in force, is a protection in any action brought against them for the act

60 done. (Per Abbott, 0. J., in Basten v. Carew, 3 B. <fc C. 652.)
On the other hand, where, upon the face of the conviction, it appears

the magistrate has assumed a jurisdiction over a matter which is alto-

gether out of his cognizance, or has been guilty of plain and manifest
excess of his jurisdiction, the conviction will not protect him. (See
cases in Oow, C. N. P. 167.) Where a person was convicted in four
several convictions for exercising his ordinary calling on a Sunday,
contrary to 29 Car. 2, c. 7, it was held, that, as a man could only
commit one offence under the statute on the same day, the three latter

convictions were void; and it being an excess of jurisdiction, an action

lay against the magistrate.
(
Crepps v. Burden, Cowp. 640 ; Gray v.

Cookson, 16 East, 21 ; and see Hill v. Bateman, 1 Stra. 710 ; Oroomc v.

Forrester, 5 M. & Sel. 314 ; 1 Mac. & Y. 469 ; see tit. " Game.")
As to the mode of drawing up convictions, and the party's remedy

when in^properly drawn up, see " Conviction."

Acquittal.']—The acquittal of a party cannot afibrd evidence like a
conviction, for it does not ascertain any precise fact, and may have
proceeded merely on the ground that sufficient evidence was not pro-
duced.
The acquittal of a party charged with an indictable offence may be

proved by a certificate under the hand of the clerk of the court, or
other officer having the custody of the records thereof, 14 & 15 Vict. c.

99, s. 13. By 24 & 25 Vict. c. 100, ss. 42, 43, & 44, two justices are now
enabled to hear cases of aggravated and common assaults, and if they
dismiss the complaint they are to make out a certificate to that effect.

This certificate, it seems, should specify the ground of dismissal
{Skuse v. Bavis, 1{) A. & E. 635), and should be given within a
reasonable time, ifnot before the justices separate. [Hancock v. Sams,l E.
& E. 802 ; B. v. Robinson, 12 A.& E. 672 ; and see Tayl. Evid. s. 1447.)
By 18 & 19 Vict. c. 126, s. 7, a copy of the certificate of dismissal of a
party charged before two justices with petty larceny may be proved by
a copy of such certificate, certified by the proper officer of the court
of quarter sessions to which such certificate has to be transmitted..

Autrefois acquit, In criminal prosecutions, the jilea of autrefois acquit is a good plea,
plea of. although the form of the two indictments, or even the nature of the

charges, are not identical; but unless the first indictment was one upon
which the prisoner might have been convicted by proof of the facts

necessary to support the second indictment, an acquittal on the first

Acquittal, and
dismissal of charge
by justices.



indictmont will be no bar to the second. {Tuyl. Evid. s. 1516.) An 2. Hecords,

acquittal on an indictment charging a prisoner as a principal felon will, <tc.

since 24 & 25 Vict. c. 94, be a bar to an indictment against him as an
accessory before the fact, because by s. 1, accessories before the fact to

any felony may be indicted, tried, and convicted, and punished in aE
respects as if he were a principal felon. Again, no person tried for

any misdemeanor is liable, unless the jury have been discharged from
giving a verdict, to be afterwards prosecuted for a felony on the same
facts, because by 24 & 25 Vict. c. 96, s. 88, he may be convicted of the

misdemeanor, although a felony be proved. {Tayl. Evid. s. 1518.)

See Autrefois Acquit.

Orders of Justices."]—Orders of magistrates do not, it seems, in Orders of justices,

general come within the above doctrine of evidence relative to convic-

tions, and parol evidence is admissible to support or controvert them,
where the party disputing them is no party to them. In Welsh v. Nash
(8 East, 402), Lord Ellenhorough said, with regard to an order of justices

for diverting a highway, that justices cannot make facts by their deter-

mination, in order to give themselves jurisdiction contrary to the truth,

of the case; and see Brittain v. Kinnaird {IB. & B. 439.) "Where
an order of justices, requiring the stewards of a friendly society to re-r

admit A. B., who had been expelled, recited that it had appeared to

the justices that the rules of the society had been enrolled at the

quarter sessions ; on the trial of an indictment against the stewards
for disobejdng the order, it was held the recital was no evidence of the

enrolment of the rules ; the defendants never having concurred in or

assented to the order. {E. v. Gilkes, 8 B. & C. 439 ; see tit. " Order ;"

B. V. Clayton, 3 East, 58; and see Oray v. Cookson, 16 East, 23.)

An order of sessions, upon an appeal between two parishes, respecting

the settlement of pauper A., is not admissible on the trial of an ap-
peal touching the settlement of B., his sister, another pauper, on a
suggestion that the point at issue was precisely the same in both
appeals. {li. v. Knaptoft, 2 B. & C. 833.)

On the other hand, it seems that where the party disputing the order

is a party thereto by his having obtained such order, or appeared to

resist it, such order, unappealed against, is conclusive against him.
{R. V. Hinxworth, and B. v. Caling, Cald. 42, 472.) So, an order

quashed is conclusive between the parties. {R. v. Leigh, id. 29.)

In an action on 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 31, against the hundred of B., for

the felonious demolition of Nottingliarn. Castle, by rioters, the plaintiff

produced in evidence certain orders made by the justices at the quarter

sessions for the county, in which the castle was described as being in

that hundred. No proof was given that the justices who made those

orders were resiants in the county :—Held, that the orders were ad-

missible as evidence of reputation, for that the justices, from the nature
of their office, must be presumed cognizant of the subject. {Duke of
Newcastle v. Hundred of Broxtowe, 4:£.& Ad. 273.)

Certificates of Justices, cfcc]—^Bymany statutes, certificates of certain Certificates of

matters are made admissible in evidence, provided they be authenti- J^^t^^es, &c.

cated in the manner pointed out by such statutes ; and in order to

facilitate the proof of such certificates it is provided by 8 «& 9 Vict. c.

113, s. 1, that they shall be admitted in evidence without proof of the

seal, signature, or official character of the person verifying them. In
this manner certificates of the chargeability of paupers made by
boards of guardians or district boards under 7 & 8 Vict. c. 101, may
be proved, as may certificates of the settlement of paupers. So, by
12 & 13 Vict. c. 68, s» 17, for facilitating the marriage of British sub-

jects resident abroad, the certificate of a consul under his hand and
consular seal, is to be taken as valid evidence of all facts and matters

stated in such certificate without proof, in every action or suit for
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2. Records, forfeiture and upon every prosecution for perjury under such act. By
tbc. th.e 18 & 19 Vict. c. 11, s. 1, for registering places of worsliip of dis-

senters, a certificate of the registrar-general, duly stamped and sealed,

is to be taken as evidence that at the time therein stated the place

described was duly certified and recorded as required hj the act, and
that the record of such certificate was uncancelled. Under the Mer-
chant Shipping Act, 17 & 18 Vict. c. 104, s. 7, documents, purporting
to be certificates of the Board of Trade, sealed with the seal of the

board, or signed by one of the officers of the marine department of

such board, shall be deemed to be such certificates. Again, by the
same statute, s. 107, certificates of registry of British ships, purporting
to be signed by the proper officer, are receivable in evidence, if

authenticated by a registrar's signature. So, all certificates of com-
petency granted to masters, mates, and engineers, of British ships and
steam vessels, are proveable by copies certified by the registrar-general

of seamen or his assistant, or by such other person as the Board of

Trade may appoint for that purpose. (25 & 26 Vict. c. 68, ss. 5—12.

See also 5 & 6 Vict. c. 10, s. 16, and 6 & 7 Vict. c. 65, as to the proof
of registration of designs ; 25 & 26 Vict. c. 89, as to certificates under
the Companies Act, 1862 ; 25 & 26 Vict. c. 87, ss. 2—5, as to proof of

•registration of provident and industrial societies. Under the acts

regulating factories, print works, &c., surgical certificates, if drawn
up in the form prescribed by such acts, require no proof. See those
acts under title [Factories). As to certificates of convictions, see ante,

Convictions, and p. 67.)

Depositions before Depositions, (fee, hefore Ma(jistraies.']—ThQ information and deposi-
magis ra es.

tions of witnesses upon oath taken before magistrates in felonies and
misdemeanors, when put into wi'iting, signed, and returned as directed

by the 11 & 12 Vict. c. 42, s. 17 (see obsei^vations on this section,

Tayl. Evid. ss. 448, 449) are admissible in evidence upon the trial of

the person so accused, if it be proved upon the oath of any credible

witness that a person whose deposition shall have been duly taken
according to such 17th section, is dead, or is so ill as not to be able to

travel, and if it be proved that such deposition was taken in the pre-
sence of the person accused, who had full power of cross-examining
the witness.

Therefore, in order to make such depositions evidence, it must now
be proved that at the time of the trial the party deposing is dead, or
so ill as not to be able to travel ; mere proof that he was confined to

his bed some days before will not be sufficient. (R. v. Biley, 3 C. &
K. 116.)

It has been held that the depositions of witnesses suffering fi'om in-
disposition of a temporary character are admissible {B. v. Stephenson,

31 L. J. M. C. 147 ; B. v. Cocklmrn, 1 D. & B. 203) ; but it seems
that the presiding judge has still the power to order a postponement of
the trial on the ground of the absence of the witness, instead of
allowing the depositions to be read. Since this act was passed it has
been decided that the depositions of a witness absent by the contri-

vance of the prisoner, rnay be read in evidence against him, but not
upon mere proof that he cannot be found after due search. {Beg. v.

Scuife, 17 Q. B. 238.) The deposition must be duly signed by the
magistrate, but where the depositions of a prosecutor and other wit-
nesses are taken on the same sheet of paper, and signed by them re-

spectively, then one signature by the justice at the end is sufficient.

{Beg. V. Osborne, 8 C. & P. 113.) It must be taken in the presence of
the justice and of the accused, or it will not be admissible in evidence
in case of the illness or death of the deponent. {Beg, v. Watts, 33 L.
J. M. O. 63, and see examination by justices before trial, under tit.

" Sessiwi.")

Depositions have been rejected by the judges upon proof that thewhole



ofthe statementof the witnessbefore thejusticeswas not takendown, i.e., 2. Records,

that any cross-examination by the prisoner had been omitted. Where the &c.

depositions were not wholly taken in the presence of the prisoner, but
the witness afterwards in his presence was re-sworn, and the deposi- Deposition,

tions repeated and signed, the judges held under the old law that they
were, under these circumstances, admissible evidence, for ihe prisoner

had an opportunity of cross-examining the witness. {Rex v. Smithy
R. & R. C. C. 339; Rex v. Smith, 2 Stark, 208.) But this system has
always been discountenanced by the judges, and in R. v. Bates, 2 F.
& F. 317 ; R. V. Day, 6 Cox, bo, a deposition was rejected on this ground.
And where the testimony of a person, under apprehension of immediate
dissolution, has been taken by a magistrate in the absence of the
party indicted, though it cannot be read as an examination under the
statute, it may be received as a dying declaration with the same degree
of authority as if made to a private individual. (1 Leach, 361, 503;
Rex V. Inhabitants of Eriswell, 3 T. ^, 713. See Rex v. Callaghan, 1

M'Nally, 385.) And the information of an accomplice, duly taken,
may, in case of his death, be read in evidence against the prisoner (1

Leach, 12), though it will not be conclusive, unless corroborated by
other testimony. (76.) As to Dying Declarations, see ante, p. 42.

The depositions of a witness for the prosecution, who has gone to

sea, cannot be read in evidence on the part of the prisoner, without
consent on the part of the prosecutor; but with such consent they
may be. {Reg. v. Hctgan, 8 Car. & P. 167.)
The reading, on the part of the prosecution, of the prisoner's state-

ment, returned by the magistrate at the end of the depositions, does
not give the prisoner the right to consider the depositions as in
evidence on the part of the prosecution, though it appears that they
were all taken before the statement was made; but if the prisoner
wishes to have the whole or any particular part of the depositions

read, he must read it as his evidence. {Rex v. Pearson, 7 Car. & P. 671.)

The depositions taken before the magistrate against a prisoner
cannot be read against him, where the witness has died since the
examination, unless the depositions in cross-examination have been
correctly taken and returned to the court. Depositions taken in cross-

examination, at a subsequent time to those in chief, and not signed by
the committing magistrates, are so irregular as to prevent the whole
depositions from being read against a prisoner; and this, although
both are proved by one of the committing magistrates to have been
accui-ately taken. {Reg. v. France, 2 M. & Roh. 207.)

In order to make the depositions evidence, they must be proved by
the magistrate or his clerk, or otherwise to have been truly taken
upon oath entirely in the magistrate's presence, who shall put the
same into writing, read it out to the witness, and sign it after the
witness has done so.

It must also be proved that the deposition was taken in the presence of
the accused, and that he had full power to cross-examine the witness.

The depositions of a witness taken in a judicial proceeding, in the
presence of the party there charged, are not admissible in anotlier pro-
ceeding against that party, merely on the ground that he was present
and had the opportunity of cross-examining. {Melon v. Andretvs, M.
& M. G. N. P. 336 ; see Rex \. HoUingshead, 4 C. & P. 242, note there ;

Rex V. Appleby, 3 Stark. 33.) But the deposition of a witness since
deceased is, when regularly taken under the statute, admissible on the
trial of a different offence from that with which the prisoner was then
charged, as where the deposition was taken on a charge of assault, and
is given in evidence ,on a trial for murder. {Rex v. Smith, R. & R.
339 ; 1 Leach, 458 ; Reg. v. Beeston, 24 L. J. M. C. 5; R. \. Clarice,

2 F. (fc F. 2.)

One caption at the head of the whole body of depositions is sufl&cient
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2. Records, [H- V. Johnson, 2 C. & K. 355), and no objection is sustainable on
&c. the ground that the title does not state the charge against the accused

with sufficient precision. {Rex v. Langridge, 1- Den. 448.)
Justices, in taking depositions, should, as far as possible, take down

the witnesses' statements in their own words, and not only so much
thereof as shall be material, and in the case of children or persons of
weak intellect questions and answers as to his or her capacity to take
an oath should appear on the depositions. {R. v. Painter, 2 C. & R.
207; Tayl Evid. s. 453; but in Reg. v. Roche, 1 C. & M. 341, a
statement made by a prisoner and taken down by the coroner, as
follows :

—" Prisoner admits, &c.," was held to be admissible against
the prisoner on his trial, although that was a very improper way of
taking down the prisoner's statement.)

Depositions before Depositions hefore Coroners.l—The depositions taken before coroners
coroners. ^^ inquisitions, when put into writing, and certified and returned as

requii-ed by the 7 Geo. 4, c. 64, s. 4 {ante, " Coroner,' ), become
evidence of the facts deposed to, under the same conditions as deposi-
tions before magistrates are evidence. It is said, however, that they
differ from those taken before justices in this respect, that they are
admissible though taken in the absence of the prisoner ; because the
coroner is an officer appointed on the behalf of the public, and will be
presumed to have acted properly in all matters within his jurisdiction.
{Rex V. Inhabitants of Eriswell, 3 T. R. 713, 722; B. N. F. 242; Sills

v. Broion, 9 C. & P. 601.) But the justice and legality of this
distinction have been questioned by text writers of high authority.

(2 Stark. Ev. 278, 2nd edit. ; 2 Russ. 661 ; ante, " Coroner ;
" and in

Taylor Evid._ s. 460, it is said : "The opposite doctrine appears to be so
consistent with sound principle as to insure its recognition should the
question be solemnly discussed in modern times.")
A coroner's jury, on the investigation of a case of homicide, returned

a verdict of " wilful mtu'der against some jKrson or persons unhioivn.'^
The coroner returned the deposition he had taken to the Central
Criminal Court. On application by the counsel for a prisoner indicted
for the murder of the same person, for a copy of such depositions, it

was held that although the coroner could not in such a case have been
conipelled to retui-n them, under statute 7 Geo. 4, c. 64, s. 4, yet that
having done so, the judges had power, by their general power as a
court of justice, to order a copy to be given if they thought it material
to the interests of justice. {Rex v. Greenacre, 8 Car. & P. 32.)

Dep6sitions under Depositions under Mutiny Act as to Settlement.}—In the Mutiny Acts

settlTment.
*^ *^®^'^ ^^ always inserted a clause rendering the examination of a non-

commissioned officer or soldier, under certain cii'cumstances, legal
evidence to be received upon a question of settlement.
Any justice in the United Kingdom within whose jurisdiction any

soldier in Her Majesty's army or on the permanent staff of the Militia
having a wife or child, shall be billeted, may summon such soldier
before him in the place where he is billeted (which summons he is

hereby directed to obey), and take his examination in writing upon
oath touching the place of his last legal settlement, and such justice
shall give an attested copy of such examination to the person
examined, to be by him delivered to his commanding officer, to be
produced when required ; which said examination and such attested
copy thereof shall be at any time admitted as good and legal evidence
of such last legal settlement before any justices or at any general or
quarter sessions, although such soldier be dead or absent from the
kindgom

;
provided that in case any soldier shall be again summoned

to make oath as aforesaid, then on such examination or such attested
copy thereof being produced by him or by any other person on his
behalf, such soldier shall not be obliged to take any other oath



with regard to Ms legal settlement, but shall leave a copy of such 2. Records,

examination or a copy of such attested copy of examination if d-c.

required
;
provided also that when no such examination shall have

been required, the statement made by the recruit on his attestation of

his place of birth shall be taken to be his last place of settlement

until legally disproved.

This enactment is to be construed strictly ; and therefore no other

attested copy is legal evidence, while the original is in existence,

except that given to the soldier. {Rex v. Clayton le Moors, 5

T. R. 706.)

The original examination may be evidence {Rex v. Worley, G T. R.

534) ; but it must be authenticated as being genuine by proof that the

persons attesting are magistrates, or at least that the signatures are

the hand-writing of those whose they purport to be, or the like. {Rex

V. Bilton cum Ilarroivyate, 1 East, 13.)

The examination of the soldier is to be received in evidence as to his

settlement, though he be dead or absent from his country when the

appeal as to such settlement is tried. {Rexy. Warminster, 3 li. & Al. 121.)

Where an examination of a soldier taken before two magistrates was
tendered in evidence to prove his settlement, but it did not appear by
the examination itself, or by other proof, that the soldier, at the time

when he was examined, was quartered in the place where the justices

had jurisdiction, it was held not admissible. {R. v. All Saints,

Soutliampton, 7 B. & C. 785.)

As to depositions of infirm paupers and prisoners touching their Depositions of

settlement, see 49 Geo. 3, c. 124, s. 4 ; and 59 Geo. 3, c. 12, s. 28, Paupers,

under title " Poor."

Depositions after the death of the witness are not evidence unless Depositions after

they have been taken judicially, and unless the party, whose interests ^^-^^^ °^ witness,

would be affected by them, had an opjjortunity of being present and
cross-examining the deponent. {Tayl. Evid. s. 507.) It is, therefore,

now clearly established that the ex parte examination of a pauper con-

cerning his settlement, taken on oath before magistrates, is not
admissible upon a question of settlement, as evidence against the

appellant parish. {R. v. Nuneham Courtenay, 1 East, 373 ; R. v.

Ferry Frystone, 2 East, 54; R. v. Ahergtvilly, ib. 63.) The objection

against their admissibility is, not that the magistrates have no power
to administer an oath, but that the examination is ex parte, obtained
at the instance of overseers, whose parish would be benefited by
the removal, and behind the backs of the appellants, who received no
notice of the proceeding, and had not the benefit of a cross-exami-
nation. (See R. V. Erisu'cll, 3 T. R. 725.) And there are no words
(under which paupers in the statute 13 & 14 Car. 2, c. 12 are

lemoved) expressly requii'ing the justices to take down any exami-
nation in writing.

(3). Private Weitings.

The next class of written evidence consists of private writings, as (3.) Private

deeds, entries in private books, and other writings made by indi- writings,

viduals, relating to themselves or others, in their own private
capacity.

We have already noticed the doctrine that the best evidence is re-

quired in all cases ; also, that written evidence is superior to verbal
evidence : such being the case, it is a general rule that, where a party,
in making out his case, shows that any part of it rests on written
testimony, as a deed, agreement, or other instrument of a private

nature, he must j)roduce and prove it. {Fenn v. Oriffiths, 6 Biny. 533

;

Breiver v. Palmer, 3 Esp. 213.) In some cases, however, as we have
seen, as where the original is lost, or in the hands of the opposite
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3. Private party, who refuses after notice to produce it, secondary and sometimes
Writings. parol evidence thereof is admissible, ante, p. 24.

We will now consider the mode of proving the execution of a deed,

agreement, or other written instrument of a private nature.

Proof of execu- Proof of Execution. ']-^'l.i is not absolutely necessary that the witness
^°^'

should see the deed or instrument absolutely executed; as if the
obligor of a bond sign a bond, and then tell a certain person that ho
had signed it and sealed it, and bid him witness it, which he does

—

that is a sufficient proof of due execution of the bond. {Poioell v.

BlackeU, 1 Esp. 97 ; Park v. Mears, 2 B. & P. 217 ; 1 Phill Evid. 468.)

But this mode of attesting a deed was commented upon as careless and
improper in Lloyd v. Freshfield (2 G. & P. 325).

Proof of handwriting, when admissible, will afford presumptive evi-

dence of the due execution. {Grellier v. Neale, Pealce, 146; Adam v.

Kerr, 1 Bos. & P. 360.)

An attesting witness may refresh his memory as to the execution
from seeing his own attestation. {Maugham v. Hublard, 8 B. &
C. 16.)

Sealing is essential to a deed, but it is not material with what seal

it is sealed. Any number of parties may use the same seal.
(
Com

.

Big. Fait. A. 2.) If there be twenty to seal one deed, and they all

seal upon one piece of wax and with one seal, yet if they make distinct

and several prints, this is a sufficient sealing, and the deed is good.
{Shep. Touchst. c. 4, p. 55.) But where a deed is executed under the

authority of a power requiring it to be under the hands and seals of

the parties, they must use separate seals. {Bex v. Austrey, 6 M. &
Set. 319.)

No particular form or ceremony is necessary as to the delivery of a
deed. It will suffice if a party testifies his intention in any manner to

deliver the deed into the possession of the other party. {Thorogood's

case, 9 Bep. 137; Com. Big. Evid. [A. 3].)

When a party to a deed cannot write, and desires another person to

write his name for him, who does so in his presence, this is a good exe-
cution by the party himself, and in such case the subscription of the
name by the agent and his authority must be proved. {liex v. Lognor,

4 i?. cfc Ad. 647.)

Identity. Some evidence to identify the party who executed the instrument
must be given. {B. N. P. 171 ; Middleton v. Sandford, 4 Camp. 34.)

Slight evidence would be sufficient. Evidence that the party was pre-

sent when the instrament was prepared by the subscribing witness will

serve to connect him with the instrument. {Nelson v. Whittall, 1 B.
(b Al. 19; and see 1 C. & M. 515.) Though the attesting witness's

personal attendance cannot be had, the proof of signatui-e of such wit-
ness will not dispense with other proof of identity of the party exe-
cuting. {Whitelock v. Musgrove, 1 C. & M. 511 ; and see the cases

there collected, and Tayl. Evid. s. 1654.]

Where an attest- Where there is an attesting Witness."]—If the instrument was attested
ing witness.

j^y qj^q qj, more subscribing witnesses it was formerly necessary to prove
the attestation by calling one or more of such witnesses, but this rule

was abrogated as to civil courts of judicature by 17 & 18 Vict. c. 126,

s. 26, and by 28 & 29 Vict. c. 18, s. 7, as to criminal courts, both
which statutes enact that it shall not be necessary to prove by the
attesting witness any instrument to the validity of which attestation is

not requisite, and such instrument may be proved as if there had been
no attesting witness. But as these enactments apply only to docu-
ments which do not by law require attestation, the attesting witness
must still be called in all cases where by law attestation is required.

(For a list of these documents see Tayl. Evid. ss. 1638, 1639.)



Subscribing witnesses are not essential to a deed. {Com. Dig. Fait. 3. Private

B. 4 ; Peake's Evid. 96.)
^ ,

Writings.

Where there are two or more subscribing witnesses, it suffices to call —
one of tbem. (See Tayl. Evid. s. 1652 ; Doe d. Stutsbury v. Smith, 1 Esp.

391 ; Holdfast d. Anstcy v. Dowsing, 2 Stra. 1253.) Or if all are dead,

or their production dispensed with on other sufficient grounds, proof

of the handwriting of one will suffice. {Adam v. Kerr, 1 B. & P.

360.)

A subscribing witness to any instrument is
_
compellable to give

evidence respecting it ', for the person, by subscribing his name, un-
dertakes to give evidence at a proper time and in a proper manner.
{Clarke v. Elivick, 10 Mod. 333.)

If the subscribing witness be dead {Nelson v. Whittall, 1 B. & A. 19)
^J^f^f^'^^^^yg

or insane {Currier. Child, 3 Camp. 283), it is sufficient to prove his ^jgpg^"^(j^i"i^,_

handwriting ; but it must also be proved that he is dead or insane.

{Anon., 12 Mod. 607.)

Illness is not a sufficient reason for dispensing with the necessary

attendance of a subscribing witness ; such a relaxation of the inile

has not yet been made, and it would obviously be liable to great abuse.

{Harrison v. Blades, cor. Lord Ellejihorongh, C. J. ; 3 Camp. 458.) If

the subscribing witness become blind he must be called
(
Craik v.

Frith, 9 C. & P. 197; see Tayl. Evid. s. 1641).

If the instrument be lost and the name of the subscribing witness

be unknown {Keeling v. Paul, Pea. Add. Ca. 88), or if executed before

Aug. 1843, when the 5 & 6 Vict. c. 85 was passed, and the witness at

the time of attestation was infamous, the execution must be proved by
other evidence. {Tayl. Evid. s. 1649.)

If the attesting witness be out of the jurisdiction of the court, as not

to be amenable to its process, as in Ireland or elsewhere {Prince v.

Blackburn, 2 East, 250 ; Hodnett v. Forman, 1 Stark. 90) ; or where he
cannot be found after diligent inquiry {Cunliffe v. Sefton, 2 East, 183), .

his personal attendance may be dispensed with. And it is not necessary

to show that his absence is caused by collusion with the other party.

{Willman v. Worrall, 8 Car. & P. 380.)

Strict proof is required of diligent inquiry ; and the sufficiency of W^t inquiry for,

the inquiry is a question for the jury. {Bampton v. Paulin, 4 Bing.
^"

264.) But where such due inquiry has been made, it will be no ob-
jection to the receipt of evidence of his handwriting, that a letter not
disclosing his retreat had been received from him a few days before

the trial. {Morgan v. Morgan, 9 Bing. 359.) Where it was proved
that a commission of bankruptcy had been taken out against the

attesting witness, a bankrupt, to which he had never appeared, Lord
Ellenborough, C. J., said this was sufficient, as he would presiime from
his not siUTendering, that he was out of the kingdom. {Wardell v.

Fermor, 2 Camp. 282.) A witness, on being subpoenaed, said he would
not attend, and the trial was twice put off in consequence of his absence.

Search was then made at the defendant's house and in the neighbour-
hood ; and upon infonnation at the defendant's, that the witness was
gone to Margate, and inquiry made there without success ; under these

circumstances his personal attendance was not required. {Burt v.

Walker, 4 B. & Al. 697.) An ineffectual inquiry after an attesting

witness to a bond, at the residence of the obligor and obligee, has been
held sufficient. {Cunliffey. Sefton, 2 East, 183.) So has an inquiry
after witness at his usual place of residence, and infoi-mation there

that he has absconded. {Crosby v. Percy, 1 Taunt. 364; sed vid. Pitt

V. Griffith, 6 Moore, 538, which is to the contrary.) So has an inquiry
at the Admiralty, and infonnation there, by the last report, that the

witness was serving oh board a ship. {Parker v. Hoskins, 2 Taunt.

223.) So where the witness went abroad twenty years ago, and has
never since been heard of. {Doey. Johnson, 1 Phill. Evid. 453.) So,

proof by a father that his son, who had parted from him on bad terms,
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had enlisted in the llth Dragoons, and that he had inquired at the

War Office, and received for answer that the regiment had sailed for

India, was hold sufficient to let in evidence of his handwi'iting, as

subscribing witness to an agreement. (
Wyatt v. Bateman, 7 Car. <& P.

586.) And other circumstances, from which it may be fairly inferred

he has left the kingdom, will suffice ; as, where a witness expressed

an intention of leaving the kingdom, having reason for so doing, to

avoid a criminal prosecution, and his relations not having seen him
since he expressed his intention of going. {Kay v. Brookman, 3 0. &
P. 555; Evans v. Curtis, 2 C. & P. 296.)

Where the subscribing witness does not attend the trial, and such

attendance is dispensed with, the execution may be proved sinaply by
proving the handwriting of the attesting witness, as also the circuni-

stances which are necessary to dispense with his attendance. There is

no necessity for proving the handwriting of the party himself. {Kay

V. Broohman, 3 C. & P. boo ; Nelson v. Whittall, 1 B. & Al. 19 ; Oouyh

V. Cecil, Selw. N. P. 11th ed. 5G3, n.) If the document be necessarily

attested by more than one witness, the absence of them all must be

accounted for in order to let in secondary evidence of the execution

{Cunliffe y. Sefton, 2 East, 183); but when such evidence is rendered

admissible, proof of the handwriting of one of the witnesses will, in

general, be sufficient, if accompanied by some evidence of the identity

of the party sued with the party who appears to have executed the

instrument. {Adam v. Kerr, 1 B. & P. 360; Tayl. Evid. s. 1654.)

Proof of the absent attesting witness's signature will suffice, though
the party to the instrument executed only by his mark. {Mitchell v.

Johnson, M. & M. C. N. P. 176 ; and see Page v. Man, id. 79; Doe d.

Wheeldon v. Paul, 3 C. & P. 613.) Some evidence of the identity of

the absent subscribing witness should be given. As to the mode of

proving the attesting witness's handwriting, see infra.

"Where an instrument is proved by a copy, as secondary evidence,

the attesting witness to the original need not be called. {Poole v.

Warren, 8 Ad. & E. 582.)

And if a party, after notice, refuses to produce a document which is

proved to be in his possession, the opposite party may give secondary

evidence of its contents, as in other cases, without calling the sub-

scribing witness. {Cook V. Tanswell, 2 Moore, 513; Poole y. Warren, 8

A. & E. 583.) And where the defendant, after notice, refused to pro-

duce the deed at the trial until an examined copy was tendered in

evidence, when he then produced the original, it was held he could not

insist on such original being proved by the attesting witness. {Jack-

son V. Allen, 3 Stark. N. P. C. 74.)

Where there is no Attesting Witness, (&c.]—^In cases where there is no
subscribing witness to the instrument, or where the subscribing

witness has not any knowledge of the execution (which is the same
thing as if there were no witness at all, Eitzgeralcl v. Elsee, 2 Camp.
635 ; Lemon v. Bean, ih. 636, n. ; Talhot v. Ilodson, 1 Taunt. 251), or

where the name of a fictitious person is inserted {Fasset v. Brown,
Peake^s Pep. 23), the execution may be proved by proving the hand-
writing of the party to the deed ; or by any person present at the

execution, though he is not indorsed as a witness {Com. Big.' tit.

Evidence, B. 3.), or by proof of an admission of the party himself that

he executed that deed.

Handwriting.']—^In general, the witness, to prove a handwi'iting,

should have gained his knowledge from having seen the party write ;

but under some circumstances that is not necessary; as where tho

handwriting to be proved is of a person residing abroad, evidence by a

party who has frequently received letters from him in a course of cor-
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him write. {Bull N. P. 236; Tayl. Evid. s. 1662.) Wriliags.

The mark of a person who cannot write, may also be proved by a

person who has seen him make his mark, and is acquainted with it.

{George v. Surrey, M. & M. 516.)

It is not necessary that a witness should swear that the writing Belief,

intended to bo given in evidence is actually the handwriting of any
particular individual ; but his helief that it is such is sufficient.

This belief must be founded upon rational grounds ; either he must Handwriting,

have seen the individual in question often write his name, or have

received letters from him in the course of correspondence, not having

actually seen him write, or the like.

And if a witness, called to prove the handwriting of a paper, say

that he believes it to be of the handwriting of the defendant from its

contents, and from other circumstances, he may be asked what those

circumstances are.^ {Reg. v. Murphy, 8 Car. & F. 306.)

But he is to form his opinion merely, and that only from looking at

the handwriting in question ; and in that case the opinion of the

witness mil, it seems, go as evidence to the jury, although he may
have seen the j^arty write his name but once. {OarrelJs v. Alex-

ander, 4 Esp. 37 ; Burr v. Harper, Holt, N. P. C. 420 ; Willman v.

Worrall, 8 Car. & P. 380.) But where a signature was written in the

witness's presence for the purpose of making him competent to give

evidence in the suit. Lord Kenyon rejected the evidence {Stanger v.

Searle, 1 Esp. 14.)

Handwriting may also be proved by a witness who has received

letters purporting to be in the handwriting of the party, and has either

personally communicated with him respecting them, or written replies

to them producing further correspondence or acquiescence by the j)arty

in same matter to which they relate. {Doe v. Suckermore, 5 A. & E.

731 ; Tayl. Evid. s. 1662.) But in whatever way the witness has

acquired his knowledge of the handwriting, evidence identifying the

person whose writing is in dispute vsdth the person whose hand is

known to the witness must • be adduced either aliunde or by the

testimony of the witness himself if he be personally acquainted with
the writer. {Tayl. Evid. s. 1665.)

In a case where a witness who had never seen the defendant, but
had corresponded with a person of the defendant's name living at

Plymouth Dock, where defendant resided, and where, according to

other evidence, there was no other person of that name, stated that

the handwriting of certain letters was that of the person with whom
ho had corresponded, it was held, that this evidence was sufficient to

admit the letters to be read against the defendant. {Harrington v. Fry,

R. & M. 90 ; 3 Stark, C. N. P. 90 ; and see Tharpe v. Gisburne, 2 G.

&P.21; and R. v. Slaney, 5 C. & P. 213.) Where a witness for the

defendant stated that he had never seen the person in question write,

but that his name was subscribed to an affidavit which had been used
by the plaintiff, and that he had examined that signature so as to form
an opinion, which enabled him to say it was genuine. Park, J. held

this to be sufficient. {Smith v. Sainshury, 5 C. & P. 196.)

To prove the handwiiting of a member of Parliament, the opinion of Mere opinion.

a clerk employed to inspect franks, who never had occasion to apply to

the member to verify his handwriting, has been held insufficient, for

the signatures might have been forgeries. {Batchelor v. Honeywood, 2

Esp. R. 714.)

Until the passing of the Common Law Procedure Act, 1854, Similitude of

evidence of handwriting by comparison was inadmissible, except ^'^"^•

where the writing acknowledged to be genuine was in evidence in the

cause, or where the disputed writing was an ancient document, but by
s. 27 of the Act, comparison of handwriting with any writing proved
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to the satisfaction of the Judge to be genuine may he made by wit-

nesses, and such writings and the evidence of witnesses respecting the

same may be submitted to the Court and jury as evidence of the

genuineness or otherwise of the writing in dispute. By 28 & 29 Vict.

c. 18, s. 8, the same provisions are re-enacted, and are by sec. 1 to

apply to all courts of judicatiu-e, as well criminal as others, and to all

persons having by law or by consent of parties authority to hear,

receive, and examine evide'nce. A witness, whilst under cross-exami-

nation, was induced to write something upon a piece of paper, and
Martin, B. allowed this writing to be handed to the jury for com-
parison with a memorandum in question in the cause, and which was
alleged to be in the handwriting of the witness. {Cobbett v. Kilrain-

ster, 4:F. & F. 490.)

The best evidence to prove a signature or writing to be a forgery is

to be derived from calling the party himself whose writing is alleged

to have been forged, provided he be a competent witness. But this is

not absolutely necessary, and the handwriting may be disproved by
any person acquainted with the genxiine handwriting. {B. v. Hughes,

2 East, P. C. 1002.)
Skilled witnesses. Persons of skill, practised in examining handwriting and in detect-

ing forgeries, have been allowed to give their opinion from their

general knowledge of handwriting whether a particular specimen of

handwriting is in a genuine or imitated character. [Goodtitle d. Revett

V. Braham, 4 T. R. 497 ; R. v. Cator, 4 Esp. 117, 145 ; Kemp v. Mack-
rill, Sayer, 132 ; Stanger v. Searle, 1 Esp. N. P. C. 14.)

This evidence was rejected, and great doubts entertained as to its

admissibility in Gurney v. Langlands, 5 B. & Al. 330. But it would
seem to be admissible on the ground that such persons are more
capable than ordinary men of pronouncing a safe opinion on such a
subject. {R. V. Coleman, 6 Cox, 163; Tayl. Evid. s. 1678.) But
evidence of this nature wiU always have little weight, because experts

have a natural bias in favour of the cause which they come to support.

Proof of execu-
tion, when not
necessary.

Ancient deeds,
&c.

Execution of.

Proof of Execution when dispensed with.']—If an instrument be 30

years old, it may be given in evidence without any proof of the

execution of it. However there ought to be some account given of the

deed, as to where it was found, &c. : and if there be any blemish in

the deed, by erasure or interlineation, the deed ought to be proved,

though it were above 30 years old, by the witnesses, if living, and if

they be dead, by proving the hand of the witnesses, or at least one of

them, and the hand of the party, in order to encounter the presump-
tion arising from the blemishes of the deed; and this ought more
especially to be done if the deed imports a fraud. (J5. N. P. 255.)

Other old writings besides deeds are also subject to this rule of evidence.

{Fry V. Wood, Selw. N. P. 11th ed. 564, n.) Thus a certificate of the

ordination of a clergyman in Ireland, signed by the archbishop of

Tuam, and found among the papers of the clergyman after his death.

{Rex V. Bathwich, 2 B. & Adol. 639.) So a certificate of settlement

30 years old, without showing that it had been kept in the parish chest.

{Rex V. Ryton, 5 T. R. 259 ; and see Rex v. Whitchurch, 1 B.&C. 573.)

Even though the attesting witness be alive, and capable of being

produced, it seems unnecessary to call him where a deed or will is 30

years old. {Murch v. Collnett, 2 Esp. 665 ; B. N. P. 255 ; Doe v. Woolley,

8B. & C. 22.)

Where a deed enrolled (and of which enrolment was necessary) is

given in evidence, it is not necessary to prove the execution of it by
the subscribing witness ; but it may be proved by the enrolment

indorsed on it ; or if the deed be lost, by an examined copy of the

enrolment. {See ante,
f.

53.)

Where one deed or instrument is recited in another, proof of the

second deed or instrument is deemed proof of the one recited, as
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(2 Bac. Ab. Evid. F.) So would be the recital in a deed of the pay- Writings.

ment of money conclusive proof at law of such payment as against the
~~

parties to it or their privies. {Lampon v. Cork, 5 B, & Al. 606

;

Rowntree v. Jacob, 2 Taunt. 141. But see Deverell \. Whitmarsh,

Jur. 963.)

Tomake a recital in an instrument operate as an estoppel there must
be first a distinct statement of some material particular fact ; secondly,

a contract made with reference to such fact ; thirdly, either an action

directly founded on the instrument containing the recital, or

one brought to enforce the rights arising out of such instrument.

{Carpenter v. Buller, 8 M. & W. 212; and Tayl. Evid. s._85.) But
this rule only applies to so much of a deed as is actually recited.

Where a party producing a deed under a notice to produce claims a

beneficial interest under it, it will not be necessary for the party

calling for the deed to prove the execution of it. {Pearce v. Hooper, 3

Taunt. 62 ; Orr v. Morice, 3 B. & B. 139.) Thus in an action against

the vendor of an estate to recover the deposit on a contract for the

purchase, if the defendant on notice produce the contract, the plaintiff

need not prove its execution. {Bradshaw v. Bennett, 5 C. & P. 48.)

And it makes no difference that the party calling for the deed impugns
its validity on the ground of fraud. {Carr v. Burdiss, 1 C. M. & R.
782.) But where the party producing the deed does not claim any
interest under it, the party calling for it must prove it in the regular

way. {Id.; Gordon y. Seeretan, 8 East, 54:8; OYerruMag Bex y. Middle-

zoy, 2 T. B. 41. See Burnett v. Lynch, o B. & C. 589; Doe v. Heming,
QB.& C.28; Marin v. Palmer, Q C. & P. 466.)

In Vaclier v. CocJc, 1 B. & Ad. 145, it was decided that a party, pro-

ducing at the trial of a cause a deed which had been some months in

his possession, is not excused from proving the execution because he
received such deed from the adverse party, who formerly claimed a

benefit under it.

Proof of execution is not necessary when the opposite party who
produces the deed is a pubHc officer, who in the discharge of his official

duties was obliged to prepare such a deed and get it executed. {Scott

v. Waithman, 3 Stark. N. P. C. 168.)

It is not necessary to prove the execution of an instrument against

the spoliator of, or wrongdoer as to it. (-Bex v. Ellins, R. & R. C. C.

188.)

Entries in Books, (&c.]—^We have already seen how far entries by Entries in books,

persons in private books and writings are admissible in evidence. **^-

{Ante, p. 40.)

Stamps.

1

—It would exceed the limits and object of this work to Stamps,

enter into a full detail of the law relative to stamps : we shall notice

only the leading principles relative to the admissibility of unstamped
instruments, or other evidence in support of them. The amount of

the stamp duties, and several legislative provisions respecting them,
will be found ^osf, title " Stamps.'^

If indeed a party can get through his case without giving the oppo-
site party any opportunity of showing that there was a written
instrument, if the latter wishes to avail himself of it, then he must
produce it duly stamped {Rex v. Padstoio, 4 B. & Ad. 208 ; Rex' v.

Raiuden, 8 B. & C. 710; Reed v. Deere, 1 B. & G. 266; Chit. Stamp
Laws, 43; ante, p. 27.)

In criminal courts no objection can be taken to the admissibility of

any document in evidence for want of a proper stamp. (17 & 18 Yict.

c. 83, s. 27.)

When a party is desirous of giving secondary evidence of an instru-
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ment wliich requires a stamp, wtich has been lost or destroyed, or in
the custody of the opposite party, who has had notice to produce it,

the court will presume that the original was duly stamped until evi-

dence to the contrary be given. [Hart v. Hart, 1 Hare, 1 ; Pooley v.

Goodwin, •i A. & E. 94.) Where a party refuses to produce an instru-

ment after notice to do so, it will be presumed as against him that it

was properly stamped, until the contrary appear. {Crisp v. Anderson,
1 Stark. C. N. P. 35.) Where an apprentice had regularly served
under an indenture executed 30 years ago, and the parish in which
the apprentice was settled under that indenture had relieved him for

the last 12 years, it was held that the sessions had rightly presumed,
that the indenture was duly stamped, although it was proved on the
other side by the deputy registrar and comptroller of the apprentice
indentures, that it did not appear that any such indenture had been
stamped or enrolled. [Rex v. Long Buckby, 7 East, 45; 3 Stark. Evid.

1379.) For the presumption of law is omnia rite esse acta; and
against the negative evidence the parties below might reasonably set

the possibility of an irregular entry in the return made to the office.

{Id.)

Should, however, it appear by the examination or cross-examination
of the party's witnesses, that the instrument was not properly stamped,
then, although it has been lost {Rex v. Castle Morton, 3 B. & AI. 588),

or destroyed even fraudulently by the party who objects to the want
of the stamp, no secondary evidence therefore can be admitted.

{Rippiner v. WrigU, 2 B. & Al. 478 ; 2 Stark. Evid. 80). For it is the

duty of the parties to the instrument to take care that when it is

executed it is properly stamped, and it is one of the risks attendant on
an omission to do this, that if any accident happen to the instrument
befoi-e the stamp is afiixed, there is no remedy whatever on the instru-

ment itself. {Id.)

In some cases, as in the instance of an unstamped receipt, although
the unstamped instrument is not admissible in evidence, it may,
nevertheless, be shown the witness to refresh his memory, and enable
him, from his recovered recollection, with more certainty to give his

parol evidence. (See Maugham v. Hubbard, 8 B. & C. 14 ; Jacob v.

Lindsay, 1 East, 460; 3 Stark. 3.)

When a party gives in evidence an instrument unstamped, but
which in general requires a stariip, and relies on some facts entitling

the instrument to an exemption from the stamp duty, he should prove
those facts ; and the mere recital in the instrument of such facts will

not in general suffice. Therefore, where an unstamped indenture of

apprenticeship recited that a premium of 12?. had been paid by the

parish officers, but added, that it was paid out of a charitable donation

fund belonging to the parish, and the master being called, proved that

the premium had been paid by the parish officers, who told him, at

the time of paying it, that it was charity money ; it was held, that the

fact of payment being proved, the recital in the indenture, and the

declaration of the parish officers, were not admissible in evidence, so

as to bring the case within the exemption in the Stamp Act, and that

the indenture, being unstamped, was void. {R. v. Skeffington, 3 B. &
Al 382.) But if there had been no evidence but the deed and the

declaration of the parish officer, and the fact of payment by him had
not been proved by the master, it seems there would have been
sufficient evidence that the money was paid out of the charity fund. {Id.)

Except, however, in the case of exemptions, it is incumbent on the

party who relies on the objection, to show that the facts bring the case

within the operation of the law requiring a stamp. (
Waddingion v.

Francis, 5 Esp. R. 182 ; Lord Dudley v. Robins, 3 C. & P. 26.)

Where an instrument is not required by law to be stamped within a

particular time after its execution, the court, upon its being offered in

evidence, will not inquire when the stamp was affixed, nor, if a penalty
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was incurred, whetlior the proper penalty was paid on tlie stamping.) 1. Nwnher of

[Rex V. The Inhabitants of Preston, 5 B. & Ad. 1028 ; R. v. Church Witnesses

Iliilme, id. 1029; R. v. Chipping Norton, 5 B. & Al. 412; and tit. required.

^' Apprentices.")

IV. jmotres oe Iroot fig m^iXmrnt^.

This division of the subject will be considered with reference to, 1st, Division of sub-

How many witnesses are requisite. 2ud, Their competency. 3rd, J®^*-

Their credibility. 4th, How they may be compelled to attend, oth,

The examination of them on the trial. And lastly. Their expenses and
j)rivileges.

The law respecting the examination and compelUng the attendance

of witnesses before magistrates will be found under tit. •' Sessions,"

(1.) Number of Witnesses eequieed.

The common law does not require any certain number of witnesses What number of

for the trial of any crime whatsoever except in perjury. (2 Hawk. c.
witnesses are ro-

4G, s. 2.)
^

' '^'^^

And before a justice of the peace, in divers cases, one witness is

sufficient to convict an offender ; the same being directed by special

statutes.

But by stat. 7 Will. 3, c. 3, s. 2, in case of Jiigh treason, whereby
corruption of blood shall be made, no person shall be attainted but
upon the oaths of two witnesses, either both to the same overt act, or

one of them to one, and the other of them to another overt act of the

same treason. But in Oahagan's case (1 Leach, 42), it was determined,
that a conviction of high treason may be upon the e"\ddenco of one
witness, ir|. all cases where there is no corruption of blood. In mis-
prision of treason there must be two witnesses, unless the defendant
willingly and without violence confess the offence. (1 Edw. 6, c. 12,

s. 22. See farther, 1 Chit. C. L. 560.)
On an indictment for perjury there must be two witnesses ; one

alone is not sufficient, because there is in that case only one oath
against another. {Reg. v. Muscott, 10 Mod. 194 ; Rex v. Broughton,

Stra. 1229.) Bat if the assignment of perjury be directly proved by
one witness, and strong circumstantial evidence be given by another,

or be established by written documents, this is sufficient. {Reg. v.

Boulter, 2 D. C. C. 396; Reg. v. Webster, 1 F. & F. o\o.) In i2. v.

Mayhew (6 C. & P. 315), an admission in writing by the defendant
was, with the direct testimony of one witness, considered sufficient.

Also, if the perjury consist in the defendant's having sworn contrary
to what he had before sworn upon the same subject, this is not within
the rule above mentioned ; for the effect of the defendant's oath in the

one case is neutralised by his oath in the other ; and proof by one
witness will therefore make the evidence against the defendant pre-

ponderate. {Rex V. Harris, o B. & Al. 929, n. a.) And the defendant
has been convicted on the mere proof of his having so sworn without
the production of any witness to contradict either the one statement or

the other ; the jury being left to infer from the circumstances on which
occasion the perjury was committed. {Anon. 5 B. & Al. 939, 940, n.

;

R. V. Knill, id. 929, n. See post, " Perjury.")
In those courts which proceed by the rales of the civil law, as the

spiritual court and the courts of equity, two witnesses are generally

required ; and the reaSon why the civil law requires 2 witnesses is,

because their trial is by witnesses, and not by a jury of 12 men. (1

Inst. 6 b. ; Plotud. 12.)

yoi<. II, Q
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How incompe-
tency may arise.

When objectioi. of
incompetency to
be made.

(2.) Competency of Witnesses.

The exceptions to a witness are of two kinds ; 1st, to his credit on
account of facts, which do not at all disable him from being sworn, but
yet may blemish the credibility of his testimony ; and in such case the
witness is to be allowed, but the credit of his testimony is left to the
jury ; 2nd, to his competency on account of facts, which exclude him
from giving his testimony ; and of these exceptions the court is the
judge. (2 Hale, 276, 277.)

As to what will affect the credit of a witness, see post, p. 88.

The old rules of evidence which excluded the testimony of persons
on the ground of interest or infamy, have happily been recently
abolished by the legislature ; a more enlightened view of the objects

to be attained in courts of justice by the evidence of witnesses having
become general. The act 6 & 7 Vict. c. 85, was passed, which enacts
that no person offered as a witness is to be excluded by reason of
incapacity from crime or interest, from giving evidence either in person
or by deposition on the tiial of any suit or proceeding, either civil or
criminal, but this act expressly excluded the evidence of parties to the
record, or of persons on whose immediate behalf any action might be
brought or defended, as the husband or wife of such party.

By the 14 & 15 Vict. c. 97, parties to suits were rendered competent
witnesses; and, finally, by the 16 & 17 Vict. c. 83, s. 1, the husbands
and wives of parties to any suit or proceeding are rendered competent
witnesses on behalf of either party to the suit, but by s. 2 no husband
can give evidence for or against his wife, nor is any wife a competent
witness for or against her husband in. any criminal proceeding, or in

any proceeding instituted in consequence of adulterj'. By the law
now in force, therefore, the incompetency of a witness may arise from
want of discretion, from want of religion, or from relationship in cer-

tain cases ; moreover, persons charged with criminal offences are still

unable to give evidence on oath either for or against themselves ; and
in cases of treason and misprision of treason, persons not included or
properly described in the list of the witnesses delivered to the defendant,
pursuant to the statute 7 Ann. c. 21, s. 11, would not be competent to

give evidence on the trial.

Parties to suits instituted in consequence of adultery, and the wives
of supposed paramours in suits for dissolution of marriage, are also

incompetent. {Tayl. Evid. s. 1220.)

Although a person charged with any criminal offence, whether in-
dictable or punishable by summary conviction, cannot be a witness for

or against himself, yet, if charged jointly with others, he may be a
witness for or against his co-defendants, except in cases where the
indictment is so framed as to give him a direct interest in obtaining
their discharge, as in a charge of riot or conspiracy, or entering land
by night armed with intent to take game there, because in all these
cases the law requires the concurrence of several persons, and there-
fore the acquittal of the other prisoners would lead necessarily to the
acquittal of the deponent. {Tayl. Evid. 1223.) As to this, see also

Wimcrr v. Reg., 35 L. J. 31. 0. 121.

Objections to the competency of a witness should properly be taken
at the time of his examination on the voire dire, and before he is sworn
in chief, at least in those cases where his answers may have the effect

of rendering him competent by removing the objections. {WooUaston
V. Hakewill, 3 Scott, N. JR. 593.) But where the objection was taken
after the witness had been sworn in chief, but before he was asked any
questions, it was held not too late. {Yardley v. Arnold, 11 L. J. Rep.
Ex. 413; see pos^, p. 96.)
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Want of Discretion.']—Want of discretion is a good exception against 2. Witnesses'

a witness ; on which account alone it seems that an infant may be competency.

excepted against. (2 Hawk. c. 46, s. 155.) But if an infant be of the
age of 14 years, he is as to this purpose of the age of discretion to be ^lon

" ^^^^^^'

sworn as a witness ; and even if under that age, yet if it appears that
infanta

he hath a competent discretion, he may be sworn. (2 Hale, 278.)

And in many cases an infant of tender years may be examined , where
the exigence of the case requires it ; which possibly, being fortified

with concurrent evidences, may be of some weight ; especially in cases

of such crimes as are practised upon children. (2 Hale, 278, 279.) In
Brazier's case, 1 East's P. C. 443, 444 ; 1 Leach, 199, on an indictment
for assaulting an infant of 5 years of age with intent to ravish her, it

was agreed by all the judges, that children of any age may be examined
on oath, if capable of distinguishing between good and evil ; but that

they cannot be examined in any case without oath. And see JR. v.

Travers, 2 Stra. 700; Omychund v. Barker, 1 AtJc. 29. When the
child has appeared not sufficiently to understand the nature and obli-

gation of an oath, judges have often thought it necessary, for the

purpose of justice, to put off the trial of the prisoner, directing that

the child in the mean time shall be properly instructed.
(
Vide 2 Bac.

Ab. by Gwillim, 577, notis.) Where the child cannot be sworn, the

account which it has given of the transaction to others is not admis-
sible. [R. V. Pihe, 'i C.& P. C. N. P. 598 ; and &Q& post, " Rape.")

Lunatics and other persons who are subject to temporary fits of Lunatics, &c.

insanity, may be witnesses in their lucid intervals, if they have suf-

ficiently recovered their understandings.

And a person deaf and dumb is not on that account incompetent, Deaf and dumb,

but if he has sufficient understanding, may give evidence by signs,

with the assistance of an interpreter. [Ruston's case, 1 Leach, 408)

;

or by writing [Morrison v. Lennard, 3 C.& P. 127 ; and see post, p. 99,

as to examinmg him.)

Want of Religion.]—A man who has no religion whatever, or no Want of religion,

religion that can bind his conscience to speak the truth, is excluded
from being a witness. {B. N. P. 292 ; Omichund v. Barker, Willes,

549; Madan v. Catanach, 1 H. & N. 360.) It is not, indeed, essential

that the witness should be a Christian, or believe in the Old Testa-

ment ; it is sufficient if he believe in a God, and that divine punish-
ment will be the certain consequences of perjury ; and it seems
immaterial whether the witness believes that the punishment will be
inflicted in this world or the next. [Tayl. Evid. s. 1252.) Defect of

religious belief is never presumed ; it must be proved by the party
objecting. [Id.) Gentoos [Willes, 549; Atcheson v. Everitt, Cowp.

390) ; Jews [Gomes Serra v. Munez, 2 Stra. 821); Mahometans, Turks,
and Moors [Fachina v. Sabine,! Str. 19; 1 Leach, 54), may be witnesses.

Atheists, and such like infidels, professing no religion that can bind
their consciences to speak the truth, cannot. [Omichund v. Barker,
Willes, 549.)

As to the affirmation of persons unwilling to be sworn from con-
scientious scruples, and as to the mode of administering the oath to

persons not Christians, see tit. " Oaths," and^os^, p. 97.

The circumstance that a principal witness, although an adult and of

sufficient intellect, has no idea of a future state of rewards and punish-
ments, is not a sufficient ground for discharging the jury, though this

appears as soon as the jury is charged, and before any evidence is

given. [B. v. Wade, 1 M. O. C. B. 86.)

The proper mode of es^amining a witness, for the purpose of trying

his competency in religious principle, is not to question him as to his

particular opinions (as to whether he believes in Jesus Christ), but
whether he believes in God, the obligation of an oath, and a future

Q ?.
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2. Witnesses^ state of rewards and puuisliments. (Per B idler, J., B. v. Taylor,
competency/. Peake, 11.) The witness's answer in the affirmative of such question

will make him competent in respect to his religion. {lb.)

To the rule before stated, (p. 82), which precludes husbands and
wives from giving evidence for or against each other in criminal pro-
ceedings, a necessary exception has been made in the case where a
crime has been committed by the one against the other, as in a charge
of assault and battery, of attempting to poison, and the like.

In the case of high treason, it has been said that a wife shall be
admitted as a witness against her husband, because the tie of allegiance

is more obligatory than any other. {Vide 1 Male, 301 ; 2 Ilaiuk. c. 46,

s. 82; Tayl. Evid. s. 1237.)

So, if a man be indicted under 24 & 25 Vict. c. IS, s. 54, for the
forcible abduction of a woman, with intent to marry her, she is a
competent witness against him, if the force were continuing against

her till the marriage. {Tayl. Evid. s. 1236.)

So, upon an indictment on the same act, section 57, for marrying a
second wife, the first being alive, though thQ first cannot be a witness,

yet the second may, after proof of the first marriage, the second mar-
riage being void. {Grigg's case, Sir T. Jiaym. 1; 4: St. Tri. 754; B.
N. F. 287; 2 Hawk. c. 46, s. 12; .B. & M. 0. J^. P. 354; post,

" Polygamy. ^^

In Lord Audley^s case, his wife was allowed to be a witness to prove
that he assisted to a rape upon her. (1 St. Tri. 393 ; and see 1 Hale,

P. a 301 ; 1 Phil. 10th ed. p. 80.)

In Azyre's case, on an indictment against him for beating his wife,

Lord Raymond suffered her to give evidence. (1 Stra. 633.)

A wife is permitted to exhibit articles of the peace against her hus-
band {B. N. P. 287) ; and the court will not receive affidavits on the

part of the defendant, to contradict the truth of the articles exhibited

against him, and prevent his giving surety. {Lord Vane's case, 13

East, 171 [a] ; R. v. Doherty, ib.)

So an affid.avit of a married woman has been admitted to be read, on
an application to the Court of King's Bench for an information against

the husband, for an attempt to take her away by force, after articles

of separation. {Bull. N. P. 286; R. y. Mead, 1 Burr. 543; Lord
Vane's case, 13 East, 171, n.)

On the trial of a man for the murder of his wife, her dying declara-

tions are evidence against him. {Woodcock's case, Leach, C. C. 500;
John's case, 1 East's P. C. 357.)

When several defendants were indicted under the 9 Geo. 4, c. 31,

for a conspiracy, and the indictment contained two counts framed
respectively on the 19th and 20th sections of that act, Hullock, B., was
of opinion that even supposing the young lady who had been carried

off to be at the trial the wife of one of the defendants, she was yet a
competent witness for the prosecution, although there was no evidence
to support that part of the indictment which charged force ; first, of

necessity ; and secondly, because the defendant should not be enabled
by his own criminal act to exclude such evidence against himself. {R.

V. Wakefield, 2 Russ. on Crimes, 605.)

R. V. Wood, M. Sitt. 26 Geo. 3. On an indictment for forcibly

breaking o^ea. the house of a third person, and assaulting the de-

fendant's wife, Lord Mansfield, C. J., admitted the defendant's wife as

a witness to prove the assault on her. MS.
Woman divorced. By the 16 »& 17 Vict, c 83, s. 3, no husband is compellable to dis-

close any communication made to him by his wife during the. mar-
riage, and no wife is compellable to disclose any communication made
to her by her husband during the marriage. If a woman be divorced

a vinculo matrimonii, she cannot be compelled to prove a contract, or

anything else which happened during the coverture. Any fact arising



after tlie divorce, she may prove. {Monroe v. Twisleion, Peace's JSvid. 2. Witnesses^

App. p. xxxix.) covipetency.

In Campbell v. Twemlow (1 Price, 81), it was made a question, but
^yonian living

not decided, wliether a woman who had passed as the wile of a man, with the party aa

but was not so, could be examined as a witness for him.
_
LordC. B. wife.

Richards cited a case, before Lord Kenyon on the Chester circuit in the

year 1782, where, on a trial for forgery, the prisoner called a woman
as his witness whom he had himself in court represented to be his

wife, but afterwards, on hearing an objection taken to her competency,

denied that she was m9,rried to him ; and Lord Kenyonyoul^ not per-

mit him to call her, after having represented her as his wife. How-
ever, it seems now fully settled by the case of Battheios v. Oalindo (1

Mo. & Payne, 565), that though a woman lives with a man, uses his

name, and passes as his wife, she is a competent witness for or against

him, such circumstances going only to her credit, and not to her

competency. And see 2 Stark. Evid. 711, and Wells v. Fletcher, 5 C.

& P. 12.

A widow cannot be asked to disclose conversations between her and Other points,

her late husband. {Doker v. Haslar, R. & M. G. N. P. 198; but see

Beveridge v. Minter, 1 C & P. 364.)

(5.) Confidential Communications.—Some persons also are privi- (5.) From confi-

leged, by reason of their peculiar emploj^ment, from being compelled deuce,

to give evidence.

Thus, where a barrister, solicitor, or attorney is professionally
^**^™®y^'/j^i ^^^,

employed by a client, all communications which pass between them in m'Siications to^n
the course and for the purpose of that employment, are so far privi- that character,

leged that the legal adviser cannot be compelled to disclose them, and '>^^°^^ privileged,

this rule extends to all confidential communications to the attorney in

his professional character, whether relating to a contemplated or

pending suit or not. {Turquand v. Knight, 2 M. & W. 98 ; Oreenough

V. Oaskell, \ M. & K. 100.) It seems also, that the legal adviser cannot

be asked whether the conference between him and his client was for a

lawful or an unlawful purpose, though, if from independent evidence

it should clearly appear that the communication was made for a

criminal purpose, then probably the attorney would be bound to dis-

close it. {Tayl. Evid. ss. 832, 833.)

Again, in Crown prosecutions and Exchequer informations all To officers of jus-

questions tending to the discovery of the channels by which infoima- *^°®*

tion is given to officers of justice are suppressed on the ground of

general convenience. (24 Hoiv. St. Trials, 816; per Eyre, C. J., in

R. V. Hazley.) See Tayl. on Evid. s. 862, as to whether this rule

applies to ordinary prosecutions.

But this privilege only extends to prevent the disclosure of facts

communicated confidentially to the witness in the character of attorney ;

and therefore it was decided in Spencely v. Schulenburgh (7 East, 357),

that an attorney may be examined as to the contents of a written

notice which he had received in the course of the cause, calling upon
him to produce papers in the hands of his clients : for " the privilege

is restricted to communications, whether oral or written, from the

client to his attorney, and cannot extend to adverse proceedings com-
municated to him as attorney in the cause from the opposite party, in

the disclosure of which there could be no breach of confidence." (See

Broad v. Pitt, M. & M. 233 ; Wilson v. Rastall, 4 T. R. 753.) So in an
action for money had and received, where the defendant pleaded a

recovery by foreign attachment, at the suit of a creditor of the plain-

tiffs, and that the creditors had execution of the sum recovered accord-

ing to the customs o^ London; and the plaintiff replied, that no
execution was executed. It was held that the attorney of defendant,

the garnishee in the foreign attachment, was not incompetent to prove

the custom in such attachment. {Magrath v. Hardy, 4 Bing. N. C.
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782.) And wliere an instrument is called for at a trial and not pro-
duced, the attorney of the party required to produce it may be asked
whether he has it in his possession ; the object of such question being
merely to let in secondary evidence of the contents of the instrument.
(Coates V. Mudge, 1 Dowl. N. S. 540.) And an attorney for a party in

a cause is not bound to state the contents of a deed of which he first

obtained a knowledge, by having obtained and read it at the suggestion
of his counsel, at the consultation in the cause. {Davies v. Waters, 9

M. & W. 608.) An attorney may be called to prove a deed executed
by his client which he has attested. {Doe\. Andreivs, Coivp. S^cG.) So
to prove matters communicated to him after the termination of a suit

of which they were the subjects, without a view to the objects of the
suit. {Cohden v. Kendrich, 4 T. i?. 431 ; see Oreenough v. Gaskell, 1 M.
& K. 109.) And a communication made by a client to his attorney,

not for the purpose of asking legal advice, but to obtain infonnation
as to a matter of fact, is not privileged. {Bramwell v. Lucas, 2 B. &
C. 745.) So a witness may be called upon by the plaintiff to state a
conversation in which the defendant proposed a compromise to the
plaintiff, although the witness attended on that occasion as attorney
for the defendant. {Griffith v. Davies, 5 B. & Ad. 502. See Hill v.

Elliott, o C. & P. 436.) An attorney is bound to give evidence of a
statement made by himself to the adverse part}' by the direction of his

client. [Ripon v. Davies, 2 N. & M. 310.) A person who is not an
attorney may be compelled to disclose communications made to him
under a mistaken idea that he was an attorney. [Fountain v. Young,
QEsp. 113.)

Where two parties in dispute have one attorney, a communication
by one to him m his common capacity, or in a matter wherein he acts

necessarily for the other party, is not privileged, and may be used by
the other. [Baugh v. Cradocke, 1 M. & Bob. 182 ; Cleeve v. Potvell, 1

M. & Bob. 228 ; Ferry v. Smith, 9 M. & W. 681.)

This privilege is that of the client, and not of the attorney ; and the
court will not allow the attorney, though he be willing, to make the
disclosure, unless the client consent to the disclosui-e. [B. N. P. 284

;

Wilson V. Bastall, 4 T. B. 759.)

But it is not every communication made to an attorney in the way
of business,. that will be privileged. The relation of attorney and client

must subsist between the parties. Thus what a mortgagor in treaty
to raise money says to the attorney of the mortgagee, is not privileged.

{Marston v. Downes, lAd.&E.'Sl. See Hill v. Elliott, b C. & P. 436.)

If the attorney be called by the client, and examined as to a matter
which has been the subject of confidential communication, he may be
cross-examined as to such matter, though not as to others.

(
Vaillant

V. Dodemead, 2 Atk. 524.)

It seems an arbitrator cannot be compelled to give evidence in

an action on an award of what has been done before him. {Ellis v.

Saltan, 4 a & P. 327, n.)

A party who is protected from producing a deed at Nisi Prius on
the ground that he holds it as a trustee for one of the parties, is not

compellable to disclose the contents of it. {Davies v. Waters, 9 31. <fc

W. 608).

A person who acts as interpreter ; or as agent between the attorney
and his client; {DuBarre y. Levette, 1 Peake, 108; Parkins v. Hawk-
shaw, 2 Stark. 239); or the attorney's clerk; {'Taylor v. Forster, 2 C.

& P. 195 ; Studdy v. Sanders, 2 D. & B. 347) ; cannot be called to reveal

a confidential communication. Nor can a barrister's clerk be called to

prove his master's retainer. {Foot v. Hayne, R. & M. G. N. P. 165).

But this privilege does not extend to the case of an agent or

steward. {lb. ; and Vaillant v. Dodemead, 2 Atk. 524.)
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Nor to the case of medical persons. {WiIso7i v. Bastall, 4 T. ^. 760.) competenci/.

There are, indeed, cases, said Mr. /. Buller in Wilson v. Eastall, 4 2'. Conveyancer.

li. 760), to which it is much to be lamented that the law of privilege Medical persons,

is not extended; those in which medical persons are obliged to

disclose the information they acquire by attending in their profes-
sional characters. This point was very much considered in the
Duchess of Kingston's case, before the House of Lords, where Sir C
Hawkins, who had attended the duchess as a medical man, was com-
pelled to disclose what had been committed to him in confidence. (20
HowelVs St. Tr. 613 ; Eex v. Gibbons, 1 C. & F. 97.)

Nor to clergymen. {Bex v. Oilliam, Car. C. L. 61 ; Broad v. Pitt, aergymen.
20 How. St. Tr. 612.) Per Best, J., Broad v. Pitt, 3 C. & P. 519 :—
'

' I for one will never compel a clergyman to disclose communications
made to him by a prisoner ; but if he chooses to disclose them, I shall

receive them in evidence."
Where the disclosure of a particular fact, not bearing directly upon Matters of state,

the matter in question, may be of detriment to the public service, the '^''•

court will not compel a witness to disclose it. (In Hardy's case, (24
How. St. Tr. 753), a witness who was employed to obtain information
of the proceedings at a meeting of one of the corresponding societies

was not allowed to disclose the name of his employer. (And see Bex
V. Watson, 2 Stark. 136.) Communications between the governor of a
colony and his attorney-general are confidential, and cannot be dis-

closed. Wyatt V. Oore, Holt, 299 ; Cooke v. Maxwell, 2 Stark. 185).
So is a letter written by an agent of government to one of the secre-
taries of state. {Anderson v. Hamilton, 2 B. & B. 156, n.)

A letter written by an opposing creditor to the chief commissioner Other matters,

of the Insolvent Court, previous to the hearing of an insolvent's case,

is not a privileged communication. {Oould v. Hulme, 3 C. & P. 625.)
A clerk attending on a grand jury shall not be allowed to reveal

that which is given in evidence before the inquest. (2V. per Pais, 387 ;

2 Hawk. c. 46, s. 83 ; and see Lee v. Birrel, 3 Camp. 337.)
A grand juryman has been allowed to be examined in an action for

maliciously indicting the plaintiff and others for a conspiracy, as to the
fact whether the defendant was the prosecutor of the indictment.
{Sykes v. Dunbar, 2Selw. N. P. 10th ed. 1081.)

Accomplices.^—It hath been long settled that it is no exception Accomplices (a),

against a witness that he hath confessed himself guilty of the same
crime ; for if no accomplices were to be admitted as witnesses, it

would be generally impossible to find evidence to convict the greatest
oflFenders. (2 Haivk. c. 46, s. 94.) But their testimony ought to be
received with jealousy and precaution, unless materially corroborated
by other evidence.

Therefore it is generally considered necessary, in order to induce the
jury to credit an accomplice's testimony, to give other circumstances
confirmatory of at least some of the leading circumstances of his story,
from which the jury may be able to presume that he has told the
truth as to the rest. And the prevailing opinion now seems to be
that it is essential to give corroborative proof of the prisoner having
actually participated in the offence, and where several persons are
tried, that the confirmation should be required as to all of them
before one can be safely convicted. {B. v. Stubbs, 25 L. J. M. C. 16

;

Tayl. Evid. s. 889 ; see Budd's case, Cowp. 336 ; Bex v. Birkett, Buss.
& B. C. C. 251.)
The practice, therefore, is to advise the jury to regard the evidence Confirmatory

of an accomplice only, so far as he may be confirmed, in some part of evidence,

his narrative, by unimpeachable testimony. It is not necessary that

{a) See ^' A2^prover," ante, Vol. I.
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he should be confirmed in every circumstance wKich, lie details in

evidence : for there would be no occasion to use him at all as a witness
if his narrative could be completely proved by other evidence free

from all suspicion. Nor need it appear, from the confirmatory
evidence, that he speaks truth with respect to all the prisoners, or with
respect to the share which each had in the transaction. But if the
jury are satisfied that he speaks truth in some material parts of his

testimony, in which they see unimpeachable evidence brought to

confirm him, that is a ground for them to believe that he also speaks
truly in other parts and with regard to the other prisoners, as to

whom there may be no confirmation. By Thomson, B., in Rex v.

Sivallow and others, Eeports of the trials at York, Jan. 1813, on special

commission, p. 3, 17, 150, 165, 201 ; 1 FMIL Uv. 10th ed. 97. But
'

' the corroboration of an accomplice ought to be to some fact or facts,

the truth or falsehood of which goes to prove or disprove the offence

charged against the prisoner." (Per Patteson, J., in Rex v. Addis, 6 C.

& P. 388 ; and see Rex v. Well, 6 0. & P. 595.)

If the jury find the prisoner guilty on the single testimony even of a
credible accomplice, the court will sometimes recommend him to

mercy. (1 Leach, 466; 2 Hawk. c. 46, s. 96; and see Rex v. Noakes,

5 O.&P. 326.)

The calling of a witness, whose name is in the back of the indictment
for the other side, to cross-examine him, is by no means of course. It

is discretionary even in felony, but it is a discretion always exercised

;

and it seems that the same discretion may well be exercised in misde-
meanor. {Reg. V. Vincent, 9 Car. & P. 91.)

(3.) Credibility of
witness.

Who a credible
witness.

Who not so.

Evidence not
allowed to prove
good character of
witness when not
attacked.

(3.) Credibility of Witnesses.

Exceptions to the credit of a witness are such as do not at all dis-

able him from being sworn, but merely affect the degree of belief which
the jury will give to his evidence. (2 Hale, 276 ; Windam v. Chetivynd,

1 Burr. 414 ; Re Teal, 11 East, 309.) In many cases a person may be
credible where he is not competent, and competent where he is not
credible. {Windham v. Cheivjynd, 1 Burr. 417.)

"Where, in acts of parliament directing convictions before justices,

this word " credible " is introduced, it bears no precise or legal signifi-

cation ; but the magistrate is to judge, like the jurj' on a trial, how far

the witness is sufficiently to be believed to warrant the conviction.

{Windham y. Chetwynd, 1 Burr. 418.)

There may be a variety of circumstances which will shake the
credit of a witness, arising from his interest, his integrity, good
character, veracity, or knowledge of the facts he swears to. It would
be of little or no utility to inquire minutely into these, and state who
is or is not a credible witness, for that question must depend on the
peculiar facts laid before the court and jury, and miist be decided
accordingly.

Where the character of a witness has not been attacked, no evidence
can be admitted in support of it. {Bishop of Durham v. Beaumont, 1

Camp. 207.) But evidence of the conduct of deceased witnesses when
it has been attacked may be received, to attach credit to their testi-

monj', or to destroy its effect.
(
Wright ex d. Clymer v. Littler, 5 Esp.

cited by Ld. Elhnborovgh, C. J. ; in Bishop of Purham v. Beaumont, 1

Camp. 208; Provisy. Reed, 'd M. & P. 4.) On an indictment for an
assault with intent to commit a lape, where the prosecutrix was cross-

examined as to crimes committed by her seveial years before the
alleged offence, it was considered evidence might be adduced to show
that her character had feince been good. {Rex v. Clarke, 2 Stark. N. P.

241; post, ''Rape.")



It often happens that the character of the subscribing witnesses to ^ Witnesses'

deeds and other written instruments is the subject of inquiry ; and credibility.

upon this point the cases of Wright v. Littler, 3 Burr. 12-14 ; undAveson

V. Kinnaird, 6 East, 195, have been decided. But since the case of ^^^g'°"^'°«
'^'*-

Stobart v. Dryden, I M. & W. 626, it is settled that no dying declara-

tions of a deceased subscribing witness to a forged instrument are

admissible to impeach it.

It has been agreed that the evidence given by a witness at one trial
^^*^^^?^JfJj|"/

cannot, in the ordinary course of justice, be made use of against a
dlfferenrtriab.

defendant on the dea,th of such witness at another trial. (2 Haivh.

c. 46, s. 12. See Melen v. Andrews, 1 M. & M. C. N. F. 336.)

But it hath been admitted that, in order to show a variance in the

evidence, a deposition taken by a witness before a justice of the peace

may, at the prisoner's desire, be read at the trial, in order to affect the

credit of the witness, by showing a variance between such depositions

and the evidence given in court.

And for the same reason it seems agreed, that where a witness at

one trial varies from his own evidence at another trial, in relation

to the same matter, such variance may also be given in e-vddence to

invalidate his testimony at the second trial. (2 Haivk. c. 46, s, 9 ;

and see Rex v. Oldroyd, E. & R. C. C. 88, where it was considered the

prosecutor had a right to call for and adduce such evidence.)

When a witness for the prosecution has been examined in chief,

and has not been asked in cross-examination, as to any declarations

made by him, or acts done by him, to procure persons corruptly to

give evidence in support of the prosecution, it is not competent to

the party accused to examine witnesses in his defence to prove such

declarations or acts, without first calling back such witness ex-

amined in chief, to be examined or cross-examined as to the fact

whether he ever made such declarations or did such acts. (See The

Queen^s case, 2 B. & B. 311.)

Lord C. J. Abhott, in delivering the opinion of the judges in that Varying evidence

case, said, " The usual practice is this: if it be intended to bring the at different tnals.

credit of a witness into question, by proof of any thing that he may
have said or declared touching the cause, the witness is first asked

upon cross-examination whether or no he has said or declared that

which is intended to be proved." {The Queen's case, 2 B. & B. 213.)

Upon the question whether a witness being asked in cross-examina-

tion, if in conversation with C. D. he had not informed him, "that
he was to be one of the witnesses against the defendant," and being
re-examined he stated what induced him to mention to 0. D. what he
liad so told him, and the counsel further proposed to ask as to the whole
conversation between him and C. D. so far only as related to his being
one of the witnesses, the judges (eight against one. Best, J., diss.) wero
of opinion that the witness having fully and unambiguously explained

liis motive for so stating, the re-examination could not proceed to the

extent sought ; and a distinction was made between a conversation with
a witness and a party to the suit or prosecution, where the declarations

of the latter would be evidence against him, and a conversation with a

third party would not. In the latter case, as the conversation of the

Vvitness could only become evidence, as it might affect his character

and credit with respect to antecedent declarations, or the motives
under which he made them, when once every thing which constituted

the motive and inducement, and which might show the party's mean-
ing, has been laid before the court, all beyond is irrelevant and in-

competent. {The Queen's case, 2 B. & B. 294, 298.)

If a witness examined in chief on the part of the plaintiff, being
asked whether he remembers a quarrel taking place between A. and B.,

answers that he has heard of a quarrel between them, but does not

know the cause of it, and such witness is not asked, upon his cross-
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examination, whether he has or has not made a declaration stated in

the question touching the cause of a quarrel, the counsel for the de-
fendant cannot, in order to prove such witness's knowledge of the

cause of the quarrel, afterwaids examine a witness to prove that the
other witness has made such a declaration to him touching the cause
of such quarrel. {The Queen's case, 2 B. & B, 299.)

In order to discredit a witness by proof of a contradictory statement,
it is not enough to ask him generally whether he has ever made such a
statement; but particulars must be specified to him. {Angus v. Smith,
IM.& M. C. N. P. 473 ; et per Tindal, C. J.) :—"I understand the
rule to be, that before you can contradict a witness, by showing he
has at some other time said something inconsistent with his present
evidence, you must ask him as to the time, place, and person involved
in the supposed contradiction. It is not enough to ask him the general
question, whether he has ever said so and so, because it may frequentlj'

happen that upon the general question he may not remember having
60 said, whereas when his attention is challenged to particular circum-
stances and occasions, he may recollect and explain what he has for-

merly said."

Where a witness swears to a particular fact, a letter written by him,
contradicting in effect his testimony upon that fact, may be given in

evidence to impeach his credit, the letter being first regularly proved.
The witness stated that a certain school, of which he was usher, had
been duly conducted as to morals : a letter was then offered in evi-

dence on the other side, and received as such, formerly written by
the witness, whilst usher, to a boy then at the school, containing much
immoral matter. {T)e Sailly v. Morgan, 2 Esp. 692.)

If a party wishes on the trial to impeach an adverse witness, by
proof of his having used certain expressions, the witness must first

be asked whether he used them. {Carpenter v. Wall, 11 Ad. & E.
803.)

"Where the witness's moral character is relevant to the issue, such
expressions may be proved without the previous inquiry, if they tend
merely to disgrace the witness, by showing that he has made unbecom-
ing declarations ; and even if they be of such a nature, the intro-

ductory question must not be dispensed with, if they tend likewise to

contradict some part of the witness's evidence. {lb.)

By the Common Law Procedure Act, 1854, s. 22, it is enacted that
a party producing a witness shall not be allowed to impeach his credit

by general evidence of bad character ; but he may, in case the witness
shall in the opinion of the judge be adverse, contradict him by other
evidence, or by leave of the judge prove that he has made at other
times a statement inconsistent with his present testimony ; but before
such last-mentioned proof can be given, the circumstances of the sup-
posed statement, sufficient to designate the particular occasion, must
be mentioned to the witness, and he must be asked whether or not ho
has made such statement.

This enactment did not apply to criminal trials, and therefore a wit-
ness for the crown, who gave at the trial evidence contrary to what
was expected of him, could not be contradicted by the prosecuting
counsel putting in his former deposition, {li. v. Williams, 6 Cox,

343.) But this anomalous state of things was remedied by the 28 & 29
Vict. c. 18, s. 3, by which s. 22 of the Common Law Procedure Act
is re-enacted in the same words, and is by sect. 1 applicable to all

courts of judicature as well criminal as all others, and to all persons
having by law or by consent of parties authority to hear, receive, and
examine evidence.

Before this statute was passed it had been held that if a witness for

the prosecution shows any unfair bias, the counsel who calls him may
cross-examine him {Reg. v. Chapman, 8 Car. & P. 558); or if a
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other witnesses to prove tlie facts denied by the former witness, and credibility.

thus incidentally contradict that witness, and show him to be unworthy
of credit {Reg. v. Ball, 8 Car. & P. 745). And in R. v. Oldroyd, R. & R.

C. C. 88, where the name of the prisoner's mother was on the back of the

indictment, and on her being called by the judge as a witness for the

prosecution, she gave evidence in favour of the prisoner, and differing

from her deposition before the coroner, the judge allowed the deposition

to be read to show that her testimony was not to be relied upon : and it

was held he might do so, as a witness's credit could be impeached only Witness's credit

by general accounts of his character, and not by proofs of particular
pe^ched^by'^ene-

facts. If a witness, on being questioned whether he had not been rai accounts of*

guilty of a felony or of some infamous offence, denies the charge, the tiis character.

party against whom the witness has been called was not allowed to

prove the truth of the charge.

In the case of R. v. Rowten, (34 L. J. M. C. 57,) the question was Evidence admis-

raised whether if a prisoner calls evidence to his character the prose-
gvYd^ence o'f^c'ha-'^*

cution is at liberty to contradict such evidence. The question was racter.

argued before the thirteen judges, when it was decided by all the court

that such evidence was admissible. It was also decided that the

evidence that the prisoner can adduce is evidence of his reputation

only and not of his disposition, and therefore the prosecution can only

rebut it by evidence of the same general description, and consequently

the individual opinion of witnesses as to the prisoner's disposition is

not admissible. From this doctrine, however, Erie, C. J., and Willes,

J., dissented, holding that the Court is at liberty to receive a statement

as to the reputation of a person founded on personal experience of the

witness ; that is to say, his estimate of the character of the prisoner,

taking it in the sense of his disposition, which personal knowledge
and the acquaintance with his habits enable him to form.

But now by the 28 & 29 Yict. c. 18, s. 6, a witness maybe questioned Proof of previous

as to whether he has been convicted of any felony or misdemeanour, conviction ot wit-

and upon being so questioned, if he either denies or does not admit given,

the fact, or refuses to answer, it shall be lawful for the cross-examining
party to prove such conviction ; and a certificate containing the sub-
stance and effect only (omitting the formal part) of the indictment and
conviction for such offence, purporting to be signed by the clerk of the

couit or other officer having the custody of the records of the court

where the offender was convicted, or by the deputy of such clerk or

officer (for which certificate a fee of 5s. and no more shall be demanded
or taken), shall, upon proof of the identity of the person, be sufficient

evidence of the said conviction, without pVoof of the signature or official

character of the person appearing to have signed the same.

A witness called to impeach the character of another must be able

to. state what is generally said of the person by those among whom he
dwells. It is not enough that he should state what he has heard
others say. [Tayl. Evid. s. 1326 ; Mawson v. Hartsinh, 4 Esp. 103.)

In order to corroborate the testimony of the witness whose credit Supporting credit

has been impeached, evidence is inadmissible to prove that the witness ^y v^ooi of wit-

affirmed the same thing before, on other occasions. When evidence of and^regard^ibr
^

contradictory statements or of other improper conduct on the part of a truth,

witness has been either elicited from him in cross-examination or ob-
tained from other witnesses to impeach his veracity, his general regard
for truth being thus, as it were, put in issue, general evidence of his

character and regard for truth is admissible {R. v. Clarke, 2 Stark.

R. 241).

A witness cannot be»cross-examined as to a fact wholly irrelevant to Witness cannot bo

the matter in issue, if answered affirmatively, for the purpose of dis- a^^^d
^'Jg'^^Qji®"

crediting his testimony if he answered in the negative, by calling other
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witnesses to disprove wHat he said. {Spencely v. De Willott, 7 East, 108
;

2 Phill. Evid. loth ed. 468.)

If the witness answer such an irrelevant question before it is

disallowed or withdrawn, his answer is conclusive, and evidence can-
not be afterwards admitted to contradict him {Harris v. Tippet, 2

Camp. 638).

It would be an irrelevant question to inquire of a witness, in cross-

examination, whether he had not attempted to dissuade another witness
examined on the opposite side from being present at the trial. {Harris

V. Tippet, 2 Camp. 637.) And the rule laid down in this case seems
particularly illustrated by the following case, which occun-ed at Mon-
mouth Lent Ass. 1811. One Yewin was indicted for stealing wheat.
The principal evidence against him was a boy of the name of Thomas,
his apprentice. Laivrence, J., allowed the prisoner's counsel to ask
Thomas, in cross-examination, whether he had not been charged with
robbing his master, and whether he had not afterwards said he would
be revenged of him, and would soon fix him in Monmouth gaol. He
denied both. The prisoner's counsel then proposed to prove that he
had been charged with robbing his master, and had spoken the words
imputed to him. Lawrence, J., ruled that his answer must be taken
as to the former ; but that as the words were material to the guilt or
innocence of the prisoner, evidence might be adduced that they were
spoken by the witness. {Harris v. Tippet, 2 Camp. 638.)

(4). Compelling at-

tendance of wit-
nesses.

Compulsory pro-
cess.

(4.) How Witnesses compelled to attend.

Having inquired as to the requisite number of witnesses, and as to
who are competent and credible, so that the prosecutor and defendant
may decide on what witnesses they should respectively call to attend
the trial, we will now proceed to point out the mode of compelling such
attendance.

The compulsory means to bring in witnesses are of two kinds. First,

By process of subpoena issued in the king's name by the justices, or
others, where the trial is to be, for disobedience to which the person
served with the process is liable to an attachment. {R. v. Ring, 8 T.
R. 585.) Secondly, "Which is the more ordinary and more eit'ectual

means (in criminal cases), the justices that take the examination of
the person accused, and the information of the witnesses, may at that
time, or at any time after and before the trial, bind over the witnesses
to appear at the court, where the trial is intended to be ; and in case of
their refusal to be bound over, may commit them for a contempt. ( 1

1

& 12 Yict. c. 42.) And in case of their neglect to attend, in pursuance
of the recognizance, such recognizance will be forfeited, and may bo
put in force. But not without a written order of the judge of the
court. /See " Eecognizance."

Writs of subpoena issued by the clerk of the peace, or the clerk of
assize, at assize, are compulsory only within the county where they aro
granted ; and therefore, if the witness lives beyond its limits, applica-
tion must be made to the Crown Office, from whence it may issue to
any part of England. {Cro. C. C. 9, 21.)

By the 45 Geo. 3, c. 92, s. 3, a writ of subpoena issued from any
court of competent jurisdiction to compel the attendance of the witness
will be equally valid if served in vmy part of the United Kingdom, and
disobedience to it is punishable in the King's Bench. But this statute,
it seems, does not alter the law relating to such subpoenas issued by
the clerk of the peace, or the clerk of assize, the statute having been
construed only to give to a subpoena having validity in England
generally, equal validity in the other parts of the United Kingdom,



viz., Ireland and Scotland, and vice versa. (See E. v. Brownell, 1 A. dk i. Wiinnss, how

^. o'j8.) compelled to

By the 11 & 12 Vict. c. 42, s. 16, justices are empowered to issue attend.

summonses for enforcing the attendance of witnesses for the prosecu- Attendance en-

tion against persons charged with indictable offences, and if such wit- forced by justices,

ness does not attend in obedience to the summons he may issue his

warrant, and if he refuses to be examined, then the justice may commit

such person to prison. By the 11 & 12 Vict. c. 43, which relates to

summary convictions and orders, similar powers for_ enforcmg the

attendance of witnesses are conferred upon justices, with certain ex-

ceptions set forth in s. 35. If the witness against whom such warrant

is issued be beyond the jurisdiction of the justice issuing it, any justice

or other officer within whose jurisdiction the witness shall be or bo

supposed to be, may, on proof of the handwriting of the justice issuing

the same, make an indorsement on the warrant, authorising its exe-

cution within his jurisdiction (11 & 12 Vict. c. 42, ss. 11—16. Similar

powers for compelling the attendance of witnesses in bastardy pro-

ceedings are conferred upon justices by the 7 «fe 8 Vict. c. 101, s. 70.

Several other acts authorise justices to compel the attendance of

witnesses by summons and warrant, as 12 & 13 Vict. c. 92, s. 17, " for

the prevention of cruelty to animals." But in all these statutes the

powers thus granted to justices are only to be exercised within the

limits of their jurisdiction, and therefore if the witness lives beyond

such limits, recourse must be had to the cumbrous system of backed

warrants, or to the Crown Office subpoena. {Tayl. Evid, s. 1191, and

SBQ post, p. 94.)

The 38 Geo. 3, c. 52, s. 4, provides that the courts of oyer and ter- At sessions,

miner, and general gaol delivery, may issue process to compel the

attendance of witnesses on a trial of an indictment found in the grand

jury of the county, for offences committed in the county of a city or

town corporate.

The subpcena when sued out is to be regularly served on the wit- Practice as to

ness ; and as only four witnesses can be included in one writ of ^'^ v^^^^-

subpoena, several wi'its are frequently necessary. In order to save

expense, it is settled that service of a ticket containing the substance

of the writ will be as effectual as service of the writ itself. {Goodwin

V. West, Cro. Car. 522.) In such case, however, the writ ought to be

shown. The writ or ticket should be served personally on the witness

{Smelt V. Witmill, 2 Stra. 1054) ; and in a reasonable time before the

day of trial, that he may suffer the less inconvenience from the atten-

dance on the court. {Hammond v. Stewart, 1 Stra. 509 ; Tayl. Evid.

s. 1123.)

The question as to whether a subpoena ad testificandum is served

within a reasonable time, depends upon the circumstances of each par-

ticular case ; therefore, where the defendant was served at 12 o'clock,

while standing on the steps of the court-house, and was told the trial

would come on the same day, which it did, at 5 o'clock, this service

was sufficient. {MaunseU v. Ainswortli, 8 Dowl. P. C. 869.)

A subpoena in court on the day of trial would do. Indeed, it has
been considered that a person who is present in court, when called as

a witness, is bound to be sworn, and to give his evidence in a criminal

case, although he has not been subpoenaed. {B. v. Sadler, 4 C. tfc P.

218.)
But service on a person living close to the place of service, at half-

past 11 in the morning for a cause called on at 2, was held not suffi-

cient time. {Barbery. Wood, 2 M. & Bob. 172.)

If, in obedience to a subpoana a witness attend a court, he cannot

refuse to be examined on the ground of any irregularity in the service.

{Wisdeny. Wisden, G Beav. 549.) Nor in criminal prosecutions can a

witness decline to be sworn, though he has not been subpoenaed at all.
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attend.

Subpoena duces
tecum.

How to obtain
subpceua.

s/

4. Witness, how [R. V. Sadler, 4 C. & P. 218.) But in civil cases lie may refuse unless
compelled to duly served witli a writ. {Bowles y. Johnson, 1 W. Bl. 36.) What is

a reasonable time before the trial is matter for the court. {Id.)

If there be any papers in the witness's hands which it is desirable

for the party to obtain, a special clause should be inserted in the writ
called a duces tecum, by which he wiU be commanded to attend with
the documents in question, and which he ought to obey, even where,
from any confidential relation, the court will not, on his appearance,
compel him to produce them. {Amey v. Long, 9 East, 485,and 1 Camp.
14 ; Fountain v. Young, 6 Esp. Rep. 113.) What a witness is not bound
to produce, see Doe d. Carter v. Jones, 2 M. & Rob. 47.) The witness

producing the papers under a subpoena duces tecum need not be sworn
if the party by whom he is called does not wish to examine him.
{Perry v. Oibson, 1 Adol. & E. 4:8; SomersY. Mosely, id.; and see Davis

V. Dull, I M. & M. 514 ; Simpson v. Smith, 1 Stark. Evid. 187.) And
if sworn by mistake, this does not give the opposite party a right to

cross-examine. {Rush v. Smith, 1 Cr. M. & Ros. 94.) It is no excuse
that the legal custody of the instrument belongs to another, if it be
in the actual possession of the witness. {Amey v. Long, 1 Camp. 14,

180, n. ; 9 East, 485; Corsen v. Dubois, Holt, C. N. P. 239.) If the

witness, instead of bringing the papers, &c., required, deliver them to

the opposite party, by whom they are withheld, the court will allow

secondary evidence of the contents of them to be given, without a

notice to produce the originals. {Leeds v. Cooh, 4 Esp. 256 ; see R. v.

Hunter, 4 C. & P. 128.) A witness called under a subpoena duces tecum

for the production of a document which requires no proof by him,
need not be sworn, and if not sworn he cannot be cross-examined.

{Perry v. Gibson, 1 A. & E. 4:8.)

The subpoena may be obtained from the Crown Office, or from the

clerk of the peace, or clerk of assize of the court in which the defen-

dant is to be tried. It is usual and best to obtain it from the Crown
Office when the witness is unlikely to attend, as the remedy for dis-

obedience to it {viz. by attachment) is less dilatory and expensive. (See

R. V. Brownell, \ A. & E. 598.)

The name of the witness, though not in the original subpoena, may
be inserted therein at any time, if he has been regularly served with a
copy. {Per Gibbs, C. J., Wakefield v. Gall, Holt, G. N. P. 526.)

When a witness resides abroad, or is about to leave the country be-

fore trial, he may, by the consent of both 2>arties, be examined on inter-

rogatories : in the former case, before commissioners approved by both
of them ; and in the latter before a judge in chambers. {See 1 Chit.

C. L. 612.) In proceedings for offences alleged to have been com-
mitted in the East or West Indies by persons holding official situa-

tions there, witnesses may be examined before the magistrates there

on writs of mandamus, 13 Geo. 3, c. 63 ; 42 Geo. 3, c. 85, ss. 2,

3. Where a party, in a case where consent is requisite, refuses to

grant it, the court will put off the trial, to give time for the attend-

ance of the witnesses. {Mostyn v. Fabrigas, 1 Cowp. 174 ; Tidd, 9th

ed. 813.)

In criminal proceedings, the only effectual prmishment and mode
of securing the future attendance (if the trial has not been had)
of the witness, is by attachment for the contempt of the court from
which the process was originally awarded, or by indictment. {R. v.

Ring, 8 T. R. 585; Hammond v. Stewart, 1 Stra. 510; 1 Chit. C. L.

614.)

If a witness having been duly served with a subpoena, wilfully

neglects to attend, he is guilty of contempt of court, and may be pro-

ceeded against by attachment. (Tayl. Evid. s. 1141 ; Barrow v.

Humphreys, 3 B. <& Al. 598 ; Lamont v. Crook, 6 M. & W. 615.)

Power of Queen's When the subpoena has not been issued otit of the Crown Office,
Boucli.

Witness abroad.

Punishment for

non-uttendance.



tjie Court of Q. B. has no power to punish the witness for disobe- 4. Witness,

dience, either by attachment or otherwise, either by its general how compelled

authority, or by virtue of the 45 Geo. 3, c. 92, s. 3. {E. v. Brownell, to attend.

1 A. & JE. 598.) And therefore inferior courts where process is dis-
-

obeyed are driven to proceed against a witness absenting himself

cither by fining him for his non-attendance or by indictment. (See

Tayl. Evid. s. 1144, and suggestions as to the amendment of the law
in this particular.)

The application for the attachment must be made without delay, and Time of applica-

in general in the term next after the disobedience of the subpoena. ^° ^^'^'^ attach-

Where a witness was subpoenaed to give evidence on an indictment,

tried December 11, and made default, it was held that it was too late

to move for an attachment in Easter term following. {li. v. Stretch, 3

A. & E. 503.)

The court will not grant, it seems, an attachment unless the sub- Service of sub-

poena was personally served, and sufiicient expenses tendered, if the P**"*-

witness were so poor he could not attend without them. (See 2 Haivk. •

c. 46, s. 173 ; see 45 Geo. 3, c. 92, s. 4, and see Newton v. Harland, 1

M. & O. 956.) Nor will the court grant an attachment where the

form of the wiit is irregular. {Vaughfon y. Brine, 9 Dowl. 179.) It Expenses of wit-

seems, however, that a witness who attends on a criminal prosecution "^^^•

is not entitled to have his expenses paid before giving his evidence.

{B. V. Cooke, 1 C. & P. 321; ante, ''Costs:')

The witness, if taken uj^on an attachment for his contempt, may. Detention of wit-

if the trial of the defendant has not taken place, be detained till
"t^^^<,J^^'^/j[t*'^°

he has given evidence on the trial, and then he may be set at Liberty.

(Id. n. a.)

An indictment would lie for conspiring to prevent the attendance of Conspiring to pre-
., / r. ry, , r> n ± nm\\ veut attcuaancc

a witness. [E. v. Steventon, 2 East, 362.) of witness.

Where a witness is a prisoner, he mast be brought up by habeas witness a

corpus ad testificandum to give his evidence ; and so where he is con- prisoner,

fined on board a ship. {B. v. Burhage, 3 Burr. 1440 ; 2 Hawk. c. 46, s.

72.) An affidavit of his being a material witness, and willing to

attend, must be made to obtain this writ ; as to the form of which,
and making the application for it, see^os^, ** Habeas Corpus."

By Stat. 43 Geo. 3, c. 140, after reciting that "writs of /la&eas 43 Geo. 3, c. 140.

corpus have been frequently awarded by the judges of II. M.'s courts of courtfmay'award^
record at Westminster, for bringing persons detained in custody under a habeas corpvis

civil or criminal process before magistrates or courts of record, as well for bringing u|)

for trial as for examination, touching matters depending before such aminatum haioro

magistrates or courts respectively ; but doubts have arisen whether courts martial, &c.

such judges have power to award writs of habeas corpus for bringing
persons detained as aforesaid before courts-martial, commissioners of

bankrupts, commissioners for auditing the public accounts, or other

commissioners acting under commission or warrant from H. M. ; and
whereas it is expedient to make provision for bringing prisoners before

such courts-martial or commissioners for the pxrrposes hereinbefore

mentioned," enacts, that any judge of the courts at Westminster may
award a writ of habeas corpus to bring any prisoner, in any gaol in

England, before a court-martial, commissioners of bankrupt, commis-
sioners for auditing the public accounts, or other commissioners acting

by virtue of any commission or warrant from H. M. ; in like manner
as they award suchwrits to bring persons detained in gaol before ma-
gistrates, or courts of record. The application for a habeas under this

act should be made to a judge out of coui-t. {Gordon's case, 2, M. &
Bel. 582 ; Tidd, 9th ed. 809.)

By Stat. 44 Geo. 3, c. 102, any judge of the courts of Q. B. or 0. P. 44 Gea 3j.c.^io2.

of England and Ireland respectively, or any baron of the Court of Ex- superior courts

chequer of the degree of the coif in England, or any justice of O. and may award habeas

T. or gaol delivery, being such judge or baron as aforesaid, may, at prisoners bef°re"°
his discretion, award a writ of habeas corpus for bringing any prisoner courts of record to
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5. Witnesses, tietained in any gaol or prison before any of tlie said courts, or any
examination of. sitting of Nisi Prius, or before any other court of record, to bo there

; examined as a witness, and to testify the truth before such courts, or

witnesses"^*^
^ ^^^ other grand, petit, or other jury, in any causes or matters, civil

or criminal, whatsoever, which now are or hereafter shall be depending
or to be inquired into or determined in any of the said courts. {Sec

Tic^c^, 9thed. 809, 810.)
' And see the 45 Geo. 3, c. 92, ss. 3, 4, for compelling the attendance

of witnesses to give evidence in criminal prosecutions in every part of

the United Eingdom. (See Jiex v. Broivnell, \ A. & E. 598.)

By the 1 Will. 4, c. 22, s. 6, any sheriff, gaoler, or other officer

having the custody of any prisoner, is empowered to take such pri-

soner for examination under the authority of that act, by virtue of a
writ of habeas corpus to be issued for that purpose, which writ is to bo

issued by any court or judge under such circumstances, and in such
manner, as such court or judge might then by law issue a wi'it of

^
habeas corpus ad testificandum.

By the 16 & 17 Vict. c. 30, s. 9, any secretary of state, and any
judge of the superior courts, may, if he think fit, upon application by
affidavit, issue a warrant or order under his hand for bringing up any
prisoner or person confined in any gaol, prison, or place, under any
sentence or commitment for ti'ial or otherwise (except under process

in any action, suit, or proceeding), before any court, judge, justice, or

other judicature, to be examined as a witness in any cause or matter,

civil or criminal, depending or to be inquired of or determined in or

before such court, judge, justice, or judicature.

In Exp. Griffiths (5 J3. & Al. 730), the court of K. B. granted a man-
damus to the warden of the Eleet to take the body of a debtor con-

fined there before a magistrate, to be examined from time to time re-

specting a charge of felony or misdemeanour.

Who to begin.

Examination on
the voir dire.

How conducted.

(5.) The Examination of Witnesses.

Who to legin.l—He who affirms the matter in issue, whether
prosecutor or defendant, ought to begin to give evidence. {Co. Lit.

36.)

Examination on voir dire.'}—Previous to admitting a witness to bo
sworn, it is often necessary to examine him upon what is termed tho

voir dire (a) ; which is done for the purpose of ascertaining whether
there be any objection in law to his being admitted as a witness upon
the case before the court. The witness should, in strictness, be sworn
to answer all such questions as the court should demand of him, but
this oath is now seldom administered ; the facts upon which tho

objection rests, if not admitted, being elicited from the witness, after

being sworn in chief. If the objection to the competency of a witness

be not taken until after the trial, it will be considered as coming too

late. {Tayl. Evid. s.Uil.)
Where the witness himself is examined on the voir dire, he may ba

asked as to the contents of a written instrument, without a notice to

produce, or without producing it, though, if the witness produces tho

instrument on which the objection is founded, it ought to be read,

{Butler V. Carver, 2 Stark. E. 434.) Accordingly, in the case of Rex
V. Oisburn (15 East, b1), on a question of settlement, when the point
for the consideration of the Court of King's Bench was, whether a
witness, who, after having admitted on his examination upon the

voir dire that he was the occupier of a cottage in the appellant town-

(a) Voir dire, veritatcm diccre, is true answer make to all such qnes-

wliou it is prayed upon a trial at law tious as tlie court shall demand cf

that a witness be sworn, that he shall him. (3 Black. Cum. 332.)



ship of tlie annual value of 25s., but that he had never been charged 5. Witnesses,

with or paid any public rate or tax in that township, could be exa- examination of,

mined without producing the rate to show that he was not rated ; the

court held that the witness was competent upon the voir dire, that

what he answered must be taken for better for worse, and that if he
should answer falsely he might be indicted for perjury.

Examination on Oath.']—In general no one can be examined as a Examination on

witness in any criminal proceeding except upon oath ; (1 Leach, 110; °'^^^-

Hex V. Taylor, 1 Peahe, 11 ; 1 Chit. C. L. 615); and a peer is within
this rule. (3 Keh. 631 ; Rex v. Lord Preston, 1 Salk. 278 ; tit.

''Peers") A witness brought into court merely for the pvu-pose of

producing a document need not be sworn. {Perry v. Oibson, 1 A. &
E. 48 ; Smners v. MoseJey, lb. n. ; Bex y. Brooke, 2 Stark. 472 ; Pavis

V. Bale, 4 C. & P. 335.)

But when the grand jury have found a bill, the judge before whom
the case comes to be tried ought not to inquire whether the witnesses

were properly sworn previously to their going before the grand jurj^,

and it seems that an improper mode of swearing them will not vitiate

the indictment, as the grand jury are at liberty to find a bill upon
their own knowledge merely. {Beg. v. Bussell, 1 Car. & M. 247.)

The oath usually administered to a witness is called a corporal pojTn ^f Q^th.

oath. (3 Inst, 165
;
pcs^, " Oaths.") The form used at the assizes or

sessions is for the clerk of arraigns or of the peace to desire the wit-
ness to take the book in his hand, and when that is done, to say to

him, " The evidence you shall give between our sovereign Lady the
Queen and the prisoner at the bar shall be the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth ; so help you God :

" upon
which the witness kisses the book, and thereby appeals to Heaven for

the truth of what he is about to disclose. (2 Hale, 279 ; 1 Chit. C. L.

But it is not absolutely necessary to use this form if the witness has
a conscientious objection to the mode, or professes a religion which
binds him by a drfferent obligation. Thus Jews are sworn on the
writings of Moses. {Boheley v. Langston, 2 Keh. 314 ; Gomez Serra v.
Munez, 2 Sira. 821.) Mahometans are sworn on the Koran ; and per-
sons of other religions according to the foiTQ prescribed for that pur-
pose by the religion they profess. {B. N. P. 292.) Christians are
sworn with their hats oft—Jews with their hats on. At the 0. B.
Dec. Sess., 1804, Erpune, a native of China, being examined as a wit-
ness before Orahum, B., on an indictment against Ann Alsley and
Thomas Gunn for felony, was sworn according to the form of courts
of China, viz. by holding a saucer in his hand, which he dashed to
pieces at the conclusion of the oath, believing, as he stated, that God
would cause his body to be cracked, as he cracked that saucer, if he
did not tell the truth. {Sess. Pap. 1804 and 1805, p. 62 ; Peuke, Evid.
138, n., 5th ed. ; Beg. v. Entrehman and Samut, 1 Car. & M. 248.) In
•like manner a Scotch covenanter has been pennitted to swear by hold-
ing up his hand. {Mildrone's case, 1 Leach, 412.) For oaths are to be
administered to all persons according to their own opinions, and as it

most affects their consciences.

A witness may be asked, after he is sworn, whether he considers the
oath he has taken obligatory upon his conscience ; but if he answer
in the affirmative, his answer is conclusive, and he cannot fui'ther be
asked whether there be any other mode of swearing more binding
upon his conscience than that which has been used. {The Queen's case,

2 Brod. & Bing. 284.) The more correct and proper way, however, is,

to ask the witness beforq he is sworn, whether he considers the oath
he is about to take obligatory upon his conscience. {The Queen's
case, 2 Brod. & Bing. 284.) It is no objection after trial that a Jew was
sworn upon the gospel. {Sellsy. Hoare, 3 Brod. & B, 232.) And as to

VOL. II. JI
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AflSmaation of
Quakers, Mora
viaus, (Sic.

6. Witnesses, "what questioBS may be put to a witness respecting his religious prin-
examinatiooi of. ciples, see ante, p. 83.)

Pormerly a Quaker was not allowed to give Ms evidence on his af-

firmation, nor was a Moravian on his declaration ; but now, by the

stat. 9 Geo. 4, c. 32, s. 1, a Quaker or Moravian reqfuired to give

evidence in a criminal case may, instead of taking an oath in the

usual form, be permitted to take a solemn affirmation or declaration

in these words: "I, A. B., do solemnly, sincerely, and truly declare

and affirm," which has the same force and eftect in all courts of

justice and other places where by the law an oath is required, as if

such Quaker or Moravian had taken an oath in the usual form. By
the 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 82, separatists may make an affirmation. The
1 & 2 Vict. c. 77, extended the privilege to all who had been Quakers
or Moravians. By the Common Law Procedure Act, 1854, any per-

son called as a witness refusing or being unwilling fi'om conscientious

motives to be sworn, is enabled to make a solemn declaration or affir-

mation instead of being sworn, and by 24 & 25 Vict. c. 66, s. 1, this enact-

ment has been extended to all courts of justice in England, whether
civil or criminal. (See Oath.) If any person making such affirmation or

declaration shall be convicted of having wilfully, falsely, and cor-

ruptly affirmed or declared any matter or thing which, if the same
had been sworn in the usual form, would have amounted to wilful and
corrupt perjury, every such ofi'ender shall be subject to the same pains,

penalties, and forfeitures, to which persons convicted of wilful and
corrupt perjury are subject.

Presence of pri
Boner and 'wit-

nesses.

Presence of Prisoner and Witnesses."]—The witness must give his

evidence in the presence of the prisoner (2 Hawk. c. 46, s. 1 ; Bac. Ah.
Evid. E ; B.y. Crowther, 1 T. B. 125 ; B. v. Thompson, 2 T. E. 18),

especially on trials affecting the prisoner's life. (lb.)

Before the examination commences, the crown may demand that the

witnesses should retire, in order that each may be questioned in the

absence of the others. {Fost. 47 ; Bac. Ah. Evid. E.) And the same
order will be made on the request of the defendant, but as a matter of

indulgence and not of right. (4 Ilarg. St. Tr. 754 ; B. v. Vaughan,
Holt, 689.) It seems questionable whether the court can in either

case compel the witness to retire. {Talf. Dick. Sess. 559.) By the

imiform practice of all courts, the attorneys on both sides, whose pre-

sence is necessary to the conduct of the case or defence, are exempted
from the general rule. (See Everett v. Lowdham, 5 C. & P. 91.) And
it is usual and reasonable to extend the same indulgence to witnesses

who are merely to prove matters of form, to medical witnesses, and
witnesses of character. {Ih.)

In Attorney-General v. Bulpit (9 Price, 4), it was laid down as an
inflexible rule of the Court of Exchequer, that a witness who remains
in court after an order for the witnesses on both sides to withdraw,
cannot be examined. And in B. v. Wyld, 6 V. & P. 380, Park, J.,

said that in a criminal case he would always reject such a witness
;

but see Beamon v. Ellice, 4 C. & P. 585 ; and Chandler v. Home, 2 M.
& B. 423, where Erskine, J., stated that it was now settled by all the

judges that a judge cannot reject the testimony of a witness who has
disobeyed the order to leave the court. {Tayl. Evid. s. 1260.)

Who may ex-
amine.

Who may examine."}—The witness may be examined by the counsel
for the party calling him ; or, if none be retained, by the judge or pre-

siding magistrate, who may even recall a witness at any stage of the

inquii-y before the verdict or conviction. (/See B. v. Bemnant, B. & B.

G. C. 136).

It is usual for only one counsel to examine the same witness ; but
where the junior counsel is embarrassed in his examination, his leader



may step in to Ms assistance, and proceed in questioning tKe "witness. 6. WitMsses,

{Doe.Y. Roe, 2 Camp. 280.) examination of

.

The prisoner himseK may examine or cross-examine the witness.

If an improper question be put, the counsel on the other side should
immediately interpose, and object to it. If a -witness be asked whether
a certain representation was made, the opposite counsel may interpose,

and ask him whether the representation in question were by parol or in

writing; and if the latter, the writing must be produced. {The Queen's

case, 2 Brod. & £ing. 292.)

Deaf and Dumb Witness.l—We have already seen when such a wit- Deaf and dumb
ness may be sworn, ante, p. 83. Though the mode of examining a deaf witness,

and dumb witness by means of signs made with the fingers is a mode
receivable even in capital cases, yet when the witness can write,

it seems it would be better to make him wiite his answers to the
questions put to him, (Morrison v. Lennard, 3 C. & P. 127 ; per Best,

C.J.)

Questions to he 'put.']—The rules before laid down as to what should be What questions

proved, and the degree and kind of proof that should be adduced, ^^""^"^ ^® I"**-

will show what questions should in general be put to the witness. If
the probable answer to the question would be matter not legally ad-
missible in evidence, such question should be objected to by the op-
posite party.

Leading Questions.']—On the examination in chief, the counsel will Treading ques-

not be allowed to ask leading questions, that is, such as from their
^°"^'

nature instruct the witness what he is to say in reply, or which em-
bodjang a material fact admit of a conclusive answer by a simple
negative or affirmative. But this rule must be understood in a reason-
able sense, for if it were not allowed to approach the point at issue by
such questions, the examination would be inconveniently protracted.
{Tayl. Evid. s. 1262.) At the same time the question must be stated
so as to be perfectly understood, and no material circumstance
omitted. And if the witness appears desirous of concealing the truth
in order to favour the defendant, or stands in a situation which makes
him of necessity adverse to the party calling him, the court will allow
a latitude bordering on cross-examination to the prosecutor's counsel.
[Tayl. Evid._ s.' 1262; Glarhe v. Saffery, E. & M., N. P. C. 126.) So,
in the examination of a witness to contradict the testimony of another,
leading questions may be allowed, as whether a written instrument con-
tained certain matter ; because otherwise it would be difiicult to bring
them to any direct contradiction. (Courteen y. Touse, 1 Camp. 44.
See Edmonds v. Walter, 3 Stark. JSf. P. C. 8.)

Questions to which the answer yes or no would not be conclusive
are not in general objectionable. Thus, a witness called to prove that
A. & B. are partners, may be asked whether A, has interfered in the
business of B. {Nicholls v. Dowding, 1 Stark. C. N. P. 81.) For
though he may have interfered, he may not be a partner. {And see

Acerro v. Petroni, 1 Stark. 100; R. v. Watson, 2 Stark. 116.) To
identify a person whom the witness has already described, the person
may be pointed out to him, and he may be asked in dii-ect tenns, if

that be not the person he meant. {R. v. Watson, 2 Stark. 128.) Where
a witness swears to a certain fact, and another witness is called for the
purpose of contradicting him, the latter may be asked in direct terms,
whether that fact ever took place. {Courteen v. Touse, 1 Camp.

It is_ in the discretion of the judge, how far he will allow the ex~
amination in chief of* a witness to be by leading questions, or to
assume the form of a cross examination. (Reg. v. Murphy, 8 Car. & P.
297.)

^ J 2^ J'

H 2
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5. Witnesses, Leading questions are allowable in cross-examination, thou gh, in

examination of. general such questions make the answers open to observ ation,

{Peake's Evid. 206 ; 1 Stark. Evid. 188 ; 1 Chit. C. Z. 622.)

Irrelevant ques-
tions.

Questions privi-

leged from being
answered.

Tending to de-
grade.

Irrelevant Questions.']—No question can be put to a witness, the pro-

bable answer to which would have nothing to do with the matter in

issue. This rule has already been noticed, ante, p. 91.

Questions which need not le answered.]—Questions tending to expose
the witness to criminal accusation, punishment, or penalty, need
not be answered. (1 Chit. C. L. 620; MaJoney v. Bartlty, '6 Camp.
210; 8 Ves. 405.) But a pardon under the great seal takes away the
privilege of a witness in not answering. {Iie(j. v. Boyes, 1 B. & S. 311.)

And the privilege of silence itself is only allowed to a witness when ho
has reasonable ground to apprehend danger from being compelled to

answer, a mere remote and naked possibility of danger having
reference to some very improbable contingency is not sufficient. {S. C.)

The objection, however, must, it seems, be taken by the witness him-
self, and counsel will not be allowed to argue it. {Thomas v. Newton,
M. <fc if. 48 ; B. V. Adey, I M.& Boh. 94.) .A witness may object to

answer a question which he thinks will tend to his crimination,

though the answer would not lead to an immediate conclusion of guiit.

{Cates V. Hardacre, 3 Taunt. 424 ; B. v. SJaney, 5 C. & P. 213.) On an
infoirmation against several persons for executing an office of trust

without taking the oaths, the court refused a motion for leave to in-

spect such books kept by the defendants in which they had entered
their elections, receipts, and disbursements, as it would have com-
pelled them to give evidence against themselves in a criminal prosecu-

tion. [B, V. Mead, 2 Ld. Baym. 927 ; B. v. Wo^'singham, 1 Ld. Bayrn.

705; B. V. Cornelius, 2 Str. 1210.) And a similar motion was refused,

on an information against two overseers for making a rate mthout the

concurrence of the churchwardens. {B. v. Lee, cited 1 Wils. 240 ; Tayl,

Evid. s. 1351 ; and see ante, p. 47, as to other books.)

A witness is not compellable to say whether he published a
particular paper if the contents be libellous. {B. v. Barher, 1 Stra.

444.)

In order to impeach the character of a witness he may be asked on
cross-examination questions with regard to alleged crimes or improper
conduct on his part, and if the fact inquired into be relevant to the
issue, it may be proved by other evidence although denied by the

witness, but if it be irrelevant, the answer of the witness is conclusive,

except in the case of his having been con\-icted of felony or misde-
meanor, in which case he may, if he deny the fact, be contradicted

in the way pointed out by 28 & 29 Vict. c. 18, s. 6. See Credibility

of Witness, ante, p. 88. {Taijl. Evid. ss. 1293, 1294.) With respect

to all questions put to a witness on cross-examination with the object of

testing his credit, it may be broadly laid down that if the questions
relate to relevant facts the answers may be contradicted, if to irrele-

vant they cannot, and therefore in every case it is needful to inquire

what matters connected with the witness are or are not relevant.

{Tayl. Evid. s. 1295.) Whether a witness is bound to answer any
question, the direct and immediate effect of answering which might
be to degrade his character, seems doubtful, although wheie the trans-
action to which the witness is interrogated forms any material part
of the issue, he will be obliged to answer, however strongly his evidence
may reflect on his character ; but if the question be not material
directly to the issue, and is only put for the purpose of testing the
character and credit of the witness, there is more room for doubt.
{Tayl. Evid. 1313, 1314.) Formerly it seems to have been under-
stood that a witness was not comj)ellable to answer questions, the
answer to which would probably be degrading to his character.



(CooJc's case, How, St. Trials, 334; Friend''s case, 13 Id. 17; Layer''s 5. Witnesses,

case, 16 Id. 161.) But in Cundell v. Pratt (3 C. & P. 240, u. b ; Best, examination of.

C.J., said, " I, for one, till I hear it decided by the House of Lords,

shall not go so far as to say that the witner'S is protected by the rules

of law from answering such questions as might disparage her cha-

racter. I shall only prevent your asking such questions as may sub-

ject witnesses to any prosecution for crime ; but not such questions

as merely tend to degrade them in their character." So in the case of

Frost V. Ilollowatj (sitt. K. B. after H. T., 1818), counsel, in cross-

examining a witness,, asked him, whether he had not been tried for

theft at Eeading. The witness refused to answer, and aj)pealed to

Lord Fllcnhorough, whether he was bound to answer such a question.

Lord Ellenhorougli said, " If you do not answer the question, I will

commit you." (1 Starh Evid. 197.) And in R. v. Edwards, (4 T. B.

440), where a witness had been guilty of an infamous crime, and had
been punished for it, it was considered he might be asked whether he
had not undergone the punishment : and see R. v. Barlcer, 3 C. & P.

589 ; P. V. Edwards (4 T. P. 440), where it was held a witness might
be asked whether he had stood in the pillory: and see 4 Esp. 241;

Harris v. Tippet, 2 Camp. 637; 2 Hawk. c. 46, s. 19; and further,

tit. " Ra23e."

A witness is also privileged from answering any question, the answer Tending to a for-

to which might subject him to a penalty or forfeiture of any kind f'^'t^''^-

{Tayl. Evid. s. 1308); and cases there cited.

A witness was not, it seems, formerly compellable to answer any Tending to an

question which might subject him to a civil action, or tend to charge action or debt,

himself with a debt. (Lord Melville's Cases, 29 How. State Trials, 746,

763 ; Cohhett's Parliamentary Debates, vol. 6, p. 167.)

By now, by stat. 46 Geo. 3, c. 37, a witness cannot by law refuse 46 Geo. 3, c. 37.

to answer a question relevant to the matter in issue, the answering of

which has no tendency to accuse him, or to expose him to penalty or

forfeiture of any nature whatever, by reason only, or on the sole

ground, that the answering of such question may establish, or

tend to establish, that he owes a debt, or is otherwise subject to a
civil suit, either at the instance of H.M., or of any other person or

persons.

In general a person is not bound to produce documents, the publi- pr"^gf rfg^ts""
cation of which may compromise his own or his principal rights ; asto
produce for inspection title-deeds or the like. Therefore, on a question
of settlement, a mortgagee, a rated inhabitant of the appellant
parish, subpoenaed by the respondent parish, is not compellable,

under a subj)oena duces tecum, to produce the title-deeds of his mort-
gagor. [R. V. Upper Doddington, 4 P. & R. M. C. 233.) It was also

there held, that his attorney could not be allowed to produce an
abstract of the deeds, or to give parol evidence of their contents. {And
see Copclandy. Watts, 1 Stark. C. N. P. 95 ; P. v. Woodley, \ M. & Rob.
390.)

We have already seen what confidential communications to

attorneys and counsel are privileged from being divulged in a
court, as also certain other communications relating to matters of

state, &c., a7ite, p. 85.

If a witness chooses to answer questions which he need not, the
answer is conclusive.

(
Watson's Trial by Qurney, 288 ; Rose v. Blade-

more, 1 R. & M. C. N. P. 383.)
It has been said, that if a witness answer any question on a matter

rendering himseK liable to forfeiture or punishment, he cannot after-

wards claim his privilege, but must answer throughout. {East v. Chap-
man, 2 C. & P. 570, cov. Abbott, C. J.)

Memorandum to refresh Memory.']—A witness cannot be permitted to Refresliing me-

read his evidence (5 St. Tr. 445 ; 2 Hawk, c. 46, s. 168) ; but he may ^"^y-
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5. Witnesses, refresh his memory from any book or paper made by himself at the
examination of. time, or shortly after the occurrence of the facts to which it relates,

~~ provided he can afterwards swear to the fact from his own recollection

;

though if he can only maintain its truth by finding it entered there,
the papers must be themselves given in evidence. {Doe v. Perkins, 3
T. B. 749; Kensington v. Inglis, 8 East, 289; 2 Hawk. c. 46, s. 168.)
And it seems that the writing must have been made contemporaneously
with the transaction to which it refers. {SteinkiUer v. Newton, 9 Car.
& P. 313.) And by himself or by some person in his presence, or at
least that he should have examined it whilst the facts were fresh in
his memory, and should then have known that the particulars therein
mentioned were correctly stated. {Tayl. Evid. s. 1267; 28 Hoio. St.

Trials, 619.) In Burton v. Plummer (4 N. & M. 315), it was held that a
clerk might refresh his memory as to the delivery of goods by looking
at entries made in his presence by his master in a ledger from entries
made by the clerk in a waste book, such entries in the ledger havingbeen
checked by the clerk while the facts were fresh in his recollection, and
that the waste-book need not be produced. It has been said he may
look at papers, in order to refresh his memory, which were not written
by himself, but which he has repeatedly inspected [Burroucjh v. Martin,
2 Camp. 112) ; but he will not be allowed to refresh his memory with
a copy of a paper made by himself after he wrote the original, though
the original is proved to be so covered with figures as to bo unintelli-
gible. {Jones V. Stroud, 2 C. & P. 196 ; Burton v. Plummer, 2 A. & E.
341 ; B. V. St. Martinis, Leicester, Id. 215.) Where a witness had
been examined before commissioners of bankrupts, shortly after the
act of bankruptcy ; semble, that ho may refer to the deposition he
then made, for the purpose of refreshing his memory as to the date.
{Smith V. Morgan, 2 M. & Boh. 257.) The memorandum being un-
stamped will be no objection to his looking at it to refresh his
memory. {Bambert v. Cohen, 4 Esp. 213 ; Maugham v. Hubbard, 8 B.
& C. 14.)

There are cases in which a belief will be available in evidence.
Thus a subscribing witness to a deed may swear that he has totally
forgotten that he signed it ; but on being shown his signature,
he may depose that he believes he saw the execution, and the court
will be satisfied with his answer. {Miller's case, 3 Wils. 427 ; 1 Chit.
C. L. 617. And see B. v. Inhabitants of St. Martin, Leicester, 4: N. &
M. 202.)

If the counsel for defendant, in cross-examination, put a paper
into the witness's hand to refresh his memory, the opposite counsel
has a right to look at it, without being bound to read it in evi-
dence ; and the opposite counsel may also ask the witness when
it was written,without being bound to put it in. {B. v. Marsden, 2 C.
& P. 603, cor. Tenterden, 0. J. 281 ; Beg. v. Buncombe, 8 Car, & P.
369.)

Where the documents are used to refresh the memory of a witness,
if he has no independent recollection of the fact, it is necessary that
they should be produced at the trial {Beech v. Jones, 5 C. B. 696), and
the opposite counsel should have the opportunity of inspecting them ;

but the adverse party is not bound to put in the document as part of
his case, because he has looked at it, or examined the witness touch-
ing such entries as have been previously referred to {B. v. Bamsdm,
2 C. & P. 604) ; but if he asks questions as to other parts of the docu-
ment, it seems that he thereby makes it his evidence. {Beq. v. Tavener,
6 C. <fc P. 281 ; Stephens v. Poster, 6 C. S P. 289; Taijl. Evid. s. 1270.)
Where in the course of legal investigations questions of trade,
science, &c., come in issue, persons specially skilled in such matters
are allowed to give evidence of their opinion or belief; thus the opinions
of medical men as to the causes of death or disease are admissible, so
are the opinions of experts as to a handwriting being forged or genuine.



But this description of evidence is inadmissible wlien tlie inquiry 5. Witmsses,
relates to any subject wbicli does not require any particular habit or examination of

,

course of study to qualify a man to understand it. {Tayl. Evid. s.
-

1276.)

Cross-examination.']—The following rtiles as to the practice to be Cross-examina-

obsorved in criminal cases have been laid down by the judges (7 Car.
^^'^^'

& P. 676) :—
At a meeting of twelve of the judges, for the purpose of choosing the

spring cii'cuits of 1837^ (Littledale, J., Bosanquet, J., and Coleridge, J.,

being absent from indisposition), a discussion took place as to some
points which were thought likely to occur at the assizes, in conse-
quence of the recent act for allowing prisoners, indicted for felony, to

make full defence by counsel ; and the following seemed to be the
course of practice which the judges present thought it would be most
advisable to adopt :

—

1. That where a witness for the crown has made a deposition before

a magistrate, he cannot, upon his cross-examination by the prisoner's

counsel, be asked whether he did or did not, in his deposition, make
such or such a statement, until the deposition itself has been read, in

order to manifest whether such statement is or is not contained therein

;

and that such deposition must be read as part of the evidence of the
cross-examining counsel.

2. That, after such deposition has been read, the prisoner's counsel
may proceed in his cross-examination of the witness as to any sup-
posed contradiction or variance between the testimony of the witness
in court and his former deposition ; after which the counsel for the
prosecution may re-examine the witness, and after the prisoner's

counsel has addressed the jury, will be entitled to the reply. And in
case the counsel for the prisoner comments upon any supposed variance
or contradiction, without having read the deposition, the court may
direct it to be read, and the counsel for the prosecution will be entitled

to reply upon it.

3. That the witness cannot, in cross-examination, be compelled to
answer, whether he did or did not make such or such a statement
before the magistrate, until after his deposition has been read, and it

appears that it contains no mention of such statement. In that event
the counsel for the prisoner may proceed with his cross-examination :

and if the witness admits such statement to have been made, he may
comment upon such omission, or upon the effect of it upon the other
part of his testimony ; or if the witness denies that he made such
statement, the counsel for the prisoner may then, if such statement
be material to the matter in issue, call witnesses to prove that he
made such statement. But in either event, the reading of the depo-
sition is the prisoner's evidence, and the counsel for the prosecution
will be entitled to reply.

4. If the only evidence called, on the part of the prisoner, is evidence
to character, although the counsel for the prosecution is entitled to

the reply, it will be a matter for his discretion whether he will use it

or not. Cases may occur in which it may be fit and proper so to do.

5. In cases of public prosecutions for felony, instituted by the
crown, the law officers of the crown, and those who represent them,
are, in strictness, entitled to the reply, although no evidence is pro-
duced on the part of the prisoner.

These resolutions are binding upon the prisoner's counsel ; but the
judge may question a witness as to any discrepancy between his

deposition and evidence. {Rexy. Edwards, 8 O. & P. 26.)
When any contradiptory statement alleged to have been made by a

witness was in writing, it was laid down in the Queen^s case that the
cross-examining counsel must produce the document as his evidence,
and have it read in order to found any questions upon it; but this rule
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examination of.

As to proof of con-
tradictory state-
ments of adverse
witness.

Cross-examina-
tions as to pre-
viotis statements
in writing.

What questions
may be put.

was abrogated by the Legislature as to civil action by the 17 & 18

Vict. c. 125, ss. 24 and 103, and more recently, in criminal matters, by
28 & 29 Vict. c. 18, ss. 4 and 5, wliicli seem in some degree to modify
the above rules, and are as follows :—

-

4. If a witness, upon cross-examination as to a former statement
made by him relative to the subject matter of the indictment or pro-

ceeding, and inconsistent with his present testimony, does not dis-

tinctly admit that he has made such statement, proof may be given
that he did in fact make it ; but before such proof can be given the

circumstances of the supposed statement, sufficient to designate the

particular occasion, must be mentioned to the witness, and he must be
asked whether or not he has made such statement.

5. A witness may be cross-examined as to previous statements

made by him in writing, or reduced into writing relative to the subject

matter of the indictment or proceeding, without such writing being
shown to him ; but if it is intended to contradict such witness by the

writing, his attention must, before such contradictory proof can be
given, be called to those parts of the writing which are to be used for

the purpose of so contradicting him : Provided always, that it shall be
competent for the judge at any time during the trial, to require the
production of the writing for his inspection, and ho may thereupon
make such use of it for the purposes of the trial as he may think fit.

When the examination in chief of the witness is concluded, but not
before {CoUedge's case, 8 How. St. Tr. 592), the prisoner or his counsel

has power to cross-examine him as to every part of his testimony.

(4 Bla. Com. 355.)

When once a witness is sworn, though he give no evidence for the

party calling him, he may be cross-examined. [Phillips v. Earner, 1

Esp. N. P. G. 357.) However, cu'cumstances may arise which will not
give this right to the opposite counsel ; as where the plaintiff's counsel
called " Captain S.," and "Captain Hugh S." answered and was sworn;
and the plaintiff's counsel, after asking him a few questions, ascer-

tained that it was " Capt. Francis S." whom they meant to examine.
This was held not to give the other side a right to cross-examine Capt.

Hugh S., as he was only examined by mistake. {Clifford v. Hunter,

3 C. &'P. 16.) And where a person called to produce a document was
sworn by mistake, and asked a question which he did not answer,
it was held the opposite party was not entitled to cross-examine him.
{Rushy. Smith, 1 C. M.& P.M.)

If the prisoner is not assisted by an advocate, it is the duty of the
court to ask any questions which they think may tend to his benefit.

(1 Chit. C. L. 407, 621.)

With respect to what questions may be put to a witness on cross-

examination, no general rule can be well laid down on the subject.

Certain it is the opposite party is allowed greater latitude in the
cross-examination than the party examining in chief.

Thus, leading questions may be asked, though indeed, the witness
must not have put to him the very words he is to echo back again.

{Peake's Evid. 206 ; Rex y. Hardy, 20 Hoiu. St. Tri. 755.) 2nd. Where
a witness on cross-examination denies having used particular expres-
sions in the presence of the parties, the opposite counsel examining a
person to contradict the witness, is not at liberty to lead, by reading
from his brief the words denied ; the conversation si^oken to by the

first witness being evidence of itself. {Hallett v. Cousins, 2 M. & Rob.

238.)

And the questions must not assume facts to have been proved, or

that particular answers have been given contrary to the facts. {Stark.

Evid. Part II. 188 ; Sainthill v. Bound, 4 Esp. 74.) In strictness, a
witness cannot be asked if, at a former trial, he swore differently from
what he is now swearing ; but an examined copy of the record of the

former trial, or at least the Nisi Pi'ius record (if the cause has been



tried at Nisi Prius), should be proved; {Fishery. KitcJiingman, Barnes, 5. WifTitsscs,

449; Foster y. Cwnpton, 2 Stark. 364); and tlien it should be proved examination of.

that the witness swore at that trial, either by having it read from the

judge's notes, or proved upon oath from the notes or recollection of

any person who was present at the time. {Mayor of Doncaster y. Day,
3 Taunt. 262; 12 Mod. 318 ; Oilh. Ev. 68, 69.) A reporter to a news-
paper, who is called as a witness, cannot be asked in cross-examination

whether, in articles which he has written in that newspaper, he has
not called the opposite party by nicknames, as that is a part of the

contents of the article. {Reg. v. Murphy, 8 Car. & P. 297.) A pri-

soner's counsel has no right to ask a witness for the prosecution

whether he has always told the same storj''; the question ought to be,

"have you always said so, except before the magistrates." {Reg. v.

Sliellard, 9 Gar. & P. 279.) So it is not allowable on cross-examina-
tion, in the statement of a question to a witness, to represent the
contents of a letter, and to ask him whether he wi'ote a letter to any
persons with such contents, or contents to the like effect, without
having first shown the witness the letter, and having asked him
whether he wrote that letter. {Queen^s case, 2 B. d- B. 286.) And if,

on cross-examination, a witness admits a letter to be of his hand-
writing, he cannot be questioned by counsel whether statements such
as the counsel may suggest are contained in it ; but the whole letter

must be read. {Id. 288.) In the ordinary course of proceeding, such
letter must be read as part of the cross-examining counsel's case. The
court, however, may permit it to be read at an earlier period if the
counsel suggest that he wishes to have the letter read immediately, in

order to found certain questions upon it ; considering it, however, as

part of the evidence of the counsel proposing such a course, and sub-
ject to the consequences thereof. {Id.) See further as to what ques-
tions may bo asked, Rex y. Nichols, 5 Car. & P. 600 ; Rex y. Ilodgkiss,

7 Car. & P. 298.)

The questions must be either relevant and pertinent to the matter
in issue, or calculated to elicit the witness's title to credit. In order to

try a witness's credit, facts may be supposed, apparently connected
with the cause, which have no real existence except in the imagination
of the counsel. {PeaJce's Evid. 206 ; 1 PMll. Evid. 276 ; Stark. Evid.
Part II.) But how far questions may be asked for the same purpose,
which have no seeming tendency to bear on the point in issue, appears
still to be dubious. It is, perhaps, better left to the discretion of the
court, in each particular case, to prevent the counsel from too great a
digression from the matter in issue. (1 Chit. G. L. 622.) At all events,
a witness cannot be cross-examined as to any distinct collateral fact

for the purpose of afterwards impeaching his testimony by contra-
dicting him. {Stark. Evid. Part II. 134; Spenceley y. Be Willott, 7

East, 108; 2 Stark. 156.) And should such questions be put and
answered, evidence cannot be afterwards adduced for the purpose of
contradiction. {Harris v. Tippet, 2 Gamp. 638; Rex y. Watson, 2
Stark. 156 ; 1 Chit. C. L. 622, 2nd ed.)

If a witness, when examined in chief as to the occurrence of a fact,

answer that he does not remember it, the counsel on the opposite side

cannot give evidence of a fonner declaration by the witness of the fact

having occurred, unless he have in cross-examination questioned the
witness as to such declaration ; for the fact may have occurred, and the
witness have formerly declared his knowledge of it, and yet he may not
recollect it at the time of his examination. {The Queen's case, 2 JBrod.

& Bing. 299.)

On an application for a new trial one of the witnesses made an aflEi-

davit. The same witness was called on the second trial. It was pro-
posed and allowed to cross-examine the witness from an office copy of
her affidavit, which was ordered by the judge's order (in the usual
form) to be admitted as a true copy : and it was held not necessary to
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5. Witnesses, have tlie original affidavit to cross-examine upon, {Davies v. Bavies,

examination of. 9 Car. & P. 252.)

If a party robbed go witliin a few hours after the robbery to a con-
stable, and mention the name of the person who robbed him, the party

robbed may be asked at the trial whether he named any person to the

constable, but ought not to be asked what name he mentioned ; and
the constable may be asked whether, in consequence of the party men-
tioning a name to him, he went in search of any person ; and if so,

who that person was. {Rex v. Winli, 6 C. & P. 397.)

Where a witness for the prosecution at the Old Bailey, on being
asked to repeat an answer which she had previously given before the

whole of it had been taken down, omitted what the prisoner's counsel
thought an important part of it, and denied that she had ever

uttered such part; the judges allowed the short-hand wi'iter of the

court, who had taken down the answer, to be examined as a witness to

show whether the words had been used or not. {Rex v. Slater, 6 0. &
P. 334.)

Re-examination. Re-examinafion.']—When the cross-examination is completed, the

counsel by whom the witness was called is entitled to re-examine him
for the purpose of explaining any matter into which confusion has

been introduced by the questions of the adversary ; but he can only

put questions on matters touched on or referred to in the cross-exami-

nation. {Prince v. Samo, 1 Ad. <k E, 627.) But if a witnessfor the

prosecution shows any unfair bias, the counsel who calls him may
cross-examine him. {Reg. v. Chapman, 8 Car. & P. 558.) He cannot

introduce matter which is new, or not suited to the purpose of ex-

plaining either the expressions or the motives of the witness. This

point was decided in Prince v. Samo, 1 A. & E. Q21, when the court

held that proof on cross-examination of a detached statement made by
or to a witness at a former time, does not authorise proof by the party

calling that witness of all that was said at the same time, but only of

as much as can be in some way connected with the statement proved.

(See Tayl. Evid. s. 1329.)

On the trial of A., for attempting to discharge loaded arms at B.,

B. (with a view to discredit his evidence), having been cross-examined

as to whether he had not used violent language towards his father,

which he admitted he had ; on re-examination, B. was allowed to be
asked how his father had acted towards him before he used the lan-

guage that he had been cross-examined to. {Reg. v. St. George, 9 Car.

& P. 483.)

A. witness cannot be asked as to what another witness has said on
other occasions than that which was the subject of the trial ; for ^vhat

a witness has said at other times is only matter for the cross-examina-

tion of the witness himself. {Ih.)

A defendant was tried for publishing a letter, purporting to be the

resolutions of a body of persons calling themselves the Greneral Con-
vention, and in one part of it it stated that an outrage had been com-
mitted on the people of Birmingham, by a force '

' acting under the

authority of men who, when out of office, sanctioned and took part in

the meetings of the people." A witness for the crown stated, in his

cross-examination, that he had formerly belonged to the convention,

but had since resigned, and had become a town councillor of Birming-
ham. It was not permitted to ask him further, in cross-examination,

as to what he said at a meeting at which the convention was agreed

on, but which took place nearly a year before the publication of the

alleged libel. {Reg. v. Collins, 9 Car. & P. 456.)

In an action for use and occupation, the question was whether a

house had been let to the defendant or her sister. A witness for the

plaintiff deposed that it was let to the defendant ; and while the de-

fendant's witnesses were under examination, to prove that the letting



was to her sister, tlie defeudant came into court. It was proposed, 5. Witnesses,

and permitted, on the part of the plaintiff, to recall his witness, to state examination of.

that, now he had seen the defendant again, he was quite positive that

it was she who took the house. {Boe v. Day, 1 Car. & P. 705.)

But where any new matter occurs to the counsel who called the wit-

ness, which he considers important, and respecting which he is not

allowed to examine the witpess, he may request the coxu-t to do so

;

and the court generally complies with such request. Sometimes,
indeed, where the counsel has omitted to bring forward some merely
formal proof, the court will allow it to be afterwards adduced, though
the case has been closed. {liex v. Watson, 6 Car. & P. 653.)

A witness was asked by the prisoner's counsel, on cross-examina-
tion, whether he had not become bail for a witness previously ex-

amined. He rephed, yes ; and that he believed it was on a charge of

keeping a gaming-house. In order to prevent any impression against

the character of the party so accused, the court, on the suggestion of

the counsel for the prosecution, allowed such party to be called up
again, and asked whether the charge was in fact true or false. {Bex

V. Noel, 6C. &P. 336.),

Evidence for Defendant.']—After the prosecutor has concluded his Evidence for do-

case, the defendant, if not entitled to an acquittal on some point of feudant.

law, is called on to give in his evidence for the defence. (See the

course of a trial, post, " Trial,'" " Sessions.") The mode of conducting
such evidence may be collected from the preceding observations : and
see particularly some points relative to discrediting the testimony of

witnesses, ante, p. 88 ; and as to evidence of character, ante, p. 90.

Evidence in reply.]—When the defendant's evidence is closed, the which party shall

prosecutor's counsel may offer any evidence in reply which is strictly conclude,

applicable to the defence, and which could form no part of his original

case. Thus, he may give specific contradictions to the witnesses on
their denials on cross-examinations ; he may call persons to swear
that they would not believe the witnesses on their oaths, and may
apply an answer to any matter of excuse which the prisoner has set

up, and which he could not anticipate ; but he must not make a new
case, or seek to fill up the chasms or supply the deficiencies of that on
which he originally reHed. {Talfourd^ s Dick. Sess. 387 ; George v.

Badford, 3 C. & P. 464; Whittingham v. Bloxham, 4 C. <fc P. 597;
B. V. Hilditch, C. & P. 299 ; B. v. Findon, 6 C. & P. 132.)

By the 28 & 29 Vict. c. 18, s. 2, if any prisoner or prisoners, defendant or Summing up of

defendants, be defended by counsel, but not otherwise, it shall be the oMeionVaud mL-
duty of the presiding judge, at the close of the case for the prosecution, demeanor,

to ask the coirasel for each prisoner or defendant so defended by counsel
whether he or they intend to adduce evidence, and in the event of none
of them thereupon announcing his attention to adduce evidence, the
counsel for the prosecution shall be allowed to address the jury a second
time in support of his case, for the pui-pose of summing up the evidence
against such prisoner or prisoners, or defendant or defendants ; and
upon every trial for felony or misdemeanor, whether the prisoners or

defendants, or any of them, shall be defended by counsel or not, each
and every such prisoner or defendant, or his or their counsel respect-

ively, shall be allowed, if he or they shall think fit, to open his or

their case or cases respectively; and after the conclusion of such
opening or of all such openings, if more than one, such prisoner or

prisoners, or defendant or defendants, or their counsel, shall be entitled

to examine such witnesses as he or they may think fit, and when all

the evidence is concluded to sum up the evidence respectively ; and
the right of reply, and practice and coiu'se of proceedings, save as

hereby altered, shall be as at present.
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6. Bill of ex-

Which party shaU
conclude.

€bitience>

The counsel of that party which doth begin to maintain the issue

ought to conclude. {Tri, per Pais, 220.)
Where the defendants have pleaded a joint plea of not guilty, the

judge will not allow the counsel of each defendant, either to cross-

examine separately, or to address the jury separately. {Seale y.

Evans, 7 Gar. & P. 593.)

Kxpcnscs of wit-
nesses.

Privileges of.

V. iSxpenses of SSittnesses antr tfieic |3ribile3es tjuring

The expenses of witnesses, and as to how far they may refuse attend-
ance without a payment of them, have been already considered, ante,
" Costs," and see ante, p. 95.

Witnesses, whether subpoenaed, or bound by recognisance to appear,
or appearing voluntarily after being asked to do so, [Meekins v. Smith,

1 //. Bla. 636 ; Arding v. Flower, 8 T. R. 534), are protected from
arrest whilst attending the court, not only on the day mentioned in

the subpa3na, &c., but also on every day of the same sittings, assi>^es,

or sessions, until the cause is tried. They are also privileged in like

manner, during a reasonable time, before and after the trial, whilst
coming to or returning from the place where the sittings, assizes, or
sessions are held. {Lightfoot y. Cameron, 2 Bla. Rep. 1113 ; Holiday \.

Pitt, 2 Stra. 986 ; see Gibbs v. Philipson, 1 Russell & Mylne, 19 ; Tidd,
9th ed. 195—198; 1 Chit. C. L. 614). If a witness under these cir-

cumstances be arrested, the court out of which the subpoena issued,

or the judge of the court in which the cause is to be or has been
tried, will, upon application, order him to be discharged. [Id.)

VI. 13tll of lEicfptions anti Bemurrer to CHrbflrence.

Bill of exceptions. When . an exception is made by any party to a witness, which is

overruled by the court, the opposite side have in civil proceedings, the
power of ajipealing from his decision by tendering a bill of exceptions.

But this practice does not obtain in criminal proceedings. (JR. y.

Esdaile, \ F.& F.2l^.)
Where evidence is rejected by a judge at Nisi Prius, the counsel

proposing it ought to make a formal tender of it to the judge, and
request him to take a note of it, and if the judge decline, he should
tender a bill of excejitions, otherwise he will not be allowed to raise

before the court any questions arising out of such evidence, if the
judge's note does not show the point to have been raised at the trial.

{Gibbs y. Pike, 9 M. & W. 351.)

Domu.rer to evi- -A- demurrer to evidence is a proceeding by which the judges are
dence. called upon to determine what the law is upon certain facts which are

brought forward in evidence, and is therefore analogous to a demurrer
Tipon facts alleged in pleading. {Gibson v. Hunter, 2 //. Bla. 205;
Tidd, 9th ed. 865, 6.) It can be of very little use and is rarely ever
adopted in criminal proceedings, since the crown is never compellable
to join in demurrer ; but the judge directs the jury to find a special

verdict, the legal effect of which the coui't will afterwards determine.

(5 Co. 104 ; Gibson y. Hunter, 2 H. Bla. 187.)
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7. Forms.

VII. J^otms.

Victoria, by the grace of God, of the united kingdom of Great Britain and (i). Subpoena to

Ireland, queen, defender of the faith. To A. B., C. D., and E. F., greeting,
f^^^^^^f^^^'f

^^

We command you and every of you, that all business being laid aside, and all

excuses whatsoever ceasing, you do in your proper persons appear before our

justices assigned to keep the peace in our county of , and also to

hear and determine divers felonies, trespasses, and other misdemeanors in the

said county committed, at the [general quarter sessions of the peace] to be

holden at , ' in and for the said county, on , the

day of , at the hour of ten in the forenoon of the same day,

to testify the truth, and give evidence on behalf of [the inhabitants of the

parish of , in the said county,] against [A. 0., in a case of bastardy].

And this you are in no wise to omit, nor any of you to omit, on pain of one

hundred pounds. Witness , the day of , in the

year of our reign.

There may be fom- witnesses put in one subpoena. (2 Coivp. B. 846;

1 Phill. Ev. 3 ; ante, 93.)

To Mr. A. W.
By virtue of her Majesty^s writ of subpioena to you directed, and herewith ^o). a subpoena

shown to you, you are personally to be before her Majesty's justices of fAe ticket thereon.

peace for the coiinty of , at [the general quarter sessions of the peace]

to be holdenfor the said county, at , in the said county, on
,

the day of next, to testify the truth, and to give evidence on
behalf of [the inhabitants of the parish of in the said county,] against

[A. 0., in a case of bastardy]. And this you are not to omit, upon pain of
one hundred pounds. Dated this day of , in the year

By the Court,

C.

Victoria, <i-c. [as in the common subpoena, ante, , to the words "to (3). Stibpcena

testify the truth," &c. and then proceed as follows :] And also that you, or duces tecum at

one of you, do produce atid shtwforth at the time andplace aforesaid a certain ^® session s.

[bill of exchange, jjurporting to bear date on, dc, and to be made and drawn

iiy one upon and accepted Ly one , and whereby the said

requested the said , two months after the date thereof, to pay to him
the said , or his order, the sum of for value received], then

and there to testify and shoto, before the grand inquest, of all and singular

those things which you or either of you know, or the said bill of exchange doth

import, of and concerning a certain bill of indictment to be preferred, &c.

(Proceed as in writ, supra, No. 1.)

Commencement as usual, see post, Recognisance, in Vol. IV.

The condition of the within written recognisance is such, that whereas one Condition of a

A. B. was this day charged before me J. S., justice of the peace within-men- recogni.sance to

Honed, for that [d-c, as in the caption of the depositions,] if, therefore, he the appear and give

said C. D. shall appear at the next court of oyer and terminer or general assizes or ses-

gaol delivery, [or at the next court of general quarter sessions of the peace], to sions.

be holden in andfor the[cou7ity] of , and then thus :
—And there prefer,

or cause to be preferred, a bill of indictment against the said A. B. for the

offence aforesaid, and duly j^'t'osecute such indictment, and give evidence thereon

as well to the jurors who shall inquire of the said offence as also to them who
shall pass upon the tiial of the said A. B., then the said recognisance to be

void, or else to stand in full force and virtue (a).

(a) This fpi-m is given by 11 & 12 Vict. c. 42.
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(Bvti$t antr eujStomjS («).

cise defined. -^S two soTiTces of revenue fax more productive than any other, and as

very materially aflfecting foreign as well as inland commerce, the laws
and regulations relating to the duties of Customs and Excise are en-
titled to the first and principal attention of every legislator, with a
view to the introduction of judicious regulations, and of all lawj^ers,

and particularly oi Justices of the peace, the latter as having important
duties and powers of enforcing regulations affecting Customs and
Excise.
The Customs are duties payable on merchandise brought into the

country. The Excise duties, on the other hand, are an inland impo-
sition, and are imposed sometimes on the manufacturer or dealer,

sometimes on the commodity itself, or the retail sale.

The Custom duties, which are paid on the first introduction of goods
into the country, are Kable to objection on that very account, as the
merchant is obliged to charge in the price of the commodity, not only
the tax itself, but also a commercial profit beyond the mere interest

on such tax, and the advance of his money in paying the same ; and
when the goods have to pass through the hands of several dealers, the
accumulated profits on the tax may exceed the amount of the tax
itseK (i).

The Excise duties fall more lightly on the consumer than Customs
duties to the same amount, because they are generally paid in a much
later stage. The expense of collecting them is also easier ; but the
frauds to which this branch of the revenue is exposed, have occasioned
it to be protected by provisions which some have considered too rigor-
ous and inquisitorial for the temper of a free nation. The frauds that
might be committed, unless a strict watch was kept, have made it

necessary to give the Excise-officers a power to enter and search the
houses of persons who deal in exciseable commodities, at any hour of
the day, and, in many cases, of the night ; and the proceedings for a
transgression against the law are so summary and expeditious,
that a person may be convicted within a very short time in a very
large penalty, by two comroissioners or justices of the peace, to the
total exclusion of the trial by jury, and disregard of the common law.
The regulations of the excise, however, are not without advantages
ulterior to the production of revenue, inasmuch as they are the means
of preserving some species of goods from adulteration, which might be
highly prejudicial to the health of the community. The imposition of
heavy duties on articles which may be called the necessaries of life, as on
salt, leather, soap, and candles (c), or on manufactured goods, is liable

{a) These subjects have been con- law, see 1 Cliitiy's Commercial Law,
sidered together, because the laws of 690 to 847 ; Tucker on Trade, 38 ; 2
the Customs and Excise, so far as Sinclair on Rcvemie, 358 to 411 ; 3
justices, constables, and other peace Smith's Wealth of Nations, b. 5, s. 2,

officers are concerned, are in some p. 347 ; 1 JBla. Com. 313 to 320 ;

measure connected and interwoven Highmore on Excise, Vol. I.; Pope's
with each other ; and though perhaps Laws of Customs and Excise; Bac.
a better arrangement might have Ab. Smuggling, A.; Com. Dig. Trade;
been adopted, it is thought better to Palcy on Convictions, 2nd ed.

adhere to the old plan. (h) Tucker on Trade, 38, 124. But
For the history and particulars of the method of bonding and ware-

the laws of the Customs and Excise housing goods has, in a great- mea-
antecedent to the 6 Geo. 4, c. 105, sure, removed this objection,

which repealed the previous law, and (c) The Excise duties on all tliese

for the decisions thereon, many of commodities have been repealed,

which are applicable to the existing



Excise antJ Customs, m
to objection on account of the influence of such a measure in depress- Definition.

ing trade and industiy, and the interest of manufacturers seems also

to require that the importation of foreign raio materials should be
preserved, as much as possible, unencumbered mth duty (a). The
duties on importation constitute, at the present day, the only branch
of those that are levied under the name of Customs, the duties on
exportation no longer existing. Formerly, indeed, duties were im-
posed on the exportation of almost every commodity, under an idea
that such duties were not paid by the natives, but by the foreign
merchant : but this opinion is now exploded. Experience has proved
that foreign nations will not give beyond a certain price for any com-
modity, and that by excessively taxing goods exported, we should
either force them to give up the consumption, or to trade with other
places for a supply (6). It is one of the principal advantages of the
unifoi-m system of taxation, which, with a few exceptions of no great
consequence, takes place in all the different parts of the United King-
dom, that it leaves the interior commerce of the country, the inland
and coasting trade, almost entirely free. The inland trade is almost
perfectly free, and the greater part of goods may be conveyed from
one end of the kingdom to the other without having occasion for a
permit or licence, and without being subject to any question, visit, or
examination, from the revenue officers. There are a few exceptions,
but they are such as can give no interruption to any important branch
of the inland commerce of the country.

It will be obvious that the sj'stems of these two modes of taxation
cannot in all respects be permanent and unchanging, at least in particu-
lars, for one branch of commerce will frequently change and become
more profitable than others, and will, therefore, better than others,
bear increase of taxation or charge ; and as regards regidations, there
will constantly be new contrivances to elude the payment of duties,
which will consequently, after a lajDse of a few years, necessarily
require new remedies to counteract and defeat such frauds. Hence
we find, that in general, every fourth or fifth year, it has become the
practice to repeal all the existing Customs duties and regulations, and
then to enact new duties and provisions respecting them(c).
We will now proceed to consider so much of the laws affecting the

Customs and Excise as practically interest the public in general, and
justices of the peace and inferior peace officers in particular, under the two
following heads and appropriate subdivisions, viz.

:

—

I. aTustomisi.

11. 'iZxtist.

(a) See Tucker on Trade, 38 ; 2 Smith's Wealth of Nations, b. 5, c. 2

;

Sinclair on the Rcvemie, 358 to 411
;

Highmore on Excise, Introduction.
3 Smith's Wealth of Nations, b. 5, c. (c) A general revision of the cus-

2, p. 347, &c. ; 1 Bla. Com. 313 to toms' duties has been lately accom-
320 ; Highmore on Excise, Vol. I.

;

plished through the medium of the
Preliminary Observations on Revenue. new Tariff, contained in the 23 & 24

(6) 2 Sincl. 360 ; and see as to Yict. c. 110.
coals carried coastwise, 2 Sincl. 361

;
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Of the

Ciistoms.

I. ©ujStonrjS*
The ancient acts relating to the Customs, •with the ohservations and

decisions upon them, will be found in 1 CLitty's Commercial Law, GOO
to 847. Uefore the year 1787, the midtijjliniy of enactments relative

to the Customs created great intricacy and difficulty ; and induced
Mr. Pitt to introduce, in that year, the Customs Consolidation Act,

(27 Geo. 3, c. 13), followed by several acts. At length the present
system of legislation was introduced, under the care of Mr. lleriies,

and all prior enactments were repealed, by 6 Geo. 4, c. 105, and 7

Geo. 4, c. 48, s. 52; and several acts, viz. (5 Geo. 4, c. 106 to c. 116,

both inclusive, were enacted. These, and the acts of the subsequent
sessions, having also become complex, and new enactments being
requisite, on 28th August, A.D. 1833, it was deemed necessary to

repeal them (by 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 50), and by several following
enactments of the same session (o), to consolidate and amend their

substance, and to introduce some few changes, consisting principally

of reductions of duties and easements of restrictions (h).

The acts of Will. 4, and other amending acts were all repealed by
8 & 9 Vict. c. 85, and in the same year the 8 & 9 Vict. cc. 86 to 94
imposed new duties, and provided for the regulation and management
of the Customs, which, with certain amendments, continued in foico

until 1853, The very large reduction made from time to time in tho

duties leviable upon certain commodities, and the total repeal of other
duties, rendered a new tariff absolutely necessary, and accordingly in

1853 the Customs Tarifi' Act (17 & 18 Vict. c. 106) was passed, by
which all existing duties were repealed, and a new taiilf enacted.

From the year 1826 to 1853 it had been the practice, when a consoli-

dation of the Customs laws took place, to enact several statutes for tho
regiilation and management of the Customs, the prevention of smug-
glmg, the warehousing of goods in bond, the coasting trade, the trade

to British possessions, and to the Isle of Man; but m 1853 all these

subjects were comprised in one act, the 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, and all

existing regulations were repealed. This act, with the amendments
made in it by subsequent legislation (c), now contains all the laws
relative to the collection, regulation, and management of the Customs.
In 1854 tho duties imposed by the Customs Tariff Act upon certain

commodities were repealed by 17 & 18 Vict. c. 122, and others granted,
but in consequence of a doubt arising as to whether s. 1 of that act

did not in fact repeal all Customs duties, except those set forth in the
schedule, the 18 »& 19 Vict. c. 97 was passed, which repealed 17 & 18
Vict. 0. 122, ss. 1 and 5, and the Customs Tariff Act, 1853, and
declared that the duties imposed by the several acts in force at tluj

time of the passing of the 17 & 18 Vict. c. 122, were not altered or
repealed by that act, except as to the articles enumerated. By tho

same act a new customs tariff was imposed, and amended from time
to time by the 20 Vict. c. 15, 20 & 21 Vict. c. 61, 21 Vict. c. 12, 23
Vict. c. 22, and was finally repealed by the 23 & 24 Vict. c. 110, en-
titled, "An Act for Consolidating the Duties of Custom." By this

act a new tariff of customs duties was imposed, which have since been
altered, as to paper, by the 24 Vict. c. 20 (the act repealing the paper

(a) Prepared tinder the care and see recital in 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 5.

direction of the late Lord Sydenham, (c) Viz., by the 18 & 19 Vict. c.

then Mr. Ponlett Thomson, Vice- 96, 18 & 19 Vict. c. 97, 20 & 21 Vict.

President of the Board of Trade. c. 62, and 30 & 31 Vict. c. 82, the

(Jb) See observations on Hume's provisions of which will be found
Customs Laws, Intiod. page vi. ; and noticed in their proper places.
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duties) ; as to tea, sugar, wine, and hoi^s, by tlie 25 Vict. c. 22 ; as to Of tie,

tea, sugar, chicory, and tobacco, by tbe 2G Vict. c. 27 ; as to tobacco, Customs.

by the 26 Vict. c. 22 ; as to rules for the manufacture of methylated
spirits, by the 26 & 27 Vict. c. 102 ; and as to tea, sugar, and cocoa,

by the 27 Vict. c. 18 (a) ; and as to timber, pepper, and wine, by the
29 Vict. c. 36 ; and as to spirits, by the 28 & 29 Vict. c. 98, s. 9, and
by 30 & 31 Vict. c. 82, s. 9.

As this work professes to be for the use of justices in the discharge
of their duties, it seems unnecessary to insert under this title either

the existing duties of customs, which are of course continually chang-
ing, or the sections of the customs acts, which cannot possibly fall

within the sphere of their duties, it is proposed, therefore, under the
title "Customs," to notice briefly the sections of 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107,
and the act or parts of acts by which some of the sections have been
repealed, and others amended, and to print at length only those
sections, which, by imposing penalties or decreeing forfeitures, either

of goods or vessels, may fall within the province of justices of the
peace.

The subject will therefore be considered in the followingorder :

—

I. The Regulation and Management of the Customs, p. 1 14.

II. The Prevention of Smuggling, p. 146,

III. Legal proceedings generally
, p. 160.

IV. The practice and proceedings hefore Justices, p. 178.

The enactments relating to the customs may be arranged as
follows :

—

I. Customs, Regulation and Management of.

1. Commissioners and other Officers, p. 114.

2. Their powers and duties.

16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, ss. 18, 35, 38, 39, p. 115.

3. Regulations as to import of Goods and reporting Cargo,
16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, ss. 41—45, p. 116; ss. 47—54, p. 119.

18 & 19 Vict, c. 96, s. 2, p. 118 ; s. 40, p. 119.

4. As to entry of Goods.
16 & l7'Vict. c. 107, ss. 55—64, p. 122 ; ss. 66—72, p. 125.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, ss. 4, 5, pp. 124, 125.

30 & 31 Vict. c. 82, s. 6, p. 124.

5. As to unshipping and warehousing Goods.
16 & 17 Vict. c. 117, ss. 85—97, p. 126.

22 & 23 Vict. c. 37, s. 6, p. 127.

28 & 29 Vict. c. 98, p. 128.

30 & 31 Vict. c. 82, s. 6, p. 124.

6. As to removal and entry of warehoused Goods.
16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, ss. 98—116, p. 128 ; s. 102, p. 128.

17 & 18 Vict. c. 29, s. 6, p. 128.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, ss. 6, 8, p. 128.

7. As to Cards and Tobacco.

16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, ss. 114—116, pp. 131, 132.

26 Vict. c. 7, ss. 4—11, pp. 128, 131 ; and see Cards, and
Tobacco, under Excise.

8. As to clearance of Goods and for Export and Transit.

16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, ss. 117, 118,123, 125,127, 128, p. 132.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, ss. 9, 10, p. 133.

22 & 23 Vict. c. 37, ss. 4, 5, pp. 134, 135.

30 & 31 Vict. c. 82, s. 10, p. 135.

9. As to payment of Debentures and DrawbacTcs.
16 & 17 Vict, c.107, ss. 130—139, p. 135.

30 & 31 Vict. c. 82, ss. 11, 12, 13, p. 136.

{a) The duties on wines were lowered by the 23 Vict. c. 22.

VOL. II. I
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Of the 10. As to shipping of Stores.

Customs. 17 & 18 Vict. c. 107, s. 140, p. 136.

11. As to Clearance of Ships Outwards.
16 & 17 Vict. c. 167, ss. 141, 142, 144, 145, p. 133.

18 & 19 Vict. c.'96, s. 11, p. 13!),

30 & 31 Vict. c. 82, s. 14, p. 139.

12. As to hoarding of Ships after Clearance outivards.

10 &11 Vict. c. 107, ss. 146—149, p. 139.

13. Coasting Trade.
16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, ss. 151—153, p. 139.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, ss. 13—15, p. 140.

16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, sa. 154—158, pp. 141 to 142.

14. As to Actions against Officers ; talcing Security ; the acquisi-

tion of Lands and Buildings for the Customs ; and inter-

pretation of terms.

16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, ss. 313—323, p. 143.

16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, ss. 195—197, p. 142.

16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, ss. 332—337, p. 143.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, s. 37, p. 143.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, S.38, p. 142.

22 & 23 Vict. c. 37, s. 8, p. 146.

II. Preverition of Smuggling.
8&9 Vict. c.'87, s. 10, p. 146.

16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, ss. 199-209, p. 147; ss. 215—235, p.

150; ss. 237—239, p. 156 ; 241—258, p. 157.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, ss. 25 -27, p. 149 ; s. 28, p. 156 ; s. 29,

p. 153 ; s. 30, p. 157.

19 & 20 Vict, c. 75, s. 3. p. 154.

30 & 31 Vict. c. 82, ss. 21, 23, p. 152.

III. Legal Proceedings generally.

1. Procedure for recovering Penalties and enforcing Forfeitures

under Customs Acts.

16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, s. 263, p. 160; s. 264, p. 161;
ss. 266—268, p. 162.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, s. 31, p, 161 ; s. 33, p. 162.

2. Proceedings before Justices for recovery of Penalties and
Forfeitures.

16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, s. 269, p. 163 ; ss. 270, 271, p. 164
;

ss. 272—292, pp. 165—169.

3. Prosecution by Indictment or Information.
16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, ss. 301—308, p. 171.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, ss.35, 36, p. 172.

20 & 21 Vict. c. 62, s. 14, p. 172.

4. Schedule of Forms, p. 173.

IV. Practice and Proceedings before Justices for Penalties incurred
under the Customs Acts, p. 178.

1 cfe 2. Commissioners and other Officers, their Powers and Duties.

.^ppofntcd by"t™e -^^^ Commissioners of customs are appointed by the Crown accord-
crown, ing to tlie 8 & 9 Vict. c. 85, s. 1, and by s. 2 of the same act they are

placed under the control of the Treasury.
Certain monies, Sect. 19. Any monies, chattels, or other valuable securities which

it^meaningori'^'^' shall or may be received by any officer or clerk in the service of the
W. 4, c. 4. ' customs, either as duties of customs, or under or by virtue of any

statute, or by the order or direction of the commissioners of customs,
or in virtue of his office or employment, or otherwise, for the use and
service of her Majesty or of any public department, shall be deemed
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to be monies, chattels, or valuable secxiritics for tbe public service 16 & 17 Vict,

within the meaning of the 2 Will. IV. c. 4, an act for preventing c. 107.

embezzlements by persons in the public service.

By the 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, ss. 1 to 8 (a), they have power to s. itos, appoint-

appoint officers of the customs for the performance of the duties con-
^^J'drimiSaf so

nected with the department, to grant such salaries as they think & 31 vict. c. s'2, s.

proper, and to dismiss for improper conduct.
_

is.

Sect. 18. "Whenever any officer or other person in the service^ or Penalty on offi-

employment of the customs, and having a commission or deputation
no^deUvering up

from the commissioners of that revenue, shall cease to be employed in commissions or

such service, and shall for the space of one week after he shall cease deputations on re-

to be in such service or employment, neglect or refuse to deliver up t"'^'^^'^
>

'°-

such commission or deputation, every such person shall be liable to be

proceeded against for such offence before any justice of the peace, who
is hereby authorised, upon conviction of such offender, to sentence

him to imprisonment in any gaol until the offender shall deliver up
such commission or deputation, or otherwise account for the same to

the satisfaction of the commissioners of customs.

By ss. 9 to 14, they are empowered to appoint ports, quays, wharves, sects. 0andl4cm-

and"warehouses {h), for the landing, lading, unlading, and warehous- powered to ap-

ing of goods; s. 10, as to tobacco being repealed by 20 & 21 Vict. c.
poi^^t ports, quays,

62, and new provisions enacted as to the warehousing of tobacco. By ggcts. 15—ir, to

ss. 15, 16, and 17, they are empowered to license agents and lighter- license agents,

men for the transaction of business connected with the entry and
clearance of goods, ship's baggage, and the conveyance of goods to

and from exporting or importing ships; ss. 18, 19, and 20 place all sects. 18 & 20, du-

tho duties, drawbacks, and allowances of customs under their manage- ties of customs

ment; ss. 21 to 28, as amended by 18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, s. 1, impose management of
upon them the duty of keeping an account at the Bank of England of commissioners

;

all monies arising from the customs duties, under such regulations as 21 & 28, commis-

the Treasury may prescribe. thTaccounte'"*
Sects. 29 to 40 provide for the inquiry into and settlement of all

^ ^3 to 40 as to
controversies and disputes arising between merchants or importers of settlement of dis-

goods, and the officers of the customs. By s. 34, one of the commis- putes between

sioners of customs is to conduct the inquiry, to take down the evidence p® g^" ^ ^
adduced, and to send a report of his opinion on the case, together with

the evidence taken on the inquiry, to the commissioners of customs.

By 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, s. 35, the commissioners of customs, upon Commissioners to

the evidence so reported to them, shall either determine to prosecute,
^[^e.*^°"*^

°^ ^^'

if they deem it a proper case for prosecution, or decide the case upon
such evidence, and make their order thereon accordingly, which order

shall be communicated by a commissioner in open court, either on the

same day or a future day to be appointed at the hearing for that pur-

pose; and every order of the commissioners of customs made, upon Award may be en-

consideration of the facts, circumstances, and evidence so reported by forced,

the commissioner by whom such inquiry shall have been holden, shall,

in case any penalty, or mitigated penalty, or forfeiture shall be ad-

judged by such order to be paid or enforced, be of equal force, validity,

and effect as any con-vdctlon for penalties which any justice or justices

is or are now empowered by law to make, and upon the production of

any such order under the hands of any two or more of the commis-
sioners of customs, to any justice or justices of the peace, it shall be
lawful for such justice or justices to enforce such order, in the same
manner and by the like authority as such justice or justices is or are

now empowered to enforce orders, by virtue of 11 & 12 Vict. c. 43,

(a) This is the last Customs Con- powered to appoint warehouses in

solidation Act. Manchester, Birmingham, Leeds, and
(b) By the 23 & 24 Vict. c. 36, the Sheffield, subject to the provisions

Commissioners of Customs are cm- therein contained.
I 2
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16 & 17 Vict, unless the party against wliom such order shall have been made shall,

c. 107. -within one week after the same shall have been communicated as
aforesaid, give notice in writing to the commissioners of customs or to

their solicitor, that he refuses to abide by such order, in which case

the commissioners of customs may direct such proceedings thereon as
they may see fit, or the party against whom such order shall have
been made shall have the same remedy'- by action in any court having
jurisdiction, including the " Court of Bequests of the city of London
and the liberties thereof," as if no such healing or order had been
made : Provided alwaj'S, that if any such master, owner, impoitcr,
shipper, exporter, or agent (not wishing to resort to such appeal as

herein-before provided) be desirous of stating his case personally to

one of the commissioners of customs, he shall be at liberty to do so

on attending at the custom house during the sitting of the board on
applying for that purpose.

Inquiries and ex Sect. 38. In any of the foregoing cases, or whenever it shall be

bTconductcd'by iiecessary for the commissioners of customs or their officers to institute

commissioners, any inquiry to ascertain the truth or facts with respect to any complaint

and'other ^^
®''*^' ^i" matter relating to any business under their management or con-

of customs trol or incident thereto, or the conduct of officers or persons employed
therein, such inquiries shall and may be made or conducted by the
commissioners for the time being, or any one or more of them, or by
any surveyor general, inspector general, collector, or comptroller, or
other officer of the customs, or by such person or persons as the com-
missioners of customs shall direct and appoint for that purpose ; and

Oath, who have when upon any such inquiry proof on oath shall be required by the
power to admi- person SO conducting the same, such person shall and may administer

and persons con-
^'^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^7 person attending before him as aforesaid ; and if any

Yict«d of making person SO examined as a witness before such person shall be convicted
a false oath of giving false evidence on his examination on oath before the person

pe^^ry.^"'
^° conducting such inquiry, every such person so convicted shall bo

deemed gmlty of perjury, and shall be liable to the pains and penalties

thereof.

Persons conduct- Sect. 39. Upon any such inquiry or examination it shall be lawful

have power of^
*° ^^^ *^® commissioners of customs, or any one or more of them, or for

summoning wit- any such surveyor general, inspector general, collector, comptroller,
nesses. Penalty or other officer of the customs, or person so authorised or directed by

give evidence"^ ^^^ commissioners of customs to conduct such inquiry or examination,
to summon any person requii-ed as a witness to appear before the said

commissioners, inspector-general, collector, comptroller, surveyor-
general, or other officer, or person authorised to conduct such inquiry
or examination, as the case may be, to attend on the hearing thereof
at the time and place to be specified in such summons, to give evidence
upon oath of the truth of any facts appertaining to such inquiry, or
any other matter touching or relating thereto ; and every person so

summoned, having his reasonable expenses for such attendance if

required, tendered to him at the time of service of such summons,
who shall neglect or refuse to appear according to the exigency thereof,

or who, having so appeared, shall refuse to take the oath, or shall

refuse to give evidence, or to answer according to the best of his know-
ledge and belief any question when thereunto required, shall for every
such default or ofience forfeit the sum of 201.

By sect. 40, regulations for the conduct of inquiries may be made
by the commissioners.

3. Regulations as to Import of Goods and Reporting Cargo.

Sect. 41, relates to the importation and warehousing of goods not
prohibited (a).

(a) Customs duties are a debt due ] C. & J. 226, per Baylcy, B., and tlie

to i\\Q Cxoyin, AtL- General y. Siddon, importer is liable to pay the duties
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Sect. 42. If, upon tlie first levying or repealing of any duty, or tlie 16 & 17 Vict,

first permitting or proliibiting of any importation, or at any other c. 107.

time, or for any of the purposes of this or any act relating to the

customs, it shall become necessary to determine the precise time at
tVon of gwdulnd

which an importation of any goods shall be deemed to have had effect, time of arrival of

such time shall be deemed to be the time at which the ship importing ^^^vs defined,

such goods had actually come within the limits of the port at

which such ship shall in due course be reported and such goods be
discharged; and if any question shall arise upon the arrival of

any ship in respect of any charge or allowance upon such ship, ex-

clusive of cargo, the time of such arrival shall be deemed to be the

time at which the report of such ship shall have been or ought to have
been made.

Sect. 43. (a.) No goods shall be deemed to be imported from any Meaning of direct

particular place imless they be imported dii-ect from such place, and ™PO'"'*tion.

shall have been there laden on board the importing ship, either as

the first shipment of such goods, or after the same shall have been
actually landed at such place.

Sect. 44. If any goods enumerated or described in the following Prohibitions and

table of prohibitions and restrictions as " Goods absolutely prohibited ^^^ ^^ '°'^*

to be imported" shall be imported or brought into the United King-
dom, or if any goods enumerated or described in such table as " goods
prohibited to be imported except in transit and subject to such regula-

tions and restrictions as the commissioners of the treasury may direct,

and duly reported as goods in transit accordingly," shall bo imported
into the United Kingdom, except in transit, in accordance with such

regulations and restrictions, and so reported as aforesaid, or if

any goods enumerated or described in such table as " goods sub-

ject to certain restrictions on importation " shall be imported or

brought into the United Kingdom contrary to the prohibitions or

restrictions contained in such table in respect thereof, then and
in every such case such goods shall be forfeited (6), and shall be de-

stroyed or otherwise disposed of as the commissioners of customs may
direct.

A Table of Prohibitions and Eestbictions Inwards.

Goods absolutely Prohibited to be Imported.

Books wherein the copyiight shall be first subsisting, first composed
or written or printed, in the United Kingdom, and printed or re-

printed in any other country, as to which the proprietor of such
copyright or his agent shall have given to the commissioners of

customs a notice in writing that such copyright subsists, such
notice also stating when such copyright will expire (c).

Coin, viz.—False money or counterfeit sterling.

Coin, silver, of the realm, or any money purporting to be such, not

being of the established standard in weight or fineness.

Extracts, essences, or other concentrations of 002*66, chicory, tea,

or tobacco, or any admixture of the same.

on importation from a foreign coun- (b) See also s. 209, under smug-
try, the clauses of the Customs Con- gling, p. 149 ; as to liability of ships

soUdation Act relating to the ware- to be forfeited, s. 203, and 18 & 19

housing of goods only postpones the Vict. c. 96, ss. 25—27, p. 149 ; as to

time for payment until the actual persons concerned in importation of

entry for home consumption. AtL- prohibited goods, s. 232, p. 154.

General v. Ansted, 12 M. &W. 520. (c) By s. 46, lists of the books are

(a) This section was amended by 22 to be published, and by 18 & 19 Vict.

& 23 Vict. c. 37, s. 7, as fo goods ex- c. 96, s. 40, a declaration of the truth

ported from Canada via Portland, in of the notice of copyright is re(iuired.

Maine.
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16 & 17 Vict. Indecent or obscene prints, paintings, books, cards, litbograpbic or

c. 107. other engravings, or any other indecent or obscene articles.—

—

Snuff work.
Tobacco stalks stripped from the leaf, whether manufactured or

not.

Tobacco stalk flour.

Ooods Prohibited to he Imported except in Transit, and subject to such

Regulations and Bestrictions as the Commissioners of the Trea-

sury may direct, and duly reported as Ooods in Transit ac-

cordingly {a).

Articles of foreign manufacture and any packages of such articles

bearing any names, brands, or marks being or purporting to bo
the names, brands, or marks of manufacturers resident in the

United Kingdom.
Clocks and watches of any metal impressed with any mark or stamp

appearing to be or to represent any legal British assay mark or

stamp, or purporting by any mark or appearance to be of the manu-
facture of the United Kingdom.

Ooods Prohibited to be Imported, except subject to the Bestrictions

on Importation herein contained (a).

Infected cattle, sheep, or other animals, and hides, skins, horns,

hoofs, or any other part of cattle or other animals, which her Ma-
jesty may, by order in council, prohibit in order to prevent any
contagious distemper.

Spirits (not being perfumed or medicinal spirits), unless in ships of

forty tons burdens at least (6), and in casks or other vessels ca-

pable of containing liquids, each of such casks or other vessels being
of the size or contents of twenty gallons at the least, and duly re-

ported.

30 & 31 Vict, c. 82, after repealing the restriction on the importation

of spirits in bottles not exceeding three pint bottles in size, enacts

^y
. . . .

Spirits maybe im- Sect. 2. Spirits may be imported in bottles of a larger size or con

-

ported in case8 tents than 3 pints, provided all such bottles be properly packed in

less than two gal- cases, each of which cases shall not contain a less quantity than
Ions, in bottles of 2 gallons of Spirits, and bond fide form part of the cargo of the import-
ajiy size.

jjjg gj^ip^ and be reported.

Arms, &c., may bo Sect. 45. The importation of arms, ammunition, gimpowder, or
prohibited. any other goods may be prohibited by proclamation or order in

council.

Printed lists of Sect. 46. The commissioners of customs shall cause to be made,
prohibited books and to be publicly exposed at the several ports in the United King-

custom^houscs? ^om and in her Majesty's possessions abroad, printed lists of all books
wherein the copyright shall be subsisting, and as to which the pro-

prietor of such copyright, or his agent, shall have given notice in

writing to the said commissioners that such copyright exists, stating

in such notice when such copyi-ight expires.

Importation of to- 18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, s. 2. Tobacco, cigars, and snuff are hereby
bacco in packages prohibited to be imported into the United Kingdom, unless in whole

proWbited**
^'^^"

^''^^ complete packages, each containing not less than 80 lbs. net
weight of such tobacco, cigars, or snuff, and tmless in ships of not less

than 120 tons burden, and unless into such ports as are ormay be ap-

proved by the commissioners of customs for the importation and
warehousing of tobacco ; and any tobacco, cigars, or snuff imported
into the United Kingdom contrary hereto shall be subject to the pro-

(a) See 30 & 31 Vict. c. 82, Sclied. snufl" may be iinportea.

altering this table, and 18 & 19 Vict. {b) Altered from .50 to 40 tons by
c. 96, ss. 27, 28, altering the si;co of 30 & 31 Vict. c. 82, s. 1,

the packages iu which tobacco or
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visions contained in s. 44 of " The Customs Consolidation Act, 1853," 16 & 17 Vict.

{ante, p. 117,) in the same manner as if this prohibition had been c. 107.

originally enacted in the table of prohibitions and restrictions to the — -^

said section, of which it is hereby declared to form a part.

By 18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, s. 40, after the passing of this act no book shall js A 19 Vict, c. qq.

be inserted in any list published by the commissioners of customs,
tru'th'^f notice of

under ss. 46 and 160 of " The Customs Consolidation Act, 1853," copyright,

until the person giving the notice thereby required shall have made
and subscribed a declaration before the collector of the customs

or any justice of the peace, at some port or place in the United King-
dom, that the contents of such notice are true : Provided always, that Nothing to pre-

nothing in this act contained shall prevent, prejudice, or afiect any grfoUTfr^m'^m-
proceeding at law or in equity which any party aggrieved by reason ceeding at law,&c.

of the insertion of any book in any such list, in pui'suance of any
such notice, or upon the removal of any book from such list pursuant

to any such order as aforesaid, or by reason of any declaration to be

made under the authority of this act being false, might or would
otherwise have against any party giving such notice, or obtaining any
such order, or making such false declaration as aforesaid.

Sect. 47. If any ship coming into the United Kingdom or into the i6&i7Vict. c.ior,

Channel Islands shall not come as quickly up to the proper place of vessel s^inwards
mooring or unlading as the nature of the port will admit, without to come quickiy

touching at any other place, and in proceeding to such proper place
*",{!jj?ng°^and

shall not bring to at the stations appointed by the commissioners of t,riAg to at the

customs for the boarding of ships by the officers of the customs, or if stations for board-

after arrival at such place such ship shall remove from such place, ™^ officers,

except directly to some other proper place of mooring or un-
lading, and with the knowledge of the proper officer of the customs,

or if the master of any ship on board of which any officer is sta- To provide ac-

tioned neglect or refuse to provide every such officer sufficient room
offi2™s on'board.

under the deck in some part of the forecastle or steerage for his

bed or hammock, the master of such vessel shall forfeit the sum of Penalty m.
201.

Sect. 48. The proper officers of the customs may board any ship officers to board

arriving at any port in the United Kingdom or the Channel Islands, ^^"P^-

and freely stay on board until all the goods laden therein shall be
^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^

duly delivered from the same, and shall have free access to every part cess to all parts.

of the ship, with power to fasten down hatchways or entrances to the May seal or secure

hold, and to mark any goods before landing, and to lock up, seal, ^oods and open

mark, or otherwise secure any goods on board such ship ; and if any
place or any box or chest be locked, and the keys be withheld, such

officers, if they be of a degree superior to that of tidewaiter, m.ay open
any such place, box, or chest in the best manner in their power, and
if they be tidewaiters, or only of that degree, they shall send for their

superior officer, who may open or cause to be opened any such

place, box, or chest in the best manner in his power ; and if any
goods be found concealed on board any such ship they shall be for-

forf^ted'"^'^

feited ; and if the officers shall place any lock, mark, or seal upon any
j^ ^^^j ^^ ^^.^_

goods on board, and such lock, mark, or seal be wilfully opened, ken, master to for-

altered, or broken before due delivery of such goods, or if any of such feit lOOi.

goods be secretly conveyed away, or if the hatchways or entrances to

the hold, after having been fastened down by the officer, be opened,

the master of such ship shall forfeit the sum of lOOl.; and if the Officers may put

proper officer of the customs shall place any lock, mark, or seal upon
^^'^^^rds?'^

^*^"^'^''

any stores on board any ship or vessel arriving in the United King-
j^ J^^^^^ '^^^-^^ ^^

dom, and such lock, mark, or seal be wilfully opened, altered or broken, or the

broken, or if any such stores be secretly conveyed away, either while
^^°^^^ rl^alw^x'

the ship remains in the port at which she shall have so arrived, or mas^cr'^tolFo'rfeit

before she shall have so arrived at any other port in the United King- 20l.

dom to which she may then be about to proseed, the master of such

ship shall forfeit the sum of 20^
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Time and place for
landing goods in-

wards.

Goods unshipped
contrary to regu-
lations forfeited.

Goods not forth-
with removed and
landed from
lighter or barge,
forfeited.

Report, d-c.

Master to report
within twenty-
four hours after
arrival, according
to the form set
forth in this sec-
tion.

Customs^*

Section 49. No goods, except diamonds, bullion, lobsters, and fresb

fish, of British taking, and imported in British ships, which may bo
landed •without report or entry, shall be unshipped from any ship

arriving from parts beyond the seas, or be landed or put on shore, on
Sundays or Holidays, nor shall they be so unshipped, landed, or put
on shore on any other days, except between the hours of 8 o'clock in

the morning and 4 o'clock in the afternoon, from the first day of

March until the first day of November, and between the hours of 9

o'clock in the morning and 4 o'clock in the afternoon, from the first

day of November until the first day of March, or during such other

hours as may be appointed by the commissioners of customs; nor shall

any goods be unshipped or landed unless in the presence or with the
authority of the proper officer of the customs, nor shall they be so

landed, except at some legal quay, wharf, or other place duly appointed
for the landing of goods, nor shall any such goods, after having been
unshipped, or put into any boat or craft to be landed, be transhipped
or removed into any other boat or craft previously to their being landed
without the permission of the proper officer of the customs ; and if any
such goods shall be unshipped, landed, transhipped, or removed con-
trary hereto, the same shall be forfeited, and if any goods shall be
unshipped or removed from any importing ship for the purpose of

being landed after due entry thereof, such goods shall be forthwith
removed to and landed at the wharf, quay, or other place at which the

same are intended to be landed ; and if such goods are not so removed
and landed, the same shall be forfeited, together with the barge, lighter,

boat, or other vessel employed in removing the same.
As to the report of the cargo of merchant ships, and of ships in

commission bringing merchandise from parts beyond the seas :

Sect. 50. The master of eveiy ship, whether laden or in ballast, shall

within twenty-four hours after arrival from parts beyond the seas at

any port in the United Kingdom, and before bulk be broken, make
due report (a) of such ship in the form following or to the same effect,

and containing the several particulars indicated or required thereby

;

and if the cargo of such ship shall have been laden at several places

shall state the names of those places in column 1, in the order of time
in which the same were laden opposite to the particulars of the goods
so laden.

Form of report.
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CAEGO.

Name or
Names of
Places

where laden
in order of

Time.

Marks. Nos.

Packages and De-
scriptions of Goods,
Particnlars of Goods
stowed loose, and

general denomination
of contents of each
package of Tobacco,
Cigars, or Snuff in-

tended to be imported
at this Port.

Name
of

Con-
signee.

Particulars of

Packages and
Goods (if any)
for any other
Port in the

United King-
dom.
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r.

Report, d'C.

any) to be Particulars of car-

transhipped Ko (if any)-

or to remain
on board for
Exporta-

tion.

Here state the particulars according to the above headings, or if in ballast,

state ^' in ballast only."

If "in ballast " to
be so stated.

STORES.

Surplus stores remaining on board, viz.

Number of Alien Passengers (if any) .

Pilots names . . . , .

At what station ship lying . . .

Agent's Name and Address

Particulars of

stores, (to.

I declare that the entry above written is a just report of my ship and of her Declaration of

lading, and that the particulars therein inserted are true to the best of m}' master,

knowledge, and that I have not broken bulk or delivered any goods out of my
said shi]> since her departure from
place of loading, {except, if so, at

(Signed)

Signed and declared this

day of

In presence of

(Countersigned)

Collectr. or Contr.

the last foreign

stating wJicre.)

Master.

Sect. 51. If such master shall wilfully fail to make such report

according to the particulars herein-before set forth, so far as the same
are applicable to such ship, cargo, and voyage, or if the particulars or

any of them contained in such report be false, such master shall forfeit

the sum of 100/.

Sect. 52. The captain, master, purser, or other person having the
charge of any ship (having commission from her Majesty, or from any
foreign state) having on board any goods laden in parts beyond the

seas shall, on arrival at any port in the United Kingdom, and before

any part of such goods be taken out of such ship, or when called upon
so to do by any officer of the customs, deliver an account in writing,

under his hand to the best of his knowledge of the quality and quan-
tity of every package or parcel of such goods, and of the marks and
numbers thereon, and of the names of the respective shippers and
consignees of the same, and shall make and subscribe a declara-

tion at the foot of such account declaring to the truth thereof, and
shall also truly answer to the collector or comptroller such questions
concerning such goods as shall be required of him, and on failure

thereof such captain, master, pui'ser, or other person shall forfeit tho

On failure master
to forfeit lOU^

Commissioned
ships, British or
foreign, having
goods on board,
person in charge
to deliver an ac-

count or forfeit

lOOJ.
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Customs*

sum of lOOl. ; and all such ships shall be liable to such searches as

merchant ships are liable to, and the officers of the customs may freoiy

enter and go on board all such ships, and bring from thence on shore

into the Queen's warehouse any goods found on board any such ship

as aforesaid, subject nevertheless to such regulations in respect of

ships of war belonging to her Majesty as shall from time to time
be directed in that respect by the commissioners of her Majesty's

treasury.

Sect. 53. The master of every ship arriving from parts beyond the

seas shall at the time of making such report deliver to the collector or

comptroller, if required, the bill of lading, or a copy thereof, for every

part of the cargo laden on board, and shall answer all such questions

relating to the ship, cargo, crew, and voyage as shall be put to him by
such collector or comptroller ; and in case of failure or refusal to answer
such questions or answer truly, or to produce any such bill of lading

or copy, or if any such bill of lading or copy shall be false, or if any
bill of lading be uttered or produced by any master, and the goods

expressed therein shall not have been bond fide shipped on board such
ship, or if any bill of lading uttered or produced by any master shall

not have been signed by him, or any such copy shall not have been
received or made by him, previously to his leaving the place where
the goods expressed in such bill of lading or copy were shipped, or if

after the arrival of any ship within four leagues of the coast of the

United Kingdom bulk shall be broken, or any alteration made in the

stowage of the cargo of such ship so as to facilitate the unlading of

any part of such cargo, or if any part be staved, destroyed, or thrown
overboai'd, or any package be opened, unless accounted for to the

satisfaction of the commissioners of customs, in every such case such

master shall forfeit the sum of 100?. (a).

Sect. 54. If the contents of any package intended for exportation in

the same ship shall be reported by the master as being unknown to

him, the officers of the customs may open and examine such package

on board, or bring the same to the Queen's warehouse for that pur-

pose, and if there be found in such package any goods which are pro-

hibited to be imported such goods shall be forfeited, unless the com-
missioners of customs shall permit them to be exported.

4. As to the Entry of Goods.

Sects. 55 to 57 relate to the entry of dutiable goods to be deli-

vered for home consumption on the landing thereof from the importing

ship

:

Sects. 58 and 59 relate to the entry of goods intended to be ware-
housed without payment of duty on first entry thereof

:

Sect. 60. The importer of any goods not subject to duties of

customs, or his agent, shall deliver to the collector or comptroller a

bill of entry of such goods in the same manner and form and contain-

ing the same particulars as herein-before required on the entry of

dutiable goods, so far as the same is applicable, which entry, so far as

regards the goods, shall be a transcript of the report, and shall there-

in describe such goods according to the terms upon which such goods

are free of duty, and the value of such goods as shall have been pre-

viously chargeable with duty at value ; and such bill of entry, when
signed by the collector or comptroller, shall be transmitted to the pro-

per officer, and be his warrant for the delivery of the goods men-
tioned therein ; and the importer, owner, or consignee of such goods,

or his agent, shall, within 14 days after the entry and landing thereof,

deliver to the collector, comptroller, or other proper officer of customs

a full and true account of the goods so landed
;
provided that at Liver-

{a) As to the liability of the ship, see s. 216, post, p. 151 ; and persons on

board, s, 2'd5,j)ost, p. 155.
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pool, and, with the sanction of the commissioners of customs, at any 16 & 17 Vict,

other port.where the docks, quays, and wharfs shall in like manner be c. 107.

wholly or principally under the control and management of one and

the same corporate body, the owner, master, or consignee of the im-

porting ship, or his agent, shall sign, and leave with the collector of

the customs, within 14 days next after the final discharge of such

goods, a full and accurate list thereof, stating the quantities and dis-

tinguishing the weight and contents by measurement of such goods, if

any, comprised therein, as shall be chargeable by weight or by
measurement for the freight payable thereon, and the names of the

consignees (according to the bills of lading), or the names of the per-

sons actually paying the freight for the same ; and on failure to

leave such list such owner, master, consignee, or agent shall forfeit

the sum of 201.

As to the entry of goods landed for examination by bill of sight and
perfecting entry thereof

:

Sect. 61. The importer of any goods or his agent, if unable for want Entry by bill of

of full information to make a perfect entry of such goods, on
^^t'^kiTowniuform

making and subscribing a declaration to that effect before the col- presented,

lector or comptroller, may make an entiy by bill of sight for the

packages or parcels of such goods in the form following or to the

same effect, and containing the several particulars indicated or required

thereby («).

BILL OF SIGHT.

Port of [Name of Port of Imiyortatmi].

Importer [Name of Importer'],

Form of entry by
bill of sight.

Wharf, Dock,
or Station.

Ship's
Name.

Whether British
or Foreign ; if

Foreign, the
Country.

Master's
Name.

Port or Place
from whence
imported.

Name of
Imp6rter or
of his Agent.

Here state the Particulars according to the above Headings.

Marks. Numbers.
Number of Packages, with the best Description of the

Goods the Importer is able to give.

Here state the Particulars according to the above Headings.

I, the Importer (or Agent to the Importer) of the goods
ahove mentioned, do hereby declare that I have not (Y/'/?rt^jor<cr), or that to

(a) "When customable goods are

landed by bill of sight under this

and the following sections, and are

afterwards removed witho,ut payment
of duty and without perfect entry,

they are for all purposes in the con-

dition of goods illegally shipped, and

all persons knowing the facts and
assisting in removing or harbouring
them, are liable to the penalties im-

posed by 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, s. 232.

Att.-Gcneral v. Hurel, 11 M. & W.
585.
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16 & 17 Vict, ths best of my knowledge he has not {if Agent), received sufficient invoice

c. 107. ^'ill of lading, or other advice from whence the quality, quantity, or value of

the goods above mentioned can be ascertained.

Dated this day of ,18

(Signed)

(Signed)
,

Importer, or Ids Agent.

Coll. or Comptr

By s. 62, such, entry is to be the -warrant for landing. But before
delivery the importer must make pei'fect entry.

By s. 63, goods entered by bill of sight are not to be delivered

until perfect entry is made and the whole duty paid, or a suflB.cient

sum deposited with the proper officer.

Goods to be
^ Sect. 64. If full and perfect entry of any goods landed by bill of

warehouse in^de- Sight as aforesaid be not made within 3 days after the landing thereof,

fault of perfect such goods shall be taken to the Queen's warehouse by the officers of

cHv7 and'soidin'' ^^® ^^^^°™^^
'

^°^*^ ^ ^^ importer shall not within one month after

deriuiit of sucli such landing make perfect entry or entries of such goods, and pay the
entry witiiin ouo duties thereon or on such parts as can be entered for home use,

landiii'j-*

'^^
together with the charges of removal and of warehouse rent, such
goods shall be sold for the payment of such duties and charges (or for

exportation, if they be such as cannot be entered for home use or shall

not be worth the duties), and the overplus, if any, after payment of

such duties and charges, or the charges if sold for exportation, shall

be jiaid to the importer or proprietor thereof : Provided always, that

when entry be at any time made as and for a full and perfect entry
for any goods provisionally landed by bill of sight or deposited in the

I r entry not in Queen's warehouse, as aforesaid, if such entry shall not be made in
mauner required manner herein required for the due landing of the goods, the same

fo^fcitedf""
^ shall be deemed to be goods landed without entry, and shall be forfeited.

Time for perfect- By the 18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, s. 4, the time prescribed by s. 64 of " The
"'pf entries by Customs Consolidation Act, 1853," for perfecting entries by bUl of

be e^xtcnded.
"''*^

sight, may be extended at the discretion of the Commissioners of

Customs.
As to the entry of goods re-imported into the United Kingdom as

foreign or by bill of store.

Sect. 65 of 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107 is repealed by 30 & 31 Vict. c. 82,

and the following clause enacted :

—

30 & 31 Vict. c. 82. 30 & 31 Vict. c. 82, sect. 6. All British goods brought back into the

sini'uer*^ rovlsions
United Kingdom, being of such a kind or description as, if foreign, would

as to goods per be liable to any dutj'' of customs on importation, shall be deemed to be
biii of store. foreign, and liable to the same duties, rules, regulations, and restrictions

as foreign goods of the like kind or description ; but if the same shall be
brought back within 5 years from the time of the exportation thereof,

and it shall be proved to the satisfaction of the Commissioners of

Customs that they are British goods returned, the same may be
entered by bill of store, containing such particulars and in such
manner and form as the said Commissioners shall direct : Provided
always, that all corn, grain, meal, and flour brought into the United
Kingdom shall be deemed and taken to be foreign goods; and all

goods brought into the United Kingdom for which any drawback of

excise or customs shall have been received on exportation shall be
deemed and treated as foreign, unless admitted to entry by special

permission of the Commissioners of Customs, and on repayment of

such drawback; and all foreign goods on re-importation into the

United Kingdom, whether they shall have paid duty on their first

importation or not,- shall be liable to the same duties, rules, regula-

tions, and restrictions as if then imported for the first time : Provided
also, that if any British goods brought into the United Kingdom bear

the brand or mark of any British manufacturer, the same shall be

admitted to entry as such, without a bill of store, if the proprietor of



sucli brand or mark, or his legal representative, shall give his consent 16 & 17 Vict,

in -writing to the delivery thereof. c. 101,

By the 18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, s. 5, the Commissioners of Customs may
permit the entries of goods in such form and manner and on such con- Cormnissioners of

ditions as they may direct to meet the exigencies of any case to which ^\t s^ciTJnti^'cs

the general laws and regulations may not be strictly applicable. in particular

As to entries of any goods in any of the foregoing cases

:

'^'*-^^^-

By the 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, s. 66, upon the entiy of any goods, the i6&i7Vict. c. w.
importer, his agent, or the consignee of the ship, as the case may be,

^'dupUcate.*°
''^'^

shall deliver two or more duplicates of the bill of entry thereof, as the

case may require, in which duplicates all sums and numbers may be

expressed in figures ; and the number of duplicates shall be such as

the collector or comptroller may require.

Sect. 67. Every importer, agent, or other person entering any Importer or agent

goods who shall wilfully fail to comply with the foregoing regulations, ^jihfeguiatfonJ
so far as they are respectively applicable to the goods so entered by to forfeit 20i.

him, shall forfeit and pay the sum of 20^,

Sect. 68. No entry or warrant for the landing of any goods shall be No entry or war-

deemed valid unless the goods shall have been properly described in
goodJ^prop^rlr^

such entry by the denominations and with the characters and circum- described therein,

stances according to which such goods are charged with duty or may
be imported, either to be used in the United Kingdom, or to be

warehoused for exportation only.

Sect. 69. If any package or parcel shall have been landed by or in Goods concealed

pursuance of any entry, and any goods or other things shall be found
^"uvered^without

in such package or parcel concealed in any way or packed to deceive entry forfeited,

the officers, such package or parcel and all the contents thereof shall

be forfeited ; and if any goods be taken or delivered out of any ship or

out of any warehouse, not having been duly entered, the same shall

be forfeited : Provided always, that no entry shall be required in Entry of pas-

respect of the baggage of passengers, which may be examined, landed,
^ot^rg^'^u^^^^""^

and delivered under such regiilations as the Commissioners of Customs penafty"for con-

may direct, but if any prohibited or uncustomed goods shall be found cealment therein.

concealed therein either before or after landing, the same shall be

forfeited, together with the other contents of the package containing

the same.
Sect. 70. Surplus stores not excessive may be entered for private

use or warehouse. ,

Sect. 71. If at any port where persons acting as agents for transact- Entry of goods by

ing any business relating to the clearance of any ship or goods or
y|gJJ*g

without

baggage shall be required to be licensed, any person not so licensed, authorised per-^"

or not being the duly appointed clerk to any person so licensed, shall sons not per-

act as such agent or clerk, or if any person, whether so licensed or
™'

appointed or not, shall make or cause to be made entry of any goods

without being duly authorised for that purpose by the proprietor or Penalty 20l.

consignee of such goods, ^'ery such person shall for every such offence

forfeit the sum of 201. ; but no such penalty shall extend to any Not to extend to

person acting under the directions of the several dock companies, or to persons actin),^ by

any person otherwise authorised bylaw to pass entries, nor to any ''°P^'"'*^ "" i-

merchant, importer, or consignee of any goods, acting himself in

respect thereof, or any clerk or servant exclusively employed by him
or by any such persons in copartnership.

Sect. 72. Whenever any person shall make application to any Agent to produce

officer of the customs to transact any business on behalf of any other authority if re-

person, such officer may require of the person so applying to produce ^^^^^ '

a written authority from the person on whose behalf such application

shall be made, and in default of the production of such authority

refuse to transact such business.

Sect. 73. Officers may take samples of goods either on entry or
O-pJ-pT'TITnT'flQ

16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, ss. 74, 75; IS & 19 Vict. c. 96, ss. 6, 7 ; 25 &

.
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26 Vict. c. 63 ; and 30 & 31 Yict. c. 82, s. 3 (amending 16 & 17 Vict,

c. 107, s. 75), provide for the time of entry and landing of goods after

the arrival of the importing ship.

Sect. 75 is, by 30 & 31 Vict. c. 82, s. 3, extended to all vessels

coming or brought into the United Kingdom, in respect of which any
officer of customs may be stationed in charge.

16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, ss. 76 to 84, relate to the abatement to be
claimed in respect of goods damaged by voyage or wreck, and the

production of certificates of origin of goods in respect of which a
benefit is claimed on importation.

Sect. 77 is amended as to Canada by 22 & 23 Vict. c. 37, s. 7.

Sect. 79 is repealed by 30 & 31 Vict. c. 82.

5. As to the Unshipping, Landing, Examination, Warehousing, and
Custody of Goods,

By sect. 85, unshipping, carrying, landing, weighing, &c., and
depositing of goods is to be done at the expense of the importer.

Timber must be piled at the expense of the importer so as to enable

the officer of customs to measure it.

Sect. 86. If any goods shall be removed from any ship, quay,
wharf, or other place previous to the examination thereof by the

proper officer of customs, unless under the care or authority of such
officer, or if any goods entered to be warehoused, or to be re-ware-

housed, shall be carried into the warehouse, unless with the authority

or under the care of the proper officer of customs, and in such manner,
by such persons, within such time, and by such roads or ways as such
officer shall direct, such goods shall be forfeited. [As to persons

remo\'ing, see s. 233, post, p. 155.]

Sect. 87. Upon the entry and landing of any goods to be ware-
housed, or within such period as the Commissioners of Customs shall

direct with respect to the same or any of them, the landing-waiter or

other officer of customs shall take a particular account of such goods
at the quay or wharf at which they shall be so landed, or in the

warehouse, if they be goods of which the account is permitted to be
taken in the warehouse, and shall cause to be marked on each
package of which such account shall be taken the contents thereof,

and shall enter in a book prepared for that purpose, containing the

name of the import ship, and of the person in whose name they are

entered, the marks, numbers and contents of each such package, the

description of the goods, and the warehouse or place in the warehouse
in which the same shall be deposited, and when the same shall have
been so deposited with the authority of such officer he shall certify

that the entry and warehousing of such goods is complete, and such
goods shall from that time be considered goods warehoused ; and if any
such goods shall be delivered, withheld, or removed from the proper

place of examination before the same shall Kave been duly examined
and certified by such officer, such goods shall be deemed to be goods

not duly entered or warehoused, and shall be forfeited.

Sect. 88. The account of the goods so taken as aforesaid shall be the

account upon which the duties payable upon such goods shall be
ascertained when the same shall ultimately come to be delivered upon
due entry for that purpose, and the same shall be entered and the full

duties due thereon be paid according to the quantity taken in such

account, without any abatement for any deficiency, except as herein-

after provided. [The exceptions are found in ss. 97, 1 10, \\2,,post.']

Sect. 89. All goods warehoused shall be deposited in the packages

in which the same shall have been imported, except as to such goods

as are permitted to be shipped on the quay, or bulked, sorted, lotted,

jDacked, or repacked in the waiehouse after the landing thereof, in

wliich case they shall be deposited in the packages in which the same
shall be when the account thereof is taken by the proper officer ; and
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if such goods are not so deposited, or if any alteration shall afterwards 16 & 17 Yict.

be made in the goods so deposited, or in the packing thereof in the c. 107.

warehouse, or if the same shall be removed from the room in the

warehouse in which the same are deposited, without the presence or Goods altered or

sanction of the proper officers, except for delivery under the proper g^™"^^,'^
^'officers

waiTant, order, or authority for that purpose, they shall be foi'feited. forfeited.

[See s. 232 as to persons removing, post, p. 154].

Sect. 90. The Commissioners of Customs may direct what goods Commissioners to

may be shipped on the quay, or bulked, sorted, lotted, packed, or direct what goods

repacked, and determine in respect of what goods the. account may be so'rfed^ packed,'

taken in any warehouse approved by them for that purpose, and &c.

within what time after the landing thereof, and on such conditions as

they may deem necessary.

Sect. 91. If the occupier of any warehouse shall neglect to stow the Warehouse-keeper

goods warehoused therein so that easy access may be had to every
"^f^g'^'^*^^

to stow

package and parcel thereof, he shall for every such neglect forfeit the forfeit bi. '

sum of bl.

Sect. 92. K the occupier of any warehouse shall not produce to any warehouse keeper

officer of customs on his request any goods deposited in such ware- neglecting to pro-

house which shall not have been duly cleared and delivered therefrom,
posi±e^,°when"re-

such occupier shall for every such neglect forfeit the sum of bl. in quired,' to forfeit

respect of every package or parcel not so produced, besides the duties ^'•

due thereon.

Sect. 93. If any goods entered to be warehoused shall not be duly Goods not duly

warehoused in pursuance of such entiy, or being duly warehoused warehoused, or

shall be fraudulently concealed in or removed from the warehouse, or cealed or'rcmoved,

abstracted from any package, or transferred from one package to forfeited,

another, or otherwise, for the purpose of illegal removal or conceal-

ment, they shall be forfeited. [As to persons concealing or removing,
see s. 232, post, p. 154].

Sect. 94. If the importer or proprietor of any goods warehoused, or importer or pro-

any person in his employ, shall clandestinely open the warehouse, or, P"*^*"^ °^
^a^°\

except in the presence of the proper officer of customs acting in the des'tine^gahilng"
execution of his duty, gain access to the goods, such importer or pro- access thereto to

piietor shall for every such offence forfeit the sum of 100/. torfoit loot.

Sect. 9b. If any goods shall be taken out of any warehouse without Duty on goods

due entry of the same with the proper officer of customs, the occupier taken out of waro-

of such warehouse shall forthwith pay the duties due upon such entn? to*be°paid
goods ; and every person so taking out any goods without payment of by warehouse-

duty, or who should aid, assist, or be concerned therein, and every keeper,

person who shall wilfully destroy or embezzle any goods duly ware- Persons taking

housed, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall, upon house,°or destroy-
conviction, suffer the punishment by law inflicted in cases of misde- ing goods in ware-

meanor ; but if such person shall be an officer of customs or excise ^gg^g,^" Ijfj^ ^f
not acting in the due execution of his duty, and shall be prosecuted to a misdemeanor,

conviction by the importer, consignee, or proprietor of such goods, importer or con-
no duty shall be payable for or in respect of such goods, and signee, if de-

the damage occasioned by such waste, spoil, or embezzlement ^"^^g*^^*^^ •°^'

shall, with the sanction of the Commissioners of the Treasury, be nificd,

repaid or made good to such importer, consignee, or proprietor by the
Commissioners of Customs.
By sect. 96, if warehoused goods be damaged by fire, &c. , the im-

porter is not entitled to compensation from the Commissioners.
By sect. 97, Commissioners of Customs may remit duties on ware-

housed goods lost or destroyed.

22 & 23 Vict. c. 37, sect. 6. If any person shall cause to be imported 22 & 23 Vict. c. 37

goods of one denomination concealed in packages of goods of any s. 6.

other denomination, 01; shall directly or indirectly cause to be lenUmport entries
ifihported or entered any package of goods as of one denomination, but and concealments,

which shall afterwards be discovei'ed, either before or after delivery

thereof, to contain other goods subject to a higher rate or amount of
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16 & 17 Vict, duty than those of the denomination by which such package was
c. 107. entered, such package and all goods contained therein shall be for-

— fcited, and every person shall foifeit and pay for eveiy such offence a
penalty of lOOZ., or treble the value of the goods contained in such
package at the option of the Commissioners of Customs.
The interpretation of the word "importer " in the 8th section of 22

& 23 Vict. c. 37, see j)Ost, p. 146, is not to be applied to the phrase
" caused to be imported," in this section; for these latter words are

only ap25licable to a person who has ordered the goods, or otherwise

in fact caused Ihera to be imported. Moreover, to constitute an
offence within s. 6 of 22 & 23 Vict. c. 37, it is necessary that the goods
of either denomination should be subject to duty on importation.

{Burdenhenj v. Eoherts, 1 L. E. C. P. olo.)

6. Sections 98 to 108 of 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, 17 & 18 Vict. c. 29,

s. 6, and 18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, ss. 6 to 8, 30 & 31 Vict. c. 82, s. 7, relate

to the removal of warehoused goods under bond.

i6(fei7Vict. c. 107. 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, s. 102. No spirits which shall have been im-

^h ifh"*"
^^^''^ ported from parts beyond the sea into the United Kingdom, upon whicli

imported^into the ^ higher duty is payable on their imi^ortation into England than on their

United Kingdom importation into Scotland or Ireland, shall be brought from Scotland

e^ept*)TOm°^'^'^ ^^ Ireland into England ; nor shall any such spirits upon which a

warehouse. higher duty is payable on their importation into Scotland than on their

importation into Ireland, be brought from Ireland into Scotland, ex-

cept such as shall have been duly warehoused upon the first impor-
tation thereof, according to the laws in force for the warehousing of

goods, and which shall be in the warehouse at the time of such

intended removal, and which shall be removed from one warehousing
port to another warehousing port, according to the regulations required

by law ; and all such spirits, when so removed, shall be liable to the

duty payable thereon in that part of the United Kingdom into which
they shall be so removed, if they be entered for home consumption

Penalty for re- therein ; and all spirits removed contrary hereto shall be forfeited, and

c^ntrir"^ hereto^
^^ persons concerned in such removal, or knowingly receiving or har-

con niry ere o.
jjQ^j.jj^g ^^y gpints SO removed, shall forfeit the penalty of lOOZ., or

treble the value of such spirits, at the election of the Commissioners of

Customs or Inland Eevenue.
By the 28 & 29 Vict. c. 98, British compounded spirits are allowed

to be warehoused upon drawback in excise and customs warehouses

subject to the regulations therebv imposed. This Act is amended in

certain particulars by the 30 & 31" Vict. c. 82, ss. 10, 15, 16, & 17, post.

7. As to Cards and Tobacco.

Cavendish and 7. By 20 Vict. c. 7, s. 4, no Cavendish or Negrohead tobacco, whether
nogro-hcad to- imported or warehoused as such or manufactured in the warehouse,

defwered for home shall be delivered from any warehouse for home consumption except
consumption, ex- under the following conditions

:

herein" pecmcd""' ^' Suchtobacco shall be made into separate packets of such weights

respectively as the Commissioners of Customs shall direct, not

exceeding 1 lb. nor less than 1 oz. each.

2. Each such packet shall be enclosed by or at the expense of the

importer or manufacturer in a wrapper approved by the Com-
missioners of Customs

:

3. Each such wi-apper shall be securely fastened by a label, to be pro-

vided by the Commissioners of Customs, and pasted on such

wrapper by such importer or manufacturer so that the same can-

not be opened nor any part of the contents of such package be

abstracted without tearing or destroying such label, or cutting or

destroying the wrapper thereof, at any other part or place than

that on which the label is pasted or secured

:

4. Before any Cavendish or Negrohead tobacco imported and ware-

housed shall be made into packets or parcels as aforesaid the
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same shall be dtily entered for home consumption, and the full 26 Vict. c. 7.

duty of customs paid thereon :

5. When any unmamifactui-ed tobacco shall have been manufactured
or converted into cavendish or negrohead in the warehouse the

same shall bo duly entered for home consumption, and the fuU
duties of customs shall be paid upon the tobacco so manufac-
tured before the same is made into packets :

G. If any tobacco so manufactured in the warehouse shall not be
made into packets for home consumption the same shall be re-

warehoused either for exportation or for future packing, wrap-
ping, and labelling for home consumption, if at any time after-

wards required for that purpose

:

7. All stalks, waste, and other refuse remaining after and from the
manufactiu-e of cavendish or negrohead tobacco in the ware-
house or from the packing thereof shall be destroyed in the

presence of the proper officer of customs or be re-warehoused
for exportation, at the option of the manufacturer

:

8. Every licensed manufacturer shall enter in a book, to be supplied

to him. by the said Commissioners, in such form and manner as

they shall direct, the following and such other particulars as the
said Commissioners shall require : viz. ,

The weights, quantities, and particulars of aU unmanufactured
tobacco and other materials and ingredients received by him
into such warehouse for the purpose of being manufac-
tured;

The weight and quantities thereof consumed in such manu-
facture ;

The weight, quantities, and particulars of unmanufactured
tobacco, materials, ingredients, stalks, waste, and other

refuse remaining after or caused by such manufacture

;

The quantity of cavendish or negrohead produced by such
manufacture

;

The quantity thereof made up into packets, wrapped, labelled,

and delivered for home consumption, with the number of

packets of each size or weight respectively ;

The quantity thereof re-warehoused for home consumption or

otherwise, and the quantity of tobacco, materials, ingre-

dients, stalks, waste, or other refuse returned into the

customs warehouse to be destroyed

:

9. Eveiy such book shall be kept in the warehouse and shall be at

all times accessible to the officers of customs, who may make
minutes in or take extracts therefrom, and such manufacturer
shall correctly keep such book in the manner required, and
shall not cancel or obliterate the same or any part thereof, or

make any alteration in any entry therein, except for correction

of any errors, with the sanction and in the presence of the

proper officer of customs
;

I']very licensed manufacturer, dealer, or other person engaged in such Penalty for non-

warohouse in any of the operations aforesaid who shall refuse or
fo™|oing'^con-*^

neglect to comply with any of the foregoing conditions shall for every ditions.

such offence forfeit the sum of 20Z.

Sect. 5. From time to time when and as often as the officer of Account of stock

customs having charge of any such approved warehouse shall deem it
^ateriaiTremain-

to be necessary or proper, and at least once in eVeiy year, the stock of ing in warehouso

tobacco manufactured and unmanufactured, and all materials and in- to be taken, and

grcdients to be used in such manufacture as aforesaid, remaining in g^ruck?^

such warehouse, shall be weighed in the presence of the said officer,

and an account thereof shall be taken, and a balance shall be sti-uck of

all tobacco, materials, and ingredients received into such warehouse,

and of all manufactured tobacco and stalks and refuse of tobacco law-

fully delivered thereout; and if the quantity by weight of such
VOL. u. K
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26 Vict. c. 7.

Dcnciciicy to be
ecnicd tobacco

fraudulently re-

moved.

Penalty on sale,

&c., of cavendish
or negrohoad
tobacco not en-
closed and
labelled.

Customs*

tobacco, materials, and ingredients remaining in the said 'warehoTiSG

shall be less than the quantity which, according to the balance of

such account, after making such allowance for waste by evaporation in

the process of manufacture as to the proper officer of customs may
appear reasonable, and as may be in accordance with any rules made
by the Commissioners of Customs, ought to be found therein, the de-
ficiency shall be deemed to be so much tobacco fraudulently removed
from such warehouse without payment of the duties of customs thereon,

and the said manufacturer shall forfeit the sum of 100?., and more-
over the amount of such duty shall be recoverable as a debt due to

her Majesty.
Sect. 6. If any tobacco of either of the descriptions called respec-

tively cavendish and negrohead, whether of foreign or British manu-
facture, containing or having mixed therewith any material or ingre-

dient prohibited by any act in force, to be used in the manufacture in

the United Kingdom of tobacco of the like description, and not being
enclosed in a wrapper securely fastened by such label as aforesaid, or

of which such wrapper or label shall have been cut or torn, obUtorated
or cancelled, or bear any other mark or appearance of having been
opened or tampered with, shall be sold or exposed for sale by or be
found in the possession of any importer or manufacturer of or dealer

in or retailer of tobacco, he shall forfeit either treble the value thereof

or the penalty of 201., and all such tobacco shall be forfeited

:

Provided nevertheless, that if at the time of the j^assing of this Act
any manufacturer of or dealer in tobacco shall have in his possession
any foreign cavendish or negrohead tobacco, he may bring the same to

any customs warehouse approved for the wi'apping and labelling of

cavendish or negrohead tobacco, and may there wrap and label the
same, first rendering an account thereof, and showing to the satisfac-

tion of the Commissioners of Customs that the duty thereon upon the
imiiortation thereof has been duly paid ; and if any foreign cavendish
or negrohead tobacco shall be found in the possession of any manufixc-
turer of or dealer in tobacco after the expiration of twenty-eight days
from the passing of this act, not being so wrapped and labelled as

albrcsaid, the same shall be forfeited, and such manulactiu'er of or
dealer in tobacco shall forfeit either treble the value thereof or the
jicnalty of 20Z., at the election of the Commissioners of Customs or
Inland Eevenue.

Labels to be pro- Sect. 7. The labels by this act directed to be provided by the Com-

Sereof^Mm^'similie
™^issioners of Customs shall be printed or stamped with such device as

by imprisonment they shall think proper ; and if any person shall forge or counterfeit
with hard labour, any such label or the device thereon, or shall utter any sxxch label or

device knowing the same to be forged or counterfeited, he shall, on
conviction of such offence, be imprisoned in the House of Correction,

with hard labour, for any term not exceeding 6 calendar months nor
less than 3 calendar months.

Sect. 8. If any retail dealer or vendor of any packet of cavendish

^^^ ^ „..,„.„
^^' negrohead tobacco, labelled as required by this Act, shall fail on

on sale of packets the Sale thereof to obliterate, before delivery to the pui'chaser, the
before delivery, label, SO as to render the same incapable of being again used for the

same purpose, he shall forfeit the penalty of 201.

Cavendish or Sect. 9. No cavendish or negrohead tobacco containing the leaves of
negrohead tobacco trccs or plants other than of the tobacco plant shall be imported into

cxcept^o bo'^°'^"''^
G^reat Britain and Ireland, nor shall any cavendish or negrohead

warehoused, tobacco be imported into Great Britain and Ireland, except to be
warehoused in the first instance in some warehouse approved by the
Commissioners of Customs for security of duties of customs on
tobacco; and if any such cavendish or negrohead tobacco shall bo
imported contrary hereto, or being imported shall not be forthwith
duly entered and warehoused, the same shall be forfeited, and the

importer thereof, and every dealer or other person concerned in the

Penalty on ven-
dors failing to
obliterate labels
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importation thereof, or to whose hands the same shall come, shall 26 Vict. c. 7,

forfeit either treble the value thereof or the penalty of 100?., at the and

election of the Commissioners of Customs. 16 & 17 Vict.

Sect. 10. All manufactured tobacco (other than cavendish or negro- c- 107.

head) imported into or found in Great Britain and Ireland containing importation of

or having mixed therewith any material or ingredient prohibited by tobacco (except

any act in force to be used in the manufacture in the United King- negrohead) con-

dom of tobacco shall be forfeited ; and the importer thereof, and taming prohibited

any dealer or other person concerned in the importation, harbouring,
f^^/g^fg^"*^

*" ^^

or concealing thereof, or to whose hands the same may come, shall

forfeit either the treble value thereof or the penalty of 100/. at the

election of the Commissioners of Customs.
Sect. 11. Commissioners of Customs may make rules and regula-

tions for carrying this act into effect.

Sections 109 to 113 of 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, relate to the entry of

warehoused goods for home consumption, and the export and delivery

thereof.

Sect. 114. No pack or parcel of playing cards imported into any Cards imported

part of the United Kingdom shall be sold or exposed or kept for sale
^"tboilTa^wrap-

without being separately enclosed in a wrapper provided by the Com- per provided by

missioners of Inland Eevenue, with such device thereon as they shall the Commissionera

direct, and securely fastened round or over the same by means of some Revenue,
adhesive substance, and so and in such manner that such wrapper
cannot be opened without being destroyed ; and if any person shall

sell, or offer or expose or keep for sale, any pack or parcel of plajdng

cards, not being a pack of cards within the meaning of an act passed

in the present session, chapter 59, and enclosed m a wi'apper of a

licensed maker of playing cards approved by the said Commissioners,
and the same not being bond fide waste cards within the meaning
of the same act, without the same being enclosed in a wrapper
provided by the last-mentioned Commissioners in pursuance of this

act, and fastened as hereinbefore in that behaK mentioned, he shall

for eveiy such pack or parcel of cards forfeit, if he shall not be a

licensed maker of playing cards, the sum of lOZ., and if he shall be
^^!j"jy^2o/ «'a*

such licensed maker, the sum of 20Z. , whether such cards shall have ^^^er!*^'
" ' ^

*

been made in the United Kingdom or imported ; which penalty, as

well as any penalty relating to playing cards imposed by the said last-

mentioned act, may be recovered, either in her Majesty's superior

courts or before any Justice of the Peace in like manner as any
penalty under any act relating to stamp duties ; and all such Cards kept for

cards so offered, exposed, or kept for sale may be seized and taken by
^vraTOc*?forfeited.

any oflBcer of customs or inland revenue, and shall be disposed of as

the Commissioners of Inland Eevenue shall direct ; and in any pro-

ceedings for the recovery of any such penalty by this act imposed it

shall be suflB.cient to allege that the person charged with the offence

did sell, or offer or expose or keep for sale, as the case may be, a pack
or any number of packs of playing cards, without the same being en-

closed in a wrapper required by law, and it shall not be necessary

further or otherwise to charge or describe the offence, (a)

Sect. 115. The Commissioners of Inland Eevenue shall Provide Commis^wn^cra^^^^^

wrappers for enclosing cards imported into the United Kingdom, in proVide wrappers

such form and with such device and with any words and figures thereon to enclose tberciu

as they shall think proper, and shall appoint an officer, at any port '^^'''^^ imported.

or place where the same shall be required, to enclose in such wrappers
any cards imported ; and eveiy such officer, on reasonable notice and
upon delivery to him of a certificate, under the hand of the proper

officer of customs at the port where any cards shall be imported, that

the duties by law charged on such cards imported have been duly

(a) See Cards and Dice, under Excise, for excise regulations and duties on

playing cards.

K 2
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16 & 17 Vict.

c. 107.

Forgei-y of wi-ap-
por.

Exportation :

Entry of goods,
&c., out.

Warehoused goods
not to he exported
in ships of less
than fifty tons
burden, except to
Guernsey or
Jersey.

Vessels outwards.

Master to deliver
certifieato of clear-
ance of last
voyage, and to
make entry out-
wards.

Customs*

paid, and specifying sncli particulars as the Commissioners of Inland
Bevenue shall direct, shall enclose every pack of such cards in one of
such wrappers, and securely fasten the same by means of some
adhesive substance, in such manner as the said last-mentioned Com-
missioners shall direct : and no such cards shall be delivered out of
the custody of the officers of customs until they shall be enclosed in
such wrappers as aforesaid ; and if any such cards, or any cards made
in the United Kingdom and purporting to be or intended to be repre-
sented as cards imported, or which shall not be hojui fide waste cards
as aforesaid, or packs of cards in respect of which the Stamp Duties
shall have been paid, shall be found in any part of the United Kingdom
not enclosed in any such wi'apper as aforesaid, all such cards shall be
forfeited, and may be seized and taken by any officer of customs or in-
land revenue, and shall be disposed of as the Commissioners of Inland
Bevenue shall direct.

Sect. 116. If any person shall forge or counterfeit, or cause or pro-
cure to be forged or counterfeited, or shall aid or assist in the forging
or counterfeiting of any wrapper provided by the Commissioners of
Inland Eevenue in pursuance of this act, or any wrapper of a licensed
maker of playing cards, or any wrapper purporting to be the wrapper
of any such licensed maker made for enclosing playing cards, or shall

knowingly and wilfully utter, or, without lawful excuse, the proof
whereof shall lie upon him, be possessed of any such forged or
counterfeit wrapper, he shall be guilty of felony, and shall be liable to
the same punishment as any person guilty of forging or counterfeiting
any stamp or mark provided, made, or used by the Commissioners of
Inland Bevenue. [As to duty on cards, see "Excise" (Cards andDice.)]

8. As to the exportation and entry of goods, and the clearance of ships

from the United Kingdom to parts beyond the seas :

Sect. 117. No person shall export any warehoused goods, nor enter
any such goods for exportation from the United Kingdom to parts
beyond the seas, in any ship of less burden than 50 tons, except to

the Islands of Guernsey and Jersey in ships not being of less than 40
tons burden, regularly trading to those islands. [See ss. 192 & 193 as
to liability of vessels and goods.]

Sect. 118. The master of every ship in which any goods are to be
exported from the United Kingdom to parts beyond the seas, or his

agent, shall, before any goods be taken on board, deliver to the col-

lector or comptroller a certificate from the proper officer of the due
clearance inwards or coastwise of such ship of her last voyage, and
shall also deliver therewith an entry outwards of such ship, verified by
his signature, in the following form or to the same effect, and contain-
ing the several particulars indicated or required thereby

:

Form of entry of
ship outwai-ds.

ENTRY OUTWAEDS.
Port of (Name of port of exportation).

Ship's Name.

If British, Name If Foreign, Name
of Port of Country to

of her Registry. I which she belongs.

Tonnage. Master's Name.
Port of Desti-

nation.

Lying at {Name of station or place in port).

(Signed)
,

Master or Agent.

Date of Entry.

If ship shall have commenced hor lading at any other port 1

(name of such 2>ort), j
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16 & 17 Vict.

c. 107.

18 & 19 Vict.

c. 96, s. 10.

22 & 23 Vict.

c. 37, s. 4.

Form of shipping
bill for British
manufactures and
foreign goods froo
of duty.

SHIPPING BILL FOR BRITISH MANUFACTURES OR FOREIGN
GOODS FREE OF DUTY.

Ship's Name.
Whether British or

Foreign Ship ; if Foreign,
the Cotintry.

Master's Name. Port or Place of

Destination.

Marks.
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Sect. 5. Any exporter of goods wh.o shall fail, either by himself or 16 & 17 Vict.

his agent, to deliver to the searcher a shipping bill, with duplicates c. 107.

thereof, of the goods exported by him, as prescribed by 22 & 23 Vict. 22 & 23 Vict.

c. 37, s. 125 of "The Customs Consolidation Act, 1853," and this Act, c. 37, s. 5.

or who, having delivered such shipping bill and duplicates, shall, in 30 & 31 Vict.

the event of the goods or any part thereof comprised therein not being c. 82, s. 10.

duly shipped, in pursuance thereof, fail within 3 days after the final —;—;

;

clearance outwards of the ship in which such goods were in such ship-
expOTtation to°be

ping bill entered to be shipped, to attend the proper officer of customs, delivered, and if

either by himself or liis agent, and correct and make perfect such not acted upon

shipping bill, by striking out of the same such of the goods entered
o

° ^^o
1

e .

therein as shall not have been shipped in pursuance thereof, shall

forfeit the sum of 20/.

Sect. 127. If any goods cleared for drawback or from the warehouse Licensed lighter-

shall be carried or water-borne to be put on board any ship for expor- ^^g°
"''^"^^

tation by any person not at the time duly licensed and authorised to

act as a licensed lightermen, either in the port of London or any other

port at which lightermen are required to be so licensed, or by any
person not being in the employ of such lighterman at the time duly

authorised to act as such, every such person shall for every such
offence forfeit the sum of 201.

Sect. 128. If any goods taken from the warehouse for removal or for ,^^^"^^°^^^°^^
^°°*^^

exportation shall be removed or shipped, except with the authority or shipped for ex-

under the care of the proper officer of customs, and in such manner, by portation without

such persons, within such time, and by such roads or ways as such
f
0-^^^!'*^^

^'^^'

officer shall permit or direct, such goods shall be forfeited (a).

30 & 31 Vict. c. 82, s. 10. Whenever any goods are reported i^
^u'^Fcate fo" ooda

transit, and entered or required to be entered as goods in transit, the ii"transit.

"'^^"^

person entering the same shall furnish to the proper officer of the

customs a shipping bill, containing an accurate account of the quantity

and description of the goods, and of the value of such of them as

were formerly chargeable with duty at value on importation, together

with a duplicate of such shipping bill, and shall comply with the rules

and regulations for the time being of the Commissioners of Customs
respecting the shipment and clearance of such goods ; and in case such
goods are found not to correspond with the particulars contained in

such shipping bill, the same may be detained until the discrepancy is

explained to the satisfaction of the Commissioners of Customs, who
may thereupon restore the same, on such terms as they may deem
proper ; and any person enteiing goods in transit who shall refuse or

neglect to furnish such shipping bill and duplicate, or either of them,
to such officer, shall forfeit a penalty of 40^.

9. As to the issue of debentures for and payment of draiohach on goods Payment of draw-

exported (b)

:

' ^"''^^•

133. If any goods which have been cleared io be exported for any
^'^^jtyrc" ''oods

drawback shall not be duly exported to parts beyond the seas, or shall no^ exiwrtfd^or

be imshipped or relanded in any part of the United Kingdom (such if reianded or

goods not having been duly relanded or discharged as short-shipped
^^J^"^*^

*°^[',°™-

under the care of the proper officers), or shall be carried to any of the entry, forfeited.

Channel Islands (not having been duly entered, cleared, and shipped

to be exported or carried directly to such islands), the same shall bo
forfeited, together with any ship, boat, or craft, which may have been
used in so unshipping, relanding, landing, or carrying such goods
from the ship in which the same were shipped for exportation ; and
the master of such ship, and any person by whom or by whose orders

or means such goods shall have been so unshipped, relanded, landed,

(a) Under this section the Boai-d may licence carmen to convey goods, on
entering into the proper'bond.

(h) Sec. 130 is in part repealed by 30 & 31 Vict. c. 82. The sections of 16

& 17 Vict. c. 107 relating to debentm-es and drawbacks are ss. 130 to 139
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16 & 17 Vict.

c. 107.

30 & 31 Vict.

c. 82, ss.U,
12, 13.

Drawback goods
not agreeing with
.shipping bill for-
feited.

Persons claiming
drawback thereon,
or more than due,
to forfeit treble
value, or 1002.

Goods on board
to correspond
with content.

Provisions of Acts
relating to expor-
tation of goods
applicable to

goods in transit.

Shipping of
stores.

Victualling bill

for stores.

Clearance of ship
out.

If inward cargo
reported for ex-

01" carried, or who shall aid, assist, or be concerned therein, shall for-

feit a sum equal to treble the value of such goods, or a penalty of lOOZ.,

at the election of the Commissioners of Customs.
30 & 31 Vict. c. 82, s. 11. If any goods upon which any drawback

shall be claimed or allowed shall be brought to any quay, wharf, or
other place to be shipped for exportation, or shall bo actually shipped,
and shall, on examination by the proper officers of customs, be found
not to agree in quantity, quality, and description with the entry in the
shipping bill, debenture, or other proper document or authority for

allowance of di'awback on shipment, or shall be found to be of less

value for home use than the amount of the drawback claimed, all such
goods, and the package containing the same, with all other the con-
tents therein, shall be forfeited ; and the person or persons entering
such goods, and claiming the drawback thereon, or claiming more
drawback on any goods than the value thereof, or than shall be legally

due thereon, shall in any and every such case forfeit and pay a sum of

100?., or treble the value of such goods so entered, or of the amount of
the drawback claimed, at the election of the Commissioners of Customs.

Sect. 12. If any goods liable to duty on importation, or taken from
the warehouse to be exported, or entitled to drawback on exportation,

or exported under bond, which are enumerated in the contents of any
ship, shall not be duly shipped before the departure of such ship, or
shall not be duly certified by the proper officer as short shipped, such
goods shall be forfeited ; or if any such goods shall be taken on board
such ship, not being enumerated in such content, the master of sucli

ship shall forfeit the sum of 51. in respect of every package of such
goods ; and if any goods duly shipped on board such ship shall be un-
shipped or landed at any other place than that for which they shall

have been cleared, unless otherwise accounted for to the satisfaction of

the Commissioners of Customs, the master of such ship shall forfeit a
sum equal to treble the value of the goods so landed.

Sect. 13. The provisions contained in the several acts relating to

customs with reference to the exportation of warehoused goods shall be
deemed to apply to and include goods liable to duties of customs trans-
shipped, and goods exported on drawback.

10. As to the shipping of stores for the use of foreign-bound vessels :

140. The master of every ship of the burden of 50 tons or upwards,
departing from any port in the United Kingdom upon a voyage to

parts beyond the seas, the duration of which out and home shall not
be less than 40 days (a), shall, upon due application made by him, and
upon such terms and conditions as the Commissioners of Customs may
direct, receive from the searcher an order for the shipment of such
stores as may be required and allowed bj the collector or comptroller
for the use of such ship, with reference to the number of the crew and
passengers on board, 'and the probable duration of the voyage on
which she is about to depart ; and all demands for such stores shall be
made in such form and manner as such collector or comptroller shall

require, and shall be signed by the master or owner of the vessel ; and
after such stores are duly shipped the master or his agent shall make
out an account of the stores so shipped, together with any other stores

then already on board, and the same, when presented to the searcher,

signed by him and countersigned by the collector or comptroller, shall

be the victualling bill ; and no stores shall be shipped for the use of
any ship, nor any articles taken on board any ship be deemed to be
stores, except such as shall be borne upon such victualling bill {h).

11. As to the clearance of ships outwards

:

Sect. 141. If there be on board any ship any goods, being part of
the inward cargo reported for exportation in the same ship, the master

(rt) That is to say, the whole voyage out and home.
(b) Stores found on board, not endorsed on victualling bill, forfeited.
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shall, before clearance outwards of such sliip from any port in the 16 & 17 Vict.

United Kingdom, deliver to the searcher a copy of the report inwards c, 107.

of such goods, certified by the collector or comptroller ; and if such _^^.^^ —~
copy be found to correspond with the goods so remaining on board, the report*thereo?^o

searcher shall sign the same, to be filed with the certificates or cockets, t>e delivered to

if any, and victualling bill of the ship.
^^^ searcher.

Sect. 142. Before any ship shall be cleared outwards from the Before clearance,

United Kingdom with any goods shipped or intended to be shipped
"o^t^^jt.*"

^^^''''^'

on board the same, the master shall deliver a content of such ship

to the searcher, in the foim or to the effect following, and con-
taining the several particulars therein required, as far as the same
can be known by him, and shall make and subscribe the declaration at

the foot thereof (a), in the presence of the collector or comptroller, and
shall answer such questions (&) as shall be demanded of him concerning
the ship, the cargo, and the intended voyage, by such collector or

comptroller

:

Port of

CONTENT. Form of content.

Shiij's Name.
Tonnage and
[Number of

Guns.

Tons. Guns.

If British, Port
of Registry ; if

Foreign, the
Country.

Number of
Crew.

Name of
Master.

Number of
Passengers
or Troops.

IJere slate the Partictdars according to tJic above Heaclings.

Warehoused Goods.

// any, state Marks
and Numbers^ of
Packages.

Drawback and Restricted
Goods.

If any, state Descrip-

tion of Packages.

British Goods and Foreign
Goods free of Duty,

and Foreign Goods not for
Drawback.

If any, state, " Sundry
Packages containing,"

either Class, as the

Case may be.

If any Goods shall have been reported inwards fm' Exportation in such Ship,

they must be so stated.

Cleared

Dated

Examined
(Signed)

Searcher.

I do declare, that the above Content is a tnie account of all Goods shipped

(a) See 18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, s. 9 (p. 133).

(b) See 18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, s. 38 (p. 142).
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16 & 17 Vict, or intended to be shipped on board the above-named ship, and correct in all

c, 107. other particulars.

(Signed)

Master.
Signed and declared, this day of

,

before me,
(Signed)

,

Collector or Comptroller.

Before clearance, And before clearance the certificates, if any, shall be delivered to the

dcHvered^o"
^'° Searcher, who shall compare the shipping bills with the content and

searcher. Certificates, if any, and file such certificates, copy of report inwards,
if any, of goods reported for exportation in such ship, and tho
victualling bill, with a label attached and sealed thereto, in the form
or to the effect followins-

:

(Seal.)

{Date of Clearance.

)

Number of Certificates {Numbers in Figures).

Ship {Name of Ship).

Master {Name of Master).

{Signature)
,

Searcher,
{Signature)

,

Collector or Comptroller.

Label signed,
authority to
depart.

Goods shipped
contrary to pro-

visions, forfeited.

In ballast.

Clearance noti-

fied on victualling

biU.

Master to answer
questions.

Ships, whether
laden or in ballast,

to clear out.

And such label, when filled up, and signed by the searcher and tho
collector or comptroller, shall, as to the goods comprised therein {(i),

be the clearance and authority for the departure of the ship ; and tho
shipper of any British goods and such goods as were previously
chargeable with duty at value laden in such ship shall, under a penalty
of 20Z., deliver to the broker, agent, or other person clearing such
ship, a duplicate of the bill of lading thereof at the time of signing
thereof, with an endorsement thereon of the quantity and value of
such goods, and such broker, agent, or other person as aforesaid shall,

within 14 days after such final clearance of the ship, sign and deliver

to the collector or comptroller of customs a full and accurate list of
all such goods, with the quantities and value thereof, from the bills of
lading so delivered to him, with such bill or bills of lading annexed
thereto, and on failure thereof such broker, agent, or other person
as aforesaid shall forfeit tho sum of 201., and for this purpose tho
duplicate biU of lading so required shall not be liable to any stamp
duty.

Sect. 143 is repealed by 30 & 31 Yict. c. 82.

Sect. 144. If any goods shall be shipped, put off, or water-borne to

be shipped, without being duly cleared, or otherwise contrary to tho
provisions of this act, the same shall be liable to forfeiture.

Sect. 145. Before any ship shall depart in ballast from the United
Kingdom for parts beyond the seas, not having any goods on board,
except stores from the warehouse borne upon the victualling bill of
such ship, nor any goods reported inwards for exportation in such ship,

the collector or comptroller shall clear such ship in ballast, by noti-

fying such clearance and the date thereof on the victualling bill, and
deliver the same to the master of such ship as the clearance thereof

;

and the master of such ship shall answer to the collector or comj)-
troUer such questions touching her departure and destination as sh;ill

be demanded of him ; and ships having only passengers with their

baggage on board, and ships laden only with chalk or slate, shall bo
deemed to be in ballast ; and if any such ship, whether laden or in

(a) Goods not included therein are forfeited. Section 146, p. 139.



ballast, shall depart without being so cleared (a), the master shall for- iq & 17 vict.

feit and pay the sum of lOOl. c. 107.

18 «&; 19 Vict. c. 96, s. 11. If any ship having cargo on board shall

depart from any port without being duly cleared, the master shall Penalty looi.

forfeit the sum of lOOL
. partingwUho^t

30 & 31 Vict. c. 82, s. 14. If any goods in respect of which bond being cleared.

shall be given for the exportation thereof in any ship shall not be duly ^o prevent goods
exported in such ship, or be re-warehoused, within 14 days after the lying at risk on

final clearance of such ship, the person or persons entering the same
i^i,^JJ.Xr an

shall be liable to a penalty of 51, unless they shall in the meantime unreasonable

have been entered for exportation under bond in some other ship, in time.

which case the person or persons entering the same shall be liable to

a penalty of 51. , unless the same shall be exported in or re-warehoused

within 14 days after the final clearance of such last-mentioned ship.

12. As to the boarding of ships after clearance outwards: Boarding of ships.

Sect. 146. Any officers of customs may go on board any ship after officers may board

clearance outwards within the limits of any port in the United King- any ship after

dom, or within four leagues of the coast thereof, and may demand the '^
'^^'^"<=°-

ship's clearance ; and if there be any goods on board in respect of Goods on board,

which certificates are requii-ed, not contained in such certificates, or
tmcale^whcre re-

any stores not indorsed on the victualling bill, such goods or_ stores quired, forfeited.

shall be forfeited ; and if any goods contained in such certificates if any cei-tiflcatod

be not on board, the master shall forfeit the sum of 20Z. for every goods missing,

package or parcel of goods contained in such certificates, and not on P^^'^^y -'^^•

board.

Sect. 147. If any officer of customs shall place any lock, mark, or if officers put

seal upon any goods taken fi-om the warehouse without payment of
^^f^ the ware-°^

duty as stores on board any ship or vessel departing from any port in house outwards,

the United Kingdom, and such lock, mark, or seal be wilfully opened, and such seals bo

altered, or broken, or if any such stores be secretly conveyed away, fo°feft°20™'^
''^ ^

either while such ship or vessel remains at her first port of dopartui'e,

or at any other port or place in the United Kingdom, or on her pas-

sage from one such port or place to another, before the final depar-

ture of such ship or vessel on her foreign voyage, the master shall

forfeit the sum of 20Z.

Sect. 148. If any ship departing from any port in the United King- Ships not bringing

dom shall not bring to at such stations as shall be appointed by the to at stations,

Commissioners of Customs for the landing of officers from such ships, ^®°* ^ ^^ •

or for fui-ther examination previous to such departure, the master of

such ship shall forfeit the sum of 201.

Sect. 149. The time at which any goods shall bo shipped on board Time of exporta-

any export ship shall be deemed to be the time of exportation of such *[^^^ defined.'*''

goods, and the time of the last clearance of any ship shall be deem.ed to

be the time of departure of such ship.

Sect. 150. The following goods may, by proclamation or order in Goods prohibited

council, be prohibited either to be exported or carried coastwise : arms, ^^ proclamation,

ammunition, and gunpowder, military and naval stores, and any
articles which her Majesty shall judge capable of being converted into

or made useful in increasing the quantity of military or naval stores,

provisions, or any sort of victual which may be used as food by man,
and if any goods so prohibited shall be exported from the United
Kingdom or carried coastwise, or be water-borne to be so exported or Forfeiture,

carried, they shall be forfeited.

As to prohibition inwards, see ss. 44, 45 ; and as to forfeiture, s. 209.

13. As to the coasting trade of the United Kingdom :
Coasting trade.

Sect. 151. All trade by sea from any one part of the United King- All trade by sea

dom to any other part thereof shall be deemed to be a coasting trade, thcTuuited^King-

. , .
dom to another

(a) The word'*, '
' if she have any such stores 011 board, " are repealed by

30 & 31 Vict. c. 82.
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and all ships wliile employed therein shall be deemed to be coasting
ships, and no part of the United Kingdom, however situated with,

regard to any other part, shall be deemed in law, with reference to
each other, to be parts beyond the seas ; and if any doubt shall at any
time arise as to what or to or from what parts of the coast of the
United Eangdom shall be deemed a passage by sea, the Commissioners
of the Treasury may determine and direct in what cases the trade by
water from one port or place in the United Kingdom to another of the
same shall or shall not be deemed a trade by sea within the meaning of
this or any Act relating to the customs.

Sect. 152, repealed by 17 & 18 Vict. c. 5, which threw open the
coasting trade to foreign vessels.

Sect. 153. No goods shall be carried in any coasting ship, except
such as shall be laden to be so carried at some port or place in the
United Kingdom, and no goods shall be laden on board any ship to bo
carried coastwise until all goods brought in such ship from parts beyond
the seas shall have been unladen ; and if any goods shall be taken into

or put into any coasting ship at sea or over the sea, or if any coasting
ship shall touch at any place over the sea, or deviate from her voyage,
unless forced by unavoidable circumstances, or if the master of any
coasting ship which shall have touched at any place over the sea stall

not declare the same in writing under his hand to the collector or
comptroller at the port in the United Kingdom where such ship shall

afterwards first arrive, the master of such ship shall forfeit the sum
of 100?.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, s. 13. Every foreign ship employed in carrying
goods or passengers coastwise from one part of the United Kingdom to

another, or from the islands of Guernsey, Jersey, Alderney, Sark, or

Man to the United Kingdom, or from the United Kingdom to any of

the said islands, or from any of the said islands to any other of them,
or from any part of any one of the said islands to any other part
of the same, shall be subject, as to stoi-es for the use of the crew and
in all other respects, to the same laws, rules, and regulations to which
British ships when so employed are now subject.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, s. 14. No foreign ship employed in the coasting

trade as aforesaid, nor any goods carried in any such ship, shall,

during the time such ship is so employed, be subject to any higher or

other rate of dock, pier, harbour, light, pilotage, tonnage, or other

dues, duties, tolls, rates, or other charges, whatsoever, or to any other

rules as to the employment of pilots, or any other rules or restrictions

whatsoever, than British ships employed in like manner or goods
carried in such ships, any law, charter, special privilege, or grant to

the contrary notwithstanding ; nor shall any body corporate or person
having or claiming any right or title to any such higher or other rates,

dues, duties, tolls, or other charges as aforesaid be entitled to any
compensation in respect thereof under any law or statute relating

thereto, or otherwise howsoever.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, s. 15. It shall be lawful for her Majesty to exer-

cise in respect of foreign ships employed in the coasting trade as afore-

said, and of goods carried coastwise in such ships, such or the like

powers as are conferred on her Majesty by sections 324 and 325 of the

said. Customs Consolidation Act, 1853, in respect of foreign ships

employed in the over-sea trade, and of goods exported or imported in

such ships.

Sect. 154. If any goods shall be unshipped from any ship arriving

coastwise, or be shipped or water-borne to be shipped to be carried

coastwise, on Sundays or holidays, or unless in the presence or with

the authority of the proper officer of the customs, or unless at such

times and places as shall be appointed or approved by him for that
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purpose, the same shall be forfeited, and the master of the ship shall

forfeit the sum. of 501.

Sect. 155. The master of every coasting ship shall keep or cause

to bo kept a cargo book, stating the names of the ship, the master,

and the port to which she belongs, and of the port to which she is

bound on each voyage, and shall at every port of lading enter in such

book the name of such port, and an account of all goods there taken

on board such ship, stating the descriptions of the packages and the

quantities and descriptions of the goods therein, and the quantities

and descriptions of any goods stowed loose, and the names of the

respective shippers and consignees, so far as such particulars are known
to him, and shall at every port of discharge of such goods note the re-

spective days on which the same or any of them are delivered out of

such ship, and the respective times of departure from every port of

lading and of arrival at every port of discharge ; and such master

shall, on demand, produce such book for the inspection of any officer

of customs, who shall be at liberty to make any note or remark
therein ; and if upon examination any package entered in the cargo

book as containing foreign goods shall be found not to contain such

goods, such package, with its contents, shall be forfeited, or if any
package shall bo found to contain foreign goods not entered in such

book, such goods shall be forfeited ; and if such master shall fail cor-

rectly to keep such cargo book, or to produce the same, or if at any
time there be found on board such ship any goods not entered in such

book as laden, or any goods noted as delivered, or if any goods entered

as laden or any goods not noted as delivered be not on board, the

master of such ship shall forfeit the sum of 201.

Sect. 156. Before any coasting ship shall depart from the port of

lading, an account, witji a duplicate thereof, in the form or to the

effect following, and sighed by the master, shall be delivered to the

collector or comptroller ; and the collector or comptroller shall retain

the duplicate, and return the original account, dated and signed by
him ; and such account shall be the clearance of the ship for the

voyage, and the transire or pass for the goods expressed therein ; and
if any such account be false, the master shall forfeit the sum of 20/.
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142 Customs,
IG & 17 Vict. Provided alwaj's, that tho Commissionors of tlio Customs may, when-

c. 107. eyer it shall appear to them expedient, permit general transires to be
- given, under such regulations as they may direct, for the lading and

Commissioners clearance and for the entry and unlading of any coasting ship and
may grant general goods, and the same may be revoked by notice in writing under the
transires. hand of the proper officer delivered to the master or owner of any ship,

or any of the crew on board.
Transire to be do- Sect. 157. Within 24 hours after the arrival of any coasting ship at

fouThlurs*rftcr^"
^^'^ ^^^'^ ^^ discharge, and before any goods be unladen, the transire,

arrival. ""'ith the name of the place or wharf where the lading is to be dis-
charged noted thereon, shall be delivered to the collector or comptroller,
v-'ho shall note thereon the date of delivery ; and if any of the goods
on board such ship be subject to any duty of excise, the same shall not
bo unladen without the authority or permission of the proper officer of
excise ; and if any goods on board any coasting ship arriving in Great
Britain or Ireland from the Isle of Man shall be the growth or pro-
duce of that isle, or manufacturers of that isle from materials the
growth or produce thereof, or from materials not subject to duty in
Great Britain or Ireland, or from materials upon which the duty shall
have been paid and not drawn back in Great Britain or Ireland, the
same shall not be unladen until a certificate be produced to the
collector or comptroller, from the collector or comptroller at the port
of shipment, that proof had there been made in manner required by
law that such goods were of such growth, produce, or manufacture, as

^^?^di^
^°^ ^^°^'^^ ^^^ ^^^*^ ™^5^ ' ^^^ ^ ^^^ goods shall be unladen contrary hereto

ng.
|.-j^^ master shall forfeit the sum of 20Z. ; and if any goods shall be
laden on board any ship in any port or place in the United Kingdom,
and canied coastwise, or having been brought coastwise shall be un-
laden in any such port or place contrary to this or any other act
relating to the customs, such goods shall be forfeited.

Sect. 158. Any officer of the customs may go on board any coasting
ship in any port or place in the United Kingdom, or at any period of
her voyage search such ship, and examine all goods on board, and
all goods then lading or unlading, and demand all documents which
ought to be on board such ship ; and the collector or comptroller may
require that all or any such documents shall be brought to him for

inspection, and the master of any ship refusing to produce such docu-
ments, on demand, or to bring the same to the collector or comptroller
when required, shall forfeit and pay the sum of 201.

16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, ss. 159 to 194 ; IS & 19 Vict. c. 96, ss. 16 to

21, relate to the Channel Islands and British possessions abroad.
16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, ss. 195—197, relate to the giving of bonds and

other securities relating to the customs.
16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, s. 198, was repealed by 18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, and

in lieu thereof the following section was enacted.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, s. 38. If any person shall in any liiatter relating
.- . . to the Customs make and subscribe any false declaration, or make or

false documents"^ sign any declaration, certificate, or other instrument required to be
and untruly an- verified by signatiu'e only, the same being false in any particular, or

and'counterfoithig ^ ^^^ P^i'son shaU make Or sign any declaration made for the con-
and using false sideration of the Commissioners of Customs, on any application pre-
documcnts. scntcd to them, the same being untrue in any particular ; or if any

person required by this or any other act relating to the customs to

answer questions put to him by the officers of customs shall not truly
answer such questions ; or if any person shall counterfeit, falsify, or
wilfully use when counterfeited or falsified any document required by
this or any act relating to the customs or by or under the direc-

tions of the Commissioners of Customs, or any instrument used in the
transaction of any business or matter relating to the customs, or
shall fraudulently alter any document or instrument or counterfeit the
seal, signature, initials, or other mark of or used by the officers of the

Forfeiture of
goods.

Officer may go on
board and ex-
amine any coast-
ing ship.

Penalty on
making false do
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customs for tho verification of any such [document or instrument, or IG & 17 Yict.

for th.e security of goods, or any other purpose in the conduct of c. 107.

business relating to the customs, or under the control or management —

-

of the Commissioners of Customs or their officers ; every person so

offending shall for every such offence forfeit the penalty of lOOZ.

14. As to actions against officers' acquisition of lands, &c. :

IG & 17 Vict. c. 107, ss. 313 to 323; and 18 & 19 Yict. c. 96, s. 37,

relate to actions or suits against officers of the army, navj', marines,

customs, or excise, or any other person acting under ihe direction of

the Commissioners of Customs for anything done in execution of their

office.

16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, ss. 324 to 331 ; and 18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, s. 5, relate

to reciprocity in commerce between British and foreign countries.

16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, ss. 332 to 337, relate to the acquisition of land

for the service of the customs.
Sect. 335. The Commissioners of the Treasury may, from time to Treasury may au-

.. , ... 1J1-11 ii- J. thorise persons to
time, by any writing under their hands, authorize any person to survey survey and mark
and make out any lands, not exceeding one half acre at any one out lands for

station, which may be wanted for the purpose of erecting watch- watch-houses,

houses, dwelling-houses, and other buildings requisite for the security

and protection of the revenues of customs and excise, with all necessary

ways unto and from the same, such lands being situated within half a
mile of the seashore or of the tideway of any navigable river, and may
authorize any person by warrant to treat and agree with the owner and to treat with

or owners of or any person or persons interested in any such lands as
»w°'"'*-

aforesaid for such estate or interest therein, or for the absolute pur-
chase thereof, or for the possession thereof for such term of years as

the public service may require.

Sect. 336. When parties, being seised, possessed of, or entitled to rarties seised or111 '
i J ° • i i iT • 1 -L J entitled to lands

any such lands, or any estate or interest therein, labour under any under disability

disability to sell, release, convey, or assign the same, or to contract for empowered to sell

the grant of any lease of such lands, either for any term of years or
gury'or'customs'*

for such periods as the public service shall require, section 7 of tho

Lands Clauses Consolidation Act, 1845 (England), and section 7 of

tho Lands Clauses Consolidation Act, 1845 (Scotland), shall apply to

the cases of the parties so disabled or incapacitated, in whatever part

of the United Kingdom the said lands may be situate ; and the said

sections are hereby respectively made a part of and incorporated with
this act, and shall be applicable to parties so seised or entitled as

aforesaid in any part of the United Elingdom ; and for the purpose of

this act the expression " the promoters of the undertaking," wherever
used in the said clauses of the Lands Clauses Acts, shall mean the
person authorized as aforesaid by the Commissioners of the Treasury.

Sect. 337. In case any bodies or other persons authorized by the Bodies or persons

clauses of the acts lastly hereinbefore mentioned to sell or demise
or^to acce Vcon*'

lands so marked out as aforesaid shall for the space of 14 days (next sideration offered,

after notice in writing, subscribed by such person authorized as afore- justices and

said, shall have been given to the principal officer or officers of any herMajesty's"
such body, or to such other persons hereby authorized to contract on officers in posses-

behalf of others or interested themselves as aforesaid, or left at his or ^^°^-

their usual place of abode, if any such can after diligent inquiry be
found, and in case any such parties shall be absent from the United
Kingdom, or cannot be found after diligent inquiry, left with the
occupier of such land, or if there be no such occupier shall be affixed

upon some conspicuous part of such lands), refuse to treat or agree,
or by reason of absence shall be prevented from treating or agreeing,
with such person authorized as aforesaid, or shall refuse to accept
such annual rent or sum as shall be offered for the hire thereof, either

for a time certain or for such period as the public ser\'ice may require,

then and in such case, or in case of disagreement between such bodies
or persons so authorised to sell, release, grant, or demise and the
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IG & 17 Vict, person so autliorized as aforesaid by the said Commissioners of the

c. 107. Treasury, and in case also it shall not be practicable to procure by
A'oluntjiry bargain or sale any other land situate and required as
aforesaid, then and in such case it shall be lawful for 2 or more
justices to put the officers of customs in possession of such lands, and
for that purpose to issue a warrant under their hands and seals

requiring possession to be delivered to such of said officers as shall be
Justices and named therein ; and such person so authorized as aforesaid may issue

wv'Tii^i'J^n^itT
''' ^^^ warrant to the sheriff or sheriffs of the county, riding, stewartry,

city, or place wherein such lands shall be situate to summon a jury,

and every such sheriff, upon receipt of such warrant, shall, in the
manner required by law, summon a jury of 24 common jurymen to

meet at a convenient time and place to be appointed by him for that

purpose, such time not being less than 14 nor more than 21 days after

the receipt of such warrant, and such place not being more than 20
miles distant from the lands in question, unless by consent of the
parties interested, and he shall forthwith give notice to the Commis-
sioners of Customs of the time and place so appointed by him : Pro-
vided always, that nothing herein shall be construed to extend to any
garden or pleasure' ground, or to any land immediately contiguous to

and used as the curtilage or homestead of any dwelling-house.

As to the mode of proceeding on the inquiry by the jury or juries so

summoned as aforesaid

:

Sect. 338. Where the lands the subject of inquiry shall be situate

either in England or Ireland, the Lands Clauses Consolidation Act,

1845, from sections 40 to 68 inclusively, shall be incorporated with
this act; and for the piirpose of this act the expression "the pro-

moters of the undertaking," wherever used in the said Lands Clauses

Consolidation Act, shall mean the person authorized as aforesaid by
the Commissioners of the Treasury.

Sect. 340. The jury impanelled as aforesaid shall ascertain the com-
pensation to be paid for any such lands, and the i^roportion to be paid

out of such compensation to any lessees or tenants at will, or other-

wise, of such lands, and the proportion so to be paid shall be returned

on the verdict.

Sect. 341. In all cases where lands shall be taken under the pro-

visions of this act for a term of years or for such period as the public

service shall require, the Commissioners of the Treasury, or any other

person so authorized as aforesaid, at any time before the possession of

lands shall be delivered up to the owner thereof, or other person acting

on his behalf, shall remove all such buildings or other erections which
may have been erected thereon for the public service, and carry away
the materials thereof, making such compensation to the owner or

owners of such lands, or other person or persons acting on his behalf,

for the damage which may have been done thereto or to the soil

thereof by the erection of any such buildings, or removing and carry-

ing away the same, or otherwise, as the said Commissioners of the

Treasury or other person authorised as aforesaid shall think reasonable,

and if such owner or owners, or other person acting on his behalf,

shall not be willing to accept the compensation so offered, the said

Commissioners of the Treasury or other person so authorized as afore-

said may require two justices of the peace of the county, riding,

stewartry, city, or place to ascertain the compensation which ought to

be made for such damage, and such justices shall ascertain the sarne,

and grant a certificate thereof, and the amoimt of such compensation

so ascertained and certified shall forthwith be paid by warrant of the

Commissioners of the Treasury to the person entitled thereto : Pro-

vided, that nothing herein shall be construed to extend to alter, preju-

dice, or affect any agreement which has or shall be entered into by

any such person authorized as aforesaid with any owner of such lands,
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or other person acting on his behalf, in relation to such buildings or 16 & 17 Vict,

erections. c, 107.

As to general orders and regulations

:

General Orders to

Sect. 356. The Commissioners of Customs shall, as soon as con- be printed,

veniently may be after the commencement of each year, cause to be
printed all general orders made by them for the regulation of the

customs durmg the preceding year.

As to the interpretation of terms used in this act

:

Sect. 357. For the purposes of this act,

—

Interpretation
" Assistant banister " shall, with respect to matters or proceed- terms,

ings in the county of Dublin, be construed as meaning the

chairman of Kilmainham, and "with respect to matters or

proceedings in the city of Dublin, be construed as meaning
the Eecorder of the city of Dublin :

"Attorney-general" shall include solicitor-general or other chief

law officer of the crown in any of her Majesty's possessions

abroad where there is no attorney-general

:

"British possession" shall include colony, plantation, island,

territory, or settlement belonging to her Majesty :

" Channel Islands " shall mean the Islands of Guernsey, Jersey,

Alderney, and Sark :

" Collector and Comptroller " generally, wherever any act, matter,

or thing shall or may be required by this or any other act of

Parliament to be done by or with the collector and comptroller

of any port or place, the same may be done by or with the
collector or comptroller or other princiiml acting officer of

customs at such port or place, and be as valid and effectual

as if done by or with any collector and comptroller

:

"Commissioners of the Treasury" shall mean the Lords Com-
missioners of her Majesty's Treasiuy

:

" Commissioners of Customs " shall mean the Commissioners of

her Majesty's Customs ;

"County" shall mean and include any city, county of a city,

county of a town, borough, or other magisterial jurisdiction,

or any place or district enumerated in section 274 of this act,

unless there be something in the subject or context repug-
nant to such construction

:

" Drawback" shall include bounty :

"Her Majesty" shall mean her Majesty, her heirs and suc-
cessors :

"Justice" shall mean justice of the peace, and include deemster
or any other magistrate

:

"Landing waiter" shall include any officer duly authorised to

superintend the landing and examination oi' goods on their

importation

:

"Limits of East India Company's Charter " shall mean the Cape
of Good Hope and all places and seas eastward thereof to the
Straits of Magellan

:

" Master " shall mean the person having or taking the charge or
command of any ship :

" Queen's warehouse " shall mean any place provided by the
Crown for lodging goods therein for security of the customs :

" Seamen " shall include mate, mariner, sailor, or landsmen being
one of the crew of any ship :

" Ship " shall mean ship or vessel of any description, unless used
to distinguish a ship from a sloop or some other description
of vessel

:

"Warehouse" shall mean anyplace in which goods entered to

be warehoused may be lodged, kept, and secured.
By the 18 & 19 Vict. c. 8G, s. 43, it is provided that, when any of is <fe 19 Vict c. sc
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16 & 17 Vict,

c. 107.

20 & 21 Vict. c. 62,
8. 20.

Interpretation of
terms.

22 & 23 Viet. c. 37,

8. 8.

Importer, mean-
ing of.

Customsi,

the terms mentioned in the 3i57th section of " The Customs Consolida-
tion Act, lSo'6," are used in this or any other act relating to the
Customs, the terms so used shall have the same interpretation and
meaning as are given to them in the said section.

By the 20 »& 21 Vict, c. 62, s. 20, when any of the terms mentioned in

the 357th section of " The Customs Consolidation Act, 1853," are used
in this or any other act relating to the Customs, the terms so used shall

have the same interpretation and meaning as are given to them in the

said section; and the term " British-built ships " shall bo deemed to

mean and include any shiji built in her Majesty's dominions.

By the 22 & 23 Vict. c. 37, s. 8, for the removal of doubts as to the
meaning and application of the word " importer," as used in the Cus-
toms Acts, the word " importer" in any act relating to the customs is

hereby declared to apply to and include any owner or other person for

the time being possessed of or beneficially interested in any goods im-
ported into the United Kingdom, from the time of the importation
thereof until they shall, on payment of the duties thereon or other-

wise, be duly delivered or discharged from the custody or control of
the customs "(a).

8 (fc 9 Vict. c. 87,

s. 10.

None of Her Ma-
i'esty's subjects to
Loist in their ves-

sels the union
jack or any pen-
dants, &c., usu-
ally worn in his
Majesty's ships.
and prohibited to
be worn by pro-
clamation of 1st

Jan. 1801, under
a penalty of 500/.

ii?(*0ulations for ^itbcntton of Sttuflglin0.

8 & 9 Vict. 0. 87, ss. 10, 124, p. 146.

16 & 17 Vict. c. 107.

ss. 199-209, 211, p. 147.

ss. 215—226, p. 150 ; ss. 227, 228, p. 153.

ss. 229—235, p. 154 ; ss. 237—239, p. 156.
ss. 241—258, p. 157.

18 & 19 Vict. c. d6, ss. 25—27, p. 149.

s. 29, p. 153 ; s. 28, p. 156; s. 30, p. 157.

19 & 20 Vict, c, 75, s. 3, p. 154.

30 & 31 Vict. c. 82, s. 23, p. 152.

By the 8 & 9 "Vict. c. 87, an act for the prevention of smuggling (re-
pealed by 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, except as to ss. 10 & 124), it was enacted,
that whereas his late Majesty King George the Third, by his royal
proclamation bearing date the 1st day of January, 1801, was pleased,
with the advice of his privy council, to order and appoint what ensign
or colours should be borne at sea by merchant ships or vessels belong-
ing to any of his Majesty's subjects of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland, and of the dominions thereunto belonging, thereby
charging and commanding all his Majesty's subjects whatsoever that
they should not presume to wear in any of their ships or vessels his
Majesty's jack commonly called the union jack, nor any pendants
nor any such colours as are usually worn by his Majesty's ships,
without particular warrant for their so doing from his Majesty, or his
high admii-al of Great Britain, or the commissioners for executing the
office of lord high admiral for the time being ; and also commanding
his Majesty's subjects that without such warrant as aforesaid they
should not presume to wear on board their ships or vessels any flags,

jacks, jiendants, or colours made in imitation of or resembling those of
his Majesty, or any kind of pendant whatsoever, or any other ensign

(a) The word " importer" in tins

section is not to be applied to the
phrase " caused to be imported," in
s. 6, p. 127, for these latter words are

applicable only to a person who has
ordereu the goods, or otherwise caused

thein to be imported. To constitute
an offence within either section, it is

not neces.sary that the goods of cither

ilcnoniination should be subject to

duty. (Biidcnhcrn v. Rohcrts, 1 L. R.
C. P. 575.)
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than the ensign described in the margin of the said proclamation : be it 16 & 17 Viet,

therefore enacted and declared, that from and after the passing of this c. 107.

Act it shall not bo lawful for any of her Majesty's subjects whomsoever
to hoist, carry, or wear in or on board any ship, vessel, or fishing boat,

^ 53^
* • '

or any other vessel or boat whatever, whether merchant or otherwise,

belonging to any of her Majesty's subjects, her Majesty's jack, com-
monly called the union jack, or any pendant or any such colours as

are usually worn by her Majesty's ships, or any flag, jack, pendant,

or colours whatever made in imitation of or resembling those of her

Majesty, or any kind of pendant whatsoever, or any ensign or colours

whatever other than those prescribed by the said proclamation ; and that

if any person or persons shall nevertheless presume to hoist, carry, or

wear in or on board any ship or vessel, fishing boat, or other vessel or

boat whatever, belonging to any of her Majesty's subjects, whether

the same be merchant or otherwise, her Majesty's jack commonly
called the union jack, or any pendant or colours such as are com-
monly worn by her Majesty's ships, or any jack, flag, pendant, or

colours whatever made "in imitation of or resembling those of her

Majesty, or any kind of pendant whatever, without such warrant as

aforesaid, or any other ensign or colours than the ensign or colours

prescribed by the said proclamation to be worn, then and in every

such case the master or other person having charge of such ship,

vessel, or boat, or the owner or owners thereof being on board the

same, and every other person so ofiending, shall for every such offence

forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding 500^., to be recovered, with costs

of suit, either in the high court of admiralty of England, or in any
vice admiralty court in her Majesty's colonies, or in any of her

Majesty's courts of queen's bench or exchequer at "Westminster or

Dublin, at the suit of her Majesty's attorney-general, or in the courts

of session or exchequer in Scotland respectively ; and that it shall bo

lawful for any officer of her Majesty's navy or marines belonging to

any of her Majesty's ships, or any officer of the Customs or excise, to

enter on board any ship, vessel, or boat so hoisting, wearing, or

carrying any jack, flag, ensign, pendant, or colours prohibited by the

said proclamation and by this act to be hoisted, worn, or carried, and
to seize and take away the same, and the same shall thereupon become
forfeited.

By the 8 & 9 Vict. c. 87, s. 124, it is enacted that, if firkins of s <fe Vict. c. S7,

butter, tons of cheese, fish, eggs, salt, fruit, roots (eatable), and ^-
^'^*\

onions, brought coastwise into the port of London, and which are ^^''^^
{"j'^'^p^.J ^^.f^t^

liable to dues payable to the mayor, commonalty, and citizens, shall wise until City of

be landed or unshipped at or in the said port before a proper certificate London dues

of the pa;v'™ent of the said duties shall have been obtained, such ^^^

goods shall be forfeited, and may be seized by any officer of Customs
empowered to seize goods landed without due entry.

Sect. 199. The Commissioners of Customs may from time to time, Smuggling.

by order under their hands, make such general regulations as they Restrictions on

shall deem expedient in respect to vessels and boats not exceeding 100 ^™^^^
°J^^^.^-

tons burden, for the purpose of prescribing, with reference to the in°[^m\ike general
tonnage, build, or description of such vessels or boats, the limits regulations for

within which the same may be employed, the mode of navigation, the
not^lxc'eetoglM

manner in which such vessels or boats shall be so employed, and, if tons,

armed, the number and description of arms, the quantity of ammuni-
tion, and such other terms, j)articulars, conditions, and restrictions as

the said commissioners may think fit, and also from time to time may
revoke, alter, or vary such regulations ; and the general regulations

made under any former act, and in force at the time of the passing

of this act, shall remain and continue in force until altered, varied, or
revoked.

*

Sect. 200. Every ship or boat which shall be used or employed in
Js^^^^contrar^to*

any manner contrary to the regulations prescribed by the Commis- regulations, for-

L 2 X felted.
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Commissioners of
Customs may
grant special li-

cences, on terms.

Commissioners
may revoke
licences.

Vessels made use
of in removal of
uncustomed or
prohibited goods,
forfeited.

Begulations to ex-
tend to Channel
Islands.

Ships not to sail

from Channel
Islands without
clearance.

Forfeiture.

Boats of vessels to
have tliereon the
name of ves-

sel, port, and
master.

Boat not Iwlong-
ing to ships to
have n.ame of
owner and port
thereon.

British vessels
having secret
places for conceal-
ing or devices for

running goods,
and foreign ves-
sels having goods
in secret places,

forfeited.

Customs*
sioncrs of Customs shall be liable to forfeiture, unless the same shall

have been specially licensed by the Commissioners of Customs to be so

used or employed, as next hereinafter provided.

Sect. 201. The Commissioners of Customs may, if they shall so think

fit, grant licences in respect of any vessels or boats not exceeding 100

tons burden, upon such terms and conditions, and subject to such
restrictions and stipulations, as in such licences mentioned, notwith-
standing any general regulations made in pursuance of this act,

whether the said regulations shall not be revoked or not ; and if any
vessel or boat so licensed shall not comply with the conditions im-
posed by or expressed in any such licence, or if such vessel or boat
shall be found without having such licence on board, such vessel or

boat shall be forfeited.

Sect. 202. The Commissioners of Customs may revoke, alter, or

vary any licence or licences granted under any former act, or which
may hereafter be granted under this or any other act relating to the

Customs.
Sect. 203. If any such vessel or boat shall be used in the importa-

tion, landing, removal, carriage, or conveyance of any uncustomed
or prohibited goods, the same shall be forfeited, and the owner and
master of eveiy such vessel or boat shall each forfeit and pay a
penalty equal to the value of such vessel or boat, not in any case
exceeding 500/.

Sect. 204. All the regulations which shall be so made by the said

Commissioners of Customs relating to vessels and boats, and the power
to grant, revoke, or vary such licences, shall extend to the Channel
Islands.

Sect. 205. No ship or boat belonging wholly or in part to her
Majesty's subjects shall sail from the Channel Islands without a
clearance, whether in ballast or having a cargo ; and if with cargo,

the master shall give bond to her Majesty in double the value of
such cargo for the due landing thereof at the port for which such
ship or boat clears ; and every such ship or boat not having such
clearance, or which, having a clearance for her cargo, shall be found
light, or to have discharged any part of her cargo before arrival at
the port or place of discharge specified in the clearance, shall be
forfeited.

Sect. 206. The owner of every ship belonging wholly or in part to

any of her Majesty's subjects shall paint or cause to be painted upon
the outside of the stem of every boat belonging to such ship the name
of such ship and the port or place to wmch she belongs, and the
master's name withinside the transom, in white or yellow Eoman
letters, not less than two inches in length, on a black ground, on pain
of the forfeiture of every such boat not so marked, wherever the same
shall be found.

Sect. 207. The owner of every boat («) not belonging to any ship

shall paint or cause to be painted upon the stern of such boat, in white
or yellow Eoman letters, of two inches in length, on a black gi-ound,

the name of the owner of the boat and the port or place to which she
belongs, on pain of the forfeitui'e of such boat not so marked, wherever
the same shall be found.

Sect. 208. All ships and boats belonging wholly or in part to her
Majesty's subjects having false bulkheads, false bows, double sides or
bottoms, or any secret or disguised place whatsoever, adapted for the
purpose of concealing goods, constructed in such ships or boats, or
havmg any hole, pipe, or device in or about such ships or boats

(a) By 30 & 31 Vict. c. 82, s. 20, tially decked, or open, not of 100
" boat " applies to and includes any tons burthen, and not belonging to

vessel or boat, whether decked, par- any ship.
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adapted for tlie purpose of running goods, shall' be forfeited; and all 16 & 17 Vict,

foreign ships or boats coming into any port of tho United Kingdom c. 107.

Having on board any goods liable to the payment of duties, or pro- —
bibited to be imported into the United Kingdom, concealed in false ^ ^•' ^'*'^- ''• "''•

bulkheads, false bows, double sides or bottoms, or in any secret or

disguised place whatsoever, constructed in such ships or boats, shall

be forfeited.

Sect. 209. If any goods liable to tho pajnneut of duties shall be un- Goods unshipped

shipped from any ship or boat in the United Kingdom (Customs or
;7*du°t? ^^f̂ ^^J.*

other duties not being first paid or secured), or if any prohibited goods hibited'goods,

whatsoever shall be imported or brought into any part of the United
J'^l^^.^*"

^"^'

Kingdom, or if any goods whatever which shall have been warehoused ^' ^*®'

or otherwise secured in the United Kingdom, either for home con-

sumption or exportation, shall be clandestinely or illegally removed
from or out of any warehouse (a) or place of security ; or if any goods Prohibited pr'^ods

which are prohibited to be exported shall be put on board any ship or
^^j.^^'l^ithil,tlnt

boat, with intent to be laden or shipped for exportation, or shall be to be exported,

brought to any quay, wharf, or other place in the United Kingdom, in <fec.

order to be put on board any ship or boat for the purpose of being ex-

ported ; or if any goods which are prohibited to be exported shaU bo
found in any package produced to any officer of Customs as containing

goods not so prohibited ; or if any goods subject to any duty or Goods concealed

restriction in respect of importation, or which are prohibited to be ^"ods^packod
imported into the United Kingdom, shall be found or discovered to therewith, for-

have been concealed in any manner on board any ship or boat within belted,

the limits of any port of the United Kingdom, or shall bo found
either before or after landing to have been concealed in any manner
on board any such ship or boat, within such limits as aforesaid;

then and in every of the foregoing cases all such goods shall be
forfeited, together with any goods which shall be found packed with
or used in concealing them. (See Hamel's Laws of the Customs, 208,

as to meaning of secured in this section.)

Sect. 211 (b). All goods, the importation of which is in any way Restricted goods

restricted, which are of a description admissible to duty, and which ^ ^® deemed run.

shall be found or seized in the United Kingdom under any law
relating to the Customs or excise, shall, for the purpose of proceeding
for the forfeiture of them, or for any penalty incurred in respect of

them , be described in any information exhibited on account of such
forfeiture or penalty as and on the trial or hearing thereof be deemed
and taken to be goods liable to and unshipped without payment of
duties, unless the contraiy be proved.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, s. 25. If any ship or boat belonging wholly or Certain vessels be-

in part to her Majesty's subjects, or having half the persons on board Mafe'sty's°su»>

subjects of her Majesty, shall be found or discovered to have been jeets, or whereof

within four leagues of that part of the coast of the United Kingdom half the persons

which is between the North Foreland on the coast of Kent and Eeachy jeets of Her Ma-"
Head on the coast of Sussex, or within eight leagues of any other Jesty. and foreign

part of the coast of the United Kingdom, or if any foreign ship or withfn'certaln dis^

boat having one or more subjects of her Majesty on board shall be tances of the coast

found or (Uscovered to have been within three leagues of the coast ^.the United

of the United Kingdom, or if any foreign ship or boat shall be found channel islands

or discovered to have been within one league of the coast of the with certain goods

United Kingdom, or if any ship or boat shall be found or discovered "JitelT with "the
to have been within one league of the Channel Islands, any such goods.'

(a) The Queen's -warehouse is a {h) Sects. 210, 212, 213, 214, are
warehouse within this section, wliich repealed by 18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, and
is tlie same as 3 & '4 Vict. c. 53, the following sections enacted in lieu
s. 44. {Lowe v. Attorney- General, 2 thereof.

C. M. & 11. 544.)
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Any vessel or
boat arriving
within any port
of the United

Power to com-
missioners to

•waive forfoiluri

16 & 17 Vict, ship or boat so fotiiid or discovered, having on board or in any
c. 107. manner attached thereto, or having had on board or in any manner

]
attached thereto, or conveying or having convoyed in any manned,

18 & 19 Vict. e. 90. ^^y. gp^j-its, not being in a cask or other vessel capable of containing

liquids of the size or content of twenty gallons at the least, or any
tea exceeding six pounds weight in the whole, or any tobacco or snuff

not being in a cask or a whole and complete package containing eighty

pounds weight of tobacco or snuff at the least, or any tobacco stalks,

tobacco stalk flour, snuff work, or any cordage or other articles adapted
and prepared for slinging or sinking small casks, or any casks or other

vessels whatsoever of less size or content than twenty gallons of the

description used for the smuggling of spirits, then in every such case

the said spirits, tea, tobacco, snuff, tobacco stalks, tobacco stalk flour,

and snuff work, together with the casks or packages containing the

same, and the cordage or other articles, casks, and other vessels of the

description aforesaid, and also the ship or boat, shall be forfeited (a).

18 & 19 Yict. c. 96, s. 26. If any ship or boat shall be found or

discovered to have been within any port, bay, harbour, river, or creek

of the United Kingdom or the Channel Islands, having on board or in

Channe?\slands^° any manner attached thereto, or having had on board or in any manner
having prohibited attached thereto, or conveying or having conveyed in any manner, any
goods on board or gpiiits, not being in a cask or other vessel capable of containing liquids

forfeited.
^ ^ ' o{ the size or content of twenty gallons at the least, or any tobacco or

snuff, imported contrary to the prohibitions and restrictions contained

in this or any act relating to the Customs, or any tobacco stallcs,

tobacco stalk flour, or snuff work, every such ship or boat, and such
spirits, tobacco, snuff, tobacco stalks, tobacco stalk flour, and snuff

work, shall be forfeited ; but if it shall be made to appear to the

satisfaction of the Commissioners of Customs that such sj)irits, tobacco,

snuff, tobacco stalks, tobacco stalk flour, or snuff work were on board
without the knowledge or piivity of the owner or master of such
ship or boat, and without any wilful neglect or want of reasonable

care on their parts, then and in such case the said commissioners shall

deliver up the said ship or boat to the owner or master of the same.
18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, s. 27. Nothing herein contained shall extend to

render any ship of 120 tons burden or upwards liable to forfeiture on
account of any tobacco, cigars, or snuff, if in whole and complete pack-
ages, each containing not less than eighty pounds net weight of such
tobacco, cigars, or snuff; nor to render anj' ship of 50 tons burden or

upwards, liable to forfeiture on account of any tea, or of any spirits in

glass bottles or stone bottles not exceeding the size of three pints each,

Bi;ch tea and spirits being really part of the cargo of such ship ; nor
to render any ship liable to forfeiture on account of any spirits or tea,

or of any tobacco really intended for the consumption of the seamen
or passengers on board during their voyage, and not being moio in

quantity than is necessary for that purpose ; nor to render any ship

liable to forfeiture if really bound from one foreign port to another
foreign port, and pursuing such voyage, wind and weather permitting.

Ships in port with Sect. 215. If any ship or boat whatever shall be found within tho
a cargo, and after- Hniits of any port of the United Kingdom with a cargo on board, and

Sast^andia^go such ship or boat shall afterwards be found light or in ballast, and tho

unaccovmted for, master is unable to give a due account of the port or place within the
forfeited, .

Forfeiture not to

extend to ships
and goods in cer-

tain cases.

(a) A vessel is forfeited from the

time of an act of smuggling, so as to

avoid any alienation after that time,

though before tho condemnation
(Lockycr v. Offley, 1 T. R. 260). A
foreign vessel, having on board goods

which she has unshipped at more
than a league from the shore during

the same voyage is liable to for-

feiture under this section if she ap-
pears within one league, but the for-

feiture is incurred by coming witiiiu

this distance during the same
voyage [Atforncy-Geiieral v. Schiers,

2 C. M. & R. 286).
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United Kingdom wliere such sHp or boat shall have legally discharged 16 & 17 Vict,
her cargo, such ship or boat shall be forfeited. c. 107.

Sect. 216. Every ship or boat belonging wholly or in part to her
Majesty's subjects, or having on board one or more of her Majesty's

ft-om^wMcif^oods'
subjects, which shall be found or discovered to have been within are thrown over-

four leagues of that part of the coast of the United Kingdom which is board to prevent
;

between the North Foreland on the coast of Kent and Beachy Head forfeited!"
^*

on the coast of Sussex, or within eight leagues of any other part of
the coast of the United Kingdom, from which any part of the lading
of such ship or boat shall have been thrown overboard, or on board

.

which any of the goods shall be staved or destroyed to prevent seizure,
shall be forfeited.

Sect. 217. When any ship or boat belonging wholly or in part to Ships belonging

her Majesty's subjects, or having one half of the persons on board to Her Majesty's

being subjects of Her Majesty, shall be found within 100 leagues of fngo^nehalf oMho
the coast of the United Kingdom, and shall not bring to upon signal persons on board

made by any vessel or boat in her Majesty's service or in the service
Milfes'ty throwing

of the revenue, hoisting the proper pendant and ensign in order to overboard any
bring such ship or boat to, and thereupon chase shall bo given, if any soods during

person or persons on board such ship or boat so chased shall during and^'person's esc'ap-

tho chase, or before such ship or boat shall bring to, throw overboard iug deemed sub-

any part of her lading, or shall stave or destroy any part of such lading, J""'^"

to prevent seizure thereof, then and in any such case such ship or boat
shall bo forfeited ; and all persons escaping from any such ship or boat,
or from any foreign ship or boat, during any chase made thereof by
any vessel or boat in her Majesty's service or in the service of the
revenue, shall be deemed subjects of her Majestj'-, unless the contrary
be proved.

Sect. 218. K any ship or boat liable to seizure or examination, under Ships to bring to

this or any act for the prevention of smuggling shall not bring to ^"
\^eventiv''^s r-

when required so to do, on being chased by any vessel or boat in her xice!^^*^^

Majesty's navy having the proper pendant and ensign of her Majesty's ^ot bringing to,
ships hoisted, or by any vessel or boat duly employed for the proven- may be fired into,

tion of smuggling, having the proper pendant and ensign hoisted, it

shall be lawful for the captain, master, or other person having the
charge or command of such vessel or boat in her Majesty's navy, or
employed as aforesaid (first causing a gun to be fired as a signal),
to fire at or into such ship or boat, and such captain, master, or
other person acting in his aid or by his direction, shall be and is

hereby indemnified and discharged from any indictment, penalty,
action, or other proceeding for so doing.

Sect. 219. Any officer or officers of the army, navy, or marines duly Ships may be

employed for the prevention of smuggling, and on full pay, or any
th "umits^f the

officer or officers of customs, producing his or their warrant or ports."*'

*"*

deputation (if required), may go on board any ship which shall be
within the limits of any port of the United Kingdom, and rummage
and search the cabin and all other parts of such ship for prohibited or
uncustomed goods, and remain on board such ship so long as she
shall continue within the limits of such port. (Sect. 229 confers
searching powers, post, p. 154.)

Sect. 220. Any officer of customs or excise, or other person acting Officers of customs
in his or their aid, or duly employed for the prevention of smuggling, ^^y- "" p>'obabie

may, upon reasonable suspicion, stop and examine any cart, waggon' fcc'TandTearct'''
or other means of conveyance, for the purpose of ascertaining whether for goods,

any smuggled goods are contained therein ; and if no such goods shall
be found, the officer or other pers(jn so stopping and examining such
cart, waggon, or other conveyance, having had probable cause to
suspect that such cart, waggon, or other conveyance had smuggled
goods contained therein, shall not, on account of such stoppage and
search, be liable to any prosecution or action at law. on account
thereof ; and all persons driving or conducting such cart, waggon, or
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c. 107.

Officers authorised
by writ of assist-

ance may search
houses for uncus-
tomed or pro-
hibited goods.

30 <fc SI Vict. 0. 82,

s. 23.

Officers may
search premises
by warrant
granted on reason-
able cause shown.

Ships and boats
used in removal of

run goods to be
forfeited.

Ships, boat."",

goods, and per-
sons may be
seized or detained,
and goods de-
liver d to the pro-
per officer.

Police officers

seizing goods to
carry them to the
(Customs ware-
house.

Customs,

other conveyance, refusing to stop or allow any sucli examination
when reqiiired in the Queen's name, shall forfeit the sum of 1001.

Sect. 221. Any officer of Customs, or person acting under the direc-

tion of the Commissioners of Customs, having a writ of assistance

issued from the Court of Exchequer, may, in the daytime, enter into

and search any house, shop, cellar, warehouse, room, or other place,

and in case of resistance break open doors, chests, trunks, and other

packages, and seize and bring away any uncustomed or prohibited

goods (a), and put and secure the same in the Queen's warehouse, and
may take with him any constable, headborough, police or other public

officer, duly sworn as such, who may act as well without the limits

of the parish or other place for which he shall be so sworn as

within such limits; and all writs of assistance so issued shall con-

tinue in force during the reign for which they are granted, and for six

months afterwards.

By the 30 & 31 Vict. c. 82, s. 23, if any officer of Customs shall have
reasonable cause to suspect that any uncustomed or prohibited goods
are harboui'ed, kojit, or concealed in any house or other place either

in the United Kingdom or the Channel Islands, and it shall be made
to appear by information on oath before any justice of the peace in

the United Kingdom, or any deemster, jurat, bailiff, or other magis-
trate in the Channel Islands, it shall be lawful for such justice,

deemster, jurat, bailiff, or other magistrate, by special warrant under
his hand, to authorise such officer to enter and search such house or '

other place, and to seize and cany away any such uncustomed or

prohibited goods as may be found therein ; and it shall be lawful for

such officer, and he is hereby authorised, in case of resistance, to

break open any door, and to force and remove any other impediment
or obstruction to such entry, search, or seizure as aforesaid; and such
officer may, if he see fit, avail himself of the service of any constable

or police officer to aid and assist in the execution of such warrant, and
any constable or other police officer is hereby required when so called

upon to aid and assist accordingly.

Sect. 222. All ships, boats, carriages, or other means of convey-
ance, together with all horses and other animals made use of in the
removal, carriage, or convej'^ance of any goods liable to forfeiture under
this or any other act relating to the Customs, shall bo forfeited.

Sect. 223. All ships and boats, and all goods whatsoever liable to

forfeiture, and all persons liable to be detained for any offence under
this or any other act relating to the Customs, shall and may be seized

or detained in any place, either upon land or water, by any officer or
officers of her Majesty's army, nav}', or marines, duly employed for

the prevention of smuggling, and on full pay, or by any officer or
officers of Customs or excise, or by any person having authority from
the Commissioners of Customs or Inland Eevenue to seize, or duly
employed for the prevention of smuggling (i), and all ships, boats,

and. goods so seized shall, as soon as conveniently may be, be de-

livered into the care of the proper officer appointed to receive the
same ; and the forfeiture of any ship or boat shall be deemed to in-

clude her tackle, apparel, and furniture, and the forfeiture of any
goods shall be deemed to include the package in which the same are
found, and all the contents thereof (c).

Sect. 224. If any goods liable to forfeiture under this or any other
act relating to the Customs shall be stopped or taken by any police

(a) As to onus proiandi, &.C., see •this section is by 30 & 31 Vict. c. 82,

211, ante, p. 149.

(b) Notice in writing of such sei-

zure is to be given to master or
owner, s. 226,

(c) The power of seizure given by

sect. 21, extended to and conferred
upon, constables and police officers

of any county, city, or borougli,

with the sanction of the magistrates
having jurisdiction therein.
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officer or otlier person acting by virtue of any act of Parliament, or 16 & 17 Vict,

otherwise duly authorised, such goods shall be carried to the Customs c. 107.

warehouse next to the place where the goods were stopped or taken,

and there delivered to the proper officer appointed to receive the same
"within 48 hours after the said goods were stopped and taken.

Sect. 225. If any such goods shall be stopped or taken by any police Goods stopped by
officer on suspicion that the same had been feloniously stolen, the said police officers niay

officer may carry the same to the police office to which the offender is
tHaTof^petloM'^

taken, there to remain until and in order to be prodviced at the trial of charged with

the offender, and in such case the officer is required to give notice in stealing them,

writing to the Commissioners of Customs of his having so detained the

said goods, with the particulars of the same ; and immediately after

the trial of such offender all such goods shall be conveyed to and
deposited in the Customs warehouse as aforesaid, to be proceeded
against according to law ; and in case any police officer making deten- .

tion of any such goods shall neglect to convey the same to such ware-
house, or to give the notice of having stopped the same as before pre-
scribed, such officer shall forfeit the sum of 20?.

Sect. 226. Whenever any ship, boat, or goods shall be seized as Notices to be

forfeited under this or any act relating to the Customs, the seizing
^^''^^.'^^^^^""jp'^f

officer shall forthwith give notice in writing of such seizure, and of the ships or goods

grounds thereof, to the master or owner of such ship, boat, or goods, seized, and

if known, either by delivering the same to him personally, or by letter Xunod within
addressed to him at his place of abode, if known, and transmitted by one month,

post ; and all ships, boats, or goods so seized under any law relating
to the Customs shall be deemed and taken to be condemned, and may
be sold, in the manner directed by law in respect to ships, boats, and
£00 Is seized and condemned for breach of any law relating to the
Customs, unless the person from whom such ships, boats, and goods
shall have been seized, or the owner of them, or some person autho-
rised by him, shall, within one calendar month from the day of seizing Amended by is*
the same, give notice in writing if in London, to the persons seizing 19 Vict. c. oi?,

the same, or to the secretary or solicitor for the Customs, and, if else- ^" "^' ^ *" notice,

vrhere, to the person seizing the same, or to the collector, comptroller,
or other chief officer of the Customs at the nearest port, that he claims
the ship, boat, or goods, or intends to claim them.

By the 18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, s. 29, the notice in writing required by Notice of seizure

s. 226 of "The Customs Consolidation Act, 1853," on the seizure of ''floods.

goods, shall not be required in cases where the seizure is made on the
person or in the presence of the offender ; and where any such notico
is required, the same may be served either in the manner prescribed
by the said section, or by delivery at the place of abode of the party to
whom the same is addressed.

1 .• . -.1 ^ , , 1 , -,. , ,
^y ^*^'' store seizures,

relating to the Customs to be delivered to the proprietor thereof,
whether condemnation shall have taken place or not, upon such tenns
and conditions as the said commissioners respectively may see fit.

Sect. 228. All ships and boats and all goods whatsoever which shall Ships and good."?

have been seized and condemned for breach of any law relating to the ^^^^'^^}

f'^y}^°
'^''^-

Customs shall be disposed of, as soon as conveniently may be after the Sioners^f'Sls-
condemnation thereof, in such manner as the Commissioners of her toms direct.

Majesty's Customs may direct ; and any nets, dredges, instruments, Fishing imple-
or implements of fishing liable to seizure or forfeiture, and seized ments, &c., seized

under the Act 6 & 7 Vict. c. 79, and the convention and articles "^frf^iSasIn
therein referred to, shall and may be sold or otherwise disposed of, as s. 220 of this act.

the Commissioners of Customs may direct, unless claimed in one
month after seizure thereof, or within one month after the passing of
this act as to such as may be then under seizure, such claim being
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IG & 17 Vict,

c. 107.

19 & 20 Vict. c. 75,

s. 3.

Penalty on per-
sons cutting
adrift boats be-
longing to the
Customs.

Offences.

Persons may be
searcbed if oflicers

bave reason to sus-

pect smuggled
poods are con-
oeale.i upon
them.

Penalty on per-
sons denying
having foreign
goods about them.

Persons before
search may re-

quire to be taken
before a justice or

officer of customs.

Penalty on officers

for misconduct.

Persons con-
cerned in import-
ing prohibited or
restricted goods,
whether un-
shipped or not,

and persons un-
shipjiing, har-
bouring, or having
custody of 8\ich

goods, to forfeit

treble the value,

or 1001.

Customs*
made in the same manner as is prescribed by section 226 of tbis act

with respect to ships, boats, or goods seized under this act.

By the 19 & 20 Vict. c. 15, s. 3, every jierson who shall wilfully cut
away, cast adrift, remove, alter, deface, sink, or destroy, or in any
other way injure or conceal, any boat, buoy, rope, or mark in the
charge of or used by any person for the prevention of smuggling, or

in or for the use of the service of the Customs, shall for every such
offence forfeit the sum of 10/.

As to offences committed by and penalties attaching to persons :

—

Sect. 229. Any officer of Customs, or of the army, navy, or marines,
duly employed in the prevention of smuggling, and on fu.ll paj', may
search any person on board any ship or boat within the limits of any
port in the United Kingdom or the Channel Islands, or any person
who shall have landed from any ship or boat, provided such officer

shall have good reason to suppose that such person has any uncus-
tomed or prohibited goods secreted about his person ; and if any
person shall obstruct any such officer in going, remaining, or return-
ing from on board, or in searching such ship or boat or person, every
such person shall forfeit the sum of lOOZ. (a) ; and if any passenger or

other person on board any such ship or boat, or who may have landed
from any such ship or boat, shall upon being questioned by any such
officer whether he has any foreign goods upon his person or in hi.s

possession, deny the same, and any such goods shall after such denial

be discovered to be or to have been upon his person or in his posscs-

tion, such goods shall be forfeited, and such person shall forfeit

treble the value of such goods (b).

Sect. 230. Before any person shall bo searched by any such officer

as aforesaid, such person may require such officer to take him or

her before any justice, or before the collector, comptroller, or other
acting principal officer of the Customs, who shall, if he see no reason-

able cause for search, discharge such person, but if otherwise, direct

such person to be searched, and if a female she shall not be searched

by any other than a female.

Sect. 231. Any officer required to take any such person before such
justice, collector, comptroller, or other superior officer of Customs shall

do so with all reasonable despatch ; but if such officer shall require

any person to be searched, not ha\'ing reasonable ground to suppose
that he has uncustomed or prohibited goods about his person, such
officer shall forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding 10/.

Sect. 232. Every person (c) who shall be concerned in importing ot
bringing into the United Kingdom any prohibited goods, or any
goods the importation of which is restricted, contrary to such prohibi-

tion or restriction, and whether the same be unshipped or not ; and
every person who shall unship or assist or be otherwise concerned iu

the unshipping of any goods which are prohibited or of any goods
which are restricted and imported contrary to such restriction, or of

any goods liable to duty, the duties for which have not been paid or

secured ; or who shall knowingly harbour, keep, or conceal, or shall

knowingly permit or suffer or cause or procure to be harboured, kept,

or concealed, any such goods, or any goods which shall have been
illegally removed without payment of duty from any warehouse or

place of security in which they may have been deposited ; or to whoso
hands and possession any such goods shall knowingly come ; or who
shall assist or be concerned in the illegal removal of any goods from
any warehouse or place of security in which they shall have been
deposited as aforesaid ; or who shall be in any way knowingly con-

(a) As to assaulting officer, see

sect. 2.51, p. 159.

(b) As to concealment iu baggage,

see sect. 69, f. 125.

(c) Under this section partners are

liable to be separately convicted in

several penalties for the same acts

{Reg. V. Dean, 12 M. & W. 39).



cerned in conveying, removing, depositing, concealing, or in any 16 & 17 Vict,

manner dealing with any goods liable to duties of Customs, with c. 107.

intent to defraud her Majesty of such duties or any part thereof; or

who shall be in any way knowingly concerned in any fraudulent

evasion or attempt at evasion of such duties or any part thereof; shall

in each and every of the foregoing cases forfeit either treble the value

of the goods or the penalty of 100?., at the election of the Commis-
sioners of Customs (a). [As to forfeiture of goods, see sections 44, 86,

87, 89, 209.]

Sect. 233. Every person who shall remove any goods imported into if goods removed

the United Kingdoin from any ship, quay, wharf, or other place ^on^'peimTty"

""'

previous to the examination thereof by the proper officer of Customs, upon parties con-

rmless under the care or authority of such officer, or who shall remove
^^J^^f

^" *^^ '''^"

or withdraw from any quay, wharf, or other place any goods entered
"^°^'^ "

to be warehoused after the landing thereof, so that no sufficient

account is taken thereof by the proper officer, or so that the same are

not duly warehoused, and every person who shall assist or be other-

wise concerned in such removal or withdrawal, or shall knowingly
harbour, keep, or conceal, or shall knowingly permit or suffer or cause

or procure to be harboured, kept, or concealed, any such goods, or to

whose possession any such goods shall knowingly come, every such

person shall forfeit either treble the value thereof or the penalty of

1001., at the election of the Commissioners of Customs.

Sect. 234. Every person who shall unship or bo aiding or concerned Persons unship-

in the unshipping of any spirits, tobacco, snufF, tobacco stalks, tobacco [n'the'carryi^ig°

stalk flour, or snuff-work, or of any tea or silk, such tea or silk being away or conceal-

of the value of 101. or upwards, liable to forfeiture under this or any
i5\^g^^to*f^"[oit

"

other act relating to the Customs or excise, or who shall carry, convey, i6o/., and may be

or conceal, or be aiding, assisting, or concerned in cariying, convey- detained,

ing or concealing of any such spirits, tobacco, snuff, tobacco stalks,

tobacco stalk flour, or snuff-work, or of any such tea or silk as afore-

said, shall forfeit for each such offence treble the value of such goods, or

the sum of 100?., at the election of the Commissioners of Customs ; and
every such person may be detained, to be dealt with as hereinafter

directed. [See sects. 237, 238, 239 (p. 156), 281 (p. 166), 284 (p. 167).

Sect. 235. Every subject of Her Majesty who shall be found or Persons found or

discovered to have been on board any ship or boat liable to forfeiture been on board'"'^^
under this or any act relating to the Customs for being found or dis- vessels liable to

covered to have been within any of the distances in this act mentioned forfeiture for being

from the United Kingdom or the Channel Islands, having on board or tain limits"" tho'

in any manner attached thereto, or having had on board or in any coast, subject to

manner attached thereto, or conveying or having conveyed in any 1^^^°^^^^*^^^*°^.

manner, such goods or things as subject such ship or boat to for- rection.

feiture, or who shall be found or discovered to have been within any
such distances as aforesaid on board any ship or boat from which any
part of the cargo or lading shall have been thrown overboard, or
staved or destroyed, to prevent seizure, and every j)erson, not being a
subject of her Majesty, who shall be found or discovered to have been
on board any ship or boat liable to forfeiture for any of the causes last

aforesaid within one league of the coast of the United Kingdom or of
the Channel Islands, shall, upon being duly convicted of any of the

(a) As to what is a fraudulent con- defendant's premises was sufficient
cealment within this section, see ^i- evidence to support a conviction uu-
torney-Gencral v. Siddon, 1 C. & J. der 3 & 4 "W. 4, c. 53, s. 44, there
224, where it was considered that a being no explanation given by the
proceeding for penalties for a fraudu- defendant. If seizable goods be
lent concealment is not properly a found so mixed with goods not liable
criminal but a civil proceeding for a to seizure that they cannot be sepa-
debt due to the Crown, and that the rated, then the whole is forfeited
finding of prohibited goods on the {Colwill v. Reeves, 2 Campb. 576).
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IS & 19 Vict. C. 96,

s. 28.

Persons on board
vessels within
ports of the
United Kingdom
or the Channel
Islands, witli con-
traband articles,

subject to penalty
of KiO/. and de-
tention.

Persons in Her
Majesty's service
detained, to be
secured on board
until warrant
procured.

Any person escap-
ing may after-

wards be de-
tuned.

Masistratcs to
proceed to con-
viction of smug-
glers in certain
cases without an
order of Cus-
toms.

Custom;^*

said offences before any justice, be adjudged by sucli justice, for the
first of such offences to be imprisoned in any house of correction, and
there kept to bard labour, for any term not less than 6 nor more than
9 months, and for the second of such offences for any term not less

than 9 nor more than 12 months, and for the third or any subsequent
offence for 12 months; and every such person maybe detained, and
taken before any justice, to be dealt with as hereinafter directed. [Sect.

236 is repealed and 18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, sect. 28 enacted in lieu of it.]

By the 18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, s. 28, every person who shall be found or

discovered to have been on board any ship or boat liable to forfeiture

under this or any other act relating to the Customs for being found or

discovered to have been within any port, bay, harbour, river, or creek
of the United Kingdom or of the Channel Islands, having on board or
in any manner attached thereto, or having had on board or in

any manner attached thereto, or conveying or having conveyed in

any manner, such goods or things as subject such ship or boat to for-

feitui'e, or who shall be found or discovered to have been on board any
of her Majesty's ships or vessels, or on board any ship or vessel in

her Majesty's employment or service, or on board of any foreign post

office packet, being a national vessel, employed in caiTying the mails
between any foreign country and the United Kingdom, such last-

mentioned ships, vessels, or packets being found or discovered to have
been within any port, bay, harbour, river, or creek of the United
Kingdom or the Channel Islands, having on board or in any manner
attached thereto, or having had on board or in any manner attached
thereto, or conveying or having conveyed in any manner, any spirits

not being in a cask or other vessel capable of containing liquids of the
size or content of 20 gallons at the least, or any tobacco or snuff not
being in a whole and complete package containing 80 lbs. weight of

such tobacco or snuff at least, shall forfeit the sum of 100?. ; and eveiy
such person shall and may be detained, and taken before any justice,

to be dealt with as hereinafter directed.

Sect. 237. Where any person or persons, being part of the crew of

any of her Majesty's ships or vessels, or of any ship or vessel in her
Majesty's employment or service, and liable to detention, shall have
been detained under any law relating to the Customs, such person or

persons, upon notice thereof by the detaining officer to the commanding
officer of the ship or vessel, shall be placed in security by such com-
manding officer on board such ship or vessel, until such detaining
officer shall have obtained a warrant from a justice for bringing such
person or persons before him or any other justice or justices, to bo
dealt with according to law, which warrant such justice is required to

grant upon complaint made to him by such officer of Customs stating

the offence for which such person or persons is or are liable to detention.

Sect. 238. If any person liable to be detained under this or any
other act relating to the Customs shall not be detained at the time of

committing the offence for which he is so liable, or shall after deten-

tion make his escape, such person shall and may at any time after-

wards be detained, and taken before any justice, to be dealt with as if

detained at the time of committing such offence.

Sect, 239. Whenever any person shall have been detained, and
taken before any justice, for being found or discovered to have been
on board any ship or boat within any port, bay, harbour, river, or

creek of the United Kingdom or the Channel Islands, such ship or

boat having on board, or having had on board spirits or tobacco in

such casks or packages as would under this or any other act relating

to Customs subject the same to forfeiture, or for unshipping or for

aiding or being concerned in the unshipping of any spirits or tobacco,

liable to forfeiture under this or any other act relating to the Customs
or excise, or for carrying, conveying, or concealing, or for aiding or

being concerned in the can-ying, conveying, or concealing, of any



such spii-its or tobacco, and it shall appear to such justice that the 16 & 17 Vict,

quantity of spirits in respect of which such person has been so c. 107.

dotainod does not exceed two gallons, or that the quantity of tobacco

in respect of which such person has been so detained does not exceed

10 lbs. weight, such justice may proceed summarily upon the case

without any information, and although no direction shall have been

given by the Commissioners of Customs, and convict such person of

such offence, and adjudge that such person shall, in lieu of any other

penalty, forfeit any sum not less than the single value nor more than
'

treble the value of such goods, including the duties of importation duo

thereon, and in default of payment of such sum of money commit

such persons to any of her Majesty's gaols for any time not exceeding

one month.
Sect. 240 is repealed by 18 & 19 Yict. c. 96, s. 30.

By the 18 & 19 Yict. c. 96, sect. 30, when any person shall have is &19 Vict. c. 96,

been detained for any offence against this or any other act relating to 8. so.

the Customs, and taken before any justice, such justice may, if he see
J^en®b^jf/J're''a

^'^'^

reasonable cause, order such person to be detained in gaol or in the justice for any

custody of the police or constabulary force a reasonable time, to obtain oflfenco under <any

the order of the Commissioners of Customs or Inland Eevenue, and customsroViikely
to prepare the necessary informations, convictions, and warrants of to abscond, such

commitment, and at the expiration of such time to be brought before {'^1*^''^ be d^^^"
him, or any other justice or justices, who may then finally hear and tained a reason-

determine the matter ; or when any information shall have been pre- able time, or ad-

ferred before any justice against any person for any such offence, and ^^^ ^^ ^"•

it shall appear to such justice, by depositions on oath, that such

person is likely to abscond before such information can be heard, such

justice may, in lieu of issuing a summons for the appearance of the

offender, grant his warrant to apprehend and bring such offender

before him or any other justice, at a time and place to be named in

such warrant, for the hearing of such information ; but any person so

detained or apprehended may be liberated, on giving, by recognizance,

security to the satisfaction of such justice in the sum of lOOZ., or in

the amount of the penalty sought to be recovered, to appear at such

time and place as shall be appointed by such justice for hearing the case.

Sect. 241. If any person shall offer for sale any goods under Penalty on por-

pretence that the same are prohibited, or have been unshipped and ^0^°^"^^^ „„.
run on shore without payment of duties, all such goods (although not dor pretence of

liable to any duties or prohibited) shall be forfeited, and every person ^?l?5^^*^ orpro-

so offering the same for sale shall forfeit treble the value of such goods. ' ' ® •

Sect. 242. No subject of Her Majesty, other than officers of the No subject of Her
navy. Customs, or excise, shall intermeddle with or take up any Majesty, except

spirits, being in casks of less content than 20 gallons, which may be
upspiritshl^small

found floating upon or sunk in the sea within 100 leagues of the casks sunk or

United Kingdom ; and if any spirits shall be so intermeddled with or floating upon tho

taken up the same shall be forfeited, together with any ship or boat in

which they are found.

Sect. 243. The Commissioners of the Treasury or Customs may Commissioners of

mitigate or remit any penalty or fine, or any part of any penalty or
?omTl^ay°restoro

fine, incurred under this or any act relating to the Customs, or seizures, and miti-

release from confinement any person committed under this or any act gate or remit

relating to the Customs, on such terms and conditions as to them shall ^naities!"^
^ ^^ '

appear proper.

Sect. 244. No person shall, after sunset and before sunrise between Persons signalling

the 21st day of September and the 1st day of April, or after the horn-
^a"^be'dft.v**d'^

of 8 in the evening and before the hour of 6 in the morning at any and forfei"t im '

other time of the year, make, aid, or assist in making any signal in or or be kept to b:lrd

on board or from any ship or boat, or on or from any part of the coast y^,^.^^
^"* """

of the United Kingdom, or within 6 miles of any part of such coast or

shore, for the purpose of giving notice to any person on board any
smuggling ship or boat, whether any person so on board of such ship
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or boat bo or not within distance to notice any such signal ; and if

any person, contrary to this Act, shall make or cause to be made, or
aid or assist in making, any such signal, such person so offending
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor ; and any person may stop, arrest,

and detain the person so offending, and convey him before any justice,

who, if he see cause, shall commit the offender to the next county
gaol, there to remain until delivered by due course of law ; and it

shall not be necessary to prove on any indictment or information in
such case that any shiji or boat was actually on the coast ; and the
offender, being duly convicted, shall, by order of the court before
whom he shall be convicted, either forfeit the penalty of 100^., or, at
the discretion of such court, be committed to the common gaol or
house of correction, there to be kept to hard laboiu? for any term not
exceeding one year.

Sect. 245. If any person be charged with or indicted for having
made or caused to be made, or for aiding or assisting in making, any
such signal as aforesaid, the burden of proof that such signal so

charged as having been made with intent and for the purpose of
giving such notice as aforesaid was not made wdth such intent and for

such pui-pose shall be upon the defendant against whom such charge
is made or such indictment is found.

Sect. 246. Any person whatsoever may prevent any signal being
made as aforesaid, and may go upon any lands for that purpose,
without being liable to any indictment, suit, or action for the same.

Sect. 247. All persons assembled, to the number of 3 or more, for

the purpose of unshipping, carrying, conveying, or concealing any
spirits or tobacco, or any tea or silk (such tea or silk being of the
value of 101. or more), liable to forfeiture under this or any other act

relating to the customs or excise, and every person who shall by any
means procure or hire, or shall depute or authorise any other person
to procure or hire, any person or persons to assemble for tho

purpose of being concerned in the landing or unshipping, or carrying,

conveying, or concealing any goods which are prohibited to be im-
ported, or the duties for which have not been paid or secured, and
every person who shall obstruct any officer or officers of the army,
navy, or marines, being duly employed for the prevention of smuggling,
or any officer or officers of customs or excise (a), or any person acting
in his or their aid or assistance, or duly emploj^ed for tie prevention
of smuggling, in the execution of his or their duty, or in the due
seizing of any goods liable to forfeiture by this act or any act relating

to the customs, or who shall rescue, attempt or endeavoxu* to rescue, or
cause to be rescued, any goods which have been duly seized, or who
shall before or at or after any seizure stave, break, or otherwise destroy,

or attempt or endeavour to break, stave, or othei-wise destroy, any
goods, to prevent the seizure thereof or the securing of the same, shall,

upon being duly convicted of any of the said offences before any
justice of the peace, be adjudged by such justice for the first offence to

he imprisoned in any house of correction, and kept to hard labour,

for any term not less than 6 nor more than 9 months, and for the

second offence for any term not less than 9 nor more than 12 months,
and for the third or any subsequent offence for 12 months.

Sect. 248. If any persons, to the number of 3 or more, armed with
firearms or other oflfensive weapons (i), shall, within the United

(a) See, as to other obstructions,

ss. 229, 248, 249, 251.

(b) Not only giuis, pistols, and in-

struments of war, but bhidgeons,

clubs, and such other things, are

Avitliin the nicaninrf of the statute

{Rex V. Cosans, 1 Leach, 342) ; hut
not a common whip (/?. v. Fletcher,

ib. 23) ; nor poles, used by smugglers
to cany tubs {H. v. Noakes, 6 C. &
P. 226), and where, in the heat of an
affray, the defendant caught iip a
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Kingdom, or within the limits of any port, harbour, or creek thereof, 16 & 17 Vict,

be assembled in order to be aiding and assisting in the illegal landing, c. 107.

running, or carrying away of any prohibited goods, or any goods liable —
to any duties which have not been paid or secured, or in rescuing or

taking away any such goods as aforesaid after seizure from the officer

of the customs, or other officer authorised to seize the same, or from
any j)erson or persons employed by or assisting them, or from the

place where the same shall have been lodged by them, or in rescuing

any person who shall have been apprehended for any offence made
felony by this or any act relating to the Customs, or in the preventing
the apprehension of any person who shall have been guilty of such
offence, or in case any persons, to the number of 3 or more, so armed
as aforesaid, shall, within the United Kingdom, or within the limits

of any port, harbour, or creek thereof, be so aiding or assisting, every
person so offending, and every person aiding, abetting, or assisting

therein, shall, being thereof convicted, be adjudged guilty of felony,

and shall be liable, at the discretion of the court before which he shall

be convicted, to be transported (a) beyond the seas for the term of his

natui'al life, or for any term not less than 15 years, or to be imprisoned
for any term not exceeding 3 years.

Sect. 249. If any person shall maliciously shoot at any vessel or Persons shooting

boat belonging to her Majesty's navy, or in the service of the ?•* ^^^
^°J.'*"^J"f

revenue, within 100 leagues of any part of the coast of the United servic^ guUty of^

Kingdom, or shall maliciously shoot at, maim, or wound any officer of felony,

the army, navy, or mai-ines, being duly employed for the prevention
of smuggling, and on full pay, or any officer of customs or excise, or
any person acting in his aid or assistance, or duly employed for the
prevention of smuggling, in the execution of his office or duty, every
person so offending, and every person aiding, abetting, or assisting

therein, shall, upon conviction, be adjudged guilty of felony, and shall

be liable, at the discretion of the court before which he shall be con-
victed, to bo transported {b) beyond the seas for the term of his

natural life, or for any term not less than 15 years, or to be imprisoned
for any term not exceeding 3 years (c).

Sect. 250. If any person, in company with more than 4 others, be Any person, in

found with any goods liable to forfeiture under this or any other act company with

relating to the Customs or excise, or in company with one other j)erson, inlt'^muggted^^'
within five miles of the sea coast or of any tidal river, and carrying goods, or with one

offensive arms or weapons, or disguised in any way, every such person
di^cfuUed^'^uilt'^

shall be adjudged guilty of felony, and shall, on conviction of such orMo?iy.' ^ ^ ^

offence, be transported as a felon for the teiTQ of 7 years.
Sect. 251. If any person shall, by force or violence, assault, resist. Persons assaulting

or obstruct any officer of the army, na\y, or marines, being duly ^^leuce^^^j/^e
"^

employed for the prevention of smuggling, and on full pay, or any transported,

officer of Customs or excise, or other person duly employed for the
prevention of smuggling, in the due execution of his or their duty, or
any person acting in his or their aid, every person so offending, being
thereof convicted, shall bo transported for 7 years, or sentenced to be
imprisoned in any house of correction or common gaol, and kept to

hatchet accidentally, held not to he {See Rex v. Smith, Russ. & R. 368).
witliin the act (R. v. Rose, 1 Leach,

_
(c) Under this section the shoot-

^^2). ing at any vessel or boat nuist be
(a) The punishment of transporta- malicious ; and, therefore, when a

tion was abolished, and penal servi- Customs' vessel chased a smuggler,
tude substituted, by the 20 & 21 Vict. and fired into her without hoisting
'^- 3, s. 2). the signals required by 56 Geo. 3,

(b) It seems not necessary to prove c. 103, s. 8, the returning the fire
that all were armed : proof that one was held not to be malicious (R. v.
or more were armed, and that the Reynolds, R. & R. 465).
others were assisting, is sufficient
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their vessels on
shore without
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Officers of armj',
&c,, may patrol
coasts without
being liable to
suit.

Flow value is to be
ascertained.

(JTttstoms.

hard labour, for any term not exceeding 3 years, at the discretion of
the court before whom sucb offender sball bo tried and con-vacted as

afore.said («).

Sect. 252. The commanding oflScer for the time being of any vessel

or boat employed for the prevention of smuggling may haul any such
vessel or boat upon any part of the coasts of the United Kingdom, or the
shores, banks, or beaches of any river, creek, or inlet of the same (not

being a garden or pleasure ground, or place ordinarily used for any
bathing machine or machines), which shall be deemed most con-
venient for that purpose, and moor any such vessel or boat on such
part of the aforesaid coasts, shores, banks, and beaches below high-
water mark, and over which the tide flows on ordinary occasions, and
to continue such vessel or boat so moored as aforesaid for such time as
the said commanding officer shall deem necessary and proper; and
such commanding officer, or person or persons acting under his direc-

tion, shall not be liable to any indictment, action, or suit for so doing.

Sect. 253. Any officer of the army, navj^ or marines, being duly
employed for the prevention of smuggling, and on full pay, or any
officer of Customs or excise, or any person acting in his or their aid,

or duly cmploj'ed for the prevention of smuggling, when on dutj',

may patrol upon and pass freely along and over any j)art of the coasts

of the United Kingdom, or any railway, or the shores or banks of any
river, creek, or inlet of the same (not being a garden or pleasuie
ground) ; and any such officer or person so patrolling shall not be
liable to any indictment, action, or suit for so doing.

16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, ss. 254 to 262, relate to the granting of rewards
by the Commissioners of Customs and to collusive seizures.

Sect. 258. In all cases where any penalty the amount of which is

to be determined by the value of any goods is directed to be sued for

under any act relating to the Customs or excise, such value shall, as

regards proceedings in any court or before justices, be estimated and
taken according to the rate and price for which goods of the like kind
but of the best quality upon which the duties of importation shall

have been paid were sold at or about the time of the offence, or ac-

cording to the rate and i^rice for which the like sort of goods were sold

in bond at or about the time of the offence with the duties due thereon

added to such rate or price in bond, except as to tobacco stalks, tobacco

stalk flour, and snuffwork, the value of which shall, for the purpose of

any suit or proceeding under this or any act relating to the customs,
be estimated at the same rate as that of unmanufactured tobacco upon
which the duties of importation shall have been paid.

Legal proceedings 1. Procedure for recovering jpcncdtks and cnforciwj forfeitures under
genera i.

^j^^ Customs Ads.

16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, ss. 263 (p. 160), 264 (p. 161), 265, 292 (pp. 162

to 169).

18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, ss. 31 (p. 161), 33 (p. 162).

19 & 20 Vict. c. 75, ss. 7, 8 (p. 169).

^v,^^ 30 & 31 Vict. c. 82, s. 22 (p.l65).

^^ction. Sect. 263. In all suits or proceedings at the suit of the crown for
Vs and for- the rccoveiy of any duty or penalty, or the enforcement of any

sucdfor.'^^^
*" ^^^ forfeiture under this or any act relating to the Customs, the partic s

thereto shall be entitled to recover costs against each other in the

same manner as if such suits or proceecdings were conducted and had
between subject and subject, and the like amendments may bo made
in all such proceedings by the judge or court as may now bo made in

civil actions ; and all duties, penalties, and forfeitures incurred under

(a) See note to preceding section as to transportation.
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Or imposed by this or any other act relating to the Customs, and tho 16 & 17 Vict,

liability to forfeiture of any goods seized under the authority thereof, c. 107.

shall and may, except as is hereinafter provided, be sued for, prosecuted,

determined, and recovered by action of debt, information, or other
appropriate proceeding in the superior courts of common law at West-
minster, Dublin, or Edinburgh, or in the royal courts of the Islands of
Guernsey, Jersey, Aldemey, Sark, or Man, in the name of the
attornies-general for England or Ireland respectively, or of the
Lord-Advocate of Scotland, or of some officer of Customs or excise,

and for the recovery or enforcement of any penalty or forfeiture, by
information in the name of some officer of Customs or excise, before
one or more justice or justices (a) in the United Kingdom, or before
any governor, deputy-governor, or deemster, or other magistrate, in
the Isle of Man and the Channel Islands : Pro\'ided always, that where Pro\-iso where the

any goods shall have been seized in the United Kingdom, with regard
ties'sought to"bo"

to which the amount of duties or penalties claimed by the Crown shall recovered shall

not exceed the sum of 100^., such seizure or penalties shall not be not exceed looi.

sued for or enforced in any of the said superior courts, but by infor-

mation before any one or more justice or justices, governor, deputy
governor, deemster, or other magistrate, as aforesaid, or by informa-
tion, suit, or other appropriate proceeding in the county courts, if in
England, the assistant barristers' courts, if in Ireland, and the sheriffs'

courts if in Scotland, for which purposes the said courts respectively
shall have jurisdiction in such cases to the extent of lOOZ., with power
to enforce or mitigate any penalty sought to be recovered, unless upon Where suits for re-

consideration of the facts and circumstances of, or the questions of and^penalttel^^
law involved in, any case so excepted from the jurisdiction of the though not ex-

superior courts of common law, it shall appear to the Commissioners needing low.. may

of Customs desirable that such case should be tried in a superior court, fore a'superior
°'

in which case the said Commissioners shall certify their opinion that tribunal,

it is a proper case to be tried in the said superior coiu'ts to the Com-
missioners of the Treasury, who may thereupon make and issue an
order to the said Commissioners of Customs, authorizing them to
bring such case in such superior coiu-t, and the purport of such order
shall be endorsed on any process to be issued out of such court in such
case at the suit or prosecution of the crown in the words following :

" By order of the Commissioners of her Majesty's Treasury, this case
appearing to them to be a fit case to be tried in her Majesty's Court of
Exchequer," and the same shall confer jurisdiction on such superior
court to try such case.

By the 18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, s. 31, when any person is convicted 18& 19 Vict. c. 06

before any justice and adjudged to pay a pecuniary penalty for any p
^^,

offence against this or any act relating to the Customs, such justice to^be stated iir
**

shall state in the conviction, and also in the commitment of such person, couvictions, &e.

if committed in default of payment, the amount of costs awarded to
be paid by such person, as well as the penalty so adjudged, and shall
commit such person until payment of such penalty and costs.

Sect. 264. It shall be optional for the defendant in any case, except Proceedings at the

as hereinafter provided, where the amount of duties or penalties dant ^o^be'^hfsti-
claimed by the crown shall not exceed the sum of 100?., to require that, tuted in superior

instead of proceeding against him on account thereof by information
''''^ciaim°eTfm-^°

before any justice or justices as aforesaid, the proceedings shall be duties a^^pen°il-
brought in a superior court of law, and upon the request in writing of ties does not ex-

such defendant, delivered to the officer by whom the goods shall have °^^^ ^*^°^" ^*^'

been seized, or to the solicitor of Customs, such proceedings may be
instituted in a superior court, for which purpose, on notice by the
defendant to the justice or justices if proceedings have been already

(a) See sect. 301 {post, p. 171), where not.
where directions of the board are ne- (b) See 18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, s. 33,
cessary, and sect. 239, ante, p. 156, next page.

VOL. ir. M
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Customs*

commenced before them, sucli justice or justices shall adjourn the

case for one "week to afford the defendant an opportunity of delivering

such request ; and in order to confer jurisdiction on such superior

court it shall be sufficient to state such request on the back of

any process to be issued in such case, in the words follo"wing :
" On

the requisition of defendant, who prefers a trial by one of her

Majesty's superior courts of law to a trial before justices," and such

endorsement on the process, signed by the solicitor of Customs, shall

be evidence to the court of the same, notwithstanding the provisions

hereinbefore contained : Provided that in any case where proceedings

shall have been already commenced before any justice or justices, and
the defendant shall be under bail or recognizance to appear before such
justice or justices, or in custody for default of such bail, such pro-

ceedings shall not be removed, but such justice or justices shall hear

and determine the case.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, s. 33. The option given to a defendant by "The
Customs Consolidation Act, 1853," s. 264, of remo-ving any proceedings

against himself before any justice to a superior court, shall not be
exercised after the commencement of the trial or hearing thereof before

such justice.

Sect. 265. If any suit or prosecution for the recovery or enforce-

ment of any penalty or forfeiture, in which the amount of duties or

penalties claimed by the crown shall exceed .the sum of 100?., shall

have been commenced in any of the said superior courts, the Commis-
sioners of Customs, at their discretion, may, on the defendant's

request in writing to the solicitor of Customs, order such suit or

prosecution to be brought by information before any justice or justices,

whereupon such suit or prosecution in such superior court shall cease,

and on the production of an order of any two or more Commissioners
of Customs directing the bringing such proceeding before such justice

or justices, they shall receive such infonnation, and in due course

proceed to hear and determine the same.
Sect. 266. Whenever the commissioners or the proper officer of

Customs shall in any case proceed by information against any person

or persons for any offence under this or any other act relating to the

Customs before any justice or justices, instead of instituting such
proceedings in the Court of Exchequer, and in which case, if such
proceedings were had in such court, a capias might issue for the pur-

pose of arresting and holding the offender or offenders to bail, any
such justice or justices shall and may, on sufficient information on
oath being given before him that the offence charged has been com-
mitted, issue Hs or their warrant to apprehend and bfing such offender

or offenders before him or any other justice, and on his or their being
so brought to require him or them to give by recognizance security to

the satisfaction of any such justice in such amount as he may deem
sufficient to appear before him or any other justice or justices at a time
and place appointed by him or them for the hearing of the case, and
in the meantime in default of such security to commit such offender or

offenders to gaol, or to the custody of the police or other constabulary

force.

Sect. 267. When by any act relating to the Customs a penalty jointly

and severally incurred by any number of persons (a), such person may

(a) Where an information under
this act charged four persons with
different offences, on different days,

and, in other counts, charged the

same persons with similar offences,

together with four others, and a ver-

dict was found for tlie crown against

different defendants on different

counts, a nolle -prosequi was entered

up as to all the counts except one,

upon which six of the defendants

were convicted and two acquitted,

and judgment entered up accord-

ingly, the court held, on writ of

error, that the judgment ought to be

affirmed {Ruck v. AUorney-Gencral,

3 H. & K 208, Ex. Ch.).
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be proceeded against jointly by one information, or severally by sepa- 16 & 17 Vict,

rate informations, as ber Majesty's attornies general for England c. 107.

and Ireland, and as tbe lord advocate of Scotland, or tbe Commis-
sioners of Customs, may deem expedient ; and in case of a proceeding

against sucb several persons by joint infoi-mation for recovery of tbe

penalty or penalties so severally incurred by eacb, tbe penalty or

penalties sball be recoverable against eacb, notwitbstanding tbat any
one or otber of sucb persons so jointly proceeded against, may bave
allowed judgment to go by confession or default, or tbat tbe penalty

adjudged to be paid by any one or otber of tbe defendants so jointly

sued may be for a different amount from tbat of tbe penalty in wbich.

any one or otber of sucb several persons may be convicted, or tbat

any one or otber of sucb several persons so jointly prosecuted may be

acquitted, and no judgment on any sucb information sball be reversed

or avoided, or error in law alleged tberein, on tbe ground of any sucb

judgment being obtained by confession, or default of any of tbe

persons, nor on account of any difference in tbe amount of tbe penalty

or penalties in wbicb any one or more of sucb persons ma;^ be con-

victed, or tbe acquittal of any sucb persons ; but every sucb judgment
sball be valid and effectual against any or all of tbe said several

persons so jointly proceeded against, and for tbe full amount of tbe

penalty or penalties in wbicb sucb person or persons sball bave been
severally or respectively convicted (a).

Sect. 268. "Wben any verdict sball pass against any person in any Persons previously

court of record for any offence for wbicb any pecuniary penalty sball
verdict'^ b™im-

°^

have been inflicted by any act relating to tbe Customs, and it sball be prisoned in house

made to appear tbat sucb person bad been previously convicted of any °^ correction,

similar offence, tbe presiding judge or judges may order tbat sucb
person sball, in lieu of payment of any penalty, be imprisoned in any
bouse of correction for a period not less tban 6 nor more tban 12

montbs, and tbe governor or keeper of sucb bouse of correction is

hereby required to receive any person committed under sucb order.

2. As to proceedings before justices for recovery of penalties and Proceedings be-

forfeitures :
fore justices.

Sect. 269. All informations exhibited before any justice or justices informations, con-

fer any offence committed against or forfeiture incurred under this or yictions, &c., tobo

any other act relating to tbe Customs, and all summonses, convictions, schedule.
'^

'

^^

and condemnations, for sucb offences, and forfeitures, and all warrants
of any justice or justices founded upon such convictions, may be in
tbe form or to the effect in schedule (B.) to this act (i) ; and the foi-m

of information given in the said schedule, and the counts therein,

contained, with reference to any offences created by or punishable
under the several sections of this act to which the same or any of them
relate, shall be appHcable to and sufficient for all purposes in the
prosecution of such offences and forfeitures ; and where two or more
counts are given upon the same section those counts may be used
which apply most nearly to the circumstances of the case ; and any One or more

one or more of the said counts may be included in the same informa- inciud^edTn same
tion together with any other count or counts ; and in any case or for iuformation.

any offence or forfeiture for which no count is given in tbe said
schedule, such count or counts may be substituted or added as cir-

cumstances may require; and every such information and every
conviction and warrant of commitment or condemnation for such
offence or forfeiture shall be deemed valid and sufficient in wbich the
offence or forfeiture is set forth either in tbe words of the act or acts
by which the penalty for such offence has been inflicted or under

(a) Where the transaction is one imposed for each offence (Attorney-
and the same, though involving the General v. Towers, 6 Price, 198).
commission of several offences against (b) See page 173.
the Customs' laws, penalties may be
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16 & 17 Vict, whicli any forfeiture has been incurred, or in the words of the infor-

c. 107. mation by this act prescribed, and where in any such forms the word
'

' Customs '

' is used to describe the commissioners or officers of Customs,
the words "inland revenue " or " excise" may be substituted, as the
case may require, and the like counts shall be applicable to and suffi-

cient for the like purposes, and be used in like manner in any infor-

mation filed in any court having jurisdiction in such cases under this

or any act relating to the Customs ; and no conviction, warrant of

commitment, or condemnation shall be held void by reason of any
defect therein (a) ; and no party shall be entitled to be discharged out
of custody on account of such defect, provided it be alleged in such
warrant that the said party has been convicted of such offence, and
that it shall appear to the court or judge before whom such warrant is

returned that such conviction proceeded upon good and valid grounds

;

and every such warrant may be executed by any officer of Customs,
and in any part of the United Kingdom, without further endorsement
or sanction than that of the justice issuing the same ; and no objection
shall be taken or allowed to any information, complaint, or summons
for any alleged defect therein in substance or in form, or for any
variance between such information, complaint, or summons and the
evidence adduced on the part of the informant or complainant at the
hearing of such information or complaint.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, By the 18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, s. 34, the words " otherwise dealing with
^- 2*- certain prohibited, restricted, or uncustomed goods" in count sixteen

taT&c°smSed^^ schedule B. to "the Customs Consolidation Act, 1853," shaU be
goods.

' deemed to apply to and include the harbouring or having possession
as the case may be, of any such goods, and it shall not be necessary
to prove that the party charged was concerned in the unshipping
thereof.

Justices may sum- Sect. 270. TJpon the exhibiting of any information or complaint
mon offender. before any justice or justices for any offence against this or any

act relating to the Customs, for which offence the party charged is not
liable to be detained, or by which information any penalty or forfeiture

shall be sought to be recovered, or any punishment of hard labour
sought to be inflicted, and where such information shall have been
exhibited before such justice or justices within 3 years next after the
date of the offence committed, such justice or justices or any other
justice or justices having jurisdiction in that behalf from time to time
and at any time afterwards may issue his or their summons directed
to such party, stating shortly the matter of such information or com-
plaint, and requiring him personally to appear at a certain time and
place before the same or any other justice or justices to answer to the
said information or complaint, and to be fiu'ther dealt with according

Summons to be to law; and every such summons shall be sei-ved by any oflBcer of
served personally, Customs Or excise, or by any person to whom the same shall be

same arjlac^ of delivered for that purpose, upon the party to whom it is so directed,

abode or on board by delivering the same to the party personally, or by leaving the same
^^P* at his last known place of abode, or on board any ship or vessel to

which such party may belong or may have lately belonged, and every
such summons so served shall be deemed sufficiently served.

On attendance of Sect. 271. If on the day and at the place appointed in such sum-
tho party on the mons as aforesaid the party so summoned shall appear before the

appoTntedju^stices jiistice or justices who are to hear and determine such complaint or
may hear and de- information, then such justice or justices shall proceed to hear and
termine the case, determine the same, and upon proof of the matter contained in such

complaint or information, either upon the confession of the party or
upon the oath of one or more credible witness or witnesses, shall con-
Tict the party charged in such complaint or information.

(a) By s. 290 (p. 168) justices arc conviction, or warrant, either before

empowered to amend any information, or after conviction.
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By the 30 & 31 Vict. c. 82, s. 22, where any person against wliom 16 & 17 Yict.

an information shall be exhibited before a justice of the peace for any c. 107.

offence committed by such person against any act relating to the ^ o, y ^^
—IT

Customs shall be in prison on any account whatever at the time ap-
g_ 22.

'° • "•
>

pointed for the hearing of such information, the Commissioners of Persons in prison

Customs shall cause to be obtained and issued out of the Court of against whom in-

Exchequer in England, Scotland, or Ireland, as the case may require, h'i^ed for offences
a writ of habeas corpus directed to the governor or keeper of the against tiie Cus-

prison in which such person shall be confined, commanding him to to™^ laws to bo

convey such person to the place of hearing to be specified iu such writ, habeas co"pus"^at

in order that the said person may answer the said information and the heaving of

attend the trial thereof; and such writ of habeas _ corpus shall be
^^J^'"^"""™^'

issued out of either of the said courts, on application made by the

solicitor for the Customs, on behalf of the said commissioners, to any
baron or judge of any of the superior coui'ts of law in England,
Scotland, and Ireland respectively; and it shall be lawful for the
justices or magistrate before whom any such information shall be
brought for adjudication to refuse to proceed with the said informa-
tion in the absence of the person charged, when satisfactory proof shall

be made that such person is confined in prison.

Sect. 272. If upon the day and at the place appointed in and by if party sum-

such summons for the appearance of the party so summoned, in case ^°^y^*° ^eir^^
he shall fail to appear in obedience to such summons, then and in justice to proc'eed

every such case, if it be proved upon oath or affirmation to the justice a^ if he had ap-

or justices then present that such summons was duly served upon ^^^'^^ "

such party a reasonable time before the time appointed for his

appearance as aforesaid, it shall be lawful for such justice or justices

to proceed ex parte to the hearing of such information or complaint,
and to adjudicate thereon as fully and effectually to all intents and
purposes as if such party had personally appeared before him or them
in obedience to such summons.

Sect. 273. When any information shall have been exhibited before Jiistices may con

any justice for the forfeitui-e of any goods whatsoever seized imder ^^^^|^^g
^**^^°

this or any act relating to the Customs, it shall be lawful for such
justice and he is hereby required to summon the party to whom such
goods belonged, or from whom they were seized, to appear before him
or any other justice or justices, and such summons directed to the
party being left at his last place of abode, or on board any ship to
which such party may belong or have lately belonged, shall be deemed
to have been sufficiently served, and upon his or their appearance or
default such justice or justices may proceed to the examination of the
matter, and upon due proof that the goods are liable to forfeiture
under this or any act relating to the Customs may condemn the said
goods.

Sect. 274. Any justice before whom any complaint or information justices may sum-
under this or any other act relating to the Customs shall be judicially «i*Jn witnesses.

brought may summon any person required as a witness, wherever in
the United Kingdom such person shall be or reside, to appear before
him or any other justice or justices to testify what he shall know con-
cerning the matter of such complaint or information ; and if any Service of sum-

person so summoued shall refuse or neglect to appear at the time and ^''^^

place appointed by such summons, and no just excuse shall be offered
for such neglect or refusal, then, after proof upon oath or affirmation
that such summons was duly served upon such person, either per-
sonally or by leaving the same at his last or usual place of abode, or
on board any ship to which such person may belong, or who having
appeared according to the exigency of such summons shall refuse to
take oath, or, if a quaker or other person having legal power to make
affirmation, refuse to dffirm, or shall refuse to give evidence or to
answer according to the best of his knowledge and belief any legal Penalty for neg-

question reqixired of him, such person shall for every such default or lecting to attend.
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c. 107. fit.

Sect. 275. Where any offence shall be committed in any place upon
the water not being -within any county of the United Kingdom, or

where the officers have any doubt whether such place is within the

boundaries or limits of any such county, such offence shall for the

purposes of this act be deemed and taken to be an offence committed
on the high seas ; and for the purpose of giving jurisdiction under this

act every offence shall be deemed to have been committed, and every

cause of complaint to have arisen, cither in the place in which the

same actually was committed or arose, or in any place on land where
the offender or person complained against may be or be brought.

Sect. 276. When the attendance of a justice having juiisdiction in

the county where the offence is committed cannot be conveniently

obtained, it shaU be lawful for any magistrate of any neighbouring or

adjoining county to that in which the offence was deemed to have
been committed to hear and determine any information exhibited

before him, and to have the same powers and authorities in all resped s

as to any proceedings under this or any other act relating to the

Customs as if he were a justice for the county in which the offence was
committed or deemed to be committed.

Sect. 277. Where any offence against this or any act relating to the

Customs shall be committed in any city, borough, liberty, di\'ision,

franchise, or town corporate, any justice or justices having jurisdiction

therein, and any justice or justices of any county within which the

same is or are situated, shall have jurisdiction to hear and determine

the same ; and all powers vested in any justice or justices of the

peace by virtue of this act shall be and the same are hereby vested in

and may be exercised in the Isle of Man or the Channel Islands by
any governor, deemster, or other magistrate of the said isle or islands

;

and for the purposes of this act the jurisdiction of the magistrates of

the borough of Gravesend in the county of Kent shall be deemed to

extend on the river Thames from Yantlet Creek to Broadness Point in

the Northfleet Hope, and shall include every part of the said river

between those limits respectively. [This section is amended as to the

magistrates in the Channel Islands by 18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, s. 22, and
19 & 20 Vict. c. 75, s. 6.]

Sect. 278. In case of the nonpayment of any penalty incuiTed for

any offence in respect of which the offender is not liable to detention,

such justice or justices or any other justice or justices may, by
warrant under his or their hand or seal, commit such party to any of
her Majesty's gaols within his or their jurisdiction, there to remain
until the penalty shall be paid.

Sect. 279. Such warrants may be executed in any part of the

United Kingdom by any officer of Customs, and such justice or justices

are hereby also authorized and required, when such party is convicted
of any offence for which the punishment of hard labour is inflicted, to

commit such party by such warrant to any house of correction, there
to be kept to hard labom* for such time as may be authorised by this

or any other act relating to the Customs.

Sect. 280. Where any person shall or may be convicted before any
justice or justices as aforesaid in any penalty or penalties incurred as

aforesaid, and except as is hereinafter provided, the said justice or
justices may, in cases where upon consideration of the circumstances
they shall deem it expedient so to do, and for a first offence only,

mitigate the payment of the said penalty or penalties so as the sum to

be paid by such person be not less than one fourth part of the amount
of the penalty in which such person shall have been convicted.

Persons detained Sect. 281. Any justice or justices before whom any j)crson liable to
and convicted to

Justice may com-
mit in default of
payment of
penalty until
paid.

Officers of Cus-
toms may execute
warrants of com-
mitment.

Justices may miti-

gate penalties in
certain cases to
one-fourth.
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be detained and who shall have been detained (a) for any offence 16 & 17 Vict,

against this or any other act relating to the Customs shall be brought, c. 107.

may either on the confession of such person of such offence, or on
proof thereof upon oath, convict such person of any such offence, and gaoi*for™!on-pay-

every person so convicted shall immediately upon such conviction pay, ment without

without any mitigation, into the hands of such justice or justices, for
hard^ubou'r where

the use of her Majesty, the penalty imposed for such offence, or in required by this

default thereof the said justice or justices shall, by warrant under his act-

or their hand and seal or hands and seals, commit such person so

convicted as aforesaid and making such default as aforesaid to any
gaol or prison, there- to remain until such penalty shall be paid ; and
such justice or justices may also, when any such person is convicted of

any offence for which the punishment of hard labour is inflicted,

commit such person to any house of correction, there to be kept to

hard labom- for such time as they shall be authorised to do by this or

any other act or acts relating to the Customs. [See sect. 284, infra,

where the penalty is 100?. or upwards.]
Sect. 282. All penalties and forfeitures recovered under this or any Penalties and for-

other act relating to the Customs shall be paid to the Commissioners
t" commissioners'*

of Customs, and aU penalties and forfeitures recovered imder any act

relating to the excise shall be paid to the Commissioners of Inland
Eevenue, or to the persons appointed by such commissioners respec-

tively to receive the same, and such penalties and forfeitures shall be
applied by such commissioners respectively in such manner as the
law dii-ects {h).

As to the commitment and punishment of offenders after conviction. Commitment and

and the mitigation or increase of such punishment under certain cir- Punishment,

cumstances

:

Sect. 283. "Where any person shall have been committed by any Any person com-

justice or justices to any prison for nonpajinent of any penalty ^^^jfment^ofa^*
incurred under this or any other act relating to the Customs less than penalty less than

lOOZ., the gaoler or keeper of such prison is hereby authorized and
J^^'^J^'','^

"i^*'

required to discharge such person at the end of 6 months from the gaoL^'in li-x.

commencement of his imprisonment. months, if not

Sect. 284_. Where any person shall have been com-icted before any duly qualified,

justice or justices of any offence for which any penalty of lOOZ. or
prfson^'^Xfiultof

upwards shall have been inflicted by this or any other act relating to payment of penal-

the Customs, the said justice or justices may, if he or they shall think ^y, and if party

fit, adjudge that such person shall in defardt of paying such penalty vi'cted.^may sen-
be imprisoned for such offence, if it be a first one, in any gaol within tence to hard

his or their jurisdiction for a period of not less than 6 nor more than 9 labour,

raonths ; and if it shall appear that such party had been before con-
victed of any offence against this or any other act relating to the
Customs, it shall and may be lawful for the said justice or justices, if

he or they shall think fit, to order and adjudge that such person shall
in lieu of such penalty be imprisoned in any house of correction, and
there kept to hard labour for any period not less than 6 nor more than
12 months.

Sect. 285. When any person shall have been convicted of any offence Justices may com-

agaiast this or any other act relating to the Customs for which such houseoToo^ec-
person is liable to be sentenced to hard labour, and such conviction tion, if none in

shall take place before any justice or justices withia whose jurisdiction tiieir jurisdiction,

there is no house of correction, such justice or justices shaU and may,
by warrant under his or their hands and seals, commit such offender
to any gaol withia his or their jurisdiction wherein the sentence of
hard labour is or can be executed, or to the house of coiTection nearest

(a) The sections justifying a deten- (&) Sections 256, 257, 259, 260,
tion are sects. 234, 235, 238 (pp. provide for certain payments out of
155, 156}, and 18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, the penalties imposed.
ss. 28, 30 (pp. 156, 157),
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Justices may com
mute hard labour
where offender is

a female, or in-
firm

If prisoner bo
found to have
been previously
convicted, im-
prisonment may
be extended.

Married woman
may be com-
mitted.

Actual expenses
Incurred by the
commitment of
smugglers to hard
labour to be paid
out of consoli-
dated customs.

Allowance to poor
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for oifences
against laws of
Customs to be
made by commis-
sioners.

Removal of pro-
ceedings.

"Writs of certiorari
and habeas corpus
not to issue, ex-
cept on affidavit.

» Sic.

Customs*
to the place where such oflFender is convicted, for such time as has
hereinbefore been limited for a first or subsequent oflFence respectively;

and the governor or keeper of such gaol or house of correction is

hereby required to receive such offender and to obey such warrant in

all respects as if such gaol or house of correction was within the juris-

diction of such justice or justices.

Sect. 286. Where any person shall have been convicted of any
offence against this or any other act relating to the Customs for

which such person would be liable to be committed to hard labour, it

shall and may be lawful for the justice or justices before whom such
person is so convicted, if such person be a female or if a male from
physical infirmity incapable of hard labour, to order and adjudge that

such person shall, in lieu of being subjected to hard labour, be impri-

soned in any gaol within their jurisdiction for the period during which
such person would have been liable to be kept to hard labour, but in

all such cases the cause of mitigation shall be stated in the warrant of

commitment.
Sect. 287, Where any person shall have been convicted before any

justice or justices of any offence against this or any other act relating

to the Customs for which such person is liable to be committed to

hard labour, and it shall at any time during the imprisonment of such
person be made to appear to the said or any other justice or justices

that such person had before been convicted of a similar offence, it

shall be lawful for such justice or justices and he and they are hereby
required to commit such offender to some house of correction to be kept
to hard labour for any period not less than 9 nor more than 12 months
in the whole from the date of the first commitment, and to amend the
warrant of commitment accordingly, and without including in such
amendment any reference to the former conviction ; and any gaoler in

whose custody such person shall be is hereby required upon a written

order, signed by any justice, to produce such person before such last-

mentioned justice.

Sect. 288. Where any married woman shall be convicted before any
justice or justices of any offence against this or any other act relating

to the Customs she shall, in default of paying any penalty she may
have incurred, be liable to be committed to prison.

Sect. 289. The actual expenses incurred by any county, city,

borough, hberty, division, franchise, or town corporate, in conse-
quence of the commitment of any person to hard labour under this or
any act or acts relating to the Customs, shall be repaid out of the

consolidated customs by an order of the Commissioners of the Treasury
in such manner and to such amount as they shall direct ; and for the
necessary subsistence of any poor person confined in any prison in the

United Kingdom under or by virtue of any exchequer or other process

for the recovery of any duties or penalties, either upon bond or other-

wise, under this or any other act relating to the Customs, the Commis-
sioners of Customs may allow any sum, not exceeding l^d. per diem,

to be made for any such poor person out of any money in their hands
arising from the duties of Customs.
As to the removal of proceedings before justices under the Customs

laws

:

Sect. 290. No writ of certiorari shall issue to remove any proceed-
ings before any justice or justices under this or any other act relating

to the Customs, nor shall any writ of habeas corpus issue to bring up
the body of any person who shall have been convicted before any
justice or justices under this or any other act relating to the Customs
unless the party against whom such proceeding shall have directed,* or

who shall have been so convicted, or his attorney or agent, shall

state hj affidavit in writing duly sworn the grounds of objection to

such proceedings or conviction ; and ujion the return to such writ of

certiorari or habeas corpus, no objection shall be entertained by the
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court other than such as shall have been stated in such affidavit; and 16 & 17 Vict,

any justice or justices shall and may amend any information, con- c. 107.

viction, or warrant of commitment for any offence under this or any
such act at any time, whether before or after conviction.

Sect. 291. No such writ shall issue without notice in writing to the No writ of habeas

solicitor for the Customs, and no return to any such writ shall be ^iicitorof Cus-°
considered by any of her Majesty's courts at Westminster, Dublin, or toms.

Edinburgh, or the judges thereof, unless there shall be produced to

such court or judge an affidavit in writing duly sworn stating that

notice of the issuing of such writ was given to the solicitor of Customs
or left at his office fotir clear days before the return of such writ ; and
with respect to all such writs there shall be an interval of four clear

days at least between the day of issue and the day of the return

tliereof, and any such writ issuing without notice, or not in con-

formity with the directions herein contained, shall be void to all

intents and purposes.

As to justices clerks fees in prosecutions under the Customs laws :

Sect. 292. The fees to justices clerks shall be regulated and Justices clerks

governed by the table of fees to this act annexed, and shall be allowed ®®^*

to and taken by such clerks in respect of the matters therein men-
tioned, in lieu of all other fees heretofore chargeable for the like

matters.

By the 19 & 20 Vict. c. 75, sect. 7, all sums, including justices clerks 19 & 20 vict. c. 75,

fees, awarded to be paid as costs to or for her Majesty by any justice ^'
'

^ ^ ^ ^ +^
in respect of any proceedings for the recovery of any duty, penalty, ijg paid to crown
or forfeiture under any act relating to the Customs or to trade or to be received by

navigation, shall be paid over to the collector of Customs at the port
t°^®g°*"''

°^ ''"^'

where any such proceedings may be instituted, who shall account for

the same in such manner as the Commissioners of Customs may direct.

19 & 20 Vict. c. 75, sect. 8. There shall be payable to justices Fees payable to

clerks, in respect of formal investigations into wi'ecks, under the 1^^*'°°''
^|,^^^^^

^'"'

provisions of "The Merchant Shipping Act, 1854," held at the under'" Mer-

instance of the solicitor for the Customs, by direction of the Board of chant Shipping

Trade, or at the request of any officer of Customs or coast guard, the ^ '
^^^*"

several sums specified in the table of fees to this act annexed.

TABLE OF FEES referred to in the 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107.

Tn Cases summarily disposed of under Section 239.

£ s. d.

Convening justices in one or more cases on the same day . .026
Attendance iu each case of detention for the same offence :

Where one person detained 5

Two ditto 076
Three or more, ditto 10 6

In Cases of Detention and Remand.

Convening justices iu one or more cases on the same day . .026
Taking information of officer to ground warrant of detention

against one or more persons for the same offence, and oath .026
"Warrant of detention for one defendant only . . . ..016

„ for each additional defendant . . .006
Eecognizance for defendant's appearance 2 6

Convening justices to hear one or more cases of remand on the same
day 5

Each summons to witnesses, when required 2

Each information exhibited . . .
•

. . . .026
Each witness examined, where examination does not exceed two

folios, and oath . . . . . . . . ..010
Each additional folio beyond the two first . . , . .008
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Taking down prisoner's reply, if any, to charge . . ..010
Eecording conviction or acquittal . . . . . . .020
AVarrant of commitment . , . 030
Copy for revenue solicitor . . . . . . . .010
Engrossing conviction on parchment to file, and transmitting same

to clerk of peace ..060
In Cases where the Parties are proceeded agawist by Summons.

Convening justices to receive information in one or more cases for

the same day
Each information exhibited

Summons for defendant's appearance ......
Duplicate ...........
Convening justices in one or more cases for hearing on the same day
Each summons for witnesses . ,

Each witness examined, where examination does not exceed two
folios, and oath .........

Every additional folio beyond the two first . . . . .

Taking down statement, if any, of party accused ....
Eecording conviction or acquittal . . . . , . .

Warrant of commitment
Copy for revenue solicitor . . .

Engrossing conviction on parchment to file, and transmitting same
to clerk of peace

2



3. As to prosecution hy indictment or information for offences against 16 & 17 "Vict.

the Customs laws : c. 107.

16 & 17 Vict. C. 107, sects. 301—304, 323, 305, 308, p. 171. Prosecutions, ic.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, sects. 35, 36, p. 172.

20 & 21 Vict. c. 62, sect. 14, p. 172.

Sect. 301. No indictment shall be preferred for any offence against indictment to be
^

this or any other act or acts relating to the Customs or excise, nor of thrcommfe-
'^^

shall any suit be commenced for the recovery of any penalty or sioners, and suits

forfeiture for any such offence, except in the cases of persons detained *^
J'j^e Attorney^^

and carried before one or more justices in pursuance of such act or General or Lord

acts as aforesaid, unless such indictment shall be preferred under the Advocate, or of

direction of the Commissioners of Customs or Inland Eeyenue, or
^""^^

"
'^^^'

unless such suit shall be commenced in the name of her Majesty's

attorney-general for England or Ireland, or in the name of the lord

advocate of Scotland, or in the name of some officer of Customs or

excise, under the direction of the said commissioners respectively.

Sect. 302. In any prosecution for recovery of any fine, penalty, or The attorney-

forfeiture incui-red under this or any other act relating to the Customs
Idvocate may'^'^

or excise, her Majesty's attorney-general for England, her Majesty's enter a nolle pro-

attorney-general for Ireland, or the lord advocate of Scotland, if sequi.

satisfied that such fine, penalty, or forfeiture was incurred without
any intention of fraud, or that it may be inexpedient to proceed
in the said prosecution, may enter a nolle prosequi or otherwise
on such information as well with respect to the share of such fine,

penalty, or forfeiture to which any officer or officers may be entitled as
to the Queen's share thereof.

Sect. 303. All suits, indictments, or informations brought or exhi- Within what time

bited for any offence against this or any other act relating to the menVor'infor-
Customs in any court, or before any justice or justices, shall be matioiis are to be

brought or exhibited within 3 years next after the date of the offence exhibited,

committed.
Sect. 304. Any indictment, prosecution, or information which may indictments or

be instituted or brought under the direction of the Commissioners of bfS*inTny
*^

Customs relating to the Customs shall and may be inquired of, county in

examined, tried, and determined in any county of England when the f'^?'*°'^v^T*'j.
offence is committed in England, and in any county of Scotland when respectively.' '

the offence is committed in Scotland, and in any county in Ireland
when the offence is committed in Ireland, in such manner and form
as if the offence had been committed in the said county where the
said indictment or information shall be tried.

Sect. 323. Any person appointed to be solicitor or assistant solicitor Solicitors, clerks

of her Majesty's Customs, or any clerk dulj appointed to act on his a"d officers of

behalf or under his or their directions, shall and may in any case duct°c'Me™'*^
*^°"

relating to the Customs, or under the direction of the Commissioners
of her Majesty's Treasury or Customs, act as counsel, solicitor,

attorney-at-law, advocate, or writer to the signet in the prosecution,
conduct, or defence of any such case in any court, jurisdiction, or
place in which such case may be instituted, and any such solicitor,

assistant solicitor or clerk, and any officer or ofiicers of customs,
under the order and directions of the Commissioners of Customs, may
prosecute, defend, or conduct any proceeding before any magistrate or
magistrates, justices or justice of the peace, in any matter relating to
the Customs, to be heard or determined by him or them.
As to proofs in proceedings under the Customs laws in any of the Proofs in procecd-

coui'ts or before justices

:

• ings.

Sect. 305. If in any prosecution under the direction of the Commis- Defendant's proof

sioners of Customs in respect of any goods seized for non-payTtnent of case™"^^"°°
duties, or any other 'cause of forfeiture, or for the recovering any
penalty or penalties under this or any act relating to the Customs,
any dispute shall arise whether the duties of Customs or excise have
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been paid in respect of such, goods, or the same have been lawfully

imported or lawfully unshipped, or concerning the place from whence
such goods were brought, then and in every such case the proof

thereof shall be on the defendant in such prosecution.

Sect. 306. The averment that the Commissioners of Customs or

Inland Eevenue have directed or elected that any information or pro-

ceedings under this or any other act relating to the Customs or excise

shall be instituted, or that any ship or boat is foreign or belonging

wholly or in part to her Majesty's subjects, or that any person

detained or found on board any ship or boat liable to seizure is or is

not a subject of her Majesty, or that any goods thrown overboard,

staved, or destroyed were so thrown overboard, staved, or destroyed to

prevent seizure, or that any goods thrown overboard, staved, or

destroyed when chased by any ship or boat in her Majesty's service,

or in the service of the revenue, were so thrown overboard, staved, or

destroyed to avoid seizure, or that any person is an officer of Customs
or excise, or that any person was employed for the prevention of

smuggling, or that the offence was committed within the limits of any
port, or where the offence is committed in any port of the United
Kingdom the naming of such port in any information or proceedings,

shall be deemed to be sufficient, without proof of such fact or facts,

unless the defendant in any such case shall prove to the contrary.

Sect. 307. If upon any trial a question shall arise whether any
person is an officer of the army, navy, or marines, being duly
employed for the prevention of smuggling, and on full pay, or an
officer of Customs or excise, his own evidence thereof or other evidence

of his having acted as such shall be deemed sufficient, and such
person shall not be required to produce his commission or deputation

unless sufficient proof shall be given to the contrary ; and every such
officer and any person acting in his aid or assistance shall be deemed a

competent witness upon the trial of any suit or information on account

of any seizure or penalty as aforesaid, notwithstanding such officer or

other person may be entitled to the whole or any part of such seizure

or penalty, or to any reward upon the conviction of the party charged
in such suit or information.

Sect. 308. Upon the trial of any issue, or upon any judicial hearing
or investigation touching any seizure, penalty, or forfeituxe, or other

proceeding under any law or laws relating to the Customs or excise,

or incident thereto, where it may be necessary to give proof of any
order issued by the Commissioners of the Treasury, or by the Com-
missioners of Customs or Inland Revenue respectively, the order, or

any letter or instructions referring thereto, which shall have been
officially received by any officer of Customs or excise for his govern-
ment, and under which he shall have acted as such officer, shall be
admitted and taken as sufficient evidence and proof of such order.

By the 18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, s. 35, the condemnation of goods by any
justice as forfeited under the laws relating to the Customs may be
proved in any court of justice, or before any competent tribunal, by
the production of such condemnation j)urporting to be signed by such
justice, or an examined copy of the record of such condemnation certi-

fied by the clerk to such justice.

By the 18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, s. 36, the second section of the 14 & 15

Vict. c. 99, shall not be deemed to apply to any prosecution, suit, or

other proceeding in respect of any offence, or for the recovery of any
penalty or forfeiture, under any law now in force or hereafter to be
made relating to the Customs or Inland Revenue.
By the 20 & 21 Vict. c. 62, s. 14, the several acts which declare and

make competent and compellable a defendant to give evidence in any
suit or proceeding to which he may be a party shall not be deemed to

extend or apply to defendants in any suit or proceeding instituted

under any act relating to the Customs.
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SCHEDULE (B.) referred to in the 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107 {a), schedule (b).

Form of Information before Justices of the Peace.

) Be it remembered, That A.B. an officer of Customs, under the

to wit.
I

direction of the Commissioners of Customs, informs me,

one of Her Majesty's justices of the peace in and for the

of

Count 1.

That CD., did unship, or was aiding or concerned in unshipping or other- On Sect 234.

wise dealing with certain goods, to wit [here mention the goods generally],

contrary to section 234 of " The Customs Consolidation Act, 1853," whereby

the said CD. has forfeited the sum of , bein^ treble the

value of the said goods, [or "the penalty of one hundred pounds,' as the case

may be], for which the commissioners have elected to sue.

Count 2.

That CD. being [or "not being," as the case may be,] a subject of Her On Sect. 235.

Majesty, was found or discovered to have been on board a ship or boat, part

of the cargo of which was thrown overboard, or staved, or destroyed, to

prevent seizure, contrary to section 235 of " The Customs Consolidation Act,

1853," whereby the said C D. has become liable to be imprisoned as is

therein directed.

Count 3.

That C D. being [or " not being," as the case may be,] a subject of Her On Sect. 235.

Majesty, was found or discovered to have been on board a ship or boat, con-

trary to the section 235 of " The Customs Consolidation Act, 1853," whereby
the said CD. has become liable to be imprisoned as is therein directed.

Count 4.

That C D. was foimd or [discovered to have been on board a ship or boat On Sect. 236.

within a port, bay, harbour, river, or creek of the United Kingdom, [or
'

' the

Channel Islands," as the case may he,] contrary to section 236 of "The
Customs Consolidation Act, 1853," whereby the said C D. has forfeited the

sum of one hundred pounds.
Count 5.

That C D. did make and subscribe a false declaration or document, pur- On Sect. 198.

porting to be [here state the nature of the document generally], the same being
false and untrue, contrary to section 198 of " The Customs Consolidation Act,

1853," whereby the said CD. has forfeited the sum of one hundred pounds.

Count 6.

That CD. did untruly answer a certain question put to him by On Sect. 19S.

an officer of Customs, contrary to section 198 of " The Customs Consolidation

Act, 1853," whereby the said CD. has forfeited the sum of one hundred
pounds.

Count 7.

That CD. did counterfeit or falsify [or "wilfully use when counterfeited On Sect. 198.

or falsified," as the case may be], a certain document purporting to be [here

slate the tiatiore of the document generally], contrary to section 198 of " The
Customs Consolidation Act, 1853," whereby the said CD. has forfeited the
sum of one hundred pounds.

(a) These forms are applicable in rally follow the forms are good {A t-

proceedings before courts having ju- torney-General v. Henly, 8 Ir. C.
risdiction as well as in proceedings Law Keports, 267).

before justices, and courts which lite-
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That C. D. did fraudulently alter [or counterfeit, as the case may be], the

seal, signature, initials, or mark of or used by an officer of Customs, contrary

to section 198 of "The Customs Consolidation Act, 1853," whereby the said

C. D. has forfeited the sum of one hundred pounds.

COTJNT 9.

On Sect. 203. That a certain vessel or boat called the , whereof C. D. was
owner [or master, as the case maybe,] was unlawfully used in importing,

landing, removing, carrying, or conveying of certain uncustomed or prohibited

goods ; to wit, [here mention generally the goods, ] contrary to section 203 of
" The Customs Consolidation Act, 1853," whereby the said CD. has forfeited

the sum of , which the Commissioners of Customs have directed

to be sued for in this case.

Count 10.

On Sect. 220. That CD. was driving or conducting a cart, waggon, or other conveyance,
and refused to stop, or to allow the examination thereof, when required in

the Queen's name, contrary to section 220 of " The Customs Consolidation
Act, 1853," whereby the said CD. has forfeited the sum of one hundred
pounds.

Count 11.

On Sect. 225. That CD., an officer of police, having detained certain goods, to wit, [here

mention generally the goods,] on suspicion of their being stolen, neglected to

convey the same to the proper warehouse [^or neglected to give notice thereof
to the Commissioners of Customs, as the case may be,] contrary to section 225
of "The Customs Consolidation Act, 1853," whereby the said CD. has
forfeited the sum of twenty pounds.

Count 12.

On Sect. 229. That C D. obstructed a person duly employed for the prevention of smug-
gling, contrary to section 229 of "The Customs Consolidation Act, 1853,"
whereby the said CD. has foi-feited the sum of one hundred pounds.

Count 13.

On Sect. 229, That C D. denied the possession of certain foreign good.s, to wit, [here men-
tion generally the goods], which were afterwards found to be \or "to have
been," as the case may be,] in his possession, contrary to section 229 of " The
Customs Consolidation Act, 1853," whereby the said CD. has forfeited the
sum of , being treble the value of the said goods.

Count 14.

On Sect. 231. That CD., an officer of , did, without reasonable gi-ound,

require a certain person, to wit, one E.F., to be searched, contrary to section

231 of " The Customs Consolidation Act, 1853," whereby the said CD. has
forfeited the sum of ten pounds.

Count 15.

On Scot. 232. That CD. was concerned in importing certain prohibited or restricted

goods, to wit, [here mention generally the goods,] contrary to section 232 of

"The Customs Consolidation Act, 1853," whereby the said CD. has forfeited

the sum of , being treble the value of the said goods, [or
'

' the
penalty of one hundred pounds," as the case may be,] for which the Commis-
sioners of Customs have elected to sue.

Count IS.

On Sect. 232. That CD. was concerned in unshipping or otherwise dealing with certain

prohibited, restricted, or uncustomed goods, to wit, [he^'c mention generally

the goods,] contrary to section 232 of "The Customs Consolidation Act,
1853," whereby the said CD. has forfeited the sum of , being
treble the value of the said goods [or "the penalty of one hundred pounds,"
as the case may be,] for which the Commissioners of Customs have elected

to sue.

(See 18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, s. 34, ante, page 164.)
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That CD. was concerned in the illegal removal of certain goods, to wit,

\hcre mcntimi generally the goods,'] from a warehouse, or otherwise illegally-

dealing with the same after they had been so removed, contrary to the pro-

visions of section 232 of "The Customs Consolidation Act, 1853," whereby

tlie said CD. has forfeited the sum of , being treble the value of

tlie said goods, \pr "the penalty of one hundred pounds," as the case inay be,]

for which the Commissioners of Customs have elected to sue.

Count 18.

That CD. was knowingly concerned in evading duties or customs upon or on Sect. 232.

ill dealing with certain goods, to wit, [here vicntion generally the goods,] with

intenttodefraudHer Majesty of the duties or customs in respect thereof, con-

trary to section 232 of "The Customs Consolidation Act, 1853," whereby
the said CD. has forfeited the sum of , being treble the value

of the goods, [or "the penalty of one hundred pounds," as the case may be,]

for which the Commissionei-s of Customs have elected to sue.

Count 19.

That CD. was concerned in the removal of certain goods, to wit, [here On Sect. 233.

mention generally the goods,] or otherwise dealing with the same, contrary to

section 233 of "The Customs Consolidation Act, 1853," whereby the said

C. D. has forfeited the sum of , being treble the value of the

said goods [or " the penalty of one hundred pounds," as the case may be,] for

which the Commissioners of Customs have elected to sue.

Count 20.

That CD. offered certain goods for sale, to wit, [here mention generally the On Sect. 241.

goods,] contrary to section 241 of "The Customs Consolidation Act, 1853,"

whereby the said C D. has forfeited the sum of , being treble

the value of the said goods.

Count 21.

That C D. was concerned in the assembling of persons contrary to section On Sect. 247.

217 of "The Customs Consolidation Act, 1853," whereby the said CD. has
become liable to be imprisoned as is therein directed.

Count 22.

That CD. obstructed persons employed for the prevention of smuggling On Sect. 247.

or was concerned in the rescue or attempt at rescue of seized goods, or in the

destruction or attempt at destruction thereof, contrary to section 247 of " The
Customs Consolidation Act, 1853," whereby the said CD. has become liable

to be imprisoned as is therein directed.

Count 23.

That certain goods, to wit, [here mention generally the goods,] were seized On Sect. 274.

on the day of for being dealt with contrary to

section [here insert the section in figures] of " The Customs Consolidation Act,

1853," whereby the said goods have become liable to forfeiture, and that

C. D. of has claimed the same.

Count 24.

That C D. being summoned as a witness, did neglect or refuse to appear, or, On Sect. 274.

having appeared, did refuse to take oath or affirm, or give evidence, or answer,
contrary to section 274 of "The Customs Consolidation Act, 1853," whereby
the said CD. has forfeited the sum of

Exhibited to and before me,
the day of

in the year of our Lord
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c. 107. Form of Summons on Information.
'

'- '

To [C.Z).]

) Whereas au information has been exliibited by [A.B.'[ an officer

to wit. \ of Customs, under the direction of the Commissioners of
Customs, before me , one of Her Majesty's justices of the
peace for the of , in the following form [here
copy the informationl.

This is therefore to require you personally to appear before me, or such
other justice or justices of the peace as may be present at

,

in the of , on the day
of next ensuing, at the hour of o'cleck in the
forenoon of said day, to answer the said information.

Given under my hand and seal at
, in the

of this day of in the year of
our Lord

Form of Summons on Information for Condeinnatwn of Seizures.

To of

in the of

) An information having been preferred by [A.JB.] an officer of
to wit. ) Customs, under the direction of the Commissioners of Customs,

before me , one of Her Majesty's justices of the peace
for the of

, for the condemnation
of [here state the goods'] seized on the day of iu
the year of our Lord , for being dealt with contrary to
section of " The Customs Consolidation Act, 1853," and claimed
by you.

This is to require you to appear before me, or such other justice or justices
of the peace as may be present at , in the
of on the

_
day of next ensuing, at the

hour of o'clock in the forenoon of said day, to show cause why
the said goods should not be condemned as forfeited.

Given under my hand and seal at , in the
of this day of in the year of
our Lord

To
Form of Summons for Witnesses.

Y®v are hereby required personally to be and appear, on the
to wit.

J day of next ensuing, at the hour
of o'clock in the forenoon, at in the of

, before me or such other of her Majesty's justices of the
peace for the said of as may be then and there
present, to give evidence and testify the truth, according to your knowledgp,
concerning the facts alleged in a certain information exhibited against G. I).

under the Customs Consolidation Act, 1853, and herein fail not, xmder the
penalty therein provided.

Given under my hand and seal, at in the
of , this day of in the year of
our Lord

Form of Conviction.

) Be it remembered, That on this day of

to wit.
J

iu the year of our Lord , at in
the of , (7. D. is convicted before me \pr us,

as the case may he,"] of her Majesty's justices of the peace for

the of : For that he the said CD., within
three years now last past [here state the offence as in tlie information,] and
[where the party has been convicted of an offence punishable by jjecuniary
penalty and imprisonment in default of payment,'] I, or we, adjudge the said

C. D. for his said offence to forfeit and pay the sum of

which [if siKh be the case,] I, or we, mitigate to the sum of
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and if the said sum of be not forthwith paid, I, or we, 16 & 17 Vict,

adjudge the said CD. to be imprisoned in Her Majesty's gaol at c. 107.

in the of until the same be paid [or where, it

shall have been so adjudicated, add, instead of the words, "until the same be

paid," for the period of six months, unless he shall sooner pay the said sum
of ] [or wliere the. 'party has been convicted of an offence

pimishahle by imprisonment ivith hard labour,] I, or we, adjudge the said

CD. for his said offence [and where the party has been previously convicted

insert here, "he having been previously convicted,"] to be imprisoned in Her
Majesty's house of correction at in the

of , and there kept to hard labour for the period of

months.

Given under hand and seal at in the

of , this day of in the year of

our Lord

Form of Commitment for Nonpayment of a pecuniary Penalty.

) To [J. 5.] an officer of Customs, and to the gaoler or keeper of

to wit. \ the gaol at in the of

[CD.] having been this day convicted before me [or us, as the case may be,]

of Her Majesty's justices of the peace in and for the

of , upon the information of [A.B.] an officer of customs,

under the direction of the Commissioners of Customs, of having, within three

years now last past [here state the offence generally, and the date thereof,] I

[or we, 05 the case may be] did adjudge that the said [CD.] had forfeited for

his said offence the simi of [adding, if mitigated,] which
I [or we, as the case may be,] mitigated to the sum of

which has not been paid.

This is to command you forthwith to convey the said [CD.] to the gaol

at in the of , and to deliver

him into the custody of the gaoler or keeper of the said gaol.

And I [ or we] the said justice or justices [as the case may be,] do hereby
authorize and require you, the said gaoler or keeper of the said gaol, to

receive the said [CD.] into your custody, and him safely to keep in your said

gaol until he shall duly pay the said sum of or be
discharged according to law [or if it be so adjudicated, insert, instead of what
follows the tvord "gaol," for the period of six months, unless he shall sooner
pay the said sum of ].

Given under hand and seal , at in the
of , this day of ,. in the
year of our Lord

Form of Commitment to Hard Labour.

\ To [A.B.] an officer of customs, and to the gaoler or keeper of
to wit. \ the house of correction at in the

of

CD. having been this day duly convicted before me [or us, as the case may
he,] of Her Majesty's justices of the peace for the
of upon the information of [A.B.] an officer of customs,
under the direction of the Commissioners of Customs, of having, within three
years now last past [here state the offence generally, and date thereof, ] I [or
we, as the case may be,] did adjudge that the said C.D.] should for his said
offence [if previously convicted, say, " he having been previously convicted,"]
be imprisoned in the house of correction at in the said
of

, and be there kept to hard labour for the period
of months.

This is to command you forthwith to convey the said [CD.] to the house
of correction at , in the of

,

and to deliver him into the custody of the gaoler or keeper of the said house
of correction, and I [or we,] the said justice or justices, [as the case may be,]

do hereby authorize and require you, the said gaoler or keeper of the said
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16 & 17 Vict, house of coiTection, to receive and take the said [O.I).} into your custody,

c. 107. and him safely to keep to hard labour in your said house of correction for the

period of months.
Given under hand and seal , at in the

of , this day of in the

year of our Lord

The practice
and proceedings
before magis-
trates, &c.

Limitation of
time for prose-
cuting offences.

Form of Condemnation of seized Goods.

Be it remembered, That an information having been exhibited
to wit.

J
hy [A.B.] an officer of Customs, under the direction of the

Commissioners of Customs, before me , one of Her
Majesty's justices of the peace for the said of , for

the condemnation of [here state the goods,] for being'"dealt with contrarj* to

section of "The Customs Consolidation Act, 1853," whereby the same
became liable to forfeiture, and which said goods having been claimed by
[C. JJ.] oi '

, who was duly summoned to show cause why
the same should not be condemned as forfeited, and the forfeiture thereof
having been duly proved before me, or us, [as tJie case may be,] I or we [as

the case may be,] do adjudge the same to be forfeited, aud do condemn the
same accordingly.

Given under hand and seal , at in the
of , this day of in the year
of our Lord

C^e practice anti iSroceetJinflg before ^Justices for '^tmh
ties, ^c, incurreti untier acts rclattbe to ti)e Ol^ustoms.

Within what time Prosecutions to

he commenced— Venue, 178.

By whom Information, &c. to he

instituted, 179.

Against tuhom, 179.

Before whom, 179.

The Information and Requisites,

180.

Of the Process upon same, 180.

Of the Apprehension, Appearance,
and Default, 181.

Proceedings on hearing Informa-
tion, 181.

Form and Requisites of the Con-
viction, 183.

Of staying Proceedings hy Nolle

Prosequi, 185.

Of the Proceedings on Execution,

186.

Of Appeals, Affidavit, and Pe-
tition, 186.

Of tJie Removal hy Habeas Coi'pus

and Certiorari, 187.

Of the Liahilities and Indemnity

of Magistrates and Officers,

188.

Within what time Prosecutions to be commenced—^Ventje.

The 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, s. 303, directs that all suits, indictments,
or informations exhibited for any offence against the Customs in any
courts, or before any justice or justices, shall be within three years
next after the date of the offence committed.
And by s. 304, any such indictment or information shall and may

be inquired of, examined, tried, and determined, in any county of
England, Scotland, and Ireland, where the offence is committed, in
such manner and form as if the offence had been committed in
the said county where the said indictment or information shall be
tried.

The months are calendar, calculated exclusive of the day of the
offence (a). If the information be within the time, that suffices,

though the conviction be afterwards (6).

{a) The months were formerly lunar
months, but now by 13 & 14 Vict.

c. 21, s. 4, in all Acts of Parliament
a " month" means a calendar month,

unless words be used shewing that
a lunar month is intended.

( ) ^. V. Barrett, Salk. 383.
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By whom the Information, &c., is to be instituted. ^^^ '" ^^ ^^^

prosecutor.
By 16 & 17 Vict, c. 107, s. 263 [ante, p. 160), all penalties and for-

feitures incurred or imposed by the Customs' laws shall be sued for, prosecutor.
prosecuted, and recovered in the name of the attorney-general, or of
an officer or officers of Customs, except in the cases of [persons detained
and carried before two or more justices (a). Sect. 302 [h) authorizes

the attorney-general to enter a nolleprosequi in certain cases.

And by the 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, s. 263, penalties for offences against
the Customs laws may be sued for by order of commissioners of excise,

and in the name of officers of excise.

If an officer of the Customs, or any other person whatsoever duly
employed for the prevention of smuggling, be guilty of collusion, he
forfeits 500Z., and is to be incapable of serving his majesty. (Sect.

262of 16& 17 Vict. c. 107.)

Against whom an Information, &c., may be laid.

Neither infancy nor coverture (16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, s. 288 ; ante, p. Against whom.

168) constitutes any bar to a prosecution for a penalty under the
Customs laws (c). Nor is infancy any defence to proceedings on a re-

cognizance entered into by an infant, even against himself, still less

his sureties.

Neither a son nor a servant is excusable for committing an offence by
the command or even coercion of his father or master {d).

And in general a master is responsible for the acts of his servants,
though done without his privity or knowledge in the course of the em-
ployment with which he is entrusted, and as a part of it, because the
legal presumption is that he authorized it until the contrary be shown,
and this rule extends to a proceeding for penalties for a breach of the
Customs laws, which is not properly a criminal but a civU proceeding
for the recovery of a debt due to the crown (e). But see 16 & 17
Vict. c. 107, s. 243, where power is given to the Commissioners of
Customs to remit penalties on such terms as they think proper (/).
Partners also are respectively liable for the misconduct of each

other in their joint trade, and may be proceeded against jointly or
separately {(j).

Before whom the Information, &c., is to be laid. •

Bj^ 16 & 17 Vict, c. 107, s. 263, ante, p. 160, duties, penalties, and Before whom,
forfeitures for offences against the Customs are to bo recovered by action

of deht, <&c. , in the superior courts, or for the recovery and an enforce-
ment of any penalty or forfeiture by information in the name of some
officer of Customs or excise, before 07ie or more justices in the United
Kingdom.
And offences against these acts committed on the Jiigh seas, are to be

deemed to have been committed, and every cause of complaint to have
arisen either in the place in which the same was actually committed,
or arose, or in any place on land where the offender or person com-
plained against may be brought or carried. By s. 277, local and
county justices have a concurrent jurisdiction. (See Ee Peerless, 1

Q.B, Eep. 143; ante, p. 166.

(a) The sections justifying a de- 8 T. R. 545.
tention are the 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, (d) Hawk. P. C. book 1, s. 14.
ss. 234, 235, 238, and 18 & 19 Vict. (e) Parker's Rep. 227 ; The King
c. 90, ss. 28, 30. V. Bixmi, Z M. & S. U ; Attorney-

(b) 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, s. 239, General v. Siddon, 1 C. d: J. 224.
shows when the direction of the Com- (/) See the Malt Acts, under JEx-
missioners of Customs is necessary

; cise.

and sec. 301 when it is not, (g) Bunb. 223 ; Com. Rep. 616 ; 5
(c) R. V. Crofts, 2 Stra. 1120; 4 Burr. 2686; 5 T. R. 649; Reg. v.

Black. Com. 308 ; 2 B. d: P. 93, 530 ; Dean, 12 M. <£• W. 43.

N 2
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Tlie Infor-
mation.

Information
l)cfore justices
of peace.

Tlic process,
Biuninons, &c.

Siistoms*

Where the attendance of two magistrates of the county in which
the offence was committed cannot be conveniently had, a magistrate of

" the adjoining county may act with a magistrate of the proper county
(s. 276, ante, p. 166).

Justices are bound to hear an information duly lodged, and either to

dismiss it or determine it, and may be compelled to do so (a).

Of the Information and Eequisites.

It would seem, that the information must be in writing ; and as the
form of the conviction {ante, p. 176), directs that the same shall
describe the offence as in the information, such infonnation itself must
very accurately and correctly state the offence {h). "Where an informa-
tion of seizure lays the number of things seized under a videlicet, the
allegation is material, and the proofs, verdict, and judgment, are
limited to the number so laid, or a number within it ; and such an in-
formation requires an averment of the quantity of things seized, and
would be bad without it (c).

The information must state the oflPence with certainty, and not
in the alternative ; and therefore an information, stating that de-
fendant imported or caused to bo imported foreign silks, was held
bad {d).

It should seem that though, usual, it is not necessary to conclude
against the form of the statute, where the offence is minutely de-
scribed, so as to bring the case within the terms of the act ; at least,

that this is so in the case of a revenue informatio7i in the Court of
Exchequer (e).

And the 16 & 17 Yict. c. 107, s. 290, directs any justice or justices
of the peace to amend any information, conviction, or warrant of com-
mitment, for any offence under any act for the prevention of smug-
gling. {Ante, p. 169.)

Of the Pe,ocess upon the Information, &o.

When tbe proceeding is in the superior court, the 16 & 17 Vict,
c. 107, ss. 293— 299 direct that a capias or writ of subpoena at
the election of the Commissioners of Customs shall, if by capias,

issue as the first process, specifying the amount of the penalty, and
bail is to be given by the defendant for his appearance, and upon ap-
pearance bail is to be given for payment of the penalties : and if

defendant should be taken to prison, service of a copy of the informa-
tion on the gaoler is sufficient ; and if he neglects to appear for twenty
days from the date of such service, judgment by default is to be entered

;

and execution upon a judgment after verdict is to lie against person, as
well as real and personal estate. If the defendant be very poor, be
will upon affidavit of the fact be allowed to defend in forma pauperis.
The sheriff is to grant a warrant on writ of capias, indorsed by one of
the solicitors for the Customs, and be indemnified from escapes in
cases where a warrant has been granted at the request of the solicitor

for tbe Customs.
If tbe proceeding is to be before a justice or justices, they should issue

their summons to the party accused, pursuant to 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107,
s. 270, ante, p. 164, and which should be directed to the party, and
should contain the substance of the charge, and fix a day and place for

the appearance, allowing a sufficient time for the appearance of the
party and his witnesses, and should be signed by the justice or
justices.

{a) R. V. Todd, 1 Stra. 530.

(&) Seethe cases, post, p. 183, under
the head of " Conviction," and 8 B.
d' C. 114.

(c) The Attomey-Oeneral v. Jeffery,

M'Clel. Hep. 270.

(d) R. V. MorUy, I Y. & Jer. 221
;

and see Ex parte Pain, 5 B. d- C 251.

(e) Attorney-General y. Rattenbury,

9 Price, 397.
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The summons is to require liim to appear before the same or any The Process,

other justice. Py the same section it is provided that every such summons, &c.

summons is to be served by an officer of customs or excise, or by any
person to whom it may be delivered for that purpose, upon the party
to whom it is directed by delivering the same to him personally, or by
leaving it at his last known place of abode, or on board any vessel to

which he actually belongs or lately belonged (a).

The summons should, in all cases, ifpossible, be personally served a
reasonable time before the time appointed for hearing the informa-
tion (6) ; and unless the defendant appear, the summoning officer must
swear to the due service of the summons before the justices can pro-
ceed (16 & 17 Vict. c.'107, s. 272), and though appearance may cure the
defect in the summons, yet if the defendant show that he was too re-

cently summoned, he may pray, and ought to have granted, a post-
ponement of the time of hearing.

Or THE Apprehension, Appeaeance, or Default.
For oflPences against the Customs amounting to felony (ss. 248, 249, of the appre-

hen
anc
&c.

250, ante, p. 158), the parties may be apprehended as in other similar hension, appear-

cases. '

But no express power is given to justices to arrest or apprehend a
party before conviction, on an information for penalties, but only to

summon him, and, in default of his appearance, to proceed to the exa-
mination of the matter, and, upon due proof of the offence, to give
judgment ex parte.

The 16 & 17 Yict. c. 107, ss. 234, 235, 238 (p. 155), and 18 & 19 Vict.

c 96, ss. 28, 30 (pp. 156, 157), authorize one justice, either before or
after information, to detain, for a reasonable time, any person who
has been'detained by any officer, and taken before any justice, for any
offence against any act for the prevention of smuggling. But a ma-
gistrate is liable in trespass if he commit a party, even charged with
felony, for re-examination for an unreasonable time (c).

Proceedings on Hearing Informations, &c. {d).

If the defendant does not appear, the due service of the summons must Proceedhigs on

be proved on oath or affirmation, and the justice or justices may pro- tearing, &c.

ceed ex parte, 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, s. 272 ; and though the party does
not attend, still the justices are bound to observe the same formalities Non-appearance.
in inquiring into and deciding upon the merits of the case, as if he
actually appeared and made defence (e).

Appearance, as we have seen, cures all irregularities in the mode of Appearance,

summoning. The defendant has at least a right to have his attorney confession, &c.

present before the justices, if not a right to have his defence conducted
by such attorney ; and if the magistrates direct the attorney to be re-
moved from the justice-room, an action of trespass against them may
be supported (/).
Upon the appearance of the party, he must first plead to the infor-

mation. If the defendant confess the charge, the justices have nothing
more to do than pass judgment and impose the penalty, or take
such other course as the statute points out. Care, however, should
be taken that the party clearly understands the charge vv'ith refe-
rence to which his confession is to be taken. The confession of the
defendant will not supply the want of any due formalities in the
information.

(a) Ante, \>. l^i; and as to the ser- conduct Customs cases before justices.
vice of summonses in general, see R. (c) 10 Mod. 381 ; R. v. Wamford,
v. Hall, 6 D. (L- R. 84. 5 D. tfc R. 489 ; Paley on Convictions,

{J}) R. v. Hall, 6 D. d: R. 84. 96, 5th ed. ; and 11 & 12 Vict. c. 43,
(c) Davis v. Capper, 10 B. <£• C. ss. 2, 18, 16.

28. (/) Dauhcney v. Cooper, 10 5. ct- C.

(cZ) See a?2<e, p. 171, as towhomay 237. '
'
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Proceedings

on hearing, die.

Evidence against
the offender.

Certain averments
in information not
to be proved in
evidence.

Proofs.

Proof of acting
as an officer

sufficient without
producing com-
mission.

Signals.

Mode of taking
the evidence.

Customs*

If the defendant deny the charge, and require time to make his de-

fence, he should be allowed a reasonable interval for that purpose.

The defendant, it seems, might appear and defend by counsel or at-

torney, or by both (a).

After appearance, and no time is prayed, the next step i» to sub-
stantiate the information by testimony produced on the part of the
prosecutor (fe).

It is a general rule, that if the facts which constitute the offence

are all of a positive nature, they must be established affirmatively

by the prosecutor. But, where they are of a negative nature, and
afford ground of defence and exemption from penalty, they must come
by way of defence in the proofs on the part of the defendant (c).

But by 16 & 17 Yict. c. 107, s. 306, some important provisions were
made with respect to the proof of certain affirmative averments which
had before been considered as requiring strict proof on the part of the
prosecution. {Ante, p. 172.)

By s. 306 it is enacted, that in case of any information or proceeding
had under this or any other act relating to the revenue of Customs, the

averments

—

That the Commissioners of the Customs or excise have directed or

elected such informations or proceedings to be instituted ; or.

That any vessel is foreign or British ; or,

That any person detained is or is not a subject of his Majesty ; or.

That goods thrown overboard, &c., were so thrown to avoid
seizure.

That goods thrown, &c., overboard, when chased, were so thrown,
&c., to avoid seizure.

That any person is an officer of Customs or excise.

That any person was employed for the prevention of smuggling.
That the offence was committed within the limits of any port.

That where committed within any port of the United Kingdom, the
naming of such port.

Shall be sufficient, without proof as to such fact or facts, unless the
defendant in such case shall prove to the contrary.

And by s. 307, it is enacted, that if upon any trial a question shall

arise, whether any person is an officer of the Customs or excise, &c.,

evidence of his having acted as such shall be deemed sufficient ; and
such person shall not be required to produce his commission or depu-
tation, unless sufficient proof shall be given to the contrary. {Ante,

p. 172.) By s. 308 of the same act, where it becomes necessary to

prove any order issued by the commissioners of the treasury. Customs,
or inland revenue, the order received, officially by any officer, and
under which he shall have acted, is to be taken as sufficient evidence
and proof of the order.

Falling under this rule, are the provisions made in s. 244 (p. 157), of
the last-mentioned statute, imposing penalties against persons making
signals to smuggling vessels, which make it an offence, whether the
smuggling vessel be or be not within distance for the persons on
board to see the signals made ; and by s. 145 the proof of a signal,

not being intended to give notice to a smuggling boat, is to be upon
the defendant.
The evidence must be given and the witnesses sworn and examined

in the presence of the defendant, in order that he may have the oppor-
tunity of cross-examination ; and if the witnesses have been irregu-

I

{a) See Dauheney v. Cooper, 10 B.

tf; C. 237. And as to defence by the 97.

solicitor of Customs, see West v. (c) lb.

Taunton, 6 Bing. 404.

{b) Paley on Convictions, 5tL ed.
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laiiy examined in his absence, they should be re-sworn in the defen- Proceedings

dant's presence (a). on hearing, tfcc.

If the prosecutor have made out a prima facie case, the defendant is

by evidence to disprove the charge, or bring himself within some pro- J^^encl to'
viso or exception which excuses or qualifies the fact charged, so as to defendant,

exempt him from the penalty or forfeiture.

We have seen the cases in which the onus prohandi is cast upon the

defendant {ante, p. 171), 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, s. 305.

The court will not make an order that the witnesses of a defendant

claiming goods seized by the Customs may be allowed to inspect them
before the trial of the usual information in rem, on an affidavit of the

party, that he believes he shall be able to prove by such witnesses that

the goods are not contraband, but were made in this country, and, for

the most part, by the witnesses who were required to be allowed to see

them {b).

The rules respecting the adjudication are, for the most part, the of the judgment,

same as in ordinary cases. If several be concerned in obstructing a '^"d mitigating

Custom-house officer, each separately incurs the penalty (c). The °
^^^^ ^'

justices are empowered to mitigate the penalties, except in cases other-

wise expressly provided for, so as the sum to be paid by the offender

be not less than one-fourth of the amount of the penalty in which the

party shall have been convicted (s. 280, ante, p. 166). As to miti-

gating sentences, see s. 286, ante, 168.

Of the Form and Eeqtjisites oe the Conviction.

In summary proceedings against smugglers, under^the 16 & 17 Form and

Vict. c. 107, a set of forms is prescribed in the schedule. {Aiite, p. requisites of

174.) It becomes the duty of justices, not only in these, but in all
°°"'"° ^°"-

other cases in which a summaiy jurisdiction is given to them, to

record their proceedings in a formal manner, agreeably to the direc-

tions and the forms contained in the schedules, where they are respec-

tively applicable to the particular case {d).

In practice, it is usual for the justices convicting a party under
these acts to give the defendant a copy of the conviction, in order that

if any objection arise upon the face of it, he may have the benefit of a

certiorari to remove the proceedings into the Queen's Bench, and there

take advantage of the objection.

The ofiences against the Customs' laws which most usually come
under the cognizance of justices of the i^ace are those which were
provided- for by the 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, ss. 199 to 253 (p. 146), and
18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, ss. 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 ; see these sections, ante,

pp. 149, 150, under Section II. " Prevention and Punishment of

Smuggling."
In order to simplify the task of drawing up convictions on these

latter acts compendious forms are given in the schedules thereto.

By 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, s. 269, it is enacted, that all informations

before justices, &c. for any offences committed against this or any
other act relating to the revenue of Customs, and all convictions for

such offences, and warrants of justices, &c. founded upon such convic-

tions, may be in the form or to the effect in the schedules to that act

annexed (e).

This enactment being only directory, does not dispense with a strict

observance of the general qualities of convictions, as pointed out in a
previous part of this work (/).

{a) See tit. '^Convictions tion."

{!)) Attorney-General v. Harding (e) See a?i<e, p. 163, & p. 164, and
and Others, 4 Price, 381. the forms, ante, p. 172.

(c) R. v. Clarke, Cowp. 610. (/) See ante, p. 176, tit. " Convic-

{d) See ante, 174, tit. " Convic- tion."
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Form, ct'C, of Among tlie most prominent of these qualities is certainty, and that
conviction. the offence be not charged in the alternative (a).

Another essential requisite in drawing up these convictions is to take
care to describe the oflPence as it is defined in the statute, and expressly to

allege all the facts necessary to support the proceeding, leaving nothing to

be gathered hy inference or intendment. Also, if the oflFence be such only
suh mode, the offender must appear to be within the penal conditions

specified ; and consequently all those modifying or exempting circum-
stances which are enacted in the same clause with the offence itself,

and the absence of which is a constituent part of the crime, must be
expressly noticed. Thus a conviction on 45 Geo. III. c. 121, s. 7, for

carrying and conveying foreign brandy in half-ankers, alleged to be
'

' then and there liable to forfeiture, the said offence being committed
against the provisions of the acts for the prevention of smuggling,"
was held insufficient in not showing the particular grounds of for-

feiture (fe). And see DeybeVs Case (c).

Rvdes for drawing jj^ drawing up the conviction on this model, the following rules
upaconvxction.

gi^ould be obferved :-

1. That the name of the county, city, &c., in which the conviction is

made should be stated in the body of the conviction ; for the mention
of it in the margin is not sufficient [d).

2. That the day and year of exhiciting the information be specified,

as well that it may appear to be subsequent to the offence, and prior

to all the subsequent proceedings, as in order to ascertain that the
prosecution is^within the time limited by the statute.

3. That the names and styles of the magistrates before whom the
complaint is lodged be set forth, from which it must appear that they
are magistrates of the county or place where the offence is afterwards

stated to have happened, or in which the offender was taken, brought,
or carried, (when under the 6 Geo. IV. c. 108, s. 74 (e) ), in order that

their jurisdiction may be shown on the face of the proceedings.

4. That the name of the officer giving the information should be
stated.

5. That the information is made on oath is not necessary to appear
on the face of the conviction, although the conviction can only take
place on the oath of one or more credible witnesses (/). Where the act

does not authorize the succinct form of conviction, it must appear that

the offence was proved on the oath of one or more credible witnesses.

{Aldridge's Case, 2 B. & G. 600(g) ).

6. That the charge be accurately stated, as in the information, which
m.ust have all the certainty of an indictment as it respects the body or

substance of the offence, with all its legal qualities, though it is not
necessary to state the name of the defendant's wife when he is prose-

cuted for her offence (A). In this is included, 1st. The name of the

offender ; 2nd. The time of the offence ; 3rd. The place where com-
mitted ; and 4th. The charge itself as defined by the statute, taking

care to observe perspicuity and certainty.

Upon this latter point, it is an inflexible rule that no intendment
can be admitted to help out a description defective in the want of an

(a) R V. Morlcy, 1 Y. ct Jer. 221

;

C. 101 ; H. v. Edwards, 1 East, 278.

R. V. Pain, 7 D. d: R 678. (/) R v. Kiddy, 4 D. <L- R 734 ;

(&) Ex parte John Smith, 3 2). cfc and Ex parte Aldridge, 2 B. & C.

R 461 ; and see R. v. Everett, 8 £. 600.

<t' C. 114. (g) Attorney-Qeneraly. Saggers and
(c) 4 B. ct A. 243. Others, 1 Price, 182.

{d) R. V. Aiistin, 8 Mod. 309. (/;-) Vide R. v. Jukes, 8 T. R. 542.

(c) Kite's and Lime's Case, 1 J9, <fc
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essential component (a). The principal points to be attended to are Form, tbc. of
the negation of exceptions (t), and the avoiding of repugnancy and conviction.

duplicity (b). It is a rule, however, that nothing which may be rejected

as surplusage shall vitiate (c).

7. That the offence must be expressly alleged to be against the

statute ; but the contrary was decided in the case of a revenue infor-

mation in the Exchequer for smuggling, on motion in arrest of judg-
ment {d).

8. That it be stated to have been duly proved, without setting out

the evidence. Though this only applies where the particular act gives

a concise form. In general the evidence must be stated (e).

9. That it do adjudge the penalty in the manner prescribed by the

statute in the form given in the precedent ; and also the amount of

costs awarded to be paid (18 & 19 Vict. c. 96, s. 31, ante, p. 161.)

10. That it appear to be under the hands and seals of the justices.

The conviction need not be drawn up immediately on giving judg-
ment ; and it may be postponed even until after the penalty has been
levied, or commitment made out (/).

In concluding this subject, it is only necessary to observe, that if the

justices have, by mistake, convicted a person improperly, it is right that

they should stop immediately. If the conviction be only informal, it may
be amended. [Ante, p. 168, s. 290.) K a mandamus were to issue,

directing them to levy the penalty, or enforce the proceeding, they
might return that the conviction being invalid, they had therefore not
enforced it ; but where they have once fairly convicted a party, they
ought to proceed to enforce that conviction ; and though, if it be alto-

gether a nullity, they are not bound to proceed in order to subject

themselves to damages, it may be otherwise if the conviction is merely
informal [g). When, however, cases of this kind, occur, the more
general and prudent course is to represent the matter to the attorney-

general, or to the Commissioners of Customs, by whom care would be
taken to prevent injustice arising from the mistake of the magistrate.

Of staying Proceedings by Nolle Pboseqtji.

By 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, s. 302, ante, p. 171, in any prosecution for Nolle Prosequ'.

recovery of any fine, penalty, or forfeiture incurred under this or any
other act relatmg to the Customs or excise, her Majesty's attorney-
general for England, and her Majesty's attorney-general for Ii-elaud,

or the lord advocate of Scotland, if satisfied that such fine, penalty, or
forfeiture was incurred without any intention of fraud, or that it is

inexpedient to proceed in the said prosecution, to stop all fm^ther
proceedings, may enter a nolle prosequi or othenvise on such infor-

mation, as well with respect to the share of such fine, penalty, or
forfeiture to which any oflB.cer or officers may be entitled, as to the

(a) See Bluet V. Needs, Com. 522; 771 ;. Ellis, Exch. 49; 2 Hawk. c.

R. V. Pratten, 6 T. R. 559 ; R. v. 25, s. 62, 71, 87; W]iatt v. Aland,
Sparling, 1 Stra. 497 ; Spieres v. 1 Salk. 324 ; R. v. Sadler, 2 Chit.

Parker, 1 T. R. 141 ; Attorney-Gene- 519 ; R. v. North, 6 B. & R. 143
;

ral V. Sherriff, Forest, 43 ; R. v. R. v. Pain, 7 D. & R. 678.

TJieed, 1 Stra. 608 ; 2 Hale, P. C. (c) Wilson v. Law, 1 Ld. Raym.
170 ; R. V. Ford, 1 Stra. 555 ; R. v. 20 ; R. v. Hall, 1 T. R. 320 ; King
Bryan, 2 Stra. 1101 ; R. v. Pembcr- v. Pippett, Id. 235 ; R. v. Jefferies,

ton, 2 Burr. 1035 ; R. v. Hall, IT. i T. R. 767 ; R. v. Horne, Cowp.
R. 320 ; R. v. Stevens, 5 East, 244. 672.

(b) See 2 Hawk. c. 25, s. 58 ; Id. (d) Attorney-General v. Rattenbury,
c. 64, s. 37 ; iJ. v. Stocker, 1 Salk. 9 Price, 397.

371 ; Wingjield v. Jeffreys, 1 Ld. (e) 3 Geo. 4, c. 23 ; In re Rix,
Raym. 284 ; R. v. Evered, Cald. 26

;
4 Z>. & R. 352,

Cro. Jac. 623 ; Cresimck v. Rookshv, (/) Rex v. Barker, 1 East, 186.

2 Buls. 174 ; R. v. Marsack, 6 T. R. {g) R. v. Robinson, 2 Smith, 274.
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Nolle Pro- Queen's share thereof. Tbe applicatiou to the attorney-general should

sequi. be made as early as possible after intimation of the prosecution, and
should be made by Petition, and founded on an Affidavit of the facts,

showing the innocence of the party, or circumstances upon "which the
expectation of relief is founded (a).

Of the Proceedings on Exectjtion.

The execution. Under the Customs acts (16 & 17 Vict. c. 107) one or more justices

may commit persons to prison by warrant under his or their hand and
seal, for offences brought before him or them upon information, and
may also commit for non-payment of penalties imposed. See these
sections, ante, p. 166.

The warrant may be directed to any officer of Customs, and may be
executed by him in any part of the United Kingdom. Section 279,
ante, p. 166.

By s. 283 of the same act (p. 167), if an offender be imprisoned for

non-payment of a penalty under 100^. he is to be discharged at the
expiration of six months from the commencement of his imprisonment.

16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, Forms of warrants for commitment are given in schedule B. of 16
s- 279. & 17 Yict. c. 107, ante, p. 177.

Where an offender, not liable to detention, fails to pay any penalty
in which he has been convicted, either the convicting justices or
any other justice or justices (J), may by warrant commit such party
to a goal within his or their jurisdiction, there to remain until the
penalty and costs be paid.

Power is given to the justices to mitigate the penalties to a sum not
less than one-fourth of the penalty in which the party is convicted,

16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, s. 286, ante, p. 166; as to mitigating sentences,

see 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, s. 286, ante, p. 168 ; but this is limited to first

offences, by s. 287, ante, p. 168 ; and by s. 243, Commissioners of

Treasury or Customs may discharge from confinement any prisoner,

and mitigate penalties.

By s. 289, provision is made for making allowances for the necessary
subsistence of poor persons confined for offences against the laws of

Customs and excise. {Ante, p. 168.)

Por the disposition of condemned vessels and boats, and all goods
whatever, seized for any breach of the Customs' laws, provision is

made by s. 228. [Ante, p. 152.)

Por the disposition of seizures and penalties amongst officers acting
under these laws, a scale of allowances by way of reward is made by
s. 67.

All penalties and forfeitui'es recovered before justices are to be paid
to Commissioners of Customs if they ordered the proceeding ; and if

ordered by commissioners of inland revenue, then to them. (16 & 17

Vict. c. 107, s. 282.)

Of Appeals, Affidavit, and Petition.

Of appeals, By 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, ss. 31—iO, complaints as to the alleged
petitions, &c. improper seizure of goods or vessels, or as to the withdrawal of agents'

licences, or inadvertent non-compliance with Customs rules, may be
heard and determined on appeal by the Commissioners of the Customs.
In cases of summary convictions by two justices for offences agaiust

these acts, the only remedy to the party; in case of any defect of

legal form, is by habeas corpus and certiorari, which we will proceed to

consider.

(a) The forms of petition and affi- any other justice or justices within
davit will be nearly the same as under the same jurisdiction as the con-

the Excise laws, post, tit. '^Excise." victing justice or justices.

{h) This must be taken to mean
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Of the Eemoval by Habeas Corpus and Oertioraei.

Where a party has been convicted under these acts, and there is any
defect apparent on the face of the proceedings of the justices, the

remedy open to him, if in execution and conjlnement, is to move the

Court of Queen's Bench on aflfidavit for a haleas corpus to bring up
the body, and for a writ of certiorari to return the conviction into

court (a).

Before these writs are granted, the court must be satisfied, in the

first instance, that there is some reasonable ground of objection to the

proceedings. Upon this subject, however, an express regulation has

been enacted by 16 & 17 Yict. c. 107, s. 290, ante, p. 168.

In practice the court is in the habit of granting a rule nisi for the

party to be discharged on habeas corpus, at his own election, in order to

save him the expense of being brought up, or in a strong case in his

favour, a writ of habeas corpus returnable immediately. If the writ be
granted absolutely, and on the return thereto the grounds of objection

are apparent, the court will discharge the party on motion, or make the

rule absolute, if the retui'n has been made to the rule nisi. But the

mode of discussing the objection is generally made matter of arrange-

ment between the prisoner's counsel and the counsel for the crown

;

who, if the objections are substantiated, give the proper directions for

the liberation of the party, or the remission of the penalty, without
first bringing him into court.

If a certiorari be granted in these cases, it seems that the effect of it

is only to remove the conviction, and not the depositions of the wit-

nesses (J).

Should the objection arise on the warrant of commitment, however
defective that instrument may be, still if it show that there has been a
conviction, the court will not take notice of the objection until the

conviction has been returned : for if there be a good conviction the

objection may be cured (c).

The court for the same reason will not take notice of any objection

unless it appears on the face of the conviction itself (c?). An objection

to the information will be of no avail, if it does not appear in the con-

viction.

In the case of B. v. Rogers, where in the return to a writ of habeas

corpus, two causes were assigned for the prisoner's detention—first, a
conviction for smuggling, and secondly, desertion from the navy—it

was held, that the latter cause could not be impeached on affidavit for

the pxu-pose of showing either that the prisoner never had been in the

navy, or that he had been illegally impressed, the court saying they
were bound by the return : that if it was false, the remedy was by
action (e). But in a subsequent case it was held, that a person in

custody of an officer of Customs on a charge of smuggling, and brought
up by habeas corpus at common law m,ay controvert the truth of the return

to the writ by affidavit, by virtue of 56 Geo. III. c. 100, s. 4 (/).

Habeas Cor-

pus and Cer-

tiorari.

(a) See tit. "Certiorari," and
^'Habeas Corpus." But by the 5 &
6 Vict. c. 47, s. 34, no writ of

Habeas Corpus shall issue, without
notice to the solicitor of the Customs.

(6) Anon., Lofft, s. 348. The au-

thority of this case, however, may be
questioned. The principle which it

lays down, if applied to convictions
on the Customs laws, by which the
justices are not bound to set out the
evidence on the record, might in

many cases prevent relief to the

party, by the writ of certiorari, how-
ever erroneously or unjustly he might
have been condemned.

(c) R. V. Hawkins,' Fort. 272 ; R.

V. Taylor, 7 B. & R. 622; R. v.

Helps, 3 M. & S. 331 ; and " Co7n-

miiment."
(d) R. V. Liston, 5 T. R. 338 ; Rex

V. Cashiobury, Justices of, 1 D. d; R.
35.

(e) The King v. Rogers, 3 D. tfc R.

607.

(/) Exparte Beeching,4: B.& C.UQ.
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Habeas Cor- Where prisoners taken into custody after an engagement at sea
pus and Cer- between a revenue cutter, and a vessel suspected to be a smuggler,
tiorari. of wbich the prisoners were the crew, were delivered on board a king's

ship, and detained for fourteen days without any warrant, and were
afterwards brought up by habeas corpus to be discharged, and it ap-
pearing from the return that there was cause to suspect them of a
felony, the coui-t refused a discharge, and directed them to be com-
mitted to the custody of the marshal of the Marshalsea, in order that
they rnight be taken before a competent tribunal to be dealt with
according to law (a).

Of the Liabiuty and Indemnity of Magistrates
AND Officers.

Liability and Besides the protection aflforded to magistrates and officers acting
indemnity of under them by the general law (&), there are several special provisions
magis ra e&, c.

^^ their favour when they act under the law of Customs.
The 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, s. 251, enacts that persons assaulting

officers by force or violence may be transported, &c. {Ante,\l59.) It
indemnifies commanding officers of vessels in the service in hauHng
vessels on shore, without being liable to an action. {Ante, s. 252,

p. 160.) If an officer be wounded, he is to be provided for {ante, ibid.)

and rewarded. If a suit be brought on account of any seizure, and
the plaintiff shall recover a sum not exceeding 201., such plaintiff shall

have judgment to recover such sum only, and no costs, unless at the
trial the judge shall certify on the back of the record that the case
could not be tried in the county court, or was fit to be tried in the
superior courts, s. 332. Process is not to be sued out against an officer

making seizures until a calendar month after notice, to be served upon
him or left at his usual place of abode ; and a fee of ten shillings to be
paid for preparing or serving such notice. No evidence is to be ad-
duced of any causes of action not stated in the notice. Proof of notice

must be given, and the officer may tender amends, or pay the same
into court, (ss. 115, 116). The limitation of actions is ten months.
The general issue may be pleaded ; and on verdict against plaintiff,

defendant is to have costs.

Under the former act, 28 Geo. III. c. 37, s. 24, it was held, that
although the judge certified that there was probable cause for the seizure,

yet he was liable to damages found by the jury for the deterioration of
the goods seized whilst in his possession (c).

Removal of action It seems that if any matter properly cognizable on the revenue side

"h**^ *o
^ ^^" * of ^^ Court of Exchequer is drawn into question elsewhere, or if the

matter of the suit touches the profit of the king, it is a good ground of

removing the action into the Exchequer ; and an action against the

commissioners of excise, and officers executing a warrant of distress,

on a conviction of the plaintiff, made by the commissioners of excise,

was accordingly removed into the office of pleas, xipon the general
grounds of this being a proceeding in the execution of their office {d).

So where an action of trespass was brought in C. P. against a revenue
officer, for an assault and false imprisonment, it was in like manner,
upon an affidavit that the cause of action arose wholly in the execu-
tion of the defendant's duty in seizing the plaintiflf's shii) on suspicion

of smuggling* removed into the office of pleas of the Court of Ex-
chequer (e).

{a) Ex parte Marind Krans and {d) Cawthorne v. Campbell,! A7istr.

Others, 2 Z>. <£; R. 411 205 ; and see Chitti/s Oen. Prac. 2

(b) See tit. "Justices." Vol 396.

(c) Laugher v, Breffitt, 5 B. d- A. (e) Siddon v. East, 1 C. d; Jer. 12.

762.
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II. (Bvti^t (a).

The duties of Excise, we liave seen, are inland imposts, in contra- introductory

distinction to those of the Customs, which are levied on articles the observations.

subject oiforeign trade (6). It is a tax laid, in the first instance, upon
the manufacturer or vender of various commodities, though, ulti-

mately, in the increased price, falling upon the consumer. It is called

Excise from the Dutch word accise, which signifies an assessment upon
any commodity. Others derive it from the word excisum,^ as a part of

the profit cut off from the whole (c). " The frauds that might be com-
mitted in this branch of the revenue, unless a strict watch is kept,

make it necessary, wherever it is established, to give the officers a

power of entering and searching the places of business of such as

deal in excisable commodities, at any hour of the day and (in presence

of a constable) of the night likewise, and inspecting the same and the

goods therein found. And the proceedings in case of transgressions,

are of a summary kind, by information before three of the Commis-
sioners of Excise or two justices of the peace, subject however (in

either case) to an appeal {d). The apparent rigour of this search, and
power of summary proceedings before commissioners, gives the tax

itself a character that has been thought incompatible with the temper
of a free nation. For which reason, though Lord Clarendon tells us

(Hist. b. 3) that, to his knowledge, the Earl of Bedford (who was made
Lord Treasurer by King Charles the First, to oblige his Parliament)

intended to have set up the Excise in England, yet it never made a

part in that unfortunate prince's revenue, being first introduced on
the model of the Dutch prototype, by the Parliament itself, after its

rupture with the Crown. Yet such was the opinion of its general

unpopularity, that when in 1642 ' aspersions were cast by malignant
persons upon the House of Commons, that they intended to introduce

excises, the House for its vindication therein did declare that these

rumours were false and scandalous, and that their authors should be
apprehended, and brought to condign punishment.' Com. Journ., 8th
Oct., 1642 "(e).

The origin of these duties is thus traced to the reign of Charles the
First (/). They were afterwards adopted in the time of the Protec-
torate; and soon after the Eestoration two statutes were passed by
which they were confirmed to the Crown :—the stat. 12 Car. 2, c. 23,

(a) As to the Excise duties in silks, linens, cloths, furs, and almost
general, see Bateman^s Laws of Ex- all other sorts of commodities im-
dse ; Chitty's Commercial Laio, Vol. ported. That the reader may have
/. 150 to 816. a notion of it, it -will be proper to

{h) Ante, p. 110. mention some of the particulars.

(c) Gilh. Excheq. 252. Every pound of tobacco not of the
(d) See 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, ss. English plantation was to pay, over

65, 82 ; 4 & 5 Vict. c. 20, s. 26. and above all Customs, 4s. ; and that
(e) See Stephens' New Commen- of English plantation, 2s. ; every tun

taries on the Laws of England. of wine retailed, 6^. , and for private

(/) This was begim on the 11th of use, Zl. ; Malaga raisins, one farthing
September, 1643, by the Long Par- per pound; currants, Ic?. ; loaf-sugar,

liament ; and eight commissioners of Ad. per pound ; cloth of gold and
Excise were appointed, and they were silver, 8s., and tissues, 10s. a yard,
to choose their own officers, viz.. Damask table linen. Is. a yard, &c.
their register, collectors, clerks, and It is somewhat strange, that Rush-
other subordinate officers. The Par- worth has not inserted this curious
liament's ordinance for the Excise ordinance in his Collections. 2 Ra-
bears date July 22, 1643. It was pin's Hist. 497, note 3.

—

Observations
laid upon liquors, grocery-wares, in fornur editions.
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Introdizctory which granted an Excise on certain commodities for the King's life ;

observations, and the other statute (c. 24) of the same reign, which, in lieu of the
military tenures, granted to the king, his heirs and successors, an
hereditary Excise on certain other commodities (a). Since which period
*' it has constantly formed part of oui' system of taxation. And how-
ever odious its name formerly was to the people of England, it is now
viewed with toleration. It is allowed, indeed, not only to be a conve-
nient and effective species of impost, but to be attended with this
collateral advantage, that the survey of Excise tends to protect com-
modities from fraudulent adulteration.

The duties under the superintendence or matiagernent of the Commis-
sioners of Excise are by way of distinction denominated the duties of
Excise, and other duties are under the management of the Commissioners
of Excise. The former are such imposts as have from their first esta-
blishment been within the receipt of the Commissioners of Excise ; the
latter are those which were originally under the management of other
commissioners appointed for that purpose, but which have since been
transferred, by different acts of Parliament, to the Commissioners of
the Excise. (See 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 3.)

The duties of Excise, properly so called, are those imposed on ale,

beer, cider, perry, mum, mead, and spirituous and other liquors ; and
also on malt, chicory, and sugar home made, being particularly so
denominated by the laws of Excise, or so accounted by them.
But according to R. v. Justices of Surrey, 2 T. E. 504, the distinction

generally understood between Excise duties and inland duties, under
the management of the Commissioners of Excise, is this,—that the law
of Excise is understood to relate only to liquors; and that the inland
duties, under the management of the Commissioners of Excise, are
understood to apply to malt, dry goods, and other articles, which had
of late been put under their management.
The Commissioners of Stamps, Taxes, and Excise are now all conso-

lidated and form one board, called the Commissioners of Inland
Eevenue ; they can exercise all the powers of the Board of Excise in

respect of all articles the subject of Excise duties.

Division of the ^^® present law of Excise may be, so far as they concern justices of
subject. the peace, considered under three principal heads.

I. Excise Laws in general.

II. Excise Laws affecting each particular Article alphahetically arranged,
as Ale and Beer, Auctioneers, &c.

III. Practical Proceedings before Justices for Penalties, &c.

What are duties
of Excise properly
so called.

Distinction
between Excise
and inland duties.

I. Of the Excise
laws in general.

I. €i)e asxcm Eatos in pneral.
The former edition of this work contained observations on the di\'i-

sion of the country into Excise districts called collections, the appoint-
ment, discipline, and duties of Excise officers as collectors, supervisors,

gangers, &c. ; but as these matters cannot fall under the cognizance of
a justice of the peace, it seems unnecessary to insert them, particularly

as such matters are the special province of the Commissioners ofInland
Eevenue, who have power at their discretion to alter their rules and
regulations as the exigencies of the service may require.

The apporatment of the Commissioners of Excise, their powers, duties
and authority, the extent of their jurisdiction, their powers over infe-

rior officers of Excise, the hours of attendance at the Excise office, and
the powers to take lands and buildings for Excise piu'poses, are regu-
lated by 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, ss. 1, 17, 122, 126; 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 51,

ss. 1, 2, 29; 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 62, ss. 2, 3; 4 Vict. c. 20, ss. 3, 4, 34; 12
Vict.c. 1, ss. 4, 10, 15.

(a) Wood V. Chessal, 2 Bla. R. 1255.
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The acts of Parliament respecting the duties of Excise having 1. Excise laws in

become numerous and complicated, a consolidation of the Excise duties general.

was effected by the 43 Geo. 3, c. 69 (4th July, 1803), by which all ;—;

the duties, allowances, bounties, and drawbacks, and other duties
dutoin^ge'neral

under the management of the Commissioners of Excise, then in force,

except arrears, penalties, &c. were to cease ; and the duties to be after-

wards paid were set forth in tables, together with allowances, boun-
ties, and drawbacks.
A consolidation of the Board of Excise was effected by 4 Geo. lY. c. 2°'^??^'^^*^"/' °'

23 (a.d. 1823). By subsequent enactments, however, considerable Excise?'^

complication had taken place on this subject ; when in the year 1827
an important act was passed, especially connected with the jurisdiction

o£ justices of the peace and inferior peace-officers, viz. the 7 »& 8 Geo. 4, 7&8Geo. 4,

c. 53, intituled, "An act to ccmsolidate and amend the laws relating to *'• ^^C")-

the collection and management of the revenue of Excise throughout
Great Britain and Ireland "

(&), and which, after reciting that the 4
Geo. 4, c. 23, consolidated the boards of Excise, and that the laws
relating to his Majesty's revenue of Excise had become very numerous
and complicated, and that it would generally tend to the public benefit
to consolidate and amend the same, and for that purpose to collect

into one act tho several powers, authorities, regulations, and provi-
sions thereof, which apply or relate to the collection and mamtgement of
the said revenue, then proceeds with the new enactments, and declares
that they shall commence from 5th January, 1828. It enacts by

Sect. 127. '
' That from and after the commencement of this act, all Former regiila-

1 ii -J •
1 1 ,- , • ,• ,- tions wmch are

laws, powers, authorities, rules, regulations, restrictions, exceptions, inconsistent with
provisions, clauses, matters, and things, provided for or contained in tWs act repealed.

any act or acts of Parliament in force at and immediately before the
commencement of this act, relating to the revenue of Excise in any
part of the United Kingdom, or to any matter or thing expressly pro-
vided for by this act, which are repugnant to or inconsistent with the
several matters, clauses, provisions, and regulations of this act, or any
of them, shall be and the same are hereby respectively repealed, and
shall no longer be put in force or observed in any part of the United
ICingdom ; save and except so far as the same repeal or repeals any
former act or acts or any part or parts of any former act or acts of
Parliament ; and save and except so far as the same, or any of them,
relate or relates to the recovering, suing for, mitigating, levying, or
paying any duty, or any arrear thereof, charged or chargeable, or any
penalty or forfeiture incurred for any offence against any act or acts of
Parliament relating to the revenue of Excise, which shall have been
or shall be committed, and for the recovery of which duty or arrear
thereof, penalty or forfeitm-e, proceedings shall have been commenced
before and shaU be depending at the time of the commencement of
this act ; and save and except also as to any duty or arrear thereof
charged or chargeable, and penalty or forfeiture which shaU have been
incui-red under or by vii'tue of any act or acts of Parliament relating to
the revenue of Excise by this act repealed as aforesaid, for which no
proceedings for the recovery thereof shall have been commenced before
and shall be depending at the commencement of this act."

" Provided always, that all penalties and forfeitures which shall have All duties and

been or shall be incuiTed under or by virtue of any act or acts of Par- ^eTovered^as^di-
liament relating to the revenue of Excise before the commencement of rected by this

this act, for the recovery of which no proceedings shall have been ^'^*-

commenced before and be depending at the commencement of this act,
•ind all penalties and forfeitures which shall be incurred under or by

(a) This statute has been mate- (b) It will be observed that the
rially altered by the 4 "Will. 4, c. 51 ; enactments in this statute are, in
ind the 4 & 5 Vict. c. 20. See sub- many respects, similar to the ancient
equent pages. Hereditarij Act, 12 Car. II. c. 24.
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1. Excise laws in virtue of this act, or any other act or acts of Parliament relating to the

general. revenue of Excise after the commencement of this act, shall be reco-
' ' vered and applied in such manner and by such form or forms and ways
V & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53. q£ proceeding as are by this act directed and provided ; anything in any

act or acts of Parliament to the contrary thereof notwithstanding."
This act has been subsequently amended by the 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 51,

and 4 Vict. c. 20 ; the different sections, so far as they relate to the duties

of justices of the peace, will be found under their appropriate titles.

The Excise laws in general, so far as they relate to the duties of

justices of the peace, may be divided into the following heads :

—

(1.) Duties of Excise Licences, &c.

43 Geo. 3, c. 69, p. 193.

6 Geo. 4, c. 81, s. 2, p. 194; ss. 5—7, p. 199; ss. 9—14, p. 200;
ss. 16-18, p. 202; ss. 21—33, p. 204.

9 Geo. 4, c. 47, p. 209.-

4 & 5 W. 4, 0. 75, s. 9, p. 196 ; c. 51, ss. 10, 11, p. 209 ; s. 20,

p. 210.

11 & 12 Vict. c. 121, s. 9, p. 198.

23 & 24 Vict. 0. 113, s. 5, p. 201 ; ss. 36, 37, p. 210.

24 & 25 Vict. 0. 91, s. 13, p. 210.

25 & 26 Vict. c. 22, s. 12, p. 211 ; s. 13, p. 211.

26 & 27 Vict. c. 33, s. 15, p. 211 ; s. 19, p. 211 ; ss. 20, 21, p.
212 ; s. 26, p. 211.

27 Vict. c. 18, s. 5, p. 212.

30 & 31 Vict. c. 90, s. 17, p. 207.

(2.) Complaint of Overcharges.

4 & 5 W. 4, c. 51, s. 27, p. 213.

4 Vict. c. 20, s. 33, p. 214.

28 & 29 Vict. 0. 96, s. 25, p. 215.

(3.) Of Entries and Seizures, Obstructing Officers, &c.

7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, ss. 19—24, p. 217 ; s. 26, p. 221 ; ss. 29—
32, p. 222 ; s. 33, 34, p. 223 ; s. 35, p. 225 ; ss. 37—43, p.

225 ; ss. 101—111, p. 229.

4 & 5 W. 4, c. 51, s. 5, p. 215 ; ss. 6—9, p. 216 ; s. 11, p.

220; ss, 12, 13, p, 223; s. 14, p. 225; ss, 15, 16, p.

224 ; 3. 17, p. 228.

4 Vict. 0. 20, s. 5, p. 216 ; s. 7, p. 217 ; s. 24, p. 221.

30 & 31 Vict. c. 90, ss. 11, 12, p, 215.

(4.) Of Weights and Scales.

10 Geo. 3, c. 44, ss. 1—3, p. 230.

26 Geo. 3, c. 77, s. 8, p. 230.

28 Geo. 3, c, 37, s. 15, p. 230.

(5,) Of claiming Goods seized and proceedings for condemnation of
Seizures, Warrants, &c.

7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, ss. 93, 96, p. 230.

4 Vict. 0. 20, p. 230.

(6.) Prosecutions and proceedings in Court.

7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 61, p. 231 ; s. 65, p. 232.

4 & 5 W. 4, c. 51, s. 21, p. 232.

16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, s. 301, p. 230 ; ss. 306, 308, p. 230.

(7.) Proceedings for Penalties before Commissioners and Justices, and
Appeals.

7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. Q5, p. 232 ; ss. 67—78, p. 234 ; ss. 79,

80, p. 240 ; s. 81, p. 240 ; ss. 82—84, p. 240 ; ss. 85—92,
p. 242.

4 & 5 W. 4, c. 51, s. 28, p. 233 ; s. 19, p. 233 ; s. 23, p. 241 :

s. 24, p. 242.

4 & 5 Vict. c. 20, s. 25, p. 240 ; s. 30, p. 241 ; s. 31, p. 242.

11 & 12 Vict. c. 118, s. 3, p. 234, in notes.

15 & 16 Vict. c. 61, ss. 1—3, p. 245.

24 & 25 Vict. c. 91, s. 46, p. 238.



(8.) 0/ eiitrij of Nolle Prosequi, MUi(jatiii(j Fenaliics, BicujirKj Pro- 1. Excise laics in

ceediiigs, &c. general.

7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, ss. 97—99, p. 24tj.

(9.) Offences ag<(ilist Ad ; Offenders removing, &c.

4&5 ^Y. 4, c. 5, s. 25, p. 248.

23 & 24 Vict. c. 113, s. 39, p. 248.

(10.) limits and Certificates.

2 ^y. 4, c. IC, ss. 1—21, p. 248.

11 &12 Vict. c. 12J, p. 248.

(II.) Exportation on Bruivhacl:

25 Geo. 3, c. 74, s. 12, p. 253. '

56 Geo. 3, c. 104, s. 26, p. 253.

57 Geo. 3, c. 87, s. 12, p. 253 ; s. 13, p. 253.

1 W. 4, c. 51, s. 14, p. 253.

25 & 26 Vict. c. 33, ss. 16, 17, p. 253.

(1.) Duties of Excise and Licences.

The acts of Parliament respecting the duties of Excise are extremely (i.) Duties of

jiumerous, owing in a great measiu'e to the absence of occasfonal con- Excise, and

8:)lidating statutes being passed.
The 43 Geo. III. c. GU (a), intituled " An Act to repeal the Duties of The duties,

l^xcise payable in Great JBritain, and to grant other duties in lieu

thereof," consolidated most of the duties of excise ; and in schedules
to the act each article is specified in alphabetical order. Schcdide A. of
(h'Mes, beginning -with " Auctions," and ending with " Wii'e ;

" Schc-
(i'de B. of countervailing duties of excise on certain commodities
imported from Ireland into Great Britain, beginning with "Beer,"
iuid ending with " Wire ;

" and Schedule C. of allowances, bounties, and
drawbacks of excise, enumerating the several articles (6).

This act is still in force, although the duties thereby imposed are for

1lie most part repealed or altered. It is the last general excise conso-
lidation act. Since the last edition of this work, the duties of excise

upon sales by auction, bricks and tiles, glass, hops, leather, and hides,

paper, soap, starch, and vinegar, have all been repealed, and the only
duties of excise now existing are imposed upon chicory, malt, race-

horses, railways, spirits, stage-carriages, and sugar home-made.
Licence duties are however still imposed upon the right to exercise

1 he trade or a maker or dealer in many articles which are no longer
-subject to duty. The following tables contain all the existing duties

(h' excise, and also all duties upon licences . granted by the commis-
.^ioners of inland revenue.

£ s. d.

< UICORY.—For every cwt. of British grown chicory . . .14 3

Or other vegetable matter applicable to the xise of coffee or

chicory.

26 Vict. c. 22.

I\fALT.—For every 100 gallons, and so on in proportion for every
less quantity . . . . . . . . . . 1 13 4

By Treasury AVarraut, a duty of 2s. 'id. per bushel is now
charged, to which 5 per cent, is added by 3 Vict. c. 17.

I'lACE Horses.—Annual duty on every horse which shall run for

any prize or money 3170
19 & 20 Vict. c. 82.

(a) This enactment of 1803 is the to tobacco licences, and tobacco of

hut consolidating act as regards Spain and Portugal: nor to certain

'J I ties. couutervailing duties on importation

\b) This act did not extend to from Ireland, &c. See Sched. O.

dt, tobacco, and smifF, except as

VOL. II. o
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1, Duties of £ s. d.

Excise, tt'c. Railways.—A duty of 5 per cent, upon all sums received for the
-— conveyance of passengers.

5 & 6 Vict. c. 79, s. 2.

Spirits.—For every gallon of spirits at the strength of hydrometer
proof 10

23 & 24 Vict. c. 129, s. 1.

Stage Carriages.—For eveiy mile which a stage carriage is

licensed to travel OJ
18 & 19 Vict. c. 78 ; 29 & 30 Vict. c. 36.

Sugar.—The duties upon home-made sugar are levied under 30
Vict. c. 10 ; but the manufacture is virtually extiuct. On sugar
used in brewing, there is levied (as an equivalent for the malt
duty) a duty per cwt. of 3 6

30 Vict. c. 10.

Licences. The 6 Geo. 4, c. 81, intituled "An Act to repeal several Duties

Duties oiTiicences P^y^We on Excise Licences in Great Britain and Ireland, and to

general act. t! Geo! impose other Duties in lieu thereof, and to amend the Laws for
^><^-^^- granting Excise Licences," enacts, s. 2, "that from 5th July, 1825,

all (a) the duties on licences shall cease, and that instead of the
repealed duties the following shall be levied :

—

New duties on
'

' For and uj)on every Excise licence to be taken out by any maker,
licences. manufacturer, trader, dealer, retailer, or person hereinafter mentioned,

within Great Britain and Ireland, to be paid by such maker, manufac-
turer, trader, dealer, retailer, and person, respectively, the respective

annual sum or duty of excise in British currency hereinafter men-
tioned

;
(that is to saj^)" (h).

£ s. d.

Appraisers.—For and upon every licence to be taken out by every
person exercising the calling of an appraiser, the annual ,sum of 2

8 & 9 Vict. c. 76; 27 k 28 Vict. c. 56, s. 6.

Auctioneers.—For every licence to be taken out by auctioneers,

the annual sum of . . . . . . . . . 10
8 Vict. c. 15,

Beer (c).—Every brewer of spruce or black beer only for sale, if

the quantity of beer brewed by such brewer within the year
ending the 10th day of October, previous to taking out such
licence, shall not exceed 20 barrels . . . . . . 10 6

If the same shall exceed 20, and shall not exceed 50 ban-els , 110
If tlie same shall exceed 50, and shall not exceed 100 barrels. Ill 6

If the same shall exceed 100, and shall not exceed 1000 barrels. 2 2

If the same shall exceed 1000, and shall not exceed 2000
barrels 330

If the same shall exceed 2000, and shall not exceed 5000
ban-els . . . . . . . , ..7170

If the same shall exceed 6000, and shall not exceed 7500
barrels 11 16 "

If the same shall exceed 7500, and shall not exceed 10,000
barrels 15 15 (»

(a) As to spirit licences, see 6 Geo.

4, c. 80 (passed the same day as c,

81), post. Sect. II. tit. "Spirituous
Liquors.''^

{h) The duties originally granted

by 6 Geo. 4, c. 81, have been nearly

all repealed ; the duties set forth in

the following table are those now
payable under the different statutes

enumerated after each article.

(c) See alteration by 11 Geo. 4 &
1 Will. 4, c. 51. The brewer, by
sect. 7 of that act, will, after the lOtii

day of October, 1830, be rated for hi.s

licence in proportion to the quantity

oi malt he may consume in his brew-

ery, and not according to the number
of barrels of beer he brews, in tho

course of twelve months. This is the

only deviation from the 6 Geo. 4,

81, in reference to the brew( i

licence. If a brewer retails beer, he

Avill be bound by the 11 Geo. 4 & 1

"Will. 4, c. 64, to take out a retail

licence for that purpose. See 2)os>,

Section II. tit, "Ale and Beer,"



£ s. d.

If the same shall exceed 10,000, and shall not exceed 20,000
barrels 31 10

If the same shall exceed 20,000, and shall not exceed 30,000
barrels 47 5

If the same shall exceed 30,000, and shall not exceed 40,000
barrels 63

Or if the same shall exceed 40,000 barrels . . . . 78 15
Every person {a) who shall first become a brewer of black beer

for sale, on taking out such licence as aforesaid for that pur-

pose, shall pay the sum of lOs., and, within 10 days after the

30th day of September next after taking out such licence, pay
such further additional sum as, with the said sum of 10s.,

shall amount to tlie duty hereinbefore mentioned, according

to the number of barrels of beer brewed within the preceding
year, or period for which such licence was granted . . 10 6

Every brewer of beer for sale, who shall retail such beer to be
consumed elsewhere than on his, her, or their premises . . 5 10 3

Every person {b), not being a brewer of beer, who shall sell

strong beer only in casks, containing not less than 4^ gallons

imperial standard gallon measure, or in not less than two
dozen reputed quart bottles at one time, to be drunk or con-
sumed elsewhere than on his, her, or their premises , . 3 6 1^-

Brewers using sugar to pay an annual licence of . . . . 10
17 & 18 Vict. c. 30, s. 2.

Every person who .shall be duly authorized by justices of the
peace to keep a common inn, ale-house, or victualling house,

and who shall sell beer, cider, or X)erry, by retail, to be
drunk or consumed in his, her, or their house or premises, if

the dwelling-house in which such person shall reside or retail

beer, cider, or perry, as aforesaid, at the time of taking out
such licence, shall not, together Avith the offices, courts,

yards, and gardens therewith occupied, be rated under the
authority of any act or acts of Parliament for granting
duties on inhabited houses (c), at a rent of 101. per annum
or upwards, or shall not be rented or valued at such rent

or annual value, or upwards . . . . . . 1 2 OJ
And if rated, rented, or valued as aforesaid, at 20?. per annum,

or upwards 361J
6 Geo. 4, c. 81, 3 Vict. c. 17.

By 25 Vict. c. 22, new duties on brewers' licences were imposed, ex-
cept upon brewers of black beer, wbo by s. 9 are to pay the duties im-
posed by 6 Geo. 4, c. 81. By the 25 Vict. c. 22, the duties on brewers'
licences are to be cbarged upon the quantity of beer brewed as
follows :

—

For and upon every licence to be taken out yearly by any
brewer of beer for sale

—

If the quantity of beer shall not exceed 20 barrels . . 12 6
And if the same shall exceed 20 barrels, and shall not exceed

50 barrels 170
And if the same shall exceed 50 barrels . . . .200
And if the same shall exceed 100 barrels, and shall not exceed

1000 barrels, then for every 50 barrels, and for any frac-

tional part or number of an entire quantity of 50 barrels,

over and above the first 100 barrels, the additional duty of 15
And if the same shall exceed 1000 barrels, and shall not

exceed 50,000 barrels, then, in addition to the duty charge-

able in respect of 1000 barrels, there shall be charged for

every 50 barrels, and for any fractional part or number of an

195

1. Duties on
licences.

(a) 27 & 28 Vict. c. 56, altered

the day to 30th September.

{b) See 23 & 24 Vict. c. 113, s. 36,

p. 210, and 26 & 27 Vict. c. 33, s. 1,

as to additional licence.

(c) See 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 75, s. 9,

as to ascertaining value, now this duty
is repealed except as to black beer.
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1. Duties on ^ s. d.

licences entire quantity of 50 barrels over and above 1000 baiTels,—

^

the further duty of li
And if the same shall exceed 50,000 barrels, then, in addi-

tion to the duty chargeable in respect of 50,000 barrels,

there sliall be charged for ever}' 50 barrels, and for any
fractional part or number of an entire quantity of 50
barrels over and above 50,000 barrels, the further (iut}' of . 12 6

And for and upon every licence to be taken out by any per-

son who shall iirst become a brewer of beer for sale, the
duty of 12 6

And there shall be charged upon and payable by the said

last-mentioned person in respect of such licence such
further additional sum as, with the said duty of

twelve shillings and sixpence, shall amount to the
duty chargeable on a licence in respect of the like

number of barrels of beer brewed by him during the
existence of the licence granted to him ; and the said

additional charge shall be paid within ten days next
after the expiration of the said licence.

The duties aforesaid to be in lieu of the duties now
chargeable on licences to be taken out by brewers of beer
for sale.

25 Vict. c. 22, Schcd. B.
Beer Retailers.—For every licence to retail beer not to be drunk

on the premises 1 2 0.\

For everv licence to retail beer to be drank on the premises . 3 6]^
4 & 5 W. 4, c. 85, 3 Vict. c. 17.

Talle Beer.—For every licence to retail table beer not to be
drunk on the premises. . . . . . . .050

24 & 25 Vict. c. 21.

Cards.—On every pack of playing cards a duty of . .,003
For every licence to sell playing cards, if a maker . . .10
If not a maker 026

25 Vict. c. 22.

Cider.—On every licence to retail cider 1 2 OA
1 \V. 4, c. 64, 3 Vict. c. 17.

Coffee (a).—Every person trading in or selling coffee, tea, cocoa-
nuts, chocolate, or pepper . 11 6.^

6 Geo. 4, c. 81, 3 Vict. c. 17.

For and upon any licence to be taken out yearly by any person
to trade in or sell coffee, tea, cocoa-nuts, chocolate, or
pepper, in any house rated to the relief of the poor at a sura
Jess than 8^. per annum, the duty of . . . . .026

In lieu of the duty of excise now payable upon such licence.

27 Vict. c. 18.

Dogs.—Licence to keej), annual duty of 5
30 & 31 Vict. c. 5.

Game Certificates and Licences—/See Game.
Hackney Carriages.—Licence to keep in London, annually . 10
Weekly, if for 7 days 7

,, if for 6 days
, 6

16 & 17 Vict. c. 127.

Hawkers and Pedlars.—Sec Hawkers.
Horses for Hire.—For and in respect of every licence to be

taken out yearly on and after the 6th day of July, 1866, by
every person who shall let any horse for hire in Great Bri-
tain, with or without any carriage to be used therewith, the
following duties

;
(that is to say,)

Where the person taking out such licence shall keep at
one and tlie same time to let for hire one horse or one
carriage only . . . . . . . .500

(rt) See 27 Vict. c. 18, as to licences to sell coffee, &c., in premises rated
under 8/. a year, under title Coffee, post.
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1. Duties on
licences.

£ s. d.

Paper.—Every maker of paper, pasteboard, or scaleboard . . 4 4

Every printer, painter, or stainer of paper . . . .400
6 Geo. 4, s. 81.

Passage Vessels.—Annual duty on licence to sell beer, wine,

and cider bv retail 110
9 Geo. 4,''c. 47 ; 4 & 5 W. 4, c. 75 ; 3 Vict. c. 17.

Pawnbrokers.—Annual licence duty of, within London and
Westminster, or limits of the twopenny post . . . 15

Elsewhere in England 7 10
55 Geo. 3, c. 184, s. 8.

Plate Dealers. —Annual licence duty of 2 6

And of 5 15

30 & 31 Vict. c. 90 ; see title Plate, post, under Excise,
Particular Laws.

Post Horses.—See Horses.
IIefreshment Houses.—See 25 Vict. c. 22, under Eefkesh-
MENT Houses, vol. iv.

Soap.—Every maker of soap for sale 4 4

6 Geo. 4, c. 81.

Spirits.—Every distiller or maker of low wines or spirits . . 10 10

Every rectifier or compounder of spirits . . . . .10 10
Every dealer in spirits, not being a retailer thereof . . . 10 10
Every dealer in spirits by retail in bottle (additonal) . .330

24 & 25 Vict. c. 21.

Every maker of stills in Scotland or Ireland . . . . 10
Every retailer (a) of spirits, (except retailers of spirits in Ireland

after-mentioned), if the dwelling-house in which such retailer

shall reside or retail such spirits at the time of taking out such
licence shall not, together with the offices, courts, yards, and
gardens therewith occupied, be rated under the authority of

any act or acts of Parliament for gi-anting duties on inhabited
houses, at a rent of 101. per annum or upwards, or shall not be
rented or valued at such rent or annual value, or upwards . 2 4 1

If the same shall be rated, rented, or valued as aforesaid, at

10^. per annum or upwards, and under 20? 4 8 2|
If at 201. and under 251 6 12 3|
If at 251. and under 301 7 14 4
If at 30/. and under 40? 8 16 4^
If at 407. and under 50/ 9 18 5|
If at 50?. per annum, or upwards . . . . . 11 6

6 Geo. 4, c. 81, and 3 Vict. c. 17.

Spirits, Methylated.—Annual licence on makers of . . . 10 10
18 & 19 Vict. c. 38.

Annual licence on retailers of . . . . , .0100
30 & 31 Vict. c. 90.

Stage Carriages.—For every original licence . . . , 3 3
5 & 6 Vict. c. 79.

For every supplementary licence . . . . . .010
18 & 19 Vict. c. 78.

For every original licence for carriages conveying not more than
8 persons 10

For every supplementary licence 6
26 & 27 Vict. c. 33.

Stills.—For use of still by others than distillers, rectifiers, or
compounders of spirits, and vinegar makers . , . . 10

9 & 10 Vict. c. 90.

(a) By 11 & 12 Vict. c. 121, s. 9,

any person licensed as a dealer in

spirits under 6 Geo. 4, c. 81, may
take out an additional licence to sell

by retail, not to be drunk on the

premises, foreign liqueurs in any

quantity not less than a reputed
quart bottle, upon which, by s. 10,
an annual duty of 21. 2s. is to be
charged. The licence is to be (s. 11)
in such form as the Commissioners
of Excise may direct.
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* * ^' 1. Duties on
Sweets.—Every retailer of sweets or made wiins, or of mead or licences.

metheglin 1 2 0^ ^

6 Geo. 4, c. 81, and 3 Vict. c. 17. <5 Geo. 4, c. 81.

Annual licence to be taken out by dealers in sweets, &c, , above
2 gallons, the duty of 5 5

Tobacco and Snuff (a).—Every manufacturer of tobacco or

snuff, if the tobacco and snuli'-work, weighed by such person

for manufacture within the year ending the 5th day of July,

previous to taking out such licence, shall not have exceeded

20, 000 lbs. weight 6 6

If the same shall exceed 20,000 lbs. and shall not exceed

40,000 lbs. weight 10 10
If the same shall exceed 40,000 lbs. and shall not exceed

60,000 lbs. weight 15 1.5

If the same shall exceed 60,000 lbs. and shall not exceed

80,000 lbs. weight 21

If the same shall exceed 80,000 lbs. and shall not exceed
100,000 lbs. weight 26 5

If the same shall exceed 100,000 lbs. weight . . . 31 10
Every person who shall first become a manufacturer of tobacco

or snuff, ou taking out such a licence as aforesaid for that
purpose, shall pay the sum of five pounds, and shall, within
ten days after the fifth day of July next after taking out such
licence, pay such further sum as with the said sum of five

pounds shall amount to the duty hereinbefore mentioned,
according to the quantity of tobacco and snulf-work weighed
for manufacture within the preceding year or period for

which such licence Avas gi-anted ...... 5 5
Every dealer in or seller of tobacco or snuff .... 5 3

Vinegar.—Every maker of vinegar or acetous acid for sale . 5 5
Wine.—Every dealer in foreign wine, who shall not have an

Excise licence for retailing spirits, and a licence for retailing

beer . . . 10 10
Every retailer of foreign wine, who shall have taken out a

licence for retailing beer to be drunk or consumed on his,

her, or their premises, but shall not have taken out an Excise
licence for retailing spirits to be so drunk or consumed . 4 8 2$

Every retailer of foreign wine who shall have taken out Excise
licences for retailing beer and spirits respectively to be so

drunk or consumed [a) 2 4 1

Sect. 3 relates to Ireland only.

Sect. 4 relates to wliat persons in Ireland shall be deemed grocers,
and be entitled to a spirit retail licence.

6 Geo. 4, c. 81, s. 5, recites that, Whereas the duty upon certain Where house not

licences authorized and required to be taken out by this act is imposed certffie^by^tenant
at and according to the rent at which the premises used for the pur- and landlord ; and
pose or purposes mentioned in such licence are rated to the duty on if certificate un-

inhabited houses ; and whereas many houses or premises in different missioners^s'hair
parts of the United Kingdom, for or in respect of which such licences adopt other means

may be required, may not be so rated; be it therefore enacted, that in
truerent^""'^^

all cases, and in any part of the United Kingdom in which any such
house or premises shall not be so rated as aforesaid, it shall and may be
lawful, in order to ascertain the rent or annual value of such house or
premises, for the person or persons, being the tenant or occupier
thereof, who shall apply for any such licence, upon which the duty is

so imposed as aforesaid, to produce to the person or persons authorized
to grant such licence as aforesaid a certificate, signed by himself and
the owner or landlord of the said house and premises, stating the true
rent paid by or for which such house or premises is or are let to such
tenant or occupier ; or if the true rent, by reason ofthe payment of any

(«) See " Refreshment Houses," for licences to retail wine in.
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premium, or performance of any condition or otherwise, shall not bo
reserved and payable to the owner or landlord by the tenant or occupier

of such house or premises, then and in such case, stating the estimated

rent or true annual value of such house or premises, and the rate of

duty payable by such tenant or occupier for such licence, shall bo
paid, taken, and received, according to the rent or value so certified.

Provided always, that if the person or persons authorized to grant such
licence shall be dissatisfied with the rent or value so certified, he or

they shall and is and are hereby authorized and required to adopt such
other means as the commissioners of excise shall think fit, and shall

from time to time direct, to ascertain the ti-ue rent or annual value of

such house or premises ; and that thereupon the rate of duty payable

for and upon such licence shall be paid, taken, and received, according

to the rent or annual value of the house and premises so ascertained as

last aforesaid ; anything herein or in any other act or acts of parlia-

ment to the contrary thereof notwithstanding (a).

Sect. 6, Licence, by whom to be granted in London, in Edinburgh,
or Dublin [h).

Sect. 7. That in every licence to be taken out under or by autho-
rity of this act shall be contained and set forth the purpose, trade, or

business for which such licence is granted, and the true name and
place of abode of the person or persons taking out the same, and the
true date or time of granting such licence, and (except in the case of

auctioneers) theplace at which the trade orbusiness for which such licence
is granted shall be carried on. Provided always, that persons in part-
nership, and carrying on their trade or business in one place and set of

premises only, shall not be obliged to take out more than one licence in

any one year, for the purpose of carrying on such trade or business, save
and except that each and everyperson whatsoever exercising or carrying
on the trade or business of an auctioneer, or acting as such, shall take
out a separate and distinct licence forthatpurpose ; any thing herein con-
tained to the contrary thereof notwithstanding. See, p. 207, s. 26, note.

Sect. 9. No person or persons taking out a licence are required to

give a bond except in certain cases.

Sect. 10. That no one licence taken out under or by authority of

this act, by any person or persons, except maltsters, shall authorize
or empower such person or persons to exercise or carry on the trade
or business mentioned in such licence in more than one separate and
distinct set ofpremises, such premises being all adjoining or contiguous
to each other, and situate in one place, and held together for the same
trade or business ; and of which he, she, or they shall have made
lawful entry, to exercise or carry on therein his, her, or their trade
or business as aforesaid, at a time of granting such licence, but that
a separate and distinct licence shall be taken out by all and eveiy such
person or persons as aforesaid, except as aforesaid, to exercise or
carry on his, her, or their trade or business as aforesaid, at or in any
other or difi'erent premises than as before mentioned. Provided always,
that where the amount or rate of any such licence shall depend upon
the quantity ofgoods made or manufactured by the person or persons
to whom the same is granted, such quantity shall be computed from
the respective goods only made or manufactured by such person or
persons at the premises in respect of which such licence is granted,
and shall not include goods made or manufactured by such person or

persons at any other or different premises, for which a separate and
distinct licence is required as above mentioned (c).

(a) This section lias been altered

and extended hy 4 & 5 Will. 4, c.

75, s. 9, post.

(b) A licence to sell beer may also

he taken out hy any iuhahitant pay-

ing 21. 2s. See 11 Geo. 4 & 1 Will.

4, c. 64 ; see "Ale, <i-c."

(r) The duty on a maltster's licence

is levied upon the entire qnantity of

malt made at all his malt-houses.
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Sect. 11. Provklod always, that nothing herein contained, shall ex- l. Duties on
tend to prohibit any person or persons duly licensed to sell beer, cider, licences.

or perry by retail, to be drunk or consumed in his, her, or their house —
or premises, or any retailer of spirits (not being a retailer of spirits in ^ ^°*'- *' "• ^'^•

Ireland, licensed as a grocer, to trade in, vend, and sell coffee, tea, co- Not to extend to

coanuts, chocolate, or pepper), or any retailer of foreign wine, or re- Sirs o/races, in

tailer of sweets or made wines, or of mead or metheglin, he or she certain cases '{aJ-

being duly licensed respectively for such respective purpose, to carry

on his or her trade or business for which he or she respectively shall

be so licensed as aforesaid, in booths, tents, or other places, at tho

time and place and within the limits of holding any lawful and accus-

tomed fair, by virtue of any law or statute in that behalf, or any pub-
lic races [h). Provided also, that in all cases in which the house or other premises

premises in respect of which any excise licence is or shall be granted
l^'Ya^®ofTr*^

shall be burnt down , or otherwise destroyed, or rendered uninhabitable '
,

by fire or other unavoidable cause or accident, it shall and may be

lawful for the commissioners and assistant commissioners of excise, or

collector and supervisor, or other person or persons authorized to grant

licences within the district or place in which such house or premises was
or were situate, upon due notice thereof to him or them in that behalf

given, to authorize and empower, by endorsement on such licence, or

othei-wise, as the commissioners of excise shall direct, the person or

persons authorized to carry on trade or business by such licence at the

house or premises so burnt down or otherwise destroyed or rendered
uninhabitable, to carry on such trade or business at any other and
different house or premises in the same district or place, of which due
entry shall be thereupon made by such person or persons at the time
of such removal thereto. Provided always, that where such licensed

person or persons as aforesaid shall be a person or persons by law
required to bo duly authorized by justices of the peace to keep a com-
mon inn, alehouse, or victualling house, it shall not be lawful for the

commissioners or assistant commissioners of excise, or such collector

and supervisor, or other person or persons authorized to grant licences A"thority of

n * -t , (! 11* 1 justices, wobh
as aforesaid, to authorize or empower such licensed person or persons required before

as aforesaid, unless such person or persons shall, besides giving such new licence

notice as hereinbefore required, produce to such collector and super- S'"''^'**®"^-

visor, or other person or persons authorized to grant licences as afore-

said, such authority from justices of the peace, as by law required in

that behalf, to keep a common inn, alehouse, or victualling house, in

the house or premises to which such person or persons shall desire to

remove, in consequence of such fire or other unavoidable cause or ac-

cident as aforesaid.

Sect. 12. No excise licence is necessary for the sale of any excisable

commodity whilst it is in the import warehouses. Provided that every
such sale be of not less than one entire cask or package of the liquors

or goods so warehoused, and be made to one person, or to persons carry-

ing on trade or business in partnership.

13ut by 23 & 24 Vict. c. 113, s. 5, anj'- person selling at one time
any quantity less than 100 gallons must take out an excise licence for

the sale of foreign wines or spirits.

Sect. 13. That no excise licence shall be granted under or by au- No licence to bo

tliority of this act, for the sale ofany beer, or cider, or perry, by retail, gi"Mited for selling

{a) The licences mentioned in this 13, p. 210 ; and 26 & 27 Vict. c. 33,

section are not now all necessaiy, as s. 21, p. 212.

by reference to the commencement {b) See 24 & 25 Vict. c. 91, s. 13;
of this article, ante, p. 196, et seq., 25 Vict. c. 22 ; and 26 & 27 Vict. c.

will be seen. This exemption is not 33, post, p. 211, as to occasional

rc]iealed by 23 & 24 Vict. c. 113, s. 37, licences for selling wine, beer, &c.,

p. 210 ; see 24 & 25 Vict. c. 91, s. at races and fairs.
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Excise*

to be drunk or consumed upon the house or premises of the person or

persons applying for such licence, to any person or persons who shall

not produce at the time of applying for such licence a certificate or au-
thority then in force, to him, her, or them in that behalf granted in due
form of law by justices of the peace or magistrates, or other competent
persons, for such person or persons applying for such licences as afore-

said to keep a common inn, alehouse, or victualling house ; and if any
such Kcence shall be granted to any person or persons other than as
aforesaid, the same shall be and is hereby declared to be absolutely

null and void to all intents and purposes, and the person or persons
taking out the same shall be subject to all penalty or penalties to which
he, she, or they would have been subject had no such licence been
granted.

Sect. 14. That no licence for the sale of any spirits or foreign wine,
or sweets, or made wines, or mead or metheglin, by retail, to be drunk
or consumed in or upon the house or premises where sold, shall be
granted to any person or persons who shall not have and produce a
licence for the sale of beer, cider, or perry, by retail, to be drunk or

consumed in or upon such house or premises, in that behalf granted as

herein by this act before mentioned ; and if any licence for the sale of

any spirits or foreign wine, or sweets or made wines, or mead, or metheg-
lin, by retail, to be drank or consumed in or upon the house or pre-

mises where sold, shall be granted to any person or persons other than
as aforesaid, such licence shall be and is hereby declared to bo abso-

lutely null and void to all intents and purposes, and all and every such
person or persons as aforesaid shall be subject and liable to all and
every penalty and penalties imposed upon persons selling spirits or

foreign wines, or sweets or made wines, or mead or metheglin, by retail

without licence (ft).

Sect. 15. No licence is to be granted for retailing aqua vitse to per-

sons not licensed to sell beer hj retail.

Sect. 16. That from and after the 5th day of June, 1825, all excise

licences taken out in the United Kingdom by any brewer or brewers of

beer (c), or by any distiller or maker, distillers or makers of low wines
or spirits, or by any person or persons who shall be duly authorized by
justices of the peace to keep a common inn, alehouse, or victualling

house, and who shall take out a licence for selling beer, cider, or perry

by retail, to be drunk or consumed in the house or premises, or for sell-

ing spirits or foreign wine, or sweets or made wines, or mead or metheg-
lin, by retail, under or by virtue of this act, or any other law or laws
of excise (except any excise licence or licences theretofore granted,

and which shall be then in force and unexpired), shall continue and be
in force from the day of the date of such licences respectively until the

10th day of October following (c), on which day in each year all such
excise licences (except as aforesaid) shall expire ; and that all other

excise licences throughout the United Kingdom, except those above
specified, and except as above excepted, shall continue and be in force

from the day of the date of such licences respectively until the 5th day
of July following, on which day in each year all such licences as last

aforesaid (except as aforesaid) shall expire ; and all and every person or

persons who shall have taken out any such licence as aforesaid, and
who shall wish or intend to continue the trade or business for which
such licence was granted for any longer space of time, shall take out a

fresh licence for the year following, to expire on one of such days as

(a) See now, post, Section II. tit.

"Ale d: Beer," and 6 & 7 Will. 4,

c. 38.

(6) See 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 39, s. 7,

post, Section II., tit. "Spirituous

liquors."

{c) Brewers' licences now expire

on the 30th of September ; 27 & 28

Vict. c. 56, s. 8.
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hereinbefore mentioned, according to the nature of the licence by liim, 1. Duties on

her, or them taken out, and shall so renew the same from year to year, licences.

so long as he, she, or they shall continue such trade or business, and
qq^^ ^ ^ gi

shall pay in each and every such case the duty thereupon imposed at
, . ,.

such time and place as hereinbefore mentioned ; and every such person ^^^^ ^* licence,

or persons shall in every such case as aforesaid give notice in writing at

least twenty-one days before the expiration of the current licence to

him, her, or them before granted, of such his, her, or their intention to

continue the trade or business for which such licence was before granted,

to the collector or supervisor, or other person or persons authorized to

grant Licences for the district or place at which such trade or business

shaU be carried on ; and in cases where the excise licence is so re-

newed as aforesaid, and such notice as aforesaid shall have been given,

the new licence shall bear date from the day or date of the expiration

of the current licences before granted ; but in case where such notice

shall not have been given as aforesaid, and in all other cases than as

aforesaid, the licence shall bear date from the day of the date of the

application made for such licence, although and notwithstanding any
such licence may be delivered at any day subsequent to the date ofsuch
application.

Sect. 17. Provided always, that if any person or persons shall com- ^anted\o'bI^n-
mence or begin to exercise or carry on any trade or business, for the ners for propor-

exercise or carrying on of which an excise licence is required, such tional part of

person or persons not having before taken out any such licence, it shall pay^duty°accord-
and may be lawful for the person and persons authorized to grant ingiy.

licences, to grant such licence for the remainder of the current year in

which such Hcence shall be taken out, ending on the 5th day of July or
on the 10th day of October next following the date of the licence taken
out by such person or persons, according to the nature of such licence,

upon payment of such proportional part of the duty thereupon im-
posed, in such manner as hereinafter mentioned ; that is to say, if such
licence shall be taken out at any time within the first quarter of the
current year in which such licence shall be taken out, and ending as
aforesaid, or in the quarter expiring on the 10th day of October, or on
the oth day of January next following the date of such licence, accord-
ing to the nature of the licence taken out, that then the person or per-
sons taking out such licence shall pay the whole duty imposed upon
such licence, in such manner as hereinbefore mentioned at the time of
granting such licence ; and if such licence shall be be taken out at any
time within the second quarter of such ciuTcnt year, and ending as
aforesaid, or in the quarter expiring on the 5th day of January, or on
the 5th day of April, next following the date of such licence, according
to the nature of the licence taken out, the person or persons taking
out such licence shall pay three-fourth parts of the duty imposed upon
such licence, in such manner as hereinbefore mentioned at the time of
granting such licence ; and if such licence shall be taken out at any
time within the third quarter ofsuch current year, and ending as afore-
said, or in the quarter expiring on the 5th day of April, or on the 5th
(lay of July, next following the date of such licence, according to the
nature of the licence taken out, one half of the duty imposed upon such
licence shall be paid in such manner as hereinbefore mentioned at the
time of granting such licence ; and, finally, if such licence shall be
taken out at any time within the last quarter of such current year, and
ending as aforesaid, or in the quarter expiring on the 5th day of July,
or on the 10th day of October, next following the date of such licence,
according to the nature of the licence taken out, that then a fourth
i)art only of the duty imposed upon such licence shall be paid in
such manner as hereinbefore mentioned at the time of granting such
licence.

Sect. 18. Provided also, that no person or persons who shall at any Persons taking
;• i J.1 , •T'^nii-'^ • • •'„ out new licence
time nave taken out an excise licence for the exercise or carrying on of when to be
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any trade or business for which an excise licence is required, and who
shall in any subsequent year after such licence shall have expired take
out a new licence for the carryingon the same trade or business, whether
on the same or on other or different premises from those on which he,

she, or they before carried on such trade or business, shall be deemed or
taken to be a person or persons commencing or beginning to exercise or

carry on such trade or business, within the intent and meaning of this

act, so as to entitle him, her, or them to take out such licence, upon
payment of a proportional part only of the duty thereupon imposed

:

but all and every such person or persons as aforesaid shall pay the
whole of such duty, unless the period of time between the expiration of

the former licence and the taking out of the new licence shall at the
least be a period of two years.

Sections 19 «&; 20 have expired.

Sect. 21 (a). Provided always, that upon the death of any person
or persons licensed under or by virtue of this act, or any law or laws of

excise, or upon the removal of any such person or persons from the

house or premises at which he, she, or they were authorized by such
licence to exercise or carry on the trade or business mentioned in such
licence, it shall and may be lawful for the jterson or persons authorized

to grant licences, to authorize and empower, by indorsement on such
licence, or otherwise, as the commissioners of excise shall direct, the

executors or administrators, or the wife or child of such deceased per-

son, or the assignee or assigns of such person or persons so removing as

aforesaid, who shall be possessed of and occupy the house or premises
before used for such purpose as aforesaid, in like manner to exercise or

carry on the same trade or business mentioned in such licence, in or

upon the same house or premises at which such person or persons as

aforesaid deceased or removing as before mentioned, by virtue of such
licence to him, her, or them in that behalf granted, before exercised or

carried on such trade or business, for and during the residue of the

term for which such licence was originally granted, without taking out
any fresh licence, or payment of any additional duty, or any fee there-

upon for the residue of such term and until expiration thereof. Pro-
vided always, that a fresh entry of the premises at which such trade or

business shall continue to be so exercised or carried on as aforesaid

shall thereupon be made by and in the name or names of the person or

persons to whom such authority as aforesaid shall be granted; and
provided also, that no such authority as aforesaid shall be granted for

the sale of beer, cider, or peny, or sweets, or made wines or sweets,

mead or metheglin by retail, to be drunk or consumed in or upon the

house or premises for which the original licence was granted, except
and in such cases where a proper certificate granted and given by a

justice of the peace or magistrate, or other competent person according

to the law, made after the death or removal of the former occupier or

occupiers of the premises shall have taken place, shall be produced
approving of the person or persons to whom such certificate shall be
given or gi-anted as aforesaid.

(But see the new regulations, 11 Geo. 4 & 1 Will. 4, c. 64, 5 & 6

Yict. c. 44, &c. j5os^, tit. '^ Ale and Beer,^' and ante, '^Alehouse.'' Vol. I.)

Sect. 22. That all and every person or persons who shall be dis-

abled by any conviction from holding or having a licence to keep, or from
keeping a common inn, alehouse, or victualling house, shall also by
such conviction be disabled from taking out and from having any
excise licence to sell, and for selling beer, cider, or perry by retail in

any manner whatsoever, under any excise licence or licences obtained

for such purpose ; and if any such person shall, after such conviction

(a) See 5 & 6 Vict. c. 44, as to traiisfer of licences by Justices, micler

houses,"

'Ale-
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ad aforesaid, take out or have any excise licence or licences for any i. JDuiics on

.such purpose as aforesaid, the same shall and is hereby declared to be licences.

absolutely null and void to all intents and purposes ; and every person ——-——

who shall, after such con\'iction as aforesaid, sell any beer, cider, or " ®°'
'
°' "

perry by retail in any manner whatsoever, shall incur the penalty for

so doing without licence ; and in all such cases in the prosecution for

the recovery of such penalty a certificate from the clerk of the peace

or person acting as such of any such conviction as aforesaid, shall on
the trial in such prosecution be legal evidence thereof, which certificate

such clerk of the peace, or other person acting as such, is hereby au-

thorized and required, within one week after any such conviction shall

have been retui-ned to his office, to deliver to the collector of excise,

or other person or persons authorized to grant excise licences within

the district or place in which such conviction shall have taken place,

setting forth a copy of such conviction signed by himself, for which he
shall demand or receive no fee or reward whatsoever ; and if any such
clerk of the peace or other person acting as such as aforesaid shall

neglect or omit to deliver such certificate as aforesaid, he shall for

every such offence forfeit the sum of £10.

Sect. 23. That where the licence for the sale of beer, cider, or On the retail beer

perry by retail, to be drank or consumed upon the house or premises
^'^f^^g aforesaid

of the jierson or persons to whom the same is granted shall become retail spirit licenco

void, and the person or persons thereupon disabled in such manner shall become void

as before mentioned bj^ this act, the licence for the sale of any spii'its or ''' *°'

foreign wine, or sweets or made wines, or mead or metheglin by retail,

to be drunk or consumed ujoon the house or premises thereupon
granted, shall become null and void also to all intents and purposes

;

and in such case if the person or persons to whom the same respec-

tively were granted shall sell any spirits or any foreign wine, or any
sweets or made wines, or any raead or metheglin respectively by retail,

to be drank or consumed upon the house or premises, after such con-
viction as aforesaid shall have taken place in manner before mentioned
iu this act, and every such licence as aforesaid has thereby become
void, such person or persons shall incur the penalty for selling S23irits

or foreign wine, or sweets or made wines, or mead or metheglin, to be
consumed upon the premises by retail without licence ; and in all such
cases, in the prosecution for the recovery of such penalty as aforesaid,

such conviction shall be proved in such and the like manner as before

specified by this act in a prosecution under similar circumstances for

the sale of beer, cider, or perry by retail, to be drunk or consumed on
the house or premises without licence.

Sect. 24. And whereas the periods at which justices of the peace On expiration of

or magistrates, or other competent persons as aforesaid, are in the
""'ifj^*??^^ kee

practice of granting such certificates or authorities as aforesaid to per- pubiic"iiouse

sons to keep common inns, alehouses, or victualling houses, are within the year,

various, and at different times in different parts of the United King- p^tTf'dut.res to
dom : and whereas the same do not in any manner correspond with the be returned,

period at which excise licences are granted, or for which the same
continue in force ; and that upon the expiration of such certificate or
authority as aforesaid, the excise licence to sell beer, cider, or perry
by retail to be drunk or consumed upon the house or premises where
sold, granted upon such certificate or authority as aforesaid expires,

and the excise licences to sell spirits, foreign wines, sweets or made
wines, and mead or metheglin by retail, to be drunk or consumed
upon the house or premises, which are granted upon such retail beer
excise licence do thereupon also expire : be it therefore enacted, that
if the term for which any such certificate or authority as aforesaid is

granted shall expire (no conviction as before mentioned having taken
place) at any time within the first quarter of the current year for

which such excise licences as aforesaid respectively were granted, and
no such certificate or authority shall be renewed or granted for the
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succeeding year, three foiu'th parts of the duties thereui^on respec-
tively paid by the person or persons to whom, the same respectively

- were granted shall be returned to the person or persons then holding
such licences, and carrying on trade or business in such house or pre-
mises ; and if such certificate or authority as aforesaid shall expire as
aforesaid at any time within the second quarter of the current year
for which such licences as aforesaid respectively were granted, and shall

not be renewed or granted for the succeeding year, one-half part of
the duties paid thereon respectively shall be returned as aforesaid ; and
if such certificate or authority shall so expire as aforesaid at any time
within the thii'd quarter of the current year for which such licences

as aforesaid respectively were granted, and shall not be renewed or
granted as aforesaid, then one-fourth part of the duties paid thereon
respectively shall be returned as aforesaid : and the collector or other
person or persons to whom the duty or duties payable on such licences

respectively was or were paid at the time of granting the same, shall

and are hereby respectively authorized and required to return such
sum or sums of money as aforesaid to such person or persons as afore-

said, on application to him or them being thereupon made by such
person or persons for that purpose.

Sect, 25. That all and every person or persons in the United King-
dom, required by any law or laws of excise to make entry of his, her,

or their premises, in order to exercise or carry on therein any trade or

business for which an excise licence is required, and who shall have
taken out such licence, shall paint or cause to be painted, or shall place

and fix in letters publicly visible and legible, and at least one inch
long, in and upon his, her, or their entered premises, his, her, or their

names respectively, at full length (or where there are partners or more
than one person engaged in carrying on jointly the same trade or

business, the name or style of the firm or partnership), and after such
name or names the word 'licensed,' adding thereto the words neces-

sary to express the purpose or trade or business for which such licence

has been granted : and such person or persons shall cause such letters

to be painted or placed and fixed in some conspicuous place on the

outside of the front of his, her, or their said premises, over the prin-

cipal outward door or gate, or entrance door thereto, and not more
than three feet from the top of such outward door or gate, or entrance

door; and if any such person or persons as aforesaid shall not paint or

place and fix such letters as aforesaid, or shall not preserve or keep
the same so painted, placed, and fixed, or shall not repaint or renew
the same as often as necessity shall require, for the purpose of keeping
the same in good order and condition during the continuance of his,

her, or their licence, he, she, or they shall forfeit for eveiy such
ofi'ence the sum of 20^. ; and if any person or persons not being hcensed

to exercise or cany on any trade or business for which a licence is

required by this act shall put or have any such letters as aforesaid

upon his, her, or theii* premises, or any letters importing that he, she,

or they does or do exercise or carry on any such trade or business, or

is or are licensed so to do, all and every such person or persons shall

for every such ofi'ence forfeit the sum of 20?.

By the 30 & 31 Vict. c. 90, s. 9, the expression " entered premises,"

shall be deemed to mean the premises wherein his trade or business is

exercised or carried on.

Sect. 26. That if any person or persons shall make or manu-
factui-e, deal in, retail, or sell any goods or commodities hereinafter

mentioned, or shall exercise or carry on any trade or business herein-

after mentioned, for the making or manufacturing, or dealing in,

retailing, or selling of which goods or commodities, or for the exer-

cising or carrying on of which trade or business, a licence is required

by this act, without taking out such licence as is in that behalf re-

quired, he, she, or they shall for every such ofi'ence re.spectively forfeit
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and lose tlie respective penalty thereupon imiJosed, as hereinafter 1. Duties on
follows; (that is to say) (a), licences.

Every distiller or maker of low wines or spirits, and every rectifier or com- 6 Geo. 4, c. 81.

pounder of spirits, so offending respectively, shall respectively forfeit and Penalties (6).

lose 500/.

:

Every manufacturer of tobacco or snuff, so offending, shall forfeit and lose 200Z.

:

Every person exercising or carrying on the trade or business of an auctioneer]

every brewer of table beer only, for sale ; every brewer of beer (other than
table beer only) for sale ; every brewer of beer for sale, who shall retail such
beer to be consumed elsewhere than on his, her, or their premises ; every
person, not being a brewer of beer, who shall sell strong beer only in casks,

containing not less than four gallons and a half, or in not less than two
dozen reputed quart bottles at one time, to be drunk or consumed else-

where than on his, her, or their premises ; every maltster, or maker of

malt ; every maker of paper, pasteboard, or scaleboard ; every maker of

soap for sale ; eveiy dealer in spirits, not being a retailer thereof ; every
retailer of spirits in Ireland, being licensed to trade in, vend, and sell

coffee, tea, cocoa-nuts, chocolate, or pepper ; every maker of sweets or made
wines, or of mead or metheglin, for sale; every maker of vinegar or acetous
acid, for sale ; every dealer in foreign wine ; shall respectively forfeit and
lose the sum of 100/. :

Every person who shall sell beer, cider, or perry by retail, to be drunk or

consumed in his, her, or their house or premises ; every retailer of spirits,

not being a retailer of spirits in Ireland, duly licensed to sell coffee, tea,

cocoa-nuts, chocolate, or pepper ; every retailer of foreign wine ; every re-

tailer of sweets or made wines, or of mead or metheglin ; every person
trading in or selling coffee, tea, cocoa-nuts, chocolate, or pepper ; every
dealer in or seller of tobacco or snuff; every maker of stills in Scotland or
Ireland ; every person in Scotland or Ireland, not being a distiller, rectifier,

or compounder of spirits, who shall keep or use any still for the carrying on
the trade of a chemist, or any other trade or business requiring the use of

any still or stills ; so offending respectively, shall respectively forfeit and
lose the sum of 501. (c).

30 & 31 Yict. c. 90, s. 17. If any person shall solicit, take, or Penalty upon un-

receive any order for spirits, wine, or other article, for the dealing in, (nofbehigTm-'^^
retailing, or selling whereof an excise licence is • by law required, veiiers for licensed

without having in force a proper excise licence authorizing him so to persons) soliciting

do, he shall forfeit the penalty imposed by law upon a person dealing wine^&c!^^^''^'
^'

in, retailing, or selling such article without having an excise licence

in force authorizing him so to do {d) ; and in any case in which the

(a) It is not necessary in framing two miles of the distillery, contrary

an information for penalties under to the 4 Geo. 4, c. 94, ss. 132, 133
;

this section to aver that the defendant and his name was not inserted as one
is not within the exception. Rex v. of the partners in the distillery in

Bryan, 2 Str. 1101. But the offence the Excise-book, or licence, as re-

must not be laid in the alternative. quired by the 6 Geo. 4, c. 81, s. 7

;

Hex V. North, 6 D. & E. 143. And held, that these being mere revenue
where the information negatives that regulations, the breach of them by
the defendant has a licence, if he one of the partners, with the know-
does not prove that he has, a con- ledge of the others, did not render
viction upon such an information is the trade carried on by the five so

good. Rex \. Hanson, Palcy on Con- illegal as to deprive them of the

viciions, 2nd ed. 192. One act of right to recover the price of spirits

trading is in general sufficient to sold by them, or for the breach of a

constitute the offence of trading with- guaranty for the due accounting of

out a licence ; and see 23 & 24 Vict. an agent, to whom they had con- . .

c. 113, s. 36, p. 210. signed the spirits for sale. (10 B. <&

(b) A., B., C, D., and E. carried C. 93 ; and see 3 Term Rep. 560.)

on trade in partnership as distillers, (c) See 23 & 24 Vict. c. 113, ss. 36

and C. alone carried on the business and 37, 2^ost, p. 210.

of a retail dealer in spirits within (d) The 6 Geo. 4, c. 81, s. 26, and
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place of business or residence of the offender shall not bo known to the

officer of excise who shall exhibit any information for the recovery of

such penalty as aforesaid, or, if known, shall be out of the United
Kingdom, it shall be sufficient service of the notice and 'summons
required to be given to a defendant by any law of excise if the same
be left at the house or place where the offender shall have solicited,

taken, or received any such order as aforesaid, addressed to such
offender : Provided always, that nothing herein contained shall be
deemed to apply to the sale of any spirits or foreign wine while the

same shall bo and remain in the warehouse or warehouses in which
the same shall have been deposited, lodged, or secured according to

law, before payment of duty upon the importation thereof, where such
spirits or foreign wine shall be sold in a quantity not less than one
hundred gallons at one time, or to impose a penalty upon a bond fide

traveller taking orders for goods which his employer is duly licensed to

deal in or sell.

Sect. 27. That if any spirits shall be sold or delivered in any quan-
tity less than two gallons, or if any beer, wine, cider, perry, sweets,

mead, or metheglin, or vinegar, or any other goods for the retail of

which a licence is by this act required, shall be sold by retail in any
house or premises, or in any part of any house or premises, by any
person or persons unknown, or who shall not be licensed for that poi--

pose according to this act, the occupier of such house or premises, or

part of any house or premises, where such spirits or other liquors or
goods shall be so sold as aforesaid, if but one occuijier only, and if more
than one, then the several occupiers thereof, being privy or consenting
thereto, shall be deemed and taken to be the retailer or retailers of
such spirits, or other liquors or goods, and as such shall be subject

and liable to the penalties imposed upon persons for the sale of spirits,

or such other liquors or goods, by retail, without licence.

Sect. 28. That if any person or persons licensed to exercise or
carry on any trade or business, or make or sell any goods for which an
excise licence is required, shall not produce and deliver such licence

to be read and examined by any officer or officers of excise, within a
reasonable time after such officer or officers shall demand the produc-
tion thereof, such person or persons shall for each and every such
offence forfeit the sum of 201.

Sect. 29. And for the encouragement of those who shall discover
offences committed against the laws relating to excise laws, be it

further enacted, that where any person or persons shall be lawfully
convicted of any offence in carrying on any trade or business, or
making or selling any goods without licence, for the carrying on of
which trade or business, or the making or selling of which goods, a
licence or licences is or are required by this act, and the pecuniary
penalty imposed for such offence shall not be paid and cannot be
levied, it shall and may be lawful for the commissioners of excise to
cause such reward as they shall think fit, not exceeding ten pounds in
each case, to be paid to the several and resjjective persons who shall
appear to them to bo entitled thereto as informers, out of any moneys
in their hands arising by any penalties or forfeitures incurred under
the laws of excise.

Sect. 30. Provided always, that nothing in this act contained shall
in anywise prejudice the privileges heretofore used and enjoyed by any
university in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, or the
respective chancellors or scholars of the same respectively, or their
successors, or the master, wardens, freemen, and commonalty of the
vintners of the city of London or other city or town corporate in any

23 & 24 Vict. c. 113, ss. 36 & 37, are

the .sections inipo.siug penalties for

trading without a licence, and 23 &

24 Vict. 0. 113, s. 37, defines who shall

be deemed a retailer.
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part of the tlnited Kingdom, or the mayor or burgesses of the borough i. Duties on
of St. Albans, in the county of Hertford, or their successors, but that licences.

they may respectively use and enjoy such privileges as they have —
heretofore respectively lawfully used and enjoyed the same (a). ^ *^®°- ^' ^- ^^

Sect. 31. That all powers, authorities, rules, regulations, restrio- Former regula-

tions, exceptions, provisions, clauses, matters, and things, which in force, except
and by any act or acts of Parliament relating to the revenue of excise where repealed or

in force in Great Britain or Ireland respectively on or immediately altered.

before the said oth day of July, 182o, are provided, settled, or estab-

lished for securing, enforcing, managing, raising, levying, collecting,

paying, mitigating, or recovering, adjudging, or ascertaining the

excise duties or penalties thereby granted or imposed, and for pre-

venting, detecting, and punishing frauds relating thereto, other than
and except in such cases for which other penalties, regulations, or pro-

visions are made or prescribed by this act, shall be exercised, practised,

applied, used, and put in execution in and for the managing, raising,

levying, collecting, mitigating, adjudging, ascertaining, recovering, and
paying the several duties and penalties respectively hereby granted or

imposed, and for the due enforcement of all other matters and things

herein contained, so far as the same are not repugnant to or incon-
sistent therewith, as fully and effectually to all intents and pui-poses,

as if all and every the said powers, authorities, rules, regulations,

restrictions, exceptions, jirovisions, clauses, matters, and things were
paiticularly repeated and again enacted in this present act.

Sect. 32. That all penalties and forfeitures imposed by this act p'}-'^-'*'''^ ^"'^
^

/ , 1-1 1 -i-'-i- forfeitures now to
(save and except m such case where any special provision is herein y,Q recovered and
made) shall be sued for, levied, recovered, mitigated, and distributed applied,

by such ways, means, and methods, and in such manner, as by any
law or laws of excise in force is or shall in that behalf be directed,

provided, and enacted in Great Britain and Ireland respectively.

Sect. 33. That all powers, authorities, rules, regulations, restric- Foi-merincon-

tions, exceptions, j)rovisions, clauses, matters, and things provided for sistent regulations

or contained in any act or acts of Parliament in force relating to the '"^P®^ ® •

revenue of excise in Great Britain or Ireland respectively on or imme-
diately before the 5th daj' of July, 1825, expressly repealed, altered, or
re-enacted by this act, or which are repugnant to or inconsistent with
the several matters, clauses, provisions, and regulations of this act,

any or either of them, shall, and the same are hereby respectively,

from and after the said 5th day of July, 1825, declared to be repealed,

and shall no longer be put in force or observed in any part of the
United Kingdom.
The 9 Geo. 4, c. 47 (amended by 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 75, s. 10) contains Licences for

enactments as to licences for commanders of vessels and packets, t&c. commanders of

See post, Section II., "Passage Vessels."
_

P-issage vessels.

The 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 51, s. 11, enacts. That every person carrying Duties when and

on any trade or business under or subject to any law or laws of wliere to bo paid,

excise, shall pay and clear off the duty or duties in that behalf imposed
by any act or acts of Parliament respectively and charged upon or in-

curred by such person at such time and place, and to such person
respectively as shall for that purpose be specially directed by any act

or acts of Parliament relating to such duties, or as shall be from time
to time directed by the commissioners of excise, whether payment of
such duties shall have been or shall be secured by bond or otherwise,
in pursuance of any act or acts of Parliament or not ; and if any such
person shall not pay and clear off such duty or duties at such time and
place, and to such person respectively as aforesaid, or upon demand
made under order of the commissioners of excise by any general sur-

(«) 25 Vict. c. 22, s. 16, restricts raises, and requires liim to make
the sale of wine by a freeman of the entry of his premises.

Vintners' Company to one set of pre-
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vcyor of excise, where the trade or business shall be carried on within

the limits of the chief office of excise, or elsewhere by the collector of

excise in whose collection such trade or business shall be carried on,

or the officer of excise in charge for the time being of such collection,

or by any officer of excise authorised and directed by such collector or

officer in charge to make such demand, whether such demand shall be

made personally of such person, or shall be left at his dwelling-house,

or at the premises where such duty or duties shall have been charged,

every such person shall forfeit and lose double the value of the duty or

duties so neglected to be paid and cleared off as aforesaid.

By 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 51, s. 20, commissioners of excise and justices

are not authorised to mitigate the penalty of double duty for non-
payment of excise duties.

23 & 24yict. c. 113, s. 36. Whereas by the 6 Geo. 4, c. 8] , ante, p. 195, a

licence is required to be taken out by eveiy person, not being a brewer
of beer, who shall sell strong beer only in casks containing not less

than 4 gallons and a haK, or in not less than 2 dozen reputed quart

bottles at one time, to be drank or consumed elsewhere than on his pre-

mises, and by s. 26, p. 206, of the same act a penalty of 100^. is imposed
upon every such person who shall sell beer in manner aforesaid with-

out taking out such licence as aforesaid : Be it enacted, that every
person not having taken out such licence as aforesaid who shall sell

beer in any such quantity as aforesaid, such beer not having been
brewed by himself, shall be subject and liable to the said penalty, and
in any information or other proceeding for the recovery of the same
it shall not be necessaiy to negative that the defendant was a brewer
of beer, and on the trial or hearing of any such information or pro-

ceeding proof that the beer was brewed by the defendant shall lie upon
himself by way of defence : Provided always, that nothing herein

contained shall extend to the sale of beer by any person licensed by
the justices of the peace to keep an alehouse or victualling house, and
having also taken out the proper excise licence in that behalf.

23 & 24 Yict. c. 113, s. 37. And whereas doubts have arisen whether
persons licensed to sell beer by retail are liable to any penalty for or

on account of selling beer at any other place than the house or pre-

mises specified in the licence granted to them in that behalf : Be it

enacted, that if any person whatever shall sell beer by retail, that is to

say, in any quantity less than 4^ gallons, or in less than 2 dozen
reputed quart bottles, at one time, at any other house or place than
the house or premises specified in a licence duly granted to him in that
behalf, he shall be deemed to sell beer by retail without having an
excise retail licence in force authoiising him so to do, and shall accord-

ingly be subject and liable to the penalty of 20Z. for every such offence,

anything in any former act or acts to the contrary notwithstanding

;

and in any information or other proceeding for the recovery of such
penalty it shall be sufficient to charge that he sold beer by retail with-
out ha"ving an excise licence in force authorising him so to do, and it

shall not bo necessary further or otherwise to describe such offence.

24 & 25 Vict. c. 91, s. 13. Whereas by the act 6 Geo. 4, c. 81,

for granting duties on excise licences, and by other acts of Parliament
now in force, certain provisions, exceptions, and exemptions are made
and contained with respect to the sale of spirits and beer respectivelj',

at lawful and accustomed fairs and public races : And whereas by two
several acts passed in the last session of Parliament, being respectively

cc. 113 & 114, (a) certain enactments and prohibitions are contained
against the selling of beer and spirits respectively at any place other
than a place specified in a licence granted in that behalf : Be it declared
and enacted, that nothing in the said two several last-mentioned acts,

or either of them, contained shall be construed, adjudged, deemed, or

(a) This act will be found under title, Particular Laws, Spirits.
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taken to have repealed, altered, or affected any of the provisions, i. Duties on
exceptions, or exemptions contained in any act or acts in force at the licences.

time of the passing of the said two several acts of the last session of

Parliament, or either of them, with respect to the selling of beer or

spirits at fairs or races.

25 & 26 Vict. c. 22, s. 12. So much of any act as permits the sale 25 & 26 Vict. c. 22.

of beer, spirits, or wine at fairs or races without an excise licence shall
fct^s'permits'sale

be and the same is hereby repealed («). of beer at fairs,'

20 &26 Vict. c. 22, s.l3. It shall belawful for the commissioners ofinland
^

^j7'*'^°'^\ !V

revenue, whenever they shall consider it conducive to public convenience, ^^"^^^ J'^P®'* *^^-

comfort, and order, and with the consents in writing oftwo (i) justices of may be'grantedTo

the peace usually acting at the petty sessions for the petty sessional divi- victuallers to sell

sion within which the place of sale is situate, to authorise any officer of at suclftime ifnd

excise to grant to any person who shall be duly authorised to keep place as the Cou.-

a common inn, alehouse, or victualling house, and who shall have missionors of

taken out the proper excise licences to sell therein beer, spirits, wine, shall approve.""

or tobacco, an occasional licence under this act empowering him to sell

the like articles for which he shall have taken out such licences as

aforesaid at any such other place, and for and during such space or

period of time, not exceeding 3 consecutive days at any one time, as
the said commissioners shall approve, and as shall be specified in such
occasional licence ; and any person who shall have taken out such occa-
sional licence shall not be liable to any penalty or forfeitui-e whatever
by reason or on account of his selling the articles mentioned in the said

licence during the time and at the place specified therein
; provided Proviso,

that no such occasional licence shall authorise the sale of any beer,

.spirits, or wine, except during the hours after sunrise and before sun-
set (c) ; and provided that the said licence shall not protect any such
person in the sale of any of the articles herein mentioned, unless he
shall at the time of such sale produce such licence when requested to

do so by any officer of excise, or by any constable or police ofiicer
;

nor shall any such licence be granted for the sale of any of the articles

herein-mentioned on any Simday, Christmas Day, or Good Friday, or
on any day appointed for a public fast or thanksgiving; provided also,

that the provisions of this clause shall not extend to Scotland.

26 & 27 Vict. c. 33, s. 15. Whereas under the laws of excise now 26 & 27 vict. c. 33.

in force separate and distinct licences are granted to the same person Authority to ex-

to exercise several trades in the same house and premises, and it is tradeVniaTbe
expedient that the authority to exercise two or more of such trades contained in one

should be combined in one licence : Be it enacted, that whenever any excise licence,

person shall intend to carry on two or more trades under the excise
laws in the same house or premises the licences for which several ti-ades

would expire by law at the same time, it shall be lawful for the com-
missioners of inland revenue, in such cases as they shall think fit, to

authorise the exercising of the said several trades by one licence for

that purpose on pajTnent of the amount of the several duties charge-
able for several licences to exercise the same trades respectively.

26 & 27 Vict. c. 33, s. 19. In lieu of the duty now chargeable on 26 <fc 27 vict. c. 33.

a victualler's occasional licence, specified in Schedule (B.) of the act Alteration of duty

25 & 26 Vict. c. 22, there shall be charged and i)aid the following duty; occasIona^Uttnce
(that is to say,

)

For and upon every occasional licence to be granted to any person
who shall be duly authorised to keep a common inn, alehouse, or

victualling house, and licensed to sell therein beer, spirits, wine,
or tobacco, to sell the like articles for which he shall be so licensed

(a) Rut tins section does not pro- (&) By 26 & 27 Vict. c. 33, s. 20
liibit persons licensed by the excise (p. 212), the consent of one justice

fi'om selling beer, Avine, or spirits, at only is required,

fairs or races : 26 & 27 Vict. c. 33, (c) Now one hour after sunset, 26

s. 21, fod, p. 212. & 27 Vict. c. 33, s. 20.

p 2
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1. Duties on at any such other place, and for and during such space or period

licences. of time not exceeding 6 days as shall be specified in such occasional

licence, the sum of 2s. 6d. for every day so specified as aforesaid
26 & 27 Vict. c. 33.

f^^. ^j^-^j^ ^^^ ^^^^^ gj^^U be granted

:

Provided always, that when any person shall have taken out such an
occasional licence for 6 successive days, and shall desire to take out

another occasional licence for a time in immediate succession, or only

separated by the intervention of Sundays and holidays, then the duty

chargeable for every licence after the first, and for any number of days

not exceeding 6, shall not exceed 10s.

Alteration of the Sect. 20. Whereas it is expedient to alter and amend the condi-

law relating to tions and restrictions upon and under which occasional licences to sell
occasional licences,

-j^q^j.^ .spirits, or wine may be granted and used, as provided by the

13th section of the act 25 & 26 Vict. c. 22 : Be it enacted as follows

;

1. That the consent of one justice of the peace, as in the said section

mentioned, only, shall be necessary :

2. That the hours during which such occasional licence shall autho-

rise the sale of any beer, spirits, or wine shall extend from sunrise

to one hour after sunset :

3. That upon the occasion of any public dinner or ball it shall be
lawful for the person who shall have obtained an occasional

licence under the provisions of the said act to sell the said liquors

during such hours before or after sunrise or sunset as shall be
allowed and specified in that behalf in the consent to be given by
the justice of the peace for the granting of such occasional licence.

See 27 Vict. c. 18, s. 5, infra.
Sect. 12 of 25 & 26 Sect. 21. Whereas by the act 25 & 26 Vict. c. 22, s. 12, so much
prohibit^pemms' ^f any act as permits the sale of beer, spirits, or wine at fairs or races

licensed by the without an excise licence was repealed : Be it enacted, that from and
F^^c'se from after the passing of this act nothing in the last-recited enactment
spirits, orwine at contained shaU extend to prohibit any person duly licensed by the
fairs or races. excise to retail beer, spirits, or wine, as in 6 Geo. 4, c. 81, s. 11, is

mentioned, from carrying on his trade or business for which he shall be

so licensed in booths, tents, or other places at the time and place and
within the limits of holding any lawful and accustomed fair by vii'tue of

any law or statute in that behalf, or any public races, in like manner as

such person might lawfully have done under the said last-mentioned act

if the said act of the last session of Parliament had not been passed.

Provisions of Sect. 26. All the powers, provisions, clauses, regulations, forfei-
forinor acts to tures, pains, and penalties contained in or imposed by any act or acts
app JO IS ac

.

pgjg^i^jng ^Q g^jjy (Juties of the same kind or descrii^tion as the several

rates or duties granted by this act respectively, and in force at the
time of the passing of this act, and not hereby expressly repealed,

shall respectively be in full force and eff'ect with respect to the said

rates and duties by this act granted respectively, so far as the same
are or shall be applicable, in all cases not hereby expressly provided
for, and shall be obsers'ed, applied, enforced, and put in execution for

and in the raising, levying, collecting, and securing of the said last-

mentioned rates and duties, and otherwise in relation thereto, so far

as the same shall not be superseded by and shall be consistent with
the express provisions of this act, as fully and effectually to all intents

and pui-poses as if the same had been herein repeated and specially

enacted, mutatis mutandis, with reference to the rates and duties by
this act granted respectively.

Occasional licen'-es The act 27 Vict. c. 18, imposes new duties upon occasional licences

"ersons vvho have* (^^® P" ^^"^
^
Under table of duties), and by s. 2 all powers and provisions

taken out licences of former acts are to be deemed applicable to the duties imposed by
under 23 <fe 24 this act, and by section 5 it is enacted that. It shall be lawful for the

107 (Refresli^ commissioners of inland revenue, whenever they shall consider it

ment Houses and nccessary for the accommodation of the public, to authorise any officer
Wine Ritaiiersj; q£ excise to grant (upon payment of the respective duties in that
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behalf mentioned in schedule (B.) to this act) an occasional licence in l. Duties on

the several and respective cases herein-after mentioned ;
(that is to licences.

say,) to any person who shall have taken out an excise Licence under ~^^ (Beer re-

the acts passed in the 23rd year of the reign of her Majesty, c. 27, and taiiers) ; and

the 23rd and 24th years of the same reign, c. 107, respectively, to keep under o G. 4, c. 81

a refreshment house, or to sell by retail in a refreshment house foreign taiiers)?°

"wine to be consumed therein ; or an excise licence under the act passed

in the 4th and 5th years of the reign of king William 4th, c. 85, to

retail beer to be drunk or consumed in or upon the house or premises

where sold ; or an excise licence under the act passed in the 6th year

of the reign of king George 4th, c. 81, to deal in or sell tobacco or

snuff; and every such occasional licence shall authorise any such
person as aforesaid to exercise and carry on the same trade and busi-

ness as he shall be authorised to carry on by virtue of the licence

granted under the said acts respectively as aforesaid at any such place

(other than the place for which his original licence was granted), and
for and during such space or period of time, not exceeding three con-

secutive days at any one time, as the said commissioners shall approve
and as shall be specified in such occasional licence ;

provided that the

said occasional licence shall not protect any such person in the carry-

ing on of any such trade or business as aforesaid unless he shall pro-

duce such licence whenever requested so to do by any officer of excise,

or by any constable or police officer, at the time of exercising such
trade or business ; and provided also, that the conditions and restric-

tions contained in the 20th section of the act of the 26th and 27th years

of her Majesty's reign, c. 33, relating to occasional licences, shall apply

to the occasional licences to be granted under this act (except in the

case of occasional licences to sell tobacco or snuff).

(2.) Complaints of Overcharges of Duty, &c.

The 4 & 5 "Will. 4. c. 51, intituled, "An Act to amend the laws (2.) Complaints of

relating to the collection and management of the revenue of Excise,"
^^^''^'^sY^^c

°^

by s. 26 repeals the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c, 53, s. 120, as to complaints of ' J
—

'

overcharge, and enacts in the following section ; viz. 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 51.

Sect. 27. That it shall be lawful for the commissioners of excise, or Complaints of

any 3 or more of them, within the limits of the chief office of excise,
overpayments."*

and for any two or more justices of the peace in any other part of the
United Kingdom, within whose jui-isdiction respectively any person
chargeable with or liable to the payment of any duty of excise shall

have been charged with or paid such duty, upon complaint to them
respectively made by any pei'son or persons of any overcharge made
by any officer of excise, or of any overpayment made by any such
person, -within 12 calendar months next after the making of such
overcharge or overpayment, and also in any case in which by any
act of Parliament relating to the revenue of excise, any persons shall be
entitled to any return of any duty of excise paid by or on behalf of
such person, upon the like complaint by such person within the time
in that behalf respectively limited by law for exhibiting such com-
plaint, and such commissioners and justices are hereby respectively
authorised and required, in eveiy such case, to hear, adjudge, and de-
termine such complaints, and to examine the witness or witnesses upon
oath, who shall be thereupon produced, as well on behalf of the person
making complaint as on behalfof his Majesty and of all parties therein
concerned, and shall thereupon, by warrant under their hands, dis-

charge or acquit the complainant of so much of such overcharge or
overpayment as shall be made out and proved before such commissioners
of excise or justices of the peace respectively to have been overcharged
or overpaid, or wi'ongly paid, or shall order such amount of duty as. the
partj^ shall appear to be entitled to have retui-ned to him to be returned
and paid ; and if any person in whose favour any such judgment shall

be given, shall, before acquittal of any overcharge, have paid any money
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2. Of Over-
charges, dr.

for or in respect of such overcliar^e, and in case of any overpayment,
or order to return any duty of excise to a return of wliich. tlie party may

~ bo entitled, the commissioners of excise shall, and they are hereby
1 . 4, c. 51. required, upon such acquittal or order as aforesaid, to repay to such

person or persons out of the public monies in theu- hands, or, at their

discretion, to allow out of the next duties becoming payable by such
person or persons, so much money as shall be specified in such judg-
ment or order as overcharged, overpaid, or wrongly paid, or to be re-

turned, anything in any act or acts to the contrary notmthstandin^

:

Provided always, that no such complaint shall be heard before the said

commissioners of excise, unless the same shall be entered by or on
behalf of the complainants, in a book to be kept for that purpose in the
office of the solicitor of excise, at the chief office of excise, stating the
particulars thereof, and the name and place of residence or place of
business of such complainant ; and upon every such complaint being so

entered, not less than 6 days' notice shall be given by the commis-
sioners of excise of the time and place by them appointed for the hear-
ing of such complaint ; and if such complainant shall not appear at the
time and place appointed for the hearing ofany such complaint, it shall
be lawful for the said commissioners, or any 3 or more of them, to dis-

miss
_
such complaint, upon proof of such notice of the time and place

appointed for the hearing of such complaint having been given to such
complainant, or left at the place mentioned in such complaint book as
aforesaid as the place of residence or place of business of such com-
plainant ; and no such complaint shall be heard before any justices of
the peace unless a notice in writing of the time and place of hearing
thereof shall be given to the collector of excise in whose collection, or
to the supervisor of excise in whose district the subject-matter of com-
plaint shall have arisen, eight days at least before the time appointed
for the hearing of such complaint, which notice shall contain and set
forth the exact sum which is complained of as being an overcharge, and
the date when the charge was made on which such overcharge is said
to have arisen, or the exact sum complained of as being an overpay-
ment, and the date when such overpayment was made, or the exact
amount of duty claimed to be allowed or returned, and on what account,
as the case may be ; and in every case respectively the ground of com-
plaint of such overcharge or overpayment, or claim of retui-n, or allow-
ance of duty, shall be set forth in such complaint

;
provided also, that

the pajTnent of any duty with which any such complainant as afore-
said shall have been charged, or any proceedings for the recovery or
payment of any such duty, shall not be delayed or suspended by reason
of the making of any complaint, or overcharge of such duty, or of the
same being depending.
And by the 4 Vict. c. 20, intituled, "An Act to alter and amend

certain laws relating to the Collection and Management of the Duties
of Excise," it is enacted by

—

Sect. 33. That no complaint of any overcharge or overpayment of
any duty of excise shall be made to the commissioners of excise with-
in the limits of the chief office of excise, or to any justices of the peace
in any other part of the United Kingdohi, by any person liable to the
payment of any duty of excise, in any case where the subject matter of
such complaint shall be a question whether any goods or commodities
are goods or cornmodities liable to be charged with a duty of excise, or
are liable to a higher or lower rate of duty, or as to the mode or manner

to duty, or mto of of charging the duty of excise on any goods or commodities; audit
cLa?gingThe duty

'''^''^^^ ^^^^ ^^ lawful for the said commissioners or justices to try or de-
cide any such question on any such complaint, but all proceedings
thereon, allowing any overcharge or overpayment of duty, and all
and every warrant issued in pursuance thereof, shall be null and void,
any thing in the said recited act 5 Will. 4 not\dthstanding : Provided
always that wliero any person charged with any duty of excise shall

4 Vict. c. 20.

Complaint of
overcharge or
overpayment of
duty not to be
made to commis-
sioners of excise
or justices of tlie

peace, in cases
where the ques-
tion shall l>e the
liability of goods
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question the legality of the charge, on the ground that the goods or 2. Of Over-

commodities charged are not goods or commodities liable to a duty of
.
charges, die.

excise, or are subject to a different rate of duty than the rate of duty
charged, or on account of the mode or manner in which such duty shall

have been charged, and shall, within 6 days after the return of the

officer of excise, give notice to the commissioners of excise, or to the col-

lector or supervisor of excise, within the limits of whose business such
charge shall have been made, of his objection to the charge, and the

ground of such objection, such person shall not be concluded by the

return or charge of the officer of excise, but such person shall be at

libertj', on any information filed or other proceedings taken to recover

the payment of any duty or portion of duty charged on and refused to

be ]iaid by him, in his defence to dispute such charge, and his liability

to the payment of the amount of duty specified therein, or of any por-

tion thereof.

By 28 & 29 Vict. c. 96, s. 25, in case of any complaints brought be- As to appeal,

fore the commissioners or justices, pursuant to the above section, either

party may appeal from the judgment of the commissioners or justices,

in manner provided by 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53 ; 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 51 ; & 4 Yict.

c. 20, pro-sided that no such appeal be allowed, if the sum in dispute
do not exceed 501.

(3) Of Entries ajstd Seizures. — Penalties. — Administering (3.) of Entries &c

Oaths.—Perjury.—Fraudulent Eemoval and Concealment. —
Assisting Officers.—Obstructing Officers.—Indictments.—
Weights and Scales.

The manner of maldncj an entry of premises subject to the survey of 4 & 5 Will, i, c. .01

.

the excise authorities, as directed by the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s._ 18, entries^* "prem'i^o

3

is repealed by the 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 51, s. 4, and in lieu thereof it is are to bemade(a;.

enacted, by the 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 51, s. 5, " that every person car-

rjung on any trade or business under or subject to any law or laws of

excise, and required by any act or acts relating to the revenue of ex-
cise to make entry at the next office of excise, or to give notice to the
officers of excise of any house, building, place, vessel, or utensil used in

carrying on such trade or business, shall make such entry by delivering

such true and particular account as by the act or acts relating to such
trade or business is required to the officer of excise in whose survey
such house, building, place, vessel, or utensil shall be intended to be
used." The latter part of this section, directing the officer to copy the

entry into a book, was repealed by 30 & 31 Vict. c. 90, s. 11.

By 30 & 31 Vict. c. 90, s. 12, the commissioners of inland revenue
j^'^aWk" which'*

shall furnish the officer of excise of every division or ride with a book, is to be evidenco

to be called the general entry book of such division or ride, and such ^^ ^^J ^^s^^ pro-

officer upon receiving any such entry as is mentioned in the 4 & 5
*^*^^ '"^'

Will. 4, c. 51, s. 5, shall forthwith securely affix the same in such
book, and such officer on his being removed fi"om such division or
ride shall deliver over such book, together with the entries contained
therein, to the officer succeeding him in such division or ride ; and
where upon the trial of any indictment, information, action, suit,

or prosecution, or upon any other legal or judicial proceeding what-
soever, any question shall be made or shall arise whether any house,
building, room, or place, vessel or utensil of which entry is required
to be made under any act of parliament relating to the revenue of ex-

(a) The 3 & 4 Vict. c. 61 (the Beer " Excise" Section II. "Ale and
Act) contains provisions respecting Beer."

the mode of making entries by per- For mode of entry by tobacco and
sons licensed to retail beer or cider. snuff dealers, see post, ^'Tobacco,"

See sections 9, 10, & 11 of that Act
;

and the 3 & 4 Vict, c 18, ss. 2 and 3,

ante, tit. '^Alehouse," and post, tit.
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4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 51.
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Penalty for using
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utensils for other
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Not more than
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force for same
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premises without
withdrawing the
entry, any other
person may, with
consent, make
entry of the
promises.

4 Vict. e. 20.

All vessels, itc,

not duly entered,

Excise*

cise was entered by the person by whom the same shall have been

used, it shall be deemed and taken to be suflBcient proof of such entry

if upon the production by any officer of excise of the said general

entiy book of the division or ride in which such house, building,

room or place, vessel or utensil shall have been used, such house,

bviilding, room or place, vessel or utensil shall be found in any entry

contained in such book purporting to have been made by any such

person without further evidence ; and if upon the production of such
book no such house, building, room or place, vessel or utensil shall be
found in anj^ entry contained therein, or if found shall sppear to

have been entered for another or different purpose than the purpose
for which the same shall be charged or alleged to have been used by
such person, every such house, building, room or place, vessel or

utensil shall be deemed and taken to be unentered, unless by other

evidence the contrary be made to appear : provided always, that

nothing herein contained shall be deemed to repeal or alter the provi-

sions of any former act relating to the proof of any such entry as
aforesaid made before the passing of this act.

Sect. 6. That every person carrying on any trade or business under
or subject to any law or laws of excise, who shall make use of any
house, building, or place, vessel or utensil, of which entry is required
to be made or notice given by any act or acts relating to the revenue
of excise, without ha-ving made entry thereof in manner hereinbefore
dii'ected, shall for every such unentered house, building, or place, vessel

or utensil, forfeit 2001.

Sect. 7. That every person carrying on any trade or business,
under or subject to any law or laws of excise, who, having made
entry of any house, building or place, vessel or utensil, or other
thing, shall, in the carrying on such trade or business, fraudulently
make use of any such house, building, or place, vessel or utensil, or
other thing for any other or different purpose than the particular use
or purpose for which the same shall have been entered, shall foifeit

lOOZ.

Sect. 8. That when any person or persons shall have made entry of
anybuilding, room, place, vessel, or utensil for the carrying on any trade
or business in respect of which any entry is by any act or acts of par-
liament relating to the revenue of excise required, it shall not be law-
ful, during the continuance of such entry, for any other person or per-
sons (except persons becoming partners in the same trade or business
in respect of which the entry shall abeady have been made) to make
entry of the same building, room, or place, vessel or utensil, for the
carrying on of any other trade or business of the same or any other
description subject to the survey of excise, but every such subsequent
entry made whilst such former entry is in force shall be null and void
to all intents and purposes.

Sect. 9 provides and enacts, That where any person who shall have
made entry of any premises for carrying on any trade or business sub-
ject to the suiwey of the excise, shall abscond or shall quit possession
of such premises, and discontinue the trade or business in respect of
which such entry was made without having withdrawn such entry, it

shall be lawful for any other person, with the consent and approbation
of the commissioners of excise, to make entry of the said premises for
carrying on any trade or business subject to the survey of the excise,
and in such case the former entry shall be deemed to have been with-
drawn, and shall become null and void.
The 4 Vict. c. 20, intituled, "An Act to alter and amend certain

Laws relating to the Collection and Management of the Duties of
Excise," after reciting the 7 «& 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, and the 4 & 5 WiU. 4,
c. 51, and that they required to be altered and amended, proceeds
in

—

Sect. 5, after reciting that whereas doubts have arisen whether goods
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fomid in unentered places or premises have in some instances been 3. Of entries,

thereby forfeited, declares and enacts, " That all stills, backs, vats, <fcc.

coppers, presses, machines, and vessels and utensils, of which entry
^

~
is by any law or laws of excise required to be made, and which shall

not be duly and lawfully entered, and all goods and commodities found fg^^^ in unen-
in any such unentered still, back, vat, copper, press, machine, or teied premises,

vessel or utensil, or in any house, warehouse, storehouse, room, or declared forfeited,

place required to be entered, and not duly and lawfully entered, shall

be forfeited."

Sect. 6. That where any trade or business, in respect of which an Managers or

entrv is bv any law or laws of excise required to be made with the '^.^'®,°*°''® °* J".'"*'

,v,
•' .''.''. . , , • • \ L -\ Stock companies

orncers of excise, is earned on by any joint stock company or corpora- or corporations to

tion, such entry of the buildings, places, and vessels and utensils, shall mate entry ou

be made and signed by the directors or managers or committee of such company.
* °

joint stock company or corporation, or ifthe number shall exceed four,

then by four at least of such dii'cctors or managers or committee, for

and on behalf of the company or corporation ; and no entry by any
clerk or servant, or by any less number of directors or managers or

committee, where they shall exceed four, shall be a legal entry ; and
the directors or managers or committee signing such entry shall, as

regards the revenue of excise, be deemed and taken to be the real

owners of the trade or business, and as such shall be jointly and seve-
rally liable to all duties of excise charged and to all penalties and for-

feitures incurred in respect of such trade or business.

Sect. 7. That it shall be lawful for any married woman whose Married women,

husband shall become insane or idiot, or be otherwise rendered inca- may^beOTme'in*
pable of transacting his affairs, or whose husband shall be separated sane or incapable

from her and be out of the limits of the United Kingdom, to make of transacting

entry, with the consent and approbation of the commissioners of ex- or vTho^ay be*^^'

cise, of any building, place, vessel or utensil, for the canying on of separated from

any trade or business in respect of which any entry is required by any tu''™ j^" d
"'^^ "^

law or laws relating to the revenue of excise ; and every married may, with consent

woman so making entry shall be subject and liable to all duties, pe- of the commis-

nalties, and forfeitures imposed by any act relating to the revenue of make'entry^T^°'
excise, and to the trade or business in respect of which such entry shall premises.

be made ; and any bond required by any act or acts relating to tho
revenue of excise, which shall be entered into by any such married
woman, shall be good, valid, and effectual, notwithstanding her co-
verture, as if she was sole and unmarried : Provided always, that it

shall not be necessary or required, on the trial or hearing of any in-
formation or proceeding against any such married woman for the re-

covery of any duty or penalty or forfeiture, or upon any such bond, to

prove or give evidence of the insanity, idiotcy, or incapacity of or sepa-
ration from or absence of the husband.
By the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 19, That where, upon the trial of any 7 <fe 8 Geo. 4, c, r.s.

indictment, information, action, suit, or prosecution, or upon any ^^*. ^^^'^ ^"^

other legal or judicial proceeding whatsoever, any such original entry of suclTenUy.
shall be tendered or offered in evidence, it shall be lawful to prove by
any credible witness the signature or signatures to such entry to be
the handwriting of the person or persons by whom or in whose name
or names such entry was made : and that in any such case it shall
not be necessary to prove such entry by the testimony of the officer

who received, or of the person who may have attested such signature
or signatures, or the receij^t of such entry ; and if upon any trial as
aforesaid, or upon any other legal or judicial proceeding, any question
shall be made or shall arise, whether any building or place, or any
vessel or utensil, of which entry is required to be made under this act,

or any other act or acts of parliament relating to the revenue of ex-
cise, was entered by the person or persons by whom the same shall

have been used, it shall be deemed and taken to be sufficient proof of
such entry, if upon the production of any credible witness of the entry
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book of the division or rido in which such building, place, vessel or

utensil shall have been used, such building, place, vessel, or

utensU shall be found, or shall appear in the copy, or what shall pur-
port to be the copy in such book of any entry thereof, made by such
person or persons as aforesaid ; and if, upon the production of such
book, no such building, place, vessel or utensil shall be found, or shall

so appear therein, or if found shall so appear to have been entered for

another or different purpose than the purpose for which the same shall

be charged or alleged to have been used by such person or persons,

every such building, jilace, vessel, or utensil shall be deemed and taken
"Sic. In the act

_ to bo and* Unentered to all intents and j)m'poses whatsoever, unless by
" usld'bymtsfaiko '^^^^^ evidence the contrary be made appear; any law, custom, or

" " usage to the contrary thereof notwithstanding : Provided always, that

where in any indictment or information it shall be averred that any
person or persons was or were a trader or traders under any law or

laws of excise, it shall not be necessary to prove the same by the pro-

duction or proof of any entry made by or in the name of such person
or persons.

Sect. 20. That no entry of any building, place, vessel, or utensil

made by any person or persons under any act or acts of parliament ro-

ownerTbiirosten- lating to the revenue of excise, shall be or be deemed or taken to be a
sibie owner shall legal entry thereof, unless the same shall have been made by and

be in the name or names of a person or persons who shall at the time
of making such entry, have attained the age of 21 years, and who
shall be the true and real owner or owners of the trade or business
therein, or thereby carried on, or in respect of which such entry of
such building, place, vessel, or utensil shall have been made : Pro-
vided always, that a person or persons who shall act as the visible

owner or owners of any trade or business in respect of which any such
entiy shall have been made, or by whom the same respectively shall be
occupied or used, or who shall have the principal management thei'e-

of, shall in all respects and notwithstanding the minority of such visible

owner or owners («), be subject and liable to all duties, penalties, and
forfeitures imposed by this act, or any other act or acts of parliament
relating to the revenue of excise, or any part thereof, to which the
real owner or owners of such building, place, vessel, or utensil, or of
such trade or business therein or thereby carried on, would have been
liable ; and all stock in such trade or business, and aU materials,

vessels, and utensils which shall then and there be found in oi- upon
such building or place, to whomsoever the same shall then and there
belong, shall be subject to and be charged with all such duties, penal-
ties, and forfeitures.

Sect. 21. That every person making entry of any building, place,
vessel, or utensil under any act or acts of Parliament lelating to the
revenue of excise, shall in every such entry distinguish and describe
every such building, place, vessel, or utensil, by a i^articular letter or
number, and shall, to the satisfaction of the supervisor or surveyor of

of^'iow'^°'^"^""''^
the district or division, paint such respective letter or number in a
large and distinct character upon some convenient and conspicuous part
of the outside of the walls or doors of every such building and i)lace,

and upon some convenient and consjiicuous part of the outside of every
such vessel and utensil, and shall continue the same so painted, and
from time to time and when occasion shall require, or when requested
by the sujiervisor or surveyor of excise of the district or division, shall

renew the same, so long as the entry thereof shall remain uncancelled,
so that such letter or number so painted may be easily and distinctly

In the entry of
premises, vessels,
Ac., the same to
bo distinguished
by letters or nnm
bers, and fixed
pipes to be paint

(a) Neither minority nor coverture

i.s any defence in general for a viola-

tion of excise laws. (4 Bki. C),m.

308 ; 2 7i. d; P. 530 ; 8 T. P. 545
;

2 8tra. 1120.)
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observed and known by tbe officers of excise ; and wherever any sucli 3. Of entries,

person shall use or employ, in any entered building or place, any fixed <fcc.

pipe, every such person, when required by the supervisor or surveyor —

•

of excise, by a written notice, shall paint and continue painted every ^ "^ ^ '^^^- *> '' ^^•

such pipe, throughout its whole length, and over its whole exterior

surface, with a distinct oil colour or oil colours, to the satisfaction of the
supervisor or surveyor of excise of the district or division; and every
such person, after such notice, shall also deliver, in addition to the entry
required to be made by such person of any such building, place, vessel,

or utensil, and as part thereof, a di-awing or drawings, or description. And a drawing,

distinctly showing or exhibiting and explaining the course, direction,
fg]'£*gre^

construction, and use of every such pipe respectively, and of every
branch thereof, and of every cock therein, together with every place,

vessel, and utensil respectively, from and to or with which the same
shall lead or communicate : Provided always, that aU pipes or parts of

pipes used for the same pvirpose only shall be painted of the same colour

;

and if any such person shall use any building, place, vessel, or utensil. Penalty loo;.

by him or her entered, which shall not be so distinguished and described
as aforesaid, or which shall not have such letter or number so painted
and continued thereon as aforesaid, or shall use any fixed pipe in any
building or place so entered, which shall not be so painted, and so

shown or exhibited and explained in any dramng or drawings, or
description, or different from or disagreeing with any drawing or
description by him or her delivered thereof, every such person using
such building, place, vessel, utensil, or pipe as aforesaid, shall for every
such offence forfeit and lose, over and above all other penalties, the
sum of 100?.

Sect. 22. That it shall be lawful for any officer of excise and his Officer may enter

assistants at anv time, either bv niffht or day (but if between the ''^"7 building or
_ *j 7 »/o »/\ , otiiGr 'pl'iCG used
hours of 11 at night and 5 in the morning, then upon request, and in for carrying on
the presence of a constable or other lawful peace officer (a), except in any trade subject

such cases as are otherwise specially provided for by any other act or ]SgM In^the pre-
acts of Parliament relating to the revenue of excise), to enter into and sencc of a con-

remain so long as such officer may think fit, for the purposes hereinafter staWe), for the

mentioned, in any building or place belonging to or used by any person s^d;*ing*tlie^'

or persons for the purpose of carrying on any trade or business under same, or taking

or subject to any law or laws of excise, or belonging to or used by any
charging the dufy

person or persons making or required to make any entry of such build- of excise,

ing or place under any such law or laws ; and it shall be lawful for such Such officer is to

officer of excise and his assistants to inspect any such building or place, charge duty, &c.

and to take such account as such officer shall deem necessary, according
to the several laws, provisions, and regulations relating thereto, of all

matters and things, and of all works, vessels, utensils, goods, and ma-
terials belonging or in anywise appertaining to such trade or business

;

and it shall be lawful for such officer, and he is hereby authorised and
required to charge any duty or duties imposed by any act or acts of
Parliament relating to the revenue of excise which shall be then
chargeable upon the person or persons carrying on such trade or busi-
ness, and of such account and charge of duty to make a return or report
in writing to the commissioners of excise, and to the commissioner or
commissioners and assistant commissioners of excise in Scotland or
Ireland, or to such person as the commissioners of excise, or the com-
missioner or commissioners and assistant commissioners of excise in
Scotland and Ireland respectively may direct ; such officer, in all cases

where the minutes of the entries made by him in taking such account
shall not appear on any such specimen left as hereinafter mentioned,
giving (if demand be made thereof in writing at the time of taking
such account) a true copy of such charge, in writing under his hand,

(a) Hp must be a peace-officer-at the time. Hill v. Barnes, 2 Bla. R. 1135,
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3. 0/ entries, to the person or persons carrying on such trade or business, and every

<fcc. such return and report of such officer as aforesaid shall be and shall

be taken to be a charge of such duty or duties upon such person or
7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53

persons.

Specimen books Sect. 23. That the supervisor or surveyor of excise in whose district

may be left bj- or division (any person or persons shall be who shall carry on any
officers on pre-^^ trade or business under or subject to any law or laws of excise, or the

and not to be re- officer of excise under whose survey such person or persons shall be,
moved or destroy- ^aaj leave and deposit, in some conspicuous and open part of some

of 200UaF"^^*^' building or place entered by such person or persons for such trade or

business, a certain book or paper called a specimen, for recording therein

minutes of the entries made by the officers respectively who survey the

premises of such person or persons, or the trade or business of such
person or persons in the books of such officers, of the state of the manu-
factory, and of the accounts and particulars of the survey thereof, at any
time taken by such officers respectively, and the names and minutes of

survey and observations of any other officer who may visit or inspect

such entered premises ; and every officer of excise shall at all times

have free access to such book or paper, with liberty and power to

remove or take away the same, leaving a new book or paper for the

like purpose as aforesaid in lieu thereof; and if any person not being
an officer of excise shall remove or take away, or shall conceal or with-
hold any such book or paper, or shall damage or destroy the same, or

alter, deface, or obliterate any entry therein, or shall make any entry
therein, every such person so offending shall for every such offence

forfeit and lose the sum of 200Z.
Peu.iity on hinder- gect. 24. That if any person shall oppose, molest, obstruct, or hinder
itig offi( ers, &c. m „, n •' ^

i j - - t. v
execution of duty. ^^J otncer 01 excise, or any person employed m the revenue oi excise,

or acting in the aid or assistance of any officer or person so employed,
in the due execution of this act or any other act or acts of Parliament
relating to the revenue of excise, or in the execution of any of the

powers or authorities by this act or any such act or acts given or

granted to such officer or person so emj)loj''ed, every person so offending

shall for every such offence forfeit and lose the sum of 2001.

The 25th section of the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, is repealed by the 4 »& 5

Will. 4, c. 51, and in lieu thereof it is enacted by the latter statute,

4 <k 5 Will. 4, c. 51. Sect. 1 1 . That every person carrying on any trade or business under
Excise traders or subject to any law or laws of excise, shall pay and clear off the duty

duties'at svich ^^' duties in that behalf imposed by any act or acts of Parliament
time and place respectively, and charged upon or incurred by such person, at such

son !w shau be"^
^^^^^ ^^^ place, and to such person respectively as shall for that purpose

appointed, or be specially directed by any act or acts of Parliament relating to such
upon demand duties, or as shall be from time to time directed by the commissioners

of Uk! cummi's^ ^^ excise, whether payment of such duties shall have been or shall bo
Hioncrs, on pain of secured by bond or otherwise, in pursuance of any act or acts of Par-

duty
'^'''° '^''"^'° liamcnt, or not ; and if any such person shall not pay and clear off such

dutj' or duties at such time and place and to such person respectively
as aforesaid, or upon demand made, under order of the commissioners
of excise, by any general sun'eyor of excise where the trade or busi-
ness shall be carried on within the limits of the chief office of excise, or
elsewhere by the collector of excise, in whose collection such trade or
business shall be carried on, or the officer of excise in charge for the
time being of such collection, or by any officer of excise authorised and
directed by such collector or officer to make such demand, whether such
.demand shall be made personally of such person, or shall be left at his

dwelling-house, or at the premises where such duty or duties shall

have been charged, every such person shall forfeit and lose double the
value of the duty or duties so neglected to be paid and cleared off as
aforesaid.

(a) As to this book, see li. v. Grimi'xod, 1 Price, -509.
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7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 26. Provided always, that no person who 3. 0/ entries,

shall carry on trade or business in any such market town as aforesaid, dkc.

or in any such other town as hereinbefore specified, shall be compelled
to travel out of such market town or other town for the pui-pose ^^

^^-^eYsori com-^^'
paying any duty of excise {b), or of making any entry (other than the peiied to go

entry required to be made of any building, place, vessel, or utensil for ^"'"^jj®'"

J^^p
'^ext

the purpose of carrying on trade or business) ; and that no person who making eiitries or

shall carry on trade or business out of any such market town, or other payment of

town as aforesaid, shall be compelled to travel to any other place than duties (a),

such market town, or other town as aforesaid, next to the place for or

at which such duty shall have been charged, or such entry (other than
as aforesaid) is required to be made for the purpose of paying such
duty or making such entry.

Sect. 27 relates to Scotland and Ireland.

The 4 Vict. c. 20, s. 23, repeals the 7 t& 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 28, and * Vict. c. 20.

in lieu thereof enacts by
Sect. 24. That all goods and commodities, for or in respect of which All goods snlijoct

any duty of excise is or shall be bylaw imposed, and all materials and cLe^and all'mate-
preparations from which any such goods are made, and all stills, backs, rials, machinery,

vats, coppers, cisterns, tables, presses, machines and machinery , vessels, ^^emeiits"Vd^'
utensils, implements, and articles for making or manufacturing or pro- the manufacture,
ducing anj"- such goods and commodities, or preparing any materials, to be liable for all

or by which the trade or business in respect of which the duty is or and penaUiea lli-

shall be imposed shall have been or shall be carried on, in the custody curred whilst in

or possession of the person carrying on such trade or business, or in possession of

the custody or possession of any factor, agent, or other person in trust

for or for the use of the person carrying on such trade or business,

shall be and remain subject and liable to, and the same are hereby
made chargeable with, all the duties of excise which, during the time
of any such custody or possession, shall be or shall have been charged
or become chargeable on or be in arrear or owing from or by the person
carrying on such trade or business ; and shall also be and remain sub-
ject and liable to all penalties and forfeitures which during any such
custody or possession shall be or shall have been incurred by the person
carrying on such trade or business, for any offence by such person com-
mitted against any act or acts relating to the revenue of excise ; and all

such goods, materials, and preparations, stills, backs, vats, coppers,

tables, presses, machines, machinery, vessels, utensils, and articles

shall be and remain subject and liable to all such duties, penalties, and
forfeitures, by whomsoever and by whatsoever title or conveyance the
same may be claimed ; and it shall be lawful to levy thereon such
duties, penalties, and forfeitures, and for that j)urpose to seize, take,

sell, remove, and dispose of the same as the goods and chattels of the
debtors or offenders under any writ or writs of extent, execution, or
other process or warrant for the recovery or enforcement of any such
duties, penalties, and forfeitures : Provided always, that whore any Proviso, that

goods or commodities subject to any duty of excise shall have been where goods duly
^

taken account of and duly charged with duty by the proper officer of have^been sold
'^

^'

excise, and shall, after having been so taken account of and charged and delivered in

with duty be fairly and bond fide, and in the regular and ordinary course ^^°
^'^'ours'^ of

*^^'

of trade, sold, disposed of, and delivered into the possession of the trade, the liability

purchaser thereof, for a full and valuable consideration, before the teste to cease.

(a) By the 4 Vict. c. 20, s. 1, no received, in any other town or place,

town is to be deemed a market town as well within the hmits of the chief

for the above purposes, other than office of excise, as elsewliere, if they
such as were so at the time of the shall see fit.

passing the 7 & 8 Geo. IV. c. 53, (&) 7 & 8 Geo. IV. c. 53, ss. 14 &
provided that it shall be laAvful for 15, directs where offices of excise are

the commissioners to appoint an ex- to be held for making entries and for

else office, to be held and kept and payment of duties,

duties of excise to be collected and
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d;c.

7 & 8 Geo. 4 c. 53,

Officers authorised
to adtainister
oaths.

Quaker's affirma-
tion may be
accepted in lieu

of an oath (a).
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or issuing of any process or warrant for the recovery of any duty or
penalty, such goods and commodities in the possession of such fair and
lomlfide purchaser shall be discharged from such liability as aforesaid;

but in all cases where any goods or commodities shall be seized in the
custody or possession of any person, and shall be claimed to be dis-

charged from such liability, as having been fairly and in the regular
and ordinaiy course of trade purchased, proof of the fairness and bona

fides of the purchase, and of the same having been in the regular and
ordinary course of trade, and of the sale and delivery having been
made before the teste or issuing of the process or warrant under which
such goods or comm.odities shall be seized, shall lie on the claimer
thereof.

By the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 29, That in all cases where any oath is

or shall by this act, or any other act or acts of Parliament relating to

the revenue of excise, be required and directed to be made or taken by
any person or persons whomsoever, it shall be lawful for the commis-
sioners or assistant commissioners, or any commissioner or assistant

commissioner of excise, or for the commissioners of appeal under this

act, or the justices or any justice of the peace, or officers or any officer

or other persons or person before whom such oath is required to be
made or taken, and they and he respectively are and is hereby autho-
rised to administer and receive such oath accordingly.

Sect. 30. That in every case in which an oath is by this act, or any
other act or acts of Parliament relating to the revenue of excise, re-
quired and directed to be made or taken, and in all proceedings for
any misdemeanor, or for the recovery of any penalty incurred, or for the
condemnation of any goods, commodities, or chattels seized as forfeited

under or by vii'tue of this act, or any other act or acts of Parliament
relating to the revenue of excise, if the jDerson required to make or
take such oath shall be and be known to be one of the people called

quakers, then and in every such case the solemn affirmation or decla-
ration of such quaker shall be administered and received as aforesaid,

in lieu of such oath ; any act or acts of Parliament to the contrary
thereof in anywise notwithstanding.

Sect. 31. That if any person who shall make or take any such oath
or affirmation or declaration shall wilfully and knowingly swear or
affirm or declare falsely to any matter or thing therein, every such
person, being duly convicted thereof, shall incur and suffer the pains
and penalties to which persons are or shall be liable for wilful and cor-
rupt perjury ; and if any person shall corruptly procure or suborn any
other person to swear or affirm or declare falsely to any matter or
thing in any such oath or affirmation or declaration, every person duly
convicted of such procuring or suborning shall, for every- such offence,

incur and suffer such penalties, forfeitures, pains, and disabilities

respectively, as persons are or shall be liable to on being convicted of
subornation of peijuiy.

Goods fraudu- Sect. 32. That in case any goods or commodities for or in respect
lently removed or whereof any duty of excise is or shall be imposed, or any materials,

forfeited^- *^aiso
utensils, Or vessels proper or intended to be made use of for or in the

packfigesor con- making of such goods or commodities, shall be removed or shall be de-
vej-ances used posited or concealed{b) in any place, with a7it/ intent to defraud his Majesty

sarne!"*°^*"^ ^f such dutj', or any part thereof, all such goods and commodities, and
all such materials, utensils, and vessels, respectively, shall be forfeited

;

Penalties on per-
jury and subor-
nation of perjury.

(a) See now 17 & 18 Vict. c. 125,

s. 20, enabling witnesses generally to

make affirmation when unwifling to

be sworn from conscientious motives.

(b) The mere finding of smuggled
goods on the defendant's premises is

2mmd facie evidence of concealment,

and imposes upon him the proof of

his innocence, paiiicularly if the

goods arc found under any circum-
stances of concealment, as in an un-
entered place. Attorney-General v.

Siddon, 1 C tfc /. 223 ; and the con-

cealment may be in an entered, as

well as in an unentered place. At-

torney-Generaly. Brewster, 2 A n^t.560.
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and in every such case, and in every case where any goods or commo- 3. Of entries,

dities shall be forfeited under this act, or any other act or acts of Par- <i:c.

liament relating to the revenue of excise, all and singular the casks,

vessels, cases, or other packages 'whatsoever, containing or which shall ^ *' *'• ^^'

have contained such goods or commodities respectively, and every
vessel, boat, cart, carriage, or other conveyance whatsoever, and all

horses or other cattle, and all things used in the removal or for the
deposit or concealment thereof respectively, shall be forfeited; and
every person who shall remove, deposit, or conceal, or be concerned in Penalty, treble

removing, depositing, or concealing, any goods or commodities for or in ^^^ value, or loo?.

respect whereof any duty of excise is or shall be imposed, with intent to

defraud his Majesty of such duty, or any part thereof, shall forfeit and
lose treble the value of all such goods and commodities, or the sum of

lOOZ., at the election of the commissioners of excise or customs, or of

the commissioner or commissioners and assistant-commissioners of

excise or customs in Scotland and Ireland respectively, or the person
who shall inform or sue for the same.
The above section is altered and amended by the 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 51,

and the penalty in some respects materially extended, for the words
" with any intent to defraud," &c. are omitted; the amended enact-
ment of the latter act is as follows :

—

Sect. 12. That all goods, which shall be removed or deposited or 4 & 5 wni. 4, c. 5i.

concealed, or which shall be produced to any officer of excise or cus- f^^^y produced to
toms, with intent fraudulently to obtain any drawback or allowance, obtain drawback

granted by any act or acts relating to the revenue of excise or cus- !*"'^/*°^ ,^^'.*'^

toms, shall, with the casks, vessels, cases, or other packages containing loo;.
'

the same, be forfeited ; and every person who shall remove or deposit
or conceal, or shall produce to any officer of excise or customs, any
goods with intent fraudulently to obtain any drawback or allowance,
granted by any act relating to the revenues of excise or customs,
shall forfeit treble the value of such goods, or one hundred pounds, at
the election of the commissioners of excise or customs, or the person
who shall inform or sue for the same.

Sect. 13. Goods condemned for being adulterated or mixed with
any prohibited ingredients to be destroyed.
By the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 33. That when any officer of excise Persons found

shall at any time find (a) in any private or unentered place manufac- ^"1^'°^°*^ " ""'

turing, or m tne course oi manufacturing, any goods or commodities manufactories
for or in respect whereof any duty of excise is or shall be imposed, or }i*^'^ to fine »"•!

any materials or preparations for manufacturing any such goods or
^™P"^°ii™ent.

commodities, and shall at the same time discover in or about such
private or unentered place any person knowingly aiding, assisting, or
in anywise concerned in the manufacturing of such goods or commodi-
ties, every person so discovered shaU forfeit and lose the sum of 30Z., Penalty 30i.

over and above all other penalties to which the proprietor of the same,
or the person in whose custody or possession the same shall be found,
or by whom the manufacturing of such goods or commodities may be
carrying on, is or may be subject and liable; and it shall be lawful for Excise officer may
any officer of excise, and all persons acting in his aid and assistance, to ffnder

°"'* °*'

arrest and detain every person so discovered, and to convey him or her Proceedings to

before one or more justice or justices of the peace for the county, shire, conviction, &c.

division, city, town, or place wherein such person shall be so disco-
vered as aforesaid ; and it shall be lawful to and for such justice or

(a) As to the meaning of "found," articles not liable to duty, the whole
see Attorney-General v. Delano, G is forfeited.

Price, 383 ; R. v. Ma\ohe%j, Lofft. 179
; (6) By 23 & 24 Vict. c. 113, s. 39,

and Colwill v. Reeves, 2 Camp. 576, justices may remand or hold to bail
by which case it appears that if for- persons arrested under this section,
feited articles are found mixed with
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3. Of entries,

dec.

T ife 8 Geo. 4, c. 53.

On non-payment
of penalty, tbroo
months' imprison
inent.

Second offence,

penalty 60/.

Upon an officer

making oath of
su-ipicion, two
CJinmissioners, or
one justice, may
Krant warrant to
enter (if in the
night, in presence
of constables) and
seize forfeited

gjods lodged or
concealed in any
place (a).

justices of the peace, on confession of the party, or by proof on the
oath of one or more credible witness or witnesses made of such offence,

to convict every such person so discovered as aforesaid; and every person
so convicted shall, immediately on such conviction, pay the said, sum
of 30/, into the hands of the officer who shall have conveyed such
oflFender before such justice or justices of the peace, to be paid to the
commissioners of excise, or the commissioner or commissioners and.

assistant commissioners of excise in Scotland or Ireland respectively,

or to such person or persons as they may respectively appoint, to be
applied in such manner as other excise penalties are by this act
directed to be applied ; and on any such offender refusing or neglecting
to pay the said sum of 30Z., the justice or justices so convicting as
aforesaid shall and may, by warrant or warrants under his or their
hand or hands, commit the said offender to the house of correction or
other prison for the said county, shire, division, city, town, or place
respectively, there to remain and be kept to hard labour for the space
of three calendar months, to be reckoned from the day of such convic-
tion, and the person so convicted and committed shall not under any
pretence, or by reason of any authority or order other than as herein-
after mentioned, be discharged, until he or she shall have paid the
said sum of 30Z. , or until the expiration of the said three months ; and
in case any person so convicted shall be again discovered in or about
any private or unentered place or places, manufacturing or in the
course of manufacturing any goods or commodities for or in respect
whereof any duty of excise is or shall be imposed, or any materials or
preparations for manufacturing such goods or commodities, or aiding
or assisting or in anywise concerned in manufacturing such goods or
commodities, such person so again offending shall, upon the like con-
viction, forfeit and pay for such further offence the sum of 60/., and
shall be committed to the house of correction or other prison in manner
aforesaid, there to remain as aforesaid for and during the term of six
months, or until the said sum of 60/. shall be paid. Provided always,
that in any such case of imprisonment it shall be lawful for the com-
missioners of excise, or for the commissioner or commissioners and
assistant commissioners of excise in Scotland and Ireland respectively,
to order any person so imprisoned to be discharged at any time before
the term of his or her imprisonment shall have expired.

Sect. 34. That if any officer of excise shall have cause to suspect
that any goods or commodities forfeited under or by virtue of this act,

or any other act or acts of Parliament relating to the revenue of excise,
are deposited or concealed in any place, then and in every such case, if

such place shall be within the limits of the chief office of excise in
London, upon oath being made by such officer before the commis-
sioners of excise, or any two or more of them, or if such commissioner
shall not be publicly sitting for the dispatch of business, or such place
or places shall bo in any other part of the United Kingdom out of the
limits of the said chief office, then upon such oath being made before
one or more justice or justices of the peace for the county, shire, divi-
sion, city, town, or place where such officer shall suspect such goods or
commodities to be deposited or concealed, setting forth the ground of
such suspicion, it shall bo lawful to and for the said commissioners, or
any two or more of them, or the justice or justices of the peace respec-

(rt) These search warrants are ne-

cessary, because neither the general

power of sm'vey given by s. 22, p.

219, nor the right of seizure, s. 64,

p. 229, autliorises an officer to go of liis

own authority into any place wliich ho
is not otherwise legally authorised to

enter. An officer acting under a

search waiTant is bound to be care-

ful, and not to act except on good
grounds ; but unless there be malice
or indi.scretion on the part of the
officer, he is not liable to an action

in the case of an inefTectual search.

Cooper \. Booth, 3 Esp. 135 ; Price

V. Messenger, 2 B. <{; P. 158.
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tively (as the case may be), before whom such oath shall be made, if 3. Of entries,

ho or they shall judge it reasonable, by special warrant or warrants <fcc.

under his or their hands respectively, to authorize and empower such —
g q^^ ^ ^ r,^

oilicer, by day or by night (but if between the hours of eleven of the ®°' •°-
'

'

clock at night and five in the morning, then in the presence of a con-

stable or other lawful officer of the peace), to enter into every such

])lace where any such goods or commodities shall be suspected to bo

deposited or concealed, and to seize and carry away the same ; and it

shall be lawful for any officer to whom any such warrant shall be

given or granted, and he is hereby authorized, in case of resistance, to

break open any door, and to force and remove any other impediment or

obstruction to such entry, search, or seizure, and removal as aforesaid.

By the 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 51, s. 14, power to reward officers detecting

private manufactories is given to the commissioners of excise.

By the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 35, That all justices of the peace, Justices, cnnsta-

mayors, bailiffs, constables, and all his Majesty's officers, ministers,
to^istst revenue'^

and subjects, serving under his Majesty, by commission, warrant, or officers.

(otherwise, shall be aiding and assisting, and they are hereby respec-

tively required to be aiding and assisting to every officer of Excise in

the due execution of any act or thing required and enjoined by this

act, or by any other act or acts of Parliament relating to the revenue
of Excise, to be done ; and all such persons who shall be so aiding

and assisting unto any such officer of excise as aforesaid are and shall

be defended and saved harmless by virtue of this act ; and if any sucli

person shall be sued or prosecuted for or on account of any act, matter,

< r thing by such person done in giving such aid and assistance, every

such person shall and may plead the general issue, and give this act

and the special matter in evidence in defence in such behalf.

The 36th section of the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, is repealed by the 4 & 5 4 & Will. 4, c 5i,

Y/ill. 4, c. 51, s. 15, and in lieu of such section it is enacted by ^^*
'

Sect. 16. That if upon notice given, or request made by any officer Constable or peace

of excise to any constable, headborough, or other ministerial officer of ^^"officers^of

'^

the peace, to go with him as such officer of excise, and to aid and assist excise when re-

him as such officer of excise in the due execution of any act or thing quired, to forfeit

1-equired or enjoined by any act or acts relating to the revenue of excise " -^ '"

or customs to be done or prevented from being done, or which it

shall be lawful for any officer of excise to do or to prevent from being
done, such constable, headborough, or officer of the peace shall not go
Vfith such officer of excise, or shall not aid or assist him as aforesaid

to the utmost of his power, such constable, headborough, or other
officer of the peace so offending, shall forfeit 20Z.

By the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 37, That it shall be lawful for every 7& 8 Geo. 4, c 53.

constable, headborough, or other ministerial officer of the peace, who Constables may-

shall have begun to assist any officer or officers of excise in the exe- anceTnto'ndgb-
cution of his or their duty in any place where such constable, head- bouring districts,

borough, or ministerial officer of the peace shall have jurisdiction by
law, and such constable, headborough, and ministerial officer of the
peace is hereby respectively authorized and required to continue such
his assistance into and in any other place, and shall be deemed a con-
stable, headborough, or ministerial officer of the peace, and have juris-
diction accordingly, in such last-mentioned place, for the purpose of
continuing such assistance.

Sect. 38. That every officer of the customs shall have, use, and ex-
ercise all such and the like powers and authorities for the arrest and ^ve'^shnilar
l-rosecution of any person, or for the search, examination, seizure, powers of seizure,

detention, removal, and prosecution of any vessel, boat, cart, carriage,
f°;

"^ ^"derfaws
or other conveyance, or any horse or cattle, or any foreign or imported of excise or

goods or commodities whatsoever, or any British spirits, forfeited under customs

this act, or any other act or acts of Parliament relating to the revenue

{n) See 11 Geo. I. c. 30, s. 31.
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of excise, as are, sliall bo granted, or shall or may be used or exercised

in that behalf by any officer of excise ; and that every officer of excise

shall have, use, and exercise all such and the like powers and authori-

ties for the arrest and prosecution of any person, or for the search, ex-
amination, seizure, detention, removal, and prosecution of any vessel,

boat, cart, carriage, or other conveyance, or any horse or cattle, or

any foreign or imported goods or commodities whatsoever, forfeited

under any act or acts of Parliament relating to the revenue of the

customs, as are or shall be granted or shall or inay be used or exer-

cised in that behalf by any officer of the customs ; anything in this

act or in any other act or acts of Parliament to the contrary thereof

notwithstanding.
In 1825, by 6 Geo. 4, c. 105, the statutes relating to the customs,

amounting to about 450, were repealed, but as these acts contained
many regulations relating to the excise, the 7 Geo. 4, c. 48, was passed
to limit the operation of 6 Geo. 4, c. 105, and subsequently by 9 Geo. 4,

c. 44, provision was made for the execution of the excise laws as to

licences and surveys, notwithstanding the transfer to the customs of

import duties on the commodities therein named. It would be almost
impossible to ascertain what are the parts of acts in force under these
statutes by comparing them with each other ; but the clauses of the
customs acts relating to seizures now in force are the 16 & 17 Vict.

c. 107, ss. 224 to 228, ante, Customs, p. 152.

Sect. 39. That if any person shall molest, obstruct, or hinder any
officer of excise, or any person employed in the revenue of excise, or
acting in aid and assistance of such officer or person so employed as
aforesaid, in the search, examination, seizure, detention, or removal of
any goods, or commodities, or any vessel, boat, cart, carriage, or other
conveyance, or any horse or cattle, or any other thing whatsoever for-

feited under or by virtue of this act, or any other act or acts of Parlia-
ment relating to the revenue of excise or customs, or in the due
execution of his office or duty respectively in that behalf, or shall after

any such officer or person so employed, or person acting in such aid
and assistance as aforesaid, shall have made any such seizure as afore-
said, rescue or cause the same to be rescued, or shall attempt or en-
deavour so to do, or shall, whilst such officer or person so employed,
or person acting in such aid and assistance as aforesaid, is or are
searching for, examining, detaining, seizing, or removing any such
goods or commodities, vessel, boat, cart, carriage, or other conveyance,
or any such horse, cattle, or other thing whatsoever as aforesaid, break
or otherwise damage or destroy the same, or any of them, or any part
thereof, or any cask, vessel, case, or other package whatsoever, con-
taining any such goods or commodities, every person so offending shall
for every such offence forfeit and lose the sum of 200?.

Sect. 40. That if any person armed with any offensive weapon {b)

whatsoever shall with force or violence assault or resist any officer of
excise, or any person employed in the revenue of excise, or any person
acting in the aid or asistance of such officer or person so employed, who
in the execution of his office or duty shall search for, take, or seize, or
shall endeavour or oflFer to search for, take, or seize any goods or
commodities forfeited under or by virtue of this act, or any other act or
acts of Parliament relating to the revenue of excise or customs, or who
shall search for, take, or seize, or shall endeavour or offer to search
for, take, or seize any vessel, boat, cart, carriage, or other conveyance,
or any horse, cattle, or other thing used in the removal of any such
goods or commodities, or who shall arrest or endeavour or offer to arrest

(a) 6 Geo. 4, c. 21, s. 7 ; 43 Geo.

3, c. 81, s. 16. By several acts, re-

lating to particular articles of excise,

further penalties were imposed.

(b) As to what are "offensive wea-
pons," see Ji. V. Cosans, 1 Leach,
342, 343, n. (a), and the cases cited
in Archbold's Criminal Pleading.
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any person carrying, remoTing, or concealing tlie same, or employed or 3. Of entries

concerned therein, and liable to such arrest, then and in every such case tfcc.

it shall be lawful for every such officer and person so employed, and
^ ^

—

—

person acting in such aid and assistance as aforesaid, who shall be so
^°'

'
°'

'

assaulted or resisted, to oppose force to force, and by the same means
and methods by which he is so assaulted or resisted, or by any other
means or methods, to oppose such force and violence, and to execute
his office or duty ; and if any person so assaulting or resisting such
officer as aforesaid, or any person so employed, or any person acting in

such aid and assistance as aforesaid, shall in doing so be wounded,
maimed, or killed, and the said officer or person so employed, or person
acting in such aid and assistance as aforesaid, shall be sued or prose-
cuted for any such wounding, maiming, or killing, it shall be lawful
for every such officer or person so employed, or person acting in such
aid and assistance, to plead the general issue, and give this act and the
special matter in evidence in his defence ; and' it shall be lawful for any
justice or justices of the'peace, or other magistrate or magistrates before
whom any such officer or person so employed, or person acting in such
aid and assistance as aforesaid, shall be brought, for or on account of
any such wounding, maiming, or killing as aforesaid, and every such
justice of the peace and magistrate is hereby directed and required to

admit to bail every such officer, and every person so employed, and
every person acting in such aid and assistance as aforesaid ; any law,
usage, or custom to the contrary thereof in anywise notwithstanding.

Sect. 41. That whenever any person shall be charged with violently Persons, a(?,unst

assaulting or resisting as aforesaid any officer of excise, or person so whom iridictuicut

employed, or person acting in such aid and assistance as aforesaid, in resistance'shall
""^

the due execution of his office or duty, and such charge shall, by have been found

affidavit or by certificate of an indictment or information being filed °gQ^,^^'
*° ^'^®

against such person for any such offence, be made to appear to any default to hV"
judge of any of his Majesty's superior courts of record in which such committed,

indictment or information shall be found or filed, or into which the
same shall have been removed, it shall be lawful for such judge to

issue his warrant in -writing, imder his hand and seal, and thereby to
cause any person being a defendant in such indictment or infonnation
to be apprehended and brought before him or some other judge of such
court, or before some one of his Majesty's justices of the peace, in order
that such defendant may be bound to the King's Majesty, with two suffi-

cient persons as sureties, in such sum (the same not being in any case less

than lOOZ. ) as in the said warrant shall be expressed, with condition to ap-
pear in such court at the time mentioned in such wan-ant, to answer his
said Majesty in the said court concerning any articles on behalf of his
Majesty to be there objected against him for any such offence as aforesaid;
and in case any such defendant shall neglect or refuse to becomebound as
aforesaid, it shall be lawful for such judge or justice of the peace respec-
tively, and they are hereby respectively directed and required to commit ;

such defendant to the common' gaol of the county, shire, division, city,

town, or place where the ofience shall have been committed, or where
such defendant shall have been apprehended, until such defendant shall

become bound as aforesaid, or shall be discharged by order of such court
in term time, or by one of the judges of such court in vacation ; and
the recognizance to be taken thereupon shall be returned and filed in
such court, and shall continue in force until such defendant shall have
been acquitted of such offence, or, in case of conviction, shall have
received judgment for the same, imless sooner ordered by such court
to be discharged.

Sect. 42. That where any such defendant is or shall be committed if an offender be

to and detained in gaol for want of bail, it shall be lawful for the
j^'^^

P»'^f|"i^

^^"J

^^a^^'

prosecutor of such indictment or information to cause a copy thereof the indictment *or

to be delivered to the gaoler, keeper, or turnkey of the gaol wherein infomiation may
such defendant is or shall be so detained, with a notice thereon indorsed,

gaoler' with a"
^^^

Q 2
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that uiiless sucli defendant shall, within such space of time as shall be
for that purpose limited and fixed by the court in which such indict-——

—

ment or information shall be found or filed, or into which the same shall

.
*? .' ^' ' have been removed, cause an appearance and also a plea or demurrer

proceedingsVad" ^^ ^^ entered in the said court to such indictment or information, and*
appearance and the plea of not guilty will be entered thereto in the name
of such defendant ; and the prosecutor of such indictment or informa-
tion shall also be at liberty to indorse on the copy of such indictment
or information so delivered a further notice, that the issue to be joined
on such indictment or information will be tried in the next teiTn, or at

the next assizes, or at the next general gaol delivery or court of justi-
ciary to be holden in or for the county, shire, division, city, town, or
place in which the ofience shall be alleged to have been committed, or
the venue laid in such indictment or infoimation ; and in case any de-
fendant so committed or detained as aforesaid shall neglect to caxise an
appearance and also a plea or demurrer to be entered in such court to
such indictment or information, within the space of time so to be limited
and fixed by such notice as aforesaid, then, upon an affidavit being made
and filed in such court, of the delivery of a copy of such indictment or
inlonnation, with such notice as hereinbefore first mentioned indoised
thereon as aforesaid, to such gaoler, keeper, or turnkey, as the case
may be, (which affidavit may be made before any judge or commis-
sioner of the said court authorized to take affidavits in the said court),
it shall be lawful for the prosecutor of such indictment or infonnation
to cause an appearance and the plea of not guilty to such indictment or
information to be entered in the said court for such defendant, and such
proceedings shall be had thereupon as if the defendant in such indict-
ment or information had appeared and pleaded not guilty according to
the usual course of such court ; and if upon the trial of such indictment
or information the defendant so committed and detained as aforesaid
shall be acquitted of all the offences therein charged upon such defend-
ant, it shall be lawful for the judge before whom such trial shall be had,
although he may not be one of the judges of the court in which such
indictment or information shall be found or filed, or into which the
same shall have been removed, to order that such defendant shall be
forthwith discharged out of custody as to such coramitment.
By the 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 51, s. 17, Where a defendant arrested under

an attachment shall refuse to enter an appearance, he may be served
with a copy of the information, and a rule to plead, and in default of
appearing and pleading, judgment is to bo entered up against him.
By the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 43, For the better and more impartial

tiial of any indictment or information which shall be found, com-
menced, or prosecuted for any such violent assault or resistance as
aforesaid, be it enacted, that every such offence shall and may be in-
quired of, examined, tried and determined in any county in England,
if such offence shall have been committed in England, or in any of the
islands thereof, or in any county in Scotland, if the same shall have
been committed in Scotland or in any of the islands thereof, or in any
county in Ireland, if the same shall have been committed in Ireland or
in any of the islands thereof, in such manner and foim as if the same
offence had been committed in such county respectively: and that
whenever any person shall be convicted of any such violent assault or
resistance as aforesaid, it shall be lawful for the court before which any
such offender shall be convicted, or which by law is authorized to pass
sentence upon any such offender, to award and order (if such court
shall think fit) sentence of imprisonment, with hard labour, for any
term not exceeding the term of 3 years, either in addition to or in lieu
of any other punishment or penalty which may by law be inflicted or
imposed upon any such offender ; and every such offender shall there-
upon suffer such sentence in such place, and for such term as aforesaid,
as such court shall think fit to direct.

Deffndant if

acquitted, to I e
discharged.

Indictments or
informations for
assaulting^ officers

may be tried in

any county, and
offenders sen-
t>-nced to hard
labour.
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Sections 44 to 61 relate to the collection and management of the 3, Of entries,

revenue of excise. <t'c.

Sect. 64. That all goods, commodities, and chattels -whatsoever for-

feited under or by vii'tue of this act, or any other act or acts of Parlia- q*
^g^'o^fg^/^i

^^'

ment relating to the revenue of excise, shall and may be seized by any n,ay be seized by

officer or officers of excise, or person or persons employed in the revenue any officer of

of excise, or person or persons acting in the aid and assistance of any ^^^ise,

such officer or person so employed as aforesaid ; and that on all trials

of seizures whatsoever, in any of the Courts of Exchequer or else-

where, the seizure, together with the form and manner of making the

same, shall be taken to have been as set forth in the information,

without any e\adence thereof; and it shall be lawful for all judges ?^®"A*H"^*^
and other judicial persons before whom any such seizure shall be

ti^eVfal.
^ °

^

brought to trial or hearing, and having respectively jurisdiction in

that behalf, and they are hereby respectively authorized and required

to proceed to trial on the merits of the cause, without inquii'ing into

the fact, form, or manner of making the seizure.

Sect. 107. Notice of seizure is to bo given when made by officers of

customs.
Sect. 108. Seizures by police or peace officers are to be lodged in the

office of excise.

Sect. 109. Provided always, that in case any such goods or com- if stopped on

modities as aforesaid shall be stopped, detained, or taken by any police ny^^to be"lodged
officer or peace officer, or any other person, on suspicion of the same in police office,

having been feloniously stolen or taken or received, it shall be lawful
to propeToffice?

to and for such police officer or jieace officer, or other person so stop- of excise, who
ping, detaining, or taking the same, to convey to, deposit, and lodge may examine

forthwith all such goods and commodities as aforesaid in the office of ®™'

the police office nearest to the place where the same shall have been so

stopped, detained, or taken as aforesaid, or any other convenient place

directed by the justice or justices of the peace before whom the same
shall be caiTied, there to remain in order to be produced at the trial of

any person or persons who shall be charged with feloniously stealing,

taking, or recei-ving the same ; and every such police officer or peace

officer, or other person who shall so stop, detain, or take any such goods
or commodities as aforesaid, after he shall have stopped, detained, or

taken the same as aforesaid, shall forthwith give notice thereofin writing

at the chief office of excise, if the same shall have been stopped, detained,

or taken within the limits thereof ; and if the same shall have been
stopped, detained, or taken in any other part of the United Kingdom,
then at the office of excise nearest to the place where the same shall

have been so stopped, detained, or taken ; and any officer of excise shall

thereupon be permitted to examine and take account of the same.
Sect. 110. That when and so soon as any person or persons charged Affer trial, goods

with feloniously stealing, taking, or receiving any such goods or com- d^^gi™™}n'ex^'^
modities as aforesaid shall have been tried for such offence, all such cise office, to be

goods and commodities respectively as aforesaid shall immediately be dealt with accord-

conveyed to and deposited in the chief office of excise, or other office ^"^ ° '^^*

of excise as aforesaid, in order that prosecution or proceedings may be
liad for the condemnation of such goods or commodities for such cause
or causes of forfeiture as the same shall be liable to, or that the same
may be restored upon pajTnent of such duty or duties as may be due in

respect thereof, or upon such conditions as the commissioners of excise,

or the commissioner or commissioners and assistant commissioners of

excise in Scotland and Ireland respectively, shall think fit, to such
person or persons as shall be proved to be the legal proprietor or pro-
prietors thereof respectively, or for the purpose of being otherwise
dealt with according to law.

Sect. 111. That in case any such goods or commodities which shall Goods not so

be so stopped, detained, or taken, shall not be conveyed to and deposited
^g'fo^.fe'ited

"'^

in the chief office of excise, or other office of excise, in the manner by
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this act directed, all such, goods or commodities which shall not be so

conveyed to and actually deposited in the chief office of excise," or other

office of excise as aforesaid, shall be forfeited; and the person or

persons in whose care, custody, or possession the same shall be, and
who shall neglect or refuse so to convey and deposit the same as afore-

said, shall forfeit and lose the sum of £20.

(4). Of Weights and Scales.

10 Geo. 3, c. 44, s. 1. If any trader subject to the sun^ey of an
officer of excise, and required to keep sufficient and just scales and
weights, shall make use of, or suffer to be used, any false, unjust, or

insufficient scales or weights, in order to defraud his Majesty of the

duties granted by any law of excise, he shall forfeit 1001. for every
such offence.

Sqct. 2. Provided that if an offender be prosecuted for the penalty

imposed by this act, he is not to be prosecuted for the same offence

under any former act, &c., and vice versa; and that such offender who
shall be prosecuted for the penalty given by any former act, shall not
be prosecuted again for the same offence by virtue of this present act,

or anything herein contained.

Sect. 3. The penalties by this act imposed shall be sued for, levied,

and mitigated in like manner as any other excise penalty may be
sued for, levied, and mitigated.

26 Geo. 3, c. 77, s. 8. If any trader subject to the survey of an
officer of excise, and who is required to keep just scales and weights,
shall, before or after, or in the weighing of his stock, or any part
thereof, put, or suffer to be put, any other substance into the commodity
or stock so to be weighed, whereby such officer might be prevented
from taking a true account of such stock, or shall forcibly obstruct, or
shall by any art, device, or contrivance, prevent or impede such officer,

or suffer him to be prevented or impeded, in taking a true account of
such stock, he shall forfeit 1001.

28 Geo. 3, c. 37, s. 15. If any trader, subject to the survey of an
officer of excise, and required to keep sufficient and just scales and
weights, shall make use of, or suffer to be used, any false, unjust, or
insufficient scales or weights, to defraud his Majesty of the duties by
any of the laws of excise, he shall forfeit lOOZ. for every such offence

;

and all such false, unjust, or insufficient scales or weights, shall be
forfeited, and may be seized by any officer of excise.

(5.) Of Claiming Goods Seized and Pboceedings for Coistdem:-

NATioN OF Seizures.

The provisions contained in 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. o3, and 4 Yict. c. 20, as
to claiming goods seized and proceedings for the condemnation of
seiziu'es are not set out, as they do not fall within the province of
justices of the peace.

(6). Prosecutions and Proceedings in different Courts.

Ey the 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, s. 301 , no indictment shall be preferred for
any offence against this or any act or acts relating to the excise, nor shall
any suit be commenced for the recovery of any penalty or forfeiture
for any such offence, except in the case of persons detained and carried
before one or more justices in pursuance of such act or acts as aforesaid,
unless such indictment shall be preferred under the direction of the
commissioners of inland revenue, or unless such suit shall bo com-
menced in the name of the attorney-general for England, or in the
name of some officer of excise, under the direction of the said com-
missioners.

By sect. 306 of the same statute, it is enacted that in case of any
information or proceedings had under this or any other act relating to
the customs, the averment that the commissioners of his Majesty's
customs or excise have directed or elected such information or proceed-
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ings to be instituted, or that any ship or vessel is foreign, or belonging e. Prosecutions,

wholly, or in part to her Majesty's subjects, or that any person detained d:c. in coicrts,

or found on board any vessel or boat liable to seizure is or is not a sub- &e.

ject of her Majesty, or that any goods thrown overboard, staved, or ;

destroyed were so thrown overboard, staved or destroyed, to prevent ^^ "^ i'" "^''=*-
<=• ^O"-

seizure, or that any goods thrown overboard staved or destroyed

when chased by any ship or boat in her Majesty's service, or

in the service of the revenue were so thrown overboard, staved, or

destroyed to avoid seizure, or that any person is an officer of the

excise, or that any person was employed in the prevention of smug-
gling, or that the offence was committed within the limits of any port,

or where the offence is committed in any port in the United Kingdom,
the naming of such port in any information or proceedings, shall be

sufficient, without proof as to such fact or facts, unless the defendant

in such case shall prove to the contrary.

Sect, 307. That if upon any trial a question shall arise whether Kird wee cvidcncT

or. ^ n ,1
•' • v-jT may bo given that

any person is an officer of the army, navy, or marines, being duly ^ p^^J^ty is an

employed for the prevention of smuggling, and on fuU pay, or an officer, as he is to

officer of excise, his own evidence thereof, or other evidence of his
petent'^ltn'lss''™'

having acted as such shall be deemed sufficient, and such person shall aithouoh entitled

not be required to produce his commission, or deputation, unless suffi- to the whole or a

cient proof shall be given to the contrary ; and every such officer, and seizure or penalty

any person acting in his aid or assistance, shall be deemed a compe- on conviction,

tent witness upon the trial of any suit or infonnation on account of

any seizure or penalty as aforesaid, notwithstanding such officer or

other person may be entitled to the whole or any part of such seizure

or penalty, or to any reward upon the conviction of the party charged
in such suit or information.

Sect. 308. Upon the trial of any issue, or upon any judicial hear- What shall be

ing or investigation touching any penalty or forfeiture under any law evrdenco^of^wdcr
or laws relating to the excise or incident thereto, where it may be of commissioneis

necessary to give proof of any order issued by the commissioners of the "^ c'istoms or

Treasuiy, or by the commissioners of Inland Eevenue, the order or

any letter or instructions referring thereto, which shall have been
officially received by any officer of excise for his government, and
under which he shall have acted as such officer, shall be admitted and
taken as sufficient evidence and proof of such order.

The practice, therefore, ofthe commissioners of excise, which prevailed

before the passing of these acts, of not receiving informations from any
other than their officers (a), is now strictly necessary, as well in respect

to prosecutions before them, as to informations before the justices {h).

By these means informations at the suit of common informers are

superseded, and the practice of filing collusive infoi-mations, which first

gave rise to the earlier statutes from which this clause is in substance
re-enacted, is entirely prevented (c).

•

By the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 57, prosecutions may be in the superior
courts of record, but must bo brought within three years.

Sects. 58 & 59 relate to prosecutions for penalties in Ireland and
Scotland.

Sect. 59. Exemplification of excise debt of record in any of the
Courts of Exchequer in England, Scotland, or Ireland, may be trans-

mitted to any other courts, and the debt recovered there.

Sect. 60. Service of subpcena out of the Court of Exchequer in any
one part of the United Kingdom is valid as to the appearance in any
other part.

By the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 61, no action, &c., is to be commenced,
or writ of appraisement issued, unless by order of commissioners, or in

(a) R. V. Slcvcnton, 2 East, 368. ception to tins rule.

{b) The 48 Geo. 3, c. 84, is an ex- (c) See 12 Geo. 1, c. 28, s. 28.
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6. Prosecutions, the name of the attorney-general, or officer of excise or customs («).

<fcc., in courts. But this is not to extend to summary proceedings on arrests.

Ac. The 4 «&: 5 Will. 4, c. 51, s. 21, enacts that in any prosecution for

recovery of any penalty incurred, or for the condemnation of any goods
1 . 4, c. 51.

p^ chattels seized as forfeited, under anv act of Parliament relating to
Expenses of pro

" " "

secutions before
justices how to
be defrayed.

(7.) Proceedings,
he, before jus-
tices, &c.

Prosecutions
before commis-
sioners of excise
or justices of the
peace.

the reyenue of excise, and canied on before the commissioners of

excise or any justices of the peace, the commissioners of excise may
order the expenses of such prosecution to be paid out of the revenue of

excise, and a sum of money to be paid to the officers concerned in sucli

prosecution, or the persons through whose information the offence shall

have been discovered or the seizure made, in the same manner as

they are authorized to do in prosecutions carried on in the Coui*t of

Exchequer.

(V). PnocEEDrN-GS FOR Penalties, &c., before Commissioners of
Excise and Justices; of Appeal, &c.

7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 65. That for the recovery of any penalty im-
posed by this act, or any other act or acts of Parliament relating to

the revenue of excise, and incurred for or by reason of any offence

committed against this act, or the said other acts or any of them, or

for the condemnation of any goods, commodities, or chattels seized as

forfeited under or by virtue of this act, or the eaid other acts or any of

them, where the offence shall have been committed, or the person or

persons committing the same shall be found, or where the goods, com-
modities, or chattels shall have been seized as aforesaid, within the

limits of the chief office of excise in London, an information thereupon
may be exhibited before (J), and be heard, adjudged, and determined by,

any three or more of the commissioners of excise ; and where the

offence shall have been committed, or the person or persons committing
the same shall be found, or where the goods, commodities, or chattels

shall have been seized as aforesaid, in any part of the United Kingdom
out of the limits of the said chief office, the information (c) thereuijou
may be cxhibifed before any one or more of his Majesty's justices of

the peace for the county, shire, division, city, town, or place wherein
the offence shall have been committed, or the person or persons com-
mitting the same shall be found, or where the goods, commodities, or

chattels shall have been seized as aforesaid ; and such information
shall and may be heard, adjudged, and determined by any two or more
of his Majesty's justices of the peace, for the said county, shire, divi-

sion, city, town or place {d) ; and such commissioners of excise, and

(a) This puts an end to informa-

tions by comTnon infomiers, and
collusive informations. Tlie enact-

ment in 26 Geo. 3, .s. 77, s. 13, was
confined to proceedings in the siipe-

rior courts, and did not extend to

•proceedings before commissioners of

excise or justices. Ji. v. Steventon

and others, 2 East, 362.

(b) See now 15 & 16 Vict. c. 61,

8. 1, post, p. 245. It is said not to

be necessary tliat the information
should be in writing. 1 Shaw, Excise,

342, 343. See i?os^ part III., "Of
the practical proceeding before jus-

tices of the peace for penalties, " hut
semble that it should be in writing,

see s. 71. By 15 & 16 Vict. c. 61, and
21 & 22 Vict. c. 73, an information

within the limits of the chief office

may now be exhibited before one of

the metropolitan police magistrates.

(c) The description of the olTence

should be plain and clear, showing
that the defendant has done or omitted
something contrary to the act im-
posing the penalty. Rex v. Jtilccs, 8

T. R. 636. The safest way is to state

the fact in the words of the act as
nearly as possible, leaving nothing
to be gathered by inference. If the
offence be only submodo, then the
offender must appear to be within
the condition specified. DawbelVs
Case, 4 B. & Ad. 243. It must not
be in the disjunctive, but the con-
junctive must be used, though the
statute be in the disjunctive.

(d) In R. V. Abbot, H. T. 1782,
Doiujl. 55, note, it was contended by
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any two or more of such justices of the peace respectively, shall and
y_ Proceedings

they are hereby respectively authorized and required, upon any such
forpenalties Ac.

infonnation having been so exhibited as aforesaid, and upon the appear- '—.'

ance and pleading of the person or persons against whom such infer- T & 8 Geo, 4, c. 5

mation shall have been exhibited, or who shall claim any goods, com-
modities, or chattels in such information alleged to have been forfeited,

or in default of such appearance and pleading, upon proof of the

service of such summons on such person or persons as hereinafter men-
tioned, to proceed to the examination of the fact or facts in such infor-

mation alleged, and to give judgment (a), as well for any such penalty

or penalties which upon the due examination of one or more credible

witness or witnessess upon oath, or upon the voluntary confession of

the party accused, shall be found to have been incurred, as for the

condemnation of any goods, commodities or chattels seized as afore-
*

said, which upon such examination or confession shall be found to bo
forfeited, or respectively as the case may require ; and such commis-
sioners and justices respectively shall and they are hereby authorized

and required thereupon to award and grant a wan-ant or warrants
under their hands for the due execution of and carrying into effect, as

hereinafter mentioned, such judgment : Provided alwaj'S, that where Nc> information

any such information as aforesaid shall be exhibited before any justice
J,^gtices^of tho"^°

or justices of any county or shire in England, Scotland, or Ireland re- county shall be

spectivelv, in which there are several distinct commissions of the peace, objectionable,
c^ .„•",. ,, 1 -1 -J. 1 T_ ^ 1 • i- -J.- because there are
no imormation thereupon exhibited betore any such justice or justices, distinct commis-
nor any judgment thereupon given by such justices, nor any war- sions of the peace

rant or warrants thereupon granted for the due execution thereof,
j^irisdicTioiTthe

shall be subject or liable to any objection whatsoever by reason of offence was

any offence alleged in such information having been committed, or committed,

the person or persons committing the same having been found, or the
goods, commodities, or chattels having been seized as aforesaid, in

any division, city, town, or place of such county or shire having
local jurisdiction, whether such city, town, or place be or be not a
county in or of itself ; any thing in this act, or any other act or acts of
Parliament, to the contrary thereof in anywise notwithstanding.
The 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 51, s. 28, enacts that any penalty or forfei- ^

* ^ ^^^ *• *'•/^•

ture incurred under any act or acts of Parliament relating to the ander customs'"

revenue of customs may be sued for and recovered by order of the laws may be sued

commissioners of excise, and in the name of an officer of excise, as ^°^ by order of

n 1. J i? J.1- • • i? J. 1 • ii e commissioners of
weJl as by order oi the commissioners oi customs, and in the name of excise, and in the

an officer of customs : and where any election or option is or shall be name of officers of

given by any such act or acts to the commissioners of customs, which
^'^^^^°-

of two penalties shall be sued for, such election or option may be ex-
ercised by the commissioners of excise, and may be averred in the infor-

mation to have been made by such last-mentioned commissioners, and such
averment shall be deemed and taken to be sufficient proof of such order,

and of such election or option, without any further evidence thereof.

The 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 51, s. 18, repeals the 7 «& 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 66,
and in lieu thereof, enacts by

Sect. 19. That every infonnation for the recovery of any penalty, information to be

or for the condemnation of any seizui-e, shall be exhibited {h) before the exhibited before

counsel, and assented to by the court. Lord Raym. 1376 ; 2 Stra. 608.
that the commissioners of excise (&) If goods be found subjectinj^

within the bills of mortality, and the party to a forfeiture for illegal

justices of the peace in all other rcuiuval, the day on which they are

places, are put exactly upon the found is presumed to be the day on
same footing by the dilFerent statutes which such forfeiture M-as incurred,

relating thereto. Rex v. Bass, 5 T. R. 251. When the
{a) The judgment may be verbally offence is a continuing one, the four

given, and afterwards drawn up in months may be calculated from the
form. 1 East, 184 ; 1 T. R. 320; 2 day on which the discovery was made.
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for peiialties, d;c.

7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53.

commissioners of
excise or justices
within four
months after
offence committed
or seizure made,
and parties to be
summoned.

Proviso as to ser-

vice of summons.

Two or more
justices to meet
every three calen-
dar months, or
oftener, to adjudge
excise cases.

Begulations in
case of death or
absence of justice

during proceed-
ings.

Excise*

commissioners of excise, or justice or justices of tlie peace respectively,

within four (a) calendar months next after the offence or offences

alleged in such information shall have been committed, or the goods,
commodities, chattels or things therein alleged to have been forfeited

shall have been seized : and a notice in writing of such information
having been so exhibited shall be given to the person against whom the
same shall have been exhibited within one week next after the exhi-
biting of such information ; and the commissioners of excise, or
justice or justices of the peace, before whom any such information shall

be exhibited, are hereby respectively authorized and required to sum-
mon everj' person against whom any such information shall have been
exhibited to appear and plead to and to attend the hearing of such in-

formation at a time and place to be named in such summons, which
summons shall be served upon every such person or persons 10 days at

the least before the time appointed in such summons, and which sum-
mons may be added to or may include such notice as aforesaid, or may
be separate and apart therefrom, and be served at another and different

time, subsequent to the delivery of such notice, at the option of the
prosecutor : Provided always, that where such information shall be
exhibited for the recovery of double the value of any duty or duties

neglected to be paid or cleared off, it shall be suflBcient if such sum-
mons be served 12 hours at the least before the time appointed in such
summons ; and provided also, that in all cases it shall be deemed and
taken to be sufficient delivery and service of any such notice and sum-
mons as aforesaid if a copy of the same be left at or upon the place
used or occupied by any such person or persons respectively for cany-
ing on his or their trade or business, or at the building or place where
any such offence shall have been committed, or such seizure made, or
at the place of residence, or with the wife or child or servant of any
such person or persons, the same being directed to such person or per-
sons by the right or assumed name or names of such person or persons

;

or where any such offence shall have been committed or discovered in
transit, or any seizure made in transit, and the place of business or
residence of the offender shall be unknown to the person discovering
such offence or making such seizui-e, it shall be sufficient if such
notice and summons, or a copy thereof, be affixed at or upon such con-
spicuous part of the office of excise next to where such offence shall
have been committed or discovered, or seizure made, directed to such
offender or offenders by his or their right or assumed name or names,
if the same shall be known to the prosecutor, and if not known, with-
out any name or names.
By the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 67, That the justices of the peace, or

any two or more of them, in the several counties, shires, divisions,
cities,_ towns, and places throughout the United Kingdom, shall meet
once in every 3 calendar months in their respective jurisdictions, or
oftener if there shall be need or occasion so to do, to receive, hear,
adjudge, and determine all matters and things brought before them
relating to the revenue of excise, and all informations exhibited
or to be exhibited within such jurisdiction, for or in respect of
any penalty incurred, or for the condemnation of any goods, com-
modities, or chattels seized as forfeited, under or by vii'tue of this act,
or any other act or acts of Parliament relating to the revenue of
excise : Provided always, that if it shall happen that any justice or

As this section only limits the exhi-

bition of the information to four

months, all subsequent proceedings

thereon may take place afterwards.

Rex V. Barrett, Sulk. 383.

(a) By 11 & 12 Vict. c. 118, s. 3,

every information for the recovery of

any penalty on the condemnation of
any seizure luider any of the acts
relating to any duties under the
management of the excise, may be
exliibited at any time within six

months after the offence was com-
mitted or the seizure made.
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justices of tlie peace before wliom any such information shall have 7. Proceediiigs

been exhibited as aforesaid, or before whom any proceedings shall for penalties, k&c.

have been had upon any such information, shall die or be absent

at any time after such information shall have been so exhibited, "^ ^^ ^®°' *' ° ^^•

and before the person or persons against •whom such information shall

have been exhibited shall appear or plead to such information, or

before any judgment shall be thereupon given, or before anyjudgment
thereupon given shall be duly executed, so that the further attendance

of any such justice or justices thereupon cannot be procured, it shall

be lawful for any other justice or justices of the peace within the same
jurisdiction to act therein for and in lieu of the justice or justices of

the peace so dying or absent, in all respects relating to such informa-
tion, and the due completion of the proceedings thereupon, in the same
manner as if such information had been at first exhibited before such
other justice or justices respectively ; and that all powers and authori- Reference to

ties, rules and regulations, given and granted by any act or acts of TOweTs^Husticcs.
Parliament (a) relating to justices of the peace, or to constables or
other officers acting under their authority, respecting summary pro-
ceedings, shall be enforced, and shall be applied to and executed
(excepting wherein altered or otherwise specially provided for by, or
which shall be repugnant to or inconsistent with, this act), for the
conviction of any person or persons prosecuted by order of the com-
missioners of excise, or the commissioner or commisioners and as-
sistant commissioners of excise in Scotland and Ii-eland respectively,

for any penalty incurred by such person or persons under or by virtue
of this act, or any other act or acts of Parliament relating to the
revenue of excise ; and for the levy of any such penalty, or for the
imprisonment of any such offender or offenders, in the same manner
as if such powers and authorities, rules and regulations, had been and
were repeated and contained in the body of this act.

Sect. 68. That it shall not be lawful for any assistant commis- No officer of

sioner of excise, or for any officer of excise or person employed in the
jM^s*tfce^n exVfeo*

collection or management of the revenue of excise, to act as a justice cases, nor any
of the peace in any part of the United Kingdom, in the execution of excise trader in

any of the powers, authorities, clauses, matters, or things contained in to his^trade.^
'"^

this act, or in any other act or acts of Parliament relating to the
revenue of excise; and that it shall not be lawful for any trader
subject to the excise laws to act as a justice of the peace as aforesaid
in any case which relates to the particular trade or business of such
trader, or in any case in which he shall be in anywise, as such trader,
concerned or interested ; and if any such assistant commissioner, or
any such officer or person employed as aforesaid, or any such trader
as aforesaid, shall presume to act as a justice of the peace, contrary to
the true intent and meaning of this act, all proceedings in that behalf
shall be and the same are hereby declared to be utterly null and void
to all intents and purposes.

Sect. 69. That where by any act or acts of Parliament relating to Penalties or treble

the revenue of excise or customs, a penalty of treble the value of [rebfe the vahl^'^of

goods or commodities is imposed for or in respect of any offence com- the best goods of

mitted by any person or persons against such acts, or any of them, joq/' ^t eiectio°n
every person so offending shall thereupon severally forfeit and lose for of commissioners
every such offence, either treble the value of the goods or commodities, °^ e-'iciss <^»' pro-

to be estimated and taken according to and at the rate and price for
®°*'"*°'"-

which the best goods or commodities of the like sort or kind and deno-
mination for which the duty or duties thereon have been paid were
sold for in London, Edinburgh, or Dublin respectively (as the penalty
may have been incurred in England, Scotland, or Ireland respectively),
at the time of the commission of such offence, or the sum of 100/. in

(a) See 11 & 12 Vict, c. 43, and title, Justices of the Peace.
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Persons incurring
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jointly or seve-

rally.

Averment in
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tlie commissioners
liad ordered pro-
secution, ifec.,

shall be deemed
sufficient proof
of such order,
&c.

What shall be
sufBc'ent proof,

on trial, of any
order of Treastiry
or commissioners
of excise (a).

Commissioners
and justices to
proceed to hearing
and judgment on
the merits, with-
out regard to de-
fects in form.

Excise.

lieu and instead of such treble value, at the election of the commis-
sioners of excise or customs, or the commissioner or commissioners
and assistant commissioners of excise or customs in Scotland and
Ireland respectively, or the person who shall inform or sue for the

same.
Sect. 70. That where by this act, or any other act or acts of Par-

liament relating to the revenue of excise, a penalty is imposed upon
every person committing the offence by which such penalty is incurred,

and such offence shall have been or shall be committed by several

persons jointly, such several persons shall jointly and severally incur

every such penalty, and it shall be lawful to proceed against such
persons jointly or severally for the recoveiy thereof, as the commis-
sioners of excise, or the commissioner or commissioners and assistant

commissioners of excise in Scotland and Ireland respectively may
deem expedient ; anything in this act, or in any other act or acts of
Parliament, to the contrary thereof notwithstanding.

Sect 71. That where, in any information for the recovery of any
penalty, or for the condemnation of any goods, commodities, or chattels

seized as forfeited under this act, or any other act or acts of Parliament
relating to the revenue of excise or customs, any allegation or aver-
ment shall be made that such information was exhibited, or that the
commissioners of excise or customs, or the commissioner or commis-
sioners and assistant commissioners of excise or customs in Scotland
and Ireland respectively, had ordered such information to be exhibited,

or that the commissioners of excise or customs, or the commissioner
or commissioners and assistant commissioners of excise or customs
in Scotland and Ireland respectively, or the informant or person
suing by such information, had made their or his election, as in such
information shall be alleged or averred, such allegation and aveiTtient

shall be, and the same respectively shall be deemed and taken to be
sujfficimt proof of such fact so alleged or aveiTcd respectively, without
any other or further evidence thereof.

By the 16 & 17 Vict. 107, s, 306, the above 71st section of the 7 &
8 Geo. 4 is so far qualified that the averment shall be sufficient,
" unless the defendant in such case shall prove to the contrary'." See
ante, p. 172.

Sect. 72. That upon the trial of any indictment, information, action,
suit, or prosecution whatsoever, or in any other legal or judicial pro-
ceeding, where it may be necessary to give proof of any order issued by
the lord high treasurer or commissioners of the Treasury, or by the
commissioners of excise respectively, the letter or instructions which
shall have been officially received by the collector, supervisor, sur-
veyor, or officer of excise of the collection, district, or place in which
the subject-matter of any such indictment, infonnation, action, suit,

or prosecution, or other legal or judicial proceeding, may have arisen
j

for the direction and government of such collector, supervisor, sur-
veyor, or officer, and in which such order is mentioned or referred to, and
under which such letter or instructions such collector, supervisor, sur-
veyor, or officer, shall have acted, shall be admitted and taken to be
sufficient evidence and proof of such order, to all intents and purposes
whatsoever.

Sect. 73. That it shall be lawful for the commissioners of excise and
the justices of the peace respectively, and they are hereby respectively
authorized and required, upon the appearance of any person or persons
summoned upon any infonnation, or in default of the appearance of
such person or persons, and upon proof of the service as before men-
tioned of such summons as aforesaid, to proceed to the examination of
the fact or facts alleged in such information, and of the witness or

(a) See 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, s. 308, ajite, p. 172.
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witnesses on either side, upon oath, touching the penalty or penalties 7. Proceedings
alleged in such information to have been incurred, or the forfeiture oiforpenalties <ic.

any goods, commodities, or chattels therein alleged to have been seized *

—

as forfeited, and thereupon to give judgment accordingly, notwith- '^ ^^ ^^°- *' '^^ ^^

standing any defect or defects of form which may appear in such
information, or in any proceedings thereupon or relating thereto.

Sect. 74. That it shall be lawful for the commissioners of excise Witnesses sum-

and justice or justices of the peace, and commissioners of appeal under Spearing,
01°'

this act respectively, before whom any such information as aforesaid, refusing to give

or any matter or thing under this act, or any other act or acts of Par- ^
^'f|^"

5*^,';
*?^t)

liament relating to the revenue of excise shall be judicially brought,

and they are hereby respectively authorized and required to summon
any and every person (other than the person or persons against whom
such information is exhibited), in whatever part of the United Kingdom
any such person so summoned shall then reside or be, to appear before

the said commissioners or the justices or the said commissioners of

appeal, who are to hear, adjudge, and determine such information,

matter, or thing, at a certain time and place to be specified and set

forth in such summons, to give evidence upon oath of the truth of any
facts alleged in such information, or touching or relating thereto, or

to such matter or thing as aforesaid ; and every person, other than as

aforesaid, being so summoned, and having the reasonable expenses for

such attendance tendered, who shall neglect or refuse to appear
according to the exigency of such summons, or who, having so ap-
peared, shall refuse to take oath, or, if a Quaker, to affirm, or shall

refuse to give evidence, or to answer, according to the best of his or
her knowledge and belief, any legal question, when thereunto required,

shall for every such default or offence forfeit and lose the sum of oOl.

Sect. 76. That if upon anv information, for the recovery of any ^J5°l"^
payment

1, ,...
1 j> XT 3 J.- jy -I

of duties, or that
penalty or penalties mcui-red, or tor the condemnation 01 any goods, goods seized are

commodities, or chattels seized as forfeited under or by virtue of this "ot of the sort or

act, or any other act or acts of Parliament relating to the revenue of
jje"fpu„*^pro-

^'^"''^

excise or customs, or in any action brought by the proprietor or prietor or person

claimer of such goods, commodities, or chattels, against any officer of claiming (6).

excise, or any person employed in the revenue of excise, or any
person acting in the aid and assistance of any such officer or person so

employed as aforesaid, for any act, matter, or thing done in pursuance
of any such act or acts of Parliaments, any question shall be made or
shall arise whether any duty of excise or customs has been paid upon
or in respect of the goods or commodities in such information men-
tioned, or whether such goods, commodities, or chattels are respec-

(a) "Where the statute 7 & 8 Will. R v. Steventon and others, 2 East,

3, c. 30, s. 24, enables the comniis- 362. And by 4 Vict. c. 20, s. 31,
sioners of excise to siimmon witnesses any summons may be served by offi-

before them, upon a charge exhibited cers of excise.

against another for an offence against (b) See 12 Geo. 1, c. 28, s. 8 ; 23
the excise laws, and an information Geo. 3, c. 70, s. 35. If the officer

in a collateral ]>roceeding recited such prove a condemnation in the Exche-
summons to have been duly made, (/wcr, this is conclusive evidence that
proof of a printed summons distri- the property is vested in the king,
buted and issued in blank by order and a complete bar to an action.

of the commissioners to their agents, Scott v. Shearman, 2 Bla. R. 977 ;

and afterwards filled up by one of Geyer v. Aguilan, 7 T. R. 696. A
the latter without any special direc- conviction before justices is conclu-
lions from the board, is sufficient, sive. Brittain v. Kinnard, 1 B. d: B.
although not signed by any of the 432. Query, whether a condemna-
commissioners, nor issued in their tion by the commissioners of excise

individual names ; such having been is conclusive. Hcnshawv. Pleasance,
the constant usage in that respect 2 Bla. R. 1174.
since the introduction of the excise.
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who shall not
appear and plead.
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exhibited for

offences against
the Inland
Revenue to be
brought up by
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the hearing of

7. Proceedings tively of such sort or kind as in such information is in that behalf

for penalties, <i-c. alleged, the j)roof of the payment of such duty, or that the said goods,
'^ commodities, and chattels respectively are not of such a sort or kind
7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53. ^g aforesaid, shall lie upon the proprietor or claimer thereof.
Judgment to be Sect. 77. That where any person or persons shall be in prison on
agai'nst a prisoner ^^7 account whatsoever, and any information shall be exhibited before

the commissioners of excise, or any justice or justices of the peace,
against such person or persons, for the recovery of any penalty or
IJcnalties incurred by such person or persons, or for the condemnation
of any goods, commodities, or chattels seized as forfeited, under or by
virtue of this act, or any other act or acts of Parliament relating to the
revenue of excise, claimed by such person or persons, and such person
or persons, on a cojiy of such information being delivered to the gaoler,

keeper, or turnkey of the prison wherein such person or persons shall

be confined or imprisoned, with a summons to appear and plead to and
to attend the hearing of such information, at a time and place in such
summons mentioned, shall not appear and plead in person, or by some
person duly authorized in that behalf, to such information, at the time
and place so mentioned, such proceedings shall be thereupon respec-
tively had as are hereinbefore provided and directed in cases of default
of ajipearance to any such information ; any law, custom, or usage to

the contrary thereof notwithstanding.
24 & 25 Vict. c. 91, s, 46. "Where any person against whom an infor-

mation shall be exhibited before a justice of the peace for any offence
committed by such person against any act relating to the Inland Ee-
venue shall be in prison on any account whatever at the time ap-
pointed for the hearing of such information, the commissioners of
Inland Eevenue shall cause to be obtained and issued out of the Court
of Exchequer in England, Scotland, or Ireland, as the case may re-

such informations, qiiire, a writ of
'
habeas corpus directed to the governor or keeper of

the prison in which such person shall be confined, commanding him
to ponvey such person to the place of hearing to be specified in such
writ, in order that the said person may answer the said information
and attend the trial thereof; and such writ of habeas corpus shall be
issued out of either of the said courts, on application made by any one
of the solicitors of Inland Eevenue in England, Scotland, or Ireland,
on behalf of the said commissioners, to any baron or judge of any of
the superior courts of law in England, Scotland, and Ireland respec-
tively ; and it shall be lawful for the justices or magistrate before
whom any such information shall be brought for adjudication to re-
fuse to proceed with the said information in the absence of the person
charged, when satisfactory proof shall be made that such person is

confined in prison.

Sect. 78. That it shall be lawful for the commissioners of excise and
justices of the peace respectively, when they shall see cause, except in
cases where there is or shall be any provision that no mitigation shall
be made by the justices of the peace, and they are hereby respectively
authorized and empowered to mitigate any penalty incurred for any
offence committed against this act, or any other act or acts of Parlia-
ment relating to the revenue of excise, for which any information
shall have been exhibited before such commissioners or justice or jus-
tices respectively, as thej'' the said commissioners and justices respec-
tively in their discretion shall think fit, so as such mitigation shall not
reduce such penalty to less than one foui-th part thereof ; and that
every such mitigation, and payment thereupon accordingly made,
shall be a sufficient discharge of every such penalty to the person or
persons convicted of such offence : Provided always, that it shall be

may further miti- lawful for the Commissioners of excise, and the commissioner or com-

ferait°penalty.^ missioners and assistant commissioners of excise in Scotland and Ire-
land respectively, when they shall see cause, and they are hereby
authorized and empowered to further mitigate or entirely remit any

Power of commis-
sioners and jus-

tices of peace to
mitigate penalty
to ono-fourth.

Commissioners
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sucli penalty ; anything hereinbefore contained to the contrary thereof 7. Proceedings
in anywise notwithstanding. for penalties, d:c.

In allusion to the above section, the 4 & 5 WiU. 4, c. 51, s. 20, ————
reciting, that whereas doubts have been entertained whether under ^ ^

.
\

'

*' °' ^^'

the provision of the said recited act, authorizing tho mitigation of excise and jus-

penalties to one fourth, the justices of tho peace respectively, before tices not

whom any information may be exhibited for the recovery of double
mitigairpenalty

the value of any duty or duties of excise neglected to be paid or of double duty for

cleared off, have not j)ower to mitigate the penalty of such double non-payment of

value, enacts, That nothing in the said recited act, or in any other act

or acts relating to the revenue of excise, shall be construed to autho-
rize or empower any justices of the peace, on the hearing and deter-

mining of any information for the recovery or double the value of any
duty or duties of excise neglected to be paid or cleared off, to mitigate

the said penalty of the double value of such duties, but the said jus-

tices shall in all cases convict the defendant or defendants in the full

penalty of double the value of the duties which shall be proved to have
been neglected to be paid and cleared off, and shall give judgment
accordingly : and no justice of the peace before whom any person
having been arrested and detained under any act or acts relating to

the revenue of excise, and liable to the payment of any penalty, and
in default of the immediate payment thereof to be committed to prison

for a limited period, shall have any power or authority to mitigate

such penalty, except where a special power for the mitigation of such
penalty shall be given ; anything in the said recited act, or any other

act or acts relating to tho revenue of excise, notwithstanding.
Sect. 21. That in any prosecution for recovery of any penalty in- Expenses of pro-

curred, or for the condemnation of any goods or chattels seized as for-
commissioncTs^of

felted, under any act of Parliament relating to the revenue of excise, excise or justices

and carried on before the commissioners of excise or any justices of '^f the peace may

the peace, the commissioners of excise may order the expenses of such paid"out'of the
'^

prosecution to be paid out of the revenue of excise, and a sum of revenue,

money to be paid to the officers concerned in such prosecution, or the
persona through whose information the offence shall have been dis-

covered or the seizure made, in the same manner as they are authorized
to do in prosecutions carried on in the Court of Exchequer.

Sect. 22. That where in any case any information for the recovery ^^ '^^^ °f ^^^

of any penalty incurred, or the condemnation of any goods, commodi- absence oToffice"'^

ties, articles, or things forfeited, under any law or laws relating to the p whose name

revenue of excise, shall by order of the commissioners of excise be
bited"p*oceedin*

s

exhibited before the commissioners of excise, or before any justice or may be carried on
justices of the peace, and the officer of excise by whom or in whose ^y any other

name such information shall be or shall have been exhibited shall die, ° '^^^'

or be removed or discharged, or at the time of hearing may be absent,
such information shall not, by such death, removal, or discharge, or
by the absence of such officer, abate or be diminished, but all the pro-
ceedings on such information shall be continued and may be jiroceeded
on by any other officer of excise in the name of the officer by whom the
same shall have been exhibited : and the said commissioners of excise,
and the justices shall, on the day named and appointed in the sum-
mons to bo issued in that behalf, proceed to hear and determine tho
matter of such information, and shall examine all such witnesses as shall

be tendered to them for examination by any officer of excise in support
of such information, notwithstanding such death, removal, or discharge,
or the absence of the officer of excise by whom or in whose name such
information shall be or shall have been exhibited : and all the proceed-
ings on such information, and all proceedings for recovery of any
j)enalty awarded thereon, or for the arrest and imprisonment of any
defendant for non-payment of such penalty, or for condemnation of
any goods, commodities, articles, or things, shall be good, vaKd, and
effectual.
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7 Proceedings 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. T9. That no writ of certiorari or other writ

forpenalties, ic. or process shall be issued at the suit of any defendant out of any of his
•'

! Majesty's courts of record in England, Scotland, or Ireland, nor shall

r & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53. ^ny bill of suspension, advocation, or reduction be passed, nor shall

thVsuU oTa'
"*^ any letter or letters of suspension, advocation, or reduction, or any

defendant to other proceeding, be issued out of the court of session or court of jus-
supersede or affect

ticiary in Scotland, to supersede, sist, stay, remove, or in anywise

iiy^coinmissi'oife^rs affect any infoiTQation or judicial proceeding before the commissioners
of excise or jus- of excise Or Commissioners of appeal in this act after-mentioned, or
ticea of the peace,

j^^fore any justice or justices of the peace in the United Kingdom, in

pursuance of this act, or any other act or acts of Parliament relating

to the revenue of excise, or any judgment thereupon ; and that every

such information shall be tried and determined, and every such judi-

cial proceeding shall be had and completed, and every such judgment
executed, any such writ of certiorari or other writ or process, or bill

or letter or letters of suspension, advocation, or reduction, or other

Proviso as to proceeding notwithstanding : Provided always, that nothing herein
certiorari at the contained shall extend, or be deemed or construed to extend, to any

out of the^Exchc^ Writ of certiorari sued or issued in such cases in behalf of his Majestj%
quer. out of his Majosty's Courts of Exchequer in England, Scotland, or

Ireland respectively.

Information before Sect. 80. In proceedings before commissioners of excise, it shall be
coinmis-sioncrs. sufficient to mention that the information was exhibited before the

commissioners of excise, without specifying theii" names; and any
three commissioners of excise may sign warrants.

The 4 & o Vict. c. 20, s. 25, repeals 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 81, as to

the appointment of commissioners of appeal, and by the same act pro-
visions are made {post, p. 241) for appeals from the decisions of the
excise commissioners to the Court of Exchequer, but the sections 82,

83, and 84 of 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, still remain in force as to appeals
from the decisions of justices, and therefore these sections, so far as
they relate to such appeals, are printed in full.

Appeal to quarter Sect. 82. In case any officer of excise who shall exhibit any infor-
Bcssions. mation, or any person against whom any information shall have been

exhibited, or who shall appear and claim any goods, commodities, or

chattels alleged to be forfeited in any information exhibited before

any justice or justices of the peace as aforesaid, shall feel aggrieved by
the judgments given therein by such justices, it shall be lawful for

such officer, or such person or persons, upon giving such notice as
hereinafter mentioned, to appeal therefrom to the justices assembled
at the next general quarter sessions of the peace (or if there be not one
week (a) between the time of giving such notice and the next general
quarter sessions, then to the general quarter sessions of the peace next
after the expiration of one week) to be holden in and for the county,
shire, division, city, town, or place in which such judgment so ap-
pealed against shall have been given ; and it shall be lawful for the
justices of the peace at such general quarter sessions upon being served
with such notice, and they are hereby respectively required and autho-
rized at such general quarter sessions to hear, adjudge, and finally

determine such appeal ; and if upon any such appeal to the justices of
the peace at quarter sessions any defect in form shall be found in the
information or in any part of the proceedings thereon or relating
thereto, or in the record thereof, every such defect of form shall there-
upon be rectified and amended by such order of justices or the major
part of them assembled at such quarter sessions before whom such
appeal shall be brought ; anything in this act, or in any other act or
acts of Parliament to the contrary notwithstanding.

{a) Now twenty day.s after the judgment. See 4 & 5 Will, 4 c .51

s. 20, p. 210. '
'
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By s. 83 no such, appeal is to be allowed unless tlie party or parties 7. Proceedings
appellant shall at and immediately upon the giving of the judgment forpenalties, d:c.

appealed against, give notice in writing of such appeal to the justices
of the peace from whose judgment such appeal shall be made, and ^."^ ^ ^®°-

*• "• ^•^•

also to the adverse party or parties on such appeal, and shall lodge
Jfnless'nature'of*''^

such notice with the clerk of the peace for the justices of the peace at appeal given,

such quarter sessions as aforesaid, by and before whom such appeal is

to be finally adjudged aud determined ; and no such appeal as afore-
said shall be heard unless the party or parties appellant on such ap-
peal shall within one week at least before such appeal is to be finally

adjudged and determined give notice in writing to the adverse party
or parties on such appeal of the time and place where such appeal is to
be heard.

Provided always that when the judgment appealed against shall be Deposit, when
a conviction in any penalty or penalties of the party or parties appel- ^° ^® made,

lant, such party or parties shall also within three days next after the
giving of the judgment appealed against, place and deposit in the hands
of the commissioners of excise, or of the collector of excise in whose
collections, or of the supervisor of excise in whose district the infor-
mation shall have been exhibited, the amount of the penalty or
penalties in which such party or parties shall have been convicted, or
of the sum or sums of money to which such penalty or penalties shall
have been mitigated ; when the judgment appealed against shall be
either for or against the condemnation of goods, commodities, or chat-
tels seized as forfeited, such goods, commodities, or chattels shall be
left and deposited with the commissioners of excise, or the collector
of excise in whose collection, or the supervisor of excise in whose
district the information shall have been exhibited, untU the final ad-
judication and determination of such appeal.

Sect. 84. Upon every such appeal it shall be lawful for the justices Only witnesses

of the peace at the general quarter sessions before whom such appeal
P^?'^'^^*^f

°^

shall be brought, and they are hereby authorized and required to pro- exanifuatiou at
ceed to re-hear upon oath and to re-examine the same witness and hearing of

witnesses, and to reconsider the same evidence, and the merits of the
examined°on

° ^
case whereon the original judgment appealed against shall have been appeal,

given, and they shall not examine any evidence, or any witness or
witnesses, other than or different from the evidence of the witness or
witnesses which and who shall have been examined (a) before the

j ustices of the peace at the trial and hearing of the information upon
vv^hich the original judgment shall have been given, and such justices

of the peace at general quarter sessions are hereby authorized and
empowered, on any such appeal, to reverse or confirm, in the whole or
in part, the judgment appealed against, or to give such new or dif-

ferent judgment as they in their discretion shall in that behalf think
ilt ; and such justices of the peace in quarter sessions shall in any such
new or different judgment have the same power of mitigation as is

by this act hereinbefore given to justices of the peace in judgments
.^iven by them : Provided always that it shall be lawful for such jus-
tices of the peace, at such general quarter sessions as aforesaid, at

their discretion to state the facts of any case on which such appeal
shall be made, specially for the opinion and direction of the Court of
Exchequer.
By the 4 Vict. c. 20, s. 30, the notice of the time and place when 4 Vict. c. 20.

and where any appeal to the barons of her Majesty's Court of ^^yen clear days'
I , I J. fi • i.- T_i J i. J.I. i-

• notice to be given
^^xchequer, or to the justices assembled at the quarter sessions of hearing of^ appeal (6).

(a) Or tendered for examination at 23, if there shall not be twenty days

;;e original hearing, see 4 & 5 Will. between giving notice of appeal and

1, c. 51, s. 24, p. 242. the next quarter sessions, the appeal

(6) By the 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 51, s. shall be to the followLug sessions.

\CL. II. R
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7. Proceedings

for penalties, d;c.

Summons may be
served by officers

of excise.

4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 51

Witnesses ten-
dered for exami-
nation at original
hearing before
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examined on
hearing appeal.

7 <fc 8 Geo. 4, c. 53.

Proceedings upon
determination of

appeal.

Commissioners of
excise and justices
to grant warrants
for sale of goods,
or levying of

penalties.

* Sic.

of the peace, is to be heard, shall be given on the part of the

appellant to or left at the place of abode of the respondent seven
clear days at least before such appeal is to be heard and de-

termined.
Sect. 31. That any summons, notice, order, or other proceedings,

issued on any information exhibited before the commissioners of ex-
cise, or any justice or justices, for the recovery of any penalty or the

enforcing of any forfeiture incurred or to bo recovered or enforced

under any law or laws of excise, or on any appeal against any judg-
ment of the commissioners of excise, or any justice or justices of the

peace, on any such information, may be served by any officer of ex-
cise or other person ; and such service shall be good and legal

seiwice, any thing in any act or acts to the contrary notwithstanding.
The 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 51, s. 24, reciting that whereas by the said

recited act (the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53), commissioners of appeal and
justices at the quarter sessions shall not at the hearing of any appeal
examine any evidence or witness or witnesses other than or different

from the evidence and the witness or witnesses which and who shall

have been before examined before the commissioners of excise or jus-

tices of the peace respectively at the trial and hearing of the informa-
tion upon which the original judgment appealed against shall have been
given ; and great inconvenience has been experienced by justices de-
ciding on alleged defects in informations, and dismissing the same
without any examination of witnesses, whereby the remedy of appeal
hath been lost, enacts, that where the commissioners of excise or
justices of the peace respectively before whom any information shall

be exhibited shall dismiss such information without examination of
witnesses, or shall refuse to examine any witness produced on tho
hearing of any information, the several witnesses refused to be ex-
amined shall be tendered to the said commissioners or justices re-

spectively for examination on the part of the informer or defendant,
as the case maybe, and the said commissioners or justices respectively

shall, on ascertaining the witnesses so tendered for examination to be
present, cause their names to be taken, down in writing, and shall

transmit the same with the information and judgment to the commis-
sioners of appeal or quarter sessions respectively ; and the several

witnesses so tendered for examination, and whose names shall be so

transmitted, shall on the hearing of the appeal be examined in the
case, although not examined before the commissioners or justices on
the original hearing and judgment.

Sect. 85. That where the judgment of the commissioners of excise
or justices of the peace appealed against shall be affirmed by the court
of

_
appeal, such judgment shall be enforced and executed by the com-

missioners of excise or justices of the peace respectively, in like manner
as if there had been no such appeal ; and that where the judgment
appealed against shall be reversed, and another or dififerent judgment
given by the court of appeal than the judgment given by the commis-
sioners of excise or justices of the peace appealed against, such new
judgment shaU be enforced and executed, as hereinafter mentioned,
by the commissioners of appeal, or justices of the peace at the general
quarter sessions, by whom respectively such new judgment shall have
been given.

Sect. 86. That where any judgment is* by this act required to be
enforced and executed by the commissioners of excise or justices of tho
peace (the same not having been appealed against, or if appealed against,

having been affirmed by the court of ajipeal) shall be for the con-
demnation of any goods, commodities, or chattels seized or forfeited, it

shall be lawful for such commissioners of excise, and justices of the

peace respectively, and they are hereby respectively authorized and
required to apply the money which shall have been so deposited as

aforesaid in satisfaction of such judgment ; and if the same shall not
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be sufficient to satisfy such judgment, to award and grant a warrant 7. Proceedings

or warrants under their hands, to any officer or officers of excise, for for penalties, d'c.

the sale of such goods, commodities, or chattels which they respectively ^

shall have condemned ; and where the judgment to be so enforced and '
^^°- ^' '^- ^^

executed shall be for any penalty or penalties, or for any sum or sums
of money to which such penalty or penalties shall have been mitigated,

it shall be lawful for such commissioners of excise or justices of the

peace respectively, and they are hereby respectively authorized and
required to award and grant a warrant or warrants under their hands,

to any officer or officers of excise, authorizing such officer or officers

to levy the penalty or penalties, or sum or sums of money so adjudged,

or so much thereof as shall not have been so satisfied as aforesaid,

upon the goods and chattels of such person or persons so convicted, and
either to detain and keep such goods and chattels in the house or place

where the same shall have been found, or to remove the same to the

next office of excise (a).

Sect. 87. That where any judgment is* by this act required to be Commissioners of

enforced and executed by the commissioners of appeal or by the jus-
quarter^sessions

tices of the peace at the general quarter sessions on appeal, shall be shall grant war-

for the condemnation of any goods, commodities, or chattels seized as ""^^^s for sale of

forfeited, it shall be lawful for such commissioners of appeal or justices penalties.
'^^^ °

of the peace respectively, and they are hereby respectively authorized » g;^^

and required to grant a warrant or warrants, under their hands, or

under the hands of any two of such commissioners or justices, respec-

tively, to any officer or officers of excise, for the sale of the goods,
commodities, or chattels, which they respectively shall have con-
demned ; and where the judgment to be so enforced and executed
shall be for any penalty or penalties, or for any sum or sums of money
to which such penalty or penalties shall have been mitigated, it shall be
lawful for such commissioners of appeal, or justices of the peace at the
general quarter sessions respectively, and they are hereby respectively

authorized and required to apply the money which shall have been so

deposited as aforesaid in satisfaction of such judgment ; and if the
same shall not be sufficient to satisfy such judgment, to award and
grant a warrant or warrants under their hands, or under the hands of

any two of such commissioners or justices respectively, to any officer

or officers of excise, authorizing such officer or officers to levy the
penalty or penalties, or sum or sums of money, so adjudged, or so

much thereof as shall not have been so satisfied as aforesaid, upon the
goods and chattels of such person or persons so convicted, and either
to detain and keep such goods and chattels in the house or place where
the same shall have been found, or to remove the same to the next
office of excise.

Sect. 88. That it shall be lawful in any such levy warrant to order Any time not less

and direct therein that the goods and chattels upon which such levy ttan 4 norexceed-

shall be made shall be sold and disposed of so soon as conveniently may appoint^ for sale

be after a certain time to be limited in such warrant for the sale there- of distress (a),

of (so as such time be not less than four days nor more than eight
days), unless the penalty and penalties, or sum and sums of money for
which such levy shall be made, shall, within the time limited for pay-
ment thereof as aforesaid, be paid and satisfied.

Sect. 89. That it shall be lawful for the officer of excise making Penalty and ex-

f^uch levy, and he- is hereby empowered and required to deduct the P^nses to be

penalty and penalties or sum and sums of money for which such levy saie"and ovenJiua
shall be made, and all reasonable charges and expenses attending such returned.

levy, out of the money arising by such sale as aforesaid, and to return
the overplus (if any) to the proprietor or proprietors of the goods and
(battels upon which such levy shall have been made, or to the person

(a) See 11 & 12 Vict. c. 43, under Justices, as to warrants and saleof good.s

ursuant to orders of justices.

R 2
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7. Proceedings
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T & 8 Geo. 4, c. 63.
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or persons legally entitled thereto ; and such officer shall, if required
show such warrant to the person or persons upon whose goods and
chattels such levy shall be made, and shall suffer such person or per-

sons to take a copy thereof; and every such warrant shall be of the

same force and efiect in all respects as a writ of fieri facias issued out
of his Majesty's Court of Exchequer in England for the recovery of

any debt due to his Majesty.

(Sect. 90. That for want of sufficient goods and chattels whereon such
penalty and penalties, or sum and sums of money, with the charges
and expenses aforesaid, may be levied, and on a return in writing
made upon any levy warrant by any officer to whom such warrant
may have been directed, to the persons by whom such warrant shall

have been granted, or to the commissioners of excise, or any one or

more of the justices of the peace within whose jurisdiction resi:)ectively

any such warrant shall have been issued, that such officer cannot
find, within the jurisdiction in which such warrant shall have been
issued, any goods and chattels of the person or persons against whom
such warrant shall have been granted, whereon the same can be levied,

or on a return as aforesaid, that part of such penalty and penalties, or
sum and sums of money, charges, and expenses, has been levied or
paid, and that such officer cannot find any further goods and chattels

of the person or persons against whom such warrant shall have been
granted (beyond the goods and chattels already seized and sold as afore-

said), within such jurisdiction as aforesaid, whereon the residue of such
penalty and penalties, or sumand sums ofmoney, charges, and expenses,
can be levied, it shall be lawful for the persons by whom such warrant
shall have been granted, or for any two or more of the commissioners
of excise, or any one or more of the justices of the peace to whom re-

spectively such return shall have been made as aforesaid, and they are
hereby respectively authorized and requii-ed thereupon to grant a
wai'rant or warrants in manner aforesaid, to any officer or officers of
excise, to arrest and convey such person or persons to the common
gaol or house of correction within his or their jurisdiction respectively,

and there to deliver the person or persons so arrested, with a duplicate
of such warrant or warrants {h), to the gaoler or keeper of such gaol or
house of correction, there to remain and be kept by such gaoler or
keeper until satisfaction be made of such judgment as aforesaid, or
until such person or persons shall be ordered by the commissioners of
excise, or the commissioner or commissioners and assistant com-
missioners of excise in Scotland and Ireland respectively, to be
liberated or discharged ; any law, bill of health, custom, or usage
in England, Scotland, or Ireland, to the contrary thereof in anywise
notwithstanding.

Sect. 91. Provided always, that where any goods or chattels of and
belonging to any person or persons against whom any such warrant
for arrest shall have been granted shall be found at any time or times
after the granting or execution of such warrant, it shall be lawful for

the person or persons by whom such warrant shall have been granted,
or for any two or more of the commissioners of excise, or for any one
or more of the justices of the peace in whose jurisdiction respectively
any such goods or chattels shall be found, and he and they is and aio
hereby respectively authorized and required, notwithstanding the
granting of such warrant of arrest, to award and grant a fresh war-
rant or warrants under his or their hand or hands to any officer or
officers of excise, to levy upon the goods and chattels so found any

(o) By Sect. 113, The commissioners
of excise may make an allowance not
exceeding eighlpence per day for the
support of poor persons iu prison for

excise offeuces.

(6) As to a warrant of this nature,

see 11. v. Rogers, 1 Dowl. d- R. 156.
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penalty or penalties, or any sum or sums of money, charges and ex- 7. Proceedings
penses, for wliicli the former levy warrant may have been granted, or for penalties, ^c.
to levy so much, thereof as may not have been before paid ; and upon
payment and satisfaction thereof, the warrant for arrest shall be dis- '^ * ^ ^®°- ^' <=• ^^

charged, and the person or persons arrested shall be foi'thwith libe-

rated out of custody.

Sect. 92. That where any such warrant as aforesaid shall be granted Warrant to be

and cannot be executed by reason that sufficient distress, or that the ^^ff"f*ft ™it^.!1?' a
• ri_ J.1, T-ni. T. ij P^" "' *°^ United

person or persons against whom the same shall have been granted. Kingdom, upon
cannot be found within the limits of the jurisdiction of the commis- indorsenient by

sioners or justices, in which such warrant shall have been issued, it pelce^w the
shall be lawful for any one or more of the justices of the peace for place in which tbe

any other county, shire, division, city, town, or place, within the
executedVa^^

United Kingdom, and such justice or justices is and are hereby respec-
tively authorized and required to indorse his or their name or names
respectively upon such warrant ; and such warrant and indorsement
thereon shall be a sufficient authority to the officer or officers of excise

to whom such warrant shall be directed, or having the execution'

thereof, to execute the same in such other county, shire, division, city,

town, or place, and to levy as aforesaid the penalty and penalties, or
sum and sums of money, for which such warrant shall have been
granted, or so much thereof as may not have been before paid upon
the goods and chattels of and belonging to the person or persons against
whom such warrant shall have been granted, which shall be found
within the jurisdiction of the justice or justices indorsing such warrant,
or to arrest and convey such person or persons to the common gaol or
house of correction of the county, shire, division, city, town, or place
where such warrant shall have been executed, there to remain until
delivered, as by this act is before directed : Provided alwaj's, that no No action shall be

action of trespass or false imprisonment, nor any information or in- ^^°"^^l-^f^i"®*
J. , ,

J^,,
J- 1 n 1 1 1 J 1 any justice for

cuctment, or other prosecution, shall be brought, commenced, or pro- granting or in-

secuted against any justice or justices of the peace respectively for or dorsing -warrant.

by reason of his or their having granted subsidiary warrants, or indorsed
any warrant in pursuance and under the directions of this act, in
execution of any judgment, but it shall bo lawful for any person or
persons to bring or prosecute his, her, or their action or suit against
the commissioners or justices respectively by whom the original warrant
in execution of such judgment shall have been granted, in the same
manner as such person or persons might have done if this act had not
been made.
By 15 & 16 Vict. c. 61, s. 1, for the recovery of any penalty im- i'^ & ic Vict. c. 6I.

posed by any act or acts relating to the revenue of excise, and incurred ^Mmes'^fo^"-'^
for or by reason of any offence committed against any such act or acts, feitures under
or for the condemnation of any goods, commodities, or chattels seized ^•tv'^'^ll®

^^^^

as forfeited under or by virtue of any such act or acts, where the limitsVf the
otfence shall have been committed, or the person or persons committing chief office may
the same shall be found, or where the goods, commodities, or chattels detemhied'litber
shall have been seized as aforesaid within the limits of the chief office by commissioners

of Inland Eevenue in London, an information thereupon may be ex- "^ inland Ryf;?"®
hibited, heard, adjudged, and determined either before any three or peiw.

''^^^ °

more of the said commissioners of Inland Eevenue, or before any
metropolitan police magistrate sitting at any metropolitan police court;*
and such commissioners and magistrate respectively shall and they are
hereby required, upon any such infonnation having been so exhibited
as aforesaid, to proceed to hear and determine the same, and give
judgment thereon, and to award and grant a warrant or warrants for
110 due execution and carrying into effect of such judgment, in like

(a) See a further provision in 32 Geo. 3, c. 10, s. 1, and 4 & 5 "Will.

4, c. 5], s. 25.
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Excise,

manner as commissioners of Inland Eevenue and justices of the peace

respectively are now by law required, directed, or authorized to do on
any information exhibited before or heard or determined by them
respectively under or by virtue of any act or acts in force relating to

the revenue of excise.

Sect. 2. It shall be lawful for the said commissioners of Inland
Eevenue to hear and determine any such information as aforesaid

either at the chief ofl&co of Inland Eevenue, or at any other place

within the limits of the said chief office, as the said commissioners may
in that behalf appoint.

Sect. 3. It shall be lawful and competent to and for any officer of
Inland Eevenue, or any person employed or authorized by the com-
missioners of Inland Eevenue or the solicitor of Inland Eevenue in

that behalf, to j)rosecute, conduct, or defend any complaint, informa-
tion, or other proceeding to be heard or determined by or before any
justice or justices of the peace in any part of the United Kingdom
relating to any duty, matter, or thing under the care or management
of the said commissioners, whether such officer or person shall be
admitted and enrolled as an attorney, solicitor, advocate, or writer to

the signet in any court of law or equity or not, anything in any act
to the contrary thereof notwithstanding.

(8). Of the Entry of Noli Prosequi, Mitigating Penalties,
Staying Proceedings, &c.

By the 7 & 8 Geo. IV. c. 53, s. 97, that whenever any prosecution
shall be commenced or depending for the recovery of any i:)enalty in-
curred, or for the condemnation of any seizure made under or by virtue
of this act, or any other act or acts of Parliament relating to the
revenue of excise, it shall be lawful for his Majesty's attorney general,
or if there be no attorney general, for his Majesty's solicitor general in
England and Ireland respectively, or for the lord advocate, or if no
lord advocate, for the solicitor general in Scotland, if it shall appear to

his satisfaction that such penalty or forfeiture was incurred without
any intention of fraud, or of offending against any law of excise, to

stop all further proceedings by entering a noli prosequi, or otherwise,
to or on such prosecution, as well with respect to the share of such
penalty or forfeiture to which any officer or other person shall or may
claim to be entitled, as to the share thereof belonging to his Majesty;
any act or acts of Parliament to the contrary thereof in anywise not-
withstanding.

Sect. 98. That in all cases where any penalty or forfeiture shall bo
incurred under or by virtue of this act, or any other act or acts of
Parliament relating to the revenue of excise, and it shall appear to
the satisfaction of the commissioners of excise, or the commissioner
or commissioners and assistant commissioners of excise in Scotland
and Ireland respectively, that the same was incurred without any in-
tention of fraud, or of offending against this act, or any other act or
acts of Parliament relating to the revenue of excise, it shall be lawful
for such commissioners of excise, or commissioner or commissioners
and assistant commissioners of excise in Scotland and Ireland respec-
.tively, to forbear to order any prosecution for the recovery of such
penalty, or, upon sucJi terms and conditions as they respectively shall order
in that behalf to forbear to order any prosecution for the condemnation
of such seizure, and to restore such seizure to the proprietor or pro-
prietors or claimant or claimants thereof; and that in all cases whore
any prosecution shall have been commenced, or shall be depending, for
the recovery of any duty or any penalty incurred, or for the condem-

(a) See Atlce and others v. Back-
house, 3 M. & W. 633, as to how far

a compromise under this section is

final.
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nation of any seizure made under or by virtue of this act, or any other 8. Of staying

act or acts of Parliament relating to the revenue of excise, it shall be procceding.i, <fcc.

lawful for the commissioners of excise or the comniissioner or com-
7 ^ s Geo 4 c 53

missioners and assistant commissioners of excise in Scotland and •
. •

Ireland respectively, at any time before judgment shall be thereupon

respectively entered up or given, to compound any such prosecution

respectively, by the acceptance of such sum of money as they respec-

tively shall deem fit and reasonable in that behalf, for any such duty,

or in mitigation of any such penalty, or for and in lieu of the value of

any such seizure, in or by waj^ of compromise of such prosecution ; and
upon payment and satisfaction thereof to stay all further proceedings,

and to restore the seizure to the proprietor or proprietors, or claimant

or claimants thereof, making or entering into such compromise : Pro- if terms accepted,

vided always, that if any such proprietor or claimant of any such
°gi^g™no^pro'.

seizure as aforesaid shall accept such terms and conditions as aforesaid, ceedings to bo

or shall receive back any such seizure upon such terms and conditions, brought for
,

no such proprietor or claimant shall have or be entitled to maintain °®'^^° ^°"'

any action or suit for any recompence or damages on account of the

seizure or detention thereof; any law, custom, or usage to the contrary

thereof in anywise notwithstanding.
Sect. 99. That in all cases where any penalty or forfeiture shall be

^^'^Ig^'sciz^rel to
incuiTcd under or by virtue of this act, or any other act or acts of Par- y,q restored, or

liament relating to the revenue of excise, it shall be lawful for the penalties miti-'

lord high treasurer, or any three or more of the commissioners of the
^efore^or^after^^*^'

Treasury, if he or they shall see cause, by any order for that purpose judgment, on such

to be made under his or their hand or hands, to direct the seizure, or terms as they shall

any part thereof, to be restored to the proprietor or proprietors or ^^^^ '

claimant or claimants thereof, whether such seizure shall or shall not
be condemned at the time of such order, and to mitigate or remit any
penalty, or any part thereof, either before or after judgment for any
such penaltj', in such manner and upon such teiTHS and conditions as

under the circumstances of the case shall appear to the lord high
treasurer, or any three or more of the commissioners of the Treasury',

to be reasonable, and as he or they shall think fit to direct by such
order as aforesaid ; and no person shall be entitled to the benefit of any
such order, unless the terms and conditions therein contained shall be
complied with ; nor shall any person accepting such terms and con-
ditions be entitled to maintain any action or suit for any recompence
or damages on account of any such seizure, or the detention thereof.

(9). Offences against Excise Acts. Offendees eemoving, &c.

By the 32 Geo. III. c. 10, where any person against whom (9) Offences against

any warrant of commitment in execution, commonly called a body- „J^*^]^® ^ ^' "'

rvarrant, shall, by any three commissioners of excise, or by any justice, ing out of the

under any act relating to duties of excise, be issued, shall escape, go jurisdiction where

into, reside, or be in any other county, riding, division, city, liberty, ^l^J^^^
'"'""

town, or place, out of the jurisdiction of the commissioners, &c.
,
granting

such warrant, any three commissioners or a justice of the peace where
such person shall so be, on proof being made on oath of the hand-
writing of such commissioners or justice granting such warrant, may
indorse the same, which shall be a sufficient authority to the person
bringing such warrant, and to all other persons to whom such warrant
was originally directed, to execute the same within such jurisdiction,

and to convey such ofiender before the commissioners or justice who
indorsed the same, or some other justice of the county, «S:c. where such
warrant was indorsed, who may, by indorsement upon such warrant,
commit such offender to the common gaol or house of correction of the
county, riding, or place where such warrant shall be executed, accord-
ing to the exigency of such warrant, there to remain until delivered
by due course of law. But this act was repealed by 24 & 25 Vict. c.

101 ; see now 11 & 12 Yict. c. 43, ss. 10—16 as to backing warrants.
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9. Offences

nrfainst Acts, Ac.

4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 51

Persons liable to
aiTest under laws
of excise, not
being detained at
the time, may be
afterwards,
arrested.

Persons taken
before a justice
clmrged with an
cflfence against
laws of Inland
Revenue may bo
remanded or ad-
mitted to bail.

(10.) Of permits
and certificates.

General regula-
tions.

Mandamus lies to
issue i)ermit.

Unauthori.sed per-
fions making paper
iti imitation of
excise paper, and
persons forging or
counterfeiting
plates or types, to
be deemed guilty
of felony, and
subject to trans-
portation.

The 4 & 5 Will. IV. c. 51, s. 25, enacts, That if any person liable

. to bo arrested and detained vmder any act or acts relating to the revenue
of excise, shall not be detained at the tinae when he shall be dis-

' covered committing the offence for which he is so liable, or after deten-
tion shall make his escape, any officer of excise may stop, arrest, and
detain such person any time afterwards, and carry him before any
justice or justices of the peace, to be dealt with as if detained at the
time of committing the offence.

By 23 & 24 Vict. c. 113, s. 39, when any person shall be arrested
and detained under any act relating to the Inland Eevenue charged
with any offence for which he may be liable to conviction on immediate
arrest, it shall be lawful for the justice before whom such person shall

be taken, in his discretion, from time to time to remand the person
accused for further examination for such time as the said justice shall
deem reasonable (not exceeding eight clear days) to the common gaol
or house of correction or other place of security in the county, riding,
division, liberty, city, borough, or place for which such justice shall
then be acting, or such justice may in his discretion, instead of detain-
ing the accused person in custody during the period for wliich he shall
be remanded, discharge him upon his entering into a recognizance,
with or without a surety or sureties, at the discretion of such justice,
conditioned for his appearance at the time and place appointed for the
continuance of such examination; and if such accused person shall
not afterwards appear at the time and place mentioned in such recog-
nizance, the said justice, or any other justice who may then and there
be present, shall certify on the back of the recognizance the non-
appearance of such accused person, and shall transmit such recognizance
to the clerk of the peace of the county, riding, division, liberty, city,

borough, or place within which such recognizance shall have been
taken, to be proceeded upon in like manner as other recognizances
forfeited at quarter sessions may now by law be enforced, and such
certificate shall be deemed sufficient primA facie evidence of such non-
appearance of the said accused person.

(10). Of Permits and Certificates.

To prevent fraud, there are certain regulations relating to the removal
of some commodities, requiring the party before removing them to
obtain a permit or certificate. "VVe will here consider only the general
clauses and regulations. The particular regulations for the removal of
particular commodities, wdth the decisions thereon, will be found under
those particular heads.

If upon a regular application for a permit, it be refused, the court
of King's Bench may be moved for a mandamus. (2 Terin Rep. 381).
The 2 Will. IV. c. 16, the consolidating act as to permits, enacts by s. 1

that 2)ermit8 are to be made and gi-anted according to the provisions of
this act ; and by s. 2, that the commissioners of excise are to provide
moulds for making paper to be used for, and plates and types for
printing permits.
The 11 & 12 Vict. c. 121 contains similar regulations as to printing

certificates for the removal of spirits, and imposes similar penalties for
counterfeiting them.

See fui-ther as to certificates for removal of spirits, 23 & 24 Vict.
c. 114, s. im,post, title Spirits.

Sect. 3. That every person who shall make, or cause or procure to
be made, or shall aid or assist in the making, or shall knowingly have
inhis, her, or their custody or possession, not being authorized by the
said commissioners, and without lawful excuse, the proof whereof
shall lie on the person accused, any mould or frame or other instrument
having therein the words " excise office," or any other words, figures,
marks, or devices peculiar to and appearing in the substance of the
paper used by the said commissioners for permits, or with any or part
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of such words, figures, marks, or devices, or anj' of them intended to 10. Of permits

imitate or pass for the same; and every person, except as before and certificates.

excepted, who shall make, or cause or procure to be made, or aid or -
'

assist in the making, any paper in the substance of which the words ^ ^^^ '*> ^- ^^•

" excise office," or any other words, figures, marks, or devices peculiar

to or appearing in the substance of the paper used by the commissioners

of excise for permits, or any part of such words, figures, marks, or

devices, or any of them, intended to imitate and pass for the same,

shall be visible ; and every person, except as before excepted, who
shall knowingly have in his, her, or their custody or possession, mth-
out lawful excuse (the proof whereof shall lie on the person accused),

any paper whatever in the substance of which the words "excise

office," or any other words, figures, marks, or devices peculiar to and
appearing in the substance of paper used by the commissioners of

excise for permits, or any part of such words, figures, marks, or

devices, or any of them, intended to imitate and pass for the same,

shall be visible ; and every person, except as before excepted, who
shall, by any art, mystery, or contrivance, cause or procure, or aid or

assist in causing or procuring, the words " excise office," or any other

words, figures, marks, or devices peculiar to and appearing in the sub-

stance of the paper used by the commissioners of excise for permits,

or anj' or part of such words, figures, marks, or de-sdces, or any of

them, intended to imitate and pass for the same, to appear visible in

the substance of any paper whatever ; and every person, not authorized

or appointed as aforesaid, who shall engrave, cast, cut, or make, or

cause or procure to be engraven, cast, cut, or made, or aid or assist in

engraving, casting, cutting, or making, any plate, type, or other thing

in imitation of or to resemble any plate or type made or used by thq

direction of the commissioners of excise for the purpose of marking or

printing the paper to be used for permits ; and every person, except
as before excepted, who shall knowingly have in his or her custody or

possession, without lawful excuse, proof whereof shall lie on the person
accused, any such plate or type ; shall for every such offence be ad-
judged a felon, and shall be transported for the term of seven years,

or shall be imprisoned, at the discretion of the court before whom such
person shall be tried, for any period not less than two years.

Sect. 4. That every person who shall counterfeit or forge, or cause Forging or coun-

or procure to be counterfeited or forged, or assist in counterfeiting or
^^f^terin? forced

forging, any permit or any part of any permit, or shall counterfeit any or counterfeited

impression, stamp, or mark, figure or device, provided or appointed or permits, felony,

to be provided or appointed by the commissioners of excise to be put
on such permit, or shall utter, give, or make use of any counterfeited

or forged permit, knowing the same or any part thereof to be counter-
feited or forged, or shall utter, give, or make use of any permit with
any such counterfeited impression, stamp or mark, figure or device,

knowing the same to be counterfeited; or ifany person or persons shall

knowingly or willingly accept or receive any counterfeited or forged
permit, or any permit with any such counterfeited impression, stamp
or mark, figure or device thereon, knowing the same to be counter-
feited ; shall for every such offence be adjudged guilty of a misde-
meanor, and shall be transported for the term of seven years, or fined

and imprisoned, at the discretion of the court.

By ss. 5, 6, 7, & 20, a request note is to be produced for obtaining a
permit, which is to contain certain particulars.

Sect. 8. That everj' officer of excise empowered to grant permits Permit to limit

shall express and limit in every permit granted by him, as well the *™®
be'^in force'*

time during which such permit shall be in force for removing the com-
modities for which the permit shall be obtained from and out of the
stock of the person taking out such permit, as also the time within
which the same commodities shall be delivered and actually received
into the stock of the person or persons to whom the same shall be so
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10. Of permits

and certificates.

2 Will. 4, c. 16.

Goods seieed may
be restored in
certain cases.

Penalty on send-
ing out, &c.,
goods without
permit, £200.

All goods re-

moved without
permit to be
forfeited, and the
person removing
them to forfeit
'2001.

Where permit is

not delivered
with goods, the
price to be for-

feited.

permitted to be sent ; and every permit which shall not be actually

used, as directed by this act, Avithin the time expressed and limited in

such permit, shall within the said time be returned and re-delivered

by the person who shall have obtained the same to the proper officer of

excise ; and if any permit shall not bo so returned as aforesaid, and
upon taking an account, by any officer or officers of excise, of the
stock remaining in the hands or custody of the person or persons from
or out of whose stock the commodities mentioned in such permit were
thereby authorized to be removed, there shall not appear a sufficient

decrease to answer the removal of the commodities mentioned in such
permit, then the person or persons from or out of whose stock the com-
modities mentioned in such permit were thereby authorized to be
removed shall forfeit and lose the like quantity of commodities so per-
m.itted to be removed and not removed according to such permission,
and the same may be seized by any officer of excise ; and in case any
commodities specified in any permit shall bo removed from the stock
of the person taking out such permit, and the same shall not, within
the time expressed and limited in such permit, be actually delivered
and received into the stock of the person or persons to whom the same
are mentioned in such permit to be sent, then and in every such case
all such commodities so removed as aforesaid shall be deemed to be
goods removed or removing without permit, and shall be forfeited and
seized accordingly.

Sect. 9 provides and enacts, that in case any goods or commodities
shall, by any unavoidable accident or necessity, be delayed, and thereby
be prevented from being delivered into the stock or stocks of the per-
sons to whom such goods shall be sent within the time limited and
expressed in the permit, that then and in every such case the court of
jurisdiction where any information shall be brought for the condemna-
tion of any such seizure shall, upon proof of such unavoidable accident
or necessity, direct the goods or commodities so seized to be restored to

the owner or claimer thereof, anything hereinbefore contained to the
contrary notwithstanding.

Sect. 10. That every person who shall remove, deliver, or send out,

or cause or suffer to be removed, delivered, or sent out, from his stock,

custody, or possession, any commodities for the removal whereof a per-
mit is or shall be required, without a proper permit accompanjing the
same, or having obtained a permit shall not send out therewith the
commodities therein described, or retui-n and redeliver the said permit
to the proper officer of excise within the time hereinbefore required,
and every person who shall take or receive or suffer to be taken or
received into, or shall have in his, her, or their stock, custody, or pos-
session any commodities for the removal whereof a permit is required,
without a proper permit accompanying or having accompanied the
same, shall forfeit for every such offence 200/.

Sect. 11. That all commodities for the removal whereof a permit is

required, which shall be or shall have been delivered, removed, or sent
out, or which shall be found removing, carrying, or conveying, or
which shall be received, without a proper permit accompanying the
same, shall be forfeited, and may be seized by any officer of excise ;

and every carrier, master of vessel, boatman, and other person who
shall be found or shall knowingly have been employed or engaged in,

or shall knowingly aid or assist or have aided or assisted in delivering,

removing, carrying, or conveying any such commodities without a
proper permit accompanying the same, shall forfeit 200/.

Sect. 12. That in any action or suit, at law or in equity, on any
bond, bill, note, or other seciu-ity, contract, agreement, promise, or
undertaking, where the whole or any part of the consideration thereof

shall be for the value or price of any commodities for the removal of

which a permit is or shall be required, and for and with which a

proper permit shall not have been given, the defendant in such action
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or suit may plead and give in evidence that such commodities were 10. Of permits

delivered without a pennit accom.panying them ; and if the jury shall and certificates.

find that such goods were delivered without a true and lawful pennit —--

—

having been obtained for the removal thereof, they shall find a verdict ^ >^- •

for the defendant ; and if such commodities shall have been sold for

ready money, or if the person selling the same shall otherwise have
been paid or satisfied for the value or price thereof, it shall be lawful

for the person who shall have paid or satisfied such value or price,

within twelve calendar months after payment or satisfaction made, to

recover back from the seller of such commodities the amount of the

value or price of such commodities, to be sued for and recovered by
action of debt or on the case in any of his Majesty's courts of record.

Sect. 13. That every person who shall forge or counterfeit any Penalty on forging

request note for a pennit, or shall forge or counterfeit or make use of
°eq'l^e8t*notet'of

the name of any trader entitled to obtain permits, for the pxu'poso of fraudulently pro-

falselv and fraudulently obtaining a permit, or shall utter or produce euring permits, or

J TPT 2.
° • ^ • J m J? x> i-x, misapplyuig or

any forged, false, or untrue request note to any omceroi excise, tor the misusing them,

purpose of falsely and fraudulently obtaining a permit ; and every sooi.

person who shall insert in any request note the name of, or shall obtain

a permit to, any fictitious person, as the person to whom the goods or

commodities mentioned in such request note or permit are to be seot

;

and every person who shall fraudulently alter, erase, or obliterate any
permit, or any part thereof, after the same shall have been granted by
the proper officer of excise, or shall knowingly or willingly give an
altered, erased, obliterated, false, or untrue permit ; and eveiy person

who shall knowingly or willingly accept or receive any altered, erased,

obliterated, false, or untrue permit with or for any commodities ; and
every person who, having obtained a pennit, shall remove or send or

deliver, or cause or procure or suffer to be removed, sent, or delivered,

the commodities specified in any such permit to any other persons than
the person to whom the said permit shall pennit the said commodities
to be sent, or shall remove or send with such permit any other commo-
dities than the commodities specified and described therein and thereby
permitted to be removed, or any greater or lesser quantity of such
commodities ; and every person who shall request, obtain, sell, lend,

deliver, employ, or make use of any permit, or shall procui'o or suffer

any permit to be requested, obtained, sold, lent, delivered, or employed
or made use of, for any other use or purpose whatsoever than to accom-
pany the actual removal and delivery of the commodities as therein
expressed, or shall produce, or cause or suffer to be produced, any such
permit to any officer of excise as having been received with any com-
modities other than as aforesaid, or shall in any manner knowingly or
willingly use or employ, or cause or suffer to be used or employed, any
permit, so as that any account of any stock or of any commodities kept
or checked or to be kept or checked by any officer of excise by such
permit, shaU or may be frustrated or evaded; shall for every such
offence severally forfeit the sum of 500?. ; and all commodities removing
or removed with any such permit in any of the cases aforesaid shall be
forfeited, and may be seized by any officer of excise.

Sect. 14. That where any commodities shall be forfeited and liable Where goods are

to be seized for being or having been sent, removed, carried, delivered, casksl^^&c.^'con-
or received without a proj)er permit accompanying or having accom- taining th'e same,

panied the same, or for any misuse of a pennit, or breach of any regu- ^^'^ *^^®

d*^^th'
lation relating to permits, all casks, jars, bottles, and other vessels, removal of them,
cases, boxes, sacks, bags, and all and every package and covering also to be for-

whatsoever in which such goods shall be found, and every horse and ^®^*^<^-

other beast or cattle, and every carriage, waggon, cart, vessel, boat, or
other conveyance, used or employed or which shall have been used or
employed in carrying, removing, or convening such goods and com-
modities, shall also be forfeited, and may be seized.

Sect. 15. That every officer of excise who shall deliver out or suffer Punishment of
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2 Will. 4, c. 16.

officer delivering
out false permit-'.

10, Of permits to be clelivored out any paper prepared or provided or appointed by
and certificates, the commissioners of excise to be used for permits in blank, or before

such permit shall be filled up and issued agreeable to and in confor-

mity with a request note ; and every officer who shall knowingly give
or grant any permit to any person not entitled to receive the same, or
shall knowingly give or grant any false or untrue permit, or shall

make any false or untrue entry in the counterpart of anj^ permit given
or granted by him, or shall knowingly or willingly receive or take any
goods or commodities into the stock of any person or persons brought
in with any false or untrue or fraudulent permit, or shall knowingly
or willingly grant any permit for the removal of any goods or commo-
dities out of or from the stock of any person or persons who shall have
received or retained such goods or commodities, or any of them, under
or by virtue or pretext of any false, untrue, forged, or fraudulent
permit, or shall knowingly or willingly give any false credit in the
stock of any person or persons beyond the credit to which such stock is

justly and truly entitled, so as to enable such person or persons falsely

and fraudulently to obtain a permit or permits ; or if any such officer

shall knowingly or willingly suffer the same to be done directly or
indirectly ; every officer so offending in any of the cases aforesaid shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction shall suffer such punish-
ment by fine and imprisonment, or fine or imprisonment, as the court
shall award ; and every officer so convicted shall from thenceforth be
incapable of holding any office or place in or relating to any of the
revenues of the united kingdom.

Sect. 16. Contains regulations for private persons obtaining permits.

Penalty on false Sect. 17. That if any such declaration made by any person for
declaration, £100. the purpose of obtaining a permit for the removal of any goods or

commodities shall be false or untrue in any particular or respect,

the person knowingly making the same shall forfeit one hundred
pounds.

Sect. 18. That if any commodities for the removal of which a permit
is or shall be required shall be seized for any breach or violation of any
of the laws of excise, such commodities shall be condemned and ad-
judged forfeited, notwithstanding that the claimant shall prove that a
permit was produced when such commodities were removing and con-
veying, or that a permit was produced after such commodities were
removed and received, unless the claimant shall also prove in such
case that the commodities so seized are duty paid, or the sale of such
commodities had by reason of or in consequence of a forfeiture and
condemnation thereof, or that the same had been received with a
true and lawful permit from the stock of the trader duly authorized
to obtain a permit for such goods ; and if on the trial of any informa-
tion, action, suit, or other proceeding at law brought for the recovery
of any penalty or the condemnation of any commodities, or against
any officer of excise for the seizure of any commodities, any ques-
tion shall arise whether any commodities for the conveyance
or protection of which any permit shall be produced or shall

be alleged to have been obtained are the identical commodities de-
scribed and specified in such pei-mit, proof of such commodities being
really and bond fide the commodities mentioned and specified in such
poi-mit shall lie upon the owner or ciaimer thereof, or the person
from whom the same shall have been seized, as such owner or ciaimer
or person shall be a party to the suit either as defendant or plaintiff.

Sect. 19. That w^henevor on the trial of any information, suit,

action, or other proceeding at law, it may be necessary to prove the
issuing of any permit or the contents thereof, the counterpart of
such permit, together with the request note, may in all cases be
admitted as evidence and proof that such permit was granted and
issued, and of the contents thereof, according to the purport of such
counterpart and request note, without producing or requiring the

Goods to be con-
demned, nctwith
standing permit,
unless the duties
have been paid.

Counterpart of
permit to be
evidence.
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production of tlie original permit ; and it shall not be necessary to jq. Ofpermits
prove any order of the commissioners of excise appointing or directing and certificates.

the form of any such permit or of any counterpart thereof respectively.

Sect. 20. That so much of 23 Geo. 3, c. 70, and 59 Geo. 3, c. 107, as 2 Wiu. 4, c. 16.

relates to permits, and every provision in any act or acts relating to Certain provisions

the excise contained for regulating the general form and issuing of ^^ former acts

permits for the removal and conveyance of exciseable commodities, for
^'^^'^^ ^ •

which similar provision is in and by this act made, shall be and the
same is and are hereby repealed.

Sect. 21 provides and enacts that nothing in this act shall be con- Provisions as to

strued to alter, repeal, or vary any act by which a permit is required rlgSatln^ the^
for the removal or conveyance of any particvJar goods or commodities, particular trade

or any enactments, provisions, regulations, or restrictions in any such "°* ^° ^^ affected,

act or acts contained relating to the manufacturers, dealers in, or re-

tailers of such goods or commodities, or the survey or keeping the
stocks thereof, or to the traders entitled to receive or obtain permits,
or the number of permits to be taken out or obtained by such traders,
or the quantities of goods or commodities for which and the restric-

tions and provisions under which permits are to be obtained, or to the
delivery of permits to the officers of excise by persons receiving the
same, or the credits to which such persons shall be entitled in respect
of permits ; but all and every such act and acts relating to the parti-
cular trade or business in and to the particular goods and commodities
for which a permit is or shall be required shall, together with all

enactments, clauses, penalties, forfeitures, provisions, restrictions, and
regulations therein, with all powers and authorities to any officer or
officers to examine permits, or stop or examine and seize any goods or
commodities for the removal whereof a permit is by any such act or
acts required, or any persons removing such goods, shall remain in full
force and effect.

(11). Exportation on Drawback.
1 Will. 4, c. 51, s. 14, extends the laws relating to the drawback on

exciseable articles to the export of beer, and 23 & 24 Yict. c. 113, s.

32, extends them to the export of malt. The only articles now entitled
to drawback of excise duty are beer, malt, and spirits. The drawback
on beer allowed by 11 Geo. 4 & 1 "Will. 4, c. 51, was repealed by 10
Vict. c. 5. The present drawbacks on beer and worts are fixed by 24
& 25 Vict. c. 91, s. 7, and 29 & 30 Vict. c. 64, s. 1.

The 25 Geo. 3, c. 74, s. 12, imposes a penalty of 201. on any person
opening, defacing, or destroying any mark or seal affixed to a package
of goods forexport.

56 Geo. 3, c. 104, s. 26, enacts that if any goods packed for ex-
port, shall on examination be found to dijffer from the description
thereof in the notice of drawback to be given pursuant to s. 25 of the
same act, and not entitled to so high a rate of drawback as claimed,
such goods and packages are liable to forfeitm-e, and the person know-
ingly making entry of the same is to forfeit treble the value of the
goods and duty, or 1001. at the election of the commissioners.
By 57 Geo. 3, c. 87, s. 12, goods substituted as shipped for those

specified in the shipping notice, and goods re-landed after being
shipped (except in the case of accident or shipwreck) without payment
of the import duties chargeable on such goods, are liable in either case
to forfeitui-e, together with the vessel or boat employed in relanding,
and any person aiding or assisting is liable, at the election of the attor-
ney-general, to a penalty of 100^. or treble the value of the goods be-
yond the penaltyof the law, and all other penalties. Bys. 13, the penalty
is to be recovered according to the provision of 56 Geo. 3, c. 104.
By 26 & 27 Vict. c. 33, s. 16, if any person who shall have given 26 & 27 Vict, c 33.

notice of his intention to ship any goods or commodities for expor- g^lng m^o/e than
tation on drawback shall give anotlaer siich notice in respect of the one shipping
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Of particular
- laws.

26 & 27 Vict. c. 33.

notice for the
same goods
exported and
for claiming
drawback more
than once.

Goods shipped
for exportation on
drawback not to
be brought on
shore, or the
packages opened
or marks altered.

Particular laws.

same goods or commodities, or shall claim the drawback upon
the same goods and commodities more than once, or shall

pass any account or do any act for the purpose of obtaining any
further or greater amount of drawback upon any such goods
or commodities than the drawback payable by law thereon, or

whereby or by means or colour whereof any such further or greater

amount of drawback than as aforesaid may be obtained or claimed, he
shall forfeit for every such offence the sum of 100/., and treble the

amount of the drawback unlawfully obtained or claimed, or which
might be obtained or claimed by means or under colour of any such
unlawful act as aforesaid.

Sect. 17. If any goods or commodities, upon the exportation of which
a drawback of excise is payable, shall after the same shall have been
shipped on board any vessel for exportation be brought on shore, or if

the package or packages in which any such goods or commodities shall

be contained shall, after shipment thereof as aforesaid, be opened, or

the marks, letters, or devices thereof be cancelled, obliterated, or

altered without the sanction of the commissioners of Inland Eevenue
first had and obtained, all such goods and commodities and the pack-
ages containing the same shall be forfeited, and may be seized by any
officer of customs or excise, and the person or persons who shall bring
on shore such goods or commodities, or who shall open such packages,
or cancel, obliterate, or alter the marks, letters, or devices thereon, or
who shall be concerned in doing any of the said acts, shall forfeit the

sum of 100?.

II. <©f i^t jpatticwlar Eatos affecting particular Articles.

Before entering on a detailed account of the different duties, it will

be proper to state, that, by the 3 Vict. c. 17, an additional duty of bl.

per cent, was imposed, from and after the loth May, 1840, upon the

produce and amount of all duties of customs, except upon spirits, com,
grain, meal, or flour, entered for home consumption from parts beyond
the seas ; and of the excise, except on the duties on horses let to hire,

and on licences taken out by persons letting out horses to hire, and upon
the produce and amount of duties on spirits made and distilled in the

united kingdom. But this 5 per cent, does not extend to any duties

of excise imposed since 1840 by any act of Parliament.

The particular laws affecting particular articles may be arranged as

follows :—

^

1. Ale and Beer, 2bb.

2. Appraisers and House Agents,

273.

3. Auctioneers, 275.

4. Breivers, 278.

5. Canteens, 278.

6. Cards, 278.

7. Chicory, 281.

8. Coffee, Tea, Chocolate, and
Cocoa-nuts, 285.

9. Dogs, 291.

10. Oame Certificates and Licences,

291.

11. Hackney Carriages, 291.

12. Hawkers and Pedlars, 291.

Malt, 291.

15. Paper, 325.

16. Passage Vessels, 325.

17. Paiunhrokers, 327.

18. Plate, 327.

Post Horses, 331.

19. Race Horses, 331.

20. Railways, 333.

21. Refreshment Houses, 333.

22. Spirits, 333.

23. Stage Carriages, 382.

24. Stills, 383.

25. Sugar, 383.

26. Sweets or Made Wines, 383.

27. Tolacco and Snuff, 384.

28. Vinegar Makers, 390.

29. Wines, 390.

14. Medicines, 325.

Of these duties many are duties upon licences to any or a particular

business, as an auctioneer ; others are licences to deal in particular

articles ; others are, in fact, stamp duties, which are now deemed to bo
duties of excise.
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(1). Ale and Beer. 1. Ale and

As to Licences to Brewers. Beer.

11 Geo. 4 and 1 Will. 4,- c. 51, ss. 7, 8, p. 256.

25 Vict. c. 22, ss. 3—11, p. 270.

26 & 27 Vict. c. 33, ss. 1—3, p. 272.

27 & 28 Vict. c. 56, s. 8, p. 273.

30 & 31 Vict. c. 90, s. 15, p. 272.

As to Export of Beer.

10 Vict. c. 5, ss. 8—11, p. 257.

17 & 18 Vict. c. 27, s. 8, p. 258.

19 & 20 Vict. c. 34, s. 16, p. 258.

24 & 25 Vict. c. 91, s. 7, p. 258.

As to Brewers generally.

56 Geo. 3, c. 58, ss. , p. 260 ; s. 3, p. 261.

1 & 2 Geo. 4, c. 22, ss. 1, 2, 3, 6, p. 262 ; ss. 7, 8, p. 256.

11 Geo. 4 and 1 Will. 4, c. 51, ss. 15—17, p. 258 ; s. 22, p. 259.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 94, ss. 36, 37, p. 269.

* 23 & 24 Vict. c. 113, ss. 36, 37, p. 269.

25 Vict. c. 22, s. 30, p. 261.

As to Roasted Malt used by Brewers.

5 Vict. sn. 2, c. 30, s. 13, p. 263 ; s. 15, p. 264.

As to Brewing from Sugar.
10 Vict. c. 5, ss. 1—6, p. 264 ; 13 & 14 Vict. c. 67, ss. 4—7, p. 260.

17 & 18 Vict. c. 30, ss. 2—7, p. 266.

As to Export of Solidified Worts.
29 & 30 Vict. c. 64, ss. 1—4, p. 268.

As to Sale of Table Beer.

24 & 25 Vict. c. 21, s. 3, p. 270.

/See title " Alehonses," Vol. I., for the following Statutes, which regulate

ale houses, and the sale of ale and beer therein, viz. :

—

1 Will. 4, c. 64 ; 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 85 ; 3 & 4 Vict. c. 61 ; 11 & 12
Vict. c. 49.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 118 ; 24 & 25 Vict. c. 91.

It may be sufficient here to observe, that, by reference to "Ale-
houses," the law will be found fully stated, as to who are entitled to

sell beer by retail and take out a licence ; how a licence is to be
obtained ; how it may become void and forfeited ; with the penalties

incurred for the infringement of the law, and the mode of enforcing

such penalties, &c.

The particular laws concerning Ale and Beer, are now to be con-

sidered in the following order: (1). Brewers, including export and
drawback

; (2). Beer-dealers and retailers.

The 11 Geo. 4 and 1 Will. 4, c. 51, intituled, "An act to repeal n Geo. 4 & i Will,

certain of the duties on cyder in the United Kingdom, and on beer and *' °-.^^*

ale in Great Britain, and to make other provisions in relation thereto," ^^^^
^^ ^^^'^'

(16 July, 1830), after reciting the 12 Car. 2, c. 24, the 5 & 6 Anne, c. 8,

the 12 Car. 2, c. 23, the 6 Geo. 4, c. 58, and the 6 Geo. 4, c. 37, enacts
"That from and after the 10th day of October, 1830, all the rates and From lOth Octo-

duties and drawbacks payable on cyder in the United Kingdom, and eer, i830, duties

all the rates, duties, allowances, drawbacks, and bounties now payable cyder ^id beer
°"

on beer or ale brewed or made in Great Britain (except the said here- except hereditary

ditary duties of excise on cyder, beer and ale granted to his said ^^^^^^> *o c<i^se.

Majesty King Charles the Second, and hereinafter more particularly

specified) shall be repealed, cease, and determine, and be no longer
levied or collected, paid or payable.

By sect. 2, during his Majesty's life the hereditary duties on cyder
and beer are not to be collected (a) ; the laws for collecting and securing
duties are not to be enforced.

(a) Since her Majesty's acces- ties. (Letter of the Board, 21 st June,

sion, no steps have been taken for 1837.)

enforcing the collection of these du-
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1. Ale and
Beer.

11 Geo. 4 & 1 Wm.
4, c. 51.

After 10th Octo-
ber, 1830, brewers
to pay their
licence duty in
proportion to the
quantit.y of malt
which they shall

use in brewing.

ond not to be re^

quired of brewers
on taking out
licence.

All laws in force
relating to export
of exciseable com-
modities on draw-
back.s to apply to
export of beer.

Excise,

Sect. 3. The acts 56 Geo. 3, c. 58, and 1 & 2 Geo. 4, c. 22, are to

continue in force, except so much, as relates to certificates and
increases in stock (a).

.

Sect. 4. That on the demise of his present Majesty, the hereditary-

duties on cyder and beer shall revive and be collected {h).

Sect. 5. That in lieu of the hereditary duties on cyder and beer, the
sums of 3i8,000Z. in England, and 6,500?. in Scotland, be annually
paid to his Majesty.

Sect. 6. The sums to be paid by quarterly payments, and subjected
to the same charges as the hereditary duties on cyder and beer were
subject to.

Sect. 7. And whereas the duty imposed by law on every licence to

bo taken out by any brewer or brewers of beer for sale is rated accord-
ing to the quantity of beer brewed by the person or persons taking
out the licence : and whereas, when the duties on beer shall cease to be
collected in Great Britain, no account will bo taken by the officers of
excise of the quantity of beer brewed for sale, but of the n^alt only
used and employed by every brewer or brewers for that purpose ; be it

therefore enacted, that all and every brewer and brewers of beer for

sale in Great Britain and Ireland shall, for the purpose of fixing and
regulating the rate and amount of duty to be paid by such brewer or
brewers for the licence to be taken out by him, her, or them, under
6 Geo. 4, c. 81, intituled, "An act to repeal several duties on excise
licences in Great Britain and Ireland, and to impose other duties in
lieu thereof, and to amend the laws for granting excise licences," be
deemed to have brewed one barrel of beer for every two bushels of malt
used or employed by such brewer or brewers in brewing ; and shall

for every licence to be taken out by him, her, or them, for brewing beer
for sale, pay such amount of duty, according to the rate by the said

act imposed on brewers of other than table-beer, as shall be corre-

spondent to the quantity of beer which he, she, or they shall bo
deemed to have brewed as aforesaid (c).

Sect. 8. That it shall and may be lawful for any person or persons
in Great Britain or Ireland to take out a licence to brew beer for sale

under the provisions of the said recited act of the sixth year of his late

Majesty's reign, without giving or being required to give any bond or

other security as a brewer or brewers of beer ; any thing in the said

recited act or any other act to the contrary notwithstanding.
The drawback allowed by 1 Will. 4, c. 51, s. 9 was repealed by 10

Vict. c. 5, s. 7, and a new drawback was granted by ss. 8—11 of the
same act. See " Drawback," ante, p. 253.

Sect. 10 relates to the shipping notice to be given on exporting
beer.

The 1 Will. 4, c. 51, s. II directed that an oath was to be taken
before payment of a debenture for obtaining a drawback ; this was
repealed by 10 Vict. c. 5, s. 9, and a declaration substituted by s. 10.

Sections 12, 13 of the 1 Will. 4, c. 51 relate only to drawbacks.
Sect. 14. That all the laws, clauses, enactments, powers, authori-

ties, rules, regulations, fines, penalties, and forfeitures in force in

Great Britain before the passing of this act, relating to the export of

any exciseable goods or commodities on di'awbacks, shall, as far as

the same shall be applicable, extend to and be deemed and construed

to extend to the exportation of beer and ale under the authority of

this act from any part of the United Kingdom, and shall be observed,

enforced, and put in execution with respect to such exportation, and
the payment of the drawback hereby granted, as fully and efi'ectually

as if the same were repeated and re-enacted in this act.

(a) See post, pp. 260 to 263, for

so much of these two acts as are not

repealed.

(6) See note to section 2.

(c) See 25 Vict. c. 22, p. 270, as to

brewers' licences, and declarations to be

made by brewers.
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Tte 10 Vict. c. 0, s. 8 repeals 11 Geo. 4, c. 51 as to export of beer l. Ale and
and enacts : And that from and after the passing of this act any Beer.

person may export and ship as merchandise from any port in the—r

United Kingdom to foreign parts any beer brewed or made by any ^^°*- ''• ^•

entered and licensed brewer of beer for sale in the United Kingdom,
f'^^^^iii^^^c^si'

such beer being in not less quantity at one time than 36 gallons, and as authorises the
'

having been brewed or made from worts of not less specific gravity export of beer of

than 1-054 or of not less specific gravity than 1-081, according as the casksof^seglaionsl
same shall be specified in the notice of shipment required to be given repealed.

by the said last-recited act ; and upon such notice being duly certified After passing of

as is in the said act mentioned, a debenture expressing the quantity of ^^^ ^ct, beer may

beer so shipped, and the amount of drawback payable in respect dra^vback^ccord-

thereof, shall be made out and delivered to the person exporting the ing to the specific

said beer as by the said act is in that behalf directed.
_ wo^r7s*ustd^and

Sect. 9 repeals so much of 11 Geo. 4 & 1 Will. 4, c. 51 as requires specified in notice

oath to be made on debenture for obtaining drawback. of shipment.

Sect. 10. And be it enacted, that before any such debenture as is in Declaration to be

the said last-mentioned act or this act mentioned shall be paid the
&c.f on dltenture'

exporter of the beer therein mentioned, or his pi-incipal clerk or for obtaining

manager, together with the brewer thereof, or his foreman or drawback,

manager, shall make and subscribe a declaration on the said debenture
before the excise export surveyor, or ofiicer acting as such, that the

quantity of beer therein mentioned was put on board the ship and
exported therein as merchandise to be sent beyond the seas, and no
part thereof for the ship's use, and that according to the best of his

and their knowledge and belief the same had been brewed or made
from malt or sugar, or malt and sugar, on which the full duties of

excise and customs respectively had begn charged or paid, and shall

also specify in such declaration the time when and the place where,
and the brewer, being an entered and licensed brewer of beer for sale,

by whom such beer was made, and, if 5s. and five per centum per
barrel or on every 36 gallons of the beer so exported be the di-awback
claimed, that the specific gravity of the worts before fermentation
from which such beer was brewed was not less than 1-054, and, if

7s. 6d. and 5 per centum per barrel or on every 36 gallons of the beer

so exported be the drawback claimed, that the specific gravity of the

worts from which such beer was brewed was not less than 1-081, such
specific gravities being for the purposes of this act taken and ascer-

tained by the saccharometer, or such other instniment and by
such means as the commissioners of excise may direct, water being
taken for that purpose as 1-000 at the temperatiu-e of 60 degrees

by Fahrenheit's thennometer ; and if any such declaration is false or Penalty on making
untrue in any particular or respect, the person making such false or false declaration,

untrue statement shall forfeit the sum of 2001., and the debenture on bentureto be void.

which the same has been made shall be null and void to all intents

and pm-poses, and, if unpaid, payment thereof shall be withheld, or, if

paid, the amount thereof may be recovered in the same manner, and
by the same ways, means, and methods, as any duty of excise or
penalty may be sued for and recovered under any laws of excise.

Sect. 11. And be it enacted, thUt the di-awbacks by this act granted The drawbacks by
1TT-L iii_ ij>iT •!? • J tins act granted to
shall be under the management oi the commissioners oi excise, and ^e under the ma-
the several provisions, regulations and enactments of the said last- nagement of the

recited act, except so far as the same are repealed or altered by this
gxci^'^and the ex-

act, and all laws, clauses, enactments, powers, authorities, rules, else laws respect-

regulations, fines, penalties, and forfeitures in force relating to the ing exportation

export of any exciseable goods or commodities on drawback, shall, as appiy'^to export of

far as the same are applicable, extend and apply and be deemed and beer under this

construed to extend and apply to the exportation of beer under the ^°*-

authority of this act, and shall be observed, enforced, and put into

execution with respect to such exportation and the pajnnent of- the

drawbacks by this act granted as fully and effectually as if the same
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1. Ale and were repeated and re-enacted in this act ; and all penalties by tHs act

Beer. imposed shall be sued for, mitigated, recovered, distributed, and
applied as any other penalties under the laws of excise.

17 & IS Vict. c. 27. 17 & 18 Yict^ c_ 27, sect. 8. If, on the exportation of any beer, ox on
Recovery of penal- the shipping Or entry thereof for exportation, or on giving notice of
p^^' intention to ship or enter the same for exportation, any person shall

truly stating the state or represent the original gravity of the worts used in the brewing
original gravity of of such beer to have been of greater specific gravity than the actual

exportation^ o^ g^'^^ity thereof before fermentation, or if any person shall, on any
claiming a higher such occasion as aforesaid, claim any higher rate or greater amount of

tha^
°^

titrd t°^
drawback in respect of such beer than he shall be by law justly

o.
gjj^-j-j^ig^ Iq claim for the same, every person so offending in any such

case shall forfeit the sum of oQl. over and above all other penalties

nar^avity to°lie^"
^^^ forfeitui'es for any such offence; and if any question shall arise as

on the claimant, to the specific gravity of such worts, the proof of the actual specific

gravity thereof before fermentation shall lie on the person shipping or

entering such beer for exportation or clain^ing the drawback thereon.

19 & 20 Vict. c. 34, sect. 16, directs how the specific gravity of the

worts from which beer for export is made is to be ascertained.

back on beer tx''^" ^'^ ^ ^^ ^'^^^' ^- 9^' ^^^^' '^

'
^^ ^^^ ^^ *^*^ drawbacks now payable

ported in lieu oV iipou the exportation of beer from the United Kingdom to foreign
former rates. parts as merchandize, there shall be allowed and paid in respect of all

beer which shall be so exported at any time after the passing of this

act, whensoever the same may have been brewed, the following rates

of drawback ; (that is to say,)

For and upon eveiy barrel of 36 gallons, and so in proportion for

any greater quantity of beer brewed or made by any entered or

licensed brewer of beer for sale in the United Kingdom, in the

brewing of which beer the worts used before fermentation were
of the specific gravity of not less than 1040 degrees the sum
of 4s. :

And for every additional 5 degrees of specific gravity up to the
specific gravity of 1125 degrees, the further sum of Qd. per
barrel

:

Provisions of Which said drawback by this Act ganted shall be ascertained, allowed,

apply.
^^ ° and paid in the like manner as by the laws in force at the time of the

passing of this act any former drawback on the exportation of beer is

or may be ascertained,- allowed, and paid respectively ; and all provi-
sions, regulations, penalties, and forfeitures now in force in relation to

any such former drawback shall be observed, applied, and enforced in
respect to the drawback by this act granted, in as full and ample a
manner as if the same had been herein repeated and re-enacted with
reference to the said last-mentioned drawback.

11 Geo. 4 & 1 Will. Sect. 15. That every brewer of beer for sale in Great Britain shall
4, c. 51. make a true and particular entry in writing of every store, building,

ent^^of an p're^'^
room, and place, and of every mash-tun, by him or her intended to be

mises and utensils used in or for the brewing or keeping of worts or beer, at the nearest
used for brewing office of excise, specifying in such entry the particular use or purpose

mait!'""^
^^^ '^"

f"^^ which such store, building, room, or place shall be intended to be
used, and shall also specify and distinguish in such entry every build-
ing or place in which he or she shall intend to store and keep the malt
and the hops to be used by him or her in the brewing of beer, and
shall store and deposit all such malt and all such hops in one or more
of such entered buildings so specified to be used for keeping malt or
for keeping hops resjiectively, and shall not use or employ any malt or
hops which shall not have been so stored and deposited in and taken
from one or more of such buildings or places so specified or distin-

Penalty 200Z. and guished; and if any such brewer shall use any store, building, room,
forfeiture of uten- or place. Or mash-tun, without having made such entry thereof as
*' ^' '^' aforesaid, in or for the brewing or keeping of worts or beer, or shall

store or keep any malt or hops to be used by him or her in the brew-
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ing of beer in any building or place wbich. shall not have been 1, Ale ancl

specified and distinguished in such entry as aforesaid, or shall use or Beer.

employ any malt or hops in the brewing of beer which shall not have
been stored and deposited in and taken from an entered building or

^'c^^i
*'^^"'^*^-

place so specified and distinguished as aforesaid, every such brewer so '

"

offending shall for every such ofience forfeit and lose the sum of 200?.

;

and aU worts or beer which shall be found in any store, building,

room, or place, or mash-tun, not specified and distinguished in such
entry as aforesaid, and the casks containing the same, and all malt or

hops which shall be found in any store, building, room, or place

entered or used for the brewing of beer, other than malt taken from
one or more of such buildings or places so specified and distinguished,

for the purpose of being employed in the brewing of beer, shaU. be
forfeited, and shall and may be seized by any officer of excise.

Sect. 16. That it shall be lawful for any officer of excise, and every Officers may enter

person in aid and assistance of such officer, at any time, to enter into
p^^^'s^u^^ed bj-°^

and remain so long as such officer may think fit, for the piu'poses brewers for the

hereinafter mentioned, in any building or place belonging to or used purpose of inspect-

by any such brewer, or by any dealer in or retailer of beer, for the "e|y ^j. m^it
brewing or keeping of worts or beer, or for the storing or keeping of therein (a),

malt or hops ; and it shall be lawful for such officer of excise, and any
person in aid or assistance of such officer, to inspect any such building

or place, and to take such account as such officer shall deem necessary
of all worts, beer, and malt and hops therein, and of aU other matters
and things, and of all vessels, utensils, goods, and materials belonging
to or in anywise appertaining to the trade or business of such brewer
or dealer in or retailer of beer ; and if any such brewer or dealer or Penalty on ob-

retailer of beer shall oppose, molest, obstruct, or hinder any officer of
^^°i"(|f

''^'^'^^^'

excise, or any person acting in the aid or assistance of such officer, in '

entering into or remaining in any such building or place as aforesaid,

or in inspecting the same, or taking any account as aforesaid, or in

the due execution of the duty of such officer, every such brewer or

dealer or retailer so off'ending shall for every such offence forfeit and
lose the sum of 100?.

Sect. 17. That it shall not be lawful for any brewer of beer for sale No brewer to have

in the United Kingdom to have in his or her brewery, or in any part ^'*'^. °\ unmaited

of the entered premises, or in any mill connected with such brewery f^'premises.
^

or entered premises, any raw or unmaited corn or grain whatsoever,
either whole or unground, or ground or bruised ; and that all raw and
unmaited corn or grain, whether whole or unground, or ground or
bruised, which shall be found in such brewery or premises or mill,

and all malted corn or grain, whether whole or unground or ground or
bruised, with which such raw unmaited corn or grain may have been
or shall be mixed, shall be forfeited and may be seized by any officer

of excise, together with all sacks, casks, vessels, or packages in which
such raw or unmaited corn or grain shall and may be contained, or in
which such raw and unmaited corn or grain, and the malted corn or
grain with which the same may or shall have been mixed, shall or
may be contained ; and every brewer shall for every such offence for-
feit the sum of 200?.

Sect. 22. And whereas an act was passed in this present session ofpar- Nothing in the

liament, intituled, "An act to permit the general sale of beer and cyder
Jo^gggt licencis^'

by retail in England," whereby the commissioners of excise are autho- required by law to

rised and empowered to grant licences to persons to retaU ale or beer be taken out by

or cyder without such persons obtaining or procirring a certificate or ers hf bce?,'^and^by
authority granted to such persons by justices of the peace or magis- pubUcans.

'

trates ; be it further enacted, that nothing in the said act or in this or

(a) See Orders of the Board, of (6) See The Majyor of Leicester v.

dates 5th May 1841, and 3rd Nov. Burgess, 5 B. & Ad. 246.
1841, as to the manner of inspecting.

s 2
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1. Ale and any other act contained shall extend or bo deemed or construed to

Beer. extend in any manner to interfere with the licences now required by

iTg 4 <fc 1 wTi ^^^ ^° ^^ taken out and renewed by brewers of and dealers in beer,

4, c. 51.
' and persons keeping common inns, alehouses, and victualling houses,

and selling beer, ale, and cyder, and wines and spirituous liquors, by
retail, to be di-ank or consumed on the premises, but that all and
every brewers and brewer of and dealer in beer shall take out such
licences as are now by law required to be taken out by such brewers
and dealers respectively ; and every person who shall sell any beer or

ale in quantities not less than four gallons and a half or two dozen
reputed quart bottles, to be drank or consumed elsewhere than on the

premises where sold, shall be deemed a dealer in beer ; and every

person who shall keep a common inn, alehouse, or victualling house,

and sell beer, ale, and cyder, and wines and spiiituous liquors, by
retail, to be drank and consumed on the premises, shall take out the

several licences now by law required, under the same rules, regulations,

restrictions, powers, authorities, provisions, penalties, and forfeitures,

as such licences are now granted and issued under.
5f5 Geo. 3, c. 58. By 56 Geo. 3. c. 58, s. 2, No brewer or brewers of, or dealer or dealers

??r°pJf,rntim? nf^rip ^^' ^r rctailcr Or retailers of beer, shall receive or take into or have in his,

Bcription men- uer, Or tneir custody or possession, or make, or use, or mix with, or
tioned in act shall p^^t into any worts or beer, any liquor, extract, calx, or other material

aiV"bro'woTor'"
** or preparation for the purpose of darkening the colour of worts or beer,

dealer, or used in or any liquor, extract, calx, or other material or preparation, such as
colournig of beer

j^^^g -^^^^ heretofore or as shall hereafter be made use of for or in tho
darkening of the colour ofworts or beer, other than brown malt, ground
or unground, as commonly used in brewing ; or shall receive or take
into or have in his, her, or their custody or possession, or use or mix
with or put into any worts or beer, any molasses, honey, liquorice,

vitriol, quassia, coculus Indiee, grains of paradise, Guinea pepper, or
opium, or any extract or preparation of molasses, honey, liquorice,

(a) The provisions that have been v. King mid Others, 5 Price, 195).
made by the legislature to preserve But an information on that statute,

the purity of beer are liberally con- charging a receiving and taking into

strued in our courts of justice in ad- possession, has beenholden not to bo
vaucement of the objects for which maiutainable, where it was proved
they were enacted. Where a drug- that the act of receiviug was antece-
gist,^ after the passing of the stat. dent to the statute, although the nos-
42 Geo. 3, c. 38, sold a quantity of session had continued ever since (zo.).

drugs, consisting of Spanish juice. It was held that a record of condem-
isinglass, ginger, and other articles, nation in the Court of Exchequer was
to a brewer, knowing that they were conclusive evidence against the de-
to be used in a brewery, it was hoi- fendant in an action for the penalty ;

den that he could not recover the but it was not evidence of immaterial
price {Langton v. Hughes, 1 M. <fc Sel. averments, which are stated in it

593) ; and a remedy was also pro- under a scilicet ; and a condenina-
vided for this particular case by the tion for an act of forfeiture created by
stat. 61 Geo. 3, c. 87, ss. 16, 17, which one statute is not evidence on a
also provided, that brewers should charge of an offence against the same
not receive or take into their posses- party, with respect to the same goods,
sion certain ingredients, as grains created by another statute (.^Ktoracy-
of paradise, &c., under pain of a General \. King, 5 Price, 1^5). The
penalty of 200Z., and forfeiture of keeper of a beer shop licensed under
goods, these articles having been 1 Will. 4, c. 64, and 4 & 5 Will. 4,
found to be frequently employed to c. 84, is liable to the penalties im-
an uidawful purpose ; and it is no posed by the 56 Geo. 3, c. 58, s. 2,
defence to a person charged with an for having in his possession any of
offence against this statute, that he the prohibited articles therein speci-
also exercised the trade of a disliUcr fied, or any otlier article or prepara-
at a place distinct from his brewery, tion to be used as a substitute for
and that the noxious ingredients were malt and hops {Attorney-General v.

found at that place {Attorney-General Lockwood, 9 M. tfc W. 378).
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vitriol, quassia, coculus Indiae, grains of paradise, Guiriea pepper, or l. Ale and
opium, or any article or preparation wliatsoever, for or as a substitute Beer.

for malt or hops ; and if any such brewer or brewers of, or dealer or
dealers in, or retaUer or retailers of beer shall receive or take into or

^°'
'
"' ^'

have in his, her, or their custody or possession, or make or use in ^^ ^'''*' *' ^^' ^' ^*

brewing, or mix with or put into any worts or beer any liquor, extract,

calx, or other material or preparation for the purpose of darkening the
coloiu- of worts or beer, or any liquor, extract, or calx, or other
material or preparation such as has been heretofore or as shall here-
after be made use of for or in the darkening of the colour of worts or
beer, other than brown malt, ground or unground, as commonly used
in brewing, or shall receive or take into or have in his, her, or their

custody or possession, or shall use or mix with or put into any worts
or beer, any molasses, honey, liquorice, vitriol, quassia, coculus Indice,

grains of paradise, Guinea pepper, or any extract or preparation of
molasses, honey, liquorice, vitriol, quassia, coculus Indiaa, grains of
paradise, Guinea pepper, or opium respectively, or any article or pre-
paration whatsoever, for or as a substitute for malt or hops ; all such Penalty,

liquor, extract, calx, molasses, honey, vitriol, quassia, coculus Indice,

grains of paradise, Guinea pepper, opium, extract, article and pre-
paration as aforesaid, and also the said worts and beer respectively,

shall be forfeited, together with the casks, vessels, or other packages
containing the same, and shall and may be seized by any officer or
officers of excise ; and such brewer or brewers of, dealer or dealers in,

or retailer or retailers of beer so offending as aforesaid, shall for each
and every such oflFence, forfeit and lose the sum of 200?.

25 Vict. c. 22, s. 20, enacts that excise penalties imposed by 56 Geo.
3, c. 58, and 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 52, or any other excise act, upon a brewer
or retailer of beer for having in his possession or using or mixing with
worts or beer any article as a substitute for hops, are to be repealed.

Sect. 3. No druggist or druggists, or vendor or vendors of, or dealer g^ goo. 3, c. 58.

or dealers in drugs, or chemist or chemists, or other person or persons No diugg'ist shall

whatever, shall sell, send, or deliver, or cause, procure, permit, or suffer sell such colouring

to be sold, sent, or delivered to any licensed brewer or brewers of, or dealer (a**!"^^
°^

dealer or dealers in, or retailer or retailers of beer, knowing him, her,
or them to be so licensed or to be reputed to be so licensed, or shall sell,

send, or deliver, or cause, or procure to be sold, sent or delivered to any
other person or persons for or on account of, or in trust for, or for the
use of any such brewer or brewers, dealer or dealers, or retailer or
retailers, any liquor called or known by the name or description of or
sold as colouring, from whatever materials the same may have been
made, or any other material or preparation other than unground brown
nialt, for the purpose of darkening the colour of worts or beer, or any
liquor or preparation such as has been heretofore or shall hereafter be
made use of for or in the darkening of the colour of worts or beer, or
any molasses, honey, liquorice, vitriol, quassia, coculus Indiae, grains
of paradise, Guinea pepper, or opium, or any extract or preparation of
molasses, honey, liquorice, vitriol, quassia, coculus Indase, grains of
paradise, Guinea pepper, or opium, or any article or preparation to be
used in worts or beer, for or as a substitute for malt or hojDS respec-
tively ; and if any druggist or druggists, or vendor or vendors of, or
dealer or dealers in drugs, or any chemist or chemists, or any other
person or persons whatever, shall sell, send, or deliver, or cause, or
procure, permit, or suffer to be sold, sent, or delivered to any licensed
brewer or brewers of, or dealer or dealers in, or retailer or retailers of
beer, knowing him, her, or them to be so licensed, or to be reputed to
be so licensed, or shall sell, send, or deliver, or cause or procure to be
sold, sent, or delivered to any other person or persons for or on account
of, or in trust for, or for the use of any such brewer or brewers,

(a) See note last page.
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1. Ale and
Beer.

56 Geo. 3, c. 58.

Penalty.

1 <fe 2 Geo. 4, c. 2-i.

For securing p-ay-

mcnt of duties.

Brewers to enter
in a book, de-
livered by officer,

quantity of malt
to be used in brew-
ing, inc.

Mashed malt not
to be removed till

gauged, &c. , by
officer.

Penalty, 200J.

or dealer or dealers, or retailer or retailers of beer, any liquor called

or known by tbe name or description of or sold as colouring, from
wbatever materials the .same may have been made, or any other

material or preparation, other than unground brown malt, for the

purpose of darkening the colour of worts or beer, or any liquor or

preparation such as has been heretofore used or as shall hereafter be
made use of for or in the darkening the colour of worts or beer, except
as aforesaid, or any molasses, honey, liquorice, vitriol, quassia, coculus

Indise, grains of paradise, Guinea pepper, or any extract or preparation

of molasses, honey, liquorice, vitriol, quassia, coculus Indise, grains of

paradise, Guinea pepper, opium, or any article or preparation to be
used in worts or beer for or as a substitute for malt or hops (aj respec-

tively ; all such liquor called or known by the name or description of

or sold as colouring, and material or preparation for the purpose
aforesaid, and liquor and preparation used, or which shall hereafter

be used for or in the darkening the colour of worts or beer, molasses,
honey, liquorice, viti'iol, quassia, coculus Indise, grains of paradise,

Guinea pepper, extract or preparation of molasses, honey, liquorice,

vitriol, quassia, coculus Indise, grains of paradise, Guinea pepper,
opium, and article or preparation to be used for or as a substitute for

malt or hops [a) respectively, shall be forfeited, and the same respectively

shall and may be seized by any officer or officers of excise, and the
druggist or druggists, vendor or vendors of, or dealer or dealers in
drugs, or chemist or chemists, or other person or persons whatever so
offending, shall, for each and every such offence, forfeit and lose the
sum of 500^.

The 1 & 2 Geo. 4, c. 22 (6), intituled "An Act for altering and amend-
ing the laws of excise for securing the payment of the duties on beer
and ale brewed in Great Britain," after reciting that the laws made for

securing the duties of excise upon and in respect of beer have been
found insufficient for the purposes thereby intended, enacts by

—

Sect. 1. That every brewer of beer for sale shall enter, or cause to

be entered, in a book or paper to be delivered to him by the officer of
excise, and at all times kept by such brewer in some public and open
part of his entered premises ready for the inspection of the officers of
excise, the quantity of malt which he or sbe shall intend to use in his

or her next brewing, together with the day when such brewing is in-

tended to be made ; and such entry shall be so made before any part of
such malt shall be mashed, or any water or other liquor put thereto or
mixed therewith ; and every such brewer shall, at the time of making
such entry, wi'ite or cause to be written, in such book or paper oppo-
site such entry, the date when such entry was so made ; and if any
such brewer shall refuse or neglect to make such entry as aforesaid, or
shall cancel, obliterate, or alter, or cause, or suffer, or permit to be
cancelled, obliterated, or altered, any such entry, or shall make any
untrue entry therein, or shall not at all times keep such book or paper
in some public and open part of his entered premises ready for the in-
spection of the officers of excise, or shall mash, or put to, or mix any
malt with water or other liquor before such entry shall be made, he or
she shall, for every such offence, forfeit the sum of 200L

Sect. 2. No such brewer shall remove or cause to be removed his or
her malt which has been mashed, or any part thereof, from the tun or
vessel in which the same has been mashed, until the proper officer shall
have gauged and taken an account of the quantity of such malt ; or
use, cause, permit, or suffer to be used any means whatever to prevent
or hinder such officer or officers of excise from taking an accurate
guage and account thereof: and if any person or persons shall remove.

{a) Repealed as to hops by 25 Vict.

, 22, s. 20.

{Jb) The portion of this Act here

printed was left unrepealed by tlie

] 1 Geo. 4, and 1 Will. 4, c. 57, s. 3 ;

see ante, p. 255.
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or cause, suffer, or permit to be removed any part of such malt as afore- 1. Ah and
said, before such officer shall have gauged and taken an account of the Beer.

same, or shall use any means as aforesaid, or obstruct, hinder, molest, or
j ^ 2 Geo 4 c S'

prevent any officer or officers in or from so doing, or in execution of any
"

.

""

.

of the powers and authorities given or granted to him or them by this

act, every such person or persons shall severally forfeit for every such
offence the sum of 200^. Provided that no such brewer or other person ^ot incurred for

shaU incur the penalty aforesaid for removing any such malt after all after worts drawn
the worts have been drawn off fi'om such malt, without any officer off, if officer

having gauged and taken an account thereof, if such brewer shall, at "®f
J_®°* *° attend

tne time 01 making such entry, have specified m such book or paper after specified

and entry as aforesaid the time for such officer to attend to take such time,

gauge and account, and such officer or officers shall not attend for that
purpose within an hour after the time so specified.

Sect. 3. It shall be lawful for any officer of excise to take a sample Samples of wort

or samples, not exceeding one pint at each time, of any wort or worts fp^y]'® ^^^°" '^^^^^

,
^ i-u J. 1 ° ^ n 1. r i. J.- p. it IS drawn from

at or on the entered premises 01 any such brewer, at any tune alter mash tun.

the same shall have been drawn from the mash-tun, as often as may
be necessary for the purpose of ascertaining the specific gravity thereof

;

returning such sample to such brewer after the specific gravity thereof

has been ascertained, on paying him or her for the same at and after

the rate of the current price of beer made from such wort ; and no such
brewer shall ferment or mix, or cause, permit, or suffer to be fermented Worts not to be

or mixed, any wort with any yeast or other matter or thing for occa- sampies'taken, ou
sioning fermentation, until the proper officer has taken such sample ;

penalty of 200/.

and if any such brewer shall ferment or mix, or cause, permit, or suffer

to be fermented or mixed, any of his or her wort with any yeast or Not to be incun-ed

other matter or thing for or occasioning fei-mentation, until such officer
ti°attend"wtthiii

has taken such sample, he or she shall forfeit for every such offence the an liour after spe-

sum of 200?. : Provided that no such brewer shall incur the penalty "ified time.

last aforesaid, for fermenting or mixing any of his or her wort with
yeast, or any other matter or thing occasioning fermentation, after the
expiration of one hour after such wort has been run or drawn off from
the copper in which the same has been boiled with hops, without any
sample being thereof taken as aforesaid, if such brewer shall at the
time of making such entry have specified in such book and paper and
entry the time for such officer to attend to take and draw such sample,
and such officer shall not attend for that purpose within an hour after

the time so specified.

Sect. 6. That all fines, penalties, and forfeitures imposed by this Recovery and ap-

act, shall be sued for, recovered, levied, or mitigated by such ways, plication offor-

means, or methods, as any fine, penalty or forfeiture may be sued for, ^' ^^^*

recovered, levied, or mitigated by any law or laws of excise, or by
action of debt, bill, plaint, or information in any of his Majesty's
courts of record at Westminster, or in the Court of Exchequer in
Scotland respectively : and that one moiety of every such fine, penalty
or forfeiture shall be to his Majesty, his heirs and successors, and the
other moiety to him, her, or them who shall discover, infonn, or sue
for the same.

Vict. Sn. 2, c. 30, s. 13. Every brewer of beer intending to use roasted 5 Vict. Sn. 2, c. si,

malt shall provide and make special entry with the officers of excise Brewers intend-
of a deposit room or rooms in his brewery for depositing therein all ing to use roasted

such roasted malt as he shall receive, and all such malt shall be ac- "i^it to provide

companied by such certificate as is by this act required from the wWch aii°roasted
roaster of malt or from the dealer in roasted malt from whom the malt to be depo-

same shall be purchased or received ; and every such brewer shall, on
cg^^tfAc^ate de^

receiving any quantity of roasted malt, cause the same to be forth- Uvered up to the
with deposited and stored in one of such entered rooms in which no officer of excise,

other description of malt shall be kept, and shall on the next survey
of the officer of excise deliver up to him the certificate which shall

have accompanied such malt, and shall at the same time show to such
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1. Ale and officer all the roasted malt wHch shall have been received, or so much
£eer. thereof as shall remain in case any part thereof shall have been used

;

and it shall be lawful for such officer, if he shall see fit, to examine
and take an account of such roasted malt, and to take any sample
therefrom; and every brewer who shall knowingly receive any
roasted malt without such certificate as aforesaid, or who shall not
deposit and store any such roasted malt received by him in such de-
posit as aforesaid or who shall neglect or refuse to deliver to the officer

of excise on his next sui-vey any certificate received by him, or who
shall return to any roaster of malt or dealer in roasted malt, or
knowingly deliver to any person but the proper officer of excise, any
such certificate, or who shall neglect or refuse to show to any officer

of excise any roasted malt received by him, or shall obstruct or hinder
any officer of excise at any time in examining or taking an account
of any roasted malt, or in taking any sample thereof, shall forfeit

Penalty. 200?. ; and all roasted malt which shall be received by any brewer
unacccompanied by a true and proper certificate, as required by this
act, or which shall be found in the custody or possession of any brewer
in any place (except in the mill or mill room for gi-inding, or in the mash
tun) other than such entered deposit room as aforesaid shall be forfeited.

5 Vict. Sn. 2, c. 30, 5 Vict. Sn. 2, c. 30, s. 15. No brewer or other person shall buy,

No roasted m.alt
take, or receive any roasted malt from any other person than an entered

to be bought of and licensed roaster of malt or dealer in roasted malt, on pain of

mfst^r.'' "
"'"'''''''^ forfeiting 100?., and aU the roasted malt so bought, taken, or received.

Brewers of beer "^^ ^^ Vict. c. 5, s. 1. From and after the passing of this act it shall

for sale may make and may be lawful to and for any brewer of beer for sale to make use of
use of sugar in sugar in the brewing or making of beer, anything in any act or acts of
rewmg. Parliament contained to the contrary in anywise notwithstanding.
Brewers not Sect. 2. Provided nevertheless, and be it enacted, that nothmg in

moils'sos^'or^lny *^^^ ^^^ Contained shall extend or be deemed or construed to extend
sugar except in to allow any brewer of beer for sale to make use of any molasses

it'has'beeifim^'*'^
^•'^ the brewing or making of beer, or any sugar other than sugar

ported.
"^"^^ ''"' on which the full duties of customs have been paid, and in the

state in which the same has been imported into this kingdom, and
without the same having been previously diluted with water or
other liquor, or having undergone any process or manufacture to

Proviso. alter the same : Provided also, that nothing in this act contained
shall extend or be deemed or construed to extend to prevent any such
brewer from making use, in the brewing and making of beer, of beer
colouring made from sugar under the regulations after mentioned, or
of refined sugar, or of sugar candy, or of bastard sugar, on which the
fuU duties of customs have been paid, or which have been manufac-
tured in the United Kingdom from materials on which the duty of
customs has been paid, and which are respectively entitled to the
drawbacks thereon granted on exportation.

Penalty on Sect. 3. And be it enacted, that if any brewer of beer for sale after

usHf any oth"? *^® passing of this act makes use of any molg^ses, sugar, honey,
sugar than as syrup. Composition or extract of sugar, except sugar on which the

teWng^intrhis
'^"^^ "^^ custonis has been paid as aforesaid, and made use of in the

possession any manner herein-before allowed (except beer colouring made from
molasses, honey, sugar under the regulations after mentioned, or refined sugar, or

sugar candy, or bastard sugar as aforesaid), or if any such brewer
receives or takes into his custody or possession any quantity of
molasses, honey, syrup, composition, or extract of sugar (except as
aforesaid), every such brewer shall forfeit and lose for every such
offence respectively the sum of 200Z.

Brewers may Sect. 4. And be it enacted, that every brewer of beer for sale may
?o'?their'^own"sr Prepare and make for his own use in some part of his brewery or
on their entered entered premises, from any sugar allowed to be made use of by him
premises toeer fn the brewing or making of beer as aforesaid, a liquor or other pre-

paration for darkening the colour of worts or beer, and may have the
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same in his custody and possession and use it in brewing, by mixing i. jHe and
with, or putting the same into worts or beer, under such regulations Beer.

as the commissioners of excise may in that behalf direct, anything — :

in an act passed in the 56 Geo. 3, intituled " An Act to repeal an Act ^^ ^^°*- ''^ ^•

made in the fifty-first year of his present Majesty, for allowing the
suga7'a"ifd^us^it

manufacture and use of a liquor prepared from sugar for colouring in brewing,

porter," or the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, intituled "An Act to consolidate and ^6 Geo. 3, c. 58.

amend certain laws relating to the revenue of excise on malt made in
" <fc 8 Geo. 4, c. 52.

the United Kingdom, and for amending the laws relating to brewers
in Ireland and to the allowance in respect of the malt duty on spirits

made in Scotland and Ireland from malt only," to the contrary there-

of in anywise notwithstanding ; but if any such brewer prepares or Penalty on

makes any liquor or preparation for darkening the colour of worts or brewers making

beer from any other ingredient or ingredients than as aforesaid in th.-u^as'aiiowcd
whole or in part, or in any other manner than as aforesaid, or receives by this act and

or has in his custody or possession, or uses in brewing, any liquor or ^ "^ ^ ^^^^- '^- ^^•

preparation for darkening the colour of worts or beer prepared or
made by any other person (except roasted malt prepared, received,

and used as directed by 5 Vict. c. 30, intituled "An Act to provide
regulations for preparing and using roasted malt in colouring beer,")

or otherwise in any other respect than as aforesaid, every such brewer
so offending shall incur the respective penalties and forfeitures in the
said two first recited acts contained and imposed for and in respect of
brewers receiving into or having in their custody or possession, or
making or using in brewing, or mixing with or putting into worts or

beer, any liquor, material, or preparation for the purpose of darkening
the colour of worts or beer ; and the said recited acts, and the several

clauses, provisions, penalties, and forfeitures therein contained, so far

as the same are now in force and are not contrary to or expressly pro-
vided for by this act, shall remain and continue in force to all intents

and purposes.

Sect. 5. And be it enacted, that every brewer of beer for sale who Brewei-s using

makes use of sugar in the brewing or making of beer as aforesaid shall ^"*''*^
^v*!?*"*^

^^

enter or cause to be entered in the book which by the respective laws iivered*by the
now in force in Great Britain and Ireland respectively is directed to excise the quan-

be delivered to him by the proper officer of excise for the purpose of intended to\)c
his entering therein, amongst other things, the quantity in bushels of used in the next

malt which he uses in the brewing of beer, or intends to use in his t>rcwing.

next brewing, the quantity in pounds' weight avoirdupois of sugar
which he intends to use in his next brewing, together with the day
when such brewing is intended to be made, and such entry shall be so
made before any part of such sugar is used, or any water or other
liquor put to or mixed therewith ; and every such brewer shall at the
time of making such entry write or cause to be written in such book
or paper the date when such entry is made ; and if any such brewer Penalty on re-

refuses or neglects to make such entry as aforesaid, or cancels, oblite- fusing or neglect-

rates, or alters apy such entry, or uses or puts to, or mixes any sugar "n^ry ^c \oof^
with water, or other liquor before such entry is made as aforesaid, he
shall for every such ofi'ence forfeit and lose the sum of 2001. (a)

Sect. 6. And be it enacted, that every brewer of beer for sale who Brewers using

makes use of sugar in the brewing or making of beer as aforesaid sugar to pay

shall, for the purpose of fixing and regulating the rate and amount of in pnlportiou'^to
^

dutj^ to be paid by such brewer for the licence to be taken out by him quantity used,

imder 6 Geo. 4, c. 81, intituled " An Act to repeal several duties pay- ^ ^®*'- *' ^- ^^•

able on excise licences in Great Britain and Ireland, and to impose
other duties in lieu thereof, and to amend the laws for granting excise
licences," be deemed to have brewed one barrel of beer for every 50 •

lbs. weight avoirdupois of sugar used by such brewer in brewing, and
shall for every licence to be taken out by him as a brewer of beer for
sale pay such amount of duty, according to the rate by the said act

(a) See 13 & 14 Vict. c. 67, s. 6, next l>nge.
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1. Ale and
Beer.

13 & 14 Vict. c. 67.

Brewers to make
true entries of
the quantity of
sugar used in
brewing.

imposed on brewers of beer only for sale, as is correspondent to the
quantity of beer wbich he shall be deemed to have brewed as aforesaid.

By 1 3 «&; 14 Vict. c. 67, s. 4, a new excise duty is granted on sugar used
in brewing to be deemed an excise duty, to be under the management
of the commissioners of Inland Kevenue, and to be levied under the
general excise laws.

Sect. 5. And whereas by the 10 Vict. c. 5, s. 5 (a), every brewer of
beer for sale who makes use of sugar in the brewing or making of beer
is required, under th? penalty of 200Z., to enter or cause to be entered in
the book in the said act described or mentioned the quantity in pounds'
weight avoirdupois of sugar which he intends to use in his next brew-
ing, together with other particulars relating thereto : Be it enacted.

Penalty for omit- that if any brewer shall neglect or omit to enter or cause to be entered
ting to make such in guch book as aforesaid, and at the time and in the manner by the

maWng any°foise ^^^^ '^^^ directed, the full and true quantity of all sugar which he shall
entry." use in the brewing or making of beer, or if he shall make use of any

sugar in or towards the brewing or making of beer before such sugar
and the full and true quantity thereof shall and be duly entered in the
said book in manner aforesaid, or if he shall make, or cause, permit,
or suffer to be made, in any such book, any entry which shall be un-
true in any particular, he shall for every such offence forfeit and lose
the sum of 200^., over and above any penalty to which he may be
liable under the said former or any other act or acts of Parliament.

Sect. 6, after reciting grant of duties by 6 Geo. 4, c. 81, enacts.
That from and after the 10th of October, 1850, it shall not be lawful
for any brewer of beer for sale to retail beer at any place other than
the premises mentioned in a separate and distinct licence granted to

premises'h"censed him for that purpose, and expressly authorising him in that behalf, or
for the express to sell, at any place other than the premises mentioned in such licence

as last aforesaid, or the premises in which he shall be licensed to exer-
cise or carry on and shall actually and bond fide exercise and carry on
the trade or business of a brewer of beer, beer in any quantity amount-
ing to or exceeding four and a half gallons or two dozen reputed quart
bottles of beer, to be drunk or consumed elsewhere than on the pre-
mises where sold ; and if any brewer of beer shall retail or sell any
beer at any place other than such licensed premises as aforesaid, con-
trary to the true intent and meaning hereof, he shall be subject and
liable to and shall forfeit and lose the same penalty and penalties as any
other person, not being a brewer of beer, is or would be subject or liable

to for doing the like act without being duly licensed in that behalf.

Sect. 7. Provided always, and be it enacted, that it shall be lawful
for any brewer of beer to take out any separate licence or licences for

the sale or retail of beer at any other place than the premises in which
he shall be licensed to exercise and carry on the trade or business of a
brewer, as well as a licence to retail beer in or upon such last-men-
tioned premises, and such brewer, so far as regards the sale or any
licence to be taken out for the sale by him of beer at any other place
than such last-mentioned premises, shall be on the same footing as
and shall be deemed and held to be a person not being a brewer of
beer : Provided also, that the taking or receiving of orders at any

not to be deemed place whatever by any licensed brewer of beer, or his servant or agent,
selling beer at any for the Sale of beer in any quantity amounting to or exceeding four
other than^

_ q^^ ^ j^g^jf gallons. Or two dozen reputed quart bottles at one time, which
shall be sent to the purchaser direct from the premises in which such
brewer shall be licensed to brew or sell beer, shall not be deemed or held
to be a selling of beer at any other place than such licensed premises.

By 17 «fe 18 Vict. c. 30, ss. 2 & 3, new duties are granted on sugar used
in the brewing of beer, and on licences to brewers to use sugar (&).

Brewers not to
retail or sell beer
at any othei;
place than their
licensed brewing
premises, or on

purpose.

B ewers may take
out licence for tlie

sale of beer at any
other place as
well as on their
licensed brewing
premises.

Taking orders for

the sale of beer

(a) Ante, p. 265.

(6) For these duties, see table, ante,

p. 195. The present duty on sugar

used in brewing is fixed by 30 Vict,

c. 10.
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Sect. 4. Every brewer of beer for sale intending to use sugar in tbe i. Ale and
brewing or malang of beer shall take out a licence in that behaK under Beer.

this act, and shall pay the duty charged on such licence ; and every such ly&igvict c so
licence shall be in such fonn as the commissioners of Inland Revenue „ •

t d'
shall direct, and shall be granted by the proper officers of excise duly to^use^suga/to

*"^

authorised to gi-ant licences under any law of excise ; and every such take out Ucence

licence shall expire on the 10th of October next after the granting ^^'^ *^** P^'Pose.

thereof, and shall be renewed annually in like manner as other excise

licences are by law required to be renewed (a).

Sect. 5. It shall be lawful for the commissioners of Inland Eevenue Commissioners of<.,•.,-, 1
•

1 i- ^ i.-u
•

I? • mland revenue to
from tune to time to make such regulations lor the using oi sugar m jj^^e regulations

the brewing or making of beer as they may deem to be expedient and for using sugar ia

proper for securing the duty by this act granted upon sugar so used
;

jj^g^^'^^^^''^ ^'

and from and 'after the 5th of July, 1854, it shall not be lawful for any Brewers not to use
brewer of beer for sale, otherwise than in accordance with such regu- sugar contrary to

lations, nor without having taken out such licence as by this act is ^-^^o^I^h^ i^c

required in that behalf, to make use of any sugar in the brewing or
making of beer, or in the preparing or making any liquor or other

preparation for darkening the coloiu* of worts or beer, or to use or

have in his custody or possession any such liquor or preparation, pre-

pared or made from sugar, under pain of the several penalties and
forfeitures in that behalf contained in the several acts 56 Geo. 3, c. 58,

7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 52, anything contained in 10 Vict. c. 5, or any other

act or acts, to the contrary thereof in anywise notwithstanding ; and
if any brewer of beer for sale who shall not have taken out such
licence as aforesaid shall at any time after the 5th of July, 1854, receive

or take into or have in his custody or possession any sugar (except for

the necessary and ordinary use of his family, the proof whereof shall

lie on such brewer), the same shall be forfeited, and such brewer shall

be subject in respect thereof to the like penalties and forfeitures con-
tained in the several acts before mentioned.

Sect. 6. Every brewer of beer for sale intending to use sugar in the Brewers to make

brewing or making of beer, or in the preparing or making of any f^ storfng'or^^'^*
liquor or other preparation for darkening the colour of worts or beer, using sugar.

shall make a true and particular entry in writing, signed by him, of

his name and place of abode, and of every building, warehouse, store-

house, shop, room, or place intended to be made use of by him for the

keeping or storing of sugar, or of using the same in the brewing or

making of beer, or in the preparing or making of any liquor or other

preparation for darkening the colour of worts or beer ; and every such
entry shall be delivered to the proper officer of excise authorised to

receive the same ; and in every such entry every building, warehouse,
storehouse, shop, room, and place shall be distinguished by a parti-

cular number or letter, or number and letter, and the purpose for

which the same is intended to be used shall be specified and described

;

and every such entry shall also set forth the place where any such
building or other premises as aforesaid shall be situated ; and if any
sugar shall be found in any building, warehouse, storehouse, shop,

room, or place of or belonging to any brewer of beer for sale, and of

which such entry as herein directed has not been made, such sugar
shall be forfeited, and may be seized by any officer of excise, and such
brewer shall be subject and liable to the penalty imposed by the 4 & 5

Will. 4, c. 51, s. 6 (p. 216), for every such unentered building, ware-
house, storehouse, shop, room, or place.

Sect. 7. Every brewer of beer for sale shall, in addition to the several Brewers using

particulars which by the laws in force he is required to enter in the the proper^book^

book or paper provided for the purpose of entering therein the quan- thie hour at whicli

tity of malt and sugar respectively used or intended to be used by ^^h or dissolve

—

sugar.

(a) See 27 & 28 Vict. c. 56, s. 8, as to the expiration of brewers' licences, ante,

p. 195.
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1. Ale and him in the brewing of beer, enter or cause to bo entered in such book
Beer. or paper the particular hour of the day at which he intends to mash

2'j & 30 Vict eT ^"^^ malt or to dissolve any sugar ; and such entrj^ shall be made 24
hours at the least before ho shall begin to mash any malt or to dissolve
any sugar, under the like penalty for any refusal or neglect to make
such entry as is hereby directed to be made in such book or paper, or
for cancelling, obliterating, or altering the same, as by the laws in
force such brewer is subject or liable to for any refusal or neglect to
make any other entry therein, or for cancelling, obliterating, or alter-
ing any such other entry.

By the 29 & 30 Vict. c. 64, an act to amend the laws relating to the
Inland Eevenue (a).

backon'soMmed .
^^^'^' ^' After reciting that a drawback of excise is payable by law

worts exported in respect of beer brewed or made by any entered and licensed brewer
to foreign parts, of beer for sale in the United Kingdom, and exported as merchandize

from any port in the United Kingdom to foreign parts, and it is expe-
dient to grant a drawback of excise in respect of worts made and soli-

dified by any such brewer as aforesaid, and exported as aforesaid :

enacts that there shall be paid and allowed in respect of worts made by
any entered and licensed brewer of beer for sale in the United Kingdom
from malt or sugar, or malt and sugar, on which the full duties of
excise and customs respectively have been charged or paid, and solidi-

fied, and exported as merchandize from any port in the United King-
dom to foreign parts, a drawback at the rate of the duty payable on
one bushel of malt, with the addition of the sum of three halfpence for

every 281bs avoirdupois of such wort made and solidified as aforesaid,
which shall be manufactured, prepared, and exported in conformity
with the provisions of this act.

The manufacture Sect. 2. The manufacture, preparation, packing, and exportation of

solidified worts"
° such wort shall be under and subject to such rules, regulations, and

to be under such Securities (by bond or otherwise) as the commissioners of Inland

commissioners^o/
Revenue may from time to time make and require respectively in

inland revenue that behalf, and under and subject also to the following conditions,
may make and that is to say :

—

Bpecmed"in'this^ ! "^^^ wort shall not be evaporated until it has been boiled with
section. hops in the proportion of at least lib. weight avoirdupois of

hops to every bushel of malt, or 25lbs. weight avoirdupois of
sugar used in making such wort

:

2. The solidified wort shall be of such density that when dissolved
in water in the proportion of 281bs. weight avoii'dupois of
such wort to 34 gallons and one-tenth part of a gallon of
water it shall produce 36 gallons of liquid wort of a specific

gravity not less than 1"027 degrees, and such specific gravity
to be ascertained in the manner directed by the 23 & 24 Vict.

c. 114, s. 72, fod, under title Spirits, or by means of the
weighing bottle, as the said commissioners shall direct

:

3. SoHdified wort shall be packed only between the hours of 6 in
the morning and 6 in the afternoon, and in the presence of
the proper officer of excise, and in such cases or packages as
shall be approved by the said commissioners, and such cases

or i^ackages shall be fastened and secured to the satisfaction

of such officer:

4. The brewer shall give 24 hours' notice of his intention to export
sohdified wort to the officer of excise in whose survey his

brewery shall be situated, stating the quantity of such wort
intended to be exported, the particular day and hour at which
the same is to be packed, and the name of the port from which
it is to be exported

:

5. The brewer shall provide just and sufficient scales and weights

(n) This act also contains provisions relating to spirits, hawkers and
pedlars, and exportation of plate.
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properly adapted for the "weigliing of solidified wort, and shall i. Ale and
allow any officer of excise to use the same, snd shall provide £cer.

such officer with proper and sufficient assistance to enable him
to weigh such wort.

.
'» -^ '' v^«*- '• ''

Sect. 3. If any solidified wort, packed or produced for exportation, Solidified wort

shall have mixed therewith any substance, material, or thing other than "°*.*^j^"'^^^^

such as shall be produced by the process of mashing from malt, or shall nofbe pro-

from such descriptions of sugar as may lawfully be employed in duced by the

the brewing of beer, the brewer shall, over and above any other ^f^ su°|°/
'"^^^

penalty to which he may be subject, fox'feit the sum of 200^. and all

such wort, and the packages in which the same may be contained,

together with any drawback claimed thereon, shall bo forfeited.

Sect. 4. The drawback or allowance upon solidified wort exported Provisions of

under the provisions of this act shall be paid by the commissioners of
latkig^to'^the'**

Inland Eevenue, and the provisions of all acts in force relating to the exportation of

exportation of any excisable commodities on drawback, and all fines, exciseable com-

forfeitures, pains, and penalties imposed by the said acts, shall to'thVexportatio^t

(except as altered by this act) extend to and shall be respectively of solidified wort,

applied, practised, and put in execution for and in respect of the said

drawback or allowance upon solidified wort hereby granted upon the
exportation thereof, in as full and ample a manner to all intents and
I^urposes as if the said several provisions, fines, forfeitures, pains, and
penalties were enacted and imposed in and by this act.

By the 18 & 19 Vict. c. 94, s. 36, for preventing fraud and evasion is & 19 Vict, c 04.

of the duty of excise on malt by the use of raw or unmalted corn Brewer not to have

or grain in the brewing of beer for sale, it is enacted that it shall not
g*ain in hi^*^'^'^

be lawful for any brewer of beer for sale to have in his brewery, or in brewery or in

any premises belonging or adjacent thereto, whether the same shall be premises adjacent,

entered by him or not, any raw or unmalted corn or grain whatsoever,
either whole or unground, or ground or bruised, except corn or grain,

not ground or bruised, being in premises entered by such brewer for

the purpose of making malt ; and all raw or unmalted corn or grain
which shall be found in such brewery or other premises (except as

aforesaid), and also all malted corn or grain, whether whole or un-
ground, or ground or bruised with which such raw or unmalted com
or grain may be mixed, shall be forfeited, and may be seized by any
officer of excise, together with all sacks, casks, vessels, or packages in

which such raw or unmalted corn or grain may be contained, and the

brewer for every such ofience shall forfeit the sum of 200^. : Provided
always, that no such penalty or forfeiture shall be incurred in respect

of any oats or beans bond fide intended to be used and consumed as

food for horses, such oats or beans being in premises of which
such brewer shall specially make entry as places for the deposit of

horse corn, and which shall be so far distinct from his entered brewery
premises as not to have any internal communication to or with the
same.

Sect. 37. No brewer of beer for sale shall have or use, for the pur- Malt used by

pose of grinding, crushing, or bruising malt, any millstones, or any ^^^^^^^5*° ^^j^j
mill constructed otherwise than with metal rollers only, such rollers rollers only,

not being fiuted but having plain and smooth surfaces ; and no malt
which shall be ground by any means, or crushed or bmised otherwise
than by means of such metal rollers as aforesaid, shall be used by or

be received into the possession of any such brewer ; and if any such
brewer shall commit any offence contrary to any q^ the prohibitions

contained in this clause he shall forfeit the sum of 2001. ; and all malt Penalty £200.

which shall be found in the possession of any such brewer ground,
crushed, or bruised in any manner contrary to any such prohibi-

tion shall also be forfeited, and may be seized by any officer of excise.

By 23 & 24 Vict. c. 11, s. 36 ; and whereas by the 6 Geo. 4, c. 81, 23 & 24 Vict. c. 11.

a licence is required to be taken out by every person, not being a Penalty on per-

brewer of beer, who shall sell strong beer only in casks containing not
^""^ ^^ '"^
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23 & 24 Vict. c. 11.

24 <fe 25 Vict. 0. 21.

not brewed by
them in wholesale
quantities, with-
out a licence as
dealers, as speci-
fied in 6 Geo. 4, c.

81.

Persons retailing
beer at places not
specified in a
licence to bo
deemed to retail

beer without a
licence, and to be
liable to penalty
accordingly.

24 & 25 Vict. c. 21.

Licences may bo
granted for the
sale of table beer
by retail not to be
drunk on the
promises, without
persons being
rated, or pro-

ducing certificate.

25 Vict. C. 22, s. 3.

Licences to
brewers to expire
on 10th October in
every year.

Brewer of beer for
sale, before obtain-
ing licence, to
make declaration
under provisions
of 5 & 6 W. 4,

c. 62, of the

(Excise*

less than 4 gallons and a half, or in not less than 2 doz. reputed quart
bottles at one time, to be di-ank or consumed elsewhere than on his
premises, and by the s. 26 of the same act a penalty of 100/. is imposed
upon every such person who shall sell beer in manner aforesaid with-
out taking out such licence as aforesaid : Be it enacted, that every
person not having taken out such licence as aforesaid who shall sell

beer in any such quantity as aforesaid, such beer not having been brewed
by himself, shall be subject and liable to the said penalty, and in any
information or other proceeding for the recovery of the same it shall
not be necessary to negative that the defendant was a brewer of beer,
and on the trial or hearing of any such information or proceeding proof
that the beer was brewed by the defendant shall lie upon himself by
way of defence : Provided always, that nothing herein contained shall
extend to the sale of beer by any person licensed by the justices of the
peace to keep an alehouse or victualling house, and having also taken
out the proper excise Hcence in that behalf.

Sect. 37. And whereas doubts have arisen whether persons licensed
to sell beer by retail are liable to any penalty for or on account of
selling beer at any other place than the house or premises specified in
the licence granted to them in that behalf : Be it enacted, that if any
person whatever shall sell beer by retail, that is to say, in any quantity
less than 4 gallons and a halfor in less than 2 doz. reputed quart bottles,
at one time, at any other house or place than the house or promises
specified in a licence duly granted to him in that behalf, he shall bo
deemed to sell beer by retail without having an excise retail licence in
force authorising him so to do, and shall accordingly be subject and
liable to the penalty of 20Z. for every such offence, anything in any
former act or acts to the contrary notwithstanding ; and in any infor-
mation or other proceeding for the recovery of such penalty it shall be
sufficient to charge that he sold beer by retail without having an excise
licence in force authorising him so to do, and it shall not be necessary
further or otherwise to describe such offence.
By 24 & 25 Vict. c. 21, s. 3, it shall be lawful for any person to take

out a licence for the sale in any house or shop of table beer, at a price
not exceeding the rate of l|d. the quart, and not to be drunk or con-
sumed on the premises where sold; and it shall not be necessary to the
obtaining of such licence that the said house or shop shall be rated to
the relief of the poor to any amount, or that the person applying for
such licence shall produce any certificate, or enter into any bond re-
quired by any act relating to the sale of beer by retail.

Duty on Licence to sell Table Beer [/ranted hy 24 & 25 Vict. c. 21.

For and upon every excise licence to be taken out by
any person for the sale in any house or shop of
table beer at a price not exceeding the rate of l^d.
the quart, and not to be drunk or consumed on the
premises where sold - - - - - -050

By 25 Vict. c. 22, s. 3, all licences to brewers of beer to be granted
under this act shall expire on the 10th of October in every year,
and shall be renewed yearly on payment of the duties chargeable for
or in respect of such licenses respectively, according to the provisions
of this act (a).

Sect. 4. Before^any licence shall be granted to any brewer of beer
for sale (other than a first licence), such brewer or his principal servant
under whose direction or inspection the malt or sugar hereinafter men-
tioned shall have been brewed, shall make before a justice of the peace,
or before the proper collector of excise, or any other officer of excise

(a) See 27 & 28 Vict. c. 56, s. 8, as to expiration of licences, ante, p. 195.
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empowered to grant licences (who are hereby respectively authorised 1. Ale and
to receive the same), a declaration in writing under the provisions of Beer.

the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 62, setting forth a true and just account of the —
]

~~~

number of bushels of malt and of the number of pounds' weight avoir- ^^ ^"^*- °' ^^"

dupois of sugar respectively used by such brewer in the brewing of ^nd"ugar*^brewed
beer within the previous year ending on the 10th of October im- during the pre-

mediately preceding the application for such licence ; and if such ^^°^^ i'^^^-

declaration shall be false or untrue in any particular, the person making
the same shall be subject to the pains and punishment prescribed by
the said last-mentioned act : Provided always, that in no case shall a

licence be granted to any such brewer of beer upon payment of any
less amount of duty than shaU appear to be due according to the entries

made in the book or paper delivered to such brewer by the ofiB.cer of

excise for that purpose.

Sect. 5. Where the amount of duty chargeable upon any licence to When licence of

brew beer for sale shall exceed the sum of 10^., such licence may, if brewer of beer for

,, ,, j.i^'ii>iTTj sale exceeds 101.
required, be granted upon payment only or a moiety ot the duty so it may be paid in

chargeable, and in such case the other moiety of such duty shall be moieties.

paid on the 1st of March next after the commencement of the year
for which such licence shall have been granted, or in default thereof

the licence shall thereupon cease and determine, and be no longer in

force.

Sect. 6. If any brewer of beer for sale shall die or become bankrupt. On the death of a

or shall discontinue the trade and business of a brewer of beer for sale brewer, or on the

at any time before the expiration of his current licence, it shall be disc'ontfnued^

lawful for the commissioners of Inland lievenue to ascertain, by such before expiration

means as they shall think fit, the quantity of malt and sugar which portionate part'of
such brewer shall have used in the brewing of beer in the portion of the duty may be

the year during which he shall have carried on business under such returned,

licence, and the amount of duty which would be payable for a licence

in respect of the number of barrels of beer brewed from such malt and
sugar, according to the provisions of this act ; and if the amount of

duty so ascertained shall be less than the sum X)aid by such brewer for

his current licence, the commissioners shall cause the difference to be
repaid to such brewer, or to the executors or assignees of any brewer
who shall die or become bankrupt.

Sect. 7. If upon the termination of any licence granted to a brewer When the quantity

of beer for sale it shall appear that the number of barrels of beer
°l^^^^^ r^STifb

"^

brewed by such brewer during the existence of such licence, computed less than the

according to the provisions of 1 WiU. 4, c. 51, s. 7, p. 256, is less than quantity for

the number of barrels in respect of which the duty upon such licence was was'grautedrtbif
charged, the difference between the amount of duty that would have difference shall

been payable for a licence for the lesser number of barrels of beer ^® repaid to the

brewed and the amount actually paid for the licence shall be repaid quantity be

to the brewer, his executors or administrators ; and if it shall appear greater he shall

that the number of barrels of beer, computed as aforesaid, brewed ^° surcharged,

during such period, shall be greater than the number in respect of
which the licence was granted, the brewer, or his executors or admi-
nistrators, shall be surcharged with such additional amount of duty as,

with the sum actually paid for such licence, shall amount to the sum
payable according to the rates of duty imposed by this act upon the
number of barrels of beer brewed as aforesaid by such brewer ; and
such additional amount of duty shall be paid by such brewer, his

executors or administrators, within 7 days after he or they shall have
had notice to pay the same.

Sect. 8. If any person who shall have taken out a licence as a brewer Surcharge upon

of beer for sale for the first time shall die, or become bankrupt, or dis- ?.
brewer's first

,. j.i_x,- jy \ ^1 J J- IP n licence to become
continue the business ot a brewer ot beer at any time before the payable imme-
expiration of such licence, the fui'ther additional sum which shall be di^iteiy upon

chargeable under this act in respect of such licence shall become due ruptcy°of'tbe^'
and payable immediately thereupon, and shall be a debt due to her brewer.
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25 Vict. c. 22.

26 & 27 Vict. c. 33,

Majesty, her heirs and successors, and be recoverable accordingly

;

and in the case of any such brewer who shall discontinue business as

aforesaid, payment of such additional sum may be demanded either

verbally of such brewer, or by writing left at the bx'ewery, by the

supervisor of excise of the district in which the brewery shall be
situated ; and if the same shall not be paid within 3 days next after

such demand shall have been made, the brewer shall forfeit a penalty

of double the amount thereof; and in all foregoing cases the stock of

beer, malt, and hops, and the utensils and machinery upon the

brewery premises at the time of such death, bankruptcy, or disconti-

nuance of business, shall be and remain liable for the payment of the
said sum of money or penalty, and are hereby made chargeable there-

with, notwithstanding any title or conveyance by which they may be
claimed. The provisions of this section are by 30 & 31 Vict. c. 90, s. 15

extended to every brewer of beer for sale, whether he shall have taken
out a licence as a brewer of beer for sale for the first tim-e or other-

Brewers of black
beer to continue
to pay the duties
imposed by C Geo.
4, o. 81.

Brewers of beer
for sale omitting
to tike out licence
to be liable to the
duty.

Persons brewing
beer for others to

be deemed
brewers for sale.

Licensed beer
dealers may take
out additional
licence to sell beer
by ret.iil not to

bo consumed on
the premises.

Duty on retail

beer licences

taken out by
licensed victual-

lers who do not
sell spirits.

Sect. 9. Provided always that brewers of beer known as spruce or
black beer, for sale, shall continue to pay for their licences only the
same rates of duty as are imposed by the act passed in the sixth year of

King George the Fourth, chapter eighty one, on brewers of beer other

than table-beer only, for sale : Provided that any such brewer shall not
brew on the same premises beer of any other description than spruce
or black beer, nor use in the brewing of the same, or add thereto, any
hops or other bitter, or any yeast or other matter to produce fermen-
tation, and shall not brew, or sell or send out any of such beer of
a loss sjieciiic gravity than 1180 degrees.

Sect. 10. If any brewer of beer for sale shall omit to take out a proper
licence in that behalf under this act, he shall, nevertheless, be
chargeable with the full amount of the duty payable or which
would become payable under this act for or in respect of the licence

which he ought to have taken out, and such duty shall be a debt

to her Majesty, her heirs and successors, and shall be recoverable
accordingly.

Sect. 11. If any person shall brew any beer for the use of any other

person at any place other than the premises of the person for whose
use the beer shall be brewed, the person brewing such beer shall be
deemed to be a brewer of beer for sale, and shall be liable to take out
a licence accordingly.

By 26 & 27 Vict. c. 33, s. 1, from and after the passing of this act

any person who, in England or Ireland, shall have taken out an
excise licence to sell strong beer in casks containing not less than four
gallons and a half, or in not less than 2 doz. reputed quart bottles

at one time, to be drunk or consumed elsewhere than on his premises,
may take out an additional licence on payment of the excise duty of

II. Is. and o per cent, thereon; and the same shall authorise such per-
son to sell beer in any less quantity and in any other manner than as

aforesaid, but not to be di'unk or consumed on the premises where sold ;

and such additional licence shall be granted without the production of

any certificate or the possession of any other qualification than the
licence herein first mentioned.

Sect. 2. From and after the 10th of Oct. 1863, there shall be charged
and paid for and upon every excise licence to be taken out by any
person who in England or Ireland shall be duly authorised by justices

of the peace to keep a common inn, alehouse, or victualling house, and
who shall sell beer, cider, or perry by retail, to be drunk or consumed
in his, her, or their house or premises, and who shall not take out a
licence to retail spirits, the excise dvity of 3/. 10s., and 5 per cent,

thereon, in lieu of the duty now payable on such licence to retail

beer.

Sect. 3 relates to Ireland.
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By 27 & 28 Vict. c. 56, s. 8, all licences granted to brewers of beer 2. Ap2}raisers,

for sale after the 30th of Sept. 1864, shall continue and be in force from tfcc.

the day of the date of such licences respectively until and upon the ^^^ TT

30th of Sept. next after the granting thereof, on which last-mentioned to expire on the
*

day aU such licences shall expire. ?otti of September
*^ in each year.

(2.) Appraisees and House Agents.

46 Geo. 3, c. 43 (p. 273); 8 & 9 Vict. c. 76 (p. 273) ; 24 & 25 Vict. c. 21

(p. 273) ; 27 & 28 Vict. c. 56 (p. 274).

46 Geo. 3, s. 43, imposes a stamp duty on appraisers' licences, and Who shall be

by s. 4, every person who shall value or appraise any estate or pro- deemed appraiser

perty, real or personal, or any interest in possession or reversion, any
goods, merchandise, or effects of whatever kind or description, for or

in expectation of, his fee, gain, or reward, in valuable consideration

to be therefore paid to him, is to bo deemed an appraiser. Sect. 5

directs when the annual licences are to be taken out.

Sect. 6 enacts that no person shall appraise or value any estate, or

property, or effects, real or personal, or any interest in possession or

reversion, remainder or expectancy in any estate or property, real or
personal, for or in expectation of hire or reward, without being li-

censed, on pain of forfeiting for each oflfenco the sum of 50^.

By s. 7, auctioneers duly licensed may act as appraisers without a
licence.

8 & 9 Vict. c. 76, ss. 1 & 3, imposes new duties upon appraisers' li-

cences, and repeals existing duties. The new duty to be 21. a-year,

but licensed auctioneers are not compellable to take out such annual
licence to enable them to act as appraisers.

24 & 25 Vict. c. 21, s. 10. Every person who, as an agent for any other Who shall he

person, shall, for or in expectation of fee, gain, or reward of any kind, deemed houso

advertise for sale or for letting any furnished house or part of any fur- required to be
nishcd house, or who shall by any public notice or advertisement, or licensed as such,

by any inscription in or upon any house, shop, or place used or occu-
pied by him, or by any other waj^s or means, hold himself out to

the public as an agent for selling or letting furnished houses, and
who shall let or sell, or agree to let or sell, or make or offer or receive

any proposal, or in any way negotiate for the selling or letting of any
furnished house or part of any furnished house, shall be deemed to be
a person using and exercising the business, occupation, and calling of
a house agent within the meaning of this act and the schedule (B.)

hereto, and shall be licensed accordingly : Provided that no person Proviso as to

shall be deemed to be such house agent by reason of his letting, or bouses under m.
agreeing or offering to let, or in any way negotiating for the letting,

^^^^^^ value,

of any house not exceeding the annual rent or value of 2ol. : Provided
also, that any story or flat rated and let as a separate tenement shall

be considered to be a house for the purposes of this enactment.
Sect. 11. The commissioners of Inland Eevenue, and any person By whom licence

authorized by them, shall, after the 5th of July, 1861, grant licence to
g^^iJ''^^® *"*^'t^d

any person who shall apply for the same to use and exercise the busi- and the date and
ness, occupation, and calling of a house agent, which licence shall also continuance

authorise the person to whom it is granted to use and exercise the
*^®^^°f-

calling or occupation of an appraiser; and any such Hcence issued
between the 5th of July and the 5th of August in any year shall be
dated on the 6th of July, and any such licence issued at any other time
shall bear the date of the day on which the same shall be issued, and
every such licence shall continue in force from the day of the date there-
of until and upon the 5th of July then next following and no longer.

Sect. 12. Every person who shall use or exercise the business, occu- Penalty on house

pation, or calling of a house agent, without having a licence in force ^°-\^^ acting

under this act so to do, shall forfeit the sum of 20Z. licence.

Sect. 13. Provided always, that this act shall not extend to require Exceptions.
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2. Appraisers, any agent employed in tlie management of landed estates, or any
dkc. attorney, solicitor, proctor, wiiter to the signet, agent or procui'ator

admitted in any court of law, or any conveyancer, who shall as such
have taken out his annual certificate, or any auctioneer or appraiser,

having in force a licence as such, to take out a licence under this act

as a house agent.

27 & 28 Vict. c. 56, 27 & 28 Vict. c. 56, s. 6 (a). Whereas it is expedient that the duties
s- 6. now payable as stamp duties upon the licences hereinafter mentioned

certehi licencesto should for the future be and become payable as duties of excise : Be it

be for the future enacted, that on and from and after the 1st of July, 1864, the duties now
excise duties. payable by law upon or in respect of the licences to be taken out in

the United Kingdom by persons carrying on the trades and businesses

hereinafter mentioned, as described and defined by the several sta-

tutes relating to such licences and trades or businesses respectively

(that is to say) :

—

Appraisers,

Pawnbrokers,
Dealers in gold and silver plate.

Owners, proprietors, makers and compounders of, and persons ut-
tering, vending, or exposing to sale, or keeping ready for sale, any
medicine liable to stamp duty,
Hawkers and pedlars,

House agents.

Sellers of playing cards (being makers thereof).

And sellers of playing cards (not being makers thereof),

shall respectively be denominated and be deemed to be duties of ex-
cise, and the said licences respectively shall be granted by such officer

or officers of excise and shall be in such form as the commissioners of
Inland Eevenue shall direct in that behalf ; and all powers and direc-

tions granted to or to be observed by any officer of stamps, and now in

force, contained in any act relating to the said duties or licences, or
to the said trades and businesses, or any of them, may be executed
and enforced and shall be observed by any officer of excise ; and all

such duties and all fines, penalties, and forfeitures imposed by any
act or acts of Parliament upon any person who shall carrj^ on any of
the said trades or businesses without being duly licensed, or who shall

do or omit to do any act or thing in any manner contrary to the pro-
visions of any act of Parliament relating to the said licences, or to the
said duties, or any of them, may be collected, sued for, recovered,
levied, mitigated, paid, and applied by the same means and methods
and in like manner, and under the same general or special powers,
provisions, regulations, and directions as to appeal, and in all other
respects, as any other duties of excise, or any fines, penalties, or for-

feitures, are directed to be collected, sued for, recovered, levied, miti-
gated, paid, and applied under any act relating to the excise revenue,
as well as by the means and methods and in the manner directed by
the said act or acts relating to the said duties or licences, or to the said

trades or businesses, and in force at the time of the passing of this act.

27 & 28 Vict. c. 50, By s. 18. All the powers, provisions, clauses, regulations, forfei-

Provisions of
tures, pains, and penalties contained in or imposed by any act or acts

former acts to relating to any duties of the same kind or description as the several
apply to this act. rates or duties gi-anted by this act respectively, and in force at the

time of the passing of this act, and not hereby exjiressly repealed,
shall respectively be in full force and eff'ect with respect to the said

rates and duties by this act granted respectively, so far as the same
are or shall be applicable, in all cases not hereby expressly provided
for, and shall be observed, applied, enforced, and put in execution for

and in the raising, levying, collecting, and securing of the said last-

mentioned rates and duties, and otherwise in relation thereto, so far

(a) This act is inserted here, and is referred to from the otlier titles col-

lected under the head of "Particular Laws,"
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as the same shall not be superseded by and shall be consistent with 3. Audioiieers.

the express provisions of this act, as fully and effectually to aU intents

and pui-poses as if the same had been herein repeated and specially

enacted, mutatis mutandis, "with reference to the rates and duties by
this act granted respectively.

(3.) AlTCTIONEERS.

8 Vict. c. 15 (p. 275) ; 27 & 28 Vict. c. 56 (p. 277).

By 8 Vict. c. 15, all duties payable on sales by auction, and by auc- 8 Vict. c. 15.

tioneers, and all acts relating to auctioneers, are repealed, except such

clauses of 6 Geo. 4, c. 81 as are not repealed or altered by this act.

The sections not repealed are ss. 7 & 10, ante, p. 200.

By the 8 Vict. c. 15, s. 2, That from and after the passing of this New duty on auc-

act there shall be raised, levied, collected, and paid to her Majesty,
throtf'h'out ttT^^

her heirs and successors, in lieu of all duties now imposed on licences Uufted Kkigdom.
to be taken out by auctioneers throughout the United Kingdom, the

following annual sum or duty of excise
;

(that is to say,) for and upon
every licence to be taken out by every person exercising or carrying

on the trade or business of an auctioneer in any part of the United
Kingdom the sum of 101.

Sect. 3. That the said duty hereby imposed shall be under the man- New duty to be

agement of the commissioners of excise, and shall be collected, paid, nagement of the
and accounted for in the same manner as other duties of excise, commissioners of

and shall be charged, raised, levied, sued for, and paid under the pro-
veraWe'*&c ^nd'ev

visions of this act, and the general or special provisions, clauses, enact- the provisions of

ments, regulations, pains, penalties, and forfeitures contained in any this and other

act or acts relating to the collection and management of the revenue ^^'^^^^
^'^f-

of excise ; and all penalties by this act imposed shall be prosecuted,

recovered, and applied as any other penalties under the laws of excise.

Sect. 4. That every person who exercises or carries on the trade or Licences to be

business of an auctioneer, or who acts in such capacity at any sale or taken out and to

roup, and every person who sells or offers for sale any goods or chattels, annuaUy.^
lands, tenements, or hereditaments, or any interest therein, at any
sale or roup where any person or persons become the pui'chaser of the
same by competition, and being the highest bidder, either by being
the single bidder or increasing upon the biddings made by others, or
decreasing on sums named by the auctioneer or person acting as
auctioneer, or other person at such sale, or by any other mode of sale

by competition, shall (except as hereinafter in this act mentioned) be
deemed to carry on the trade or business of an auctioneer, and shall be
required to take out such licence as by this act dii'ected ; and every
such licence shall be renewed annually 10 days at least before the
expiration thereof, on the 5th day of July in each and every year ; and
every auctioneer having had such a licence who continues to carry on
the trade or business of an auctioneer in the year next ensuing the Penalty,

expiration thereof, and omits to renew the same as aforesaid, and every
person who carries on the ti'ade or business of an auctioneer as afore-
said without taking out such licence as by this act directed, shall (ex-
cept as hereinafter in this act mentioned) forfeit 100?. : Provided always,
that auctioneers who have licences in force at the passing of this act,

and which licences do not expire until the 5th day of July now next
ensuing, shall not be required to take out the licence by this act
directed for the purpose of carrying on the business of an auctioneer
until 10 days before the expiration of their current licences, but that
every such auctioneer may, at any time within the last quarter of the
current year to expire on the said oth day of July, take out the licence
by this act directed, on pajTnent of a fourth part of the duty imposed
on such last-mentioned licence ; but that on every such licence taken
out after the said 5th day of July, at whatever period of the year, the
full duty of excise by this act imposed shall be paid, any other act or
acts to the contrary thereof notwithstanding.

T 2
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3. Auctioneers. Sect. 5. That it shall not be necessary for any person selling any
; ;

— goods or chattels by auction in any of the cases hereinafter mentioned
Auction licence -^q ^^}^q q^^ ^j^q licence by this act required : Any person selling any

certain cases. goods or chattels by auction under a distress for non-payment of rent

or tithes to less amount than 201. ; or under authority of 6 Geo. 4, c.

6 Geo. 4, c. 48. 48^ intituled, "An Act to alter and amend an Act passed in the thii'ty-

ninth and fortieth year of king George the Third, for the recovery of

6 & 7 WUl. 4, c. V5. small debts in Scotland ;
" or under authority of 6 & 7 Will. 4, intituled

"An Act to extend the jurisdiction and regulate the proceedings of tho
7 Will. 4 & 1 Vict. Ci\al Bill Coui-ts in Ireland," and 7 Will. 4 & 1 Vict. c. 43 (Iieland),

TWUL 4 &1 Vict, or under authority of 7 Will. 4 & 1 Vict. c. 41 (Scotland); or under
c. 41. authority of any other act or acts of Parliament now in force in which

the like exemption as by the act specified is given to the proper officer

of court executing the process of such court to sell the efi'ects seized by
him by auction, without taking out or having any licence as an auc-

tioneer, provided the sum for which such process is enforced is under 20^.

6 Geo. 4, s. 81, c. p, Sect. 6. That so much of the said recited act, 6 Geo. 4, as enacts that
repealed, and one eyery person exercising or carrying on the trade or business of an auc-

be'suffideut.
" tioneer, or selling any goods or chattels, lands, tenements, or heredi-

taments, by auction, shall, over and above any licence to him or her

granted as an auctioneer, take oiit such licence as is required by law
to deal in or retail, or to vend, trade in, or sell, any goods or commo-
dities, for the dealing in or retailing or vending, trading in or selling

of which an excise licence is specially required, before he or she shall

be permitted or authorised to sell such goods or commodities by auc-
tion ; and if any such person shall sell any such goods or commodities as

aforesaid by auction without having taken out such licence as aforesaid

for that purpose, he or she shall be subject and liable to the penalty

in that behalf imposed upon persons dealing ia or retailing, vending,
trading, or selling any such goods or commodities without licence, not-
withstanding any licence to him or her before granted as aforesaid for

the purpose of exercising or carrying on the trade or business of an
auctioneer, or selling any goods or chattels, lands, tenements, or here-

ditaments by auction, anything herein contained to the contrary not-

withstanding, together with the proviso thereto attached, and so much
of any other act or acts of Parliament by which it is required that a
separate and distinct licence shall be taken out by any auctioneer
selling by auction gold or silver plate or patent medicines, or any other
articles, are hereby repealed ; and any auctioneer having at the time
in force a licence on which the duty under the provisions of this act
has been paid may sell by auction any such property, goods, or com-
modities, without taking out any other licence in such respect, any
other act or acts to the contrary thereof notwithstanding (a).

Auctioneer, before Sect. 7. That every auctioneer, before beginning any auction, shall
he shall commence ^ffix or suspend, or cause to be affixed or suspended, a ticket or board

suspend'oraffixa containing his true and full Christian and sui'name and residence
ticket or board painted, printed, or wi'itten in large letters publicly visible, and legible

Christian^nd
^ ^^ somo conspicuous part of the room or place where the auction is

surname and held, SO that all persons may easily read the same, and shall also keep
place of residence, guch ticket or board so affixed or suspended during the whole time of

such auction being held ; and if any auctioneer, begins any auction or

acts as auctioneer, at any auction, in any room or place where his name
and residence is not so painted or written on a ticket or board so affixed

or suspended, and kept affixed or suspended as aforesaid, he shall

forfeit for every such offence the sum of 20/.

Licence to be pro- Sect. 8. That if any person acting as an auctioneer, and by this act

or a^dcposft'^of''iol'
required to take out a licence as a person exercising or carrying on tho

made, on pain of trade or business of an auctioneer, does not at the time of any sale by
one month's im- auction, on demand of any officer of excise or customs, or any officer
pnsonment.

i^ \

(«) See 27 & 28 Vict. c. 56, s. 14, next page.
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of stamps and taxes, produce and show to such officer a proper licence 3, Auctioneers.

to him granted under this act, and then in force, or does not imme-
diately deposit with such officer the sum of lOZ., every such person

may be arrested and detained by any officer of the peace as hereinafter

mentioned ; and every officer of the peace shall, at the request of any
such officer as first aforesaid, at the termination of such sale, or sooner

if convenient, arrest and convey such person before some one of her

Majesty's justices of the peace of the county or place where such sale

has been held, and such justice shall examine into the fact or facts

charged, and upon proof, either by confession of the party offending

or by the oath of one or more credible witness or witnesses (which oath

the said justice is hereby empowered to administer), that the person

so brought before him did act as an auctioneer as aforesaid, and did

not produce such licence, or deposit such sum of money as aforesaid,

shall, by warrant under his hand, commit such offender to the common
gaol or house of correction for the county or place where the said sale

has been held, for any time not exceeding one calendar month from
the day of such commitment ; and no such imprisonment, nor the

deposit of such sum of money as aforesaid, shall in any manner preju-

dice or affect any proceedings afterwards instituted for recovery of the

penalty incuiTed by sucli person for acting as an auctioneer at such
sale as aforesaid without the licence by this act directed ; but if any
person, having so deposited such sum of money as aforesaid, at any
time before the expiration of one week from the date of such sale as

aforesaid produces to the officer withwhom he deposited the same a pro-

per licence to him granted and in force as an auctioneer before and at

such sale, every such officer shall immediately thereupon repay to such
person the full sum so deposited with him ; if otherwise, every such
officer shall at the expiration of the said week account for all such
money to the commissioners of excise, or such person as they may
appoint to receive the same.
By the 27 & 28 Vict. c. 56, s. 14. And whereas by the sixth section 27 & 28 Vict. c. 56.

of the act passed in the eighth year of her Majesty's reign, chapter Auctioneers not to

fifteen, it is enacted that any auctioneer, having in force a licence ciseabie commo-

"

on which the duty under the provisions of that act have been paid, dities except uiwn

may sell by auction any property, goods, or commodities mentioned ^i'^^'^sed premises.

in the said section without taking out any other licence in such respect

:

And whereas persons holding licences as auctioneers do under colour
thereof carry on the business of dealers and traders in commodities for

the dealing in and selling of which excise licences are by law required
to be taken out, and it is expedient to alter and amend the law in this

respect : Be it enacted, that no licence taken out by any person to

exercise or cany on the trade or business of an auctioneer shall autho-
rise such person to deal in or sell, either on his own account or for his

own benefit, or on account of or for the benefit of any other person,

any commodities for the dealing in or selling of which an excise

licence is required, except upon premises in respect of which the owner
of such commodities shall have taken out and shall have in force at the
time of the sale thereof the proper excise licence for the sale of such
commodities ; Provided that any such licensed auctioneer may sell by
auction, by sample, in anj'- town or place, any such commodities as afore-

said, if the owner thereof shall be duly licensed for the sale of such
commodities in the same town or place ; and provided also, that the
commissioners of Inland Eevenue may in their discretion authorise any
licensed auctioneer to sell any such commodities by auction where they
shall be satisfied that the said commodities are the projierty of a private
person, and are not sold for profit or by way of trade ; and if any
person shall sell by auction any such commodities contrary to or

othei-wise than as allowed by this section, he shall incur the penalties

imposed upon persons dealing in or selling such commodities vrithout
the excise licences required by law.
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6. Cards.

25 <fc 26 Vict. c. 22.

Interpretation of
terms.

The duty to be
denoted on the
wrapper.

Cards to be sold in
separate packs
enclosed in
wrappers.

Licences to sell

cards to be
granted.

Selling cardswith-

(JHxcise.

(4.) Beewers. See "Ale and Beer"

(5.) Canteens.

5 Vict. ss. 2, c. 12, s. 74 ; c. 13, s. 60.

By 5 Vict. ss. 2, c. 12, s. 74, and c. 13, s. 60, any two justices may
witMn their jurisdiction gi^ant or transfer any beer, wine, or spirit

licence to a person holding a canteen under the authority of the board
of ordnance or the lord high admiral.

(6.) Cabds (a).

The act 25 & 26 Vict, c. 22, imposes new duties, see ante (p. 196) on
cards and dice ; s. 27 repeals existing stamp duties thereon ; by s. 2

the provisions of former acts as to card duties are, so far as con-

sistent, to be considered in force. The act, 9 Geo. 4, c. 18, is the

existing act containing certain regulations for enforcing these duties.

—See also Cards in Vol. I.

Sect. 28. The term " cards," wherever the same shall be used in this

act, shall mean playing cards by this act charged with stamp duty

;

the term " wrapper " shall mean a paper wrapper, label, or enclosure

provided by the said commissioners of Inland Revenue for containing,

enclosing, or covering a pack of cards, and denoting the duty in respect

thereof; and the term " pack of cards " shall mean any quantity or

number of cards not exceeding 52.

Sect. 29. The duty of M. by this act chargeable on a pack of cards

shall be denoted on the wrapper of every pack, which wrapper the

commissioners of Inland Eevenue shall provide with such stamp or

device or devices thereon for denoting the said duty as they shall think

fit ; and the said commissioners shaU supply to any person who shall

be a maker of cards, and shall as such have a licence in force for

selling cards, with any quantities of such wrappers on payment of the

duties for the same, or at their discretion shall stamp, to denote the

said duty, the wrappers of licensed makers of cards, which when
so stamped shall be deemed to be wrappers provided by the said com-
missioners in pursuance of this act ; and no cards shall be sold other-

wise than in separate packs, each pack being enclosed in a wi'apper,

the stamp on wluch shall be at all times uncovered and opened to view,
and which shall be securely fastened round or over the same by means
of wheat flour paste, or some other firmly adhesive substance to be
approved by the said commissioners, and so and in such manner that
the wrapper cannot be opened, or the cards taken out without the
wrapper being destroyed ; and if the wrapper used by any maker of

cards for enclosing any cards sold by him shall not be fastened with
proper and sufficient adhesive substance as aforesaid, or hond fide in a
secure manner, and with the stamp thereon open to view, according to

the true intent and meaning of this act, such cards shall be deemed to

be not enclosed in a wrapper provided by the said commissioners under
this act ; and such maker, and also any other person selling such
cards, shall be subject and liable to the penalties imposed by this act

for selling cards not enclosed in wrappers.
Sect. 30. The commissioners of Inland Eevenue, or any of their

officers authorised by them, shall grant to any person who shall apply
for it a licence to sell cards at any house to be specified therein, on
pajTnent of the duty for the same ; every such licence shall continue
in force from the day on which the same shall be granted until and
upon the 1st of September then next following, and no longer.

Sect. 31. If any person shall sell or ofier for sale any cards without

(a) The duties on licences to sell

cards were made duties of excise by
27 & 28 Vict. c. 56, ss. 6, 18; see

the sections at length under ^'Ap-

praisers." And see under Customs
(p. 131), as to importation of cards.

The duties on dice were repealed by
25 Vict. c. 22, and were not rc-enaote(l.
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having a licence in force for the same granted under this act, he shall e. Cards.

forfeit 20^. ; and any person who shall sell cards at any house or place

not specified in a licence granted to him shall be deemed to be a person o"*
^It^'^o'fw'

selling cards without having a Hcence ; and any person who shall be ^^^^ ^ "

found hawking or carrying about for sale any cards, whether enclosed

in a stamped wrapper or not, aiid who shall sell the same or offer the

same for sale at any place for which he shall have no licence, may be Hawkers of cards

apprehended by any constable or officer ofInland Revenue, and taken P^^^,^! *P5''f\
before any justice of the peace, who shall hear and determine the before a^justice.^"^

matter, and if upon conviction of such offence the offender shall not
immediately pay the penalty in which he shall be con\T.cted, he shall

be committed to prison for any period not exceeding 3 months nor less

than one month, unless the penalty shall be sooner paid ; and all cards

which he shall be foxind trading with or carrying about shall be for-

feited, and delivered up to the commissioners to be dealt with as cards
forfeited under this act.

Sect. 32. If any maker of cards shall remove, or send or deliver Penalty on selling

out any cards from his house or premises, or the house or place in cards without

which they were made or comj)leted (except for exportation as allowed pe^™^^
wrap-

by this act), the same not being in packs enclosed in wrappers in
manner aforesaid, or if any person, whether a maker of cards or not,

and whether licensed or not, shall sell any cards, not being a pack of
cards enclosed in a wrapper as by this act is required, he shall forfeit,

if he be a maker of cards, the sum of 100?., and if he be not a maker
of cards, the sum of 201. ; and moreover, for every pack of cards which
any such person shall sell, or send, or deliver out not enclosed in a
wrapper as aforesaid, he shall forfeit the further sum of 51. ; and all Unstamped cards

cards found in any house or place whatever (except on the premises of *o ^^ forfeited.

a licensed maker specified in his licence) which shall be kept or in-
tended for sale, or which shall be found on the premises or in the
possession of any person who shall sell cards, and which shall not be
in separate packs enclosed in wrappers as aforesaid, shall be forfeited

;

and the same, and also all wrappers found in any house or place what-
soever which shall have been used for enclosing cards, and removed
or got off therefrom, may be taken and carried away by any officer of
Inland Revenue, and be destroyed or otherwise disposed of as the com-
missioners shall direct ; and for the purposes of such seizure it shall
be lawful for any such officer, under the authority of a warrant for
that purpose specially granted by any two of the commissioners or any
justice of the peace, to enter in the daytime any house or place in
which there shall be reason to suspect that any cards not enclosed in
stamped wrappers, or any wrappers that have been used as aforesaid,
are deposited or kept, and to search for the same ; and if necessary,
such officer may break open the door of any room or closet, or any
box, trunk, or case in which any such cards or wrappers are suspected
to be contained ; and all cards so found shall be deemed to be kept and
intended for sale, unless the contrary shall be proved.

Sect. 33. Upon the wi-apper of every pack of cards sold or sent or Name of maker,
delivered out by any maker of cards there shall be printed his name ^^- *" ^^ printed

and the place at which he shall be licensed to sell cards in manner "" *^^° wrapper,

to be approved by the said commissioners, but, except as is provided
by the next succeeding section, no cards shall be sold or sent or deli-
vered out by any maker the stamp upon the wrapper of which shall
be cancelled or defaced, or in any way damaged or injured ; and for
eveiy pack of cards sold or sent or delivered out by any maker of cards,
on the wrapper of which shall not be printed as hereby required such
name and place, or, except as aforesaid, the stamp on which wrapper
shall be cancelled or in any way defaced, damaged, or injured, he shall
forfeit the sum of 51. ; and cards enclosed in a wrapper having the name
of a maker thereon, or otherwise purporting to be made by him, shall be
deemed to have been made by him, unless the contraiy shall appear,
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6. Cards. Section 34. Every person who shall sell cards, other than a maker
of or dealer in cards selling by wholesale to persons who buy to sell

t?cancei the
''^^^ again, shall, before he shall deliver or send out a pack of cards on the

stamp on the Sale thereof, cancel the stamp on the wrapper denoting the duty by
wrapper. this act charged on a pack of cards by wi'iting or impressing in ink his

name upon such stamp, or in default thereof he shall forfeit the sum
of5Z.

Frauds relating to Sect. 35. If any person shall remove or get off, or aid or assist in

penaSylbi*°* removing or getting off from any pack of cards any wrapper which
shall have been -used for enclosing the same, with intent that such

wrapper shall be again used for enclosing any other cards ; or shall

use any wrapper so removed or got off for enclosing any such other

cards ; or shall sell or utter any such last-mentioned wrapper, or any
cards enclosed therein, knowing the said wrapper to have been so

removed or got off as aforesaid ; or shall knowingly have in his pos-

session, or on his premises, any wrapper which shall have been so

removed or got off, \vith intent that the same might be used for

enclosing other cards ; or shall be guilty of any fraudulent act, con-

trivance, or device whatever relating to the duty by this act charge-

able in respect of cards, he shall forfeit the sum of 20?. ; and it shall

be lawful for the said commissioners to refuse to grant licence to sell

cards to any person who shall have been convicted of any such offence.

What cards may gect. 36. Provided, that cards in packs, each pack containing an aco

wrapSrT*^°"* of spades duly stamped under the 9 Geo. 4, and also cards duly im-
ported, enclosed in wrappers according to the 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107,

may lawfully be sold as if this act had not been made ; and provided
Second-hand that it shall be lawful for any person possessed of cards previously
''^^

sold and opened, used and played with, to sell the same to any licensed

maker of cards without having a licence for selling cards, and without

such cards being enclosed in a wrapper provided under this act ; and
if any such cards shall be afterwards sold, or sent, or delivered out by
the said maker, they shall be subject to all the provisions of this act,

and for the puiposes of this act such maker shall be deemed to bo
the maker of such cards ; and provided that this act shall not extend
to charge with stamp duty hond fide toy cards not exceeding in length

one inch and three-quarters, or in width one inch and a quarter.

Unstamped cards Sect. 37. Provided also, that any licensed maker of cards who shall
may be exported, j^aye given security as hereinafter required may export cards, made

by him on the premises specified in his licence, to the Isle of Man or

to foreign parts without being enclosed in wrappers provided under
this act, under the conditions and provisions hereinafter mentioned ;

that is to say, before any cards intended for exportation shall be
removed from the premises of the licensed maker, notice of the inten-

tion to export them shall be given by the maker to the said commis-
sioners, or to some officer of Inland Revenue authorised to receive the

same, at the chief office in London, or at the place at which the maker
shall be licensed, specifying the quantity of packs, and the description

of the cards to be exported, the ports or places from and to which
respectively, and the name of the ship or vessel in which the cards are

to be exported ; and the said commissioners or officer shall issue to

the maker a certificate, in such form as the commissioners shall

approve, authorising the removal and exportation of the cards in con-
formity with the notice, and thereupon the cards may be removed
fi'om the premises of the maker, and shall be deposited on board the

said ship or vessel within a certain period to be specified in the certifi-

cate, not exceeding in any case seven days from the date thereof; and
if the said cards or any of them, shall be found at any place whatever
within the United Kingdom after the expiration of such period, or at

any place other than the port or place of exportation, or in transit

thereto, before the expiration thereof, or at any place and at any time

ppt accompanied by such certificate, the same shall be forfeited, and
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may be seized by any officer of Inland Eevenue, and disposed of as by 7, Chicory.

this act is provided as to cards forfeited : Provided, that before any
maker of cards shall be permitted to export cards not enclosed in

•wrappers under this act, he shall give bond to her Majesty in the

penalty of 500?., with one or more sureties to the satisfaction of the

commissioners, conditioned for the due exportation, in conformity

with the provisions of this act, of all cards which he shall be autho-

rised to export, which bond, and the condition thereof, shall be in such

form and terms as the commissioners shall require.

(7.) Chicory.

23 & 24 Vict. c. 113, ss. 8—21 (p. 281) ; 26 Vict. c. 22, s. 33 (p. 281).

23 & 24 Vict. c. 113, ss. 1 & 2, impose new duties of excise upon £3&24Vict. c. 113.

chicory, or other vegetable matters applicable to the uses of chicory or

coffee. AU the laws in force relating to the duties of excise are to

apply to the charging and collection of these duties. The duty was
altered by 26 Vict. c. 22, schedule B., and is now 11. 4s. M. per cwt.

23 & 24 Vict. c. 113, s. 8. Every dryer of chicory or other such Dryers and roast-

vegetable matter as aforesaid, and every roaster thereof, and every ers of cWcory, <fec.

dealer in the same, shall respectively, before he shall begin to dry or \^^^ make entry"

roast any chicory or other such vegetable matter as aforesaid, or to of their premises,

trade or deal in the same, make entry with the prqper officer of excise

in the manner directed by the laws of excise in that behalf of his name
and place of abode, and of every building, warehouse, storehouse, shop,

room, or place, and of every kiln, furnace, cylinder, machine, or

utensn intended to bo made use of by such dryer, roaster, and dealer

respectively for the drying, roasting, keeping or storing of chicory or

other such vegetable matter as aforesaid, or the prejiaring of the same
for drying or roasting ; and no person other than a dryer of chicory or No person other

other such vegetable matter as aforesaid, or a roaster thereof, or a t^^^ * dryer or

dealer therein, who shall respectively have made due entry of his made^entry shall

premises in manner aforesaid, shall have in his possession any dried have di-ied

chicory or other such vegetable matter as aforesaid, exceeding 14 lbs.
*^ossessi'on*'

^^ ^^

in weight ; and if any such article shall be found in the possession of

any person not being such dryer or roaster or dealer as aforesaid, the
same shall be forfeited, and the person so having the same in his pos-
session shall forfeit the sum of lOOZ.

Sect. 9. Every dryer of chicory or other such vegetable matter as Dryer to provide

aforesaid shall, before he shall begin to diy any such article, provide
^orin^'dried'^

a proper and secure warehouse with proper fastenings at the premises chicory, &c.

where his drying kiln shall be situate, to be approved of by the com-
missioners of Inland Eevenue, for the purpose of depositing and secur-
ing therein the chicory or other vegetable matter which shall be dried by
him, and such warehouse shall be locked by the proper officer of excise.

Sect. 10. No person shall begin to di-y any chicory or other such Dryer to give

vegetable matter as aforesaid in or upon any kiln or other utensil or i^otice of his in-

place used by him for drying any such article without having previ- cMcory,*&c!^^
ously given 6 hours' notice to the officer of excise under whose survey
he shall be of the particular day and hour when he shall intend to
begin such drying, upon jiain of forfeiting the sum of bOl. for every Penalty,

omission to give such notice ; and all chicorj' or other vegetable
matter which shall be found drying upon the premises of any such
drj^er without such notice as aforesaid shall also be forfeited.

Sect. 11. Every dryer of chicory or other such vegetable matter as Dryer to give six

aforesaid shall give 6 hours' notice in writing to the officer of excise hours' notice of his

under whose survey he shall be of the day and particular hour of the mwe"Wcor/,^&c.
day when he shall mtend to remove any such article as aforesaid off the from kiha.

kiln, or from or out of any utensil in or upon which the same shall
have been placed to dry ; and such officer shall attend according to Officer to attend,

such notice, and thereupon aU such chicory or other vegetable matter
to be weiTed aiid

shall be weighed by the said dryer, or his servant or workman, in the removed into
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7. Chicory.

23 & 24 Vict. c. 113.

warehouse in his

presence.

23&24Vict. c. 113.

Penalty on dryer
not removing
chicory, &c. pur-
suant to his
notice.

Dryer not to have
any dried chicory,

&c. on his pre-
mises elsewhere
than in the ware-
house or in the
kiln, on pain of
forfeiture.

Chicory, <fec. not
to be sent out of

warehouse unless
in presence of an
oflicer.

Not less than 100
cwt. to be deli-

vered out.

Warehouse not to

be opened for de-
livery between
6 p.m. and 6 a.m.

Officer to keep a
stock account of
chicory, (fee. re-

ceived into and
delivered out of

the warehouse,
and if there bo
any deficiency,

dryer to be
charged with the
duty thereon and
liable to penalty.

Excise,

presence of such officer, wlio shall take an account thereof, and the
same shall then forthwith be removed, also in the presence of the officer,

into the warehouse to be provided by the said dryer in pursuance of this
act for that purpose, and shall be there deposited and locked up and se-

cured under such regulations as the commissioners of Inland Eevenue
may make in that behalf; and if any such dryer shall neglect or omit to
begin to weigh such chicory or other vegetable matter for the space of
one hour after the officer shall have attended in pursuance of such notice
as aforesaid, the chicory or other vegetable matter shall not be removed
from such kiln or utensil without a fresh notice of 6 hours, to be
given as aforesaid, and if the dryer shall not cause the whole of such
chicory or other vegetable matter to be duly weighed and removed,
and deposited in such warehouse as aforesaid within the space of 2
hours after the commencement of the weighing thereof, he shall forfeit

the sum of 50?.

Sect. 12. No diyer of chicory or other such vegetable matter as
aforesaid shall keep or have any such article as aforesaid in a dried
state in any part or place of or in his premises other than the ware-
house to be provided and approved as aforesaid for the deposit and
security thereof, excej)t such chicory or other vegetable matter as shall

be on or in the kiln or utensil where the same shall have been dried or
roasted, and except also such chicory or other vegetable matter as
shall be in the act of removal from such kiln or utensil, or to or from
such warehouse, under the superintendence of such officer as herein
provided in that behalf ; and any dried chicory or other such vegetable
matter as aforesaid which shall be found in any part or place of or in
the premises of any such dryer other than such warehouse as aforesaid,

except as aforesaid, shall be forfeited, and such dryer shall forfeit the
sum of 200?.

Sect. 13. No chicory or other such vegetable matter as aforesaid
which shall be deposited in the warehouse of any dryer thereof shall

be removed from such warehouse except in the presence and under the
authority of the proper officer of excise, to whom such dryer shall give
4 hours' previous notice in writing, specifying the particular day and
hour when he shall intend to send out from the warehouse any such
article as aforesaid, and upon the receij^t of such notice the officer shall

attend at the time appointed therein, and shall allow the quantity of
the article specified in such notice to be in his presence weighed and
delivered out of the warehouse, according to the tenor and effect of
such notice, and the officer shall enter in his survey book an account
thereof as a charge against the said drj'er : Provided always, that no
quantity less than 1 cwt. of chicory or other vegetable matter shall at
any time be delivered out of any such warehouse ; and provided also,

that no such warehouse as aforesaid shall be opened for delivering out
any such article as aforesaid at any time between the hours of 6 o'clock
in the evening and 6 o'clock in the morning.

Sect. 14. The proper officer of excise shall enter and keep in a book
a stock account of all chicory or other such vegetable matter as afore-

said which shall be received into the warehouse of any dryer thereof,

and of the quantity thereof which shall from time to time be delivered
out of such warehouse, and it shall be lawful for any officer of excise
at any time, and from time to time whenever he shall think fit, to

weigh and take an account of all chicory or other such vegetable
matter as aforesaid which shall then remain in such warehouse, and
the said diyer is hereby required, with his servants and workmen, to

give aU necessary aid and assistance to the officer of excise in the
weighing and taking such account thereof; and if upon any such
weighing and taking of account it shall be found that the quantity of
chicory or other such vegetable matter as aforesaid which shall then
be in such warehouse is less than the quantity which ought to remain
therein, according to the balance of the entries contained in the stock
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account kept by the officer as before directed, such dryer shall be 7. Chicory.

deemed to have removed the quantity which shall be so found to be the ;

deficiency in the stock, without the duty having been charged thereon, 23&24Vict. c.ii3.

and thereupon the officer shall enter in his book the amount of the

duty upon such deficiency as a charge against the dryer, and such

dryer shall forfeit the sum of 200Z. :
Provided always, that the said

^^Pf^igg'fth'e°'"^'
penalty shall not be deemed to be incurred if the amount of such deficiency of stock

deficiency of stock shall not exceed two per centum on the whole exceed 2 per cent.

quantity of chicory or other vegetable matter which shall have been
received into such warehouse since the last preceding taking and
balancing of the stock, in addition to the quantity then remaining
therein, or if there shall have been no former taking and balancing of

stock, then on the whole quantity which shall have been at any time
and from time to time received into such warehouse.

Sect. 15. Every officer of excise under whose survey any dryer of Officer of excise

chicory or other such vegetable matter as aforesaid shall be, or any odkai^etams" f

other officer who shall be appointed so to do, shall at the expiration of the duty charged

every six weeks, or at such other times as the commissioners of Inland on drj-ers of

Eevenue shall dii*ect, make out and deliver to the said commissioners an *^
''^°'^^'

account or return in writing of the quantity of chicory or other such
vegetable matter as aforesaid dried by such dryer, and sent out or

delivered from his premises, and for which he shall have become charge-
able with duty in the preceding 6 weeks or other period, and of the

duty payable thereon, and shall also leave a copy of such account or

return with such dryer ; and the account or retui-n of such officer shall ^^^^ and to

be a charge on such dryer, and he shall pay to the proper collector and paid!^
u y o e

clear off the duty appearing by such account or return to have become
due at such time as the said commissioners shall appoint, or on demand
thereof at any time made by or under the authority of such collector,

or in default thereof such dryer shall forfeit double the amount of
such duty.

Sect. 16. Every dryer of chicory or other vegetable matter shall Dryer of chicory,

provide and keep on his entered premises, and in such proper and ^aies and^^'^^
convenient place therein as the supervisor of excise shall approve, just weights, and
and sufficient scales and weights, properly adapted for the weighing ^^l^'st the officers

of chicory and other such vegetable matter as aforesaid; and every ti^e^same/"
"^™^

such dryer shall permit and suffer any officer of excise to use the said
scales and weights for the purpose of weighing or re-weighing and
taking an account of chicory or other vegetable matter which shall at
any time be in possession of such dryer, and such dryer, with his
servants and workmen, shall, whenever thereto required, aid and
assist the officer in such weighing and re-weighing and taking account
of any such article as aforesaid; and every such dryer who shall
neglect to provide and keep such scales and weights in such place as
aforesaid, or who or whose servant shall refuse'to permit and suffer any
officer of excise to use the same, or who or whose servant shall refuse
or neglect, whenever thereto required, to aid and assist any such
officer in weighing or re-weighing and taking an account of any such
article as aforesaid, shall forfeit the sum of 100?.

Sect. 17. No dryer of chicory or other such vegetable matter as No dryer to have
aforesaid shall have in his possession any dried chicory or other such jj^^^^^v*^""
vegetable matter as aforesaid, other than such as shall have been dried other than s^'ch*^'

on his own kiln, or lawfully received into his warehouse under the '^ ^^^^ ^^""^ ^een

provisions of this act ; and if any such article as aforesaid which shall ^^ °° ^'' ""^

not have been dried on his own kiln, or lawfully received as aforesaid
shall be found on the premises of any such dryer or otherwise in his
possession, such article shaR be forfeited, and he shall forfeit also the
sum of imi.

Sect. 18. No dryer of chicory or other such vegetable matter as Businesses of a

aforesaid shall carry on the business of a roaster of chicory or other ^7 and a^roaste]?
vegetable matter or of coffee, or shall roast any chicory or other thereof, or of
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7. Chicory, vegetable matter or coffee, or have any quantity exceeding six pounds~
; in weight of roasted chicory or other vegetable matter, or coffee in or

coffee^not to%e^^ upon the same premises whereon he shall carry on the business of such
carried on on the dryer, or in or upon any premises having any communication, opening,

^oiuf
'^^

'^^A^i, -
^^ ^^y internally, or through any inclosed or private yard, with or

municating pre-' iiito the premises whereon he shall carry on the business of a dryer of
"lises, chicory or other vegetable matter, nor shall any person carry on the

business of a dryer of chicory or other vegetable matter in or upon any
premises having any such communication as aforesaid with or into any
premises whereon any person shall carry on the business of a roaster
of chicory or other vegetable matter, or a roaster of coffee, on pain of

forfeiting for every such offence, in the several cases aforesaid, the sum
of 100?. : Provided always, that where before the 1st of Jvme, 1860,
the respective businesses of a dryer and roaster of chicory or other
vegetable matter shall have been carried on by the same or different

persons on the same premises, or on premises adjoining and commu-
nicating, and such persons shall be desirous of continuing to carry on
such businesses respectively on such premises, it shall be lawful for

the commissioners of Inland Eevenue, if they shall think fit, to grant by
order in wi'iting their special licence to such person or persons to con-
tinue such use of such premises for such time and upon such terms
and conditions as the said commissioners may think fit.

Certain acts may Sect. 19. Provided always, that, under and subject to such rules and

by diners and"" regulations, restrictions and conditions, as the commissioners of Inland
roasters of chicory Pevenue shall think proper, and shall make in that behalf, the follow-
under the regu- ing acts and proceedings maybe lawfully done, and shall have the

commisbioners. effect hereinafter mentioned
;
(that is to say,)

1. Any dryer of chicory or other such vegetable matter as afore-

said may remove and send out from his warehouse any dried

chicory or other such vegetable matter to the entered ware-
house and stock of any other such dryer without payment or

charge of the duty thereon, and the person to whose ware-
house the same shall be removed shall, upon receiving the
same, be answerable and accountable for the duty chargeable
thereon, and shall be charged with such duty when and as

the said chicoiy or other vegetable matter shall be sent out or

removed from his warehouse, in Hke manner as if he had been
the dryer thereof

:

2. Any dryer or roaster of chicory or other such vegetable matter
as aforesaid may receive into and have in his possession foreign

dried chicoiy or other such vegetable matter as aforesaid which
shall have been duly imported into the United Kingdom, and
on which the duties of customs shall have been duly paid on
the importation thereof ; but if any question shall arise whe-
ther any chicory or other vegetable matter is foreign, or
whether the said duties of customs have been so paid thereon
as aforesaid, proof of the affirmative of such question shall lie

upon the person in whose possession such chicory or other
vegetable matter shall be found

:

3. Any dryer of chicory or other such vegetable matter as afore-
said may remove from the kiln or utensil on or in which the
same may be diying any chicory or other such vegetable
matter, before the drying thereof is completed, into a ware-
house to be provided by such dryer, and approved by the said

commissioners, specially for the purpose of depositing and
securing therein such partially dried chicoiy or other such
vegetable matter as aforesaid, and afterwards to return the
same to such kiln or utensil to complete the drying thereof.

l)ryers of chicory Sect. 20. Every diyer of chicory or other such vegetable matter as

n'lodation^for'the' aforesaid shall provide and maintain sufficient and proper accommoda-
officers of excise, tion on the entered premises of such drj'cr, to the satisfaction of the
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said commissioners, for the officers of excise attending tlie drying of 8. Coffee, Tea,

such chicory or other vegetable matter. <tc.

Sect. 21. Wherever the following terms and expressions, or any of ;

-

them, occur in this act, they shall be construed respectively in the ^^*^^'*^'^°*-
°-

J^^-

manner hereinafter directed; (that is to say,) " dried chicory'' shall
te°rms used in this

be construed to mean chicory which shall have been kiln-dried, or act in relation to

dried by any other means whatever, and not completely roasted to a
^^ngg^and'chkory

state fit for grinding to powder ; " roasted chicory " shall be construed

to mean chicory which shall have been completely roasted to such state

as last mentioned, whether the same shall have been ground or reduced
to powder or not ; "dryer of chicory " shall be construed to mean and
include any person who shall kiln-dry, or dry by any other means,
any chicory or other such vegetable matter as aforesaid; " roaster of

chicory " shall be construed to mean and include any person who shall

carry on or continue the process of drying chicory or other vegetable

matter to a state in which it shall be fit for giinding to powder.

Sect. 33. Any act, neglect, or omission contrary in any respect to Penalty.

any prohibitions, regulations, and directions contained in this act in

relation to the drying or roasting of chicory or other vegetable matter,

and for which a penalty is expressly provided, the dryer or roaster or

chicory, as the case may be, shall forfeit the sum of lOOZ.

(8.) Coffee, Tea, Chocolate, and Cocoa-nuts.

10 Geo. 1, c. 10 (p. 286) ; 11 Geo. 1, c. 30 (p. 286) ; 4 Geo. 2, c. 14 (p. 287) ; (8.) Coflfee, Tea.

17 Geo. 3, c. 29 and 43 Geo. 3, c. 129 (p. 289) ; 59 Geo. 3, c. 53 (p. 299) ; 6 Chocolate and

Geo. 4, c. 81 (p. 286) ; 9 Geo. 4, c. 44 (p. 285) ; 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 101 (p.
Cocoa-nuts.

285) ; 24 & 25 Vict. c. 21, s. 8 (p. 286) ; 27 Yict. c. 18 (p. 290) ; 30 & 31

Yict. c. 90, ss. 8, 9, 10 (p. 286).

The import duties on cofiee, tea, cocoa, chocolate, and pepper were
formerly under the management of the commissioners of excise, and
the dealers in those articles were then required, besides taking out
licences, and making entry of their premises, to obtain permits for the
removal of the commodities, exceeding a specific quantity. The duties

on coffee, cocoa, and pepper were transferred to the customs' depart-
ment in 1825, and the laws requiring permits for coffee and cocoa were
repealed by 9 Geo. 4, c. 44, s. 5 ; but by s. 4 the regulations of excise

for seciiring the respective duties on those articles, as well as on tea,

(or rather for preventing fraudulent practices therein), were continued
in force and extended to the whole of the United Kingdom. By 3 &
4 Will. 4, c. 101, s. 5, the importation of tea was allowed to be trans-
ferred to and placed under the management of the customs, with a
proviso, that, nothing herein contained shall extend to alter or affect

any law of excise relating to licences for the sale of tea, or relating to
permits for the removal of tea, or otherwise to the internal manage-
ment of tea by the commissioners of excise, after the duties of im-
portation shall have been paid, and after the same has been delivered
out of the charge of the officers of customs.
As to licences which are still required to be taken out by dealers, Licences to b

see ante, p. 196. taken out by

The 9 Geo. 4, c. 44, s. 1 enacts. That all acts relating to the revenue of '^^^f
'^•

excise in force at and immediately before the year 1825, with respect ^rcfbe^OTe ms
to dealers in and sellers of coffee, cocoa, pepper, tobacco, snuff, foreign relating to dealers

and colonial spirits and wine, and manufacturers of tobacco and snuff '^P^
^^^ manufac-

respectively, and to the manufacture of tobacco and snuff, have re- eMlse£S)iearticles,
mained and continued, and are and shall be and remain and continue shall continue in

in full force and virtue, as laws relating to the revenue of excise (save standinc^ ^rdihing
and except so far as any of such act or acts, or any part or parts in any acts reia-

thereof, may have been repealed or altered by any subsequent act re- ^^^^^ ^ *^®

lating to the excise passed for that purpose), and the said acts shall
°"^ °^^'
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8. Coffee, Tea,

die.

9 Geo. 4, c. 44.

All penalties and
forfeitures pro-
secuted by order
of commissioners
of excise shall be
prosecuted and
recovered accord-
ing to 8 Geo. 4,

c. 53.

Repealing so
much of acts as
require entries to
be made by coffee,

tea, and chocolate
dealers.

Sect. 25 of 6 Geo.
4, c. 81, to con-
tinue in force
with respect to
tea and chocolate
dealers.

Power to officers

of excise to ex-
amine coffee, tea,

chocolate, &c. in
possession of
dealers.

No mixture in
manufacturing
coffee.

and may be executed and carried into eflFect in all particulars (save
and except as to the landing and shipment of the said commodities
respectively, and the collection and payment of the duties of customs
on the said respective commodities, and the lodging of such commo-
dities in warehouses without payment of duty), by the said commis-"
sioners of excise and their officers; and that all and singular the
powers and authorities, rules, regulations, provisions, and dii-ections

(except as aforesaid), in anjnjvrise relating to the licences to be taken
out by the dealers in and sellers of such commodities respectively, and
the jurisdiction and management thereof by the commissioners and
officers of excise, and shall and may be possessed, used, executed, ex-
ercised, and put in force by the said commissioners of excise and their
officers, to all intents and purposes whatsoever (save and except as
aforesaid) ; anything in any act or acts relating to the duties or re-
venue of customs to the contrary in anywise notwithstanding.

Sect. 2. That aU penalties and forfeitures imposed by any act or acts
relating to the revenue of customs or excise respectively, which by
law the officers of excise are authorised to prosecute, and which the
commissioners of excise shall order to be prosecuted, shall and may
be £0 prosecuted, sued for, recovered, levied, mitigated, and applied,
and in and by such ways, means, and methods, and in, under, and
before such jurisdiction respectively, as penalties and forfeitures in-
curred or forfeited by reason of offences committed against any law or
laws of excise are or may bo sued for, recovered, levied, mitigated, and
applied by an act passed in the last session of Parliament, for conso-
lidating and amending the laws relating to the collection and manage-
ment of the revenue of excise throughout Great Britain and Ii-eland

;

any thing in any other act or acts to the contrary thereof in anywise
notwithstanding.
The 1 Geo. 1, c. 10, ss. 10 & 14(a), and 18 Geo. 2, c. 26, s. 8, and 12

Geo. 3, c. 46, s. 6 {a), relating to the entry of premises, seem to be re-
pealed by the 30 & 31 Vict. c. 90, ss. 8 & 9, which, as to coffee, tea,
chocolate and cocoa-nuts, are as follows :

—

30 & 31 Vict. c. 90, s. 8. So much of any act as requires a seller

of or dealer in coffee, tea, cocoa-nuts, or chocolate to make entrj--

of any premises for the keeping or selling the same, is hereby
repealed.

Sect. 9. Notwithstanding the enactment contained in the preceding
section, the provisions of s. 25 of the 6 Geo. 4, c. 81 {a7iie, p. 200)
shall continue in force, and be deemed to apply to every person who
shall have taken out a licence to trade in or sell coffee, tea, cocoa-nuts,
or chocolate ; and in the construction of the said s. 25 in relation to
such person the expression "entered premises" shall be deemed to
mean the premises wherein his trade or business is exercised or car-
ried on.

Sect. 10. It shall be lawful for any officer of excise at any time (but
if between the hours of 1 1 at night and 5 in the morning, then in tho
presence of a constable or other lawful peace officer), to enter into the
premises of every person who shall sell or deal in or who shall have
taken out a licence to sell or deal in coffee, tea, cocoa-nuts, chocolate,
and to examine all coffee, tea, cocoa-nuts, chocolate, in the premises
of such person.

By 24 & 25 Vict. c. 21, s. 8, no person licensed to sell tea or coffee
who is also licensed as a hawker shall be liable to any penalty or for-
feiture for selling tea or coffee elsewhere than on his entered premises.
By the 11 Geo, 1, c. 30, s. 9, no person in roasting, or soon after

roasting, or before seUing, shall mix with coffee, to increase the weight,

{a) These clause.s are also virtually

repealed as to the penalty on offering

for sale iu other than entered places

or approved warehouses.
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any butter, lard, grease, water, or other materials (a), on pain of 100/. ; g_ Coffce, Tea,
and if any dealer shall knowingly buy or sell any so mixed, he shall ' ^c!
forfeit lOOZ.

Sect. 39 gives the mode of suing for and recovering fines, penalties, penalties and

and forfeitures, and enacts, that one moiety of eveiy such fine, pe- forfeitures, laow

nalty, and forfeiture shall be to the use of his Majesty, his heirs and
^^f^ed?''"*^

successors, and the other moiety thereof to him or them that shall

sue or inform for the same.

And by the 43 Geo. 3, c. 129, s. 5, (repealing s. 3 of 41 Geo. 3, c. 91, if any article

which related to imitations of cofi'ee), if any burnt, scorched, or roasted made to resemble

peas, beans, or other grain or vegetable substance, prepared for the fo^md in posses-

°

purpose of being an imitation of or in any respect to resemble cofi'ee, sion of any

or cocoa, or to serve as a substitute for the same, or pretended by the
shaU be"^forfeited

possessor or vendor thereof so to be, shall be made or kept for sale, or ank dealer forfeit

ofiered or exposed to sale, or found in the possession of any dealer in lOO?.

or seller of coffee or cocoa, or [query, if ?] any burnt, scorched, or

roasted peas, beans, or other grain or vegetable substance, not being

coffee or cocoa, shall be called by the preparer, possessor, or vendor
thereof by the name of English or British coffee, or any other name of

coffee, or by the name of American cocoa, or English or British cocoa,

or any other name of cocoa, the same shall be forfeited, together with
the packages, and shall be seized by any excise officer ; and the person
preparing or selling the same, or having the same in his possession, or

the dealer in or seller of coffee or cocoa in whose custody the same
shall be found, shall forfeit 100/.

By the 11 Geo. 1, c. 30, s. 5, That no dealer in tea, or manufacturer Dealers in tea. or

or dyer thereof, or pretending so to be, shall counterfeit or adulterate manufacturers or

tea, or cause or procure the same to be counterfeited or adulterated, or adulteratrng^teas
shall alter, fabricate, or manufacture tea with terra japonica, or with to forfeit it and

any drug or drugs whatsoever, nor shall mix, or cause or procui'e to ^ooi.

be mixed with tea any leaves, other than leaves of tea, or other ingre-

dients whatsoever, on pain of forfeiting and losing the tea so counter-
feited, adulterated, altered, fabricated, manufactured or mixed, and
other thing or things whatsoevei* added thereto, or mixed or used
therewith, and also the sum of lOOZ.

By the 4 Geo. 2, c. 14, s. 11, If any dealer in or seller of tea shall imitations of tea.

dye, fabricate, or manufacture any sloe leaves, liquorice leaves, or the
leaves of tea that have been used, or the leaves of any other tree, shrub,
or plant, in imitation of tea, or shall mix, colour, stain or dye with
terra japonica, sugar, molasses, clay, logwood, or with any other in-

gredients, or materials whatsoever, or shall sell and vend, utter, or
offer, or expose to sale, or have in his or their custody or possession,
any such dyed, fabricated, or manufactured leaves in imitation of tea,

or any such coloured, stained, or dyed leaves, or tea mixed with any
of the ingredients before-mentioned, or with any other ingredients
whatsoever, such person or persons shall respectively, for every pound
of such leaves so dyed, fabricated, or manufactured, in imitation of tea,

and for every pound of such mixed, coloured, stained, or dyed leaves
of tea, forfeit and pay the sum of 10/.

By the 17 Geo. 3, c. 29, s. 1, If any person, whether he be a dealer Penalty for

in or seller of tea or not, shall dye or manufactui'e any sloe leaves, dyeing or manti-

liquorice leaves, or the leaves of tea that have been used, or the leaves tation'oFtea My
of any ash, elder, or other tree, shriib, or plant, in imitation of tea, or leaves of tea that

shall mix or colour any such leaves with terra japonica, copperas, ^c^^^ sellirT'^or
sugar, molasses, clay, logwood, or any other ingredients, or shall sell offering to seU the
or offer to sell, or have in his custody, any such leaves dyed or manu- same, .Sic.

factured or dyeing or manufacturing in imitation of tea, and shall be

(a) By order of Board (31st August, 1840,) no objection is made to chicory
being mixed with coffee.
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8. Coffee, Tea,

Penalty.

Penalty on per-
sons having more
than six pounds
of any such
leaves in their
possession ; ex-
cept, &c.

If any ofScer of
excise, &c. shall
make oath before
a justice that he
suspects any such
leaves as aforesaid
are concealed,
such justice may
grant a special
warrant for enter-
ing any lUace in
search of the
same (a).

All leaves so
found to be de-
stroyed, &c.

Excise,

thereon convicted, upon the oath of one witness before one justice, he
shall, for every pound of such leaves so dyed or manufactured, or dye-
ing or manufacturing, in imitation of tea, and for every pound of such
mixed, stained, or dyed leaves of tea, forfeit 51. ; and on non-payment
thereof such justice shall commit him to the common gaol, for any
time not exceeding 12 months, nor less than 6, or until the penalty
and charges shall be paid.

Sect. 2. That from and after the said 1st day of June, 1777, if any
person or persons shall have in his, her, or their custody or possession,

any quantity (exceeding six pounds weight) of sloe leaves, or the leaves

of ash, elder, or any other tree, shrub, or plant, green or manufac-
tured, and shall not prove, to the satisfaction of the justice or justices

before whom the matter shall be heard, that such leaves were gathered
with the consent of the owners of the trees, shrubs, or plants from which
the said leaves were taken, and that such leaves were gathered for some
other use or uses, and not for the purpose of fabricating and manufac-
turing the same in imitation of tea, and shall be thereof convicted, by
the oath of one or more credible witness, or witnesses, before any one or

more justice or justices of the peace for the county, city, riding, divi-

sion, district, or place where such leaves shall be so found, such person,

or persons, shall respectively, for eveiy pound of such green or manu-
factured leaves so found in his, her, or their custody or possession, as

aforesaid, forfeit and pay the sum of bl. ; and upon nonpayment there-

of such justice or justices shall commit the offender to the common gaol
of the county or place where the offence shall be committed, there to

remain without bail or mainprize for any time not exceeding 12

months, nor less than 6 months, or until the penalty and charges
shall be paid.

Sect. 3. That if any officer or officers of his Majesty's revenue of
excise, or other person or persons, shall have cause to suspect that any
such leaves dyed, fabricated, or manufactured, or leaves dyeing, fabri-

cating, or manufacturing, in imitation of tea, or leaves intended so to

be dyed, fabricated, or manufactured, shall be hid, concealed, or lodged
in any place whatsoever, then and^in such case, upon oath made by
such officer or officers, or other person or persons, before any one or

more justice or justices of the peace for the county, city, riding, divi-

sion, district, or place where the same shall be so suspected to be hid,

concealed, or lodged, setting forth the ground of such his, her, or their

suspicion, it shall and may be lawful to and for the said justice or

justices of the peace respectively, before whom such affidavit or affi-

davits shall be made, if he or they shall judge it reasonable, by sj)ecial

warrant or warrants under his or their respective hand and seal or

hands and seals, to authorise and empower such officer or officers,

or other person or persons', by day or by night, but if in the night-

time, then in the presence of a constable, or other lawful officer of

the peace, to enter into all and every such place or places where he
or they shall so suspect the said dyed, fabricated, or manufactured, or

other the said leaves shall be so hid, concealed, or lodged, and to seize

and carry away as forfeited all such leaves so dj^'ed, fabricated, or ma-
nufactiu-ed, or dyeing, fabricating, or manufacturing, or intended to be
so dyed, fabricated, or manufactured, which he or they shall so find

hid, concealed, or lodged, together with all and singular the waggons,
carts, boxes, bags, tubs, or other vessels, or package, containing the

same : and it shall and may be lawful to and for the said justice or

justices so granting the said warrant, or any other justice or justices of

the peace for the county, city, riding, division , district, or place wherein
such seizure shall be made, on proof of the premises, by oath of one or

(a) See the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s.

34, ante, p. 225, as to when two com-
missioners or a justice may grant
searcli warrants.
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more credible witness or witnesses, by warrant or warrants under his 8. Coffee, Tea,

or their band or seal, bands or seals respectively, to order the said tfcc.

dyed, fabricated, or other leaves so seized as aforesaid, to be conveyed
^ ^^^ 3 c

29

—

to some convenient place, and there to be burnt or otherwise destroyed, " '

"'

and to order the said waggons, carts, boxes, bags, tubs, or other

vessels, or package, containing the same as aforesaid, to be forthwith

sold, and the money arising by such sale, after deducting the charges

of such seizure and sale, and of the burning or otherwise destroying

of the said leaves, to go and be paid, one half to the informer, and the

other half to the poor of the parish Avhere the otfence shall be com-
mitted : and if any person or persons whatsoever shall let, obstruct,^ or penalty on per-

hindcr, such officer or officers, or other person or persons having sons obstructin":

such authority as aforesaid, from entering such places where he or offc^vJ^ &c!^°

they shall suspect such leaves to be so hid, concealed, or lodged, or in

seizing, carrying away, burning, or otherwise destroying the same, or

in seizing, carrying away, or selling, the said carts, waggons, boxes,

bags, tubs, or other vessels, or package, containing the same as afore-

said, the person or persons oifending therein shall, for every such
offence, forfeit and lose the sum of 50^. each, on conviction thereof, by
the oath of one or more credible witness or witnesses, before one or

more justice or justices of the peace for the county, city, riding, divi-

sion, district, or place where such offence shall be committed ; and
upon nonpayment of the said forfeiture, such justice or justices shall

commit the offender or offenders to the common gaol of the county or

place where the offence shall be committed, there to remain with-
out bail or mainprize, for any time not exceeding 12 months,
nor less than G months, or until the penalty and charges shall be
paid.

Sect. 4. Provided always, that no such green and unmanufactured Cases in which

leaves, so found hid, concealed, or lodged, as aforesaid, shall be burnt leaves found con-
,1 . 1 / J •(. Ji

o
' r? 1 n •i.i coaled shall not be

or otherwise destroyed, 11 the owner or owners thereoi shall, withm destroyed, &c.

twenty-four hours after such seizure, prove, to the satisfaction of the

justice or justices granting the said warrant for seizing such leaves,

or any other justice or justices of the peace for the county, city,

riding, division, district, or place where the same shall be so seized,

that the said green or unmaniifactured leaves were gathered with the
consent of the owner or owners of the trees, shrubs, or plants from
which the said leaves were taken, and that the same were so gathered
for some other use or uses, and not for the purpose of dyeing, fabrica-

ting, or manufacturing, in imitation of tea, as aforesaid ; and if such
proof shall, within the time aforesaid, be made to the satisfaction of the
said justice or justices, then the said green or unmanufactured leaves,

together with the carriages, vessels, and package in which the same
sliall have been so seized, shall be forthwith restored to the owner or
owners thereof, by order of such justice or justices.

Sect. 5. That all such dyed, coloured, stained, fabricated, and ma- occupiers of
nufactured and other leaves aforesaid shall be deemed and adjudged to houses, (fee,where-

be in the custody and possession of the occui^er or occupiers of the
"hall be^found if

dwelling-houses, outhouses, gardens, and lands wherein or whereon lodged there with
the same shall be so found hid, concealed, or lodged, as aforesaid ; and t^f^l" P°'i?®?,*'

such occupier or occupiers of the said dwelling-houses, outhouses, penalties of this
gardcns,_ and lands, shall be liable to all the pains and penalties by act.

this act inflicted on the person or persons having such dyed, coloured,
stained, fabricated, or manufiictured and other leaves in his, her, or
their_ custody or possession, if it shall be proved, to the satisfaction of
the justice or justices before whom the matter shall be heard, that
such leaves were lodged in such dwelling-houses, outhouses, gardens,
or lands, with the privity or consent of the said occupier or occupiers
thereof.

_
Sect. 6. That one moiety of all and every the forfeitures hereinbefore Application of the

directed to be paid in pursuance of this act shall go to the informer, and forfeitures.

VOL. II. u
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8. Coffee, Tea,

&c.

ir Geo. 3, c. 29.

Inhabitants of
parish to be
admitted as evi-
dence.

Justices to put
act in execution.

Convictions of
offenders to be
certified to next
quarter sessions.

Form of convic-
tion.

the other moiety to the poor of the parish where such offence shall bo
committed.

Sect. 7. And for the more easy conviction of persons offending against

this act, that in all informations and other proceedings for any of

the offences aforesaid, the evidence of the inhabitants of the parish

or place where the offence shall be committed shall be taken and
allowed, any law, custom, rule, order, or usage to the contrary not-

withstanding.
Sect. 8. That his Majesty's justices of the peace for the respective

counties, cities, ridings, divisions, districts, or places wherein any of

the offences committed against this act shall be done, are hereby
authorized to put this act into execution, and to administer an oath to

any such credible witness or witnesses.
Sect. 9. That the conviction or convictions of all and every of-

fender and offenders against this act shall be certified, by the justice

or justices of the peace before whom the same shall be made, to the
next general quarter sessions of the peace, to be filed amongst the

records of the said sessions ; and that such conviction shall be fairly

written on parchment or paper, in the following form of words (as the
case shall happen), or in any other form of words to the like effect

;

that is to say,

!£e it remembered, that on the day of , in the year

, A. B. was, upon the complaint of C. D., convicted

before , of the justices of the peace for , in
pursuance of an act j^issed in the seventeenth year of the reign of his Majesty
King George the Third, for [as the case shall be].

Given under hand and seal, the day and year above written.

Conviction not to
be quashed for
want of form, &c.

Obstructing
oflScers.

Penalty, 200?.

Tea licence at
reduced rate to be
granted only on
overseer's certi-

ficate of rating.

T\1iich said conviction shall be good and effectual in law to all intents
and purposes, and shall not be quashed, set aside, or adjudged void or
insufficient, for want of any form of words whatsoever ; nor shall the
same be liable to be removed by certiorari into his Majesty's Court of
King's Bench, but shall be deemed and taken to be final to all intents
and purposes whatsoever.
By 59 Geo. 3, c. 53, s. 26, That if any person or persons whatsoever

shall molest, disturb, hinder, oppose, or impede any officer or officers

of excise in the due execution of the powers and authorities by this

act granted, or any or either of them, except in such cases for which
other penalties are by this act provided, every person so offending shall
forfeit and lose the sum of 200?. And see 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 24, to

the same effect.

27 Vict. c. 18, s. 6. No licence to trade in or sell coffee, tea, cocoa
nuts, chocolate, or pepper at the reduced duty imposed by this act
{ante, p. 196), on such licence shall bo granted to any person who
shall not produce, at the time of applying for such licence, to the
officers of excise authorized to grant the same, a certificate in writing,
signed in England and Wales by an overseer of the poor, or in Scot-
land by an inspector of the poor, of the parish, township, or place, or
in Ireland by the clerk of the poor law union, in which parish, town-
ship, place, or union the house intended to be licensed is situated, cer-
tifying the Slim at which the said house is rated to the last rate made
for the relief of the poor of such parish, township, place or union

;

provided that where in Scotland the house intended to be licensed is

not separately rated to the poor on the ground of being let at a rent
not amounting to il. per annum, such licence shall be granted upon a
certificate signed by such inspector of the poor, certifying that such
house is not so rated on the ground aforesaid ; and any such licence
which shall be granted without the certificate aforesaid, or upon a
certificate which shall be false in any particular, shall be absolutely
void ; and no. such Hcence at the reduced rate aforesaid shall authorize
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tlie sale of any of tlie articles mentioned therein at any other place 13. Malt.
than the house for which such licence shall be granted, anything in —
any act to the contrary notwithstanding.

Sect. 7. If any overseer of the poor, inspector of the poor, or clerk Penalty on over-

of a poor law union shall refuse to grant, when demanded, a certifi- to grant certi-^'"^

cate containing the particulars required by the preceding section, or ficate.

shall grant a certificate which shall be false or untrue in any particular,

he shaU forfeit 10?.

(9.) Dogs.

By the 30 & 31 Vict, c. 5, the tax upon dogs was repealed and a new
excise duty of os. was imposed upon a licence to keep a dog. Any one
keeping a dog without paying the licence duty is made liable to a
penalty of 51., but the duty is not payable in respect of any dog under
6 months old.

(10.) GrAME CeRTIPICATES AKD LICENCES.

These duties are now excise duties, and are regulated by the 23 &
24 Vict. c. 90. The provisions of the act will be found xinder the title

Game, because offences against the game laws being so frequently
brought under the notice of justices, it was thought better to present
the whole legislation on the subject under the title Game.

(11.) Hackney Carriages.

The duties payable in respect of hackney carriages will be found
ante, p. 196. The acts imposing duties upon licences for hackney
caiiiages, and containing provisions for maintaining them in a fit and
proper condition, and as to offences hj drivers, are not printed in this
work, the acts being essentially of a local character. The acts now in
force are the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 42; 13 & 14 Vict. c. 7 ; 16 & 17 Vict,
cc. 33 & 127 ; 29 & 30 Vict. c. 64, s. 10.

(12.) Hawkers anb Pedlars.

. The duties imposed upon hawkers' licences are by 27 & 28 Vict. c.

06, s. 6, to be deemed duties of excise ; by 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 22 they were
deemed stamp duties. The different sections imposing a licence duty
upon hawkers will be found collected under title Hawkers in tliis

volume.

(13.) Malt.

Malt for general purposes.

7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. .52, ss. 1—6 (p. 292) ; s. 7 (p. 295) ; s. 8 (p. 296)

;

s. 9 (p. 297) ; ss. 26, 27, 30, 33 (p. 298) ; ss. 36—41 (p. 299) ;

s. 46 (p. 301) ; s. 76 (p. 302) ; ss. 78—81 (p. 303).
11 Geo. 4 & 1 Will. 4, c. 17, ss. 1, 2 (p. 293) ; s. 3 (p. 295) ; s. 4

(p. 296) ; s. 7 (p. 297) ; s. 13 (p. 297) ; s. 14 (p. 297) ; s. 19
(p. 300) ; s. 26 (p. 304) ; s. 35 (p. 304) ; s. 37 (p. 302) ; ss. 38,
39 (p. 305).

1 Vict. c. 49, s. 2 (p. 305) ; s. 5 (p. 298) ; s. 9 (p. 305) ; s. 10
(p. 299) ; s. 11 (p. 296).

18 & 19 Vict. c. 94, s. 35 (p. 305).
23 & 24 Vict. c. 113, s. 2 (p. 306) ; ss. 23—25 (p. 306).
27 & 28 Vict. c. 56, s. 11 (p. 307).
28 & 29 Vict. c. 66, ss. 1—16 (p. 307).

Halt for export.

23 & 24 Vict. c. 113, ss. 27—33 (p. 309).
29 & 30 Vict. c. 64, ss. 5, 6 (p. 311).

Malt for distillery purposes.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 94, ss. 5—29 (p. 311) ; s. 32 (p. 316).

u 2
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13. Malt.

New duties on
licences.

7«feS Geo. 4,e. 52.

Duties.

From lOtli Octo-
ber, 1827, every
maltster shall

make entry of all

places and uten-
sils used for

making malt,
under penalty of

lOOi. and for-

feiture of malt
found.

Malt for animals.

27 Vict. c. 9 (p. 316).

Malt roasted.

5 Vict. ss. 2, c. 30, ss. 1—18 (p. 318).

19 & 20 Vict. c. 34, s. 19 (p. 324).

30 & 31 Vict. c. 90, s. 16 (p. 325)

By the 6 Geo. 4, c. 81, every maltster or maker of malt must take

out an excise licence, and pay the respective annual sum, or duty of

excise, in British currency, according to the proportions in the table

given in the act, for which, see tit. " Licences,'''' aide, p. 197 ; and upon
these amounts an additional duty of bl. per cent, is to be added by the

3 Vict. c. 17.

The 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 52, intituled "An Act to consolidate and amend
certain laws relating to the revenue of excise on malt made in tho

United Kingdom : and for amending the laws relating to bi'ewers in

Ireland, and to the allowance in respect of the malt duty on spirits

made in Scotland and Ireland from malt only," (2nd July, 1827), after

reciting that it was expedient to assimilate certain of the laws for

securing tho duties of excise on malt in Great Britain and Ireland
respectively, and to reduce and to collect the same into one act for the

United Kingdom, enacted, That from and after tho 10th day of
October, 1827, every maltster or maker of malt shall make true and
particular entry in writing of his or her name and place of abode, and
of every building, place, cistern, couch frame, kiln, and other vessel

and utensil, by such maltster or maker of malt intended to be used in

or for the making or keeping of malt, or for the keeping of corn or

grain to be made into malt, describing in such entry tho particular use
or purpose for which such building, place, cistern, couch frame, kiln,

and other vessel and utensil respectively, is intended to be used, at the

next office of excise ; and if any maltster or maker of malt shall use
any building, place, cistern, couch frame, kiln, or other vessel or utensil,

in or for the making or keeping of malt, or for the keeping of corn or

grain to bo made into malt, without having made a true and particular

entry in writing thereof at the next office of excise («.) ; or if any
maltster or maker of malt shall, without due notice first given at such
next office of excise, use any building, place, cistern, couch frame, kiln,

or other vessel or utensil for any other or different purpose in or for tho
making or keeping of malt, or for the keeping of corn or grain to bo
made into malt, than the jiarticular use or jiurpose for which the same
shall have been entered ; every maltster or maker of malt so offending
shall forfeit and lose the sum of 100?. for every building, place, cistern,

couch frame, kiln, and other vessel or utensil so used, and all the malt
and com or grain which shall be found in any such building, place,

cistern, couch frame, kiln, or other vessel or utensil shall be forfeited,

and shall and may be seized by any officer of excise. Provided always,
that any entry made of any building, place, cistern, couch frame, kiln,

or other vessel or utensil, for aliy more than one such particular use
or purpose as aforesaid, shall be void to all intents and purposes.

{a) In allusion to this clause, and
sect. 18 of tlio 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53,
Lord Ljnidhurst, C. B., in Attorney
General v. Dyer, 2 Crom. A Mec. 667,
observed, " It is difficult to say what
is the making of an entry within tlie

meaning of these acts, because tho
section of one act requires it to be
made at the next office of excise,

whilst the other act rcqxiires it to bo
delivered to the officer. " Now, liow-

ever, tlie 4 & 5 ^Yill. 4, c. 51, s. 5,

enacts, that the entry sliall be made
by delivering such true and particular

account as is required to the officer oj

excise in whose surA'ey such house, &c.
sliall be intended to be used, &c.

Vide ante, tit. "Entries."
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This latter proviso, however, is exfended by the 11 Geo. 4, c. 17, 13. Malt.
which, after reciting the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 52, and that it was expedient
to alter and amend the said act, enacts. That it shall and may be ^^ ^^°-

^'
°- ^'^'

lawful for any maltster or maker of malt, who shall have made or who one room may be
shall make entry in manner by the said recited act required of any used for keeping

room or place for the keeping of malt therein, or for the keei^ing of t!fi*i'?"'l/°'i„ jf^.,1 1-j.iij. 1 p 1
Keeping gi din, n

corn or gram to be made into malt, to make use ol any such room or separated by a

place so entered for koej)ing malt, and to store and keep therein corn partition.

or grain to be made into malt, and to make use of such room or place

which shall be so entered for keeping corn or grain, and to keep and
store therein malt or any other corn, grain, or seeds ; any thing in the
said act to the contrary notwithstanding. Provided always, that all

malt, corn, grain, and seeds be kept separate and apart, so as to prevent
the mixing of any such corn, barley, or other grain or seeds with
malt.

And by sect. 2, which enacts, That it shall and maybe lawful for iiGoo. 4, c.i7, s.2.

any maltster or maker of malt, on giving 24 hours' notice in writing, R-"*^ ^^ain may

if the malthouse and j)remises of such maltster or maker of malt shall kUn."^
°"

be situated in a city or market town or the suburbs thereof, and if

situated elsewhere, 48 hours' notice in writing, to the officer of excise,

of his or her intention so to do, to use any kiln entered for making and
drying malt, for drying and to dry thereon barley or any corn or grain
not making into malt ; any thing in the said recited act contained to

the contrary notwithstanding.
By the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. o2, s. 2, That every cistern which shall be 7 ji s Goo. 4, c. 52,

used by any maltster or maker of malt for the wetting or steeping of s. 2.

corn or grain to be made into malt, who shall wet or steep more than d.stems'uscd by
eight bushels («) of corn or grain to be made into malt at anyone time, maltsters "for

shall bo permanently made and constructed with the sides and ends
^^'^ht'b^i'T^t

thereof straight and at right angles to each other, and at no greater olfe tim^a

depth in any part thereof than 40 inches, and having an even bottom,
with no more inclination for the drip than half an inch for every foot

in length of such drip ; and that every such cistern shall be placed in
a situation where the officer gauging any corn therein shall have
sufficient light, and shall have a clear open space of 48 inches at

the least above every part of such cistern (h); and that every such
maltster or maker of malt shall provide for the use of the officers of
excise full and sufficient means to enable such officers easily, safely,

and conveniently to have access to and to gauge the corn or grain con-
tained in such cistern, in every part thereof. Provided always, that
eveiy vessel, thing, or place used by any maltster or maker of malt to

wet or steep corn or grain to be made into malt shall for the purposes
of this act be deemed and taken to be a cistern.

Sect. 3. That no cistern shall be used for the wetting or steeping of Maltsters to ob-

corn or grain to be made into malt, by any maltster or maker of malt ^'^^^^ certificate

who shall wet or steep more than 8 bushels of com or grain to be made thaTci^terns'are
into malt at any one time, which shall not be made or constructed, diUy constructed,

and placed in such a situation, and have such full and sufficient means
provided as by this act before directed and required ; and every such
maltster or maker of malt, before any corn or grain shall by him or
her be wet or steeped in any cistern to be made into malt, shall first

obtain a certificate in writing from the supervisor of excise of the dis-
trict in which such cistern shall be situated, that he has surveyed and

(ft) The bushels now in use are not did away with the "Winchester
the "Winchester bushel," mentioned bushel," &c. and made new standard
as the standard measure in the old measuies in lieu thereof,
act of 12 Anne, st. 1, c. 2, s. 7, for (b) But see section 6 of tlie above
"granting her Majesty duties upon statute, and the 11 Geo. 4, c. 17,
malt

;

" for the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. G3, s. 3, 2>ost, p. 295.
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13. Malt.

r & 8 Geo. 4, c. 52.

Steeping corn
without sucli cer-

tificate shall be
deemed a wetting
or steeping with-
out notice.

Maltsters not
keepinpr requisite
means for the use
of otficers, or not
assisting them to
gauge cisterns, to
forfeit lOO;.

Couch frames to
be constructed as
specified, under
penalty of lOOi.

and forfeiture of
malt found
therein.

No penalty for

using cisterns and
couch fi-ames in
use before passing
of this act, if same
remain unaltered.

((Excise.

examined such cistern, and that the same is made or constructed, and
placed in such a situation, and has such full and sufficient means pro-

vided as by this act before directed and required; and if any such
maltster or maker of malt shall "vret or steep any corn or grain to be
made into malt in any cistern, without having first obtained and having
such certificate as aforesaid, or in any cistern in which, or in the di-

mensions or situation whereof, or in the means provided as aforesaid,

any change has been made after such certificate has been obtained,

without notice thereof to such supervisor as aforesaid, and a new cer-

tificate obtained for the same in like manner as aforesaid, every such
maltster or maker of malt so offending (and notwithstanding any entiy

by him or her made of such cistern) shall be deemed to have wet and
steeped such corn or grain to be made into malt without notice, and
shall be liable to be sued for and to pay for every such offence as

aforesaid the penalty by this act imposed for wetting or steeping corn
or grain to be made into malt without notice.

Sect.*4. That if any such maltster or maker of malt, having obtained
such certificate from the supervisor as by this act before directed, shall

not maintain and at all times place and keep the means by him or her
provided, as by this act before directed and required, and for which
such certificate shall have been obtained, or shall not aid and assist to

the utmost of his or her power, and with his or her servants, any officer

of excise in using such means, so that such officer may be thereby
enabled easily, secure^, and conveniently to gauge the whole of the
corn or grain contained in any cistern by him or her used for the wet -

ting or steeping of such corn or grain to be made into malt, every such
maltster or maker of malt so ofi'cnding shall for every such ofl^ence

forfeit and lose the sum of 100?.

Sect. 5. That eveiy couch frame which shall be used by any such
maltster or maker of malt shall be made or coiistinicted with the sides

and bottoms thereof straight and at right angles to each other, and
having three of such sides permanently made or constructed, and the

other side thereof foiToed by moveable boards or planks of the substance
of two inches at the least in thickness, such couch frame to be sup-
ported on the outside in every part thereof, so that the same and every
part thereof may -be of sufficient strength not to bend or curve, or fail

to preserve, when filled with corn or grain, the same dimensions which
such couch frame shall have had when empty, and so that the officer

of excise may be enabled easily and conveniently to gauge in every
part of such couch frame the corn or grain contained therein ; and if

any such maltster or maker of malt shall use any couch frame in or for

the making of malt, which shall not be made or constructed as afore-
said, eveiy such maltster or maker of malt so off'ending shall for every
such ofi'enco forfeit and lose the sum of 100?., and all corn or grain
which shall be found in any couch frame so made or constructed as
aforesaid shall be forfeited, and shall and may be seized by any officer

of excise.

Sect. 6. Provided always, that no such maltster or maker of malt
who shall use any cistera for the wetting or steeping of com or grain to

be made into malt, or any coiich frame in or for the making of malt,
which shall have been so used and constructed at and immediately be-
fore the passing of this act, shall, so long as the same shall remain un-
altered, and of the same form and dimensions as the same respectively
were at and immediately before the j^assing of this act, be subject or
liable to any penalty or forfeiture by this act imposed, for or by reason
of such cister*n or couch frame not being made or constructed in the
form and dimensions by this act in that behalf directed and required,
or for or by reason of such maltster laying any corn or grain in any
such cistern of any greater depth in any part thereof than 40 inches, or
for or by reason of such maltster laying any corn or grain in sluj such
couch frame of any greater depth in any part thereof than 30 inches.
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a such couch frame, as the same shall have been used and constructed 13. Mali.

at and immediately before the passing of this act, shall not be of suffi-

cient size to contain the corn or grain emptied from the cistern, with- ^ "^ ^ *^®°" ^' '' ^^'

out the same being laid therein a greater depth than 30 inches, and
such couch frame cannot, without enlarging such m.althouse, or other

cause shown to the satisfaction of the commissioners of excise in Eng-
land, or the commissioner or commissioners and assistant commissioners
of excise in Scotland or Ireland, be made of such sufficient size as

aforesaid, (such cause and satisfaction being stated in the certiiicate of

the supervisor hereinbefore mentioned) ; subject nevertheless, in all

other respects, to the several rules, regulations, and provisions by this

act imposed.
But, by the 11 Geo. 4, c. 17, s. 3, it is enacted, that it shall be iiGeo.4, c. i7,s. 3.

lawful for any maltster or maker of malt, with the approbation of the t^istem and couch

commissioners of excise, and under such regulations as the said com- JsedfaUhough
missioners shall order and direct, to make iise of any cistern which not constructed in

shall have been made and constructed and in use before the passing of
™y*"^^e act'*^^"*^'^

the said recited act, notwithstanding such cistern shall not have a
clear open space of 48 inches at the least above every part of such
cistern, so that there be sufficient head-room and light and means to

enable the officers of excise safely and conveniently to have access to

and to gauge the corn and grain contained in every part of such cis-

tern ; and the certificate in and by the said act required shall, with
such ajiprobation as aforesaid, be granted for the use of such cistern,

and for any maltster or maker of malt, under such approbation and
regulations as aforesaid, to make use of any couch frame made and
constructed before the passing of the said recited act, notwithstanding
such couch frame shall not have three sides thereof permanently made
or constructed, jirovided that the moveable sides of such couch shall

be made with boards or planks of the substance of two inches in thick-

ness at the least and supported on the outside in every part thereof,

BO that the frame retain the same dimensions in every part when filled

with grain as when empty.
The 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 52, enacts, by s. 7, that it shall be lawful for 7&SGeo^4, c. 52,

any officer of excise, and any person or persons in his aid or assist-
oflScers^ma t

ance, at any time, either by night or day, to enter into and remain so buildings used by
long as such officer may think fit, for the purposes hereinafter men- maltsters, gauge

tioned, in any building or place belonging to or used by any maltster or takraccount^'&c
maker of malt for the making or keeping of malt, or for the keeping of
corn or grain to be made or making into malt, and to guage all vessels

and utensils therein used by any such maltster or maker of malt for the
wetting or steeping of corn or grain to be made into malt, and to ex-
amine, guage, or measiu'e, and take account of all corn or gi'ain in any
euch building or place, whether such corn or grain shall be in a state

of operation for the making of malt or otherwise, and also of all malt
that shall be in any such building or place ; and it shall be lawful for

such officer, and he is hereby authorized and required, to charge the
duty imposed by any act or acts relating to the revenue of excise on
malt upon all malt made, or corn or grain making into malt, by such
maltster or maker of malt, found therein, and of such account and
charge of duty to make a return or report in writing to the commis-
sioners of excise, or to the commissioner or commissioners and assis-

tant commissioners of excise in Scotland or Ireland, or to such person
as the commissioners of excise, or the commissioner or commissioners
and assistant commissioners of excise in Scotland and Ireland respec-
tively, may direct ; such officer, in all cases where the minutes of the
entries made by him in taking such account shall not appear on the
book or paper called the specimen left at the entered premises of such
maltster or maker of malt, giving (if demand be made thereof in
writing at the time of taking such account) a time copy of such charge,
in writing under his hand, to such maltster or maker of malt ; and any
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11 Geo. 4, c. 17, S.4.

Officer of excLso
to give a copy of
his charge, if de-
manded at any
time by the
maltster.

Speeinien to be
kept by officers on
premises of malt-
sters, and not to
bo removed or
destroyed, or en-
tries therein
oblitei'ated.

1 Vict. c. 49, s. 11.

Officer to enter on
the specimen tlie

number of bushels
charged on each
steeping.

such return or report of sucli officer as aforesaid shall be and shall bo
taken to be a charge of such duty upon the maltster or maker of

malt.
Ey the 11 Geo. 4, c. 17, s. 4, That every officer of the excise who

shall take an account of and charge the dutj^ of excise on any corn or

grain making into malt at the malthouse or premises of any maltster

or maker of malt, and make a return thereof to the commissioners of

excise, under the powers and directions of the said recited act, shall in

all cases when the minutes of the entries made by him in taking such
account shall not appear on the book or paper called the specimen
paper, left at the premises of the maltster or maker of malt, give a true

cojjy of such charge in writing under his hand to the malster whoso
corn or grain making into malt shall be so charged, if such copy shall

be demanded in writing by or on behalf of such maltster or maker of

malt, notwithstanding such demand may not be made at the time of

taking such account.

By the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 52, s. 8, That the supervisor or surveyor
of excise in whoso district or division any maltster or maker of malt
shall be, or the officer of excise under whose survey such maltster or

malcer of malt shall be, may leave and deposit in some conspicuous and
open part of some building or place entered by such maltster or maker
of malt a certain book or paper called a specimen, for recording therein

minutes of the entiies made by the officers respectively who survey the
pi'emises of such maltster or maker of malt in the books of such officers,

of the state of the manufactoiy, and of the accounts and particulars of

the survey thereof at any time taken by such officers res])ectively, and
the names and minutes of survey and observations of any other officer

who may visit or inspect such entered premises ; and every officer of

excise shall at all times have free access to such book or paper, with
liberty and power to remove or take away the same, leaving a new
book or paper, for the like pui-pose as aforesaid, in lieu thereof;

and if any maltster or maker of malt, or other person, not being
an officer of excise, shall remove or take away or shall conceal or

withhold any such book or pajier, or shall damage or destroy the
same, or alter, deface, or obliterate any entry therein, or shall make
any entry therein, every such maltster or maker of malt, or other

l^erson, so offending, shall for every such offence forfeit and lose the
sum of 200?.

And by the 1 Vict. c. 49, s. 11, it is enacted, that every officer of
excise surveying any maltster or maker of malt shall in respect of

every wetting or steeping of corn or grain to be made into malt, at his

next visit after the quantity of corn or grain so wetted or steeped shall

have been dried off into malt and removed from the kiln, enter on the

specimen the number of bushels of malt with which the maltster or

maker of malt shall be chargeable on such wetting or steeping, accord-

ing to the best gauge at any time had on such com or grain, showing
in such entry whether such charge has arisen from the cistern or

couch or the floor or kiln (a).

(a) Proof of malt not having re-

quired so long a space of time in

working, and pas.sing throngh the

floors from the cistern to the kihi, as

it had been entered as having taken
for that purpose, will, in some cases,

be considered ;7rm« /rtci'c evidence of

frand ; and duties are recoverable for

the amount of so much grain malted

as would he commensurate witli such
excess of time, as if so much of the

duty were in arrear.

'J'he average number of days neces-

sary for working the grain intended
for malt between the steeping and
drying is computed by the excise at

sixteen. Excise books transcribed

from the maltster's specimen paper
are admissible evidence against him,
without calling the officers to sub-

stantiate them ; and that although
thej- should be charged to be fraudu-

lent and collusive, without proof of

their being so. If the juiy find a
verdict for a sum certain, according to

a calculation which does not warrant
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By the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 52, s. 9, That if any maltster or maker of 13. Malt.

malt, or other person, shall resist, oppose, molest, obstruct, or hinder

any officer of excise, or any person employed in the revenue of excise,
ftrucUng officers

or acting in the aid and assistance of any officer or person so employed, of excise, or por-

in the due execution of his office or duty, or in the execution of any sons acting in

of the powers or authorities by this act given or granted to such officer *^°"" »'^-

or person so employed, every maltster or maker of malt, or other per-

son, so offending, shall for every such offence forfeit and lose the sum
of 300^.

Sections from 10 to 19, each inclusive, respecting "barley books,"

are repealed by the 11 Geo. 4, c. 17, s. 5.

By 11 Geo. 4, c. 17, s. 7, every maltster or maker of malt, before 11 Geo. 4, c. 17,

beginning to wet or steep any corn or grain to be made into malt, shall s 7.

give to the officer of excise under whose survey such nialtstor or maker houra' notice to bo

of malt shall then be, 24 hours' notice at least in writing, if the malt- given of wetting

house of such maltster or maker of malt shall be situated in any city,
JJo^c^^jJt^uea in

or any market town, or in the suburbs thereof, and if such malthouse a city'or market

shall not be so situated, 48 hours' notice at least in writing of the
g?'^"'j'^"jfrf?,'io'tico

day and particular hour of the day when such maltster or maker of
cifcwhere^co!''

"^°

malt intends to vret or steep corn or grain to be made into malt; and
if any maltster or maker of malt shall begin to wet or steep any corn

or grain to be made into malt without giving such notice as aforesaid,

or shall wet or steep any corn or grain to be made into malt before the

particular hour specified in such notice, every maltster or maker of malt
so offending shall for every such offence forfeit and lose the sum of

100^. ; and in case any maltster or maker of malt shall not, pui'suant to

ony such notice as aforesaid, begin to wet or steep the corn or grain

mentioned in such notice, and cover the whole thereof with water, at

the day and hour mentioned in such notice, or before the expiration of

three horu-s from the hour mentioned in such notice, every such notice

shall be and is hereby declared to be null and void.

The 7 & 8 Goo. 4, c. 52, s. 21, is repealed by s. .34 of 23 & 24 Vict. Maltster to begin

c. 113, s. 22 of which enacts that no maltster shall begin to wet or t') steep only

i • 1 ^ 1 • J. 1J. J. i.1. J." J.1, between 7 o clock
steeii any corn or gram to be made into malt at any other time than .^ ,„ ^nd 5 o'clock

between the hours of 7 o'clock in the morning and 5 o'clock in the p.m.

afternoon, and if the time specified in the notice of intention to wet or

steep be later than 3 o'clock in the afternoon, the corn or grain shall

be covered with water within one hour from the time so specified.

The provision contained in 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 52, s. 22, that maltsters

giving notice to steep for sixty-five hours, shall begin to wet between
8 in the evening and 11 at night, is repealed by the 11 Geo. 4, c. 17,

s. 9.

11 Geo. 4, c. 17, s. 13, That every maltster or maker of malt shall con- n Geo. 4, c. 17,

tinue the corn or grain by him or her wot or steeped in the cistern, to be Maltster to keep
made into malt, covered with water for a space oftime not less than 40 the grain in the

hours from the time of such corn or grain being first wet or steeped ; ''^?*'^™ covered

and if any maltster or maker of malt shall drain or draw off the water i^ast forty hours,

from any such corn or grain before the expiration of 40 houi-s from
the time of such corn or grain being first wet or steeped, every malt-
ster or maker of malt so offending shall for every such offence forfeit

and lose the sum of 100^.

And by 11 Geo. 4, c. 17, s. 14, Provided always, that it shall be Water may be

lawful for any maltster or maker of malt to draw off the water
^"rin^'^thTftce

from any corn or grain by him or her wet or steeped in the ins-, on d<ie notice

cistern, to bo made into malt, once during the time such corn or grain baving been given,

the amount, it is a ground for a new a notice is required from a maltster to

trial. {Rex v. Grimwood, 1 Price, an officer of excise, the time for

369.

)

giving it shall be the same as when
(«) In all cases within 7 & 8 Geo. 4, tlie malthouse is situate in a city or

c. 52, and 11 Geo. 4, c. 17, in which market town. 1 Vict. c. 49, s. 2.
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7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 52,
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1 Vict. c. 49, s. 5.

Excise*

shall be continued in steep, although, the same §hall not then have been
covered with water for the space of 40 hours, without any penalty
being incurred for so doing, pi-ovided that such maltster or maker of

malt shall, in the notice by him or her given of his or her intention to

wet or steep corn or grain to be made into malt, by this act required,

express his or her intention to drain or draw off the water from such
corn or grain as aforesaid, and the particular day and hour of the day,
between the hours of 8 of the clock in the morning and 2 of the clock

in the afternoon, when such maltster or maker ofmalt shall intend so

to do ; provided always, that such corn or grain be again completely
covered with water before the expiration of one hour from the time
of the water being begun to be drained or drawn off as aforesaid

;

any thing in the said recited act or this act to the contraiy notwith-
standing.

By the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 52, s. 26, That if any maltster or maker
of malt shall add any corn or grain to the corn or grain wet or
steeped in any cistern to be made into malt after the officer of excise

shall have taken an account thereof, every maltster or maker of malt
so offending shall for every such offence forfeit and lose the sum of
200Z.

Sect. 27. That it shall not be lawful for any maltster or maker of
malt to empty or take any corn or grain from or out of the cistern at

any other time than between the hours of 7 of the clock in the morn-
ing and 4 of the clock in the afternoon ; and if any maltster or maker
of malt shall empty or take any corn or grain from or out of the cistern

at any other time than aforesaid, every maltster or maker of malt
so offending shall for every such offence forfeit and lose the sum of
lOOZ.

Sect. 30. That it shall not be lawful for any maltster or maker of
malt to empty or take any corn or grain from or out of any cistern in

any building or place, or in any buildings or places, having the same
roof or any internal communication between them, until the expira-
tion of 96 hours from the time of the last preceding emptjdng or
taking of corn or grain from or out of any cistern therein ; and if any
maltster or maker of malt shall empty or take any corn or grain from
or out of any such cistern until the expiration of such time as last

aforesaid, every maltster or maker of malt so offending shall for eveiy
such offence forfeit and lose the sum of 200?. : Provided always, that

such maltster or maker of malt shall not be liable to any such penalty
as last aforesaid for or by reason of his or her emptying or taking any
corn or grain from or out of any cistern as aforesaid before the expira-
tion of such 96 hours, if such corn or grain be so emptied or taken out
on the day on which such 96 hours shall expire, and not before 7 of
the clock of the morning of such day.

Sect. 31. That if any maltster or maker of malt shall take or convey
away from the cistern any corn or grain making into malt, so that no
gauge thereof can be taken by the officer of excise in the couch frame,
every maltster or maker of malt so offending shall for eveiy such offence

forfeit and lo.se the sum of 200?.

Sect. 33, That if any maltster or maker of malt shall tread or force

tog(?ther any corn or grain making into malt in the cistern or couch
frame, or if any corn or grain making into malt shall be found in any
cistern or couch frame so hard, close, and compact as it could not
have been unless the same had by some means or other been trodden
or forced together therein, everj' maltster or maker of malt who shall

tread or force together such com or grain as aforesaid, or in whose
cistern or couch frame such corn or grain shall be found so hard,
close, and compact as aforesaid, shall for every such offence forfeit

and lose the sum of 100/.

Sect. 34 is repealed by 1 Vict. c. 49, s. 3, which enacts, by
Sect. 5, that when any officer of excise shall suspect that the com
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or gi-ain making into malt in any cistern or couch frame has been 13. Malt.
trodden or forced together, or that the corn or grain so making into

m.alt therein is so hard, close, and compact, as it could not have been }J^'^^- "-i^-
^.^•i.T 11-Li iTj.li J? 1 Omcers of excise

unless the same had been by some means or other trodden or forced suspecting any
together in such cistern or couch frame, it shall be lawful for such officer cistern or couch

to direct the maltster or maker of malt, or his workmen and servants, forced together*^
to throw all such corn or grain from and out of the cistern or couch majr have the same
frame, and for such officer, and any person or persons in his aid or turned out and

assistance, which aid and assistance the maltster or his workmen and
servants shall also give if required, to return all such corn or grain
into the cistern or couch fi'om which the same shall have been thrown,
and to lay the whole of such corn or grain level again in such cistern

or couch ; and if any increase shall be found in the gauge or quantity of What increase to

such corn or grain, after being returned into and laid level again in ^° deemed concki-

the cistern or couch frame, over and above the former gauge taken treachng or forcing
before the same was thrown out, in any greater proportions than those together.

of 5 bushels in every 100 bushels previously to such corn or grain
having been emptied 8 hours from the cistern, or 6 bushels in every 100
bushels if such corn or grain shall have been emptied from the cistern

8 hours, and not emptied 16 hours, or 7 bushels in every 100 bushels
if such corn or grain shall have been emptied from the cistern 16 hours
or upwards, the increase so respectively found as aforesaid shall be
deemed conclusive evidence of such corn or grain having been trodden
or forced together, and the court or justices before whom such evidence
shall be given shall thereupon convict the maltster or maker of malt
in the penalty imposed by the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 52 ; and every maltster or
maker of malt who, or whose servants or workmen shall, when directed
by any officer of excise, refuse to throw out any corn or grain making
into malt from any cistern or couch, or to aid or assist, if required so
to do, in returning the same into the cistern or couch from which the
same shall have been thrown, shall forfeit lOOZ. : Provided always,
that it shall be lawful to prove by any other or different evidence that
such corn or grain had been trodden or forced together.
By the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 52, s. 36, That it shall not be lawful for any No maltster to

maltster or maker of malt at one and the same time to have more than ^a^'o more than

floors or quantities of corn or grain making into malt, in the couch iJ| the°couch'^
^^

frame, or on the floor or kiln, or all or any of them, wetted or steeped frame and kiln,

in and arising from, or pretended to have been wetted or steeped in or°one°OT more™'
and to have arisen from, or denoted by its place of deposit in the malt- cisterns emptied
house to have been wetted or steeped in and to have arisen from one ^°*°^^^^a™®

and the same cistern, or one or more cisterns emptied into one and the penalty oTsow
same couch frame ; and if any maltster or maker of malt shall at one
and the same time have more than 5 floors or quantities of corn or
grain making into malt as aforesaid, every maltster or maker of malt
so offending shall for every such offence forfeit and lose the sum of 200Z.
Provided always, that nothing hereinbefore contained shall extend, or Floors may be
be deemed or construed to extend, to subject any maltster or maker of divided for work-

malt to the said last-mentioned penalty for or by reason of his or her i?? ^f?^'?^tl^'Z„„^ I- ^ ^• n t • ^ n ... tne oldest one tor
separating or dividing any one or more of his or her floors or quantities carrying to the
of corn or grain making into malt, either into two or more pieces, for ^^i°-

the purpose of working such pieces separately and apart from each
other, in the same malthouse in which such floors or quantities of corn
or grain making into malt respectively shall have been wet or steeped,
or for or by reason of any such maltster or maker of malt separating
or dividing the oldest of his or her floors or quantities of corn or grain
making into malt, for the sole purpose of removing the same to the
kiln to be immediately dried thereon.
The 1 Vict. c. 49, s. 10, reciting the last section, enacts, that no 1 Vict. c. 40, s. 10.

maltster or maker of malt shall incur or be subject to the said penalty Maltster may have

for or by reason of his having at the same time 6 floors or quan- £ the'co '.^h " nd
titles ot corn or gram making into malt in the couch frame or on the kiln, in operation

at the same time.
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13. Malt. floor or kiln, or all or any of them, wetted or steeped in and arising

from one and the same cistern, or from one or more cisterns emptied

7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 52. into One and the same couch frame.
Floors to Win By the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 52, s. 37, That every maltster or maker of

levelled andiaid^n ^^^alt shall deposit and leave all such floors or quantities of corn or grain
succession, accord- making into malt, so that the sides or outward edges thereof shall bo
ing to seniority of j^ straight lines, and shall level and lay the same in regular succession

of ^iow.
^^ ^'^'^^ ^ one before the other, according to the seniority in age of such floors or

quantities of corn or grain making into malt upon the floor or floors of

the malthouso of such maltster or maker of malt ; and if any maltster
or maker of malt shall not deposit and leave any such floor or quantity
of corn or grain making into malt so as aforesaid, or if the maltster or

maker of malt, or any of his servants, being present at the survey
thereof bj^ any ofiicer, shall not, on the request of such oflicer, forth-

with put the sides or outward edges of any floor or quantity of

corn or grain making into malt in straight lines, or shall not level

or lay the same as aforesaid, every maltster or maker of malt so

ofl'ending shall for every such olTence forfeit and lose the sum of 100/.

11 Geo. 4, c. 17, s. By the 11 Geo. 4, c. 17, s. 19, That nothing in the said act (a)
^^- contained shall extend or be construed to extend to render liable any

outward edies of
° maltster or maker of malt to any penalty by the said act imposed for

the floor not being not putting or placing the sides or outward edges of any floor, or any
in straight linos, if quantity of corn or grain making into malt, in straight lines, as re-

convenicntiy
'^ ^^ quii'cd by the said recited act, so that all such floors or quantities of

gauged. corn or grain making into malt shall be deposited and left and placed

'

in such form that they may be conveniently gauged, and that they be
levelled as required by the said recited act.

Penalty on mixing By the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 52, s. 38, That if any maltster or maker of
com of different malt shall mix, either on the floor or on the kiln, any corn or grain
steepings (6). ^^ ^^^ Wetting or steeping, with or amongst any corn or grain of

another or ditlerent wetting or steeping, cveiy maltster or maker of

malt so offending shall for every such offence forfeit and lose the sum
of 200/.

Ten?! tv on wetting Sect. 39. That if any maltster or maker of malt shall wet, water,
or damping malt sprinkle, or damp any malt after the same shall have been taken or

thekS^"^™"" thrown off the kiln, and before such malt shaU be delivered into the

custody or possession of the brewer or other person who shall have
purchased the same, every maltster or maker of malt so ofiending shall

for every such off'enco forfeit and lose the sum of 100/.

Penalty on fraudu- Soct. 40. That if any maltster or maker of malt, or other person,
lentiy depositing, gliall fraudulently deposit, conceal, or convey away from the sight of

convcykifawky tlio officers of excise any malt, or corn or grain making into malt,

malt.
'

every maltster or maker of malt, or other person, so ofl'ending, shall

for every such offence forfeit and lose the sum of 200/. ; and all such

malt, or corn or grain making into malt, so fraudulently deposited,

concealed, or convej'ed away as aforesaid, shall be forfeited, and shall

and may be seized by any officer of excise (c).

Penalty for remov- Sect. 41. That if any maltster or maker of malt shall remove, carry,

ing or receiving qj. send away any malt from the building or place where the same shall

^mit'^takon'and li^J-ve been made, before such malt shall have been taken an account of

duties charged. and charged with duty by the proper officer of excise, or if any person

shall receive or have in his or her custody or possession any malt so

removed, carried, or sent away as aforesaid, knowing the same to have

been so removed, carried, or sent away, every maltster or maker of

malt, or person so offending, shall for every such offence forfeit and

lose the sum of 200Z. ; and all the malt so removed, carried, or sent

(a) The 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 52. particular officer in proceedings imder

(6) As to mixing raw grain with the above section of the act. ^ao At-

lalt, sec 1 Geo. 1, st. 2, c. 2, s. 13. torncy-Gcneral v. Dyer, 2 C. tt M. 664.

(c) It is not necessary to name any
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away as aforesaid shall be forfeited, and shall and may be seized by 13, 3TaU.

any officer of excise

By the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 52, s. 46, That if any workman, servant,
p,fJ,^^°eJ^ ^j

^^•

or labourer employed by or in the service of any maltster or maker of servants maiici-

malt, shall maliciously, and with intent to injure such maltster or ously beginuing to

maker of malt, begin to wet or steep any corn or grain to be made u4|;gthe'cistem^at

into malt at any other time than between the hours of 8 in the morn- illegal hours, &c,

ing and 2 in the afternoon ; or if any workman, servant, or labourer

shall maliciously, and with such intent as aforesaid, empty or take

any corn or grain from or out of the cistern at any other time than
between the hours of 7 in the morning and 4 in the afternoon ; or

shall maliciously, and with such intent as aforesaid, wet, water, or

sprinkle any corn or grain making into malt before the expiration of

12 days or 288 hours after the same shall have been emptied or taken

from or out of the cistern, or mix, either on the floor or on the kiln,

any corn or grain of one wetting or steeping with or amongst any corn

or grain of another or difi'erent wetting or steeping ; every such work-
man, servant, or labourer shall and may, for any svich offence as

aforesaid, be arrested and conveyed, by any constable or other lawful

peace officer, before any one or more of his Majesty's justices of the

peace for the county, shire, division, city, tovm, or place wherein such
workman, servant, or labom-er shall be found ; and it shall be lawful

for any such justice or justices of the peace, on the confession of tho

party, or by proof on the oath of one or more credible witness or

witnesses made of any such offence, to convict every such workman,
servant, or labourer so offending of such offence, and upon such con-
viction, by warrant or warrants under his or their hand or hands, to

commit such workman, servant, or labourer to the common gaol or

house of correction of the county, shire, division, city, town, or place

in which such conviction shall take place, for any length of time not
exceeding 12 and not less than 3 months from the day of such com-
mitment; and such workman, servant, or labourer shall, for and
during the whole time for which he or she shall be committed, be kept
to hard labour in such gaol or house of correction, and shall not,

tinder any pretence or by reason of any authority or order, be dis-

charged therefrom until tho expiration of the time for which such
commitment shall have been made. Provided always, that nothing jfj^ltster to be
herein contained shall extend or be deemed or construed to extend to liable to penalties

rQpeal, alter, or affect any penalty or penalties on the maltster or
ii*^iegg°h^gh"]f^'

maker of malt by whom or in whose service or premises any such prosecute such

workman, servant, or labourer as aforesaid shall be employed, by sei-vaut to con-

reason of any such offence or offences, but that every such maltster or obtaTn'a certfficate

maker of malt shall still remain and continue liable to all and singular thereof, and that

such penalty or penalties, any thing hereinbefore contained to the con-
^fu^g^n^nr^^"^^

trary thereof notwithstanding ; unless such maltster or maker of malt
^"'"* ™'^" '

shall forthwith prosecute such workman, servant, or labourer as afore-
said to conviction as aforesaid, and shall, before the recovery of any
such penalty, produce to the commissioners of excise if in England, or
to the commissioner or commissioners and assistant commissioners of
excise if in Scotland or Ireland, a certificate of such conviction, and
of the workman, servant, or labourer so convicted having suffered or
being in prison under such sentence, and suffering such punishment
as aforesaid.

These provisions are extended to other offences by 11 Geo. 4, c.

17, s. 35.

Sect. 47 of the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 52 is repealed by the 11 Geo. 4, c.

17, s. 28.

Sect. 52 of the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 52, is repealed by the 11 Geo. 4, c.

17, s. 32.
> » r .)

Sections 60 to 75 of 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 52, as to malt for distillation,

are virtually repealed by the 18 & 19 Vict. c. 94. See post.
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13, Malt. 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 52, s. 76. Tliat if any malt shall be destroyed or— damaged by fire, or sbaU jjerisb or be damaged by tbe casting away
eo^ 4, c. 52.

qI" qj, j^jy. g^j^y ineyitable accident happening to any barge or vessel in

damage of nuilt^r wbicli such. malt shall be transporting or shall have been transported
fire or water, jus- from any part of the United Kingdom to any other part thereof, or on

sessio'iis'^o*'^'^^''
"^bich such malt shall have been put on board for that pm-pose, it shall

missioners of be lawful for the proprietor or proprietors of such malt to make proof
excise upon proof of such accident, and of the cause thereof, on the oath or oaths of one

duties haye bee'ii
^^ more credible witness or witnesses, and of the duty upon such malt

paid thereon, shall having been duly charged and paid by the maltster or maker thereof,

ofluch
1^'"''"^°**^® before the justices of the peace, at quarter sessions, for the county,

damage, and shire, division, city, town, or place where such malt shall have been
duties shall be made, or at or next adjoining to the place where such accident shall
repaid. have taken place or shall have been first discovered, or where the

vessel on which such malt shall have been loaded or put on board, or
before the commissioners of excise, or any three of them, who are
hereby respectively authorised and required to examine any witness
or witnesses thereuj)on, upon oath (which oath they are hereby respec-
tively authorised to administer), and upon proof being made before
them by such witness or witnesses, or by legal documents, that such
malt had been entirely lost or totally destroyed as aforesaid, and that
the duties thereupon had been duly charged and paid, to grant a
certificate thereof, and of the amount of such duties, under theii"

respective hands : upon the production of which certificate to the col-

lector of excise of the collection in which such duties shall have been
charged, such collector shall and he is hereby authorised and requii-ed

to pay or allow to the jiroprietor or proprietors of such malt, out of
the money arising from any duties of excise upon malt in his hands,
so much money as the sum specified in such certificate as aforesaid for

such duties shall amount to ; or upon proof being made as aforesaid,

that the malt, though not entirely lost or totally destroyed, had been
damaged as aforesaid, and that the duties thereupon had been duly
charged and paid, it shall be lawful for such justices or commissioners,
and they are hereby respectively authorised to adjudge and determine
the quantum of such damage, and to grant a certificate of the sum to

be repaid or allowed for or in respect of such damage (such repayment
or allowance bearing the same proportion only to the whole duty
charged and paid upon such malt so damaged as the damage thereof
shall bear to the value of such malt before it was damaged) ; and upon
the production of such certificate as last aforesaid to the collector of
excise of the collection in which such duties shall have been charged,
such collector of excise shall and he is hereby authorised and required
to repaj!- or allow to the proprietor or proi^rietors of such malt so
damaged, out of the money arising from any duties of excise upon
malt in his hands, so much money as the sum specified in such cer-
tificate as last aforesaid to be repaid or allowed shall amount unto.

Notice to be given H Geo. 4, c. 17, s. 37. Provided always, that no person or persons
on application for shall be entitled to any relief under the said recited act (7 & 8 Geo. 4,

malt destroyed or *^' ^^) ^'^^ ^^7 malt destroyed or damaged by fire or inevitable accident,

damaged. unless a notice in writing, describing the nature, cause, and extent of
such accident as aforesaid, shall be delivered to the commissioners of
excise, or to the supervisor of excise of the district in which such loss

shall have taken place or shall have been first discovered, within 14
days next after the same shall have come to the knowledge of the
person or persons claiming such relief; nor unless such person or
persons, or the agent of such person or persons, shall also give or leave
notice in writing of his, her, or their intention to apply for such relief

with the collector or supeiwisor of excise of the collection or district

where the quarter sessions are to be held at which he, she, or they
intend to apply for such relief, or to the solicitor of excise for England,
where such application shall be intended to be made to such commis-
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sioners, 10 days at the least before the beginning of such, quarter 13. Malt.

sessions, or before such application to the commissioners ; nor unless -— ~
such person or persons shall also apply for such relief within 4 calendar ^ ^^ ^^'^- *' ^- ^^•

months after such accident shall have come to his, her, or their

knowledge ; anything in this act, or in any other act or acts to the

contrary thereof, notwithstanding.

By the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 52, s. 78, Provided also, that after such Decisions of jus-

justices of the peace or commissioners of excise shall have once exa- ^^^^j-
^''' *° ^®

mined and ascertained such loss or damage, their decision thereon

shall be final.

Sect. 79. That all malt and corn or grain, and all vessels and uten- AH malt, utensils,

sils for the making or keeping of malt, in the custody or possession of
snbjict to arrearl

such maltster or maker of malt, or in the custody or possession of any of duty, penalties,

other person or persons to the use of or in trust for such maltster or aid forfeitures,

maker of malt, shall be and remain subject and liable to, and the same
are hereby made chargeable with, all the duties of excise on malt
which during the time of any such custody or possession shall have
been charged or shall become chargeable upon or be in arrear or owing
from or by such maltster or maker of malt for or in resjiect of any
malt by him or her made during such time as aforesaid, and shall also

be and remain subject and liable to all penalties and forfeitures which
during any such custody or possession shall have been incurred by
such maltster or maker of malt for any offences by such maltster or

maker of malt committed against this act or any acts relating to the

revenue of excise ; and all such malt and corn or grain, and all such
vessels and utensils as aforesaid, shall be and remain subject and liable

to all such duties, penalties, and foifeitures, into whose hands soever

the same shall afterwards come, or by what conveyance or title what-
soever the same shall be claimed ; and it shall be lawful in all such
cases to levy thereupon such duties, penalties, and forfeitures, and to

use such proceedings for the recovery or enforcement of such duties,

penalties, and forfeitures respectivelj'', as may lawfully bo done in

cases where the debtors or offenders are the true and lawful owners of

such goods, utensils, or vessels.

Sect. 80. That all laws, powers, authorities, rules, regulations, re- Former regula-

strictions, exceptions, provisions, clauses, matters, and things, provided tions inconsistent

for or contained in any act or acts in force at or immediately before ^peaied^
'^^

the commencement of this act, relating to the revenue of excise on
malt made in any part of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ii'eland, or relating to pennits for the removal of malt, or to any matter
or thing expressly provided for by this act, which is or are repugnant
to or inconsistent with the several matters, clauses, provisions, and
regulations of this act, or any of them, shall be and the same are
hereby respectively from the said 10th day of October, 1827, repealed,
and shall after that day be no longer put in force or observed in any
part of the United Kingdom, save and excejat as to the recoverj^ of
any penalty or forfeiture before that day incurred under or by virtue
of any act or acts, or any part or parts of any act or acts by this act
repealed as aforesaid.

Sect. 81. That all fines, penalties, and forfeitures imposed by this Fines, penalties,

act shall be sued for, recovered, levied, mitigated, and distributed
tobe re-covered

(except where other provisions are bj^ this act specially made in such mitigated^'and

'

behalf) by such ways, means, methods, and in such manner, in Great distributed as by

Britain and Ireland respectively, as any fine, penalty, or forfeiture
^o™^''*' ^''^''^

imposed by any act or acts relating to the revenue of excise in Great
Britain and Ireland res])ectively may be sued for, recovered, levied,
mitigated, and distributed.

Sect. 82. That this act shall extend and be deemed and construed ^ct to extend to

to extend to the whole of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and ^^^""'^^ ^"^'

Ireland, except as to the several rules, regulations, and provisions
specially provided for by this act in respect of brewers of beer for
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13. Malt. sale in Ireland, wHcli shall extend to Ireland only, and the condi-— — tions upon which the allowances upon spirits distilled from malt only
co.^

,

c. J-.
^j^ Scotland and Ireland are from henceforth to be granted, and which

. p
ion-.

shall extend to Scotland and Ireland only ; and this act shall com-
of act menco and take effect from and immediately after the 10th day of

October, 1827.

Officer of excise 33y 11 Geo. 4, c. 17, s. 26, The officer of excise under whose survey
to make rctvirn of any maltster or maker of malt shall be, or any other officer appointed

maltster every six ^*^ ^*^ *^^' ^shaU and he is hereby required, from time to time, at the
weeks : the expiration of every 6 weeks, or at such other times as the commis-
amouut of such sioners of excise shall direct, to make cut and deliver to the collector
return to be paid n •

i , n • • n •

in six days, unless 01 excise, or to such person or persons as the commissioners oi excise
security shall shall appoint to receive the same, an account or return in winting of
have been given.

^|^g quantity of malt made by such maltster or maker of malt, and for

which he shall have become chargeable with duty, in such preceding
6 weeks or j^eriod, and of the duty payable thereon ; and the return
or account of such officer shall bo a charge on every such maltster or
maker of malt ; and such maltster or maker of malt shall pay and
clear off the duty appearing by such return or account to have become
due and payable within 6 days after such return or account shall

have been made, unless such maltster or maker of malt shall have
given and shall maintain, and shall renew from time to time as he
may be by the commissioners of excise required, or j)ersons appointed
by them for that purpose, to renew the same, security approved by
the commissioners of excise, or the person or persons who shall be
appointed by them for that purpose, by bond in double the value of

the duties which such commissioners of excise, or such person or

persons as aforesaid, shall judge likely to arise or be charged on and
become due from such maltster or maker of malt within any 18 weeks,
for the due payment at the end of every 18 weeks after such account
or return as aforesaid shall be made of all such duties and sum and
sums of money as shall arise or be charged on or become due from
such maltster or maker of malt ; and if any maltster or maker of malt
who shall not have given such security, or who shall not maintain,
and renew, when required so to do, such security, shall neglect or

refuse to pay and clear off such duties within G days as aforesaid,

every such maltster or maker of malt shall, for every such offence,

forfeit and lose double the sum which such duties so neglected or re-

fused to be paid or cleared off shall amount to (a).

Punishment of Sect. 35. That if any workman, servant, or labourer employed by
servan so en ng.

^^^ ^^ ^^^ service of any maltster or maker of malt shall maliciously,

and with intent to injure such maltster or maker of malt, omit to give

any notice, or to do any act, matter, or thing required by the said

recited act or this act to be given or done, or shall do any act, matter,

or thing prohibited to be done by the said recited act (7 tS: 8 Geo. 4,

c. 52) or this act, or commit any offence against any of the provisions

of the said recited act or this act, whereby such maltster or maker of

malt shall be injured or damnified, or subjected to any penalty im-
posed by the said recited act or this act, every such workman, servant,

and labourer so offending shall and may be arrested and conveyed
before any one justice of the peace, and convicted by and before such
justice, and committed to gaol, and kept to hard labour, in the manner
directed by and for the time specified in the said provision of the said

recited act (7 & 8 Geo, 4, c. 52, s. 46) ; and the said provision is hereby
extended to the other offences against the recited act and this act, and
made part of this act, as fully and effectually as if the same was
hereby repeated and enacted : Provided alwaj^s, that no such arrest

and conviction shall take place or be made for any offence committed
by any such workman, servant, or labourer against any provision of

(a) See Reg, v. Sly, 2 Price, 157.
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the said recited act or this act, after the expiration of one month from 13. Malt.

the discovery of the offence.
~—~~

Sect. 38. And that all clauses, enactments, provisions, restrictions,
j^^j^^^^^'^^^^

regulations, matters, and things in the said recited act contained, not remain in^forco

hereby repealed, shall be and remain in full force and effect. where not re-

Sect. 39. That all the enactments, clauses, powers, and provisions peaied.

contained in an act made and passed in the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, except
^53^^ extended to

as the same are hereby expressly altered or repealed, shall extend and tiiis act.

be deemed and construed to extend to this act, and this act to com-
mence from the passing hereof.

The 1 Vict. c. 49, intituled "An Act to amend certain laws of Excise i Vict. c. 49.

relating to the duties on malt made in the United Kingdom'"' (12th July

1837), after reciting that an act was passed in the seventh and eighth 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 52.

years of the reign of his Majesty King George the Fourth, intituled
'

'An Act to consolidate and amend certain laws relating to the revenue of

Excise on malt made in the United Kingdom, and for amending the laws
relating to brewers in Ireland, and to the allowance in respect of the malt
duty on spirits made in Scotland and Ireland from malt only;" and that
an act was passed in the eleventh year of the reign of his said Majesty 11 Geo. 4, c. 17.

for altering and amending the said act; and that it is expedient to

alter and amend the said recited acts, proceeds to repeal the 11 Geo. 4,

c. 17, s. 8, which required the keeping of barley books by maltsters.

Sect. 2 enacts. That in all cases in the said recited acts respectively Respecting notices

in which any maltster or maker of malt shall be required to give any ^yenby maltsters,
notice to an oflficer of excise, the time for giving such notice shall be
the same as is required to be given where the malthouse is situate in
a city or market town, or in the suburbs thereof, notwithstanding the
malthouse of the maltster or maker of malt giving such notice may
not be so situated.

Sect. 9. That in lieu of the allowances hereby repealed, there shall Allowances to be

be made upon the gauges of corn or grain taken whilst the same is in ™to or gfSn^m^-
operation or in process of making into malt the allowances following : ing into malt for

that is to say, upon every gauge thereof taken by the officer of excise *^® charge of duty,

in the cistern wherein the corn or grain is wetting or steeping to be
made into malt, diu-ing the time that such corn or grain shall be kept
and continued in such cistern, or in the couch frame into which such
corn or grain shall be emptied, or on the floor, during the period for

which such corn or grain is by the said recited act (11 Geo. 4, c. 17)
required to be kept and contiaued in such couch frame, or directed to
be deemed in couch, and gauged and taken account of as in couch, an
allowance shall be made by such officer of 18 bushels and one half
bushel in every 100 bushels of the whole quantity of the corn or grain
so found by such gauge ; and upon every gauge taken by the officer

of excise of such corn or grain on the floor or on the kiln after the
expiration of 26 hours if such corn or grain shall have been previously
gauged and taken an account of in the couch frame, or if such corn .

or grain shall not have been so previously gauged then after the ex-
piration of 30 hours, an allowance shall be made by such officer of one
half of the whole quantity of such corn or grain found by such gauge be-
fore the said corn or grain shall be whoUy dried off and removed from
the kiln ; and the duty of excise on malt, when charged by gauge
upon the corn or grain in a state of operation or in process of making
into malt, shall be charged on the best of the several gauges so taken
as aforesaid after such allowances shall have been so made thereon
respectively as aforesaid.

18 & 19 Yict. c. 94, s. 35. And for amending the Jaws relating to Malting barley or
the duties of excise on malt, be it enacted. That all barley making P^^er com how

_

into malt in any malthouse shall be kept in operation for the fuU o^?ation
period of 168 hours at the least from the time of the same being
removed_ from the cistern into the couch frame, before the same or
any portion of it shall be placed on the kiln ; and all other com or

VOL. ir. X
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13. Malt.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 94.

23 & 24 Vict. c. 113,

Period of credit
for payment of
excise duty on
malt reduced (a).

Removal of g^ain
from cistern to
couch frame, and
time of remaining
therein.

All cisterns in
malthouscs hav-
ing any internal
communication to
be emptied on the
same day.

When grain mak-
ing into malt may
be sprinkled.

grain making into malt, shall be kept in operation for such period

of time as the commissioners of inland revenue shall order or direct

in that behalf; and if any maltster shall place on the kiln any barley

making into malt, "which shall not have been kept in operation for

the full period directed by this act, or any other corn or grain making
into malt, which shall not have been kept in operation for such period of

time as the said last-mentioned Commissioners shall order or direct in

that behalf, every such maltster so offending shall forfeit the sum of 200Z.

Sect. 2. The time limited by the 22 & 23 Vict. c. 18, for

payment of the duty of excise on malt by every maker of malt
who shall have given security by bond as by law required in

that behalf, shall in respect of all malt begun to be made on or after

the 1st day of October, 1860, be further limited to 6 weeks in lieu

of 12 weeks, after the making of such account or return as in the

said act is mentioned or refeiTed to; and every bond which shall

have been given or entered into for securing the payment of such
duty according to the direction of the said act, shall remain and
continue in force against the principal and sureties who shall have
made or entered into the same, as a security for payment of the said

duty at or within the period limited by this act, unless the said

parties, or some one of them, shall before the said first day of October
give notice to the commissioners of Inland Revenue of his desire to

withdraw from such bond, in which case the maHster shall not be
entitled to any credit for payment of the duty of excise on any malt
made or begun to be made by him on or after the said last-mentioned
day, until he shall have given fresh security in that behalf to the
satisfaction of the said commissioners.

23 & 24 Vict. c. 113, s. 23. All corn and grain which shall be
wetted to be made into malt, shall be removed dii-ectly from the

cistern into the couch frame, and shall be laid flat and level therein

by the maltster, and of no greater depth in any such couch frame
than thirty inches in any part thereof, except where by any act now
in force a greater depth is expressly allowed, and such corn or grain

shall be kept and continued so laid in the couch frame for the space

of 20 hours at the least from the time of being removed from the

cistern : Provided always, that all such corn or grain shall for the

pui'pose of being gauged and charged with duty, be deemed to be in

eouch for the space of 24 hours from the time of its removal from
the cistern, and shall be gauged and taken account of by the officer

as in couch during the said space of 24 hours, although such corn
or grain may have been removed from the couch frame, unless the
same shall have been previously gauged by the officer.

Sect. 24. And if in any building, or in any two or more
buildings having any internal communication between them, there
shall be more than one cistern used at the same time for wetting or
steeping corn or grain, all such cisterns shall be emptied of the corn
or gi'ain therein during the hours prescribed and limited in that

behalf in one and the same day ; provided that whei'e the corn or

grain in two or more of such cisterns is emptied into one couch frame,

it shall be taken account of by the officer therein, and thenceforth

as one and the same wetting or steeping, and the emptying of the
last of such cisterns shall be finished within the space of 3 hours
from the time of beginning to empty the first of such cisterns.

Sect. 25. It shall not be lawful for any maltster to water or sprinkle

any corn or grain making into malt before the expii-ation of 288
hours after the same shall have been taken out of the cistern, unless

the same shall have been kept covered with water in the cistern for

the full space of fifty hours from the time of such corn or grain being

(«) By 26 Vict. c. 3, the payment
of duty on malt made withiu certain

periods may be further deferred ; but
in such cases interest will be charged.
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first wetted or steeped, in wliich case it shall be lawful to water or 13 Malt
sprinkle such corn or grain at the expiration of 96 hours after the

'

same shall have been taken out of the cistern, upon the maltster giving
to the officer 24 hours' previous notice in writing of his intention to do so.

27 & 28 Vict. c. 66, s. 11, enacts. That if any alteration shall 27 & 28 Vict. c. 56.

be made in the dimensions, size, or capacity of any couch frame in Couch frames not
the malthouse of any maltster, after entry thereof made by him with ^°^^

^unie*^
^"*''"

the officer of excise without 4 days' notice in writing having been notUe STsuper-^""
previously given by such maltster of the intended alteration to the '''^°i"-

supervisor of excise of the district in which such malthouse is situate,
the maltster_ shall forfeit the sum of 100?,, together with all corner
grain found in the said couch frame.
By 28 & 29 Vict. c. 66, " An Act to allow the charging of the

Excise duty on Malt according to the Weight of the Grain used," it
is enacted that :

Sect. 2. Any maltster who shall desire to have the duty payable Maltster entitled

upon malt made by him, charged according to the weight of the corn *° ^^'® ^^^ '^"^^

or grain used in the making of such malt under the provisions of by him cha^gTd
this act, shall give notice in writing of such his desire to the officer according to the

of excise under whose survey he shall be, and upon his complying giSsId''''
with the provisions of this act in other respects, he shall be entitled
to have the duty charged accordingly in respect of any corn or grain
which he shall wet or steep at any time, and from time to time after
the expiration of four clear days from the giving of such notice

:

Provided always, that if the maltster who shall have given such
notice shall not begin to make, or shall discontinue making, malt
to be charged with duty under the provisions of this act, for the space
of one calendar month, the notice given by him shall be of no further
avail, and he shall not be entitled to the privilege of having the
duty on malt made by him charged under the provisions of this act
until after he shall have given a fresh notice in the manner herein-
before required.

Sect. 3. Every maltster who shall have given such notice as afore- Cover to be affixed
said shall, before he shall place any corn or grain in any cistern for *° <=istc™-

the purpose of being made into malt to be charged with duty under
the provisions of this act, provide and affix to such cistern a proper
and secure cover, with proper fastenings, to the satisfaction of the
supervisor of excise, or any other officer of excise of superior rank
to a supervisor

; and such cover shall, when there shall be any corn
or gram m such cistern, be kept locked and secured by the officers
ot excise during such period of time as the commissioners of Inland
Kevenue shall by their regulation or order direct in that behalf; and
no maltster shall, after such cover shall have been locked and secured
as aforesaid, open, remove, or damage such cover, or obtain access to
the corn or grain in such cistern.

Sect. 4. The maltster shall give 48 hours' notice in wi-iting to the Notice to be givenomcer ot excise under whose survey he shall be, of the day and hour of ti^e steeping of
when he intends to steep corn or grain to be made into malt under

^''''*"-

the provisions of this act; and in such notice the maltster shall
specify the day and the particular hour when he intends to place the
corn or gram m the cistern, (which hour shall not be later than 12
o clock at noon of the day preceding the day on which it is intended
to steep such corn or grain) ; and if any notice shall be given con-
trary hereto, or if the whole of the corn or grain shall not be steeped
witiiin 3 hours, or placed in the cistern within one hour, after the
respective times mentioned in any notice in that behalf, such notice
shall be null and void.

_

Sect._ 5. The maltster, or his chief workman or servant, shall. Declaration to be
immediately after the corn or grain shall have been placed in the ^'^.^^°^ ^^«

.

cistern for the purpose of being made into malt under the provisions tTbfstelp^cT"
ot tnis act, hU up and sign a declaration in wi-iting, stating the true

X 2
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13. Malt. weight per bushel of tlie corn or grain so intended to be made into

28 & 29 Vict c ee
™^^^ ^^ aforesaid; and siicb declaration sbaU be delivered by the
said maltster, or his chief workman or servant, to the officer of excise
on his first visit after the corn or gi-ain shall have been placed in

the cistern as aforesaid ; and no other or different corn or grain shall

be substituted for the com or grain, or any part thereof, which shall

have been placed in any cistern for the purpose of being made into
malt under the provisions of this act after the same shall have been
taken account of by any officer of excise.

Mode of ascertain- Sect. 6. After any corn or grain shall have been placed in the

^ain"^
*"

cistern, the weight thereof shall be ascertained by any officer of
excise, who shall take a sample or samples of such corn or grain
before any water shall be added thereto ; and the weight of a bushel
of the corn or grain so taken as a sample or samples as aforesaid,

after the same shall have been screened and cleaned (if the ofiicer

shall think fit to require such screening and cleaning), shall be
deemed to be the weight per bushel of the whole of the corn or grain
in the cistern : Provided that if in the weight of the sample bushel
there shall be a fraction of a pound amounting to one half or
upwards, such fraction shall be reckoned as an entire pound, but
no account shall be taken of any fraction less than half a pound.

Mode of calcu- Sect. 7. For the purpose of calculating and charging the duty

malt whencharced "^P^^ malt made under the provisions of this act, a measured bushel
according to of dry com or grain of the weight of 53 lbs. avoirdupois shall, for
weight. the pui'poses of this act, be deemed to be the standard weight on

which the amount of duty payable upon a bushel of malt shall be
chargeable; and in order to ascertain the number of bushels of malt
to be charged on any steeping of corn or grain to be made into malt,
the quantity shall first be calculated by gauge according to the
existing laws and regulations in that behaK, and such quantity shall

then be multiplied by the number of pounds which the sample bushel
taken from such com or grain in the manner directed by this act

shall be found to weigh, and the product be divided by 53, and the
quotient of such division shall be the quantity upon which the duty
shall be charged : Provided that if no sample bushel of the corn or

grain shall have been taken as hereinbefore directed, then the
quantity of malt, when calculated by gauge as aforesaid, shall be
multiplied by the weight of a bushel of the corn or grain as declared
by the maltster, his workman or servant, and the product be di\ided
as aforesaid.

Maltster to provide Sect. 8. The maltster shall provide and keep proper and correct

and blusheilnea^*^
scalcs and weights, and a correct bushel measure, to the satisfaction

sure.
"^

of the supervisor of excise of the district in which the malthouse is

situated, for the purpose of weighing and measuiing corn and grain
to be made into malt under the provisions of this act ; and such scales

and weights and measure shall at all times be kept in the malthouse,
and such maltster and his servants shall allow any officer of excise to

use the same, and shall also, upon request, render to any such officer

who shall be desirous of weighing or measuiing such corn or grain,

or any part thereof, such assistance as the said officer shall require.

Officer may weigh Sect. 9. It shall be lawful for any supervisor of excise, or any
any gram m the other officer of excise of superior rank to a supervisor, to measure
malthouse of a jr. • • ii. li-u j? li. i. i_

maltster making and weigh any corn or grain m the malthouse oi any maltster who
malt under the shall make malt under the provisions of this act, and for that purpose
provisions of this]

^^ ^^^ ^j^^ Weights and scales and bushel measure belonging to such
maltster ; and the maltster and his workmen or servants shall, when
requested by any such supei-visor or other officer as aforesaid, render
to them respectively such assistance as they may require in measuiing
and weighing such corn or grain.

Penalty where the Sect. 10. If after any corn or grain shall have been placed in the
weight of grain cistem for the purpose of being made into malt under the provisions
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of tHs act, and before tlie wetting thereof the weiglit of a bushel of 13. Malt.

such, corn or grain (screened and cleaned as aforesaid, if the officer

shall require it) shall be found by any officer of excise to be in excess ^^ ^
^^ ^'°*"

^-
^^"

of the weight declared by the maltster or his chief workman or ciared weight.^'
servant by such declaration as aforesaid, in a greater proportion than
2 lbs. avoirdupois per bushel, the maltster shall forfeit the sum of lOOZ.

Sect. 11. That it shall be lawful for any maltster to water or Grain making into

sprinkle any corn or gi-ain making into malt at the expiration of 90 Crinkled at the
hours after the same shall have been taken out of the cistern, expiration of 90

provided such corn or gi-ain shall have been kept covered with water '^^'^rs after being

in the cistern for the full space of 50 hours from the time of such ci^t^rn.
'°"^

com or grain being first wetted or steeped, and the maltster shall

have given to the officer of excise 24 hours' previous notice in writing
of his intention to water or sprinkle such corn or grain as aforesaid,

anything in any former act contained to the contrary notwithstanding.
Sect. 12. If any act, matter, or thing by this act required or

^g"^gg^^°^a' t
directed to be done or performed by any maltster or his workman thisact.

^

or servant shall bo omitted or neglected or refused to be done or
performed by them respectively, or if any act, matter, or thing pro-
hibited by this act shall be done or permitted by any maltster or his

workman or servant, the maltster shall in every such case forfeit

the sum of 100^. over and above any other penalty or penalties to

which he may be subject under any other act now in force.

Sect. 13 (a). The condition numbered " 3" in the 23 & 24 Vict. c. 113, Condition No. 3,

s. 28, is hereby repealed; and no malt shall be exported on drawback ^24vicrc^n3
which, after having been screened and cleaned as directed in the repealed, and '

said section, shall be of less weight than 36 lbs. or of greater weight other provisions

than 44 lbs. avoirdupois per bushel ; and the amount of drawback "^*'^*'-

allowed by law upon the exportation of malt shall be calculated in
the following manner

;
(that is to say,) when the malt is of the weight

of 36 lbs. and under 40 lbs. avoirdupois per bushel, the amount of
drawback allowable by law upon a bushel of malt shall be allowed
and paid in respect of every 40 lbs. avoirdupois of the malt exported

;

and when the malt shall weigh 40 lbs. avoirdupois or upwards per
bushel, the drawback shall be allowed and paid according to the
quantity ascertained by measure as heretofore ; subject, however, in
either case, to the deduction of 7^ per centum upon the quantity
ascertained, as directed by s. 30 of the above-mentioned act.

Sect. 14. 12 G. 1, c. 4, ss. 48 to 59, and 3 G. 4, c. 18, ss. 12 to 16, and
18 and 19, relating to the exportation on malt on drawback, repealed.

Sect. 15. Nothing in this act shall be deemed to repeal, alter, or Not to repeal pro-

afFect any of the provisions contained in any act now in force relating visions of other

to the manufacture of malt, or the duties imposed thereon, save and ^^^^ ^^^^'

except so far as such provisions shall be specially repealed or altered
by or be repugnant to the provisions of this act.

Sect. 16. This act shall continue and be in force for 4 years from Continuance of

the passing thereof, and until the end of the then next session of *°*-

parliament, and shall then expire except as to any act done or offence
committed, or any penalty or forfeiture previously incurred.

Draivhack on Malt for Ex^portation,

23 & 24 Vict. c. 113, s. 27. Upon the exportation by any licensed 23 &24Vict. c.iis.

maltster of malt upon which the full duties of excise have been Drawback allowed

charged, and which shall be exported to foreign parts as merchandise, duty^'ch^eT
under the provisions of this act, the maltster shall be entitled to be malt,

paid the drawback or allowance of the duty of excise in respect of
such malt in the manner hereinafter mentioned.

Sect. 28. The exportation of malt, and the payment of the draw- Exportation to be
back or allowance of duty thereon, shall be made under and subject made under such

(a) Repealed, except as to repealing part, by 29 & 30 Vict. c. 64, s. 5 (p. 311).
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13. Malt.

23 & 24 Vict. c. 113.

rules and regula-
tions as the Com-
missioners of
Inland Revenue
may make, and
under the condi-
tions specified in
this clause.

Maltster to provide
m^)asures and
scales and weights,
and assistance in
measuring and
weighing.

Debenture to be
given to exporter
one month after
exportation.

In calculating
quantity of malt
74 per cent, to be
deducted.

Malt exported not
to contain un-
malted grain.

Provisions of
former acts rela-

ting to the expor-
tation of excisable
commodities to

apply to this act.

to such rules, regnlations, and sectuities (by bond or otherwise) as

tbe commissioners of Inland Eevenue may from time to time make and
require respectively in that behalf, and under and subject also to the

following conditions
;
(that is to say,)

1. The malt shall be made from barley, and shall not be (a)

ground, or crushed ; and it shall be in the entered malthouse
m which it shall have been made, and the full duties of excise

shall have been charged thereon :

2. The malt shall be thoroughly screened and cleansed from all

commings and dust, and from all extraneous matter whatever,
to the satisfaction of the officer of excise who shall attend the

packing of the same :

3. Is repealed by 28 & 29 Vict. c. 66, s. 13.

4. The maltster shall give twenty-four hours' notice of his inten-

tion to export malt to the officer of excise in whose survey the

malthouse shall be situated, stating the quantity of malt in-

tended to be exported, the particular day and hour at which
the same is to be packed, and the name of the port from which
it is to be exported :

5. The malt shall be packed only between the hours of six o'clock

in the morning and six o'clock in the afternoon, and in the pre-

sence of the proper officer of excise, and shall be measured with
a bushel measure into secure barrels, boxes, or bags, each contain-
ing not less than four bushels, and such barrels, boxes, and bags
shall be fastened and secured to the satisfaction of such officer.

Sect. 29. Every maltster who shall export any malt under the pro-
visions of this act shall provide for use at the malthouse from which
such malt shall be exported, and also on board the vessel in which
such malt is shipped, a bushel measure of the legal standard, with
just and sufficient scales and weights properly adapted for the weigh-
ing of malt, and shall allow any officer of excise or customs to use
the same in the measuring and weighing of malt respectively ; and
such maltster shall provide such officers with proper and sufficient

assistance to enable them to measure and weigh such malt.
Sect. 30. The proper officer of excise at the port at which such

malt shall be shipped for exportation shall, at the expiration of one
month after the exportation thereof, give to the exporter, or to his

authorised clerk or agent, a certificate or debenture expressing the
quantity of malt so shipped, and the amount of the drawback pay-
able thereon ; provided that in calculating the quantity of malt upon
which such drawback is to be paid, a deduction shall first be made
therefrom at the rate of seven and a half per centum upon the
quantity which shall have been ascertained by measure in the
manner herein directed ; and provided also, that where the malt shall

have been exported to the islands of Guernsey, Jersey, Alderney, or
Sark, or to the Isle of Man, the drawback shall not be paid without
the production of a certificate from the proper officer of customs that
such malt has been landed in the island to which it has been exported.

Sect. 31. If any malt packed or produced for exportation shall

have mixed therewith any raw or unmalted corn or grain, the
maltster shall, over and above any other penalty to which he may be
subject, forfeit the sum of 200?., and all such malt and corn, or
gram mixed therewith, and also the package in which the same may
be contained, shall be forfeited.

Sect. 32. The drawback or allowance upon malt exported under the
provisions of this act shall be paid by the commissioners of Inland
Revenue ; and the provisions of all acts in force regulating or relating

to the exportation of any excisable commodities on drawback, and

(ft) So much of this condition as forbids malt to be blown or roasted is

repealed by 29 & 30 Yict. c. 64 (p. 311).
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all fines, forfeitures, pains, and penalties imposed by the said acts, 13. Malt.

shall and are hereby directed and declared (except as altered by this ^ 24 v t—m"
act) to extend to, and shall be respectively applied, practised, and put ^° '

"'
^^•^•

in execution for and in respect of the drawback or allowance upon
malt hereby granted, upon the exportation thereof, in as full and

ample a manner to all intents and purposes as if the said several pro-

visions, fines, forfeitures, pains, and penalties were particularly

repeated and re-enacted in the body of this act with reference to the

said di-awback or allowance hereby granted.

Sect. 33. For any act, neglect, or omission contrary in any respect Penalty for breach

to any prohibition, regulation, or direction contained in or authorised
"f thisS'^^°^^

by any of the clauses of this act in relation to the making or exporta-

tion of malt, and for which no penalty is expressly provided by this

act, the maltster shall forfeit the sum of lOOL, and all malt which
shall be packed, produced, or shipped for exportation contrary to the

provisions, regulations, or directions contained in or authorised by this

act shall be forfeited, with the packages containing the same.

By the 29 & 30 Vict. c. 64, s. 5. So much of the condition numbered 29 & 30 Vict. c. 64.

"one" in 23 & 24 Vict. c. 113, s. 28 as provides that malt to be So much of condi-

exported on drawback shall not be blown or roasted, is hereby re-
2s°of^2°'&'24\?ct'

pealed, and sect. 13 of 28 & 29 Vict. c. 66, save so far as respects the c. 113, as provides

repeal therein contained, is also hereby repealed ; and the amount of *^^ g^'^V^ \ ^?
drawback allowed by law upon the exportation of malt shall be calcu- be blown or'^

lated in the following manner; (that is to say,) when the malt shall roasted, and of

weigh less than 40 lbs. avoirdupois per bushel, a di-awback at the
^°°^-

J.^^^'^^^*^
^^

rate of the duty payable on one bushel of malt shall be allowed and pealed, and other

paid in respect of every 40 lbs. avoirdupois of the malt exported ; and provisions made,

when the malt shall weigh 40 lbs. avoirdupois or upwards per bushel,

drawback shall be allowed and paid according to the quantity ascer-

tained by measure, sabject, however, in either case, to the deduction of

seven and a half per centum upon the quantity ascertained as directed

by the 23 & 24 Vict. c. 113, s. 13
;
provided that no malt shall be ex-

ported on drawback which, after having been screened and cleaned as

directed in the said 28th section of the said last-mentioned act, shall be
of greater weight than 44 lbs. avoirdupois per bushel, and that no
malt (other than blown, roasted, and crystallised malt) shall be exported
on drawback which, after having been screened and cleaned as afore-

said, shall be of less weight than 36 lbs. avoirdupois per bushel.

Sect. 6. Eoasted malt shall be exported on drawback by a licensed Boasted malt to

roaster of malt, or by a licensed dealer in roasted malt, and by no ^^ exported only

other person, and from the entered premises of such roaster or dealer
; dealers iiTraisted

and all the provisions, fines, forfeitures, pains, and penalties contained malt, and under

in or incorporated by so much of 23 & 24 Vict. c. 113, ss. 27, 28, 29, 30, asXer^mait°°*
31, 32, 33, as is now in force, and not repealed by this act, in relation

to the exportation of malt from a malthouse, or to any act, neglect,

or omission of a maltster, shall, so far as the same shall be applicable,

extend and apply to the exportation of roasted malt, and to any act,

neglect, or omission of a roaster of malt or dealer in roasted malt.

Malt for Distillation.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 94, s. 5. And from and after the passing of this act is & 19 Vict. c. 94.

it shall be lawful for any distiller, or for any other person who shall Malt may be made
give such security as hereinafter required in that behalf, such distiller f^*^^^ut ^^iu
or other person taking out a proper licence as a maltster, to make distilling spirits,

malt, under the provisions of this act, in a malthouse approved by
the commissioners of Inland Eevenue, for the sole purpose of being
consumed, on or after the 1st of October, 1855, in the distilling of
spirits ; and all malt which shall be so made by a distiller and con-
sumed in his distillery, and all malt which shall be made by such
other person, and delivered into the storeroom of a distiller at his dis-

tillery, shall respectively be free from the duties of excise chargeable
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13. Malt.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 94.

Special entry to
be made of malt-
house.

Persons other
than distillers

making duty-free
malt to give secu-
rity against
frauds.

Malt may be
removed for ex-
portation.

Distiller and
maltster to make
entry of his malt-
house, and to pro-
vide a kiln adapt-
ed for securing
the malt whilst
drying.

Distillers to make
entry of kilns

used for drying
barley or other
com or grain.

on malt : Provided always, that the provisions, regulations, penalties,

and forfeitures contained in the several acts of Parliament and now in

force in relation to maltsters, or the making of malt, shall (except so

far as the same are repealed, altered, or superseded by the express

provisions of this act,) bo obseiTed, applied, and enforced with respect

to distillers or other persons making malt, and to the making of malt,

under the provisions and regulations of this act.

Sect. 6. Every malthouse to be used for the making of malt under
the provisions of this act shall be specially entered for that purpose,

and no such entry shall be withdrawn whilst any malt or any corn or

grain making into malt shall be in such malthouse, or in any store-

room belonging thereto.

Sect. 7. Every person, other than a distiller, who shall intend to

make malt duty-free, under the provisions of this act, shall enter into

a bond to her Majesty, with two or more sufficient sui'eties, to the

satisfaction of the commissioners of Inland Eevenue, and in such sum
as the said commissioners shall think proper, conditioned to the pur-
port or effect following; (that is to say,) that such maltster shall duly
make into malt all corn and grain which shall be received into any
such malthouse as aforesaid belonging to him, and shall not sell any
such malt to any other person than a distiller, or take, send out,

remove, or deliver from any such malthouse as aforesaid any malt, or

corn, or grain, except malt duly removed to a distillery under a per-

mit duly granted in that behalf, and shall not convey away, hide, or
conceal any malt, or corn, or grain, contrary to any of the provisions

of this act or of any act in force in relation to maltsters or the making
of malt ; and the condition of such bond shall also contain all such
further terms and stipulations as the commissioners of Inland Eevenue
shall deem to be necessary or proper for preventing frauds in relation

to the malt to be made by such maltster ; and such maltster shall give

a fresh bond, with such sureties as aforesaid, when and as often as he
shall be required so to do by the said commissioners, and in default

thereof he shall not be entitled to make malt duty-free, under the
provisions of this act.

Sect. 8. Provided always, that it shall be lawful for any maltster to

remove malt from any such malthouse for exportation under such
regulations as the commissioners of Inland Eevenue shall make in

that behalf.

Sect. 11. Every distUler and maltster respectively, who shall make
malt to be consumed as aforesaid, duty free, shall make due entry of

every malthouse in which he shall make such malt, as a place to be
used for that pui-pose only, and shall provide therein a proper and
secure kiln, approved in writing by the proper collector and super-

visor of the district, and to be entered and used for the drying of such
malt, and for securing the same during the process of drjdng, and
until it shall be removed from such kiln in the manner heroin directed

;

and such kiln shall at all times be kept locked up by the officer,

who shall not be required to unlock or open the same, except upon
notice in writing to be given to him on behalf of the distiller or

maltster, and for a reasonable and proper object, to be specified in

such notice : Provided always, that it shall be lawful for any such dis-

tiller or maltster to use such kiln for the drying of barley, under such
regulations and restrictions as the commissioners of Inland Eevenue
may make in that behalf.

Sect. 12. Provided always, that every distiller who shall have or

make use of any kiln for the diying of barley or other corn or grain,

wheresoever such kUn may be situated, and although the same may
not be used for the drying of malt, shall make entry of such kiln with
the proper officer of excise as a building or place used by such dis-

tiller in carrying on his trade or business, under the penalty imposed

by law in that behalf, for any neglect or omission to make such entry.
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Sect. 13. If any such, maltliouse as aforesaid shall be situated at a 13. Malt.

greater distance than one mile by the nearest highway from a market ^ .» y. .
—~

town, the distiller or maltster shall provide (if required so to do by the
^^ ^^^,^^^1^°^^ ^^^.^

commissioners of Inland Eevenue) a house or lodgings, or rooms fit than a mUe from

and proper for the residence of the officer having the siUTey of such a market town,

malthouse, the same to be situated within the distance aforesaid from
to^rovWe'iodg-*^''

such malthouse, and to be approved by the said commissioners, and at ings for the officer.

a reasonable cost or rent, not exceeding lOZ. a year, to be paid by such

officer for the same : Provided always, that such house, lodgings, or

rooms shall not form any part of the dwelling house, residence, dis-

tillerj', or malthouse of such distiller or maltster.

Sect. 14. Secure rooms to be provided for the purposes herein What rooms to be

expressed; viz., a store-room at the malthouse for the deposit of malt P^'o^ided.

on removal from the kiln ; a store-room at the distilleiy for the malt

on removal from the malthouse ; also a mill-room at the distillery for

grinding malt (o). All such rooms to be properly secured.

Sect. 15. Wherever any kiln, room, or place is by this act directed Allfastemngs

to be kept locked or secured by the officer of excise, all tit and proper thTs^curfty of

^^

fastenings (except locks) for the purpose of enabling such officer to kilns and other

affix locks thereto, or otherwise to secure such kiln, room, or place,
^"^^^at'th^e^'i^-

shall be provided and affixed, and renewed from time to time, by pense of the dis-

the distiller or maltster, to the satisfaction of the proper collector tiller.

and supervisor for the time being, or otherwise such collector or super-
visor shall provide and affix, or renew such fastenings, at the expense
of such distiller or maltster ; and if any distiller or maltster shall Penalty for refus-

neglect or refuse to pay to such collector or supervisor the cost or ^^^ ^° defray such

expense incurred by him in providing, affixing, or renewing any such removing or

fastening, such distiller or maltster shall forfeit the sum of 100?. ; and damaging locks

if such distiller or maltster, or his servant or workman, shall wilfully °*' fastenings.

destroy, damage, or injure any such fastening as aforesaid, by whom-
soever provided or affixed, or any lock or key belonging thereto, or
shall by any means open, take off, or remove any such lock or fastening,

or make any way or entrance or improperly gain access or admittance
into any such kiln, room, or place, such distiller or maltster shall for

every such offence, whether committed by himself or his servant or
workman, forfeit the sum of 200/.

Sect. 16. Commissioners may revoke approval of malthouse, kiln, or
storerooms, and require alterations or additional fastenings.

Sect. 17. Allowance on cistern or couch gauges to be 17 per cent (6).

Sect. 18. Distiller, &c., to give notice to officer to attend when it is

proposed to load the kiln.

Sect. 19. Officer to admit the workmen into the kiln to stir the
grain from time to time, pursuant to notice.

Sect. 20. Notice to be given for removal of malt from the kiln.
Malt to be measured and deticiency charged with duty.

Sect. 21. When the distiller or maltster shall desire to remove any R«moval of malt
malt from the storeroom at his malthouse to the storeroom at a distillery, ^y°™

*^®th*°^^'it
he shall give 12 hours' notice in writing to the proper officer of excise of hZTe'to theTt^ore-

the time when and the rooms and places to and from which he intends ™*"^ ** t^® di^-

to remove such malt, and the quantity thereof which he intends to
*^^®'^-

remove ; and such officer shall attend pursuant to such notice at the
storeroom from which such malt is to be removed, to unlock the door
thereof, and see measured or weighed out therefrom the quantity of
malt expressed in such notice ; and such officer may take samples of
the malt to be removed, and shall grant a permit for the removal of
such malt from and to the several storerooms expressed in such notice

;

and there shall be expressed in such permit the time for which the

{a) See 23 & 24 Vict. c. 114, s. 52, (J) By 23 & 24 Vict. c. 113, s. 26
as to grinding malt by distillers, the Court of Inland Eevenue are
under title, Spirits. authorised to fix the rate of allowance.
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same shall be in force, such time being a reasonable and sufficient
time for such removal, and also the measure or weight of such malt

;

and if such distiller or maltster shall not duly remove all such malt,
and deposit the same, according to the terms of such permit, or shall
remove the same or any part thereof to any other place than that
expressed in such permit as the place to which such malt is to be
removed, or if the weight of the malt deposited in such last-mentioned
place shall differ by more than 2^ per centum, or if the measure
thereof shall differ by more than 5 per centum, from the weight or
measure of malt expressed in such permit, such distiller or maltster
shall forfeit the sum of 200?., and all such malt shall be forfeited, and
may be seized by any officer of excise ; and if any such malt shall be
found removing or removed without being or having been accom-
panied by a permit duly granted, or accompanied by a permit expired
or out of force, or which shall not agree with the time or manner of
the removal of such malt, or in which the weight or measure of malt
authorised to be removed shall differ more than after the respective
rates aforesaid from the weight or measure of the malt removing or
removed under colour thereof, all such malt shall also be forfeited, and
may be seized by any officer of excise.

Sect. 22. Malt to be removed from malthouBe to distillery in sacks
containing four bushels or 168 pounds each.

Sect. 23. Twelve hours' notice to be given for removal of malt from
the storeroom to the millroom. Four hours' notice for removal of malt
to the mash tun.

Pistiilers and Sect. 24. Books prepared with proper columns for such purposes as

?^1h^vrrl°+1°*^^ hereinafter mentioned shall be delivered by the proper officer of excise
to every distiller and to eveiy such maltster, to be kept by them
respectively at every such storeroom as aforesaid, and whenever any
malt shall be received into or removed from any such storeroom, the
distiller or maltster shall enter in such book as aforesaid, and in the
proper columns prepared for the purpose, the quantity of malt, in
bushels, or in pounds weight, if the same shall be weighed, received
into or removed from the storeroom, and in the case of malt removed
the number of sacks or the weight of the malt contained therein, if

the same shall be weighed ; and he shall also enter in such book the
particular day and hour of the day when any such malt was received
into or removed from the storeroom, and the particular place from or
to which the same was received or removed ; and if any distiller or
anj' such maltster as aforesaid shall not keep such book as aforesaid,

or shall not wiite and truly make therein all such entries as aforesaid,

or shall make any false entry therein, or cancel, obliterate, or destroy
or alter any entry therein, or shall not deliver up any such book to

any officer of excise demanding the same, or shall refuse to permit
such officer to make any minute therein, or to take any extract there-

from, or shall conceal or convey away the same, or destroy or tear out
any leaf therefrom, such distiller or maltster shall for every such offence

forfeit the sum of IQOl.

Sect. 25. From time to time, when and as often as the officer of

excise shall deem it to be necessary or proper, and at least once in

every year, the stock of malt remaining in any such storeroom as

struck'of account aforesaid shall be measured or weighed in the presence of the officer,
of malt received ^nd a balance shall be struck of the account of malt received into and

delivered out of such storeroom ; and if the quantity of malt then
remaining in such storeroom, according to such measuring or weigh-
ing, shall be deficient by more than 3 per centum by measure, or

1 per centum by weight, (computed as hereinafter mentioned, ) of the

quantity which, according to the balance of such account, ought to be
found therein, the distiller or maltster shall be charged with the duty
of excise on malt for the whole quantity deficient ; and if at any time

the whole of the malt shall be removed from any such storeroom, and

in books parti-

culars of malt
received into and
removed from
their store-

rooms.

Malt remaining in
storeroom to be
measured, and a
balance to be

and delivered ; if

a deficiency, duty
to be charged on
the quantity

;
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upon striking such balance there shall appear to be any such defi- 13. Malt.
ciency exceeding the rate aforesaid, the distiller or maltster shall also

1

be charged with the said duty on the whole of such deficiency, and in ^^ ^ ^^ ^^'^^- '^- ^
every such case as aforesaid the distiller or maltster shall forthwith if an excess, the

pay the amount of the duty so charged upon him to the proper col- same to be for-

lector of excise ; and if at any time, upon striking such balance as ®^
'

aforesaid, there shall be found in any such storeroom a quantity of

malt exceeding by more than 3 per centum the quantity which, ac-

cording to the balance of such account, ought to be found therein, the

whole quantity of such excess shall be forfeited, and may be seized by
any officer of excise ; and on the striking of such balance as aforesaid

the said respective rates per centum shall be computed and allowed on
the whole quantity of malt received into the storeroom since the first

entry and use thereof as such storeroom, if there shall have been no
previous stock-taking, or on the whole quantity received since the
last stock-taking, and also on the quantity then remaining in such
storeroom, as the case may be ; and for the purpose of charging the
duty on any such deficiency as aforesaid, where the stock account of
malt in any such storeroom shall be kept by weight, 40 lbs. weight
of malt shall be deemed to be equal to a bushel of malt, and the
duty of excise chargeable on a bushel of malt shall be charged accord-
ingly on every 40 lbs. weight of the quantity of malt deficient.

Sect. 26. Malt to be either measured or weighed, or both, as the
commissioners may order.

Sect. 27. Every distiller, and every such maltster as aforesaid, shall Distiller and
provide and keep at his malthouse and also at his distillery, and in maltster to provide

such proper and convenient place therein respectively as the super- measifreandscales
visor of excise shall approve, a correct bushel measure, and also just and weight;

and true scales and weights, properly adapted for the weighing of
malt in sacks, and shall permit any officer of excise to use such
measure and scales and weights, for the purpose of measuring,
weighing, and taking an account of all or any malt in the possession
of such distiller or maltster ; and every such distiller and maltster and assist officer

respectively, with his servants and workmen, shall, whenever thereto in measuring and

required by any officer of excise, measure and weigh, and aid and
^^^^ ^^^ ^* '

assist the officer in measuring and weighing and taking account of
such malt as aforesaid ; and if any distiller or any such maltster as
aforesaid shall refuse or neglect to provide and keep such bushel
measure, or to pro\ide and keep such scales and weights, in such
place as aforesaid, or shall refuse to permit any officer of excise to
use the same, or refuse or neglect, whenever thereto required as afore-
said, with his servants or workmen, to measure or weigh any such
malt, or to aid and assist the officer in measuring or weighing and
taking account of the same as aforesaid, such distiller or maltster
shall for every such offence forfeit the sum of 100?. ; and if any mea-
sure which shall be provided or kept by such distiller or maltster at
his malthouse or distillery as or for such bushel measure as aforesaid
shall not be a true and coiTCct bushel measure, or if any scales or
weight which shall be so provided or kept as aforesaid shall be false
or unjust, or if any distiller or maltster shall use or cause or permit
or suffer to be used any false, unjust, or insufficient measure, scales,
or weight in the measuring or weighing of any malt by or on the
requisition of any officer of excise, or shall practise any art, device, or
contrivance by which any officer may be hindered or prevented from
taking the just and true quantity, measure, or weight of any malt,
such distiller or maltster shalh forfeit the sum of 200?. for eveiy such
offence ; and aH false, unjust, or insufficient measures, scales, and
weights respectively shall be forfeited, and may be seized and taken
away by any officer of excise.

Sect. 29. Every distiller or other person who shall make malt under Distillers and
the provisions of this act shall paint or place and fix in letters dis- maltsters to desig-

•^ i JT nate their malt-
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tinctly legible, 3 inches at the least in height, and of a proper and
proportionate breadth, conspicuously upon the principal gate, door, or

entrance of his malthouse, his christian and surname, together with
the words "Entered to make malt to be used in distilling spirits

only," and shall preserve and keep the same so painted or placed and
fixed, and shall repaint and renew the same as often as occasion shall

require, upon pain of forfeiting the sum of 201. for any refusal or

neglect to comply in any particular with the several directions afore-

said in this clause contained.

Sect. 32. And if any person shall be found taking or removing
malt, or any corn or grain making into malt, from any malthouse or

premises on the principal or outer gate whereof the words "Entered
to make malt to be used in distilling spirits only " shall be painted,

fixed, or placed, unless in the case of malt the same shall be removed
under and accompanied by a pennit granted under the provisions of

this act, or if any person shall be found taking or removing any malt,

sugar, or molasses, or any wort or wash, from any distillery or the

premises thereto belonging, it shall be lawful for any officer of excise

to arrest and detain such person, and to convey him before a justice

of the peace residing near the place where such arrest shall be made
;

and such justice is hereby authorised and required to hear and deter-

mine, as soon afterwards as practicable, the charge against the person
so arrested, and on the confession of such person, or on due proof
upon oath of such offence, to convict such offender in the penalty of

lOOZ. ; and the person so convicted shall forthwith pay the said

penalty into the hands of the said officer, for the order and direction

of the commissioners of Inland Eevenue, and in default thereof such
justice shall commit such offender to any gaol or prison of the county,
there to be kept to hard labour for any period not exceeding 6 calendar
months nor less than two calendar months, unless such penalty shall

be sooner paid.

Malt for Feeding Animals.

By the 27 Vict. c. 9, "An Act to allow the making of Malt Duty-
free to be used in feeding Animals," which is to continue in force for

five years, after reciting that it is expedient to allow malt to be made
duty-free to be used in the feeding of animals, it is enacted

—

Sect. 1. It shall be lawful for any person who shall give such
security as hereinafter required in that behalf, and upon taking out a
proper licence as a maltster, to make malt under the provisions of this

act in a malthouse approved by the commissioners of Inland Eevenue
for the sole purpose of being consumed in the feeding of animals, and
all malt which shall be so made and which shall be mixed with lin-

seed cake or linseed meal as hereinafter directed in such malthouse,
or with such other substance as may hereafter be approved by the
said commissioners, shall be free from the duties of excise chargeable
on malt ; and it shall also be lawful for any maltster (not being a
distiller) who shall be entitled to make malt for the purpose of being
consumed in the distilling of spirits under the provisions of the 18 &
19 Vict. c. 94, to mix malt with the materials aforesaid for the sole

purpose of being consumed in the feeding of animals, upon his com-
plying with the provisions and regulations of this act.

Sect. 2. Every person who shall intend to make malt duty-free

under the provisions of this act shall enter into a bond to her Majesty,

with two or more sufficient sureties to the satisfaction of the commis-
sioners of Inland Revenue, and in such sum as the said commissioners
shall think proper, conditioned to th^ purport or effect following

;

(that is to saj',) that such maltster shall duly make into malt all com
and grain which shall bo received into any such malthouse as afore-

said, and shall not take, send out, remove, or deliver from any such
malthouse as aforesaid any malt, except malt duly mixed with some
material prescribed by this act in that behalf, and removed in con-
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formity with tlie provisions of this act, and shall not convey away, 13, Malt.
hide or conceal any malt or corn or grain contrary to any of the pro-
visions of this act, or of any act in force in relation to maltsters, or ^"^ ^^'-*- "• ^•

the making of malt ; and the condition of such bond shall also contain
all such further terms and stipulations as the commissioners of Inland
Eevenue shall deem to be necessary or proper for enforcing com-
pliance on the part of such maltster with the terms and provisions of

this act, and the regulations which the said commissioners may
make in pursuance thereof, or for preventing frauds in relation to the
malt to be made by such maltster ; and such maltster shall give a
fresh bond, with such sureties as aforesaid, when and as often as he
shall be required so to do by the said commissioners, and in default

thereof he shall not be entitled to make malt duty-free under the
provisions of this act.

Sect. 3. Every person who shall make malt under the provisions of Maltsters under

this act shall paint or place and fix in letters distinctly legible, 3 *^^*^
^^^ !°

*^^Tt?'
inches at the least in height, and of a proper and proportionate breadth, houses,

conspicuously upon the principal gate, door, or entrance of his malt-
house, his christian and surname, together with the words " Entered
to make malt to be used in feeding animals," and shall preserve and
keep the same so painted or placed and fixed, and shall repaint and
renew the same as often as occasion shall require.

Sect. 4. All malt made under the provisions of this act shall be Malt to be con-

deposited in a storeroom provided by the maltster and entered with veyed from store

the excise for that purpose, and shaU be conveyed to and from the unf^i'^such regS^
room in which the same is intended to be ground as hereinafter men- lations as com-

tioned upon such notice to the ofiicer of excise and under such missioners shall

regulations as the commissioners of Inland Eevenue shall direct and ^^P""^ •

appoint in that behalf.

Sect. 5. The maltster shall provide at his own expense a safe and Maltster to provide

secure room or rooms in his malthouse, to be approved in writing by '^ secvire room for

the proper collector and supervisor of the district, for the purpose of Sg^rn'oit.'^'^'^'^^^'

grinding and mixing the malt made by him in such malthouse ; and
all such rooms so to be provided as aforesaid shall be properly secured
to the satisfaction of the said collector and supervisor, and shall be at
all times kept locked by the proper ofiicer of excise, and neither the
maltster nor his servants or workmen shall be admitted therein, except
upon such a notice in writing to be given by the maltster to the ofiicer

as the said commissioners shall direct.

Sect. 6. All malt made under the provisions of this act shall, before Malt to be mixed

the removal thereof from the malthouse in which the same shall have ^'**^
'*i'^&^'^

"^^^

been made, be gi-ound and thoroughly mixed with one tenth part at the
'

least of its weight of ground linseed cake or linseed meal or other
substance as aforesaid ; and all such malt, and the said material to be
mixed therewith, shall be ground to such a degree of fineness and in
such manner as the said commissioners shall direct or approve, and
shall be mixed together in a quantity not less than 40 bushels at a
time in the presence of an officer of excise by such means and in such
manner as shall be directed or approved by the said commissioners ;

and for any refusal or neglect on the part of the maltster to comply with
the requirements of this clause, or any of them, the malt and also the
material mixed or intended to be mixed therewith shaU be forfeited.

Sect. 7. The maltster shaU keep an account, in such form as the Maltster to keep
commissioners shall supply to him for that purpose, of the quantity, an account of all

by weight or measure as the commissioner shall require, of aU malt OTit^aVd^onhT*
mixed as aforesaid which he shall from time to time send out or name of the per-

deliver from his malthouse, with the respective dates of such sending son to whom sent,

out or delivery, and the name and place of abode of the person to or
for whom such mixed malt shall be so sent or delivered, together with
such other particulars respecting the same as the said commissioners
shall requii-e in that behalf.
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Sect. 8. All malt wHch shall be found mixed with linseed cake or
linseed meal or other substance as aforesaid shall be deemed to have
been mixed under the provisions of this act, and if any person shall

separate or attempt to separate any malt from any material with which
the same shall have been mixed as aforesaid, or shall use any malt

• which shall have been so mixed as aforesaid in or for the brewing of

beer or distilling of spirits, he shall forfeit the sum of 200Z., and all

such malt and material shall be forfeited.

Sect. 9. If any person shall be found taking or removing malt, or
any corn or grain making into malt, from any malthouse or premises
on the principal or outer gate whereof the words "Entered to make
malt to be used in feeding animals " shall be painted, placed, or fixed,

and not being malt mixed with such material as aforesaid, and remov-
ing under and according to the provisions of this act, he shall be
dealt with in like manner and be liable to the Hke penalty and punish-
ment as are prescribed in the 18 & 19 Vict. c. 94, s. 32, in the case of
a person oifending as therein mentioned.

Sect. 10. All the provisions, regulations, penalties, and forfeitures

contained in the several acts of Parliament now in force in relation to

maltsters or the making of malt, and also the provisions contained in
the 18 & 19 Vict. c. 94, ss. 6, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 24, 25, 2(5,

27, 31, so far as they relate to maltsters not being distillers, and so

far as the same shall be consistent with the express provisions of this

act, shall be applied and put in execution with respect to maltsters
and the making of malt under this act as fuUy and effectually to all

intents and purposes as if the same had been repeated and specially

enacted, mutatis mutandis, with reference to maltsters and the making
of malt under this act.

Sect. 11. No justice of the peace shall be disqualified from acting
in or about the granting or transferring of licences to persons to keep
inns, alehouses, victualling houses, or public houses, or in any discus-

sion or adjudication relating to the same, by reason of his making and
mixing malt under the provisions of this, act, or of his dealing in,

selling, or retailing any malt so made and mixed as aforesaid ; anj'thing

in any act or acts to the contrary notwithstanding.

Malt Roasted.

By 5 Vict. sess. 2, c. 30, s. 1, it is enacted, that from and after the
commencement of this act no malt shall be roasted for sale, nor shall

any roasted malt be sold, sent out, or delivered by any person, other
than a roaster of malt or dealer in roasted malt duly licensed and
entered under the provisions of this act.

Sect. 2. That from and after the 5th July, 1842, every roaster of
malt before he shall begin to roast any malt, and every dealer in

roasted malt before he shall sell, send out, or deliver any such malt,
shall take out an excise licence, authorising such person to carry on
the trade or business of a roaster of malt or dealer in roasted malt,
and shall at the expiration of such licence, and yearly from year to

year so long as such person shall carry on the said trade or business
respectively, renew the same, paying yearly for such licence, if a
roaster of malt, the sum of 20Z., and if a dealer in roasted malt the
sumof lOZ. , and every such licence shall be in force until the 5th of July
in each year, and shall then expire; and every person who shall

cany on the trade or business of a roaster of malt, by roasting any
malt, or selling, sending out, or delivering any roasted malt, or of a
dealer in roasted malt, by selling, sending out, or delivering any
quantity thereof, without having taken out or renewed and having
then in force such licence as aforesaid, shall forfeit 100?.

Sect. 3. Duty on licences to be under management of commissioners
of excise, who shall grant the same.

Sect. 4. That every roaster of malt shall, before beginning to roast
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any malt, make a true and particular entry in writing, signed by 13. Malt.

such roaster of malt, of every warehouse, storehouse, shop, room, or

other place, and where situated, intended to be made use of by him
IJ^^^^^^^^' °;,f

'

lor the receiving, preparing, roasting, and keeping of malt, and also theTrVemisM^
of every furnace, cylinder, or- other utensil to be made use of in roast- and utensils.

ing malt, by delivering such entry to the officer of excise in whose
survey his premises shall be situated ; and in every such entry every

warehouse, storehouse, shop, room, or other place, and every furnace,

cylinder, and other such utensil as aforesaid, shall be distinguished by
a' particular number or letter, or number and letter or letters, and in

default thereof every such roaster of malt shall, for every unentered

warehouse, storehouse, shop, room, or place, furnace, cylinder, or

other such utensil, forfeit 200^. ; and every unentered furnace, cylinder, Penalty.

or other utensil, and all malt found therein, shaU be forfeited ; and
every dpaler in roasted malt shall, before receiving, selling, sending

out, or delivering any roasted malt, in the same manner make a like

entry of every warehouse, storehouse, shop, room, and place to be
made use of by him for receiving, storing, or keeping any roasted

malt, on pain of forfeiting the like penalty; and all malt of any
description, unroasted or roasted, found in any unentered warehouse,
storehouse, shop, room, or other place, made use of by any roaster of

or dealer in roasted malt, shall be forfeited.

Sect. 5. That every roaster of malt and every dealer in roasted malt Roaster of malt

shall mark and number, and at all times, on demand in writing of the mi™s^and utensils

supervisor of excise, legibly re-mark and re-number every warehouse, corresponding to

storehouse, shop, room, and other place, and every furnace, cylinder, tlieir entry.

and other utensil required to be entered by such roaster of malt or

dealer respectively, with a distinguishing number or letter, or number
and letter or letters, corresponding to the description thereof in the
entry of such roaster of malt or dealer respectively ; and every ware-
house, storehouse, shop, room, or other place, furnace, cylinder, or
other utensil, made use of for receiving, preparing, roasting, or keep-
ing malt, which shall not be so marked or numbered, or re-marked or
re-numbered, or which shall not correspond with the description
thereof in the entry, shall be deemed and taken to be unentered.

Sect. 6. That it shall be lawful for every officer of excise ar all times Officers of excise

to enter into any warehouse, storehouse, shop, room, and other place empowered to

^ j> V i. c Ti. r • • 1- enter premises of
made use oi by any roaster oi malt lor receiving, preparing, roasting, roasters of malt,

selling, or keeping of unroasted or roasted malt, or by any dealer in
roasted malt for receiving, storing, keeping, or selling any roasted
malt, and to remain therein, and to examine and inspect every such
warehouse, storehouse, shop, room, and other place, and also all fur-
naces, cylinders, and other utensils therein, and to examine and take
an account of all malt received or kept, or roasting or roasted in any
such warehouse, storehouse, shop, room, or other place, and to take a
sample or samples of any such malt (uni'oasted or roasted) ; and every
roaster of malt and dealer in roasted malt into and in whose ware-
house, storehouse, shop, room, or other place as aforesaid any officer
of excise shall, on his request or application, be prevented or hindered
from entering or remaining, or examining or taking such account,
or taking any such sample or samples as aforesaid, shall forfeit 2001.

Sect. 7._ That it shall not be lawful for any roaster of malt to roast. Roasters of malt
or to receive or take into his custody or possession, any corn or grain, not to receive any

other than unroasted malt which shall have been made by an entered °mroa&maitr
and Licensed maltster, and purchased and received from such maltster or and dealers no

'

from a malt factor, nor from any dealer in roasted malt to receive or
^^er than roasted

take into his custody or possession any corn or grain, other than
™^

roasted malt which shaU have been roasted by a licensed and entered
roaster of malt, and purchased and received from such roaster of malt,
with such certificate as hereinafter mentioned ; and every roaster of
malt who shall receive or take into any warehouse, storehouse, shop,
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room, or place made use of by him for receiving, preparing, roasting,

or keeping malt, or in any house or premises connected therewith, or

shall receive or take into any such warehouse, storehouse, shop, room,
or place, or house or premises, or have in his or their custody or pos-

session, any malt not made by an entered and licensed maltster, or

not purchased or received from such maltster or a malt factor, and
every dealer in roasted malt who shall receive or take into any ware-
house, storehouse, shop, room, or place made use of by him for

receiving, storing, or keeping roasted malt, or in any house or pre-

mises connected therewith, or have in his custody or possession, any
unroasted malt, or any roasted malt not roasted by and purchased and
received from a licensed and entered roaster of malt, and accompanied
with a true and lawful certificate, and every roaster of malt and dealer

in roasted malt respectively who shall receive or take into any such
warehouse, shop, room, or place, house or premises, as aforesaid

respectively, or have in his custody or possession, any raw or unmalted
corn or grain of any description, roasted or unroasted, mixed or not
mixed with any malt, shall forfeit 300Z., and all such malt (roasted or

unroasted), corn, or grain shall be forfeited ; and if upon the trial of
any information for the recovery of the said penalty, or for the con-
demnation of any malt (roasted or unroasted), corn, or grain, or on
the trial in any action brought against any officer of excise for the
seizure of any malt (roasted or unroasted), com, or grain, any ques-
tion shall arise whether the commodity in dispute is malt made by an
entered and licensed maltster, or bought of such maltster or a malt
factor, or is other malt, or whether the same is roasted malt, roasted

by a licensed and entered roaster of malt, and purchased or received

from such roaster of malt, or whether the same is raw or unmalted
grain, the proof shall lie on the defendant in such infomiation or
plaintiff in such action, as the case may be.

Sect. 8. That a book, prepared with proper and distinct columns for

such purposes as hereinafter mentioned, shall be delivered by the
proper officer of excise to every roaster of malt and dealer in roasted

malt, and every roaster of malt shall, on the same day on which he shall

receive any malt into his possession, write and enter in such book, and
in the proper columns prepared for such purposes respectively, the day
when and the number of bushels ofmalt which he shall have so received,

and the christian and surname of the person or persons, or the name of

the firm (if a partnership), and whether maltsters or malt factors, from
whom and the place from which he shall have bought and received such
malt, and shall upon the next survey or attendance of the officer of

excise produce to him the bill or bills of parcels or invoices for or the
delivery note or notes accompanying such malt, and shaU show him the
said malt, or so much thereof as shall be remaining in case of any
part thereof having been roasted and sent out before the survey of the
officer, and such officer shall thereupon examine the said malt so

received, and shall indorse the said bills of parcels or invoices, or

delivery note or notes, with his name and the date of his inspection

;

and every such roaster of malt shall, on or at the close of the same
day on which he shall roast any malt, and before the hour of 9 o'clock

in the evening, wiite and enter into such book as aforesaid, and in the
proper columns prepared for such purpose respectively, the number
of bushels of malt he shall have roasted on that day, and shall also,

whenever he shall send out or deliver to any person any quantity of

roasted malt, on the same day write and enter in like manner in the
said book the day and hour of the day when and the number of

bushels of such roasted malt which he shall so send out or deliver,

and the christian and surname of tie person, or the name of the firm

(if a partnership), to whom and the place to which such roasted malt
shall be sent ; and every dealer in roasted malt shall, on the same day
on which he shall receive any roasted malt into his possession, write
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and enter in sucli book, and in the proper columns prepared for such 13. Alalt.

purposes respectively, the day when and the number of bushels of

roasted malt which he shall have so received, and the christian and ^ '
®®^®- ^' ^'^ ^*''

surname of the roaster of malt fi'om whom and the place from which
he shall have bought or received such roasted malt, and the date of

the certificate accompanying the same, and shall on the next survey
or attendance of the officer of excise produce to him the certificate

which shall have accompanied such roasted malt, and shall show him
such roasted malt, and such officer shall thereupon examine the said

roasted malt, and shall indorse the said certificate with his name, and
the date of his inspection, or shall take up and retain the same, as he
shall see fit ; and every such dealer in roasted malt shall, on the same
day on which he shall send out or deliver to any person any quantity

of roasted malt, write and enter in like manner in the said book the

day and hoiu' of the day when and the number of bushels of such
roasted malt which he shall so send out or deliver, and the christian

and surname of the person, or the name of the firm (if a partnership),

to whom and the place to which such roasted malt shall be sent ; and
every such roaster of malt and dealer in roasted malt respectively

shall keep such book, with all entries made therein, in some public

and open part of his entered premises, for the inspection of the officers

of excise ; and every roaster of malt or dealer in roasted malt respec-

tively who shall receive any unroasted or roasted malt, or shall roast

any malt, or send out or deliver any roasted malt, and shall not
write and enter such particulars thereof in such book as aforesaid, or

shall not keep such book as aforesaid, or shall not deliver up the same
to any officer of excise, on demand, or who shall obstruct or hinder
any officer of excise in making any minute therein or extract there-

from, or shall convey away or conceal the same, or destroy or tear out
any leaf therefrom, or destroy or fraudulently alter any entry, or

make any false entry therein, and every roaster of malt or dealer in

roasted malt respectively who shall receive any malt, and shall

not on the next survey or inspection of the officer of excise produce to

him the bill of parcels or invoices, or delivery note or notes, in the
case of a roaster of malt, or certificate in case of a dealer in roasted

malt, for such malt respectively, and show such malt to such officer,

or who shall hinder or obstruct any officer of excise in examining such
malt, shall forfeit 200Z.

Sect. 9. That every roaster of malt shall, when and as often as he stock account of

shall be thereunto required by any officer of excise, level and cast all «iait to be taken,

the malt, unroasted and roasted (not being in sacks), in any ware-
house, storehouse, shop, room, or place entered by him for keeping
malt, in or into such regular form as may enable the officer of excise

easily and conveniently to guage and take an account of the same, for

the purpose of ascertaining and checking the quantity of malt in the
possession of such roaster of malt ; and every dealer in roasted malt
shall, when so required, level and cast all roasted malt in his posses-
sion, not being in sacks, into the like form for the like pui-pose ; and
where any part of the stock of unroasted or roasted malt of any roaster
of malt, or of roasted malt of any dealer in malt, shall be contained in
sacks, such roaster or dealer respectively shall, when so required as
aforesaid, declare to the officer of excise the quantity of malt, un-
roasted or roasted, as the case may be, contained in such sacks or any
of them, or the quantity of malt which any one or more of such sacks
is capable of containing ; and it shall be lawful for any officer of
excise, at any such time as he shall think fit, to measure all -malt,

unroasted and roasted, contained in sacks, in the possession of any
roaster of malt or dealer in roasted malt respectively, with a just and
correct bushel measure of the dimensions prescribed by law, to be pro-
vided and supplied by such roaster of malt or dealer in roasted malt,
who, with his servants respectively, is hereby requu-ed to give all

A'^OL. ir. Y
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6 Vict. sess. 2. c. SO.

Penalty.

Penalty.

necessary aid and assistance to the officer of excise in gauging and
measuring the stock of such roaster or dealer ; and if upon any such
guage or measurement, or guage and measurement, the quantity of

malt shall be found to exceed the quantity which such roaster of malt
or dealer in roasted malt respectively ought to have in his possession,

according to the entries contained in such books respectively as afore-

said, such roaster of malt or dealer in roasted malt shall forfeit 200?.

as having received malt without having made entry thereof in the said

book, and all such excess shall be forfeited ; and if the quantity of

malt shall be found to bo less than the quantity which such roaster of

malt or dealer in roasted malt respectively ought to have had, accord-

ing to the entries contained in such books respectively as aforesaid,

such roaster of malt or dealer in roasted malt shall be deemed to have
sent out roasted malt without having entered the same in such book,

and shall forfeit 200/. : Provided always, that no roaster of malt shall

be liable to the said penalties respectively in any case where such
increase or decrease shall not exceed 10 per centum on the quantity
of malt, unroasted and roasted, formed by the balance left on the last

account taken and the quantity of unroasted malt since brought into

stock ; and no dealer in roasted malt shall be liable to the said penalties

when such increase or decrease shall not exceed 3 per centum on the
quantity of roasted malt found in like manner, and the quantity since

brought in ; and every roaster of malt or dealer in roasted malt who
shall, when required by any officer of the excise, neglect or refuse to

level or cast any malt, unroasted or roasted, into such regular form
that the same may be easily and conveniently guaged and taken
account of by such officer, or to declare the quantity of malt contained
in any sack or sacks, or the quantity of malt which any sack or sacks
is capable of containing, or shall falsely declare the same, or to pro-
vide such just and correct bushel measure as aforesaid, or with his

servants to give all necessary aid and assistance to the officer in the
guaging or measuring of all the malt in his possession, or who shall

oppose, hinder, or obstruct any officer in taking an account of the
same, shall forfeit 2001.

Sect. 10. Thiat it shall be lawful for any such roaster of malt and
for any dealer in roasted malt, before any officer of excise shall take
such account of malt as aforesaid, to enter up in such book all malt
which he shall have received in the course of the day on which such
account shall be proposed or intended to be taken ; and all malt which
shall at the time of the taking of any such account of the stock of any
roaster of malt be roasting in any cylinder or other utensils shall be
included in and taken into such account.

Sect. 11. That it shall not be lawful for any roaster of malt to roast
any malt at any time between the hours of 7 in the evening and 5 in
the morning from the 31st of March to the 1st of September, and the
hours of 7 in the evening and 6 ia the morning from the 31st of

August to the 1st of April, in every year; and every roaster of malt
who shall roast any malt between the said prohibited hours shall for-

feit lOOl., and all the malt so roasted or roasting.

Sect. 12. That a cei'tificate book, prepared with proper printed forms
for such purposes as hereinafter mentioned, shall be delivered by the
proper officer of excise to every roaster of malt and to every dealer in

roasted malt to be roasted malt, and no roasted malt shall be sold, sent out, or delivered

certificatrmied up ^J ^"7 roaster of malt or by any dealer in roasted malt, without a
and cut out from certificate, filled up and cut out progressively from the printed forms

and titles contained in such book, signed by the roaster of malt or
dealer in roasted malt selling, sending out, or delivering the same, or
by some person on his behalf, with his occupation of roaster of malt
or dealer in roasted malt, as the case may be, certifying the place from
whence and the day and hour of the day when sent or delivered, the
number of bushels of such malt, describing the same as roasted malt,

Book may be made
up before taking
account, and malt
in cylinders may
be included.

Malt not to be
roasted at night.

A ceiiaficate book
to be delivered to
every roaster of

malt, and no

printed forms.
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the christian and surname of the person, or the name of the firm (if a 13. Malt.

partnership), to whom sold, and the placeto which the same shall be -

sent ; and every roaster of malt or dealer in roasted malt shall at the ^Victsess. 2, c so

same time make a correspondent entry to such certificate, and con-

taining the same particulars, in the book and counterpart thereof from
which such certificate shall be cut ; and every such certificate shall

accompany such roasted malt on the removal thereof, and shall be left

with the person to whom such malt shall be sold, sent out, or de-

livered ; and every roaster of malt and dealer in roasted malt shall

keep the said book, with all entries therein, in some public and open
part of his entered premises, for the inspection of the officers of excise

;

and every roaster ofmalt and dealer in roasted malt who shall sell, send

out, or deliver any roasted malt without such certificate as aforesaid,

or shall not leave such certificate as aforesaid, or who shall make use of

the same a second time, or to accompany any other roasted malt than the

roasted malt for which it was first cut out of such book as aforesaid, or

any other corn or grain purporting or pretended to be roasted malt, or

shall not at the same time make a correspondent entry to such certifi-

cate as aforesaid, or shall not keep such book as aforesaid, or shall not
deliver up such book to any officer of excise demanding the same, or

shaU hinder or obstruct any officer of excise in examining such book,

or making any minute therein or extract therefrom, or shall convey
away or conceal any such book, or shall destroy or tear out any leaf

therefrom, or cancel, obliterate, or destroy or fraudulently alter any
entry therein, or make any false entry therein, shall forfeit 200Z. ; and Penalty,

all roasted malt sold, sent out or delivered, or removed or removing,
or received, without such certificate as aforesaid, shall be forfeited.

Sect. 13. That every brewer of beer intending to use roasted malt Brewers intending

shall provide and make special entry with the officers of excise of a to use roasted

deposit room or rooms in his brewery for depositing therein all such deposit rooms in

roasted malt as he shall receive, and all such malt shall be accom- which all roasted

panied by such certificate as is by this act required from the roaster of
g^^ed *aiid the"*

malt or from the dealer in roasted malt from whom the same shall be certificate deli-

purchased or received ; and every such brewer shall, on receiving any '''ered up to the

quantity of roasted malt, cause the same to be forthwith deposited and ^^'^^ ^'

stored in one of such entered rooms in which no other description of

malt shall be kept, and shall on the next survey of the officer of excise

deliver up to him the certificate which shall have accompanied such
malt, and shall at the same time show to such officer all the roasted

malt which shall have been received, or so much thereof as shall

remain in case any part thereof shall have been used ; and it shall be
lawful for such officer, if he shall see fit, to examine and take an
account of such roasted malt, and to take any sample therefrom ; and
every brewer who shall knowingly receive any roasted malt without
such certificate as aforesaid, or who shall not deposit and store any
such roasted malt received by him in such deposit room as aforesaid,

or who shall neglect or refuse to deliver to the officer of excise on his

next surv'ey any certificate received by him, or who shall return to

any roaster of malt or dealer in roasted malt, or knowingly deliver to

any person but the proper officer of excise, any such certificate, or
who shall neglect or refuse to show to any officer of excise any roasted
malt received by him, or shall obstruct or hinder any officer of excise
at any time in examining or taking an account of any roasted malt
or in taking any sample thereof, shall forfeit 200Z. ; and all roasted Penalty,

malt which shall be received by any brewer unaccompanied by a true
and proper certificate, as required by this act, or which shall be found
in the custody or possession of any bfewer in any place (except in the
mill or mill room for grinding, or in the mash tun) other than such
entered deposit room as aforesaid, shall be forfeited.

Sect. 14. That all malt received by any roaster of malt shall be aU malt received

used by him by being roasted on his entered premises, and all roasted by any roaster

v2
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5 Vict. sess. 2, c. 30.

shall be roasted
on his premises

;

and all roasted
malt shall be sent
out unground.

No roasted malt to
be bought of any
but a licenced
roaster.

No malster at his
malthouse, or
within one mile
of it, or any drug-
gist or grocer, to
be a roaster of
malt or dealer in
roasted malt.

Power of commis-
sioners to except
maltsters whose
premises where
within prohibited
distance before
1st April, 1812.

Boasters, &c., of
malt subject to
like prohibitions
as to cu.stody, &c.
of certain articles,

&c., as brewers
of, or dealers in,

or retailers of
beer.

19 & 20 Vict. c. 34

"What shall be
deemed to be
unmalted grain
in the possession
of a malt roaster.

Excise*

malt shall be sold and sent out by sucb roaster of malt and by every

dealer in roasted malt whole and unground ; and every roaster of malt

who shall send out or deliver from any premises on which he shall

roast malt any unroasted malt, and every roaster of malt and dealer

in roasted malt who shall send out or deliver any ground or bruised

roasted malt, shall forfeit 100?. ; and all unroasted malt so sent out or

delivered by any roaster of malt, and all ground or bruised roasted

malt sold, sent out, or delivered by any roaster of malt or dealer in

roasted malt, shall be forfeited.

Sect. 15. That no brewer or other person shall buy, take, or receive

any roasted malt from any other person than an entered and licensed

roaster of malt or dealer in roasted malt, on pain of forfeiting lOOL,

and all the roasted malt so bought, taken or received.

Sect. 16. That no maltster or maker of malt, nor any malt factor or

dealer in malt, shall, in his malthouse, or on any premises on which
such maltster, malt factor, or dealer shall make, or keep any malt, or

on any premises within one mile of the same by the nearest public or

private road or footpath, nor shall any druggist or vender of drugs, or

grocer, carry on the trade or business of a roaster of malt or dealer in

roasted malt ; but every entry made by any maltster, malt factor, or

dealer in malt within such distance as aforesaid, or by any druggist or

vender of drugs, or by any grocer, for the purpose of carrying on such
trade or business respectively, and every licence taken by any such
person for the like purpose, shall be null and void to all intents and
purposes.

Sect. 17. That where any maltster, malt factor, or dealer in malt
shall, before the 1st of April, 1842, have carried on the business of a

roaster of malt or dealer in roasted malt on any premises within the

said prohibited distance, it shall be lawful for the commissioners of

excise, under such further regulations as they shall prescribe, to

permit and allow the said business to be continued and caiTied on
on such premises, any thing hereinbefore contained to the contrary
notwithstanding.

Sect. 18. That it shall not be lawful for any roaster of or dealer

in roasted malt to receive into or have in his custody or possession

any of the articles, ingredients, preparations, materials, matters, or

things (except roasted malt) prohibited to be received by or to be iu

the custody or possession of any brewer, dealer in or retailer of beer,

in Great Britain and Ireland respectively, by the 56 Geo. 3, and
8 Geo. 4, or to sell, send out or deliver to any licensed brewer, dealer

in or retailer of beer, any of the said articles, ingredients, preparations,

materials, matters, or things, on pain of being subject to the respec-

tive penalties and forfeitures in the said acts respectively contained,

which are hereby extended to and shall be put in force in respect to

roasters of and dealers in roasted malt.

19 & 20 Vict. c. 34, s. 19. And whereas the Act 5 Yict., sess. 2, c. 30,

provided regulations for preparing and using roasted malt in colouring

beer, and by the same act any roaster of malt or dealer in roasted malt is

prohibited under the penalties and forfeitures therein mentioned from
having in his custody or possession any raw or unmalted corn or grain
of any description, roasted or unroasted, mixed or not mixed with any
malt : Be it enacted, that all corn or grain found in the custody or
possession of any roaster of malt or dealer in roasted malt, which corn
or grain shall not have germinated to such a degree that the plumule
thereof shall have been elongated to the extent of one half of the
length of the grain, shall be deemed to be unmalted corn or grain
within the meaning of the said last-mentioned act ; but no penalty or
forfeiture shall bo incurred in respect of any malt by reason of its

being found to contain a proportion, not exceeding five per cent., of
grain which may not have germinated to the extent aforesaid, provided
reasonable evidence shall be adduced to luove that such last-men-
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making of malt. 30 <&3i Vict c 90
30 & 31 Vict. c. 90, s. 16. Whereas by the 19 & 20 Vict., c. 34,_s. 19, it is gg^.^ ^g ^f 19 &

enacted, that all corn or grain found in the custody or possession of any 20 Vict. c. 34, ex-

roaster of malt or dealer in roasted malt, which corn or grain shall not
^aiun^possession

have germinated to such a degree that the plumule thereof shall have of a brewer,

been elongated to the extent of one half of the length of the grain, shall

be deemed to be unmalted corn or grain within the meaning of 5 Vict.,

sess. 2, c. 30 : Be it enacted, that all roasted corn or grain found in

the custody or possession of any brewer of beer for sale which shall

not have germinated to the degree aforesaid, subject as in the recited

enactment is expressly j)rovided, shall be deemed to be unmalted corn

or grain within the meaning of the 1 Will. 4, c. 51, s. 17 ; and that Undried malt in

all corn or grain, whether roasted or unroasted, found in the custody malTroaster^to be
or possession of any roaster of malt which shall not have been per- deemed unmalted

fectly dried upon the kiln at the malthouse at which the same shall grain,

.have been steeped to be made into malt, shall also be deemed to

be unmalted corn or grain 'svithin the meaning of the said 5 Vict.,

sess. 2, c. 30.

(14.) Medicines.

The stamp duties upon licences to vend medicines are by 27 & 28
Vict. c. 56, s. 6, deemed to be excise duties, and collected as such, see

regulations as to mediciaes and duties upon licences under title,

Medicines.

(15.) Papeb.

The duties of excise on paper were repealed by the 24 & 25 Vict.

c. 20, but an annual licence is still required to be taken out by paper-
makers ; for the amount of this duty, see ante, p. 198.

(16.) Passage Vessels.

[9 Geo. 4, c. 47, ss. 1—7, p. 325 ; 4 & 5 WiU 4, c. 75, s. 10, p. 326.]

By the 9 Geo. 4, c. 47, intituled "An Act for regulating the retail (I6). Passago

of exciseable articles and commodities to passengers on board of pas- 9 oeo^r e^^l"-'

sage vessels, from one part to another of the United Kingdom," enacts, Commander, &c.

That from and after the 5th day of July, 1828, it shall be lawful for "^^^^f^^
^^^.

the commissioners of excise in England, and for the commissioner or passenge^rs'fronf

commissioners and assistant commissioners of excise in Scotland and one part of United

Ireland respectively, at any time to grant a licence to any master or
^^e^'^'^^^'be^'

commander of any packet, boat or other vessel employed for the car- licensed by com-
riage and conveyance of passengers from one part of the United ™'ssio"«''s .of 6''-

Kingdom to another or other parts thereof, or to any other person bee^r*°tobacco"&c?
belonging to any such packet, boat, or vessel, who shall be nominated on board such

and approved of by the owner or owners, or director or directors "^^^^^l^-

thereof, residing in England, Scotland, or Ireland respectively, such
nomination and approval being signified by their writing and sub-
scribing a certificate or declaration, to be delivered by them to the
commissioners or assistant commissioners of excise of that part of the
United Kingdom in which the owner or owners, director or directors
reside, or to such person as such commissioners in England, or such
commissioner or commissioners and assistant commissioners in Scot-
land and Ireland respectively, shall respectively appoint for that
purpose, to provide for and to supply, retail, and sell to the passengers
on board such vessel, to be consumed by them in and on board thereof
during the voyage on which such passengers shall be then conveyed,
foreign wine, strong beer, cyder, perry, spirituous liquors, and
tobacco ; and that such licence shall continue in force until the 5th day
of July next ensuing the date thereof : and such licence shall be trans-
ferable, by an indorsement thereon of such transfer, subscribed by the
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person to -whom and in whose name the same shall have been granted,

his executors or administrators, or by any assignee thereof, his execu-
tors or administrators, to any other master or commander, or any other

person of or belonging to the said vessel, or in case of the loss or break-
ing up of any such vessel before the expiration ofany such licence, to the

master, commander, or any other person of or belonging to any other

vessel of the same owner or owners, or company or companies, substi-

tuted in lieu of the said vessel in respect of which such licence was
granted, and nominated and approved of by the owner or owners of

such vessels or the director or dii'ectors of such company or companies
such nomination, approval, and transfer being signified by the sub-
scription of such owner or owners as aforesaid, or their executors,

administrators, or assigns, or of such director or directors, to such in-

dorsement ; and that every such licence shall from year to year be
renewed before the expiration of the licence granted for the preceding
year, and shall fully authorise and empower the person therein named,
or his assignee, to supply, retail, and sell foreign wine, beer, cyder,

perry, spirituous liquors, and tobacco, or any of them, to be consumed
in and on board of such vessel by the passengers thereof, during any
voyage on which such passengers shall be carried and conveyed while
such licence shall continue in force : anything in any act or acts in

force immediately before the passing of this act to the contrary not-
withstanding.

Sect. 2. That at the time of granting such licence as aforesaid, the
owner or owners, dii-ector or directors of such packet, boat, or other
vessel, in respect of which such licence is applied for as aforesaid, shall

pay or cause to be paid to the commissioners of excise in England, or
commissioner or commissioners and assistant commissioners of excise

in Scotland or Ireland, to whom such application shall be made,
according to the residence of such owner or owners, or director or
directors as aforesaid, or to the collector of excise or other
person appointed as aforesaid to grant the same, a duty of one
pound (a).

Sect. 3. That if any person shall retail or sell, on board any packet,
boat, or other vessel employed for the carriage or conveyance of pas-
sengers from one part of the United Kingdom to another part thereof,

any foreign wine, strong beer, cyder, perry, spirituous liquors, or
tobacco, without having taken out such licence as is by this act re-

quired, every such person shall for every such offence incur and be liable

to a penalty of lOZ. (&).

Sect. 4. That the duties by this act imposed shall be under the
management of the commissioners of excise.

Sect. 6. That nothing in this act contained shall extend or be con-
strued to extend to repeal any regulation, penalty or forfeiture con-
tained in or imposed by any law or laws in force at the time of passing
this act, for or in respect of anj' person cariying, removing, hiding,

concealing, or landing any spirits, or any other other goods or com-
modities on which the duties of excise chargeable and payable
thereon have not been fully paid, or for or in respect of any
vessel used or employed for that purpose ; but that all such regula-
tions, penalties, and forfeitures shall remain in full force and virtue,

this act, or any licence granted by authority thereof, in anywise not-
withstanding.

But, by the 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 75, s. 10, reciting the 9 Geo. 4, c. 47,
That all licences to be granted Tinder the said act, or any other act

(a) This is of course affected by
the 3 Vict. c. 17, which imposes an
additional duty of 51. per cent.

(6) By the 5 & 6 Vict. c. 44, s. 5,

no wines, &c., shall be sold by retail

on hoard of any boat, &c.,which shall

be moored, or lying at anchor within
the Metropolitan police district,

during the times when prohibited to

be sold in public-houses.
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relating to the revenue of excise, may be granted by the commis- 18. Plate.
sioners of excise, or by any officer or officers of excise who shall be
authorised by the commissioners of excise to grant the same, and all board pas^sage**^

licences granted by any officer or officers so authorised shall be good, vessels may be

valid, and effectual : anything in any act contained to the contrary granted by com-
,

'
, , . T ' -^ ° •' -^ missioners of ex-

notwithstanding. cise, or their au-

, , H \ -f->
thorised officer.

(17.) Pawnbrokers.

The acts regulating the business of pawnbrokers and imposing duties

upon pawnbrokers' licences are as follows : 25 Geo. 3, c. 48 ; 39 & 40
Geo. 3, c. 99 ; 44 Geo. 3, c. 98 ; bo Geo. 3, c. 184, s. 8 ; 9 Geo. 4, c. 49

;

9 & 10 Vict. c. 98 ; 19 & 20 Vict. c. 27 ; 22 & 23 Vict. c. 14 ; 23 Vict.

c. 21 ; and the 27 & 28 Vict. c. 56, s. 6, For the parts of these acts

which relate to the business of a pawnbroker, see Pawnbrokers, in

Vol. III.

By the 25 Geo. 3, c. 48, licences, subject to a stamp duty, were
required to be taken out annually by pawnbrokers. By the 5b Geo. 3,

c. 184, s. 8, new duties, which are still in force, were imposed upon
pawnbrokers' licences. For these duties, see ante, p. 198.

By the 9 Geo. 4, c. 49, these licences are to bear date August 1st if

granted after July 31st and before September 1st in any year ; and
those granted at any other time are to be dated on the day on which
they are granted ; and every such licence is to be in force until the
31st of July then next following the date thereof.

The 19 & 20 Vict. c. 27, reciting the 25 Geo. 3, c. 48, and the 55
Geo. 3, c. 184, and also the 39 & 40 Geo, 3, c. 99, an act regulating
the business of pawnbrokers, defines who shall be deemed to be pawn-
brokers, enacts by:—

Sect. 2. If any person by or under this act or the several acts afore- Penalty on

said or any of them declared or deemed to be a person using and
or'deem^d t'^lf^

exercising the trade or business of a pawnbroker shall neglect or omit pawnbrokers not
to take out the proper licence in that behalf, he shall forfeit the sum taking out proper

of 50Z., which shall be recoverable by information before any justice of
^°®'^''^^-

the peace in the name of an officer of Inland Revenue prosecuting for

the same on behalf of her Majesty ; and in every information or other Penalties

proceeding for the recovery of such penalty it shall be a sufficient de- recoverable by

scription of the offence to charge that the defendant did use and exer- tkm.'"'*^
imorma-

cise the trade and business of a pawnbroker without taking out a
proper licence in that behalf; and upon the conviction of such defen-
dant the like proceedings shall be had for the levying of the penalty
or for the recording of such conviction, and for the appeal of the defen-
dant if he shall feel himself aggrieved thereby, as are provided by law,
and may be adopted with regard to any penalty incurred under the
said act of the 39th and 40th years of king Geo. 3 : Provided always, power to justices
that it shall be lawful for the justice before whom any such defendant to mitigate

shall be convicted to mitigate or lessen the said penalty, if he shall Penalties,

think fit, to any sum not less than one-fourth thereof.

Perry, see " Cyder

y

(18.) Plate (a).

[6 Geo. 4, c. 118, s. 4, p. 329 ; 27 & 28 Vict. c. 56, s. 6, p. 330 ; 30 & 31
Vict. c. 82, s. 24, p. 330 ; 30 & 31 Vict. c. 90, s. 1, p. 328, s. 7, p. 329.]

The General Licensing Act, 6 Geo. 4, c. 81, s. 35, which repeals all (18.) Plate,

prior acts relating to licences, expressly excepts licences to persons Licence.

(«) The 6 Geo. 4, c. 118, s. 2, places to be deemed and taken to be stamp
the duties on licences for trading in, duties. By the 27 & 28 Vict. c. 56,
vending, or selling any gold or silver s. 6 {ante, p. 274), these licence duties
plate, under the management of the are to be deemed excise duties.
commissioners of stamps, and they ai'e
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18. Plati.

Alteration of ex-
cise duties on
licences to deal in
gold and silver

plate.

trading in, vending, or selling gold and silver plate in Great Britain
and Ireland (o).

The duties on plate are stamp duties ; but tlie licences to deal in

plate are excise licences, and the duties payable on such licences are

excise duties. So much of the 43 Geo. 3, c. 69, sch. A, as imposed a
licence duty upon plate dealers, and also the 53 Geo. 3, c. 103, which
empowered the executors of licensed persons to carry on the trade

until the expiration of the licence, were repealed by 24 & 25 Vict,

c. 101. The 59 Geo. 3, c. 32, which relieved sellers of gold and silver

watches from the additional duties granted by 59 Geo. 3, c. 32, has
expii'ed in consequence of the additional duties which were continued
until 1826 by 3 Geo. 4, c. 27, having expired also.

The 7 & 8 Vict. c. 22, 17 & 18 Vict. c. 96, 18 & 19 Vict. c. 60, are the

acts now in force which provide for the stamping, marking, and as-

saying of gold and silver plate. These statutes will be found under
tit. " P^aie," in Vol. III.

By the 30 & 31 Vict. c. 90, s. 1, In lieu of the duties now payable
in Great Britain on licences to persons trading in, vending or selling

gold or silver plate, and in Ireland on licences to persons to sell or
make gold or silver plate, there shall from and after the 5th day of

July, 1867, be charged and paid the following excise duties on licences

to deal in plate to be taken out yearly in the United Kingdom by the
persons hereinafter mentioned

;
(that is to say,)

By every person who shall trade in or sell any article composed
wholly or in part of gold or silver, in respect of every house, shop,

or other place in which his trade or business shall be carried on

—

Where the gold shall be above 2 pennyweights and under 2

ounces in weight, or the silver above 5 penny-weights and
under 30 ounces in weight, the sum of 21. Qs. ;

Where the gold shall be of the weight of 2 ounces or upwards,
or the silver of the weight of 30 ounces or upwards, the sum
of oh lbs. :

By every person duly licensed as a hawker, pedlar, or petty chapman
who shall sell in the ordinary course of his trading as a hawker,
pedlar, or petty chapman any article composed wholly or in part
of gold or silver, the same duties as above-mentioned according to

the weight of the gold or silver

:

By every pawnbroker who shall trade in or sell any article composed
wholly or in part of gold or silver, or who shall take in pawn, or
deliver out of pawn, any such article in respect of every house,
shop, or other place in which his trade or business shall be carried

on, the sum of bl. 15s. :

By every refiner of gold or silver in respect of every house, shop,
or other place as aforesaid, the sum of bl. lbs.

Sect. 2. The duties granted by this act on licences to deal in plate,

and the said licences shall be excise duties and licences, and shall be

on pfato licfences!^
under the management of the commissioners of Inland Eevenue, and
all the powers, provisions, clauses, regulations, and directions con-

Provisions of
former acts to

{a) The stat 43 Geo. 3, c. 69, de-
scribed the persons who are to take
out licences as persons using the trade
of selling gold or silver plate, or any
goods or wares composed of gold or
silver, or in which any gold or silver

shall be manufactured, and persons
employed to sell any gold or sdver
plate, or any such goods or Avares as

aforesaid, at any auction or public
sale, or by commission ; but a person
who sold one piece of old plate to aji

innkeeper, at a price set upon it by a

silversmith, as what it was worth for

use, was held not to be liable to a

penalty for selling plate without
taking out a licence, this being only

a singular and isolated instance
;
{The

King v. Buckle, 4, East, 346) ; and
as to what is to be considered as a

dealing, see Johnson v. Hudson, 11

East, 180 ; the King v. the Commis-
sioners of Excise, 2 T. JR. 386, &c. ;

Bex V. Little, 1 Burr. 609 ; Paley on

Conv. 5 ed., 204 ; Boscawen, 130.
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tained in or imposed by any act relating to excise duties, or licences, 18. Plate.

or to penalties under excise acts, and now or hereafter in force, shall

respectively be of full force and effect with respect to the duties by
this act granted, and the licences relating thereto, and to the penalties

hereby imposed, so far as the same are applicable, and shall be observed,

applied, and enforced for and in the collecting, securing, and recover-

ing of the said last-mentioned duties and penalties hereby granted and
imposed respectively, and the granting and management of the said

licences, and otherwise in relation to the said duties, penalties, and
licences, so far as the same shall be consistent with and not superseded

by the express provisions of this act, as fully and effectually as if the

same had been herein repeated and specially enacted with reference

to the said last-mentioned duties, penalties, and licences respectively.

Sect. 3. Every person who shall do any act, or carry on any trade Penalty for deal-

er business for which a licence to deal in plate is required by this act, ^Vu ^^^^°
TqJ^'

without having in force a proper licence authorising him so to do,
'

shall for every offence forfeit the sum of 50?. ; and in any proceeding

for the recovery of such penalty it shall be sufficient to allege that

the defendant did deal in plate without a proper licence in that behalf,

and it shall not be necessarj' further or otherwise to describe the

offence.

Sect. 4. No licence to deal in plate shall be necessary to enable any Plate licence not

person to trade in, or sell, or to take in pawn, or deliver out of pawn, ^^^^^tTlLi°\}^^i ' ' • ., •
i.T_ 1 r sale of lace, wire,

gold or Sliver lace, or gold or silver wu^e, thread, or tringe. &c.

Sect. 5. All articles sold or offered for sale, or taken in pawn, or Goods sold for

delivered out of pawn, and alleged to be composed wholly or in part of sold or silver to

gold or silver, shall, for the purposes of this act, be deemed and taken go.

*^^™^

to be composed of gold and silver respectively as alleged ; and if upon
the hearing of any information for any offence against this act any
question shall arise touching the quantity of gold or silver contained

in any article the proof of such quantity shall lie upon the defendant.

Sect. 6. Every licence to deal in plate taken out under this act, shall Plate licences to

be dated the day on which the same shall be granted, and shall expire expire on 5th

on the 5th day of July next after the granting of the same : Provided ^ ^ ^" ^^'^
^
^'^^'

that every person who at the time of the passing of this act shall be
the holder of a licence to sell or make gold or silver plate in Ireland,

expiring on the 5th day of January, in the year 1868, shall, if he shall

take out a licence to deal in plate under this act at any time before the
Ist day of February in the same year, be entitled to have the same
upon payment of one half the duty chargeable upon such licence under
this act.

Sect. 7. The several sections and parts of sections of the acts specified Repeal of enact-

in the schedule A. to this act annexed shall be repealed, save as to any g^iJ^^ij^^f
^^^ ^"

duties due or in arrear, and as to any penalties incurred on or before
the passing of this act.

By 6 Geo. 4, c. 118, s. 4, the powers and authorities, rules, 6 Geo. 4, c. lis.

regulations, and directions, in anywise relating to the said duties upon actetransferred^to
gold and silver plate, or to the granting any such licences as aforesaid, commissioners of

or to the duties upon or in respect of all or any of such licences respect- Britain Mid
^^'^^

ively contained in the said hereinbefore recited acts or any of them, or Ireland.

in any other act or acts relating to such duties or licences respectively
in force on or immediately before the passing of this act (except so far
as the same shall be inconsistent with the express provisions of this act),

shall be used, executed, exercised, and put in force for the securing and
collecting of any such duties as aforesaid, and for the granting of any
such licences respectively by the commissioners of stamps in Great
Britain and Ireland respectively, as fully and effectually to all intents
and purposes as if all and singular such powers and authorities, rules,

regulations and directions had been originally given and granted to

such commissioners of stamp duties resi^ectively, and as if the same
were repeated and re-enacted in this act ; and it shall be lawful for
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18. Plate.

6 Geo. 4, c. 118.

Penalties, &c.,

how sued for.

As to drawback
on exportation of

plate from the
United Kingdom.

To impose dis-

tinctive mark on
foreign plate

such commissioners of stamps respectively to grant all such, licences,

and to manage all such duties respectively, in like manner as the

commissioners of excise respectively might have done before the said

oth day of July, 1825, under and by virtue of any of the said acts

;

and that all fines, penalties, and forfeitures imposed by any such act or

acts in respect of any matter or thing to be done, or refused or neglected

to be done, by any person or persons in anywise relating to such duties

or any of them respectively, shall be incurred and forfeited, and shall

and may be sued for, recovered, levied, mitigated, and applied upon
or in respect of the doing or neglecting or refusing to do any acts,

matters, or things relating to the said duties and licences respectively,

by this act placed under the management of the said commissioners
of stamps.

Sect. 5. Powers of former acts in relation to duties under commis-
sioners of stamps shall be put in force with respect to duties placed

under their management.
By the 27 & 28 Yict. c. 56, s. 6, the duties now payable in respect

of the licences to be taken out in the United Kingdom by dealers in

gold and silver plate shall respectively be denominated and be deemed
to be duties of excise, and shall be granted by such officers of excise,

and shall be in such form as the commissioners of Inland Eevenue
shall direct; and all duties, fines, peaialties, and forfeitures imposed
by any act or acts of Parliament upon any person who shall carry on
the said trade or business without being dulj'' licensed, or who shall

do, or omit to do, any act or thing in any manner contrary to the

provisions of any act of Parliament relating to the said licence, or to

the said duties, or any of them, may be collected, sued for, recovered,

levied, mitigated, paid, and applied by the same means and methods,
and in like manner, and under the same general or special powers,

provisions, regulations, and directions as to appeal, and in all other

respects, as any other duties of excise, or any fines, penalties, or

forfeitures, are directed to be collected, sued for, recovered, levied,

mitigated, paid, and applied under any act relating to the excise

revenue, as well as by the means and methods and in the manner
directed by the said act or acts relating to the said duties or licences,

or to the said trade or business, and in force at the time of the passing

of this act.

29 & 30 Vict. c. 64, s. 15. The drawback now payable on gold plate

and silver plate of British manufacture exported from Great Britain,

or of Irish manufacture exported from Ireland, shall, in like manner
and upon the same terms and conditions, be paid on gold plate and
silver plate of British manufacture exported from Ireland or of Irish

manufacture exported from England ; and the bond or security re-

quired by law to be given by the exporter of any such plate from Great
Britain or Ireland shall contain a condition that the plate so exported
shall not be relanded or brought again into any part of the United
Kingdom.

30 & 31 Yict. c. 82, s. 24, All gold and silver plate which shall be
imported from foreign parts, and which shall be sent to any assay
office in the United Kingdom at which gold and silver plate is now or

shall at any time hereafter be by law required to be assayed, and
which when so sent shall be then assayed, tested, stamped, and marked
shaU, in addition to the marks for the time being used at such assay

office for the purpose of marking British plate, be marked with the

further mark of the letter F on an oval escutcheon, in order to denote

that such gold or silver plate was imported from foreign parts, and was
not wrought or made in England, Scotland, or Ireland ; and the

wardens and officers in such and every such assay office, and the

persons employed by them, shall have power to impress and mark,
and shall impress and mark, such further and additional mark, before

such plate shall be delivered out from such assay office.



Schedule A., to 30 & 31 Vict. c. 90, containing the enactments

repealed by s. 7.
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19, Race
Horses.

Act. Subject. Extent of Repeal.
19 & 20 Vict. c. 82.

31 Geo. 2, c. 32.

32 Geo. 2, c. 24.

59 Geo. 3, c. 32.

6 Geo. 4, c. 118.

9 Geo. 4, c. 49.

5 & 6 Vict. c. 82.

For granting a duty on licences to

be taken out by all persons deal-

ing in gold or silver plate, &c. &c.

Toamend the law relating to licences

to deal in gold and silver plate.

To continue an act granting ad-

ditional duties of excise.

To transfer collection of plate licen-

ces from commissioners of excise

to commissioners of stamps.

To amend the laws relating to licen-

ces to dealers in gold and silver

plate, &c., &c.

To assimilate the stamp duties in

Great Britain and Ireland, &c. &c.

Sections 2, 3, 4, 6, 7,

10, 11, 12, 13.

Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

6, 7, 8.

Section 3.

So much of section 1

as relates to licences

to persons to sell

or make gold or

silver plate in Ire-

land.—Sections 2,

3.

So much of section

12 as relates to

licences to deal in

plate.

So much of section 2

as relates to licen-

ces to persons to

sell or make gold

or silver plate in

Ireland.

Post Horses.

The mileage duty formerly chargeable on post-horses was repealed

in 1853, and new licence duties, varying according to the number of

horses and carriages kept, were granted by the 16 & 17 Vict. c. 88.

These duties remained in force until 1866, when new duties were sub-
stituted by 29 Vict. c. 36. For these duties, see ante, p. 196. For the

acts relating to " Fost-Horses," see tit. ^' Stage Carriages and Post

Horses " in Vol. V.
(19.) Eace Horses.

[19 & 20 Vict. c. 82 (p. 331) ; 20 Vict. c. 16 (p. 332) ; 24 & 25 Vict. c. 91,

s. 15 (p. 333).]

Up to the year 1856 these duties were collected as assessed taxes,

but in that year new duties were granted and declared to be duties of

excise, and collected as such.

By 19 & 20 Vict. c. 82, s. 1, the duty payable on race-horses, pursuant
to 16 & 17 Vict. c. 90, was repealed.

Sect. 2. In lieu of the said duty hereby repealed, there shall be
charged and paid, for the use of her Majesty, her heirs and successors,

for e^ery horse which shall start or run for any plate, prize, or sum of
m^oney or other thing, the sum of 31. 17s. as the duty for such horse
for one year ending on the 5th day of April next after the day on which
such horse shall so start or run.

Sect. 3. The said duty by this act imposed shall be deemed to be a
duty of excise, and all powers, provisions, regulations, and penalties
contained in or enacted by any act in force for securing duties of
excise, or otherwise in relation thereto, shall, in all cases not herein
expressly provided for, and so far as the same are not superseded by
and are consistent with the express provisions of this act, be duly
observed, applied, and put in execution for charging, levying, collect-

ing, and securing the said duty hereby imposed, and otherwise relating
thereto, as fully and effectually as if the same powers, provisions.

New duty on
race-horses im-
posed in lieu of
that repealed.

Duty imposed to
be deemed an
excise duty, and
all powers and
provisions of

excise acts to be
applied thereto.
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19. Race,

Horses.

19 & 2U Vict. c. 82.

Interpretation of
terms.

20 Vict. c. 16.

Duty imposed by
said act to be paid
to the receiver of
race-horse duty
previously to the
starting of a race-
horse.

Commissioners of
Inland Revenue
to provide books
of printed forms
of receipts and
counterfoils.

Receiver of race-
horse duty to give
receipt for duty
on printed form,
and fill up coun-
terfoil

;

to be accountable
for forms of re-

ceipts and coun-
terfoils supplied
to him.

(Excise.

regulations, and penalties were herein particularly repeated and
re-enacted with reference to the said last-mentioned duty.

Sects. 4 to 11 are repealed by 20 Vict. c. 16.

Sect. 12. The term "race-horse," used in this act, shall be construed
to mean any horse which shall start or run for any plate, prize, or
sum of money or other thing; and the said term "race-horse," as well
as the term "horse," used in this act, shall be deemed to include also

a mare or gelding ; and in all proceedings for the recovery of the said

duty by this act imposed, or of any penalty in relation thereto, it shall

be sufficient to designate any such horse as aforesaid by the term
" race-horse," without further or otherwise describing the same.
By the 20 Vict. c. 16, s. 1, Previously to the starting or running of

a race-horse at any race, the duty by the said act imposed shall be
l^aid by or on behalf of the owner or trainer or other person having
charge of the horse, to an officer to be appointed by the commissioners
of Inland Eevenue for the purpose of receiving the same, and to be
called the receiver of race-horse duty, who shall give a receipt for the
duty in such form and with such jjarticulars as hereinafter mentioned;
and such payment and receipt shall free the owner for the time being
of the horse named in such receipt from any further payment of the
said duty in respect of the sa^d horse for the year endirig on the 5th
day of April next after such payment ; and if the owner or trainer or
other person having charge of any race-horse shall neglect or omit to

pay the said duty to the said receiver, and reqtiire and take from him
such receipt as aforesaid for the same, previously to the starting or
running of such horse at any race in any year ending as aforesaid,

such owner, trainer, or other person as aforesaid shall for every such
neglect or omission forfeit the sum of 50?.

Sect. 2. The commissioners of Inland Eevenue shall provide books
of printed forms of receipts with counterfoils for the said duty, and
such forms of receipts and counterfoils respectively shall be adapted
for the insertion therein of the name or description of the race-horse,

and the name of the owner of such horse, or the name of the person
paying the duty, and also the date of the actual payment of the said

duty ; and the said commissioners shall supply a proper and sufficient

number of such forms to the said receiver of race-horse duty, from
time to time, whenever he shall apply for the same.

Sect. 3. Whenever the said duty for any race-horse shall be paid to

the said receiver of race-horse duty, or to any person employed or

authorised by him to receive the same (and for such person the said

receiver shall be answerable), the said receiver shall give or cause to

bo given to the person paying the said duty a receipt for the same upon
one of such printed forms, properly filled up with all the several par-
ticulars for which the same shall be adapted, and signed by the said

receiver with his own hand, and he shall also properly fill up with all

the like particulars the counterfoil of such receii)t, and keep the same
remaining in the said book.

Sect. 4. The receiver of race-horse duty shall be chargeable with
and accountable in manner hereinafter mentioned for every such* book
of printed forms of receipts and counterfoils with which he shall have
been supplied, and shall, upon every request of any officer of Inland

Eevenue authorised by the said com^niissioners in this behalf, produce

and show to such officer all such books and forms as may from time to

time be in the possession of the said receiver, and shall account with

such officer for all such forms of receipts and counterfoils respectively

as shall have been cut out of or separated from any such book ; and
for and in respect of each and every such form which shall have been

so cut out or separated as aforesaid, and for and in respect also of each

and every such fonn of receipt and counterfoil respectively contained

in any book of such forms delivered to such receiver, and not produced

by him to such officer, the said receiver shall be deemed to have received
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the amount of the said duty of 31. lis., and shall be charged -with the 22. Spirits.

same accordingly, as so much money had and received by him for the —
use of her Majesty, her heirs and successors. ' '

°"
'

Sect. 5. The receiver of race-horse duty shall give such security, by To give security,

bond, with sureties or otherwise, as the commissioners of Inland
monFeTtrreceiver

Eevenue may deem sufficient, and require for duly accounting for and general of inland

paying over the said duties, and shall pay over all monies received by revenue

;

him or for which he shall be chargeable under this act to the receiver

general of Inland Eevenue, or to such other officer as the said commis-
sioners may direct, and under such regulations as the said commissioners

may make in that behalf; and upon the due payment of all such
monies, and on the performance by the said receiver of race-horse duty,

to the satisfaction of the said commissioners, of all matters and things

required of him by or under the authority of this act, he shall have
and be entitled to an allowance at the rate of Is. in the pound on all and to have an

such monies paid over by him as aforesaid ; and such allowance shall ^!J°^^°^^„l°r ^"^
. -Tji-iji ^ • 1 n re ^ j.

Payment and per-
be paid to him by the said receiver general or other officer by warrant formance of dutj-.

of the said commissioners.
Sect. G, If the receiver of race-horse duty shall neglect or omit to Penalty on re-

do or perform any act, matter, or thing required of him by or under
^(^J^^ ^^^^'^f^^j.

the authority of this act, or shall do or permit or suffer to be done any neglect of duty,

matter, or thing contrary in any respect to any injunction or direction

herein contained, he shall for every such offence forfeit the sum of 50?.

24 & 25 Vict. c. 91, s. 15. The duty imposed by the 19 & 20 Yict. Duty on race-

c. 82, upon every horse which shall start or run for any plate, prize,
f'oTthe y'ear

^'^^

or sum of money or other thing, and which shall be paid on or after ending on sist

rho 1st day of January in the the year 1862, shall free the owner for
?fan ''sutee '^uent

the time being of such horse from any further payment of the said duty j^ar.

in respect of the same horse during the year ending the 31st day of

December next after such payment, and no longer.

(20.) Railways.
[5 & 6 Vict. c. 79 ; 7 & 8 Vict. c. 85 ; 10 & 11 Vict. c. 42 ; 26 & 27 Vict. c. 33.]

Duties in respect of passengers carried by railways were first im-
posed by 2 & 3 Will. 4, c. 120, but were repealed by 5 & 6 Yict. c.

79, and a new duty of 5 per cent, was imposed on the sums received
for the conveyance of passengers. 7 & 8 Yict. c. 85, and 26 & 27 Yict.

c. 33, contain provisions for the exemption from duty for the fares of
passengers carried at low rates. See Bailways.

5 & 6 Yict. c. 79, ss. 4 & 5, enact regulations as to the keeping of
accounts by railway companies.

(21.) Eefreshment Houses.
In 1860 new duties were granted on licences for keeping refresh-

ment houses. The acts relating to this subject are the 23 & 24 Yict. cc.

27 & 113, 24 & 25 Yict. c. 91, 25 Yict. c. 22, s. 15, and 26 & 27 Yict.
c. 33, s. 18. For these, see title ^^Refreshment Houses."

Spirits generally. (22.) Spirits (a).

6 Geo. 4, c. 80, s. 145 (p. 334).

23 & 24 Vict. c. 114 (p. 335) ; c. 129 (p. 378).
24 & 25 Vict. c. 21, s. 2 (p. 368).

27 Vict. c. 12, ss. 5, 9, 10 (p. 363) ; s. 16 (p. 362).
28 & 29 Vict.c. 96, s. 23 (p. 362) ; c. 98, s. 3 (p. 363).
29 & 30 Vict. c. 64, s. 7 (p. 368).
30 & 31 Vict. c. 82, s. 9 (p. 362).

{a) By the 25 & 26 A^ict. c. 38, the hquors sold to be consumed else-

24 Geo. 2, c. 40, s. 12, declaring that where than on the premises, and
no action shall be brought for the where sold and delivered at the
recovery of a debt for spirituous buyer's residence in quantities not
liquors unless contracted at one time less at any one time than a reputed
to the amount of 20s., is repealed so quart,
far only as related to spirituous
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22. Spirits. Methylated Spirits.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 38, ss. 8, 11, 12, 13, 16 (p. 379).

24 & 25 Vict. c. 91, ss. 1—6 (p. 380).

28 & 29 Vict. c. 96, ss. 27—29 (p. 382).

29 & 30 Vict. c. 64, ss. 8, 9 (p. 381).

30 & 31 Vict. c. 90, s. 18 (p. 380).

By the 6 Geo. 4, c. 80, s. 145. If any officer of excise, or person

Officer employed employed in the collection or management of or accounting
in the excise tak- for or Securing the revenue of excise on spirits, shall directly
ing any reward qj. indirectly ask Or demand, or take or receive any sum of
from, or entenng .< t t ±

"^
-x

into any collusive money or other recompense or reward whatsoever, or any security
agreement with for any sum of money, or other recompense or reward, or ac-

contra^°to Us'^* quiesce in or make or enter into any collusive agreement with any
duty, to forfeit person Or persons to do, conceal, or connive at any act or thing
500(. and be inca- -v^hereby any of the provisions of this or any other act of Parliament

the person offer- relating to his Majesty's revenue of excise on spirits shall or may be
ing such reward, evaded Or broken, or his said revenue defrauded, or to do or perform,

agr^ement°^o™°^
^^' Permit Or Suffer to be done or performed, any act or thing whatso-

forfeit 5001. ever contrary to the duty of such officer or person so employed as

aforesaid, or to neglect or omit to do or perform any act or thing what-
soever belonging or appertaining to the business or duty of such officer

or person so employed as aforesaid, every such officer or person so em-
ployed, offending as aforesaid, shall, for each and every such offence,

forfeit the sum of 500/. ; and being thereof duly convicted, shall bo
incapable of thereafter serving his Majesty in any office or employ-
ment whatsoever ; and every person who shall directly or indirectly

give or offer, or promise to give, to any officer or person so employed
as aforesaid, any sum of money or other recompense or reward
whatsoever, or any security for any sum of money, recompense, or

reward whatsoever, or shall propose, make, or enter into any collusive

agreementwith any officer or person so employed as aforesaid, in order to

coiTupt and prevail upon such officer or person as last aforesaid, to do,

conceal, or connive at any act or thing, whereby any of the provisions

of this or any other act of Parliament relating to his Majesty's
revenue of excise on spirits shall or may be evaded or broken, or his

said revenue defrauded, or to do or perform, or permit or suffer to

be done or performed, any act or thing whatsoever, contrary to the

duty of such officer or person so employed as aforesaid, or to neglect

or omit to do or perform any act or thingwhatsoever belonging or apper-
taining to the business or duty of such officer or person so employed
as aforesaid, shall for each and every such offence, whether such sum of

money or other reward or promise of, or security for the same, or such
agreement, be received, accepted, entered into, or performed or not,

forfeit and lose the sum of 500/. : Provided always, that in case any
such officer or person so employed as aforesaid, who shall have directly

or indirectly asked or demanded, or taken or received, any such sum of

money, or other recompense or reward, or anypromise of, or security for

the same, or acqidesced in, made, or entered into any such collusive

agreement, shall, before any complaint shall have been made, or any
proceedings had against him for having committed any such offence or

offences as aforesaid, give information of the gift, offer or promise to

give such sum of money or other recompense or reward or secuiity for

the same, or of such collusive agreement proposed, or made, or entered

into, and proceedings shall thereon be thought fit to be instituted, so

that such penalty as aforesaid shall be recovered against the person

who shall have directly or indirectly given or offered, or promised to

give, any such sum of money or other recompense or reward or security

for the same, or shall have proposed, made, or entered into any such
collusive agreement ; or in case the person who shall have directly or

indirectly given or offered, or promised to give any such sum of money
or other recompense or reward or security for the same, or shall have
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]>roposecl, or made, or entered into, any such collusive agreement, shall, 22. Spirits.

before any complaint shall have been made, or any proceedings had —
against him or her for having committed any such offence or offences,

give information of the asking or demanding, or of the taking or re-

ceiving of any such sum of money or other recompense or reward, or

promise of security for the same, or of such collusive agreement ac-

(luiesced in, made, or entered into by any officer or person so employed

as aforesaid, and proceedings shall thereon be thought fit to be insti-

tuted, so that such penaltj' as aforesaid shall be recovered against such

officer or person so employed and offending as aforesaid ; then and in

(-ither of the said cases either of the said parties so first giving such in-

formation shall be exempted from and indemnified against the penalties

and disabilities imposed on such party for such offence or ofi'ences by
this act.

By the 23 & 24 Vict. c. 114, being an act to reduce into one act and 23 & 24 Vict.

) amend the excise regulations relating to the distilling, rectifying, '=• i^^-

; lud dealing in spirits, it is enacted by
Sect. 1. For the purposes of this act the following terms and expres-

^^^^^ ^^^^
bions wherever used therein shall be construed as hereinafter men- thiracr(a).

tioned, unless it be otherwise specially provided, or there be something
in the subject or context repugnant to or inconsistent with such con-

struction
;
(that is to say),

"The commissioners" shall mean the commissioners of Inland

Revenue

:

"Distiller " shall mean a distiller or maker of low wines or spirits :

The term " still" shall mean also the head or worm, or any other

part of a still, and shall mean and include also any distilling

apparatus whatever for the distilling or making of spirits :

" Eectifier or compounder " shall mean a rectifier or compounder
of spirits

:

" Dealer " shall mean a dealer in spirits :

" Retailer " shall mean a retailer of spirits :

" Excise trader " shall mean and include a distiller, rectifier,

compounder, dealer, and retailer, and also a maltster, and any
proprietor of a general warehouse under the provisions of this

act, and every other person carrying on a trade or business

subject to the regulations of this act

:

The several terms " collector," " supervisor," and " officer" shall

mean respectively collector of excise, supervisor of excise, and
ofiicer of excise; and the terms " proper collector," " proper
supervisor," and " proper officer " shall mean respectively the

collector, supervisor, and officer of excise respectively of the

collection, district, division, and ride, respectively in which
any excise trader shall carry on a trade or business sub-
ject to the laws of excise, or in which any premises wherein
such trade or business is carried on, or intended so to be,

are situate, or in which anything is by this act required
to be done, or any notice to be given to such collector, super-
visor, and officer respectively; Provided always, that the
term '

' any officer
'

' shall mean an officer of excise of any rank
or grade whatever

:

" Justice of the peace " shall mean a justice of the peace having
jurisdiction for the county or place where any offence shall be
committed or suspected to be committed, or any offender
shall be apprehended or found, or any goods or commodities
shall be seized or be liable to seizure, or be suspected to be so
liable, as the case may be

:

" County or place " shall include a city, county of a city, county

{a) 25 & 26 Vict. c. 84, s. 2, enacts that this act is not to affect any other
duties than the excise duties on spirits.
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Persons having'
wa.sh fit for dis-

tilling and a still

deemed to be
distillers.

No person to keep
or use a still for
distilling spirits,

or make wort or
wash without a
licence for that
purpose.

The licences,

entries, notices,

declarations, (fee.,

required by this

act may be in
such form as the
commissioners
shall direct.

Notices and decla-

rations not inva-
lidated for want
of form.

Licence for

premises men-
tioned therein
only.

Distillery to bo
within a quarter
of a mile of a
market town, or
distiller to pro-
vide lodgings for

officers.

No distiller in

England to keep
a still of less con-

tent than 400 gal-

of a town, borough, liberty, division, franchise, or other place

of magisterial jurisdiction

:

" Ship " shall mean ship or vessel.

Sect. 2. Every person making or keeping wash prepared or fit for

distilling, or low wines or feints, and having in his possession or

use a still, shall be deemed to be a distiller liable to the several

duties, penalties, and forfeitures imposed by law on distillers.

Licences to Distillers, Rectifiers and Compounders.

Sect. 3. No person without having first duly obtained and having in

force a licence for the purpose from the commissioners, or the proper

ofiicers authorised to grant such licence, according to the law of

excise, shall have or use a still for making, distilling, rectifying,

or compounding spirits, or brew or make wort or wash, or distil

low wines, spirits, or feints, or rectify or compound spirits, on pain

of forfeiting the sum of 500L ; and for any such offence all wort, wash,
low wines, feints, and spirits, and all materials for making or prepar-
ing the same respectively, and all stills in the possession or use of the

offender, and all vessels and utensils therewith used or containing such
wort, wash, low wines, feints, spirits, and materials respectively, shall

be forfeited.

Sect. 4. The several licences, entries, notices, declarations, books,

accounts, and returns required or directed by this act may be in such
form respectively as the commissioners may from time to time direct,

but it shall not be necessary to prove, in any proceeding for an offence

against this act, the particular order or direction of the commissioners
in that behalf ; and any notice or declaration given or made by or on
behalf. of an excise trader, shall, according to the intent and meaning
thereof, be taken to be good and effectual as against such excise trader,

although it may not be in the form or contain the several particulars,

or be given to or served upon all the persons, or within the time by
this act prescribed or limited for giving or serving the same ; and it

shall not be competent for such excise trader to allege any imperfec-

tion or defect in such notice or declaration, or in the giving, making,
or serving of the same.

Sect. 5. No one licence shall authorise a person to keep or use a

still, or make wort or wash, or distil wash, low wines, or spirits, or

rectify or compound spirits in any other place than the house or pre-

mises mentioned in such licence.

Sect. 6. No person shall bo entitled to have a licence granted to

him for a distillery, or be permitted to make entry of a distillery, unless

the same shall be situated within a market town, or within the dis-

tance of a quarter of a mile from such town ; but the commissioners
may, if they shall think fit, grant such licence and permit such entry

to be made in respect of a distillery situated otherwise than as afore-

said, on the distiller providing, on such terms as they shall approve, fit

and proper lodgings or rooms for the residence of the officers to be
placed in charge of such distiHerj'-, conveniently situated and approved
by the collector, but not forming any part of the distillery, or of

the dwelling house in which the distiller shall reside, and at a rea-

sonable cost not exceeding 10/. a-year ; and if after the granting of a

licence on the terms aforesaid the distiller shall neglect or refuse to

provide such lodgings or rooms, or shall not maintain them in proper

repair, or shall interrupt or annoy the officer in the proper use and
enjoyment thereof, the commissioners may susi^end or revoke such
licence ; and during the period of such suspension, as well as after

such revocation, the licence shall be deemed to be no longer in

force.

Sect. 7. No distiller in England shall keep or use a still for making
or distilling low wines or spirits, the body of which, without the head
thereof, shall be of less content than 400 gallons ; and no distiller
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keeping or using a still of smaller content, without the head, than 22. Spirits.

3000 gallons, shall keep or use in his distillery at the same time more
than two wash stills and two low wine stQls, upon pain of forfeiting 23 &. 24 Vict,

for every still of less capacity or content than as aforesaid, and for "^

s

'

every still above the number aforesaid respectively, the sum of lOOl.
; than two wash

and for every time that any such still as aforesaid shall be used by stills and two low

him a further sum of 1001. ; and every such improper or fui-ther still ^jy^stm onlss^
shall also be forfeited. content than 3000

Sect. 8. No licence shall authorise a person to keep or use a still or l?'^^"^?-^^^ +q ^
other utensil for making or distilling spiril;s of less content than 40 ^ stnfoHcss con-

gallons, or any distilling apparatus not capable of distilling 200 gallons tent than herein

of wash per hour.
specified.

Sect. 9. Before a licence shall be granted to any person to keep or no licence to be

use a still for making or distilling spirits of less content than 400 gal- ^'Jf*^ j
^°^'

^^{ ^j.

Ions, he shall produce to the commissioners a certificate in writing, l^^r^^ 400 gallons

under the hands of 3 justices of the peace of the county or place, that without a certifi-

he is a person of good character, and fit and proper to be licensed to
j^JgticL^o/tho

keep such still ; and that the premises in which he purposes to erect fitness of the per-

such still, and of which he is in actual possession, are of the yearly s^n to bo licensed,

value of lOZ. at the least ; but if a still shall be intended to be kept by
two or more persons in partnership, such certificate with I'elation to

one of them shall be suflB.cient to authorise the granting of a licence to

all such persons.

Sect. 10. Provided always, that a person who shall be licensed to Persons licensed

keep and who shall actually keep and use a still of the content *
^ 400 R.aiions con-

of 400 gallons or upwards, may be licensed to keep a still of less con- tent may keep a

tent without the production of such certificate ; and provided also, smaller still with

that the commissioners may, if they shall deem it expedient, refuse °^ '^°'^
^ '^^ °'

to grant a licence to a person to keep a still of less content than 400 Commissioners

gallons, notwithstanding the production of the certificate of the justices
; f^^%tiiig'^unde"4oo

and in every case when a licence shall be refused, the commis- gallons content,

sioners shall state in writing under their hands to the justices who
shall have signed such certificate, the grounds of refusal.

Sect. 11. The commissioners may lawfully refuse to grant a licence Commissioners

to keep a still, for the making or distilling of spirits in any building ^^^
^^^^t^n.*'"

in which, from the local situation thereof in respect to any premises in situations near

used for rectifying or compounding spirits, or in respect to any rectifiers or

brewery or vinegar manufactory, it may appear to them not to be ex- ais°oTefuse to grant
pedient to allow the making or distilling of spirits ; and they may licences to recti-

also lawfully refuse to grant a licence to keep a still for rectifyins- or fiers. brewers, &c.
,.*'

-L T i.1. V i. ii near distilleries.
compoundmg spirits, or a licence to brew beer, porter, or ale, or to

make vinegar, on any premises in which, from their local situation

in respect to a distillery, it shall appear to the commissioners inex-
pedient to allow such trades or businesses respectively to be
carried on.

Sect. 12. The commissioners may lawfully suspend or revoke the Commissioners

licence of a distiller who shall be convicted of obstructing or preventing ??^y revoke the

any oflBcer or his assistant in or from entering into a distillery, or any tilfeTc^onvictcd oV
house, outhouse, store, or other place whatsoever of such distiller, or obstructing offi-

in or from otherwise performing his duty in the execution of any act
'^"^'^"

relating to the excise.

Description and Construction of Spirit Stores, Vessels and Utensils to he

Provided,

Sect. 13. There shall be a proper spirit store in every distillery for A proper spirit

keeping and securing the spirits distilled thereat ; and such spirit store
al'd in everjdistil-

shall be a secure room or place, approved by the commissioners, and lery,

provided with proper fastenings for the purpose of locking up and
securing the same to the satisfaction of the supervisor or other sujjerior

officer, and shall be kept locked up by the proper oflficer in charge, at
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22. Spirits.

•23 & 24 Vict.

c. 114.

Aftei- obtaining
licence, and before
making entry of
utensils, distiller

to erect certain
chargers f.nd re-

ceivers.

Xiimber of
chargers and re-

ceivers allowed.

Description of
vessels and uten-
sils.

Wash charjf. r.

IjOW wines rc-

ceivci'.

Feints receiver.

Excise,

all times, except when he shall be in attendance ; and the commis-
sioners may refuse to grant a licence to keep a still for the distilling of

spirits to any person until he shall have provided in his distillery a

proper store approved as aforesaid ; and they may also suspend or

revoke anj' licence which may have been granted to a distiller, unless

and until he shall have provided such store and fixed proper fasten-

ings for securing the same in manner aforesaid.

Sect. 14. Every person who shall take out a licence as a distiller

shall, after obtaining such licence and before making entry of a still

or other vessel or utensil to be use8. by him, erect and shall thereafter

keep the several vessels hereinafter enumerated, and in the manner
and for the purposes hereinafter described; that is to say, if the still bo
of such kind that the produce of the wash on the first distillation is

spirits and feints, one vessel to be called a wash charger, one other

vessel to bo called a feints receiver, and one other vessel a spirit

receiver ; and if the still be of such kind that the produce of the wash
on the first distillation is low wines, then in addition to the vessels

before enumerated there shall be erected one vessel to be called a low
wines receiver, one other vessel to be called a low wines and feints

charger, and (except as hereinafter mentioned) one other vessel to bo
called a spent lees receiver ; but there shall not be kept in a distillery

more than one wash charger, nor in connection with the first-men-

tioned kind of still, more than one spirit receiver (except on the terms
and conditions specified in clause 85, post, p. 359, of this act), nor
more than two feints receivers ; nor, in connection with the kind of
still secondly herein mentioned, more than one spirit receiver

(except as aforesaid), nor more than two low wines receivers, nor
more than two feints receivers, nor more than two low wines and
feints chargers ; and if any greater number of such vessels respec-

tively shall be found in a distillery the distiller shall forfeit 2001.,

and all such vessels exceeding the number aforesaid respectively,

together with the contents thereof, shall also be forfeited : Provided
always, that it shall be lawful for a distiller to have one intermediate

still charger in connection with each charger.

Sect. 15. Every wash charger shall be a close covered vessel, and
the content thereof shall not be less than half that of the largest wash
back ; and every wash charger shall be connected with the wash stills

by one close metal jiipe with a branch to each still, having a cock
thereon, one end of which pipe shall be fixed into the bottom of the
wash charger, and the end of each branch shall be fixed into the still;

and to the wash charger there shall be one other close metal pipe
having a cock thereon, one end of which pipe shall be fixed into the
pump placed in the jack back, if any such vessel shall bo used, or
otherwise to the pipe or trough communicating with the fermenting
wash backs, and the other end of such pipe shall be fixed into such
wash charger ; and such charger shall not have communication with
any other vessel or utensil whatever, except with the feints receiver,

by means of a close pump or metal pipe with a cock thereon ; and
every low wines receiver shall be a close covered vessel, with a pump
or discharging cock fixed therein for the conveyance of low wines from
such receiver into the low wines and feints charger, and there shall be
one close metal pipe, externally visible for its whole length, attached
to and lefding directly from the safe at the end of the worm of the
wash still, and fixed into the low wines receiver, so that all low wines
running into such pipe from the safe shall immediately be discharged
therefi'om into such receiver, which receiver shall not have communi-
cation with any vessel or utensil whatever, except as aforesaid ; and
ever}'' feints receiver shall be a close covered vessel, with a pump or
discharging cock fixed therein for the conveyance of feints from such
receiver into the low wines and feints charger or wash charger or in-

termediate still charger, and there shall be one close metal pipe, ex-
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tornally visible for the whole length, attached to and leading directly 22. Spirits.

from the safe at the end of the worm of the still, and fixed into the feints
. „, v- f

receiver, so that all feints running into such pipe from the safe shall -^ * iiZ'
immediately be discharged therefrom into such receiver, which receiver

shall not have communication with any vessel or utensil whatever

except as aforesaid ; and every low wines and feints charger shall be a
^^^^g'^,!^®^

^JJ."^

close covered vessel, connected with the still by a close metal pipe °^^ ^ '^
'^^^'^'

having a cock thereon, one end of which pipe shall be fixed into the

bottom of such charger, and the other end shall be fixed into the sill,

and each such charger shall have communication with the low wines

and feints receivers respectively by means of close metal pipes, one end

whereof respectively shall be fixed to each such charger, and the other

end shall be attached to the pump or discharging cock to be so fixed as

aforesaid in the low wines receiver and feints receiver respectively,

and such charger shall not have communication with any other vessel

or utensil whatever, except as aforesaid ; and every spirit receiver Spirit receiver,

shall be a close covered vessel, and shall not have communication
with any vessel or utensil whatever, except with the_ safe of

tlie still by means of one close metal pipe, externally visible for

its whole length, attached to and leading directly from the safe at •

the end of the worm, and fixed into the spirit receiver in such
manner as that all spirits running therein from the safe shall run
directly and be discharged therefrom into the spirit receiver with-

out resting in the pipe; and in every spirit receiver there shall be

placed and fixed either a pump for emptying the same, or a proper dis-

charging cock for drawing off the spirits therefrom ; and every such Chargers and ro-

ciiarger and receiver respectively shall bo erected and kept in a
created.

°^

convenient and public situation in the still-house, or to the approba-

tion of the commissioners, and exposed to open view, and easy of

access and inspection to the surveying officer on all parts thereof,

and shall have a sufficient cover thereon, with a dipping hole cut Dipping rods to be

in the cover, of such form and size as the commissioners shall ^^^^ therein,

direct, and in the dipping hole there shall be placed such dipping rod

as shall be provided by the proper officer, who may secure the same
in such manner as to him shall seem expedient to prevent the removal
thereof; and every spent lees receiver shall be a close covered vessel. Description of

and shall not have communication with any vessel or utensil -^^iiat- ^P°'^"°*^^-^'^<^®"'"'-

ever, except with the low wines still by means of one close metal pipe,

externally visible for its whole length, attached to and leading

directly from the still, and fixed into the spent lees receiver, and which
pipe shall be the only discharge pipe of such still, having a cock
thereon secured as the supervisor or other superior officer shall direct

and approve, and in the bottom of which receiver shall be an interna,

safe and secure plug in a discharge hole ; and every such spent lees

receiver shall have one other opening not more than one-third of the

depth of the receiver from the top thereof, covered and secured by an
internal metal plate perforated with circular holes of not more than
four-tenths of an inch in diameter, and such receiver shall have no
other opening whatsoever ; and every intermediate still charger (if such Intermediate still

vessel be used) shall be a close covered vessel, and shall have one fixed charger,

pipe with a cock thereon leading from the wash charger or low wines
and feints charger, and one fixed discharge pipe with a cock thereon
leading from the still charger to the still, and shall have no other hole
or opening therein, nor any other communication with any vessel or
utensil whatever, except one other pipe with a cock thereon leading
from the feints receiver, and one other pipe from the water cistern ; Penalty for con-

and if there shall be found in a distillery any charger or receiver or structing chargers

pump or pipe therefrom or cock therein which shall not be made, kept, trary'here\o.*'°""

and constructed in manner herein directed, or which shall have any
hole therein, except the trap door in the cover thereof and dipping
hole, properly secured by the officer, or any communication with any

z 2
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General directions
as to the mode and
course in which
wash, low wines,
feints, and spirits

shall be conveyed
through the se-

veral utensils.

Spirits to be re-

moved from the
receiver into an en-
tered store vat or
cask.

Spirit receivers,

how to be placed.
Must admit of the
gauge of spirits

of the depth of 15
inches, and be
filledto that depth.

other vessel or utensil whatever other than as by this act is required
or allowed, the distiller shall forfeit the sum of 200Z., and also the sum
of 20Z. for every day during which such charger, receiver, pump, pipe,

or cock shall remain in his distillery.

Sect. 16. All wash made in a distillery shall be fermented in the
fermenting wash backs, and shall be conveyed directly from thence
into the wash charger, and from such charger into the still, there
to be distilled; all low wines shall be conyeyed directly from the
safe at the worm end of the wash still into the low wines receiver, and
be pumped up or conveyed from thence into the low wines and feints

charger, and shall be conveyed directly from such charger into the
low wines still, there to be re-distilled ; and all spirits shall bo con-
veyed dii-ectly from the safe at the worm end of the still into the
spirits receiver, or feints receiver, and so much of such spirits as shall

bo conveyed into the feints receiver shall be pumped or conveyed di-

rectly from thence into the low wines and feints charger, or wash
charger, or intermediate still charger, and directly from such charger
into the still to be re-distilled ; and the produce of the last-mentioned
re-distillation, and of every other re-distillation, shall in like manner
be conveyed directly from the safe at the worm end of the still into the
spirit receiver, or into the feints receiver ; and no feints conveyed into

the feints receiver shall in any case be removed from thence, except by
pumping, or by a discharge cock conveying the same directlj' into the
low wines and feints charger, or wash charger, or intermediate still

charger, from whence such feints shall be conveyed directly into the
still for re-distillation, until the whole of such feints shall be made into
spirits, and be conveyed and run into the spirit receiver ; and no
spirits conveyed into the spirit receiver shall be re-distilled or re-

moved from such receiver, excej)t into the store room of the distiller,

in the manner hereinafter dii^ected ; and if in a distillery any wash
shall be fermented or any wash, low wines, feints, or spirits shall be
removed or distilled, contraiy or otherwise than according to the di-

rections aforesaid, or if the whole of the spirits made or distilled shall

not be conveyed and run into the spirit receiver, such wash, low wines,
feints, and spirits respectively, together with all vessels and utensils
wherein the same may be contained, shall be forfeited, and the dis-

tiller shall forfeit the sum of 200?. or 20s. for every gallon of such
wash, low wines, feints, or spirits, at the election of the commissioners
or person who shall inform or sue for the same.

fc-ect. 17. All spirits distilled in a distillery shall, after the proper officer

shall have taken an account of the quantity and strength thereof, be
forthwith removed and conveyed through a close metal pipe, visible
throughout its whole length, from the spirit receiver into an entered
store cask or vat in the entered spirit store of the distillery ; and every
such store cask and vat respectively shall be a close covered vessel,
with proper and sufficient fastenings for securing the spirits therein to
the satisfaction of the proper supervisor or other superior officer ; and
if all such spirits shall not be removed and conveyed in manner afore-
said into such entered store cask or vat as aforesaid, the distiller shall
forfeit the sum of 200Z.

Sect. 18. No spirit receiver shall be used which shall not be made,
placed, and fixed to the satisfaction of the commissioners, and be of a
depth sufficient to admit of the gauge of spirits being taken of the
depth of 15 inches at the least in the centre of the receiver ; and ever5^

receiver shall be so filled with spirits that at the time of gauging the
same, for the pui-pose of charging the duty thereon, the depth of
spirits therein shall not be less than 1 5 inches ; and if in any dis-

tillery a spirit receiver shall be used which shall not be so made,
jilaced, and fixed as aforesaid, or which shall not be of a depth suffi-

cient to admit of the gauge of the spirits therein being taken of the
depth aforesaid, or if a distiller shall neglect or refuse to cause any
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spirit receiver -used in his distillery to be so filled with spirits that at 22. Spirits.

the time of gauging the same the depth of spirits therein shall not be

less than as°aforesaid, unless from any unavoidable cause or circum- -^
^ ^* ][^'=*-

stance he shall be unable so to do, the distiller shall forfeit the sum of

mi.
Sect, 19. Provided always, that it shall be lawful for the commis- Commissioners

sioners to allowthe use ofany spiiit receiverwhich before the 10th of Oc- recIiveXeSd
tober, 18oo, was erected and in use in a distillery, although the same may before loth Oct.,

be of so large an area that the spirits distilled from the wash con-
^erfth^than^is in-

tained in the respective wash backs of the distillery may be insuffi- ches to be used,

cient to fill such receiver to the depth aforesaid ; and in such cases, as

well as in any other case in which the depth of spirits in any[spiiit re-
ceiver shall be less than 15 inches, the charge of spirits therein shall '^^°'^^ °^ gauging

be made on the next tenth part of an inch marked on the graduated
gph-its iifsuch

scale on the dipping rod, above the point which the dip. of such spirits case.

in the receiver shall indicate thereon ; and the said next tenth on the

said graduated scale shall be deemed to be the actual dip of the spirits,

and the officer shall enter the same in his survey book, and charge the

duty accordingly, making an allowance to the distiller of one half of a

gallon in every 100 gallons of the quantity so charged, computed at

the strength of hydrometer proof.

Sect. 20. The commissioners may require any distiller to erect and Commissioners

apply at his own expense in his distillery any apparatus or machine ratus^to be^ap-^^*'

which they may think proper for the purpose of preventing the supply plied to spirit re-

cock and the discharge cock of the spirits receiver being both open at
^^^^^^^

^^ prevent

the same time, and for registering the number of times each cock has
been opened ; and if the distiller shall neglect or refuse to provide and
apply any such apparatus or machine, on being required so to do, he
shall forfeit the sum of 200Z.

Sect. 21. If in a distillery, or any house for distilling, rectifying, or Penalty for any

compounding spirits, or any place adjoining thereto, there shall be
ai'wstiirof a'dfs-"^

any pipe or conveyance whatsoever leading directly or indirectly to tiuer, rectifier, or

or from a still, or if there shall be any opening whatever into or out compounder ex-

of a stni, other than such pipes, conveyances, and ojjenings as are described.^
^"^

prescribed by this act, or if there shall be any opening whatever into

or out ofthe worm of a still, exceptthe communicationwhich such worm
shall have with the still, and the opening into the safe at the end of

such worm, and except such air valve or conductor as shall be ap-
l)roved of by the commissioners, the distiller, rectifier, or compounder
shall forfeit the sum of 200Z.

Sect. 22. In every still used by a distiller, rectifier, or compounder Distillers, &c. to

there shall be a hole or opening, whereby the officers may bo enabled hrtlfeir^stahT^"^
to take gauges and samples ; and such hole or opening shall be not through wUch
less than 2 inches in diameter, and so conti'ived that the officers may

g.^^®ies™^^d*th°
take samples from the still with a phial, to be dra-vvn perpendicularly stiUs be'cleansed,

through the same, and that the still may be thereby cleansed, subject
to such directions as the commissioners may give in that behalf ; and

provfded^orse'^
proper fastenings shall be provided for locking and securing the said curing such open-

hole or opening, and for securing the head of the still and the furnace ing and the head

door thereof, and all such fastenings shall be locked and secured by ^f' the s"m.*^

the proper officer ; and if a still shall be set up or used by a distiller,

rectifier, or compounder in which there shall not be such hole or open-
ing as aforesaid, or if a distiller, rectifier, or compounder shall not ob-
serve any directions which may be given by the commissioners as
aforesaid in that behalf, he shall forfeit the sum of 200Z.

Sect. 23. The end of the worm of every still in a distillery shall be The end of the

enclosed and secured in such manner and by such mechanism and i^"a distiiieryto
means as the commissioners shall direct ; and all low wines, feints, and be enclosed and

spirits running from the end of the worm shall run from thence di-
s'^i^ts'^Auffnto^

rectly into a safe enclosed and secured as aforesaid, and shall be con- a close safe, &c.

veyed dii-ectly, and by such a i)ipe as aforesaid open externally to the
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22. Spirits.

23 & 24 Vict,

c. 114.

Discharge cock to
be fixed to each
still and kept
locked.

A discharge cock
or plug to be
fixed in each fer-

menting wa.sh
back.

Construction of
cock need

Distiller, rectifier,

and compounder
to provide proper
cocks, pumps,

inspection and examination of the officers for the -whole length there-
- of, from the safe into the receivers respectively ; and if upon demand
by the proper sujicrvisor or officer the end of every worm shall not be
enclosed and secured, and maintained and kejit enclosed and secured
in manner aforesaid, or if the whole of the low wines, feints, or spirits

coming from the worm shall not be run directly into a safe so en-
closed and secured as aforesaid, or if the low wines, feints, and spirits

respectively, and every part thereof, shall not be successively con-
veyed from the safe into the low wines receiver, feints receiver, and
spirit receiver respectively, directly and by such a pipe or pipes as
aforesaid, or if such mechanism and means of enclosing the end of the
worm and the safe as aforesaid shall not be affixed and kept and pre-
served affixed as aforesaid, or if, after the end of any worm and any
safe respectively are enclosed and secui'ed, the mechanism or means
by which the same shall be enclosed and secured shall be destroyed or
injured, or if by any contrivance access shall be gained or had (except
by the sample cock of such safe), without notice to or not in the pre-
sence of the officer, to the enclosed end of the worm, or to any low
wines, feints, or spirits, from the time of the extraction or distillation

thereof in the still, until the same shall have been taken account of
by the officer in the proper receiver, or if the officer shall be in any
manner prevented from, or hindered, baffled, or defeated in ascertain-
ing the strength and quality of any low wines, feints, or spirits whilst
running, or in taking a true accoimt thereof in the receiver, the dis-

tiller shall forfeit the sum of 200i!.

Sect, 24. There shall be a discharge cock fixed to every still in a
distillery, and where there shall not be a spent lees receiver such
discharge cock on every low wines still shall bo kept safely and
securely locked by the proper officer, except when opened by him on
reasonable notice given by the distiller, not oftener than once in six

hours ; and such discharge cock shall not be more than three feet

distant from the body of the still, or eighteen inches from the
brickwork, and shall bo firmly attached to the still by a straight

metal pipe ; and such discharge cock and pipe respectively shall be so

fixed and placed as that the officers may at all times have free and
convenient access to the same.

Sect. 25. Every distiller shall provide and fix to the satisfaction of
the supervisor a proj)er discharge cock or plug and plughole in every
fennenting wash back, through which cock or plughole the wash in
such wash back shall from time to time be conveyed by a main pipe or
open trough into the jack back, if any, or into the wash charger ; and
such main pipe or trough shall be placed and fixed in such manner
that all wash or liquor put therein shall forthwith run and be dis-

charged from thence into the jack back or wash charger, as the case
may be, and not elsewhere ; and there shall not be any other pipe or
conveyance entering into or passing out of any wash fermenting back,
except the pipe for conveying wort into the fermenting back from the
coolers and a sewer cock or j^lug for carrying off the water wherewith
the back may have been cleansed ; but a distiller may lawfully place
any close metal pipe in but not opening into any wash back, for the
purpose of conveying through the same hot or cold aii" or water for the
piu'pose of promoting or retarding the fermentation of the worts or

wash contained therein.

Sect. 26. Every cock kept or used by a distiller, rectifier, or com-
pounder shall be constructed in such manner as shall be from time
to time directed or approved by the commissioners, on pain of his

forfeiting the sum of 50/. for every such cock which shall be otherwise
constructed.

Sect. 27. Every distiller, rectifier, and compounder respectively

shall, at his own expense, provide, maintain, and keep the several

utensils, cocks, pumps, pipes, and troughs which are required by
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this act, and shall also at his own expense provide, maintain, and 22. Spirits.

keep proper and sufficient fastenings for securing the several cocks

and plugs by this act directed to be secm-ed, and for securing the ^3 & 2* Jict.

covers of or belonging to the chargers and receivers hereinbefore
f,^gj-ejjijjgs '&c %t

mentioned respectively, and also for securing the pumps, vessels, and us own expense.

utensils allowed or required for the purposes mentioned in this act
;

and the officer surveying any distillery shall lock, secure, and fasten

the several cocks, plugs, covers, pumps, pipes, vessels, and utensils

lor which fastenings are required to be provided in such manner as

the commissioners may direct, and shall keep the same so locked,

Hcjcured, and fastened at all times, except when he shall be required

: mder the provisions of this act to attend, and shall attend to unlock
and open the same.

Sect. 28. All cocks, plugs, pumps, pipes, troughs, and other All cocks, plugs,

utensils required by this act shall be provided, placed, and affixed P"mps.
^°a.*'' V"

as by this act directed, and kept in proper repair and condition by to'the^Lti^faction

and at the expense of the distiller, rectifier, or compounder to thq of the officer, and

.satisfaction of the supervisor or other superior officer ; and if a dis-
expanse of* tile°clis-

tiller, rectifier, or compounder shall not, before he shall proceed to tiller, rectifier,

brow or make wort or wash, or to distil, rectify, or compound spirits, -"id compounder,

provide, place, and affix, or shall not afterwards maintain all such
cocks, plugs, pumps, pipes, troughs, and utensils to the satisfaction

of the proper suj^ervisor or other superior officer, or shall not cause
the same to be altered, amended, repaired, or renewed when and as Penalty for neg-

ofton as he shall be required by such supeiTisor or superior officer, '^ct.

such distiller, rectifier, or compounder so offending shall forfeit the
sum of 2U0?. ; and if a distiller, rectifier, or compounder shall place, Penalty for fraud,

affix, or make any cock, plug, pipe, conveyance, or opening to or in
or into or from any vessel or xitensil contrary to any prohibition con-
tained in this act, or if he shall, in the construction of any cover,

lastcning, cock, plug, pump, or pipe, cause or procure the same to be
so made, or shall use the same when so made, as that any vessel or
utensil may be employed, opened, removed, filled, or emptied in the
absence of the proper officer, or so as in any manner to avoid or defeat

the security intended to be given or provided by any of the regulations
of this act, such distiller, rectifier, or compounder shall forfeit the
sum of 500?.

Sect. 29. At or near the top of every fermenting wash back, and Backs and fixed

of every fixed and entered vessel for storing or keeping spirits in the vessels for keepin:;

])remises of a distiller, rectifier, or compounder, dealer, or retailer,
i^rs'^^ctifiers^and

there shall be an opening or dipping place, at which the officer may compounders,'

conveniently take his dip or gauge of the contents of such vessel; dealers and re-

and a plate of brass or other metal shall be fixed at such dipping dipping place*''*

l)lace to secure the same from being worn or altered ; and all such therein, and be

backs and vessels respectively shall be gauged and tabled by the
by'tSfoffi^era^'*^*^

officers in such manner as shall be directed by the commissioners,
and shall bo placed and kept in convenient situations, and be at all

times easy of access to the officer for his more readily and efi'ectually

examining the same in every part, and taking the dip or gauge there-
of ; and if in any back or vessel there shall not be such opening or dip-
ping place so constructed and secured as aforesaid, or if any back or
vessel shall not be placed and kept in a convenient situation and eas^'

of access to the officer, or if the officer shall by any means or in any
manner whatever be iirevented from ascertaining the quantity and gra-
vity, or either of them, of the wort or wash contained in any ferment-
ing wash back, or the quantity or strength of any low wines, feints,

or spirits in any vessel, the distiller, rectifier, or compounder, dealer
or retailer, shall forfeit the sum of 200?.

Sect 30. The commissioners, where they shall see fit, may order Commissioners

that there shall be two or more such dipping holes as aforesaid in the ^lan omTdipniiv

'

cover of any spirit receiver and in the cover of any store cask or vat place to be niado
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22. Spirits, used in a distillery ; and such dipping holes shall be made in such
_ _ places in the cover of the receiver, store cask, and vat respectively as

^^
c n7^°*' ^-^^ commissioners shall direct ; and in one of such dipping holes in

in spirit receivers, the spirit receiver there shall be placed a dipping rod, provided by the
or in the covers oflBccr, "who shall secure the same in such manner as to him shall

vats of distillers^ seem expedient to prevent the removal thereof ; and each of the other

dipping holes in the spirit receiver, and also the dipping holes in the
store cask or vat, shall bo secured in such manner as the supervisor

shall think proper ; and if a distiller shall refuse or neglect to cause
such dipping holes or any additional dipping hole to be made, pursuant
to the order or direction of the commissioners, in any spirit receiver,

or in any spirit store cask or vat used in his distillery, or if he shall

remove the dipping rod out of a receiver, or remove the fastening from
any dipping hole, or otherwise gain access to the spirits in any such
vessel as aforesaid by means of any dipping hole, he shall forfeit the

sumof200Z.

^hfccof a/'stiu^ ^®^*' ^^: ^^ *^® opening or dipping place, or the level of any still,

or^vesssi'bcfal-^ back, receiver, store cask, vat, or other vessel or utensil in the dis-
tered, or any tiUery or premises of a distiller, rectifier, or compounder, dealer or

deceivette officer,
^^tailer, shall be in any manner altered, or if any device or contri-

' vance whatever shall be used to deceive any oflficer in taking the dip or

gauge of any still, back, receiver, store cask, vat, or other vessel or
utensil, or to prevent any officer from taking a true account of the
quantity of wort, wash, low wines, feints, or spirits which may be
contained therein respectively, the distiller, rectifier, or compounder,
dealer or retailer, shall forfeit the sum of 200?.

Penalty on dis- Sect. 32. If the situation, position, size, or capacity of any entered

compoundcrTf the ^^^^^> ^^^k, receiver, or other vessel, utensil, or pipe in the distillery

position or size of Or premises of a distiller, rectifier, or compounder shall be in any
any still or vessel j]f^anner altered after entry made thereof, or after the proper officer

notice!'^''
^^ ^°^ shall have ascertained the capacity or content thereof, unless on such

notice as is herein provided, the distiller, rectifier, or compounder
shall forfeit the sum of 200?. ; but it shall be lawful to alter the size,

situation, or position of any entered still, back, receiver, or other

vessel or utensil or pipe, or to erect and set up any new one, on giving
two days notice in writing of such intended alteration to the proper
officer, specifying the particular still, back, receiver, or other vessel,

iitensil, or pipe, the size, situation, or position whereof is intended
to be altered, and on making due entry of such new one, and con-
forming in all respects to the regulations in this act contained in that
behalf,

^""^"uthori^e^dis- .
^®°*' ^^' I'l'ovided always. That it shall be lawful for the commis-

tuiers and others sioners to permit a licensed distiller, rectifier, or compounder working
to use their pre- under the regulations of any act in force prior to the passing of this

although not con- ^^^ ^^ ^QG^ ov usc such of the vessels or cocks already fixed or used in

formabie to the his distillery or premises as shall in the judgment of the commissioners
provisions of this \^q secure and adapted to the purposes for which the same are respec-
*^ *

tively prescribed or required by this act ; and no person to whom such
permission shall be granted shall be liable to any penalty under this

act in respect of his keeping or using any such vessels or cocks so per-
mitted, although the same may not be conformable to the provisions
hereof.

Officer may re- Sect. 34. "Whenever any officer shall require that the water con-

be drawn off from *''^^^<^'l ^^ any worm tub in a distillery, at any time when the still

the worm tub for_ shall not be at work, shall be drawn off, and the tub and worm
f^i'™i"'^^n".?f„^ cleansed, the water shall forthwith be drawn off, and the tub and

worm cleansed by the distiller or his servants or workmen accord-
ingly ; and the water shall be kept and continued out of such worm
tub for the space of 2 hours, or until the officer has finished his ex-
amination thereof; and for any refusal or neglect to comply with the

requisition of the officer in this behalf, or the provision in this clause

the worm and tub.
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contained, the distiller shall forfeit the sum of 2007., and it shall be 22. Spirits.

lawful for the officer to draw off such water, or any portion of it,
—-

—

and to keep the same drawn off for so long a time as he shall think 23 ^ 24 ^ict.

necessary.

Sect. 35. Every distiller, rectifier, and compounder respectively The true content

t^hall cause to be legibly cut, branded, or painted with oil colour, on
^°o^.e^ie caskss

the outside of both of the heads or ends of every rolling or move- and also the name

able cask used in his distillery or premises for keeping or delivering
^?ij^J?^^°^ ^and the

out spirits, and shall at all times keep so cut, branded, or painted place where his

thereon, his name or firm, and the name of the place where his stock stock is kept.

is kept, and also the full and true number of gallons, and when the

number is less than 80 gallons any quarter or quarters of a gallon

over and above any number of entire gallons which any such cask

shall be capable of containing ; and if any cask which shall be used

for any purpose aforesaid shall not have so cut, branded, or painted

thereon the several particulars aforesaid according to the directions of

this act, such cask, together with any spiiits contained therein, shall

be forfeited.

Making JEniry of Premises and Utensils, and Regulations having

reference to licensed and entered Premises.

Sect. 36. Every distiller, rectifier, and compounder respectively utensils androoms

.sh all cause to be legibly painted with oil colour, and shall keep so '^ **
^^^

painted, upon some conspicuous part of every vessel or utensil in-

tended to be used by him in his trade or business, and on the outside

of the door of every room and place wherein any part of his trade or

buciness is to be carried on, or any spirits are to be kept, the name of

such vessel or utensil, room or place, according to the purpose for

which it is intended to be used, and shall also paint thereon, in

like manner, separate numbers relating to the same respectively, in

arithmetical progression, beginning with number one for each de-

nomination or description of vessel or utensil, room or place, upon
pain of forfeiting the sum of 507. for every neglect or omission in this

respect.

Sect. 37. Before a distiller shall give notice of brewing or making,
^f"tv^**'^ra^*^*'

and before he shall begin to brew or make wort or wash, and before a places and utensils

rectifier or compounder shall receive, rectify, or compound spirits, of trade,

such distiller, rectifier, and compounder respectively shall make entry

by delivering or causing to be delivered to the proper officer, to be by
him entered and registered, an account in writing signed by the dis-

tiller, rectifier, or compounder, setting forth his name and place of

abode, and the place where the premises intended to be entered are

.situated, and also setting forth a true and particular description of

every vessel and utensil intended to be therein used for the purposes
of such trade or business, and the number of gallons which every still,

together with the head thereof, is capable of containing, or the number
of gallons of wash per hour which every distilling apparatus is capable
of distilling ; and specifying fully and distinctly the purpose for which
each vessel and utensil is intended to be used ; and also an account of

the several houses, rooms, and places to be used for distilling, rectify-

ing, or compounding spirits therein, or in which any part of such
business is to be carried on, or any spirits are to be kept or deposited,

and specifying also the particular purpose for which every such house,
room, and place is to be used ; and in such written account every
utensil, and every house, room, and place respectively, shall be distin-

guished by the separate and distinct number and name relating thereto
respectively, which shall have been painted thereon pursuant to the
provision herein contained in that behalf; and every such account
shall be in such form and shall contain such particulars as shall be
from time to time required or directed by the commissioners ; but no No still or uteusil

still or other vessel or utensil, nor any house, room, or place, shall be *" '^"^^'^'^ ^^
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22. Spirits- described in such, account as intended to be used for more than one

_
;

purpose respectively; and every entry in which any still or other
"^

c 11
Z'*^*" vessel, house, room, or place shall bo described as intended to be used

used for more than for two Or more purposes shall, as regards such distiller, rectifier, or
one purpose. compounder, be deemed to bo void, and he shall forfeit the sum of

200?.

Drawing or model Sect. 38. And with every such account as aforesaid there shall be
to be given show- delivered a drawing, model, or description distinctly showing the

every fixcd^ipe to <iou^rse. Construction, and use of all fixed pipes to be used by the dis-

be used in a dis- tiller, rectifier, or compounder, and of every branch, thereof, and of

recUfier^or^^om- ^"^^^Y ^^'^'^ thereon, together with every place, vessel or utensil from
pounder. Or to or with which any such, pipe shall lead or communicate ; and

every pipe to be used by the distiller, rectifier, or compounder, except
for the conveyance of water and spent wash only, shall be so fixed and
placed as to be capable of being examined by the officer for the whole
of its length or course, and shall be painted and kept painted as here-
inafter mentioned; that is to say, every pipe for the conveyance of
wort or wash shall be painted of a red colour, every pipe for the con-
veyance of low wines or feints shall be painted blue, every pipe for

the conveyance of si^uits shall be painted black, and every pipe for

the conveyance of water shall be j)ainted white ; and if any pipe shall

be used by a distiller, rectifier, or compounder not set forth as afore-

said, or for any other purpose than shall be so set forth, or which,
except as aforesaid, shall not be fixed or placed, or painted and kept
painted as herein directed, or which, shall be painted otherwise than as
herein du-ected, he shall forfeit the sum of oOl.

Penalty for using Sect. 39. If a distiller, rectifier, or compounder shall use a still,

any still, utensil, yessel, or pipe, or any utensil whatever for any purpose connected

duiy*entered or "with the distilling, rectifying, or compounding of spiiits, or a fixed
contrary to tlie en- cask for holding spirits, or a house, room, or place for can-ying onanj'
^^^' part of the process of distillation, rectification, or compounding of

spirits, or for the keeping of spirits, which still, vessel, pipe, utensil,

cask, house, room, or place shall not be set forth in the account
required to be signed and delivered by him as aforesaid, or which shall

not be numbered as set forth in such account, or which shall be in any
other place, or be used or applied for or to any other purpose than
sball be set forth in such account, or shall not in all respects corre-

spond with the representation thereof as set forth therein, he shall

forfeit the sum of 500Z., and every such still, vessel, pipe, or other
utensil or cask, and all spirits or materials for distilling or making
spirits which shall be contained therein, or which shall be found in
any such house, room, or place, shall be forfeited.

Ko entry of any Sect. 40. No entry of any distillery, place, or utensil for the purpose
distillery or of distiUing spirits shall be withdrawn whilst any still, or any wash,

drawn^whilstwash low wines, or other materials preparing or fit for distillation are re-

or other materials maining in any of the places or in any of the utensils mentioned in
for distiihitiou such entry ; and the officers shall continue to survey the distilleiy,

places, and utensils mentioned in the entry until all stills shall be
removed, and the wash, low wines, and other materials shall be worked
off, and the duties charged on the produce thereof paid, or until the
spirits made therefrom shall be legally removed from the entered
places.

Rectifying house Scct. 41. No ijcison shall make entiy of or use any house or premises
not to be within for rectifying or compounding spirits, or for receiving or keeping

of^a distillery 'iior
spu'its by any rectifier or compounder, within the distance of one

a distillery within quarter of a mile in a direct line from any house or premises which
a quarter of a mile g}ian be entered or used for preparing wort or wash, or for making or

house or of^nother distilling spirits, or for receiving or keeping spirits by a distiller ; nor
distillery. shall any person make entiy of or use any house or premises for pre-

paring wort or wash, or for making or distilling spirits, or for receiving

or keeping spirits by a distiller within the distance of one quarter of a
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mile in a direct line from any house or premises which shall be entered 22. Spirits.

or. used for rectifying or compounding spiiits, or for receiving or keep-

ing spii'its by a rectifier or compounder, on pain of forfeiting in every -^ * ^/i7^°*'

such case the sum of 5001. for every week that any such house or

premises shall be entered or used respectivelj^ contrary to any such
prohibition as aforesaid ; and the entry of any such house or place so

made use of contrary to the intent and meaning hereof shall, as regards

the person making the same, be null and void; but the prohibition

and penalty aforesaid shall not extend to any hou.se or premises entered

and used in the manner herein prohibited on the 5th day of April,

1825, provided such house or premises have ever since continued, and
so long only as the same shall continue, to be so entered and used,

and there shall be no way, opening, or communication whatsoever by
which wort, wash, or spirits can be removed or conveyed otherwise

than through an open public street or carriage road from or to such
house or premises entered or used by a distiller to or from any such
liouse or premises entered or used by any other distiller, or a rectifier

or compounder.
Sect. 42. No person shall, upon the same premises, carry on the Distiller or Recti-

trade or business of a distillei-, or of a rectifier or compounder keeping fier or compounder

or using a still, and of a brewer of beer, or of a maker of sweets, or a maker of
*'^'^'

vinegar, cider, or perry, or of a refiner of sugar, or of a dealer in or sweets, vinegar,

retailer of wine, nor shall any person enter or use for the carrying on
"^|gjjej! of s'lf'ar""

of either of the said trades or businesses of a distiller, or rectifier, or nor carry on Lis
'

compounder keeping or using a still in any house orpremises having any business on
_

communication, opening, or way internally or through any enclosed or auyprivate*^"'^
private yard, garden, field, passage, private road or place, or otherwise communicatioQ

than through an open public street or carriage road with any other '^''^^ *^° premises

^
°. ^j^ ijT_ T_ .ei_ •'lOf any such trader.

house or premises used or employed by any brewer of beer, or maker
of sweets, vinegar, cider, or perry, or refiner of sugar, or by any
dealer in or retailer of spirits, or by any dealer in or retailer of wine,
on pain of forfeiting the sum of 200/. ; but where any house or pre-
mises shall have been so entered and made use of as aforesaid by any
i:)erson on the 5th day of April, 1825, and shall have continued to be
so entered and used up to the time of the commencement of this act,

under the special licence of the commissioners of the Treasury in that
behalf, it shall be lawful for the person to whom such licence was
gi-anted to continue the use of such premises ujion the terms and con-
(.litions on which such licence was granted until the expiration or
revocation thereof.

Sect. 43. Eveiy licensed distiller, rectifier, or compounder shall Distillers, recti-

cause to be painted in oil colour, in letters publicly visible and legible, ficrs, and com-

at least three inches in height, and of a proj)er and proportionate a board'on'the*^
breadth, and in white on a black ground, the name or firm of such front of their pre-

distnier, rectifier, or compounder at full length, followed by the words that the^are"^
"licensed distiller," or "licensed rectifier," or "licensed compounder," licensed.'*^

'^'^'^

as the case may be ; and the distiller, rectifier, or compounder shall
cause such painting to be done or affixed in some conspicuous place on
the outside of the front of his distillery or entered premises, over the
gate or entrance door thereto, not more than 3 feet from the top of
such gate or entrance door, and shall preserve and keep up such
painting during the continuance of his licence, and for any neglect or
default herein he shall forfeit the sum of 501. ; and if any person on or penalty on un-
before whose house or other place any painting, board, or sign shall licensed persons

bo affixed or placed importing that such person is a distiller, rectifier, ?®^jf
*^
^""^

or compounder, or exercises or carries on the trade of a distiller, rectifier,
°^^ '

or compounder, or purporting that such person is licensed so to do,
shall not at the time be duly licensed for such purpose, he shall forfeit

the sum of 50/.
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special wariant to
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Admission of Officers into entered Premises, and Power to search.

Sect. 44. It shall be lawful for any officer, at all times, as well by-

night as by day, to enter into every house, distillerj^, still house, out-
house, and place whatsoever of or belonging to or made use of by
any distUler, rectifier, or compounder, and to gauge, measure, and
take an account of every still or other vessel or utensil of any kind
kept or used therein, and to gauge and take an account of the quantity
and strength of all spirits and compounds therein, and of all low wines
and feints which shall be made or distilled, and of the quantity and
gravity of all wort and wash which shall be made use of in any distil-

lery, and of all bub and other compositions for exciting or producing
fermentation in any wort or wash, and of all spirits, and materials for
making or distilUng spirits, which shall be in any distillery orpremises,
or in the possession of any distiller, rectifier, or compounder; and if

any officer, or any person acting in his aid, shall be hindered, ob-
structed, or prevented by any distiller, rectifier, or compounder, or by
any servant, workman, or other person acting for him or in his
employ, from entering into any distillery, or any house, outhouse, or
other place whatsoever of or belonging to or made use of by such dis-

tUler, rectifier, or comj)ounder, or if any such officer or person shall be,

by the distiller, rectifier, or compounder, or his servant or workman,
or any person in his employ, prevented or hindered from, or opposed,
obstructed, or molested in the performance of his duty under this act
in any respect, the distiller, rectifier, or compounder shall forfeit the
sum of 200/.

Sect. 45. If any officer, after having demanded admittance into the
distillerj^ or entered premises of a distiller, rectifier, or compounder,
and having declared his name and business at the gate or entrance
door, or at any window of the distillery or premises, shall not be im-
mediately admitted into such distillery or premises it shall be lawful
for such officer, and any person acting in his aid, at all times, as well
by night as by day (but if by night then in the presence of a constable
or other peace officer), to break open by force any of the doors or
windows, or to break through any of the walls of such distillery or
premises necessary to be broken open or through to enable him and
them to enter the said distillery or premises ; and moreover the dis-

tiller, rectifier, or compounder shall forfeit the sum of 2Q01.

Sect. 46. If, on demand of any officer, made in the distillery or
entered premises of a distiller, rectifier, or compounder, strong, safe,

and convenient ladders of sufficient length to enable the officer to

ascend to and examine and gauge and descend from any vessel or
utensil in such distilleiy or premises, shall not be provided and con-
veniently and firmly placed, or if any such ladder shall not be fixed at

or in the part of such vessel or utensil where such officer shall require,

or if on a visit made by any officer, by day or by night, sufficient

lights and aid shall not, on his demand, be supplied for the pui-pose of
enabling him to gauge or ascertain the content or capacity of any
vessel or utensil, or to search for and gauge and take an account of
any wort, wash, bub, low wines, feints, and spii-its, or of any materials
which may be used for distillation in such distillery or premises, or in
the possession of the distiller, rectifier, or compounder, the distiller,

rectifier, or compounder shall forfeit the sum of 100/.

Sect. 47. Officers may break up groimd in distillery or rectifying
premises to search for private pipes, &c.

Sect. 48. If any officer of excise or customs shall know or have
cause to suspect that a private or concealed still, back, or other vessel

or utensil for making worts or wash, or for making or distilling low
wines or spirits, or any privately made spirits or low wines, or any
wash or other materials preparing for distillation, are kept or deposited
in any house or place, then, if such house or place shall be within the
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limits of the chief office, upon oath made by such officer before two of 22. Sinrits.

the commissioners, or before any metropolitan police magistrate sitting

at a metropolitan police court, or if the same shall be at any place out 23 & 24 Vict.

of the said limits, then upon oath made by such officer before a justice °'
'

of the peace of the county or place, setting forth the ground of sus-
an'i'to g^eizoS •

picion, it shall be lawful for the said commissioners, or magistrate, or stills, spirits, &c.,

justice before whom such oath shall be made, if they or he shall judge maybe granted,

it reasonable, by warrant rmder their hands respectively, to authorise

and empower such officer, and any person whom he may call to his

assistance, by day or by night (but if in the night-time then in the

presence of a constable or other lawful officer of the peace, who is

hereby reqixired to be aiding therein), to break open the door or any
part of such house or place where he shall so know or suspect such

private or concealed still, back, or other vessel, utensil, spirits, low
wines, wash, or materials for distillation are so kept or deposited, and
to enter into such house or place, and to seize all stills, backs, or other

vessels and utensils, and all spirits, low wines, wash, and other mate-
rials preparing for distillation, which he shall find and discover, and
either to detain and keep the same in the house or place where found,

or to remove the same to the office of excise or other place of safe cus-

tody near to the place where the same shall be so discovered and found;

and in case the same shall not within. 10 days next after the seizure be
claimed by the true and lawful owner thereof, then they shall be
absolutely forfeited ; and the proprietor of any private or concealed

still, back, or other vessel or utensil, or the person in whose custody
the same shall be found, whether the same be claimed or not, shall

forfeit for every place in which the same shall be found, and also for

every such still, back, vessel, and utensil found therein, the sum of

200?. ; and if any person shall obstruct, oppose, molest, or hinder any Penalty for ob-

officer of excise or customs, or other person acting in his aid, in the sti^cting officer,

seizing of any such private or concealed still, back, or other vessel or

utensil, spirits, low wines, wash, or other materials for distillation, or

in detaining or keeping or removing the same or any of them after

seizure, the person so offending shall forfeit the sum of 200Z. : Provided
always, that any officer of excise or customs may lawfully seize any
such private or concealed still, back, or other vessel or utensil, spirits,

low wines, wash, or other materials for distillation, without such
warrant as aforesaid.

Materials for the Distillation of Spirits.

Sect. 49. No distiller shall distil or make spirits otherwise than from Distiller to use

wort or wash brewed or made in his distillery ; and it shall not be o^^y wort or wash

lawful for a distiller to have in his possession any wort, wash, low tmery'"
^^ *^^'

wines, feints, or fermented liquor which shall not have been brewed
or made in his distillery under the provisions of this act, on pain of
forfeiting the same, and also the penalty of 200?.

Sect. 50. In the brewing or making of wort or wash for the distil- what materials
lation of spirits, a licensed distiller may use any material whatever, may be used in

provided the wort or wash produced therefrom be capable of having "^'^'""8^ ^*^^^-

the gravity thereof ascertained by any saccharometer approved of by
the commissioners for that purpose.

Sect. 51. Provided always, that if, during the recess of Parliament, During the recess
it shall, from the excessive price of com, appear to her Majesty to be of Parliament her

expedient, it shall be lawful, by her Majesty's royal proclamation, to prc^umaTion
^^

be issued by and with the advice of her privy council, or by her order prohibit the dis-

in council to be published in the London Gazette, to prohibit the dis- tiUation of spirits

tilling or making of spirits from barley, malt, or any sort of grain, and
^°™°*'™-

from meal or flour, during such recess, and until twenty days after

the commencement of the then next session of parliament.
Sect. 52. Malt to be used by any distiller in the distillation of spirits Distiller may
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may be gi-ound by mill stones or by sucb otber means as lie may think
fit in the secui-ed mill room at his distillery.

As to the using of Sugar, Molasses, and Treacle in the D istillation

of Spirits.

Sect. 53. Distillers, on giving security, to have duty-free sugar and
molasses delivered to them, to be used in distilling spirits.

Sect. 54. Distiller to give bond, with sureties conditioned to secure
the due consumption of duty-free sugar and molasses in the distilling

of spiiits.

Sect. 55. No distiller shall receive into his possession any sugar or
molasses, to be used for tho distillation of spirits, except from the

,

warehouse in which the same was warehoused under the laws and
regulations of the customs or excise, and in the same state, and in

the same hogsheads, puncheons, casks, bags, or packages, with the
same marks and numbers thereon in which it was cleared and delivered
from the warehouse ; and all such sugar or molasses, shall be accom-
panied with a certificate from the proper officer of custom.3 or excise,
setting forth the name of the warehouse or place from which the sugar
or molasses is removed, and the name of the distillery and distiller

where and to whom the same is to be carried, and the kind or quality
of such sugar or molasses, and tho number of hogsheads, puncheons,
casks, bags, and packages in which the same is contained, together
with the marks and numbers thereon respectively, and tho tare and
net weight of each; and every distiller who shall receive into his

possession any sugar or molasses except as aforesaid, or without the
same being accompanied with such certificate as aforesaid, shall forfeit

the sum of 200Z., and all such sugar or molasses shall also be forfeited.

Sect. 56. No distiller shall receive into his possession any treaclefor

the distillation of spirits, except from the warehouse of the sugar
refiner or manufacturer of such treacle from sugar or molasses, and in

the same state, and in the same hogsheads, puncheons, or casks (none
of them being of less content than 50 gallons), with the same marks
and numbers thereon, in which the same was first prepared and packed
in warehouse ; and all such treacle shall be accompanied with a certi-

tificate from the sugar refiner or manufacturer by whom the same was
made or prepared, setting forth the name of the warehouse or place
where such treacle was made, and from which the same was removed,
and tho name of the distillery and distiller whither and to whom the
same is to be carried, and tho number of hog.sheads, puncheons', and
casks in which tho same is contained, together with the marks and
numbers thereon respectively, and the tare and net weight of each ; and
every distiller who shall receive into his possession any treacle otherwise
than as aforesaid, or without the same being accompanied with such
certificate as aforesaid, shall forfeit the sum of 200^., and all such
treacle shall also be forfeited.

Sect. 57. Everj"- distiller intending to use sugar, molasses, or treacle

in the distillation of spirits shall provide and keep a separate and con-
venient and secure storehouse or room for each (if so required by the
commissioners) at his distillery, which storehouse or room shall be
sufficiently lighted, and shall be subject to the approval of the commis-
sioners, for the purpose of depositing and securing therein tho sugar,

molasses, or treacle received by him for the distillation of spirits ; and
every such storehouse or room, when so approved of, shall be specially

entered by the distiller for the purpose aforesaid, and tho collector or

supervisor shall provide and affix proper locks thereto, and the dis-

tiller may, if he please, at his own expense, provide and affix other

locks thereto, the keys of which last-mentioned locks he may keep ;
'

and in such separate storehouse or room the distiller shall keep all

sugar, molasses, or treacle received by him, and which shall be depo-
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sited therein in the presence of the proper officer, and on such notice 22. Spirits.

as after mentioned; and no sugar, molasses, or treacle shall be ^
,3 ^ 24 viot

—

delivered or removed out of such storehouse or room except in "" g ii4_

the presence of the officer, and on such notice as after mentioned, ko sugar, Ac, to

and for the purpose of being conveyed immediately to the mash bo removed out of

tun or to such other vessel as, -with the approbation of the commis- swch storehouse

sioners, shall be entered for that purpose, to be there immediately presotico^of the

dissolved and used in the manufacture of spirits ; and if any distiller officer,

shall refuse or neglect to provide and keep such storehouse or room, or

to make entry thereof as aforesaid, or shall deposit therein or remove
therefrom any sugar, molasses, or treacle, except in the presence of

and upon due notice to the proper officer, and except for such purpose

as aforesaid, or shall not deposit in a separate and secure storehouse or

room as aforesaid all sugar, molasses, or treacle received by him,
he shall forfeit the sum of 200Z. ; and all sugar, molasses, and treacle

deposited or removed contrary hereto shall also be forfeited.

Sect. 58. Every distiller shall, before receiving any sugar, molasses, Distiller to prjve

or treacle to be used for the distillation of spirits, give 12 hours' pre-
tL^officer^of*'^'^

^'*

vious notice in writing to the officer surveying his distillery of the time receiving sugai-,

when the same is to arrive; and the distiller shall, on the attendance &c., and produce

of the officer on such notice, produce to him all the sugar, molasses, or i„'the'samo statu

treacle respectively received by him, in the same state, and in the same as received to bo

hogsheads, puncheons, casks, bags, or packages, with the same marks deposited m the

and numbers thereon, as when cleared and delivered from the customs
'

or excise warehouse if sugar or molasses, or as when prepared and
packed in the warehouse of the sugar refiner or manufacturer thereof

if the same bo treacle ; and the distiller shall at the same time deliver

up to the officer the certificate which accompanied such sugar,

molasses, or treacle, and on being required by the officer the distiller

shall weigh or cause to bo weighed, and shall give the officer all neces-
sary assistance in taking account of all such sugar, molasses, and
treacle, in such manner as the commissioners may direct ; and the
officer after due examination, and on being satisfied therewith, shall

permit the distiller to deposit the same in the storehouse or room pro-
vided as before mentioned ; and if a distiller shall receive any sugar,

molasses, or treacle without having given such notice, or shall fail to

produce such sugar, molasses, or treacle, or to deliver up such certifi-

cate as aforesaid, or if, before such officer has seen such sugar,
molasses, or treacle weighed and taken account of and deposited, the
distiller shall make any alteration in the quantitj' or quality thereof,

or in the hogsheads, puncheons, casks, bags, or packages contain-
ing the same, or in the marks or numbers thereon respectively,

when such sugar or molasses was cleared and delivered from the
customs or excise warehouse, or when such treacle was prepared
and packed in the warehouse of the sugar refiner or manufacturer
thereof, such distiller shall forfeit the sum of 200?., and all such
sugar, molasses, and treacle shall also be forfeited.

Sect. 59. When a distiller shall be desirous of taking sugar. Four hours' notice

molasses, or treacle out of the storehouse or room, for the purpose remov^n^sii'^ar'^
of using the same for the distillation of spirits, he shall give four &c., from the**^'

hours' previous notice in writing to the proper officer of the time storehouse to the

when he desires to take out the same, and specify the quantity ^^^ *""'

thereof; and the officer receiving such notice shall attend at the time
therein mentioned, and shall unlock the storehouse or room from which
sugar, molasses, or treacle is to be removed, and shall see weighed out
therefrom the quantity expressed in such notice, and the same shall
1)6 delivered from the storehouse or room in the original package
only, and shall then be conveyed directly from the storehouse or
room to the mash tun, or to such other vessel as, with the ap-
probation of the commissioners, shall be entered for that purpose, Sugar. &c., to

to be there dissolved and used in the manufacture of spirits, or shall ^c conveyed direct
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22. Spirits, forfchwitli be again deposited in the storehouse or room as aforesaid,

\
under the lock of the officer, to be again removed only on the liko

^^ *
nJ^*^*'

notice ; and if a distiller removing sugar, molasses, or treacle shall not

f • th 8t re-
convey the same directly from the storehouse or room to the mash tun

house to the mash or to such other vessel as aforesaid, and there dissolve and use the
tun, or re-deposi- same in the manufacture of spirits, or otherwise forthwith deposit the
^^^' same again as aforesaid, or shall remove or dispose of the same otherwise

than as aforesaid, he shallforfeit the sum of 200/.; and all sugar, molasses,

and treacle so removed, and not convej'ed, dissolved, and used, or

again deposited as aforesaid, and all sugar, molasses, and treacle

found deposited in any place in the distillery, or in any premises
adjoining thereto, other than the separate storehouse or room or mash
tun or such vessel as aforesaid, shall also be forfeited.

Sect. 60. The proper officer shall, in such manner as the commis-
sioners may direct, keep an account by way of debtor and creditor of

the sugar, molasses, and treacle respectively in stock in each separate

storehouse or room provided by the distiller; and shall in such
account debit the stock with the quantity of sugar, molasses, and
treacle respectively from time to time deposited in the storehouse or

room, and shall credit the stock with the quantity from time to

time weighed and delivered out in his presence ; and if at any time,

upon striking a balance on such account, the quantity in the store-

house or room be found to exceed the quantity which by the said

stock account ought to be therein, the distiller shall be deemed to

have deposited sugar, molasses, or treacle therein without notice to and
not in the presence of the proper 'officer, and all such excess of sugar,

molasses, or treacle shall be forfeited ; and if the quantity in such
storehouse or room be found to be less than the quantity which by
the said stock account ought to be therein, the distiller shall be
deemed to have removed sugar, molasses, or treacle therefrom without
notice to and not in the presence of the proper officer, and he shall

over and above all other penalties forfeit the sum of 201. ; but such
last-mentioned penalty shall not be incurred if the deficiency be proved
to the satisfaction of the commissioners to have arisen from unavoid-
able accident or loss.

As to the Fraudulent Disposal of Malt, Sugar, Molasses, or Treacle from
a Distillery.

61. It shall not bo lawful for a distiller to sell any malt, sugar,

molasses, or treacle, or to send out or deliver any such article from
any malthouse, distillery, or other premises belonging to him ; and
every person who shall knowingly buy any malt, sugar, molasses, or

treacle from a distiller, or who shall take or receive any such article

from a distillery, shall forfeit the sum of 1 00/. ; and if a distiller shall

sell any malt, sugar, molasses, or treacle, or take or send out or remove
any malt from his malthouse (except malt duly removed therefrom to

his distillery or for exportation under a permit granted in that behalf),

or take or send out or remove any malt, sugar, molasses, or treacle

from his distillery, or if a distiller shall not use all corn or grain

received at his malthouse by making the same into malt, and consume
all such malt in his distillery, or shall convey away or conceal any malt
or corn or grain, or any sugar, molasses, and treacle, he shall forfeit

the sum of 200/., and all malt, sugar, molasses, and treacle which shall

be found in any distillery or the premises belonging thereto, other-

wise than in the proper storeroom or millroom or in the mash tun,

or, being duly removed to or from any such places in the manner
directed or allowed by this act, shall be deemed to bo conveyed
away and concealed by the distiller, and shall subject him to the

said penalty in that behalf; and all malt, corn, and grain, and all

sugar, molasses, and treacle, which shall be respectively sold,

sent out, delivered or received, or conveyed away, hidden, or con-

Distillers prohibi-
ted from selling

malt, sugar,
molasses, &c.
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coaled contrary to any of the provisions of this act shall be for- 22. Spirits.

foited.
'

Sect. 62. And if a distiller shall be convicted of any of the several 23 & 24 Vict.

offences specified in the last preceding clause, and shall afterwards
commissioners

be again convicted either of the like offence or of any other of the said may revoke the

several offences specified as aforesaid, it shall be lawful for the licence of a distii-

fommissioners to revoke and annul the licence granted to such distHler,
eonvfctioTof

and to refuse to grant to him any further licence as a distiller at any certain spedifled

time thereafter, and also to refuse to grant during the space offences,

of one year any such licence to any other person to exercise the like

trade or business at the same premises where the act or offence which

shall be the ground of such second conviction or judgment as afore-

said was done or committed.
Sect. 63. And if any person shall be found taking or removing Persons found

malt, sugar, molasses, or treacle, or wort or wash, from any distil-
^jj'^att^su^r'

lery on the premises thereto belonging, it shall be lawful for any &<>. from a

officer to arrest and detain such person, and to convey him before distuiery, may be

a justice of the peace residing near the place where the arrest shall ?aken before a
lie made, who shall hear and determine, as soon after as practicable, justice, andsum-

tlio charge against the person so arrested, and on his confession, or ™'^''i'y <iealt with,

on due proof upon oath of such offence, convict the offender in the

penalty of 100/. ; and the person so convicted shall forthwith pay the

said penalty into the haiids of the said officer, for the order and
direction of the commissioners, and in default thereof the justice

shall commit the offender to any gaol or prison of the county or

place, there to be kept to hard labour for any period not exceeding 6

c.ilendar months nor less than 2 calendar months, unless the penalty

shall be sooner paid.

-Is to the Brewing and Fermenting of Wort, and the Distilling of Wash,

Loiv Wines, and Feints.

Sect. 64. No malt, corn, grain, or other material shall be naashed,
j^^ew worTor*nse

nor any wort brewed or made, nor any still used, by a distiller, a still on Sundays,

rectifier, or compounder, at any time between the hour of 11 o'clock

in the afternoon of any Saturday and the hour of 1 o'clock in the

forenoon of the next succeeding Monday on pain of his forfeiting

the sum of 50/.

Sect. 65. In every distillery the periods of brewing or making wort
^^d distil'in'^^^

or wash and distilling spirits shall be always alternate and distinct alternate periods

periods, and be called respectively the brewing period and the dis- only,

tilling period; and the brewing period shall be deemed to extend
from the commencement of any process of wetting, brewing, or -Brewing period,

mashing any malt, corn, or grain, or other materials, until after

everj' such process shall have ceased, and all the wort or wash in

the distillery shall have been collected into the fermenting backs and
wash charger, and the declaration of such collection delivered to

the officer as hereinafter mentioned ; and the distilling period shall Distilling period,

be deemed to extend from the commencement of the distillation of

any wort or wash until after all the wort or wash and all the low
wines or feints in the distillery or in the possession of the distiller

shall have been distilled into spirits, and conveyed into the spirits

leceiver (except such feints as shall have been produced by the last re-

distillation of the last charge of the still), and until the several furnace
iloors or the steam pipe of every still in the distillery shall have been
locked and secured by the proper officer ; and (save and except as here-

inafter provided, and on the condition hereinafter expressed,) no wort
or wash, or low wines or feints, shall be distilled, nor any still be made
use of, in a distillery, until the expiration of 4 hours after the termina- Four hours to

tion of the brewing period ; and (save and except and on condition as thTtwo periods,

aforesaid) no malt, corn, grain, or other material shall be wetted,

brewed, or mashed, nor any wort or wash be made or produced, in a
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22. Spirits, distillery, during the distilling period : Provided always, that imme-

^_
diately after the last portion of all the wash in the possession of the

^^
c n/"'''

distiller has been removed into the wash charger, he shall be allowed
to begin to brew wort, but on this express condition only, that all

such wash shall be forthwith distilled, and every still shall be worked
off and seciu'ed as aforesaid within the respective times herein
limited in that behalf, that is to say, every low wines' still within 32
hours, and every other still within 16 hours after the said last portion

Provision as to of wash was removed into the wash charger as aforesaid ; and if in any
brewing worts. distillery, wort or wash, or low wines or feints, shall be distilled, or

any still be made use of, or malt, corn, or grain, or other material
shall be wetted, brewed, or mashed, or wort or wash shall bo made or
produced, during any period hereby prohibited in that behalf respec-
tively, or contrary to any condition or provision herein contained, the
distiller shall forfeit the sum of 5001.

Distiller to give
Sect. 66. Every distiller shall, before beginning to brew or make

six days' notice of wort, and every distiller who shall have discontinued making woi-t for
beginning to a longer period than one calendar month shall, before recommencing
commracing

' '^ ^^ brew or make wort, give 6 days' notice in writing to the proper
brewing. supervisor or officer, setting forth the day on which the distiUer

intends to begin or to recommence (as the case may be) brewing or
making wort, and if any distiller shall begin or, after discontinuance,
shall recommence the brewing or making of wort, or if any wort or
wash shall be found in the distillery or possession of a distiller, who
shall not have given such notice in manner and in the respective cases
aforesaid, or at any time before the day set forth in such notice,

or if there shall be found anywhere in his possession wort or wash
which he may not lawfully have in his possession, in every such case
all such wort or wash shall be forfeited, and the distiller shall forfeit

the sum of 200Z.

Distiller to give Sect. 67. Every distiller shall, from time to time, at least 4 houi's

^f""" ^h^*^^'
"?**'^® before he shall mash or brew for making wort, deliver to the proper

of wort.
'^^^"^

officer a notice in writing setting forth the day and hour when such
mashing or brewing is to be commenced; and if any mashing or
brewing of any materials shall be commenced or made in a distil-

lery without such notice having been given, the distiller shall forfeit

the sum of 501.

Yeast to be added Sect. 68. No distiller shall add yeast or other matter capable of

ingVash back*^
causing fermentation to any wort or wash in any vessel, except the
fermenting wash backs, on pain of forfeiting the sum of 200?. for so

doing.

Declaration to bo Sect. 69. All wort shall be conveyed into and collected in the fer-

quanti"^ aiid
renting back within the space of 8 hours after the running or con-

gravity of**" veying of such wort into such back shall have commenced; and the
t^e wort when distiller shall without delay deliver to the proper officer a declaration

fermenting back.
^^ Writing specifying the number of the back in which the wort is

contained, and the gravity, or if yeast has been added the original
gravity, of such wort, and also setting forth the quantity thereof
by stating the number of dry inches, that is to say, the number
of inches between the proper dipping place of the back and the
surface of the wort therein ; and for any neglect or omission to
comply with the directions in this clause contained, or for any untrue
declaration or statement in this behalf, the distiller shall forfeit the
sum of 200?.

Penalty on In- Sect. 70. If after any such declaration as aforesaid shall have been

ormilntit^of"^'
<iGliyered_the gravity of the wort shall be found to exceed the gravity

the wort!
^'^ specified in the declaration, or if the quantity of the wort or wash

shall be found to exceed 5 per centum the quantity of wort men-
tioned in the declaration as the quantity collected as aforesaid, the
distiller shall forfeit the sum of 200?.

Penalty if wort Sect. 71. And if, after any officer shall have taken an account of
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tlie gravity or quantity of the wort or wash in any fermenting 22. Spirits.

back, any wort shall bo found in such back, or any wash in jjrocess of 23 & 24 Vict

—

f(3rmentation shall be found therein exceeding in gravity, or ex- c. 114/"
'

ceeding 5 per cent, or more in quantity the wort or wash in such or wash be found

'ormcnting back of which such account had been previously taken, all to exceed in

such wort or wash in such back shall be considered as new, and not |'(.y^tjfe"^'l^"f"y ^^

included in any former charge against the distiller in whoso possession quantity previous-

the same shall be found, and the distiller shall be charged with duty
j^g^'^^g^r'*^^^^

^^'

in respect of the whole of the wort or wash in such back, as not before

charged, and the wort or wash of which such account had been previ-

ously taken in such back shall be deemed to be distilled or decreased,

and the distiller shall be charged for a quantity of spirits in respect

thereof as for wort or wash actually distilled or decreased, and he shall

also forfeit the sum of 2001.

Sect. 72. And for ascertaining the gravity of wort or wash for the Saccharometer to

pui'poses of this act such saccharometer shall be used as shall from
P^i,j\^'^'^j.^J '^^^^[t

.

time to time bo prescribed in that behalf by any order of the commis- of'worts or^ash.^

isioners ; and every degree of gravity to be ascertained by any such
saccharometer shall be calculated in the following manner ; that is to

say, distilled water being assumed as unity at the temperature of 60°

of Fahrenheit's thermometer, every degree of gravity shall be corre-

pondent to a thousandth part of the specific gravity of such water;
.;nd all wort or wash shall for the purposes aforesaid be deemed to be
of the gravity which the said saccharometer shall on the application

thereof denote or indicate.

Sect. 73. Every distiller intending to make the composition called Regulations for

bub, or any other composition for inducing or increasing the fermenta- distillers making

tion of wort or wash, shall from time to time, at least four hours composition for

previously to the beginning to make such composition, give notice in exciting fermen-

writing to the officer surveying his distillery, specifying the time when t^t^^"-

and the particular vessel in which such composition is to be made,
and the particular wash fermenting back into which the same is to be
put, and also specifying the quantity of such composition to be put
into every such back, which quantity shall not exceed the proportion

of 5 gallons for every 100 gallons of the wort or wash to which the

composition is to be so added ; and no distiller shall have or use any
such composition of greater gravity than the gravity of 60° ; and if

any such composition shall be made in a distillery contrary to the direc-

tions herein j^rescribed, or if the gravity of any such composition shall

bo increased at any time after the officer shall have taken an account
thereof, or if the whole quantity of such composition shall not, as

herein dii'ected, be conveyed into the particular fermenting wash
back specified in such notice within 24 hours after the time therein

specified for making such composition, the distiller shall forfeit the

sum of 2001.

Sect. 74. It shall be lawful for a distiller to remove the yeast from Distiller may sell

the wash in any fermenting wash back, provided the quantity of ^j^^j "^.^J^^jf
** ^"

j'east so removed shall not exceed the proportion of 2^ per centum of

the wash from which it shall be taken ; and such distiller may sell

such yeast, or any portion thereof, and send out the same from his

distillery, or he may add the same to the wort or wash in any other
fermenting wash back in his distillerj\

Sect. 75. Any distiller may, on giving the notice hereinafter re- Distiller may

quired, remove during a brewing period the whole of the wash, after during aVe-n^ng
fermentation has ceased, from one or more backs to the wash charger, period,

to be secured therein until the commencement of the distilling period,

and may refill the same backs with fresh wort under the regulations
of this act, and such fresh wort shall form part of the same brewing
period.

Sect. 76. When the whole of the wort or wash made in a distillery
fo^^^igyi'^figS

during any brewing period shall be collected into the fermenting wash shall declare that

A A 2
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22. Spirits. backs and wash charger, and before the commencement of the distil-

. ling period, and before any still shall be made use of for distilling the
^^

c. nZ^°*' same, a declaration in wi-iting by or on behalf of the distiller shall be

all wort and wash delivered to the proper officer, that the whole of the wort and wash in
are collected into the distillery is collected into the fermenting wash backs and wash
the fermenting charger; and thereupon the officer, after the expiration of 4 hours

subsequent to the delivery of such declaration, but not before, shall

open any still in such distillery by removing such fastenings as prevent

the same from being used ; and if any still shall be made use of before

such declaration shall have been delivered, or before the expiration of

such 4 hours, or if all the wort and wash in the distillery shall not

then be collected as stated in such declaration, the distiller shall forfeit

the sum of 200?.

Distiller to give Sect. 77. Before any wash shall be conveyed from any fermenting
four hours' notice -^ash back, 4 houi's' noticB in writing shall be given to the proper

wa^h^from th
"^ officer by or on behalf of the distiller, stating the number of the back

fermontinsr back in which the wash is Contained, and the day and hour when the same

cha^ger''*^^ is to be removed ; and the officer shall attend at the time specified in

such notice, and after he shall have locked the charging cock of the

wash still he shall remove all such fastenings as prevent the convey-
ance of the wash from any back mentioned in such notice into the

wash charger, and then, without delay, all the wash which shall be
contained in such fermenting wash back, or so much thereof as shall

fill the charger if the same shall not be capable of containing the

whole of the wash in one back, shall be conveyed into the wash
charger in manner prescribed in this act ; and the officer, after having
affixed and secured the fastenings which he had so removed, shall be
at liberty to take an account of the true quantity and gravity of such

wash ; and if any wash shall be removed before such notice shall have
been given, or shall be removed or conveyed from any other fer-

menting back, or at any other time or in any other manner than shall

have been mentioned in such notice, or before the proper officer shall

have removed or secured resi^ectively such fastenings as before men-
tioned, and taken account of the true quantity and gravity of the

wash in such charger, the distiller shall forfeit the sum of 200Z.

The contents of Sect. 78. After any wash shall have been taken account of in the

^nveyed fnto*tIif
"^^^h charger, no wash from any fermenting back shall be removed

still or charger Until the wholc contents of such wash charger shall have been con-
before any other yeved into the wash still, or intermediate charger or wash reservoir ;

wash be removed. ^^-^ -^ any wash shaU be removed contrary hereto the distUler shall

forfeit the sum of 2001.
"

Samples of wash Sect. 79. It shall be lawful for any officer to take such samples oi'

tho^origlnaf"
"""^ wash from the wash back or wash charger in a distillery, or from

gravity before both of such vcssels, as he may think proper ; and in order to ascer-
fermentation (^{jjj ^nd detennine the original gravity of the wort from which the

hereh™d?rected. wash was made before fermentation had taken place therein, a definite

quantity by measure of the wash shall be distilled, and the distillati

and the spent wash respectively shall be made up with distilled water,

each of them to the original measure of the wash before distillation,

and the specific gravity thereof respectively shall be then ascertained,

and the number of degrees and parts of a degree of specific gravity by
which such distillate shall be less than the specific gravity of distilled

water shall bo deemed to be the spirit indication of such distillate, and
the actual specific gravity of such spent wash added to the degree ol'

original gravity set forth in the table contained in schedule (A.) an-

nexed to this act opposite to the degree of spirit indication contained

in the same table shall be deemed to be the original specific gravity

of such wash before fermentation ; and for the purposes aforesaid all

the weighings and measurings that may be necessary to be made of

the respective liquids shall be made when the same are at the tem-
perature of 60° of Fahrenheit's thermometer, and at that temperature
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distilled water shall be considered as 1000 ; and if the original gravity 22. Spirits:

of such wort as found and determined in the manner aforesaid shall—
03 ^ 04 vict

exceed by more than 2° the gravity thereof as declared by the distiller, " c. lu.

he shall forfeit the sum of 200?., and also the sum of 6d. for every

gallon of wash contained in the wash back or wash charger from which

the wash so distilled was taken : Provided always, that the distiller,

or any person acting on his behalf, may, if he shall so desire, be

present at the distillation of such wash, and at the performance of

such process as aforesaid for ascertaining the said original gravity.

Sect. 80. It shall be lawful for any officer to take from any wash Samples of wash

back or charger, and convey away from the distillery, a sample, not
aMdisTiUedby^''

exceeding the quantity of 20 gallons, of the wash contained therein, iuc officer,

and to cause such sample of wash to be distilled into low wines ; and

such officer may gauge or measure or weigh the quantity and ascer-

tain the strength of the low wines produced by the distillation of such

wash.
Sect. 81. And it shall be lawful for any supervisor or other supe- Distiller to clean

rior officer to require that any low wines, feints, or spirits receiver in
j;"sis7th"Jofficer"^

a distillery shall be emptied and cleaned out, and that any quantity of in distilling a

wash shall be conveyed into any wash still, and from any wash back, charge of wash

as such officer shall direct, in order that such wash may be forthwith back requii^d'by

distilled into low wines, or into feints and spirits ; and all persons in the officer,

the emi)loy of the distiller shall, on reasonable notice, give and provide

assistance and fuel to such officer, at his request, in distilling such wash
into low wines, or into feints and spirits, and in conveying the low
wines directly into the low wdnes' receiver, and the feints and sjjirits

into the feint and spirit receiver respectively, which shall be so cleaned

out ; and such low wines, feints, and spirits respectively shall be
kept in the proper receiver, unmixed with any matter or thing what-
soever, until the officer shall have taken an account of the quantity

and strength thereof; and for any refusal, neglect, or omission, on the

part of the distiller or of any j)erson in his employ, to comply with
the directions in this clause contained, the distiller shall forfeit the

sum of 200?.

Sect. 82. In every such case as in the two last preceding clauses is if the produce of

mentioned the officer shall compute and ascertain the quantity of '^^f^ d'th*'^^'^
proof spirits in and equivalent to the low wines, feints, and spirits, portk>n of'on™"

according to the strength thereof; and if the quantity of proof spirits gallon and a

so computed shall in any of the respective cases aforesaid exceed the
^p\r^s'f"r ^y^yi

rate or proportion of one gallon and one quarter of a gallon of proof 5 degrees of at-

spirits for 100 gallons of wort or wash in respect of every 5° of gravity tenuation distiller

which the same shall have been attenuated, as taken by the surveying ®" J'^^ ° P^'^* ^•

officer, that is to say, for every 0° of difference between the highest
gravity of the wort from which such wash was prodticed, as declared

by the distiller pursuant to this act, or as appearing on any account
thereof taken by the officer, or as ascertained and determined in the
manner hereinbefore directed, and the lowest decreased gravity of

such wort or wash as taken by the officer previous to the distillation

thereof, the distiller shall forfeit the sum of 2001. , and also the sum of
6f/. for every gallon of wort or wash contained in the wash back from
which such wash so distilled as aforesaid was removed or taken : Pro-
vided always, that the officer shall, if requii'ed, pay to the distiller the
value of eveiy sample of wash which he shall take away from the
distillery, or return the produce thereof, and mix the low wines,
feints, and spirits with the low wines or feints of the wash back to

which they belong
; provided also, that the distiller, or any person

acting in his behalf, may be present at the distillation of any such
wash, if he shall so desii-e.

Sect. 83. Pour hours at least before any low wines or feints or spirits Four hours' notice

shall be removed out of the respective receivers in a distillery, a notice removaVoHow
^^^

in writing, specifying the day and hour when the same respectively wines, feint*, or
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spirits from re-

ceivers, and officer

to attend and take
account thereof.

Low wines, spirits,

and feints pro-
duced to be kept
separate until
account thereof
be taken.

Iciiits may bo
re-distilled. •

Officer may take
account of the
spirits and feints

are to be so removed, shall be given to the proper officer, by or on
bebalf of tlio distiller ; and the officer shall attend at the time specified

in such notice, and after having taken an account of the quantity and
strength of such low wines or feints or spirits, he shall remove the

fastenings of the pumps or other conveyances used for the removal or

conveyance of low wines or feints or spirits, as the case may be, and
of the receivers containing the same, and all the low wines or feints

which shall be in such low wines or feints receiver, shall be forthwith

removed and conveyed into the low wines or feints charger or inter-

mediate still charger, and all the spirits which shall be contained in

the spirit receiver shall be removed and conveyed into an entered store

vat or cask in the spirit storehouse of the distillery ; and if any low
wines or feints or spirits respectively shall not be removed and con-

veyed as aforesaid, or shall be removed from any receiver without
such notice, or at any other time than shall have been specified in

such notice, or before the officer shall have removed the several fas-

tenings as herein directed, or if before the whole of the low wines or

feints or spii-its in any receiver shall have been removed therefrom as

aforesaid, and the fastenings thereof shall have been again secured by
the officer, any other low wines or feints or spirits shall be conveyed
into such receiver, the distiller shall forfeit the sum of 200?. : Pro-
vided always, that when any distiller shall secure his low wines and
feints' pumps to the satisfaction of the commissioners, he may run low
wines and feints together into the same receiver, and at any time,

without giving such notice as aforesaid, remove the low wines and
feints from the receivers to the low wines and feints' chai'gers, and
re-distil the same.

Sect. 84. A distiller may collect in the low wines' receiver, or in the

feints and spirit receivers, the low wines, or the feints and S2:)irits re-

spectively produced by the distillation of the wash of the same brewing
l^eriod contained in all or any of the fermenting backs of the distiUeiy

;

and such produce, shall be kejit unmixed with any other matter or

thing whatever, and shall also be kept separate and apart from the

produce of the wash contained in any other back throughout the whole
coui'se of the distillation thereof, and until the spirits produced there-

from shall be removed into the sijirit store, as hereinafter mentioned

;

and when an account of the quantity and strength of the low wines,

feints, and spirits so collected shall have been taken by the proper
officer, all such low wines or feints shall be removed from the receiver

into the low wines or feints charger, and all such spirits into the spirit

store, before any other low wines or feints or spirits shall be made from
the distillation of the wash contained in anj^ other back, and all the

spirits and feints produced by the re-distillation of such low wines of

which such account shall have been taken shall in like manner bo col-

lected in the spirits and feints' receivers respectively, and kept therein

separate and apart and unmixed as aforesaid (save as is hereinafter

provided) until an account of the quantity and strengtli of such spirits

and feints respectively shall have been taken by the proper officer; and
if all such low wines, feints, and spirits respectively shall not be so

collected, and kept and removed separate and apart and unmixed as

aforesaid, the distiller shall forfeit the sum of 200?. ; but it shall bo
lawful to mix with any feints collected in the receiver, or with the low
wines from which such feints are produced, any feints (if any there bo)

which shall have been produced by and which may remain on hand
after the re-distillation of the last charge of the low wines still with the

feints produced from the low wines of any wash of the same i^eriod

previously distilled ; and the distiller may re-distil any feints which
shall have been collected, and an account thereof taken as aforesaid,

and may repeat the process of re-distUling the feints produced by any
such re-distiUation as often as he shall think fit so to do; and the officer

may take an account of the spirits and feints respectively produced
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and collected ou every such re-distillation, and compute and ascertain 22, Spirits.

the quantity of proof spirits in and equivalent to such spirits and feints, - ^TT^T^^T
—

'

according to the strength thereof respectively ; and the distiller shall
„. iu/°

'

be charged with duty for the greatest quantity of proof spirits which produced on such

shall appear to have been produced, or, under the provisions of this re-distillation.

act, be deemed to have been produced, from the whole of the low wines

which shall have been collected and taken an account of, as before

mentioned, whether such greatest quantity of pi'oof spirits shall ap-

l)ear from the first re-distillation of such low wines or from any such
subsequent re-distillation.

Sect. 85. It shall also be lawful for any distiller to erect in con- Two spirit re-

nection with either kind of still described in sect. 14 of this act, and in ,3^^^"^^^^^
the manner therein directed, one additional spirit receiver, provided the conditions,

distiller shall, to the satisfaction of the commissioners, apply and affix

to each spirit receiver the apparatus described in sect. 20 of this act, and
the distiller may collect in each receiver alternately the spirits pro-

duced from the distillation of any wash or the re-distillation of any
low wines or feints ; and when a distiller shall have run so much spirit

into either receiver as he shall think fit, he shall give notice to the

officer, who shall thereupon lock the charging cock, and the spirits

.shall not be removed until after the expiration of 2 hours from such
notice, nor unless a notice for that purpose has been given, as required
by this act.

As to the Charging and Payment of the Duty on Spirits.

Sect. 86. Modes of charging duty : 1st, By percentage from wash,
according to the attenuation of the gravity thereof, one gallon for

every five degrees attenuated

:

Sect, 87. 2nd, By the produce as found in the low wines

:

Sect. 88. 3rd, By the produce on there-distillation of low wines into

sj^iiits and feints.

Sect. 89. Distiller to be charged from the highest gauge of wash
without allowing for waste or dregs.

Sect. 90. No sugar or syrup, or any glutinous or saccharine or other Sugar, &c., not to

matter or thing, shall be mixed with or added to any low wines, feints, ^°. ""^^^ ^7*?? ^°'^

or spirits, whereby the gravity thereof shall be increased, or so as to to"prevent the^
prevent the strength thereof from being ascertained by the hydro- strength being

meter; and for any offence contrary hereto the distiller shall forfeit the
-"ascertained,

sum of 200?,, and all such low wines, feints, spirits, and mixtures shall
also be forfeited.

Sect, 91, The officer shall from time to time make out and deliver Officers from time

to the collector, or to such person as the commissioners shall appoint *" time to make
, • J.T J

-"^ n JT i-j I' • -J f 1 -1 ,1 returns of the
to receive tne same, a return ot the quantity oi spirits lor which the quantity of spirits

distiller shall be chargeable, and of the duty payable thereon; and ^hi^rgeable on the

such officer shall make out and deliver any such return or account at pay'the'^'duty
any time and for any period, as the commissioners may direct ; and in accordingly,

every such return the officer shall charge the distiller according to such
of the several modes of charging prescribed by this act as shall pro-
duce the highest amount of duty ; and such officer shall, if required
in wi-iting by the distiller, deliver or leave with him, or at his dis-
tillery, an account in writing signed with the name of the officer,

setting forth the quantity of spirits S25ecified in his return, with the
amount of dutj^ thereon and the period comprised in the return ; and
the return of the officer shall be a charge on the distiller, and he shall
pay the duty thereby appearing or which shall be chargeable upon him
within such time and in such manner as the commissioners may in
that behalf direct, or in default thereof the distiller shall forfeit 207,,
together with a sum equal to double the amount of such duty.

Sect. 92. Collectors may distrain for duties in arrear from distillers^

Sect. 93. At the end of every distilling period the distiller, or one DistiUer to make
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entry at the end
of every distilling

period of the true
quantity of wash
distilled and
spirits made in
each brewing and
distilling period.

Distiller to deliver
an account of the
malt, sugar, and
molasses used in
every distilling

period, verified by
declaration.

of tlie distillers, if there shall be more than one in partnership, or the
principal manager of the distillery, shall, under his own proper hand,
make a true and particular entry or return in writing to the proper
suj^ervisor of the whole quantity of each description of material used
in making the wort or wash, and also the whole quantity of the wort
or wash which shall have been decreased from the wash backs or dis-

tilled in the distillery, and of the whole quantity of spirits, computed
at the strength of i^roof spirits, which shall have been distilled or
made in the distillery within the last preceding brewing and distilling

periods, and of the whole quantity of feints remaining undistillod; and
in case of any refusal, neglect, or omission to make such entry or
return the distiller shall forfeit the sum of 200?.

Sect. 94. And every distiller or the principal manager of his dis-

tillery shall also, at the end of every distilling period, deliver to the
proper officer an account in writing of the number of bushels of malt
and the true quantity of sugar and molasses (specifying the same and
the quantities thereof respectively) actually used in making the wort
or wash distilled duiing that period ; and the officer shall transmit
such account, together with a return in writing signed by him, to the
collector, specifying the number of bushels of malt and the quantities

of sugar and molasses respectively so used, and the quantity of proof
spirits with which the distiller shall have been charged in respect of

such wort or wash ; and the distiller or the principal manager of his

distillery shall make and subscribe a declaration to the truth of such
account in the form, or to the effect following: :

—

No spirits shall be
received into a
distiller's stock
but such as are
distilled in his

distillery.

All spirits distilled

during a distilling

period to be re-

moved from the
spirit store within
10 days after the
termination of

such period.

/, A. B., distiller [or, principal viannger, as the case maybe], of the dis-

tillery at , do solemnly declare, that toithin the brewing period commencing
on live day of , and ending on the day of , both inclu-

sive, there were actually mashed and used in the said distillery, ami consumed
in the distilling of spirits therein, tJie several quantities of malt and of sugar
and molasses respectively hereinafter specified, and no more; (tJiat is to say,)

bushels of malt, jwunds of sugar, and p)ownds of molasses

|[or as the case may be], aiul all this I declare to the best of my knowledge and
belief, and according to the best informatimi in iny power to obtain.

And in default of such declaration being made, or if any such declara-
tion shall be untrue, the distiller shall forfeit the sum of 200Z.

Sect. 95 enables an officer to take samples of wort, wash, spirits,

&c., in any distillery.

As to the Removal of Spirits into the Distillery Store or for Consumption ;

and the Account to be kept of Spirits in Stock.

Sect. 96. No spirits whatever shall be received or convej'ed into the
stock or entered spirit store of a distiller other than such spirits only
as shall have been distilled in his distillerj', and as shall be conveyed
directly from the spirit receiver into such store in the manner herein-
before prescribed; nor shall any spirits which have been removed
from such store be again brought into the same from any place what-
ever ; and if any spirits shall be received into or be found in the stock
or store of a distiller contrary hereto he shall forfeit the sum of 200?.,

and the spirits shall also be forfeited.

Sect. 97. All the spirits which shall be distilled at a distillery during
one distilling period shall be removed from the entered spirit store,

and the duty thereon paid for consumption, or shall be conveyed to

and deposited in a warehouse under the provisions in that behalf,

within 10 days after the termination of the distilling period, and
before any spirits of a succeeding distilling period are brought into

Jhc store; and if any spirits of one distilling period (other than a
quantity not exceeding 150 gallons and in one ullage cask) shall remain
in any such store after 10 days from the termination of such distilling



period, or if within the said term of 10 days any quantity of the spirits 22. Spirits'.

of one distilling period (other than such quantity and_ in such cask 03
&; 24 vict

—

as aforesaid) shall remain in any such store after any spirits of a sue- "
(._ 114.

cceding distilling period are brought into the same store, or into any

other such store at the same distillery, the distiller shall forfeit for

every gallon of spirits of such former period so remaining in the store

in either of the cases aforesaid the sum of 20s.

Sect. 98. Balance to be struck in the stock account, and allowance

made for deficiency occasioned by natural waste.

Sect. 99. Officer in charge of spirit store to attend daily.

Sect. 100. No spirits shall be sent out of or removed from a distillery Spirits 1^°* to^^Jc_^

or the stock of a distiller at any other strength than that denominated [Xry^of oth^r
^'"

hydrometer proof, or 25 per cent., or 11 per cent, above or 10 per strength than

cent, or 15 per cent., or 20 per cent, below hydrometer proof, or \vithin
^fjn'ksrqtaiitity

six-tenths of one per cent, over or under the said strength respectively, ti^an 9 gallons in

or 43 per cent, above hydrometer proof, or of any higher degree of any cask, or

strength ; nor shall any spirits be sent out or removed as aforesaid in without permi .

any quantity less than 9 gallons in any cask, nor without a lawful

permit expressing the true quantity and strength of such spirits ; and
if any spirits shall be sent out of or removed from a distillery or the

stock of a distiller in any less quantity than as aforesaid, or without

such permit as aforesaid, or of any other strength than the strength

expressed in the permit, all such spirits, and every cask and vessel

containing the same, shall be forfeited, and the distiller shall forfeit

the sum of 200^.

Sect. 101. Spirits may be sent out of the store in casks either full or

on ullage.
*

Sect. 102. Permit not to be granted for the removal of spirits out of

distillery, except to warehouse, until collector's receipt for the duty
be produced.

Sect. 103. The proper officer shall take and keep an account by way Distiller's stock

of debtor and creditor of the stock of spirits in the distillery and store
spirits to be kept

of every distiller, and shall in such account debit the stock, with the by the officer,

full quantity of spirits, computed at hydrometer proof, which shall be
from time to time duly conveyed into the same from the spirit receiver

in the distillery, and shall credit the stock with the full quantity so

computed', which shall be from time to time sent ou.t under legal

permit ; and if at any time the quantity of spirits which shall be found
in the stock or possession of a distiller shall bo greater than the quan-
tity which, according to the said stock account, ought to be in his

stock or possession, the excess quantity shall be forfeited, and the

distiller shall also forfeit the sum of 20s. for every gallon of such
excess ; and if at any time the quantity of spirits in the stock or pos-

session of a distiller shall be less than the quantity which, according
to the said stock account, ought to be in his stock or possession, the

distiller, whenever the deficiency shall appear, shall forfeit the sum of

20s. for every gallon which shall be so deficient ; which said respective

penalties of 20s. for every gallon of spirits in excess or deficiency in

the quantity which ought to be in the stock or possession of the dis-

tiller shall not be mitigated or reduced to any less sum by the court
before which the complaint or information for recovery thereof shall

be heard and determined ; but the distiller shall not be liable to such
penalty in any case where the excess shall not exceed one-half per
cent, or the deficiency shall not exceed 3 per cent, on the quantity of
spirits formed by the balance left on the last stocking and the quantity
since duly brought into stock from the spirit receiver, nor in any case

where he shall prove to the satisfaction of the commissioners that the
decrease did not result from any fraud practised or intended ; but in

any case of excess, where no penalty shall be incurred and prosecuted
for, the duty on such excess shall be charged against the distiller.

Sects. 104 to 122 of this act, 27 Vict. c. 12, and 30 & 31 Yict. c. 27,
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Distillers and
proprietors of
warehouses to
provide accommo-
dation for officers.

Stowage of casks
iu warehouse to

afford easy access.

Casks containing
racked or blended
spirits to be
marked.

Warehoused
spirits may be
removed fron. one
warehouse to

another.

Distiller may
warehouse spirits

for exportation or

for ship's stores in

customs ware-
houses.

relate to the warehousing and bottling of spiiits duty-free, and regu-

lations relating to spirits in warehouse (a).

Sect. 109. Every distiller and every proprietor of any such, ware-
house as aforesaid shall respectively, when and as they shall be required

by the commissioners so to do, provide accommodation at the distillery

store and at any such warehouse for the officer in charge thereof re-

spectively, to the satisfaction of the commissioners, on pain of forfeiting

the sum of oOZ. for eveiy refusal or neglect so to do.

Sect. 110. Commissioners may revoke their approval of warehouses.
Sect. 111. Spirits maybe dejwsited in warehouses provided by the

commissioners.
Sect. 112. The removal of spirits to warehouse to be under the re-

gulations of the commissioners.

Sect. 113. Action not to be maintained on account of spirits destroyed

in warehouse by fire, &c.

Sect. 114. Distiller to give notice of his intention to warehouse
spirits. None to be removed into warehouse without a permit.

Sect. 118. All ca.sks of spirits which shall be warehoused as afore-

said shall be arranged and stowed in the warehouse in such manner as

that access may easily be had to every cask therein ; and if any dis-

tiller, or the proprietor or occupier of any warehouse, shall refuse or

omit to cause all the casks therein to be so arranged and stowed, he
shall forfeit the sum of ol.

Sect. 120. In addition to all other particulars required bj' this act

to be painted or marked on casks containing spirits there shall be
legibly and distinctly painted or marked ujjon each head of every
caek containing racked or blended spirits the words "racked" or
" blended," or such other mark as the commissioners may direct, and
the same shall continue to be so painted or marked while the same
shall remain in warehouse, on pain of the proprietor of such spirits

forfeiting the sum of 50?. for any neglect or omission in this behalf.

Sect. 121. Proprietor may view and show his spirits in warehouse.
Sections 123 to 131 contain regulations as to the delivery of sjiiiits

out of warehouse for consumption, or exportation, or shii)'s stores, or

for methylation, or to be re-warehoused. Sect. 129 is repealed by 27

Vict. c. 12, s. 16.

Sect. 130. Spu'its deposited in any such warehouse as aforesaid va.a.j,

at the desire and risk of the distiller or proprietor thereof, be removed,
under such security and regulations as the commissioners may from
time to time direct, from the warehouse in which the same are deposited

to any other such warehouse (except a distiller's warehouse) in any
l)art of the United Kingdom, and be there warehoused in the name of

the distiller or proprietor.

Sections 132 to 136 contain regulations as to allowances for defi-

ciencies in spirits warehoused, and on spirits lost or destroyed (6).

Sections 137 to 146 relate to warehousing si)irits in customs ware-
house for exportation or ship's stores (c).

Sect. 137. A distiller may warehouse for exportation, or for ship's

stores only, spii'its distilled by him, without payment of the duty of

excise thereon, in any warehouse approved of bj' the commissioners of

customs for that purpose, according to the regulations in force for the
warehousing of goods in such warehouse, and under and subject to the

(a) The only sections imposing pe-

nalties are those set forth in the text.

{h) Sects. 132—134 are repealed by
27 Vict. c. 12, s. 16.

(c) The act 28 & 29 Vict. c. 98,

repeals ss. 141, 143—145, and enacts

new regulations for the warehousing
of Briti.sh compounded spirits, but

no penalties are imposed except by

s. 3. The 30 & 31 Vict. c. 82, s. 9,

declares that s. 9 of the 28 & 29
Vict. c. 98, is not to authorise the
use of compounded British spirits

for fortifying of wines in a customs'
Avareliouse ; 28 & 29 Vict. c. 96, s. 23,

provides for the transfer of spirits in

warehouse on production of the de-

livery order.
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rengtli of such sj^irits, as are made in the case of any other spirits

^shilst in a customs' warehouse ; and the proper officer of customs at 23 & ^'i yi*=t-

-uch warehouse shall give to the distiller a receipt for such spirits,
^"'

upon the same being duly removed by permit from the distillery to

i he warehouse and deposited therein, specifying the numbers of the

'liferent casks, with their gauge, and the quantity and strength of the

;)irits contained in them, the day of the month and year when the

fipirits were so warehoused, and any mark which may have been put

on the casks by the distiller for distinguishing the spirits as his property;

and such receipt shall be delivered over, within a reasonable time, by
the distiller to the officer in charge of his distillery, who shall give to

the distiller a copy thereof signed by the officer; and upon the dehvery
of such receipt, and not before, such officer shall deduct from the

number of gallons of spiiits with which the distiller is then chargeable

the number of gallons so warehoused, and return the charge of duty
against the distiller to the collector upon the remaining number of

gallons, which return shall be a charge against the distiller accordingly

;

and the officer shall annex to such return the said receipt as his

voucher for having made the deduction ; and if any distiller or other

person shall produce a receipt for spirits deposited as aforesaid which
shall be untrue in any of the particulars therein mentioned he shall

forfeit the sum of 200?.

28 & 29 Vict. c. 98, s. 3. Compounded spirits to be warehoused as 28 cfe 29 Vict. c. 9S.

aforesaid shall be of a strength not more than 11 per centum over strength of com-

l)roof, and spirits of wine shall be of a strength not less than 43 per pounded spirits to

centum over proof as denoted by Sykes's hydrometer, and shall be warehoiile!^^
contained respectively in casks of not less than 9 gallons content, regulations as to

every cask to be marked on each end thereof in letters and figures, casks, certificates,

legibly cut, branded, or painted with oil colour thereon, with the name
of the rectifier or compounder, or the name of the firm, or with the
mark of such rectifier, compounder, or firm, the progressive number of
such cask according to the number of casks warehoused, and the year
when the same was warehoused, and the full content thereof in gallons,

and in quartei's of a gallon when the content thereof shall be less than
80 gallons, and with the true number of gallons, and the denomination
and strength of the sj^irits contained therein, and every such cask
being full, or on ullage of 1 gallon or 2 gallons, and not otherwise,

at the time of sending the same from the premises of such rectifier or
compounder to the warehouse; and all such spirits when removed
from the said premises for the purpose of being warehoused shall be
accompanied with a lawful certificate, otherwise the same shall be
forfeited, and the rectifier or compounder removing the same shall
forfeit the sum of 200?. over and above all other penalties.

27 Vict. c. 12, s. 5. The commissioners of Inland Eovcnuo may 27 Vict. c. 12.

lequire a separate room, secured to their satisfaction, to be provided Separate room

^y a distiller or proprietor of an excise warehouse for the racking of
rackhF'^ dtit °V'id

[drits upon which the duty has been paid ; and the officer of excise spirits,

hall keep an account, at hydrometer proof, of all spirits belonging to
iich distiller or proprietor of spirits which shall be received into such
00m and lawfully sent out therefrom ; and if upon taking an account
of the stock of such spirits at any time, a greater quantity of spirits

shall be found in such room than, according to the said account, ought
1 remain therein, the excess shall be charged with duty, and if such
xcess shall amount to more than 1 per centum on the quantity of
|)irits which shall have been brought in since the last preceding
.ccount taken of the stock of spirits of such distiller or proprietor of
spirits in such room as aforesaid, such excess shall be forfeited, and
the distiller or proprietor of such spirits shall forfeit the sum of 20s.

for every gallon of such excess.

Sect. 9. If any spirits shall be fraudulently concealed in or removed Spirits fraudu-
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5001.

Denominations of
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from the excise warehouse in which the same shall have been deposited

without payment of duty, or if any spirits shall be abstracted from any
cask or package which shall be deposited in any such warehouse, all

such spirits, and all spirits with which the same may be put or mixed,
and all spirits remaining in such cask or package, together with the
said cask or package, shall be forfeited, and the distiller, or the pro-
jirietor or tenant of the warehouse (if such concealment or abstraction

tiiTeVor'prop-ictor shall have taken place in, or such removal have been made from any

to TorFit'-mi
general warehouse), shall forfeit the sum of 2001.

o or ei - . Sect. 10. If any distiller or proprietor of spirits, or any proprietor

prietor of^spwts <^^ tenant of any excise warehouse used for the deposit of spirits

or warehouse without payment of duty, or if any person or persons in the employ
opening or gaining of any distiller or proprietor of spirits or proprietor or tenant of such
HCCGSS tO WiirG" -1 in *

j_
• 1 t n

house, except in wareiiouse, snaii open or gam access to any excise warehouse used for

the deposit of spirits without payment of duty, except in the presence
of an officer of excise acting in the execution of his duty as such officer,

or shall abstract any spirits from any cask or package therein, the dis-

tiller or proprietor of spirits, or proprietor or tenant of the warehouse
as aforesaid who, by himself or by any person in his employ, shall

commit any such offence as aforesaid, shall forfeit the sum of 500/.

As to Fraudulent Access to Spirits in Wareiiouse.

Sect. 147 is repealed by 27 Vict. c. 12, s. 16 : see s. 10 of that act, supra.

Denominations of British Spirits and Cmnpounds.

Sect. 148. All spirits distilled or made in England, Scotland, or.

spirits of different Ireland shall be deemed and called British spirits ; and spirits of the
distillations,

gj.g^ extraction drawn or produced by one distillation of wash, and
conveyed into any low wines' receiver, shall be deemed and called low
wines ; and spirits conveyed into any feints' receiver shall be deemed
and called feints ; and all other spirits which shall not have had any
flavour communicated thereto, and all liquors whatsoever which shall

be mixed or mingled with any such spirits, shall be deemed and called

plain British spirits ; and all spirits which shall have had any flavour
communicated thereto, and all liquors whatsoever which shall be
m.ixed or mingled with any such spirits, shall be deemed a British
compound called British brandy ; and all spirits which shall have been
re-distilled or mixed with juniper berries, carraway seeds, aniseeds, or
any other seeds, preparation, or ingredient whatsoever used in the
compounding of spirits, and all liquors whatsoever which shall be
mixed or mingled with any such spirits, shall be deemed and called

British compounds ; and all British spirits of the strength of 43 per
centum above proof as denoted by Sykes's hydrometer, and all spirits

of a greater or higher degree of strength, except spirits in a distiller's

stock or in a duty-free warehouse, shall be deemed and called spirits

of wine : Provided always, that, in addition to the denomination of
spirits of diff'erent distillations, the word "spirits" shall include and
mean all mixtures, compounds, preparations, or commodities into the
manufactui-e of which spirits enter as the basis or principal ingi'edieut,

in all cases in which the duty of excise shall not have been paid upon
.the spirits from or with which such mixtures, compounds, preparations,
or commodities have been manufactured; and if any question shall
arise whether any spirits removed by any permit or certificate are bond

fide such British si)irits, plain British spirits,or British compounds ofany
particular sort or kind, or spirits ofwine respectively, as are described and
specified in the permit or certificate accompanying the same, or granted
for the removal thereof, although such spirits shall appear to have been
kept account of in the officer's books or account of stock from which the
spirits were removed by the same name or description as is specified

in the permit or certificate, the proof that such spirits are really and
hond fide of the sort specified in the i:»ermit or certificate shall lie upon
the owner or claimer thereof, who shall prove the same by the oaths

m

Mixtures manu-
factured from
spirits which havi

not paid the duty
of excise.

Proof of spirits

being such as do-
scribed in the
permit or certifi-

cate to lie on the
owner.
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of two credible witnesses, being skilful and experienced persons com- 22. Spirits.

petent to decide by examination thereof. ~~"
. „ ,,. ^r J 23 & 24 Vict.

As to Rectifiers and Compounders of Spirits. ''• *^*-

Sect. 149. If any rectifier or compounder keeping or using a still Penalty on recti-

.-iiall have in his possession any wort, wash, or other fermented liquor Sers and com-

or materials prepared or fit for the purpose or capable of being dis- fn their'^posses^fon

tilled into low wines or spirits, or if any rectifier or compounder any wort, fee, or

whatever shall distil or extract any low wines or spirits from wort,
game^info^ow

wash, wine, or other fermented liquor or materials, not being spirits wines or spirits,

lawfully received into stock to be rectified or compounded, or shall or receiving spirits

have in his possession any spuits whatsoever without having; received pennTt.*^
^ ^^^

and delivered to the proper officer a legal j)ermit or certificate with
and for the same, or any foreign or colonial spirits, except for the

l)urpose of being rectified or compounded, and sold by such rectifier

or compounder as and for spirits of wine or British compounded
spirits, such rectifier or compounder shall (over and beside all other

]ienalties and forfeitures) forfeit the sum of 500/., or the sum of 20s.

lor every gallon of such wort, wash, wine, or other fermented liquor

or materials, or of the low wines or spirits so distilled as aforesaid, or

<tf the spirits received without being accompanied with a true and legal

permit or certificate delivered to the proper officer as aforesaid, or of

the foreign or colonial spirits, as the case may be, at the election of

the commissioners or of the person who shall prosecute for such
])enalty ; and the licence of every rectifier or compounder who shall be
a second time convicted of any such offence as aforesaid shall thereupon
l)e deemed void, and such rectifier or compounder shall not be capable
of receiving any further or renewed licence as a rectifier or compounder
lor the period of 3 years from the date of such second conviction.

Sect. 150. No rectifier or compounder shall have any opening, fixed Rectifiers or com-

pipe, or other conveyance whatever leading to any still belonging to or fixed'pfpes^&c^
used by him, except one charging pipe to each still, or shall have any to their stills not

opening, fixed pipe, or other conveyance whatever leading from any j!*^r^^y
permitted

still, except the discharge cock belonging to each still, and the head ''^ ^ ° ^^°'^ *^''

of such still terminating in the worm ; and proper locks and fastenings

shall be provided for properly and sufficiently locking and securing
the chai'ge and discharge cock of every still used by a rectifier or com-
pounder, which locks and fastenings shall be locked and secured by
the proper officer, and shall remain always so locked and secured when
the still is at work ; and any rectifier or compounder who shall have
any opening, fixed pipe, or other conveyance (not before excepted)
leading to or from such still, or shall prevent or hinder the officer from
affixing any lock or fastening as aforesaid, shall forfeit the sum of 200?.

Sect. 151. The discharge cock belonging to every still of a rectifier

or compounder shall be so placed in the body of the still as that the Regulations as to

officers may have free and convenient access thereto ; and for that discharge co*ck in
purpose the discharge cock shall be continued in a straight line from the body of the

the body of the still to which it is fixed, and shall not project more
o^ 'Jo^ 'wnder*'*^

than 3 feet therefrom, nor more than 18 inches from the brickwork or
other materials whereon the still is erected; and if any rectifier or
compounder shall have a stiU in which the discharge cock shall be
placed otherwise than as herein directed, or if he shall in any other
respect offend in any of the matters or things aforesaid, he shall forfeit

the sum of 100/.

Sect. 152. When required, notice is to be given to the officer to unlock
furnace door of a stiU of a rectifier or compounder.

Sect. 153 contains directions relative to officer's attendance for opening
the furnace door.

Sect. 154. Officer to open locks and fastenings for cleaning or re-
pairing utensils on receiving written request.

Sect. 155. Every rectifier or compounder shall, before beginning to Rectifiers or com-
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Sinrits. draw off spii'its from any still, charge tlie same with, a quantity of
•

-^_ liquor in the proportion of not less than 7 parts in 10 of the whole
^^

c n4''°*"
quantity of liquor which the stiU, including the head, is capable of

nound rs t h ' *^o^taining, and the still shall remain and continue so charged until

their stills as
^ ^ the rectifier or compounder shall begin to draw off spii-its therefrom

;

^erein directed, and every still shall be worked off within 16 hours, to be computed

withTn'the\ime from the time of the officer's taking the gauge thereof ; and if any rec-

herein limited. tifier or compounder shall begin to draw off spirits from any still not so

charged, or shall not work off the same within the time herein limited,

he shall forfeit the sum of 100?.

Officers may take Sect. 156. The officers, whenever they deem it necessary, after any

sn,mples^>T liquor •
®^^^^ belonging to a rectifier or compounder is charged, and before the

and if tbey dis- ' sauio has begun to work, shall take still gauges of all liquors of any
cOj^°ij^''*sh mixed kind whatsoever which shall be in such still, and they shall also be at

rectifler'iriwbie lihorty to take samples of such liquors, as well before the still has
to penalty. begun to work as after it is worked off; and if any officer shall discover

in a still belonging to a rectifier or compounder any wine or wash put
into or mixed with any low wines, feints, or spirits, the rectifier or com-
jiounder shallj over and above all other penalties, forfeit the sum of 500Z.

Rectifiers or com- Sect. 157. Every rectifier or compounder shall take off the head of
pounders to cau.se any still (unless the head is soldered or permanently fixed to the body

stills to be°taken'^ ^^ ^^ still), when and so soon as the still shall have ceased to be
worked, and the head of the still shall in no case, nor on any account,
be put thereon until the still shall bo again charged and ready to

work, nor shall any still be again worked until the officer shall havo
examined the quality of the spirits therein ; and if any rectifier or

compounder shall neglect to take off the head from a still as hereby
required within 12 hours after the still shall have ceased to be worked,
or shall put the head on any still before such still shall be charged and
ready to work, or shall work any still before the officer shall have
examined the quality of the spirits therein, the rectifier or compounder
shall forfeit the sum of lOOZ.

Sect. 158. Any officer shall, as often and at such times as he may
think fit, take an account of the quantity and strength of all spirits in

an"d compounder^ ^^^ stock or possession of any rectifier or compounder, and compute
' often as they the Same at the strength of hydrometer proof ; and if, after making

nv^^xcM^'^oi^"'^
allowance for the spirits for which certificates shall have been granted

off so soon as the
same shall cease
to be worked.

Officers to t-iike

account of the
stocks of rectifiers

ny excess or
iciency be
nd, forfeiture
i penalty shall
incurred.

since the last account taken of the stock of such rectifier or com-
pounder, computing the same at the strength aforesaid, it shall be
found that the quantity of spiiits remaining in his stock or possession

shall exceed the quantity for which he shall appear to be debited or

charged in the books of the proper officer, whether such charge or

debit shall have arisen from what was on hand at the last preceding
account taken, or from what may have been lawfully received subse-
quently thereto, such excess shall be deemed to be spirits illegally

received, and a quantity of spirits equal to such excess may be seized

by any officer out of any pai't of the stock of such rectifier or com-
pounder ; and the rectifier or compounder in whose stock or possession

such excess shall be found shall forfeit the sum of 20s. for every gallon

of such excess ; and if there bo any decrease in such stock not dulj'

accounted for by spirits sent out with certificate, and exceeding 5 per

centum on the balance or stock left on hand at the last preceding

account, together with the quantity since lawfully received, the rec-

tifier or compounder shall forfeit the sum of 20s. for every gallon of

such deficiency.

Sect. 159. Spirits produced from stills at work when stocks are taken

to be afterwards added.

Rectifier or com- Sect. 160. No rectifier or compounder receiving spirits into his

pounder receiving possession shall break bulk or draw off any part thereof, or add water

break\uik*before ^^ anything thereto, or in any respect alter the same, ox tap or open

the officer to any cask so received, or alter or change any package containing spirits.
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;iii account of the strength and quantity thereof ; and every rectifier or ;

(ompounder shall on the receipt of any spirits give notice thereof to
^^c.n7"'*'

tlio proper officer, and shall deliver to him the permit received with
^j^^^^^ ^^^^^j^^

tlio spirits, and thereupon the officer shall attend and take an account shall be given

of the strength and quantity of such spirits; and if any rectifier oi' of'^hrstreirth*
( ompounder who shall receive spirits into his possession shall fail to ^nd quantity/

i;ive such notice, and deliver such permit as aforesaid, or shall break
bulk, or draw off any part of such spirits, or add water or anything
thereto, or in any respect alter the same, or tap or open any cask, or

alter or change any package containing spirits, or the spirits therein

removed, before the proper officer shall have taken an account of the

strength and quantity thereof, all such spirits, or a quantity equal

thereto, shall be forfeited, and may bo seized out of any part of the

stock of such rectifier or compounder, and he shall forfeit the sum of

L'OO;. ; but if the proper officer shall neglect to attend, for the purpose

(jf taking such account as aforesaid, within one hour after receiving

such notice, no forfeiture or penalty shall be incurred by the rectifier

or compounder for any such offence.

Sect. IGl. Where the strength of any part of the stock of a rectifier Rectifiers or com-

ov compounder, by being mixed or compounded with sugar, syrup,
fj^"q^|ntuy^u?

Steeds, fruit, or any other ingredient or material, cannot be ascertained strength of mixed
hy the hydrometer, he shall immediately, or on being required hj any or compounded

officer, cause the true quantity and degree of strength of the spirits so casks^containing
mixed to be legibly marked on the outside of the cask or vessel con- tiie same,

taining the same ; and if the quantity or degree of strength of such
spirits shall be found to have been untruly marked on the outside of

the cask or vessel, or if the rectifier or compounder shall, upon being
required by the officer, neglect immediately to mark the quantity and
degree of strength of such spirits, or shall not continue such mark
untn all the spirits in such cask or vessel shall be removed and taken
therefrom, such spirits, syrup, seeds, fruit, and other ingredients,

together with the casks and vessels containing the same, shall be
forfeited, and the rectifier or compounder shall also forfeit the sum of oO?.

Sect. 162. A rectifier or compounder may lawfully sell and send At what strength

out, accompanied with a lawful certificate, any quantity, not being ^^ i" ""^^ quaii-

less than 2 gallons, of compounded spirits, at any strength not ex- compounders may
ceeding 25 j)er cent, over hydrometer jjroof, and any quantity not send out com-

being less than 2 gallons of spirits of wine ; and if any plain British fndlphit^of'*"
sjiirits or any foreign or colonial spirits not being spirits of wine, or if wine.

any other spirits not being compounded spirits, or if any compounded
spirits, except by permit or with a certificate, and of such strength as

aforesaid, and not being less than 2 gallons at any one time, shall be
sold or sent out by any rectifier or compounder contrary hereto, he
shall forfeit the sum of bOl., and all such spirits, with the casks or
other i^ackages containing the same, and all horses, cattle, carriages,

and boats made use of in removing such spirits, shall also be forfeited.

Sect. 163. Spirits of wine shall be made and kept of the strength strength of spirits

of 43 per cent, over hydrometer proof at the least, and the true
°er^ent*over^^

strength of spirits of wine shall be expressed in the certificate granted proof at theTeast,

for the removal thereof, and shall be taken account of by the officer in and to be ex-

the stock of every rectifier or compounder according to the actual certificate.*'^^

strength thereof ; and if any spirits of wine shall be kept or removed
of less strength than as aforesaid, or be mixed with foreign wine, or
shall be removed without a certificate expressing the true strength
tlioreof, such spirits of wine shall be forfeited, and the rectifier or com-
pounder shall forfeit the sum of 200?.

As to Dealers and Retailers.

Sect. 164. Every dealer and retailer respectively shall make a true Dealers and

and particular entry in writing signed by him of every building,
^akg^entr of
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premises and
utensils.

At what strength
British spirits

may be kept and
sent out of stock
by dealers or re-

tailers.

Casks used by
dealers and re-

tailers in stock or
for delivering out
spirits to have the
true content
marked thereon.

Dealers and re-

tailers to mark
the true strength
and quantity of
compounded
spirits on their
casks.

Penalty on retailer
not licensed as a
dealer sending out
spirits to a recti-
fier, dealer, or
retailer, or receiv-
ing spirits from
another retailer,
and on dealer not
licensed as a re-
tailer selling less
than 2 gallons of
spirits.

Licensed dealers
taking out an
additional licence
may retail and
Bend out foreign
liqueurs in quan-
tities not exceed-
ing a gallon with-
out certificate.

Power to licensed

Excise*

room, or other place, and of every vessel or utensil, and of all standing
or fixed casks intended to be used by him for the keeping of spirits,

and such entry shall be made by delivering the same to the proper
officer ; and every such building, room, place, vessel, utensil, and cask
shall be distinguished by a particular letter or number, and shall be
described in such entry by a corresponding letter or number.

Sect. 165. No dealer or retailer shall receive, or have in, or send out
from his stock or possession any British spirits (except spirits of wine)
of any strength exceeding that at which licensed distillers and recti-

fiers can send out spii'its of the like denomination from theii' stock or

possession, or any spirits of wine of less strength than 43 per cent,

above hydrometer proof, on pain of forfeiting the sum of 50Z., and all

spirits, and the casks and packages containing the same, received,

had, or sent out contrary hereto.

Sect. 166. Upon some conspicuous part of every standing or fixed

cask used by any dealer or retailer for holding spirits in stock, and on
the outside of both of the heads or ends of every rolling or movable
cask used by him for keeping or delivering out spirits, there shall be
legibly painted with oil coloar, or cut or branded, the full and true

number of gallons which the cask is capable of containing ; and every
such cask which shall be used without having the full and true number
of gallons which the same is capable of containing so cut, branded, or

painted thereon as aforesaid shall, together with the spirits contained
therein, be forfeited, and the dealer or retailer shall also forfeit the sum
of oGl. for every such cask.

Sect. 167. In all cases where the true strength of any part of the

stock of spirits of a dealer or retailer, by being mixed or compounded
with sugar, syrup, seeds, fruit, or any other ingredient or material,

cannot be ascertained by Sykes's hydrometer, the dealer or retailer

shall, immediately on being required so to do by any officer, cause the

true quantity and degree of strength of such spirits to be legibly

marked on the outside of every cask or vessel containing the same
respectively ; and if the quantity and strength of any spirits shall be
found to be untruly marked as aforesaid, or if any dealer or retailer,

upon being required by any officer, shall refuse or neglect immediately
to mai'k the quantity and strength of such spirits as aforesaid, all such
spirits, syrup, seeds, fruit, and other ingredients, together with the

casks and vessels containing the same, shall be forfeited, and the

dealer or retailer shall forfeit the sum of 50/. ; but the said penaltj'

and forfeiture shall not be incurred by reason of the marking on any
cask the strength expressed iif the permit or certificate with which the
compounds therein contained were received into stock, no alteration

having been since made therein.

Sect. 168. Every retailer, not being entered and licensed also as a

dealer, who shall fcell, send out, or deliver spirits to any rectifier or

compounder, or dealer, or retailer, or who shall buy or receive spirits

from any other retailer, not being a licensed dealer, shall forfeit the

sum of 50?. ; and every dealer, not being entered and licensed also as

a retailer, who shall sell, send out, or deliver spirits in a less quantity
than 2 gallons of spirits of the same denomination at a time to the

same person shall also forfeit the like sum.
Sect. 169. Provided always, that any person duly licensed as a

dealer in spirits may take out an additional licence authorizing him
to sell by retail any quantitj' (the same not being less than one reputed
quart bottle, or in the bottles in which the same may have been im-
ported,) of foreign liqueurs, not to be drunk or consumed upon the

premises ; and any licensed dealer taking out such additional licence

may send out or deliver foreign liqueurs without the certificate herein-

after mentioned, if the quantity does not exceed 1 gallon at a time,

and such liqueurs are not sent to the stock of any dealer or retailer.

24 & 25 Vict. c. 21, s. 2. Any person duly licensed as a dealer in
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>[)iiits ill England may take out an additional licence authorising him 22. Spirits.

to sell by retail foreign or British spii'its in any quantity not less than ~
^ .,j ^.^^ ^ ^f

one reputed quart bottle, or, as to foreign liqueurs, in the bottles in dealers in spirits

'

which the same may have been imported, not to be drunk or consumed taking out an

upon the premises ; and any licensed dealer taking out such additional
to retau and*^send

licence may send out or deliver any such spirits -without the certificate out foreign or

required by law in such cases, if the quantity does not exceed 1 gallon British spirits in

at a time, and such spirits are not sent to the stock of any dealer or thaV^^gallons^
retailer : Provided alwaj^s, that nothing herein contained shall extend
to repeal, alter, or affect section 169 of the act of the last session of

J Parliament, chapter 114 {arde, p. 368) : Provided further, that, not-

^vithstanding any provision hereinafter contained, all penalties to be
incurred or recoverable under this section, or in relation thereto, may
be sued for by any superintendent or inspector of police, upon informa-
tion and summons before the police court or justice having jurisdiction

in the place where the offence is committed, but the appropriation of

the penalty shall be the same as is hereinafter specified.

Ttetail Licence to Dealers in Spirits.

For and upon every additional excise licence to be taken out by
any licensed dealer in spirits in Great Britain to authorise and
empower him to sell l>y retail foreign or British spirits in any
quantity not less than one reputed quart bottle, or as to

foreign liqueurs in the bottles in which the same may have
been imported, and not to be drunk or consumed on the
premises, the sum of .....,, .

s. d.

As to Certificates and Permits for the Removal of Spirits.
.,3 ^ ^^ yj^^

Sect. 170. Every rectifier, dealer, and retailer respectively shall ^- 1^*-

provide himself with a book prepared according to a pattern, to be Every rectifier,

given to him on his application to the proper officer, and shall, on the tenlr' to provide
same day on which he receives any spirits into his stock or possession, a book for enter-

and at such time on that day as he may be requested to do so by any
'"ftkularsof'^

oificer, and if not so requested then at latest before the expiration of spirits received

that day, write and enter in such book, and in the proper columns and sent out by

respectively prepared for the purpose, the date when, and the Christian
^™"

and surname of the person, or the name of the firm, from whom and
of what place the spirits were received, the number of gallons, and the
kind or quality of the spirits, and the strength thereof ; and every
rectifier, dealer, and retailer respectively shall also on the same day
on which he shall send out of his stock or possession any spirits in a
quantity requiring a certificate as hereinafter mentioned, and at such
time on that day as he may be requested as aforesaid, and if not so
requested then at latest before the expiration of that day, write and
enter in like manner in the said book the day when and the Christian
and surname of the person, or the name of the firm, and of what place,
io whom such spirits were sent, the quantity, and the kind or quality

such spirits, and the strength thereof, and also the number of gallons
and the fractions of a gallon at proof; and every such book shall be at
all times kept in some public and open place of the entered premises
of the rectifier, dealer, and retailer respectively, for the inspection of
tlie officers ; and any officer may examine such book, and take any
extract therefrom ; and every such book, after it has been filled up as
aforesaid, shall be preserved by the rectifier, dealer, or retailer for a
period of not less than 12 months, and during such time shall be pro-
duced by him to every officer demanding the same ; and if any rectifier,
dealer, or retailer shall refuse or neglect to provide such book, or to PcnaUy.
ake due entries therein as aforesaid, or shall cancel, alter, obliterate.
r destroy any part of such book, or any entry therein, or make any

false entry therein, or hinder or obstruct any officer from or in ex-
amining such book, or making any minute therein, or taking any
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extract therefrom, or if such, books shall not be preserved or not pro-

duced by the rectifier, dealer, or retailer as hereinbefore directed, such

rectifier, dealer, or retailer offending herein shall forfeit the sum of

lOOZ.

Sect. 171. A certificate book, prepared with proper printed foi-ms for

the purposes hereinafter mentioned, shall be delivered by the proper

officer to every rectifier, dealer, and retailer respectively who shall

request the same, in writing, of such officer; and every rectifier,

dealer, and retailer respectively, on receipt of such book, shall ac-

knowledge the same in writing under such request, or as the commis-
sioners may direct ; and no spirits whatever shall be sold, sent out, or

delivered from the stock or possession of a rectifier or dealer, nor any
spirits exceeding the quantity of one gallon of spii'its of the same
denomination at a time for the same person shall be sold, sent out, or

delivered from the stock or possession of a retailer, without a certificate

filled up, and cut out progressively from the printed forms contained in

such book, and signed by the rectifier, dealer, or retailer, or by some
person on his behalf, with the addition to his signature of his occupa-

tion (whether rectifier, dealer, or retailer), certifying the person from
whom, the place from whence, an^ the day and hour of the day when
the spirits are sent out or delivered, the number of casks or other

packages in which the same are sent out, the quantity, and kind or

quality and strength thereof, the Christian and surname of the i^erson

or the name of the firm to whom sold, and the place to which, and the

conveyance by which, the same are to be sent ; and every rectifier,

dealer, and retailer respectively, before such cei-tificate is cut from its

counterpart, shall make a corresponding entry in such counterpart of

the same particulars as are stated in the certificate ; and such certifi-

cate shall accompany the spirits on the removal thereof, and shall bo

delivered to the person to whom the spirits are sold, sent out, or deli-

vered ; and every rectifier, dealer, and retailer respectively shall keep
the said certificate book in some public and open part of his entered

premises, for the inspection of the officers ; and when such certificate

book is completely used by filling up the same as aforesaid, or when
demanded by the proper officer, the rectifier, dealer, or retailer shall

return the same to the proper officer, who shall give a receipt for the

same, and, if requested as aforesaid, shall thereupon deliver to him a

new certificate book, to be acknowledged and kept by him as aforesaid,

and every rectifier or dealer who shall sell, send out, or deliver any
spirits, without such certificate as aforesaid, and every retailer who
shall sell or send out any spirits exceeding the quantity of one gallon

of spirits of the same denomination at a time for the same person,

without such certificate as aforesaid, and every rectifier, dealer, and
retailer, respectively who shall not make a corresponding entry in the

counterpart of such certificate as aforesaid, or who shall not keep or

return such book as aforesaid, or who shall hinder or obstruct any
officer in examining such book, or making any minute therein or

extract therefrom, or who shall cancel, alter, obliterate, or destroy
any part of such book or any entry therein, or who shall make anj^

false entry therein, shall forfeit the sum of 100/., and all spirits sent

out or delivered as aforesaid without such certificate shall also be for-

feited; but the said penalty or forfeiture shall not be incurred by
reason of the strength of the spirits not agreeing with the certificate

accompanying the same, if the strength thereof is not more than 1 per
centum above or 2 per centum below that expressed in the certificate. _

Sect. 172. And if any rectifier, dealer, or retailer shall cut or sepa-
rate any such certificate or form of certificate from its counterpart,
except on the occasion of his sending out spirits fi'om. his stock, and
for the purpose of the certificate properly filled up accompanying such
spirits, or if any rectifier, dealer, or retailer shall cut or separate any
certificate or form of certificate from its counterpart without first
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filling uji the certificate or form with the several particulars and ac- 22. Sjnrits.

)rding to the directions herein in that behalf mentioned, he shall

lorfeit the sum of lOOZ. ; and upon the hearing of any information for ^^ ^ u7'''**
the recovery of the said penalty, and upon any appeal in relation

i hereto, proof of the non-entry by the rectifier, dealer, or retailer, upon
llio counterpart of any certificate or form cut or se^Daratcd therefrom,
of the particulars required by law to be entered upon such certificate

;iiid counterpart respectively, on the occasion of his sending out spirits,

ill bo sufficient evidence that the certificate or form was cut and
jiarated by him from its counterpart, not upon the occasion of
sending out spirits from his stock, and for the purpose of such

rtificate properlj' filled up accompanying such spiiits, and the
rectifier, dealer, or retailer shall be convicted of such offence ac-

coi'dingly.

Sect. 173. If any rectifier, dealer, or retailer shall fill up and cut Penalty for fraud-

out from any certificate book delivered to him any certificate as for
cCTtificare'fo? an

the removal of spirits from his own stock, and use such certificate, purpose other

or cause or suffer the same to be used for any other purpose than to t^''^*^ t^^ d"*^
. .

accompany the actual removal and deliverj' of the spirits therein
'"^"^'^^'^ ° ®P^" ^

expressed, or shall deliver or part with, to any person whatever, any
certificate or foi-m of certificate cut out from such book as aforesaid,

although not filled up, or if any rectifier, dealer, or retailer, or other
person shall use any certificate or form of certificate, whether filled up
or not, so that the account of spii'its kept or checked by any officer,

or any examination of spirits by any officer, is or may be frustrated or

evaded, such rectifier, dealer, retailer, or other person so offending
shall forfeit the sum of 500L ; and every person having a licence to

rectify, deal in, or retail spirits shall, upon being convicted of any such
offence as aforesaid, forfeit such licence, and no new excise licence

shall be granted to such person so convicted for the remainder of the
current year of any licence so forfeited.

Sect. 174. No rectifier, dealer, or retailer shall receive any spirits Rectifier, dealer,

not accompanied by a true and lawful permit or certificate as the or retailer, not to

same are respectively required by law, and every rectifier, dealer, and wfthout^a permit
1 utailer respectively shall, immediately on receiving a permit or certi- or certificate, and

ficate, cancel the same by writing in large letters in ink across such *^^° ^^^% ^°
^t

permit or certificate, or in the space prepared for that pui-pose, the ceipt thereof.
*'

word " Eeceived," and the day and hour when received, or shall

otherwise permanently cancel such permit or certificate by lines drawn
in ink across the same, so as to prevent it from being again used for

the removal of spirits ; and every rectifier, dealer, or retailer who
shall I'eceive any spirits without the same being accompanied by a
tme and lawful pennit or certificate, as by law required, shall forfeit

the sum of 100/. ; and all such spirits, or an equal quantity of spirits

of a like kind, to be taken out of any part of his stock, shall also be
forfeited ; and every rectifier, dealer, or retailer receiving any permit
or certificate who shall not cancel the same as aforesaid shall forfeit

the sum of HOI.

Sect. 175. All permits and certificates received with spirits by a rec- Permits and cer-

tifier, dealer, or retailer shall be i)reserved, after being cancelled as g^^'^'^'^f^ ^^^ '^"^'

aforesaid, and shall be delivered by him to the officer who shall first iivered to the"

inspect his premises after the receipt thereof ; and for any neglect officer.

or default in this respect the rectifier, dealer, or retailer shall
forfeit the sum of 50/!. for every such permit or certificate ; but the
penalty shall not be incurred if the permit or certificate have
been lost or destroyed after the expiry of 3 months from the date
thereof.

Sect. 176. Any officer may, at any time, take an account of the stock of dealer

quantity of all spirits in the stock or possession of a dealer or taken^by an^*^
^^

retailer, and if it be found that the quantity of spirits remaining in officer, and any

^he stock or possession of such dealer or retailer exceeds the quantity
therein to if

1! u 9 forfeited.
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without a permit.

wtich. ought to be therein, as appears on balancing the book by thi.s

act directed to be kept by him of spirits received into and sent out of

his stock or possession (all spirits being for that purpose computed at

proof), the excess shall bo deemed to be spirits illegally received ; and
a quantity of spirits equal to such excess shall be forfeited, and may
be seized by any officer out of any part of the stock of such dealer or

retailer, who shall also forfeit the sum of 20.s. for every gallon of such

excess ; and it shall also be lawful for any officer to enter into the

premises of a dealer or retailer, and to examine and take samples of

any spii'its in his stock or possession, paying for such samples the

usual price thereof.

Sect. 177. Every distiller, rectifier, dealer, and retailer respectively

shall, when required by any officer, assist him by a sufficient number
of servants in taking account of his stock, on pain of forfeiting the sum
of 50Z. for any neglect or refusal so to assist.

Sect. 178. No distiller shall be licensed to carry on the trade of a

dealer in spii-its at any place within the distance of 2 miles from his

distillery, unless such place shall first be approved by the commis-
sioners ; and in any case in which a distiller shall, with the approba-
tion of the commissioners, carry on such trade of a dealer at any place

within the distance aforesaid from his distillery, no spirits shall be

sent out or removed from his stock or possession, either as a dealer or

a distiller, without being accompanied by a permit granted by the

proper officer, on pain of forfeiture of such spirits, and of such penalty

as by law is imposed on a distiller for sending out or removing spirits

without a permit.

Sect. 179. No retailer shall be a distiller, rectifier, or compounder
keeping or using a still, or be in any manner interested or concerned
in the trade or business of a distiller, or of such rectifier or com-
pounder, at any premises within two miles of the place of which he is

entered or licensed to carry on the business of a retailer ; andno
person shall be licensed as a retailer in any house or premises having
any communication or way internally or through any inclosed or pri-

vate yard, field, passage, or private road or place, or otherwise than by
a public carriage road, with any house or premises entered or used by
any distiller or bj^ any rectifier or compounder keeping or using a

stiil, and if any retailor shall be a distiUer, or a rectifier or compounder
keeping or using a still, or in any manner interested or concerned in

any such trade or business, contrary hereto, or if any person shall be

licensed as a retailer in any house or premises contrary hereto,

he shall forfeit the sum of 200/.

Sect. 180. If any person shall receive or buy or procure any spirits

otherwise than from a licensed distiller, rectifier, compou,nder, dealer,

or retailer, whose name is painted over the outward door of his entered

premises in the manner required by law, or at some public sale of

spirits sold under the direction of the commissioners of Inland Eevenue
or the commissioners of customs, the person so ofi'ending shall forfeit

the sum of oOOZ. ; but such penalty shall not be incurred by reason of

receiving or buying foreign or colonial spirits from the proper ware-
house of customs in which the same have been deposited on the due
importation thereof, or receiving or buying British spirits from a

warehouse in which the same have been deposited before payment of

duty, or whilst the same are lying openly on the quays on which such

British spirits have been lawfully landed on due removal thereof from
one part of the United Kingdom to another, and from a licensed dis-

tiller or dealer in the case of British spirits.

Sect. 181. No spirits shall bo sent out of the stock or possession of

any distiller, nor shall any spirits be removed from the distillery,

' stillhouse, building, or other place wherein the same were made or

kept by any distiller, without a permit first granted and signed by the

proper officer, upon a request note subscribed by such distiller, or by
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.some person on his behalf, and delivered to the officer, specifying 22. Spirits.

therein the quantity and strength of the spirits, and also specifying

the casks or other vessels containing the same, the person from whom ^^
^ n7^^*'

and place from which, and the person to whom and the place to which,

such spirits are to be sent, and by what mode ofconveyance the same
are intended to be sent, and whether by land or by water, which per-

mit shall be made by the officer to correspond in respect to all the

particulars aforesaid with the request note ; and a reasonable time

shall bo limited and specified in the permit during which the same is

to be in force ; and no permit shall be valid or of any effect if it shall

be granted on any request note not made conformably to the direc-

tions herein contained ; and all spirits which shall be sent out, re-

moved, or carried, or found removing or carrying, without such per-

mit as aforesaid, together with the casks, vessels, and other packages
containing the same, and also the boats and other vessels, and the

horses and other cattle and carriages, made use of in the removal or

conveyance thereof, shall be forfeited ; and if any distiller shall send
out, deliver, or carry, or knowingly permit or suffer to be sent out,

delivered, or carried, any spirits from his stock or possession, or from
any house, building, or other place wherein the same was made, or

kept by him, without such peimit as aforesaid, or with any permit

not corresponding with the spirits in quantity and strength, he shall,

over and above the forfeiture of the said spirits, forfeit the sum of 20s.

for every gallon of the spirits so sent out, carried, or convej'ed, of

whatever strength the same may be, and whether the same shall or

shall not be seized : Provided always, that no permit shall be granted
to a distiller for any less quantity of spirits than 9 gallons contained
in 1 cask.

Sect. 182. If any rectifier or compounder, or dealer or retailer, shall Rectifier, com-

receive, or knowingly suffer to be received, into his stock or possession, pounder, c^eaier,

or shall suffer any other person, for his use or account, to receive any receive any spirits,

spirits, without the same being accompanied with a true and lawful without permit or

permit or certificate duly granted, or if any carrier, boatman, or other
pe'i^'on'c^an'yThe"^

person shall knowingly carry, remove, or transport, or by means of same,

his horse, cattle, cart, vessel, boat, or other conveyance shall know-
ingly suffer to be carried, removed, or transi^orted, or shall be aiding
in carrying, removing, or transporting, any spii-its which by law ought
to be accompanied with a pennit or certificate, without being accom-
panied with a true and lawful permit or certificate duly granted in
that behalf, eveiy person so offending shall forfeit the sum of 200/.

,

over and above every other penalty and forfeiture to which he may be
liable by law ; and all such spirits, and the packages in which
the same shall be contained, and every such horse, cart, vessel,

boat, and other conveyance, and all such cattle, shall also be forfeited.

Sect. 183. No distiller, rectifier, or compounder shall send out or no spirits to be

remove from his stock or possession, nor shall any rectifier or com- sent out or re-

pounder, or dealer or retailer, receive into his stock or possession, any unufss ae°pernTit
spirits unless the pennit or certificate accompanying the same shall or certificate shaii

truly express the sort or kind and strength at the time of the removal ^f^^^'^^P'"®'^^
^^^^

thereof; and all spirits so removed, sent out, or received, not being ^
^^

accompanied with a true and lawful permit or certificate, as by law
required, expressing the sort or kind and strength thereof, shall be
forfeited, and the distiller, rectifier, or compounder so sending out, and
the rectifier or compounder, or dealer or retailer, so receiving such
spirits, shall respectively forfeit the sum of 1001. ; and no rectifier or Rectifiers and
compounder or dealer shall have (except as after mentioned) credit in others to have

stock for any greater quantity of spirits received or found therein than qu^ntity^expres-
for the quantity, comijuted at proof, brought in with such permit or cer- sed in the permit,

tificate as aforesaid delivered to the officer.

Sect. 184. No spirits of a,nj kind whatever exceeding the quantity fU spirits exceed-

of one gallon of spirits at a time, of the same denomination, for the refuowd^b" i°er^^
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same person, shall be removed froraany one place to any other place

^vdthout a trtio and lawrfnl certificate of the proper officer of customs, if

the spirits be removed from a customs warehouse (unless the same be
under bond or removal from one such warehouso to another ware-
house), or without a true and lawful certificate from a rectifier, or a
dealer or retailer, if the spirits be removed from the stock of any such
trader, or without a true and lawful permit if the spirits be removed
from the stock or possession of any other person or from any excise

warehouse ; and all such spirits found removing or removed, without
such permit or certificate accompanying or having accompanied the

same on the last removal thereof (unless the same be under bond as

aforesaid), shall be forfeited, and every person in whose possession

the same are found shall forfeit the sum of lOOZ, or treble the value of

such spirits, at the election of the commissioners of Inland Eevenue,
or the commissioners of customs, or of the person who shall prosecute

for such penalty.

Sect. 185. Any officer of excise or customs, and any officer of the

peace having a commission from the commissioners of Inland Ee-
venue, may stop and detain any person found caiTying or removing
any spirits, and may examine such spirits, and require the production
of a permit or certificate authorising the removal of the same ; and
if any permit or certificate be produced agreeing with the spirits in all

respects, such officer may endorse thereon the time and place of such
examination ; and if any spiiits exceeding the quantity of one gallon

of spirits of the same denomination at a time, for the same person,

shall be carried or removed by any person, without a true and lawful

permit or certificate accompanying the same and authorising the re-

moval thereof, or if any person found carrying or removing spirits, in

such quantity as aforesaid, shall not, on being stopped or detained by
any such officer as aforesaid, forthwith produce a true and lawful per-

mit or certificate authorising the removal thereof, the person so

offending shall incur the penalty of 100?. ; and any such officer as

aforesaid may arrest and detain the offender, and convej^ him before a
justice of the peace, who shall hear and determine, as soon afterwards

as practicable, the charge against the person so arrested, and on his

confession, or on due proof upon oath of his offence, convict him in

the said penalty ; and no such penalty shall be mitigated by any such
justice below the sum of 10?. ; and every person so convicted shall, im-
mediately on such conviction, pay down into the hands of such officer, or

(if he be an officer of the jieace, then) into the hands of the clerk of

such justice, for the order and direction of the commissioners, the

said penalty ; and if the person so convicted shall not forthwith pay
down such penalty, the justice, by warrant under his hand, shall

commit him to any gaol or prison of the county or place, there to be
kept to hard labour for any time not exceeding 6 calendar months
nor less than 1 calendar month, unless the penalty .shall be sooner paid.

Sect. 186. If any person shall deliver, remove, or receive any
spirits, for the removal of which a permit is by law required, without
such permit, or any greater quantity of spirits, or of a different kind
or quality or strength, than shall be expressed in the permit, or,

having obtained a permit, shall not send out therewith the spirits

therein described, or return the said permit to the proper officer

within the time by law required, or if any person shall request,obtain,

or use any permit, or shall cause or suffer any permit to be requested,

obtained, or used, for any other purpose than to accompany the actual

removal and delivery of the spirits as therein expressed, or shall pro-

duce, or cause or suffer to be produced, to any i^erson, any permit as

having been received with any spirits other than as aforesaid, or shall

in any manner use, or cause or suffer to be used, any peiinit .so as

that any account of spirits kept or checked by any officer may be
frustrated or evaded, the person so offending shall forfeit the sum of
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and every permit used for any other purpose than to accompany the re

moval and delivery of the spirits for which the same was granted, and 23 & 24 Vict.

as therein expressed, shall be deemed to be a false permit, and such

unlawful use thereof shall (over and above all other penalties and for-

li'itures) subject the person so using the same to all penalties and for-

ii'itures imposed by law upon any person for using, giving, or

receiving any false permit; and everj^ person having a licence to

ilistil, rectify, or compound, deal in, retail, or sell spirits, shall, upon
1 loing convicted of any such offence as aforesaid, forfeit such licence,

and no new excise licence shall bo granted to him for the remainder of

the current year of any licence so forfeited.

Sect. 187. If a true and lawful permit or certificate shall not be if a permit or

sent with any spirits to the buyer thereof, such spirits shall, if deUv3wfth°*
the same be not seized in the transit for want of such permit or spirits sold they

.ortificate, be forfeited to the buyer thereof, and the seller shall be fa'i be forfeited

. , '. Tin • ^1 4.x, ^ • to the buyer, and
Kuidered incapable of recovering the same, or tlie value or price double the price.

thereof, in any court of law or equity ; and the seller in such case

shall, over and besides the loss of the said spirits, forfeit double the

value of or price agreed to be paid for the same, including the duty
thereon.

Sect. 188. Every permit and certificate respectively for the re-
^g^teaf^/thr'

moval of spirits shall be granted and issued, obtained and used, under removal of spirits

the rules, regulations, and provisions of any act of Parliament regu- to be granted

lilting the granting and issuing of permits and certificates for the re-
"a^fo^ns of*' thfper-

inoval or conveyance of exciseable goods, or in any manner relating mit and certificate

to such permits or certificates (except so far as the same may be laws,

altered and otherwise directed by this act), and all clauses, provisions,

lines, penalties, and forfeitures inflicted or imposed by any such act

shall extend to and be applied in the execution of this act, and to

every permit and certificate respectively which shall be granted for

the removal of any spirits, and to the persons issuing, obtaining, or

using the same.

As to Scales, Weights, Measures, and Fastenings to he iwovided hy

Excise Traders.

Sect. 189. Every excise trader under this act shall provide sufficient Excise traders to

and just scales and weights, and a set of standard measures, for the
J2\<is^^^eighifi,

purpose of weighing, measuring, and taking an account of the spirits, and measures, and

goods, and commodities in his warehouse, stock, or possession, and of ^^'^^g^" °^°^"

any casks or vessels used for the purpose of containing such spirits, same,

goods, or commodities; and such weights and measures shall be
of such denominations respectively as the commissioners shall

require ; and the excise trader shall maintain and keep such scales

and weights and measures in such i:»roper and convenient place in his

distillery, warehouse, or other entered premises as the supervisor

shall approve, and so that the same shall be at all times ready for the

use of the ofiicers ; and the excise trader shall permit and suffer any penalty for pro-

oflBcer to use the same for the purpose aforesaid and shall, with his viding false scales,

servants and workmen, whenever thereto required hy any officer,
^frfs^^i^nd^for***'

weigh or measure, and assist hiin in weighing or measuring, as he practising fraud to

may require, and in taking an account of any such spirits, goods, and prevent a true

commodities as aforesaid ; and for any refusal or neglect on the part taken"
^'"^

of any excise trader to comply with any direction or provision in this

clause contained he shall forfeit the sum of 100/. ; and if any scales or

any weight or measure which shall be so provided shall be false or

unjust or incorrect, or if any excise trader shall use, or permit or

suffer to be used, any false, unjust, or insufficient scales or weight or

measure in the weighing or measuring of any spirits or other goods or

commodities, or shall practise any device or contrivance by which any
oflficer may be prevented from or deceived in taking the just and true
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Excise.

quantity, weight, or measure of any spirits, goods, or commodities, or
of any casks or vessels, the excise trader so offending shall forfeit the
sum of 200Z., and all false, unjust, or insufficient scales, weights, and
measui-es respectively shall be forfeited.

Sect. 190. Wherever any warehouse, storeroom, or other room or
place, or any furnace, or any still or other vessel, or any pipe, plug,
cock, or other utensil belonging to any excise trader, is by this act
directed to be secured and locked by the officers, all fit and proper
fastenings for the purpose of enabling the officers to affix locks there-
to, or otherwise to secure the same, shall be provided and affixed,

repaired and renewed from time to time by the excise trader to the
satisfaction of the proper supervisor for the time being, or other supe-
rior officer, or otherwise such supervisor or officer shall provide and
affix, and repair or renew, such fastenings at the expense of the excise
trader, who shall pay to the proper collector or Supervisor, on demand,
the cost or expense incurred thereby, on pain of forfeiting the sum of
lOOZ. for any neglect or refusal so to do ; but all locks or keys neces-
sary for the purjiose aforesaid shall be provided by the commissioners,
at the expense of the revenue ; and if any excise trader, or his servant
or workman, shall wilfully destroy or damage any such fastening as

aforesaid, or any lock or key belonging thereto, or any lock label, or

shall by any means open, take off, or remove any lock or fastening, or
lock label, or make any way or entrance, or improi^erly gain access or
admittance into any warehouse, storeroom, or other room or place,

furnace, still, or vessel, pipe, plug, cock, or other utensil, or have any
fastening, cock, pipe, plug, or pump so constructed that security

intended to be obtained by any lock or fastening may be defeated, the
excise trader shall, whether such offence bo committed by himself or
his servant or workman, forfeit the sum of 500Z.

Supplying Spirits to be unlawfully retailed, andhaviny in possession

Spirits not Duty-paid.

Sect. 191. If any person shall knowingly sell or deliver or cause to

be sold or delivered any quantity of spirits to any other person, to the

end that the same may be unlawfully retailed or consumed or carried

into consumption, the person so offending shall forfeit over and above
all other penalties, the sum of 100^.

Sect. 192. If any person shall knowingly buy, or receive, or have in

his possession, any spirits after the same shall have been removed from
the place where the same ought to have been charged with the duty pay-
able in respect thereof, and before the duty to which the same shall be
liable has been charged and paid or seciired to be paid, or before such
sijirits have been lawfully condemned as forfeited, such person, whether
he have or claim any proi^erty or interest therein or not, shall forfeit

treble the value of such spirits, according to and at the rate and i)rico

which the best spirits of the like kind and strength shall sell for in

London at the time when such penalty shall be incurred, and the
sjnrits shall also be forfeited.

Itetuiliny and usiny Spirits in Gaols.

Sect. 193. No licence shall be gi-anted for the retailing of spirits

within any gaol, prison, or house of correction, and all licences

granted to the contrary hereof shall be void and of no effect ; and if

any gaoler, keeper or officer of any gaol, prison or house of correction,

shall sell, use, lend, or give away any spirits, or knowingly permit or
suffer any spirits to be sold, used, lent or given away in such gaol,

prison, or house of con-ection, or brought into the same, other than
and except such spirits as shall bo prescribed or given by the pre-
scription and direction of a regular physician, sui'geon, or apothecary,
and supplied in ])ursuance of such prescription from the shop of some
regular apothecai'y, such gaoler, keei)er, or officer shall forfeit the
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sum of 100?., and if, being convicted of any such oflPence,_lie shall 22. Spirits.

iLi^niin offend in like manner, and be thereof a second tirne law-

iullv convicted, such second offence shall be deemed a forfeiture of 23&24Vict,
Iff! c. 114.
his oiiice.

Sect. 194. Any justice of the peace, upon information upon oath Justices upon in-

lliat any spirits are kept and disposed of in any gaol, prison, or house
sp™tt'ar" k^pt

(if correction, may enter and search, or authorise and empower by and disposed of in

warrant under his hand any constable, headborough, or other peace any
^'''°^li'^'':' "i''^

otlicer to enter and search, any such gaol, prison, or house of correc- and empowe'rany
lion ; and in case any spirits shall be found therein (except such as are constable to seize

directed to be u^od medicinally as aforesaid) such constable, head- *^^ '*'"°*'-

borough, or other peace officer shall seize such spirits, and cause the

same to be forthwith staved and destroyed.

Hawking Spirits and selling Spirits in unlicensed places.

Sect. 195. No person shall hawk, or sell, or expose to sale, any Persons hawking

spirits, by whatever name the same may be called, in or about the ?^ unilcfnsed"*^
streets, highways, or other places, or in or from any boat or other places to forfeit

vessel upon the water, or in any other manner or place whatsoever, t^^e same and a

oxccpt in a place duly licensed for that purpose, upon pain of forfeit- be'conmiUted^to^

iiig all such spirits and the sum of 100/. ; and any justice of the peace the house of cor-

may, on his own view or on the confession of the party, or bydue p^y'^^^j^^^';^'"'^"""

proof on oath made of such offence, convict any person so offending

;

and the person convicted shall immediately on such conviction pay the

said sum of lOOZ., or some mitigated amount to which such justice may
I) link proper to mitigate the same, not being less than one fourth part

thereof; and on nonpayment thereof the justice shall by warrant
under his hand commit the offender to hard labour in the house
of correction of the county or place for the space of 3 calendar

months, to be reckoned from the day of the said commitment, and
the i)erson so committed shall not be discharged until he shall have
paid the said sum of money, or until the fuU expiration of the said 3

months.
Sect. 196. It shall be lawful for any justice of the peace, on infer- justice of peace,

mation upon oath made befoi'e him against any person for hawking or "pon information

selling or exposing to sale any spirits contrary to this act, to issue his wammt tolipprc-°

warrant under his hand, to bo directed to any constable or other minis- hend persons

terial officer of the peace, for apprehending such offender, and bringing l^^^vi^'ng spirits,

him before such justice, in order to such offender being dealt with
according to law.

Sect. 197. And it shall also be lawfu.1 for any person whomsoever to Any person may
seize and detain any person who shall hawk or sell or expose to sale

of *spirits^^'r^d^^
in manner aforesaid any spirits, by whatsoever name they may be give notice"to a
called, for such reasonable time as may enable him to give notice to peace officer, who

the constable, headborough, tythingman, chui'chwarden, overseer of the offender^fore a
poor, or some other j)eace or parish officer, who is hereby required to justice.

carry the person so seized and detained before a justice of the peace ;

and such justice shall proceed to the examination of the person so
brought before him for such offence, in the same manner as if such
person had been apprehended and brought before him under such
warrant as aforesaid.

-4s to the Acquittal and lleward of Informers.

Sect. 198. On the commission of any offence against this act, either Either of the

of the offending parties who shall first discover and inform against the ?ffendiug parties

other, before any information has been lodged against the informing the"oSer^sha?i he
partj' for such offence, shall, upon conviction of the person against acquitted of his

whom such information shall be given, be discharged and acquitted "^^"^ penalty,

from all penalties to which, at the time of such information given, the
informing party may be liable by reason of any such offence com-
mitted by him ; and the evidence of the informing party shall, on any
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Sect. 199. AVhere any person shall be lawfully convicted of any
offence against this act, and the pecuniary penalty imposed for such
offence shall not be paid, and cannot be levied, or the person incurring
such penalty is not able to pay the same, but in lieu thereof is sent to

prison, the commissioners may cause such reward as they shall think
fit, not exceeding 50Z. in each case, to be paid to the respective

persons who shall appear to them to be entitled thereto as informers,
and in such shares and proportions as they shall think fit, out of any
monies in their hands arising from any penalties or forfeitures under
the excise laws.

As to Persons opposing the Law, and Peace Officers refusing to aid in

executing it.

Sect. 200. If any person shall, armed with any offensive weapon, or

in a violent manner, with staves or stones, rescue any offender

arrested, or any goods or chattels seized under this act, or shall pre-

vent such arrest or seizure, or shall assault, beat, or wound anj^ officer

or other person acting in his aid, or any person who shall have given
or be about to give information against, or shall have discovered or

given evidence against, or be about to discover or give evidence
against, or shall seize or bring to justice, any person offending against
this act, or who shall have seized or be about to seize or examine
any goods or chattels as forfeited under this act, or shall forcibly

oppose the execution of any of the powers given by this act, or who,
being so armed, or with such violence as aforesaid, shall offer

or threaten so to do, every person so offending, and his aiders

and abettors, thereof lawfully convicted, shall be adjudged to be
guilty of felony, and shall be kept in penal servitude for the tenn of

7 years.

Sect. 201. And if any constable or other ministerial officer of the
peace shall refuse or neglect, upon due notice or request, or on his

own view, to be aiding in the execution of this act, he shall, on being
thereof duly convicted before a justice of the peace, forfeit the sum
of 201. (a).

23 & 24 Vict. c. 129, imposes new duties upon spirits distilled in the
United Kingdom and in the Channel Islands.

By the 29 & 30 Vict. c. G4. s. 7, It shall be lawful for the commis-
sioners of Inland Eevenue to permit a licensed distiller, rectifier, or
compounder to fix and use in his distillery or premises, subject to such
regulations as they think fit, any vessel, utensil, cock, plug, pump, pipe,

or fastening which shall be approved of by them, in addition to or in lieu

of any vessel, utensil, cock, plug, pump, pipe, or fastening prescribed
and required by the act passed in the twenty-third and twenty-fourth
years of the reign of her jiresent Majesty, chapter one hundred and
fourteen, and also for the said commissioners to withdraw such per-
mission whenever they shall think jjroper to do so ; and every such
vessel, utensil, cock, plug, pump, pipe, or fastening shall, so long as
the same shall be used with the pennission of the said commissioners,
but no longer, be deemed to be a vessel, utensil, cock, plug, pump,
pipe, or fastening prescribed and required by the said act ; and all the
provisions, penalties, and forfeitures contained in or imj)osed bj' the
said act, or any other act in force relating to any vessel, utensil, cock,
pump, pipe, or fastening used by or on the premises of a distiller,

rectifier, or compounder, shall, so far as the same shall be applica-
ble, extend and apply to every vessel, utensil, cock, plug, piimp.

(a) 25 & 26 Viet. c. 84, s. 2, de-

clares that uotliinE; in tliis act or

schedules is to affect au}' other duties

thau the duties of excise or .spirits.
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"' ^^'^^^ ^^^'
IS & 19 Vict. c. 38.

As to Methylated Spirit.

Bj'tlie 18 & 19 Vict. c. 38, the manufacture of methjdated spirit is

allowed duty free, the clauses imposing penalties are those printed in

the text, viz., ss. 8, 11, 12, 13, 16; the other sections contain provi-

sions as to the manufacture. By sect. 3, an annual licence of lOZ. lOs.

is to be taken out by all manufacturers of methylated^ _ spirit. As

to methylated spirits made from rum, sec 26 & 27 Vict. c. 102,

8S. 1—4.
18 & 19 Vict. c. 38, s. 1. A mixtru-e of spirit of wine and methyhc

alcohol may bo allowed duty-free for use in the arts or manufactures.

hicct. 2. The mixture to be termed methylated spirit.

Sect. 3. Persons (other than distillers or rectifiers) authorised to

make methylated spirit to pay for a licence for that purpose.

Sect. 4. Places of mixing to be approved and entered, and removal

of articles for mixing and of methylated spirit to be made under the

regulations of the commissioners.

Sect. 5. Wood naphtha, &c., to be inspected by officer before mixing,

uud commissioners may provide same.

Sect. 6. Commissioners may provide Avarehouses and labour for

mixing and storing methylated spirit for a certain payment.

Sect. 7. A stock account to be kept of methylated spirit in the pos-

sfssion of every maker. Excess of stock to be forfeited, and deficiency

to be charged with duty.

Sect. 8. No methylated spirit shall be sold, sent out, or delivered
^''^g^^^Qi*®'Jy®P|"*

from any place other than a warehouse, building, or store-room ap- „niy''from an

proved and duly entered as aforesaid for the mixing or storing of such entered place, and

spirit, or otherwise than in vessels containing not less than 10 {h) gallons, ^°3f"'"'^ ^^' ''

each distinctly labelled with the words "methylated spirit," and ac-

companied by a proper permit or other such document as the said com-
missioners may order or direct to be used to accompany such spirit on
the removal thereof ; and if any person shall imlawfully or improperly Penalty for nn-

sell, send out, deliver, or remove any methylated spirit, contrary to
ren/oval^soT'^and

any of the provisions of this act, or the regulations of the said com- forfeiture of "the

missioners to bo made in this behalf, he shall forfeit the sum of oOL, spirit,

and such methylated spirit shall be forfeited and may bo seized by any
officer of excise.

Sect. 11. All permits, certificates, forms of requisition, and other Enactments in

documents to be used under the provisions of this act shall be provided ^°™^^ '^°^^^^ *"

in the manner directed by the 3 Will. 4, c. 16, as to permits, and by the uficates to be°ap-

11 & 12 Vict. c. 121, as to certificates, forms of requisition, and other lied to permits,

such documents as aforesaid; and aU clauses, regulations, pains,
un'derThis'act'''

penalties, and forfeitures contained in or enacted by the said several

acts in relation to permits and certificates respectively shall be applied

and enforced with respect to the permits, certificates, forms of requisi-

tion, and other documents to be used under the provisions of this act,

for the purpose of preventing, detecting and punishing all frauds,

forgeries, and other offences committed in relation to such last-men-
tioned permits and certificates, and to such forms of requisition and
other documents respectively, and for all other purposes incident to the
use thereof.

Sect. 12. Every person so licensed or authorised as aforesaid to Persons ordering

receive methylated spirit shall, on ordering the same from the maker methylated spirits

thereof, correctly fill up the form of requisition with the proper quantity ti'on and counter-
to be ordered and other particulars which may be required by any foil, and produce

1 the latter to officer

When required.

(a) Sections 8, 10 & 16 of this act are provisions of 21 & 25 Vict. c. 91.

repealed as to persons duly licensed to {b) Altered from 10 to 5 by a bill

retail methylated spirits mider the now passing through Parliament.
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regulation of the said commissioners to be inserted in such requisition,

and he shall also correctly fill up the counterfoil of such requisition

with all such particulars as aforesaid, and retain such counterfoil,

and produce and deliver the same to any officer of excise, who may
require to inspect the same, under the penalty of 50^. for any neglect,

omission, or refusal in respect of any matter or thing in this clause

enjoined or required to be done.

Sect. 13. It shall be lawful for any officer of excise, in the daytime,

to enter and inspect the premises where methylated spirit is or may be
used by any person licensed or authorised as aforesaid to use the same

;

and it shall also be lawful for any such officer to inspect, examine,
and take samples from all such methylated spirit as he may there find,

paying a reasonable compensation for such samples; and if any person
.shall refuse to allow such officer to enter any such premises, or to

make such insj)ection or examination, or to take any such sample as

aforesaid, such person so refusing shall forfeit the sum of 50/.

Sect. 14. Commissioners may revoke authority to make or use
methylated spirit, or approval of places for making or storing same.

Sect. 15. Makers not to supply methylated spirit to persons whose
authority to use the same is revoked.

Sect. ic. No person, other than a distiller, or rectifier, or licensed

person authorised respectively to make methylated spirit, or a person
licensed or authorised, under the provisions of this act, to receive and
use methylated spirit, shall have any such spirit in his possession

;

and if any methylated spirit shall be found in the possession of any
distiller, or rectifier, or person licensed to make such spuit, othei'wise

than in a room or place duly entered for making, mixing, or storing

such spirit, or if any methylated spirit shall be found in the possession

of any person not licensed or authorised as aforesaid, except on the

removal thereof accompanied by a proper permit or certificate in that

behalf, all such methylated spirit so found as aforesaid shall be for-

feited, and may be seized by any officer of excise, and the person in

whose possession the same shall be found shall forfeit the sum of lOOZ.

By the 24 & 25 Yict. c. 91, after reciting 18 & 19 Vict. c. 38,

any person, not being a distiller or rectifier of sj^irits, or a dealer in or

retailer of beer, spirits, wdne, or sweets, may take out an excise

licence authorising him to receive and sell methylated spirit in the

([uantity allowed by this act, upon payment of the annual duty on
such licence of 2L 2s. ; and everj^ person taking out such licence shall

be called " a retailer of methylated spirit ;
" and so far as regards any

person duly licensed to retail methylated sj^irit under the provisions of

this act, and so far also as regards any person who shall purchase any
such spirit from such licensed person, and the spirit so pm-chased,

sections 8, 10, & 16 of the said last-mentioned act shall be and the

same are hereby repealed.

By 30 & 31 Vict. c. 90, s. 18, the licence duty was reduced fi-om

21. 2s. to 10s.

Sect. 2. Every licence granted under this act for the sale of methy-
lated spirit shall be renewed on the 1st day of October in every year,

and shall be granted and renewed in like manner as other excise

licenses are granted and renewed, and under and subject to the

provisions and regulations of the 6 Geo. 4, c. 81 : see ante, under
Excise Licences.

Sect. 3. No person licensed as aforesaid shall sell or deliver any
gi-eater quantity of methylated spirit than one gallon at a time to or

for the use of the same person ; nor shall such licensed person receive

into or have in his stock, custody, or possession a greater quantity

than 50 gallons of such spirit at one and the same time ; or receive

i'l) Sec r.oto to .sect, 8, a}'/'-, ]>. 37D.
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into his stock, custody, or possession any sucli spii-it otherwise than 22. Spirits.

liom a distiller or rectifier of spirits, or licensed person specially

authorised to make methylated spirit under the provisions of the 18 & --^ * 25 Vict. c 91.

19 Vict. c. 28 (a), and accompanied by a proper permit or other such
document as the commissioners of Inland Revenue may order or direct

to be used to accompany such spirit on the removal thereof, nor until

he shall have made entry according to the laws of excise in force in

relation to entries of the particular rooms or places in which he
intends to keep and sell such spirit {h) ; nor shall any such person

licensed under this act keep or seU any such spirit in any room or

place not duly entered as aforesaid ; and provided always, that every

such person licensed as last-mentioned shall at all reasonable times

produce the whole of his stock of such spirit to any officer of excise

Avho shall desire to examine the same, and shall keep such account of

the stock and sale of such spirit as the commissioners of Inland

Eevenue shall order and direct from time to time; and if any j)erson Penalty for offend-

licensed under this act shall oflfend in any of the particulars in this
t^fg'^^e^^^oJ'j^

^°

clause mentioned, he shall forfeit for eveiy offence the sum of 501.
;

and all spirit received into or found in his stock, custody, or posses-

sion contrary hereto shall be forfeited, and may be seized by any
officer of excise.

Sect. 4. Distillers who are makers of methylated spirit may supply

licensed makers of such spirit.

Sect. o. Every person, not being a distiller or rectifier of spirits, or Penalty for selling

other person duly authorised or specially licensed by the commis-
™it'j^oJ|t Ucerwe"*

sioners of Inland Eevenue to mix and make methylated spirit,

who shall sell any such spirit in any quantity without having in

force a licence in that behalf granted under the authority of this

act, shall forfeit the sum of oOl. over and above all other penalties to

which he may be liable under any other act or acts in force.

Sect. 6. If any person whatever shall colour, purify, flavour, mix. Methylated spirit

or prepare, or attempt to colour, purify, flavour, mix, or prepare, any not to be^prepared

methylated spirit in any manner to fit, or with intent to fit, such beverage,

spirit for use as a beverage, or for mixing with any beverage, or shall

sell any such spirit, whether coloured, purified, flavoured, mixed or

prepared in any manner or not, as and for a beverage, or mixed with
any beverage, he shall forfeit for every such ofience the sum of lOOZ.,

and the spirit shall also be forfeited.

By 29 & 30 Vict. c. 64, s. 8, No person shall use methylated spirit 29 &, 30 Vict. c. 64.

or any derivative thereof in the manufacture, composition, or prepara- Methylated spirit

tion of any article whatsoever capable of being used either wholly or "°^ ^° ^® ^^®'^ ^^

partially as a beverage or internally as a medicine ; and if any person medicin^
shall use methylated spirit or any derivative thereof in the manufac-
txu-e, composition, or preparation of any article as aforesaid, or shall
sell or have in his possession any such article in the manufacture, com-
position, or preparation whereof any methylated spirit, or any deriva-
tive thereof, shall have been used, he shall forfeit the sum of 100/.,

and such article shall be forfeited, together with the vessels or pack-
ages containing the same : Pi'ovided always, that nothing herein con-
tained shall apply to the use of methylated spirit, or any derivative
thereof, in the manufacture, composition, or preparation of sulphuric
ether or chloroform, or prevent the sale or possession of any sul-
phuric ether or chloroform : Provided also, that nothing herein con-
tained shall prejudice or aSect the power of the commissioners of
Inland Eevenue to allow methylated spirits to be used by such persons
as they may authorise in such branches of the arts and manufac-

(a) By a bill now passing through from another retailer.

Parliament, a retailer of methylated (6) See mite, p. 367, as to entry of
spirit may receive niethj-lated spirit room for storing spirits,

not exceeding a gallon at one time
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22. Spirits,

29 & 30 Vict. c. C4

No alteration to
be made iii

" finish" made
from methylated
spirit.

28 tfe 29 Vict. c. 9C,

Liquids contain-
ing purified mo-
thylic alcohol to
be deemed low
wines for dis-

tilling purposes,
and persons dis-
tilling the same
to be deemed
distillers.

Preparation of
methylic alcohol
for distilling

spirits to be car-
ried on only in a
licensed distillery.

Rules and regu-
lations under
which the dis-

tilling of spirit.s

from such low
wines is to be car-

ried on.

Spirits to be
chargeable with
excise duty.

tures of tlie United Kingdom as the said commissioners may sanction
or approve.

Sect, 9, If any person shall, after any methylated spirit shall have
been mixed with gum resin for forming the mixture known as
" finish," or any like mixture, separate the gum resin from the said

methylated spirit, or alter the said mixture in any manner except by
adding thereto a further quantity of gum resin, or any article for the
sole purpose of colouring the same, he shall forfeit the sum of 200/.,

and the said spirit and mixture respectively so separated or altered as

aforesaid shall be forfeited, together with the vessels or other packages
containing the same,

28 & 29 Vict, c. 96, s. 27. And whereas it is discovered that potable
sjnrits may be obtained from methylic alcohol by distilling the same
after certain processes of purification, by which it is freed from the
unpalatable flavours which pertain to it in its crude state, and it is

expedient to subject such spirits to the duty of excise chargeable on
spuits : Be it enacted, that any liquid containing or having mixed
therewith methylic alcoholwhich shall have been purified or jDrepared for

distillation by means of filtration, or any other process which may free

it or be intended to free it wholly or partially from any flavour or
odour which might otherwise pertain to it, shall be deemed to be low
wines for the purpose of distillation within the meaning of the laws of
excise relating to the distilling of spirits ; and every person making,
preparing, or having in his possession any such low wines, and
having also a still, shall be deemed to be a distiller liable to the
several duties, j)enalties, and forfeitures imposed by law on distillei.s

of spirits.

Sect, 28, Methylic alcohol which shall have undergone any such
process of filtration or j)urification as aforesaid shall be deemed to

have been so prepared for the purpose of distilling spirits therefrom,

and no person other than a person duly licensed as a distiller of

spiiits shall so prepare or purify any methylic alcohol, nor shall any
such process as aforesaid be commenced or carried on elsewhere than
on premises duly licensed as a distillery, and of which, together
with the stills, vessels, and utensils to be used therein, due entry
shall have been made with the officers of excise, under pain of such
penalties and forfeitures and liability to seizure for any breach of this

enactment as would or might be incurred by any act done in contra-

vention of the 28 & 24 Vict. c. 114, s. 8.

Sect. 29. The distilling of sj)irits from any such low wines as afore-

said shall be carried on under and subject to the like rules, regula-
tions, and conditions as are prescribed by the laws in force in relation

to the distilling of spirits, and the spirits produced by such distillation

shall be deemed to be British spirits chargeable with the duties of

excise, and shall be subject to all the laws, provisions, and regulations

relating to British spirits : Provided always, that where it shall be
made to appear to the commissioners of Inland Eevenue that any of

such rules, regulations, or conditions are inapplicable to the making,
preparing, or distilling of such low wines as aforesaid, or impose too

great a restriction on such distillation, it shall be lawful for the

said commissioners to relax or dispense with any of such rules, re-

gulations, or conditions, and to frame others in lieu thereof for the

purpose of regulating and facilitating the business of the said dis-

tillation, and otherwise in relation thereto, as they shall see fit in

that behalf.

See as to manufacture of methylated spirit from rum, 26 & 27 Vict.

c, 102, ss. 1—4, under title Customs.

(23.) Stage C^ieriages.

The existing duties of excise on stage carriage licences will be found

ante, p, 198. For the acts imposing new duties on stage carriages, and
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regulating the granting of licences to keep tlie same, see title, Stage 26. Sweets and

(AKBIAGES AND PoST HORSES, in Vol. IV. jlfarfe Wines.

(24.) Stills.

[9 & 10 Vict. c. 90 ; 24 & 25 Vict. c. 91.]

9 & 10 Vict. c. 90, s. 1, imposes a duty upon licences to keep a still

hy persons not being distillers, rectifiers, or compounders of spirits, or

vinegar maker, and a penalty of oOZ. is by s. 2 imposed on any one

keeping a still or retort without such licence.

2-1 & 25 Vict. c. 91, s. 23, enables officers of the excise to enter the

]H'emises of persons keeping such retort or still between the hours of

11 r.ir. and 5 A.M., but in the presence of a constable.

(25.) SuGAB, Home-made.

The duties of excise on home-made sugar, and the acts regulating

the manufactui-e, are the 1 Vict. c. 57, 3 & 4 Vict. c. 57, the 27 Vict.

c. 18, and the 30 & 31 Vict. c. 10. It seems unnecessary to print the

sections at length, because the manufacture is practically extinct. In

the last annual report of the commissioners of Inland Eevenue, the

gross receipts of duty under this head appear to be nil.

(26.) Sweets or made Wines (a).

By the 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 77, s. 9, the duties and drawbacks of excise 4 & 5 WiU. 4, c 1'.

on sweets or made wines, and all duties upon licences required to be
^^"J.^ilf^gpe^fJI'^"

taken out by any maker of sweets or made wines, were repealed (save

and except any arrear, &c.).

But by sect. 10 it is enacted that nothing herein contained shall ^^fjs'^^es on^re-^

extend or be deemed or construed to extend to repeal or affect
_
any j^^'^^q* ,°g ^gg'^^^^g^j^

duty on licences to bo taken out by retailers of sweets or made wines,

or mead or metheglin, but all such licences shall continue to be taken

out in the same manner as if this act had not passed.

Sect. 11. And for declaring who shall be deemed a retailer of sweets Persons selling

after the said 10th day of October, 1834, when the said duties on i^^Tn any'i^ss
'

sweets are to cease and determine, be it enacted, that every person quantity than 15

who shall sell or send out any liquor made by infusion, fei-mentation,
|ee^^d*retoilers.

or otherwise, from fruit or sugar mixed with other materials, com-
monly called sweets or made wines, or any mead or metheglin, in any
loss quantity than in a whole cask containing 15 gallons, shall be
deemed and taken to be a retailer of sweets, and shall take out a licence

accordingly.

By 23 & 24 Vict. c. 113, s. 1, there is imposed for and upon a licence 23 & 24 Vict.

to be taken out yearly by every person who shall sell any kind of q^ licences' to
sweets or made wines, or mead or metheglin, in any quantity amount- dealer in sweets

ing to 2 gallons or upwards, or in 1 dozen or more reputed quart or made wines.

bottles at one time, the duty of ol. os. (6).

23 & 24 Vict. c. 113, s. 7. Every person who shall sell any kind of
^^^^^g^^f^fto

sweets or made wines, or mead or metheglin, in any quantity amount- take out licence'

ing to two gallons or upwards, or in one dozen or more reputed quart annually,

bottles at one time, shaU. annually take out a licence in that behaK
under this act on pain of forfeiting the sum of oOl. for any neglect or
omission to take out such licence.

23 & 24 Vict. c. 113, s. 21. By sweets or made wines in this act is

meant any liquor made by fermentation from fruit and sugar, or from
fruit or sugar mixed with any other material and commonly called
sweets or made wines.

Tea, see title, Coffee, ante, p. 285.

(a) See Eefreshment Hotjses.
{b) By sect. 6 these duties are to be collected as excise duties.
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27. Tobacco and
Smiff.

26 & 27 Vict. e. 33,

30 & 31 Vict. c. 90,

Licence.

3 & 4 Vict. c. IS.

Discontinuance of
excise survey on
tobacco.

Manufactni'cri? of
tobacco or snuff to
enter their pre-
mises with the
excise.

Officers of excise
may enter pre-
mises, and exa-
mine tobacco and
sniiflf therein.

Leaf or unmanvi-
factured tobacco
not to be received
into a manufac-

(27.) Tobacco and Snuff.

[3 & 4 Vict, c. 18, p. 384 ; 5 & 6 Vict. c. 93, (p. 386)
.s. 25 (p. 390) ; 27 & 28 Vict. c. 56, s. ] 3 (p. 390)

;

s. 8 (p. 384), and s. 19 (p. 387).]

Tlie law respecting tte importation and exportation of tobacco is

under the nianagement of the customs. See ante, title Customs,
For the amount of the annual excise licence required to be taken

out by every manufacturer of tobacco or snuff under the provisions of

the 6 Geo, 4, c, 81 (a), increased by the additional bl. per cent, by the
3 Vict, c, 17, see ante, p, 199,

The 3 & 4 Vict, c, 18, intituled, " An Act to discontinue the excise

suiTey on tobacco, and to provide other regulations in lieu thereof,"
(3rd July, 1840),

Sect, 2. That every manufacturer of tobacco or snuff in the United
Kingdom shall make a true entry of every workhouse, storehouse,
room, shop, and place by him made use of, or intended to be made use
of, for the manufacturing, storing, keeping, and selling of tobacco
or snuff, by delivering such entry to the officer of excise in whose
survey his manufactory or premises shall be situated ; and in every
such entry every workhouse, storehouse, room, shop, and place shall

be distinguished by a particular number or letter, or number and letter,

or letters ; and every such workhouse, storehouse, room, shop, and
place shall also be kept marked, and numbered with the like dis-

tinguishing numbers or letters, or number and letters, correspond-
ing to the description thereof in the entry ; and in defatilt thereof such
manufacturer, shall, for every workhouse, storehouse, room, shoii, or
place not entered, or not marked or numbered, forfeit 100/., together
with all tobacco and snuff found therein (i).

By the 30 &, 31 Vict, c, 90, s, 8, so much of any act as requii-es a
dealer in and retailer of tobacco and snuff to make entry of any pre-
mises for storing, keeping, or selling tobacco and snuff is repealed;
provided that where a manufacturer of tobacco or snuff shall be a
dealer therein or a retailer thereof in any premises adjoining his

manufactory, such premises shall be entered with the manufactory.
But by s, 9, s, 25 of 6 Geo, 4, c. 81 {ante, p. 206) is to remain in force.

By s, 10, any officer of excise at any time (but if between the hours
of 1 1 at night and 5 in the morning, then in the presence of a constable
or other lawful peace officer) may enter into the premises of every
person who shall sell or deal in, or who shall have taken out a licence

to sell or deal in tobacco or snuff, and examine all tobacco or sniiff

in the premises of such person.
Sect. 3. That it shall bo lawful for any officer of excise at any time,

but between the hours of 10 in the evening and 6 in the morning only,
with the assistance of a constable or other peace officer, to enter into
any workhouse, storehouse, room, shop, or place made use of by any
manufacturer of, dealer in, or retailer of tobacco or snuff, for the
manufacturing, keeping, or selling of any tobacco or snuff, and to

inspect and examine all tobacco or snuff therein ; and every manufac-
turer of, dealer in, and retailer of tobacco or snuff, who shall, on
demand, refuse to show to any officer of excise any tobacco or snuff in

his custody or possession, or shall conceal from the sight or inspection
of any officer of excise any tobacco or snuff, shall forfeit 200Z,, together
with all the tobacco or snuff so concealed.

Sect. 4. That no manufacturer of tobacco or snuff shall receive into
any workhouse, storehouse, room, shop, or place, or into his custody
or possession, any leaf or unmanufactured tobacco of any description

(a) See sect. 9 of the 3 & 4 Vict. c. 18, jwas^.'p. 385, as to licence duty,
(i) This section is altered pursuant to 3U & 31 Vict. c. 90, s, 8,
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othei'wiso than from the warehouse in which the same shall be ware- 27. Tobacco and
housed, under the laws and regulations of the revenue of customs, and Snuff.

ill the same hogsheads, cask, chest, or package, with the same marks
and numbers thereon, in which the same shall be cleared and delivered ^ * 4 Vict. c. is.

from such warehouse, on payment of the duty (save and except in the
fro^ warehouse''

ciiso of samples duly ticketed and certified by the proper ofldcer of and accompanied

customs), nor without a true and lawful permit granted by the proper '^y permit.

ollicer of excise, under the laws and regulations of excise relating to

permits accompanying such tobacco; and every manufacturer of

tobacco or snuff who shall receive or have in his custody or possession

any leaf or unmanufactured tobacco, contrary to the directions afore-

said, shall forfeit the same, and 200?. for every such offence.

By 11 & 12 Vict. c. 122, s. 26, tobacco on removal from custom
warehouses for home consumption is to be accompanied by a certificate

or dupUcate of bill of entry.

Sect. 5. That every manufacturer of tobacco or snuff who shall Permit to be de-

rccoive into his custody or possession any leaf or unmanufactured Uvered up on next

tobacco shall, on the next visit of the ofiicer of excise under whose
^^^

survey he shall be, produce and deliver up to such officer the permit
which shall have accompanied such tobacco, and shall also, if required,

show to such officer all such tobacco, or in case of any part thereof

having been laid down for manufacture before the visit of the officer, so

much thereof as shall remain, on pain of forfeiting for every omission
or neglect 200Z. , and all such leaf or unmanufactui-ed tobacco.

Sect. 6. That no leaf or unmanufactured tobacco of any description. No leaf or unma-

save and except such samples as aforesaid, shall be carried or removed
^o^j^acco ttfbe rc-

from any part or place in the United Kingdom to any other place or moved without

part thereof, without a true and lawful permit granted by the proper permit,

officer of excise, under the rules and regulations of 2 & 3 Will. 4, c. 16.

Sect. 8. That a book prepared with proper and distinct columns for A book to be deli-

the purpose, shall be delivered by the proper officer of excise to every
t^ygrs'^wbo shalf'

manufactiu'er of tobacco or snuflF; and every such manufacturer shall, enter therein aU

on the same day on which he shall receive any leaf or unmanufactured tobacco received,

tobacco, or any stalks or returns of tobacco, write and enter in such ^^ fronfwhom
"

book as aforesaid, in the proper column prepared for such purpose, the received, <Stc.

day when, and the number of pounds weight of leaf or unmanufactured
tobacco, stalks, or returns of tobacco, which he shall have so received,

and the christian and surname of the person from whom and the place

from which he shall have received the same ; and every such manufac- such book to bo

turer shall keep such book, with all entries made therein, in some open to inspoc-

public and open part of his entered premises, for the inspection of the ^^°^'

officers of excise, and shall deliver up every such book as aforesaid to

any officer of excise demanding the same, and permit him to make any
minute therein or any extract therefrom, which such ofiicer shall think
fit ; and every manufacturer of tobacco who shall receive any leaf or penalty for de-

unmanufactured tobacco, stalks, or returns of tobacco into his custody fault, 200J.

or possession, and shall not make entry of the particulars thereof as
aforesaid within the time hereinbefore required, or who shall not keep
such book as aforesaid, or shall not deliver up the same to any ofiicer of
excise, on demand, or shall obstruct or hinder any officer of excise in
making any minute therein or extract therefrom, or shaU convey away
or conceal the same, or destroy or tear out any leaf therefrom, or make
any false entry therein, or fraudulently alter any entry therein, shall
forfeit 200Z., together with all the leaf or unmanufactured tobacco,
stalks, or returns of tobacco of which due entry shall not have been
made in such book.

Sect. 9, reciting that the duty imposed on licences taken out by Licence duty on
manufacturers of tobacco or snuff is^ rated according to the quantity of manufacturer of

tobacco and snuff work weighed out for manufacture, and after the to^be rat°ed'''on the
commencement of this act such quantities will not be weighed, nor any quantities entered

account thereof kept by the officers of excise ; enacts, That every f"'" manufacture.
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27\ Tobacco and manufacturer of tobacco or snuff shall, for exevy licence to be taken

Snuf. out by him under the provisions of 6 Geo. 4, c. 81, pay such amount

—T of duty as shall, according to the rates by the said act imposed, appear
3 & 4 Vict. c. 18. ^^ ^^ payable in respect of the quantity of leaf or unmanufactured

tobacco, stalks, and returns o£ tobacco shown by the permits and by
the entries in the said book to have been brought in or received by
him in the year previous to taking out such licence.

Manufacturer of Sect. 10. That every mauufactiirer of tobacco or snuff shall, at the

on^applicatlon'fOT *i™^ ^^ applying for his licence in each year, produce to the collector

licence, to produce or other officer of excise avithorised to grant Hcenccs, the said book
his book, and hereinbefore required to be kept, with the qualities of leaf tobacco,

S\nith o^'cntrfes stalks, and returns of tobacco received, as entered in the respective

therein. columns, duly cast up and brought to totals ; and such manufacturer

shall, before being granted any new licence, make before the said

collector or other officer who is hereby authorised to receive the same
a declaration in writing under the provisions of 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 62,

setting forth and declaring that the said book does contain a full, true,

particular and just account of all leaf or unmanufactured tobacco,

stalks, and returns of tobacco of every description received by him in

the year preceding the 5th day of July then last past ; and if such

declaration shall be false or untrue in any particular the manufacturer

making the same shall be subject to the pains and punishment pre-

scribed by the said recited act, 5 & 6 Will. 4, for making a false and
untrue declaration.

No drawback on Sect. 13. That no drawback shall be allowed on any cut, roll, or
cut, roll, or carrot caiTot tobacco containing any tobacco stalks, or which has not been

staiks.°
'^ """"?

wholly made from tobacco leaf having the tobacco stalk stripped and
separated therefrom, or from such leaf so stripped, and returns of

Penalty on manu- tobacco leaf SO stripped, and without the stalks thereof ; and every
facturing such for manufacturer of tobacco who shall manufacture or have in his custody
exportation.

q^. possession any such cut, roll, or carrot tobacco for exportation shall

forfeit 200?. ; and all such tobacco shall be forfeited, and may be

seized by any officer of customs or excise.

No drawback on Sect. 14. That no drawback shall be allowed on any tobacco which

perfy manufac-' ^^^^^ ^^* ^^^^ ^^^^ wholly manufactured from tobacco on which the

tured. full duty on importation shall have been paid, nor on any tobacco

which shall be mixed with any dirt or rubbish, or which shall be

made or manufactured with, or to which shall be added any other

ingredients, matter, or thing not necessary or usual in the ma:^ufac-

turing of tobacco.
Penalty on fraud- Sect. 15. That every person who shall enter or ship, or cause to be

iiiK^to^btahT^*'
entered or shipped, or produce or cause to be produced to any officer of

drawback. customs to be shipped for exportation, any tobacco not entitled to

drawback under this or any other act relating to tobacco, or any other

goods, matter, or thing as tobacco, the same not being tobacco, or

shall fraudulently remove, deposit, or conceal any tobacco or other

goods, matter or thing, with intent unduly to obtain any drawback on

tobacco, or any greater drawback than he would otherwise be entitled

to, shall over and above all other penalties which he may thereby

incur, forfeit treble the amount of the drawback sought to be

obtained, or 200?. at the election of the commissioners of customs ; and

all such tobacco or other goods, matters, or things shall be forfeited,

and may be seized by any officer of customs or excise.
5 & 6 Vict. c. y;i. By the 5 & 6 Vict. c. 93, An Act to amend an Act of the Fourth Year

of her present Majesty, to discontinue the Excise Survey on Tobacco,

and to provide other Regulations in lieu thereof, after reciting 3 & 4

Manufacturers to Vict. c. 18, enacts that no manufacturer of tobacco shall, in manu-

iifL!^?o*^T
°"^^ ^" facturing any tobacco, make use therewith of any other material,

manuiacturing ,t T • > t , ji • j.i i
tobacco, and no or any other liquid or substance, or matter or thing, tlian watei
other liquid or only, or in manufacturing any snuff make use therewith of any
substance than as

^^-^^^ material, or any other liquid or substance, or matter or
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liiiug, than water, or water and salt, or alkaline salts only, or 27. Tobacco and
liuie water in snuff known as Welsh or Irish snnff; and every Smcf.
1 ! ; ;inufacturer of tobacco who shall, in manufacturing any tobacco, ;

Hi iko use therewith of any other material, liquid or substance, ^ '^
^

^'**'*-
*=:

^^•

matter or thing, than tobacco and water only, or in manufacturing ^n^^nufectj^fng
;uiy snuff make use therewith of any other material, liquid or sub- snuff.

i^lance, matter or thing, than water, or water and salt, or alkaline

s;ilts only, or lime water in snuff known as Welsh or Irish snuff, and
(\ cry manufacturer of, dealer in, or retailer of tobacco, who shall add
to, mix with, or put into or amongst, or who shall cause or suffer or

jx'rmit to bo added to, mixed with, or iiut into or amongst any
tobacco or snuff, unmanufactured, manufacturing, or maniifactured,,

any other material, liquid, substance, matter, or thing, than, as respects

tobacco, water only, and as respects snuff, water, or water and
salt, or alkaline salts only, or lime water in snuff known as Welsh or

Irish snuff, shall forfeit 3001.
_ _

_

Penalty, 300^

Sect. 2 provides and enacts that nothing hereinbefore contained Penalty not to be

shall subject any manufacturer of, dealer in, or retailer of tobacco to gggg"'[?^ OTls"or"^
! the said penalty of 300/. , or to any forfeiture, for or by reason scenting or fla-*^

I

of his scenting or flavouring any snuffs, so that only the essential vouring snuff.

I

oils usually made use of for that purpose shall be used for com-
i municating the scent or flavour, nor any manufacturer to the said

' penalty for or by reason of his using oil in making up spun or roU
toliacco.

By the 30 & 31 Vict. c. 90, after reciting the 5 & 6 Yict. c. Lime and magnc-

j
93, s. 1, it is enacted that if any person being a manufacturer sia in snuff not to

of, dealer in, or retailer of tobacco or snuff shall have in his proportions*"^

I

custody or possession any snuff in which on examination thereof

;
there shall be found to be any quantity of the oxides of cal-

j

cium and magnesium, or of either of such oxides, exceeding by one

i
per centum the proportion of the quantity of such oxides contained

I
in the tobacco or tobacco stalks or returns of tobacco from which such

! snuff shall have been manufactured or shall be in course of manufac-
ture, or if any such person shall have in his custody or possession any
snuff in which on examination thereof there shall be found any quan-
lity of the said oxides, or of either of them, exceedingthe proportion of

loibs. weight of such oxides in every lOOlbs. weight of such snuff, he
!<hall forfeit 200?. and also the said snuff: Provided that any sample of

snuff, tobacco, or tobacco stalks or returns of tobacco which shall be
examined for the purpose of ascertaining the quantity of the said

oxides contained therein shall first be dried at a temperature of 212°

as denoted by Fahrenheit's thermometer ; and for the purposes of this

section the term "snuff" shall include all snuff and ail tobacco,

tobacco stalks and returns of tobacco, which shall be in course of

manufacture into snuff.

Sect. 3 enacts that every manufacturer of, dealer in, or retailer of Penalty on receiv-

tobacco who shall receive or take into or have in his possession, or
or*havS*l' in pos-

who shall sell, send out, or deliver, any tobacco or snuff which shall session tobacco or

have been manufactured with, or shall have added thereto or mixed snuffmanufac-

therewith, or into or amongst which there shall have.been put, either than with water,
before or whilst in process of manufactui'e, or after being manufac- 200?.

tured, or in which there shall be found on examination thereof any
other material, liquid, substance, matter, or thing than, as respects
tobacco, water only, or in roll tobacco water and oil only, and as
respects snuff, water, or water and salt, or alkaline salts only, or
lime ^ater in snuff known as Welsh or Irish snuff, shall forfeit 200Z.

Sect. 4. That all tobacco and snuff which shall have been manufac- Tobacco manu-

tured with, or shall have added thereto or mixed therewith, or into or than withVater**°
amongst which there shall have been put, either before or whilst in forfeited,

process of manufacture, or after being manufactured, or which on
examination shall be found to contain any other material, liquid,

f c 2
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27. Tobacco and substance, matter, or thing than, as respects tobacco, water only, or

Snuf. in roll tobacco water and oil, and as respects snuff, water, or water

^
and salt, or alkaline salts only, or lime water in sniiff known as

5 <fe 6 Vict. c. 93. "Welsh or Irish snuff, shall, wheresoever the same may be found, be
forfeited.

Manufacturers not Sect. 5. That no manufacturer of tobacco shall receive or take into

w^Ision sugar ^^ have in his custody or possession any sugar, treacle, molasses, or

honey, leaves, &c. honey (except for the necessary and ordinary use of his family, the

proof whereof shall He on such manufacturer), nor any commings or

roots of malt, or any ground or unground roasted grain, ground or

unground chicory, lime, sand (not being tobacco sand), umbre, ochre,

or other earth, seaweed, ground or powdered, wood, moss, or weeds,

or any leaves, or any herbs or plants (not being tobacco leaves or

plants), respectively, nor any substance or material, syrup, liquid, or

preparation, matter or thing, to be used or capable of being used as a

substitute for or to increase the weight of tobacco or snuff', on pain of

Penalty, 2001. forfeiting the same and 200Z.

Manufacturers of Sect. 6. Eeciting that it may happen that some manufactiirers of

tobacco who are tobacco may also carry on the business of a grocer, and it is expedient

paTsfng of the act
to provide for such persons not being subject to the last-mentioned

may continue to
' penalty of 200?. for or by reason of their having sugar or molasses and

car^ on the other of the aforesaid commodities usually sold by grocers in their
^^ ^^'

custody or-possession on the premises used in carrying on their grocery

business, enacts, " That where any person shall before the 1st day of

June, 1842, have carried on, and shall at the passing of this act be
still carrying on, the trade or business of a manufacturer of tobacco,

and also the trade or business of a grocer, it shall be lawful for the

commissioners of excise to authorise and empower such person to

continue to carry on the business of a manufacturer of tobacco without
being subject to the said penalty for or by reason of having such of the

said commodities as are usually sold by grocers in his custody or pos-

session, so as his premises for manufacturing tobacco bo separated, to

the satisfaction of the commissioners of excise, from, and all internal

communication prevented with, his premises used for carrying on his

business of a grocer, and so that such commodities shall be in his

custody or possession only on his grocery premises, and for the pur-

poses of his trade or business as a grocer, and shall not b© found or

discovered in his premises entered or used for the manufacture of

tobacco or snuff."

Officers of excise Sect. 7. That it shall be lawful for any officer of excise, at any
may take samples time that he shall see fit, to take a sample or samples of any tobacco or

°nuff.
^'^^° '^'^

snuff unmanufactured, or in process of manufacture, or manufactured,
in the stock or possession of any manufacturer of, dealer in, or retailer

of tobacco, paying for the same, if demanded, at the current wholesale

price of such tobacco or snuff.

No person to cut. Sect. 8. That every person who shall cut, gi'ind, pound, colour,
colour, ormanu- stain, dye, or manufacture any leaves, or any herb or plant, moss or

i5s*possession^any '^'^ed, or any wood, chicory, commings or roots of malt, or any other

leaves or other vegetable or other matter or material to imitate or resemble tobacco or
laatt^s to imitate snuff, or who shall prepare any of the said articles, matters, or

with tobacco or materials to be mixed with or to be added to tobacco or snuff, or who
«auff. shall have in his custody or possession any leaves, or any herb, plant,

moss or weed, or any ground or powdered wood, chicory, commings or

roots of malt, or any other vegetable or other matter or material, cut,

ground, pounded, coloured, stained, dyed, or manufactured toi mitate

or resemble tobacco or snuff, or prepared for the pxu'poso of being

mixed with or added to tobacco or snuff, or intended to be so cut,

ground, pounded, coloured, stained, dyed, or manufactured or pre-

pared, or who shall sell, dispose of, or deliver to any manufacturer of

tobacco any leaves, herbs, plants, moss, or weeds, ground or powdered
wood, chicory, commings or roots of malt, or other vegetable or other
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matter, or any preparation or mixture thereof, or any syrup, liquid, or 27. Tobacco and
preparation to be used in the manufacture of tobacco or snufF, or to be Snuff.

added to or mixed therewith, shall forfeit 200Z. ; and all such leaves,
g^evict c

03~
herbs, plants, moss, or weed, gi-ound or powdered wood, chicory, com-

pgjjg^ij.y

mings or roots of malt, and other vegetable or other matter or prepa-

ration or mixture thereof, syrup, liquid, or preparation, together with
all machines, tools, materials, vessels, and utensils for cutting, grind-

ing-, pounding, colouring, staining, dyeing, manufacturing, or pre-

paring the same, shall bo forfeited.

Sect. 10. That no tobacco stalks or returns of tobacco shall be Tobacco stalks not

removed from any place in or part of the United Kingdom to any
iessaua™t°iUes"^

other place or part thereof in any quantity less than 50 lbs. weight, than so lbs. noj

nor unless the package containing the same shall have firmly and without a certi

securely pasted or glued thereon a certificate, clearly written or
^^^'^

printed, and signed by the manufa-cturer by whom the same shall

be sent out, or his foreman or chief workman on his behalf, setting

forth the name of such licensed manufacturer, and the entered premises
from which such tobacco stalks or retui'ns of tobacco shall be sent out,

the weight of the same, the day on and the month and year in which
the same shall be sent out, and the name and entered premises of the
licensed manufacturer to whom the same are to be delivered ; and
every manufacturer of tobacco who shall send out, deliver, or remove
or receive any tobacco stalks or retui-ns of tobacco in any less quantity
than aforesaid, or not contained in a package having such certificate

as aforesaid firmly pasted or glued thereon, or who shall make out or
use any false certificate, shall forfeit 200?. ; and all tobacco stalks or Penalty,

returns of tobacco which shall be sent out, delivered, or received

or be found removing in any less quantity than as aforesaid, or

without such certificate as aforesaid, shall be forfeited, and the
person removing or who shall have removed the same shall for-

feit 507.

Sect. 13. That no person or persons shall hawk or sell or offer for No person to hawk

sale any tobacco or snuff of any description in any house or premises, gnuff'for salTun-
or in or about the streets or highways or other places, or in anj"- other der a penalty, and

manner or place whatsoever, except as a licensed manufacturer of or oncers may iw-rest

dealer in or retailer of tobacco in his entered premises, on pain of for- convey them be-

feiting all tobacco and snuff in his possession, and lOOZ. ; and it shall fore a justice of

be lawful for any officer of excise or customs to arrest and detain any shau forthvvith
person who shall hawk or sell or offer for sale any tobacco or snuff in hear the case, and
any house or premises, or in or about the streets or highways or other inflict or mitigate

places, or in any other manner than as aforesaid, and to convey such ^
'^'^^^ ^'

person before one or more of her Majesty's justices of the peace resid-
ing near to the place where such person shall be arrested and detained

;

andthe justice orjustices beforewhom suchperson shall be conveyed shall
have full authorityand he and they is and are herebyrequiredforthwithto
hear and determine what shall be then and there alleged against such
person, and on confession of the party, or by proof on oath of one or
more credible witness or witnesses made of such offence, to convict
any person so offending as aforesaid ; and the person so convicted
shall immediately on such conviction pay the said sum of 100/., or
some mitigated amount, not being less than one fourth part thereof;
and if any person so convicted shall not forthwith pay down the said
penalty or amount, the said justice or justices shall and he and they
is and are hereby authorised and required, by warrant under his or
their hand, to commit the person so convicted to any gaol or prison of
the county, there to be kept to hard labour for 3 calendar months

:

Provided always, that nothing hereinbefore contained shall extend to Proviso,
make liable to the said penalty any servant or person duly employed
by any licensed manufacturer of or dealer in tobacco or snuff to
travel for orders, and producing samples, in the due and ordinary
course of business.



29. Wines. Sect. 14. That in the said recited act and this act the words "manu-
re

; ^— facturer of, dealer in, and retailer of tobacco," shall include mannfac-

^Vr*
^^

f
^^^^i'*^ of) ^isalers in, and retailers of snuff, and snuff millers ; and the

term:^'^^ "Word " tobacco " shall include tobacco stalks, tobacco flour, returns of

tobacco, and segars, and tobacco of every description: and "snuff"
shall include all snuff work and snuffs of every description, except

where in terms or by the context a more limited construction shall

appear to be intended.
26 & 27 Vict. c. 33. 26 & 27 Vict. c. 33, s. 25. Whereas by the law in force licences to
Innkeeper's to- ,Jeal in or Sell tobacco or snuff expire on the 5th day of July in each

expire on the 10th Y^ar, and it is expedient to alter the time of the expiration of such
of Octoiier. licences taken out for the sale of tobacco or snuff in inns or houses

licensed for the sale of beer by retail to be consumed upon the premises

:

Be it enacted, That all such licences aforesaid taken out by inn-keepers

or persons licensed to sell beer to t)e consumed upon the premises after

the 5th day of July next after the passing of this act, and before the

11th day of October, 1864, shall be and continue in force until the said

last-mentioned day ; and all such licences which shall be taken out

on or after the said last-mentioned day shall expire on the 10th day of

October next after the granting thereof; and every such licence as

aforesaid which shall be in force at the time of the passing of this act,

or which shall be taken out on or before the said 5th day of July, shall

continue in force until the 11th day of October next after the passing

hereof; and in respect of every such licence as aforesaid which shall be
in force between the 5th day of July and the 11th day of October next
after the passing of this act there shall be charged and paid in respect

of the said last-mentioned period, and in addition to the duty paid or

jjayable thereon, the duty for one quarter of a year, and such addi-

tional duty shall be recoverable in like manner as any other duty of

excise.

Tobacco licences 27 & 28 Vict. c. 56, s. 13. And whereas by the 26 & 27 Vict. c. 33,'

wh? relan beer""^ ^' '^^' ^* ^^ enacted that licences to be taken out for the sale of tobacco

not to be con- or snuff by inn-keepers or persons licensed to sell beer to be consumed
""ped on pro- upon the premises after the 5th day of July, 1863, should expire on

loth bctober'in
'^'^

^-^^ 10th day of October next after the granting thereof, and it is ex-
each year. pedient that such licences when granted to persons licensed to sell

beer by retail not to be consumed on the premises, under 1 Will. 4,

c. 64, and other acts for the amendment thereof, should also expire on

the said last-mentioned day : Be it enacted, that all licences for the

sale of tobacco or snuff, which after the passing of this act shall be

granted to persons licensed to sell beer as last aforesaid, shall

expire on the 10th day of October next after the granting of the

same.

(28.) Vinegar Makees.

7 & 8 Vict. c. 25, repeals all duties of excise on vinegar, but

nothing herein contained is to interfere with the licences required to

be taken out by vinegar makers under 6 Goo. 4, c. 81. By s. 4, every

maker of vinegar is to use his still, &c., under and accordinj^ to the

regulations of the commissioners of Inland Eevenue, or be subject to a

penalty of 100?.

The 23 & 24 Vict. c. 114, s. 11, empowers the commissioners to

lefuse such licence for any premises which from their local situation

in respect of any distillery makes it inexpedient to allow such trade to

be can'ied on.

(29.) Wines («).

andTeTaii"
''^^^

"^J' ^^® ^ ^^^' "*' ^- ^^' ^^ annual licence is reqtiired to be taken out

(rt) See Rcfreshvient Houses.
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by dealers iii and retailers of foreign wines ; the amount of which 3. Proceedings,

duty is now increased at the rate of 51. per cent, under the powers tfcc. before jiis-

of the 3 Vict. c. 17. Hces, dkc.

By 5&6Will., c. 39, s. 3, from and after the passing of this act, so so much of any
imich of any act or acts as requires any dealer in or retailer of wine to acts as requires

11 Kike entry of the premises by him occupied for dealing in or retail- ?"^^®® by dealers

iii;^- wine, and as requires the keeping an account by the officers of ex- repealed. '

ciso of the stocks of wine in the possession of dealei's or retailers, and
authorises the siirvey by officers of excise of such stocks and of the

iiiises in which the same are kept, shall be and the same is hereby
repealed.

Sect. 4 provides and enacts, That where any dealer in or retailer of Retailers of wine

whiQ shall also be a dealer in or retailer of foreign or British spirits ^T^^
^J*}^^*"^

*^
''°""

i n the same house or premises, or in any other house or premises entry, and officers

within five hundred yards, such dealer or retailer shall continue to of excise may

nuiko entry with the officers of excise of every house, room, cellar,
f,sed'^fot keeping^

vault, or place made use of by him for the keeping or storing of or deal- wine,

ing in or retailing wine, on pain of forfeiting for every unentered
house, room, cellar, vault, or place, 50/., together with all wine and
other liquors which may be found therein ; and it shall be lawful for

any officer of excise at any time to enter into any house, room, cellar,

^iiult, or place used by any such dealer or retailer for keeping or

,-t(jring, dealing in or retailing wine, and to examine all wine
tlierein.

Sect. 5. That so much of any act or acts as relates to the requiring Permits not re-

oi" permits for the removal of wine shall be and the same is hereby v^^^^'^> ^'^

ripealed.

Sect. 6 provides, That nothing in this act contained shall, extend, ^^t not to affect

or be construed to extend, to affect the duties on licences required in|"n°wine.

to be taken out by dealers in and retailers of wine ; but that

e\cry dealer in and retailer of wine shall take out a licence or licences,

iiiul pay for the same in the same manner as if this act had not been
piissed.

25 Vict. c. 22, s. 16. Whereas doubts have arisen as to the extent 25 Vict. c. 22.

of the privilege of the master, warden, freemen, and commonalty of
doubbfasTo the

tlio vintners of the city of London to sell wine without taking out an privilege of the

oxcise licence for that purpose : Be it enacted, that no freeman of the Free Vintners of

.'^aid company shall be entitled to sell wine in more than one separate to selfwine wHh"
and distinct house or premises at the same time without taking out out licence.

the proper excise licence in that behalf, nor shall any freeman be en-

titled to exercise the said privilege unless he shall have previously

made an entry of the house or premises in which he intends to sell

wine with the proper officer of excise, in the manner directed by 4 & 5

Will. 4, c. 51, s. 5. .

III. Ef^t ^tactical ^rocertings Uioxt Bmiitt^ relating to

ti)eiSKi0eIlato.s,

The 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, in part repealed and in other parts amended
by 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 51, and again further amended by the 4 & 5 Vict,

c. 20, regulates the proceedings before justices of the peace for penal-

ties and otherwise under the excise laws. The 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s.

61, enacts, that the proceedings for penalties shall be instituted by
order of the commissioners of excise or customs, who supply their

officers with proper forms of information, summonses, convictions, and
warrants, so that the justices incur no trouble or responsibility.

It may be useful, however, here concisely to state the course of pro-

ceeding as prescribed by the above acts.
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3. Proceedings,

&c. before jits-

tices, d;c.

This subject may be subdivided under the following general heads

:

I. Proceedings for Penalties and Condemnation of Seizures, p. 392.

II. Proceedings to recover Excise Duties, p. 400.

III. Proceedings for Penalties on immediate Arrest of Persons fou ml

employed in unentered Excise Manufactories, p. 401.

IV. Of Search-Warrants and Writs of Assistance, p. 402.

V. Of Overcharges and Relief, p. 403.

VI. Forms of Proceedings, p. 404.

I. Pkoceedings foe Penalties and Condemnation or
Seizuees.

This

. 392.

8.)

(9.)

(10.

(11.)

12.)

(13.)

(14.)

(15.)

(16.)

head may be subdivided as foUo-ws :

Within ivhat Time to prosecute, p. 392.
By whom Information to he exhibited, and Conduct of Offiar .

Against whom, p. 393.

Before whom, p. 393.
The Information itself, p. 394.
Summons and Process thereon, p. 395.
Apprehension, Appearance, or Defaidt, p. 395.
Evidence, and Hearing on Information, and the Defence, p. 39G.
Proceedings on hearing Information, p. 396.
Form and Requisites of Conviction, p. 397.
Staying Proceedings and Nolle Prosequi, p. 397.
Appeals, p. 398.

Removal by Habeas Corpus and Certiorari, p. 398.
Proceedings in Execution, p. 398.
Liability of and Indemnity to Magistrates and Officers, p. 400.

Of the Expenses, Costs, and Rewards, p. 400.

(1.) Within what
time the prosecu-
tion to be com-
menced.

(1.) Within what Time the Prosecution to be commenced.

Every information for the recovery of a penalty or for the con-
demnation of any seizure may be exhibited within 6 calendar months
next after _the_ offence was committed, or the goods seized (anife, p. 234)

;

and a notice in writing of the information having been so exhibited
shall be given to the person against whom the same is exhibited
within one week next after the exhibiting thereof {ante, p. 234),
though the conviction need not be within that time. {R. v. Barrett,
Salh.^ 383.) If goods are found subjecting the party having them
in his possession to a forfeiture, the day on which they are found
will be presumed to be the day whereon such forfeiture was in-
curred (a).

(2.) By whom Information, &c., to be instituted.

As well under 4 & 5 "Will. 4, c. 51, s. 19, as under the 7 & 8 Geo. 4,

b '^latitut d'' and
^' ^^' ^^^ information must be commenced and prosecuted by order of

conduct to'be pur- *^® Commissioners of excise, in the name of an officer of excise [ante,

sued by oflBcer.
J). 233) ; and in Ii-eland or Scotland, by order of the commissioner or
commissioners and assistant commissioners of excise in Ireland or
Scotland respectively, and in the name of an officer of excise ; except
in cases where summary proceedings are instituted by or at the
instance of any officer of excise for the conviction, upon immediate
arrest of any person under or by virtue of any act relating to the

(2. ) By whom in-

(a) R. V. Bass, 5 T. R. 251.
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lovemie of excise {ante, p. 231). The aYerment in tlie information 3. Proceedings,

lliat it was duly authorised, need not be proved {a7ite, p. 236); and d-c. before jus-

proof of acting as officer of excise is to be admitted sufficient proof of ticcs, d-c.

I)('iug such officer, without producing or preying his commission

[ifiite, p. 231).

In selecting the officer whose name is used as the informer in the in-

formation, formerly, care must have been taken not to use the name
of an officer who might be wanted as a witness at the hearing of an

information ; and it was a general rule, that neither the name of a

supervisor or officer in whose division or ride the offence had been

committed, or the seizure made, should be used. But now by the

7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 75, and the 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, s. 307, upon the

trial or hearing of any information, or other legal proceeding, for the

recovery of any penalty incurred, or for the condemnation of any

goods seized or forfeited under any excise law, any officer of the ex-

cise, or other person entitled to any share of the penalty or seizure,

shall be a competent witness. Therefore, an officer may be an in-

former, and also a witness.

The 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 51, s. 22 {ante, p. 239), enacts, that in case of ^
the death, removal, or absence of any officer of excise, in whose name
any information may have been exhibited, the proceedings may be car- I

ried on by any other officer.

(3.) Against ivhom an Information may he laid.

Infants {ante, p. 218) and married women {ante, p. 218, n. (a) ) are ^pA^^^^'''^
liable for oflFences against the excise laws, &c. ; a master is liable for ^ay^beUid!*"^
his servants' crimes committed in the course of his employment

;

and partners are mutually liable for the acts of each other {Ibid.);

and several persons may be proceeded against jointly or severally

lor offences against the excise laws (p. 236).

(4.) Before whom it is to he laid.

The 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 128, and 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 51, s. 19 {ante, (4.) Before wliom

p. 233), direct that aU penalties, incurred under any act relating to >* is *<> be laid.

the revenue of excise, shall bo recovered as described by 7 & 8 Geo. 4,

c. 53, s. 65 {ante, p. 232).

But the information must not be laid before a justice of the peace

who is a trader, subject to the excise laws, in any case which relates

to the particular trade or business of such justice, or in any case in

which he is in anywise as such concerned or interested ; for other-

wise the proceedings are declared to be void {ante, p. 235).

The information may be exhibited to, and the summonses and sub-
poenas signed and issued by, one or more of her Majesty's justices of

the peace ; but it will generally be found convenient to j^repare the
information, summonses, and subpoena, in the singular number, and
present them to one justice, if one can be conveniently found ; but if at

any time that should not be the case, the justices of the peace, or any
two or more of them, in the several counties, shires, divisions, cities,

towns, and places, throughout the United Kingdom, are, by the 7 & 8

Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 67 {ante, p. 234), required to meet once in every 3
calendar months, in their respective jurisdictions, or oftener, if there
shall be occasion, to receive, hear, adjudge, and determine all matters
and things brought before them, relating to the revenue of excise, and
all informations exhibited in respect of any penalty incvu-red, or the
condemnation of any goods seized, as forfeited by any act relating to

the revenue of excise (s. 65, ante, p. 232).

_
And it is particularly provided, that if it shall happen that any jus-

tice or justices of the peace, before whom any such information shall

have been exhibited, or before whom any proceedings shall have been
had upon any such information, shall die, or be absent at any time
after the exhibition of the information, and before the defendant shall
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tices, d:c.

3. Proceedings, appear or plead to such, information, or before any judgment shall ho
*fcc. before jus- thereupon given, or before any judgment thereupon given shall bo

duly exec\ited, so that the further attendance of any such justice or
justices thereupon cannot be procured, any other justice or justices of

the peace, within the same jurisdiction, may act therein, for and in

lieu of the justice or justices of the peace so dying or absent, in all

respects relating to such information, and the due completion of tho
proceedings thereupon, in the same manner as if the information had
been at first exhibited before such other justice or justices respectively

(s. 67, ante, p. 234).

The act (s. 07) further provides, that all powers and authorities,

rules and regulations, given and granted by any act of parliament
relating to justices of the peace, or to constables or other officers,

acting under theii" authority, respecting summary proceedings (except
altered by or repugnant to it, which are by s. 127 repealed), shall bo
enfoiced, and shall be applied and executed for the conviction of any
person prosecuted by order ofthe commissioners of excise, or the com-
missioner or commissioners and assistant commissioners of excise in

fc^cotland or Ireland respectively, for any penalty incurred by such
person, under any act relating to the revenue of excise, and for tho

levying of any such penalty, or for tho imprisonment of any sudi
offender, in the same manner as if such powers and authorities, rules

and regulations, were repeated and contained in that act.

Reference to
former general
powers of justices

(5.) Of the in-
formation and
requisites.

(o.) Of the Information and Requisites.

If the board order proceedings either for the recovery of a penalty

or the condemnation of a seizure, or both, before justices of the peace,

and an order is received for that purpose, an information must be

carefully prepared, in the name of an officer of excise, from the act of

parliament referred to in the order of the commissioners, and the in-

structions contained in such order.

We have before observed upon some of the requisites of the infor-

mation, and have seen that it should be in the name of an officer of

excise, and show that it has been instituted by order of the commis-
sioners of excise or customs.

It should state the day on which it is exhibited, in order that it may
appear to have been within the limited time.

It should allege that the offence complained of was committed

within six calendar months last past, to wit, on, &c. ; but, to sup-

port such statement or allegation, it is not necessary to prove that the

offence was committed on the very day stated in the information ; and
proof that it was committed at any time within the six months will

suffice.

So, with respect to quantities and numbers, certain quantities and
numbers must be stated in tho information ; but proof of more or less

will suffice : though, if the quantity and number proved should be

more and greater than stated in the information, the latter can only,

on the hearing, be condemned.
The information must not state the offence in the alternative ; and, if

a conviction be in the alternative, viz. that tho defendant did sell beer

or ale, it will be quashed, and will not be helped by the evidence ap-

plying to the sale of beer only {R. v. North, 6 D. & R. 143).

One information may contain several counts, or different ways of

stating the same offence, or different offences arising out of one and the

same transaction ; but the objects of such counts, in general, is not to

inflict a number of penalties on the defendant, but to prevent the ends

of justice from being defeated, which, if only one count was inserted,

might sometimes be the case ; and, in general, the Crown will be satis-

fied with a judgment on the count which, after hearing the evidence,

appears most satisfactorily ]n'oved, or the ends of justice require,
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though it may sometimes happen that the crown may think it neces- 3. Proceedings,

^^aly to press for two or more penalties. '^c- before jus-

One information may also contain counts for separate offences, com- tices, &c.

luitted on different days by the same person or persons.

And if two or more persons are jointly enga-jed in any illicit trans-

action against the excise laws, and a penalty is imposed upon every

])erson committing the offence by which such penalty is incurred, such

several persons jointly and severally incur every such penalty, and
may be proceeded against jointly or severally for the recovery thereof,

as may be deemed expedient (s. 70, ante, p. 23G).

((5.) Of the Proceedimjs upon the Information : viz. Notice, Summons,
&c.

The 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 65 (ante, p. 232), and 4 & o Will 4, c. 51, ^^^f^gf,%Z\o
s. 19 {ante, p. 233), enact that a notice in writing, of the information information, viz.

having been exhibited, shall be given to the person or persons against "",*i'"'' summous,

Avhom the same shall have been exhibited, for the penalties incurred "'"

for such offence, or to the claimant of the goods alleged to have been
forfeited ivithin one week after such information shall have been ex-

hibited ; and the commissioners of excise or justices are to summon the

defendant or claimant to appear and plead to, and attend the hearing of,

such information, at a stated time and place, and which summons
shall be served or left ten dugs before the specified time.

Except where the information is exhibited for the recovery of double
duty, or the condemnation of seizures from persons unknown, and no
one appears to claim the same ; in which case other provisions are

made {a^ite, p. 234).

The information being exhibited to, and the summons issued by. Service of sum-

the justice, the summons must be served within one week after the ™""^-

information is exhibited, and ten days at the least before the time ap-

pointed in such summons for the hearing ; except in cases of double
duty and seizures from persons unknown, not claimed {ante, p. 234).

If the information is exhibited for the recovery of double duty, ser-

vice of the summons ttuelve hours before the time appointed in such
summons for the hearing of the information is sufficient ; and if for

the condemnation of seizures not claimed, eight days' notice given in

the manner hereinafter stated is declared to be sufficient. {Ibid.

p. 234.)

With respect to the mode of the service of the summons, see 4 & 5

Will. 4, c. 61, s. 19 {ante, p. 233).

Cattle and perishable goods may be delivered up on bond as given by
the claimant, see 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 94.

(7.) Of the Arrest, Apprehension, Appearance, or Default.

Persons liable to arrest, under the laws of excise, but not detained 0-) Of the arrest

at the time, may be afterwards arrested by any officer of excise and appearance^o'r
taken before a justice, 4 & 5 WiU. 4, c. 51, s. 25 {ante, p. 248). And default,

though, in general, under the excise laws, the proceedings before com-
missioners and magistrates should be by summons, yet, in some cases,

an immediate apprehension is allowed,—as, where persons are found
employed in unentered excise manufactories, when any excise officer

may arrest him and convey him before a magistrate, who may convict
him {ante, p. 223) ; and sheriffs are to grant warrants or writs of
capias out of the Court of Exchequer ; and where no sufficient distress

can be found to pay the penalty, a warrant against the person may be
issued (s. 89, ante, p. 244) («).

(a) See ante, 23 & 34 Viet. c. 113, s. 39, as to power of jiLstices to re-

maud.
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ticm.

SiitninoiiH for

witiiussos on
Hubpiunii.

(tc. 'before jm- ^^'^ ^-^ Summoning Witnesses to attend cm Hearing of the Information,

ticca, <tc. If tho attondanco of any witnossos who will not othorwiso attoiid

Of m nil
f^hoixld bo ro(jiurod, thou, undor tho 7 & H Goo. 4, c. 53, s. 74, lln^

liiK vvituoTHOHl" justice or justices boforo whom any oxciso information or any matter oi

iittond on lioaiin« thing undor any act relating to tho rovomio of excise shall bo judicially

tlou!^"
'"'^""""' brought, are authorised and required to summon every person (othcV

than the person against whom such information is exhibited), in whal -

ever part of tho United Kingdom any such person so summoned shall
thou rosido or be, to appear before the justices, who aro to hear, ad-
judge, and determine such infoi-mation, matter, or thing, at a certain
time and place to bo specified and set forth in such summons, to give
ovidonco upon oath of tho truth of any facts alleged in such informa-
tion, or touching or relating thereto, or to any matter or thing judi-
cially brought boforo them [ante, p. 237).
And every pei-son so summoned, and having tho reasonable exponscfl

for such attondanco tendered to him, who neglects or refuses to appear
according to tho exigency of such summons, or who, having appeared,
refuses to take oath or (if a Quaker {a) ) to affirm, or refuses to gi'sn

ovidonco or to answer according to tho best of his knowledge and beliot'

any legal question when required, incurs tho penalty of 50^. (Ihid.

p. 237).

(9.) Procoodinps
on hearing infor-

matiun.

1 (oaring.

If defondunt
appears, bow to
proeood.

(9.) Proceedings on Hearing Information.

At tho timo and place appointed for hearing tho information, tho
prosecutor and proper collector or supervisor snould attend, with tho
witnesses, boforo two jxistices of tho peace at least ; and thereupon Ww
defendant should be called in to appear, and if ho do not, the officer, of

excise, or other person who served tho summons or affixed the notice,

should bo sworn, and prove the timo, place, and mode of serving {ante,

p. 238) or affixing it, and then tho other witnesses for the Crown, after

being duly sworn or taken an affii-mation), aro examined in order to

prove tho charge contained in tho infoi-mation, and tho justices aro
then to call on the defendant for his defence, and swear and examine
liis witnesses, and givo judgment, without regarding any defects of
form in tho information, or in any proceedings thereon (s. 73, ante,

p. 23G) ; and in all trials of seizures, the seizure, and form and manner
of making it, aro to bo taken to have been as alleged in the inforihation,

without roc^uiring any evidence thereof ; and all judicial persons boforo
whom any such seizure shall be brought to hearing, shall proceed to a
determination on tho merits without inquiring into tho fact, fonn, or
manner of making the seizure.

If tho defendant bo in prison, a copy of the information (besides liis

being summoned) must bo delivered for him to the gaoler, and such
service proved at tho hearing (s. 77, ante, p. 238).

If tho defendant appear, the information is to bo road to him ; and
if he plead guilty, the justices will, of course, givo judgment for the
Crown. If not guilty, tho several witnesses for tho Crown should bo
called, sworn, and examined, the defendant being present and being
informed, at the end of the examination of each witness for tho Crown,
that he is at liberty to cross-examine him.
Whon tho case on the part of tho Crown is closed, tho defendant

should be called upon for his defence ; and after stating, if ho pleas(!s,

tho nature of his defence to tho justices, his witnesses should bo
examined in the same manner as the witnesses have been for tho
prosecution ; and then tho justices, after hearing any observations that

(a) Sco ante, litlo Evidence, as to taking of nfiirraation by other iicrsoiis

than Quakers.
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1 }io prosecutor has to mako on the case by way of reply, are to give 3, Proceedings,

judgrncnt. &c. before jus-

The collector or supervisor, as well as the defendant, should also tiees, dec.

call in every case all tne witnesses that he has present, though at the

time it may ajjpear unnecessary, because, in case of appeal, it is enacted

(by 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 5-J, s. 84), that no witnesses but those who have
been sworn and examined, or tendered for examination (4 «fe 5 Will. 4,

c. 51, 8. 24, ante, p. 242), on the hearing of the information, shall bo
examined on the appeal ; it will not, however, be necessary to examine
every witness at length, when several speak to the same facts, but
merely to have them sworn and examined shortly in confirmation of

the other witnesses.

As a general rule, the prosecutor should be prepared to prove every
material allegation in the information. But, under several provisions

in the exciseTaws, there are many formal and indeed substantial proofs

dispensed with, and in other cases the onus jrrohandi of the converse of

the averments is thrown on the defendant. See 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53,

s. 19 {ante, p. 217), and 4 & 6 Will. 4, c. 51, s. 5 {ante, p. 215), and
10 & 17 Vict. c. 107, s. 30G, ante, p. 236.

If the justices give judgment for the Crown, and the defendant prays
a milvjatwii, of the penalty awarded against him, the justices may, if

they think fit (except in cases where there is or shall be any provision

that no mitigation shall be made by them), reduce it to not less than
one-foui-th jjart thereof; and payment of such mitigated sum is a
discharge of the penalty for the offence of which the defendant has
been convicted in. 78, ante, p. 238).

'JTie 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 51, s. 20, contains a general provision that

commissioners of excise and justices shall not be authorised to mitigate

the penalty of double duty for or on payment of excise duties, but
enjoins that they shall convict on double duty, when forfeited by
law.

It is not necessary that the justices should be attended by a clerk

;

but it is absolutely necessary that they, or some person on their behalf,

should carefully take down in writing, at the time each witness gives

his evidence, if not the very words, the substance, as well as the

substance of the defence advanced by the defendant ; and that such
minutes be carefully preserved, as they are always useful for the
satisfaction and justification of the justices, and may, in many cases,

be subsequently required, in order to drawup the conviction as directed

by the statute (a).

(10.) Form and Requisites of Conviction.

Although defects in form in convictions are aided and may be (10.) Fonn and
amended by the justices or commissioners of appeal («. 82, artte, p. ^^^^^ **' ^'^'

240), still, however, the conviction should be correct in matters
of substance (6). It may be framed as directed by the 3 Geo. 4,

c. 23(c), Mere minutes will in the first instance suffice, and it

may be drawn up in full afterwards {d). It must not be in the alter-

native(c).

(11.) Of BtoAfing Proceedings by the Attorney-General or
Commissioners of Excise.

The attorney-general may enter a nolle prosequi, or otherwiEO stay (ii.) staj-ing pro-
ceedings by tne

(a) Sec 3 Geo. 4, c. 23, and 4 & 5 519.

Will. 4, c. 61, 8. 24, an to taking (c) Bee form, pod.
down the evidence of witnesses ten- \d) See Conviction, Vol. I. ; Rex v.

dered for examination. (Ante, p. Barker, 1 East, 186,

242). («) liexv. .T. Nmih. fi T) d: R. 143.

(b) Rex v, Uanson, Jc Aid
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attorney-general
or commissioners
of excise.

3. Proceedings, any prosecution for penalties, or condemnation of any seizure, if lie h'
d:c. before JUS- satisfied that the penalty or forfeiture was incurred without any in

tices, tSic. tention of fraud, or of ofl'ending against any law of excise (s. 97, anti

\

p. 246). The application to the attorney-general should be supported
by j)etition and affidavit (a).

So, a party threatened with a prosecution, or already proceeded
against, may apply to the commissioners of excise, tinder the 7 & 8

Geo. 4, c. 53, ss. 98, 99 {ante, p. 246), by petition, supported by
affidavit, and pray that they will be pleased to order that no prosecu-
tion be instituted, or that the prosecution be stayed, either altogether

or upon terms ; and the commissioners may order such stay of pro-

ceedings, or restoration of the goods absolutely or conditionally, on
such terms as they may think just (s. 98, ante, p. 246).

(12.) Of Appeals.

1'-'.) Appeals. As to appeals from the decisions of the commissioners and justices of

the peace to the barons of Exchequer and the quarter sessions re-

spectively, see a7ife, p. 240.

One or more of the said barons are required, upon being served with
notice of such appeal, at such place and at such time as he or thej^ shall

appoint, to hear, adjudge, and finallj^ determine such appeal : and
the baron or barons by whom such appeal shall be heard, &.C., have
the same powers and authorities as by the former acts were given to

the commissioners of appeal : all the enactments, rules, regulations,

and provisions in such former acts, except as altered by the 4 Vict. c. 20,

apply to them. {See ante, p. 240.)

(13.) Of the Removal hy Habeas Corpus and Certiorari.

(13.) Removal bv ^^ certiorari or other process lies at the suit of any defendant to
habeas corpus arid supersede or affect any proceeding by commissioners of excise or
certiorari.

justices of the peace (s. 79, ante, p. 240). It was held, on the prior

acts, that no certiorari to remove a conviction under the excise laws,

can be sustained {b). But some of the acts before the 7 & 8 Geo. 4,

c. 53, s. 79, did not take the certiorari away (c).

A habeas corpus lies whenever a defendant is illegally imprisoned

;

and therefore, if he be confined under a conviction totally defective, he
may by habeas corpus be discharged.

(14.) Of the Proceedings in Execution.

In no case in which a penalty is awarded, and such penalty is not
immediately paid, should the collector, supervisor, or any other officer,

take security for the payment of such penalty without the express
orders of the commissioners.

If, on the hearing of an information, the justices give judgment foi'

the Crown (and such judgment is not appealed against, or if apjiealed

against, is affirmed by the court of appeal), the next step is to en-

force it.

If the judgment is for condemnation of goods seized as forfeited, the
justices of the peace are required to grant a warrant under their hands,
to any officer of excise, for the sale of the goods condemned (s. 86, ante,

p. 242).

If the judgment to be enforced is for a full or mitigated ^ena?^?/, the

justices are authorised and required to grant a warrant to an officer of

excise, authorising him to levy the penalty, or so much thereof as shall

not have been satisfied, upon the goods of the defendant, and either to

detain and keep them where found, or remove them to the next office

of excise {ante, p. 242).

(14.) Of the pro-
ceedings iu exe-
cution.

Officer ought not
to take security
for penalty.

(a) See a form of petition and
affidavit, on application to the com-
missioners of excise, post, which may

be readil}' applied.

{b) R V. Whitehead, DouqI. 549.

(c) Pale.y, 489.
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The jiidgments are to be enforced by the Justices of the peace at the 3. Procmdings,
i.cral quarter sessions. ttr. befmv jits-

Thus, if it was for condemnation of goods, at the general quarter tices, tSic.

sessions, on appeal, they are required to grant a warrant under their

liands, or under the hands of any two of them, to any officer of excise,

lor the sale of the goods condemned (s. 87, ante, p. 243).

Where the judgment is for any penalty, they are required to apply
tlio money which shall have been deposited as before stated {ante,

]). 241), in satisfaction of such judgment; and if not sufficient, they
me to grant a warrant under their hands, or under the hands of any
two of them, to any officer of excise, requiring him to levy the penalty
or balance upon the goods of the offender, and either to detain or keep
the goods where found, or remove them to the next office of excise

(s. 87, ante, p. 243).

In all these cases, it will be observed, the statute directs the warrant
to be under hand or hands of the justices, &c. : it need not, therefore,

bo under seal («).

One warrant for several penalties imposed by different acts suffices (i).

The goods upon which such levy is made are to be sold, as soon as

tonveniently may be, after a certain time to be limited in the warrant
(not less than 4 days, nor more than 8 days) unless the penalty for

which the levy is made be previously paid (s. 88, ante, p. 243).

The officer making the levy is empowered to deduct out of the money
arising by the sale

—

1st. The penalty.—And, 2ndly. All reasonable charges and expenses
attending the levy.

The overplus is to be returned to the proprietor of the goods, or the
"

person legally entitled thereto (s. 89, ante, p. 243).

The officer, if required, must show the warrant to the person upon
whose goods the levy is made, and suff'er him to take a copy of it, and
the warrant itself is of the same force and effect, in all respects, as a
writ oi fieri facias issued out of the Court of Exchequer in England,
for the recovery of any debt due to her Majesty.

All goods and commodities subject to duties of excise, and all mate- Goods liable to an

rials, machinery, vessels, implements, and articles used in the manu- excise duty, and

facture are, by 4 Vict. c. 20, s._24 {see ante,^. 221), to be liable for aU sers.Tc^iubj'elt'''

duties, arrears, and penalties incuri'ed whilst in the possession of the to arrears of duty-

trader
;
provided, that where goods duly charged with duty have been ^^^ penalties,

sold and delivered in the fair and ordinary course of trade, the liability

is in such case to cease.

By 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, ss. 90—92, where a sufficient distress cannot
be found (c), a warrant may issue for the arrest of the person (see ante,

11. 244). When goods are found after the issue or execution of an
arrest warrant, a fresh levy warrant may be issued. And such arrest

warrants may be executed in any part of the United Kingdom, upon
the indorsement by a justice of the peace for the place in which it is

to be executed.

A body warrant of this description must not be executed on a Sun-
day {d).

The justice endorsing any such warrant is by the act saved harmless
and indemnified from any consequences arising therefrom, and the
original maker of the warrant remains responsible for its legality (s. 92,

ante, p. 245).

As to sales of forfeited goods, see 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, ss. 100 to 102,

and 4 Vict. c. 20.

{a) Lev. 205 ; Willr.s, 411 ; Pcdey, for goods nnist therefore be first is-

35. sued. {Palcy, 482.)

{b) Paley, 487. (d) Paleij, 489 ; 1 T. P. 265.

(c) It seems that a levy-warrant
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3. Proceedings, All costs and expenses attending the seizure, detention, custody, ix-

<fcc. before jus- moval, prosecution, condemnation, and sale of any goods whatsoever,
tices, d'C. forfeited by any act of Parliament relating to the revenue of excise are

Costs and ex- (such cases only excepted for which other directions are by any act of

penses. Parliament relating to the revenue of excise specially given), to be paid
out of the gross proceeds arising from the sale thereof, whenever the

same are sold ; and, if not sold, but the same are destroyed or other-

wise disposed of, such costs and expenses are to be paid out of the

revenue of excise. 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 102.

Distribution of All penalties and forfeitures incurred and recovered under any act of
penalties and Parliament relating to the revenue of excise (such cases only excepted

the king, and the° for which other directions are sj)ecially given), are, after deducting ol

other half to the all costs and expenses incuiTed relating thereto, to be distributed, .one
officer or informer, moiety to his majesty, and the other to the officer of excise, or tho

person who shall discover, inform, or sue for the same. But, on proof
of any officer acting coUusively, the commissioners may dii'ect his share

to be forfeited. 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 104 («).

(15.) Of the Liahility and Indemnity to Magistrates and Officers.

(15.) Liability and The general enactments in the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, ss. 114 to 110,

K^^trates^and"
™^" enact, that no action shall be commenced against any officer of excise,

officers. or person employed in the revenue of excise, &c., without first giving

an explicit notice, in a certain form, of the intended action. The action

must be commenced within 3 months next after the cause of action had
occurred. The venue must be laid in the proper county. The defen-

dant may plead the general issue ; and, if the plaintiff fails, the defen-

dant is entitled to treble costs. The act also authorises a tender of

amends to be pleaded, or money may be paid into court ; and if, on
trial for seizui-es, the judge shall certify there was probable cause of

seizure, the oflScer is not liable to any action, &c.

(16.) Of the Expenses, Costs, and Rewards.

(16.) Expenses, The 4 «& 5 Will. 4, c. 51, s. 21, enacts, that in any prosecution for
costs, and re- recovery of any penalty incurred, or for the condemnation of any goods
^^^ ^'

, or chattels seized as forfeited, under any act of Parliament relating to

secutkTn before" the revenue of excise, and carried on before the commissioners of ex-
coniinissi{|ners of cise or anyjustices of the peace, the commissioners of excise may order

may^be°OTd"rerto ^^^ expenses of such prosecution to be paid out of the revenue of ex-

be paid out of cise, and a sum of money to be paid to the officers concerned in such
revenue. prosecution, or the persons through whose information the offence

shall have been discovered or the seizure made, in the same manner as

they are authorised to do in prosecutions carried on in the Court of

Exchequer.
Sect. 14 gives the commissioners of excise power to reward officers

detecting private manufactories.

II. Eecovery of Excise Duties before Justices.

2. Recovery before It has been observed, that the prevention and punishment of frauds

^a\mpT
°^ excise ^.^^ material parf^ of the duty of an excise officer ; but the securing and

recovering of excise duties payable by persons subject to the excise laws,

is of still higher importance.

The 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 51, s. 11, enacts, that excise traders shall pay
their duties at such time and place and to such person as shall be
appointed, or upon demand made by order of the commissioners on
pain of forfeiting double duty.

Provided, however, no person shall be compelled to go further than

{a) By 11 & 12 Vict. c. 121, s. 28, Tarliament, all penalties recovered

the right of officers of exci.se to a under the Inland Eevenue Acts arc

moiety of penalties is taken away
;

the property of the Crown,
and by a bill now passing through

duties.
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lie next market town for making entries or paj^ment of duties. (7 & 8 3. Proceedings,

aco. 4, c. 53, s. 26, ante, p. 221). <fcc. before jus-

The 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 72, enacts, that the letter or instructions tices, d-c.

)ni(;'ially received by the collector, or other officer of excise, of the
^^ ^^

~

[ol lection, district, or place in which the subject-matter of any such

iilormation, or other legal or judicial proceeding, may have arisen, for

lis direction and government, and in which such order is mentioned
)r referred to, and under which letter such officer shall have acted,

^hall be admitted to be sufficient evidence and proof of such order.

The 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, ss. 15 {ante, p. 221) and 26 {ante, p. 221),

imits the distance that the trader may be required to go to pay such
duties.

The above reguiations are applicable to the whole of the United
Kingdom ; and \f a trader out of the limits of the chief office of excise

ices not pay the excise duties charged upon him accordingly, he
ncurs the penalty of double the value of the duty (7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53,

^. 11); and an information maybe exhibited agaLnst him before the

commissioners of excise or justice or justices of the peace, 6 calendar

nonths after offence committed, and the proceedings are to be con-

iucted in the manner pointed out {ante, p. 223, s. 19 of the 4 & 5

Will. 4, c. 51).

[II. Eecoveey of Penalties on Immediate Arrest of Persons
EMPLOYED IN UNENTERED ExCISE MANUFACTORIES.

Power is given to the officers of excise immediately to arrest any 3. Mode of prov-

persons found employed in unentered excise manufactories, and to take
g^j^r^'^jg^.^l

""gg ^

;hem before a justice, who is forthwith to hear and determine the case, in real owner's

vvithout the officer's waiting for an order from the commissioners of name, penalties,

3xcise, or the commissioners and assistant commissioners in Scotland *

ind Ireland, to prosecute (s. 61, ante, p. 231).

The 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 51, s. 5, repealing the old, directs the present

nanner in which entries of premises are to be made. (See ante,

3. 215).

By 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 33 {ante, p. 223), persons found employed
n unentered premises where the manufacturing of articles subject to

excise duties is being carried on, are made liable to fine and impri-
sonment.
On arresting such an oflFender, it is the duty of the officer forthwith

to convey the offender before a justice of the peace for the place in
which the offence has been committed, and when the justice is ready
to hear the case, give information against the offender, and charge him.
orally with the oflence imputed to him, and be prepared with his wit-
nesses to support it.

It is not incumbent on the officer to prove that the manufactory is

aot entered, but it Hes upon the defendant (if such is his defence) to
prove that it is entered (a).

If any question, or doubt, or dispute be made or arise, whether the •

person who arrested the ofiender and conveyed him before the justice,

s an officer of excise, it is, by the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 17, enacted,
:hat evidence that he is reputed to be or acts as an officer of excise,
shall be admitted, and deemed and taken to be sufficient and legal
3vidence thereof, without producing or proving the particular com-
nission, appointment, or authority, whereby he is commissioned or
ippointed to be such officer, unless "by other evidence the contrary be
nade to appear.

(rt) See 30 & 31 Vict. c. 90, s. 12, as to production of book of entry.
|
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3. Proceedings,

<tc. before jus-

tices, iLc.

4. Of search-war-
rants and mode of
obtaininsr same,
and assistitnce of
peace officers, &c.

Officers of excise
to have the like
powers as officers

of customs.

But officer of ex-
cise cannot of his
own authority
enter a place (not
especially pro-
vided for by act),

to search for sus-
pected goods, but
must make oath,
and obtain a
warrant.

What may be done

Excise*

IV. Of Search Warrants kkd mode of obtaining same, and
ASSISTANCE OF PEACE OFFICERS AND OTHERS.

All goods, commodities, and chattels whatsoever, forfeited under or

by vu'tue of any act of Parliament relating to tlie revenue of excise,

may, witliout special or particular warrant, be seized :—1st. By any
oflBcer of excise.—2dly. Bj any person employed in tbe revenue of

excise.—Or, 3dly, By any person acting in tbe aid and assistance of

any sucb officer or person so employed (s. 64, ante, p. 229).

Amongst otbers, all goods and commodities subject to any duty of

excise, and all materials, utensils, and vessels, proper or intended to be

made use of in tbe making thereof, removed or deposited, or concealed

in any place to defraud his Majesty of such duty, are forfeited; and in

every such case, and in every case where any goods or commodities are

forfeited by any law relating to the excise, all the casks, vessels, cases,

and other packages whatsoever, containing, or which shall have con-

tained, such goods or commodities, and every vessel, boat, cart, car-

riage, or other conveyance whatsoever, and all horses or other cattle,

and all things used in the removal, or for the deposit or concealment
thereof, are also forfeited ; and every person who removes, deposits, or

conceals, or is concerned in removing, depositing, or concealing any

such goods or commodities, forfeits treble the value thereof, or 100?. at

the election of the commissioners of excise or customs, or of tbe com-
missioner and assistant commissioners of excise or customs in Scotland

and Ireland, respectively, or the person who sues for the same (s. 132,

ante, p. 222).

Besides goods forfeited by any law of excise, every officer of excia

has, and may use and exercise, all such and the like powers and autho-

rities for the arrest and prosecution of any person, or for the search,

examination, seizure, detention, removal, and prosecution ofany vessel,

boat, cart, carriage, or other conveyance, or any horse or cattle, or any
foreign or imported goods or commodities whatsoever, forfeited under
any act of Parliament relating to the revenue of the customs, as are or

shall be granted, or be used or exercised, in that behalf by any officer

of the customs (s. 38, ante, p. 225).
This right of seizure, however, does not authorise any officer of ex-

cise, or person employed in the revenue of excise, or their assistant, to

enter or go into, of their own authority, any place, into which they are

not otherwise legally authorised ; and if any officer of excise has cause

to suspect that any goods or commodities, forfeited under or by virtue of

any act of Parliament relating to the revenue of excise, are deposited

or concealed in any place to which he has no right of access, and sudi

place is in any part of the United Kingdom out of the limits of the

chief office of excise in London, he may apply to any one or more of

the justices of the peace for the county, shire, division, city, town, or

place where he suspects such goods and commodities are deposited or

concealed ; and any one or more of such justices may, upmi oath being
made by such officer before him or them, setting forth the ground of such

suspicion, if he or theyjudge it reasonable, by special warrant under his

or their hands, authorise and empower such officer, by day or by night

(but if between the hours of 11 of the clock at night and 5 in the

morning, then in the presence of a constable or other officer of the

peace), to enter into every such place where any such goods or com-
modities are suspected to be deposited or concealed, and to seize and
carry away the same (s. 34, ante, j>. 224).
And the officer, in case of resistance, having such warrant, may

break open any door, and force and remove any other impediment or

obstruction to such entry, search, or seizure, and remove any other

impediment or obstruction to such entry, search, or seizure, and
removal.

In the case of The King y. Walls and another (1 B. & Ad. 166), the

•
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'/'d of entry and search, under a writ of assistance, and under tlie 3. Proceedings,

iicient modern provisions in the law relating to the customs and <f,r. before jics-

ccise, was fully considered. The 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 59, s. 61, empowers iice,s, dc.

ly officer of customs, or person acting under the commissioners of
^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^

i>t(Mns, authorised by writ of assistance, to enter any house, shop, assistince.

c. there to seize, and from thence to bring, any imcustomed or

niiibited goods.
^V writ of assistance was addressed to certain officers therein men-
oiidd, and to all other his Majesty's officers, ministers, and subjects

. Ivagland and Wales ; it set out the commission of the officers of the

istonis, which empowered them to enter and search any house, shop,

c, where smuggled goods were, or were suspected to be concealed, to

^puint officers, &c,, and to do all other things necessary for his Ma-
•sity's service in such cases, according to law ; and it commanded the

)\n-al persons to whom it was directed to permit and suffer the com-
lissioners of customs, their deputies, servants, and officers, to enter

tid search the houses, shops, &c., where smuggled goods were, or were
isjiected to be concealed, and to do all things which ought to be done in

uit behalf, according to the commission, and to the laws of the realm;

nd all persons addressed by the writ were to assist iu the execution of

le jjremises.

It was held, that this writ did not confer a general and absolute au-
loiity to enter and search houses for smuggled goods ; but that such
iitry and search must be justified by reference to the event, or to pro-

'ible cause: and the evidence on those points, and whether there was
i^isonable ground to suspect a concealment of goods, being uncertain,

new trial was directed.

If the warrant is executed between the hours of 11 of the clock at Attendance of

light and 5 in the morning, the presence of a constable or other lawful peace officer,

[fiicer of the peace is necessary (s. 34, ante, p. 224) ; and upon notice

iven or request made by any officer of excise to any constable, head-

orough, or other ministerial officer of the peace, to go with him, as

ach excise officer, and to aid and assist him as such officer of excise,

n his not going, or not aiding and assisting to the utmost of his

ower, he shall incur a penalty of 20^. (s. 16, ante, p. 225).

It cannot very well occur in executing a search-warrant, but it may
1 many other cases happen, that a constable, headborough, or other

linisterial officer of the peace, who has begun to assist an officer of

xcise in the execution of his duty, in a place where such officer has
arisdiction, may be taken in the progress of such assistance out of

uch place, and then he may continue his assistance into any other
ilace, otherwise out of his jurisdiction (s. 34, ante, p. 224).
And by the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 35, all justices of the peace, bailiffs,

onstables, and all his Majesty's officers, ministers, and subjects
erving under his Majesty, by commission, warrant, or otherwise, are
equired to be aiding and assisting to every officer of excise, in the due
xecution of any act or thing required and enjoined by any act of Par-
iament relating to the revenue of excise to be done, and all such per-
ons who so aid or assist are by the same act saved harmless.

V. Of Overchaeges and Eelief.

It sometimes happens that persons subject to the excise laws are 5. of overcharges

harged with, or have paid, more than by law they are liable to pay; andreUef.

nd provision for relief, in such cases, in a summary way, is provided
.y the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 120, and other acts, and by 4 & 5 Will. 4,
. 51, 8. 27 (a).

When any person, chargeable with any duties of excise, has been

(«) 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 120;
9 Geo. 3, c. 56, s. 11 ; 28 Geo. 3, s. 3.

37, s. 19 ; 38 Geo. 3, c. C4,

D D 2
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3. Proceedings, charged therewith, any two or morejustices, out of the limits of the chief;
<fcc. before jus- office of excise, may (upon complaint of any overcharge made by any
tices, (fee. officer of excise, within 12 calendar months next after the making of

'
""

' such charge) hear, adjudge, and determine such complaint, and ex-
amine the witnesses upon oath, who shall be produced as well on behalf

of the complainant as of his Majesty, and of all parties therein con-

cerned, and by warrant under their hands discharge or acquit such
person of so much of such charge as shall be made out and proved
before them to have been overcharged (a).

If the complainant has, before such acquittal, paid any money ia

respect of such overcharge, the commissiotiers of excise, or the com-
missioner and assistant commissioners in Scotland and Ireland respec-

tively, are required, upon such acquittal, to repay to the complainant,
out of the public moneys in their hands, or at their discretion to allow

out of the next duties becoming payable by the complainant, so much
money as has been so paid (a).

No such complaint, however, is to be heard before the justices,

unless a notice in writing of the time and place of hearing thereof

(which must contain and set forth the ground and substance of such
complaint) has been given to the collector of excise in whose collection,

or to the supervisor of excise in whose district such overcharge has

been made, 8 days at the least before the time appointed for the

hearing of such complaint (a).

The payment of any duty with which the complainant has been
charged, or any proceedings for the recovery thereof, are nevertheless

not to be delayed or superseded by reason of the making of any such
complaint, or of the same being depending (a).

These provisions are general with respect to all overcharges of excise

duties, but there are other cases for which, though not strictly falling

under the head of overcharge, special provision is made.
In the case of any dispute or complaint of overcharge arising upon

the 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 51, s. 27 {ante, p. 213), an appeal is now granted
by 28 & 29 Vict. c. 96, s. 25, if the sum in dispute exceed oOZ. {ante, p.

215).

VI. The Foems of Proceedings in general before Justices, &&
UNDER Excise Laws {h).

6. Forms of pro- As the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 73 {ante, p. 236), directs justices to pro-
ceedings, &c. ceed on the merits without regarding any defect ofform in any infom-

ation or proceeding therein, and the 82nd sect, of the same act {ante,

p. 240) directs commissioners of appeal and justices of the peace at

quarter sessions not to regard matters of form, so great accuracy is

not necessary as would be otherwise required ; still, however, matters
of substance must be observed, and it may assist in practice to give a

few of the usual forms (c).

The forms here given are the same as those in the last edition of

this work, substituting the commissioners of Inland Eevenue for the

commissioners of excise, and altering the time within which the oflfence

charged is alleged to have been committed from 4 to 6 months, pursuant
to the 11 & 12 Vict. c. 118, s. 3.

(«) 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 120
; 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 55, schedule.

4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 51, s. 27. (c) If more than one offence is

(b) See other older forms of pro- stated in the information, insert the

ceedings imder the excise laws, Pa^ey word "several," and add an "s"
on Convictions, 2nd ed. 691; and see to the word offence,

the prescribed forms in the Irish act,
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3. Proceedinqs,
No, I.—INFORMATIONS. ^.c. before jus-

tices, (be.
A.) Formal parts of information for recovery of a penalty, and con-

demnation of a seizure exhibited before one justice.

:/// of J I -^c it renumbered, that cm this day of , in the year (i). Formal parts

lo wit. ) of our Lord [1868], at , in the county of , A. B. of information for

v///r/ 07ie of her Majesty's officers of excise, who prosecutes for her said Majesty
[fg^an^^'condem-

'

' is behalf, exhibiteth in his awn proper person to and before me, E. F. , Esq.
, nation of seizure

i' her Majesty's justices of the peace in and for the said county of , this before one justice.

. Illation (which same information is commenced and prosecuted by order of
hi' commissioners of Inland Revenue (a) ), and informeth me, the said justice,

hut within six months last past, to wit, on the day of in the year

f (lur Lord at [here state the offence with certainty and not in

lie alternative, and then proceed as follows] ; and the said A, B. praycth

inhjment in the premises ; and that the said C. D. may be summoned to answer

lie said premises, and to make defence thereto.

A. B.

Exhibited to and before me, \

the day and year and {

at the place first above (

written, E. P. )

B.) Formal parts of information for recovery of a penalty, and the

condemnation of a seizure exhibited before two justices.

County of ,\Be it remembered, that on this day of , in the
(2). The like he-

to vnt. ] year of our Lord [1&68], at , in the county of , fore two justices.

A. B., being one of her Majesty's officers of excise, who prosecutes far her said

Majestym this behalf, exhibiteth in his own proper person to and before us, E. F.

\%nd G. H., two of her Majesty's justices of the peace for the said county wherein

\he offence hereivufter mentioned vms comnnitted, and where the goods, commodities,

hnd chattels hereinafter mentioned were seized on information (which same in-

formation is cmnmenced and prosecuted by order of the commissioners of Inland

Revenue), and thereby informeth us, the said justices, that [here state the offence

with certainty, and not in the alternative]. Whereupon the said A. B. prayeth

judgment in the premises according to theform of the statute in such case made
and provided, and that the said C. B. may be summoned to answer the said pre-

7nises, and to make defence thereto.

A. B.

Exhibited to and before us, \

the day and year and f

at the place jirst above I

written. E. F. d; G. H. )

(C.) Formal parts of information for tbe recovery of a penalty exhi-
bited before one justice.

County of ^\ Be it remembered, that this day of , in the year
to wit. \ of our Lord [1868], at , in the county of , iTinfoZation for

A. B., being one of her Majesty's officers of excise, wlw prosecutes for her said the recover}' of

Majesty in this behalf, exhibiteth in his own proper person to and before me, E. F. ,
penalties before

one of her Majesty s justices of the peace for the said county of , wherein the ^^^ justice.

offence hereinafter mentioned was committed, an information {which same in-

formalion is commenced and prosecuted by order of the commissimurs of Inland
Revemce), and thereby informeth me, the said justice, that one 0. D. [here state

the offence]. Whereupon Uie said C. D. prayeth judgment in the premises

(a) The same form applies to in- Will. 4, c. 51, was passed, the revenue
formation whether exhibited in Eng- of excise has been under the manage-
land, Ireland, or Scotland. There ment of the commissioners of Inland
are now no assistant commissioners Revenue,
for Ireland or Scotland. Since 4 & 5 •
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3. Proceedings (tccording to the form of the statute in s^ich case viade and 2>rovidcd, and that the

ttr. before jus- *^*^^ C'- -^' '"i^'^^ ^^ summoned to answer the said premises, and to make defence

ticcs, &c. thereto.

A. B.
Exhibited to and before me, ^

the day and year first \

above written. E. F.
)

(4). The like for
tho county, &c.
whei-e the person
committing the
oll'euce is found.

(D.) Formal parts of information for recovery of a penalty or penalties

before one justice for the county, sliire, division, city, town,
or place, where the person committing the offence or offences ;

found.

County of ,\Ee it remembered, that this day of , in the ynr
to wit. j of mir Lord [1868], at , in the county of

,

A. B., being one of her Majesti/s officers of excise, %cho prosecutes for her said
Majesty in this behalf, exhibiteth in his own proper person to and before me, E. P.,

one of her Majesty's justices of the peace for the said county of , wherein
C. D., the person committing the offence hereinafter mentioned, is found, an
information {which same information is commenced and prosecuted by order of
the commissioners of Inlami Revenue), and thereby informeth me, th^ said

justice, that [here state the offence], and the said G. D. is now found in the said

county of . Whereupon the said C. D. prayeth judgme,nt in the premises,

according to the form of the statute in such case made and provided, and that

the said 0. D. tnay be summoned to answer the said premises, and to make
defence thereto.

Exhibited to and before me, "|

the day and year and I

at the place first above
j

written. E. F.j

(5.) Information
for condemnatiou
of British spirits,

with packa<jes kc.
and recovery of
optional penalty
of lOOi.

(E.) Information before one justice for the condemnation of British
spirits, with packages, carriage, and cattle, and the recoveiy of
the optional penalty of 100?.—(See 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 69,
ante, p. 235.)

County of , ) Be it remembered, that on the day of , in the

to xvit.
\

year of our Lord [1868], at , in the county of ,

A. B., one of her Majesty's officers of excise, who prosecutesfor her said Majesty
in this behalf, exhibiteth in his oivn proper person to and before me, E. F., Esq.,

one of her Majesty's justices of the peace for the said county of , wherein tht

offence hereinafter mentioned was committed, and where the goods, commodities,
aiid chattels hereinafter mentioned were seized, an information {which same
information is commenced and prosecuted by order of the commissioners of Inland
Revenue), and thereby informeth me, the said justice, that within six calendar
months last past, to wit, on the day of , in the year of our Lord ,

at , in the said county of , one O. H., being then and there a«
officer of Inland Revenue, did seize and arrest, as forfeited,from C. D., a certain
large qiuintity, to wit, twenty gallons of British spirits, contained in divers
packages, to wit, four bottles, and a certain carriage, to wit, a cart, and certain
cattle, to wit, one mule, then and there used in the removal of the said spirits
[the same spirits], for that the said C. D. , then and there knowingly had in his
custody and possession tlie said spirits, after the same had been removedfromlks
place where the same ought to have been charged with the duty payable in respect

thereof, before either the ditty to which the same was liable had been charged and
paid, or secured to be paid, or stich spirits had been lawfully condemned as for-
feited as aforesaid, the said packages, for that the same then and there contained
the said spirits so forfeited as aforesaid, and the said carriage and cattle, for
that the same %oere then and there used in the removal thereof, contrary to the

form of the statutes in that case made and provided, whereby and by force of the
statutes in that case ma,de and provided the said spirits then and there became
forfeited, together with tlie said packages containing the same, and the said car-

riage and cattle tfvenand there used in the removal thereof, and the said C. D.,
being the person so offending, hath forfeited and lost the sum of lOOZ., tlw said
A. B., who sms as aforesaid, having elected, and hereby electing, tlie said
penalty of lOOZ. in lieu and instead of treble the value of such spirits ; where-
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/ tJie said A. B. jtrayeth judgment in the premises, and that the said C. D. 3. Proceedings,
< be summoned to answer the said premises, and to make defence thereto. &c. before jus-

A. B. tices, tbc.

Exhibited to and before me, \

the day and year and{
at tlie place first above I

mentioned. E. F. )

(F.) Form of information exhibited before one justice for the condem-
nation of a seizure not claimed.

•ity of , I
Be it remembered, that this day of , in the year f6). Information

to wit.
\ ofour Lord\l%Q%ldt . in the county of

_
> ^^^M ^7s^XurTn"ot'°"

'

'/ one of her Majesty's officers of excise, who prosecutes for her said Majesty claimed.
'//.9 behalf, exhibiteth in his own proper person to and before 'me,E. F., Esq.,

ii::^- of her Majesty's justices of the peacefor the said county of , where the

If ^'iils, co77imodities, and chattels, hereinafter mentioned were seized, an informa-
' ! [which same information is co'rnmenced and prosecuted by order of the com-

^loners of Inland Revenue), and thereby informeth me, tJie said justice, that

"i in six calendar months last past, to wit, on the day of , in the year

(ii our Lord , at in the said county of , one 0. H. , being then and there

ail officer of Inland Revenue, did seize and arrest as forfeited, from a certain

ji rsim unknovjn, as well to the said A. B. as to him the said O. H., a certain

'hi i-ijc quantity, to wit gallons of {^British'] spirits, contained in divers

[I'li'kages, to wit [fve bottles], and a certain carriage, to wit, a [carti, and
rcrticin cattle, to wit, one [micle], then and there used in the removal of the said

siiirlts ; for that tlie said person, so unhnmon, as aforesaid, then and there

/ n'lwingly had in his custody and possession the said spirits, after the same had
hci-n removedfrom the place where the same ought to have been charged tvith the

duty payable in respect thereof, before either the duty to which the same was liable

had been charged and paid, or secured to be paid, or su^h spirits had been lata-

fully condemned as forfeited ; and for that the saidpackages then and there con-

tained the said spirits so forfeited as aforesaid, andfor that the said carriage and
cattle were then and there used in tlie removal thereof, contrary to the form of
fif statutes in that case made and provided, whereby and byforce of the statutes

ill that case made and provided the said spirits then and there became forfeited,

fiji/ether with the said packages containing the same, and the said carriage and
ciitJle then and there u^ed in the removal thereof. Whereupon the said A. B.

(no one appearing to claim the said goods, commodities, and chattels, so seized

as aforesaid) prayeth judgment in the premises.
: A. B.

Exhibited to and before me, \

the day and year and {

at the place first above I

written. E. F. )

(G.) Form of information before one justice for recovery of double tbe (7). information

value of duties neglected to be paid. o^d^nWeThe
"^

County of , \
Be it remembered, that on this day of , in the year '^'^^"^ of duties

to wit. \ ofourLord[\^&i],at , in the county of , A. B., "^

being one of her Majesty's officers of excise, ivho prosecictes for her said Majesty
in this behalf, exhibiteth in his own proper j>erson to and bejore me, C. D. , one of
her Majesty's justices of the peace for the said county of , where the offence
hereinafter mentioned was committed, an information [which same information
is commenced and prosecuted by order of the commissioners of Inland Revenue),
and thereby informeth me, the said justice, that one E. F., being before and at
and after the several times, and at the place in that behalf hereinafter men-
tioned, a maltster and maker of malt, did, within six calendar montJiS last
past, that is to say, betioeen the day of nmo last past, and the
[twentieth] day of [October] then next following, to wit, at , in the said
county of , make divers, that is to say [ten thousand] bushels of malt,
chargeable with certain duties of excise payable to her said Majesty, by the sta-
tutes [if duty sought to be recovered is imposed by one statute, cancel the
" s "] in that case made and provided ; and the same having been charged upon
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3. Proceedings, and incurred by the said E. F. he thereby became indebted to her said Majesty in
&c. before 'jus- the ^wmo/ [120Z. 10s. 6d!.] which [if the payment is accelerated by a demand,
tices, &c. insert the words "having been demanded," but if not, and the duties arepay-

able, dash up this blank] having been deinanded according to the directions of
the statute in that case made and provided, he ought, before the day of exhibiting

this information, to have paid and cleared off, but hath omitted and neglected so

to do, contrary to the form of the statute in such case made and jyrovided, where-
by and by force of the statute in that case made and provided, he hath forfeited

double the value of the said dtdies, that is to say, the sum of [120?. 10s. Qd.]:

whereupon the said A. B. prayeth judgment in the premises ; and that the said

C. D. may be summoned to answer the said premises, and to make defence

thereto.

A. B.
Exhibited to and before me, \

the day and year afid {

at the place first above I

written. E. F, )

TJntil recently a printed form of information, or rather informations,
against several offenders, for several distinct oflPences committed at

different times, used to be issued, with, a form, printed on the back,
of one conviction against several offenders for several distinct offences.

These forms could be used as minutes, and the formal convictions

afterwards be drawn up fully. But it may be safer to adopt at once
separate informations and convictions, when time will allow.

See the form of such information in the following page; and the
form of such cocviction, post, p. 415.

These forms, however, are now never used ; but it has been thought
better to retain them in their places, as in the former edition of this

work.
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3. Proceedings,

<&c. before jus-

tices, d-c.

(1). Summons
for recovery of
penalty and con-
demnation of

seizure, by one
justice of the
county where
offence was com-
mitted.

No. II.- SUMMONSES, NOTICES, AND SUBPCENA.

C?). The like, by
two justices.

(A..) Porm of formal parts of summons for the recovery of a penalty,

and the condemnation of a seizure, when information exhibited

before one justice for the county, &c., where offence committed.

To CD.
County of , ) You are hereby to take notice, that an information hath this

to wit. \ day been laid and exhibited against you before me, E. F.,

Esq., one of her Majesty s justices of the peace for the said county of
{wherein the offence hereinafter mentioned was committed), at , in the

said county, for the forfeiture of the sum of [lOOZ.] and also for the forfeiture

of certain goods and chattels, to wit, \_fifty gallons of British spirits'], by ,

officer of excise, in and by which inforirmtion it is alleged that [state the legal

ground of forfeiture], and also for the forfeiture of the further sum of [100/.],

and also for the forfeiture of certain other goods and chattels, to wit, ttc.

[name them], for that [state the legal ground of forfeiture.] / have appointed

that all jMvtics shall be heard of and ccmcenmig the matter and matters of fact

in the said information mentioned and alleged, on the day of now
itistant, at of the clock in the noon of the said day, at the house

of W. R., being an inn and public-house knoum by the sign of the , at

, in the said county of ; at which time and plaxe you, are hereby

required to be and appear before such of her Majesty's justices of the peace for

the said county as shall be then and there joresent, and have jurisdiction to

hear and determine the same, then and there to make your defence in and to the

matters contained in the said information; but, though you fail therein, the said

last-TTientioned justices [at the time and place in that behalf before mentioned)

will proceed to the examination of the matter and matters of fact in the said in^

formation mentioned and alleged, and thereupon then and there give judgmd
and sentence as in and by the statute in that case made and provided is directed,

And I do hereby authorise aiid require any officer of Inland Reveniie to ser

this summoTis awL to attend at the time and place in that behalf before wew-"

tioned, then and there to make a return of the execution hereof. Given under

my hand at , in the said county of , this day of , in the

year of our Lord [1S68J.

I

(B.) Form of formal parts of summons for the recovery of a penalty

and the condemnation of a seizure, when information exhi-

bited before two justices for the county, &c., where offence

committed.
To CD.

Vounty of ,
I
You are hereby to take notice, that an information hath this

to wit. \ day been laid and exhibited against you before us, E. F.

and 0. H., Esqs., two of her Majesty's ju^stices of the peace for the said county

of , at , in the said county, wherein the offence hereinafter menJAoned

was committed, for the forfeiture of the su7n of [100^.], and also for the for-

feiture of certain goods and chattels, to wit \Jifty gallons of British spirits],

by , officer of excise, in and by which information it is alleged that [state

the legal ground of forfeiture], and also for the forfeiture of the further sum
of [100/.], and also for the forfeiture of certain other goods and chattels, to

urit, ikc. [name them], for that [state the legal ground of forfeiture]. We
have appointed that all parties shall he heard of and concerning the matter

and matters offact in tJie said information mentior^ed and alleged, on the

day of noiv instant, at [eleven] of the clock in the noon of the same

day, at the house of W. R. , being an inn and public-house well known by the

name of the , at , in the said county of ; at which time and
place yoii are hereby required to be and appear before- such of her Majesty's

justices of the peace for the said county as shall be then and there present,

and have jtirisdiction to hear and determine the same, then, and there to make
your defence in and to the matters contained in the said information ; but, though

you fail therein, the said last-mentioned justices (at the time and place in that

behalf before mentioned) vnll proceed to the examination of the matter and
matters of fact in the said information mentioned and alleged^ and thereupon
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Hi en and there give jtidgment and sentence, as in and by the statute in such case 3. Proceedings,
Itutde and provided is directed. And we do hereby authorise and require any d:c. before ju,s-

mcer of Inland Revenue to serve this summons, and to attend at the time and Hces d-c.

•lace in that behalf before mentioned, then and there to make a return of the

r.i-ecution hereof. Given under our hands, at , in the said county of ,

this day of , in the year of our Lord [1868].

(C.) Form of formal parts of summons for the recovery of a penalty

when information exhibited before one justice for the county,

&c., where offence committed.

To a D.

County of , ) Yo7i a.re hereby to take notice, that an information hath this (3). Summons for

to wit. \ day been laid and exhibited against you before me, E. F. ,
recovery of

Esq., one of her Majesty's justices of the peace for the said county of , at
^fstice^of'tiie'^^

, in the said county, for the forfeiture of the sum of [lOOZ.], for tliat county where
[state the legal ground of lorfeiture], and also for the forfeiture of the further offence wascom-

s«»i of [lOOZ.], by , officer of excise, arid in and by which information "fitted.

it is alleged that [state the legal ground of forfeiture]. / have appointed

that all parties shall be heard of and co7icer7iing the matter and matters of

fact in the said information mentioned and alleged, on the day of
now instant, at [eleven'] of the clock in the noon of the said day, at

the house of W. B., being an inn atul public house known by the sign of the

, at , in the said county of ; ai. whichtime aivd place you are

required to be and appear before such of her Majesty's justices of the peace for tJie

said coxmty as shall be then and there present, and have jurisdiction to hear and
determine the same, then and there to make your defence in and to the matters

contained in the said inforrrMtion ; but, though you fail therein, the said last-

mentioned justices {at the time and place in that behalf before mentioned) unit

proceed to the examination of the matter and nnatters of fact in the said

information mentioned and alleged, and thereuj)on then and there give judg-
ment of the sentence, as in and by the statute in such case made and provided is

directed. A nd I do hereby authorise and require any officer of Inland Revenue
to serve this summons, and to attend at the time and place in that behalf before

mentioned, then and there to make a return of the execution hereof. Given under
my hand, at , in the said county of , this day of , in

the year of our Lord [1868].

(D.) Porm of formal parts of summons for the recoveiy of a penalty,
exhibited before one justice for the county, &c., where the person
committing the offence is found.

To 0. D.

County of ,
"1 You are hereby to take notice, that an information hath this (i). The like, by

to wit. J day been laid and exhibited against you before me, E. F., one justice of the

Esq., one of her Majesty's justices of the peace for the said county of ,

°""nty where

wherein you, the said C. D., being the person who committed the several tinglhe office'
offences hereinafter mentioned, are found, and thereby informeth me, the said is found.
justice, that [state the grounds of the information] ; aTid that you, the said
C. D., are now found in the said county of . And you, loill further
take notice, that I have appointed that all parties shall be heard of and
concerning the matter and matters of fact in the said information mentioned
and alleged, on the day of tww instant, at [eleven] of the
clock in the noon of the said day, at the house of W. R., being an
inn atxd jmblic-house known by the sign of the , at , in the said
county of ; at which time and place you are hereby required to be and
appear before^ such of her Majesty's justices'^ of the peace for the said county
of as shall be then and there present, and have jurisdiction to hear and
determine the same, then and there to make your defence in and to the matters
contained in the said information ; but, though you fail therein, the said last-
mentioned justices {at the tinu and place in that behalf before mentioned)
will proceed to the examination of the matter and ^natters of fact in the said
information mentioned and alleged, and thereupon then and there give
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3. Proceedings, jiulgjnent and sentence, as in ami by the statuf-e in that case made and provided

dec. before jus- *« directed. And I do hereby authorise and require any officer of Inland Revenue
tices, (be. to serve this summons, and to attend at the time and place in that behalf before

mentioned, then and there to make a return of the execution hereof. Given under
my hand, at , in the said county, this day of , in tJie year of
our Lord [1868].

nalty of lOOi.

(E.) Summons upon an information before one justice fortte condem-
nation of British, spirits, with packages, carriages, and cattle,

and the recovery of the optional penalty of 100^.

To C. D.

(5). Summons for County of , ) Yoii are hereby to take notice, that an information hath this

Bri^sh spMts
"^

«o w«. \ day been laid and exhibited against you before me, E. F.,

with packages' Esq., one of her Majesty's justices of the peace for the said county of ,

&c., and recovery wherein the offence hereinafter mentioned was committed, and where the goods,
of optional pe- commodities, and chattels hereinafter mentioned were seized by A. £., officer of

excise for the forfeiture of certain goods, commodities and chattels ; that is to say,

a certain large quantity, to wit, [twenty gallons of British spirits], contained
in divers packages, to wit, [four bottles], and a certain carriage, to wit,

[a cart], and certain cattle, to wit, [one mule], used in the removal of the

said spirits, and also the sum of [100?.]; and thereby informeth me that,

within six calendar montJis last past, to wit, on the day of ,

in the year of our Lord [1868], at , in the said county of , one J. W.,
being then and there an officer of Inland Revenue, did seize and arrest, as for-
feitedfrom you, the said G. D., the said spirits, contained in the said packages,
and the said carriage and cattle, then and there used in the removal of the said
spirits ; the same spirits, for that you, the said C. D. , then and there Icnowingly
liad in your custody and possession the said spirits, after the same had been

removedfrom the place where the same ought to have been cliarged with the duty
payable in respect thereof, before either the duty to vihich the same was liable

had been charged and paid, or secured to be paid, or such spirits had been law-

fully condemned as forfeited ; the said packages, for tJiat the same then and there

contained the said spirits so forfeited, as aforesaid ; and t/ie said carriage and
cattle, for that the same were then and there used in the removal thereof, con-

trary to theform of the statute in that case made and provided ; whereby, and
by force of the statute in that case made and provided, the said spirits then and
there became forfeited, together with tlie said packages containing tlie same, and
the said carriage and cattle then and tliere used in the removal thereof; and you,

the said C. D., being the person so offending, have forfeited and lost the said

sum of [lOOZ.], the said, A. B., who sues as aforesaid, having elected and thereby

electing the said penalty of [1001.], in lieu and instead of treble the value of such
spirits ; and you willfurther take notice, that I have appointed that all parties

shall be heard of and concerning the matter and matters of fact in the said

information mentioned and alleged, on the day of now instant, at

[eleven] of the clock in tlie noon of tlie said day, at the house of W. R.,

being an inn andpublic-house known by the sign of the , at , in the

said county of ; at which time and place you, are hereby required to be

and appear before such of her Majesty's justices of the peace for the said couniy

as shall be then and there present, and liave jurisdiction to hear and determin^e

the same, then and there to make your defence in and to the matters contained in
the said information ; but, though you fail therein, the said laM-mentioned
justices (at the time and place in that behalf before mentioned) will proceed

to the examination of the matter and matters of fact in the said information
TYieniioned and alleged, and tJiereupon then and there give judgment and
sentence, as in and by the statute in the case made and provided is directed

;

and I do hereby authorise and require any officer of Inland Revenue to serve this

summons, and to attend at the time and place in that beJialf before nunticmed,

then and there to make a return of the execution hereof. Qiven under my Jiand,

at , in the said county of , this day of , in the year of
our iord [1868].
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(F.) Form of notice of hearing of information to be affixed on out- 3. Proceedings,

side of excise office next to place of seiziu'e, when seizure not <tc. before jus-

claimed. tices, tfcc.

To all whom it may coiicem.

County of ,
) Take notice, that A. B., officer of Inland Revenue, having seized (6). Notice of

to wit. \ on the day of now instant, at
, in the county of ^utsidf of^excise"

, divers goods, commodities, and chattels, to wit, [twenty gallons of office next to

British spirits\ [one cart], and [one mule], by virtue of a certain act of Parlia- place of seizure.

ment relating to the revenue of excise, and no person appearing to claim the

said goods, commodities, and chattels, so seized as aforesaid, and an informa-
tion havirug this day been exhibited at , in the said county of ,

before ms, one of her Majesty's justices of the peace for the said county of ,

within whose jurisdiction such seizure was made, for the condemnatimi thereof,

that two of her Majesty's justices of the peace for the county of ,
within

^vhose jurisdiMion su^h seizure was made, and who have jurisdiction to hear

and determine the matter of the said seizure,will, by virtue of the stattde

in that case made and provided, on the day of instant, at [eleven^

of the clock in the noon of the said day, at tlie house of W. R., being an
inn and public-house known by the sign of the , at , in the said

county of ,
proceed to tlve hearing and adjudging of the matters of such

seizure, and examine into the cause thereof, and give jiidgment accordingly.

Dated at , in the said county of ,
this day of , in the

year of our Lord [1868.]

(G.) Form of summons on information before one justice, for recovery
of double the value of duties neglected to be paid.

To C. D.

County of , ) You are hereby to take notice, that an information hath this (7). Summons for

to wit. \ day been laid a'lid exhibited against you before me, E. F., recovery of double

Esq., one of her Majesty's justices of the peace for the county of , at
, duties.

in the said county, for the forfeiture of a certain sum of money, to wit, the sum
of [lOOZ.

I,
the same being double the value of certain duties of excise charged

upon and incurred by you, by , officer of excise, in and by which infor-

mation it is alleged that you being, before and at and after the several times,

and at the place, in that behalf hereinafter mentioned, a [maltster and maker
of malt], did, within [six months] last past, that is to say, between the

day of now last past and the day of then next

following, to luit, at , in the said county of , make divers, that

is to say, [ten thousand] bushels of malt, chargeable with certain duties of
excise, payable to her said -Majesty by the statutes in tliat case made and pro-

vided ; and the same having been charged upon and incurred by you, you
thereby became indebted to her said Majesty in the sum of [501. 2s. 8d.] ; which
(having been demanded) according to the directions of the statute in that case

made and provided, you ought, before the day of exhibiting tJie said informa-
tion, to have paid and cleared off ; but you have omitted and neglected so to do,

contrary to theform of the statute in that case made and provided, whereby and
by force of the statute in that case made and provided, you have forfeited double
the value of the said duties ; that is to say, the said sum of [100^. J

/ have ap-
pointed that all parties shall be heard of and concerning the matter and matters

of fact in the said information mentioned and alleged, on the day of
now i-nstant, at [eleven] of the clock in the noon of tJie said day, at

the house of W. R., being an inn and public-house known by the sign of the

, at , in the said county of ; at which time and place you,

arc hereby required to be and appear before such of her Majesty's justices of the

peace for the said county as shall be then and there present, and have jurisdic-

tion to hear and determine the same, then and there to make your defence in and
to the matters contained in the said informatio7i ; but though you fail therein,

the said last-mentioned justices {at the time and place in that behalf before men-
tioned), will proceed to the examination of the matter and matters of fact in the

said information mentioned and alleged, and thereupon then and there to give

judgment or sentence as in and, by the statute in such case made and, pro-
vided is directed; and I do hereby authaiise and require any officer of Inland
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3. Procedings, Revenue, to serve this summoiis, avd to attend at the time and place in that

dr. be/ore jus- behalf before vuntioTied, then and there to make a return of the execution thereof,

tices, d'C. Given under my hand, at , in the said county of , this day

of , in tlie year of our Lord [1868J.

(8). Subpoena for
attendance of
witnesses.

(1). Conviction,
under 3 Geo. i,

c. 23.

(H.) Summons or subpoena for attendance of witnesses, to give evidence

before a justice.

To I. K.
County of , } You are hereby required, by me, E. F., Esq., one of her

to wit. \ Majesty's justices of the peace for the county of ,
per-

sonally to be and appear on the day of now instant, at [eleve7i] of

the clock in the noon of the same day, at the house of W. R. , being an inn
and public-lwuse known by the sign of tlie , at , in tlie said county

of , before such of her Majesty's justices of the peace for the said county of

, having jurisdiction in the matter, as shall be then and there present,

and who will then and there hear, adjudge, and determiTie, a certain informa-
tion there depending, exhibited, under a certain act of Parliament relating to the

revenue of excise, by A. B., officer of Inland Revenue, who sues for her said

Majesty as against C. D. , then and there to give evidence, and then and there to

testify the truth according to your knowledge of any facts alleged in such infor-

mation, or touching or relating thereto ; but if you fail tJierein, you, by the

statute in that case made a,nd provided, will forfeit [50Z.]. Dated at , in the

said county of , this day of , in the year of our Lord [1868].

No. III.—CONVICTIONS.
(A.) Formal parts of conviction, as given by the 3 Geo. 4, c 23 (a).

County [or as the ) Be it remembered, that on tJie day of , in the

case may be] > year of our Lord , at , in the county of

of , ) , A. B., of , in the county of ,

labourer, [or as the case may be\ personally come before us, C. D. and E. F.,

two of her Majesty's justices of the peace in and for the said county, a'lul

informed us that 0. II., of , in the said county of , on the day
of , at , in the said county, did [here set forth the fact for which
the information is laid], contrary to the form of the statute in such case made
and provided; whereupon the said G. H., after being duly summoned to

answer the said charge, appeared before us, the said justices on the day of
, at , in, the said county, and, having heard the charge contained

in the said information, declared he was not guilty of the said offence [or as the

case may happen to be, did not appear before us, &c., pursuant to the said
summons, or, did n,eglect and refuse to make any defence against the said

charge] ; whereupon we, &c. [or, nevertheless, we\, the said justices, did
proceed to examine into tlie- truih of the charge contained in the said in-

formation, and on the day of aforesaid, at the parish of ,

aforesaid, one credible witness, to wit, A. W., of , in the county

of , upon his oath deptoseth and saith, [if G. H. be present, say in
the presence aivd Jtearing of tlie said G. II.], that, within three months [or, as

the case may be] next before the said information was made before u,s, the said
justices, hy the said A. B., to wit, on the day of , in the year

, the said G. H., at , in the said county of , [here state the
evidence, and as nearly as possible in the words used by the witnesses, and,
if more than one witness be examined, state the evidence given by each ; or,

if the defendant confess, instead of stating the evidence, say] and tlie said

G. H. acknowledged and voluntarily confessed tlie same to be tru,e : therefore it

tnanifestly appearing to us, that he, the said G. H., is guilty of the offhice

charged upon him in the said information, we do hereby convict him of the

offence aforesaid, and do declare and adjudge that he, the said G. R., hath
forfeited the sum of , of lawful inoney of Great Britain, for the

offence aforesaid, to be distributed [or, 2>(^i'd, as the case may be] according to the

form of the statute in the case made and provided. Givn under our hands and
seals, the day of , in the year of our Lord [1843].

C. D. (L. S.)

E. F. {L. S.)

(a) As to forms and requisites of

convictions, see ante, p. 397 ; and see

otlner forms, Paley on Convictions,

2nd ed., 693, 699, 701, 705, 710.
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'^o. IV.—WARRANT.

tic'es cfec. (^0 Warrant by two justices for the sale of goods, &c., con-
'-

^ . demned (a).

(1). Warrant for County of , ) To 0. H. and I. K., officers of Inland Revenue, or either of
sale of goods, (fee. to wit.

J
them,

condemned. _^ji information having been exhibited by A. B., offi.cer of Inland Revenue, for
the condemnatimi of the following goods, commodities, and chattels, seized andfor-
feited by virtue of the laws and statutes relating to the revemte of excise, that is to

say[enumerate the goods, &c., condemned], and the same having beencondemncd
by two of her Majesty's justices of the peacefor the said county of , we, tivo

of her Majesty's justices of the peace for the said county of , do hereby

authorise you, or either of yotc, to sell the said goods, commodities, and chattels,

publicly to the best bidder, at such time and place and in such manner as the

commissioners of Inland Revenue shaJl order and direct, under arid subject to

such rules, regulations and, provisions as are by any act or acts of Parliament
in that beJialf made and directed. Bated at , in the county of ,

this day of , in the year of our Lord [1868].

No. v.—LEVY WARRANTS.
(A.) Common levy-warrant, granted by two justices, on a day subse-

quent to the hearing against a person not stated to be a trader

subject to excise laws, for a full penalty.

(1). Common levy- County of , ) To G. H. and I. K., officers of Inland Revenue, or either of

TrsXnot stated
^'^ '^^'^-

' ^^^^™-

to be subject to ^^t xvhose hands are hereunto set, being two of her Majesty's justices of the

excise laws, for a peace for the cotcnty of , do, in her Majesty's nxtme, authorise and com-
full penalty. WAXnd, you, every or any of you, that upon the goods and chattels of C. D. you do

levy the sum of L70Z. 4s. bd. \ being a penalty recovered against the said C. D. by

A. B., offiicer of Inland Revenue, who prosecuted, for our sovereign lady the

Queen, for a certain offence comimitted by the said C. D. against the laivs and
statutes of excise ; whereof the said 0. D. was convicted before and by the judg-

ment of E. F., Esq., and 0. H., clerk, two of her Majesty's justices of the peace

for the said county of , on the day of last, with all reasonable

charges and expenses attending such levy {and which said jud.gment remains

unsatisfied) ; and for levying thereof, we do hereby authorise and command you,

every or any of you,, to seize and take the goods and chattels aforesaid, and either

to detain and keep the same in the place where the satne shall respectively be

found, or to remove the same to the next office of excise ; and if within \six\ days

next after such seizure, the said penalty shall not be paid or satisfied, then and
in such case, so soon as conveniently may be after the expiration of the said \six'\

days, to sell and dispose thereof, or of so much thereof as will be sufficient to

levy the said penalty of [70Z. 4s. 5d.\ with all reasonable charges and expenses

attending such levy, and to deduct the said penalty, charges, and expenses, out

of the money arising by su^h sale, and return the overplus, if any, of the said

goods and chattels, or any part thereof, or of the money arising from the sale

thereof, or of any part thereof, to tJie proprietor or proprietors of the said goods

and chattels, upon which such levy shall hare been made, or to the person or per-

sons, who shall be legally entitled thereto, and forthwith to pay tlie said penalty

to the collector of Inland Revenue for the collection called collection, for the

time being, to be by him, applied and aTiswered for, according to the statute in

such case made and provid,ed. And all constables and headboroughs of the said

county are hereby required to be aidiyig and assisting to you in the due execution

hereof ; but, in case there cannot be found sufficient to levy the said penalty,

with all reasonable charges and expenses attending such levy, then and in such

case you, by a return of this warrant, are forthwith to certify the same to us, or

some other justice or ju,stices of the peace for the said county of , having

jurisdiction therein. Given, d;c. (b).

(a) By the 7 & 8 Geo. i, c. 53, s. are not to be sold for home consump-
1 00, and s. 86, a7ite, p. 242. If tion at a less price than the amount
goods subject to any duty of either of the duty to which tliey are subject,

excise or customs are condemned, 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, s. 101.

such duty not having been ])aid, they (b) In order to execute this warrant
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(B.) Commou levy-warrant, granted by two justices, on a day sub- ^' P'lyceediTigs,

sequent to the hearing, against a person not stated to be a trader . '."' '^'°^^ •^^'*'

subject to the Excise laws, for a mitigated penalty. '

County of ,1 To G. II. and I. K., officers of Inland Ecvante, or cither (2). The like, for a
to ivit. f of them. mitigated penalty.

We, whose hands arc hereunto set, being two of her Majesty's justices of the

jicacefor the county of , do, in her Majesty's name, authorise and com-
mand yo%i, every or any of you, that upmi tlie goods and chattels of 0. Di you
do levy the sum of [70Z. is. 5c?.] (being a sum of money to which a certain

'penalty incurred by him has been mitigated), recovered against the said C. I).

by A. B., officer of Inland Revenue (who prosecuted for our sovereign Lady
the Queen), for a certain offence committed by the said C. D. against the laws
end statutes of Excise, ivliereof the said O. D. was convicted before and by the

judgment of E. P., Esq., and G. II., Clerk, two of her Majesty s justices of
Ihe peace for the said county of , on the day of last), with all

reasonable charges aiui expenses attending siich levy (and lohich said judgment
remains unsatisfied) ; and for levying tliereof we do hereby authorise and coru-

mand you, every or any of you, to seize arid take the goods and chattels afore-
said, and either to detain and keep the same in the place lohere the same shall

respectively be found, or to remove the same to the next office of Inland Revenue ;

(nid if within [sixl days next after such seiziore, the said sum of [701. is. 5d.] shall
iiot be paid or satisfied, then and in such case, so soon as convenieidly may he

after the expiration of the said [six] days, to sell and dispose thereof, or of so

much thereof as will be sufficient to levy the said sum of [701. is. 5d.], with all

reasonable charges and expenses attending such levy, and to deduct the said sum
of [701. is. 5d.\ and the said charges aiicl expenses, out of the money arising by
sack sale, and to return the overidus, if any, of the said goods and chattels, or
"iiypart thereof, or of the money arising from the sale thereof, or of any j^art

tliereof, to the proprietor or proprietors of the said goods and chattels, %ipon which
such levy shall have been made, or to the pierson or persons who shall be legally

entitled thereto, and forthwith to pay the sctid sum of [701. is. 5c?.] to tlie

collector of Excise for the collection called Collection, for the time being, to

he by him applied and ansivered for according to the statute in such case made
iriid provided. And all constables atul headboroughs of the said county are
hereby required to be aiding and assisting to you in the duo execution hereof; but
in. case there cannot befound sufficient to levy the said sum of [701. is. 5d.\ with
(lU reasonable charges and exiienses attending such levy, then and in such case
you, by a return of this warrant, are forthivith to certify the saine to us, or some
other justice or justices of the peacefor the said county of , having juriS'

diction therein. Given, <Scc,

(0.) Special levy-warrant, granted by the convicting justices on the
day of hearing, against a trader subject to the Excise laws,
convicted in a full penalty on an information exhibited within
the jurisdiction where the offence was committed, for double
duty, or for any other penalty, for an offence against Excise
laws.

County of ,\ To G. II. and I. K., officers of Inland Revenue, or either (3). Special levy-
to wit. J of them. warrant afraiust a

Whereas, on t/iis day, C. D., being a person camjing on the trade «'if? excise laws'^^*
*°

business of a [maltster and maker of malt], the sa.me being a trade and business victed in a full
umler and subject to the laics and statutes of Inland Revenue, hath been duly penalty for double
convicted by and before us, E. F., Esq., and G. II., Clerk, two of her Majestifs ^'^^^•

out of the jurisdiction of the justices her Majesty's justices of the peace for
granting it, ^in any other county, the [county] of ,"as the case
shire, division, city, town or place, may be ; but it is not necessary to
it is necessary that a justice of the prove, in order to justify his in-
peace of such otliev county, shire, dorsing such warrant, the hand-
division, city, town, or place, should writing of the justices granting the
indorse his name on such warrant, same.
and add, after his signature, '

' one of

VOL. ir. E E
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8. Proceedings, justices of the "peace in and for the county of , hy tlie judgment of its the

d-c. before jus- said justices of an offence heretofore committed in the same county, hy him, the

tices, <fcc.

(4). The like,

against a trader
convicted in a
mitigated penalty,

said C. D. , being tJicn a 2)crson carrying on the said trade and business, and the

- same trade and biisiness being then under and suhject to the laws and statutes of

Excise, against a certain act of Parliament relating to tlie revenue of Excise, in

the penalty of [70Z. As. bd.'], incurred by him, for tlie said offence, under and
by virtue of the said act, which said penalty wets, by the said conviction and
judgment of its tlie said jtistices, recovered against tlie said C. D. by A. B.,

officer of Inland Revemtc, toho prosecuted for our sovereign lady the Queen in

tJiat behalf. Now we, the saAd Justices, do, in her Majesty's name, autlwrise

and command you, every or any of you, that, 2ipon all the [malt], and all tlie

materials, preparations, utensils, and vesselsfor making thereof or by which the

said trade and business of a [maltster and maher of maW] has been carried on

by the said C. D., in the custody or jmssession of the said G. D., or of any person

or persons, to tlie use of or in trustfor the said C. D. and upon all the [malt\

and all the materials, preparations, utensils, and vessels for making thereof, or

by ivhich the said trade and business of a [maltster and maker of malt] has been

carried on by the said 0. B. , which were in his custody or possession when the said

penalty was incurred, into whose hands soever the same shall have afterwards

come, and by what conveyance or title soever the same sliall be claimed, and also

upo7i all the goods and chattels of the said C. D., you do levy the said penalty of

[TOl. is. bd,], so recovered against the said C. D. by the said A. B.,as aforesaid,

whereof the said G. D. stands convicted before los this day, with all reasonable

charges and expenses attending such levy ; andfor levying thereof we do hereby

authorise and coinmand you, every or any of yoxh, to seize and take the [malt],

materials, preparations, vessels, utensils, goods, aiid chattels aforesaid, and
either to detain and keep the same in the place where the same shall respectively

be found, or to remove the same to tlie next office of Inland Eevenue ; and if,

ivithin [six] days next after such seizure, the said penalty shall not be paid

or satisfied, then and in such case, so soon as conveniently may be after tlie

expiration of the said [six] days, to sell and dispose thereof, or of so much
thereof as will be sufficient to levy the said j)cnMlty of [70Z. 4s. 5d. ] vnth all

reasonable charges and expenses attending such lemj, and to deduct the said

penalty, charges, aiul expenses out of the money arising by such sale, and

to return tlie overplus, if any, of the said [inalt], materials, preparations,

idensils, vessels, goods, and chattels, or any part thereof, or of the money arising

from the sale thereof, or of any part tliereof, to the. proprietor or proprietors of

the said [malt], materials, preparations, utensils, vessels, goods, and chattels

respectively, tipon which such levy shall have been made, or to the person or

persons who shall be legally entitled thereto, and forthwith to pay the said

penalty to the collector of Inland Eevenue for the collection called Gol-

lection, for the time being, to be by him applied and answered for according to

the statute in such case made and pirovided. And all constables and head-

boroughs of the said county are hereby required to be aiding and assisting to %j<ju

in the due execution hereof; but, in case there cannot be found sufficient to levy

the said penalty, with all reasonable charges and expenses attending such levy,

then and in such case you, by a return of this tvarrant, are forthwith to certify

the same to us, or some other justice or justices of the peace fm' the said county

of , having jurisdiction therein. Given, ikc.

(D.) Special levy-warrant, granted by the convicting justices on the

day of hearing, against a trader subject to the Excise laws, con-

victed in a mitigated penalty, on an information exhibited

within the jurisdiction where the offence was committed, for

double duty, or for any other penalty, for an offence against

Excise laws.

County of ,"[ To G. II. and I, K., officers of Inland Eevenue, or either

to wit. J of them.

Whereas, on this day, G. I)., being a person carrying on the trade and business

of a [maltster and maker of malt], the same being a trade and business under

and subject to the laws and statutes of excise, hath been duly convicted by and

before tis, E. F., Esq., and G. H., Clerk, two of her Majesty's justices of the

peace in and for tlie county of , by tlic judgment of lis, tlie said justices,

of an offence heretofore committed in the said county by him,, tlie said C. D.

,
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hriiig then a person carrying on tlie said trade and business, and the same trade 3. Proceedings,
and business being then under and subject to (lie laws and statutes of Excise, &c. before jus-
(Kjainst a certain act of Parliament relating to the revenue of Excise, in the sum tices, Jkc.

(If [701. 4s. 5d.] {being a sum, ofmoney to which a certain penalty incurred by
him for the said offence, under and by virtue of the said act, has been by us
mitigated), and which said sum of \10l. 4s. 5d.'\ was, by the said conviction
and judgment of iis, the said justices, recover&i against the said C. D. by
A. B., officer of Inland Pevenue, who prosecuted for our sovereign Lady the

(lueen in that behalf. Now we, the said jiistices, do, in her Majesty''

s

vnmc, authorise and commaiul you, every or any of you, that, upon all the

I

nialt], and all the materials, preparations, ittensils, and vessels for inaking
Ihereof, or by which the said trade and business of a [maltster and maker of
I II nit] has been carried on by the said G. D., in the custody or possession of the .

said C. D., or of any person or persons to tlie use of or in trust for the said
O. D., and zqwn all tlie \inalt\ and all the materials, preparations, iitensils,

and vessels for making thereof, or by which the said trade and business of a
{maltster and maker of malt\ has been carried on by the said C. D., which
Icere in his custody or possession when the said penalty ivas uictcrrcd, itUo vjhose
hands soever the same shall have afterwards come, and by what conveyance or
title soever the same shall be claimed, and also tipon all tlie goods and clmttels

of the said C. D., you do levy tlie said sum of [70Z. 4s.- 5f^.], so recovered against
the said 0. D. by tlie said A. P., as aforesaid, whereof the said C. D. stands
convicted before us this day, with all reasonable charges and expenses attending
such levy ; and for levying thereof we do hereby authorise and com^m/xnd you,
every or any of yoil, to seize aiid take the [malt], viaterials, preparations, vessels,

utensils, goods, and chattels aforesaid, and either to detain and keep the same
in the place loherc tlie same shall respectively be found, or to remove the same to

the next office of Inland Revenue ; and if, within [six] days next after such
^•:izure, the said sum of [70Z. 4s. 5d.] shall not be paid or satisfied, then and in
such case, so soon as conveniently tnay be after the expiration of the said [six]

days, to sell and dispose thereof, or of so much thereof as tvill be sufficient to levy
the said sum of [70Z. 4s. 6d.], with all reasonable charges a7id expenses attending
such levy, and to deduct the said last-me7itioned sum, and the said charges and
ixpenses, out of the money arising by sueh sale, and to return the overplus, if
liny, of the said [m,alt], mMerials, preparations, utensils, vessels, goods, aiid
chattels, or any part thereof, or of the 'money arisingfrom the sale thereof, or of
any jmrt thereof, to tlie proprietor or proprietors of the said [malt], materials,
preparations, utensils, vessels, goods, and chattels respectively, upon which such
levy shall have been made, or to the person or 2}ersons who shall be legally

entitled thereto, and forthwith to pay the said stim of [70Z. 4s. M.] to the collector

of Inland Pevenuefor the collection called Collection, for the time being,
io be by him applied and answered for, according to the statute in such case
made and provided. And all coiistables and lieadboroughs of tlie said cotinty
are hereby required to be aiding and assisting to you in the due execution hereof;
but in case tliere cannot be found sufficient to levy the said sum of[T(il. 4s. 5d.],
with all reasonable clmrges and exijcnses attending such levy, then and in such
case you, by a return of this warrant, are forthivith to certify the same to us,
or smne other justice or justices of the peace for the said county of ,

Imving jurisdictimi therein. Given, &c. {a).

No. VI.—EETUENS TO LEVY WAEEANTS.
(A.) Eeturn to be indorsed on a common levy-warrant for a full or

mitigated penalty, wlien no part of tlie penalty has been
recovered, to one justice, for a body-warrant.

/, {G. H.), being one of the officers of Inland Pevenue to whom tlie within (i). Return in-
warrant is directed, do hereby certify to E. P., Esq., one of her Majesty's justices dorsed oncommon
of the peace for the county of , and within whose jurisdictiati tlie within levy-wan-ant for a

icarrant was issued, that I have inade diligent search for but cannot find penaH "^when m)
•

(within the jurisdiction in which the said warrant was so issued) any goods or part'of'penal?y'^°
chattels of the within-named C. D., icliereon the within-mentioned penalty, or lias boon re-

covered.

(«) See note (5), p. 416.



3, Proceedings, O'l^y l^ai't thereof, can or laay he levied, with the reasonable clMrqcs and ex2Jisei

die. before jus- attciidinrj such levy. Dated this {a) day of , [1868],

tices, tkc.
-:\

(B.) Eoturn to bo indorsed on a common levy-warrant for a fu. or
mitigated penalty, when part of the penalty has been recovocd,

to two justices, lor a body-warrant for residue.

(2). Tho like, when /, ((j, Jl. )^ hcimj one of the officers of Inland Revenue to whom the whin

Cm been re-
*^ i/'arraji^ is directed, do hereby certify to E. F. and L. M., Esqs., two ofher

covered. Majesty's justices of the peace for the county of , ami vnthin whose juig.

diction the within warrant was issued, that, by virtue of the said warrant f
Jiave seized and sold divers goods and chattels of the within-wcmed C. D., aid
thereon and tliereout have levied the sum of [70Z. 4s. 5d.'\, 2Mrt of the withw
mentioned jienalty, icith the reasonable charges aiul exjjenses attending stch

levy ; and I liave tnadc diligent search for btU cannot find (within the jm-i..'

diction in vihich the said warrant was so issued) any more orfurther goods

chattels of the within-named C. D. (beyond the goods and chattels already v
and sold, as aforesaid), v^liereon the residue of the said penalty, or any pari

thereof, can or may be levied, with the reasonable charges and ex2)enses attend-

ing such levy. Dated this {b) day of ,[1868].

(C.) Eoturn to be indorsed on a special levy-warrant for a full or miti-

gated penaltj', when no part of tho penalty has been recovered, (

i

to one justice, for a body-warrant.
'

(3.) Return in- 1,(0. II.), being one of the officers of Inland Revenue to whom the within
dorsed on a special loarrant is directed, do hereby certify to E. F. , one of her Majesty's justices of

'

fulfo^r mitigated* tli^ P60,ce for the county of , and within whose jurisdiction the within

penalty, when no icarrant ivas issiwd, that I Juive made diligent search for but cannot find
part 01 penalty {within the jurisdiction in which the said warrant was so issued) any such

wed
*"* ^^'^ [malt], matci-ials, preparations, utensils, or vessels, as is or are in and by the

within loarrant mentioned and directed to be levied on, or any goods or chattels,

of the within-named G. D. , whereon the said penalty, or any part thereof, can
or may be levied, with tlie reasonable charges and expenses attending such levy.

Dated this {b) day of , [1868].

(D.) Eoturn to bo indorsed on a special levy-warrant for a full or

mitigated penalty, when part of the penalty has been recovered,

to ono justice, for a body warrant for residue.

(4). The like, when ^> (^- ^- )' ^^i'>^{f one of the officers of Inland Revenue to ivhom tlie within

partof penalty has warrant is directed, do hereby certify to E. F., Esq., one of her Majesty's jus-
been recovered. Hq^^s of the peace for the county of , and within vihos(^jtirisdiction the within

tvarrant vms issued, that, by virtue of the urithin xoarrant, I have seized and sold

divers quantities of [pnalt], materials, preiyarations, vessels, lUensils, goods, and
chattels, in the within warrant in that behalf mentioned, and thereon aiul there-

out have levied tlce sum ofYJOl. is. bd.], })a7't of tlie loithin-mentioned penalty,

with the reasonable charges and exjJCiises attending such levy ; and I have made
diligent search for but cannot find (within tlie jurisdiction within which the

said warrant was so issued) any more or further such [malt], materials, pre-

parations, vessels, or utensils, as is and are in the said warrant in tliat behalf

mentioned, or any more or furtlicr goods or chattels of tlie within-named C. D.
(beyond the [malt], materials, preparatio7is, vessels, utensils, goods, and chattels,

already seized and sold, as aforesaid), wh/ircon the residim of the said penalty,

or any j)art thereof, can or may be levied, with the reasonable charges aiul

expenses attending such levy. Dated this {b) day of , [1868].

(a) This date must always be the the tnith of this return. He makes
day the body-warrant ajiplicd for the return at his peril, and, if it is

upon this return is dated. false, is answerable for it.

The officer should not be sworn to (b) Sec note {b), p. 416.
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No. VIL-BODY WAERANTS.
^\i:c.'heMe}Z'.

(A.) Body warrant by one justice for a full or mitigated penalty, after <i'c^, «^-c.

a common levy warrant, when no part of the penalty has been
recovered.

County of ,) To G. H. and I. A'., officers of Inland Revenue, or either of ^^'>-^^^^^^^
to icit.

I
them, ami to t/ie gaoler or keejKr of the copimon gaol or ^ f,,ii J. mitigated
house of correction of, for, and v:Uhin the county, shire, jjenalty, after

division, city, tovm, or place, where this warrant shall be common leyy-
, J •" ' -^ ' -warrant, when no

^ „ ea:ecM<c<f.
. , . . , , part of penalty

Whereas E. F. and L. M., Esqrs., tv)o of her Majesty s justices of the pecux has been re-

for tJie county of , by their warrant under their hands, made and issued covered.

within the saidy county of , bearing date the day of ,[1868],
did require and command you, the said G. H. and I. K., or either of you, to

levy on the goods and chattels of C. D. the sum of [70Z. As. 5c?.], beinxf a miti-

'I'dcd penxilty recovered against the said C. I), by A. B., officer of Inland
Ri; venue, who prosecuted for our sovereign lady the Queen, for a certain

offence committed by the said C. D., against tlie laws and statutes of excise,

u-Iiereofthe said C. I), was convicted beforeandby the judgment ofN. 0., [Esq.],

end P. Q., [clerk], two of her Majesty's justices of the peacefor tlie said county

<f , on the day of last, with all reasonable c/iarges and expenses

attending such levy; and wliereas you, the said G. H., by a return in writing
ifiade on the said warrant under your hand, bearing date this day, have
returned to me, R. S., Esq., one of her Majesty's justices of the peace for the

said county of , whose hand is hereunto set, tlud you, the said G. H., have
made diligent search for but cannot find (within the jurisdiction in which the

said warrant was so issued) any goods or chattels of the said C. D., whereon the

Ktid penalty, charges, and expenses, or any part thereof, can or m,ay be levied :

Now I, the said justice, do, in her Majesty's name, authorise, require, and
command you, the said G. H. and I. K. , or either of you, to take and arrest

the said C. D. , and forthioith to convey hint, to the common gaol or house of
correction of, for, and within the county, shire, division., city, town, or place
where you, or either of you, shall so take and arrest the said C. D. , and there to

deliver him, togetlier with a duplicate of this warrant, to the gaoler or keeper of
mcJi gaol or house of correction, there to remain and be kept by such gaoler or
keeper until satisfaction shall be made of the said judgment, or until lie, the said

C. D. , shall be ordered by the commissioners of Inland Revenue to be liberated

or discharged ; and all constables and other her Majesty's offi/:ers are Jiereby

authorised and required to be aidiruj and assisting to you in the due execution

hereof; and the gaoler or keeper of such gaol or house of correction to which you
shall so convey the said CD., is hereby authorised and required there to

receive and take into his custody the said C. D., there to remain awl he kept by
such gaoler or keeper until satisfaction shall be made of the said judgment, or
ii.ntil lie, the said C. D., shall be ordered by the commissioners of Inland
Revenue to be liberated or discharged. And for your, or any, or either of your
so doing, as is before to you respectively directed, this shall be to you, any, or
either of you respectively, a sufficient vxirrant and authority. Given, <Lc. (a).

(B.) Body-warrant by two justices for residue of a full or mitigated
penalty, after a common levy-warrant.

County of ,\To G. II. awl I. K., officers of Inland Revenue, or either q/"C2).Thelikebytwo
to wit. J them, and to the gaoler or keeper of the common gaol or j"stices, forresi-

house of correction, of, for, and within the county, shire, mitigated pemlty.
division, city, town, or place^ v/here this warrant shall be
exjxwted.

Wliereas E. F. avd L. M., Esqrs., two of her Majesty's justices of thepeacefor
the cowniy of , by their warrant under their hands, made and issued within
the said county of , bearing date the day of [1868], did re-
quire and cmnmand you, the said G. H. and I. K., or either ofyou, to levy upon
the goods and cJuUtels of C D., the sum of [70Z. 4*. 5rf.] being a mitigated (ft)

{fi) See note (6), p. 416.

0) If for a full penalty, leave out the word "mitigated."
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3. Proceedings, penalty recovered against the said C. D. by A. B., officer of Inland Revenue,
ttc. before jus- who prosectUed for our sovereign lady the Queen, for a certain offence com -

tices, ikc. mittecl by the said C D. against the laws and statutes of excise, whereof tli •

said C. D. was convicted before and by thejudgment of N. 0., [Esq.\ and P. Q.,
[clerk], tivo of her Majesty's jiistices of the peace for the said county of , on
the day of last, loith all reasonable charges and expenses attending
swh levy ; and wJiereas you, tlie said 0. H., by a return in writing made on
the said warrant tinder your hatid, bearing date this day, have returned to us,

R. S. and T. U., Esqrs., tivo of her Majesty's justices of the peace for the county

of , whose ha7ids are hereunto set, that, by virtue of the said warrant, you
have seized and sold divers goods and cJiattels of the said C. D. , and thereon and
thereout have levied the sum of [241. 3s. 4d.], part of the said pienalty, clmrges,

and expenses ; and tliat you, the said G. H. , have made diligent search for but
cannot find {ivithin the jurisdiction ivithin which the said icarrant loas so issued)

any more or further goods or chattels of the said 0. D. , beyond the goods and
chattels already seized and sold as aforesaid, wliereon the residue of the said
peymlty, charges, and expenses, or any part thereof, can be levied : Noio we, the

said last-mentioned justices, do, in her Majesty's iiamc, authorise, require, and
command you, the said G. H. and T. K., or either of you, to take and arrest the
said C. D., and forthwith cmivey him to the common gaol or hou^e of correction

^f> foT, and within the county, shire, division, city, toivn, orplace, where you, or
either of you, shall so take aiid arrest the said C. D., and there to deliver him,
together with a duplicate of this warrant, to the gaoler or keeper of such gad or
house of correction, there to remain and be kept by such gaoler or keeper, until
satisfaction shall be made ofso inioch of tlie said judgment as still remains un-
satisjied, and thereby the whole of the said judgment sliall be satisfied, or until
he, the said C. D. , shall be ordered by the commissioners of Inland Revenue to

be liberated or discharged ; and all constables and others her Majesty's officers

are hereby authorised arul required to he aiding and assisting to you in the due
execution hereof ; and the gaoler or keeper of such gaol or house of correction to

which you, or either of you, shall so convey the said C. D., is hereby authorised
and required there to receive and take into his ctcstody the said C. D., there to

remain and be kept by such gaoler or keeper until satisfaction sliall be made of so
much of the said judgment as still remains unsatisfied, and thereby tlie whole of
thesaid,judgment shall be satisfied, or until he, the said C. D., sluill be ordered
by the commissio7icrs of Inland Revenue to be liberated or discharged. And for
your, 07- any or either of your, so doing, as is before to you respectively directed,

this shall be to you, any or either of you respectively, a sufficient warrant and
authority. Given, <bc. {a).

(C.) Body-Avarrant granted by one justice for a full or mitigated penalty,
after a special levy-warrant, when no part of the penalty has
been recovered.

(3). Body-warrant County of , ) To G. H. and I. K., officers of Inland Revenue, or either of

fm- aTuil'or miti-
^^ ^^^'

'
^^^^"*' "'"^ ^^ ^^''^ gaoler or keeper of the common gaol, or

gated penalty, ho%se of correction of, for, aivd within tlie county, shire,

after special levy- division, city, toivn, or 2}lacc, where this warrant shall be
warrant, where uo executed.

CVeen rc^^'^
H^ereos, on the day of , [1868], at , in the cminty of

covered. C^- J^- > being aperson carrying on the trade and business ofa [maltster and maker
of Tnalt], tlie same being a trade arid business under and subject to the laws and
statutes ofexcise, was duly convicted by and before E. F.

,
[Esq. ], and L. M.

,
[clerk],

two of lier Majesty's justices of the p)eace in and for the said county of , by
the judgment of the said justices, of an offence heretofore com^nitted in the said
county by him, tlie said C. D., being, at the time ofthe committing of such offence,
a person carrying on the said trade ami business, and the same trade and busi-

ness being then under and subject to the laws and statutes of excise, against a
certain act of Parliainent relating to tlie revenue of excise, in the mitigated (b)

2}enalty of [701. 4s. 5d.], incurred by him for the said offence, under aiul by
virtue of tlie said act, which said penalty was, by tlie said conviction andjudg-
iiunt of the said justices, recovered against the said 0. D. by A. B., officer of

(rt) Sec note (?>), p. 41G. (?;) See note (//), j) 421.
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Inland Revenue, who jyrosecuted for oui- sovereign lady tlie Queen in tliat 3, Proceedings,
hehalf ; and whereas the said justices, by their %oarrant under their Imtuls, dec. before jus-
made and issued within the said county, bearing date the day of , tices, d-c.

[1868], did require and command you, the said G. H. and I. K., or either of
you, that, upon all the \_malt], and all the materials, preparations, utensils, and
vesselsfor Tnaking thereof, or by which the said trade and business of a [maltster

and maker of malt], Jiad been can-ied on by the said C. D., in the custody or

possession of the said C. D. (or of any person or persons, to the iisc of or in trust

for tlie said C. D. ), and %i,pon all the [vuilt], and all the 'materials, prepara-
t.io7is, utensils, and vesselsfor tnaking thereof, or by which the said trade and
business of a [maltster and maker of malt] had been carried on by the said C. D.,
which were in his custody or possession when the said peiialty was incurred, into

viJiose hands soever tlie same should be claimed, and also upon all the goods and
chattels of the said C. D., you, or either of you, slwuld levy the said penalty of
[701. is. 5d.], so recovered against the said C. D. by the said A. B., as afore-

said, whereof the said C. D. stood convicted before them, the said justices, as in

that behalf aforesaid, with all reasonable charges and expenses attending sicch

levy ; and xohereas you, the said 0. H., by a return in writing, made on the

said warrant under your liand, bearing date this day, have certified to me, E. S.

,

Esq., one of her Majesty's justices of the peace for tlie said county of ,

v:hose hand is hereunto set, that you, the said G. H., have made diligent search

for, but cannotfind {within the jurisdiction in which the said warrant was so

issued), any such [malt], materials, preparations, utensils, or vessels, as are in
and by the said tvarrant mentioned and directed to be levied on, or any goods or

chattels of tJie said G. D., wlvereon tlie said penalty, charges, and expenses, or

any part thereof, can be levied: Now I, the same justice, do, in her Majesty's

name, authorise, require, and command you, the said G. H. and I. K., or

cither of you, to take and arrest the said C. D., and forthioith to cmivcy him to

the common gaol or house of correction of, for, and within the county, shire, di-

vision, city, town, or place, wliere you, or either of you, shall so take and arrest

tlie said C. D. , and there to deliver him, together with a duplicate of this war-
rant, to tlie gaoler or keeper of such gaol or house of correction, there to remain
and be kept by such gaoler or keeper until satisfaction shall he made of the said

jtidgment, or until he, tlie said C. D., shall be ordered by the commissioners of
Inland Mevenu^ to be liberated or discliarged. And all constables and other her

Majesty's officers are hereby authorised and required to be aiding and assisting

to you in the due execution hereof ; and the gaoler or keeper of such gaol or house

of correction, to which you shall so convey the said C. D., is hereby authorised and
required there to receive and take into his custody the said C. D., there to remain
and be kept by such gaoler or keeper until satisfaction sluill be made of the said

judgment, or tmtil he, the said C. D., shall be ordered by the commissioner

of cdccise to be liberated or discliarged. And for your, or any or either of your,

so doing, as is before you respectively directed, this shall be to you, any or cither

of you respectively, a sufficient warrant and authority. Given, ttc. (a).

(D.) Body-warrant granted by one justice for the residue of a full or
mitigated penalty, after a special levy-warrant.

Comity of ,\To G. II. a^id I. K., officers of Inland Bevenue, or either of (-i). The like, for

to wit. J tliem, and to the gaoler or keeper of the common gaol or residuo of a full

house of correction of, for, ami within the county, shire,
naUv''i§ter*s^'''i-

1

division, city, town, or place, v)liere this warrant shall be levy-warrant!
executed. «

Wliereas, on the day of , [1868], at , in the county of ,

C. D., being a person carrying on the trade aiul business of a [;nuiltstcr and
maker of malt], tlie same being a trade and business under and subject to tlie laws
and statutes of excise, was duly convicted by and before E. F., [Esq.], and L. M.,
[clerk], two of her Majesty's justices of the peace in and for the said county of

, by tlw jiulgmcnt of tlie said justices, of an offence heretofore committed
in tlie same county by him, the said C. D., being then a person carrying on the
said trade and business, and the same trade and business being then under and
subject to tlie laics and statutes of excise, against a certain act of parliament rc-

•

{a) See note {h), p. 416.
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S. Proceedinqs ic^Ung to the revenue of excise, in iJie initigated pcimlty of [70Z. 4s. 5d.\ incurrc''

tfcc. before jus'- ^V ^^'^'"^ /"^ ^^'^ **^ offence, tinder and by virtue of the said act, which said pe-

aces d-c. nalty tvas, by the said conviction and judgment of the said justices, recovered

— against the said C. D. by A. B., officer of Inland Revenue, loho 'prosecuted for
mcr sovereign lady the Queen, in that behalf. And whereas the said justices,

by their toarrant, under their Jiands, made and issued within the said county,

bearing date the day of , one thousand eight hundred and sixty ,

did require and command you the said G. H. and I. K., or either of you, that,

upon all the malt, and all the materials, preparations, titensils, and vessels for
onaking thereof, or by which the trade and business of a maltster and tnaker of
malt had been carried on by the said C. D., in the custody or p)ossession of the

said C D. (or of any person or persons to the use of or in trust for the

said C. J). ), and ujwn all tlie malt, and all the materials, preparations, utensils,

and vessels for making thereof, or by which the said trade aiul business of a
maltster and inaker of malt had been carried on by the said C. D. , which were

in his custody or possession when the said penalty was incurred, into whose

hands soever the same sliould have afterwards come, and by lolmt conveyance or

title soever the same should be claimed : and also upon all the goods and chattels

of the said C. B.
,
you or either of you shall levy the said penalty of one hundred

potoids shillings pence, so recovered against the said CD. by tlie

said A. B. as aforesaid, v'hereofthe said C. D. stood convicted before them (he

said justices as in that behalf aforesaid, with all reasonable cJuirges and ex-

penses attending such levy. A nd whereas you, the said 0. II. , by a return in

writing made on the said warrant tender your hand, bearing date this day, have
certified to me, W. M.,Esq., oncofher Majesty s justices of the peace for the said

county of , whose hand is hereunto set, that by virtue of the said tvarrant,

you have seized and sold divers quantities of the malt, onaterials, preparations,

vessels, utensils, goods, and chattels in tJie said warrant in that behalf men-
tioned, and thereon and thereoiot have levied tlie sum of twenty pounds
shillings and pence, part of the said penalty, charges, and expenses ; and
that you, the said G. H. and I. K., Iiave made diligent search for, but cannot

jind, within the jurisdiction within which the said tvarrant was so issued, any
mm-e orfurther such malt,materials, preparations, vessels or utensils, as are in

the said warrant in that behalf mentioned, or atiy more or furtlur goods and
chattels of the said C. D., (beyond tlie malt, materials, prejmrcUions, vessels,

utensils, goods, and chattels already seized and sold as aforesaid), wJiereon the

residue of tlie said 2Knalty, charges, and expenses, or any part thereof can be

levied. Now I, the said last-mentiotied justice, do, in her Majesty's name, au-
thorise, require, and command you, the said G. H. and I. K. or citlier of you,

to take and arrest the said CD., and forthwith to convey him to tlie common
gaol or house of correction, of, for, and within tlie county, shire, divisimi, city,

town or place, where you, or either of you, shall so take and arrest th,e said

C. D., and tliere to deliver him, togctlier with a du2)licate of this warrant, to tlie

gaoler or keeper of such gaol or house of correction, tliere to remain and be kept

by such gaoler or keeper, until satisfaction shall be onade of so much of the said

judgment as still remains unsatisjicd, and thereby the lohole of the said judgment
shall be satisfied, or until tlie said C. D. shall be ordered by the commissioners

of Inland Revenue, to be liberated or discliarged. And all constables and
other lier Majesty's officers, are liereby authorised and required to be aiding and
assisting to you in the dus execution hereof; and the gaoler or keeper of such
gaol or house of correction, to which you or eitlier of you shall so convey the

said C. D. , is hereby authorised and required there to receive and take into his

custody the said O. D., tliere to remain and be kept by such gaoler or keeper,

until satisfaction shall be made of so much of the said judgment as still re^nains

tmsatisfied, and thereby tlie while of the said judgment sliall be satisfied, or

U7itil the said C. D. shall be ordered by the commissioners of Inland Revenue,
to be liberated or discharged; and for yotir, or any or either of your so doing,

as is before yoti resjjectively 'directed, this shall be to you, or any or eitlier of
you res2)ectively, a stifficient warrant and authority. Given, <kc.

*»• In order to execute this warrant out of the jurisdiction of the justice

granting it, in any other county, shire, division, city, town, or phace, it is ne-

cessary that a justice of the peace of such other county, sliire, division, city,

town, or place, shouhl indorse Ids name on such warrant, and it will be ne-
' cessary to add, after his signature, " one of her Majesty's justices of the 2)eaee

for the county of ," [as the case may be], but it is not necessary to prove,.
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in order to justify his indorsing such warrant, the handwriting of the justice 3, Proceedings,

granting the same. li-c. hefoi-e jus-

tices, <kc.

(E.) Demand of payment of duty in danger of being lost.

To Mr. W. 3f., maltster.

The mm of one hundred pounds, five shillings, and sixpence, having Jee« (5)- Demandby

charged upon and incurred hy j/oic, as duties on malt imposed by the statute in ^ent oTdnty fn
//; at case made and provided, I, W. P.

,
(the collector of Inlatid Revenue forR

_
danger of being

Collection, in ivhose collection the trade and business of a maltster was carried lost.

(Ill by you, at the time such duties were charged upon and incurred by you), do

hereby d^imand of you, under order in that behalf, of the commissioiurs of

Inland Revenue, payment forthwith to me, for her Majesty's use, of the said

sum of one hundred pounds, five shillings atid sixpence ; and if the same is not

forthwith paid and cleared off according to this demand, you will forfeit and
lose double tlie value thereof. Dated this day of , [1868].

{To be signed) W. P.
Collector of Excise for R Collection.

*^* This demand may he made either personally of the trader, or he left at

liis dwelling house, or on the premises where the duty or duties demanded
were charged or incurred.

To Air. W. M., maltster.

The sum of one hundred pounds, five shillings, and sixpence, having been (6). Demand by

charged upon and incurred by you, as duties on malt, imposed by the stattite officer authorised

in that case made and provided, I, W. B., officer of Inland Revenue {autho- pLment'^of'duty
rised and directed in that belialf by the collector of Inland Revenue, in whose in danger of being

collection the trade and business of a maltster was carried on by you, at tlie time lost.

such duties were charged upon and incurred by you, and one of the officers of
Inland Revemce in the said collection), do hereby demand of yaic (under order

in that behalf of the commissioners of Inlaoid Revenue to the said collector, and
by authority and direction of the said collector to me), payynent forthwith to me
of the said stim of one hundred pounds, five shillings, and sixpence ; and if tlie

same is not forthwith paid and cleared off' according to this demand, you will

forfeit and lose double the value thereof. Dated this day of , [1868].

{To be signed) W. £.
Officer of Inland Revenue.

(F.) Commitment.

To M. S. , and to the keeper of the House of Correction at , in tlie

county of

County of , \ Whereas, A. G., of , in tlie county of , is and (7). Commitment
to ivit. J stands convicted this day, before me, U. G., Esq., one of '^^ a person found

her Majesty's justices of the peace in andfor the said county of , for that one unentered excise
G. H., being an officer of Inland Revenue, did, on the day of , in the manufactory, aid-

year of our Lord , at , in the said county of , discover a7id fiiid in a ing, assisting, und

certain private and unentered place, manufacturing, and in the course of manu- concerned therein.

facturing, certairi goods and commodities, for and in respect wliereof a duty of
excise is imposed, and certain materials and preparations for 'inanufacturing
such goods and commodities, to wit, spirits, wort, and wash, madefrom molasses,
and molasses, malt, corn, and grain, and did at the same time discover in and
about such private and wnentered place, the said A. G., knotvingly aiding,
assisting, and concerned in the manufacturing such goods and commodities, con-
trary to the form of the statute in that case made and jjrovided, luhereby he, the
said A. G., hatli forfeited and lost the stim of thirty pounds. And whereas the
said A. G. hath refused and neglected to pay the said sum of thirty pounds into
the hands of tlic said W. L., being such officer of Inland Revenue as aforesaid,
(tiid who conveyed the said A. G. before me, in pursuance of the said statute,
c/iarged uxith the offence aforesaid.—Tlicse are therefore to require you, the said
M. S., to convey the said A. G. to the house of correction at , in the said
county of , and to deliver him to t/ie keeper thereof, togetlier with this
irarrant ; and I do hereby command you, the said keeper, to receive the said
A . G. into your custody in the house of correction, there to remain, and be kept
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3. Proceedings, io hard labour for tJie space of three calendar mmitlis, to be reckmied from tlic

<fcc. before jus- (l<^i<^ hereof, or uidil {during the said three tnonths) lie shall have paid the said

tices, tic. *'*"<- of thirty pounds; and for so doing, this shall be your sufficient warrant.
Given, &c.

(8). Affidavit to
obtain scarch-
wan-ant.

(9). Search-war-
rant.

(Gr.) Affidavit to obtain Search-warrant.

County of ,1 W.L., of , in the cmcnty of , officer of Inland,
to wit. J Revenue, inaketh oath and saith, that he, this deponent,

Juith cause to suspect, and doth suspect, tlutt a large quantity of British spirits,

the same being goods and com^noditks forfeited urider and by virtue of a certain

act of Parliament relating to the revenue of excise, are deposited or concealed in
some place or places, in or about the house, yards, gardens, or outhouses, tliere-

imto belonging, of W. M., situate at , in the cotinty of , for tlutt he,

this deponent {a), was this morning informed by a person that he lias known for
some time, that he {the said person) last night assisted in conveyingfrom a dis.

tillery to the said house of tlie said W. M., aboait twenty gallons of British spirits,

in three casks, and deposited one of such casks in an outhouse in tlie yard at the

back of the house, and the other two in the cellar of tlie said house. Awl this

deponent lastly says, that lie believes the said information is true.

Sworn at , the day of
\

, [1868], before me, A. B.

(H.) Search-warrant.

County of , 1 Whereas, W. L., officer of Inland Revenue, hath this day
to wit. i made oath before me, one of her Majesty's jiistic.es of the

peace in andfor the county of , that he hath cause to stcspect, and that he
does suspect tiutt {a) a large quantity of British spirits, the same being goods and
commodities forfeited wider and by virtue of a certain act of Parliament relating
to the revenue of excise, are deposited and concealed in and about the house of
W. M., and the yards, gardens, buildings, and outhouses thereunto belonging,

situate at , in the said county of , yeow.an, setting forth in and by his

said oath the ground of his suspicion, and tlie same appearing to me to he reason-
able ground of suspicion, I tlierefore, by virtue of tlie poiver and authority to me
given, do judge it reasonable, and do, by this present warrant under iny Imnd,
authorise and empower the said W. L. , by day or by night {but if between the

hours of eleven of the clock at night and five in tlie morning, tlien in the pre-

sence of a constable or otlur lawful officer of the peace, ) to enter into every place
in and about the said hoiise, yards, gardens, buildings, and outhouses, thereunto
belonging, and to seize and carry away all such [insert the articles suspected
to be deposited] large quMntity of British spirits, ami all otlier goods and com-
modities so forfeited as aforesaid, that he shall there find deposited and conceMed.
And all constables and oilier her Majesty s offi/xrs, are hereby authorised and
required to be aiding and assisting to him in the execution hereof : and for so

doing this sliall be to him and every of them a suffiicient warrant. Given, &c.

{a) Set forth the ground of sus-
picion ; and, if arising from infor-

mation, add "and this deponent

lastly says, that he believes the said

information is true.
"
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Execution.

(Execution*
JliXECUTION is tlie last performance of an act, as of ajudgment, «S;c. What.

It is the obtaining possession of anything recovered by judgment of

law. (1 Inst. 289).

Execution is in general put in force by a judicial -WTit, grounded on How put in force,

tlie judgment of the court from whence it issues. But, in case of life,

the court may command execution to be done, without any writ. (2

Ilawlc. c. 51, s. 4 ; Finch, 478.)

In fixed and stated judgments, the law makes no distinction between On a peer.

a peer and a commoner, or between a common and ordinary case, and
one attended with extraordinary circumstances; for which reason it

was adjudged in Felton's case, who murdered the Duke of Buckingham,
that the court could not order his hand to be cut off, nor make it part
of the sentence that his body should be hanged in chains, but that the
body after execution, being at the King's disposal, might be hung in

chains, or otherwise ordered as the King shoiild think fit. (2 Hawk.
c. 48, s. 2.)

As to the manner of an execution, it cannot be lawfully executed by Manner of.

any but the proper officer, the sheriff or his deputy. (2 Hawk. c. 51,

s. 6; 2 Hale, 411.)

The execution must be done pursuant to the judgment. (2 Hale, 411).
The sheriff cannot alter the execution ; if he doth, it is felony, and

some say murder. (2 Hale, 411 ; Co. P. C. 211.)

Though the Queen cannot alter the judgment, she may remit a part Pardon,

of it; as, in treason, she may pardon all but the beheading. (2 Hale,

412). Such pardon must be under the great seal. {Id. Fost. 269.)
See further, tit. ''Pardon," Vol. III.

The execution of persons under the age of discretion is usually re- Infants,

spited in order to obtain a pardon. (1 Hawk. c. 1, s. 8.)

It is clear that if a man, condemned to be hanged, come to life after Coming to life

he be hanged, he ought to be hanged again ; for the judgment was not '^ ^^'^ ^"oing-

executed till he was dead. (2 Ilaivk. c. 51, s. 7.)

Where a person attainted hath been at large after his attainder, and Person attainted

afterwards is brought into court and demanded why execution should ** ^rge.

not be awarded against him, if he deny that he is the same person, it

shall immediately be tried by a juiy returned for that purpose. (2
Hawk. c. 51, s. 3; vide liatcliff's case, Fost. 40, 41; 1 Bla. B. 3; but
seeDuberley y. Ounning, Peake's C. N. P. 98.)
As to the execution of murderers, see tit. "Homicide." Of murderers
By the 5 WiU. 4, c. 1, the sheriffs of the county of the city of Ches-

ter are to execute criminals condemned to die for offences committed in
the county of Chester, and by s. 2, the judge before whom any crimi-
nal shall be convicted, may make an order upon the sheriff of the
county to execute such criminal in any place, not within his juris-
diction.

As to the proof of execution of a deed, see " Evidence," ante, p. 74. Proof of execution
of deed, &c.
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Extortion.

Extortion.

As to threats to
extort.

What amounts to
the offence of
extortion.

At common law.

ki

^ictovtton.

By stat. 3 Edw. 1,

c. 26.

By what officers.

S to the ofltence of extortion by tkreats, see " Threats,''^ Vol. IV.
It is said that extortion, in a large sense, signifies any oppression

under colour of right; but that, in a strict sense, it signifies the taking
of money, by any officer, by colour of his office, either where none at

all is due, or not so much is due, or where is not y^t due. (1 Hawk.
c. 68, 8. 1; Co. Lit. 368. b.; per Dallas, J. Stevens v. Bothwell, 3 B, &
B. 145.)

Extortion was, and still continues, a high misdemeanor at common
law, and punishable by fine and imprisonment; [Co. Lit. 368. h.);

and, therefore, an indictment at common law lies against a judge for

taking a fee for his judgment, an officer for receiving more than the
usual fee, a ferryman for taking more than is due to him by prescrip-

tion, or a sheriff for refusing to execute process till his fees are paid
him. {Com. Dig. Extortion, A.)
And by stat. 3 Edw. 1, c. 26, (which is only in affirmance of the

common law), "no sheriff, nor other the King's officer, shall take any
reward to do his office, but shall be paid of that which they take of the

King; and he that so doth, shall yield tivice as much, and shall be

punished at the King's pleasure."

No sheriff nor other the King's officer.]—Under these words, the law
beginning -withtlie sheriffs, are understood escheators, coroners, bailiffs,

gaolers, and other inferior officers of the Queen, whose offices were
instituted before the making of this act, which do any way concern the
administration or execution of justice, or the common good of the
subject, or for the Queen's service. (2 L7ist. 209.)

Magistrates. Also the justices of the peace, whose office was instituted after this

act, are bound by their oath of office to take nothing for their office of
justice of the peace to be done, but of the King, and fees accustomed,
and costs limited by statute.

AH public officers. And generally, no public officer shall take any other fees or rewards
for doing anything relating to his office, than some statute in force

gives him, or else as hath been anciently and accustomably taken;
and if he do otherwise, he is guilty of extortion. [Didt. c. 41; and see

1 Buss. 222.)
Ciiilcctor of duties. But where a person was appointed collector of certain duties under

43 Geo. 3, c. 99, by the proper constituted authorities, and considered
himself, and was considered by those authorities, to be such collector,

but whose appointment was informally made, it was decided that he
could not be indicted at common law for the receipt of duties by colour

and pretence of being collector of such duties, though the money was
fraudulently collected and misapplied by him, because he was in fact

appointed collector, and in that character received the money. [R. v.
Dobson and another, 1 East, 218.)

A collector of post-horse duty demanded of A. a sum of moncj',
alleging- that A. had let out horses for hire, without payment of the
duty. A. denied that he had done so, and gave the collector a promis-
sory note for bl., the amount of which, after it became due, was paid
by A. to the collector, who handed it over to his principal, the farmer
of the post-horse duties. Held, that this was an extortion in the col-

lector, and that his having paid the money over to his principal made
no difference. {B. v. Higgins, 4 G. & P. 247.)

Toll collectors. As to extortion by tollgate-keepers, see " Ilighivays, Turnpike.'''

Coroner. A coroncr is guilty of extortion if he refuses to take the view of a
dead body till the fees are paid. (1 Buss. 145. See ante, " Coroner,")
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So, if an undersheiiff gets his fees by refusing to execute process till Exlortion,

they are paid, or takes a bond for bis fee before execution is sued out. —
(1 Buss, lb.) Undersheriff.

So, if a miller or ferryman, wbero custom bas ascertained tbe amount Ferrymen,

of tbe respective tolls, takes more than tbe custom warrants, it is ex-

tortion. (1 Buss. lb.)

As to extortion by innkeepers, see " Alehouse.^' innkeepers.

A sheriff is not liable to be indicted for the extortion of his officer ; sheriff not liable

{Saunderson v. Baker, '6 Wils. 316) ; but he may bo sued for it. {Wood- f"r bailiff's acts.

<jc(te V. Knatchbull, 2 T. B. 148.)

There are no accessaries in extortion. {B. v. Lcggcn, 1 Sir. 75.) Accessaries.

Shall take any reward.']—Therefore, by this statute, they can at this What may be

day take no more for doing their office than hath been since allowed to taken,

them by authority of Parliament. (2 Inst. 210.)

All prescriptions which have been contrary to this statute, and to the

common law, in affirmance of which it is made, have been always
holdeu to be void. (1 Ilawh. c. 68, s. 2.)

It is equally extortion, where a greater fee is exacted than what is

legally due : as where money is exacted as a fee, where none whatever
is payable. {Beg. v. Baynes] 2 Ld. Baym., 1199, 1265 ; 1 Hawk. c. 68,

s.l.)

It has been resolved, that a promise to pay them money for doing of

a thing, which the law will not suffer them to take anything for, is

merely void. (1 Hawk. c. 68, s. 2. ; Stotesbury y. Smith, 2 Burr. 924.)

To do his office.]—It is not said, that he shall take no reward gone- For what,

rally, but no reward to do his office : thus the fee of 20c?. , called bar
fee, time out of mind, taken by the sheriff of every prisoner that was
acquitted, was not against this statute ; for it is not taken for doing
his office. .(2 Inst. 210.)

But nowj by 55 Geo. 3, c. 50, s. 4, amended by 8 & 9 Vict. c. 114,

prisoners charged with felony or misdemeanor, against whom no
indictment is found, or who are acquitted on their trial, shall be dis-

charged without payment of any fee whatever.
By s. 9, any clerk of assize, clerk of the peace, &c., or their deputies. Exacting them, a

or other officers, exacting such fees, are rendered incapable of holding misdemeanor,

their offices, and are declared guilty of a misdemeanor. See " Gaols.''

In the ecclesiastical court, a person was Hbelled against for fees, and. Courts cannot

upon motion, a prohibition was granted, for that it was holdon that
their discretion*

no court had a power to establish fees ; the jud^e of a court may think
them reasonable, but that is not binding ; but if, on a quantum meruit
a juiy think them reasonable, then they become established fees.

{Ballard Y. Gerrard, I Salk. 333; Hardr. 351.)
The fees in sessions, for traversing, trying, or discharging, indict-

ments, discharging recognizances, and the like, do vary according to

the different customs in different places. {Dalt. c. 41.)

Shall yield twice as much.]—At the common law this offence is se- Puni.shment and

verely punishable at the Queen's suit by fine and imprisonment, and P*'"'''!*^-

also by a removal from the office in the execution whereof it was com-
mitted. And this statate doth add a greater penalty than the common
law did give ; for hereby the plaintiff shall recover his double damages.
(2 Inst. 210; 1 Hatvk. c. 68, s. 5.)

At the King'spleasure.]—That is, by the King's justices, before whom Before whom
the cause depends. (2 Inst. 210; B. v. Loggen, 1 Stra. 75). carried.

Venue.]—And by 31 Eliz. c. 5, s. 4, actions on informations for ex- vcnue.
tortion may be laid in any county. It has been said, this section
applies to indictments. (1 Hawk. c. 68, s. 6, but this is not free from
doubt, see 1 Buss. 146).
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Eodortion.

Indictment for.

Irtdictmentfor.']-—^GyQYsl defendants maybe jointly indicted when
no fee was due. {R. v. Atkinson, 2 Ld. Raym. 1248 ; 3 Leon. 268 ; Cmn.
Dig. Extortion, (C) ; E. I. Comp. v. AtJeins, 1 Stra. 175.) The time of

the oflfence must be alleged. {R. v. Roberts, 4 3Iod. 101, 103.) The in-

dictment must state a sum which the defendant received, and it will

not be sufficient to aver that he did receive a gift or reward, without
specifying value, {Davy v. Baker, 4 Burr. 2471 ; 2 Leach, 794,) though
it is not material to prove the exact sum as laid in the indictment.

{R. V. Burdett, 1 Ld. Raym. 149 ; R. v. Gilham, 6 T. R. 267 ; R. v.

Iliggins, 4 C. & P. 247.) So, in an information, though several sums
and specific persons are stated to have been the objects of the defen-

dant's extortion, if it conclude with a general charge, of which ho is

found guilty, that, under colour of his said office he did illegally cause
his agents to receive and demand of several other persons several other

sums of money, under pretence of weighing and examining their several

weights and measiu'es, the whole will be vitiated and judgment will

be aiTCsted, {R. v. Rohe, 2 Stra. 999.) If the indictment charge that

the defendant, as bailiff' of a hundred, under colour of his office, took a

sum of money, without showing more particularly by what pretence it

was taken, it will be good at least after verdict; for, perhaps, ho
might claim it generally as being due to him as bailiff", in which case

the demand could not be otherwise stated. [R. v. Cover, 1 Sid. 91.)

Where nothing at all was due, that fact ought to be averred, and
where any thing was due, the sum which might have been lawfully

taken must be expressed. (3 Leon. 268; Com. Dig. Extortion, (C).)

The court will not quash an indictment for extortion upon motion,
though it appear to be defective, but leave the party to demur. [R. v.

Wadstvorth, 5 Mod. 13.)

(1) Commitment ^^^' Commencement a.s xmder Constable, Vol. I., form (No. 2).]

—

on tt-c. being

of a constable for ihe7i a constable, unlaivfully, corruptly, and by pretext and colour of his said
extortion. office, by extortion did extort and receive of and from one C. D., then in the

custody of the said A. B., the sum of five shillings, as andfor a fee due to him
the said A. B. as sxtch constable, [Conclude as in form (No. 2).] See Constable.

(2), Indictment
for extortion in a
gaoler.

(.2) (Venue). The jurors for oiir Lady the Queen upon their cath present,

that A. 0., on the day of , in the year of our Lord , was taken

rip on suspicion of having committed a certain felony, by , constable of ,

in the said county, by virtue of a ivarrant directed to the said , %onder the

Imnd and seal of W. D., Esquire, then and yet one of the justices of our sovereign

Lady the Qusen assigned to keep tJie peace in the said county, and was on t/ie

same day in the year aforesaid committed by him, the said W. D., to A. G.,

keeper of the gaol of our said sovereign Lady the Qiuien at , in tlie said

county, tinder the custody of him the said A. G. to be safely kept, upon s^osincion

of the felony aforesaid, and the said A. 0. was detained in that prismi under

t/ie ciostody of tJie said A. G. from tlie time that he was committed to t/ic said

jyrisonfor one inonthfrom thence next ensuing, tipon suspicion of the saidfelony;

nevertheless the said A. G. being such keeper as aforesaid, in nowise regarding

the statute in that ease made, and the penalty therein contained, did on the

day of ,
demand and receive pouiids of lawful mxmey of Great Britain

of and from the said A. 0. for ease and favour in tlie said gaol for the said

time, in contempt of our said sovereign Lady the Queen, and against the form of

tlie stMute aforesaid, and against the peace of our said sovereign Lady t/ie Queen,

her crown and dignity.

(3). Indictment
for extortion by
a bailiff.

(3). (Venne). The jurorsfor our Lady the Queen upon their oath present,

that C. 1). on the day of , in the year of our Lord , by pretext

and colour of his said office, did tmjiistly and by extortion take and extort five.

shillings of one A. 1. of , in the said county, one of the freeholders qualified

to serve upon juries in tlie said couiUy, to exctise tlie said A. I. from attending or

appearing at the assizes that were then next to be holdcn in and for the said
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omtdy, tvhe7i infad the said A. I. teas not returned by the sJmrif of the said Extortion.

county in any panel ofjurors, and also when indeed no sitch sum of money was

<hie to the said C. D.for his fee for excusing the attendance or appearance of the

ioiid A. I. at the assizes aforesaid ; to the evil example of all others, to the great

<}ainage of him the said A. /., and against the peace of our said Lady tJie Queen,

her crown and dignity.

See a form of indictment against a constable for extortion, Arch. C. L. Aerainsfc a con-

Ibth ed. 721.

jFaCtOr. See ''Agent ;"—as to their Pledging Property,

see "Larceny.'*

As to Factories in general.

42 Geo. 3, c. 73, ss. 1, 2 (p. 432) ; s. 7 (p. 432) ; ss. 3, 4 (p. 432)

;

s. 6 (p. 432) ; ss. 8,9, 10, 11, 13, 15, 12, 14, 16 (p. 432).

3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 103, ss. 1—47 (p. 435) ; s. 49 (p. 444).

4 Will. 4, c. 1, ss. 1, 2 (p. 444).

7 Vict. c. 15, ss. 1—73 (p. 445).

10 & 11 Vict. c. 29, ss.-^l—3 (p. 475).

13 & 14 Vict. c. 54, ss. 1—9 (p. 475).

16 & 17 Vict. c. 104, ss. 1—5 (p. 477).

19 & 20 Vict. c. 38, ss, 1—6 (p. 478).

27 & 28 Vict. c. 48, ss. 1—7 (p. 479).

30 & 31 Vict. c. Ill (Tlie Workshop Eegulation Act, 1867), does

not apply to factories or places under the jurisdiction of the

factory inspectors.

30 & 31 Vict, c, 103 (p. 482).

As to Print works.

8 & 9 Vict. c. 29, ss. 1—53 (p. 489).

9 & 10 Vict. c. 18, s. 3 (p. 500), note.

10 & 11 Vict. c. 70, ss. 1—4 (p. 495).

As to Bleaching and Dyeing works.

23 & 24 Vict. c. 78, s. 1—12 (p. 507).

25 Vict. c. 8, ss. 1, 2 (p. 511).

26 & 27 Vict. c. 38, s. 1 (p. 507).

27 & 28 Vict. c. 98, ss. 1, 2 (p. 511).

As to Lace works.

24 & 25 Vict. c. 117, s. 1—6 (p. 511).

Rope works exemption.

9 & 10 Vict. c. 40, s. 1 (p. 513).

AS to disputes between masters and \rorkmen in factories, see Generally.

" Servants."
' ~

By the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 97, s. 14, wilfully destroying or injuring Disputes of

manufactured silk, woollen, linen, or cotton goods in the loom, &c., or workmen,

machinery, or forcibly entering buildings for that purpose, subjects the Destroying

offender to penal servitude for life, or imprisonment and whipping, ^o""^^- *^^-

&c. See generally, " Malicious Injuries to Property.",

As to rioters destroying, see post, " Hundred ;
" " Riot."

As to stealing goods in a course of manufacture, see post, Stealing goods.

" Larceny"
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Generally.

Exporting tools.

42 Goo. 3, c. 73.

Mills and factories

employing a cer-

tiiin number of

porson.s, subjected
to the regulations
of 42 Geo. 3, o. 73.

Whitewashing and
airini' the rooms.

Apartments and
beds of male and
female ap-
prentices.

Clothing of ap-
prentices.

Time of working.

Night work.

Apprentices to bo
instructed in
reading, writinj,
and arithmetic.

Instruction and
conduct of ap-
prentices on
Sundays.

As to exporting of tools, &c., see " Manufactures"
The stat. 42 Geo. 3, c, 73, intituled, ^^ An Act fur the Preservation

of the Health and Morals of Apprentices and others employed in Cotton

and other Mills, and Cotton and other Factories," enacts, (s. 1), That,
mills and factories within Great Britain and Ireland, wherein 3 or

more apjjrentices, or 20 or more other persons, shall at any time bo
employed, shall bo subject to tho several rules and regulations con-
tained in this act ; and tho master or mistress of every such mill

or factory is hereby strictly enjoined and required to pay due at-

tention to and act in strict conformity to the said rules and regu-
lations.

Sect. 2. That all and every the rooms and apartments in or belong-
ing to any such mill or factory shall, twice at least in every year, bo
well and sufficiently washed with quicklime and water over every part of

the walls and ceiling thereof ; and that due care and attention shall bo
paid by the master or mistress of such mills or factories to jiro-

vide a sufficient number of windows and openings in such rooms or

apartments, to insure a proper supply of fresh air in and through
the same. And see the 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 103, s. 26, & 7 Vict. c. 15,

s. 18, post,

iSect. 7. That the room or apartment in which any male appren-
tice shall sleep, shall be entirely separate and distinct from the room
or apartment in which any female apprentice shall sleei:) ; and that

not more than two apprentices shall in any case sleep in the same
bed.

Sect. 3. That every such master or mistress shall constantly supply

every apprentice, during the term of his or her apprenticeship, with
two whole and complete suits of clothing, with suitable linen, stock-

ings, hats, and shoes ; one new complete suit being delivered to

such apprentice once at least in every year.

Sect. 4. That no apprentice that now is or hereafter shall be bound
to any such master or mistress, shall be employed or compelled to

work for more than 12 hours in any one day, (reckoning from 6 o'clock

in the morning to 9 at night), exclusive of the time that may be

occupied by such apprentice in eating the necessary meals : Provided

always, that, from and after the 1st day of June, 1803, no apprentice

shall be employed or compelled to work, upon any occasion whatever,

between the hours of 9 at night and 6 in the morning. And see 3 & 4

Will. 4, c. 103, s. 1, (p. 435).

Sect. 6. That every such apprentice shall bo instructed, in some
part of every working day, for the first 4 years at least of his or her

apprenticeship, in the usual hours of work, in reading, writing, and
arithmetic, or either of them, according to the ago and abilities of such

apprentice, by some discreet and proper person, to be provided and
paid by the master or mistress of such apprentice, in some room or

place in such mill or factory to be set apart for that purpose ; and that

the time hereby directed to be allotted for such instruction as afore-

said, shall be deemed and taken on all occasions as part of the respec-

tive periods limited by this act during which any such apprentice shall

be employed or compelled to work. («)

Sect. 8. That every apprentice, or (in case tho apprentices shall

attend in classes) every such class, shall for tho space of one hour at

least every Sundaj^ be instructed and examined in tho principles of

the Christian religion, by some proper person to be provided and paid

by the master or mistress of such apprentice, and in England and Wales,

in case the parents of such apprentice, shall be members of tho

Church of England, then such apprentice shall be taken, once at least

in every year, during the term of his or her apprenticeship, to bo

examined by the rector, vicar, or curate of the parish in which such

(«) See 7 Vict. c. 15, s. 38, el scq. (p. 456).



mill or factory shall be situate ; and shall also, after such apprentice Generally.

sliall have attained the age of 14 years, and before attaining the age of— "—
18 years, be duly instructed and prepared for confirmation, and be ^- '^*^°- ^> ''• '^•

brought or sent to the bishop of the diocese to be confirmed, in case

any confirmation shall, during such period, take place in or for the

Hiiid parish ; and in Scotland, where the parents of such apprentice

^hall be members of the Established Church, such apprentice shall be
taken, once at least in every year, during the term of his or her

apprenticeship, to be examined by the minister of the parish ; and
shall, after such apprentice shall have attained the age of 14 years,

and before attaining the age of 18 years, be carried to the parish

church to receive the sacrament of the Lord's Supper, as the same is

administered in churches in Scotland ; and such master or mistress

shall send all his or her apprentices under the care of sorne proper

person, once in a month at least, to attend during Divine Service in the

church of the parish or place in -which the mill or factory shall be
situated, or in some other convenient church or chapel where service

shall be performed according to the rites of the Church of England, or

according to the established religion in Scotland, as the case may bo,

or in some licensed place of Divine worship ; and in case the appren-
tices of any such master or mistress cannot conveniently attend such
church or chapel every Sunday, the master or mistress, either by them-
selves or some proper person, shall cause Divine service to be per-

formed in some convenient room or place in or adjoining to the mill

or factory, once at least every Sunday that such apprentices shall not

be able to attend Divine service at such church or chapel; and
such master or mistress is hereby strictly enjoined and required to

take due care that all his or her apprentices regularly attend Divino

service, according to the directions of this act. And see 3 & 4 Will. 4,

c. 103, post, pp. 439, 440.

Sect. 9. That the justices of the peace for every county, stewartry, justices at ses-

riding, division, or place, in which any such mill or factory shall be '^^"•'j
^ I^'^'"'^ *?

^s'
situated, shall, at the Midsummer sessions of the peace to be holden ormiils^Vc^,^ who
immediately after the passing of this act for such county, stewartry, shall visit and

riding, division, or place, and afterwards yearly at their annual Mid-
[hereofTo quarter

summer sessions of the peace, appoint 2 persons, not interested in, or sessions.

in any way connected with any such mills or factories, to be visitors of

such mills or factories in such county, stewartry, riding, division or
place, one ofwhom shall be a justice of peace for such county, stewartry,

riding, division, or place, and the other shall be a clergyman of the
Established Church of England or Scotland, as the case may be ; and
in case it shall be found inconvenient to appoint one such justice and
one such clergyman as aforesaid, it shall be lawful to and for such
justices, and they are hereby required to appoint 2 such justices or 2
such clergymen ; and the said visitors, or either of them, shall have
full power and authority from time to time throughout the year, to

enter into and inspect any such mill or factory, at any time of the
day, or during the hours of employment, as they shall think fit ; and
such visitors shall report from time to time in writing, to the qiiarter

sessions of the peace, the state and condition of such mills and facto-
ries, and of the apprentices therein, and whether the same are or are
not conducted and regulated according to the directions of this act,
and the laws of the realm ; and such report shall be entered by the
clerk of the peace among the records of the session in a book kept for
that purpose ; Provided always, that in case there shall be 6 or more Visitors maybe
such mills or factories within any one such county, riding, division or

'^^s^J°i"ts'^

^""^

place, then it shall be lawful for such justices to divide such county,
liding, division, or place, into 2 or more districts or parts, and to ap-
point 2 such visitors as aforesaid for each of such districts or parts.
And see 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 103, s. 17, post, p. 438, extending this provi-
sion respecting visitors.
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Generally.

4-2 Geo. S, c. 73.

In infectious dis-

orders, visitors
may require the
master, &c. to call

ill medical aid,

&c.

Penalty for ob-
structing visitors.

Penalty on mas-
ters, (fee ,

offending.

Penalties recover-
able before two
justices, (fee.

No certiorari (a).

Sect. 10. That in case the said visitors or either of them shall find

that any infectious disorder appears to prevail in any mill or factory as

aforesaid, it shall be lawful for them or either of them to require the

master or mistress of any such mill or factoiy to call in forthwith some
physician, or other competent medical person, for the pui-pose of as-

certaining the nature and probable eft'ects of such disorder, and for

applying such remedies and recommending such regulations as tho

said physician or othercompetent medical person, shall think most proper
for preventing the spreading of the infection and for restoring the health

of the sick ; and that such physician, or other competent medical per-

son, shall report to such visitors, or either of them, as often as they

shall be required so to do, their opinion in writing of the nature, pro-

gress,'and present state ofthe disorder, together with its probable effects;

and that any expenses incurred in consequence of the provisions afore-

said for medical assistance, shall be discharged by the master or mis-

tress of such mill or factory.

Sect. 11, That if any person or persons shall oppose or molest

any of the said visitors in the execution of the powers intrusted

to them by this act, every such person or persons shall for every such
offence forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding 10/. nor less than bl.

Sect. 13. That every master or mistress of any such mill or factory

who shall wilfully act contrary to or offend against any of the provi-

sions of this act, shall for siich offence (except where otherwise

directed) forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding 5?. or less than 40«.,

at the discretion of the justices before whom such offender shall be con-

victed as after mentioned ; one haK whereof shall be paid to the in-

former, and the other half to the overseers of the poor in England
and Ireland, and to the minister and elders in Scotland, of the parish

or place where such offence shall be committed, to be by them applied

in aid of the poor rate in England and Ireland, and for the benefit of

the poor in Scotland, of such parish or place : Provided always, that

all informations for offences against this act, shall be laid within one

calendar month after the offence committed, and not afterwards.

Sect. 15. That all offences for which any penalty is imj^osed under
this act, shall and may be heard before any two or more justices of the

peace, acting in or for the place where the offence shall bo committed

;

and all penalties and forfeitures by this act imposed, and all costs and
charges attending the conviction of any such offender or offenders,

shall and may bo levied by distress and sale of the offender's goods

and chattels, by warrant under the hand and seal of any two or more
justices of the peace acting for the county, stewartry, riding, division,

or place where such offence shall be committed, rendering the overplus

(if any) to the party or parties offending ; and.which warrant such

justices are hereby empowered and required to grant, upon conviction

of the ofi'ender, either by confession, or upon the oath of one or more
credible witnesses (which oath such justices are hereby empowered to

administer) ; and in case such distress cannot be found, and such

penalties, forfeitures, and costs shall not be forthwith paid, it shall

and may be lawful for such justices, and they are hereby empowered
and required, by warrant under their hands and seals, to commit such

offender or offenders to the common gaol or house of correction of

the county, stewartry, riding, division, or place where the offence shall

be committed, for any time not exceeding two calendar months,
unless the said penalty, forfeiture and costs, shall respectively be sooner

paid and satisfied : Provided always, that no warrant of distress shall

be issued for levying any such penalty, forfeiture, or costs, until 6

days after the offender shall have been convicted, and an order made
ui^on him or her for payment thereof; and no such conviction shall be

(a) See R. v.' Fell, 1 B. & Ad. 380,

which was a case decided on this act

and the no-w repealed act of 6 Geo. 4,

c. C3.
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removable by certiorari or bill of advocation into any court wbatso- Generally.

over. ~; ;

Sect. 12. That the master or mistress of every sucli mill or ^^ ^^°- ^' <=• '^^•

factory shall cause printed or written copies of this act to be hung
toTeaffixedin*^the

up and affixed in two or more conspicuous places in such mill or miii.

factory, and shall cause the same to be constantly kept and renewed,

so that they may at all times be legible and accessible to all per-

sons emj)loyed therein. And see 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 103, s. 27

[post, p. 441).

Sect. 14. That every such master or mistress shall, at the Epi-

phany sessions in every year, make, or cause to be made, an entry in

a book to be kept for that purpose by the clerk of the peace of the

county, riding, or division in which any mill or factory shall be

.situate, of every such mill or factory occupied by him or her wherein

3 or more apprentices or 20 or more other persons shall be enxployed

;

and the said clerk of the peace shall receive for every such entry the

sum of 2s. and no more.
Sect. 16. That every such conviction before such justices may be

made in the following form
;

(to wit),

County of , ) BE it remembered, that mi the day of in the year Conviction.

to wit.
\

A. B. was, upon the complaint of 0. D. convicted lefore

of the justices of the peace for the said co^mty of [or, for of or in the

said county of as the case shall happen to be], in pursuance of an act

passed in the forty-second year of the reign of his Majesty King George the

Third, for [or as the case may bej. Given under our hands and seals, the day
and year above %vritten.

Which conviction shall be certified to the next general quarter

sessions, there to be filed amongst the records of the county, riding,

or division.

By the 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 103, intituled "An Act to regulate the 3&4 Wiii.4,c.i03.

labour of children and young persons in the mills and factories of the Persons under

UnitedKingdom," itis enacted, thatfrom and after the 1stJanuary, 1834, ^|^^ not" Uowed to

no person under 18 years of age shall be allowed to work in the night work at night in

(that is to say) between the hours of 8*30 in the evening and 8 '30 in
torics hereL'^^'^'^

the morning (a), except as hereinafter provided, iu or about any described,

cotton, woollen, worsted, hemp, flax, tow, linen, or silk mill or factory,

wherein steam or water or any other mechanical power is or shall be
used to propel or work the machinery in such mill or factory, either in
scutching, carding, roving, spinning, piecing, twisting, winding,
throwing, doubling, netting, making thread, dressing or weaving of
cotton, wool, worsted, hemp, flax, tow, or silk, either separately or
mixed, in any such mill or factory situate in any part of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland : Provided always, that nothing
in this act shall apply or extend to the working of any steam or other
engine, waterwheel, or other power in or belonging to any mill or
building or machinery when used in that part of the process or work
commonly called fulling, roughing, or boiling of woollens, nor to any
apprentices or other persons employed therein, nor to the labour of young
persons above the age of 13 years when emploj^ed in packing goods in
any warehouse or place attached to any mill, and not used for any
manufacturing process

; provided also, that nothing in this act shall
a]iply or extend to any mill or factory used solely for the manufacture
of lace. See 42 Geo. 3, c. 73, s. 4, ante, p. 432 (6).

(«) By 10 Vict. c. 29, and 13 & 14 by steam machinery from hanks on
Vict. c. .'54, the hours are altered to cops and spools constitute a mill
{jMst, p. 475) ; and for further modifi- or factory Avithin this section, and
cations, see 30 & 31 Vict. c. 103 (;?os!!, the 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 103, s. 1.

r- '^82). Ilaydon v. Taylor, 33 L. J. M. C. 30.
{b) Premises where thread is Avoiind

F F 2
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Generally.

3&4Will. 4, c,103.

Persons under
eighteen not to
work more than
twelve hours a
day.

Extension of

hours of working
in certain cases.

Providing for

unavoidable time
lost in cases of

accident.

Loss of time from
the want or excess
of water in the
day time provided
for.

Time for meals.

Employment of
children under
nine years
prohibited.

The employment
of children under
eleven, twelve,
and thirteen years
of age for more
than eight hours
a day, prohibited.

jFactortcs,

Sect. 2. No person under the ago of 18 years shall be employed in

any such mill or factory in such description of work as aforesaid more
than 12 hours in any one day, nor more than 09 hours in any one

week, except as hereinafter provided (a).

Sect. 3. Provided, that if at any time in any such mill, manufactory,
or buildings situated upon any stream of water, time shall be lost in

consequence of the want of a due supply or of an excess of water, or

by reason of its being impounded in higher resei'voirs, then and in

every such case and so often as the same shall happen it shall bo lawful

for the occupier of any such mill, manufactory, or building to extend
the time of labour in this act prescribed at the rate of 3 hours per week
until such lost time shall have been made good, but no longer, such
time to be worked between the hours of 5 in the morning and 9 in the

evening ; provided also, that no time shall be recoverable after it has
been lost 6 calendar months.

Sect. 4. When any extraordinary accident shall happen to the steam
engine, water-wheel, weirs, or watercourses, grain shafting, main gear-

ing, or gas apparatus of any such mill, manufactory, or buildings, by
which not less than 3 hours' labour at any one time shall be lost,

then and in every such case such time may be worked up at the rate

of one hour a day in addition to the aforesaid and hereinafter restricted

hours of labour, for the 12 following working days, but not after.

Sect. 5. And whereas during periods of drought and of floods the

power of water-wheels on some streams is wholly interrupted, or so

far diminished that the machinery or part or parts of the machinery
dependent upon such power cannot be regularly worked at one and the

same time, and in consequence thereof a certain portion of the time of

such persons as are employed in the working of such machinery may
be lost in each day during such period of drought or floods ; be it

therefore enacted, that it shall be lawful for the occupier of any mill,

manufactory, or building, when time is so lost, then and in every such
case and so often as the same shall happen, to extend the hours
between which persons under 18 years of age are hereinbefore allowed
to work (viz. , from 5 in the morning till 9 in the evening), as herein-

before limited, to such period as may in such case be necessary to pre-

vent the loss of time, and no longer : Provided always, that no child

or young person within the respective ages prescribed by this act shall

be actually employed a greater number of hours within the 24 hoiu's

of any one day than this act declares to be lawful ; and provided also,

that no child under 13 years of age shall be employed after the hour
of 9 in the evening nor before the hour of 5 in the morning.

Sect. 6. There shall be allowed in the course of every day not
less than one and a half hours for meals to every such person re-

stricted as hereinbefore provided to the performance of 12 hours' work
daily (i).

Sect. 7. From and after the 1st January, 1834, it shall not be
lawful for any person whatsoever to employ in any factory or mill as

aforesaid, except in mills for the manufacture of silk, any child who
shall not have completed his or her 9th year of age (c).

Sect. 8. From and after the expiration of 6 months after the passing of

this act it shall not be lawful for any person whatsoever to employ,
keep, or allow to remain in any factory or mill as aforesaid for a longer
time than 48 hours in any one week, nor for a longer time than 9

hours in any one day, except as herein provided, any child who shall

not have completed his or her 11th year of age, or after the expiration

of 18 months from the passing of this act any child who shall not have

{a) Sec note (6), p. 435.

(b) See 7 Vict, c, 15, s. 36 [post,

p. 455).

(c) By 7 Vict. c. 15, s. 29, p. 453,
altered to 8 years.
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completed his or her 12tli j-ear of age; or after the expiration of 30 ,, ,,

months (calendar, not lunar, 4 Will. 4, c. 1, s. 1) from the passing of
i ci y-

this act any child who shall not have completed his or her 13th j^ear 3<fc4\Vill. 4,c. 103.

of age : provided nevertheless, that in mills for the manufacture of
silk, children under the age of 13 years shall be allowed to work 10
hours in any one day. [By 4 "Will. 4, c. 1, s. 2, post, p. 444, in mills «

for the manufacture of silk, children under the age of 13 shall be
allowed to work 10 working hours every working day of the
week.]

Sect. 9. All children and young persons whose hours of work are Holidays to be

regulated and limited by this act shall be entitled to the following allowed,

holidays ; viz. on Christmas-day and Good Friday the entire day, and
not fewer than 8 half days besides in every year, such half days to be
at such period or periods, together or separately, as may be most de-

sirable and convenient, and as shall be determined on by the master of
such children and young persons

;
provided nevertheless, that in Scot-

land any other days may be substituted for Christmas-day and for

Good Friday, both or either, as such master may determine (a).

Sect. 10. If any child within the age hereinbefore restricted to 9 Children employed
hours of day labour shall have been employed in any one day for less j" '^"y o"^ miu

than 9 hours in one factory or mill, it shall be lawful for any person to hoiu-s, not to^e
employ such child in any other factory or mill on the same day for the employed in any

residue of such 9 hours
;

provided that such emplojTnent in such
than'^the resldu'e

other mill or factory shall not increase the labour of such child to more of nine hours,

than 9 hours in any one day, or to more than 48 hours in any one
week.

Sect. 11. From and after the expiration of 6 months after the pass- Children not to

ing of this act it shall not be lawful for any person to employ, keep, or
oitt^acIirtmcaTe*'^

allow to remain in any factory or mill any child who shall not have from a surgeon as

completed his or her 11th year of age without such certificate as is to strength and

hereinafter mentioned, certifying such child to be of the ordinary
i^'^or i?feM-s*old

strength and appearance of a child of the age of 9 years, nor from and
after the expiration of 18 months after the passing of this act any
child who shall not have completed his or her 12th year of age, with-
out a certificate of the same form, nor from and after the expii-ation of
30 months after the passing of this act any child who shall not have
completed his or her 1 3th year of age, without a certificate of the same
form, which certificate shall be taken to be sufficient evidence of the
ages respectively certified therein.

Sect. 12. For the purpose of obtaining the certificate hereinbefore Certificates to be

required in the case of children under the age of 11, 12, or 13 years
"r^'^h ^icten"'^^'^°"

respectively, the child shall personally appear before some surgeon or
physician of the place or neighbourhood of its residence, and shall sub-
mit itself to his examination ; and unless the sui'geon or physician
before whom the child has so appeared shall certify his having had
a personal examination or inspection of such child, and also that such
child is of the ordinary strength and appearance of children of or ex-
ceeding the age of 9 years, and unless also such certificate shall with- Child not to be
in three months of its date be countersigned by some inspector or employed without

justice, or in that part of the United Kingdom called Scotland, by some
''®'"**»'='**®-

inspector or justice or burgh-magistrate, such child shall not be em-
ployed in any factory or mill.

Sect. 13. The certificates hereinbefore required in the case of Form of certificate

children under the age of 11, 12, or 13 years respectively shall be in pCS""''
the form following

:

/, [name and place of residence] sitrgeon [or physicia^i] do hereby certify,
tliat A. B. the son [or daughter'] of [name and residence of parents, or if no

{a\ kScc 7 Virt. c. 15, s. 37, post (p. 455), and 30 & 31 Vict. c. 103,
post{^.iS2}.

>
. /' M .'»
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Generally. parents, then the residence of the cliild] has appeared before me, and suhniUed
• to my examination ; andy that the said, [name] is of the ordinary strength and.

a & 4 Will. 4 c. 103. appearance [according to the fact] of a child of at least nine years of age [or if

apparently above nine, say exceeding.']

Sect. 14. Prom and after the commencement of the several periods

hereinbefore appointed for restricting the employment of children

under the ages of 11, 12, and 13 years respectively, it shall not be
lawful to employ, keep, or allow to remain in any factory or mill

any person between the said ages respectively and the age of 18, for

more than 9 hours in any day, nor between the hours of 9 in the

evening and 5 in the morning, without first requiring and recei\-ing

from such person a certificate in proof that such person is above the

age of 11, 12, and 13 respectively, which certificate, if a new certi-

ficate shall be required, shall be in such foi-m as may be ordered by
any inspector.

Sect. 15. Provided, that the penalties and punishments hereinafter

provided against any person not requiring or not receiving such certi-

ficate shall not be levied, if upon the complaint or proceeding for the

enforcement of such penalties it shall appear to the satisfaction of the

inspector or justice, or in that part of the United Kingdom called

Scotland to the satisfaction of the inspector or justice or burgh-magis-
trate by or before whom suchp roceedings shall be had, that the person
so employed more than 9 hours in the day, or between the hours of 9 in

the evening and o'30 in the morning, without such certificate, was at the

time of the alleged ofience above the age of 11, 12, or 13 respectively.

Sect. 16. In case any inspector or justice or burgh magistrate shall

refuse to countersign any such certificate, he shall state in writing his

reasons for such refusal, and the parents of such child may thereupon
take the certificate to the justices of the peace at petty sessions for the

place or district of the child's residence, who are hereby empowered
and required to decide upon the validity of such refusal ; and every
such act of any such petty sessions shall be free of all charge, cost, or

expense whatsoever.
Sect. 17, after reciting the 42 Geo. 3, c. 73, s. 9, ante, p. 433 : and

that the provisions of the said act with relation to the appointment of

inspectors were not duly carried into execution ; enacts. That it shall

be lawful for his Majesty by warrant under his sign manual to appoint
during his Majesty's pleasure 4 j)ersons to be inspectors of factories

and places where the labour of children and young persons under
18 years of age is employed, and in case of the death or dismissal of

any of them to appoint another in the place of such deceased inspector,

which said several inspectors shall carry into effect the powers, autho-
rities, and provisions of the present act ; and such inspectors, or any of
them, are hereby empowered to enter any factory or mill, and any
school attached or belonging thereto, at all times and seasons, by day
or by night, when such mills and factories are at work, and having so

entered to examine therein the children and any other person or per-
sons employed therein, and to make inquii-ies respecting their condi-

tion, employment, and education ; and such inspectors, or any of them,
are hereby empowered to take or call to their aid in such examina-
tion and inquiiy such persons as they may choose, and to summon
and require anj^ person upon the spot or elsewhere to give evidence
upon such examination and inquiry, and to administer to such
persons an oath (a^. See 7 Vict. c. 15, s. 3, post, p. 446.

Powers and duties Sect. 18. The said inspectors Or any of them shall have power and
of inspectors for ^rc hereby required to make all such rules, regulations, arid orders as
enforcement of ./ j. » o '

this act.

Children between
eleven and eight-
een not to be em-
ployed in factories
more than nine
hours a day, or at
night, without a
certificate of age.

Penalties against
persons not having
certificates not to
he levied if it shall

appear that the
Xierson employed
was about the age
required.

Provision in case
magistrates refuse

to countersign
certificate.

Inspectors to be
appointed.

{a) By 30 & 31 Vict. c. 103, s. H
(post, p. 484^, inspectors are to l)e

provided with certificates of appoint-

uK-nt.



may be necessary for the due execution of this act, wHcli rules, regu- Generally.

lations, and orders shall be binding on all persons subject to the provi
\

sions of this act ; and such inspectors are also hereby authorised and ^ * ^^^^- ^' °- ^*^^-

required to enforce the attendance at school of children employed in

factories according to the provisions of this act (a), and to order

tickets or such other means as they may think fit for vouchers of at-

tendance at such schools; and such inspectors are also hereby re-

quired to regulate the custody of such tickets or vouchers, and such
inspectors may require a register of them to be kept in every school

and factory ; and such inspectors are also hereby authorised and re-

quired to order a register of the children employed in any factory, and
of their sex and hours of attendance, and of their absence on account
of sickness, to be kept in such factory ; and all registers, books,

entries, accounts, and papers kept in pursuance of this act shall at all

times be open to such inspectors, and such inspectors may take or cause
to be taken for their own use such copy as they may think proper

;

and such inspectors shall also make such regvdations as may be
proper to continue in force any certificates, tickets, or vouchers re-

quired by this act; and such certificates, tickets, or vouchers so con-
tinued in force shall have the same operation and effect as new certi-

ficates, tickets, or vouchers; and such inspector shall order and is

hereby authorised to order the occupier of any factory or mill to

register or cause to be registered any information with relation to the

performance of any labour in such .mill or factory, if such inspector

deem such information necessary to facilitate the due enforcement of

any of the provisions of this act or of any of the regulations which he
may make under the authority of this act ; and such inspector is

hereby authorised to order such occupier of any mill or factory to

transmit, in such manner as may be directed in such order, any infor-

mation with relation to the persons employed or the labour performed
in such mill or factory that such inspector may deem requisite to fa-

cilitate the performance of his duties or any inquiry made under the
authority of this act.

Sect. 19. It shall be lawful for one of his Majesty's principal secre-
of"stote nm -a^"''^

taries of state, if he shall see fit, upon the application of any inspector, point p^ersons'to

to appoint any one or more persons to superintend, under the direction superintend under

of any inspector, the execution of the provisions of this act, and of all ^^^ "wpeetor.

rules, regulations, and orders made under the authority thereof; and
such person shall be paid by such salary as may be determined by one
of his Majesty's principal secretaries of state ; and such person so ap-
pointed shall have authority to enter any school-room, counting-house,
or any part of any factorj^ or mill, excepting such part or parts as may
be used for manufacturing processes ; and if any constable or peace
officer shall be required by any inspector to perform any continuous
service, it shall be lawful for such inspector to allow a special recom-
pense to such constable or peace officer for such service

;
provided

nevertheless, that any such orders may be altered or disallowed by one
of his Ma.jesty's principal secretaries of state, on complaint made to
him by memorial from any party interested.

Sect. 20. From and after the expiration of 6 months from the passing Children in facto-

of this act every child hereinbefore restiicted to the performance of 48 "^^^^^
''^"^'"'^ *

hours of labour in any one week shall, so long as such child shall be
"

within the said restricted age, attend some school to be chosen by the
parents or guardians of such child, or such school as may be appointed
by any inspector in case the parents or guardians of such child shall
omit to appoint any school, or in case such child shall be without
parents or guardians ; and it shall and may be lawful, in such last-
mentioned case, for any inspector to order the employer of any such

(a) This power is restricted by 7 Vict. c. 15, s. 2 (p. 445).
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child to make a deduction from the weekly wages of such child as the
same shall become due, not exceeding the rate of one penny in every
shilling, to pay for the schooling of such child ; and such employer is

hereby requii-ed to pay the sum so deducted according to the order and
direction of such inspector (ix).

Sect. 21. After the expiration of 6 months from the passing of this

act it shall not be lawful to employ or continue to employ in any fac-

torj' or miU any child restricted by this act to the performance of 48
hours of labour in any one week, unless such child shall, on Monday in

every week next after the commencement of such employment, and
during every succeeding Monday or other day appointed for that pur-
pose by an inspector, give to the factory master or proprietor, or to his

agent, a schoolmaster's ticket or voucher, certifying that such child

has for two hours at least for 6 or 7 days of the week next preceding
attended his school, excepting in cases of sickness, to be certified in

such manner as such inspector may appoint, and in case of any holi-

day, and in case of absence from any other cause allowed by such
inspector, or by any justice of the peace in the absence of the inspector;

and the said last-mentioned ticket shall be in such form as may be
settled by any inspector.

Sect. 22. Wherever it shall appear to any inspector that a new ov

additional school is necessary or desirable to enable the children em-
ployed in any factory to obtain the education required by this act,

such inspector is hereby authorised to establish or procure the esta-

blishment of such school.

Sect. 23. If upon any examination or inquiry any inspector shall

be of opinion that any schoolmaster or schoolmistress is incompetent
or in any way unfit for the performance of the duties of that office, it

shall and may be lawful for such inspector to disallow and withhold
the order for any payment or any salaiy to such schoolmaster or school-
mistress as hereinbefore provided [h).

Sect. 24. If any child within the several ages hereinbefore restricted

to the performance of 9 hours of day labour shall be kept or allowed
to remain in any room or place whatsoever where any machinery is

used, or shall be kept or allowed to remain on any premises within the
outer walls of any factory or mill, for any longer time than 9 hours
during any one day, or for any longer time than the residue of such 9
hours in the case of any child which has been previously employed for

any shorter time during the same day in any other factory or mill, the
occupier of such factory or mill shall, without any evidence of the
employment of such child, be liable to the same penalty and punish-
ment as for employing such child for such longer period : provided
nevertheless, that no place, yard, or play-ground open to the public
view shall be considered part of the premises on which children shall

not be allowed to remain beyond the hours hereinbefore stated : and bo
it further provided, that the children may be allowed to remain in any
school-room attached to such factory or mill, or in any other waiting-
room or parts of the premises where no machinery is used, and which
shall at all times be open to the inspection of any mill warden or peace
officer duly appointed under the provisions of this act.

Sect. 25. Notice of any general order or regulation applying to

more than one mill or factory, made by any inspector, if published for

2 successive weeks in one or more newspapers published in the town,
place, or county where any such mill or factory is situate, shall in all

cases, at the end of 7 days after the second publication thereof, have
the same efi'ect in attaching a responsibility upon any offender against
such order or regulation as a notice personally served upon such
oflPender: provided nevertheless, that such notice shall not be to the

(«) See 7 Vict. c. 1.5, ss. 38 and 39
{post, p. 4.')6).

(h) See 7 Vict. e. 15, s. 39 (;m<
p. 4.56).
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exclusion of any other special notice -whicli any inspector may deem Generally.

expedient or proper.
_ 3&;4Wiii 4 c 103

Sect. 26. The interior walls, except such parts as are painted, of • . •
•

everj' mill or factory or building where the process of manufacturing
^^*°^'^i]^^^]fg°*

is carried on, shall be limewashed, and the ceilings of all rooms which y^ ume-washei

liave rooms or lofts above them, and all ceilings which are plastered

shall be white-washed once every year, unless permission to the con-

trary, in writing, be granted by any inspector. [See 42 Geo. 3, c. 73,

s. 2, ante, 6 & 7 Vict. c. 15, s. 18, iwst, p. 450 (a).]

Sect. 27. And be it further enacted, that a copy or copies of such An abstract of act,

abstract of this act, and also such copy or copies of any regulation or &"^_ aTuispector
regulations made in pursuance of this act, as any inspector shall direct, may determine,

shall be hung up and affixed in a conspicuous part or in the several ^^'^l.jj^ ^"^8 "P

departments of every mill or factory; and such copy or copies of ''^"^ ^•

such abstract and of such rules and regulations, so hungup and affixed,

shall be signed by the master or manager or overseer of such mill or

factory ; and such copy or copies shall bo renewed by such master,

manager, or overseer so often as any inspector may du-ect. [And see

7 Vict. c. 15, s. 28, post, p.' 453.]

Sect. 28. If any person shall give, sign, countersign, endorse, or in Pmushment for
^

any manner give currency to any false certificate, knowing the same
^H^^^^

°* ^^^^'

to be untrue, or if any person shall forge any certificate, or shall forge

any signature or endorsement on any certificate, or shall knowingly
and wilfully give false testimony upon any point material to any cdJ"-

tificate of any inspector or schoolmaster, such person shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall on conviction thereof before any
inspector or justice, be liable to be imprisoned for any period not ex-

ceeding 2 months in the house of correction in the county, town, or

place where such offence was committed.
Sect. 29. In case of the employment of any child contrary to the Parents liable to

provisions of this act, or for a longer time than is hereinbefore limited ompio^ent o/'"^

and allowed, or without a due compliance with the provisions of this children beyond

act touching the education of children, or the certificates of surgeons legal hours, &c.

or magistrates, the parent or parents of such child, or any person

having any benefit from the wages of such child, shall be liable to a
penalty of 20s., unless it shall appear to the satisfaction of the justice

or inspector that such unlawful employment has been without the

wilful default of such parent or person so benefited as aforesaid.

Sect. 30. If any off'ence shall be committed against this act, for Agents and ser-

which the master of any factory or mill is legally responsible, and it o^*|rs to be'tSr-
shall appear to the satisfaction of any justice or inspector that the sonally liable,

same has been committed without the personal consent, concurrence,

or knowledge of such master, by or under the authority of some agent
or servant or workman of such master, it shall be lawful for such
inspector or justice to summon such agent or servant or workman be-
fore him to answer for such offence, and such agent or servant or

workman shall be liable to the penalties and punishment for such
offence herein provided, and such inspector or justice shall convict

such agent or servant or workman in lieu of such master.
Sect. 31. If any employer of children in any factory or mill shall, Penalties for

by himself or by his servants or workmen, offend against any of the o^ences.

provisions of this act, or any order or regulation of any insjjector made
in pursuance hereof, such offender shall for such offence (except in
the case of any offence for which some other penalty or punishment is

specially provided) forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding 20?. , nor less

than \l. at the discretion of the inspector or justice before whom such
offender shall be convicted : provided nevertheless, that if it shall appear
to such inspector or justice that such offencewas not wilful nor grossly

(a) By 30 & 31 Vict. c. 103, sched. 9, this section is not to be in force as
respects any factniy.
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Generally. negligent, such inspector or justice may mitigate such, penalty below
the said sum of 1 Z. , or discharge the person charged with such oflPence.

3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 103. ggct. 32. If any person shall knowingly and wilfully obstruct any in-
Peiiaity for ob- spector in the execution ofany ofthe powers entrusted to him by this act,
struc mg mspcc- ^^^-^ person shall for every such offence forfeit and pay a sum not exceed-

ing 10/.

Inspectors to have Sect. 33. Such inspector shall have the same powers, authority, and

consta^j°eras
°^^' jurisdiction over constables and peace officers, as regards the execution

justices. of the provisions of this act, as may by law be exercised by his Ma-
jesty's justices of the peace over such constables and peace officei's.

rroceedings may Sect. 34. All proceedings for the enforcement of any penalty or
be had before any punishment imposed by or under the authority of this act may be had

am- oiiTmagL-
"^ before any inspector or justice of the peace acting in or for the town,

trate. ° place, county, or division where the offence shall be committed ; and
the inspector or justice before whom any person shall bo summarily
convicted and adjudged to pay any sum of money for any offence

against this act may adjudge that such person shall pay the same
either immediately or mthin such period as the said inspector or jus-
tice shall think fit ; and in case such sum of money shall not be paid
immediately or at the time so appointed, the same shall be levied by
distress and sale of the goods and chattels of the offender, together
with the reasonable charges of such distress ; and for want of sufficient

distress such offender shall be imprisoned in the common gaol for any
tetm not exceeding 1 calendar month where the sum to be paid shall not
exceed bl., or for any term not exceeding 2 calendar months in any one
case, the imprisonment to cease in each of the cases aforesaid upon
payment of the sum due.

Complaints to bo Sect. 35. All complaints for offences against this act shall be prc-
prefen-edator_^^ fepred at or before the time of the visit, duly notified, of any inspector

spector, and pre- next after the commission of such offence ; and written notice of the
vious notice given, intention to prefer the complaint for such offence shall by the com-

plainant be given within 14 days after the commission of such offence

Proviso as to to the party or parties complained against : Provided always, that no
penalties. more than one penalty for a repetition of the same offence shall be re-

coverable, except after the service of the written notice as aforesaid (a).

In case of partner- Bect. 36. It shall not be deemed necessary in any summons or war-
ships, one name rant issuod in pursuance of this act to set forth the name or other

summons '&c.
designation of each and every the partners in any such mill or factory,

biit it shall be lawful to insert in such summons or warrant the
name of the ostensible occupier or title of the firm by which the occu-
pier or occupiers employing the workpeople of every such mill or

factory are usually designated and known ih).

r:crvice of snm- Sect. 37. The service of such summons or warrant on any occupier,
'"^'-''- principal manager, conductor, or agent of any such mill or factory,

shall be good and lawful service.
hvipectors and Sect. 38. It shall be lawful for the inspectors or any of them, or for

nu'in witnl^erto' ^."^ justico of the pcace, upon any complaint, or upon any investiga-

ai)pear ami give tiou Under this act witliout any complaint, to administer an oath to
evidence. any wituoss, and to summon any witness forthwith to appear and give

evidence before him or them, or at a time and place appointed for

hearing such complaint or making such investigation, or to order such
witness to be brouglit before him by any constable or peace officer

;

M ly connnit them and if su.ch witness shall not appear according to such summons, proof
on deiuuit, upon oath having been given of the due service of such summons, or

shall resist such constable or peace officer, or shall not submit to be
examined as a witness, it shall be lawful for such inspectors and justices

by warrant under their hand and seal to commit such person for such
non-aijpearance, resistance, or non-submission to the county prison,

(a) Most of the provisions of this (//) See 7 Vict. c. 15, s. 51, post,

act as to the imposition of penalties p. 4C0.

are repealed by 7 Viet. c. 15.
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ov prison of the place where such offence was committed, there to remain Geiurally.

Avithout bail or mainprize for any time not exceeding 2 calendar months. J^T^^jJTT^
Sect. 39. Provided that, except in the case of resistance toany con-

^^^ ^^^^^^'^^^^^

stable or peace officer, it shall .be lawful for the inspector or justice by discharge them on

A\hom such person shall have been committed to discharge such person sufficient excuse,

from prison, if such person shall show any cause to such inspector or ^'^ '^'^"^P ^^''^•

I'listice which shall be deemed satisfactory as an excuse for such non-

appearance, or if such person shall afterwards submit himself to be

examined to the satisfaction of such inspector or justice, and "the order

of such inspector or justice for such discharge shall be a sufficient

AA'arrant to any gaoler or prison-keeper.

Sect. 40. Everyconviction under this actbefore any inspector or justice Convictions to be

may be made according to the form in the schedule to this act annexed ; recoXorfounty.
A\]iich conviction shall be certified to the next general quarter sessions,

there to be filed amongst the records of the county, riding, or division,

and shall have the force of an act of record, whether the same shall be

Ly an inspector or by a justice of the peace for such county, riding, or

division; and no conviction or other proceeding of any inspector or

j iistice under this act shall be deemed illegal for any mere informality.

Sect. 41. If any person who shall have been sentenced or adjudged
tfce^^'a*''*"^"^!^'?^

to pay any penalty or forfeiture under this act shall neglect or refuse to toprijjjn fo™two
pay the same, it shall be lawful for the inspector or magistrates before months in case

whom such person shall have been convicted to issue his warrant to
penSty^rdirtreps

distrain the goods and chattels of such person ; and if no sufficient is iilsufficient.

distress shall be found, it shall be lawful for the said inspector or ma-
f^istrates, upon such fact being certified by the constable having the

execution of such distress warrant, to commit such person to the house

of correction or common gaol of the town, county, or place where such

oifence was committed for any time not exceeding 2 months : and the

•said warrant of distress, commitment, and certificate of the constable

may be in the forms contained in the schedule to this act annexed (a).

Sect. 42. No appeal against any conviction under this act shall be ;^PP^*J,'
"^^^^

allowed, except in the case of a conviction for the forgery of any certi- '^ ^'"''^'*-

flcates, vouchers, or other documents required by this act, or by any
inspector under the authority of this act, neither shall any conviction,

except in the case herein last excepted, be removable by certiorari or Certiorari,

bill of advocation into any court whatever.

Sect. 43. Any justice or inspector by whom any complaint under Application of

this act is determined shall, if he so thinks fit, give to the complainant
^°"'*

or prosecutor one half of any penalty imposed for any offence against

any of the provisions of this act, together with all costs of prosecution

and conviction, and the remainder of the penalty, or the whole, if he
shall think fit, shall bo applied as such justice or inspector may direct

for the benefit of any school wherein children employed in mills or

factories are educated in such township or place where such offence

shall be committed : Provided always, that only one penalty shall be Restriction as to

recoverable for any one description of offence from any one person "^"^^ *^^^"

' for any one day : and that it shall not be deemed necessary for Summons,

complainant or prosecutor to name in any summons the particular

township in which such offence shall have been committed, but it shall

be lawful to set forth in such summons the name of the parish where
such offence may have been committed : Provided always, that such
summons shall be issued upon complaint being made upon oath.

Sect. 44. Every inspector shall be and is hereby authorised to order
^^^^r coMteUe to

any constable or peace officer to provide for such inspector a conveni- provide a couve-

ent place for holding any sitting ; and the expense of providing such nient place for

place shall be defrayed in the manner and proportions and by the per- ° "^^ ^' ^^^^'

son or persons herein appointed for the payment of any special remu-
neration to any constable or peace officer. (See ante, s. 19, p. 439.)

(«) Post, pp. 444, 44.5.
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Sect. 45, Every inspector shall keep full minutes of all his visits

and proceedings, and shall report the same to one of his Majesty's
principal secretaries of state twice in every year, and oftener if

required, and shall also report the state and condition of the factories

or mills and of the children employed therein, and whether such fac-

tories or mills are or are not conducted according to the directions of

this act and of the laws of the realm : and whereas it is expedient that
the proceedings, rules, orders, and regulations of the several inspectors

appointed under this act shall be as nearly alike as is practicable under
all circumstances, therefore such inspectors are hereby required,

within 3 months next after they shall have commenced the execu-
tion of their several duties and powers under this act, and twice at

least in every year afterwards, to meet and confer together respect-

ing their several proceedings, rules, orders, regulations, duties,

and powers under this act, and at such meeting to make their pro-
ceedings, rules, orders, and regulations as uniform as is expedient
and practicable (a), and such inspectors are hereby required to make
and keep full minutes of such meetings, and to report the same
to such secretary of state when they make the report hereinbefore re-

quired.

Sect. 46, enacts that burgh-magistrates in Scotland shall exercise

the same powers as justices of the peace in England.
Sect. 47. Provided that nothing in this act contained shall apply to

mechanics, artisans, or labourers under the prescribed ages working
only in repairing the machinery or premises.

Sect. 49. Any words in this act denoting the masculine gender shall

be construed to extend to persons of either sex, and any words denot-
ing the singular number shall be construed to extend to any number
of persons or things, if the subject-matter or context shall admit
of such an interpretation, unless such construction shall be in express

opposition to any other enactment.

J3y the 4 Will. 4, c. 1, s. 2, after reciting that doubts have arisen

whether, according to the true construction of the act, 3 & 4 Will. 4,

c. 103, s. 8, children in silk mills can be allowed to work 10 hours
every working day in the week ; it is enacted that in mills for the

manufacture of silk, children under the age of 13 years shall be
allowed to work 10 hours every working day in the week ; and
that this enactment shall be substituted in the place of the provi-

sion hereinbefore referred to, and be taken in all respects as part of the

said act.

The schedule to which the 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 103, refers.

County of [Toioii of ) Be it rememhered, that on the day of ,
iii

as the case may be] to wit. ) the year , A. B. [describe tlic offender]

was upon the complaint of C. D. [or itpon the vieio of C. D. , one of her Ma -

jesty's inspectors of factories], convicted before E. F. , one of her Majesty's in -

spectors of factories, [or jmiices of the peace], of and for, &c. [as the case may
be], in pursuance of an act passed in the fourth year of the reign of hiJi Majesty

King William the Fourth, for [describe the ollence]. Oivcn under my luind

and seal the day and year above mentioned.

To the Constable, &c.

County of , ) Wliereas A. B. of , in the said county, is this day con-

to wit. \ victed before me C. D., one of her Majesty's inspectors of

factories [or justices of the peace in and for the said county], upon tM oath of a
credible witness, [or upon my own view, as the case may be], for that hs the said

A. B. hath [here set forth the offence, describing it particularly in the words

of the statute or rule, as near as can be] contrary to the statute [or rule, if the

{a) Their powers in this respect are restricted by 7 Vict.

{2^ost, p. 445).

c. 1/
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(iireiicc is against some rule or regulation or order of an inspector], in that Generally.

rtise made and j^rovidcd, by reason whereof the said A. B. is adjudged to have —
4 7 103^

forfeited the sum of£ , to be distributed as hereinafter mentioned : these arc "^ '^ ^ ^^ • ' •

therefore in her Majesty's name to command yoti to levy the said sum of £ , ^

by distress of the goods and chattels of him the said A. B.; and if within the

space offour days next after such distress by you taken, the said sum of £ ,

together with the reasonable charges of taking and keeping the same, sJmU not

be paid, that then you do sell the said goods and chattels by you so distrained,

and out of the money arising by such sale that you do pay [according to the

award of the justice], returning the overplus, on demand, to him the said A. B.,

the reasonable cliargcs of taking, keeping, and selling the said distress being

first deducted ; and if sufficient distress cannot be found of the goods and chattels

of the said A. B., whereon to levy the said sum of £ , that then you certify

ike same to me, together with this warrant. Given %inder my hand and seal

the day of . G. D.

T, A. B., constable of in the county of , do hereby certify and make Return of con-

oath, that by virtue of (his warrant I have made diligent search for the goods of stable upon war-

fhe within-named , and (hat I canfincl no sufficient goods whereon to levy the
^i^grg no efects.

same. As witness my hand the day of
A. B,

Sworn before me the day and year . C. D.

County of ,\To the constable of in the comity of , and to the Commitment fur

to wit. ) keeper of the common gaol [or house of correction'] at
'^'^''^'^ "^ distress.

in tlie said county.

Whereas A. B. of , in the said county, ivas, on the day of ,

convicted before me, O. D., [Esq.'], one of her Majesty's jiusticcs of the peace in

and for the said county, [or inspector offactories, as the fact may be], xqwn tlie

oath of a credible iviincss, [or ^q)on my own view, as the case may be], for that

he [here set forth the offence] contrary to the stcitute made in the year of
the reign of his Majesty King William the Fourth, for [according to the title of

the act, or contrary to a certain rule or order or regulation of lier Majesty's in-

spectors offactories], and the said A. B., by reason thereof hath been adjudged
to forfeit and pay the sxmn of ; and whereas o^i the day of in the

year aforesaid, I did issue my warrant to the constable of to levy the said

sum of by distress and sale of the goods and chattels of him the said A. B.,
and to distribute the same as in my said tvarrant was incntioned : and whereas
it duly appears to me, upon tlie oath of the said constable, (hat he hath used his

best endeavours to levy the said sum on the goods and chattels of tlie said A. B.,
but- that no sufficient distress can be had wliereon to levy the same; these are
therefore to command you the said constable of aforesaid to apprehend the
said A. B., and hiin safely to convey to the conmion gaol[ov house of correction]

at , in tlic said cotmty, and there deliver him to the kcejyer thereof, toge-

ther with this precept ; and I do also command you tlie said keeper to receive

and keep in your custody tlie said A . B. for tlie space of , unless the said
sum shall be sooner paid, jnirsuant to tlie said conviction and warrant ; and for
so doing this shall be your sufficient icarrant. Given xinder my haiicl and seal
tlie day of

C. D.

By the 7 Vict. c. 15, intituled, ''An Act to amend the Laivs re-
lating to Labour in Factories.''

It was enacted

:

Sect. 2. That after the passing of this act no inspector of factories Restriction on
shall have power in that capacity to act as a magistrate, or to power of inspec-

make rules, regulations, and orders, as authorised by an act herein- i^nspeSors"**'
after called "The Factory Act," [3 & 4 AVill. 4, c. 103], except as Their exemption
hereinafter mentioned ; and that no inspector, or person appointed to from ccrtiiiu

superintend the execution of the provisions of the Factory Act and of
'^"ti*^^-

this act under the direction of an inspector, hereinafter called a sub-
inspector, shall be liable to serve upon any jury, or to serve any paro-
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cliial oi-Bmnicipal office, so long as he shall continue to hold the
office of inspector or sub-inspector.

Sect, 3. That every inspector and sub-inspector shall have power to
enter every part of any factory at any time, by day or by night, when
any person shall be employed therein, and to enter by day any place
which he shall have reason to believe to be a factory, and to enter any
school in which children employed in factories are educated, and at all

times to take with him into any factory the certifying surgeon of the
district hereinafter mentioned, and any constable or other peace officer

whom he may need to assist him, and shall have power to examine,
either alone or in the presence of any other person, as he shall think
fit, every person whom he shall find in a factory or in such a school, or
whom he shall have reason to believe to be or to have been employed
in a factory within 2 months next preceding the time when he shall

require him to be examined touching any matter within the provisions
of this act ; and the inspector or sub-inspector may, if he shall see fit,

require such person to make and sign a declaration of the truth of the
matters respecting which he shall have been or shall be so examined

;

and every inspector and sub-inspector shall have i^ower to examine
the registers, certificates, notices, and other documents kept in pur-
suance of this act ; and every person who shall refuse to be examined
as aforesaid, or who shall refuse to sign his name or affix his mark to

a declaration of the truth of the matters respecting which he shall have
been examined, or who shall in any manner attempt to conceal or
otherwise prevent any child or other person from appearing before or
being examined by an inspector or sub-inspector, or who shall prevent
or knowingly delay the admission of an inspector or sub-inspector to

any part of a factory or school, or shall prevent an inspector or sub-
inspector from examining any register, certificate, notice, or other
document kept in pursuance of this act, shall be deemed guilty of wil-
fully obstructing the inspector or sub-inspector in the execution of the
powers intrusted to him (a).

Sect. 4. That the provisions of the 24 Geo. 2, intituled, " An Act
for the rendering Justices of the Peace more safe in the Execution of their

Office, and for indemnifying Constables and others acting in Obedience to

their Warrants," as amended by any subsequent act, so far as they
relate to rendering justices of the peace more safe in the execution of
their office, shall extend to protect the inspectors and sub-inspectors
in the exercise of their duties under this act (b).

Sect. 5. That a proper office, to bo called " The Office of the Factory
Inspectors, "(c) shall be provided in London or Westminster for the
use of the inspectors, and for the preservation of the factory records,

and all documents relating to the several proceedings under this

act ; one of her Majesty's principal secretaries of state to appoint
such clerks and servants as may be deemed necessary, and may at

pleasure remove them.
Sect. 6, relates to management of the office, and regulating the

duties of the insj^ectors, &c.
Sect. 7. That after the passing of this act every person, on begin-

ning to occupy a factory, shall within one month send, addressed
" To the Office of the Factory Inspectors, London," a written notice
containing the name of the factory, the place, township, parish, and
county where it is situated, the post-office to which he desires his

letters to be addressed, the nature of the work, the nature and
amount of the moving power, and the name of the firm under which
the business of the factory is to bo carried on.

(a) s. 61 imposes penalties for

wilful obstruction.

(b) Sec tins act, imder Justices.

(c) This office is at 10, Whitehall,
S.W.
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Sect. 8. That after the passing of this act any inspector shall have Gencralbj.

power to appoint a sufficient number of persons practising surgery or —;

;
—

medicine to be certifying surgeons, for the purpose of examining per- 7 vict. c. 15.

sons who shall be brought before them to obtain the surgical certificates
glong^^ be "p-

of age required by the Factory Act and by this act, and of giving the pointed by an

said certificates, and shall from time to time make regulations for their inspector.

guidance, and shall in every such appointment specify the factories or

district for which each surgeon is appointed, and may from time to

time annul any such appointment, and in like manner make another

or others ; but every appointment of a certifying surgeon, and every

order annulling such appointment, may be revoked by the secretary of

state, on appeal made to him for either purpose ; and the inspector of

the district shall make known the name of the certifying surgeons so

from time to time appointed or discontinued to the occupiers of the

factories in that district in such manner as to him shall seem fit ; but

no surgeon, being the occupier of a factory, or having a beneficial

interest in any factory, shall be a certifying surgeon.

Sect. 9. That the certificates of age required by the Factory Act or Form of surgical

by this act, herein called surgical certificates, shall be given according certificate

to the form and dii-ections contained in the schedule (A) annexed to

this act ; and the certificates given by any such certifying surgeon

shall be as valid as if coujitersigned by an inspector, justice of the

peace, or burgh magistrate ; and the name of every person for whom
a certificate of age is required by the Factory Act or by this act, and
the date of the first day of employment or re-employment_of such

person shall be registered in the form and according to the directions

given in the schedule (B) annexed to this act, before it shall be lawful

to employ such person in a factory : Provided always, that no surgical

certificate shall be required for any young person above the age of 16

years.

Sect. 10. That no such surgical certificate given by any person Certificates not

who is not an appointed certifying surgeon shall be of any force, unless fyj™ ^,^rge^'"

it is given by a person duly authorised by an university or college, or must be by per-

other public body having authority in that behalf, to practise surgerj' ?<"« dtiiy author-

or medicine, and countersigned, according to the foi-m and directions stgneTby a"ma^-'

given in the schedule (A) to this act annexed, by some justice of the glstrate.

peace, not being the occupier of a factory, and not being the father,

son, or brother of the occupier of a factory; and no person shall

countersign any such surgical certificate in the absence of the person
named therein, or without proof that the person brought before him is

the same to whom the certificate was granted.

Sect. 11. That no person shall grant any surgical certificate Surgical certifi-

required by the Factory Act or by this act, except upon personal
^t'tbe^factofy'*'"

inspection of the person named therein ; and no certifying surgeon
'

shall examine any person for the purposes of this act, or sign or issue

any such surgical certificate, elsewhere than at the factory where such
person is to be employed, unless for special cause, to be allowed by an
inspector ; and if a certifying surgeon shall refuse to gi-ant a certificate

of age for any person presented to him for such examination, he shall

give, when required, instead of such certificate, a paper specifying
under his hand the reasons for such refusal, in the form and directions
given in the schedule (A) to this act annexed.

Sect. 12. That, if the occupier of a factory shall agree in writing Agreement be-

with the certifying surgeon of a district for the payment to be made tween mill occu-

by the occupier of the. factory to the certifying sixrgeon for the exarai- Purgeon.''*''^"^''"^
nation of persons for whom surgical certificates are required by the
Factory Act or by this act, and if the terms of such agreement shall
be in conformity with such regulations for the guidance of the surgeons
as shall be made by the inspector of the district, and shall be counter-
signed by the inspector in token of such conformity, all penalties
which may be incurred by any party for breach of such agreement
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may be recovered as other penalties under this act may be recovered,
and shall be applied as other penalties under this act are directed
to be ajjplied, and no such agreement shall be liable to any stamp duty.

Sect. 13. That an inspector shall fix the amount of fees to be paid
by the occupier of a factory, and the times when such fees shall be
paid to the certifying surgeon, and also the times when such certifying

surgeon shall visit a factory, provided he shall be required to fix such
fees and visits by the occupier of a factory ; and the fees so to be fixed

by the inspector shall not in any case where the surgeon shall examine
more than one person exceed Is. for each pei'son who shall be
presented to him at the factory by the mill owner or his agent to be
examined, together with 6cZ. for every half mile that the distance of
the factory from the residence of such surgeon shall exceed one mile

;

and such fees, including mileage, shall not be less than Is., and shall

in no case exceed bs. , for any one visit, except when upon such visit

the certifying surgeon shall examine for the said certificates of age
more than 10 persons who may be brought before him as aforesaid, in

which case he shall receive 6d. for each person that he may so examine,
instead of all other fees ; and in any case where a factory is situated

within the distance of 1 mile from the residence of a certifying surgeon
the fee for such factory shall not exceed 2s. 6d. for each visit, except
when at any one visit he shall examine for the said certificates of age
more than 5 persons who may be brought before him as aforesaid, in

which case he shall receive 6d. for each jierson that he may so examine,
i-astead of all other fees ; and no certifying surgeon shall receive more
than Gd. for any certificate which he may bo allowed by an inspector,

as hereinbefore provided, to sign or issue otherwise than at the factory

where the person is to be employed ; and the occupier of any factory

shall pay such fees to the certifying surgeon at the time of signing

such certificates, or at any other time when he may be directed by the

inspector to do so ; and the occupier of such factory may deduct the

fee or any part thereof, not exceeding in any one case the sum of 3d.

from the wages of the person for whom the certificate may have been
granted ; but in any case where such agreement as aforesaid has been
executed between an occupier of a factory and the certifjdng surgeon
the amount named in such agreement shall be instead of the fees fixed

by any inspector in virtue of this act : Provided always, that no certi-

fying surgeon shall be required to visit any factory situated within 3

miles of his residence oftener than once in each week, or to visit any
factory situated at a greater distance than 3 miles oftener than once

in e\GTj fortnight, unless with the consent of the occupier of the

factory.

Sect. 14. That no person who shall be employed in a factory at

the time when this act shall come into force under a surgical certificate

granted under the Factory Act shall be required to have a new surgical

certificate, in the form and manner provided by this act, so long as he
shall continue in the same factory ; but every inspector and sub-

inspector may annul any surgical certificate granted under this act,

and any suigical certificate granted before the passing of this act, by
writing across the surgical certificate the word " annulled," with his

name, and the date of annulling such certificate : provided that in

either case he shall have reason to believe the real age of the person

mentioned therein to be less than that mentioned in the certificate, or

provided the certifying surgeon of the district shall, upon reference

made to him, deem su.ch person to be then of deficient health or

strength, or by disease or bodily infirmity incapacitated for labour, or

liable to be injured by continued employment ; and no certificate so

annulled shall be valid in respect of the person named therein for the

pui-poses of this act from the day when the certificate shall have been

so annulled ; and the production of the certificate shall be evidence

that the certificate was annulled on the day so stated.
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Sect. 15. That in case any person shall be desirous of proving the Generalhj.
real age of any person forwhom a certifying surgeon shall have refused —

;;

to grant a cortiticate of age for the purposes of this act, or whose sur- '^ ^^';*- "• •^^*

.gical certificate any inspector or sub-inspector shall have annulled, the Certificatss of real

inspector or sub-inspector shall, on demand, give to such person a tahi^'/
requisition (a) under his hand, in a form to be aj^proved of by the
inspectors and by the registrar-general, for the procluction of a duly
certified copy of the entry of the birth or baptism of such person

; pro-
vided the party demanding the same shall declare the names of such
person and of his parents, with the place where and the year in which
he was born or baptized, which particulars shall be set forth in the
requisition

; and every party to whom such requisition shall have been
given shall be entitled, upon paj^ment of Is. to receive, on personal
application, or on application in writing, in such form and under such
regulations as shall be approved of by the inspectors and registrar-
general, from any minister, registrar, or other person having the care
of any register of births or baptisms in which the birth or baptism of
such person is entered, a duly certified copy of the entry in such
register, which shall be indorsed on the aforesaid requisition, and shall
be signed by the minister, registrar, or other person having charge of
such register ; and such payment of Is. shall be instead of all other
fees or pajmients to which such minister, registrar, or other person
shall bo entitled ; and if the said certified copy proving the age of the
person named therein to bo such as to entitle him to have the surgical
certificate required shall be produced to the certifying surgeon of the
district, he shall examine the same, and if it shall appear to him that
the said certified coj)y has not been altered or falsified in any manner
the certifying surgeon shall thereupon, withoiit further fee or reward,
give a surgical certificate in the form provided for that case in schedule
(A) to this act annexed, and shall -\vi-ito the word "examined " upon the
certified copy of tlie entry of the birth or baptism, which he shall have
received, with his signature, and the date of such signature, and shall
send such certified copy by the post to the sub-inspector of the district,
who shall send a receipt for the same by post to the said surgeon, and
shall keep such certified copy of the entry of the birth or baptism, for
future reference, if necessary ; and if any inspector of factories shall
require a certified copy of the entry of the birth of any person employed
in any factory from the office of the registrar-general, he or any person
deputed by him, shall, on producing a requisition in the form'herein-
before provided, be entitled to examine the indexes to the registers in
the general register oflace, and to receive such certified copy indorsed
on the requisition without the payment of any fee ; but no certified
copy of the entry of any birth or baptism issued in consequence of any
such requisition hereinbefore provided shall be admissible in evidence
in any court or for any purpose, save for the purposes of this act

:

]'rovided always, that, in those cases in which a surgical certificate
shall have been refused or annulled in consequence of deficient health
or strength, or by reason of disease or bodily infirmity, the inspector
or sub-inspector shall not sign the requisition hereinbefore mentioned,
and such person shall not be employed on proof of real age only.

Sect. 16. That, before employing any person requiring a surgical Certificate to bo
certificate under the Factory Act as amended by this act, the occupier tKersm^fr°
ot the factory shall obtain the surgical certificate, save as hereinafter emploj-ed, and to
excepted, and shall keep and be bound to produce every such certificate, f7° °^^ ^^'^ °"°

when required, to the inspector or sub-inspector ; and no surgical cer-
^'''^^°''^-

tificate shall be valid except for employment at the factory for which
it was originally granted, or, if granted by a certifying surgeon, at any

(ffl) Forms of these requisitions have riages ; they may be obtained at the
been approved of by the Eegistrar- ofhce of the Inspectors of Factories,
General of bu-ths, deaths, and mar- 10, AVhitehall, London.
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other factory in the occupation of the same person who is occupier of

the factor}^ for which the certificate was originally granted, provided

such other factory be in the district of the certifying siu-geon who
granted the certificate, and the certificate be produced in the factory

where the person named in the certificate is at work ; and the certifying

surgeon, as often as ho shall visit a factory for the purpose of granting

certificates, shall enter in the register of workers the date of his visit,

and the other particulars set forth in the foiTa and according to the

directions given in schedule (B) to this act annexed.
Sect. 17. Provided always, and be it enacted, that no occupier of any

factory shall be liable to any penalty for employing any person in any
manner not contrary to the other provisions of the Factory Act as

amended by this act, without a surgical certificate, for any time not

exceeding 7 working days, or, when the certifying siu'geon shall reside

more than 3 miles from the factory, for any time not exceeding 13

working days, provided all surgical certificates for that factory be
granted only by the certifying surgeon appointed for that factoiy ; but
this enactment shall not be construed to disi^ense with the certificate

of school attendance, or to authorise the employment of any person in

respect of whom the certifying surgeon shall have refused to grant

such surgical certificate.

Sect. 18. That after the passing of this act it shall not be necessary

to limewash the walls of any mill, factory, or building, or to whitewash
the ceilings of any rooms therein, otherwise than is hereinafter pro-

vided ; and that all the inside walls, ceilings, or tops of rooms, whether
plastered or not, and all the passages and staircases of every factory,

which shall not have been painted with oil once at least within 7 years,

shall be limewashed once at least within every successive period of 14

months, to date fom the period when last whitewashed; and all the

inside walls and ceilings or tops of rooms in which children or young
persons are employed, and which are painted with oil, shall be washed
with hot water and soap once at least withiu every successive period of

14 months, as aforesaid.

Sect. 19. That after the expiration of 6 months from the date of this

act coming into operation no child or young person shall be employed
in any part of a factory in which the wet-spinning of flax, hemp, jute,

or tow is carried on, unless sufficient means shall be employed and
continued for protecting the workers from being wetted, and where
hot water is used, for preventing the escape of steam into the room
occupied by the workers.

Sect. 20. That no child or young person shall be allowed to clean

any part of the mill-gearing in a factory while the same is in motion for

the purpose of propelling any part of the manufacturing machinery

;

and no child or young person shall be allowed to work between the

fixed and traversing part of any self-acting machine while the latter is

in motion by the action of the steam-engine, water-wheel, or other

mechanical power.
Sect. 21. That every fly-wheel directly connected with the steam-

engine or water-wheel or other mechanical power, whether in the

engine-house or not, and every part of a steam-engine and water-
wheel, and every hoist or teagle, near to which children or young
persons are liable to pass or be employed, and all parts of the miU-
gearing [h) in a factory, shall be securely fenced (see 30 & 31 Vict. c. 103,

see post, p. 482) ; and every wheel-race not otherwise secured shall be

(fO By 27 & 28 Vict. c. 48 (2}ost,

p. 479), factories are to be kept
cle.iiised and ventilated ; and by sect.

6, the provisions of 7 & 8 Vict. c. 15,
s. 18, are not to apply to certain
parts of factories \vhero the manu-

facture of earthenware is carried on.

The 30 & 31 Vict. c. 103 (post, p.

483), contains further regulations as

to ventilation of factories.

(b) See 19 & 20 Vict. c. 38, s. 4,

as to mill gearing (2)ost, p. 478).
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fenced close to the edge of the wheel-race ; and the said protection to Generally.

each part shall not be removed while the parts required to be fenced

are in motion by the action of the steam-engine, water-wheel, or other '^ ^'^<=*- °- 1'-

mechanical power for any manufacturing process.

Mill geaiing in this section means all machinery not necessarily

exposed for the purposes of manufacture. Holmes y. Clarl; 30 L. J.,

JEx. 155, 31 L. J. Ex. Gh. 356, affirmed. AU shafts are to be fenced

although not in a situation whence danger or liability to accident

exists from them. {Dole v. Slieppard, 25 L. J. Q. B,, 124.) And the
machinery must be kept fenced, as well with reference to full-grown
as to young joersons and children, but such protection is only required

to be maintained whilst the machinery is in motion for manufac-
turing purposes. {Coe v. Piatt, 20 L. J., Ex. 407.) The mill-owner is

liable for injuries resulting to a servant, in consequence of a defec-

tive condition of the machineiy {Holmes v. Clark, 30 L. J. Ex. 135), «

or for unlawfully leaving the machinery unfenced contrary to law
{Oaivell V. Worth, 25 L. J. Q. B., 121), but in neither case must the
servant, by his own negligence, have contributed to the injury.

Sect. 22. That, if any accident shall occur in a factory, which shall Notice to be given

cause any bodily injury to any person employed therein, which shall
"no-^toliiy tojmy

have been of such a nature as to prevent the person so injured from
returning to his work in the factory before 9 of the following morning,
the occupier of the factory, or in his absence his principal agent, shall
within 24 hours of such absence send a notice thereof in writing to
the sui'geon appointed to grant certificates of age for the district in
which the factory is situated, in which notice the place of residence of
the person injured, or the place to which he may have been removed,
shall be stated : and the surgeon shall send a copy of such notice to
the sub-inspector of the district by the first post after the receipt
thereof.

Under this section any accident that happens in the factory ought
to be reported, unless the person injured is not only able to return to
work next day, but is in a condition to do his ordinary work as usual,
and a return withthe intention of doing work, but not being able to
do it, is not sufficient, and it is immaterial whether the accident was
caused by the machinery or not.

^
Therefore, where a girl employed in a cotton factory fell over a rope

tied across the passage between the rooms, for a practical joke, and in
consequence of the fall sustained a severe sprain to her wrist and arm,
but did not leave the factory that day, and came next morning but
was compelled to leave shortly after, held that this was an accident,
which, under sect. 22, ought to have been reported to the surgeon.
{Lakeman v. Stephenson, L. B. 2 Q. B, 192.)

Sect. 23. That, if a certifying surgeon shall receive notice as afore- Certifyingsurgeon
said that an accident has occurred which has caused bodily injury to ^° examine into

any person employed in a factory for which he has been appointed to Ixtc^nTof acS^
grant certificates of age, aud that it has been of such a nature as to have dents, and report

prevented the person so injiu'ed from returning to his work in the fac-
t'^^^'eo^-

tory the following morning, he shall with the least possible delay pro-
ceed to the said factory, and make a full investigation as to the nature
and cause of such bodily injuiy, and shall withinthe next 24 hours send
to the mspector of the district a report thereof, a copy of which report,
together with any other information which he may receive respecting
the said accident, the inspector of the district shall send to the office
of the factory mspectors as soon as conveniently may be ; and the cer-
tilymg sui'geon, for the purpose of such investigations only, shall have
the same power, authority and protection as an inspector, and shall
also have power to enter any room in any building to which the
injured person may have been removed; and for such investigation
the said surgeon shall receive a fee not exceeding 10s., or such part
thereof, not being less than 3s., as the inspector of the district may
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consider a reasonable remuneration to the surgeon for liis trouble,

whicb fee shall bo paid as other expenses incuiTed under this act. (See
"[lost, p. 491.)

See 30 & 31 Yict. c. 103, as to accidents in iron mills and blast

furnaces.

Sect. 24. That one of her Majestj^'s principal secretaries of state,

on the report and recommendation of an inspector, may empower
such inspector to direct one or more actions to be brought in the
name and on behalf of any jDcrson who shall be reported by such
inspector to have received any bodily injury from the machinery («), of
any factor^', for the recovery of damages for and on behalf of such
person.

Sect. 2.5. That any damages which shall be recovered in any action

so directed to be brought shall be paid, as soon after they are received

as conveniently may be, to the person in whose behalf they have
been recovered, or shall be otherwise settled for the use and benefit of
the said person in such manner as shall be approved of bj'' the secre-

tary of state ; and in case a verdict shall be found for the defendant, or
judgment shall be recovered against the plaintiff, or the plaintiff shall

be nonsuited, the defendant shall have the like remedies for his costs

against the inspector as he might have had against the plaintiff ; and all

charges and expenses incurred in bringing any such action, beyond
what are recovered from the defendant, and not otherwise provided
for, shall be paid as other expenses incurred under this act are to be
paid.

Sect. 26. That the hours of the work of children and young persons
in every factory shall be reckoned from the time when any child or
young i^erson shall first begin to work-in the morning in such factoiy,

and shall be regulated by a public clock, or by some other clock open
to the 25ublic view, to be approved of in either case in writing under
the hand of the inspector or sub-inspector of the district.

Sect. 27. That registers shall be kept in the factory to which they
relate, by the occupier of every factory, according to the forms and
directions given in schedule (B) to this act annexed; and eveiy insjiec-

tor shall have power to require such occupier to send to him, in such
manner as may be directed in the requisition, any extracts from such
registers, and any other information with relation to the persons em-
ployed in the factory, which may be requisite to facilitate the perform-
ance of the duties of such inspector in any inquiry made under the
authority of the Factory Act or of this act ; but no information so sent
by the occupier of any factory which is not contained in the registers,

certificates, and other documents required by this act to be received
or kept shall be admissible in evidence in any proceeding against
him for the recovery of any penalty; and the registers, certificates,

and other documents required by this act to bo received or kept
shall be forthwith produced to the inspector or sub-inspector, on his

demanding to examine the same at any time when the factory is at

work.

(a) Machinery in this section in-
cludes mill gearing. 19 & 20 Vict. c.

38, s. 5 {imst, p. 478) ; and as to
fencing, see 30 & 31 Vict. c. 103,
Schedule, rule 24 {jiost, p. 4S8).

{h) In R]idcr v. Mills, 3 Ex. 853,
it was decided that it was no ofTcncc

imder this section, or any of the
factory acts, to employ a young per-

son in a factory for 10 hours and no
more in one day, such 10 hours end-
ing at a period more than 10 hours

from the time when another cliild or

young person first began to work in

the morinn.f; of such day in such fiic-

tory, provided that such last 10 hours

are counted consecutively from that

time, omitting oidy the hours for

meals. But now, by 13 & 14 Vict,

c. ,'54, s. 1, no young person is to be
employed before 6 a.m., or after 6

p.m., nor on Saturdays after 2 p.m.
See the act {iwst, p. 475).
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Sect. 28. That it shall not be necessar.7 to hang up in any mill or Generally.

factoiy any copy of any abstract of the Factory Act, or of any regula-

tions made in pursuance of the said act, other than is hereinafter " ^^^^' ^' ^^

provided; and that such abstract of the Factory Act as amended by An alsstract of this

this act as shall be directed by one of her Majesty's principal secre- notices, to be hung
taries of state shall be fixed on a moveable board, and be hung up as "P i" «"^ery fac-

soon as received by the occupier of the factory or his agent in the
^°^'^^^^^-

entrance of the factory, and in such other places as the inspector or
sub-inspector of the district may direct ; and notices of the names and
addresses of the inspector and sub-inspector of the district in which
the factory is situated, of the name and address of the surgeon who
grants certificates of age for the factory, of the clock by which the
hours of woi'k in the factory are regulated, of the times of beginning
and ending daily Avork of all persons emj)loyed in the factory, and any
alteration thereof, of the times of the day and amount of time allowed
for their several meals, of all time lost which is intended to be re-

covered, and of all time which shall .be recovered, together with eveiy
other notice required by this act, written or printed in legible charac-
ters, and fixed on moveable boards, (each particular notice being signed
by the occupier of every factory or his agent), shall be hung up in the
entrance of the factor}', where they may be easiljr read by the persons
cmjiloyed in the factory, and in such other places as the insj)ector

or sub-inspector of the district may direct, and whence they shall

not be removed while the factory is at work ; and in case any such
abstract of the Factory Act as amended by this act, or notice, shall

become illegible in any part, the occupier of the factory shall

cause a new copy thereof to be provided and hung up as aforesaid;

but the notice of lost time need not remain after the whole of the
lost time intended to be recovered shall have been recovered; and
every notice required to be hung up shall be in the forms according to
the directions given in the schedule (0) hereunto annexed. (6)

Sect. 29. That every child who shall have completed his Sth year, and Children may be

shall have obtained the surgical certificate required by this act of having tm'ics°at eiSit*"'
completed his Sth year, may be employed in a factory in the same yuars of age.

manner and under the same regulations as children who have com-
pleted their 9th year ; but no child under 8 years of age shall be em-
ployed in any factoiy. (c)

Sect. 30. That no child shall be employed in any factory more than Time of childrcu's

6 hours and 30 minutes in any one day, save as hereinafter excepted,
^'''^•

unless the dinner time of the young persons in such factoiy shall begin
at 1 o'clock, in which case children beginning to work in the morning
may work for 7 hours in one day; and no child who shall have
been employed in a factory before noon of any day shall be employed
in the same or any other ftictory, cither for the purpose of recover-
ing lost time or otherwise, after 1 o'clock in the afternoon of the same
day, save in the cases when children may work on alternate days,

(«) Pursuant to this section, ah- 8. As tg earthenware.
stracts of the Factory Acts have been 9. As to lace factories,

approved of by the Secretary of 10. As to labour of women, cliil-

State as to—

_

dren, and young persons in
1. Factories iu general. factories.

2. As to percussion cap and car- These abstracts are published by John
tridge factories. Smith & Co., 52, Long Acre, London.

3. As to paper-staining works. (6) See 13 & 14 Vict. c. 54, s. 2
4. As to fustian cutting. • (p. 476), and 30 & 31 Vict. c. 82, s. 7
5. As to bleaching and dyeing [post, p. 483).

(1861). (c) See s. 5Q of this act as to penal-
6. As to ditto (1864). ties for improper employment of chil-
7. As to lucifer match factories. dren (p. 461).
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or in silk factories more than 7 hours in any one day, as hereinafter
provided.

Sect. 31. (a) That in any factory in which the labour of young per-
sons is restricted to 10 hours in any one day it shall be lawful to em-
ploy any child 10 hours in any one day on 3 alternate days of over)'

week, provided that such child shall not bo employed in any manner in

the same or in any other factoiy on 2 successive days, nor after half
past 4 in the afternoon of any Saturday : Provided always, that the
parent or person haying dii-ect benefit from the wages of any child so

employed shall cause such child to attend some school for at least 5

hours, between the hours of 8 in the morning and 6 in the afternoon
of the same day on each week day preceding each day of employment
in the factory, unless such preceding day shall be a Saturday, when no
school attendance of such child shall be required : Provided also, that
on Monday in every week after that in which such child began
to work in the factory, or any other day appointed for that pui-pose by
the inspector of the district, the occupier of tho factory shall obtain a
certificate from a schoolmaster, according to the form and directions

given in the schedule (A) to this act annexed, that such child has
attended school as required by this act ; but it shall not be lawful to

employ any child in a factory more than 7 hours in any one day, until
the owner of the factory shall have sent a notice in writing to the
inspsctor of the district of his intention to restrict the hours of laboxu'

of young persons in the factory to 10 hours a day, and to employ
children 10 hours a day ; and if such occupier of a factory shall at any
time cease to employ children 10 hours a day, he shall not again
emjiloy any child in his factory more than 7 hours in any one day
until he shall have sent a further notice to tho inspector in the manner
hereinbefore provided.

Sect. 32. (a) That no female above the age of 18 years shall be
employed in any factory save for tho same time and in the same
manner as young persons may be employed in factories ; and that any
person who shall be con\dcted of employing a female above the age of
18 years for any longer time or in any other manner shall for every
such ofi'ence be adjudged to pay the same penalty as is provided in tho
like case for employing a young person contrary to law: Provided
always, that nothing herein or in the Factory Act contained as to

certificates of age shall bo taken to apply to females above the age of
18 years.

Sect. 33. That no time lost by accident or otherwise in any factorj"-

shall bo made good or worked up by extension of ordinary hours of
labour, save as hereinafter provided ; and that in any factory in which
any part of the machinery is moved by the power of water, the time
which shall have been lost by stoppages from want of water, or from
too much water, may bo recovered in manner following, witliin 6
months next after the stoppage, between the hours specified in the
Factory Act as those within which time lost by drought or excess of
water may be recovered ; and in order to recover time so lost any child*
or young person may be emi^loyed one hour in each day more than the
time to which tho ordinary daily labour of children and young persons
respectively is restricted by law, except on Saturday ; but it shall not
be lawful so to recover any lost time until a notice shall have been
sent by post to the sub-inspector of the district in which the factory is

situated, stating the intention so to recover time that has been lost,

nor unless a notice according to tho form and directions given in

the schedule (C) to this act annexed shall have been previously fixed
up in tho entrance of the factory, and in such other places as an

{a) See in 13 & 14 Vict. c. 54, and
in 30 & 31 Vict. c. 103, permanent

restrictions, as to modification of

hours iiKst, p. 475).



inspector or sub-inspector may direct; and such notice shall be Generally.

kept so fixed up during the whole time whUe the lost time is in —;

course of being recovered ; and such notice shall be kept in a 7 Vict, c 15.

book as directed in the said schedule (C) ; nor shall lost time be so

recovered on two successive days, unless the amount of time re-

covered on any one day shall be inserted before 9 in the morning

of the following day in the last-mentioned notice, (a)

Sect. 34. That in any factory in which any part of the machinery is
^""^Jh^^imJ^iost

moved by the power of water, when the stream is so diminished by by^partfal stop-°^

drought or swollen by flood during any part of the day that any part pages (a).

of the manufacturing machinery driven by the water-wheel has been

stopped by reason of such drought or flood, the young persons who
would have been employed at such machinery may recover such lost

time during the night next following the said day, unless the said day

be Saturday : Provided always, that no such young person shall be

employed during any 24 consecutive hours for a greater number of

hours than that to which the ordinary daily labour of such young
persons in factories is otherwise restricted by law ; and that no young
person so employed in the night shall work more than 5 hours, with-

out an entire cessation from work of at least 30 minutes ; but it

shall not be lawful to recover any such lost time unless a notice

according to the form and directions given in the schedule (C) to

this act annexed shall have been previously fixed up in the entrance

of the factory, and in such other places as an inspector or sub-

inspector may direct, and unless such notice be kept so fixed up
during the whole time while the lost time is in course of being reco-

vered ; and such notice shall be kejit in a book as directed in the said

schedule (C).

Sect. 35. That no child or young person shall be employed in a work to cease on

factory, either to recover lost time or for any other purpose, on any Saturday at half-

Saturday, after 4*30 in the afternoon.
^^*

Sect. 36. That the times allowed for meal times as provided by the Additional regula-

Factory Act shall be taken between the hours of 7-30 in the morning
t|^°es''/^^^

""^^^

and 7 '30 in the evening of every day, and one hour thereof at the

least shall be given, either the whole at one time or at different

times, before 3 in the afternoon ; and no child or young person shall

be employed more than 5 hours before 1 in the afternoon of any day
without an interval for meal time of at least 30 minutes ; and during
any meal time which shall form any part of the hour and a half

allowed for meals no child or young person shall be employed or

allowed to remain in any room in which any manufacturing process is

then carried on ; and all the young persons employed in the factory

shall have the time for meals at the same period of the day, unless

some alteration for special cause shall be allowed in writing by an
inspector, (c)

Sect. 37. That each of the half holidays {d) required by the Pactory Additional regula-

Act to be given shall comprise not less than one half of the day, and *^°"^ ^ ^ ^°^'

during such time no young person shall be employed in the factory ;
' ^

'

and that at least 4 of such half holidays shall be given between the
15th day of March and the 1st day of October in each year to every
young person who shall be cmploj^ed in the factory during the whole
of such period ; but no cessation from work shall be deemed a half
holiday, unless notice of such half-holidaj', and of the time of such
cessation from work, shall have been fixed upon the preceding day in
the entrance of the factory, and in any other place that the inspector

(a) See 13 & 14 Vict. c. 54, s. 4. (iJost, p. 483), as to meals in parts of
(h) See 13 & 14 Vict. c. 54, s. 3, glass factories,

and 16 & 17 Vict. c. 104, s. 3 (p. 478). {d) See 30 & 31 Vict. c. 103, Scli.

(c) See 30 & 31 Vict. c. 103, s. 8 {post, p. 488), as to holidays.
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or sub-inspector may direct ; and that in addition to such. 8 half days
no child or young person shall bo allowed to "work in any factory on
Christmas Day or Good Friday, in England or Ireland ; and in Scot-

land no child or youug person shall be allowed to work on any day
the whole of which is set apart by the church of Scotland for the ob-

servance of the sacramental fast in the parish in which the factory is

situated.

Sect. 38. That, save as herein otherwise provided, the parent or per-

son having any direct benefit from the wages of any child employed in

a factory shall cause such child to attend some school on the day after

the first employment- of such child, and thenceforth on each working
day of every week during any part of which the said child shall con-

tinue in such employment ; so that on every such day, except in the

cases hereinafter provided, such child shall attend school during at

least 3 hours after 8 in the morning and before 6 in the evening : Pro-
vided always, that any child attending school after 1 in the aftei'noon

shall not be required to remain in school more than two hours and a

half on any one day between the 1st day of November and the last day
of February, and no child shall be required to attend school on any
Saturday, and the non-attendance of every such child shall be excused
on every day on which such child shall bo certified by the schoolmaster
to have been prevented by sickness or other unavoidable cause from
attending the school, and during any holiday or half holiday authorised
by this act, or by consent in writing of the inspector of the district in

which the factory is situated, or, where the schoolroom is situated

within the outer boundary of the factory at which such child is em-
ployed, on every day on which the school shall bo closed in conse-
quence of the said factory ceasing to be at work during the whole day.

Sect. 39. That no schoolmaster's tickets or vouchers shall be re-

quired or valid other than is hereinafter provided, and that the occupier

of every factory in which a child is employed shall on Monday in every
week after the first week in which such child began to work in the

factory, or on any other day appointed for that purpose by an inspec-

tor, obtain a certificate from a schoolmaster, according to the form
and directions given in the schedule (A) to this act annexed, that such
child has attended school as required by this act during the foregone
week ; and such occupier shall keep such certificate for G months after

the date thereof, and shall produce the same to any inspector or sub-
inspector when required during such period, and shall, when required
by the inspector for the district, pay to the schoolmaster of such child,

or to such other person as the said inspector may dii'cct, towards the ex-
penses of educating such child, such sum as the inspector may require,

not exceeding 2d. per week, and shall be entitled to deduct from the
wages payable to such child any such sum as he shall have been
required to pay for such expenses, not exceeding the rate of one-twelfth
part of the weekly wages of such child : I'rovided always, that if an
inspector, on his personal examination, or on the report of a sub-
inspector, shall be of opinion that any schoolmaster who grants certifi-

cates of the school attendance of children employed in a factory is

unfit to instruct children, by reason of his incapacity to teach them to

read and write, from his gross ignorance, or from his not having the
books and materials necessary to teach them reading and writing, or

because of his immoral conduct, or of his continued neglect to fill up
and sign the certificates of school attendance required by this act, the
inspector of the district may annul any certificate granted by such
disqualified schoolmaster, by a notice in wiiting addressed to the occu-
pier of the factory in which the children named in the certificate are
employed, or his principal agent, setting forth the grounds on which

(a) See sect. 57 ($ost, p. 461), for penalties incurred by breach of this sect.
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lie deems such schoolmaster to be unfit ; and after the date of such Generally.

notice no certificate of school attendance granted by such schoolmaster

shall be valid for the purposes of this act, unless with the consent in '' '^'^<^*- °- 1^-

writing of the inspector of the district ; but no inspector shall annul any-

such certificate unless in the aforesaid notice he shall name some other

school situated within two miles of the factory where the children

named in the certificate are employed : Provided also, that any school- Appeal.

m.aster whose certificate shall have been annulled, or the occupier of

the factory in which the children named in the said certificate are em-
ployed, on behalf of the schoolmaster, may appeal to the secretary of

state against such decision of the inspector, and the secretary of state

may, if he think fit, rescind such decision : Provided also, that every

inspector shall in his annual report to the secretary of state for the

home department state the instances, if any, in which he shall have
had occasion to annul hvlj such certificate, together with the reasons

which ho has in each case assigned for so doing.

Sect. 40. That so much of the factory act as limits the time for pre- J^^PfwiU.T*
""^

ferring complaints for offences against the said act, and as requires c. 103.

any wi'itten notice to be given of the intention to prefer any complaint
for such offence, and as fixes any penalty or punishment for offences

against the said act, and as relates to the procedure for convicting any
pers(m of any oflence against the said act, and for levying or inflicting

the penalty or punishment imposed, and for appealing against any
such conviction, and as specifies the circumstances under which any
penalties and punishments shall not be levied or inflicted, and as

relates to the application of penalties, shall be repealed.

Sect. 41. That the occupier of any factory in which any offence Occupier of the

against this act has been proved to have been committed, and for
i^x'bie for^off^ences

which a pecuniary penalty may be imposed, shall in every case (save against this act

as hereinafter i^rovided) be deemed in the first instance to have com- }^ *^® ^^^^

miitted the offence, and shall be liable to pay the j)enalty ; but any
occupier who shall have been proceeded against by any inspector or
sub-inspector shall be entitled, upon complaint or information duly
made by such occupier, to have any agent, servant, or workman
whom he shall charge as the actual offender brought by summons
before the justices at the time appointed for hearing the complaint
made against him by the inspector or sub-inspector ; and if after the
commission of the offence has been proved the occupier of the factory
shall prove, to the satisfaction of the justices, that he had used duo
diligence to enforce the execution of the act, and that the said agent,
servant, or workman had committed the offence in question without
his knowledge, consent, or connivance, the said agent, servant, or
workman shall bo convicted of such offence, and shall pay the penalty
instead of the occupier of the factory; and the payment of such
penalty and costs shall be enforced against the agent, servant, or
workman in like manner as penalties are made recoverable by this act

:

Provided always, that, when it shall be made to appear to the satis-

faction of the inspector or sub-inspector, at the time of discovering
the offence, that the occupier of the factory had used all due diligence
to enforce the execution of this act, and also by what person such
offence had been committed, and also that it had been committed with-
out the personal consent, connivance, or knowledge of the occupier,
and in contravention of his orders, then the inspector or sub-inspector
shall proceed against the person whom he shall believe to be the actual
offender in the first instance, without first proceeding agaijist the occu-
pier of the factory.

Sect. 42. That notice in writing of an intention to prefer a complaint Notice of com-

__^ plaints of un-— guarded ma-

(a) See 19 & 20 Vict. c. 38, s. 5, cliinevy after notice {post, p. 478, and
'^
^^^^

for penalties for not guarding ma- 30&3lVict.c. 103, Sch.^os^, p.4Sl).
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that a child or young person had been employed in a factory in which
sufficient means had not been employed or continued for protecting the
workers from being wetted, or for preventing the escape of steam into

the room occupied by the workers, or that any part of the aforesaid

machinery, hoist or teagle, or wheel-race, has not been securely fenced,

shall be given 4 days at least pro\'ious to the day fixed for hearing the
complaint ; and if the party complained against intend to biing foi*ward

any millwright or other person skilled in the construction of the afore-

said machinery as a witness at the hearing of the case, he shall give

notice in writing of such intention to the inspector or sub-inspector

who shall be the complainant 48 hours previous to the day fixed for

hearing the case.

Sect. 43. That, if any inspector or sub-inspector shall observe in a
factory any part of the machinery of any kind or description, or any
driving strap or band, not securely fenced, which he shall deem likely

to cause bodily injury to any person employed in such factoiy, he shall

give notice in writing to the occupier of such factory or his agent of

such part of the machinery, or such strap or band, as he shall deem to

be dangerous, according to the form and directions given in schedule

(D) to this act annexed ; and the occupier of the factory, or his agent,

shall sign a duplicate copy of such notice in acknowledgment of his

having received it : Provided always, that, upon an application in

writing made by the occupier of the factory, within 14 days after he
shall have received such notice, two arbitrators skilled in the construc-

tion of the kind of machinery to which such notice refers shall be
appointed, one of whom shall be named by the occupier of the factory

in the aforesaid application, and the other by the inspector of the dis-

trict, with the least possible delay after he shall have received such
application ; and the said arbitrators shall proceed to examine the

machinery alleged to be dangerous within 14 days of the appointment
of the arbitrator named by the inspector ; and if the arbitrators so

appointed shall not agree in opinion, the said arbitrators shall choose a

third arbitrator i^ossessing a similar knowledge of machinery ; and if

the said arbitrators, or any two of them, shall sign an opinion in

writing addressed to the inspector of the district, that it is unnecessary
or impossible to fence the machinery, or strap or band, alleged in the

notice to be dangerous, the inspector of the district on receipt of the

same shall cancel the said notice ; and if the decision of the arbitrators

shall be that it is unnecessary or impossible to fence the machinery so

alleged to be dangerous, the expense of such reference shall be paid as

other expenses under this act ; but if the decision of the arbitrators

shall be that it is necessary and possible to fence the said machinery,
then the expenses of the reference shall be paid by the occupier of the

factory, and shall be recoverable as the penalties tinder this act are

recoverable («).

Sect. 44. That all complaints for offences against this act shall be
preferred within 2 months next after the commission of the offence,

except in the case of complaints for offences punishable at discretion by
fine or imi:)risonment, or for working on Christmas Day, Good Friday,

or the sacramental fast days, or for not giving all or any of the 8 half

days for holidays required to be given, in each of which cases the com-
plaints may be preferred within 3 months next after the commission
of the offence ; and no person shall be liable to a larger amount of

penalties for any repetition from day to day of the same kind of offence

than the highest penalty hereinafter named for such offence, unless

such repetition of offence shall have been committed after a complaint
shall have been made for the previous offence, and except also for

offences of employing two or more children or young jiersons contrary

to law.

(a) 19 & 20 Vict. c. 38, amends and explains the section (2)ost, p. 47S).
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Sect. 45. That all complaints for the enforcement of any penalty Gcneralhj.

under this act shall be heard and deteirmined by two or more justices

of the peace acting for the county or other jurisdiction wherein the 7 '^i^t. c. 15.

offence was committed, or for any adjoining county or jurisdiction, ?'P°°°^^"^^ ^^^^

with the like authority as though the cause of complaint had arisen -^^l bcforeTny°

within such adjoining county or jurisdiction, provided that the place justices.

of hearing the complaint in such other county or jurisdiction be not

more than 5 miles from the place where the offence was committed

;

and the justices by whom any person shall be fined for any offence Penalties may be

against this act may order that such person shall pay the penalty, and i;ccovered as in

also the reasonable costs and charges of such proceedings and convic- "^ ^^'
'
°'

"

tion, either immediately or within such time as the said justices shall

think fit ; and in default of payment thereof any justice may cause the

same to be levied by distress and sale of the goods and chattels of the

party convicted, together with the reasonable costs and charges of such
conviction, distress, and sale, by wan-ant under the hand and seal of any
such justice; and whore the warrant of distress is directed against the Power of distraiu-

goods and chattels of any person being the occupier of a factory, it |^"S goods in fac-

shaU be lawful, imder such warrant, to distrain any goods and chattels pier ^ convi*cted".

found in the said factory which would be liable to be distrained for

rent in arrear.

Sect. 46. That in England and Ireland a summons for an oSence issue of summons
against this act shall be issued by any justice, upon complaint being for offences

made to him in writing by an inspector or sub-inspector, or upon oath "S''''"'^* *'=*•

before him by any other person, that to the best of the knowledge and
belief of the inspector, sub-inspector, or such other person, such an
offence has been committed, and in Scotland a summons for an offence

against this act shall be issued by any justice upon complaint being
made to him in writing by an inspector or sub-inspector, or by the
procurator fiscal, or by any person having a title and interest to prose-
cute with the concurrence of the procurator fiscal, that to the best of
the knowledge and belief of such inspector, sub-inspector, procurator
fiscal, or other person, such an offence has been committed ; and in
every such prosecution in Scotland the proceedings shall bo summary,
and it shall not be necessaiy to take down in writing more than the
substance of the evidence; and no higher or other fees shall bo allowed
in Scotland to the clerk of coui-t or constables than are allowed to
be paid to the sheriff clerk and sheriff officers in causes and prosecu-
tions under the authority of the 10 Geo. 4, c. 00, intituled " An Act for 10 Geo. 4, c. 53.

the more effectual Eecovery of SmallDebts, and for diminishing the Ex-
penses of Litigation in Causes of small amoilnt in the Sheriff Courts in
Scotland."

Sect._47. That every person who shall be summoned to answer any compelling parties

complaint shall be bound to appear at the time and place mentioned in to appear and

the summons, and to produce before the justices then and there present ^""° register.

every register or other account, paper, or notice requu-ed by law to be
kept by him or his agent, which shall be mentioned in the summons

;

and if he shall not appear accordingly, then (upon proof of due service
of the summons) the justices may either hear and determine the case
in his absence, or issue their warrant, as hereinafter provided, for en-
forcing his attendance, and the attendance of any witness who shall
refuse or neglect to appear.

Sect. 48. Eelates to the competency of any inspector or sub-inspector
to give evidence.

Sect. 49. That any justice of the peace, upon any complaint under justices may cn-
this act may summon any witness to appear and give evidence at a force attendance

time and place appointed for hearing such complaint, and by warrant °^ ^i*^'^®^^^-

under his hand and seal may require any person to be brought before
the justices by whom the complaint shall be heard, who shall neglect
or refuse to appear at the time and place appointed in any summons,
proof upon oath being first given of personal service of the summons
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upon the person against wiiom such, warrant shall be granted, and may
commit any person coming or brought before such justices who shall

refuse to give evidence to the county prison or prison of the place

•where such offence was committed, there to remain for any time not
exceeding 1 month, or until such person shall sooner submit himself
to be examined ; and in case of such submission the order of any jus-
tice shall be a sufficient warrant to any gaoler or prison keeper for the
discharge of such person.

Sect. 50. That every inspector and sub-inspector shall be empowered
to summon anj'- person whom he shall charge with having offended

against this act, and also all witnesses who may be needed to give evi-

dence concerning the charge ; and every such summons shall be of the

same effect as if issued by a justice of the peace after complaint upon
oath before him, and shall be enforced in like manner, and the like

proceedings may bo had thereupon, as if comj)laint upon oath had been
made before such justice for such offence ; and every constable and
other peace officer to whom any such summons shall be directed shall

be bound to take charge of and to serve such summons, and in default

thereof shall be liable to be j)unished as if the summons had been issued

by a justice of the peace : and eveiy such summons of an offender or

witness may be in the form provided in each case, and given in the

schedule (D) hereunto annexed ; and when an inspector or sub-insj)ector

shall summon an offender ho shall give to the same constable or peace
officer a statement of the offence alleged to have been committed, who
shall deliver it to a justice of the peace usually acting for the division

in which the case is to be heard, or to the clerk of any such justice, at

least twenty-four hours before the period named in the summons for

the appearance of the party charged with such offence.

Sect. 51. That it shall be sufficient, in any information, complaint,

or other proceeding under this act, to set forth the name of the osten-

sible occupier or title of the firm by which the occupier employing the

workpeople of the factory may be usually known ; and the service of

any summons, order, or notice required by this act, or issued under
the authority of this act, and not expressly directed to be personal

service, may be made by leaving the same at the dwelling-house of the

person to whom the same shall be addressed, or, in the case of sum-
moning or giving an order or notice to the occupier of a factory or to

a schoolmaster, by giving a copy thereof in writing to the agent of

such occupier, or hj sending a copy thereof by the post directed to the

occupier of the factory at the factory, or to the schoolmaster at his

school.

Sect. 52. That in any complaint of the employment of any person in

a factory otherwise than is allowed by this act the time of beginning
work in the morning which shall be stated in any notice fixed up in

the factory, signed by the occupier or his agent, shall be taken to be

the time when all persons in the factory, except children beginning to

work in the afternoon, began work on anj day subsequent to the date

of such notice, so long as the same continued fixed up in the factory

;

and if any person shall be allowed to enter or be in any factory, except

at meal times, or during the stoppage of the whole machinery of the

factory, or for the sole purj)oso of bringing tea or other articles of food

to the workers in a factorj', between the hours of 4 and 5 in the after-

noon, it shall be evidence, unless the contrary shall be proved, that

such person was then employed in that factory ; but yards, i^laygrounds,

and places open to the public view, school-rooms, waiting-rooms, and
other rooms belonging to the factory, in which no machinery is used
or manufacturing process carried on, shall not be taken to be any part

of the factory with reference to this enactment.
Sect. 53. That every surgical certificate given under this act,

_
or

which has been granted conformably to the Factoi^' Act, and which
shall not have been annulled, shaU be evidence in tlio first instance of
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the ago of tlie person named therein, but shall not protect any person, Generally.

knowing such person to be of less than the age certified, from any
penalty for employing or conniving at the employment of such person '^ ^^''*- '^- ^^•

otherwise than is allowed by this act ; and in every proceeding on any
information or complaint for employing any person contrary to this

act a declaration in writing by the certifying surgeon of the_ district

that he has personally examined such person, and believes him to bo

under such age as shall be set forth in such declaration, shall be
evidence, in the first instance, until the contrary shall be made
to appear, that such person is under the ago mentioned in such
declaration.

Sect. 54. That, if any inspector or sub-inspector shall make a com- Proof of 'Jpof

plaint before a justice of the peace that the real age of any person who brsixteen.''^°

is employed in a factory without a surgical certificate is less than 16,

the occupier of the factoiy in which such person is employed shall bo
liable to the penalties for employing persons for whom a surgical cer-

tificate is required by law without the proper surgical certificate, unless,

upon the proceeding for the enforcement of such penalties, he shall

prove, by an extract from a legal register of birth or baptism, that the

said person had completed his 16th year of age.

Sect. 55. That, if an inspector or sub-inspector shall make a com- Proof of age of

plaint before a justice of the peace that the real age of any person
|je'ejgiiteen.^°

'^

employed in a factory in a manner contrary to law is less than 18, the
occupier of the factory in which such person is employed shall, save
in the cases hereinafter excepted, be liable to the penalty for employ-
ing such person, unless upon the pi'oceeding for the enforcement of
such penalties he shall proA'e that the said person had completed his

18th year.

Sect. oQ. That any person who shall bo convicted of having em- Penalties for em-

ployed any^ person in any manner contrary to the provisions of the anTyouii"- persons
Factory Act as amended by this act, or for employing a child without lonsrer than allow-

having obtained a certificate from a schoolmaster where such certificate edby act.

is required by law, such person not being the parent nor having any
direct benefit from the wages of such child, shall for every such offence

be adjudged to pay a penalty of not less than 20s. and not more than
3?. for each child or young person so illegally employed : Provided
always, that, if it shall be proved that such offence was committed
during the night, the penalty shall not be less than 40s. nor more
than 5?.

Sect. 57. That the parent and every person having any direct benefit Penalty on pa-

from the wages of any child or young person employed in any manner cMdrMftobrSa-
forbidden by the Factory Act as amended by this act, or who shall ployed contrary

neglect to cause such child to attend school as hereinbefore provided, *" t^i« ^^^' o^ "cg-

shall be liable to a penalty of not less than 5s. and not more than 20s. them" to*attend°
for each offence, unless it shall ajipear to the justices before whom the school,

complaint is preferred that such ofxence has been committed without
the consent, connivance, or wilful default of such parent or person so
benefited.

Sect. 58. That the penalty for not limewashing the walls, passages. Penalty for not

staircases, and ceilings or tops of rooms of a factory, within the period liniewashing or

•ui-Uii- L p 1 1 • I '^ • I p '-••,, otherwise waslinig
prescribed by this act, or lor not washing, as hereinbefore provided, the interior of the
the inside walls and ceilings or tops of rooms which are painted with factory (a).

oil, shall not be loss than 'Si. nor more than 10?., and not less than 21,

additional penaltj'- for every month during which the occupier shall
allow any of the said walls, passages, staircases, or ceilings or tops of
rooms to remain without being limewashed or washed as aforesaid
after being convicted of this offence.

(a) See 30 & 31 Vict. c. 103, Sch. {ante, p. 441) ; also 7 Yict. c.

{post, p. 485), as to whitewashing, s. 18 {ante, p. 450).
and 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 103, s. 29
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Sect. 59. That the penalty for not fencing the several jiarts of the

machinery («), hoist or teagle, and wheel race, required by this act to

be fenced, shall not be less than bl. and not more than 2W.

Sect. 60. That, if any person shall suffer any bodily injury in con-

sequence of the occupier of a factory having neglected to fence any
part of the machinery (o), or any hoist or teagle, or any wheel-race,

reqtiired by this act to bo securely fenced, or having neglected to fence

any j)art of the machinery, or any driving strap or band, in the factory,

of which he shall have received notice in writing from an inspector or

sub- inspector, as hereinbefore provided, that the same was deemed to

be dangerous, the occupier of such factory shall pay a penalty not less

than lOZ. and not more than 100?. ; and the whole or any part of such

penalty may be applied for the benefit of the injured person(6), or other-

wise as the secretary of state shall determine ; and so much of such

penalty as shall not be applied as aforesaid shall be applied^ as other

penalties under this act : Provided always, that the occupier of the

factory shall not be liable to any such penalty if the notice which he

shall have received from an inspector or sub-inspector shall have been

cancelled as hereinbefore provided, or that in any proceeding against an

occupier of a factory for not securely fencing that part of the machinery,

hoist, teagle, or wheel-race by which such bodily injury was inflicted,

the complaint shall have been heard and dismissed previous to the time

when such bodily injury was inflicted.

The power of removing convictions by certiorari is taken away by 7

& 8 Vict, c, 15, s. 60 ; and it has been held, that a con\'iction under
these acts cannot be removed on the suggestion that the party was
convicted on a summons of justices under s. 47, giving unreasonably

short notice, and in the absence of himself or any one appearing on
his behalf, except an attorney authorised only to apj)ly for an adjoiUTi-

ment, and that the con-vdction took place without j)roof of the service of

the summons, and without any evidence of the facts charged, as such

objections do not go to the jurisdiction. {Ex parte Hopiuocd, 15 Q. B.

121.) Even had the attorney had no authority at all, the justices would
have jurisdiction. [Per JjOX^ Campbell, C. J., ih.)

Sect. 61. That every person convicted of wilfully obstructing an
inspector or sub-inspector in the execution of any of the powers in-

trusted to him by the Factory Act as amended by this act shall be
liable for each offence to a penalty not less than Zl. and not more
than IQl.

Sect. 62. That every ocupicr of a factory in which an inspector or

sub-inspector shall be obstructed in the night by any attempt to pre-

vent his making a full and complete examination of all jiarts of the

factory, and of every person employed therein, shall be liable to a
penalty not less than 20?. and not more than 50?.

Sect. 63. That every person convicted of making, giving, signing,

counter-signing, counterfeiting, or making use of any certificate

authorised or required by the Factory Act or by this act, knowing the

same to be untrue, or of •^nlfully making or wilfully conniving at the

making any false or counterfeited certificate, or any false entry in any
register, or any other account, ioaj)er, or notice required by this act,

and also every person convicted of wilfully making and signing a
false declaration on any proceedings under this act, shall be liable to a
penalty not less than ol. and not more than 20?., or to be imprisoned

(a) By 19 & 20 Vict. c. 38, ma-
chinery in this and the following

sections inclndes mill gearing (p.47S).

(5) A servant cannot sue his em-
ployer for damage caused by iin-

fenced machinery if he has himself

by his negligence contributed to the

injniy. CasivcU v. Worth, 25 L. T.

Q. B. 121.
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for any time not more than 6 months in the house of correction in the Generally.

county, town, or place -where the oflfence was committed. —

—

;

Sect. 64. That the penalty for any oflfence against the Factory Act 1/ :

'^?-''-

as amended by this act, for which no specific penalty is hereinbefore
fe^nces norother-

provided, shall be any sum not less than 21. and not more than 51. wise specified.

Sect. 65. That every person who shall be convicted twice within 12 Penalty in case of

months for an oflfence of the same kind against the Factory Act as qS^conicttons"
amended by this act shall pay for his second oflfence any sum not less

than one half of the highest penalty for that oflfence, and if convicted

three times within 12 months for an offence of the same kind he shall

not pay less than two-thirds of the highest penalty, and if convicted

more than three times within 24 months for an oflfence of the same
kind he shall pay the highest penalty ; but a repetition of the same
kind of offence shall not be considered as the second or subsequent

oflfences referred to in this enactment, unless such second or subsequent

off'ences shall have been committed after a complaint has been made
for the previous oflfences ; and in any case in which a person shall be
convicted at any one time for oflfences against the Factory Act as

amended by this act, so that the penalties amount in the whole to

more than 100?., the sum of 100?., together with all the reasonable

costs and charges of such proceedings and con\ictions, may be paid

instead of the penalties for all the oflfences committed by him before

the day on which the last summons was taken out against him.
Sect. 66. That all penalties for any oflfence against the Factory Act Application of

which shall not have been otherwise appropriated at the time when this Penalties,

act shall come into force, and every penalty imposed under this act,

shall be applied under the direction of one of her Majesty's principal

secretaries of state, and shall be paid, on account of the inspector for

the district in which the penalty was imposed, to such banker as shall

be appointed by such inspector to receive the same ; and every person
to whom any such penalty shall be paid shall jiay over the amount
thereof to the banker so appointed within 14 days of receiving the same;
and it shall be lawful for the secretary of state to remit the whole or

any part of such penalty ; and so much thereof as shall not be so

remitted, and not otherwise especially appropriated by this act, shall

be applied by such inspector, under the direction of one of her Majesty's

principal secretaries of state, in such manner as shall appear best for

the establishment or support of day schools for the education of children

employed in factories ; and so much of 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 76, "An Act 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 70.

to provide for the Eegulation of Corj)orations in England and Wales,"
as provides that certain penalties and forfeitures, if recovered before

any justice of any borough having a separate court of quarter sessions

of the jDcace, shall be recovered for and adjudged to be paid to the
treasurer of such borough, shall be repealed as to the penalties imposed
under this act.

Sect. 67. That, whenever any person shall be con-victed of any How former con-

oflfence against the Factory Act as amended by this act, the clerk of '^'iction may be

the peace where such conviction shall have been filed, shall upon the
"^"^^^^

request in writing of any inspector or sub-insj)ector, deliver or cause
to be delivered to him a copy of the conviction, certified under his
hand to be a true copy ; and every such copy shall be received as
evidence of such conviction upon any future proceeding under this
act ; and for every such copy the clerk shall be entitled to have a fee
of Is., and no more.

Sect. 68. That every conviction under this act may be in the form Convictions to be

given in the schedule (D) to this act annexed, or in any other form ricord^of'th"^"'
more suitable to the case, and shall be certified in England and county.

Ireland to the next general or quarter sessions of the peace, and in
Scotland to the clerk of the justices of the peace, there to be filed
amongst the records of the county, riding, division, stewartry, town,
or place.
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Sect. 69. That no appeal shall be allowed against any conviction

under this act, except for an offence punishable at discretion by fine or
imprisonment, or when the penalty awarded shall be more than 3/.

;

neither shaU any conviction, except as aforesaid, be removable by
certiorari or bill of advocation into any court whatever ; and no in-

formation, conviction, or other proceeding on any complaint for an
ofience against this act shall be quashed or deemed illegal for matter
of form, or for the want of any averment unnecessaiy to be proved, or

the omission of any word, or for the insertion of any word, in any case

in which such omission or such insertion respectively do not affect the

essence of the offence, nor for the wrong designation of a name, or

time or place, where the person, time, and place intended shall have
been so stated as to have been, in the opinion of the justices by whom
the complaint shall have been heard, clearly understood by the person

charged with such offence ; and it shall not be necessary, in any
information, conviction, or other proceeding under this act, to define

the processes carried on in such factory, or nature of the power by
which the machineiy of such factory is moved, or to set out that the

factory or process or emplojonent referred to is not within any of the

cases excepted, provided that it be therein stated that such factory

is a factory within this act ; and the proof of being within any such
excepted case shall lie upon the party claiming the benefit of such
exception.

Sect. 70. That any person aggrieved by any such conviction for

which an appeal is allowed by tliis act may appeal to the next court

of general or quarter sessions which shall be holden not less than 12

days after the day of the conviction for the county or other jurisdic-

tion wherein the cause of complaint shall have arisen ; Provided that

the person so attending to ai)peal shall give to the inspector or sub-
inspector of the district notice in wi'iting of such appeal, and of the

cause or matter thereof, within 3 days after the conviction or order,

and 7 clear days at the least before such session, and shall also enter

into a recognizance, with two sufficient sureties, before ajustice of the

peace for the countj', or other jurisdiction, 7 clear daj^s at the least

before such session, conditioned personally to appear at the said ses-

sion, and to try such appeal, and to abide the judgment of the court

thereon, and to pay such costs as shall be by the court awarded ; and
the court at such session shall hear and detennine the matter of ap-

peal, and shall make such order thereon as to the court shall seem
raeet; and in case of the dismissal of the appeal or the affirm-

ance of the conviction or order, the court shall adjudge and order

the party to be punished according to the conviction, or to obey
the order appealed against, and to pay such costs as shall be

awarded, and shall, if necessary, issue process for enforcing such

judgment.
Sect. 71. That in all cases in which a justice of the peace is required

or empowered to do anything under the Pactory Act as amended by
this act, or is named therein, a burgh magistrate shall have within his

jurisdiction the same powers and dvitics as are herein given to such

justice, and shall exercise the same in Scotland ; but no comjDlaint

preferred for any offence against this act committed in a factory shall

be heard by a justice of the peace or burgh magistrate, being an occu-

pier of the factory, or being the father, son, or brother of the occupier

of the factory in which the offence set forth in the complaint shall have

been committed.
Sect. 72 provided that any child above 11 years of age employed

solely in the winding and throwing of raw silk, having obtained the

surgical certificate of his having completed his 1 1th year, might work,

without any proof of having attended a school ; but this section was
repealed by 13 & 14 Vict. c. 54, s. 7 {post, p. 477), and new provisions

substituted.
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Sect. 73. That the Factory Act as amended by this act, and this act, Geiuralhj.

shall be construed together as one act, and that so much of the Factory
Act, and of any rule or regulation heretofore made by any inspector, '

jf*°*' '^'^^:

as is inconsistent with this act, shall be taken to be repealed ; and that ciLuse.*^^
* *°°

in this act (o) unless another sense shall be plainly shown by the con-

text, or by some positive enactment to the contrary, the word " child " " Child."

shall be taken to mean a child under the age of 13 years ; and the

words "young person " shall be taken to mean a person of the age of " Young person."

13 years and under the age of 18 years ; and the word " parent " shall "Parent."

be taken to mean parent, guardian, or person having the legal custody
of any such child or young person ; and any person who shall work in. Employment,

any factory, whether for wages or not, or as a learner or otherwise,

either in any manufacturing process, or in any labour incident to any
manufacturing process, or in cleaning any part of the factory, or in

*

cleaning or oiling any part of the machinery, or in any other kind of
work whatsoever, save in the cases hereinafter excepted, shall be
deemed, notwithstanding any other description, limitation, or excep-
tion of employment in the Factory Act, to be employed therein within
the meaning of this act; and the words "inspector " and "sub-in- "inspector."

specter " shall be taken to mean respectively an inspector and a sub-
inspector of factories : and the word " agent " shall be taken to mean "Agent."

any person having on behalf of the occupier of any factory the care or
direction thereof, or of any part thereof, or of any person employed
therein; and the word " month" shall be taken to mean a calendar "Month."
month ; and the words "mill-gearing " shall be taken to comprehend
every shaft, whether upright, oblique, or horizontal, and every wheel, " Mill-gearing."

drum, or pulley, by which the motion of the first moving power is

communicated to any machine appertaining to the manufacturing pro-
cesses ; and the word" factory," notwithstanding any provision or ex- " Factory."

emption in the Factory Act, shall be taken to mean all buildings andpre-
mises situated within any part of the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Ireland, wherein, or within the close or curtilage of which, steam,
water, or any other mechanical power shall be used to move or work any
machineiyemployed in preparing, manufacturing, or finishing, or in any
process incident to the manufacture of cotton (ft), wool, hair, silk, flax,

hemp, jute, or tow, either separately or mixed together, or mixed with
any other material or any fabric made thereof; and any room situated
within the outward gate or boundary of any factory, wherein children
or young persons are employed in any process incident to the ma-
nufactiu-e carried on in the factory, shall be taken to be a part of the
factory, although it may not contain any machinery; and any part of
such factory may bo taken to be a factory within the meaning of this
act ; but this enactment shall not extend to any part of such factory Exception to the
used solely for the purposes of a dwelling-house, nor to any part (c) te"'^ factory,

used solely for the manufacture of goods made entirely of any other
material than those herein enumerated, nor to any factory or part of a

(a) See further interpretation of turing process upon his premises, the
terms in 30 & 31 Vict. c. 103, s. 3 court held that the premises were
( fost, p. 482). within the Factory Acts as being pre-

(6) InWii/mpery. Harveij, 34 L. J. mises for the manufacture of cotton
M. C. 113, the respondent was owner fabric, which he aftenvards applied
of premises where he" carried on the to steel.

manufacture of crinoline steel, tliat (c) To bring a part of a factory
is to say, where steam power was within this exception, it must bo
used to wrap cotton upon strips of proved to be a place used solely for
steel, such cotton being always pur- the manufacture of materials not
chased in hanks from the spinners, enumerated in this section. Taijlor
and undergoing no further manufac- v. Hicks, 31 L. J. M. C. 242.

VOL. ir. H n
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Exemption when
packing finished

goods.

Exception in fa-

vour of me-
chanics.

factory used solely for the manufacture of lace, of hats, or of paper (a)

or solely for bleaching, dyeing, printing, or calendering; and the

enactments of this act respecting the hours of labour shall not apply to

any young person when employed solely in packing goods in any ware-
house or part of a factory not used for any manufactuiing process, or

for any labour incident to any manufacturing process ; and nothing in

this act contained shall extend to any young person , being a mechanic,

artizan, or labourer, working only in making and repaiiiug the ma-
chinery or any part of tho factory [h).

SCHEDULES TO WHICH THE 7 VICT. c. 15 EEEEES.

Schedule (A).—Certificates.

(To bo written or printed on white paper.)

Factories Reyulation Ad, Victoria, c.

Certificate of age for a child to be employed in the factory of

, in

No.
situated at

7, , of , duly appointed a certifying surgeon, do hereby certify, that

, son [or daughter] of ,
and , residing in , has been personally

examined by me this day of , one thousand eight hundred and ,

and that tJie said child has the ordinary strength and appearance of a child of

at least eight years of age, and that I believe the real age of the said child to be

at least eight years ; and that the said child is 7iot incapacitated, by disease or

bodily infirmity, from, working daily in the above-named factory for the time

allowed by this act.

(Signed) Certifying Surgeon.

The form of surgical certificate to be given to a child who has obtained a

certificate of real age shall be the same as above, omitting the words '

' and

that the said child has the ordinary strength and appearance of a child of at

least eight years of age, and that I believe the real age of the said child to be

at least eight years," and substituting these words in their place : "and that

a certificate of the birth [or baptism] of the said child has been produced to

me in the form required by this act, proving that the real age of such child is

at least eight years.

"

The form of surgical certificate to be given to children employed in silk

mills, in proof that a child is 11 years of age, shall bo tho same as the above,

sixbstitutins the word " 11 " for the word "8."

(To be written or printed on coloured paper.

)

Factories Regulation Act, Victoria, c.

No. . Certificate of age for a young person to be employed in the

factory of , situated at , in

/, , of , duly appointed a certifying surgeon, do hereby certify, that

, son [or daughter] of , aiid , residing in , has been personally

(a) A mill used solely for the pur-

pose of cleaning and preparing cotton

waste, the whole of which is after-

wards sent to paper mills belonging

to the same owners, and there manu-
factured into paper, is a mill used

solely for the manufacture of paper,

the distance between the two mills

being immaterial, and is tliereforo

Avithin the exception of 7 Vict. c. 15,

s. 73. Coles v. Dickinson, 33 L. J.

M. C. 235.

(&) See post, p. 482, for meaning
of factory, in 30 & 31 Vict. c. 103,

s. 3.
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lamiiicd by mc this day of , one thousand eight hundred and , Gaurally.
and that the said youncj "person ha^s the, ordinary strength and apiicarance of a
young 2Krson of at least thirteen years of age, and that I believe the real age of ' *• ^' '•''•

the said young 2)crso)i to be at least thirteen years : and tliat the said young per-

son is not incajMcitated, by disease or bodily infirmity, from working daily in
the above-namedfactory, for the time allowed by this act,

(Signed) Certifying Surgeon.

The form of surgical certificate to bo given to a young person wlio has ob-

tained a certificate of real age shall be the same as above, omitting the words,
" and tliat the said young person has the ordinary strength and appearance
of a young person of at least thirteen years of age, and that I believe the real

age of the said young person to be at least thirteen years," and substituting

these words in their place, " and that a certificate of the birth [ar baptism] of

the said young person has been produced to me in the form required by this

act, proving that the real age of such young person is at least thirteen

years.

"

The form of surgical certificate to be given in either case by any practitioner

who is not a certifying surgeon must be the same as the corresponding form
above given, omitting the words "duly appointed a certifying surgeon," and
substituting the words "duly authorised by the university {or college, or
other public body having authority in that behalf] of , to practise surgery
[or medicine]," and making the following addition, which must be signed by
a justice of the peace or burgh-magistrate :

—

The child [or young person] named in the above-written certificate has been

this day brought before me; aiul the appearance of the said child [or young pcr-
smi] agrees with the descrijMon tlierein given ; and I believe tlie real age of the

said child [or young person] to be at least [here insert the word "eight" or
" eleven " in the case of a child, or " thirteen" in the case of a young per-
son], years ; and I declare tliat I have no beneficial interest in and am not tJie

occupier of any factory, and that I am not the father, son, or brother of the occu-

pier of any factory.

Bated this day of , one thousand eight hundred and ,

{Signed C. D., Justice,

[or Burgh Magistrate].

In every surgical certificate of age the day of the month on which it shall
be granted shall be written in words, aud not in figures.

So soon as any certificates authorised by this act to be received as proof of
the age of any persons shall be obtained bj' the occupier of a factory or his
agent, they shall be fixed in a book, to be called "The Ag& Certificate Book,"
in the order of the dates at which they shall have been respectively received

;

aud such certificates shall be numbered in the order in which they are so fixed
in the book ; but the certificates for children shall be kept in a separate and
distinct place in the said book, or in a separate book, and shall be marked
with a scries of running numbers distinct from that of the certificates for youn"-
persons.

°

So soon as any certificate of age authorised by this act shall be obtained, the
number hereinbefore required to be set against each certificate shall be set
against the name of the child or young person for whom such certificate has
been granted, in the first column of the register of the pei-sons employed re-
(juired by this act to be kept in each factory. In any silk factory in which it
shall be lawful to employ children above eleven years of age for ten hours a
dny no certificate shall be required in proof that such children have attained
the age of thirteen years, so long as such persons shall not work more than ten
hours in any one day.

If a surgeon shall have refused to grant a certificate of age to any child or
young person, the word "refused" shall be written in the column of the
register where the numbers of the certificates are required to be inserted.

Factories Regulation Act, Victoria, c.

CERTIFICATE REFUSED.

, of , duly airpointcda certifying surgion, do hereby declare,

U H 2
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that , son [ov daughter] of , residing in , has been personally
' examined by mc this day of , one thousand eight hundred aiul

,

and that in my o2nnion tlie said {child or young person] has not tlie ordinary
strength and apjKarancc [of a child of at least eight years of age {ox of a young
person of at least thirteen years of age) or (or and) is incapacitated by disease aiul

bodily infirmityfrom working daily in a factory for the time allowed by this

act].

{Signed) Certifying Surgeon.

N.B.—The words within brackets shall bo in the handwriting of the certi-

fying surgeon, who shall insert the reason of his refusal, to be either on account
of deficient age or of bodily infirmity, or both, as the case may be.

Factories Reejulation Act, Victm'ia, c.

SCHOOL CERTIFICATE.

/ hereby certify, that the tmder-imntioncd child [or children] employed in the

factory of , situated in , has [or have] attended the school kept by
me at

, for the number of hours and at the time on each day specified in
the columns opposite to his {her or their] name [or names] during the week endiwj
on Saturday the day of , one thousand eight hundred and

,

and that the cauies of absence staled are true, to the best of my belief.

-d



Schedule (B).—Eegisters.

FORM FOR THE REGISTER OF YOUNG PERSONS.

List of Young Persons employed in this Factory.

469

Generally.

7 Vict. c. 15.

No. of Reference
to Age

Certificate

Book, as
required in
Schedule (A).
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Form fou tme Register of Children.

(To be kept in those factories only wliere cliilJren under thirteen years of age

are employed.)

Names of tlie Children employed in this Factory before Twelve o' Clock at

Noon, or the Morning Set.

No. of
Reference

to
Age Certificate

Book,
as required

in
Schedule (A).



and after 1 o'clock, and not before 12 o'clock, on and after the first Generally.

Monday of the months of

—

„ „. . „ , ,

'

—^ , 7 Vict. C. 15.

February, April, June, August, October, and December.

The children entered in this register as belonging to the afternoon set

work in this factory after 1 o'clock, and not before 12 o'clock, on and

after the first Monday of the months of

—

January, March, May, July, September, and November

;

and before 12 o'clock, and not after 1 o'clock, on and after the first

Monday of the months of

—

February, April, June, August, October, and December.

Signature of

Occupier or agent.

When a change in the time of working of the two entire sets of children' is

made at other stated periods allowed by this act, the necessary alterations

shall be made in the above declaration, to the satisfaction of the inspector or

sub-inspector of the district.

In any silk factory in which children above 11 years of age are employed
more than seven hours in any one day, a register of the names of such chil-

dren shall be kept in the above form, distinct from the register of the names
of the children who are employed in the morning and afternoon sets.

In all mills where more than 20 children or yoimg persons are employed
an alphabetical index shall be kept, according to the first letter of the sur-

name, of the names of all the children and young persons employed in the

factoiy, adding to each name the number of the last certificate under which
the ago of the child or young person is employed, or, if more than 16 years of

age, the letters XVI.

All the forms contained in this schedule (B) which shall apply to any par-

ticular factory may be bound together in one book, except the alphabetical

index of reference hei'einbefore referred to.

Schedule (C).—Notices to be fixed up in th,e Factor}'.

Form for the Notice to be fixed up of the Names and Addresses of the
Inspector and Sub-Inspector, the Certifying Surgeon, the Clock for
regulating the Factor3% and the Hours of Work of all Young Persons
and Females employed in the Factory.

Name and address of the in-

spector of the district .

Name and address of the suh-

inspector of the district . .

Narne and address of the sur-
geon tvho gra7its certificates

of age for the factory ,

Clock by which the hours of
work are regulated , .
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ueneraliy. rpj^^
jj^yj-g q£ "VVoik of all Young Persons and Females above eighteen Years

7 Vict. c. 15.
'^^ -^8^ employed in this Factorj'.

Days of Week.
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Form of the Notice to be fixed up when the Occupier of the Factory intends

to recover all or any part of the Time which has been lost by the

Stoppage of the Machinery in the Factory, as allowed by this Act.

Account of Time lost and recovered.

473

Generally.

7 Vict, c. 15.

Time Lost.
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Ocnerally. TIio entries of time lost, and of the names of the females and young persons

who have lost time, shall be made in these notices before any part of the
7 Vict. c. 15. time can be recovered.

All notices of time lost and recovered, except when they are kept hung up
in the factory, as required by this act, shall be preserved in a book in the

order of their respective dates, and be open for the examination of any
inspector or sub-inspector ; and all such notices shall be kept for 6 calendar

months after the lost time entered therein shall have been recovered.

Schedule (D).—Forms of Notices, Summonses, and Convictions.

Form of Notice to be given to the Occupier of a Factory, by an Inspector or

Sub-inspector, of such part of the Machinery, or such driving Strap or

Band, in the Factory, as appears to him to be dangerous to the Workers.

To [Name of Occupier], Occupier of a [Description of the Manufacture]

factory, situated in , the parish of ,
and county cf

I hereby give you notice, that the following parts of the machinery in your

factory, namely [here enumerate the parts], appear to me to be dangerous, and
likely to cause bodily injtiry to the workers employed in the factory ; and I avi,

of opinio7i that they ought severally to be immediately %oell and securely fenced.

And I hereby further give you notice, that by the act m,ade in the year of

her Majesty''s reign, intituled [here set forth the title of this act], it is provided,

that if, after receiving this notice, you shall neglect or fail to fence the above-

enumerated machinery, and if any persons shall suffer any bodily injury in

cmisequence of such neglect or failure, you will be liable to a penalty of one

hundred pounds, over and above all damages, costs, and charges to which you
may be found liable in any action brought against you by or on behalf of the

person so injured.

Given wider my hand, this day of ,
in the year one thousand eight

hundred and
{Signed) Inspector [or Sub-Inspector].

Form of Summons to be issued by an Inspector or Sub-Inspector against a

Person who has committed an Offence.

County of , } ^ ^j Qgnstallc of
[or Borough of\\ •'

Whereas it appeareth to me, I. F., one of her Majestifs inspectors [or suh-

inspector] of factories, that A. D., of , in the county [or borough, <tc.\

of , hath offended against the act made in the year of lier Majesty's

reign, intituled [here set forth the title of this act], forasmuch as lie the said

A. D., on the day of , in the year of our Lord , at , in the

county [or borough, tfrc] of , did [here set forth the substance of tho

charge] ; these tlierefore are to require you forthwith to summon the said A. U.
to appear before such two or inore of her Majesty's juMices of t/ie peace acting in

and for the county [or borough, d-c] of , wlio shall be present at , in

the county [or boivugh, &c.'\ of , on the day of , at the hour of
in the noon of the same day, to answer to the said charge, and to /«•

furtlier dealt toith according to law. And be you then there to certify what you

luive done in the premises. Herein fail not.

Given under my lumd, this day of , in the year of our Lord

{Signed) I. F., Inspector [or Sub-Inspector].

Form of Summons of a Witness to bo issued by an Inspector or Sub-In-
spector.

Coiintyof ) rj,
^;^^ Constable of ,

[or Borough of]\ j *

Wliereas it ajypeareth to me, I- F. , one of her Majestifs iwipectors [or suh-

inspector] of factories, that A. 1)., of , in tlie county [or borough, d-c] of
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, Imtli offended against the act made in tJie year of her Majesty's reign, Generally.

intituled [liere set forth the title of the act], forasmuch as he the said A. J)., — —

•

071 the day of ,
in the year of our Lord , at , in the county 7 Vict. c. 15.

[or borough, dc] of did [here set forth the siibstance of the charge], and
tJmt B. P., of in the county [or borough, tt-c] is a inaterial witness to be

examined cotuxrning tlie said charge ; these tlicrefore are to require you forth-

with to summon the saidB. P. to appear before such two or more of lur Majesty'

s

justices of the peace acting in and for the county [or borough, d:c.\ of , as

shall be present at , in the county [or borough, <£.'C.] of , on the

day of , at tJie hour of , in the noon of the same day, to testify Ms
knowledge concerning the ])remises. And be you, tJwn tJiere to certify wJmt you
have done in the premises. Herein fail not.

Given tmder my hand, this clay of , in tJie year of our Lord

(Signed) I. F., Inspector [ov Sub-Inspector].

Form of Conviction.

County of ,
) Be it remembered, that on tJie day of , in

[Liberty or Borough, > the year one thousand eight hundred and , A. B.,

as the case may be. ] )
[describe the oifender] is cmivicted before us, J. P.

and K. Q,.,two of her Majesty's justices of the peace for the county [liberty or

borough, as the case may be], of , in 2yursiuince of an act passed in the

year of the reign of Queen Victoria, intituled [here insert the title of this act],

for tluit lie [describe the offence].

Given xmder our hands and seals, the day ccnd year above ivritten.

J. P. a.s.)
K. Q. (L.S.)

It having been decided that it was no offence against the Factoiy Relays.

Act to employ a young person in the factory for 10 hours, and no
more, in one day, such 10 hours ending at a period which was no more
than 10 hours from the time when another child or young person first

began to work in the morning of such day in such factoiy, if such last-

mentioned ten hours were counted consecutively from that time, omit-
ting the meal times (Byder v. Mills, 19 L. J. 82, 31. C), the 13 «&: 14

Vict. c. 54, was passed, and s. 1, after reciting 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 103,

s. 2; 7 & 8 Vict. c. 15, ss. 26, 32; and 10 & 11 Vict. c. 29 (a), enacted,

(a) It may be useful to insert one day, and to 63 honrs in any one
the very words of the act 10 & 11 week instead of 69 hours.

Vict. c. 29. Sect. 1, after reciting 2. " That from May 1, 1848, no
3 & 4 "Will. 4, c. 103, and 7 & 8 Vict. person imder the age of 18 years

c. 15, enacted, "that notwithstand- shall be employed in any such mill

ing anything in the said acts con- or factory, in such description of

tained, from July 1, 1847, no person work as in the said first mentioned
under the age of 18 years shall be act is specified, for more than 10 hours
employed in any such mill or factory, in any one day, nor more than 58
in such description of Avork as in the hours in any one week, except as in

said first mentioned act is specified, the said act is provided ; and that

for more than 11 hours in any one from the first of May, 1848, the said

day, nor for more than 63 hours in two acts shall in all respects be con-
any one week, except as in the said strued as if the provision in the said

act is provided ; and that from the first mentioned act contained, as to

said first day of July, 1847, the said persons under tlie age of 18 years
two acts before mentioned shall in working in mills and factories, liad

all respects be construed as if the been confined to 10 hours instead of
l^rovision in the said first-mentioned 12 hours in any one day, and 58 hours
act contained, as to persons under m any one week instead of 69 hours,
the age of 18 years working in mills 3. "That the restrictions respec-

and factories, had been confined to tively by this act imposed as regards
11 hours instead of 12 hours in any the working of persons under the age
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13 & 14 Vict. c. 51,

No young pers on
or female to be
employed before
six in the morn-
ing or after six in
the afternoon, or
on Saturdays after

two in the after-

noon.

Meal times to be
taken between
half-past seven in
the morning and
six in the evening.

Young persons or
females not to be
employed under

,

7 & 8 Viet. c. 15,

s. 33, in recovering
lost time after
seven in the
evening.

Time during
which young per-
sons and females
may be employed
under 7 & 8 Vict.

c. 15, s. 34, in re-

covering lost time.

JFactories.

that, savo as hereinafter mentioned, so much of the said acts as

restricts or limits the hours of the employment or labour of young
persons, and of females above the age of 18 years, shall be repealed,

and after the passing of this act no young person, and no female

above the age of eighteen years, shall be employed in any factory

before 6 in the morning or after 6 in the evening of any day (save to

recover lost time, as hereinafter provided), and no young person, and
no female above the ago of 18 j^ears, shall be employed in any factory,

either to recover lost time or for any other purpose, on any Satm-day

after 2 in the afternoon (a).

Sect. 2. Eepeals part of 7 & 8 Vict. c. 15, requiring notices of times

of beginning and ending woi-k to be hung up.

Sect. 3. And whereas by the said secondly recited act it was on-

acted, that the times allowed for meal times, as provided by the said

firstly recited act, should be taken between the hours of half-past 7 in

the morning and half-past 7 in the evening : be it enacted, that the

times allowed for such meal times as aforesaid shall be taken between
the houi'S of half-past 7 in the morning and 6 in the evening ; and,

subject to such alteration as aforesaid, all the provisions of the said

firstly and secondly recited acts concerning meal times and notice of

meal times shall remain applicable to all young persons, and to all

females above the age of 18 years, employed in any factory.

Sect. 4. And whereas by the said secondly recited act it was enacted,

that in any factory in which any part of the machinery was moved by
the power of water the time which should have been lost by stoppages

from want of water, or from too much water, might be recovered

within 6 months next after the stoppage, between the hours specified in

the said firstly recited act as those within which time lost by drought

or excess of water might be recovered, and that in order to recover

time so lost any child or young person might be employed 1 hour in

each day more than the time to which the ordinary labour of children

and young persons respectively was restricted by law, except on Satur-

day : be it enacted, that no young j)erson, and no female above the age

of 18 years, shall, in order to recover time so lost as aforesaid, be

employed after 7 in the evening of any day ; and the times before 6 in

the morning and after 6 in the evening during which any such young
person or female is so employed in any day shall not together exceed

1 hour.
Sect. 5. And whereas by the said secondly recited act it was enacted,

that in any factory in which any part of the machinery was moved by
the power of water, when the stream was so diminished by drought or

swollen by flood during any part of the day that any part of the

manufacturing machinery driven by the water-wheel had been stopped

by reason of such drought or flood, the young persons who would have

been employed at such machinery might recover such lost time during

the night next following the said day, unless the said day were Satur-

day
;
provided that no such young person should be employed during

any 24 consecutive hours for a greater number of hours than that to

wHch the ordinary daily labour of such young persons in factories

was otherwise restricted by law, and that no young person so em-
ployed in the night should work more than 5 hours without an entire

cessation from work of at least 30 minutes : be it enacted, that for the

i

of 18 years shall extend to females

above the age of 18 years.

4. "That the said two hereinbe-

fore mentioned acts as amended by

this act, and this act, shall be con-

strued together as one act."

(a) By the 3 & 4 AVill. 4, c. 103,

s. 1, the hours of labour of young
persons were regulated, and by 7 & 8

Vict. c. 15, s. 32, those of females

above the age of 18 years. The pro-

visions of the 1st section are, by 16

& 17 Vict. c. 104, extended to chil-

dren. {See next pag«.)
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purposes of tho last-recited enactment the word " night" shall include Generally.

the whole period between 6 in the evening and 6 in the morning ; and —
no young person, and no female above the age of 18 years, shall be '^^ ^ ^* ^i'^*- " ^^•

employed to recover such lost time as last aforesaid during any 24

consecutive hours for more than 10 hours and half of another hour;

and, save as hereinbefore mentioned, young persons and females may
be employed to recover lost time according to the provisions of the said

secondly recited act.

Sect. 6. Provided always, that during all or part of the period be- Power to employ

tween the 30th day of September of any year and the 1st day of April young persons

of the following year, young persons, and females above the age of 18 monifngto 'seven

years, may be employed, except on Satiu'day, between the hours of 7 in the evening,

of the morning and 7 of the evening, instead of the hours hereinbefore
?°"i,'^^t^^f'^P'

limited, under the following regulations and conditions
;

(that is to April, under cer-

say,) notice signed by the occupier of any factory, or his agent, of the tuin regulations,

intention to emploj^ young persons and females under this provision,

specifying the period, not being less than 1 month, during which they
are to be so employed in such factory, shall be given to one of the
inspectors of factories, and a notice to the like effect, in such form as

shall be approved by such inspector, and signed by such occupier, or
his agent, ^and by such inspector, shall be hung or fixed uji, and
during the period specified in the notice shall be kept fixed up, accord-
ing to the directions for other notices in the said secondly recited act,

in such factory ; and during the period specified in such notice young
persons, and females above the age of 18 years, may be employed in
such factory after 6 and not later than 7 in the evening of any day,
except Saturday ; and during the period specified in such notice (save

to recover lost time as herein provided) no young person, and no
female above the age of 18 years, shall be employed in such factory

before 7 in the morning of any day, except Saturday ; and the provi-
sions hereinbefore contained shall, as to every day, except Saturday,
during the period specified in such notice, take eff'ect as if 7 in the
morning and 7 in the evening were throughout substituted for 6 in the
morning and 6 in the evening respectively.

Sect. 7. After reciting 7 & 8 Vict. c. 15, s. 72, and repealing it, it is Repeal of pro-

enacted, in lieu thereof it shall be lawful for any child employed solely yi.s'on in j & 8
^

in the winding and throwing of raw silk, who shall have obtained the ai to children
''^'^'

surgical certificate required by the said secondly recited act of his above eleven years

having completed his 11th year, to be employed in all respects as
gQ,gf''?"*^!^?°^?'^

young persons may be employed under this act. and throwing o"f

Sect. 8. Thateveiy young person, and every female above the age of ^^ ^^^\'<

18 years, who shall be employed in any factory, or shall be allowed to o? children tbov^e
remain in any room where any manufacturing process is then carried eleven may be em-
on in any factory, during any part of the times which by the notice P^oy®'^ ^^ young

then fixed up in such factory in that behalf are mentioned as the times
P®^"""^'

allowed for meals, shall be deemed to be employed contrary to the and ffmai7s°"êm-

then fixed up in such factory in that behalf are mentioned as the times ^
allowed for meals, shall be deemed to be employed contrary to the an.
provisions of the said recited acts as amended by this act. ployed during

"

Sect. 9. That the three hereinbefore recited acts as amended by this ^^^^ hdd to'be'
act, and this act, shall be construed together as one act, and in all employed con-

respects as if the provisions hereinbefore contained had been contained ^^'^^^ *" "^ts.

in tho secondly hereinbefore recited act : provided nevertheless, that Recited acts and

nothing herein contained shall apply to any ofi'ence committed under gt^neTas^o^
''°°'

the said recited acts before the passing of this act, or to any proceeding
taken under any of tho said acts, and pending at the time of the
passing of this act.

The 16 & 17 Vict. c. 101, " An Act further to regulate tho Employ- ic&irvict. c. 104.
ment of Children in Factories," enacts:

—

Sect. 1. No child shall be employed in any factory before 6 of the No child to be
clock in the morning or after 6 of the clock in the evening of any day employed before

(save to recover losttime, as hereinafter provided), and no child shaU be ing nor^aftTrix
in the afternoon.
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Oeneralhj,

16&17Vict. c. 101.

Power to employ
children in tlio

hours between
seven in the morn-
ing and seven in
the evening from
3Uth Sept. to 1st

April, under cer-

tain regulations.

Children not to be
employed, under
7 & 8 Vict. c. J 5,

8. 36, in recover-
ing lost time, after
seven in the
cvenuig.

Hours of employ-
ment of children
not to be ex-
tended.

Acts to be con-
strued as one act.

19 & 20 Vict. c. 38.

Recited act and
this act to be one.

Sect. 21 to apply
only to mill-gear-

ing liable to come
into contact, ifcc.

The word " ma-
chinery " in sect.

4:{ to extend to
other mill-gearing.

Penalty for not
fencing machinery
after notice.

etnploj'ed in. any factory either to recover lost time or for any other

purpose on any Saturday after 2 of the clock in the afternoon.

Sect. 2. Provided always, That during all or part of the period be-

tween the 30th day of September of any year and the 1st day of April

of the following year children may be employed in any factory, except

on Saturday, after G until 7 of the clock of the evening, under the

following regulations and conditions
;
(that is to say,) notice signed by

the occupier of any factory or his agent of his intention to employ
children under this provision, specifying the period, not being less

than 1 month, during which they are to be so employed in such fac-

tory, shall be given to one of the inspectors of factories ; and a notice

to the like effect, in such form as shall be approved by such inspector,

and signed by such occupier or his agent and by such inspector, shall

be hung or fixed up, according to the directions for other notices in the

said secondly-recited act, in such factory, and during the iJeriod spe-

cified in such notice children may be employed in such factory after 6

of the clock and not later than 7 of the clock of any day except Satm--

day, and during the period specified in such notice (save to recover

lost time as herein provided,) no child shall be employed in such fac-

tory before 7 of the clock in the morning of any day except Satui'day.

Sect. 3. Eeciting 7 & 8 Vict. c. 15, s. 36 {ante, p. 455), enacts. That

no child shall, in order to recover time so lost as aforesaid (by want of

water), be employed after 7 of the clock in the evening of any day;

and the times before 6 of the clock in the morning and after 6 of the

clock in the evening during which any such child is so employed in

any day shall not together exceed 1 hour.

Sect. 4. Nothing in this act shall be construed to authorise the em-
ployment of any children in any factory for any longer time in any
day than is now authorised under the said recited acts, or to interfere

with or affect the provisions of the said acts as to meal times or holidays,

or any other provisions whatsoever of the said acts, save so fai' as the

same authorise the employment of children between any other hours

of the day than are limited by this act.

Sect. 5. The hereinbefore recited acts, as amended by this act, and
this act, shall be construed together as one act.

19 & 20 Vict. c. 38, " An Act for the further Amendment of the Laws
relating to Labour in Factories," after reciting the 7 & 8 Vict. c. 15,

and that doubts have arisen as to the true construction of ss. 21, 43,

and 59 ; and it is expedient that such doubts should be removed, and
that the aforesaid provision should be explained and amended, enacts,

Sect. 3. The said recited act and this act shall be construed and
executed as if they were one act.

Sect. 4. The said s. 21, so far as the same refers to the mill-gearing,

shall apply only to those parts thereof with which children and young
persons and women are liable to come in contact, either in passing or

in their ordinary occupation in the factory.

Sect. 5. The word "machinery " in the said s. 43 shall bo consi-

dered as applicable to and including all other parts of the mill-gearing

in a factory with which children and young persons are not liable to

come in contact in passing or in their ordinary occupation in the fac-

tory ; and the word " machinery," in ss. 24, 42, 59, and 60 of the said

act, shall be considered as applicable to and as including mill-gearing.

Sect. 6. Where, under the said s. 43 as amended by this act, an

inspector or sub-inspector gives notice in writing to the occupier of a

factory or his a^ont in relation to any part of the machinery or any
driving strap or band not securely fenced which such inspector or sub-

inspector deems likely to cause bodily injruy to any person employed
in the factoiy , if the occupier of such factory do not within the. time

in this behalf limited by the said section make application in writing

for referring the question of the fencing of the machinery, strap, or

band to which the notice refers to arbitration, and with the least pos-
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sible delay appoint an arbitrator, or if tlio decision in any such arbi- Generally.

tration bo tbat it is necessary and possible to fence the said machinery,
strap, or band, the occupier of the factory shall be liable to a penalty 19 & 20 Vict. c. ?s.

of not less than ol. and not more than 201. if he do not within a rea-

sonable time after such notice or decision (as the case may bo) cause

such machinery, strap, or band to be well and securely fenced, and at

all times thereafter keep the same well and securely fenced («).

By the 27 & 28 Vict. c. 48, entitled " An Act for the Extension 27& 28 Vict. c. 43.

of the Factory Acts," it is enacted

:

Sect. 1. This act may be cited for all purposes as the "Factory short title.

Acts Extension Act, 1864."

Sect. 2. This act shall apply only to the several manufactures and Application of

employments mentioned in the said first schedule {post, p. 481).
*''*•

Sect. 3. The Factory Acts shall mean such provisions as are now in Definition of

force of the acts following ; that is to say, 4 Will. 4, c. 103 ; 7 Yict. c. "i'actory Acts."

15 ; 14 Vict. 0. 54; 16 & 17 Vict. c. 104; 19 & 20 Vict. c. 38.

Sanitary Measures.

Sect. 4. Every factory to which this act applies shall be kept in a Factory to be well

cleanly state, and be ventilated in such a manner as to render cleansed and vcn-

harmless so far as is practicable any gases, dust, or other impurities
^^^''*'^'^-

generated in the process of manufacture that may be injurious to
health.

If the occupier of any factory fails to keep the same in conformity
with this section, he shall be deemed to be guilty of an offence
against this act, and to be subject in respect of such offence to a
penalty not exceeding lOZ. nor less than '61.

The court having jurisdiction under this act may, in addition to or
insteadof inflicting any penalty in respect ofan offenceunder this section

,

make an order directing that within a certain time to be named in such
order certain means are to be adopted by the occupier for the purpose
of bringing his factory into conformity with this section ; the court
may upon application enlarge any time appointed for the adoption of
the means directed by the order, but any non-compliance with the
order of the court shall, after the expiration of the time as originally
limited or enlarged bysubsequent order, be deemed to be a continuing
offence, and to be punishable by a penalty not exceeding \l. for every
day that such non-compUance continues.

Special Rules.

Sect. 5. In order to prevent the requirements of this act as to clean- Special rules for

lincss and ventilation in a factory being infringed to the detriment of regulation of

the occupier by the wilful misconduct or wilful negligence of the tories"*^"
'" ^'^°'

workmen employed therein, it shall be lawful for the occupier of any
factory to make special rules for compelling the observance amongst
his workmen of the conditions necessary to insure the required degree
of cleanliness and ventilation, and to annex to any breach of such rules
a penalty not exceeding \l.

The special rules made in pursuance of this section shall not be of
any validity until they have been approved by one of her Majesty's
principal secretaries of state.

Printed copies of the special rules in force in any factory shall be
hung up m a legible condition in two or more conspicuous places in
the factory

,
and a printed copy shall be supplied to any person employedm the factory who may apply for a copy.

A printed copy of the special rules for the time being in force in
any factory certified imder the hand of the inspector for the time being

(a) I3y sect. 2, this act is to be construed as one act with 7 & 8 Vict. c. 15.
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Generally. having jurisdiction over such, factory shall bo evidence of such rules,

2" & "S V t 4S
^^^ °^ their having been approved by the said secretary of state, and
it shall be the duty of the above-mentioned inspector to certify copies

of special rules when required.

Application of Factory Acts.

The Factory Acts ^^ct. 6. The Factory Acts shall be incorporated with this act, and
as set out in sect.' shall apply to the several manufactures and employments mentioned
3, incorporated jj^ ^j^g gg^j^ £j.g|; gcbedule, with the qualifications and subject to the
with this act, and -.t,. i • /., \- i

^
to apply to manu- additions heremaiter mentioned :

facture, &c., in (1.) Tbe term " Factory " as used in this act and in the acts incor-
flrst schedule.

porated herewith shall mean in respect of the manufactures
and employments to which this act applies the premises in

that behalf specified in the second schedule annexed to this

act, but all other terms in this act shall have the same mean-
ing as is assigned to them in the Factory Acts :

(2.) During the first 6 calendar months next ensuing the passing of

this act children of not less than 1 1 years of age may be em-
ployed for the same time, and subject to the same conditions,

for and subject to which young persons exceeding 13 years of

age may be employed in pursuance of the said Factory
Acts

:

(3.) During the first 30 calendar months next ensuing the passing

of this act children of not less than 12 years of age may be em-
ployed for the same time, and subject to the same conditions,

for and subject to which young persons exceeding 13 years of

age may be employed in pursuance of the said Factory Acts ;

(4.) In the manufacture of lucifer matches no chUd, young person,

or woman shall be allowed to take his or her meals in any
part of the factory where any manufacturing process (except

that of cutting the wood) is usually carried on ; and any
child, young person, or woman who is allowed to take his or

her meals in any part of the factory in contravention of the

said provision shall be deemed to be employed contrary to the

provisions of the Factory Acts :

(5.) In the employment of fustian cutting no chUd shall be al-

lowed to commence work until the attainment of the age of

1 1 years ; and any child who is allowed to commence work in

the employment of fustian cutting before the said age of 11

3'ears shall be deemed to be employed contrary to the said

Factory Acts

:

(G.) During the first 18 calendar months next ensuing the passing of

this act so much of the said Factory Acts as provide that during

any time allowed for meals no child, young person, or woman
shall be employed or allowed to remain in any room in which

any manufacturing process is carried on, and that all the

young persons employed in a factory shall have the time

for meals at the same period of the day, shall not apply

to the employment of paper staining, or to the manufacture

of earthenware ; subject to this proviso, that, in the case

of the manufacture of earthenware, at no time after the

passing of this act shall any child, young person, or woman
be allowed to take his or her meals, or to remain during any
time allowed for meals, in the dipping houses, dippers diying

rooms, or china-scouring rooms

:

(7.) Whereas by the said act, 7 & 8 Vict. c. 15, s. 18, it is provided,

amongst other things, that all the inside walls, ceilings, or

tops of rooms, whether plastered or not, and all the passages

and staircases of everyfactory which shallnothave beenpainted

with oil once at least within 7 years, shall be limewashed
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once at least wittin every successive period of 14 months, to Generally.

date from the period when last whitewashed : Be it enacted,
^^
—

—

that, in the case of the manufacture of earthenware, the "
"''*'

"

above-recited provision shall not apply to those parts of the

factory which are solely used for the storage of earthenware,

and in which no work is carried on except such as is by the

custom of the trade incidental to such storage or necessary

for keeping the earthenware in a fit state for sale.

Sect. 7. All penalties under this act, including penalties for breach Recovery and ap-

of a special rule, shall be recoverable and applied in manner in which
naiti*s°"

°^ ^^

penalties are recoverable and applicable under the said factory acts,

and the term " Court" as used in this act shall include any justices,

sheriif, or other magistrate having jurisdiction in respect of such
penalties.

SCHEDULES to which the foregoing Act refers.

FIRST SCHEDULE.

Manufactures a,nd Employments to which Act apftlies.

The mauufactiu-e of earthenware, except bricks and tiles, not being orna-

mental tiles.

The manufacture of lucifer matches.

The manufacture of percussion caps.

The manufacture of cartridges.

The employment of paper staining.

The employment of fustian cutting.

SECOND SCHEDULE.

Definition of the word '^Factory.''*

In the manufacture of earthenware, except as aforesaid :

Any place in which persons work for hire in making or assisting in

making, finishing or assisting in finishing, earthenware of any
description.

In the manufacture of lucifer matches :

Any place in which the persons work for hire in making lucifer

matches, or in mixing the chemical materials for making them, or in
any process incidental to making lucifer matches, except the cutting of
the wood.

In the manufacture of percussion caps :

Any place in which persons work for hire in making percussion caps, or
in mixing or storing the chemical materials for making them, or in any
process incidental to making percussion caps.

In the manufacture of cartridges :

Any place in which persons work for hire in making cartridges, or in any
process incidental to making cartridges, except the manufacture of
the paper or other material that is used in making the cases of the
cartridges.

In the employment of paper staining:

Any place in which persons work for hire in printing a pattern in colours
upon sheets of paper either by blocks applied by hand, or by rollers
worked by steam, water, or other mechanical power.

In the employment of fustian cutting :

Any place in which persons work for hire in fustian cutting.

For the purposes of this act an apprentice shall be deemed to be a person
working for hii-e.

No building or premises used solely for the purpose of a dwelling house
shall be deemed to be a factory or part of a factory Avithin the meaning of this
act.

VOL. II.
I I
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Generally.

30&31Vict. c. 103.

Short title.

Application of

act.

General defini-

tions.

" Factorj-."

" Manufacturing
process.

"

Definition of

,, Factory Acts.'

JFactortES-

By the 30 & 31 Vict. c. 103, entitled an Act for the Extension of the

Factory Acts, it is enacted :

—

Sect. 1. The act may be cited for all pui'poses as " The Factory Acts
Extension Act, 1867 ;

" and by s. 2 shall apply to the whole of the

United Kingdom.
Sect. 3. l^^or the purposes of this act the following words shall in

this act and in the acts incorporated herewith, hereinafter included

under the expression " this act," have the meanings hereby applied to

them, unless there is something in the context inconsistent with such
meanings ; that is to say (a),

" Factory " shall mean as follows :

—

1

.

Any blast furnace or other furnace or premises in or on which
the process of smelting or otherwise obtaining any metal from
the ores is carried on (which furnace or j^remises are herein-

after referred to as a blast furnace)

:

2. Any copper mill

:

3. Any mill, forge, or other premises in or on which any process

is carried on for converting iron into malleable iron, steel, or

tin plate, or for otherwise making or converting steel (which
mills, forges, and other premises are hereinafter referred to

as iron mills)

:

4. Iron foiftidries, copper foundries, brass foundries, and other

premises or places in which the process of founding or casting

any metal is carried on :

5. Any premises in which steam, water, or other mechanical
power is used*for moving machinery employed

—

(a.) In the manufacture of machinery :

(b.) In the manufacture of any article of metal not being

machinery

:

(c.) In the manufactui'e of india-rubber or gutta-percha,

or articles made wholly or partly of india-rubber or

gutta-percha

:

6. Any premises in which any of the following manufactures or

processes are carried on ; namely,
(a.) Paper manufacture

:

(b.) Grlass manufacture

:

(c.) Tobacco manufactui-e

:

(d.) Letterpress printing

:

(e.) Bookbinding:
7. Any premises, whether adjoining or separate, in the same

occupation, situate in the same city, town, parish, or place,

and constituting one trade establishment, in, on, or within

the precincts of wbich 50 or more persons are employed in

any manufacturing process

:

And every part of a factory shall be deemed to be a factory, except
such part, if any, as is used exclusively as a dwelling :

" Manufacturing process " shall mean any manual labour exercised

by way of trade or for jjurposes of gain in or incidental to the

making any article or part of an article, or in or incidental to the

altering, repairing, ornamenting, finishing, or otherwise adapting
for sale any article.

Sect. 4. The Factory Acts shall in this act mean ss. 4 & 5 of " The
Factory Acts Extension Act, 1864," 27 & 28 Vict. c. 48 relating to

sanitary measures and special rules, and such provisions as are now in

force of the acts following : yiz., 4 Will. 4, c. 103, " An Act to regulate

the Labour of Children and Young Persons in the Mills and Factories

of the United Kingdom, which henceforth may be cited for all pui-poses

(a) For interprotation clause.? in tlie earlier acts, see 7 Vict. c. 15, s. 73
ante, p. 46.5).
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as ' The Factory Act, 1833; '
" 7 Vict. c. 15, "An Act to amend the Generally.

Laws relating to Labour in Factories, whicli henceforth may be cited

for all purposes as 'The Factory Act, 1844;'" 14 Vict. c. 54, ' < An 30 <fe 31 Vict. c. 103.

Act to amend the Acts relating to Labour in Factories, which hence-
forth may be cited for all purposes as ' The Factory Act, 1850 ;

'
" 17

Vict. c. 104, " AnAct further to regulate the Employment of Children

in Factories, which henceforth may be cited for all purposes as ' The
Factory Act, 1853; '" and 19 & 20 Vict. c. 38, " The Factory Act,
1856."

Sect. 5. There shall be excluded from the provisions of this act and Exemptions from

of the schedule annexed hereto,— L'tlnd scVcduie'
1. Any buildings or premises defined to be a factory by the Factory annexed.

Act, 1844, and subject to the regxilations of that act and of the

acts directed to be construed as one therewith

:

2. Any printwork as defined by the 8 & 9 Vict. c. 29, " An Act to

regulate the Labour of Children, Young Persons, and Women
in Printworks, and subject to the Eegulations of that Act and
of the Act amending the same " (a).

3. Any buildings or premises defined to be " bleaching works " or

"dyeing works " by the 23 «fe 24 Vict. c. 78, "An Act to place

the Employment of Women and Young Persons and Children
in Bleaching Works and Dyeing Works under the Eegulations

of the Factory Acts, or any Acts amending the same " (i).

4. Any lace factories subject to the provisions of the 24 & 25 Vict.

c. 117, "An Act to place the Employment of Women, Young
Persons, Youths, and Children in Lace Factories under the

Eegulations of the Factory Acts, and of the Acts therein

recited."

5. Any bakehouse as defined by " The Bakehouse Eegulation Act,
1863."

G. Any factory subject to the provisions of '

' The Factory Acts Exten-
sion Act, 1864 " (27 & 28 Vict. c. 48) : ante, p. 480.

_

Sect. 6. The factory acts as hereinbefore defined shall be incorporated Application of

with this act, and, subject to the modifications mentioned in the ^*''*"'"7 acts to

schedule annexed hereto, shall, from and after January 1st, 1868, be cluded^in'sucir

in force in every factory which is not excluded from the operation of acts,

this Act.

Sect. 7. 1. No child, young person, or woman shall be employed on Restrictions as to

Sunday in or about any factory, subject to the modifi- employment of

cations in the schedule as regards blast furnaces : person's%nd'"^

2. No boy under the age of 12 years, and no female, shall women in certain

be employed in any part of a glass factory in which ^^'^tones.

the process of melting or annealing glass is carried

on:
3. No child under the age of 11 years shall be employed in

grinding in the metal trades

:

And any child, young person, or woman who is employed in contra-
vention of this section shall be deemed to be employed in manner
contrary to the provisions of the Factory Acts.

Sect. 8. In the manufacture of glass, no child, young person, or Meals not to bo

woman shall be allowed to take his or her meals in any part of the
partfoTsfa's^s""

factory where the materials are mixed, or in the manufacture of flint factory.

glass where the work of grinding, cutting, and polishing is carried on
;

and any child, young person, or woman allowed to take his or her
meals in contravention of the said provision shall be deemed to be
employed in manner contrary to the provisions of the Factory Acts.

Sect. 9. In every factory where grinding, glazing, or polishing on a Extension of prs-

, vision relating to

{a) 10 & 11 Vict. c. 70. Vict. c. 38, s. 1 ; 27 & 28 Vict. c. 48,

(6) 25 Vict. c. 8, KS. 1, 2 ; 26 & 27 ss. 1—7 ; c, 98, ss. 1, 2.

I I 2
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Generally.

30 & 31 Vict. c. 103.

ventilation in
factories.

Penalty on not
fixing grindstone
securely.

Inspectors or sub-
inspectors to be
furnished with
certificates of ap-
pointment as
Secretary of State
may direct.

Rule as to number
of persons em-
ployed to consti-
tute a factory.

Exception as to
founding and
casting metals.

Power to Secretary
of State to sub-
stitute other regu-
lations as to sur-
gical certificates.

Power to occupier
of blast furnace or
iron mill to make
special rules.
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wheel, or any other process is carried on by which dust is generated
and inhaled by the workmen to an injurious extent, if it appears to

any inspector of factories that such inhalation could be to a great
extent prevented by the use of a fan or other mechanical means, it

shall be lawful for the inspector to direct a fan or other mechanical
means, of such construction as may from time to time be approved by
one of her Majesty's principal secretaries of state, to be provided by
the occupier of the factory Avithin a reasonable time ; and if such
occupier fail to comply with such direction he shall be deemed to have
failed to have kept his factory in conformity with '

' The Factories Act
Extension Act, 1864," s. 4, and shall be punishable accordingly.

Sect. 10. If it appears to any inspector that any grindstone, worked
by steam or other mechanical power in any factory, is fixed in so

faulty a manner as to be likely to cause bodily injury to the grinder
using the same, such inspector shall take the same proceedings as

nearly as may be as he is required to take by " The Factoiy Act, 1844,"
with respect to machinery not securely fenced ; and the occupier of

the factoiy shall be liable to the same penalties for not properly fixing
the said grindstone as he would be liable to under the said act in

respect of any machinery found to be not properly fenced.

Sect. 11. Every inspector or sub-inspector of factories shall bo
furnished with such certificate of his appointment as the secretary of

state may direct, and on applying for admission to any factory such
inspector or sub-inspector shall, if required, produce to the occupier
the said certificate.

Every person who forges or counterfeits any such certificate, or
makes use of any forged, counterfeited, or false certificate, or falsely

pretends to be an inspector or sub-inspector of factories, shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor, and be liable to be imprisoned for any period not
exceeding 3 months, with or without hard labour.

Sect. 12. Fifty or more persons shall for the purposes of this act be
deemed to continue to be employed in any factory during the year
1868, and any succeeding year, if that number of persons has during the
preceding year been employed in anj manufacturing process in such
factory for any period or periods amounting in the whole to 100 days ;

and in any proceedings taken by any inspector or sub-inspector of

factories for the purpose of enforcing this act, any premises in or on
which a manufacturing process is carried on shall, until the contrary
is proved, be deemed to be a factoiy.

Sect. 13. Any premises or places on which the process of founding
or ca,sting any metal is carried on by not more than 5 persons, and as
subsidiary to the repair or completion of some other work, shall not,
by reason only of such founding or casting, be deemed to be a factory
within the meaning of this act.

Sect. 14. In blast furnaces and iron mills, one of her Majesty-
principal secretaries of state may, by order under his hand, dispense
with so much of the said Factory Acts as relates to surgical certificates

given by a certifying surgeon, and substitute therefor such other
regulations as to the proof of the age of children and young persons,
and of their bodily health and capacity for working daily for the time
allowed by the said acts, as he may think expedient, and any regu-
lation so made by the secretary of state shall be of the same force as if

they had been enacted in the Factory Acts in place of the regulations
for which they are so substituted.

Sect. 15. The occupier of a blast furnace or of an iron mill may,
with the approval provided by "The Factory Acts Extension Act,
1864," s. 5, make rules for compelling the observance amongst his
workmen of any of the provisions of the Factory Acts in respect of the
infringement of which such occupier is liable to a penalty, and such
rules shall be deemed to be special rules within the meaning of the
said 5th section, and all the provisions of the said section shall apply
accordingly.
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SCHEDULE TO 30 & 31 VICT. c. 103. - ^^"^^^^^y-

30&31Vict. c. 103.

Temporary Modifications.

1. During tlie first 6 calendar months next ensuing the 1st of January, 1868,

children of not less than 11 years of age may be employed for the same time,

and subject to the same conditions, for and subject to which young persons

exceeding 13 years of age may be employed in pursuance of the Factory

Acts.

2. During the first 30 calendar months next ensuing the 1st day of January,

1868, children of not less than 12 years of age may be employed forthe same
time, and subject to the same conditions, for and subject to which young
persons exceeding 13 years of age may be employed in pursuance of tho

Factory Acts.

3. During the first 12 calendar months next ensuing the 1st day of January,

1868, children, young persons, and women may be employed on Saturdays

until half-past 1 o'clock in the afternoon.

4. So much of the Factory Acts as provides that during any time allowed for

meals no child, young person, or woman shall be employed or allowed to

remain in any room in which any manufacturing process is carried on, and
that all the young persons employed in a factory shall have the time for

meals at the same period of the day, shall not be in force with respect to any
lactory to which this act applies until the expiration of 18 months after

January 1st, 1868.

5. Where the occupier of any paper mill proves to the satisfaction of one of

her Majesty's principal secretaries of state that such occupier was at the time
of the passing of this act employing, and had for not less than a year pre-

viously to such passing employed, young persons and women at night, and
further proves that he cannot without a considerable interval of time alter his

machinery so as to dispense with such employment, it shall be lawful for the
said secretary of state, by order, to authorise the employment by such occu-

])ier, until some day not later than June 1st, 1869, of young persons and
women in such manner and for such times as had previously been customary
in the said paper mill.

6. During the first 30 calendar months next ensuing of January 1st, 1868,
male young persons of not less than 1 6 years of age may be employed in blast

furnaces, in iron mills, in iron foundries, in paper mills, and in any factory

where the manufacture of machinery or the processes of letterpress printing or

bookliinding are carried on in the same manner as if they were male persons
exceeding the age of 18 years.

7. During the first 30 calendar months next ensuing of January 1st, 1868,
women may be employed in or about blast furnaces in the same manner as

they were employed in or about such furnaces before the passing of this

act.

8. During the first 30 calendar months next ensuing of January 1st, 1868,
children, young persons, and women may be employed iit the manufacture of

preserves from fruit in the same manner as they were employed therein before

the passing of this act.

Permanent Modifications.

9. Section 29 of " The Factory Act, 1833," (ante, p. 441), and section 18 of
"The Factory Act, 1844," ante, p. 450, relating to the lime-washing and washing
of factories, shall not be in force as respects any factory.

10. No factory shall be so overcrowded, while work is carried on, as to be
dangerous or prejudicial to the health of those employed therein, and so far

as relates to any factory this section shall be construed as part of sections 4 & 5
of "The Factory Acts Extension Act, 1864," ante, p. 479.

11. AVhereas the customs or exigencies of certain trades require that male
young persons of the age of 16 years and upwards shoiild be occasionally
employed beyond the hours allowed by the Factory Acts : It shall be lawful for

one of her Majesty's principal secretaries of state, on due proof to his satis-

faction that such customs or exigencies exist, and that such occasional em-
pJoyment is not injurious to the health of such male young persons, from time
to time, by order to be advertised in the London Gazette, or otherwise pub-
lished in such manner as he may think fit, to give permission that in the case
of any particular factory or class of factories male young persons of 16 years
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Generally. of age and upwards may be employed for a period not exceeding 15 hours on

1st. They are not so employed except between the hours of 6 in the morning
and 9 in the evening.

2nd. In addition to the time allowed under the Factory Acts for meals, they

shall be allowed half an hour for a meal after the hour of 5 in the

evening.

3rd. They are not so employed for more than 12 days in any period of 4

weeks, nor on the whole for more than 72 days in any period of 12

months.
12. Whereas the customs or exigencies of certain trades require that the

children, young persons, and women working in a factory, or in certain

processes in a factory, or that certain sets of such children, young persons,

or women, or any of them, should be employed at different hours, and that

the limits of time within which they or certain sets of them may be em-
ployed should be extended without increasing their legal hours of work : It

is hereby declared that on due proof to the satisfaction of one of her Majesty's

principal secretaries of state of such customs or exigencies existing in a trade,

it shall be lawful for the said secretary from time to time, by order to be
advertised in the London Gazette or otherwise published in such manner as

the secretary of state may think fit, to give permission that in the case of

any particular factory or class of factories in which such trade is carried on
the occupier may employ the children, young persons, and women working
in his factory, or in any processes of his factory, or any sets of such children,

young persons, or women, or of any of them, between the hours of 7 a. m.
and 7 p.m., or between the hours of 8 a.m. and 8 p.m., instead of between
the hours of 6 a.m. ^d 6 p.m., for any time in such order specified, or

until furtlier order, or on any day or days named in such order ; and so far as

respects the persons referred to in any order given as aforesaid, all the

provisions of the Factory Acts aff'ected by such change of hours shall, during
the continuance of such oi'der, be read as if the hours of 7 a.m. and 7 p.m.,
or 8 a.m. and 8 p.m., as circumstances may require, were throughout such
act substituted for the hours of 6 a.m. and G p.m.

Provided

—

1st. That notice of the hours between which children, young persons, and
women, or each set of them, are to be emi:)loyed, in such form as the
inspectors of factories may direct, and signed by one of such inspectors

and the occupier or his agent, shall be hung up and be kept hung up
during the period affected by such notice in such conspicuous place in the

factory as maj' be required by one of the inspectors of factories.

2ndly. Except in pursuance of the provisions contained in other parts of this

act, no child, young person, or woman shall be employed after the hour
of two o'clock in the afternoon on Saturday ; but it shall be lawful in

cases Avhere any children, young persons, or women are employed in

accordance with an order given imder the foregoing enactment to begin
to employ such children, young persons, or women, at 6 o'clock in the
morning on Saturday.

13. In letterpress printing male young persons of the age of 16 yenrs and
upwai'ds may be employed for a period not exceeding 15 hours in any one
day :

Provided that

—

1st. They shall not be so employed except between the hours of G iu

the morning and 9 in the evening, or in any factory where per-

mission has been given by the secretary of state to work between the
hours of 7 a.m. and 7 p.m., or of 8 a.m. and 8 p.m., then except
between the hours of 7 a.m. and 10 p.m., or of 8 a.m. and 11 p.m.,
as the case may be.

2nd. In addition to the time allowed under the Factoiy Acts for meals,
they shall be allowed half an hour for a meal after the hour oi

G p.m.
3rd. They shall not be so employed except on alternate days.
4th. In every Aveek in which they are so employed on each alternate day

they shall be allowed either one whole holiday or two half holidays,

each half holiday comprising at least one half of an ordinaiy work-
ing day.
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In letterpress printing male young persons of 16 years of age and Geiuralhj.

upwards may work on alternate weeks at night between the hours' of one . .
-

in the morning on Monday and 11 in the evenuig on the succeeding
^^.^-i-^^.

Saturday :

Provided

—

1st. That they are not employed for more than 11 and a half hours at any

one time, with intervals" of rest for meals amounting in the whole to

not less than one hour and a half.

2nd. That there is an interval of 12 hours between each period of employ-

ment.
3rd. That the total number of hours of work in any one week do not

exceed 60 hours.

14. Young persons of 14 years of age and upwards and women maybe
employed in bookbinding for a period not exceeding 14 hours on any one

'lay:

IVovidcd that

—

1st. They shall not be so employed except between the hours of 6 a.m. and
8 p.m., or where permission has been given by the secretary of state

to work between the hours of 7 a.m. and 7 p.m., or of 8 a.m. and
8 p.m., then except between the hours of 7 a.m. and 9 p.m., or 8 a.m.

_

and 10 p.m., as the case may be.

2nd. In addition to the time allowed under the factory acts for meals, they

shall be allowed half an hour for a meal after the hour of 6 in the

evening.

Srd. They shall not be so employed

—

(«.) If less than 16 years of age, for more than 3 days in any one

month ; or

{h. ) If 16 years of age or upwards, for more than 96 days in any
period of 12 months, or for more than 5 consecutive days in

any one week.

15. Where, under the modiiications contained in the schedule to this act,

any child, young person, or woman is employed on any day for a longer

period than is allowed by the Factory Acts, the day on which and the period

(hiring which he or she is so employed shall bo entered by the occupier of. a

lactory in a register, which shall be in such form as the inspector of factories

may direct, and shall be deemed to be a register within the meaning of the
i''actory Acts.

16. So much of the said Factory Acts as provide that during any time allowed
lor meals no child, young person, or woman shall be employed or allowed to

remain in any room in which any manufacturing process is carried on shall not
apply to iron mills, to paper manufactories, or any factory in Avhich letterpress

priuting is carried on, or, except as in this act mentioned, to glass manufac-
tories, or to any factory or process in a factory to which the said secretary of

state may by order declare the same to be inapplicable ; and so much of the
said Factory Acts as provide that all the yoimg persons employed in a factoiy

shall have the time for meals at the same period of the day shall not apply to

blast furnaces, iron mills, to paper manufactories, any factory in which letter-

press printing is carried on, to glass manufactories, or, except as in this act

mentioned, to any factory, or process in a factory, to which the said secretary

of state may by order declare the same to be inapplicable.

17. In blast furnaces, in iron mills, in any factory in which letterpress

printing is carried on, in paper mills, in any factory in which the mechanical
power is water, and in any factory or class of factories, with respect to which
one of her Majesty's principal secretaries of state certifies by order that it has
been proved to his satisfaction that by reason of the nature of the business it

is necessary to carry on the same throughout the night, it shall be lawful to
employ male young persons during the night, subject to the same intervals of
i-est which they are allowed during the day, and subject to this provision, that
no male young person employed during the night sliall be employed during
either the preceding or succeeding day, and that no male young person shall
be employed more than 6 nights, or, in the case of blast furnaces and paper
mQls, 7 nights, in any fortnight.

18. Where in any blast furnace, iron mill, foundry, or paper mill the process
in which a child, young person, or woman is employed is in an incomplete
state at the hour at which such child, young person, or woman is required by
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Generally. this act to cease work, such child, young person, or woman may be employeil

; for a period not exceeding 30 minutes beyond the said hour.
30 & 31 Vict. c. 103. J9_ jt shall not be necessary to give notice to the certifying surgeon {a) of

any accident to a person employed in any iron mill or blast furnace unless the

accident prevents the person injured from returning to his work for a period of

48 hours from the time of the accident. When the person injured shall have
been absent for such period of 48 hours, the actual employer of the person
injured shall immediately report the absence of such person to the occupier of

the factory ; and if the inspector or sub- inspector of factories is satisfied that

notice of an accident has not been given to the certifying surgeon, owing to

the default of such actual employer and not of the occupier, he shall take pro-

ceedings against such actual employer instead of against the occupier.

20. In the case of any accidental delay occurring in any process in any glass

works, in order to recover the time so lost, any male child or male young
person may be employed one hour more than the time during which such cliiKl

or young person might otherwise be employed, provided that the total number
of hours worked do not exceed 60 in any one week.

21. In the process of making glass it shall be lawful for any male young
person, subject to the provisions of this act, to work according to the accus-

tomed hours of the trade :

Provided

—

1st. That the hours of work do not exceed 60 in any one week, between
midnight on Sunday night and midnight on the succeeding Saturday
night.

2nd. That the hours of work for any such young person do not exceed 1

4

hours in 4 separate turns per week, or 12 hours in .') separate turns

per week, or 10 hours in 6 sejiarate turns per week.
3rd. That no such young person work in any turn without an interval of

time equal to one full turn.
22. In paper mills it .shall be lawful for any male j'oung person, subject to

the provisions of this act, to work according to the accustomed hours of the
trade :

Provided

—

1st. That the hours of work do not exceed 60 in any one week, between
midnight on Sunday night and midnight on the succeeding Saturday
night.

2nd. That the hours of attendance at the mill of any such young person
shall not in any period of 24 hours exceed 14 hours, and in case the
hours of attendance exceed 12 hours such young person sliall be
allowed half an hour for a meal in addition to the time allowed under
the Factoly Acts for meals.

23. So much of the said Factory Acts {b) as require that in England and
Ireland male young persons must have 8 half holidays in every year, in ad-
dition to Christmas Day and Good Friday, and in Scotland any day wholly sft
apart for the observance of the sacramental fast, and so much of the same acts
as forbid the employment of male young persons on any Saturday after 2 p.m.,
shall not apply to male young persons employed in day and night tuni.s,
changing every alternate week, and so much of the same acts as forbids the
employment of women and young persons on any Saturday after 2 p.m. shall
not apply in any week to any woman or female young person whose hour.s of
work have not exceeded 8 in any day of that week.

24. Where it appears to one of her Majesty's principal secretaries of state
that the regulations of the factory acts relating to the fencing of machinery
require to be modified in any particular trade, and that such modifications can
be made with due regard to the safety of the children, young persons, and
women employed, he may, by order with respect to any particular factorv or
any class of factories, modify the said regulations, so far as such trade is con-
cerned, upon such terms and in such manner as he thinks fit. Such order
shall be advertised in the " London Gazette" or otherwise published in such
manner as the secretary of state may think fit. Any regulations so modified

(«) See 7 \ict. c. 15, .ss. 8-12, (h) 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 103, s. 9, and
23, as to appointment of surgeons 7 Vict. c. 15. s 37
{ante, p. 447).



ly the said secretary of state shall be of the same validity as if they had been Generally.

the original regulations contained in the Factory Acts.

25. The said secretary of state, on proof to his satisfiiction that the customs 30 & 31 Vict. c. 103.

(11- exigencies of the trade require the alteration to be made, may, by order

to be advertised in the "London Gazette," or othenvise published in such

manner as the secretary of state may think fit, give permission, with respect

to any particular factory or class of factories, for any one or more of the

following things ; namely,

—

{a. ) That 4 whole holidays in any year may be allowed as a substitute for

the 8 half holidays retiuired to be given to every child, young person,

and woman by the J'actory Acts ; or,

{h. ) That the 8 half holidays required to be given by the Factory Acts to all

the children, young persons, and women employed may be given on
different days to any of the children, young persons, and Avomen, or

to any sets of such children, young persons, and women, and not at

the same time ; or,

(c.) That children, young persons, or women may be employed between 2

and 8 o'clock in the afternoon on Saturday, provided that in any
such factory or factories arrangements are made to the satisfaction of .

the said secretary of state for giving on some work-day in every week,
to eveiy child, young person, or woman so employed, a half holiday
of equal length either at the beginning or at the end of their day's

work ; or,

{d.) That in any factory or factories where such secretary has given permis-
sion to work between the hours of 7 a.m. and 7 p.m., or of 8 a.m.
and 8 p.m., children, young persons, and women may be employed
on Saturday, or on any other day on which the weekly half holiday
is given, between the hours of 7 a.m. and 3 p.m., or between 8 a.m.
and 4 p.m. ; or,

. {e.) That a surgical certificate given by a certifying surgeon shall not be
invalid solely on account of the employment of the child or young
person named in such certificate in a factory other than that for

which the certificate was originally granted, if such factory is within
the district of the same certifying surgeon.

(/.) That male young persons of not less than 16 years of age may be
employed in the same manner as if they were male persons exceeding
the age of 18 years.

26. "Where the occupier of any factory is a person of tlie Jewish religion,
and it is his custom to keep such factory closed on Saturdays until sunset, it

shall be lawful for him to employ young persons or women on that day from
after sunset until 9 o'clock at Jiight.

27. Where in any fiictory the owner or hirer of any machine or implement
moved by steam, water, or other mechanical power, in or about or in con-
nexion with which nmchine or implement children, young persons, or women
are employed, is some person other than the occupier of the factory, and such
children, young persons, or women are in the employment and pay of the
owner or hirer of such machine, in any such case such owner or hirer shall, so
far as respects any offence against the Factory Acts which may be committed in
relation to such children, young persons, or women, be deemed to be the
occupier of the fiictory.

Irint 2Motilt0,

By the 8 & 9 Vict. c. 29, intituled " An Act to regulate the Labour Priat Worlcs
of Children, Young Persons and Women in Print Works," it is en-
acted, S & 9 Vict. c. 29.

Sect. 2. That in this act, unless another sense shall be plainly interpretation
shown by the context, or by some positive enactment to the contrary, '^^'"'ss.

the words "print work" shall be taken to mean any building or "Print work."
sbed (a), and any part thereof, within which any persons are employed

(a) A child employed in finishing child employed in a print work with-
goods m a finishing shed which in 8 & 9 Vict. c. 29, s. 2. Harcl-
communicates with other buildings castle v. Jones, 32 L. T. M. C. 49.
in which printing is carried on, is a
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Print Works.

8 & 9 Vict. c. 29.

"Incidental
printing process.'

" ChUd."

" Young person.

" Parent."

'

' Masculine
gender" and
" singular num-
ber."

" Employment."

"Inspector" and
" sub-inspector."

" Agent."

"Month."

"Day."

"Night."

Exception to the
term "print
work."

Exception in

favour of me-
chanics.

Inspectors and
Kub-in.spcctoi-s.

Power of inspec-
tors and siib-in-

^.|.e.-tors.

to print figm-es, patterns or designs, by means of blocks or cylinders,

or by means of any other tool, instrument or mechanism, upon any
woven fabric of cotton, wool, hair, fur, silk, flax, hemp or jute, either

separately or mixed together, or mixed with any other material ; or
upon any felted fabric of wool or fur, either separatelj'^ or mixed with
any other material; or upon any cotton, linen, woollen, worsted, or

silken yarn; and the words "incidental printiag process " shall betaken
to mean any process ofpreparing, dyeing, bleaching, cleaning, calender-
ing, dressing, or finishing incident or necessary to the completion of the
chief process of printing figures, patterns or designs upon any of the
aforesaid materials, and carried on within buildings, sheds, fields, or

portions of ground lying adjacent to each other, or forming a part or

parts of the establishment where the chief process of printing as afore-

said is carried on; and the word " child" shall be taken to mean a
child under the age of 13 years ; and the words " young person " shall

be taken to mean a person of the age of 13 years and under the age of

16 years; and the word "parent" shall be taken to mean parent,
guardian or person having the legal custody of any such child ; and
any word denoting the " masculine gender " and " singular number "

shall be taken to include a female as well as a male, and any number
ofpersons ; and any person who shall work in any print work, whether
for wages or not, or as a learner or otherwise, either in printing or in

any incidental printing process, or in cleaning any part of the print

work, or in cleaning any block, cylinder, tool, or machine used therein,

or in any other kind of work whatsoever, save in the cases hereinafter
excepted, shall be deemed to be employed therein within the meaning
of this act; and the word " inspector" and " sub-inspector " shall be
taken to mean respectively an inspector and sub-inspector of prinlT

works; and the word "agent" shall be taken to mean any person
having on behalf of the occupier of any print work the care or direc-

tion thereof, or of any part thereof, or of any person employed therein;

and the word "month" shall be taken to mean a calendar month;
and the word " day" shall be taken to mean from 6 in the morning
until 10 in the evening of the same day ; and the word " night " shall

be taken to mean from 10 in' the evening of any one day imtil 6 of the

next following morning ; and any part of such print work may be
taken to be a print work within the meaning of this act ; but this en-
actment shall not extend to any part of such buildings used solely for

the purposes of a dwelling-house ; and nothing in this act contained
shall extend to any person, being a mechanic, artisan, or labourer,
working only in making or repairing the machinery or any part of the
print work.

Sect. 3. That the inspectors and sub-inspectors of factories appointed
or to be appointed by virtue of 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 103, and 7 & 8 Vict. c. 15,

shall respectively be inspectors and sub-inspectors for carrying into

effect the powers, authorities and provisions of this act.

Sect. 4. That every inspector and sub-inspector shall have power to

enter every part of any print work at any time, by day or by night,
when any person shall be employed therein, and to enter by day any
place which he shall have reason to believe to be a print work, and to

enter any school in which children employed in print works are edu-
cated, and at all times to take with him into any print work the
certifying surgeons of the district hereinafter'mentioned, and any con-
stable or other peace officer whom he may need to assist him, and
shall have power to examine, either alone or in the presence of any
other person, as he shall think fit, every person whom he shall find in

a print work or in such a school, or whom he shall have reason to

believe to be or to have been emjiloyed in a print work within 12

months next- preceding the time when he shall require him to be ex-
amined touching any matter within the provisions of this act ; and the

inspector or sub-inspector may, if he shall see fit, require such pei'son
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to make and sign a declaration of the tnitli of tlie matters respecting Print Works.

which he shall have been or shall be so examined ; and every inspector ;

and sub-inspector shall have power to examine the registers, certificates, ^^^ ^^*=*- ^-
'^^

notices and other documents kept in pursuance of this act ; and every

person who shall refuse to be examined as aforesaid, or who shall

refuse to sign his name or afl&x his mark to a declaration of the truth

of the matters respecting which he shall have been examined, or who
shall in any manner attempt to conceal or otherwise prevent any child Penalty for

or other person from appearing before or being examined by an in-
examirild^or de-

spector or sub-inspector, or who shall prevent or knowingly delay the laying inspector,

admission of an inspector or sub-inspector to any part of a print work
or school, or shall prevent an inspector or sub-inspector from exa-

mining any register, certificate, notice or other document kept in pur-

suance of this act, shall be deemed guilty of wilfully obstructing the

inspector or sub-inspector in the execution of the powers intrusted to

him.
Sect. 5. That every inspector shall keep full minutes of all his visits inspectors to re-

and proceedings, and shall report the same to one of her Majesty's P°^*^-

principal secretaries of state twice in every year, and oftener if re-

quired, and shall report the state and condition of the print works, and
of the persons employed therein whose laboiu* is regulated by tMs act,

and whether such print works are conducted according to the provi-

sions of this act.

Sect. 6. That every person carrying on business at any print work Owners of print

shall, within one month next after the passing of this act, or within
Oculars con-'^

^'^'

one month after beginning to carry on such business, send a written neoted therewith

notice, addressed to the office of the factory inspectors, London, con- to inspectors of

taining the name of such print work, together with the i)lace, town- ^^ *'"^*'

ship or parish, and county, where the same is situated, the post town
to which he desires his letters to be addressed, the nature of the work,
Liiul the name of the firm under which such business is or is to be car-

i iod on.

Sect. 7. That the certifying surgeons appointed or to be appointed Appointment of

l)y virtue of the 7 & 8 Vict. c. 15, shall be certifying surgeons for car- certifying sur-

1 ying into effect the powers, authorities, and provisions of this act.
geons.

Sect. 8. That the certificates of age required by this act, herein Form of surgical

called surgical certificates, shall be given according to the form and certificate,

directions contained in the schedule (A. ) annexed to this act ; and the
name of every person for whom a surgical certificate is required by this

act, and the date of the first day of employment or re-employment of

such person, shall be registered in the form and according to the direc-

tions given in the schedule (B.) annexed to this act, before it shall be
lawful to employ such person in a print work.

Sect. 9. That no such surgical certificate given by any person who Certificates not

is not an appointed certifying surgeon shall be of any force, unless it
phi'^.sur'^^'^**'

is given by a person duly authorised by an university or college, or must be by per-

other public body having authority in that behalf to practise surgery pons duly author-

or medicine, and countersigned, according to the form and directions gi^i'ed by a^nw-*"^
given in the schedule (A.) to this act annexed, by some justice of the gistrate.

peace, not being the occupier of a print work, and not being the father,
son, or brother of the occupier of a print work ; and no person shall
countersign any such surgical certificate in the absence of the person
named therein, or without proof that the person brought before him is

the same to whom the certificate was granted.
Sect. 10, That no person shaU grant any surgical certificate requu-ed Surgical certifi-

by this act, except upon personal inspection of the person named
"J'*?^

*° ^^^ ^^^°\
therein ; and no certifying surgeon shall examine any person for the

^"" ^°

purposes of this act, or sign or issue any such surgical certificate, else-
where than at the print work where such person is to be employed,
unless for special cause, to be allowed by an inspector ; and if a certi-
fying surgeon shall refuse to grant a certificate of age to any person
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Print Worlcs.

8 & 9 Vict. c. 29.
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surgeon's fees.

Inspectors and
Kub-inspectors
may annul certi-

ficates.

presented to him for such examination, he shall give, when required
instead of such certificate, a paper specifying under his hand the
reasons for such refusal, in the form and directions given in the sche-
dule (A.) to this act annexed.

Sect. 11. That if the occupier of a print work shall agree in writing
with the certifjdng surgeon of a district for the payment to be made
by the occupier of the print work to the certifying surgeon for the
examination of persons for whom surgical certificates are required by
this act, and if the terms of such agreement shall be in conformity
with such regulations for the guidance of the surgeons as shall be
made by the inspector of the district, and shall be countersigned by
the inspector in token of such confoiinity, all jjenalties which may be
incurred by any party for breach of such agreement may be recovered
as other penalties under this act may be recovered, and shall be applied
as other penalties under this act are directed to be applied, and no
such agreement shall be liable to any stamp duty.

Sect. 12. That an inspector shall fix the amount of fees to be paid
by the occupier of a print work, and the time when such fees shall be
paid to the certifj'ing surgeon, and also the times when such certifying

sui'geon shall visit a print work, provided he shall be required to fix

such fees and visits by the occupier of a print work ; and the fees so to

be fixed by the inspector shall not in any case, where the surgeon shall

examine more than one person, exceed Is. for each person who shall

be presented to him at the print work by the occupier thereof or his

agent to be examined, together with Qd. for every half mile that the
distance of the print work from the residence of such surgeon shall

exceed one mile ; and such fees, including mileage, shall not be less

than Is., and shall in no case exceed 5s., for any one visit, except
when upon such visit the certifying surgeon shall examine for the said

certificates of age more than ten persons who may be brought before

him as aforesaid, in which case he shall receive M. for each person
that he may so examine, instead of all other fees ; and in any case

where a print work is situated within the distance of one mile from
the residence of a certifying surgeon, the fee for such print work shall

not exceed 2s. 6cZ. for each visit, except when at any one visit he shall

examine for the said certificates of age more than 5 persons who may
be brought before him as aforesaid, in which case he shall receive Qd.

for each person that he may so examine, instead of all other fees ; and
no certifying surgeon shall receive more than 6(Z. for any certificate

which he may be allowed by an inspector, as hereinbefore provided, to

sign or issue otherwise than at the print works where the person is to

be employed ; and the occupier of any print work shall pay such fees

to the certifying sui-geon at the time of signing such certificates, or at

any other time when he may be directed by the inspector to do so

;

and the occupier of such print work may deduct the fee, or any part

thereof, not exceeding in any one case the sum of M., from the wages
ofthe person for whom the certificate may have been granted ; but inany
case where such agreement as aforesaid has been executed between an
occupier of a print work and the certifying surgeon, the amount
named in such agreement shall be instead of the fees fixed by any
inspector in virtue of this act; provided always, that no certifying

surgeon shall be required to visit any print work situated within '6

miles of his residence oftoner than once in each week, or to visit any
print work situated at a greater distance than 3 miles oftener than
once in every fortnight, unless with the consent of the occuj)ier of the

print work.
Sect. 13. That any inspector and sub-inspector may annul any sm*-

gical certificate gi-anted under this act by writing across the sui-gical

certificate the word " annulled," with his name, and the date of an-
nulling such certificate; provided that in either case he shall have
reason to believe the real age of the person mentioned therein to be les3
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than that mentioned in the certificate, or provided the certifying sur- Print Works.

geon of the district shall, upon reference made to him, deem such rTT"^:"^ Z."
l)erson to be then of deficient health or strength, or by disease or

bodily infirmity incapacitated for labour, or liable to be injured by
continued employment ; and no certificate so annulled shall be valid in

respect of the person named therein for the purposes of this act from
the day when the certificate shall have been so annulled ; and the pro-

duction of the certificate shall be evidence that the certificate was
annulled on the day so stated.

Sect. 14. That in case any person shall be desirous of proving the Certificates of real

real age of any person for whom a certifying surgeon shall have re- tSuod!^
^" °^"

fused to grant a certificate of age for the purposes of this act, or whose
surgical certificate any inspector or sub-inspector shall have annulled,

the inspector or sub-inspector shall, on demand, give to such person a

requisition under his hand in a form to be approved of by the in-

spectors and by the registrar-general, for the production of a duly
certified copy of the entry of the birth or baptism of such person, pro-

vided the party demanding the same shall declare the names of such
l^erson and of his parents, with the place where and the year in

which he was born or baptised, which particulars shall be set forth in

the requisition ; and every party to whom such requisition shall have
been given shall be entitled, upon payment of Is., to receive, on per-
sonal application, or on application in writing in such form and under
such regulations as shall beapprovedofby the inspectors and registrar

general, from any minister, registrar, or other person having the care

of any registrar of births or baptisms in which the birth or baptism of
such person is entered, a duly certified copy of the entry in such
register, which shall be indorsed on the aforesaid requisition, and shall

be signed by the minister, registrar or other person having charge of

such register ; and such payment of l.s. shall be instead of all other
fees or payments to which such minister, registrar or other person
shall be entitled ; and if the said certified copy proving the age of the
])erson named therein to be such as to entitle him to have the surgical

(•ortificate required shall be produced to the certifjdng surgeon of the
district, he shall examine the same, and if it shall appear to him that
the said certified copy has not been altered or falsified in any manner,
the certifying surgeon shall thereupon, without further fee or reward,
give a surgical certificate in the form provided for that case in schedule
(A.) to this act annexed, and shall write the word " examined" upon
the certified copy of the entry of the birth or baptism which he shall

have received, with his signature, and the date of such signature, and
shall send such certified copy by the post to the sub-inspector of the
district, who shall send a receipt for the same by post to the said sur-
geon, and shall keep such certified copy of the entry of the birth or
baptism for future reference, if necessary ; and if any inspector shall
require a certified copy of the entry of the birth of any person em-
ployed in any print work from the office of the registrar general, he,
or any person deputed by him, shall, on producing a requisition in the
form hereinbefore provided, be entitled to examine the indexes to the
registers in the general register office, and to receive such certified

copy indorsed on the requisition without the payment of any fee ; but
no certified copy of the entry of any birth or baptism issued in conse-
quence of any such requisition hereinbefore provided shall be admis-
sible in evidence in any court or for any purpose, save for the purposes
of this act : Provided always, that in those cases in which a surgical
certificate shall have been refused or annulled in consequence of
deficient health or strength, or by reason of disease or bodily infirmity,
the inspector or sub-inspector shall not sign the requisition herein-
before mentioned, and such person shall not be employed on proof of
real age only.

Sect. 15. That before employing any person requiring a surgical Certificate to be
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certificate under this act tlio occupier of the print work shall obtain

the surgical certificate, save as hereinafter excepted, and shall keep
and be bound to produce every such certificate when required to the

inspector or sub-inspector : and no sui'gical certificate shall be valid,

except for employment at the print work for which it was originally

granted, or, if granted by a certifying surgeon, at any other print work
in the occupation of the same person who is occupier of the print work
for which the certificate was originally granted, provided such other

print work be in the district of the certifying surgeon who granted the

certificate, and the certificate be produced in the print work where the

person named in the certificate is at work ; and the certifying surgeon,

as often as he shall visit a print work for the purpose of granting cer-

tificates, shall enter in the register of children the date of his visit, and
the other particulars set forth in the form and according to the direc-

tions given in schedule (B.) to this act annexed.
Sect. 16. Provided always, that no occupier of any ijrint work shall

be liable to any penalty for employing any person in any manner not
contrary to the other provisions of this act, without a surgical certifi-

cate, for any time not exceeding. 7 working days, or, when the certi-

fying surgeon shall reside more than 3 miles from the print work, for

any time not exceeding 13 working days, provided all surgical cer-

tificates for that print work be granted only by the certifying surgeon
appointed for that print work; but this enactment shall not be
construed to authorize the employment of any person in respect

of whom the certifying surgeon shall have refused to grant such
surgical certificate.

Sect. 17. That every surgical certificate given under this act, and
which shall not have been annulled, shall be evidence in the first

instance of the age of the person named therein, but shall not protect

any person, knowing such person to be of less than the age certified,

from any penalty for employing or conniving at the employment of

such person otherwise than is allowed by this act ; and in every pro-

ceeding on any information or complaint for employing any person
contrary to this act a declaration in writing, by the certifying surgeon
of the district, that he has personally examined such person, and be-

lieves him to be under such age as shall be set forth in such declara-

tion, shall be evidence in the first instance, until the contrary shall be
made to appear, that such person is under the age mentioned in such
declaration.

Sect. 18. That if any inspector or sub-inspector shall make a com-
plaint before a justice of the peace that the real age of any person who
is employed in a print work without a stu'gical certificate is less than
16, the occupier of the print work in which such person is employed
shall be liable to the penalties for employing persons for whom a
surgeon's certificate is required by law without the proper surgical

certificate, unless upon the proceeding for the enforcement of such
penalties he shall prove, by an extract from a legal register of birth

or baptism, that the said person had completed his 16th year of

age.

Sect. 19. That after the 1st of January, 1846, no child under the

age of 8 years shall be employed in any print work.
Sect. 20. That no child shall be employed in a print work (save in

the cases hereinafter excepted) until the occupier thereof shall have
obtained a surgeon's certificate, according to the form and directions

given in the schedule (A.) to this act annexed, in proof that such
child has the ordinary strength and appearance of a child of at least

8 years of age, and is not incapacitated by disease or bodily in-

firmity from working daily in a print work, as allowed by this act.

Sect. 2 1 . That no young person shall be employed in a print work
(save in the cases hereafter excepted) until the occupier thereof shall

have obtained a surgical certificate according to the form and directions
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uiven in the schedule (A.) to this act annexed, in jiroof that such young PHrd Works.

person has the ordinary strength and appearance of a young person of —

—

at least 13 years of age, and is not incapacitated by disease or bodily
ic -c. 29.

infirmity from working in a print work, as allowed by this act.

Sect. 22. That after the 1st of January, 1846, no child or female Children and fc-

shall be employed in any print work during the night. males not to bo

Sects. 23, 24 and 25 related to certificates of school attendance, and n^ht?^°
^^ °

contained a clerical error, which was remedied by 9 & 10 Vict. c. 18,

ss. 1 and 2, but together with so much of the schedule (A.) annexed to

8 & 9 Vict. 0. 29, as related to certificates of school attendance, they
were repealed from August 1, 1847; and in lieu thereof it was enacted,

by 10 & 11 Vict. c. 70, 10 & 11 Vict. c. 70.

Sect. 2. That the master of any school which shall be attended by Sciiooimaster to

children employed in a print work shall keep a register of their names ^^PJR '^ register of

and attendance, and if the inspector of the district shall disapprove of tendance,

the form of register adopted by the schoolmaster it shall be kept in such
other form as the inspector may direct.

Sect. 3. That after the said first day of August the occupier of every Occupiers of print

print work shall, before employing any child therein, obtain from a ^i.tmcate°fTOm
schoolmaster a certificate, according to one of the forms and according scboolm;ister of

to the directions given in the schedule marked (A.) to this act an- child's attendance

nexed, that such child had attended school for at least 30 days and
^

not less than 150 hours during the half-year immediately preceding
the first day of the employment of such child, or if it shall have left

the said print works and shall be again employed therein, the said

school attendance shall have been duringthe half-yearimmediately pre-
ceding the first day of such re-employment, and such school attendance
shall be after eight in the morning, and before six in the evening ; but
no attendance of less than two and a half houi-s on any one day shall be
reckoned as any part of the said 150 hours, nor shall any attendance
on any one day for more than 5 hours be reckoned for more than 5

hours ; and a like certificate shall be obtained at the beginning of each
period of 6 calendar months during which the employment of such
child shall be continued in that print work ; and such occupier shall

keep every such certificate so long as such child shall continue in his

employment for 12 calendar months after the date thereof, and shall

produce the same to any inspector or sub-inspector when required
during such period.

Sect. 4. That from and after the said first day of August the forms Certificate to be
of certificates of school attendance of children employed in print works §^^7°" according to

shall be in one of the forms given in the schedule marked (A.) an-
^'^^^ " '^'

nexed to this act.

Schedule to 10 & 11 Vict. c. 70.

No. 1.

Form ofSchool Certificatesfor One Child.

I liereby certify, that the child. A, B., son [or daughter] of C. D. and E. F.,
residing in , attended the school kept by me at for the miinber
of hours and at the time on each day specified in the columns opposite to his
\pr her] name.
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tlic column for each day, in the handwriting of the
_
schoolmaster ; end no Print Works.

(•(rtificate shall be valid unless the schoolmaster shall in his own handwriting •

subscribe to it his christian and surname in full, affixing the date when he 10 <fe 11 Vict. c. 70.

signs the same.

By the 8 «fe 9 Vict. c. 29, s. 26, if an inspector, on his personal ex- g & 9 vict. c. 29.

amination, or on the report of a sub-inspector, shall be of opinion that inspector may by
any schoolmaster vfh.o grants certificates of the school attendance of notice annul the

children employed in a print work is unfit to instruct children, by schoolmaster
*°^'

reason of his incapacity to teach them to read and write, from his gross found unfit,

ignorance, or from his not having the books and materials necessary to

teach them reading and writing, or because of his immoral conduct, or

of his continual neglect to keep the registers, and fill up and sign the
certificates of school attendance, as required by this act, the inspector

of the district may annul any certificate granted by such disqualified

schoolmaster, by a notice in writing addr^sed to the occupier of the
print work in which the children named in the certificate are employed,
or his principal agent, setting forth the grounds on which he deems such,

t^choolmaster to be unfit ; and after the date of such notice no certifi-

cate of school attendance granted by such schoolmaster shall be valid

for the purposes of this act, unless with the consent in writing of the
inspector of the district ; but no inspector shall annul any such certi-

ficate unless in the aforesaid notice he shall name some other school
situated within 2 miles of the print work where the children named in
the certificate are employed : Provided always, that any schoolmaster Appeal to Secre-

whose certificate shall have been annulled, or the occupier of the ^^^^ °^ state.

])viiit work in which the children named in the said certificate are em-
jiloyed, on behalf of the schoolmaster, may appeal to the secretary of
state against any such decision of the inspector, and the secretary of state
may, if he think fit, rescind such decision : Provided also, that every
inspector shall, in his annual report to the secretary of state, state the
instances (if any) in which he shall have had occasion to annul any
such certificate, together with the reasons which he has in each case
assigned for so doing.

Sect. 27. That registers shall be kept in the print work to which Registers to be

they relate by the occupier of every print work, according to the forms '^ept m every

and directions given in schedule (B.) to this act annexed; and every
^"" '*^o''-.

inspector shall have power to requu-e such occupier to send to him, in
such manner as may be directed in the requisition, any extracts from
such registers, and any other information with relation to the persons
employed in the print work which may be requisite to facilitate the
performance of the duties of such inspector in any inquiry made under
the authority of this act; but no information so sent by the occupier
of any print work which is not contained in the registers, certificates,

and other documents requii-ed by this act to be received or kept shall
be admissible in evidence in any proceeding against him for the reco-
very of any_ penalty ; and the registers, certificates, and other docu-
ments required by this act to be received or kept shall be forthwith
produced to the inspector or sub-inspector, on his demanding to ex-
amine the same, at any time when the print work is at work.

Sect. 28. That the hours of the day during which it is lawful to em- For ensuring re-

ploy children, young persons and women, shall be regulated in every ^ia"ty i^r® °^-

print work by a public clock, or by some other clock open to the
^^''^'"^''^ °^ *''"®-

public view, to be approved of in either case in writing under the hand
of the inspector or sub-inspector of the district.

Sect. 29._ That such abstract of this act as shall be directed by one An abstract of this
of her Majesty's principal secretaries of state shall be fixed on a mov- act, and certain

able board, and be hung up as soon as received by the occupier of the hungTne^ery
prmt work or his agent in the entrance of the print work, and in such print work,
other places as the inspector or sub-inspector of the district may
direct; and notices of the names and addresses of the inspector or

VOL. II, K iz
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sub-inspector of the district in whicli the print work is situated, of the

clock by which the hours of work in the print work are regulated,

and any alteration thereof, together with every other notice required

by this act, wi'itten or printed in legible characters, and fixed on
movable boards (each particular notice being signed by the occupier of

every print work or his agent), shall be hung up at the entrance of

the print work, where they may be easily read by the persons em-
ployed in the print work, and in such other places as the inspector or

sub-inspector of the district may direct, and whence they shall not be
removed while the print work is at work; and in case any such
abstract of this act or notice shall become illegible in any part, the

occupier of the print work shall cause a new copy thereof to be pro-

vided and hung up as aforesaid ; and every notice required to be hung
up shall be in the forms and according to the directions given in the
schedule (C.) hereunto annexed.

Sect. 30. That the occupier of any print work in which any offence

against this act has been proved to have been committed, and for

which a pecuniary penalty may be imposed, shall in every case (save

as hereinafter provided) be deemed in the first instance to have com-
mitted the offence, and shall be liable to pay the penalty; but any
occupier who shall have been proceeded against by any inspector or

sub-inspector shall be entitled, upon complaint or information duly
made by such occupier, to have any agent, servant or workman whom
he shall charge as the actual offender brought by summons before the
justices at the time appointed for hearing the complaint made against
him by the inspector or sub-inspector ; and if after the commission of
the offence has been proved the occupier of the print work shall prove
to the satisfaction of the justices that he had used due diligence to

enforce the execution of the act, and that the said agent, servant, or
workman had committed the offence in question, without his know-
ledge, consent, or connivance, the said agent, servant or workman
shall be convicted of such offence, and shall pay the penalty instead of
the occupier of the print work ; and the payment of such penalty and
costs shall be enforced against the agent, servant, or workman in like

manner as penalties are made recoverable by this act: Provided
always, that when it shall be made to appear to the satisfaction of the
inspector or sub-inspector, at the time of discovering the offence, that
the occupier of the print work had used all due diligence to enforce
the execution of this act, and also by what person such offence had
been committed, and also that it had been committed without the per-
sonal consent, connivance or knowledge of the occupier, and in con-
travention of his orders, then the inspector or sub-inspector shall
proceed against the person whom he shall believe to be the actual
offender in the first instance, without first proceeding against the occu-
pier of the print work.

Sect. 31. That all complaints for offences against this act shall bo
prefen-ed within two months next after the commission of the offence,
except in the case of complaints for having employed a child without
the school certificate required by this act, in which case the complaints
may be preferred within 6 months next after the commission of the
offence, or in the case of complaints for offences punishable at discre-
tion by fine or imprisonment, in which case the complaints may bo
preferred within 12 months next after the commission of the offence

;

and no person shall bo liable to a larger amount of penalties for any
repetition from day to day of the same kind of offence than the highest
penalty hereinafter named for such offence, unless such repetition of
offence shall have been committed after a complaint shall have been
made for the previous offence, and except also for offences of employing
2 or more children or young persons or women contrary to law (a).

{a) The proceedings under the Factory Acts are exempted from the oiieration
of 11 & 12 Vict. c. 4.3.

^ ^
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Sect. 32. Tliat all complaints for the enforcement of any penalty Print Works.
under this act shall be heard and determined by two or more justices

of the peace acting for the county or other jurisdiction wherein the ^^ svict. c. 29.

offence was committed, or for any adjoining county or jurisdiction, this^actmaybe
*^^

with the like authority as though the cause of complaint had arisen had before any

within such adjoining county or jurisdiction, provided that the place Justices.

of hearing the complaint in such other county or jurisdiction be not
more than 5 miles from the place where the offence was committed

;

and the justices by whom any person shall be fined for any offence Penalties may be
against this act may order that such person shall pay the penalty, and recovered as in

also the reasonable costs and charges of such proceedings and convic- ^°'
'

''' **'

tion, either immediately or within such time as the said justices shall

think fit ; and in default of payment thereof any justice may cause
the same to be levied by distress and sale of the goods and chattels of
the party convicted, together with the reasonable costs and charges of
such conviction, distress, and sale, by warrant under the hand and
seal of any such justice ; and where the warrant of distress is directed ^°^'^y °^ dis-

against the goods and chattels of any person being the occupier of a j,riiit*woric where
print work, it shall be lawful under such warrant to distrain any goods occupier is con-

and chattels found in the said print work which would be liable to be ^^*'**^'^-

distrained for rent in arrear.

Sect. 33. That in England and Ireland a summons for an offence issue of summons

against this act shall be issued by any justice upon complaint being agahisuids act.

made to him in writing by an inspector or sub-inspector, or upon oath
before him by any other person, that to the best of the knowledge and
belief of the inspector, sub-inspector, or such other person, such an
offence has been committed ; and in Scotland a summons for an offence
against this act shall be issued by any justice upon complaint being
made to him in writing by an inspector or sub-inspector or by the
procurator fiscal, or by any person having a title and interest to pro-
secute with the conciu-ronce of the procurator fiscal, that to the best of
the knowledge and belief of such inspector, sub-inspector, procurator
fiscal, or other person, such an offence has been committed ; and in
every such prosecution in Scotland the proceedings shall be summary,
and it shall not be necessary to take down in writing more than the
substance of the evidence ; and no higher or other fees shall be allowed
in Scotland to the clerk of coiu't or constables than are allowed to
be paid to the sheriff clerk and sheriff officers in causes and prosecu-
tions under the authority of 10 Geo. 4, c. 55. ^^ ^'^°- ^' " ^'•

Sect. 34. That every person who shall be summoned to answer any Compelling par-

complaint shall be bound to appear at the time and place mentioned ^^^^ ^ appear and

in the summons, and to produce before the justices then and there
'^""^ register,

present every register or other account, paper or notice required by law
to be kept by him or his agent, which shall be mentioned in the sum-
mons ; and if he shall not appear accordingly, then (upon proof of due
service of the summons) the justices may hear and determine the case
in his absence, or issue their warrant, as hereinafter provided, for en-
forcing his attendance, and the attendance of any witness who shall
refuse or neglect to appear.

Sect. 35. That it shall be no objection to the competency of any inspectors and
inspector or sub-inspector to give evidence as a witness in any prose-

com"et^^t*w-t
cution under this act that it is brought at the instance of such in- nesses.

'^^ ^^

"

specter or sub-inspector, or in Scotland, the procurator fiscal or other
person as aforesaid.

Sect. 36. That any justice of the peace, upon any complaint under Justices may cu-

this act, may summon any witness to appear and give evidence at a oT^tnels^s''"*'^time and place appointed for hearing such complaint, and by warrant
under his hand and seal may require any person to be brought before
the justices by whom the complaint shall be heard who shall neglect
or refuse to appear at the time and place appointed in any summons,
proof upon oath being first given of personal service of the summons

K K 2
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uiDon the person against whom such warrant shall be granted, and
may commit any person coming or brought before such justices who
shall refuse to give evidence to the county prison or prison of the

place where such offence was committed, there to remain for any time
not exceeding 1 month, or until such person shall sooner submit him-
self to be examined ; and in case of such submission, the order of any
justice shall be a sufficient warrant to any gaoler or prison keeper for

the discharge of such person.

Sect. 37. That every inspector and sub-inspector shall be empowered
to summon any person whom he shall charge with having offended

against this act, and also all witnesses who may be needed to give evi-

dence concerning the charge ; and every such summons shall be of the

same effect as if issued by a justice of the peace after complaint upon
oath before him, and shall be enforced in like manner, and the like

proceedings may be had thereupon as if complaint upon oath had been
made before such justice for such offence : and every constable and
other peace officer to whom any such summons shall be directed shall

be bound to take charge of and to serve such summons, and in default

thereof shall be liable to be punished as if the summons had been
issued by a justice of the peace : and every such summons of an
offender or witness may be in the form provided in each case, and
given in the schedule (D.) hereunto annexed ; and when an inspector

or sub-inspector shall summon an offender, he shall give to the same
constable or peace officer a statement of the offence alleged to have
been committed, who shall deliver it to a justice of the peace usually

acting for the division in which the case is to be heard, or to the clerk

of any such justice, at least 24 hours before the period named in the

summons for the appearance of the party charged with such offence.

Sect. 38. That it shall be sufficient in any information, complaint,

or other proceeding under this act, to set forth the name of the osten-

sible occupier or title of the firm by which the occupier employing the

workpeople of the print work may be usually known : and the service

of any summons, order or notice required by this act, or issued under
the authority of this act, and not expressly directed to be personal

service, may be made by leaving the same at the dwelling house of the

person to whona the same shall be addressed, or, in the case of sum-
m.oning or giving an order or notice to the occupier of a print work or

to a schoolmaster, by giving a copy thereof in writing to the agent of

such occupier, or by sending a copy thereof by the post, directed to

the occupier of the print work at the print work, or to the schoolmaster

at his school.

Sect. 39. That any person who shall be convicted of having em-
ployed any child, young person or woman in any manner contrary to

the provisions of this act, or of employing any child under the age of

13 years without having obtained the certificate from a schoolmaster

required by this act, such person (not being the parent of such child,

or the husband of such woman, nor having any direct benefit from the

wages of such child or woman), shall for every such offence be ad-
judged to pay a penalty of not less than 20s. and not more than 3Z. for

each child, young person or woman so illegally employed : provided
always, that if the offence shall be the employment of any such child

[young person (a)] or woman during the night, the penalty shall not

be less than 40s. nor more than bl. for each child, [young person] or

woman so illegally employed.
Sect. 40. That every parent and other person who shall have direct

benefit from the wages of any child employed in any manner forbidden

{a) The words "young pcr.son" bcnn omitted,

were inserted by mistake, and the c. 18, s. 3.)

section is to be read as if they had

(See 9 & 10 Vict.
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by this act, vfho shall wilfully connive at such illegal employment, or Print Works.

who shall neglect to cause such child to attend school as hereinbefore — ;
—

-

provided, or who, when required by an inspector or sub-inspector, 8&9Vict.c. £9

shall fail to produce a certificate of the school attendance of such child, emp^oymentf'^
as required by this act, and the husband of any woman employed
during the night wilfully conniving at such employment, shall be
liable to a penalty of not less than 55. and not more than 20s. for each
offence.

Sect. 41. That every person convicted of wilfully obstructing an Penalty for ob-

inspector or sub-inspector in the execution of any of the powers
^rg^'execution

intrusted to him by virtue of this act, shall be liable for each offence of their duty.

to a penalty of not less than 31. and not more than lOZ,

Sect. 42. That every occupier of a print work in which an inspector Penalty for ob-

or sub-inspector shall be obstructed in the night by any attempt to
tors at nfght-^^^"

prevent his making a full and complete examination of all parts of the

print works, and of every person employed therein, shall be Liable to a
penalty of not less than 20?. and not more than 501.

Sect. 43. That every person convicted of making, giving, signing. Penalty for giving

counter-signing, counterfeiting, or making use of any certificate au- cmfflcate"*™^
thorised or requu-ed by or by virtue of this act, knowing the same to

be untrue, or of wilfully making or wilfuUy conniving at making any
false or counterfeited certificate, or any false entry in aay register, or

any other account, paper or notice required by or by virtue of this act,

and also every person convicted of wilfully making and signing a false

declaration in any proceedings under this act, shall bo liable to a
penalty of not less than 51. and not more than 201., or to be imprisoned
for any time not exceeding 6 calendar months in the house of correc-

tion in the county, town, or place where the offence was committed.
Sect. 44. That the penalty for any offence against this act for which Penalty in cases

no special penalty is herein provided shall be any sum not less than 21. where no specialjiii-^7 penalty is pro-
and not more than ol. vided.

Sect. 45. That the non-compliance with any direction contained in offences against

any schedule to this act annexed, shall be deemed an offence against directions in sche-

the provisions of this act.
dules.

Sect. 46. That every person who shall be convicted twice within Penalty for second

12 calendar months for an offence of the same kind against this act offence,

shall pay for the second offence any sum not less than one-half of the
highest penalty for that offence, and if convicted 3 times within 12

calendar months for an offence of the same kind shall pay not less than
two-thirds of the highest penalty, and if convicted more than 3 times
within 24 calendar months for an offence of the same kind shall pay
the highest penalty ; but a repetition of the same kind of offence shall

not be considered as the second or subsequent offences referred to in
this enactment, unless such second or subsequent offence shall have
been committed after a complaint has been made for the previous
offences ; and in any case in which a person shall be convicted at any
one time for offences against this act, so that the penalties amount in
the whole to more than 100?., the sum of lOOl. together with all the
reasonable costs and charges of such proceedings and convictions,

may be paid instead of the penalties for all offences committed by
such person before the day on which the last summons was taken out
against him or her.

Sect. 47. Provided always, that no person shall be liable to a in cases of repe-

larger amount of penalties for any repetition from day to day of the ^^^^'^^ °^ offences,

same kiud of offence than the highest penalty herein appointed for

such offence, unless such repetition of offence shall have been com-
mitted after a complaint shall have been made for the previous offence;
but the offence of employing two or more children or women contraiy
to law shall be considered a repetition of the same kind of offence
within the meaning of this provision.

Sect. 48. That all penalties for any offence against this act shall Application of
penalties.
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Print Works.

8 & 9 Vict. c. 20.

5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 7G.

How former con-
viction may be
proved.

Convictions to be
iiled amongst the
records of tlie

county.

No appeal from
convictions, ex-
cept in certain
cases.

Appeal.

Notice to in-

spector.

be applied under tlie direction of one of lier Majesty's principal secre-
taries of state, and shall be paid, on account of the inspector for tho
district in which the penalty was imposed, to such banker as shall bo
appointed by such inspector to receive the same ; and every person to

whom any such penalty shall be paid shall pay over the amount
thereof to the banker so appointed, within 14 days of receiving the
same ; and it shall be lawful for the secretary of state to remit the
whole or any part of such penalty, and so much thereof as shall not
be so remitted, and not otherwise especially appropriated by this act,

shall be applied by such inspector, under the direction of one of her
Majesty's principal secretaries of state, in such manner as shall appear
best for the establishment or support of day schools for the education
of children employed in print works ; and so much of 5 «&; 6 Will. 4,

c. 76, as provides that certain penalties and forfeitures, if recovered
before any justice of any borough having a separate court of quarter
sessions of the peace, shall be recovered for and adjudged to be paid
to the treasurer of such borough, shall be repealed as to the penalties
imposed under this act.

Sect. 49. That whenever any person shall be convicted of any
offence against this act, the clerk of the peace where such conviction
shall have been filed shall, upon the request in writing of any inspector
or sub-inspector, deliver or cause to be delivered to him a copy of tho
conviction, certified under his hand to be a true copy ; and every such
copy shall be received as evidence of such conviction upon any future
proceeding under this act ; and for every such copy the clerk shall bo
entitled to have a fee of one shilling, and no more.

Sect. 50. That every conviction under this act may be in the fonn
given in the schedule (D.) to this act annexed, or in any other form
more suitable to the case, and shall be certified in England and
Ireland to the next general or quarter session of the peace, and in
Scotland to the clerk of the justices of the peace, there to be filed

amongst the records of the county, riding, division, stewartry, town
or place.

Sect. 51. That no appeal shall be allowed against any conviction
under this act, except for an offence punishable, at discretion, by fine

or imprisonment, or when the penalty awarded shall be more than 3/.

;

neither shall any conviction, except as aforesaid, be removable bj'

certiorari or bill of advocation into any coui't whatever ; and no in-
formation, conviction or other proceeding on any complaint for an
offence against this act shall be quashed or deemed illegal for matter
of form or for the want of any averment unnecessary to be proved, or
the ornission of any word, or for the insertion of any word in any case
in which such omission or such insertion respectively do not affect the
essence of the offence, nor for the wrong designation of a name, or
time, or place where the person, time and place intended shall have
been so stated as to have been, in the opinion of the justices by whom
the complaint shall have been heard, clearly understood by the person
charged with such offence; and it shall not be necessary in any
information, conviction, or other proceeding under this act to define
the processes carried on in such print work, or to set out that the print
work or process of employment referred to is not within any of the
cases excepted, provided that it be therein stated that such print
work is a print work within this act ; and the proof of being within
any such excepted case shall lie upon the party claiming the benefit of
stich exception.

Sect. 52. Thatany person aggrieved by any such conviction for
which an appeal is allowed by this act may appeal to the next court of
general or quarter sessions which shall beholden not less than 12 days
after the day of the conviction for the county or other jurisdiction
wherein the cause of complaint shall have arisen

;
provided that the

person so intending to appeal shall give to the inspector or sub-



inspector of the district notice in writing of such appeal, and of the Priiii Works.
cause or matter thereof, within 3 days after the conviction or order.

and 7 clear days at the least before such session, and shall also enter ^ ^^ ^^°''- °- ^^'

into a recognisance with 2 sufficient sureties before a justice of the
peace for the county or other jurisdiction 7 clear days at the least

before such session, .conditioned personally to appear at the said ses-

sion, and to try such appeal, and to abide the judgment of the court
thereon, and to pay such costs as shall be by the court awarded ; and Costs,

the court at such session shall hear and determine the matter of appeal,

and shall make such order thereon as to the court shall seem meet

;

and in case of the dismissal of the appeal or the affirmance of the
conviction or order the court shall adjudge and order the party to

be punished according to the conviction, or to obey the order ap-
pealed against, and to pay such costs as shall be awarded, and shall,

if necessary, issue process for enforcing such judgment.
Sect. 53. That in all cases in which a justice of the peace is re- Who are to exer-

quired or empowered to do anything under this act, or is named pise the powei-s of

therein, a burgh magistrate shall have within his jurisdiction the same ^"^ ^^'^ '

powers and duties as are herein given to such justice, and shall exercise

the same in Scotland ; but no complaint preferred for any offence

against this act committed in a print work shall be heard by a justice

of the peace or burgh magistrate, being an occupier of the print work,
or being the father, son or brother of the occupier of the piint work,
in which the oflPence set forth in the complaint shall have been com-
mitted.

Schedule (A.)

Surgical Certificate.

{To he written or jrrinted on white paper.)

Print Works Regulation Act^ Victoria, c. »

Ko, . Certificate of age for a child to be employed in the print AVork of

, situate at , in

I , of , duly appointed a certifying surgeon, do hereby certify,

that , son [or daughter] of , and , residing in , has
been personally examined by me, this day of , one thousand eight

hundred and , and that the said child has the ordinary strength and
appearance of a child of at least eight years of age, and that I believe the real

age of the said child to be at least eight years ; and that the said child is not
incapacitated by disease or bodily infirmity from working in the above-named
print work for the time allowed by this act.

(Signed) Certifying Surgeon.

The form of a surgical certificate to be given to a child who has obtained a
certificate of real age shall be the same as above, omitting the words "and
that the said child has the ordinary strength and appearance of a child of at

least eight years of age, and that I believe the real age of the said child to be
at least eight years," and substituting these words in their place, " and that a
certificate of the birth [or baptism] of the said child has been produced to me
in the form required by this act, proving that the real age of such child is at

least eight years."

(To he written or 2')rinted on coloured paper.)

Print Works Regulation Act, Victoria, c. .

No. . Certificate of age for a young person to be employed in the print
work , of , situate at , in

I , of , duly appointed a certifying surgeon, do hereby certify,

that son [or daughter] of , and , residing in , has been
personally examined by me, this day of , one thousand eight
hundred and , and that the said young person has the ordinary strength
and appearance of a young person of at least thirteen years of age, and that I

believe tlie real age of the said young person to be at least thirteen years ; and
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Print Works, tiiat the said young person is not incapacitated by disease or bodily infirmity

8 & 9 Yi t "9 ^^°™ working in the above-named print work for the time allowed by this act.

(Signed) Certifying Surgeon.

The form of surgical certificate to be given to a young person who has

obtained a certificate of real age shall be the same as the above, omitting the

words "and that the said young person has the ordinary strength and appear-

ance of a young person of at least thirteen years of age, and that I believe the

real age of the said young person to be at least thirteen j'ears," and substi-

tuting these words in their place, "and that a certificate of the birth [or

baptism] of the said young person has been produced to me in the form
required by this act, proving that the real age of sucli young person is at least

thirteen years."

The form of surgical certificate to be given in either case by any practitioner

who is not a certifying surgeon must be the same as the corresponding form
above given, omitting the words "duly appointed a certifying surgeon," and
substituting the words "duly authorised by the university [or college or other

public body having authority in that bthalf] of to practise surgery [or

medicine], and making the following addition, which must be signed by a
justice of the peace or burgh magistrate :

—

The child [or young person] named in the above-written certificate has been
this day brought before me ; and the appearance of the said child [or young
person] agrees with the description therein given ; and I believe the real age
of the said child [or young person] to be at least [here insert the word "eight,"
or "thirteen " in the case of a young person] years ; and I declare that 1 have
no beneficial interest in and am not the occupier of any print work, and that
I am not the father, son, or brother of the occupier of any print work.

Dated this day of , one thousand eight hundred and

(Signed) C. D., Justice [or Burgh Magistrate].

In every surgical certificate of age the day of the month on which it shall bo
granted shall be written in words, and not in figures.

So soon as any certificates authorised by this act to be received as proof of

the age of any persons shall be obtained by the occupier of a print work or his

agent, they shall be fixed in a book, to be called "The Age Certificate

Book," in the order of the dates at which they shall have been respectively

received ; and such certificates shall be numbered in the order in which
they are so fixed in the book ; but the certificates for children shall be kept
in a separate and distinct place in the said book, or in a separate book,
and shall be marked with a series of running numbers distinct from that of
the certificates for young persons.

So soon as any certificate of age authorised by this act shall be obtained,
the number hereinbefore required to be set against each certificate shall be
set against the name of the child or young person to whom such certificate

has been granted in the first column of the register of the persons employed
required by this act to be kept in each factory.

If a surgeon shall have refused to grant a certificate of age to any child
or young person the word " refused" shall be written by the surgeon in the
column of the register where the numbers of the certificates are required to
be inserted.

Print Works Regxdation Act, Victoria, c. .

Certificate refused.

I
>
of

, duly appointed a certifying surgeon, do hereby declare,
that son [or daughter] of , residing in , has been personally
examined by me this day of , one thousand eight hundred and

, and that in my opinion the said [child or young person] has not the
ordmary strength and appearance of a child of at least eight years of age [or
of !i yowng person of at least thirteen years of age], or [or and] is inca-
pacitated by disease and bodily infirmity from working in a print work for the
time allowed by this act.

(Signed) Certifying Surgeon.



N.B.—The words within brackets shall be in the handisTiting of the Print Works.

certifying surgeon, who shall insert the reason of his refusal to be —

-

either on account of deficient age or bodily infirmity, or both, as the »« 9 vict. c. 29.

case may be.
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Schedule (B.)

Registers.

Form of the Register of Children.

List of children employed in this Print Work.

NAMES.
Date of

First Day
of being
employed

or
re-employed.

When any child ceases to

be employed, insert opposite
the Name the word " Left

;"

and when any Child
completes his Thirteenth
Year of Age, the Word

"Thirteen."

School
at which the
Child attends.

Name
of the
Master.

Situa-
tion of
the

School.

This register shall contain the name of every child employed in the jrint

works, to be entered in alphabetical order, successively when engaged to work,
^\hether for the first time, or after having left, when re-engaged to work.

At the beginning of this register shall be inserted-

The name of the occupier or firm.

The name of the print work, the place, township, parish and county
where it is situate, and the post-cfiice to which the occupier desires

his letters to be directed.

The nature of the work carried on.

The clock by which the employment of the workers in the print work
is fegulated.

Every alteration in any of the above particulars shall be inserted im-
mediately after the alteration shall have been made.

Form for the Register of Young Persons.

List of Young Persons employed in this Factory,

No. of
Reference to
Age Certificate

Book, as
required in
Schedule (A.)
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Print Works. The visits of the certifying surgeon to the print work shall be recorded in

this register in the manner following :
—

8 & 9 Vict. c. 29.

Date of Visit.
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inspector] of factories, that A. D., of in the county [or borough, &c.] Print Works.
of hath offended against the act made in the year of her Majesty's - -—

reign, intituled [here set forth the title of the act] ; forasmuch as he the said ^ ^^ ^'''*- °- 29-

A. D., on the day of in the year of our Lord at in the

county [or borough, &c.] of did [Jicre set forth the substance of the cJmrge],

and that B. P., of in the county [or borough, &c.] is a material witness

to be examined concerning the said charge : these, therefore, are to require

you forthwith to sunmion the said if. P. to appear before such two or more of

her Majesty's justices of the peace acting in and for the county [or borough, &c.]

of as shall be present at in the county [or borough, &c.] of

on the day of at the hour of in the noon of the same
day to testify his knowledge concerning the premises, and be you then there

to certify what you have done in the premises. Herein fail not.

Given under my hand, this day of in the year of our Lord

(Signed) I. F., Inspector [or Sub-Inspector].

Form of Conviction.

County of ) Be it remembered, that on the day of in the

[liberty or borough, > year one thousand eight hundred and A.B. [describe

as the case may bc\ ) the offender] is convicted before us, /. P. and K. Q., two

of her Majesty's justices of the peace for the county [liberty or borough, as the

case may be], of in pursuance of an act passed in the year of the

reign of Queen Victoria, intituled \%erc insert the title of this act], for that he

[describe the offence].

Given under our hands and seals, the day and year above written.

/. P. (L. s.)

K. Q. (L. s.)

The 26 & 27 Vict. c. 38, after reciting that the employment of women,
3'oung persons, and children, in calendering and finishing works, should
be regulated in the same manner as in bleaching and dyeing works by
the 23 & 24 Vict. c. 78, enacts :

Sect. 1. That the words " bleaching works " and " dyeing works " in

the said recited act (23 <& 24 Vict. c. 78) shall be further understood to

mean any building, buildings, or premises in which females, young
persons, and children are employed, and in any part of which buildings

or premises any process previous to packing is carried on in the occu-
pation of calendering or finishing of any yarn, or cloth of cotton, wool,
silk, or flax, or any of them, or any mixture of them, or any yarn or
cloth of any other material or materials, or in any process incident
to such calendering or finishing, and in one or more of whicb pro-
cesses steam, water, or other mechanical power is used or employed

:

Provided always, that nothing in this act contained shall extend to
any building, buildings, or premises defined to be a " factory " by the
7 Vict. c. 15, intituled " An Act to amend the Laws relating to Labour
in Factories."

The 23 & 24 Vict. c. 78, "An Act to place the Employment of
Women, Young Persons, and Children in Bleaching Works and Dye-
ing Works under the Regulations of the Factories Acts," after reciting
that it is the practice of certain occupiers of bleaching and dyeing
works to keep females, young persons, and children at work during
the night and for an unreasonable number of hours during the day,
and also reciting the 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 103, 7 & 8 Vict. c. 15, 10 & 11
Vict. c. 29, enacts

:

Sect. 1. That the powers and provisions of the hei-einbefore recited
acts shall apply, and be held to apply to bleaching works and dyeing
works (a), except works in which the operation of bleaching by the
open-air process is the only operation of bleaching carried on, and to

Bleaching and
Dyeing Woi-lcs.

26 & 27 Vict. c. 38.

Meaning of the
words " Bleaching
Works " and
" Dyeing Works"
in recited act.

Not to extend to
buildings defined
by 7 & 8 Vict. c.

15.

23 & 21 Vict. c. 78.

Recited acts to
apply to bleaching
and dyeing works,
and to the employ-
ment of females,

{a) And see 25 Vict. c. 8, 2'>ost, p. 511,



23 & 24 Vict. c. 78.

J oimpr persons,
and children

508 jFactortcgi,

Bleaching and the employment of females, young persons, and children in bleacliing

Dyeing Works, works and dyeing works, except as aforesaid, to all intents and pur-
poses as completely and effectively as if such bleaching works and
dyeing works had been mentioned and included in the provisions of

the hereinbefore recited acts or any of them, except as is hereinafter

therein (a). provided : Provided nevertheless, that until August 1, 1861, it shall be
lawful to employ females above the age of 18 years, and young persons

in bleaching works and dyeing works until 8 of the clock at night on
every working day except Saturdays, and until 4.30 of the clock in the
afternoon on Saturdays.

Females and Sect. 2. Provided also, that after the said 1st of August, 1861, it

^T°be^em°roved ^^^^ ^^ lawful to employ females above the age of 18 years, and young
until half-past persons in bleaching works and dyeing works, in every case where the
four o'clock on employment of such females and young persons, as regulated by the

unti^efght^o'clock hereinbefore recited acts, or any of them, or by this act, shall have
on other days, been suspended or time shall have been lost in consequence of fluc-
but n^t_8ojis to tuations in trade, the nature of the process, or any other cause, in

periodof 6 months recovering time io lost, until 4.30 of the clock in the afternoon on
and part of Saturdays, and until 8 of the clock at night on other days : Provided

the wtai'number that by means of such employment the whole time which such females
of hours allowed and young persons, or any of them, shall have been employed duiing
by this act, &c. ^j^g then present calendar month and the then last past 6 calendar

months, do not exceed the total number of hours which such females and
young persons may lawfully be employed according to the provisions

of the first section of this act and of the provisions of the recited acts.

Restriction as to Sect. 3. It shall not be lawful in any case, after the said 1st of
time females and August, 1861, to employ females and young persons or any of them in

are^tob^^eropioyed bleaching works Or dj^eing works, except such works as before excepted,
on Saturdays, after 4.30 of the clock in the afternoon of any Saturday, or for more
and on other days,

^.j^^^^^ g hoxira on any Saturday, or for more than 12 hours on any other

day.
Sect. 4. In any bleaching works or dyeing works in which the em-

ployment of females and young persons shall have been suspended
during any day or part of a day, by reason of a deficiency or excess of

water in the stream, which, by means of a waterwheel, should drive

mTnt by'de'ficKin'Jy the machinery or part of the machinery in such works, but shall have
or excess of

'

water in the
stream, Saturday
night excepted.

Females and
young persons
may be employed
during the night
in case of sus-

Occupiers who
employ females
id young persons

failed so to do, it shall be lawful to employ such females and young
persons in such cases during the day and the night following such day
(except such day be Saturday, when they may work until 6 of the

clock), for the same number of hours within the 24 consecutive hours
of such day and night as such females and young persons may then
otherwise be lawfully employed according to the provisions of the
hereinbefore recited acts or of this act.

Sect. 5. After the month of July, in the year 1862, the occupier of

every bleaching works or dyeing works, except such woiks as before

according to the excepted, who shall employ females and young persons, or any of
proyisions of this them, after 2.30 of the clock in the afternoon on any Saturday, or

registers^in the after 6 of the clock in the evening on any other day or days, or during
foim given in the the night, as hereinbefore provided, shall eveiy day, except Sundays,

hereto
^*^^ *"'^^*'''^ before 12 of the clock at noon, register in a book, first approved by an

inspector, in the form given in schedule (A.) to this act annexed, in

case such females and young persons, or some of them, shall severally
have been employed at or during a different time or times, the time which
each and every such female and young pei son shall severally have
been employed during the working day last passed ; and in case all

such females and young persons shall have been employed at one and
as near as may be the same time, then such occupier shall every day,
except Sundays, before 12 ofthe clock at noon, register in a book first

approved by an inspector, in the form given in schedule (B.) to this

(a) As to the meaning of these words see 26 & 27 Vict. c. 38, ante, p. 507,
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act annexed, the longest time •which any such females and young Bleachinff and
persons shall have been employed during the working day last passed; Dyeing Works.

and the time so registered shall be held to be the time which all such
23&24Vict c 78

females and young persons were so employed in such works, unless it
"" "

be proved otherwise to the satisfaction of a justice of the peace.

Sect. 6. It shall be lawful to employ in bleaching works and dyeing As to employment

works females and young persons who shall not at any time previous
°4ung'person8

have been employed in any bleaching works or dyeing works, or who who have not been

shall not have been employed at the same works during the calendar before employed

month then last passed for the same hours and at the same time which dJ-gingVoils,' &c.

it may then be lawful to employ females and young persons who shall

then be and have been employed at such bleaching works or dyeing

works and none other during the 6 calendar months last passed.

Sect. 7. In the construction of this act the words " bleaching works " Interpretation of

and "dyeing works" shall be understood respectively to mean any *®'''^^'

building, buildings, or premises in which females, young persons, and
children, or any of them, are employed, and in one or more of which
buildings or premises any process previous to packing is carried on in

the occupation of bleaching, dyeing, or finishing (a) of any yarn or

cloth of cotton, silk, wool, or flax, or any of them, or any mixture of

them, or any yarn or cloth of any other material or materials, and in

one or more of which processes steam, water or other mechanical power
is used or employed ; and the words " the operation of bleaching by
the open-ail' process" shall include every process, whether of pre-

paring, beetling, dyeing, finishing, or otherwise, to which yarn or

cloth bond fide bleached in the open air in fields or greens is usually

and properly subjected.

Sect. 8. That so much of 7 & 8 Vict. c. 15, s. 28, as provides that
^^^^^"^f^l^^l

notices of all time lost which is intended to be recovered, and of all ^g^. ^ ^j^ (jg to

time which shall be recovered, shall be hung up in the entrance of the notice of time lost

factoiy, and the whole of section 33 of the said act, shall not apply to
j.^*ovS*"

^^

the employment of females or young persons under the provisions of

this act ; and that so much of section 28 of the said act as provides

that notices of the times of the day and amount of time allowed for

their several meals, of all time lost which is intended to be recovered,

and of all time which shall be recovered, shall be hung up in the

entrance of the factoiy, and so much of section 36 of the said act as

prcjvides that during any meal time which shall form any part of the

hour and a half allowed for meals, no child or young person shall be
employed, or allowed to remain in any room in which any manufac-
turing process is then carried on, and all the young persons employed
in a factory shall have the time for meals at the same period of the day,
shall not apply to the employment of male persons above 13 years of

age in any dyeing works, or to the employment of children or young
persons during the meal time of such male persons.

Sect. 9. Nothing in this act contained shall extend or apply to any Act not to apply

person in so far as they are emi^loyed in the open air, or to any build- to premises used

ing, buildings, or premises used solely for the purposes declared in the deciifred'^in'^*^^"

8 & 9 Vict. c. 29 [ante, p. 489), or to the occupier of such building, s &;9 Vict. o. 29,

buildings, or premises in respect thereof, or to any person or persons of^chtidr«an°"'^
employed solely in the manner declared and regulated by the said act, print works.

or any premises, either open, inclosed, or covered, used or to be used
hond fide exclusively for the purposes of carrying on the process, occu-
pation, trade, or business of Turkey red dyeing, or to any employment

{a) Looking to the preamble of this The employment of women, chil-

act, its general language, and the dren, and young persons in calender-
schedules, the word "linisliing" in ing and finishing works is, by 26 &
this section means a finishing that 27 Vict. c. 38 {ante, p. 507), regu-
is incidental to the 0])erations of lated in the .same manner as their

bleaching or dyeing. Hoioarth v. employment in bleaching and dyeing
Coles, 31 L. J. M. C. 262. works.
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Bleaching and
Dyeing Works.

23 & 24 Vict. c. 78.

Certain provisions
of Factories Acts
not to extend to
bleaching, (fee,

works.

Hours of woik
defined.

Provisions in
Factories Acts as
to meal times not
to extend to this
Act.

necessary or incident thereto, or to the occupier of such premises in res-

pect thereof, or to the employment upon such premises of any females,
young persons, or children solely engaged or employed in any such
process, occupation, trade, business, or employment.
The exception allowed by this section applies not only to cases where

the buildings form a part of the same establishment in a local sense,

but also where they form a part, in a commercial sense, by reason of
the chief business of the concern being carried on in one of such build-
ings. {Hoyle V. Oram, 31 L. J. M. G. 213.)

Sect. 10. Provided always, that the provisions of the Factories Acts
in regard to requiring machinery to be fenced off, and the ceilings of
buildings to be whitewashed, shall not extend to bleaching works or
dyeing works.

Sect. 11. Provided always, that for the purposes of this act (except
as in this act otherwise provided) the time within which a person may
be employed in bleaching, dyeing, or finishing (a) works is from 6 of
the clock in the morning to 8 of the clock in the evening, but so that
such person shall not work more than 8 hours on Saturday, 12 hoiu's

on any other day, nor more than 60 hours in a week.
Sect. 12. The provisions contained in the Pactories Acts fixing the

times for the meals of the workpeople employed in factories shall not
extend to workpeople employed in bleaching works or dyeing works.

Schedule (A.)

Register of the Time which each and every Female and Young Person has
been employed during the Week ending [February l%th, 1860], by [John
Armstrong and Company'] at the [Fir Trees] Bleaching Works or Dyeing
Works, situate in the Township Qi[Hopeton] in the Countyof [Lancaster].

Progressive
No. in

Certificate

Book.
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By the 25 Vict. c. 8, "An Act to prevent tlie Employment of Women Bleachhig and
and Children during the Night in certain Operations connected with Dyeing Works.

Bleaching by the Open-air Process," after reciting 23 & 24 Vict. c. 74,

ss. 1 and 7, enacts

:

25 Vict. c. 8.

Sect. 1. That from and after the 1st of January, 1863, in any build- women and cwi-
ing, buildings, or premises in one or more of which any process dren not to be

previous to packing is carried on in the occupation of bleaching, t^^n^gW
*^"""^

dyeing, or finishing of any yarn or cloth of cotton, silk, wool, or flax,

or any of them, or any mixture of them, or any yarn or cloth of any
other material or materials, including the occupation of bleaching by
the open-air process as defined in the 23 & 24 Vict. c. 78, s. 7, and in one
or more of which processes steam or water or other mechanical power is

iised or employed, it shall not be lawful to employ females, young
persons, and children, or any of them, during the night, that is to say,

from 8 in the evening to 6 in the morning, excepting to recover lost

time in the manner provided by " The Bleaching and Dyeing Works
Act," 23 & 24 Vict. c. 78.

Sect. 2. For the due enforcement of this act, there shall be applicable Application of

all the powers, provisions, and penalties of the 7 & 8 Vict. c. 15, " An
F^^g^vict^'c Is

Act to amend the Laws relating to Labour in Factories." to this act. '

By the 27 & 28 Vict. c. 98, "An Act for extending the Provisions of
* The Bleaching and Dyeing Works Act, I860,' " after reciting the 23
& 24 Vict. c. 78, and the 26 & 27 Vict. c. 38, ante, p. 507, enacts

:

Sect. 1. All such provisions of the said Bleaching and Dyeing Works Extension of

Act, 1860, 23 & 21 Vict. c. 78, as are now in force, shall apply to Bleaching and

women, young persons, and children employed for hire in any building, ^^^
"^ works

or premises whatever in the processes of finishing, hooking, or lapping,

or of making up and packing, any yarn or cloth of cotton, wool, silk,

or flax, or any of them, or any mixture of them, or any yarn or cloth

of any other material or materials, or any of such processes ; and in

the construction of the said Bleaching Act of 1860, and the acts therein
recited, "bleaching works" and "dyeing works" and "factory"
shall include any buildings or premises in which the said processes or

any of them are carried on : Provided always, that this act shall not
apply to any building or premises in which all the persons employed
are males over the age of 14 years ; provided also, that in buildings

and premises within this act, the owner or owners may from time to

time, by notice to be given in writing to the inspector, elect what shall

be the working hoiu's in such buildings and premises, so as that the
total number of hours during which females, young persons, and
children may be lawfully employed in any one day or week, according
to the provisions of the said recited act, be not exceeded, and so as the
working hours elected be between 6 in the morning and 6 in the
evening, or 7 in the morning and 7 in the evening, or 8 in the morning
and 8 in the evening.

Sect. 2. This act may be cited for all purposes as the " Bleaching and
Dyeing Works Act Extension Act, 1864."

itacc 512aoi1tgi.

By the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 117, "An Act to place the Emplojonent of Laxe Works.

Women, young Persons, Youths, and Children in Lace Factories under
the Regulations of the Factories Acts," after reciting the 3 & 4 Will. 4, 24 &25 Vict. c. iir.

0. 103, 7 & 8 Vict. c. 15, 10 & 11 Vict. c. 29, 13 & 14 Vict. c. 54, 16 &
17 Vict. c. 104, 19 & 20 Vict. c. 83, enacts

:

Sect. 1. That the powers and provisions of the hereinbefore recited Recited acts to

acts shall apply and be held to apply to lace factories, and to the apply to lace

employment of females, young persons, youths, and children in lace t^e empi'o^eut
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Lace Works.

24 & 25 Vict. c. 117.

of females, young
persons, youths,
and children
therein.

Youths between
the age of Iti and
18 may be em-
}iloyed between
4 a.m. and 10 p.m.
but not more
than nine hours
between those
hours.

Agents or work-
men may be
summoned for
acting contrai-y to
the act without
the knowledge of

the owner, &c.

Interpretation of
terms.

Certain provisions
of recited acts
not to extend to
lace factories

;

nor those retiting
to fencing ma-
chinery.

factories,

factories, to all intents and purposes as completely and efltectually as
if such lace factories had been mentioned and included in the provisions
of the hereinbefore recited acts, or any of them, except as is hereinafter
mentioned.

Sect. 2. Nothing in the said recited acts contained, or in this act,

shall be held to prevent the employment in any lace factory of any
youth of the age of 16 and under 18, between the hours of 4 in the
morning and 10 at night

; provided, nevertheless, that if any such
youth shall be employed earlier than 6 in the morning, or later than
6 in the evening of any day, in every such case it shall not be lawful
to employ such youth for a longer period than 9 hours on such day

;

and provided also, that it shall not be lawful to employ any youth both
earlier than 6 in the morning and later than 6 in the evening of the
same day, nor to employ any youth both later than 6 in the evening
of any day and earlier than 6 in the morning of the next succeeding
day ; and in eveiy such case the owner of the lace machine, or if such
machine is let out for hire, the person hiring such machine, in or about
or in immediate connection with which such youth shall have been so
employed, shall, every day except Sundays before 1 2 at noon, register

or cause to be registered in a book, first approved of by an inspector,
in the form given in schedule A. to this act annexed, the hours within
which every such youth shall severally have been employed during the
working day last passed.

Sect. 3. If any offence shall be committed against this act, for which
the owner or the hirer of any lace machine is hereby made responsible,
and it shall be made to appear to the satisfaction of any justices that
the offence has been committed by or under the authority of some
agent, servant, or workman of the owner or hirer of such machine,
without the personal consent, concvu'rence, or knowledge of such owner
or hii-er, it shall be lawful for such justices to summon such agent,

servant, or workman before them to answer for such offence ; and such
agent or servant or workman, if convicted, shall be liable to the
penalties and punishment for such offence specified in the said recited

acts, and such justices may convict such agent or seiTant or workman
in lieu of such owner or hirer.

Sect. 4. In the construction of this act, the word "lace factories"

shall be understood to mean factoiies in which machines for the
manufacture of lace are moved by steam or water power ; and the
word " lace machine " shall be taken to mean a lace machine moved
by steam or water power ; and the words "agent," "servant," and
"workman," shall be taken to mean any person receiving a salary,

wages, payment, or remuneration for any description of service or
work performed in or about or in immediate connection with any such
machine ; and no agent, servant, workman, or other person employed
upon the dressing or finishing of lace, or upon any other process sub-
sequent to the making of lace upon the lace machine, shall be deemed
to be included within the provisions of this act ; and the words '

' j'oung
person " shall be taken to mean a female of 13 and under 18 years of
age, and a male of 13 and under 16 years of age; and the word "youth"
shall be taken to mean a male of 16 and under 18 years of age.

Sect. 5. The provisions of the said recited acts, so far as they relate

to the recovery of lost time, shall not extend to lace factories.

Sect. 6. The provisions of the said recited acts in regard to requiring
machinery to bo fenced off shall not extend to lace factories.
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By 9 & 10 Vict. c. 40, after reciting 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 103, and 7 & 8

514 jFactortcs*

Rope WorJcs,

& 10 Vict. c. 40.

not to be deemed Vict. c. 15, it is enacted (s. 1), that no ropery, rope walk or rope work
rajijs or factories j^ which machinery, moved by steam, water, or other mechanical

visioM of ^recited power, 18 not used for drawing or spinning the fibres of flax, hemp,
acts. jute, or tow, but only for laying or twisting or other process of pi-e-

paring or finishing the lines, twines, cords or rope, and which has no
internal communication with any buildings or premises forming or
forming part of a mill or factory within the meaning of the said acts,

except such as is necessary for the transmission of power, shall bo
deemed to be a mill or factory within the provisions of the said acts or

of either of them, and that nothing in the said acts, or in either

of them, shall be deemed to apply to the employment of children,

young persons, or women in any such ropery, rope walk, or rope work.

dfrtons*
I. Felony and PunisJiment (7 & 8 Vict. c. 28, p. 515).

II. Offenders guilty of a Felony subsequent to previous Convictions (7 &
8 Vict. c. 28 ; 24 & 25 Vict. c. 96, pp. 515, 517).

III. Misprision ofFelony, p. 518.

IV. Thefthote, or Compounding, p. 518.

V. Forms, p. 519.

As to rewards for apprehending felons, see tit. " Meivards."

I. dFelOttj) antr ^Punisfimeitt for.

1. In general. Felony is supposed by some to come from the Saxon /p/, which sig-
~ nifieth fierce or cruel ; of which the verb fell signifieth to throw down
or demolish, and the substantive of that name is used to signify a
mountain rough and uncultivated. But the same word, with a little

variation, runneth through most of the European languages, and sig-

nifieth, more generally, an ofience at large ; and the Saxon word
fcellan signifieth to offend, and felbiisce, an offence or failure ; and
although/eZon?/, as it is now become a technical term, signifieth, in a
more restrained sense, an offence of a high natirre, yet it is not limited
to capital offences only, but still retaineth somewhat of this larger
acceptation ; for larceny is felony, although it is not capital.

According to Sir Henry Spelman's observation, it signifies such an
offence for which, during the feudal institution, a man should lose or
forfeit his estate ; which he derives of two northern words, fee, which
signifies the fief, feud, beneficiary estate, and Ion, which signifies price
or value.

Upon the whole, the only adequate definition of felony seems to be
this, viz. "an offence which occasions a total forfeiture of either lands,
or goods, or both, at the common law, and to which capital or other
punishment may be superadded, according to the degree of e-uilt."

(4 Bl. Cam. 94-5).
& 6

Such forfeiture is not confined to property belonging to him at the
time of the conviction, but also to property which may accrue due to
lum afterwards during the term of his punishment, such as a legacy



boqueafhed to him, or a share of a residue devolving -upon him during i. in general.
that period {Williams's Executors, 4 Ed. 219). So property acqiiired by
his wife in his absence whilst he was abroad under sentence of trans-
jiortation was held upon her death intestate to be the property of the
crown (Coombes v. Queen' s Proctor , 2 Rob. Eccl.R. 547). But neither by
common law nor by statute can a judge direct the disposal of chattels

in the possession of a convicted felon not belonging to the prosecutor
{R. V. Pierce BelVs 0. C. 235).

The idea of felony was formerly so generally connected with that of statute enacting

capital punishment, that it seemed hard to separate them ; and to this * ^'^'°'*y*

usage the interpretations of law conformed. For if a statute made any
new offence felony, the law implied it should be punished with death
(viz. by hanging), as well as by forfeiture. (See 1 Hawk. c. 41, s. 4

;

2 Id. c. 48.) But see now 7 & 8 Vict. c. 28, s. 8, p. 516.

After the commission of a felony and before conviction a felon may
sell or assign personal property for a valuable consideration; but the
sale must be bond fide and not merely colourable in order to avoid for-

feiture on conviction {Ghowne v. Bayli-s, 31 Beav. 351). So a voluntary
settlement upon wife and children executed by a person after the com-
mission of a felony but before conviction is void when it is executed
with an intent to defeat the rights of the crown {Sandars v. Warton, 32
L. J. Chanc. 224).

Where a statute declares that the offender shall, under the particular

circumstances, be deemed to have feloniously committed any act, it

makes the offence a felony, and imposes all the common and ordinary
consequences attending a felony {R. v. Johnson, Z M. & Sel. 556).

And though a statute naake the doing of an act felonious, yet, if a sub-
sequent act make it penal only, the latter is considered as a virtual

repeal of the former (1 Hawk. c. 40, s. 5).

AU felonies are several and cannot be joint, so that a pardon of one Felony by several,

felon cannot discharge another ; but the felony of one man may be
dependent upon that of another, and the pardon of the one, by a ne-
cessary consequence, enure to the benefit of the other, as in cases of
principal and accessary, &c. See tit. " ^ccessar?/."

It would swell this title unnecessarily, and to an inconvenient length. Reference to

to set down every thing which may be comprehended under the word felonies no«ced

felony ; therefore, for the consideration of the several particular kinds
of felonies, the reader is referred to their respective titles ; as, for in-

stance. Burglary, Coin, Forgery, Homicide, Rape, Robbery, and many
others ; and, especially, the law relating to stolen goods of all kinds
belongs to tit. " Larceny.''

The method of bringing a felon to justice, from the first commission Mode of appre-

of the felony to his condemnation and execution, is treated of under
prog*^',?

^•^'^**

the several titles of Arraignment, Arrest, Attainder, Bail, Commitment, felon.

Confession, Evidence, Examination, Execution, Forfeiture, Gaol, Hue and
Cry, Indictment, Judgment, Jurors, Process. And the course and whole
procedure of trying an offender is treated of under titles " Sessions,"
" Trial."

The method of confining offenders sentenced to hard labour in peni-
tentiary houses, or in vessels upon navigable rivers, or to penal servi-

tude, is treated of under the title " Penal Servitude."

As to arresting felons, see title " Arrest."

As to the expenses of a commitment for, see title " Commitment." Expenses.

As to the expenses of prosecutions for, see " Costs."

As to the right of prisoners being acquitted without fees, see Fees.

55 Geo. 3, c. 50, post, titles " Gaol," " Clerk of the Peace."
The 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 28, s. 6, abolishes the benefit of clergy with Clergy abolished,

respect to persons convicted of felony. The effect of this enactment
standing alone would have been to revive the severity of the common
law in all cases of felony ; but it is provided by

Sect. 7. No person convicted of felony shall suffer death, unless it Death.

L L 2
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1. In general.

Offence of felony
not punishable
by particular
statutes.

Place and mode of
imprisonment.

Where convict is

under imprison-
ment.

Punishment in
general.

be for some felony wHch was excluded from, the benefit of clergy be-
fore or on the first day of the present session of Parliament, or which
hath been or shall be made punishable with death by some statute

passed after that day.
Sect. 8. Every person convicted of any felony, not punishable with

death, shall be punished in the manner prescribed by the statute or

statutes specially relating to such felony ; and that every person con-
victed of any felony, for which no punishment hath been, or hereafter

may be, specially provided, shall be deemed to be punishable under
this act, and shall be liable, at the discretion of the court, to be trans-

ported (a) beyond the seas for the term of 7 years, or to be imprisoned
for any term not exceeding 2 years ; and, if a male, to be once, twice,

or thnce publicly or privately whipped (if the court shall so think fit),

in addition to such imprisonment.
Sect. 9. And, with regard to the place and mode of imprisonment for

all offences punishable under this act, be it enacted, that where any
person shall be convicted of any offence punishable under this act, for

which imprisonment may bo awarded, it shall be lawful for the court

to sentence the offender to be imprisoned, or to be imprisoned and kept
to hard labour in the common gaol or house of correction, and also to

direct that the offender shall be kept in solitary confinement for the
whole or any portion or portions of such imprisonment, or of such im-
prisonment with hard labour, as to the court in its discretion shall

seem meet.
Sect. 10. Wherever sentence shall be passed for felony on a person

already imprisoned under sentence for another crime, it shall be lawful
for the court to award imprisonment for the subsequent offence, to

commence at the expiration of the imprisonment to which such person
shall have been previously sentenced ; and, where such person shall bo
already under sentence either of imprisonment or of transportation (o),

and the court, if empowered to pass sentence of transportation, may
award such sentence for the subsequent offence, to commence at the
expiration of the imprisonment or transportation to which such person
shall have been previously sentenced, although the aggregate term of

imprisonment or transportation respectively may exceed the term for

which either of those punishments could be otherwise awarded.
For the punishment of felonies punishable by particular statutes,

see the different titles of offences throughout this work.

II. (©ffentrers gitiltp of a jFflonj? sulJiSfpent to a
prebtou0 OTonbictton.

of rfeiony^snbse- ^X\^^„ 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 28, s. 11, And whereas it is expedient to
quent to previoiis provide for the more exemplary punishment of offenders who commit
conviction. felony after a previous conviction for felonv, whether such conviction

shall have taken place before or after the commencement of this act

;

be it therefore enacted, That if any person shall be convicted of any
felony, not punishable with death, committed after a previous convic-
tion for felony, such person shall, on such subsequent conviction, be
liable, at the discretion of the court, to be transported (a) beyond the
seas lor hfe, or for any term not less than 7 years, or to be imprisoned
lor any term not exceeding 4 years, and, if a male, to be once, twice,
or thrice pubhcly or privately whipped (if the court shall so think fit),
in addition to such imprisonment; and in an indictment for any such
telony committed after a previous conviction for felony, it shaU be suffi-

Punishmcnt.

Indictment

{a) See now the acts 16 & 17 Vict.
c. 99 ; 20 & 21 Vict. c. 302, .and

27 & 28 Vict, c, 47, which abolish

transportation and substitute tlic

punishment of penal servitude.
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cient to state tliat the offender was at a certain time and place con- 2. Offenders

victed of felony, witliout otherwise describing the previous felony ; and guilty of, after

a certificate containing the substance and effect only (omitting the previous con-

formal part) of the indictment and conviction for the previous felony, viction.

purporting to be signed by the clerk of the court, or other officer having .

,

the custody of the records of the court where the offender was first con-
victed, or by the deputy of such clerk or officer (for which certificate a
fee of 6s. 8d., and no more, shall be demanded and taken), shall, upon
proof of the identity of the person of the offender, be sufficient evi-

dence of the first conviction, without proof of the signature or official

character of the person appearing to have signed the same ; and if False certificate

any such clerk, officer, or deputy, shall utter a false certificate of any ^^ clerk, &c.

indictment and conviction for a previous felony, or if any person, other

than such clerk, officer, or deputy, shall sign any such certificate as

such clerk, officer, or deputy, or shall utter any such certificate with a
false or counterfeit signature thereto, eveiy such offender shall be
guilty of felony, and being lawfully convicted thereof shall be liable,

at the discretion of the coui-t, to be transported beyond the seas for

the term of 7 years, or to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding
2 years ; and, if a male, to be once, twice, or thrice publicly or pri-

vately whipped (if the court shall so think fit), in addition to such
imprisonment.
To imprisonment for this offence may be added hard labour, and Hard labour,

with or without solitary confinement for the whole or any part of the
^^'eiU '^Ic.°'^

°"

imprisonment (7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 28, s. 9, ante, 516). Such confinement
not exceeding 1 month at any one time, nor 3 months in any one year

(7 Will. 4 & 1 Vict. c. 90, s. 5). The offender, if a male, may also whipping,

(if the court so think fit), in addition to the imprisonment, be once,

twice, or thrice, publicly or privately whipped (7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 28,

s. 11).

In order to prove the identity of the offender on a prosecution under Proof of identity,

the above enactment, it is not essential to call a witness who was pre-

sent at the trial to which the certificate refers ; it is sufficient to prove
that the defendant is the person who underwent the sentence men-
tioned in the certificate {Reg, v. Crofts, 9 C. & F. 219).

Formerly a practice prevailed universally at the Old Bailey, and Course of proceed-

generally upon the circuits, in an indictment for a subsequent felony i»S ^ *"•

under the above act, to prove the subsequent felony first, and then,

after the jury had delivered their opinion upon that, to present the
charge, with respect to the previous conviction, for the first time to
theii' consideration. This course of proceeding was debated by the
judges, many of whom felt a difficulty how to leave as two separate
questions, that which forms but one entire charge in the indictment.
{Per Tindcd, C.J., B. v. Bees, Sp. Ass. 1831. See also B. v. Jones, 6
C. & P. 391). In consequence of this debate it became the practice,

prior to the recent statute of 6 & 7 Will. 4, c. 91, to submit both ques-
tions together, which operated as a manifest injustice to the prisoner.

But now, by the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 96, s. 116, the proceedings upon any
indictment for committing any offence after a previous conviction or
convictions shall be as follows, (that is to say) the offender shall, in
the first instance, be aiTaigned upon so much only of the indictment
as chai'ges the subsequent offence, and if he plead not guilty, or if the
court order a plea of not guilty to be entered on his behalf, the jury
shall be charged, in the first instance, to inquire concerning such sub-
sequent offence only : and if they find him. guilty, or if on arraignment
he plead guilty, he shall then, and not before, be asked whether he had
been previously convicted as alleged in the indictment, and if he
answer that he had been so previously convicted, the court may proceed
to sentence him accordingly ; but if he deny that he had been so

previously convicted, or stand mute of malice, or -mil not answer
directly to such question, the jury shall then be charged to inquire
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4. Theftbote, concerning sucIl previous conviction or convictions, and in such case it

or shall not be necessary to swear tlie jury again, but tbe oath already
compounding, taken by them shall for all purposes be deemed to extend to such last-

mentioned inquiry : Provided, that if upon the trial of any person for

any such subsequent offence such person shall give evidence of his

good character, it shall be lawful for the prosecutor, in answer thereto,

to give evidence of the conviction of such person for the previous
offence or offences before such verdict of guilty shall be returned,

and the jury shall inquire concerning such previous conviction or con-
victions at the same time that they inquire concerning the subsequent
offence.

The enactment applies to cases where, on the cross-examination of

the witnesses for the prosecution, evidence to character is elicited (iiVy.

V. Oadhury, 8 C. & F. 676).

III. iBlisprisiiort of jTelong.

What is. Misprision of felony (from the French word mespris, a neglect or
contempt), is the concealing of a felony which a man knows, but never
consented to ; for, if he consented, he is either a principal or accessary
in the felony, and consequently guilty of misprision of felony, and
more (3 Inst. 36 ; 1 Hale, 374).

For it is said that every felony includes misprision of felony, and
may be proceeded against as a misprision only, if the Queen please (1

Hawk. c. 59, s. 1).

Misprision in a larger sense is used to signify very considerable mis-
demeanor, which hath not a certain name given to it in the law.

Punishment for. The punishmentj^f mispiision of felony in a common person, is fine

and imprisonmenl^in an officer, as sheriff or bailiff of liberties, impri-
sonment for a year, and ransom at the King's j)leasui'e, by the statute

of Edw. 1, c. 9.

If any person will save himself from the crime of misprision, bn
must discover the offence to a magistrate with all speed that he can \^3

Inst. 140).

What is.

Piiuishmont for.

Form of indict-
ment.

IV. Kf^tUMt, or C^ompountring.

The offence of compoimding felony consists of taking reward for

forbearing to prosecute felony.

Theftbote (from the Saxon words theft and bote, boot or amends) is

where one not only knows of a felony, but takes his goods again, or other
amends, not to prosecute (1 Havjk. c. 59, s. 5 ; 1 Ituss. 4th edn. p. 194).
But the bare taking of one's own goods again, which have becu

stolen, is no offence, unless some favour be shown to the thief (1
Haivk. c. 59, s. 7).

This offence is very nearly allied to felony, and is said to have been
anciently punished as such ; but at this day it is punishable only with
ransom and imprisonment, unless it were accompanied with some de-
gree of maintenance given to the felon, which makes the pai-ty an
accessary after the fact.

The 24 & 25 Vict. c. 96, s. 101, provides against the offence of taking
a reward for helping to the recoveiy of stolen property, and makes it a
felony pimishable with penal servitude or imprisonment, for not loss

than 7 years, or with imprisonment not exceeding 4 years, with or
without whipping.

Sect. 102 of the same act provides against the offence of advertising
rewards for the return of stolen property. See the enactments and
law, and forms, post, title " Larceny.'"

If in an indictment for compounding felony it bo aven-cd that the



defendant did desist, and from that time hitherto hath desisted from 5. Forms.
all fui'ther prosecution, and it appear that after the alleged compoimd-
ing he prosecuted the offender to conviction, the judge will direct an
acquittal {II v. Stone, 4 C. tfc P. 379).

(venue). The jurors for our Lady the Queen upon their oath present, a), indictment
that heretofore, to wit, on the day of , in the year of the for compomiding

reign of our sovereign Lady the Queen Victoria, ooie A., the wife of J. N.
,
felo- ^ i^^o^y-

niously stole, took, and carried away one silver spoon, of the goods and chattels

of one J. S., against the peace of our Lady the Queen, her crown and dignity.

And that the said J. S., well knowing the saidfelony to have been by the said A.
so as aforesaid done aiul committed, but contriving and intending unlaufully
and unjustly to pervert the diie course of law and justice in tlutt behalf, and to

cause and procure the said A . for the felony aforesaid to escape with impunity,

afterwards, to wit, on the day and year aforesaid, xmlawfully, and for wicked
gain's sake, did compound the said felony with the said J. N., the husband of
the said A., and then did exact, take, receive, and have of the said J. N. the sum
of twenty-six shillings, for and as a reicard for compounding the said felony,

and desisting from all further prosecution against the said A. for the felony
aforesaid ; and that the said J. S. , on the day and year aforesaid, did there-

upon desist, and from that time hitherto hath desisted from all furtlier prosecu-

tion of tlic said A. for the felony aforesaid : ^to the great hindrance ofjustice, in
contempt ofour Lady the Queen and her laws, and against the peace of our Lady
the Queen, her crown and dignity.

(venue). TJie jurors for our Lady the Queen upon their oath present, (2). Indictment

that heretofore, to wit, at <i;c. [describins the court where the defendant was f^r.^^'ifff?"!"^
. . 1 1 • i n ji " 7 ^ ° • ,, ^ j7 • ^ felony after a pno
tried and convicted], on the day of , m t/ie year of tlie reign oj our conviction for

sovereign Lady the Queen, 0. D. was then and there convicted of felony, and felony.

which said conviction is still in full force. And the jurors aforesaid, upon
their oath aforesaid, do further present, that the said 0. D., being so convicted

offelony as aforesaid, afterwards, on the day of, in the year of the

reign aforesaid, with force and arms [one gold Avatch of the value of one pound,
and one gold seal of the value of ten shillings, and one gold chain of the value

of one pound], of the goods and chattels of A. B. then and there being found,
then and there feloniously did steal, take, and carry away [describing the

felony as"in other cases] ; against the form of the statute in such case made and
provided, and against the peace of our Lady the Queen, her crown and
dignity.

Prize-Ggliting.

dfigiitinfl.
PeIZE-FIGHTING is a breach of the peace and illegal. No con-

sent can make it legal ; and all the country being present would not
make it less an offence ; and, in general, prize-fights are unlawful
assemblies, and every one attending them is guilty of an offence, and
indictable accordingly. (See R. v. Billingham, 1 M. & R. M. C. 127.)
" My advice to magistrates and constables is, in cases where they have
information of a fight, to secui-e the combatants beforehand, and take
them to a magistrate, who ought to compel them to enter into secu-

rities to keep the peace till the next assizes or sessions, and if they will

not enter into such security, to commit them to prison. In this way
the mischief would be prevented and the fights put a stop to." {Per

Bailey, J. , Id. ) It is usual to require a surety for the peace between
the two combatants and all other persons. See further as to arresting

parties guilty of this or any other breach of the peace, ante,

''Arrest:''

As to death by fighting, see j^ost, " Homicide," " Duelling:' Death by
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1. Punisliinent

by fine.

In churches.

Amicable contest.

Punishment by
fine.

For what.

Who may fine.

Presence of de-
fendant.

Who to have.

Jfines, jforfcitures, ant( jFotfettetr ^ztn^mimm,
As to fighting and quarrelling in churclies, see title " Church."

As to amicable contests, see title ''Assault."

See further titles " Affray," " Assault," " Riot."

tteatms of, $cu

dTorfntelr

ana (B]Ei=

I. Punishment by Fine, p. 520.

II. Levying and Estreating of, and Compounding, &c., of, in general,

p. 521.

[22 & 23 Car. 2, c. 22 ; 4 & 5 Will. 3, c. 24, s. 5 ; 7 Geo. 4,

c. 64, s. 31 ; 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 99.]

HI. Levying and discharge of, when imposed or taJcen before Justices

of the Peace, andjp,t Quarter Sessions, p. 531.

[3 Geo. 4, c. 46 ; 4 Geo. 4, c. 37.]

A fine is a pecuniary punishment or recompense for an ofience com-
mitted against the queen or her laws, or against the lord of a manor.
It is the lowest species of punishment which can be inflicted. (11 Harg.
St. Tr. 292.)

It differs from an amercement, inasmuch as the latter, though
ordered by the court, is aflfeered or fixed by the jury, and the former
is determined on by the judges, and forms a part of their sentence.

[Oriesley^s case, 8 Rep. 38.)

As to when a party may be fined, see the different titles of ofiences

throughout this work. It is only for the smaller species of offences

that he can be so, as for misdemeanors, &c.

Courts of record only can in general fine and imprison, and such a
court may fine for an offence committed in court in their view, or by
the confession of a party recorded in cotut. (1 Lil. Ah. 621.) Such
a court might fine for a contempt. (1 Eob. Ab. 219 ; Oriesley''s

case, 8 Rep. 38 ; 9 Rep. 60 ; R. v. Stone, 6 T. R. 530.) Some courts may
fine but not imprison, as the court leet. Some may imprison but not
fine, as the constables at the petty sessions, for any affray made in

disturbance of the court.
(
Godfrey's case, 1 1 Rep. 44 ; 1 Roll. Rep.

74.) Some courts cannot fine or imprison, but may amerce, as the

county court, hundred, &c. {Godfrey's case, 11 Rep. 43, b.) Some
courts can neither fine, imprison, nor amerce, as ecclesiastical couits,

held before the ordinary, archdeacon, &c., or their commissaries, and
such who proceed according to the canon or civil law. {Godfrey's case,

11 Rep. 44, a.) Acts of parliament sometimes give powers to courts,
though not of record, to fme.
A defendant need not be personally present in court where a judg-

naent of fine only is pronounced against him, if, in such case, a clerk
in court will undertake to pay the fine, and the court think fit to dis-

pense with his attendance. {Reg. v. Templeman, 1 Salk. 45 ; 2 Hawl:
c. 48, s. 17 ; Com. Dig. Indictment (N.))

All fines and amercements are debts of record, and belong to the
Queen the instant judgment is given, unless otherwise directed by
statute. {Dr. Groenvelt's case, 5 Salk. 265 ; 1 Ld. Rayni. 213, S. C.

;

R. V. Woolf, 2 B. & Aid. 613.) A fine on an indictment for not re-
pairing a highway does not belong to the Queen. (3 Salk. 32 ; 1 JJla.

Rep. 602.)
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Some part of a fine (usually a tliird) may be given to the prosecutor 2. Levying and
for the injuries he has sustained. Such part is given by the Court of estreating, dc,

(iueen's Bench, they having the Queen's privy seal for that purpose. in general.

[11. V. Gouer, 1 Keb. 487 ; 2 Ilaivk. c. 2d, s. 3 ; Bac. Ah. Indictment

(A.)
)

The city of London is entitled to a fine imposed for a misdemeanor
committed within the city, though the fine be adjudged by the Court

of Queen's Bench sitting at Westminster. {R. v. Mayor, &c., of Lon-

don, 1 a., M. & R. 1.)

The amount of the fine is purely discretionary at common law ; which Amount of.

directs an ofi'ence to be punished by fine in general without specifying

the certain sum, nor is the amount of a fine often ascertained by the

statute law, except on summary con\'ictions before magistrates, and
even then it is merely by way of a maximum. (See Deacon, Crim. Di-

gest, 484.)

The amount ought in no case to be excessive. See 9 Hen. 3, c. 14,

and the Bill of Eights, 1 W. & M. st. 2, c. 2.

It seems, that whenever fine and ransom are mentioned in a statute,

the latter imports a sum three times the amount of the former. {Sir

E. Norton's case, 2 Di/er, 232, a ; 4 DIa. Cam. 380 ; sed vide Co. Lit.

127.) When an act of Parliament directs a fine at the will of the

Queen, this is always understood to mean at the discretion of the

judges, and they fix it at their pleasure within constitutional boun-
daries. (3 Sallc. 33.)

_

But where a statute specifies a sum to be forfeited, the court have Mitigation of.

no power to mitigate it after conviction. (3 Salk. 33.) Nor have the

Queen's Bench, in any case, authority to lessen a fine imposed by an
inferior tribunal ; but, in both these cases, redress may be obtained ;

in the former case, in the Court of Exchequer {Id.), or sometimes at

sessions ; and in the latter, by petition of the lords of the treasury. (8

T. Ji. 618, n. {d). It is said, however, to be the constant practice of the

Court of Queen's Bench to intimate a design of mitigating the fine to

the Queen, if the offender will pay the prosecutor's costs, and make
satisfaction for his damages. (2 Hawk. c. 25, s. 3 ; Bac. Air. Indict-

ment {A.)). And that court is in possession of a writ of privy seal,

issued at the commencement of every reign, warranting them in

applying the money or part of it in defraying the prosecutor's

expenses.

On a motion to mitigate the fine the defendant should appear in per-

son. {1 Ventr. 209 ; S Salk. '33.)

"V^Tien a married woman is convicted of a misdemeanor, some other
punishment will be imposed in lieu of a fine, because, in contempla-
tion of law, she can have nothing with which she may pay it. {B. T.
Hard. 279.)

If the Queen is willing to remit the fine, the attorney-general must
acknowledge satisfaction by an entry to that eflect on the record.

{Bunh. 48 ; Trem. F. C. 303 ; see Beg. y. Dunne, 2 M. & Sel. 201.)

IT. Eebgtng anti ^stitatino of, anti ^'ompoun'btns, ^t., of

in a^nxnal
When a fine is imposed by the Court of Queen's Bench, it may be raymcnt of fine.

paid to any of its accredited officers, from whence it usually passes to

the privy purse, without being brought into the exchequer. (1 M'C,
& Y. 534, 535.)
A payment to the Queen's coroner will suffice, (i?. v. ShackeU, Id.

514.)

The party is sufficiently discharged by the payment of the fine to

any officer empowered to receive it, and is not bound to obtain a
quietus from the exchequer {Id.).
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2. Levying and
estreating, d:c.,

in general.

Levying of fine.

Levying unierce-
meut.

Estreating and
levying of,

amercing for not
returning estreat.

Process for lovyin;
after payment'to
sheriff, &c.

When estreats to
be returned.

3 & 4 Wm. 4, c. P9.

Clerk of Parlia-

ment to return to
Treasury or to

commissioners an
account of fines set
in the House of
Lords

:

and pay fines

received as 'I'rca-

sui-y shall direct.

Clerk of House of
Commons to make
return of all

recognizances.

jFtneg, iSoxUitnm, ant jForfciteti Eecosni^anccs,

When a Jine is imposed by the Court of Queen's Bench, process may
issue directly out of that court to levy it. Such process is usually a
levari facias in the nature ot a, fieri facias. It may be issued directly,

notwithstanding the judgment be both fine and imprisonment. {B. v.

Woolfe, 2 B. & Aid. 609.) A capias pro fine may also be awarded.
{Reg, V. Templeman, 1 Salk. 56.)

The court will not give the sheriff directions how he shall dispose of
property remaining in his hands, which has been seized in execution
towards the payment of a fine imposed upon a defendant convicted of
a bla.sphemous libel ; but if the sheriff has made an imj)roper return,
it may be quashed. {R. v. Carlile, \ D. & R. 474.)

The payment of an amercement may be enforced by distringas or ac-
tion of debt. (2 Neiu Ah. 502.)

An estreat, as we have already seen {ante, title '^Estreat"), is a
true copy or note of some original writing or record, and especially

of fines, amercements, and forfeitui-es, imposed in the rolls of a coiirt,

to be levied by the bailiff or proper officer.

By the stat. 3 Geo. 1, c. 15, s. 12, clerks of assizes, &c., may be
amerced for not returning their estreats, by the barons of the
Exchequer (a).

By stat. 22 & 23 Car. 2, c. 22, s. 10, where any fine or forfeiture

shall be paid to any sheriff, clerk of assize, clerk of the peace, or other
officer, and be certified and estreated into the exchequer, the process
or summons of green wax shall go forth to the sheriff, against the
officer or person to whom such fine or forfeiture is paid, for levjdngtho
same, &c. See 1 M'G. & Y. 514.

Prom the earliest period, down to the statute 22 & 23 Car. 2, c. 22,

the practice was not to estreat fines and forfeitures into the Court of

Exchequer, which were imposed by the Coiu't of Queen's Bench, until

they were paid.

The duty imposed by that statute upon the officer of the Court of
Queen's Bench is to estreat, not merely such fines as are paid, but
also all fines that are not paid.

But by the 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 99, s. 22, so much of 22 & 23 Car. 2,

c. 22, ss. 2, 5, as requires fines, &c., to be certified and estreated into

the Exchequer twice a year, is repealed.

Sect. 23. The clerk of the Parliament shall, within 14 days next
after every session of Parliament, make out an account of all and
every fines or fine which shall or may be set or imposed, and also of all

recognizances ordered to be estreated, by the lords spiritual and
temporal in Parliament assembled during such preceding session of

Parliament, with the names and residences of the parties, and distin-

guishing such of the said fines as shall have been received, and transmit
the same to the lord high ti'easurer or to the commissioners of his

Majesty's treasury, and also a duplicate thereof to the said commis-
sioners for auditing the public accounts, and also shall, within tho
time aforesaid, certify and estreat all such fines as shall not have been
received by him in and into his Majesty's Court of Exchequer.

Sect. 24. All fines which shall be received by the said clerk of tl)(>

Parliament shall be paid by him to such person or persons, at sucli

times, and in such manner as the lord high treasurer, or any three of

the commissioners of his Majesty's treasury shall by warrant
direct.

Sect. 25. The clerk of the House of Commons shall, within 14 days
next after every session of Parliament, make out an account of all

recognizances certified by the speaker of the said house or estreated by
him into the exchequer, with the names and residences of the parties,

and transmit the same to the lord high treasurer, or to the commis-

(a) Rut this statute is repealed as to ss. 2, 4, 7, 17, 19 in part, 22 and 23,

by 30 & 31 Vict. c. 59, schedule.
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sloners of his Majesty's treasury, and also a duplicate thereof to tlio 2. Levying and
said commissioners for auditing the public accounts. estreating, d-c.

Sect. 2G. The king's coroner and attorney of his Majesty's Court of in general.

King's Bench, and the prothonotaries of his Majesty's Court of Com- TTTTZT" '

mon Pleas, and his Majesty's remembrancer of the Court of Exchequer,
j^^^^^^^^'^ ^^'

^^'

and also the masters and prothonotaries of the office of pleas in the k j^ q p ^nd
same coiu't, respectively, shall on the first day of every term make out Exch. tohe'trans-

an account of all fines, issues, amerciaments, penalties, and recog- ™*"^^ *°^^?g^"''y

nizances set, lost, imposed, or forfeited to or for the use of his Majesty sioners of audit,

in the said courts respectively, and not before estreated, with the

names and residences of the parties, and distinguishing such as shall

have been paid, and transmit the same to the commissioners of his

Majesty's treasury, and also a duplicate thereof to the said commis-
sioners for auditing the public accounts.

Sect. 27. The said coroner and attorney of his Majesty's Court of Unpaid fines to bo

King's Bench, the prothonotaries of the Court of Common Pleas, and estreated.

the master and prothonotaries of the office of pleas, and king's remem-
brancer, respectively, shall on the first day of every term, and at such
other time or times as they shall respectively be ordered or requii-ed so

to do by any order of the said courts respectively, or by the order of

any judge or baron thereof, certify and estreat all such fines, issues,

amerciaments, penalties, and recognizances set, lost, imposed, or for-

feited as aforesaid, and not received by them respectively, in and into

the said Court of Exchequer.
Sect. 28. All such fines, issues, amerciaments, penalties, and re- Fino^, &c. received

cognizances set, lost, imposed, or forfeited as aforesaid, which shall i^-gasSry slwil
be received by any of the said officers of the said Coiu-ts of King's direct.

Bench, Common Pleas, or Exchequer, shall be paid by them respectively

to such officer or officers or to such person or persons entitled thereto,

and at such times and in such manner as the lord high treasurer or the
commissioners of his Majesty's treasury shall by warrant under his or

their hands direct.

Sect. 29. An account in writing of all fines, issues, amerciaments, Account of fines
^

penalties, and recognizances set, lost, imposed, or forfeited to or for commissioners of'

the use of his Majesty by or before any judge or judges of assizes, sewers, clerks of

clerk of the market, or commissioners of sewers tlu'oughout the
of 'd™dands 'to b

kingdom of England, and also all deodands found or forfeited to or for transmitted to

the use of his Majesty throughout the same kingdom, shall, within 14 Treasury and to

days next after any such fines, issues, amerciaments, penalties, recog- audit!^'"'^'"^^'^^

nizances, or deodands shall respectively be set, lost, imposed, forfeited,

found, or accrued, be made out by the clerk of assize, clerk of the
market, commissioners of sewers, and coroners, or other person or
persons respectively to whom it doth appertain or belong to make
estreat thereof, with the names and residences of the parties liable to

make payment thereof respectively, and distinguishing such as shall have
been paid or received ; and two copies of such account when so made
out shall be signed by the person or persons so required to make out
the same, who shall, within the time last aforesaid transmit one copy
thereof to the commissioners of his Majesty's treasury, and another
copy thereof to the commissioners for auditing the public accounts

;

and the same fines, issues, amerciaments, penalties, recognizances, and
deodands shall also within the time last aforesaid be duly certified and
estreated by such officers and persons respectively in and into the said
court of exchequer ; and all sum and sums of money which shall havo
been received for or on account of any such fines, issues, amerciaments,
penalties, forfeitures, recognizances, or deodands, shall be paid over by
the parties respectively receiving the same unto the sheiofi' or sherifi's

of the county, city, or town wherein the same shall have been set, lost,

imposed, found, or accrued, to the intent that such sheriff or sheriffs

may be charged therewith, and duly account for the same.
Sect. 30. Provided, that in all cases where any fines, issues, recog- Where fines, &c.
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2. Levijing and nizances, penalties, forfeitures, or deodands are required by any act

estreating, d-c, or acts now in force to be estreated, upon oath, or into the Court of
in general. Exchequer, such oath shall and may be sworn and taken before a

,
Will 4 c 99 J^'^S^ ^^ ^^y ^^ -^^^ Majesty's superior courts of record at Westminster,

are now esti'eatid ^^ before any Commissioners for taking affidavits in the same courts,

upon oath, such or before any master extraordinary in the high Court of Chancery, or
oath may be taken ijefore any of his Majesty's justices of the peace ; and every such estreat

ore a J II ge, -c.

^y^^y[ \)q transmitted to, and filed with his Majesty's remembrancer of

the said Court of Exchequer, and received and entered by him without
fee or reward.
The above two sections are left in the text because they have not

been actually repealed, and appear still to be law as to clerks of

markets, coroners, or commissioners of sewers, but the duties of clerks

of assize as to the levying of penalties, fines, &c., is now entirely

regulated by the 22 & 23 Vict. c. 21, ss. 32, 33 {post, p. 527), "An Act
regulating the office of the Queen's Eemembrancer, and for amending
the practice and procedure of the Revenue side of the Courts of

Exchequer." In practice the clerk of assize or his deputy upon the

termination of the business at each assize town, issues his process for

the levying of all fines, &c. , that may have been ordered by the court

during the assizes. The roll is made out in the following foi-m :

Wakwickshiee.—An estreat of all fines, issues, amerciaments, and recog-

nizances, set and forfeited to onr Lady the Queen at a special session of oyer

and terminer, and gaol delivery of our said Lady the Queen, holden at "Warwick
in and for the county of Warwick. On Monday the fifth day of December, in

the twenty-eighth year of the reign of our Sovereign Lady Victoria, by the

grace of God of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen,
Defender of the Faith, before the Honourable , one of the barons

of our Lady the Queen of her Court of Exchequer, and others their fellows,

justices of oiu' said Lady the Queen, assigned to inquire of all treasons, felonies,

and other off"ences committed within the county aforesaid, and also to hear and
determine the same, and also before the same justices assigned to deliver the

gaol of our said Lady the Queen, of the said county of Warwick, of the

jirisoners therein being.

A. B., because he did not appear and give evidence on a bill of iudictment
for felony against as by recognizance he undertook to do.

Endorsement of sheriff, bailiff, (fee, where no levy could be made.

I have issued my warrant against A. B., named in the within roll, and find

that he has no goods or chattels, lands or tenements in my bailiwick whereof
I can cause to be levied the sum set opposite his name in the said roll, nor is

he found in my bailiwick.

The answer of Sheriff.

It was held in Exp. Tmnlins (2 C. & J. 122), that where the amoimt
is under 51., clerks Of the peace may verify their returns of estreats to

the Court of Exchequer by affidavit without a commission or personal
appearance.
By 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 99, s. 31, his Majesty's remembrancer do and

shall, on or before the first seal day next after every term, make out
an account in writing of all fines, issues, amerciaments, penalties,
forfeited recognizances and deodands, estreated during the preceding
vacation and teim, and also of all returns within the same period of

sheriffs to process issued for the purpose of levying any estreated fines,

issues, amerciaments, penalties, forfeited recognizances, and deodands,
and shall, within the time last aforesaid, transmit and send one copy
of such account to the commissioners of his Majesty's treasury (a).

And now by 22 & 23 Vict. c. 21, s. 23. Unless stayed by order of

Accounts of
estreats to bo
transmitted to

Treasury and to
commissioners of
audit.

£2 t 23 Vict.

S. 23.

21,

{a) 22 & 23 Vict. c. 21, s. 29, repeals the direction to send a copy to the

commissioners of accounts.
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Iho Court of Exchequer, or a bfixon thereof, or by warranty of the 2. Levying and

commissioners of her Majesty's treasury, process for duly levying and estreating, &c.,

enforcing pajTuent of all fines, issues, amerciaments, penalties, and m general.

forfeited recognizances, estreated into the Court of Exchequer and not
22 & 23 Vict c 21

lawfully vacated and discharged, may be issued by her Majesty's sr23.

remembrancer at any time or times without reference to any seal day,

and so from time to time until the same shall be fully paid or levied,

vacated or discharged.

Sect. 32. His Majesty's said remembrancer shall, on the first seal 3 <fe4 Will. 4,c. 99.

day next after everj' term, and also at any other time or times when Process to be

required by the Court of Exchequer, or by the fiat or order of any o/oftenJr,Yo w'
baron thereof, make out and issue, or cause to be made out and issued, estreats,

according to the practice of the Court of Exchequer, and without fee

or reward, process for duly leyj'ing and enforcing payment of all such

fines, issues, amerciaments, penalties, forfeited recognizances, and
deodands, estreated as aforesaid (except as hereinafter mentioned),

which shall not theretofore have been levied, recovered, vacated or

discharged, and so from time to time until the same shall be fully

paid or levied, vacated or discharged.

Sect. 33. It shall be lawful for the lord high treasurer or the com- Power to Treasuiy

missioners of his Majesty's treasury, and he or they are hereby ^d^dfsSarge^the
au.thorised, by warrant under his or their hands directed to the proper fines, &c.

officer or officers, to stay the issuing or execution of all or any process

touching any of the matters set, lost, imposed, forfeited, or estreated

as aforesaid, and to vacate and discharge such fines, issues, amercia-

ments, penalties, forfeited recognizances, or deodands, or any of them,
or any part thereof ;

provided that nothing in this clause contained

shall extend to enable the said lord high treasurer or the commissioners
of his Majesty's treasury to remit or restore any fine, issue, amercia-
ment, penalty, forfeited recognizance, or deodand to which any body
corporate or politic, person or persons, shall or may be entitled, which
shall have been actually levied by or paid to them.

Sect. 34. All bodies corporate and politic, and all and every other Tower to persons

person and persons, having or claiming title to any fines, issues, amer-
fi"*'*g^^c*^"to"^

ciaraents, penalties, forfeited recognizances, deodands, sum or sums of inspect accounts,

money contained in any account transmitted by virtue of this act to

the commissioners for auditing public accounts, shall and may, by
themselves, or their, his, or her bailiff, steward, or agent, at all

seasonable times, have access to the said accounts, and take minutes
or extracts therefrom.

Sect. 35. It shall be lawful for the lord high treasurer, or any 3 or Treasury may
more of the commissioners of his Majesty's treasuiy, from time to ^^^^ payment of

time to order and direct payment, by warrant under his or their hand, '

of the said fines, issues, amerciaments, penalties, forfeited recogni-
zances, deodands, sum and sums of money or any of them, to any
body corporate or politic, person or persons, entitled to the same, or to
their, his, or her bailiff, steward, or agent : Provided always, that not-
withstanding such payment any body politic or corporate, person
or persons, aggrieved thereby, shall and may apply by petition
in the manner hereinafter mentioned against the party or parties to
whom such paj-ment shall have been made, to restore or refund the
sum or sums by hiin or them so received.

Sect. 36. Provided, that in case the commissioners of his Majesty's if Treasury reject

treasuiy shall neglect, refuse, or decline to order the payment of any niii^appeaUo
^^

fines, issues, amerciaments, penalties, forfeited recognizances, deodands. Court of Excbe-
sum or sums of money so claimed as aforesaid, or if any party shall be I"'''"-

aggrieved by any order made by the said commissioners, it shall be
lawful for any such body or bodies corporate or politic, person or
persons, to apply in a summary way, by petition to the lord chief
baron and the other barons of his Majesty's Court of Exchequer, setting
forth the nature of the claim or title of the petitioners or petitioner

;
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2. Levying and
estreating, <tc.,

in general.

3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 99.

Act not to preju-
dice rights of cor-

porate bodies, &c.

Act not to affect

jurisdiction of

Court of Exche-
quer.

Rights of

London, &c.

Eights of city of

Chester saved.

Compounding and
discliarging fines,

and estreated
recognizances, &c.
by Court of

Exchequer.

Exchequer may
discharge
recognizances.

jjfmt&, JTorfettures, antf JForfetteti Bccosni^anccg;,

and thereupon the said barons of his Majesty's Court of Exchequer
shall and they are hereby authorised to proceed to call the proper
parties before them, and to hear and determine the matter of the said

petition, and to give such costs and to make such order and orders

therein as they shall deem just.

Sect. 37. Provided also, that nothing herein contained shall extend
or be prejudicial to the rights, privileges, and remedies of any bodies

politic or corporate, or of any lord of any manor, liberty, or franchise

whatsoever, or of any person or persons, claiming title under or by
virtue of any grant from the crown, anything herein contained to the

contrary notwithstanding.
Sect. 38. Provided, that nothing herein contained shall extend to

prejudice or affect the power, jurisdiction, or authority of the lord chief

baron and the other barons of his Majesty's Court of Exchequer as to

the said fines, issues, amerciaments, penalties, forfeited recognizances,

and estreats, or any process or proceeding thereon.

Sect. 39 provides that the act shall not aflfect the rights of county
palatines or of the city of London.

Sect. 40 provides that the act shall not prejudice the rights of the
city and county of the city of Chester.

The parties may, independently of the above enactment of 3 & 4
Will. 4, c. 99, ss. 33—36, apply in a summary way for the favour of

the Court of Exchequer, which is empowered, under a writ of privy
seal, issued at the commencement of every reign, to compound or

discharge any fines, issues, amercements, and recognizances, according
to the custom of each case. (2 Man. JExch. Prad. Ajyp, 253 ; see also

the 33 Hen. 8, c. 39.)

Also at common law, it seems that the Court of Exchequer had the

power to discharge or of allowing a party to compound in respect of an
estreated recognizance, and that the power is exercised according to

the equity and circumstances of the case. {R. v. Tomh, 10 Mod. 278,

Re Pellew, 13 Price, 299.)

Also by stat. 4 Geo. 3, c. 10, this authority of the Exchequer is

enlarged (a) ; and after reciting. Whereas many recognizances have
been estreated into his Majesty's Court of Exchequer against persons
for not appearing as parties or witnesses in his Majesty's courts of

record at Westminster, or at the assizes and general quarter sessions,

or other coiu'ts of record, in that part of Great Britain called England,
or for not prosecuting indictments there, or otherwise not performing
the conditions in such recognizances contained, many of which neglects
of duty have happened by the inattention of ignorant people, some of

whom are imprisoned, and a great number of others liable to be so, by
the process constantly issued against them out of the Courts of Exche-
quer, and dii'ected to the sheriffs, though no other prosecution be sub-
sisting but merely for such forfeitures of their recognizances, from
which there are no easy means at present, for poor persons especially,

to procure any discharge : for remedy whereof it is enacted. That
from and after the 5th day of May, 1764, it shall be lawful for the
barons of his Majesty's Court of Exchequer, upon affidavit and petition

to be presented to them by or on the behalf of the person or persons
imprisoned, or liable to be imprisoned, on the forfeiture of any such
recognizances, to discharge such person or persons, by order from the
said barons, without any quietus to be sued out for that purpose ; for

which order no more than 1/. 1.9. shall be taken by the officer appointed
to give out the same : Provided that no discharge shall be given on

(a) This act has not been frequently

brought into notice ; it has been con-
sidered as giving the court greater

power than it before had. See M. v.

Cartman, 11 Price, 637, Avliere an
estreat of a forfeited recognizance on
a serious offence was discharged under
the act.



sucli petitions where any debt is due to the crown, other than by the 2. Levying and
recognizances so prayed to be discharged ; nor in any case of defraud- estreating, d-c,

ing his Majesty's revenue by contraband trade, or assaulting his in general.

Majesty's officers of the customs or excise in the execution of their

duty, or any person or persons lawfully assisting them therein.

But since the 3 Geo. 4, c. 46, s. 2, the exchequer has no jurisdiction Except as to fines,

with respect to fines and forfeitures incurred before justices of the
^^'^^f

°^^J^|^*'°°^

peace. (See post, 532.)

As to what is a forfeiture of a recognizance, see " Becognizance." What a forfeiture

By the 22 & 23 Yict. c. 21, s. 32, the clerks of assize, and the «>f recognizances,

clerk of the crown for the county palatine of Durham and Sadberge, 22&23Vict. c. 21.

by whom respectively any fines, issues, amerciaments, penalties,
^Jf^^^gq^ifreTto

and recognizances set, lost, imposed, or forfeited, wotJd, if this estreat fines, &c.

act had not been passed, have been certified or estreated in or into into the Exche-

the exchequer, shall not so certify or estreat the same or transmit
c^g^/to the she^-iffl

any account thereof to the commissioners for auditing the public

accounts, but every such clerk of assize and such clerk of the

crown respectively shall in the like cases and at the like times in

and at which he would, if this act had not been passed, have
certified or estreated, such fines, issues, amerciaments, penalties,

and recognizances as aforesaid, copy on a roll such fines, issues,

amerciaments, penalties, and recognizances, together with the names
and residences, trades, professions, or callings of the parties, and dis-

tinguish such as have been paid, and send a copy of such roll, with a

writ (a), according to the form and efiect in the schedule to this act,

to the sheriff, bailiff, or officer of the county, city, borough, or place

having execution of process therein in which the parties liable to the

payment of such fines, issues, amerciaments, penalties, and recog-

nizances are stated to be resident, and such copy and writ shall be the

authority to such sheriff, bailiff, or officer for proceeding to the imme-
diate levying and recovering of such fines, issues, amerciaments,
penalties, and recognizances on the goods and chattels of such parties,

or for taking into custody theii" bodies in case sufficient goods and
chattels be not found whereon distress can be made for recovery

thereof; and every person so taken shall be lodged in the common
gaol until payment be made or he be discharged by the authority of

the commissioners of her Majesty's treasury, or otherwise in due course

of law ; and it shall be competent for such commissioners to give

authority under their hands for such discharge, either absolutely or on
such terms and conditions as they may see fit : Provided always,
that where the residences of the parties in such roll liable as aforesaid

are not all in one county, borough, city, or place, then a copy of so

much only of such roll as relates to the fines, issues, amerciaments,
penalties, and recognizances to be paid by the parties resident in each
county, city, borough, or place shall be sent with such writ as

aforesaid to the sheriff, baiUff, or officer having execution of process
therein.

Sect. 33. The clerk of assize and clerk of the crown respectively Oath of clerk of

shall, before sending such writ as aforesaid to any such sheriff,
proc^esr"*^"'^'

baiUff, or officer, make oath before a judge of one of her Majesty's
superior coui-ts of record at Westminster, or before any commissioner
for taking affidavits in the same courts, or to administer oaths in
Chancery, which oath shall be indorsed on the back of the writ or of
the said roll attached thereto ; and such oath shall be in the form fol-

lowing :

—

"I, , make oath, that this roll is tmly and carefully made
up and examined, and that all fines, issues, amerciaments, penalties,
and recognizances which in right and due course of law ought to be
levied and paid are, to the best of my knowledge and understanding,

(«) See the form, jpost, page 535.
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2. Levying and inserted in the said roll, and that in the said roll are also contrinod
estreating, dhc, and expressed all such fines, issues, amerciaments, penalties, and

in general. recognizances as have been paid to or received by me, without any
•wilful or fraudulent discharge, omission, misnomer, or defect what-
ever.

" So help me God."

22 & 23 Vict. C. 21.

Return of writ to
tlie treasury.

Until fines, &c.
are levied, sheriff

to retain writ,
whicti stiall con-
tiniie in force and
be authority to
act upon.

Where a party
resides in another
county, <fec. or has
removed, sheriff

to issue his
warrant to the
sheriff of the other
county, &c.

Penalty on sheriff

for neglect.

Sect. 34. The sheriff, bailiff, or officer to whom any such wi-it as
aforesaid is sent shall, on such day as the commissioners of her
Majesty's treasury may, from time to time, by warrant under their

hands, direct, return such writ to such commissioners, and shall state

on the back of the said roll what has been done in the execution of
such process.

Sect. 35. The sheriff, bailiff, or other ofl&cer to whom the said writ
is sent, shall, until all the said fines, issues, amerciaments, penalties,

and recognisances have been paid or recovered or dischai'ged, or it be
duly ascertained to the satisfaction of the commissioners of licr

Majesty's treasury, that the party in default has not any goo'ls or

chattels in the county, city, borough, or place of such sheriff, bailiff,

or officer, or in any other county, city, borough, or place in England
in which a levy can be made, and that such party cannot be found or

that his body cannot be lodged in any of her Majesty's gaols, keep
and detain in the possession of such sheriff, bailiff, or officer the writ
so directed to him and the roll attached to such writ, deKvering to the
said commissioners of her Majesty's treasury a copy of such roll on the
daj^ on which he is required to return such writ, and also a copy of

any former roll or rolls in which the fines, issues, amerciaments,
penalties, and recognizances have not been paid or discharged ; and
the original writ and roll or writs and rolls sent to the sheriff, bailiff,

or other officer, shall continue in force and effect, and shall be sufficient

authority without any further writ or roll, for the levying of the said

fines, issues, amerciaments, penalties, and recognizances, and such
sheriff, bailiff, or other officer is hereby authorised and required on
quitting his office to deliver over to his successor all rolls and writs in

his possession, particularizing any fines, issues, amerciaments, penal-

ties, and recognizances remaining unpaid or undischarged in order

that the sheriff, bailiff, or other officer coming into the office may use
every means in his power for recovering the sums unpaid and not
charged to his predecessors on the passing of his accounts before any
person duly authorised to pass the same.

Sect. 36. In all cases where the party incurring or subject to the

payment of any fine, issue, amerciament, penalty, or recognizance
resides or has fled or removed from or oiit of the jurisdiction of the

sheriff, bailiff, or officer to whom any such writ as aforesaid has been
directed, such sheriff, bailiff, or officer shall issue his warrant, together

with a copy of the said writ, directed to the sheriff, bailiff, or other

officer acting for the county, city, borough, or place in which such
person then resides or is, or in which his goods or chattels may bo
found, requiring such sheriff, bailiff, or other officer to execute such
writ ; and every such last-mentioned sheriff, bailiff, or other officer is

hereby authorised and required to act in all respects under such
warrant in the'same manner as if the original writ had been delivered

to him, and the said sheriff, bailiff, or other officer is hereby required

within thirty days after the receipt of such warrant to return to the

sheriff, bailiff, or other officer from whom he received the same what
he has done in the execution of such process ; and in case a levy has

been made, to pay over all monies received in pursuance of the

warrant to the sheriff, bailiff, or officer from whom he received the

same.
Sect. 37. Every sheriff, bailiff, or other officer as aforesaid nof^loct-

ing to do or perform any duty by this act required shall forfeit and
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pay such sum as in section 10 of the 3 Geo. 4 is provided for such. 2. Levying and
neglect as therein mentioned, and to be recovered in like manner. estreating, (be.,

Sect. 38. The commissioners of her Majesty's treasury, or the party in general.

liable to pay any fine, issue, amerciament, penalty, or recognizance —
which, if this act had not been passed, would have been certified or '

'
'

estreated into the exchequer, may, by notice in writing to the clerk required to^be
°

of assize or clerk of the crown directed by this act to proceed as herein- enrolled in the

. before provided for causing the same to be levied, require such clerk exchequer,

of assize or clerk of the crown, within twenty days after such notice,

to return the estreat thereof into the office of the Queen's remem-
brancer in the exchequer, there to be enrolled, and such estreat shall

be returned and enrolled accordingly ; and any and the like proceed-
ings may be had and taken, by motion or otherwise, in the Court of

Exchequer, in respect of such estreat so enrolled, as might be had and
taken in the case of any fine, issue, amerciament, penalty, or recog-
nizance lawfully certified or estreated into the exchequer in the
ordinary course of law.

Sect. 39. All fines, issues, amerciaments, penalties, and forfeitures Provision as to

now from time to time set over by her Majesty's remembrancer to ^^
"*^ "^^"^ ^^^'

corporations, lords of liberties, and others entitled thereto, shall after

the passing of this act be set over by such person as the commissioners
of her Majesty's treasury may direct, and the books of reference to

such corpoiations, lords of liberties, and others now in the office of her
Majesty's remembrancer, or copies thereof, or of such parts thereof as
may be necessary, shall be delivered to such commissioners or such
person as they may direct.

Sect. 40. Every recognizance forfeited at any inquest to be holden Recognizances

before the coroner of any county, city, town, liberty, or place in forfeited at coro-

England, shall be certified by such coroner to the clerk of the peace bl'^eturned to
°

for the county, riding, division, or place in which the person forfeiting clerks of the

such recognizance shall reside, on or before the first day of the quarter Pf^'f^v*^
'° ^'^

» . ,1 -
• 11 "^

i_ 11 case of fines nn-
session oi the peace then next ensuing, and. such coroner shall cause a posed by coroners.

copy of such certificate to be served upon the person liable to the
payment of such forfeiture by leaving it at his residence ; and every
such clerk of the peace shall proceed to act in respect of such forfeiture

as in the case of fines certified by coroners pursuant to 7 & 8 Vict.

c. 92, 8. 17, and such forfeiture shall bo levied and appHed in like

manner, and subject to the like powers, provisions, and penalties, as
such fines.

If a recognizance be estreated in the exchequer, because not punc- Compounding for

tually complied with, yet if the party appear and take his trial next forfeiture,

session, he may compound for a very small matter in the Court of
Exchequer ; because the effect, though not the exact form of the re-
cognisance, is complied with. R. v. Tomb, 10 Mod. 278.
The judges of oyer and terminer are the proper judges whether yjrj^o are proper

recognizances ought to be estreated or spared ; and it is for the ad- judges as to whe-

vantage of public justice that they should have such power, if upon
outht^tobe^^'*"*^*^^^e circumstances of the case they see fit. And, by parity of reason, estreated.

*" should seem that the justices of the peace in the quarter sessions
.ould have the like power in respect of offences cognizable there.
It is an invariable rule, that a person shall not be prejudiced in any Recognizance not

;anner without being heard, or without having an opportunity for
Withoutthe*^lrt

'.at hearing.
^

^
jj^g an opportii-

In R. V. Cossins, [Parker's Rep. 54), a recognizance to be of good nity of being

Bhaviour was entered into at quarter sessions, and at the next quarter
^°'*'''^-

3s«ions it being proved by witnesses in open court that the party had
een guilty of misbehaviour since entering into the recognizance, the
istices estreated it. On motion to discharge the estreat, it was urged,

that the sessions could not in a summary way try the fact of mis-
behavioar committed out of court, but that the recognizance ought to
|have been removed into the Court of Exchequer, and a scire facias
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2. Levying and sued out, and a breach, assigned, wlicli Cossins and his pledges might
estreating, d-c, controvert by pleading to the scire facias. The Court of Exchequer
in general. discharged the estreat. {Perrow's case, 1 Bol. Ahr. 900, ^* Execution,^^

~~
(0), pi. 4, is to a similar effect.)

Scire facias. Where a party bound in recognizance to keep the peace is subse-

quently convicted at petty sessions of an assault, and the conviction is

returned to the quarter sessions, the justices there are not authorized
• under stat. 3 Geo. 4, c. 46, to order an estreat of the recognizance

;

but the proceeding for that purpose must be by scire facias, as before

the statute. And where the quarter sessions had made such order,

the Court of Queen's Bench granted a certiorari to bring it up for the

purpose of its being quashed. {R. v. Js. of West Biding, 1 A. & E.
583.)

The court will not in general discharge a recognizance, or allow it

to be withdi-awn, unless they be satisfied that the condition of it has
been substantially complied with. (See R. v. Paul, 6 Car. &
P. 328.)

Infancy is no ground for discharging a forfeited recognizance. (J?xp.

Williams, M'Clel. 493; 13 Price, 670.)

Nor is illness (see Exp. Sloeinan, 2 Jurist, 82) ; but the court wiU
prevent the party suffering from the estreat, by suspending its effect

tni the next term.

A defendant having been committed to prison on a forfeited recog-
nizance, his wife and family becoming burthensome to the parish is

not a sufficient ground to discharge him. {R. v. Staucher, 3 Price, 261.)

The court, in a case before the 3 Geo. 4, c. 46, post, 531, refused to

discharge the estreated recognizance of a surety of another for the per-

formance of an order of sessions, where, in consequence of the non-
performance of the condition, the act of the principal had subjected a
parish to expense, upon motion made on the gi'ound of the poverty of

the party only, the parish officers not having consented to the

application. Nor would the coui't in any case gi'ant a rule requiring

the parish officers to show cause why a party making such an appli-

cation should not bo discharged. [In re Smith's Recogtiizance, 13

Price, 3.)

Where a defendant entered into a recognizance to appear to, and try

an indictment for perjury against her in Trinity term, and she had
appeared and pleaded to the indictment, but the indictment had not

been tried, the court would not, in Michaelmas term, discharge the

recognizance, but ordered that it shoiild not be put in suit before the

last day of the term. {R. v. Grote, 3 Dowl. P. C. 255.)
The usual documents to found an application for tlus discharge are

a constat, petition, certificatej^and affidavit, verifying the statements in

the petition. See further, as to discharging, mitigating, and com-
pounding fines and forfeited recognizances, 1 Price, Exch. Pract. c. 13.

When the estreats come into the office, the parties concerned have
an opportunity of traversing the Queen's right, in which case they
employ one of the sworn clerks in the office as their attorney, and
another of the sworn clerks is retained on the part of the crown in

support of its light, who carry on the pleadings in this office according
to the course of the common law, and the right is either detennincd
by the court on demurrer, or after issue joined by a jury, and the
pleadings and judgments thereon are entered on record by sworn
clerks on rolls, intituled, the memoranda of each year. (2 Man. Exch,
Prac. App. 253.)

Respiting and The Court of Exchequer has jurisdiction to respite and stay process
staying process, on estreated recognizances ; and they wiU do so on application, in order

. to give the recognizors an opportunity of trying a question of law,
respecting the subject-matter of the conviction, although the forfeitvire

import the breach of a duty imposed by competent authority, under
an act of parliament, (^e Eridlinyton, 9 Price, 658.)

Traversing
Queen's right to
fine.
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In the case of E. v. Drummond (11 Mod. 200), Lord Drummond 3. Levying, d:c.,

stood bound by recognizance to appear in the Coiirt of King's Bench of when taken

the first day of the term ; and Sir Simon Harcourt, excusing his non- before justices,

appearance by reason of sickness, moved that his recognizance might <feg.

be discharged, the attorney-general having orders, and, being in court,

consenting thereto. But Holt, C. J., said, notwithstanding such
consent. Lord Drummond not appearing in person, the court could
not discharge the recognizance, but said they could respite it till the
next term ; which was done accordingly.

III. HebBmg antr Bisc^arge, ^c. toj^n imposeti or tafeen

tefore Jiustices or at 5)PSSioni5.

The provisions of the 22 & 23 Car. 2. c. 22, which relates to fines. Pines and for-

issues, and amercements, forfeited recognizances, sum or sums of feitures before

money paid or to be paid in lieu or satisfaction of them, or any of them, iessious'.

^^

imposed and adjudged at any quarter sessions of the peace, and of the
4 & 5 W. & M. c. 24, which make the same perpetual, are now repealed
by the 3 Geo. 4, c. 46 ; and all proceedings to be adopted in future, for

enforcing the payment- of fines and forfeited recognizances, heiore Jus-
tices of the peace or the court of general or quarter sessions, are directed

by that act, and by 4 Geo. 4, c. 37, passed for amending it.

These new provisions effected a complete change in the previous
law and practice in respect to the levying of sums due on forfeited

recognizances, taken before justices of the peace out of sessio7is or at ses-

sions ; and it is now the duty of sessions not to estreat the forfeited

recognizances into the exchequer as formerly, but to issue process
thereon immediately themselves, in order that the amount may be
forthwith levied; and the clerks of the peace have no longer any
authority to send the estreat into the exchequer, though, if indeed the
estreat be actually sent into that court, it has, it seems, jurisdiction

over it. (See Exp. Felleiu, M'Clel. HI; 13 Price, JExch. Hep. 301-2,

n. S. C; R. v. Hawkins, M'Clel. & Y. 21 ; B. v. Thompson, 3 Ttjrw.

63; B. V. Justices,^ Yorkshire, West Biding, 1 A.& E. 583.)

But these provisions make no new regulation as to the circum-
stances under which recognizances shall be declared forfeit, they
merely facilitate the lev3ang of the penalty, where such recogni-
zances ai-e and could formerly have been forfeited at the sessions or
otherwise, as stated in the second section of the 3 Geo. 4, c. 46. The
question of how the recognizance may be legally forfeited remains un-
touched ; consequently, in a recent case, where a party, bound in a
recognizance to keep the peace, was subsequently convicted at petty
sessions of an assault, and the conviction was returned to the quarter
sessions, it was held that the justices were not authorized, under that
act, to order an estreat of the recognizance, but that the proceeding
for that purpose must be by scire facias, as before the statute {B. v. Js.

of West Biding, Be Dr. Thornton, 1 A. & E. 583), and the court of ses-

sions having made such order, the Court of Queen's Bench granted a
certiorari to bring it up for the purpose of being quashed. {Id. ; and
aeeB. v. Cossins, Parker, Bep. 54

;
post, " Surety for the Peace.")

We will now proceed to notice these new provisions.

The stat. 3 Geo. 4, c. 46, s. 1, repeals so much of 22 & 23 Car. 2,

c. 22 ; 4 & 5 W. & M. c. 24, and 41 Geo. 3, c. 85, as related to the fines

and amerciaments imposed at the Quarter Sessions, and so much as

required justices to transmit to the clerk of the peace or town clerk an
account of all fines received by them out of sessions.

And by sect. 2 of such act it was enacted that all fines, issues, statements of

amerciaments, forfeited recognizances, sum or sums of money paid or
^'^?fi'^to°cierk

to be paid in lieu or satisfaction of them or any of them (save and of peace by the

except the same shall, by virtue of any act or acts of Parliament made justice by whom
or to be made, be otherwise directed to be levied, recovered, appro-

M M 2



Clerk of peace to
copy on a roll such
fines, &c. at ses-
sions, and send a
copy of such roll,

with writ of dis-

tringas, &c. to the
sheriff, &c.

532 jFines, JForfeitures, anti JForfeitet( 3^ccosni^anccs,

3. LevyiTig, Jkc, priated, or disposed of), whicli already are or hereafter shall be set,

of when taken imposed, lost, or forfeited by or before any justice or justices of the
before justices, peace, in that part of the United Kingdom called England, shall be

<fcc. and are hereby required to be certified by the justice or justices of the

8 Geo. 4, c. 46. peace by or before whom any such fines, issues, amerciaments, for-

such fine, &c. is feited recognizances, sum or sums of money paid or to be paid in lieu

iinposed(a). or satisfaction of them or any of them, shall be set, imposed, lost, or

forfeited to the clerk of the peace of the county, or town clerk of the

city, borough, or place, in writing, containing the names and resi-

dences, trade, profession, or calling of the parties, the amount of the

sum forfeited by each respectively, and the cause of each forfeiture,

signed by such justice or justices of the peace, on or before the ensuing
general or quarter sessions of such county, city, borough, or place

respectively ; and such clerk of the peace, or town clerk, shall (b) copy on
a roll of such fines, issues, amerciaments, forfeited recognizances, sum
or sums of money paid or to be paid in lieu or satisfaction of them or

any of them, together with all fines, issues, amerciaments, forfeited re-

cognizances, sum or sums ofmoney paid or to be paid in lieu or satisfac-

tion of them or any of them, imposed or forfeited at such court of general
or quarter sessions, and shall, within such time as shaU be fixed and
determined by such court, not exceeding twenty-one days after the
adjournment of such court, send a copy of such roll, with a writ of
distringas and capias, or fieri facias and capias, according to the form
and efiect in the schedule marked (A.) (c) {post, 535), annexed to this act,

to the sherifi' of such county, or the sheriff, bailiff, or officer of such
city, borough, or place having execution of process therein respectively,

as the case may be, which shall be the authority to such sheriff of such
county, or the sheriff, bailiff, or officer, as the case may be, for pro-
ceeding to the immediate levying and recovering of such fines, issues,

amerciaments, forfeited recognizances, sum or sums of money to be
paid in lieu or satisfaction of them or any of them, on the goods and
chattels of such several persons, or for taking into custody the bodies of

such persons, in case sufficientgoodsand chattels shallnotbefoundwhere-
on distress can be made for recovery thereof ; and eveiy person so taken
shall be lodged in the common gaol until the next general or quarter
sessions ofthe peace, there to abide the judgment of the said court (d).

Sect. 3. The clerk of the peace or town-clerk shall, before he shall

deliver the roll to such sheriff, bailiff, or officer, containing the
fines, issues, amerciaments, forfeited recognizances, sum or sums of

money paid or to be paid in lieu or satisfaction of them or any of them,
and is hereby required to make oath before any justice of the peace
for the county, riding, city, borough, or place for which such clerk of

the peace or town-clerk shall act ; which oath shall bo indorsed on the
back of the writ, or of the said roll attached thereto, such clerk of the
peace or town-clerk stating therein all such fines, issues, amercia-
ments, forfeited recognizances, sum or sums of money, which shall

have been paid or otherwise accounted for ; and such oath shall bo
made in the form following :

—

SheriflF, (fee. may
l^roceed thereon.

Clerk of peace, <fec.

to make oath as to
all fines, &c. in-
serted in the roll

and paid.

(a) See further 4 Geo. 4, c. 37, s. 1,

post, 536. By the 12 & 13 Vict. c.

45, s. 17, the proceedings subsequent
to the authority given by the act of

Geo. 4, for levying fines &c. shall and
may be the same in all respects in

the case of such fines, issues, and
amerciaments, as are by the said act
provided, permitted, and required in

the case of forfeited recognizances.

(b) His duty is imperative. Reg.

v. Js. of Yorkshire, 7 A. d; E. 591.
(c) A new form is substituted by

22 & 23 Vict. c. 21, s. 30.

(d) See the further provisions of

the 4 Geo. 4, c. 37, post, 536, as to a

sheriff's keeping tlie writs, &c. and
how the levy is to be made where
the party resides in another county.
See also" the 7 Geo. 4, c. 64, s. 31,

post, 538, as to recognizances to pro-

secute and give evidence in cases of

felony or misdemeanor, or to answer
for any common assault, or to ar-

ticles of the peace, or to abide an
order of bastardy.
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/, , make oath, That this roll is truly and carefully made up and ex- 3. Levying, &c.,

amined, awl that all fines, issues, amerciaments, recognizances, and forfeitures, of when taken
which were set, lost, imposed, orforfeited, and in right and due course oflaw ought hefore justices

to be levied and paid, are, to the best ofmy Tcnotolcdge and understanding, inserted jt'c.

in the said roll, and that in the said roll are also contained and expressed all such —
fiiies as have been paid to or received by me, either in court or otherwise, wilhoict *' ''• *^-

any ivilful orfraudulent discharge, omission, misnomer, or defect whatever. So Form of oath.

help 7ne God.

Sect. 4. Each and every justice of the peace before -whom anj'- re- Xotice to sureties.

cognizance shall be entered into or taken, shall and is hereby required

to give, or cause to be given, at the time of entering into such recog-

nizance, to the person or persons, surety or sureties so entering into

the same, and to each of them, a written or printed paper or notice, in

the form or to the effect stated in the schedule marked (JB) {post,o35), to

this act annexed, adapting the same to the particular circumstances of

the case ; and each and every such justice shall, in such recognizance. What recognizance

state and particularly specify not only the profession, art, mystery, or ^ specify.

trade of every person so entering into such recognizance, together

"with their Christian name and names and surnames, but also the

parish, township, or place of his or her residence ; and in case such
residence shall be in any city, town, or borough, shall also state and
particularly specify the name of the street and number of the house (if

any) in which such person shall reside, and also whether owner or

tenant thereof, or lodger therein.

Sect. 5 provides. That if any person, on whose goods and chattels Appeal to quarter

such sheriff, bailiff, or officer, shall beauthorizedto levy any such for- fineT&c!*S*
feited recognizance, or sum of money to be paid in lieu or satisfaction rity (a),

thereof, shall give security {b) to the said sheriff, bailiff, or officer, for

his appearance at the next general or quarter sessions, then and there

to abide the decision of the court, and also to pay such forfeited recog-

nizance, or sum of money to be paid in lieu or satisfaction thereof,

together with all such expenses (c) as shall be ordered and adjudged by
the court, it shall be lawful for such sheriff, bailiff, or officer, and he is

hereby authorized and required, to discharge such person so giving

such security out of custody : Provided also, that in case such party so Proviso for non-

giving security shall not appear in pursuance of his undertaking, it appearance,

shall be lawful for the court forthwith to issue a writ of distringas and
capias, or fieri facias and capias, against the surety or sureties of the
person so bound as aforesaid.

Sect. 6. The coui't of general or quarter sessions, before whom any Quarter sessions

person so committed to gaol or bound to appear shall be brought, is anpeals™^"°
'^"^^

hereby authorized and required to inquire into the circumstances of the
'

(a) The power of appeal to the should give the security here pointed

sessions given by this and the next out, and not pay the money to the

section is merely to relieve a party sheriff or allow him to levy on his

whose goods ai'e taken in execution, goods, for the clause does not ex-

the sessions being empowered to tend to cases where such payment or

mitigate the amount or give entire levy is made, but only to those

relief from execution, the same as where the sheriff has taken the body
the court of Exchequer had before. or security. (Hayncs v. Hayton, 7

It does not give the party an oppor- B. <Ss C. 293.) The above section has
tunity of contesting the forfeiture. been considered as very inaccurately

See R. V. Js. of Yorkshire, W, R., 7, worded. See per Bayley, J., Haynes
A. & E. 389. See as to the power v. Hayton, 7 B. & C. 298.

of the court of Exchequer to miti- It is questionable whether on such
gate or relieve from the amount of a levy the sheriff is entitled to pound-
the forfeiture. age. (Id.)

(&) If the party be desirous of (c) Costs may be awarded under
appealing to the sessions for relief this provision. {Haynes v. Hayton,
against the forfeited recognizance, he 7 B. <k C. 300.)
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3. Levying, <tc.,

of when taken
before justices,

ttc.

3 Geo. 4, c. 46.

If party in cus-
tody, sessions nicay

remand or release
him.

Costs.

No stamp duty.

Allowance to
sheriff and clerk
of jieace on sums
levied.

Sheriff, (to.

neglecting-,

penalty, 'oQl.

Proviso for the
nsiial mode of
appropriating
fines.

Siut%y jj^orfeitureg, anti iorfettetr 3^tcocjnt|ance^,

case, and shall, at its discretion, be empowered to order the discharge

of the whole of the forfeited recognizance, or sum of money paid or to

be paid in lieu or satisfaction thereof, or any part thereof («) ; and such
order shall be made in the form or to the effect of the schedule marked
(C) to this act annexed [post, b'do), and shall be signed by the clerk of

the peace, which said order shall be a discharge to such sheriff, baUiflf,

or officer, on the passing of his accounts at the exchequer, or before

any auditor or other proper officer, duly authorized to pass the same
;

and in all cases where the party shall have been lodged in the common
gaol by such sheriff, bailiff, or other officer, the justices ofthe peace so

assembled are hereby empowered either to remand such party to the

custody of the sheriff, bailiff, or other officer, or, upon the release of

such party from the whole of such forfeited recognizance, to order such
party to be discharged from custody, and such order shall be a full and
sufficient discharge to the said sheriff, bailiff, or officer, on the passing

of his accounts at the exchequer, or before any auditor or other proper
officer duly authorized to pass the same ; and it shall and may be
lawful to and for the said court of general or quarter sessions to award
such costs, charges, and expenses to be paid by either party to the

other, as to the said court shall seem just and reasonable.

Sects. 7 & 8 are repealed by the 4 Geo. 4, c. 73, s. 2.

Sect. 9. None of the proceedings under this act shall be liable to or

charged with any stamp duty.

Sect. 10. The clerk of the peace and other officers shall be entitled to

their usual and legal fees on the discharge of any forfeited recogni-

zance, and the said clerk of the peace to an allowance of 6(Z. for every
100 words, for all copies of the roll sent to the said lords commissioners
of the Treasury ; and in case any such sheriff, bailiff, officer, or clerk

of the peace shall refuse or neglect to do and perform any duty,

act, or thing imposed or required upon or from such sheriff or clerls:,

bailiff or officer, in manner by this act directed, then, and in every
such case, such sheriff, bailiff, or officer, or clerk so refusing or

neglecting, shall forfeit and pay the sum of 50?., to be recovered by
any person or persons who will sue for the same, together with full

costs of suit, by action of debt or on the case, in any of his Majesty's
courts of record at Westminster, wherein no essoign, protection, wager
of law, or any more than one imparlance shall be allowed.

Sect. 11. Nothing in this act contained shall extend or be construed
to extend so as to prevent or interfere with the appropriation of any
such fines, issues, amerciaments, forfeited recognizances, sum or sums
of money, when so paid or accounted for into the said Court of Ex-
chequer by any such sheriff, bailiff, or officer, but the same shall and
may be applied, disposed of, and appropriated in such and the like

manner as such fines, issues, amerciaments, forfeited recognizances,
sum or sums of money paid in lieu or satisfaction of them or any of

them, paid into the Exchequer, were applied, disposed of, and appro-
priated before the passing of this act.

{a) The sessions have no other
jurisdiction than that given by this
act ; and the power given them is

confined to cases in which a party
brought before the sessions has been
committed to gaol, or been bound to

appear under a security given, ac-
cording to the 5th section. It does
not extend to cases where a party
pays the money in order to prevent
a sale by the sheriff or otherwise.
(Haynes v. Hayton, 7 B. & C. 293.)
Therefore, where a party, whose re-

cognizance had become forfeited for

not appearing to an indictment, and
against whom process had issued,

paid the sheriff the sum in the re-

cognizance, in order to prevent a sale

of his goods ; and the justices at

sessions afterwards, by order, miti-

gated the recognizance to a small

sum, and directed the sheriff to dis-

charge the residue from the recogni-

zance : it was held that such order

was void, and that the party was not

entitled to recover from the slierifF

tlio sum which tht justices liad

ordered to be discharged. (.Id.)
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Sect. 12. It shall be lawful for tlie lords commissioners of Hs Ma-
jestj^'s Treasury to make such, compensation as they may think fit, for

the "loss of any legal fees occasioned to the officers thereof, or to the

officers of the court of the duchy of Lancaster, by this act.

Sect. 13. Nothing in this act contained shall extend or be in any
ways prejudicial to the rights, liberties, or privileges of the King's

most excellent Majesty, his heirs and successors, in right of his duchy
or county palatine of Lancaster ; but that the same rights and priyi-

leges shall be enjoyed and used in all respects, and to all intents and
purposes whatsoever, in the same manner and form as they were be-

fore the passing of this act ; any thing herein contained to the con-

trary notwithstanding.
Sects. 15 & 16 contain provisoes saving the liberties of bodies cor-

porate and the city of London.
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3. Levying, d-c,

of when taken

before justices,

<L-c.

3 Geo. 4, c. 46.

Coinpensations to
cflBcers.

Proviso for rights,

(fee. of his Majesty
in Duchy of
Lancaster.

Victoria {a), hy the grace of God of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland Queen, Defender of the Faith :

To the sheriff or bailiff or officer [as the case may be] /or the county of
[or city, borough, or place, as the case may be], greeting.

You are hereby required and commanded, as you regard yourself and all

yours, That you, omit not, hy reason of any liberty in your county, city, boroicgh,

or place [as the case may be], but that you enter the same, and of all the goods

and chattels of all and singular the persons in the roll to this writ annexed, you
cause to be levied all and singular the debts and sums of inoney upon them in the

same roll severally charged, so that the money may be ready for payment at the

[time of the return of the writ], to be paid over in such manner as the commis-
sioners of her Majesty's Treasury may direct ; and if any of the several debts

cannot be levied, by reason of no goods or chattels being to be found belonging

to the parties, then in all cases that you take the bodies of the parties refusing to

j>ay the aforesaid debts, and lodge them in the gaol [of the county, city, &c.],

there to remain until they pay the same, or he discharged by the authority of the

said commissioners or otherwise in due course oflaw.

Dated the day of , in the year of our reign.

[Signature]

Clerk of Assize or Clerk of tJie Crown
[as the case may be].

County of \
Take notice, that you , of , are bound in the sum of

to wit.
\

pounds, and your sureties , in the sums of pounds each,

to appear at the quarter or general sessions of the peace for the county of , to

be holden at , on the day of next, and sinless you personally make
your ap2xarance accordingly, the recognizances entered into by yourself and secu-

rities will be forthvnth levied on you and your bail. Dated this day of
07ie thousand eight hundred and . J. P., S. T.,

Justices of the Peace.

Schedule.
22 & 23 Vict. c. 21.

Schedule (B).

3 Geo. 4, c. 46.

To the sheriff, [bailiff, or officer, as the case may be] of the county [city, borough, Schedule (C)_.

or place, as the case may be] of ^ ^®°- *> °- **'•

Whereas hath appeared before tJie justices assembled at the general or

quarter sessions [as the case may be] held at the , on the day of ,* * S'c in act,^ but

has forfeited the sum of , [here describe the nature of the fine or forfeiture], ^^ •'and" is^
and having made it appear to the satisfaction of the justices so assembled, that he omitted.
should be relievedfrom the p>ayment oftlie said sum of ,

[or if the penalty is

mitigated, state from what part thereof], you are therefore hereby required to

discharge tJie said stan of from the estreat roll delivered to you after the

quarter sessions held at
, for which discharge this warrant shall be your

authority, and shall exonerate youfrom the said charge on the final passing of
your accounts at the Excheqtier, or before any other officer duly autJiorized topass
such account.

By order of the court.

(a) This form is, by 22 & 23 Vict. c. 21, substituted for the form given in

3 Geo. 4, c. 46, sched. A.
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3. Levying, Ac,
of when taken
be/ore justices,

d'C.

4 Geo. 4, c. 37.

Justices in ses-

sions may insert
ill following rolls

all such flues. Arc.

as have not been
levied or ac-

counted for liy the
sheriff, &c. or
that have not been
discharged.

Sheriff to dc'ain
original writs,

which shall cun-
tinue in toroe,

and be autliority
to act upon.

Sheriff, on qv it-

ting office, to
delive over to his
successor all rolls

and writs,
particularising
fines, die.

;

to be examined
and examination
recorded.

t Sic.

Where party sub-
ject to fiiits, Ac.

resides in another

JFines, jfoxtdimm, antt JForfeiteti l^eco^ni^anccs,

By the 4 Geo. 4, c. 37, s. 1, (wliicli is an exposition of the 3 Geo. 4,

c. 46), after reciting stat. 3 Geo. 4, c. 46, enacts. That it shall be
lawful for the justices assembled at any general or quarter sessions of
the peace, and they are hereby authorized and required, at the follow-
ing or any subsequent general or quarter sessions held after the return
of the writ and roll issued from any preceding general or quarter ses-

sions, at the opening of the court, to insert or cause to be inserted in

any following roll, all such fines, issues, amerciaments, forfeited re-
cognizances, sum or sums of money to be paid in lieu or satisfaction of
them, or any of them, which have not been duly levied or recovered or
properly accounted for by the sheriff, bailiff, or other officer, or have
not been discharged on appeal before the general or quarter sessions,

or by sign manual, warrant, or authority of any 3 or more of the com-
missioners of his Majesty's treasury of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland, and so to continue such process from sessions to

sessions, till it shall be duly ascertained, to the satisfaction of the said
commissioners of his Majesty's treasury, that the party in default has
not any goods or chattels, (lands or tenements) (a), in the county, divi-

sion, riding, city, towoi or place, on which a levy can be made, nor in
any other county, division, riding, city, town or place in Great Britain

,

and that he is not to be found, or that his body cannot be lodged in
any of his Majesty's gaols; provided always, that the said sheriff,

bailiff, or other officer to whom the writ ofdistringas and capias, or fieii

facias, or other writ deemed necessary by the justices at any such
general or quarter sessions, to meet the exigency of the case, shall bo
sent by order of the said court, shall keep and detain in his possession
the writ or writs so directed to him, and the roll or rolls attached to

such writ or writs, delivering to the said court of general or quarter
sessions a copy of such roll or rolls, on the first day of the sitting of
the said court, and also a copy of any former roll or rolls, where the
fines, issues, amerciaments, forfeited recognizances,* sum or sums of
money paid or to be paid in lieu or satisfaction of them, or any of them,
shall not have been delivered ; and such original writ and roll, or
writs and rolls, shall continue in force and effect, and shall be suffi-

cient authority, without any further writ or roll; and such sheriff,

bailiff, or other officer, is hereby authorized and required, on quitting
his office, to deliver over to his successor all rolls and writs in his pos-
session, particularising any fines, issues, amerciaments, forfeited re-

cognizances, sum or sums of money paid or to be paid in lieu or satis-

faction of them, or any of them, in order that the sheriff, bailiff, or
other officer coming into office, may use every means in his power for

recovering the sums so unpaid, and not charged to his predecessor on
the passing of his accounts at Ihe Exchequer, or before any auditor or
auditors, or other person duly authorized to pass the same, the officer

or officers intrusted with the execution of the process in any county,
division, riding, city, town, or place, being first duly and diligently
examined on oath by the court, at the deliverj'- of the roU, on the first

day of each general or quarter sessions, and in case such examination
should not then take place, then on the subsequent day ; and every
such examination shall be duly recorded by the clerk of the peace or
town-clerk, or other proper officer, in order that such sheriff, bailiff, or
other officer, may be chargeable, with all sums not satisfactorily ac-
counted for on the final passing of his accounts.

Sect. 2 repeals sects. 7 and « of stat. 3 Geo. 4, c. 46.
Sect. 3. In all cases where the party incurring or subject to any

fine, issue, amerciament, forfeited recognizance,t sum or sums of
money to be paid in lieu or satisfaction of them or any of them, shall

(a) By 22 & 23 Vict. c. 21, s. 38, this act is to read as if lands or taie-
ments were omitted thereiu.
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reside or shall have fled or removed from or out of the jurisdiction of 3. Levying, dec,

the sheriff, bailiff, or other officer, in which any such fine, issue, of when taken

amerciament, forfeited recognizance, sum or sums of money to be paid before justices,

in lieu or satisfaction of them, or any of them, shall have been in- <f'c.

curred, imposed, or forfeited, or become due, it shall be lawful for 4 Qg^ 4^ ^ 37

such sheriff, bailiff, or other officer, and he is hereby authorized and county, or bas

required to issue his warrant, together with a copy of the writ, di- removed, sheriff

rected to the sheriff, bailiff, or other officer acting for the county, wan-antto'lsheriff

riding, city, borough, or place in which such person shall then reside acting for place

or be, or in which any goods or chattels or other property shall be '^^'T®
defaulter

found, requiring such sheriff, bailiff, or other officer to execute such
jji..^ goods are,

writ, and every such last-mentioned sheriff, bailiff, or other officer is requiring him to

hereby authorized and required to act in all respects under such war- ^^'^'^"t'* the writ,

rant, in the same manner as if the original writ had been delivered to

him by order of the court of the general or quarter sessions of the

county, riding, city, borough, or place for which such sheriff, bailiff,

or other officer shall act ; and the said sheriff, bailiff, or other officer Returns thereon,

is hereby required, within 30 days after the receipt of such warrant,

to return to the sheriff, bailiff, or other officer, from whom he shall

have received the same, what he shall have done in the execution of

such process, and whether the party shall have given good and suffi-

cient security to appeal at the ensuing general or quaiter sessions to

be held for the county, riding, city, borough, or place from which the

writ issued ; and, in case a levj' shall have been made, to pay over all

moneys received in pui'suance of the warrant to the sheriff, bailiff, or

other officer from whom he shall have received the same.
Sect. 4. Every sheriff, bailiff, or other officer acting for any county, Sheriff, &c. to

division, riding, city, borough, or place, shall, and he is hereby re- '"^'^"'^{-"y "P
account

quired, to make up, or cause to lae naade up annually, and immediately sons iticuiTin?*^''

after the expiration of the year for which he shall act, or after the fines, ac.

usual period for making up his account, in case he shall act under any
grant, appointment, or other authority, for a longer period than
one year, an account in writing, containing the names and i-esidenoes of
all persons incurring fines, issues, amerciaments, forfeited recogni-
zances,* sum or sums of money, paid or to be paid in lieu or satisfac- * -Sic.

tion of them or any of them, which he has been authoi'ized or required
to levy, by virtue of any writ or writs issued to him, or to any f predc- t Sic

cesser in office ; and in case any fine, issue, amerciament, forfeited Causes of non-
recognizance, J sum or sums of money paid or to be paid in lieu or P-v^ieut to be

satisfaction of them or any of them, shall not have been levied or paid,
^''s*^^'

the causes of non-payment shall be fully and particularly stated ; and
^gyo„j,t ^.^ ^

such account such sheriff, bailiff, or other officer is hereby required to transmitted to

transmit, within 30 days from the expiration of the year for which 'l^c Treasury.

such account ought to be made up, to the commissioners of his Ma-
jesty's treasury, or at or within such other period as such sheriff,

bailiff, or other officer shall be required by the said commissioners of
his Majesty's treasury, or any three or more of them, in order that
such account may be duly examined, checked, and inspected under
the direction of the said commissioners of his Majesty's treasury, or
any three or more of them; and when so examined and approved,
such account shall bo transmitted to the proper officer in the court of
exchequer, or to the auditor or other officer duly authorized to pass
such account.

Sect. 5. Every clerk of the peace, and town clerk, or other proper Clerks of peace,

officer, is hereby required, within 20 days from the opening of the Treasury withi*i^°
court of general or quarter sessions, to send to the commissioners of twenty days from
his Majesty's treasury, a copy or an extract of the roll or rolls deli- opening of quarter

vered by the sheriff, baiHff, or other officer, on the first day of the roiTsTeiivered"^
opening of such court of general or quarter sessions in such form as by sheriff,

shall be required by the said commissioners of his Majesty's treasury,
also the causes of discharge in case any person shall have been relieved
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3. Levying, <sf;c.,

of when taken

"before justices,

&c.

4 Geo. 4, c. 37.
* &ic.

7 Geo. 4, c. G4.

Recognizances in
certivin cases not
to be estreated
without order of
judge or justices,
<fcc. as the case
may be.

Lists to be made,

and delivered to
courts.

Application of
this enactment.

on appeal to the said court of general or quarter sessions, and the
answer given by any sheriff, bailiff, or other officer to such court,
where any fine, issue, amerciament, forfeited recognizance, * sum or
sums of money paid or to be paid in lieu or satisfaction of them or any
of them, has not been received by such sheriff, baiUff, or other officer

duly authorized to receive the same.
The 7 Geo. 4, c. 64, s. 31, reciting, that, the practice of indis-

criminately estreating recognizances for the appearance of persons to
prosecute or give evidence, or to answer for a common assault, or in
the other cases hereinafter specified, has been found in many instances
productive of hardship to persons who have entered into the same

;

enacts, that in every case where any person bound by recognizance for
his or her appearance, or for whose appearance any other person shall

be so bound to prosecute or give evidence in any case of felony or misde-
irneanor, or to ansiver for any common assault, or to articles of the peace, or
to abide an order in bastardy, shall therein make default, the officer uf
the court by whom the estreats are made out shall and is hereby
required to prepare a list in writing, specifj'ing the name of every
person so making default, and the nature of the offence in respect of
which every such person, or his or her surety, was so bound, together
with the residence, trade, profession, or calling, of every such person
and surety, and shall in such list distinguish the principals from the
sureties, and shall state the cause, if known, why each such person
has not appeared, and whether by reason of the non-appearance of
such person the ends of justice have been defeated or delayed ; and
every such officer shall and is hereby required, before any such recog-
nizance shall be estreated, to lay such list, if at a court of oyer and
terminer or gaol delivery in any county besides Middlesex and London,
or at a court of great sessions, or at one of the superior courts of the
counties palatine, before one of the justices of those courts respectively

;

and if at a court wherein a recorder or other corporate officer is the
judge or one of the judges, before such recorder or other corporate
officer ; and if at a session of the peace, before the chairman or two
other justices of the peace who shall have attended such court, who are
respectively authorized and required to examine such list, and to make
such order touching the estreating or putting in process of any such
recognizance as shall appear to them respectively to be just ; and it

shall not be lawful for the officer of any court to estreat or put in

process any such recogni;5ance without the written order of the justice,

recorder, corporate officer, chairman, or justices of the peace, before
whom respectively such list shall have been laid.

This enactment does not appear to make any alteration in the prac-
tice of the sessions, as to moving to respite or discharge any recogni-
zances before they have become forfeited, as it only applies to cases of
recognizances which have been forfeited ; nor does it appear to afi'ect

the discretionary power given to the sessions to remit the forfeiture

under the 3 Geo. 4, c. 46, s. 6 {Car. Cr. L. 131).

Servants firing a
hovise to forfeit

IWl. &c.

As to the offence of arson, see tit. ''Burning,''' Vol. I.

By 14 Geo. 3, c. 78, s. 84 (a), reciting that fires often happen by the

negligence and carelessness of servants, it is enacted, that if any
menial or other servant or servants, through negligence or carelessness,

(a) This act is for the most part

repealed, and other provLsions

enacted in its stead, by the 7 & 8

Vict. c. 84. But the enactments
in the text are excepted oat of the

repeal.
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shall fire or cause to be fired any dwelling-house or outhouse or houses, Fire.

or other buildings, whether within the limits aforesaid or elsewhere ^ Geo. 3 c. 78.

within the kingdom of Great Britain, such servant or servants being

thereof lawfully convicted by the oath of one or more credible witness

or witnesses, made before two or more of his Majesty's justices of the

peace, shaU forfeit and pay the sum of lOOZ. unto the churchwardens or

overseers of such parish where such fire shall happen, to be distributed

amongst the sufferers by such fire in such proportions as to the said

churchwardens shall seem just ; and in case of default or refusal to pay
the same immediately after such conviction, the same being lawfully

demanded by the said churchwardens, that then and in such case such

servant or servants shaU, by warrant under the hands and seals of two
or more of his Majesty's justices of the peace, be committed to the

common gaol or house of correction, as the said justices think fit, for

the space of eighteen months, there to be kept to hard labour. (See

the prior enactment of 6 Anne, c. 31. See the form of commitment,
Vol. L).

This section does not apply where the fire originates in the use of a
dangerous instrument, knowingly used by the owner of the land on
which the fire breaks out. {Vaughany. Taff Vale Rail. Co., 4 Jur.

N. S. Ex. 1302.)

In Ex parte Loader, 18 L. J., Q. B. 94, it was decided that the object

of the 14 Geo. 3, c. 78, s. 76, was to give some reward to persons who
came to a fire with the first, second, and third engines, and the party

entitled is in the first instance to applj'' for the reward to the parish

officers ; then the actcontemplating that they might be paid too largely,

by s. 77 requires the sanction of a resident magistrate to the payment.
If the parish officers refuse to fix any sum, then the magistrate may

form his own opinion as to the amount, and for which the applicant

is entitled to an order, and a rule will, pui'suant to 11 & 12 Vict. c. 44,

be granted, calling upon the magistrate to give his consent.

Under this act a magistrate has, by ss. 76 and 77, jurisdiction to fix

the amount payable to the keepers of engines brought to put out fires,

and to order it to be paid, although the parish officers do not originate

any proceedings before him for that purpose. [Reg. v. Caube, 13 Q. D.
179.)

Sect. 86 enacts. That no action, suit, or process whatever shall be No action -where

had, maintained, or prosecuted against any person in whose house, fire accidentally

chamber, stable, barn, or other building, or on whose estate any fire

shall after the said 24th day of June accidentally begin, nor shall any
recompense be made by such person for any damage suffered thereby,
any law, usage, or custom to the contrary'' notwithstanding, and in
such case, if any action be brought, the defendant may plead the
general issue, and give this act and the special matter in evidence at
any trial thereupon to be had, and in case the plaintiff become non-
suited, or discontinue his action or suit, or if a verdict pass against
him, the defendant shall recover treble costs, provided that no contract
or agreement made between landloi-d and tenant shall be hereby de-
feated or made void. (See Co. Litt. 57, a. n.)

This section does not apply where the fire is caused by negligence ; Sect. 86 does not

therefore in that case by the common law an action lies against the
caused^by ifegiu

party by whose negligence or that of his servant a fire arises on his g'ence.

premises and damages the property of another, so also where the fire

is lighted intentionally and mischief results. (Filliter v. Phippard, 12
Q. B. 347.)

It may be here observed, that it has been held, that an action lies Liability for neg-

against a party for so negligently constructing a hay-rick on the a hay*l?ick,Tc^'"^
extremity of his land, that, in consequence of its spontaneous igni-

'

tion, his neighbour's house is burnt. {Vaughan v. Menlove, 3 Bingh.
N. S. 468; and see Turhervill v. Stamp, 1 Salk. 13.)
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xxS to training to use of, and seizing arms, see tit. "Hiot."
As to setting spring guns, see tit. " Spring Guns."
As to gunpowder, seepos^, " Ounpoivder."
The Metropolis Police Act, 2 «fe 3 Vict. c. 47, s. 36, imposes penalties

for having on board ships, &c. in the Thames, between Westminster
Bridge and Blackwall, guns loaded with ball, or for discharging guns
in the night.

The 53 Geo. 3, c. 115, enacts, that barrels of fii'e anns are not to be
used unless the same are duly proved, and imposes a penalty on
persons using or selling barrels not duly proved.
But these provisions are also for the most part contained in the 55

Geo. 3, c. 59, intituled, " An Act for amending an Act of his present
Majesty to ensure the proper and careful Manfacturing of Fire Arms
in England, and for making Provision for proving the Barrels of such
Fire Arms." By sect. 1, Every person who shall use or begin to use,

or cause or procure to be used, or to be begun to be used, either by
ribbing, break-off fitting, rough-stocking, or other process, in any
progressive state of manufacture in the making, manufacturing or
finishing of any gun, fowling-piece, blunderbuss, pistol, or other
description of fire-arms, usually called small arms, any barrel which
shall not have been duly proved, and marked as proved at the proof-

house of the company of gunmakers of the city of London, or of the
proof-house established under the provisions of the said recited act,

(so long as such respective proof-houses shall be maintained for proving
and marking the barrels of fire-arms), or some proof-house belonging
to his Majesty, or other proof-house to be established as a public proof-

house, (and which public proof-house his Majesty is hereby authorized
and empowered to establish under such regulations as to the care and
management thereof, as his Majesty shall think fit), shall respectively

forfeit for each and every barrel so used, or begun to be used or caused
or procured to be used, or to be begun to be used, any sum not exceed-
ing 201., to be recovered and applied as hereinafter mentioned.

Sect. 2. Every barrel for the making of, or proper or applicable for

the making of any gun, fowling-piece, blunderbuss, pistol, or any
other description of fire-arms, usually called small arms, shall be sent

immediately from the manufacturers themselves to the proof-house of
the company of gun-makers of the city of London, or to the proof-
house established under the provisions of the said recited act, (so long
as such respective proof-houses shall be maintained for the proviiit;'

and marking the barrels of fire-arms), or some other proof-houiso

established by law, before the same shall be delivered, or caused or
procured or permitted to be delivered or sent for sale, or under pretence
of sale, or be removed, consigned, or transmitted, or caused or procured
to be removed, consigned, or transmitted for sale, or under pretence of

sale, to any person whatsoever ; and from and after the passing of

this act, every person who shall deliver or send, or cause or procvue to

be delivered or sent for sale, or under pretence of sale, or who shall

remove, consign, or transmit, or cause or procure to be removed, con-
signed, or transmitted for sale, or under pretence of sale, any barrel

for the making of, or proper or applicable for the making of any gun,
fowling-piece, blunderbuss, pistol, or any other description of fire-arms
usually called small arms, I'rom the place where the same shall have
been manufactured, which shall not have been first duly sent to the
proof-house of the said company of gunmakers of the city of London,
or the said proof-house at Birmingham, or some other proof-house
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established by law, to be proved and marked under the provisions of Fire Arms.
tlio said recited act, shall forfeit for each and every barrel so sent, or

caused or procured to be sent fo? sale, or under pretence of sale, or •
c-

-^

removed, consigned, or transmitted, or caused or procured to be

removed, consigned, or transmitted for sale, or under pretence of sale,

any sum not exceeding 201., to be recovered and applied as hereinafter Penalty.

mentioned.
Sect. 3. Every person who shall take or receive, or cause or procure Rpceivin? barrels

to be taken or received, or permit or suffer to be received on his behalf of ^"^^ arms for

^

any barrel, for the purpose of making or manufacturing, or proper or g"ns°&c°, ™'t
"'^

applicable for the making or manufacturing of any gun, fowling-piece, having pussod

blunderbuss, pistol, or other description of fire-arms usually called ^^n proved!'"'^
small arms, directly or indirectly from the manufacturer thereof, or

I'rom any other person on his behalf, except from or through some one

or other of such proof-houses as aforesaid, or unless the same shall

have been first duly proved and marked as proved at the proof-house •

of the company of gunmakers of the city of Loudon, or the proof-

house established under the provisions of the said recited act (so long

as such respective proof-houses shall be maintained for proving and
marking the barrels of fire-arms) or some other proof-house belonging

to his Majesty, or other public proof-house established as a public

proof-house bj' law, shall forfeit for each and every barrel so received,

or caused or procured to be received for the purpose, or proper or

applicable for the purpose aforesaid, any sum not exceeding 20/., to be Penalty,

recovered and applied as hereinafter mentioned.
Sect. 4, reciting that a proof-house has for a long time past been Charter to gim-

established and provided for proving the barrels of fire-arms, in or m^^urs.

near the city of London, under the management and control of the

company of gunmakers of the city of London, under and by virtue of

a charter heretofore granted to the said company ; enacts, that all Proof-master of

barrels for the making, or proper or applicable for the making or ^"kers of°cify of

manufacturing of guns, fowling-pieces, blunderbusses, pistols, and London to receive,

other description of fire-arms, usually called small arms, which shall *". barrels of

hereafter be taken to the proof-house of the said company of gun- ^^°^'

makers of the city of London for proof, shall be proved by their proof-

master for the time being, with powder of equal quality to the powder
which is now used by the honourable board of ordnance, and according
to, or not under the scale or table of proof mentioned and set forth in

the said recited act ; and the person having the charge, care, and
management of the proof-house of the said company of gunmakers of

the city London, shall I'eceive all barrels sent, consigned, or trans-

mitted to the said proof-house for jn-oof, andjjrove the same, and cause
all such barrels, after the same have been proved, and (if found to be
proof), to be delivered to the persons forwhom such barrels are directed,

upon payment of all such charges as shall have been incurred in respect

of the carriage and delivery of such barrels at the proof-house, and
of the said company's charges for proving the same, and of the keeping
of the same for proof, and delivery thereof to the person for whom the ,

same are intended or shall be directed to be delivered to after proof

:

and in case any barrel so sent to the said proof-house to be proved penalty for bar-

shall not be received and proved thereat according to law, or shall be reis not proved

delivered or parted with, or permitted to be delivered or parted with, ^^'

or to be taken away, which shall not have been so proved, and (if found
to be proof) marked with the marks and according to the regulations
of the said company of gunmakers of the city of London for the time
being, then, and in every such case, the person so having the charge,
care, and management of such proof-house for the time being, shall

forfeit for each and every barrel which shall not be received and proved
in manner before mentioned, and for each and every barrel which shall

be so delivered or parted with, or permitted to be delivered or parted
with or taken away, which shall not have been so proved, and (if found
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to be proof) marked as proved as aforesaid, the sum of 10s. to bo roco-
vered and applied as hereinafter mentioned.

Sect. 5. Nothing in this act contained shall extend or be construed
to extend to that part of the United Kingdom called Scotland, or to

that part of the IJnited Kingdom called Ireland, (except as to the
forging marks, as in this act after mentioned), or to the proving of any
barrels used in the manufacture of any musket, pistol, or other fire-

arms, for the use of his Majesty's forces, or for the honourable East
India Company, or to any barrels of the description hereinafter men-
tioned ; videlicet, any barrels in the forged ground, finished, or in any
other state of manufacture, which shall be made or consist of stub or

twisted stub iron, or other barrels usually termed best barrels
;
(which

said last-mentioned barrels may be, and are hereby allowed to be sent,

bought, or received for the purposes aforesaid, in any number not
exceeding the number of twenty, without being subject to any of the
penalties of the said recited act or this act, except that such barrels

shall be liable to the penalty for using barrels not duly proved and
m.arked) ; and nothing in this act contained is to exempt or be con-
strued to exempt such last-mentioned barrels from being proved and
marked as required by the said recited act and this act.

Sect. 6. Every person who shall, in any part of the United Kingdom,
forge or counterfeit, or cause or procure to be forged or counterfeited,

or assist or join in forging or counterfeiting, any mark or stamp used,
or which may be used at any proof-house for proving and marking
barrels in pursuance of the said recited act, or shall wilfully or know-
ingly sell or offer for sale, or use in the making or manufacturing of
any gun, fowling-piece, blunderbuss, pistol, or other description of

fire-arms as aforesaid, any barrel finished, welded, or forged, or in any
other progressive state of manufacture, whereon shall be any mark or

stamp which shall be forged or counterfeited in imitation of or to

resemble any mark or stamp so used or to be used at any such proof-

house, shall respectively forfeit and pay for each and every such barrel

whereon any such forged or counterfeit mark shall be, any sum not
exceeding 201. to be recovered and applied as hereinafter mentioned.

Sect. 7. From and after the passing of this act, if any proof-master
or assistant proof-master, appointed or to be appointed under the said

recited act, or any other person or persons, shall, in any part of the
United Kingdom, put, place, or strike, or cause or procure to be put,

placed, or struck, or shall willingly act or assist in putting, placing,

or striking any mark or stamp used, or which may be used at any
proof-house, for proving and marking barrels in pursuance of the said

recited act or this act, upon any barrel finished, welded, or forged, or
in any other progressive state of manufacture, for the making of, or
proper or applicable for the making of any gun, fowling-piece,

blunderbuss, pistol, or other description of fire-arms usually called

small arms, which shall not have been duly proved at the proof-house
established and maintained under the provisions of the said recited

act (so long as such proof-house shall be maintained for proving and
marking the barrels of fire-arms), every person so ofi'ending shall forfeit

for each and every barrel on which he, she, or they, shall put, place,

or strike, or cause or procure to be put, placed, or struck, or shall wil-

lingly act or assist in the putting, placing, or striking, any such mark
or stamp as aforesaid, any sum not exceeding 201. to be recovered and
applied as hereinafter mentioned.

Sect. 8 repeals the regulation in stat. 53 Geo. 3, c. 115, respecting

the price of proving barrels.

Sect. 9. From and after the passing of this act, it shall and may be
lawful for the said company to fix and regulate, from time to time, the

sums to be paid for such proofs, so as that no higher sum shall in any
case be demanded, taken, or received, for any barrel which shall be

proved at such proof-house, and marked as proved under the said



recited act or this act, than is hereinafter mentioned and set forth; Fire Arms.
that is to say

—

First, for any common birding, Spanish, Dutch, Carolina musket, 55 Geo. 3, c 59.

carbine, or other barrel, not being made of twisted or stub iron, nor

above the calibre of six-eighths and a half, any sum not exceeding ticZ.

for each and every barrel.

Secondly, for every pair of plain iron or brass holster or saddle

pistol barrels, any sum not exceeding Qd. for each pair.

Thirdlj'-, for every barrel made of twisted or stub iron, any sum not

exceeding Qd. for each and every barrel ; and for every pair of stub or

twisted pistol barrels, any sum not exceeding 9d, for each pair ; and
Fourthly, for any barrel above the calibre of six-eighths and a half,

any sum not exceeding Is. for each and every barrel ; any thing in the

said recited act contained to the contrary in anywise notwithstanding.

Sect. 10. That any and all oflFence and offences against this act Offences and

shall and may be heard and determined in a summary way, by or
^eard 'levied^&c.

before any two of his Majesty's justices of the peace for the county, '
.

' '

riding, division, city, town, liberty, or place, where any such offence or

offences shall be committed ; and the conviction for the same may be
had and made upon the oath or oaths of one or more credible witness

or witnesses : and the amount of the forfeiture or penalty for any and
every such offence or offences, shall be fixed and determined by such
justices, not exceeding the sums hereinbefore mentioned ; and one half

thereof shall be paid and payable to the informer, and the other half

thereof to the overseers of the poor of the parish or place where such
offence shall be committed ; and such justices may award and direct

to be paid by any party, such costs as they shall judge reasonable ; and
in any case any such forfeiture or forfeitures, or penalty or penalties

and costs, shall not be forthwith paid pursuant to such conviction, and
the person so convicted shall not signify his intention to appeal against

such conviction, and forthwith enter into recognizance before such
justices, himself in the penalty of a sum equal to double the amount of

the penalty fixed as aforesaid, with two sufficient sureties in the

penalty of a sum equal to the amount of the penalty fixed as aforesaid,

each of lawful money of Great Britain, with condition to personally

appear and prosecute such appeal at the next general quarter or

general sessions of the peace, to be holden for the county, riding,

division, city, town, liberty, or place where such offence or offences

shall have been charged to have been committed, such justices shall,

by warrant under their hands, cause the same penalties and costs to be
levied by distress and sale of the offenders' goods and chattels, toge-

ther with the costs and charges attending such distress and sale ; and
in case no sufficient distress can be had, such justices shall, by
warrant under their hands, commit the offender to the common gaol
or house of correction within their jurisdiction, there to remain with-
out bail or mainprize for any time not exceeding six calendar months.

Sect. 11. The said respective companies of gunmakers, their LimitaHon of

officers, servants, or agents, shall not, nor shall any of them be subject
prosecutions.

or liable to any prosecution or information by virtue of this act, or the
said recited act, for any offence or offences against this act, unless such
prosecution shall be commenced, or information given, within six

calendar months next after the offence or offences committed.
Sect. 12. The justices before whom any person or persons shall bo Form of con-

convicted of any offence or offences against this act, may cause any such "fiction.

con\'iction to be drawn up on parchment or paper, in the form or to the
effect following ; that is to say

—

}Be it Tciiwrabered, that on the day of , m the year of our Lord
, is convicted before los [naming the justices] of her Majesty's

justices of the peace for the county of ,
[or riding, city, liberty, division,

town or place], for that the said [here state the offence], contrary to the statute
made in the fifty-third year of the reign of King George the Third, intituled,

"An act to insure theproper and careful manufacturing offire-arms in England,
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and for making provision for proving the barrels of sitch fire-anns" and con-
- trary to the provisions of an act passed in the fifty-fifth year .of the same reign,

intitul'd " An act," [here set forth the title of thi.s act, ante, 40] .• aiid v:e, the

said justices, do hereby adjudge and determine the said for the said offence

to forfeit and pay the sum of , of lawful money of Great Britain; and do
order one thereof to be forthwith paid by him the said to [the informer],

and tlic other thereof to the overseers of the poor of the jmrish q/ [where tlie

offence was committed] : and we the said justices do also award and direct the

said forthtvith to pay to the sum of for costs. Given under our
hands the day and year above written.

And every such, conviction shall be transmitted by such justices to the
next general sessions or general quarter sessions of the peace to be
holden for the county, riding, division, city, town, liberty, or place,

wherein such conviction was had, to be filed and kept amongst the
records of the said general sessions, or general quarter sessions.

Sect. 13. If any person convicted of any offence or offences punish-
able by this act, shall think himself or herself aggrieved by the judg-
ment of the justices before whom he or she shall have been convicted,
such person shall have liberty to appeal from every such conviction to

the next court of general sessions, or general quarter sessions of the
peace, which shall be held for the county, riding, division, city, town,
liberty, or place, wherein such offence was committed; and the justices
in or at the said next court of general sessions or general quarter
sessions, are hereby authorised and required to hear and determine the
matter of the said appeal, and to award such costs as to them shall

appear just and reasonable to be paid to either party ; which decision
shall be final ; and if upon hearing the said appeal, the judgment of the
justices before whom the appellant shall have been convicted shall bo
confirmed, such appellant shall forthwith pay the forfeitures or penalty
mentioned in such conviction, and the costs awarded to be paid by
such appellant ; and in default of payment thereof, such appellant
shall immediately be committed by the said court to the common gaol
or house of correction of the county, riding, division, city, town,
liberty, or place, where any such offence may have been committed,
there to remain for any time not exceeding 6 calendar months, unless
such penalty and costs shall be sooner paid.

Sect. 14. If any person or persons shall feel himself or themselves
aggrieved by any of the acts, orders, or proceedings of the said trustees,

guardians, and wardens, or either of them, in pursuance of this act,

such person or persons may appeal to the justices of the peace at the
next general quarter sessions of the peace, to be holden for the said
county of "Warwick, such appellant, (if there be sufficient time after

the cause of such complaint shall have arisen) first giving or causing
to be given 8 days' notice at least in writing of his or their intention
of bringing such appeal (a), and of the matter thereof, to the clerk or
treasurer of the said trustees, and within 4 days after such notice (if

required), entering into recognizance before some justice of the peace
for the said county, with two sufficient sureties, conditioned to try
such appeal, and abide the order thereon, and to pay such costs as shall
be awarded by the justices at such quarter sessions ; and for want of
sufficient time for giving such notice previous to the first quarter
sessions after the cause of such complaint shall have happened, then
such appeal, after such notice, and under such recognizance, may be
made at the second general quarter sessions of the peace to be holden
for the said county ; and the justices at such first or second sessions
shall hear and finally determine the cause and matter of such appeal in

.

a summary way, and award such costs to the parties appealing or
appealed against as they the said justices shall think proper; and the

(a) IJnt see <i<.
^^ Appeal," Vol. I.,

as to whether the notice of appeal

under this act is not now regukitcd

by Baines' Act, 12 & 13 Vict. c. 45,

providing for uniformity of notice of

appeal.
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determination of sucli quarter sessions stall be final, binding, and Fire Arms.
conclusive to all intents and pui'poses ; and the said justices at such
sessions may also, by tbeir order or warrant, levy such, costs so ^'^ ^^°' ^' °" ^^•

awarded, by distress and sale of tbe goods and chattels of the ^'^""^ judgment,

person or persons who shall neglect or refuse to pay the same, and, for distress.

want of sufficient distress, commit such person or persons to the com-
mon gaol or house of correction for the said county, there to remain imprisonment,

for any time not exceeding 6 calendar months, or until payment of
such costs.

Sect. 15. No action or suit shall be commenced against any person Limitation of

or persons, for anything done in pursuance of this act, and the said actions,

recited act, until after 30 days' notice in writing shall be thereof given Notice of.

to the guardians, trustees, and wardens of the gun-barrel proof-house
of the town of Birmingham, nominated and appointed by, or to be
chosen and elected under and by virtue of the said recited act, or their

solicitor for the time being, or to the master or warden of the company
of gunmakers of the city of London for the time being, or after suffi- Tender of amends,

cient satisfaction made or tendered, or after 6 calendar months next
after the fact committed, for which such action or actions, suit or suits,

shall be so brought, and all such actions or suits shall be laid and tried Venue,

in the county, city, or place, where the cause of action shall arise, and
not elsewhere ; and the defendant or defendants in such action or
actions, suit or suits, and every of them, may plead the general issue. General issue,

and give this act and the said recited act, and the special matter, in
evidence, at any trial or trials which shall be had thereupon, and that
the matter or thing for or on which such action or actions, suit or suits,

shall be brought, was done in pursuance and by the authority of this

act, and the said act ; and if the said matter or thing shall appear to

have been so done, or if it shall appear that such action or suit was
brought before 30 days' notice was given, as before directed, or that
sufficient satisfaction made or tendered or paid into court as aforesaid,

or if any such action or suit shall not be commenced within the time
before for that purpose limited, or shall be laid in any other county,
city, or place than as aforesaid,sthen thejury shall find for the defend-
ant or defendants therein ; and if a verdict shall be found for such
defendant or defendants, or if the plaintiff or plaintiffs in such action

or actions, suit or suits, shall become non-suited, or suffer a discon-

tinuance of such action or actions, suit or suits, or if, upon a demurrer
or demurrers in such action or actions, suitor suits, judgment shall be
given for the defendant or defendants therein ; then, and in either of

the cases aforesaid, such defendant or defendants shall have treble

costs, and shall have such remedy and remedies for recovering the Costs,

same, as any defendant or defendants may have for the recovery of his,

her, or their costs in other cases by law. [But by the recent statute

5 & 6 Yict. c. 97, s. 2, the defendant shall have only such costs taxed
to him as will fully indemnify him.]

Sect. 16. The proof-house accounts are to be audited by a justice of
the peace.

By sect. 17, 53 Geo. 3, c. 115, s. 4, is in part repealed, and the
company of guardians &c. of the gunbarrel proof-house of Birmingham
incorporated.

dTitetoorftiS*

By the 23 and 24 Vict. c. 139, s. 2, the act of 9 & 10 Will. 3, c. 7,

relating to fireworks, was repealed, and the following provisions were
enacted regulating the manufacture, sale, and use of fireworks.

VOL. II.
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Fire Arms.

23 & 24 Vict. c. 139.

Regulation.13 as to
the making of
Ipaded percussion
caps and the
making and keep-
ing of ammuni-
tion, Ac.

Penalties for
making loaded
percussion caps,
or making or
keeping ammu-
nition, <fec., con-
trary to this act.

23 & 24 Vict. c. 139, sect. 6(a). The following regulations shall be

observed with regard to the manufactiire of fireworks, fulminating

mercury, or any other preparation or composition of an explosive

natui-e ;
(that is to say,)

No such manufactui-e shall be carried on without such licence for

that purpose as hereinafter mentioned, or within the respective

distances hereinafter mentioned, and set opposite to the descrip-

tions of the respective articles; (that is to say,)

Fireworks . . . .50 yards.

Fulminating mercury or other prepa- ")

ration or composition of equally > 100 yards,

explosive power . . . )

from any dwelling house or any building in which persons not

connected with the same manufacture are employed :

No such articles as aforesaid exceeding the respective quantities

hereinafter mentioned and set opposite to the descriptions of the

respective articles (that is to say,)

Fireworks containing ten pounds of explosive compound,
Fulminating mercury or other pre- \ 1 oz. dry or 8 oz.

paration or composition of equally > mixed with 25 per

explosive power . . . ) cent, of water,

shall be kept in any place not licensed for that purpose as herein-

after mentioned, and no such articles shall be kept in any place so

licensed in excess of the respective quantities specified in the

licence in that behalf

:

The operation of charging or filling fireworks with explosive mate-
rials shall be performed in a building situate at a distance not less

than 20 yards from the other workshops connected with the

manufacture ; and no greater quantity of the ordinary explosive

composition used in the manufacture of fiii'eworks than 30 pounds,

whether loose or made up, or what is equivalent, as regards ex-

plosive powder, to 30 pounds of the ordinary gunpowder, shall at

one time be in any building where the operation of filling or

charging is performed

:

The manufacture of such fireworks as contain detonating compo-
sition, or composition which is more easily ignited by perciission

or friction than ordinary gunpowder, shall be conducted in a

building or buildings situate at a distance not less than 30 yards

from the other workshops, and no greater quantity than 10

pounds of such composition shall at any one time be in any
buHding

:

Every person keeping or using any factory for the making of fire-

works shall have, at a distance of not less than 50 yards from any
workshop connected with the manufacture, a magazine or maga-
zines, built with brick or stone, for the receiving and safely keep-
ing the gunpowder or other explosive materials used in the

manufacture, and the cartridges or fireworks (as the case may be)

made at such factory.

Sect. 7. All fireworks, fulminating mercury, or other explosive

preparations or compositions made or kept, in any place where under
this act it is not lawful to make or keep fireworks, fulminating mer-
cuiy, or other explosive preparations or compositions, and any quan-
tity of fireworks, fulminating mercury, or other explosive preparation

or composition kept in any place where under this act it may be lawful
to keep such fireworks, fulminating mercury, or other explosive prepa-
ration or composition, exceeding the quantity which may be lawfully

kept there, shall be forfeited ; and every person making or causing to bo

(a) Thi.s section will be found
wholly set out under title "gun-
powder ; " here such part only is

printed as relates to fireworks fulmi-

nating mercury, &c.



made percussion caps, or making or keeping, or causing to be made or Fireworks.

leapt, fireworks, fulminating mercury, or other explosive preparation
\

or composition, contrary to this act, shall for so doing, in addition to ^^ ^ ^* ^^°*^' ^- ^^''"

such forfeiture as aforesaid, forfeit for every such offence any sum not
exceeding lOZ.

Fog signals are fireworks within the meaning of this section,

and therefore a maker of such fog signals or a keeper of them must be
licensed pursuant to sect. 6. {Bliss v. Lilly, 3 B. & S. 128.)

23 & 24 Vict. c. 139, sect. 8. It shall not be lawful for any person to ^^ P®'^^"
^ith^^^

sell or offer or expose to sale any firework without such licence for a^iimice^
^^ °"

that purpose as hereinafter mentioned, and no such firework shall be
sold to any person apparently under 16 years of age, and any person
offending against this enactment shall for every offence forfeit any
sum not exceeding 51.

Sect. 9. If any person throw, cast, or fire, or aid or assist in throw- Penalty for

ing, casting, or firing, any squib, serpent, rocket, or other firework in works^in th^-'

or into any thoroughfare or public place, he shall for every such roughfares.

offence forfeit any sum not exceeding 51.

Sect. 11. It shall be lawful for the justices of the peace for each Jj'^sj;tees^to^Hcense

county or other division, at their general quarter sessions, or for the k)aded percussion
(•ouncil of any borough, upon aj)plication made to them by any person, caps, and making

from time to time, to license places for the making and keeping ^unMon "•Ic*'"
respectively of fireworks, fulminating mercury, or other explosive
preparations or compositions, and to determine the quantities of such
articles respectively to be kept in any place so licensed, and to grant
licences to persons to sell fireworks.
By the 25 & 26 Vict. c. 98, s. 1, it is provided that ss. 25 and 27 of

the act 23 & 24 Vict. c. 139, j^ost, tit. " Gunpowder," are to be read as
if the word gunpowder included loaded percussion caps, ammunition,
fireworks, fiilminating mercury, or any other preparation or compo-
sition of an explosive nature.
Where a squib was wantonly thrown among the stands at a fair, and. Civil liability of

being removed from off that on which it alighted, it occasioned the loss firewOTks'for""
"'^

of the eye of a bystander, it was holden by Dp. Grey, C. J., and Nnres damage done,

and Gould, JJ., against Blacl-sto7ie, J., that all that was done sub-
sequent to the original throwing was a continuation of the first force
and first act, which continued till the squib was spent by bursting

;

and that trespass, not an action on the case, was the proper remedy.
{Scott V. Shepherd, 2 Black. Hep. 892.)
In the case of King \. Ford, (I Stark. 421,) it was held that a school-

master, who permits an infant pupil under his care to make use of
fireworks, is responsible in an action for the mischief which ensues.
The 121st section of the 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, enacts, that if any person Letting ofif fire-

or persons shall make, or assist in making, any fire or fires commonly ^^^ays""
""^'^

called bonfires, or shall set fire to or wantonly let off or throw any
squib, rocket, serpent, or other firework whatsoever, within eighty
feet of the centre of such [turnpike] road, every person so offending
shall, for each and every such offence, forfeit and pay any sum not
exceeding 40s., over and above the damages occasioned thereby. See
ptost, " Highivays, Turnpike."

The 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 72, contains a similar provision, prohibit-
ing the letting off of fireworks within 50 feet of the centre of a
carriage way or cart way. See " Highivays in general," post.

[Commencement as usual, as ante, " Conviction "]—that C. D., late of , (i). Information
<t'c., toyman, on, d-c, at, ofcc, did sell to one Ji. F. [or, *^ expose to sale, 1 on 23 & 24 Vict.

certain fireivorks, to wit, one hundred squibs, one Mmdred serpents, one hun- fireworks
^^^"^

dretl rockets, and one Mmdrcd other fireworks, against theform of the statute in
such case made and provided ; loherehj, and hj force of the statute in that ease
made and provided, for his said offence, the said C. D. hath forfeited the sum
offive pcninds ; and I adjudge the said C. D., for his said offence, to forfeit and

N N 2
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Fish and fish' P^y the sum offive pojinds, to be paid and apjMed according to law, and also

erics. to pay to the said A. B. the sum of , for his costs in this behalf.

Given under my hand and seal the day and year first above mentioned, at

, in the county aforesaid, J.S. (L.S.)

(2). Information
on same act for

casting and
throwing squibs
and otlier fire-

worlis.

[Commencement as usual, as ante, " Convietio7i"]—that C. D., late of , in

the said county, labourer, on, <fcc., at ttc.,in the public street and highivay there

did throw, cast, andfire certainfireworks, to unt, one hundred squibs, one hundred
rockets, one hundred serpents, and one hundred other firewoiks, against theform
of the statute in such case made and provided ; whereby, and by force of the said

statute, the said 0. D. for his said offence hath forfeited the sum offive 'pounds.

Wlierefore, d-c. [Conclude as in preceding form.]

(3). Information
on same act for

suffering fire-

works to be
thrown from
liouses into the
street.

[Commencement as usual, as ante, " Conviction "J

—

that C. D., late of , <£r.,

labourer, on, (tc. , at dr. , did permit and suffer certain fireworks, to wit, one

hundred squibs, one hundred serpents, one Mmdred rockets, and one hundred
other fireworks, to be cast, thrown, and fired out of andfrom the dwelling-house

of the said C. D., there sitxiate, in a certain ijublic street there, called

street, contrary to the form of the statute in such case made and provided ;

whereby, and by force of, dc. [Conclude as in the form, supra, (No. 1.)]

Other acts.

dTijSit ana M^htxit^.
There are some acts relating to tlie subject, of -wliicli, being of less

general concern, it is tbought suflB.cient to refer to tliom only, viz :

—

An act for the better preservation and. inaprovement of the fisbery

witbin tbe river of Thames, and for regulating and governing the

company of fishermen of the said river. (9 Ann, c. 26) (a).

An act for the more effectual preservation and improvement of the

spawn and fry of fish in the river of Thames and waters of Medway,
and for better regulating the fishery thereof. (30 Geo. 2, c. 21.)

An act for the better preservation of fish, and regulating the

fisheries in the rivers Severn and Yerniew. (18 Geo. 3, c. 33) {V).

The salmon fisheries in the Severn, Dee, Wye, Teame, Were, Tees,

Eibble, Mersey, Dun, Air, Ouze, Swaile, Calder, Wharf, Eure,

Darwent, or Trent, are regulated by the 1 Geo. 1, st. 2, c. 18, s.

14, &c. (c).

The fisheries in the arm of the sea between the county of Cumber-
land and the counties of Dumfries and Wigton, and the stewartry of

Kircudbright, are regulated by the 44 Geo. 3, c. 45 ; and see 4 & 5

Vict. c. xviii.

Those in the river Tweed, and the rivers and streams running into

the same, are regulated by the 11 Geo. 4 & 1 Will. 4, c. Iv., which
repeals the 11 Geo. 3, c. 27 ; 15 Geo. 3, c. 46; 37 Geo. 3, c. 48; and
47 Geo. 3, c. xxix., relative to that river.

Those in the county of Caermarthen, and the county of the borough
of Caermarthen, are regulated by the 45 Geo. 3, c. xxxiii.

Those at St. Ives, in the county of Cornwall, are regulated by 4 & 5

Vict. c. Ivii.

And those in MUford Harbour, in Pembrokeshire, are regulated by
the 46 Geo. 3, c. 19.

(a) 24 & 25 Vict. c. 109, repeals

2.

(t) 24 & 25 Vict. c. 109, repeals this

act as to salmon.
(c) 24 & 25 Vict. c. 109, repeals

ss. 11 to 16, inclusive.



What follows seems best reducible under these beads : 1. Offences re-

I. Offences relating to Private Fisheries, p. 549.
fisheries.

1. In General, p. 549.

2. TaJcing or Destroying Fish, Seizing Nets, &c. p. 549.

[24 & 25 Vict. c. 96, ss. 24, 25 (p. 549).]

3. Destroying and Putting Noxious Things into Ponds, p. 553.

[24 & 25 Vict. c. 97, s. 32 (p. 553).]

II. Laws for the Preservation of the Brood of Salmon and other Fish

XYl RvDCTS T) So^
[1 Eliz. 'c. 17 (p.' 554) ; 24 & 25 Vict. c. 109 (p. 555) ; 26 Vict,

c. 10 (p. 566) ; 28 & 29 Vict. c. 12 (p. 566.)]

III. Of the Herring and other Fisheries, p. 577.

[28 Geo. 2, c. 14 ; 26 Geo. 3, c. 81 ; 27 Geo. 3, c. 10 ; 48

Geo. 3, 0. 110 ; 50 Geo. 3, c. 108 ; 55 Geo. 3, c. 94 ; 1 &
2 Geo. 4, c. 79 ; 5 Geo. 4, c. 64 ; 7 Geo. 4, c. 34 ; 1 Will.

4, c. 54 ; 14 & 15 Vict. c. 26.]

IV. Of the Oyster and Mussel Fisheries, p. 583.

[24 & 25 Vict. c. 96, s. 26 (p. 583) ; 29 & 30 Vict. c. 85 (p.

584) ; 30 & 31 Vict. c. 18, p. 586.]

V. Pules concerning Fishing in or near the Sea, p. 587.

[3 Jac. 1, 0. 12 ; 1 Geo. 1, st. 2, c. 18 ; 9 Geo. 1, c. 33 ; 33

Geo. 2, c- 27 ; 42 Geo. 3, c. 22 ; 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 20.]

YI. Importing Fish.

[6 Geo. 4, c. 105, p. 589.]

I. ©fences telatins to ^ribate jFisijcries.

1. In General.

It is not intended bere to enter into' any treatise on tbo private Rights to private

rights of individuals to fisheries, as they have little or no concern with fisheries.

];iagistrates or other officers in their official capacity. All that will

bo noticed under this section of the subject, will relate to the criminal

proceedings and penalties for injuries to private fisheries.

Any man may erect a fishpond without licence, because it is a matter Any one may have

of profit for the increase of victuals. (2 Inst. 199.

)

"" ^^^ p"'*'^-

No indictment can be supported at common law for stealing fish, Punishments at

unless they be dead or confined, and may serve for food ; therefore, it
common law.

cannot be supported for stealing fish in a river or open pond, although
;l person may have an exclusive right to take them ; but it may be
f^upported for steaHng fish confined in a trunk or net, or as it should seem
i a any other enclosed place which is private property, as a pond, and
where they may be taken at the will of the owner at any time. (2
IJtsfs P. C. 607; Chitty's Game Laivs, 309, 310; 1 Hawk. c. 33, s.

39, 3 Inst. 109.)

2. Taking or Destroying Fish, Seizing Nets, &c.

24 & 25 Vict. c. 96, s. 24. Whosoever shall unlawfully and wil-
fully take or destroy any fish in any water which shall run through
or be in any land adjoining or belonging to the dwelling-house
of any person being the owner of such water, or having a right
of fishery therein, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor ; and who-
soever shall unlawfully and wilfully take or destroy or attempt
to take or destroy any fish in any water not being such as here-
inbefore mentioned, but which shall be private property, or in
which there shall be any private right of fishery, shall on conviction
thereof before a justice of the peace, forfeit and pay, over and above
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1. Offences re-

lating to private tte value of the fish, taken or destroyed (if any), such sum of money,
fisheries. not exceeding 5?., as to the justice shall seem meet: ProAdded that

nothing hereinbefore contained shall extend to any person angling
between the beginning of the last hour before sunrise and the expira-

tion of the first hour after sunset ; but whosoever shall by angling
between the beginning of the last hour before sunrise and the exj)ira-

tion of the first hour after sunset unlawfully and wilfully take or

destroy or attempt to take or destroy, any fish in any such water as

first mentioned, shall, on conviction before a justice of the peace,

forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding ol. , and if in any such water as

last mentioned, he shall, on the like conviction, forfeit and pay any
sum not exceeding 21., as to the justice shall seem meet : And if the
boundary of any parish, township, or vill shall happen to be in or by
the side of any such water as is in this section before mentioned, it

shall be sufficient to prove that the offence was committed either in the

parish, township, or vill named in the indictment or information, or

in any parish, township, or vill adjoining thereto.

If upon the hearing of an information for trespass, whether in pur-
suit of game, fishing, &c,, the evidence is sufficient to justify the
magistrates in believing that the trespass was not committed under a
claim of right, but that such claim was afterwards set up to pro-

tect the party charged from the consequences of the trespass, the
justices ought to convict. [Foley v. Birch, XQ L. T. N. S. 410.) But
under this section the justices cannot convict, if there be reasonable

evidence before them that a bond fide claim to fish is set up by the

defendant. {Beg. v. Stimpson, 4: B.<& 8. 301.) If the claim be one that
cannot exist in law, as for instance a right of fishing by the public in

a non-navigable river, then the defendant cannot justify himself
under such a mistaken notion although made loml fide, and therefore

the justices' jurisdiction would not be ousted. {Hudson v. M'ltae, 4
B. & S. 585.)

Sect. 25. If any person shall at any time be found fishing against

the provisions of this act, the owner of the ground, water, or fishery

where such offender shall be so found, his servant, or any person
authorised by him, may demand from such offender any rod, line,

hook, net, or other implement for taking or destroying fish which
shall then be in his possession, and in case such offender shall not
immediately deliver up the same, may seize and take the same from
him for the use of such owner ; Provided, that any person angling
against the provisions of this act, between the beginning of the last

hour before sunrise and the expii-ation of the first hour after sunset,

from whom any implement used by anglers shall be taken, or by whom
the same shall be so delivered up, shall by the taking or delivering

thereof be exempted from the payment of any damages or penalty for

such angling.
The general clauses of the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 96, affecting all the pro-

visions of that act, will be found at large, title " Larceny."
The former enactment, 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 29, s. 34, now repealed was,

and the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 96, ss. 24, 25 now in force is, differently

worded to the prior statutes respecting the offence of taking or destroy-
ing fish, hence it has not been thought necessary to pi'int the decisions
under the now repealed laws.

The taking under these sections need not, it would seem, be such as

would be necessary to constitute larceny. (See It. v. Glover, R. & B.,

C. a 269.)

It should seem that a person who fishes in a fishery belonging to

another, but to which he has a claim, for the purpose of giving occa-

sion to an action in order to tiy the right, is not liable to the penalty
(see Kinnersley v. Or^^e, Dougl. 517), decided on the 3rd section of the

5 Geo. 3, c. 14 ; at all events, however, the party claiming the right

Tho taking.

Claim of right.
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must have some fair and plausible colour of title to the fishery. See i. Offences rehc-

further title " Conviction.^' ting to private

A couviction before a justice of the peace under the above act of 24 fisheries.

& 25 Vict, must, like all others, show the offence to have been com- ~
mitted within the jurisdiction of the convicting justice. Where a con- i^*^otment*or

*""

viction on the 5 Geo. 3, c. 14, s. 3, for fishing without the consent of conviction,

the owner, in part of a certain stream, " which runneth between B. in

the parish of A., in the county of W., and C. in the same parish and
county,"was quashed, because it did not appear that the intermediate

course of the stream between the two termini, in which the offence

was alleged to be committed, was in the county of W. ; the court said

they would not presume that the place where the offence was com-
mitted was within the jurisdiction of the convicting magistrate, but it

must expressly so appear ; and that it did not follow that the inter-

mediate course of the stream was in the same county with the two
termini mentioned, the fact being often otherwise. {R. v. Edwards, 1

East, 278). See ante, p. 550, as to streams constituting boundaries of

parishes, &c.

The means used to take the fish need not to be stated in the indict-

ment or conviction. (^. V. Carradice, 11. dd R., C. C. 206.)

Though the indictment should state the offender feloniously to have
taken the fish, that averment would be immaterial, as the word felo-

niously would be rejected as surplusage. {Id.)

It seems necessary to specify in an indictment or conviction, that a

certain number of fish were taken. {B. v. Marshal, 2 Keh. 594.) An
indictment or conviction for taking divers fish, without specifying

some number, would be bad. See Id. ; Paley on Convictions, 82, and
see li. V. Daman, {Chit. Rep. 150), where the point was raised, but not

decided. See the authorities collected there in note (/).

The fish need not be stated to be the goods and chattels of the pro-

secutor or owner. {Hudson's case, 2 Easfa P. C. 611.) If so stated,

the statement may be rejected as surplusage. {Id.)

The information or conviction must not state the offence in the

alternative, or it wUl be bad. {R.y. Sadler, Cas. temp. Lord Mansfield,

2 Chit. Rep. 519 ; R. v. Home, 2 Cowp. 682.)

Though several persons be guilty of one joint act of unlawful fishing, Several ofienders.

against the statute 24 & 25 Vict. c. 96, such as in using one net, it

should seem, that each would be subject to the penalty of bl. above

the value of the fish taken. Where several persons are so jointly

liable, it should seem, that only one conviction, with an award of

several penalties against each, and not several convictions, should be
made. {Paley's Conv. 160 ; R. v. Brake, 2 Show. 489.) Care should be
taken in such a case to impose the penalties on the parties separately,

and not jointly, or the conviction would be bad. {Morgan v. Brown,
4 Adol. & Ell. 515. See further, " Oame," and " Conviction.")

Kent [The county wherein the commitment is made].

—

To the constable of (l). Commitment

, in the said county, and to the keeper of the common gaol at ,
in the

f"r taking^(Mt by
said county. angling; fish m

Whereas A. B. was this day -charged before me J. S., one of her Majesty's
^JionginVto a

justices of the peace in and for the said county of , on the oath of G. D., of , house!

farnur, and others, for that he the said A. B., on the day of , A. D.
,

at theparish of , in the said county, unlawfully and wilfully did take [or

destroy] a number of fish, to wit, ten pike, in a stream of tvater running
through [or, being in\ land [adjoining or belonging] to the dwelliiig-house of one

E. F. , situate in the parish aforesaid and county aforesaid, the said E. F. being

also then and tliere the owner of the said water [or, having a right of fishery in

the said water], against theform of the statute in such case made and provi^ded.

TJiesc are therefore to conunand you, the said constable of , to take the said

A. B. and him safely convey to the [gaol or house of correction] at ,

aforesaid, and there to deliver him to the keeper thereof together with this pre-
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1. Offences re,- '^P^- And I do hereby command ijou, tJie said keeper of tlie said {^&o\], to re-

lating to private ^*'^^ the said A . B. into yotor custody in the said gaol, and there safely keep

fisheries.
^^'™ until he shall then he delivered in due course of law.

Given tiiider my hand and seal the day of in the year of our Lord
, at , in the [county] aforesaid.

J. P.

fo^^l'k^T^ I
^'^ jurors for our lady the Queen ujwn their oath present, that

fence.

'

^0 wit. \ C. D. , on tlie day of ,
in the year of our Lord , in

certain water, to wit, a stream \ov "pond"] of water there situate, then [run-
ning through and] being in certain land, to wit, a garden [or pleasure ground,
d-c., according to the fact] adjoining [or belonging] to the dwelling-house of
A. B., situate in tJie parish of ,

in the county of , the said A. B. thai
and there having a right offishery in the said water [or, if not a running stream,
^^ owner of the said water''], divers, to wit, twenty fish called eels, tvxnty fish
called pike, unlawfully and wilfully did take [or destroy] against tlie form of the

statute in such case made and provided, and against the 2}eace of our said lady
the Queen, her crown and dignity. [And other counts, if there be any doubt,
or any fact necessary to be stated in the indictment]

(3). Convictions ) Be it remembered, that, on (be. , in the year of our Lord , at
on 24 & 25 Vict. to wit. ) , in the said county, CD. is convicted before the undersigned, one

taking fish in*"
^/ ^^^ Majesty'sjustices of^ the peace in andfor the said county, for that the said

water, &c. not C. D., on d'c, at the parish dc, in a certain pond [or stream] of water tliere

beinf? in land situate, the private p)i'operty of A. B. [or wJierein A. B. then and tlierc had a
adjoining or be- private right offisherif] the said water not tlien being water runnina throunh or
longing to a dwcl- , . " t j T i ? • j j n- 7

''
j> ,t

•'
,

ling house of being m any land adjoining or belonging to any dwelling-house of tlie said,

owner (a). A. B., tenfish, called trout, [according to the fact] of the value often shillings,

then and there being found, then and there in the said water unlawfully aiul

wilfully did take [or destroy, or attempt to take, or attempt to destroy,] otlie.rwisc

than by angling ; against the form of the statute in that case made ami pro-
vided : and I adjudge the said O. D.

, for his said offence, to forfeit and pay thr

sum of [five] pounds [over and above the value ofthe saidfish so taken as aforesaid,

and tlie further sum of [ten shillings], being the value of the said fish], to be paid
and applied according to law, and also to pay to the said A. B. [the complain-
ant] </te swm o/" ,* for his costs in this behalf; and if the said several sums be

not paid forthwith [or on or before oiext], I adjudge the said A. B. to be im-
prisoned in the [gaol, or house of correction] at , in the said county [and
there to be kept to hard labour] for tlie spaxe of , unless the said severed sums
[and the costs and cliarges of conveying the said A. B. to the said house of cor-

rection, or gaol] sliall be sooner paid.

Given under my haiul and seal, the day ami year first above mentioned, at

, in the (county) aforesaid.

J. P.

* If time be given for payment of the penalty, &c., the form should be the
same as the above to the asterisk] —for costs ; and I order that the said sums
shall be paid by the said G. D., on or before the day of next/ and I direct

that the said sum of five pounds sliall be paid to J. S., of, &c., as in the above
form, to the end.

(4). Conviction on . ) Be it remembered, that, on d'C, at d-c, 0. D. is convicted before
yi & 25 Vict. c. yii, to wit. \ me, the undersigned, one of her Majesty''s justices of the jxace in and
^^'/'"S'ling in for the said county; for that the said 0. D., between the beginning of the last

u^^dwclUng-hoifse ^^"^ before sunrise and the expiration of the last hour after sunset of the same
of owner. day, to wit, about the hour of o'clock, at the parish of , in the county

aforesaid, in a certain stream [or pond] of water there situate, then and there
nmning through [or being in] certain land, to wit, a [garden] adjoining [or
belonging] to the dwelling-house of one A. B. there, the said A. B. then and
tliere having a right of fishery in the said water [or, if not a running stream,

{a) For the usual forms of summons and warrant, see ^'Conviction,"
•

' Warrant,
"
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being owner ofthe said water], ten fish, called trotit, [as the case is,] of the said i. Offences re-

A. B., of the value of ten shillings, then and there being found, then and there lating to private
in the said tvater, by angling, imlawfuUy and wilfidly did take [or destroy, or fisheries.

attempt to take, or attempt to destroy ; ] against the form of the statute in that

case made and provided: and I adjudge the said O. D. for his said offence, to

forfeit and pay the sum of {_fivc^ jwunds, and also to pay the sum of shil-

lings* for costs ; and in default of immediate payment, to be imprisoned in the

,
[and there kept to hard laboiiA-] for the space of [see a^ite ] calendar

months, unless the said sums shall be sooiier paid ; and I direct that the said

sum offive pounds shall be paid to J. S. of aforesaid, in which the said

offence was committed, to be by him applied according to the directions of the

statute in that case made and provided ; and I order that the said S2im of
shillings for costs shall be paid to [the complainant].

Given under my hand and seal tlie day and year first above mentioned.

J. P.

* If time be given for payment of the penalty, &c., the form should be the
same as the above, to the asterisk]

—

for costs ; and I order that the said sums
shall be paid by the said G. D. on or before the day of next ; and I di-

rect that the said sum of five pounds shall be paid to J. S., of, &c. as in the

above form, to the end.

> Beit renumbered, that, C/i tSsc, at &c., C. D. of tfcc, is convicted (o). Conviction en

to wit. \ before me, the undersig^ied, one of her Majesty's justices of the peace like act for angling

for the said county ; for that the said C. D., betioeen the beginning of the last
'^ ^'^^^ ^*°'

hour before sunrise and the expiration of the last hour after suTiset of the same
day, to wit, about the hour of o'clock, at the piarish of , in the county
aforesaid, in a certain pond [or stream] of water there situate, tlie private

in-operty of A. B., [orivhe^-ciriA. B. then had a p7-ivate right offishery] the said
water not then being water nonning through or being in any land adjoini7ig or
bclongiiig to the dtvelling-house of the said A. B., or any person being the oioncr

of such water, or having a right of fishery therein, ten fish, called trout [ac-

cording to the fact], of the value of ten shillings, then and there being found,
then and there, in the said ivater, by angling, tmilawfully and wilfully did take

[destroy, or attempt to take or destroy], against the form of the statute in that

case made and provided. And I do therefore adjudge the said C. 1). for
his said offence, to forfeit and pay the sum of two pounds, &c., as in the pre-

ceding form, to the end.

3. Desteoying, and Putting Noxious Materials into
Ponds, &c.

By 24 & 25 Vict. c. 97, s. 32, if any person shall unlawfully and Breaking down or

maliciously cut through, break down, or otherwise destroy the dam, destroying fish-

iloodgate, or sluice of any fish-pond, or of any water which shall be ^" '^'
''^''

private property, or in which there shall be any private right of
fishery, with intent thereby to take or destroy any of the fish in such
pond or water, or so as thereby to cause the loss or destruction of any
of the fish, or shall unlawfully and maliciously jiut any lime or other or putting noxious

noxious material in any such pond or water, with intent thereby to ""'terials into

destroy any of the fish that may there be or that may thereafter be '

'"^^

'

put therein, or shall unlawfully and maliciously cut through, break or destroying

down, or otherwise destroj- the dam or fioodgate of any mill-pond, reser- o^'H-P'^'nds

;

voir, or pool, every such ofi'ender shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, a misdemeanor,
being convicted thereof, shall be liable, at the discretion of the court,
to be kept in penal servitude for any term not exceeding 7 years and Seven years'

not less than 3 years, or to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding renal servitude, or

2 years with or without hard labour ; and, if a male, to be once, twice,
"^'Pn^onment.

or thrice publicly or privately whipped, (if the court shall so think fit,)

in addition to such imprisonment.
The general clauses affecting this, and all the provisions of the 24 &

25 Vict. c. 97, will be found, post, title " Malicious Lijuries to Property.'"
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2. Laws for the [Commencement as ante, p. 551, form (^o. l)'\on the day of A. D.

iircservation of at the parish of in tlic said county, the dam [floodgate or sluice] of a
the brood of certain fish-2wml, [of any fish-pond, or of any water which shall be private

property, or in which there shall be a private right of iishery,] of 07ie A. £.,
there situate, unlaiofully or maliciously did break doion [cut through, or de-

stroy] with intent thereby tlicn and there to take and destroy the fish in the said

pond [or, and did thereby tlicn and there cav^e the loss and destniction of divers

of the fish in the saiflpond] ; against the form of the statute in that case made
and 2^1'ovided. Aiul I do Jiereby command you, the said keeper, &c. [Con-
clude as ante, p. 552, form (No. 1).]

salmon, &c.

(1). Commitment
lor bi'eaking the
dam of a fish-

pond.

(2.) The like for
putting lime, &c.
nto it.

(3.) Indictment
for breaking the
dam of a fish-

pond.

[Commencement as ante, p. , form (No. 1.) ] on the day of A. D.
at the parish of in the said county, unlawfully and rualiciously, did

put a large quantity of lime [lime or other noxious material] into a certain

fish-pmul [any fish-pond, or any water which shall be private property, or in

which there shall be a private right of fishery,] of one A. B., there situate, ivith

intent thereby to destroy the fish in the said pond ; against the form of the

statute in that case made and provided. A iid I do hereby command you, the

said keeper, d:c. [Conclude as ante, p. 552, form (No. 1).]

(to wit). The jurors of our lady the Queen upon tlieir oath present, that

C. D., on the day of , in the year of our Lord , the dam [floodgate,

or slitice] of a certain fish-pond of one A. B. there sitiiate, then and there un-
laiofully and maliciously did break down [ciot through, or destroy] with intent

thereby then and there to take [or destroy] the flsh in the said poiid then and
there being, [or and did thereby then aiul tliere cause the loss and destruction of
divers of the fish in tlie said pond then and there being], against the form of the

stattde in such case made and provided, and against the peace of our said, lady

the Queen, lier crown and dignity. [If there be any doubt as to the water

being a fish-pond, insert a count according to the fact, showing it to In

" water tlie private property of A. B," or '^ water in luhich A. B. had a i^ri-

vate light offishery."]

I

(4.) Indictment
for other offences
under same sec-

tion of the act.

The above precedent may be framed to meet any other of the offences men-

tioned in the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 97, s. 32, stating, that the defendant did put a

large quantity, to wit, one bushel of lime, &c., ["lime, or other noxious ma-
terial,"] into a certain fish-2wnd, [" any fish-pond, or any water, &c.,"] (as

above), of A. B., there situate, with intent thereby then and there to destroy the

fish in the said pond then and tliere being [or did break down and destroy the

dam of a certain mill-pond of the said E. F., there situate, <fcc.]

II. Hatos for ti)c Iresprbation ai rtje ^rootJ of 5almon,
ant« otijec dfisi) in i^ibets.

Concerning tlie preservation of salmon in particular rivers, see the

statutes referred to, ante, p. 548.

1 Eliz. c. 17. By the 1 Eliz. c. 17 (a), ss. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, no person, of what estate,

degree, and condition soever he be, shall take and kill any young
brood, spawn, or fry of fish ; noj* shall take and kill any salmon or

trouts, not being in season, being kepper or shedder ; nor any pike or

pikerel not being in length 10 inches fish or more : nor any salmon not

being in length 16 inches fish ; nor any trout not being in length 8

inches fish; nor any barbel not being in length 12 inches; and no

person shall fish, or take fish by any device, but only with net or

trammel, whereof the mesh shall be 2^ inches broad (angling excepted,

and except smelts, loches, minnies, bullheads, gudgeons, and eels) ; on

pain of forfeiting 208. {h) for every offence, and also the fish, nets, and

engines.

(a) Repealed as to salmon bV 24 & (&) In some editions of the statutes

25 Vict. c. 109. it is 20^., in others 20s. ; in the re-
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The meaning of tliis section is that every space between the threads 2. Laws for the
of the net shall be 2| inches from one thread to the opposite thread, i^'rcservation of
and that the superficial area which bounds each mesh must be at least tM brood of
2^ inches square. {Thomas y. Evans, 27 L. J. M. C. 172.) salmon, <i-c.

In Bulbrooke v. Ooodhere, 3 Burr. 1768, it was held, that the water '.

—

bailiif of the river Thames has no right to take the nets of a person ^ ''"

fishing in his own fishery, for the act does not give a power to seize

otherwise than by the methods prescribed by the act.

Sects. 6, 7. And the conservators of rivers may inquire hereof by a
jury ; and in such case they shall have the fines.

Sects. 8, 9, 10. The leet also may inquire hereof; and then the for-
feitui'o shall go to the lord of the leet. And if the steward do not
charge the jvuy therewith, he shall forfeit 40s. ; half to the king, and
half to him that shall sue. And if the jury conceal the ofience, he
may impanel another jury to inquire of such concealment ; and if it

be found, the former jiuy shall forfeit every one 20s. to the lord of
the leet.

Sects. 11, 12. If the offence be not presented in the leet within a
year, then it may be heard and determined at the sessions or assizes.

(Saving the right of the conservators.)
By the 24 &, 25 Vict. c. 109, " An Act to amend the Laws relating to 24 & 25 vict. c. 100.

Fisheries of Salmon in England," which came into force on the
1st. October, 1861, the following laws were repealed, viz., 13 Edw. 1,

stat. 1, c. 47 ; 25 Edw. 3, stat. 4, c. 4; 45 Edw. 3, c. 2; 13Eic. 2, stat.

1, c. 19 ; 1 Hen. 4, c. 12 ; 4 Hen. 4, c. 11 ; 2 Hen. 6, c. 15 ; 12 Edw. 4,

c. 7 ; 11 Hen. 7, c. 5 ; 14 & 15 Hen. 8, c. 13 ; 23 Hen. 8, c. 18; 1 Eliz.

c. 17, as to salmon ; 3 Car. 1, c. 4, s. 1 ; 3 Jac. 1. c. 12 ; 30 Car. 2, c. 9; 4
Ann. c. 21 ; 9 Ann. c. 26, s. 2 ; 1 Geo. 1, stat. 2, c. 18, ss. 11 to 16; 23
Geo, 2, c. 26, S3. 7, 8, 9; 33 Geo. 2, c. 27, s. 13 ; 18 Geo. 3, c. 33, and
37 Geo. 3, c. 95, as to salmon ; 58 Geo. 3, c. 43 ; 6 & 7 Vict. c. 33 ; li-&
12 Vict. c. 52 ; and certain private acts.

By sect. 1 the act may be cited for all purposes as the Salmon short title.

Fishery Act, 1861 ; and by sect. 2 it is not to extend to Scotland or Application of
Ireland, or to the river Tweed, as defined by the Tweed Fisheries act.

Amendment Act, 1859.

By sect. 4. In this act, unless there is something inconsistent in the Definition of
context, the words and expressions hereinafter mentioned shall have terms,

respectively the meanings hereby assigned to them ; that is to say (a),

" Person " shall include any body of persons, corporate or unin- Person.

corporate

:

" Salmon" shall include all migratory fish of the genus salmon, Salmon,
whether known by the names hereinafter mentioned, that is

to say, salmon, cock or kipper, kelt, laurel, gilding, grilse,

botcher, blue cock, blue pole, fork tail, mort, peal, herring,
peal, may peal, pugg peal, harvest cock, sea trout, white
trout, sewin, buntling, guiniad, tubs, yellow fin, sprod,
herling, whiting, bull trout, whitling, scurf, burn tail, fry,

samlet, smoult, smelt, skirling or scarHng, parr, sjiawn, pink,
last spring, hepper, last ^rood, gravelling, shed, scad, blue
fin, black tip, fingerling, brandling, brondling, or by any
other local name

:

" Young of salmon " shall include all young of the salmon species. Young of Salmon,

whether known by the names of fry, samlet, smolt, smelt,
skirling or skarling, par, spawn, pink, last spring, hepper,
last brood, gravelling, shed, scad, blue fin, black tip, finger-

ling, brandling, brondling, or by any other name local or
otherwise

:

cord it is not distinguishable whe- offence.

tlier it be pounds or shillings. The (a) See also the interpretation clause

latter seems more adequate to the of 28 & 29 Vict. c. 121, s. 3, p. 560.
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2. Laivs for the

Xireservation of
the brood of
salmon, <frc.

24 & 25 Vict. c. 109.

Fishing weir.

Fishing mill dam.

Fixed engine.

Home office.

"Court" shall include two or more magistrates assembled in
petty sessions

:

"Tidal waters" shall include the sea, and all rivers, creeks,
streams, and other waters as far as the tide flows and reflows:

" Inland waters " shall mean all waters that are not tidal waters :

"Dam" shall mean all weii's and other fixed obstructions used
for the purpose of damming up water :

" Eishing weir " shall mean a dam used for the exclusive purpose
of catching or facilitating the catching of fish :

" Fishing mill dam " (a)" shall mean a dam used or intended to be
used partly for the purpose of catching, or facilitating the
catching of fish, and partly for the purpose of sujiplying water
for milling or other purposes

:

"Fixed engine" shall include stake nets, bag nets, putts,
putchers, and all fixed imj)lements or engines for catching
or for facilitating the catching of fish :

"Home-office" shall mean one of her Majesty's principal
secretaries of state.

By 28 & 29 Yict. c. 121, s. 39, [post, p. 575,) "fixed engine" shall
in this and the act of 1861, include any net or other implement for
taking fish fixed to the soil, or made stationary in any other way not
being a fishing weir or fishing mill dam.

See 28 & 29 Vict. c. 121, s. 3, p. 566, for definition oi River, Salmon
River, Quarter Sessions, and County; and s. 38, p. 574, as to the defini-
tion of a coxmty of a city or town.

Penalty on mix-
ing poisonoii.s

substances in
rivers.

Law of Fishing.

Prohihition of certain Modes of destroying Fish.

Sect. 5. Every person who causes or knowingly permits to flow, or
puts or knowingly permits to be put, into any waters containing salmon,
or into any tributaries thereof, any liquid or solid matter to such an
extent as to cause the waters to poison or kill fish, shall incur the
following penalties; (that is to say,)

(1.) Upon the first conviction a penalty not exceeding 51.

:

(2.) Upon the second conviction a penalty not exceeding 10?., and
a further penalty not exceeding 21. for every day during which
such offence is continued

:

(3.) Upon the third or any subsequent conviction, a penalty not
exceeding 201. a day for every day during which such offence
is continued, commencing from the date of the third con-
viction :

But no person shall be subject to the foregoing penalties for any act
done in the exercise of any right to which he is by*law entitled, if he
prove to the satisfaction of the court before whom he is tried that he
has used the best practical means, within a reasonable cost, to render
harmless the liquid or solid matter so permitted to flow or to be put
into water : but nothing herein contained shall prevent any person
from acquiring a legal right in cases where he would have acquired it

if this act had not passed, or exempt any person from any punishment
to which he would otherwise be subject, or legalise any act or default
that would but for this act be deemed to be a nuisance or otherwise be
contrary to law.

(a) A dam built solely for milling
purposes and without any contrivan-

ces for catching fish is not a fishing

mill dam within this section, although
it may render it more easy to catcli

lish than if it had not existed ; and

therefore such dam cannot be abated,

by direction of the fi.shery commis-
sioners, under the 28 & 29 Vict. c.

121, s. 42. Garnctt <& others v. Back-
house, L. R. 3 Q. B. 30.



By 28 & 29 Vict. c. 121, ss. 5, 7, {post, p. 567), tHe minimum penalty 2. Laws for the

upon a second conviction is not to be less than lialf the greatest penalty iireservation of

that may be imposed in respect of such offence, and upon a third con- tf^^ brood of

viction the greatest amount of penalty is to be imposed. A question salmon, tfec.

may therefore arise upon these two sections, viz., whether, upon a 24&25Vict. c.ioo.

second conviction, the justice would bo bound to impose a penalty of

21. 10s. or 51.

Sect. 6. Where any proceedings are instituted by any complainant Power to have

against any person for the recovery of any penalties alleged to have precedin!r".socU(,n

been incuri'ed by him under the last preceding section, if such person, decided by jury,

hereinafter referred to as "the defendant," on appearing before the

justices constituting the court by which he is to be tried in pursuance
of this act, alleges, by way of defence, that he has used the best practi-

cable means, within a reasonable cost, to render such matter harmless,

and proves to the satisfaction of the court that in the event of the com-
plaint being decided against him the expense of permanently prevent-

ing the matter complained of would, exclusive of costs, exceed 100?.,

and gives secm-ity, to be approved by such court, duly to prosecute

his appeal and to abide the event thereof, all proceedings before the

justices shall be stayed, and it shall be lawful for such complainant to

bring an action in one of her Majesty's superior courts of law at West-
minster against the defendant ; and the plaintiff in such action shall

deliver to the defendant an issue or issues whereby the question

whether he has used the best practicable means, within a reasonable

cost, to render such matter harmless may be tried ; and the form of

such issue or issues, in case of dispute, or in the case of non-appear- '

ance of the defendant, shall be settled by the court in which the action

is brought, and such action shall be prosecuted and issue or issues tried

in the same manner and subject to the same incidents in and subject

to which actions are prosecuted and issues tried in other cases within

the jurisdiction of such court, or as near thereto as circumstances

admit.

Sect. 7. The verdict of the jury on such issue shall, unless the court Effect of issue

before which the same is tried orders a new trial, be conclusive as to

the questions involved in any subsequent proceedings that may be had
for the recovery of any penalties in pursuance of the said section, and
any costs that may have been incurred before the justices by the

parties to such action as is mentioned in this section shall be deemed
to be costs incurred in such action, and be payable accordingly.

Sect. 8. No person shall do the following things or any of them ; Penalty on fisliing

thnf io tn qnv with lights,laai IS 10 say,
^

,

^
B^cara, &c.

(1.) Use any light for the piu-pose of catching salmon :

(2.) Use any spear, gaff, strokehall, snatch, or other like instru-

ment for catching salmon

:

(3.) Have in his possession a light or any of the foregoing instru-

ments under such circumstances as to satisfy the court before

whom he is tried that he intended at the time to catch salmon
by means thereof

:

And any person acting in contravention of this section shall incur a
penalty not exceeding 51., and shall forfeit any instruments used by
him or found in his possession in contravention of this section ; but
this section shall not apply to any person using a gaff as auxiliary to

angling with a rod and line.

By 28 & 29 Vict. c. 121, s. 56, post, p. 575, any person twice con-
victed under this and the following section may upon a third conviction

be sentenced to imprisonment, and if a licensee, he shall upon a second
conviction forfeit his licence.

Sect. 9. No person shall do the following things or any of them; Penalty on using

that is to say, roe as a bait.

(1.) Use any fish roe for the purpose of fishing

:
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2. Laws for tlic

preservation of
tlie, brood of
sahnon, d-c.

24 & 25 Vict. c. 109.

Penalty on using
certain nets.

Penalty on
placing or fixing
fixed engines.

Penalty on using
certain dam.s for

catching salmon.

(2.) Buy, sell, or expose for sale, or have in his possession, any
salmon roe

:

And any person acting in contravention of this section shall for each
offence incur a penalty not exceeding 21., and shall forfeit all salmon
roe found in his possession ; but this section shall not apply to any
person who uses or has in his possession salmon roe for artificial pro-
pagation or other scientific purposes, or gives any reason satisfactory

to the court by whom he is tried for having the same in his possession.

See note to sect. 8.

Sect. 10. No person shall take or attempt to take salmon with any
net having a mesh of less dimensions than 2 inches in extension
from knot to knot (the measurement to be made on each side of the
square), or 8 inches measured round each mesh when wet; and any
person acting in contravention of this section shall forfeit all nets and
tackle used by him in so doing, and shall for each offence incur a
penalty not exceeding 5Z. ; and the placing 2 or more nets behind or
near to each other in such manner as to practically diminish the mesh
of the nets used, or the covering the nets used with canvass, or the
using any other artifice so as to evade the provisions of this section
with respect to the mesh of nets, shall be deemed to be an act in con-
travention of this section.

Sect. 11. No fixed engine of any description shall be placed or used
for catching salmon in sinj inland or tidal water ; and any engine
placed or used in contravention of this section may be taken possession
of or destroyed ; and any engine so placed or used, and any salmon
taken by such engine, shall be forfeited, and, in addition thereto, the
owner of any engine placed or used in contravention of this section
shall, for each day of so placing or using the same, incur a penalty
not exceeding lOL ; and for the purposes of this section a net that is

secured by anchors, or otherwise temporarily fixed to the soU, shall
be deemed to be a fixed engine, but this section shall not affect any
ancient right or mode of fishing as lawfully exercised at the time of
the passing of this act by any person by virtue of any grant or
charter or immemorial usage

; provided always, that nothing in this

section contained shall be deemed to apply to fishing weirs or fishing
mill dams.
A net kept in its place by a heavy stone, which is expanded across

the stream by lead and corks, and rolls up when struck by a fish,

is not a fixed engine within this section. {Thomas v. Jones, 13 W. R.
154.) The right to take possession of or destroy any engine placed or
used for the catching of salmon in contravention of this section ex-
tends to all persons, and is not limited to the conservators appointed
under s. 33. \WiUiam\. BlackwaU, 2 //. & 0. 33.)

Sect. 12. The following regulations shall be observed with respect
to dams

:

(1.) No dam except such fishing weu's (a) and fishing mill dams as
are lawfully in use at the time of the passing of this act, bj^

virtue of a grant or charter or immemorial usage, shall bo
used for the purpose of catching or facilitating the catching
of salmon

:

1 . Any person catching or attemping to catch salmon in

contravention of this section shall incur a penalty not
exceeding 5?. for each offence, and a further penalty not
exceeding 11. for each salmon which he catches :

(a) Sect. 12 of 24 & 25 Vict. c. 109,
applies only to such weirs as come
•within s. 27, that is to say, fisliing

weirs extending more tlian lialf way

across any stream at its lowest state

of water. As to what is not a stream,

see 24 & 25 Vict, c. 109, s. 27, 2^ost,

p. 563.
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2. All traps, nets, and contrivances used in or in con- 2. Laws for the

nection with, the dam for the purpose of catching salmon preservation of
shall be forfeited : the brood of

3. All salmon caught in contravention of the above prohi- salmon, dbc.

bition shall be forfeited :

24.fe25V t tooAnd no fishiag weir, although lawfully in use as aforesaid, shall be
^'^ ''''

used for the purposes of catching salmon unless it have therein such
free gap as is hereinafter mentioned (a) ; and no fishing mill dam
although lawfully in use as aforesaid, shall be used for the purposes
of catching salmon unless it have attached thereto a fish pass of such
foiTa and dimensions as shall be approved of by the home office, nor
unless such fish pass has constantly running through it such a flow
of water as will enable salmon to pass up and down such pass, but so
nevertheless that such pass shall not be larger nor deeper than
requisite for the above purposes :

(2.) No person shall catch or attempt to catch, except by rod and
line, any salmon in the head race or tail race of any mill,

or within 50 yards below any dam, unless such mill or dam
has attached thereto a fish pass of such form and dimensions
as may be approved by the home office, and such fish pass
has constantly running through it such a flow of water as will

enable salmon to pass up and down it ; and if any person acts

in contravention of the foregoing provision,

1. He shall incur a penalty not exceeding 21. for each
ofi'ence, and a further penalty not exceeding 11. for every
salmon so caught

:

2. He shall forfeit all salmon caught in contravention of
this section, and all nets or other instruments used or
jilaced for catching the same.

This section absolutely prohibits the catching, or attempting to catch,
except by rod and line, any salmon within 50 yards below a dam,
unless a fish pass is attached to it, notwithstanding any grant, charter,

or immemorial usage of fishing in a salmon cage. (Moulton v. Willy,
2 H. t& C. 25.)

Sect. 13. Where salmon or the young of salmon are led aside out of Penalty on eom-

a main stream by means of any artificial channel used for the pui'pose P'*"^ or person

of supplying towns with water, or for supplying any navigable canal, Ings'^toVrefent

'

the company or persons having the control over such artificial channel the descent of

shall, within 6 months after the commencement of this act, put up ficiS'streamr*''
and shall maintain, at their own costs and charges, a grating or
gratings across such channel, for the purpose of preventing the descent
of the salmon or the yoiuig of salmon, and such grating or gratings
shall be placed in such form and manner as may be approved by one
of the inspectors in this act mentioned ; and any company or persons
failing to put a gi'ating or gratings in cases where they are required
to do so by this section shall incur a penalty not exceediag 5?. for
every day after the expii-ation of such period of 6 months during which
they fail to comply with the provisions of this section ; and any such
company or person failing so to maintain the same shall inctu- a
penalty not exceeding \l. for every day during which such failure
continues : Provided always, that no such grating shall be so placed as
to interfere with the passage of boats on any navigable canal.

ProMhition of the Destruction of unseasonable Fish.

Sect. 14. No person shall do any of the following things ; that is to Penalty on taking
say, nnclean fish.

Wilfully take any unclean or unseasonable salmon
;

Buy, sell, or expose for sale, or have in his possession, any un-
clean or unseasonable salmon, or any part thereof

:

(a) See s. 27, post, p. 563.
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2. Laws for the And any person acting in contravention of this section shall incur the

preservation of following penalties ; that is to say,

tlie brood of (1.) He shall forfeit any fish taken, bought, sold, or exposed for
salmon, die. sak, or in his possession ;

„, , -,- ,,. . 777 (2.) He shall incur a penalty not exceeding 51. in respect of each
24&25Vlct. c. 109. ^' £i,j.i ii^ "^ jr. i°-i- ^

nsh taken, sold, or exposed lor sale, or xa his possession

:

But this section shall not apply—
(1.) To any person who takes such fish accidentally, and forth-

with returns the same to the water with the least possible
injury

;

(2.) To any person who takes or is in possession of such fish for

artificial propagation or other scientific purj)oses. See 28 &
29 Vict. c. 121, ss. 56, 57, and 58 (p. 575).

Penalty on taking Scct. 15. No pcrson shall do the following things or any of them
;

tWoung of that is to say,

^1.) Wilfully take or destroy the young of salmon

;

(2.) Buy, sell, or expose for sale, or have in his possession, the
young of salmon

;

(3.) Place any device for the purpose of obstructing the passage of

1^
the young of salmon

;

(4.) "Wilfully injure the young of salmon
;

(5.) Wilfully disturb any spawning bed, or any bank or shallow on
which the spawn of salmon may be

:

And any person acting in contravention of this section shall inciu- the
following penalties ; that is to saj'',

(1.) He shall forfeit all the young of salmon found in his possession

;

(2.) He shall forfeit all rods, lines, nets, devices, and instruments
used in commiting any of the above oflfences

;

(3.) He shall for each offence pay a penalty not exceeding 51.

But nothing herein contained shall apply to any person who may have
obtained such young of salmon for artificial propagation or other
scientific purposes, and nothing herein contained shall prejudice the
legal right of any owner to take materials from any stream.

Penalty ondis- Sect. 16. Ifany person wilfully disturbs or attempts to catch salmon
turbinsr fish when -^lien spawning, or when on or near their spawning beds, he shall
spawning.

£^^ each ofience incur a penalty not exceeding 51. ; but this section

shall not apply to any person who may catch or attemjDt to catcli

salmon for the pui'poses of artificial propagation or other scientific

purposes.

Restrictions as to Times of Fishing.

Close tiraj. Sect. 17. No person shall fish for, catch, or attempt to catch, or kill

salmon between the days hereinafter mentioned (which interval i.s

herein referred to as the close season) ; that is to say, between the first

of September and the first of February following, both inclusive,

except only that it shall be lawful to fish with a rod and lino between
the first of September and the first of November following, both
inclusive ; and any person acting in contravention of this section shall

forfeit any salmon caught by him, and shall in addition thereto incui-

a penalty not exceeding 51., and a further penalty not exceeding 21. in

respect of each salmon so caught.
By 28 & 29 Vict. c. 121, s. 58, {post, p. 575), a person who has

been convicted under this 17 sect., shall in addition to the penalties
incurred by him forfeit any net or moveable instrument used in com-
mitting the oflFence. And see ss. 56 & 57, as to penalties for second
offences under this section.

Power of home .
^ect. 18. The home office may, upon the application of the justices

office to extend or in quarter sessions assembled of any county abutting on water con

-

vary close season. Gaining salmon, extend or vary the time daring which it is prohibited
to take salmon in such waters ; any such ajiplication shall be for-

warded to the home office by the chairman of such justices, but it



shall not be entertained bj^ tlie homo office until tluo proof is given 2. Laws for the

that notice of such aj^plication has been served on the clerk of the preservation of
jieace of every county abutting on such river other than the county the brood of

from the justices of which the application proceeds, and that a copy salmon, &c.

of such notice has boon published in every county abutting on such ZTTTm TIT
1 J J.- I ^ .1.- ii<, -^

^ 24<fe25Vict c. 109.
river by advertisement once at least m each oi 4 successive weeks in
some local newspaper ; the extension of such time as aforesaid by
the home office shall bo made by order under the hand of one of her
Majesty's principal secretaries of state, and a copy of the " London
Gazette " containing such order shall be evidence of the same having
been made.
For the purposes of this section any riding or other division of a

county having a separate court of quarter sessions shall be deemed a
separate county, and any penalties imposed by this act for the purpose
of prohibiting the killing of fish during the close time shall apply to
such extended close time ; and the home office may from time to
time vary the close time so extended.

Sect. 19. No person shall buy, sell, or expose for sale, or have in Penalty on seiUng

his possession for sale, any salmon between the 3rd of September and p"^ during close

the 2nd of February following ; and any person acting in contraven-
^^^'

tion of this act shall forfeit any fish so bought, sold, or exposed for
sale,_ or in his j)ossession for sale, and shall incur a penalty not ex-
ceeding 21. for each such fish ; but this section shall not apply to any
person buying, selling, or exposing for sale, or having in his posses-
sion for sale, salmon cured, pickled or dried, or any fresh salmon
caught beyond the limits of this act, nevertheless the burden of proving
any fresh salmon that is sold, or exposed, or in the possession of any
person for sale between the said 3rd of September and the said 2nd of
li'ebruary to have been caught beyond the limits of this act shall Ho
on the person selling or exposing the same for sale, or having the same
in his possession for sale. See 28 & 29 Vict. c. 121, ss. 56—58, p. 578,
as to second and third convictions.

Sect. 20. The proprietor or occupier of every fishery for salmon shall. Removal of fixed

within 36 hours after the commencement of the close season, cause to cSI'e'tin^?""^
be removed and carried away from the waters within his fishery the
inscales, hecks, tops, and rails of all cruives, boxes, or cribs, and all

planks and temporary fixtures used for taking or killing salmon, and
all other obstructions to the free passage of fish in or through the
cruives, cribs, and boxes within his fishery ; and if any proprietor or
occupier omits to remove and carry away in manner aforesaid any
things hereby required to be removed and carried away he shall incur
the following penalties

; (that is to say,)

(1.) He shall forfeit all the engines or other things that are
not removed and carried away in compliance with this
section

:

(2). He shall, for every day during which he suffers such things
to remain unremoved beyond the period prescribed by this

act, pay a sum not exceeding \0l.

In Hodgson v. Little, 32 L. J. M. C. 220, the court of common pleas
decided that a dam in which was a fish-lock with moveable doors or
sluices, but which for 13 days during the close season had not been
drawn up out of the water and therefore had produced an impassable
obstruction to the salmon through the locks, was a contrivance for
taking fish within this section, of which the doors or sluices formed a
part, and ought to have been removed.

Sect. 21. No person shall fish for, catch, or kill by any means other Weekly close time,

than a rod and line, any salmon between the hour of 12 o'clock at noon
on Saturday and the hour of 6 o'clock on Monday morning ; and any
person acting in contravention of this section shall forfeit all fish taken
by him, and any net or moveable instrument used by him in taking
the same, and in addition thereto shall incur a penalty not exceeding

VOL, ir. o o
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51., and a furtlier penalty not exceeding 11. in respect of eacli fisli

so taken between 12 o'clock at noon on Saturday and 6 o'clock on
Monday morning ; but nothing in this section contained shall compel

the owner of any putts or putchers to remove or draw up the same
during such time as is mentioned in this section, or subject him to a

penalty, so that he lets down a net in such manner or uses such other

device as the home office approves for the purpose of preventing

salmon passing into the putts or putchers during such time as

aforesaid.

Sect. 22. The proprietor or occupier of every fishery shall, between
12 o'clock at noon on Saturday and 6 o'clock on the Monday morning
following, maintain a clear opening, of not less than 4 feet in width
from the bottom to the top, through all cribs, boxes, or cruives used

for taking salmon within his fishery, so that a free space of that width
is efiectually seciu-ed for the passage of fish up and down through each

box, crib, or cruive, whether used for the purpose of fishing or not;

and shall, for the purpose of maintaining such opening, remove the

inscalos and rails of all such boxes, cribs, or cruives ; and any person

acting in contravention of this section shall incur the foUowiag
penalties

:

(1.) He shall for each offence pay a sum not exceeding ol., and a
further penalty not exceeding 1?. for each fish so taken

:

(2.) He shall forfeit every fish caught in contravention of this

section

:

Pish Passes.

Sect. 23. Any proprietor of a fishery with the written consent of the

homo office may attach to every dam existing at the time of the

passing of this act a fish pass, of such form and dimensions as the

home office may approve, so that no injury be done to the milHng
power or to the supply of water to or of any navigable river, canal,

or other inland navigation by such fish pass; and any person ob-
structing any person legally authorised in erecting or doing any
necessary act to erect or maintain such fish pass shall incur a penalty

not exceeding lOZ. for each act of obstruction; and any person injuring

such fish pass shall pay the expense of repairing the injury, such
expense to be recovered in a summary manner, and, in addition

thereto, if such injury is wilful, shall incur a penalty not exceeding
51. ; and any person doing any act for the purpose of preventing
salmon from passing through a fish pass, or taking any salmon in its

passage through the same, shall inciu* a penalty not exceeding 51. for

a first oflPence, and not exceeding 10?. for each subsequent offence, and
shall forfeit any salmon taken by him in contravention of this section,

and any instrument used by him in taking the same : Provided that if

any injury Ts done to any dam by reason of the affixing of a fish jiass

in pursuance of this section, any person sustaining any loss thereby
may recover compensation for such injury in a summary manner
from the person or body of persons by whom such fish pass has been
affixed.

By s. 59 of 28 & 29 Vict. c. 121 {post, p. 576), no compensation can
be sued for under this 23rd section unless proceedings for the recoveiy
thereof are instituted within 2 years from the time when the fish pass
was first affixed to the dam.

Sect. 24. The home office shall not give their consent to the attach-
ment by a proprietor of a fish pass to any dam, in pursuance of the
last preceding section, unless such proprietor proves, to the satis-

faction of the home office, that ho has served notice on the owner of such
dam of his intention to apply for such consent, and at the same time
has furnished him with plan and specification of the fish pass which he
proposes to erect, a reasonable time before his application; and it shall

be lawful for such owner to urge any objections he may think fit to
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the home office against their giving their consent, and the home office 2. Laws for the

shall take any objections so made into consideration before they give frc^arvcbtion of
their consent to the attachment of the fish pass. the brood of

This twenty-fourth clause applies to the case of a claim set up to an salmon, tkc.

exclusive right of fishing in a navigable river as well as to the right 24 & 25 Vict. c. 109.

of fishing in private property. Paley v. Birch, 16 L. T. 410.

Sect. 25. Every person who, after the passing of this act, in waters Fish passes to be

where salmon are found, constructs a new dam, or raises or alters, so attached to fu-

as to create increased obstruction to fish, a dam already constructed,

shall attach and maintain attached thereto in an efficient state a fish

pass of such form and dimensions as may be determined by the home
office, and if he do not, such person shall incur a penalty not exceeding
bl. ; and it shall be lawful for the home office to cause to be done any
work by this section required to be done by such person, and to re-

cover the expense of doing the same in a summary manner from the
person in default ; but this section shall not authorise anything to be
done which may injuriously affect any navigable river, canal, or inland
navigation, nor shall anything in this or the last preceding section

prevent any person from removing a fish pass for the purpose of
repairing or altering a dam, so that within a reasonable time he re-

store such fish pass in as efficient a state as it was before he removed
the same.

Sect. 26. Where a fish pass is attached to any dam in pursuance of Supply of water

this act, the sluices, if any, for drawing off the water which would *° ^^^ passes,

otherwise flow over the dam shall be kept shut at all times when
the water is not required for milling purposes in such manner as to

cause such water to flow through the fish pass; and any person making
default in complying with the requisitions of this section shall incur
a penalty not exceeding bs. per hour for every hour dui'ing which such
default continues ; but this section shall not preclude any person from
opening a sluice for the purpose of letting off water in cases of flood, or

for milling purposes, or when necessary for the purposes of navigation,

or for cleaning or repairing any dam or mill or the appurtenances
thereof.

Restrictions as to Fishing Weirs.

Sect. 27. Where any fishing weir extends more than halfway across Construction of

any stream at its lowest state of water, it shall have a free gap or ^"^° ^^^^'

opening in accordance with the regulations following, unless otherwise

authorised by the home office, under the powers of this act ; that is to

say,

(1.) The free gap shall be situate in the deepest part of the stream
between the points where it is intercepted by the weir

:

(2.) The sides of the gap shall be in a line with and parallel to the
direction of the stream at the weir

:

(3.) The bottom of the gap shaU bo level with the natural bed of

the stream above and below the gap :

(4. ) The width of the gap in its narrowest part shall be not less

than 1-lOth part of the width of the stream ; provided always,
that such gap shall not be required to be wider than 40 feet,

and shall not in any case be narrower than 3 feet.

Qucere.—Whether a branch of a river may be treated as a river or
stream within this section : but assuming that it may, the question
whether water flowing between an island and the bank of a river can
be said to be a branch, must depend upon the circiunstances of each
particular case [Rolk v. Whyte, L. B. 3 Q. B. 287). In that case, the
river being 160 feet wide and the mdth of the part in question not
exceeding 15 feet, the court held that this nan-ow passage could not
be treated as a branch of the river.

Sect. 28. The following rules shall be observed for the purpose of Enforcing free

enforcing efficient free gaps in fishing weirs ; that is to say, ^'^P^ ^ fishing

(J 2
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(1.) Where a weir is without a legal free gap at the time of the
commencement of this act the owner of such weir shall within
12 months after the commencement of this act make such a
gap, and if he does not he shall incur a penalty not exceeding
bl. for every day after the expiration of such period of 12
months during which he does not make such gap

:

(2.) Where a free gap has been made in a weir, but the same is

not maintained in accordance with this act, the owner of such
weir shall incur a penalty not exceeding 1?. a day for each
day he is in default.

(3.) No alteration shall be made in the bed of any river in such
manner as to reduce the flow of water through a free gap ; if

it is, the person making the same shall ancur a penalty not
exceeding 51., and a further penalty of IZ. a day until he re-
stores the bed of the river to its original state :

(4.) No person shall place any obstruction, use any contrivance, or
do any act whereby fish may be scared, deterred, or in any
way prevented from freely entering and passing Tip and down
a free gap at_ all periods of the year ; and any person placing
any obstruction, using any contrivance, or doing any act in
contravention of the regulation lastly hereinbefore contained
shall incur a penalty not exceeding 51. for the first ofience,
and not exceeding 10?. for each subsequent ofience; but this
last regulation shall not apply to a temporary bridge or board
used for crossing the free gap, and taken away immediately
when a person has crossed the same.

Sect. 29. The following rules shall be observed in relation to the
construction of boxes and cribs in fishing weirs and fishing mill dams

;

that is to say,

(1.) The upper surface of the sill shall be level with the bed of the
river

:

(2.) The bars or inscales of the heck or upstream side of the
box or crib shall not be nearer each other than two inches,
and shall be capable of being removed and shall be placed per-
pendicularly :

And the owner of any fishing weir or fi.shing mill dam that has
attached thereto any box or crib in contravention of this act shall
bring the same into conformity with this Act within 6 mouths after
the commencement of this act; and he shall incur a penalty not
exceeding 51. for every day after the expiration of such period of 6
months during which he fails to comply with the provisions of this
section

; and any owner failing so to maintain the same shall incur a
penalty not exceeding II. for every day during which such failure
continues.

Sect. 30. There shall not bo attached to any box or crib in any
fashing weir or fishing mill dam any spur or tail wall, leader, or out-
rigger of a greater length than 20 feet from the upper or lower side of
such box or crib

; and if any box or crib in any fishing weir or fishing
mill dam has any walls, leaders, or outriggers in contravention
ot this section, the owner of the weir or fishing mill dam shall incur
a penalty not exceeding IZ. for every day during the continuance
thereof. -> j o

Gcncr.il supcrin-
tendenco of fi.sh-

ories by homo
oflicc.

Central Authority.

Sect. 31
.
The general superintendence of the salmon fisheries through-

out England shaU be vested in the home office, and it shall be lawful
lor the home office to appoint 2 inspectors of fisheries for 3 years, to
assign to them their duties, and to pay to them such salaries as may
tromtime to time bo determined by the commissioners of her Majesty's
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The home office may from time to time remove the said inspectors, 2. Laws for the
and appoint other persons in their stead. preservation of

Sect. 32. The home office shall annually lay before parliament the brood of
reports from the inspectors, which reports shall contain so far as may salmon, tScc.

be practicable a statistical account of the fisheries, with such other
;

information as may be collected, and suggestions offered for their ^* * ^^ ^"'*-
"•

^*^^-

re^ilationandimproyement. ^_ .^speTtofsTot?'
feect. 33. it shall bo lawful for the justices of the peace assembled laid before par-

at any general or quarter sessions of the peace from time to time to liai^ent.

appoint conservators or overseers for the preservation of salmon, and Justices at ses-

enforcing for that purpose the provisions of this act within the limits co°nser^a\o?rof*
of the jurisdiction of such justices [a). rivers.

Sect. 3-1. It shall be lawful for any justice of the peace, upon an justices may
information on oath that there is probable cause to suspect any breach grant a warrant

of the provisions of this act to have been committed on any premises, peaces?'
^^^^"'^ ^

or any salmon illegally taken, or any illegal nets or other engines to
be concealed on any premises, by warrant under his hand and seal, to
authorise and empower any inspector, water bailiff, conservator,
constable, or police officer to enter such premises for the purposes of
detecting such offence, or such concealed fish, at such time or times,
in the day or night, as in such warrant may be mentioned, and to
seize all legal engines, or any salmon illegally taken, that may be
found on such premises ; provided that no such warrant shall continue
in force for more than one week from the date thereof.

Leg.vl Peoceedings (&).

Sect. 35. All penalties imposed by this act, and all costs or Recovery of

expenses by this act directed to be recovered in a summary manner, P'^'i^itieS'

may be recovered within 6 months after the commission of the offence,

before 2 justices, in manner directed by the 11 & 12 Vict. c. 43, or
of any act amending the same ; and all monies received in respect
of penalties recovered under the Act shall be paid as follows ; that
is to say,

Such portion not exceeding one half, as the court may think fit, to

the person on whose complaint the penalty is recovered, and the
remainder in manner directed by the said act 11 & 12 Vict. c. 43;
and all forfeitures shall be disposed of as the court may direct,

and the proceeds, if any, shall be applied in manner in which the
monies received in respect of penalties are hereby directed to be
applied.

Sect. 36. Where any offence under this act is committed in or upon offences on rivers

any waters forming the boundary between any 2 counties, districts of ^°-y^ tried in

quarter sessions or petty sessions, such offence »may be prosecuted sMo!
^

befor any justice or justices of the peace in either of such counties or
districts.

Sect. 37. Any offence committed under this act, on the sea coast or Offences commit-

at sea, beyond the ordinaiy jurisdiction of any justice of the peace, ^^^""1'^^°°*?^^
shall bo deemed to have been committed within the body of any county
abutting on such sea coast or adjoining such sea, and may be tried
and punished accordingly (c).

_
Sect. 38. Nothing in this act contained shall prejudice the legal Saving clause for

right of any conservators, directors, commissioners, undertakers, per- '^^'edging-

{a) See now tlie 28 & 29 Vict. c. (c) The seashore between high and
121, jwst, p. 567, containing provi- low water mark is a pai't of the ad-

sions for tlie appointment of con- joinhig coimty, so that justices have
servators and fishery districts. . jurisdiction whether the land be co-

(h) See 28 & 29 Vict. c. 121, ss. Vered with water or not at the time
56—58, as to second and third con- of the commission of the offence,

victions. Emhleton v. Broicn, 30 L. J. M. 0. 1.
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26 Vict. c. 10.

" Parts beyond
seas " defined.

2. Laws for the sons, or body of persons coi-porato or unincorporato to dredge, scour,

preservation of cleanse, or improve any navigable river, canal, or otber inland
the hrood of navigation.

By the 26 Vict. c. 10, An Act for prohibiting the Exportation of

Salmon at certain Times. After reciting that the sale of salmon within
the United Kingdom is prohibited at various times by the 24 & 25
Vict. c. 109 ; 25 & 26 Vict. c. 97 (Scotland) ; 22 & 23 Vict. c. Ixx.

(Scotland). And that the capture or possession of foul or unseason-
able sabnon -within the limits of the United Kingdom is prohibited at

all times : And that such acts are evaded by the exportation for sale in

France and other foreign countries of salmon that cannot legally be
sold within the limits of the United Kingdom.
Enacts by sect. 2. No part of the United Kingdom, however situated

with regard to any other part, shall be deemed for the purposes of this

act to be parts beyond seas.

Export of unclean Sect. 3. No unclean or unseasonable salmon, and no salmon caught

sltoTn'orit'imon ^uringthe time at which the sale of salmon is prohibited in the district

caught at certain whoro it is caught, shall be exported or entered for exportation from
times, prohibited, any part of the United Kingdom to parts beyond seas.

All salmon exported or entered for exportation in cctatravention of
this section shall be forfeited, and the person exporting or entering
the same for exportation shall be subject to a penalty not ex-
ceeding bl. in respect of each salmon so exported or entered for
exportation.

The burden of proving that any salmon entered for exportation from
any part of the United Kingdom to parts beyond seas between
September 3rd and February 2nd following is not so entered in con-
travention of this act shall lie on the person entering the same for
exportation.

Sect. 4. All penalties under this act may be recovered in England,
except within the limits of the said Tweed Fisheries Act, as penalties
under the Salmon Fisheiy Act, 1861, 24 & 25 Vict. c. 109; in Ii-eland
Rs penalties under the 5 & 6 Vict. c. 106, an act to regulate the Irish
Fisheries; in Scotland, except within the limits of the said Tweed
Fisheries Act, as penalties under the Salmon Fisheries (Scotland)
Act, 1862 ; and within the limits of the said Tweed Fisheries Act, in
manner prescribed by " the Tweed Fisheries Act, 1857."
By the 28 & 29 Vict. c. 121. An Act to amend " The Salmon

Fishery Act, 1861," it is enacted by ss. 1 and 2, that this
act may be cited for all purposes as " The Salmon Fishery Act, 1865,"
and this act and the Salmon Fishery Act, 1861 , may be cited together
as the _" Salmon Fishery Acts, 1861 and 1865," and this act, so far as
is consistent with the tenor thereof, shall be read as one with the
Salmon Fishery Act, 1861.

Sect. 3. In this act and the Salmon Fishery Act, 1861, the following
words shall have the meanings hereinafter assigned to them, unless
there be something in the subject or the context repugnant to such
construction ; that is to say,

" Eiver " shall include such portion of any stream or lake, with its
tributaries, and such portion of any estuary, sea, or sea coast, as
may from time to time be declared, in manner hereinafter pro-
vided, to belong to such river :

" Salmon Eiver " shaU mean any river as above defined frequented
by salmon or young of salmon :

" Quarter Sessions " shall include " General Sessions :
"

Any riding, division, or liberty of a county having a separate court
of quarter sessions shall, for the purposes of this act, bo deemed
to be a county.

Recovery of

penalties.

28 & 29 Vict.

Short title.

Definition of
terms.

121.

River.

Salmon river.

Quarter sessions.

Riding, division,
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Sect. 4. The justices of a county at any court of quarter sessions i^<^ brood of

held after the passing of this act (due notice having been previously sahnon, <kc.

given according to the practice of the said sessions) may, by writing 28 & 29 Vict, c 121.
under the hand of their chairman, apply to one of her Majesty's pQ^gj.^^j,jg^j,3gg'
principal secretaries of state to form into a fishery district or districts of county to apply

all or any of the salmon rivers lying -wholly or partly within their
jf^*°'""^*l°°

?

^

county, and the said secretary of state maj'' form such district or dis- * ^^^ ^^ ""^

tricts accordingly, and may include in any district so formed any
river or rivers, or parts thereof, although not situated in the county
on behalf of which the application is made.
Under the Salmon Fishery Act, 1865, 28 & 29 Vict. c. 121, ss. 34

and 35, when the justices of any county in quarter sessions have
applied to the secretary of state to form into a fishery district any
river lying wholly or partly in their county, the secretary of state has
jurisdiction by his certificate to enlarge the limits of the district to

any extent, in the same and the neighbouring counties, that he in his

discretion may think fit. {Reg. v. Sir George Orey, L. R. 1 Q. B. 469.)
Sect. 5. The limits of a river shall be defined for the purposes of Limits of river and

this act, and a fishery district shall be formed, by a certificate under 5*^ fisheiy ^strict

the hand of one of her Majesty's principal secretaries of state, de- ^"^ ^^ ^

scribing the limits of the river or district by a reference to a map or
otherwise, as to the said secretary may appear expedient, but no such
certificate shall be granted unless one month's previous notice of the
intention of the said secretary to grant the same, and of the intended
limits of the river or district, has been given by advertisement in such
newspaper or newspapers published or circulating within the intended
4imits, and in such daily morning newspaper or newspapers published
in London, as may be directed by the said secretary of state, and when
a certificate has been granted a copy shall be advertised in such news-
paper or newspapers.

Sect. 6. Where any fishery district lies wholly within any one Appointment of

coimty, the justices of that county in quarter sessions assembled shall
district within*

appo^t a board of conservators for that district, and shall name the limits of one

time and place at which the first meeting of any board so appointed is county.

to be held.

Sect. 7. Where a fishery district does not lie wholly within the Committee for

limits of one county, the justices of any county within which any part
^ifflr^nt'counJ^

of such district lies, assembled at any court of quarter sessions, riiay

apply to the justices of every other county in that district to appoint
at their next court of quarter sessions a fishery committee of 3 of

their number, to form, with the fishery committee of the like number
to be appointed at that sessions by the county making the application,

a joint fishery committee for the district.

Sect. 8. An application under this act by the justices of one county Application for

to the justices of another, in respect of the appointment of a joint
f^int^committ*ee.

fishery committee, shall be made by the clerk of the peace of the one
county sending, within 14 days after the holding of the sessions at

which the apph'cation is resolved on, to the clerk of the peace of the

other county, by post, a letter requiring the justices of the other

county to appoint a fishery committee at their then next ensuing
quarter sessions, and it shall be the duty of the clerk of the peace
making the application, and of the clerk of the peace of every county
to whom such application is sent, to add to the notice required by law
to be given of the holding of such last-mentioned sessions a notice of

the appointment proposed to be made of a fishery committee.
Sect. 9. At the quarter sessions mentioned in the application the Appointment of

justices of each county shall appoint a fishery committee of 3 of their njt^J.*'°'^'
members ; and any county neglecting to make such appointment shall

be deemed to have concurred in any decision that may be arrived at
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by the fishery committees of the other counties, or of such of them as

may appoint a fishery committee.

Sect. 10. The clerk of the peace of every county shall, as soon as

possible after the appointment of a fishery committee by his county,

give notice, by post, to the clerk of the peace of every other county

m the di.strict, stating in such notice the names and addresses of the

members composing the fishery committee of his county, and the

clerk of the peace of the county that made the application for such

appointment shall, in the notice sent by him, name a time and place

at which the joint fishery committee for such district is to meet.

Sect. 11. The said joint fishery committee, on meeting at the time
and place aforesaid, shall elect a chairman, and the chairman elected

at the first meeting shall, if he is present at the time appointed for

holding any other meeting, be chairman of that meeting ; if he is not

so present the members present may choose any one of their number
present to be chairman of such last-mentioned meeting.
A joint fishery committee may adjourn from time to time and from

place to place, and one third of the whole number of members
appointed shall be a quorum.
Every question shall be decided bj^ a majority of votes of the mem-

bers voting on that question, and in the event of an equality of votes
at any meeting the chairman shall have a second or casting vote.

The proceedings of a joint committee shall not be invalidated by
reason of there being any vacancy or vacancies in their body.

Sect. 12. The said joint fishery committee shall proceed to appoint
a board of conservators for such district, and shall determine the
following matters :

—

1. The number of conservators to be appointed as a board :

2. The number of members of the board to be appointed by each
county in the district

:

3. The names of the first members of the board, distinguishing those
who are to be considered as appointed by each county :

4. The time and place at which the first meeting of the said board
is to be held

:

5. The county by the quarter sessions of which the accounts of the
board are to be audited, hereinafter referred to as the audit
county.

Any member of a joint committee may be appointed member of the
board.

Sect. 13. When a joint committee have completed their dispositions
for the formation of a board of conservators for a district, they shall
give notice, by post, of such dispositions to the clerks of the peace of
all the counties in such district, and when such notice has been given
the joint committee shall be dissolved.

Sect. 14. All justices of the peace for any county any part whereof
is within the limits of any fishery district, being either owners or
occupiers of any lands of the value of not less than lOOl. per annum
abutting upon any salmon river within the same, and having a right
of fishing in such river, and all persons paying under this act licence
duty within that district to an amount of not less than 50Z. per
annum each, shall be cx-officio members of the board of conservators
for such district in addition to the appointed members of the said
board.

Sect. 15. The members of a board of conseiTators shall hold office
for one year, and bo appointed annually at quarter sessions, and in
tlio case of a board foi-med by a joint committee in the proportions
fixed by that committee. Eetiring members shall be eligible for re-
appointment

; and if at the time when any annual appointment ought
to take place no such appointment is made, the existing conservators
shall remain m office until their successors are appointed.
Any casual vacancy occurring by death, resignation, or otherwise
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ia the office of conservator may be filled up by the board, and the 2. Laws for the

member chosen to fill such vacancy shall hold his office for such time ioreservation of

only as the member vacating would have held the same if no vacancy the brood of

had occurred.
^

salmon, die.

Sect. 16. Notice of the first and of every subsequent appointment of
gg&sQVict c 121

a board of conservators, specifying the names and addresses of the
f

' •

t
persons appointed, shall, in the case of a board appointed by the ment^of coMcrva-
justices of a single county, be advertised by the clerk of the peace of tors,

that county in some newspaper published or circulated in such county,

and in the case of a board appointed by a joint committee be adver-

tised by the clerk of the peace of every county in the district in some
newspaper published or circulated in that county.

Sect. 17. After the appointment of a board of conservators in pur- Cesser of powers

suance of this act in any district the powers of all conservators or
gervators!^

"^"'

overseers for the preservation of salmon, appointed in. pursuance of

any other act of parliament, of charter or custom, and all powers of

appointinfj the same, shall absolutely determine within the limits of

the said district.

Sect. 18. No objection shall be made at any trial or in any legal
^'"If^jfs^and ^^i-

proceeding to the validity of any orders or proceedings relating to the dence?^
^"

appointment of a board of conservators in any district after the

expiration of 3 calendar months from the date of the advertisement of

such appointment in the newspaper, and a copy of the newspaper
containing the advertisement of the appointment of a board of con-
servators shall be receivable in all courts of justice and in all legal

proceedings as evidence of such appointment having been made.
Sect. 19. Where more than one salmon river not included in the Provision as to

^

same fishery district flows into a common estuary the said secretary common estuary.

of state may define the limits of such estuary, including therein any
portion of the adjoining sea or seacoast, and form it into a separate

district, and place the whole of such district, either temporarily or
permanently, within the jurisdiction of any one or more of the boards
having jurisdiction over the salmon rivers flowing into the estuary,

or place such district under the jurisdiction of a board composed of

representatives from the other boards, and may require such board
or boards to pay a certain proportion of the licence duties received by
them to any other board or boards.

Sect. 20. A fishery district may from time to time be altered by Alterations of

including therein or excluding therefrom any salmon river or part of ^^^^^'y district,

a salmon river. Any such alteration shall bo made by a certificate of
the said secretary of state, upon the application of the board of con-
servators of the district, and after not less than 6 months previous
notice in writing has been given to any other board whose district is

afiected by such alteration. Where the effect of such alteration is to

include in a district a portion of a county not hitherto included, the
justices of that county in quarter sessions assembled shall add such
number of members to the existing board of the district as the said
secretary of state may determine, and where the effect of the altera-
tion is to exclude altogether from the district anj^ county, the mem-
bers of the board appointed by such county shall cease to hold their
offices at the board, and the members of the board appointed by the
other counties in the district may respectively be increased in such
manner as the said secretary thinks fit: Provided, firstly, that no
alteration of any district shall affect the powers of any existing board
or boards until the new districts are fully constituted, and any change
occasioned by such alteration in the constitution of any existing
board or boards completely carried into effect ; secondly, that notices
of any alteration made in a disti-ict or in the constitution of a board
of conservators in pursuance of this section shall be advertised in
some newspaper or newspapers published or circulated in the district

or districts affected by such alteration.
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Board of Conservators, and their Officers.

Sect. 21. A board of conservators shall be a body corpora,te, having
perpetual succession and a common seal, with power to make con-
tracts, and to sue and be sued in a common name.

Sect. 22. A board of conservators shall meet for the despatch of
business, and shall from time to time make such regulations with
respect to the election of a chairman of their meetings, the summon-
ing, notice, place, management, and adjournment of their meetings,
and generally with respect to the transaction and management of
business, including the quorum at meetings, as they think fit, subject
to the following conditions :

(a.) The first meeting after the formation of the district shall bo
held at the time and place fixed in manner provided by this

act (see sect. 12)

:

(b.) An extraordinary meeting may be summoned at any time, on
the requisition of 3 members of the board

:

(c.) The quorum to be fixed by the board shall consist of not less

than 3 members

;

(d.) Every question shall be decided by a majority of votes of the
members voting on that question ; and in the event of an
equality of votes the chairman for the time being shall have
a second or casting vote.

Sect. 23. A board of conservators may appoint committees of theu-
members, may fix a quorum for each committee, and may lay down
rules for its guidance. Every question before a committee shall bo
decided by a majority of votes of the members voting on that question,
and in the event of an equaHty of votes the chairman for the time
being shall have a second or casting vote.

Sect. 24. "Where any salmon river is within the jurisdiction of a
board of conservators appointed under this act, any application to the
home office in respect to the close time on such river, in pursuance of
s. 18 of " The Salmon Fishery Act, 1861," shall be made by the
board of conservators, instead of by the justices in quarter sessions
assembled.

Sect. 25. No act or proceeding of a board of conservators shall be
questioned on account of any vacancy or vacancies in their body ; and
no defect in the qualification or appointment of any person or persons
acting as member or members of such board shall be deemed to
vitiate any proceedings of such board in which he or they have taken
part.

Sect. 26. Any minute made of proceedings at a meeting of a board
of conservators, if signed by the chairman of that meeting, either at
the meeting of the board at which such proceedings took place or at
the next ensuing meeting of the board at which such person may be
present, shall be receivable in evidence in all legal proceedings without
further proof; and until the contrary is proved, every meeting of the
board in respect of the proceedings of which minutes have been so
made shall be deemed to have been duly convened and held, and all
the members thereof to have been duly qualified.

Sect. 27. A board of conservators shall have power within their
district to do the following things, or such of them as they may in
their discretion think expedient ; that is to say,

(1.) From time to time, by writing under the hand of the acting
chairman for the time being of the board, to appoint a suffi-
cient number of water baihffs and other officers, to assign to
them their salaries and duties, and to remove any water
bailiff or officer so appointed : Provided always, that nothing
herein contained shall prevent the said board of conservators
from obtaining the sei-vices of additional constables under the
3 & 4 Vict. c. 88, s. 19, for the purpose of carrying out the



provisions of this act ; such constables, when appointed, to 2. Laws for the

have all the powers and privileges of water bailiffs, and to be preservation of

paid for their services by the said board : the hrood of

(2.) To issue such licences for fishing as are provided by this act :
salmon, &e.

(3.) To purchase by agreement, for the purpose only of removal,
2$ & 29 Vict c 121

dams, fishing weirs, fishing miU dams, or fixed engines they

may deem it expedient to remove for the benefit of the

fisheries in their district

:

(4.) To take legal proceedings against persons violating the pro-

visions of the Salmon Fishery Acts, 1861, 1865, or either of

them, or for removing such weirs or other fixed engiaes as

they may be advised are illegal

:

(5.) Generally to execute such works, do such acts, and incur such

expenses as they may deem expedient to be executed, done,

or incuiTed for the protection and improvement of tho

salmon fisheries within their district, the increase of salmon,

and the stocking of the waters in their district therewith, but

so that it shall not be lawful for a board of conservators to

pay to any member of the board any salary, fees, or other

remuneration for his acting in any way as a member of or

under the board

:

Provided that this section shall not authorise anything to be done

which may injuriously affect any navigable river, canal, or inland

navigation.

Sect. 28. A board of conservators may, for the purpose of defraying Mortgage of

any costs, charges, and expenses incurred or to be incurred by them licence duties,

under the Salmon Fishery Acts, 1861, 1865, with the consent of one

of her Majesty's principal secretaries of state, borrow and take up, at

interest on the credit of the licence duties authorised to be imposed by
them, or of any other property belonging to them, any sums of money
necessary for defraying such costs, charges, and expenses ; and for the

purpose of securing the repayment of any sums of money so bor-

rowed, together with such interest as aforesaid, the board of conser-

vators may mortgage and assign over to the persons by or on behalf

of whom such sums are advanced the said duties and property, or any
part thereof; and the clauses of the Commissioners Clauses Act,

1847 (a), with respect to mortgages to be created by the commis-
sioners, shall form part of and be incorporated with this act, and any
mortgagee or assignee may enforce payment of his principal aud inte-

rest by appointment of a receiver.

Sect. 29. An account of the receipts and disbiu'sements of every Audit of accounts

board of conservators, in such form and with such particulars as °* board.

may be required by the court of quarter sessions that appoints the

board, or in the case of a joint board by the court of quarter sessions

of the audit county, shall be laid annually before such courts of

quarter sessions as aforesaid, and the justices assembled at such courts

may disallow any item that they consider to be illegal.

Sect. 30. Any conservator or water bailiff appointed under this act power of water

may examine any dam, fishing weir, fishing mill dam, or fixed engine I'-*^^'^/'^ ^erie.s
within the limits of his district, or any artificial watercourse con-
nected with a salmon river in that district, and any owner or occupier

of any such dam, weir, engine, or artificial watercourse refusing to

any conservator or water bailiff access to such dam, weir, engine, or

watercourse shaU. be liable to a penalty not exceeding bl. for each
offence.

A conservator or water bailiff may search all boats, nets, baskets,

and other instruments used in fishing in salmon rivers, he may seize

aU illegal nets and other instruments of fishing, and all fish and other

(a) Sections 75 to 88 of 10 Vict. c. 16.
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articles forfeited in pursuance of the Salmon Fishery Acts, 1861, and
1865 (a), and generally may act as a constable for the enforcement of

the provisions of the said Salmon Pisheiy Acts, and when so acting

shall bo deemed to bo a constable, and have all the same powers and
privileges, and be subject to the same liabilities, as a constable duly
appointed now has or is subject to within his constablewick by virtue

of the common law of this realm, or of any statute.

The production, with respect to a conservator, of a certificate of his

being a conservator under the common seal of the board of which he
is a member, and with respect to a water bailiff the production of the

instrument of his appointment, executed in the manner directed by
this act, shall be sufficient warrant for any conservator or water bailiff

exercising the authorities given by this act.

Sect, 31. Where it apj^ears to any justice of the peace, on the ap-
plication of any conservator or water bailiff made on oath, that such
conservator or bailiff has good reason to suspect that acts in contra-
vention of the Salmon Fishery Acts, 1861 and 1865, are being or are

likely to be done on any land situate on or near to a salmon river, the
justice may, by order under his hand, authorise such conservator or
bailiff, during a limited period, to be specified in such order, not ex-
ceeding 24 hours, to enter upon and remain on such land during any
hours of the day or night for the purpose of detecting the persons
guilty of the aforesaid acts; and no conservator or water bailiff

entering or remaining on any land in pursuance of such order shall bo
deemed to be a trespasser ; but this section shall not affect any other
powers of search conferred by the Salmon Fishery Acts, 1861 and
1865.

Sect. 32. On application to the secretary of state by any board of

conservators, setting forth that any fish pass or free gap within their

district, under the provisions of the Salmon Fishery Act, 1861, is in
their opinion capable of improvement, the said secretary of state may
direct any alteration in the said fish pass or free gap, or may direct a
new fish pass or free gap to be made in another site, and the board of
conservators shall defray all costs, charges, and expenses attending
the alteration or erection of any such fish pass or free gap, and for the
purposes of this section, where a river is divided into separate branches,
each branch shall be considered as a separate river (6) : Provided, that
no injury shall be done under the exercise of the powers given by this

section to the supply of water to or of any navigable river, canal, or
other inland navigation.

Licences.

Issue of licences. Sect. 33. In any fishery district subject to the control of a board of
conservators licences shall be granted at fixed prices to all persons
using any rod and line for fishing for salmon, and in respect of all

fishing weirs, fishing mill dams, putts, putchers, nets or other instru-
ments or devices, except rods and lines, whereby salmon are caught ;

and the produce of such licences shall be applied in defraying the ex-
penses of carrj'ing into effect in such district the Salmon Fishery Acts,
1861 and 1865.

Upon an information under this section for using fishing putts for
catching salmon without a licence, it was proved that the defendant
had piit down 70 putts with circles (c) in them at all times to prevent
salmon passing into them, alleging that the putts were laid down to
oatcli shrimps and flat fish only, wherefore he had not taken out any
licence for the putts. Upon another information under tho same sec-

Alteration of fish

pass or free gap.

(a) Sec 24 & 25 Vict. c. 109, ss. 11,

12, 14, 15, 17, 21, 22 ; and 28 & 29
Vict. c. 121, .s. 58, as to forfeitures.

(h) As to wliat is a separate branch,
see RoUc v. Whytc, ante, p. 563.

(c) A circular grating of wire or

basket work at the mouth of the putt,

to -wliich a string is attached, and it

may be removed at any moment by
puUiug a string.



tion tho same facts were proved, except that the putts had been put 2. Laws for the

down without any circles. The court held the meaning of the 33rd preservation of

section was that a licence must be granted to anyone who uses one of the hrood of

the devices named by which salmon may be caught, not who uses a salmon, <i-c.

^
device for the purpose of catching salmon, or who tries to catch

28 & 29 Vict c 121"

salmon, as that might be difficult to prove ; and as by s. 36 a penalty
is imposed upon a person using any of the devices for catching salmon
without a proper licence, if j)ersons do use any such engine or device
whereby salmon can be caught they must pay for the licence or be
subject to the penalty. {Lyiie v. Leonard, L. R. 3 Q. B. 156.)

Sect. 34. The following rules shall be observed with respect to the Rules as to

licences granted in pursuance of this act ; that is to say,
Ueonces.

(1.) A licence for the use of a rod and line within a fishery district

shall be granted to the person named therein on payment of
the sum of IZ., or such less sum as may be determined by the
board of consei-vators of the district. A licence for the use
of a rod and line shall not in any case be transferable.

(2.) Licences for fishing weirs, fishing mill dams, putts, putchers,
nets, and other instruments or devices, except rods and lines

for catching salmon, shall be granted on pajinent of such
sums, not exceeding the sums specified in the first schedule
hereto (a), as may from time to time be determined by the
board of conservators of the district, with the approval of
one of her Majesty's principal secretaries of state; licences

for fishing weirs, fishing mill dams, putts, putchers, nets,

or other such instruments or devices as aforesaid shall be
available only for the use of the persons vathin the districts,

and in respect of the instruments or devices to whom or for

whose use within and in respect of which the same are res-

pectively granted

:

(3.) The approval of the said secretary of state to a scale of licences

for fishing weirs, fishing mill dams, putts, putchers, nets,

and other instruments or devices as aforesaid shall not be
given for any district unless one month's previous notice of
the intention of the board to apply for such approval has
been given by advertisement, stating the scale of licence

duties proposed by the conservators, in some one or more
public newspaper or newspapers circulating in the district

:

(4.) Any person for the time being entitled to an exclusive right of
fishing for salmon in any river or part of a river may, upon
application to the conservators of the district, obtain a general
licence ; and such general licence shall enable the licensee or
any person authorised by him in writing under his hand,
without any other licence, to fish for salmon in anj^ legal

m.anner in such river or part of a river, but it shall not bo of
any validity beyond the limits to which it refers : there shall

{a) First schedule to 28 & 29 Yict. yards in length, or imder 10
c. 121. For any outriggers or

Licence Duties. leaders of greater

Maximum. length . . .600
£ s. d. For V weirs, or gog-heads

Draft or hang nets . each 5 or baulks . . each 10
Coracle nets . ,, 2 Otter, lath, or jack ,, 3
Box, crib, or cruive . ,, 10 Cross line . • . „ 2
Putts . . . ,, 2 6 For any instrument not named in

Putchers, under 50 . .10 this schedule, and not being a rod
For every additional 50 and line, such sum as may be deter-

or part thereof ..100 mined by the conservators with the
For outriggers or leaders to approval of the secretary of state,

putts or putchers of 100
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bo paid for sucli general licence such sum as the conservators

may from time to time determine, with the sanction of the

said secretary of state, having regard to the extent and pro-

ductiveness of the fishery, and to the nature of the instru-

ments or devices used for catching the fish :

(5.) All persons demanding to purchase licences, and tendering to

any person appointed by the board to distribute the same the
amount of licence duty to bo paid under the provisions of
this act, shall be entitled to receive the same without any
question or objection whatsoever. But no licence shall confer

any right to fish in any place or at any time in or at which
the licensee is not otherwise entitled to fish ; nor shall the
grant of a licence be held to make any fishing weir, fishing

mill dam, putts, putchers, net, or other instrument or device
legal that would otherwise be illegal, or to imply any recog-
nition of the legality of any such instrument

:

(6.) All licences granted in pursuance of this act shall be available

only dm-ing the fishing season of the year for which they are
granted

:

(7.) Licences granted in pursuance of this act shall be issued by
the conservators of each district in such form as may be
approved by the secretary of state, and be distributed in such
manner as they may from time to time direct

:

(8.) The consei'vators of a district shall, on their first appointment,
give notice, by advertisement in one or more newspaper or
newspapers published or circulating in their district, of a time,

not being less than 3 months after such appointment, at the
expiration of which it will be illegal to fish for salmon in that
district without a licence, and shall state in the notice a place
or places within their district where licences may be procured

;

and the production of a copy of a newspaper containing any
such advertisement as aforesaid shall be conclusive evidence,

as respects a fishery district, of due notice having been given
of the time after which it will be illegal in that district to

fish for salmon without licences.

Sect. 35. From and after a time to be appointed as aforesaid in a
fishery district, any person fishing in that district with a rod and lino

for salmon without a proper licence shall be liable to a penalty of not
less than double the amount to be paid for the requisite licence, and
not exceeding bl.

Sect. 36. From and after a time to be appointed as aforesaid in a
fishciy district, any person using within that district any fishing weir,
fishing mill dam, putt, putcher, net, or other instrument or device,

not being a rod and line, for catching salmon, without having a projjer

licence for the same, shall be liable to a penalty of not less than
double the amount to be paid for the requisite licence, and not exceed-
ing 201.

Sect. 37. Any licensee under this act on producing his licence, any
conservator on producing a certificate of his being a conservator, or
any water bailiff appointed in pursuance of this act on producing the
instrument appointing him, or any constable, if authorised so to do
by the justices in quarter sessions, may require any person found
fishing with a rod and line, fishing weii- or fishing mill dam, net, or
other instrument, to produce his licence ; and the person required to
produce the same shall, if he do not produce the same, or make a
reasonable excuse for the non-production thereof, be liable to a penalty
not exceeding \l.

Sect. 38. A county of a city or county of a town shall for the pur-
poses of this act be deemed to be a county ; and any act hereby
authorised to be done by or to the justices of a county in quarter
sessions assembled shall, m the case of a county of a city or county of



a town, be done by or to tbe council of such city or town assembled 2. Laios for the

at any meeting of couneO. ; and any act to be done by or to the clerk preservatimi of

of the peace may be done by or to the town clerk or other like officer ; <^<^ brood of

and notice of a meeting of the council given in the usual way shall be sahiwn, <Ssc.

equivalent to the notice of quarter sessions required to be given in the 28 & 29 Vict c. 121.

case of the justices of a county.

Fixed Engines.

Sect. 39. " Fixed engine " shall in this act and the Salmon Fishery Amendment of
~

Act, 1861, include any net or other implement for taking fish fixed ^XedenS^ts"^
to the son, or made stationary in any other way, not being a fishing

weir or fishing mill dam : And whereas by section 11 of the Salmon
Fishery Act, 1861, it is provided that the said section shall not affect

any ancient right or mode of fishing as exercised at the time of the
passing of the act by virtue of any grant or charter or immemorial
usage : Be it enacted, that the said provisions shall extend to exempt
from the said 11th section such fixed engines only as were in use for

catching salmon duiing the open season of 1861, in pursuance of an
ancient right or mode of fishing as lawfully exercised during such
open season, by virtue of any grant or charter or immemorial usage,
which last-mentioned fixed engines are hereinafter referred to as
privileged fixed engines. But inasmuch as in certain cases fixed
engines in use during the 4 years previous to 1861, or one of such
years, may from temporary causes have been out of use during the
year 1861, and it is expedient to provide for such cases, it is hereby
declared, that if it is proved to the satisfaction of the special commis-
sioners appointed under this act that any fixed engine not in use
during the open season of 1861 was in use diuing one of the said 4
years, proof of its user during one of such 4 years may be substituted
for proof of its user during the open season of 1861 ; so, nevertheless,
that no person shall by proving the use of different fixed engines
during the said years be allowed to be entitled to a number of privi-

leged engines exceeding the greatest number of such engines in use
by him dui-ing some one of the years 18o7, 1858, 1859, 1860, 1861.

Sections 40 to 55 inclusive provide for the appointment of certain
special commissioners to inquire into the legahty of all fixed engines
erected or used for taking salmon, with powers to abate and remove
all such as are not proved to be privileged. These sections have no
reference to the duties of justices of the peace, and are therefore
omitted.

Miscellaneous.

Sect. 56. Where any person has been convicted twice of an offence Power in certain

under any of the following sections of the Salmon Fishery Act, 1861, j^'^risonment
that is to say, sections 8, 9, 14, 17, 19, he may, on being convicted a ^th bard labour

3rd time of an offence against any of the said sections, instead of "^stead of penalty,

being fined in a pecuniary penalty, be sentenced to imprisonment with
or without hard labour for any period not exceeding 6 months, and, if

a licensee, he shall on being convicted a second time of an offence
against the Salmon Fishery Acts, 1861, 1865, forfeit his licence.

Sect. 57. The penalty in respect of any offence under the Salmon Minimum
Fishery Acts, 1861, 1865, shall on a conviction for a second offence be penalties,

not less than one half the greatest penalty capable of being imposed
in respect of such offence ; and on a conviction for a third or any
subsequent offence the greatest amount of penalty mentioned in the
said acts shall be imposed ; but nothing herein contained shall affect
the provisions of the Salmon Fishery Act, 1865, in respect of the
discretion of imposing the punishment of hard labour as therein
mentioned.

Sect. 58. Where any person has been convicted of an offence under Forfeiture of

section 17 of the Salmon Fishery Act, 1861, he shall, in addition to ^^^^> *°-
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the penalties thereby incurred, forfeit any net or moveable instrument
used in committing sucb offence, and the convicting justices shall

direct tlie same to be sold or destroyed, and the proceeds of such sale

shall bo paid to the conservators of the district.

Sect. 59. "Whereas by section 23 of the Salmon Fishery Act, 1861,
any person sustaining loss by reason of a person or body of persons
affixing a fish pass to a dam, in pursuance of that section, may recover
componsation for such injury in a summary manner from the person
or body of i^ersons by whom such fish pass has been affixed : Be it

enacted, that no such compensation shall be recovered unless proceed-
ings for the recovery of the same are instituted within 2 years after

the time at which the fish pass was first affixed to the dam.
Sect. 00. Where any person, under the Salmon Fishery Act, 1861,

is exempted from a penalty in respect of using or having in his pos-
session salmon roe on the ground that he uses or has it in his
possession for artificial propagation or other scientific purposes, or is

upon the same ground exempt from a penalty in respect of taking or
having in his possession unclean or unseasonable salmon, or catching
or attempting to catch salmon when spawning or near theii' spawning
beds, he shall not, if within a district where a board of conservators
is established, be exempt in any of the above cases from such penalty
unless the consent of the board has been given in writing to such use
or possession of salmon roe, or to such taking possession of unclean or
unseasonable salmon.

Sect. 61. No justice of the peace shall be disqualified from hearing
any case arising under the Salmon Fishery Acts, 1861, 1865, or either
of them, by reason of his being a conseiTator or a member of a board
of conservators, or a subscriber to any society for the protection of
salmon or trout

; provided that no justice shall bo entitled to hear any
case in respect of an offence committed on his own land.

Sect. 62. Where any penalty is recovered on the complaint of a
board of conservators or of any officer of or person authorised by a
board of conservators, the court shall, unless for special reason they
think it inexpedient so to do, direct the whole of the penalty and
the proceeds of any forfeitui-e to be paid to the said board, to be
applied by them for the pui-poses of the Salmon Fishery Acts, 1861,
1865.

Sect. 63. The river Esk, together with its banks and tributary
streams up to their source, shall be deemed to be within the limits of
the Salmon Fisherj^ Acts, 1861 and 1865: Provided that all offences
against the said acts committed within Scotch jurisdiction shall bo
prosecuted and punished in manner directed by the Salmon Fisheries
(Scotland) Act, 1862.

Sect. 64. The sections of the Salmon Fishery Act, 1861, that apply
to fishing with lights, spears, and other prohibited instruments, and
to using roe as a bait, and which are numbered respectively 8 and 9,
as amended by this act, shall apply to trout in a salmon river situate
in a fishery district which is subject to a board of conservators ap-
pointed under this act ; and in any such river no person shall fish for,
catch or attempt to catch, or kill any trout between the 2nd of
November and the 1st of Februaiy following, both inclusive ; and any
person wilfully killing any trout in any such river as aforesaid during
such interval as aforesaid shall forfeit any trout caught by him, and
shall, in addition thereto, be liable to a penalty not exceeding 21. for
each offence: Provided always, that nothing herein contained shall
apply to any person having in his possession trout or trout roe for the
purpose of artificial propagation or other purpose, if such person has
the permission in writing of the board of the district in which the
nver runs from whence such trout or trout roe has been taken to
catch such trout, and to have in his possession such trout or trout
roe for the purposes aforesaid.
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Sect. 65. All salmon intended for exportation shall be entered for 3. Herring
that purpose with the proper ofEcer of customs, at the port or place fisheries, &c.

of intended exportation, before shipment thereof; and any salmon
shipped or exported, or brought to any wharf, quay, or other place for

28<fe29Vict. c. 121.

exportation, between the 3rd day of September and the second day of exportation of

"^

February following, contrary to this section, shall be forfeited, and salmon,

the person shipping or exporting, or bringing the same for exportation,
shall bo liable to a penalty not exceeding 21. for every salmon so

shipped or exported, or brought for exportation ; and any officer of
the customs may, between the 3rd of September and the 2nd of Feb-
ruary, open any parcel entered or intended for exportation, or brought
to any quay, wharf, or other place for that purpose, and suspected by
him to contain salmon, and may detain any salmon found in such
i:)arcel until proof is given, in manner provided by law, of the salmon
being such as may be legally exported ; and if the salmon, before such
proof is given, become unfit for human food, the officer of customs
may destroy the same.

Sect. 66. If any person feels aggrieved by any determination or Appeal to quarter

adjudication of the justices with respect to any penalty or forfeiture summary'con-^
°

under the Salmon Fishery Acts, 1861, 1865, or either of the said acts, viction.

the person so aggrieved may appeal to the court of general or quarter
sessions for the county or place in which the cause of appeal has
arisen, holden not less than 15 days and not more than 4 months after

the decision of the justices from which the appeal is made
; provided

that the appellant shall, within 3 daj^s after the cause of appeal
has arisen, give notice in writing to the other party to the proceedings
of his intention to appeal, and of the grounds thereof; and also pro-
vided that the appellant shall, within 3 days after the cause of appeal
has arisen, enter into a recognizance before a justice of the peace, with
2 sufficient sureties, conditioned personally to try such appeal and to

abide the judgment of the court thereon, and to pay such costs as may
be awarded by the court : The court may adjourn the appeal, and upon
the hearing thereof may confirm, reverse, or modify the decision of the
justices, with or without costs, to be paid by either party.

III. <©f ti)e i^erring anti oti^et dFisi^mes.

The 28 Geo. 2, c. 14, s. 9, enacts that if any person shall wilfully 28 Geo. 2, c 14.

damnify, spoil, or destroy, without consent of the Free British Fishery, Herring fishery,

any of the nets, sails, cordages, stores, or other materials belonging to

the said society, he shall, on conviction on the oath of two witnesses

before one justice, forfeit to the society treble value, to be levied by
distress ; and, for want of sufficient distress, be committed to the house
of correction, there to be kept to hard labour for any time not exceed-

ing 3 months, or till satisfaction be made ; information to be exhibited

or prosecution to be in 6 calendar months.
By the 26 Geo. 3, c. 81, after 1st June, 1787, an annual bounty (and 26 Geo. 3, c 81.

see 5 Geo. 4, c. 64, post, p. 580), is granted for seven years to owners of

ships of certain dimensions and constructions (which by stat. 27 Geo.

3, c. 10, is extended to all vessels however built), of 15 tous and
upwards, employed in the white herring fishery, under certain regu-
lations particularly set forth in those acts ; and so far as the same fall

under the jurisdiction of justices of the peace, it is thought necessary

to insert them as follows :

—

Sects. 17, 18, order, that on all barrels and casks in which any fish casks to be

(except fresh fish) shall be packed, either for exportation or home con- marked,

sumption, the name of the curers of such fish shall be marked and
burnt with iron, in fair, large, legible, conspicuous, and permanent
characters ; and the staves of every barrel in which any white herrings,

VOL. II. p p
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or wet white fishi, shall be packed or put up for exportation, shall not

be a less thickness at the bulge than half an inch, and shall be full
- bound ; and, in default thereof, the same may be seized and secured

by any officer of excise or customs; and, on proof of the fact on
oath before one justice, the same, together with the casks, shall be
forfeited.

Sect. 19. And every person who, for 7 successive years, shall have
followed the occupation of a seaman or fisherman on board any ship

or vessel employed in the fisheries of Great Britain, (being a married
man), may set up and exercise such trade as he is apt and able for,

in any town or place in Great Britain, without molestation by reason
of using such trade, as freely, and with the same provisions and
regulations, as any mariner or soldier, by 22 Geo. 2, c. 44, is authorised
to do.

See the 50 Geo. 3, c. 108, s. 2, exempting from all liabilities of im-
pressment persons employed in the public fisheries ; and see Payne A-

Thorogood's case, 1 M. & S. 225.

Sect. 43. And whereas, by stats. 1 Geo. 1, c. 18, and 9 Geo. 2, c. 33,
no sort of flat fish nor fresh fish whatsoever (except turbots and lobsters)
could be legally imported or sold in England, which were taken by,
bought of, or received from any foreigner, or out of any strange
bottom, (except protestant strangers inhabiting this kingdom,) on for-
feiture of 100/. by the person offending; and the master of the vessel
in which any such fish shall be illegally imported was also liable to
forfeit 501., to be recovered in the courts at "Westminster. And whereas
the great expense and delay attending such prosecutions discourage
persons from suing for such penalties, it is therefore enacted, that, if

upon complaint made on oath before two justices by any officer, it shall
appear that he doth know, or is credibly informed, or hath cause to
believe, that any fish hath been imported or exposed to sale, in the
port of London, contrary to the aforesaid acts, such justices may sum-
mon the person accused to appear before them at a time and place
specified in the summons ; and if he shall not appear, then, on due
proof of service of such summons, either personally, or by leaving the
same at his usual place of abode whilst he shall be on shore, or, not
being on shore, with some person in the vessel to which he belongs,
may by warrant cause such person to be brought before them, at such
time and place as shall be specified in such warrant, and thereupon,
whether such party shall appear upon such summons, or be appre-
hended, the justices may proceed to hear and determine the matter of
the complaint.

Sect. 46. All pecuniary penalties by the said act of 9 Geo. 2, c. 33,
imposed, may be recovered before two justices, on due proof and con-
viction of the offence, by confession or oath of one witness ; and the
whole of such penalties shall go to the informer ; and if such penaltj-
sfiall not, upon conviction, with the costs thereof, be immediately
paid, the same shall be levied by distress and sale; and for want
ot sufficient distress, the offender shall be sent, by the same justices,
to the common gaol for one year, unless the penalty shall bo sooner

Sect. 47. To the end that the person convicted in any of the penalties
last atoresaid may not, by flight after conviction, evade imprisonment,
SUCH justices immediately after conviction, may order such offender
into custody (m case the penalty be not immediately paid) duiing such
time, not exceeding 48 hours, as they shaU think proper to aUow for
return of the warrant of distress.

•
®.^'^**

^^-..f
^o^ided, that, if it shaU appear, to the satisfaction of such

justices, either by confession or other witness, that such party hath

(a) As to the levying of penalties
by distress under a magistrate's war-

rant, see "Distress under Jiistice^s

Wm-rant.

"
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not goods or chattels sufficient to answer the penalty, such justices 3. HerriTig

may, without issuing any warrant of distress, commit the party so fisheries, d-c.

convicted, as if such warrant had actually issued, and a return of
geaeo 3 c 8i

nulla bona been made thereon.

Sect. 49. Provided, also, that if any such offender ordered to be com- Security may be

mitted shall, before his actual commitment to prison, procure security
orthe^penait™^'^*

to be given by two sufficient sui-eties for payment of the penalty, and
charges, within 14 days exclusive of the day of conviction, the justices

may accept such security ; and on non-payment within the time
limited, the same, or any other justices, may cause the party convicted,

and his sureties, to be apprehended by warrant, and them may commit
to the common gaol, for the same time as the person convicted was
liable to have been imprisoned if no security had been 'given, unless

the penalty and charges shall be sooner paid.

Sect. 50. Any person so convicted thinking himself aggrieved by the Appeal (a),

judgment of any justices, may, within 3 calendar months then next,

appeal to the sessions, giving 6 days' notice to the informer of such his

intent, and with 2 sureties entering into recognizance before one
justice to appear and prosecute such appeal, and abide the order or

determination of the same court, and pay the costs awarded at such

sessions, (if any) ; and if such judgment be affirmed, the party appeal-

ing shall pay to the informer double costs, to be ascertained by order

of the court.

Sect. 51. In case the person appealing shall have paid the penalty

into the hands of the justices by way of deposit, or shall be then im-
prisoned, such person may appeal within the time aforesaid on his

entering (without sureties) into such recognizance aforesaid, and
remaining in prison in the meantime, or depositing such penalty with

the justices until the merits of the said appeal shall be determined.
_

Sect. 52. No conviction or judgment as aforesaid shall be set aside conviction not to

by the sessions for want of form, or through the mis-stating of any
^^^^t^oMorm"^

fact, circumstance, or other matter, provided the material facts alleged

in such conviction or judgment, and on which such conviction shall be

grounded, be proved to the satisfaction of the coui-t ; and no such con-

viction or judgment, nor any order or proceeding of the said court,

shall be removed by certiorari into any other court.

Sect. 44. Persons appearing in the complaint to be necessary wit- witnesses,

nesses may be summoned by the justices to appear before them ; and
in case of non-appearance, then, on due proof of having been duly

summoned, may be apprehended by warrant of such justices, and
brought before them ; and if any witness shall refuse to be sworn, or

to give evidence, or wilfully forswear himself, or prevaricate in his

evidence, such justice may, by waiTant, commit him to the common
gaol for one year without bail.

Sect. 45. And the examination of every witness shall be taken down Written evidence,

in writing, by or before the said justices, and in case the party accused

cannot be made to appear at the time of such examination, and such

witness cannot be made to attend when such party shall appear ; in

that case such examination in writing may be read and made use of,

and shall have the same effect as if such witness had been examined
viva voce.

By the stat. 48 Geo, 3, c. 110, many important regulations ai^e Kecovery of

enacted respecting the herring fishery; but they are not inserted in penalties,

this place, as being too confined in their nature and objects. It may
be observed, however, that, by the 57th section of the act, the several

penalties and forfeitures thereof may be recovered in the same manner
as penalties and forfeitures under the excise laws.

The above statutes, subject to certain alterations, are made perpetual

by the 55 Geo. 3, c. 94.

(a) As to appeal in general, and as to what notice is now required, see

'^Appeal."
r p2
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Sect. 36 of which act relates to the mode of settling disputes between
officers and curers, and enacts, " That, in every such case, any justice

of the peace, to whom application shall be made either by the officer

or curer, shall appoint 2 skilful persons, who shall have no interest in

the matter in dispute, one to be nominated by the officer and the other

by the opposite party ; and if either party shall fail to make such
nomination before or at the time when he shall be required by authority

of the said justice (not being longer than 24 hours from the time of

being required to make such appointment) so to do, then the

said justice shall nominate one skilful person, not interested in the
matter in dispute, in his place ; and the persons so appointed, upon
examination of the matters in dispute, shall certify on their oaths, to

be taken before the said justice, their opinion on the matters aforesaid
;

and if they shall agree in their opinion, the matter in dispute shall be
determined accordingly ; but if the arbitrators so to be appointed shall

differ in opinion thereon, the said justice shall require them to name
one other skilful person, not interested in the matter in dispute, which
person so nominated shall examine the matters in dispute, and upon
such examination shall certify upon oath, to be made before the said

justice, his opinion thereon, and the said matter shall then be finally

determined accordingly."

The statute 1 & 2 Geo. 4, c. 79, repeals the bounty of 3Z. per ton
granted by the acts 48 Geo. 3, c. 110, 51 Geo. 3, c. 101, 52 Geo. 3,

c. 153, 54 Geo. 3, c. 102, and 55 Geo. 3, c. 94.

Sect. 2 repeals so much of 48 Geo. 3, c. 110, or any other act, as
relates to the appointment of a superintendent of the deep sea herring
fishery.

Sect. 3 provides, that the commissioners for the British hening
fishery may make regulations for carrying into execution the purposes
of this and the recited acts ; and orders that no bounty be paid unless
the rules be complied with.
By sect. 4, if hemngs caught in the Irish fishery shall be produced

to the officers of the British fishery, or if caught in the British fishery
and produced to tho officers of the Irish fishery, for the bounty, the
same shall be forfeited, &c.

Sect. 5 enacts, that if any person buying, &c. fresh hemngs shall use,
or have in possession, any cran or measure of greater content than
required by the regulations of the British herring fishery, he shall
forfeit the same, and 10^.

Sect. 7 extends to the regulations, &c. in acts 48 Geo. 3, and 55 Geo.
3, to the Isle of Man, and provides, that the bounty extended to the
Isle of Man shall be paid by the excise in Scotland.

Sect. 8 repeals regulations in act bo Geo. 3, c. 94, regarding herrings
imported in barrels from Ireland, or the Isle of Man.
By stat. 5 Geo. 4, c. 64, bounties and allowances on British herrings

under 55 Geo. 3, c. 94, and 1 & 2 Geo. 4, c. 79, are repealed, after
July 5, 1825.

And sect. 2 enacts, That from July 5, 1825, to July 5, 1829, new
bounties shall be paid, viz., 4s. 3s., 2.s., and Is., to the 5th of July
in each year successively, for every barrel of herrings caught and
cured according to regulations of British fisheries acts, 48 Geo. 3,
c. 110, 55 Geo. 3, c. 94, and 1 & 2 Geo. 4, c. 79, &c., and of 59 Geo. 3,
c. 109, and 1 Geo. 4, c. 82,—4s. per cwt. on dried cod cured in Great
Britain, until July 5, 1829

; pickled cod, 2s. M. per barrel, under
regulationsof 1 Geo. 4, c. 103, untilJuly 5, 1829. Bounties in Ireland,4s.
per cwt. on dried cod, &c., and 2s. 6d. on pickled cod, as in Great Britain.

• "I^® ^^.
section orders that the tonnage bounty to vessels engaged

^JiB^ ^^^^^ fisheries shall be 20s. per ton to 5th July, 1826: 15s. to
1827; 10s. to 1828; 58. to 1829.

o'' '

And sect. 4 makes the bounties under this act payable as bounties
on fish and on tonnage under recited acts.
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Sect. 6 repeals, from. July 5, 1825, bounties on salmon, &c., in Great 3. Herring
Britain under schedule (C) of 43 Geo. 3, c. 69. fisheries, <fcc.

By sect. 8, fish, are exempt from all duties on exportation. ~ r

—

—
The 11 Geo. 4, and 1 Will. 4, c. 54, "J.n act to revive, continue, and > •

amend, several acts relating to the fisheries,''^ reciting that by the 48 Geo. 3, ii Geo. 4 & i Will.

c. 110, and by the ob Geo. 3, c. 94, and by the 1 & 2 Geo. 4, c. 79, *, c 54.

" certain regulations were made respecting the British white herring
fisheries ; and by the said acts various bounties were granted for the
encouragement of the said fisheries :" and that by the said act 1 & 2
Geo. 4, c. 79, and by the 5 Geo. 4, c. 64, and by the 7 Geo. 4, c. 34,
*

' the said bounties, or such of them as were then existing, have been
repealed, such repeal having taken efiect upon and from the 5th day
of April, 1830 :" enacts, "That nothing in the said acts 5 and 7 Nothing in the

Geo. 4, hath repealed or rendered ineffectual so much of the said »^^i'^''o-^><'-^^»

acts 48 & 55 Geo. 3, and 1 & 2 Geo. 4, as relates to the placing a mark ^as repealed the
'

or character on barrels or half barrels containing herrings properly powers of the re-

cured, save only so far as respects the payment of any bounties therein 55*0^0*^3^ and^*^
mentioned ; and that, save and except so far as respects the said 2 Geo. 4, so far as

bounties, the said acts, with reference to the placing a mark or ^^^y relate to
1 I -i 1 L • • 1 • 1 J J marking or brand-
character on barrels containing herrings properly cured, and every jng barrels of

other provision and regulation of the said acts which were in force on herrings.

the said 5th day of April, 1830, are, and is, and shall be, in full force,

virtue, and effect, as though the said acts 5 «& 7 Geo. 4, had not been
made."

Sect. 2. If any person or persons shall ship or put on board any old barrels em-

ship, vessel, or boat about to be employed in the said fisheries, any old
^g^^^.^^g'^J^^ an

barrels, or any old half barrels theretofore employed in the said official brand, to

fisheries, which, at the time of such shipment, shall bear any official be forfeited, with

brand theretofore affixed thereupon, under and in pursuance of the ^^^^^ contents.

said acts or any of them, or of this present act, or shall pack any
herrings or other fish in any such old barrels or half barrels, all such
old barrels or any old half barrels, and the herrings or other fish, shall

be forfeited.

Sect. 3. And whereas by the said acts 48 & 55 Geo. 3, various Declaration re-

oaths were required to be taken for the protection of his Majesty's i"^'"''?, *?a^l
^*'^®

J -i. • 1 ii. i. -i-u • A at; i on oath 48 & 55
revenue, and it is no longer necessary that, with a view to txiat Geo. 3, may be

object, such oaths should continue to be administered ; it is enacted, made on affirma-

that all persons who, under and by virtue of the said recited acts, were ^''°'

required to make any such declaration or statement on oath, shall

henceforth be admitted to make such declaration or statement on
their, his, or her affirmation, and without oath; and if any person Penalty for false

shall wilfully and corruptly make any such declaration or statement declarations,

falsely, every such person shall incur and become liable to a fine not
less than \Ql. nor more than 20?.

By 14 & 15 Yict. c. 26, " An Act to amend the Acts relating to the 14 & 15 Vict. c. 26.

British "White Herring Fishery," after reciting that the 48 Geo. 3, c.

110, 51 Geo. 3, c. 101, 52 Geo. 3, c. 153, 54 Geo. 3, c. 102, 55 Geo. 3,

c. 91, 1 Geo. 4, c. 103, 1 & 2 Geo. 4, c. 79, 5 Geo. 4, c. 64, 7 Geo. 4,

c. 34, 1 W. 4, c. 54, 6 & 7 Vict. c. 79, 10 & 11 Vict. c. 91, were passed
for the encouragement and regulation of the British White Herring
Fishery, enacts by

Sect. 1. That every enactment or provision contained in the said
•'^^''?®\\*(^°of m^

recited acts or any of them whereby it is or maybe held to be required ^^^ days between
that 15 clear days should intervene between the day of the salting salting and brand-

white herrings and the day on which the barrels containing such Jwrrepealed.
herrings, whether bung-packed or repacked, should be marked or

branded, shall be and the same is hereby repealed.

Sect. 2. That from and after the passing of this act it shall be lawful Commissioners^o

for the commissioners of the herring fishery, in virtue of the powers [^^^not moi?°
conferred upon them by the said recited acts or any of them and bv than fifteen days)

this act, from time to time to regulate and fix the period which shall
^f/7ifi°and?ng.°^
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intervene between the day on which, white herrings, whether bung-
packed or repacked, shall be salted, and the day on which the barrels

containing such herrings, whether bung-packed or repacked, shall be
entitled to be branded, such period bding not more than 15 clear days
after the salting of the same ; and the said commissioners shall, before
any regulations made by them for the purposes aforesaid are to come
into operation, cause notice thereof to be given by publication of the
same once in the " Edinburgh Gazette," and also by affixing printed
copies thereof on some conspicuous place or places at the various
herring fishing stations in Scotland ; and nothing in the said recited

acts or any of them shall prevent the exportation, subject to the other
provisions of the said recited acts, to ports or places in Europe or out
of Europe, of herrings branded within the periods to be authorised
by the regulations to be so made and published by the said
commissioners.

Sect. 3. That the penalties and forfeiture by s. 50 of the 48 Geo. 3,
c. 110, imposed upon any person fraudulently burning or branding,
or causing to be burnt or branded, any barrel or cask of herrings,
shall attach and apply to and be enforced against any person who shall
fraudulently, or without the authority of an officer of the fishery,
burn or brand, or cause to be burnt or branded, or illegally have m
his custody or possession any instrument for the purpose of burning
or branding, any empty barrel or cask, with any such mark or marks,
character or characters as are referred to in the said section, in such
and the like manner as if such section as hereby extended were re-
enacted herein.

Sect. 4. That so much of the said recited acts or any of them as
requires that herrings repacked with great salt only shall be exported
to any place out of Europe shall be and the same is hereby repealed

;

and it shall hereafter be lawful to repack herrings with great salt or
other salt, and, subject to the other provisions of the said recited acts,
to export to any place out of Europe such herrings so repacked ; and
it shall in like manner be lawful to ship coastwise for exportation un-
branded heriings, without the production of any notice or certificate
required by the said recited acts.

Sect. 5. That the prohibition and forfeiture applicable under the 55
Geo. 3, c. 91, s. 35, to ban-els of herrings of the description and con-
taining less than the quantity and weight of fish therein set forth,
shipped or tendered for shipping to any port or place in Europe or out
of Europe, shall not be applicable or apply to the exportation to any
port or place in Eiu'ope or out of Europe of herrings shipped or
intended to be shipped as aforesaid which shall not have laid 10 daysm salt. ,

Sect. 6. That whenever the herring fishery is commenced or carried
on it shall not be lawful for anv person to use for the pui-pose of taking
herrings any di-ag net, or sea net mounted for trawling, or any sweep,
circle, ring net, or scringe net, or any net prohibited by the said
recited acts or any of them, or any net of any kind or description
whatsoever other than the usual drift net. or to use any drift net by
dragging the same thi-ough the water in the manner of trawling; nor
sHaU It be lawful to take or have on board of any fishing vessel or
boat, during the time of the herring fishery, any net of any descrip-
tion other than drift nets; and every such net other than drift nets,
used as aforesaid, or found on board of any fishing vessel or boat
during the herrmg fishery, or found on shore, or in the possession of
any person for the purpose of being so used, shall be liable to be
seized by any superintendent of the herring fishery, or person acting
under his order, or by any officer of the fishery; and any person using
or having on board any fishing vessel or boat, or having on shore for
the pui-pose of being used as aforesaid, any net contrary to the provi-
sions oi the said recited acts or any of them, or this act, shaU be
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subject and liable to tbe penalties imposed in tbat behalf by tbe said 4. Oyster
recited acts or any of them, and any net so seized shall be liable to and Mtossel

forfeiture in terms of the said acts. !> fisheries, die.

Sect, 7. That in order to secure the delivery to the purchaser or
14 & 15 v" t 26~

curer of the quantity of herrings purported to be sold, in situations
•

+v>

where the standard measure of the cran cannot be conveniently used, use of"quarter
^

no boat's crew, while selling and delivering fresh herrings by measure, cran basket or

shall use or have on board any herring boat any fish basket or measure,

measure of less capacity than one fourth part of a cran, that is to say,

such as on being filled four times with herrings shall make a complete
cran ; and any person selling or delivering herrings by any basket or

measure of less capacity than aforesaid shall be liable in the forfeiture

and penalty imposed by the said recited act of the 55 Geo. 3 upon
persons using any cran or measure not properly branded.

Sect. 8. That it shall be competent to enforce or sue for any for- Forfeitures and

feiture or penalty imposed by the said recited acts or any of them or penalties, by

by this act in the manner px'ovided by the said recited acts or this forced and sued

act, in the name of the secretary of the board for the time being, or for.

the procurator fiscal of the county or of the burgh or town where the
ofi'ence is to be tried, or by the superintendent of the herring fishery,

by any officer of the said fishery.

Sect. 9. That it shall be lawful for any judge trying any offence Sentence for

under the said recited acts or any of them or this act, who in pro- tain'^decermture

nouncing sentence shall decern against any offender for payment of for imprisonment,

any penalty and expenses, to grant warrant also (failing payment of
ggcu^fty*^™''"*

°^

such penalty and expenses, or failing seciu-ity being found to the

satisfaction of the court for such payment, within 48 hours after the

same shall have been decerned for), to imprison such offender for any
period not exceeding 30 days, unless such penalty and expenses shall

be sooner paid.

Sect. 4. " And whereas by the 1 Geo. 4, c. 103, certain bounties were 11 Geo. 4 & 1 Will,

granted for the encouragement of the British cod and ling fisheries, ^>
« ^*-

,

which bounties, by virtue of the said recited acts, 5 & 7 Geo. 4, have guiatingthe trade

ceased and determined; and whereas, by the 1 Geo. 4, certain provi- oftiiecodand

sions were made, • empowering the commissioners of the herring
t^e^commiss^ioners

fishery to make certain regulations respecting the said cod and ling by 1 Geo. 4, c. X03,

fisheries : and whereas, by 5 Geo. 4, intituled, ' An Act to amend the
f^r iTres^Tctl*

"^

several acts for the encouragement and improvement of the British bouiftie^s.^

and Irish fisheries,' the said 1 Geo. 4 was repealed; audit is expedient
that the powers vested as aforesaid in the said commissioners (save so

far only as respects the payment of the said bounties) should be
revived, and be again vested in the said commissioners; " it therefore

enacts, " That so much of the said 1 Geo. 4, as authorised the said

commissioners to make such regulations as aforesaid, shall be and the

same is hereby revived, and shall be continued in force, save only so

far as respects the payment of the said bounties ; any thing in the
said 5 Geo. 4 to the contrary notwithstanding."

Sect. 5. That all penalties and forfeitures hereby imposed shall be Recovery of for-

sued for, recovered, and applied by such and the same persons, in such
this"act.

""

and the same manner, and to such and the same purposes, as any
penalties and forfeitures incurred under the said acts, 48 & 55 Geo. 3,

may be sued for, recovered, mitigated, and applied.

By the 23 & 24 Vict. c. 92 and 30 & 31 Vict. c. 52, certain regula-
tions are enacted respecting the British white herring fishery in Scot-
land and the coasts thereof.

IV. m tf)e ©gster ant MmsmI dFisfieriesJ. 24 & 25 vict. c. 9

By the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 96, s. 26, whosoever shall steal any oysters steaUng oysters,

or oyster brood from any oyster bed, laying, or fishery, being the pro- ^^'^°^ °^^^^
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perty of any other person, and sufficiently marked out or known as

such, shall be guiltj' of felony, and, being convicted thereof, shall be

punished accordingly ; and whosoever shall unlawfully and wilfully

use any di'edge, or any net, instrument, or engine whatsoever, within

the limits of any oyster bed, laying, or fishery, being the property of

any other person, and sufficiently marked out or known as such, for

the purpose of taking oysters or oyster brood, although none shall bo

actually taken, or shall, with any net, instrument, or engine, drag
upon the ground or soil of any such fishery, every such person shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, being convicted thereof, shall

bo liable at the discretion of the court to be imprisoned for any term
not exceeding 3 months, with or without hard labour, and with or

without solitary confinement ; and it shall be sufficient in any
indictment or information to describe, either by name or otherwise, the

bed, laying, or fishery, in which any of the said offences shall have
been committed, without stating the same to bo in any particular

parish, township, or vill : Provided, that nothing herein contained
shall prevent any person from catching or fishing for any floating

fish, within the limits of any oyster fishery, with any net, instniment
or engine adapted for taking floating fish only.

See the general clauses affecting all the provisions of this act, j^ost,

title "Larceny."
By the 29 & 30 Vict. c. 85, ss. 1—12, the Eoard of Trade is em-

powered upon memorial and inquiry to make orders for the establish-

ment or improvement of oyster and mussel fisheries on the shore and
bed of the sea, or of an estuary or tidal river, but no order is to be
in force until confirmed by act of Parliament.
By sect. 13, the Board of Trade may from time to time make an

order for amending an order that has been confirmed by act of Parlia-
ment, and all the provisions of this act relative to an original order
shall apply also to an amending order mutatis mutandis.

Sect. 14. Subject and without prejudice to the provisions of the 6 &
7 Vict. c. 79, " to carry into effect the convention between her Majesty
and the king of the French concerning the fisheries in the sea between
the British Islands and France," and of any act amending the same,
and of any order in council lawfully made thereunder, and notwith-
standing anything in or done under any other act, the persons, com-
pany, or body obtaining an order under this act (who are in this act
referred to as the grantees), and the owners of any private oyster bed
lawfully formed independently of this act, and their respective agents,
servants, and workmen, may at any season dredge for and take oysters
from any natural public oyster bed for the purpose of supplying or
replenishing therewith any oyster bed made under the order, or any
such private oyster bed (as the case may be), and may apply the
oysters so taken accordingly ; but if any person applies or uses, or
any persons, company, or body knowingly authorise or permit to
be applied or used, otherwise than in manner authorised by this
section, any oysters so taken, such person, or such persons, company,
or body (as the case may be), shall be liable to all the like penalties
and consequences to which he or they would have been liable if this
section had not been inserted in this act.

Sect. 15. Where an order of the Board of Trade under this act con-
fers a right of several oyster or mussel fishery, the grantees under
the order shall have by virtue of the order and of this act, within the
limits of the fishery, the exclusive right of depositing, propagating,
dredging and fishing for, and taking oysters or mussels (as the case
maj' be), and m the exercise of that right may, within the limits of
the fishery, proceed as follows, namely,—make and maintain oyster
beds, and (notwithstanding anything in or done under any other act)
at any season collect oysters or mussels (as the case may be), and
remove the same from place to place, and deposit the same as and



where they think fit, and do all other things which they think proper 4. Oyster

for obtaining, storing, and disposing of the produce of their fishery. and Mussel

Sect. 16. All oysters or mussels being in or on an oyster or mussel fisheries, d-c.

bed within the limits of any such several fishery shall be the absolute
^g ^ ^^ yj^^ ^ gg

property of the gi^antees, and in all courts of law and equity and else- pi .^\' '

where, and for all purposes, civil, criminal, or other, shall be deemed ters within several

to be in the actual possession of the grantees, fishery.

Sect. 17. All oysters or mussels removed by any person from an Property in oys-

oyster or mussel bed within the limits of any such several fishery, and
se7eralTsheryf°°'

not either sold in market overt or disposed of by or under the authority

of the grantees, shall be the absolute property of the grantees, and in

all courts of law and equity and elsewhere, and for all purposes civil,

criminal, or other, the absolute right to the possession thereof shall bo

deemed to be in the grantees.

Sect. 18. It shall not be lawful for any person other than the grantees, Protection of

their agents, servants, anB. workmen, within the limits of any such seve- several fishery.

ral fishery, or in any pai-t of the space within the same described in this

behalf in the order, knowingly to do any of the following things :

—

To use any implement of fishing, except a line and hook or a net

adapted solely for catching floating fish, aijd so used as not to

disturb or injure in any manner any oyster or mussel bed, or

oysters or mussels, or the oyster or mussel fishery

:

To dredge for any ballast or other substance except under a

lawful authority for improving the navigation :

To deposit any ballast, rubbish, or other substance :

To place any implement, apparatus, or thing prejudicial or likely

to be prejudicial to any oyster or mussel bed, or oysters or

mussels, or to the oyster or mussel fishery, except for a

lawful purpose of navigation or anchorage :

To disturb or injure in any manner, except as last aforesaid, any
oyster or mussel bed, or oysters or mussels, or the oyster or

mussel fishery

:

And if any person does any act in contravention of this section he shall

on summary conviction be liable to the following penalty, namely,

—

to a penalty not exceeding 21. for the first offence, and not exceeding

51. for the second offence, and not exceeding 10^. for the thu-d and
every subsequent offence ; and every such person shall also be liable

to make full compensation to the grantees for all damage sustained by
them by reason of his unlawful act, and in default of payment the

same may be recovered from him by the grantees by proceedings in

any court of competent jurisdiction, whether he has been prosecuted

for or convicted of an offence against this section or not.

Sect. 19. Provided always, that nothing in the last foregoing section Limits of fishery

shall make it unlawful for any person to do any of the things therein *° ^^ ^^P* marked

mentioned, if at the time of his doing the same the limits of the several

fishery, or of the space within the same described in that behalf in the

order, are not sufficiently marked out in manner prescribed by or under
the order, or if notice of those limits has not been given to him in

manner so prescribed.

Sect. 20. The portion of the sea shore to which an order of the Fishery to be

Board of Trade under this act relates (as far as it is not by law within within county,

the body of any county) shall for all purposes of jurisdiction be deemed
to be within the body of the adjoining county, or to be within the

body of each of the adjoining counties, if more than one.

Sect. 21. The Board of Trade shall not in any case make an order Llrnitation of

conferring a right of several oyster or mussel fishery for a longer term of several

period at once than 60 years. * ^^^'

Sect. 22. A right of several oyster or mussel fishery conferred by Condition for

an order of the Board of Trade under this act, or by any special act of ^^^''
'^\{^jZ^Ia'

the present session, shall, notwithstanding anything in the order or in quate^enefit.'^

any such special act, be determinable by a certificate of the Board of
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4. Oyster Trade (which certificate they are hereby empowered to make) certify-

aiid Mussel ing to the effect that the Board of Trade are not satisfied that the
fisheries, dec. grantees under the order, or the company under the special act

i9 & 30 Vict c 85 ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^®)' ^^® properly cultivating the oyster or mussel
' '

" ground within the limits of such fishery ; and on any such certificate

being made, the right of several fishery by such order or special act
confeiTed shall, by virtue of this act, and of the certificate, be absolutely
determined, and all provisions of this act or of such special act shall

cease to operate in relation to such fishery as a several oyster or

29 <t 30 Vict. c. mussel fishery ; and sect. 38 of the Eoach Eiver Oyster Fishery Act,
cxiv. 1866, is hereby repealed.

For the pui-poses of this provision the Board of Trade may from time
to time, with respect to any such fishery, make such inquiries and ex-
aminatiori by an inspector or otherwise, and require from the grantees
or company such information, as the Board of Trade think necessary
or proper, and the grantees or company shall afibrd all facilities for such
inquiries and examination, and give such information accordingly.

Compensation to Sect. 24. Where any portion of the sea shore comprised in an order
landowners, &c. ^f the Board of Trade under this act does not belong to her Majesty,

her heirs or successors, in right of the crown, or form part of the pos-
sessions of the duchy of Lancaster or of the duchy of Cornwall, the
Board of Trade shall incorporate in the order "The Lands Clauses
Consolidation Act, 1845," or " The Lands Clauses Consolidation (Scot-
land) Act, 1845," as the case requires, and shall apply the provisions
thereof respectively to the purchase or taking of such portion of the
sea shore.

By sect. 25, No order is to be made by the board aflecting any local
act, charter, &c. without consent.

Sd acts to'l^kept ^^^*' ^^" "^^^ persons, company, or body obtaining an order under
for mSs.

° *^^ ^c't shall at all times keep at some convenient place, in the neigh-
bourhood of the portion of the sea shore to which the order relates,
copies of the order with the act confirming it, and of this act, printed
respectively by some of her Majesty's printers, and shall sell such
copies to all persons desiring to buy them at a price not exceeding 6d.
for one copy of each of the acts and of the order together.

_
If any such persons, company, or body fail to comply with this pro-

vision, they shall for every such offence be liable on summary convic-
tion to a penalty not exceeding 5^., and to a further penalty not
exceeding 1 1, for every day during which such failure continues after
the day on which the first penalty is incurred.

30&31 Vict. c. 18. By 30 & 31 Vict., The Oyster Preservation Act, 1867, c. 18, after
reciting that it is expedient to make provision for the protection of
private oyster beds, layings, or fisheries, enacts that :

—

As to word.s Sect. 2. In this act the word " oysters " includes the brood, ware,

•'Son'"^'*
^alf-ware, spat, and spawn of oysters, and the word "person,"
includes body corporate.

Oysters in the Sect. 3. All oysters being in or on any oyster bed, laying, or fishery

ffi^ to'be
"'" 7^^^^ '^ ^^e property of any person, and is sufficiently marked out or

owner's property, known as such, shall be the absolute property of such person, and in
all courts of law and equity and elsewhere, and for all purposes, civil,
cnmmal, or other, shaU be deemed to be in the actual possession of
such person.

Oysters removed Sect. 4. All oysters removed by any person from any such oyster

tX owner's"^ 7^' ^^y^^S' "^ fishery, and not either sold in market overt, or disposed
property. ot by or Under the authority of the person to whom such bed, laying,

or fishery belongs as aforesaid, shaU be the absolute property of such
last-mentioned person, and in aU courts of law and equity and else-
where, and for all purposes, civil, criminal, or other, the absolute
right to the possession thereof shall be deemed to be in such last-
mentioned person.

Proof of marking Sect. 5. Whenever it is necessary in any legal proceeding to prove
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that the limits of any oyster or mussel fishery have been duly buoyed 5. Concerning

or otherwise marked, or that notices of such limits have been duly fishing in or

posted, published, or distributed in pursuance of any act of Parliament near the sea.

or of any order of the Board of Trade confirmed by Parliament, or that ^^ sxvict^^s"
notice of the provisions of such act or order relating to the oyster or

mussel fishery has been duly published, a certificate purporting to be
under the hand of one of the secretaries or assistant secretaries of the

Board of Trade, certifying that the Board of Trade are satisfied that

the said limits were so buoyed or marked, or that the said notices were
duly published, posted, or distributed, shall be received as evidence

that the same have been so buoyed or marked, or that the said notices

have been so published, posted, or distributed.

Sect. 6. When two or more oyster beds, layings, or fisheries belong- Contiguous

ing to difierent proprietors are contiguous to each other, and any fis^e^^s.

indictment or prosecution shall be raised or proceeding taken against

any person for stealing oysters from the same, it shall be sufficient,

in alleging and proving the place from which such oysters were stolen,

to allege and prove that they were stolen from one or other of such
contiguous beds, layings, or fisheries, and in alleging and proving the

property and lawful possession of such oysters it shall be sufficient to

allege and prove that the same belonged to and were in the lawful

possession of one or other of such proprietors, although it is not alleged

or proved from which of such contiguous beds, layings, or fisheries the
same were stolen, or of which of such proprietors they were the pro-
perty or in the lawful possession.

) The jurors for our lady the Queen upon their oath present, that Indictment for

to wit. ) 0. I)., on the day of , in the year of our Lord ,
stealing oysters.

from a certain oyster bed [any oyster bed, laying, or fisherj'^, being the property

of any other person, and sufficiently marked out or known as such], called

[if of any particular name], the property of A. B., and sufficiently marked out

and known as the property of the said A. B., one thoxisand oysters, of the value

of twenty shillings, then and there being found, then and there feloniously did
steal, take, and carry away ; against the form of tlie statute in such (Mse made
and provided, and against the peace of our lady tlie Queen, her crown a'lid,

dignity. [Add other counts, if according to the fact, stating the stealing to

be of "oyster brood," or the stealing to be from an oyster "laying," or
" fishery."]

) The jurors for our lady the Queen upon their oath present, <Aai! indictment for

to wit. \ C. D., on the day of , in the year of our Lord ,
dredging in the

within the limits of a certain oyster bed [any oyster bed, laying, or fishery], jj'?^*'* "^ ^^ oyster

called , the 2}roperty of J. N., and stifficiently [marked out and] known
as the property of the said J. N., unlawfully and wilfully did use a certain

dredge [or net, or instrument, or engine] for the purpose then and tliere oftaking

oysters [or oyster brood] ; against theform of the statute in such case made and
ptrovided, and against the peace of our lady tlu Queen, her croion and dignity.

V. Hules concerning jFtsfjing iw or near tf)c 5ca.

By stat. 8 Jac. 1, c. 12, s. 2, every person who shall set up any now s Jac. i, c 12.

wear along the sea shore, or in any haven, harbour, or creek, or within Erecting a new

five miles of the mouth of any haven or creek, shall, on conviction,
^^^'^'

before one justice or mayor, forfeit for every ofi'ence \0l., haKto the
king, and half to him that shall sue, to be levied by the constables or
churchwardens by distress.

Sect. 2. Every person who shall willingly take, destroy, or spoil, spawn of sea fish,

any spawn, fry, or brood of any sea fish, in any wear or other engine
or device whatsoever, shall forfeit for every ofi'ence 10?. in like

manner.
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5. Concerning It seems from the case of Bridger, qui tarn, v. Richardson, (2 M. & S.

fishing in or 568), that this proyision does not comprehend shell fish ; and, if it

near the sea. does, it means a taking for destruction, and not a taking of oyster

8 J—1—12 spawn for the purpose of removing it to beds for future growth and
' ' '

' maturity, to make it marketable.
Size of nets at Sect. 2. And every person who shall fish in any haven, harbour, or
^°^

creek, or within 5 miles of the mouth of any haven, harbour, or creek
of the sea, with any draw net, or drag net, under 3 inches mesh, viz.

one and a half inch from knot to knot (except for the taking of smoulds
in Norfolk only), or with any nets with canvas, or other engine or
device, whereby the spawn, fry, or brood of sea-fish, may be destroyed,
shall in like manner forfeit such net, and also lOs. for every offence,

half to the poor, and half to him that shall sue.

Sect. 3. But this act shall not extend to any net of lesser mesh only
for taking herrings, pilchards, sprats, or lavidnian.

iGeo. 1, St. 2,c. IS. And by 1 Geo. 1, st. 2, c. 18, and by a subsequent statute, if any
person shall use at sea on the English coast, any traul net, drag net,
or net set for catching any fish (except herrings, pilchards, sprats, or
lavidnian), which hath the mesh less than 3 and a half inches from knot
to knot ; or which hath a false or double bottom, cod, or pouch ; or
shall put any net upon or behind another, in order to catch or destroy
the small fish which would have passed through any single net of 3
and a half inches mesh, he shall on conviction (after summons) before
one justice whei-e the offender resides or shall be found, on oath of
2 witnesses, in one month after the offence, forfeit the same, and also
201., half to the informer, and half to the poor; to be levied by dis-
tress; for want of suflBcient distress, to be committed to gaol for 12
months ; and the nets by warrant of such justice to be burned.
Persons aggrieved may appeal to the next sessions.

Size of sea fish. By sect. 7 of the same act (1 Geo. 1, st. 2, c. 18), if any person shall
bring to shore, or expose to sale, or shall exchange for any other
goods, matter or thing, any fish less than the following sizes from
the eyes to the extent of the tail, viz., bret or turbot, 16 inches; brill

or pearl, 14; codling, 12: whiting, 6; bass and mullet, 14; sole,

plaice, or dab, 8 ; flounder, 7 ; he shall forfeit the fish to the poor of
the parish, and also 20s., half to the informer, and half to the poor; to
be levied in the like manner ; for default of payment or of sufficient
distress, to be sent to the next house of correction, or other common
gaol or prison of the county, city, to-wn or place, to be severely
whipped and kept to hard labour 6 days, and not longer than 14.
Persons aggrieved may appeal to the next sessions. The prosecution
must be within one month.

83 Geo. 2, c. 27. But by the 33 Geo. 2, c. 27, s. 11, bret or turbot, brill or pearl,
although under the said dimensions, may be exposed to sale, so as the
same be not sold by retail for above &d. a pound. And if any greater
price shall be demanded or taken, or such fish shall not be weighed
and measured, if required, the same shall be forfeited, and the offender
shall also forfeit 20s., to be recovered, mitigated, and applied as the
penalties in the said act mentioned under tho last head relating to the
spawn of fish, and fish under size and out of season ; and the money
paid shall be returned to the party who paid the same.

42 Geo. 3. c. 22. And 42 Geo. 3, c. 22, s. 4, recites, that, whereas, by 26 Geo. 3,

to ire whalo*^'"^
c. 41, s. 1, it is enacted, that before any vessel proceed on the whale

fishery. fishery, oath shall be made by the owner and the master, or chief officer
of the vessel, before the principal officers of the customs of the port
from which such vessel intends to proceed, that it is really and truly
their firm purpose and determined resolution that such vessel shall, as
soon as licence shall bo granted, forthwith proceed on a voyage to tho
Greenland Seas, or Davis's Straits, or the seas adjacent, and there, in
the approaching season, use the utmost endeavours of themselves and
ship's company, to take whales or other creatm-es living in the sea
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and on no other design or yiew of profit in such voyage, and to import Flesh poisoTied.
the whale fins, oil, and blubber thereof, into Great Britain ; in case of
absence from illness or other unavoidable circumstances, such officers " ^°'

'
°'

may accept an affidavit thei-eof, sworn by such owner or owners before
any justice, in which affidavit shall be declared every matter and thing
which by the said recited act such owner is required to declare.

VI. Importing jFist-

The 6 Geo. 4, c. 105, repeals the stats. 18 Car. 2, c. 2 ; 1 Geo. 1, importing fish,

st. 2, c. 18 ; 9 Geo. 2, c. 33 ; and 33 Hen. 8, c. 2, relative to the buy-
ing and importation of foreign fish.

The fish markets in London and Westminster are regulated by the London fish

statutes of 10 & 11 Will. 3, c. 24 ; 22 Geo. 2, c. 49 ; 29 Geo. 2, c. 39 ;
markets.

33 Geo. 2, c. 27, extended by 4 Will. 4, c. 20 ; 2 Geo. 3, c. 15 : 36
Geo. 3, c. 118 ; and 42 Geo. 3, c. 19 ; which are not of sufficient general
interest to be here inserted. See Chit. Oame Laws, 254, &c. ; Tyrwhitt
& T. Digest of the Statutes, tit. Fish-market.

FiXTUEES, Stealing of. See " Larceny'' ; Malicious Injuries to, see

'* Malicious Injuries to Property."

Flax. See " Woollen Manufactures."

The act 6 & 7 Vict. c. 40, passed to prevent frauds and abuses in

flax manufactures will be found under title *' Woollen Manufactures."

JLIIE 27 & 28 Vict. c. 115, an act to prohibit the j)lacing of poisoned 27 & 2S Vict. c. ns.

flesh and poisonous matters in plantations, fields, and open places,
and to extend " The Poisoned Grain Prohibition Act, 1863." After
enacting that it is expedient to amend the 26 & 27 Vict. c. 113,
enacts :

—

Sect. 1. This act maybe cited for all purposes as " The Poisoned Short title

Flesh Prohibition Act, 1864."

Sect. 2. Every person who shall knowingly and wilfully set, lay, Penalty for

put, or place, or cause to be set, laid, put, or placed, in or upon any placing poisoned

land any flesh or meat which has been mixed with or steeped in or
^^* *" ^^^^'^^' ^'^'

impregnated with poison or any poisonous ingredient so as to render
such flesh or meat poisonous and calculated to destroy life, shall, upon
a summary conviction thereof, forfeit any sum not exceeding lOZ., to
be recovered in the manner provided by The Poisoned Grain Prohibi-
tion Act, 1863.

Sect. 3. Nothing in this act shall make it unlawful for the occupier Not to apply to
of any dwelling house or other building, or the owner of any rick or occupier placing

stack of wheat, barley, oats, beans, peas, tares, seeds, or of any Sonsfor Sn,c^'
cultivated vegetable produce, to put or place or cause to be put or tion of vermin,

placed in any such dwelling house or other building, or in any enclosed
garden attached to such dwelling house, or in the drains connected
with any such dwelling house, provided that such drains are so pro-
tected with gratings or otherwise as to prevent any dog from entering
the same, or within such rick or stack, any poison or poisonous
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Forcible entry, ingredient or preparation for the destruction of rats, mice, or other

dee. small vermin.
Sect. 4. This act shall not apply to any grain, seed, or meal withm

27&28Vict. 0.115.
^^^ provisions of The Poisoned Grain Prohibition Act, 1863, and the

^^^*PP^<^*i°" provisions of sect. 5 of the said Poisoned Grain Prohibition Act, 1863,

shall apply to any proceedings instituted under this act.

Force at common
law, what.

Common-law
right of rc-entiy
on lands by force.

Re-taking of
goods.

dforctfile (Bntrs anS Hetatnet («)
X! OECE in the common law, is most commonly taken in ill part, for

unlawful violence. (1 Inst. 161, h.)

It seems, that, at the common law, a man disseised of any lands or

tenements (if he could not prevail by fair means), might lawfully

regain the possession thereof by force, unless he were put to a necessity

of bringing Jiis action, by having neglected to re-enter in due time

:

and it seems certain, that, even at this day, he who is wrongfully dis-

possessed of his goods may justifj' the retaking of them by force from
the wrong-doer (6) if he refuse to re-deliver them; for the violence

which happens through the resistance of the wrongful possessor,

(a) See, in general, 1 Russ. on
Crimes, 283 ; Com. Dig. Forcible

Entry; Bac. Ab. Forcible Entry ; 3

Chit. L. C. 1135.

{Jb) But this, as a general position,

seems incorrect ; at all events, the

force must not be such as to amount
to a breach of the public peace. It is

laid down by Blackstone in his Com-
mentaries, Vol. iii. p. .4, that, "when
any one hath deprived another of his

goods or chattels personal, or wrong-
fully detains one's wife, chUd, or ser-

vant, the owner of the goods, and the
husband, parent, or master, may
lawfully claim and retake them,
wherever he happens to find them, so it

be not in a riotous manner, or attended
with a breach of the peace. The rea-

son for this is obvious, since it may
frequently happen that the owner
may have this only opportunity of
doing himself justice, his goods may
be afterwards conveyed away or de-
stroyed, and his wife, children, or
servants concealed or carried out of
his reach, if he had no speedier re-

medy than the ordinary process of
law. If, therefore, he can so contrive
to gain possession of his property
again without force or terror, the law
favours and will justify his proceed-
ing. But, as the public peace is a
siiperior consideration to any one
man's private property, and as, if

individuals were once allowed to use
private force as a remedy for private
injuries, all social justice must cease,

the strong hand would give law to

the weak, and every man would re-

vert to a state of nature : for these

reasons it is provided, that this na-

tural right of recaption shall never
be exerted where such exertion must
occasion strife or bodily contention, or

endanger the peace of society. If, for

instance, my horse is taken away,
and I find him in a common, a fair,

or a public inn, I may lawfully seize

him to my use, but I cannot justify

breaking open a private stable, or

entering on the grounds of a third

person to take him, except he h^ felo-

niously stolen, but must have recourse

to an action at law." And the

learned commentator cites 2 Roll.

Rep. 55, 208 ; 2 Roll. Ab. 565. It is

conceived, however, that, although
the owner were to take his goods
from the wrong-doer in a forcible

way, no action would lie against him
for the mere re-taking, though, in-

deed, it would lie for the injury oc-

casioned by any force unnecessarily

used in such retaking. See further

as to retaking goods, Cotn. Dig.

Pleader, (3 M. 39). It is plain from
the above passage in Blackstone and
from the cases of Patrick v. Colerick,

3 M. <£• W. 483, and Anthmy v.

Hancy, 8 Bing. 186 ; that the right

of recaption of goods does not apply
where they are on the land or pre-

mises of a third party, unless a public
inn, fair, or common, or unless they
be feloniously stolen, or the third

party was one of the original wrong-
doers. See also Burridge v. Nicholls,

6 B. & N. 389.
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being originally owing to his own fault, gives Mm no just cause of Forcible entry,

complaint, inasmuch as he might have prevented it by doing as he &c.

ought. (1 Hawk. c. 64, s. 1 ; and 3 Salk. 169, Yin. Abr. Trespass.)
~ ~

Perhaps, however, as Lord Kenyon observed, some doubt may arise

respecting what Mr. Serjt. Hawkins says, that, at common law, the
party may enter with force into that to which he has a legal title.

But without giving any opinion concerning that dictum, one way or

the other, but leaving it to be proved or disproved whenever that

question should arise ; all that the court wished to say was, that their

opinion in the principal case left that question iintouched, it appearing
by the indictment there (which was at common law) that the defen-
dants " unlawfully " entered, and therefore the court could not intend
that they had any title. [R, v. Wilson and others, 8 T. JR. 364.)

But this indulgence of the common law, in suffering persons to Restrained by
_

regain the lands they were unlawfully deprived of, having been found statutes of forcible

by experience to be very prejudicial to the public peace, by giving an
opportunity to powerful men, under the pretence of feigned titles,

forcibly to eject their weaker neighbours, and also by force to retain
their wrongful possessions, it was thought necessary by many severe
laws to restrain all persons from the use of such violent methods of
doing themselves justice. (1 Hawk. c. 64, s. 2.)

However, even at this day, in an action of forcible entry grounded Action for.

on those laws, if the defendant make himself a title which is found for
him, he shall be dismissed without any inquiry concerning the force

;

for, howsoever he may be punishable at the King's suit, for doing
what is prohibited by statute, as a contemner of the laws, and dis-

turber of the peace, yet he shall not be liable to pay any damages for

it to the plaintiff, whose injustice gave him the provocation in that
manner to right himself. {Id. s. 3.) (a)

Yet, still forcible entry and detainer are offences at the common Forcible entrj' an

law ; and the prosecutor, if he please, may proceed in that way : but "^'^"^ ** common

then the indictment ought to express, not only the common technical ' ^
words with force and arms, but also such circumstances as thereby it

may appear upon the face of the indictment to be more than a common
trespass : for a man cannot be indicted for a bare trespass. (See E. v.

Storr, 3 Burr. 1698—1731.)

{a) There are many cases in which enter and take possession of the pre- i

the resumption of possession by the mises, if vacant, or turn cattle there-

1

mere act of the party is allowed ; as on without bringing an ejectment,
'

if a tenant omit, at the expiration of jirovided he can find an opportunity
his tenancy, to deliver up possession, of doing so without using force. If'

the landlord may legally break open the owner, in resuming possession, j

the outer door and resume possession, be guilty of *a forcible entry with a i

if vacant, though there be furniture strong hand, or other breach of the '

therein ; and if the landlord put his peace, he will be liable to an imlict-

cattle on the land, and the tenant nient. And according to the case of
distrain them as damage feasant, he Newton v. Harland, 1 M. <& Gr. 664,
may be sued. {Turner v. Meijmott, he would be liable to an action of
1 Bing. 158 ; and see Taunton v. trespass if the tenant, or any one on
Costar, 7 T. R. 431 ; Rogers v. his behalf, were in actual possession
Pitcher, 6 Taunt. 202; Wildbor v. at the time of the entry : (and see iTz'?-

Rainforth, %B. & G.i; 2 Chit. Gen. lary v. Gay, 6 C. & P. 284 :) but the
Prac. 232). And it is Liid down in correctness of this decision is not
KrffZ'sPrac. 9th ed. 1196, that when- clear. Of course if the owner of
ever a party has a right of entry, property use too much force to re-

either
_
by an adverse title or for a gain possession, or commit any un-

condition broken, {Com. Dig. Con- necessary injury, he might be sued.
ditimi, (0. 3)), or on the expiration of (See cases, supra, Gregory v. Hill, 8
a term or notice to quit, (Taunton v. T. R. 299 ; Weaver v. Bu^h, Id. 78

;

Costar, 7 T. R. 431 ; Turner v. Mey- Greene v. Jmus, 1 Saund. 296.)
mott, 1 Bing. 158) he may lawfully
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1. statutes re- Indeed, there is no doubt but that the offence of forcible entry is

lathuj to. indictable at common law, though the statutes give other remedies to

the partj"^ aggrieved, restitution and damages : and, therefore, in an in-

dictment on the statutes, it is necessary to state the interest of the
prosecutor; but I do not know, said Lord Kenyon, C. J., that it has
ever been decided, that it is necessary to allege a greater degree of
force in an indictment at common law for a forcible entry than in an
indictment on the statutes. Therefore, an indictment at common law,
charging the defendants with having " unlawfully and with a strong
hand" entered the prosecutor's mill, and certain lands, and houses,
and expelled him from the possession, is good : for the words, " with
a strong hand," mean something more than a common trespass. (R. v.

Wilson, 8 T. B. 357.)

Persons having But the safest and most usual way is to proceed upon the statutes

;

three'" ^s*"^*^'""
and therefore (after having premised that by stat. 8 lien. 6, c. 9, s. 7,ree years.
^^^^ which keep their possessions with force in any lands and tene-
ments, whereof they or their ancestors, or they whose estate they have
in such lands and tenements, have continued their possession in the
same by three years or more, be not endangered by force of this

statute), we will consider those several statutes, with the interpreta-
tion that hath been put upon them, and the law relating to forcible
entry, under the following heads : (1 Hawk. c. 64, s. 13 :)

—

I. The Statutes relating to, p. 592.

II. What is a Forcihle Entry, p. 596.

III. What is a Forcihle Detainer, p. 598.

IV. Action at Law for, p. 599.

V. Indictment for and Restitution after Indictment, p. 600.

VI. Proceedings hefore Justices for and Restitution in case of, p. 603.

VII. Forms, p. 609.

5 Ric. 2, c. 8.

What entry is

illegaU

Punishment for.

15 Ric. 2. c, 2.

Justices empow-
ered to interfere
and commit
ofTander till fine
and ransom, &c.
in cases of forcible
entry.

I. statutes relatinfl to.

By stat. 5 Eic. 2, c. 8, "And also the King defendeth, that none
from henceforth make any entiy into any lands and tenements, but
in case where entry is given by the law ; and in such case not with
strong hand, nor with multitude of people, but only in peaceable and
easy manner. And if any man from henceforth do to the contraiy,
and thereof be duly convict, he shall be 2iunished by imprisonment of
his body, and thereof ransomed at the King's will.''

But this statute, as observed by Mr. Eussell, gave no speedy remedy,
leaving the party injured to the common course of proceeding by
indictment or action, and made no provision at all against forcible
detainers; in consequence of which the 15 Eic. 2, c. 2, was passed,'
confirming and extending the former act. Thus

—

15 Eic. 2, c. 2. "Item, it is accorded and assented, that the ordi-
nances and statutes, made and not repealed, of them that make entries
^-ith strong hand into lands and tenements, or other possessions what-
soever, and them hold with force, and also of those that make insur-
rections, or great ridings, riots, routs, or assemblies, in disturbance of
the peace or of the common law, or in affray of the people, shall bo
holden and kept, and fully executed, joined to the same, that at all
times that such forcible entry shall be made, and complaint thereof
cometh to the justices of peace, or to any of them, that the same
justices or justice take sufficient power of the county, and go to the
place where such force is made ; and if they find any that hold such
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place forcibly after such, entry made, they shall be taken and put in i. Statutes
the next gaol, there to abide convict by the record of the same justices relating to.

or justice until they have made fine and ransom to the king; and
that all the people of the county, as well the sheriffs as other, shall

be attendant upon the same justices to go and assist the same justices

to arrest such offenders, upon pain of imprisonment, and to make fine

to the king. And, in the same manner, it shall be done of them that
make such forcible entries in benefices or offices of holy church."
But this statute, as observed by Mr. Eussell (1 Paiss. C. 284), (see

also the observation of Patteson, J., in B. v. OaMey, A B. & Ad. 313),

gave no remedy against those who were guilty of a forcible detainer

after a peaceable entry, nor against those who were guilty of both a
forcible entiy and a forcible detainer, if they were removed before the
coming of a justice of the peace ; and it gave no power to the justice

to restore the party injured to his possession, and did not impose any
penalty on the sheriff for disobeying the precepts of the justices in the
execution of the statute. The 8 Hen. 6, c. 9, was therefore passed
to remedy this mischief.

8 Hen. 6, c. 9, s. 1, recites the 15 Eic. 2, c. 2, s. 2. And for 8 Hen. 6, c. 9.

that the said statute doth not extend to entries in tenements in peace-
f/i°ded to^cases of

able manner, and after holden with force, nor if the persons which forcible de-

enter with force into lands and tenements be removed and voided tainer(a).

before the coming of the said justices or justice, as before, nor any
pain ordained if the sheriff do not obey the commandments and
precepts of the said justices for to execute the said ordinance, many
wrongful and forcible entries be daily made into lands and tenements
by such as have no right, and also divers rights, feoffments, and dis-

continuances, sometimes made to lords, and other puissant persons,

and extortioners, within the said counties where they be conversant,

to have maintenance, and sometimes to such persons as be unknown
to them so put out, to the intent to delay and defraud such rightful

possessors of their right and recovery for ever, to the final disherison

of divers of the king's faithful liege people, and likely daily to in-

crease, if due remedy be not provided in this behalf. Our lord the

king, considering the premises, hath ordained. That the said statute. Duty of justices

and all other statutes of such entries or alienations made in times past,
°J^ h° ta-^^^

^^^^^

shall be holden and duly executed ;
joined to the same, that from

henceforth, where any doth make any forcible entry on lands and
tenements, or other possessions, or them hold forcibly, after complaint
thereof made within the same county where such entry is made, to

the justices of peace, or to one of them, by the party grieved, that the
justices or justice so warned, within a convenient time, shall cause, or

one of them shall cause, the said statute duly to be executed, and that

at the costs of the party so grieved.

Sect. 3. And moreover, though that such persons making such ^^*^*"*'?" *° ^®

entry be present, or else departed before the coraing of the said justices j\^tice°s.
^

(a) This is a highly penal statute, s. 26). This statute throughout ap-

and ought not to be extended by pears to refer either to cases where a
loose and uncertain construction. previous forcible entry had been
{Per Littledalc, J., in R. v. Oakley, committed by some one, or at all

4 B. ti- Adol. 312.) Before this events to a case where the wrong
statute there was no summary re- doer, alleged to be guilty of the
inedy to obtain the restoration of forcible detainer, was at the same
possession, unless there had been a time wrongfully aiul illegally in pos-

forcible entry ; though in one case, session, and the statute, s. 7, (after-

that a peaceable entry during the wards enforced by 31 Eliz. c. 11, s. 2),

short absence of the occupier, and expressly precludes the justices from
then upon his quick return excluding acting, when the person forcibly de-

him, was equivalent to a forcible taining has been in possession con-

entry, (1 Russ. 287 ; Hawk. c. 64, tinuously for three years.

VOL. II. Q Q
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1. Statntes

relating to.

8 Hen. 6, c. 9.

Precept to sheriff

to return a jury to
inquire of forcible

entries.

Juror to have 40;?.

per annum.

Sheriff's penalty
for neglect.

Proceedings
againstsheriff, &e.

Action against
party guilty of
forcible entry or
detainer.

They may keep
their land by
force, who have
had tliree years'
possession.
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or justice, notwithstanding the same justices or justice in some good
town next to the tenements so entered, or in some other convenient
place, according to their discretion, shall have, or either of them shall

have, authority and power to inquire by people of the same county,

as well of them that make such forcible entries into lands and tene-

ments, as of them which the same hold with force ; and if it be found
before any of them that any doth contrary to this statute, then the said

justices or justice shall cause to reseise the lands and tenements so

entered or holden as afore, and shall put the party so put out in full pos-

session of the same lands and tenements so entered or holden as before.

Sect. 4. And also, when the said justices or justice make sucii

inquiries as before, they shall make, or one of them shall make, their

waiTants and precepts to be directed to the sheriff of the same county,
commanding him, on the king's behalf, to cause to come before them,
and every of them, sufficient and indifferent persons, dwelling next
about the lands so entered as before, to inquire of such entries

;

whereof every man, which shall be impanelled to inquire in this

behalf, shall have land or tenement of the yearly value of forty

shillings by year at the least above reprises. And that the sheriff

return issues upon every of them at the day of the first precept
returnable 20s., and at the second day 40s., and, at the third time,

100s., and at every day after, double. And if any sheriff or bailiff

within a franchise, having return of the king's wi'it, be slack, and
make not execution duly of the said precepts to him directed to make
such inquiries, that he shall forfeit to the king 20?. for every default,

and moreover shall make fine and ransom to the king.
Sect. 5. And that as well the justices or justice aforesaid, as the

justices of assizes, and every of them, at their coming into the country
to take assizes, shall have, and every of them shall have, power to

hear and determine such defaults and negligences of the said sheriffs

and bailiffs, and every of them, as well by bill at the suit of the party
grieved, for himself, as for the king, to sue by indictment only to bo
taken for the king. And if the sheriff or bailiff be duly attainted in

this behalf by indictment, or by bill, that he which sueth for himself
and for the king, have the one moiety of the forfeiture of 20Z., toge-
ther with his costs and expenses. And that the same process be made
against such persons indicted or sued by bill in this behalf, as should
be against persons indicted or sued by writ of trespass done with
force and arms against the peace of the king.

Sect. 6. And moreover, if any person be put out, or disseised of
any lands or tenements in forcible manner, or put out peaceably, and
after holden out with strong hand ; or after such entry, any feofiment
or discontinuance in any wise thereof be made, to defraud and take
away the right of the possessor ; that the party grieved in this behalf
shall have assize of novel disseisin, or a writ of trespass against such
disseisor ; and if the party grieved recover by assize, or by action of
trespass, and it be found by verdict, or in other manner by due form
in the law, that the party defendant entered with force into the lands
and tenements, or them after his entry did hold with force, that the
plaintiff shall recover his treble damages against the defendant ; and
moreover, that he make fine and ransom to the king ; and that
mayors, justices or justice of peace, sheriffs, and bailiffs of cities,

towns, and boroughs, having franchise, have in the said cities, towns,
and boroughs, like power to remove such entries, and in other articles
aforesaid, rising within the same, as the justices of peace and sheriffs
in counties and countries aforesaid have.

Sect. 7. That they which keep their possessions with force in any
lands and tenements, whereof they or their ancestors, or they whose
estate they have m such lands and tenements, have continued their
possessions in the same by three years or more, be not endamaged by
force of this statute.
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The above provision of the 6tH section is still furtlier enforced by i. Statutes

the 31 EHz. c. 11. relating to.

31 Eliz, c. 11, sect. 1. Whereas there is one good act made and
established in the eighth year of the reign of King Henry VI.,

against such persons as should make forcible entry into lands, tene-

ments, and other possessions, or them should forcibly hold ; and
one very good proviso or clause, in the said act contained, as

ensueth

:

Sect. 2. That they which keep their possessions with force, in any
lands and tenements whereof they or their ancestors have continued

their possession in the same by three years or more, be not enda-
maged by force of the said statute.

Sect. 3. And whereas divers of the Queen's Majesty's good and
loving subjects, and their ancestors, or those whose estate they have,

for many years together, above the space of three years or more, have
been in quiet possession of their dwelling-houses, and other their

lands and possessions ; and now of late divers of her Majesty's said

subjects, having entries made upon their possessions, having had such
quiet and long possession, for disturbing of such enterers, and for

keeping of their possession against such enterers, by colour of indict-

ments of forcible entry, or forcible keeping possession, found against

them, by means of the oaths of such enterers, have been removed and
put out of their dwelling-houses and other their possessions, which
they have quietly held for the space of three years together, or longer

time, next before such indictments found against them, against the

true meaning and intent of the said proviso or clause contained in the

said act : For remedy of which inconvenience, and for true declaration No restitution

and explanation of the law therein, it
_
is ordained, declared, and

party'inScted has
enacted, that no restitution upon any indictment of forcible entry, or been three ye<ar8

holding with force, be made to any person or persons, if the person or ^"
'^"jf^J'^ig'^g

'

persons so indicted hath had the occui)ation, or hath been in quiet tate'not ended."

possession by the space of three whole years together, next before the

day of such indictment so found, and his, her, or their estate or estates

therein not ended or determined ; which the party indicted shall and
may allege for stay of restitution, and restitution to stay until that be

tried, if the other will deny or traverse the same ; and if the same Costs ^s^mst
_

allegation be tried against the same person or persons so indicted, ^^Jgaid allegation

then the same person or persons so indicted to pay such costs and be found against

damages to the other party, as shall be assessed by the judges or 1^™-

justices before whom the same shall be tried ; the same costs and
damages to be recovered and levied as is usual for costs and damages
contained in judgments upon other actions.

Doubts having arisen upon the construction of the above acts, 21 Jax-. 1, c. 15.

whether a lessee for yeai-s, or copyholder ousted by the lessor or lord, te^J^d to terms
could have restitution, the same were removed by the 21 Jac. 1, c. 15, for years and

which enacts, " That such judges, justices, or justice of the peace, as copyholds,

by reason of any act or acts of parliament now in force are authorised

and enabled, upon inquiry, to give restitution of possession unto

tenants of any estate of freehold, of their lands or tenements which
shall be entered upon with force, or from them withholden by force,

shall, by reason of this present act, have the like and the same autho-

ritj'- and ability from henceforth (upon indictment of such forcible

entries, or forcible withholdings before them duly found) to give like 1 1

restitution of possession unto tenants for term of years, tenants by / /

copy of court roll, guardians by knights' service, tenants by elegit,
*

statute merchant and staple, of lands or tenements by them so holden,

which shall be entered upon by force, or holden from them by force."

We will now proceed to notice the construction to be put on these

statutes.

Q Q 2
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^

II. SHi^at IS a JpoxtiUt a^ntrg.

A forcible entry or detainer is committed by violently taking or

keeping possession of lands and tenements, with menaces, force, and
anns, and without the authority of the law. (4 Blac. Ccmi. 148.)

The 5 Eic, 2, c. 8 {ante, p. 592), defines and prohibits forcible entries,

.// and the 15 Eic. 2, c. 2 {aiite, p. 592), gives jurisdiction to one or more
-justices.

Species of Property.']—It seems clear, that no one can come within

the danger of the above statutes, by a violence offered to another in

respect of a way, or such like easement, which is no possession, and
there seems to be no good authority that an indictment will lie on
this case for a common or ojftce. (1 Haivk, c. 64, s. 31.)

But it may be laid down as a general rale, that a person may be
indicted for a forcible entry into any such incorporeal hereditament
for which a writ of entry will lie, either by the common law, as for

rents ; or by statute, as for tithes, &c., see 1 liuss. 286 ; and he might
be indicted for a forcible entry into ecclesiastical possessions, such as

churches, vicarages, &c. (Id.)

Nature of Right.']—It is immaterial, to create this offence, whether
the party had a right to enter or not, for the offence consists in
asserting the right in a forcible way to a breach of the peace.
The statutes, however, do not extend to a case where the party

ousted had the bare custody of the premises for the defendant. (1
Hawk. c. 64, s. -32.)

But they extend to the forcible ouster of one joint tenant, or tenant
in common, by another, for although the entiy of such a tenant be
lawful, so that no action of trespass will lie against him for it, yet
the lawfulness of his entry in no way excuses the violence, or lessens
the injury done to his companion.

(
Id. s. 33, and see 1 Buss. 266.)

They extend to all cases where the party in possession has some
estate therein.

Nature of the Force.]—It seems certain, that if one who pretends a
title to lands barely go over them, either with or without a gi-eat

number of attendants, armed or unarmed, in his way to the church
or market, or for such like purpose, without doing any act, which
either expressly or impliedly amounts to a claim of such lands, he
cannot be said to make an entry thereinto. (1 Hav:h. c. 64, s. 20, 41.)
But it seemeth, that if a person enter into another man's house or

gi-ound, either with apparent violence offered to the person of any
other, or furnished with weapons, or company, which may offer fear

;

though it be but to cut or take away another man's com, gi-ass, or
other (foods, or to fell or crop wood, or to do any other like trespass

;

and though he do not put the party out of his possession, yet it

seemeth to bo a forcible entry. {Dalt. c. 126.)
But if the entiy were peaceable, and, after such entry made, to cut

or take away any other man's corn, grass, wood, or other goods, with-
out apparent violence or force ; though such acts are counted a dis-
seisin with force, yet they are not punishable as forcible entries.
{Id.)

But if he enter peaceably, and there shall by force or violence cut
or take away any corn, grass, or wood, or shall forcibly or wrongfully
carry away any other goods there being, this seemeth to be a forcible
entry punishable by the statutes. {Id.)

So also shall those be guilty of a forcible entry, who, having an
estate m land by a defeasible title, continue with force in the pos-
session thereof, after a claim made by one who "had a ritrht of entrv
thereto, (I JIaivk. c. Gi, a. 23.) — " -

If one find a man out of his house and forcibly withhold him from
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retui'ning to it, .and send persons to_tak:e peaceablepossession of it in 2. What is a
the party's absence, tliiST'&ccordingToTlie better opinion, is a forcible forcible entry.

entry. (1 Russ. 287 ; 1 Havjk. c. 64, s. 26.)

In general, it seemeth clear tbat, to denominate tbe entry forcible, Actual violence or

it ought to be accompanied with some circumstances of actual violence
^'^^°^ necessary,

or terror ; and therefore that an entry, which hath no other force than
such as is implied by the law, in every trespass whatsoever, is not
within these statutes. (1 Hawk. c. 64, s. 25 ; E. v. Smith, b C. & P.

201.)

In the case of B. v. Wilson and others.—The defendants were indicted with a strong

for a forcible entry and detainer at common law. The first count stated,
|\™n ™c*(fmmon'''

that they, with force of arms, luilawfully and injuriously, and with a trespass,

strong hand, entered, &c. , &c. The third count was the same as the
first, as to those words ; the second and fourth, the same as the first

and third, excepting that they omitted the words witlo a strong hand.

There was a demurrer to all these counts ; and, in support of the
demurrer, it was contended, that a private trespass only was charged
upon the face of the indictment, and not a public breach of the peace
indictable. Against the demurrer it was admitted that the second
and fourth counts were not maintainable. And by the court these
points were determined :

—

A mere trespass, which is the subject of a civil action, and where
the words vi et armis are a matter of form, cannot be converted into

an indictable offence

;

That the ofi'ence of forcible entry is indictable at common law ;

In an indictment on the statutes, it is necessary to state the interest

of the i^rosecutor

;

It is sufficient to state the same degree of force in an indictment at

common law, and in an indictment upon the statutes ; but there

must be stated that degree of force and violence in fact which consti-

tutes the offence

;

The words manu forti mean something more than a common
trespass.

It is not sufficient to charge the defendant with having entered vi et

armis.

No particular technical words are necessary in such an indictment No particular

at common law ; all that is required is, that it should appear by the
J^°|ndictment for

indictment such force and violence have been used as constitute a forcible entry,

public breach of the peace.

And the first and third counts were adjudged good. And at another
day Lord Kmyon, C.J., added, that the court desired that their deci-

sion might not be considered as a precedent in other cases to which it

did not apply. And that what Haiohius says, that at common law the
party may enter with force into that to which he has a legal title, was
left untouched by this case, for that here the indictment stated the
defendants to have unlaivfully entered, and therefore the court could
not intend that they had any title. (B. v. Wilson, 8 T. B. 357 ; and
see B. V. Smyth, C. & P. 2QI.)

As to the matter of violence ; it seems to be agreed, that an entry violence,

may be forcible, not only in respect of a violence actually done to the
person of a man, as by beating him if he refuse to relinquish his pos-
session, but also in respect of any other kind of violence in the manner
of the entry, as by breaking open the doors of the house, whether any
person be in it or not, especially if it be a dwelling-house, and per-
haps also by an act of outrage after the entiy, as by carrying away
the party's goods ? but it seems that an entry is not forcible by the
bare drawing up of a latch, or pulling back the bolt of a door, there
being no appearance therein of its being done by strong hand or multi-
tude ofpeople ; and it hath been holden that an entry into a house
through a window, or by opening a door with a key, is not forcible.

(1 Hawk. c. 64, s. 26; Com. Dig. Forcible Entry, A3.)
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It is clear that an actual assault is not necessary to a forcible entry

or detainer. {Milner v. Maclean, 2 C. & F. 11
.)

In respect of the circumstances of terror ; it is to be observed that
whenever a man, either by his behaviour or speech at the time of his

entry, gives those who are in possession just cause to fear that he will

do them some bodily hurt, if they will not give way to him, his entry
is esteemed forcible ; whether he cause such a terror by carrying with
him such an unusual number of attendants, or by arming himself in
such a manner as plainly intimates a design, or by actually threaten-
ing to kill, maim, or beat those who shall continue in possession, or
by giving out such speeches as plainly imply a piu-pose of using force,

as if one say he will keep his possession in spite of all men, or the
like. {Id. s. 27.)

But it seems that no entry shall be judged forcible from any threat-
ening to spoil another's goods, or to destroy his cattle, or to do him any
other such like damage which is not personal. {Id. s. 28.)
However, it is clear that it may be committed by a single person, as

well as by 20. {Id. s. 29.)

But, nevertheless, all those who accompany a man, when he makes
a forcible entry, shall be judged to enter with him, whether they
actually come upon the lands or not. {Com. Dig. Forcible Entry
(A3); 3 Bac. Ah. Forcible Entry (B).)

And all persons compos mentis, and who might in fact commit any
crime, may be guilty of this offence ; and consequently, an infant, or
even a married woman {E. v. Smith and others, 5 C. & F. 201, and this
even by forcibly entering into her husband's house)—may be liable to
be proceeded against.

But he who barely agrees to a forcible entry made to his use with-
out his knowledge or privity, is not within the statutes, because he did
not concur in or promote the force. (1 Hawk. c. 64, s. 24.)
As to when the offence amounts to a riot, see " Biot."

What a forcible
detainer.

The entry nmst
have been un-
lawful.

III. 512ai)at IS a J^ouifiU detainer.

It seemeth certain, that the same circumstances of violence or terror,
which shall make an entry forcible, will make a detainer forcible also.
And a detainer may be forcible, whether the entry were forcible or
not. (1 Hawk. c. 64, s. 32.)
But the entry must have been unlawful to constitute the offence of

aforcible detainer. See F. v. Oakley (4 B. & Ad. 307), where a con-
viction was quashed for not stating that the entry was unlawful ; and
Denman, 0. J., there said, " I cannot think that the legislature meant
that the act of a man in maintaining his own rightful possession with
force^ against a wrong-doer should authorise the justices to turn him
out ;

" and Fark, J., stated the inclination of his opinion to be, " that
the statute only applied when the original entry was unlawful ;" and
he observed that it would not necessarily follow from that decision
that the statute 8 Hen. 6, c. 9, does not apply to the case of a tenant
at will or for years holding over after the will has been determined, or
the term expired, because the continuance in possession afterwards
may amount m judgment of law to a neio entry ; and as to that point,
he referred to Hawk, F. C, book 1, c. 64. Taunton, J., expressed his
opinion that the statute Henry 6 only applies to a forcible detainer
preceded by an unlawful entry ; and Fatteson, J., also considered that an
tllegal entry was essential, and that if the statute were not confined to
such cases, the consequence would be that a person who had even two
years rightful possession of land might be liable under any circum-
stances to be fined and imprisoned for forcibly maintaining that
possession against a wrong-doer. He also obsei-ved that there might
be good reasons for confining the summary jurisdiction of justices to
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casos where there had originally been a forcible entry, for it might be 4. ^ ction at
hard to allow a man to be turned out of possession by so summary a law for.
course, for detaining with force that land to which he might be right-
fully entitled. {Id. p. 311 [a)

.)

Also in a conviction for a forcible detainer there must be an adjudi-
cation of an unlawful entry. {R. v. Wilson; 3 Ad. did Ell. 817.)
No attempt by the former possessor to re-enter is necessary to con- )

' /
stitute a forcible detainer. See 1 Buss. C. 288.

'

The 8 Hen. 6, c. 9, as we have seen, does not apply to a person who has Three years'

been in possession for 3 years by himself, or any other under whom he possession,

claims ; but a person in quiet possession for 3 years, and then disseised
by force, and restored, cannot afterwards detain with force within 3
years after his restitution, for his possession was interruj)ted. {Com.
Big. Forcible Detainer (B 2).)

By 31 Eliz. c. U, we have seen, no restitution is to be given on an
indictment of forcible entry and detainer where the party has been 3
years in quiet possession, before the indictment found, and his estate
not determined. See further as to this, post, p. 602.

IV. action at Uato for.

The 8 Hen. 6, c. 9, s. 6, enacts, that if any person be put out or dis- Action for.

seised of any lands or tenements in forcible manner, or put out peace-
ably and after holding out with strong hand, the party grieved shall

have assize of novel disseisin, or writ of tresjiass against the disseisor

;

and if he recover, he shall have treble damages, and the defendant
moreover shall make fine and ransom to the king.

The Party aggrieved shall have Assize, &c.'\—But this action, being

>

at the suit of the party, and only for the right, is only where the entry
',

of the defendant was not lawful ; for if a man entereth with force,

where his entry is lawful, he shall not be punished by way of action ; i

but yet he may be indicted upon the statute, for the indictment is for

the force and for the king; and he shall make fine to the king, although
his right be never so good. {Dalt. c. 129.)

The act is applicable only to parties in possession as freeholders, and
does not apply to persons in possession as tenants from year to year,
or others. {Cole v. Eagle, 8 B. & C. 409.)

Treble Bamages.']—And this he shall recover as well for the mesne
occupation as for the first entry : and before the 5 & 6 Vict. c. 97, s. 1,

he was entitled to recover treble costs also : for the word damages in-
cludeth costs of suit. (1 Inst. 2bl ; 10 Co. 115; Skier v. Atkinson, 1

Vent. 22; sed vide Hard. 152.) But since that act he will recover
only such an amount of costs as will fully indemnify him against
them.

{a) It has been said that a lessee Littledalc, J., in R. v. Oakley, 4 B. tk

who, after the end of liis term, keeps Ad. 312. Also of a lessee resisting

arms in his house to oppose the entry with force a distress for rent, or fore-

of the lessor, though no one attempt stalling or rescuing the distress. Sec

an entry; or a lessee at will detaining Com. Dig, Forcible Detainer (5 2).

w<^/orccafterthe will is determined, So, of a mortgagor detaining with
will be guilty of this offence ; for the force after the mortgage is deter-

continuauce in possession, in such a mined, and such like. (Id. Ibid.)

case, amounts in law to a new entry. But the mere denying possession in

See Com. Dig. Forcible Detainer, these cases would not amount to a

(B 2), 1 Hawk. c. 64, s. 34
;
per forcible detainer. {Id.)
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826.)

It has been said that if the indictment be not before the justices at
sessions, restitution of the property cannot be granted, for justices of
oyer and terminer or general gaol delivery, though they may inquire
of forcible entries, and fine the parties, yet cannot award a writ of
restitution. (See 3 Bac. Ab. Forcible Entry (E); 1 Hawk. c. 64, s. 36.)
But this seems questionable. (See 1 Bussell on Cringes, 292, and note.)

At all events, if the indictment be removed into the Queen's Bench by
certiorari, that court may give restitution. {Post, p. 602.)
And indictment will lie at common law for a forcible entry or

detainer, although it is generally brought under the statutes. (See
Per Wilmot, J., in R. v. Bahe, 3 Burr. 1731.) But it seems that the
evidence of the forcible entry, upon this indictment, must bo
stronger than is required to support an indictment on the statutes

;

that is to say, there must be proof of such a force as constitutes a
public breach of the peace. {B. v. Wilson, 8 T. B. 357. And see B. v.
Bake.)

If a forcible entry or detainer shall be made by 3 persons or more,
it is also a riot, and may be proceeded against as such, if no inquiry
hath before been made of the force. {Dalt. c. 44. See^os^, " Biot.")
In the caption of an indictment on the statutes, it will be sufficient

to say justices assigned to keep the peace of our Lady the Queen, without
showing that they have authority to hear and determine felonies and
trespasses ; for the statute enables aU justices of the peace, as such, to
take such indictments. (1 Haivk. c. 64, s. 36.)

It must appear on the face of the indictment that the entry was with
/ more force than a common trespass ; at least, a public breach of the

"jgSPeace must appear. {B. v. Wilson, 8 T. B. 361, 362.) An avei-ment,
that the defendant entered with a strong hand will suffice {Styles, 136;
Cro. Eliz. 461) ; but the mere words "force and arms" will not. {Id.)
If the word " disseised" is inserted, it is not also necessary to use the
terms expelled or unlawfully, for the last is superfluous, and the first is
implied in the word disseised: but, unless the word disseised bo used,
the indictment at common law should contain the word " expelled."
[B. v. Wilson, 1 T. R. 357 ; Andreivs v. Lord Cromwell, Cro. Jac. 32

;

Freiston y. Shellito, Yelv. 165.) It appears also to be sufficient to allege
that the defendant on such a day entered and disseised the prosecutor,
without adding the words then and there to the disseisin. {Bande's case,
Cro. Jac. 41 ; Ford's case. Id. 151.)

^i,'^?
indictment for a forcible detainer is good, without showing that

the defendant s original entiy was forcible {Sir W. Fitzwilliam's case,
Lro.Jac. 19) ; but it seems clear that an original unlawful entry must
be shown, see ante, p. 598. It is said, that a forcible detainer need not
be laid as agamst the peace ; but it is not usual to omit this allegation.
{Andrewes v. Lord Cromwell, Cro. Jac. 32; Ford's case. Id. 151.)
Iho tenement in which the force was made must be described with

convenient certainty
; and the indictment must set forth that the

detendant actually entered and ousted the party grieved ; and con-
tmueth his possession (a) at the time of finding the indictment ; other-

(a) If a man's wife, children, or
servants, do continue in the house or
ppon the land, he is not ousted of

his possession ; but his cattle being
upon the ground do not presei-ve his
possession. {Dalt. c. 232.)
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wise he cannot have restitution, because- it doth not appear that he 5. indictment
needeth it. (1 Hawk. c. 64, s. 37, et seq.) If it merely state that the for and restitu-

dofendant forcibly entered a certain '' tenement, ^^ which may signify tion aftery d-c.

any thing which may be held, and even an incorporeal hereditament,

it will be defective. (1 Sess. Cass. 357 ; Doe d. Bradshawe v. Plowman,
1 East, 441; Vice v. Burton, 2 Str. 891.) So, to allege that the

defendant entered two closes of meadow or pasture, a house, a rood
of land, or certain lands belonging to a house, is bad, for the same
certainty is required as in a declaration in ejectment. (1 Ilaivk. c. 64,

s. 37.)

But an indictment may be void as to such part of it as is uncertain

in this respect, and good for so much as is certain ; thus, an indict-

ment for forcible entry into a house and certain acres of land, may be
quashed as to the land and stand good as to the house. (3 Bac. Abi\

Forcible Entry (E) ; and see further, 1 Buss. C. 290 ; 8 B. & Cress. 70
;

I M. & P. 330.)

Where the indictment is not at common law, it must show the estate statement of

of the party disseised.
_

, fn%m^.!""'
An indictment for forcible entry was quashed, for not setting forth

that the party was seised or disseised, or what estate he had in the i

tenement ; for if he had only a term for years, then the entry must bo
laid into the freehold of A. in the possession of B. {B. v. Griffith, 3

Salk. 164 ; B. v. Bake, 3 Burr. 1732 ; see B. v. Botuser, 8 Doiul.

128.)

An indictment on the 8 Hen. 6 must state that the place was the \y-

freehold of the party grieved at the time of the injury ; but it seems to

be sufficient on the statutes of Kichard 2, to show who had
the possession. (1 Hawk. c. 64, s. 38.) So, an indictment under 21

Jac. 1, c. 25, must allege such an estate in him as that statute requires.

(1 7/at{;A;. c. 64, s. 38 ; CaR 415.)

An indictment for a forcible entry into a copyhold is bad, if it only
state that the copyhold was held at the will of the lord, according to

the custom of the manor, without saying " by copy of court-roll."

{Anon.. Ventr. 89.)

It has been held, that, in an indictment under the 8 Hen. 6, the
tenure of the estate will be implied from the word disseised, without
other words of freehold. {Wroth's case, 3 Leon. 102; and see Palm.
277.)

An averment in the indictment merely that the prosecutor was
" seised," is sufficient. {Bex v. Dillon, 2 Chit. Bep. 314.)

An indictment at common law, stating that the prosecutor was
possessed, will suffice. {Bex v. Wilson, 8 T. B. 360.)

Unless the particular statute require it, it seems unnecessary' to

show the quantity of estate which the party injured had in the land, or

by what title he claims it ; for it is not the title, but the possession,

which is in question. {Id. And see 2 Roll. Abr. 80, pi. 3; contra,

Anon. 1 Ventr. 306.) And where more is stated than is necessary to

prove the oflFence laid in the indictment, such unnecessary matter need c~

not be proved. Thus, in an indictment for a forcible entry on the

possession of a lessee for years, proof of the force and of such possession

is sufficient, although the indictment allege that the premises were J
the freehold of A., and such allegation is not proved. {Bex v. Lloyd,

Cald. 415.)

Where the indictment charged that the defendant into one messuage,
&c. then and there being in the possession of W. P., "he the said

W. P. then and there being also seised thereof," with force and arms
did enter, &c., this was held, after conviction, a sufficient averment of

the present seisin of W. P., so as to warrant the court in awarding
restitution. {Bex v. Hoare, 6 M. & Sel. 266.)

The indictment, to entitle the party to an award of restitution, must Ouster and con-

state not only the ouster, but also the defendant's continuance in pos- tinuance thereof,
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5. IniUriiiaiit session at the time of the finding the indictment. (1 Hawk. P. C.

for and rcslitu- c. 64, s. 41.) But it is no part of the offence described by the statute
lion after, Ac. which mentioneth forcible entry merety.

I •ii'i'ff- Evidence.']—The material averments in the indictment must be
alleged- as proved. In an indictment on the statutes, proof that the
prosecutor holds colourably as a freeholder or leaseholder, will suffice

;

for the court "will not on trial enter into the validity of an adverse claim
made by the defendant, and which he ought to assert, not by force,

but by action. [Per Vaughan, B., Bex v. Williams, Monmouth Summer
Assizes, 1828; and see Jayne\. Price, 5 Tavnt. 326.) Proof that the
jirosecutor was in the actual occupation of the premises, or in the per-
ception of the rents and profits, is sufficient prima facie evidence of his

seisin. (See Jayne v. Price, 5 Taunt. 326.) But the presumption
may be rebutted, either by direct evidence of his having a less estate,

or by evidence of circumstances from which the jury may pre-
sume it.

runishment. Punishment.]—The statute 5 Eich. 2, stat. 1, c. 8, imposes a punish-
ment of imprisonment and ransom at the Queen's will ; and, by the
common law, a fine or imprisonment may be imposed on conviction for
a forcible entry at common law. (See Cald. 415.)

lic-ititutioii. Restitution.']—The foregoing statutes show in what cases restitution
may be awarded. " The same justice or justices before whom an in-
dictment for forcible entry or detainer shall be found, may award
restitution, but no other justices, except those before whom the inquest
was found, can award restitution, unless the indictment be removed by
certiorari into the Queen's Bench, and that court, by the plenitude of
its power, can restore, and award a writ of restitution to the sheriff for
that purpose, because it is supposed to be implied by the statute, on
the ground, that whenever an inferiorjurisdiction is erected, the superior
jurisdiction must have authority to put it in execution. (3 Bac. Ab.
Forcible Entry (F) ; Dalton, c. 44, p. 98.)

It has been said that justices of oyer and terminer, or general gaol
delivery, cannot award a writ of restitution. {Id.) But this seems
doubtful. (See 1 Hawk. c. 64, s. 51.)

It is purely in the discretion of the court or judge to award the
restitution after the indictment has been found by the grand jury

;

and if refused, the court of Queen's Bench has no jurisdiction to review
the decision. {B. v. Harland and others, 8 A. & E. 826.)
The restitution can be to such property only for which a writ of

entry will lie. (See 1 Haivk. c. 64, s. 45.)
It can only be to him who was put out of actual possession, and not

to one who was only seised in law. {Bex v. 3Iarrow, C. T. Hardw.
174.) He must bo alive, and his interest continue up to the time of
the actual execution of the writ of restitution ; if such be not the case,
the defendant may show the fact, when the writ is prayed for, or apply
to the court to quash the writ, or give an indemnity to the sheriff, and
get him to return to the writ the fact as to the death or discontinuance
of interest.

The restitution must be awarded within 3 vears after the inquisition,
fii'ex V. Harris, 3 Salk. 313.) By the 8 Hen."'6, c. 9, and 31 EHz. c. 11,
{ante, pp. 593, 595), we have seen, that any one indicted on these acts
naay allege quiet possession for 3 whole years, so as to stay the award
of restitution. In such a case the possession must have continued
without mtermption during 3 whole years next before the indictment.
(3 Bac. Ab. Forcible Entry (G) ; 1 Hawk. c. 64, s. 53.) And the pos-
session must be of a lawful estate. {Id.) As to the plea and costs
under this, see post, p. 608, and 1 Russ. C. 293.
A supersedeas of the restitution may be awarded by the same justices
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who awarded the restitution, or by the court of Queen's Bench, on a 6. Proceedings
certiorari. (3 Bac. Ab. Forcible Entry (G) ; 1 Hawk. c. 64, s. 51 ; 1 before justices

Buss. 293.) And any execution of restitution executed after the teste for restitution

of the certiorari is avoided, but the justices are not brought into con- in case of.

tempt without notice. (3 Bac. Ab. Forcible Entry (Gr) ; 1 Hawk. c. 64,

ss. 61, 62.)

The court of Queen's Bench may also set aside the restitution, and
grant re-restitution. {Id.; Ford's case, Cro. Jac. 151; Alleyn, 50.)

As to how restitution is to be made, see next section.

If possession under a writ of restitution ^e avoided immediately
after execution by a fresh force, the party shall have a second
writ of restitution without a new inquisition ; but the second writ
must be applied for in a reasonable time. {Rex v. Harris, 1 Ld. Raym.
482.)

VI. i^tocertings ^before ^miitt^ for, ant i^estitution

in rase of.

Eor a more speedy remedy, it is enacted, by stat. 15 Eich. 2, c, 2, Proceedings for

8 Hen. 6, c. 9 [ante, p. 593), that the party giieved may complain to before justices,

any one justice, or to a mayor, sheriff, or bailiff, within their

liberties.

But although one justice alone may proceed in such cases, yet it may
be advisable for him, if the time for viewing the force will suffer it, to

take to his assistance one or two more justices.

The justices may indeed, in their discretion, refuse altogether to in-

terfere" in the case. The court of Queen's Bench will not compel them
to proceed. (See Ex parte Davey, 2 Howl. N. 8. 24.)

Concerning this power of justices, it is, as we have seen, enacted by
the above statutes that

—

After complaint made to such justice, by the party grieved, of a forcible

entry made into lands, tenements, or other possessions, or forcibly holding

thereof, he shall, luithin a convenient time, at the costs of the party grieved,

(without anj' examining or standing iipon the right or title of either

party, see Dalt. c. 44,) take sufficient power of the county and go to the

place where such force is made.
And if the justice shall find any that hold such place forcibly after such

entry made, they shall be taken and put into the next gaol, there to abide
convict by the record of the said justice until they shall have made fine and
ransom to the king.

And cdl people of the county, as well the sheriff as other, shall be attend-
ant on the justices to arrest the offenders ; on pain of imprisonment and
fine to the king.

Complaint by the Party grieved,']—Yet these words do not enforce any complaint made,
necessity of such a complaint ; for it is holden, that the justice may
and ought to proceed upon any information or knowledge thereof
whatsoever, though no complaint at all be brought unto him by any
party grieved thereby. {Lamb. 417.)

It is recommended that the complainant be sworn, and do after- Oath of complain-

wards upon such oath, make his statement of his own right to the
'''"*"

estate very particularly, and also show the circumstances of the alleged
forcible entry, or at all events of some original illegal entry. It was on
account of the complaint in the case of Rex v. Oakley (4 B. & Ad.
307) not showing the conviction for a forcible detaiher, that the
original entry was either forcible or unlawful, the court quashed the
conviction. {Id.)

Summoning of Defendant.']—In order to justify a conviction upon the Summoning of

view of the justice, it is, it seems, requisite that the defendant should defendant.
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6. Proceedings be previously summoned, and a conviction in such, a case omitting the

before justices statement of summons, or not otherwise showing that the defendant

for restitution in had an opportunity of defending himself against the ex parte charge,

case of. would, it seems, be bad. (See Bex v. Wilson, and 3 Ad. & E. 817.)

Find any tTiat hold such placeforcibly after such Entry made.']—If the

justice, when at the premises, do not actually have view of any continu-

ing force, he cannot proceed ; and supposing that the parties have been

guilty of a previous forcible entry, but the continuance of force has

ceased, it should seem that they can only be punished by indictment

at the sessions or assizes, or a jury must be empanelled to try theforcible

entry under the 8 Hen. 6, c. 9, sect. 4. This may be collected from the

terms of the act, 15 Eich. 2, c. 2, and from the authorities, which
state that "if such offenders being in the house at the coming of

the justice shall make no resistance, nor make show of any force, then
the justice himself cannot arrest or even remove them at all upon
such view." {Bait. Just. c. 44.) And see 8 Hen. 6, c. 9, s. 3, which
implies that unless the justice himself view the force he cannot restore

possession.

If upon the justice's arriving at the premises the doors be shut, and
those within the house should deny the justice to enter, he may order

an outer door to be broken open in his presence, and may enter to

remove the force {Dalt. Just. c. 44) ; and if such entry has been made,
and the justice shall find such force, he shall cause the offenders to be
arrested, and shall also take away their weapons, it is said also their

armour, and cause them to be appraised, and after to be answered to

the king as forfeited, or the value thereof (a).

If after a strict inquiry of the complainant, it should appear doubt-

ful whether there was any breach of the peace in the entry, or whether
upon the merits the party in possession has not the better, or at least

an equitable right to retain it, then the best course will be for the
justices to dismiss the complaint, and leave the party to indict at the
sessions, or try his right in an action of ejectment. But if a strong
case of recent forcible entry, especially if attended with any aggravated
circumstances of violence, should be prima facie made out, then the
justices, as conservators of the peace, ought to act, and promptly so,

and to go to the premises and demand admittance, and endeavour fully

to ascertain the circumstances of the original entry, and also of the
continuing detainer ; and unless, on his own view, he observe violence
or threats of using arms to exclude the party recently expelled, or if

the offenders be not present, then the justices should not act upon
their own view, but if required by the complainant, should issue their
warrant to the sheriff, to summon a jury from the neighbourhood

(a) Dalt. Justice, c. 44. In a case
fully advised upon, by Sir Vicary
G-ihhs and Mr. Serjt. Shepherd, where
a lessee held over after he had forfeited
Ills lease by several breaches of cove-
nant, and was comnntting waste
after notice of his forfeiture and de-
mand of possession, an active justice
of the peace for the county of Essex,
Avith two regular constables, in strict
observance of those opinions, went to
the premises, and after stating that
he was a justice of the peace for the
county, and that the lease was for-
feited, and the right to possession
vested in the landlord, demanded
admittance; and being refused, the

justice then stated the substance of

the enactment, subjecting persons

guilty of a forcible detainer to fine

and imprisonment, and giving power
to a justice to deliver possession to

the landlord ; whereupon a person
from within stated they had fire-

arms, and would use them if any
attempt should be made to take pos-

session. Upon which the justice

ordered the constables instantly to

force the outer door, which was done,

and possession given to the landlord

;

and as all the jiersons w ithin engaged
to retire peaceably, the justice only
took recognisance to appear at the
sessions.
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forthwitli (8 Hen. 6, c. 9, s. 4) ; and even for the next day or shortly 6. Proceedings

afterwards [Dalt. Just. c. 133 ; the party traversing is to bear the costs before justices

of the trial of the traverse, and not the king or prosecutor), to try for restitution in

whether the entry was forcible as well as the detainer. c^^e of.

As to the proceedings in case there is no continuance of the force in

view of the justice, see ^osf, p. 607.

>

Witliout any examining or standing upon the rigid or title of either Right of claim-

party.1—{Dalt. c. 44, p. 96.) This position, in its application to forci-
''^"'^*

hie entries, is perfectly correct, because no man ought to assert a claim,

in so violent a manner ; and in that case his right is not to be inquired

into, {per Vaughan, B. in B. v. Williams, as stated in Dick. Sess. by
Mr. Serjt. Talfourd, 239) ; but in its application to a mere alleged

forcible detainer, it is submitted as being incorrect. If it were sustain-

able to its full extent, then if any party should think fit to claim the

possession of a house in the lawful occupation of another, and the

occupier, confident in his own just right, should refuse to deliver it,

and actually defend the same, then any justice might be required to

go to the place and request the occupier to give up possession ; and if

the latter should refuse to quit, and fasten all the outer doors, the

justice might treat him as an offender, and fine and commit him to

prison, and give possession to the claimant, although he had no
pretence of title. This would be a most dangerous jurisdiction,

especially if the justice is not to inquire or consider the right or title

of either party : and yet, according to the doctrine referred to, a
justice would be bound, without inquiring into the title, to turn out

every person so exceedingly uncivil as not to quit instantly upon the

justice's request. Neither could it have been the intention of the

legislature to impose upon a justice the difficult office of deciding upon
the title of either party ; and if it was intended to permit interference

in other cases than those where there had been originally a forcible

entry by some one within three years, stiU. it must at least have been
intended to limit their jui-isdiction to very clear and obvious cases of

illegal toithholding possession from the true owner. (2 Chit. Oen.

Pract. 237.)

It is, however, laid down by Serjeant Hawkins, that there may be a
forcible detainer, whether the entry were forcible or not {Ilaivk. P. C.

c. 22) ; and that if a lessee, after the end of this term, keep arms in

his house to oppose the entry of the lessor, though no one attempt an
entry, (and see MS. case, ante, p. 604, note (a), where Sir V. Oibbs and
Mr. Sei'jeant Shepherd were of opinion that the statute extended to a

j

lessee holding over), or if a tenant at will should detain tvith force-

after the will has been determined, he will be guilty of a forcible t

detainer, and that so would a lessee resisting with force a distress for|

rent; or even, it is said, forestalling or rescuing the distress {Cofn.j

Dig. Forcible Detainer {B 2) ; ante, p. 599) ; and it is also laid down, that
if a mortgagor detain with force after the mortgage has become for-

feited, that is a forcible detainer, though it is at the same time admitted
that the mere denying possession in these cases would not amount to

a forcible detainer. {Com. Dig. Forcible Detainer {B 2) ; sed qucere.) It
may be asked how is it certain, in the first two cases, that there may
not have been a valid agreement for a new tenancy ; or in the last,

that the mortgagee had not agreed that the mortgagor should continue
in possession as his tenant ; and yet it is supposed that this is imma-
terial, and that the justice must proceed. It is clear, that at one stage
of the indictment for a forcible entry, the continuance of the right of
the prosecutor may be inquired into : and it is said that if such interest

has ceased, the defendant may apply to the court to quash a writ of
restitution, or at least prevent its execution. (2 Chit. Gen. Pract.

238.)
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6. Proceedings Shall he put in the next Oaol.']—It is said that the justice hath no
before justices power to commit the offender to gaol, unless he do it upon his own

for restitution in vietu of the force and not upon the jury finding the same afterwards.
case of. {Dalt. c. 44 ; 1 Haivh. c. 64, s. 8.) See form of commitment, post,

Co
^~ ^^' '^'

.ommi men . ^^^ ^ such offenders, being in the house at the coming of the
justice, shall make no resistance, nor make show of any force, then
the justice cannot arrest or remove them at all upon such view. {Dalt.

c. 44.)

But, howsoever, if the force be found afterwards by the inquiry of
the jury, the justice may bind the offenders to the peace ; and if they
be gone, he may make his warrant to take them, and may after send
them to the gaol until they have found sureties for the peace. {Ibid.

;

sed. qucere, see 2 Chit. Oen. Pract. 234.)

Note.—Ml". Daltmi in his place says, good behaviour, which I have
presumed to alter to the peace, as deeming it much the safer ; and not
being sufficiently satisfied concerning the power of a justice of the
peace to bind to the good behaviour in the like cases, which power
Mr. Dalton hath enlarged more than all other authors, without any
assistance from the commission of the peace, or any act of Parliament,
other than had been for above 200 years before.

Convict by the Record.']—Also such justice ought to make a record
(see form, No. 6, post) of such force by him viewed, which record shall
be a sufficient conviction of the offenders, and the parties shall not be
allowed to traverse it : and this record, being made out of the sessions
by a particular justice, may be kept by him ; or he may make it in-
dented, and certify the one part into the Queen's Bench, or leave it

with the clerk of the peace, and the other part he may keep himself.
For this view of the force by the justice, being a judge of record,
maketh his record thereof, in the judgment of the law, as strong and
effectual as if the offenders had confessed the force before him ; and,
touching the restraining of traverse, more effectual than if the force
had been found by a jury, upon the evidence of others. (This is as
to the fine and imprisonment, but not as to restitution.) (15 Eic. 2,
c. 2 ; Dalt. c. 44.)

The conviction on the view of the justice ought, it seems, to show
that the defendant was summoned or had the opportunity of defend-
ing himself against the ex parte charge. (R. v. Wilson, 3 Ad. & E.
817, ante, p. 597.)
The conviction for a forcible detainer must contain an adjudication

of an unlmvful entry. {R. v. OaJcley, 4 B. & Ad. 307.)
And it seems it ought to set out the facts which show the detainer

to be unlawful. {R. v. Wilson, supra.)
Where it appears on the face of a conviction for a forcible detainer

that it tooklplace upon the view, and no mention is made of the
justice s having received any evidence at the time, the court of Queen's
Bench will not on its removal thereof by certiorari call for a further
retiuTi of facts or evidence connected mth the transaction. (R. v.
Wilson, \ A.& E. 627.)

Until they have made Fine.^—ln the case of R. v. Sir Edio. Ehvell,
he was brought up upon a habeas corpus, with a return of the cause of
his commitment, which was upon a conviction of forcible entry and
detainer. And it being moved to discharge him upon exceptions to
the commitment, the court refused to enter into the consideration of
them till the conviction was likewise regularly removed before them.
But, by consent, he was bailed in the mean time. And this term the
conviction being before the court, it appeared that there was no fine
set by the justices, and it was therefore moved to be quashed. It was

Fine.
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agreed on both, sides that there should be a fine ; but it was insisted, 6. Proceedings
that it being now before the King's Bench by a certiorari, they might before justices

set the fine. But, by the court :—^"We are not to execute the judgment for restHution in

of an inferior court. The conviction is to be upod view : and they case of.

who yiew the nature of the force are the properest judges what fine to
~ —

set : and though a certiorari should come before the fine is set, yet it

would be no contempt in the justices to complete their judgment by
setting one. Lambard, indeed, was of opinion, that the justices could
not set the fine at all ; but upon what foundation we can never imagine.
The justices are not bound to do it upon the spot, but may take a
reasonable time to consider of the fine, because, by the words of the
act, the commitment is to be, till he has paid the fine. The conviction
must be quashed, and the defendant discharged. (E. v. Elwell, 2 Str.

794.)

The same was likewise solemnly resolved in LeigJiton's case (1 Salk.

353) («) ; and that the justice may assess the same either before the
commitment or after. (1 Haivk. c. 64, s. 8.) ,

.

And the fine must be assessed upon every ofiender severally, and pinc assessed //
not upon them jointly. {Dalt. c. 44 ; R. v. Elwell, 2 Lord Rayni. 1514 ;

severally.

•2 8tra. 794; and see Morgan v. Brown, 4 Adol. & Ell. 515.)

Payment of Fine.']—Upon payment of the fine to the sheriff, or upon Payment of fine.

sureties found (by recognizance) for the payment thereof, it seemeth
that the justice may deliver the offenders out of pi'ison again at his
pleasure. {Bait. c. 44.)

As to estreating the fine, see ante, " Fines.'"

Proceedings luhere there is no continuance offorce in view of the Justice.'] Proceedings wliere

—If there should be no continuance of the force in the view of the
ti^''uance"of'^fm-ce

justice, then, as we have seen, he could not restore possession ; and in view of the

therefore it was found that many offenders took care to avoid all Justice,

apjiearance of force in the presence of the justice, and thereby still

maintained their possession, and ousted the party injured of his sum-
mary remedy. To prevent that injustice, the subsequent act, 8 Hen. 6,

c. 9, ss. 3, 4, enacts, "And moreover though such j)ersons making
such entry be present, or else departed before the coming of the said
justices or justice, nevertheless the same justices or justice shall have
authority and power to inquire, by people of the same county, as well
of them as make such forcible entries as also of them that hold with
force, and if the jury shall find that the parties had offended against
the statute, then the justice shall put them out, and restore the person
forcibly disseised."

Restitution hy one or more Justices.]—We have just seen what power Restitution by

and authority a justice has in these cases concerning removing the "^"^ j"sticc.

force : but the party ousted cannot be restored to his possession by the
justice's view of the force, nor unless the same force be found by the
inquiry of a jury.

Concerning which it is, by stat. 8 Hen. 6, c. 9, s. 3, enacted, " And
though that the ])ersons making such entry he present, or else departed'

before the comirig of the Justice, he may iiotwithstanding , in same good
town next to the tenements so entered, or in some other convenient 'place by
his discretion, (and that though he go not to see the place where the
force is, Dalt. c. 44), have poiver to inquire hy the people of the county, as

(a) In the course of the judgment peared doubtful wbether tlie de-
in E. V. Wilson, Z A. cfc E. 817, this feiidant was imprisoned upon the
case was adverted to, and from the summary conviction or for want of

production of the original warrants bail on an indictment for riot and
of commitment in that case it ap- assault. \
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•I. Proceedings weZZ of them that make such forcible entry, as of them which hold the same

before justices with force."

for resHtulion in Sects. 4, 5. '^ In oi'der to which the justice shall muJce his precept

case of. (Form. No. 8, post, p. 613) to the sheriff, commanding him in the hinges
'

behalf to cause to come before him, sufficient and indifferent persons,

divelling next about the lands so entered, to inquire of such entries ; whereof
every man shcdl have lands or tenements of 40s. a year above reprises.

And the sheriff shall return issues on every of them, at the day of the first

precept returnable 208., and at the second day 40s., and at the third day
100s., and at every day after double. And the sheriff making default

shall, on conviction before the same justice or before the judge of assize,

forfeit 201. ; half to the king, and half to him who shall sue, tvith costs ;

and moreover shall make fine and ransom to the king."

Before the same Justice.']—^And tlie justice may proceed against the

sheriff for this default, either by biU at the suit of the party, or by in-

dictment at the suit of the Queen. {Dalt. c. 44.)

And the defendant also, if he be not present, ought to be called to

answer for himself ; for it is implied by natural justice in the con-
struction of all laws, that no one ought to suffer any prejudice thereby ,-

without having first an opportunity of defending himself. (1 Hawk.
c. 64, s. 60.)

And it seems to be settled at this day, that if the defender tender a
traverse of the force, the justice ought not to make any restitution,

till the traverse be tried. [R. v. Bengough, 3 Salk. 169.)

The defendant may, by the 31 Eliz. c. 11, plead 3 years' possession.

See the enactment (it will be found fully set forth, ante, p. 595). It hath
been holden, that the plea of such possession is good, without show-
ing under what title or of what estate such possession was ; because
it is not the title, but possession only, which is material in this case.

(1 Hawk. c. 64, s. 56 ; sed vide, ante, p. 600.) And it was holden by the
court, in LeiglitorHs case, that if the defendant shall either traverse the
entry or the force, or plead that he has been 3 years in possession, the
justice may summon a jury for the trial of such traverse, for it is

impossible to determine it upon view ; and if the justice have no
power to try it, it would be easy for any one to elude the statute by
the tender of such a traverse, and therefore, by a necessary construc-
tion, the justice must needs have this power incidental to what is ex-
pressly given him. (1 Haiuk. c. 64, s. 8.) And this traverse must be
tendered in writing, and not by a bare denial of the fact in words ; for
thereupon a venire facias must be awarded, a jury returned, the issue
tried, a verdict found, and judgment given, and costs and damages
awarded ; and there must be a record, which must be in writing, to do
all this, and not a verbal plea. {Dalt. c. 133 ; 1 Haivk. c. 64, s. 58.)
Upon which traverse tendered, the justice shall cause a new jury
to be retm-ned by the sheriff, to try the traverse : which may bo
done the next day, but not the same day. (Dalt. c. 133.) And it

seemoth he who tendereth the traverse shall bear all the charges of the
trial ; and not the Queen or the party prosecuting. (Id.)
And the 8 Hen. 6, c. 9, s. 3 (ante, p. 593), enacts, if such forcible

entiy or detainer be found—(see Form No. 6, jwst, p. 610)—before such
justice, then the said justice shall cause to reseise—(see Form No. 12,
]W8t, p. 614)—the lands and tenements so entered or holden, and shall
restore the party put out to the full possession of the same.

Mode of procuring The said Justice.]—It seems to be agi-eed that no other justices of the
reseisin.

peace, except those before whom the indictment shall be foimd, shall
have any power, either at the session or out of it, to make any award
of restitution. (1 Haivk. c. 64, s. 50.)

Shall cease to reseise]

—

And the justice may break open the house by
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force to reseise the same; and so may tlie sheriff do, having the 7. Forms.
justice's warrant. {Dalt. c. 44.)

'-
'-—

Reseise.']—That is, shall remove the force, by putting out all such
offenders as shall be found in the house, or upon the lands, that
entered or held with force, {Dalt. c. 130.)

The sheriff, if need bo, may raise the power of the county to assist

him in the execution of the precept ; and therefore, if he make a return
thereto, that he could not make a restitution by reason of resistance,
he shall be amerced. (1 Haivk. c. 64, s. 9.)

And shall restore the party put out.']—And this he may do in his own
proper person ; or he may make his warrant to the bailiff to do it

{Dalt. c. 44 ; 1 TIatvlc. c. 64, s. 49) ; and it may be, it seems, done over
again, if the wrong-doer immediately after again dispossesses.forcibly.

(See ante, p. 607.)

If the magistrates convict the parties, the conviction and proceedings Proceedings re-

may be removed into the Court of Queen's Bench by certiorari and moved by certi-

there reviewed, and that court may award a writ of restitution to the
°^^""

sheriff, to restore possession to the party expelled. {Dalt. c. 44, p. 98.)
As to the notice of motion and other proceedings upon the certiorari,

see title " Certiorari."

Where the conviction is quashed, the court will order restitution to the where convic-

party injured. Thus in It. v. Jones, 1 Str. 474, a conviction of forcible t'o" quashed,

entry was quashed for the old exception of messuage or tenement, by res«tution.
^^^^

reason of the uncertainty ; but the restitution was opposed on an
affidavit that the party's title (which was by lease) was expired since
the conviction. But the court said, they had no discretionary power
in this case, but were bound to award restitution on quashing the con-
viction.

VII. J^onus.
[Commencement as ante, (a). (No. l.)]—on tlic day of , at (l). Commitment

the parish of , in the said countyforcibly, and ivith strong hand, did enter °" ^
^'^'.m N

''^

^V
into a certain messuage [or, land, &e. , according to the fact], with the appur- into^a'freehold.
tenances there situate, of which one A . B. was then seised in his demesne as of
Jee, and the said A. B. from the jieaceable possession of the said m-essuage [or,

land, <fcc. ], xvitli the appurtenances aforesaid, forcibly and with sti'ong hand un-
lawfully did expel and put out ; against the fonn of the statute in that case

•made and provided. And you, the said keeper, d-c. [Conclude as aiite.

(No. 1.)]

Same as last precedent, adapting it to a term for years, tenancy by copy of (2). Commitment

court roll, or tenancy by elegit, statute merchant and staple. [See the 21 Jac. 1, o" 21 Jac. i, c 15,

c. 15, ante, as thus :
—" of which one A. B. was possessed for a certain imex- jnto'a^leasehold^

pired term of years," tfcc. d;c. as in the last precedent.] copj'hold, <fec.

[Commencement as aiife, {a). (No. 1.)]

—

on the day of , A.D. , (3). Commitment
at tlic parish of in tlie said county, with force and arms and loitli a strong fof ^ forcible de-

hand, unlawfully did enter a certain messuage, with tlie appurtenances tliere
g ^^^

^"^ ^
'9

' ^^
situate, of wliicli one A. B. was seised in his desmcsnc as of fee, and tlie said 21 Jac! 1', c. 13.

A. B.,from tlie peaceable possession of the said messuage, ivitJi tlie apimrtc-
nances aforesaid, tlien and tliere did unlawfully expel and put out ; and tiiat

tlie said C. D., then and there, and from hence hitlierto, the said A. B,^^'om
tlie possession of the said 'iucssuage with the appurtenances aforesaid, with force
and arms, and with strong hand, ^mla^vfully and injuriously didkeep out,jind

the said messuage and appurtenances, and the 2)ossession thereof, then and there

unlaufully and forcibly did hold, and still doth hold, from the said A. B. ;

(a) See ''Commitment.''^ \

VOL. ir. E K
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7. Forms. acjainst (he form of the statute in that case Diadc and provided,

said keeper, <fcc. [Conclude as ante, (No. 1.)]

Ami yoii, the

(i). Indictment
, (to wit). The jurorsfor our lady tJic Queen ^l210n their oath jyresent, that

l°nt?/and detainer A. I., on the day of , in the year of our lord, ,
waspossessed

on the statutes. of a certain messicage with the ajrpurtenanccs, situate, lying, and Icing in ,

in Hie parish of , in tJie county of , for a certain term of years, then

and still to come and unexpired, and being so possessed thereof, one A. 0., after-

wards, to wit, on dx., aforesaid, into the same TnessvMge, with the appurte-

nances aforesaid, with force and arms and with strong hatid, %inlawfully did

enter, and the said A. I.frmn the peaceable possession oftlie said messuage, with

the appurtenanxxs aforesaid, vnthforce and arms and with strong Jmnd, unlaw-

fully did expel and put oid, and the said A. I., from tlie 2)ossession thereof, so

as aforesaid, with force and arms and with strong hand, being unlaivfully ex-

pelledand pitt out, the said A. 0., him the said A. I., from tJie aforesaid

dcy ff , in the year aforesaid, until the day of the taking this inquisi-

tion, from the possession of the said messuage, urith the appurtenances afore-

said, vrith force and arms, and with strong hand, U7ilavfidly and injuriously

did keep out, and doth still keep out, to the great damage of the said A. J.,

against the peace of our said lady the Queen, and against the form of the sta-

tutes in that case made and provided.

Note.—If it is a freehold, then the party should be said to be seised thereof

in his demesne as of fee ; and consequently he must be thereof disseised ;

otherwise it is of a lesser estate, of which he is not properly said to be seised,

but possessed thereof at the will of the lord, according to the custom of the

manor, or the like, and then must be expelled, ejected, amoved, or the like.

(5). Indictment . (to wit). The jurm's for our lady the Queen ^ipon their oath present,
for a forcible

_ ijiat C. J)., E. F., and G. U., together with divers otiier persons, to the number

!;?t'Z^7.^1»^"^*^ of six or more, to the jurors aforesaid tinknown, on the day ofat common law. / ., y r i -ji j- j j -a -li •• ^ 7in the year oj our Lord , with force and arms, to unt, toith pistols,

swords, sticks, staves, and other offensive weapons, into a certain ham and a
certain orchard, situated and being in the parish of , in the county of ,

and then in the possession of one I. K,, unJaufully, violently, forcibly, in-

juriously, and with a strong hand, did enter ; and the said C. D., E. F., and
G. II., together with the said other evil-disposed persons, to the jurors aforesaid
unknown, as aforesaid, then and there, vnth force aiul arms, to wit, vnth pistols,

swords, sticks, staves, and other offensive weapons, unlawfully, violently, forcibly,

injtiriously, and with a strong hand, tlie said I. K. from the ptossession of the

said bam and orchard did expel, amove, and ptit oid ; and the said I. K., so

as aforesaid expelled, amoved, and ptit outfrom the possession of the said barn
and orchard, then and titere with force and arms, to wit, with pistols, swords,
sticks, staves, and other offensive weapoTis, unlawfully, violently, forcibly, in-

juriously, aiul with a strong hand, did keep otd, and still do keep out ; and
other wrongs to tlie said I. K., then and there did ; to tlie great damage of the
said I. K., and against the peace of our lady the Queen, her crown and
dignity.

coiiTdlitio'^f"'^
-^«ft<, ) Be it remembered, that, on the day of in the year of

forcible detainer ^° '^^-
» ^^^ '^^'^^ "/ ^*^ sovereign lady Queen Victoria, at B., in tlie county

upon view (a). of Kent aforesaid, E. E. complaineth to us, Sir E. B., baronet, P. B. atid W. P.

{a) The books upon the office of a
.justice of the peace generally set forth
that the record ought to be in the
present tense, and not in the time
past, (and herewith do accord the
adjudged cases in the court of King's
Bench)

; yet, nevertheless, they all

exhibit the form of a record in the
time past, and not in the present.

(1 Str. 443. ) Therefore Dr. Burn took
the liberty to alter the same from tlio

record in Ld. Raymond of the con-
viction of Sir Edm. Elwell and others
(see ante, p. 606) ; adding the fine

thereunto, for the want of which that
conviction was quashed. j\nd he
gave the following fomi of a record
of a forcible detaitur, rather than a
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esquires, three of the justices of our said lady the Qiieen, assigned to keep the

peace in tJie said county, and also to hear and determine divefs felonies, tres- .

passes, and other misdemeanors in the said county committed ; tliat E. F., late

of London, gentleman, J. B., late of , and D. M., late of , into

tlie messvMge of licr the said E. E. , called L. , sitimte within the parish

of B. aforesaid, did enter ; and her, the said E. E., of the messuage aforesaid,

%chcreof tlie said E. E. at the time of tlic entry aforesaid was seised as of the
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7. Forms.

forcible entry, because the justice for

the most part cannot be supposed to

be present at the entry, as not having
knowledge thereof till after the entry

is made. Such form, however, was
held bad in Ilex v. Wilson (5 N. <fc

M. 164), for not setting out the facts

which show the detainer to be unlaw-
ful, and from that case it would seem
tliat in a conviction on the view of

the justices it ought to appear on the

face of the conviction, that the de-

fendant was summoned, or had the

opportunity of defending himself
against the ex parte charge.

Kent, ) Be it remembered thai, on the

to wit.
\ of , in the year

of the reign of our sovereign lord

King George, d-c, at BeckingJmm, in

the county of Kent, aforesaid, Eliz.

Elviell complaineth to tcs, Sir E. Bet-

tcnson, barwief, P. Burrell, aivd W.
J'assenger, esquires, three of the jus-

tices of our said lord five King, as-

signed to keep tlie
,
peace in tiic said

county, and also to liear and determine

divers felonies, trespasses, and otlicr

iniisdcmeanors in the said county com-

mitted, that Sir Edm. Elwell, late of

London, baronet, Joseph Billers, late

of , and Daniel Monty, late of ,

into the messuage oj her tlie said E. E,,

being, the mansion house of her the scoid

E. E., called Langley-house, situate

within tlie parish of- Bedoinghann,

aforesaid, did enter, and her the said

E. E., of the onessiidge aforesaid,

whereof the said E. E. aA tlie time of
the entry aforesaid was seised as of
the freehold of her the said E. E., for
tlie term ofher life, iinlawful,ly,^eeted,

expelled, and amoved, and the said

messuage from her, tlie said E. E.,

^mlawfully, with strong hand and
armed 2wwer, do yet hold and from
her detain, against die form of the

statute in such case made and pro-

vided ; wliereupon the same E. E.

tlien, to wit, 07i the said fifteenth day

of September, at the parish of B.
aforesaid, prayeth of lis, so as afore-

said being justices, to her in this behalf

that a due remedy be provided, accord-

ing to theform of tlie statute aforesaid ;

v-hich complaint and prayer by us,

the aforesaid justices, being heard, we

tJie afofesaid E. B., baronet, P. B.
and W. P.f esquires, justices afore-

said, to tlie messuage aforesaid, per-

sonally have come, and do then and
tliere find and sec the aforesaid Ed,.

E., J. B., and B. M., tlie aforesaid

messuage, with force and arms, im-
lawfully, with strong Jiand and aiincd

power detaining, against the form of
the statute in such case made and pro-

vided, awarding as she, the same E. E.,

so as aforesaid Jiath unto us com-
plained ; therefore it is considered by
us, the aforesaid J2istices, that the

aforesaid Edmund Elivell, Joseph
Billers, and Daniel Mmity, of the

detaining aforesaid vrith strong lutnd,

by our mvn jjrojjcr view then and
there as aforesaid had, are convicted,

and every of them- is convicted, accord-

ing to tlieform of the statute aforesaid:

whereupon we, tlie justices aforesaid,

upon every of the aforesaid Ed. E.,

J. B., and D. M., do set and impose
severally a fine of 101. of good and
lavful mmuy of Great Britain, to be

paid bjj them and every. of tlicm. seve-

rally to our said sovereign lord tlie

King, for the said offences; and do
ccncse them, and every of them, tlien

and tliere to be arrested ; and tlie same
Ed. E., J. B., and D. M,, being con-

victed, and every of them being con-

victed 2ipon our ou-n 2)7'oper view, of
the detaining aforesaid vntli strong

hand as aforesaid, by us the aforesaid

justices are committed, and every of
them is committed, to the gaol of our
said lord the King, at Maidstone, in
the county of Kent, aforesaid, being

tlie iiext gaol to the messuage aforesaid,

there to abide respectively, tmtil they

shall have paid their several fines res-

pectively to our said lord tlie King,
for their respective offences aforesaid.

Concerning which the premises afore-

said, we do make this our record. In
witness whereof, we, the aforesaid E.

B., baronet, P. B., and W. P., es-

quires, the justices aforesaid, to this

record our hands and seals do set, at

the parish of B. aforesaid, in the

county of Kent aforesaid, on the

day of , in the year aforesaid

of the reign of our said sovereign lord

the now King.
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7. Forms. freeJiold of her the said E. B. for the term of her life, [or, "to her and licr

heirs in Jicr demesne as of fee " or was possessed for a certain term of years,

whereof years and tqjwards were then to come unexpired'] , unlawfully ejected,

expelled, and amoved, and the said mcssioage from her tJie saidE. E. unlavfully,

with strong hand ami armed poioer, do yet hold and from her detain, against

tlieform of the statute in sueh ease made and provided ; wJiereupon the said

E. E. prayeth of us so as aforesaid, being justices, to her in this hehalf, that a
due remedy be provided according to the form of the statute aforesaid ; which
cmnplaint and prayer by ils the aforesaid justices being heard, we the aforesaid

E, J}., baronet, P. B. and W. P., esquires, justices aforesaid, to Uie messuage

aforesaid personally have come and viewed the said messuage on the day
of , A. D. , whereupon the said E, F., J. B., aiui D. M,, after

being duly summoned to answer the said cliarge, appeared before tis the said

justices, on the said day of , A. 1). , at tlie said messuage,

[according to the fact], and having heard the said charge, declared tliat they

were not, nor was either of them, guilty of the said offence, [or as the case may
happen to be, did not appear before los the said justices pursuxcnt to the said
summo7is], or, ["did neglect and refuse to onake any defence against tlie said
charge "J, whereupon we the said justices did proceed to examine into the truth

of the said charge against the said E. F., J. B., and D. If., and on tJie said
day of , A. D. , at the parish aforesaid, in tlie county of ,

a credible witness in tliat behalf, upon his oath duly administered to him by us,

deiMseth and saith, [if the defendant be present, say],
'

' i7i the presence of the

said E. F., J. B., and D. M.," that, Ac. [here state the evidence as in tlie

case of a conviction, and as nearly as possible in the words used by the -witness,

and if more than one witness be examined, state the evidence given by each.
If the defendant confess the olfence, then instead of stating the evidence, say,

"aiul the said E. F., J. B., and D. M., acknotvledged a7ui voluntarily con-
fessed the samA to be true "], therefore we the said justices, finding and seeing
that the afvresaid E. F., J. B., and D. M., the aforesaid messuage, with force
and arms, unlawfully with strong haiui and armed power do detain, against the

form of the statute in such case made and jrrovided, and it manifestly apixaring
to us the said justices, that the said E. F., J. B., and D. M. arc guilty of the

offence cJuirged %ipon them as aforesaid, as she the said E. E. so as aforesaid hath
unto us complained ; it is considered by us the aforesaid justices, that the afore-
said E. F., J. B., and D. M. of the offence aforesaid, and of the detaining
aforesaid with strong haiul, by our oicn2»'oper view then and t/iere as aforesaid
had, are convicted, and every of them is convicted according to the form of the
statute aforesaid ; whereupon we the justices aforesaid, upon every of the afore-
said E. F., J. B., andD. M. do set and impose severally [ante, p. 607] afm and
ramo7n of ten pounds, to be paid by them and every of tlicm severally to our said
sovereign lady the Queen for the said offence, and do caiise them ami every of
them then and there to be arrested, and the same E. F., J. B., and D. M. being
convicted, and every of them being convicted, upon ottr own proper vieio of tlie

detaining aforesaid with strong hand as is aforesaid, by %is the aforesaid justices,
are commiUed and every of them is committed to the gaol of our said lady tlie

Queen at M. in the county of Kent aforesaid, being tlie next gaol to the messuage
aforesaid, tJiere to abide resp)ectively until they shall have 2mid their several fines
and ransoms respectively to our said lady the Queen for the offence aforesaid.
Concerning which tlie premises aforesaid we do make this record. In tcitmss
wliereoftvc the aforesaid justices have hereunto set our hands and seals, at
aforesaid, in Vie couiUy aforesaid, on the day of , in the year of our
Lord

E. B. (L. s.)

P. B. (L. s.)

i

a). Commi-tmont C<«"''i/ of 1 To the constable of in tJie said county, and to the keeper of her

ln'i,"J«nfi'!j!.°fa«„», 1 ,- J Majesty's gaol at ,in the said county, and to his dejndy and
by iLltice ' ^''if''^'>^^rc and to every of them, greeting: Whereds upon co7>iplJnt mode
y J unto us this day, by A. I., of , in the said county, yeoman, that [&c. , state

tlie coniplaint concisely as in the above form of record], wJiereupmi we went
xmmedmtchj [cr on ] to the said messuage of the said A. I., at afore-
saut, m the said county, and it appearing unto us as well upon otir own view, and
upon evidence adduced to us in that behalf that the said E. F., J. B., and 1) M.
were guilty of the said offences, and that tlicy were forcibly, with strong hand
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and armed power, holding the said house, against the pea^c of our said lady the » Forms.
Queen, and against theform of the statute in sueh case made ajid provided, they '

'.—
irei'e convicted before us of Uie said offence : and ichereupon we the said justices

adjudged tJuit the said E. F. sliould pay unto our lady the Quecn-for the said
offence the fine and ransom of£ ,and that tlie said J. £. shouldpay unto
our said lady the Qiiccn for the said offence the fine and ransom of £ , and
tliat the said D. M. slwuld pay unto our said lady the Queen for the offence

aforesaid tliefine and ransom of £ , and that they, the said E. F., J. B. ,

and D. M. should severally and respectively be imprisoiied in her Majesty's gaol
at , there to abide until they should severally and respectively have paid
the rcsjjcctivc fnes and ransoms aforesaid. Aiid ichcreas they have not norhaih
any of them paid the respective fines and ransoms aforesaid, these are therefore

to command you the said constable to take the said E. F., J. B., aiul D. M.,
and them safely to convey to her Majesty's gaol at , aforesaid, and there to

deliver them to the said keeper tliercof, together with this precept; and I do
hereby commaiui you the said keeper of the said gaol, to receive the said E. F.,

J. B.. and D. M., into the said gaol, there to imprison them respectively unltl

tlwy shcill severally and respectively jxiy tJie said respective fines and ransoms
aforesaid. Herein fail ycu not, at the peril tlmt mayfollow thereof. Given at

aforesaid, in the county aforesaid, wider our hands and seals, the

(^fy of , in the year of the reign of our said sovereign lady the now
Queen.

Note by Burn.—Bj' the forms in the Books, all the offenders stand com-
mitted until all have paid, so as that the first shall not he discharged on
]iaymeut of his own fine, hut continue until all the rest shall have jiaid like-

Mise ; which seems unreasonahle, and is not warranted hy the statute.

Comity of ) Richard Whinfcld, esquire, one of the juMiees of our lord tlie King, (8)- Incept to

I
assigned to keep the peace in the said county, and also to hear and | f^y ^'^ ^^"^

determine diversfelonies, trcsjxisscs, and other misdemeanors in tlie said county
co}n7nittcd, to the sheriff of the said couidy, greeting : on behalf of our said lady
the Queen, I command you that you, cause to come before tiie at in the

county aforesaid, on the day of next, ensuing ticenty-four sufficient

and indifferent men, of the neighbourhood of aforesaid, iti tlie county
aforesaid, every of iclwm shall have lands or teiwments of forty shillings yearly
at the least, above reprises, to inquire upon their oaths for our said lady the

Queen, of a certain entry made with a strong hand {as it is said) into the mes-
ifuage of one A. I. aforesaid, in the county aforesaid, against the form of the

statute in stich case made and provided. And you are to return upon every of
the jurors by you in this behalf to be impanelled twenty shillings of issues at the

aforesaid day. And have you then there this precept. And Viis you shall in
iioicise omit; upon the peril that shall tliercof ensue. Witness the said R. W.,
at , in the county aforesaid, the day of in tlie year of

^

the reign of our sovereign lady Queen Victoria.

You, as foreman of this inquest, shall true inquiry and presentment make 0/ W.. T^« forcmnn

all such things as shall come before you, concerning a forcible entry [or, "rfe- ** Jurors oa
.

tainer"] said to have been lately committed in the dwelling-house of ,

yeoman, at , in this county : you sJutil simre no one forfavour or affection,

n>r grieve any one for hatred or ill-will, but proceed herein according to the best

of your knowledge, and according to the evidence tfiat sfiall be given to you : So
help you God.

Tlie oath that A. F., yourforeman, hath takai on his part, you and every of The jurors' oath.

you shall truly observe and keep on yourparts : iSo help you God.

County of ) An inquisition for our sovereign lady the Queen, indented and (lo). Theinqui-

) taken at , in the said county, the day of , in the sition, or findins

year of , by the oaths of ,
good and lawful men of the said °' ^ ^"'^'•

county, before J. P., esquire, mie of the justices of our said lady the Queen,
assigned to keep the peace in the said county, and also to Jicar and determine
divers felonies, tresjxisscs, and other misdemeanors in tlie same county committed,
who say, upon their oaths aforesaid, that A. I., of aforesaid, \ijeoman\
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long since lawfidly and peaceably was seised in his demesne as of fee [if it is

not freehold, then s&y 2)ossessed] of and in one messioage, with the appurtenan<:es

in aforesaid, in the county aforesaid, and his said possession [and seisi7i^

so continuef^ until E. P. 0., late of [yeoma^i], J. B. , late of the same
[yeoman'], and D. M., late of the saTue [yeoman], and other malefactors un-

knoum, on the day of now last p>ast, vxith strong hand and armed piowcr,

into the messuage aforesaid, with the appurtenances aforesaid, did enter, aiui

him tlie said A. I. thereof disseised, and with strong liand expelled ; and him
the said A. I. so disseised and expelledfrom the said messuage, with the ajjpicr-

tenances aforesaid, from the said day of , imtil the day of the taking

of this inquisition, with like strong Ivxnd atvd armed power did keep out, and do
yet keep out : to the great disturbance of the peace of our said lady the Queen,
and against the form of the statute in su/^h case made and 2}rovidcd.

We, wlwse naines are hereunto set, being the jurors aforesaid, do, %ipon tJie

evidences now produced before xis, find the inquisition aforesaid true.

A. B.

C. D. &c.

ai). Memoran- County of \ Be it remembered, that we, E. 0. and J. W., clerks, and W. C. B.,
dum to bo en- / esquire, justices, in the within inquisition named, did, this tenth
dorsod thereon by ^if^y^ dsc., personally go to the messuage and other the prremises in the within-

^ '' written inquisition mentioned, and did rescise the same, unth the ajJjMrtcnanccs,

and did restore and piot tlie ivithin-natned T. B. and J. S. into ftoll possession

thereof, according as they before the entry and forcible detainer therof by J. W.
in the said inqtcisition inentioned were seised, according to the form of the statutes

in such case, d-c. Given, dtc. [Signed and sealed by the three justices.]

(12). Warrant to
the sheriff for

restitution.

County of\J. P., esquire, one of the justices of our sovereign lady the Queen,

J assigned to keep the peace in the said county, and also to hear and
determine divers felonies, tresjiosses, and other misdemeaiiors in the said county
committed : Tq the sheriffof the said county greeting : Whereas, by an inquisition
iiulented and taken before me the justice aforesaid, at , in the county afore-
said, on this day of , in the year of the reign of , upon
tlie oatlis of , and by virtue of the statutes made and jrrovided in cases of
forcible entry and detainer, it is found that [here set out the finding of the jury,
as in the injunction in the past tense, till the words ''against the form of tlie

statute in such case nuule and provided, " inclusive], as by tlie inquisition afvre-
said more fully appeareth of record: Therefore, on behalf of our said sovereign
lady the Queen, I charge and command you, that taking with you tlie power of
tlie coimty, {if it be needful) you go to the said messuage and otlier the premises,
ami the.same with the appurtenances you cause to be reseised, and tluit you cause
the said A. I. to be restored and put into his full possession thereof, according as
lie, before the entry aforesaid, loas seised, according to the form of tlie said
statutes. And this you shall in nowise omit, on the penalty thereon incumbent.
Given under my hand and seal at , in tlie said comity, the day of

,
in the year of the reign of our sovereign lady Queen Victoria.

(«) This form was that adopted in R. v. Wilson, 1 A. cC- E. 629.
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^

(/Sfee '^Admiralty.")

It is no defence on behalf of a foreigner, charged in England with a

crime committed there, that he did not know he was doing wrong, the

act not being an offence in his own country. But though it is not a
defence in law, yet it is a matter to be considered in mitigation of

punishment. {B. v. Esop, 1 0. & F. 456.)

It seems, that, if a person having committed, a felony in a foreign

country comes to England, he may be arrested here, and conveyed
and given up to the magistrates of the country against the laws of

which the offence was committed. {Mure v. Kaye, 4 Taunt. 34.)

It was held in the case of Pisani v. Lawson (6 Bing. N. C. 90), that

an alien, though not naturalized or admitted a denizen, may maintain
an action for libel.

As to the trial, «S:c., of offenders for murders committed abroad, see
'^ Homicide.^'

Several statutes have been passed in the present reign for carrying

into effect conventions with foreign powers as to the surrender of

persons charged with certain offences, and proofs of depositions taken
before competent magistrates in foreign states, as to which see "Evi-
dence." It has not been thought necessary to print the acts at length

in this work.

dforeign Setbice*
EnTEEING into the service of any foreign state without the Queen's Entering into,

consent, or contracting with it any engagement which subjects the ^ ^'^ *^ °

party to an influence or control inconsistent with the allegiance due to

his sovereign, such as receiving a pension from a foreign prince, with-

out the Queen's leave, is at common law a high misdemeanor, and
punishable accordingly. Such also is disobedience to the Queen's

command to a subject abroad to return home ; or to her writ of ne

exeat regno to a subject at home, commanding him to continue here.

(1 Easfs P. a 81 ; 4 Bla. Com. 122.)

And, says Hawkins, it is so high an offence to prefer the interest of a
foreign prince to that of our own, that any act is criminal which may
but incline a man so to do, as to receiv.e a pension from a foreign

prince without the leave of our king. (1 Hawk. c. 22, s. 3.)

Disobedience to letters from the king to a subject commanding him Prerogative of

to return from beyond the seas, or to his writ of ne exeat regno, or pro- ^p®^®'''*^ regno,

clamation commanding the subject to stay at home, is " a high mis-

prision and contempt " (4 Bla. Cam. 122) ; and if the subject neglects

to retiu-n from beyond the seas when commanded, his lands shall be
seized till he does return. (1 Haivh. P. C. c. 22, s. 4.)

And, in the words of Mr. Hawkins, "it is a high offence for any Refusing to assist

subject to deny the king that assistance for the good of the public, ter Majesty in

either in his councils or wars, which by the law he is bound to give
""""^

him." (1 Haivk. c. 22, s. 2.)

The serving or procuring others to serve foreign states was provided

against by several statutes prior to the passing of the 59 Geo. 3, c. 69;

and the stat. 3 Jac. 1, c. 4, s. 18, made it a felony for any subject to

serve any foreign state ; and in construction of that act, it was held,

that if a party go out of the realm with intent to serve a foreign state,
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59 Geo. 3, c. 69.

Subjects enlisting
or engaging to
enlist and serve
in foreign service,

Accepting; c(

mission, &c.

Foreign Service, although there be no service in fact, or if a party do actually so servo,

though he did not go abroad for that purpose, but on some other occa-

sion, it would bo within the act. (I Easfs P. C. c. 2, s. 23; 3 Inst.

80.) The offence is however now, by the 59 Geo. 3, c. 69, made a

misdemeanor only.

The 59 Geo. 3, c. 69, repeals stats. 9 Geo. 2, c. 30; 29 Geo. 2, c. 17,

and the Irish acts, 11 Geo. 2, and 19 Geo. 2.

Sect. 2 enacts that. If any natural-born subject of his Majesty, his

heirs and successors, without the leave or licence of his Majesty, his

heirs or successors, for that purpose first had and obtained, under tho
military or naval.' sign manual of his Majesty, his heirs or successors, or signified by

order in council, or by proclamation of his Majesty, his heirs or suc-

cessors, shall take or accept, or shall agree to take or accept, any mili-

tary commission, or shall otherwise enter into the military service as

a commissioned or non-commissioned officer, or shall enHst or enter

himself to enlist, or shall agree to enlist or to enter himself to serve as

a soldier, or to be employed or shall serve in any warlike or military

operation in the service of or for or luider or in aid of any foreign

2)1^06, state, potentate, colony, province, or part of any province or

people, or of any person or persons exercising or assuming to exercise

the powers of government in or over any foreign country, colony,

province, or part of any province or people, either as an officer or

soldier, or in any other miUtary capacity ; or if any natural-born sub-
ject of his Majesty shall, without such leave or licence- as aforesaid,

accept, or agree to take or accept, any commission, warrant, or ap-
l^ointment as an officer, or shall enlist or enter himself, or shall agree
to enHst or enter himself, to serve as a sailor or marine, or to be em-
ployed, or engaged, or shall serve in and on board any ship or vessel

of war, or in and on board any ship or vessel used or fitted out, or
equipped or intended to be used, for any warlike purpose, in the service

of or for or under or in aid of any foreign power, prince, state, potentate,

colony, province, or part of any province or people, or of any person
or persons exercising or assuming to exercise the powers of govern-
ment in or over any foreign country, colony, province, or part of any
province or people ; or if any natural-born subject of his Majesty shall,

without such leave and licence as aforesaid, engage, contract, or agree
to go, or shall go, to any foreign state, country, colony, j^rovince, or
part of any province, or to any place beyond the seas, with an intent
or in order to enlist or enter himself to serve, or with intent to serve
in any warlike or military operation whatever, whether by land or by
sea, in the service of or for or under or in aid of any foreign prince,

state, potentate, colony, province, or part of any province or jjeople,

or in the service of or for or under or in aid of any person or persons
exercising or assuming to exercise the powers of government in or
over any foreign country, colony, province, or part of any province or
lieople, either as an officer or a soldier, or in other military capacity, or
as an officer or sailor, or marine in any such ship or vessel as aforesaid,

although no enlisting money, or pay or reward, shall have been or
shall bo in any or either of the cases aforesaid actually paid to or
received by him, or any person to or for his use or benefit ; or if any
person whatever, within the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland, or in any part of his Majesty's dominions elsewhere, or in
any countrj', colony, settlement, island, or place belonging to or
subject to his Majesty, shall hire, retain, engage, or procure, or shall
attempt or endeavour to hire, retain, engage, or procure, any person
or persons whatever to enlist, or to enter or engage to enlist, or to
serve or to be employed in any such service or employment as afore-
said, as an officer, soldier, sailor, or marine, cither in land or sea
service, for or under or in aid of any foreign prince, state, potentate,
colony, province, or part of any province or people, or for or under or
in aid of any person or persons exercising or assuming to exercise any

Engaging to go,
• •r Koing into
foreign countries,
with intent to
enlist, Ac.

Retaining or pro-
curing others to
enlist, (to.
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powers of government as aforesaid, or to go or to agree to go or em- Foreign Service.

bark from any part of his Majesty's dominions, for the purpose or

with intent to be so enlisted, entered, engaged, or employed as afore- ^^ Geo. 3, c. 69.

said, whether any enlisting money, pay, or reward shall have been or Misdemeanor,

shall be actually given or received, or not ; in any or either of such

cases, every person so offending shall be deemed guilty of a misde-
meanor, and upon being convicted thereof, upon any information or

indictment, shall be punishable by fine and imprisonment, or either of

them, at the discretion of the court before which such offender shall be
convicted.

Upon an indictment under this act for causing or attempting to

cause men to enlist or engage in the Confederate service as sailors,

and also for counselling men here to enlist in such service abroad, and
for assisting in the equipment of the vessel for such sei-vice ; the evi-

dence showed that an old gunboat, dismantled of all warlike equip-
ments, was purchased at Sheerness, with a view to her being engaged
in the Confederate service, that the defendant took an active part in

repairing her and fitting her for sea, and also in engaging men to go
on board of her as firemen or stokers for a trial trip ; that she went to

Calais, where the Confederate flag was hoisted, and a Confederate
captain came on board, who attempted to enlist the men, and that

after this the defendant was on board, and still used his endeavours
to send men on board the vessel as stokers : Cockhurn, C. J., held that

the material point was the defendant's knowledge of the ultimate

destination of the vessel ; that his acts after knowledge of it were
evidence of his having had such knowledge before the acts of engage-
ment in this country ; that the acts abroad were evidence of the

intention of the acts in this country ; that the mere repairing of the

vessel for a trial trip was not an equipping ; and that the clause as to

enlistment applied to the engagement of men in any capacity con-

nected with the navigating of the vessel as firemen, stokers, or

engineers. (B. v. Bumble, i F. & F. 175 ; see also B. v. Corhett, 4

F. & F. 555.)

Where a vessel was seized in an incomplete state, but there was
evidence that she was being built so as to be fitted for equipment, and
that she was intended for a belligerent, and the case for the crown
being that she was so far advanced as to leave no reasonable doubt of

her being fitted for a vessel of war, Pollock, C. B., told the jury that

the question was whether the vessel was merely built for sale in

pursuance of a contract, which would be lawful, or with the intent

that she should be equipped in this country with the object of being
used for war by the belligerent power. {B. v. Sillim, 3 F. & F. 646.)

The court of exchequer afterwards held in the same case that the
building in pursuance of a contract with intention to sell and deliver

to a belligerent power, the hull of a vessel suitable for war, but un-
armed and not equipped, furnished, or fitted out with anything which
enabled her to ci-uiso or commit hostilities, or do any warlike act

whatever, is not a violation of the act. (33 L. J. Ex. 92.)

Sect. 3 contains a proviso for persons enlisted or serving before the
times herein specified.

Sect. 4. It shall and may be lawful for any justice of the peace Justices to issue

residing at or near to any port or place within the United Kingdom
^'^"^JgiJension of

of Great Britain and Ireland, where any offence made punishable by offenders,

this act as a misdemeanor shall be committed, on information on oath
of any such offence, to issue his warrant for the apprehension of the
offender, and to cause him to be brought before such justice, or any
justice of the peace ; and it shall be lawful for the justice of the peace
before whom, such ofteudor shall bo brought, to examine into the
nature of the offence upon oath, and to commit such person to gaol,

there to remain imtil delivered by due course of law, unless such
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Foreign Service, offender shall give bail, to the satisfaction of the said justice, to appear
and answer to any information or indictment to be preferred against

59 Geo. 3, c. 69, -^^^^ according to law, for the said offence ; and that all such offences

S'"bc°fricT^ which shaU be committed within that part of the United Kingdom
called England, shall and may be proceeded and tried in his Majesty's
coui't of King's Bench at Westminster, and the venue in such case

laid at Westminster, or at the assizes or sessions of oyer and terminer
and gaol delivery, or at any quarter or general sessions of the peace,
in and for the county or place where such offence was committed

;

and that all such offences which shall be committed within that part
of the United Kingdom called Ii'eland, shall and may bo prosecuted
in his Majesty's court of King's Bench at Dublin, and the venue bo
laid at Dublin, or at any assizes or session of oyer and terminer and
gaol delivery, or at any quarter or general sessions of the peace, in
and for the county or place where such offence was committed ; and
all such offences as shall be committed in Scotland, shall and may be
prosecuted in the court of Justiciary in Scotland, or any other court
competent to try ciiminal offences committed within the county,
shire, or stewartry within which such offence was committed; and

Where offence whero any offence made punishable by this act as a misdemeanor

Uidt^d^Ki^^dom
^^^^ be committed out of the said United Kingdom, it shall be lawful

justice to kfue'"' ^01' ^^Y justico of the pcaco residing near to the port or place whero
warrant for appro- such offence shall be committed, on information on oath of any such

offender
°*

offence, to issue his warrant for the apprehension of the offender, and
to cause him to bo brought before such justice, or any other justice of
the peace for such place ; and it shall be lawful for the justice of the
peace before whom such offender shall be brought, to examine into
the natiu-o of the offence upon oath, and to commit such person to
gaol, there to remain till delivered by due course of law, or otherwise
to hold such offender to bail to answer for such offence in the superior
coui't, competent to try, and having jurisdiction to try, criminal
offences committed in such port or place ; and all such offences com-
mitted at any place out of the said United Kingdom shall and may be
prosecuted and tried in any superior court of his Majesty's dominions
competent to try, and having jurisdiction to try, criminal offences
committed at the place where such offence shall be committed.

Vessels with per- Sect. 5. In case any ship or vessel in any port or place within his

enKaged in foreign Majesty's dominions shall have on board any such person or persons
service, may be who shall have been enlisted, or entered to serve, or shall have

p^rt'in his'^Ma-
c^^g^ged or agreed or been procui-ed to enlist or enter or serve, or who

jesty'8 dominions, shall be departing from his Majesty's dominions for the purpose and
with the intent of enlisting or entering to serve, or to be employed,
or of serving or being engaged or employed in the service of any
foreign prince, state, or potentate, colony, province, or part of any
provmce or people, or of any person or persons exercising or assuming
to exercise the powers of government in or over any foreign colony,
province, or part of any province or people, either as an officer,
soldier, sailor, or marine, contrary to the provisions of this act, it

shall be lawful for any of the principal officers of his Majesty's
customs, where any such officers of the customs shall be, and, in any
Eart of his Majesty's dominions in which there are no officers of his
fajesty's customs, for any governor or persons having the chief civil

command, upon infonnation on oath given before them respectively,
which oath they are hereby respectively authorised and empowered
to administer, that such person or persons as aforesaid is or are on
board such ship or vessel, to detain and prevent any such ship or
vessel, or to cause such ship or vessel to be detained and prevented
from proceeding to sea on her voyage with such persons as aforesaid

^ircmnstan^s*"'^
°^ ^^^"'^

'
P^^^^^l^d nevertheless, that no principal officer, governor,

oath is to bo
^^

"^! person, shall act as aforesaid, upon such information upon oath as
made. alorcsaid, unless the party so informing shall not only have deposed
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in such information that the person or persons on board such ship or Foreign Service.

vessel hath or have been enlisted or entered to serve, or hath or have
engaged or agreed, or been procured to enlist or enter or serve, or is ^^ ^^°- ^'^- ^^

or are departing as aforesaid, for the purpose and vrith the intent of

enlisting or entering to serve, or to be employed, or of serving, or

being engaged or employed in such service as aforesaid, but shall

also have set forth in such information upon oath, the facts or cir-

cumstances upon which he forms his knowledge or belief, enabling

him to give such information upon oath ; and that all and every

person and persons convicted of wilfully false swearing in any such

information upon oath, shall be deemed guilty of and suffer the

penalties on persons convicted of wilful and corrupt perjury.

Sect. 6. K any master or other person having or taking the charge Masters of ships,

or command of any ship or vessel, in any part of the United Kingdom ^q^m p^^^J^
of Great Britain and Ireland, or in any part of his Majesty's domi- enlisted contrary

nions beyond the seas, shall knowingly and willingly take on board, to this act.

or, if such master or other person having the command of any such
ship or vessel, or any owner or owners of any such ship or vessel,

shall knowingly engage to take on board any person or persons who
shall have been enlisted or entered to serve, or shall have engaged or

agreed, or been procured, to enlist or enter or serve, or who shall bo
departing from his Majesty's dominions for the purpose and with the

intent of enlisting or entering to serve, or to be employed, or of

serving, or beuig engaged or employed in any naval or military ser-

vice, contrary to the j)rovisions of this act, such master or owner, or

other person as aforesaid, shall forfeit and pay the sum of 50Z. for Penalty.

each and every such person so taken or engaged to be taken on
board ; and moreover, every such ship or vessel, so having on board,

conveying, carrying, or transporting, any such person or persons,

shall and may be seized and detained by the collector, comptroller,

surveyor, or other oflB.cer of the customs, until such penalty or penal-

ties shall be satisfied and paid, or until such master or person, or the

owner or owners of such ship or vessel, shall give good and sufficient

bail, by recognizance, before one of his Majesty's justices of the peace,

for the payment of such penalty or penalties.

Sect. 7. If any person within any part of the United Kingdom, or Persons fitting

in any part of his Majesty's dominions beyond the seas, shall, without
to afd hf mlfitary

the leave and licence of his Majesty for that purpose first had and operations with

obtained as aforesaid, equip, furnish, fit out, or arm, or attempt, or atiy foreign powers

endeavour to equip, furnish, fit out, or arm, or procui-e to be equipped, ^' °^ icencc,

ftu'nished, fitted out, or armed, or shall knowingly aid, assist, or be
concerned in the equipping, furnishing, fitting out, or arming of any
ship or vessel, with intent or in order that such ship or vessel shall be
employed in the service of any foreign prince, state, or potentate, or

of any foreign colony, province, or part of any province or people, or

of any person or persons exercising or assuming to exercise any
powers of government in or over any foreign state, colony, province,

or part of any province or people, as a transport or store ship, or with
intent to cruise or commit hostilities against any prince, state, or

potentate, or against the subjects or citizens of any prince, state, or
potentate, or against the persons exercising or assuming to exercise

the powers of government in any , colony, province, or part of any
province or country, or against the inhabitants of any foreign colony,

province, or part of any province or country, with whom his Majesty
shall not then be at war ; or shall, within the United Kingdom, or or issuing com-

any of his Majesty's dominions, or in any settlement, colony, terri- missions for ships,

tory, island, or place belonging or subject to his Majesty, issue or
deliver any commission for any ship or vessel, to the intent that such
ship or vessel shall be employed as aforesaid, every such person so
offending shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall, upon Misdemeanor,
conviction thereof, upon any information or indictment, be punished
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59 Geo. 3, c. 69.
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by fine and imprisonment, or either of them, at the discretion of the

court in which such offender shall be convicted ; and every such ship

or vessel, with the tackle, apparel, and furniture, together with all

the materials, arms, ammunition, and stores, which may belong to or
be on board of any such ship or vessel, shall be forfeited ; and it shall

be laM'ful for any officer of his Majesty's customs or excise, or any
officer of his Majesty's navy, who is by law empowered to make
seizures for any forfeiture incurred under any of the laws of customs
or excise, or the laws of trade and navigation, to seize such ships and
vessels aforesaid, and in such places and in such manner in which the
officers of his Majesty's customs or excise and the officers of his

Majesty's navy are empowered respectively to make seizures under
the laws of customs and excise, or under the laws of trade and navi-
gation ; and that every such shi]) and vessel, with the tackle, apparel,
and furniture, together with all the materials, arms, ammunition,
and stores which may belong to or be on board of such ship or vessel,

may bo prosecuted and condemned in like manner, and in such courts
as ships or vessels may be prosecuted and condemned for any breach
of the laws made for the protection of the revenues of customs and
excise, or of the laws of trade and navigation.

Sect. 8. If any person in any part of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland, or in any part of his Majesty's dominions beyond
the seas, without the leave and licence of his Majesty for that purpose
first had and obtained as aforesaid, shall, by adding to the number of
the guns of such vessel, or by changing those on board for other guns,
or by the addition of any equipment for war, increase or augment, or
procure to bo increased or augmented, or shall be knowingly con-
cerned in increasing or augmenting the warlike force of any ship or
vessel of war, or cruiser, or other armed vessel, which at the time of
her arrival in any part of the United Kingdom, or any of his Majesty's
dominions, was a ship of war, cruiser, or armed vessel in the service
of any foreign prince, state, or potentate, or of any person or persons
exercising or assuming to exercise any powers of government in or
over any colony, province, or part of any province or people belonging
to the subjects of any such prince, state, or potentate, or to the in-
habitants of any colony, province, or part of any province or country
under the control of any person or persons so exercising or assuming
to exercise the powers of government, every such person so offending
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall, upon being con-
victed thereof, upon any information or indictment, be punished by
fine and imprisonment, or either of them, at the discretion of the
court before which such offender shall be convicted.

Sect. 9. Offences made punishable by the provisions of this act,
committed out of the United ffingdom, may be prosecuted and tried
in his Majesty's Court of King's Bench at Westminster, and the venue
in such case made at Westminster, in the county of Middlesex.

Sect. 10. Penalties may bo sued for and recovered by action or
information.

Sect. 12. Penalties not to extend to persons entering into military
service in Asia.
By the annual mutiny act, persuading soldiers to desert is made

punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both. See tit. ''Military
Law."
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Forfeiture.

dToresitaUtns, SngrosSjStns, ana
l^egrattng.

J OEESTALLINQ- (forestcellan or forestdlan) in the English Saxon, Derivation of

signifieth properly to market before the public, or to prevent the public terms.

market ; and metaphorically, to intercept in general ; and seemeth
derived from fore, which is the same as before, and stalle, a standing

place or department ; from whence sprang the ancient word stallage,

which signifieth monej'' paid for erecting a stall or stand for the sell-

ing of goods in a fair or market.
Ingrossing is from in, and gross, great or whole.

And regrating, from re, again, and the French grater, to grate or

scrape ; and signifieth the scraping or dressing of cloth or other goods
in order for selling the same again.

The statutes passed against these offences were nearly all repealed

by 12 Geo. 3, c. 71; but the offences still remained punishable by
indictment, until it was enacted bj' 7 & 8 Vict. c. 24, s. 1, that after Offences of bad-

the passing of this act the several offences of badgering, ingrossing,
fiiJi^foilesTaiiiiig

forestalling, and regrating be utterly taken away and abolished, and and Vejiratiiig abo-

that no information, indictment, suit, or prosecution shall lie either at listed,

common law or by virtue of any statute, or be commenced or prose-

cuted against any person for or by reason of any of the said offences

or supposed offences.

By s. 2, all the statutes therein mentioned were repealed.

Sect. 4 enacts. That nothing in this act contained shall be construed Nothing in thi?

to apply to the offence of knowingly and fraudulently spreading or gpreadmg Lis'o

conspiring to spread any false rumour, with intent to enhance or rumours!

decry the price of any goods or merchandise, or to the offence of pre-
venting or endeavouring to jirevent, by force or threats, any goods,

wares, or merchandise being brought to any fair or market, but that

every such offence may be inquired of, tried, and punished as if this

act had not been made.

J.HE forfeitures for particular offences will be found under their

respective titles : here, the subject of forfeitures in general is treated
of. As to the levjring and estreating of fines and forfeitures, see ante,

title "Fines and Forfeitures.'^

I. Of Forfeiture of Lands and Goods, p. 621.

[1 Rich. 3, c. 3 ; 17 Edw. 2, c. 16 ; 54 Geo. 3, c. 145 ; 7 & 8

Geo. 4, c. 28 ; 4 & 5 AVill. 4, c. 23.]

II. Of Loss of Bower, p. 625.

[1 Edw. 6, c. 12 ; 5 & 6 Edw. G, c. 11.]

III. Of Corruption of Blood, p. 625.

I. M dTorfeitutc of Eanttis anti (Srootrs.

It seems agreed that, by the common law, all lands of inheritance. Forfeiture of
whereof the offender was seized in his own right, and also all rights lands.

of entry to lands in the hands of a wrong-doer, are forfeited to the
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1. Of Lands, Queen, by an attainder of high, treason, and to the lord of whom they

<fcc. are immediately holden by an attainder of petit treason or felony.

(2 Hawh. c. 49, s. 1.)

But it seems clear that the lord cannot enter into the lands holden
of him, upon an escheat for petit treason or felony, without a special

gi-ant, tiU it appear by due process that the king hath had his pre-

rogative of the year, day, and waste. (/&. s. 3.)

4&5Will. 4, c. 23, By 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 23, s. 3, no lands, chattels, or stock, vested in
s- 3. any person upon any trust or by way of mortgage, or any profits

T..ands, ifec. vested thereof, shall escheat or be forfeited to his Majesty, his heirs or suc-

si'T/^ VT'^*^*'
cessoi's, or to any corporation, lord of a manor, or other person, by

cheated by attain- roason of tho attainder or conviction for any offence of such trustee or
der of Kucii mortgagee, but shall remain in such trustee or mortgagee, or survive
trustee.

^.^ j^-^ (.Q-trustee, or descend or vest in his representative, as if no
such attainder or conviction had taken place.

17 Edw. 2, c. IG.

fit Geo. 3, c. 145

Copyliolds.

I''irfri(nrc of

Conviction of
treason or felony.

Flight fonnd.

Concerning which year, day, and waste, it is enacted by the 17
Ed. 2, c. 16, that the king shall have the goods of all felons attainted,

and fugitives, wheresoever they be found. And if they have freehold,

it shall be forthwith taken into the king's hands, and the king shall

have all profits of the same by one year and one day ; and the land
shall be wasted and destroyed in the houses, woods, and gardens, and
in all manner of things belonging to the same land. And after the
king hath had the year, day, and waste, the land shall be restored to
tho chief lord of the fee, unless that he fine before with the king for

the year, day, and waste.
From the 54 Geo. 3, c. 145, it appears that no attainder except for

high treason, petit treason, or murder, or for abetting the same, shall
extend to tho disinheriting of any heir, &c. See the act ante, title
'' Attainder."

All copyliold estates are forfeited to the lord and not to the Queen,
unless there be some act of parliament or express custom to the con-
trary. (1 Cruise, 361.) But, to entitle him thereto, the attainder
must bo complete [R. v. Sir F. Willes, 3 B. & Aid. 510), unless there
be an express custom entitling him to it on mere conviction. {Lord
CormmlUs's case, 2 Ventr. 38.) And the lord must, it seems, do some
act towards seizing the copyhold. Where a copyholder was convicted
of a capital felony, but was pardoned on condition of remaining 2
years in prison, and the lord did not do any act towards seizing tho
copyhold, it was held that, at the expiration of the 2 years, the copy-
holder might sue in ejectment for the land, inasmitch as the pardon
restored has competency, and the estate would not vest in the lord
without some act done. (Doe d. Evans v. Evans, 5 B. & C. 584.)
As to forfeiture of goods, it seems agreed that all things whatsoever

which are comprehended under the notion of a personal estate,
whether they be in action or possession, which tho party hath or is

entitled to in his own right, and not as executor or administrator to
another, are liable to such forfeiture, in the following cases :

1. Upon a conviction of treason or felony. (2 JIaivh. c. 49, s. 13.)
2. Upon a flight found before the coroner, on view of a dead body.

(/'/. s. 14 ; Lambert Y. Taylor, 4 B. & C. 138.)
3. Upon an acquittal of a capital felony, if the party be found to

have fled. (2 JIaivk. c. 49, s. 14.)
4. Also a person indicted of petit larceny, and acquitted, yet if it bo

found he fled for it, forfeits his goods as in the case of grand larceny.
(1 JlaJe, 530; 2 Hawk. c. 49, s. 14.)
But it is certain that the party may in all cases, except that of the

coroner's inquest, traverse the finding of tho flight. Also it seems
agi-eed that the particulars of the goods found to be forfeited, may bo
also traversed. (2 JIawk. c. 49, s. 14. See 1 Saund. 362 n.)
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5. Upon a presentment by the oaths of twelve men that a person 1. Of Lancis,

arrested for treason or felony, fled from or resisted those who had him <fcc.

in cfistody, and was killed by them in the pursuit or scuffle. {Jd,

s. IG.)

But where the killing a man in his own defence is in the law no
felony, there is no forfeiture unless he fled ; for that is a distinct

forfeiture, although the party be not guilty of the fact. (1 Hale, 493.)
The stat. 7 »&: 8 Geo. 4, c. 28, s. 5, enacts, that where any party 7 & g q^q 4 ^ gg

shall be indicted for treason or felony, the jury empanelled to try
such person shall not be charged to inquire concerning his lands,

tenements, or goods, nor whether ho fled from such treason or felony.

6. By being waived or left by a felon in his flight, whereby he for- Goods waived,

feits the goods so waived, whether they be his own or the goods of
others stolen by him, which shall not be restored to the right owners,
but upon a proper prosecution. {Id. s. 17.)

7. if a person bo found fdo de se, he shall forfeit his goods and Felodese.

chattels, but not his lands. (3 Inst. 54 ; Foxley's case, 5 Hep. 109.)
Upon outlawry in treason or felony, the offender shall lose and Forfeiture upon

forfeit as much as if he had appeared, and judgment had been given ""tiawry.

against him, as long as the outlawry is in force. ( Wood's Inst. b. 4,

c. 5.)

And those that tarry till the exigent in treason, felony, or petit

larceny, forfeit their goods, though they render themselves to justice,

and ai-e acquitted ; for it was a flight in law. {Id.)

Every description of personal property is in general included in this Description of

forfeiture. {Co. Lit. 391 a. ; No7j, 155 ; 2 Ilaivk. c. 49, s. 9.) CJwses personal property.

in action and possession, and rights of action, are forfeited alike to
the crown without office found. {BidlocJc v. Bodds, 2 B. & Aid. 258.)
But property which he holds as the personal representative of another,
is not, in general, forfeited Hke his own. (2 Hawk. c. 49, s. 9.) If a
man pledges goods, and afterwards is attainted of felony, the queen
shall not have the goods pledged without paying the sum for which
they were pledged. {Bro. Ah. Fledges, pi. 31.)

The assignment by a felon of his goods and chattels after the
offence committed, and before conviction, depends for its validity, as
against the claim of the crown, upon the valuable consideration and
bona fides of the transaction. {FerlHns v. Bradley, 6 Jur. 254 ; see

Shaw V. Bran, 1 StarJcie, 319.)

It seems agreed that the forfeiture, upon an attainder, either of To what time the

treason^ or felony, shall have relation to the time of the offence, for
rgj^te*"'^''

'*'"'^'

the avoiding of all subsequent alienations of the land, but only to the
time of the conviction of flight found, as to chattels ; unless the party
were killed in flying or resisting, in which case it is said that the
forfeiture of the chattels shall relate to the time of the offence. (2
Hawk. c. 49, s. 30.)

See further as to when the forfeiture begins to run, 1 CMt. C. L,
735. And as to the necessity of office being found, see Doe d. Evans
V. Evans (5 B. & C. 587 n.).

_
But though the goods of an offender be not forfeited till the convic- What is to bo done

tion or flight found by inquest, yet, whether they may be seized upon
^^j^ljs^J^^fori^for

the offence committed, hath been controverted ; concerning which felture"^

""^^

Lord Hale saith thus :

—

It seemeth clear, that, at the common law, if a man had committed
felony or treason, or though possibly he had committed none, yet if

ho had been indicted, the sheriff, coroner, or other officer, could not
seize and carry away the goods of the offender or party accused.

Again, he could not in that case have removed the goods out of the
custody of the offender or party accused, and deliver them over to the
constables, or to the villata, to answer for them.
But if the party were indicted, the sheriff or other officer might

make a simple seizure of them only to inventory and appraise them,
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1. Of Lands, and leave them to the custody of the servants, or bailiff of the party
<L-c. indicted, in case he would give security against their being em-

bezzled; or, in default thereof, he might deliver them to* the
constable or vill to be answerable for them, but yet so that the party
accused and his family have sufficient out of them for their livelihood

and maintenance.
And possibly the same law was, though he were not indicted, but

de facto had committed a felony, but with this difference, if he had
been indicted, this kind of seizure might have been made, whether he
committed the felony or not.

But in case there were no indictment, then it is at the peril of him
that seizeth, if he committed not the felony.

And then, as to the statute of 1 Eich. 3, c. 3, it is as follows :

—

No sheriff or other person shall take or seize the goods of any
person arrested or imprisoned for suspicion of felony, before ho be
convicted or attainted, or before the goods be otherwise forfeited ; on
pain of double value to the party grieved.

Mr. Staundforde thinks this is but in affirmance of the common
law, only that it gives a penalty ; but it seems to be somewhat more

;

for this prohibits the seizure of the goods of a party imprisoned,
though he were also indicted, but not yet convicted, where un-
questionably the common law allowed such a seizure, if the party or
his friends did not secure the forthcoming of the goods, where the
party was indicted.

But upon this statute these things are considerable : 1 . As to per-
sons at large, it seems to me (says he), that, if they fly not, there can
be no seizure at all made, whether they are indicted or not ; for the
statute did not intend a greater privilege to a party imprisoned, than
to him that is at large. 2. That if he be at large, and fly for it, yet
his goods cannot be seized and removed, whether he be indicted or
not indicted. 3. That if he be indicted, and at large, yet the goods
cannot bo removed, but only viewed, appraised, and inventoried, in

the house or place where they lie.

And yet I know not how it comes to pass, says he, the use of seizing

the goods of persons accused of felony, though imprisoned or not im-
prisoned, hath so far obtained, notwithstanding this statute, that it

passeth for law and common practice, as well by constables, sheriffs,

and other the king's officers, as by lords of franchises, that there is

nothing more usual.

Upon the whole, he -says, that the opinion of my Lord Col-e, in his

3 Inst. 228, hath truly stated the law, at least as it stands upon tho
statute of 1 Eich. 3, viz. 1. That, before the indictment, the goods of
any person cannot be searched, inventoried, or in any sort seized.

2. That after the indictment, they cannot be seized and removed, or
taken away before conviction or attainder.

But then it may be said, to what purpose may they be searched and
inventoried, after indictment, if they may not be removed, but are
equally liable to embezzlement as before ?

I think (he says) he is not bound to find sureties, neither hath tho
officer at this day any power to remove them in default of sureties,

and commit them to the vill, but only to inventory them, and leave
them where he found them (unless in case of a second capias on stat.

25 Edw. 3, c. 14), for the prisoner or party indicted may sell them
bond fide; and if he may do so, tho vendee may take them, and tho
villata cannot refuse the delivering of them to the vendee, though the
goods had been delivered to them.
But there is this advantage by the viewing and appraising, that

thereby the king is ascertained what the goods are, and may pursue
them that take or embezzle them by information (if the party happen
to be convict), and try the property with them, whether they are really
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sold, or sold only fraudulently, -without valuable consideration, to 1. Forgery at

prevent the forfeiture. (1 Hale, 363, 4, 5, 6, 7.) common law.

The stat. 10 & 11 Vict. c. 82, which provides for the more speedy — —
trial and punishment of juvenile oflfenders, enacts, by s. 12, that no
conviction under the authority of such act shall be attended with any
forfeiture.

II. <©f !los0 of Botoer.

Albeit a person shall be attainted of felony, yet his wife shall not
J°'t°r^n''fP?^^v

forfeit her dower. (1 Edw. 6, c. 12, s. 17.)
_

aower m leiuny.

But on his attainder of treason she shall forfeit her dower. (5 & 6 in treason.

Edw. 6, c. 11, s. 13.) But in some kinds of treason (particularly

Avith regard to the coin), there is a special saving of the wife's dower
by statute.

See further as to the loss of dower, 1 Chit. G. L. 738-9.

III. m (Eorcuption of ISIooti.

It is agreed that by an attainder of treason or felony (see now 54
^jo^^**^"

"^^

Geo. 3, s. 145), the blood is so far stained or corrupted, that the party
loses all the nobility or gentility he might have had before, and
becomes ignoble. (Hawk. s. 49, c. 47.)

Also, that he can neither inherit as heir to an ancestor, nor have an
heir. {Id. c. 48.)

But the king's pardon, though it doth not restore the blood, yet, as

to issue born after, hath the effect of a restitution. (1 Hale, 358.)

But restitution of blood in its true nature and extent, can only be
by act of parliament. (1 Hale, 358; 2 Hawk. s. 59, c. 51.)

As to the abolition of corruption of blood in all cases, except high
treason, petit treason, and murder, see the 54 Geo. 3, c. 145, a^ite,

''Attainder."

See farther as to corruption of blood, 1 Ohit. C. L. 740, 1, 2.

By the 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 106, s. 10, it is enacted, that where the
person from whom the descent of any land is to be traced shall have
had any relation who, having been attainted, shall have died before

such descent shall have taken place, that such attainder shall not
prevent any person from inheriting such land who would have been
capable of inheriting the same, by tracing his descent through such
relation if he had not been attainted, unless such land shall have
escheated in consequence of such attainder, before the 1st January,
1834.

dforgers^

I. <Bt dForgrrg at OTommon Hato.

Jd OEGEEY, which, according to the definition of Sir William Black- Forgery at

stone, is "the fraudulent making or alteration of a writing, to the common law.

prejudice of another's right," has always been punishable at common
law as a misdemeanor. It has, therefore, been held to be forgery
at common law to counterfeit a letter of credit (1 Str. 12); a bill of
lading (1 Salk. 342) ; a debtor's discharge {B. v. Fawcett, 2 East, P. C.

862) ; a county court summons (i?. v. Collier, o C. & P. 160) ; a jus-
tice's order to a gaoler to discharge a prisoner, as upon bail having
been given. [R. v. Harris, 1 Moody, C. C. 393.)
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1. Forgery at

common law.

Uttering.

Jurisdiction of
justices over
forjjery at com-
mon law.

Again, where a person forged and uttered to a chief constable letters

containing a false account of himself in order to obtain a situation as

a police constable, he was held guilty of forgery at common law.

{R. V. Moah, 27 L. J. M. C. 204.)

The forgery of a railway pass, to allow the bearer to pass free on a

railway, is forgery at common law ; but the uttering of it per se is

not a misdemeanor. The uttering of a forged instrument, the forgery

of which is only a forgery at common law, is no offence, unless some
fraud was actuaUy perpetrated by it ; and where, in such a case, the

indictment contained some counts for forging the instrument, and
others for uttering it, and the defendant was acquitted on the counts

for the forgery, and convicted on the counts for the uttering, the

judgment was arrested. {B. t. Boult, 2 C. & K. 604, Gresswell, J.)

So if a person knowingly sells as an original a copy of a picture

with the painter's name imitated upon it, and by means of the imi-

tated name knowingly and fraudulently induces another to buy and
pay for the picture as a genuine work of the artist, he can only be
indicted for a cheat at common law by means of a false token ; and
he cannot be indicted for forging or uttering the forged name of the
painter, for the crime of forgery must be committed with reference to

some document or writing, and does not extend to the fraudulent
imitation of a name put on a picture merely as a mark to identify it

as the painter's work. {Reg. v. Gloss, 27 L. J. M. G. 54.)

It does not appear to be necessary that the fraud contemplated
should have been actually effected by the forgery, to render it indict-

able at common law ; the mere intent to defraud seems to be sufficient.

(See 2 East, P. G. 861, 862.) But there are some old authorities to

the contrary. (See form of indictment at common law, Welsby, Arch.
G. L. 15 ed. 518.)

" It hath been settled of late," says HawMns, on the pleas of the
crown, " that justices of the peace have no jurisdiction over forgery
at the common law ; the principal reason of which resolution, I
apprehend, was, that inasmuch as the chief end of the institution of
the offices of these justices was for the preservation of the peace
against personal wrongs and open violence, and the word trespass in
its most proper and natural sense is taken for such kind of injuries, it

shall be understood in that sense only in the commission, or, at the
most, to extend to such other oflfences only as have a direct and
immediate tendency to cause such breaches of the peace, libels, and
such like, which on this account have been adjudged indictable before
justices of the peace."

Therefore, when an objection was taken to an indictment for having
forged the letters E. E. at the bottom of a schedule, that the substan-
tial charge was the commission of a forgery, an offence over which
the quarter sessions had no jmisdiction, the decision was against their
jurisdiction on the following grounds : 1st, because in case of misde-
meanor they can only try breaches of the peace, or such acts as have a
manifest tendency thereto, and the word "trespasses" in the com-
mission of the peace (the only word under which the jurisdiction could
be sustained, if at all) has always had that construction ; and 2nd,
that whenever the sessions have exercised jurisdiction over any other
description of misdemeanor, it has been by virtue of particular sta-
tutes giving them such jurisdiction in express terms. (Bex v. Gibbs,
1 East, 173.)

Mr. Hawkins himself may be charged with inconsistency on this
point, for, in commenting on the word " trespasses," he had stated itm a large sense to comprehend, not onljr all inferior ofiences directly
against the peace, but also all others which are so only by construction ;
now all breaches of the law are said to be, constructively, breaches of
the peace, and therefore, according to his own definition, forgery
ought to be included. Lord Chief Baron Gomyns, in his Digest, states,
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that " they may inquire of any thing done to the fraud or deceit of 2. Forgery ly
another ;

" and forgery is certainly of that kind, though it has no statute.

immediate tendency to a breach of the peace. No reason then seems
to be assigned by Haivhins in point oi principle ; we must rest satisfied

with the candid opinion of Lord Kenyoii (in deciding the above case of
the King v. Gibhs), that he always had a general impression on his mind
that it was a settled point, that forgery was excepted from the juris-

diction of justices ; why excepted, he knew not, but, having been
expressly so adjudged, he was resolved not to interfere with the
decision.

But though, according to the case cited supra, justices have no ju-
risdiction over the offence at common law, nor can they take cognizance
of it as a cheat, yet, according to Mr. Barloiu, it seems to be admitted
that a justice of the peace may take an information of forgery, bind
over the informers, examine the offender, certify his examination to

the proper judges, and commit him to prison in order to abide his

trial. {Barl. 244.)

II. m J^orgerg l)g statute.

The statute law has added nothing, so far as written instruments Preliminary

are concerned, to the list of offences already cognizable under the
obs«'"'*t'o"»'

common law ; but it distinguishes those which it has singled out, by
different qualities, by different degrees of guilt, by different means of
jireventing their perpetration, and by modes of executive justice.

The first enactment against the crime of forgery, which was passed
in the 5th year of the reign of Elizabeth, and which extended only to

certain documents connected with real property, did not make it

capital. It was not till the reign of William the Third, that, on the
establishment of the bank of England, when the members of that
corporation demanded a new and more secure protection for that
species of property in which they were principally to deal, the legisla-

ture deemed it expedient to attach the punishment of death to the
forging of bank securities. Since that period, no crime has been so
fertile in statutes as this ; and no crime, we believe, was ever visited

with such severe enactments. Statute followed statute in quick suc-
cession, to the number of 120 (or thereabouts), 61 of which imposed
the penalty of death.

In the enactment of these numerous provisions, it does not seem to
have been a matter worth much consideration, whether the forgery
were that of thousands, or of the receipt of a petty biU, which might
have been prevented by ordinary caution. Such a course, repugnant
as it was to humanity, was soon felt, however, to be equally repugnant
to the interests of justice. Experience did not prove that a system of
such extreme rigour was attended with the most salutary effects.

The severity of the law defeated its own objects. When a punishment
disproportionate to the crime engages, (and it seldom fails to engage),
for the offender, the sympathies of society—their justice and good
feeling combine to save him from its infliction. And thus it was
in the present matter— men were better contented quietly to
endure the loss of property, than to prosecute to the death for what
they considered an inadequate cause. When, for offences compara-
tively trifling, prosecutions were brought, few witnesses were found
who would not prevaricate—few juries who would not commit what Sir
Wm. Blachstone has well termed a " pious perjury," rather than con-
vict the offender. In short, that which is the end of all punishment

—

public utility—sufiered in too manyinstances from this state of the law.
The aphorism of Bacon is true—" Express statute cannot regularly be
voided by disuse ; it falls out that through a disestimation of obsolete
laws, the authority of th (rest is somewhat embased, and Mezentius'
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2. Forgery hy torment ensues, that laws alive are killed with, the embracements of
statute. laws dead." It became absolutely necessary for the prevention of

crime, for the due administration of justice, for the maintenance of that
respect still due to some of the laws, that this indiscriminate severity
of punishment should be diminished.

11 Geo. 4 k 1 Will. Iji 1830 the statute 11 Geo. 4 & 1 Will. 4, c. 66, intitled " An Act
4, c. m. for reducing into one Act all such Forgeries as shall from henceforth be

Punishable with Death, and for otherwise Amending the Laws relative

to Forgery," was passed, and this repealed all the prior statutes on
the subject (a).

This act was foUowed by the 2 & 3 Will. 4, c. 123, and by the 7

Will. 4 & 1 Vict. c. 84, and these acts are with certain exceptions
hereafter noticed repealed by 24 & 25 Vict. c. 95. The law as to
forgery is now contained in the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 98, and parts of ss.

1 & 2 of 7 WiU. 4 & 1 Vict. c._ 84. As to gold and silver, see 7 & 8
Vict. c. 22, and as to merchandize marks, see 25 & 26 Vict. c. 88.

We purpose to divide the subject into the following heads, and to
show—

I. The general Provisions of 24 & 25 Vict. c. 98, and 7 Will. 4 & 1

Vict. c. 84, ss. 1, 3, p. e29.

Form of the Indictment (24& 25 Vict. c. 98, s. 42), p. 629.

Venue (24 & 25 Vict. c. 98, s. 41), p. 629.

The Forgery, &c., of Instruments out of England, &c. (24 &
25 Vict. c. 98, s. 40), p. 629.

Principals in Second Degree, and Accessories, p. 630.

Criminal Possession and LUent—Explanation of Terms used,

p. 630.

Not Triable at Sessions, p. 630.

II. What amounts to a Forgery, and Evidence and Indictment for in
general, p. 631.

III. Forgery of Great Seal, Sign Manual, &c. (24 & 25 Vict. c. 98, s.

1), p. 639.

IV. Of India Bonds and Exchequer Bills, Bank Notes, Bills of Ex-
change, Cheques, Wills, Becords, Instruments of Evidence, Orders
of Justices, &c. (24& 25 Vict. c. 98, ss. 7, 8, 12, 21, 22, 24, 25,
26, 27, 28, 29, 39, 40), p. 639.

V. Of Entries of Stock in Pullic Funds, &c. (24 & 25 Vict c. 98, s.

5), p. 646.

VI. Of Transfer of Stock, Poivcrs of Attorney, &c. (24 & 25 Vict. c.
98, ss. 2, 3), p. 647.

VII. Of Attestation to Poioer of Attorney (24 & 25 Vict. c. 98, s. 4V
p. 648. ' ;>

VIII. Bank Officers, &c., making out Warrants for more than due (24 &
25 Vict. c. 98, s. 6), p. 648.

IX. Of Bonds, Deeds, Receipts, Orders, &c. (24 & 25 Vict. c. 98, ss.
20, 23, 30, 31, 33), p. 649.

X. Purchasing or Receiving Forged Bank Notes, &c. (24 & 25 Vict.
c. 98, ss. 9-11,13-19), p. 655.

XI. Making False Entries in Registers of Baptism, &c., p. 659.

XII. Forging Oold and Silver Marks and Merchandise Marks, (7 & 8
Vict. c. 22 ; 25 & 26 Vict. c. 88), p. 660.

(«) The titles of tliese repealed statutes arc recited in the repealing act.
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XIII. Indid'ment and Trial for Forgery (2i & 25 Vict. c. 98, ss. 41— 1, Stalutory

54), p. 674, 2''>'ovisions as to

XIV. Forgery in Other Cases, p. 677.
^'"'^neraL

^"

XV. Forms, p. 677.

As to personating bail, see " Bail."

As to forging registers, see " Registers."

I. Stafutorg ^robistongi as to dFornerB in ^tmxdX,
By 24 & 25 Vict. c. 98, s. 42, in any indictment for forging,

altering, offering, disposing, or putting off any instrument, it shaU be
sufficient to describe such instrument by any name or designation by
wliich the same may be usually known, or by the purport thereof,
without setting out any copy or fac-simile thereof, or otherwise de-
scribing the same or the value thereofl

Fe?^Me.]—The difficulty and trouble which was often occasioned by venus,
the necessity which formerly existed of laying the venue in the county
where the forgery was actually committed, has been remedied by the
24 & 25 Vict, c. 98, s. 41, which enacts, if any person shall commit any aii forgers and
offence against this act, or shall commit any offence of forging or lUterers may be

altering any matter whatsoever, or of offeriag, uttering, disposing of, where" he'' arT*^
or putting off, any matter whatsoever, knowing the same to be forged apprehended or

or altered, whether the offence in any such case shall be indictable at are in custody,

common law or by virtue of any act passed or to be passed, every
such offender may be dealt with, indicted, tried, and punished, in any
county or place in which he shall be apprehended or be in custody, in
the same manner in all respects as if his offence had been actually
committed in that county or place; and every accessory before or
after the fact to any such offence, if the same be a felony, and every
person aiding, abetting, or counselling the commission of such offence,

if the same be a misdemeanor, may be dealt with, indicted, tried, and
punished, in any county or place in which he shall be apprehended or
be in custody, in the same manner in all respects as if his offence, and
the offence of his priacipal, had been actually committed lq such
county or place.

Forging and uttering in England instruments made payable out o/ to apply to the
England, and vice versa.']—It was at one time doubted whether the ('"^iging or utter-

forgery of an instrument in this country, payable abroad, or the documfntfpur-
uttering of an instrument in this country forged and payable abroad, porting to be

was an offence within some of the repealed statutes (see R. v. Dick, 1 '^^^^ or actually

Leach, 68; R. v. M'Kay, R. & R. 71) ; although it was afterwai'ds jEngianT;
°

decided that it was. {R. v. Kirhvood, R. & M. C. C. 311. See
Welshy's Arch. C. L. 15 ed. 488.) But these doubts are removed by
the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 98, s. 40, which enacts that, " where the forging
or altering any writing or matter whatsoever, or the offering, uttering,
disposing of, or putting off any writing or matter whatsoever, know-
ing the same to be forged or altered, is in this act expressed to be an
offence, if any person shall, in England or Ireland, forge or alter, or
offer, utter, dispose of, or put off, knowing the same to be forged or
altered, any such writing or matter, in whatsoever place or cormtry
out of England and Ireland, whether under the dominion of her
Majesty or not, such writing or matter may purport to be made or
may have been made, and in whatever language or languages the same
or any part thereof may be expressed, every such person, and every
person aiding, abetting, or counselling such person, shall be deemed
to be an offender within the meaning of this act, and shall be punish-
able thereby in the same manner as if the writing or matter had
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1. statutory purported to be made or had been made in England or Ireland : and

provisions as to if any person stall in England or Ireland forge or alter, or offer, utter,

forgery in gc- dispose of, or put off, knowing the same to be forged or altered, any
Tieral. bill of exchange or any promissory note for the payment of money,

04 & 25 Vict. c. 9g. ^^ ^^y indorsement on or assignment of any bill of exchange or pro-

iind to the for n
* ™issory note for the payment of money, or any acceptance of any

or utt*eriiig i°[^"^ biU of exchange, or any undertaking, warrant, or order, authority, or
England bills of request, for the payment of money, or for the delivery or transfer of

sory nofes/'bonds^ ^^1 goods or security, or any deed, bond, or writing, obligatory for

<fcc. purpi I'ting to' the payment of money (whether such deed, bond, or writing obliga-
be payiU^le out of ^Qjy g^all be made only for the payment of money, or for the payment

° ' of money together with some other purpose), or any indorsement on or

assignment of any such undertaking, warrant, order, authoritjs

request, deed, bond, or writing obligatory, in whatever place or

country out of England or Ireland, whether under the dominion of

her Majesty or not, the money payable or secured by such bill, note,

undertaking, warrant, order, authority, request, deed, bond or writing
obligatory may be or may purport to be payable, and in whatever
language or languages the same respectively or any part thereof may
be expressed, and whether such bill, note, undertaking, warrant, or
order, authority, or request, be or be not under seal, every such
person, and every person aiding, abetting, or counselling such person,
shall be deemed to be an offender within the meaning of this act, and
shall be punishable thereby in the same manner as if the money had
been payable or had purported to be payable in England or Ireland."

As to principals Principals in second degree, and Accessories—see " Accessoriesy]—By
in the second 24 & 25 Yict. c. 98, s. 49, in the case of every felony punishable under

sorics!'
^^^ ^'^''^^ ^^^ ^^*' ^^^^J principal in the second degree, and every accessory

before the fact, shall be punishable in the same manner as the prin-
cipal in the first degree is by this act punishable ; and every accessory
after the fact to any felony punishable under this act shall on convic-
tion be liable, at the discretion of the court, to be imprisoned for any
term not exceeding two years, with or without hard labour, and witli

or without solitary confinement, and every person who shall aid, abet,
counsel, or procure the commission of any misdemeanor punishable
under this act, shall be liable to be proceeded against, indicted, and
punished as a principal ofiender.

Rule of interpre- Criminal possession and intent—Bule of interpretation of terms used.!,

u^^^^^^Z^''"' ^y *^^ 24 & 25 Yict, c. 98, s. 45, " where the having any matter in the
and as to parties custody Or possession of any person in this act expressed to be an
intended to be offence, if any person shall have any such matter in his personal
e randeo.

custody^ Or possession, or shall knowingly or wilfully have any such
matter in the actual custody or possession of any other person, or shall
knowingly and wilfully have any such matter in any dwelling-house
or other building, lodging, apartment, field, or other place, open or
inclosed, whether belongmg to or occupied by himself or not, and
whether such matter shall be so had for his own use or for the use or
benefit of another, every such person shall be deemed and taken to
have such matter in his custody or possession within the meaning of
this act."

Not triable at Not triable at Sessions.1—By 5 & 6 Vict. c. 38, s. 1, the ofience is not
sessions. triable at any quarter sessions, or before any recorder.



II. 51Hl)at amounts to a dForgere, anti ©bi^ence anti (^oZi>.
EntJictment for, in ffifenecal. Emdence and

What amounts to a Forgenj.']—A.T\j alteration of a genuine instru-
^"f^^^^g^^f^'

ment, in a material part, wiiereby a new operation is given to it, is a ^

forgery of the whole ; thus, making a lease of the manor of Dale what amouuta to.

appear to be a lease of the manor of Sale, by changing the D. to S. (1 Alteration.

Hawk. c. 70, s. 2) ; making a bill of exchange for 8Z. appear to be
for 80Z., by adding a cypher to the 8 {R. v. Ehworth, 2 East, P. C. 986,
988 ; Bayley on Bills, 430 ; and see R. v. Teague, 2 East, P. C. 979

;

R. & R. 33, S. C. ; R. v. Post, II. & R. 101 ; R. v. AtMnson, ^ G. & P.

669) ; erasing a genuine indorsement and inserting another, is a
forgery. [R. v. Birkett, Bayleij, B. 63, 430.)
The counterfeit making of any part of a genuine note, to give it

greater currency, is forgery. Ex. gr. to alter the name of one banker
to that of another, with whom the maker makes his other notes pay-
able, after failure of the first. {R. v. Treble, 2 Taunt. 328, R. & R. 164.)

Adding to a copy of a receipt other words, as for example, " in full

of all demands," which were not in the original, is a forgery, if the

copy be offered in evidence on the supposed loss of the original.

{Up/old V. Lett, 5 Esp. 100, Ellenlorough.)

But the forgery of a mere addition to the instrument, and which Addition,

has not the effect of altering it, but is merely collateral to it, as, for

instance, a forged accejjtance or indorsement to a genuine bill of

exchange ; such forgery of the addition will not support an indictment
charging the forgery of the entire instrument ; the forgery of such
addition must be specially alleged, and must be proved as laid. (See

R. V. Birkett, R. & R. 251.) Forging the signature of the drawer to a
bill of exchange, however, is the same precisely as forging the entire

bill, and may be laid as such. [R. v. Dunn, 1 Leach, 57.)

And whether the name forged be that of a merely fictitious person, Fictitious name

who never existed, or of a person actually existing, is wholly immate-
rial ; it is as much a forgery in the one case as in the other (2 Russ. 328

;

R. V. Leivis, Post. 116; ^. v. Wilks, 2 East, P. 0. 957; R. v. Bolland,

Ibid. ; R. v. Lockett, 1 Leach, 94 ; R. v. Parkes & al. 2 Leach, 775 ; 2

East, P. C. 963 ; R. v. Froud, I B. & B. 300 ; R. v. Sheppard, 1 Leach;
226; R. V. Whiley, 2 Id. 983; R. v. Francis, R. & R. 290; a7id see R.

V. Webb, 3 B. & B. 228 ; R. v. Watts, R. & R. 436) : provided the ficti-

tious name be assumed for the purpose of fraud, in the particular

instance in question. [R. v. Bontien, R. & R. 260 ; R. v. Peacock, Id.

282.) So, also, the signing a bill of exchange in the name of a non-
existing firm, or in the defendant's own name to represent a fictitious

firm, with intent to defraud, is forgery. {Reg. v. Rogers, S C.d; P. 629.)

If there be two persons of the same name, but of different descrip-

tions and addresses, and one signs his name with the address of the
other for the purpose of fraud, it is forgery. {R. v. Webb, Bayl. Bills,

432.)

So if a bill get into the hands of a person of the same name as the
payee, and such person knowing that he is not the real person in
whose favour it is drawn, indorse it, he is guilty of forgery. {Mead
V. Young, 4 T. R. 28.)

But if a man who has been long known by a fictitious name, draw
a bill in that name, it will not be a forgery. {See R. v. Aickles, 2 East,

P. C. 968 ; R. v. Bontien, R. & E. 260.)
Or if a man pass himself off as the indorser of a bill, when in fact

he is not so, but the indorsement is genuine ; this cannot be deemed
forgery, even although it be done for purposes of fraud, and in concert
with the real indorser. {R. v. Hevey, 2 East, P. C. 856.)
In SchuUz V. Astley, 2 Bing. N. 0. 544, it was held no objection to

the validity of a bill that the acceptance and indorsement were written
before the bill was drawn, notwithstanding the indorsement was made
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2. What
amounts to,

in general.

The forprery must
be calculated to
deceive persona.

by a stranger to the acceptor. Also that the drawer having subscribed

himself as Thomas Wilson when his name was Thomas Wilson Eich-
ardson, was not to be esteemed to have committed a forgery, imless it

~ were proved that the omission was for purposes of fraud.

Where a man drew a bill on Williams & Co., bankers, 3, Birchin

Lane, London, and at the time he paid away the bill he was asked if

the drawers were WilUams, Burgess, & Co., the London bankers, and
he answered in the affirmative ; the bill was presented, not at Williams,
Burgess, & Co.'s, who lived at No. 20, in the same street, but at a
counting-house, No. 3, where the words " Williams tfc Co." were on a
brass plate on the door, and it was there accepted in the name of
" Wilhams & Co." Proof was given at the trial that the acceptance
was not that of Williams, Btu'gess, & Co., and that there were no
other London bankers of that name. The prisoner was convicted

;

but, upon the point being afterwards argued before the judges, ten of

them held that it was not a forgery. {E. v. Watts, 3 B. & B. 197.)
It is a forgery for a person, having authority to fill up a blank

acceptance for a certain sum, to fill up the biU for a larger sum. {B.

V. Minter Hart, 7 C. & P. 652.) And if a party put the name of
another to a bill of exchange without his authority, it is equally a
forgery, although the party expected to be able to meet it when due.
{R. V. Forles, 1 C. & P. 224 ; see Beg. y. Hill, 8 0. & P. 274 ; Bex y.
CooJce, Id. 582.)

On an indictment for forging the name of G. A. upon Messrs. J. L.
& Co., proof that no such person keeps an account with or has a right
to draw upon them, is prima facie evidence that G. A. is a fictitious

personage. {B. v. Blackler, 5 Oar. & P. 118.)
The instrument must appear, upon the face of it, to have been made

to resemble a true instrument of the denomination mentioned in the
indictment, and in the statute upon which it is framed, so as to be
capable of deceiving persons using ordinary observation, (see Welshj,
Arch. C. L. 15 ed. 489; Bex y. Collicot, 2 Leach, 1048; 4 Taunt. 300;
Bms. & B. 212, 229 ; Bex v. Jones, Leach, 204), although not perhaps
those scientifically acquainted with such instruments. (See Bex v.
Hoost, 2 East, P. C. 950). Even where, upon an indictment for forging
a bank note, there appeared to be no water-mark in the forged note,
and the word " pounds" was omitted in the body of it ; the defendant
being convicted, the judges held the conviction to be right. {Rex v.
Elliott, 1 Leach, 175; Bex v. Fitzgerald & al., 1 Leach, 20). On the
other hand, where the defendant was indicted for forging a will of
lands, and the will produced was attested by two witnesses only (when
by law attestation by 3 witnesses was necessary), the judges held that
the defendant could not be convicted, although it did not appear,
either in evidence or upon the face of the will, whether the lands were
freehold or not ; for they must be presumed to be freehold, unless the
contrary appear. {Bex v. Wall, 2 East, P. C. 953 ; and see Bex v.
Mofat, 1 Leach, 431.)

So a country bank note, which for want of a signature is incomplete,
or a navy bill, payable to or order, {Rex v. Richards, Russ. & R.
193 ; Rex v. Randall, Id. 195 ; Rex v. Pateman, Russ. & R. 455), is not
the subject of an indictment for forgery. (And see Rex v. Burke,
Russ. & R. 496.) But a man may be convicted of forging a will,
although it appear in evidence that the pretended testator is alive,
{Rex \. Sterling, 1 Leach, 99 ; Rex y. Coogan, Id. 499), for the instru-
ment, if genuine, would be a will notwithstanding the testator were
still alive

; his death would merely give effect to the instrument.
So, a man may be indicted for forging and uttering a bill of ex-

change, although the name of the payee was not indorsed on it. (Rex
V. Wicks, R. & R. 149.)
Although the bill were not stamped, it is admissible in criminal

proceedings, 17 & 18 Vict. c. 83, s. 27.



The intention to defraud.']—It is not now necessary to prove tlie 2. What
intention of tlie prisoner to liave been to defraud any particular per- amounts to,

son, it is sufficient to prove generally an intent to defraud, 24 & 25 in general.

Vict. c. 98, s. 44. But it is not necessary to prove tliat any'bne was j^tenyon to
actually defrauded by the forgery. {Bex v. Crooke, 2 Stra. flOl, R. defraud.

V. Goate, 1 L. Raym. 737.)

If, from circumstances, tbe jury can presume tbat it was the defend-
ant's intention to defraud, it is suflficient to satisfy this allegation in

the indictment ; for, where the intent to defraud exists in the mind of

the defendant, it is sufficient, though, fi'om circumstances of which he
is not apprised, he could not in fact, defraud the prosecutor, {R. v.

Holden, Russ. & R. 154; Welsby, Arch. 15 ed. 490), even though the

party to whom the forged instrument is uttered believes that the

defendant did not intend to defraud him. [Rex v. Sheppard, Russ. &
R-. 169 ; see R. v. Harvey, 2 B. & C. 257 ; and as it seems, though in

fact no person could have been defrauded by the forged instrument,
Reg. V. Nash, 2 D. O. O. 499.)

Where a forged bill of exchange, payable to the order of the de-
fendant, was given as a pledge only, but to obtain credit, it was holden
to be a fraudulent intent within the meaning of the statute. {R. v.

Birkett, R. & R. 86.)

The indorsement of another's name on a bill, though intending to
meet it when due, is forgery. {R. v. Forhes, 7 G. & P. 224 ; and see

R. V. Cooke, 8 Id. 582.)

A jury ought to infer an intent to defraud the person who would
have to pay the instrument if it were genuine, although from the
manner of executing the forgery, or from that person's ordinary
caution, it would not be likely to impose on him; and although the
object was general, to defraud whoever might take the instrument,
and the intention of defrauding in particular the person who would
have to pay the instrument if genuine, did not enter into the prisoner's

contemplation. [R. v. Mazaxjora, Russ. & R. 291 ; and R. v. Trenfield,

1 F. & F. 43.)

A forged cheque drawn on the Worcester old bank was presented by
the prisoner to Rufford's bank at Stourbridge, and refused; and upon
an indictment for forging and uttering the cheque with intent to
defraud the Messrs. Eufford, it was objected, that as it was not drawn
upon them, it could not defraud them : but Bosanquet, J., held, that
as it was presented at their bank for payment, it was evidence of an
intent to defraud them. {R. v. Crowther, b G. & P. 316.)
A person obtaining goods under an order '

' Please to let the bearer,
W. T., have for J. E. four yards of linen," signed J. R., was held to
be guilty of an uttering of a forged request for the delivery of goods,
made felony bj' the 1 Will. 4, c. 66, s. 10 (now repealed by 24 & 25
Vict. c. 95), and not to be indictable for obtaining goods by false pre-
tences (a). {R. V. Evans, 6 G. & P. 553.)
In the case of an indictment for uttering a forged instrument, if the

jury are satisfied that the prisoner uttered the instrument as true,
meaning it to be taken as such, and that he knew it to be forged, they
are bound to infer the intent to defraud. {Rex v. Hill, 8 G. & P. 274

;

Reg. V. Vaughan, Id. 276; Reg. v. Gooke, Id. 582, 586; Reg. v. Geach,
9 G. & P. 49.) In a case where H. employed L. to do work for him, L.
had a partner S., who took no active part in the business, which H.
knew. H. knowingly paid L. for the work by a forged bill of exchange,
which L. indorsed in his own name only, and delivered to S., who also
indorsed it in his own name and negotiated it. H. was held to be
properly convicted on a count of charging and uttering with intent to
defraud L. only. {Reg. v. Hanson, 1 C. & Mar. 334.)

(a) Whether such an uttering is now a felony, see 2i & 25 Vict. c. 98, s,

38, 2iost, p. C39.
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2. What Offer, utter, dispose of, and put off\ <fec.]—To oflfer and utter, moan
amounts to, nothing more than that the party tendered, or attempted to pass, or

in general. make use of the forged instrument, with the intent charged in tho

indictment : these words do not import that the person to whom tho

l^^oVforged°""^ forged ijastrument was tendered actually accepted it with intention to

instrument. retain it, or was defrauded by it. {Welsby, Arch. C. L. 15 ed. 491.)

Where, upon an indictment upon the repealed statute 13 Geo. 3, c.

79, which contained the words "utter or publish," it appeared that

the defendant showed a forged instrument to a person, with intent to

raise a false idea of his substance, and afterwards left the instrument
under cover, in the custody of that person, it was holden not to be an
uttering or jjublishing within these words.

(
R. v. Shuhard, R. & R. 200.

)

If an engraving of a forged note be given to a party as a pattern
or specimen of skill, the party giving it not intending that the par-
ticular note shall be put in circulation, it is not an uttering within tho
Stat. {R. V. Harris, 7 Car. & P. 428.)

The giving of a forged note to an innocent agent, or to an accom-
plice, that he may utter it, is a disposing of and putting away the
note. {R. V. Palmer, 1 N. R. 96 ; R. & R. 12 ; Brooks v. Ilarivick, 2

Stark. 380 ; R. v. Oiles, R. & M. 166.) But where several, by concert,

are piivy to the uttering of a forged note, which is uttered by one
only, in the absence of the others, he only who utters it is a principal,

but the others are accessories before the fact. {R. v. Soares, R. & R.
To ; R. V. Badcock, Id. 249 ; R. v. Steivart, Id. 363 ; R. v. Davis, Id.
113 ; see R. v. Morris, Id. 270 ; 2 Leach, 1096.)

It seems that a conditional uttering may be an offence. Thus, where
the prisoner gave a forged acceptance, knowing it was so, to the mana-
ger of a bank where he kept an account, saying that he hoped this
bill would satisfy the bank as a security for the money he owed them,
and the manager replied that that would depend on the result of in-
quiries as to the acceptors : this was holden a sujfficient guilty utteriiig.

{Reg. V. Cooke, 8 C. & P. 582.)
A nui'sery and seedsman got his foreman to accept 2 bills, the ac-

ceptance having no addition, description, or address, and afterwards,
without the knowledge of the acceptor, he added to the direction a
false address, but no description, and represented in the one case that
the acceptance was that of a customer, and in the other that it was
that of a seedsman, there being in fact no such person at the false
address, Willes, J., held, that in the former case he was not guilty of
forgery, but that he was in the latter. {Reg. v. Ejyps, 4 F. & F. 81.)

f^^geTy hfcafes''"
I^nowledge of the Forgery in cases of uttering, <fcc.]—The prosecutor

of uttering.' may give evidence of other forged notes having been uttered by the
prisoner, in order to prove his knowledge of the forgery. {R. v. Wylie,
1 Netv R. 92 ; R. v. Ball, 1 Camp. 324.)
So proof may be received of the prisoner's possession of other notes

of the same kind. {li. v. Hough, Russ. & R. C. G. 120.)
And of his general conduct at other utterings of the same sort of

bills or notes, and of his passing under different names. (R. v. Mil-
lard, R. & R. C. C. 245.)
So on an indictment under the repealed act, 1 Will. 4, c. 66, s. 19,

for engraving or uttering notes of a foreign prince, evidence of a recent
engraving or uttering notes of another foreign prinre was held admis-
sible to prove a guilty knowledge. {R. v. Balls, 1 Mood. C. C. 470.)
A letter written by the prisoner to a third person, admitting that

his name is on another bill, and desiring him to say nothing of the
forgery, is admissible to show guilty knowledge ; but such forgeiy
must not be presumed without production of the bill. (R. v. Forbes,
1 C.&P. 224.)

^

On an indictment for uttering forged Polish notes, it was held, that
conversations with the prisoners respecting the forgery and cii-cula-



tion of forged Austrian notes were admissible in evidence to prove the 2. Evidence of,

scienter. [R. v. Harris, R. v. Moses, R. v. Balls, 7 C. & P. 429.) in general.

Proof that the defendant, when he passed the forged document,

gave a false name or address, raises a presumption of his guilty know-
ledge. But if a subsequent uttering be made the subject of a distinct

indictment, it was held that it could not bo given in evidence to show
a guilty knowledge in a former uttering. {R, v. Smith, 3 C. <fc F.

633; and R. v. Smith, 4 C. (fc P. 411.) But in Reg. v. Acton, 1 Russ.

407, Alderson, B., admitted such evidence; and in Reg. v. Cadwal-
lader Lewis, Carnarvon Ass , Lord Denman offered to admit the evi-

dence ; and in R. v. Salt, 3 F. & F. 834, it was held by Williams, J.,

upon an indictment for uttering a forged bill, that the previous uttering

of bills forged in other names may be given in evidence in proof of

guilty knowledge, but that it is impossible to lay down any general

rule within which such previous utterings must have taken place in

order to make them admissible.

In Reg. v. Moore, I F. & F. 73, in a prosecution for forging and
uttering, knowing it to be forged, a certain receipt for money, it was
proposed to give in evidence other documents alleged to be similar acts

of forgery by the prisoner, but not proved to be so, Byles, J., after

consulting Martin, B., held that the whole evidence must be confined

to the document upon which the charge was founded.

Several Combining.']—^If several combine to forge an instrument, and Several com-

each execute by himseK a distinct part of the forgery, and they are
^^^^^>

not together when the instrument is completed, they are nevertheless

all guilty as principals. {R. v. Bingley et al., R. tfc R. 446 ; R. v. Dale,

R. & M. C. C. 337; R. v. Kirhivood, Id. 304.) So, if several concur
in employing another to make a forged instrument, knowing its

nature, they are all guilty of the forgery. {Reg. v. Mazean, 9 C. cfc P.

676.)

Witnesses to prove Forgery.']—The party whose name is forged may WitnesFes to prove

be a witness to prove the forgery ; and it may be proved by other ^^^ forgery,

witnesses who are acquainted with his handwriting, without calling

him as a witness. (P. v. Hughes, 2 East, P. C. 1002 ; R. v. Macguire,

lb. ; R. & R. 378.)

Whether the forgery could be proved by the examination of persons
of skill, as to the handwriting being genuine or an imitation from its

appearance, was formerly a matter of doubt. [Goodtitle v. Brahdm, 4
T. R. 497 ; Carey v. Pitt, Peahe, Add. Ca. 130 ; R. v. Cator, 4 Esp.

117; Ourney v. Longlands, 5 B. & Aid. 330.) But now by 28 & 29
Vict. c. 18, s. 8, comparison of a disputed writing with any writing
proved to the satisfaction of the judge to be genuine may be made by
witnesses, and such writings and the evidence of witnesses respecting
the same may be submitted to the court and jury as evidence of the
genuineness or otherwise of the writing in dispute.

The identity of the party whose handwriting is alleged to be forged
must be established ; that is, it must be proved expressly or from
circumstances, that the alleged forgery was intended to represent the
handwriting of the person whose handwriting it is proved not to be

;

or that it was attempted to be uttered as the handwriting of a person
who never existed. (See R. v. Sponsonby, 2 East, P. C. 996, 997 ; P.
V. Doivnes, 2 East, P. C. 997.) "WTiere the defendant uttered a forged
note, and said that it was drawn by "W. H., of the Bull's Head, it was
holden to be sufficient to prove that it was not of the handwriting of
that W. H., although it appeared that there was another W. H. living
in the neighbourhood. (P. v. Hampton, 1 Mood. (7. C. 255 ; and see

P. V. BacUer, o C.& P.U%; P. v. King, 5 C. & P. 123.) Where the
prisoner was indicted for forging and uttering a cheque on Green-
wood & Co., army agents and bankers, purporting to be drawn by
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2. Indictment J. "Weston, and a clerk in the army department was called to prove

Jor, in general, that J. Weston kept an account with his employers ; he also admitted
~-"

that he did not know the names of all the customers, but added,

that he knew of no customer named J. Weston, and that, upon inquiry
of the other clerks, he found that there was no such person :

—

Parke,

J., with the concuiTence of Patteson, J., and Ourney, B., held this to

be primd facie evidence to call upon the prisoner to show who J.

Weston really was. {B. v. Bramian, G C. & P. 326.)

Tho indictment. The Indictment.

1

—As to the venue in general, see " Indictment,''^ &c.,

Venue. and see the enactment, ante, p. 629.

In the statement of the forgery it is best always to adhere as close

as possible to the words of the statute on which the indictment is

framed ; but if the indictment contain the operative words of the
statute, the insertion of other terms also will not vitiate it. {R. v.

Breiver, 6 C. & P. 363.) Where an indictment contained two counts,
the one for uttering a forged bill of exchange, and the other stating
that the prisoner, having in his custody a certain bill of exchange with
a forged acceptance thereon, feloniously did offer &c. (then and there
knowing the said acceptance to be forged) the said bill of exchange,
and the evidence proved the acceptance only to be forged ; it was
objected that the statute mentions both the bill and the acceptance,
and therefore the forgery of the bill could not include that of the
acceptance, and that the second count did not contain an express aver-
ment that the prison'Sr uttered the forged acceptance ; the prisoner
was convicted, but the judges held the conviction to be wrong. (R. v.
Hwivell, 6 C. (fc P. 148.)

If the forgery consist of the alteration of a true instrument, the
alteration may either be specially alleged (and this mode is advisable,
at least in one set of counts), even where the word " alter " is not in
the statute

;
{R. v. Elswortlnj, 2 East, P. C. 986, 988) ; or the alteration

may be given in evidence under, and will support, a count charging
the forgery of the entire instrument. {Jervis, Arch. O. L. 15 ed. 483.)

Previous to the 2 & 3 Will. 4, c. 123, s. 3 (now repealed), it was
instrument forged, necessary to set forth in the indictment the instrument forged in the

words and figures, and the slightest variance, changing the meaning
of the word or making it another word, would be fatal. {R. v. Mason,
2 East, P. C. 975; R. y. Oldfield, 2 Russ. 360.) The consequence of
this was, that fatal variances frequently occurred, to avoid which, that
enactment rendered it unnecessary to set forth any copy or fac simile
of the instrument forged or uttered, and declared that it should be
stifficient to describe it in the same manner as in an indictment for
stealing the instrument (a). The statute applied even to instruments
which are not the subjects of larceny, either at common law or by
statute; as a receipt. {Reg. v. Vaughan, 8 0. & P. 276; Reg. v.
Boardman, 2 M. & Rob. 147 ; Reg. v. Rohson, 9 C. & P. 423.) There-
fore, a promissory note, bill of exchange, «S:c., may be described as
" a certain promissory note for the payment of 501." without stating
any value

; (See R. v. Burgess, 7 C. & P. 490 ; R. v. James, Id. 553

;

Reg. V. Bavies, 9 C. & P. 427.) Notwithstanding this provision, it is
frequently the practice to insert in indictments for forgery one set of
counts setting forth the forged instrument as heretofore (and as to
which the former law prevails) and another set, describing it as allowed
by the statute.

The conviction of persons guilty of forgery was much facilitated by
the provisions for amendments; and also by 14 & 15 Vict. c. 100, s. 5,
by which it is enacted, " that in any indictment for forging or utter-
ing any instrument it shall be suflacient to describe such instrument
by any name or 'designation by which the same may be usually
known, or by the purport thereof, without setting out any copy or

(a) See now 24 & 25 Vict. c. 98, s. 42, ante, p. G29

.

Description of
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fac simile thereof, of otherwise describing the same or the value 2. Indictment

thereof; and also by s. 8, that from and after the coming of this act for, in general.

into operation it shall be sufficient in any indictment for forging,

uttering, offering, disposing of or putting off any instrument what-
soever, to allege that the defendant did the act with intent to defraud,

without alleging the intent of the defendant to be to defraud any par-
ticular person ; and on the trial of any of the offences in this section

mentioned, it shall not be necessary to prove an intent on the part of
the defendant to defraud any particular person, but it shall be sufficient

to prove that the defendant did the act charged with an intent to
'

defraud."

The indictment must at all events state the nature of the instrument
in respect of which the forgery was committed. {R. v. Wilcox, R. & R.
50.) And the instrument must be correctly described ; for instance, if

a bill of exchange be described as a promissory note, the defendant
will be acquitted. (See R. v. Hunter, R.&R. 511 ; R. v. Birket, Id. 251.)

It is sufficient to describe the instrument as " a paper writing, &c.
purporting to be such an instrument," &c. [R. v. Birch & Martin, 2

Easfs P. C. 980, and 2 Blac. Rep. 790.) But ihewoYdt. purport imports
what appears on the face of the instrument ; and, therefore, if it be
stated in the indictment that the instrument purports to be so and so,

and that the instrument when set forth does not accord with what it

is said to purport, it is bad. lii Jones's case in 1779 the instrument
was described to be a paper writing purporting to he a hank note ; but the
court were of opinion that as it did not purport on the face of it to be
a bank note, the indictment could not be supported ; and that this

defect could not be supplied by the representations made by the party
when he passed off the note. (Jones's case, Dougl. 300 ; 2 Easfs P. C. 883.

)

So in J. Reading's case, 1793, where the indictment charged that the
pi'isoner being possessed of a bill of exchange, purporting to be directed

to J. King, by the name, &c. of J. Eing, forged the acceptance of the
said J. King, judgment was arrested, because the bill did not purport
to be drawn on J. King, as stated in the indictment. And Buller, J.

,

in delivering the opinion of the judges at the Old Bailey, observed
that the indictment, as drawn, was absurd and repugnant in itself;

for the name and description of one person or thing could not purport
to be another. [Reading's case, 0. B., Sept. 1793; 2 Leach, 590; 2
East' s P. C. 981.) Again in Oillchrist's case, the indictment was for
forging '

' a paper writing, purporting to be an order for the payment
of money, dated, &c. with the name of Thos. Exon thereunto sub-
scribed, purporting to have been signed by Thos. Exon, clerk, and
to be directed to George Lord Kinnaird, Wm. Moreland, and Thomas
Hammersley, of, &c. bankers and partners, by the name and descrip-
tion of Messrs. Eansom, Moreland, and Hammersley, for the payment
of the sum of 101., &c. ; " the tenor of which said false writing, &c, is

as follows, viz. "Messrs. Eansom, Moreland, and Hammersley, please
to pay to Mr. Brooks, or bearer, the sum of ten pounds for Thos.
Exon, Sept. 11th, 1794 ;" with intent to defraud the said George Lord
Kinnaird, &c. A motion was made in arrest of judgment ; and upon
a conference with the judges in Easter Term, 1795, it was resolved by
ten judges present, that the judgment should be arrested, because the
word purport imports what appears on the instrument itself. It means
the apparent and not the legal import ; and that this bill of exchange
could not purport to be directed to Lord Kinnaird, because his name
did not appear on the face of the bill. {Oillchrist's case, 0. B., 1795 ; 2
East's P. C. 982; 2 Leach, 657.)
But since the extensive powers of amendment given by the 14 & 15,

Vict. c. 100, s. 1, it would appear that the defects in the several cases
last mentioned would have been amendable, because it would be an
amending of the description of a thing named in the indictment by
which the defendant could not be prejudiced.
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2. Indictment
for, in general.

Statement of in-
tent to defraud.

Sowing to the parcliment on whicli the indictment is written impres-

sions of forged notes, taken from engraved plates, is not a legal mode
of setting out the notes in the indictment. {R. v. Harris, B. v. Moses,

R. V. Balls, 7 C. & P. 429.)

In the same case foreign notes "were set out in the indictment in the

original language, but the translation omitted some words which were
in a margin or border round the body of the note, and denoted the

year in which the notes were issued, and it appeared that without these

words the notes would not be capable of being circulated in the country
to which they belonged :

—

Held, that the translation was imperfect, and
the special counts setting out the notes consequently bad. Again,
describing a foreign note wholly in the English language is not sufficient

in an indictment for forgery, notwithstanding the stat. 2 & 3 Will. 4,

c. 123, s. 3; but this objection, provided the description is in the words
of the statute creating the offence, can only be taken advantage of by
demurrer, and is so cured after verdict by the stat. 7 Geo. 4, c. 64, s.

21. {Id. ; and see B. v. Warshaner, 1 Moody, 0. C. 466.)

Where the forged instrument is actually within the meaning of the
statute on which you intend framing your indictment, but does not
sufficiently appear to be so on the face of it, you must, if the instru-

ment be set out, not only set out a literal copy of it in the indictment,
but must also add such averments of extrinsic facts as may be neces-
sary to make it appear upon the face of the record that the forged
instrument is one of those intended by, and described in, the statute.

{Arch. O. L. 15 ed. 484.) Thus, for instance, where by the usage of a
public office, the bare signature of a party upon a navy bill operated
as a receipt, an indictment for forging such a receipt, setting forth the
navy bill and indorsement, and charging the defendant with having
forged "a certain receipt for money, to wit, the sum of twenty-five
pounds, mentioned and contained in the said paper, called a navy bill,

which forged receipt was as follows, that is to say, ' William Thornton,
William Hunter,' " was holden bad, because it did not show, by proper
averments, that these signatures imported a receipt. {R. v. Hunter, 2
Leach, 624; 2 East, P. C. 928.) So, where an indictment charged the
defendant with forging a receipt in the handwriting of Heniy Har-
greaves, as thus :

—" Eeceived, H. H.," it was holden that the indict-

ment was bad; because there was nothing to show what II. II. meant.
(iZ. V. Barton, R. & M. 141.) In like manner, it was holden, that an
indictment for forging the word "settled," at the bottom of a bill,

must show, by proper averments, that it is a receipt. {R. v. Thompson,
2 Leach, 910.) But this latter decision was overruled by the more
recent one in R. v. 3Iartin, 1 Mood. 0. 0. 483 ; 1 O. & P. 549, S. C.

;

in which it was held, that the words, " Settled, Sam. Hughes," written
at the foot of a bill of parcels, were held of themselves to import a
receipt of acquittance, and that no averment was necessary that the
word " settled," meant a receipt or acquittance. And where, upon an
indictment for forging a receipt, it appeared that the receipt was
written at the foot of an account, and the indictment stated the receipt
thus—" 8 March, 1773. Eeceived the contents above by me, Stephen
Withers," without setting out the account at the foot of which it was
written, it was holden sufficient. {R. v. Testick, 1 East, 181, n. ; and
see R. V. Houseman, 8 C. & P. 180 ; R. v. Vaughan, M. 276 ; R. v.
Boardman, 2 M. & Bob. 147.)
Where the indictment, in setting out the forged instruments,

also set out the attestation at the foot of it, as part of the instm-
ment, but it appeared in evidence, that, when the defendant sub-
scribed the instrument, the attestation was not written on it; it

was holden, nevertheless, to be no variance, {B. v. Dunn, 2 East,
P. C. 976) ; and the 2 & 3 Will. 4, c. 123, makes no difference in this
respect.

The intent to defraud must be stated in the indictment, but it is not
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necessary to allege an intention to defraud any particular person, 24 & 4. 0/ India
25 Vict. c. 98, s. 44.

_
bonds, exchequer

In an indictment for uttering a forged instrument, it is not neces- bills, d-c.

sary to state to whom it was disposed of. {B. y. Holden, R. & B. C. C.

154; 2 Taunt. 33i.)
who^^fnstrumentBy 24 & 25 Vict. c. 98, s. 38, " whosoever, with intent to defraud, shall was disposed cf.^

demand, receive, or obtain, or cause or procure to be delivered or paid
to any person, or endeavour to receive or obtain, or to cause or pro- Demanding pro-

cure to be delivered or paid to any person, any chattel, money,
fns't^monts'"'^^'^'^

security for money, or other property whatsoever, under, upon, or
by virtue of any forged or altered instrument whatsoever, knowing
the same to be forged or altered, or under, upon, or by virtue of any
probate or letters of administration, knowing the will, testament,
codicil, or testamentary writing on which such probate or letters of
administration shall have been obtained to have been forged or altered,

or knowing such probate or letters of administration to have been
obtained by any false oath, affirmation, or affidavit, shall be guilty of
felony, and being convicted thereof shall be liable, at the discretion of
the court, to be kept in penal servitude for any term not exceeding 14
years and not less than 3 j^ears,— or to be imprisoned for any term not
exceeding 2 years, with or without hard labour, and with or without
solitary confinement."

This section is new ; it was framed partly upon the 38 Geo. 3, c. 53,
s. 2, and was intended to avoid the difficulty arising in Beg. v. Wavell,
B. <& 31. 224 ; Beg. r. Garrett, 1 Bea. 232; see Oreave's Criminal Acts,

248.

III. J^orgetB of t^e ^uat Seal, Sign JHanual, ^c.
By 24 & 25 Vict. c. 98, s. 1, " whosoever shall forge or counterfeit. Forging the great

or shall utter, knowing the same to be forged or counterfeited, the ^^*^' P"^y ^'^^^>

great seal of the United Kingdom, her Majesty's privy seal, any privy
°'

signet of her Majesty, her Majesty's royal sign manual, any of her
Majesty's seals appointed by the 24th article of the union between
England and Scotland to be kept, used, and continued in Scotland,
the great seal of Ireland, or the privy seal of Ireland, or shall forge or
counterfeit the stamp or impression of any of the seals aforesaid, or
shall utter any document or instrument whatsoever, having thereon or
affixed thereto the stamp or impression of any such forged or counter-
feited seal, knowing the same tobe the stamp or impression ofsuch forged
or counterfeited seal, or any forged or counterfeited stamp or impression
made or apparently intended to resemble the stamp or impression of any
of the seals aforesaid,knowing the same to be forged or counterfeited, or
shall forge or alter, or utter knowing the same to be forged or altered,

any document or instrument having any of the said stamps or impres-
sions thereon or affixed thereto, shall be guilty of felony, and being
convicted thereof shall be liable, at the discretion of the court, to be
kept in penal servitude for life or for any term not less than 3
years,—or to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding 2 years, with
or without hard labour, and with or without solitary confinement."

IV. dForserg of Jntfia l^ontrs, (jl^xcfjrquer JSills, 9Sank
Notes, JlHills, mm of (!^xci)anse, iEotes, ^IHri?
tings, ^c.

As to forging India bonds :

—

24 & 25 Vict. c. 98, s. 7. "Whosoever shall forge or alter, or shall oflfer. Forging an East
utter, dispose of, or put off, knowing the same to be forged or altered, India bond.

any bond commonly called an East India bond, or any bond, deben-
ture, or security issued or made under the authoi'ity of any act passed
or to be passed relating to the East Indies, or any indorsement on or
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4. Of India
honds, exchequer

bills, d-c.

SI A 25 Vict. c. 98.

Forging copies or
certificates of re-

cords, process of
courts not of re-
cord, and using
forged process.

Forging instru-
ments made evi-

dence by any act
of parliament.

Forging any in-

strument, how-
ever designated,
wbich is in law a
will, bill of ex-
change, &c.

or writing, or any copy of any document or "wi'iting, used or intended

to bo used as evidence in any court in this section mentioned, shall bo

gixilty of felony, and being convicted thereof shall be liable, at the dis-

cretion of the court, to be kept in penal sei-vitudo for any term not

exceeding 7 years and not less than 3 years,—or to bo imprisoned for

any term not exceeding 2 years, with or without hard labour, and with

or without solitary confinement.

Sect. 28. Whosoever, being the clerk of any court, or other officer

having the custody of the records of any court, or being the deputy of

any such clerk or officer, shall utter any false copy or certificate of

any record, knowing the same to be false ; and whosoever, other than
such clerk, officer, or deputy, shall sign or certify any copy or certifi-

cate of any record, as such clerk, officer, or deputy ; and whosoever
shall forge or fraudulently alter, or offer, utter, dispose of, or put off,

knowing the same to bo forged or fraudulently altered, any copy or

certificate of any record, or shall offer, utter, dispose of, or put off,

any copy or cei-tificate of any record having thereon any false or forged

name, handwriting, or signature, knowing the same to be false or

forged ; and whosoever shall forge the seal of any court of record, or

shall forge or fraudulently alter any process of any court other than
such courts as in the last preceding section mentioned, or shall serve

or enforce any forged process of any court whatsoever, knowing the
same to be forged, or shall deliver or cause to be delivered to any
person any paper falsely purporting to be any such process, or a copy
thereof, or to be any judgment, decree, or order of any court of law or

equity, or a copy thereof, knowing the same to be false, or shall act or
profess to act under any such false process, knowing the same to bo
false, shall be guilty of felony, and being convicted thereof shall be
liable, at the discretion of the court, to be kept in penal servitude for

any term not exceeding 7 years and not less than 3 years,—or to be
imprisoned for any term not exceeding 2 years, with or without hard
labour, and with or without solitary confinement.

Sect. 29. "Whosoever shall forge or fraudulently alter, or shall offer,

utter, dispose of, or put off, knowing the same to be forged or fraudu-
lently altered, any instrument, whether wi'itten or printed, or partly
written and partly printed, which is or shall be made evidence by any
act passed or to be passed, and for which offence no punishment is

herein provided, shall be guilty of felony, and being convicted thereof
shall be liable, at the discretion of the court, to be kept in penal servi-
tude for any term not exceeding 7 years and not less than 3 years,—
or to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding 2 years, with or with-
out hard labour, and with or without solitary confinement.
As to other matters :

—

Sect. 39. Where by this or by any other act any person is or shall
hereafter be made liable to punishment for forging or altering, or for
offering, uttering, disposing of, or putting off, knowing the same to bo
forged or altered, any instrument or writing designated in such act by
any special name or description, and such instrument or writing, how-
ever designated, shall be in law a will, testament, codicil, or testa-
mentary writing, or a deed, bond, or writing obligatory, or a bill of
exchange, or a promissory note for the payment of money, or an in-
dorsement on or assignment of a bill of exchange, or promissoiy note
for the paynient of money, or an acceptance of a bill of exchange, or
an undertaking, warrant, order, authority, or request for the payment
of money, or an indorsement on or assignment of an undertaking,
warrant, order, authority, or request for the payment of money, within
the true intent and meaning of this act, in every such case the person
forging or altering such instrument or writing, or offering, uttering,
disposing of, or putting off such instrument or writing, knowing the
same to be forged or altered, may be indicted as an offender against
this act, and punished accordingly.
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Sect. 40. "WTiero the forging or altering any writing or matter what- 4. qj India
soever, or the offering, uttering, disposing of, or putting off any londs, exchequer
writing or matter whatsoever, knowing the same to be forged or hills, &e.

altered,- is in this act expressed to be an offence, if any person shall, in

England or Ireland, forge or alter, or offer, utter, dispose of, or put 24 & 25 vict. c 9S.

off, knowing the same to be forged or altered, any such writing or Forginj?, &c. in

matter in whatsoever place or country out of England and Ireland,
^"a'dociments

whether under the dominion of her Majesty or not, such writing or purporting to be

matter may purport to be made or may have been made, and in what- made, oractuaiiy

ever language the same or any part thereof may be expressed, every i^nd'and Ireland"'

such person, and every person aiding, abetting, or counselling such forging &c. in

person, shall be deemed to be an offender within the meaning of this
[^nd^bms°of^ex-

act, and shall be punishable thereby in the same manner as if the change^ <fec. pur-

writing or matter had purported to be made or had been made in porting to be pay-

England or Ireland; and if any person shall in England or Ireland
J^^^d or Ireland!,'

forgo or alter, or offer, utter, dispose of, or put off, knowing the same
to be forged or altered, any bill of exchange, or any promissory note
for the payment of money, or any indorsement on or assignment of
any bill of exchange or promissory note for the payment of money,
or any acceptance of any bill of exchange, or any undertaking,
warrant, order, authority, or request for the payment of money, or for

the delivery or transfer of any goods or security, or any deed, bond,
or writing obligatory for the payment of money (whether such deed,
bond, or writing obligatory shall be made only for the payment of

money, or for the payment of money together with some other pur-
pose), or any indorsement on or assignment of any such undertaking,
warrant, order, authority, request, deed, bond, or writing obligatory,

in whatsoever place or country out of England and Ireland, whether
under the dominion of her Majesty or not, the money payable or

secured by such bill, note, undertaking, warrant, order, authority,

request, deed, bond, or writing obligatory may be or may purport to

be payable, and in whatever language the same respectively or any
part thereof may be expressed, and whether such bill, note, under-
taking, warrant, order, authority, or request bo or bo not under seal,

every such person, and every person aiding, abetting, or counselling

such person, shall be deemed to be an offender within the meaning of

this act, and shall be punishable thereby in the same manner as if the

money had been payable or had purported to be payable in England
or Ireland.

Banh notes."]—Where it appeared that the defendant sold a forged Bank notes.

bank note to an agent employed by the bank to procure it from him,
the judges held this to be within the act (a), although it was objected

that the prisoner had been solicited to commit the act proved against
him, by the bank themselves, by means of their agents. [R. v.

Jlolden, 2 Taunt. 334.) So, where A. gave B. a forged note to pass
for him, and upon B.'s tendering it in payment of some goods, it was
stopped : the majority of the judges held that A., by giving the note
to B., was guilty of disposing of and putting away the note, within
the meaning of the act (a). {B. v. Palmer et al., 1 N. B. 96; B. v.

Giles, 1 Moody, C. C. 166.)

The 1 Geo. 4, c. 92, s. 3, enacts, That the bank may cause the
name of their signing clerk to be impressed upon their notes by
machineiy, and all bank notes on which the name of the person
authorised by the bank to sign them shall be impressed by machinery
shall be good and valid to all intents and purposes as if such notes had
been subscribed in the proper handwriting of such person, and shall

be deemed and taken to be bank notes, and may be described as such
in all indictments, and in all criminal and civil proceedings whatsoever.

(a) The act now in force is 24 & 25 Vict. c. 98

.

T T 2
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2i & 25 Vict. c. 98.

Wills.

Bills of exchange
and notes.
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4. Of India Tn7Zs.]—This offcnco may be committed by the false maMng of the

bonds, exchequer will of a living person, {II. v. Murpluj, 2 East, F. C. 949 ; It. v. Ster-

bills, d-c. ling, 1 Leach, 99 ; B. v. Coogan, Id. 449) ; or of a non-existing person,

{R. V. Avery, 8 C. & P. 596) ; or of a will signed with the wrong
christian name of the person whose will it purports to be. {E. v.

Fitzgerald, 1 Leach, 20.) On an indictment for uttering a forged will,

which, together with writings in support of it, it was suggested had
been written over pencil-marks that had been rubbed out, it was held

that the evidence of an engraver, who had examined the paper with a

mirror, and traced the pencil-marks, was admissible on the j)art of

the prosecution. (iZ. v. T. Williams, 8 C. & F. 434.) The probate

unrepealed is not conclusive evidence to bar an indictment for forging

a will. (B. v. Buttery, B. & B. 342.)

Bills of Exchange and Notes.']—A bill payable ten days after sight,

purporting to have been drawn upon the commissioners of the navy,

by a lieutenant, for the amount of certain pay due to him, has been
holden to be a bill of exchange within the repealed statute 2 Geo. 2,

0. 25. {B. V. Chisholm, B. & B.291.)
So a note, promising to pay A. and B., " stewardesses" of a certain

benefit society, or their "successors," a certain sum of money on
demand, has been holden to be a promissory note within the meaning
of that act, although it appeared that the society was not duly en-
rolled, as directed by act of parliament : for, supposing the note to be
a genuine instrument, if the successors would not be entitled to the
money, the personal representatives of A. and B. would; and to bo
within the meaning of the act, it is not necessary that the note

should be negotiable. {B. v. Box, 6 Taunt. 325 ; see B. v. M'Keay,
1 M. C. C. 130.)

But, in order that a promissory note should be within the meaning
of the act, it is necessary that it should be for the payment of money
only ; and, therefore, a country bank note for the payment of one
guinea, "in cash or Bank of England notes," was holden not to be
withm the statute. [B. v. WikocTcs, 2 Buss. 456 ; see 2 East, F. C. 926.)

A document in the ordinary form of a bill of exchange, but re-

quiring the drawee to pay to his own order, and purporting to be
indorsed by the drawer, and accepted by the drawer, cannot, in an
indictment for forgery or uttering, be treated as a bill of exchange.
{Beg. V. Bartlett, 2 M. & Boh. 362.) But though there be no person
named as drawee of a bill, a party may be guilty of uttering a forged
acceptance on it. {B. y. Ilaxvkes, 2 Mood, C. C. 60 ; see B. v. Kimiear,
2 M. & Boh. 117.)
The prisoner having promised in payment for some goods an

acceptance by a London banker, gave a bill addressed to, and pur-
porting to be accepted by, Williams & Co., No. 3, Birchin Lane,
London; it was proved that Williams, Burgess, & Co., of No. 20,
Birchin Lane, had not accepted the bill, and that no other bankers of
the name of Williams & Co. were known in London, but no evidence
was adduced to show that Williams & Co., of No. 3, Birchin Lane, had
not accepted the bill : held, that there was no forgery proved against
the prisoner, by ten judges against one. {B. v. Watts, S B. & B. 197.)

If the prisoner write another's name across a blank stamp, on
which, after he is gone, a third person who is in league with him
write a bill of exchange ; semble, that this is not a forgery of the
acceptance of a bill of exchange by the prisoner. {Beg. v. Cooke, 8
Car. & F. 582.)

Orders for pay Orders for payment of money.']—A draft upon a banker is a warrant
ment of money and order for the payment of money within the statute, {B. v. Wil-

loughhy, 2 East, P. C. 944) ; so is a bill of exchange. {B. v. Shepherd,

So is a foreign letter requesting a correspondent in England to
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advance money, it being proved that such letters are in the course of 4. 0/ India
business treated as orders. {Beg. v. Raalce, 8 C. & P. 626.). bonds, exchequer
So is a forged paper as follows :

—" This is to certify that R. R. has bills, d;c.

swept the flues and cleaned the bilges, and repaired four bridges of 04 & 25 Vi -t—us"
the Princess Victoria. J. N., 4?. Os. 10^. :

" it being proved that, by
" n-

.

c.
.

the coru'se of dealing between the parties, this voucher, if genuine,
would have authorised L. & Co. to pay the 4?. O5. lOd. [Req. v. Roqers,
9 G. & P. 41.)

_

K J y >

So where the instrument was an order to pay the prisoner, or order,
the sum of four pounds five shillings, being a month's advance on an
intended voyage to Quebec, in the ship Mary Ann, as per agreement
with G. M., master; and the prisoner had written in the margin of
the order, " On receiving this cheque I agree to sail, and to be on
board within sixteen days of the date of this cheque ;

" it was held an
order for the payment of money within the statute. (R. v. Bamfield,
1 Mood. C. 0. 417.)
So is an order to pay " all my prize money due to me for my ser-

vices on board his Majesty's ship Leander," without specifying any
particular sum. {R. v. M'Intosh, 2 East, P. G. 942.)
On an indictment for forging and uttering a " warrant and order

for the jDayment of money, to wit, a warrant and order for the pay-
ment of 8bl.," and for forging an acquittance and receipt for money,
to wit, for 85?., it was proved that J. M. had paid 85Z. into a country
bank, and had taken an accountable receipt for that amount, and that
the course of dealing at the bank was to treat such receipt with the
depositor's name thereon, as an order for the payment of the money
deposited, and interest. The defendant took the receipt to the bank,
and having written the name of J. M. thereon, delivered it to the
bankers, who paid him. 87Z. 17s. lod. for principal and interest. He was
held to have been rightly convicted. {Reg.Y. Atkinson, I G.& Mar. 352.)
The forging of a paper by which the supposed writer promises to

pay to W. B., or order, lOOZ., or such other sum, not exceeding the
same, as he may incur by reason of his becoming one of the sureties
to the sheriff of Y., for T. R., a sheriff's officer, was held to be a
forgery of an undertaking for the payment of money, under the now
repealed stat. 1 Will. 4, c. 66, s. 3 {a). {Reg. v. Need, 8 Gar. & P. 623.)
The 1 Will. 4, c. 66, was not confined to orders or warrants in

commercial transactions. {R. v. M'Intosh, 2 East, P. G. 942 ; R. y.

Graham, Id. 945 ; R. v. Rushworth, R. & R. G. G. 317.)
On the other hand, where the defendant drew a bill, " Please to

pay the bearer on demand fifteen pounds, and accompt it to your
humble servant, 0. H. Ravenscroft," which was his name ; and when
the instrument was uttered there was forged upon it "Payable at
M. & Co.'s, Wm. M'lnchary ;

" and it appeared that Mr. M'Inchary
kept cash at M. & Co.'s who were bankers ; it was holdeu, that this
was not an order for the payment of money, there being no special
averment that it was intended for an order, or that M. & Co. were
bankers. {R. v. Ravenscroft, R. & R. 161.)
A letter, written to a wholesale house in London, in the name of a

customer in the country, in the following terms:—"I shall feel

obliged by your paying Mr. B. the sum of 21. 7s. 8d., and debiting me
with the same : you will please have a receipt, and add the amount to
invoice of order on hand," was held to be neither an undertaking, nOr
warrant, nor an order for the payment of money. {Req. v. Thorn, 1

G. & Mar. 206.) "

It is no offence under the statute to forge an indorsement on a
warrant or order for the payment of money. {R. y. Arscoit, 6 G. & P.
408.)

A forged magistrate's order for a reward for apprehending a vagrant,

(a) These cases are law under the existing forgery acts.
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5. Making false whicH appeared upon the face of it to be defective, as not being under

entries of stock seal, or directed to the constable, &c., was holden not to be within the

in public funds, statute ; for, without these requisites, it was nothing more than the

<fec. order of a mere individual, which the treasurer was not bound to obey.

{B. V. Bushivorth, II. & 11. 317.)

Where a defendant was indicted for forging the order of a justice

upon the treasurer of a county under the stat. 48 Geo. 3, c. 75, by
which a justice may order the treasurer of a county to pay church-

wardens, &c., the expenses of burying dead bodies cast on shore, and

it did not appear on the order that the person to whom the money was
to be paid was an officer within the words of that statute ; it was
holden to be an order within the statute ; because it did not appear

that the party was not such an officer, and the treasurer was bound to

conclude that the justice would not make such an order without

satisfying himself that the party was such an officer. {R. v. Frond,

Ji. & R. 389.)

In R. V. BaJier, 1 Mood. 0. C. 231, the following forged instrument

was held no order within the statute :—" Mr. Thomas, Sir, you will

please pay the bearer, for Eichard Power, three pounds for three

weeks, due to him, a country member, and you will oblige yours, &g.,

J. Beswick." Beswick being secretary to a friendly society, some of

whose funds were in the hands of Thomas.
In Clinch's case it was holden that an order of this kind ought to

bo directed to some person in particular, and it ought to appear that

the person, whose name is subscribed to the order, had an authority
to make it. {Clinch's case, 0. B. 1191; 1 Leach, 540.) But, accord-
ing to a more recent case, a warrant for the payment of money need
not, in order to come within the statute, be addressed to any parti-

cular person; but that it is sufficient if it would, if genuine, have
been an authority to a certain person to pay the amount mentioned in

it. {R. V. Rogers, 9 C. tfc P. 4 1
.

)

But if it purport to be an order which the party has a right to

make, although in truth he has no such right, and though no such
person exists as he who is supposed to have made it, it comes within
the statute. Therefore a forged order on a banker for payment of
money, purporting to bo made by one who kept cash with him, is

within the statute, though made in a fictitious name, or in the name
of one who had no authority to draw on him. [R. v. Lockett, 1 Leach,
94 ; R. V. Ahraham, 2 East, P. (7. 941.)
The drawer of a cheque upon a bank which was duly honoured and

returned to him by the bank, afterwards altered his signature in order
to give it the appearance of forgery, and to defraud the bank, and
cause the payee of the cheque to be charged with forgery. The court
of Queen's Bench held that, inasmuch as the alteration did not alter
the effect of the document, it did not amount to a forgery. {Brittain
V. Bank of London, 11 W. R. 569.)
In Recj. V. Warden, 3 F. &. F., it was held by Willes, J., that

forging and uttering an indorsement upon a cheque with a view to
get it cashed by the credit of the name", was sufficient to support a
conviction for forgery, though the cheque itself was valid.

V. iHafeing jFalse iSntrtesi of ^tocfe \\\ |3utiltc jTuntis, ^r.
Making f.ii8o en- By 24 & 25 Vict. c. 98, s. 5, Whosoever shall wilfully make any
oTthe"pubUc' J'^^®

^^>'y '^' «^ ^l^^lly '-^Iter any word or figure in, any of the
funds. books of account kept by the governor and company of the Bank of

England or the governor and company of the Bank of Ireland, in
which books the accounts of the owners of any stock, annuities, or
other public funds which now are or hereafter may be transferable at
the Bank of England or at the Bank of Ireland shall be entered and



kept, or shall in any manner wilfully falsify any of the accounts of 6. Forger)/ of
any of such owners in any of the said books, with intent in any of the transfers of

cases aforesaid to defraud, or shall wilfully make any transfer of any stock, ttc. d-c,

share or interest of or in any stock, annuity, or other public fund 24 & 25 Vict. c. os.

which now is or hereafter may be transferable at the Bank of England
or at the Bank of Ireland, in the name of any person not being the

true and lawful owner of such share or interest, with intent to

defraud, shall be guUty of felony, and being convicted thereof shall

be liable, at the discretion of the court, to be kept in penal servitude

for life, or for any term not less than 3 years—or to be imprisoned

for any term not exceeding 2 years, with or without hard labour,

and with or without solitary confinement.

VI. jTorgcrg of Ciansfecs of &tock, ^obeis of ^ttornei),

^c., min ^ftsonating (©Inner of S)tocft, ^c, anti

(J^ntifabouring to ottain transfer.

By 24 & 25 Vict. c. 98, s. 2, Whosoever shall forge or alter, or shall
ff^e^rt-finTf'k'

offer, utter, dispose of, or put off, knowing the same to be forged or and powe/oT
'

altered, any transfer of any share or interest of or in any stock, attorney relating

annuity, or other public fund which now is or hereafter may be t^^^'^^'o-

transferable at the Bank of England or at the Bank of Ireland, or of

or in the capital stock of any body corporate, company, or society

which now is or hereafter may be established by charter, or by,

under, or by virtue of any act of parliament, or shall forge or alter, or

shall offer, utter, dispose of, or put off, knowing the same to be forged

or altered, any power of attorney or other authority to transfer any
share or interest of or in any such stock, annuity, public fund, or

capital stock, or to receive any dividend or money payable in respect

of any such share or interest, or shall demand or endeavour to have
any such share or interest transferred, or to receive any dividend or

money payable in respect thereof, by virtue of any such forged or

altered power of attorney or other authority, knowing the same to be
forged or altered, with intent in any of the cases aforesaid to

defraud, shall bo guilty of felony, and being convicted thereof shall

be liable, at the discretion of the court, to be kept in penal servitude

for life, or for any term not less than 3 years,—or to be imprisoned

for any term not exceeding 2 years, with or without hard labour, and
with or without solitary confinement.

"Where A. was indicted for forging and uttering a deed of transfer of

ten shares in the London and Croydon Eailway Company, with three

intents, viz., to defraud that company, D. L. and W. B. It ai:)peared

that in July, 1845, E. E. transferred, by two deeds of transfer, 100

shares in this company to D. L., and that these deeds purported to be
executed by D. L. as transferee ; but the signatures D. L. were in

fact written by A. without the authority or knowledge of D. L, On
the 2nd of August, 1845, by seven deeds of transfer, which purported

to be executed by D. L. as transferor, these shares were transferred to

five different persons, and by one of them ten of the shares purported

to be transferred to W. B. The name D. L. was signed to aU these

deeds by A. without the authority or knowledge of D. L. On these

seven transfers there was a profit, which D. L. refused to receive

from A. , and it did not appear that any further call on these shares

could be made : Held, that on these facts A. was entitled to be
acquitted, as neither the company nor D. L. nor W. B. could be
defrauded. (i2. v. Marcus, 2 C. & K. 356, Cresswell, J.)

Sect. 3. Whosoever shall falsely and deceitfully personate any Personating the

owner of any share or interest of or in any stock, annuity, or other stock^^and tems-
public fund which now is or hereafter may be transferable at the ferring or receiv-
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8. Bank officers, Bank of England, or at the Bank of Ireland, or any owner of any
itc. making out share or interest of or in the capital stock of any body corporate,

warrants, <fcc. company, or society which now is or hereafter may be established by
;;

~
charter, or by, under, or by virtue of any act of parliament, or any

vouriiig'to transfer Owner of any dividend or money payable in respect of any such share
or receive the or interest as aforesaid, and shall thereby transfer or endeavour to
dividends. transfer any share or interest belonging to any such owner, or thereby

receive or endeavour to receive any money due to any such owner, as

if such offender were the true and lawful owner, shall be guilty of

felony, and being convicted thereof shall be liable, at the discretion of

the court, to be kept in penal servitude for life, or for any term not
less than 3 years,—or to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding
2 years, with or without hard labour, and with or without solitary

confinement.

False assumption E. W. came to a banking-house, and asked to have a bill discounted,
of authority. stating that he came from Mr. Tomlinson (who was known to the

banker's clerk), and on one of the bankers saying that Mr. Tomlinson
had not indorsed the bill, E. W. said he could indorse it for him.
The banker then wi'ote on the back of the bill, "per ^procuration,

Thomas Tomlinson," and the owner signed his own name, E. W. to
it : Held, on case reserved, not to be a forgery. {JR. v. White, 2
C. & K. 404, Patteson, J.) A. desired William Wilkinson, a mechanic
in his service at Leeds, at weekly wages, to write his name across a
blank stamp, which he did. A. wrote on it a bill of exchange for

148?. 7s. 9d,, drawn on " Mr. Wilkinson, Halifax," and A. wrote over
the acceptance, "payable at Smith, Payne & Co., bankers, London."
A. intended, at the time the acceptance was written, to make the
drawing to be on a Mr. William Wilkinson, of Halifax, there being
persons of that name resident there, but none of them had given him
any authority to draw. On a case reserved, A. was held guilty of
forgery. {R. v. Blenhinsop, 2 C. & K. 521.)
A power of attorney for the transfer of stock was holden to be a

deed within the stat. 2 Geo. 2, c. 25, s. 1. (R. v. Fauntleroy, R. & R.
52 ; 2 Bing. 413).

VII. dTorgerB of mttmiion to lotoer of ^ttornep, ^t.

STotower of
"^^ ^"^ ^ ^^ .^^^** ^- ^^' ^- ^' Whosever shall forge any name, hand-

attomey for trans-
"^"tmg, or Signature purporting to be the name, handwriting, or

fer of stock, &c. signature of a witness attesting the execution of any power of attorney
or other authority to transfer any share or interest of or in any such
stock, annuity, public fund, or capital stock as is in either of the last
two preceding sections mentioned, or to receive any dividend or money
payable in respect of any such share or interest, or shall ofier, utter,
dispose of, or put off any such power of attorney or other authority,
with any such forged name, handwriting, or signature thereon, know-
ing the same to be forged, shall be guilty of felony, and being convicted
thereof shall be liable, at the discretion of the court, to be kept in
penal servitude for any term not exceeding 7 years and not less
than 3 years,—or to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding 2
years, with or without hard labour, and with or without solitaiy
confinement.

VIII. iSattk ©meets, ^c, mafeing out ^l^aartant for
more tfjan tiue.

Clerks of the bank By 24 & 25 Vict. c. 98, 8. 6, Whosoever, being a clerk, officer, or

diyide"nd°war
Servant of or other person employed or intrusted by the governor and

raniB. company oi the Bank of England or the governor and company of the
Lank ot Ireland, shall knowingly make out or deliver any dividend
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warrant, or -warrant for payment of any annuity, interest, or money 9. Of bonds,

payable at the Bank of England or Ireland, for a greater or less deeds, receipts,

amount than the person on whose behalf such warrant shall be made orders for goods,

out is entitled to, with intent to defraud, shall be guilty of felony, and <^c-

being convicted thereof shall be liable, at the discretion of the court, o^^osykt c 98.

to be kept in penal servitude for any term not exceeding 7 years and - - • •

not less than 3 years,—or to be imprisoned for any term not exceed-

ing 2 years, with or without hard labour, and with or without solitary

confinement.

IX. dTorgerj) of ISontiis, IBectis, ilwiptis, ©rtets for

By 24 & 25 Vict. c. 98, s. 20, Whosoever, with intent to defraud, Forging deeds,

shall forge or alter, or shall offer, utter, dispose of, or put off, knowing bonds, &c.

the same to be forged or altered, any deed, or any bond or writing

obligatory, or any assignment at law or in equity of any such bond or

writing obligatory, or shall forge any name, handwriting, or signa-

ture purporting to be the name, handwriting, or signature of a wit-

ness attesting the execution of any deed, bond, or writing obligatory,

or shall offer, utter, dispose of, or put off any deed, bond, or writing

obligatory having thereon any such forged name, handwriting, or

signature, knowing the same to be forged, shall bo guilty of felony,

and being convicted thereof shall be liable, at the discretion of the

coui't, to be kept in penal servitude for life or for any term not less than
3 years,—or to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding 2 years, with
or without hard labour, and with or without solitary confinement.

Sect. 23. Whosoever shall forge or alter, or shall offer, utter, dispose Forging orders,

of, or put ofi", knowing the same to be forged or altered, any under- mon?y,\oods '&c.
taking, warrant, order, authority, or request for the payment of

money, or for the delivery or transfer of any goods or chattels, or of

any note, bill, or other security for the payment of money, or for pro-

curing or giving credit, or any indorsement on or assignment of any
such undertaking, warrant, order, authority, or request, or any
accountable receipt, acquittance, or receipt for money or for goods, or

for any note, bill, or other secru'ity for the payment of money, or any
indorsement on or assignment of any such accountable receipt, with
intent, in any of the cases aforesaid, to defraud, shall be guilty of

felony, and being convicted thereof shall be liable, at the discretion of

the court, to be kept in penal servitude for life or for any tei-m not
less than 3 years,— or to be imprisoned for any term not exceed-
ing 2 years, with or without hard labour, and with or without solitary

confinement.

Eorging a document purporting to guarantee a master to a certain

amount in money against the [dishonesty of a clerk, is forging an
undertaking for the payment of money within this section. (B. v.

Joyce, 34 L. J. M. C. 168.) So if a person with intent to defraud and
to cause it to be supposed contrary to the fact that he had paid a
certain sum into a bank, made a false entry in what purported to be
a banker's pass-book, and which denoted that the bank had received

the sum, he was held guilty of forging an accountable receipt for

money. {R. y. Moodij, 31 L. J. M. C. 156 ; B. y. Smith, 31 L. J. M. C.

154.)

Sect. 30. Whosoever shall forge or alter, or shall ofier, utter, dispose Forging court

of, or put off, knowing the same to be forged or altered, any court
^

roll or copy of any court roll, relating to any copyhold or customary
estate, with intent to defraud, shall be guilty of felony, and being
convicted thereof shall be liable, at the discretion of the court, to be
kept in penal servitude for life or for any tenn not less than
3 years,—or to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding 2 years, with
or without hard labour, and with or without solitary confinement.
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9. Of hmids,

deeds, receipts,

orders for goods,

24 & 25 Vict. c. 93.

Forgery as to the
registry of deeds.

Forging orders of

justices, recogni-
zances, aflSdavits,

&c.

Forging name of
accountant gene-
ral, &c. of Court of

Chancery in Eng-
land or Irehmd, or
of any judge of
the landed estates
court in Ireland.

Acknowledging
recognizance,
bail, cognovit, &c.
in the name of
another.

Forgeiy of Eegisters of Deeds. Orders of Justices :

—

Sect. 31. "Whosoever shall forge or fraudtilently alter, or shall offer,

utter, dispose of, or put off, knowing the same to be forged or

fraudulently altered, any memorial, affidavit, affirmation, entry, cer-

tificate, indorsement, document, or writing, made or issued under the

provisions of any act passed, or hereafter to be passed for or relating

to the registry of deeds, or shall forge or counterfeit the seal of or

belonging to any office for the registry of deeds, or any stamp or im-
pression of any such seal ; or shall forge any name, handwriting, or

signature purporting to be the name, handwriting, or signature of

any person to any such memorial, affidavit, affirmation, entry,

certificate, indorsement, document, or writing which shall be required

or directed to be signed by or by virtue of any act passed or to be

passed, or shall offer, utter, dispose of, or put off any such memorial
or other writing as in this section before mentioned, having thereon

any such forged stamp or impression of any such seal, or any such
forged name, handwriting, or signature, knowing the same to be
forged, shall be guilty of felony, and being convicted thereof shall bo
liable, at the discretion of the court, to be kept in penal ser\'itude for

any term not exceeding 14 years and not less than 3 years,—or to be
imprisoned for any term not exceeding 2 years, with or without hard
labour, and with or without solitary confinement.

As to forging Orders, &c., of Justices of theJL^eace :

—

Sect. 32. Whosoever, with intent to defraud, shall forge or alter,

or shall offer, utter, dispose of, or put off, knowing the same to be
forged or altered, any summons, conviction, order, or warrant of any
justice of the peace, or any recognizance purporting to have been
entered into before any justice of the jjeace, or other officer autho-
rized to take the same, or any examination, deposition, affidavit,

affirmation, or solemn declaration, taken or made before any justice

of the peace, shall be guilty of felony, and being convicted thereof

shall be liable, at the discretion of the court, to be kept in penal ser-

vitude for the term of 3 years,—or to be imprisoned for any term not
exceeding 2 years, with or without hard labour, and with or without
solitary confinement.

Forgery of the Name of the Accountant General, &c. :

—

Sect. 33. Whosoever, with intent to defraud, shall forge or alter any
certificate, report, entry, indorsement, declaration of trust, note,

direction, authority, instrument, or writing made or purporting or

appearing to be made by the accountant general, or any other officer

of the Court of Chancery in England or Ireland, or by any judge or

officer of the Landed Estates Court in Ireland, or by any officer of any
court in England or Ireland, or by any cashier or other officer or

clerk of the governor and comjiany of the Bank of England or Ireland,

or the name, handwriting, or signatui-e of any such accountant
general, judge, cashier, officer, or clerk as aforesaid, or shall offer,

utter, dispose of, or put off any such certificate, report, entry, indorse-
ment, declaration of trust, note, direction, authority, instrument, or
writing, knowing the same to be forged or altered, shall be guilty of
felony, and being convicted thereof shall be liable, at the discretion of
the court, to be kept in penal servitude for any term not exceeding
14 years and not less than 3 years,—or to be imprisoned for any
term not exceeding 2 years, with or without hard labour, and with
or without solitary confinement.

As to falsely acknowledging Eecoguizances, &c. :

—

Sect. 34. Whosoever, without lawful authority or excuse (the proof
whereof shall lie on the party accused), shall, in the name of any
other person, acknowledge any recognizance or bail, or any cognovit
actionem, or judgment, or any deed or other instrument, before any
court, judge, or other person lawfully authorized in that behalf, shall

bo guilty of felony, and being convicted thereof shall be liable, at the

V



discretion of the court, to be kept in penal servitude for any term not 9. Of bonds,

exceeding 7 years and not less than 3 years,—or to bo imprisoned for deeds, receipts,

any term not exceeding 2 years, with or without hard labour, and orders for goods,

with or without solitary confinement. ^^

Beeds.l—Forging a deed directed to be in a particular form by par- what a forgery of

ticular statutes, which had not been complied with, was decided to be ^^^'^'^'^
within the

within the repealed stat. 2 Geo. 2, c. 25. {li. v. Lyon, B. & E. 255.)

'

A power of attorney to transfer government stock, signed, sealed, and
delivered, is a deed within that statute. (-K. v. Fauntlcroy , B. & M.
52 ; 2 Bing. 413.)

Beceipts.']—A receipt for hanJc notes was holden not an acquittance or Of receipts, &c.

receipt for money or goods within the meaning of the stat. 2 Geo. 2,

c. 25, because that statute did not contain the words, " note, bill, or

other security," which are in the present statute. {B. y. Harrison, 1

Leach, 180; 2 East, P. C. 926.)
In Lyon's case it was ruled by all the judges, that a scrip receipt,

not filled up with the name of the subscriber, or person from whom
the money was received, is not a receipt for money within the
statutes. {Lyyon's case, 1 Leach, 397.) But it would have been other-
wise, if the blank had been fiUed up. {Arch. C. L. loth ed. 509.)

A servant employed by her mistress to pay tradesmen's bills, received

from her a bill of a tradesman named Sadler, together with the money
to pay that and other bills. She brought the bill again to her mistress

with the words "Paid sadler " on it, the word sadler being wi'itten

with a small s, and there being no initial of the Christian name of the

tradesman. The mistress stated that she believed the words to be a
receipt, and that no application was made for the money afterwards.

It was held, on an indictment for forgery, that the words " Paid
sadler," under the circumstances, imported a receiptor acquittance for

the money, and was not merely a memorandum by the servant of her
having paid the bill. {B. v. Lfouseman, 8 C. ifc P. 180.)

A memorandum importing that A. B. had paid to C. D. a sum of

money, but importing no acknowledgment from C. D. of his having
received it, was holden not to be a receipt within that statute, which
however did not contain the words "accountable receipt." {B. v.

Harveij, B. & B.221.)
A forged receipt on an order for the payment of money, thus—

" Eeceived, E. Aikman," written on the back of a bill of exchange
payable at a banker's—^has been held not a receipt within the act. {B.

V. Arscott, Q G.& P. 408 ; and see B. v. Hope, 1 Mood. C. C. 414.)

W. Testick was indicted {Bodmin Sujn. Ass. 1774 ; 2 Easfs P. C,

t)25 ; 2 Buss. 1629) for uttering and publishing as true a forged receipt

f<jr money, v^ith the name S. W., &c., for 1/. 4s., which was as follows

:

viz.

" 18th March, 1773.
" Eeceived the contents above, hy me,

" Stephen Withers :

"

with intent to defraud E. Goadby, &c. It appeared that the prisoner
was employed by Goadby, who sold lottery tickets and shares, and
paid the money for prizes, to settle an account with S. "Withers ; that
a precise account in writing was given by Goadby to the prisoner, in
which there was a balance of 1?. 4s. due to Withers, with the money to ,

pay that balance; that the prisoner afterwards, on settling his

accounts with Goadby, produced this very account, together with the
receipt stated in the indictment, which was not signed by Withers, and
took credit for the amount, knowing that Withers had not been paid.

It was objected that this receipt did not correspond with the indict-
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9. Of bonds,

(keels, receipts,

orders for goods,

<L-e.

Forging receipt.

What is not a re-

ceipt.

Uttering receipt.

Scrip certificate.

What a forged
guarantee.

ment, whicli should have contained the bill as well as the receipt ; and
that the receipt, as set forth, of " the contents above " did not appear
to bo a receipt for the bill in question, or to be a receipt for money.
After conviction judgment was respited; but in Mich. T., 1774, the

judges were of oj^inion that the indictment was sufficient, for it was
" Jteceived the contents above," which showed it to be a receipt for some-
thing, though the particulars were not expressed ; it was laid to be a

forged receipt for money under the hand of S. W. for 11. 4s., and the bill

itself was only evidence of the fact, and showed it to be a receipt for
money as charged.

13ut in the case of W. Hunter (E. T., 1796), who was indicted for

forging a receipt to an assignment for payment of a certain sum in a
navy bill, the judgment was arrested, because it did not appear on the
face of the instrument, nor was shown by any averment, that the in-

strument was a receipt for money. {R. v. Hunter, 2 Leach, 624 ; 2
EasVs P. G. 928.)

The following cases, though decided under the repealed act 1 Will. 4,

c. 66, are authorities under the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 98.

If a high constable issue his receipt for the payment of a county-
rate amounting to 3?. 5s. 9d., and having received the money write a
receipt at the bottom of the paper, " Eeceived the above rate, J. P."
and after that the sum 3Z. 5s. 9(Z. in the receipt be fraudulently altered
to 3?. 15s. M., this is a forgery of a receipt within the statute, and may
be laid with intent to defraud any rated inhabitant (by name) of the
parish on which the rate is imposed (and others), and the indictment
need not set out the receipt, but may describe it under the stat. 2 & 3
Wm. 4, c. 123, s. 3, receipts being within the provisions of that statute,
as well as instruments which are the subject of the larceny, (lien. v.
Vaucjhan, 8 C. & F. 276.)
A person who makes a copy of a receipt, interpolating the words

" in full of all demands," and produces such false copy upon a sug-
gestion of the loss of the original, is guilty of forgery.

(
Upfold v.

Leit, Sitt; after H. T., 1804, cor. Ld. Ellenborouyh, 0. J., 5 Esp. 100.)
The prisoner, a servant of A., applied to B. for payment of 17s. due

from B. to A. B. refused to pay it without A.'s receipt, upon which
the prisoner went away, and retui-ned with a document as follows :

—

"Eeceived from Mr. Beader, due to Mr. Warnam, 17s. Settled."
"Whereupon B. paid the debt : Held, a question for the jm-y whether
the prisoner tendered the receipt as the handwriting of A., which
would make him liable in this indictment, or as his own, which would
make his act a false pretence. {R. v. Inder, 1 Den. C. C. R. 226.)

It was the practice of the treasurer of the county of S., when an
order had been made on him for the payment of the expenses of a
prosecution, to pay the whole amount to the attorney for the prosecu-
tion or his clerk, and to require the signature of every person named
in the order to bo written on the back of it, and opposite to each name
the sum ordered to "be paid to each person respectively: Held, that
such a signature is not a receipt, the forging of which is an offence
against the statute 1 Will. 4, c. 66, s. 10 ; and that it is merely an
authority to the trsasui-er to pay the amount. {R. v. Cooper, 2 0. &
K. 586, Erie, J.)

If A. exhibit a forged receipt to B., a person with whom he is claim-
ing credit for it, this is an uttering within the statute 1 Will. 4, c. 66,
8. 10, although A. refuse to part with the possession of the paper out
of his hand. {R. v. Radford, 1 C. & K. 707.)
A scrip certificate in a railway company is not an "accountable

receipt," nor an "acquittance or receipt," within the meaning of the
1 Will. 4, c. 66, s. 10 ; therefore the forgery of such document is not
a felony but a misdemeanor only. {Clarh v. Newsam, 1 Exch. 131;
and see also R. v. West, 2 C. tfc A'. 490.)
A forged instrument, by which the supposed maker of it, in con-
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Bideration of goods to bo sold to R. P. undertakes to guarantee to the 9, Of bonds,

vendor the due payment for all such goods so to be sold to R. P., but deeds, receipts,

so that the supposed maker should not be liable beyond ten pounds, is orders for goods,

a forged undertaking for the payment of money within the statute 1 <tc.

Will. 4, c. 66, s. 3. {R. v. Stone, 2 C. & K. 364, Parhe, B.)
^

'

A., a shareholder, had bought twenty shares in the Eastern Counties By innocent

Railway Company of L., a broker, which stood in the name of R. A. »&ent.

P. ; but L. did not send A. the deed of transfer, as A. was in embar-
rassed circumstances and owed L. money. A. procured a boy to

execute a deed of transfer of the shares in the name of R. A. P. All

the calls on the shares had been paid up : Held, a forgery, and that A.
could be convicted on counts laying an intent to defraud R. A. P. and
the Eastern Counties Railway Company. {R. v. Hoatson, 2 C. & K.
777.) So if A. by letter desire B., an innocent agent, to write the

name of " W. S." to a receipt on a post office order, and the innocent
agent do it, believing that he is authorised so to do, A. is a principal

in this forgerj' ; and it makes no difference that by the letter A. says

to B. that he is " at liberty to sign the name of W. S.," and does not
in express words direct him to do so. {R. v. Clifford, 2 C. & K. 202,

Piatt, B.)

A station master, employed by a railway company to pay the carrier

who delivered and collected parcels, told the carrier falsely that the
company would not pay him for delivery. The carrier acquiesced.

After this the carrier's account for collecting goods was made out and
paid by the station master, and the carrier wrote on it, "Received,"
and signed his name. The station master then on the face of the
account . added an account purporting to be the carrier's account for

delivery, and fixed a receipt stamp on the paper under the signature,

and wrote on the face of the stamp the amount in figures of the sum
of the account charged for collecting and delivery : Held, that the

prisoner was guilty of forging the receipt. {Reg. v. Griffith, 27 L. J,

M. C. 205.)

A person may be indicted for forgery for making a false entry of a
receipt of money in a book which he purports to be a banker's pass

book, with intent to defraud. [R. v. Smith, 31 L. J. M, C. 154; R. v.

Moodtj, 31 L. J. M. C. 156.)

Order, &c., for delivery of Goods, t&c]—A forged paper, addressed to Of orders, &c. for

a tradesman, and purporting to be signed by one of his customers in delivery of goods,

the following form, " Please to let bearer, William Goff, have spill-

shovel and grafting tool for me," is a forged request for the delivery
of goods within the statute. {R^g. v. James, 8 Car. & P. 292.)

The request need not be directed to any one. {Id. ; R. v. Carney, 1

Mood. C. C.Sol; R. v. Cullen, Id. 300 ; R. v. Pulhrook, 9 C. <fe P. 37

;

R. V. White, Id. 282.)

Nor it seems need the request specify any particular articles. {R.

V. Jones, 1 Leach, 53.) And in that case it was considered that an
order " to deliver my work to bearer," (and which was explained in
evidence to mean an order to Goldsmith's Hall to deliver certain plate

a silversmith had sent there to be marked), was holden to be within
the repealed stat. 7 Geo. 2, c. 22.

Nor need it be signed by a person who can compel a performance of

it, or who has any authority over or interest in the goods. {R. v.

Thomas, 2 Mood. C. C. 16.)

Where the prisoner represented that M. 0. was dead, and had left

him 50/. or 60Z., which was in the hands of A. D., and that he wanted
mourning, and brought a forged paper purporting to be signed by
A. D., containing the following: "Please to let W. T. have such
things as he wants for the purpose ; I have got the amount of 211. for

M. C. in my keeping these many years :
" this was held to be a forged

request within the statute. {R. v. Thomas, 7 C. & P. 851.)
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9. Of bonds,

deeds, receipts,

orders for goods,

<tc.

FilUnpr tip a
signed blank
cheque with a
preater amount
than that au-
thorised.

Warrant, order or
request for the
delivery of goods.

Warrant and order
for the payment
of money.

As to unlawful
society.

Order forpayment
of money.

It must be shown in tho indictment to be a request ; and if the

words have not necessarily that effect, and the instrument is set out,

it must be explained by averments. {H. v. Cullen, B. & M. Q. C. 300

;

5 C. & P. 116.)

Where a forged request was " Mr. Brooks, let the bearer, W. Turton,

have, for J. Roe, four yards of Irish linen and a waistcoat : John
Eoe ;

" and the prisoner was indicted for obtaining the goods under
false pretences

—

Taunton, J., held that the uttering of such a note was
a felony under this statute, and directed an acquittal. {R. v. Evans,

5 C. & P. 553 ; Jerv. Arch. C. O. 9th ed. 393.)

"Where the request was addressed to a woman in her maiden name,
but she had married before the date of it, an indictment charging the

intent to be to defraud her husband was held good. {E. y. Carter, 7

C. <fc P. 13-4.)

Where a party receives a blank cheque, signed, with directions to

fill in a certain amount, and he fills in a different amount, and retains

the proceeds of the cheque, he is guilty of forgery, although he be-

lieves that the amount so filled in is due to himself. {B. v. Wilson, 2

a & K. 527.)

On an indictment for forging an order for the delivery of goods, the

instrument alleged to have been forged being an order on a dock com-
pany to pennit the bearer to taste wine in the docks belonging to the

alleged drawer : Held, that the giving out at the docks a portion of

the wine for the purpose of its being tasted there by the person pre-

senting the order was a delivery of goods within the 1 Will. 4, c. 66,

s. 10. In the ordinary course of business at the docks, the tasting

order being directed to the dock company, and being signed by the

merchants owning the wines, is taken to a clerk at the docks, who
writes his name across it, and this signature is an authority to the

cooper, without which he is not justified in acting : Held, that such an
instrument was an order as soon as it left the hands of the merchant
properly drawn up, and that the signature of the dock clerk was not
essential to give it validity as an order. {B. v. Illidge, 2 C. & K,
874.)

The prisoner forged and delivered as genuine to B., who owed money
to A., a letter purporting to be written by A., and addressed to B., in

which, after setting out the amount due from B., A. was made to say,
" Sir—I hope you will excuse my sending for such a trifle," &c., " but
I am obliged to hunt after every shilling :

" Held, that the document
was a forged " warrant" for the payment of money within the mean-
ing of the statute 11 Geo. 4 »& 1 Will. 4, c. 66, s. 3; and semble, that
it was also a forged " order " for the payment of money. {B. v. Dmv-
son, 20L.J.102,M.C.) A forged paper was in the following form :—
" To M. and Co. Pay to my order two months after date, to Mr. J. S.,

the sum of 801., and deduct the same out of my account." It was not
signed, but across it was written, " Accepted, Luke Lade ;

" and at

the back the name and address of J. S. M. & Co. were bankers, and
Luke Lade kept cash with them : Held, that this paper was a warrant
for the payment of money, as, if genuine, it would have been a war-
rant from Luke Lade to the bankers to pay the money to J. S. (R.
V. Sinith, 1 a. & K. 100.)
The mutual promises and engagements of any society are " autho-

rised by law," within the 57 Geo. 3, c. 19, s. 25, unless they are clearly
prohibited by law, and the party objecting to the legality of such
promises or engagements must show their illegality.

In order to constitute the crime of forgery of a warrant or order for

the payment of money under the 11 Geo. 4 & 1 Will. 4, c. 66, s. 3, it

was necessary that the instrument be such that, if genuine, it would,
in the ordinary course of business between the parties, be effectual for

the payment of money. By the rules of a society of Odd Fellows,
having a branch called the " Conqueror Lodge," the family of deceased



members of tlio brancli lodge became entitled to a sum of money on 10. Receiving,

tbe presentation of a certificate (filled up according to a certain form) <tc. forged hank

to the secretary of the head society. After the dissolution of the notes, &c. Ilav-

" Conqueror Lodge " a forged certificate, purporting to relate to the *"9' possession of

death of a member of that lodge, was presented to the secretary, and '"^owWs, <kc. for

a sum of money paid under it : Held, that an indictment for forging /org^gry.

or uttering the certificate could not be sustained, there being at the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 98.

time it was forged and uttered no such branch lodge or society in

existence. {R. v. Bouse, 4 CorJs O. C. 7, Erie, J.)

A dividend warrant or cheque of a railway company, signed by the

secretary, addi-essed to their bankers, dii-ected the latter to j^ay to A.
(a shareholder), or his order, a certain amount. There was a memo-
randum at the bottom of the document, "The shareholder's name
must be indorsed at the back of the cheque." It was held, that a
person who forged the shareholder's indorsement on the cheque was
guilty of forging an order or Warrant for the payment of money. {li,

V. Antey, 26 L. J. M. G. 190.)

X. ^IJurcJ^aging or i^fceibing jFotgctJ lianfe Kotcs, ISiM of

3Si(;f)ange, ^c. JHafeing or ijabing in ^iJossession, iVf.

iEoullis, ^lateg, ^c. for J^orging same, ^c.
By 24 & 25 Vict. c. 98, s. 9, Whosoever, without lawful authority or Making plates,

excuse (the proof thereof shall lie on the party accused), shall make &c. in imitation

or cause or procure to be made, or shall aid or assist in making, or exchequer'bilis^'^

shall knowingly have in his custody or possession, any frame, mould, &c.

or instrument having therein any words, letters, figures, marks, lines,

or devices peculiar to and appearing in the substance of any paper
provided or to be provided or used for exchequer bills or exchequer
bonds or exchequer debentures, or any machinery for working any
threads into the substance of any paper, or any such thread, and in-

tended to imitate such words, letters, figures, marks, lines, threads,

or devices, or any plate peculiarly employed for printing such exche-
quer bills, bonds, or debentures, or any die or seal peculiarly used for

preparing any such plate, or for sealing such exchequer bills, bonds,
or debentures, or any plate, die, or seal intended to imitate any such
plate, die, or seal as aforesaid, shall be guilty of felony, and being
convicted thereof, shall be liable, at the discretion of the court, to be
kept in penal servitude for any term not exceeding 7 years and not
less than 3 years,—or to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding 2

years, with or without hard labour, and with or without solitary con-
finement.

Sect. 10. Whosoever, without lawful authority or excuse (the proof Making paper in

whereof shall lie on the party accused), shall make, or cause or procure imitation of that

to be made, or aid or .assist in making, any paper in the substance of ^^^ biils,^&a

'

which shall appear any words, letters, figures, marks, lines, threads,
or other devices peculiar to and appearing in the substance of any
paper provided or to be provided or used for such exchequer bills,

bonds, or debentures, or any part of such words, letters, figures, marks,
lines, threads, or other devices, and intended to imitate the same, or
shall knowingly have in his custody or possession any paper whatso-
ever, in the substance whereof shall appear any such words, letters,

figures, marks, lines, threads, or devices as aforesaid, or any parts of
such words, letters, figures, marks, lines, threads, or other devices,
and intended to imitate the same, or shall cause or assist in causing
any such words, letters, figures, marks, lines, threads, or devices as
aforesaid, or any part of such words, letters, figures, marks, lines,

threads, or other devices, and intended to imitate the same, to appear
in the substance of any paper whatever, or shall take or assist in
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10. Receiving, taking any impression of any such plate, die, or seal as in the last

etc. forged hank preceding section mentioned, shall bo guilty of felony, and being con-

notes, tt-c. Hav- victed thereof shall bo liable, at the discretion of the court, to be kept
iiig possession of in penal servitude for any term not exceeding 7 years and not less

moulds, Jbc. for than 3 years,—'Or to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding 2 years,

forgery. ^Hh. or without hard labour, and with or without solitary confine-

24 & 25 Vict c. 98. ment.

Having in posses- Sect. 1 1 . Whosoever, without lawful authority or excuse (the proof
sion pfiper, plates, -whereof shall lie on the party accused), shall purchase or receive, or
" ""

"
*" " """

knowingly have in his custody or possession, any paper manufactured
and provided by or under the directions of the commissioners of in-

land revenue or commissioners of her Majesty's treasury, for the

purpose of being used as exchequer bills or exchequer bonds or exche-
quer debentm-es, before such pajier shall have been duly stamped,
signed, and issued for public use, or any such plate, die, or seal as i\\

the last two preceding sections mentioned, shall be guilty of a misde-
meanor, and being convicted thereof shall bo liable, at the discretion

of the court, to be imprisoned for anj'' term not exceeding 3 years,

with or without hard labour.

Sect. 13. Whosoever, without lawful authority or excuse (the proof
whereof shall lie on the party accused), shall purchase or receive from
any other person, or have in his custody or possession, any forged

bank note, bank bill of exchange, or bank post bill, or blank bank
note, blank bank bdl of exchange, or blank bank post bill, knowing
the same to be forged, shall be guilty of felony, and being convicted

thereof shall be liable, at the discretion of the court, to be kept in

penal servitude for any term not exceeding 14 years and not less than
3 years,—or to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding 2 years,

with or without hard labour.

As to making and engraving plates, &c. for bank notes, &c. :

—

Sect. 14. Whosoever, without lawful authority or excuse (the proof

Purch.asing or
receiving or hav-
ing forged bank
notes.

Making or having
mould for making -vyhcreof shall He ou the party accused), shall make or use, or know-
paper with the .-- ... .-L"' . ' . .-'.
words " Bank of
England," or
" J?ank of Ire-

land," or with
curved bar lines,

&c., or selling

such paper.

ingly have in his custody or possession, any frame, mould, or instru-

ment for the making of paper with the words " Bank of England " or
" Bank of Ireland," or any part of such words intended to resemble
and pass for the same, visible in the substance of the paper, or for the

making of paper with curved or waving bar lines, or with the laying

wire lines thereof in a waving or curved shape, or with any number,
sum, or amount expressed in a word or words in Eoman letters, visible

in the substance of the jiaper, or with any device or distinction peculiar

to and appearing in the substance of the paper used by the governor
and company of the Banks of England and Ireland respectively for any
notes, bills of exchange, or bank post bills of such banks respectivelj',

or shall make, use, sell, expose to sale, utter, or dispose of, or know-
ingly have in his custody or possession, any paper whatsoever with
the words " Bank of England " or " Bank of Ireland," or any part of
such words intended to resemble and pass for the same, visible in the
substance of the paper, or any paper with curved or waving bar lines,

or with the laying wire lines thereof in a waving or curved shape, or
with any number, sum, or amount expressed in a word or words in
Roman letters, appearing visible in the substance of the paper, or with
any device or distinction peculiar to and appearing in the substance of
the paper used by the governor and company of the Banks of England
and Ireland respectively for any notes, bills of exchange, or bank post
bills of such banks respectively, or shall by any art or contrivance
cause the words " Bank of England " or " Bank of Ireland," or any
part of such words intended to resemble and pass for the same, or any
device or distinction peculiar to and appearing in the substance of
the paper used by the governor and company of the Banks of England
and Ireland respectively for any notes, bills of exchange, or bank post
bills of such banks respectively, to appear visible in the substance of
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any paper, or shall cause the numerical sum or amount of any bank lo. Receiving,
note, bank bill of exchange, or bank post bill, blank bank note, blank d-t-. forged hank
bank bill of exchange, or blank bank post bill, in a word or words in notes, d;c. Hav-
Eoman letters, to appear visible in the substance of the paper whereon ing possession of

the same shall be written or printed, shall be guilty of felony, and ')nouMs, &c. for

being convicted thereof shall be liable, at the discretion of the court, fo'>'g(^'ry-

to be kept in penal seiTitude for any term not exceeding 14 years and 24 & 25 Vict. e. 98.

not less than 3 years,—or to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding
2 years, with or without hard labour.

Sect. 15. Nothing in the last preceding section contained shall pre- Proviso as to

vent any person from issuing any bill of exchange or promissory note E?,?®'" ^^'^'^.v?'"

having the amount thereof expressed in guineas, or in a numerical &c.
'

figure or figui-es denoting the amount thereof in pounds sterling,

appearing visible in the substance of the paper upon which the same
shall be written or printed, nor shall prevent any person from making,
using, or selling any paper having waving or curved lines or any
other devices in the nattu'e of watermarks visible in the substance
of the paper, not being bar lines or laying wire lines, provided the
same are not so contrived as to form the groundwork or texture of the
paper, or to resemble the waving or curved laying wire lines or bar
lines or the watermarks of the paper used by the governor and com-
pany of the Banks of England and Ireland respectively.

Sect. 16. Whosoever, without lawful authority or excuse (the proof Engraving or hav-

whereof shall He on the party accused), shall engrave or in anywise fofmaking ^notts
make upon any plate whatsoever, or upon any wood, stone, or other of Bankof Eng-

niaterial, anj-- promissory note («), bill of exchange, or bank post bill, ^^^ °[
Ireland, or

or part of a promissory note, bill of exchange, or bank post bill, pur- having such'plate,

porting to be a bank note, bank bill of exchange, or bank post bill of &c., or uttering or

the governor and company of the Bank of England or of the go- ^hiclfa'wauk^'*"
vernor and company of the Bank of Ireland, or of any other bank note, &c.

body corporate, company, or person carrying on the business of ^^^^.U be printed

bankers, or to be a blank bank note, blank promissory note, blank
bank bill of exchange, or blank bank post biU. of the governor and
company of the Bank of England or of the governor and company of

the Bank of Ireland, or of any such other body corporate, company,
or person as aforesaid, or to be a part of a bank note, promissory note,

bank bill of exchange, or bank post bill of the governor and company
of the Bank of England or of the governor and company of the Bank
of Ireland, or of any such other body corporate, company, or person as

aforesaid, or any name, word, or character resembling or apparently
intended to resemble any subscription to any bill of exchange or pro-
missory note issued by the governor and company of the Bank of
England or the governor and company of the Bank of Ireland, ,1

or by any such other body corporate, company, or person as

aforesaid, or shall use any such plate, wood, stone, or other

material, or any other instrument or de\ice, for the making
or printing any bank note, bank bill of exchange, or bank post
bill, or blank bank note, blank bank bill of exchange, or blank
bank post bill, or part of a bank note, bank bill of exchange, or bank
post bill, or knowingly have in his custody or possession any such
plate, wood, stone, or other material, or any such instrument or device,

or shall knowingly offer, utter, dispose of, or put off, or have in his

custody or possession, any paper upon which any blank bank note,

blank bank bill of exchange, or blank bank post bill of the governor

{a) This section is taken from 11 whole paper or thing which circulates

Geo. 4 & 1 W. 4, c. QQ, s. 18, mider as a note, and therefore the border or

which section it was decided that by ornamental part was a part of the

the word "note " is not meant merely Jiote within the statute. R. v. Keith,

the obligation or writing, bitt the 24 Z, /. M. C. 110.

VOL. II. 1? tr
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10. Receiving, and company of the Bank of England or of the governor and company

Ac.' forged bank of the Bank of Ireland, or of any such other body corporate, company,

7iotes, (Oc, Hav- or person as aforesaid, or part of a bank note, bank bill of exchange,

i7ig possession of or bank post bill, or any name, word, or character resembling or ap-
m&ulds, dc. far parently intended to resemble any such subscription, shall be made or

forgery. printed, shall be guUty of felony, and being convicted thereof shall be

24 & 25 Vict c 98 ^^^^^^^ ^* ^^^ discretion of the court, to be kept in penal servitude for
' any term not exceeding 14 years and not less than 3 years,—or to be

imprisoned for any term not exceeding 2 years, with or without hard

labour, and with or without solitary confinement.

Where a prisoner caused a fac simile engraving to be made on a

plate, of the royal ai-ms of Scotland, and of the figure of Britannia,

in the position in which they stand on the border of a promissory note

of the B. L. Banking Company :—Held, that he was indictable under
the stat. 11 Geo. 4 and 1 Will. 4, c. 66, s. 18, (re-enacted by 24 & 25

Vict. c. 98, s. 16,) as engraving part of a promissory note, purporting

to be part of a promissory note of the B. L. Banking Company, as every

part of what usually circulated as a note of the B. L. Banking Com-
pany, the ornamental border as well as the obligatory words, was to

be considered part of the note within the statute.

Held, also, that it was not necessary that the engraving should show
on the face of it, without reference to extrinsic evidence, that it

purported to be part of a note of the B. L. Banking Company ; but
that the jury might look at a genuine note of the B. L. Banking
Company, and would be justified in convicting the prisoner, if on com-
parison they were satisfied that the engraving on the plate purported
to be part of a genuine note. Beg. v. Keith, 24 L. J. M. C. 110.

Engraving on a Sect. 17. Whosoever, without lawful authority or excuse (the proof

word! number, or whereof shall lie on the party accused), shall engrave or in anywise
device resembling make upon any plate whatsoever, or upon any wood, stone, or other

noteorbiu"or
material, any word, number, figure, device, character, or ornament,

using or having the imprcssion taken from which shall resemble or apparently be
any such plate, intended to resemble any part of a bank note, bank bill of exchange,

having any paper*^ ^^ bank post bill of the governor and company of the Bank of England,
on which any such or of the governor and company of the Bank of Ireland, or of any

weMed""
**' "^ other body corporate, company, or person carrying on the business of

bankers, or shall use, or knowingly have in his custody or possession,

any such plate, wood, stone, or other material, or any other instrument or
device for the impressing or making upon any paper or other material
any word, number, figui-e, charactei', or ornament which shall resemble
or apparently be intended to resemble any part of a bank note, bank bill

of exchange, or bank post bill of the governor and company of the Bank
of England or of the governor and company of the Bank of Ireland, or
of any such other body corporate, company, or person as aforesaid, or
shall knowingly ofi'er, utter, dispose of, or put off, or have in his
custody or possession, any paper or other material upon which there
shall be an impression of any such matter as aforesaid, shall be guilty
of felony, and being convicted thereof shall be liable, at the discretion
of the court, to be kept in penal servitude for any term not exceeding
14 years and not less than 3 years,—or to be imprisoned for any term
not exceeding 2 years, with or without hard labour, and with or with-
out solitary confinement.

mouid^fo^'/makinK
^^^^- ^^' "Whosoever, without lawful authority or excuse (the proof

paper with the whereof shall lie on the party accused), shall make or use any frame,
name of any mould, or instiTiment for the manufactme of paper, with the name or

or havinrsuch
"^ ^^^ °^ ^^^ ^^^Y corporate, company, or person carrvdng on the

paper. business of bankers (other than and except the Banks of England and
Ireland respectively), appearing visible in the substance of the paper,
or knowingly have in his custody or possession any such frame, mould,
or instrument, or make, use, sell, expose to sale, utter, or dispose of, or
knowingly have in his custody or possession, any paper in the sub-



stance of whicli tlie name or firm of any sucli body corjDorate, company, 11. Making
or person shall appear visible, or by any art or contrivance cause the false entries in

name or form of any sucli body corporate, company, or person registers of hap-

to appear visible in the substance of the paper upon which the tism, marriage,

same shall be written or printed, shall be guilty of felony, burial, <i-c.

and being convicted thereof shall be liable, at the discretion of the 24 & 25 vict. c. 9S.

court, to be kept in penal servitude for any term not exceeding 14

years and not less than 3 years,—or to be imprisoned for any term
not exceeding 2 years, with or without hard labour, and with or with-
out solitary confinement.

Sect. 19. Whosoever, without lawful authority or excuse (the proof ^n^^ving plates

whereof shall lie on the party accused), shall engrave or in anywise or^notes^or usfn^'

make upon any plate whatsoever, or upon any wood, stone, or other or having such

material, any bill of exchange, promissory note, undertaking, or order ^1^^,!' ^ "ttenng

tor payment 01 money, or any part 01 any bill 01 exchange, promissory any part of any
note, undertaking, or order for payment of money, in whatsoever such bill or note

language the same may be expressed, and whether the same shall or *^ ^^"^ *^
'

shall not be or be intended to be under seal, purporting to be the bill,

note, undertaking, or order, or part of the bill, note, undertaking, or

order of any foreign prince or state, or of any minister or officer in the
service of any foreign prince or state, or of any body corporate or body
of the like nature, constituted or recognised by any foreign prince or

state, or of any person or company of persons, resident in any
country not under the dominion of her Majesty, or shall use, or know-
ingly have in his custody or possession, any plate, stone, wood, or

other material upon which any such foreign bill, note, undertaking, or

order, or any part thereof, shall be engraved or made, or shall knowingly
offer, utter, dispose of, or put off, or have in his custody or possession,

any paper upon which any part of any such foreign bill, note, under-
taking, or order, shall be made or printed, shall be guilty of felony,

and being contacted thereof shall be liable, at the discretion of the
court, to be kept in penal sei-vitude for any temi not exceeding 14
years and not less than 3 years,—or to be imprisoned for any term not
exceeding 2 years, with or without hard labour, and with or without
solitary confinement.
Where a prisoner employed a photographer to counterfeit Austrian

bank-notes, directing him to take an impression of the note on a plate

of glass by means of the photographic process, and then to get it

engraved on metal or wood, so as afterwards to strike off" the forged
notes. The photographer accordingly took off on a glass plate a
" positive " impression of the note, and showed it to the prisoner, who
was arrested while inspecting it. The impression on the glass was a
mere shadow of the note, easily washed off until fixed, and no impres-
sion could be taken from it, but from it a " negative " could be made,
and then from the negative copies of the notes could be printed or an
engraving could be prepared. It was held, the prisoner was liable to

be convicted, under 24 & 25 Vict. c. 98, s. 19, of the offence of, with-
out lawful authority or excuse, making upon a certain plate an under-
taking for the payment of money, purporting to be an undertaking
for the payment of money of a foreign state. {H. v. Rinaldi, 33 Z. J.

M. C. 28.)

XI. J^afeing Jfalse (i^ntties in ^t^i^Xtx% of 3i3apti0m,

lEaaiage, burial, ^r.

This offence is provided against by the 3oth, 36th, and 37th sections of
the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 98 ; and b5^ the 6 & 7 WiU. 4, c. 86, ss. 43, 44, and
3 & 4 Vict. c. 91, s. 8, which mil be found under the title " Registers."

u u 2
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Forging or coun-
terfeiting any die
for naarking gold
or silver wares, or
knowingly utter-
ing the same

;

marking wai-es

with forged die,

or uttering ;

fortfing any mark
of any die, or
uttering

;

transposing or
removing marks,
or uttering

;

having in posses-
sion any such,
knowing, &c.;

cutting or sever-
ing marks with
intent to affix

upon other wares

;

affixing any mark
cut or severed
from any other
ware;

or fraudulently
using genuine
dies;

Felony

:

Punishment.

XII. dForflcrfi at ©olti anH Stlbet lEarfeg, ant of Mtt-
tf^mtim JEarfes.

By the 7 & 8 Vict. c. 22, intituled, "An Act to amend the Laws
now in force for preventing Frauds and Abuses in the marking of

Gold and Silver Wares in England," which repeals the 13 Geo. 3, c. 59,

and the 38 Geo. 3, c. 69, it is enacted :

—

Sect. 2. That eveiy person who shall forge or counterfeit, or shall

utter, knowing the same to bo forged or counterfeited, any die or

other instrument, or any part of any die or other instrument, pro-

vided or used or to be provided or used by the company of Goldsmiths

in London, or by any of the several companies of goldsmiths in the

cities of York, Exeter, Bristol, Chester, or Norwich, or the town of

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, or by the companies of guardians of the stand-

ard of wrought plate in the towns of Sheffield or Birmingham re-

spectively, for the marking or stamping of any gold or silver wares
;

and every person who shall mark with any such forged or counterfeit

die or other instrument or with any part of such forged or counterfeit

die or other instrument as aforesaid, any ware of gold or silver, or

any ware of base metal, or shall utter any such ware of gold or silver,

or any such ware of base metal, so marked as aforesaid, knowing the

same to be so marked as aforesaid ; and every person who shall forge

or counterfeit, or by any means whatever produce an imitation of, or

shall utter, knowing the same to be forged or counterfeit or an imita-

tion, any mark or part of any mark of any die or other instrument

provided or used or to be provided or used as aforesaid, upon any
ware of gold or silver, or any ware of base metal ; and every person

who shall transpose or remove, or shall utter, knowing the same to be
transposed or removed, any mark of any die or other instrument pro-

vided or used or to be provided or used as aforesaid, from any ware of

gold or silver to any other ware of gold or silver, or to any ware of

base metal ; and every person who shall without lawful excuse (the

proof whereof shall lie on the party accused) have in his possession

any such forged or counterfeit die, or other instrument as aforesaid,

or any ware of gold or silver, or any ware of base metal, having
thereupon the mark of any such forged or counterfeit die or other

instrument as aforesaid, or having thereupon any such forged or

counterfeit mark or imitation of a mark as aforesaid, or any mark
which shall have been so transposed or removed as aforesaid, knowing
the same respectively to have been forged, counterfeited, imitated,

marked, transposed, or removed ; and every person who shall cut or

sever from any ware of gold or silver any mark or any part of any
mark of any die or other instrument provided or used or to be pro-
vided or used as aforesaid, with intent that such mark or such part
of a mark shall or may be placed upon or joined or affixed to any
other ware of gold or silver, or to any ware of base metal ; and every
person who shall place upon or join or affix to any ware of gold or
silver, or any ware of base metal any mark of any die or other instru-
ment provided or used, or to be provided or used as aforesaid, which
shall have been cut or severed from any ware of gold or silver ; and
every person who shall, with intent to defraud her Majesty, or any of
the said several companies of goldsmiths and guardians respectively,
or any person whatever, use any genuine die or other instrument
iwovided or used or to be provided or used as aforesaid, and every
person counselling, aiding, or abetting any such offender, shall be
guilty of felony, and shall, at the discretion of the court, either be
transported («) beyond the seas for any term not exceeding 14 years

(a) 20 & 21 Vict. c. 3, s. 2, abo-

lishes transportation and substitutes

the ptmishment of penal servitude.

See also 27 & 28 Vict. c. 47.
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nor less than 7 year3, or be imj)risone(l with or without hard labour, 12. Of rjold and
for any term not exceeding 3 years.

_
silvermarks,and

Sect. 3. That every dealer in gold or silver wares who shall sell or of imrchandise
exchange, or expose or keep for sale, or shall export or import, or marks.

attempt to export or import, from or to England, or who shall have ;

in his possession without lawful excuse (the proof whereof shall lie ^ "^ ^ ^*°*' '^- ^^

upon him) any ware of gold or silver, or any ware of base metal,
fglfj^'*^

2" dealer

having thereupon any mark of any forged or counterfeit die or other having' in*hiTpo8-

instrument as aforesaid, or any forged or counterfeit mark or imita- session any wares

tion of a mark of any die or other instrument provided or used or to marks?'^^^'^
be provided or used by any of the several companies of goldsmiths
and guardians aforesaid for marking gold or silver wares, or having
thereupon any mark which shall have been transposed or removed
thereto from any other ware of gold or silver, shall for every such
ware so sold or exchanged, or exposed or kept for sale, or exported or
imported, or attempted to be exported or imported, or which shall so

be in his possession as aforesaid, forfeit and pay the sum of lOZ.,

which may be sued for and recovered by any of the several com-
panies of goldsmiths and guardians aforesaid in manner hereinafter

provided.

Sect. 4. That every such dealer in gold or silver wares, who shall Dealers to be cx-

have sold or exchanged, or exposed or kept for sale, or exported or empted in certain

imported, or attempted to export or import, or had in his possession,
'^^®^-

any such ware of gold or silver, or any such ware of base metal,
having thereupon any mark of any such forged or counterfeited die or
other instrument as aforesaid, or any such forged or counterfeit mark
or imitation of a mark as aforesaid, or any mark which shall have
been so transposed or removed thereto as aforesaid, and shall within
twenty-one days next after notice thereof to him given by any of the

several companies of goldsmiths or guardians as aforesaid, or left at

his usual place of abode, or at any house, shop, or place where he
shall carry on or transact his said trade or business, discover and
make known to the company of goldsmiths or guardians, in or nearest

to the city, town, or place in which such person shall reside, or shall

carry on or transact his said trade or business, the name and place of

abode of the actual manufacturer of any such ware of gold or silver,

or ware of base metal, or of the person or persons from whom such
dealer in gold or silver wares bought, had, or received the same
respectively, then such dealer in gold or silver wares shall bo and he
is hereby exempted and discharged from any penalty or forfeiture

incurred by reason of his having so sold or exchanged, or exposed or

kept for sale, or exported or imported, or attempted to export or

import, or having in his possession, any such ware of gold or silver,

or ware of base metal, as aforesaid, anything hereinbefore contained
to the contrary thereof notwithstanding : Provided always, that Not to exempt
nothing herein contained shall extend to exempt any person from the persons from the

legal consequences of uttering or of having in his possession any such uttlrmTwith"*
ware as aforesaid, knowing the same to be marked with a forged or guiit3' knowledge.

counterfeit die or other instrument, or knowing the mark thereupon
to be foi'ged, counterfeited, imitated, transposed, or removed, if such
knowledge shall be duly proved in any criminal prosecution or pro-

ceeding against such person for any such offence.

Sect. o. That if any ware of gold or silver which shall have been where any alter-

duly assayed and marked at an assay office of any of the several •'»tions or additions

companies of goldsmiths or guardians aforesaid shall at any time after ^^re so altered or

the passing of this act be altered, either by any addition made thereto added to shall be

or otherwise, so that the character or denomination of such ware, or nfarked^aTnew'"^
the use or purpose for which the same was originally made or de- and duty paid

'

signed, shall be changed, or if any such ware of gold or silver shall at upon the whole,

any time after the passing of this act have any addition made thereto

(although its character, denomination, use, or purpose shall not be
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12. Of gold and changed by reason of any such addition), the weight of which said

silvertnarks,and addition shall bear a greater proportion to the original weight of such

of merchandise ware than four ounces weight of such addition to every pound troy

marks. weight of such original ware, every such ware so altered or added to
-—;;— as aforesaid shall be again brought to the assay office of some one of

' Vict. c. 22.
^^^ several companies of goldsmiths or guardians aforesaid, and shall

be assayed and marked as a new ware, and as if no part thereof had
been before assayed, and notwithstanding any former assay thereof,

or the marks of any such former assay thereupon, and the duty shall

be paid upon the whole weight of everjr such ware, and of every addi-

tion thereto (if any shall be made or intended to be made), without

any allowance for the duty which may have been before paid upon
any such ware, or any part thereof: Provided always, that if any
ware of gold or silver shall have any such addition made thereto as

last aforesaid, and the whole weight of such addition made thereto

shaU not bear a greater proportion to the original weight of such ware
than four ounces weight of such addition to every pound troy weight

of such original ware, and so that the character or denomination, use

whe7e an^addition ^^ purpose, of such Ware, shall not be changed, it shall be lawful for

only is made to the company of goldsmiths or guardians at any such assay office to
any ware. allow the addition thereto only to be assayed and marked, and to

receive and take the duty on the weight of such addition thereto only

;

provided that before any such addition shall be made thereto the said

ware shall be brought to such office for the inspection of such company
of goldsmiths or guardians aforesaid, and the nature and extent of the

intended additions thereto shall be fully explained to such company,
and such company shall signify their assent to the making of such

Penalty imposed addition thereto ; and every dealer in gold or silver wares who shall
upon any dealer by any means whatever alter or change the character or denomination

to*any ware'^wah? ^^ ^^5" ^^^^ ^^ S^^^ or sUvcr which shall have been before assayed and
out bringing same marked by any of the several companies of goldsmiths or guardians

Md remarrd*"^'-
^^^^^^^id* ^o that the use or purpose for which the same was originally

if only of a certain made or designed shall be changed, and every dealer in gold or silver
weight, without wares who shall make or affix, or cause to be made or affixed, to any

assent 'of^any ^^^'^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^' silver which shall have been before assayed and
company thereto ; marked at any assay office of any of the several companies of gold-

smiths or guardians aforesaid, any addition of gold or silver, or any
addition of base metal, the weight of which said addition thereto shall

bear a greater proportion to the original weight of such ware than four

ounces weight of such addition to every pound troy weight of such
original ware, without bringing or sending such ware of gold or silver,

so altered, changed, or added to as aforesaid, with every addition

made or intended to be made thereto, to the assay office of some one
of the several companies of goldsmiths or guardians aforesaid, to bo
assayed and marked as a new ware, and every dealer in gold or silver

wares who shall make or affix to any ware of gold or silver which shall

have been before assayed and marked as aforesaid any addition of gold
or silver, or any addition of base metal, the whole weight of which
said addition shall not bear a greater proportion to the original weight
of such ware than four ounces weight of such addition to every pound
troy weight of such original ware, vrithout bringing or sending such
last-mentioned gold or silver ware so added to as last aforesaid, with
every addition intended to be made thereto, to the assay office of some
one of the several companies of goldsmiths or guardians aforesaid, for
the inspection of the said company, and fully explaining the nature

and upon every and extent of the intended addition thereto to the said company, and

such war'^w-H i

obtaining and procuring the assent of the said company to the making
the sainri^ing°"" ^f such addition^ before any such addition shall be made thereto

;

marked

;

and every dealer in gold or silver wares who shall sell or exchange,
or expose or keep for sale, or export or attempt to export from Eng-
land, or shall have in his possession, any such ware of gold or silver

I
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which shall have been so altered, changed, or added to as aforesaid, 12. Of gold and
the same, or the addition thereto, not having been so assayed and silvertnarks,and
marked as aforesaid, shall, for every such ware forfeit and pay the of merchandise

sum of 10^., which may be sued for and recovered by any of the- marks.

several companies of goldsmiths or guardians aforesaid respectively in „ . ,.. ,

~
the manner hereinafter provided: and every such ware of gold or

'

silver, if found at any house, shop, or place where any such dealer in ^^ ^}^^^ ^^'^^ to

gold or silver wares shall carry on or transact his trade or business,
shall and may be lawfully seized by any of the several companies of
goldsmiths or guardians aforesaid, and by them be dealt with as here-
inafter is directed.

Sect. 6. That every such dealer in gold or silver wares who shall Dealers to be ex-

have sold or exchanged, or exposed or kept for sale, or exported or at- «°ipt«d i° certain

tempted to export from England, or had in his possession, any such
ware of gold or silver which shall have been so altered, changed, or
added to as aforesaid, the same or the addition thereto not having
been so assayed and marked as aforesaid, and shall within 21 days
next after notice thereof to him given by any of the several companies
of goldsmiths or guardians aforesaid, or left at his usual place of
abode, or at any house, shop, or place where he shall carry on or trans-
act his said trade or business, discover and make known to the com-
pany of goldsmiths or guardians in or nearest to the city, town, or
place in which such person shall reside, or shall carry on or transact
his said trade or business, the name and place of abode of the actual
manufactiirer of any such ware of gold or silver as last aforesaid, or of
the person or persons from whom such dealer in gold or sUver wares
bought, had, or received the same respectively, then such dealer in
gold or silver wares shall be and he is hereby exempted and dis-

charged from any penalty or forfeiture incurred by reason of his

having so sold or exchanged, or exposed or kept for sale, or exported
or attempted to export, or having in his possession, any such ware of
gold or silver as last aforesaid, anything hereinbefore contained to the
contrary thereof notwithstanding.

Sect. 7. And for the further prevention of abuses in the making and if any officer of

assaying of gold and silver wares, be it enacted that if any assayer or ^^-.P^
the hails

other officer of or person employed by the company of Goldsmiths in base metal with
London, or any of the several companies of Goldsmiths of the cities of any die, &c., such

York, Exeter,' Bristol, Chester, or Norwich, or of the town of New-3 toVenaity
castle-upon-Tyne, or either of the companies of guardians of the of lu.

standard of wrought plate in the towns of Sheffield or Birmingham
respectively, shall mark, or permit or suflPer to be marked, any ware \

of base metal with any die or other instrument used or to be used by
any such company for marking gold or silver wares to denote that the
same is of the standard allowed and required by law, every such com-
pany of goldsmiths or guardians aforesaid to which any such assayer
or officer shall belong or by whom such person shall be employed shall

for every such oflPence forfeit and pay to her Majesty the sum of 201.,

which may be sued for and recovered in such and the like manner as
penalties recoverable under any act in force relating to stamp duties
are to be sued for and recovered by law ; and every such assayer or the officer to be

other officer or person employed as aforesaid upon complaint or infer- dismissed;

mation made thereof by any officer of stamp duties to any justice of
the peace having jurisdiction where any such offence shall be com-
mitted, upon the oath of one or more credible person or persons (which
oath such justice is hereby empowered and required to administer),
and upon being convicted thereof by or before such justice, shall be
by him forthwith dismissed and discharged from his said office and
employment of or in the company of goldsmiths or guardians afore-
said ; to or in which he shall have so belonged or been so employed as
aforesaid, and shall be incapable for ever afterwards of holding any
office or employment either in or under the same or any other of the
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Upon information
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companies of goldsmiths or guardians aforesaid; and every ware of

base metal so marked as last aforesaid, when found in the possession

of any dealer, or of any officer of the companies of goldsmiths or guar-
dians aforesaid, shall and may be lawfully seized by any of the said

companies of goldsmiths or guardians aforesaid, other than the com-
pany to which the offending officer belongs, or by whom he is em-
ployed, and shall be dealt with as hereinafter is provided.

Sect. 8. That every dealer in gold or silver wares who shall enter

his private mark under the laws now in force with any of the compa-
nies of goldsmiths or guardians aforesaid, shall at the time he so

enters his private mark at the hall or office of any such company give
to the officer there appointed to take the entry of his said private mark
the particulars of every house, shop, and other place in which he shall

or may carry on or transact any part of his said trade or business, and in
which he shall or may deposit or keep any gold or silver wares, as
well as the place of his abode, in order that an entry may be made at

such haU or office of every such house, shop, and other place as afore-
said ; and every such dealer in gold or silver wares shall from time to
time enter in like manner at such hall or office of any of the compa-
nies of goldsmiths or guardians aforesaid where his private mark has
already been or may hereafter be entered the particulars of every
house, shop, and other place in which he shall or may from time to
time transact or carry on any part of his said trade or business, or in
which he shall or may from time to time keep or deposit any gold or silver
wares, in order that an entry may from time to time be made at such
hall or office of eveiy such house, shop, and other place as aforesaid

;

and every such dealer in gold or sUver wares who shall fail, neglect, or
refuse to give any such particulars as aforesaid, and to cause such
entry of the same to be made as aforesaid, shall for every siich offence
forfeit and pay the sum of bl., which may be sued for and recovered in
the manner hereinafter provided by the company ofgoldsmiths or guar-
dians aforesaid in respect whereof such default shall have been made.

Sect. 9. That every dealer in gold or silver wares who shall fraudu-
lently erase, obliterate or deface, or fraudulently cause to be erased,
obliterated, or defaced, from any ware of gold or silver, any mark of
any die, punch, or other instrument used or to be used by any of the
several companies of goldsmiths or guardians aforesaid for the marking
or stamping of gold or silver wares, or any private mark of any dealer
in gold or silver wares, shall for every such offence forfeit and pay the
sum of ol.

, which may be sued for and recovered by any of the several
companies of goldsmiths or guardians aforesaid respectively in the
manner hereinafter provided.

Sect. 10. That the several pecuniary forfeitiires and penalties im-
posed by this act shall and may be sued for and recovered, with full
costs of suit, in any of her Majesty's courts of record at "Westminster,
by action of debt, bill, plaint, or information in the name of any
master, warden, assayer, clerk, or other officer of any of the said se-
veral companies respectively entitled to sue for or recover the same, or
where the penalty shall be forfeited to her Majesty in the name of the
attorney-general, or by information in the name of any such officer, or

ffi^^^ f
P^"*^*y ^.^^1^ ^6 forfeited to her Majesty in the name of an

olhcer of stamp duties, before a justice of the peace, in like manner as
any penalty may be recovered before any such justice by any officer of
stamp duties; and every such penalty which shall be sued for and
recovered m the name of any officer of the said several companies
r^pectively shall go and be paid wholly to the companv to which such
officer shall belong, to be applied by such company in defraying the
expenses of their assay office and of detecting and prosecuting offen-
ders against this act.

Sect. 11. That whenever any of the said several companies of gold-
smiths or guardians aforesaid shall have reasonable or probable cause
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t(/ suspect that any dealer in gold and silver wares hath concealed or 12. Of gold and
deposited in any house, shop, or place, or hath possession of any wares silvermarlcs,and

of gold or silver which ought to be marked with any of the marks of merchandise

provided or used or to be provided or used by any of the said compa- marks.

nies of goldsmiths or guardians respectively, for marking or stamping
7 ^j 3 Vict c 22

gold or silver wares, and not so marked, or hath concealed or deposited against persons'
as aforesaid, or hath possession of any such forged or counterfeit die or suspected of

other instrument, or any ware of gold or silver, or ware of base metal, '^."'^^"^ ^" posses-,.,, li? i,i> i iP-Ajj- sion illegal wares,
having thereupon any mark 01 any such lorged or counterieited die or &c. justices may
other instrument as aforesaid, or having thereupon any forged or grant search

counterfeited mark of any die or other instrument provided or used or to
^'^'^''*°t^-

be provided or used as aforesaid, or any mark which shall have been
so transposed or removed thereto as aforesaid, it shall be lawful for

any justice of the peace having jurisdiction where any or either of
such offences shall be suspected to be committed, and such justice is

hereby required, upon information or complaint made of any such
reasonable or probable cause of suspicion, by or on behalf of any of
the several companies of goldsmiths or guardians aforesaid, and upon
the oath of one or more credible person or persons ^which oath such
justice is hereby emi:)Owered and required to administer), to grant
a warrant under his hand directed to any one or more of the officers

of any of the several companies of goldsmiths or guardians afore-

said, together with any constable or other peace officer named in such
warrant, authorising and empowering such officer of the said compa-
nies respectively, and such constable or other peace officer as afore-

said, with necessary and proper assistance, to enter in the daytime
into any such house, shop, or place as aforesaid, or any other house,
shop, or place of any such suspected person, and to search the same,
and to seize and take away every such forged or counterfeited die or
other instrument, and every such ware as aforesaid, which shall there
be found ; and all constables and other peace officers shall and they
are hereby required to be aiding and assisting in the execution of
every such warrant as aforesaid ; and every such forged and counter-
feited die or other instrument, and every such ware as aforesaid, so

there found, seized, and taken, shall and may be dealt with as herein-
after is provided : Provided always, and it is hereby declared that Nothing herein

nothing in this act contained shall authorise the search for or seizure to authorise the

of any wares which by the laws now in force are not required to be seizure of wares
marked or stamped by any of the companies of goldsmiths or guar- not required to bo

dians aforesaid, or any of the wares following; namely, watch rings, n^'^rked.

watch keys, watch hooks, earrings, necklaces, eyeglasses, spectacles of
gold, shirt pins or studs, bracelets, head ornaments, waist buckles.

Sect. 12. That every die, punch, or other instniment which shall or False dies and
may be lawfully seized or taken under this act by the said company of wares seized, how

goldsmiths in London, or by any of the several companies of gold-
^'^ '^ impose of.

smiths or guardians aforesaid, or by any officer of any of the said
companies respectively, shall be broken, detained, and destroyed by
such company ; and every such ware so seized or taken as aforesaid, if

it shall be shown to the satisfaction of the court or justice or justices
before whom proceedings shall be had in respect of such ware that the
same has been lawfully seized and taken under the provisions of this

act, shall be broken and defaced ; and in case it shall be sho-rni to the
satisfaction of such court or justice or justices that the dealer from
whom the same shall have been so seized or taken had such ware in
his possession, knowing the same to be marked with a forged or coun-
terfeit die or other instniment, or knowing the mark thereupon to be
forged, counterfeit, imitated, transferred, or removed, or knowing
such ware to have been altered, changed, or added to as aforesaid (the
same or the addition thereto not having been assayed or marked as
required by this act), or knowing such ware to be of base metal ; then
and in every such case, and likewise in every case in which such ware
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has been seized or taken from any officer of any company of gold-

smiths or guardians aforesaid as being of base metal, and fi-audnlently

marked, every such ware so broken and defaced shall be melted and
the metal thereof shall be sold and disposed of, and the produce thereof

shall be entered in the book of account of receipts and payments re-

lating to the assay office belonging to the said company by whom or

by whose officer such ware shall have been so seized or taken, and
shall be applied towards defraying the general expenses of the assay

office of such company, and in the prosecution of offenders under this

act ; and, save and except as aforesaid, every such ware so seized

and taken, or broken and defaced, shall be given back to the dealer

from whom it shall have been so seized and taken.

Sect. 13. That aU actions and prosecutions which shall be brought

or commenced against any person for any thing done in pursuance or

trnder the authority of this act shall be commenced and prosecuted

within 3 calendar months next after the fact committed, and not after-

wards, and shall bo brought and tried in the county or place where
the cause of action shall arise, and not elsewhere; and notice in

wiiting of such action, and of the cause thereof, shall be given to the

defendant 1 calendar month at least before the commencement of the

action ; and the defendant in such action may j)lead the general issue,

and give this act and any other matter or thing in evidence at any trial

to be had thereupon ; and if the cause of action shall appear to arise

from any matter or thing done in pursuance and by the authority of

this act, or if any such action shall be brought after the expii-ation of

such 3 calendar months, or shall be brought in any other county or

place than as aforesaid, or if notice of such action shall not have been
given in manner aforesaid, or if tender of sufficient amends shall have
been made before such action commenced, or if a sufficient sum of

money shall have been paid into court after such action commenced,
by or on behalf of the defendant, the jury shall find a verdict for the

defendant ; and if a verdict shall pass for the defendant, or if the

plaintiff shall become nonsuit or shall discontinue any such action, or

if, on demurrer or otherwise, judgment shall be given against the

plaintiff, the defendant shall recover his full costs of suit as between
attorney and client, and shall have the like remedy for the same as any
defendant may have for cost of suit in other cases at law ; and, al-

though a verdict shall be given for the plaintiff in any such action,

such plaintiff shall not have costs against the defendant, unless the

judge before whom the trial shall be had shall at the time of such trial

certify in writing his approbation of the action, and of the verdict ob-
tained thereupon.

Sect. 14. And for the better interpretation of this act, and to avoid
the frequent use of divers terms and expressions, be it enacted, that
the following terms and expressions shall have the several • interpre-

tations hereafter respectively set forth: (that is to say,) the term
"base metal" shall mean any metal whatsoever other than gold or
silver of the respective standards required by law ; and the term
" dealer in gold or silver wares " shall mean and include every gold-
smith and silversmith, and every worker, maker, and manufacturer of
and trader and dealer in gold and silver wares ; and the tei-m " die

"

shall mean and include any die, plate, tool, or instrument whatever,
by means whereof any mark can or shall be made upon any metal
whatsoever ; and the term "her Majesty " shall mean and include her
Majesty, her heirs and successors ; and the term " mark" shall mean
and include any mark, stamp, or impression of and made with any
die or other instrument, or produced by any other means whatsoever
upon any metal whatsoever ; and the term "ware" shall mean and
include any plate, vessel, article, or manufacture of any metal what-
soever ; and whenever in this act, with reference to any person or

matter, or thing, or to any persons or matters or things, the singular
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or plural number or the masculine gender only is expressed, such ex- 12. Of gold and
pression shall be understood to include several persons or matters or silver 7narJcs,and

things as well as one person or matter or thing, and one person, of Tnerchandist

matter, or thing as well as several persons or matters or things, marks.

females as well as males, bodies politic or corporate as well as indi- 7 & g Vict. c. 22.

viduals, unless it be otherwise specially provided, or the subject or

context be repugnant to such construction.

Sect. 15. And whereas all gold wares of the standard or fineness of After 1st Oct.,

twenty-two carats of fine gold in every pound troy assayed by any of
ora'certain^stan-

the said companies of goldsmiths and guardians are by certain statutes dard to be marked

now in force required to be marked with the same mark as that with with a crown and

which all silver wares of the standard or fineness of eleven ounces insteS^of\iie

and two pennyweights, assayed as aforesaid, are required to be lion passant(a).

marked, (that is to say,) with the figure of the lion passant, in order

to denote the standards thereof respectively, whereby gi'eat facilities to

frauds are afforded, and extensive frauds have been committed by
dealers in gold and silver wares ; and it is expedient that all gold
wares of the standard or fineness aforesaid, and so assayed as afore-

said, should be marked by a different mark, to denote the standard
thereof, from the mark so used for the said silver wares as aforesaid

;

be it therefore enacted, that from and after the first day of October,

1844, there shall be struck or marked by the said company of Gold-
smiths in London, and by the several companies of Goldsmiths in the

cities of York, Exeter, Bristol, Chester, and Norwich, and the town of

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and the Company of Guardians of the Standard
of wrought plate in the town of Birmingham, upon all gold wares of

the standard of fineness of twenty-two carats of fine gold in every
pound troy, brought to them respectively to be assayed, the mark of a
crown and the figures 22, instead of the mark of the lion passant.

Sect. 16. That the rules, directions, powers, privileges, pains, penal- Extending the

ties, forfeitures, causes, matters, and things enacted or provided in and powers, penalties,

by any of the laws and statutes of this realm now in force in relation concemrng the
to the mark of the lion passant on gold wares of the standard or fine- marks formerly

ness of twenty-two carats in the pound troy, and assayed as aforesaid,
dfre^ted^tobe*'^'^^

and also in relation to the die used for making the said mark of the made use of by
lion passant, shall extend to, and be continued, applied, practised, and ti>is act.

put in execution in all cases relating to the said mark of a crown and
the figures 22 hereby directed to be used for the gold wares aforesaid,

and also relating to the said die to be used for making the said mark,
as fully and effectually, to all intents and purposes, as if the same
rules, directions, powers, privileges, pains, penalties, forfeitures,

causes, matters, and things were again particularly repeated and
enacted in and by the present act, any thing in the statutes now in

force or any of them contained to the contrary notwithstanding.
By the 25 & 26 Yict. c. 88, " An Act to amend the Law relating to

the fraudulent marking of Merchandize," it is enacted.

Sect. 1. In the construction of this act the word "person" shall 25 & 26 Vict. c. 88.

include any person, whether a subject of her Majesty or not, and any
body corporate or body of the like nature, whether constituted accord-

ing to the law of this country or of any of her Majesty's colonies or Construction of

dominions, or according to the law of any foreign country, and also words,

any company, association, or society of persons, whether the members
thereof be subjects of her Majesty or not, or some of such persons sub-
jects of her Majesty and some of them not, and whether such body
corporate, body of the like nature, company, association, or society be
established or carry on business within her Majesty's dominions or

elsewhere, or partly within her Majesty's dominions and partly else-

where ; the word " mark " shall include any name, signature, word,

(a) By the 17 «& 18 Vict. c. 96, gold plate is allowed to be manufactured

at a lower standard than formerly.
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12. 0/ gold and latier, device, emblem, figure, sign, seal, stamp, diagram, label,

silver marks,and. ticket, or other mark of any other description ; and the expression

of merchandise "trade mark" shall include any and every such name, signature,
marks. word, letter, device, emblem, figure, sign, seal, stamp, diagram, label,

"6 & 26 Vict c 88 *^^^®^' ^^ other mark as aforesaid lawfully used by any person to

denote any chattel, or (in Scotland) any article of trade, manufacture,

or merchandise, to be an article or thing of the manufacture, work-
manship, production, or merchandise of such person, or to be an
article or thing of any peculiar or particular description made or sold

by such person, and shall also include any name, signatiu'e, word,
letter, number, figure, mark, or sign which in pursuance of any sta-

tute or statutes for the time being in force relating to registered

designs is to be put or placed upon or attached to any chattel or article

during the existence or continuance of any copyright or other sole

right acquired under the provisions of such statutes or any of them

;

the word "misdemeanor" shall include crime and offence in Scotland;
and the word " court " shall include any sheriff or sheriff substitute in

Scotland.
Forging a trade Sect. 2. Every person who, with intent to defraud, or to enable

aptS'^in'^ M^'^tfade
^^^ther to defraud any person, shall forge or counterfeit, or cause or

mark with intent procure to be forged or counterfeited, any trade mark, or shall applj^
to defraud, a mis- or cause Or procure to be applied, any trade mark or any forged or
emeanor.

counterfeited trade mark to any chattel or article not being the manu-
facture, workmanship, production, or merchandise of any person de-
noted or intended to be denoted by such trade mark, or denoted
or intended to be denoted by such forged or counterfeited" trade

mark, or not being the manufacture, workmanship, production, or

merchandise of any person whose trade mark shall bo so forged or

counterfeited, or shall apply, or cause or_ procure to be applied, any
trade mark or any forged or counterfeited trade mark to any chattel

or article, not being the particular or peculiar description of manufac-
ture, workmanship, production, or merchandise denoted or intended
to be denoted by such trade mark or by such forged or counterfeited

trade mark, shall bo guilty of a misdemeanor, and every person so

committing a misdemeanor shall also forfeit to her Majesty every
chattel and article belonging to such person to which he shall have so

unlawfully applied, or caused or procured to be applied, any such
trade mark or forged or counterfeited trade mark as aforesaid, and
every instrument in the possession or power of such person, and by
means of which any such trade mark, or forged or counterfeited trade
mark as aforesaid, shall have been so applied, and every instrument
in the possession or power of such person for applying such trade
mark or forged or counterfeit trade mark as aforesaid, shall be for-

feited to her Majesty ; and the court before which any such misde-
meanor shall be tried may order such forfeited articles as aforesaid
to bo destroyed or otherwise disposed of as such court shall think
fit.

Apiiiying a forged gect. 3. Every person who, with intent to defraud, or to enable
trade murk to any i.i x j j^ j i n i , ^

vessel, case, wnip- anotlier to deiratia, any person, shall apply or cause or procure to be
pe'"; *»-•• "I or witli applied any trade mark or any forged or counterfeited trade mark to

Usi^dorin'tendcd ^.^5" '^^^^' ^0^1^, stopper, vesscl, case, cover, \VTapper, band, reel,

to be sold, a mis- ticket, label, or other thing in, on, or with which any chattel or article
demeanor. j^Jiall be intended to be sold or shall be sold or uttered or exposed for

sale, or intended for any pui-pose of trade or manufacture, or shall en-
close or place any chattel or article, or cause or 2>rocure any chattel or
article to be enclosed or placed, in, upon, under, or with any cask,
bottle, stopper, vessel, case, cover, wrapper, band, reel, ticket, label,

or other thing to which any trade mark shall have been falsely ap-
plied, or to which any forged or counterfeited trade mark shall have
been applied, or shall apply or attach or cause or procure to be applied
or attached to any chattel or article any case, cover, reel, ticket, label,
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or other tiling to wliicli any trade mark sliall have been falsely ap- 12. Of gold and
plied, or to which any forged or counterfeited trade mark shall have silvermarks,and
been applied, or shall enclose, place, or attach any chattel or article, of mcrclmndise

or cause or procure any chattel or article to be enclosed, placed, or marks.

attached in, upon, under, with, or to any cask, bottle, stopper, vessel, 05 & 26 Vict c 88
case, cover, wrapper, band, reel, ticket, label, or other thing having " "

thereon any trade mark of any other person, shall be guilty of a mis-
demeanor, and every person so committing a misdemeanor shall also

forfeit to her Majesty every such chattel and article, and also every such
cask, bottle, stopper, vessel, case, cover, wrapper, band, reel, ticket,

label, or other thing as aforesaid in the possession or power of such
person; and every other similar cask, bottle, stopper, vessel, case,

cover, wrapper, band, reel, ticket, label, or other thing made to be
used in like manner as aforesaid, and every instrument in the posses-

sion or power of such person, and by means of which any such trade
mark or forged or counterfeited trade mark as aforesaid shall have
been applied, and also everj' instrument in the possession or power of
such person for applying any such trade mark or forged or counter-
feit trade mark as aforesaid, shall be forfeited to her Majesty ; and
the court before which any such misdemeanor shall be tried may order
such forfeited articles as aforesaid to be destroyed or otherwise dis-

jDOsed of as such court shall think fit.

Sect. 4. Every person who, after the 3 1st December, 1863, shall sell. Selling articles

utter, or expose either for sale or for any purpose of trade or manu-
J'^^^ ^t^T^^

°*^

k
facture, or cause or procure to be sold, uttered, or exposed for sale or aVter 3ist Decem-
other purpose as aforesaid, any chattel or article, together with any ber, 1863, penalty

forged or counterfeited trade mark, which he shall know to be forged
article*sold!and^a

or counterfeited, or together with the trade mark of any other person sum not exceeding

applied or used falsely or wrongfully or without lawful authority or ^- ^'^^ 1®^^ t^*"

excuse, knowing such trade mark of another person to have been so *'

applied or used as aforesaid, and that whether any such trade mark or
forged or counterfeited trade mark as aforesaid, together with which
any such chattel or article shall be sold, uttered, or exposed for sale or
other purpose as aforesaid, shall be in, upon, about, or with such
chattel or article, or in, upon, about, or with any cask, bottle, stopper,

vessel, case, cover, wrapper, band, reel, ticket, label, or other thing
in, upon, about, or with which such chattel or article shall be so sold

or uttered or exposed for sale or other purpose as aforesaid, shall for

every such offence forfeit and pay to her Majesty a sum of money
equal to the value of the chattel or article so sold, uttered, offered, or
exposed for sale or other purpose as aforesaid, and a further sum not
exceeding bl. and not less than 10s.

Sect. 0. Every addition to and every alteration of, and also every Additions to and
imitation of any trade mark which shall be made, applied, or used alterations of

with intent to defraud, or to enable any other person to defraud, or witif ime^nifto^^
^

which shall cause a trade mark with such alteration or addition, or defraud to be

shall cause such imitation of a trade mark to resemble any genuine "deemed forgone?.

trade mark so or in such manner as to be calculated or likely to de-
ceive, shall be and be deemed to be a false, forged, and counterfeited
trade mark within the meaning of this act : and every act of making,
applying, or otherwise using any such addition to or alteration of a
trade mark or any such imitation of a trade mark as aforesaid done by
any person with intent to defraud, or to enable any other person to

defraud, shall be and be deemed to be forging and counterfeiting a
trade mark within the meaning of this act.

Sect. 6. Where any person who, at any time after the 31st Decem- Any person who,

ber, 1863, shall have sold, uttered, or exposed for sale or other purpose
ter^^'ilgf fhau™"

as aforesaid, or shall have caused or procured to be sold, uttered, or have sold an ar-

exposed for sale or other purpose as aforesaid, any chattel or article, *if1? havii^ a false

together with any forged or counterfeited trade mark, or together with bound to give in-

the trade mark of any other person used without lawful authority or formation where
he procured it

;
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12. Of gold and
silvermarks,and
of merchandise

marks.

25 & 20 Vict. c.

Power to justices
to summon par-
ties revising to
give information.

Penalty for re-

fusal 5/.

Marking any false

indication of
quantity, &c. upon
an article with
intent to defraud,
penalty a sum
equal to the value
of the article and
the further sum
not exceeding 5^
and not less than
10«.

Selling or expos-
ing for sale after

the 31st December
18(i3, articles with
false statement of

quantities, &c.,

penalty not more
than 8?. or less

than 6».

excuse as aforesaid, and that wliotlier any such trade mark, or such
forged or counterfeited trade mark as aforesaid, be in, upon, about, or

with such chattel or article, or in, upon, about, or with any cask,

bottle, stopper, vessel, case, cover, wrapper, band, reel, ticket, label,

or other thing in, upon, about, or mth which such chattel or article

shall have been sold or exposed for sale, such person shall be bound
upon demand in writing delivered to him or left for him at his last

known dwelling house or at the place of sale or exposure for sale by or

on the behalf of any person whose trade mark shall have been so

forged or counterfeited, or used without lawful authority or excuse as

aforesaid, to give to the person requiring the same, or his attorney or

agent, within 48 hours after such demand, full information in writing
of the name and addi'ess of the person from whom he shall have pur-
chased or obtained such chattel or article, and of the time when he
obtained the same ; and it shall be lawful for any justice of the peace,

on information on oath of such demand and refusal, to summon before

him the party refusing, and on being satisfied that such demand ought
to be complied with to order such infonnation to be given within a
certain time to be appointed by him ; and any such party who shall

refuse or neglect to comply with such order shall for every such
offence forfeit and pay to her Majesty the sum of 5Z., and such refusal

or neglect shall be prima facie evidence that the person so refusing or
neglecting had full knowledge that the trade mark, together with
which such chattel or article was sold, uttered, or exposed for sale or
other piu'pose as aforesaid, at the time of such selling, uttering, or
exposing was a forged, counterfeited, and false trade mark, or was the
trade mark of a person which had been used without lawful authority
or excuse, as, the case may be.

Sect. 7. Every person who, with intent to defraud or to enable
another to defraud, shall put or cause or procure to be put upon any
chattel or article, or upon any cask, bottle, stopper, vessel, case, cover,

wrapper, band, reel, ticket, label, or other thing, together with which
any chattel or article shall be intended to be or shall be sold or uttered
or exposed for sale, or for any purpose of trade or manufacture, or
upon any case, frame, or other thing in or by means of which any
chattel or article shall be intended to be or shall be exposed for sale,

any false description, statement, or other indication of or respecting
the number, quantity, measure, or weight of such chattel or article,

or any part thereof, or of the place or country in which such chattel
or article shall have been made, manufactured, or produced, or shall
put or cause or procure to be put upon any such chattel or article,

cask, bottle, stopper, vessel, case, cover, wrapper, band, reel, ticket,
label, or thing as aforesaid, any word, letter, figure, signature, or
mark for the purpose of falsely indicating such chattel or article, or
the mode of manufacturing or producing the same, or the ornamen-
tation, shape, or configuration thereof, to be the subject of any ex-
isting patent, privilege, or copyright, shall for every such offence
forfeit and pay to her Majesty a sum of money equal to the value of
the chattel or article so sold or uttered or exposed for sale, and a
further sum not exceeding 5?., and not less than 10.?.

Sect. 8. Every person who, after the Slst December, 1863, shall sell,

utter, or expose for sale or for any purpose of trade or manufacture, or
shall cause or procure to be sold, uttered, or exposed for sale or other
pui-pose as aforesaid, any chattel or article upon which shall have
been, to his knowledge, put, or upon any cask, ))ottle, stopper, vessel,
case, coyer, wrapper, band, reel, ticket, label, or other thing together
with which such chattel or article shall be sold or uttered or exposed
for sale or other purpose as aforesaid, shall have been so put, or upon
any case, frame, or other thing used or employed to expose or exhibit
such chattel or article for sale shall have been so put, any false de-
scription, statement, or other indication of or respecting the number.
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quantity, measure, or weiglit of sucli chattel or ai-ticle or any part 12. Of gold mid
thereof, or the place or country in which such chattel or article shall silveTinarks,atid

have been made, manufactured, or produced, shall for every such of onerchandise

offence forfeit and pay to her Majesty a sum not exceeding 5?. and not marks.

less than 5s.
~ ~

Sect. 9. Provided always, that the provisions of this act shall not ^^ '^.^*'^'^*-.*'- ^^•

be construed so as to make it any offence for any person to apply to shaiVnot be^an
any chattel or article, or to any cask, bottle, stopper, vessel, case, offence to apply

cover, wrapper, band, reel, ticket, label, or other thing with which
^u^^^to b'^'us d

such chattel or article shall be sold or intended to be sold, any name, for indicating par-

word, or expression generally used for indicating such chattel or ticular classes of

article to be of some particular class or description of manufacture ^^'^ufactures.

only, or so as to make it any offence for any person to sell, utter, or

offer or expose for sale any chattel or article to which, or to any cask,

bottle, stopper, vessel, case, cover, wrapper, band, reel, ticket, label,

or other thing sold therewith, any such generally used name, word, or

expression as aforesaid shall have been applied.

Sect. 10. In every indictment, pleading, proceeding, and document Description of

whatsoever in which any trade mark shall be intended to be men- trade naarks and

tioned it shall be sufficient to mention or state the same to be a trade j^arks in'^ndict-

mark without further or otherwise describing such trade mark, or ments, &c.

setting forth any copy or fac-simile thereof; and in every indictment,

pleading, proceeding, and document whatsoever in which it shall be
intended to mention any forged or coixnterfeit trade mark it shall be
sufficient to mention or state the name to be a forged or counterfeit

trade mark without further or otherwise describing such forged or

counterfeit trade mark, or setting forth any copy or fac-simile thereof.

Sect. 11. The provisions in this act contained of or concerning any conviction not to

act, or any proceeding, judgment, or conviction for any act hereby affect any right

declared to be a misdemeanor or offence, shall not nor shall any of ^^ '^^^^^ remedy,

them take away, diminish, or prejudicially aflTect any suit, process,

proceeding, right, or remedy which any person aggrieved by such
act may be entitled to at law, in equity, or otherwise, and shall not
nor shall any of them exempt or excuse any person from answering or

making discovery upon examination as a witness or upon interro-

gatories, or otherwise, in any suit or other civil proceeding : Provided
always, that no evidence, statement, or discovery which any person
shall be compelled to give or make shall be admissible in evidence
against such person in support of any indictment for a misdemeanor at

common law or otherwise, or of any proceeding under the provi-

sions of this act.

Sect. 12. In every indictment, information, conviction, pleading, intent to defraud,

and proceeding against any person for any misdemeanor or other *°- ^^y particular

offence against the provisions of this act in which it shall be necessary aUeged hTan'^hi-
^

to allege or mention an intent to defraud, or to enable another to dictmcnt, Ac. or

defraud, it shall be sufficient to allege or mention that the person P''°'^®'^-

accused of having done any act which is hereby made a misdemeanor
or other offence did such act with intent to defraud, or with intent to

enable some other person to defraud, without alleging or mentioning
an intent to defraud any particular person ; and on the trial of any
such indictment or information for any such misdemeanor, and on the
hearing of any information or charge of or for any such other offence

as aforesaid, and on the trial of any action against any person to

recover a penalty for any such other offence as aforesaid, it shall not
be necessary to prove an intent to defraud any particular person, or an
intent to enable any particular person to defraud any j)articular per-

son, but it shall be sufficient to prove with respect to every such mis-
demeanor and offence that the person accused did the act charged with
intent to defraud, or with intent to enable some other person to

defraud, or with the intent that any other person might be enabled to

defraud.
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] 2. Of gold aiul
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of merchaiidise

marks.

25 <fe 26 Vict. c. 88.

Persons who aid
in the commission
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under this act.

Recovery of
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within 11 <fe 12
Vict. c. 43.

In actions penal-

ties to be ac-

counted for in

Sect. 13. Every person wlio sliall aid, abet, counsel, or procure tlio

commission of any offence -wliicli is by this act made a misdemeanor
shall also be guilty of a misdemeanor.

Sect. 14. Every person who shall be convicted or found guilty of

any offence which is by this act made a misdemeanor shall be liable,

at the discretion of the court and as the court shall award, to suffer

such punishment by imprisonment for not more than 2 years, with or

without hard labour, or by fine, or both by imprisonment with or

without hard labour and fine, and also bj- imprisonment until the fine

(if any) shall have been paid and satisfied.

Sect. 15. In every case in which any person shall have committed
or done any offence or act whereby he shall have forfeited or become
liable to pay to her Majesty any of the penalties or sums of money
mentioned in the provisions of this act, every such penalty or sum
of money shall or may be recovered in England, Wales, or Ireland
in an action of debt, which any person may as plaintiff for and on
behalf of her Majesty commence and prosecute to judgment in any
court of record, and the amount of every such penalty or sum of

money to be recovered in any such action shall or may be determined
by the jury (if any) sworn to try any issue in such action, and if there

shall be no such jury then by the court or some other jury, as the

court shall think fit, or instead of any such action being commenced
such penalty or sum of money shall or may in England or "Wales be
recovered by a summaiy proceeding before two justices of the peace
having jurisdiction in the county or place where the party offending

.shall reside or have any place of business, or in the county or place in

which the offence shall have been committed; and shall or may in

Ireland be recovered in like manner by civil bill in the civil bill coui't

of the county or place in which the offence was committed, or in which
the offender shall reside or have any place of business ; and shall or

may in Scotland be recovered by action before the court of session in

ordinary form or by summary action before the sheriff of the county
where the offence shall have been committed or the offender may
reside or have any place of business, which sheriff, upon proof of the
offence, either by the confession of the person offending or by the oath
or affirmation of one or more credible witnesses, shall convict the
offender, and find him liable in the penalty or penalties aforesaid as
also in expenses ; and it shall be lawful for the sheriff in pronouncing
such judgment for the penalty or penalties and costs to insert in such
judgment a warrant in the event of such penalty or penalties and costs

not being paid to levy and recover the amount of the same by poind-
ing : Provided always, that it shall be lawful to the sheriff, in the event
of his dismissing the action and assoilzing the defender, to find the
complainer liable in expenses, and any judgment so to be pronounced
by the sheriff in such summary action shall be final and conclusive,
and not subject to review by advocation, suspension, reduction, or
otherwise.

Section 16. In everj' case in which any such penalty or sum of
money forfeited to her Majesty as ' hereinbefore mentioned shall be
sought to be recovered by a summary proceeding before two justices
of the peace, the offence or act by the committing or doing of which
such penalty or sum of money shall have been so forfeited shall be and
be deemed to be an offence and act within the meaning of a statute
passed in the 12th year of the reign of her present Majesty, intituled
" An Act to facilitate the performance of the Duties of Justices of the
Peace out of Sessions within England and Wales with respect to sum-
mary Convictions and Orders ; " and the information, conviction of the
offender, and other proceedings for the recovery of the penalty or sum
so forfeited shall be had according to the provisions of the said act.

Sect. 17. In every case in which judgment shall be obtained in any
such action as aforesaid for the amount of any such penalty or sum of

1
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money forfeited to her Majesty, tlie amount thereof shall be paid by 12. Of gold and
the defendant to the sheriff or the officer of the court, who shall silvermarks,and
account for the same in like manner as other monies payable to her of merchandise
Majesty, and, if it be not paid, may be recovered, or the amount marks.

thereof levied, or the payment thereof enforced, by execution or other fT

proper proceeding, as money due to her Majesty ; and the plaintiff ^
ic

.
c. 8 .

suing on behalf of her Majesty, upon obtaining judgment, shall be en- othe?moDies'*pay-
titled to recover and have execution for all his costs of suit, which able to the crown,

shall include a full indemnity for all costs and charges which he shall ^^^ plaintiffs to
, jj- 3 • -L i. a i.\. D recover full costs

or may have expended or incurred m, about, or tor the purposes 01 of suit,

the action, unless the court, or a judge thereof, shall direct that costs

of the ordinary amount only shall be allowed.

Sect. 18. No person shall commence any action or proceeding for Limitations of

the recovery of any penalty, or procuring the conviction of any actions, &c.

offender in manner hereinbefore provided, after the expiration of 3
years next after the committing of the offence, or 1 year next after the
first discovery thereof by the person proceeding.

Sect. 19. In every case in which at any time after the 31st Decem- After 3ist Decem-
ber, 1863, any person shall sell or contract to sell (whether by wiiting t>er, i863, vendor

or not) to any other person any chattel or article with any trade mark a^trade markTo*be
thereon, or upon any cask, bottle, stopper, vessel, case, cover, wrapper, deemed to con-

band, reel, ticket, label, or other thing together with which such tract that the

chattel or article shall be sold or contracted to be sold, the sale or con-
tract to sell shall in every such case be deemed to have been made
with a warranty or contract by the vendor to or with the vendee that
every trade mark upon such chattel or article, or upon any such cask,

bottle, stopper, vessel, case, cover, wrapper, band, reel, ticket, label,

or other thing as aforesaid, was genuine and true, and not forged or
counterfeit, and not wrongfully used, unless the contrary shall be ex-
pressed in some writing signed by or on behalf of the vendor, and
delivered to and accepted by the vendee.

Sect. 20. In every case in which at any time after the 31st Decem- After 3ist Decem-

ber, 1863, any person shall sell or contract to sell (whether by writing
of ^^n article v^th

or not) to any other person any chattel or article upon which, or upon description upon
any cask, bottle, stopper, vessel, case, cover, wrapper, band, reel, i* "^ its quantity

ticket, label, or other thing together with which such chattel or article contracTthat the
shall be sold or contracted to be sold, any description, statement, or description was

other indication of or respecting the number, quantity, measure, or *™®-

weight of such chattel or article, or the place or country in which such
chattel or article shall have been made, manufactured, or produced,
the sale or contract to sell shall in every such case be deemed to have
been made with a warranty or contract by the vendor to or with the
vendee that no such description, statement, or other indication was in

any material respect false or untrue, unless the contrary shall be ex-
pressed in some writing signed by or on behalf of the vendor, and
delivered to and accepted by the vendee.

Sect. 21. In every case in any suit at law or in equity against any in suits at law or

person for forging or counterfeiting any trade mark, or for fraudu- J^vsons for^fskT-^

lently applying any trade mark, to any chattel or article, or for sell- forged trade

ing, exposing for sale, or uttering any chattel or article with any
™der^arti'cle'^to'b-

trade mark falsely or wrongfully applied thereto, or with any forged destroi^ed, and
or counterfeit trade mark applied thereto, or for preventing the repeti- may award in-

tion or continuance of any such wrongful act, or the committal of any •'""° '*^"' '^'

similar act, in which the plaintiff shall obtain a judgment or decree
against the defendant, the court shall have power to direct every such
chattel and article to be destroyed or otherwise disposed of ; and in

every such suit in a court of law the court shall or may upon giving
judgment for the plaintiff award a writ of injunction or injunc-
tions to the defendant commanding him to forbear from committing
and not by himself or otherwise to repeat or commit any offence

or wrongful act of the like nature as that of which he shall or may
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12. Of gold and liave been convicted by sucb judgment, and any disobedience of any

silvermarks, aiul sucb writ of injunction or injunctions shall be punished as a contempt

of 'nurchandise of court; and in every sucb suit at law or in equity it shall be lawful

for the court or a judge thereof to make such order as such court or

judge shall think fit for the inspection of every or any manufacture or

process carried on by the defendant in which any such forged or coun-

terfeit trade mark, or any such trade mark as aforesaid, shall bo

alleged to be used or applied as aforesaid, and of every or any chattel,

article, and thing in the possession or power of the defendant alleged

to have thereon or in any way attached thereto any forged or counter-

feit trade mark, or &t\j trade mark falsely or wrongfully applied, and
every or any instrament in the possession or power of the defendant

used or intended to be or capable of being used for producing or

making any forged or counterfeit trade mark, or trade mark alleged to

be forged or counterfeit, or for falsely or wrongfully applying any
trade mark ; and any person who shall refuse or neglect to obey any
such order shall be guilty of a contempt of court.

Sect. 22. Persons aggrieved by forgeries may recover damages
against the guilty parties.

Sect. 23. Defendant obtaining a verdict to have full indemnity for

costs.

Sect. 24. A plaintiff suing for a penalty may be compelled to give
security for costs.

Sect. 25. Act not to affect the corporation of cutlers of Hallamshire,
nor to repeal 59 Geo. 3, c. 7.

Sect. 26. The expression " The Merchandise Marks Act, 1862," shall

be a suflBcient description of this act.

Short title.

24 & 25 Vict. c. 98.

Forgers, &c. may
be tried in the
county whore
they are appre-
hended or are in
custody.

Description of
iii.strurnent in]

indictments for

forgery.

Description of
instrument in
indictments for
engraving, &c.

XIII. intictment, Crial, ^c, of ©ffntres against

diForgerB acts.

24 & 25 Vict. c. 98, s. 41. If any person shall commit any oflFence

against this act, or shall commit any offence of forging or altering any
matter whatsoever, or of offering, uttering, disposing of, or putting off
any matter whatsoever, knowing the same to be forged or altered,
whether the offence in any ouch case shall be indictable at common
law, or by virtue of any act passed or to be passed, every such offender
may be dealt with, indicted, tried, and punished, in any county or
place in which he shall be apprehended or be in custody, in the same
manner in all respects as if his offence had been actually committedm that county or place ; and every accessory before or after the fact
to any such offence, if the same be a felony, and every person aiding,
abettmg, or counselling the commission of any such offence, if the
same be a misdemeanor, may be dealt with, indicted, tried, and pu-
nished, m any county or place in which he shall be apprehended or bem custody, in the same manner in all respects as if his offence, and
the offence of his principal, had been actually committed in such
county or place.

Sect. 42. In any indictment for forging, altering, offering, uttering,
disposmg, or putting off any instrument, it shall be sufficient to de-
scribe such instrument by any name or designation by which the same
may be usually known, or by the pui-port thereof, without setting out
any copy or fac-simile thereof, or otherwise describing the same, or the
value thereof.

Sect. 43. In any indictment for engraving or making the whole or
any part of any instrument, matter, or thing whatsoever, or for using
or haying the unlawful custody or possession of any plate or other
material upon which the whole or any part of any instrument, matter.

*;

%.
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or thing whatsoever shall have been engraved or made, or for having 13. I-ndictvienf,

the unlawful custody or possession of any paper upon which the whole trial, <kc. of
or any part of any instrument, matter, or thing whatsoever shall have offences

been made or printed, it shall be sufficient to describe such instrument, cigaitist Forgery

m.atter, or thing by any name or designation by which the same may ^<^^s-

be usually known, without settine- out any copy or fac-simile of the „. . „. „. .

~
, ,

•' ,' „ -L • J
*

J. J./ i.1
• 24 & 25 Vict. c. 98.

whole or any part oi such instrument, matter, or thing.

Sect. 44. It shall be sufficient, in any indictment for forging, alter- intent to defraud

ing, uttering, oflPering, disposing of, or putting off any instrument particular persons

whatsoever, where it shall be necessary to allege an intent to defraud, leged or proved.
to allege that the party accused did the act with intent to defraud, with-
out alleging an intent to defraud any particular person ; and on the trial

of any such offence it shall not be necessary to prove an intent to

defraud any particular person, but it shall be sufficient to prove that
the party accused did the act charged with an intent to defraud.

Sect. 45. Where the having any matter in the custody or possession interpretations as

of any person is in this act expressed to be an oflPence, if any person *° criminal pos-

shall have any such matter in his personal custody or possession, or
^®^^^°'^-

shall knowingly and wilfully have any such matter in the actual cus-
tody or possession of any other person, or shall knowingly and wilfully

have any such matter in any dwelling house or other building, lodging,

apartment, field, or other place, open or inclosed, whether belonging
to or occupied by himself or not, and whether such matter shall be so

had for his own use or for the use or benefit of another, every such
person shall be deemed and taken to have such matter in his custody
or possession within the meaning of this act.

Sect. 46. If it shall be made to appear, by information on oath or Search for paper

affirmation before a justice of the peace, that there is reasonable cause "^^"["p!*^?^?"***

to believe that any person has in his custody or possession, without forgery^and f'w

lawful authority or excuse, any note or bill of the governor and com- forged instru-

pany of the Bank of England or Ireland, or of any body corporate, "^^" "^^

company, or person carrying on the business of bankers, or any frame,
mould, or implement for making paper in imitation of the paper used
for such notes or bills, or any such paper, or any plate, wood, stone,

or other material having thereon any words, forms, devices, or charac-
ters capable of producing or intended to produce the impression of any
such note or bill, or any part thereof, or any tool, implement, or mate-
rial used or employed or intended to be used or employed in or about
any of the operations aforesaid, or any forged security, document, or

instrument whatsoever, or any machineiy, frame, mould, plate, die,

seal, paper, or other matter or thing used or employed or intended to

be used or employed in the forgery of any security, document, or in-

strument whatsoever, such justice may, if he think fit, grant a warrant
to search for the same ; and if the same shall be found upon such search,

it shall be lawful to seize and carry the same before some justice of the
county or place, to be by him disposed of according to law ; and all

such matters and things so seized as aforesaid shall by order of the
court where any such offender shall be tried, or in case there shall be
no such trial then by order of some justice of the peace, be defaced and
destroyed or otherwise disposed of as such court or justice shall direct.

Sect. 47. Whosoever shall, after the commencement of this act, be other punish-

convicted of any offence which shall have been subjected by any act or 1"®°'^ substituted

acts to the same pains and penalties as are imposed by the 5 EHz. 5°Eiiz.°c^i4, which
c. 14, intituled '

' An Act against Forgers of False Deeds and Writings," have been adopted

for any of the offences first enumerated in the said act, shall be guilty *" °^^^^ ^''^^

of felony, and shall, in lieu of such pains and penalties, be liable, at
the discretion of the court, to be kept in penal servitude for any term
not exceeding 14 years and not less than 3 years,—or to be imprisoned
for any term not exceeding 2 years, with or without hard labour, and
with or without soUtary confinement.

Sect. 48. Where by any act now in force any person falsely making. All forgeries

which were capi-
X X 2
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13. Indictment,

trial, tLc. of
offences

against Fonjcry
Acts.

24 & 25 Vict. c. 98.

till before the
1 Will. 4, c. 66, and
are not otherwise
pxmishable under
this act, shall be
pvinished with
penal servitude
for life, &c.

Principals in the
second degree and
accessories.

Abettors in mis-
demeanors.

Offences com-
mitted witliin the
jurisdiction of the
Admiralty.

forging, counterfeiting, erasing, or altering any matter -whatsoever, or

uttering, publishing, offering, disposing of, putting away, or making

use of any matter whatsoever, knowing the same to have been falsely

made, forged, counterfeited, erased, or altered, or any person demand-
ing or endeavouring to receive or have any thing, or to do or cause to

be done any act, upon or by virtue of any matter whatsoever, knowing
such matter to have been falsely made, forged, counterfeited, erased, or

altered, would, according to the provisions contained in any such act, be

guilty of felony, and would, before the passing of the 1 Will. 4, c. 66, have

been Hable to suffer death as a felon ; or where by any act now in force

any person falsely personating another, or falsely acknowledging any-

thing in the name of another, or falsely representing any other person

than the real party to be such real party, or wilfully making a false

enti-y in any book, account, or document, or in any manner wilfully

falsifying any part of any book, account, or document, or wilfully

makmg a transfer of any stock, annuity, or fund in the name of any
person not being the owner thereof, or knowingly taking any false

oath, or knowingly making any false affidavit or false aflBrmation, or

demanding or receiving any money or other thing by virtue of any
probate or letters of administration, knowing the will on which such

probate shall have been obtained to have been false or forged, or

knowing such probate or letters of administration to have been ob-

tained by means of any false oath or false affirmation, would, ac-

cording to the provisions contained in any such act, be guilty of

felony, and would before the passing of the 1 Will. 4, have been
liable to suffer death as a felon ; or where by any act now in force any
person making or using, or knowingly having in his custody or pos-

session, any fi-ame, mould, or instrument for the making of paper,

with certain words visible in the substance thereof, or any person
making such paper, or causing certain words to appear visible in the

substance of any paper, would, according to the provisions contained
in any such act, be guilty of felony, and would before the passing of

the said 1 Will. 4 have been liable to suffer death as a felon ; then, and
in each of the several cases aforesaid, if any person shall after the
commencement of this act be convicted of any such felony as is herein-
before in this section mentioned, or of aiding, abetting, counselling,

or procuring the commission thereof, and the same shall not be pu-
nishable under any of the other provisions of this act, every such
person shall be liable, at the discretion of the court, to be kept in

penal servitude for life or for any term not less than 3 years,—or to be
imprisoned for any term not exceeding 2 years, with or without hard
labour, and with or without solitary confinement.

Sect. 49. In the case of every felony punishable under this act,

eveiy principal in the second degree, and every accessory before the
fact, shall be punishable in the same manner as the principal in the
first degree is by this act punishable ; and every accessory after the
fact to any felony punishable under this act shall on conviction be
liable, at the discretion of the court, to be imprisoned for any term
not exceeding 2 years, with or without hard labour, and with or with-
out solitary confinement; and every person who shall aid, abet,
counsel, or procure the commission of any misdemeanor punishable
under this act shall be liable to be proceeded against, indicted, and
punished as a principal offender.

Sect. 50. All indictable offences mentioned in this act which shall
be committed within the jurisdiction of the Admiralty of England or
Ireland shall be deemed to be ofi'ences of the same nature and liable
to the same punishments as if they had been committed upon the land
in England or Ireland, and may be dealt with, inquii-ed of, tried, and
determined in any county or place in England or Ireland in which the
offender shall be apprehended or be in custody, in the same manner in
all respects as if they had been actually committed in that county or
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place; and in any indictment for any sucli offence, or for being an 13. Indictment,

accessory to such an offence, the venue in the margin shall be the trial, &c. of
same as if the offence had been committed in such county or place, offences

and the offence shall be averred to have been committed on " the high against Forgery

seas
;

" provided that nothing herein contained shall alter or affect any -^c^-

of the laws relating to the government of her Majesty's land or naval 24 & 25 vict. c. 98.

forces.

Sect. 51. Whenever any person shall be convicted of a misdemeanor Fine and sureties

under this act it shall be lawful for the court, if it shall think fit, in for keeping the

addition to or in lieu of any of the punishments by this act authorized, ^^g^® .

"i w a

to fine the offender, and to require him to enter into his own recogni-
zances, and to find sureties, both or either, for keeping the peace and
being of good behaviour; and in all cases of felonies in this act men-
tioned it shall be lawful for the court, if it shall think fit, to requii-e

the offender to enter into his own recognizances, and to find sureties,

both or either, for keeping the peace, in addition to any of the pu-
nishments by this act authorized ; provided that no person shall be
imprisoned under this clause for not finding sureties for any period
exceeding 1 year.

Sect. 52. Whenever imprisonment, with or without hard labour, Hard labour,

may be awarded for any ofience under this act, the court may sen-

tence the offender to be imprisoned, or to be imprisoned and kept to

hard labour, in the common gaol or house of correction.

Sect. 53. Whenever solitary confinement may be awarded for any Solitary confine-

offence under this act, the court may direct the offender to be kept in "i^nt.

solitary confinement for any portion or portions of his imprisonment,
or of his imprisonment with hard laboiir, not exceeding 1 month at

any one time, and not exceeding 3 months in any one year.

Sect. 54. The court before which any indictable misdemeanor The costs of the

against this act shall be prosecuted or tried may allow the costs of the prosecution of

prosecution in the same manner as in cases of felony ; and every order ^ainsTthis°acfc
for the payment of such costs shall be made out, and the sum of may be allowed.

money mentioned therein paid and repaid, upon the same terms and
in the same manner in all respects as in cases of felony.

XIV. jForgerg \\\ oti^et cases.

The offence of forgery in other cases not before noticed under this

title will be found under the various titles throughout this work.

XY. j^otms.
[Commence as usual,] on the day of , A. D. , at the fl-) Commitment

parish of in the said county, feloniously did forge a certain bank note, for forging and

to wit, a bank note for the payment of pounds, [or, " divers bank notes "] ^ote {imte, p. 640).

and the said forged bank note then feloniously did offer, utter, dispose of, and
put off, he the said C. B. then well knowing the same to be forged, tvith intent to

defraud the Governor and Company of the Bank of England ; agaiiist theform
of the statute in that case made and provided. [Conclude as usual, ante,

title "Commitment."]

[Commence as usual,] o?i the day of , A. D. , at (2.) The like for

the parish of in the said county, feloniously, ami without lawful excuse, having a forged

had in hispossession a certainforged and counterfeited bank note, to ioit,a bank
possession (an//

note for the payment of pounds, [or, '
' divers forged and counterfeited hank p, 656).

«ofes,"] lie the said 0. D. then well knoxoing the said bank note [or, '^several

bank %oto"] to be forged ; against the form of the statute in that case made and
]rrovided. [Conclude as usual.]

[Commence as usual,] on the day of , A. D. , at the (3.) The like for

parish of in tJie said cmcnty, feloniously didforge the acceptance of and forging a bill
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15.
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Forms. upon a certain bill of exchange, in writing, for the payment of money, 'pur-

--'-— porting to he tJie acceptance of one A. B., [or, 'Hhe indorsonent of and upon a
acceptance or in- certain hill of eocchange, in writing, for the payment of motuy, purporting to he
dorsementto ^^^ indorsomnt of one C. Z>."] ^cith intent to defraud one E. F.; against the

form of tlie statute in that case made and provided. [Conclude as usual, as

ante, title "Commitment."]

{ante, p. 640).

(4). The like for

littering a forged
biU (ante, p. 640).

[Commence as usual,] on the day of , A. B. , at tJie

parish of in the said county, feloniously did offer, utter, dispose of, and
jmt off', a certain forged acceptance of, &c. [as in the form CN"©. 3), supra,\ with

intent to defraud one E. F., Im the said C. D. then well knowing the said accept-

ance [or, ^^ hidorseinenf] to be forged ; against the form of the statute in that

case viade and provided. [Conclude as usual. ]

(5). The like for [Commence as usual,] on the day of , A. D. , at the
forging a banker's ^^^j^/^ qJ- {^i ijig said county, felonioiosly did forge a certain warrant and

(an e, p. ;. ^^^^^ y^j^ ^^^j^jj^ o/ money, commanly called a cheque on a hanker, jmrporting

to be the order or draft of one A . B. u2)on Messieurs <fc Co. , hankers, with
intent to defraud one E. F.; against the form of the statiote in that case made
and provided. [Conclude as usual.]

(6). Tho like for

forging a receipt

(ante, p. 649).

(7). The like for
forging a wUl
(ante, p. 640).

[Commence as usual,] 07i the day of , A. D. , at tlic

parish of in the said county, feloniously did forge a, certain acquittance

and receipt for money, 2nir2yorting to he the receipt of one A. B., with iiUent to

defraud the said A. B.; against the form of th^ statute in that case made and
provided. [Conclude as usual.]

[Commence as usual,] on the day of , A. D. , at the

parish of in the said county, feloniously did fm'ge a certain will and
testament, purporting to he the last will and testament of one A. B., with intent

to defraud one E. F.; against the form of tlie statide in that case made and
provided. [Conclude as usual, ]

(8). The like for
uttering a forged
will (ante, p. 640).

[Commence as usual,] on the day of , A. D. , at the

parish of in the said cmmty, feloniously did offer, idler, dispose of, and
jmt off, a certain forged will, purporting to he the last will and testament of one
A. B., with intent to defraud one E. F., he the said G. D. then well knowing
the said viill to he forged ; against the form of the statute in that case made and
provided. [Conclude as usual.]'

(9). The like for
forging a bond
(ante, p. 649).

[Commence as usual,] on the day of , A. D. , at the
parish of in the said county, feloniously did forge a certain bond for the
payment of money, purporting to have been signed, sealed, and exectded by one
A. B., vjith intent to defraud the said A. B.; against theform of the statute in
that case made and provided. [Conclude as usual.]

urtcrh^g^!^rf5od
[C^'^'^^^ce as usual,] on the day of , A. D. , at the

bond (ante, p. 649).
2'^''^^ "/ in the said county, feloniously did offer, utter, dispose of, and
put off, a certain forged bondfor the payment ^ money, purporting to have been
signed, sealed, and exectotcd by one A. B.,7vith intent to defraud the said A. B.,
he the said C. D. then icell kmiving tlie said bond to be forged; against theform
of the statute in tJiat case made and prmided. [Conclude as usual. ]

(11). Indictment
for forgery in
general {ante, p.

(to wit). The jurors for our lady the Queen ujmn their oath present,
tlutt 0. D., on the day of , in the year of our Lord

,
feloniously did

forge a certain [here name the instrument], v)hich said forged is as follows,
that is to say, [here set out the instrument verbatim, see ante, p. 636], loith
iivtent thereby then to defraud ; against the form of the statute in such case mdde
and provided, aitd against the peace of our lady the Queen, her croicn and
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dignity. (2nd count.) And the jurors aforesaid, upon their oath aforesaid, 15. Forms.
further present, that the said C. D. afterwards, to wit, on the day and year —

—

aforesaid, feloniously did forge a certain other [state the instrunaent forged, by 2nd count,

any name by which it is usually known, 24 & 25 Vict. c. 98, s. 42], with in-

tent thereby then to defraud ; against the form of the statute in such case inade

and provided, and against the peace of our lady the Quee^i, her crown and
dignity. (3rd count). And the jurors aforesaid, upon their oath aforesaid, do 3rd count.

further present, that the said C. D. afterwards, to wit, on the day and year

aforesaid, feloniously did offer, utter, dispose of, and put off, a certain other

forged , which said last-mentioned forged is as follows, that is to say,

[here set out the indictment verbatim], with intent thereby then to defraud (he

the said C. D., at tJie time he so uttered and inMished the said last-men-

tioned forged as aforesaid, then and there well knowing the same to be

forged) ; against the form of the statute in suA:h case made and provided, and
against the peace of our lady the Queen, her crown and dignity. (4th count.) 4th count.

Aiul the jurors aforesaid, upon their oath aforesaid, do further present, tlutt the

said 0. D. afterwards, to wit, on the day and year aforesaid, feloniously did

offer, uiter, dispose of, and put off a certain other forged [as in the second

count], vnth intent, &c. [as in the last count.] [Add another set of counts
^™'^'' *'°"""^-

describing the forged instrument in such a manner as would support an in-

dictment for stealing it. ]

(to wit). The jurors for our lady the (Queen upon their oath present, tliat (12)- Indictment

C. D., on the day of , in the year of our Lord
,
feloniously did forge u'tteriiS'a^bank

("forge or alter ") a certain note of the Oovemor and Company of the Bank o/note [ante, p. 640.)

England, commonly called a bank note, ("any note or bill of exchange of the
governor and company of the Bank of England, or of the governor and com-
pany of the Bank of Ireland, or of any other body corporate, company, or

person carrying on tlie business of bankers, commonly called a bank note, a
bank bill of exchange, or a bank post bill, or any indorsement on, or assign-

ment of, any bank note, bank bill of exchange, or bank post bill,") ivhich

said forged note is as follows, that is to say, [here set out the bank note in

words and figures, correctly], toith intent thci-eby then to defraitd ; against the

form of the statute in such cccsc made and provided, and against the peace of our
lady tlie Queen, her crown and dignity.—And the jurors aforesaid, upon their 2nd count.

oath aforesaid, do further present, that the said C. D. afterwards, to wit, on the

day and year aforesaid, feloniously did offer, utter, dispose of, and 2^ut off a
certain otherforged note of the governor and company of the Bank of England,
cmmnonly called a banknote, for thepayment of 101., with intent thereby then to

defraud, (he the said G. D., at the time he so offered, lettered, disposed of, ami
put off the said last-mentioiud forged, note as aforesaid, then and there well

knowing the same to be forged) ; against tlic form of the statute in suaJi case

made and provided, and against tJie peace of our lady the Qioeen, her croion

and dignity.—And the jurors aforesaid, upon their oath aforesaid, do further 3rd count.

present, that the said 0. D, afterwards, to wit, on the day and year aforesaid,

feloniously did forge a certain promissory note (" any bill of exchange or pro-

missory note for the payment of money, or any indorsement on, or assignment
of, any bill of exchange or promissory note for the payment of money, or any
acceptance of any bill of exchange,") for the payment of mo7iey, which said

forged promissory Twte is asfollows, that is to say, [here set out the bank note],

with intent thereby then to defraud ; against the form of the statute in such case

made and provided, and against the peace ofour lady the Queen, her crown and
dignity.—And the jurors aforesaid, upon their oath aforesaid, do further pre- 4tli count.

sent, that the said C. D. afterwards, to wit, on the day and year aforesaid, felo-

niously did offer, utter, dispose of, and put off a certain otJier forged promissory
note for the payment ofmoney ; with intent thereby tlien to defraud, (he the said

C. D. , at the time he so offered, uttered, disposed of, and piot off tlie said last-

mentioned forged promissory note as aforesaid, then and there well knowing the

same to be forged) ; against tlie form of the statute in such case made and pro-

vided, and agav/ist the peace of our lady the Queen, her crown and dignity.

[Commence as ccnte, p. 678, No. 11.] a certain will aiid testament, ("any 03). Indictment

will, testament, codicil, or testamentary writing,") with intent tJiereby then to
l^,J°^^ff\,^^

defratul; against the form of the statute in such case made and provided, ami
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15. Forms.

JForflerg,

against the 2'>eacc of our lady the Queen, her crown anddirfnity. [Add a coiuit,

stating that he "did offer, utter, dispose of, and put off'," as in the form,

ante, p. 678, No. 11. As to other counts-, see the observations and sugges-

tions in Jervis, Arch, C. L. 15th cd. 497.]

(14). Indictment
for forging a bill

of exchange
{ante, p. 640).

2nd count.

3rd count.

4th coint.

5th count.

6th count.

[Commence as ante, p. 678, No. 11.] a certain bill of exchange, ("any bill

of exchange, or any promissory note for the payment of money,") with intent

thereby then to defraud ; against the form of the statute in such case made and,

provided, and against the peace of our lady the Queen, her crown aiid dignity.

(2nd count, stating that the defendant "did offer, utter, dispose of, aivJ, put

off" a certain other, &c. as in the precedent, ante, p. 678, No. 11.) (A count

for forging the acceptance may be thus)

—

And thejttrors aforesaid, iqwn their

oath aforesaid, do further present, tJiat the said G. D. afterwards, to wit, on
the year and day last aforesaid, having in his custody and jjossession a certain

other bill of exchange,* felo7iiotisly did forge on the said last-mentioned bill of
exchange an acceptance, (" any indorsement on, or assignment of, any bill of

exchange or promissory note for the payment of money, or any acceptance of

a bill of exchange,") of the said last-mentioned bill of exchange : which said

forged acceptance is as follotvs, that is to say, "Accepted, J. K." [or as the

acceptance may be], with intent thereby then to defrayed ; against tJie form of
the statute in such case made and provided, and against the peace of our lady
the Queen, her crown and dignity. (4th count. Same as the last, to the *

;

and then as follows) :

—

And on which said last-mentioned bill of exchange was
then written a certain forged acceptance of the said last-mentioned bill of ex-

change, which said forged acceptance of the said last-mentioned bill of exchange
is as follows, that is to say, [here set out the acceptance, as in the last count],

he the said C. D., on the day and year last aforesaid, feloniously did offer,

litter, dispose of, and pid off, the said forged acceptance of the said last-men-

tioned bill of exchange, with intent thereby then to defraud {he the said C. D.
at the time he so offered, littered, disposed of, and jntt off the said forged accept-

ance of the said last-mentioned bill of exchange, then and there toell knowing
the same to be forged) ; against the form of the statute in such case made and
provided, and against the peace of our lady the Queen, her crown and dignity.

(A count for forging an indorsement may be thus)

—

And the jurors aforesaid,

upon tlieir oath aforesaid, do further present, that tlie said C. D. afterivards, to

ivit, on the day and year last aforesaid, having in his custody and possession a
certain other bill of exchange,* feloniously did forge on the back of the said,

last-mentioned bill of exchange, a certain indorsement of the said bill of ex-

change ; which said forged indorsement is as follows, that is to say, "John
King," with intent thereby then to defraud; agaiiist the form of the statute in
such ,case made and provided, and against the peace of our lady the Queen, her
crovm and dignity. (6tli count. Same as the last, to the*, and then as
follows)

—

And on the back of which said last-mentioned bill of exchange was
then written a certain forged indorsement of the said last-mentioned bill of ex-
change, which said last-mentioned forged indorsement is ai follows, that is to

say, " John King," he the said C. D., well knoiving the premises last afore-
said, afterwards, to wit, on the day and year last aforesaid, feloniously did
offer, utter, dispose of, and put off the said last-meutioned forged indorsement of
the said last-mentioned bill of exchange, with intent thereby then to defraud
{he the said U. D. at the time he so offered, uttered, disposed of, and put off' the
said last-mentioned forged indorsement of the said last-mentioned bill of e.v-

change, then and there well knowing the said indorsement to be forged) ; against
theform of the. statute in such case made and provided, and against the peace of
our lady the Qu^en, her crovm and dignity.

15) Indictment [Commence as ante, p. 678, No. 11.] a certain warrant, order, and authonty

unde^khir ^°^ ^^^ payment of money ("any imdertaking, waiTant, order, authority, or

warrant, or order request for the payment of money, or for the delivery of any goods ") wz'^A
for the payment intent thereby then to defraud ; against thefmnn of the statute in such case made
of money {arUe, and provided, and against the peace of our lady the Queen, her croivn and

dignity. [Add a count for ofiering, uttering, disposing, and putting off, "a
certain other warrant and order for tlie payment of money."']

p. 640),
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[Commence a,s ante, p. 678, No. 11.] felonioitshj did vnlfulhj alter certain i5_ Forms.
vords and figures, that is to say, [set out the words and figures as they were -

before the alteration], in a certain book of accoitnt kept by the governor aiul (16). Indictment

company of the Bank of England, in which said book the accounts of the owners for making false

of certain stock, annuities, and, other fiublic funds, to wit, the [state the ,^y
stock], ivhich tccre then transferable at the Bank of England, were then kept

and entered, by [set out the alteration and the state of the account or item

when so altered], loith intent thereby tlien to defraud ; against the form of the

statute in such case made and j)fovided,, and against the peace of our lady the

Q,uecn, her crown and dignity.

[Commence as ante, p. 678, No. 11.] feloniously did forge a transfer of a (iV). indictment

certain share and interest in certain stock and annuities, (" stock, annuity, or for forging and

other public fund,") to ivit, [state the amount and description of stock,]
of stock (awfer

tvhich said stock and annuities were then transferable at the Bank of England, p. ^i'j),

and which said transfer then purported to be made by one E. F. , loith intent

thereby then to defraud ; against the form of the statute in such case made and
provided, and against the peace of our lady the Qtieen, her crotvn and dignity.

(2nd count, stating that C. D.) " did titter a certain other forged transfer of a 2nd count.

certain share and interest of aiul in certain other stock and annuities, to wit,

, tohich said last-mentioned stock and annuities were then transferable at

the Bank of England, and rohich said last-mentioned transfer then purported to

be made by the said E. F., ivith intent thereby then to defraud, he the said

E. B., at the time he tittered the said last-mentioned forged transfer of the said

share and annuity, then and there well knowing the same to be forged, ; against

theform of the statute in such case made and provided, and against the p)eace of
our lady the Queen, her croivn and dignity."

[Commence as ante, p. 678, No. 11.} feloniously did forge a certain power of (is). Indictment

attorney to transfer a certain share and interest in certain stock and annuities f^ forging and

ivhich then were transferable at the Bank of England, (
'

' stock, annuity, or otlier ^j. a'tSmiev'ttr^'*
public fund transferable at the Bank of England, or at the Bank of Ireland, or sell out stock, <fec.

capital stock of any body corporate, company, or society established by charter ante, p. C47) (6).

or act of Parliament") ; which said forged piower of attorney is as follows, that is

to say, [set it out], with intent thereby then to defraud ; against the form of the

stattote in such case made and provided, and against the peace of our lady the

Queen, her crown and dignity. (2nd count, stating that C. D.) ^'feloniously 2nd count.
did utter a certain other forged power of attorney, purporting to be a power of
attorney to transfer a certain share and interest of the said E. F. in certain

stock and annuities ivhich then were transferable at the Bank of England, to

wit , vjith intent thereby then to defraud, he the said C. D. then and there

well knowing the said last-mentioned potcer of attorney to be forged ; against

the form of the statute in such case made and provided, and against the peace of
our lady the Queen, her crown a,nd dignity." (3rd count, stating that C. D.) 3rd count.

'^feloniously did demand and endeavour to hare a certain share aiul interest of
the said E. F. in certain stock and annuities ("to have any stock, share, or in-

terest transferi'ed, or to receive any dividend payable in respect thereof"), which
were then transferable at the Bank of England, to wit, , transferred in the

books of the said Bank of England, by virtue of a certain other forged power of
attorney, purporting to be a power of attorney to transfer the said share and
interest of the saldE. F. in the said stock and annuities so transferable as afore-

said, with intent thereby then to defraud, he the said C. D., at the time he so

demanded and endeavoured to have the said share and interest transferred as

aforesaid, then and there well knoiving the said last-mentioned power of attorney
to be forged ; against the form of the statute in such case made and provided,
and against the peace of our lady the Queen, her croivn and dignity."

(a) See ante, p. 646. See a form 512.

of indictment for making a transfer (b) See a foi-m Jej'v. Arch. C. L,
of stock in the name of another not \^th ed. for forging an attestation to

the owner, Jerv. Arch. 0. L. 15th ed. a power of attorney.
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[Commence as ante, p. 678, No. 11.] a certain bond and writing obligatory,

{" any deed or any bond or writing obligatory, or any assignment at law or in

(19). Indictment equity of any such bond or writing obligatory, or any name, handwriting, or

feifr^wA^"*^ signature of a witness attesting the execution of any deed, bond, or writing

ohiig&tory"): ivith intent thereby tJien to defravd; against theform of the statute

in such case made and provided, and agairost the peace of our lady the Queen,

her crown and dignity. (2nd count.) And the Jurors aforesaid, upon their

oath aforesaid, dofiirther present, that the said C. D. afterwards, to wit, on the

day aiid year first aforesaid, feloniously did offer, utter, dispose of, and put off',

a certain other foi-ged bond and writing obligatory, with intent thereby then to

defraud E. F., he the said G. D., at the time he so offered, uttered, disposed of,

andptd off the said last-mentioned forged bond and writing obligatory as afore-

said, then and there well knowing the same to be forged : against the form of the

statute in such case made and j^rovided, and against the peace of our lady the

Queen, her crown and dignity.

15. Forms.

2nd count.

(20). IiKlictnient

for forging ,i

receipt (ante,

p. 649).

iliid count.

[Commence as a^ite, p. 678, No. 11.] a certain acquittance and receipt for

money ( ' * any accountable receipt, acquittance or receipt formoney or for goods, or

for any note, bill, or other security for the payment of money, or any indorse-

ment on or as.signment of anysuch accountable receipt"), withintent thereby then

to dcfraxid ; against theform of tlie statute in such case made and provided, and
against the peace of our lady the Queen, her crovm a.nd dignity. (2nd count.)

And the jurors aforesaid, xupon their oath aforesaid, do further present, that the

said C. D. afterxaards, to xoit, on the day and year first aforesaid, feloniously

did offer, tUter, dispose of, or put off, a certain other forged acceptance and
recei2)tfor mmiey, with intent thereby then to defraud, {he the said C. D., at the

time he so offered, uttered, disposed of, and put off tlic said last-mentioned forged,

acquittance and receipt for mmiey as aforesaid, then well knowing tlie same to be

forged) / against the form of the statute in su^ch case made and provided, and
against the peace of our lady the Queen, her crown and dignity.

(21). Indictment
for having forged
bank notes in
possession {ante,

p. (55G).

(to wit). The jurors for our lady the Queen upon their oath present,

that C. D. , on the day of May, in the year of our Lord , at the paj-ish

aforesaid, in the county aforesaid, felmviously, and without lawful excuse, had
in his custody or possession five forged banknotesfor the paynunt of five pomids
each ; the said G. D. then and there well knoioing the said several bank notes,

and each and every of them, respectively to be forged ; against the form of the

statute in su^ch case made a7id provided, and against the peace of our lady the

Queen, her crown and dignity.

.6 Geo. 3, c. 29, s. 1.

Pieces to bo
marked.

As to the offence of frame-breaking, see 24 & 25 Vict. c. 97, s. 14,
" Malicious Injuries to Property,''^ Vol. III.
By stat. 6 Geo. 3, c. 29, s. 1, all frame-work knitted pieces, and

stockings made of thread, cotton, worsted, or yarn, or any mixture of
all or any of the said materials, or of any other materials, except
such as shall be made of silk only, which shall contain three or more
threads, shall be marked with the same number of ilet-holes, and no
more, as there are threads contained in each piece or pair ; and such
ilet-holes shall be made distinctly in one direct line, or in the same
course, and shall not exceed the distance of three inches from the two
extreme ilet-holes ; and no such ilet-holes shall be made or placed
withm the distance of foui- inches of any letter, figure, mark, or other
device, which shall be put or woven in any such goods or manufactures

;

and all such ilet-holes shall be made within four inches of the top or
end of every such piece or pair ; and no ilet-hole, or imitation thereof,
shall be made or put in any frame-work knitted piece or pair of stock-
ings, upon any account whatsoever, except as hereinbefore dii-ected.

Sect. 2. Nothing herein shall prevent any manufacturers from using
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remnants, or materials of any sort, in the welts and tops of stockings Frame-ioorh
only, at any distance not exceeding three inches from the top, although knitters.

the same shall not contain so great a number of threads as are con-
tained in the legs of such stockings. _

_

^ ^^° ^' " ^^

Sect. 3. K any master frame-work knitter, or master hosier, or any Penalty on not

other person, shall make or work, or cause or procure to be made or "parking.

wrought, any frame-work knitted goods of any of the materials afore-

said, or any mixture thereof (except such as shall be made of silk only),

without being so marked, he shall forfeit the same, and also bl. for

each piece of such frame-work knitted goods, or pair of stockings.

Sects. 4, 5, 6. Provided that the said penalty of ol. shall not extend To whom penalty

to any journeyman, apprentice, servant, or person not making such is not to extend,

goods or manufactures on his own account ; but such person oflPending

herein shall forfeit not exceeding 40s. nor less than 5s. for each piece

or pair ; but if he can prove that the goods by him unduly marked
were so marked by direction of his master, or the person by whom he
was employed, in that case he shall not be subject to any penalty.

Sect. 7. And if any frame-work knitter, hosier, or other person, Seiiingun-

shall sell or expose to sale any of the said goods, not duly and tinily *»a'"ked goods,

marked, as aforesaid, he shall forfeit the same, and also bl. for each
piece or pair.

Sect. 8. Provided, that if the person prosecuted for selling or expos-
ing the same to sale shall discover the vender or seller thereof, so as

he maybe convicted, such person shall be discharged from any penalty
or forfeiture inflicted by this act.

Sect. 9. One justice where the oflFence shall be committed (not being Penalties how to

a frame-work knitter, hosier, or proprietor of frames) may convict the ° recovere .

offender, on the oath of one witness ; and if on such conviction the
penalties or forfeitures shall not be forthwith paid, the said justice

shall issue his warrant to levy the same by distress, rendering the
overplus, if any ; and if no goods, or not sufficient, can be found, such
justice shall, on oath thereof made to him by the person who shall

have the execution of the warrant, commit the offender to the common
gaol of the place where the offence shall be committed for any time
not exceeding three months, unless the penalties and forfeitures shall

be sooner paid and satisfied : aU which penalties and forfeitures shall

be applied half to the informer and half to the poor.

Sect. 10. Persons aggrieved may appeal to the sessions, giving ten Appeal,

days' notice (a) in writing of his intent to the justice, and within two
days after notice entering into recognizance before a justice with two
sureties to try the appeal at such sessions ; and the justices there, on
due proof of such notice and recognizance, shall hear and determine
the same, and award costs to either party, as they shall think fit ; and
their determination shall be final, binding, and conclusive to all

intents and purposes.

Sect. 12. Provided, that nothing herein shall extend to abridge or ^'=*'i°''t° ^^®'^*'

take away any rights or privileges of the master, wardens, and assist- ccwnpany'of^frame-

ants of the company of frame-work knitters. work knitters.

See Hosiery.

jFtfllUtl. As to obtaining Property hy false Pretences, and as to Frauds
in general, see " Cheat,^^ Vol, I.; as to Conspiracy to Defraud, see

" Conspiracy," Vol. I. ; Parol Evidence is admissible to prove a
Fraud, see " Evidence," Vol. II.

jFt0Pf)Olt(, Larceny of Things of, see Post, " Larceny ;
" Forcible Entry

into, see ante, "Forcible Entry;" in Soil of Highways, see post,
" Highivays ;

" in Bridges, see " Bridges," Vol. I.

{a) Qusere whether 14 days' notice are not now required pursuant to Baines'

Act, 12 & 13 Vict. c. 45.
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Fricndhj
Societies.

Benefit iSttillrmQ aoctette^, an& 3Ju=

aujStttal anir ^robtuent SocietieiS*

Friendly Societies.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 63, ss. 1—49 (p. 684).

21 & 22 Vict. c. 101, s. 1 (p. 704) ; s. 2 (p. 688) ; s. 3 (p. 692)

;

s. 4 (p. 687) ; s. 5 (p. 703) ; s. 6 (p. 705) ; s. 7 (p. 693).

23 & 24 Vict. c. 58, ss. 1—6 (p. 690) ; s. 7 (p. 705) ; s, 8

(p. 701) ; s. 9 (p. 696).

23 & 24 Vict. c. 137, ss. 1, 2 (p. 700).

Loan Societies.

3 & 4 Vict. c. 110. ss. 1—29 (p. 706).

26 & 27 Vict. c. 50 (p. 706).

Benefit Building Societies.

10 Geo. 4, c. 56 (p. 716).

4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 40, s. 3 (p. 717) ; ss. 4—15 (p. 729).

6 & 7 Will. 4, c. 32, ss. 1—9 (p. 731).

Industrial and Provident Societies.

25 & 26 Vict. c. 87, ss. 1—26 (p. 733).

30 & 31 Vict. c. 107, ss. 1—14 (p. 737).

Friendly societies existing under the old repealed acts have for the

most part enrolled themselves under the act 18 & 19 Vict. c. 63, but
as some of them have not done so, such parts of the 10 Geo. 4, c. 56,

and the 6 & 7 Will. 4, c. o2, which are still applicable to building
societies, and are printed at p. 716, post, may as to such friendly

societies be considered to be still in force. It has not been thought
necessary to print the whole of these acts, as they are so rarely

referred to.

The act 10 Geo. 4, c. 56, which repealed all prior acts relating to

friendly societies, was subsequently amended by other statutes and
continued in force until 1855, when the act 18 & 19 Vict. c. 63, was
passed, which repealed all the former acts for the regulation of

friendly societies, except such as related to the societies not limited by
law in respect to the amount for which policies of assvirance payable
on the death of members of such societies might be granted. These
societies ceased to be friendly societies on the 31st July, 1854, pursuant
to the 17 & 18 Vict. c. 56, s. 1. Although friendly societies, founded
under prior acts, are to continue subsisting as fully as if the 18 & 19
Vict. c. 63, had not been passed, yet so long as they do not effect an
assurance for a higher amount than 200?., or grant an anniiity exceed-
ing 30Z. a-year, they are to enjoy all the privileges and exemptions
thereby conferred.

Suggestions, for the establishment of friendly societies, together
with tables for such societies, &c., also a system of bookkeeping for

the framing of rules ; and tables of contributions for payments in case
of sickness, may be obtained at the office of the registrar of friendly
societies, Abingdon Street, Westminster, to whom all communications
should be post paid.

18 «fe 19 Vict. c. 63, "An Act to Consolidate and Amend the Law
relating to Friendly Societies," (a) enacts :

—

(a) This act and the two amending Vict. c. 58, are all to be read as one
acts, 21 & 22 Vict. c. 101, and 23 & 24 act.



Sect. 1 . That there shall be hereby repealed the several acts or parts
of acts set forth in the first schedule hereto, save and except as to
any offences committed, or penalties or liabilities incurred, or bond or
security given, or proceedings taken, under the same, before the com-
mencement of this act.

First Schedule.

685

Friendly
Societies.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 63.

Acts or parts of
acts set forth iu
first schedule
repealed.

Reference to Act.

33 Geo.

35 Geo.

3, c. 54.

3, c. 111.

36 Geo.

43 Geo.

3, c. 68 (Irish).

3, c. 111. .

49 Geo. 3, c. 58.

49 Geo. 3, c. 125.

59 Geo. 3, c. 128.

6 Geo. 4, c. 74.

Title of Act.

An act for the encouragement
and relief of friendly societies.

An act for more effectually

carrying into execution an
act made in the thirty-thii'd

year of the reign of his pre-

sent Majesty, intituled "An
Act for the Encouragement
and Belief of Friendly Socie-

ties," and for extending .so

much of the powers thereof

as relates to the framing rules

and regulations for the better

management of the funds of

such societies, and the ap-

pointment of treasurers to

other institutions of a chari-

table nature.

An act for the encouragement
and relief of friendly societies.

An act for enabling friendly

societies intended to be esta-

blished under an act passed
in the thirty-third year of

the reign of his present Ma-
jesty to rectify mistakes made
in the registry of their rules.

An act to explain and render
more effectual an act passed
in the parliament of Ireland,

in the thirty-sixth year of his

present Majesty's reign, for

the encouragement and relief

of friendly societies.

An act to amend an act made
in the thirty-third year of his

pre.sent Majesty for the en-
couragement and relief of

friendly societies.

An act for further protection
and encouragement of friendly

societies, and for preventing
frauds and abuses therein

.

An act for consolidating and
amending the laws relating

to conveyances and transfers

of estates and funds vested in

trustees who are infants,

idiots, lunatics, or trustees

of unsound mind, or who
cannot be compelled or re-

fuse to act ; and also the laws
relating to stocks and securi-

ties belonging to infants,

Extent of Repeal.

The whole act.

The whole act.

The whole act.

The whole act.

The whole act.

The whole act.

The whole act.

So much of section

11 as relates to

friendly societies.
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Friendly Eeference to Act.
Societus.

18 & 19 Vict. e. 63.

Societies under
former acts to
continue.

10 Geo. 4, c. 56.

2 Will. 4, c. 37.

4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 40.

3 & 4 Vict. c. 73. .

9 & 10 Vict. c. 27. .

13 & 14 Vict. c. 115.

15 & 16 Vict. c. 65. .

16 & 17 Vict. c. 123.

17 & 18 Vict. c. 60. .

17 & 18 Vict. c. 101.

Title of Act.

idiots, lunatics, and persons

of unsound mind.
An act to consolidate and amend

the laws relating to friendly-

societies.

An act to amend an act of the

tenth year of his late majesty

king George the Fourth, by
extending the time within
which pre-existing societies

must conform to the provi-

sions of that act.

An act to amend an act of the

tenth year of his late majesty
king George the Fourth, to

consolidate and amend the

laws relating to friendly so-

cieties.

An act to explain and amend
the acts relating to friendly

societies.

An act to amend the laws re-

lating to friendly societies.

An act to consolidate and amend
the laws relating to friendly

societies.

An act to continue and amend
an act passed in the fourteenth

year of the reign of her pre-

sent Majesty, to consolidate

and amend the laws relating

to friendly societies.

An act to amend the laws re-

lating to the investments of

friendly societies.

An act to continue an act of the

twelfth year of her present

Majesty, for amending the

laws relating to savings' banks
in Ireland, and to authorise

friendly societies to invest

the whole of their funds in

savings' banks.
An act to continue and amend

the acts now in force relating

to friendly societies.

Extent of Repeal.

The whole act.

The whole act.

The whole act.

The whole act.

The whole act.

The whole act.

The whole act.

The whole act.

Section 2.

The whole act.

Sect. 2. Provided nevertlieless, That, notwitlistanding the repeal of
tte said several statutes, every friendly society now subsisting, which
heretofore had been formed and established under the said acts or any
of thena, shall still be deemed to be and shall continue to bo a subsist-
ing societj', as fully as if this act had not been made, unless and until
such society shall be dissolved, or united with some other society as

herein-after mentioned (a).

(rt) A friendly society enrolled
under 10 Geo. 4, c. 57, and duly
certified, was again certified under
this act in 1856, pursuant to s. 26.

In 1832, new rules had been framed,
but which had never been enrolled

as certified. The court held that the

society was subsisting under the ori-

ginal rules by virtue of this section.

Meredith v. Whiftmgham, 3 C. B. N. S.

216.
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Sect. 3. iProvided also, That the rules of every such subsisting Friendly

society hitherto formed and established, which have been hitherto con- , SocietUs.

firmed, registered, or certified under the said acts or any of them, shall ,T7Tr^^ri To

be deemed valid and in force until the same shall be altered or /°
+

rescinded as hereinafter mentioned ; and all transcripts of any of such continueIn force,

rules which are now filed with the rolls of the sessions of the peace of and enrolments to

any county, riding or division, city or borough, liberty or place, shall ^^^^'^'^
*'' ^^'

be taken off the file, and shall be transmitted, on or before the 1st
^^

day of November, 1855, to the registrar under this act, to be by him
kept in such manner as shall be directed from time to time by one of

her Majesty's secretaries of state in that behalf.

Sect. 4. Provided also. That all contracts and engagements by or AU their con-

with any of the said societies now valid and in force, and all bonds ^^^ ^^^^
and securities heretofore given by any trustee, treasurer, or other them, 'to continue

officer of any such society, shall continue and be valid and in force in force,

notwithstanding the repeal of the said acts.

Sect. 5. All such subsisting societies, whose rules have heretofore Their exemptions,

been confirmed, registered, or certified under the said acts or any of
^'^g^ndei^thC^

'

them, shall, so long as they shall not hereafter efiect an assurance to act.

any member thereof, or other person, of any sum exceeding 200?., or

of any annuity exceeding 30Z. per anmim, enjoy all the exemptions and
privileges by this act conferred on societies to be established under the
provisions of this act, as fully as if they had been registered and cer-

tified under this act as hereinafter mentioned.
21 & 22 Vict. c. 101, s. 4. Any friendly society may, with the 21 &22Vict.c. loi.

approval in writing of the registrar, change its name ; but no such ^ change Us"^*^
change shall affect any rights or obligations of the society or any name.

member thereof, and any legal proceedings may be continued or com-
menced by or against the trustees of the society, or any officer or the
committee thereof, by and notwithstanding its new name.

Sect. 6. For the purposes of this act, there shall be three registrars 18 & 19 Vict. c. C3.

of friendly societies, one for England, one for Scotland, and one for Registrars, how

Ireland, who shall hold their respective ofiices during the pleasure of apM^nted
°"*

the commissioners for the reduction of the national debt ; and upon
'

the death, resignation, or removal of any one of them, the said commis-
sioners shall appoint another, being a barrister in England or Ireland,

and in Scotland an advocate, of not less than 7 years standing, to the
said ofl&ce.

Sect. 7. It shall be lawful for the commissioners of her Majesty's Their salaries

treasury to pay to the present registrar for England a salary equal to

that which has been paid to him yearly in each of the three last years,

not exceeding 1000?. per annum, and to pay to any registrar hereafter

to be appointed for England a salary not exceeding 800?. a year, and
to pay to the registrars for Scotland and Ireland respectively a salaiy
such as the said commissioners shall direct not exceeding 150?. a year,

every such salary to be paid by foiu- equal quarterly payments ; and
any of the said registrars who shall be appointed, or who shall die,

resign, or be removed from his office, in the interval between two
quarterly days of payment, shall be entitled to a proportionate part of
his salaiy, and such salaries and proportionate parts of salaries shall be
paid out of such monies as shall be provided by parliament for that
purpose.

Sect. 8. The said commissioners of her Majesty's Treasury shall, Their expenses of

out of such monies as may be provided by parliament for the purpose, ^^^°' '^°'

pay to the said registrars respectively such sum as will defray the
expenses allowed by the said commissioners from time to time for office

rent, salaries of clerks, stationery, computation of tables, and for such
other expenses as may be incurred by them respectively.

Sect. 9. It shall be lawful for any number of persons to form and Societies, how

establish a friendly society, under the provisions of this act, for the pose fMrned*
^"*^'

purpose of raising by voluntary subscriptions of the members thereof.
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with or without the aid of donations, a fund for any of the following

objects, (that is to say) :

—

1. For insuring a sum of money to be paid on the birth of a

member's child, or on the death of a member, or for the

funeral expenses of the wife or child of a member

:

2. For the reHef and maintenance of the members, their husbands,

w-ives, children, brothers or sisters, nephews or nieces, in old

age, sickness (a), or widowhood, or the endowment of members
or nominees of members at any ago :

3. For any purpose {b) which shall be authorised by one of her

Majesty's principal secretaries of state, or in Scotland by the

lord advocate, as a purpose to which the powers and facilities of

this act ought to be extended (c)

:

Provided, that no member shall subscribe or contract for an annuity
exceeding 301. per annum, or a sum payable on death, or on
any other contingency, exceeding 200?. :

And if such persons so intending to form and establish such society

shall transmit rules for the government, guidance^ and regulation of

the same, to the registrar aforesaid, and shall obtain his certificate

that the same are in confoi-iruty with law as hereinafter mentioned,

then the said society shall be deemed to be fully formed and established

from the date of the said certificate.

Sect. 2. The 10th section of the said act, 18 & 19 Yict. c. 63, shall be
repealed, and instead thereof be it enacted :

In any society in which a sum of money may be insured, payable
on the death of a child under the age of 10 years, for the funeral

expenses of such child, it shall not be lawful to pay any sum so

insured unless the person who shall apply for' such payment shall

produce a certificate, signed by a qualified medical practitioner, stating

the probable cause of death of such child ; and if any trustee or

officer of such society, upon an insurance of a sum payable on the

death of any child under the age of 10 years, shall knowingly pay a

sum which shall raise the whole amount receivable from one or more
than one society for the funeral expenses of a child under the age of 5

years to a sum exceeding 61. , or of a child between the ages of 5 and
10 years to a sum exceeding lOl., or shall pay any sum without
endorsing the amount thereof on the back or at the foot of the medical
certificate aforesaid, or if any parent or other person who shall apply for

such payment to more than one society shall produce to the trustees

or officers of one society any other or diff'erent certificate than that

which he shall have produced to the trustees or officers of any other

(a) See title Poor, for the cases
decided upon the meaning of this
word in the 9 & 10 Vict. c. 66, s. 4.

(b) The secretary of state has given
his sanction to the following pur-
poses :

—

1. For assisting members com-
pelled to travel in search of employ-

* ment.
2. For temporary relief to members

in distressed circumstances.

3. For the relief and maintenance
of members in case of bodily hurt
through an accident, lameness or
blindness.

4. For the purchase of coals and
other necessaries to be supplied to

members.
5. For assuring, members against

loss by disease or death of cattle

employed in trade or agriculture.

6. For accunndating at interest for

the use of the members the surplus

fund remaining after pi'oviding for

his insurance.

7. For relief in case of shipwreck,

and loss or damage to boats or nets.

(c) Some friendly societies have
from time to time applied a part of

their funds to other purposes than

those for which the society was con-

stituted, as towards refreshment at

monthly meetings, bands at anni-

versaries, &c., but as such payments
are not within tlie scope of the

society, the registrar-general would
proceed against any officer of a society

so offending.
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society, such, trustee, officer, parent, or other person shall be liable to a Friendly
penalty, not exceeding ol. for every such act upon conviction before two Societies.

justices of the county or borough in which such child shall have died : ^ ^-

Provided, that if the said child shall have been attended immediately ^^ * ^' ^^^'" ^^^^'

before its death by the medical officer of any union on account of such
union, he shall deliver to the parents or friends of the deceased child,

upon their application, a certificate stating the probable cause of death.

of such child, and shall not be entitled to receive any fee for the
same ; and if such child shall not have been attended by such medical
ofiicer as aforesaid, nor by any qualified inedical practitioner, the
medical ofiicer of the union or parish in which such child shall have
been resident shall deliver to the parents or friends of the deceased
child, upon their application, a certificate stating the probable cause
of death of such child, and shall be entitled to receive from the parties

applying for the same a fee of Is.

Sect. 11. And whereas many provident, benevolent, and charitable 18 & isrvict. c. 63.

institutions and societies are formed and may be formed for the pur- Benevolent so-

jjose of relieving the physical wants and necessities of persons in poor ease entitled to

circumstances, or for improving the dwellings of the labouring classes, the benefits of

or for granting pensions, or for providing habitations for the members *^'^ ''*'^*-

or other persons elected by them, and it is exjiedient to afford protec-
tion to the funds thereof : Be it enacted. That if 2 copies of the rules
of any such institution or society, and from time to time the like

copies of any alterations or amendments made in the same, signed by
3 members and the secretary thereof, shall bo transmitted to the regis-

trar aforesaid, such registrar shall, if he shall find that the same are
not repugnant to law, _^ive a certificate to that effect ; and thereupon
the following sections of this act, that is to say, the 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,

22, 40, 41, 42, and 43, shall extend and be applicable to the said in-

stitution and society, as fully as if the same were a society established

under this act (a).

Sect. 12. The acts 39 Geo. 3, c. 79, 57 Geo. 3, c. 19, and the 14 &
fawfuioltL^notto

15 Vict. c. 48, relating to unlawful oaths in Ireland, shall not extend extend to societies

to any society established under this act or any of the acts hereby under this act or

repealed, or to any meeting of the members or officers thereof in which '^^^ ^®^®^ ® *° ^"

society or at which meeting no business whatever is transacted other
than that which directly and immediately relates to the objects of the
society as declared in the rules thereof, and set forth in the certified

copy thereof : Provided, that the trustees or other officers of the
society, when required under the hands of 2 of her Majesty's
justices of the psace, shall give full information to such justices of the

nature, objects, proceedings, and practices of such society, and in

default thereof the provisions of the acts herein cited shall be in

force in respect of such society.

Sect. 13. It shall be lawful for the members of any society hereto- dS-ed.^''"^
fore formed and established, or hereafter to be fonned and established

at some meeting thereof to be especially called in that behalf, to dis-

solve or determine the same by consent : Provided that no societj'

established under this or any act relating to friendly societies shall

be dissolved or determined without obtaining the votes of consent of

five-sixths in value of the then existing members thereof, including
the honorary members, if any, to be ascertained in manner hereinafter

mentioned, nor without the consent of all persons, if any, then receiv-

ing or then entitled to receive any relief, annuity, or other benefit

from the funds thereof, to be testified under their hands individuallj''

and respectively, unless the claim of every such person be first duly

(a) By the 21 & 22 Vict. c. 101, s. 3, societies entitled under this 11th

the provisions of 18 & 19 Vict. c. 63, section to the benefit of the act.

ss. 16 and 24, are to extend to all

VOL. ir. Y Y
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Friendly satisfied, or adequate provisions made for satisfying such claim ; and

Societies. for the purpose of ascertaining the votes of such five-sixths in value of

the numbers as aforesaid, every member shall be entitled to one vote,
18 & 19 Vict. c. 63. ^^^ a^n additional vote for every 5 years that he may have been a

member, but no one member shall have more than 5 votes in the

whole ; and the intended appropriation or division of the funds or other

property shall be fairly and distinctly stated in the agreement for dis-

solution prior to such consent being given (a) ; and the agreement for

dissolution, duly signed as aforesaid, accompanied with a statutory

declaration by one of the trustees, or by 3 members and the secretary,

taken before a justice of the peace, that the provisions of this act have
been complied with, shall be forthwith transmitted to the registrar, to

be by him deposited with the rules of the society, and such agreement
shall thereupon be an efi'ectual discharge at law and in equity to the

trustees, treasurers, and other officers of such society, and shall

operate as a release from all the members of the society to such
tmstees, treasurers, and other officers ; and it shall not be lawful in

any society to direct a division or appropriation of any part of the

stock thereof, except for the purpose of carrying into effect the general

interests and objects declared in the rules as originally certified, unless

the claim of every member is first duly satisfied, or adequate provision

be made for satisfjdng such claims ; and in case any member of such
society shall be dissatisfied with such provision, it shall be lawful for

him or her to apply to thejudge ofthe county court of the district within

which the usual place of business of the society is situated for I'elief or

other order ; and the saidjudge shall have the same powers to entertain

such appHcation, and to make such order or direction in relation

thereto, as he may think the justice of the case may require, as here-

inafter is enacted in regard to the settlement of disputes ; and in the

event of the dissolution or determination of any society, or the divi-

sion or appropriation of the funds thereof, except in the way herein-

before provided, any trustee or other officer or person aiding or abet-

ting therein shall, on conviction thereof by 2 justices, be committed to

the common gaol or house of correction, there to be kept to hard
labour for any term not exceeding 3 calendar months, as to such
justices shall seem meet.

23 & 24 Vict. c. .58. By the 23 & 24 Vict. c. 58, s. 1, it is enacted that in case of the
In case of disso- dissolution of a society, according to the provisions of 18 & 19 Vict. c.

under 8ect.°i3^of ^"^> ^- ^^> ^^ shall not be necessarv to state in the agreement the in-

18 & 19 Vict. c. 63, tended appropriation or division of the funds or other property, but it

stetei^^™-*" ^^^ ^®. ^^^*"^1 ^^.^'^^ members, if they shaU think fit, to refer such
ment intended appropriation Or division to the award of the registrar ; and in case
division of funds, application shall be made in writing by the members of a society, not

TtTtWward ^.eiiig less in number than five-eighths of the whole body thereof, sot-samot
of the registrar, tin^ forth that the funds of such society are insufficient to meet the

claims thereon, with the grounds upon which such insufficiency can
bo proved, it shall be lawful for the registrar to investigate the same,
and if upon such investigation he shall find that the said society is in
an insolvent condition, and that it would conduce to the interests of
all parties concerned that the affairs of the society should be wound
up and brought to a termination, he shall make an award to that
effect, and shall direct in what manner the funds and property of
the society shall bo divided or appropriated, and it shall not be
necessary in such case that the provisions of the said 13th sect, be
complied with; provided that previous to such investigation the
registrar shall give not less than 21 days' notice in writing, to be
sent by post to the trustees, secretaiy, or other officer of such
society, at the place where such society holds its meetings.

(a) See 23 & 24 Vict. c. 68, s. 1, which makes it unneces.sary to state

this appropriation.
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A form of application to the registrar, vmder this section, will be Priendhj
found, post. Societies.

By 23 & 24 Yict. c. 58, s. 2, every award so made as aforesaid by the

registrar shall be final and conclusive on all members and other ^^ * ^^ ^|°*- "• ^^•

persons having any claim on the funds of the said society, with- to^^e^conciusTTO*^
out appeal, and shall be enforced in the same manner as by sect, without appeal.

41 of the 18 & 19 Vict. c. 63 is provided for enforcing the award of

arbitrators ; and the expenses of such award, and of publishing the
notice of dissolution in the " Gazette," shall be paid out of the
funds of the society before any appropriation thereof shall be made.

Sect. 3. When anyagreement forthe dissolution of a society authorised Evidence of dis-

by sect. 13 of the said act shall be transmitted to the registrar ; and ^o^^tion.

when any award authorised to be made by this act shall be made by the
registi'ar, notice thereof shall, within 21 days after the same shall

have been so transmitted or made respectively, be advertised by the
registrar, as respects societies in England in the " London Gazette,"
as respects societies in Scotland in the " Edinburgh Gazette," and as

respects societies in Ireland in the " Dublin Gazette;" and unless

within 3 calendar months from the date of the " Gazette" in which
such advertisement shall appear, a member or other person interested

in or having any claim on the funds of the society shall commence
proceedings to set aside the dissolution of the society consequent upon
such agreement or award, the society shall be considered for all intents

and purposes, and in all courts of law and equity, as legally dissolved,

and the requisite consents to such agreement, or, as the case may be,

to the application to the registrar, to have been duly obtained without
proof of the signatures thereto.

Such an agreement is not subject to stamp duty. The dissolution Agreement not

must be advertised by the registrar in the Gazette, and 10s. 6d. the ^^^1?^^ *° ^^''''^^'

chai'ge for such advertisement should be always sent with the agree-
ment.

Sect. 4. The registrar in his next annual report submitted to par- Registrar's annual

liament shall set forth the i^articulars of every award made under the
pa?tU;ulars°of**''^

provisions of this act which he may have made during the preceding awards.

12 months.
Sect. 5. In regard to societies which have been dissolved before the Provisions as to

passing of this act, if notice of any agreement for the dissolution before mssing of

of such society, already transmitted to the registrar, or of any award this act.

made under sect. 13 of the said act, shall within 3 months after the
passing of this act be advertised in such " Gazette " as aforesaid, the
provisions of sect. 3 of this act shall apply in the same way as if such
agreement and award had been transmitted and made subsequent to

the passing of this act.

Sect. 6. Section 8 of the 21 & 22 Vict. c. 101 is hereby Sect. 8 of 21 & 22

repealed ; but where, previously to the passing of this act, any appli- pg^gl"
^^^' ^^'

cation has been made to the registrar respecting the •dissolution of a
society under the said section, such society shall be dissolved in the
same manner and with the same incidents as if this act were not
passed, and for the purposes of such dissolution the said section shall

be deemed to remain in full force.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 63, s. 14. It shall be lawful for any 2 or more societies is & 1? Vict, c 63.

established under this or any of the acts hereby repealed to unite and miltef with^others,
become incorporated in one society, with or without any dissolution or or one society

division of the funds of such societies or either of them ; or a society ^tasements to^
formed and established under this act or any of the said repealed Mother.
acts may be allowed to transfer its engagements to any other
friendly society, if any other such society shall undertake to fulfil

the engagements of such society, upon such terms as shall be agreed
upon by the major part of the trustees, and also of the committee
of management of both societies, or the majority of the members of
each of siich societies at a general meeting convened for the purpose.

V Y 2
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Sect. 15. A person under the age of 21 may be elected or admitted

as a member of any society established under this act or any of the

acts hereby repealed, the rules of which do not prohibit such

election, and may and he is hereby empowered to execute all

necessary instruments and to give all necessary acquittances : Pro-

vided always, that during his nonage he shall not be competent to

hold any office of director, trustee, treasurer, or manager of such

society.

Sect. 16. It shall be lawful for the trustee or trustees for the time

being of any friendly society formed and established under this act or

under any of the acts hereby repealed, with the consent of a majority

of the members thereof present at a special or general meeting of the

society, to pui-chase, build, hii-e, or take upon lease any building for

the purpose of holding such meetings, and to adapt and furnish the

same, and to purchase or hold upon lease any land not exceeding one

acre for the said pui-pose of erecting thereon a building for holding the

meetings of the society, and such trustee or trustees shall thereupon

hold the same in trust for the use of such society ; and, with the

like consent as aforesaid, such trustee or trustees may mortgage, sell,

exchange, or let such building or any part thereof ; and the receipt in

writing of such trustee, or one of such trustees for the time being,

shall be a legal discharge for the money arising from such mortgage,

sale, exchange, or letting; and no mortgagee, purchaser, tenant, or

assignee shall be bound to inquire into or ascertain or prove the con-

sent aforesaid, to verify his title : Provided always, that any building

pui'chased or appropriated for the purpose aforesaid already belonging

to or in the possession of any friendly society heretofore formed and
established under the said repealed acts or any of them may be holden

and dealt with as if it had been acquired under this act ; and the land

or buildings which may be vested in the treasurer, trustee, or other

officer thereof for the time being shall thereupon vest in the trustee or

trustees for the time being of such society, for the same estate and
interest as the said treasurer, trustee, or other officer may have therein,

without any conveyance or assignment whatever : Provided neverthe-

less, that all money spent in purchasing, building, hiring, or taking
upon lease any building for the purpose of holding such meetings, and
in adapting and furnishing the same, be raised according to the
rules of the society on such behalf inserted ; and this section shall

apply to any society registered under the Industrial and Provident
Societies Act, 1852, and to any building or land to be purchased, built,

hired, or taken on lease for the purposes of the labour, trade, or handi-
craft of such society, in all respects as hereby enacted with regard to

any building or land for the holding the meetings of any friendly
society.

By 21 &22 Vict. c. 101, s. 3, ss. 16 & 24 of the 18 & 1 9 Vict. c. 63 shaU
extend and be applicable to all institutions and societies entitled to the
benefit of section 1 1 of the said act.

Sect. 17. Every friendly society established under this act shall,

at some meeting of its members, and by a resolution of a majority
of the members then present, nominate and appoint one or more
person or persons to be tnistee or trustees for the said society (a),

and the like in the case of any vacancy in the said office ; and a
copy of the resolution so appointing such person or persons to the
office of trustee, and signed by such trustee or trustees and by
the secretary of the said society, shall be sent to the registrar,
to be by him deposited with the rules of the said society in his
custody: Provided always, that where no tnistee shall have been

(rt) The trustees may sue and be
sued before the resolution has been

sent to the registrar.

WiUetts, 5 W. E. 622.)

{Beckett v.
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appointed in any society established under any one of tlie acts hereby Friendly/
repealed, the treasurer thereof, or other person who has custody of the Societies.

monies of such society, shall be taken to be a trustee, within the raean-
ing of this act.

_

is & 19 Vict. c 63.

Sect. 18. All real and personal estate whatsoever belonging to any ^J^P^^'t^y °f *e
sHich society established under this act or any of the acts hereby re- them.^
pealed shall be vested in such trustee or trustees for the time being,

for the use and benefit of such society and the members thereof, and
the real or personal estate of any branch of a society shall be vested in

the trustees of such branch, and be under the control of such trustee

or trustees, their respective executors or administrators, according to

their respective claims and interest, and upon the death or removal of

any such trustee or trustees the same shall vest in the succeeding
trustee or trustees for the same estate and interest as the former
trustee or trustees had therein, and subject to the same trusts, without
any conveyance or assignment whatsoever, save and except in the case

of stocks and securities in the public funds of Great Britain and
Ireland, which shall be transferred into the name or names of such
new trustee or trustees ; and in all actions or suits or indictments, or

summary proceedings before magistrates, touching or concerning any
such property, the same shall be stated to be the property of the person
or persons for the time being holding the said office of trustee, in his

or their proper name or names, as trustees of such society, without
any further description, (a)

Sect. 19. The trustee or trustees of any such society are hereby Actions, &c. by or

authorised to bring or defend, or cause to be brought or defended, any agamstthem.

action, suit, or prosecution in any coui't of law or equity, touch-
ing or concerning the property, right or claim to property of the
society for which he or they are such trustee or trustees as afore-

said
;
{b) and such trustee or trustees shall and may, in all cases

concerning the real or personal property of such society, sue and
be sued, plead and be impleaded, in any court of law or equity, in his

or their proper name or names, as trustee or trustees of such society,

without other description ; and no such action, suit or prosecution

shall be discontinued or shall abate by the death of such person, or

his removal from his office of trustee, but the same shall and may be
proceeded in by or against the succeeding trustee or trustees as if

such death or removal had not taken place ; and such succeeding
trustee or trustees shall pay or receive the like costs as if the action

or suit or prosecution had been commenced in his or their name or

names, for the benefit of or to be reimbursed from the funds of the
societj'.

21 & 22 Vict. c. 101, s. 7. In any proceeding under the said recited 21 <&22Vict.c. 101.

act or this act against a society, it shall be sufficient to make the
pr'i'j^e^ded agafnst

secretary or other officer of the society, at the time of the plaint or on behalf of a

complaint being entered or made, the defendant in such proceeding, society.

by his name and the title of the office he holds in the society ; and the
proceedings on such plaint or complaint shall be commenced and
carried on against such officer on behalf of the society, and shall not
be abated or prejudiced by the death, resignation, or removal, or by
any act of such officer after the commencement thereof; and the
summons to be issued to such officer may be served by leaving the
same at the usual place of business of the society.

(a) No trustee can be convicted courts to recover monies received by
either as a bailee or on a count for him and not paid over ; they are not
larceny, of stealing the property of confined to the summary remedy
the society. {Reg. v. Lowe, 29 L. J. given by the 40th section of 18 & 19
M. C. 132.) Vict. c. 63. (Sinden v, Banks, 30 L.

(b) The trustees ofa friendly society /. Q. B. 102.)
may sue the treasurer in the superior
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18 & 19 Vict. c. 63, s. 20. Provided nevertheless, that no trustee or

trustees of any such, society shall be liable to make good any deficiency

which may arise or happen in the funds of such society, but shall be
18 & 19 Vict,

j:^
63.

-^^y^Q ^^^^ f^^, ^j^g monies which shall be actually received by him on
account of such society.

Sect. 21. The treasurer of every such society, and every treasurer

hereafter appointed in any society established under any of the

repealed acts, or any other ofl&cer who is required by the rules to give

security, shall, before he take upon himself the execution of his office,

become Ijound, with one sufficient surety, in a bond, according to the

form set forth in schedule 3 to this act, or give the security of a
guarantee society established in London, in such penal sum as the

society or the committee of management shall direct and appoint, condi-

tioned for his just and faithful execution of his said office of treasurer,

and for rendering a just and true account of all monies received or

paid by him on account of the said society at such times as the rules of

the said society shall direct and appoint, and at such times as he shall

be required so to do by the trustee or trustees of the said society, or

by a majority of the said committee of management, or by a majority
of the members present at any meeting of such society ; and every
such bond shall be given to the trustee or trustees of the said society

for the time being ; and if the same shall at any time become forfeited,

it shall bo lawful for such trustee or trustees for the time being to sue
upon such bond for the use of such society ; and in Scotland such
bond shall have the same force and effect as a bond there in use duly
attested and completed, and containing a clause of registration for

execution as well as for preservation in the books of council and session
and other judge's books competent, and shall be registered in such
books accordingly, with a view to diligence.

THIRD SCHEDULE.
FoEM OF Bond.

Know all men by these presents, that we, A. B. oi , treasiu*er, tfcc. {ns
the case may Je] of the Society, established at in the county of

and G. D. of (as surety on behalf of the said A. B.) are jointly
and severally held and firmly bound to A. B. of , C. D. of , and E. F.
of , the trustees of the said society, in the sum of to be paid to the
said A. B., 0. D., and E. F., as such tru.stees, or their successors, trustees for
the time being, or their certain attorney, for which payment well and truly to
be made, we jointly and severally bind ourselves, and each of us by himself,
our and each of our heirs, executors, and administrators, firmly by these
presents, sealed with our seals. Dated the day of in the year of
our Lord
Whereas the above-bounden A. B. hath been duly appointed treasurer, d;c.

las the case may he] of the Society, established as aforesaid, and he,
together with the above-bounden C. D. as his surety, have entered into the
above-written bond, subject to the condition hereinafter contained : Now
therefore the condition of the above-written bond is such, that if the said A . B.
shall and do justly and faithfully execute his office of treasurer, <fcc. [as the
caseTimy be] of the said society established as aforesaid, and shall and do
render a just and true account of all monies received and paid by him, and
.shall and do pay over all the monies remaining in his hands, and "assign and
transfer or deliver all securities and effects, books, papers, and property of or
belonging to the said society in his hands or custody, to such person or
persons as the said society shall appoint, according to the rules of the said
society, together with the proper or legal receipts or vouchers for such pay-
ments, and likewise shall and do in all respects well and truly and faithfully
perlorm and fulfil his office of treasurer, d;c. [as the case may be] to the said
society, according to the rules thereof, then the above-written bond shall be
void and of no effect

; otherwise shall be and remain in full force and virtue.

Treasurer to 18 & 19 Vict. c. 63, s. 22. Every such treasurer or other oflScer,
.woount. whether appointed before or after the passing of this act, at such times
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as by the rtiles of sucli society lie should render such account as afore- Friendly
said, or upon being reqiiired so to do by the trustee or trustees of such Societies.

society, or by a majority of the said committee of management, or by
;

a majority of the members present at a meeting of the said society as ^^ ^^ "' "

aforesaid, within 7 days after such requisition shall render to the
trustee or trustees of the society, or to the said committee of manage-
ment, or to the members of such society at a meeting of the society, a
just and true account of all monies received and paid by him since he
last rendered the like account, and of the balance then remaining in

his hands, and of all bonds or securities of such society, which account
the said trustee or trustees or committee of management shall cause
to be audited by some fit and proper person or persons by them to be ap-
pointed ; and such treasurer, if thereunto required, upon the said account
being audited, shall forthwith hand over to the said trustee or trustees

the balance which on such audit shall appear to be due from him, and
shall also, if required, hand over to such trustee or trustees all securi-

ties and effects, books, papers, and property of the said society in his

hands or custody ; and if he fail to do so the trustee or trustees of the
said society may sue upon the bond aforesaid, or may sue such trea-

surer in the county court of the district, or in any of the superior

courts of common law, or in any other court having jurisdiction, for

the balance appearing to have been due from him upon the account
last rendered by him, and for all the monies since received by him on
account of the said society, and for the securities and effects, books,

papers, and property in his hands or custody, leaving him to set off in

such action the sums, if any, which he may have since paid on account
of the said society ; and in such action the said trustee or trustees

shall be entitled to recover their full costs of suit, to be taxed as

between attorney and client.

Sect. 23. If any person already appointed or employed, or hereafter Property
'ifThe

to be appointed or employed to or in any office in any friendly society officer die, or

established under this act or under any of the acts hereby repealed, become bankrupt

whether such appointment or employment was before or after the legal
°^' "^solvent,

establishment of such society, and having in his hands or possession,

by virtue of his office, any monies or property whatsoever of such
society, or any deeds or securities belonging to such society, shall die,

or become bankrupt or insolvent, or have any execution or attachment
or other process issued against him or any part of his property, or shall

have any action or diligence raised against his lands, goods, chattels,

or effects, or property or other estate, heritable or moveable, or shall

make any assignment, disposition, assignation, or other conveyance
for the benefit of his creditors, the heirs, executors, administrators,
or assignees of every such officer, and every other person having or
claiming right to the property of such officer, and the sheriff or other
person executing such process, and the party using such action or
diligence respectively, shall, upon demand in writing made by the
treasurer or by the trustee or any 2 of the trustees of such society, or
any person appointed at some meeting of the society to make such
demand, deliver and pay over all such monies, property, deeds, and
securities belonging to such society to such person as such treasurer
or trustees shall appoint, and shall pay, out of the estate, or assets,

heritable or moveable, of such officer, all sums of money due which
such officer shall have received, before any other of his debts are paid,
and before any other claims upon him shall be satisfied (a), and before
the money directed to be levied by such process as aforesaid, or which
may be recovered or recoverable under such diligence, is paid over to

{a) This right of priority over proper security until some time after

other creditors will not be defeated his appointment. (Absalom v. Get-
by the society's neglect to audit the ting, 32 L. J. Ch. 786.)
officers' accounts, or to take the
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the party issuing such process or using such diligence ; and all such
assets, lands, goods, chattels, property, estates, and eflfects shall be
bound to the payment, discharge, and satisfaction of such claims.

Sect. 24. If any officer, member, or other person, being or repre-

senting himself to be a member of such society, or the nominee,
executor, administrator, or assignee of a member thereof, or any
person whatsoever, by false representation or imposition, shall obtain

possession of any monies, securities, books, papers, or other effects of

such society, or having the same in his possession shall withhold or

misapply the same, or shall wilfully apply any part of the same to

purposes other than those expressed or directed in the rules of such
society, or any part thereof, it shall be lawful in England for any
justice of the peace acting in the county or borough in which the place

of business of such society shall be situated, upon complaint made by
any person on behalf of such society, to summon the person against
whom such complaint is made to appear at a time and place to be
named in such summons; and any 2 justices present at the time and
place mentioned in such summons shall proceed to hear and determine
the said complaint, in manner directed by the 11 & 12 Vict. c. 43, and
in Scotland every such offence may be prosecuted by summary com-
plaint at the instance of the procurator fiscal of the county, or of the
society, with his concurrence before the sheriff; and if the said justices

or sheriffs respectively shall determine the said complaint to be proved
against such person, they shall adjudge and order him to deliver up
all such monies, securities, books, papers, or other effects to the society,

or to repay the amount of money applied improperly, and to pay, if

they think fit, a further sum of money not exceeding 201., together
with costs not exceeding 20s. ; and in default of such delivery of effects,

or repayment of such amount of money, or payment of such penalty and
costs aforesaid, the said justices or sheriffs may order the said person so
comdcted to be imprisoned in the common gaol or house of correction,
with or without hard labour, for any time not exceeding 3 months :

Provided, that nothing herein contained shall prevent the said society,
or in Scotland her Majestj'^'s advocate, from proceeding by indictment
against the said party : Provided also, that no person shall be pro-
ceeded against by indictment if a conviction shall have been i)reviously
obtained for the same offence under the provisions of this act (a).

By 23 & 24 Vict. c. 58, s. 9, any application authorised by sect. 24 of
the said recited act to be made by any person on behalf of a society,
may be made by the registrar.

Sect. 25. Before any friendly society shall be established under this act,
the persons intending to establish the same shall agree upon and frame
a set of rules for the regulation, government, and management of such
society ; and in such rules they may, amongst other things, make pro-
vision for appointing a general committee or management of such
society, and delegating to such committee all or any of the powers given
by this act to the members of friendly societies formed or established
under or by virtue of the same ; and such rules shall set forth,

1. The name of the society and place of meeting for the business
of the society.

2. The whole of the objects for which the society is to be estab-

{a) By the 21 & 22 Vict. c. 101,
s. 3, the provisions of this section
are extended to all institutions and
societies entitled by s. 11 to the
benefit of 18 & 19 Vict. c. 63. This
section applies to cases where the
specific monies have been obtained
or arc withheld improperly by the

officer himself, or by some personal
act of his assignee, and not to a pei--

son who has come into possession of
the money in a representative cha-
racter only, unless he neglects to
deliver it up after an order made.
(O'Donell, Ex parte, 35 L. J. M. C.
97.)
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listed, the purposes for which, the funds thereof shall be Frieiulhj

applicable, and the conditions under which any member may Societies.

become entitled to any benefit assured thereby, and the fines ;
~

and forfeitures to be imposed on any member of such society :

^^^'^^ '^'"t. c. C3.

3. The manner of making, altering, amending and rescinding rules:

4. A provision for the appointment and removal of a general

committee of management, of a trustee or trustees, trea-

surer [a), and other officers :

5. A provision for the investment of the funds, and for an annual
or periodical audit of accounts

:

6. The manner in which disputes between the society and any of

its members, or any person claiming by or through any
member, or under the rules shall be settled :

And the rules of every such society shall provide that all monies
received or paid on account of each and eveiy particular fund or

benefit assured to the members thereof, their husbands, wives, chil-

dren, fathers, mothers, brothers or sisters, nephews or nieces, for

which a separate table of contributions payable shall have been
adopted, shall be entered in a separate account, distinct from the

monies received and paid on account of any other benefit or fund, and
also that a contribution shall be made to defray the necessary expenses

of management, and a separate account shall be kept of such contri-

butions and expenses.

Sect. 26. Two printed or written copies of such rules, signed by 3 Copies to be sent

of the intended members and the secretary or other officer, shall be
^°^^YLiscQrmcki&

transmitted to the registrar aforesaid, and the said registrar shall obtained,

advise with the secretary or other officer, if required, for the purpose
of ascertaining whether the said rules are calculated to carry into

effect the intentions and object of the persons who desire to form such
society, and if the registrar shall find that such rules are in conformity

with law and with the provisions of this act, he shall give a certificate

in the form set forth in the second schedule to this act, and shall

return one of the said copies to the said society, and shall keep the

other in such manner as shall from time to time be directed by one of

her Majesty's principal secretaries of state, and for which certificate no
fee shall be payable to the said registrar ; and all rules, when so

certified as aforesaid, shall be binding on the several members of the

said society : Provided always, that it shall not be lawful for the said Actuary's certi-

registrar to grant any such certificate to a society assuring to any ^S**^ *'' ^^ ^?*^*.

iji p j_* * I I * j_*ipi with. tii6 copies in
member thereot a certain annuity or certain superannuation, deterred ^g^^^ ^f tables of

or immediate, unless the tables of contributions payable for such kind annuities.

of assurance shall have been certified under the hand of the actuary
to the commissioners for reduction of the national debt, or by an
actuary of some life insurance company established in London, Edin-
burgh, or Dublin, who shall have exercised the profession of actuary
for at least 5 years, and such certificate be transmitted to the registrar,

together with the copies of the rules aforesaid.

SECOND SCHEDULE.

FoKM of Registrar's Certificate to Rules of Friendly Societies.

I HERERY certify, That the foregoing rules [or the alterations or amend-
ments of the rulesj of the society at in the county of are in

conformity with law, [aiid in the case of a neto society^ and that the society is

(a) In Sharp v. Warren, 6 Price, treasurer; and according to Ashley,
131, it was decided that the ap- Ex park, 6 Ves. 444, a treasurer, to
pointment of 2 persons to he trea- be considered as such within the
suvers was within the rules which 33 Geo. 3, c. 54, must be a person
empowered the society to appoint a elected and accepting the office.
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Rules may be
altered, amended,
rescinded, or new
rules made at
meetings called
for that purpose.

Friendhj duly established from the present date, and is subject to the provisions and

Societies. entitled to the privileges of tlie acts relating to friendly societies.

The rates of contributions and payments are stated to have been prepared
18 & 19 Vict. 0. 63. hj A. B., actuary of , or [as tlie case may he'] are not stated to have been

prepared by any actuary.

Sect. 27. After the rules of a friendly society shall have been so

certified by the registrar as aforesaid, it shall be lawful for such society,

by resolution at a meeting specially called for that purpose, to alter,

amend, or rescind the same or any of them, or to make new rules

;

and it shall be lawful for any friendly society formed and established

under any of the acts hereby repealed to alter, amend, or rescind the

rules by which their society is governed, regulated, or managed, or to

make new rules : Provided always, that 2 copies of the proposed
alterations or amendments, and of such, new rules, signed by 3 mem-
bers of such society, and the secretary or other officer, stall be trans-

mitted to the said registrar, to one of which, shall be attached a
declaration by the secretary or one of the officers of such, society, that
in making the same the rules of such society respecting the making,
altering, amending, and rescinding rules, or the directions of the act

under which such society was established, have been duly complied
with ; and if the said registrar shall find that such alterations, amend-
ments, or new rules are in conformity with, law, he shall give to the
society a certificate in the form set forth in the schedule to this act,

and return one of the copies to the society, and shall keep the other,

with the rules of such society, in his custody, and for which certificate

no fee shall be payable to the said registrar, and as against such
member or person such, certificate shall be conclusive of the validity

thereof; and all rules, alterations, and amendments, when so certified

as aforesaid, shall be binding on the several members of the said

society, and all persons claiming on account of a member or under the
said rules ; but unless and until the same shall be so certified as afore-

said such rules, alterations, and amendments shall have no force or
validity whatsoever (a).

When place of Sect. 28. Whenever any friendly society established under this act

IToUceTo beS*^' ^^ ^"^^^ ^^^ °^ *^® ^^^^ hereby repealed shall change its place of

to registrar (6). business, notice of such change, under the hands of two (6) of the

Certificate ne-
cessary to validity
of rules.

(a) The barrister's certificate is

primd facie conclusive as to the cha-
racter of the society, and its being
in conformity with the law. {Pare
v. Clegg, 29 Beav. 589 ; Hodges v.

Wale, 2 W. R. 65.) But such certi-

ficate will not render rules valid that
arc in themselves void and against
the policy of the acts regulating
friendly societies. {Kclsall v. Tyler,
11 Ex. 513.)

It would seem that to make new
rules valid in the case of a society
established under the repealed act of
10 Geo. 4, c. 56, s. 9, they must be
made by the majority of three-fourths,
as required by that section, which
see, i)ost (p. 718). The rules cannot
be legally acted upon until duly cer-

tified. {Batty V. Tmmirmo, 4 Cam}!.

5. ) And where new rules have been
framed for the government of the
society, but not properly enrolled,

the society mtist be considered as

existing under the old rules. {Reg.

v. Cotton, 19 L. J. Q. B. 233.) The
rules are binding upon all the mem-
bers from the date of their being duly
certified. {Bradburne v. Whithead,
6 Scott Neiv Rep. 283.) Where an
amendment of the rules of a society

received the barrister's certificate

under 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 40, s. 4, such
amendment was held to be valid,

although there was no resohition of

the society pursuant to 10 Geo. 4, c.

56, s. 9, and the rules of the societj'.

{Deichirst v. Clarkson, 3 E. tb B.

204.)

(S) The signature of the secretary

or other officer required by the 10
Geo. 4, c. 56, s. 10, to a notice of a
change in the place of meeting, was
held to be merely a formal act, when
the members of the society had duly
agreed to and signed a requisition for

convening a general meeting to take
into consideration the alteration or
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trustees or 3 members and secretary or other officer, shall, within 14 Friendly

days thereafter, be sent to the said registrar. Societies.

Sect. 29. If any person shall give to any member of a friendly
jg ^ ^g yict c 63

society established under this act or under any of the said repealed a.„,..l1 f,^' „
"

acts, or to any person mtendmg or applying to become a member ot copies of rules,

such society, a copy of any rules, or of any alterations or amendments &c- a misde-

of the same, other than those respectively which have been enrolled
'^®*'^°*'-

with any clerk of the peace or certified by the registrar, with a copy
of his certificate appended thereto, under colour that the same are

binding upon the members of such society, or shall make any altera-

tions in or addition to any of the rules or tables of such society after

they shall have been respectively enrolled or certified by the registrar,

and shall circulate the same, purporting that they have been duly
enrolled or certified under this or any of the said repealed acts, when
they have not been so duly enrolled or certified, every person so

offending shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor.
Sect. 30. AU rules and tables of any society established under this Rules, how re-

act or any of the said repealed acts, and all alterations and amend- ^'^^^^^ '^^ evidence,

ments thereof, and all copies thereof or extracts therefrom, and all

writings and documents relating to a friendly society, and purporting
to be signed by the registrar, shall, in the absence of any evidence to

the contrary, be received in all courts of law and equity, and else-

where, without proof of the signature thereto.

Sect. 31. When, on the death of any member of a society estab- On death of mem-

lished under this act or any of the said repealed acts, a sum of money s^' may'
b
"paid

not exceeding oQl. shall become payable, the same shall be paid by the without adminis-

trustees of such society to the person directed by the rules thereof, or tration.

nominated by the deceased in writing deposited with the secretary

(such person being the husband, wife, father, mother, child, brother
or sister, nephew or niece of such member) ; and in case there shall

be no such direction or nomination, or the person so nominated shall

have died before the deceased member, or in case the member shall

have revoked such nomination, then such sum shall be paid to the

person who shall appear to the said trustees to be entitled under the

statute of distributions to receive the same, without taking out letters

of administration in England or Ireland, and without confirmation in
Scotland : Provided, that wherever the trustee or trustees of any indemnity to

such society, after the decease of any member thereof, shall have paid
t''"^*®®^-

and divided any such sum of money to or amongst any person or
persons who shall at the time of such payment appear to such trustee

or trustees to be entitled to the effects of any deceased member who
has died intestate, without having appointed any nominee as aforesaid,

the payment of any such sum shall be valid and effectual with respect

to any demand from any other person or persons as next of kin of
such deceased member, or as the lawful representative or representa-
tives of such member, against the funds of such society or against the
trustees thereof ; but nevertheless such next of kin or representative
shall have his or her lawful remedy for such money so paid as aforesaid
against the person or persons who shall have received the same.

Sect. 32. The trustee or tinistees of every friendly society estab- Funds, how in-

lished under this act or any of the said repealed acts shall from time
^®®*'^*^-

to time, with the consent of the committee of management of such
society, or of a majority of the members of such society present at a
general or special meeting thereof, or in accordance with the rules of
such society, invest the funds of such society, or any part thereof, to
any amount, in any savings bank, or in the public funds, or with the

rescinding of the rules, any one of and United Parishes Insurance So-
the officers named being bound to cicty, 21 L. J. Q. B. 1.)
sign the notice. {Recj. v. Aldham
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Frietulhj commissioners for the reduction of the national debt, as hereinafter

Societies. mentioned, or in such other security as the rule of such society may
; direct, not being the purchase of house or land, (save and except the

18 & 19 Vict. c. 63. purchase of buildings wherein to hold the meetings or transact the

business of such society, as hereinbefore mentioned), and not being
the purchase of shares in any joint stock company or other company,
with or without charter of incorporation, and not being personal

security, except in the case of a member, of one full year's standing

at least, and in respect of a sum not exceeding one half the amount
of his assurance on life, such member providing the written security

of himself and two satisfactory sureties for repayment, and in case of

such member's death before repayment the amount of such advance,
with interest, may be deducted from the sum so assured, without pre-

judice in the meantime to the operation of such security.

Funds may be Sect. 33. Every friendly society established under this act which
invested with the does not assure the payment in any event of a sum exceeding 200/.,

the*naUonal*^'debt °^ ^^ annuity exceeding 30/!. per annum, may pay any sum of money
not less than oOZ. into the bank of England or Ireland, to the account
of the commissioners for the reduction of the national debt, upon the
declaration of the trustee or of the trustees, or any 2 or more of them,
that such monies belong exclusively to the said society ; and the
cashier of the Bank of England is hereby required to receive all such
monies, and to place the same to the account raised in the name of the
said commissioners in the book of the bank, named " The Fund for

Friendly Societies ;
" and if such declaration shall not be true, then

and in every such case the sum of money so paid in on such declara-

tion shall be forfeited to the said commissioners, and shall be applied

by them in the manner directed by any act or acts for the time being
in force relating to savings banks with respect to the account of such
banks ; and the regulation of receipts, certificates, or orders concern-
ing savings banks shall be deemed applicable to monies paid in as

aforesaid under the authority of this act, as if the same had been
herein repeated; and every such society, on paying money directly

into the bank as aforesaid, shall be entitled to receive receipts bearing
interest at the rate of 2d. per centum per diem : Provided, that every
society which shall deposit any part of its funds in any savings bank,
or with the commissioners for reduction of the national debt, shall

furnish to the said commissioners from time to time such accounts as
they may require in reference to the funds so deposited.

23 & 24 Vict, c. 137. By the 23 & 24 Vict. c. 137, s. 1, the powers now vested in the

vcJted hi cMn- Commissioners for the reduction of the national debt in respect of all

missioners to ex- monies remitted to them on account of savings banks and friendly

mentar^'"^"^
Societies shall extend to parliamentaiy securities, of whatsoever kind,

rities, &c. ' created or issued, or which may hereafter be created or issued, under
tho^ authority of any act or acts of parliament, for the interest on
which provision is made by parliament, and to any stock or debentures
or other securities expressly guaranteed by authority of parliament.

Anmial report to Sect. 2. The commissioners for the reduction of the national debt

l2mint^°
^^^ ^^^^ ^^ *^® ^^^ ^^ every year report to the commissioners of her

Majesty's treasury, setting forth in detail the whole of the several
transactions which shall have taken place during the course of the
year in the investment of all monies coming into their hands for

savings banks and friendly societies, and of all the variations, if any,
which may have taken place during such year in the securities held by
the said commissioners for those institutions, and copies of such
reports shall be laid before both houses of parliament not later than
Feb. 15, if parliament shall be then sitting, and if not then sitting

then within 10 days after the next re-assembling of parliament.
18 h 19 Vict. c. C3. Sect. 34. Every society already established under any of the acts

s^detie"*shan
°^^ hereby repealed, which shall have heretofore invested any part of its

have. ' funds with the cbmmisBioners for the reduction of the national debt,
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shall be entitled to pay into the bank of England or Ireland in sums Friendly

of not less than 50?., money received from members on account of Societies.

assurances made before the passing of this act, and to receive receipts
ig&igvict c 63

for the same bearing interest at such rate or rates as such society has

hitherto been entitled to receive on account of such assurances ; that

is to say, for money invested with the commissioners by any society

legally established before the 28th July, 1828, on account of any
assurance made before the 15th Aug., 1850, M. per centum per diem;

and on account of any assurance effected after that day, 2d. per centum
per diem ; and for money invested with the commissioners by any
society established between the 28th July, 1828 and the loth Aug.,

1850, on account of assurances made before the loth Aug., 1850, 2^rf.

per centum per diem ; and on account of any assurance effected after

that day, 2d. per centum per diem ; and for money invested with the

commissioners by any society established since the 15th July, 1850, the

sum of 2d. per centum per diem : Provided that the trustees of every
society which shall have invested or shall invest any part of its funds
with the said commissioners shall furnish from time to time such
accounts and returns as the said commissioners shall require, and shall

satisfy the said commissioners that they are legally entitled to receive

such interest as aforesaid, and to make such further investment.

By the 23 & 24 Vict. c. 58, s. 8. If the accounts and returns required n & 24 Vict. c. 58.

from certain friendly societies by the commissioners for the reduction ^^ accounts not

of the national debt, pursuant to sect. 34 of the 18 & 19 Vict. c. 63, S'oners^pureuant

be not made within 30 days after the same have been required, the to sect' 34 of 18 &

account of the said society shall be closed by the said commissioners,
terestttereo'n U)

and thenceforUi no interest shall be credited to such society thereon, cease until ac-

until such accounts and returns shall be furnished to the said commis- counts made,

sioners, or the money be withdrawn.
Sect. 35. Where any friendly society shall withdraw money invested is & 19 vict. c. 63.

by them with the commissioners for the reduction of the national Be-depositing of

debt, such society shall not be entitled to make any further deposit ^avm
^^*^"

with the said commissioners without the consent of the said com-
missioners, or of the comptroller-general or assistant comptroller under
them.

Sect. 36. Whenever it shall happen that any person, being or Transfer of stock,

having been a trustee of any society established under this act or any
act hereby repealed, and whether he shall have been appointed before
or after the legal establishment thereof, in whose name any part of
the several stocks, annuities, and funds belonging to any such society,
transferable at the bank of England or Ireland, or in the books of the
governor and company of the bank of England or Ireland, or in any
savings bank, is or shall be standing, shall be out of England or
Ireland or Scotland respectively, or shall have been removed from his
office of trustee, or shall be a bankrupt, insolvent, or lunatic, or it

shall be unknown whether such trustee is living or dead, it shall be
lawful for the registrar, after receiving an application in wi'iting from
the secretary of the society and 3 members thereof, and upon proof
satisfactory to such registrar, to direct the accountant-general or other
proper officer for the time being of the said governor and company of
the bank of England or Ireland, or of any savings' bank, to transfer
in the books of the said company or of the said savings bank such
stocks, annuities, or funds, standing as aforesaid, into the name of
the trustee who shall be newly appointed, and to pay to him from time
to time the dividends thereof ; and if 1 or 2 or more such trustees
shall die, or be removed from his office of trustee, or become bank-
rupt or insolvent, it shall be lawful for the registrar, on the like ap-
plication, to direct that the other or others of the trustees shall transfer
such stock, annuities, or funds into the name of such person as may
have been appointed in his stead, jointly with the continuing trustee
or trustees.
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Sect. 37. No copy of rules, nor power, warrant, or letter of attorney

granted by any person as trustee of any society established under this

act or any of the acts hereby repealed, for the transfer of any share in

the public funds standing in the name of such trustee, nor any order

or receipt for money contributed or received from the funds of any

such society, by any person liable or entitled to pay or receive the

same by virtue of the rules thereof or of this act, nor any bond to be

given to or on account of any such society, or by the treasurer or any
officer thereof, nor any di-aft or order, nor any form of policy, nor any
appointment of any agent, nor any certificate or other instrument for

the revocation of any such appointment, nor any other document
whatever required or authorised by or in pursuance of this act or the

rules of any society, shall be liable to stamp duty : Provided, that no
exemption from any of the duties granted by any act or acts relating

to stamp duties shall be deemed to extend to any society which shall

assure the payment of money exceeding 200?., or which shall assure

the payment of any money on the death of a member to any person,

except executors, administrators, or assigns of such member, or the

husband, wife, mother, child, brother, sister, nephew, or niece of such
member.

Sect. 38. If any person shall become a member of more than one
society, whereby certain benefits shall accrue on account of the same
kind of assurance from more than one society, it shall not be lawful

for him, or for any person entitled through or under him or by reason

of his membership, or for any number of such persons in the aggre-

gate, to receive more than 200Z., or, in the case of annuities, 30/. a-

year, from such societies collectively ; and in any case where a person

shall so as aforesaid be a member of more than one society, and he, or

any other person or persons, shall be entitled to any benefit in gross or

by way of annuity from any such society, he, or (as the circumstances

may require) every such other person, shall, before he shall receive

any such benefit fi'om any of such societies, make and sign a declara-

tion that the total value of all benefits accruing or which shall have
accrued in respect of any one kind of assurance does not exceed the

value of 200Z., or, in the case of annuities, 30?. a-year ; and it shall be
lawful for any society to require any member or any other person who
shall be entitled to any such benefit, before he shall receive the same,
to make and sign a declaration to the same efiect, or that such
member was not, when the benefit accrued, a member of any other

association ; and if any person shall knowingly make any false or
fraudulent declaration in any such case he shall be guilty of

misdemeanor.
Sect. 39. The trustees of any friendly society may, out of the funds

thereof, subscribe to any hospital, infirmary, charitable or other pro-
vident institution, such annual or other sum as may be agreed upon
by the committee of management, or by a majority of the members at a
meeting called for that pui-pose, in consideration of any member of

such society, his wife, child, or other person nominated, being eligible

to receive the benefits of such hospital or other institution, according
to the rules thereof.

Sect. 40. Every dispute between any member or members of any
society established under this act or any of the acts hereby repealed,

or any person claiming through or under a member, or under the
rules of such society, and the trustee, treasurer, or other officer, or
the committee thereof, shall be decided in manner directed by the
rules of such society, and the decision so made shall be binding and
conclusive on all parties, without appeal.

{a) By 21 & 22 Vict. c. 101, s. 6,

this section is extended to disputes

between executor^, administrators,

noiuinees, or assigns of a member,
and the trustee, treasurer, or other
officer on the committee of a society.
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21 & 22 Vict. c. 101, s. 5. The proviso contained in sect. 40 of the Friendly
said act shall be repealed, and in lieu thereof be it enacted, That where Societies.

the rules of any society established under the said act, or any of the ——-:

acts thereby repealed, shall dii-ect disputes to be referred to justices, j^.^
^^ ^^ '?" ^°^"

then any justice of the peace acting in the county or borough in which setHed^by Justices,
the place of business of such society shall be situated, upon complaint if rules so direct.

made by any member, his executors, administrators, nominee, or

assigns, or by any person claiming under the riiles of the society, of
any matter in dispute between him or them and the society, to summon
the person against whom such complaint is made to appear at a time
and place to be named in such summons, and any two justices present
at the time and place mentioned in such summons shall proceed to

hear and determine the said complaint, which complaint shall be
heard and determined in England in manner directed by the 11 & 12

Vict. c. 43, and in Ireland in manner directed by 14 & 15 Vict. c. 93

;

and such justices may make such order thereupon, either for the pay- Justices may
ment of money or otherwise, together with costs, not exceeding 10s., ii^ake order.

as they shall think fit ; and where the order made shall be for the
doing of some act other than the payment of money, the said justices

may order the payment of a sum of money in default of the doing of
such act ; and any monies which shall be paid by any officer of the ,

society so levied on his property under any order or warrant of the
justices shall be repaid, with all damages accniing to him, by the
society.

Sect. 41. In all friendly societies established under this act or any is <fc 19 Vict. c. 63.

of the said repealed acts, all applications for the removal of any
t^e^count^^^^J^i

trustee, or for any other relief, order, or direction, or for the settle-

ment of disputes that may arise or may have arisen in any society the
rules of which do not prescribe any other mode of settling such
disputes (a), or to enforce the decision of any arbitrators, or to hear or
determine any dispute, if no arbitrator shall have been appointed or
if no decision shall be made by the said arbitrators within 40 days
after application has been made by the member or person claiming
through or under a member or under the rules of the society, shall be
made to the county court of the district within which the usual or
principal place of business of the society shall be situate ; and such
court shall, upon the application of any person interested (6) in the

(a) The decision of justices under affairs should be disposed of in a

21 & 22 Vict. c. 101, s. 5, of a dis- cheap and summary manner, by the
pute which had been referred to decision of an arbitrator or a justice

them, pursuant to one of the rules of as the parties might choose. The
a benefit societ}'', is a determination words " every dispute " seem to refer

of a complaint which the justices only to disputes between the society

have power to determine in a sum- and the members as members, and
mary manner within the meaning of not in any other capacity in which
section 2 of 20 & 21 Vict. c. 43, and they may be placed. (See Morrison
the justices ought, on application by v. Glover, 19 L. J. Ex. 20 ; see also

the imsuccessful party, to state a case Fleming v. Self, 1 Kay, 518.)
in the manner pointed outbythelat- {I) The ^application must be made
ter statute. {The Queen v . Lamhardc by "a person interested" in the
and others. Justices of Kent, 1 i. F. matter, and trustees not being mem-
Q. B. 388.) In Armitagev. Walker, bers are not necessarily within those
2 K. <k J. 211, Wood, V. C, .stated words. {Hoey v. McFarlane, 21 L.
that the object of the legislature in /. C. P. 41.) But if the matter in
passing these acts was to provide dispute affect the funds of the society
that these societies should not be which are vested in them, and they
brought before the courts of law or act by its direction, then it would
eqiiity if it could be avoided, and seem that they may be considered to

therefore care had been taken to be parties interested. (76.) The
enact that the discussion of their expidsion of a member is a question
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matter, entertain such application, and give sucli relief, and naako

such, orders and directions in relation to the matter of such applica-

tion, as hereinafter mentioned, or as may now be given or made
by the court of chancery in respect either of its ordinary or its special

or statutory jurisdiction ; and the decision of such county court

upon and in relation to such application as aforesaid shall not be

subject to any appeal : Provided always, that in Scotland the sheriff

within his county, and in Ireland the assistant barrister within his

district, shall have the same jurisdiction as is hereby given to the judge
of a county court (a).

21 & 22 Vict. c. 101, s. 1. In the city of London the judge of the

sheriifs court, and in Ireland the assistant barrister within his district,

and in the cities of Dublin and Cork the recorder thereof, shall re-

spectively have the same jurisdiction as by the said act, as amended
by this act, is given to the judge of a county court in any matter
arising under the said act, and in Ireland a justice of the peace or 2

justices of the peace, as the case may be, shall have the same jiuisdic-

tion as by sect. 24 of the said act is given to a justice of the peace or

2 justices of the peace in England in any matter arising under the

said section, but the complaint shall be heard and determined in

manner directed by the 14 & 15 Vict. c. 93.

Sect. 42. In all cases where the order of such county court shall be
for the payment of money, the same may be enforced in the same
manner as the ordinary judgments of such court are enforced ; but
where the order of the said court shall be for the doing of some act,

not being for the payment of money, it shall be lawful for the judge
of such county court in his said order to order the party to do such
act, or that in default of his doing it he shall pay a certain sum of

money; and in case he refuse or neglect to do the act required,

upon demand in that behalf, the sum of money or penalty in the

for the county court under this sec-

tion. {Woohvych, ex, -parte, l^W.R.
250.) Where, by the rules of a
friendly society, all matters in dis-

pute were to be referred to arbitrators,

who were to hear evidence on both
sides, and the arbitrators had de-
clined to hear evidence on the part
of the members, it was held that
their award was not final, and there-
fore the justices had power to make
an order upon the matter in dispute
{R. v. Grant, li Q. £. 43) ; but if

the arbitrators came to a wrong con-
clusion, the court held in R. v. Long,
3 W. R. 18, that under 4 & 5 AVill. 4,
c. 40, s. 7, the justices had no juris-
diction unless the award could be
proved to be a nuUitj^ In Reg. v.
£oa}is, 23 L. J. M. C. 100, it was
held that the justices had, under
4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 40, s. 7, no juris-
diction to make an order reinstating
an expelled member where the sec-

tion liad been substantially complied
with in the appointment of arbitra-

tors who had authority to decide the
question of the member's expulsion,
their award being conclusive as

against such expelled member. The
language of the 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 40,

.s. 7, is similar to that employed in

this section, and therefore it would
seem that the authority of the county
court judge would be ousted where
the arbitrators have been substan-

tially appointed, and have made an
award pursuant to this section. In
Reg. V. Trafford, 24 L. J. M. 0. 20,

a dispute between a member of a

building society and the society as to

the amount payable by him in order

to redeem his mortgage and have the

deeds given up to him, was held not

to be a dispute between the society

and the member as such, which was
determinable by arbitration under
4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 40, s. 7.

{a) The order of the county court

may be enforced by imprisonment.

{Hoey V. McFarlane, 4 Jur. N. S.

788.) Under this and the 2 follow-

ing sections a county court judge has

power to determine disputes bet-ween

the committee of management and
any of the members as to the pro-

priety of the mode of convening, and
the manner and place for holding

special general meetings for an altera-

tion or amendment of the society's

rules. {Hoey v. McFarlane, 4 C. B,

N. S. 718.)
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said order may then be recovered in the same manner as a judgment Frkiidly
for debt or damages in such court; and it shall not be lawful to Societies.

remove the same by certiorari or other writ or process to any superior ,o ^.^^,. ^
—

TZ
„„ i n T •'

'^ *' -^ 18 & 19 Vict. c. 63.
com-t of record.

Sect. 43. Provided, however, that the lord chancellor may make Lord Chancellor

such orders for regulating the proceedings by and before the judges of
f^r re^uUtiiTg tife

county courts under this act as he may think fit. proceedings in

Sect. 44. In the case of any friendly society established for any of t^i^ respect.

the purposes mentioned in sect. 9 of this act, or for any purpose which ^^ V^^.
case of

is not illegal, having written or printed rules, whose rules have not rules are not'cer-

been certified by the registrar, provided a copy of such rules shall have tifled, disputes

been deposited with the registrar, every dispute between any member
cfe*tyTnd*its own

or members of such society, and the trustees, treasurer, or other members to be

officer, or the committee of such society, shall be decided in manner settled as in cases

hereinbefore provided (ss. 41—44) with respect to disputes, and the societies,^

decision thereof, in the case of societies to be established under this

act, and the sections in this act provided for such decision, and also

the section (sect. 24), in this act which enacts a punishment in case of
fraud or imposition by an officer, member, or person, shall be appli-

cable to such uncertified societies : Provided alwaj's, that nothing
herein contained shall be construed to confer on any such society

whose rules shall not have been certified by the registi'ar, or any of the
members or officers of such society, any of the powers, exemptions, or
facilities of this act, save and except as in and by this section is ex-
pressly provided (a).

21 & 22 Vict. c. 101, s. 6. Sects. 40 and 44 of the said act shall ex-
|gc^f4^''and*'44°of

tend and be applicable to disputes between the executors, adminis- said act extended
trators, nominee, or assigns of a member, and the trustees, treasurer, to other disputes.

or other officer, or the committee of a society.

Sect. 45. The trustees of friendly societies established under this act or 18 & 19 Vict. c. 63.

under any ofthe repealed acts, or the officer thereof appointed to prepare registrar,* when
returns, shall, once in every year, in the months of January, February, and how'to be

or March, transmit to the registrar a general statement of the funds ^^'^

and effects of such society during the past 12 months, or a copy of the

last annual report of such society, and shall also, within 3 months
after the expiration of the month of December, 1855, and so again
within 3 months after the expiration of every 5 years succeeding,

transmit to the said registrar a return of the rate or amount of sick-

ness and mortality experienced by such society within the preceding 5

years, in such form as shall be prepared by the said registrar, and an
abstract of the same shall be laid before parliament ; and the registrar

shall also lay before parliament every year a report of his proceedings,
in his office of registrar, and of the principal matters transacted by
friendly societies which have come under his cognizance during the
past year.

23 & 24 Vict. c. 58, s. 7. If default bo made in transmitting to the 23 & 24 Vict. c 58.

registrar before the 1st of June in each year the general statement or making annual
copy of the last annual report of any society, in compliance with the return to registrar

provisions of 18 & 19 Vict. c. 63, s. 45, the officer making such default
^i^b?e^ct'*43 of

shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding 20s. , to be recovered, with is & 19 vict. c. 63.

costs, at the suit of the registrar, before 2 or more justices, as to

England in manner directed by 11 & 12 Vict. c. 43, and as to Scotland
before 2 or more justices or the sheriff ofthe county, in manner directed

by the 17 & 18 Vict. c. 104 (S.), and as to Ireland in manner directed by
the 14 & 15 Vict. c. 93 (I.), or any act passed for the amendment of
the above-mentioned acts ; and the justices or sheriff imposing any

{a) This section does not apply to N. S. 387), nor, it would seem, to

disputes arising before the deposit of frauds committed before such de-

the rules [Smith v. Pryor, 3 J^lr. posit,

VOL. II. z 2
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penalty under this act may direct the whole or any part thereof to be
applied in or towards payment of the costs of the proceedings ; and
subject to such direction aU penalties shall be paid into the receipt of

her Majesty's exchequer, in such manner as the Treasury may direct,

and shall be carried to and form part of the consolidated fund of the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland.

Sect. 46. And whereas under the provisions of the acts hereby
repealed, or some of them, certain associations or societies have been
formed in England and Ireland for the provident and charitable pui-pose

of securing annual payments to the nominees of the members thereof,

contingent upon the death of such members, and have invested their

funds in the manner provided by such acts, and doubts may arise

whether such associations or societies will be entitled to the exemp-
tions and privileges by this act conferred in the event of such annual
payments amounting in the aggregate to more than 30Z. ; and it is

expedient to remove such doubts, and to give protection to such as-

sociations or societies, and to the funds thereof: Be it therefore

enacted. That notwithstanding anything in this act contained to the

contrary, all such associations or societies as were founded and sub-

sisting under the provisions of the said acts, previously to the 15th

August, 1850, shall enjoy the exemptions and privileges by this act

conferred on societies to be established under the provisions of this

act as fully as if they had been registered and certified under this act,

and notwithstanding that the contingent annual payments to which
the nominees of the present or future members of such associations

or societies may become entitled shall exceed in the aggregate the

sum of 30Z.

Sect. 47. In any case where the rules of any society already en-
rolled or certified have provided that a member shall be deprived of

any benefit by reason of his enrolment or service in the militia, it

shall be lawful for the trustees of such society to require of any
member a contribution exceeding the rate of contribution hitherto

payable by such member, to an amount not exceeding one-tenth of such
rate, during the time such member shall be serving out of the United
Kingdom, or to suspend all claim of such member to any benefits of such
society, and all claim of the society to any contributions payable by
such member, during the time he may be serving in the militia out
of the United Kingdom, provided that such suspension shall cease so

soon as the said member shall return to the United Kingdom, and he
shall thereupon be replaced on the same footing as before he went
abroad with the regiment to which he belongs.

Sect. 48 is repealed by 30 & 31 Vict. c. 107, s. 1.

Sect. 49. The word "society" shall extend to and include every
branch of a society, by whatever name it may be designated.
The 17 «& 18 Vict. c. 56 relates only to societies granting assurances

exceeding 1500?., which by sec. 1 are to cease to be friendly societies,

and not to be affected by any provisions in statutes relating to friendly
societies.

II. Eoan Societies.

.3 & 4 Yict. c. no. The 3 & 4 Vict. c. 110, intituled ''An Ad to amend the Laws

milt 0. 23* ex-
^«?«<% '" Loan Societies " (a), reciting the passing of the 5 & 6 Will. 4,

cept as hereinafter c. 23, and repealing so much of it as relates to the establishment of
provided. loan societies in England and Wales, makes other provisions instead

thereof, and enacts,

(a) This act was continued from time to time, and at last made per-

petual by 26 & 27 Vict. c. 56.
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Sect. 2. That no society certified and enrolled under the said act, 2. Loan
or treasiu-er, trustee, clerk, servant, or member thereof, shall be liable Societies.

to any penalty or forfeiture imposed by any act or acts relating to ,. ^ ^^^
usury on account of having reserved or contracted for more than the

gggj^j-y ^^^ \\Q\i\Q

legal rate of interest, either ia the way of interest, or other charges or to penalties for

expenses, in respect of any loan made by such society before the lo^^i^? ^^^^ before

passmg 01 this act.

Sect. 3. That if any number of persons who have formed or shall Formation of loan

form any society in England for establishing a fund for making loans
restrfctionsln

to the industrious classes, and taking payment of the same by instal- this act.

ments, with interest thereon, shall be desirous of having the benefit of

this act, such persons shall cause the rules framed or to be framed for

the management of such society to be certified, deposited, and enrolled

in manner hereinafter directed, and thereupon shall have the benefit

of the provisions contained in this act.

Sect. 4. That 3 transcripts fairly written or printed, or partly Three transcripts

written and partly printed, on paper or parchment, of all rules made
^it'ted to ablr-^^

in pursuance of this act, signed by 3 members and countersigned by rister, <Sic.

the clerk or secretary, (accompanied, in the case of any amendment of

the rules, with an affidavit of the clerk or secretary, or one of the
oSicers of the said society, that the provisions of this act have been
duly complied with,) with all convenient speed after the same shall be
made or amended, and so from time to time after every making or

amending thereof, shall be submitted to the barrister at law for the
time being appointed to certify the rules of savings banks, for the pur-
pose of ascertaining whether the said rules of such society, or amend-
ments thereof, are calculated to carry into efiect the intention of the

parties framing such rules or amendments, and are in conformity to

law ; and that the said barrister shall advise with the said clerk or -who is to certify

secretaiy, if required, and shall give a certificate on each of the said the transcripts,

transcripts, that the same are in conformity to law, or point out in

what part or parts the said rules are repugnant thereto ; and that the

barrister for advising as aforesaid, and perusing the rules or amend-
ments of the rules of each society, and giving such certificates as

aforesaid, shall demand no further fee than the sum of one guinea ; Foe payable to.

and one of such transcripts, when certified by the said barrister, shall one transcript to

be kept by the said barrister, and another returned to the society, and be kept by the

the third of such transcripts shall be transmitted by such barrister to
retunied'to"the

'^'^

the clerk of the peace for the county, city, or borough wherein such society, and the

society shall be formed, and by him laid before the court of general t^rd s?"* to the

quarter sessions, or adjournment thereof, held next after the time '^ ^* " ®
peace.

when such transcript shall have been so certified and transmitted to

him as aforesaid ; and the said court is hereby authorised and required, justices to con-

without motion, to allow and confirm the same ; and such transcript ^^^^ '^"i®^-

shall be filed by such clerk of the peace with the rolls of the sessions

of the peace in his custody, without fee or reward ; and that all rules Rules, <tc. to be

and amendments thereof, from the time when the same shall be cer- binding when

tified by the said barrister, shall be binding on the several members
rfa'te'r.^'^

^^

and officers of the said society, and the borrowers and sureties, and all

other persons having interest therein.

Sect. 5. That no rule, certified in manner aforesaid, shall be altered, No confirmed rule

rescinded, or repealed unless at a general meeting of the members of ^° ^ enm^fmeet-
such society, convened by notice, written or printed, signed by the \ngoi society, &c.

secretary or president or other principal officer or clerk of such society,
in pursuance of the enrolled rules, or of a requisition for that pur-
pose signed by 3 or more of the members of such society, such notice
to be forwarded by post or otherwise to every member of the society
7 clear days at least before the day appointed for such meeting; and
such alterations or repeal shall and may be made with the concurrence
of the majority of the members of such society then and there
present.

z z 2
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Sect. 6. That the said barrister shall be entitled to no further fee

for or in respect of any amendment of any rules enrolled under this

act, or which have been before the passing of this act enrolled under

the 5 Will. 4, c. 23, upon which one fee has been already paid to the

said banister within the period of 3 years.

Sect. 7. That all rules from time to time made and in force for the

management of any such loan society, and duly certified and enrolled,

shall be entered in a book or books to be kept by an oflBcer of such

society to bo appointed for that purpose, which book or books shall be

open at all seasonable times for the inspection of all members of such

society, and of the persons receiving loans from such society, and shall

be binding on the several members and officers of such society, and
the several persons receiving loans fi-om the same, and their repre-

sentatives, as well as those parties who may become the sureties for

the repayment of any loan, their executors or administrators ; and all

such persons and parties shall be deemed to have full notice of the

enrolled rules of the society by the deposit thereof with the clerk of

the peace or town clerk, as required by this act, and by the entry

thereof in such book or books ; and the entry of such rules in such
book or books as aforesaid, or the transcript thereof, deposited with the

clerk of the peace or town clerk, or a true copy of such transcript

examined with the original, and proved to be a true copy, or the copy
certified by the barrister at law appointed for that purpose, shall be
received as evidence of such rules respectively in all cases, and no
certiorari shall be brought or allowed to remove any such rules into

any of her Majesty's courts of record ; and every copy of any such
transcript deposited with any clerk of the peace or town clerk as afore-

Ijaid shall be made without fee or reward, except the actual expense
of making such copy ; and such copy shall not be subject to any stamp
duty.

Sect. 8. That all monies and securities for money, and all chattels

whatsoever belonging to any such society, shall be vested in a trustee

or trustees for the use and benefit of such society and the members
thereof, their executors and administrators respectively, according to

their several shares and interests therein, and after the death, resig-

nation, or removal of any trustee or trustees shall vest in the surviving
or succeeding trustee or trustees for the same estate and interest as the
former trustee or trustees had therein, and subject to the same trusts,

without any assignment or conveyance whatever, and also shall for

all purposes of suit, as well criminal as civil, at law or in equity, in
anywise concerning the same, be deemed to be the property of the
person or persons appointed to the office of trustee or trustees of such
society for the time being, in his or their* proper name or names, with-
out further description; and such person or persons are hereby
respectively authorised to bring or defend, or cause to be brought or
defended, any suit, criminal as well as civil, at law or in equity, con-
cerning the property or any claim of such society, and to sue and be

(a) A society was established whilst
the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 23, was in force,

for the loan of small sums of money,
and the plaintiffs were appointed
trea.surers. The society was not en-
rolled according to the provisions of
that act. A. B. borrowed 20Z. from
the society, on a promissory note
given by him and two sureties to the
plaintiffs (the trustees) ; and when
the plaintiffs sued one of the trustees
for the amount of the note, the court
held, that he (the defendant) could

not object, that the society was not
enrolled ; and that all the members
should have been joined as plaintiffs

;

because it did not appear from the

note, that the plaintiffs were trading
as partners with any other. {Baio-

den V. Hoicell, 4 S. N. R. 331.) It

seems that had the money secured
by the note been paj-able to the joint-

stock Joan company in question, the

objection would have been valid.

{tb.)
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sued, plead and be impleaded in his or their proper name or names, as 2. Loan
trustee or trustees of such, society, without any other description ; and Societies.

no suit shall abate or be discontinued by the death of such person or
]

—
persons, or his or their removal from the office of trustee or trustees as ^ * * ^'°*- °- ^^^•

aforesaid, but the same shall and may be proceeded in and by or

against the succeeding trustee or trustees ; and such succeeding trustee

or trustees shall pay or receive like costs for the benefit of or to be
reimbursed from the funds of such society as if the suit had been com-
m.enced in his or their name or names.

Sect. 9. That for every sum of money deposited or to be deposited Societies to issue

with any loan society, otherwise than by way of gift, it shall be lawful debentures.

for such society, if they shall think fit, to issue a debenture, to be re-

gistered in the books of the loan society by whom such debenture shall

be payable ; and no such debenture shall be liable to any stamp duty
or parliamentary imposition whatever.

Sect. 10. That no treasurer, trustee, or other officer of any loan Trustees signing

society subscribin": a debenture shall be individually responsible, in debentures not

person or property, for the payment of the same, or of any interest unless specially

thereon ; but such debenture shall be a charge on the capital and pro- undertaken,

perty of the society alone, unless such treasurer, trustee, or other
officer shall, in the instrument or by wi'iting at the foot or on the back
thereof, declare his or their willingness to be so liable in person or

property; and such understanding shall only apply to the specific

sums so guaranteed.
Sect. 11. That in case any debenture holder, depositor, or other Sums under 50/.

claimant, entitled to receive any sum not exceeding 501. out of the
f^f^^^f^^^ societ'

funds of any such loan society, shall die, it shall be lawful for the p.ayablc without^

trustees or trustee thereof, from and after the expiration of 3 calendar probate to the

months after the death of such debenture holder, depositor, or other any'^d«;"ased de-
claimant, if they shall be satisfied that no will was made and left by benture holder,

such deceased person, and that no letters of administration of the
goods, chattels, rights, and credits of such deceased person have or
will be taken out, to pay the same to any person who shall appear to

the said trustees or trustee to be the person or one of the persons
entitled under the statute of distribution to the effects of the deceased
intestate, although no letters of administration shall have been taken
out : and the payment of any such sum of money shall be valid and
effectual with respect to any demand of any other person as next of

kin of such deceased intestate, or as the lawful representative of such
person, against the funds of such society, or against the trustee,

treasurer, or officers thereof; but nevertheless such next of kin or

representatives shall have remedy for such money so paid as aforesaid

against the person who shall have received the same.
Sect. 12. That every treasurer or other person whatsoever who shall Treasurer, &o. to

be intrusted with the receipt or custody of any money or securities for ^^® security,

money, the property of such society, shall become bound with sureties

for the faithful execution of such office or trust, in such sum or sums
of money as shall be required by the rules of such society; and such
security shall be given by bond, in the form in the schedule annexed
marked (D.), to the trustee or trustees of the society for the time
being ; and in case of forfeiture it shall be lawful for the trustee or
trustees of such society for the time being to sue upon such bond or
bonds, and to cany on such suit, at the costs and charges of and for

the use of the said society ; and no bond or security so to bo given
shall be chargeable with any stamp duty whatsoever.

Sect. 13. That it shall not be lawful for any such society to lend to Amount of loan,

any person at the same time a greater sum than loL, and that no
second or other loan shall be made to the same person until the former
loan shall have been repaid.

Sect. 14. That no note which shall be signed for the repayment of ^tyYiawfto
any loan made under this act, nor any receipt or entry in any book of stamp duty.
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receipt for money lent or paid, nor any di-affc or order, nor any appoint-

ment of any agent, nor any other instrument whatever required to be
" made in pursuance of tHs act, or of the rules of the society, shall be

chargeable with any stamp duty whatever.

Sect. 15. That no note of hand, bill, or other securitylfor the payment
of money taken by any such society shall be transferable by endorse-

ment or otherwise* to any person^ or party whomsoever, nor shall any
such note, bill, or other security be sued upon by any person or party

other than the society to whom the same shall have been made.

Sect. 16. That all notes signed for the repayment of such loans shall

be made payable to the treasurer for the time being of the society, and
may be in the form given in the schedule to this act annexed marked
(A.), or to the like effect ; and that it shall be lawful for any such so-

ciety to add to or to embody in such note the statement ofany allegations

made by the parties to such note respecting their goods or property,

and all such allegations made under the hand of any such party may
be given in evidence against him on any proceeding under this act ; and
if the party liable to pay the same shall fail to make full payment in

money of the sum in the note mentioned, or any part thereof, after

demand in writing made on such party, or left or sent by the post,

directed to him at his usual place of abode, or at his place of residence,

as described in the said note, by or on behalf of the treasurer for the

time being of the said society, any one of her Majesty's justices of the

peace for the county, riding, city, borough, division, district or place

where the person so neglecting to discharge any such note as aforesaid

may happen to be or reside, upon complaint made by or on behalf of

such treasurer, shall summon the person against whom such com-
plaint shall be made, and after his appearance, or in default thereof,

upon due proof upon oath of such summons having been given, left,

or sent as aforesaid, shall thereupon proceed to hear and determine
the said complaint, and award such sum to be paid by the person

thereunto liable to such treasurer as aforesaid as shall appear to such
justice to be due thereon, without any rebate of interest, together with
such a sum for costs, not exceeding the sum of 5s., as to such justice

shall seem reasonable ; and it shall be lawful for any such society, if

they shall think fit, to direct that the sureties for payment of any
loan, or any one or more of them, shall be sued for recovery of any
loan or instalment thereof in preference to the actual borrower ; and if

any person shall refuse or neglect to pay the sum of money which
shall be so adjudged to be due upon such note and costs as aforesaid,

upon the same being demanded in manner aforesaid, such justice

shall, by warrant under his hand and seal, cause the same to be levied

by distress and sale of the goods of the party so neglecting or refusing
as aforesaid, together with all costs and charges attending such dis-

(a) In Timms v. Williams (2 G. A:

D. 621), it was decided by the court

of Queen's Bench, that the treasurer

of a loan society established under
the now repealed act of 5 & 6 Will. 4,

c. 23, could not maintain an action

on a promissory note given to him in

that character, sect. 4 of that act

vesting the "goods, chattels, and
effects " of the society with trustees

;

and that the only provision enabling

the treasurer to enforce payment of

those notes being section 8 of that

act, which was like the above enact-

ment in 3 & 4 Vict. c. 110, expressly

confined to summary proceedings be-

fore magistrates. But in Albon v.

Pyke (5 Scott, N. R. 241), it was
decided by the court of Common
Pleas, that the 8th section of the

repealed act 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 23, in

most respects similar to the above
enactment of 3 & 4 Vict., did not
preclude the incstees from suing in

the superior courts upon a promissory
note given to their treasurer, there

not being any express or implied
Avords in the act ousting the jurisdic-

tion of the superior courts.
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tress and sale, returning the overplus (if any) to the owner ; and no 2. Loan
such proceeding shall be removed by certiorari or otherwise into any of Societies.

her Majesty's superior courts of record: Provided always, that nothing
herein contained shall be construed to affect the right of the landlord ^ ^' ^^^'

to be paid the amount of rent which may be due to him at the time of

making the distress out of the proceeds of the said sale.

Sect. 17. That, notwithstanding the provisions hereinbefore con- P^'^o^eryofloans

tained, the treasurer or clerk of such society for the time being may q'Jiest!'^

'^ °
^^'

proceed for the recovery of the sum due on such note against the party
or parties liable to pay the same in any county court, or court of con-
science or request, having jurisdiction to the amount so due, according
to the course and practice of such courts ; and in such case the act or

acts, and all provisions therein relating to such court, and the powers
thereof, shall be applicable to the recovery of the sum so due on such
note.

Sect. 18. That in case the whole sum that shall appear to be due on Power for socie-

any such note shall exceed the amount for which such court shall have demand'to^enable
jurisdiction, and such treasurer or clerk shall declare to the court that courts of request

he is willing to accept such sum of money as the said court shall be *°
'^'^Jj^'h th^^'

enabled to adjudge and order to be paid, in full of the whole of such accept the same
amount so due as aforesaid, then, in every such case, the court shall in full,

adjudge such sum or sums to be paid by the defendants or defendant,

not exceeding the amount for which such court shall have jurisdiction,

as to the court shall seem just ; and such treasurer or clerk shall be
precluded from afterwards proceeding in any other court, or before

any justice, for or on account of such debt.

Sect. 19. That it shall be lawful for the treasurer or clerk for the
foa^^ sodet°^o"^e

time being of any loan society, whose rules shall have been duly cer- on securities
"

tified as aforesaid, to sue for and recover, for the use of such society, granted to his

the amount of any note or other security which shall have been passed
Pi"edecessor.

or made payable to the treasurer for the time being of such society,

whether or not] any change or changes shall have taken place m
the person by whom the said office of treasurer or clerk may be
filled.

Sect. 20. That it shall be lawful for the trustees or trustee of any Sum to be de-

society established under the provisions of this act to demand and re- SquWcs!°^
ceive from any person applying for a loan, at the time of giving out
the form of application, such sum as shall be specified in the enrolled

rules, not exceeding Is. 6cZ., for the form of application, and the ex-
pense of making inquiries into the character and solvency of the appli-

cant, and his proposed sureties, which sum the society shall not be
bound to return, although no loan shall be granted; provided that

such inquiry shall be made within 14 days from the time when the
application paper shall have been returned to the office of the society,

duly filled up, as required by the enrolled rules.

Sect. 21. That it shall be lawful for the trustees or trustee of any Sum for interest,

society established under the provisions of this act to demand and
receive from every person to whom a loan shall be made, by way of
discount, at the time of making the same, the full amount which shall

be specified by the eni-oUed rules of the society, not exceeding in the
whole the rate of 12?. by the hundred, for the full term of one year,

and to receive the amount of the principal sum by instalments, at such
time or times, and in such proportion or proportions, as shall be spe-
cified by the enrolled rules, but so nevertheless that the first repay-
ment shall not be paid sooner than the 11th day after the day on
which the loan shall have been actually granted and advanced, and
that the time and manner of paying such instalments shall be taken .

into account in the calculation of the interest to be paid, and to take a
note of hand for the whole amount of the loan, by which the same or
so much thereof as shall then remain unpaid shall be recoverable im-
mediately on failure of the pajinent of any instalment, without being
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liable on account thereof to any of tlie forfeitures or penalties imposed

by any act or acts relating to usury.

Sect. 22 declares and enacts, that the instalments to be paid, and
the con-esponding sum charged for interest, may be such as is ex-

pressed in any one of the schemes mentioned in the schedule (E.) to

this act annexed, and that the scheme which is adopted by any society,

and the actual number of shillings and pence taken by way of interest

for every loan, shall be fully and clearly set forthin the enrolled rules

of such society ; and that if such scheme shall in any respect differ

from every one of the schemes set forth in the said schedule (E.), it

shall not be lawful for the said barrister to certify the rules of such
society, until a certificate shall have been obtained under the hand of

the actuary to the national debt office, to the effect that the rate of

interest proposed to be taken, including therein all charges whatso-
ever, except the aforesaid sum of Is. Qd., or so much thereof as shall

be charged for the form of application and expense of inquiry, is not

greater than is allowed by this act ; for which certificate the said

actuary shall be entitled to have a fee of \l. Is., and no more.
Sect. 23 declares and enacts, that the said sum of Is. Qd., or so much

thereof as shall be charged under this head by each society, and the

sum so to be taken by waj'^ of interest, shall be in full of all charges and
demands to be made by the said society for making inquiry, and for

executing the note and for the purchase of the borrower's pass book
and copy of the rules, and all other books, papers, or things which he
is required by the society to have, and for all business whatsoever
connected with the granting of the said loan ; and that it shall not be
lawful by the rules of any such society to impose any fine or penalty
for any irregularity in making payment of the instalments of the loan,

except by requiring the balance of the loan then remaining due and
unpaid, or any part thereof, to be paid either forthwith, or within
such time as shall be allowed by the rules of the society ; and that

any clerk, officer, agent, or servant of the society who by any device,

directly or indirectly, shall knowingly obtain from the borrower, or

any surety, payment of any further or other sum than is allowed by
the provisions of this act, by way of charge, contribution, liquor

ticket, or for making any inquiry, giving any notice, writing or send-
ing any letter, or otherwise howsoever, either for his own benefit or
for the benefit of the society, or any other person or party whatsoever,
in consideration of the granting of such loan, shall be liable to the
penalties of usury ; and it shall be expressed in the enrolled rules of
every such society that an entry must be made in the borrower's pass
book of every payment made to the society by any such borrower,
including the payment made for inquiries, and entries shall be made
therein accordingly.

Sect. 24. That it shall not be lawful for any such society to receive
from any borrower any sum by way of instalment or otherwise,
(except the said sum of Is. M., or so much thereof as shall be taken
for the form of application and expenses of inquiry), before the day
when the loan shall be actually advanced and paid to such borrower ;

nor shall it be lawful for any such society to cause the applicants for

loans to ballot for precedence, or in any way to make the granting of
anj^ such loan to depend upon any chance, lot, or other gambling
device whatsoever; and every society which shall offend against
this enactment shall forfeit all the benefit of the provisions of this

act.

Sect. 25. That on the trial of any suit or other proceeding respecting
the property of any society established under the authority of this
act, or in any proceedings before any justice of the peace, or in any
court, any trustee, treasurer, manager, shareholder, officer, clerk, or
servant of such society shall be a competent witness, notwithstanding
any interest he may have in the result of such suit or other proceeding.
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Sect. 26. That the several forms whicli are set forth, in the schedules 2. Loan
annexed to this act marked respectively (B.) and (C.) may be used, Societies.

with such additions or variations as may be necessary to adapt them 77 777 TTT
to the particular circumstances of each case, and that no objection '?

l*^j .
'

shall be made or advantage taken for want of form in any such pro- scheduk may be
ceedings by any person whomsoever. used.

Sect. 27. That the trustees of every society established under the Abstract of

provisions of this act, or which may become entitled to the benefits accounts to be

thereof, shall cause an abstract of the accounts of such society for ^^ sent to te^'
each year to be made out, and up to the 31st day of December, rister.

together with a statement of the funds and effects, and of the debts or

liabilities of such society, and an estimate of the clear net profit or

loss up to that period, which abstract, statement, and estimate shall

be in such fonns, and shall contain such particulars connected with
the accounts and transactions of su.ch society, as the barrister ap-
pointed to certifj^ the rules of savings banks shall from time to time
direct ; and a copy of such abstract, statement, and estimate, duly Copy thereof to be

certified to be correct by the secretary, treasurer, and at least one jfament?'^*
^^^'

trustee, shall, during the month of January in each year, be delivered

or sent to the said barrister, and shall be laid by him before both
Houses of Parliament ; and ever^'- society which shall refuse or neglect
to deliver such account as aforesaid shall be liable to a penalty of 501.

,

to be recovered, at the suit of the said barrister, against the trustees
of the society, in any of her Majesty's superior courts of record : Pro- Trustees not

vided always, that the trustees shall not be liable, in their persons or P'^''®""'* ^ ""• '^•

goods, to the consequences of any judgment obtained against them
in any such suit, but the same shall avail and bo enforced only
against the stock and goods of the society in their hands, or within
their control.

Sect. 28. That this act shall extend to England, "Wales, Berwick- Extent of act.

upon-Tweed, and the Islands of Guernsey, Jersey, and Isle of Man.
Sect. 29. That in the construction of this act the word ' writing ' intei-pretation

shall be construed to mean and include printing or engraving ; and clause.

whenever in this act, in describing any person or thing, the word im-
porting the singular number or the masculine gender only is used, the
same shall be understood to include also several persons or things, and
females as well as males ; unless there be something in the subject or
context repugnant to such construction.

Schedule, to which the 3 & 4 Vict. c. 110 relates.

(A.) Porm of Note to be given by Borrower and Surety or Sureties.

JVo. Bay of 18 .

The [name of society] Loan Society, estahlished pursitant to [here insert the
date of this session and chapter of this act].

Wejointly and severally promise to pay to the, treasurerfor the time being of
the [name of the society] society at the office of the said society in the sum
of , being the amount of a loan granted by the said society to the under-
signed , by weekly instahnents of each ; first instalment to be pay-
able on the day of , and, on any default in the punctxtal repayment
of the instalments, or other breach of the conditions on which the loan was
granted as set forth in the enrolled rules, we jointly and severally promise to
pay, on demand, to the treasurer aforesaid, at the office aforesaid, so much of
the loan as shall not then have been repaid,

p Q / Places of Residences

£ H I \
^'^ Occupation.

(B.)

to loit \ ^^'^'^'^^ complaint has this day been made before me, one of her
"

J Majesty's justices ofthefeace acting for the county of [or
,
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2. Loan ^^^^ ^f ^^^ riuujistrates of the police courts of the metropolis, sitting at the i^olice

Societies. court at , ivithin the metropolitan district, or as the case may be] by

. on behalf of the [name of the society] society enrolledpursuant to the act intituled

3 & 4 Vict. c. 110. [here insert the title of this act], that yoto have failed to make payment of a
certain instalment \or certain instalments'] amounting to , being part of a
loan of pounds, secured by a certain note entered into by you, and , to the

treasurerfor the time being of the said society, dated the day of ,

one thousand eight hundred ccnd . These are therefore in her Majesty's

iiame to require you personally to appear at before me [or such other

justice acting for tlie county of , or such other magistrate of the p)olice

courts aforesaid, as shall be then and there sitting on the day of ,

or as the case may be], at of the clock, then OjUd there to answer the said

complaint.

Oiven under my hand and seal this day of , in the year of our

Lordj one thousand eight hundred and .

(0.)

. ., \ To all constables and others, her Majesty's officers of tJie peace for the
" ^'^

) county of , and all otliers whom it may concern.

Whereas on the day of , in the year of our Lord one thousand eight

hutidred and
, , late of the parish of , in the county of ,

was and is duly convicted before me, , one of her Majesty's justices of the

peace acting in andfor the county, [or ojie of the police mcogistrates of the 'metro-

polis sitting at the police court in , within tlic metropolitan district, or as

the case may be], upon the oath of , or as the case may be],

to a certain loan society called , held at , in the county

of , enrolled under and by virtue of a certain act of Parliainent,

intituled [here insert the title of this act] ; for tJiat on the day of ,

in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and , at the p)arish of
in the county of , the said , being the party liable to p>ay the

money hereinafter nwntioned, did fail to make full payment in money to

tlie treasurer of the said society, of the sum of pounds shillings and
pence, being part of the sum of pounds lent and advanced to

,

and secured by note bearing date the day of , one thousand eight

hundred and , entered into by tlie said to the treasurer of the said

society, demand having been duly made on the said for the said sum of
poiinds shillings and ptence, previous to the said day of

, on behalfof the said treasurer of the said society, contrary to tlie said

statute ; and the said having been duly summoned before me the said,

justice [or magistrate at the police court aforesaid], on the said day of ,

to answer the said complaint, and having [or not, as the case may be] appeared
before me in pursuance ofsuch summons, on the said day of , at

[or at tlic police court aforesaid], I, the said justice [or magistrate], did proceed,

to hear and determine the said complaint, and did adjudge and award the said

to pay the sum of pounds shillings and pence to the

said treasurer, and which appeared to wa to be due on tlie said note, and also

the sum of shillings and pence, for tlie costs of the said summons,
complaint, and hearing thereof; and making together tlie sum of : And
whereas it appears to me, tlie said justice [or ma-gistrate], that the said sum of

2wunds shillings and pence has been duly demanded of the said

, and that he hath neglected to pay and satisfy the same : These are

therefore to command you to leinj the said sum of pounds shillings

and ^jc?io(! by the distress and sale of the goods and chattels of the said
And I do hereby order ami direct the goods aiul chattels so to be distrained

to be sold and disposed of within four days next after making su^cli distress,

unless the said last-mentioned sum of money for which such distress shall be

made, and all the costs aiid charges attending such distress, shall be sooner paid,
rendering the overplus, if any, on demand, to the said . And you are
liereby commanded to certify to me the said justice [or magistratel what you shall

do by virtue of this warrant.
Given under my hand and seal, at , this day of , in the year

of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
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(D.) Form of Bond.
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Know all men hy these jjresents, that we, A. B. of , treastirer [as tlie ;

case may be] of the society, established at , in the countTj of ^
3 & 4 Vict. c. 110.

awl C. D. of and 0. H. of ,
{as sioreties on behalf of the said A. B.),

are jointly and severally held and firmly bound to E. F. and 0. H,, trustees of

the Loan Society, in the sum of ,
to be imid to the said E. F. and G. H.,

as such trustees, or their successors, trustees of the said Loan Society for the

time being, or tJieir certain attorney ; for vMch payment, well and tridy to be

')nadc, we jointly ami severally bind ourselves, and each of us by himself,

our and each of our heirs, executors, and administrators, firmly by tJiese

jiresents, sealed vnth our seals. Dated the day of , in the year of

our Lord
Whereas the above-bcncnden A. B. hath been duly appointed treasurer [or a,s the

case may be] of the Loan Society, established as aforesaid, and he, together

'With the above-boundcn 0. D. and, 0. H., as his sureties, have entered into the

above-written bond, subject to the condition hereitiafter contained : now there-

fore the condition of the above-toritten bond is such, that if the said A. B. shall

and do justly and faithfully execute his office of treasurer [or as the case maybe]

of the said society established as aforesaid, and shall and do render a just and
true account of all 7nonies received and paid by him, and shall do and pay over

all the monies remaining in his hands, and assign and transfer or deliver all

securities and effects, books, papers, and property of or belonging to the said

society, in his hands or custody, to such person orpersons as the said society shall

appoint, according to the rules of the said society, together with the proper or legal

receipts or vouchersfor suchpayments, and likewise sJmll and do in all respects well

and truly andfaithfully perform and fulfil his offke of treasurer [or as the case

may be] to the said society, according to the rules thereof, then the above-written

bond shall be void and of no effect, otherwise shall he and remain in full force

andj virtue.

(E.)

No. of
Scheme.
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Building So-

cieties.

10 Geo. 4, c. 56.
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such postponement, or that not less than \d. per pound is taken off the

interest for every 13 days of such advance.

Thus : Scheme 6 may be altered by making the first instalment

payable on the 22nd day after the loan, and taking Id. per pound for

interest, and so of the rest.

Persons may form
themselves into a
society, and raise

a fund for their
mutual benefit,

and make rules,

May alter and
amend rules.

Societies, in their
rules, to declare
the puriKJse of

their establish-
ment, tic.

III. ISenefit i3uiltiing ^ztitim.

By stat. 10 Geo. 4, c. 56, intituled ''An Act to consolidate and amend
the laivs relating to Friendly Societies " (a).

Sect. 2. Eeciting that " certain friendly societies have been esta-

blished in Great Britain and Ireland, for raising, by voluntary sub-

scription of the members thereof, separate funds for the mutual relief

and maintenance of the said members in sickness, old age, and
infirmity ; and it is expedient to give protection to such societies and
the funds thereby established, and to afford encouragement to other

persons to form the like societies," enacts, " That it shall and may
be lawful to and for any number of persons in Great Britain and
Ireland to form themselves into and to establish a society for the pur-
pose of raising from time to time, by subscriptions of the several

members of every such society, or by voluntary contributions, or by
donations, a stock or fund for the mutual relief and maintenance of

all and every the members thereof, their wives or children, or other

relations [amended as to nominees by 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 40], in sick-

ness, infancy, advanced age, widowhood, or any other natural state

or contingency whereof the occurrence is susceptible of calculation

by way of average [or under a certain proviso for any other pur-
pose which is not illegal, pursuant to 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 40], and
to and for the several members of each society from time to time to

assemble together, and to make, ordain, and constitute, such proper
and wholesome rules for the better goverament and gu.idance of tho
same, as to the major part of the members of such society so assembled
together shall seem meet, so as such rules shall not be repugnant to

the laws of this realm, nor any of the express provisions or regulations
of this act; and to impose and inflict such reasonable fines and for-

feitm-es upon the several members of any such society who shall offend
against such rules as shall be just and necessaiy for duly enforcing the
same, to bo respectively paid to such uses, for the benefit of such
society, as such society by such rules shall direct ; and also from time
to time to alter and amend such rules as occasion shall require, or to
annul and repeal the same, and to make new rules in lieu thereof,
under siich restrictions as are in this act contained. [See also the
() & 1 Will. 4, c. 32, p. 731, making further provision as to the pur-
poses for which the society may be formed.]

Sect. 3. Every such society so to be established as aforesaid, before
any of the rules thereof shairbe confirmed by the justices in the manner
hereinafter directed, shall, in or by one or more of the rules to be con-
firmed by such justices, declare all and every tho intents and purposes
for which such society is intended to be established, and shall also in
and by such rules direct all and every the uses and purposes to which

(a) This act, and 4 & 5 Will. 4,

c. 40, are repealed by 18 & 19 Vict.
(,'. 63, as to friendly societies, Lut as
by 6 & 7 Will. 4, c. 32, s. 4, the
provisions contained in them appli-

cable to building societies are de-
clared to extend to such societies ns

if they bad been therein re-enacted,

such sections have been printed under
Building Societies as may now be

considered in force relative to build-

ing societies pursuant to G & 7 Will. 4,

c. 32, s. 4,
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the money, which shall from time to time be subscribed, paid, or given 3. Benefit

to or for the use or benefit of such society, or which shall arise there- Building So-

from, or in anywise shall belong to such society, shall be appropriated cieties.

and applied, and in what shares and proportions, and under what ~~ ~ 71

circumstances, any member of such society, or other person, shall or ^°" '
'^'

'

may become entitled to the same, or any part thereof; provided that

the application thereof shall not in anywise be repugnant to the uses,

intents, and purposes of such society, or any of them, so to be declared Such pm-pose to

as aforesaid ; and all such rules, during the continuance of the same, ^'^ complied with.

shall be complied with and enforced ; and the monies so subscribed, ^°s^ippifed.*°
^

paid, or given, or so arising, to or for the use or benefit of such society,

or belonging thereto, shall not be diverted or misapplied, either by the
treasurer, trustee, or any other officer or member of such society

intrusted therewith, under such penalty or forfeiture as such society

shall by any rule impose and inflict for such offence.

Sect. 5. In case any such bai'rister or advocate shall refuse to certify Manner of pro-

all or any of the rules so to be submitted for his perusal and exami-
barrist^r^hair

nation, it shall then be lawful for any such society to submit the same refuse to cei--

to the court of quarter sessions, together with the reasons assigned by tif3-

.

the said barrister or advocate, in writing, for any such rejection or
disapproval of any one or more of such rules ; and that the justices at

their said quarter sessions shall and may, if they think fit, confirm
and allow the same, notwithstanding any such rejection or disapproval
by any such barrister or advocate.

Sect. 7. No such society as aforesaid shall have the benefit of this No society en-

act, unless all the rules for the management thereof shall be entered titled to benefit

in a book to be kept by an officer of such society appointed for that rules enteretf in a

purpose, and which book shall be open at all seasonable times for the book and con

-

inspection of the members of such society, and unless all such rules
fi""'''*' ^^i")-

shall be faii-ly transcribed, and such transci'ipt deposited with the
clerk of the peace for the county wherein such society shall be esta-

blished as aforesaid ; but nevertheless nothing contained herein shall

extend to prevent any alteration in or amendment of any such rules

so entered and deposited and filed as aforesaid, or repealing or annulling
the same, or any of them, in the whole or in part, or making any new
rules for the management of such society, in such manner as by the
rules of such society shall from time to time be provided ; but such
new rules, or such alterations in or amendments of former rules, or
any order annulling or repealing any former rules in the whole or in

part, shall not be in force until the same respectively shall be entered
in such book as aforesaid, and certified, when necessary, by such bar-
rister or advocate as aforesaid, and until a transcript thereof shall be
deposited with such clerk of the peace as aforesaid, who shall file and
certify the same as aforesaid ; and that no such rule, or alteration in
or amendment of any former rule, should be binding or have any force

or effect until the same shall have been confirmed by such justices, and
filed as aforesaid (a).

A building society is duly constituted and entitled to all the advan-
tages conferred upon such societies from the time when the certified

rules are framed, and not from the date of the certificate. Williams v.

Hayioood, 21 Beav. 220; and therefore a mortgage taken by a society
before its rules had been certified required no stamp {ih.).

'

[The 4 & 5 WiU. 4, c. 40, s. 3, however, repeals so much of this

7th section as relates to alterations of rules being certified by the clerk
of the peace, and that no rule, or alteration, or amendment shovild be

(a) New rules of a friendly society been enrolled remain in force when
should be enrolled, or cannot be subsequent rules have, for a long
acted on. {Reg. v. Oodolphin (^Lord), period, been acted upon, but not
8 Ad. d:E. 338, ante, 149.) And it enrolled. {Ih. ; Reg. v. Cotton, 19
is doubtful, if old rules that have L. J. M. G. 233.)
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Building So-

cieties,

10 Geo. i, c. 50.

Rules, when en-
tered and depo-
sited, to be bind-
ing on members
and depositors.

Copy of transcript
evidence.

No confirmed
rule to be altered
but at a general
meeting of society,
&c.

Rules to specify
jdaco of meeting
and duties of
officers.

Societies may
alter place of

meeting.

Society may
appoint oflicers.
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binding until confirmed by tbe justices, and filed under the 10 Geo. 4,

and enacts other provisions in lieu. See post, p. 729.]_

Sect. 8. All rules from time to time made and in force for the

management of such society as aforesaid, and duly entered in such

book as aforesaid, and confirmed by the justices as aforesaid, shall be

binding on the several members and officers of such society, and the

several contributors thereto, and their representatives, all of whom
shall be deemed and taken to have full notice thereof by such entry

and contribution as aforesaid ; and the entry of such rules in such

book as aforesaid, or the transcript thereof deposited with such clerk

of the peace as aforesaid, or a true copy of such transcript, examined
with the original and proved to be a true copy, shall be received as

evidence of such rules respectively in all cases ; and no certiorari, sus-

pension, advocation, reduction, or other legal process shall be brought

or allowed to remove any such rules into any of his Majesty's courts

of record ; and every copy of any such transcript deposited with any
clerk of the peace as aforesaid shall be made without fee or reward,

except the actual expense of making such copy.

Sect. 9. No rule confirmed by the justices of the peace in manner
aforesaid shall be altered, rescinded, or repealed, unless at a general

meeting of the members of such society as aforesaid, convened by
public notice, written or printed, signed by the secretary or president

or other principal officer or clerk of such society, in pursuance of a

requisition for that purpose by seven or more of the members of such
society, which said requisition and notice shall be publicly read at the

two usual meetings of such society to be held next before such general

meeting for the purpose of such alteration or repeal, unless a com-
mittee of such members shall have been nominated for that purpose at

a general meeting of the members of such society convened in manner
aforesaid, in which case such committee shall have the like power to

make such alterations or repeal, and unless such alterations or repeal

shall be made with the concurrence and approbation of three-fourths

of the members of such society then and there present, or by the like

proportion of such committee as aforesaid, if any shall have been
nominated for that purpose.

Sect. 10. The rules of every society formed under the authority of

this act shall specify the place or places at which it is intended such
society shall hold its meetings, and shall contain provisions with respect

to the powers and duties of the members at large, and of such com-
mittees or oflH.cers as may be appointed for the management of the
affairs of such society : Provided always, that it shall and may be
lawful for any such society to alter their place or places of meeting,
whenever they may consider it necessary, upon giving notice thereof

in writing to the clerk of the peace for the county within which such
society shall be held, the said notice to be given within seven daj^s

before or after such removal, and signed by the secretary or other

principal officer, and also by 3 or more of the members of the said

society ; and provided that the place or places at which such society

intend to hold their meetings shall be situate within the county in

which the rules of the said society are enrolled.

Sect. 11. Every such society shall and may from time to time, at

any of their usual meetings, or by their committee, if any such shall

be appointed for that society, elect and appoint such person into the

office of steward, president, warden, treasurer, or trustee of such
society, as they shall think proper (a), and also shall and may from

(a) In order to constitute a trea-

surer within the meaning of this

enactment, he must have accepted

the office. {Ex parte Ashley, 6 Yes,

444 ; Ex parte Boss, 6 Ves. 803, -S^. P.)
Where, by the articles of a benefit

club, the society were empowered to

appoint a treasurer, it was holden,
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time to time elect and apiDoint such clerks and other officers as shaU g. Benefit

be deemed necessary to carry into execution the purposes of such Building So'

society, for such space of time and for such purposes as shall be fixed cieties.

and established by the rules of such society, and from time to time to

elect and appoint others in the room of those who shall vacate or die ;
^^ Geo. 4, c. 56.

and such treasurer, trustee, and all and every other officer or other
gfygn for offices

person whatever who shall be appointed to any office in anywise touch- of trust, if re-

ing or concerning the receipt, management, or expenditure of any quired.

sum of money collected for the purpose of any such society, before he,

she, or they shall be admitted to take upon him, her, or them, the

execution of any such office or trust, (if required so to do by the rules

of such society to which such ofiicer shall belong), shall become bound
in a bond, according to the form prescribed in the schedtde to this

act annexed, with two sufficient sureties, for the just and faithful

execution of such office or trust, and for rendering a just and true

account according to the rules of such society, and in all matters
lawful to pay obedience to the same, in such penal sum of money as

by the major part of such society at any such meeting as aforesaid

shall be thought expedient, and to the satisfaction of such society

;

and that every such bond to be given by or on the behalf of such
treasurer or trustee, or of any other person appointed to any other Treasurer or

office or trust, shall be given to the clerk of the peace of the county
bond to^ckrk^^

where 'such society shall be established, for the time being, without of peace.

fee or reward ; and in case of forfeiture it shall be lawful to sue upon
such bond in the name of the clerk of the peace for the time being,

for the use of the said society, fully indemnifying and saving harmless
such clerk of the peace from all costs and charges in respect of such
suit

; provided that such bond shall have in Scotland the same force

and effect as a bond in the form in use in Scotland containing a clause

of registration.

Sect. 12. Every such society shall and may from time to time elect AppointmeDt

and appoint any number of the members of such society to be a com- "^ committees,

mittee, the number thereof to be declared in the rules of every such
society, and shall and may delegate to such committee all or any of

the powers given by this act to be executed, who, being so delegated,

shall continue to act as such committee, for and during such time as

they shall be appointed, for such society, for general purposes, the Powers of stand-

powers of such committee being first declared in and by the rules of jng committees to

such society, confirmed by the justices of the peace at their sessions, rules of society,

and filed in the manner hereinbefore directed ; and in all cases where and of particular

a committee shall be appointed for any particular purpose, the powers
^"ok^"^^'^^'^

*" *

delegated to such committee shall be reduced into writing and entered
into a book by the secretary or clerk of such society, and a majority
of the members of such committee shall at all times be necessary to

concur in any act of such committee ; and such committee shall, in aU
things delegated to them, act for and in the name of such society, and
all acts and orders of such committee, under the powers delegated to

them, shall have the like force and efiect as the acts and orders of

such society at any general meeting thereof could or might have had
in pursuance of this act : Provided always, that the transactions of Committee con-

such committee shall be entered in a book belonging to such society, troUa^ie by

and shall be from time to time and at all times subject and liable to
^°'^*^ ^'

the review, allowance, or disallowance and control of such society, in
such manner and form as such society shall by their general rules,

confirmed by the justices and filed as aforesaid, have directed and ap-
pointed, or shall in like manner direct and appoint.

Sect. 13. It shall and maybe lawful to and for the treasurer or Treasurer or

trustee for the time being of any such society, and he, she, and they
oS;^surpi*us^of—

—

contributions;

that an appointment of two persons power. (S/tarp v. Warren, 6 Price,

to he treasurers, was within the 131.)
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is and are hereby authorised and required, from time to time, by and
with the consent of such society, to be had and testified in such man-
ner as shall be directed by the general rules of such society, to lay out

or dispose of such part of all such sums of money as shall at any time

be collected, given, or paid to and for the beneficial ends, intents, and
purposes of such society, as the exigencies of such society shall not

call for the immediate application or expenditure of, either on real or

heritable securities or heritable property, to be approved of as afore-

said, (such secarities to be taken in the name of such treasurer or

trustee for the time being,) or to invest the same in the public stocks

or funds, savings banks, or government securities, or in any of the

chartered banks in Scotland, or in the bank of the commercial banking
company of Scotland, and not otherwise, in the proper name of such
treasurer or trustee ; and from time to time, with such consent as

aforesaid, to alter and transfer such securities and funds, and to make
sale thereof respectively; and that all the dividends, interests, and
proceeds which shall from time to time arise from the monies so laid

out or invested as aforesaid shall from time to time be brought to ac-

count by such treasurer or trustee, and shall be applied to and for the

use of such society, according to the rules thereof.

A building society is not precluded by the 6 & 7 Will. 4, c. 32, from
granting loans to members within the scope of the society [Cuthill v.

Kingdom, 1 Ex. 494), and a society constituted under 10 Geo. 4, c. 56,

might pursuant to s. 13 lend money on mortgage to members, the

security vesting in the trustees for the time being {Morrison v. Olover,

4 Ex. 431).

Sect. 14. Every person who shall have or receive any part of the

monies, effects, or funds of or belonging to any such society, or shall

in any manner have been or shall be intrusted with the disposal,

management, or custody thereof, or of any securities, books, papers,

or property relating to the same, his or her executors, administrators,

and assigns respectively, shall, upon demand made, or notice in

writing given or left at the last or usual place of residence of such
persons, in pui'suance of any order of such society, or committee to be
appointed as aforesaid, for that purpose, give in his or her account at

the usual meeting of such society, or to such committee thereof as

aforesaid, to be examined and allowed or disallowed by such society

or committee thereof, and shall, on the like demand or notice, pay
over all the monies remaining in his or her hands, and assign and
transfer or deliver all securities and effects, books, papers, and pro-

Eerty, taken or standing in his or her name as aforesaid, or being in
is or her hands or custody, to the treasru-er or trustee for the time

being, or to such other person as such society or committee thereof
shall appoint ; and in case of any neglect or refusal to deliver such
account, or to pay over such monies, or to assign, transfer, or deliver,

such securities and effects, books, papers, and property, in manner
aforesaid, it shall and may be lawful, to and for every such society,
in the name of the treasurer or trustee, or other principal officer

thereof, as the case may be, to exhibit a petition in the Court of
Exchequer in England or Ireland, or in the court of session in Scot-
land respectively, who shall and may proceed thereupon in a summary
way (a), and make such order therein, upon hearing all parties con-

(a) The i-emedy provided by this

section is identical with that pro-

vided by 33 Geo. 3, c. 54, s. 8, upon
which the following cases were de-

cided. An officer of a friendly society,

entrusted with monies of the society

jointly with another person, who is

a member but not an officer of the

society, is not within the summary
remedy provided by this section.

(Re Heanor Friendly Society, 1 Beav.

509.)

In Ex parte Norrisli {Jacob), Rep.

162), the Master of the Rolls held,

that, under this section, a court of

equity had no jurisdiction on a peti-
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cerned, as to such court in their discretion shall seem just, which 3. Bencjil.

order shall be final and conclusive ; and all assignments, sales, and Building So-
transfers made in pursuance of such order, shall be good and effectual cieties.

in law to all intents and purposes whatsoever. '

lo Geo 4 c 56
Sect, lo. Yv'hen and so often as any person seised or possessed of v.tj^ . .

'

!

any lands, tenements, or hereditaments, or other property, or any ijc. out of juris-

estato or interest therein, as a trustee of any such society, shall be diction of court,

out of the jurisdiction of, or not amenable to the process of the Coui't aUve^'l^rtiiTy'
of Exchequer in England or Ireland, or the court of session in Scot- refuse to convey,

land, or shall be idiot, lunatic, or of unsound mind, or it shall be &c., Exchequer

unknown or uncertain whether he or she be living or dead, or such ^rsonTo convey.
]ierson shall refuse to convey or otherwise assure such lands, tene-
ments, hereditaments, or property, or estate or interest, to the person
duly nominated as trustee of such society in their stead, either alone
or together with any continuing trustee, as occasion shall require,
then and in eveiy or any such case, it shall be lawful for the judges of
the said courts respectively to appoint such person, as to such court
shall seem meet, on behalf and in the name of the person seised or
possessed as aforesaid, to convey, surrender, release, assign, or other-
wise assure the said lands, tenements, hereditaments, or propei'tj', or
estate or interest, to such trustees so duly nominated as aforesaid

;

and every such conveyance, release, surrender, assignment, or assu-
rance, shall be as valid and effectual to all intents and pui'poses, as if

the person being out of the jurisdiction or not amenable to the process
of the said courts, or not known to be alive, or having refused, or as
if the person being idiot, lunatic, or of unsound mind, had been, at
the time of the execution thereof, of sane mind, memory, and under-
standing, and had by himself or herself executed the same.

Sect, 16, When and as often as it shall happen, that all and every When trustees

person in whose name any part of the several stocks, annuities, and
'"'^"".^^"^rd'^r'gtock'^''

funds, transferable, or which hereafter shall be made transferable at to be transferred

the Bank of England, or in the books of the governor and company -ind dividends

of the Bank of England, is, are, or shall be standing, as a trustee of ^

any such society, shall be absent, out of the jurisdiction, or not amen-
able to the process of the said Court of Exchequer in England or
Ireland, or the court of session in Scotland, or shall be a bankrupt,
insolvent, or lunatic, or it shall be uncertain or unknown whether
such tiTistee is li^'ing or dead, that then and in such case it shall and
may be lawful, to and for the judges of the said courts respectively to
order and direct that the accountant-general, or the secretary or
deputy secretary, or other proper officer for the time being, of the
governor and company of the Bank of England, do transfer in the
book of the said company such stock, annuities, or funds standing as
aforesaid, to and into the name of such person as such society may
appoint, and also pay over to such person as aforesaid, the dividends
of such stocks, annuities, or funds ; and when and as often as it shall
happen that one or more only, and not all or both of such trustees as

tion by a new trustee against a late see ante, p. 710, n. (a). The stewards
trustee of a friendly society, which who were, in fact, but not in name,
had abandoned its rules filed with trustees of the society, Avere, in a
the clerk of the peace. And see B. late case, allowed to petition under
V. Godol2)hin, 8 A. <&£'. 338. the act, by the description of trus-

ts to the manner in which these tees. {Be the Ilcanor Fneiully So-
societies should he sued in equity, ciety, 1 Beav. 509.) After one order
and the jurisdiction of the court to upon xi^Htion imder the enactment,
compel thctn to account, &c., see the subsequent orders may be ob-
Cockburn v. Thompson, 16 Ves. 321 ; tained upon motion. {Ex parte

'

Adley v. The Whitstable Company, 17 Friendly Society, 10 Ves. 287 ; Ex
Ves. 315 ; Toulmin v. Copeland and ^wrfc Slevjringe's Charity, 3 jl/er.

Ba7ik of Engla7id, 6 Price, 4t05 ; a,nd 706.)

VOT,. II. ' 3 A
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aforesaid, shall be so absent, or not amenable to such process as afore-

said, or a bankrupt, insolvent, or lunatic, or it be uncertain or un-

known wbetlier any one or more of such trustees is or are living or

dead, that then, and in all and every such last-mentioned case and

cases, it shall and may be lawful to and for the judges of the said

courts respectively to order and direct that the other and others of

such trustees who shall be forthcoming, and ready and qualified to

act, do transfer such stock, annuities, or funds, to and into the name
of such person as aforesaid, and also that such forthcoming trustee do

also receive and pay over the dividends of such stock, annuities, or

funds, as such society shall direct ; and that all such tiansfers and
payments so made shall be, and are hereby declared to be, valid and
effectual to all intents and purposes whatsoever, any former statute,

law, usage, or custom, to the contrary thereof in anywise notwith-

standing.

Sect. 17. No fee, reward, emolument, or gratuity whatsoever, shall

be demanded, taken, or received, by any officer or minister of such

courts for any matter or thing done in such courts, in pursuance
of this act ; and that upon the presenting of any such petition, it

shall be lawful for the judges of the said courts respectively, to assign

counsel learned in the law, and to appoint a clerk or practitioner of

such court, to advise and carry on such petition on the behalf of such
society, who are hereby respectively required to do their duties therein

without fee or reward.
Sect. 18. In all cases in which orders shall be made by any of the

courts aforesaid for the transfer of stocks or funds transferable at the

Bank of England, the persons to be named in such orders respectively

for making such transfers, shall be the secretary, deputy secretary, or

accountant-general of the governor and company of the Bank of Eng-
land for the time being, or one of them, except in cases where one or

more of the trustees in whose name such stocks or funds shall stand,

shall be ordered to transfer the same without the concui-rence of any
other or others of such trustees ; any thing herein contained to the

contrary thereof in anywise notwithstanding.
Sect. 19. This act shall be, and is hereby declared to be a full and

complete indemnity and discharge to the governor and company of the

Bank of England, and their officers and servants, for all acts and
things done or permitted to be done, pursuant thereto ; and that such
acts and things shaU not be questioned or impeached in any court of

law or equity, to their prejudice or detriment.
Sect. 21. AH real and heritable property, monies, goods, chattels,

and effects whatever, and all titles, securities for money, or other
obligatory instruments and evidences or muniments, and all other
effects whatever, and all rights or claims belonging to or had by such
society, shall be vested in the treasiu'er or trustee of such society for

the time being, for the use and benefit of such society, and the respec-
tive members thereof, theu- respective executors or administrators,
according to their respective claims and interests ; and, after the death
or removal of any treasurer or trustee, shaU vest in the succeeding
treasurer or trustee, for the same estate and interest as the former
treasurer or tinistee had therein, and subject to the same trusts, with-
out any assignment or conveyance whatever, except the transfer of
stocks and securities in the public funds of Great Britain and Ireland ;

and also shall, for all purposes of action or suit, as well criminal as
civil, in law or in equity, in anywise touching or concerning the same,
be deemed, and taken to be, and shall in every such proceeding (whore
necessary) be stated to be, the property of the person appointed to the
office of treasurer or trustee of such society for the time being, in his
or her proper name, without further description; and such person
shaU, and he or she is hereby respectively authorised to bring or
defend, or cause to be brought or defended, any action, suit, or prose-
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cution, ciiminal as well as civil, in law or in equity, toucliiug or con- 3. Benefit
cerning the property, right, or claim aforesaid, of or belonging to Building So-

or had by such society (a)
;
provided such person shall have been cieties.

thereunto duly authorised by the consent of the majority of members iol3eo7T~cr56^
—

'

present at any meeting of the society or committee thereof ; and such
person so appointed shall and may, in all cases concerning the pro-

perty, right, or claim aforesaid, of such society, sue and be sued,

plead and be impleaded, in his or her proper name, as treasurer or

trustee of such society, without other description [h) ; and no such
suit, action, or prosecution, shall be discontinued or abate by the
death of such person, or his or her removal from the office of treasurer
or trustee, but the same shall and may be proceeded in by the suc-
ceeding treasurer or trustee, in the pi'oper name of the person com-
mencing the same, anj^ law, usage, or custom to the contrary notwith-
standing; and such succeeding treasiu-er or trustee shall pay or

receive like costs as if the action or suit had been commenced in his

or her name, for the benefit of, or to be reimbursed from the funds of

such society.

Sect. 22. The treasurer or trastee, or any other officer of any society Limitation of

established under the authority of this act, shall not be liable to make trSreri"*/
°^

good any deficiency which may arise in the funds of such society, unless trustees,

such persons shall have respectively declared by writing under their

hands, deposited and registered in like manner with the rules of such
society, that they are willing so to be answerable ; and it shall be
lawful for each of such persons, or for such persons collectively, to

limit his, her, or their responsibility to such sum as shall be specified

in any such instrument or writing : Provided always, that the said Tioasurer, <tc.

treasurer, trustee, and every other the officer of any such society, shall aetuaily'rcceiveii.

be and they are hereby declared to be personally responsible and liable

for all monies actually received by him, her, or them on account of or
to and for the use of the said society.

Sect. 23. Whenever the trustees of any society established under Payment to per-

this act, at any time after the decease ^of any member, have paid and f°"^
appearing to

T**Ti. /» J J T DC next 01 Kill
divided any sum 01 money to or amongst any person or persons who declared vaiiri.

shall at the time of such payment appear to such trustees to be entitled

to the effects of any deceased intestate member, the payment of any
such sum or sums of money shall be valid and effectual with respect

to any demand of any other person or persons as next of kin of such
deceased intestate member, or as the lawful representative or repre-

sentatives of such member, against the funds of such society, or against
the trustees thereof ; but nevertheless such next of kin or represen- '

tatives shall have remedy for such money so paid as aforesaid against
the person or persons who shall have received the same.

Sect. 24. In case any member of any society shall die, who shall be i''»^»" payment of

entitled to any sum not exceeding 20?., it shall be lawful for the f^g 'lo^wherf'^'
trustees or treasurer of such society, and they are hereby authorised members die

and permitted, if such trustees or treasurer shall be satisfied that no intestate.

will was made and left by such deceased member, and that no letters

of administration or confirmation will be taken out of the funds, goods,
and chattels of such depositor, to pay the same at any time after the
decease of such member, according to the rules and regulations of the

(a) See the decisions upon the by his proper name, under this 21

prior enactments, ante, p. 693. sect. ; and upon an iudictraeut so

{h) If a benefit society, enrolled framed, one of the trustees of the
under this act, as amended by the society who had stolen the money of

4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 60, have a treasurer the society, may be properly con-

and two trustees, the property of the victed of larceny, {li. v. Cain, 1

society may, in an indictment for Car. d: M. 309.

)

larceny, be laid to be in the treasurer

3 a2
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3. Benefit

Building So-

cieties.

10 Geo. 4, c. 50.

Justices may hear
lases offravd, and
jnmish by flue or
imprisonment.

Conviction.

Warrant of
distress (0).

Commitment (c).

Proceeding by
indictment, &c..

Proceedings neces
sary for dissolu-
tion of society.
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said institution ; and in the event of there being no lules and regula-

tions made in tliat behalf, then the said trustees or treasurer are

hereby authorised and permitted to pay and divide the same to and
amongst the person or persons entitled to the effects of the deceased

intestate, and that without administration in England or Ireland, and
without confirmation in Scotland.

Sect. 25. For the more effectually preventing fraud and imposition

on the funds of such societies, if any officer, member, or any other

person being or representing himself or herself to be a member of

•such society, or the nominee, executor, administrator, or assignee of

any member of such society, or any other person whatever, shall in or

by any false representation or imposition fraudulently obtain posession

of the monies of such society, or any part thereof, or, having in his or

her possession any sum of money belonging to such society, shall

fraudulently withhold the same, and for which offence no especial

provision is made in the rules of such society, it shall bo lawful for any
one justice of the peace residing within the county (c) within which
such society shall bo held, upon complaint made on oath or affirmation,

by an officer of such society appointed for that purpose, to summon
such person against whom such complaint shall be made, to appear at

a time and place to be named in such summons ; and upon his or her
appearance, or, in default thereof, upon due proof, upon oath or affir-

mation, of the service of such summons, it shall and may be lawful for

any two justices residing within the county aforesaid, to hear and
detennine the said complaint according to the rules of the said society,

confirmed as directed by this act ; and, upon due proof of such fraud,

the said justices shall convict the said party, and award double the

amount of the money so fraudulently obtained or withheld to be paid

to the treasurer, to be applied by him to the purposes of the society so

proved to have been imposed upon and defrauded, together with such
costs as shall be awarded by the said justices, not exceeding the sum
of 10s. ; and in case such person against whom such complaint shall be
made shall not pay the sum of money so awarded to the person, and at

the time specified in the said order, such justices are hereby required,

by warrant under their hands and seals, to cause the same to be levied

by distress and sale of the goods of such person on whom such order
shall have been made, or by other legal proceeding, together with such
costs as shall be awarded by the said justices, not exceeding the sum of
10s., and also the costs and charges attending such distress and sale, or
other legal proceeding, returning the overplus (if any) to the owner;
and in default of such distress being found, the said justices of the
peace shall commit such person so i)roved to have offended to the
common gaol or house of correction, there to be kept to hard labour
for such a period, not exceeding 3 calendar months, as to them shall

seem fit : provided, nevertheless, that nothing herein contained shall

prevent the said society from proceeding by indictment or complaint
against the party complained of; and provided also, that no party
shall_ be proceeded against by indictment or complaint, if a previous
conviction has been obtained for the same offence under the pro\as:on3
of this act.

Sect. 26. It shall not be lawful for any such society, by any rule at
any general meeting, or otherwise, to dissolve or determine such society,
so long as the intents or pm-poses declared by such society, or any of
them, remain to be carried into effect, without obtaining the votes of
consent of five-sixths in value of the then-existinj? members of such

(a) See Sharp v. Aspinal, 10 J5, cfc

Ores. 47.

(6) As to dLstrcs.se.s under magis-
trate'.s warrant, sec title ^* Distress

under Justices Warrant," Vol. I.

(c) See in general as to commit-
ments in execution, n7ife, Vol. /.,

title *' Commitment in Fpceaifion."
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society, to be ascertained in manner hereinafter mentioned, and also 3. Benefit
tlie consent of all persons then receiving, or then entitled to receive Building So-
relief from such society, either on account of sickness, age, or infirmity, cielies.

to be testified under their hands individually and respectively ; and for
the purpose of ascertaining the votes of such five-sixths in value, every ^°' ' '''

'

member shall be entitled to one vote, and an additional vote for every
five years that he may have been a member

;
provided also that no one

member shall have more than five votes in the whole ; and in all cases
of dissolution, the intended appropriation or division of the funds or
other property of such society shall be fairly and distinctly stated in the
proposed plan of dissolution, prior to such consent being given ; nor

f^'^.'^^

"°* divisible

shall it be lawful for such society by any rule to direct the division or pm-p^ses^oF'''^

distribution of such stock or fund, or any part thereof, to or amongst society.

the several members of such society, other than for carrying into cfiect

the general intents and purposes of such society, declared hy them, and
confirmed hy the justices of the peace as aforesaid, according to the direc-

tions of this act ; but that all such rules for the dissolution or determi-
nation of any such society, without such consent as aforesaid, or for the
distribution or division of the stock or fund of such societj', contrary to

the rules which shall have been confirmed by the said justices at their

sessions, and filed in pursuance of this act, shall be void and of none
effect ; and in the event of such division or misappropriation of the Fcnaltics for

funds of such society, without the consent hereby declared to be
or'divi^ion'of*'''"

requisite, the trustee, or other officer or person aiding or abetting funds,

therein, shall be liable to the like penalties as are hereinbefore provided
for in cases of fraud.

Sect. 27. Provision shall be made by one or more of the rules of Kuies to be made

every such society, to be confirmed as required by this act, specifying
dispi!te?skaifbe''

whether a reference of every matter in dispute between any such settled by justices

Kociety, or any person acting under them, and any individual member °^' ^y arbitration,

thereof, or person claiming on account of any member, shall be made
to such of his Majesty's justices of the peace as may act in and for the
county in which such society may be formed, or to arbitrators to be
appointed in manner hereinafter directed ; and if the matter so in Appointment of

dispute shall be referred to arbitration, certain arbitrators shall bo '''^'Jitrators (a),

named and elected at the first meeting of such society, or general
committee thereof, that shall be held after the enrolment of its rules,

none of the said arbitrators being beneficially interested, directly or
indirectly, in the funds of the said society, of whom a certain number,
not less than three, shall be chosen by ballot in each such case of dispute,

the number of the said arbitrators and mode of ballot being determined
by the rules of each society respectively, the names of such arbitrators

shall be duly entered in the book of the said society in which the rules
are entered as aforesaid; and in case of the death, or refusal, or neglect,
of any or all of the said arbitrators to act, it shall and may be lawful to

and for the said society, or general committee thereof, and they are

hereby reqaired, at their next meeting, to name and elect one or more
arbitrator or arbitrators as aforesaid, to^ct in the place of the said

arbitrator or arbitrators so dying, or refusing or neglecting to act as
aforesaid ; and whatever award shall be made by the said arbitrators,

or the major part of them, according to the true purport and meaning
of the rules of such society, confirmed by the justices according to the
directions of this act, shall be in the form to this act annexed (6), and Award conclusive.

_
(a) These provision,s as to arbitra- 952.) See as to mode of proceedings

lion are imperative, and the remedy if the society refuse to appoint an
must be accordingly, except in cases arbitrator, 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 40, s. 7,

of fraud as provided for by the 25th post, p. 730.
sect. (See Crisp v. Bunbury, 8 {h) By the 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 40, s.

Bingh. 394; R. v. 2'ncstees of Mil- 8, ^os<, p. 730, if the arbitrators award
denhall Savings'' Bank, 6 Ad. d- Ell. that an expelled member shall be
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shall be binding and conclusive on all parties, and shall be final, to all

intents and purposes without appeal, or being subject to the control of

one or more justices of the peace, and shall not be removed or removable

into any coui-t of law, or restrained or restrainable by the injunction

of any court of equity ; and should either of the said parties in dispute

refuse or neglect to comply with or conform to the decision of the said

arbitrators, or the major part of them, it shall and may bo lawful for

any one justice of the peace residing within the county within which
such society shall be held, upon good and sufficient proof being adduced

before him of such award having been made, and of the refusal of the

party to comply therewith, upon complaint made by or on behalf of the

party aggrieved, to summon the person against whom such coniplaint

shall be made, to appear at a time and place to be named in such

summons ; and upon his or her appearance, or in default thereof, upon
due proof, upon oath, of the service of such summons, any two justices

of the peace may proceed to make such order thereupon as to them may
seem just ; and if the sum of money so awarded, together with the sum
for costs, not exceeding the sum of ten shillings, as to such justices

shall seem meet, shall not be immediately paid, then such justices shall

by warrant under their hands and seals, cause such sum and costs as

aforesaid to be levied by distress, or by distress and sale, of the monies,

goods, chattels, securities, and effects, belonging the said party, or to

the said society, or other legal proceeding, together with all further costs

and charges attending such distress and sale, or other legal proceeding,

returning the overplus (if any) to the said party, or to the said society,

or to one of the treasurers or trustees thereof ; and in default of such
distress being found, or such other legal proceeding being ineffectual,

then to be levied by distress and sale of the proper goods of the said

party, or of the officer of the said society, so neglecting or refusing as

aforesaid, by other legal proceedings, together with such further costs

and charges as aforesaid, returning the overplus (if any) to the owner :

provided always, that whatever sums shall be paid by any such officer,

so levied on his or her property or goods in pursuance of the award of

arbitrators or order of any justices, shall be repaid, with all damages
accruing to him or her, by and out of the monies belonging to such
society, or out of the first monies which shall be thereafter received by
such society.

Sect. 28. If by the rules of any such society it is directed that any
matter in dispute as aforesaid shall be decided by justices (c) of

reinstated, they may award payment
to him of money, in case the society
refuse to reinstate him.

(a) As to the form of the order,
see ante, p. 714, and post, title

''Order."

(b) A commitment could not he
made in such a case.

Jc) It is to be observed that the
27th section, supra, requires that
l)rovision shall be made by tlie rules
of every society, whether reference of
any matter in dispute shall be made
to justices or to arbitrators. In case
the reference provided for were to ar-

bitrators, then maffistrates had no ju-
risdiction under the 28th section, or
any other enactment to decide the
matter in dispute ; and thus if the
society refused to grant arbitrators,

&c., there was no remedy, except
perhaps ]>y maudamus or in equity

;

to remedy this the 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 4t»,

s. 7, post, p. 730, gi\'ing magistrates

jurisdiction in such a case, was passed.

In Pike v. Carter (3 Biiig. 78) it wa>
held, on the prior act, 33 Geo. 3, c.

.'54, ss. 15, 16, that, to render a jus-

tice liable for overstepping his juris-

diction, where the mles of the society

provided for a settlement of all dis-

putes by arbitration, it was necessary

that the objection to the jurisdiction

should be made when the justice

heard the charge. And see further

as to the law on this subject, post,

"Justices.'"

The magistrates have no jurisdic-

tion, if the rules of the society have
not been duly confirmed and filed

(see E. V. Gilkes, 8 B. cC- C. 443), nor
if they have been abandoned.
And if it be doubtful whether the

society be duly estabHshed or not
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the peace, it shall and may be lawful for any such, justice (a), on com-
plaint being made to him of any refusal or neglect to comply with the
rules of such society by any member or officer thereof, to summon the
person against whom such complaint shall be made, to appear at a
time and place to be named in such summons ; and upon his or her
appearance, or, in default thereof, upon due proof, on oath or affirma-
tion, of the service of such summons, it shall and may be lawful for
any two justices to proceed to hear and determine the said complaint
according to the rules of the said society (Z>) ; and in case the said
justices shall adjudge any sum of money to be paid by such person

727

3, Benefit
I-uilding So-

cieties.

10 Geo. 4, c, 5S.

within the acts, the court will not
grant a mandamus to justices to
compel tlietn to interfere. {R. v.

Goclolphin, ?, A. & E. 338.)
(a) Where a member of a benefit

society complaining of relief having
been improiierly refused, applied for

a summary remedy, under the 49 Geo.

3, c. 125, s. 3, it was held, that the
proceedings should have been before
two justices resident in the coimty
where the society was held. {Sharp
V. Aspinal & Parker, 10 J3. d- C. 47.)
Etper Lord Tenterdcn, C. J., S. C.—
"I am of opinion that this point is

perfectly clear : the early part of the
third section of the statute 40 Geo. 3,

c. 125, requires that, upon complaint
made, two justices residinq in tJie

county v:herc the society is held, may
issue a summons, and all the subse-
([uent steps are to be before such
justices. If the first proceeding is to

be before two resident justices, the
decision also must be before them."

(6) As to the form of the order see

cmte, p. 714. By the 8th sect, of
4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 40, i)ost, p. 730, if the
justices order ^n expelled member
to be reinstated, they may order a
payment to him of money, in case
the society refuse to reinstate him.
The jurisdiction of the magistrates

is wholly confined to the subject-

matter of the complaint laid before
them ; and therefore, where, before
the 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 40, s. 8, it

appeared that a party had complained
to them that he had been deprived
of the relief to which he was entitled,

and the justices awarded, not only
that the steward should give him
such relief, but also that the party
should be continued a member of the
society, it was held that the latter
part of the order was illegal. {R. v.

Soper, 3 B. tt- C. 857.)
By the constitution of the society,

it must appear the magistrates had
power to make the order. Therefore,
it seems, upon an indictment for not
obeying an order of two justices,

commanding the defendants, as

stewards and principal officers of a
friendly society, to restore A. B. as
a member, it must be shown, that,

by the constitution of the society,

the defendants had the power to

restore him. {R. v. Inge, 2 Smith,
5Q.)

An indictment lies against the
president and stewards of a friendly

society, for disobeying an order of

justices, addressed to them to re-

admit a member, though it be sworn
that the power of doing so is not in

the president and stewards, but in a
committee. {R.v. Wade and, nnoth<'r,

1 B. (k Adol. 861.)

So upon a complaint made on the
prior acts by an excluded member,
A. and B., the then stewards, were
did)^ summoned, and an order was
made by two justices, that such
stewards and other mendiers of the
society should forthwith reinstate the
complainant. The order was served
upon A. and B. after they had ceased
to be stewards, but it was held still

obligatory on them as members of

the societ}'', to attemp)t to reinstate

the complainant ; and their having
ceased to be stewards was no justi-

fication of entire neglect on their

part. {R. V. Gash, 1 StarTc. N. P. C.

441.)

An order of justices requiring the
stewards of a friendly society to re-

admit A. B. who had been expelled,

recited, that it had appeared to the
justices that the rules of the society-

had been enrolled at the quarter
sessions ; on the trial of an indict-

ment against the stewards for dis-

obeying such order, it was held, >that

the recital was not evidence of the
enrolment of the rules. (R. v. Gilkes
and others, 8 B. & C. 439.)

If the parties disobey the order
when duly made, and due notice

thereof given, they might be indicted.

(f^QQpost, ''Order,'" Vol. IV.; R. v.

Harris, 4 T. R. 202 ; R. v. Robin-
S071, 2 Burr. 799 ; R, v. Fearnley, 1

T. R. 316.)
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against whom. such, complaint shall be made, and such person shall not

pay such sum of money to the person and at the time specified by such
justices, they shall proceed to enforce their award in the manner
hereinbefore directed to be used, in case of any neglect to comply
with the decision of the arbitrators appointed under the authority of

this act.

Sect. 29. Every sentence, order, and adjudication of any justices

under this act, shall be final and conclusive to all intents and purposes,

and shall not be subject to appeal, and shall not be removed or remov-
able into any court of law, or restrained or restrainable by the in-

junction of any court of equity, and no susj^ension, advocation, or

reduction, shall be competent.

Sect. 32, A minor may become a member of any such society,

and shall be empowered to execute all instruments, give all necessary
acquittances, and enjoy all the privileges, and be liable to all the

responsibilities appertaining to members of matured age, notwith-
standing his or her incapacity or disability in law to act for himself

or herself : provided always, that such minor be admitted into such
society by and with the consent of his or her parents, masters, or

guardians.

Sect. 33. The rules of every such society shall provide, that the

treasurers, trustees, stewards, or other principal officer thereof, shall,

once in every year at least, prepare, or cause to be prepared, a general
statement of the funds and effects of or belonging to such society, spe-

cifying in whose custody or possession the said funds or effects shall

bo then remaining, together with an account of all and every the

various sums of money received and expended by or on account of

the said society since the publication of the preceding periodical state-

ment ; and every such periodical statement shall be attested by two
or more members of such society appointed auditors for that pur-
pose ; and shall bo countersigned by the secretary or clerk of such
society ; and every member shall be entitled to receive from the said

society a copy of such periodical statement, on payment of such
sum as the i-ules of such society may require, not exceeding the sum
of 6d.

Sect. 37. Xo copy of rules, power, warrant, or letter of attomej-,

gi'anted or to be granted by any person as trustee of any society esta-

blished under this act, for the transfer of any share in the pubhc funds
standing in the name of such trustee, nor any receipts given for any
dividend in any public stock or fund, or interest of exchequer bills,

nor any receipt, nor any entry in any book of receipt, for money de-
posited in the funds of any such society, nor for any money received by
any member, his or her executors or administrators, assigns, or at-
tornies, from the funds of such society, nor any bond nor other secu-
rity to be given to or on account of any such society, or by the trea-
surer or trustee or any officer thereof, nor any draft or order, nor any
form of assurance, nor any appointment of any agent, nor any certi-

ficate or other instrument for the revocation of any such appoint-
ment, nor any other instrument or document whatever required or
authorised to be given, issued, signed, made, or produced in pursuance
of this act, shall be subject or liable to or charged with any stamp
duty or duties whatsoever (a).

Sect. 38. The word " society " in this act shall be understood to in-
clude friendly society or societies, institution or institutions ; the woi'd
•' rules " to include rules, orders, and regulations ; the word " county "

to include county, riding, division, or place; and the words "trea-
sm-er " or " trustee " to include treasurers or trustees ; and the word
"person" to include persons; and the word "book" to include

(a) See Carter v. Bond, 4 Esp. Re2). 253.
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books; and tlie word "bond" to include bonds ;
" name " to include 3. Benefit,

names; "account" to include accounts; "member" to include Building So-

members and honorary members; "clerk of the peace" to include cictics.

town-clerk ; unless it be otherwise specially provided. [See further^ 5 ^^^J^j'YTTo"
rules of interpretation given by the 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 40, s. Id, post, . •

p. 731.]

The 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 40, intituled " An Act to amend an act of the

tenth year of his late Majesty king George 4, to consolidate and
amend the laws relating to friendly societies," after reciting that it is

expedient to alter and amend the 10 Geo. 4, c. uG, by sect. 1 repeals

10 Geo. 4, c. 5(1, 8. 6, s. 20, s. 30, part of s. 34, and part of ss. 35, 36.

Sect. 3, repeals 10 Geo. 4, c. 56, s. 4, and part of s. 7.

Sect. 4. Two transcripts, fairly written on paper or parchment, of all Two tiunscripts

rules made in pursuance of the said recited act or this act, signed by
yf,^"['[fte^ to a

three members, and countersigned by the clerk or secretary (accom- bairutor, &o ,' by
panied, in the case of an alteration or amendment of rules, with an whom they are to

affidavit of the clerk or secretary, or one of the officers of the said "
^'^''

'
'^ (''^•

society, that the provisions of the said recited act, or of the act under
M'hich the rules of the society may have been enrolled, have been duly
complied with), with all convenient speed after the same shall bo
made, altered, or amended, and so from time to time after every
making, altering, or amending thereof, shall be submitted, in England
and Wales and Eerwick-upon-Tweed, to the barrister-at-law for the
time bemg appointed to certify the rules of saving banks, and in Scot-

land to the lord advocate, or any depute appointed by him for that

purpose, and in Ireland to such barrister as may be appointed by his

Majesty's attorney general in Ireland, for the purpose of ascertaining

whether the said rules of such society, or alteration or amendment
thereof, are calculated to cany into effect the intention of the parties

framing such rules, alterations, or amendments, and are in confor-

mity to the law and to the provisions of the said recited act or this

act ; and that the said barrister or advocate shall advise with the said Uarristor, &c., to

clerk or secretary, if required, and shall give a certificate on each of ^^irtify both tran-

the said transcripts, that the same are in conformity to law and to the ^
'

' '

provisions of the said recited act and this act, or point out in what
part or parts the said rules are repugnant thereto ; and that the bar- kcc payable to

rister or advocate, for advising as aforesaid, and perusing the rules, barrister.

or alterations, or amendments of the rules, of each respective society,

and giving such certificates as aforesaid, shall demand no further fee

than that specified in the said recited act ; and one of such transcripts. One transcript to

when certified by the said barrister or advocate, shall be returned to ^®
^et^" the other

the society, and the other of such transcripts shall be transmitted by to be sent* to clerk

such hamster or advocate to the clerk of the peace for the county of peace,

wherein such society shall be formed, and by him laid before the
justices for such county at the general quarter sessions, or adjourn-
ment thereof, held next after the time when such transcript shall have
been so certified and transmitted to him as aforesaid ; and the justices justices to confirm

then and there present are hereby authorised and required, without rules.

motion, to allow and confirm the same ; and such transcript shall be Transcript to be

filed by such clerk of the peace with the rolls of the sessions of the ^^^^•

peace in his custody, without fee or reward ; and that all rules, altera- P."^'??-
*<'• *" '^°

tions and amendments thereof, from the time when the same shall be certified^y bar-
certified by the said barrister or advocate, shall bo binding on the rister.

several members and officers of the said society, and all other persons
having interest therein.

(a) This enactment is in lieu of tion. {Dewhirst v. Clarkson, 23 L. J.
the repealed 6th and part of 7th Q. B. 247.)
sections of the 10 Geo. 4, c. 56, ante, (b) See the manner of proceeding
p. 717. After certificate, the validity if he refuse to certify, ante, p. 717.
of the niles cannot be called in cjnes-
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Sect. 5. Provided always. That tlie said barrister shall be entitled to

no further fee for or in respect of any alteration or amendment of any
rules upon which one fee has been already paid to the said barrister

within the period of 3 years
;
provided also, that if any rules, altera-

tions or amendments, are sent to such barrister or advocate, accom-
panied with an affidavit of being a copy of any rules, or alterations

or amendments of the rules, of any other society, which shall have

Barrister not to
be entitled to fee

.alterations within been already enrolled under the provisions of the said recited act
three years, nor qj. |]j^g ^q^ ^i^q g^id barrister or advocate shall certify and return
for certificate to ,, ' j, , •, , -i • ,•,^ i , jy ^ t_

rules being copies the same as aforesaid, without being entitled to any tee lor such
certificate.

Sect. 7. And whereas in and by the said recited act provision is di-

rected to be made by the rules of every society, whether reference of

any matter in dispute shall be made to justices or to arbitrators : and
whereas it is expedient that further provisions should be made in case

of those already
enrolled.

If rules of society
direct reference
in case of dispute
to arbitration,

togranrafbitra-^'^ t^<3 reference is to arbitrators; be it therefore enacted, that when tho
tors, &c., justices rules of any society jiro'vide for a reference to arbitrators of any matter

thTdtsputesf'a)
^^ dispute, and it shall appear to any justice of the peace, on the com-
plaint on oath of a member of any such society, or of any person claim-

ing on account of such member, that aj)plication has been made to such
society, or the steward or other ofiicer thereof, for the purpose of having
any dispute so settled by arbitration, and that such application has
not within 40 days been complied with, or that the arbitrators have
neglected or refused to make any award, it shall and may be lawful
for such justice to summon the trustee, treasurer, steward, or other
oificer of the society, or any one of them against whom the complaint
is made, and for any two justices to hear and determine the matter in

dispute, in the same manner as if the rules of the said society had
directed that any matter in dispute as aforesaid should be decided by
justices of the peace, anything in the said recited act contained to tho
contrary notwithstanding. [See ante, p. 726.]
Under this section justices of the peace have authority to adjudicate

between the society and one of its members, after arbitration if they find

that the arbitrators have neglected and refused to hear evidence on both
sides and to make their award, where the rules of the society declared
that all matters in dispute should be referred to arbitrators, who should
hear evidence on both sides, and whose decision should be final. {Rer/.

v. Grant, Id L. J. M. C. 59.)

Sect. 8. In case any member of a friendly society established under
the said recited act or this act shall have been expelled from such
society, and the arbitrators or justices, as the case may be, shall award
or order that he or she shall be reinstated, it shall and maj^ be lawful
for such arbitrators or justices to award or order, in default of
such reinstatement, to the member so expelled, such a sum of money
as to such arbitrators or justices may seem just and reasonable ; which
said sum of money, if not paid, shall be recoverable from the said
society, or the treasurer, trustee, or other officer, in the same way as
any money awarded by arbitrators is recoverable under the said
recited act.

Sect. 12. If any person alreadj'- appointed, or who may hereafter be
appointed to any office in a society established under the said recited
act or this act, and being entrusted with the keeping of the accounts,
or ha-ving in his hands or possession, by virtue of his said office or em-
ployment, any monies or effects belonging to such society, or any deeds
or securities relating to the same, shall die or become' a bankrupt or
insolvent, or have any execution or attachment, or other process
issued, or action or diligence raised, against his lands, goods, chatties,
or effects, or property or estate, heritable or moveable, or make any

Provision in case
member is

expelled (6)

Executors, assig-
nees, &c., of offi-

cers to pay money
due to society
before other
debts.

(a) See note to the 28th section of
thfi 10 Geo. 4, c. 66, ante, p. 726.

(6) See the decisions in note (n),

anU,, p. 703.
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assignment, disposition, assignation, or other conveyance thereof for 3. Benefit

the benefit of his creditors, his heirs, executors, administrators, or Building So-

assignees, or other persons having legal right (a), or the sheriff or cieiies.

other officer executing such process, or the party using such action
^ ^ ^ -^vm. 4 cT40.

or diligence, shall, within forty days after demand made in writing

by the order of any such society or committee thereof, or the major
])art of them assembled at any meeting thereof, deliver and pay over

all monies and other things belonging to such society to such person

as such society or committee shall appoint, and shall pay, out of

the estates, assets, or effects, heritable or moveable, of such person,

all sums of money remaining due with such person received by
virtue of his said office or employment, before any other of his debts

are paid or satisfied, or before the money directed to be levied by
such process as aforesaid, or which may be recovered or recoverable

under such diligence, is paid over to the party issuing such process

or using such diligence ; and all such assets, lands, goods, chattels,

property, estates, and effects shall be bound to the paj'ment and dis-

charge thereof accordingly.

Sect. 13. Letters to and from barristers and advocates appointed

under 10 Geo. 4, c. 56, are to be free of postage.

Sect. 14. Provisions of former statutes to continue in force as to

societies established under them until they shall conform to the pro-

visions of 10 Geo. 4, c. 56, as hereby amended.
Sect. 15. Wherever in the said recited act or this act, in describ- Construction of

ing or referring to any person, the word importing the singular ^^ords.

number or the masculine gender only is used, the same shall be un-
derstood to include and shall be applied to several persons or parties

as well as one person or party, and females as well as males, un-
less there be something in the subject or context repugnant to such
construction.

By stat. 6 & 7 Will. 4, c. 32 (&), intituled " An act for the regula- o <fe 7 wm. 4, c. 32.

(a) The preference given to these payment within this 12th section,

societies over other creditors is con- and no part was treated as a loan to

lined to debts in respect of money him in his private character. (Ex
received by their officers officially, parte Ray, re Woodliffc, 1 Mon. & Ch.

and independently of contract ; Ex 50.)

parte BucMand, 1 Buck, 214 ; and The treasurer, having a debt due
therefore, if a society, instead of rest- to him from a person who offers a

ing on the security which the legis- security, took a security in the name
lature gives them, lend money to one of the society, and retained the amount
of their officers {Stamford Friendly of his debt out of the society's monies
Society, 15 Ves. 280; Amicable So- in his hands. Some time afterwards

cicty of Lancaster, 6 Ves. 98), or to he became a bankrupt, having in

any other person {Ex parte Ashley the meanwhile debited himself an-

».vA Ex parte Cooper, & Ves. 441; and nually in his accounts mth the

Ex parte Boss, Id. 802), upon special society with the interest of the
contract, as a promissory note, that amount for which the security was
seems not within the provision of the taken. The security proved insuffi-

act. But the mere taking a security cient, and was not of the description,

subsequently, where no money can or taken in the manner, required by
be obtained from such officers, would the Friendly Societies Act ; it was
not, it seems, take away such liability held, that the omission on the part
and preference. (2 Mad. Oh. 718; of the society to take steps for setting

6 Mad. Rep. 98.) aside the transaction and calling in

"Where money was entrusted to the the money before the bankruptcy,
treasurer, for which he was to pay did not deprive them of their statu-

interest, and another sura for which tory right to be paid in full before
lie was not to pay interest, and he the other creditors. (Ex jjarte Burge,
entered into a statuable bond, as re Baker, 1 Mon., D. <k D. ^iO.)

treasurer, for the whole sum, the (b) Sea Cardv. Cace, 26 L. J. C. D.
society, upon the bankruptcy of the 113, as to the reasonableness of the
treasurer, were held entitled to full rules of a building society.
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tionof benefit building societies," [passed 14th July, 1836], after reciting,

that "whereas certain societies, commonly called building societies,

have been established in different parts of the kingdom, principally

amongst the industrious classes, for the purpose of raising by small

periodical subscriptions a fund to assist the members thereof in ob-

taining a small freehold or leasehold property, and it is expedient

to afford encouragement and protection to such societies, and the

property obtained therewith ;
" it is therefore enacted, " that it shall

and may be lawful for any number of persons in Great Britain and
Ireland to form themselves into and establish societies for the i)ur-

poso of raising, by the monthly or other subscriptions of the several

members of such societies, in shares not exceeding the value of 150/.

for each share, such subscriptions not to exceed in the whole 20s. per

month for each share, a stock or fund for the purpose of enabling

each member thereof to receive out of the funds of such society the

amount or value of his or her share or shares thenein, to erect or

purchase one or more dwelling-house or dwelling-houses, or other

real or leasehold estate, to be secured by way of mortgage to such

society until the amount or value of his or her shares shall havu
been fully repaid to such society, with the interest thereon, and all

fines or other payments incurred in res2:)ect thereof, and to and for

the several members of each societj"- from time to time to assemble

together, and to make, ordain, and constitute such proper and whole-

some rales and regulations for the government and guidance of tho

same, as to the major part of the members of such society so assembled
together shall seem meet, so as such rules shall not be repugnant to

the express provisions of this act, and to the general laws of the realm,

and to impose and inflict such reasonable fines, penalties, and forfei-

tures upon tho several members of any such society who shall offend

against any such rules, as the members may think fit, to be re-

spectively paid to such uses for the benefit of such society as such
society by such rules shall direct, and also from time to time to

alter and amend such rules as occasion shall require, or annul or

repeal the same, and to make new rules in lieu thereof, under sucli

restrictions as are in this act contained : Provided that no member
shall receive, or be entitled to receive, from the funds of such
society any interest or dividend, by way of annual or other periodical

profit upon any shares in such society, until the amount or value of

his or her share shall have been I'ealised, except on the with-
drawal of such member, according to the rules of such society then
in force.

Sect. 2. It shall and may be lawful to and for any such society to

have and receive from any member or members thereof any sum or
sums of money, by way of bonus on any share or shares, for the privi-

lege of receiving the same in advance piior to tho same jjoing realised,

and also any interest for tho share or shares so received, or any part
thereof, without being subject or liable on account thereof to anj^ of

the forfeitures or penalties imposed by any act or acts of i)arliament
relating to usury.

Sect. 3. It shall and may be lawful to and for any such society, in
and by the rules thereof, to describe the form or forms of conveyance,
mortgage, transfer, agreement, bond, or other instrument which may bo
necessary for carrying the purposes of the said society into execution ;

and which shall be specified and set forth in a schedule to be annexed
to the rules of such society, and duly certified and deposited as herein-
after provided.

Sect. 4. All tho provisions of the 10 Geo. 4, c. 56, " An act to conso-
lidate and amend tho laws relating to friendly societies," and the 5

"Will. 4, c. 40, "An act to amend an act of the tenth year of his late

Majesty King George the Eoui-th, to consolidate and amend the laws
relating to friendly societies," so far as the same, or any part thereof.
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may bo applicable to the purpose of any benefit building society, and 3^ Benefit
to the framing, certifying, enrolling, and altering the rules thereof, Building b'o-

shall extend and apply to such benefit building society and the rules deties.

thereof, in such and the same manner as if the provisions of the said ~
T,

acts had been herein expressly re-enacted (a). ' > •
-

Sect. 5. It shall be lawful for the trustees named in any mortgage Receipt endorsed

made on behalf of such societies, or the siu'vivor or survivors of them, *'" mOTtgage to
« ,1 . , p ,, , . -L • , • I J be sufficient dia-

or tor the trustees for the tmie bemg, to indorse upon any mortgage or charge without
further charge given by anj'' member of such society to the trustees re-conveyance,

thereof for monies advanced by such society to any member thereof, a
receipt for all monies intended to be secured by such mortgage or

further charge, -which shall be sufficient to vacate tbe same, and vest

the estate of and in the property comprised in such securitj', in the
person or persons for the time being entitled to the equity of re-

demption, without it being necessary for the trustees of any such
society to give any rc-conveyance of the property so mortgaged, which
leceipt shall be sjiecified in a schedule to be annexed to the rules of

such society duly certified and deposited as aforesaid.

Sect. G. Provided always. That nothing herein contained shall au- Not to authorise

thoriso any benefit building society to invest its funds, or any part
fund^g*"n''savi'ngs

thereof, in any savings bank, or with the commissioners for the reduc- bank,

tion of the national debt.

Sect. 7. All building societies established prior to the first day of Benefit of act to

June, 1836, shall be entitled to the protection and benefits of this act,
goctetielesta-

on their present rules being duly certified and deposited as directed by biished prior to

the said recited acts, and no such society shall be entitled to the bene- 3nne, iS3t5.

fits of this act until their rules shall have been so certified and de-
posited ; and that no such society shall be required to alter in any
manner the rules under which they are now respectively governed.

Sect. 8. No rules of any such society or any copy thereof, nor any Rxomption from

transfer of any share or shares in any such society shall be subject or ^ ^"^^ " ^

'

liable to or charged with any stamp duty or duties whatsoever.

IV. Intrustrial SociettfS.

By the 25 & 26 Vict. c. 87, " An Act to consolidate and amend the 25 & 26 Vict. c. 87.

]jaws relating to Industrial and Provident Societies,"

The Industrial and Pro^ddent Societies Act, 1852, 15 & 16 Vict,

c. 31, and the acts for the amendment thereof, are hereby repealed
from the passing of this act (i).

Sect. 2. All societies registered under the Industrial and Provident As to societies

Societies Act, 1852, shall be entitled to obtain a certificate of registra-
redted^acts'"'^**^

tion on application to the registrar of friendly societies, and for which
certificate no fee shall be payable to the registrar.

By sect. 11 of 30 & 31 Vict. c. 117 {post, p. 738), it is enacted that so&si Vict.ciir.

every society established prior to this act (of 1862) for any of the pur-
poses named in it shall be deemed to be a society established under
such act from its registration under the provisions of this act of
1862, or of the 30 & 31 Vict. c. 107.

Sect. 3. Any number of persons, not being less than 7 may Constitution of

establish a society under this act for the purpose of carrying on any this act
^

labour, trade, or handicraft, whether wholesale or retail, except the
working of mines and quarries (c), and except the business of bank-

(a) These acts are both repealed by Vict. c. 40.
18 & 19 A'"ict. c. 63, as to friendly (c) This exception as to mines and
societies. quarries is repealed by 30 & 31 Vict.

(b) The aniQiiding acts are the 17 c. 117, s. 1 ; see^Jos^, p. 737.
& 18 Vict. c. 25, and the 19 & 20
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ing, and of applying the profits for any purposes allowed by the

friendly societies acts, or otherwise pennitted by law.

Sect. 4. The rules of every such society shall contain provisions in

respect of the several matters mentioned in the schedule annexed to

this act.

Sect, o, as to registration of the society, was repealed by 30 & 31 Vict.

c. 117, 8. 1, and new sections substituted by 30 & 31 Yict. c. 117, s. fi,

])ost, p. 738.

Sect. 6. The certificate of registration shall vest in the society all

the property that may at the time be vested in any person in trust for

the society; and all legal proceedings then pending by_ or against

any such tmstee or other officer on account of the society may be
prosecuted by or against the society in its registered name without

abatement.
This statute contains no clause directing that the trustees as officers

of the society may be sued for the price of goods supplied, conse-

quently the creditor is remitted to his common law rights, and he may
sue any member, there being nothing in this statute to exempt them.
{Dean v. Mellaril, 32 L. J. C. P. 282.)

The effect of this 6th sect, is to vest in the society, upon registra-

tion, all property that at the time might be vested in any person in

trust for the society, and this word property is not to be taken in a

technical sense, but in its ordinary meaning, and therefore includes a

bond given to the trustees. {Queenshury Industrial Societi/ \. PicMcs,

1 L. It. Ex. 1.)

Sect. 7. A copy of the rules shall be delivered by the society to

every person, on demand, on payment of a sum not exceeding Is.

Sect. 8. No society shall be registered under a name identical with
that by which any other existing society has been registered, or so

nearly resembling such name as to be likely to deceive the members or

the public, and the word "Limited" shall be the last word in the

name of every society registered under this act.

Sect. 9, which limited a member's interest to 200Z., was repealed by
30 & 31 Vict. c. 117, s. 1, and by sect. 2 new provisions were made as

to the limitation of members' interest, j:ios^, p. 737.

Sect. 10. Every society registered under this act shall paint or affix,

and shall keep painted or affixed, its name on the outside of every
office or place in which the business of the society is carried on, in

a conspicuous position, in letters easily legible, and shall have its

name engraven in legible characters on its seal, and shall have its

name mentioned in legible characters in all notices, advertisements,
and other official publications of such society, and in all bills of ex-
change, promissoiy notes, endorsements, cheques, and orders for

money or goods ])urpoiting to be signed by or on behalf of such com-
pany, and in all bills of parcels, invoices, receipts, and letters of credit

of the society.

Sect. 11. If any society under this act does not paint or affix, and
keep painted or affixed, its name in manner directed by this act, it

shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding ol. for not so painting or

affixing its name, and for every day during which such name is not
.so kept painted or affixed ; and if any officer of such society or any
person on its behalf uses any seal purporting to be a seal of the society

whereon its name is not so engraven as aforesaid, o^ issues or autho-
lises the issue of any notice, advertisement, or other official publica-
tion of such society, or signs or authorises to be signed on behalf of

such society any bill of exchange, promissory note, endorsement,
cheque, order for monej' or goods, or issues or authorises to be issued
any bill of parcels, invoice, receipt, or letter of credit of the societj^,

wherein its name is not mentioned in manner aforesaid^, he shall be
liable to a penalty of oO?., and shall fui-ther be personally liable to the
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holder of any such, bill of exchange, promissory note, cheque, or order 4. Industrial
for money or goods, for the amount thereof, unless the same is duly Societies.

paid by the society. ; —7";^ -^

Sect. 12. Every society under this act shall have a registered oflfice ~^ ^ ^"^ ^'^.''*- ^- ^''•

to which all communications and notices may be addressed : if any hlveVre^sfered
society registered irnder this act carries on business without having office.

such an office, it shall incur a penalty not exceeding bl. for every day Penalty on

during which business is so carried on. default.

Sect. 13. Notice of the situation of such registered office, and of any Notice of situa-

change therein, shall be given to the registrar, and recorded by him : ^^^^^
registered

until such notice is given the society shall not be deemed to have com-
plied with the provisions of this act.

Sect. 14. The rules of every society registered under this act shall Signature and

bind the society, and the members thereof, to the same extent as if '^^^^^ o^ ruie.s.

each member had subscribed his name and affixed his seal thereto, and
there were in such rules contained a covenant on the part of himseK,
his heirs, executors, and administrators, to conform to such rules

subject to the provisions of this act ; and all monies payable by any
member to the society in pursuance of such rules shall be deemed to

be a debt due from such member to the society.

Sect. 15, as to the application of friendly societies acts to this act,

was repealed by 30 &, 31 Vict. c. 117, s. 1, post, p. 737.

Sect. 16, giving power to a member to nominate persons into

whose name his interest may be transferred at his death, was repealed
by 30 & 31 Vict. c. 117, s. 1 (a).

Sect. 17. Any society registered imder this act maybe wound up As to the winding

either by the court or voluntarily, in the same manner and under the "^*
"

^'^^^ '^^"

same circumstances under and in which sxiy company may be wound
up under any acts or act for the time being in force for winding up
companies ; and all the provisiona of such acts or act with respect

to winding-up shall apply to such society, with this exception, that
the court having jurisdiction in the winding-up shall be the county
court of the district in which the office of the society is situated. No
appeal lies from a county court in respect of an order made in the
exercise of its powers in a winding-up proceeding under this section.

{Henderson y. Bramher, 29 C. B.N. 8. 540.)

Sect. 18. In case of the dissolution of any such society, such society Dissolution of

shall nevertheless be considered as subsisting, and be in all respects prcTOnt'windin t

subject to the provisions of this act, so long and so far as any matters up of its affairs"

relating to the same remain unsettled, to the intent that such society

may do all things necessary to the winding-up of the concerns thereof,

and that it may be sued and sue, under the provisions of this act, in

respect of all matters relating to such society.

Sect. 19. The provisions of the Joint Stock Companies Acts as to bills Provisions of

of exchange and the admissibility of the register of shares in evidence J^'"^.*^ stock com-

shall apply to all societies registered under this act. apply.

Sect. 20. In the event of a society registered under this act being Liabiuty ofpre-

woimd up every present and past member of such societj^ shall be ^ent and past-

liable to contribute to the assets of the society to an amount sufficient l^cietv.
'

for payment of the debts and liabilities of the society, and the costs,

charges, and expenses of the winding-up, and for the payment of
such sums as may be required for the adjustment of the rights of the
contributories amongst themselves, with the qualifications following
(that is to say) : .

(1.) No past member shall be liable to contribute to the assets of
the society if he has ceased to be a member for a period of

(a) New pro\dsions as to the sub- 31 Vict. c. 117, ss. 3 and 5 ; which
ject matter contained in these re- see, post, p. 737.

pealed sections were enacted by 30 &
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1 year or upwards prior to tlie commencement of tlie winding-

up :

(2.) No past member shall bo liable to contribute in respect of any
debt or liability of the society contracted after tbe time at

wbich. he ceased to be a member :

(3.) No pa.st member shall be liable to contribute to the assets of

the society unless it appears to the court that the existing

members are unable to satisfy the contributions required to

be made by them in order to satisfy all just demands upon
such society

:

(4.) No contribution shall be required from any member exceeding

the amount (if any) unpaid on the shares in respect of which
he is liable as a past or present member.

Sect. 21. Any society registered under this act may be constituted a

company under the companies acts, by conforming to the provisions

sot forth in such act, and thereupon shall cease to retain its registra-

tion under this act.

Sect. 22. Every person or member having an interest in the fund.s

of any society registered under this act may inspect the books and
the names of the members at all reasonable hours at the office of the

society.

Sect. 23. The sheriff in Scotland shall within his county have the

like jurisdiction as is hereby given to the judge of the county court in

any matter arising under this act.

Sect. 24. A general statement of the funds and effects of any society

registered under this act shall be transmitted to the registrar once in

every year, and shall exhibit fully the assets and liabilities of the

society, and shall bo prepared and made out within such period, and
in such form, and shall comprise such particulars as the registrar

shall from time to time require ; and the registrar shall have authority

to require such evidence as he may think expedient of all matters

required to be done, and of all documents required to be transmitted

to him under this act ; and every member of or any depositor in any such
society shall be entitled to receive, on application to the treasurer or

secretary of that society, a copy of such statement, without making
any payment for the same (o).

Sect. 25, as to recovery of penalties, was repealed by 30 & 31 Vict. c.

117, s. 1, and new provisions enacted by s. 6 of the same act, which
see, ^os^, p. 738.

Sect. 26. This act m.a.j be cited as " The Indxistrial and Provident
Societies Act, 1862."

SCHEDULE of Matters to be provided for in the Eules.

1. Object and name, and place of office of the societj", which mu.st in all cases

be registered as one of limited liabilty.

2. Tci'ms of admission of members.
3. Mode of holding meetings and right of voting, and of making or altering

rnle.s.

4. Determination whether the shares shall be transferable, and in case it be
determined that the shares .shall be transferable, provision for the form
of transfer and registration of shares and for the consent of the commit-
tee of management anil confirmation by the general meeting of the
society ; and in case shares shall not be transferable, provision for pay-
ing to members balance dne to them on withdrawing from the society.

'

6. Provision for the audit of accoimts.
6. Power to invest part of capital in another society

;
provided that no such

investment be made in any other society not registered under this act,

or the Joint Stock Companies Act, as a society or company with limited
liability.

(a) Such returns are to be sent in on or before the 1st of March in each
year ; 30 & 31 Vict. c. 117, s. 9, }7csf, p. 7.3S,
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Power and mode of withdrawing from the society, and provisions for the 4. Industrial
claims of executors, administrators, or assigns of members. Societies.

Mode of application of profits. a ai v -"

Appointment of managers and other officers, and their respective powers ^O&SlVict. c ll*.

and remuneration.

By the 30 & 31 Vict. c. 117, after reciting that doubts had arisen as

to the effect of the Industrial and Provident Societies Act of 1862, in

certain cases, and that it was expedient that the same should be
removed, and that the provisions so made should be amended in other

respects: repeals sect. 48 of 18 & 19 Vict. c. 63, sects. 5, 9, 15, 16,

and 25 of 25 & 26 Vict. c. 87, and so much of s. 3 as exempts mines
and quarries.

Sect. 2. A society registered under this act may hold in its registered Limitation of
.•'„.®, ,• ,v •/ •, ivi. -i? interest of mem-

name any amount of interest m any other society so registered, but ii i^ers. ,

any other person hold or claim in any society so registered any interest

exceeding 200Z. , such person shall incur a penalty equal to the excess

of such interest over the said sum.
Sect. 3. The provisions following contained in the acts under men- ^'9^^',°'^2 °t *;^^

tioned relating to friendly societies shall apply to all societies regis- Acts'appiied'to
*^^

tered under this act, and no such provision shall be affected in its industrial and

application to such societies by its repeal in regard to friendly
gf^leg

^^* ^°"

societies, unless the contrary be expressly declared by the act re-

pealing the same ; and in applying such provisions words con-
cerning the trustee of any society shall be taken to apply to the
society, except the context precludes such construction (that is

to say,)

So much of the Friendly Societies Acts, 1855 and 1858, as

relates to

—

The punishment of fraud in withholding any money or other is & 19 Vict, c 63.

property belonging to any society : ante, p. 696. ^' ^*'

The determination of disputes by the county courts in England, ^^
4il^y*?*' ^'^h

the sheriffs court in Scotland, and the assistant barrister &
' 22 Vict' c 101,

in Ireland, and the orders and proceedings for this purpose : s. 1.

ante, pp. 703, 704.

The reception of rules and other instrum.ents in evidence

;

^^„* ^^ ^^'^''- "• ^^'

The exemption of rales and other instruments from stamp
jg ^-^^ yj^^ ^ ^^

duty : ante, p. 702. s. 37.

The power to any society to change its name : ante, p. 705. "-^i & 22 Vict. c.

Sect. 4. Two copies of the rules shall be forwarded to the registrar ^*'^' ®- ^•

of friendly societies of England, Scotland, or Ireland, according to the
^^g^r^ftion^

°^ ""^

place where the office of the society is situate, and shall be dealt with
by him in the manner provided by " The Friendly Societies Act, 1855,'.'

and he shall thereupon give his certificate of registration, and such
certificate shall in all cases be conclusive evidence that the society has
been duly registered, and thereupon the members of such society shall

become a body corporate, by the name therein described, having a
perpetual succession and a common seal, with power to purchase, erect,

and sell, and convey, or to hold lands and buildings, with limited
liability.

Sect. 5. A member of any society registered under this act may, by Power to nomi-

any writing under his hand delivered at the registered office of the whoseniame the
society, appoint any person being the husband, wife, father, mother, interests of mem-
child, brother, sister, nephew, or niece of such member, to whom his

f'erred'at their"^"^'
shares in the society shall be transferred at his decease, provided that death.

the sum credited to the account of such member in the books of the
society does not exceed 50Z. , and may from time to time revoke or vary
any such nomination by a writing under his hand similarly delivered

;

and the secretary of eveiy such society shall keep a book wherein the
names of all persons so nominated shall be regularly entered, and the
shares comprised in any such nomination shall be transferable to the

VOL. II. 3 B
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4. Imlustrial

Societies, i

30&31 Vict. c. 117.

Recovery of
penalties.

Alterations of or
additions to rules

to be registered.

Declarations to
accompany
copies.

Form of certi-

ficate.

Penalties on not
sending returns,
&c.

Form of rules
provided as
moved.

Societies esta-
blished previous
to recited act to
be deemed to bo
established from
registration under
either act.

Exemption from
income tax.

jj^rtentils Societies, ^c.

nominee, although the rules of the society declare its shares to be

generally not transferable: Provided nevertheless, that the society

may, in lieu of making such transfer, elect to pay to any nominee the

full value of the shares comprised in the nomination to him, and shall

pay him the full value of any such shares which, if transferred into

his name, would increase his interest in the society to an amount ex-

ceeding 2001.

Sect. 6. All penalties imposed by the Industrial and Provident

Societies Act, 1862, or by this act, or by the rules of any society regis-

tered under the said act, shall be recoverable with costs, and dealt

with in a manner directed by the friendly societies acts, in regard to

the penalty thereby imposed, on any default in transmitting the

returns thereby required (a), and at the suit of the registrar in the case

of penalties imposed by the recited act or by this act, or in the case of

penalties imposed by the rules of any society so registered at the suit

of the society.

Sect. 7. Two copies of every alteration of or addition to the rules of

every society registered under this act, signed by 7 members of the

society, and countersigned by the secretary, shall be sent to the regis-

trar for his certificate of registration, and shall be accompanied by a

declaration in the form contained in the schedule hereto annexed {post,

p. 740) ; and no alterations of or additions to the rules of any society

registered ujader this act, made after the passing hereof, shall be valid

until they are so certified.

Sect. 8. The registrar shall give his certificates respectively in the

forms contained in the said schedule (post, p. 739) in the cases thereto

mentioned.
Sect. 9. All returns requii'ed under s. 24 of the recited act to be

made to the registrar of friendly societies shall be sent to him by each

society registered thereunder on or before the 1st day of March in

every year ; and every such society which does not send any such

return, or furnish copies thereof, or of its rules, as is required by tlic

recited act or hereby, shall incur a penalty not less than 40s. nor ex-

ceeding 51. for each such offence ; and every person who makes or

orders to be made any false statement or any omission in any such

return, with intent to deceive the registrar, shall incur a penalty not

exceeding 501. for each return so dealt with.

Sect. 10. The form of rules contained in the schedule hereto may be

adopted by any society desirous of being registered under this act,

either without any addition or with any additions or alterations agree-

able to law.

Sect. 11. Every society established previous to the passing of tls^

recited act for any of the purposes in such act mentioned shall Lu

oeemed to be a society established under such act from the registration

of such society under the provisions of the recited act or of tlii.s

act (6).

Sect. 12. A society registered under this act, and not allowing aij\

member thereof to hold or claim any interest therein or monies there-

from exceeding in value the sum of 2001,, shall not be chargeable with
the duty under schedule (C.) or schedule (D.) of the income tax act.s :

Provided that the above exemption shall not be construed to relieve

any member of such society, or person employed by such society, to

whom any portion of the profits of the society shall be paid, from
assessment to the said duties in respect of such payment in any case in

which the total income of such member or other person, inclusive of

his portion of the said profits, shall amount to the sum of 1001. or

upwards.

(a) See ante, 18 & 19 Vict. c. 63,

s. 45, and 23 & 24 Vict. c. 58.

(6) See ante, p. 723 ; 25 & 26 Vict.

87, s. 2, as to registration, ,

I
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Sect. 13. The secretary or other managing officer of any society 4 Industrial

registered under this act shall, within 21 days after the 6th day of Societies.

April in every year, transmit to the commissioners for special purposes
30 ^ 31 vjct g ^7

of the income tax acts a list containing the name and residence of
j^.^^,^ ^ ^^ '^^

every member of such society or other person to whom profits made tumed to com-
by the society have been paid or shall be payable within or for the missioners for

year ended on the 5th day of April preceding, and the amounts paid contLuifn^e^"''
or payable to each member or other person, and thereupon the special names, &c. of

commissioner shall take the necessary steps for charging the said ^"'"'^^^j^^g^*''^^®*^

duties, under the regulations of the income tax acts, on such of the ° ^

said persons as may be liable thereto ; and any secretary or other

officer of any such society who shall neglect to make out and deliver

to the commissioners for special pui'poses, within the time specified by
this act, a list containing the particulars hereby required, shall forfeit

and pay the sum of 50L , to be recovered in like manner as penalties

imposed for like default by the income tax acts.

Sect. 14. The recited act, so far as it is not hereby repealed, shall be Short title.

incorporated with this act, and may be cited with it as the Industrial

and Provident Societies Act, 1867, and the schedule hereto annexed
shall be substituted for the schedule thereto ; all societies registered

under the recited act shall be taken to be registered under this act

;

and in construing the recited act and this act provisions relating to the Construction of

rules or name of any society shall apply to the registered rules
^''*"

and name thereof for the time being, and the registrar shall mean
the registrar of friendly societies for England, Scotland, or Ireland,

according to the place where the oflB.ce of the society is situate.

SCHEDTTLE referred to in this Act.

Of Matters to he providedfor by the Rules of Societies established uinder

this Act.

1. Object, name, and place of office of the society.

2. Terms of admission of members.
3. Mode of holding meetings and riglit of voting, and of making or alter-

ing rules.

4. Determination wliether the shares, or any number thereof, shall be

transferable, and in case it be determined tliat the shares, or any number
thereof, shall be transferable

;
provision for the form of transfer and registra-

tion of shares, and for tlie consent of the committee of management and con-

firmation by a general meeting of tlie society ; and in case it be determined
that tlie shares shall not be transferable, provision for paying to members the

balance due to them on withdrawing from the society.

5. Provision for the audit of accounts.

6. Determination whether and by what authority any part of capital may
be invested in or on the security of another society, provided that no such
investment be authorised in any society not registered under this act, or

under the companies act as a company with limited liability.

7. Determination whether and how members may withdraw from the

society, and provisions for the claims of executors, administrators, or assigns

of members, and for paying nominees in the case herein mentioned.
8. Mode of application of profits.

9. Appointment of managers and other officers, and their respective powers
and remuneration.

10. Provisions for the custody, use, and device of the seal of the society,

which shall in all cases bear the registered name thereof.

Forms of Certificate to be gia^en under this Act.

Certificate of Begistration of a Society.

I, Registrar of Friendly Societies in [England, Scotland, o?- Ireland,]

hereby certify that the Society, Limited, established at in the

3 B 2
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4. Industrial county of is registered under the Industrial and Provident Societies

Societies. Act, 1867.

Given under my hand this day oi 18 .

30 & 31 Vict. c. 117.
jjegistrar of Friendly Societies,

Certificate, to follow Rules upon the Registration of a Society established under
this Act.

I hereby certify that the foregoing rules of the Society, Limited, are

in conformity with law, and that the said society is duly established from the

present date, and is subject to the provisions and entitled to the privileges of

the Acts relating to Industrial and Provident Societies.

Day of 18 .

Registrar of Friendly Societies.

Certificate of A Iterations of Rules.

I, Registrar of Friendly Societies in [England, Scotland, or Ireland,]

do hereby certify that the foregoing alterations of [or additions to] the rules

of the Society, Limited, established at in the county of

are in conformity with law, and are registered from the present date under

the Industrial Societies Act.

Given under my hand this day of 18 .

Registrar of Friendly Societies.

Certificate of changed Name.

I, Registrar of Friendly Societies in [England, Scotland, or Ireland,]

hereby certify that the registered name of the Society, Limited, estab-

lished at in the county of is changed from the date hereof to

the name following,

—

Society, limited, and is in accordance with the Industrial and Provident

Societies Acts.

Given under my hand this day of

Registrar of Friendly Societies.

Form of Declaeation to accompany Alterations of or Additions
TO Rules.

Register No

(State Street, Parish,
and County of Place •

of Bushuss.)

''

:
Society,

Limited, established at

I, of the clerk (a) of the above-mentioned society,

do solemnly and sincerely declare that in the altering, amending, or rescind-

ing the rules of the said society, or making new rules, {as the ease may be,) the
rules of the said society have been duly complied with.
And I make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same to

be true, and by virtue of the provisions of an act made and passed in the
fifth and sixth year of the reign of his late Majesty King William the Fourth,
intituled "An Act to repeal an Act of the present session of Parliament,
intituled 'An Act for the more effectual Abolition of Oaths and AflBrma-

(a) Secretary, or one of the officers.
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tions taken and made in various Departments of the State, and to substitute Game.
Declarations in lien thereof, and for the more entire Suppression of volun-
tary and extra-judicial Oaths and Affidavits ; ' and to make other Provisions 30 & 31 Vict. c. 117.

for the Abolition of unnecessary Oaths."

Taken and received before me, one "^

of Her Majesty's Justices of the
|

Peace for the said County of i

at in the said f
County, this day of

|

18 . J

®ame.
By the 1 & 2 "Will. 4, c. 32, a most material alteration of the game i & 2 will. 4, c. 32.

laws was eflPected ; for, by this statute, it is no longer requisite that a
party should be qualified to kill game ; and any person may kill it on
taking out a certificate for that purpose, subject to the law of trespass

;

there are, however, certain restraints on tenants killing game on
their lands. Any one may now buy or sell game under certain restric-

tions. Greater facility is given for the punishment of trespassers.
Actions for penalties are put an end to. The offence of night poach-
ing remains as before the passing of this statute.

This subject may be conveniently arranged as follows :

—

I. Repeal of Statutes hy \ & 2 Will. 4. c. 32, (&c., p. 742, and Ads
now in force.

II. What shall he deemed Game, p. 742.

III. Property in Game in General, p. 742.

IV. Property in, and Laws as to Game in Franchised Places, p,
744.

V. Property in, and Laws as to Game in Manors, Warrens, Decoys,

Preserves, and Private Grounds, p. 748.

VI. Who may kill or take Game. Penalty, &c. for Mlling it, &c,,

without being authorised, p. 753.

VII. Gamelceepers, and herein of the Power to search for, seize, and
hill Game, &c., p. 757.

VIII. Certificate to he taken out, and consequences of omission, p. 762.

IX. When and how Game may he taken and killed, &c., p. 768.

X. Dealing in Game, p. 769.

XI. Trespasses in pursuit of Game, p. 772.

XII. Soldiers Sporting, &c., p. 784.

XIII. Recovery and application of Penalties, under the 1 tfe 2 Will. A,
c. 32.

—

Appeal.—Certiorari, p. 784.

XIV. Protection of Persons acting in execution of \ & 2 Will. 4, c,

32.

—

Limitation of Actions.—Tender of Amends, &c., p.
791.

y
.

>
r

XV. Offence of Night Poaching, and going armed, &c., against 9 Geo,
4, c. 69, p. 791.

XVI. Stealing, &c., of Deer, Destroying Park Palings, &c., Assaidt-
ing Keepers, &c., p. 800.

XVII. Killing, &c., of Hares and Conies in Warrens, &c., p. 801.

XVTII. Laws as to Swans, p. 805.

XIX. Laws as to Pigeons, p. 806.



XX. Laws as to Wild Bucks, Teal, Widgeons, &c., p. 806.

XXI. Laws as to Noxious Birds or Animals, p. 806.

1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32. XXII. Forms, List of, p. 807.

742

3. Property in

game in general.

What deemed
game.

I. Itlepcal of Statutes ij) i & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, anti acts nob)

ixi force.

The statute 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, repealed 13 Eic. 2, st. 1, c. 13

;

22 Edw. 4, c. 6 ; 11 Hen. 7, c. 17 ; 19 Hen. 7, c. 11 ; 14 & 15 Hen. 8,

c. 11; 25 Hen. 8, c. 11; 33 Hen. 8, c. 6; 23 Eliz., c. 10; 2 Jac. 1,

c. 27 ; 7 Jac. 1, c. 11 ; 22 & 23 Car. 2, c. 25 ; 4 W. & M. c. 23 ; 5

Ann. c. 14 ; 9 Ann. c. 25 ; 8 Geo. 1, c. 19 ; 10 Geo. 2, c. 32 ; 26 Geo. 2,

c. 2 ; 28 Geo. 2, c. 12 ; 2 Geo. 3, c. 19 ; 13 Geo. 3, c. 55; 13 Geo. 3,

c. 80; 39 Geo. 3, c. 34 ; 43 Geo. 3, c. 112 ; 48 Geo. 3, c. 93 ; 50 Geo. 3,

c. 67 ; 58 Geo. 3, c. 75 ; 59 Geo. 3, c. 102.

The statutes now in force are

—

9 Geo. 4, c. 96, ss. 1—9 (p. 792).

1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, s. 1 (p. 753) ; ss. 3, 4 (p. 768) ; s. 5 (p. 762)

;

s. 6 (p. 744) ; ss. 7, 8 (p. 752) ; s. 9 (p. 744) ; ss. 10—12 (p.

752) ; ss. 13-16 (pp. 757, 758); ss. 17, 18 (p. 769) ; ss. 21, 22

(p. 770) ; s, 23 (p. 754) ; ss. 25—29 (pp. 770, 771) ; s. 30

(p. 773) ; s. 31 (p. 775) ; ss. 32—34 (p. 776) ; s. 35 (p. 777)

;

ss. 36—38 (p. 788) ; s. 39 (p. 787) ; ss. 40—42 (p. 785) ;
ss.

43—45 (p. 789) ; s. 46 (p. 777) ; s. 47 (p. 791).

5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 20, ss. 20, 21 (pp. 771, 788).

6 & 7 Will. 4, c. 65, s. 8 (p. 784).

2 & 3 Vict. c. 35, s. 4 (p. 770).

3 & 4 Vict. c. 24, s. 3 (p. 779).

4 & 5 Vict. c. 35, s. 82 (p. 749).

7 & 8 Vict. c. 29, s. 1 (p. 793).

11 & 12 Vict. c. 29, ss. 1—7 (p. 761).

23 & 24 Vict. c. 90, ss. 1—19 (p. 763).

24 & 25 Vict. c. 91, s. 17 (p. 767).

c. 96, s. 12—17 (p. 800) ; s. 99 (p. 802) ; s. 103

(p. 802); s. 104 (p. 801) ; ss. 105-112 (p. 803) :

ss. 105—112 (p. 803) ; s. 120 (p. 805).

24 & 25 Vict. c. 100, s. 31 (p. 783).

25 & 26 Vict. c. 114, ss. 1—6 (p. 778).

Property in game
at common law.

Tame animal.s.

II. WiAW sfjall \it timncti (Kame.

By section 2 of the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, " The word * game ' .shall

for all the piu-poses of this act be deemed to include hares, pheasaut-,

partridges, grouse, heath or moor game, black game, and bustards."

See a similar enactment contained in the 9 Geo. 4, c. 69, s. 13.

As to woodcocks, snipes, quails, landrails, or rabbits, and the requi-

site certificate for sjDorting after the same, see post, p. 763.

Wild animals.

III. ^topcttg in Olfamc ixi €rcnctal.

Before we take notice of the provisions of the statute of 1 «& 2 Will. 4,

c. 32, made for the preservation of game, it maybe requisite to obseiTO
how the common law stood herein ; which depends upon the difFerenic

between tame and wild animals.
The tame animals, such as horses, cows, sheep, and the like, are such

creatures as by reason of their sluggishness and unaptness for motion
do not fly the dominion of mankind, but generally keep within the
same pastures and limits, and may be easily pursued and overtaken,
if by accident they should escape ; and therefore the owner hath the
same kind of property in them as he hath in all inanimate chattels,

and for the violation thereof may bring an action of trespass.

The wild animals, such as deer, hares, foxes, and such Uke, are those
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which by reasou of their swiftness or fierceness fly the dominion of 3. Property in

man ; and in these no person can have a property, unless they be game in general.

tamed or reclaimed by him ; and as property is the power that a man —
hath over any other thing for his own use, and the ability that he

hath to apply it to the sustentation of his being, when that power

ceaseth, his property is lost; and, by consequence, an animal of this

kind, which after any seizure escapes into the wild common of nature,

and asserts its own liberty by its swiftness, is no more mine than any

creature in the Indies, because I have it no longer in my power or

disposal. (See 3 Bac. Air. 324.)

Hence it appears, that by the common law every man had an equal

right to such creatures as were not naturally under the powerof man,

and that the mere caption of or seizure created a property in them.

By immediate taking and killing them, they belong to such person in Taking and kilUng

the same manner as any other chattels, and cannot be taken from him ;
t^^"^-

since the fii-st seizure and caption was sufficient to vest the property of

them in him.
Also by takin/f and taming them, they belong to the owner, as do Taking and taming

the other tame animals, so long as they continue in this condition, *'^^'^-

that is, as long as they can be considered to have the mind of return-

ing to their masters ; for while they appear to be in this state, they

are plainly the owner's, and ought not to be violated; but when they

forsake the hoiises and habitations of men, and betake themselves to

the woods, they are then the property of any man.
Another way of gaining property in them is by indosure, and then inclosing them,

the beasts must be understood to be mine, as the profits of the soil

itself are ; and they can no more be taken and carried off than any

other profits of the land. Therefore, if deer be inclosed in a park or

paddock, or conies in a field or warren, they become so much a man's

own that no one ought to kill or take them away. And since in this

case it is the inclosure that retains them, (for take away the iuclosure,

and they are in their natural liberty), therefore the party is said to

have a right as he hath to any other profits there inclosed, and a dis-

tinct and independent right in every animal. {Chit. G. L, 6, 7;

Davies v. Powell, Will Rep. 46 ; 3 Bar. Ah. 325.)

Another way of gaining property in them is on account of their own Young ones, &c.

inability, as when birds build in the trees upon a person's land, or

rabbits or other creatures make their burrows or nests, and have

young ones there, in which case he has a qualified property in the

young ones tiU they can fly or run away, when the property expires.

Again : every person has, by the common law, a qualified property ii;\tione soli.

in the game tvhilst upon his own private ground, ratione soli; and if a

man start any game upon his own ground, and follow it upon another's,

and kills it there, though a trespasser {post, p. 772), the property remains

in himself, for the pi-operty consists in the possession, which posses-

sion commences by the finding of it on his own land, and is continued

by the immediate pursuit. {Kehle y. Hickringle, 11 Mod. 75; 2 Bla.

Com. 419.) So, if a stranger starts game in one man's chase, park, or

free warren, and hunts it into another's liberty, the property continues

in the owner of the chase or warren, this property arising from privi-

lege, and not being changed by the wrongful act of a more stranger.

{Sutton V. Moody, 1 Ld. Raym. 251.) Or, if a man starts game on

another's private ground, and kills it there, the property belongs to

him in whose ground it was killed, because it was started there, the

property arising ratione soli {SuUon v. Moody, 1 Ld. Raym. 250.) And
in Blades v. Higgs, 32 L. J. C. P. Ex. Ch. 182, the court decided upon

the authority of Sutton v. Moody, 1 Ld. Raym. 250, and Ld. Lonsdale

V. Rigg, 1 H. cfe N. 923, that where wild animals are both started and

killed upon the same estate they are the absolute property of the

landowner, and not of the captor, and this decision was afterwards

affirmed by the House of Lords, 11 H. of L. cases. Whereas, if after
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4. Propertij in, being started there, it is killed on the ground of a third person, the
ancl. laws as to, property belongs not to the owner of the first grounds, because the
game infran- property is local—nor yet to the owner of the second, because it was
chised places, not started on his soil ; but it vests in the person who started and

killed it, though guilty of a trespass against both owners. {Sutton v.

Moody, 1 Ld. Eaym.. 251 ; Churchward v. Studdy, 14 East, 247 ; 2 Bla.
C(m. 419. See Deacon, G. L. 38. The 1 & 2 WiU. 4, c. 32, s. 7, (as

we shall hereafter see), gives to the landlord, in certain cases, a right
to the game, in exclusion of his tenant, {post, p. 752).

IV. ^ropertg in^ antr Eabos m to, (JJrame in jFtanctisrt
places.

1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, The 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, s. 6, authorises every person to kill

In general every S^™® }^ .^^ l^^s taken out a certificate, subject only to his liability for

certificated person Committing any trespass in pursuit of it; and sect. 8 provides, "that
may kill game. nothing in this act contained shall authorise any person seised or pos-
^fjtute 1 A 2 sessed of or holding any land to kill or take the game, or to permit

to affect any'exist- ^^^ other person to kill or take the game upon such land, in any case
ing or future where, by any deed, grant, lease, or any written or parol demise or

sfIc?Sg"game'
Contract, a right of entry upon such land for the purpose of killing or
taking the game hath been or hereafter shall be reserved or retained
by or given or allowed to any grantor, lessor, landlord, or other per-
son whatsoever ; nor shall any thing in this act contained defeat or
diminish any reservation, exception, covenant, or agreement already
contained in any private act of Parliamemt, deed, or other writing
relating to the game upon any land, nor in any manner prejudice the
rights of any lord (a) or owner of any forest, chase or warren, or of
any lord of any manor, lordship, or royalty, or reputed manor, lord-
ship, or royalty, or of any steward of the crown of any manor,
lordship, or royalty appertaining to his Majesty."

(
Vide post, p. 752.)

Sect. 9. " Nothing in this act contained shall in any way alter or
afi'ect the prerogative, rights, or privileges of his Majesty, his heirs,
or successors, nor the powers or authorities now vested in the com-
missioners of his Majesty's woods, forests, and land revenues, in or
relating to any of his Majesty's forests or the boundaries thereof, nor
in or relating to the appointment of any stewards, gamekeepers, or
other officers of any of his Majesty's forests, parks, or chases, or of
any hundi'ed, honor, manor, or lordship being part of the possessions
and land revenues of the crown, nor the rights, privileges, or im-
munities of any chief justice in eyre (6) or any warden, deputy
warden, or lieutenant of any of his Majesty's forests, or any rangers,
verderers, foresters, master-keepers, under-keepers, or other officers
of or in any such forests, parks, or chases, or of any person entitled
to any right or privilege under them or any of them, nor the rights or
privileges of any persons holding under any grants or purchases from
the crown, nor give to any lord of any manor or manors within any
forest or the boundaries thereof, nor to any other person whatsoever, any
P""^leges, rights, or powers within any such forest, park, or chase, or
the boundaries thereof, which he did not possess, or to which he was
not entitled before the passing of this act ; but that all the aforesaid
prerogatives, immunities, privileges, rights, and powers shaU remain
as if this act had not been made."

nor any rights of
manor, forest,

chase, or warren.

Act not to affect
King's forest
rights, (fee.

(a) By sect. 2, post, p. 752, n. (c),

the term includes a lady of a manor,
&c.

{h) By the 57 Geo. 3, c. 61, the
office of chief justice in eyre, north
and south of Trent, was abolished on

the termination of the then existing
interests, and the duties are to be
performed by the first commissioner
of his Majesty's woods, forests, and
land revenues. {Deac. G. L. 12.)



The franchises or royalties relating to game are ranked in the follow- 4. Propertij in,

ing order, viz.—first, a forest—secondly, a free chase—next, a park— and laws as to,

and, lastly, a free warren. game in /ran-
chised places.

Forests.]—A forest (o.) is a certain territory of woody grounds and
j^ franchises

finiitful pastures, privileged for wild beasts and fowls of forest, chase,
-p^^.^^^^

and warren, to rest and abide there in the safe protection of the

Queen, for her delight and pleasure ; which territory of ground so

privileged is meered and bounded with unremovable marks, meers,

and boundaries, either known by matter of record or by prescription ;

and also replenished with wild beasts of venery or chase, and with

great coverts of vert for the succour of the said beasts there to abide ; .

for the preservation and continuance of which, there are particular

officers, laws, and privileges, belonging to the same, requisite for that

purpose, and proper only to a forest and to no other place. {Manw.
143.)

Vert comprehends every thing which bears green leaves in the

forest. {Manw. 146.)

And the lord having the wood in the tenant's land, which is still

customary in many manors, was originally for preservation of the vert,

for the sustentation of the lord's game there.

Beasts of forest are properly hart, hind, buck, hare, boar, and wolf;

but legally all wild beasts of venery or hunting including those of

chase and warren. (1 Inst, 233.)

As to the hunting, &c. deer in forests, see post, p. 800.

Purlieu.]—Purlieu, comes from the French pur, clear, entire, and P»»rlieu,

exempt, and lieu a place ; that is, a place, entire, clear, or exempt
from the forest : and signifies those grounds which Henry the Second,
Eichard the First, or King John, added to their ancient forests, over
other men's grounds, and were disafforested by the statute of charta

deforesta. (4 Inst. 303; Manw. 242.)

But nevertheless the purlieu, as to some purposes, is forest still,

and is disafforested as to the particular owners of the land, and for

their benefit, and not generally to give liberty to any man to hunt the
wild beasts and spoil the vert. And if those beasts escape out of the
forest into the purlieu, the king hath a property in them still against
any man but against the owners of the woods and lands in which they
are ; and such owners have a special property in them ratione loci, but
yet so that they hunt them fairly, and not forestall them in their
return towards the forest. {Manw. 292.)

But a purlieu man may not hunt in every man's lands within the
purlieu, but in his own lands only ; and therefore if he find the beasts
of the forests in his woods or lands in the purlieu, in such case he hath
property in them against any other man ratione soli (the Queen only
excepted). And if he begin the hunting in his own lands, then by
reason of that property he may pursue his hunting through any man's
woods or lands, so that he doth not enter into any forest, chase, park,
or warren. And if he kill the beast in another man's land, and out of
such privileged place, he maj^ take and cany away the same by reason
of the first property. But if the beast recover the forest, he must
call back his dogs, for they are then the Queen's wild beasts again.
And if he do not call back and rebuke his dogs, and they kill the
beast in the forest, he is a trespasser, though himself never came
within the bounds thereof. But if in hunting towards the forest

(a) As to forests in general, see rights, properly so called, are not
Chit. 6. L. 14 ; Mamvood, tits. grantable to a subject. (Attorney-
Chase, Forests ; Com. Dig. Chase

;
General v. Marquis Doumshire, 5

Deacon, G. L. 43. It seems forestal Price, 269 ; Manw. Part II. c. 3, 4).
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4. Property in,

and laws as to,

game in /ran-
chised places.

Chase.

Park.

Free wan'en.

the dogs fasten on it before it is -within the bounds thereof, and the
dogs still hanging on are drawn by the deer into the forest,

and it is killed there, then by reason of the first property, which
he had ratione soli, and also by the pursuit and possession thereof
before it entered the forest, he may lawfully enter and take it. {Manw.
294.)

Chase.']—^A cliase (from chasser, to chase) is a privileged place for

receipt of deer and beasts of the forests, and is of a middle nature
betwixt a forest and park. It is commonly less than a forest, and not
endowed with so many liberties, as officers, laws, courts, and yet is of
a larger compass than a park, having more officers and game than a
park. Every forest is a chase, but every chase is not a forest. It

differeth from a park in that it is not inclosed ; for if it be inclosed, it

is a good cause of forfeiture ; though it must have certain metes and
bounds, but it may be in other men's grounds as well as in one's own.
{Manw. 49, 174.)

Beasts of chase are, the buck, doe, fox, marten, and roe. {Maniu.
144.) And according to Lord Oohe all beasts of venery or hunting are
beasts of chase. {Co. Lit. 233, a.)

Park.'}—A. park (from the French ^sro^:^i parquer, to inclose) is a large
parcel of ground privileged for wild beasts of chase by the Queen's
grant, or by prescription.

A park must be inclosed ; for if it lie open, it is a good cause of
seizure into the Queen's hands, as a thing forfeited; and the owner
cannot have an action against those that hunt in his park, if it lies

open {Id.) ; sed quaere, if it be a ground of forfeiture. (See Leicester's

case, Cro. Jac. 755.)

If any one erect a park without the Queen's grant, a quo ivarranto may
be issued and the park destroyed. {Bra. Ab. tit. Action sur le Statute,

pi. 48.) There may indeed be a park in reputation erected without
lawful warrant, and the owner may bring his action against persons
killing his deer. {Wood's Inst. 207.)
The beasts of park properly extend to the buck, doe, fox ; but in

a common and legal sense to all the beasts of the forest.

The owner or keeper of a lawful park may shoot any dog running
after deer in it. (1 Saund. 84, n. 3.)

As to chasing, &c. deer in parks, and breaking park palings, see
post, p. 801.

Deer in a park shall go to the heir, and not to the executor. (1 Inst.

8 ; Davies v. Powell, WiUes, 46.) But they maj' be so tamed and reclaimed
from their natural wild state as to pass to the executors as personal
property, although confined in an ancient and legal park. The ques-
tion whether they are so tamed must be determined by the nature
and state of the animals, the place in which they are kept, and
their mode of treatment. {Morgan and an. v. Ld. Alergavenny, 8 C. B.

Free Warren.']—K free warren is a place privileged by pi'escription
or grant of the Queen, for the preservation of the beasts and fowl of
the warren, dz'z. , hares, conies, roes, partridges, rails, quails, pheasants,
woodcocks, mallards, and herons. {Manw. 44. See The Attornci]-
Qeneral v. Pars&ns, 2 C. & J. 279.)
A grant by the Queen of free warren in land of which she is seised in

fee, is a grant of free warren in gross. (Morris v. Dimes, 1 Ad. & E.
654.)

Free warren cannot be parcel of a manor, and therefore will not pass
by a grant of the manor with the appurtenances, though it be held
with the manor. {Id. ) A warren can only be appertaining to a manor
by prescription. {Id.)
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Free warren in possession of which a grantor is seised in fee will 4. Property in,

not pass by a grant of a manor and all free warren (or other term and laws as to,

comprehending free warren) belonging to or in anywise appertaining garne in fran-

to the manor, or therewith or at any time theretofore usually held and chised places.

occupied and enjoyed, or accepted, reputed, deemed, taken or known
as part, parcel, or member thereof. (Id.)

A free warren may lie open, there being no necessity of inclosing it.

{Bead, Game.)
Conies in a warren shall go to the heir, and not to the executor. (1

Inst. 8.)

A free warren is not forfeited by nonuser, Co. Lit. 2. a., 114. b. ; The
case of Leicester Forest, Cro, Jac. 155); but it may be by misuser.

{Keilw. 148, n. ; Cro. Eliz., 548.)

The owner of a free warren may lawfully kiU any dog which is used
to haunt the warren.

(
Wadhurst jr. Damone, Cro. Jac. 45 ; Wright v.

Bamscot, 1 Saund. 84, n. 3; Vere v. Lord Cawdor, 11 East, 568.) And
see further as to such powers, post, p. 760.

An action lies for hunting in a free warren, though no game be
taken. {Lord Dacre v. Telh, 2 Bla. Bep. 1151 ; Patrick v. Oreenway, 1

Saund. 346 b ; Merest v. Harvey, 5 Taunt. 442).

Trespass in a free warren will not lie for shooting grouse. {Duke of
Devonshire v. Lodge, 7 B. & C. 36.)

Where the ownership of the land remain in the lord subject to

certain several rights of pasture by owners of cattle-gates, the lord

may maintain trespass against any of the cattle-gate owners for

sporting over it without his permission. {Bigg v. Lord Lonsdale, 1 H.
& N. 923.)

By the 48 Geo. 3, c. 47, a private enclosure act, after directing an
allotment to the lord in lieu of his rights in the wastes, and his

rights over the same, save and except as thereinafter excepted and
thereby reserved to him, an allotment of the residue was directed
amongst those who were entitled to rights of common, reserving the
rights to minerals ; and by sect. 34, it was provided that nothing in
the act was to defeat or lessen the interest of the lord for the time
being, but that he should hold and enjoy all piscaries, fishing, hunting,
hawking, fowling, and all beasts and birds considered as game, as
amply as then enjoyed by him. The court decided that under this

clause the right to the game and the shooting over the allotments
was reserved to the lord. {Lord Leconfidd v. Dixon, L. B. 3 Q. B.
30.)

In an action of trespass for entering a free warren, and which is

sustainable even against the owner of the soil, brought before the 3 &
4 Vict. c. 24, {see post, p. 779), it was held that the plaintiff was entitled
to full costs, though he recovered less than 40s. ; for, as observed by
Blackstone, J., "In actions instituted merely for breaking free warren,
it is impossible the title to the soil can ever come in question ; for
though both may concur in one person, yet the title to the free warren
is always collateral to that of the land ; for a manmay have a free warren
in alieno solo."

General Observations on Franchises or Boyalfies relating to Game.'}—It General observa-

is not lawful for any person to make any chase, park, or warren, in francMseror
^^"^

his own freehold, or elsewhere, to keep in it any wild beasts or birds royalties.

of forest, chase, park, or warren, without the Queen's grant or warrant
so to do ; and if any man do, he is to be punished in a quo warranto,
and the franchise to be seized into the Queen's hands. {Manw. 56.) In
Bex V. Sir William Lowther (2 Ld. Baym. 1409), it was moved for
leave to file an information in nature of a quo warranto against
Sir William Lowther, to show by what authority he had made and
set up a warren. But it was denied by the court : because they said
it was of a private nature only. And the like motion had been
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5. Property in, denied before, in the case of the Lord Lisburn; and see ante, p. 743,

and laivs as to, and post, p. 750.

(]aine in parti- Twenty years' undisturbed exercise of a claim of chase, free

cular places, as -^arren, or park, would always, before the 2 & 3 Will. 4 c. 71, s.

manors, etc. 2, as in the case of other rights to real property, have afforded pre-

sumptive evidence ofright in the party so enjoying it ; and see now that

statute. {Beahy v. Shaw, 6 East, 215 ; Weld v. Hornhy, 7 East, 199
;

Goodtitle v. Baldwin, 11 East, 488 ; Yard v. Foi-d, 2 Saund. 175, n. 2
;

and see Gray v. Bond, 2 B. & Aid. 667 ; Pickering v. Noyes, 4 B.

& C. 639.)

Franchises of the above description may be destroyed by a reunion
with the crown from which they issued, or by the surrender of the

person entitled to them, or by his forfeiture, in consequence of a breach
of trust upon which they were granted, as by misuser. (3 Cruise, 301 ;

Keilw. 148; Cro. Eliz, 548; Bro. Ah. Warren, tit. Extinguishment.)

Unity of possession and grant does not destroy the prescriptive right.

(4 Inst. 318 ; 3 Dyer, 326. See Chit. O. L. 23.)

A person may have common in a chase, as well as in the forest, but
a forest is governed by the forest law, and a chase and park by the com-
mon law. (4 Inst. 314; Manw. 52.)

And by the common law (says Blackstone), no person is at

liberty to take or kill any beast of chase, but such as have an
ancient chase or park ; unless they bo also beasts of prey. (2 Bla.

Com. 416.)

If I find a jjheasant in my lands, and I let my hawk fly, I may follow

the flight into another man's land by reason of the first property
which I had in the pheasant ratione soli ; and if my hawk kill thn

pheasant in another man's land, I may enter and take it, by reason of

that property and pursuit ; and in that case, I shall not be punished as

a trespasser for taking and carrying away the pheasant, but only for

entering the ground. But if the pheasant fly into a warren (which is

a privileged place for birds of wan-en), and the hawk kill it there, the

falconer shall not have the pheasant, but the owner of the warren.
And the law is the same in the cases of all wild beasts of the forest and
chase. [Manw. 389.)

If conies are hunted out of the warren, or deer out of the park, and
the wari'ener or parker pursues them, he may retake them ; for, in

parks and warrens, officers are established by authority to have an
eye over the game, and to keep it within the boundaries ; so that the

property is not altered by driving it out of the inclosures, unless it be
also out of the pursuit of the officers ; for as long as he that is thus
trusted doth pursue it, it is not in its natural liberty, but is still

belonging to the park or warren. (3 Bac. Air. 326.)

tfanora.

V. ^ropertg in, anti flatos as to, (IRame in iilanors, MJat^
tens, Jifcogs, ISteserbes, anti ^ribate (ffirrountJS.

Manors (a). ]—There are but very few privileges with respect to

game in manors, and those privileges are allowed only by statute.

(See Chit. G. L. 23.) The lord of a manor cannot sport in another's,

soil, whether a freeholder or a copyholder, though within his manori
without being subject to an action of trespass. (2 Bla. Com. 39, 419 fS

Kehle \. HickringUl, 11 Mod. 74 ; and see Bourne v. Taylor, 10 East,

181; et per Cur., in Pickering v. Noyes, 4 B. & C. 639.)

(a) See Doe d. Beck v. Heakin, 6 308 ; Nichols v. Parker, 14 East,

A. A K 495, as to what is evidence 381, as to what is evidence of the

of a manor ; et vide post, p. 769. And boundaiies of a manor,
see Brisco v. Lomax, 3 Ncv. & P.
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In regard, however, to the waste lands within the manor, the lord 5. Property in,

has the right of sporting over them ; but his right is not a mere liberty ; and laws as to,

it is a right enjoyed by him in respect of the ownership of the soil game in parti-

{OreatheadY. Morley, 3 Scott, N. R. 538, ^^er Tindal, C. J. ); and he has cular places, as

at common law the same remedy against trespassers as if such lands inanors, &c.

were inclosed.

By the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, s. 10, nothing herein contained shall 1 & 2 wm.4, c. 32,

defeat or diminish the rights or privileges which any lord (a) of any ^' ^'^^

manor, lordship, or royalty, or reputedmanor, lordship, or royalty, or any
steward of the crown of any manor, lordship, or royalty appertaining

to his Majesty, may, before the passing of this act, have exercised in

or over such wastes or commons ; and that the lord or steward of the

crown of every manor, lordship, or royalty, or reputed manor, lord-

ship, or royalty, sliall Tiave the right to pursue and kill the game upon
the wastes or commons within such manor, lordship, or royalty, or

reputed manor, lordship, or royalty, and to authorise {b) any other person

or persons who shall have obtained an annual game certificate to enter

upon such wastes or commons for the purpose of pursuing and killing the

game thereon.

By sect. 14, lords of manors may grant deputations. (See post, p. 758.

)

Also by sect. 13, lords of manors are empowered to appoint and au-
thorise gamekeepers to preserve and kill game within the manor.
The lord of a manor, having also by sect. 13 power to authorise Power of the loid

his gamekeeper to seize all such dogs, nets, and other engines, as may *° ^^^^ ^°k^» *''•

be used within the manor by any person not authorised to kill game
for want of a certificate, has authority, as it would seem, to make such
seizure himself, on the principle of omne majus conthiet in se minus.
But neither himself, nor his gamekeeper, has any right to seize the
dogs of a person who has a certificate ; and still less to destroy them, not-
withstanding the liability of their owner for the trespass.

(
Vere v. Lord

Cawdor, 11 East, 568, post, p. 760.) With respect, however, to the seizure

of dogs used by persons having no certificate, it seems that he has the
same right to destroy such dogs as a magistrate was held to possess

under the 5 Anne, c. 14, in regard to the dogs of unqualified persons.

Kingsworth v. Bretton, 5 Taunt, 416 ; Roy v. Duke of Beaufort, 2 Atk.

190 ; 2 Bla. Cam. 417.) Por the 13th section of the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c.

32 J authorises the seizure of the dog, for the use of the lord of the
manor ; and such an authority, it has been held, implies a right to

destroy it. {Deac. G. L. 60, post, p. 760.)

By the 4 & 5 Yict. c. 35, s. 82, intituled " An act for the Commuta- 4 & 5 Vict. c. 3 .

tion of certain manorial rights in respect of lands of copyhold and
customary tenure, and in respect of other lands subject to such rights,

and for facilitating the enfranchisement of such lands, and for the
improvements of such tenure," it is enacted, " That no commutation
under this act shall operate to affect any rights of lords of manors to

escheats, fairs, markets, appointments, franchises, royalties, rights,

liberties and privileges of chase and free warren, hunting, hawking,
fowling, and of chasing and killing game, and beasts of chase and free

warren, and all ancient piscaries, fisheries, and rights of fishing, or
any rights in any mines and minerals or quarries within or under the
said lands and hereditaments, or any other manorial rights whatever,
unless expressly commuted under this act : Provided always, that
nothing in this act contained shall operate to authorise or empower
any lord of any manor to enclose any common or waste lands, or any
part thereof." (See a similar provision in sect. 48 of 15 & 16 Vict,
c. 51, an Act for Extending the Acts for the Commutation of Manorial
Bights and the Gradual Enfranchisement of Copyholds. (See tit.

Manor.)

(a) The act includes ladies of (6) See post, p. 752.
manors, &c., p. 752, n. (c).
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cular places, as

maTwrs, ttc.

Hare and rabbit
warrens.

Decoys.

5. Property in, Hare and Babbit Warrens.l—Hare and rabbit warrens, not being
and laws as to, free warrens, bave not any peculiar privileges as to game, except tbose
game in parti- given by statute.

We bave ab-eady seen such a warren may be made without any
licence from the Queen. {Ante, -p. 14.6.) A person may keep as many
bares or rabbits as be likes, though they may be injurious to his

neighbour, as they are animals ferce naturae, and as he has no interest

in them when off his land. (3 Bac. Ahr. 326 ; Boulston v. Hardy, 5

Bep. 105; Hursleyy. Wilkinson, Cro. Car. 387.)

Formerly it was held that a person who had a right of common
might kill them when they were out of the warren, and were destroy-

ing the common ; but that he could not have an action on the case

against the lord, for that would have created a multiplicity of actions.

{Boulston V. Hardy, Cro. Eliz. 548 ; Hadesden v. Oryssel, Cro. Jac.

195 ; Hursley v. Wilkinson, Cro. Car. 388.)

But it was also held that if the lord had a right to put conies upon
the common, and by an excess in the number surcharged the com-
mon, and by the number of burrows made by the conies prevented the
commoner's cattle from depasturing the common, an action in such
case was the proper remedy, and that the tenant might not of his own
accord fill up the burrows and remove the nuisance. {Cooper v. Marshall,
1 Burr. 259.)

By 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, s. 12, the tenant of land is empowered to

kill rabbits on his land, and he may authorise persons to do so in his

behalf. {Spicer v. Barnard, 28 L. J. M. C. 176.) But he may not
grant leave to other persons to sport over the land. (1 & 2 Will. 4,

c. 32, s. 30.)

As to the offence of killing &c. hares and rabbits in warrens, seej)osf

,

p. 801.

Decoys.']—A decoy is a place set apart for the taking of wUd fowl,

and is it seems so far a privileged place, that a party may be sued for

knowingly firing a gun or making a noise so near it as to frighten
away the fowl, for it is maintained at considerable expense and trouble,
and is a means of carrying on a trade. {Keble v. Hickringill, 11 East,

514.) And in the case of Carrington v. Taylor, (11 East, 574,) it

was held, that firing at wild fowl, to kill and make profit of them,^by
one who was at the time in a boat on a public river or open creek
where the tide ebbs and flows, so near to an ancient decoy on the shore,
about 200 yards, as to make the birds there take flight, the defendant
having before fired at a great distance from the decoy, which brought
out some of the birds from thence, though he did not fire into the decoy
pond, was evidence of wilful distui-bance of and damage to the decoy,
for which an action on the case was maintainable by the owner. Such
an action would not lie for frightening rooks from a rookery. {Hannam
V. Mockett, 2 B. & C. 934.) A man has a right to set up a decoy on
his own ground, notwithstanding it is near to another in his neighbour's
land. {Per Holt, G. J., in 11 East, 576; Deac. G. L. G8.)

Preserves and Private Grounds.']—Preserves and private grounds have
no peculiar common-law privileges relating to the game within them.
It has therefore been held, that no action will He for frightening gam(^
from a preserve against a person who shoots near it, but upon his
own land. {Carrington v. Taylor, 11 East, 574, n. See Deac. G. L.
63.)

We have already seen what property in general the owner of a
preserve or private gi-ound has in the game therein. {A7ite, p. 743.)
Such owner has in general a property in the game ratione soli whilst
upon it, and if started and killed there by a third person, such property
is not divested. {Ante, p. 743.) But it would be otherwise if not killed
there. {Churchward y. Studdy, 14 East, 247.)

Rookery.

Preserves and
private grounds.

Pi'operty in game
by the common
law.
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The owner of land in his own occupation may in general prohibit 5. Property in,

every one from killing game thereon, except the owner of a chase or and laws as to,

free warren, or him to whom he has granted the right to do so. game in parti-

The occupier of a private ground or preserve has also similar rights ctdar places, as

by the common law ; but these are narrowed by the 1 «fe 2 WiU. 4, manors, Ac.

c. 32.

A demise or grant of a mere right of hunting, shooting, or fishing, a grant of a mere

or the like, being of an incorporeal hereditament, must be by deed, '"'s^* *° ®P°^ ,

{Bird V. Higginson, 2 A. & E. 696 ; Year-hook, 11 Hen. 7, fol. 86 ; see
"""'^

''^

Wiclcham v. Hawker, 1 M. & W. 63, per Parke, B.)

In the case of Overseers of Hilton v. Overseers of Bowes, L. R. 1 Q. B.

359, where the rights of sporting over certain lands enclosed by act of

parliament was expressly reserved by the act, and vested in certain

persons, the Court of Queen's Bench held that the effect of the act was
to sever the right of shooting from the soil, and thus to make the right

of shooting an incorporeal hereditament, which could not be rated ; but
Blackburn, J., states in his judgment, " If the facts were that the right

were still attached to the land, and the shooting were let to a thii-d

person, the eifect of that m.ight possibly raise some nice questions as

to rating." Again in Beg. v. Battle, 15 L. J. N. S. 180, where the

owner and occupier of land let the right of sporting over it and the
taking of game upon it for an annual rent, the sessions found that the

land would be worth 221. 10s. a year to let with the right of taking
game thereon, and 181. a year if such right were reserved to the land-

lord, and the Court of Queen's Bench decided that the owner and
occupier was properly rated at the higher rate, because the right to

take game is an incident to the occupation of the land, and if the

occupier takes the game himself, or has an equivalent for it, the value
of the land is enhanced to him accordingly.

One may give leave to another to hunt or shoot, by parol, {Id.); But parol licence

and the licence until revoked would afford a good justification. ^'^ ^"'^^ suffices.

A reservation and exception (so called) of the Liberty of hawking, -^ reservation or

hunting, fishing, and fowling, is not legally a reservation or exception, ^ant.
'°"' ^^

but a privilege or right granted to the lessor. {Boe d. Douglas v. Lock,

2 A. & E. Y05.) Therefore where, by deed, A. and B. conveyed to D.
and his heirs certain lands, excepting and reserving io A.. , B., and C,
their heirs and assigns, liberty to come into and upon the lands, and
there to hawk, hunt, fish, and fowl ; it was held that this was not in

law a reservation properly so called, but a new grant by D. (who
executed the deed) of the liberty therein mentioned ; and therefore it

might enure in favour of C. and his heirs, although he was not a party
to the deed. {Wickham v. Hawker, 1 M. & W. 63.)

If there be a personal licence to an individual to hunt at his what nghts ac-

pleasure, he cannot take away to his own use the game killed, or go quired by a grant

with servants, stiU less send servants to kill for him, or assign his
°' ^'^^^'^^ ° ^P** •

licence to another : but if the person is meant to have a property in
the game which he kiUs, it is otherwise ; and, therefore, if the licence
is to hunt, kill, and carry away, he may hunt with servants, or by
servants. And, e converse, if there be a licence for him and his servants
to hunt, by these words, " for him and his servants," shall be under-
stood a licence of profit ; for these words imply that the grantee hath a
property in the thing hunted, because that by such a licence the grantee
may justify for his servant to hunt, which is more than a licence of
pleasure. {Per Parke, B., in Wickham v. Hawker, 1 M. & W. 78;
Manwood, 108.)

The liberty of fowling has been decided in one case to be a profit a liberty "to

d prendre, and may be prescribed for as such. {Davies' case, 3 Mod. I^prendre.
^'^°^*

246. The liberty to hawk is one species of aucupium {Manw. c. 18, s. 10, Liberty "to
p. 117), the taking of birds by hawks, and seems to foUow the same hawk."

rule. The liberty of fishing appears to be of the same nature ; it

implies that the person who takes the fish, takes for his own benefit

;
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5. Property in,

and laws as to,

game in parti-

cular places, as

ma7wrs, (Sec.

" To fish."

" To hunt."

"To hawk, hunt,
fish and fowL"

"To sport."

1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32.

L<andlord to have
the game under
existing leases

except in certain
cases.

xceptlons.

Act not to affect

existing or future
aijreements re-

specting game, nor
rights of manor,
torest, chase, or
warren (a).

Nur to affect

cittle-gates or
ri^ht of common.

it is common of fishing. The liberty of hunting is open to more
question, as that does not of itself import the right to the animal when
taken ; and if it were a licence given to one individual, either on one
occasion for a time, or for his life, it would amount only to a mere
personal licence of pleasure, to be exercised by the individual licensee.

{Wickham v. Hawker, 1 M. & W. 79; j^jer Farke, B.) A liberty to

hunt over premises will not give the liberty of shooting there. (Per

Gihhs, C. J., in Moore v. Lord Plymouth, 7 Taunt. 627.) A grant to a

person, his heirs and assigns, of free liberty, tuith servants or otherwise,

to come into and upon lands, and there to hawk, hunt, fish, and fowl,

is a grant of a licence of profit, and not of a mere personal licence of
pleasure ; and therefore it authorises the grantee, his heirs and assigns,

to hawk, hunt, &c. ly his servants, &c. in his absence. Such a liberty,

therefore, is a profit a prendre, within the Prescription Act, 2 & 3

Will. 4, c. 71, s. 2. {Id.; Wickham v. Haiuker, supra; Baviei case,

3 3Iod. 246.) As to the efiect of a grant to one and his heirs of a

liberty to sport, see Pickering v. Noyes, i B. & C. 639.

By the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, s. 7, in all cases where any person shall

occupy any land under any lease or agreemtot made previously to the

passing of this act, except in the cases hereinafter next excepted, the

lessor or landlord shall have the right of entering upon such land, or

of authorising any other person or persons who shall have obtained an
annual game certificate to enter upon such land, for the purpose of

killing or taking the game thereon; and no person occupying any
land under any lease or agreement, either for life or for years, made
previously to the passing of this act, shall have the right to kill or

take the game on such land; except where the right of killing the

game upon such land has been expressly granted or allowed to such

person by such lease or agreement, or except where upon the original

granting or renewal of such lease or agreement a fine or fines shall

have been taken, or except where in the case of a term for years such

lease or agreement shall have been made for a term exceeding 21

years.

Sect. 8. Nothing in this act contained shall authorise any person

seised or possessed of or holding any land to kill or take the game, or to

permit any other person to kill or take the game upon such land, in any
case where, by any deed, grant, lease, or any written or parol demise

or contract, a right of entiy upon such land for the purpose of killing

or taking the game hath been or hereafter shall be reserved or retained

by or given or allowed to any grantor, lessor, landlord, or other person

whatsoever ; nor shall anything in this act contained defeat or diminish
any reservation, exception (6), covenant, or agreement already contained
in any act of Parliament, deed, or other writing relating to the game
upon any land, nor in any manner prejudice the rights of any lord (c)

or owner of any forest, chase, or warren, or of any lord of any manor,
lordship, or royalty, or reputed manor, lordship, or royalty, or of any
steward of the Crown of any manor, lordship, or royalty appertaining
to his Majesty.

Sect. 9 i^rovides that the act shall not aflfect any of his Majesty's
forest rights, &c. (See ante, p. 744.)

Sect. 10. Nothing herein contained shall be deemed to give to any
owner of cattle-gates or rights of common upon or over any wastes or
commons any interest or privilege which such owner was not possessed
of before the passing of this act, nor to authorise such owner of cattle-

Torm "lord of

manor," &c., to

include "lady of
manor," &c.

(a) As to such rights, see ante,

p. 744.

{b) See ante, p. 744.

(c) By sect. 2, *' the words 'lord

of a manor, lordship, or royalty, or

reputed manor, lordship, or royalty,'

shall throughout this act be deemed
to include a lady of the same re-

spectively.
"
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gates or rights of common to pursue or kill the game found on such. 6. Who may
wastes or commons ; and that nothing herein contained shall defeat or kill or take
diminish the rights or privileges which any lord (a) of any manor, gajne, <fcc.

lordship, or royalty, or reputed manor, lordship, or royalty, or any
steward of the crown of any manor, lordship, or royalty appertaining
to his Majesty, may, before the passing of this act, have exercised in
or over such wastes or commons; and that the lord or steward of the Lord of manor to

crown of every manor, lordship, or royalty, or reputed manor, lordship, ^alte^fa)
^ °^

or royalty, shall have the right to piu-sue and kill the game upon the
wastes or commons within such manor, lordship, or royalty, or reputed
manor, lordship, or royalty, and to authorise {ante, p. 752) any other
person or persons who shall have obtained an annual game certificate

to enter upon such wastes or commons for the purpose of pursuing and
killing the game thereon.

Sect. 11. Where the lessor or landlord shall have reserved to himself Landlord, having

the right of kilUng the game upon any land, it shall be lawful foi> [oTiH glmt nfay*
him to authorise any other person or persons who shall have obtained authorise others

an annual game certificate to enter upon such land for the purpose of to kill it.

pursuing and killing game thereon (&).

VI. 2M1)0 mag kill or tafee O&aiM ; ilenalfe, ^r., for Mlim
it, ^"c, toitljout firing autj^orisitr.

By the common law any person might kill game unless in the par- Who arc autho-

ticuiar places as already noticed in the third section of this title, ante, ^^"^
*° '

game,

p. 742. But this general right was soon taken away by statutes, which
rendered it necessary that a party should have some qualification either

in respect of estate or personal dignity. These statutes, however, have
been totally repealed by the 1 & 2 AVill. 4, c. 32, s. 1, and by this

statute, every one is noiv at full liberty to kill game on his own land, or

on that of another person, ivith the leave of the person entitled to tlte game
upon the land, provided he takes out the necessary certifimte for that

inirpose ; and provided he be not an occupier of the land, the right of

killing game on which is by that act given to the lessor or landlord in

exclusion of the right as the occupier, or where such exclusive right is

especially reserved by, or granted to, or belongs to, the lessor, landlord,
or some other person other than the occupier. This may be collected

from the 6th, 12th, and 23rd sections of that act.

Thus by the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, s. 6, every person who shall have Certificated per-

obtained an annual game certificate (c) shall be authorised to kill and ^°"^
"^'^^^'H t

take game, subject always to an action, or to such other proceedings thelawof'^tres-"

as are hereinafter mentioned {d), for any trespass by him committed in pass,

search or pursuit of game : Provided always, that no game certificate Proviso as to

on which a less duty than 3/. 13s. Qd. is chargeable under the acts gamekeepers,

relating to game certificates shall authorise any gamekeeper to kill or
take any game, or to use any dog, gun, net, or other engine or instru-
ment for the purpose of killing or taking game, except within the
limits included in his appointment as gamekeeper ; but that in any Gamekeepers not

{a) As to the rights of the lord of ficates," which words are to be con-

the manor, see ante, p. 748. strued to mean " licences to kill

{h) Vide ante, p. 751, as to a grant game." Pursuant to 23 & 24 Vict.

of a right of sporting, &c. c. 90, s. 6, for the sum of 3/. 13s. M.
(c) By sect. 5 of this act, i^ost, p. mentioned in this act, must now bo

762, it is not to affect the existing substituted the sum of Zl., see the

laws respecting game certificates. section, post, p. 765.

By the 23 & 24 Vict. c. 10, new {d) Post, p. 772.

duties are imposed as
'

' game certi-

voL. ir. 3
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6. Who may case where such, gamekeepei' shall kill or take any game, or use any
kill or take dog, gun, net, or other engine or instrument for the purpose of killing

game, d-c. or taking game, beyond such limits as aforesaid, he may he proceeded

^ against imder this act, or otherwise, in the same manner to all intents

4. t u^
' '/' ^^' and purposes as if he had no game certificate whatsoever. (See

to act beyond ^ rr-c \ •
limits of appoint- POSt, p. 7o8.)
ment. Sect. 12. Where the right of killing the game upon any land is by
Where the land- this act given to any lessor or landlord, in exclusion of the right of

riffht to the came ^^^^ occupier of such land, or where such exclusive right hath been or

in exclusion of the shall be specially reserved by or granted to, or doth or shall belong to,

occupier the oc- the lessor, landlord, or any person whatsoever other than the occupier

liable'to a penalty ^^ such land, then and in every such case, if the occupier of such land
for killing it. shall pursue, kill, or take any game upon such land, or shall give per-

mission to any other person so to do, without the authority of the
lessor, landlord, or other person having the right of killing the game

' upon such land, such occupier shall, on conviction thereof before 2

justices of the peace, forfeit and pay for such pursuit such sum of

money not exceeding 27., and for every head of game so killed or

taken such sum of money not exceeding 11. , as to the convicting jus-
tices shall seem meet, together with the costs of the conviction.

Under this section the tenant of a farm has the right by himself and
his servants to kill rabbits upon the farm, though the right of sporting

over it is reserved by the landlord, because as this section does not men-
tion rabbits, the legislature must have meant that the tenant should
have the right to kill them. {Spicer v. Barnard, 28 L. J. M. C. 176

;

Padwick v. King, 29 L. J. M. C. 42.) A tenant cannot be convicted
under this section upon the evidence of a person proving that he had,
by permission of the landlord, the exclusive right of shooting over the
land and actually preserved the game there ; unless it be proved that
such permission was by deed, for otherwise he fails to prove that the
right of shooting belongs to him. {Barker y. Davis, 34 L. J. M. C.

140.)
Penalty for killing Sect. 23. If any person shall kill or take any game {ante, p. 742), or

without' a'ccrtifi-'^
"'?^ ^"y 4°S' S^^^, net, or other engine or instrument for the purpose

cate. of searching for or killing or taking game, such person not being
authorised so to do for want of a game certificate, he shall, on convic-
tion thereof before two justices of the peace, forfeit and pay for eveiy
such offence such sum of money, not exceeding bl., as to to the said
justices shall seem meet, together with the costs of the conviction :

Penalty to be Provided always, that no person so convicted shall by reason thereof
cumulative.

\yQ exempted from any penalty or liability under any statute or statutes
relating to game certificates, but that the penalty imposed by this act
shall be deemed to be a cumulative penalty (o).

Upon an information under this section for unlawfully using engines
for taking game without a certificate, the defendant is not competent
to give evidence, this beiug a criminal proceeding for an offence punish-
able on summary convictions within the 14 & 15 Vict. c. 99, s. 3.

{Cattell y. Ireson, 27 L. J. M. C. 167.) A person is liable to the
penalty imposed by this section who sets a trap in the month of March
to take pheasants or partridges, the penalty imposed by this section,
and sec 3 of the same act being cumulative. (Sanders v. Baldy, 14
W.R. Q.B. ITi,)

Enactment should This being a penal act should accordingly be construed strictly. (See

sWc'ijf""' Hayxvoo,ly. Horner. bB.& Aid. m.)
An infant subject .

^ niinor may be convicted for all offences under the game laws : he
to the penalty. IS answcrable for all crimes, offences, and trespasses, when he is of .

(a) By the 23 *& 24 Vict. c. 90, game by any means whatever without
s. 4, a penalty of 20Z. is imposed having first taken out a licence under
upon any person taking or killing such act or paying the duty.
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sufficient age to distinguisli moral right from wrong. {Christian, 6. Who may
O. L. 191.) Ml or take

So a married woman, uncertificated, may be convicted of an oflPence game, <fcc.

within the act. (See CAWsi. 6r. Z. 191.)
^

Feme covert.

In the case of Peshall v. Layton {2 T. E. 112, decided before the 1 & several persons.

2 Will. 4, c. 32), Ijord Kenyan, C, J., said, that where several unquali-

fied persons ofi'ended by going out together and killing a hare, only

one penalty can be recovered, though the prosecutor has its election

which he will sue. So, in the case of B. v. Bleasdale and another (4

T. R. 809), which was a conviction on the repealed stat. 5 Anne, c.

14, s. 4, for using a greyhound to destroy game without being quali-

fied, for which the defendants were convicted in ol. each, the court,

without hearing any argument, said the conviction could not be sup-
ported, for that it was only one offence, and that the magistrates should
only have convicted them in one penalty ; and they said that this

point had been several times decided, in Hardyman v. Whitacre (a) and
m other cases : and the conviction was quashed. Therefore, though
several persons may join in using a dog, or killing a hare, &c., this is

but one offence, for there is in reality but one act done by all ; but as

there is some difierence between the wording of the present enactment
and the 5 Anne, c. 14, s. 4, this is not free from doubt ; it might be
urged that "any person" may mean each and every person. At all

events, if each were using a gun or dog, or each setting a snare, they
would each be subject to a penalty ; because each wovild then be
guilty of a distinct, separate, and substantive act. (See Christ. O. L.

161.)

To catch a hare in a wire will be evidence of taking the hare ; although Catching a hare

the hare is not killed, nor even taken away by the party who set the takinglt
°

snare to catch it. {R. v. Glover, R. & R. 269.)

As to what is an using of a gun or dog, for the purpose of searching What an using.

for or killing or taking game, evidence that the party was seen walk-
ing about a field with a gun, accompanied with a pointer or setting

dog, apparently in quest of game, will be sufficient proof that he used

the gun for the pui-pose of killing game, and the dog for the purpose
of searching for it. (See R. v. Kay, Sess. Cas. 88.) So, the using a "

gun for the purpose of killing game will be sufficiently established by
pro\'ing that the party was beating about for game, and was observed
to fire off his gun ; or that he pointed his gun at a partridge, though
he did not actually fire at it. {R. v. Davies, 6 T. R. 177; Hehen v.

Hartley, 1 Chit. Rep. 607.)

In Rex V. Davies (6 T. R. 177, decided upon the repealed stat. o

Anne, c. 14, s. 4), where the evidence stated in the conviction was,
that the witness was satisfied that the defendant did keep and use a
gun to kill and destroy the game, from the cu-cumstance of his hearing
a gun go oflF, and observing that it was fired by the defendant, who was
then walking about a piece of ground with that apparent intent, the
court affirmed the conviction. Lord Kenyan, 0. J., said, ''It is suffi-

cient in convictions, if there were such evidence before the magistrate as in

an action would be sufficient to be left to a Jury : here we cannot say that
there was no evidence of the fact for the consideration of the
magistrate."

In all these cases the justice of the peace himself must be satisfied ^he justice should

of the intent, from the circumstances stated by the witness. He must of the hitent.

be satisfied that the party was searching for or in pursuit of game,
and not of sparrows, larks, or fieldfares. Even if he were in pursuit of
woodcocks, snipes, or rabbits, the justice would have no authority to

convict under 1 & 2 "Will. 4, c. 32.

(a) Bull, N. P. 189. This case of reported in a note to Barnard v.

Hardyman v. Whilacre is more fully Oostling, 2 East, 573.

3 c 2

y
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6. ]Vho man -A- person (who has a certificate) is empowered to take as many of

kill or take his servants or other uncertificated persons to attend him as he thinks

game, d-c. necessary, and for the purpose of assisting him in raising the game,
without subjecting such servants or uncertificated persons either

£t;d person ""'to a penalty for sporting without a certificate (see stat. 23 & 24

may sport with or Vict. c. 90, post, p. 763), or to a penalty under the 1 & 2 Will. 4,
for certificated

p_ 32, s. 23, arde, p. 754. Thus, in Jiex v. Taylor (15 East, 460, de-
°"^'

cided under the 5 Anne, c. 14, now repealed), it was held that a

servant who went out coursing with his master, who was quali-

fied, could not be convicted for using dogs to kill and destroy

game. And in Lewis v. Taylor (16 East, 49), it was held that an. un-
qualified person being out coursing with the owner of greyhounds
who was qualified, although not his servant, and although he took an
active part in the sport, was not Liable to the penalties imposed by the

now repealed act of 5 Anne, c. 14 ; and Lord Ellenborough, C. J., said,
*

' There is no evidence against this defendant upon the charge of

using a greyhound for killing the game. This is not a solitary amuse-
ment, and there is nothing to prevent a qualified person from taking
others with him to aid him in the pursuit of the game ; and he is tho

person using the dogs : the others have no other use of them than as

his servants, and contemplating with him the pleasure of the chase.

If indeed an unqualified man used his own greyhound for the purpose
of sporting, though in the same company with a qualified person, the

case would admit of a difi'erent consideration : but there can be no
ground for recovering the penalty against this defendant, who went out
with the dogs of another who was qualified, and which other was
using them himself : the defendant's picking up the hare after it was
killed is no using of the dogs to kill the game."
Under the repealed statutes, 5 Anne, c. 14, s. 4, and 9 Anne, c. 25,

it was decided that an unqualified person was not liable to the penal-
ties imposed upon persons taking game by traps or snares without
being duly qualified, when such taking was by the orders of some one
who was qualified, and on whose account the game actually was taken.
{R. V. Taylor, 15 East, 460; Lewis v. Taylor, 16 East, 49; Walker v.

. Mills, 2 'B.& B.l; Warneford v. Kendall, 10 East, 10.) But in Ex
parte Sylvester, 9 B. & 0. 61, an unqualified servant shooting game by
order of and with his master, who was duly qualified, was held liable

to tho penalty imposed by 5 Anne, c. 14, Bayley, J., saying, "That
tho principle upon which T^ewis v. Taylor and 11. v. Taijlor had been
decided was that the off'ence charged was in fact the act of the owner
and master, and not of those who accompanied him, and in Walker v.

Mills, the trap was set by the master's orders and in his presence, and
must therefore be taken to have been set by him."

What doomed Only hares, pheasants, partridges, grouse, heath or moor game,
^'*™^' black game, and bustards are within the act, ante, p. 742. Neither this

nor the fonner act includes woodcocks or rabbits as game. (See j)er

Ashhurst J., iu liexy. Thomson, 2 E. R. 18 ; Rex v. Yates, 1 Ld. Rayin.
151.) But woodcocks and rabbits, snipes, quails, and landrails, are
comprehended under the 23 & 24 Vict. c. 90, relating to taking out
game certificates, i^st, p. 763.

What number of If an uncertificated person kill several hares, partridges, &c., (see

b^"klmngTeTeml ^^"H- ^^ Mattheios, 10 Mod. 26 ; Marriott v. Shaw, Com. 274 ; Crepps v.

heads of game, &c. Derden, Cowp. 646), or use a dog and also a gun, (see Rex v. Lovett, 4
T. B. 152 ; Bex v. Blaney, Andr. 240,) upon the same day, he is it

seems only liable to one penalty under tho 1 & 2 "Will. 4, c. 32, s. 23.
{Deac. O. L., and see per Crampton, J., in R. v. Scott, 4 B. cfc S. 368.)
On a conviction under the 4 & 5 Anne, c. 14, exception was taken that
the person was charged with so many 51. as he had killed hares in the
same day; and the court were of opinion that the off'ence for which
the statute gave the forfeiture was the keeping of dogs and engines,
and not killing the hares. In a subsequent case, {Rex v. Lovett, 7 T. R.
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152,) also decided under the same act, Lord Kenyan, C. J., said, " If a 7. Gamekeepers,

person go in pursuit of game with, a dog and a gun on the same day, and potver to

he can only be convicted in one penalty." search, d:c.,for

It will be observed, that by the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c._32, s. 12 {ante, p. 754), game.

the occupier of land not entitled to the game is subject to a penalty
for each head of game killed by him or others with his permission. And
that, by other sections of the same act, a penalty is imposed for every
head of game killed, &c., out of season, &c. (See ss. 3, 4, 25, 27, post,

pp. 769, 771.)

A defendant may be convicted of several penalties in the same con- Several penalties

viction. (Rex v. Sivalloiv, 8 T. R. 284.1 in same convic-

How far offence punishable by indictment.']—'In R. v. Buck, {2 Sira. How far punish-

679,) the Court of King's Bench held, that an indictment could not be ^^^^
^^'^'''^

supported for killing a hare without a qualification, the 5 Anne, c. 14,

having appointed a summary proceeding before justices of the peace

;

nor was it an indictable offence to have nets or guns in possession to

kill game. (R. v. Towning and others, Andr. 303.) The same doctrine

would be applicable to an offence against the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32.

And although for some purpose several persons, by associating in conspiring to kill

the commission of an illegal act, may become indictable for a conspi- game, &c.

racy, yet several persons cannot be indicted at common law for con-
spiring simply to kill game ; and therefore in R. y. Turner and others,

(13 East, 228,) where the defendants resolved to go into a preserve, or

place set apart for the protection of hares, with arms by night, and
take and carry away hares, which they accordingly did, it was held,

they could not be indicted for it as for a conspiracy. Lord Ellen-

borough, 0. J., there said he should be sorry to have it doubted, whe-
ther persons agreeing to go and sport upon another's ground, in other
words, to commit a civil trespass, should be thereby in peril of an
indictment for an offence which would subject them to infamous
punishment.
As to the offence of night poaching against 9 Geo. 4, c. 69, see post, Night poaching,

p. 792. As to stealing deer and hares, &c., sqq post, pp. 800, 801. &C.

VII. (©amefeeepers, anti \^txz\n of tfie ^IJotoer to S^atcf) for,

5ei>e, an^ti W^iW i^ares antr otj^et (Same, ^c.

By 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, s. 13, it shall be lawful for any lord (a) of a Lords of manor,

manor, lordship, or royalty (6), or reputed manor (c), lordship, or ^°- "l^y appoint

royalty, or any steward of the crown of any manor, lordship, or roy- K*™^ '^^P^''^ W-

alty appertaining to his Majesty, by writing under hand and seal, or
in case of a body corporate, then under the seal of such body corpo-
rate, to appoint one or more person or persons as a gamekeeper or
gamekeepers to preserve or kill the game within the limits of such
manor, lordship, or roj'alty, or reputed manor, lordship, or royalty,

for the use (cZ) of such lord or steward thereof, and to authorise such
gamekeeper or gamekeepers within the said limits to seize and take

(«) The reperded acts relative to it was held that this amounted to a

the appointment of gamekeepers are negative of the existence of a re-

tlie 22 & 23 Car. 2, c. 25, s. 2 ; 5 puted manor. (Bush v. Green, i

Ainie, c. 14, s. 4 ; and 9 Anne, c. 25, Bing. N. C. 41.)

s. 1. (d) Where a gamekeeper kills game
{b) As to what manor, lordship, or within the manor of his principal, the

royalty is sufficient, see jJost, p. 759 ;
presumption is that the killing was

as to the rights of the lord, see a^ite, for the use of his principal ; as, where
p. 748. an act may be lawful or unlawful, the

(c) Where the defendant pleaded law presumes the former until the
that he had been deputed gamekeeper contrary be shown. {Spurrier v.

by the lord of a manor, and the jury Vale, 10 East, 413.)
ucmtived the existence of a manor.
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atid power to

search, ttc, for
game.

1 & 2 Wm. 4, c. 32.

Power of game-
keepers in manors.

Ijords of manors,
&c. may grant
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Appointment of
gamekeepers in
Wales.

Appointments of
gamekeepers to
be registered with
clerk of peace.

for the use of such lord or steward all such dogs, nets, and other

engines and instruments for the killing or taking of game, as shall be

used within the said limits by any person not authorised to kiU game
for want of a game certificate {post, p. 765).

In Doddle v. Ilidon, 17 L. T. N. S. 549, an appeal from the county

court of Derbyshire, it appeared that the respondent was found on
Sunday with a gun poaching upon lands forming part of a manor.

The appellant, a gamekeeper, duly appointed for the manor, took the

respondent's gun from him, whereupon he brought an action of trover

in respect thereof. The Court of Exchequer held that under this sec-

tion there was no right to take the gun, that word being used in pre-

vious section of the act but left out here.

Sect. 14. It shall be lawful for any lord of a manor, lordship, or

royalty {post, p. 759), or reputed manor, lordship, or royalty, or any
steward of the crown of any manor, lordship, or royalty apper-

taiaing to his Majesty, to appoint and depute any person what-
ever, whether acting as a gamekeeper to any other person or not,

or whether retained and paid for as the male servant of any other

person or not, to be a gamekeeper for any such manor, lordship, or

royalty, or reputed manor, lordship, or royalty, or for such division or

district of such manor, lordship, or royalty, as such lord or steward of

the crown shall think fit, and to authorise such person, as game-
keeper, to kill game within the same for his own use or for the use of

any other person or persons who may be specified in such appoint-

ment or deputation, and also to give to such person all such powers and
authorities as may by virtue of this act be given to any gamekeeper of

a manor ; and no person so appointed gamekeeper, and empowered to

kUl game for his own use or for the use of any other person so spe-

cified as aforesaid, and not killing any game for the us 3 of the lord or

steward of the crown of the manor, lordship, or royalty, or reputed
manor, lordship, or royalty, for which such deputation or appoint-

ment shall be given, shall be deemed to be or shall be entered or paid

for as the gamekeeper or male servant of the lord or steward making
such appointment or deputation, any thing in any act or acts con-

tained to the contraiy notwithstanding.
Sect. 15. It shall be lawful for every person who shall be entitled

to kill the game upon any lands in Wales of the clear annual value of

500L, whereof he shall be seised in fee or as of freehold, or to which
he shall otherwise be beneficially entitled in his own right, if such
lands shall not be within the bounds of any manor, lordship, or
royalty, or if, being within the same, they shall have been enfran-
chised or alienated therefrom, to appoint, by writing under his hand
and seal, a gamekeeper or gamekeepers to preserve or kill the game
over and upon such his lands, and also over and upon the lands in
Wales of any other person, who, being entitled to kill the game upon
such last-mentioned lands, shall by licence in writing authorise him
to appoint a gamekeeper or gamekeepers to preserve or kill the game
thereupon, such last-mentioned lands not being within the bounds of
any manor, lordship, or royalty, or having been enfranchised or alien-
ated therefrom : and it shall be lawful for the person so appointing a
gamekeeper or gamekeepers to authorise him or them to seize and
take, for the use of the person so appointing, upon the lands of which
he or they shall be appointed gamekeeper or gamekeepers, all such
dogs, nets, and other engines and instruments for the killing or taking
of game as shall be used upon the said lands by any person not
authorised to kill game for want of a game certificate.

Sect. 16. No appointment or deputation of any person as a game-
keeper by virtue of this act shall be valid, unless and until it shall be
registered with the clerk of the peace for the county, riding, division,
liberty, franchise, city, or town wherein the manor, lordship, or
royalty or reputed manor, lordship, or royalty, or the lands, shall be
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situate, for or in respect of which, such, person shall have been ap- 7. Gamekeepers,
pointed gamekeeper; and in case the appointment of any person as and power to

gamekeeper shall expire or be revoked, by dismissal or otherwise, search, &c.,for

all powers and authorities given to him by virtue of this act shall game.

immediately cease and determine.
1 & 2 wii

—
v>

Sect. 6. No game certificate on which a less duty than 3?. 13s. M. («)
1 . ,

c. ..

is chargeable under the acts relating to game certifi.cates shall autho- such beyond the

rise any gamekeeper to kill or take any game, or to use any dog, gun, limits of his

net, or other engine or instrument for the purpose of killing or taking appointment,

game, except within the limits included in his appointment as game-
keeper ; but that in any case where such gamekeeper shall kill or take

any game, or use any dog, gun, net, or other engine or instrument
for the purpose of killing or taking game, beyond such limits as afore-

said, he may be proceeded against under this act, or otherwise, in the

same manner to all intents and purposes as if he had no game certifi-

cate whatsoever. {Vide post, p. 761).

Sect. 31 {post, p. 775) empowers gamekeepers, under certain crrcum- Power over tres-

stances, to arrest trespassers in pursuit of game. passers.

Sect. 36 empowers gamekeepers to take game from trespassers. (See

2wst, Tp.in).

The regulations as to the gamekeeper's certificate will be found post. Gamekeeper's

p. 765).
ce

1
ca e.

The lord of a hundred or wapentake cannot, it seems, grant a depu- What manor, &c.

tation to a gamekeeper. {Lord Aylesbury v. Pattison., Dougl. 28 ; Com. '^^^^^ *°' ^^^*"

Dig. Justices of the Peace (B.), 46; Deac. G. L. 24.)

A college or corporation may. {Spurrier v. Vale ; 10 East, 413.)

In an action for penalties for killing game, to which an appoint-

ment imder the now repealed stat. 5 Anne, c. 14, by a lord of the

manor, was pleaded as an exemption, the Court of King's Bench
decided that the true question was, not whether the gamekeeper acted

bond fide, but whether the person under whose deputation he acted

had any colourable title to the manor or not ; and that in such a case,

evidence of real title is admissible to rebut the presumption of colour-

able title. Where, therefore, the only evidence of colourable title to

the manor was the appointment since 1806 of two gamekeepers, evi-

dence of actual title was held to be admissible, both for the purpose of

repudiating the colourable title, and also of showing that it was within
the knowledge of the plaintiff that manorial rights had been openly
exercised by others, and that he had no ground of claim whatever.
{Hunt V. Andrews, 3 B. & Aid. 341). If there be no colourable title,

or if the presumption of it be rebutted, the penalties of the game laws
will attach upon the gamekeeper, and the circumstance of his acting

bond fide will constitute no defence. {Calcrafty. Gibbs, 4: T. Ji. 681 ; 5

T. R. 19, S. C. ; Wetherall v. Hall, Cald. 230.) Showing a seisin in

fact, and the exercise of manorial rights, is evidence of a colourable

title. {Blunt v. Grimes, 4 T. B. 682). Eeputation is not evidence of

the existence of a manor, without a foundation being first laid. {Mush-
worth y. Craven, 1 Mac. & Y. 417.) Books preserved in the office of

the clerk of the peace, containing enrolments of ancient deputations of

gamekeepers for a certain manor, are admissible in evidence to show
that those persons, who caused the enrolments to be made, had exer-
cised rights as lords of the manor ; and they are admissible, without
proof that the original deputations have been lost, or that the game-
keepers named in them have acted under their authority. {Hunt v.

Andrews, 3 B. & Aid. 341. See Beacon, G. L. 25.) And see further,

Boe V. Heakin, 6 A. & E. 495, as to what is evidence of the existence
of a manor, and that a party is the lord.

A devisee of a manor in trust may, it seems, appoint a gamekeeper
m.erely to preserve the game, but not for the pui'poses of an establish-

(«) See note (c) ante, p. 753 ; the duty is now altered.
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7. Gamekeepers, ment for pleasure to tlie trustee. ( Wehh v. Earl of Shaftesbury, 7 Ves.

and power to Jun. 488.) In Calcraft v. Gibls, (5 T. R. 19,) Lord Kenyon, C. J.,

search, die, for said, " that the lord of a manor cannot convey to another the power of
game. appointing a gamekeeper, without a conveyance also of the manor

~
itself. Such a power is a mere emanation of the manor, and it is in-

separable from it. It is a mere shadow, accompanying the substance."

Although a gamekeeper has, by virtue of his deputation under s. 13

of the 1 & 2 "Will. 4, c. 22, {ante, p. 757,) power to seize all kinds of dogs,

nets, and all other engines and instruments, which are used for the

killing and taking of game within the manor by an uncertificated per-

son
;
yet he has only authority to do this at the time the party is using

them for that purpose. (Wingfield v. Stratford, 1 Wils. 315; R. v.

Gardiner, 2 Str. 1098; see ante, p. 758.) And before this statute

he had no right whatever to seize the game itself in the possession of

the party. {Bird v. Dale, 7 Taunt. 560.) But now, by s. 36, (which
see, post, p. 777,) a gamekeeper has authority to seize game from tres-

passers, on their not delivering it up when demanded from them.
Before a gamekeeper, however, makes a seizure of a dog or gun, &c.

used by a party for killing or taking game, it is advisable that ho
should demand of him a certificate, &c., according to the directions of
the 52 Geo. 3, c. 93, schedule (L), rule 11, {fost, p. 814), and a failure or
refusal to comply with such demand will render him liable to the
penalty mentioned in that rule. (See Carpenter v. Adams, Comb. 183.)

See joos#, p. 761, as to the power .of one gamekeeper to seize the dogs of
another gamekeeper.

Whether power to In a Case which occurred before Lord Hardwicke, he held, that as a
shoot dogs. gamekeeper might lawfully seize the dog of an unqualified person, it

did not make any great difference if the gamekeeper shot him ; because
if anybody sufiered, it was the lord of the manor, who lost the benefit

of the dog, which should have been secured by the gamekeeper for the
lord's use. {Roy v. Duhe of Beaufort, 2 Atk, 190; and see Kingsnorth

V. Bretton, 5 Taunt. 416.)

But it would seem that a gamekeeper cannot shoot the dog of a mere
trespasser in pursuit of game, if he have a certificate for the purpose of

killing game. If the gamekeeper is justified in doing so, it must be
on the ground that the destruction of the dog was absolutely necessary
for the preservation of the hare, or other game, which tlae dog was
following. For in a case of this kind which occurred under the
former laws, where it did not appear that the owner of the dog was
an unqualified person, nor that there was any necessity for killing the
dog to save the hare. Lord Ellenhorough observed, " The question is,

whether the plaintiff's dog incurred the penalty of death for running
after a hare in another's ground. And if there be any precedent of
that sort, which outrages all reason and sense, it is of no authority to

govern other cases. The gamekeeper had no right to kill the plaintiff's

dog for following the hare." {Vere v. Lord Cawdor, 11 East, 568.)
The powers of a gamekeeper, in this respect, are supposed to be
inferior to those of a warrener or park-keeper, who, as we shall presently
see, may kill any dog whilst pursuing deer in the park, or rabbits in
the waiTen ; becatise the animals are in those cases considered to be
the subjects of property.

Park-keepers em- We shall hereafter notice the 29th section of the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 96,

"^Zf^tn^
^'^^^^ empowering deer-keepers and their assistants to seize guns, &c.

grins, d-c.

^ g^j^

Also the 9 Geo. 4, c. 69, s. 2, empowering owners or occupiers of
land, lords of manors, and their servants, &c., to apprehend offenders
in night poaching, post, p. 793.

In Prothero v. Mathews, 5 C. & F. 581, Taunton, J., ruled, that the
servant of the owner of an ancient park may justify shooting a dog
that is chasing the deer, although such shooting may not be absolutely
necessary for the presorvation of the deer ; and that the servant may
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justify the shooting, although the dog may not have been chasing 7. Gmnelccepers
deer at the moment when it was shot, if the chasing of the deer and the and power to

'

shooting the dog were all one and the same transaction. (And see search, d:c., for
Barrington v. Turner, 3 Lev. 28.) game.

So a warrener may kill a dog used to infest the warren, whilst run- -

ning after the rabbits in the warren. {Wadlmrst v. Damme, Cro.

Jac. 45 ; Wright v. Ramscot, 1 Sauncl. 84.) In both cases the park or
warren must be a strictly legal one, as to which, see ante, p. 746.

By s. 17, no game certificate, on which a less duty than 3^. 13s. 6d. (a) Gamekeeper not

is chargeable under the acts relating to game certificates, shall authorise
gai^^e""^®*^

*° ^°^'

any gamekeeper to sell any game, except on the account and with
the written authority of the master whose gamekeeper he is. But any
such gamekeeper so selling any game may be proceeded against under
the new act, in the same manner as if he had no game certificate

whatsoever.
The 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, we have seen {a7ite, p. 759), confines the As to gamekeepers

power of a gamekeeper to kill game within the limits of the manor for their manors""
w^hich he is appointed gamekeeper ; and the 6th section {ante, p. 753),
expressly provides, that if he kill or take game, or use a dog or
gun for that purpose, out of the limits of the manor, he may then be
proceeded against as any other person who has no certificate. {Vide
ante, p. 753.)

It was decided, under the 22 & 23 Car. 2, c. 25, s. 2, that one a gamekeeper

gamekeeper could not seize the dogs of another, if he trespassed in the
&c^^°f^an^ th

''^'

manor of which the former was gamekeeper. {Rogers v. Garter, 2 Wils. gamekeeper.

387.)

If a gamekeeper is guilty of disobedience, or other misbehaviour, he Discharging game

-

may be discharged without any notice, unless there has been a special ''ceper.

agreement to the contrary. {Moore, 8, 9.) In like manner, his
residence in a house, which he is permitted by the lord of the
manor to occupy, merely in consequence of his employment as
gamekeeper, is lawful only whilst he is retained in that capacity

;

and he acquires no right of occupation as tenant. {Bertie v.

Beaumont, 16 East, 33; Lit. Rep. 139; see further, ^os#, '^ Servants.")
For the form of the appointment of a gamekeeper, of a deputation Form of appoint-

to kill game within a manor, and of the necessary certificate to be P^f'?*
o*" depu-

taken out by the person so appointed or deputed, see post, p. 810.
"^ ^°"'

By the 11 & 12 Vict. c. 29, it is enacted (s. 1), that it shall be lawful n & 12 Vict. e. 29.

for any person, being in the actual occupation of any inclosed lands, ^jfej ^-^/^\
or for any owner thereof who has the right of killing game thereon, by certificate.

°"

himself, or by any person directed or authorised by him in writing,
according to the form in the schedule to this act annexed, or to the
like effect, so to do, to take, kill, or destroy any hare then being in
or upon any such inclosed lands, without the payment of any such
duties of assessed taxes as aforesaid, and without the obtaining of an
annual game certificate.

Sect. 2. That no owner or occupier of land as aforesaid shall bo Authority to kill

authorised to grant or continue, under the provisions of this act, ^ one^p^rlo'rit''
"^

authority to more than one person, at one and the same time, to kill the same time'in

hares upon his land within any one parish ; and that he shall deliver ^^^ °''° parish

;

the said authority, or a copy thereof, or cause the same to be delivered, ^'in be'^enTtlf
to the clerk of the magistrates acting for the petty sessions division the clerk o? the
within which the said lands are situate, who shall forthwith register P^^^y sessions,

the same, and the date of such registration, in a book to be kept by Tho^o.
'^''''''""

him for such purpose, which book shall be at all reasonable times
open to the inspection of the clerk of the commissioners acting in the
execution of the acts for assessed taxes, or of any of the collectors of
assessed taxes within such district ; and the said authority, so soon as ^^ authority ro-

(a) By 23 & 24 Vict. c. 90, new duties arc imposed on game certificates.
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it shall have been registered as aforesaid, shall be held good until after

the 1st day of February in the year following that within which the
same is granted, unless the same be previously revoked, and notice of

such revocation be given to the clerk of the magistrates as aforesaid

;

and the said registered authority, or the unrevoked register thereof,

shall be good and sufficient evidence of the right of the person to

whom authority is given by the same to kill hares upon the lands
mentioned within the same without having obtained an annual game
certificate.

Sect. 3. That no person so directed or authorised to kill any hare as
aforesaid shall, unless otherwise chargeable, be liable to any duties
of assessed taxes as gamekeeper.

Sect. 4. That it shall be lawful for any person to pursue and kill

or to join in the pursuit and killing of any hare by coursing with
greyhounds, or by hunting with beagles or other hounds, without
having obtained an annual game certificate.

Sect. 5. That nothing herein contained shall extend or be taken or
construed to extend to the making it lawful for any person, with intent

to destroy or injure any hares or other game, to put or cause to be put
any poison or poisonous ingredient on any ground, whether open or
inclosed, where game usually resort, or in any highway, or for any
person to use any fire arms or gun of any description, by night, for the
purpose of killing any game or hares.

Sect. 6. That where any tenant of any land for life or lives, years or
otherwise, now is or hereafter shall be bound by any agreement not to

take, kill, or destroy any game upon any lands included in such agree-
ment, then and in all such cases nothing herein contained shall extend
or be taken or construed to extend to authorise or empower such
tenant to take, kill, or destroy any hare upon any such lands so

included in such agreement, or to authorise any other person to kill or
destroy any hare upon any such lands.

Sect. 7. That in the interpretation of this act the singular number
shall extend to several persons and things as well as to one person or
thing ; and any word importing the plural number shall apply to one
person or thing as well as to several persons or things ; and every
word importing the masculine gender only shall extend to a female
as well as a male ; and that the word " agreement " shall include any
covenant, proviso, promise, undertaking, condition, or reservation

;

and that the word "parish" shall include any hamlet, town.ship,
tithing, or extra-parochial place; and for the purposes of this act
the word "night" shall be considered and is hereby declared to
commence at the expiration of the first hour after sunset and to
conclude at the beginning of the last hour before sunrise.

1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32,

not to affect exist-

ing laws respect-
ing g.itne certifi-

cates.

VIII. (Kertift'cate to fie taken out, antr (3Ionsepence0 of

©mission.
It may be as well to premise, that by s. 5 of the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c.

32, nothing in this act contained .shall in anywise affect or alter
(except as hereinafter mentioned) any act or acts now in force by
which any person using any dog, gun, net, or other engine for the
purpose of taking or killing any game whatever, or any woodcock,
snipe, quail, or landrail, or any conies, are required to obtain and
have annual game certificates ; but that all persons who, before tho
commencement of this act, were required to obtain and have such cer-
tificates, shall, after the commencement of this act, be required from
time to time to obtain and have tho like certificates ; and all the
powers, provisions, and penalties contained in such act or acts shall
continue in as full force and efiect m if this act had not been made j
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and that all regvJations and provisions contained in any act or acts g. Certificate,

relative to game certificates, so far as they relate to gamekeepers of and consequences

manors, and to the amount of duty for game certificates to be charged of omission.

upon or in respect of gamekeepers of manors in the cases specified in rrTwMi~4—S2~

such act or acts, shall extend and apply to all gamekeepers of lands " ^ • >

''•

appointed under this act, as fully and efi'ectually as if they were game-
keepers of manors, and were expressly mentioned in and charged by
such act or acts.

And by the 23rd sect, of that act {ante, p. 754), no person convicted The penalty for

under the act of killing game without a certificate shall, by reason killing game with-

thereof, be exempted from any penalty or liability under any statute ^e cumuLative"
or statutes relating to game certificates, but that the penalty imposed
by this act shall be deemed to be a cumulative penalty.

By the 23 & 24 Vict. c. 90, entitled " An Act to repeal the duties on 23 & 24 Vict, c 90.

game certificates, and certificates to deal in game, and to impose in lieu

thereof duties on excise licences and certificates for the like purposes,"
the duties in respect of certificates to kill and deal in game as

contained in 52 Geo. 3, c. 93 ; schedule (L.), 56 Geo. 3, c. 56, and 1 & 2

Will. 4, c. 32, were repealed.

Sect. 2. In lieu of the duties hereby repealed there shall be granted i^ ii™ of duties

charged, and paid for, and upon the several licences and certificates d^ities'^horein

to take or kill game, and licences to deal in game hereinafter men- named to be

tioned, the respective duties or sums of money hereinafter expressed levied.

or denoted
;

(that is to say),

£ s. d.

For a licence in Great Britain, or a certificate in Ireland, to

be taken out by every person who shall use any dog,
gun, net, or other engine for the purpose of taking
or killing any game whatever, or any woodcock, snipe,

quail, or landrail, or any conies, or any deer, or shall

take or kill by any means whatever, or shall assist in
any manner in the taking or killing by any means
whatever of any game, or any woodcock, snipe, quail,

or landrail, or any coney, or any deer

:

If such licence or certificate shall be taken out after

April 5th, and before 1st of November,
To expire on the 5th of April in the following

year 300
To expire on the 31st of October in the same

year in which the licence or certificate shall be
taken out 2

K such licence or certificate shall be taken out on or
after the 1st of November,
To expire on the 5th day of April following . .200

Provided always, that any person having the right to

kill game on any lands in England or Scotland
shall be entitled to take out a licence to authorise
any servant for whom he shall be chargeable to the
duty of assessed taxes as a gamekeeper to kill

game upon the same lands, upon payment of the
duty of 2
And for every licence to deal in game in England,

Scotland, or Ireland, to be granted under this act . 2

Sect. 3. The duties by this act granted shall be under the management Duties granted to

of the commissioners of Inland Eevenue, and shall be deemed to be
und^r''th°e'!;ora-''

excise^ duties, and all the powers, provisions, clauses, regulations, mi89ioner.s of

and directions contained in any act relating to excise duties or to ini'^nd Revenue,

penalties under excise acts, and now or hereafter in force, shall respec-
tively be of full force and effect with respect to the duties by this ^,ct
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granted, and to the penalties hereby imposed, so far as the same are
or may be applicable, and shall be observed, applied, and enforced for

and in the collecting, securing, and recovering of the said duties and
penalties hereby granted and imposed respectively, and otherwise in
relation thereto, so far as the same shall be consistent with and not
superseded by the express provisions of this act, as fully and
effectually as if the same had been herein repeated and specially

enacted in this act with reference to the said last-mentioned duties and
penalties respectively.

Sect. 4. Every person, before he shall in Great Britain take, kill, or
pursue, or aid or assist in any manner in the taking, killing, or pur-
suing by any means whatever, or use any dog, gun, net, or other
engine for the purpose of taking, killing, or pursuing any game, or
any woodcock, snipe, quail, or landrail, or any coney, or any deer,
shall take out a proper licence to kill game under this act, and pay
the duty hereby made payable thereon ; and if any person shall do any
such act as hereinbefore mentioned in Great Britain without having
duly taken out and having in force such licence as aforesaid, he shall
forfeit the sum of 20Z. (a)

Sect. 5. The following exceptions and exemptions from the duties
and provisions of this act are hereby made and granted (that is to

say) :—
Exceptions.

1. The taking of woodcocks and snipes with nets or springs in
Great Britain.

2. The taking or destroying of conies in Great Britain by the pro-
prietor of any warren or of any inclosed ground whatever, or
by the tenant of lands, either by himselt' or by his direction
or permission.

3. The pursuing and killing of hares respectively by coursing
with greyhounds, or by hunting with beagles or other
hounds.

4. The pursuing and killing of deer by hunting with hounds.
5. The taking and killing of deer in any inclosed lands by the

owner or occupier of such lands, or by his direction or per-
mission.

Exemptions,

1. Any of the royal family.
2. Any person appointed as gamekeeper on behalf of her Majesty

by the commissioners of her Majesty's woods, forests, and land
revenues, under the authority of any act of parliament relating
to the land revenues of the crown.

3. Any person aiding or assisting in the taking or killing of anj'-

game, or any woodcock, snipe, quail, landrail, or conej', or
any deer, in the company or presence and for the use of
another person who shall have duly obtained, according to the
directions of this act, and in his own right, a licence to kill

game, and who shall by virtue of such licence then and there
use his own dog, gun, net, or other engine for the taking or
killing of such game, woodcock, snipe, quail, landrail, coney,
or deer, and who shall not act therein by virtue of any depu-
tation or appointment.

4. And, as regards the killing of hares only, all persons who,
under the provisions of the 11 & 12 Vict. cc. 29 & 30 [h), are
authorised to kill hares in England without obtaining an
annual game certificate.

(«) Such person is also liable to tlie

penalty of 5Z. uiider 1 & 2 Will. 4,

c. 32, s. 23, ante, p. 754.

(b) Chnp. 30 relates to Seotlaiul

ow\v.
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Sect. 6. Provided always, That nothing herein contained shall 8. Certificate,

extend to repeal, alter, or affect any of the provisions of the 11 & and conseqibences

12 Vict. cc. 29 & 30, further than that the term " game certificate " of omission.

in the said acts shall be construed to mean a licence to kill game under ;

—
the provisions of this act, and shall be so read accordingly ; and that ^^ "^ ^ ^"^*- °- ^'^•

the term "game certificate " used in 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, shall be
^i°^|^\"e_l'f2''vict''

construed and read in like manner ; and that wherever in the said last- cc. '29 and 30,

mentioned act the duty of ol. 13s. Qd. on a game certificate is except that

mentioned, the duty of 3^. on a licence to kill game shall be read in cate^L said acts
lieu. and also in 1 & 2

Sect. 7. Any person having the right to kill game on any lands ^^*j.gg^
^' ^^' ^^^^^

in England, and being charged or liable to be charged to the assessed "Licence to kill

tax on servants in respect of any gamekeeper, by whomsoever deputed Game."

or appointed, and whether deputed or appointed or not, and any per- Licences may bo

son granting a deputation or appointment in Great Britain to the behtUf of assessed
seiTant of any other person who shall be duly charged to the assessed servants acting as

tax on servants in respect of such servant, whether as gamekeeper or gamekeepers for

in any other capacity, with power and authority to take or kill any rig^btto kiiYgame
game, shall respectively be at liberty to take out a licence to kill game oi°under deputa-

'

on behalf of any such servant, on payment of the duty of 21. for the ^^ors"™
'°'''^' "^

year ending the oth day of April, and such licence shall exempt the
servant named therein during his continuance in the same capacity
and service, and on his quitting such service shall also exempt any
servant who shall succeed him in the same service and capacity, or
who shall succeed to the deputation of the same manor or royalty or
lands within the year for which the licence is granted, during the
remainder of such j^ear; and no such servant on whose behalf a
licence shall have been duly obtained as aforesaid shall be required to
obtain a licence for himself, or be liable to any penalty hy reason of
not obtaining a licence in his own name.

Sect. 8. Every such lic6nce to kill game taken out on behalf of any *^" change of

such servant as aforesaid shall, upon the revocation of any such depu- fevocatTon'^of de-
tation or appointment, or on his quitting the ser\dce of the master by r"tation, licence

whom such licence shall have been taken out, be from thenceforth to^iccessor^"'""^
of no further effect as to the person named therein as such servant,
or so deputed or appointed as aforesaid ; but if within the year for

which such licence was granted the said master, on the quitting of
such servant, shall employ another servant as gamekeeper in his
stead, or the person by whom such deputation or appointment was
made shall on the revocation thereof make a new deputation or ap-
pointment to any person in his service, or in the service of the same
master by whom such licence shall have been taken out, and who
shall have been charged or be chargeable to the said assessed tax on
servants as aforesaid, the officer by whom such licence was granted,
or the proper officer appointed by' the commissioners in that behalf,
shall renew such licence for the remainder of that year, on behalf of
the fresh servant of the person so newly appointed, as the case may be,
without payment of any further duty, by indorsing on such licence tfie

name and place of abode of the said last-mentioned servant, or the
person to whom such last-mentioned deputation or appointment shall
have been granted, and declaring the same to be a renewed licence free
of duty.

Sect. 9. Provided always, That no such licence taken out for or on Such licences not

behalf of any person, being such servant or acting under a deputa- donV^out oHimiL
tion or appointment as aforesaid, shall be available for such person of the manor or

in
_
any suit

_
or prosecution where proof shall be given of his [he'partLs are*^

doing or having done any act for which a licence is required under appointed game-
this act on land on which his master had not a right to kill keepers,

game.
Sect. 10. If any person shall be discovered doing any act what-

|fcTre"ui1^in"V^
ever in Great Britain in respect whereof a licence to kill game is fkenceTo kui*
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8. Certificate, required iinder this act, by any officer of Inland Revenue, or by
arid consequences any lord or gamekeeper of tbe manor, royalty, or lands wberein such.

of omission, person shall then be, or by any person having duly taken out a

proper licence to kiU game under this act, or by the owner, landlord,
4 ict. c. 90.

Jggggg^ Qj, occupier of the land on which such person shall then be, it

thfsame! o°n

''''^ shaU be lawful for such officer or other person aforesaid to demand (a)

demand, or de- and require from the person so acting the production of a licence to
Clare their names, jjiji game issued to him ; and the person so acting is hereby required

derfce &c^*''''" to produce such licence to the person so demanding the production

thereof, and to permit him to read the same, and (if he shall think fit)

to take a copy thereof or of any part thereof ; or in case no such
licence shall be produced to the person demanding the same as afore-

said, then it shall be lawful for the person having made such demand
to require the person so acting forthwith to declare to him his

Christian and suiname and place of residence, and the place at
Tcnaitj- fur which he shall have taken out such licence ; and if such person
refusal.

shall, after such demand made, wilfully refuse to produce and show
a licence to kill game issued to him, or in default thereof as afore-

said to give to the person so demanding the same his Christian and
surname and place of residence, and the place at which ho shall

have taken out such licence, or if he shall produce any false or ficti-

tious licence, or give any false or fictitious name or place, or if he
shall refuse to permit any licence which he may produce to be
read, or a copy thereof or of any part thereof to be taken, he shall forfeit

the sum of 20Z.

Licence to bo void Sect. 11. If any person, having obtained a licence to kill game

vid:ed^ofaiiv"
Under this act, shall be convicted of any ofience under 1 & 2 Will. 4,

offence under c. 32, s. 30, or under 2 & 3 Will. 4, c. 68, the said licence shall
1 h 2 Will. 4, c. 32, thenceforth be null and void.

c^^gg
'

' Sect. 12. The commissioners of Inland Eevenue shall, when and

Commissioners to ^^ ^^^J shall SCO fit, cause lists of the names and residences of
publish H.sts of the Several persons to or for whom licences to kill game have been

lokiirgame"''''^
granted under this act to be inserted in such newspapers or pub-
lished in such other manner as to them shall seem proper, distin-

guishing in such lists the persons acting under any deputation,

appointment, or authority from others, and the manors, royalties, or

lands for which deputations, appointment, or authorities have been
granted, and also distinguishing the rate of duty paid for such
licences.

Provisions of 1 & 2 Sect. 13. All the clauses and provisions of the two several acts, 1 &

IhiXict^l' 3,?'^ 2 Will. 4, c. 32, and 2 & 3 Vict. c. 35, relating to the granting of licences

relating to licences ^^ justices of the peace to deal in game, and to the holding of
to deal in game, special sessions by such justices in their respective divisions of dis-

throughmiTthe
^licts for the pui-pose of granting such licences, and also all the

United Kingdom, clauses, provisions, and penalties contained in the said acts or either

(a) The penalty imposed on a party assisting another is not bound, eitlier

hereby for not producing his certifi- to produce liis certificate, or to give
cate, does not attach on him by the his name. (Molkm v. Rogers, 4 Esp.
simple refusal to produce it, unless 215 ; Deac. G. L. 20.) If the party
he also refuse on request to give his refuses to tell his Christian name anil

Christian and surname, and place of surname, the person demanding it

residence, and the parish and y>lace need not go on to ask in what place,
in which he shall have been assessed if any, he is assessed to the game
to the duties on game certificates

; for duty. (Scarth v. Gardiner, 5 C. & P.
the default of not producing the cer- 38.) These cases were decided under
tificate is done away with, if the the 52 Geo. 3, c. 93, Sch. L. ; but
party, on being required, communi- this section is nearly identical with
cates these further particulars to the s. 11 of such schedule,
demandant. And a person merely
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of ttem relating to dealers in game, and to the selling of game, either g. Certificate,

by or to such dealers or others, shall, so far as the same are con- and consequeiices

sistent with the express provisions of this act, and as the same are of omission.

altered or amended by this act, extend to and be of full force and
.,3 & 94 v —q"

effect in and throughout the whole of the United Kingdom, and shall
" ^^ '''' ^'

be observed, applied, and enforced as if the same, so altered or

amended and made consistent with the express provisions of this

act, had been herein repeated and specially enacted : Pro-

vided always, that no person shall be authorised to sell game
to any licensed dealer unless he shall have taken out a 31. licence

under this act.

Sect. 14. Every person who shall have obtained any licence to deal Persons licensed

in game from the justices of the peace, under the provisions of the ^gal in''gamerto°

said two several acts in the preceding clause mentioned, shall annually, pay for and obtuin

and during the continuance of such licence, and before he shall be
tiJj^g^"^"

under

empowered to deal in game under such licence, obtain a further

licence to deal in game under this act, on payment of the duty hereby
charged thereon, and if any person obtaining a licence from the said

justices as aforesaid shall purchase or sell or otherwise deal in game
before he shall obtain a licence to deal in game under the provisions

of this act, he shall forfeit the sum of 201.

24 & 25 Vict. c. 91, s. 17. Whereas by the 23 & 24 Vict. c. 90, s. 24 & 25 Vict. c. pi.

14, a penalty of 20/. is imposed upon any person who shall obtain Persons dealing in

a licence to deal in game from the justices of the peace under fxciseT^cence to

the provisions of certain acts therein referred to, and who shall be liable to penalty

purchase or sell or otherwise deal in game before he shall obtain
i^v the^^isti'ces'^ur

a licence to deal in game under the provisions of the act in this not.

clause first mentioned : Be it enacted that the said penalty shall be
incurred by eveiy person who, ujider the provisions of the said acts

so referred to as aforesaid, ought to obtain a licence from the jus-
tices of the peace to deal in game, and who shall purchase, or sell,

or otherwise deal in game before he shall obtain a proper excise

licence under the provisions of the said first-mentioned act, whether he
shall have obtained a licence from the said justices or not; and in

any information exhibited for recovery of the said penalty it shall

be sufficient to allege, and upon the trial thereof to prove, that the
defendant dealt in game without the licence required by the said first-

mentioned act.

Sect. 15. Provided always, That no licence to deal in game shall be 23 & 24 Vict. c. r 0.

granted under the provisions of this act to any person, except upon Li'^*^"*^°^ to deal

the production of a licence for the like purpose duly granted to him by this'act'to^be*^'^

the justices of the peace as aforesaid, and then in force ; and every granted only to

officer appointed or authorised to grant licences to deal in game under obteLrd liclfnces

this act shall in each year make out a list, to be kept in his pos- from the justices,

session, containing the name and place of abode of every person to

whom he shall have granted or issued a licence to deal in game
under this act, and such officer shall at all seasonable hours pro- List of persons

duce such list to any person making application to inspect the same, licensed to be

and shall be entitled to demand and receive for such inspection the tion.
""^ '"'^p^*^'

sum of Is.

Sect. 16. All licences and certificates to kill game and to deal in By whom licences

game respectively, under the provisions of this act, shall be in such
.^;nd fornfthei-of

form as the commissioners of Inland Eevenue shall from time to time
'

provide in that behalf, and shall denote the amount of duty charged
thereon respectively, and shall be granted, signed, and issued at the
chief office of Inland Eevenue in London, Edinburgh, and Dublin,
respectively, and by the several supen'isors of excise in their respec-
tive districts, or by such other officers of Inland Eevenue and at
such places as the said commissioners shall think fit to employ and
appoint respectively in that behalf ; and every such licence shall con-
tain the proper Christian and surname, and place of residence of
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9. When and
how game may
be taken and
killed, d-c.

23 & 24 Vict. c. 90.

Duration and
expiration of
licences.

Licences and cer-
tificates to be
available through-
out the United
Kingdom.

the person to whom the same shall be granted, with any other par-

ticulars which the commissioners of Inland Revenue may direct to be
inserted therein, and shall be dated on the day when the same was
actually issued, and shall have effect and be in force upon the day of

the issiiing thereof, and shall expire on the day therein mentioned for

the tennination thereof.

Sect. 17. 5 & 6 Vict. c. 81, relating to game certificates in Ireland,

is to continue in force.

Sect. 18. Every licence and certificate to kill game taken out re-

spectively in Great Britain and Ireland under this act, by or on
behalf of any person in his own right, and not as a gamekeeper or

servant, shall be available for the killing of game in any part of the

United Kingdom.

1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32.

Killing game on a
Sunday or Christ-
mas-day.

Killing game out
of season.

Liying poison to
kill game.

Posse.ssion ofgame
illegal after ten
days in dealers,
and forty days in
other persons,
from expiration of
season.

IX. 512af)<^n antr ijoh) <ffiame mag fie taken anti kiUetr, ^c.

By the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, s. 3, if any person whatsoever shall kill

or take any game, or use any dog, gun, net, or other engine or instru-

ment for the purpose of killing or taking any game, on a Sunday or

Christmas-day, such person shall, on conviction thereof before two
justices of the peace, forfeit and pay for every such offence such sum
of money, not exceeding 51., as to the said justices shall seem meet,
together with the costs of the conviction ; and if any person what-
soever shall kill or take any iiartridge between the 1st day of February
and the 1st day of September in any year, or anypheasant between tlie

1st day of February and the 1st day of October in any year, or any
black game (except in the county of Somerset or Devon, or in the New
Forest in the county of Southampton), between the 10th day of De-
cember in any year and the 20th day of August in the succeeding
year, or in the countj'- of Somerset or Devon, or in the New Forest
aforesaid, between the 10th day of December in any year and the Isf

day of September in the succeeding year, or any grouse, commonly-
called rerf r/aj/ie, between the 10th day of December in any year and
the 12th day of August in the succeeding year, or any bustard between
the 1st day of March and the 1st day of September in any year, every
such person shall, on conviction of any'such offence before two justices

of the peace, forfeit and pay for every head (see ante, p. 757) of game so

killed or taken such sum of money, not exceeding ]l., as to the said

justices shall seem meet, togetherwith the costs of the conviction ; and
if any person, with intent to destroy or injure any game, shall at any
time put or cause to be put any poison or poisonous ingredient on anj'

ground, whether open or inclosed, where game usually resort, or in

any highway, every such person shall, on conviction thereof before two
justices of the peace, forfeit and pay such sum of money, not exceed-
ing 10?., as to the said justices shall seem meet, together with the
costs of the conviction.

A conviction for killing a pheasant contrary to this section followed
the form given in s. 1 to 11 & 12 Vict. c. 43, and adjudged the
offender to forfeit and pay a penalty, to be paid and applied according
to law. The Court of Q. B. 7 H. & B. 859, in Reg. v. Hyde, held the
conviction to be good by virtue of the 11 & 12 Vict. c. 43, ss. 17 &
32.

Sect. 4. If anjr person licensed to deal in game by virtue of this act a.s

hereinafter mentioned shall buy or sell, or knowingly have in his house,
shop, stall, possession, or control, any bird of game after the expiration
of 10 days (one inclusive and the other exclusive) from the respective
days in each year on which it shall become unlawful to kill or take
such birds of game respectively as aforesaid ; or if any person, not

being licensed to deal in game by virtue of this act as hereinafter men-
tioned, shall buy or sell any bird of game after the expiration of 10
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days (one inclusive and tlie other exchisive) from the respective days 10. Dealing in

in each year on which it shall become unlawful to kill or take such birds game.

ofgame respectively as aforesaid, or shall kno^vingly have in his house, ~ ~~ ~

possession, or control any bird of game (except birds of game kept in a ^
i

. ,
c. -.

mew or breeding place) after the expiration oiforty days (one inclusive

and the other exclusive) from the respective days in each year on
which it shall become unlawful to kill or take such birds of game
respectively as afoi'esaid ; every such person shall, on conviction of any
such offence before 2 justices of the peace, forfeit and pay for every head
(see ante, p. 757) of game so bought or sold, or found in his house, shop,

possession, or control, such sum of money, not exceeding \l., as to

the convicting justices shall seem meet, together with the costs of the
conviction.

Sale of live birds of game bj' a licensed game dealer after the expi-

ration of 10 days from the close of the season is an offence within this

section. Loornhe v. Bailey, 30 L. J. M. C. 31. See, however, -per

Pollock, 0. B., in Parritt v. Baker, 20 Ex. 759, where that learned
judge questions whether this section does not apply to dead game
only.

Sect. 24. If any person not having the right of killing the game Destroying or

upon any land, nor having permission from the person having such ^^J^^^^^
°*

right, shall wilfully take out of the nest or destroy in the nest upon such
land the eggs of any bird of game or of any swan, wild duck, teal or
widgeon, or shall knowingly have in his house, shop, possession, or
control any such eggs so taken, every such person shall, on conviction
thereof before 2 justices of the peace, forfeit and pay for every egg so

taken or destroyed, or so found in his house, shop, possession, or con-
trol, such sum of money, not exceeding 5s., as to the said justices

shall seem meet, together with the costs of the conviction.

As to the offence of poaching in the night, see post, p. 792. Night poaching.

X. Bealing in (JSame.

By the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, s. 17, every person who shall have Certificated per-

obtained an annual game certificate shall have power to sell game to any game™o Ucensed
person licensed to deal in game, according to the provisions hereinafter dealers,

mentioned : Provided always, that no game certificate on which a less Proviso as to

duty than 3Z, 13s. M. (a) is chargeable under the acts relating to game gamekeepers,

certificates shall authorise any gamekeeper to sell any game, except on
the account and with the written authority of the master whose game-
keeper he is ; but that any such gamekeeper selling any game not on
the account and with the written authority of such master may be pro-
ceeded against under this act in the same manner, to all intents and
purposes, as if he had no game certificate whatsoever. (As to which,
see s. 25, post, p. 770.)

_
Sect. 18. The justices of the peace of every county, riding, division. Justices to hold

liberty, franchise, city, or town shall hold a special session in the divi- yearly for grant-
sion or district for which they usually act, in the present year, between ing licences to deal

the 15th and the 30th days of October, and in every succeeding year ™ s^'me.

in the month of July (see the 2 & 3 Vict. c. 35, s. 4, infra), for the
purpose of granting licences to deal in game, of the holding of which
session 7 days' notice shall be given to each of the justices acting for
such division or district ; and the majority of the justices assembled at
such session, or at some adjournment thereof, not being less than 2,
are hereby authorised (if they shall think fit) to grant, under their
hands, to any person being a householder or keeper of a shop or stall

within such division or district, and not being an innkeeper or victualler,

(«) Now 3^. by 23 & 24 Vict. c. 90, s. 6.

VOL. II. 8 D
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10. Dealing in or licensed to sell beer by retail, nor being the owner, guard, or driver

game. of any mail coach, or otber vebicle employed in the conveyance of the

mails of letters, or of any stage coach, stage waggon, van, or other

Form of licence.

Dealer to put Tip

a board on his

house.

Duration of

licence.

Sessions for

licence may bo
held at any time,

1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32. public conveyance, not being a carrier or higgler, nor being in the

employment of any of the above-mentioned persons, a licence accord-

ing to the form in the schedule (A.) annexed to this act, empowering
the person to whom such licence shall be so granted to buy game at any
place from any person who may lawfully sell game by \'irtue of this

act, and also to sell the same at one house, shop, or stall only, kept by
him

;
provided that every person, while so licensed to deal in game as

aforesaid, shall affix to some part of the outside of the fiout of his

house, shop, or stall, and shall there keep, a board having thereon in

clear and legible characters his Christian name and surname, together

with the following words (that is to say) " Licensed to deal in Oarne;
"

and every such licence granted in the present year shall begin to be

in force on the 1st day of November in the present year, and shall

continue in force until the 15th of July, 1832, and every such Licence

granted in any succeeding year shall continue in force for the period

of one year next after the granting thereof. See s. 4, ante, p. 768.

But by the 2 & 3 Vict. c. 35, s. 4, after reciting the above stat. 1 &
2 Will. 4, c. 32, that it shall be lawful for the justices of the peace to

hold in theii' respective divisions or districts a special session for the

purpose of granting licences to deal in game, not only in the month of

July, but also at any time, and from time to time, as often as they

shall think fit, after the said month of July in eveiy year ; and it shall

also be lawful for the majority of the said justices (not being less than 2)

assembled at any such session, or at any adjournment thereof, to grant

licences to deal in game, in the manner directed by the said last-

recited act, and under and subject to the provisions and regulations

thereof; provided always, that of the holding of any such special

sessions 7 days' notice shall be given to each of the justices acting for

the division or district in which such session is intended to be held;

provided also, that every licence to deal in game, at whatever time the

same hath been or shaU be granted, shall continue in force from the

granting thereof until the 1st day of July then next following, and no
longer, anything in the said last-recited act, or in such licence, to the

contrary notwithstanding (a).

23 & 24 Yict. c. 90, repeals 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, ss. 19, 20, as to

dealer's certificate. See also ante, p. 766, as to licences to deal in gani<\

Sect. 21. Persons being in partnership, and carrying on theii- busi-

ness at one house, shop, or stall only, shall not be obliged by virtue of

this act to take out more than one licence in any one year to authorisi'

them to deal in game at such house, shop, or stall.

Sect. 22. If any person licensed by virtue of this act to deal in

game shall during the period of such licence be convicted ofany offence

whatever against this act, such licence shall thereupon become null and
void.

Sect. 25. If any person not having obtained a game certificate (ex-

cept such person be licensed to deal in game according to this act) shall

sell or offer for sale any game to any person whatsoever ; or if any per-
son authorised to sell game under this act by virtue of a game certifi-

cate shall sell or offer for sale any game to any person whatsoever,
except a person licensed to deal in game according to this act ; eveiy
such offender shall, on conviction of any such offence before 2 justices

Proviso as to
partners.

Licences when to
liecome void.

Penalty for selling

game without
licence, and on
certificated per-

sons sellinj? to

unlicensed per-
sons (h).

(a) As to how justices should act

in granting or refusing the licence,

and the remedies against them for an
improper grant or refusal, see ante,

"Alehouse."
(b) In Help v. Henister, (8 B. A C.

553), it was held that a contract for

the sale of live pheasants was void,

as being in contravention of the 58

Geo. 3, c. 75, and that no property
passed to the buyer. But in Parritt

V. Baker, 10 Ex. 159, a declaration
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of the peace, forfeit and pay for every head, (a) of game so sold or lo. Dealing in
offered for sale such sum of money, not exceeding 21., as to the game.
said justices shall seem meet, together with the costs of the

;;

conviction.
l & 2 WxU. 4. c. 32.

Sect. 26. If shall be lawful for any innkeeper or tavernkeeper, Exceptions as to

without any such licence for dealing in game as aforesaid, to sell game ^^^ eepers.

for consumption in his own house, such game having been procured
from some person licensed to deal in game by virtue of this act, and not
otherwise.

Sect. 27. If any person, not being licensed to deal in game according Penalty for buying

to this act, shall buy any game from any person whatsoever, except game, except

from a person licensed to deal in game according to this act, or hand dealers.

fide from a person affixing to the outside of the front of his house,
shop, or stall, a board purporting to be the board of a person licensed
to deal in game, every such offender shall, on conviction thereof be-
fore two justices of the peace, forfeit and pay for every head (a)

of game so bought such sum of money, not exceeding bl., as to

the said justices shall seem meet, together with the costs of the
conviction.

Sect. 28. If any person being licensed to deal in game according to Penalty on
this act shall buy or obtain any game from any person not authorised

Jj'^®"®®'^

dealers

to sell game for want of a game certificate, or for want of a licence to imcerfificated
^'^^

deal in game ; or if any person being licensed to deal in game accord- persons
;

ing to this act, shall sell or offer for sale any game at his house, shop, or selling without

or stall, without such board as aforesaid being affixed to some part of
^^"^J^?

affixed to

the outside of the front of such house, shop, or stall, at the time of such c
'

-u

selling or offering for sale, or shall affix or cause to be affixed such to sevTral houses
board to more than one house, shop, or stall, or shall sell any game, at &c.

;

anyplace other than his house, shop, or stall where such board shall have
been affixed ; or if any person not being licensed to deal in game ac- or person not

cording to this act shall assume or pretend, by affixing such board as licensed pretend-

aforesaid, or by exhibiting any certificate, or by any other device or
'^^f

*'^ ^^ licensed,

pretence, to be a person licensed to deal in game ; every such offender
being convicted thereof before 2 justices of the peace, shall forfeit and
pay such sum of money not exceeding lOZ., as to the said justices shall

seem meet, together with the costs of the conviction.

Sect. 29. The buying and selling of game by any person or persons As to buying and

employed on the behalf of any licensed dealer in game, and acting in selling game by

the iisual course of his employment, and upon the premises where such iiJ^Lsed dealer,

dealing is carried on, shall be deemed to be a lawful buying and sell-

ing in every case where the same would have been lawful if transacted
by such licensed dealer himself : Provided also, that nothing herein
contained shall prevent any licensed dealer in game from selling any
game which shall have been sent to him to be sold on account of any
other licensed dealer in game.
The 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 20, s. 20, reciting 1 & 2 WiU. 4, c. 32, ss. 25 & 27, 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 20.

enacts that every person who shall inform and prosecute or give evidence indemnity to per-
against any other person or persons for any offence committed or to be sons prosecuting

committed against any of the said last-recited enactments shall be in-
fitted agtlnstthe

demnified, freed, and discharged from all and every penalty and recited enact-

penalties which he or she may have incui-red or become liable to ments.

under the aforesaid enactments, or any of them, for or by reason of
any transaction or dealing which he or she may have had with the
person or persons against whom he or she shall so inform and prose-
cute or give evidence as aforesaid, provided the information or prose-

for a breach of contract in not de- from making a contract to deliver
livering 8 pheasants in good feather live game out of a mew or breeding
was held to be good, and it was de- place at anv time of the year,

cided that the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, {a) See ante, p. 756.
does not prevent a licensed dealer

3 D 2
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11. Trespasses cution wliicli the person so informing and prosecuting as aforesaid

in picrsuit of shall have instituted, or upon which the person shall give evidence,

shall have been commenced before the institution of any pro-

ceedings against him or her for the recovery of any such penalty

or penalties which he or she may have incurred or become liable to as

aforesaid.

game.

5&6Will. 4, c. 20.

Trespasses in

pursuit of game.

(1.) What a tres-

pass.

Pursuing game.

Pursuing beasts

XL Creispasses in pursuit of ^amt.
And herein we will notice, 1st, what will amount to a trespass

—

2ndly, the Eemedies for Trespasses—and, 3rdly, the Means of prevent-

ing them.

(1.) What a Trespass.

We have already noticed the rights of persons as to the game upon
their own premises, in their own occupation or in the occupation of

their tenants : also, the rights of persons as to game as owners of

franchises or lords of manors, &c., ante, p. 744, &c.

The land of every owner or occupier is enclosed and set apart from
that of his neighbour, either by a visible or tangible fence, as one field

is separated from another by a hedge, wall, &c., or by an ideal, invisible

boundary, existing only in contemplation of law, as when the land of

one man adjoins to that of another in the same open or common field.

Hence every unwarrantable entry upon the land of another is termed
a trespass by breaking his dose. (2 Selw. N. P. tit. Trespass.)

It seems that if a person discharge a gun from the outside of a field

into it, so as that the shot strike the soil, he is guilty of breaking and
entering the field. (See Pickering v. Rudd, 4 Campb. 220.) And it

seems that an action on the case would lie against the party though
the shot did not strike the soil, if the shooting was done maliciously,

and with intent to frighten the game from a preserve (Keehle v. Hick-
eringiU, 11 JEast, 574, note (a)); though not, if the shooting be to

frighten rooks from a rookery, because these birds being considered in

law as destructive and noyful fowl, and not known as an article of

food, it is held that a party can have no property in them in their wild
state, nor show any absolute right to have them resort to his trees.

{Hannam v. Mockett, 2 B. & C. 934.)

If A. gives B.-leave to go on a field, in which A. has no right, and B.
goes there, this will not make A. liable as a co-trespasser with B. ; but
if A. orders and authorises B. to go on the field, and he does so, A. is a
joint trespasser with B. ; the latter being an authority, the former a
leave and license only. {Robinson v. Vaughton, 8 C. & P. 252.)
In general no man can come upon another's close to kill or take game

without being liable to an action of trespass. (2 Bac. Ab. 613 ; 2 Bla.
Com. 417 ; 2 BJa. Rep. 900.) And in general no person, though he
find game upon his own land, has a right to pursue, nor can he justify

pursuing it into the land of another, either to kill or take it when
killed, or for any other purpose. {Deane v. Clayton, 7 Taunt. 489.
And in Baker v. Berkeley, 3 C. & P. 32, it was held that if a stag,

hunted by the hounds of B., run into the barn of A., B. and his

servants have no right to enter the barn to take the stag ; and if they
do, they are trespassers.

In Oshondy. Meadows, 31 L. J. M. C. 238, it was held that if a
person standing upon his own land^shoots game upon another's land,
it is an act of trespass within 1 & 2*Will. 4, c. 32, s. 30, to go on such
other person's land to pick up the game so shot ; and in Kenyon v.
Hart, 34 L. J. M. C. 87, it was held not to be an act of trespass
within 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, s. 30, to pick up dead game on another
person's land, which had been found on the person's otvn land, and
shot after it had crossed the boundaiy.
The common law allows persons to enter the lands of others to follow
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beasts ofprey, as a fox or a badger, for the purpose of destroying them 11. Trespasses

as such, for the destruction of them is to the public benefit. {Gundry in pursuit of

V. Feltham, 1 T, R. 334.) But the digging and breaking the ground to game.

unearth them is held to be unlawful, and the owner of the ground may of prey, as foxes,

maintain an action of trespass in that case. [Cro. Jac. 321.) With &c.

respect to the case of Qundry v. Feltham., Mr. Christian observes, that

the judgment was only justified by the pleadings, which admitted that

the riding after the fox, in that case, was the only means of killing it.

{Christian's G. L. 114.) But in the case of The Earl of Essex v. Capel,

at Hertford Sum. Ass. 1809, where the subject was properly pleaded
upon the record. Lord Elleiiborough, 0. J. directed the jury to find for

the plaintiff, if they thought from the evidence that the defendant
pursued the fox for his own pleasure and amusement, and if they thought
the good of the public was not his sole governing motive. {Christian's

G.L.IU.)
A person .whose game is enticed away from his land by a neighbour

is not justified in exploding combustibles, or doing other acts to frighten
away the game from the land to which it is enticed, and thus preventing
the game being shot there. {Ibbotson v. Peat, 3 //. & C. 644 ; Carring-
toii V. Taylor, 11 East, 571, recognised.)
As to the provisions against trespassers, in the 1 »& 2 "Will, 4, not

applying to persons hunting, &c. see post, p. 777.
As to who is entitled to enter upon land and to kill game, and parti- ^ enter^on Land

cularly as to a landlord's right to do so, see ante, p. 753, &c. of tenant, &c.

As to trespassing on a highway in pursuit of game, see post, p. 775. On highways.

(2). The Eemedies for Trespasses.

The remedies for trespasses in pursuit of game may be by proceedings (2.) Remedies for

under the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, by action of trespass, by action on a bond trespasses.

or agreement, &c., by suit in equity, or hj indictment (a).

Eemedies for Trespasses under the 1 <fe 2 Will 4, c. 32.]—By s. 30, |r-ttoeu"on
reciting that after the commencement of this act, game will become an lands^'^search of

article which may " be legally bought and sold, and it is therefore just game {b).

and reasonable to provide some more summary means than now by
law exist for protecting the same from trespassers; " it therefore enacts,

that if any person whatsoever shall commit any trespass by entering
or being, in the day-time {b), upon any land in search or pursuit (c) of
game or woodcocks, snipes, quails, landrails, or conies, such person
shall, on conviction thereof before a justice of the peace, forfeit and
pay such sum of money, not exceeding 21., as to the justice shall seem
meet, together with the costs of the conviction ; and that if any persons Five or more per-

to the number of five or more together shall commit any trespass, by
f^^^

committing

entering or being, in the day-time, upon any land in search or pursuit ""^^P*®^*^^-

of game, or wookcocks, snipes, quails, landi-ails, or conies, each of such
persons shall, on conviction thereof before a justice of the peace, forfeit

and pay such sum of money, not exceeding 51., as to the said justice
shall seem meet, together with the costs of the conviction.

Provided always, that any j^erson charged with any such trespass Party may set up

shall be at liberty to prove, by way of defence, any matter which would l'^^ actfon.*^

*'*

have been a defence to an action at law for such trespass ; save and

(«) The Malicious Trespass Act, hunting, fishing, or in the pursuit of

24 & 25 Yict. c. 91, s. 52, for the game.
summary punishment of malicious {b} See what is to be deemed day-
trespassers, and giving a magistrate time for the purposes of this act, ^wsi,

power to award 51. satisfaction (see sect. 34, p. 776.
"Malicious Injuries to Pro2}erty"), (c) As to what is sufficient evidence
exempts persons committing tres- of this, see a?ifc, pp. 754 and 772,
passes 7wt toilful and malicious in
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in pttrsuit of

game.

Where the occu-
pier, not being
entitled to the
game, allows
another to kill it,

party entitled to
the game may
enforce penalty.

except that the leave and license of the occupier of the land so tres-

passed upon shall not be a sufficient defence in any case where the

landlord, lessor, or other person shall have the right of killing the game
upon such land by virtue of any reservation or otherwise, as herein-

before mentioned ; but such landlord, lessor, or other person shall, for

the purpose of prosecuting for each of the two offences herein last

before mentioned, be deemed to be the legal occupier of such land,

whenever the actual occupier thereof shall have given such leave or

license ; and that the lord or steward of the crown of any manor,
lordship or royalty, or reputed manor, lordship, or royalty, shall be
deemed to be the legal occupier of the land of the wastes or commons
within such manor, lordship, or royalty, or reputed manor, lordship,

or royalty.

The jurisdiction of justices under this section ceases upon a bond fide

claim of title being made by the party charged {Legf/ v. Fardoe, 9 C. B.
N. S. 289) ; but the justices ought to be satisfied that the accused puts
forth an honest claim of right, such as would be a defence to an action

of trespass {Q. v. Cridland, 27 L. J. M. C. 28 ; Le<j(j v. Fardoe, 30 L. J.

M. C. 108), for he cannot oust the jurisdiction by the assertion of a
general or illusory claim of right, which would be no defence in an
action of trespass [Carcton v. Reg., 30 L. J. M. C. 149), although the

party really believed that he had, in common with every one else, the

right he professed to claim {Leath v. Vise, 30 L. J. M. C. 207); nor
can he oust their jurisdiction by disputing the title of the person
alleged in the information to be the owner of the land, unless he sets

up a hona fide claim of title in himself or in some one else. [Gornvoell

y. Sanders, 32 L. J. M. C. 6.)

Again, it is no defence under this section that the defendant believed

himself to be no trespasser, and was not conscious he was doing wrong,
for he is bound to take care that he obtains the proper leave from those

qualified to give it, and if he chooses to risk it he must suffer the pe-
nalty, if it be sought to be enforced. The justices are to judge whether
or no the claim of right set up by a defendant is hond fide or not. {Reg.

V. JJ. of Derbyshire, WW. R. 780.) Neither the tenant of a farm nor
those employed by him can be convicted of trespassing in pui'suit of

game under this section when they kill rabbits upon the farm, the
right of sporting being reserved to the landlord {8i)icer v. Barnard,
28 L. J. M. C. 176), because by 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, s. 12, the tenant
had the power to kill rabbits on the farm, and what he was himself
entitled to do he might employ others to do for him. Nor can a labourer
be convicted under this section for trespassing in pui'suit of rabbits

when he kUls one on his master's fai-m by the pennission of his master,
to whom the right of sporting over the farm was given by his landlord.
[Padwick v. King, 29 L. J. M. C. 42.)
The 30th section of 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, which makes it an offence

to " commit a trespass by entering or being in the daytime upon any
land in search of game," does not apply to a case where the game
alleged to be searched for was dead at the time. In Kenton v. Hart,
34 L. J, M, C. 87, the respondent was shooting upon his own land,
when a pheasant rose and flew across the fence which divided it from
the land of T. After it had crossed the boundary, the respondent fired

at and killed it. It fell upon the land of T., and the respondent went
over while it lay dead upon the ground and brought it away. Upon
an information laid against him for committing a trespass by being
upon the land of T. "in search of game," the justices dismissed the
charge, on the ground that the mere act of entering the land for the
purpose of picking up the pheasant, which was then dead, was not
such a trespass as was contemplated by the act. Held, distinguish-
ing Oshond V. Meadoius, ante, p. 772, that the justices were right in
refusing to convict.

In support of an infoi-mation, under the 11 Vict. c. 43, s. 5, against
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A. for aiding and abetting B. to commit the offence of trespass in pui'- 11. Trespasses

suit of game, there was evidence that A. drove B. in a conveyance in pursuit of

along a turnpike road for a lawful purpose ; that the conveyance was gajm.

afterwards stopped, when B. got out and entered a field and shot a
hare, which he gave to A. on returning to the conveyance, and A.
then di'ove along the road. Held, that there was evidence on which
the justices might find A. guilty of the offence so charged. {Stacey v.

Whitehurst, 34: L. J. C. P. 94.)

Entering and being on the land constitute only one offence under Entering and
this enactment. (R. v. Mellor, 2 Dowl. 173; see Newman v. Bendyshe, being on land but
in A B. Zy"" 1 1 \ one offence under
LV Jt, oc Jli, 1.1.) this section
A party may be a trespasser within the meaning of this enactment, ^ pg^^^y in pursuit

by entering or being upon a highway in search or pursuit of game ; as of game on a high-

the public have only the right of using a highway for the purpose of ^-eL™ ser^under
passing and re-passing along it, and if they use it for any other it.

purpose, they become trespassers. Firing at game from a highway is

a trespass in pursuit of game within 1 & 2 WUl. 4, c. 32, s. 30, May-
hew V. Wardley, 14 C. B. N. S. 550, and in Beg. v. l^ratt, 24 L. J. M.
C. 113, the coiu-t held that the defendaiat was rightly convicted under
this section, where it was proved that whilst on a highway with a gun
he had sent a dog into an adjoining cover, out of which a pheasant had
immediately flown across the highway, at which he had fired. (Vide

l)ost, title ^'Highway ") ; and the enactment is not confined to trespasses

upon inclosed land, but extends to trespasses upon any land in search
or pursuit of game, &c. And a fortiori the enactment extends to tres-

passers upon the waste land at the side of a highway. In whom the
soil of a highway is vested, and to whom the waste land at the side of

a highway belongs, &qo post, title ^'Highway."
But it would seem that if a party outside of a field fire at game, &c. , But a party by

so as that the shot strike the soil of such field, he is not liable to be ^^^^^^^""^ * ^^^^

convicted under the above section as a trespasser therein in pursuit of
'''^'"^^

game, &c. as the enactment does not extend to a constructive entry.
{Beg. V. Pratt, 24 L. J. M. C. 113, and ante, p. 772.) That a party for

such an act would be liable to an action of trespass, vide ante, p. 772.

The information under this enactment may be laid by any person
though he be not interested in the game upon the land trespassed on,

or in the land. {Midleton v. Gale, 8 A. & E. 155; Marden v. Porter,

29 L. J. M. C. 213.)

Parol evidence of what a party says before a magistrate, on the information under
hearing of a case of trespass ujider the above section, is admissible, j*.

by wiiom may

although, m fact, what he said was taken down ; as this is not one of Evidence of wiiat
the cases in which it is the magistrate's duty to take down what is the party says on

said before him. [Robinson v. Vaughton, S C. & P. 252.) case^^""''^
The place where the trespass was committed should, it would seem, _ ^^ .^^ ^^

be described in the con\iction by name, abuttals, or occupation. (See pilce"in the pro-

Bex V. Ridley, B. B. C. C. 515, j^ost, p. 798.) Where the conviction ccedings.

described the land as " certain land in the parish of Stoke-upon-Trent,
in the county aforesaid, in the possession and occupation of Daniel
Bird Baddeley," Taunton, J., held that the description was suflicient.

{Rex V. Mellor, 2 Bowl. 173.)
A conviction under this enactment is irremovable, notwithstanding conviction not

the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 20, s. 21, post, p. 788. (See B. v. Hester, 4 Bowl, removable.

589.)

Sect. 31. Whore any person shall be found on any land, or upon any Trespassers after

of his Majesty's forests, parks, chases, or warrens, in the day-time, (see game may be re-

post, p. 777), in search or pursuit of game, or woodcocks, snipes, quails, ?aud!lnd'teU*
landrails, or conies, it shall be lawful for any person having the right their names and
of killing the game upon such land, by virtue of any reservation or

thev?efS^fmay
otherwise as hereinbefore mentioned, or for the occupier of the land, be arrested,
(whether there shall or shall not be any such right by reservation ot
otherwise), or for any gamekeeper or servant of either of them, or for
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in pursuit of
game.

1 & 2 Wm. 4. c. 32.
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must be dis-

charged, unless
brought before a
justice within
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Trespassers armed
using violence, &c.

Trespass in day-
time in queen's
forests.

What to be deemed
rtay-tiinc.

any person authorised by either of them, or for the warden, ranger,

verderer, forester, master-keeper, under-keeper, or other oflBcer of such
forest, park, chase, or warren, to require the person so found forthwith

to quit the land whereon he shall be so found, and also to tell his

Christian name, surname, and place of abode; and in case such person
shall, after being so required, offend by refusing to tell his real name
or place of abode, or by giving such a general description of his place
of abode as shall be illusory for the purpose of discovery, or by wilfully

continuing or returning upon the land, it shall be lawful for the party
so requiring as aforesaid, and also for any person acting by his order
and in his aid, to apprehend such offender, and to convey him or cause
him to be conveyed as soon as conveniently may be before a justice of

the peace ; and such offender, (whether so apprehended or not), upon
being convicted of any such offence before a justice of the peace, shall

forfeit and pay such sum of money, not exceeding bl., as to the convict-
ing justice shall seem meet, together with the costs of the conviction.
Provided always, that no person so apprehended shall, on any pretence
whatsoever, be detained for a longer period than 12 hours from th;-

time of his apprehension until he shall be brought before some justice

of the peace ; and that if he cannot, on account of the absence or
distance of the residence of any such justice of the peace, or owing to

any other reasonable cause, be brought before a justice of the peace
within such 12 hom-s as aforesaid, then the person so apprehended
shall be discharged, but may nevertheless be proceeded against for his
offence by summons or warrant, according to the provisions hereinafter
mentioned, as if no such apprehension had taken place. (See Cooke v.

Wordwards, post, p. 777.)
To justify the apprehension of a person under this section, he must

have been required to quit the land, and tell his name; and the " wil-
fully continuing or returning upon the land," to justify the appre-
hension, must be upon the same land, and for the purpose of pursuing
game there. {Eex v. Loiuj, 7 C. & P. 314, per Williams, J.)

Sect. 32. Where any persons, to the number of 5 or more together,
shall be found on any land, or in any of his Majesty's forests, parks,
chases, or warrens, in the day-time, {vide infra), in search or pursuit
of game, or woodcocks, snipes, quails, landrails, or conies, any of such
persons being then and there ai-med with a gun, and such persons or
any of them shall then and there, by violence, intimidation, or menace,
prevent or endeavour to prevent any person authorised as hereinbefore
mentioned from approaching such person so found, or any of them, for
the purpose of requiring them or any of them to quit the land whereon
they shall be so found, or to tell then- or his Christian name, surname,
or place of abode respectively, as hereinbefore mentioned, every person
so offending by such violence, intimidation, or menace as aforesaid, and
every person then and there aiding or abetting such offender, shall,
upon bemg convicted thereof before two justices of the peace, forfeit
and pay for every such offence such penalty, not exceeding 51., as to
the convicting justices shall seem meet, together with the costs of the
conviction

; which said penalty shall be in addition to and independent
of any other penalty to which any such person may be liable for any
other offence against this act.

Sect. 33, If any person whatsoever shall commit any trespass, by
entering or being, in the day-time, upon any of his Majesty's forests,
parks, chases, or warrens, in search or pursuit of game, without bein.ij:

first duly authorised so to do, such person shall, on conviction thereof
before a justice of the peace, forfeit and pay such sum of money, not
exceeding 21., as to the justice shall seem meet, together with the
costs of the conviction.

Sect. 34. For the purposes of this act the day-time shall bo deemed
to commence at the beginning of the last hour before sunrise, and to
conclude at the expiration of the first hour after sunset.
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Sect. 35. The aforesaid provisions against trespassers and persons 11. Trespasses

found on any land shall not extend to any person hunting or coursing in pursuit of

upon any lands with hounds or greyhounds and being in fresh pursuit of game.

any deer, hare, or fox already started upon any other land {ante, p. 772), {"^Y'Wm^c^.
nor to any -person homi fide [see "Conviction,"'] claiming and exer- ^j^^" .V^^'^g"

cising any right or reputed right of free warren or free chase, nor to to trespassers not

any gamekeeper lawfully appointed within the limits of any free warren to apply to pcr-

or free chase, nor to any lord or any steward of the crown of any manor, ^°*^^ ^^ "^^'

lordship, or royalty, or reputed manor, lordship, or royalty, nor to any
gamekeeper lawfully appointed by such lord or steward within the

limits of such manor, lordship, or royalty, or reputed manor, lordship,

or royalty.

Sect. 36. When any person shall be found by day or by night upon Game may be

any land, or in any of his Majesty's forests, parks, chases, or warrens, p^sers'not de°-^

in search or pursuit of game, and shall then and there have in his Uvering up same

possession any game which shall appear to have been recently killed, '^1^'^^^ demanded,

it shall be lawful for any person having the right of killing the game
upon such land by virtue of any reservation or otherwise, as herein-

before mentioned, or for the occupier of such land, (whether there shall

or shall not be any such right by reservation or otherwise), or for any
gamekeeper or servant of either of them, or for any officer as aforesaid

of such forest, park, chase, or warren, or for any person acting by the

order and in aid of any of the said several persons, to demand from the

person so found such game in his possession, and in case such person

shall not immediately deliver up such game, to seize and take the

same from him, for the use of the person entitled to the game upon
such land, forest, park, chase, or warren.
By this i)rovision, it seems that the owner, &c., may seize all the game

in the trespasser's possession, whether killed on the land or not. (See

ante, p. 743.)

The demand must be made on the party while he is on the land.

If he resist the deliverj^ up of the game and use force, force may be
opposed to him, but no more force should be used than is requisite to

compel the delivery up of the game. (See Wisdom v. Hodson, 3 Tyrio.

811 ; and title '^ Assaidt")
Mr. Baron Parke, in one case, stated it to be his opinion, that a per-

son, who was the son of the owner and occupier of certain land, and
who had a general authority from his own father to shoot the game
upon it, and keep off trespassers, had no authoritj'' to demand game
upon it under this section; — that the words "having the right of

killing the game " in this section mean having the legal right so to do,

and therefore that a party who has merely a licence or permission to

shoot the game is not within the enactment ; and that a person could

not be said to be acting in " aid of any of the said several persons,"

unless he was acting in the actual presence of such person. The case

ultimately was decided upon grounds different from the above. {Cooke

V. Wordwards, cor. Parke, B. Herts. Sum. xissizes, 1843. Ex re Marsh,
who was one of the counsel for the plaintiff.)

Sect. 46. Nothing in this act contained shall prevent any person A.ct not to pre-

from proceeding by way of civil action to recover damages in respect of trespass, but no*"

any trespass upon his land, whether committed in jDursuit of game or double proceed-

otherwise, save and except that where any proceedings shall have been i^^g^ ^'ss*^''

^^™°

instituted under the provisions of this act against any person for or in
respect of any trespass, no action at law shall be maintainable for the
same trespass by any person at whose instance, or with whose concur-
rence or assent, such proceedings shall have been instituted, but that

such proceedings shall in such case be a bar to any such action, and may
be given in evidence under the general issue.

Where A. authorised B. to sport over the lands of C, which he did,

D., by the assent of C, laid an information before a magistrate against

B. for the trespass, under the above section, and the magistrate dis-
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missed the complaint ; it was held, in an action by C. against A. and
B., for this trespass, that the proceedings before the magistrate were
a bar to the action, both as to A. and B., under the above section ;

and that, to be a bar, it was not necessary that the magistrate should
convict of the trespass, it beingTsufflcient if he adjudicated between the
parties. {Robiiisony. Vaiighton, 8 C. & F. 252.)
The 25 & 26 Vict. c. 114, intituled, " An Act for the Prevention of

Poaching," enacts :—

^

Sect. 1. The word " Game " in this act shall for all the purposes
of this act be deemed to include any one or more hares, pheasants,
partridges, eggs of pheasants and partridges, woodcocks, snipes,
rabbits, grouse, black or moor game, and eggs of grouse, black or
moor game; and the words "Justice" and "Justices" in this act
shall, unless otherwise provided for, mean respectively a justice and
justices of the peace respectively of or for the county, riding, division,

liberty, city, borough, or place, in which any game, gun, part of gun,
net, snare, or engine after mentioned shall be found.

Sect. 2. It shall bo lawful for any constable or peace officer in any
county, borough, or place in Grreat Britain and Ireland, in any high-
way, street, or public place, to search (a) any person whom he may
have good cause to suspect of coming from any land where he shall

have been unlawfully in search or pursuit of game, or any person
aiding or abetting such person, and having in his possession any game
unlawfully obtaiaed, or any gun, part of gun, or nets or engines used
for the killing or taking game, and also to stop and search any cart

or other conveyance in or uponwhich such constable orpeace officer shall

have good cause to suspect that any such game or any such article or
thing is being carried by any such person, and should there be found
any game or any such article or thing as aforesaid upon such person,
cart, or other conveyance, to seize and detain such game, article, or
thing ; and such constable or peace officer shall in such case apply to
some justice of the jjeace for a summons citing such person to appear
before 2 justices of the peace assembled in potty sessions, as provided
in the 18 & 19 Vict. c. 126, s. 9, as far as regards England and Ire-
land, and before a sheriffor any 2 justices of the peace in Scotland ; and
if such person shall have obtained such game by unlawfully going on
any land in search or pursuit of game, or shall have used any such
article or thing as aforesaid for unlawfully killing or taking game, or
shall have been accessory thereto, such person shall, on being con-
victed thereof, forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding 51., and shall
forfeit such game, guns, parts of guns, nets, and engines, and the
justices shall direct the same to be sold or destroyed, and the proceeds
of such sale, with the amount of the penalty, to be paid to the trea-
surer of the county or borough where the conviction takes place ; and
no person who, by direction of a justice in writing, shall sell any game
so seized shall be liable to any penalty for such sale ; and if no con-
viction takes place, the game or any such article or thing as aforesaid,
or the value thereof, shall be restored to the person from whom it had
been seized.

Under this section the justices may convict if there be sufficient
evidence for a jury upon which they could convict, and it is not neces-
sary to prove that the person charged was actually seen on the land,
for they may draw such inferences from the circumstantial evidence iis

any other tiibunal might. {Browne v. Turner, 32 L. J. M. C. 100.)
Thus in Evam v. Botterlll, 33 L. J. M. C. 50, it was held that justices
were justified in convicting persons who were found together on a

(a) An actual search is not neces-
sary to lay a foundation for tlie right
to apiily for a summons and obtain a

conviction under this section.

V. Knox, 33 L. J. M. C. 1,

ILirl
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highway at 6 A. M., having in their possession a hare, rabbits, stakes ll. Trespasses
and nets, although there was no direct evidence that any of the de- in pursuit of
fendants had been upon any lands or used any nets. This section game.
does not enable a policeman to apprehend persons whom he may sus-

~~—;

pect of coming from land where they have been unlawfully in pursuit "" -6 Vict. c. 114.

of game, nor is he justified in stopping and searching a cart upon a
highway, unless he has good cause to susi^ect that the cart is carry-
ing game which has been unlawfully obtained. {Rerj. v. Spencer, 3 F.
& F. 587.)

Sect. 3. Any penalty under this act shall be recovered and enforced Recovery of penai-
in England in the same manner as penalties under the act 1 & 2 Will. 4, ties,

c. 32, and in Scotland under the act 2 & 3 Will. 4, c. 68, and in Ire-
land under the Petty Sessions, Ireland, Act, 1851, when not otherwise
directed in this act.

Sect. 4. The powers and provisions of the act of the 11 & 12 Vict. Provisions of

c. 43, shall extend and apply to this act, and to all proceedings,
extoudcd'to tliis^'

matters, and things to be taken, had, and done, and to all persons to act.

be proceeded against or taking proceedings under this act.

Sect. 5. No conviction or order made under this act, or adjudication No conviction

made on appeal therefrom, shall bo quashed for want of form, or be ?'''*^^ be quashed
11^^ ,. . ' , . -l , ,, 1 -.«-,, for want of form

removed by certiorari or otherwise into any or her Majesty s su- or removed by
perior courts of record ; and no warrant of commitment shall be held certiorari,

void by reason of any defect therein, provided it be therein alleged
that the party has been convicted, and there be a good and valid con-
viction to sustain the same.

Sect. 6. Any person who shall think himself aggrieved by any such Power of appeal,

summary conviction may appeal to the next court of general or
(^[uarter sessions which shall be holden not less than 12 days after the
day of such conviction for the county, riding, division, or borough
wherein the cause of complaint shall have arisen, provided that such
l)erson shall give to the complainant a notice in writing of such appeal,
and of the cause and matter thereof, within 3 days after such con-
viction, and 7 clear days at the least before such sessions, and
shall, within 3 days, enter into a recognizance, or bond of caution
in Scotland, with a suflB.cient surety, before a justice of the peace,
conditioned personally to appear at the said sessions, and to try such
appeal, and to abide the judgment of the court thereupon, and to

pay such costs as shall be awarded by the court ; and the court at
such sessions shall hear and determine the matter of appeal, and shall
make such order therein, with or without costs, to either party, as
to the coui't shall seem fit, and shall, if necessary, issue process for
enforcing such judgment.

Remedy hy Action of Trespass, (fee]—If a person commit a trespass Remedy for a

by entering the close of another, he becomes subject to an action of ty^^P^^^ ^y action,

trespass. (2 Bac. Ah. 613 ; 2 Bla. Com. 117.)
For such a mere trespass, however, a party should be cautious Costs.

before bringing an action ; as in some cases he cannot recover his costs, where damages

if the verdict do not amount to' 40s. By the 3 & 4 Vict. c. 24, s. 2,
"°'^^'"^"*-

after repealing the 43 Eliz. c. 6, so far as it relates to costs m actions
of trespass, or trespass on the case, and so much of the 22 & 23 Car. 2,
c. 9, as relates to costs in personal actions, it is enacted, " that if

the plaintiff in any action of trespass or of trespass on the case, brought
or to be brought in any of her Majesty's courts at Westminster, or in the
court of Common Pleas at Lancaster, or in the court of Common Pleas
at Durham, shall recover by the verdict of a jury less damages than40s.,
such plaintiff' shall not be entitled to recover or obtain from the defen-
dant, in respect of such verdict, any costs whatever, whether it shall be
given upon any issue or issues tried, or judgment shall have passed by
default, unless the judge or presiding officer before whom such verdict
shall be obtained shall immediately afterwards certify on the back of
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the record, or on tlie writ of trial or writ of inquiry, that the action tvas

really brought to try a right besides the mere right to recover damages for
the trespass or grievance for which the action shall have been brought, or

' that the trespass or grievance in respect of lohich the action was brought

was wilful and malicious (a).

Sect. 3. Provided that nothing herein contained shall extend to or

be construed to extend to deprive any plaintiffs of costs in any action

or actions brought for a trespass or trespasses over any lands, commons,
wastes, closes, woods, plantations, or enclosures, or for entering into

any dwellings, outbuildings, or premises in respect of which any
notice not to trespass thereon or therein shall have been previously

served, by or on behalf of the owner or occupier of the land trespassed

over, upon, or left at the last reputed or known place of abode of the

defendant or defendants in such action or actions.

It has been held under this act, that the granting of the certificate

is entii-ely a matter for the discretion of the judge presiding at the

trial. {Shuttleworth v. Cocker, 1 Man. & Or. 829 ; Barker v. Uollier, 8

M. & W. 513)—that the court cannot review his decision {Id. ; Richard-
son V. Barnes, 4 Ex. 128)—that the certificate ought to be the simple
result of his impression upon the facts proved, uninfluenced by any
extraneous matter, or any expression of understanding on the part of

the jury that the verdict would carry costs {Pryme v. Browne, 4 Scott,

N. li. 739)—that the certificate must be granted immediately, that is

to say, within a reasonable time after the trial
(
Tliompson v. Gibson,

8 31. & W. 281 ; Page v. Pearce, 8 M. <fc W. 677 ; Oillett v. Green, 7

M. & W. 347 ; Shuttletoorth v. Cocker, supra ; and see this case as to

the amendment of an informal certificate) ; and that the certificate

need not be signed sedente curia {Thompson v. Gibson, supra).

If an action be brought for a trespass committed, after notice not to

trespass, there is no necessity for the judge to certify, in order to enable

the plaintiff to recover his costs, although he recover less than 40s.

damages, as the case is then within the 3rd section of the above statute.

(See Bourne v. Alcock, 5 Jur. 660; and 7 Jur. 553.) For this

reason, independent of others, it is advisable, before bringing an
action against a party for trespassing in pursuit of game, to give him
a notice not to trespass.

Such notice should be given by or on behalfof the owner or occupier

of the land, and should be in writing. The notice had better be ex-
plicit, showing where the party must not trespass. (See Bourne v.

Alcock, supra.) A general printed notice stuck up, purporting to bo a

notice that " The Stanmore Association " would prosecute all persons

trespassing, but not signed by the plaintiff, nor addressed to the de-

fendant, was held not a sufiicient notice not to trespass. {Sellon v.

Huntsmen of Berkeley Hunt, Chit. G. L. 2nd ed. 229. See Z>eac. G. L.

198, 199.) The notice may be personally served upon the party tn

whom it is directed, or left for him at his last reputed or known placi'

of abode.

The amount of the damages to be given in an action must depend on
the nature of the case submitted to the jury. In trespass for breaking
and entering the plaintiff's closes and sporting there, under circum-
stances of aggravation, the jury gave 500^. damages, the court refused

to set aside the verdict. {Merest v. Harvey, 5 Taunt. 442.) This was
an action of trespass for breaking and entering the plaintiff's closes,

and with dogs and guns beating and hunting for game. The defendant
suffered judgment to go by default, the damages to be assessed before

a judge of assize, and which were assessed accordingly before Heath,

J., at Thetfbrd Sjjring Assizes, 1814, to the amount of 500Z., being the

(a) These words import personal malice and ill-will to the plaintiff.

{Foster v. Pointer, 8 M. & W. 395.)
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extent of the damages laid in the declaration. On motion for a rule 11. Trespasses
to set aside the verdict, on the ground of excessive damages, Heath, in2)ursuU of
J., briefly stated the circumstances, which were that the defendant, fjayne.

who was a magistrate, had committed a trespass before the plaintiff's
~~

face, in defiance of the plaintiff's notice ; that he was a trespasser,

and accompanying the injury by every kind of insult and aggravation.
Gibbs, C. J., said, "When a man disregards the conduct and princi-

ples of a gentleman and of a magistrate, what is to prevent the repe-
tition of such conduct but large damages ? What should we say to a
man in any inferior station in life, who should so conduct himself ? I
know not on what principle we could grant a rule in this case, except
on the ground that the j iiry should only have found to the amount of
the actual pecuniary damage sustained by the plaintiff. Suppose I had
a walk before my house, which I had a pleasure in looking at or in
walking upon, should it be allowed that a man should walk there to

my annoyance, and then offer me a halfpenny in satisfaction, alleging
that I had received no actual damage ? This is a much stronger case,

for no conduct could have been more outrageous than that of the de-
fendant on this occasion." Heath,— '* I left it to the jury to say what
damages would be a compensation, and it never can be contended
that these were too much. I remember a case, many years ago,
where the jury gave 500/. for merely throwing off a man's hat, and
the court refused to set aside the verdict." Per Curiam. Eule
refused.

In Hiime v. Oldacre (1 Stark. 551), it was held, that the jury might Damages by

give damages not only in respect of the huntsman's own individual
^^''''"^'"^•

trespass, but for the damages done by his followers. And again in
Baker v. Berkeley (3 C. &P. 32), in trespass for breaking into plaintiff's

fai-m, &c., where the plaintiff received 100/. damages. Lord Tenterden,
C. J. said, " If a gentleman sends out his hounds and his servants,
and invites other gentlemen to hunt with him, although he does not
himself go on the lands of another, but those gentlemen do, he is answer-
able for the trespass they commit in so doing, unless he distinctly
desires them not to go on those grounds ; and if (as in the present case)
he does not so desire them, I think he is answerable, in point of law,
for the damage they do." (See ante, p. 777.)

Remedy by Action on a Bond or Agreement, tfec]—The owner of Remedy by action

land may take a bond to prevent the commission of trespass °" ^?^'^ °»' ^S''''^^-

thereon. (i?o?/ v. Duke of Beaufort, 2 Atk. 190). And the tenant""
may be restrained by bond or covenant from sporting, and the land-
lord may make his tenant stipulate to bring actions against tres-
passers. {Id.) A court of equity wiU restrain an improper use of
such a covenant.

Remedy by Suit in Equity.']—^A court of equity will, in some cases. Remedy by suit

interfere to prevent a repetition of trespasses. {Ld. Teynhamy. Her-
"^^1"**^-

bert, 2 Atk. 483. See further. Chit. G. L. 224, 225.)

Remedy by Indictment, cfcc]—No indictment can be supported for a Remcdybyindlct-
mere civil trespass.

_
{R. v. Storr, 3 Burr. 1701 ; R. v. Wilson, 8 T. R. ™^'^'^' ^°-

357). Nor wiU it He for a conspiracy to commit a civil trespass on
property, byagreeing to go into another'spi'eserve to snare hares, though
done in the night by defendants armed with offensive weapons to resist
any endeavours to apprehend them. {R. v. Turner, 13 East, 228 ; R.
V. Marshall, 2 Keb. 594 ; see R. v. Kenrick, 7 Jur. 848.)
A party cannot be imprisoned for a mere trespass. {Ante' " Arrest.")

But the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32 in some cases allows an arrest of a tres-
passer. {A7ite, p. 776.)
As to the indictment for night poaching, see post, p. 798.
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(3.) The Mode of Pkeventing Trespasses.

If a person attempt to enter by force the property of another, he
may be opposed in such attempt by force. {Weaver v. Bush, 8 T. R.

78.) In the case of Holt v. Wilkes (3 B. & Aid. 304), Best, J., said,

" Every proprietor of property is allowed to use the force that is abso-

lutely necessary to vindicate it. If he uses more force than is absolutely

necessary, he renders himself responsible for all the consequences of

the excess. Thus if a man comes on my land, I cannot lay hands on
him to remove him off until I have desired him to go off. If he will

not dejjart on request, I cannot jaroceed immediately to beat him, but
must endeavour to push him off. If he is too powerful for me, I

cannot use a dangerous weapon, but must first call in aid other assist-

ance. I am speaking of out-door felony, and of cases in which no
felony is to be apprehended. It is evident also that this doctrine is

applicable only to trespasses committed in the presence of the owner
of the property trespassed on."

The owner of land cannot in general seize a dog which is pursuing
game [Athel v. Corhett, Cro. Jac. 463) ; nor can he shoot it.

(
Vere v.

Lord Cawdor, 11 East, oQ8; Carpenter y. Adams, Comb. 183; see ante,

p. 760.) But a different rule prevails with respect to privileged places,

such as ancient parks and warrens. Thus, in trespass for killing a
mastiff5 the defendant may justify that the mastiff infested a warren,
and could not be restrained from doing damage there ; and it is not
necessary to allege, that the defendant could not otherwise prevent
the dog from killing the conies ; but it is sufficient to state that the

dog was in the warren pursuing the conies, and therefore the defend-
ant killed him. {Wadhurst v. Damme, Cro. Jac. 44.) And so it is, if

a dog runs after deer in an ancient park. (Barringtony. Turner, 3 Lcr.

28; 1 Suimd. 84, n. 3; and see liotheroe v. Matthews, 5 C. & P. 581 ;

and ante, p. 760.) And see ante, pp. 749 and 760, as to the power of ;t

lord of a manor or his gamekeeper to seize or kill dogs.

In the case of Dean v. Clayton (7 Taunt. 489), the judges of tlio

Court of Common Pleas were equally divided in opinion whether a

private person has a right to set dog-spears to preserve hares in his

woods, and prevent them from being killed by dogs and foxes.

But the setting of dog-spears is not an illegal act, unless, perhaps,

they be set with the intent to do grievous bodily harm to human
beings (vide post, p. 783) ; and a person passing with a dog
through a wood, in which he knows dog-spears are set, has no right

of action against the owner of the wood, for the death of, or injury
to his dog, who by reason of his own natural instinct, and against

the will of his master runs off the path against one of the dog-spears,
and is killed or injured. {Jordin v. Crump, 8 M. & W. 782.) And
it seems that even if the owner of a dog have no notice of dog-spears
being set in a wood, he would not in such a case as the above have
any right of action. {Id.)

But if a man place dangerous traps, baited with flesh, in his own
ground, so near to a highway, or to the premises of another, that
dogs passing along the highway, or kept in his neighbour's premises,
must probably be attracted by their instinct into the traps ; and in

consequence of such act his neighbour's dogs be so attracted, and
thereby injured, an action on the case Hes. {Townsend v. Wathen, 9

East, 277.) In an action for jDlacing traps baited with flesh an'l

strong-scented articles, by which the plaintiff's dogs were entice I

from the public highways to the said traps, and were caught therein
and wounded, there was a verdict for the plaintiff; and the Court of

King's Bench refused to arrest the judgment, there being no doubt
but the action was maintainable. A rule nisi was, however, granted
for setting aside the verdict, as against the evidence ; and after

hearing the grounds of objection against it, Lord Ellenborough, C. J.,
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said, " It appears by the evidence reported, that the traps were 11. Trespasses

placed so near the plaintiff's court-yard, where his dogs were kept, in pursuit of

that they might scent the bait, without committing any trespass on game.

the defendant's wood. Every man must be taken to contemplate the

probable consequences of the act he does; and therefore when the

defendant caused traps scented with the strongest meats to be placed

so near to the plaintiff's house as to influence the instinct of those

animals, and draw them irresistibly to their destruction, he must be
considered as contemplating this probable consequence of his act.

That which might be taken asgeneral evidence of malice against all dogs
coming accidentally within the sphere of attraction which he had placed

there, must sui-ely be evidence of it against those in particular which
were placed nearest to the source of attraction, and within the con-
stant influence of it. What difference is there in reason between
drawing the animal into the trap by means of his instinct, which he
cannot resist, and putting him there by manual force ? If a man
knowingly keep a dog accustomed to bite, and any person coming by
chance in his way be bitten, an action lies against the owner, though
he had no malice against the particular indi\ddual. [See title "Do(/s."]

Here there is evidence that the defendant's purpose in setting the traps

was to catch dogs in general, as well as vermin ; for he afterwards re-

compensed his servant for dogs taken in the traps. The rule, therefore,

omnis ratihahitio retro tra/ntur et mandato a'quiparatur, applies to this

case. Without, therefore, considering what had happened before the
plaintiff came to his residence in the defendant's neighbourhood, when
he did come, he came to a place where the mischief existed and con-
tinued to operate within the sphere where he might lawfully have his

dogs, and which in fact did afterwards operate uponthem to the plaintiff's

prejudice." The other judges agreeing, the rule was discharged.

{Id.)

Before the statute 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 18, it was undecided whether a Setting of spring-

person might set spring-guns in woods or inclosed grounds ; but now S""** P^'o^i-

the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 100, s. 31, enacts, " That whosoever shall set or ^'^-'^w-

place, or cause to be set or placed, any spring-gun, man-trap, or other

engine calculated to destroy human life, or inflict grievous bodily

harm, with the intent that the same or whereby the same may destroy

or inflict grievous bodily harm upon a trespasser, or other person
coming in contact therewith, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and is Made a misde-

liable on conviction to be kept in penal servitude for 3 years, or to be meaner,

imprisoned for any term not exceeding 2 years, with or without hard
labour."
And by the same section it is enacted " That whosoever shall know- Persons permit-

ingly and wilfully permit any such spring-gun, man-trap, or other &c.^set by others,
engine as aforesaid, which may have been set, fixed, or left, in any to continue,

place, then being in or afterwards coming into his possession or occu-
*^®t Sf^

^'^ ^''^^"^

pation, by some other person, to continue so set or fixed, shall be deemed
to have set and fixed such gun, trap, or engine, with such intent as
aforesaid."

Provided that " Nothing in this section shall be deemed to make it
feTiS^a dw llin"

unlawful to set or place, or cause to be set or placed, or to be continued house.^
^^ '"^'

set or placed, from sunset to sunrise, any spring-gun, man-trap, or
other engine which shall be set or placed, or cause or continued to be
set or placed in a diuelling-lwuse for the protection thereofJ"

Provided that " Nothing in this section contained shall extend to ^^'^'^ ^o'" t^'^P^ ^°''

make it illegal to set any gin or trap such as may have been or may
be usually set with the intent of destroying vermin."
The setting of a dog-spear is not prohibited by this statute [Jordin Setting dog-

(a) This is taken from the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 18, repealed bv 24 & 25 Vict.

c. 95.
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"^^ C'rwmj?, 8 31. & W. 782), unless, perhaps, it be set witli the intent

and application *» do grievous bodily barm to human beings. (Id.)

of penalties, dx.

XII. ^oltriers ^porting, ^c.

Soldiers sporting. In Order for better preserving of game and fish, in or near places

Provisions under where officers in the army may be quartered, the annual Mutiny Act
the Mutiny Act. always Contains a clause enacting, "That eveiy officer who shall,

without leave in wi'iting from the persons entitled to gi-ant such leave,

take, kill, or destroy any game or fish within the United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Ireland, and upon complaint thereof shall be, upon
oath of one or more credible witnesses, convicted before any justice,

shall for every such offence forfeit the sum of 5Z."

And the penalty is declared to be recoverable before a single justice

of the peace, under the provisions of the 11 & 12 Vict. c. 43; and in

default of distress (see " Cojiviction" "Distress,") the offender may be
imprisoned for any time not exceeding six months.

In such case, one moiety of the penalty is to go to the informer,

if he be not a witness, and the other moiety, or (where the offence

is proved by the informer), the whole is to be paid to the general

agent for the recruiting seiTice in London ; and every justice who
shall adjudge any such penalty is required, within four days at the

farthest, to report the same to the Secretary of State for the War De-
partment. {See " Military Lcav.")

Recovery and
application of

penalties, &c.

(1.) The informa-
tion.

Oath not neces-
sary.

But before any
proceedinf? had
on the informa-
tion tlie charge
must bo deposed
to on oath by a
witness.

XIII. <Bf tf)t iilecobetp anti Application of penalties tinticr

tj^e 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32. appeal, Certiorari, ^c.

We shall proceed to treat of this subject in the following order :

—

1. The information.—2. The summons.—3. The hearing of the case,

and evidence.—4. The conviction, costs, and application of penalty.—
5. The levying of penalty,—and 6. The appeal, and certiorari.

(1). The Information.

There must be some information in order to convict the defendant.

(1 Suund. 262, n. I.) A verbal information will suffice, though it is

in general best that it should be in writing. (See " Conviction.")

The charge or information need not be on the oath of the informer
or prosecutor, but by the 6 & 7 Will. 4, c. 65, s. 9, after reciting 1 & 2

Will. 4, c. 32, s. 41, it is enacted "That where any person shall be
charged on the oath of a credible witness with any offence punishable
upon summary conviction by virtue of the said last-mentioned act

before a justice of the peace, the justice may summon the party charged
to appear before himself or any one or two justices of the peace as tho
case may requii-e, at a time and place to be named in such summons,
and if such party shall not appear accordingly, then the justice or
justices may proceed in tho case in tho manner directed by the said

act {post, p. 785) ; and that it is expedient to explain and amend the said

enactments as hereinafter 'mentioned ;
" enacts and declares, "That

upon any information made or exhibited before a justice of the peace,
of any such offence as aforesaid, it shall not be necessary that the charge
contained in such information should be made on the oath of the in-

former or prosecutor in such case
; provided that before any proceeding

shall be had or taken upon such information, either for summoning
the party accused or compelling his appearance to answer the same,
the charge contained in such information shall be deposed to o/i the
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oath of some other person or ^persons being a credible witness or credible 13. Recovery

witnesses." «^"f^ applkation

Though the information need not be upon oath, yet it must show 0/ penalties, (fcc.

uj)ou the face of it that the charge was deposed to on oath by some
credible witness, and if not the justices of the peace have no juiisdiction

to hear it. [Rerj. y. Scotton, 13 L. J. M. C. 58.)

By the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, s. 41, "The prosecution for every Limitation of

offence punishable upon summary conviction by virtue of this act shall prosecution,

be commenced within 3 calendar months after the commission of the
offence." The information must therefore bo laid within that period.

(See " Convictio)i.")

The information should state the day and year on which it is statement, &c.

exhibited, as well as the time when the offence was committed ; in order ° ""°"

that it may appear that the prosecution was commenced within the
period limited by the act. But the precise day on which the offence Proof of.

is alleged to have been committed need not be proved as stated ; and
any variance in this respect will be immaterial, if it appear from the
evidence that the prosecution was actually commenced within the given
time. (See " Conviction")
The information and conviction must take place in the county, &c., statement of

wherein the offence was committed. The place, therefore, wherein ^ ^^^'

such offence took place should be described, in order to show it was
within the magistrate's jurisdiction (i?. v. Edtoards, 1 East, 278 ; 14
East, 267; ante, "Conviction"); and also to show to what parish
officers the moiety of the penalty is to be given as provided for by the
5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 20, s. 21, post, p. 788. (See Clark v. Taylor, 3 Esp.
218 ; B. v. Wyatt, 2 Lord Raym. 1478.) In some places a man may
stand in one parish (or county), and shoot into two or three ; in
such case the place whei'e the offence was committed is where the
party stood when he shot, and not where the object was which he
shot at. {R. V. AJsop, 1 Show. 339. See further as to venue iu general,

ante, " Conviction," and posf, "Indictment.'"

(2.) The Summons, ok Waurant.

As to the necessity for the defendant's being summoned, and how C^-) Tbe summons

far a conviction may be justified without it, see in general, ante, " Con- °^ ^anau .

viction."

By the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, s. 41, " The prosecution for every oflfence 1 & 2 WilL 4, c. 32

punishable upon summary conviction by virtue of this act shall be Enforcing

commenced within 3 calendar months after the commission of the appearance,

offence ; and that where any person shall be charged on the oath of a
credible vntness [see now the 6 »fe 7 Will. 4, c. 65, s. 9, ante, p. 784], with
any such offence before a justice of the peace, the justice may sum-
mon the party charged to appear before himself, or any one or two
justices of the peace, as the case may require, at a time and place to

be named in such summons ; and if such party shall not appear ac-

cordingly, then (upon proof of the due service of the summons by
delivering a copy thereof to the party, or by delivering such copy at

the party's usual place of abode to some inmate thereat, and explain-
ing the purport thereof to such inmate) the justice or justices may
either proceed to hear and determine the case in the absence of the
party, or may issue his or their warrant for apprehending and bring-
ing such party before him or them, as the case may be ; or the justice

before whom the charge shall be made may, if he shall have reason to

suspect from information upon oath that the party is likely to

abscond, issue such warrant in the first instance, without any previous

summons " («)•

{a) A general power to summon offenders is given to justices by 11 & 12

Vict. 0. 43, s. 1,

VOL. II. 3 E
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13. Recovery See further as to the summons and warrant to compel the appear-

and application ance of the accused, ante, " Conviction."

of pmalties, d-c. By sect. 40, a power is given to magistrates to summon witnesses,

and a penalty is imposed for disobedience, see infra.
1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32.

Power to summon
witnes.ses.

(3.) Hearing of
the case and
evidence, &c.

Informer not a
competent wit-
ness.

Penalty on wit-
nesses not attend-
ing.

Evidence.

Not necessai-y to
prove a negative.

Upon what evi-

dence justice
ought to convict
or not.

Minute of pro-
ceedings.

(3.) Heaking of the Case and Evidence, &c.

The observations already made, under title " Conviction," will here

apply.

If the accused party, after being duly summoned, does not appear

before the magistrate, by 41 of the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, it is pro-

vided, that upon proof of the due service of the summons, either by
delivering a copy thereof to the party, or by delivering such copy

at the party's usual place of abode to some inmate thereat, and ex-

plaining the purport thereof to such inmate, the justice or justices

may proceed to hear and determine the case in the absence of the

party.

By the 5 & 6 WiU. 4, c. 20, s. 21, one moiety of the penalty

is to be paid to the informer, and the other to the overseer or parish

officer.

By sect. 40, " It shall be lawful for any justice of the peace to issue

his summons requiring any person to appear before himself or any
one or two justices of the peace, as the case may require, for the pur-

pose of giving evidence touching any offence against this act ; and if

any person so summoned shall neglect or refuse to appear at the time

and place appointed by such summons, and no reasonable excuse for

his absence shall be proved before the justice or justices then and there

present, or if any person appearing in obedience to such summons
shall refuse to be examined on oath touching any such offence by the

justice or justices then and there present, every person so offending

shall, on conviction thereof before the said justice or justices, or any
other justice or justices of the peace, forfeit and pay such sum of

money, not exceeding 51., as to the convicting justice or justices shall

seem meet."
The evidence requisite to prove the offence may be collected from

the preceding pages.
Sect. 42. It shall not be necessary, in any proceeding against any

person under this act, to negative by evidence any certificate, license,

consent, authority, or other matter of exception or defence ; but that

the party seeking to avail himself of any such certificate, license, con-

sent, authority, or other matter of exception or defence, shall be bound
to prove the same.
The magistrate is put in the place of a jury, and is the sole judge of

the weight of the evidence. {B. v. Davis, 6 T. B. 177; ante, title

" Conviction ;" post, " Justices.")

Therefore if there be such evidence before him as would be sufficient

to be left to the jury, that is enough, for the superior courts have no
authority to enquire further and see whether the conclusion drawn by
the magistrate be or bo not the inevitable conclusion from the evidence.

But the court will notice the sufficiency of the evidence and set the

conviction aside, upon its removal by certiorari, if they think the evi-

dence too slight to justify such conviction. {Itex v. Ilale, Cowjo. 728;
Ex parte Ransley, 3 D. & It. 572.)
A magistrate ought to take very correct minutes of what passes upon

evei-y conviction before him, and he ought carefully to preserve them
for his own protection.

_
(See Christian's O. L. 199.)

But it is not imperative on him upon the hearing of a charge, unless
it be for a felony or misdemeanor, to take down in writing what is

said before him : therefore, it is not necessary on the hearing of a
charge of trespass, under sect. 30 of 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, to com-,
mit the evidence to writing. [Rolinson v. Vauyhton, 8 Car. & P-
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252.) If the magistrate in such, a case were to take down the 33. Recovery
evidence in writing, parol evidence of it might still be given. {Id.) and application

For the rest of the law relative to the proceedings at the hearing of of penalties, dc
the case and otherwise before the conviction is drawn up, see mite,
" Conviction.^'

(4.) The Conviction, Costs, &c.

For the requisites of convictions in general, see " Conviction." (f-) "^^^ convie-

By the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, s. 39, the justice or justices of the peace ^°^' ^'

(as the case may require) before whom any person shall be summarily ^^^ ° '

convicted of any offence against this act may cause the conviction to be
drawn up according to the following form of words, or in any other
form of words to the same or the like effect

;
(that is to say,) &c.

(
Then

follows a form of the conviction, tuhich see post, p. 794.)
The 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 20, s. 21

(
post, p. 788), enacts, that instead of the

whole of the penalty going to the overseers, &c. , as provided by the
37th sect, of the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, one-half of it shall go to the
informer, and the other to the overseer, &c. ; and that the form of the
conviction given by the 1 & 2 Will. 4, so far as relates to the distri-

bution of the penalty, shall be altered accordingly, and made con-
formable to the provisions of the 5 & 6 Will. 4. Since this statute, it

is a necessary part of the judgment of the magistrate that he should
award and direct that one-half of the penalty be paid to the informer,
and the other to the overseers, &c. {Oriffith v. Harries, 2 M. & W.
335.) Where the conviction directed the whole penalty to be paid " to

W. J., one of the overseers of the poor of the parish, &c., to be by
him appHed according to the directions of the statute in such case

made and provided;" it was held bad, and that the justices who
signed it were liable to an action for false imprisonment, at the suit of

the party convicted and committed to gaol for non-payment of the
penalty. {Id.)

Also since the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 20, s. 21, and 11 & 12 Vict. c. 43,

ss. 17 & 32, a conviction is good, which, following the form 1 & 2 Vict.

in the latter statute, adjudges the penalty to be paid and appHed
according to law. {R. v. Hyde, 21 L. J. M. C. 94, overriding Ex
jmrte Hyde, 14 Jur. 803, although the usual practice is to draw
up the conviction adjudging the penalty as pro\ided by the Game
Acts.

)

As observed by Mr. Deacon in his treatise on the Game Laws, p. 105, ^(Ui*(frence^to the
the form of conviction prescribed by the statute of 1 & 2 Will. 4, form prescribed,

should, of course, be followed as nearly as possible ; but as the statute

Ijrovides that the magistrates may draw up the conviction in any other

form of words to the like effect, the conviction will not be vitiated by
unnecessarily stating inore than is required. {R. v. Jefferies, 4 T. R.
768.) And a conviction under 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, following the
form in 11 & 12 Vict. c. 43, sch. I., 2, is good, although by following
such form the i:»enalty may not be appropriated in the manner pro-
vided by the Game Act. {Q. v. Hyde, 7 E. & B. 859 n.) And, indeed,
in all cases where the form prescribed by an act of Parliament is not
sufficient to ascertain that, which the express provisions of the act

require to be ascertained, then it is not proper to adhere literally to

the foi-m given by the statute, but to use more precise words for this

purpose. {R. v. Priest, 6 T. R. 538 ; Ex parte Hawkins, 2 B. (& C.31;
and tit. " Conviction.")

In a conviction for trespassing in pursuit of game under s. 30, it is

sufficient to describe the place as certain land situate in the parish of
• , in the county aforesaid, without the abuttals. {R. v. Mellor,

2 Doivl. 173.)
It will be observed that the form of the conviction as given by the Where defendan

1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, s. 39, is the same whether or not the defendant ^peaLnce.
"

makes default in his appearance.

3 E 2
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13. Recovery

and application

of penalties, d-c.

Stating the
evidence.

Application of

penalties.

5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 20.

One moiety of
penalties re-

covered to be paid
to the informer,
and the other to
the overseer or
parish officers.

1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32.

Time for payment
of penalties, and
scale of imprison-
ment for non-
payment.

Conviction for

several penalties.

It will also be observed that the fonn does not requii-e any statement

as to the natui'e of th.e evidence adduced on tbe hearing.

By the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, s. 37, every penalty and forfeiture for

any offence against this act (the application of which has not been

already provided for) shall be paid to some one of the overseers of the

poor, or to some other officer (as the convicting justice or justices may
direct) of the parish, township, or place in which the offence shall have

been committed, to be by such overseer or officer paid over to the use

of the general rate of the county, riding, or division in which such

parish, township, or place shall be situate, whether the same shall or

shall not contribute to such general rate.

But by the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 20, s. 21, reciting that by the said last-

recited act certain penalties and forfeitures for offences against the said

act are directed to be paid to some one of the overseers of the poor, or

to some other officer (as the convicting justice or justices may direct)

of the parish, township, or place in which the offence shall have been
committed, to be by such overseer or officer paid over to the use of the

general rate of the county, riding, or division in which such parish,

township, or place shall be situate ; and it is expedient to reward the

persons who shall prosecute offenders against the said act ; it is there-

fore enacted, " that from and after the passing of this act one moiety of

all such penalties and forfeitures as by the last-recited act are

directed to be paid and applied as aforesaid shall go and bo paid to the

person who shall inform and prosecute for the same, and the other

moiety thereof only shall go and be paid to such overseer or officer as

aforesaid, and be by him applied in the manner by the said last-recited

act directed; and the form of conviction set forth in the last- recited

act shall, so far as relates to the distribution of the penalty for which
judgment shall be given, be made according to the fact and con-

foi-mably with the direction given by this act as to such distribution."

(
Vide ante, 787.)

The 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, s. 38, enacts that tho justice or justices of

the peace by whom any person shall be summarily convicted and
adjudged to pay any sum of money for any offence against this act,

together with costs, may adjudge that such person shall pay the same,

[see ante, p. 787, to whom they must be adjudged to be paid], either im-

mediately or within such period as tho said justice or justices shall

think fit, and that in default of payment at the time appointed such
person shall be imprisoned in the common gaol or house of correction,

(with or without hard labour), as to the justice or justices shall seem
meet, for any term not exceeding 2 calendar months {sic), where tho

amount to be paid, exclusive of costs, shall not amount to 5h and for

any term not exceeding 3 calendar months in any other case, the im-
pnsonment to cease in each of the cases aforesaid upon payment of the

amount and costs.

A defendant may be convicted of several penalties in the same con-
viction, but then such several penalties must constitute one offence,

because 11 & 12 Vict. c. 43, s. 10, which enacts that every information
for any offence punishable upon summary conviction shall be for one
offence only, and not for 2 or more offences, applies where there is an
information for more than one offence. [R. v. Scott, 4i B. & S. 368.)
But whether the different acts charged constitute more than one offence

must in every case depend upon the statute under which the defendant is

charged. {R. v. Sioallow, 8 T. R. 284.) Thus, where the conviction was
in the sum of 15?. for 3 penalties under the game laws, the defendant
being prosecuted for that he, on 3 several days, kept and used traps and
engines to kill game ; the objection was that he was charged with 3
offences, and the conviction was general, without saying of how many.
Tho words were, " and thereupon he is convicted, and for his several

offences aforesaid hath forfeited the sum of 5/. for each offence, making
together the sum of 15/.," &c. &c. Lord Kenyan, C. J., said, " There
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is no objection to the conviction on the ground that the defendant has 13. Recovery
been convicted of several penalties. It is the constant practice in and application
actions on the game laws, and not unfrequent in convictions. Even of penalties, <i:c.

in indictments for capital offences several offences are sometimes
charged, as burglary and stealing in the dwelling-house to the value
of 40s. I by no means wish that magistrates, in drawing up con-
victions, should set all forms at nought ; but they ought not to be
entangled in greater forms and ceremonies than the superior courts.

The word * convicted ' in this case applies to the several offences with
which the defendant was charged, and to the evidence given in support
of them ; and the words following are, ' and for his several offences

aforesaid,'' &c. Taking the whole of the adjudication together, it is

evident that the magistrate convicted the defendant in the 3 several
offences charged." Conviction affirmed. (And see R. v. Matthews, 10
Mod. 26; R. v. Lovet, 7 T. R. 152(a) ).

We have already considered the amount of the penalty, and how Amount of

many different penalties the party may subject himself to, ante, p. 755. P°'^^^*^^y-

Costs.']—When any statute empowers a magistrate to award costs or Costs,

reasonable charges against an offender, they must be previously
settled by him, and the amount specified in the conviction ; for an
adjudication merely that the defendant shall pay the reasonable
charges of recovering the penalty is bad for uncertainty. {R. v.

Sijmonds, 1 East, Rep. 189 ; H. v. Hall, Cowp. 60. See further, tit.

" Costs.")

It will bo found that the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, in almost all cases
where it imposes a pecuniary penalty on the offender, makes him liable

to the costs of the conviction. But it says nothing about costs where
the defendant is acquitted. In this case, therefore, they must bo
regulated by the general provisions of the 11 & 12 Vict. c. 43 : which
see, ante, tit. " Costs."

Convictions to le returned to Sessions.]—By the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, Convictions to be

s. 43, the justice or justices of the peace before whom any person shall
ggggionJ^

*°

be convicted of any offence punishable upon summary conviction under
this act shall transmit every such conviction to the next court of
general or quarter sessions of the peace for the county, riding, division,

liberty, franchise, city, or town wherein the offence shall have been
committed, there to be kept by the proper officer among the records of
the court.

As to this in general, see tit. " Conviction."

This is further provided for by 11 & 12 Vict. c. 43, s. 14, which directs

the justices to return a record of every conviction to the quarter
sessions, but as this section does not fix any time for the convictions to

be returned, the words at the next quarter sessions in the 7 & 8 Geo.
4, c. 30, s. 40, were held to be directing and not imperative as to the
time. {Charter v. Gramme, 13 Q. .5. 216.)

(5.) Levying of Penalty.

The 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, does not give any power to the magistrates (5.) Levying of

to levy any penalty by distress. But the 38 sect, {ante, p. 788) enacts P°"<'^i^y-

that the justice or justices, by whom any person shall be summarily ^'^*'''''^-^-

convicted and adjudged to pay any sum of money for any offence
against the act, together with costs, maj'- adjudge that such person
shall pay the same either immediately, or within such period as the
said justice or justices shall think fit ; and that in default of paj-'ment Commitment.

at the time appointed, such person shall be imprisoned in the common
gaol or house of correction (with or without hard labour), as to the
justice or justices shall seem meet, for any term not exceeding 2

(a) See Paley on Convictions, 4th ed. 218.
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13. Recovery
nvjd application

of penalties, <tc.

Commitment not
>jad for defect in
form.

Payment of
penalty after
commitment.

calendar months, {ante, p. 788), where the amount to be paid, exclusive

of costs, shall not amount to 5?., and for any term not exceeding 3

calendar months in any other case ; the imprisonment to cease in each

of the cases aforesaid upon payment of the amount of the penalty

and costs.

As to the warrant of commitment, see ante, tit. " Commitment in

Execution."

By sect. 45 of the 1 & 2 "Will. 4, c. 32, no warrant of commitment
shall be held void by reason of any defect therein, provided that it

be therein alleged that it is founded on a conviction, and there be a

good and valid conviction to sustain the same. {Post, p. 789.)

By the 11 & 12 Vict. c. 43, which repeals the 5 Geo. 4, c. 18, s. 3,

providing for the discharge of an offender upon payment of the penalty

together with the costs and charges, it is enacted by s. 31, that if any
person committed to prison for non-payment of any penalty, shall

desire to pay the same and costs before the expiration of the time of

his imprisonment, he may pay the same to the gaoler or keeper of the

prison where he is in custody.

(6.) Appeal to
sessions.

Notice of.

Recognizance.

Costs.

(6.) Appeal and Certiorari.

By the 1 »& 2 Will. 4, c. 32, s. 44, " any person who shall think him-
self aggrieved by any summary conviction in pui'suance of this act

may appeal to the justices at the next general or quarter sessions of

the peace to be holden, not less than 12 days after such conviction, for

the county, riding, division, liberty, franchise, city, or town wherein

the cause of complaint shall have arisen ; provided that such person

shall give to the complainant a notice in writing of such appeal, and
of the cause and matter thereof, within 3 days after such conviction,

and 7 clear days at the least before such sessions, and shall also either

remain in custody until the sessions, or within such 3 days enter into

a recognizance, with a sufficient surety, before a justice of the peace,

conditioned personally to appear at the said sessions, and to try such

appeal, and to abide the judgment of the court thereupon, and to pay
such costs as shall be by the court awarded ; and upon such notice

being given, and such recognizance being entered into, the justice

before whom the same shall be entered into shall liberate such person,

if in custody ; and the court at such sessions shall hear and determine

the matter of the appeal, and shall make such order therein, with or

without costs to either party, as to the court shall seem meet, and in

case of the dismissal of the appeal, or the affirmance of the con-

viction, shall order and adjudge the defender to be dealt with and
punished according to the conviction, and to pay such costs as shall

be awarded, and shall, if necessary, issue process for enforcing such
judgment.
As to the requisites previous to the appeal as regards notice, recog-

nizance, and appeals in general, see ante, tit. " Aj^peaV^
Where a party convicted under the above act appealed, giving notice

of several objections on the merits ; and by the conviction, when returned
to the sessions, it appeared that the party was adjudged to pay the
penalty forthwith, and that nothing was said of imprisonment in case

of default. The session quashed the conviction on this ground, stating

in their order that they quashed it for want of form. The objection

was not taken in the notice of appeal, nor did it appear that the appel-

lant, when he gave the notice, had the means of knowing how the

conviction would be framed ; held that, assuming the conviction to

be defective in substance, the sessions had no power to quash it on
this objection, no notice of it having been given. {Eex v. Boulthee, 4

A. & E. 498.)

The court of Queen's Bench has no jurisdiction to direct the court of

quarter sessions to rehear an appeal against a con^action under this
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act, on the ground of their having rejected evidence which was 15. Offence of
admissible. {Ex parte Pratt, 2 N. & P. 102; et vide ante, " Appeal.'") night poaching

Where in an appeal against a conviction, under the 30th sect, of the nnd going

above act, the sessions would not permit the appellant to show that armed., tbc.

the place where the trespass was committed did not belong to the 1^2 Will. 4 c. s-i.

respondents, but to tho lord of the manor, the court of King's Bench,
although the sessions had made a mistake in point of law, refused leave

to issue a m.andamus to the justices, commanding them to hear the
appeal. {Rex v. The Justices of Perks, 1 Jur. 380.)

The conviction, if regular on the face of it and unappealed against,

is conclusive against the defendant, and "precludes him from ever
bringing an action for a malicious prosecution of it. {Mellor v. Pad-
deley, 2 C. & M. 675.)

Sect. 45. No summary conviction in pursuance of this act, or adjudi-
Defccts'inToim

cation made on appeal therefrom, shall be quashed for want of form, &c.

or be removed by certiorari or otherwise into any of his Majesty's
superior courts of record ; and that no warrant of commitment shall

be held void by reason of any defect therein, provided it be therein
alleged that it is founded on a conviction, and there be a good and
valid conviction to sustain the same. (See Rex v. BouUhee, 4 A. & E.
498; ante, tit. "Conviction.'")

A conviction under the 30th section {ante, p. 773) is still irremovable
under this 45th section, notwithstanding the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 20, s. 21,
ante, p. 788. {R. v. Hester, 4 Dowl. 589.)
As to removing a conviction, notwithstanding such an enactment

;

and as to the writ of certiorari in general, see tit. " Certiorari."

XIV. ^protfftion of ^^ersons acting in (JI?xPcufion of i & 2

AViii. 4, c. 32. Etmttation of Actions. Ccntiet; of ^mentis.

Sect. 47, for the i:)rotection of persons acting in the execution of this Venue, &c. in

act, enacts that all actions and prosecutions to be commenced against
a^aJnst pel-sons

any person for any thing done in pursuance of this act shall be laid acting under
and tried in the county where the fact was committed, and shall be act («;.

commenced within 6 calendar months after the fact committed, and Notice of action,

not otherwise ; and notice in writing of such action, and of the cause
thereof, shall be given to the defendant one calendar month at least

before the commencement of the action
;

[see 5 & 6 Vict. c. 97, s. 4 ;

2wst, " Justices "'\; and in any such action the defendant may plead General issue,

the general issue, and give this act and the special matter in evidence
at any trial to be had thereupon ; and no plaintiff shall recover in Tender of

any such action, if tender of sufficient amends shall have been made ''''"°"'^^-

before such action brought (5), or if a sufficient sum of money shall

have been paid into court after such action brought, by or on behalf
of the defendant.

XV. ©ffcnre of Nigfit |3oacf)in3 anti going Erme^, ^c,
against 9 Geo. 4, c. go.

The provisions of this act will be considered as regards

—

^Jbject"
°^

First, its general clauses affecting all its provisions.

{a) As to enactments of this de- 12 Vict. c. 41, k. 11, give evidence
scription in general, see post, tits. of a tender of amends iinder the
"Justices" and "Constables." general issue.

{b) Magistrates may now, by 11 &
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15. Offence of
night 2)0ccching

and going

arincd, tfcc.

What shall be
deemed night.

What shall be
deemed game.

Limitation of

proceedings.

9 Geo. 4, c. 69.

Punishment for

taking came at

night (ft).

First offence.

Second offence.

Third offence.

Scotland.

Secondly, the offences punishable thereunder by summary conviction

and the apprehension of offenders ; and,
Lastly, the offences punishable thereunder by indictment.

As to the offence of destroying hares and rabbits in warrens in the

night, see post, p. 801.

(1.) General Clauses of 9 Geo. 4, c. 69.

12. For the purposes of this act the night shall be considered,

and is hereby declared to commence at the expiration of the first hour

after sunset, and to conclude at the beginning of the last hour before

sunrise.

13. Por the purposes of this act the word " game " shall be deemed
to include hares, pheasants, partridges, grouse, heath or moor game,
black game, and bustards " (a).

As to the limitation of proceedings, see sect. 4, post, p. 794.

(2.) Offences punishable under 9 Geo. 4, c. 69, by Summary
Conviction and Apprehension of Offenders.

The 9 Geo. 4, c. 69, " An act for the more effectual prevention of per-

sons going armed by night for the destruction of game," enacts, if any
person shall by night (c) unlawfully take or destroy any game {d), or

rabbits in any lands, whether open or inclosed (e), or shall by night
unlawfully enter or be in any land, whether open or inclosed, with any
gun, net, engine, or other instrument for the purpose of taking or

destroying game (cZ), such offender shall, upon conviction thereof

before 2 justices of the peace, be committed for the first offence to

the common gaol or house of correction for any period not exceeding
3 calendar months, there to be kept to hard labour, and at the ex-
piration of such period shall find sureties by recognizance, or in

Scotland by bond of caution, himself in 10?. and two sureties in 5/.

each, or one surety in 10?., for his not so offending again for the space

of one year next following ; and in case of not finding such sureties,

shall be further imprisoned and kept to hard labour for the space of

6 calendar months, unless such sureties are sooner found ; and in case

such person shall so offend a second time, and shall be thereof convicted

before 2 justices of the peace, he shall bo committed to the common gaol
or house of correction for any period not exceeding 6 calendar months,
there to bo kept to hard laboiu-, and at the expiration of such period shall

find sureties by recognizance or bond as aforesaid, himself in 20?. and 2

sureties in 10?. each, or one surety in 20?., for his not so offending again
for the space of 2 years next following ; and in case of not finding such
sureties, shall be further imprisoned and kept to hard labour for the
space ofone year, unless such sureties are sooner found; and in case such
person shall so offend a third time, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
and being convicted thereof shall be liable, at the discretion of tho
court, to be transported beyond seas for 7 years, or to be imprisoned
and kept to hard labour (/) in the common gaol or house of coiTcction
for any term not exceeding 2 years ; and in Scotland, if any person
shall so offend a first, second, or third time, he shall be liable to bo
punished in like manner as is hereby provided in each case.

(a) See the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32,
a. 2, ante, p. 742, a.s to what sliall be
deemed game within that act.

{b) See the observations on this

section, post, p. 797.

(c) What is night, see sect. 12,

supi'a.

(d) What is game, see sect. 13,

ante, p. 26 G.

(c) The 7 & 8 Vict. c. 29, posi, \>.

793, extends this section, and also

sect. 9, to persons found destroying
game or rabbits on public roads, kc.

if) So by 3 Geo. 4, c. 114, he may
be sent to liard Labour.
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Under this section the entry must be for taking or destroying game 15. Offence of
in the lands entered, therefore a conviction which set forth that C. did night poaching

by night enter certain inclosed lands with a net for the purpose of and going

taking game, to wit, partridges and pheasants, was held bad for not armed, <Lc.

stating the intent to be to take game there. {Fletcher v. Caltlwrp, 6 Q. B.
9 Geo 4 c 69

880. And in Harris v. Hoskim, 34 L. J. M. C. 145, the court held it • » •

to be no olfence within this section where a person was found with a net

for the purpose of taking game upon land which had a hedge on each

side of it, and a metalled road running through it.)

By the 7 & 8 Vict. c. 29, after reciting the above section, it is 7 & 8 Vict. c. 29

enacted that all the pains, punishments, and forfeitures imposed by
the said act upon persons by night unlawfully taking or destroying

any game or rabbits in any land, open or inclosed, as therein set

forth, shall be applicable to and imposed upon any person by night
unlawfully taking or destroying any game or rabbits on any public

road, highway, or path or the sides thereof, or at the openings, outlets,

or gates from any such land into any such public road, highway, or

path in the like manner as upon any such land, open or inclosed ; and
it shall be lawful for the owner or occupier of any land adjoining

either side of that part of such road, highway, or path where the

ojQfender shall be, and the gamekeeper or servant of such owner or

occupier, and any person assisting such gamekeeper or servant, and
for all the persons authorised by the said act to apprehend any offender

against the provisions thereof, to seize and apprehend any person
otfending against the said act or this act ; and the said act, and all

the powers, provisions, authorities, and jurisdictions therein or thereby
contained or given, shall be as applicable for carrying this act into

execution as if the same had been herein specially set forth.

Sect. 2. Where any person shall be found upon any land committing 9 Geo. 4, c. c?.

any stick offence as is hereinbefore mentioned, it shall be lawful for the ^\fP'"5'^'^'\*',?"
"^

owner or occupier of such land, or for any person having a right or ° *^" ers((',;.

reputed right of free warren or free chase thereon, or for the lord of

the manor or reputed manor wherein such land may be situate, and also

for any gamekeeper or servant of any of the persons herein mentioned,
or any person assisting such gamekeeper or servant (a), to seize and
apprehend such offender upon such land, or in case of pursuit being
made in any other place to which he may have escaped therefrom, and
to deliver him as soon as may be into the custody of a peace officer,

in order to his being conveyed before two justices of the peace (&);
and in case such offender shall assault or offer any violence with any Assaulting gamo-

gun, cross-bow, fire-arms, bludgeon, stick, club, or any other offensive keepers,

weapon whatsoever towards any person hereby authorised to seize and
apprehend him, he shall, whether it be his first, second, or any other
offence, be guilty of a misdemeanor, and being convicted thereof shall

be liable, at the discretion of the court, to be transported beyond seas for

7 years, or to be imprisoned and kept to hard labour in the common gaol
or house of correction for any term not exceeding 2 years (c) ; and in
Scotland, whenever any person shall so offend, he shall be liable to bo
punished in like manner.

Sect. 3. Where any person shall be charged on the oath of a credible Warrant for

witness, or in Scotland on the application of the procurator fiscal of appr^ension of

court, before any justice of the peace, with any offence punishable
upon summary conviction by virtue of this act, the justice may issue
his warrant for apprehending such person, and bringing him before
2 justices of the peace, to be dealt with according to law.

(a) See post, p. 796. also indicted under the 24 & 25 Vict.

(b) See the obscrvation.s on tliis c. 100, s. 88, for committing an as-

se:;tion, post, p. 795. sault with intent to resist or prevent
(c) A party thns offending may be his lawful apprehension.
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15. Offence of
night poaching
and going
armed, &c.

Limitation of

prosecution.

Form of convic-
tion.

Appeal, &c. [a).

Notice of recog-
nizanue.

Sect. 4. The prosecution for every offence punishable upon sum-
mary conviction by virtue of this act shall be commenced within 6

calendar months after the commission of the offence ; and the prose-

cution for every offence punishable upon indictment, or otherwise
than upon summary conviction by virtue of this act, shall be com-
menced within 12 calendar months after the commission of such
offence.

By 11 & 12 Vict. c. 43, s. 11, 6 months is the time limited for lay-

ing any information or making any complaint where no other time is

specially provided for in the act constituting the offence. In game
cases the issuing of the warrant has been considered to bo the com-
mencement of proceedings, and the indictment their termination. Per
Erie, 0. J., in Reg. v. Smith, 31 X. J. M. G. 105. In Reg. v. Willace,

1 East, P. C. 186, and Reg. v. Broohs, 1 Den. C. C. 217, the proceed-
ings before justices were held to be the commencement of the prose-

cution
;
(see also R. v. Hull, 2 F. & F. 16 ; and R. v. Killminster, 7 C.

& P. 228.)

Sect. 5. The justices of the peace before whom any person shall be
summarily convicted of any offence against this act may cause the
conviction to be drawn up in the following form of words, or in

any other form of words to the same effect as the case may require
;

(that is to say),

" He it rcmemhcred, that on tJie day of , in the year of our Lord
, at in the county of , [or, riding, division, liberty, city, d:c. as

the case maybe], A. 0. is convicted before ics [naming the justices], tivo of his
Majesty's justices of the peace for the said county, [or, riding, d-c], for that he
the said A. 0. did [specify the offence, and the time and place when and •where

the same was committed, as the case maybe, and on a second conviction state

the first conviction] ; and toe the said justices adjudge the said A. 0. for his

said first offence to be imprisoned in the , and there kept to hard labour for
the period of , and at the expiraiion of such period to find stireties by recog-

nizance [or bond of caution in Scotland], himself in tJbe surn of 101. and two sure-

ties in the sum of 51. each, or one, surety in tlie stim of IQl., conditioned that he

the said A. 0. shall not so offend again for the space of oiie year next following ;

and we further adjudge the said A. 0., in case he shall notfind sitch sureties as
aforesaid, to be further imjrrisoned and Tcept to hard labourfor the space of six

calendar months, unless such sureties shall be sooner found. Given tinder our
hands the day and yexir first above mentioned."

Sect. 6. Any person who shall think himself aggrieved by any such
summary conviction may appeal to the next court of general or quarter
sessions, which shall be holden not less than 12 days after the day of
such conviction, for the county, riding, or division wherein the cause
of complaint shall have arisen : Provided that such person shall give
to the complainant a notice in wi'iting of such appeal, and of the cause
and matter thereof, within 3 days after such conviction, and 7 clear
days at the least before such sessions, and shall also either remain in
custody until the sessions, or within such 3 days enter into a recog-
nizance, or bond of caution in Scotland, with a sufficient surety, before
a justice of the peace, conditioned personally to appear at the said
sessions, and to try such appeal, and to abide the judgment of the
court thereupon, and to pay such costs as shall be awarded by the
court ; and upon such notice being given, and such recognizance or
bond being entered into, the justice before whom the same shall bo
entered into shall liberate such person if in custody ; and the court at

such sessions shall hear and determine the matter of the appeal, and
shall make such order therein, with or without costs to either party,
as to the court shall seem meet ; and in case of the dismissal of the
appeal, or the affirmance of the conviction, shall order and adjudge

(a) See fully as to appeals in general, ante, tit. "Appeal."
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the ofTender to be dealt with and punished according to the conviction, 15. Offence of
and to paj'' such costs as shall be awarded; and shall, if necessary, night poaching

issue process for enforcing such judgment. and going

Sect. 7. No such conviction or adjudication made on appeal there- armed, &c.

from shall be quashed for want of form (6) or be removed by certiorari costs.

or otherwise into any of his Majesty's superior courts of record, or in No certiorari,

Scotland by advocation or suspension, into any superior court ; and no *"• (*)•

warrant of commitment shall be held void by reason of any defect

therein, provided it be therein alleged that the party has been convicted,

and there be a good and valid conviction to sustain the same.
Sect. 8. On every conviction under this act for a first or second

*^*r^^*^°t
^
g°s^'®

offence, the convicting justices shall return the same to the next quarter gjons rcKistered,

sessions for the county, riding, division, city, or place wherein such and may be given

offence shall have been committed ; and the record of such conviction, "' evidence.

or any copy thereof, shall be evidence in any prosecution to be insti-

tuted against the party thereby convicted for a second or third offence

;

and the clerk of the peace shall immediately on such return make or

cause to be made a memorandum of such conviction in a register to be
kept by him of the names and places of abode of the persons so con-
victed, and shall state whether such conviction be the first or second
conviction of the offending party (6).

. With respect to who has authority to apprehend an offender under Who has authority

the 2nd section of the above act, it has been held that a person who is *° apprehend,

employed by a lord of a manor as a watcher of his game preserves is

a person having authority to apprehend night poachers, and that he
need not have any written authority from the lord of a manor to enable
him to do so. {Rex v. Price, 7 C. <fe P. 178 ; and see Rex v. Ball, 1 R.&
M. 165.) So in R. v. Fielding, 2 C. & K. 621, it was held that a
watcher employed by the head keeper had sufficient authority to

apprehend a poacher where the keeper had never had any direct com-
munication with the then owners of the land, but had been paid by them,
as he had been by his former master the late owner of the property.

See anie, p. 778, 25 & 26 Vict. c. 114, as to the powers of apprehension
in highways, «fec. conferred by that act. The servant of a party who
has only permission from the owner of a wood to sport there has no
authority to apprehend a poacher there. (See Rex v. Addis, 6 G. & P.

388 ; and R. v. Pnce, 15 J. P. 149.)

Unless the offender be found upon the land, ho cannot be appre- ^^^° ^*^^^^

hended. {Reg. v. Curnoch, 9 C. & P. 730 ; vide ante, p. 793.) InR. v.
^PP'"^^^"*^^^-

Mendham, 2 C. & K. 633, Wightman, J., held that gamekeepers are not
justified in attempting to apprehend poachers upon a highway. But
since the 14 & 15 Vict. c. 19, s. 11, it would seem that any person could
apprehend another committing for the third time any of the offences

provided for by s. 1 of the same act, because it thus becomes an in-

dictable misdemeanor, and is punishable by imprisonment or penal
servitude.

The word " found" in the 57 Geo. 3, was held to mean "having
been seen or discovered." (See Att.-Gen. v. Delano, 1 Price, 383.)

The words of that statute were, " enter into or be found in any forest,"

&c., and therefore, where the defendant was not found in the close,

but was seen in an adjoining close, and, shortly before he was seen,

shots wore heard in the close, and the jury found that he had been
firing in the close, it being reserved for the judges, whether it was
necessary to prove that the defendant was seen in the close, where the

indictment stated him to have been found ; they held, that, as the jury
were satisfied that the defendant had been in the close armed, it was
sufficient. {Rex v. Worker, R & M. 165.)

{a) As to cevtioravi in general, see {Jj) As to enactments of this na-

tit. ^^ Certiorari." ture, see a?ifc, tit. ^^ Conviction.'^
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15. Offence of
night poaching
and going
armed, dr.

In what way.

Resistance by
poachers when
arrest lawful.

Resistance when
arrest unlawful.

(Same*

Although s. 2 is confined to oflfences in s. 1 , still an offender under
s. 9 may be apprehended ; for though a greater punishment is inflicted

where several are out armed together, it is still an offence within s. 1.

{Bex V. Ball, Moody, 0. G. 330.)

A gamekeeper, or other person lawfully authorised, may apprehend
a poacher without giving notice of his piirpose or calling upon the

poacher to surrender; {Rex v. Payne, Moody, C. C. 378; Bex v. Taylor,

1 C. & P. 266 ;) and without announcing in what capacity he appre-

hends him. {Rex v. Whithorne, 3 C. & P. 394 ; Rex v. Taylor, 1 C. & P.

266 ; Rex v. Davis, 1 C. & P. 785.)

If a gamekeeper, or other person, attempting lawfully to apprehend
a poacher be met with violence, and in self-defence strike the poacher,

and then is killed by the poacher, it will be murder. {R. v. James Ball,

Moody, C. a 333.)

So in Rex v. Price, (7 C. & P. 178,) it was held, that if a person bo
found night poaching on the manor of A. by one of his watchers aud
be pursued off the manor, and then on to it again, and there snaps his

gun at the watcher, he was guilty of a capital offence under the stat.

9 Geo. 4, c. 31, ss. 11 & 12, now repealed.

And so if gamekeepers attempt to apprehend persons armed with
offensive weapons, who are poaching in the night, and one of the game-
keepers be shot by one of the poachers, this will be murder in all,

unless it be shown that either of the poachers separated himself from
the rest, so as to show that he did not join in the act. {Rex v. Edmeads,
'd C. &P. 390 ; Rex v. White, R. & R. 99.)

And where gamekeepers had seized two persons who were poaching
in the night, and they having surrendered called to a third, who camo
up, and ho killed one of the gamekeepers ; it was held to be murder in

all, though the two struck no blow. {Rex v. Whithorne, 3 C. & P. 394.)

But where the servant of A., who had only permission from the

owner of a wood to sport there, was killed there by a poacher whom
the servant was endeavouring to apprehend, it was held manslaughter
only. {Rex v. Addis, 6 C. & P. 388.)

And where a party not authorised to arrest poachers on the lands of

B. pursued a night poacher on such lands, with intent to take him, it

was held that this was such an attempt at an illegal arrest, that, if the

poacher had shot the servant with the gun he had in his hand, and
killed him, it would have been manslaughter only. {Bex v. Davis, 7

a & P. 185—Parke, B.)
But it has been held, that the interference by a gamekeeper with

persons found armed in the pursuit of game on the lands of an adjoin-
ing proprietor, without any attempt forcibly to apprehend, is not m

sufficient provocation to reduce a malicious wounding and killing i'>

manslaughter. {Rex v. Warner, Moody, C. C. 380.)
The servant of the owner of a wood attempted to apprehend a poacher

whom he found there on the morning of the 17th of December, and the
poacher shot at him ; held, that this was not a capital offence within
the stat. 9 Geo. 4, c. 31, ss. 11 & 12, now repealed, as there was no
proof that the poacher was in pursuit of game an hour before siinrise.

{Rex V. Tomlinson, 7 G. & P. 183.)
A. was night poaching in a wood belonging to B., and B. came up to

A. and presented a pistol at him, saying, " Damn you, surrender; " A.
said, •' Now don't you," and raised an air-gun and discharged it, and
wounded B. Seville, that if B. had died it would not have been a case
of murder. {Reg. v. Jones, 9 G. & P. 258.) See ante, p. 778, for the
25 & 26 Vict. c. 114, an act for the prevention of poaching.
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(3.) Offences under 9 Geo. 4, c. 69, punishable by Indictment. Ifgjfpoaching
By the 9 Geo. 4, c. 69, s. 9, if any persons, to tlie number of 3 or more mid going

together, shall by night (a) unlawfully enter or be in any land, whether armed, <fcc.

open or inclosed (6), for the purpose of taking or destroying game (c) or I r~
rabbits, any of such persons being armed with any gun, cross-bow, number of three

fire-arms, bludgeon, or any other oiTensivo w^eapon, each and every of going out armed,

such persons shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and being convicted

thereof before the justices of gaol delivery, or of the court of great

sessions of the county or place in which the offence shall be committed,
shall be liable, at the discretion of the court, to be transported beyond Punishment,

seas for any term not exceeding 14 years, nor less than 7 years, or to

be imprisoned and kept to hard labour for any term not exceeding 3

years ; and in Scotland any person so offending shall be liable to be
punished in like manner (J).

We have already seen {ante, p. 792), that a third offence of night Third offence,

poaching, by unarmed persons, is bj'^ s. 1 of this act made a transport-

able misdemeanor.

What an offence loithin the Ad.']—The 9th section creates two distinct What an offence

offences :—1st, the entering in night on land to the number of three, ^** '" * ^ '^'^^'

some one of them being armed ; and, 2nd, the being in the night on
land to the number of three, some one of them being ai-med. {li. v.

Kendrick, 7 C. & P. 184 ; but this is not free from doubt.)

It has been ruled, that, if persons standing in a road hang nets

on the twigs of a hedge within a close, it is an entry into such close

within the enactment. {Athea's case, 2 Lewin, 191 ; Russell on Crimes,

478, 3rd ed.)

It is not essential to prove upon an indictment under this 9th section

that all the persons charged should actually enter the enclosed places.

If they are all associated together for the common purpose oftaking game
contrary to the statute, it is sufficient if some enter whilst others are

near enough to aid and assist (i?. v. Whittaker, 17 L. J. M. G. 127) ; and
in i?. V. Uezzel, 20 L. J. M. C. 192, Lord Campbell said the words of the
statute are in any land open or inclosed, and it is unnecessary to name a
particular close in the indictment. If themen are there together, forming
a party for the purpose of taking game in any part of the land, though
the land comprises whiteacre, blackacre, and greenacre, and other fields,

and though one of the men he in one and one in another, they commit
an offence against the statute. See also Jl. v. Lochett, 1 C. & P. 301.

But if three persons go out together night poaching, one being armed,
and two of them stand in a road, and set nets in the hedge of a field of

M. A., and send their dog into the field to drive hares into the net, and
after this the third leaves them in the road, and goes to poach by
himself in another field of M. A., this has been held not to support an
indictment for night poaching on land of M. A. ; for the sending in of a
dog is not an entering of land within the enactment ; and the entering
of the second field was not a joint act of the three. {Reg. v. Nickless,

8 Car. & P. 757.)

It is not necessary that the defendants should be actually seen in Evidence of.

the close laid in the indictment ; it is sufficient if there be evidence to

satisfy the jury upon this point, (i?. v. Capewell, 5 C. & P. 549.)
If the indictment state that the defendants entered into a certain

close with intent then and there to kill game, it must be proved that
they had the intent to kill game in the particular close named. {B. \.

(a) What is night, see sect. 12, ante, p. 792.

ante, p. 792. (d) 20 & 21 Vict. c. 302, abolishes

{b) See a7ite, p. 793 n. transportation, and substitutes the
(c) What is game, see sect. 13, punishment of penal servitude.
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15. Offeivx of
night poaching

and going

armed, iLc.

Intent to take
game.

Some of the de-
fendants must be
armed.

What are offensive
weapons.

The indictment.

Description of
close.

31 list state an
entry, &c. by
night.

Capewell, 6 G. & P. 549 ; B. v. Gainer, 7 C. & P. 231 ; and see B. v.

Barham, B. cfc 3f. C. C. 151, decided under the repealed statute.)

But it may be doubtful whether this is the case, if the words " and
there" are not in the indictment. {Id.; and see JR. v. Davis, 8 C. &
P. 759.)

To constitute an oifence within the act, the defendants, or some of

the party must be armed with a gun or other offensive weapon.
A constructive arming is not sufficient. {Beg. v. Davis, 8 C. & P. 759.)

If several persons are out with intent to kill game, and only one of

them is anned, the rest who are unarmed are, it seems, liable to be
convicted under the above enactment. In B. v. Smith, {Buss. & By.
G. C. B. 368,) they were held liable under such circumstances to be
convicted on the repealed act, 57 Geo. 3.

If several went into a close in the night, to kill game, and one had
arms, witJiout the knowledge of the others, the others who were unarmed
were not liable to be convicted under the repealed act of 57 Geo. 3 ;

B. V. Southern, Buss. & By. G. G. B. 444) ; but it seems they would bo
under the present act.

It is not necessaiy that the defendants should be actually seen arnud
in the close laid in the indictment ; it is sufficient if there is evidence
to satisfy the jury of this fact. {B. v. Nash, B. & B. G. G. 386; B. \.

Worker, B. & M. IGo.)

Large stones are offensive weapons, within the meaning of the act,

if they are of a description capable of inflicting serious injxiry if used
offensively, and were brought and used by the defendant for that

purpose. {Bex v. Orice, 7 Gar. & P. 803.) But a stick or bludgeon
is not an offensive weapon, unless the defendant intended to use it as

such. {B. V. Palmer, 1 M. & Boh. 70.) Therefore the mere use of a small
stick, as a weapon, by a poacher, in a sudden affray with gamekeepers,
is not enough to prove such stick an offensive weapon. The jury must
be convinced that the party took it with him for the purpose of offent;'.

{Bex V. Fry, 2 M. & Bob. 42.)

The Indictment.

1

—The offence is of a local nature, and the indict-

ment must, it seems, describe the close by name or occuj)ation, or

abuttals. (See B. v. Bidley, B. & B. G. G. 515.) Where the land was
described in one count as a "certain close," in another as "certain
inclosed ground," but there was nothing in the indictment to sho\\-

what iJarticular close or what particular inclosed ground was meant,
it not being described by name, ownership, occupation, or abuttals

:

the prisoner being convicted, five of the judges held the description oi'

the place insufficient, because the offence was substantially a local

offence, and the prisoner was entitled to know to what specific place
the evidence was to be directed ; three of the judges thought differently.

The judgment was arrested. {Id.; et vide B. v. Mellor, 2 Dowl. 173.)
" A certain cover in the parish of A." is too general a description.
{B. v. Grick, 5 G. & P. 508 ; but see now B. v. Uezzel, 20 L. J. M. (

'.

192, mite, p. 797.)
It is not necessary to state whether the land was inclosed or not.

{Bex V. Andrews, 2 M. & Bob. 37.)
In one case it was rvtled, that if one of a party of poachers be found

on the land specified, the rest co-operating in the piu'suit in adjoining
land, all may be alleged to be found on the land specified. {Bex \.

Andrexvs, supra ; B. v. Uezzel, 20 L. J. M. G. 192.)
The indictment must show that the entry and the being on the land

was by night. Therefore where an indictment alleged that A. B. C. D.

,

&c., on &c., at &c., to the number of three and more together, did, by
night unlawfully enter divers closes, and inclosed lands there situate,

and being, in the occupation of E. F., and were then and there in the
said closes and inclosed lands armed with guns, for the purpose of de-
stroying game ; it was held, that it did not contain a sufficient aver-
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ment that tlie defendants were by night in the closes armed for the 15. Offeoice of
purpose of desti'oying game. And the judgment given for the crown, night poaching

at the Chester great sessions, was reversed. {Davies v. The King, and going

10 B. & C. 89.) Et per Lord Tenterden, C. J.—" Assuming the indict- arpud, d-c.

ment to be sufficient in that respect, it still appears to us that the judg-

ment must be reversed. The phrase used is, that the defendants ' did

by night unlawfully enter divers closes, and were there and then in

the said closes,' &c., not that they ' by night did unlawfully enter,

and,' &c. If the words ' by night ' had occvu-red at the beginning of the

sentence, they might have governed the whole, or if they had been at

the end of the sentence, they might have referred to the whole, but
here they are in the middle of the sentence, and are applied to a par-

ticular branch of it, and cannot be extended to that which follows. The
two members of the sentence are distinct ; the first states the entry

into the closes by ni^ht, but does not state that the defendants were
armed, or the intent with which they entered ; the second branch states

that they were in the closes armed for the purpose of destroying game,
but not that they were there by night. Neither of those branches of

the sentence contains all that is requisite to constitute an offence within

the statute, and the two being distinct the indictment is bad, and the

judgment must be reversed."
The indictment, it seems, need not contain any specific allegation

that the defendants entered the close between the expiration of the

first hour after sunset and the beginning of the last hour before sun-
rise. {Biley^scase, 1 Leiuin, 149; Pearson^s Case, Id. 154.)

In the indictment it is advisable to insert a distinct averment that That defendants

the defendants were armed when they entered and were in the land, ^^®'® ''^^^

in addition to the usual allegation, "being then and there by night

as aforesaid armed." [Rex v. Wilhes, 7 O. & P. 811,_per Parke, B. ;

and see R. v. Kcndrick, 7 0. & P. 184 ; and see Davies v. 2'he King,
supra.)

Where an indictment for night poaching charged that A. and B.,

together with another person, entered certain land, "the said A. and
B. then and there being armed," it was held that it was not supported

by proof that the third person was armed, and that A. and B. were not

so. {Reg. V. Davis, 8 C. & P. 759 ; and see R. v. Smith, R. & R. G. C.

368.)

A count for night poaching under sect. 9, may be joined with a count Joinder of counts,

on sect. 2, for assaulting a gamekeeper, a;nd with counts for assaulting *°"

a gamekeeper in the execution of his duty, as also with a count for a
common assault. {R. v. Finacane, o C. & P. 551.)

Where there was one indictment for shooting at a gamekeeper with
intent to murder him, and another indictment for night poaching, both
founded on the same transaction, it was held, that the prosecutor was
not bound to elect which he woiild proceed upon, as the offences were
quite distinct, and one of them could not possibly merge in the other.

[R. V. Hundley, o G. & P. 565.)

The confirmation of an accomplice should be as to some circum- Evidence confir-

stance affecting the party accused, as by showing the party and accom- ^^1^^°'
"^ *'^'^"™'

plice together imder such circumstances as were not likely to have
occurred, unless there was concert between them. {R. v. Farlar, 8

G. & P. 106.) In a case of night poaching, the only confirmation was,
that, on the evening of the offence, the accomplice and the prisoner

were seen drinking together at a public-house, commonly frequented
by the prisoner, and that they both left the house together, when it

was shut up for the night. This was considered no sufficient confir-

mation ; and semhle, also, that the accomplice having been summarily
convicted of poaching, under sect. 1 of the stat. 9 Geo. 4, c. 69, did

not at all dispense with his being confirmed on the trial of another
person, under sect. 9 of the act. {Id.)
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16. Stealing, d:c.

of deer—As-
saulting keepers.

& 25 Vict. c. 96.

Stealing, &c. deer
in uninclosed
parts of forests,

Summary convic-
tion and penality.

Second offence.

Felony.

Penalty on sus-
pected persons
liaving venison, or
engines for de-
stroying deer, and
not accounting
for it.

How justices pro-
ceed if tliey can-
not convict.

XVI. stealing, ^c. of Mttt, Bestioging ^ait palings, ^^c.

^sisauUmg ivfcpers, ^c.

Dee)' Stealing in Uninclosed parts of Forests.']—By stat. 24 & 25 Vict.

c. 96, s. 12, whoaver shall unlawfully and wilfully course, hunt, snare,

or carry away, or kill or wound, or attempt to kill or wound, any deer

kept or being in the uninclosed part of any forest, chase, or purlieu,

shall for every such offence, on conviction thereof before a justice of
the peace, forfeit and pay such sum, not exceeding 501., as to the

justice shall seem meet ; and whosoever having been previously con-
victed of any offence relating to deer, for which a pecuniary pjetialty

shall have been imposed by this or any other act, shall aftei-wards

commit any of the offences Jiereinhefore enumerated, whether such
second offence be of the same description as the*first offence or not,

shall be guilty of felony, and being convicted thereof, shall be liable,

at the discretion of the court, to be imprisoned for any term not exceed-
ing 2 years, with or without hard labour, and with or without solitary

confinement; and if a male under the age of 16 years of age, with or

without whipping.

Stealing Deer.]—24 & 25 Vict. c. 96, s. 13, enacts that whosoever
shall unlawfully and wilfully coui'se, hunt, snare, or carry away, or
kill or wound, or attempt to kill or wound, any deer kept or being in

the inclosed part of any forest, chase, or purlieu, or in any inclosed

land where deer shall be usually kept, shall be guilty of felony, and
being convicted thereof shall be liable, at the discretion of the court,

to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding 2 years, with or without
hard labour, and with or without solitary confinement ; and if a male
under the age of 16 years, with or without whipping.
Where a summary conviction for an offence under the repealed act

7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 29, s. 26, which was in the same terms as the present
section, did not state substantively where the place was situate where
the offence was committed, but in awarding the distribution of the

penalty gave it to the overseers of D. in the said county " where the
said offence was committed," it was holden good. {It. v. Weale, 5

C. & P. 135.)

A party indicted for a second offence under the latter part of the

above section may take exception to the validity of the previous con-
viction, and if it be bad, he cannot bo convicted. {R. v. Allen, R. & R.

C. C. 513.)

Persons suspected of having Venison in their Possession.]—By stat.

24 & 25 Vict. c. 96, s. 14, if any deer, or the head, skin, or other part
thereof, or any snare or engine for the taking of deer, shall be found
in the possession of any person, or on the premises of any person with
his knowledge, and such person being carried before a justice of the

peace shall not satisfy the justice that he came lawfully bj'^ such deer,

or the head, skin, or other part thereof, or had a lawful occasion for

such snare or engine, and did not keep the same for any unlawful pur-
pose, he shall, on conviction by the justice, forfeit and pay any sum
not exceeding 201. ; and if any such person shall not under the pro-
visions aforesaid be liable to conviction, then, for the discovery of the
party who actually killed or stole such deer, the justice, at his discre-

tion, as the evidence given and the circumstances of the case shall

require, may summon before him every person through whose hands
such deer, or the head, skin, or other part thereof, shall appear to

have passed ; and if the person from whom the same shall have been
first received, or who shall have had possession thereof, shall not
satisfj' the justice that ho came lawfullj'- by the same, he shall, on
conviction by the justice, be liable to the payment of such sum of
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money as is hereinbefore last mentioned. See the general clauses of 17. Killing, <t:c.

this act, post, " Larceny.''' of hares and
conies in war-

Setting Engines and destroying Park Paling, t&c]—By 24 & 25 Vict. ^^'^». '^'^•

c. 96, s. 15, whoever shall unlawfully and wilfully set or use any „ . , ,, ,,. ,

~
• 1 , i- i.1. n J. ^

• I'll- T *^ 24 & 25 Vict. c. 96.
snare or engine whatsoever, tor the purpose oi taking or killing deer „ .

in any part of any forest, chase, or purlieu, whether such part be in- and 'dfstrofhf?^
closed or not, or in any fence or bank dividing the same from any land park palings, &c.

adjoining, or in any inclosed land where deer shall be usually kept, or
sliall unlawfully and wilfully destroy any part of the fence of any land
where any deer shall be then kept, every such offender, being con-
victed thereof before a justice of the peace, shall forfeit and pay such
sum of money not exceeding 20Z., as to the justice shall seem meet.
See the general clauses of this act, post, *' Larcaiy."

Seizing Bogs, Ouns, &c. Assaulting Keepers.']—By 24 & 25 Vict. c. Seizing of dogs,

9(j, s. 16, if any person shall enter into any forest, chase, or purlieu, sii"^, &c.

vv'hether inclosed or not, or into any inclosed land where deer shall be
usuallj-- kept, with intent unlawfully to hunt, course, wound, kill,

snare, or carry away any deer, every person intrusted with the care of
sach deer, and any of his assistants, whether in his presence or not,
may demand from every such offender any gun, fire-arms, snare, or
engine in his possession, and any dog there brought for hunting,
coursing, or killing deer ; and in case such offender shall not imme-
diately deliver up the same, to seize and take the same from him in
any of those respective jilaces, or, upon pursuit made, in any other
place to which he may have escaped therefrom, for the use of the
owner of the deer ; and if any such offender shall unlawfully beat or Assaulting

wound any person intrusted with the care of the deer, or any of his '^'^'^r*^*'^' ^''•

assistants, in the execution of any of the powers given by this act,

every such offender shall be guilty of felony, and being convicted
thereof, shall be liable, at the discretion of the court, to be imprisoned
for any term not exceeding 2 years with or without hard labour, and
with or without solitary confinement ; and if a male under the age of
16 years, with or without whipping.
By 24 & 25 Vict. c. 96, s. 104, any constable or peace officer may

take into custody without warrant any person whom he shall find
lying or loitering in any highway, yard, or other place during the
night, and whom he may suspect with good cause of having committed
or being about to commit any felony against this act.

In Pi.. V. Hall, 2 C. & K. 326, it was decided that pulling a deer-
keeper to the ground, and holding him there whUst another escaped,
was nota beating within the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 29, s. 29 ; it must be a
beating in the popular sense of the word.
The act done by the deer keeper upon which the battery ensued

must be in the due exercise of the powers given him by the act.

_
The repealed statute of 16 Geo. 3 did not extend, it seems, to as-

sistant keepers, and no previous demand was necessary before the
seizure of guns, &c. [R. v. Amery, Puss. & By. C. C. 500.)
As to seizing offenders, &c., in night poaching, see ante, p. 795.

Destroying Covert,']—Ks to this ofience, see 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 30, s. 17, Destroying covert.

ante, ^' Purning,"

XVII. miiim, ^c, at mxt$ anb €ont><s in Wiamm, ^c.
By 24 & 25 Vict. c. 96, s, 17, whosoever shall unlawfully and wil- Oflfence of killing

fully between the expii-ation of the first hour after sunset, and the ^^^""^ °'"
'^'^'^l^

'"

beginning of the last hour before sunrise, take or kHl any hare or iTi'^irttae

' '"

VOL. 11. 3 p
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comes tn war-
rens, <tc.

24 & 25 Vict. c. 96

In day-time.

Proviso as to sea
and river banks.

What an oifence
within act.

17. Killing, &c. coney in any warren or ground lawfully used for the hreeding or keeping

of hares and
'

of hares or conies, whether the same be inclosed or not,_ every such

offender shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and being convicted there-

of, shall be punished accordingly ; and whosoever shall unlawfully and

wilfully between the beginning of the last hour before sunrise and the

expiration of the first hour after sunset, take or kill any hare or coney in

any such warren or ground, or shall at any time set or use therein

any snare or engine for the taking of hares or conies, every such

offender, being convicted thereof before a justice of the peace, shall

forfeit and pay such sum of money, not exceeding 51., as to the justice

shall seem meet : provided always, that nothing in this section con-

tained shall affect any person taking or killing in the day-time

any conies on any sea bank or river bank in the county of Lincoln,

so far as the tide shall extend, or within one furlong of such

bank (a).

As to the punishment, &c., for unlawfully taking or destroying

rabbits in any lands, whether open or inclosed, in the night-time, see

mite, p. 792.

The act applies to places commonly called rabbit warrens, and not to

places where a few rabbits may be kept. {B. v. Oarretf, 6 Car. <& P.

369.) Therefore, a rick-yard in which rabbits were kept was held not

within the act. {Id.)

The term "taking," in this enactment, means "catching," and
not taking away. Where a defendant who set several wires in a

warren, in one of which a coney was caught, was seized just as he
was laying hold of the wire to take the coney, which was then

alive ; the judges held this to be a taking within the meaning of the

repealed act, 5 Geo. 3, c. 14, s. 6. {B. v. Glover, 11. & It. (J. C.

269.)

Abettors puni.sh- By 24 & 25 Vict. c. 96, s. 99, whosoever shall aid, abet (6), counsel,
able on summary or procure {b), the Commission of any offence which is by this act
conviction.

punishable on summary conviction, either for every time of its com-
mission, or for the first and second time only, or for the first time
only ; shall, on conviction before a justice of the peace, be liable for

every first, second, or subsequent offence of aiding, abetting, counsel-

ling or procuring (5), to the same forfeiture and punishment to_ which
a person guilty of a first, second, or subsequent offence, as a principal

offender, is by this act made liable.

By 24 & 25 Vict. c. 96, s. 103, any person found committing (c) any
offence punishable either by indictment or upon summary conviction

by virtue of this act, except only the offence of angling in the daj'-

time, may be immediately apprehended, without a warrant, by any
person, and forthwith taken before some neighbouring justice of the

peace, to be dealt with according to law ; and if any credible witness
shall prove upon oath before a justice of the peace a reasonable cause

to suspect that any person has in his possession, or on his premises,

any property whatsoever on or with respect to which any offence

j)unishable either upon indictment or upon summary conviction by
virtue of this act shall have been committed, the justice may grant a
warrant to search for such property as in the case of stolen goods ; and
any person to whom any property shall be offered to be sold, pawned,
or delivered, if he shall have reasonable cause to suspect that any
such offence has been committed on or with respect to such property,
is hereby authorised, and (if in his power) is required, to apprehend

A person in act of
committing
offence may be
apprehended
without a war-
rant.

A justice on sus-
picion proved on
oath, may grant a
search-warrant, as
for stolen goods.

(a) Tlie reason of this proviso is

to prevent the destruction of the Lin-
colnshire banks by the increase of
conies.

(b) As to accessories in general,

see ante, tit. "Accessory.'^

(c) See as to the meaning of these

terms, ante, p. 795, and tit. "Ma-
licious Injuries to Froperty."
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and fortliwitli to carry before a justice of the peace the party offering 17. Killing dr.
the same, together with such property, to bo dealt with according to of hares and

'

l^w. conies in war-
Sect. 105. Where any person shall be charged, on the oath of a 'w^s, &c.

credible witness, before any justice of the peace with any offence
punishable on summary conviction under this act, the justice may " ^

.

**^*' "" ®^'

summon the person charged to appear at a time and place to be named peSance'of p^'r-
in such summons, and if he shall not appear accordingly, then (upon sons punishable

proof of the due service of the summons upon such person, by deliver- *^" conviction.

ing the same to him personally, or by leaving the same at his usual
place of abode) the justice may either proceed to hear and determine
the case ex parte, or issue his warrant for apprehending such person,
and bringing him before himself or some other justice of the peace ; or
the justice before whom the charge shall be made may (if he shall so
think fit), without any previous summons (unless where otherwise
specially directed), issue such warrant, and the justice before whom the
person charged shall appear or be brought shall proceed to hear and
determine the case.

Sect. 106. Every sum of money which shall be forfeited on any Application of

summaiy conviction for the value of any property stolen or taken, or forfeitures and

for the amount of any injury done (such value or amount to be assessed
^^^^

in each case by the convicting justice), shall be paid to the party
aggrieved, except where he is unknown ; and in that case, such sum
shall be applied in the same manner as a penalty ; and every sum
which shall be imposed as a penalty by any justice of the peace,
whether in addition to such value or amount or otherwise, shall be
paid and applied in the same manner as other penalties recoverable
before justices of the peace are to be paid or applied in cases where
the statute imposing the same contains no direction for the payment
thereof to any persons (o). Provided that where several persons shall Proviso,

join in the commission of the same offence, and shall, upon conviction
thereof, each be adjudged to forfeit a sum equivalent to the value of
the property, or to the amount of the injury, in every such case no
further sum shall be paid to the party aggrieved than such value or
amount, and the remaining sum or sums forfeited shall be applied in
the same manner as any penalty imposed by a justice of the peace is

hereinbefore directed to be applied.

Sect. 107. In every case of a summary conviction under this act, if a person sum-

where the sum which shall be forfeited for the value of the property ^SJ^LTpIyf&c.
stolen or taken, or for the amount of the injury done, or which shall the justice may
be imposed as a penalty by the justice, shall not be paid either imme- commit him.

diately after the conviction, or within such period as the justice shall at
the time of the conviction appoint, the convicting justice (unless where '^caio of imprison-

otherwise specially directed) may commit the offender to the common '"°"*-

gaol, or house of correction, there to be imprisoned only, or to be im-
prisoned and kept to hard labour, according to the discretion of the
justice, for any term not exceeding 2 months, where the amount of the
sum forfeited, or of the penalty imposed, or of both (as the case may
be), together with the costs, shall not exceed bl. ; and for any term not
exceeding 4 months, where the amount with costs shall not exceed 101. ;

and for any term not exceeding 6 calendar months in any other case
;

the commitment to be determinable in each of the cases aforesaid upon
payment of the amount and costs.

Sect. 108. "Where any person shall be summarily convicted before a Justice may dis-

justice of the peace of any offence against this act, and it shall be a charge offender in

first conviction, the justice may, if he shall so think fit, discharge the "^^ »"» cases,

offender from his conviction upon his making such satisfaction to the

(a) See tlie 11 & 12 Vict. c. 43, s. 31, as to the application of penalties,

tits. '
' Penalties " and '

' Conviction.'''

.3 F 2
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17. Killing, li-c. party aggrieved for damages and costs, or either of them, as shall bo
of hares and ascertained by the justice.
conies in war- Sect. 109. In case any person convicted of any offence punishable

rem, <kc. upon summary conviction by virtue of this act shall have paid the sum

21 & 25 Vict. c. 9fl
adjudged to be paid, together with costs, under such conviction, or

A conviction a bar shall have received a remission thereof from the crown, or from the

to other proceed- lord lieutenant or other chief governor of Ireland, or shall have suffered
lugs for same ^j^g imprisonment awarded for non-payment thereof, or the imprison-

ment adjudged in the first instance, or shall have been discharged

from his conviction by any justice as aforesaid, in every such case

he shall be released from all further or other proceedings for the same
cause.

Appeal (a). ^ect. 110. In all cases where the sum adjudged to be paid on any
summary conviction shall exceed ol., or the imprisonment adjudged
shall exceed one calendar month, or the conviction shall take place

before one justice only, any person who shall think himself aggrieved

by any such conviction may appeal to the next court of general or

quarter sessions, which shall be holden not less than 12 days after the

day of such conviction for the county or place wherein the cause of

complaint shall have arisen
;

provided that such person shall give to

the complainant a notice in writing of such appeal, and of the cause
and matter thereof, within 3 days after such conviction, and 7

clear days at the least before such sessions ; and shall also either

I'emain in custody ixntil the sessions, or enter into a recognizance with
2 sufficient sureties before a justice of the peace, conditioned personally

to appear at the said sessions, and to try such appeal, and to abide the
judgment of the court thereupon, and to pay such costs as shall be
by the court awarded, or if such appeal shall be against any conviction,

whereby only a penalty or other sum of money shall be adjudged to

be paid, shall deposit with the clerk of the convicting justice such a
sum of money as such justice shall deem to be sufficient to cover the
sum so adjudged to be paid, together with the costs of the conviction

and the costs of the appeal, and upon such notice being given, and
such recognizance being entered into, or such deposit being made, tho
justice before whom such recognizance shall be entered into, or such
deposit shall be made, shall liberate such person if in custody ; and the
court at such sessions shall hear and determine the matter of the
appeal, and shall make such order therein, with or without costs to

either party, as to the court shall seem meet, and in case of the dis-

missal of the appeal or the affirmance of the conviction, shall order and
adjudge the offender to be punished according to the conviction, and to

pay such costs as shall be awarded, and shall, if necessary, issue pro-
cess for enforcing such judgment; and in any case where, after anj'

such deposit shall have been made as aforesaid, the conviction shall be
affirmed, the court may order the sum thereby adjudged to be paid,
together with the costs of the conviction and the costs of the appeal,
to be jiaid out of the money deposited, and the residue thereof, ifany,
to be repaid to the party convicted ; and in any case where after any
such deposit the conviction shall be quashed, the court shall order tho
money deposited to be repaid to the party convicted ; and in every
case where any conviction shall be quashed on appeal as aforesaid,
the clerk of the peace, or other proper officer, shall forthwith endorse
on the conviction a memorandum that the same has been so quashed

;

and whenever any copy or certificate of such conviction shall be made,
a copy of such memorandum shall be added thereto, and shall be
sufficient evidence that the conviction has been quashed in every case
where such copy or certificate would be sufficient evidence of such
conviction.

(«) As to appeals ia general, see tit. " Ajypeal."
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Sect. 111. No sucli conviction, or adjudication made on ajipeal 18. Laics as lo

therefrom, shall be quashed for want of form, or be removed by cer- Swans,

tiorari, into any of her Majesty's superior courts of record ; and
24&'>5Vict c 96

no warrant of commitment shall be held void by reason of any defect " '.

"

'

'

therein, provided it be therein alleged that the party has been con- ic-Ca).^*"^^"'

victed, and there be a good and valid conviction to sustain the

same.
Sect. 112. Every justice of the peace, before whom any person shall

^e°tuniedto*ses°
be convicted of any offence against this act, shall transmit the convic- sions(6).

tion to the next court of general quarter sessions which shall be
holden for the county or place wherein the offence shall have been com-
mitted, there to be kept by the proper officer among the records of the

court ; and upon any information against any person for a subsequent How far evidence

offence, a copy of such conviction, certified by the proper officer of the "* future cases,

court, or proved to bo a true copy, shall be sufficient evidence to

prove a conviction for the former offence, and the conviction shall

be presumed to have been unappealed against, until the contrary be
shown.

Sect. 120. Every offence hereby made punishable on summary con-
^'gX^'^g-^iifi^itr.

viction may bo prosecuted in England in the manner directed by the ifnd'under ii & 12

11 & 12 Vict. c. 43, so far as no provision is hereby made for any Vict. c. 43; ^^^^^:

matter or thing which may be required to be done in the course of such y^^ ""ol."^

^*

prosecution, and may be prosecuted in Ireland before two or more
justices of the peace, or one metropolitan or stipendiary magistrate, in

the manner directed by the 14 & 15 Vict. c. 93, or in such other

manner as may be directed by any act that may be passed for like

purposes ; and all provisions contained in the said acts shall be appli-

cable to such prosecutions in the same manner as if they were incor-

porated in this act : Provided, that nothing in this act contained shall

in any manner alter or affect any enactment relating to procedure in

the case of any offence punishable on summary conviction within the
city of London or the metroj)olitan police district, or the recovery or

application of any penalty or forfeiture for any such offence.

As to the rights of warren, &c., see ante, p. 746. Rights of warren,

As to the certificate to kill conies, &c., see ante, p, 763. **^'

XVIII. Eatos as to ^bjans.

A swan is a royal fowl ; and all those the property whereof is not a swan a royal

known do belong to the Queen by her prerogative. {Case of the Siva7is,
^°^^-

7 Bep. 16.)

It is felony to take any swans that be lawfully marked, though they Stealing swans

be at large. {Dalt, c. 156.) marked.

As to swans unmarked, if they be domesticated or tame, that is. Swans unmarked,

kept in a moat or in a pond near to a dwelling house, to steal such is

also felony. (Id.) So it seemeth of swans unmarked, so long as
they keep within a man's manor, or within his private rivers; or
if they happen to escape fi'om thence, and be pursued and taken,
and brought in again {Id.); but if swans that are unmarked shall
be abroad, and shall attain to their natural liberty, then the property
of them is lost ; and so long felony cannot be committed by taking
them. {Id.) And yet such unmarked and wild swans the Queen's
officers may seize (being abroad) for the Queen's use by her prero-
gative. Also the Queen may grant them, and by consequence
another may prescribe to have them, within a certain precinct or

(a) See tits. "Certiorari" and (b) See tit " Conviction,"
"Commitment.^'
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Retj. V. Ladrj Young, Y Rep. 18. And see post, tit.
21. Laics as to

Pl^ce. {Id.>

noxioiis birds or ' -Larceny.
) r^, , . ^.^/^^ -n

animals. By the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, s. 24 [ante, p. <69), if any person not
'

having the right of killing game upon any land, nor having permis-
Swans'eggs. gi^j^ from, the person having such right, shall wilfully take out of

the nest or destroy in the nest upon such land the eggs of swans, or

have eggs so taken in his possession, such person shall forfeit a penalty

not exceeding 5s. for every Qg^, &o.

Who may erect a
dove-cote.

Dove-cote not a
nuisance.

Killing, (fee, house
pigeons.

Pigeons trespass-

ing.

Pigeons to go to

the heir.

XIX. H.atos as to pigeons.

A lord of a manor may build a dove-coto upon his land, parcel of his

manor; but a tenant of the manor cannot do it without licence. (3

Salh. 248.) But any freeholder may build a dove-cote on his own
ground. (CVo. Jac. 382, 490.)

And it hath been adjudged that erecting a dove-house is not a com-
mon nuisance, nor presentable in the leet. (CVo. Jac. 490, 491.)

By 24 & 25 Vict. c. 96, s. 23, "whosoever shall unlawfully and
wilfuUy kill, wound, or take any house-dove or pigeon, under such
circumstances as shall not amount to larceny at common law, shall on
conviction before a justice of the peace, forfeit and pay over and above
the value of the bii'd, any sum not exceeding 2Z." (See Rex\. Brooke,

4 Cur. & P. 131.) See the general clauses affecting all the provisions

of this act, post, " Larceny."

If the pigeons come upon my land, and I kill them, the owner hath
no remedy against me ; though I may be liable to the statutes which
make it penal to destroy them. {Cro. Jac. 492.)

Doves in a dove-house, young and old, shall go to the heir, and not
the executor. (1 Inst. 8.)

Pigeons which, though they have free access to the open air, are

tame and reclaimed, and return to their house or box, are the subjects

of larceny. {Reg. v. Hoioell, 2 Den. C. C. 362, n.)

Decoys.

Destroying nests,

Grouse.

Rookeries.

XX. Eato0 as to W^iYa Bucks, €eal, or ^IHitigcon,

anti otiftx tSirtis.

As to decoys, &c. see ante, p. 570.
By the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, s. 24, any person not having the right

of killing game upon any land, nor having permission from the person
having such right, wilfully taking out of the nest or destroying in the
nest upon such land the eggs of toikl ducks, teal, or ividgeons, is sub-
jected to a penalty not exceeding 5s. for every egg, &c.

Grouse are not birds of warren. (Duke of Devonshire v. Lodge, 7 B.
& C. 36.)

As to rookeries see ante, pp. 750, 772.

Noxious birds,

and animals, &c.

XXI. Hatos as to iaoxious Mtas or animals.
With regard to fowl not used to be eaten, together with certain other

noxious animals, there were provisions made by an ancient statute,
viz.. 8 Eliz. c. 15, intituled "An Act for the Preservation of Graine,"
which it were to be wished might be revived with a proper conside-
ration of the difference of the value of money betwixt that time and the
present ; by which it was required that the churchwardens should levy
by an assessment, and pay for the heads of every three old crowes,
choughes, or rookes, Id. ; of sixe yoimg crowes, choughes, or rookes,
Id. ; and for every sixe egges of any of them, Id. ; for every twelve
stares' heads. Id. ; for every heade of merten, hawkes, fursekytte,
mouldkytte, busarde, chagge, carmeraunt, or rvngtale, 2d. ; and for



two cgges of them, Id. ; for every iron or ospray's heade, 4cZ. ; for the 22. Forms.

heado of every wood wall, pye, jay, raven, kyte, or king's fisher. Id.

;

biilfynce, or other bird that devoiireth the blowth offruit. Id. ; for the

heade of every fox or graye, 12d. ; and for the heade of every fyt-

chewe, polcate, wesel, stote, fayre, bade, or wilde cat, Ic^. ; for the

heade of every otter or hedgehogge, 2d. ; for the heades of three

rattes or twelve mise, Id. ; for the heade of every want or molewarp,

one halfpenny.
And by another ancient statute, 24 Hen. 8, c. 10, every town-

ship was required to keep a crow net, to destroy crows, rookes, and
choughs.

There is some shadow of these regulations still remaining in some
parishes, where they give a reward for destroying several of the above

said noxious fowl and vermin. These statutes were suffered to expire,

probably because in a short time there would be no need of their con-

tinuance ; but it might be convenient, nevertheless, to revive the like

provisions from time to time ; and amongst the rest of the ravenous

tribe to set a price now at length upon the head of that distinguished

fowl, for the sake of which most of the ancient laws concerning the

winged game were enacted, and which it was felony to destroy. But
now the current hath received a contrary direction ; and the hawk
himself destroys more game than gunpowder and hailshot, which hath

usiu-ped his empire.

As to entering on land to destroy foxes, see ante, p. 772.

As to keping of ferocious dogs, see " Dogs; " and as to nuisances in Ferocious dogs,

general, see post, "Nuisance."

XXII. jFotms, List of.

Forms as to Gamekeepers :

Appointment of a gamekeeper mider the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, s. 13

(No. 1).

The like of a gamekeeper in Wales, by a person entitled to the game, on

lands of the value of 500?. per annum, under s. 15 (No. 2).

Deputation of a person as gamekeeper, with authority to kill game for

his own use, under s. 14 (No. 3).

Forms as to Killing, &c. Game, luithout having a poiver to do so, under

1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32 :

General form of information for an offence, under the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c.

32 (No. 1).

General form of summons, or of a warrant of apprehension, or of summons
to a witness (No. 2).

General form of convictiou under the act (No. 3).

Conviction on s. 23, for killing game without a certificate (No. 4).

The like for using a dog, &c. for kiUing game without a certificate

(No. 5).

The like, on s. 12, for killing, &c. or permitting another to kiU, &c. game,
where the right is given by statute exclusively to lessor or landlord

(No. 6).

The like, for killing, or permitting another to kill, game, when reserved

to landlord by the lease (No. 7).

The like, for the like offence, where the game belonged to a person by
virtue of a free warren (No. 8).

Distress warrant (No. 9).

Notice of appeal against conviction (No. 10).

Recognizance to hear and try appeal (No. -11).
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22. Forms
Forms relative to Sporting ivithout a Game Certificcite

:

Information before two commissioners or one magistrate on 52 Geo. 3,

c. 93, for not producing a certificate on demand (No. 12).

Information on same act for sporting without a certificate (No. 13).

General Form of summons (No. 14).

Conviction for killing game without a certificate (No. 15).

Distress warrant thereon (No. 16).

Indorsement of costs on warrant of distress (No. 17).

Commitment for want of distress (No. 18).

Becogxizaxce on appeal against conviction (No. 1 9).

Forma relative to Buying and Selling of Game

:

Licence to sell game (No. 20).

Certificate to be issued by clerks of commissioners of assessed taxes to

every person licensed to deal in game (No. 21).

Conviction on the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, s. 19, against a licensed person
for dealing in game without having taken out the 21. certificate

(No. 22).

Tlie like on s. 25, against an uncertificated person for selling or offering
to sell game without a licence (No. 23).

Conviction on same section against certificated person, for ofl'ering to
sell game to one unlicensed to deal in it (No. 24).

The like, under s. 27, against unlicensed person for buying game of un-
licensed dealer (No. 25).

The like, on s. 28, for buying, &c. game from uncertificated or unlicensed
person (No. 26).

The like, against licensed dealer for selling, &c. game without a board
affixed to his shop, &c. (No. 27).

Conviction against licensed dealer for affixing a board denoting his
licence to more houses than one (No. 28).

The like against licensed person for selling game elsewhere than at his
house, &c. (No. 29).

The like against unlicensed person for pretending to be licensed, &c.
(No. 30).

Ai'PEAL, &c, (No. 31).

Forms relative to Trespasses

:

Notice not to trespass (No. 32).

Conviction under the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, s. 39, for trespassing on laud
in pursuit of game (No. 33).

Conviction for a like offence, where the trespass was committed by five
persons or more (No. 35).

Conviction on s. 31, against trespasser for refusing to tell his name on
being required by person entitled to game (No. 36).

The like for continuing on the land after being required to quit it by per-
son authorised by party entitled to game (No. 37).

The like for giving an illusory description of place of abode to the occu-
pier of the land (No. 38).

Conviction under s. 2, against two persons for going out with throe
others, to number of five together, and deterring a gamekeeper from
approaching them to order them ofi" land (No. 39).

Conviction of a trespasser in the Queen's park or forest under g. 33
(No. 40),
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Forms relative to the Killing, tfcc. of Game, dc. at improper Times or in an roims.

improper Manner

:

Information (No. 41),

Summons (No. 42).

Conviction on 1 & 2 AVill. 4, c. 32, s. 3, for killing game on <a Sunday
or Christmas-daj' (No. 43).

The like for killing two partridges between 1st Feb. and 1st Sept.

(No. 44).

The like for killing ^7ic«s«Jife between 1st Feb. and 1st Oct. (No. 45).

The like for killing black game between lOtli Dec. and 20th Aug., not
being in Somerset or Devon or in New Forest (No. 46),

The like for killing grouse between lOtli Dec. and 12tli Aug. (No. 47).

Conviction on s. 24, for destro3nng eggs of game, &c, (No. 48).

The like for having in possession eggs of game, &c, (No, 49),

The like for laying ])oison to kill game, &c. (No. 50).

Forms relative to Buying and Selling of Game, tfcc.

;

Information (No. 51).

Summons (No. 52).

Conviction on 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, s. 4, of licensed dealer for selling or
having game in possession ten days beyond the season (No. 53).

Tlie like of person not licensed to deal in game for selling game ten days
beyond the season (No. 54).

The like of person not licensed to deal in game for having game in his pos-

session forty days beyond the season (No. 55).

Forms relative to the Offence of going Armed at Night to Kill Game, &c.

:

Conviction on 9 Geo. 4, c, 69, s. 1, for a first offence, in destroying game
in night (No. 56).

The like for entering land by night armed for taking game (No, 57).

The like, for a second offence, in either of the two last cases (No. 58).

Indictment on s. 1, for a third offence of night poaching after two con-
victions (No. 59).

Indictment on s, 2, for assaulting gamekeeper in endeavouring to appre-
hend offender detected in night poaching (No. 60),

The like, for assaulting a person assisting a gamekeeper where immediate
pursuit was made after offender (No. 61).

Indictment on s. 9, against three or more, for entering land in night for

taking game (No. 62).

Forms relative to Deer, Deer Stealing, Assaulting Keepers, &c. :

Commitment on 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 29, s. 26, for stealing &c., deer in in-
closed ground (No. 63).

Indictment for the like offence (No. 64).

Conviction for killing, &c., deer in unindosed gcomid (No, 65).

Commitment for a second offence, in stealing deer, &c., in uninclosed
ground (No. 66).

Indictment for a second offence (No. 67).

Search-Warrant on s. 27, to find venison, snares, kc. (No. 68).

Conviction for not accounting for possession of venison, &c. (No 69).

Summons against persons through whose hands such venison may have
passed (No, 70),

Conviction against such persons (No. 71),
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22. Forms. Conviction on s. 28, for setting snares to take deer (No. 72).

Conviction for pulling down park fences, &c. (No. 73).

Commitment on s. 29, for assaulting, &c. a gamekeeper (No. 74).

Indictmknt for the like offence (No. 75).

Forms relative to Hares, Conies, Hare Stealing, &c.

:

Commitment on 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 29, s. 30, for killing, &c. hares or conies

in the night (No, 76),

Indictment for like offence (No. 77).

Conviction for taking hares or conies in breeding grounds, in the day-time

(No, 81).

Conviction for setting snares to take hares or conies in warrens, &c.

(No 82),

Forms relative to Pigeons

:

Cona^ction on 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 29, s, 33, for killing a pigeon

(No, 83).

FOEMS AS TO GAMEKEEPERS.
(1). Appointment Knov) all men hy these ^yrcscnts, that I, A. B., of ,

in the county of ,

iinderl^&2^wlll 4 csquirc, lord of the manor of , in the said county, have {by virtue of the

c. 32, s. 13 {ante,
' statute in such case made and provided) nominated, authorised, and appointed,

V- 'i^'i)- and hy these presents do nomiiuite, aiithorise, and appoint C. -D. of , in the

county of ,
yeoman, to be my lawful gamekeeper, to preserve and kill [if

the appointment is only to preserve the game, the words ^'and kill" should
be omitted] the game within the said manor for my sole use and immediate

benefit, with full power and authority, according to the directions of the said

statute, to seize and take for my use within the limits of the said manor all such

dogs, nets, and other engines and instruments for the killing or taking of game,
as shall be used within the said limits by any 2^erson not authorised to kill game
for want of a game certificate. And further, to do, ex-eeute, and perform all and
every act and acts, thing and things, within the limits of the said manor, which,

by virtue of the statute in such case made and provided, or of any latvs of this

realm, belong and appertain to ttie office of a gamekeeper, during my will and
pleasure, and for which this shall be his sufficient tvarrant. [if the appoint-

ment is only to preserve the game, then, instead of the above, add this con-

clusion :
" And further, to do, execute, and perform, all and every act and acts,

thing and things, which are requisite and necessary for the preservatio7i of the

game within ttie same mxmor, and the limits thereof, and for the discovery of
offenders therein according to the directions of the statute in such case made and
provided "]. In tvitncss whereof, J, the said A. £., have hereunto set my hand
and seal, the day of , in the year of our Lord ,

'
' Signed, sealed, and delivered, 1

in the presence of J

(2). Appointment Knoio all men hy these presents, that I, A. B., of ,
in tlie county of ,

Wafes"by^pci° on" ^"' ^^'^ principality of Wales, esquire, being entitled to kill the game upon certain

entitled to game lands called , situate in the pansh ^ , in the county aforesaid, of the
on lands of value clear annual value offive hu,ndred pounds, of ichieh said rents I the said A. B.

ann^*^'
P^*", am seised of an estate in fee simple, {ante, p. 758), and which said lands are not

1 <fe 2 Will. 4. c 32 'Within the bounds of any manor, lordship, or royalty, have nominated, autho-

s. 15 (ante, p. 758). rised, and app)ointed, aiid by these pi-esents do nominate, ctulhorise, and appoint,

C. D. of ,
in the county of , yeoman, to be my lawful gamekeeper, to

jyreserve ami kill [or, if the appointment is only to preserve the game, omit the

words, *
' and kill "] the game over and upon the said lands [if the appointment

is meant to extend to other lands, then add, ^^ And also over and upon certain

other lands called , situate in tlie parish of , in the county aforesaid^,

and iww in tlie occupation of 0. W, , iv/iich said last-mentioned lands are not

ivithiit the hounds of any manor, lordship or royalty, and he the said 0, W. being



entitled to kill the game upon the lands, and having also by licence in v;riting 22. Forvis.
duly autJwrised me to appoint a gamekeeper to 2)reserve and kill the game thereon, —
pursuant to the directions of the statute in such case made and provided," (see

ante,-^. 758),]/or my sole use and immcdiute benefit; withfulljwwer and authority

to seize and take for my lose tipon the said tabids all s'uch dogs, nets, and other

engines and instruments whatsoever for the killing or taking of game, as shall be

used upon the said lands by any person not authorised to kill game for want of a
game certificate. And further, to do, execute, and perform all and every act

aiul acts, thing and things, in, over, and upon the said lands, which by virtue

of the statute in such case made aiwl 2}rovided, or by any lavjs of this realm,

belong to the office of a gamekeeper, duringmy will and pleasure, andfor which
this shall he his sufficient loarrant. In uritness, dice. [Conclude as in preceding

form].

Know all men by these jnvsents, tlmt I, A. B., of dv. lord of the nuLnor of , (3). Deputation of

in the county of ,
have by virtue of the statute in such case made and provided, i^erson as game-

nominated, appointed, and deputed, and by these ^rrcsents do nominate, apjpoint, ^^ff^'^'t^'t^kiu
and depute C. D. of ,

in the county of , esquire, to be my lawful game- game for his own
keeper of and tvithin my said manor of , with full power, licence, and use, under l & 2

authority, as such gamekeeper, to kill game icithin the same tnanor for his own ^'iU- *> <'^^^> ^- ^^

%ise, orfor the xise of any otlier person or persons whomsoever ; and also to seize ^"" *' P" '
''

and takefor his own u^e within the limits of the said moMor all such dogs, nets,

and other engines and instru^neids for the killing or taking ofgame, as shall be used

iqion the said lands by any person not authorised to kill game for want of a game
certificate. And further to do, execute, and perform all and every act and acts,

thing and things, in and upon tlie said lands, which in any icay belong or ap-

IJcrtain to the office of a gamekeeper, by virtue of the statute in such case made
fuid provided, or by virtue of any laws of this realm, during my will and
pleasure; aiul for doing which this shall be his sufficient tvarrant. In witness, d-c.

[Conclude as in form, ante, p. 810, No. 1.]

FORMS AS TO KILLING, &c. GAME, WITHOUT HAVING A
POWER TO DO SO, UNDER 1 & 2 AVill. 4, c. 32.

) Be it rcmcnibered, that on tlie day of , in the year of our (l). General form

to wit. \ Lord, at , in the said county of , A. I. of , in the said of information

county of , labourer, personally came bcfmx me, J. P., esqxdre, one of her
,°nJ*e'ri'ifc^2 Will 4

Majesty's justices of the peace for the said county [ov, '^riding,'" "division,'" c. 32(o).

*'Jranchise," "liberty," "city," die. as the case may be], and now informs me
upon his oath duly administered to him in that behalf, that A. 0., of , in

the said county, labourer, vjithin three calendar montlis now last past, that is to

say, on the day of , A. D. , at the parish of ib), in the

said county of , did unlawfully kill [or, " take"'\ game [or, ^ did use a
dog, dc. for tlie purjMse of killing ga^ne"], the said A. 0. not being then and
there authorised so to do for want of a game certificate, contrary to the statute in
such case made and provided [or, "did," here specify any other offence, and
the time and place when and where the same was committed, as the case may
be ; and if the information be for two or more distinct offences, proceed by
stating them thus : "And the said A. I. further informeth me the said justice,

that <£•(;." [stating the subject matter of the complaint]*, contrary to tlie form of
the statute in that case made and provided]; whereby he hath forfeited the sttm

of [51.]; and which said charge contained in such information is now deposed to

before me on the oath ofW. W. and E. W., being credible ivitnesses in this behalf;

such oath being note duly administered to the said W. W. and E. W. , in this behalf;

and thereupon the said A. I. praycth the judgmeoit of me the said justice in the

piremises, and that the said A. 0. may be summoned to answer and make defence

to the premises aforesaid. A. I.

Taken and sivorn before m,e the day

'

and year first above mentioned.
J. P.

(a) Vide ante, p. 787 ; and the p. 812, No. 3.

words used in the form of the con- (b) State the parish accurately,

viction prescribed by the act, post,
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22. Forvis.

(2). Summons,
A'c. of )iarty

accused.

Warrant of appre-
hension.

Summons of a
witne.ss.

See the form of summons when directed to the party himself, ante, " Con-
viction,'" and the form when directed to a constable. Id.

See the form of warrant of apprehension after a previous summons, 2^ost,

" Warrant." See also the form of warrant whore the party charged is likely

to abscond. Id.

See form of summons of a witness, title, ''Conviction,'^

(3). General form
of conviction as
prescribed by
1 <fe 2 WiU. 4, c.

32 (a).

J.
Be it renumbered, that on the day of , in tJie year of our

to yxit. f Lord , at , in the county of [or, "riding,^' "division,"
^franchise," "liberty," "city,"" d:c, as the case maybe], A. 0. is convicted

before me J. P., one for, " us J. P. and J. J. P. tivo," as the case may require]

of her Majesty's justices of the peace in and for t/ie said county [or, "riding,
^'<^-^']*>for that he tlie said A. 0. tvithin tJie space of three calendar nwntlis now
last past to xoit on (b) , at (c) , did unlatofidly kill for " take "] game
[or, "did use a dog, d:c. for the 2nirpose of killing game "], lie tJie said A. 0.
not being authorised so to do for want of a game certificate, contrary to the statide
in sitch case made and provided [or, "did," here specify any other offence, and
the time and place Avhen and where the same was committed, as the case may
be] ; and I [or, " we "] do adjudge that the said A. 0. shall for the said offence

forfeit the sum of [or, "tve do adjudge thai the said A. 0. shall for the
said offence forfeit the sum of , being after the rate of for every head
ofgame so, d-c. or for every egg so d-c."] and shall forthwith pay the said sum,
together ivith the sum of(d) for costs ; and that, in default of immediate
jiayment of the said simis, he iJie said A. 0. slmll be imprisoned {c) [or, "im-
jmsonedand kept to hard labour "'\ in the of for the space of ,

unless tlie said sums shall be sooner paid [or, "andV or, " ive"] order tlmt
the said sums shall be paid by the said A. 0. on or before tlie day of ,

and in default ofpayment on or before that day I [or, "ice"] adjudge the said
A. 0. to be imprisoned [or, "imprisoned aiul kept to hard labour"] in the

of > for the space of , unless tlie said sums shall be sooner paid "] ;

and /[or, "we''] direct tlmtone moiety ofthe said sumof [i. e. the penalty]
shall be paid to A. J., the person who hath inform.ed and prosecuted for the

same (/), and the otlier nioiety tliereof to , being one, of the overseers of the
poor of the said pai-ish [or, " totmish'ip," or, "place ;" the parish, township, or
place in which the offence was committed] {g), to be by him ajiplied according to

the directions of the statidc in such cane made and provided ; and I [or, "we "]

07-der that the said sum of for costs shall be paid to the said A. J. [the
complainant]. Given under my hand [or, "our hands "] {h) tlie day and year
first above mentioned.

J. P. [or /. P.
aTid J. J. P.}

(4). Conviction on [Commence as in the preceding form, to the asterisk]—/or tliat the said A.O.,

8 %^ fofIciliing'^' "^ ^^^^ ^^2/ of ,
in the year of our Lord , at the p)arish aforc-

gamo without a said, in the county aforesaid, did kill [or, "take"] certain game, to wit, tvo
certificate {i). partridges, tlie said A. 0. not being then and there authorised so to dofor want

of a game certificate ; contrary to the statute in such case made and provided.

(a) This form is prescribed by the
act.

(6) A variance in the day stated
from the proof will not bo material.

(c) Tlie place should be stated ac-

curately, and be alleged to be in the
county.

(fZ) This sum must be ascertained
and fixed in the conviction. (See

R. V. Hall, 1 Cowp. 60 ; R. v. Sy-
inonds, 1 East Rep. 89

.)

(c) As to commitments in execu-

tion in general, see tit. " Commit-
vicid ill LxeciUion,"

if) Vide ante, p. 788.

{g) The 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, s. 37,

and the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 20, s. 21,

allow the magistrate to direct the

payment to be made to any other

officer of the parish, &c. where tlio

offence was committed, for the gene-
ral county rate.

(A) A conviction should in general
be under the hand and seal of the

convicting magistrate ; but this form,

which is prescribed by the act, ren-
ders the sealing unnecessary.

ii) See cifite, p. 754,
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And we do adjudge iluit the said A. 0. shallfor tlie said offence forfeit the mm 22. Forms.
nf 51. (a), and shall forthwith j)ny the said sum, together with the sum of {ante,

]>. 812, n. (d)) for costs ; and that in default, <L-c. [Conclude as in the form

l)receding. ]

[Commence as in tlie form, ante, p. 812, No. 3, to the asterisk]—/or that the {•>) The like on

said A. 0., on the day of , in the year of our Lord , at tlie ^^^ngTdog!tl
parish aforesaid, in the county aforesaid, did use a dog [or, "gun," " net," or, for killing game
^^ an engine, to wit, an engine called ," or, "an instrument, to wit, an without a certi-

instrument called "] for the purpose of searching for \^^' killing," or, ficate(6).

" taking '"\ game, to ivit, Ipartridges'], the said A. 0. not being then and there

authorised so to do for want ofa game certificate, contrary to the statute in sicch

case made and provided, and we do adjudge tlmt tJie said A. 0. sluill for the said

offence forfeit the sum of 51. (a), aiul shall forthwith pay the said sum, together

with tlie stnn of (ante,]). 812, n. (d) ) for costs ; and that in default, <tc.

[Conclude as in the form, ante, p. 812, No. ii.J

[Commence as in the form, ante, , No. 3, to the asterisk]—/or that the (C). Conviction on

said A. 0., on the day of , in tlie year aforesaid, at the parish afore- ^ "".f foJ. kjiiififj^"'

said, in the county aforesaid, was the occupier of certain land, that is to say of a &c."or permitting
certain close called (d) , situate in ike jiarish aforesaid and county afore- another to kill,

said, under a certain lease tlieretofore tliereof granted to the said A. 0. by E. F. &c. game, where

[or, "(tender a certain agreement made between the said C. D. aiul E. F.y''\ w the statute 'ex"
before the ^passing of the statute passed in tlie second year of the reign of his late clusively to lessor

Maiesty liimj William the Fourth, intituled "An act to amend tlie laws i«, or landlord (f>.

England relative to game,'^ to wit, on the first day of January, in the year of
our Lord 1829, the right of hilling the game upon such land not being expressly

granted or allowed to tlie said A. 0. by such lease [or, " agreeinenl"], and no

fine or fines having been taken upon the original granting or reneical of such

lease [ov, "agreement^'], and such lease [or, *^ agreement ^^1 not having been

made for any term of years exceeding twenty-one years ; but being for a term
las than twenty-one years, that is to say, for a term of [seven] years not yet

elapsed (e). And the said A. 0., so then and there being such occupier of such

land as aforesaid, on * the said day of , in the year of our Lord
,

at the parish aforesaid, in the county aforesaid, did unlawfully and wilfully

jmrsue [or, "kill," or, " take"] (f) [or, " did unlawfully and wilfully give

])ermission to one G. G. to pursue [or, "kill," or, "take,"] and the said G. 0.

did then and there unlaufully and wilfully pursue [or, " kill," or, "take "] ],

iqyon the said laird, certain game, to tvit, two partridges and ttvo hares, without

the authority of the said E. E. or any other person having the right of killing tlie

game upon the said land so to do, contrary to the statute in that case mxide and
jrrovided ; and tve do adjudge that the said A. 0. shall for such offence forfeit

the sum of U. {g), being after the rate of 11. for every head of game so killed [or,

" taken "j as aforesaid (A), and shallforthwith pay the said sum of il., togetlier

with the sum of \l. (seea)ife, p. 812, n. (d)) for costs, <kc. [Proceed as in the form,

ante, p. 812, No. 3, to the end.]

[Commence as in the form, ante, p. 812 (No. 3), to the asterisk]—/or that the (7). The like for

said A. 0., on the day of , in the year afm-esaid, at the parish afore- ^^J?!"^'
'^°"

^h^T"
said, in the county aforesaid, was the occupner of certain laiul, that is to say, of ™jy ']j'c_^he game

(a) The penalty is 51. or less. Eut (g) If the party be guilty only of

it is cumulati\'e, see ante, p. 763. pursuing the game, then the penalty

(6) See ante, p. 754. is 21. only ; biit the penalty is 11. for

(c) See ante, p. 754. every head of game killed or taken,

(cZ) If there be no name, or j'ou or less. (See ante, p. 756.)

cannot ascertain it, then set out the {h) If the defendant be only con-

abuttals or else the occupation. See victed of pursuing game, these words,

ante, p. 798. *' being after the rate of 1^. for every
(e) Let this correspond with the head of game so killed as aforesaid,"

fact. must be omitted. See ante, p. 756.

(/) See ante, p. 755.
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22. Forms.

when reserved to
the landlord by
lease (a).

a certain close called {h), situate in the jmrish aforesaid and county afm^e-

said, Xinder aiul by virtue of a certain lease tliereof theretofore made to him
from E. F. [or, *' under aiid hj virtue of a certain agreement tJieretofore made
between him and E. /"."], by which said lease [or, " agreement "] the right of
killing the game upon such laiul then was and is sjiecially reserved by [or,
*^ granted to"] (see ante, p. 754), the said E. F. in exclusion of tJie right of the

said A. 0. of killing the game xqwn such land ; and that the said A. 0., so being

such occupier as ciforesaid, on ttc [Proceed as in the preceding form, No. 6,

from the asterisk to the end.]

(8). The like for [Commence as in the form, cade, p. 812 (No. 3), to the asterisk]—/or that the

where the^game »«^ ^' ^•. ^n the day of , in the year of our Lord
,
at the

belonged to a per- parish aforesaid, in the county aforesaid, was the occupier of certain

son by virtue of a laivd then a7id there called (b), situate in the parish aforesaid and county
free warren (a). aforesaid, tlic right of killing the game upon such Imid then and there ex-

clusively belonging to E. F., that is to say, by virtue of his franchise of free

warren in and over tlie said, land ; and that the said A. 0., so being such occu-

pier as aforesaid, on (be [Proceed as in the form, ante, p. 813, No. 6, from the

asterisk to the end.]

(9). Distress. It will be observed that the act of 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, gives no powers of

distress, but only a power to imprison the offender if he makes default in paj'-

ment of the penalty {aide, p. 788). As to the distress for penalties for sporting

without a certificate, aee post, p. 817.

(10). Notice of
appeal against
conviction (e).

To , of , in tJie cownty of .

/ hereby give you notice that I, A. 0., of , do intend at the next quarter

sessions of the peace to be holden in and for the county of , at , in

the said county, to appeal against a certain convictio,i of me the said A. 0. by

J. P., esq., ami K. B., esq., two of her Majesty's justices of the peace for
the said county, for my Juiving as thereby alleged, on (be, at dbc, [here

state the substance of the offence or offences as stated in the conviction] ; and
that the causes and groitnds for such my appeal are, that I teas not and am not

guilty of the said offence [or, ^^ offences, or either of them"], and that the said

conviction is illegal, and that (be. Qiere state other causes of appeal as speci-

fically as you can]. Dated this day of , A. d. ,

C. D.

(11). Recognizance
to hear and try
appeal.

This form of recognizance may be readily framed from that, 2)ost, p. 817.

(12). Infonnation
on 62 Geo. 3, c. 93,

FORMS RELATIVE TO GAME CERTIFICATE UNDER 52 Geo. 3,

c. 93, Schedule L.

[See fonns of game certificates, tit. '* Taxes.''''\

;Be it remembered that on (be. , at (be, A. I., of (be. , in his proper person

,

Cometh before me, J. P. , one of her Majesty's jtcstices of tJie peace in and

for°not pro'ducinK
•^'"' '^^ county of , and also being a commissioner acting in the execution

a certificate on ^f tlie statutes relating to excise duties for the district of [or,
'

' comet li

demand {d). before us and , being commissioners acting in the execidion of ///

acts relating to the excisefor the district of "], arid now here before me [or,

"««"], maketh infonnation and complaint that* A. 0., of the parish of ,

in tJie county of , within three calendar montlis Icust past, to vnt, on-

tlie day of , at the parish of , in the said county, and withi

(a) See ante, p. 754.

(6) See ante, p. 813, n. {d).

(c) Asto appealjsee ante, p. 790, and

see as to appeals in

title, ^'Appeal."
(d) See a)ite, p. 766.

general, ante,

I



the district aforesaid («), was discovered by one J. J. using (b) a dog [" gun,^'

"net," or, "a certain engine, to luit, an engine called a "] (c)for the pur-

pose of taking [or, "killing'"^ game [" woodcocks," ^'snipes," "quails," "land-
rails,'' or ^'conies " (c)] there, he, the said J. J., being then aiid there, and at

the time the said A. 0. was so discovered as aforesaid, an assessor [or, " collector "]

(d) of the said parish of ,
{ante, p. 788), in the cormty aforesaid, and within

the district aforesaid ; and thereiopon the said J. J. {lie the said J. J. then and
there being such assessor {e) [or, " collector "] of the said parish of , as

aforesaid) did then and there demaiul and require from the said A. 0,, then

and there so acting as aforesaid, the productioii of a certificate issued to him for
tluct purpose, as is directed by the statute in that case made and, pirovided, and
that no such certificate teas then and there prod^iced to the said J, J., and that

thereiqmn the said J. J. having made such demand as aforesaid, and no svxh

certificate being produced to him, tlie said J. J. as aforesaid then and there

required the said A . 0. forthwith to declare to him the said J. J. the Christian

name and surname and place of residence of him the said A. 0., and also the

parish or place {if any) in which lie the said A. 0. Jutd been assessed to the deities

by an act of Parliament made and passed in the 23rd and 2ith years of the

reign of her Majesty, intituled [here set out title of act], granted or con-

solidated theretvith ; and that the said A. 0. then and there, after stlch demand
made, ivilfully refused, to produce and show ayny such certificate as aforesaid, or

in default thereof as aforesaid to give unto tlic said J. J. the Christian name and
surname and place of residence of him the said A. 0., and the parish or place

{if any) in which he had been assessed to the said duties [or,
'

' then and there

815

22. Forms.

{a) In some cases some further de-

scription of the place upon which the

gun, &c. was used must be given, in

order to sliow that the person de-

manding the certificate was autho-

rised so to do. (See ante, p. 766. ) As,

for instance, if the party was dis-

covered using the gun, &c., by the

lord of the manor in which he was
when he used the gun, it should be
stated, that the party used the gun
within the manor.

(b) If the offence be for refusing to

produce a certificate, &c., where the

party is assisting an uncertificated

person, &c. , then say,
'

' assisting [one

E.J^.'\in the taking [or, " killing "'\

of game ["woodcocks,'" "snipes," or,

"conies, <f;c."], by means of a gun
["dog," "net," or other means,
naming them], tJiere, * the said act of
assisting as aforesaid not being then

and there done in the comiMny or

presence and for the use of any person

who had then duly obtained in his

own right such certificate for killing

[or, " taking "'\ game, [or, &c. (see

swpra)^ as is directed by tfie statute

in that case made and provided, nor
being then and there done in the com-
pany or presence and for the use of
any person who by virtue of such a
certificate, then obtained in his own
right, then and there used his oivn dog
["gun," "net," or other engine] /or
the taking [or, "killing"'] of such
game[" woodcock," "snip>e," "quail,"
" lamlrail," or, '^ coiiey,"], {ante,

p. 764), and loho did not then anxl there

act therein by virtue of any deputa-

tion or appointment." [The part from
the asterisk, it would seem, might
be omitted. Concluding as above].

(c) It Avili be seen, aivte, p. 764, that

a party may use nets or springs for

taking woodcocks or snipes without a

certificate ; and see ante, p. 764, when
conies may be killed without a certi-

ficate,rand p. 761, when hares.

{d) Or according to the fact, " a
commissioner for the execution of the

acts relating to assessed taxes, acting

for the said county "
[
" ridiiig, " " divi-

sion," or, "place"].

Or, "a lord [or, "lady," or,

"gamekeeper"] of the said manor"
[or, "royalty" or "lands"]. (See

n. (a), supra).

Or, "inspector [or, "surveyor"]
of taxes, acting in the execution of the

acts for assessed taxes for the district

aforesaid.
"

Or, '

' a person duly assessed to the

duties granted by an act of Parlia-
ment made and piassed in the 2Srd
and 2ith years of the reign of her
Majesty Qioeen Victoria, intituled,
* An act to repeal the duties on game
certificates, and certificates to deal in
game, and to impose in lieu thereof
duties on excise licenses and certificates

for the like purposes.' "

Or, " the owner [or, "landlord,"
or, "lessee," or, "occupier"] of the

land hereinafter vuntioned, called
" [as the case may be].

(c) Or according to the fact. (See

supra).
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22. Forms. prochiced to the said J. J. a false certificate," or, "a fictitious certificate :" or
^^ then and there gave to the said J. J. a false name, that is to say, the imme of

," or " a false place of residence, that is to say, the place of ," or,

" a false place of assessment, that is to say, etc." or, ''^ a fictiliousplace of assess-

ment, that is to say, <fcc.," as the case is], contrary to the form of the statute in

that case made and provided ; ami by means of the jJremises, and by force of
the statute in that case made and provided, the said A. 0. hath forfeitedfor hw
said ofihice the sum of 201. [may be mitigated to 10^.] : xchcreupon the said

A. I. prays the judg^nent of 7)ie the said justice and commissiGner [or, "its the

said commissioners"^ in the pireynises, cmul that the said A. 0. maybe suvi-

'moned to answer the premises before me the said justice and commissioner [or,

" us the said commissioners "]. Exhibited before me [or, " us "J, this day
of , in the year of our Loi'd . A.I.

(13). Information
on 52 Geo 3, c. i»3,

Sch. L. Rule 12,
for using a dog,
(fee. without a cer-

tificate (a).

[Proceed as in tlie above information (No. 12), to the*, and then thus :]

—

A. 0., of the jmrish of , in the county of ,
[laboure?-], within three

calendar months noio last pctst, to wit, on the day of , at the parish

of , in the county of , and within the district aforesaid, did use a
dog [^' gun," " 7ict," or, "« certain engine, to ivit, an engine called a "

(ijj, for the purpose of tcdi^ig [or, " killing"] game ['' ivoodcocJcs," "snipes,"

"quails," "landrails," or "conies" (J)], to ivit, [partridges'], [according to the

fact], there, withoid having obtained such certificate as is directed by the statute

in that case made and provided, contrary to tlie form of the statute in that case

iiiade and j^rovided : whereby, and by force of the statute in that case made and
provided, the said A. 0. hath forfeited for his said offence the sum of 201. [may
be nutigated to lOZ.] Wlierc^tpon tlie said A. I. prayeth the judgment of vs

the said commissioners [or, ^'me the said justice and commissioner"] in the

premises, and that the said A. 0. may be summoned to answer the premises

before lis the commissioners aforesaid [or,
'

' me the said justice and commis-

sioner "].

Exhibited before me [or, " us"], the dciyof,d:c. A. I.

(14). Summons
thereon.

To , of the parish of , in the county of . Whereas
information and complaint have been made before me one, d:c. [or, "vs

tU'O," ttc] [describe the justice or commissioner, as in the information], at

, that you, on the day of , at the parish of , in the

county of , ami within the district of , did [here state the offence

as in the information].

These are to require you the said A. 0. to appear bfore me [or " us"] {ante,

p. 785), at , in the said county of ,
on the day of , at the

hour of , in the noon of the same day [to cmsicer to tlie said infor-

mation and comidaioit, and to be further dealt ivith according to law]; [if the

summons be to a witness omit the words in brackets, and say, " to give evi-

dence touching the matters contained in the said information, on the part of
the said A. I." [or, " of the said A. 0."] Given tinder my [or, " out"] hands
and seals, this day of , d-c.

(15). Conviction
for killing game
without a certifi-

cate.

(10). Warrant of

distress tliereon.

The stat. 52 Geo. 3, c. 93, Sch. L. llulc XV. prescribes the form, which
sec, aiite,

To the constable of , in the county of , and others whom
this may concern.

Whereas A. 0., of , in the said county [labourer], is this day, at

lie, convicted before me J. P., esquire, one of her Majesty's justices of tM
peace in and for the said coimUy, and one of tlie commissioners, <i-c. [as in

the conviction], ujmyi the oath of A. B., a credible witness, for that he the

said A. 0., on d-c. [describe the offence as in the conviction], and adjudged

by me to pay tlic sum of [201.] for his said offence ; these are therefore, in

(a) The statute gives a form of con-

viction.

(b) Seen, (c), p. 815.
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htr said 3/ajesty's name, to coviinand you to levy the said sum by distress 22, Forms.
of (he goods of the said A. 0. ; and if, ivithin the s^mce of four days next

after such distress by you taken, the said sum shall not be paid, that then
you do sell the said goods so by you distrained, and out of the money arising by
such sale you do pay the sum of to J. J. of , in the said county,

one of tlie collectors of the assessed taxes for the parish of aforesaid,

for the use of her Majesty, returning the overphbs (if any) on deinand unto
the said A. 0. : and if su^cient distress cannot be found of the goods of
the said A. 0. v;he,7'eon to levy the said sum of [20^.], that then you certify

the same to me, together with the return of this 2>f^ce2}t. Oiven lender my
hand and, seal, the day of , d'c.

I, the witliin-named justice of the peace arid commissioner \pv, " ^re," d-c., (17). IndorBement

as in tlie warrant], do hereby indorse and declare the sum of to be the tliereon of costs.

reasonable costs attending tltc information, conviction, ami warrant of dis-

tress (as on the other side hereof expressed), settled by me to be levied by the

said constable of , and paid to the said informer (ante, 788). Given
under my hand the day and year last within written, J. P.

!To the constable of , in the county of , and to the keeper (is). Commitment
of the house of correction at , in the said cotmty, and others thereon for want
ivhom this may concern. .

of distress.

Whereas A. 0., of, dc. {labourer'], luas at, dc., on, dc, convicted before me,
one, dc. [as in the warrant of distress], ^ipon the oath of A. B., a credible ivit-

ncss.for that he the said A. 0., on, d:c. [here state the offence as in the con-
viction], arid adjudged by me topay the sum of [20Z.] for his said offence ; and
whereas on the said day of , in the year aforesaid, I did issue my
iiKirrant to the constable of to levy the said sum of [20^,] by distress and sale of
the goods of the said A. 0., and to apply the same according to law ; and
vhereas it duly appears to me, as ivell on the oath of the said constable as
otherioise, that he the said constable hath itscd his best endeavours to levy the said,

sum o/[20Z.] on the goods of the said A. 0. as aforesaid, but that no sufficient

distress can be had whereon to levy the same : these are therefore to command you,
the said constable of aforesaid, to apprehend the body of the said A. 0.,

and him safely to convey to ilic house of correction at , in the said cotmty,

and there deliver him to the said keeper thereof, together with this precept. And
I do hereby command you, the said keeper of the said house of correction to

receive into your custody in the said house of correction the said A. 0., and
him there safely keep for the space of six calendar months, tcnless such
2>cnalty shall be sooner paid ; and for so doing this shall be your sufficient

tcarrant. Given under my hand and seal, the day of , dc.

1 Be it remembered,, that on tlie day of , in the year (10). Recognizance

J of the reign of our sovereign Lady Victoria, of the United Kingdom of ^^ appeal against

Great Britain and Irclaml, Queen, defender of the faith, A. 0., of in the sportSg without
said county [labourer], [if with sureties, say, "A. S. of , [farmer], and a certificate, on

C. S. of ,
[tailor],"] carne before me one of her Majesty's justices of the 52 Geo. 3, c. 93,

2)ehce in and for the county of dc. [as in the conviction], and acknowledged to owe "• ^^' ^''^' ^' ^'^^'

to oiirsaid Lady the Queen the stim of of lawful money of Great Britain,
to be levied of his [or, ^' their "] goods arid chattels, lands, and tenements [^'re-
spectively," if witli sureties], to the rise of our said Lady the Queen, her heirs
and successors, if the said A. 0. shall make default in the condition hereunder
written:—

Whereas the above bound A . 0. has been this day duly convicted before me the
said justice ofthepieace and commissioner [ov, "us," dc.]uponthe oath ofA.W.,
a credible witness, for that he the said A. 0., on dc, at dc, did rose a certain
dog [here state the offence as in the conviction], and adjudged by me [or,
" us"] to pay the sum of £ for the said offievce. Now the condition of this

(a) See general form of recogni- ante, p. 804, the enactment requiring
zance to try an appeal against a con- the above recognizance,
viction, ante, " Appreal ;" and see

V0T„ ir. 3 «
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22. Forms. rccorjnizctiice is such, that if the above A. 0. shall a^ypear at the next general
'-

qxmrtcr sessiom of the peace, to be holden at , in and for the said coionty

[^'riding" or " division"] of , a)id shall then and there try such appeal,

and abide tlie judgment of the said court of quarter sessions, ami in case the

saidjudgmeid of the said shall be affirmed, pay the costs occasioned by such

iiiforviation, cmivictimi, and appeal, as shall seem meet to and be atoarded by

the justices at such general qioarter sessions, then this recognizance to he void,

otherwise offorce. -A. 0.

Acknowledged before me [or, " i/s "].

FORMS RELATIVE TO BUYING AND SELLING OF GAME.

(20). Licence to j^i ^j special session of the justices of the peace of the county of [or,
sell game (a). "riding" &c. as the case may be], acting for the division of [or other-

wise, as the case may be], in the said county, holden at in the said

, on the day of , in the year , We , being

jiostices acting for the said , assembled at the said special sessio7is, do

hereby authorise and empoiver A. B. of [here insert the name, descrip-

tion, and place of residence, and, if more than one in partnership, say, " C. I).,

of Ac, and E. F. of dx., being partners,"], being a householder [or, " house-

holders,'' or, "keeper" or ^^ keepers of a shop or stall," as the case may be], to

buy gamefrom any person authorised to sell game by virtue of an act passed in
" the second year of the reign of King William the Fourth, iiitituled "An act to

amend the laws in England relative to game ; " and we do also authorise and
empower the said A. B. [or, " C. D. and E. F., being partners "] to sell at his

[or, "their"] house ["shop" or "stall"] any game so bought, provided that

the said A. B. [or, " C. D. and E. F., being partiurs"] sJmll affix to some
part of the outside of the front of his [or, "their"] house {" sho})" or

"stall"], and there shall keep a board, Imving thereon, in clear arid legi-

ble characters, his Christian name and surname [or, "their Christian names
and surnames"], together with the following words, " Licerised to deal in

Oame."
This licence will expire on . {Ante, p. 768.)

(Signed) ^ /. P. Justice of the Peace.

J. J. P. Justice of the Peace,

(21). Certificate to Received from A. B. [or "C. D. and E. E., being partners'"], residing at
be issued by clerks ["2}arish," "township," or, "place"], in the county of , [in exchange for

of ta^s^to^persons ^^^ certificate), a receipt binder the hand of G. II., one of the collectors of
licensed to deal assessed taxes for the said [parish, Ac], for the sitm of , being the duty
in game (6). chargeable on the said A. B. [or, " C. D. and E. F., being partners ] in respect

of his [or, " their "] licence to deal in game.
Certified this day of , in the year , in pursuaivce of an act

passed in the second year of the reign of King William the Fourth, intitided
" An act to amend tJie laws in England relative to gaine."

This certificate toill expire on
{Signed)

Clerk to the commissioners of assessed taxes for, the

division of , in the county of .

(22). Conviction ) Be it remembered, that on the day of ,
a. d.

cV2*^9^ against r • ^
^'^

'
^'^ '^''' ^^"'^^^^ "^ '

^""' '^^^ '^""''^^^ ^f '
^''^ "*

licensed person
'

'"<' distrwt of hereafter mentioned, A. 0., of tJie parish of , in the
for dealing in county of , and in the district of hereafter mentioned, was didy
game without convicted by m [or, "me"], for that the said A. 0. did, to wit, on <i-c, at tJie

thliLcentt parish aforesaid, in tlie county aforesaid, and within the district aforesaid,

cate (c). having then and there obtained a licence to deal in gaine, under the provisions of

(a) Tliis foim is prescribed by the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, (see ante,
1 A; 2 Will. 4, c. 32 (see ante, p. 769). 769).

(h) This form is prc<;cribed by the (r) See ante, pj). 703, 770.
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O' certain act of Parlinmcnt passed in the second year of the reign of his late 22. Forms.
Majesty King William the Fourth, intituled " An act to ameiid tlic laivs in

'-—
England relative to game, " and the said licence being then and there, and at the
time of the sale hereiiuifter mentioned of the gatne hereitxafter mentioned, in
force, unlawfully sell (a) to one , of dec. , certain game, to wit, one hare
[according to the fact], as a licensed dealer under the said statute, before he hadj
obtained a certificate to empower him to deal in game xmulcr his soM licence

according to the form in tlie schedule (B.) annexed to the said statute, in
exchange for a receiptfrom the collector or collectors of the assessed taxes for the
said parish of , being the parish in which tlie said A. 0. then and, there
resided, for the duly of 21., vjhich by the said statute, is granted and made pay-
able to her p^-esent Majesty for such certificate as aforesaid, as is directed by
the said statute, and contrary to the form, of the said statute ; atulwedo adjudge
that the said A. 0. shall pay the surn of [20Z.] {ante, p. 767) for the said offence.

Given, <L-c. [Conclude as in form 3, ante, p. 812.]

[Commence as in tlie form, ante, p. 812 (No. 3), to the usttviHk']—for that the (-3)- Conviction

said A. 0. did, on the day of , in the year aforesaid, at the parish uncertificated^p^r-
aforesaid, in the county aforesaid {not having then and tliere obtained a game son for selling or
certificate, and not being tJicn and tliere licensed to deal in game, according to offering to sell

the statute in such case made and pirovided), unlawfully offer for sale [or,
^c^c^(6)'°"''

"^

'^ sclV'] certain game, to wit [six 2Mrtridges'\, to one E. F. of <isc., contrary to

the form of the statute in such case made and provided. And loe do adjudge
that the said A. 0. slutllfor his said offence forfeit the sum of [12Z.], being after'
the rate of\2l.'\ {c) for every head of game so offered for sale [or, "soM"] as
aforesaid, and slmllforthwith pay tlie said su7n of [121.]; together unth tlie sum
of ['^l-] for costs {ante, pp. 789 and 812 n. (f^)). And thai in default <i-c. [Con-
clude as in form, ante, p. 812 (No. 3).

J

[Commence as in the form, ante, p. 812 (No. 3), to the asterisk]—/w that (24). Conviction

the said A. 0. did, on the day of , in the year of our Lord
, cft^'edtersTn^for

at the pansh aforesaid, in the county aforesaid {being then and there, a)td at the offering to sell

tii)ie of the offering for sale [or,
'

' sale "] liereinafter mentimied, authorised to g;ame to one un-

scll game xnider the statute in that case made and provided, by virtue of a \^^^'^^^^ **' ^®^^

gam£ certificate), unlawfidhj offer for sale[or, "scZ?"] certain game, to wit^^^ ' ''

[six j>artridges\ to one E. F. of Jkc. , the said E. F. not being tlien and there

a person licensed to deal in gatne according to the said statute, and the

said A. 0. tlien and tliere and at the time of the said offering for sale

[or, "sale"] well knowing that the saidE, F. was not so licensed to deal in
ga'fne as a^foresaid, contrary to the statute in such case made and pro-
vided. A7id we do adjudge &c. [Conclude as in the preceding form,

(No. 23).]

[Commence as in the form, ante, p. 812 (No. 3), to the asterisk]—/or tha,t the (25). Conviction

said A. 0. did, on the day of , in the year of our Lord
_

, at unlicensed p^e^son
the parish aforesaid, in the county aforesaid {not being then and there licensed for buying game
to deal in game according to the sfMute in such case made and provided), unlaw- of unlicensed

fully buy certain game, to wit [six partridges], from one E. F., of dsc., the said dealer (a?i<e,p. 771).

£. F. then and there not being licensed to deal in game according to the said
statute, nor having then and there affixed to the outside of the front of his house,

shop, or stall, a board pxirporting to be the board, of a person licensed to deal in
game, contrary to theform of the said statute. And ive do adjudge dv. [Con-
clude as in the form, ante, p. 812 (No. 3).]

[Commence as in the form, ante, p. 812 (No. 3), to the asteriiik.]—for that the (26). Conviction

said A. 0. did, on the day of , in the year of our Lord , at the
ing^'&o,' gama"'^

(«.) See the words of the act, a7ite, (c) The penalty is 21. or less, for

p. 769. Let the conviction agree with every head of game, with costs, {ante,

the fact. p. 771).

{b) See ante, }). 770. See form, Dcac. {d) See aiiic, p. 770.

G. L. 129.
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22. Forms.

from uncertifi-

cated or un-
licenssd person
{ante, p. 771).

Came.
parish aforesaid, in the county aforesaid (being then and there and at the time

of the buying [oi; " oblaining'"]'herei)Mfter mentioned of the gaTue hereinafter

mentioned, licensed to deal in game according to the statute in such case made

and provided), unlawfully and hnoioingly buy [or, "obtain "] of andfrom one

E. F., of &c., certain gatne, to wit [six partridges], the said E. F. then cmd there

being a person not authorised to sell game for want of a game certificate, or of

a licence to deal in game, contrary to theform of the said statute. And we do

adjudge that the said A. 0. shallfor his said offence forfeit the sum oflOl. (a),

and shallfurthtvith pay the said sum, together ivith the sum of£ {ante, p. 812,

n. (d) )for costs. And that in default, ct-c. [Conclude as in the form, ante,

p. 812 (No. 8).]

(27). Conviction [Commence as in the form, ante, p. 812 (No. 8), to the asterisk]—/o)- that tlie

dialer fOTseUin ^^^'^ ^- ^- ^^^^' °'"' ^^'^ ^^^ ^-^
'.

^'^ ^^^ '''^'^"''^ ^-^ ^'*^ ^^^'^
'

"'^

*c! game without the parish aforesaid, in the county aforesaid {being then and tliere, and at the

a board affixed to time of the offering for sale [or, ''sale "] hereinafter mentioned, licensed to deal
his shop, &c. (6). ^jj, game according to the statute in such case made and provided), unlawfully

offer for sale [or, ''sell"} to one E. F. of d-c, certain game, to ivit [six part-

ridges], at the house [or, " sho])," or, "stall"] of the said A. 0., situate in

the parish aforesaid,, and cozmty aforesaid, there not being at the time of such

sale [or, " offer for sale"] there a board affixed to any part of the outside

of the front of the said house [ov, "shop," or, " stall" having thereon, in clear

and legible characters, his Christian name and surname, together with the fol-

lowing ivords, that is to say, " Licensed to deal in Game," contrary to theform

of the said statute. And tve do adjudge ibo. [Conclude as in the preceding

form, No. 26.]

(28). Conviction [Commence as in the form, ante, p. 812 (No. 3), to the asterisk]—/or that the

dfaler for'^affiling said A. 0. did on the day of , in t/ie year of our Lord ,
at the

a board denoting parish aforesaid, in the county aforesaid (being then and there, and at the lime

his licence to of the affixing [or,
'

' causing to be affixed "] hereinafter mentioned, of the board

"'e
?6)°"^^^ *^^^" Aercma/fer mentioned, licensed to deal in ga7ne according to the stattUe in such
^

^'

case made and provided), tmlawfully affix [or, "cause to be affixed"] a board

having thereon, in clear and legible chai-acters, his Christian name and surname,^

together with the folloioing words, that is to say, " Licensed to dealinGayne,'"

to more than one house [or, "shop," or, " stall"] at the same time, tJmt is to say,

to a certain house [or, "shop," or, "stall"] of the said A. 0. situate in the

parish of , in the county of , and to a certain other house [or,

"shop," or,
'' stall"] of one C D. situate at , in the parish of ,

in

the county of , contrary to the form of the said statute. And we do ad-

judge tfcc. [Conclude as in the form, supra (No. 26).]

(29). Conviction
against a licensed
person for selling

game elsevchere

than hi.s house,
(fee. (ante, p. 771).

[Commence as in the form, ante, p. 812 (No. 3), to the asterisk] —for that the

said A. 0. did, on the day of , in the year of our Lord , at the

parish aforesaid, in the county aforesaid (being then and there ajid at the time

of the sale hereinafter mentioned of the game hereinafter nuntioncd, licensed to

deal in game according to tlie statute in such case made and provided, and having

then and there and at the time of tlie said sale affixed to the outside of the front

of his house ["shop," or " stall"], situate in tlie parish of , in the county

of , a board having thereon, in clear and legible characters, his Christian

name a,iul surname, together xvith the words "Licensed to deal in Game"), sell

certain game, to wit [six partridges], to 07ie E. F. of die. , at the place other than

thesaid hou^e ["shop," or, "stall"] of him, the said A. 0., to wit, at [thehouse

of one G. H. ] in tlie parish of , in the county of , contrary to the

form of tlie said statute. And roe do adjudge tfcc. [Conclude as in the form,

ante, p. 819 (No. 26).]

(30). Conviction [Commence as in the form, ante, p. 81 2 (No. 3), to the asterisk]—/or that the

against niilicensod said A. 0. did, on the day of , in the year of our Lord , at the parish
person for pre-

{a) The penalty is \0l., or less, and costs. {b) See a7ite, p. 771.
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aforesaid, in the county aforesaid {not being then and there licensed to deal in 22. Forms,
game according to the statute in such case made and provided), imlaivfully -_

asstime [oT, "j^retend"] to be a 2}6rson licensed to deal in game, % <Acti aiiS |?"^™S to be

there affixing to the outside of the front of his house there situate a board, having ^^l)^'^
*"' ^'

thereon [let this agree with the fact], in clear and legible characters, his Chris-

tian name and surname, together ivilh the words " Licensed to deal in Gajne ;
"

contrary to the form of the saicl statute. And ive do adjudge dv. [Conclude as

in the form, ante, p. 819 (No. 26) ].

[See forms as to, ante, p. 817]. (31). Appeal, &c.

FORMS RELATIVE TO TRESPASSERS.

SIJl,—/ do hereby give you notice, and require you not to enter, or cause or (^2)- Notice not to

procure to be entered, any of my closes, lands, or premises, situate and being in .^^^^^f^'
'''•^"" *'

the parish of , or elseichere, in the county of , rcith horses, dogs, or
otherwise, in order to beat for, follow, or 2)ursue any game, or for any other

'purpose whatsoever ; and in case you do not know the local situation of such
7ny said closes, lands, andpremises, IJiereby give you notice, that the same will be

pointed out and shown to you, upon reasonable application at my dicelling-

house, situate at ; and I do hereby further give you notice, that in case,

after your being served toith this notice, you shall commit any trespass upon any
partofmy said closes, lands, or premises, you ivill not only be ^irocecded against
as a toilful and malicious trespasser, but will also be otherwise prosec^Ued for
such offence according to law. Dated this day of , in the year of our
Lord . A. B.
To Mr. , aiid all others attempting to

trespass on the above-mentioned lands.

[See the forms, ante, p. 811, &c.] (33). Information,
summons, or war-
rant, under 1 & 2

[Commences as in the form, ante, p. 812 (No. S), to the asterisk]—for , that the ^rltretp^aianu,
said A. 0., on the day of , betioeen the beginning of the last hour p^i'^z).

before sunrise on that day and the expiration of tlie first hour after sunset on that (34). conviction
day (ante, p. 792, that is to say, at eleven o'clock in the forenoon of the same under same sect.,

day at the parish aforesaid, in tlie county aforesaid, unlawfully and wilfully ^^"^ trespassing in

did commit a tres2MSS on a certain piece of land situate in the parish aforesaid ^c. («n<e p^ 773).

and county aforesaid, and ivhich piece of land was then and there called
,

and teas then and there in the occupation of one A. B., of <i:c. {a), by then a^ul

there, and at the time of day aforesaid, unlaxofully and wilfully entering [or,
*' being "] [ante, p, 775) on the said land, insearch [or, "pursuit"] of game [or,
'• woodcocks," <tc. ante, p. 773], without the leave, licence, or consent of the said,

A. B. (6), who had then and at the time the said A. 0. entered [or, "was"]
upon the said land, as aforesaid, the exclusive right of killing the game upon such
land; contrary to the foi'm of the statute in such case made and provided {c).

And I the said justice do adjudge that the said A. 0. shall for his said offence

forfeit the sum of 21.. together w^ith the sum of {ante, p. 812, n. {d) )for
costs. And thai in default, Ac. [Conclude as ante, p. 812, (No. 3).]

) Be it remembered, that on the day of , in the year of our (35). Conviction

to wit.
\
Lord

,
at , in the parish of , in the county of , ^°L^re't\'o°tSt^s

A. O.f of &c. [labourer], and T. 0. of the sa^ne p)lace\labourer], upon the infor- wa'=i committed by

{a) The place where the trespa.ss as these exemptions are the subject
was committed should, it would seem, of a distinct section in the act, they
be described by name, abuttals, or need not be nej^atived in the state-

occupation. (See ante, p. 793.) ment of the offence in the conviction
;

_
{b) See the proviso in the 30th sec- but are matters which, if existing,

tion, ante, p. 773. the party accused must show by way
(c) Some particular trespassers are of defence. {li. v. Jukes, 8 T. R.

exempted by the 35th section of the 542 ; R. v. Jarvis, 1 EasVs Rep. 646 :

aet(a?i<c, p. 777)fromthismodeofpro- note per Lord Mansfield, Deac. G. L.
ceeding by summary conviction. But 141.)

five persons or
more.
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22. Forms. viation and prosecution of A. £., are and each of them is duly convicted^

before me J. P., esquire, one of her Majesty's justices of the peace for
the said county (ante, p. 812 (No. 3) ), for that the said A. 0. and T. 0.,

together, and together with three otiier persons to me the said J, P. as yet

unknown, on tlie day of , in the year of our Loi'd , between

the beginning of the last hour before sunrise on that day, and the expira-

tion of the first hour after sunset on that day {a), that is to say, at the Jiour of
[eleven] of ths clock of the [forenoon] of the same day, with foixe and arms
did commit a trespass on a certain close then and there in the occupation of
the said A. B. then and there called (b), and situate in the parish afore-

said ami county aforesaid, by then and there, aiul at the time of day afore-

said unlawfully and wilfully entering [or, ^^ being"] togetlier, and togetJier

^vith those persons, upon the said close in search [or, ^^pursuit"]of game, to

^oit ,
[or, '•' woodcocks," &c., ante, p. 773], without the leave, licence, or

consent of the said A. B., who then and at the time the said A. 0. dbc. en-

tered [or, " were "] iqwn the said land as aforesaid luid the exclusive right

of killing the game upmi the said close (ante, p. 821, n. (b) ), contrary to the

form of tJie statute in such case mjxde and provided. Aiul I tlie said justice

do adjudge tliat tlie said A . 0. shall for his said offence forfeit tlie sum of
51. (c), and shall forthwith pay the said sum together with the sum of £
(ante, p. 812, n. (d) ) for costs. And that the said T. 0. shall for his said offence

also forfeit the the su7n of 51., and shall forthwith pay the said sum togetJier

loith the sum of £ for costs; and tlmt in default of imnudiate payment
by the said A. 0. or T. 0. of the said several sums of money so to be paid by
each of them as aforesaid, they or lie so making default as aforesaid shall be

imprisoned [or,
'

' imprisoned and kept to hard labour "] in tlie of ,

for the space of , unless the said several sums of money so to be p)<iid by
them or him as aforesaid shall be sooner paid [but not so as that either of
them, the said A. 0. or T. 0, shall be imprisooied or kept in prison for the

default of the other of them). And I direct that one moiety of each of
the said sums of £ {the penalties) shall be 2}aid to A. B., the person tvho

hath informed and prosecuted for the same, and the other moiety thereof to

, being one of the overseers of the poor of the said parish [" toivnship,"

or, "place"] {ante, form No. 3) of , to be by him applied according to

the directions of the statute in su^h case made and provided ; and I order tliat

the said sums of £ and £ for costs shall be paid to tlie said A. B. {tlic

complainant). Given under my hand, the day and year first above mentioned.

[See Notes to Form {No. 3), ante, p. 812.] /. P.

on^s 8riaah?s" a
^'ommence as in tlie form, ante, p. 812 (No. 3), to the asterisk]—/or that the

trespasser"for re-' ^"^^^ A. 0., on the day of , in the year of our Lord , between

fusing to tell his the beginning of the last liour before sunrise on that day, and the expiration
name on being of the first hour after sunset on that day {a), that is to say, at [ten] o'clock in

by^the^erson^en*- [forenoon] of the same day, at the jfarish aforesaid, in the county aforesaid,

titled to the game ^'-'^^ found by one A. B., of &c., on a certain close then and there called
{ante, p. 77t3). {d), there situate, and then and tliere being in tlie occupation of one E. F. of

dr., in searcli[oT, "2^^''^'^^'''^^"] of gnme [or, "woodcocks," "sni2)es,^' "quails,"
" landrails," or " coiiies,"],* the said A. B. then and there, and at the tiine of
the requisition liereiruifter mentioned, liavingthe right of killing tlie game up07i

the said close by virtue of a certain reservation [this must agree with the fact]

contained in a certain deed relating to the said game.* And the said A. B., being

so entitled to the said gamt as aforesaid, did thereu2)on then and there, and
before the said A , 0. had left tlie said close, require the said A . 0. forth-
with to quit tlie said close, and also to tell his Christian name, surname, and
place of abode, but the said A. 0., after being so required as aforesaid, did theji

and there unlaiofully refuse to tell his real name [or, " place of abode"] (e),

contrary to the form of the statute in such case made and provided. And I,

(a) See ante, p. 792. (d) Describe the close by name,
{b) Describe the close by name, occupation, or abuttals. (See ante,

abuttals, or occupation. (See ante, p. 798.)

V- 798.) (e) Let this accord with the cir-

(c) The penalty is not exceeding 5^. cumstances of the case. (See ante,

on each of the trespassers. p. 776, and the next two forms.)



the said justice, do therefore adjudge that the said A. 0. shall for his said 22. Forms.
offence forfeit the sum of 51., atid shall forthwith pay tJie said sum, together

with the sum of £ {ante, p. 812, n. (d) ) for costs, and that in default, <fcc.

[Conclude as in the form, ante, p. 812 (No. 3).]

[Commence as ante, p. 822 (No. 36), to the second asterisk, but stating that (37). The like for

"^i. 0. %vas found by G. H. of<Lc. andA.B. o/tfcc," instead of ''the said A. B."]
i^°,^^'afte7behig

—ami the said G. H. being then and there, and at tJie time of the requisition j-gquired to quit it

hereafter mentioned, duly authorised by the said A. B. so to do, did thereupon by a person autho-

then and there, and before tJic said A. 0. had left the said close, require the said ^^^^^M^\'^^^^^
A. 0. forthwith to quit the said close, and also to tell his Christian name, sur-

game(ante,p.776).
na7ne, and place of abode, but the said A. 0., after being so required as aforesaid,

did then and there unlavfully and wilfully continue upon the said close, witlwut

tlie licence of the said A. B., and against tlie will oftlie said G. H., contranj to

the form of the statute in such case made and provided. And I, the justice, do

therefore adjudge d-c. [Conclude as in the last preceding form.]

[Commence as ante, p. 822 (No. 36), to the first asterisk, but stating that "J.
^^•^{^'^an^iUusl^

0. was found by one E. F. of <tc. a7id tJie said E. F.," instead oi '' o^ie A. B. o/
|^Yc"fption o^/his

tbc."]—and the said E. F., so being such occupier of the said close as aforesaid place of abode to

at the time of the requisition hereafter mentioned, did thereupon then and there, the occnpier of

awl before tlie said A. 0. had left tlie said close, require the said A. 0. forthwith *^®^!|.g^^
^"''^*'

to quit the said close, and also to tell his Christian name, surname, and place of
abode ; Ind the said A. 0., after being so required as aforesaid, instead of giving

a proper a-nd correct description of his place of abode to the said E. F. , did tlien

and there unlawfully refuse to give any other descriptio^i in that behalf tlmn by

then and there stating that he the said A. 0. lived at ; tlie same descrip)-

tion of his place of abode being so general as to be ivholly illusoryfor the purpose

of discovering the reM place of abode of the said A. 0., contrary to the form of
the statute in such case made and provided. And I do tlierefore adjudge &c.

[Conclude as in the form, ante, p. 822 (No. 36).]

) Be it remembered, tlmt on the day of , in the year of our (39). Conviction

to wit. \ Lord , at , in the parish of , in the county of , ""^j^'g^^'^^Q per-

aforesaid, A. 0., of the parish aforesaid, in the county aforesaid, [labourer], gons" or going out

and T. 0., oftlie saine place, [labourer], are, upmi the information andprosecu- with 3 others

tirni ofA. B. of , severally convicted before ^is, J. B. and J. P., esquires, to the number of

tivo of her Majesty'sjustices ofthe peacefor the said county, {ante, p. 812 (No. 3)), ^^^ringagame-
for that the said A . 0. and the said T. 0. , and three otlier persons to us the said deeper from
justices as yet unknown, to the number offive together, on the day of , approaching them

in the year of our Lord , between the beginning of the last hour before |o °j*^®j^^^^

sunrise on that day, and the expiration of the first hour after sunset on that day, ^yg).
'

{ante, p. 792), to wit, at the Iwur of [eleven o'clock in the forenoon] of the

same day, at the parish aforesaid, in the county aforesaid, were found by the

said A. B. together on a certain close of E. F., esquire, then and there called

, (see ante, p. 821, n. {a) ), mid situate in the parish aforesaid and county

aforesaid, insearch [or, ''purstiit"] of game[or, " woodcocks," <(:c. ante, p.773],

he the said E. F. then and there, and at the time of tlie making use of the violence

[" intimidation, " or, "menace "] hereafter mentioned, having the right of killing

tlie game upon the said close, and the said A. B. being then aiul there, and at

the time of the, making use of the said violence [tfcc, supra], the lawful gamekeeper

of the said E. F. for the manor of G., in which the said close was situate, and
the said E. F. , being at the times aforesaid the lord of the said manor, and tlmt

tlis said A. 0., being th-en and there and at the time of day aforesaid armed with

a gun, did then and there, and at tlie time of day aforesaid, by violence ["iiiti-

midation," ov, " me^iacc'^], tmlawfully prevent [or, " endeavour to prevent^'] the

said A. B. from approaching the said A. 0. ami T. 0., and the said other

jyersons so found as aforesaid^ei this agi-ee with the fact, see ante, p. 776], for

the purpose of requiring them [or, ''the said "] to quit the said close

whereon they were so found as aforesaid, contrary to the statute in such case

made and provided [ov, "forthe purjMseofrequirijig them, [or, "the said "]

to tell their [or, "his"] Christian names, surnames, and places of abode [or,

" Christian name, surname, andplace of abode, contrary, d:c.'^ as above.] Atul
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22. Forms. that the said T. 0. wastJieii and there, at the time of day aforesaid, present, and
did then and there, at the time ofday aforesaid, unlawfally aid [ov, "a6e<"] the

said A. 0. to commit the said, offence, contrary to the statute in such case made and
provided. A nd we do adjudge that the said A . 0. shall for his said offenccforfeit
the sum of 51. , and shall forthioith pay the said sum, together with the sum of
£ for costs, ami that the said T. 0. shall for his said offence also forfeit the

sum of 51. and shall forthwith pay the said last-mentioned sum-, together with
tlie s-um of £ for costs. And that in default dv. [Conclude as in the form
ante, p. 821 (No. 35).]

ttes ^In'^on the
[<^0"i"ience as in the form, ante, p. 812 (No. 3), to the asterisk]—/or tJuii

Queen^s 'pfrk'or
'^ ''*^ *^*^ A. 0., on the day of , A. D. , hetivccn the beginning of

forest under s. 33 the last hour before sunrise on that day, and the expiration of the first hour after
{ante, p. 776). siinset on that day, {ante, p. 792), to wit, at the hour of \eleveii\ of the clock in

the [forenooii] of the same day, at tlie j)arish afoi'csaid, in the county aforesaid,
unlawfully and wilfidly did commit a trespass upon her Majesty's 'park, then
and there called , situate and being in the parish aforesaid, in tlie county
aforesaid, by then and there at the titne of day aforesaid unlawfidly and wilfully
entering [or, "being"] in the said 2Mrk, in search [or, '^pursuit"] of game,
without being first duly aidhonsed so to do, contrary to the form of the statute

in such case made and provided. And I, the said justice, do adjudge that the

said A. 0. shall for Ms said offence forfeit the sum of 21., and shall fm-thwith
pay the said sum, together with the sum of£ (ante, p. 812, u. (d) )for costs.

And that in default dec. [Conclude as in the form, ante, p. 812 (No. 3).]

FORMS RELATIVE TO THE KILLING &c. OF GAME &c. AT
IMPROPER TIMES OR IN AN IMPROPER MANNER.

(41). Information. [See the form, ante, p. 811.]

(42). Summons. [See the form, ante (title " Conviction," and p. 812.)]

(43). Conviction
on 1 <St 2 Will. 4,

c. 32, s. 3, for kill-

ing game on a
Sunday or Chri.st-

mas Day {antt,

p. 7G8).

[Proceed as in the form, ante, p. 812, (No. 3), to the asterisk]—/or that the
said A. 0. did, on Sunday [or, " Christmas Day''], the day of , in the

year aforesaid, at the parish aforesaid, in the county aforesaid, unlawfully and
wilfully kill [or, " taJce "] certain game, to wit, [one hare] [or, "did use a dog,"
"gun," "iiet," or, " a certain engine, to wit, a ," or, " a certain instru-

ment, to uxit, a ," for the purpose of killing [or, '''taking"] game, to icit,

"], contrary to the statute in such case made and provided. And we do
adjudge that the said A. 0. shall for the said offence forfeit the sum of 51. {a),

and shallforthwith pay the said sum, together with the sum of £ (ante, p. 812,
n. (d) ) for costs, and that in default of immediate payment of the said sians,

the said A . 0. slutll be i77iprismud (b) [or,
'

' imprisoned and kept to Juird labour "]

in the of , in the county aforesaid, for the space of one [or, " tivo "J (c)

calendar month [or, "montJis"], tmlcss the said sitms shall be sooner paid.
Ai\d we direct that the said sum of 51. id) shall be paid <Lx. [Conclude as ante,

p. 812 (No. 3).]

(44). The like for [Commence as in the form, ante, p. 812 (No. 3), to the asterisk]—/or that the
killing partridges said A. 0. did, between the fird day of February in the year aforesaid and the

a^dmsept. •^'*' ^"y "'f ^(^Pi^mber in the year aforesaid, to wit, on the day of in

{ante, p. 768)." ''** V-'^''' aforesaid, at the parish aforesaid, in the county aforesaid, unlawfully
and loilfully kill [or, " take "], to wit, {six partridges], contrary to theform of
the statute in such case made and Tprovided. And we do adjudge that the said
A.O. shallfor the said offence forfeit the sum of [61.] (e), being after the rate of \l.

(a) Not to exceed 51., but may be
less.

(b) See the 38th section, a^ite, p. 788.
(c) The time of imprisonment may

be three calendar months if the pe-
nalty amounts to 51. exclusive of
costs, or 2 calendar months where it

does not amount to that sum. (See

ante, p. 788).
(d) As to the application of the

penalties, see ante, p. 788.
(e) Not to exceed the rate of 11. fur

each head of game, but may be le.s.«.
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for every head of game so killed [or, " taken'"'\ as aforesaid, and shall forthioith 22. Forms.
pay the said sum, together with the sum of £ {ante, p. 812, n. {d) )for costs,

il'C. [Conclude as iu the form, ante, p. 812 (No. 3).]

[Commence as in the form, ante, p. 812 (No. 3), to the asterisk]—/or that (45). TlieUkefcr

the said A. 0. did, hetiveen the first day of February in the year aforesaid and
betwe^en isfKeb^

Uic first day of October in the year aforesaid, to wit, on the day of , and ist Oct. {ante,

in the year aforesaid, at the parish of P. in the county aforesaid, unlaivfully p. 768).

and wilfully take [or, " kill "], to wit, [six pheasants], contrary to the form of

the statute in such case made and provided. And we do adjtcdge tfcc. . [Conclude

as in the form, (No. 44), sujn'a.l

[Commence as in the form, ante, p. 812, (No. 3), to the asterisk]—/or that (4fi). The like for

the said A . 0. did, between the tenth day of December, in the year of our Lord killing black game

, and the tv^entieth day of August (a), in the year of our Lord
_

, an^Toth Aug.fnot
to wit, on the day of , in the year of our Lord , at the loarish being in Somerset

aforesaid, in the county aforesaid (b), unlcmfully and \oilfally kill [or, ''lake'"], or Devon, or in

to wit, six black game, contrary to theform of the statute in such case made and New Forest {ante,

provided. And -we do adjudge tOc. [Conclude as in the form, su2n-a (No. ^' '

44).]

[Commence as in the form, ante, p. 812 (No. 3), to the asterisk]—/or that (4r). The like for

the said A. 0. did, between the tenth day of December, in the year of otir Lord, killing g^'ouse be-

, and the twelfth day of August, in the year of our Lord , to ivit,
andT2th Au^^*^'

on the day of , in the year of our Lord , at the parish afore- (^ante, p. 768)!

.^aid, in the county aforesaid, unlaiofully and wilfully kill [or, "tofe"], to

wit, [six grouse], commonly called red game ; contrary to theform of the statute

in suc?i case made and ptrovided. And tee do adjudge dx. [Conclude as in the

form, s^cpi-a (No. 44)].

[Commence as in the form, ante, p. 812 (No. 3), to the asterisk]—/o?* that (48). The like, on
the said A. 0. did, on the day of ,

in the year of our Lord , at s. 24, for destroy-

the parish aforesaid, in the county aforesaid, he the said A. 0. not having '"^e^^wg^/^
then and there the right of killing the game ujjon certain land, to wit, the land S' *;QQy

' '

of one E. F. , situate in the parish aforesaid and county aforesaid, and then and
there called (c), nor having then and there permission so to do in that

behalffrom the said E. F., he being then and there tlie person having such right

in and upon the said land, tmlccicfully, wilfully, and knovnngly, and without

the 2}ermission of the said E. F. , take out of the nest [or,
'

' destroy in the nest "]

tlien being upon su,ch land, divers, to tvit, [eight] eggs of a certain bird of game,

to wit, of a bird of game called a [partridge] [or, '^ of a certain stoan," or,

"wild duck," " teal," or, "ividgeon"], then and there found, contrary to the

form of the statute in such case made and provided. And vie do adjudge that

A. 0. shall for the said offence forfeit the sum of [forty] shillings, the same
being after the rate offive shillings (d) for every egg so taken [or,

'

' destroyed "],

and shall forthwith pay the said sum of [forty] shillings, together with the sum
of {ante, p. 812, n. {d)) for costs. And that in default di-c. [Conclude as in

the form, ante, p. 812 (No. 3)].

[Commence as iu the form, ante, p. 812 (No. 3), to the asterisk. The .state- „n same section

meut of the offence in this case may easily be framed from the preceding form, for having in pos-

This conviction must also conclude as the last form.] session the eggs
- of game, Sic. (ante,

p. 769).

(a) If the conviction be for killing ampton, then here negative the taking

black game in the county of Somerset being in the New Forest, thus

—

"not

or Devon, or in the New Forest, state, being in the Netv Forest in the said

instead of the 20th day of August, county."

the 1st day of September. (See (c) See ante, p. 813, n. {d).

ante, p. 768). {d) Five shillings, or less, for every

(b) if the conviction be for killing egg.

black game in the county of South-
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22. Forms.

(50). Conviction
on third section
for laying poison
to kill game (ante,

p. 768).

Commence as in the fonu, ante, p. 812 (No. 3), to the asterisk]—/««• tTiat the

said A. 0. did, on the day of , in the year of our Lord , at

the 2)arish aforesaid, in the county afm'csaid, unlawfully and wilfully put [or,

^^ cause to be jnit"] a certain poiso^i [or, " 2}(fisonous ingredient"], to wit, a.

certain poison [or, "^^awo^to-its ingredient "] called , on certain open [or,

"•inclosed"] ground then and there in the occupation of A. B., and tlien and
there called (a), the same ground being ground where game then usually

resorted [or, "in a certain highway there sitvMte and called " [or, " lead-

ingfrom to ." Give the highway some description], with intent

thereby then ami tlure to destroy [or, " injure"] the ga',ne resorting to tlie said

gi'ouiid [or, " highway "], co^itrai-y to theform of the statute in such case made
and 2yrovided. And we do adjudge that the said A. 0. shall for the said offence

forfeit the sum of [10/.], and slmll forthwith pay, d:c. [Conclude as in the

"form, ante, p. 812 (No. 3).]

(51). Information.

FOKMS EELATING TO BUYING AND SELLING OF GAME, &c.

[See the form, ante, p. 811.]

(52). Summons or [See p. 812.]
warrant.

[Commence as in the form, ante, p. 812 (No. 3), to the asterisk]—/or that h>

the said A. 0., did after tlie expiration of ten days (one inclusive aiid the other

(53). Conviction
on 1 & 2 Will. 4,

licensed dealCT for
c^^i'^it'e) from the first day of February (b), in the year afm'csaid, to wit, on

selling or having
game in his pos-
session after ten
days from the
expiration of the
season.

the day of in the year aforesaid, at the parish aforesaid, in tJu

county aforesaid, he, the said A. 0., being then and there, and at the time of the

sale [as the case is] hereinafter vuntioned, a person duly licensed to deal in

game, by virtue of tlie statute in such case made and provided, as therein men-
tioned, unlawfully sell to [or, ^'hiy of"] one G. Q., of [or, unlawfully
and knowingly have in his possession, "Junise," "shop," "stall," or, "con-
trol"], [six] birds of game, to tvit, [three] birds of game called [2>artridges], and
three other birds of game, to wit, [three] birds of game called [pheasants], con-

trary to the statute in such case made and provided. And we do adjudge that
the said A. 0. shall for the said offence forfeit the sum of[<ol.] (c), the same
being after the rate of \l. for every head of game so sold [or, " bought "] hj him
[or, " so found in his possession," tkc] as aforesaid, and shall fortliwilh 2)ay the

said sum, together with the sum of £ [ante, p. 812, n. {d)) for costs. And that
in default die. [Conclude as in form, ante, p. 812 (No. 3).]

(54). The like of [Commence as in the form, ante, p. 812 (No. 3), to the asterisk]—/o?- that the
a person not

_
said A. 0. did, after the expiration of ten days {one inclusive and the other

"anie°for'somn
*" ^^t^lusive) from the first day of FebntMry, in the year aforesaid (d), to vM, mi

' - ^ the day of , in the year aforesaid, at the parish aforesaid, in the
county aforesaid, he, the said A. O., not being then and there a persmi licensed
to deal in game by virtue of the statute in such case made and provided, as
tlmrein mentimied, unlawfully sell to [or, "buy of"] one G. G. of [snx]

birds of game, to wit, [six] birds of game called [partridges], contrary to tlie

stMute in such case mxide and 2ymnded. And toe do adjudge d-c. [Proceed as
in the preceding form, (No. 53), to the end, mutatis mutandis].

game after ten
days from expira
tion of season.

(.-,-,). The like of [Commence as in the form, ante, p. 812 (No. 3), to the asterisk]—/or that tJie

a person not said A. 0. did, after the expiratimi of forty days {mie inclusive and the other

gamrfor haviBg"
'^^'^^'^'^^'-''')

'
/'"'^"^ ^^^<^ M^ .^«2/ of February (c), in the year aforesaid, to wit, on

gkmo'inhispos- ''*^ (I'm of , in tlic year aforesaid, at the parish aforesaid, in Die

(a) See ante, p. 813 n. {d}.

(b) Let this be the day on which
the season for killing the game in
question expired, according to the
third section of the act, ante, p. 768.

(c) Not to exceed the rate of 1/. for

each head, but it may be less.

(d) Let this be the day on which
the season for killing the game in
question expired, according to the
third section of the act, ante, p. 768.

(e) The day on which the season
expired. (See ante, p. 768.)
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county aforesaid, he, the said A. 0., not being then ami there a person licensed 22. Forms,
to deal in game by virtue of the statute in such case m,ade aiid irrovided, as

therein mentioned, unlawfully and knowingly liave in his possession [" house," session after forty

or, ^^ controV'l \six\ birds of game, to wit, [six] birds of game called [pheasants], da^ys from the ex-

the same or any or either of th£7n not being birds or a bird of game then and season"^
there kept in a mew oi' breeding place, contrary to the form of the statute in siuh

case made and provided. Aiul we do adjudge dx. [Conchide as in the form,

ante, p. 812 (No. 3)].

FORMS UNDER 9 GEO. IV. c. 69, AGAINST NIGHT POACHING.

) Be it remembered, tJiat on tlic day of , A.D. , at

to u-it. \ in the 2>nrish of , in the county of "

, A. 0. is cowrtcfei (56). Com-iction

before its, J. P. and S. P., two of her Majesty's justices of the peace fo^' the said f^ a first offence'
county,* for that tlte said A. 0., within six calendar months now last past, in destroying, &c.
{ante, p. 794), to wit, between the expiration of the first hour after sunset on the game in the

day of , A.D. , and the beginning of the last hour Jc/orc '"^'^^ ("^•

sunrise on the day of ,
{ante, p. 792), in tlie year aforesaid, to wit, on

tlie said day of , A.D. about the hour of [eleven o'clock in the

night] of tliat day, at the parish afwesaid, in the said county, did unlawfully
and wilfully take [or,

*
' destroy "] certain game, to ivit, [six pheasants], in a

certain close then and there called {ante, p. 813 n. {d) ), and theyi in the occupa-

tion of one E. F., and situate in the parish and county aforesaid, contrary to the

form of the statute in such case mcLde and provided ; and we the said justices,

tlie said A. 0. not having before the committal oftlic above offence thus offended,

do therefore adjudge the said A. 0. for his said first offence to be imprisoned in

th-e house of correctioii at , in the county aforesaid, and there kept to hard
labour for tlie period of [three] calendar montlis, and at tlie expii'oiion of such

period to find sureties, by I'ccognizance, himself in tlie sum of lOl. and two

sureties in the sum of 51. each, or one surety in the sum of lOL, conditioned

that he the said A. 0. shall not so offend again for the space of one year then next

folloxoing. Atvd we further adjudge the said A. 0., in case he shall not find

such sureties as aforesaid, to be further imprisoned and kept to hard labour for
the space of six calendar months, unless such sureties shall be sooner found.

Given under our hatids, the day and year first above mention£d.

[Commence as in the preceding form]

—

for that he, the said A. 0., within six (57). The like, for

calendar months now last past, to wit, between the expiration of the first hour entenng land by

after sunset, on the day of , A. D. , and the beginning of tlie taking'game (ante,

last hour before sunrise on the day of ,
{ante, p. 792), in the year afore- p. 702;.

said, to wit^ on the day and year last aforesaid, about the hour of [one of the

clock in the morning] of that day, at the parish aforesaid, in the county afore-

said, did unlawfully enter [ov '^ tmlatvfully teas upon"] a certain close then

and tliere called , then in the occupation of one C. D. , and sitvMte in the

paHsli aforesaid, and county aforesaid, roith a gun [ "ne<," or, "a certain

engiiu, to wit, a ," or, "« certain in^trutnent, to wit, a "\for the

purpose of then and there, before the beginning of the last hour before sunrise on
that day, as aforesaid, taking [or ^'destroying"] game, contrary to the form of

the statute in such case made and. 2)rovided. And we the said justices, dec.

[Conchide as in the preceding form.]

. , T ^ (58). The like for

[Proceed to state the second ofience as in either ot the two preceding torms, a second offence

according as it may be, to the words " contrary to the form of the statute in in either of the

such case made and provided.'"] And it is now, that is to say, on the day and ^^"^^^^ ^g|t^

year first aforesaid, proved before us the said justices, that the said A. 0. was^ '
> •

heretofore, to wit, on the day of , in the year of our Lord ,

duly cmivicted before J. J. and J. T., esquires, tivo of her Majesty's justices of

tlie peace for the county of , for that he the said A. 0., tcithin six caleiidar

months then last past, to vnt, between the expiration of the first hour after sunset

{a) The act prescribes the formal parts of this conviction.
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22. Forms. on the day of , A. D. , mid the heginning of the last hour before

sunrise on the clay of , in the year aforesaid, to wit, on the day and
year last aforesaid, about the hour of [one of tM clock in the morning'] of that

day, at the parish of aforesaid, in the said last-mentioned county, did, un-

lawfully enter [or, "was unlaufidly upon"] a certain close, then and there

called , then in tlie occiojjaiion of one , and situate in the 2'>cirish

aforesaid, and county aforesaid, with a gun [as in the conviction,] /or the piir-

'pose of then and there, before the beginning of the last hour before sunrise on
tJiat day, as aforesaid, taking [or "destroying "] game, contrary to the form of
the statute in such case made and provided. And the said A. 0. xoas, %q)on that

occasion, lie not having before the committal of such last-mentioned offence so

offended, then and there adjudged for his said last-mentioned offence to be im-
prisoned in the house of correction at , in the said last-mentioned county,

there to be kept to hard labourfor the 2)eriod of calendar montlis, and at

the expiration of such period, to find sioreties by recognizance, himself in the sum
of 101., and two sureties in the sum of 51. each, or one surety in the sum of 101.,

conditioned that he the said A . 0. sJwiUd not no offend again for the space of one

year then next following ; ami that in case he should not find such sureties as

aforesaid, he should be furtJicr imprismied and kept to hard labourfor the space of
six calendar montlis, unless such sureties should be sooner found. Noio there-

fore we the said J. P. and J. J., so being such justices as aforesaid, do adjudge
the said A. 0., for such his said second offence of which he is now convicted

before us as aforesaid, to be imprisoned in the common gaol at , in the said

county of , and tliere to be kept to hard labourfor the period of six calendar
months, and at the expiration of such period to find sureties by recognizance,

himself in the sum of 201., and two sureties in the sum of 101. each, or onr

surety in the sum of 201., conditioned that he the said A. 0. shall not so offend

againfor the space of two years next follovoing. And tve further adjudge tin:

said A. 0., in case he slmll not find such sureties as aforesaid, to be further
imprisoned and kept to hard labour for the space of one year, unless such sure-

ties shall be sooner found. Given under our hands the day and year first above

mentioned.

J. P.
J. J.

(59). Indictment ) The jurors for our Lady the Queen upon their oath present, that
on 9 Geo. 4 69, to icit. \ A. 0. on the day of in the year of our Lord

offence" of night '^^ ^^^^ i>am7i afwcsaid, in the county aforesaid, was duly convicted before J. P.
poaching after two and J. J., esquires, two of her Majestfs justices of the peace for the said county,
convictions {ante, for that [here set out the first conviction in the past tense as it is set out in
^'' '' the last form]. And the jurors aforesaid, upon their oath aforesaid, do further

present, that lie the said A. 0. being so convicted as aforesaid, afterwards, to

wit, on the day of , in the year of the reign aforesaid, at ,

in the county aforesaid, toas a second time duly convicted before P. P. and J. P.,
esquires, two of her Majesty''s justices of the peacefor the said county, for that

[here set out the second conviction in the past tense, according to its form or
the substance of it, which may be thus, "he the said A. 0.,withi?i six calendar
7nonths then last past, to wit, between tlie expiration of the first hour after sunset
on the day of , A. i>. , and the beginning of the last hour befoi'e

sunrise on the day of , in the year afm-esaid, to wit, on the clay and year
last aforesaid, about thehour of [one of the clock in the morning] of that day, at
the parish of , in the said county, did unlatofully enter [or, ^unlawfully
^cas upon '] certain land then and there called , then in the occupation of
one

^
, and situate in the parish aforesaid and county aforesaid, with a gun

[as in the conviction], /or the purpose oftheji and tliere, before the beginning of
the last hour before sunrise on that day as aforesaid, taking [or, ' destroying']
game, contrary to the form of the sfntute in such case made and jyrovided. And
the said, A. 0. xvas thereupon then and there, by the said P. P. and J. P.,
adjudged for his said last-mentioned offence to be imprisoned in the house of
correction at , in the said county, and there kept to hard labotir fw the

period of calendar montlis, and at the expiration of mch period to find
sureties by recognizance, himself in the sum of 201., and two sureties in the sum
of 101. each, or one surety in the sum of 201., conditioned that he the said A. 0.

should not so offend acjain for the space of two years then next folloioing, and
thrd in case he should not find such sureties as last aforesaid, he should he further



vmjJrisoned and kept to liard labour for the space of mie year, unless such sure- 22. Forms.
ties should be sooner found"]. And the jurors aforesaid, upon their oath afore- •

said, do further present that the said A. 0. afterwards, and after lie had been so

twice convicted as aforesaid, and tvithin twelve calendar months (see ante, p. 794)
noio last pasty to wit, between the expiration of the first hour after sunset on the

day of , in tJie year of the reign of our said Lady the now Queen,

and the beginning of the last hour before sunrise {a) on the day of ,

in the year aforesaid, to ivit, on the day and year last aforesaid, about the hoitr

of [two of the clock in the morning'] of that day, %vUh force and arms, at the

parish of , in the county aforesaid, did unlawfolly enter [or, " ivas un-
laivfully upmi''^] certain other land,, then and there called (6),- situate in

the parish aforesaid and county aforesaid, and then and there being in the occu-

2)ation of 0. 0., with a gun [" net," or, " a certain engine, to wit, a ," or,

"a certain instrument, to xoit, a "] for the puiyosc of t/icn and there,

before the beginning of the last hour before sunrise as aforesaid, taking [or,

*' destroying"] game, against theform of the statute in such case made and pro-

vided, and against the peace of our said Lady the Queen, her crotvn and
dignity.

The jurorsfor our Lady the Qmen, upon their oath present, that (60). indictment

to ivit. \ 0. D., before the commission of the assault Ivereinafter mentioned, to °"-*i^°
O^Geo.

4,^^

vyit, between the expiration of the first hour after sunset, on the day of , a night poadier
in the year of our Lord , and the beginning of the last A oi«* 6e/b?-e for assaulting a

sunrise on the day of , in the year aforesaid, to wit, on the day and party authorised

year last aforesaid, abou,t the hour of [two of the clock in the Tnorning] of that ^1^^/^)°
^"

day, {ante, p. 792), at theparish aforesaid, in the county aforesaid, was unlaw-
fully iqjon certain land in the p>ansh aforesaid and coicnty aforesaid, then a7ul

there called (d), and then and at the times after mentioned in tlie occu-

pation of one E. F., of &c., with ct gun[^^net," d-c, (ante, p. 827, No. 57)],for
the 2>urpose of then and there, before the beginning of the last hour before sunrise

on that day as aforesaid, taking [or ^'destroying"] game, contrary to the form,

of the statute in such case made and provided ; and that the said C. D. was
then and tJiere, before the beginning of the last hour before sitnrise on that day
as aforesaid, in the said land, fotmd committing the said offence by one S. S.,

then and at the time of the assault [or, ''offering of violence"] hereinafter 7)un-

tioned the servant of the said E. F. (c), the said S. S. then and there, and at the

time of the said assault [<fcc.], having lawful authority to seize and apprehend,

the said C. D.,* and, that the said C. D. with the gun aforesaid (/), which he the

said C. D. in both his hands then and there held, did tlien and within tvxlve

calendar months now last j)ast, and there, and upon the said land, unlawfully
ctssault and beat the said S. S., against tlieform' of the statute in sueh case mad.e

and provided, and against the peace of our said Lady the Queen, her croum, and
dignity. [Add a count for a common assault, see " Assaiilt,"]

[Commence as in the preceding form to the asterisk, and then thus :] And (61). Indictment

that the said C. D. then and there from the said land did escape into certain "nder same stji-

other land tlierc situate, and then and there called (g), and the said S. S. as^nlt when'im-
did then and there pursue the said C. D. into tlie said last-mentioned land, for mediate pursuit

the purpose of then and there seizing and apprelietuling him tlie said C. D., he was made after

tlie said S. *^. having then and there lawful authority as aforesaid so to do, and *^® poacher.

{a) See Rex v. Riley, 1 Lewin's (/) The words of the statute are,

C. C. 149 ; and per Gurney, B., in "and in case such offender shall as-

Rex V. Poison, Id. 154 ; arite, p. 792. sault or offer any violence with any
(b) See ante, p. 813, n. {d). gun, cross-bow, fire-arms, bludgeon,
(c) See ante, p. 793. stick, club, or any other offensive

(d) See ante, p. 798. weapon whatsoever, " &c. (See ante,

(e) Let this agree with the fact. p. 793). Let the above allegation

See by whom the offender must be agi-ee with the fact.

found, ante, p. 795. (g) See ante, p. 798.
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(62). Indictment
on 9 Geo. 4, c. 60,

s. 'J, against tliree

or more for enter-
ing land in the
night armed for

the purpose of

taking game(n).

tJiat lie the said S. S. being tlien and there about to seize and apprehend the sail'

C. D. for tlie offence aforesaid upon the said last-mentioned laiid, tlie said C. 1).

with tlie gun aforesaid dee. [Conclude as in the preceding form]. [This count

may be joined with one on the ninth section, ante, p. 797.]

) Th^i jurors for our Lady the Queen, iqjon their oath present, thai

to wit. \ A. 0., 0. D., and E. F., and divers other evil disposed persons (b) to

the number of three and more, to tliejurors aforesaid unknoicn, together, between

tlie cxiriration of the first hour after sunset on tlie day of , in the year of
our Lord , and the beginning of the last hour before sunrise on the day of

in the year aforesaid, to wit, on the day aiid year last aforesaid, about tlie

hour of [two of the clock in the morning] of that day (c), at the p)arish aforesaid,

in the county afoi'esaid, the said {d) being then and there before the beginning of
the last hour before sunrise on that day as aforesaid, and at the time of tlie entry

liereinafter mentioned, upion the land hereinafter 7)ientioiied [or, '^ at tlie time

tlie said A. 0., dx. vxre unlawfully upon the la7id hereinafter mentioned, as here-

inafter mentioned," (ante, p. 797)], armed with a gun, ['^ cross-botv," or, " with
a certai7i firearm, to vnt, a »" or, '^bludgeon," or, "« certain offensive

weapon, to wit, a " (e)], did unlawfully enter (f) [or, " loere unlawfiUly
iipon"] certain land tlien and there in the occujmtion of one A. B., tlien and
there called (g), and there situate, for the ptirpose of then ami there, aiul

at tlie time of night aforesaid, talcing [or, " dest7'oying"] game, to toil,
,

against tlieform of the statute in that case made and provided, and against the

peace of our said Lady the Queen, lier crown and dignity. [Add other counts
as the case may suggest.]

(63). Conviction
on 24 & 25 Vict,

c. 96, s. 12, for
stealing, <fec. deer
in inclosed land,

,

&o. {ante, p. 800).

FORMS RET-ATING TO DEER STEALING, &c.

[Commencement as usual, as a^ite, p. 812, (No. Z)]—on the day of , A. d.

, at the parish of , in tlie county of , in a certain viclosed

land (h), then and there called , there situate, and then in the occupation

of A. B. (i), wherein deer had been and tlien were usually kept, unlawfully,

vnlfully, and, feloniously did course {Jc) one deer, of the value, to tvit, of 51., the

property of tlie said A. B., then and tliere and in the said enclosed land kept

and being, against the form of the statute in that case made and provided. [And
conclude as ante, p. 812, (No. 3), to the end].

(64). Indictment
for a like offence
{ante, p. 800).

Tlie jurors for our Lady tlie Queen, iqwii their oath presenf, that

to wit. J C. D., on the day of , in tlie year of our Lord , in
certain inclosed laml in the imrish of , in the county of (h), in the

occupation of A. B., ivherein deer luid been, and then were usually kept, unlaw-
fully, wilfully, and felonioiosly did course {k) one deer of the value, to wit, of 51.,

then the property of the said A. B., then and there and in the said inclosed land
kept and being, against theform of the statute in s-uch case made and j^rovided,

and against the peace of our said Lady the Queen, her crown and dignity, [Add
other counts as the case may suggest.]

(65). Conviction
on the same
statute for killing,

SBe it remembered, that on, dbc., at die, 0. D., late of dc. is cov-

victed before me, J. P., one of her Majesty's justices of tlie jyeacc for th

'

{a) See the act, ante, p. 797.

{b) Or if other persons be known,
here name them, thus, "yf. B. and
C. D. and divers," &c.

(c) See ante, p. 792.

id) Some of the party must be
armed, anie, p. 798.

(e) See ante, p. 798.

(/) See as to the entering and being

upon the land being several offence.s,

ante, \}. 797, and what constitutes an
entry, Id.

(g) See ante, p. 798.

(h) The words of the act are,
*

' in

the inclosed part of any forest, chase,

or purlieu, or in any inclosed land

wherein deer shall be usually kept.

"

{Ante, p. 800.) Let the above aver-

ment agree with the fact.

(i) See ante, p. 798.
(k) The words of the act are, " un-

lawfully and wilfully course, hunt,
snare or carry awaj', or kill or wound,
or attempt to kill and wound. " (Anl<-,

p. 800. ) Let the above averment agree

with the fact.
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said county, for that the said O. D., on Ac, at tlu imrish of ,
in the county 22. Forms,

of , in a certain uninclosed part of a certain forest [^^ chase" ov ^' pur-
lieu^''] then and there called

,
{ante, p. 800), there situate, one deer of the <fec. deer in an

value of 40s., then there ami tJicn in the said uninclosed part of the saicZ ^"™°|°®*'^ ^"'<'^*>

forest [" chase" or ^^ purlieu"'\ kept and being in the said imiinclosed part of
the said forest [" chase'" or '^purlieu"} unlawfully and wilfully did course (b),

against theform of the statute in that case made and provided, the said C. D. not

having before the committal of the above offence as aforesaid been convicted ofany
offence, relating to deer, for which a pecunicci'y penalty is by the said statute im-

posed, I, the said J. P., do therefore adjudge tJie said C. D., for his said offence,

to forfeit and pay the sum o/'[50Z.] and also to pay (lie sum of shillings* (c)

for costs, and in default of immediate payment, to be imprisoned in the

[and there to be kept to hard labour'\ for the space of calendar months, unless

tlie said sums shall be sooner paid ; and I direct that tlie said sum of 501. shall

be paid to A. I., of ,
one ofths overseers of the poor of tlie said parish of ,

in which tlie said offence was committed, to be by him aptplicd according to the

directions of the statute in that case made and provided ; and I order that tlie

sum, of shillingsfor costs shall be paid to [the complainant]. Give^i

under my hand and seal the day ami year first above mentioned. J. P.

[Commencement as usual, ante, 18]

—

on d-c, at dx., in a certain unin- (66). Commitment

closedpart of a certain forest [" cliase " or "purlieu "], then and tJiere called , gggo^l o^nce
(see ante, p. 813, n. {d) ), there situate, one deer, of tJie value of iOs., then there killing, &c. deer

and then in the said uninclosed part of tlie said forest \^' chase or, ^'purlieu "] in an uninclosed

kept and being, unlawfully, wilfully, and feloniously did course {d), against forest, &c.

tlie form of the stattite in that case made and provided, he, tlie said C. D. , having

been previously, to wit, on d-c, convicted before J. P., one of lier Majestxj's

justices of the peace in atidfor the said county, of having, to wit, on the

day of , in the parish aforesaid, and county aforesaid, in the said unin-

closed, part of the said forest, unlawfully and vnlfully coiorsed (d) a certain other

deer, [describing the facts as above]. And you the said keeper, dc, [as usual,

as ante, p, 817, to the end].

rCommencement, setting out the conviction to the words]

—

against theform (67). Indictment
- - --- -- .-__-- for such " "'—•"'

offence.of the statute in such case made and provided ; and the said J. P., therefore
^'^^^^^'^^^^^^'^

adjudged the said A. 0., for his said offence, to forfeit and j)ay the sum of [50Z. ],

and also to pay the sum of ten shillings for costs ; and in default of immediate

payment, to be imprisoned in , there to be kept to hard labourfor the space of

six calendar months, unless the said sums should be sooner paid [following the

conviction]. And the jurors aforesaid, upon their oath aforesaid, do further

present, that the said A. 0., being so convicted as aforesaid, afterioards, on the

day of , in the year aforesaid, in a certain uninclosed part of (lie said,

chase ["forest" or, " purlieti^'l, situate as aforesaid, one otherfallow deer, of
the price of 40s., then there, and then in the said last-mentioned uninclosed part

of the said chase ["forest" or "purlieu"'] kept a-,id being, unlawfully, wilfully,

and feloniously did course {d), against theform of the statute in such case made
and provided, and agaiiutt the peace of our Lady the Queen, her crotvn and
dignity.

. [ To the constable oj , and others tuhom this nuiy concern. (6S). Warrant on
^'^ ^'^f-

) s. 14 to search
WJiereas, A. I., of &c., hath this day made oath before me, J. B., esq., mie of

(a) Seethe enactment, ante, p. 800. be paid by the said 0. D. on or before

The act gives the formal parts of the the day of next ; 'and I di-

conviction. See it, post, tit. " Lar- red tliat the said sum of [501.]^ shall be

ceny." An information may be readily ^>rtuZ, dc. [and conclude as in the

framed from this form. above form to the end].

(6) See note {k), ante, 830. {d) The words of the statute are,

(c) If time be given for the pay- "cour.se, himt, snare, or carry away,

ment of the penalty, the form of the or kill or wound, or attempt to kill

conviction may be the same as above or woimd." (See ante, p. 800.) Let the

to the* and then thus : [for costs; above averment agree with the fact.

and I order that the said sums shall
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for venison or
engines, &c. (a).

Tier Majesty's justices of the peace in and for the said county, the said A . L
being a. credible witness iii this behalf, that he the said A. I. hath reo^oimbh-

cause to suspect and, d,oth sihsj)eet that C. D. of , in the same county,

[laboui'cr], hath in hispossession [or, "on his premises, situate at , and with
his knowledge,"] a deer, or some part tliereof, [" any deer, or tlie head, skin, or

other part thereof, or any snare, or engine, for the taking of deer," arc the
words of the statute]. These are, therefore, in tlie name of our Lady the

Queen, to authorise and require you, with necessary aid and proper assistants to

enter [in the day time] into the dwelling-house and premises of the said C. D., at

aforesaid, in the county aforesaid, and there diligently to search for tlie

said deer, or part thereof, and if tJie said deer, or any part thereof, shall be

found iipon search, that you bring the same, and also tlie body of the said C. D.,
before me, or some other of her Majesty's justices of the peace for tlie county afore-
said, to be disposed of ai'id dealt xoitlial according to laic. Herein fail you not.

Given under my hand and seal at , in the county ctfor-^micl, this dan
of , A.V.' .

" \
J. P. (L. S.)

lfnLct°"27foi°Sot ^ -^^ *^ retnembered, tluit on d-c., at
, in the county of , C. I).

accounting for '^ wit. \ is convicted before one, J. P., one of her Majesty''s justices of the peace

possession, &c. of for tlie said county, for that he, the said C. D., on <£-c., at the parish of, tfcc, had
venison, &c. (6) {^i j^ig p>osscssion [or,

'
' on his premises at aforesaid, and v:ith his Icnoio-

ledge'^] apart of a deer, to wit, [or, "s7i«rc," &e., see No. 68]; and that

upon the said part of the said deer [or, Jsc, see No. 68] beingfound in the pos-
sessi.on [or, " on the said premises "] of the said C. D. as aforesaid, by virtaoe of
a certain search warrant, and tlie said 0. D. being carried before me, the said
J. P. , now here a^ such justice as aforesaid, the said O. D. doth not satisfy me,
the said J. P., that he canw lawfully by the said part of the said deer, [or where
a snare or engine for taking deer has been found, " that lie hath or tlien had, a
laiuful occasion for such snare [or, * engine '], and that lie did not keep the same
for any unlaxoful purpose "1, but hath altogether failed in so doing against the

form of the statute in that case made and 'provided ; and I, the said J. P., ad,-

judge the said C. I), for his said offence to forfeit and pay the sumof\^Ol.], and,

also to pay the sum of shillings* {ante, p. 812, n. (d) ) {c) for costs, and in

default of immediate paynunt, to be imjnHsoned in the
,
[and there kept to

hard labotir], for tlie sjmce of calendar montlis (d), tmless tJie said sums shall

be sooner paid ; and I direct that the said sum of [201.] shall be paid to A. I.

of aforesaid, in which the said offence was committed, to be by him applied

according to tlie directions vf tlie statute in that case made and provided : and I

order that the said sum of shillingsfor costs shall be paid to [the com-
plainant]. Given under my hand and seal the day and year first above nun-
tioncd,

J. P. (L. S.)

(70). Summons on
s. 14, against
person through

to vit f
^'^ ^''^^ constable of , and others ichom this may concern.

Whereas lately, iqjon a part of a deer, to wit, ,
being by virtue of a search

whose hands such warrantfound in tlie jmssession [or, iipon
'

' the })remites "] of one C. D.,at , , ,.

passed (e).
^^^^ county aforesaid, and the said C. D. being thereupon brought before me J. P.

,

one of her Majesty's justices of the peace for the county aforesaid, I was informed
and given to understand that E. F., of , in the county aforesaid, [labourer],

had had possession thereof, [

'

' the person from Avhom the same shall have been first

received, or who shall have had possession thereof"]. These are, therefore, f<>

require you forthwith to surmnon the said E. F. to appear before me, at

(a) See the act, ante, p. 800.

(b) The act prescribes the formal
parts of this conviction.

(c) If time be given for payment
of the penalty, &c. the form of the
conviction may be the same as the

above to the * and then thus [Jor
costs : and I order that the snid smns

shall be paid by the said C. D. on or

before the day of next, and,

in default of 2>ayment on that day to

be imprisoned, Ac] Conclude as in

the above form to the end.
(d) See the 14th sect., ante, p. 800.

(r) See ante, p. 800.
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ill the said counly, oil d-c, at tJic hotir of, <£r., o'clock in the forenoon of the 22, Forms.
satm day, to answer to the said information, aiul to satisfy me that he hath
conw laywfidly hy the said pat-t of the said deer, and to be further dealt vnth
according to IojW ; and he you then there to certify what you shall have done in
the premises. Herein fail you not. Given under my hand and seal this

day of , in the year of our Lord .
*

/. P. (h. s.)

) Be it remembered, that on &c., at &e., E. F. is convicted before me, i'Jp- Conviction

to wit. ) J. P., one of her Majesty's justices of the peace for the said county, for ^^^^°^\V-

that on (be, at (be, O. B., late of &c., had in his possession [or, "on his pre-
mises, at (fee, and with his knowledge "] apart of a deer, to wit, , and upon
the said part beingfound inhis 2)ossession [or, " said premises"] as aforesaid, by
virtue of a search warrant, the said C. D, was on &c., at &c., brought before me,
the said justice, and was required by me to satisfy me that he came lawfully by
such part of the said deer, when he then and there satisfied me he had come law-
fully by the same, and he ivas not nor is liable to conviction under the statute in
(hat case made amiprovided ; and I, the said J. P. , was then and there informed
and given to understand that the saidE. F., of &c., had had possesiion thereof

;

and t/iereupon I, the said justice, then and there duly summoned the said E. F.
to appear before me on dic., at die, for the discovery of tJie party who actually
killed or stole the said deer, to satisfy me that he had come lawfully by the said
pa.rt of the said deer, and to befurtlier dealt with according to law; and also for
that the said E. F., on d-c, at dec., had possession of the said part of the said
dxer, and that the said E. P., although duly summoned by me, as such justice as
tiforesaidj, hath not appeared before me, or satisfied mc that he came lawfully hy the

said part of tlic said deer [or,
'

' that the said E. F. now appeareth before ine,

having been duly summoned for that 2nir2)ose, but doth not satisfy me, the said
J, P., that he came lawfully by the said part of the said deer"], against the

form of the statute in that ease mxide and provided ; and I, the said J. P. , ad-
judge the said E. F. for his said offence toforfeit and piay tlie sum of, dc. [Con-
clude as in form (No. 69), ante, p. 832.] {b).

J. P. (L. S.)

) Pe it remembered, that on, dc, at , in the county of , (72). Conviction
to icit. \ C. D. is convicted before me, J. P., one of her'Majesty's justices of the on 24 & 25 Vict.

2Kaee for tJie county aforesaid, for that he, the said C. D. , on dc. , at the parish °' 93' ^- ^^'
.

of dc. , in a part of a certain forest, then and there called (c), {see ante, take Acer.

1>. 821, n. {a)), there situate, unlawfully and wilfully did set [or, " M5C "] a certaAn

snare, [or, "engine,"] called a
, for the purpose of taking [or, "killing "]

deer, against the form of the statute in that case made and provided ; and I, the

said J. P., adjudge the said C. D. for his said offence to forfeit and pay the sum
of [20Z. ], and also to pay the sum of shillings * (d) for costs, and in default

of immediate payment, to he iinprisoned in the (e), [and tliere kept to hard,

labour], for the space of calendar months (/), unless the said sums sliall be

sooner paid ; and I direct that the said sum of [201.] shall be paid to A. I. (g).

(a) See aiite, p. 787. The act pi-e- conviction may be the same as the
scribes the formal parts of the con- above to the * and then thus [for
viction. costs ; and I order tliat the said sums

(b) See preceding page, n. (c). shall be imid hy the said C. D. on m-
"(c) The words of the enactment are, before the day of next ; and,

"in any part of any forest, chase, or in default of payment on that day to

purlieu, whether such part be in- be imprisoned, dc] Conclude as in
closed or not ; or in any fence or bank the above form to the end.
dividing the same from any land ad- (e) The house of correction, or
joining; or in any inclosed land county gaol for the county where the
where deer shall be usually kept." offence was committed. (See ante,

^See ante, p. 800.) Let the conviction 789).
agree with the circumstances of the (/) See the 15th sect., ante, p.
case. 801.

(d) If time be given for payment {g) See the 14th sect., ante, p. 800.

of the penalty, &c. the forna of the

VOL. II. " 3 H
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22. Forms. of , one of tlic overseers of the poor of the juorish of , aforesaid, '

which tlic said offence was committed, to he hy him applied according to the din
tions of the statute in that case made atid provided ; and I order that the sc

sum of shillingsfor costs shall he paid to
,
[the complainant]. Giv

%iiulcr my haiuland seal the day and year first above mentioned.

J. P. (L. S.)

(73). Conviction
on same section
for pulling down
park fences, &c.

Be it remembered, that' on, tkc, at, d-c, C. D., late of dc, is can-

to wit. ^ victcd before me, J. P., one of her Majesty's jzostices of tlie peace fw tlu-

county aforesaid, for tliat he tlie said C. D., on tfcc, at the j^arish of &c., ".

part, to wit, twenty feet of the fence of certain land then atul tliere called

then in the occupation of one A. B. (see ante, pp. 775—79, there situate, where !,

deer were tJien and at tJie time of the destruction Hereafter mentioned of the soi-i

part of this said fence kept, unlawfully and wilfully did destroy, against the

foi'm of the statute in that case made and provided-: and I the said J. P. '!•>

therefore adjudge the said C. D. for his said offence to forfeit and p^^lfy '^'^•^ [''"'

in last precedent to the end].

(74). Commitment [Commencement as usual, fltjife, "Commitment.''' The statement of offciir

on 24 <fe 25 Vict. in this case may easily be framed from the next form.]

—

And you the sai'l
c. 9(j, 8. 16, for keeper, d-c. [as usual, as ante, p. 817, to the end.] (See, as to commitments in
assaultmg, <fec. a i b j.-^. << /-» •/ ^ ^ >n j \ >

deer-keeper (a) general, aw<e, tit. Commitment. )

(7.5). Indictment
for a like of-

fence (a).

The jurors for our Lady tlie Queen iqwn their oath present, that

to wit, J A. 0., on the day of , in the year of our Lord ,

into certain inclosed land, in the parish of , and the coii7dy of ,
[or,

*^ into a certain inclosed" ov, '^tminclosed" "forest,'^ ^' chase," or, " purlicic"],

then in the occtipation of A. B., and tliere situate (b), wherein deer had been and
then were usually kept, lailavrfully did enter with intent then and there and in,

the said inclosed land [according to the fact] unlawfully and feloniously (c) f<>

hunt (d) deer ; and that T. T. then, and at the time of.the demand 1iereaff< -

Tnentioned, and there being a person intrusted with the care of the said deer (

then and there being, and then in tlic said inclosed land being [as the case niMy
be] then aiid there and m the said enclosed land [according to the fact], afler

the said A. 0. had so entered into the said inclosed land [as the case may be] "-<

aforesaid, and xohilst lie the said A. 0. was and remained in the said inclosr,!

land [as the case may be], which he had so entered for the purpose aforesaid,

did lawfully and duly demand of and from the said A. 0. a certain gun ( /

1

which he tlie said A. 0. then, and at the time of the said demand, and thrr^ ,

and in the said inclosed land [" chase," dx., according to the fact], luul in A- <

possession (g), and did then and tliere and in the said inclosed land [accordiui;-

to the fact {h)\ the said A . 0. failing to deliver up after such demand as afor< -

said the said gun ["dog," d-c, according to the fact], and altogether rcfusivij

so to do, attempt to seize and take the said gim ["dog," d;c., according to tlu'

fact]/or the use of the said A. B., tlien the ovjner of the said deer, as lie law-

fully might for the cause aforesaid; and that the said A. 0. then and tliere an-i

(a) See the enactment, ante, p. 801,
(h) See ante, p. 775.

(c) If the defendant entered into a
forest, chase, or purlieu not inclosed,

omit the word "feloniously."

(d) The words of the act are, "hunt,
course, wound, kill, snare, or caiTv
away any deer." (See ante, p. 800.)
The indictment should agree with
the fact.

(e) " Eveiy person intrusted with
the care of such deer, and for any of

his assistants, whether in his pre-

sence or not," are the Avords of the

act. (See ante, p. 801.) This aver-

ment should be stated according to

the fact.

(/) The words of the act are, " gun.

firearms, snare, or engine in his pos-

session, and any dog there brought
for hunting, coursing, or killing deer."

(Sec ante, p. 801.) Let this averment
agree with the fact.

(g) If it was a dog that was de-

manded here, instead of stating
'

' had
in his possession," state, "brought for
hunting," "coursing," or, "killing
deer," [according to the fact].

(A) See ante, p. 801, as to seizing

the gun, &c. in some other place,

upon pursuit made.
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in the said inclosed land [according to the fact], with force and amis, in and 22. Forms.
upon the said T. T., then and there, and at the time of the beating [or, "wound-
^?^(/"] 'tiext hereafter tnentioned, being a person intrusted with the care of the said
d,eer within the said inclosed lands [according to the fact] as aforesaid, and then
and there, and at the time oftJie beating [or, '^ ivounding "] next hereafter men-
tioned, being in the due execution of his ditty as aforesaid, and of the powers
given to him in that behalf by tlm statute m that case made and provided, ten-

lawfully and feloniously did make an assault, and him the said T. T. unlaw-
fully and feloniously did beat [or,

'
' wmtnd '

'], against the form of the statute

in snch ease made and provided, and against tlie peace of our said Lady t^
Queen, lier erotvn and dignity. [2nd count. ] And the jurors aforesaid, iqmn
their oath aforesaid, do further present, that the said A. 0., on tfie day aforesaid,
and year aforesaid, with force and arins, at tlie parish aforesaid, in the county
aforesaid, in and upon tlie said T. T., the said T. T. then and tJiere, and at the
time of the assault and beating [or, '* wounding "] Jiereafter mentioned, being a
2)erson intrusted with the care of deer in certain other inclosed land [according
to the fact], then and there in the occupation of , and as aforesaid situate,

telierein deer had been and then were usually kept, and then and there, and at
the time of the said assault and beating [or, ^*w(mnding^'\ being in the due
execution of the powers given to him in that behalf by an act of Parliament made
and passed in the eighth year of the reign of his late Majesty King George the

Fourth, intituled '''An act for consolidating and amending the laios inEnglaiul
relative to larceny and other offences connected therewith," unlawfully and
feloniffihsly did make an assault, and him the said T. T. then and tliere unlaw-
fully and feloniously did beat [or, "wound "] ; against the form of the statute

in such case made and provided, and against the peace of our said Lady the

Queen, her crown and dignity.

FOEMS EELATING TO HAEE OR CONEY STEALING.
[Commencement as usual, as ante, p. 817] on d-c, in the night-time, to wit, (''•')• Commitment

about the hour of eleven o'clock in the night of the same day, at dx. , in a certain g'^pg f Ij f^^'
warren [or, "ground'"] of A. B., tlien and there called and there situate, killingj &c'. hares
then aiid at the time of the killing [or, " taking"] Jiereafter mentioned of the or conies in the

conies [or, " Aares"] lastly hereafter mentioned, lawfully used for the breeding night-time (a),

[or, "keeping"'''] of conies [or, "hares'"] five conies [or, "hares'"], then and
there in the said warren and ground unlawfully and wilfully did take [or,

"kill"], against theform of tJie statute in that case made and provided. And
you the said keeper, &c. [As usiial, as ante, p. 817, to the end.]

) The jurorsfor our lady tlie Queen upon their oath present, tliat C. D. ,
("''')•

.
Indictment

to wit. ) on the day of , in the year of the reign of our lady ^°^ ^'^® offence.

tlie now Queen Victoria, in the night-time, that is to say, about the hour of eleven
dclock in the night of the said day, at the parisji aforesaid, in the county afore-
said, in a certain war-ren [or, " ground"] of A. B., then and there called (b),

and there situate, then aiid at the time of the taking [or, "killing''^] here-

after mentioned of the conies [or, " hares "] lastly hereafter mentioned, lawfully
used for the breeding [or, " hcejnng''^] of conies [ox, "hares"] two conies [or

"hares"] then and there being found then and there in tlie said warren [or,
" ground,"] unlavjfully and wilfidly did take[ov, " kill"], against the form
of the statute in such case made and provided, and against the peace of our said,

lady the Queen, lier crown and dignity. [Add other counts as the case may
suggest]

"1 Be it remembered, that on dee. , at , in the county of ,
("S)- Conviction

to 10 it. ] G. D. is convicted before me, J. P., one of her Majesty's justices of tlie 0*^93 g {7 for
peace for the said county, for that he the said C. D., on &c., in the day-time of taking hares or
the said day, to wit, about the hour of \six] of the clock in the morning of the conies in breecJing

same day, at dc, in a certain warren [or, "ground "] then in the occupation of |'''^"J|f* V"/'^''

(a) See ante, p. 792. The act prescribes the formal parts of
(b) See ante, p. 775. the conviction.
(c) See the enactment, ante, p. 801.

3 H 2
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22. Forms.

(TO). The like, for

setting snares for
taking hares or
conies in warrens
or breeding
grounds.

one A. B.y then and there called (a), andpicrc situate, then and at the time of

the taking [or, "killing"] hereafter mentioned of the conies [or, " hares ^'] lastly

hereafter mentioned, lawftilly used for the breeding [or, " keeping "] of conies

[or, "hares"] five conies [or, "hares"] then and there being found then

and there a.nd in the said warren [or, '^ ground,'"] unlawfully and v'ilfully did,

take [or, " kill "] against the form of the statute in that case made and provided.

And I, the said J, P., adjudge the said C. D. for his said offence, to forfeit avl
pay the sum of pounds, and also to pay the sum of shillings* (h) fi>i

costs, and in default of immedia,te payment to be imprisoned in the hous'

o/" correction [or, "county gaol"] of the said county, and there kept to hard

labour for the space of calendar months, unless the said sums shall

he sooner paid : and I direct that the said sum of pounds shall be paid (c)

to E. F. , one of the overseers of the poor of tlie said parish of , in ivhicli.

the said offence was committed, to be by him applied according to the directions

of the statute in that case made and jJTOvided : and J order that the sum of
shillings for costs be paid to [the complainant]. Given under my hand
and seal the day and year first above mentioned. J. P. (l. s. )

[The commencement maybe framed from the preceding form (No. 78)—
%mlav)fully and wilfully did set a snare for the taking of conies, for the 2}urpose

and ivith the intent to take conies in the said warren [or, " ground,"] against

theform of the statute in that case made and provided ; and I, the said J. P.,

do therefore adjudge dkc, [as in the last form to the end].

FORMS RELATING TO PIGEONS.

}Be it remembered, that on dsc, at

C. D. is convicted before me J. P., esquire, one of her Majesty's justices

C8n). Conviction on in the county of

house-pigeon (d).house-nffffifin^^n
''' of the peacc for the said county, for that he the said C. D., on <fcc., at dbc, one

house-jngeon, of the value of [sixpence], then tlie property of A. B., of &c., then,

and there beingfound, unlawfully and wilfully, hut not feloniously, did kill

["vjound" or, " take"] against the form of the statute in that case m/ide and
2)rovided. And I, the said J. P., adjudge the said C. D. for his said, offence,

to forfeit and pay the sum of [two] pounds, over and above the value of the said

pigeon so killed and taken as aforesaid, and the further sum of [sixj)ence], being

the value of the said pigeon, and also to pay the sum of shillings * (b) for
costs ; arid in default of immediate payment of tlie said sums, to be imprisoned
in the [and there kept to hard labour] for the space of {e) calendar
months, unless tlie said sums be sooner paid; and I direct tliat the said sum of^
[tvio] pounds slmll be paid to A. J., of aforesaid, in which the said offe%

was committed., to be by him applied according to the directions of the statute

that case made and provided, and that tlie said sum of [sixpence] shall be pa^
to the said A. B. [or, if he have been examined in proof of the offeno

then thus : "also to the said A, J., A. B. the oivner of the said pigeon, havi;

been examined in proof of the 'offence aforesaid ;"] and I order that the si

sum of shillingsfor costs shall be jraid to [the complainant]. Gi
ttnder my hand and seal the day and year first above mentioned.

J. P. (l. s

(a) Give the warren or ground some
description. (See ante, p. 775.)

(b) If time be given for payment
of the penalty, &c., the form of the
conviction may be the same as the
above, to tlie *, and then thus [for
costs ; and I order that the said sicms

shall be paid by the said C. I>. on or

before the day of next ; arid

in default of payment on that c

he imprisoned, <f,-c.] Conclude
the above form to the end.

(c) See to whom the penalty is

be paid, ante, p. 788.

(d) See the enactment, aiitc, p.SOJ
(c) See the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 96, s. 23

ante, p. 806.
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1. Gaming in

general.

©amtng an& ILottetteiS*

As to the duties on cards, see " Cards."

As to horse-races, see pos#, " Horses and Horse-racing"

Herein of,

I. Gaming in General, p. 837.

18 Geo. 2, c. 34 ; 5 Geo. 4, c. 83 ; 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 41 ; 8 & 9

Vict. c. 109 ; 16 & 17 Vict. c. 119 ; 17 & 18 Vict. c. 38 ; 31 & 32

Vict. c. 52.

II. Keeping or Haunting Gaming Houses, p. 851.

33 Hen. 8, c. 9 ; 31 Eliz. c. 5 ; 2 Geo. 2, c. 28 ; 18 Geo. 2, c. 34 ;

25 Geo. 2, c. 36 ; 58 Geo. 3, c. 70 ; 3 Geo. 4, c. 114.

III. Lotteries and Little Goes, and Foreign Lotteries, p. 853.

10 & 11 Will. 3, 0. 17 ; 9 Anu. c. 6 ; 10 Ann. c. 26 ; 8 Geo. 1, c; 2 ;

•9 Geo. 1, c. 19 ; 6 Geo. 2, c. 35 ; 12 Geo. 2, c. 28 ; 13 Geo. 2,

c. 19 ; 42 Geo. 3, c. 119 ; 6 & 7 Will. 4, c. 66 ; 8 & 9 Vict. c. 74.

IV. Forms, p. 861.

T. ©aming in General-

Mr. Dalton says, that playing at cards and dice, and the like, are not Gambling not an

prohibited by the common law ; neither are they mala in se of their
°J[^^'^®

** common

own natui-e, but only prohibited by statute. {Dalt. c. 46.) But there
unje'sa by fraud

must be no cheating
; (see Da Costa v. Janes, Coivp. 729 ; Sherbwn v.

Colebach, 2 Vent. 175;) and the playing must, it seems, be innocently

and moderately. {Bac. Ab. Gaming, (A). And see per Abbott, C. J., or excessive.

in R.'rrRdsief, \ B. & C. 2T2.)

Keeping a common gaming-house is a misdemeanor. {R. v. Rosier, Keeping a gaming-

IB.& C. 272.)
_ _

^*''^«-

Cock-fighting is illegal and indictable at common law. {Bac. Ab. Cock-fighting.

Gaming, (A) ; 3 Keb. 463, 610). And by 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 59, s. 3,

keeping or using a room, &c. for cocking, is illegal, and a penalty of

bl., nor less than 10s., for each day, may be inflicted. (See ^'Cattle and
Animals, Treatment of." There are also provisions against this offence

in the Metropolitan PoHce Acts.

)

There are many statutes for the restraining of gaming. The first
Statutes against

statute which prohibited any sort of games and diversions was the 12
Eic. 2, c. 6, repealed by 7 Jac. 1. c. 28. It applied only to servants,

labourers, and artificers. The games j^rohibited were tennis, or foot-

ball, quoits, dice, casting of stone kails, and other SMch. importune games.
{Bac. Ab. Gaming, (B.).) Also by the 33 Hen. 8, c. 9, the principal

^Vi^fntf roM-
enactments of which are directed against the keeping or haunting of bited gaming.'
gaming-houses, artificers, apprentices, and servants are prohibited,
under penalties against gaming. (See the enactments, post, p. 852.)
The principal statutes now in force, restraining gaming, are the

18 Geo. 2, c. 34; 8 & 9 Vict. c. 109; 16 & 17 Vict. c. 119 ; 17 & 18 Vict.

c. 38 ; 31 & 32 Vict. c. 52, which we shall now notice. The statutes

for putting down gaming-houses will be found in the next section of
this title, p. 851.

In the last edition of this work many authorities were cited as to

the interpretation of the statutes of Car. 2 and Anne, but as those
statutes are now repealed, it has not been thought necessary to reprint

them.
The 12 Geo. 2, c. 28, s. 2, and 13 Geo. 2, c. 19, p. 9, contain provi-
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1. Gaming in
general.

12 Geo. 2, c. 28,

and 13 Geo. 2,

c. 19.

Certain gfames de-
clared of them-
selves illegal.

12 Geo. 2. c. .34.

No person shall

keep a place for

playing roly-poly,

or other game
with cards or

ffiamittfl ant« ^Lotteries.

sions declaring certain games, viz. the games of the ace of hearts,

pharaoh, basset, and hazard, and the game of passage, and other games
therein to be illegal, and impose penalties for gaming, &c. at them

;

but as the principal provisions of these enactments are directed against

lotteries, they will be found fully noticed under the 3rd sect, of this

title relating to lotteries, post, p. 853.

By the 18 Geo. 2, c. 34, intituled " An act to explain, amend, and
make more eflfectual the laws in being, to prevent excessive and de-

ceitful gaming, and to restrain and prevent the excessive increase of

horse races," sect. 1, after reciting that notwithstanding the many
good and wholesome laws now in being, for preventing excessive and
deceitful gaming, many persons of ill fame and reputation who have
no visible means of subsistence, do keep houses, rooms, and other

places for playing,, and do permit persons therein to play at cards, dice,

and other devices for large sums of money, by means whereof divers

young and unwary persons and others are drawn in to lose the greatest

part and sometimes all their substance; and it frequently happens
they are thereby reduced to the utmost necessities and betake them-
selves to the most wicked courses, which end in their utter ruin : and
whereas a certain pernicious game called roulet or rolj^-poly is daily

practised, and the laws now in being have by experience been found
ineflPectual to put a stop to such pernicious practices : for remedy
whereof it is enacted, that no person or persons of what condition soever

shall keep any house, room or place for playing, or permit or suffer any
person or persons whatsoever within any such house, room or place to

play at the said game of roulet, otherwise roly-poly, or at any other

game with cards or dice already prohibited by the laws of this realm
;

and in case any person or persons whatsoever shall keep any such

dice • under pe-
house, room or place for playing, or permit or suffer any person or

naltiesof 12 Geo. 2, persons as aforesaid to play at the said game of roulet, otherwise roly-
c- 23. poly, or at any other game with cards or dice already prohibited by

law, such person or persons so offending shaU incur the pains and
penalties and be liable to such prosecution as is directed in and by an
act made in the 12th year of his present Majesty, intituled " An act

for the more effectual preventing excessive and deceitful gaming."
Sect. 2. If any. person or persons whatsoever shall, after the said

24th of June, 1745, play at the said game of roulet, otherwise roly-

poly, or at any game or games with cards or dice, already prohibited

by law, every such person or persons so offending shall also incur the

pains and penalties, and be liable to such prosecution as is directed in

and by an act made in the 12th year of his present Majesty, intituled

"An act for the more eflfectual preventing excessive and deceitful

gaming." {Post, p. 855.)
In the construction of the 2nd sect, of this act and of the 12 Geo. 2,

c. 28, s. 3, it has been held that the game of hazard is an unlawful
game within them, whether played in private or at a public gaming-
table. {M'Kinnell v. liolimon, 3 M. & W. 434.)
By s. 4, for the more easy conviction of persons offending again.'^l

this ov any other former act for preventing excessive and deceitful
gaming, it is enacted, that it shall and may be lawful to and for sucli

person or persons who have jurisdiction to hear and determine infor-
mations upon the statutes against excessive and deceitful gaming
upon any infoi-mation exhibited before them for any offence com-
mitted against this act or against the 12 Geo. 2, c. 28, 2>ost, p. 855, or
against the 13 Geo. 2, c. 19, 2'ost, p. 857, to summon any person or

persons other than the party accused to appear before them at a
certain day, time and place to be inserted in such summons, and to

give evidence for the discovery of the truth of the matter in the said
information contained ; and in case of neglect or refusal to appear, or

sh.iii forfeit .50/ or jf uj^on appearance such person or persons shall refuse to e-ive evidence
De commuted for in- r> i *i t

°
,y, i

six months. or Shall givo any false evidence, every such person or persons so offend-

Per.sons playing
shall incur the
penalties of that
act.

On information
for any offence

against this act.

Persons may he
fiummoncd to
give evidence,
who, on neglect
or refusal to ap-

pear, or giving
fal.'ie evidence,
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ing sliall forfeit and lose the sum of 50?. : to be levied by distress and 1. Gaming in

sale of the offender's goods and chattels by warrant under the hands general.

and seals of such person issuing such summons as aforesaid ; and in 7

case such person or persons not appearing or neglecting or refusing to ^^ ®**' ^' **• ^*"

give such evidence, or giving any false evidence, shall not have suffi-

cient goods and chattels whereon to levy the said sum of 501., every
such person or persons shall be by such person or persons having juris-

diction as aforesaid committed to the common gaol for the county, city,

or place where such offence shall be committed, there to remain for the

space of 6 months without bail or mainprize.

Sect. 5. No person or persons other than the parties, plaintiff and ^'^<VP^'"si>?^ !?<=*

defendant in the cause, shall be incapacitated from being a witness witness except

touching any offence committed against the laws for preventing exces- the parties for

sive and deceitful gaming by reason of having played, betted, or staked
^IH^^^ &o?'^*^'

at any game prohibited by this or any of the said statutes.

Sect. 6. Nothing in this act contained shall extend to prevent or Proviso for

hinder any person or persons from playing at any game whatsoever, P^'^'^^^es.

within any of his Majesty's royal palaces wherein his Majesty, his heirs

and successors, shall then actually reside.
^

Sect. 7. No privilege of Parliament shall be allowed to any person No privilege of

or persons whatsoever against whom any prosecution or proceeding ^^ ^^^^ '

shall be commenced or had, for keeping of any public or common
gaming house, or any house, room, or place for playing at any game
or games prohibited by this, or any other act now in being, against

excessive or deceitful gaming ; any law, usage or custom to the contrary

in any wise notwithstanding.
Sect. 9. If any person so offending shall discover any other person

^^^'^^''^g^fs'^all
so offending, so that such person be thereupon convicted, the person be"7fcharged!
so discovering shall be discharged and indemnified from all penalties,

by reason of any such offence, if such rarson so discovering hath not

been before convicted thereof, and shall be admitted as an evidence to

prove the same.
Sect. 11 relates to horse-racing. See it, post, tit. "Horses."

With respect to what is a losing "at one sitting," see Bodies v. What a losing at

Booth, 2 Bla. Rep. 1226 ; Ilodson v. Terrill, 1 C. & M. 801.
one sitting.

With respect to the indictment, it is said that as the penalty is Form of indict-

given to the poor of a parish, the offence should be stated to have been ™'^" '

committed within that parish. {Starke, Grim. Laiv. 502; M. v.

Luclmp, 2 Stra. 1048.) It is not necessary to prove the precise

sum as laid in the indictment, if laid under a videlicet : contra, if

the indictment averred that the defendant had won any bills of ex-

change of a specified amount. {R. v. Hill, 1 Star!:, 359, and see R. v.

Gillham, 6 T. R. 265.)

Under this act no action need be brought for the penalty. [R. v. Action for penalty.

Luchup, 2 Stra. 1048.)

By the 5 Geo. 4, c. 83, s. 4, every person playing or betting in any vagrants.

open or puhlic place, at or with any table or instrument of gaming,

at any game or pretended game of chance, may be treated as a vagrant

within the act.

By the 31 & 32 Yict. c. 52, s. 3, which is to be read with the 5 Geo. 4,
si & 32 Vict. c. 52.

c. 83, every person playing or betting by way of wagering or gaming
lons'to gfmLT'

in any street, road, highway, or other open and public place, or in any with coin, &c.

place to which the public have or are permitted to have access, at or

with any table or instrument of gaming, or any coin, card, token, or

other article used as an instrument or means of such wagering or

gaming at any game or pretended game of chance, shall be deemed a

rogue and vagabond within the true intent and meaning of the recited

act, and as such may be convicted and punished under the provisions

of that act.

As to gaming in prisons, see tit. " Oaols," post, p. 862. in prisons.

As to gaming in public houses, see *
' Alehouse." in public houses.
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1. Gaming in

general.

S & 9 Vict. c. 109.

What ."hall be suf-

ficient evidence
that a house is a
common gaming
house.

(Gaming anti 5Lotteries,

Power of justices
may be exercised
under warrant.

Penalties on
gaming house
keepers, (Sic.

The 8 & 9 Vict. c. 109, repeals 33 Hen. 8, c. 9, ss. 16 and 23, and
enacts by s. 2, that whereas doubts have arisen whether certain houses
alleged or reputed to be opened for the use of the subscribers only, or

not open to all persons desirous of using the same, are to be deemed
common gaming houses ; be it declared and enacted, that in default

of other evidence proving any house or j)lace to bo a common gaming
house, it shall be sufficient, in support of the allegation in any indict-

ment or information that any house or place is a common gaming
house, to prove that such house or place is kept or used for playing
therein at any unlawful game, and that a bank is kept there by one
or more of the players exclusively of the others, or that the chances of

any game played therein are not alike favourable to all the players,

including among the players the banker or other person by whom the
game is managed, or against whom the other players stake, play or
bet ; and eveiy such house or place shall be deemed a common gaming
house, such as is contrary to law and forbidden to be kept by the said

act of king Henry VIII., and by all other acts containing any pro-
vision against unlawful games or gaming houses.

Sect. 3. That in every case (except within the metropolitan police

district) in which the justices of the j^eace in every shire, and
mayors, sheriffs, bailiffs and other head officers within every city,

town and borough within this realm, now have by law authority to

enter into any house, room or place, where unlawful games shall bo
suspected to be holden, it shall be lawful for any justice of the peace,

upon complaint made before him on oath that there is reason to sus-

pect any house, room or place to be kept or used as a common gaming
house, to give authority, by special warrant under his hand, when iu

his discretion he shall think fit, to any constable to enter with such
assistance as may be found necessary, into such house, room or place,

in like manner as might have, been done by such justices, mayors,
sheriffs, bailiffs or other head officers, and, if necessary, to use force

for making such entry, whether by breaking open doors or otherwise,
and to arrest, search and bring before a justice of peace all such per-
sons found therein as might have been ai'rested therein by such justice

of peace had he been personally present ; and all such persons shall

be dealt with according to law, as if they had been arrested in such
house, room or place by the justice before whom they shall be so

brought ; and any such warrant may be in the form given in the first

schedule annexed to this act.

Sect. 4. That the owner or keeper of any common gaming house,
and every person having the care or management thereof, and also

every banker, croupier and other person who shall act in any manner
in conducting the business of any common gaming house, shall, on
conviction thereof, by his own confession, or by the oath of one or
more credible witnesses, before any two justices of the peace, besides
any penalty or punishment to which he may be liable under the pro-
visions of the said act (33 Hen. 8), be liable to forfeit and pay such
penalty, not more than 100?., as shall be adjudged by the justices
before whom he shall be convicted, or, in the discretion of the justices
before whom he shall be convicted, may be committed to the house of
correction, with or without hard labour, for any time not more than
6 calendar months ; and on nonpayment of any penalty so adjudged,
and of the reasonable costs and charges attending the conviction, the
same shall be levied by distress and sale of the goods and chattels of
the offender, by warrant under the hand and seal of one of the con-
victing justices : provided always, that nothing herein contained shall

prevent any proceeding by indictment against the owner or keeper or
other person having the care or management of a common gaming
hoTise ; but no person who shall have been summarily convicted of
any such offence shall be liable to be proceeded against by indictment
for the same offence.
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Sect. 5. That it sliall not be necessary, in support of any informa- 1. Gaming in

tion for gaming in, or suflPering any games or gaming in, or for keep- general.

ing or using, or being concerned in the management or conduct of a ;

common gaming house, to prove that any person found playing at ^ *^
^
^^^*' "• .^*''^-

any game was playing for any money, wager, or stake.
_ for°monc:^Tc"'^

Sect. 6. That if any superintendent belonging to the metx'opolitan not necessary in

police foi'ce shall report in writing to the commissioners of police of support of in-

the metropolis that there are good grounds for believing, and that he gaming,

does believe, that any house, room or place within the metropolitan commissioners
police district is kept or used as a common gaming house, it shall be of police may
lawful for either of the said commissioners, by order in writing, to

fnt^^de^t and^*^"
authorise the superintendent to enter any such house, room or place, constabies'to

with such constables as shall be directed by the commissioner to enter gaming

accompany him, and, if necessary, to use force for the purpose of aU InTtrumentr^
effecting such entry, whether by breaking open doors or otherwise, of gaming, and

and to take into custody all persons who shall be found therein, and
^iJ^®J^J"" *^"/'°'^J

to seize all tables and instruments of gaming found in such house or therein,

premises, and also to seize all monies and securities for money found
therein. j

Sect. 7. That it shall be lawful for the police superintendent making Police super-

such entry as aforesaid in obedience to any such order of one of the search "for instru-

commissioners of police of the metropolis, with the assistance of any ments of gaming,

constable or constables accompanying him, to search all parts of the
house, room or place which he shall have so entered where he shall

suspect that tables or instruments of gaming are concealed, and all

persons whom he shall find therein, and to seize all tables and instru-

ments of gaming which he shall so find.

Sect. 8. That where any cards, dice, balls, counters, tables or other What shall be

instruments of gaming used in playing any unlawful game shall be deemed ejidence

found in any house, room or place suspected to be used as a common ° s^^^'^o-

gaming house, and entered under a warrant or order issued under the
provisions of this act, or about the person of any of those who shall

be found therein, it shall be evidence, until the contrary be made to

appear, that such house, room or place is used as a common gaming
house, and that the persons found in the room or place where such
tables or instruments of gaming shall have been found were playing
therein, although no play was actually going on in the presence of the
superintendent or constable entering the same under a warrant or

order issued under the provisions of this act (a), or in the presence
of those persons by whom he shall be accompanied as aforesaid ;

and it shall be lawful for the police magistrate or justices before

whom any person shall be taken by virtue of the warrant or order

to direct all such tables and instruments of gaming to be forthwith
destroyed.

Sect. 9. And for the more effectual prosecution of the keepers of indemnity of

common gaming houses, be it enacted, that every person who shall
witnesses.

have been concerned in any unlawful gaming, and who shall bo
examined as a witness, by or before any police magistrate or justice

of the jjeaco, or on the trial of any indictment or information, against
the owner or keeper or other person having the care or management
of any common gaming house, toxiching such unlawful gaming, and
who upon such examination shall make true and faithful discovery to

the best of his or her knowledge of all things as to which he or she
shall be so examined, and shall thereupon receive from the magistrate
or justice of the peace or judge of the court by or before whom he or
she shall be so examined a certificate in writing to that effect, shall be
freed from all criminal prosecutions, and from all forfeitures, punish-
ments and disabilities to which he or she may have become liable

(rt) For form of warrant, see p. 843.
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for any thing done before that time in respect of such, unlawful
gaming (a).

By sect. 17, cheating at cards is declared to be punishable as
obtaining money under false pretences.

It is not necessary upon an indictment under this section to allege

to whom the money belonged which actually was won. {R. v. Moss,
2 Jur.N. S. 1196.)

Sect. 18. That all contracts or agreements, whether by parol or in

writing, by way of gaming or wagering, shall be null and void ; and
that no suit shall be brought or maintained in any court of law or

equity for recovering any sum of money or valuable thing alleged to

be won upon any wager, or which shall have been deposited in the
hands of any person to abide the event on which any wager shall

have been made : provided always, that this enactment shall not bo
deemed to apply to any subscription or contribution, or agreement to

subscribe or contribute, for or toward any plate, prize, or sum of

money to be awarded to the winner or winners of any lawful game,
sport, pastime, or exercise {b).

A foot race is a lawful game or pastime within this section. [Batty

V. Marriot, 5 C. B. 818.)

When plaintiff and defendant agreed to ride a race, each on his own
horse, both the horses ridden to become the property of the winner,
it was held that the horses could not be regarded as a contribution
toward a prize within the meaning of the provision 8 & 9 Vict. c. 109,
s. 18, and that the contract was therefore void under that section, as
being "by way of gaming or wagering." {Coombes v. Dibble, Law
liept. 1 Ex. 248.)

tSect. 20. That any person who shall be summarily convicted under
this act may appeal to the next general or quarter session of the
peace to be holden for the county or place wherein the cause of com-
plaint shall have arisen, provided that such person at the time of the
conviction, or within 48 hours thereafter, shall enter into a recogni-
zance, with two sufficient securities, conditioned personally to appear
at the said session to try such appeal, and to abide the further judg-
ment of the court at such session, and to pay such costs as shall be
by the last-mentioned court awarded ; and it shall be lawful for the
magistrate or justices by whom such conviction shall have been made
to bind over the witnesses who shall have been examined in sufficient

recognizances to attend and be examined at the hearing of such appeal

;

and that every such witness, on producing a certificate of being so
bound, under the hand of the said magistrate or justices, shall be
allowed compensation for his or her time, trouble, and expenses in

attending the appeal, which compensation shall be paid in the first

instance by the treasurer of the county or place, in like manner as in
cases of misdemeanor, under the provisions of 7 Geo. 4, c. 64 ; and in
case the appeal shall be dismissed, and the order or conviction affirmed,
the reasonable expenses of all such witnesses attending as aforesaid,

to be ascertained by the court, shall be repaid to the said treasurer by
the appellant.

Sect. 21 enacts, in the usual way, that any distress under the act

{a) Sections 10—14 relate to places
licensed for billiards, and will be
found at length, supra. S. 16 pro-

vided for discontinuing pending ac-

tions, &c., upon the statutes, repealed

by s. 15.

(b) This does not prevent a person
from recovering his deposit from a

stakeholder before the event lias hap-

pened. ( Varney v. Hickman, 5 C. B.

271.) A footrace is within this pro-

A'iso {Batty v. Marriott, 5 C. B. 808)

;

but sweeps on horse races are still

illegal as lotteries. (Allport v. Nutt,

1 C. B. 989 ; Galty v. Field, 9 Q. B.

431.) -By betting on horse races or

other matters no penalty is incurred.
By s. 19, a form is substituted for

that of a feigned issue.
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shall not be unlawful for want of form ; and, by sect. 22, plaintiff is i. Gaming in
not to recover after tender of amends. general.

Sect. 23. That no action, suit, or information, or any other proceed-
ing, of what nature soever, shall be brought against any person for ^ ^^ ^^^^- <>• ^'^^•

any thing done or omitted to be done in pursuance of this act, or in
jettons*'""

°*

the execution of the authorities under this act, unless notice in writing
shall be given by the party intending to prosecute such suit, informa-
tion, or other proceeding, to the intended defendant one calendar
month at least before prosecuting the same, nor unless such action,

suit, information, or other proceeding shall be brought or commenced
within 3 calendar months next after the act or omission complained
of, or in case there shall be a continuation of damage, then within 3
calendar months next after the doing such damage shall have ceased.

Sect. 25. That no information, conviction, or other proceeding before Conviction, &c.

or by any justice or justices under this act shall be quashed or set
?°r •*°f^maiu^*''^

aside, or adjudged void or insufficient for want of form, or be removed ^c/"
""" ' ^'

bj^ certiorari into her Majesty's Court of Queen's Bench.

The First Schedule to which the foregoing Act refers.

Form of Warrant,

^ \ To the constable

Whereas it appears to me, J. P., one of the justices of our Lady the Queen,
assigned to keep the peace in the said county, by the information on 5ath of

A. B., oi in the county of
,
yeoman, that the house [room or

place] known as [Jicre insert a description of the house, room, or place by ivhich

it may be readily known and found.}, is kept and iised as a common gaming
house within the meaning of an Act passed in the year of the reign of

her Majesty Queen Victoria, intituled [Iiere insert the title of this Act].

This is, therefore, in the name of our Ladj-- the Queen, to require you, with
such assistants as you may find necessary, to enter into the said house [room
or place], and, if necessary, to use force for making such entry, whether by
breaking open doors or otherwise, and there diligently to search for all instru-

ments of unlawful gaming which may be therein, and to arrest, search, and
bring before me, or some other of the justices of our Lady the Queen assigned

to keep the peace within the county of as well the keepers of the same
as also the persons there haunting, resorting, and playing, to be dealt with
according to law ; and for so doing this shall be your warrant.

/. P. (l.s.)

Given under my hand and seal at in the county of this

day of in the year of the reign of .

By the 16 & 17 Vict. c. 119, *' An act for the Suppression of Betting i6&i7Yict. c. up.

Houses."
Sect. 1. No house, office, room, or other place shall be opened, kept, or No house, <fec. to

used for the purpose of the owner, occupier, or keeper thereof, or any
poge^^fVwne "or

person using the same, or any person procured or employed by or acting occupier betting

for or on behalf of such owner, occupier, or keeper, or person using with other per-

the same, or of any person ha\T.ng the care or management or in any ^°"^"

manner conducting the business thereof betting with persons resort-

ing thereto ; or for the purpose of any money or valuable thing being
received by or on behalf of such owner, occupier, keeper, or person as
aforesaid as or for the consideration for any assurance, undertaking,
promise, or agreement, express or implied, to pay or give thereafter

any money or valuable thing on any event or contingency of or relating

to any horse race, or other race, fight, game, sport, or exercise, or as

or for the consideration for securing the paying or giving by some other

person of any money or valuable thing on any such event or con-

tingency as aforesaid ; and every house, office, room or other place

opened, kept, or used for the purposes aforesaid, or any of them, is

hereby declared to be a common nuisance and contrary to law.
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A tree in Hyde Park to whicli the defendant habitually resorted
for betting upon horse i-aces was held in Ihgyett v. Cattarn, 13 W.
B. 160, to be a place within this section, and therefore that the
plaintiff might recover money deposited with the defendant on a
bet.

Sect. 2. Every house, room, oflBce, or place opened, kept, or used
for the purposes aforesaid, or any of them, shall be taken and deemed
to be a common gaming house within the meaning of 8 & 9 Vict.

c. 109, to amend the laws concerning games and wagers.
Sect. 3. Any person who being the owner or occupier of any house,

office, room, or other place, or a person using the same, shall open,
keep, or use the same for the purposes hereinbefore mentioned, or
either of them ; and any person who being the owner or occupier of
any house, room, office, or other place shall knowingly and wilfullj'

permit the same to be opened, kept, or used by any other person for

the purposes aforesaid, or either of them ; and any person having the
care or management of or in any manner assisting in conducting the
business of any house, office, room, or place opened, kept, or used for

the purposes aforesaid, or either of them, shall, on summary conviction
thereof before any 2 justices of the peace, be liable to forfeit and pay
such penalty not exceeding 1001. , as shall be adjudged by such justices,

and may be further adjudged by such justices to pay such costs

attending such conviction as to the said justices shall seem reasonable
;

and on the nonpayment of such penalty and costs, or in the first

instance, if to the said justices it shall seem fit, may be committed to

the common gaol or house of correction, with or without hard labour,
for any time not exceeding 6 calendar months.
An information under this section charged A. with having on the

5th of October, and on divers other days and times between October
5 and laying the information (ICth November), being then and
there the occupier of a house, knowingly and wilfully opened, kept,
and used the same for the purpose of betting with persons resorting
thereto. The justices of the peace stated that it was established to

their satisfaction that he did so keep and use the house on the 8th
November, but not on any other day, and they convicted him of the
offence committed on the 8th. Wighiman, J., held that the in-
formation was good, as not alleging more than an offence, and that
the conviction thereon might be upheld. (Onley v. Oee, 30 L. J. M.
C. 222.)

f \ t> '

On land adjoining a race course, and just outside the enclosure
reserved for ticketholders, there was a long slip of ground G feet wide,
bounded on one side by the railings of the enclosure, and on the other
by a permanent wooden paling ; within this strip were placed tem-
porary wooden structures, in which dui-ing the races the business of
betting was carried on : at one of these structures the appellant con-
ducted this business. The court decided that this structure was
clearly an office and place opened, kept, and used for the purpose of
carrying on the business, of which the appellant had the care and
management, or which he assisted in conducting, and further that the
appellant there did what the act declares to bo illegal. (Shaw v. Mor-
ley, L. R. 3 Ex. 137.)

Sect. 4. Any person, being the owner or occupier of any house,
office, room, or jilace opened, kept, or used for the purposes aforesaid,
or either of them, or any person acting for or on behalf of any such
owner or occupier, or any person having the care or management or in

any manner assisting in conducting the business thereof, who shall

receive, directly or indirectly, any money or valuable thing as a
deposit on any bet on condition of paying any sum of money or other
valuable thing on the happening of any event or contingency of or
relating to a horse race or any other race, or any fight, game, sport, or
exercise, or as or for the consideration for any assurance, undertaking,
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promise, or agreement express or implied, to pay or give thereafter any i. Gaming in
money or valuable thing on, any such event or contingency, and any general.

person giving any acknowledgment, note, security, or draft on thei— ." s^'—o —J —
1 °Ti XT'-

' —.—"". —— ""
-T 16 & 17 Vict. Clio.

receipt of any money or valuable thing so paid or given as aforesaid

purporting or intended to entitle the bearer or any other person to

receive any money or valuable thing on the happening of any such
event or contingency as aforesaid, shall, upon summarj'- conviction

thereof before 2 justices of the peace, forfeit and pay such penalty, not

exceeding 50/., as shall be adjudged by such justices, and may be
further adjuged by such justices to pay such costs attending such con-

viction as to the said justices shall seem reasonable ; and on the non-
payment of such penalty and costs, or in the first instance if to such
justices it shall seem fit, may be committed to the common gaol or

house of correction, with or without hard labour, for any time not
exceeding 3 calendar months.

Sect. 5. Any money or valuable thing received by any such person jioney so received

aforesaid as a deposit on any bet, or as or for the consideration for any ™^y ^ recovered
, ^ 1 1 t

• •
±_ i>'T from the persons

such assurance, undertaking, promise, or agreement as aforesaid, receiving the

shall be deemed to have been received to or for the use of the person same,

from whom the same was received, and such money or valuable thing,

or the value thereof, may be recovered accordingly, with full costs of

suit, in any court of comjjetent jurisdiction.

Sect. 6. Provided always, that nothing in this act contained shall This act not to

extend to any person receiving or holding any money or valuable ^^^^^ wner of^
thing by way of stakes or deposit to be paid to the winner of any race, horse winning a

or lawful sport, game, or exercise, or to the owner of any horse en- race,

gaged in any race.

Sect. 7. Any person exhibiting or publishing or causing to be exhi- Penalty on per-

bited or published any placard, handbill, card, writing, sign, or ^°"^
^ds**^' a'd-er-

advertisement whereby it shall be made to appear that any house, tising bettirg

"

office, room, or place is opened, kept, or used for the purpose of houses.

making bets or wagers, in manner aforesaid, or for the purpose of

exhibiting lists for betting, or with intent to induce any person to

resort to such house, office, room, or place for the purpose of making
bets or wagers, in manner aforesaid, or any person who, on behalf of

the owner or occupier of any such house, office, room, or place, or

person using the same, shall invite other persons to resort thereto for

the purpose of making bets or wagers, in manner aforesaid, shall,

upon summary conviction thereof before 2 justices of the peace, forfeit

and pay a sum not exceeding 30?., and may be further adjudged by
such justices to pay such costs attending such conviction as to the said

justices shall seem reasonable ; and on the nonpayment of such penalty
and costs, or in the first instance if to such justices it shall seem fit,

may be committed to the common gaol or house of correction, with
or without hard labour, for any time not exceeding 2 calendar
months.

Sect. 8. If any person convicted under this act on infomiation before Penalties and

justices shall be adjudged to pay any penalty, or any costs and charges f°^-^d™b^d' stress
attending the conviction, and shall fail to pay such penalty or costs,

°^^^ ^

the same may be levied by distress and sale of the goods and chattels

of the offender by warrant under the hand and seal of one of the con-
victing justices : pro-vided always, that if any person shall be com-
mitted to prison for default of payment of any penalty and costs, then
the costs alone may be levied by distress as aforesaid.

Sect. 9. One half of every pecuniary penalty which shall be ad- Application of

judged to be paid under this act shall be paid to the informer, and the i**^"^^*'*^^-

remaining half shall be applied in aid of the poor rate of the parish in
which the offence shall have been committed, and shall be paid for

that purpose to the overseer or other person authorised to receive

poor rates in such parish, or if the place wherein the offence shall have
been committed shall bo extra-parochial, then the justices by whom
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such penalty shall be adjudged to be paid shall direct such remaining
half thereof to be applied in aid of the poor rate of such extra-parochial

place, or, if there shall not be any poor rate therein, in aid of the poor

rate of any adjoining parish or district.

Sect. 10. In case any person who shall have laid any complaint

or information in respect of any offence against this act shall not

appear at the time at which the defendant may have been summoned
to appear, or at any time to which the hearing of the summons may
have been adjourned, or, in the opinion of any justices having au-

thority to adjudicate with respect to the offence charged in such infor-

mation or comj)laint as aforesaid, shall otherwise have neglected to

proceed upon or prosecute such information or complaint with due
diligence, it shall be lawful for such justices to authorise any other

person to proceed on such summons instead of the person to whom the

same may have been granted, or if such justices think fit, to dismiss

the summons already granted, and authorise any person to take out a

fresh summons in respect of the offence charged in such information

or complaint, in like manner as if the previous summons had not been
granted.

Sect. 11. It shall bo lawful for any justice of the peace, upon com-
plaint made before him on oath that there is reason to suspect any
house, office, room, or place to be kept or used as a betting house

or office, contrary to this act, to give authority by special warrant
irnder his hand, when in his discretion he shall think fit, to any con-

stable or police officer, to enter, with such assistance as may be found
necessary, into such house, office, room, or place, and, if necessary, to

use force for making such entry, whether by breaking open doors or

otherwise, and to arrest, search, and bring before a justice of the

peace all such persons found therein, and to seize all lists, cards, or

other documents relating to racing or betting found in such house or

premises ; and any such warrant may be according to the form given

in the first schedule annexed to the before-mentioned act "to amend
the law concerning games and wagers " (a).

Sect. 12. If any superintendent belonging to the metropolitan police

force shall report in writing to the commissioners of police of the

metropolis that there are good grounds for believing and that he does

believe that any house, office, room, or place within the metropolitan

police district is kej)t or used as a betting house or office, contrary to

this act, it shall be lawful for either of the said commissioners by order

in writing to authorise the superintendent to enter any such house,

office, room, or place, with such constables as shall be directed by the

commissioner to accompany him, and, if necessary, to use force for the

purpose of effecting such entry, whether by breaking open doors or

otherwise, and to take into custody all persons who shall bo found
therein, and to seize all lists, cards, or other documents relating to

racing or betting found in such house or premises.

Sect. 13. Any person who shall be summarily convicted under this

act may appeal to the next general or ([uarter session of the peace to

bo holden for the county or place wherein the cause of complaint
shall have arisen, provided that such person at the time of the convic-

tion give notice of his intention to appeal, and shall at the time of

such conviction, or within 48 hours thereafter, enter into a recogni-

zance with 2 sufficient securities conditioned personally to appear at

the said session to try such appeal, and to abide the further judgment
of the court at such session, and to pay such costs as shall be by the

last-mentioned court awarded ; and it shall be lawful for the magis-
trate or justices by whom such conviction shall have been made to

bind over any party who shall have made information against the

(«) 8 & 9 Yict. 0. 109, ante, p. 840.
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party convicted, and any -witnesses who shall have been examined, in i. Gaming in

sufficient recognizances to attend and be examined at the bearing of general.

siicb appeal ; and every such witness, on producing a certificate of ;

being so bound under the hand of the said magistrate or justices, shall ^^ * ^"^ '*^^°''- °- ^^''•

be allowed compensation for his or her time, trouble, and expenses in

attending the appeal, which compensation shall be paid in the first

instance by the treasurer of the county or place in like manner as in

cases of misdemeanor under the provisions of the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 28 ; 7 <& 8 Geo. 4, c. 28.

and in case any such appeal shall be dismissed and the order or con-
viction affirmed, the reasonable expenses of all such witnesses attend-

ing as aforesaid, to be ascertained by the court, shall be repaid to the
said treasurer by the appellant.

Sect. 14. On any such appeal no objection shall be allowed to the No objection in

information whereon the conviction has taken place, or to such convic- ^d^certiorarr
tion, on any matter of form or on any insufficiency of statement, pro- taken away,

vided it shall appear to the justices in quarter sessions that the
defendant has been sufficiently informed of the charge intended to be
made against him, and that such conviction was proper on the merits

of the case ; and no information, conviction, or judgment of the jus-

tices in general or quarter sessions shall be removed by certiorari into

the Court of Queen's Bench.
Sect. 15. When any distress shall be made for any money to be Distress not

levied by virtue of the warrant of any justice under this act, the dis- oTfonn"
°^ ^"^^

tress shall not be deemed unlawful, nor shall any party making the
same be deemed a trespasser, on account of any defect or want of

form in the information, summons, warrant of apprehension, convic-

tion, warrant of distress, or other proceeding relating thereto, nor
shall such party be deemed a trespasser from the beginning on account
of any irregularity which shall be aftei-wards committed by him, but
all persons aggrieved by such defect or irregularity may recover full

satisfaction for the special damage by an action on the case in any of

her Majesty's courts of record.

Sect. 16. No plaintiff shall recover in any action for any irregu- Tender of

larity, trespass, or other wrongful proceeding made or committed in 'amends,' &c.

the execution of this act, or in, under, or by virtue of any authority

hereby given, if tender of sufficient amends shall have been made by
or on behalf of the party who shall have committed such irregularity,

trespass, or other wrongful proceeding before such action brought, and
in case no tender shall have been made it shall be lawful for the de-

fendant in any such action, by leave of the court where such action

shall depend, at any time before issue joined, to pay into court such
sum of money as he shall think fit, whereupon such proceeding, order,

and adjudication shall be had and made in and by such court as in

other actions where defendants are allowed to pay money into coui't.

Sect. 17. No action, suit, or information, or any other proceeding. Limitation of

of what nature soever, shall be brought against any person for any-
^°

thing done or omitted to be done in pursuance of this act, or in the
execution of the authorities under this act, unless notice in writing
shall be given by the party intending to prosecute such suit, infor-

mation, or other proceeding to the intended defendant one calendar
month at least before prosecuting the same, nor unless such action,

suit, information, or other proceeding shall be brought or com-
menced within 3 calendar months next after the act or omission
complained of, or in case there shall be a continuation of damage
then within 3 calendar months next after the doing such damage shall

have ceased.

The 17 & 18 Vict. c. 38, "An Act for the Suppression of Gaming ir&is Vict. c.3S.

Houses."
After reciting the 8 & 9 Vict. c. 109, enacts :

Sect. 1. Any person who shall wilfully prevent any constable or gons*obatru^ting
officer authorised under the provisions of the said 8 «& 9 Vict, to enter the entry of cou-
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any house, room, or place, from entering the same or any part thereof,

or who shall obstrtict or delay any such constable or officer in so

entering, and any person who, by any bolt, bar, chain, or other con-

trivance, shall secure any external or internal door of or means of

access to any house, room, or place so authorised to be entered, or

shall use any means of contrivance whatsoever for the purpose of pre-

venting, obstructing, or delaying the entry of any constable or officer

authorised as aforesaid into any such house, room, or place, or any
part thereof, may for every such offence, on a summary conviction of

the same before 2 justices of the peace, be adjudged by such justices to

forfeit and pay any penalty not exceeding 100?. together with such
costs attending the said conviction as to the said justices shall

appear reasonable; and on the non-payment of such penalty and
costs, or in the first instance, if to the said justioos it shall seem
fit, may bo committed to the common gaol or house of correction,

with or without hard labour, for any peiiod not exceeding 6 calendar

months.
Sect. 2. Where any constable or officer authorised as aforesaid to

enter any house, room, or place is wilfully prevented from or obstructed

or delaj'ed in entering the same or any part thereof,- or where any
external or internal door of or means of access to any such house,

room or place so authorised to be entered shall be found to be fitted or

provided with any bolt, bar, chain, or any means or contrivance for

the purpose of preventing, delaying, or obstructing the entry into the

same or any part thereof of any constable or officer authorised as

aforesaid, or for giving an alarm in case of such entry, or if any such
house, room, or place is found fitted or provided with any means or

contrivance for unlawful gaming, or with any means or contrivance

for concealing, removing, or destroying any instruments of gaming,
it shall be evidence, until the contrary be made to appear, that

such house, room, or place is used as a common gaming house within

the meaning of this act and of the former acts relating to gaming (a),

and that the persons found therein were unlawfully playing

therein.

Sect. 3. If any person found in any house, room, or place entered

by any constable or officer authorised as aforesaid to enter the same,

uj)on being arrested by any such constable or officer, or upon being

brought before any justices, on being required by such constable or

officer or by such justices to give his name and address, shall refuse

or neglect to give the same, or shall give any false name or address,

he may, upon summary conviction thereof before the same or any
other justices, be adjudged to pay any penalty not exceeding 50/.

together with such costs as to such justices shall ajipear reasonable,

and on the nonpayment of such penalty and costs, or in the first

instance, if to such justices it shall seem fit, may be imprisoned in the

common gaol or house of correction for any period not exceeding ono

month.
Sect. 4. Any person, being the owner or occupier, or having the use

of any house, room, or place, who shall open, keep, or use the same
for the purpose of unlawful gaming being carried on therein, and
any person who, being the owner or occupier of any house or room,

shall knowingly and wilfully permit the same to be opened, kept, or

used by any other person for the purpose aforesaid, and any person

having the care or management of or in any manner assisting in con-

ducting the business of any house, room, or place opened, kej^t, or

used for the purpose aforesaid, and any person who shall advance or

furnish money for the purpose of gaming with persons frequenting

such house, room, or place, may, on summary conviction thereof be-

(«) The former acts relating to gaming are found nnder this title.
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fore any 2 justices of the peace, be adjudged bj' such justices to forfeit i. Giming in
and paj' such penalty not exceeding 500/. as to such justices shall general.
seem fit, and may be further adjudged by such justices to pay such
costs attending such conviction as to them shall seem reasonable ; and ^'^ * ^^ '^'<=*^- ^- ^S-

on the nonpayment of such penalty and costs, or in the first instance,
if to the said justices it shall seem fit, may bo committed to the com-
mon gaol or house of correction, with or without hard labour, for any
time not exceeding 12 calendar months.

Sect. 5. It shall be lawful for the justices before whom any persons Justices may
shall be brought who have been found in any house, room, or place pe^go^^appre-*^''
(mtered in pursuance of any authority granted under the provisions of hended to be

the said 8 & 9 Vict. c. 109, to require any of such persons to be
e^^Tnce*^

^"^

examined on oath and give evidence touching any unlawful gaming in
such house, room, or place, or touching any act done for the purpose
of preventing, obstructing, or delaying the entry into such house,
room, or place or any part thereof of any constable or officer authorised
as aforesaid ; and no person so required to be examined as a witness
.shall be excused from being so examined when brought before such
justices as aforesaid, or from being so examined at any subsequent
time, by or before the same or any other justices, or by or before any
court, on any proceeding, or the trial of any indictment, infoiination,
action, or suit in anywise relating to such unlawful gaming or
any such acts as aforesaid, or from answering any question put to him
touching the matters aforesaid, on the ground that his evidence will
tend to criminate himself ; and any such person so required to be Penalty on re-

examined as a witness who refuses to make oath accordingly, or to ^"^mg to be.. sworn
answer any such question as aforesaid, shall be subject to be dealt with in
all respects as any person appearing as a witness before any justices or
court in obedience to a summons or subpoena, and refusing, without
lawful cause or excuse, to be sworn or to give evidence, may by law be
dealt with.

Sect. 6. Every person so required to be examined as a witness as Persons required

aforesaid, who upon such examination shall make true and faithful *°
witnesSs^and

discovery to the best of his knowledge of all things as to which he is so making a fuii

examined, shall receive from the justices or judge of the court by whom discovery, to bo

lie is examined a certificate in writing to that effect, and shall be ^eiialUes^&c.
treed from all criminal prosecutions and penal actions, and from all

]ienalties, forfeitures, and punishments to which he may have become
liable for anything done before that time in respect ofthe matters touch-
ing which he has been so examined; but such witness shall not be
indemnified under this act unless he receive from such justices or
judge a certificate in writing under their hands, stating that such
^vitness has on his examination made a true disclosure touching
all things as to which he has been examined ; and if any action, infor-

mation, or indictment be at any time pending in any court against
any person so examined in respect of any act of gaming touching
which he was so examined, and if any action, information, or
indictment be at any time pending in any court against any person
^;o examined as a witness in manner before mentioned, for any
such matter or thing, such court shall, on the i^roduction and proof
(>{ such certificate, stay the proceedings in any such action, informa-
tion, or indictment, and may, in its discretion, award to such person
such costs as he may have been put to by such action, information, or
indictment.

Sect. 7. If any person convicted under this act on information before Penalties and

justices shall be adjudged to pay any penalty or any costs and levied^bydistress.

charges attending the conviction, and shall fail to pay such penalty
or costs, the same may be levied by distress and sale of the goods
and chattels of the oS'ender, by warrant under the hand and seal of
one of the convjpting justices : Provided always, that if any person
sliall be committed to prison for default of payment of any penalty

VOL. It. 3 I
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and costs, then the costs alone may be levied by distress or afore-

said.

Sect. 8. One half of any pecuniary penalty which shall be adjudged

to be paid under this act shall be paid to the person laying the infor-

mation upon which the conviction takes place, and the remaining half

shall be applied in aid of the poor rate of the parish in which the

offence shall have been committed, and shall be paid for that pm-pose

to the overseer or other person authorised to receive poor rates in such

parish, or if the place wherein the offence shall have been committed
shall be extra-parochial, then the justices by whom such penalty

shall be adjudged to be paid shall direct such remaining half thereof

to be applied in aid of the poor rate of such extra-parochial place,

or if there shall not be any poor rate therein, in aid of the poor rate of

any adjoining parish or district.

Sect. 9. In case any person who shall have laid any information in

respect of any offence against this act shall not appear at the time at

which the defendant shall have been summoned to appear, or at any
time to which the hearing of the summons may have been adjourned,

or, if such person, in the opinion of any justices having authority to

adjudicate with respect to the offence charged in such information as

aforesaid, shall otherwise have neglected to proceed upon or prosecute

such information with due diligence, it shall be lawful for such

justices to authorise any other person to proceed on such information

and summons instead of the person to whom the same may have been
granted, or such justices may dismiss the first information and sum-
mons, and authorise any person to lay a fresh information in respect

to the offence charged in such first information, in like manner as if

the previous summons had not been granted.

Sect. 10. Any person who shall be summarily convicted under this

act may appeal to the next general or quarter session of the peace

to be holden for the county or place wherein the cause of complaint

shall have arisen, j)rovided that such person, at the time of such con-

viction, or within 48 hours thereafter, enter into a recognizance,

with 2 sufficient securities, conditioned personally to appear at the

said session to try such appeal, and to abide the further judgment of

the court at such session, and to pay such costs as shall be by the

last-mentioned court awarded ; and it shall be lawful for the magis-
trate or justices by whom such conviction shall have been made to

bind over any party who shall have made information against the

party convicted, and any witnesses who shall have been examined, in

sufficient recognizances, to attend and bo examined at the hearing of

such appeal; and every such witness, on producing a certificate of

being so bound, under the hand of the said magistrate or justices,

shall be allowed comijensation for his or her time, trouble, and ex-
penses in attending the appeal, which compensation shall be paid in

the first instance by the treasurer of the county or place, in like

manner as in cases of misdemeanor, under the provisions of the 7 & 8

Geo. 4, c. 28, intituled " An Act for Improving the Administration of

CriminalJusticc in England," and in case any such appeal shall be
dismissed, and the order or conviction affirmed, the reasonable ex-
penses of all such witnesses attending as aforesaid, to bo ascertained
by the court, shall be repaid to the said treasurer by the appellant.

Sect. 11. On any such appeal, no objection shall be allowed to thf

information whereon the conviction has taken place, or to such con-

I

(a) Where a conviction under this

act takes place at a Metropolitan
police court and tlie penalty ad-

judged to be paid was paid, tlic re-

ceiver of the metropolitan police

district was held, pursuant to 2 & 3

Vict. c. 71, s. 47, entitled to claim

half the penalty. {Wray \. Ellis, 28

L. J. M. C. 45.) *
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viction, on any matter of form or on any insufficiency of statement, 2. Keeping or
])rovided it sliall appear to the justices in quarter sessions that the haunting gam-
defendant has been sufficiently informed of the charge intended to be ^'^S' houses.

made against him, and that such conviction was proper on the merits
of the case; and no information, conviction, or judgment of the taken place, &c. in
justices in general or quarter sessions shall be removed by certiorari matter of form,

into the court of Queen's Bench. Judgment not

Sect. 12. When any distress shall be made for any money to be tS!'^^^
"^^ ""'"

levied by virtue of the warrant of any justice under this act, the Distress not «n-
distress shall not be deemed unlawful, nor shall any party making the lawful for want of

same be deemed a trespasser, on account of any defect or want ofform ^°'''""

in the information, summons, warrant of apprehension, conviction,
warrant of distress, or other proceeding relating thereto, nor shall
such party be deemed a trespasser from the beginnings on account of
any irregularity which shall be afterwards committed by him, but all

persons aggrieved by such defect or irregularity may recover full

satisfaction for the special damage by an action on the case in any of
her Majesty's courts of record.

Sects. 13 and 14, As to tender of amends and limitation of actions are
the same as ss. 16 and 17 of 16 & 17 Yict. c. 119.

II. iteeping or i^aunting ©faming p^ousesi.

A common gaming-house is a nuisance at common law, being detri- Keeping one an

mental to the public, as it promotes cheating and other corrupt prac- offence at common

tices, and incites to idleness, and avaricious ways of gaining property,
great numbers whose time might othei-wise be employed for the good
of the community. (1 Hawk. c. 25, s. 6; Rex v. Dixon, 10 Mod. 336;
Rexy. Mason, Leach, C. C487.)
The keeper of it is indictable and punishable as for a misdemeanor. Punishment for.

with fine or imprisonment, or both (Id.) ; and by the 3 Geo. 4, c. 114,
hard labour may be added to the imprisonment.
In Rex V. Rogierand another, {\ B.& C.212,) the " keeping a common

gaming-house, and for lucre and gain unlawfully causing and pro-
cuiing divers idle and evil-disposed persons to frequent and come to
play together at a game called rouge et noir, and permitting the said
idle and evil-disposed persons to remain plaj'ing at the said game for
divers large and excessive sums of money," was held an ofience indict-
able at common law. Et per Abbott, 0. J., S.C.—" I have no doubt
that the facts stated in this indictment constitute an offence at common
law. Hawkins, in the passage which has been cited, {viz. 1 Hawk. c.

25, s. 6,) observes, 'It has been said that common gaming houses are
nuisances in the eye of the law :

' and then he assigns the reason, viz.

that they tend to produce certain evil consequences, which is not very
different from saying that they are nuisances if those consequences are
produced. Since his time many parties have been convicted upon
indictments, in which the keeping of such a house has been charged to

be an offence at common law. If any confirmation of the authority of
Hawkins were wanting, it is to be found in the enactments of the legis-

lature. The 25 Geo. 2, c. 36, s. 5 (a), after reciting that, in order to 25 Geo. 2, c. 86,

encourage prosecutions against persons keeping bawdy-houses, gam- s. 5, declares the

ing-houses, or other disorderly houses, enacts, ' that if any 2 in-
'=°'^"^°'^ ^'''^'*

habitants of any parish give notice in writing to a constable, of any
person keeping a bawdy-house, gaming-house, or any other disorderly

house, the constable shall go with such inhabitants to a justice of the

(a) See ante, ^'Disorderly Houses."

8 I 2
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peacG, and shall, upon such inhabitants making oath that they believe

the contents of the notice to be true, enter into a recognizance to pro-

secute such offence, and the constable is to be allowed the expenses of

the prosecution, and each of the inhabitants is to receive 10/.' And
section 8 recites, ' that by reason of many subtle and crafty contrivances

of persons keeping bawdy-houses, gaming-houses, or other disorderly

houses, it is difficult to prove who is the real owner or keeper thereof,

by which means many notorious offenders have escaped punishment
;

'

and then enacts, ' that any person who shall appear, act, or behave

himself as master, or as the person having the care or management of

any such house, shall be deemed to be the keeper thereof, and shall be

liable to be prosecuted as such, although he be not the real owner.'

These provisions are a legislative declaration that the keeping of a

gaming-house is an indictable offence. Besides, the 9 Anno, c. 14,

s. 2, makes playing at any game unlawful, if more than 10/. shall bo

lost. Now in this case the indictment states, not only that the defend-

ants kept a common gaming-house, but that they permitted persons

to play there for divers large and excessive sums of money. The
playing for large and excessive sums of money would of itself make
any game unlawful ; and if so, there can be no doubt that this is an
offence at common law." Holroyd, J., in the same case, added, that,

in his opinion, the indictment would have been sufficient merely to

have alleged, that the defendants kept a common gaming-house. (And
see Rex v. Taylor, 3 B. & C. 502.)

By stat. 33 Hen. 8, c. 9, s. 11, it was enacted that no person shall

for his gain, lucre, or living, keep any common house, alley, or place

of bowling, coyting, colysh, cayls, half-bowl, tennis, dicing-table,

carding, or any unlawful game then or thereafter to be invented, on
pain of forfeiting 40s. a-day.

The act also contained certain provisions for enforcing the penalties

and as to other matters, sections 16 and 23 were repealed as to games of

skill by 8 & 9 Vict. c. 109, and the whole act may now be considered

obsolete but the 26 & 27 Vict. c. 125 (the statute law revision act of

1863) only expressly repeals ss. 16 and 17.

But it was resolved upon this section, in the third year of Jac. I.,

that if the guests in an inn or tavern call for a pair of dice or tables,

if the house be not kept for gaming, lucre, or gam, bixt they play only

for recreation, and for no gain to the owner of the house, this is

not within the statute, nor is such person that plays in such house
that is not kept for lucre or gain within the penalty of that law.

(DaZ«. c. 46.)

Keeping a cock-pit is within the act, and is also indictable at

common law. (1 Jluss. 300.)

And moreover, by the same statute, s. 12, it is further enacted, that

every person using and haunting any of the said houses and plays, and
there.playing, shall forfeit 65. Sd,

Sect. 14. And all justices of the peace in eveiy shire, mayor, sheriffs,

bailiffs, and other head officers in eveiy city, town and borough,
may enter all such houses, places, and alleys, where such games
shall be suspected to bo holden, exercised, used, or occupied, and as

well the keepers of the same, as also the persons there haunting, re-

sorting, and playing, may take, arrest, and imprison, and keep in

prison until the keepers and maintainors of the same plays and games
have found sureties to the king's use, to be bound by recognizance or

otherwise, no longer to use, keep or occupy any such house, play,

game, alley, or place ; and also that the persons there so found be in

like case bound by themselves, or with sureties, no more to play,:

haunt, or exercise from thenceforth, in, at, or to any of the saidj

places, or at any of the said games.
Sect. 15. And the mayors, sheriffs, bailiffs, constables, and other

head officers, within every citjs borough or town, shall make due
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searcli weekly, or at the furthest once a month, in all places where any 2. Kcepinrj or
such houses, alleys, plays, or places shall be suspected to be had, kept, haunting gam-
and maintained ; and if they shall not make such search at the furthest ing-hotcses.

once a month, if the case so require, every such person offending shall —;;

forfeit 405. for each month.
_ . .

°'

Sect. 16(a). And all justices of the peace, mayors, bailiffs, sheriffs, Punishing offend-

and other head officers, and every of them.,Jinding or ktiowing any person X-a^gg"^
unlawful

using unlawful games, contrary to this act, may commit every such
offender to ward, there to remain without bail or mainprize till he be
bound by obligation to the king's use, in such sum as by the discretion

of the said justices, mayors, bailiffs, or other head officers shall be
thought reasonable, that they shall not from henceforth use such un-
lawful games.

Sect. 22. But any master may license his servant to play at cards, Masters may
dice, or tables, with himself, or with any other gentleman repairing to 'I'^^^^^e servants,

his said master openly in his house, or in his presence.

By stat. 2 Geo. 2, c. 28, s. 9, where it shall be proved on the oath of 2 i't>vver of justices

witnesses before any justice of the peace, as well as where he shall ° '^°^^^^

find upon his own view, that any person hath used any unlawful game
contrary to the said statute of Henry 8, the said justice shall have
power to commit him to prison without bail, unless and until he shall

enter one or more recognizance or recognizances, with sureties or with-
out, at the discretion of the justice, that he shall not from thenceforth

play at or use such unlawful game.
By the stat. ol Eliz. c. 5, s. 7, all suits to be pursued upon any sta- U^^w recovered,

tute (that is, any statute then in force) for using any unlawful game
shall be sued and prosecuted, or otherwise heard and deteiTtiined, in the

general quarter sessions or assizes of the county where the offence shall

be committed, or in the leet within which it shall happen, and not in

anywise out of the county.

By 18 Geo. 2, c. 34, s. 1, if any person shall keep any house, room, Keeping or haunt-

er place for playing, or permit any person within such house, &c. , to
JJouses!""^"

play at the game of roulet, otherwise roly-poly, or at any other game
with cards or dice, already prohibited by law, he shall incur the penalty

of the 12 Geo. 2, c. 28, ante, namely, 200L And, by sect. 2, all per- Penalty, 2001.

sons playing at any such game incur a similar penalty. (See the pro-

visions, ante, p. 838.)

By sect. 7, ante, p. 839, no privilege of parliament shall be allowed to No privilege of

any person, againstwhom a prosecution shall be commenced, for keep- ''*'" *'*™®° •

ing any public or common gaming-house, or any house, room, or place

for playing at any before or now prohibited game.
The '25 Geo. 2, c. 36, the main provisions of which are directed Overseers and

against disorderly houses, contains provisions for the encouraging of compeU«i ^'pro-^

prosecutions against persons keeping gaming-houses, and compels secute gaming-

overseers of the poor and constables to prosecute them. (See the pro- touse keepers,

visions, title "Disorderly House" See also Clarke v. Mice, 1 B. &A.ld.

694 ; li. V. Davies, 5 T. M. 626 ; B. v. Fox, 5 Dowl. 242.)

As to gaming in public houses, see ante, "Alehouses.'^ Gaming in public

. 3

III. Eotteries anti Hittle d^ms.

By the 10 & 11 Will. 3, c. 17, intituled " An Act for suppressing 10 & 11 Will. 3.

o/io«eWes;" reciting that "several evil-disposed persons, for 'divers
^^^^^^^.J^ ^"^^^^^^^^

years last past, have set up many mischievous and unlawful games, nuisances.

called lotteries, not only in the cities of London and AVestminster, and

in the suburbs thereof, and places adjoining, but in most of the emi-

nent towns and places in England, and in the dominion of Wales, and

(a) So much of this sectioii as relates to games of skill was repealed by

8 & 9 Vict. c. 109.
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have thereby most unjustly and fraudulently got to themselves great

sums of money from the children and servants of several gentlemen,

traders, and merchants, and from other unwary persons, to the utter

ruin and impoverishment of many families, and to the reproach of the

English laws and government, by colour of several patents or grants

under the great seal of England for the said lotteries, or some of them
;

which said grants or patents are against the common good, trade,

welfare, and peace of his Majesty's kingdoms :" for remedy whereof,

it is enacted, "that all such lotteries, and all other lotteries, are

common and public nuisances, and that all gi-ants, patents, and
licences for such lotteries, or any other lotteries, are void and against

law."
Sect. 2. No person or persons whatsoever shall publicly or privately

exercise, keep open, show, or expose to be played at, drawn at, or

thrown at, or shall draw, play, or throw at any such lottery, or any
other lottery, either by dice, lots, cards, balls, or any other numberis

or figures, or any other way whatsoever ; and that every person or

persons so offending shall forfeit for every such offence the sum of

500Z., to be recovered by infoi-mation, bill, plaint, or action at law,

in any of his Majesty's courts at "Westminster ; and the said parties so

offending shall likewise be prosecuted as common rogues, according ti

)

the statutes in that case made and provided.

Sect. 3. Every person or persons that shall play, throw, or draw at

any such lottery, play, or device, or other lotteries, shall forfeit for

every such offence, the sum of 20L, to be recovered by information,

bill, plaint, or action at law, in any of his Majesty's courts at West-
minster.

By 9 Anne, c. 6, s. 56, all justices of the peace, and all mayors,

bailiffs, head officers, constables, and other her Majesty's civil officers,

within their respective jurisdictions, are hereby empowered and re-

quired to use their utmost endeavours to prevent the drawing of any
such unlawful lottery, heretofore or hereafter to be set up, by all law-

ful ways and means ; and that every person who shall set up, or shall,

by writing or printing, publish the setting up any such unlawful

lottery, with intent to have such lottery drawn, shall forfeit, for every

such offence, lOOZ., to be recovered by information, bill, plaint, or

action at law, in any of her Majesty's courts at Westminster.

By 10 Anne, c. 26, s. 109, every person or j)ersons who shall erect,

set up, or keep any office or place, for making insui-ances on mar-
riages, births, christenings, or service, or on any of them, or any other

office or place, under the denominations of sales of gloves, of fans, of

cards, of numbers, of the Queen's picture, for the improvement of

small sums of money, or the like offices or places, under the pretence

of improving small sums of money, shall forfeit, for every such offence,

the sum of 500/., to be recovered, with costs of suit, by action of debt,

bill, plaint, or information, in any of her Majesty's courts aforesaid :

and every printer or other person who shall, by writing or printing, pub-
lish the setting up or keeping any such office or place under any the

denominations aforesaid, or like denominations, for the improvement
of small sums of money, shall, for every such offence, forfeit the sum
of 100/., to be recovered and distributed in such manner as the penalty
last-mentioned is to be recovered and distributed ; and every person or

persons who, in any office or place, erected or set up for making insu-

rances on marriages, births, chiistenings, or service, or under any
other the denominations aforesaid, or any like denominations, for im-
provement of small sums, shall make, or suffer to be made therein,

any new insurances or contracts for new insurances on marriages,

births, christenings, or service, or receive any payments into any
the said offices or places aforesaid, for improvement of small sums of

money, shall forfeit, for every such offence, the sum of 100/., to be

recovered and distributed in like manner.

•
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By 8 Geo. 1, c. 2, s. 36, it is enacted, that all and oveiy person or per- 3. Lotteries ami
sons wlio shall erect, set up, continue or keep, or shall cause or procure little goes.

to be erected, set up, continued or kept, any office or place under the rr

—

..

'

denomination of sales of houses, lands, advowsons, presentations to saies'of'iandsor

livings, plate, jewels, ships, goods, or other things, for the improve- goods, and chances

ment of small sums of money ; or shall sell or expose to sale any prohibited!"*^"*^'*'
houses, lands, advowsons, presentations to livings, plate, jewels, ships,

goods, or other things, by way of lottery, or by lots, tickets, numbers,
or figures ; or shall make, print, advertise, or publish, or cause to be
made, printed, advertised, or published, proposals or schemes for

advancing small sums of money by several persons, amounting in the
whole to large sums, to be divided among them by the chances of the
prizes in some public lottery or lotteries, established or allowed by act

of parliament : or shall deliver out, or cause or procure to be delivered

out, tickets to the persons advancing such sums to entitle them to

a share of the money so advanced according to such proposals or
schemes ; or shall make, print, or publish, or cause to be made, printed,

or published, any proposal or scheme of the like kind or nature, under
any denomination, name, or title whatsoever ; and shall be thereof

convicted upon the oath or oaths of one or more credible witness or

witnesses, by 2 or more justices of the jDcace of the county, division,

or liberty where such oS'ence shall be committed, or the offender shall

be found (which oath such justices of the peace are hereby empowered
and required to administer), the person so convicted shall for every
such offence, over and above any former penalties inflicted by any
former act or acts of i)arliament made against any private or unlawful
lotteries, forfeit the sum of 500/., one third part thereof to his Majesty, Penalty, moi.

his heirs and successors, one other third part thereof to the informer,

and the remaining third part thereof to the poor of the parish where
such offence shall be committed : the same to be levied by distress and
sale of the offender's goods, by warrant under the hands and seals of

such justices before whom such offender shall be convicted as afore-

said; and shall also for every such offence by such justices be com-
mitted to the county gaol, there to remain without bail or mainprize

for the space of one whole year, and from thence till the said sum of

500/., so forfeited au aforesaid, shall be fully paid and satisfied: Pro-

vided nevertheless, that any person who shall think himself or herself

aggrieved by thejudgment or determination of 2 or more such justices, iu

any of the cases aforesaid, shall have liberty to appeal to the next quar-

ter sessions to be held for the county, city, or place where such judg-

ment or determination shall be made or given, and that the judgment
to be given by the justices at the said next quarter sessions shall be

final.

Sect. 37. That all and every person and persons who, after the time Adventurers in

aforesaid, shall be adventurer or adventurers in, or shall pay any ^naUy of^douw'e

money or other consideration, or any ways contribute unto, or uppn the snm paid,

the account of any such sales, lotteries, proposals or schemes aforesaid,

shall forfeit for every such offence double the sum paid or contributed,

to be recovered with costs of suit by action of debt, bill, plaint, or in-

formation, in any of his Majesty's courts of record at Westminster.

By 12 Geo. 2, c. 28, intituled " An Act for the more effectual pre-
J^

Geo. 2, c. 28.

venting of excessive and deceitful Gaming," after reciting 10 & 11 fc^orthTsaieo^f
Will. 3, c. 17, 9 Ann. c. 6, and 8 Geo. 1, c. 2, ss. 36 and 37, it is enacted, property by lot-

that if any person or persons shall erect, set up, continue, or keep any tery, &c. ;

office or place, under the denomination of a sale or sales pf houses,

land, advowsons, presentations to livings, plate, jewels, ships, goods,

or other things, by way of lottery, or by lots, tickets, numbers or

figm-es, cards or dice ; or shall make, print, advertise, or publish, or or advertising

cause to be made, printed, advertised, or published, proposals or
^^^ney ;

^^

schemes for advancing small sums of money by several persons.
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3. Lotteries and amounting in tho wliolo to large sums, to be divided among them by
little goes. chances of the prizes in some public lottery or lotteries established or

allowed by act of parliament, or shall deliver out, or cause or procure
12 Geo. 2, c. 28. ^.^ |jg delivered out, tickets to the persons advancing such sums, to

entitle them to a share of the money so advanced, according to such
or exposing to proposals or schemes ; or shall expose to sale any houses, lauds, ad-

&^\^'*r*tt
^^'^^^^' vowsons, presentations to livings, plate, jewels, ships, or other goods,

&c.,
^ ° °'^'

Tby any game, method, or device whatsoever, depending upon, or to j-

be detennined by any lot or drawing, whether it be out of a box or ?

wheel, or by cards or dice, or by any machine, engine, or device of |

chance of any kind whatsoever ; such person or persons, and every ^
or either of them, shall, upon being convicted (a) thereof before any one '.

justice of the peace for any county, riding, or division, or before the

mayor, or other justice or justices of the peace for any city, or town
corporate, upon the oath or oaths of one or more credible witness or

witnesses, (which said oaths the said justices of the peace and mayor
are hereby authorised, empowered, and recjuired to administer,) or

upon the view of such justice or justices, or the mayor, justice, or jus-

tices for any city or town corporate, or on the confession of the party
shall be subject to or parties accused, shall forfeit and lose the sum of 2001., to be levied
a penalty, •20{)l.{b).

}jj distress and sale of the offender's goods, by warrant under the

hands and seals of one or more justice or justices of the peace of such
county, riding, division, city, or town where the offence shall be corn-

Application of mitted ; which said forfeitures, when recovered, after deducting the
penalties. reasonable charges of such prosecution, shall go and be applied, one

third thereof to the informer, and the remaining two thirds to the use
of the poor of the parish where such offence shall be committed, ex-
cejiting the said two thirds of such forfeitures which shall be incurred

by and recovered upon any person or persons within the city of Bath,
which said two thirds shall go and be applied to and for the use and
benefit of the poor residing within the hospital or infii-mary lately

erected for the benefit of poor persons resorting to the said city for the

benefit of the mineral waters, after deducting the charges of convic-

tion as aforesaid. And see 42 Geo. 3, c. 119, s. 5, post, p. 859.
Certain games do- By sect. 2, the said games of the ace of hearts, Pharaoh, basset, and

within\he acts? hazard are and are hereby declared to be games or lotteries by cards or

dice within the intent and meaning of the statutes 10 & 11 Will. 3, c.

17 ; 9 Ann. c. 6, s. 56; 10 Ann. c. 26, s. 109; 9 Geo. 1, c. 19. And
that all and every person or persons who shall set up, maintain, or

keej) the said games of the ace of hearts, Pharaoh, basset, and hazard,
shall be subject and liable to all and eveiy the penalties and forfeitui-c.-^

in and by this act inflicted upon any person or persons who shall erect,

set up, continue, or keep any of the said games or lotteries in this

present act mentioned ; and shall be prosecuted and convicted, and
the penalties and forfeitures shall be sued for and recovered in like

manner as the said penalties and forfeitures are by this act directed to

be sued for and recovered.
The game of hazard is considered an unlawful game by 12 Geo. 2,

c. 28, s. 3, and 18 Geo. 2, c. 34, s. 2, whether played in private or at a
public gaming-table. {M'Kinnell v. Eobinson, 3 M. & W. 434.)

Penalty of 50/. on By soct. 3, all and every person and persons who shall be adven-
e aaventurers. turers in any of the said games, lottery or lotteries, sale or sales, or

shall play, set at, stake, or punt at either of the said games of the ace
of hearts, Pharaoh, basset, and hazard, and shall bo thereof con-
victed in such man ner and form as in and by this act is prescribed

;

\

(a) The only proceeding now is by (b) See the 42 Geo. 3, c. 119, s. 3,

information, in the name of the at- post, p. 858, making it a penalty of

torney-general, &c., as pointed out 5001.
hy the. 4^5 Geo. 3, c, 148.
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ovory such, person or persons shall forfeit and lose the sum of 50Z., to 3. Lotteries and
be sued for and recovered as aforesaid. uttu goes.

And by 13 Geo. 2, c. 19, s. 9, reciting, that whereas a good and ^X tt^/'^meT
wholesome law was made in the 12th year of the reign of his Majesty ^ith'dice, fe'™*^^

King George 2nd, intituled, " An Act for the more effectual preventing declared illegal

of excessive and deceitful gaming;" it is enacted and declared, that q**^'" g-'*® g^^'

the said game of passage, and all and every other game and games
invented or to be invented with one or more die or dice, or with any
other instrument, engine, or device in the nature of dice, having one
or moi'e figures or numbers thereon (backgammon and the other

games now played with the backgammon tables only excepted), are

and shall be deemed to be games or lotteries by dice, within the intent

and meaning of the said in part recited act ; and all and every person Penalty oyJk;eep-

and persons who shall setup, maintain or keep any office, table, or place ^""^ ^^ ^^"^ ^^' '^'

(save and except as in the said in part recited act is provided and
declared) for the said game of passage, or for any other such game or

games as aforesaid, (backgammon and the other games now played
with the backgammon tables only excepted,) shall severally forfeit, be
subject, and liable to all and every the penalties and forfeitures in and
by the said in part recited act inflicted upon any person or persons
who shall erect, set up, continue, or keep any of the games or lotteries

in the said in part recited act mentioned ; and all and every person or penalty on pei--

persons who shall play, set at, stake, or adventure at the said game of ^""^ piaymg at

passage, or at any other such game as aforesaid, (backgammon and
the other games now played with the backgammon tables only ex-

cepted,) save and except as in the said in part recited act is provided and
declared, he and they respectively shall severally forfeit, be subject,

and liable to all and every the penalties and forfeitures in and by the

said in part recited act "inflicted upon any person or persons who shall

play, set ^t, stake, or adventure at any of the said games in the said

in part recited act mentioned ; and all and every such offenders respec-

tively shall be prosecuted and convicted, and the several penalties and
forfeitures shall bo sued for, and recovered and disposed of in like

manner, and to such uses, as the several penalties and forfeitures in

either of such cases are by the said in part recited act directed to be
sued for, and recovered, and disposed of.

And every person who shall set up, maintain, or keep any office, Several penalties,

table, or place for the game^ of passage, or any other such game as

aforesaid (except as excepted), shall severally forfeit as in stat. 12 Geo.

2, c. 28.

Again, by 12 Geo. 2, c. 28, s. 4, every such sale or sales of houses. Sales of property

lands, advowsons, presentations to livings, plate, jewels, ships,
^Jj^°.**®'^'

^'

goods or other things, by any game, lottery or lotteries, machine,
engine, or other device whatsoever, depending upon, or to be deter-

mined by chance or lot, shall and are hereby declared to be void to all

intents and purposes whatsoever: and aU such houses, lands, advow- and property for-

sons, presentations to livings, plate, jewels, ships, goods or other things, f^ited, &c.

set up and exposed to sale in manner and form aforesaid, shall be for-

feited to such person or persons who shall sue for the same, by
action, bill, plaint, or information, in any of his Majesty's courts

of record, or at the assizes for any county where the offence shall

be committed ; in which action, bill, plaint, or information, no essoin,

protection, wager of law, or more than one imparlance shall be
allowed.

By stat. 42 Geo. 3, c. 119, intituled, " An Act to suppress certain 42 Geo. 3, c. 119.

Games and Lotteries not authorised by Law," it is enacted by s. 1 Little goes and
" that all games or lotteries, called Little Goes, shall from and after other lotteries,

the passing of this act be deemed and are hereby declared common
and public nuisances, and against law."
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3. Lotteries and Sect. 2. No person or persons whatsover shall publicly or piivately

little goes. keep any office or place to exercise, keep open, sliow, or expose to be
played, drawn, or thrown at or in, either by dice, lots, cards, balls,

42 Geo. 3, c. 119. ^^ j^y. n^mijers or figures, or by any other way, contrivance, or device

any^place fo?a"^ whatsoever, any game or lottery called a Little Go, or any other lottery

game or lottery ivhatsoever not authorised by Farliament, or shall knowingly suffer to
not authorised by \)q exercised, kept open, shown, or exposed to be played, drawn, or

feit 50W. &c^
°^' thrown at or in, either by dice, lots, cards, balls, orby numbers or figures,

or by any other way, contrivance, or device whatsoever, any such game
or lottery in his or her house, room, or place, upon pain of forfeiting

for every such offence the sum of oOOZ., to be recovered in the court

of exchequer, at the suit of his Majesty's attorney-general, and to be

to the use of his Majesty, his heirs and successors; and eveiy person

so offending shall be deemed a rogue and vagabond within the trae

intent and meaning of an act passed in the 17 Geo. 2, c. 5, and shall

be punishable as such rogue and vagabond accordingly.

Vagrants. By sect. 3, persons so offending, against whom no such information

shall have been made, shall be punished as rogues and vagabonds,
within the 17 Geo. 2, c. 5, and 27 Geo. 3, c. 1. But stat. 5 Geo. 4, c.

83, repeals the 17 Geo. 2, c. 5, and stat. 46 Geo. 3, c. 148, repeals the

27 Geo. 3, c. 1, see tit. " Vagrant."

Justices may au- Sect. 4. TJpon complaint or information made upon oath before any
thorise persons to justice or justices of the peace, of any ofi'ence committed against this

orpiace^^wiie°*c^^ ^ct in any house or place within the jurisdiction of any such justice or

such offences com- justices, whereby any of the offenders may be liable to punishment as

preh^nd^offend
I'ogues and vagabonds, it shall and may be lawful to and for the said

&c.
^ ' justice or justices before whom such oath shall be taken, if he or they

shall judge it reasonable, by special warrant under his or their respec-

tive hands and seals, to authorise and empower any person or persons,

by day or by night (but if in the night time, then in the presence of a

constable or other lawful officer of the peace, who are hereby required

to be aiding or assisting therein), to break open the doors or any part

of such house or place where such offence shall have been committed,

and to enter into such house or place, and to seize and apprehend all

such offenders and all other persons who shall be discovered in such

house or place and who shall have knowingly aided or assisted, or been

anyways concerned with any such offender or offenders in committing
such offence, and to convey them before any justice or justices of tho

peace of the county, riding, division, city, liberty, or place wherein

such person shall be so apprehended, to be dealt with according to law

as aforesaid ; and all persons who shall be discovered in such house
or place, knowingly aiding, assisting, or any ways concerned with
such offender or offenders in the carrying on any transactions respect-

ing the said little goes or lotteries, or either of them, shall be deemed
rogues and vagabonds, and jjunishable in like manner, as is directed by
the said recited act of the 17 Geo. 2, c. 5. [This act of 17 Geo. 2, c.

5, is now repealed by stat. 5 Geo. 4, c. 83. See tit. " Vagi-ant."']

And it shall and may be lawful for the officer or officers having tho

execution of such warrant, and all other persons acting in his or their

aid or assistance, to stop, arrest, and detain all and every the person

and persons so discovered in such house or place, and to convey tho

said person and persons before such justice or justices of the peace
f'enalty for ob- as aforesaid; and if any person or persons shall forcibly obstruct,
s rue ing persons,

ppp^gg^ molest, or hinder, any such officer or officers, or others acting

in his or their aid or assistance, in the due execution of their duty,

or in the due entering into such house or place, or in the seizing, de-

taining, or conveying before such justice or justices any such offenders

or other persons as aforesaid, every such person so obstructing, op-

posing, molesting, or hindering as aforesaid, shall be deemed an
offender against law and the public peace, and the court before whom
any such offender shall be tried and convicted shall and may order
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such, offender to bo fined, imprisoned, and publicly "wiiipped, as in 3. Lotteries and
their discretion shall be thought fit ; and all persons, although not little goes.

discovered in such house or place as aforesaid, who shall employ or -;

cause to be employed any person or persons in carrying on any of the '
'
^' ^' ^^^'

transactions aforesaid, or in aiding or assisting any such person or
I)ersons, shall be deemed rogues and vagabonds, and shall be punish-
able in like manner as is directed by the 27 Geo. 3. c. 1. [But the
46 Geo. 3, c. 148, s. 64, repeals the 27 Geo. 3, c. 1.]

Sect. o. From and after the passing of this act, no person or persons Persons agreeing

whatever shall, on or under any pretence, device, form, denomination, *° p^y*^?^ ^"™'j.,-1, •'. ^
,

' or to doliver any
or descnption whatsoever, promise or agree to pay any sum or sums, or goods, cfec. on any
to deliver any goods, or to do or forbear doing any thing for the benefit event relative to

of any person or persons, whether with or without consideration, on fottery"or pub-
any event or contingency relative or applicable to the drawing of any lishing'any pro-

ticket or tickets, lot or lots, numbers or figures, in any such game or P^l^j'^f^*^^
^°*^'

lottery, or to publish any proposal for any of the purjDOses aforesaid

;

and if any person or persons shall offend in any of the matters afore-

said, he, she, or they shall, for every offence, forfeit and pay the sum
of 100^.

Sect, 6. It shall and may be lawful for any i)erson whatever to ap- offenders may bo

prehend on the spot any person or persons so offending, and to convey apprehended on

or cause to be conveyed before any magistrate or justice of the peace ried^beforTa jus*^

residing near the place where such offence shall be committed the per- tice, who shall, on

son or persons so apprehended, to be proceeded against under this ^^ penalty not

i 1 L. T_ n -u 1? J 1 1. 1 i beingpaid.com-
act ; and when any person or persons shall be apprehended or brought mit oflfender.

before any magistrate or justice aforesaid for any such offence, it shall

be lawful for such magistrate or justice to proceed to examine into the
circumstances of the case, and upon due proof upon oath or solemn
affirmation of any such offence committed against this act, to give
judgment or sentence accordingly, and where the party accused shall

be convicted of such offence, and such penalty shall not be imme-
diately paid, to commit such offender to prison for any space of time
not exceeding 6 calendar months, nor less than 1 calendar month,
without bail or mainprize, and without api^eal, or until such penalty
shall bo satisfied ; and every such penalty, when paid upon conviction, Application of

shall go and be applied, one third thereof to his Majesty, one third penalty.

thereof to the use of the informer or informers, and the other third

thereof to the person or persons apprehending or securing such offender

or offenders.

Sect. 7. All provisions, powers, authorities, &c., contained in stat.

27 Geo. 3, c. 1, shall extend to all the provisions of this act.

Sect. 8. That if any sheriff's officer or other person or persons shall General issue,

be sued, molested, or prosecuted for any thing done by virtue or in

pursuance of this act, such sheriff's officer or other person or persons
shall and may plead the general issue, and give this act and the spe-
cial matter in evidence in his, her, or their defence or defences ; and
if afterwards a verdict shall pass for the defendant or defendants, or
the plaintiff or plaintiffs shall discontinue his, her, or their action or

prosecution, or be non-suited, or judgment shall be given against him,
her, or them, upon demurrer or otherwise, then such defendant or de-
fendants shall have treble costs awarded to him, her, or them, against Treble costs.

any such plaintiff or plaintiffs. But as regards treble costs, the recent
act of 5 & 6 Vict. c. 97, s. 2, now entitles the defendant only to a full

indemnity against costs.

By stat. 46 Geo. 3, c. 148, s. 59, All pecuniary penalties for anj' Penalties to go

offence against any law touching or concerning lotteries, or against *" ^® ^'^^j ^".**

this act (except where it is herein otherwise directed), shall, when name of attorney

-

recovered, go and be applied to the use of his Majesty, his heirs or sue- general, &c.

cessors ; it shall not be lawful for any person or persons whatever
(except where it is herein otherwise directed) to commence or enter

into, or cause or procure to be commenced or entered, or filed, or pro-
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state lotteries.

X
Bankrupt's cer-
tificate.

Foreign lotteries,

tjetting up, <Sic.

3. Lotteries and secuted, any action, suit, bill, plaint, or information, for the recovery
little goes. of any pecuniary penalty or penalties inflicted by any of the laws

42 Geo 3 c 148
touching or concerning lotteries, or by this act, unless the same bo

' ' commenced, entered, filed, and prosecuted in the name of his Majesty's

attorney-general in the court of exchequer at Westminster, if such
offence shall be committed in England.

^ .

In^. V. Liston (6 T. li. 338, Nolan, 2o9), it was decided, that stat.

27 Geo. 3, c. 1, which contained an enactment nearly alike to the

above enactment of 46 Geo. 3, c. 148, s. 59, and which is repealed by
sect. 64 of that act, only extended to State Lotteries, and did not

repeal the summary jurisdiction of magistrates over games of chance
or lotteries prohibited by stat. 12 Geo. 2, c. 28. But the later case

of JR. V. Tuddenham, 9 Doiul. 871, has established that the above enact-

ment extends to all lotteries, whether private or state lotteries, and
that proceedings for the recovery of penalties relating to lotteries, con-

traiy to the 42 Geo. 3, c. 119, must now be sued for in the name of

the attorney-general, and not before magistrates.

Insuring in the lottery has been held not gaming within the repealed

stat. 5 Geo. 2, c. 30, s. 12, so as to prevent a bankrupt's certificate

being allowed. {Lewis v. Piercy, 1 //. Bla. 29. See the 6 Geo. 4, c.

16, s. 130.)

Foreign Lotteries.']—By the stat. 9 Geo. 1, c. 19, ss. 4, 5, if any person
shall, by virtue or colour of any grant or authority from any foreign

prince or state, set up, continue, or keep, or cause or procure to be set

up, continued, or kept, any lottery or undertaking in the nature of a

lottery under any denomination whatsoever, or shall make, print, or

publish, or cause, &c., any proposal for any such lottery or under-
taking, or shall sell or dispose of any ticket in any foreign lottery, and
shall be convicted thereof on oath of one witness before 2 justices

where the ofience shall be committed or the offender shall be found, ho
shall (over and above any penalties by former'' acts against unlawful
lotteries) forfeit 200?., one-third to the king, one-third to the informer,

and one-third to the poor, to be levied by distress and sale by warrant
of such justices, and shall also by them be committed to the county
gaol for one year, and from thence till the said sum of 200Z. be fully

paid : Provided, that persons aggrieved may appeal to the next quarter

sessions, and the judgment there to be final.

And by stat. 6 Geo. 2, c. 35, ss. 29, 30, if any person shall sell, pro-

cure, or deliver any ticket, receipt, chance, or number, or division in

any foreign or pretended foreign lottery, or in any class, part, or din-
eion thereof, or in any undertaking in the nature of a lottery, or shall

sell, procure, or deliver any ticket, receipt, chance, or number in any
duplicate or pretended duplicate of any foreign or pretended foreign

lotteiy, or shall receive or cause to be received any money for any such
ticket, receipt, chance, or number, or in consideration of any money to

be paid in case any ticket or number in any foreign or pretended foreign

lottery, or any class, part, or division thereof, shall prove fortunate, and
shall be convicted thereof in the courts at Westminster, or on the oath

or affirmation of one witness before two justices where the offence shall

Penalty for. be committed or the offender shall be found, he shall forfeit 200Z., one-

third to the king, one-third to the informer, and one-third to the poor

where the offence shall be committed ; the same (in case of conviction

before two justices) to be levied by distress and sale, by warrant of such

justices : and shall also be committed to the county gaol for one year

Appeal. and from thence till the 200Z. be paid : Provided, that persons aggrieved

may appeal to the next quarter sessions, and the judgment there to be

final.

6 & r wm. 4, c. 66. By 6"& 7 Will. 4, c. 66, intituled " An Act to prevent the Adver-
tising of Foreign and other Illegal Lotteries," reciting, whereas the

laws in force are insufficient to prevent the advertising of foreign an

Penalty for.

Selling or procur-
ing chances in
foreign lotteries.
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other illegal lotteries in tliis kingdom, and it is expedient to make 4. Fonns.
fui'tlier provision for that purpose : it is therefore enacted, that from —
und after the passing of this act, if any person shall print or publish,

fo^^'^'^'^^orme i

or cause to be printed or published, any advertisement or other notice lotteries,

of or relating to the di'awing or intended drawing of any foreign lot-

tery, or of any lottery or lotteries, not authorised hy some act or acts of
parliament ; or if any person shall print or publish, or cause to be
printed or published, any advertisement or other notice of or for the
^ ale of any ticket or tickets, chance or chances, or of any share or
shares of any ticket or tickets, chance or chances, of or in any such.

lottery or lotteries as aforesaid, or any advertisement or notice con-
corning or in any manner relating to anj' such lottery or lotteries, or
any ticket, chance, or share, tickets, chances, or shares thereof or
therein ; every person so offending shall for every such offence forfeit

the sum of 50/., to be recovered, with full costs of suit, by action of Penalty for.

debt, bill, plaint, or information in any of his Majesty's courts of record
in Westminster or Dublin respectively, or in the court of session in
Scotland ; one moiety thereof to the use of his Majesty, his heirs and
successors, and the other moiety thereof to the use of the person who
shall inform or sue for the same.
By the 8 & 9 Vict. c. 74, s. 3, all fines, penalties and forfeitures Lotteries,

under 6 & 7 Will. 4, c. 66, are to go wholly to her Majesty ; and by s. 4,

they are to be sued and prosecuted for only in the name of her
Majesty's attorney-general or solicitor-general in England or Ireland,

or of her Majesty's advocate-general or solicitor-general in Scotland,

or of the solicitor of stamps and taxes in England or Scotland, or of
the solicitor of stamps in Ireland, or of any person to be autho-
rised to sue or prosecute for the same by writing under the hands of
the commissioners of stamps and taxes, or in the name of any officer

of stamp duties, by action of debt, bill, plaint or information in the
court of exchequer at Westminster in respect of any fine, penalty or

forfeiture incurred in England, and in the court of exchequer in

Dublin in respect of any fine, penalty or forfeiture incurred in Ire-

land, and in the court of exchequer in Scotland in respect of any fine,

penalty or forfeiture incurred in Scotland ; and, except as is herein-

before provided, it shall not be lawful for any person other than as

aforesaid to inform, sue or prosecute for any such fine, penalty or
forfeiture as aforesaid.

IV. dTorms.

For forms relating to keeping disorderly houses, see " Disorderly

Jfouse.'^

) The jurors for our lady the Queen , wpoti their oath present, that A. B., (l). Indictment

to wit. \ by frauds, unlawful devise and ill practice in playing at and with
^^f^^ ^^JtJ^^^'

cards, unlawfully did win from one C. D. (or, a certain person whose name is to
'^'

'
^' ^"''

tlu jury unknown), a certain sum of money, with intent to clieat him the said

C. D. of tlie same to the great damage of the said C. D., against the form of the

statute in such case made and provided, and against the peace of our said lady

the Queen, her crown and dignity.

\ Tlie jurors for our lady the Qv£en, upon their oath present, that (2). Indictment^

to wit. \ C. D., on , by then playing at and with cards, to wit, at
gVfj^^losmK'

'^*'

a game called , ivith one A. £., within tlie space of ticenty-four hmtrs, ^^re than 20^.

to wit, within the space of eight hours, unlawfully did lose at the said play, to within 24 houra.

the said A. B., above the sum of twenty pounds, to wit, the sum of £ , Jl^

to the evil example of all otJiers, against the form of the statute in su^h

(a) This form was held good in R v. Moss, 2 Jiir. N. S. 1196.
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4. Forms.

(3). Commitnient
for keeping a
gaming-house.

(JKamins atiti 3Lotteries.

case made and provided, and ayainst the 2)cacc of our said lady the Queen, her
crown a')id dignity. [Add a count, omitting the name of the game, if

doubtful.

[Commencemeiit'as usual, see " Commitment"'] that the said C. D. on , at

, unlawfully and injuriously did keep and 7naintain a certain cotmnon
fjaming-house ; and in tlie said common gaming-house, for lucre and gain,unlav>
fully and luilfidly did cause and procure divers idle and evil-disjjosed persons to

frequent and come to play and game together, and then and there, in the said
common gaming-house, unlavfully and wilfully did permit and suffer the

said idle and evil-disjwsed persons to be and remain imlawfully playing and
gaming. [Conclude as usual. ]

•

(4). Indiptment ) Tlic jurors of our lady the Queen, upon their oath present, that 0. D.,

house. "^'^^ ^^y^ ^'^^ times between that day and the day of taking this inquisition, a
certain common gaming-house, there situate, for his lucre and gain, unlaufully
and injuriously did keep and maintain, and in the said common gaming-
house, on the day and year aforesaid, and on the said other days aTid times, there

tmlawfully and injicriously did cause and procure divers idle and ill-disposed
persons to frequent and come together to game and play, and the said idle a'nd
ill-disposed persons to be and remain in the said cvmmon gaming-house, and to

game and pilay togetlur on the day and year aforesaid, and on the said other
days and times there did unlawfully and injuriously procure, permit, and
suffer, and the said persons, in tM said common gaming-house there, on tlie day
and year aforesaid, and on tlie said other days and times, by such procurement,
2)er7nission, and sufferance of the said C. B,, did game together, to the great
encouragement of idleness and dissipation, to llie great damage and comnwn
nuisance of all the liege subjects of our said lady the Queen, and against the peace

Second count for of our said lady the Queen, Jeer crown and dignity. And the jurors aforesaid,
keeping a com- on their oath aforesaid, dofurtherpresent, that the said C. D. on the day and year
mon gaming-room first aforesaid, and on divers otlier days and times between that day and tlie day of

P ace.
fj^ taking this inqtUsition, a certain other common gaming-room and place in a
certain house there sitiuite, for his lucre and gain, unlawfully and i7ijuriously

did keep and maintain, and in the said common gaming-room and place, on tlic

day aiid year first aforesaid, and on the said other days and times, there tmlaw-
fully and injuriously did cause and procure divers idle and ill-disposed persons
to frequent a7id come together to game and play, and the said last-mentioned idle

and ill-disposed persons to be and remain in tlie said com7non gami7ig-room and
place, to game a7id play together, on the day and 7jear first aforesaid, and on
the said other days and tvm^s, there did unlawfully a7id injuriously proc2irc,

j)ermit, and suffer, and tlie said last-mentioned persons, in the said common
gaming-room and place, on the day and ijear aforesaid, and 07i tlic said otlur

days and times, by such last jrrocfurement, permission, and sufferance of the said
C. D. did game and play together, to tlie great encouragement of idleness and
dissipation, to the great damage a7id common nuisance of the liege subjects of our
said lady the Queen, and against the 2>eace of our said lady the Queen, her
crown and dignity. [Add other counts here, statiug that defendant kept a
common gaming-house, but omitting that the defendant kept the house, &c. for

lucre and gain.]

(FOE COUNTIES AND HIDINGS, &c.)

As to gaols and houses of correction for boroughs and corporate
towns, see tit. " Corporation,'" Vol. I.

As to prisons for juvenile offenders, see x^ost, " Qaols for Juvenile
Off'enders,"

{a) It has not been thought necessary to insert the acts regulating the con-
vict prisons.
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Herein of—
'

„*^'^^' «"^

I. By what Authority OaoU erected, to whom they belong, Befi- rection.

nition of Term, and as to Contracts for, p. 864. —
28 & 29 Vict. c. 126, ss. 4—7.

II. Obligation to maintain Prisons, p. 866.

28 & 29 Vict. c. 126, ss. 8—9.
5 & 6 Vict. c. 98, ss. 10—11.

III. Oaols in Counties divided into Ridings, and Sessions for, p.

866.

5 Geo. 4, c. 12, ss. 1—17.

IV. To what Gaol Prisoners are to he Committed, and Reception of
them, p. 870.

5 & 6 Wm. 4, c. 38, ss. 3—4.

V. Appointment and removal of Officers, their Duties and Remu-
neration, p. 875.

28 & 29 Vict. c. 126, ss. 10—16.

VI. Discipline of Prisoners, and Government of Prisons,"^. 878.

28 & 29 Vict. c. 126, ss. 17—22, and schedule I.

VII. Building, Enlargement, and Rebuilding of Prisons, and Pro-
vision for Expenses of, p. 892.

28 & 29 Vict. c. 126, ss. 23—30.

VIII. Contracts for Maintenance of Prisoners and Appropriation of
Prisons, p. 893.

28 & 29 Vict. c. 126, ss. 31—34.
29 & 30 Vict. c. 100, ss. 1—4.

IX. Inadequate Prisons may be closed, and Government Allowance
withheld, p. 895.

1. Government Alloivance withheld from inadequate

Prisons.

2. Poiver of Secretary of State to close inadequate

Prisons.

28 & 29 Vict. c. 126, ss. 35, 36.

X. Offences in relation to Prisons, p. 896.

28 & 29 Vict. c. 126, ss. 37—40.

XI. Discharge of Prisoners, p. 897.

28 & 29 Vict. c. 126, ss. 41—43, and 25 & 26 Vict,

.c. 44, s. 1.

XII. Purchase of Land for Prisotis, and Sale of unnecessary Prisons,

p. 898.

Conditions of Sale.

28 & 29 Vict. c. 126, ss. 44-47.

XIII. Recovery of Penalties, Actions, Inquests on Prisoners, p. 899.

28 & 29 Vict. c. 126, ss. 48—52.

XIV. Visiting Justices, p. 899.

28 & 29 Vict. c. 126, ss. 53—55.

XV. Laio of Prisons generally, p. 900.

1. Abolition of Distinction between Gaol and House of
Correction.

2. Jurisdiction over Prison,

3. Custody of Prisoners.
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1 Erection of
gaols, dc.

ffiaols anti l^ouses of Correction,

4. Security to Sheriff, and hh Responsihilitij

.

5. Description of Prison in Writ.

6. Gaoler of Prison to deliver Calendar.

7. Removal of Prisoners for Trial, and in other cases

Custody and Trial of.

8. Misdemeanants of First Division.
./

^
9. Fees to Oaolers on Discharge of Prisoners. ,}.

28 & 29 Vict. c. 126, ss. 56—67.
5.5 Geo. 3, c. 50.

XVI. Discontinuance of certain Prisons, and Removal of Prisoner
p. 904.

28 & 29 Vict. c. 126, ss. 68—72.
31 Vict. c. 21.

XVII. Regulations as to Executions within Prisons, p. 907,

31 & 32 Vict. c. 24.

XVIII. Repeal of Statutes, and Saving Clauses, p. 909.

28 & 29 Vict. c. 126, ss. 73—82.

Kone to be erected
but by statute.

To whom they
belong.

2 & 3 Vict. c.

Definition of

terms.

" Municipal
borough " .and
"Borougli ;"

" Prison :

"

"Gaoler:'

" Clerk of the
peace :

"

" Treasurer
:

"

I. ISg bji^at Huti^oritj) txttXz^ anti maintaincti.—Co tofioin

t^PB tdong.—definition of Cerms anti as to OlontrartiS

for.

Gaols are of such universal concerji to the public, that none can be
erected by any less authority than by act of parliament. (2 Inst. 10b.

Hence the coroner is to inquii'e of the death of all persons whatso-
ever who die in prison, to the end that the public may be satisfied

whether such persons came to their end by the common course of

nature, or by some unlawful violence, or unreasonable hardships put
on them, by those under whose power they were confined. (3 Insf.

52,91.)
Also, all prisons or gaols belong to the queen, although a subject

may have the custody or keeping of them. (2 Inst. 100.)
The principal gaol act now in force is the 28 & 29 Vict. c. 120

(Prisons Act, 1865), which repeals the former gaol act, 4 Geo. 4, c. Gl,

and numerous other statutes passed since that date (a). It does not
apply to convict, naval, or militaiy prisons.

By 28 & 29 Vict. c. 126, s. 4, it is enacted that in this act, and in
any act applied or incorporated by this act, the expressions hereinafter
mentioned shall have the meanings hereinafter attached to them,
unless there is something ia the tenor of the act inconsistent with
such meanings ; that is to say,

" Municipal borough " shall, mean any place for the time being
subject to the Municipal Corporation Act, 5 & 6 Will. 4, c.

76(?)), and any acts amending the same, and "borough"
shall include "municipal borough :

"

"Prison" shall mean gaol, house of correction, bridewell, or
penitentiary ; it shall also include the airing grounds or
other grounds or buildings occupied by prison officers for the •

use of the prison and contiguous thereto :

" Gaoler " shall mean governor, keeper, or other chief officer of a
prison

:

" Clerk of the peace" shall include any officer performing similar
duties to those of a clerk of the peace :

" Treasurer" shall include any officer performing duties similar
to those of treasurer :

(«) See list of these statutes, 2'>ost,

p. 909.

(b) For the amending acts, see
Oorporatio-)is, Municipal.'"
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" Quarter sessions " shall include " general sessions :
" ]. Erection of

"Criminal prisoner" shall mean any prisoner charged witli or gaols, <bc.

convicted of a crime.
28 & 29 Vict. c. 126.

Sect. 5. The persons hereinafter named shall be prison authorities «< Quarter ses-

for the purposes of this act ; that is to say, sions :

"

1. As respects any prison belonging to any county, except as " ^'"i™/""'^ P"-

hereinafter mentioned, or to any riding, division, hundred,
^°°®'"-

or liberty of a county, having a separate court of quarter « pri^on^authori-
sessions, the justices in quarter sessions assembled : ties."

2. As respects any prison belonging to a county divided into

ridings or divisions, and maintained at the common expense
of such ridings or divisions, the justices of the county
assembled at a court of gaol sessions held in manner pro-
vided by the 5 Geo. 4, c. 12 :

3. As respects any prison belonging to the city of London, or the
liberties thereof, the court of the lord mayor and alder-

men:
4. As respects any prison belonging to a municipal borough, tho

council of the borough :

5. As respects any prison belonging to any district, liberty, city,

borough, or town having a separate prison jurisdiction, and
not hereinbefore mentioned, the justices, council, or other

persons having power at law to build, enlarge, or repair

such prison, assembled at any gaol session or other formal
meeting of their body.

Sect. 6. The expression "justices in sessions assembled" shall mean Definition of

as follows ; that is to say,
_

_
'^T^^^^'

- 1. As respects any prison belonging to any county, except as
hereinafter mentioned, or to any riding, division, hundred,
or liberty of a county, ha\ing a separate court of quarter
sessions, the justices in quarter sessions assembled :

2. As respects any prison belonging to any county divided into

ridings or divisions, and maintained at the common expense
of such ridings or divisions, the justices of the county
assembled at gaol sessions :

3. As respects any prison belonging to the city of London, or

the liberties thereof, the court of the lord mayor and
aldermen

:

4. As respects any prison belonging to any municipal borough,
the justices of the borough assembled at sessions to be held
by them at the usual time of holding quarterly sessions of

the peace, or at such other time as they may appoint

:

5. As respects any prison belonging to any city, district, borough,
or town having a separate prison jurisdiction, and not
hereinbefore mentioned, the justices or other persons having
power at law to make rules for the government ofsuch prison.

Sect. 7. The provisions of the 21 & 22 Vict. c. 92, shall apply to all Contracts &c. by

contracts, mortgages, or conveyances entered into or executed in pur- Ercounties!""
^

suance of this act by or on behalfof or with the justices of any county,
riding, division, hundred, or liberty of a county in general or quarter
sessions assembled ; and in the construction of that act the expression
"justices in quarter sessions assembled" shall include the justices of

the county in gaol sessions assembled, in pursuance of the 5 Geo. 4,

c. 12, and shall also include the bailiff and justices of the liberty of .

Eomney Marsh assembled at any sessions or meeting. And all con-

tracts, mortgages, or conveyances entered into or executed in pursuance
of this act by or on behalf of or with any other prison authority shall be
entered into and executed in manner in which such instruments or

deeds are usually entered into by such authority.

VOL. IT. 3 K
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2. Obligation to

maintain pri-

sons.

28 & 29 Vict. c. 126.

Maintenance of
prisons by sepa-
rate prison juris-

diction.

Definition of sepa-
rate prison juris-

diction.

5 & 6 Vict. c. 08.

Extending the
period for repay-
ment of loans in
counties.

Justices, on pre-
sentment, may
provide more tlian

one gaol.

.11. (©^ligation to maintain prisons.

Sect. 8. There shall be provided, at the expense of every county,

riding, division, hundred, liberty, franchise, borough, to-wn, or other

place, having a separate prison jurisdiction, adequate accommodation
for its prisoners in a prison or prisons constructed and regulated in

such manner as to comply with the requisitions of this act in respect of

prisons.

All expenses incurred by a prison authority in carrying into eflfoct

the provisions of this act shall be defrayed out of the county rate, or

rate in the nature of a county rate, borough rate, or other rate leviable

in the county, riding, division, hundred, liberty, franchise, borough,

town, or other place having a separate prison jurisdiction, and appli-

cable to the maintenance of a prison, or out of any other property

applicable to that purpose.

Sect. 9. For the purposes of this act every county, riding, division,

hundred, liberty, franchise, borough, town, or other place shall be
deemed to have a separate prison jurisdiction which maintains a sepa-

rate prison, or would be liable at law to maintain a separate prison if

accommodation were not provided for its prisoners in the prison of some
other jurisdiction.

Where a county is divided into ridings or divisions, and a prison is

maintained at the common expense of such ridings or divisions, that

county shall in relation to such prison, and for the pui-poses thereof,

be deemed to have a separate prison jurisdiction, notwithstanding a
separate county rate is not levied in such county at large.

By 5 & 6 Vict. c. 98, s. 10, it is enacted, that when the justices of

any county shall have borrowed any money for building, rebuilding,

repairing, or enlarging any prison, they shall charge the rate to bo
raised upon such county, not only with the interest of the money so

borrowed, but also with the payment of such further sum as will insure

the payment of the whole sum borrowed within 30 years, or if the loan

shall have been made by the commissioners appointed for the execution

of the acts authorising the issue of exchequer bills, within 20 years

from the time of boi-rowing the same.
And the same act, by s. 11 , enacts, that if it shall be expressly presented

that one common gaol is insufficient for any county, riding, parts, or

division of a county, having a distinct commission of the peace, or a dis-

tinct rate in the nature of a county rate, applicable to the maintenance
of a prison for such division, the justices of such county, riding, parts, or

division of a county, by orders made for that purpose, may provide and
maintain two or more common gaols for such county, riding, parts, or

division, and for that purpose shall have the same powers which they
have for pro%dding, building, repairing, and maintaining therein ono
common gaol, and for purchasing and holding the site thereof; and all

laws and enactments in force with respect to one common gaol shall

be enforced with respect to any additional gaol or gaols which may
be hereafter provided ; and all persons who may be committed to the
common gaol, or kept therein, either before or after trial, may bo
committed to or kept, either before or after trial, in any such additional

gaol, and shall be there in the custody of the sheriff ; and the sheriff

shall appoint and may remove the keeper of every such additional

gaol.

III. ^aols in Otountics tfibitietJ into 1lJitiinB0, ^c, antr

Sessions for suci^ €faol0.

5 Geo. 4, c. 12, By stat. 5 Geo. 4, c. 12, it is enacted, that in every county divided
reciting 4 Geo. 4, into ridings or divisions, having distinct commissions of the peace,

there shall be held, from time to time, a court of sessions for the gaol
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of such, county, of wliicli court all the justices of th.e peace of every 3. Gaols for
riding and division of such, county shall be members ; and any two of counties divided
such justices shall be able to hold such court ; and such court shall i^ito ridings, &c.

possess and exercise all the powers and authorities respecting the

common gaol of such county, and all matters relating thereto, which ^

^'^°' "*'
°" ^^•

are in and by the said recited act vested in the court of general or divWed into

quarter sessions of the peace for any other county of England ; and the ridings or divi-

justices of the peace for each of such ridings and divisions are hereby
gessira's for ttie^

authorised as fully and effectually^ to perform and execute all the pro- gaol shaU be held

;

visions and regulations of the said recited act, with respect to such in'i ™ch court

county gaol, as justices of the peace for the county are in any other potvera'^venby
county of England authorised to do, with respect to the gaol of theii' the former act

respective counties ; and the said coru-t of gaol sessions is hereby em- common gaol^of
powered to transact and do, within the counties so divided, all such such county,

matters and things appertaining to the authority of justices of the j)eace

in sessions assembled, with respect to the county gaol, as are in other

counties capable of being done by justices of the peace in their general

or quarter sessions assembled ; and where by the said act any thing is

ordered to be done at any general or quarter sessions, or at any ad-

journment thereof, or at any subsequent general or quarter sessions, or

adjournment thereof, resjiecting the county gaol, then such things may
be done at such gaol sessions, or at any adjournment thereof, or at one
or more subsequent gaol sessions, in such ways and with such public

notices as in the said recited act they are ordered or directed to be done
by the general or quarter sessions, or adjournment thereof.

Sect. 2. The sheriff of every county so divided into ridings or diyi-
5^0^^^^^°^!^/°

sions shall, within 14 days next after the passing of this act, by notice London'oazette,

to be published in the London Gazette, and in some of the public <Sic. of the holding

newspapers most usually circulated within his county, summon the ^""^ '^°"''*-

justices of each of the ridings or divisions into which the same is

divided to meet at some place in or near the county gaol, to be by him
specified in such notice, and at a time not exceeding one month after

the first publication of such notice, and there to form a court of sessions

for the county gaol, for the purpose of carrying into execution the

regulations and provisions of the said recited act and of this act_; and
the said court, being so constituted, shall proceed to elect a chairman
and a clerk ; and the said court, and the chairman thereof, shall pro- Chairman and

ceed to execute all those matters and things which were by the said p^^^^ *^ ^° ^P"

recited act directed to be done by the court of quarter sessions of the
^^^^^ ^^^ ^

peace, held at Michaelmas next after the passing thereof, and by the of such court,

chairman of that court, and to do all such other matters and things as

may be necessary or proper in regard to the county gaol.

Sect. 3. The clerk of the gaol sessions shall continue in his ofiice Continuance in

until another shall be elected in his stead by the court of gaol sessions,
g^'^^gg^fo^g'^

'^^

and shall, with respect to the said recited act and this act, have and
enjoy all the powers vested by the said recited act in the clerk of the

peace of any county.

Sect. 4. The clerk of the gaol sessions shall, on receiving a precept
^°f°®°jfj^^g'|jf°

commanding him so to do, signed by any 2 justices of the peace acting |^° p^tbiicnVws-

for any of the ridings or divisions of the county, summon the justices papers.

to meet in a court of gaol sessions, by a notice to be published at least

twice in sonie of the public newspapers most usually circulated in the

county ; which notice shall declare the day, hour, and place at which

such court is to be held ; and also that the said clerk, if the court of

gaol sessions shall be dissolved without adjournment, or shall adjourn

for a longer time than 3 calendar months, shall, by a like notice to

be issued of his proper authority, without any precept in that behalf,

summon a court of gaol sessions to be held within 3 calendar months

next after such dissolution or last adjournment.
Sect. 5. The sessions for the county gaol shall be held in some place

Pi^°f^^°''f^°fij^^

in the gaol, or within one mile thereof, unless there shall be special ^.^^nty gaol.

3 K 2
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3. Gaolsfor
counties divided

into ridings, &c.

5 Geo. 4, c. 12.

Treasiirer to be
appointed.

to account upon
oath.

Court to appoint
salaries.

Proportions of
county rates to
bo paid by each
riding or division.

In case of dispute
as to such propor-
tions, the same to
be settled by arbi-
trators appointed
by the justices or
one justice of
assize on circuit.

* Sc.

* Sic.

Award final for

ten years, and
until further order.

^aols antJ i^ouscg of Correction,

reasons for the contraiy, which shall be expressed in the precept to he

directed to the said clerk as aforesaid ; and if it shall be held in the

gaol, or within such distance thereof as aforesaid, all matters done

thereat touching the county gaol shall be legal, though the sessions be

held in some place not within the county.

Sect. 6. The court of gaol sessions shall also elect a treasurer of the

monies applicable to the repair of the county gaol,lwho shall not be the

clerk of the said court; and the said treasurer shall receive and pay all

monies to be raised for the repair of the county gaol, or to be disbursed

by order of the court, and shall give discharges for the monies received,

and apply the same as by such court shall be ordered, and shall keep a

distinct account of such monies received and paid, and shall, from time

to time, when called on by the said court, account upon oath, if re-

quired, for all monies so by him received, and deliver in all vouchers

respecting the same; and the said court shall, from time to time,

appoint such salaries to each clerk and treasurer respectively as they

shall think fit, to be paid out of the monies aforesaid ; and such trea-

surer shall give such security for the faithful performance of his duty

as the court of gaol sessions shall direct.

Sect. 7, reciting that it is expedient that all the expenses incurred

respecting any county gaol, where the county is so divided as aforesaid,

whether arising out of the provisions of the said recited act or of this

act, or otherwise, should be discharged out of the county rates ; and it

is necessary to fix the proportions in which the several ridings or

divisions shall contribute to such expenses ; and it may also be neces-

sary, from time to time, to vary the said proportions, enacts, that

where, in any such county, there are, at the time of passing this act,

any fixed proportions in which such expenses are or have been paid and
borne, such proportions shall continue to be acted on, and the contri-

butions shall be paid accordingly, till some alterations shall be made
therein by the court of gaol sessions ; and that where there are now no

such fixed proportions, the said court shall forthwith fix the proportions

in which the contribution is to be made ; and the said court shall also

have power and authority to alter the said proportions from time to

time
;
provided that no such alteration shaU be made, unless the inten-

tion of making such alteration shall be expressed in the notice whereby
the court is summoned, and shall be published for one month, at the

least, before the court shall be held.

Sect. 8. When the court of gaol sessions shall order an alteration to

be made in the proportions in which the ridings or divisions of the

county are to contribute towards the expenses of the county gaol,_ or

shall negative a proposition for making such alteration, and any riding

or division shall be dissatisfied therewith, it shall bo lawful for the

clerk of the peace of such riding or division, being thereunto authorised

by an order of the court of quarter or gaol sessions of such riding or

division, to apply to the justices of assize of the last preceding circuit,

or of the next succeeding circuit, or to one of such justices, who shall,

by writing under their or his hands or hand, nominate a barrister at

law, not having any interest in the question, to arbitrate between the

ridings or divisions ; and such arbitrators * shall summon the several

clerks of the peace of the ridings or divisions interested in the matter
in dispute to appear before him,* at a time to be by him appointed,

and there to produce all infoi-mation touching the matter in dispute ;

and such arbitrator may, if ho shall see fit, adjourn the hearing from
time to time, and require all such further information to be afforded by
either of the parties as shall appear to him meet and necessary ; and
shall, by his award in writing, determine the proportions in which such
ridings or divisions shall contribute towards the said expenses ; and his

award shall be final and conclusive between the parties for 10 years,

and until further order shaU be made thereon by the court of gaol
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sessions
; and sucli arbitrators shall also assess the courts * (a) of the 3. Gaols for

arbitration, and shall direct by whom and out of what fund the same cmmties divided
shall be paid. into ridings, (fco.

By stat. 5 Geo. 4, c. 12, s. 9, when and so often as the court —
of gaol sessions shall find it requisite to raise money for the purposes ^ *^®°" *' ^- ^^•

of the said recited act [4 Geo. 4, c. 64] (6), or of this act, they shall * ^^'^•

make an order accordingly, and their clerk shall forthwith transmit a ^ be^ransmitted
copy of such order, signed by the chaii-man, together with the amount to treasurers of

of the sum of money to be paid by virtue of it, according to the then the soycr,il ridings

existing proportions, by each riding or division, to the treasurers of the °^ '''isions.

several ridings or divisions of the county ; which treasurers shall forth-

with, out of the monies in their hands, or if those monies shall be
insufficient, then so soon as sufficient monies shall come to their hands,
pay the sum required to the treasurer of the county gaol, and take his

receipt for the same.
Sect. 10. When the m.onies necessary to be raised for the purposes Bates may be

of the said recited act, or of this act, shall exceed one half of the ordi- mortgaged for

nary aggregate amount of all the annual assessments for the rates of the
^^^^^^ ° money,

several ridings or divisions of any such county, taken on an average of
all such rates for the last 7 years preceding, the court of gaol sessions

may, and is hereby authorised to, mortgage all the rates of such county,
by such instrument, and in such ways and means, and under such pro-
visions of rei)ayment, and with the same power of assignment, as in
the said recited act are enacted respecting the mortgage of any county
rates therein mentioned.

Sect. 11. The court of gaol sessions shall, and is hereby required, to Rates on each

charge all the rates upon the several ridings and divisions of the county,
to*^be°chargM^^n^

in the same manner and for the same purposes as in and by the said re- same manner as

cited act the justices in their general or quarter sessions are authorised V^'^'^f
o" counties

and required to charge the rates of any county having one rate for ^
'^^'^ ® ^'^ •

the whole; and all the ways, means, and methods by the said recited

act directed and allowed, as to the repayment of monies borrowed, and
the interest thereof, and the accounts respecting the same, shall be
kept and observed by the court of gaol sessions respecting the

monies borrowed on account of the gaol of any county so divided as

aforesaid; provided that all the monies to be raised on the several

ridings or divisions of any such county, for repaying money
borrowed, or the interest thereof, shall be raised in the same pro-

portions as other monies for the purposes of the said recited act

or of this act shall be raised at the time of such money being so

raised.

Sect. 12. All reports and statements directed by the said recited Reports under

act to be made to the general or quarter sessions shall be transmitted
s.^3°'ii^d%eforo

on or before the first days of January, Api'il, July, and October, to the gaol sessions.

clerk of the gaol sessions, and be by him laid before the court at the

sessions.

Sect. 13. The chairman of the first court of gaol sessions held after Reports, <fcc.

the first day of October in each year, shall within 14 days after t™>smitte^d by^^

the determination of such sessions, or any adjournment thereof, of gaol sessions to

transmit to one of his Majesty's principal secretaries of state such secretary of state,

account of proceedings, and such copies of rules and regulations, as in

and by the said act are ordered to be transmitted by the chairman of

the Michaelmas quarter sessions, and shall at the same time, or within

3 months afterwards, transmit such plans as in the said act are men-
tioned.

Sect. 14. The return directed to be made annually by the keeper of
^^g^^of"""r^ong

every prison, in the form contained in the schedule annexed to the said ^.^ |,q delivered to

recited act, marked (B) [h), shall be annually made by the keeper of every clerk of gaol

{a) This should be " costs." (&) Now repealed by 28 & 29 Yict. c. 126.
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gaol of every county so divided as aforesaid, and delivered to the clerk

of the gaol sessions of such county 2 weeks at least before the first day of

October in each year ; and that such clerk shall, on the said first day
of October, prepare a general report founded on the report of the

visiting justices and that of the chaplain, and on the certificates and
reports of the keeper of the said gaol, and on any other report or do-

cument respecting the said gaol, and shall lay the same before the next
gaol sessions ; and such report, when approved by such sessions, shall

be signed by the chairman thereof, and shall be by him, together with
a copy of the schedule (B), transmitted to one of his Majesty's prin-

cipal secretaries of state, for the purposes in the said recited act men-
tioned.

Sect. 15. If any matter or thing be done within any county so

divided as aforesaid, for which any fine, penalty, or forfeiture is by tho

said recited act [4 Geo, 4, c. 64](rt) imposed and directed to be paid to tho

county treasurer, eveiy conviction made in pursuance of the said re-

cited act for such matter or thing shall be made by one or more justices

of the peace of the riding or division in which the ofience is com-
mitted; and all forfeitures, fines, and penalties thereon accruing
shall be paid to the treasurer of the county gaol, for the purposes of

this act.

Sect. 16. In the case of every county so divided as aforesaid, the

common gaol of such county shall, for aU pui-poses relative to the

jurisdiction of justices of the peace, be deemed to be within and taken
as part of each of the ridings and divisions of which such county is

composed ; and every justice of the peace for each of such ridings and
divisions shall have like power and authority to execute all things ap-
pertaining to his ofiice therein, as in any part of the riding or division

to which his commission specially extends.

5 & G Will. 4, c. 28.

Justice empowered
to commit offen-
ders to any house
of correction near
tho place where
the assizes are to
be holden at
which they arc to
be tried.

How persons con-
victed of offences
for which they
are liable to death,
&c. shall be dis-
posed of.

IV. Co h)f)at (Sfaols ^rtgioners are to U (Eommitteti, antJ

l^wption of lt)em.

As to what gaol an ofiender should be committed, and the commit-
ment of offenders in general, see title " Commitment for Safe Custody,"

andseejws^, " Law of Prisons,"
Stat. 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 38, s. 3, enacts, that from and after the

passing of this act it shall be lawful for any justice of tho peace or

coroner, acting within their several jurisdictions in England and
Wales, to commit for safe custody to any house of correction, situate

near to the place where such assizes and sessions are intended to be
holden, any person or persons charged before them with any offence

triable at such assizes or sessions ; and that whenever any such persons
shall be committed to any such house of correction for trial at such
assizes or sessions, the keeper of such house of cojTection shall deliver

to the judges of assize or justices at sessions a calendar of all prisoners
in his custody for trial at such assizes or sessions respectively, in tho
sarne way that the sheriff of tho county would be by law required to

do if such prisoners had been committed to the common gaol of tho
county (6).

Sect. 4. Whenever any person shall be convicted at any assizes or
sessions of any offence for which he or she shall be liable either to the
punishment of death, transportation, orimi)risonment,it shall be lawful
for the court (if it shaU so think fit) to commit such person to any
house of correction for such county, in execution of his or her judgment

;

and in case of the commitment of any person sentenced to death, oxe-

(a) Now repealed.

(b) The sheriff is no longer re-

quired to deliver such calendar, but

the gaoler is by 28 & 29 Vict,

s. 62.

12G,
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cution of such, judgment shall and may be had and done by the sheriff 4, y^ wj^at
of the county ; and in case of the commitment of any person either gaols prismiers
sentenced to transportation, or pardoned for any capital offence on are to be admit-
condition of transportation, all the powers, provisions, and authorities ted, and reeej}-

for the removal of offenders sentenced to transportation, given or tion of them.

granted by any former act or acts of parliament to sheriffs or gaolers, 5 & e Will. 4, c. 38
shall be and the same are hereby extended and given to the keepers Execution of

of houses of correction in whose custody such last-mentioned offenders ^^'^'<^ to be by

shall be (a).
"^""«"-

See the case oi Aaron v. Alexander (3 Camp, 35), wherein it is held
that the keeper of a prison, who receives and detains one apprehended
and charged in his custody under a warrant, runs the risk of the
warrant having been executed against the proper person, and is liable

for the consequences if it is not.

By 13 & 14 Vict, c. 91, intituled " An Act to authorise Justices of 13 & 14 Vict, c 91.

any Borough having a separate Gaol to commit Assize Prisoners to such Prisoners may be

Gaol, and to extend the Jurisdiction of Borough Justices to all Offences borough ^(^ for
and matters arising within the Borough for which they act,"(&) it is trial at the

enacted (s. 1), "that it shaU, be lawful for any justice of the peace ^^^'^^s.

acting for any city or borough now having or providing and maintain-
ing at its own costs, or which shall hereafter have or provide and main-
tain at its own cost, a gaol or house of correction, to commit for safe

custody to such gaol or house of correction, for trial at the assizes to
be holden for the county in which such city or borough may be
situated, any person charged before him with any offence, except
murder, committed within the limits of such city or borough triable at
such assizes, and the commitment shall specify that such person is

committed under the authority of this act, and whenever any such
person shall be committed to any such gaol or house of correction
for trial at such assizes, the keeper of such gaol or house of correc-

tion shall deliver to the judges of assize a calendar of all prisoners in
his custody for trial at such assizes, in the same way that the
sheriff of the county would be by law required to do if such pri-

soners had been committed to the common gaol of the county in

which such city or borough may be situated ; and the justice or

justices by whom any person charged as aforesaid shall be committed
shall deliver or cause to be delivered to the proper officer of the
court the several recognizances, informations, depositions and
statements relative to such person at the time and in the manner
that would be required in case such person had been committed to

such county gaol.

Sect. 2. Provided always, that nothing herein contained shall be Nothing to

construed to give any justice of the peace acting for any city or ^ commit^ persons
borough power to commit persons charged with murder to the gaol or charged with

house of correction of any city or borough for trial at the assizes murder to any

to be holden for the county in which such city or borough may be county gaol.

"

situated, but such justices shall and they are hereby authorised and
required to commit all such i^ersons to the common gaol of such
county for trial in such and the same manner as if this act had
not passed : provided also, that the expenses properly incurred by As to expenses

such county in the maintenance, safe custody and care of such last- tenance oH^t-"^'
mentioned prisoners so committed whilst in custody in such county mentioned prl-

gaol shall be borne and paid by such city or borough in the manner soners.

hereinafter provided with respect to prisoners removed to the county
gaol for trial at the assizes.

Sect. 3. That all persons who may under the authority of this act
^^f^^eTto borough

be committed to the gaol or house of correction of any city or gaols to be re-

(rt) Transportation isnow abolished. 25 L. J. M. C. 73, and 5 & 6 Yict.

(h) See as to district courts and c. 98, so far as it is not repealed by
gaols, Maustmi v. Mayor of Colchester, 28 & 29 Vict. c. 126.
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borough for trial at the assizes to be holden for the county in which

such citj^ or borough may bo situated shall in due tinie be removed

by the gaoler or keeper of such gaol or house of correction, with their

commitments and detainers, to the common gaol of the county in

order that they may be tried at the assizes to be holden for such

county, and such removal shall not be deemed or taken to be an escape.

Sect. 4. That every prisoner so removed shall for and during the

time of such removal, and also for and during such time as he shall be

detained in the county gaol, be to all intents and purposes deemed and

considered to be in the proper legal custody, notwithstanding he may
in effecting such removal have been taken out of the jurisdiction of

the city or borough to the gaol or house of correction of which he may
have been originally committed into any other jurisdiction, or out of

the county in which such gaol or house of correction may bo

situated into or through any other county or division of a county

;

and no action or other proceeding shall or may be maintained by such

prisoner or by any other person against the gaoler or keeper of the

gaol or house of correction of any city or borough, or against the gaoler

or keeper of the common gaol of the county, by reason or in conse-

quence of such prisoner having been taken out of the jui-isdiction of

such city or borough into any other jurisdiction, or out of the county

in which such city or borough may be situated into or thi-ough any
other county or division of a county.

Sect. 5. That the expenses which shall be incui-red by such county

in the maintenance, safe custody and care of every prisoner so removed
whilst in custody in such county gaol, shall be calculated upon tho

same principle and in the same manner as provided by 5 & 6 Vict.

c. 98, with respect to borough prisoners committed to a county prison

where no special contract is subsisting between such borough and
county relative to such prisoners ; and such expenses, and all other

expenses which may be incurred by such county in respect of every

such prisoner, shall be paid by the council of such city or borough to

the treasui-er of such gaol or county ; and the amount of all such

expenses shall, in case of dispute, be settled by a barrister at law in

the manner provided by the said act.

Sect. 6. That an account in writing of the expenses due and pay-
able, or claimed to be due and payable, in respect of the maintenance,

safe custody and care of such prisoners as aforesaid, shall be made out

from time to time, and signed by the clerk to the visiting justices of

the county gaol to which such prisoners shall have been committed,

and delivered to the town clerk of the city or borough within which
the offences shall have been committed ; and such account shall be
conclusive against such city or borough, unless some objections shall

be made in writing, and signed by the town clerk of such city or

borough, and delivered to the clerk of the said visiting justices, within

one calendar month next after such account shall have been delivered

to such town clerk.

Sect. 7. That whenever any person shall be convicted at any assizes

of any offence committed within the limits of any city or borough
having or providing and maintaining at its own cost a gaol or house of

coiTection, for which offence such person shall bo liable either to tho

punishment of transportation or imprisonment, it shall bo lawful for

the court, if it shall so think fit, to commit such person to such gaol

or house of con-ection, in execution of his judgment ; and in case of

the commitment of any person either sentenced to transportation or

pardoned for any capital offence on condition of transportation, all tho

powers, provisions and authorities for the removal of offenders sen-

tenced to transportation given or granted by any former act or acts of

parliament to sheriffs or gaolers shall be and the same are hereby

extended and given to the gaoler or keeper of the gaol or houso of

correction in whoso custody such offender shaU be.
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Sect. 8. That all tho provisions hereinbefore contained with refer- 4. To loliat

ouce to the removal of prisoners from any city or borough gaol to the gaols prisoners
county gaol for trial at the assizes shall be applicable and shall be are to be admit-
applied to the removal from the county gaol to any city or borough t'^d, and recep-

gaol of any prisoner who, having been convicted at tho assizes, shall ^^^ionof them.

be committed by the court to such gaol or house of correction, in exe- ,, .,,.,,. .

~
, ,• ni . . S ,

o ' 13<Bl4VlCt. c. 91.
cution 01 his judgment. p

Sect. 9. That after the passing of this act the justices of every city removal before

or borough shall have the same jurisdiction with respect to all offences ^"'"^^ to apply to

committed and matters arising within such city or borough as the conviction.
'^^

justices of the county in which such city or borough is situate now Borough justices

have under or by virtue of any local or general act of parliament; and *« have the same

such offences and matters shall be cognisable by one or more of the iounty'justiccs
justices of such city or borough in the same manner as such offences and under any local

matters are now cognisable by one or more of the justices of such '^°^'*'* .*"? °^<^i?f'°?

county : provided always, that in every case in which imprisonment the borough.

'

may be awarded for or in respect of any such offences or matters afore-
said, or to enforce payment of any penalty, rate, sum of money or
costs imposed or made payable by or by virtue of any such general or
local act or otherwise, such imprisonment may be awarded to take
place in any gaol or house of correction to which the justices of the
said city or borough now have or hereafter may have power to commit
offenders.

Sect. 10. That throughout this act, where there shall be nothing in interpretation of

the subject or context repugnant to such construction, words im- t*^'"'^^-

porting the singular number only shall include the plural number,
and words importing the plural number only shall include the sin-
gular number, and words importing the masculine gender only shall

include females.

Sect. 11. That this act shall extend only to England and "Wales. Extent of act.

And by 14 & 15 Vict. c. 55, s. 19, it is enacted, that whenever any 14 & 15 Vict. c. 55.

justice or justices of the peace, or coroner, acting for any county of a in certain coun-

city or county of a town corporate within which her Majesty has not been towns prisoners^
pleased for five years next before the passing of this act to direct a may be com-
commission of oyer and terminer and gaol delivery to be executed, fitted, and tried

and until her Majesty shall be pleased to direct a commission of
jJ^jj^Qf^j^g gou^^'y.

oyer and terminer and gaol delivery to be executed within the same,
shall commit for safe custody to the gaol or house of correction of

.^uch county of a citj' or town any person charged with any offence

committed within tho limits of such county of a city or town not
triable at the court of quarter sessions of the said county of a city or
county of a town, the commitment skfiW. specify that such person is

committed pursuant to this act, and tho recognizances to appear to

]irosecute and give evidence taken by such justice, justices or coroner,
.shall in all such cases be conditioned for appearance, prosecution, and
giving evidence at the court of oyer and terminer and gaol delivery for

the next adjoining county : and whenever any such person shall be so

committed, the keeper of such gaol or house of correction shall deliver

to the judges of assize for such next adjoining county a calendar of
all prisoners in his custody so committed, in the same way that the
sheriff of the county would be by law required to do if such prisoners

had been committed to the common gaol of such adjoining county;
;md the justice, justices or coroner by whom persons charged as afore-

aid may be committed, shall deliver or cause to be delivered to

the proper officer of the court the several examinations, informa-
tions, evidence, recognizances and inquisitions relative to such per-

ons at the time and in the manner that would be required in case

. ach persons had been committed to the gaol of such adjoining county
liy a justice or justices or coroner having authority so to commit,
;ind the same proceedings shall and may be had thereupon at the

sessions of oyer and terminer or general gaol delivery for such ad-
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joining county as in tlie case of persons charged with oflPencos of

the like nature committed within such county.

Sect. 20. It shall be lawful for the justices of the peace, at their

general or quarter sessions for any county, riding, or division, by order

made for that purpose, to declare that any gaol or house of correction

for such county, riding, or division, is a fit prison for persons com-
mitted for trial at the assizes for such county, or for the county of

such riding or division ; and every such order shall be signed by the

chau-man of such sessions, and transmitted to one of her Majesty's

piincipal secretaries of state ; and in case such secretary of state see fit

to approve such order, then, after the approval thereof under the hand
of such secretary of state, it shall be lawful for any justice or justices

of the peace, or coroner, acting for such county, riding, or division, to

commit for safe custody for trial at the next assizes, to such gaol or

house of correction, any person charged with any offence triable at the

assizes for such county, or for the county of such riding or division
;

and the commitment shall specify that such person is committed under
the authority of this act ; and the recognizances to appear to prosecute

and give evidence taken by such justice, justices, or coroner, shall in

all such cases be conditioned for appearance, prosecution, and giving

evidence at the court of oyer and terminer and gaol delivery for the

county ; and the keeper of such gaol or house of correction shall deliver

to the judges of assize a calendar of all prisoners in custody for trial at

such assizes, in the same way that the sheriff of the county would be

by law required to do if such prisoners had been committed to the

common gaol of such county ; and the justice, justices, or coroner by
whom persons charged as aforesaid may be committed shall deliver or ._

cause to be delivered to the proper officer of the court of assize the ;

several examinations, informations, evidence, recognizances, and in-
;

quisitions relative to such persons at the time and in the manner that
'

would be required in case such persons had been committed for trial as

aforesaid to such common gaol, and the same proceedings shall and
may be had thereupon at the sessions of oyer and terminer or general

gaol delivery for such county, as in the case of persons so committed
to such common gaol.

Sect. 21. All persons who may under the authority of this act be

committed to the gaol or house of correction of any county of a city

or county of a town corporate for trial at the assizes to be holden for

the next adjoining county, or to any gaol (other than the common gaol

of the county) or house of coiTection for any county, riding, or

division for trial at the assizes for such county, or for the county of

such riding or division, shall irudue time, without writ of Jiahcas corjnts

or other writ for that j)urpose, be removed by the gaoler or keeper of

such gaol or house of correction, with their commitments and detainers,

to the common gaol of such county, in order that they may be tried at

the assizes to be holden for such countj', and such removal shall not
be deemed or taken to be an escape.

Sect. 22. Every prisoner so removed shall, for and during the time
such removal, and for and during the time of his being removed back-

to the gaol or house of correction from which he may have been
brought, when and as often as he shall for any reason be so removed
back, and also for and during such time as he may be detained in the
county gaol, and until he shall bo delivered by due course of law, be to

all intents and purposes deemed and considered to be in the proper
legal custody, notwithstanding he may in effecting such removal have
been taken or detained out of the jurisdiction of the county of a city.f

or town, or out of the jurisdiction of the county, riding, or division, to
'

the gaol or house of correction of which he may have been originally

committed, into any other jurisdiction, or out of the county to the

common gaol of which he is removed into or through any other county
or division of a county ; and no action or other proceeding shaU or may
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be maintained by such prisoner, or by any other person, against the 5. Appointvunt
gaoler or keeper of the gaol or house of correction from which such and removal of
prisoner is removed, or against the gaoler or keeper of the common officers, aiid

gaol of the county, by reason or in consequence of such prisoner having t^i-cir remunc-

been taken out of the jurisdiction of such county of a city or town, ration.

county, riding or division, from the gaol or house of correction of
xr 15 v- t sT

which such prisoner is removed, into any other jiirisdiction, or out of ' ' ''

such county to the common gaol of which he is removed into or through
any other county or division of a county.

Sect. 23. All the provisions of 51 Geo. 3, c. 100, applicable to con- The provisions of

victions in pursuance of the provisions of 38 Geo. 3, c. 52, and to the
an(?5i"Gco'''3^^'

execution of the sentences passed upon any convicts on such con- c. 100, as to exe-

victions, and all the provisions of the said acts respectively concerning cution of sen-

the payment of expenses, shall be applicable in all cases of persons costs^extend.el'to
who may be tried in or removed for trial to any adjoining county in this act.

pursuance of the provisions of this act, in like manner as in cases of
persons tried in or removed for trial to any adjoining county in pur-
suance of 38 Geo. 3, c. 52.

Sect. 24. For the purposes of this act the counties named in the What to he

.-ocond column of schedule (C.) to 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 76, shall be con- S^^Sounty.
sidered next adjoining the counties of cities and towns corporate in the
iirst column of the same schedule in conjunction with which they are
lospectively named (ft).

V. Eppointmnit an^ lilcmobnl of (©f&'c^s antJ ti^n'r

^emunetation (b).

The gaol itself is the Queen's, ante, p. 864, but the keeping thereof is Who to have the

incidental to the office of the sheriff, and inseparable from it, excejjt ®®P^"^ *^ ^^ •

such gaols whereof any persons have the keeping by inheritance or

succession ; therefore the Queen's grant to private persons, to have the

custody of prisoners committed byjustices of the peace is void. {Andr.
;;4o, 4 Co. 34 a, 9 Co. 119.) This will be found from the 19 Hen. 7, c. 10,

which enacts, that every sheriff, within every county within this realm
of England, have the custody, rule, keeping, and charge of every the

King's common gaols, prisons, and prisoners in the same, in every of

the said counties where he is sheriff, during the time of his office,

xcept all gaols whereof any person or persons, spiritual or temporal,
1- body corporate, have the keeping, of estate of inheritance or by

succession. (And see 2 Inst. 589.)

But by stat. 3 Geo. 1, c. 15, s. 10, none shall buy the office of gaoler, Buymg office of

on pain of 500Z. ; haK to the Queen, and half to him that shall sue. s^oi^r.

(See " Office.'')

When a sheriff quits his office, the custody of the county gaol can Sheriff quitting

only belong to his successor. {The case of the sheriff of Essex, 1 Ld. °®'^^'

Baym. 136.)

The gaoler of a prison who receives and detains one apprehended and Liability of keeper

charged in his custody, under a warrant, runs the risk of the warrant p°erson wroifgfuUy

having been executed against the proper person ; and though acting taken.

hoivl fide and without the means of ascertaining the identity of the

individual named in the warrant, he is liable to an action of trespass

and false imprisonment, if, by the mistake of the officer to whom it

{a) 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 76, Schedule Kingston-upon- 1 Yorkshire
(C) above referred to, is as follows : Hull J

^
TwSd"^'°'!". I

Northumberland.
^'Tyne^^tT""'. . }

Northumberland.

Bristol Gloucestershire. (&) See also duties of officers, i;os<,

Chester Cheshire. \>. 887; and as to compensation to

Exeter Devonshire. officers of discontinued prisons, jjos^,

p. 906.
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5. Appointment was directed, it was executed against anotlier. {Aaron v. Alexander,
and removal of 3 Camp. 35 ; ancZ see Taylor v. TFMe, 4 Esp. 80.)

officers, and A gaoler receiving and detaining a person under a warrant of a
their remune- magistrate, is entitled to the protection of the 24 Geo. 2, c. 44, and

^^^^^"- therefore, on producing and proving the warrant under which the

Entitled to pro-
detention was made, it is immaterial whether or not the magistrate

tection of 24 had jurisdiction to grant it. {Butt v. Newman, Gow. Rep. 97 ; and see
Geo. 2, c. 41. ^i^at act and the decisions under title " Constable.''^)

Threatening or A gaoler is considered as an officer relating to the administration of

gaolers!"^'
^'^' justice, and is so far under the protection of the law, that if a person

threatens him for keeping a prisoner in safe custody, he may be indicted,

and fined, and imprisoned for it. (2 Roll. Ah. 76 ; Bac. Ab. Oaol (D).)
Escape, If a criminal, endeavoiu'ing to break the gaol, assault his gaoler, he

may be lawfully killed in the affray. {Hawk. c. 28, s. 13; Bac. Ah.
Gaol (D).

)

But if a prisoner gets out of gaol, and the gaoler, in pursuit of him,
kills him, he is guilty of an escape, though he never lost sight of him,
and could not otherwise take him, not only because the king loses the

benefit he might have had from the attainder of the prisoner by the

forfeiture of his goods, &c., but also because the pubKc justice is not
so well satisfied by killing him in such an extra-judicial manner. {Bac,

Ah. Gaol (D). See further, " Escape.'')

Taking prisoner As to the gaoler being liable to action for false imprisonment for

w"th
*^

T" h'^T
taking a prisoner out of his jurisdiction, without a habeas corpus or

a eas.
j^(JgQ'g order, see Bint v. Lavender, 1 C. & P. 659.

Misconduct of Besides the duties enjoined gaolers by acts of Parliament, and tho
giioiers punish- abuses for wMch by statute they are punishable, the common law sub-

law.
^ °'^™™°'^

jects them to fine and imprisonment, as also to the forfeiture of their

office for gross and palpable abuses in tho execution of their offices

;

such as suffering prisoners to escape, barbarously misusing them, or

detaining them in gaol after they have been legally discharged (9 Co.

50; Raym. 216; Co. Litt. 233); and see, as to when a gaoler would
be guilty of murder in improperly treating a prisoner, post, " Homi'
cide ;" as to extortion, see " Extortion."

Also gaolers are punishable by attachment, as all other officers are

by the courts to which they more immediately belong, for any grosa

misbehaviour in their offices or contempts of the rules of such courts

;

and punishable by any other coui'ts for disobeying writs of habeas

corpus awarded by such courts, and not bringing up the prisoner at the

day prefixed by such writs. (2 Hawk. P. C. c. 22, s. 21 ; Bac. Ah.
Gaols (D).)

But a gaoler is not punishable by attachment for the bare escape of

a prisoner in custody by civil process ; but the party aggrieved ought
to take his remedy by action. {Id.)

A gaoler, de facto, is as nauch punishable for a misdemeanor in his

office as if he were a rightful gaoler. {Haiuk. c. 19, s. 23.)
It was held in Yorke v. Chapman, 10 A. & E. 207, that the marshal of

the Queen's Bench prison was not liable for a tortious act committed by
his deputy, in ill-treating a prisoner in tho exercise of his office, unless
tho appointment of the deputy was proved, or the facts showed that
the marshal was cognizant of the act done.

Officers of prison By 28 & 29 Vict. c. 126, 8. 10, there shaU be appointed to every—gaoler, cliaplani, •-rxr-i- • • tit ^^ ''

surgeon, matron, piison by the justiccs m sessions assembled,
and inferior ' A gaoler ; a chaplain, being a clergyman of the Established Church

;

^^'^^^^- a surgeon, duly registered as such, under tho 21 & 22 Vict,

c. 90 ; and such subordinate officers as maj'- be necessary.
And to every prison in which females are confined,
A matron, and such subordinate female officers as may be ne-

cessaiy.

Provided, that in a prison where females only are imprisoned the

matron shall be deemed to bo tho gaoler, and shall, so far as is practi-

\
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cable, perform all the duties and be subject to all the obligations of a 5. Appointment
gaoler in relation to such prison. and removal of

Sect. 11. The same person may officiate as chaplain of any 2 prisons officers, and
situate within a convenient distance from each other, if such prisons their remune-

_

together are calculated to receive not more than 100 prisoners; but ration.

the chaplain of more than one prison, and the chaplain of any prison ; ZI.

•L-fj.1. -L. n • n J 1. J.- 28 <fc 29 Vict. c. 126.
in which the average number 01 piisoners connned at any one time a q- + *. «

during the 3 years next before his appointment has not been less than chaplain to two
100, shall not, whilst holding his chaplaincy, hold any benefice with prisons,

cure of souls or any curacy.

Sect. 12. The justices in sessions assembled may appoint an assistant Assistant chap-

chaplain, being a clergyman of the Established Church, and a deputy lams '^^'^ <l'^P'^*y

gaoler, or either of such officers, to any prison which they deem suffi-

ciently large to require the appointment of such officers or either of

them.
Sect. 13. Notice of the nomination of a chaplain or assistant chap- Notice to be sent

lain to a prison shall, within one month after it has taken place, be t? bishop as to

transmitted to the bishop of the diocese in which the prison is situate, assistant chap-

and no chaplain or assistant chaplain shall officiate in any prison until lains.

he has obtained a licence for that purpose from the bishop of the
diocese wherein the prison is situate, nor for any longer time than
while such licence continues in force.

Sect. 14. Every officer of a prison appointed under this act shall Tenure of office

hold his office during the pleasui'e of the justices in sessions assem- ^^^ salaries of

bled, and shall receive such salary as they may direct, subject to this P"^"" ° '^®''^-

proviso, that in the case of a municipal borough the amount of the
salary of every prison officer appointed under this act shall be approved
by the council.

Sect. 15. If any officer of a prison has been an officer of such prison Superannuation of

for not less than 20 years, and is not less than 60 years of age, or be- officers,

comes incapable, from confirmed sickness, age, infirmity, or injxuy
received in actual execution of his duty, of executing his office in

person, and such sickness, age, infirmity, or injury is certified by a
medical certificate, and there shall be a report of the visiting justices

testifying to his good conduct during his period of service, and recom-
mending a grant to be made to him (such report to be made at some
sessions of the justices holden not less than 2 months before the ses-

sions at which the grant is made), the justices in sessions assembled
may grant to such officer, having regard to his length of service, an
annuity, by way of superannuation allowance, not exceeding two-
thirds of his salary and emoluments, or a gratuity not exceeding the
amount of his salary and emoluments for one year ; any annuity or
gratuity so fixed to be payable out of the rates lawfully applicable to

the payment of the salaries of such officers. Where the power to levy
the last-mentioned rates is vested in a different body from the justices,

the consent 'of such last-mentioned body shall be obtained to the
amount of superannuation allowed.

Sect. 16. "Whenever any officer of a prison is suspended, removed Removal of prison

from, or resigns his office, or departs this life, the officer so suspended, amrtment™
removed, or resigning, and his family, and the family of every such

'

deceased officer, shall quit the possession of the house or apartments
in which he or they have previously resided by wtue of such office

v>-hen required so to do by notice under the hand or hands of 2 or
more visiting justice or justices of the peace ; and if he or they refuse
or neglect to give such possession for 48 hours after such notice as
aforesaid has been given to him or them, any two justices, upon proof
made to them of such removal, resignation, or death, and of the ser-

vice of such notice, and of such neglect or refusal to comply therewith,
may, by warrant under their hands and seals, direct any constable,

within a period therein named, to enter by force, if necessary, into
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6. Disci2)Hnc of such premises, and deliver possession thereof to the prison authority,

prisoners and or to any person appointed by the yisiting justices.

government of
prisons.

28 & 29 Vict. c. 126. VI. Btgctpline oi prisoners antr (!5fobernment of prisons.

as^?o"eparation^of*
Sect. 17. The requisitions of this act with respect to the separation

prisoners. of prisoners are as follows

:

1. In every prison separate cells shall be provided equal in number
to the average of the greatest number of j)risoners, not being

convicts under sentence of penal servitude, who have been
confined in such prison at any time during each of the pre-

ceding 5 years

:

2. In every prison punishment cells shall be provided or appro-

priated for the confinement of prisoners for prison offences

:

3. In a prison containing female prisoners as well as males, the

women shall be imprisoned in separate buildings or separate

parts of the same buildings, in such manner as to prevent

their seeing, conversing, or holding any intercoui'se with the

men:
4. In a prison where debtors are confined, means shall bo pro-

vided for separating them altogether from the criminal;]

prisoners

:

5. In a prison where criminal prisoners are confined, such pri-

soners shall be prevented from holding any communication
;

with each other, either by every prisoner being kept in a
|

separate cell by day and by night, except when he is at 5if

chapel or taking exercise, or by every prisoner being con- i

fined by night to his cell, and being subjected to such super-
|

intendcnce during the day as will, consistently with the I-

provisions of this act, prevent his communicating with any f
other prisoner. ,,

Cells to be certi- Sect. 18. No cell shall be used for the separate confinement of a .•

fied for confine- prisoner tmlcss it is certified by one of her Majesty's inspectors of^
men o pnsoncis.

p^^g^j^g ^^ be 01 such a size, and to be lighted, warmed, ventilated, and

fitted up in such a manner, as may be requisite for health, and fur-

nished with the means of enabling the prisoner to communicate at any*

time with an officer of the prison ; but a distinction may be made ial

respect of the use of cells for the separate confinement of prisonersl

during long and short periods of imprisonment, and in respect of the I

use of cells in which the prisoner is intended to be employed during

the whole day, or for a long or short part thereof ; and the certificates
'

of the inspector may be varied accordingly, so as to express the period

of imprisonment for which each cell may be considered fit, and tho

number of hom-s in the day during which the prisoners may be em-
ployed therein (a).

No punishment cell shall be used unless it is certified by such in- '\

spector that it is furnished with the means of enabling the prisoner toJ
communicate at any time with an officer of the prison, and that it can

be used as a punishment cell without detriment to the prisoner' -

health, and the time for which it may be so used shall be stated in tho

certificate.

Every certified cell shall be distinguished by a number or mark
placed in a conspicuous position, and shall be referred to by its

number or mark in the certificate of tho inspector, and if the number
or mark of any certified cell is changed without the consent of the

(ffi) By s. 75 all cells certified be- finement of prisoners .shall be deemed
fore tlie commencernent of this act to be cells certified for such piupose

by any inspector of prisons as being under this act.

fit to be used for the separate con-
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inspector, such cell shall be deemed to be an uncertified cell until a 6. Discipline of
fresh certificate has been given. prisoners and
Any certificate given by an inspector in respect of a cell may be government of

withdrawn on such alteration taking place in such cell as to render prisons.

the certificate, in his opinion, inapplicable thereto, and upon a certi-
28 & 29 Vict c 126

licate in respect of a cell being withdrawn that cell shall cease to be a
certified cell for the purposes of this act.

If any prison authority feel aggrieved by the refusal of the inspector

to certify a cell for any of the purposes of this act, it may appeal to

one of her Majesty's principal secretaries of state, and his decision

shall be final.

Sect. 19. Hard labour for the purposes of this act shall be oftwo classes. Requisitions of act

consisting, 1st, of work at the tread-wheel, shot drill, crank, capstan, as to hard labour,

stone-breaking, or such other like description of hard bodily labour as

may be appointed by the justices in sessions assembled, with the ap-
proval of the secretary of state, which work is hereinafter referred to as

hard labour of the first class ; 2dly, of such other description of bodily

labour as may be appointed by the justices in sessions assembled, with
the approval of the secretary of state, which work is hereinafter

referred to as hard labour of the second class ; and in every prison

where prisoners sentenced to hard labour are confined, adequate means
(having regard to the average number of such prisoners confined in

that prison during the preceding 5 years) shall be provided for en-
forcing hard labour in accordance with the regulations of this act ; and
no prison shall bo deemed to be in conformity with the requisitions

of this act with respect to the enforcement of hard labour unless such
means as aforesaid have been provided therein, and prisoners sen-

tenced to hard labour have been employed thereat in manner pro-

vided by this act : provided, that employment in the necessary services

of the prison may, in ,the case of a limited number of prisoners, to

be selected by the visiting justices, as a reward for industry and good
behaviour, be deemed to be hard labour of the second class.

Sect. 20. The regulations contained in the 1st schedule hereto with Kegulations as to

respect to the government of prisons shall be binding on all persons in goyernmentof

the same manner as if they were enacted in the body of this act.

Sect. 21. The justices in sessions assembled shall make rules for the Justices maymake

supply to all prisoners confined in prisons within their jurisdiction of and ofte*r°mattera

a sufficient quantity of plain and wholesome food, regard being had, so relating

far as relates to convicted criminal j^risoners, to the nature of the *°
JJ^°

government

labour required from or performed by such prisoners, so that the within'their

allowance of food may be duly apportioned thereto, and shall frame jurisdiction,

dietary tables for this purpose, and the said justices may make rules

in respect of any other matters relating to the government of prisons

within their jurisdiction, in addition to the regulations in the said first

schedule, and may from time to time repeal or alter any rules made or
dietary tables framed in pursuance of this section; but no rule or

dietary table, or repeal or alteration of a rule or dietary table, shall be
valid under this section until one of her Majesty's principal secretaries

of state has certified his approval in writing under his hand; and when
such approval has been certified, such rule or dietary table, or repeal

or alteration of a rule or dietary table, shall be binding on all persons

in the same manner as if it were enacted by this act. If the justices

in sessions assembled make default in making rules and dietary tables

that may be approved by the said secretary of state in respect of the

supply of food to prisoners in any prison within their jurisdiction,

there shall be in force in such prison such riiles or dietary tables with
respect to such supply as may from time to time bo det^'mined by the

said secretary of state in writing under his hand.
Sect. 22. Upon visiting or inspecting a prison to which this act inspector of pri-

applies, the inspector shall, by letter addressed to the visiting justices,
^°?nu* g pf^obser-

call their attention to any irregularity he may have observed therein, vations.
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6. Discipline of or any complaint he may hayo to make against the buildings, the

prisoners and officers, or the discipline of the prison, and the visiting justices shall

government of enter a copy of such letter in their minute book.

prisons.

SCHEDTJLE I.

—

^EeGULATIONS FOB GOVEENMENT OF PbISONS.58&29Vict. c. 126.

Scliedule.

Cleanliness ia
prisoa.

Trees, &c. not
allowed against
walls.

Temperature of

prison.

Visitors not to

sleep within the
piison.

Hours of locking
and unlocking the
prison.

Search of prisoners

on admission.

Prisoner to bo
alone when
searched.

Effects retained

by gaoler.

Register of certain
particulars re-

lating to prisoner.

Removal and
disciiargc of pri-

soners.

Separation of
prisoners.

Female prisoners.

Ocneral.

1. The prison shall be kept in a cleanly state, and the walls and
ceilings of the wards, cells, rooms, and passages used by the prisoners

throughout eyery prison shall either be painted with oil, or be limo-

washed, or partly painted and partly limewashed. "Where painted

with oil the painting shall be washed -mth hot water and soap once at

least in every six months. Where limewashed the limewashing shall

bo renewed once at least in every year. The day rooms, work rooms,

passages, and sleeping cells shall be washed or cleansed once a week,
or oftener if requisite.

2. No thing shall be allowed to grow against the outer walls of the

prison, nor any rubbish or other articles to be laid against them, nor

shall any tools or implements of any kind likely to facilitate escape be

left unnecessarily exposed.
3. Thermometers shall be placed in different parts of the prison.

4. No person shall be permitted to sleep in the apartments of any
subordinate officer of the prison without pei*mission from the gaoler,

such permission to be reported to a visiting justice.

5. A report shall be made to the gaoler at 10 o'clock each night

whether the officers resident in the prison are all present ; and no ingress

or egress shaU be allowed into or out of the prison between the hours
of 10 o'clock at night and 6 o'clock in the morning, except to the

gaoler and his family, the chaplain, or surgeon, or in special cases,

which shall be entered in the journal of the gaoler.

Admission and Discharge of Prisoners,

6. Prisoners on admission shall be searched, and all dangerous
weapons, articles calculated to facilitate escape, and prohibited articles,

shall be taken from them.
7. No prisoner shall be searched, in the presence of any other

prisoner.

8. All money or other effects brought into the prison by any pri-

soner, or sent to the prison for his use, which he is not allowed to

retain, shall be placed m the custody of the gaoler, who shall keep an
inventory of them in a separate book.

9. The name, age, height, weight, features, particular marks, and
general appearance of a criminal prisoner shall, upon his admission, bo

noted in a nominal record of prisoners, to be kept by the gaoler.

Every criminal prisoner shall also, as soon as possible, be examined
by the sirrgeon, who shall enter in a book to be kept by the gaoler a

record of the state of health of the prisoner, and any observations ho
may deem it expedient to add.

10. All prisoners, previously to being removed to any other prison

or being discharged from prison, shall be examined by the surgeon ;

and no prisoner shall be removed to any other prison unless the

surgeon certifies, by an entry in the nominal record, that the prisoner

is free from any illness that renders him unfit for removal ; and no
prisoner shall be discharged from prison if labouring under any acute
or dangerous distemper, nor until, in the opinion of the surgeon, such
discharge is safe, unless such prisoner require to bo discharged.

11. Prisonei's before trial shall be kept apart from convicted

prisoners.

12. Female prisoners shall be searched on admission by female

officers. In other respects the same course shall be pursued in re-

ference to the admission, removal, or discharge of a female prisoner
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as in tho case of a male prisoner, the matron performing tlie duties 6. Discipline of
imposed on the gaoler in case of a male prisoner. prisoners and

Food, Clothing, and Bedding of Prisoners. prisons.

13. No tap shall be kept in any prison ; nor shall spirituous liquors ;

of any kind be admitted for the use of any of the prisoners therein, 28 & -29 Vict. c. 1-26.

under any pretence whatever, unless by a written order of tho sur- Suhedule.

geon, specifying the quantity to be admitted, and the name of the Spirituous liquors,

prisoner for whose use it is intended ; but this regulation shall not
apply to any stock of sj)irituous liquors kept in the prison for the use
of the infirmary, and under the control of the surgeon.

14. No smoking shall bo allowed, or tobacco introduced, except Smoking,

with the consent and subject to the rules made by the visiting justices,

or under a written order of the surgeon.
1 5. Any order by the surgeon for the admission of spirituous liquors Order of surgeon

or tobacco shall be entered by him in his journal.
Hciuors'*&c'^°"^

16. A debtor shall be permitted to maintain himself, and to procure Debtor'may main-
or receive at proper hours food, wine, malt liquor, clothing, bedding, tain himself.

or other necessaries, but subject to examination, and to such rules as
may be approved by the visiting justices.

17. No part of any food, wine, malt liquor, clothing, bedding, or Debtor not to sell

other necessaries belonging to any debtor shall be sold to any other P'"*'^'^'^"^-

prisoner ; and any debtor transgressing this regulation shall lose the
privilege of receiving or piu'chasing any wine or malt liquor for such
a time as the visiting justices may deem proper.

18. A debtor, if unable to provide himself with sufficient food, Prison allowance

clothing, bedding, or other necessaries, shall receive the allowance of *° debtors,

food, clothing, bedding, or other necessaries allotted to debtors
unable to maintain themselves by the i)rison rules for the time being
in force.

19. A criminal prisoner before trial may prociu-e for himself, or Prisoner bcf()ro

receive at proper hours, food, and malt liquor, clothing, bedding, or tSn Lim^e'lf*"^'
other necessaries, subject to examination, and to such rules as may be
approved by the visiting justices ; and any articles so procured may
be paid for out of the monies belonging to such prisoner in the hands
of the gaoler. No part of such food, malt liquor, bedding, clothing, or
other necessaries shall be sold or transferred to any other prisoner

;

and any prisoner transgressing this regulation shall be prohibited from
procuring any food or other necessaries for such time as the visiting

justices may deem proper. If a criminal prisoner before trial does not
provide himself with food, he shall receive the allowance of food
allotted to criminal prisoners before trial by the rules of the prison.

20. Criminal prisoners before trial may, if they desire it, wear the Dress of criminal

prison dress, and they shall be required to do so if their own clothes P^i'soner before

are insufficient or unfit for use, or necessary to be ])reserved for the

puii^oses of justice. The prison dress for prisoners before trial shall be
of a different colour from that of convicted prisoners.

21. Every convicted criminal prisoner shall be allowed a sufficient Prison allowance

quantity of food according to the scale established by the rules of the victed prisoner,

prison. Prisoners under the care of the surgeon shall be allowed such
diet as he may direct. Care shall be taken that all provisions supplied
to the prisoners be of proper quality and weight. Scales and legal

weights and measures shall be provided, open to the use of any
prisoners, under such restrictions as may be made by the prison
rules.

22. No convicted criminal prisoner shall be allowed any wine, beer, Convicted pri-

or other fermented liquor, except under a written order from the
to pHsmfaiiow-

surgeon, to be entered in his journal, specifying tho quantity and the ances.

name of the prisoner for whose use it is intended, or shall receive

any food, clothing, bedding, or necessaries other than the prison

allowance, except under special circumstances, to be judged of by one

VOL. II. 3 li
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prisoners and,

government of
prisons.
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Schedule.

Dress of con-
victed criminal.

Retvim of clothing
to discharged pri-

soner.

Purification of
clothing of pri-

soner.

Beds.

Bedding.

Personal cleanli-

ness of prisoners.

Hair-cutting.

Prohibition of
gaming.

Work and earn-
ings of debtors.

Employment of
criminal prisoners
before trial.

Allowance out of

earnings to
acquitted pri-

Boners.

Regulations as to

hard labour of the
first class.

^aols ant! I^ouses of Correction.

or more of the visiting justices, and to bo reported to tliG prison
authority.

23. A convicted criminal prisoner shall be provided with a complete
prison dress, and shall be required to wear it.

24. On the discharge of a prisoner his own clothes shall be returned
to him unless it has been found necessary to destroy them, in which
case he shall be provided with clothing.

25. If necessary the clothes of a prisoner shall be purified before

he is allowed to wear them in the prison or to take them on his

discharge.

26. Every male prisoner shall sleep in a cell by himself, or under
special circumstances in a separate bed placed in a cell containing not
fewer than 2 other male prisoners, and sufficient bed clothes shall be
provided for every prisoner. A convicted criminal i^risoner may be
required to sleep on a plank bed without a mattress during such time
as may be determined by the rules of the prison. Epileptic prisoners,

or prisoners labouring under diseases requiring assistance or super-
vision in the night, may at any time, notwithstanding this regulation,

be placed by order of the surgeon with not fewer than 2 other male
prisoners.

27. The bed clothes shall be aired, changed, and washed as often as
the surgeon or the visiting justices may direct.

Personal Cleanliness.

28. Prisoners shaU be required to keep themselves clean and decent
in their persons, and to conform to such rules as may be laid down for

that purpose.

29. The hair of a female prisoner shall not be cut without her con-
sent, except on account of vermin or dirt, or when the sui'geon deems
it requisite on the ground of health, and the hair of male criminal
prisoners shall not be cut closer than may be necessary for purposes of
health and cleanliness.

Employment of Prisoners.

30. No gaming shall be permitted in any prison, and the gaoler
shall seize and destroy all dice, cards, or other instruments of gaming.

31. Debtors may be permitted to work and follow their respective
trades and professions, provided their employment does not interfere
with the regulations of the prison ; and such debtors as find their own
implements, and are not maintained at the expense of the prison,
shall be allowed to receive the whole of their earnings; but the
earnings of such as are furnished with implements, or are maintained
at the expense of the prison, shall be subject to a deduction, to be de-
termined by the visiting justices, for the use of implements and the
costs of maintenance.

32. Criminal prisoners before trial shall have the option of employ-
ment, but shall not be compelled to perform any hard labour.

33. On the acquittal of any criminal prisoner, or when no bill of
indictment is found against him, such an allowance on account of his
earnings, if any, shall be paid to such piisoner on his discharge as the
visiting justices may think reasonable.

34. Every male prisoner of 16 years of age and upwards, sentenced
to hard labour, shall, during the whole of his sentence where it does
not exceed 3 months, and during the first 3 months of his sentence
where it exceeds 3 months, be kept at hard labour of the first class
for such number of hours not more than 10 or less than 6 (exclusive
of meals) as may be prescribed by the visiting justices, and during the
remainder of his sentence shall be kept in like manner at hard labour
of the first class, except whore during such remainder of his sentence
the visiting justices substitute hard labour of the second class for hard
labour of the first class

; provided that if the surgeon certifies any
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such iirisoner to be unfit to be kept at bard labour of the first class 6. BiscipUne of
during tlie wbole or any part of the prescribed hours, suck prisoner irrisoncra and
shall, during such whole or part of the prescribed hours, be kept at hard government of
labour of the second class, unless the surgeon certifies that such pri- prisons,

soner is unfit to be kept at either class of hard labour during the whole r ;

or any part of such hours
;
provided that prisoners sentenced to hard * ^^ ^'°*' °" ^^^'

labour for periods not exceeding 14 days may, in pursuance of rules
Schedule,

made by the justices in sessions, be kept in separate confinement at hard
labour of the second class during the whole period of their sentences.

35. Every male prisoner under the age of 16 years sentenced to Regulations as to

hard labour, and every female prisoner sentenced to hard labour, shall ^^'"^ labour of the

be kept at hard labour of the second class during such number of hours
^^'^°^

'^
^'^

not more than 10 or less than 6 (exclusive of meals) in each day as
may be prescribed by the visiting justices, unless the surgeon certifies

that he or she is unfit for hard labour.
36. No prisoner shall be employed at hard labour on Sundays, Daysofexemp-

Christmas Day, Good Friday, and days appointed for public fasts or ^"11 ffo"i ii^rd

thanksgivings.
^^^°"''-

37. The surgeon shall from time to time examine the prisoners Examination by-

sentenced to hard labom" during the time of their being so employed, surgeon of pri-

and shall enter in his journal the name of any prisoner whose health labour.^
'^^

he thinks to be endangered by a continuance at hard labour of either
class, and thereupon such prisoner shall not again be employed at
such class of hard labour until the surgeon certifies that he is fit for
such employment.

38. Provision shall be made by the visiting justices for the employ- EmplojTncnt of

ment of all convicted criminal prisoners not sentenced to hard labour, prisoners not

The visiting justices shall make rules as to the amount and nature of ^bou?.''^'^
*° ^'^^'^

such employment, but no prisoner not sentenced to hard labour shall
be punished for neglect of work, excepting by such alteration in the
scale of diet as may be established by the rules of the pi'ison in the
case of neglect of work by such prisoners.

Health of Prisoners.

39. Debtors shall have the means of daily taking exercise in the Exercise of

o2)en air. debtors.

40. Criminal prisoners, if employed at work in their own cells. Of prisoners in

shall be permitted to take such exercise in the open air as the surgeon separate confine-

may deem necessary for their health.
^"^^ '

41. The names of the prisoners who desire to see the sru-geon, or When prisoners to

appear out of health, shall be reported by the officer attending them surMorT*^'^
***

to the gaoler, and by him without delay to the surgeon.
42. All directions given by the surgeon in relation to any prisoner, Entry of directions

with the exception of orders for the supply of medicines or dii-ections ^^ surgeon.

in relation to such matters as are carried into effect by the surgeon
himself or under his superintendence, shall be entered day by day in
his journal, which shall have a separate column in which entries are
to be made by the gaoler, stating in respect of each direction the fact

of its having been or not having been complied with, accompanied
by such observations, if any, as the gaoler may think fit to make, and
the date of the entry.

43. In every prison an infirmary or proper place for the reception of Infirmaries.

sick prisoners shall be provided.

Religious Instruction.

44. In every prison where there is no chapel a suitable room shall I'oo™ for "se as

be set apart for the purposes of the chapel (a).
chapel.

45. Prayers to be selected by the chaplain from the Liturgy of the Prayers.

{a) See 26 & 27 Vict. c. 79, s. 3, post, p. 884.

3 L 2
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Established Churcli shall be read daily by the chaplain, gaoler, or

such other person as may bo appointed bj' the visiting justices, and at

such time or times as may be fixed by them, and portions of the

Scriptui-es shall be read to the prisoners, when assembled for religious

instruction, by the chaplain, or by such person, with the consent of

the visiting justices, as he may appoint.

46. The chaplain shall on every Sunday, and on Christmas Day and
Good Friday, perform the appointed Morning and Evening Services of

the Established Church, and preach at such time or times as shall bo

fixed by him. "with the approval of the visiting justices. He shall give

religious and moral instruction to the prisoners who are willing to

receive it. He shall administer the Holy Sacrament of the Lord's

Supper on suitable occasions to such piisoners as shall be desirous,

and as he may deem to be in a proper frame of mind to receive the

same. He shall frequently visit every room and cell of the prison

occupied by prisoners, and shall direct such books to be distributed

and read and such lessons to be taught in the prison as he may deem
proper for the religious instruction of the prisoners. Criminal prisoners

shall attend Divine Service on Simdays, and on other days when such
service is performed, unless prevented by illness or other reasonable

cause, to be allowed by the gaoler, or unless their attendance is dis-

pensed with by the visiting justices : this regulation shall not apply
to any prisoner who is attended or visited by a minister of a church
or persuasion differing from the Established Church : and no prisoner

shall be compelled to attend any religious service held or performed,

or any religious instruction given, by the chaplain, minister, or

religious instructor of a church or persuasion to which the prisoner

does not belong.

47. If any prisoner is of a religious persuasion differing from that

of the Established Church, and no minister has been appointed to

attend at the prison on the prisoners of that persuasion, the visiting

justices shall permit a minister of such persuasion to be approved by
them to visit such prisoner at proper and reasonable times, under such
restrictions as may be imposed by the visiting justices to guard against

the introduction of improper persons and prevent improper communi-
cations, unless such prisoner expressly objects to see such minister.

By the 26 & 27 Vict. c. 79 (the " Prison Ministers' Act"), s. 3, where
the number of prisoners confined in any prison to which this act

applies, and belonging to some church or religious persuasion differing,

if in England, from the Church of England, and if in Scotland, from
the Church of Scotland, is so great as, in the opinion of the justices,

county board, or other persons having the appointment of chaplain in

the said prison, to require the ministrations of a minister of their own
church or persuasion, the said justices, county board, or other persons
may appoint a minister of such last-mentioned church or persuasion
to attend at the said prison on the prisoners of his own church or
persuasion, and they may, if they think fit, award to him a reasonable
sum as a recompense for his services, such sum to be deemed a part of
the expenses of the prison to which he is appointed, and to be paid
out of the funds legally applicable to the payment of such expenses.
The visiting justices of any prison may, if they think fit, without a

special request being made by, but not against the will of, any prisoner
of a church or religious persuasion differing from that of the Estab-
lished Church, permit a minister of the church or persuasion to which
such prisoner belongs (if no appointment of such a minister has been
made under this act) to visit such i:)risoner at proper and reasonable
times, under such restrictions imposed by them as may guard against
the introduction of improj^er persons, and may prevent imijroper com-
munications ;

provided that any prisoner shall, on request, be allowed,
subject to the rules of the gaol, to attend the chapel or to be visited

by the chaplain of the gaol. Every minister appointed or permitted
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to visit prisoners under this act shall hold his appointment or per- 6. Discipline of

mission to visit during the pleasure of the authority by whom he was prisoners and
appointed or permitted to visit, and shall conform in all respects to the government of

regulations of the prison at which he attends. No minister shall be prisons.

appointed under this act for any prison in which there is not a chap-
2o&27Vict c 79

lain of the Established Church (a).

Sect. 4. The keeper or other person perfonning the duties of keeper of Keepers of prisons

a prison on receiving into his custody any prisoner shall enter his *? pr^^ers'^^^''^""
name in a book to be provided for the purpose, with the addition of

the church or religious persuasion to which the prisoner shall declare

himseK to belong, and the said keeper or other person shall from time

to time give to any minister appointed or permitted to visit prisoners

in the prison a list of the prisoners so declared to belong to the church

or persuasion of such minister, and no such minister shall be per-

mitted to attend or visit any prisoner belonging to any religious per-

suasion differing from that to which such minister belongs.

48. No books or printed papers shall be admitted into any prison 28 <fe 29 Vict. c. 126.

for the use of the prisoners, except by permission of the visiting Schedule,

justices ; and no books or printed papers intended for the religious Books and printed

instruction of prisoners belonging to the Established Church shall be P^P***"^*

admitted but those chosen by the chaplain; provided that in case

there may be a difference of opinion between the chaplain and visiting

justices with respect to books or papers proposed to be admitted for

the religious instruction of a prisoner belonging to the Established

Church, reference shall be had to the bishop of the diocese, whoso
decision shall be final; and, subject to such permission of the visiting

justices as aforesaid, all books or printed papers admitted into any
prison for the religious instruction of prisoners belonging to any
other persuasion, and who are visited by a minister of such persua-

sion, shall be approved by such minister ; and the gaoler shall keep a

catalogue of all books and printed papers admitted into the prison.

49. The chaplain shall communicate to the gaoler any abuse or Chaplain to com-

impropriety in the prison which may come to his knowledge, and shall ™
g^ofen

'^^"'^^^

enter the same in his journal.

50. Where an assistant chaplain is appointed to a prison, he shall Assistant chaplain

be competent to perform any duty required by law to be performed
gJJ^g^Uute^.''*

^

by the chaplain, and when either of them, the chaplain or assistant

chaplain, is absent from the prison, the other shall take his duties.

Where there is no assistant chaplain, or in case of the services of the

assistant chaplain not being available by reason of sickness or other

unavoidable cause, the chaplain shall, when absent from the prison

on leave or from any unavoidable cause, appoint, with the consent of

the visiting justices, a substitute, and insert his name and residence

in his journal. In the event of any sudden cause preventing the

chaplain, or, in the absence of the chaplain, the assistant chaplain,

from performing his duties, he may accept the assistance of a clergy-

man of the Established Church in the performance of Divine Service

in the chapel, inserting the fact, and the name of such clergj^man,

in his journal. „ i .... j. *

51. A minister appointed under the " Prison Ministers' Act, 1863 "
^;^^^^^*^*^l°ter.

(26 & 27 Yict. c. 79), may, when absent on leave, or from any un-

avoidable cause, appoint a substitute with the consent of the visiting

justices. . „ , (.-t-.te on
52. In the event of the death of any chaplain or assistant chaplain

^^"^h of chaplain

of a prison, or of a minister appointed under the " Prison Ministers' or minister.

Act, 1863," the visiting justices shall provide a substitute until the

next meeting of the justices in sessions.

(a) These provisions are not inconsistent with the act 28 & 29 Vict. c. 120,

and arc therefore still in force.
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6. jyisci^jline of
pi-isoners and
govemme7it of

prisons.

Instruction.

53. Provision sliall be made in every prison for the instruction of

prisoners in reading, writing, and aritiinietic during sucli hours and
to such extent as to the visiting justices may seem expedient, provided

2s&29Vict C.126.
^-^^^ ^^^^ j^^^^ ^^^^ uot be deducted from the hours prescribed for

Schedule. i, j i i,hard labour.
Instruction of
prisoners.

Commnnication
with prisoners.

Power of gaoler
as to visitors.

General regulation
as to punishment.

Gaoler to punish
for prison offences.

Punishment of
prisoners by visit-'

ing justices.

Visits to and Communications ^uitli Prisoners.

54. Due provision shall be made for the admission, at proper times

and under j^roper restrictions, of persons with whom prisoners before

trial may desire to communicate, care being taken that, so far as is

consistent with the interests of justice, such prisoners shall seO their

legal advisers alone ; such rules also shall be made by the justices in

sessions assembled for the admission of the friends of convicted

prisoners as they may deem expedient ; the justices shall also impose
such restrictions upon the communication and correspondence of

prisoners with their friends as they judge necessary for the mainte-
nance of good order and discijDline in such prison.

55. The gaoler raay demand the name and address of any visitor to

a prisoner ; and when he has any ground for suspicion may search or

cause to be searched male visitors, and may direct the matron or some
other female officer to search female visitors, such search not to be in

the presence of any prisoner or of another visitor ; and in case of any
visitor refusing to be searched, the gaoler may deny him or her ad-

mission ; the grounds of such proceeding, with the particulars thereof,

to be entered in his journal.

Prison Offences,

56. No punishments or privations of any kind shall be awarded,
except by the gaoler, or by a visiting or other justice.

57. The gaoler shall have power to hear complaints respecting any
of the offences following ; that is to say,

1. Disobedience of the regulations of the prison by any
prisoner

;

2. Common assaults by one prisoner on another;
3. Profane cursing and swearing by any prisoner

;

4. Indecent behaviour by any prisoner

;

5. Irreverent behaviour at chapel by any prisoner

;

6. Insulting or threatening language by any prisoner to any
officer or prisoner

;

7. Absence from chapel without leave by any criminal prisoner

;

8. Idleness or negligence at work by any convicted criminal
prisoner

;

9. Wilful mismanagement of work by any convicted criminal
prisoner.

All the above acts are declared to be oflFences against prison discipline ;

and it shall be lawful for the gaoler to examine any person touching
such offences, and to determine thereupon, and to punish such offences
by ordering any offender, for any time not exceeding 3 days, to close
confinement, to be kept there upon bread and water. And the gaoler
shall enter in a separate book called the punishment book a statement
of the nature of any offence that he has punished in pxirsuance of this
regulation, with the addition of the name of the offender, the date of
the offence, and the amount of punishment inflicted.

58. If any criminal prisoner is guilty of repeated offences against
prison discipline, or is guilty of any offence against prison discipline,
which the gaoler is notjby tliis act empowered to punish, the gaoler
shall report the same to the visiting justices, or one of them; and
any one of such justices, or any other justice having jurisdiction in
the place to which the prison belongs, shall have power to inquii-e
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upon oath and to determine concerning any matter so reported to him, q, Discixiline of
and to order the offender to be punished by confinement in a punish- 2^'isoners and
ment cell for any term not exceeding 1 month, or, in the case of government of

prisoners convicted of felony or sentenced to hard labour, by personal prisons.

correction.
^ ^ 28 & 29 Vict c 126.

59. No prisoner shall be put in irons or under mechanical restraint scheduie,
by the gaoler of any prison, except in case of urgent necessity ; and ^^^ ^^ j^.^^^

'

the particulars of every such case shall be forthwith entered in the
gaoler's journal, and notice forthwith given thereof to one of the

^•isiting justices; and no prisoner shall be kept in irons or under
mechanical restraint for more than 24 hours without an order in

writing from a visiting justice, specifying the cause thereof, and the

time during which the prisoner is to be kept in irons or under me-
chanical restraint, which order shall be preserved by the gaoler as his

warrant.
60. AU corporal punishments within the prison shall be attended by Corporal punish-

the gaoler and the surgeon. The surgeon shall give such orders for
™®"'*-

preventing injury to health as he may deem necessary, and it shall be
the duty of the gaoler to carry them into effect, and the gaoler shall

enter in the punishment book the hour at which the punishment is

inflicted, the number of lashes, and any orders which the sm-geon
may have given on the occasion.

Prisoners under Sentence of Death.

61. Every prisoner under warrant or order for execution shall, im- Prisoners under

mediately on his arrival in the prison after sentence, be searched by sentence of deat .

or by the orders of the gaoler, and all articles shall be taken from him
which the gaoler deems dangerous or inexpedient to leave in his pos-

session. He shall be confined in a cell apart from all other prisoners,

and shall be placed by day and by night under the constant charge of

an officer. He shall be allowed such a dietary and amount of exercise

as the gaoler, with the approval of the visiting justices, may direct.

The chaplain shall have free access to every such prisoner, unless the

prisoner be of a religious persuasion differing from that of the Estab-

lished Church, and be visited by a minister of such persuasion, in

which case the minister of such persuasion shall have free access to

him. With the above exceptions, no person, not being a visiting

jiistice or an officer of the prison, shall have access to the prisoner

except in pursuance of an order from a visiting justice.

During the preparation for an execution, and the time of the execu-

tion, no person shall enter the prison who is not legally entitled to do

so, unless in pursuance of an order in writing from 2 or more visiting

justices.

Prison Officers.

62. No prisoner shall be employed as turnkey, assistant turnkey,
|^^i„^*^fg"jjt ^f^

wardsman, yardsman, overseer, monitor, or schoolmaster, or in the prffonersln prison

discipline of the prison, or in the service of any officer thereof, or in offices.

the service or instruction of any other prisoner. But this regulation

shall not be taken to prevent the employment of any debtor in that

part of the prison in which he may be lawfully confined in any manner

in which he may be willing to be employed, and which is consistent

with his safe custody.

63. Every prison officer, while acting as such, shall, by virtue of
^"^"JJ °^^°j|g^

^"^

his appointment, and without being sworn in before any justice, be °
*^™^'' ^ ^^•

deemed to be a constable, and to have all such powers, authorities,

protection, and privileges for the purpose of the execution of his duty

as a prison officer as any constable duly appointed has within his

constablewick by common law, statute, or custom.

64. No officer of a prison shall sell or let to, nor shall any person in
Offi^^^^^^^^^J^jf^f^^
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trust for or emploj'ed by him sell or let to, or derive any benefit from
the selling or letting of any article to any prisoner.

65. No officer of a prison shall, nor shall any person in trust for or

employed by him, have any interest, direct or indirect, in any contract

for the supply of the prison.

66. No officer of a prison shall at any time receive money, fee, or

gratuity of any kind for the admission of any visitors to the prison or

to prisoners, or from or on behalf of any prisoner, on any pretext

whatever.
67. Female prisoners shall in all cases be attended by female

officers.

Gaoler.

68. The gaoler shall reside in the prison. He shall not be an under
sheriff or bailiff, or be concerned in any other employment.

69. The gaoler shall strictly conform to the law relating to prisons

and to the prison regulations, and shall be responsible for the duo
observance of them by others. He shall observe the conduct of tho
prison officers, and enforce on each of them the due execution of his

duties, and shall not permit any subordinate officer to be employed in

any private capacity, either for any other officer of the prison, or for

any prisoner.

70. The gaoler shall, in case of misconduct, have power to suspend
any subordinate officer, and shall report the particulars without delay
to a visiting justice.

71. The gaoler shall, as far as practicable, visit the whole of the
prison, and see every male prisoner once at least in every twenty-four
hours, and in default of such daily visits and inspections he shall

state in his journal how far he has omitted them and the cause
thereof. He shall, at least once during the week, go through the
prison at an uncertain hour of the night, which visit, with the hour
and state of the prison at the time, he shall record in his journal.
When visiting the females' prison he shall be attended by the matron
or some other female officer.

72. The gaoler shall cause an abstract to be approved by the secre-
abstract of certain tary of state of the regulations relating to the treatment and conduct
regu a ions.

^^ prisoners, with a copy of the prison dietaries (printed in legible

characters,) to be posted in each cell, and shall read or cause the same
to be read to every prisoner who cannot read within 24 hours after his
admission.

73. The gaoler shall without delay call the attention of the surgeon
to any prisoner whose state of mind or body appears to require atten-
tion, and shall carry into effect the written directions of the surgeon
respecting alterations of the discipline or treatment of any such
prisoner.

74. The gaoler shall notify to the surgeon without delay the illness
of any prisoner, and shall deliver to him daily a list of such prisoners
as complain of illness, or are removed to the infirmary, or confined to
their cells by illness, and he shall daily deliver to the chaplain and
surgeon lists of such prisoners as are confined in pimishment cells.

To give notice of 75. Upon the death of a prisoner the gaoler shall give immediate
death of prisoners, notice thereof to the coroner of the district to which the prison belongs,

and to one of the visiting justices, as well as to the nearest relative of
the deceased where practicable.

To report to vi.sit- 7G. The gaoler shall without delay report to the visiting justices any

"risoners'^^^
'"^'^°^ ^^^^ °^ insanity or apparent insanity occurring among the prisoners.

prisoners.
^^^

rpj^^
gaoler shaU keep the following records and accounts :

—

1st. The register required by the "Prison Ministers' Act, 1863," to
be kept of the church or religious persuasion to which each prisoner
belongs.

2nd. A journal in which he shall record all such matters as he is

To report to .sur-

geon prisoners
disordered in
mind.

To notify to chap-
lain and surijeon
prisoners re-

quiring their
attention.

To keep enume-
rated books and
accounts.
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directed to record therein by this act, and all other occurrences of 6. Discipline of
importance within the prison.

_ _
2^'''isoners and

3rd. A nominal record of all prisoners committed to his charge, in government of

such form as may be directed by the visiting justices. pi-isons.

4th. A punishment book for the entry of the punishments inflicted 28^29 Vict.c i"6
for prison offences. Schedule.

5th. A visitors' book for the entry of any observations made by
visitors to the prison. .

6th. A record of articles taken from prisoners.

7th, A record of the employment of prisoners sentenced to hard
labour, and the manner in which they have been so employed.

8th. A list of books and documents committed to his care.

9th. An inventory of all the furniture and movable property be-
longing to the prison.

10th. An account of all prison receipts and disbursements.

78. The gaoler shall be responsible for the safe custody of the jour- To be responsible

nals, registers, books, commitments, and all other documents confided
d'o'cumente

*°'^^ °*

to his care.

79. The gaoler shall not be absent from the prison for a night with- Not to be absent

out permission in writing from a visiting justice ; and his leave of
^^ ^'^'"^^

absence, with the name of the visiting justice granting it, shall be
entered in his journal ; but if absent without leave for a night from
unavoidable necessity he shall state the fact and the cause of it in his

journal.

80. Where a deputy gaoler is appointed to a prison, he shall be rower of deputy

legally competent to perform any duty required by law to be performed gaoler-

by the gaoler, and when the gaoler is absent from the prison the deputy
Lcaoler shall perform all his duties. Where there is no deputy gaoler,

or in case of his services not being available by reason of sickness or

other unavoidable cause, the gaoler shall, when absent from the prison

on leave, appoint, with the consent of the visiting justices, an officer of

the prison to act as his substitute, and during such absence the substi-

tute so appointed shall have all the powers and perform all the duties

of the gaoler.

The deputy gaoler when in charge of the prison as gaoler shall, if Substitute of

absent from the prison from any unavoidable cause, or unable from '^^P^'^^y gaoler,

sickness to perform his duties, appoint a substitute, with the sanction

of the visiting justices.

See 26 & 27 Vict. c. 79, s. 4, {ante, p. 885), imposing upon gaolers the

duty of keeping a list of prisoners who shall declare themselves to belong

to any other church or religious persuasion than the Established Church.

3Iatron.

81. The matron shall reside in the prison. She shall have the care General duties.

and superintendence of the whole female department. The wards,

ceUs, and yards where females are confined shall be secured by locks

different from those securing the wards, cells, and yards allotted to

male prisoners, and the keys of those locks shall be kept in the custody

of the matron.
82. The matron shall, so far as practicable, visit and inspect every To inspect daily

part of the prison occupied by females, and see every female prisoner ^^^ ® pnson.

once at least in every 24 hours, and in default of such daily visits and
inspections she shall state in her journal how far she has omitted them,

and the cause thereof. She shall, at least once during the week, go
through such part of the prison at an uncertain hour of the night,

which visit, with the hour and state of such part of the prison at the

time, shall be recorded in her journal.

83. The .matron shall not be absent from the prison for a night
^?t*i,*°^^teaye^"'

without permission in writing from a visiting justice on the recom-

mendation of the gaoler; and her leave of absence, with the name of

the visiting justice granting it, shall be entered in her journal ; but
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6. DiscipliTic ofi£ absent witliout leave for a night from unavoidable necessity she

X)risonars and shall state the fact and the cause of it in her journal.

84. The matron shall, with the consent of the gaoler, and with the

approval of the visiting justices, appoint a female officer of the prison

to act as deputy matron whenever she is absent on leave from the

prison, and during such absence the deputy matron shall have all the

To keep journal.

When to visit

prison.

To make daily
record respecting
sick prisoners.

Occasionally to
inspect every part
of prison, <fec.

government of

prisons.

28 &, 29 Vict. c. 120.

Schedule. . „ -n r>
~

t
~ • t -i

To appoint deputy powers and duties of the matron. Before leaving the prison the matron
when absent, shall personally give over the charge of the part of the prison occupied

by females to the deputy matron.
85. The matron shall keep a journal in which she shall record all

occurrences of importance within her department, and punishments of

female prisoners, and lay the journal before the gaoler daily, and
before the visiting justices at their ordinary meetings.

Surgeon.

86. The surgeon shall visit the prison at least twicein every week,
and oftener if necessary, and shall see every prisoner in the course of

the week. He shall daily visit the prisoners, if any confined in

punishment cells, and he shall visit daily, and oftener if necessary,

such of the prisoners as are sick, and, when necessary, shall direct any
prisoner to be removed to the infirmary.

87. The surgeon shall enter, in the English language, day by day,

in his journal to be kept in the prison, an account of the state of every

sick prisoner, the name of his disease, a description of the medicines

and diet, and any other treatment which he may order for such

prisoner.

88. The siu'geon shall, once at least in every 3 months, inspect

every part of the prison, and enter in his journal the result of each

inspection, recording therein any observations he may think fit to

make on any want of cleanliness, drainage, warmth, or ventilation

;

any bad quality of the provisions, any insufficiency of clothing or

bedding, any deficiency in the quantity or defect in the quality of

the water, or any other cause which may affect the health of the

prisoners.

89. Whenever the surgeon has reason to believe that the mind of a

prisoner is or is likely to be injuriously aflPected by the discipline or

treatment, he shall report the case in writing to the gaoler, together

with such directions as he may think proper, and he shall call the

attention of the chaplain to any prisoner who appears to require his

special notice.

90. The surgeon may, in any case of danger or difficulty which
appears to him to require it, call in additional medical assistance

;

and no serious operation shall be performed without a previous con-

sultation being held with another medical practitioner, except under
circumstances not admitting of delay, such circumstances to be recorded

in his journal.

91. The surgeon shall, forthwith on the death of any prisoner, enter

in his journal the following particulars ; viz. , at what time the deceased

was taken ill, when the illness was first communicated to the surgeon,

the nature of the disease, when the prisoner died, and an account of
the appearances after death (in cases where a post mortem examination
is made), together with any special remarks that appear to him to be
required.

92. In case of sickness, necessaiy engagement, or leave of absence,

to be given by the visiting justices, the surgeon shall appoint a sub-

stitute, approved of by the visiting justices. The name and residence

of the substitute shall be entered in his journal.

Prison Officeus.

93. All officers of the prison shall obey the directions of the gaoler,

subject to the regulations of this act, and all subordinate officers shall

ii

To report special
caseij.

To call in addi-
tion.al medical aid,

To make entries
as to death of

lirisoner.

To appoint sub-
stitute when
nbsent.

Officers to obey
gaoler.
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])nrforin sucli duties as maybe directed by the gaoler, witbtbe sanction 6. Discipline of
of the visiting justices, and the duties of each subordinate officer shall prisoners and
1)0 inserted in a book to be kept by him. ffovernment of

94. Subordinate officers shall not be absent from the prison with- prisons.

out leave from the gaoler, and before absenting themselves they
28<fc20Vict c i'>6

shall leave their keys, instruction book, and report book in the gaoler's
sclieduie.

office.
_ ^ Not to be absent

95. Subordinate officers shall not be permitted to receive^ any without leave,

visitors within the prison without permission of the gaoler. Not to receive

96. All subordinate officers shall frequently examine the state of
J^f^°^^

witiiout

the cells, bedding, locks, bolts, &c., and shall seize all pi'ohibited
^^ ^^^^.^^ ^^^j^

articles, and deliver them to the gaoler forthwith. locks, <Sic.

'

Porter.

97. The officer acting as gate porter may examine all articles Duties of gate

carried in or out of the prison, and may stop any person suspected of porter.

bringing in spirits or other prohibited articles into the prison, or of

canying out any property belonging to the prison, giving immediate
notice thereof to the gaoler.

JReports.

98. Within one week after the termination of every assize or Gaoler to transmit

court of quarter sessions the gaoler shall transmit by post to one of ^ secretery"or
her Majesty's principal secretaries of state a calendar containing the state.

names, crimes, and sentences of every prisoner tried at such assize or
court of quarter sessions in such form and containing such particulars

as may be requii-ed by the secretary of state ; and whenever such court
adjourns for any longer time than one week, the day upon which the

adjournment is made shall be deemed the termination of the session

within the meaning of this regulation ; and every adjourned session

for the trial of prisoners shall, for the purposes of this act, be deemed
a separate session ; and every gaoler who neglects or refuses to

transmit such calendar, or wilfully transmits a calendar containing

any false or imperfect statement, shall for every such offence forfeit

a sum not exceeding 20?., to be recovered summarily.
99. The visiting justices shall once at least in each quarter of Gaoler to attend

the year carefully examine the following books kept by the gaoler of ^ake reiwrt
every prison, that is to say, the register kept in pursuance of the

"Prison Ministers' Act, 1863," the journal, the nominal record, the

punishment book, the visitors' book, the record of articles taken from
prisoners, the record of the employment of prisoners, the list of books
and documents committed to his care, the inventory and the account
of prison receipts and disbursements, and shall report to the justices

in sessions assembled any special circumstances which call for notice

in respect of such books. The gaoler shall also at such sessions answer
on oath, if requii'ed, the inquiries of the justices with respect to the

condition of the prison and of the prisoners, and with respect to any
other matters relating thereto. He shall at the same time present a
certificate, signed by himself, containing a declaration how far the

requisitions of this act with respect to the separation of prisoners and
enforcement of hard labour have been complied with, and shall point

out any deviation therefrom which has taken place since his last

attendance at sessions.

100. The journals of the chaplain and surgeon shall, once at least
^'*""l'*'^f'cifa -

"

\ each quarter of a year, be laid before the justices in_ sessions
[ai^fand surgeon.

embled at such time as they may appoint, and shall be signed by
Hie chairman of the sessions in proof of the same having been there

produced. The chaplain shall once in the year, and he may at any
.-i;s.sions, deliver to the justices in sessions assembled a statement of

ihe condition of the prison to which he is attached, and his observations

thoreon; and the surgeon shall, once at least in each quarter of a year,
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report to the justices in sessions assembled the condition of the prison,

and the state of health of the prisoners under his care.

101. There shall be kept in every prison a book, to be called

the non-resident oflB.cers' book, in which the chaplain and any other
officer of the prison not residing within the prison, but attending on or

required to attend on such prison, shaU regularly enter the date of

every visit made to the prison by such officer ; and every entry shall

be signed with the name and be in the handwriting of such officer, and
such book shall, once at least in each quarter of a year, be laid before

the justices in sessions assembled at such time as they may appoint,

and shall be signed by the chairman of the sessions in proof of the

same having been produced. The gaoler of every prison shall be respon-
sible for the safe custody of such book, and shall at all times, when
required so to do, produce it for inspection to the visiting justices, or

to any justice of the peace for the county, riding, division, hundred,
district, city, town, or place to which the prison belongs.

Construction and A2'>plicati,on of Schedule.

Rules as to pri- 102. Subject to the provisions of this act, the justices in sessions
sonors not debtors assembled shall make such rules as they think expedient with respect to

the classification and treatment of prisoners who are not debtors and
are not criminal prisoners within the meaning of this act.

103. Any rules made by the justices in sessions assembled, or

by the visiting justices, and any dietary tables framed in pursuance (if

this act, shall be deemed to be regulations of the prison within tlio

meaning of this act.

104. AH officers of a jirison shall be deemed to be subordina t<3

officers, with the exception of the gaoler, the chaplain, the surgeon,

the matron, and any minister appointed under the " Prison Ministers'

Act."

Construction of

word " Regula-
tion."

Definition of

subordinate ofli

cers.

28 & 29 Vict. C. 126.

Power to build
prisons.

Conditions as to
building prisons
for boroughs or
counties.

Mode of obtaining
sanction of secre-

tary of state to

building of pri-

sons.

VII. ?3uiltiing, ©nlavfiement, antr i^e^fiutltiing of i|Jtii8on.<s.

Sect. 23. Subject to the conditions hereinafter mentioned, any
prison authority may alter, enlarge, or rebuUd any of its prisons,

or may, if necessary, build other prisons in lieu of or in addition to

any subsisting prisons, and may borrow money for the purpose of

such alteration, enlargement, new building, or buUding.
Sect. 24. The necessity for any alteration or enlargement or for re-

building of an existing prison, or for the building of a new prison,

shall be proved, in the case of a municipal borough, by the certificato

of the recorder, or chairman of quarter sessions where there is no
recorder, and in any other case by a presentment of two or more of the

visiting justices or other justices having jurisdiction within the district

of the prison authority ; and the consideration of such certificate or

presentment shall not be entertained by the prison authority (a) unless
not less than 3 weeks' previous notice has been given in some one or

more public newspaper or newspapers circulating within the district of

the prison authority of their intention to take the same into consider-
ation at a time and place to be mentioned in such notice, and in every
case the sanction of one of her Majesty's secretaries of state must
be obtained to any such alteration, enlargement, rebuilding, or

building.

Sect. 25. In order to obtain the sanction of the secretary of state to

the alteration, enlargement, or rebuilding of any prison, the prison
authority shall forward to him a plan of the proposed alterations,

enlargement, or new building, drawn on such scale and accompanied

(a) See s. 6 for definition of prison authority, p. 865.
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Vvitli such particulars as the said secretary may determine, and shall 7. Bidldinn
;idd thereto an estimate of the expense proposed to be incurred by the enlargement,

l^rison authority, and the amount of money proposed to be borrowed ; mid rebuilding

and wherever a new prison is built, or an old prison is altered, 0/2^80113.

enlarged, or rebuilt, a chapel or suitable room shall bo provided .^'

easy of access to the jjrisoners, and shall be strictly set apart for re-
''^

*'' ' '

ligious worship, or for the religious and moral instruction of the
prisoners, and shall not be employed for any other purpose.

Sect. 26. The said secretary of state may approve of the plans sub- Approval or dis-

iiiittod to him with or without modification, or may disapprove of the approval of secre-

same, and his approval or disapproval shall be certified in writing under ^^^ " s a e.

liis hand.
Sect. 27. Any monies borrowed by a prison authority may be Charge of bor-

charged by that authority on any county rate or rate in the nature *"o^'od monies,

of a county rate, borough rate, or other rate applicable to the main-
tenance of a prison and leviable by that authority, or on any other
property belonging to that authority and applicable to the same pur-
j)ose as the said rates, and shall be repaid, together with the interest

due thereon, out of such rates or other property.

Sect. 28. The clauses of " The Commissioners' Clauses Act, 1847" (a), Cei-taiu clauses of

with the exception of the 84th clause with resj^ect to mortgages to be astoboirowinr'''''
created by the commissioners, shall form part of and be incorporated money incorpo-

with this act, and any mortgagee or assignee may enforce payment of '•^ted.

his principal and interest by appointment of a receiver.

In the construction of the said clauses " the commissioners " shall

mean " the prison authority."

Where a prison authority borrows any money for the alteration,

enlargement, or rebuilding of any prison, or the building of any new
prison, they shall charge the rates or property out of which the monies
borrowed are payable not only with the interest of the monies so bor-
rowed, but also with the payment of such further sum as will ensure
the repayment of the whole sum borrowed within 30 years, or if the
loan has been made by the public works' loan commissioners as defined

by the "Public Works' Loan Act, 1853 "
(&), within 20 years of the time

of borrowing the same.
Sect. 29. The said public works' loan commissioners as defined by the Public works'

" Public Works' Loan Act, 1853 " (J), may advance to any prison autho-
sjonorsT™iind

rity upon the security of any rate applicable to or chargeable with the money for build-

maintenance of a prison without any further security, for the purpose "'& prisons.

of altering, enlarging, or rebuilding any subsisting prison or building
any new prison in pursuance of this act, such sums of money as
may be recommended by one of her Majesty's principal secretaries of
state.

Sect. 30. It shall be lawful for one of her Majesty's principal secre- Appointment of

taries of state to appoint a proper person to be a surveyor general of surveyor-general

prisons for the purpose of advising prison authorities on the construe- ^ P'"'^''"^-

tion of prisons, and reporting to the secretary of state on the several
plans of prisons which may be sent to him for his report, and for the
performance of such other duties connected with the construction of
prisons as may be from time to time entrusted to him by the secretary
of state.

YIII. OTtintracts for JHainfcnance of prisoners aitt»

Appropriation of prisons.

Sect. 31. Any prison authority may contract with any other prison Contracts by

authority having a prison in conformity with the requisitions of this C maintenance
^

act, that the latter authority is to receive into and maintain in its of prisoners.

{a) 10 Vict. c. 16, ss. 75—88. {b) 16 & 17 Vict. c. 40.
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prison or one of its prisons all prisoners maintainable at the expense
of the former authority, or any particular class or classes of such
prisoners : provided

—

That no such contract shall be valid unless the prison of the latter

authority is approved by one of her Majesty's principal secre-

taries of state as being a fit prison to receive the prisoners

contracted to be received there.

Sect. 32. A contract entered into between prison authorities for 1

reception into and the maintenance in the prison of the one authoii; ,

of the prisoners maintainable by the other authority may include tlio

costs of conveying the prisoners to prison, and all other costs incurred

in respect of such prisoners.

All monies payable under the contract shall be raised in the samo
manner in which monies for defraying the exjDenses of the prison lor

which a substitute is provided under the contract would be raiseablo
;

and where such expenses are not by law wholly defrayable out of one
fund, and a difference arises between the several persons interested in

the several funds applicable to defraying such expenses as to what
proportion ought to be applied to paying the expenses arising under
the contract, such difference shall be settled by arbitration in manner
hereinafter mentioned.

Sect. 33. Where two or more prisons are within the jurisdiction of

the same prison authority, that authority may caiTy into effect 11 lo

requisitions of this act with respect to the separation of prisoners or

the enforcement of hard labour by appropriating particular prisons to

l^articular classes of prisoners.

Sect. 34. Where a change has been made as to the prison to which
prisoners committed within the jurisdiction of any prison authority
may be sent by reason of such authority having appropriated any of

its jjrisons to a particular class of prisoners, or having contracted with
another prison authority for the reception of its prisoners, or from any
other cause, notice of such change shall be pubHshed once at the least

in each of two successive weeks in some newspaper or newspapejs
usually circulated within the jurisdiction of the said prison authority,

and a copy thereof shall be served upon the gaoler of every prison

within such jurisdiction.

29 & 30 Yict. c. 100, " An Act for the Amendment of the Laws re-

lating to Prisons," recites that orders of her Majesty in council ha^o
been made changing the places at which assizes may be held, and willi

a view to such changes requiring the prisoners of certain prison au-
thorities to be removed to prisons beyond the jui-isdiction of sueii

authorities

:

And whereas difficulties have arisen in relation to the maintenance
of the prisoners so removed : enacts,

Sect. 1. Where, in pursuance of any orders of her Majesty in counci ]

,

prisoners committed for offences arising within the jurisdiction of oi •

prison authority hereinafter referred to as "the sending authority,
have been or may hereafter be committed or sent to the prison >

another prison authority hereinafter referred to as " the receivii

authority," then, if and so long as no contract with respect to lli

maintenance of such prisoners exists, all expenses that have previous!
>'

to ;the passing of this act been incurred, or may hereafter be incurred
by the receiving authority in the conveyance, maintenance, or care of

the prisoners of the sending authority, or otherwise by reason of such
prisoners having been committed or sent to the prison of the receiving
authority, including a due proportion of the salaries of officers, and
the expense of repairing, adding to, or altering the prison, shall be
deemed to be a debt due from the sending authority to the receiving
authority, and shall be payable out of the same rate or funds out of

which the expenses of maintaining the prisoners of the sending autho-
rity are by law payable.

i
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Sect. 2. Any dispute as to the amount of expenses payable by the 9. Penally for
iiding authority to the receiving authority in pursuance of this act inadequate

:.liall be deemed to be a difference authorised by'' The Prisons'^ Act, jmsons.

18(J5," to be settled by arbitration, and the provisions of the said act -

.hall apply accordingly.
29&30Vict.c. 100.

Sect. 3. Payment by the sending authority to the receiving autho-
^^^^^^l "^ ^

rity of any expenses incurred before the passing of this act shall be determined by

made by 4 equal yearly instalments, the first of such instalments to be arbitration,

paid within three months from the passing of this act ; and all monies Time of payment

so payable by instalments shall bear interest at the rate o£ 4 per cent, sunding^mithw-ity

per annum from the date of the passing of this act until the time of to receiving autho-

tho payment thereof.
_

"*^'

Payment by the sending authority to the receiving authority of any
expenses incurred after the passing of this act shall be made haK-

yearly, or at such other times as may be determined by the said autho-

rities ; and any monies not paid at the time appointed for the payment
thereof shall bear interest at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum from

such time until the time of the payment thereof.

Sect. 4. The prison of the receiving authority shall, for all the As to custody of

purposes of and incidental to the commitment, trial, detention, and ^oTy of recei^ng
I)unishment of the prisoners of the sending authority, be deemed to authority,

have been and to be the prison of the sending authority, except that the

sending authority shall have no right to interfere in the management
of the prison of the receiving authority, and that the prisoners of the

sending authority shall be m the legal custody of the gaoler of the

prison of the receiving authority, and shall, as respects prison disci-

pline, be in all respects subject to the jurisdiction of the receiving

authority.

IX. ^enaltg for inatiepate prisons.

Sect. 35. Whenever it appears to one of her Majesty's principal 28 & 29 Vict. c. 126.

secretaries of state that default has been made in any prison in com-
.^iiJ^™"q ^*ith-

plying with the requisitions of this act in respect of the separation of held from inade-

prisoners or of the enforcement of hard labour, or of providing a quate prisons.

chapel or suitable room for religious worship, it shall be lawful for the

said secretary of state to certify such non-compHance in writing under
his hand to the commissioners of her Majesty's Treasury, and upon
such certificate being given no contribution shall thenceforth be paid

out of monies provided by j^arliament towards the expenses of main-
taining any prisoners in that prison until the said secretary of state

has revoked his certificate, upon being satisfied that the defaulting

prison has been brought into confoiTaity with the requisitions of this

act, and then only from the date of such revocation

:

Provided,

—

1st. That this section shall not afiect the payment of any contri-

bution payable on or before the 31st December, 1866

:

2nd. That before the certificate of the said secretary of state is

given under this section with respect to any prison, a copy of

the report of the inspector of prisons relating to that prison,

and a statement of the grounds on which the said secretary

proposes to give his certificate, shall be sent to the prison

authority ; and it shall be lawful for such authority, upon re-

ceiving a copy of the said report and statement, to address

any explanations or observations relating thereto to the said

secretary of state

:

3rd. Whenever the certificate of the secretary of state is given

under this section in respect of a prison , a copy of the said state-

ment of grounds, accompanied with any such explanations or

observations as aforesaid, shall be laid before parliament.

Sec. 36. If at any time it appear to one of her Majesty's principal Power of secretary
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sons.

28 & 29 Vict. c. 126,

of state to close
in:ideqiiato pri-

9. Penalty for secretaries of state that a jirison authority has, in respect of any prison
inadequate ini- within its jurisdiction, made default for 4 successive years in com-

plying with the requisitions of this act with respect to the separation
of prisoners, or with respect to the enforcement of hard labour, or
with respect to providing a chapel or suitable room for religious wor-
ship, the said secretary of state may, by notice under his hand,
addressed to the authority of that prison, and forwarded by post in a
prepaid letter to the gaoler of the prison, or otherwise delivered to
him, require that authority, within a time specified in such notice, to
bring such prison into conformity with the requisitions of this act
with respect to such matters as aforesaid, or to exercise the powers
given to such authority by this act of contracting for the removal of
the whole or a number of its prisoners proportioned to the inadequacy
of its prison in respect of such separation or means of providing such
hard labour to some other prison where means exist for carrying into
effect the reqiiisitions of this act with respect to the separation of
prisoners or means of enforcing hard labour : and if any prison autho-
rity to whom such notice is given fail, within 6 months after the
receipt thereof, to comply with the requirements thereby made, the said
secretary of state may order the said inadequate prison to be closed,

and direct the removal of the prisoners therein and the committal of
future prisoners to some other prison, the authority of which may be
willing to receive them ; and upon such order being made it shall bo
the duty of the gaoler of the said inadequate prison, without further
warrant, to remove all the prisoners therein to the substituted prison
named in the order of the secretary of state, and such substituted
prison shall thenceforth, and so long as such order is in force, for all

purposes relating to the committal, detention, trial, and punishment
of the prisoners so removed, and of the prisoners committed thereto in
pursuance of this section, be deemed to be the prison of the defaulting
authoritj', and that authority shall pay, out of any rates or monies
applicable to the support of the inadequate prison, all expenses in-

curred in and about the closing of that prison, and the removal of the
prisoners therein to the substituted prison ; and all expenses incurred
by the authority of the substituted prison in respect of the prisoners
committed to that prison in pursuance of this section shall be defrayed
by the authority of the inadequate prison in the same manner in all

respects as if that authority had contracted in pursuance of this act
with the authority of the substituted prison for the reception in the
last-mentioned prison of prisoners belonging to the authoritj' of the
inadequate prison.

Notice of any order made by the said secretary of state in pursuance
of this section shall be published in the " London Gazette," and once
at least in 2 successive weeks in one of the newspapers usually cir-
culating in the county, city, borough, or place in which the prison
to which the order relates is situate, and a copy of the gazette or
newspaper containing such order shall be conclusive evidence of its

contents.

Assisting pri-

soners to escape.

Punishment for

carrying spiritu-

ous liquors or

X. ©ffejufs \xk relation to prisons.
Sect. 37. Every person who aids any prisoner in escaping or at-

tempting to escape from any prison, or who, with intent to facilitate
the escape of any prisoner, conveys or causes to be conveyed into any
prison any mask, dress, or other disguise, or any letter, or any other
article or thing, shall be guilty of felony, and on conviction be sen-
tenced to imprisonment with hard laboiu- for a term not exceeding
2 years.

Sect. 38. Every person who, contrary to the regulations of the
prison, brings or attempts by any means whatever to introduce into
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auy prison any spii-ituous or fermented liquor or tobacco, and every il. Discharge
officer of a prison -w-lio suffers any spirituous or fermented liquor or of prisoners.
tobacco to be sold or used therein, contrary to tbe prison regulations, T^Ti;;^.

~
on conviction shall be sentenced to imprisonment for a term not ex-

^ |,
"

."l"
^' " '

ceeding 6 months, or to a penalty not exceeding 20?. (a), or both in the prison,

discretion of the court, and every officer of a prison convicted under
this section shall, in addition to any other punishment, forfeit his

office and all arrears of salary due to him.
Sect. 39. Every person who, contrary to the regulations of a prison, Punishment for

conveys or attempts to convey any letter or other document, or any carrying lettei_«

article whatever not allowed by such regulations, into or out of any pisom.
prison, shall on conviction incur a penalty not exceeding lOZ. (a), and
if an officer of the prison shall forfeit his office and all arrears of salary

due to him, but this section shall not apply in cases where the offender

is liable to a more severe punishment under any other provision of

this act.

Sect. 40. The visiting justices shall cause to be afiixed in a conspi- Notice of penalties

cuous place outside the prison a notice setting forth the penalties that
gidc'of prison

"*'

will be incurred by persons committing any offence in contravention
of the 3 preceding sections.

XL Bisci^argf of lansoneis.

Sect. 41. Any prisoner confined in a prison whose term of imprison- when term of

ment would, according to his sentence, expire on any Lord's day, imprisonment

shall be entitled to his discharge on the Saturday next preceding such
prisoner"to^b^dfs^'

Lord's day ; and every gaoler of every prison having the custody of charged on pre-

any such prisoner as aforesaid is hereby required and authorised to ceding day.

discharge such prisoner on the Saturday next preceding any such
Lord's day.

Sect. 42. Where any prisoner is discharged from prison, the visitmg AUowanceto dis-

justices may order a sum of money not exceeding 21. to be paid out charged prisoner,

of any monies under their control, and applicable to the payment
of the expenses of the prison, by the gaoler to the prisoner^ himself,

or to the treasurer of a certified Prisoners Aid Society, on his receiv-

ing from such society an undertaking in writing, signed by the

secretary thereof, to apply the same for the benefit of the prisoner,

or, if that becomes impossible, to appropriate the whole or any un-
applied part thereof for the benefit of such other prisoner or

prisoners discharged from the said prison as the visiting justices

may direct.

Sect. 43. When a prisoner is discharged from prison the visiting Discharged pri-

justices of the prison may provide such prisoner out of any monies ^Xmeanlof
under theii- control, and applicable to the payment of the expenses of returning to place

the prison, with the means of returning to his home or place of settle- of settlement,

ment, by causing his fare to be paid by railway, or in any other con-

venient manner.
By 25 & 26 Vict. c. 44, s. 1, The justices having jurisdiction over 2,^&26Vict.^^^44.

any gaol or house of correction to which the gaol act [l) extends may, to°^ant certifi-

at any court of general or quarter sessions, or at any quarterly sessions, cates of approval

upon the application of anyone or more member or members of a o^fp^'^^o^^^f^ '^^

Prisoners Aid Society, and after examining the rules of such society,

and receiving such evidence as they think fit as to the condition

of such society, issue a certificate under the hand of their chairman to

(a) See sect. 52, post, p. 899, as to now by 28 & 29 Vict. c. 126, s. 77,

recovery of penalties. it is to mean the act 28 & 29 Vict.

{h) Bj'the expression "gaol act" c. 126.

was meant tlic 4 Geo. 4, c. 64, but

VOL. II. 3 .M
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12. Purchase of the effdfct that sucli society is approved of by them for the purposes of

land. this act ; and they may, at any future court of general or quarter

^
— sessions, or at any future quarterly sessions, upon due cause shown,

25&26Vict. c. 41.
]^y a^yitjjjg under the hand of their chairman, revoke or suspend

su8pend7heLme. 8uch certificate ; and any society in respect of which such certificate

as aforesaid has been granted and remains in force shall be deemed to

be a " Certified Prisoners Aid Society," and to be entitled to such

privileges as are hereinafter mentioned.

XII. lurci^ase of fiantr.

28&29Vict. c. 126. Sect. 44. Any prison authority may purchase and hold such lands

^fs^&'q v^'^t^^'^Ts
^^" casements relating to lands as they may require for the purposes of

and 23 <fe 24 Vict.
' this act ; and to facilitate such purposes "The Lands Clauses Con-

c. 106, incorijo- solidation Act, 1845," and the act amending the same, 23 & 24
rated.

Vict. c. 106, shall be incorporated with this act, with the excep-

tions and subject to the conditions hereinafter contained ; that is to

1. There shall not be incorporated with this act the sections

and provisions of '

' The Lands Clauses Consolidation Act,
1845," hereinafter mentioned ; that is to say, s. 16, whereby
it is provided that the capital is to be subscribed before the

compulsory powers are to be put in force ; s. 17, whereby it

is provided that the ^certificate of the justices shall bo
evidence that the capital has been subscribed ; the provisions

relating to the entry upon lands by the promoters of the

undertaking contained in ss. 84-91, both inclusive; s. 123,

whereby a limit of time for the compulsory purchase of

land is imposed ; or the provisions relating to access to the

special act

:

2. In the construction of this act and the said incorporated acts

this act shall be deemed to be the special act, and the prison

authority shall be deemed to be the promoters of the under-
taking, and the word " lands" shall include any easement in

or out of lands :

3. The prison authority shall not, except in respect of lands con-
tiguous to a prison, and required for the purpose of enlarging
a prison or rendering it more commodious or safe, put in

force the provisions of the said incorporated acts with respect

to the purchase of land otherwise than by agreement.
Confirnoationjof Sect. 45. When any lands have been purchased for the purposes of a

chMedfor"^u^"H
prison in pursuance of this act, such lands shall, at the expiration of

of prison. ^ years from the date of a conveyance having been made to any
person or body corporate on trust for such purposes, absolutely vest
in that person or body corporate for all the estate or interest pur-
ported to be conveyed, to be held on trust for the aforesaid pui-poses

;

and if before the expiration of the said tenn of 5 years any proceed-
ings are taken on which judgment is obtained for the recovery of the
possession of the said lands, then within 2 calendar months after
judgment has been obtained there shall be paid to the person obtain-
ing such judgment, instead of the delivery of possession of the lands,
all costs incuiTed in obtaining such judgment and compensation for
the full value of his estate or interest in such lands, the amount of
such compensation to be ascertained in manner provided by the said
Lands Clauses Consolidation Act, 1845, in case of disputed compensa-
tion as to land, and to be calculated on the basis of the value of the
land at the time of the purchase thereof.

Sale of unncces- Sect. 46. Any prison authority may sell any prison or land belong-mry prisons.
jj^g ^q or held on trust for them as such prison authority that appears
to them to be unnecessary by reason of their having provided for
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the accommodation of their prisoners, and the monies arising from ]4. Visiting
such sale shall be applied in discharging any expenses that may justices.

have been or may hereafter be incurred by such authority in building,
altering, enlarging, or rebuilding any prison within their jurisdiction,

^^-^^ovict. c 126.

or otherwise in aid of the rate raiseable for the maintenance of their
prison.

Sect. 47. No sale or purchase shall be made in pui'suance of this Conditions of

act by a prison authority, unless not less than 3 weeks previous
*'^^®*

notice has been given in some one or more public newspaper or
newspapers circulating within the district of the prison authority, of
their intention to take into consideration the propriety of making
such a sale or purchase at a time and place to be mentioned in such
notice.

Any sale in pursuance of this act may be made by private contract
or public auction, and subject to any special conditions as to title or
other matters the vendors may think expedient. No purchaser shall

be required to examine into the propriety of the sale of any prison or
land in pursuance of this act, or into the appropriation of any monies
jiaid by him to the vendors ; 'and any such sale shall, in the absence
of actual fraud on his part, be valid so far as he is concerned, not-
withstanding any omission to give such notice as aforesaid, or any
other impropriety in the sale or misapplication of the purchase
money.

XIII. iflfcoberB of penalties, Ecttons, inpests on ^rtsoncrs.

Sect. 48. It shall be the duty of the coroner having jurisdiction in inquests on

the place to which the prison belongs to hold an inquest on the body P"soners.

of every prisoner who may die within the prison. Where it is prac-
ticable, one clear day shall intervene between the day of the death and
the day of the holding the inquest ; and in no case shall any officer of

the prison, or any prisoner confined in the prison, be a juror on such
inquest.

As to inquests on persons executed within gaols, see ^^ost, p. 907,

Sect. 49. General issue may be pleaded to any action brought for

anything done in pursuance of this act.

Sect. 50. The venue is to be laid in the county or place where the

act complained of was committed, and to be begun within 6 months.
Sect. 51. Any difference authorised or directed by this act to be

settled by arbitration shall be referred to the arbitration of a barrister-

at-law to be appointed in writing, on the application of any party

to the difference, by any judge of assize of the last preceding or of

the next succeeding circuit ; and all the provisions of " The Common
Law Procedure Act, 1854," relating to compulsory references, shall be
deemed to extend to any such arbitration, with this addition, that

it shall be obligatoiy on the arbitrator, at the request of any party to

the difference, to state a special case for the opinion of a superior

COUl't.

Sect. 52. Offences under this act, with the exception of felonies, and Recovery of

of offences for the mode of trial of which express provision is made by penalties.

this act, shall be prosecuted summarily before 2 justices acting for the

division or place where the matter requiring the cognizance of such

justices arises, and in manner directed by 11 & 12 Vict. c. 43, and any
act amending the same.

XIV. VmtiriQ fusttres.

Sect. 53. The justices within every prison jurisdiction, in sessions Appointment of

assembled, shall, at their first sessions in each year, nominate 2 or visiting justices,

more justices, with their consent, to be visitors of each prison within

d SI 2
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their jurisdiction, witli power, if they think fit, to declare such nomi-
nation to be for the whole year, or to renew the same or make a fresh

nomination in each succeeding quarter of the year ; and one or more
of the visiting justices so appointed shall from time to time visit and
inspect each prison, and shall examine into the state of the buildings,

so as to form a judgment as to the repairs, additions, or alterations

which may appear necessaiy, strict regard being had to the requisi-

tions of this act with resiject to the sei)aration of prisoners, and en-

forcement of hard labour in prisons, and shall further examine into

the conduct of the respective officers, and the treatment and con-

duct of the prisoners, the means of setting them to work, the
amount of their earnings, and the expenses attending the prison, and
shall inquire into all abuses within the j)rison, and shall take cog-

nizance of matters of pressing necessity, and within the jDowers of

their commission as justices, and regulate the same, and shall once at

least in each quarter of a year make a report to the justices in sessions

assembled.

Power to make Sect. 54. The justices in sessions assembled may make rules with

fwiff^rr
*'' '"®'*'^'^ff respect to the duties of visiting justices, and from time to time repeal

"" "^°"

or alter any rule so made, and make other rules in addition thereto or

in substitution therefor, but no rules shall be valid which are incon-

sistent with any provision of this act.

Sect. 55. Any justice of the peace having jurisdiction in the place

to which a prison belongs may, whenever he thinks fit, enter into

and examine the condition of such prison, and of the prisoners

therein, and he may enter any observations he may think fit to

make in reference to the condition of the prison, or abuses therein,

in the visitors' book to be kept by the gaoler ; and it shall be the

duty of the gaoler to draw the attention of the visiting justices, at

their next visit to the prison, to any entries made in the said

book ; but he shall not be entitled in pursuance of this section to visit

any prisoner under sentence of death, or to communicate with any
prisoner, except in reference to the treatment in prison of such pri-

soner, or to some complaint that such prisoner may make as to such
treatment.

justices.

Visits to prison by
any justice.

Abolition of dis-
tinction between
gaol and house of
correction.

Jurisdiction over
prison.

Custody of pri-
soners (o).

XV. Eah) of Irtsonis <»Kenetall|).

Sect. 56. Subject to the provisions of this act with respect to the ap-
propriation of prisons to particular classes of prisoners, eveiy prison
to which this act applies (a) shall be deemed to be a gaol and house
of correction, but no class of prisoners that have not previously to the
commencement of this act been confined in any prison shall be con-
fined there until one of her Majesty's principal secretaries of state has
certified that such prison is a fit place of confinement for that class of
prisoners.

Sect. 57. Every prison, wheresoever situate, shall for all purposes
bo deemed to be within the limits of the place for which it is used as
a prison.

Sect. 58. Every prisoner confined in a prison shall be deemed to bo
in the legal custody of the gaoler, provided that nothing in this act
contained shall aff"ect the jurisdiction or ^responsibility of the sheriff
in respect of prisoners under sentence of death, or his jurisdiction or
control over the prison where such prisoners are confined, and the
officers thereof, so far as may be necessary for the purpose of carry-
ing into effect the sentence of death, or for any purpose relating
thereto ; and in any prison in which sentence of death is required to

{a) By sect. 3 this act does not apply to convict prisons or to any naval or
military prison.
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be carried into effect on any prisoner, wlietlier such prison is or not
1 5 Law of

the common gaol of the county, the sheriff shall, for the purposes prisons qene-
of carrying that sentence into execution, be deemed to have the same rally.

jui'isdiction with respect to such prison as he has by law with respect 28(fe29Vict c i"C
to the common gaol of a county, or would have had if this act had not
passed.

Sect. 59. The gaoler of any prison in which debtors are confined Security to sheriff,

shall give security to the sheriff for their safe custody to such amount
as may be determined by agreement, or, in default of agreement,
may bo settled by the justices in sessions assembled ; and any
such security may be given to the sheriff and his successors in

office, and shall be deemed to enure to the benefit of each succeed-
ing sheriff in the same manner as if he were individually named
therein.

Sect. 60. The sheriff shall not bo liable for the escape from imprison- Responsibility of

raent of any prisoner other than a debtor. ^ ®" "

Sect. 61. Any writ, warrant, or other legal instrument addressed to Description of

the gaoler of a particular prison, describing the prison by its situa- r"®°" "^ ^"*-

tion or other definite description, shall be valid, by whatever title

such prison is usually known, or whatever be the description of the
prison, whether gaol, house of correction, bridewell, penitentiary, or
otherwise.

Sect. 62. The gaoler of every prison shall deliver or cause to be Gaoler of prison

delivered to the judges of assize, and to the justices in quarter
^°i?®^'®''

'^^^^'

sessions, a calendar of all prisoners in custody for trial at such
assizes or gaol sessions, in the same way as the sheriff of a county
has hither been required by law to deliver a calendar of such prisoners

when committed to the common gaol of the county, and the sheriff

shall no longer be required to deliver or cause to be delivered such
calendar.

Sect. 63. A prisoner may be brought up for trial, and may be Removal of pri-

removed by or under the dii-ection of the gaoler from one prison to
^°'^®''® "'

another, or from one place of confinement to another, to which such
prisoner may be legally removed, for the pui-pose of being tried or

undergoing his sentence, and no prisoner whilst in custody of a gaoler

shall be deemed to have escaped, although he may be taken into

different jurisdictions or different i:)laces of confinement.

Sect. 64. Prisoners may be removed from one prison to another Removal of pri-

prison or place of confinement within the jurisdiction of the same ^°^ll^
^^ °* ^^

prison authority, or to the prison of any other authority, with the

consent of such last-mentioned authority, by order of the justices in

sessions assembled, for the purpose of enabling any prison to be
altered, enlarged, or rebuilt, or in case of a contagious or infectious

disease breaking out in any prison, or for any other reasonable cause ;

and in case of emergency such removal may be made in pursuance of

an order under the hands of the visiting justices ; and any prisoners

removed from a prison in pursuance of this section may, by order of

the justices in sessions assembled, be taken back by the gaoler to the

prison from whence they were removed, or be removed to any other

place in which they can legally be imprisoned.

Sect. 65. It shall be lawful for her Majesty, by an order under the
f^^^^^ll^ll^sL

hand of one of her Majesty's principal secretaries of state, to direct any ^^ ifemoved from

person in prison in England and Wales under sentence of any coui-t, one prison to.

or of any competent authority, for any offence committed by him, to '^notier.

be removed from the prison in which he is confined to any other ofher

Majesty's prisons within England and Wales, there to be imprisoned

during his term of imprisonment.
Sect. 66. Where a prison authority, in this section called the con-

^^f^^J^l^^^^^^
tracting authority, has contracted with any other prison authority, in substituted pri-

this section called the receiving authority, that the receiving autho- son.

rity is to receive into and maintain in its prison any prisoners mam-
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tainable at the expense of the contracting authority, the prison of the

receiving authority shall for all the purposes of and incidental to the

commitment, trial, detention, and punishment of the prisoners of the

contracting authority, or any of such purposes, accordiag to the tenor

of the contract, be deemed to be the prison of the contracting autho-
rity, except that the contracting authority shall have no right to

interfere in the management of the prison of the receiving authority.

Sect. 67. In every prison to which this act applies prisoners con-

victed of misdemeanor, and not sentenced to hard labour, shall be
divided into at least 2 divisions, one of which shall be called the first

division ; and whenever any person convicted of misdemeanor is sen-

tenced to imprisonment without hard labour it shall be lawful for the

court or judge before whom such person has been tried to order, if

such coui"t or judge think fit, that such person shall be treated as a
misdemeanant of the first division, and a misdemeanant of the first divi-

sion shall not be deemed to be a criminal i)risoner within the meaning
of this act {a).

By stat. 55 Geo. 3, c. 50, intituled "An Act for the abolition of

gaol and other fees connected with the gaols in England," it is

enacted, that all fees and gratuities paid or payable by any prisoner,

on the entrance, commitment, or discharge to or from prison,

shall absolutely cease, and the same are hereby abolished and
determined.
Assumpsit for money had and received will lie against a gaoler,

where, by the regulations of a prison made by the magistrates,

certain rates are settled for lodgings, &c., within the prison, and the

gaoler takes more than that sum, even though he has paid it over
to the magistrates to whom ho accounts. {AliUer v. Arts, 3 Esp.

231.)

Sect. 4, enacts, that every prisoner who now is or hereafter shall bo
charged with or indicted for any felony, or as an accessory thereto, or

with or for any misdemeanor, before any court holding criminal juris-

diction within that part of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland called England, against whom no bill of indictment shall be
found by the grand jury, or who, on his, her, or their trial shall bo
acquitted, or who shall be discharged by j^roclamation for want of pro-

secution, shall be immediately set at large, without payment of any
fee or sum of money, for or in respect of his, her, or their dischai'ge,

to any person or jDcrsous whomsoever ; except only in such cases

wherein the prisoner shall have been charged, and shall then stand
charged, with any process authorising the detention of such prisoner

:

Provided always, that if it shall happen that any prisoner who shall

sostand charged with any process authorising his detention as afore-

said, shall have been discharged in supposed obedience to this act, by
reason that the sheriff or other officer entitled to have detaiaed him
was, at the time of such his discharge, ignorant that there was any
such charge against him, it shall in such case be lawful for such
sheriff or other officer, on receiving information of such charge, pre-
sently to retake the prisoner so discharged as aforesaid, and thereupon
forthwith to detain him in custody upon such charge, in such manner
as the said sheriff or other officer might have done if such prisoner had
not been set at large ; and that, upon his being so retaken, the said
prisoner shall be deemed, for the purpose of that suit, to have been in
custody continually from the time when he so first stood charged as
aforesaid.

Sect. 5. AU such fees as have been usually paid or payable to the
several clerks of assize, and clerks of the peace, clerks of the court, or

{a) That is to say, he is not to be deemed a prisoner charged with or con-
victed of any cmiie, see sect. 4, avte, p. 864.
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tlieir deputies, in that part of the United Kingdom of Great Britain 15. Law of
and Ireland called England, in any of the cases aforesaid, shall abso- 2»'isom gene-
lately cease, and the same are hereby abolished and determined; and, rally.

from and after the passing of this act, no clerk of assize, clerk of the
peace, clerk of the court, or their deputies, shall ask, demand, take, ^^ ^'^"- ^' ''• ^'^•

or receive any sum or sums of money, from any of the said prisoners
as fees, for or in respect of his, her, or their discharge.

Sect. 6. In lieu and satisfaction of such lawful fees so abolished as County treasurers

aforesaid, the treasurers, or other proper officers, of the several coun- f°/Y ^^^"^'i"'^'^'*

ties in England, or of such districts, hundreds, ridings, or divisions of usuaUy assessed

a county as are not usually assessed to the county at large, and of such *« county at large,

cities, towns corporate, cinque ports, liberties, franchises, and places,
as do not pay to the rates of the several counties in which they are
respectively situated, shall, on receiving a certificate signed by one or
more judge or justice of the peace, before whom such prisoner shall
have been discharged as aforesaid (which certificate the judge or
justice is hereby required to give), pay out of the rates of such county,
or of such district, hundred, riding, or division, or out of the public
stock of such city, town coi-porate, cinque port, liberty, franchise, or
place, such lawful sum as has been usually paid upon that occasion,
for every prisoner discharged as aforesaid, to such clerk of assize, clerk
of the peace, or clerk of the court, or their respective deputies; which
several sums so jmid in i^ursuance of this act shall be respectively
allowed to the said treasurer and officers by the justices before whom
their accounts shall be passed.

Sect. 7. Each and every clerk of the peace, or his or their deputy or indemnification

deputies, and all and every officer who shall claim any fees or indem- ^°J^
^®®^ *° clerks

nification for the same, by virtue of any of the provisions hereinbefore ° ^^'^

contained, for and in respect of any such prisoners, shall deliver at

each and every session of the peace, or at some adjournment thereof,

an accoiint of all fees so due to him, or for which he shall claim any
indemnification ; which account shall be verified upon oath in court,

before the chairman of such sessions.

Sect. 8. The clerks of assize shall, at each and every assize to be Clerks of assize to

holden, deliver in to the judge of the assize who shall sit for the trial
^^eUyer account of

of such prisoners, an account of such fees as shall be due to

him for and in respect of such prisoners; which account shall be
verified upon oath before such judge to whom such account shall be
delivered.

Sect. 9. From and after the passing of this act, any clerk of assize. Officers exacting

clerk of the j)eace, clerk of the court, or their deputies, or other

officers, exacting such fees, shall be rendered incapable of holding his

or their offices, and be guilty of a misdemeanor.
Sect. 10. And whereas it hath been customary in some places for Misdemeanor,

the sheriff" or under-sheriff to demand for the liberate granted to any
debtor on his discharge, a fee or gratuity, enacts, that such liberate Liberates to

shall be granted to such debtor free of all expenses ; and that it shall
f^^g oreli^nst

:

be in the power of the justices of the peace for each county, city, or compensation

town, assembled in quarter session, subject however to the approba-
"rtame.^^^"*^'^

tion of the judges of assize, to make such compensation to the sheriff

or under-sheriff", out of the county, city, or town rate, as shall to them
seem fit (a).

Sect. 11. And whereas there are several cities, towns corporate, and
places within this kingdom, which do not contribute to the payment of

(«) It was held in R. v. Mstices of dlesex ; the judges of the Courts of

Middlesex (3 £. d; Adol. 100), tliat Kmg's Bench and Common Pleas

the justices of Middlesex have juris- being judges of assize for that county;

diction under this section to award and a mandamus was directed to

compensation to tlie sheriff of Mid- them to award such compensation.
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any county rate, and have no town rate, or public stock ; and doubtis

may arise wbether such cities, towns corporate, and jilaces, can bo
legally rated and assessed towards tbe payment of tbo salaries, allow-
ances, and compensations in lieu of such fees and gratuities ; that in

all such cases the salaries, allowances, and compensation, in lieu of fees

and gratuities hereinbefore dii'ected to be made, shall be raised, levied,

collected, and paid, within such cities, towns corporate, and places, by
a separate rate and assessment to be made by the churchwardens and
overseers of the poor of the several parishes and precincts within such
cities, towns corporate, and places, and by such and the like ways,
methods, and means, as the rates for the relief of the poor are, can, or

may be raised, levied, and collected, in such cities, towns corporate,
and places.

Sect. 12. And whereas it may happen that the sums of money to bo
raised in the said cities, towns corporate, and places, or some or one of
them, to answer and pay such salaries, allowances, and compensations
hereinbefore directed to be made in lieu of fees and gratuities by this

act abolished, may be so small, that it may not be convenient to make
an equal separate rate and assessment for the same, upon the said
parishes and precincts within such cities, towns corporate, and places,

enacts, that in such last-mentioned case, and when and as often as the
same shall happen, the salaries, allowances, and compensations shall

and may, by order of the said judge or judges, or justices in sessions

assembled as aforesaid, be paid out of the monies from time to time
raised for the relief of the poor in the said several cities, towns cor-
jwrate, and places ; and the treasurers or persons from time to time
having the management of the said monies raised for the relief of the
poor in the same cities, towns corporate, and places respectively, are
hereby authorised and required to pay the said sums of money so

ordered to be paid by the said judge or judges, or justices, of the said

last-mentioned monies, when and as often as the same shall be so

ordered : Provided always, that the order for such allowances as may
be made by the justices of the peace assembled in general or quarter
sessions, be approved by the j udge or judges of assize on the first

circuit ensuing after such warrant shall have been made out by the
justices of peace assembled in general or quarter sessions for any
county, city, or town, and that such order shall not be deemed or
taken as a legal order without such warrant from the judge or judges
of assize ; Provided always, that should there be more parishes than
one in the same district, the payments are to be made and levied in
such rates and proportion as the respective parishes pay to the poor
rate.

Sect. 13. Any gaoler, who shall, from and after the first day of
October next, exact from any prisoner any fee or gratuity for or on
account of the entrance, commitment, or discharge of such prisoner, or
who shall detain any prisoner in custody for non-payment of any fee
or gratuity, shall be rendered incapable of holding his office, be guilty
of a misdemeanor, and be punished by fine and imprisonment. (See
further, '' Extortion;' Vol. 11.)

Sect. 14. Nothing in this act contained shall be construed to extend
to the King's Bench prison, his Majesty's prison of the Fleet, the
Marshalsea, and Palace Courts.

XVI. ZDiscontinuance at Oteilain ^aiisons antj titnnobal of

Prohibition of Sect. G8. After the commencement of this act no person shall be
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committed to any of the prisons mentioned in the second schedule
hereto (a).

A\l persons who before the passing of this act might lawfully have
been committed to any of the said scheduled prisons shall, after the
passing thereof, be committed to the prison of the county in which the
said scheduled prison is situated ; and such county prison shall, for all

purposes relating to or consequential on the committal, trial, deten-
tion, or punishment of prisoners committed or removed thereto in pur-
suance of this part of this act, be regarded in law as if it were the said

schedule pi-ison.

In this part of this act, so far as it relates to the prison at Richmond
in the said second schedule mentioned, "County" shall mean the

North Riding of Yorkshire, and so far as relates to the prison at Rj'e

in the same schedule mentioned the county gaol of Lewes shall be
deemed to be the prison of the county.

Sect. 69. As soon as conveniently may be after the commencement
of this act the gaoler of each of the said scheduled prisons shall, with-
out writ of habeas corpus or other writ for that purpose, remove
every prisoner under sentence or committed for trial in such prison to

the prison of the county in which the said scheduled prison is situate,

and deliver such prisoner into the custody of the gaoler of the said

county prison, together with the writ and other process under which
the prisoner was arrested or confined ; and the gaoler of the said

county prison shall bo bound to receive such prisoner, and shall give

a receiiDt to the gaoler of the said scheduled prison for every prisoner

removed in pursuance of this section.

Sect. 70. The expenses which may be incvu'red by any county in the

conveyance, transport, maintenance, safe custody, and care of every
prisoner confined, in pursuance of this part of this act, in the county
prison instead of in one of the said scheduled prisons, including the

expenses of the removal of the prisoners from one prison to another,

shall be defrayed in manner provided by law in cases where the pri-

soners committed for offences arising within any borough or other

place that does not contribute to the county rate are sent to any
prison of a county, and there is no special contract between such
borough or other place and the county relative to such prisoners.

Sect. 71. The prison authority of any of the said scheduled prisons

may sell the same in manner provided by this act (6) in case where a
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. prison apj^ears to a prison auth.oritj'' to be unnecessary by reason of
its baying provided for tbe accommodation of its prisoners in some
otber adequate prison, or may, witb tbe sanction of tbe said secretary

of state, cause tbe same to be used as a jiolice station bouse or a lock-

up bouse, and tbe money arising from any sale made in pursuance
of tbis section sball be applied iu discbarging any expenses tbat
may be incurred by sucb autbority in tbe maintenance of its

prisoners, or otberwise in aid of the rate apjilicable to prison
purjioses.

Sect. 72. Tbe justices in sessions assembled having jurisdiction over
each of tbe said scheduled prisons may allow such compensation or
allowance as they think fit to any person who, by reason of the passing
of this part of this act, is dej^rived of any salary or emoluments, so

that no such compensation or allowance exceeds the proportion of the
salary and emolument, if any, which might be granted under similar
circumstances to a person in the civil service under the acts for regu-
lating such compensations or allowances for tbe time being in force

;

and any compensation or allowance so allowed sball be i>aid out of any
rates applicable to the payment of tbe salaries of such officers, subject
to this proviso, that when the power to levy such rates is vested in a
diflferent body from the justices, the consent of such last-mentioned
body sball be obtained to tbe amount allowed.
By the 31 Vict. c. 21 (which is to be construed as one with the

Prisons act, 1865, 28 & 29 Vict. c. 126), after reciting tbat certain
prisons mentioned in the second schedule to the 28 & 29 Vict. c.

126, are directed to be discontinued : And that by sect. 72 of the said

act the justices in sessions assembled are empowered to award com-
pensation to any person deprived of any salary or emolument by the
discontinuance of any of the said prisons : And tbat it is expedient to

extend the power of awarding compensation to all cases in which
prisons are discontinued

:

By sect. 3 it is enacted the justices in sessions assembled having
jurisdiction over any such discontinued prison as is herein-after men-
tioned may allow such compensation or superannuation allowance as
they think fit to- any jierson who, by reason of tbe discontinuance of
such prison, is deprived of any salary or emolument, so tbat no such
compensation or superannuation allowance exceed the proportion of the
salary or emolument which might be granted under similar circum-
stances to a person in the civil service under the acts for regulating
such compensations or superannuation allowances for the time
being in force ; and any compensation or superannuation allowance
so allowed sball be paid out of any rates or property applicable to
the payment of the salaries of the officers of such prison before the
discontinuance thereof, subject to tbis proviso, tbat when the power
to levy such rates or such property is vested in a different body
from tbe justices, the consent of such last-mentioned body shall be
obtained to the amount of compensation or superannuation allowance
allowed.

" Discontinued prison " shall for tbe purposes of tbis section mean
any prison other than the prisons specified in the second schedule to
the said Prisons act which has ceased to be used as a prison since tbe
date of tbe passing of tbe said Prisons act, 1865, or which may here-
after cease to be used as a prison.

Sect. 4. The expression "justices in sessions assembled" shall in
this act mean as follows ; tbat is to say,

1. As respects any prison belonging to any countv, except as herein-
after mentioned, or to any riding, division, hundred, or liberty
of a county, having a separate court of quarter sessions, the
justices in quarter sessions assembled :

2. As respects any prison belonging to any county divided into
ridings or divisions, and maintained at the common expense of
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such, ridings or divisions, the justices of the county assembled 17. Regulations
at gaol sessions :

_ _ _
as to executions

3. As respects any prison belonging to the city of London, or the within prisons.

liberties thereof, the court of the lord mayor and aldermen :
"'^

4. As respects any prison belonging to any municipal borough, the ^^ ^''^*' "' ^^'

justices of the borough assembled at sessions to be held by them
at the usual time of holding quarterly sessions of the peace, or
at such other time as they may appoint

:

;'). As respects any prison belonging to any city, district, borough,
or town having a separate prison jurisdiction, and not herein-
before mentioned, the justices or other persons having power
at law to m.ake rules for the government of such prison.

XVII. I^egulations as to ©xccutionss boit^in ^rtsonis.

31 & 32 Vict. c. 24.

By the 31 & 32 Vict. c. 24, " An Act to provide for carrying out of 3i & 32 Vict. c. 24.

capital punishment within prisons," after reciting that it is expedient
that capital punishments should be carried into eifect within prisons :

it is enacted.

Sect. 2. Judgment of death to be executed on any prisoner sen- •''"^J?*"®^
°^

J. 1 ^i. J.T
•

J} l.^ • J. • T L J. • • -i.- j> death to be exe-
tenced aiter the passmg oi this act on any indictment or inquisition lor cuted within
murder shall be carried into effect within the walls of the prison in walls of prison.

which the offender is confined at the time of execution.

Sect. 3. The sheriff charged with the execution, and the gaoler. Sheriff, &c. to be

chaplain, and surgeon of the prison, and such other oflBcers of the P'"^^®'"-

prison as the sheriff requires, shall be present at the execution.

Any justice of the peace for the county, borough, or other jurisdic-

tion to which the prison belongs, and such relatives of the prisoner or

other persons as it seems to the sheriff or the visiting justices of the

prison proper to admit within the prison for the purpose, may also be
present at the execution.

Sect. 4. As soon as may be after judgment of death has been Surgeon to certify

executed on the offender, the surgeon of the prison shall examine ciamiou^o be'

the body of the offender, and shall ascertain the fact of death, signed by sheriff,

and shall sign a certificate thereof, and deliver the same to the '^''•

sheriff.

The sheriff and the gaoler and chaplain of the prison, and such
justices and other persons present (if any) as the sheriff requires or

allows, shall also sign a declaration to the effect that judgment of

death has been executed on the offender.

Sect. 5. The coroner of the jurisdiction to which the prison belongs Coroner's inquest

wherein judgment of death is executed on any offender shall within °" " •^''

24 hours after the execution hold an inquest on the bodj"- of the

offender, and the jury at the inquest shall inquire into and ascertain the

identity of the body, andwhether judgment of death was duly executed
on the offender ; and the inquisition shall be in duplicate, and one of

the originals shall be delivered to the sheriff.

No officer of the prison or prisoner confined therein shall in any
case be a juror on the inquest.

Sect. 6. The body of every offender executed shall be buried within Bunaiof body,

the walls of the prison within which judgment of death is executed on

him; provided that if one of her Majesty's principal secretaries of

state is satisfied on the representation of the visiting justices of a

prison that there is not convenient space within the walls thereof for

the bui-ial of offenders executed therein, he may, by writing under his

hand, appoint some other fit place for that purpose, and the same shall

be used accordingly.
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17. Ri'(julatioiis

as to executions

within prisons.

31 &. 32 Vict. c. 24.

Power to secre-
tiiry of state to
make rules, <tc.

to be observed on
execution of

j udgment of
death.

Such rules to be
laid before par-
liament.

Penalty for

signing false

certificate, &c.

Certificate, &c.,
to he sent to se-

cretary of state,

and exhibited on
or near entrance
to prLson.

Provisions as to
duties and powers
of sherifif, &c.
extended.

Forms in
schedule.

Application of act
to Ireland.

Saving clause as
to legality of exe-
cution.

General saving.

ffiaolsi ant( l^omm of Correction,

Sect. 7. One of her Majesty's principal secretaries of state shall from
time to time make such rules and regulations to be observed on the
execution of judgment of death in every prison as he may from time to

time deem expedient for the purpose, as well of guarding against any
abuse in such execution as also of giving greater solemnity to the
same, and of making known without the prison walls the fact that
such execution is taking place.

Sect. 8. All such rules and regulations shall be laid upon the tables
of both houses of parliament within 6 weeks after the making there-
of, or if parliament be not then sitting within 14 days after the next
meeting thereof.

Sect. 9. If any person knowingly and wilfully signs any false certi-

ficate or declaration required by this act, he shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof shall be liable, at the dis-

cretion of the court, to imprisonment for any term not exceeding 2
years, with or without hard labour, and with or without solitary
confinement.

Sect. 10. Every certificate and declaration and the duplicate of the
inquisition required by this act shall in each case be sent with all

convenient speed by the sheriff to one of her Majesty's principal
secretai'ies of state, and printed copies of the same several instru-
ments shall as soon as possible be exhibited and shall for 24 hours at

least be kept exhibited on or near the principal entrance of the prison
within which judgment of death is executed.

Sect. 11. The duties and powers by this act imposed on or vested in
the sheriff may be performed by and shall be vested in his under
sheriff or other lawful deputy acting in his absence and with his
authority, _ and any other officer charged in any case with the exe-
cution of judgment of death.
The duties and powers by this act imposed on or vested in the

gaoler of the prison may be performed by and shall be vested in the
deputy gaoler (if any) acting in his absence and with his authority,
and (if there is no officer of the prison called the gaoler) by the
governor, keeper, or other chief officer of the prison and his deputy
(if any) acting as aforesaid.

The duties and powers by this act imposed on or vested in the
surgeon may be performed by and shall be vested in the chief medical
officer of the prison (if there is no officer of the prison called the
surgeon).
The duties by this act imposed on the chaplain may, in the event

of the absence of the chaplain, be performed by the assistant chaplain
or other person acting in place of the chaplain.

Sect. 12. The forms given in the schedule to this act, with such
variations or additions as circumstances require, shall be used for the
respective purposes in that schedule indicated, and according to the
directions therein contained.

Sect. 13, contains modifications of the act with reference to
Scotland.

Sect 14. In the application of this act to Ireland the expressions
"chief secretary to the lord lieutenant," and "board of superin-
tendence," shall bo substituted for the expressions " one of her
Majesty's principal secretaries of state," and "visiting justices,"
respectively.

Sect. 15. The omission to comply with any provision of this act
shall not make the execution of judgment of death illegal in any case
where such execution would otherwise have been legal.

Sect. 16. Except in so far as is hereby otherwise provided, judg-
ment of death shall be carried into effect in the same manner as if

this act had not passed.
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THE SCHEDULE.

Certificate nf Surgeon.

18. Repeal of
statutes, and
saving clauses.

I, A.B., the surgeon [or as tlis case may be] of the [describe ^jn'soJi], hereby si & 32 Vict. c. 24.

certify that I this day examiued the body of CD., on whom judgment of
deatli was this day executed in the [describe same ^Jr^so?^] ; and that on that
examination I found that the said CD. was dead.

Dated this day of

(Signed) A.B.

Declaration of Sheriff and others.

We, the undersigned, hereby declare that judgment of death was this day
executed on C. D. in the [describe inisonl in our presence.

Dated this day of

(Signed) E.F., sheriff of

L.M., justice of the peace for

G. H.
,
gaoler of

/. K. , chaplain of

(L-c. d-c.

XVIII. i^epcal of statutes, antr ^abiug mamt^, .
Sect. 73. After the commencement of this act there shall be repealed 28 & 29 Vict. c. 126.

the several acts specified in the 3rd schedule hereto to the extent in Acts and parts of

the said schedule mentioned («). tched"ul?repcaled.

(a) That is to say

—

Date.

i Geo. 4, c. 6t.

5 Geo. 4, c. 85.

6 Geo. 4, c. 40.

7 Geo. 4, c. 18.

Title of Act.

An act for consolidating and
amending the laws relating to

the building, repairing, and
regulating of certain gaols

and houses of correction in

England and Wales.
An act for amending an act of

the last session of parliament
relating to the building, re-

pairing, and enlarging of cer-

tain gaols and houses of cor-

rection, and for procuring in-

formation as to the state of

all other gaols and houses of

correction in England and
Wales.

An act to enable justices of the

peace in England in certain

cases to borrow money on
mortgage of the rate of the

city, riding, or place for

which such justices shall be
then acting.

An act to authorise the disposal

of unnecessary prisons in

England.

[Extent of Repeal.

The whole act.

The whole act.

The whole act.

The whole act.
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18. Repeal of
statutes, and
saving clauses.

28&29Vict. C.126.

^aol5 antr ^^ouges of Correction.

Sect. 74. No repeal hereby enacted shall aflFect,

—

1. Any order made, sentence passed, or other act or thing duly done
under any acts hereby repealed

:

Date.

5 k Q Will. 4, c. 38.

5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 76.

6 & 7 Will. 4, c. 105.

1 Vict. c. 78. .

2 & 3 Vict. c. 56. .

3 & 4 Vict. c. 25.

5 & 6 Vict. c. 53.

5 & 6 Vict. c. 98.

7 & 8 Vict. c. 60.

7 & 8 Vict. c. 93.

11 & 12 Vict. c. 39.

16 & 17 Vict. c. 43.

Title of Act. Extent of Repeal.

An act for effecting greater nni-

fomiity of practice in the go-

vernment of the several pri-

sons in England and Wales,
and for appointing inspectors

of jjrisons in Great Britain.

An act to provide for the regu-
lation of municipal corpora-

tions in England and Wales.
An act for the better adminis-

tration of justice in certain

boroughs.

An act to amend an act for the
regulation of municipal cor-

porations in England and
Wales.

An act for the better ordering

of prisons.

An act to amend the act for the
better ordering of prisons.

An act to encourage the esta-

blishment of district prisons.

An act to amend the law rela-

ting to prisons.

An act to extend the powers of

the act for encouraging the
establishment of district

courts iind prisons.

An act to enable barristers to

arbitrate between counties
and boroughs to submit a
special case to the superior

courts.

An act to facilitate the raising

of money by corporate bodies
for building or repairing pri-

sons.

An act for enabling the justices
of counties to contract in cer-

tain cases for the maintenance
and confinement of convicted
prisoners in the gaols of ad-
joining comities.

Sects. 2, 5, 6, 11, and
12.

Sects. 115 and 116.

Sects. 1 and 2.

Sects. 37 and 38.

The whole act, ex-

cept sects. 18, 19,

20, and 21, and ex-

cept sects. 22 and
23 so far as they
relate to prisons or

places of confine-

ment to which this

act does not ex-

tend.

The whole act.

The whole act.

Sects. 1, 2, 4, 8, 9,

13, 25, and 30, so

far as the said sec-

tions relate to pri-

sons within the

provisions of this

act.

The whole act.

The whole act.

The whole act.

The whole act.
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2. Any right or privilege acquired, any security given, or other
liability incurred under any act hereby repealed

:

3. Any penalty, forfeiture, or other punishment incurred in respect
of any offence against any act hereby repealed

:

4. Any appointment to an ofRce made under any act hereby repealed,
or any power of removing the holder of such office,

or otherwise dealing with such office as respects the exist-

ing holder thereof in manner provided by any act hereby
rei^ealed

:

o. The power of committing prisoners to any prison except in so far
as the same may be altered in pursuance of powers given by
this act.

Sect. 75. All cells certified before the commencement of this act by
any inspector of prisons as being fit to be used for the separate confine-
ment of prisoners shall be deemed to be cells certified for such purpose
under this act.

Sect. 76. Any unrepealed act of parliament in which reference is

made to the provisions of any act hereby repealed shall be construed
as if in such first-mentioned act reference had been made to the corre-
sponding provisions of this act.

Sect. 77. In the construction of the act of the 25 & 26 Vict. c. 44,
the expression " the Gaol Act " shall mean this act instead of the act
therein refeiTod to.

Sect. 78. Nothing in this act contained shall affect the right of any
creditor who may have advanced any monies for building, repairing,
or otherwise for the purposes of any prison discontinued in pursuance
of this act, or may have advanced any monies on any mortgage or other
security : and it shall be lawful for such creditor to pursue any remedies
for recovering the principal or interest monies due to him, and to enjoy
the benefit of any security of which he may be possessed in the same
manner as if this act had not passed, and as if the acts hereby repealed
had remained in full force.

Sect. 79. Nothing in this act contained shall affect the tenure of
office or salary or superannuation allowance of any officer of a prison,

not being one of the said scheduled prisons, appointed prior to the
commencement of this act, but such officer shall remain entitled to the
same tenure of office, salary, and superannuation allowance as if this

act had not passed : Provided that the superannuation allowance of
any prison officer appointed before the commencement of this act may,
on the application of such officer, and with the consent of the justices

in sessions assembled, be calculated on the same scale on winch the
superannuation allowances of officers appointed after the passing of
this act are directed to be calculated.

911

1 8. Repeal of
statutes, and
saving clatises.

28&29Vict. c. 126.

No repeal hereby
enacted to affect

any order made,
<fec.

Certificates as to
cells.

Saving as to re-

pealed provisions
referred to in
other acts.

Saving as to mean-
ing of gaol act, 25
& 26 Vict. c. 44.

Saving of rights of
creditors.

Saving of superan-
nuation allow-

Date.
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Gaolsfor juve-

nile offenders.

28 & 29 Vict. c. 12P

Saving as to
rules.

Saving as to ap-
pointment of

officers.

Saving as to com-
missions.

ffiaols for Subcnilc ©tfniticrs*

Sect. 80. All rules in force in any prison that are inconsistent -witli

this act, or the regulations in the schedule hereto, shall be repealed

from and after the commencement of this act, but all other rules in

force in any prison shall so continue until altered in manner in this act

l^rovided.

Sect. 81. Xothing in this act contained shall aflfect any right vested
by act of parliament or charter in the council of any municipal borough
of appointing a gaoler, chaplain, or other officer to the prison of such
borough.

Sect. 82. Nothing in this act contained relating to the custody of

prisoners shall affect the validity of any commission of gaol delivery,

commission of oyer and tei*miner, or other commission, precept, writ,

warrant, or other document, notwithstanding the same may be
addressed to or make mention of the sheriff of any county, city, or
place, instead of being addressed to or making mention of the gaoler of

a prison or prisons ; and every such commission, precept, writ, warrant,
or other document shall be obeyed by the gaoler, and take effect in the
same manner as if the gaoler had been named therein instead of the
sheriff.

1 & 2 Vict. c. 82.

Her Majesty may
apjioint the build-
ings at Parkhurst
to be used as a
prison for juvenile
offenders.

Officers to be ap-
pointed by the
crov?n.

Young oflfendcrs

under sentence
may be removed
to Parkhurst
prison.

®aaljS for 3>ubentle ©ffenlmiS*
[1 & 2 Vict. c. 82 ; 3 & 4 Vict. c. 90.]

Stat. 1 & 2 Vict. c. 82, intituled " An Act for establishing a Prison
for young Offenders," enacts, that it shall be lawful for her Majesty,

by warrant under the royal sign manual, to appoint that the said

buildings at Parkhui-st shall be used as a prison for the confinement of
such offenders as are hereinafter specified, as soon as the same can be
fitted and completed for that purpose ; and the said buildings shall

thereupon become a prison for the lawful confinement of such
offenders, and shall be within the provisions of 5 & 6 Will. 4, c.

38(a).

Sect. 2. That it shall be lawful for one of her Majesty's principal

secretaries of state to appoint for Parkhui-st prison a governor, a
chaplain, being a clergyman not having any other cure of souls, a
sui'geon, a matron, and such other officers, assistants, and servants, as

may be necessary for the sei-vice and discipline of the prison, and
at pleasure to remove all or any of the said governor, chaplain, sur-

geon, matron, and other officers, assistants, and servants, and to

appoint others in their room, and to fix the salaries to be paid to each
of them.

Sect. 3. That it shall be lawful for one of her Majesty's principal

secretaries of state to direct the removal to Parkhurst prison of any
young offender, male or female, as well those under sentence or order
of transportation (&), as those under sentence of imprisonment, who,
having been examined by an experienced surgeon or apothecaiy, shall

appear to be free from any putnd or infectious distemper, and fit to be
removed from the gaol, prison, or place in which such offender shall

bo confined : Provided always, that every offender so removed, who
shaU. be under sentence of transportation, shall nevertheless be within
the provisions of the 5 Geo. 4, c. 84, in case the secretary of state shall

direct that he or she shall be afterwards removed from Parkhurst
prison, as hereinafter provided.

{(t) ]5y 5 & 6 Vict. c. 98, .s. 12, part

of Parkhurst barnicl<s may be taken

for the pin'po.ses of the pri.soners.

(h) The punishment of transporta-

tion is now abolished and penal ser-

vitude substituted for it.
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Sect. 4. That every offender who shall be so removed to Parkhurst Gaolsfor juve-
prison shall continue there until he or she shall be transported accord- nilc offenders.
ing to law, or shall become entitled to his or her liberty, or until the
secretary of state shall direct the removal of such offender to the gaol, ^^^ ^^^^- " ^^'

prison, or place from which ho or she shall have been brought, or in '^°''"J °^i^^l^°%
which he or she may be lawfully confined ; and the sheriff, gaoler, or prison"

''^ ^^''

other person having the custody of any offender whose removal to
Parkhurst prison shall be ordered in manner aforesaid, shall, with all ,w ti,fi\,f..tnHv^of

convenient speed alter the receipt oi any such order, convey or cause offenders ordered

to be conveyed every such offender to Parkhurst prison, and shall there *? ^?
placed there,

deliver him or her to the governor ot the prison, with a true copy, to be delivered to

attested by such sheriff or gaoler, of the caption and order of the court ^^^ governor

by which such offender was sentenced, containing the sentence of every
*"®''''°^'

such offender by virtue whereof he or she shall be in the custody of
such sheriff or gaoler, and also a certificate specifying such particulars
within the knowledge of the sheriff or gaoler concerning such offender,

as may be from time to time directed by the secretary of state ; and the
governor shall give a receipt in writing to the sheriff or gaoler for his
discharge; and all reasonable expenses which the sheriff or gaoler shaU
incur in every such removal shall be paid by the county, riding, divi-

sion, city, borough, liberty, or place for which the court in wMch the
offender was convicted shall have been holden.

Sect. 5. That it shall be lawful for the secretary of state at any As to offenders

time to order any offender to be removed from Parkhurst prison as
p^'^u^^rsf^Ts

incorrigible, and in every such case the offender so removed shall be as^incorrigiblo.

liable to be transported or confined, under his or her original sentence
or sentences of transportation or imprisonment, to the full extent of
the term or terms specified in such sentence or sentences, and shall bo
subject to all the consequences of such sentence or sentences, in the
same manner as if no order for sending him or her to Parkhurst prison
had been made.

Sect. 6. That after the delivery of any such offender as aforesaid Powers of tho

into the custody to \^-hich he or she shall be so ordered as aforesaid, governor,

such governor or other person having the custody of offenders under
his direction shall, during the term for which such offender shall

remain in his custody, have the same powers over such offender as aro

incident to the oflice of a sheriff or gaoler, and in case of any abuse of

such custody, or other misbehaviour or negligence in the discharge of

his office, shall be liable to the same punishment as a gaoler is now
liable to by law.

Sect. 7. That the secretary of state shall be empowered from time Secretary of state

to time to make niles for the government and regulation of Parkhui-st yons^^fr ofe"go-
prison, and for the disciijline of the offenders imprisoned therein, and vemment of the

to subscribe a certificate that they are fit to be enforced ; and all such pi'ison-

rules shall be laid before Parliament within 6 weeks after such rules

shall be certified, or if Parliament be not then sitting, within 6 weeks
after the next meeting of Parliament.

Sect. 8. That it shall be lawful for the secretary of state, from time Corporal punish-

to time to specify, by such regulations as aforesaid, such offences fl]cted^n^Park""
which, if committed in Parkhurst prison by male convicts, shall appear hurst prison,

to him deserving of corporal punishment ; and if any male offender in

Parkhurst prison shall commit any offence whereby he shall under
any regulation then in force become liable to corporal punishment,
the governor of the said prison shall have power to inflict such
punishment.

Sect. 9. That as soon as the said buildings shall be appointed to bo "^¥*°g^^ *° ^^"P"

used as a prison as aforesaid for the reception of offenders, it shall be Qu"en in council,

lawful for her Majesty, with the advice of her privy council, to nomi-
nate and appoint 3 or more fit and discreet persons to be visitors of the

said prison, and from time to time to remove all or any of such visitors,

and appoint others in their stead, or in the stead of such as shall die

vrvT. TT o N
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Gaolsfor juve-
nile offenders.

1 & 2 Vict. c. 82.

Visitors to report
the state of tho
prison to the soc-
retary of state.

Offenders par-
doned condition-
ally may be com-
mitted to house of
correction if they
break the condi-
tion, or remitted
to their former
tentencc.

Offenders break-
ing prison, &c.

ffiaolg for Subentle ©ffentiers,

or resign, or bo unable by sickness or otherwise to attend ; and one or

more of sucb visitors sball i^ersonally visit such, prison at least 3 times

in each quarter of a year, and oftener, if occasion shall require, and
shall examine into the behaviour and conduct of the respective officers,

and the treatment, bohavioiu', and condition of the prisoners, and of

all abuses within the prison ; and if ho or they shall discover any
abuse or abuses therein, he or they is or are hereby required to report

the same in writing to one of her Majesty's principal secretaries of

state.

Sect. 10. That the said visitors shall make a half-yearly report in

writing to one of her Majesty's principal secretaries of state, concern-

ing the state and condition of such prison, and of any abuse or abuses
•which they may have observed, or have reason to believe to exist in

the said prison, or in the management of the prison, as well as of the

general state of the prisoners as to morals, discipline, and employment,
and observance of rules.

Sect. 11. And whereas her Majesty has lately exercised her royal

prerogative of mercy in granting pardons to young offenders who have
been sentenced to transportation or imprisonment, upon the condition

of placing himself or herself under the care of some charitable institu-

tion for the reception and reformation of young offenders named in

such pardon, and conforming to and abiding by the orders and rule;

thereof: and whereas the same has been found beneficial: and it i-

expedient that some provision should be made for carrying tho sani-

more fully into effect; be it enacted, that in case any young offender

who has been or shall be hereafter sentenced to transportation or im-
prisonment, has been or shall be pardoned by her Majesty for such
offence upon such condition as aforesaid, and has or shall accept such
conditional pardon, and shall afterwards abscond from such institution,

or wilfully neglect or refuse to abide by and conform to the rules

thereof, it shall and may be lawful to and for any justice of the peace
acting in and for the county, city, riding, or division wherein the said

offender shall actually be at the time he shall so abscond, or neglect or

refuse as aforesaid, upon due proof thereof made before him upon the
oath of one credible witness, by warrant under his hand and seal, to

commit the party so offending for every such offence to any gaol or
house of correction for the- said county, city, riding, or division, with
or without hard labour, for any period not exceeding 'd calendar months
for the first offence, and not exceeding 6 calendar months for tho 2nd
or any subsequent offence, in case the managers or directors of any
such charitable institution shall be willing to receive any such young
offender after his or her being convicted of absconding, neglecting, or
refusing as aforesaid ; and in every case such imprisonment shall be
in addition to the original sentence of such young offender ; and after
the expiration of the time of such additional punishment, if the mana-
gers_ or directors of any such charitable institution shall refuse to
receive such offender, or if her Majesty shall not be pleased to exercise
her royal prerogative in pardoning the breach of tho condition on
which tho former pardon was granted, the said party shall forfeit all

benefit of the said pardon, and shall be remitted to the original sen-
teftco, and shall undergo the residue thereof, as if no such pardon had
been granted.

Sect. 12. That if any offender who shall be ordered to bo confinedm Parkhurst prison, shall at any time during the term of such con-
finement break prison, or escape from tho place of his or her confine-
ment, or in his or her convej-ancc to such place of confinement, or
from any lands belonging to the prison, or from the person or persons
having the lawful custody of such offender, he or she so breaking
prison or escaping shall be punished, if under sentence of imprison-
ment, by an addition not exceeding two years to the term for which
he or she at the time of his or her breach of prison or escape was
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subject to be confined, and if under sentence of transportation, in such Gaols for juvc-manner as persons under sentence of transportation escaping from or nile offenders.
breaking out of any other prison or place of confinement are liable to

'-

be punished
; and if an off'ender so punished by such addition to the ^ * ^ '^'*'*- ^- '^^•

term of confinement shall afterwards be convicted of a second escape
or breach of prison, he or she shall be adjudged guilty of felony; and
if any ofiender who shall be ordered to be confined in the said prison
shall, at any time during the term of such confinement, attempt to
break prison or escape from the place of his or her confinement, or
shall forcibly break out of his or her cell, or shall make any breach
therein with intent to escape, he or she so offending, being convicted
thereof, shall be punished by imprisonment for a term not exceeding
12 calendar months, in addition to the punishment to which he or she
at the time of committing any such offence was subject.

Sect. 13. That every person who shall rescue any offender who shall I'enaity on res-

be orderedto bo confined within Parkhm-st prison, either during the hj'ae rescu^of
time of his or her conveyance to the said prison, or whilst such offenders,

offender shall be in the custody of the person or persons under whose
care and charge he or she shall be so confined, and also every person
who shall aid in any such rescue, shall be guilty of felony ; and every
person having the custody of any such off'ender, or employed by the
person having such custody, as a keeper, under-keeper, tui-nkey,
assistant, or guard, who shall knowingly allow such off'ender to
escape, and also every person who shall, by supplying arms, tools, or
instruments of disguise, or otherwise in any manner aid any such
offender in any escape, or in any attempt to make an escape, though
no escape be actually made, or who shall attempt to rescue any such
offender, or aid in any such attempt, though no rescue be actually
made, shall bo guilty of felony ; and every person having such
custody, or being so employed by the person having such custody as
aforesaid, who shall carelessly allow any such offender to escape, shall

be guilty of a misdemeanor, and being lawfully convicted of the same,
shall be liable to fine or imprisonment, or to both, at the discretion of
the court.

Sect. 14, That any offender, who shall escape, break prison, or be where offenders

rescued in manner aforesaid, shall be tried before the justices of oyer
t^icTd

'"^^ ^'^'^^^ ^'^

and terminer or gaol deliverj', either for the county where he or she
shall be apprehended and re-taken, or for the county in which the
said offence shall have been committed ; and in case of any prose- Order of commit-

cution for any such escape, attempt to escape, breach of prison or ^^''^cV
^^ ^^^'

rescue, either against the offender escaj)ing or attempting to escape,

or breaking prison, or being rescued, or against any other person or
persons concerned therein, or aiding the same, a copy, properly
attested, of the order of commitment to Parkhurst prison, shall, after

proof made that the person then in question before the court is the
same who was delivered with such order, be sufficient evidence to tho
court and jury that the person then in question was so ordered to

such confinement ; and the expenses of the said prosecution shall be
paid by the county, riding, division, city, borough, liberty, or place Expenses of

for which the court in which the offender was convicted shall have prosecution,

been holden.

Sect. 15. That the provisions of all acts of parliament for rendering protection of the

justices of the peace more safe in the execution of their office shall governor,

extend to the governor of Parkhurst prison acting in the execution of

this act.

Sect. 16. That all actions, suits, and prosecutions to be commenced Limitation of

against any person or persons for any thing done in pursuance of this ^'^ "'"^•

act, shall be laid and tried in the county or place where the fact was
committed, and shall be commenced within G months after the fact

committed, and not otherwise or afterwards.

Sect. 17. That a report upon the state of Parkhurst prison, and of An annual report

3x2
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nilc offenders.

to be laid before
parliament.

3 & 4 Vict. c. 90.

Court of Chancery
empowered to as-_

sign the care of
any infant con-
victed of felony to

any person other
than the testa-

mentary or natu-
ral guardian.

Court may re-

scind or alter

such assignment

;

and award costs

in certain cases.

Infant not to be
sent bej'ond the
seas, &c.

No fee to be taken
by officer of court.

Counsel may be
assigned.

This act not to
interfere with
execution of the
sentence.

^aols for ^ubenilc ©ttentiers*

the persons confined therein, and also an account of the expenses of
carrying this act into execution, shall be annually laid before Parlia-
ment by the secretary of state.

By 3 & 4 Vict. c. 90, intituled " An Act for the care and education of
infants who may be convicted of felony," it is enacted, " that in every
case in which any person being under the age of 21 shall hereafter bo
convicted of felony, it shall be lawful for her Majesty's High Court of
Chancery, upon the application of any person or persons who may bo
willing to take charge of such infant, and to provide for his or her
maintenance and education, if such court shall find that the same
will bo for the benefit of such infant, due regard being had to the ago
of the infant, and to the circumstances, habits, and character of the
parents, testamentary or natural guardian, of such infant, to assign the
care and custody of such infant, during his or her minority, or any part
thereof, to such person or persons, upon such terms and conditions, and
subject to such regulations respecting the maintenance, education, and
care of such infant, as the said Court of Chancery shall think proper to
prescribe and direct ; and upon any order for that purpose being made,
and so long as the same shall remain in force, the same shall be binding
and obligatory upon the father, and upon every testamentary or natural
guardian of such infant, and no person or persons shall be entitled to use
or exercise any power or control over such infant, which may be incon-
sistent with such order of the said Court of Chancery : Provided always,
that the said court may at any time rescind such assignment, or from
time to time rescind, alter, or vary any such terms and conditions, or
such regulations, as to the said court may seem fit ; and provided also,

that the said High Court of Chancery shall and may award such costs
as to it may seem fit, against any such person or persons who shall

make such application as aforesaid, if such application shall not appear
to the said court well founded ; and such costs shall be payable to any
parent or other natural or testamentary guardian of any such child who
shall oppose such application.

Sect. 2. That in every case it shall be a part of the terms and
conditions upon which such care and custody shall be assigned, that
the infant shall not, during the period of such care and custody, be
sent beyond the seas, or out of the jurisdiction of the said Coui't of
Chancery.

Sect. 3. That no fee, reward, emolument, or gratuity whatsoever
shall be demanded, taken, or received by any officer or minister of the
said Court of Chancery, for any matter or thing done in the said court,
in pursuance of this act ; and that upon the making or opposing of
any such application, it shall be lawful for any judge of the said court
to assign counsel learned in the law, and to appoint a clerk or practi-
tioner of the said court to advise and cairy on or to oppose such appli-
cation, who are hereby required to do their duties therein without fee
or reward.

Sect. 4. Provided always, and be it further enacted. That nothing
in this act contained shall aff'ect, or in any manner interfere with,
the execution of the sentence which may have been passed upon such
infant upon his or her conviction. (See "Reformatories and Juvenile
Offenders.")
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It is a vulgar error to suppose that there is in general a right of
gleaning over another's lands. And trespass lies against any person
who gleans without the owner's consent, and without any particular
custom, since no such right exists at common law. {Steel v. Houghton,
1 //. Bla. 51 ; Worlledge v. Manning, id. 53 ; Gould, J., diss.) Parish-
ioners or other inhabitants of a particular parish or district may,
indeed, in some places, have a right by custom to glean on lands
within that parish or district at proper times, and under proper re-
strictions

; but that custom, like all others against common law right,
must be clear and undisputed. Such a custom could not perhaps extend
to non-parishioners or inhabitants of another parish or district.
In B. V. Price, {4: Burr. 1925), on a motion for an information against

a justice of the peace for a misdemeanor in oppressively committing
some poor inhabitants of the parish of C. for felony in gleaning in a
field belonging to a farmer of that place, (which they insisted they had
a right to do by law, and by the usage and custom of that parish),
oath was made by the farmer before the justice, that these people had
stolen his barley in the straw, and he now swore that he had forbidden
them, and yet they took it by handfuUs, and that he had suffered the
loss of about twenty bushels of barley by their carrying it off two days
together. Per Curiam—" We are of opinion, that the justice, in this
case, so far from acting with any design of oppression or malice, or any
bad intention, has behaved with lenity, and it would be very wrong to
punish a justice by the extraordinary method of an information, when
he has acted fairly and impartially ; therefore, we discharge the rule
with costs, as stealing under the colour of leasing or gleaning is not
to be justified—there was no contest between the farmer and the poor
about leasing ; his only objection and his forbidding is confined to
the stealing of it. As to the right of gleaning, it will be time enough
to determine that point when it comes directly in question ; but hero
the farmer had not abandoned his corn, and he has sworn that they
stole it."

Gold and Silver

Wares.

@oltr anJT Stlber Wiutt^ (a).

£)Y the 17 & 18 Yict. c. 96, "An Act for allowing gold wares to be l7&l8Vict. c. 96.

manufactured at a lower standard than that now allowed by law, and
to amend the law relating to the assaying of gold and silver wares,"
it is enacted

:

Sect. 1. It shall be lawful for her Majesty, bj' any order or orders Her Majesty may,

to be from time to time made by and with the advice of her privy ^^ "aliow'an'^""'*"
council, to order that any gold vessel, plate, or manufacture of gold standard fo"/

may be wrought of any standard not being less than one third part gold wares not

in the whole of fine gold, to be declared in any such order, and also third pSt°in the
to approve thereby of the instrument with which gold vessels, plate, whole.

and manufactures of gold shall be marked or stamped, setting forth
in figures the actual fineness thereof, according to the standard so de-
clared; and every such gold vessel, plate, and manufacture of gold
may be wrought accordingly ; and it shall be lawful for her Majesty,
by and with the advice aforesaid, to revoke or alter from time to time
any such order as aforesaid.

Sect. 2. Workers or dealers in gold or silver may register their Gold and sUver

(a) See ^' Forgiry," p. 660, for regulations as to the forging of gold and

silver marks.
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17 & 18 Vict. c. 96.

wares may be
assayed at any
lawful assay
office wherever
manufactured.

Gold wares unne-
cessarily marked
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on gold plate.
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isting acts to be
applicable to the
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Penalty for mark-
ing gold ware
of a lower stand-
ard with the mark
appropriated to a
higher standard.

ffiolti anti ^tlbcr Marts.
names, marts, and i^laces of abode at any assay office or offices estab-
lished by law which they may select, and may thereupon have the
wares which are manufactured by them assayed and marked at such
office or offices, without being liable to any forfeiture or penalty im-
posed by any act now in force for not registering their names, marks,
or places of abode, or for making, selling, or exporting such wares
without being naarked at a particular assay office, and the wares which
shall be assayed as aforesaid may be sold or exposed by any porson
without being liable to any forfeiture or penalty, notwithstanding any
provision to the contrary in any act now in force.

Sect. 3. If any of the gold wares which by any statute now in force
are not liable to be assayed and marked shall nevertheless be assayed
and marked as of one of the standards authorised by law, such wares
shall not by reason thereof be chargeable with the duty now levied
upon gold plate.

This section is repealed as to gold wedding rings by 18 & 19 Vict.
c. 60, s. 2, jwst, p. 919.

Sect. 4. Nothing in this act contained shall be deemed or taken to
repeal the statutes now in force relating to standards of gold wares,
or to the marks for denoting the same, or any of such statutes, but
the same, and all the provisions, prohibitions, penalties, and forfei-

tures enacted thereby respectively, shall continue to be in as full force
and effect as if this act had not passed, and shall be constmed with and
as forming part of this act, save only that in the interpretation thereof
all standards authorised by her Majesty in pursuance of this act shall
be deemed and taken to be lawful standards ; and all gold vessels,
plate, and manufactures wrought in conformity with this act shall be
deemed and taken to be lawfully wrought within the meaning of the
said statutes; and all gold vessels, plate, and manufactures duly
assayed and marked in conformity with this act, and being of the
standard duly authorised in jrarsuance of the same, shall be deemed
and taken to be lawfuUy assayed and marked within the meaning of
the same statutes respectively.

Sect. 5. If any assayer or other officer or person employed by any
company or corporation authorised to assay and mark gold vessels,
plate, or manufactures of gold shall mark or permit or suffer to be
marked any gold vessel, plate, or manufacture of gold of a lower
standard with any die or other instrument used by any such company
or corporation for marking gold vessels, plate, or manufactures of
gold of a higher standard, every such company or corporation to
which such assayer or officer shall belong or by which such person
shall be employed shall for every such offence forfeit and pay to her
Majesty the sum of 20?., which may be sued for and recovered in such
and the like manner as penalties recoverable under any act in force
relating to stamp duties are to be sued for and recovered by law ; and
every such assayer or other officer or person employed as aforesaid,
upon complaint or infonnation made thereof by any officer of stamp
duties to any justice of the peace having jurisdiction where any such
offence shall be committed, upon the oath of one or more credible
person or persons (which oath such justice is hereby empowered and
recjuired to administer), and upon being convicted of such offence by
or before such justice, shall be by him forthwith dismissed and dis-
charged from his said office and employment of or in the company or
corporation to or m which ho shall have so belonged or been so em-
ployed as aforesaid, and shall bo incapable for ever afterR-ards of
holding any office or employment in or under the same or any other
such company or corporation; and every gold vessel, plate, and manu-
lacturo of gold of a lower standard so marked as last aforesaid shall
and may be lawfully seized by any such company or corporation other
than the company or cori^oration to which the offending officer or
person belongs or by whom he is employed, and shall be dealt with in
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like manner as is provided with respect to wares seized by virtue of Gunpowder.
the provisions of the 7 & 8 Vict. c. 22.

By the 18 & 19 Vict. c. 60, "An Act for excepting gold wedding is & 19 Vict. c. 60.

rings from the operation of the act of the last session relating to the
standard of gold and silver wares, and from the exemptions contained
in other acts relating to gold wares," it is enacted

:

Sect. 1. From and after the passing of this act, gold wedding rings Gold wedding

shall be assayed and marked in like manner as gold plate not ex- ed Ind^maik^d*^'
empted is required by the statutes now in force to be assayed and
marked, and all the provisions of the statutes relating to the manu-
facture or sale of gold plate shall apply to gold wedding rings, any-
thing therein contained to the contrary notwithstanding.

Sect. 2. The third section of the act 17 & 18 Vict. c. 96, herein Sect. 3 of 17 & 18

recited, is hereby repealed so far as the same might affect gold wed- peaied!
^^' ^^'

ding rings.

Sect. 3. And whereas since the coming into operation of the said Certain com-

recited act certain of the companies and corporations authorised to thorfsed to'assay
assay and mark gold wares have assayed and marked divers gold rings and mark gold

of the standards required byjaw before the passing of the said recited
'^^a'^es indemnified,

act, and have upon such assaying and marking by their officers and
servants demanded and received, for the use of her Majesty, the same
duty as was payable to her Majesty in respect of the like gold rings
when assayed and marked before the passing of the said recited act

:

and whereas doubts have been entertained whether such demands
and receipts of such duty were lawful : be it enacted, that all such
demands and receipts of such duty shall be deemed and taken to

have been lawful, notwithstanding the said recited act, and that none
of the said companies or corporations, or of their officers or servants,
shall be liable to any action, suit, or other proceeding by reason or
on account of any such demand or receipt as aforesaid.

[1(3 Car. 1, c.^1 ; 4G Geo. 3, c. 121 ; U Geo. 3, cc. 152, lo9 ; 3 & 4 Will. 4,

c. 19, s. 36 ; 2 & 3 Vict. c. 47, .s. 35 ; 23 & 24 Vict. c. 139 ; 24 & 25

Vict. c. 130 ; 25 & 26 Vict. c. 98.]

A.S to fireworks, see ^^ Fire Works, ''^ ante, p. 545. Fireworks.

It seemeth, that erecting powder mills, or keeping powder magazines Erecting powder

near a town, is a nuisance by the common law ; for which an indict- "'^^'f
"'''*' * t'^^^'^'

ment or information will lie. In B. v. WilUams, {Easter, 12 Will. 3),

there was an indictment against Roger Williams, for keeping four

hundred barrels of powder near the town of Bradford, and he was
convicted accordingly. And, in R. v. Taylor, (2 Sir. 1167), the court

granted an information against the defendant as for a nuisance, on
affidavits of his keeping great quantities of gunpowder near Maldon
in Sui'rey, to the endangering of the church and houses where he
lived. (Or rather, it should have been expressed, to the endangering
of the lives of his Majesty's subjects.) See tit. " Nuisance."

By stat. 16 Car. 1, c. 21, all subjects may make and sell gunpowder. Who may make

and bring into the kingdom saltpetre, brimstone, or any other material gunpowder,

for the making of it.

By stat. 46 Geo. 3, c. 121, that part of the stat. 1 Jac. 2, c. 8, which Importation,

prohibits the importation of gunpowder, is repealed.

By 54 Geo. 3, c. 159, s. 6, it is enacted, that it shall and may be places appointed

lawful to and for the said lord high admii-al, or three or more of the
gt^pg^^a^'^faving

commissioners for executing the office of lord high admiral aforesaid and receiving

for the time being, and he and they is and are_ hereby authorised and gunpowder.

empowered, from time to time, by order or notice in writing under his
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Gunpmcder. or their respective hand or Iiands, or tlie hand of his or their secretary,

TTZ ~ 777 to prohibit the breaming of any ships or vessels, lighters, barges,
' ' boats, or other craft, at any place or places on shore, where it may to

them seem proper and necessary to prohibit the same, and also to

order at what place or places, within or near all or any of such ports,

harbours, havens, roads, roadsteads, sounds, channels, creeks, bays,

and navigable rivers in this kingdom as aforesaid, no private ships of

war, transports, or other private or merchant ship or vessel, lighter,

barge, boat, or other craft, shall come, or be laden with or having on
board thereof any quantity or quantities of gunpowder, exceeding
5 lbs. weight in the whole ; and also to appoint fit and proper places,

either afloat or on shore, where all gunpowder, exceeding 5 lbs.

weight in the whole, shall and may be left and deposited, by and from,
or taken and received into, any such ships or vessels, lighters, barges,

boats, or other craft ; all which orders, notices, and appointments of

such places shall be notified in the " London Gazette ;" and that the
master-general or principal officers of his Majesty's ordnance, or any
three of them for the time being, shall appoint fit and jjroper persons
there, to take in and receive, and also to give and deliver out all such
gunpowder, and upon the taking in thereof to give receipts for the
same, and also to grant a certificate to any such owner, master, or

other person, of his having left and deposited all such gunpowder,
and having made and signed a declaration in writing under his hand
of his having so done, and that neither he nor any other person or
persons, to his knowledge or belief, had any gunpowder exceeding 5 lbs.

weight in the whole, then on board such ship or vessel, lighter, barge,

boat, or other craft, as the case may require ; which declaration every
such master, ownCi , or other person is hereby required to make, as

the case may require, and for which said certificate the sum of Is., and
no more shall be i)aid; and every such person so to be appointed as

aforesaid, shall be accountable to the owner or owners of all such
gunpowder for the same, and shall deliver the same to such owner or

owners thereof upon demand, on being paid such reasonable sum of

money for warehouse room, in proportion to the quantity of such gun-
powder, and the time for which the same shall have been kept, as

shall be ascertained and fixed either by the said lord high admiral, or

three or more of the commissioners for executing the office of lord

high admiral aforesaid, or by the master-general and principal officers

of his Majesty's ordnance, or any three or more of them, by any rule,

order, or regulation to bo made in that behalf; and that no ship or

vessel having, or having had, any such quantity of gunpowder on
board, shall be allowed to clear at any custom-house in any port
where there shall be any such place so to be appointed as aforesaid,

without producing and leaving such certificate, together with the
christian and surname of the pilot (if any) who piloted such ship or
vessel into such port, at the custom-house of such port ; and all and
every owner, master, pilot, or other person having the charge or com-
mand of any private ship of war, transport, or other private or mer-
chant ship or vessel, lighter, barge, boat, or other craft, which shall

come, arrive, or bo (except in cases of stress of weather), within anj' of
the distances so to be specified as aforesaid, having on board thereof
any quantity or quantities of gunpowder exceeding 5 lbs. weight toge-
ther in the whole, or which, having come in under stress of weather,
shall not unship and deliver all such gunpowder within the space of
24 hours next after the ceasing of such weather (and thereof forthwith
give notice at the custom-house to excuse the production of such cer-

Ponalty. tificate), shall forfeit and pay the sum of 51. for each and every 5 lbs.

weight of gunpowder which shall bo found, or which shall have been
on board any such ship or vessel, lighter, barge, boat, or other craft,

within any of the distances so to bo specified as aforesaid, and so in

In what caaa proportion for any greater or less quantity ; and every such pilot, who



shall 'wilfully and knowingly offend in the premises, and shall be Gunpowder.
thereof lawfully convicted, shall, for ever thereafter, be rendered inca-
pable of acting as a pilot. fncS^Yble
By 3 & 4 AVill. 4, c. 19. s. 36, it shall be lawful for every such unlawful quan-

Thames police surveyor, at any time between sun-rising and sun- titles of gunpow-

setting, to enter any ship or vessel (except his Majesty's ships) in the
g^^ed**^

^°

said river, docks, and creeks, and to search the same for unlawful
quantities of gunpowder, and also to exercise the same powers of
seizing, removing to proper places, and detaining all such unlawful
quantities of gunpowder found on board any such ship or vessel, and
the barrels or other packages in which such gunpowder shall be, as
are given to persons searching for unlawful quantities of gunpowder,
under a warrant of a justice, by virtue of the 12 Geo. 3, c. 61.

By the " Metropolitan Police Act," (2 & 3 Vict. c. 47, s. 35), superin- Seizure by police,

tendents or inspectors of the metropolitan police force, with constables,
may, at any time between sunrise and sunset, enter any ship, boat, or
vessel (except her Majesty's ships), in the river, docks, «fec., to search
for and seize unlawful quantities of gunpowder.
The 23 & 24 Vict. c. 139, " An Act to amend the law concerning the 23 & 24 Vict. c. 139.

making, keeping, and carriage of gunpowder and compositions of an
explosive nature, and concerning the manufacture, sale, and use of
fireworks," by sect. 1 repeals the 9 & 10 Will. 3, c. 7, and 12 Geo. 3,

c. 61, except as to any offence theretofore committed against the same,
and any penalty theretofore incurred, which offence shall be dealt
with and punished and such penalty recovered as if this act had not
been passed.

Sect. 2. The following regulations shall be observed with regard to Regulations as to

the manufacture and keeping of gunpowder ;
(that is to say), keepmg of gnn-

No such manufactiire shall be carried on except in mills and other powder,

places lawfully used for such manufacture at the time of the
commencement of this act, or in places licensed for that pur-
pose as hereinafter mentioned

:

The quantity of gunpowder or materials to be made into gun-
powder to be at one time under any single pair of mill stones,

or rollers, or runners, shall not exceed 50 lbs. as respects

sporting and government powder, and 60 lbs. as respects all

inferior powders, and every incorporating mill or group of

incorporating mills shall be provided with a charge house for

the store of mill charges properly constructed of stone or

brick, and situate at a safe and suitable distance from each
incorporating mill or group of incorporating mills :

The quantity of gunpowder to be subjected to pressure at one
time in any presshouse shall not exceed 10 cwt.

:

The quantity of gunpowder to be corned or granulated at one
time in any corning or granulating house shall not exceed
12 cwt.

:

The quantity of gunpowder to be dried at one time in one stove

or place used for the drj'ing of gunpowder shall not exceed

50 cwt.

The respective quantities to be at any one time in any press-

house, or corning or granulating house, shall not exceed

twice the respective quantities hereby allowed to be subjected

to pressure, and to be corned or granulated at one time ; and

the quantity to be at any one time in any drying house or

dusting house shall not be more than is necessary for the

immediate supply and work of such house ; and for the pur-

poses of this provision any building used with any such press-

house, corning or granulating house, drying house, or dust-

ing house, shall be deemed part thereof, save only magazmcs

constructed with stone or brick, and situate 40 yards at least

from every such presshouse or other house as aforesaid (here-
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Gunpowder. inafter distinguished as expense magazines), and save only
the stove in which the powder which has been dried may be

23 & 24 Vict. c. 139. COOling :

Every person keeping or using any mill for the making of gun-
powder shall have (in addition to the expense magazines) a
good and sufficient magazine or magazines at least 140 yards
distant from the mill or mills and every presshouse and other
house or place used for or in the making of gunpowder, for

the receiving and safely keeping of all gunpowder made at

such mill or mills, as soon as such gunpowder can from time
to time be conveniently removed to such magazine or maga-
zines, such magazine or magazines to be well and substan-
tially built with brick or stone, and situate in such place as
may have been lawfully used or duly licensed by justices
before the commencement of this act or may be licensed as
hereinafter mentioned, which magazine or magazines is

and are hereinafter distinguished as a store magazine or
magazines

:

Every maker of gunpowder shall with all duo diligence cause all

finished gunpowder made at his mill or mills to be removed
accordingly from, such mill or mills and the other places used
by him for or in the manufacture of gunpowder, or any
magazine or storehouses used therewith, to the said store
magazine or magazines required by this enactment to bo
distant 140 yards as aforesaid :

Every maker of gunpowder shall cause to be erected or provided
good and sufficient thunder rods or lightning conductors in
connexion with every store magazine where gunpowder is

kept by him for the protection of such magazine from the
effects of lightning.

Power to secre- Scct. 3. Provided always, that at any time after the passing of this
tary of state, on act it shall be Competent to the owner or lessee or occupier of any
sufficient*ca,use^

expense magazine or any store magazine which shall have been erected
.shown, to sanction before the commencement of this act, and shall be situate within the

oonsteuctton"^'^
°' prescribed distance of 40 yards or 140 yards, and also to any owner,

any mngazino Icssce, or occupier of aAy mill or other place lawfully used for the
within the pre- manufacture of gunpowder before the commencement of this act, who
Kcnbed distance.

-^ (jggii-oiis to construct any expense magazine or store magazine in or
in connexion with such mill or other place within such prescribed
distance, to present a memorial to one of her Majesty's principal secre-
taries of state, setting forth that it is not necessary or required for the
public safety, or that from the nature of the ground or other sufficient
causes it is not practicable or expedient, to remove such magazine to
the prescribed distance, or to erect such intended magazine at or
beyond such prescribed distance, and thereupon the said secretary of
state shall refer the matter of such memorial to such person as he may
think fit, to report thereon, and such person shall, as soon as practi-
cable thereafter, examine the magazine or the site of the intended
magazine to which the memorial refers, and the surrounding ground,
and shall make a report in writing thereon to the said secretary of
state, who shall transmit a copy thereof to the applicant ; and if on
consideration of the whole matter, and any observations and explana-
tions thereupon by the applicant, and on such further infonnatiou, if

any, as the said secretary of state may require, he shall be satisfied
that it 13 not necessary for the public safety, or is impracticable or
inexpedient, to remove such magazine to or beyond the prescribed
distance, or to erect the. intended magazine at or beyond the pre-
scribed distance, and shall approve the site proposed for the same, ho
shall certify the same in writing under his hand, and deliver such
certificate to the said owner, lessee, or occupier, and thereupon the
magazine to which such certificate applies, or a magazine erected on



the site so approved, (as the case may be,) shall for all purposes be Gunpowder.
deemed to be at the prescribed distance ; and if the said secretary of o^jTT. v~t—139"

state shall not be satisfied that any existing, magazine to Tvhich the " "

memorial refers ought to remain, he shall by writing under his hand
order the said magazine to be removed within a period to be therein
limited, and such order shall be notified to the applicant or to the
occupier of the magazine to which the order relates: Provided also,

that the use and the continuance of any magazine as to which such
application is made to the said secretary of state shall be deemed to be
lawful during the pendency of such application, and until the expira-
tion of the time mentioned in the order for its removal.

iSect. 4. All gunpowder made in any place where under this act it is Penalties for

not lawful to make gunpowder, and all gunpowder in any mill, press- l^g^gunpowder^'''
house, corning house, drying house, dusting house, or other place, contrary to this

exceeding the quantity which for the time being may lawfully be ''^<=t-

therein, shall be forfeited ; and every person making or causing to be
made any gunpowder contrary to this act, or keeping or causing to be
kept in any such mill or place any gunpowder contrary to the provi-

fiions hereinbefore contained, shall for so doing, in addition to such
forfeiture as aforesaid, forfeit for every such offence any sum not ex-
ceeding 2s. for every pound of gunpowder so forfeited ;

Every person making gunpowder without having such store maga-
zine or magazines 140 yards distant from any mill and every other

place used by him for or in the manufacture of gunpowder, shall for-

feit any sum not exceeding 2bl. for every month during which
such person makes gunpowder without having such magazine or

magazines

:

And every person making gunpowder who wilfully neglects or delays

removing with due diligence the finished gunpowder made at his mill

or mills and the other places used by him for or in the manufacture of

gunpowder from thence or fi-om the magazines or storehouses used
therewith to the store magazine or magazines distant as aforesaid, shall

forfeit for every day during which such offence continues any sum not
exceeding bl.

Sect 5. No maker of gunpowder shall keep or permit to be kept any No cbarcoal to be

charcoal within 20 yards of any mill or other engine for making gun-
t^^Jj^'y^i^ds of

powder, or of any presshouse, or drying, corning, or dusting house, any mill, &c.

or other place used in or for the making of gunpowder, or any maga-
zine or storehouse thereto belonging ; and any maker of gunpowder
who acts contrary to this enactment shall forfeit any sum not exceed-

ing oL, or, where such charcoal is so kept for a longer period than a
week, any sum not exceeding bl, for every week during which such
charcoal is so kept.

Sect. 6. The following regulations shall be observed with regard to Regulations as to

the manufacture of loaded percussion caps, and the manufacture
{o^ded percussion

and keeping of ammunition, fia-eworks, fulminating mercury, or any caps and the

other preparation or composition of an explosive nature
;
(that is to making and keep-

say,)
,

tion, &c.

No such manufacture shall be carried on without such licence for

that purpose as hereinafter mentioned, or within the respective

distances hereinafter mentioned, and set opposite to the descrip-

tions of the respective articles
;
(that is to say,)

Percussion caps . . .50 yards.

Ammunition . . . 100 yards.

Fireworks . . . .50 yards,

Fulminating mercury or other \

preparation or composition of > 100 yards,

equally explosive power . )

from any dwelling house or any building in which persons not

connected with the same manufacture are employed :

No such articles as aforesaid, except percussion caps, exceeding the
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Penalties for

making loaded
percussion caps,

respective quantities hereinafter mentioned and set opposite to tlie

descriptions of the respective articles, (that is to say,)

Ammtmition containing 5 pounds of gunpowder.

Fireworks containing 10 pounds of explosive compound,

Fulminating mercury or other pre- \ 1 oz. dry, or 8 oz.

paration or composition of equally > mixed with 25 per
explosive power . . . ) cent, of water,

shall be kept in any place not licensed for that purpose as herein-
after mentioned, and no such articles shall be kept in any place so
licensed in excess of the respective quantities specified in the
licence in that behalf

:

The operation of mixing the composition for percussion caps shall bo
performed in a building situate at a distance not less than 20 yards
from any other workshop, and no greater quantity than 5 pounds
of caj) composition shall at any one time be in the bmlding where
the operation of mixing is performed :

No fulminating mercury, except that which is being used in the
actual preparation of the cap composition, shall be kept in any
building where the operation of preparing such composition is

performed, without being mixed with at least 20 per cent, of
water

:

The operation of loading percussion caps shall be performed in a
building where no other explosive material than that employed in
loading percussion caps is used or kept, and no gi-eater quantity
than 24 oz. of cap composition shall at any one time be in the build-
ing where the operation of loading is jiierformed

:

The operation of filling or charging cartridges shall be performed in
a building situate at a distance not less than 20 yards from the
other workshops connected with the manufacture ; and no greater
quantity than 50 lbs. of gunpowder, either loose or made iip into
cartridges, or what is equivalent, as regards explosive power, to

50 lbs. of gunpowder, (if other explosive materials be used,) shall

at any one time be in any workshop connected with the manu-
facture :

The operation of charging or filling fireworks with explosive mate-
rials shall be performed in a building situate at a distance not
less than 20 yards from the other workshops connected with the
manufacture ; and no greater quantity of the ordinary explosive
composition used in the manufacture of fireworks than 30 lbs.,

whether loose or made up, or what is equivalent, as regards ex-
plosive power, to 30 lbs. of the ordinary gunpowder, shall at any
one time be in any building where the operation of filling or
charging is perfoi-med

:

The ^manufacture of such fireworks as contain detonating compo-
sition, or composition which is more easily ignited by percussion
or friction than ordinary gunpowder, shall be conducted in a
building or buildings situate at a distance not less than 30 yards
from the other workshops, and no greater quantity than
10 lbs. of such composition shall at any one time be in any
building

:

Every person keeping or using any factory for the making of am-
munition or fireworks shall have, at a distance of not less than
50 yards from any workshop connected with the manufacture, a
magazine or magazines, built with brick or stone, for the receiv-
ing and safely keeping the gunpowder or other explosive materials
used in the manufacture, and the cartridges or fireworks (as the
case may be) made at such factory.

Sect. 7. All loaded percussion caps made, and all ammunition, fire-

works, fulminating mercury, or other explosive preparations or com-
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positions made or kept, in any place -where under this act it is not Gunjwwder.
lawful to mako percussion caps, or to make or (as the case may be) •

;

keep ammunition, fireworks, fulminating mercury, or other explosive -^ "^ 21 Vict. c. 139.

preparations or compositions, and any quantity of ammunition, fire- keopfng" mmuni-
works, fulminating mercury or composition kept in any place whore tion, &c., contrary

under this act it may be lawful to keep such ammunition, fireworks, **^ ^^^^ '*'^*'

fulminating mercury, or other explosive preparation or composition,
exceeding the quantity which may be lawfully kept there, shall be
forfeited ; and every person making or causing to be made percussion
caps, or making or keeping or causing to be made or kept ammunition,
fireworks, fulminating mercury, or other explosive preparation or
composition, contrary to this act, shall for so doing, in addition to such
forfeiture as aforesaid, forfeit for every such ofience any sum not ex-
ceeding 10?.

Sects. 8 & 9 relate to fireworks, and will be found under that
title.

Sect. 10. It shall be lawful for the justices of the peace for each Justices to license

county or other division, at their general quarter sessions, upon ap- aiid kel'Sng'gim?
plication made to them by any person, from time to time to license the powder."

erecting or having new mills for making gunpowder, with proper
presshouses and other houses and places to be used for or in the
making of gunpowder, and magazines near thereto, and also the
erecting or having magazines for keeping unlimited quantities of gun-
powder in such respective places, not being within London or West-
minster, or any other limits hereinafter described, as may appear to

them proper.

Sect. 11. It shall be lawful for the justices of the peace for each Justices to liccnso

county or other division, at their general quarter sessions («), or for
j^^aded^^ercusslon

the council of any borough, upon application made to them by any caps and making
person, from time to time to license places for the making of loaded "'^"d keeping
^

•
1 j^ 1.1 I'll- J.-1 n ammunition, ifec.

percussion caps, and for the making and keeping respectively of
'

ammunition, fireworks, fulminating mercury, or other explosive pre-
parations or compositions, and to determine the quantities of such
articles respectively to be kept in any place so licensed, and to grant
licences to persons to sell fireworks.

Sect. 12. Provided always, that every person making any application Notice of inten-

for any such licence as aforesaid shall give notice in writing of the ^}"^ ^°
'^ppJ^

^°^

intention to make the same, as also of the place or places proposed for given 14 days
the purposes aforesaid respectively, 14 days before making it, as here- before.

inafter mentioned
;
(that is to say,) such notice shall be given, where

application is made in England, to an overseer or churchwarden of the

parish or place in which it is proposed to erect or make any such nev;'

mill, with such houses and places as aforesaid, or any such magazine,
or to make or use any building or place for any of the purposes afore-

said, or of an adjoining parish, if the place be extra-parochial, and
have no overseer ; and where the application is made in Scotland, to

the schoolmaster of the parish, or if there be no such schoolmaster, to

the session clerk ; and where the application is made in Ireland, to the

clerk of the union within which the parish is included ; and such ap-

plicant shall also in every such case cause the like notice to be affixed

on the outside of the door or of the wall near the door of every church

and chapel in such parish or place, (including places of public worship

not belonging to the established church,) previously to the commence-
ment of divine service on a Sunday 10 days at least before the making
of such application.

Sect. 13. The justices (a) licensing the erecting or having of any new Justices mai'

mills and other places to be used for or in making gunpowder, or any ^ndi^onaroa

(a) Now by 24 & 25 Vict. c. 139, s. 3, the licences are to be granted by

justices in petty sessions.
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preventing acci-

dents.

Penalty for doing
any act in any
mill, &c. tending
to cause explo-
sion.

magazine near thereto, or any magazine for keeping unlimited quan-
tities of gunpowder, and the justices or council licensing any place

for the making of loaded percussion caps, or for the making or keeping
of ammunition, fireworks, fulminating mercury, or any other explosive
preparation or composition, may, if they see fit, grant their licence

conditionally upon such precautionary measures being taken and main-
tained with regard to the structural arrangements of every such
mill, magazine, or place, the erection of mounds, or screens to

separate the same from any inhabited house, and otherwise, as they
may deem proper for diminishing the risk of danger to life by ex-
plosions.

Sect. 14. If, on any application for the licensing of any new mill or
other place to be used for or in making gunpowder, or any magazine
near thereto, or any magazine for keeping unlimited quantities of
gunpowder, the justices shall refuse the licence, or grant the same
only on conditions with which the applicant shall be dissatisfied, they
shall, if so required by the applicant, certify such refusal or conditions,

and the grounds thereof, in wi'iting, to be signed by the chairman pre-
siding at the hearing, and shall deliver the certificate to the applicant,

who may thereupon, within 10 daj'-s from the time of the delivery
thereof, transmit the same to one of her Majesty's principal secretaries

of state, together with a memorial praying that, notwithstanding such
refusal, the licence may be granted, or that such conditions may not
be imposed, or may be altered or modified in such manner and to such
extent as shall be set forth in such memorial ; and it shall be lawful
for the said secretary of state, if he shall so think fit, on consideration
of such memorial and certificate, and if he shall think it necessary or

desirable, after due inquiry from and a report by such jDerson as he
may appoint for that purpose, to grant the licence prayed for, either

absolutely or with such conditions as he shall think fit, or to alter or
modify the conditions imposed by the justices ; and the licence

so granted, or altered and modified, as the case may be, certified

under the hand of the said secretary of state, shall be to all

intents as valid and efiectual as if made and granted by the said

justices.

Sect. 15. It shall be lawful for the owner or occupier of any mill,

magazine, or place in which gunpowder, ammunition, fireworks, ful-

minating mercury, or any other explosive preparation or composition
is manufactured or kej^t, or loaded percussion caps are manufactured,
from time to time to make such rules as he maj'' think fit for the pur-
pose of regulating the conduct of his servants and workmen employed
in such miU, magazine, or place, so as to prevent as far as may be
accidents by explosion, and from time to time to alter or rescind any
such rules, and make others, provided such rules bo not repugnant
to the laws of that part of the United Kingdom where the same are to
have effect, or to the provisions of this act ; and such rules shall be
signed by such owner or occupier, and a copy thereof shall be given to
every servant or workman employed in such mill, magazine, or place,
who may be afiected thereby, and shall be affixed in the mill, maga-
zine, or place to which the same relate.

Sect. 16. Any servant or workman of any owner or occupier of any
mill, magazine, or place in which gunpowder, ammunition, fireworks,
fulminating mercury, or any other explosive preparation or com-
position IS manufactured or kept, or loaded percussion caps are
manufactured, who violates the rules made as aforesaid, and any such
servant or v.'orkman, or any other person, who does, or attempts to do
any act in, to, or about such mill, magazine, or place tending to cause
explosion, or who brings into such mill, magazine, or place any thing
tending to cause explosion, shall for every such oflPence be subject to a
penalty not exceeding 51., on summary"conviction before any justice
of the peace, or in Scotland before any sheriflP, justice of the peace, or
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magistrate ; and any such servant or workman as aforesaid, or other Gunpowder.
person so acting, may be apprehended without a warrant by any peace
officer or other officer of the law, or the owner or occupier of such "^ & 24 Vict. c. 139.

mill, magazine, or place, or his servant, or by any other person autho-
rised by such owner or occupier, or his agent or manager, and removed
from the mill or other premises, and may be conveyed with all con-
venient disj)atch before some justice, or in Scotland before any sheriif,

justice, or magistrate, and such justice, sheriff, or magistrate shall

proceed with all convenient dispatch to the hearing and determining
of the complaint against the offender.

Sect. 17. It shall be lawful for one of her Majesty's principal secre- Secretai-y of stale

taries of state to authorise, from time to time, such person as he may perLns^to inspect
see fit to insj)ect and examine any mill, magazine, or place in which mills, &c.

gunpowder, ammunition, fireworks, fulminating mercury, or any
other explosive preparation or composition is manufactured or kept, or
supposed to be manufactured or kept, or loaded percussion caps are
made or supposed so to be, in order to see whether or not the regu-
lations of this act concerning the manufacture and keeping of gun-
powder, and such other matters as aforesaid, and concerning the
making of loaded percussion caps, are complied with, and to report to

such secretary of state thereon ; and every person so authorised shall

have authority to enter, inspect, and examine any such mill,

magazine, or jDlace, at all reasonable times in the daytime, without
any previous , notice for that purpose, and the owner or occupier of

every such mill, magazine, or place is hereby required to furnish the
means necessary for such entry, inspection, and examination

:

Any owner or occupier of any mill, magazine, or place which any Penalty for

such person authorised by the secretary of state is empowered obstructing in-

to enter, inspect, and examine, who refuses or neglects to furnish
^^^^ ^^'

to such person the means necessary for making his entry, inspec-

tion, and examination, and every person who wilfully obstructs any
such person in the execution of his powers, shall for every such offence

forfeit bl.

Sect. 18. No person shall have or keep at one time, being a dealer Limitation of

in gunpowder, or manufacturer of cartridges, fireworks, or rockets,
po^^er^to belie" t

more than 200 lbs. of gunpowder, and, not being such dealer or manu- by persons othc'r*

facturer, more than 50 lbs. of gunpowder, in any house, mill, maga- than manufac-

zine, storehouse, warehouse, shop, cellar, yard, wharf or other building
^"'^'^*

or place, (and for the purpose of this enactment all buildings and places

adjoining to each other, and occupied together, shall be deemed one
house or place,) or on any river or other water, (except in carriages

loading or unloading or passing on the land, or in ships, boats, or

vessels, loading or unloading, or passing on any river or other water,

or detained there by the tide or bad weather,) within the following

limits, being the limits within which gunpowder mills or magazines
may not be licensed under this act

;
(that is to say,) within the city of

London or Westminster, or within 3 miles of either of them ; or within

any borough or market town, or 1 mile of the same ; or within 2 miles

of any palace or house of residence of her Majesty, her heirs or suc-

cessors ; or within 2 miles of any gunpowder magazine belonging to

the crown ; or within half a mile of any parish church ; or in any
place beyond the limits aforesaid, except in mUls or other places which

at the commencement of this act shall be lawfully used for the making
of gunpowder, and the magazines, storehouses, and offices near and

belonging thereto, and in the magazines in which greater or unlimited

quantities of gunpowder may bo lawfully kept at the commencement

of this act, and in the places where it shall be lawful to make gun-

powder, or to keep greater or unlimited quantities of gunpowder, under

the pro\-isions of this act ; and all gunpowder kept beyond the quantity

hereby allowed, and the barrels or receptacles in which such gun-

powder shall be kept, shall be forfeited, and any person keepmg
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Ounjiowder. tlie same shall for every such offence forfeit not exceeding 2a. for every
.

—

'— pound of gunpowder kept beyond the allowed quantity (a).

23 & 24 Vict. c. 130. gect. 19. It shall bo lawful for any person to keep, exclusively for

Gunpowder may the use of any mine, quarry, or colliery, any quantity of gunpowder
bo kept for mines,

j^^^ exceeding 300 lbs. weight at anyone time in any magazine or

condUions.""^ warehouse, so as such magazine or warehouse be within 200 yards of

such mine, quarry, or colliery, and (unless erected and used for this

purpose before the passing of this act) be not within 200 yards from
any inhabited house, without the consent in writing of the occupier of

such house ; and it shall be also lawful for any person to keep, exclu-

sively for the use of one or more mine, quarry, or colliery, mines,

quarries, or collieries, any greater quantity of gunpowder not exceed-

ing 4000 lbs. at any one time in any magazine, so as such magazine bo
well and substantially built of brick or stone, and save where continued

or erected under a certificate of the secretary of state as hereinafter

mentioned, be within 200 yards of the respective mine, quarry, or

colliery, or one of the mines, quarries, or collieries, for the use of which
such gunpowder is kept, and not within any of the limits hereinbefore

particularly described, and not within 200 yards from any inhabited

house, without the consent in wiiting of the occupier of such house

:

Provided always, that the owners, lessees, or occupiers of any mine,
quarry, or colliery, having for the "use thereof a magazine not situated

as prescribed by this enactmeiit, or being desirous of erecting a maga-
zine not so situated, may make application by memorial to one of her

Majesty's principal secretaries of state, in the like manner and for the

like causes as hereinbefore provided in relation to the continuance or

erection of an expense magazine or store magazine within the prescribed

distance, and the secretary of state may, by his certificate, authorise

the continuance or erection of the magazine to which the application

relates, either absolutely or conditionally on such precautionary mea-
sures being taken and maintained as he may deem iH'oper.

Not more than Sect. 20. No person shall have or convej'- at one time more than 30
thirty ijarreis by barrels of guupowder in any waggon, cart, or other carriage by land,

hundred by^vvater, except in a Van specially constructed for that purpose, enclosed on
to be conveyed at every side with wood, and then not more than 40 bari^els, and unless
one time.

g^^-j^ carriage form part of a railway train, and then not more than
100 barrels in any carriage forming part of such train ; and no person
shall have or convey at one time, within the United Kingdom, more
than 500 barrels of gunpowder in any barge, boat, or other vessel by
water, except in vessels with gunpowder imported from or to be
exported to any place beyond the sea, or going coastwise ; and all

gunpowder conveyed on land or water (except in such vessels for im-
portation or exportation of gunpowder, or going coastwise,) shall be in

barrels, close joined and hooped, or in copper, zinc, or tin cases or
canisters, enclosed in wooden boxes or barrels, without any iron about
such boxes or barrels, and so secured that no part of the gunpowder
be scattered in the passage ; and each bari'cl shall contain no more
than 100 lbs. of gunpowder; and every carriage in which guni^owder
shall be conveyed by land shall have a complete covering of wood,
painted cloth, tarpaulin, or wadmill tilts, over all the gunpowder
therein contained ; and no gunpowder shall be conveyed by water in
any barge, boat, or other vessel not having a close deck (except in
vessels with gunpowder imported or to be exported in manner afore-

(rt) Under the repealed statute, different persons to his warehouse in

12 Geo. 3, c. 61, s, 11, a carman and London, as a temporary halting place,

licensed carman was_ held not liable until taken to their several destina-

for unlawfully having or keeping tions by country carriers. (Bigcjs v.

gunpowder where several packages Mitchell, 2 B. <£• S. 523.)
amounting to 300lbs. were sent by
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Baid, or going coastwise) ; and as soon as any gunpowder is put on Gunpowder.
board such, vessel, all such gunpowder shall be covered with raw hides
or tarpaulins ; and where any gunpowder conveyed by land or water ^'^ * ""* ^'''=*- «• ^^o.

is contained in any receptacles hereby authorised other than barrels,
no greater quantity shall be so conveyed than shall be equivalent to
Avhat might lawfully have been so conveyed if the same had been
contained in baiTels :

And all gunpowder which shall be carried or conveyed (except in
such vessels with gunpowder for importation or exportation as afore-
said, or going coastwise,) within any part of the United Kingdom in
greater quantity or in other manner than is hereinbefore prescribed,
and the barrels or other receptacles in which such gunpowder shall be,
may be seized by any person, who shall have the same authority to
lemove such gunpowder and barrels or recejitacles, and to use for

that purpose, during the space of 24 hours after seizure, the carriage
or vessel in which such gunpowder shall be seized, and the tackling,
beasts, and accoutrements belonging thereto, on the terms of paying
a recompence for the use thereof, and to detain such gunpowder and
barrels or receptacles, as is hereinafter given to persons searching
under a warrant of a jiistice of the peace, sheriff, or magistrate, and
such seizure shall be for the use of the person making the seizure, on
conviction of the offender or offenders.

Sect, 21. When any barge, boat, or vessel, having stale, condemned. No gunpowder to

Or returned gunpowder on board, arrives at the quay, wharf, or other
^j^

1°^"*°^ "^'^'^

jilace where the same is intended to be landed, no person shall begin be unloaded,

to unload, or shall bring down to such wharf, quay, or other place
with intent to load, in such vessel, any other gunpowder, until the
Avhole or part of such stale, condemned, or returned gunpowder be
first unloaded or carried away from such wharf, quay, or other place

of landing ; and after such, unloading and carrying away of part of
such gunpowder no person shall begin to load or shall so bring down
with intent to load any greater quantity of other gunpowder than the

part unloaded and carried away, on i)ain of forfeiting all gunpowder so

loaded or brought down contrary to this enactment.

Sect. 22. Any person having the care or management of any barge. Penalty for

boat, or other vessel whatsoever (except ships or vessels with gun- smoking, <fcc., on

powder on board imported from or to be exj)orted to places beyond loaded with gun-
sea, or going coastwise,) loaded with gunpowder, or any other person powder,

on board the same, who brings, has, or uses, or permits any person to

bring, have, or use, any charcoal, lucifer matches, or other combus-
tible matter, or any fire or lighted candle, during the time of loading,

or unloading, or when the hatches are open, or smokes or wittingly

permits any person to smoke on board such barge, boat, or vessel,

shall for every such offence forfeit any sum not exceeding 51.

Sect. 23. No person having the care of any waggon, cart, or other Penalty for undue

carriage used for the conveyance of gunpowder by land shall, after delay in loading

beginning to place or load therein any quantity of gunpowder, or powder?
'"^ ^"°

beginning to unload the same thereout, stop or stay at any place of

loading or in the loading or unloading suffer any longer time to pass

than with the use of all due diligence shall be reasonably necessary

for the purpose of loading or unloading ; and no person having the

charge or care of any barge, boat, or other vessel, used for the convey-

ance of gunpowder by water, (except in the case of vessels loading for

importation or exportation of gunpowder to or from places beyond sea,

or going coastwise,) shall, after beginning to load or unload any
quantity of gunpowder, stop or stay at any wharf, quay or other

place of loading, or in the loading or unloading thereof suffer any
longer time to pass than with the use of all due diligence shall bo

reasonably necessary for the purpose of loading or unloading, not

exceeding IS hours, unless hindered by the weather; and every person

VflT TT •' O
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offending against tliis enactment shall for each offence forfeit any sum
not exceeding 101.

Sect. 24. None of the aforesaid provisions for or relative to the

conveyance of gunpowder, or the loading or unloading thereof, shall

extend to any other waggon, cart, or land carriage, or any other boat,

barge, or vessel, than such as shall be loaded with or employed in

convoying a quantity of gunpowder exceeding 100 lbs.

Sect. 25 (a). It shall be lawful for any justice of the peace, and in

Scotland for any sheriff, justice of the peace, or magistrate, within tli

limits of whose jurisdiction gunpowder is suspected to be made, kei:,

or carried, contrary to this act, on demand made, and reasonable cauM'

assigned upon oath by any person to issue a warrant under his hand
and seal, or in Scotland under his hand, for searching in the daytinn;

any house, mill, magazine, storehouse, warehouse, shop, cellar, yaid,

wharf, or other place, or any carriage, ship, boat, or vessel, in whicli

such gunpowder is suspected to be made, kept, or carried contrary

to this act; and all gunpowder found to be made, kept, or carricil

contrary to this act, and also the gunpowder barrels or other recep-

tacles, shall be immediately seized by the searcher, who shall with all

convenient speed after the seizure remove such gunpowder, and tli

barrels or other receptacles in which it shall be, to such proper placi

as he, in conformity to the restrictions of this act, shall think fit, a;; >

in the case of any such gunpowder seized in any carriage or vet^.--
'

may use for the pui-pose of removal, during the space of 24 hours ail'

seizure, such carriage or vessel, with the tackling, beasts, and accou-
trements belonging thereto, (paying afterwards to the owner orowm i

thereof a sufficient recompense for the use thereof, to be settled by tl,

justices, sheriff, or magistrates before whom the complaint shall 1 -

heard, after the seizure, and in case of nonpayment immediately afti

settlement by such justices, sheriff, or magistrates, to be recoverabli'

as in the case of pecuniary penalties imder this act,) and may detain

such gunpowder, and the barrels or other receptacles in which it sha ! I

be, till it shall be adjudged, on a hearing before 2 or more such ju -

tices or magistrates, or before the sheriff, whether the same shall I'

forfeited ; and such searcher or seizer shall not be liable to any suit for

such detainer, or for any loss of or damage which may happen to tlio

said gunpowder or barrels or other receptacles, other than by his

wilful act or neglect, or the wilful act or neglect of the persons with
whom he shall intrust the keeiiing thereof: Provided, that when;
any gunpowder is seized under this provision, proceedings for the Ibi -

feiture thereof shall be commenced within 28 days after such seizmo.
Sect. 26. No master or commander of any ship or other vessel lyini,

in the Thames, and outward-bound, shall receive or permit to bf

received on board any such ship or vessel more than 25 lbs. of gu)i-

jiowder (except for the Queen's service) before the arrival of such shiii

or vessel at, over against, or below Blackwall, and the master or com-
mander of every ship or vessel coming into the river Thames sh;iV

(excej)t in the case of gunpowder for the service of the crown) put i' <

shore in proper places, in conformity to the restrictions of this act, uii.

the gunpowder on board such ship or vessel above the quantity of

25 lbs. cither before the arrival of such ship or vessel at Elackwall, or
within 24 hours (if the weather shall permit) after coming to an
anchor there, or to the place of unloading there, and shall not after-

wards have on board more than 25 lbs. of gunpowder (except for the
seiTice of the crown), on pain of forfeiting for every offence in any of

(«) r>y tli<4 2r> & 2G Vict. c. 98,

.s. 1, this and tlie 27th section are to

l)C read as if the M'ord " ginipowder "

included loaded percussion cai)s, am-

jnunitioii, fireworks, fulniiiintiug

mercury, or any other preparation

or comijosition of an explosive na-

ture.
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the said cases all the gunpowder found on board above the "weight of Gunpoicder.
25 lbs., and the barrels or other receptacles in which such gunpowder
shall be, and also not exceeding 2s. for every pound of gunpowder 23"fe 24 Victc. 139.

above the quantity of 2o lbs.

Sect. 27 (a). The conservators of the river Thames for the time being conservators of

shall fi-om time to time appoint one or more of the harbour masters of tbe river Thames

the port of London, or other person or persons, a searcher or searchers searchers,
for unlawful quantities of gunpowder in ships or other vessels in the
river Thames, which person or persons so appointed are hereby autho-
rised, at any time between sun-rising and sun-setting, to enter any
shiiJ or vessel (except her Majesty's ships) in the river Thames above
Blackwall, and to search the same for unlawful quantities of gun-
powder, and also shall have the same powers of seizing, removing to

proper places, and detaining all such unlawful quantities of gunpowder
found on board any such ship or vessel, and the barrels or other recep-

tacles in which such gunpowder shall be, as are hereinbefore given to

persons searching for unlawful quantities of gunpowder uiider a
warrant of a justice of the peace.

Sect. 28. Any forfeiture or penalty, or forfeiture and penaltj', (as Forfeitures and
the case may be,) for any offence against this act, and not herein penalties recover

otherwise provided for, may be enforced and recovered upon summary ^ ^ summar y.

conviction of such offence before any 2 justices, or in Scotland before

any sheriff or any 2 justices or magistrates; and, save as herein other-

wise provided, one moiety of every forfeitui'e and penalty for any
offence against this act, or violation of any rules made thereunder,

shall belong to her Majesty, and the other moiety to the informer,

anything in any act to the contrary notwithstanding : Provided always,

that if the informer be a person ai)pointed under this act by the secre-

tary of state, or a servant of the person informed against, the moiety
of the penalty which would otherwise belong to the informer shall be
applied in such manner and to such other purposes as the justices,

sheriff, or magistrates in their discretion think fit : Provided also, that

such forfeitui'es and penalties, and the expenses attending the con-

viction, may be levied and recovei'ed in Scotland by poinding and sale,

and in default of payment, or of sufficient poinding, by imprisonment
for any period not exceeding 3 months.

Sect. 29. The lord lieutenant or chief secretary in Ireland to have
the like authorities as are before given to the secretary of state.

Sect. 30. This act shall not extend to any mills or other buildings Act not to extend

erected or which may be erected for the purpose of making gunpowder *» '"'i^ erected on

on any lands belonging to or held for the service of the crown, or to
a s, i c.

the keeping of gunpowder at any storehouse or magazine belonging
to or held for the service of the ci'own, or to the manufacture, loading,

or keeping of percussion caps, ammunition, fireworks, or any prepara-
tion or compound of an explosive natiu'e, in any place belonging to or

held for the service of the crown, or to hinder the trial of gunpowder
by her Majesty's officers, as is usual, for the service of the crowoi, or

to the keeping of gunpowder at the magazines now erected for that

purpose at Barking Creek's mouth in the county of Essex and Erith

Level in the county of Kent, or to the keeping of gu.npowder at the

magazines or storehouses now erected near the city of Bristol, or to

the keeping of gunpowder in vessels moored in the river Mersey under
the provisions of the 14 & 15 Vict. c. 67, or to the carriage of gun-
powder to or from magazines belonging to the crown, under a special

and express order of the secretary of state for war, such order to con-

tain the quantity of gunpowder so to be carried, and the time for

which such order shall be in force, or to the carriage of gunpowder
with forces on their march, or with the militia or volunteer corps

{(') See note to sect. 25, us to meaning of "gunpowder."

302
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during theii* exercise, or whicli shall be sent for the use of such forces,

militia, or volunteer corps.

Sect. 31. This act shall not extend to repeal or alter the act of the

54 Geo. 3, c. 159, or to gunpowder, percussion caps, or combustible

articles on board any ship, vessel, or boat of her Majesty or in her

Majesty's service, or required or kept for the use of her Majesty's

navy, her Majesty's royal marine forces, the royal naval coast volun-

teers, the royal naval volunteers, or any force which is or may be

under the orders or control of the commissioners for executing the

office of lord high admiral of the United Kingdom.
Sect. 32. This act shall not extend to prevent the keeping of gun-

powder in the proof houses of the two companies authorised by The
Gun Barrel Proof Act, 1855, or in magazines connected with such
proof houses, provided that the quantity of gunpowder kept at the

same time in any one such proof house, and the magazine (if any)

connected therewith, do not exceed in the whole 5 cwt.

Sect. 33. This act shall not extend to hinder any person or persons

from carrying or conveying an unlimited quantity of gunpowder, in

such close-decked vessels and manner as hereinbefore is directed, from
any ships or vessels lying below Blackwall, to any of the magazines
for gunpowder so situate below Blackwall, or from such magazines to

any ships or vessels lying below Blackwall, and going to any place

beyond sea or coastwise, or from the floating magazines in the river

Mersey to any ships or vessels going to any place boj-ond seas or

coastwise, or from any ships or vessels arriving from any place beyond
seas or coastwise to the said floating magazines.

Sect. 34. This act shall not extend or bo construed to repeal or

affect the provisions concerning gunpowder in and near the London
Docks in 9 Geo. 4, c. 116, ss. 134 and 135 (local and personal).

Sect. 35. This act shall not extend or bo construed to repeal or

affect the provisions with respect to gunpowder magazines, gun-
powder, or fireworks contained in any general or local police act which
may be in force in any place in the United Kingdom.

Sect. 36. And whereas by the 2 & 3 Vict. c. 47, " for fui-ther im-
proving the police in and near the metropolis," every superintendent

or inspector belonging to the metropolitan police force is empowered
as therein mentioned to enter any ship, boat, or vessel (except her
Majesty's ships) in the river Thames, and the docks and creeks ad-

jacent thereto, and to search the same for unlawful quantities of gun-
powder, and to exercise the same powers of seizing, removing to

proper places, and detaining all such unlawful quantities of gunpowder
found on board any such ship, boat, or vessel, and the barrels or other

packages containing such gunpowder, as are given to persons search-
ing for unlawful quantities of gunpowder under the warrant of a
justice by virtue of the said act of 12 Geo. 3, and by the 9 & 10 Vict,

c. 25(a), " for preventing malicious injuries to persons and jiroperty

by fire or by explosive or destructive substances," any justice of the
peace is empowered as therein mentioned to issue a warrant for search-
ing in the day-time any place or vessel in which gunjiowder or other
explosive, dangerous, or noxious substance is suspected to be made or

kept for the purpose of being used in committing an offence under
that act ; and it is enacted, that every person acting in the execution
of any such warrant shall have, for seizing, removing to proper places,

and detaining all gunpowder, explosive, dangerous, or noxious sub-
stances found upon such searchwhich he shall have good cause to suspect
to be intended to bo used in committing an offence under that act, and
the barrels, packages, and cases in which the same shall be, the same
powers which are given to persons searching for unlawful quantities

of gunpowder under a warrant of a justice by the ^id 12 Geo. 3, c. 61

:

a) This act is now repealed by 24 k 25 Vict. c. 95.
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All powers given by the said acts of the 2 & 3 Vict, or 9 & 10 Vict., Habeas corpus.
or by any act passed or to be passed in this present session of parlia- _

ment, by refei'ence to the said act of 12 Greo. 3, shall be construed as -3 >& 21 Vict. c. i39.

if this act had been referred to in the said acts of her Majesty, instead
of the said act of George the Third.

Sect. 37. In the construction of this act the term "borough" shall Meaning of the

mean and include any place for the time being subject to the provisions "^^^^ " i^orough-"

of the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 76 ; and in Scotland any royal burgh and any
of the burghs or towns returning or contributing to return members
to parliament ; and in Ireland any place for the time being subject to

the provisions of the 3 & 4 Vict. c. 108.

By the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 130, s. 1, all powers of granting licences by 24 &; 25 Vict. c. 13X

the said act (23 & 24 Vict. c. 136) given to justices of the peace at Transferor

their general quarter sessions shall be transferred to and vested in the ^"'"i^ins powers,

justices in petty sessions assembled, and the justices shall hold special

petty sessions of the peace in their several divisions for granting such
licences at such times as they think expedient ; and all powers thereby
transferred shall be exercised by the justices in potty sessions assem-
bled within their resj^ective divisions in the same manner in which
the same are by the said act required to be exercised by the justices

at their general quarter sessions, or as near thereto as circumstances
will admit.

Sect. 2. The justices in each petty sessional division maj'-, with the Table of fees,

sanction of one of her Majesty's principal secretaries of state, regulate
the mode in which applications for licences under this act are to be
made, and make a scale of fees to be charged in respect of such
licences.

Sect. 3. This act, so far as is consistent with the tenor thereof, shall Construction of

be construed as one with the said acft 23 & 24 Vict. c. 139.
^°*^'

Sect. 4. And whereas it is necessary for the manufacturers of safety Section 18 of

fuzes to have and keep for the purpose of such manufacture large appiylx^manufac-
quantities of gunpowder : be it enacted, that such manufacturers shall turers of safety

be within and subject to all the provisions of sect. 18 of the said ^"^°'^-

recited act, in like manner as the manufacturers of cartridges, fire-

works, and rockets ; and further, that it shall be lawful for such
manufacturers of safety fuzes to keep exclusively for the use of such
manufacture the respective quantities of gunpowder mentioned in the
section 19 of the said act, in like manner as the same may be kept for

the use of any mine, quarry, or colliery, but subject to all the restric-

tions and conditions mentioned and provided in the said section.

By the 25 & 26 Vict. c. 98, s. 1 ; sections 25 & 27 of the 23 & 24
Vict. c. 136, are to be construed and applied as if the word gunpowder
therein mentioned included loaded percussion caps, ammunition, fire-

works, fulminating mercury, or any other preparation or composition
of an explosive nature.

I. Habeas Corpus ad Subjiciendum, 934.

II. Habeas Corpus ad Deliberandum et Recipiendum, and Habeas
Corpus cum Causd, p. 946.

III. Forms, p. 947.

As to the writ habeas corpus ad testificandum, see " Eindence,^^ p.
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I. i^aieas <2!orpu0 atr Sulin'cicntJtim.

Herein—\st, Of the Habeas Corpus Act, and other Acts relating to, p. 934.

27id, Of the Writ, tvhen granted, and proceedings on it, p. 941.

1. The Habeas Coepits Act, and other Acts, as to.

The 31 Car, 2, c. 2, has been said to be the most highly remedial

act which stands upon the statute book, {Huntley y. Luscomhe, 2 B, ({

P. 539.)

Sect. 1 recites, that great delays have been used by sheriffs, gaoleis,

and other officers to whose custody any of the king's subjects havo

been committed for criminal, or supposed criminal, matters, in makini,'

returns of writs of habeas corpus to them directed, by standing out an

alias and pluries habeas corpus, and sometimes more, and by other

shifts, to avoid their yielding obedience to such writs, contrary to

their duty and the known laws of the land, whereby many of the

king's sulsjects have been, and hereafter may be, long detained in

prison, in such cases where, by law, they are bailable, to their great

charges and vexation.

Sect. 2. For the prevention whereof, and the more speedily relief of

all persons imprisoned for any such criminal, or supposed criminal,

matters ; it is enacted, that whensoever any person or persons shall

bring any habeas corpus directed unto any sheriff or sheriffs, gaoler,

minister, or other person whatsoever, for any person in his or their

custody, and the said writ shall be served upon the said officer, or left

at the gaol or prisor with any of the under officers, under keepers, or

deputy of the said officers or keepers, that the said officer or officers,

his or their under officers, under keepers, or deputies, shall within 3

days after the service thereof as aforesaid (unless the commitment
aforesaid were for treason or felony, plainly and specially expressed in

the warrant of commitment), upon payment or tender of the charges

of bringing the said prisoner, to be ascertained by the judge or court

that awarded the same, and indorsed upon the said writ, not exceed-

ing \2d. per mile, and upon securitj' given by his own bond to pay the

charges of carrying back the prisoner, if he shall be remanded by the

court or judge to which he shall be brought accoi'ding to the true

intent of this present act, and that he will not make any escape by the

way, make return of such writ ; and bring, or cause to be brought,

the body of the party so committed or restrained, unto or before the
i

lord chancellor, or lord keeper of the great seal of England for the I

time being, or the judges or barons of the said court from whence the

said wrib shall issue, or unto and before such other person or persons]

before whom the said writ is made returnable, according to the com-
mand thereof; and shall then likewise certify the true causes of hisj

detainer or imprisonment, unless the commitment of the said party]

be in any place beyond the distance of 20 miles from the place orj

places where such court or person is or shall be residing ; and it

beyond the distance of 20 miles, and not above 100 miles, then within]

the space of 10 days ; and if beyond the distance of 100 miles, then]

within the space of 20 days, after such delivery aforesaid, and not]

longer.

Sect. 3. And to the intent that no sheriff, "gaoler, or other officer,]

may pretend ignorance of the import of any such wiit ; it is enacted,]

•That all such writs shall be marked in this manner, per statutum tri-

cesimo jyrimo Caroli Secundi Begis, and shall be signed by the jicrson

• that awards the same ; and if any person or persons shall be or .stand

committed or detained as aforesaid, for any crime, unless for felony or

treason plainly expressed in the waiTant of commitment, in the vacation



time and out of term, it shall and may be lawful to and for the person j. Halcas cor-
or persons so committed or detained (other than persons convict or in ^nis ad suhjici-
execution by legal process), or any one on his or their behalf, to appeal endum.
or complain to the lord chancellor or lord keeper, or any one of his

Majesty's justices, either of the one bench or of the other, or the barons ^^ ^"^- -> ^- ^

of the exchequer of the degree of the coif; and the said lord chan-
cellor, lord keeper, justices, or barons, or any of them, upon \iew of
the copy or copies of the warrant or warrants of commitment and de-
tainer, or otherwise upon oath made that such copy or copies were
denied to be given by such person or persons in whose custody the
prisoner or prisoners is or are detained, are hereby authorised and
required, upon request made in writing by such person or j)ersons, or
any on his, her, or their behalf, attested and subscribed by 2 witnesses
who were present at the delivery of the same, to award and grant an
habeas corpus under the seal of such court whereof ho shall then be
one of the judges, to be directed to the officer or officers in whose
custody the party so committed or detained shall be, returnable imme-
diate before the said lord chancellor, or lord keeper, or such justice,

baron, or any other justice or baron of the degree of the coif of any of
the said courts ; and upon service thereof as aforesaid, the officer or
officers, his or their under officer or under officers, under keeper or under
keepers, or theii" deputy, in whose custody the party is so committed or
detained, shall, within the times respectively before limited, bring such
prisoner or prisoners before the said lord chancellor or lord keeper, or
such justices, barons, or one of them, before whom the said writ is

made returnable, and in case of his absence, before any other of them,
with the return of such writ, and the true causes of the commitment
and detainer ; and thereupon, within 2 days after the party shall be
brought before them, the said lord chancellor or lord keeper, or such
justice or baron before whom the prisoner shall be brought as afore-

said, shall discharge the said prisoner fi'om his imprisonment, taking
his or their recognizance, with one or more surety or sureties, in any
sum according to their discretions, having regard to the quality of the

prisoner, and nature of the offence, for his or their appearance in the

court of King's Bench the term following, or at the next assizes,

sessions, or general gaol-delivery of and for such county, city, or

place where the commitment was, or where the offence was committed,
or in such other court where the said offence is properly cognizable, as

the case shall require, and then shall certify the said writ, with the

return thereof, and the said recognizance or recognizances, into the

said court where such appearance is to be made ; unless it shall appear
unto the said lord chancellor or lord keeper, or justice or justices, or

baron or barons, that the party so committed is detained upon a
legal process, order, or warrant out of some court that hath jurisdic-

tion of criminal matters, or by some warrant signed and sealed with the
hand and seal of an}^ of the said justices or barons, or some justice or

justices of the peace, for such matters or offences for which by the law
the prisoner is not bailable.

Sect. 4. If any person shall have wilfally neglected, by the space of Persons, neglect-

2 whole terms after his imprisonment, to pray a habeas corpus for i"- 1^" terms to

his enlargement, such person so wilfully neglecting shall not have any g^au have none in

habeas corpus to be granted in vacation time, in pursuance of this vacation time,

act.

Sect. 5. If any officer or officers, his or their under officer or under oflScer, how to be

officers, under keeper or under keepers, or deputy, shall neglect or
F^^^'no't'^obe^fn^"^*

refuse to make the returns aforesaid, or to bring the body or bodies of writ!°
" ^°-^*°^

the prisoner or prisoners, according to the command of the said writ,

vrithin the respective times aforesaid, or, upon demand made by the

prisoner or person in his behalf, shall refuse to deliver, or within the

space of 6 hours after demand shall not deliver, to the person so de-

manding, a true copy of the warrant or warrants of commitment and
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detainer of such prisoner, which he and they are hereby required to

deliver accordingly ; all and every the head gaolers and keepers of such
prisons, and such other person in whose custody the prisoner shall bo

detained, shall, for the first offence, forfeit to the prisoner or party

grieved the sum of 100/,, and for the second offence the sum of 200?.,

and shall and is hereby made incapable to hold or execute the said

office ; the said penalties to be recovered by the prisoner or party

grieved, his executors or administrators, against such offender, hi.«i

executors or administrators, by any action of debt, suit, biU,

plaint, or information, in any of the King's courts at Westmin-
ster, wherein no essoign, protection, privilege, injunction, wager
of law, or stay of prosecution by non vult uUerius prosequi, or other-

wise, shall be admitted or allowed, or any more than one imparlance

;

and any recovery or judgment at the suit of any party grieved shall

be a sufficient conviction for the first offence ; and any after-recovery

or judgment at the suit of a party grieved for any offence after thc^

first judgment, shall be a sufficient conviction to bring the officers or

person within the said penalty for the second offence.

Sect. 6. For the prevention of unjust vexation by reiterated com-
mitments for the same offence, enacts, that no person or persons,

which shall be delivered, or set at large, upon any habeas corpus,

shall, at any time hereafter, be again imprisoned or committed for the

same offence, by any person or persons whatsoever, other than by th^

legal order and process of such court, wherein he or they shall

bound by recognizance to appear, or other court having jurisdiction
the cause ; and if any other person or persons shall knowingly, con-

trary to this act, recommit or imprison, or knowingly procure or cause

to be recommitted or imprisoned for the same offence, or pretended

offence, any person or persons delivered or set at large as aforesaid, or

be knowingly aiding or assisting therein, then he or they shall forfeit

to the prisoner, or party grieved, the sum of 500?., any colourable pre-

tence or variation in the warrant or warrants of commitment notwith-

standing, to be recovered as aforesaid.

Sect. 7. If any person or persons shall be committed for high trea-

son or felony, plainly and specially expressed in the warrant of com-
mitment, upon his prayer or petition in open court, the first week of

the term, or first day of the sessions of oyer and terminer, or general

gaol-delivery, to be brought to his trial, shall not be indicted some
time in the next term, sessions of oyer and terminer, or general gaol-

delivery, after such commitment, it shall and may be lawful to and for

the judges of the court .of King' s Bench, and justices of oyer and ter-
;

minor, or general gaol-delivery, and they are hereby I'equired, upon^
motion to them made in open court, the last day of the term, sessions,

,^

or gaol-delivery, either by the prisoner, or any one in his behalf, toj

set at liberty the prisoner upon bail, unless it appear to the judges anfl

justices, upon oath made, that the witnesses for the king could not
be produced the same term, sessions, or general gaol-delivery ; anc

if any person or persons committed as aforesaid, upon his prayer or
]

petition, in open court, the first week of the term, or first day of tha'

sessions of oyer and terminer, and general gaol-delivery, to be brought
to his trial, shall not be indicted and tried the second term, sessions

of oyer and terminer, or general gaol- delivery, after his commitmenti
or upon his trial shall be acquitted, he shall be discharged from
imprisonment.

Sect. 8. Nothing in this act shall extend to discharge out of prisol

any person charged in debt or other action, or with process in any el's

'

cause, but that, after he shall be discharged of his imprisonment, foil

such his criminal offence, he shall be kept in custody according to the

law, for such other suit.

Sect. 9. If any i)erson or persons, su^bjects of this realm, shall be

committed to any prison, or in custody of any officer or officers what-
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soever for any criminal, or supposed criminal matter (a), that the said i. Habeas cor-

person shall not be removed from the said prison and custody into the pus ad subjici-

custody of any other officer or officers, unless it be by habeas corpus, eiidum.

or some other legal writ ; or where the prisoner is delivered to the con- ;
;

stable, or other inferior officer, to carry such prisoner to some common ^^ *^^'^"
'' '^' ^'

gaol, or where any person is sent, by order of any judge of assize, or

justice of the peace, to any common workhouse or house of correction,

or where the prisoner is removed from one prison or place to another

within the same county, in order to his or her trial or dischai-ge in due
course of law, or in case of sudden fire or infection, or other neces-

sity ; and if any person or persons shall, after such commitment afore-

said, make out and sign, or countersign, any warrant or warrants for

such removal aforesaid, contrary to this act ; as well he that makes, or

signs, or countersigns, such warrant or warrants, as the officer or

officers that obey or execute the same, shall suffer and incur the pains

and forfeitures in this act before mentioned, both for the first and
second offence respectively, to be recovered in manner aforesaid hy the

party grieved.

Sect. 10. It shall and maybe lawful to and for any prisoner and Habeas, out of

prisoners as aforesaid to move and obtain his or their habeas corpus, ''^^'^* °""'^t''-

as well out of the High Court of Chancery, or coui't of Exchequer, as

out of the courts of King's Bench or Common Pleas, or either of

them ; and if the said lord chancellor or lord keeper, or any judge or Penalty for deny-

judges, baron or barons, for the time being, of the degree of the coif, ^^^ ^^^ ^"*-

of any of the courts aforesaid, in the vacation time, upon view of the

copy or copies of the warrant or warrants of commitment or detainer,

or upon oath made that such copy or copies were denied as aforesaid,

shall deny any writ of habeas corpus, by this act required to be
granted, being moved for as aforesaid, they shall severally forfeit to

the prisoner, or party grieved, the sum of 500Z. , to be recovered in

manner aforesaid.

Sect. 11. An habeas corpiis, according to the true intent and mean- Counties palatine

ing of this act, may be directed and run into any county palatine, the and privileged

cinque ports, or other privileged places, within the kingdom of Eng-
land, dominion of Wales, or town of Berwick-upon-Tweed, and the
islands of Jersey or Guernsey ; any law or usage to the contrary not-
withstanding.

Sect. 12. And for preventing illegal imprisonments in prisons beyond No subjects shall

the seas ; it is enacted, that no subject of this realm that now is, or
prisons

*° ^'"^"'^

hereafter shall be an inhabitant or resiant of this kingdom of England,
dominion of Wales, or town of Berwick-upon-Tweed, shall or may be
sent j)risoner into Scotland, Ireland, Jersey, Guernsey, Tangier, or
into parts, garrisons, islands or places beyond the seas, which are or at
any time hereafter shall be within or without the dominions of his

Majesty, his heirs or successors ; and that every such imprisonment is

hereby enacted and adjudged to be illegal ; and that if any of the said
subjects now is or hereafter shall be so imprisoned, every such person
and persons so imprisoned, shall and may for every such imprison-
ment maintain by virtue of this act an action or actions of false im-
prisonment, in any of his Majesty'scourts of record, against the person
or persons by whom he or she shall be so committed, detained, impri- v

soned, sent prisoner or transported, contrarj'- to the true meaning of
this act, and against all or any person or persons that shall frame,
contrive, write, seal, or countersign, any warrant or writing for such
commitment, detainer, imprisonment, or transportation, or shall be
advising, aiding, or assisting in the same, or any of them ; and the The penalty,

plaintiff in every such action shall have judgment to recover his treble

{a) Custody under a commission of minal or supposed criminal matter,

rebellion is not a custody for a cri- {CobbeU v. Slowman, Ev, 633.)
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costs, besides damages, whicli damages so to be given, sball not bo
less than 500/. ; in which action no delay, stay, or stop of proceeding,

by rule, order of command, nor no injunction, protection, or privilege

whatsoever, nor any more than one imparlance shall be allowed, ex-

cepting such rule of the court wherein the action shall depend, made in

open court, as shall be thought in justice necessary, for special cause

to be expressed in the said rule ; and the person or persons who shall

knowingly frame, contrive, write, seal, or countersign, any warrant
for such commitment, detainer, or transportation, or shall so commit,
detain, imprison, or transport, any person or persons contrary to this

act, or be any ways advising, aiding, or assisting therein, being law-
fully convicted thereof, shall be disabled from thenceforth to bear any
office of trust or profit within the said realm of England, dominion of

Wales, or town of Berwick-upon-Tweed, cr any of the islands, terri-

tories, or dominions thereunto belonging ; and shall incur and sus-

tain the pains, penalties, and forfeitures limited, ordained, and pro-

vided, in and by the statute of provision and prainmnire made in tln'

16th 3'^ear of King Richard II. ; and be incapable of any pardon from
the king, his heirs or successors, of the said forfeitures, losses, or dis-

abilities, or any of them.
Sect. i;i. Provided always, that nothing in this act shall extend to

give benefit to any person who shall by contract in writing agree with
any merchant or owner of any plantation, or other person whatsoever,
to be transported to any parts beyond the seas, and receive earnes'

upon such agreement, although that afterwards such person shall

renounce such contract.

Sect. 14. Provided always, that if any person or persons lawfully
convicted of any felony, shall, in open court, pray to be transported
beyond the seas, and the court shall think fit to leave him or them in

prison for that purpose, such person or persons may be transported into

any parts beyond the seas ; this act, or anything therein contained, to

the contrary notwithstanding.
Sect. 16. Provided also, that if any person or persons at anytime

resiant in this realm, shall have committed any capital offence in Scot-

land or Ireland, or any of the islands or foreign plantations of the \

king, his heirs or successors, where he or she ought to be tried for :

such offence, such person or persons may be sent to such place, there >

to receive such trial, in such manner as the same might have been

'

used before the making of this act ; anything herein contained to the]

contrary notwithstanding.
Sect. 17. No person or persons shall be sued, impleaded, molested

or troubled, for any offence against this act, unless the party offendinii_

be sued or impleaded for the same within 2 years, at the most, after

such time wherein the offence shall be committed, in case the party
grieved shall not be then in prison ; and if he shall be in jDrison, then
within the space of 2 years after the decease of the person imprisoncc]

,

or his or her delivery out of prison, which shall first happen.
Sect. 18. And, to the intent no person may avoid his trial at tin

assizes, or general gaol-delivery, by procuring his removal before tli-

assizes, at such time as he cannot be brought back to receive his tri.i

!

there, it is enacted, that, after the assizes proclaimed for that county
where the prisoner is detained, no person shall be removed from the
common gaol upon any habeas corpus, granted in pursuance of this

act, but upon any such habeas corpus, shall be brought before thejudge
of assize in open court, who is thereupon to do what to justice shall

appertain.

Sect. 19. Provided nevertheless, that after the assizes are ended,
any person or persons detained may have his or her habeas corpus,

according to the direction and intention of this act.

Sect. 20. If any information, suit, or action, shall be brought or ex-

hibited against any person or persons, for any offence committed or to
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be committed against the form of this law, it shall be lawful for such 1. Habeas cor-

defendants to plead the general issue, that they are not guilty, or that pus ad subjici-

they owe nothing, and to give such special matter in evidence to the endicvi.

jury that shall try the same, which matter being pleaded had been
31 car 2 c 2

good and sufficient matter in law to have discharged the said de-
'

fendant or defendants against the said information, suit, or action, and
the said matter shall be then as available to him or them, to all intents

and purposes, as if he or they had sufficiently pleaded, set forth, or
alleged the same matter in bar or discharge of such information, suit,

or action.

Sect. 21. And, because many times persons charged with petty Persons corn-

treason or felony, or as accessaries thereunto, are committed upon ^^J.igg before'^To
suspicion only, whereupon they are bailable or not according as the petty tre<a8on or

circumstances making out that suspicion are more or less weighty, j^iony. sh^^i ni^t

which are best known to the justices of the peace that committed bailed otherwise

the persons, and have the examinations before them, or to other tiif«i before this

justices of the peace in the county ; it is enacted. That where ''^°* "'•'t'''^.

any person shall appear to be committed by any judge or justices

of the peace, and charged as accessary before the fact to any petty
treason or felony, or upon susjiicion thereof, or with suspicion of
petty treason or felony, which petty treason or felony shall be plainly
and si^ecially expressed in the warrant of commitment, that such
person shall not be removed or bailed by virtue of this act, or in
anj^ other manner than they might have been before the making of
this act.

The 56 Geo. 3, c. 100, s. 1, enacts, That where any person shall so Geo. 3, c. 100.

be confined or restrained of his or her liberty (otherwise than for some Judges to issue, in

criminal or supposed criminal matter, and except persons imprisoned ^^ication, writs of

for debt, or by process in any civil suit) within that part of Great immediately, in

Britain called England, dominion of Wales, or town of Berwick-upon- cases other than

Tweed, or the isles of Jersey, Guernsey, or Man, it shall and may be matTer^w'for
lawful for any one of the barons of the Exchequer, of the degree of debt,

the coif, as well as for any one of the justices of one bench or the
other ; and where any person shall be so confined in Ireland, it

shall and may be lawful for any one of the barons of the Exchequer, or
of the justices of one bench or the other in Ireland ; and they are hereby
required, upon complaint made to them by or on the behalf of the
person so confined or restrained, if it shall appear by affidavit or
affirmation (in cases where by law an affirmation is allowed) that there
is a jDrobable and reasonable ground for such complaint, to award, in

vacation time, a writ of habeas corpus ad subjiciendum, under the
seal of such court, whereof he or they shall then be judges or one
of the judges, to be directed to the person or persons in whose
custody or jiower the party so confined or restrained shall be, return-
able immediately before the j^erson so awarding the same, or before
anj^ other judge of the court under the seal of which the said writ
issued.

Sect. 2. If the person or persons to whom any wi'it of 7iaheas corpus Xon-obedience to

shall be directed according to the provisions of this act, upon service ^"ntemnt of court
of such writ, either by the actual delivery thereof to him, her, or them,
or by leaving the same at the place where the party shall be confined or
restrained, with any servant or agent of tbe person or persons so con-
fining or restraining, shall wilfullj' neglect or refuse to make a return
or pay obedience thereto, be, she, or they shall be deemed guilty of
contempt of the court, under the seal whereof su.cli writ shall have
issued ; and it shall be lawful to and for the said justice or baron,
before whom such wi'it shall be returnable, upon proof made by
affidavit of wilful disobedience of the said writ, to issue a warrant
under his hand and seal, for the apprehending and bringing before

him, or before some other justice or baron of the same court, the per-
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son or persons so wilfully disobeying the said writ, in order to liis, her,

or their being bound to the king's majesty, with two sufficient sureties,

in such sum as in the warrant shall be expressed, with condition to

appear in the court of which the said justice or baron is a judge, at a
day in the ensuing term to be mentioned in the said warrant, to

answer the matter of contempt with which he, she, or they are charged;

and in case of neglect or refusal to become bound as aforesaid, it shall

be lawful for such justice or baron to commit such person or persons

so neglecting or refusing to the jail or prison of the court of which
such justice or baron shall be a judge, there to remain until he, she,

or they shall have become bound as aforesaid, or shall be discharged

by order of the court in term time, or by order of one of the justices or

barons of the court in vacation ; and the recognizance or recognizances
to be taken thereupon, shall be returned and filed in the same court.

and shall continue in force until the matter of such contempt shall

have been heard and determined, unless sooner ordered by the court

to be discharged ; provided, that if such writ shall be awarded so late

in the vacation by any one of the said justices or barons, that, in his

opinion, obedience thereto cannot be conveniently paid during such
vacation, the same shall and may, at his discretion, bo made return-
able in the court of which the said justice or baron shall be a justice

or baron, at a day certain in the next term ; and the said court shall

and may proceed thereupon, and award process of contempt in case of

disobedience thereto, in like manner as upon disobedience to any writ

originally awarded by the said court
;

provided also, that if such writ

shall be awarded by the court of King's Bench, or the court of Com-
mon Pleas, or court of Exchequer, in the said countries respectively,

which last-mentioned court shall have like power to award such writs

as the respective courts of King's Bench and Common Pleas in each of

the said countries now have in term, but so late that, in the judg-
ment of the court, obedience thereto cannot be conveniently paid

during such term, the same shall and may, at the discretion of the

said court, be made returnable at a day certain in the then next
vacation, before any justice or baron of the degree of the coif, or, if

in Ireland, before any justice or baron of the same court, who shall

and may proceed thereupon in such manner as by this act is directed

concerning writs issuing in and made returnable during the vaca-
tion.

Sects. 3 and 4. The judges are empowered to inquire into the

truth of the facts stated in the return to the habeas, and to bail the

prisoner on his recognizance to appear in term, &c., if the truth
of the facts stated be doubtful, which recognizance is to be trans-

mitted to the court with the affidavits used. The court are also

empowered to inquire into the truth of those facts, and the truth con-

troverted.

Sect. 5. The writ may run into counties palatine, the Cinque Ports,

and other privileged places.

Sect. 6. The several provisions made in this act touching the making
writs of liaheas corpus, issuing in time of vacation, returnable into the

said courts, or for making such writs, awarded in term time, retui-n-

able in vacation, as the cases may respectively happen, and also for

making wilful disobedience thereto a contempt of the court, and for

issuing warrants to apprehend and bring before the said justices or

barons, or any of them, any person or persons wilfully disobeying any

such writ, and, in case of neglect or refusal to become bound as afore-

said, for committing the person or persons so neglecting or refusing to

gaol as aforesaid, respecting the recognizances to be taken as afore-

said, and the iwoceeding or proceedings thereon, shall extend to all

writs of liaheas corpus awarded in pursuance of the said act, 31 Car. 2,

or 21 & 22 Geo. 3 (I), and hereinbefore recited, in as ample and

beneficial a manner as if such writs, and the said cases arising
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thereon, had been hereinbefore specially named and provided for re- 1. Halms cm--

spectively. ipus ad subjici-

endum.

The court of Queen's Bench having decided in the case of Anderson, ^^7 ", 7^
(SOL. J'. ^. 5. 129,) that the superior courts at Westminster had power '

'
'

to issue a writ of habeas corpus ad suhfictendum to any part of the

dominions of the crown of England, the act 25 Vict. c. 20, was passed,

which enacts :

—

Sect. 1. No writ of habeas corpus shall issue oiit of England, by Writ not to issue

authority of any jiidge or court of justice therein, into any colony or
°nto*an^"TOioif

foreign dominion (a) of the crown where her Majesty has a lawfully &(;. having a court

established court or courts of justice having authority to grant and ^itli authority to

issue the said writ, and to ensure the due execution thereof through- ^^"* *"° ^

out such colony or dominion.

2. The Writ, when Granted, how Obtained, and
Proceedings on.

Li ivhat cases granted.']—Where a party is illegally or defectively when gi-anted.

committed and entitled to be discharged or bailed by a superior juris-

diction, he may, in every instance, obtain relief by this writ of habeas

corpus, which it seems is the only remedy, as a writ of certiorari would
be irregular. {Com. Dig. Hah. Corp. (C); B. v. Boiuen, T. R. 158;
ante. Certiorari.)

But the persons accused of treason or felony, plainly expressed (as to

which, see Commitment,) on the warrant or commitment, or as acces-

sary, or on suspicion of being accessary before the fact to any petit

treason or felony, or upon suspicion of such petit treason or felony,

plainly expressed on the warrant, cannot be bailed on habeas corpus.

(31 Car. 2, c. 2, s. 21 ; ante, p. 939.)

By the 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, s. 290, the writ shall not be granted
in favour of prisoners charged with smuggling and offences against
the customs, unless the objections to the proceedings be stated.

The fact of the prisoner being too poor to afford the expenses of the
habeas, will not induce the court or judge to dispense with the writ,

and hear the prisoner on an application for his discharge without it.

[Ex parte Martins, 9 Doiul. 194.)

The writ of habeas, though a writ of right, is not a writ of course ;

and the court or the judges are not bound, as of course and without
any cause shown, to grant the writ in the first instance. It would be
a strange inconsistency in the law if they were bound to do an act

nugatory in itself; and that would be the case if, upon a view of the
copy of the warrant of commitment, a writ of habeas was of course to

issue, the only effect of which woiild be that upon the return to it

the pi'isoner must be remanded. (Hobhouse's case, 3 B. & Aid, 420.)
If there be no wan-ant of commitment showing the crime, the writ

will be granted and bail invariably accepted. {B. v. Wilkes, 2 Wils.

158; B. V. Kendal, 1 Ld. Baym. 65.)

Also in the case of delay of prosecution, the court will in general
gi'ant the writ and immediately discharge the prisoner on bail. {R. v.

Wyndham, 1 Stra. 4; Sir B. Peyton's case, 1 Vent. 346.)
Before the spring assizes, 1840, A. was committed to take his trial

at those assizes for shooting B. The trial was postponed to the
summer assizes on the ground of B.'s iUness. Before the summer
assizes B. died, and at those assizes a true bill for the murder of B.

(a) The writ runs to the Isle of applies to a colony or foreign domi-
Man. {Crawford's Case, 18 L. J. nion where there is a court having

Q B. 225.) For it is not a foreign power to issue process analogous to

dominion of the crown within this the writ of habeas corpus. (Re James
section. Qucere, whether the act Broxim, 33 L. J. 193.)
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1 Habeas cor-
"^^^ found against A. , and his trial was postponed at the instance of

7ms ad suhjici- the prosecutor to the next spring assizes, on account of the illness of a

endum. material witness :—Held, that A. was not entitled to his discharge

under the 7th section of the Habeas Corpus Act. [Rfj. Y. Boiven, 9

Car. & P. 509.)

Ill health is not of itself a sufficient giound to induce the court

to interpose. (1 Stra. 4, 5 ; 1 Leach, G. L. 117 ; hut see 1 Stra. 9.)

The court will not grant the writ to bring up a prisoner under sen-

tence of imi^risonment for a misdemeanor to enable him to show cau^

in person against a rule for a criminal information. [It. y. ParJcins, '

B. & Aid. 579, n.)

A wiit of haheas co?'jjus is not grantable in general where the party

is in execution on a criminal charge after judgment on an indict-

ment, according to the coarse ofcommon law. [Lees, ex parte, E. B. a

E. 828.)

And the coui't wUl not grant the writ to bring up a party in custoi ! \

under an attachment, to enable him to move in person to set it asidi

{Ford Y. Nassau, 9 ilf. & W. 793.)

But where a defendant, charged with selling unstamped papei'

was in custody, the court granted a habeas corpus for the purpo
of enabling him to defend in person. {Att.-Oen. y. Cleave, 2 L)o"'

668.)

It is said that a person committed by rule of court cannot have tli;

writ. {Bac. Ah. Hah. Corp. (B 4) ; R. y. Floiver, 8 T. R. 924.)

When a party is liable to be detained on a criminal charge, tli

court will not inquire into the manner in which the caption wa.

effected. {R. y. Marks, 3 East, 157; Ex parte Krans, 1 B. & C. 258.)

In a case, where a party, against whom a true bill for perjury had
been found, and a warrant for her apj)rehension granted, Avas appre-

hended abroad, and brought here in custody, and committed to prison

for want of bail, the court refused to discharge her on haheas corpus, on

the ground that she had been improperly apiirehended in a foreign,

country. {Ex parte Scott, 9 B. & C. 446.)

The writ wiU not be granted to bring a party before the court, wli'

has been committed by the House of Lords or Commons. {Burdctt \.

Ahhoit, 14 East, 1.)

Where A. was charged with a felony before thi-ee magistrates, who,
upon hearing evidence, admitted him to bail, and afterwards upon
additional evidence, committed him to gaol, it was held that A. wa
not entitled to a haheas corpus to be discharged out of custody, (ii''

parte Allen, 3 N. ib M. 35.) But in Gross, ex parte, 2 //. & N. 354, tli-

court granted a rule calling upon a committing magistrate to sho\.

cause why a writ of habeas corpus should not issue in order to ti'

the validity of the warrant.
The writ will not bo granted to biing up a prisoner, in a count

y

gaol, for the purpose of voting at the election of a member of parlia-

ment. {Ex jiartc Jones, 2 A. tfc E. 436.)
The court wiU not, it seems, grant it to remove a defendant out C'

custody, on a writ de contumace capiendo, for the purpose of doin

penance before an ecclesiastical court, although the Lord Chancelloi

will. {Ex parte Strong, 5 Boivl. 213.)
Whore there is a restraint of personal liberty of a feme covert, th

court, in favorem lihertatis, will grant the writ directed to the husbaiut

to bring up the body of his wife. {Re Cochrane, 8 Bowl. 630.)

But where a wife is voluntarily, and without restraint, absent from
her husband, a court of common law cannot upon his aisplication issue

a writ of haheas corpus to biing up her body. {Re<i, y. Le(j<iatt, 18 <J.

B. 781.)

As to a haheas corpus for the bringing up of infant children, slj

"Bastards," " Children."

Wilde, B., in the case of D(d'!/, 2 /'. d- /•'. 258, granted a writ of
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Ivabeas corpus on the application of the sister of an orphan girl under 1. Habeas cor-

14 years of age, to remove her from an asylum whore the applicant ]ius ad subjici-

was denied access to her. cndum.

Where the father has been convicted of felony, the court will grant

the writ, in order to give the mother the custody of an infant. {Ex
parte Bailey, G Dowl, 311.) ,

It does not lie for an alien enemy. {Case of the Three Spanish Sailors,

2 W. Blac. 1324; R. v. Schiever, 2 Burr. 765.)

Application for a habeas corpus ad respondendum to take a prisoner

(in custody upon a charge of felony) before the justices to answer
another charge of felony, must be made to a judge at chambers. {Bet/.

v. Isaacs, 20 L. J. Q. B. 395.) In the case oi Bey. v. Bay, 3 F. & F.,

Mellor, J., decided that the court would not grant an application for a
habeas corpus to remove a prisoner from gaol where he is undergoing
sentence, in order to take him before a magistrate in another county
to prefer another charge against him, but would grant a habeas corpus

to bring him up for trial on a true bill being found against him at the

assizes on that charge.

A female child, under the age of IG, has no right to withdraw her-
self from her father's control, and the coiirt will, upon a writ of habeas

corpus, order such child to be given up to her father, unless there bo
reasons assigned to satisfy the court that the father is not by law
entitled to the custody of his child. {Bey. v. Howes, 30 L. J. M.
C. 47.)

Ilotu obtained, and its form, cfcc]—In term time, the writ may be ob- How obtained, its

tained in the courts of Chancery, Queen's Bench, Common Pleas, or ™' •

Exchequer ; in vacation from the lord chancellor, or one of the
judges or barons. (31 Car. 2, c. 2, s. 2, ante, p. 934; 1 tfc 2 Vict. c.

45, ss. 1, 2.)

A judge at chambers has power at common law to issue in vacation
the writ, returnable before himself immediately. {Bey. v. Batcheldor,

re Canadian Prisoners, 9 A. & E. 731.)
The application for the wi'it must be in writing, attested and sub-

scribed by two witnesses : and a copy of the warrant of commitment
must be produced before the court or judge, or an oath made that such
copy was refused. (31 Car. 2, c. 2, s. 3, Huntley v. Luscombe, 2 B. &
P. 530). There must be a legal right or an authority to apply for the
writ on behalf of another. {Child, ex parte, 15 C. B. 238.)
The application must be supi)orted by affidavit, upon which the

court will exercise their discretion, whether or not the writ shall issue.

{Hobhouse's case, 3 B. & Aid. 420; see 1 Chit. Grim. Law, 123, 124.)
In general it should be supported by other affidavits than the
prisoner's. {R. v. Franklyn, 1 Leach, 255.) The writ wUl not be
granted to bring up a prisoner for the purpose of being discharged, on
the ground that he is illegally in custody, unless there be an affidavit
from himself, or it be shown that he is so coerced as to be unable to
make one. {In re Parker, case of Canadian Prisoners, 5 M. &
W. 32.)

The affidavit must not be in contradiction of a record ; therefore
where a prisoner was convicted at the Central Criminal Court for an
ofi'ence committed at a place stated in the indictment to be within the
jurisdiction of such court, but in fact was not, and an affidavit show-
ing this fact was produced on motion for the writ of habeas corpus, the
court refused the writ. {Bey. v. Neivton, 3 W. B. 419, C. P.)
Nor will the writ be granted upon affidavits which would compel

the court to review the decision of an inferior tribunal, as a convic-
tion by justices under the Malicious Trespass Act. (7 & 8 Geo. 4, c.

30
;^
Be , 5 W.B., Q. B. 607.)

The return to a wiit of habeas corpus should be clear and unambigu-
ous, and it will be held bad and evasive if doubtful parts of the return
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1. Habeas cor- are not cleared uj) by proper affidavits. {R''g. v. Jloherts, 2 F. & F.
pics ad subjici- 272.) Upton a return to a writ of habeas corpus, affidavits are not ad-

cndum. missible to show that the offence was not committed within the jiis-

tices' jurisdiction. {Smith, ex parte, 21 L. J., M. C. 186.)

When the application is made to a judge or baron at chambers,
he grants his Jiat, upon which the prisoner's attorney may obtain

the writ.

The writ must issue from the crown side of the court where the

prisoner is in custody for a criminal matter, {Easton's case, 12 A, & F.

645.) But if the writ be issued out of the plea side, it is irregular

only, and the irregularity may be waived by neglect to object to it iu

due time. (lb.)

If a writ be granted on the ground that the party has been illegally

committed by a magistrate, the judge will not make it a part of tlio

rule for issuing the writ, that the party shall rot bring an action

against the magistrate. {Fx parte Hill, 3 C. & P. 225.)

As to the form of the writ itself, in general, see 1 Chit. Crim. Lav\
125-6. It must not be directed in the disjunctive. {R. v. Foivltr, 1

Sulh. 350.) It should be directed to the officer in whose custody the

prisoner actually is. {Godb. 44 ; Bac. Ab. Hab. Corp. 66.) It mus*
be subscribed by the judge awarding it. {R. v. Roddam, Cowp. 672.)

Service of writ,

and proceedings

What to be done
by gaoler, 4 c.

Service and Return, &c. of Writ, and Proceedings on.']—^We have
already seen the provisions of the 31 Car. 2, c. 2, s. 2, which require

the party detaining the prisoner in custody after the writ of habeas

has been served on the gaoler, &c. , or left at the gaol or prison (unless

the commitment is for treason or felony, plainly and specially ex-

pressed in the warrant of commitment), upon payment or tender of

the charges of bringing up, and giving security for the charges of

bringing back, the prisoner, if he shall be remanded, (55 Geo. 3, c. 53,)

and that he will not make any escape, to make return of the wiit, and
bring the prisoner before the lord chancellor, or lord keeper for the

time being, or the judges or barons of the court from whence the writ

of habeas corpus issued, or the other magistrates before whom it was
made retiu-nable, and at the same time to certify the causes of the

detainer, &c., within a certain time, under a heavy penalty for omis-

sion, ante, p. 934.
Service on gaoler. \ye have seen that the 5th section of the statute of Charles {ante,

p. 935) imposes a penalty on officers not obeying writs of habeas corpus.

The construction of this section is, that, if the governor of the gaol bo

present, there is then no deputy or under-keeper on whom a service

of the demand can be made ; but if the governor be not present, then

the deputy may be served ; and if the deputy have no dei)uty, then in

the absence of the deputy, sei-vice may be on the turnkej"-, or may be
left at the gaol : for it is the duty of the governor to leave some person

in his place. But if the gaoler be in the gaol, and accessible, the

demand must be made on him ; if he be not accessible, it may be on
the deputy. And, at all events, the demand should be served in such
a way that the person to whom it is delivered shall understand its

nature ; and where the principal is (as in this case he was) within the

gaol, some pains should be taken that it should come to his hands.
{Huntley v. Luscombe, 2 B. & P. 530.)

It seems that service of the writ in France, although according to

the forms of the French law, is bad. {Rex v. Rochfort, 1 Jurist, 84.)

When the body is returned by the officer to whom the writ is di-

rected, he is to certify the day and cause of the caption and detainer,

as in case of an excuse for not bringing the individual. {Bushell's

mse, Vaugh. 137 ; Bac. Ab. Hab. Corp. (B 9).) At the same time, the

magistrate, in obedience to a certiorari usually issued from the crown
office with the habeas corpus, returns the dejiositions upon which the

commitment was foiinded, in order that the court may be furnished

Service abroad.

The return to
writ.
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with the means of judging in what way they should dispose of the 1, Habeas cor-

prisoner. (7^. v. Marks, 3 East, 157.) But where the party is in cus- pus ad suhjici-

tody under the sentence of a court of competent jurisdiction to try his endum.
offence, it is sufficient to return that fact, without stating the par-
ticulars of the original charge against him

; (1 East, 306) ; nor, if the
commitment were made out by order of a court of record, is it neces-
sary to set it forth in its precise language, as must be done when it is

merely given under the hand of an individual magistrate.
(
Gierke's

case, 3 Salk. 92; 1 Cldt. C. L. 127.) It may be doubtful also whether
it is necessary to return the cause of the caption. (See Ex parte Scott,

9 B. (fc C. 447.) The return will not be invalid for mere want of form,
if it disclose a good cause of detainer. (B. v. Bethel, 5 Mod. 19.) The
return should always show a good cause of detainer, and, in some
cases, the proof. {B. v. Nash, 4 B. & AM. 295; B. v. Deyhel, Id.
2r3; B.\. Souden, Id. 294:.)

Where a prisoner had been committed to prison upon a warrant not
properly sealed it was held to be a good return to a writ of habeas corpus
that a second warrant duly sealed had been lodged for his detention.

{Be Phipps, 1 1 ir. B. 730, Q. B.) So where a prisoner was lodged in
gaol under a bad warrant of commitment in the nature of ar conviction,

a good warrant of commitment subsequently delivered to the gaoler,

but before the rule for a habeas corpus has been obtained, is a good
answer to such rule. {Cross ex parte, 26 L. J. M. C. 201; see also

Ex parte Smith, 27 L. J. M. C. 186, where a warrant of commitment
being had, a second warrant was allowed to be substituted for it as

the return to a habeas corpus.)

An attachment may be granted for making an insufficient retvirn to insufficient re-

the first writ of habeas corpus, without issuing an alias and a pluries ""

writ. {BexY. Winton, 5 T. R. 89.)

So a total neglect to make the return may be prosecuted by attach- Neglect to return,

ment. {B. v. Winton, 5 T. B. 89.)

The truth of the return, in criminal cases, it has been said, cannot Impeaching truth

be controverted. (2 Ilaivk. P. 0. 113.) It may in civil cases, as in an °^ return,

information in the exchequer for penalties for smuggling, &c. {Ex
parte Beeching, 4 B. <& C. 136.)

On habeas corpus, bringing up a party committed by justices for

not finding sureties of the peace, the court will not hear affidavits

controverting the facts alleged in the articles of the peace. {Bey. v.

Dunn, 12 Ad. & E. 599.) And the stat. 56 Geo. 3, c. 100, s. 3, does
not affect the practice in this respect. {Ih.)

So on habeas corpus, the warden of the Fleet set out in his return
an oi'der of the master of the rolls, which stated, that the prisoner,

being brought to the bar of that court, was committed for contempt

:

—It was held that the prisoner could not be allowed to contradict by
affidavit the statement, that he was brought to the bar of the court.

{In re Clarke, 6 Jur. 757.)
At all events the return prima facie imports verity, and, until it is

impeached, need not be supported by affidavits or otherwise. {Beg, v.
Batcheldor, 9 A. & E. 731.)

It was made a question in the above case of B. v. Batcheldor, but
not decided, by what mode of procedure the return might be im-
peached, and its truth inquired into. It would seem that it may be
controverted by affidavits. {Ih.) It seems that if the return be false, Fiilse return,

by an action at the suit of the prisoner, or by indictment. {A7ion.

Sulk. 349 ; Bac. Abr. Hah. Corp. 6.) But an attachment will not be
granted unless, perhaps, the return be wilfully false.

The court may in its discretion allow the return to a writ of habeas Amendment of

corpus to be amended after it has been returned and filed
;
{Beg. v.

^'^turn.

Batcheldor, re Canadian Prisoners, 9 A. & E. 731); and this without
the consent of the prisoner. {Be Clarke, 6 Jur. 757.)
Upon the return, the prisoner's counsel may move to file it, and to Filing return, Ac.

VOL. II. 3 V
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2. Habeas cor-

pus ad deliber-

andum, ikc.

Moving to dis-

charge.

Remanding
accused.

Bail by justices of
gaol delivery.

Bailing by magis-
trates in coiuitry.

Recognizance, (tc.

Bail.

I^afaeas Corpus*

have the prisoner called into court, and the return read, and after

which the counsel may argue for the prisoner's discharge. The judge
before whom the prisoner is brought is, within 2 days, to discharge
him from imprisonment, on proper sureties for his appearance, if the
cause be bailable, and if it be not, then he is to remand him.
The Queen's Bench may remand the prisoner to the same gaol from

whence he came, and order him to be brought up from time to timo,

until they have determined to discharge or detain him; {Bac. Air.
Ilah. Corp. 13); or may, during a reasonable time, bail the prisoner

lie die in diem; until they have come to a decision. [R. v. Bethel, 5

Mod. 19 ; Bac. Air. Hah. Cffrp. (B. 13).)

If a corpus delicti appear on the depositions, (which the court always
look to), (7?. V. Horner, 1 Leacli, C. C. 273), the court will remand tlio

prisoner, though the waiTant of commitment be infonnal. {R. \.

Marks, 3 East, 162; II. v. Grcemuood, 2 Stra. 1138; li. v. Acton, 2

Stra. 851 ; Ex parte Krans, 1 B. <h C. 262 ; 2 Doid. & R. 411, -S'. C.)

Where a warrant for the apprehension of a defaulter, under the •')

Geo. 4, c. 88, s. 3, was issued by commissioners of taxes of the Cam -

bridge district, and it was backed by justices of Lancashire and Gloi ;

-

cestershii-e, and on a return to a habeas corpus it appeared that tin!

defendant was in custody on the warrant in Cambridge gaol, the court
refused to discharge him, on a suggestion that he had been appreheii -

ded at Cheltenham, being clearly in legal custody at Cambridge. [K.r

parte Sharpe, 9 Howl. 513.)

A prisoner confined in Newgate, for high treason in North America,
who is only bailable before the Queen's Bench, or under a special
commission, cannot be admitted to bail under the habeas corpus act, h
justices of gaol delivery. {R. v. Piatt, 1 Leach, 157 ; Forbes, 101;:'

It. V. Kimlerley, 2 Stra. 848.)
'

Where the court think, upon hearing the affidavits on his behalf,^

that there is probable ground for his being discharged or bailed for a;

felony, if he be unable to defray the expense of being brought to,

Westminster for that purpose, the court will grant a rule to sho\r'

cause why he should not be bailed by a magistrate in the country,^
with a certiorari to return the depositions before them. [R. \. Jones,'

1 B. & Aid. 209 ; R. v. Massey, 6 M. & Sel. 108.)
If the court or judge determine that the party shall be released from

custody, he must thereupon enter into a recognizance to appear on In-

trial ; and the writ, the retui'n, and the recognizance must be certifidi

into the court where the trial is to take place. (31 Car. 2, c. 2, s. .'

ante, p. 934.)

The number, sufficiency, and amount of bail in general, have bern
already considered, ante, " Bail," and the obseiTations there will, ior

the most part, apply here. The rule is, where the offence is prim"
facie great, to require good and ample bail. {And. 64 ; Coinb. 6.;

Moderation, nevertheless, is to be observed, and such bail only is

be required as the party is able to procure ; for, otherwise, the allow-^
ance of bail would be a mere colour for imprisoning the party on thi

charge; {R. v. Wilks, 2 Wils. 159); nor will the comt, at the instant
of the prosecutor, increase the amount of the bail after they have on
been taken. {H. v. Salter, 2 Chit. Rep. 109.) In bailing felonies, thi

court of Queen's Bench invariably requires sureties. (R. v. Shaw,
D. & B. 154.)

Habeas corpus ad
deliberandum et
recipiendum.

II. I^aieag Qtoxn^ a'a tieltfirrantium H rccipientium, anti

M^ttas (toxpm turn (JTausa.

The writ of habeas corpus ad deliberandum et recipiendum lies to re-

move a prisoner to take his trial in the county where the offence was
committed. [Bac. Abr. Hah, Corp. (A).)
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By this writ a secretary of state may send a prisoner cliarged -with 3. Forms.
Laving committed an offence in Ireland to that part of the kingdom •

to take his trial ; or, if the crime was perpetrated in England, and he
is taken in Ireland, may have him brought here by a similar process.
{Sedley Y. Arhouin, 3 Esp. 174, where see form of warrant). When a
defendant is in execution at the Queen's suit, he cannot be brought
lip by liaheas corpus, to be charged with an indictment, without notice
to the attornej'-general. (2 Barnard, 114).

The wi'it of liaheas corpus cum causa may, in the court of Queen's Habeas corpus

Bench, be issued by the bail of a ijrisoner who has been taken upon a
'^^^ causa,

criminal accusation, in order to render him in their own discharge.
{Tidd, Prad. 9th ed. 287.)

Upon the return of this writ, the court will cause an exoneretur to Exoneretur on

be entered on the bail-piece, and remand the defendant to his former ^^ Pi^^^'

custody.

But the court of Common Pleas has no such jurisdiction. {Bennett

V. Kinnear, 1 Bincj. 221.)

in. J^orms.
The Queen ) In the Queen's Bench, Middlesex.

pVisonfr'^and soii-
V. / Committed to the gaol at , in the county of , on siis- citor to ground

C. D. tf-' E. F.
) picion of , habeas corpus to

C. D., of&c., E. F., of the same place [labourer'], and A. B., of &c., attorney admit prisoner to

for the prisoners, severally make oath and say ; and first this deponent, CD,, "^ '

for himself saith, that [here state the facts imder which the supposed charge
was made.] And these deponents severally say, that their characters, as wellfor
honesty as industo-y, are v^ell known to a great many respectable gentlemen and
jKrsons at T.

, for whom they have worked as for many years, as well as
many other respectable persons of character, and, tnany of whom have voluntarily v

stoodforward and offered to become hail for their appearance at tlu next session,

to take their trial upon any indictment which may be preferred and fotond

against them : and lastly, these deponents severally say, they have both wives and
large families to maintain by their daily labour, and tlierefore m,ost humbly
pray your lordship- to grant them his Majesty's writ of habeas corpus, to bring

them before your lordship to be bailed accordingly, and that your lordship will

be pleased to order that a vyrit of certiorari may be issued to the committing

justice, to 2}'>'oduce before your lordship the examinaticms and depositions taken

before him, which grounded the commitment. And this deponent, A. B., for
himself saith, that he {this deponent) hath examined the annexed copy of com-

mitment with the original commitment at the gaol at , and that the same
is a true copy.

Sworn at tJie gaol at , in the county of , by the deponents, C. D.
and E, F., the day of ,18—,

a D.
E. F. Before im, J. P., by commission.

Sworn by the deponent, A. B., at Ji-c.

A. B.

Victoria, by the grace of God of tJie united kingdom of Great Britain and (i). Writ of habeas

Ireland, Queen, defender of the faith, To the keeper of our gaol of ,
at ,

con"is ad subjici-

or his deputy, greeting.

We command you, that you have before its at Westminster-hall, immediately
after the receipt of this writ, the body of C. D., being coinmitted and detained in
our prison under our custody (as is said), together with tJie day and cause of the

taking and detaining of the said C. D., by v>hatever name the said C. D. be

called in the same, to undergo and receive all and singular such things as our
court shall then and there consider of him in tJmt behalf, a7id-that you have then

there this writ. Witness Thomas, Lord Penman, at Westminster, the

day of , in tJie year of our reign. By the court, P.

3 p 2
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JIarhours,

Docks, and
Piers.

(3). Keturnto.

(4). Certiorari to
two committinpc
justices to certify

information, exa-
mination, and do-
positions upon
which prisoner
was committed.

(5). Notice of bail

at the judge's
chambers.

[Indorsed on the writ as follows :]

—

21ie execution of this icrii appears in a
certain schedule hereunto annexed. E, F, , Keeper.

I, E. F., Iceeper of her Majestifs gaol of , at , in the tvrit to this

schedule annexed named, do certify and return to our sovereign Lady tlie

Queen, that, before the coming to me of the said writ, {that is to say), on dbc,

C. D., in the said ivrit also named, was committed to my custody, by virtue of a
certain warrant of commitment, the tenor of which is as follows : [here insert

a copy of the warrant.] Arul these are the causes of the detaining of the said

C. D. , whose body I have licre ready, as by the said vrrit I am commcmided.

E. F., Keeiier,

[Sec the form and return, ante, title " Certiorari.'"'\

Take rwtice, that C. D. , now a prisoner in her Majesty's gaol of Maidstone, in

and for the county of Kent, on a charge of [as the charge may he], ivill 6e|

brought up by virtue of her Majesty's writ of habeas corjnis befoi'c the
'

Sir J. L., one of the justices of her Majesty's court of Queen's Bench,

o'clock in the forenoon of the same day, at [liis chambers, in Rolls

Chancery Lane, London], or before such otlier of the judges of the said

Queen's Bench, who shall be then present, in order to the said C. D. being ad'

mittcd to bail for his personal appearance at the next session of oyer arA
terminer, and general gaol delivery, to be held in and for tlie county of K.,

then and there to aros^ver all such matters and things as shall be objected

against him in her Majesty's behalf; and the tuimet of the bail are E. F. , of ti-c,

G. II., of the same parish, gentleman, J. J., ofd'C, and K. L., of die. BateA
this &c.

Yours, dc, M. N., Attorneyfor the said C. B,

To A. B., of &c., the prosecutor, and also to J. P., of <L-c.

10 & 11 Vict. c. 27.

Errors and
omissions in
plans, &c., may
be corrected by
justices, &c., who
shall certify the
same.

Certificate to bo
deposited.

The "Harbours, Docks, and Piers Clauses Act, 1847," is th^

general consolidation act for undertakings of that nature, and con-

tains some provisions important to justices, which are therefore here

inserted. After enacting (s. G) that compensation for lands, &c. is I"

be given according to the Lands Clauses Consolidation Act, it pro-

vides (s. 7), that if any omission, misstatement, or wrong descriptii>;

shall have been made of any lands, or of the owners, lessees, or occu-

piers of any lands described on the plans or books of reference relating* k

to the harbour, dock, or pier deposited in compliance with the standyS'

ing orders of either house of parliament, or in the schedule to thaf

special act, the undertakers, after giving 10 days notice to the owner8|>.^

lessees, and occupiers of the lands affected by such proposed correction,

may apply, in England or Ireland, to two justices, and in Scotland to

the sheriff, for the correction thereof; and if it appear to such justices

or sheriff that such omission, misstatement, or wrong description arose^
from mistake, they shall certify the same accordingly, and they shall

in such, certificate state the particulars of any such omission, misstate-',

ment, or wrong description ; and such certificate shall, along with the

other documents to which it relates, be deposited, in England and
Ireland, with the clerk of the peace of the several counties in which
the lands affected by such alteration are situate, and in Scotland with
the sheriff clerk of such counties and with the schoolmasters of the

several parishes in which such lands are situate, and with the town
clerk if such lands be situate in a royal burgh ; and thereupon such
plan, book of reference, or schedule shall be deemed to be corrected

according to such certificate ; and the undertakers may make the works
in accordance with such certificate, as if such omission, misstate-
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ment, or wrong description had not been made. Sects. 9, 10, pro- Harbours
vide for the plans being deposited with the clerks of the peace for the docks, and
inspection of the parties interested, and that certified copies may be piers.

received in evidence. ;

By s. 25 rates are not to be taken until the harbour, &c. is com- ^^ *.^^ ^^'^*' ^' ^^"

pleted ; and by s. 26, a certificate under the hand of the chairman of pfeWou'of^work'™"
the quarter sessions in England or Ireland, and of the sheriff in
Scotland, shall be conclusive evidence that the harbour, dock, or pier

is completed and fit for the reception of vessels, or other the purpose
intended, and such chairman or sheriff shall sign such certificate on
proof being adduced to him of such completion and fitness.

Sect. 46. If any dispute arise concerning the amount of any rates Disputes con-

due, or the charges occasioned by any distress or arrestment, by virtue c^^ges wca-
°*

of this or the special act, the person making such distress or using sio'ned by distress

such arrestment may detain the goods distrained or an-ested until the ^°
f?.^®^*'^^f n,i

amount of the rates due or the charges of such distress or arrestment i" iJeiand, and in

be ascertained by a justice, if in England or Ireland, and by the Scotland by tbo

sheriff if in Scotland, who, upon application made to him for that ^^^"'^•

purpose, shall determine the same, and award such costs to be paid
by either of the parties to the other of them as he shall think reason-
able, and such costs, if not paid on demalid, shall be levied by distress

or poinding and sale, and such justice or sheriff shall issue his warrant
accordingly.

Sect. 74. The owner of every vessel or float of timber shall be Owner of vessel

answerable to the undertakers for any damage done by such vessel or damag?to%orks.
float of timber, or by any person employed about the same, to the
harbour, dock, or pier, or the quays or works connected therewith, and
the master or person having the charge of such vessel or float of

timber through whose wilful act or negligence any such damage is

done shall also be liable to make good the same ; and the undertaker
may detain any such vessel or float of timber until sufiicient security

has been given for the amount of damage done by the same : provided
always, that nothing herein contained shall extend to impose any
liability for any such damage upon the owner of any vessel where such
vessel shall at the time when such damage is caused be in charge of a
duly licensed pilot, whom such owner or master is bound by law to

employ and put his vessel in charge of.

Sect. 75. If the amount claimed in respect of any such damage as Astothereco-

aforesaid do not exceed 501., such damage shall be ascertained, and the
^^^a° e^o'°ua'^

s'^

amount thereof shall, in England or Ii-eland, be recovered before two ^t'c.
'

'

justices, and in Scotland before the sheriff ; and in addition to the

remedies hereby provided for the recovery of the same, the justices or

sheriff before whom the same are recovered may cause the vessel or

float of timber causing such damage, and any tackle and furniture

thereof, to be distrained and kept until the amount of damages and
costs awarded by them is paid, and if the same be not paid within 7

days after such distress or keeping may cause th^ property so distrained

or kept, or any part thereof, to be sold, and out of the proceeds of such
sale may pay the amount of damages and costs awarded by such

justices or sheriff, and all the charges incurred by the distress, keeping,

and sale of such property.

Sect. 76. If the owner of any vessel or float of timber make satis- °^®^^^ g^'

faction for any such damage as aforesaid, wilfully or negligently done f^J^ ^g servants

by the master or person having charge of such vessel or float of timber,

or if the owner of any vessel or goods in any other case have been
compelled to pay any penalty or costs by reason of any act or omission -

of any other person^ the person who actually did such damage or who
committed such offence shall repay to the owner of such vessel or

such goods the amount of the damage or penalty and costs, together

with the costs of the proceedings to enforce such payment ; and if

such damage or penalty respectively do not exceed oOL, the sum maj',
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Harbours,
docks, ami

piers.

10 & 11 Vict. c. 27,

Publication of

bye-laws.

Bye-laws to be
binding on all

parties.

Proof of publica-
tion of byelaws.

Recovery of

Appointment of
constables.

f

Bye-laws may bo
enforced by un-
dertakers.

Harbours, IBocl^s, antJ liters,

in England or Ii-eland, be recovered before two or more justices, and
in Scotland before the sheriff.

After providing for the confirmation of these bye-laws by the
~ sessions or one of the judges, and notice of such allowance, it is enacted

by s. 88, that the said bye-laws, when confirmed, shall be published in

the prescribed manner, and when no manner of publication is pre-

scribed they shall be printed ; and the clerk to the undertakers shall

deliver a printed copy thereof to every person applying for the same ^

without charge, and a copy thereof shall be painted or placed on boards^ '^

and put in some conspicuous part of the office of the undertakers, and o
also on some conspicuous part of the harboui", dock, or pier ; and such «
boards, with the bye-laws thereon, shall be renewed from time to time w
as occasion shall require, and shall be open to inspection without fee

or reward ; and in case the said clerk shall not permit the same to 1 u

inspected at all reasonable times, he shall for every such offence Lu

liable to a penalty not exceeding bl.

Sect. 89. All bye-laws made and confirmed according to the pro-

visions of this and the special act, when so published and put up, shall

be binding upon and be observed by all parties, and shall be sufficient

to justify all persons acting under the same.
Sect. 90. The production of a written or printed copy of the b}x-

laws requiring confirmation by a judge of the superior courts or the

court of quarter sessions or the sheriff, authenticated by the signature
of the judge or of the chairman of the court or the sheriff who shall

have approved of the same, and a written or printed copy of the bye-
laws not requiring such confirmation, authenticated by the common

f

seal of the undertakers if incorporated, or under the hands of tho
'

undertakers if not incorporated, or any two of them, shall be evidence .^

of the existence and due making of such bye-laws in all cases of pro- k

secution under the same, without proof of the signature of such judge |
or chairman or sherifi", or the common seal or signature of the under-

*

takers ; and with respect to the proof of the publication of any such v

bye-laws, it shall be sufficient to prove that a board containing a copy j

'

thereofwas put up and continued in manner by this act directed, and ^;

in case of its afterwards being displaced or damaged that such board ,'

was replaced or restored as soon as conveniently might be, unless proof <•

be adduced by the party coniplained against that such painted boards
did not contain a copy of such bye-laws, or was not duly put up orft
continued as directed by this act. I

S. 91 provides for tender of amends, and payment into court, as in
,

the Companies Clauses Act, ante, title " Companies." i'

Ss. 92, 94, and 95, are the same as 10 & 11 Vict. c. 16, ss.
104^

J

105, 106, respectively, and ss. 97, 98, contain the same provisions aSF
to the access to the special act as s. 110 of that statute, supra, title ^
" Companies" '{

Sect. 79. Any two justices may appoint such persons as shall bo
nominated for that pufpose by the undertakers to be special constables
within the limits of the harbour, dock, pier, and premises of the
undertakers, and within one mile of the same ; and every person so

appointed shall be sworn in by any such justices duly to execute the .

office of a constable within the limits aforesaid, and when so sworn ia
shall have the same powers, protections, and privileges within the
limits aforesaid, and shall be subject to the same liabilities as constables
have or are subject to by the laws of the realm.

Sect. 80. Any two justices may dismiss any such constable from his
office, and upon such dismissal all powers, protections, and privileges
vested in such constable shall cease.
Bye-laws may be made for any of the purposes specified in s. 73,

which embrace the regulations for the use of tho harbour, &c., and the
duties of all persons employed on the premises ; and by s. 84, tho
undertakers may, by the bye-laws so to bo made by them, impose
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sucli reasonable penalties as they shall think fit, not exceeding 51. for Hard labour
each breach of such bye-laws : Provided always, that such bye -laws Punishment of.
shall be so framed as to allow the justices or sheriff before whom any —
penalty imposed thereby shall be sought to be recovered to order
the whole or part only of such .penalty to be paid. (See '• Bye-
laivs.")

By the 2i & 25 Vict. c. 45, certain provisions were enacted enabling 24 <fe 25 Vict, c ir>.

the promoters of any pier or harbour works to obtain provisional
orders from the Board of Trade after enquiry made relative to the con-
struction of the works, the levying of rates, &c., and as to the confirma-
tion of such orders by parliament.

iS?ar& aafiour, ilttuiiEiftment ot
See Penal Servitude.

Stat. 3 Geo. 4, c. 114, intituled, "An act to provide for the more
^g^^j'^^gQe^' 3

effectual punishment of certain offences, by imprisonment with hard c!'i62?^
'^'' '

labour," after reciting 53 Geo. 3, c. 162, enacts, "That from and pg^gons convicted
after the passing of this act, whenever any person shall be convicted of certain offences

of any of the offences hereafter specified and set forth : that is to say, "^''^7 ^^ sentenced

, , y ,

,

, , . r 1
-^

' to imprisonment
" Any attempt to commit lelony. with hard labour.
" Any riot.

" Any misdemeanor for having received stolen goods knowing them
to have been stolen.

'

' Being an utterer of counterfeit money, knowing the same to be
counterfeit.

" Knowingly and designedly obtaining money, goods, wares, or

merchandizes, bills, bonds, or other securities for money, by false

pretences, with intent to cheat any person of the same.
" Keeping a common gaming-house, a common bawdy-house, or a

common ill-governed and disorderly house.
"Wilful and corrupt perjury, or of subornation of perjury.
" Having entered any open or inclosed ground with intent there ille-

gally to destroy, take, or kill game or rabbits, or with intent to aid,

abet, and assist any person or persons illegally to destroy, take, or

kill game or rabbits, and having been there found at night armed with
any offensive weapon.

'

' In each and every of the above cases, and whenever any person
shall be convicted of any or either of the aforesaid offences, it shall and
may be lawful for the court before which any such offender shall 'be

convicted, or which by law is authorised to pass sentence upon any
such offender, to award and order (if such court shall think fit) sentence

of imprisonment with hard labour, for any term not exceeding the

term'for which such court may now imprison for such offences, either

in addition to or in lieu of any other punishment which may be inflicted

on any such offenders by any law in force before the passing of this

act ; and every such offender shall thereupon suffer such sentence, in

such place, and for such time as aforesaid, as such court shall think fit

to direct."

This statute, so far as it relates to the assaults therein mentioned, is

repealed by the 9 Geo. 4, c. 31, now repealed by 24 & 25 Vict. c. 95 ;

but its provisions were nearly re-enacted by the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 100.

Qee ante, " Assault.^'

24 &25 Vict. c. 96, ss. 118, 119 (the Larceny Act), enacts, wherever in larceny,

imprisonment, with or without hard labour, may be awarded for any
indictable offence under this act, the court may sentence the offender

to be imprisoned, or to be imprisoned and kept to hard labour, in the

common gaol or house of correction ; and where solitary confinement
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Hawkers and
pedlars.

8 Geo. 4, c. 114.

Malicious injuries
to property.

In offences against
the person.

Robberj', burgla-
ry, &c.

Forgery.

Piracy.

Arson, and de-
stroying ship.s, &c.

Punishment for

certain indictable
inisdemeanoi-s.

Other cases.

Ifode of enforcinpr.

may be awarded, the court may direct the offender to be kept in soli-

tary confinement for any portion or portions of his imprisonment, or

of his imprisonment with hard labour, not exceeding one month at a

time and not exceeding 3 months in any one year.

There is also a similar clause, as to hard labour, in the 24 & 25 Vict.

c. 97, ss. 74, 75, relative to offences against property, which see, tit.

" Malicious Iiijuries to Property.
^^

By 24 & 25 Vict. c. 100, s. 69, relative to offences against the person,

hard labour may be added to the punishment of imprisonment.
There is also a similar clause in the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 97, s. 74, rela-

tive to the offences of robbery and stealing from the person, and con-
nected therewith; and the offence of burglary and stealing in the

dwelling-house.
Also, a similar clause in the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 98, s. 52, relative to

the punishment for forgery.

Also a similar clause in the 7 Will. 4 & 1 Vict. c. 88, s. 5, relative to

the offence of piracy ; which see under title " Piracy."
Also, a similar clause in the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 97, s. 74, relative to

the offence of burning or destroying buildings or ships.

By 14 & 15 Vict. c. 100, s. 29, it is enacted, that whenever any
person shall be convicted of any one of the offences following, as an
indictable misdemeanor ; that is to say, any cheat or fraud punishable
at common law ; any conspiracy to cheat or defraud, or to extort

money or goods, or falsely to accuse of any crime, or to obstruct, pre-

vent, pervert, or defeat the course of public justice; any escape or

rescue from lawful custody on a criminal charge ; any public and in-

decent exposure of the person ; any public selling, or exposing for

public sale or to public view, of any obscene book, print, picture, or

other indecent exhibition ; it shall be lawful for the court to sentence
the offender to be imprisoned for any term now warranted by law, and
also to be kept to hard labour during the whole or any part of such
term of imprisonment.

This clause was repealed by 24 & 25 Vict. c. 95, as to indecent
assaults.

See also the various titles of offences throughout this work, as to

when hard labour may be imposed in other cases than the above.
As to the mode of enforcing this punishment, and how it is to be

regulated, &c., see ante, tit. " Gaols."

f

Who arc.

Expediency of
laws as to.

^aiuhtK^ mis ^stilat^.
[7 Geo. 3, c. 43 ; 48 Geo. 3, c 84 ; 60 Geo. 3, c. 41 ; .'52 Geo. 3, c. 108

;

6 Geo. 4, c. 80 ; 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 22 ; 22 & 23 Vict. c. 36 ; 24 & 25
Vict. c. 21 ; 27 & 28 Vict. c. 50'

; 28 & 29 Vict. c. 96, s. 18 : 29 & 30
Vict. c. 64, ss. 11—14.]

A HAWKEE is an itinerant trader, who goes about from place io

place, carrying with him, and selling, wares. By Dr. Johnson, a
hawker is defined to be " one who sells his wares by proclaiming them
in the street." "^

^ *

A pedlar is a hawker in small wares. By Dr. Johnson, he is defined
to be " one who travels the country with small commodities."
The trade carried on by persons keeping fixed establishments is, ge-

nerally speaking, much more beneficial to the state than that of itine-
rant hawkers and pedlars. The character of the local trader is bettor
known, and, therefore, there is greater security for the respectability
of his dealings. He contributes also by tlio number of persons he
employs, and the taxes he paj-.s, much more than the itinerant trader,
to promote the wealth and incicase the prosperity of the coiuitiy.
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Hence lias arisen the expediency of framing laws, whicli may operate i. Duties, liccu'

as a restraint upon itinerant traders, may diminish their number, and, ces, &c.

while they prevent any illegal practices, may, by obliging such per-
"

sons to take out licences, and to submit to certain other regulations,

be productive of revenue and profit. (See 2 Chitty's Commercial Law,
163).

We will divide our considerations under this title, as follows :

—

I. Duties and Licences, &c., who subject, &c,, to. &c., p. 953.

II. Certificate to obtain Licence, p. 956,

III. Packages, &c., to be marked, p. 957.

IV. JtJxemjjtions from taking out Licence, p. 958.

V. Licensed Hawkers may set up any Trade, p. 9G0.

VI. What Goods, Hawlcers, &c., prohibited havjking, p. 960.

VII. Selling by Auction prohibited, ffcc, p. 961.

VIII. Hawking contrary to, or without a Licence, or refusing to produce

it, p. 962.

IX. Hiring or lending Licences, p. 963.

X. Forging Licences, p. 964.

XI. Constables refusing to Assist, (&c., p. 964.

XII. Recovery and Application of Penalties, Non-attendance of Wit-

nesses, p. 964.

XIII. Conviction—General Issue, ifcc, p. 966.

XIV. Appeal, p. 967.

XV. Forms, p. 968.

I. Buties, Hicenrejs, ^r.

Stat. 50 Geo. 3, c. 41, intituled " An Act for placing the duties of oo Goo. 3, c. 41.

hawkers and pedlars under the management of the commissioners of

hackney coaches," repeals 9 & 10 Will. 3, c. 27, and all acts relating to

duties on hawkers and pedlars.

By sect. 31, all the powers, rules, penalties, and forfeitures, exemp- Powers of 9 .t lo

lions, and things whatsoever, which, by stat. 9 & 10 Will. 3, c. 27, to\his'act.

"'

or by any other law now in force relating to the duties by that act

granted, are provided, settled, or established, (other than so far as the
same is or are inconsistent with, or repugnant to, this act, and other
than in such cases for which different provisions are prescribed by this

act), shall be exercised, and put in execution for the managing, raising,

levying, recovering, and paying the several duties hereby granted, as
fully as if all the said powers, &c., were repeated in this present act.

Stamp duties on licences to hawkers were imposed by 55 Geo. 3, c. 41, i^eucesfmd duties
but new duties have been granted by 27 Vict. c. 18, which by 27 & 28 thereon.

Vict. c. 16, s. 6, are made excise duties, and all the powers contained

in the Stamp Acts relative to such duties may be enforced by officers

of the excise, by whom the licences are now granted.

By the 27 Vict. c. 18, s. 8, licences were allowed to be granted to

hawkers and pedlars for periods not exceeding 6 months, and by tho

same act new duties on licences to hawkers were imposed, and which
are as follows ;

—
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1. J}uties, licen-

ces, kx.

28 & 29 Vict. c. 96.

Hawkers' licences

may be renewed
before expiration,

and new licence
to stand in place
of licence sur-

rendered.

Hawkers' licences

to expire on 3 ! st

March in every
year (a).

Certificate for.

Duty p.ayablc at

time of granting.

Exemptions.

i^abjkerg; ant ^etilarg.

On licences to hawkers and pedlars

:

For and upon any licence to be taken out on or after the 1st Augitst,

1864, by every hawker, pedlar, petty chapman, and every other

trading person going from town to town, or to other men's houses,

and travelling either on foot or otherwise, in Great Britain, carrying

to sell or exposing to sale any goods, wares, or merchandise.

If such trading person as aforesaid shall travel and trade on
foot, without any horse or other beast bearing or drawing
burthen, and shall carry his goods, wares, or merchandise ^

to and sell or expose for sale the same at other men's
liou.ses only, and not in or at any house, shop, room,

booth, stall, or other place whatever belonging to or hired

or occupied or used by him for that purpose in any town
to which he may travel, the yearly duty of , . . 2 (J

And if such trading person shall travel or trade otherwise

than as aforesaid, or with a horse or other beast bearing

or drawing burthen, the yearly duty of . . . .400
By 28 tfe 29 Vict. c. 96, s. 18, any hawker, pedlar, or potty chapman

may applj' for a renewed licence under the provisions of the statute in
|;

that behalf at any time before the expiration of his current licence ;

and on production and surrender of his current licence, and payment
of the duty chargeable on a new licence, it shall be lawful for the

officer to grant to him a renewed licence, and such officer shall insert

therein the days of the commencement and termination of the period

for which the same shall be granted, and the day of granting the same,

and shall endorse thereon a memorandum of the date and place of

surrender of the current licence; and such renewed licence, so en-

dorsed, shall stand in the place of and be of the same force and effect

as the surrendered licence during the unexpired term thereof, as well

as for the whole of the term for which the renewed licence shall have
'

been granted.

By the 29 &. 30 Yict. c. 64, s. 13, every licence granted in the United
Kingdom to a hawker, pedlar, and petty chapman shall expire on the

31st day of March next following the grant of such licence
;
provided

that it shall be lawful to grant a licence to a hawker, pedlar, and petty '

chapman for a period not exceeding 6 months, on payment of one half j
only of the amount payable for a yearly licence, and such half-yearly

licence shall continue in force until the 31st day of March or the 30th

day of September, whichever shall next follow the day of granting the

same.
Sect. 14 provides for the renewal of hawkers' licences granted beforo

the alteration in time of expiration was made.
Before the licence is granted, it is necessary that the applicant

should produce the certificate as required by sects. 12, 13. {^qq post,

p. 956).

By 50 Geo. 3, c. 41, s. 10, the duties are to bo paid at the time of

receiving the licences.

Only one horse licence is required for hawkers, pedlars, and petty

chapmen travelling with several beasts. [R. v. Jlobotham, 3 Burr. 1472.)

By ss. 5 and 23, post, and 52 Geo. 3, c. 108, j^ost, several persons arc

exempted from this duty. See the provisions in pages 958, 959 *"

to hawkers selling by auction, see post, pp. 955, 956.

As

Who are hawkers, Every 7iatv'ker,&c.'\—A single act of selling a parcel of silk handker-
&;e., within the chiefs to a particular person, is not a sufficient proof that the party
statute.

.^^g ^^^j^ ^ hawker, pedlar, or petty chapman, as ought to take out the

(n) This act altered the dates for

the expiration of hawkers' licences.

The schedule of duties granted by

27 Vict. c. 18, superseded those im-

posed by 24 & 25 Vict. c. 21.
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licence. {H. v. Little, 1 Burr. 609 ; and see Paley, G8 ; li. v. Buckle, 4 1. Duties, liccn

East, 346.) ces, &c.

And every other trading persori.']—These words extend to tlie case of

all itinerant dealers who sell by retail, how extensive soever their

transactions may be, and are not restrained to persons of the same
description, as hawkers and pedlars who deal in a small way.

Thus, a licensed auctioneer, going from town to town in a public

stage-coach, and sending goods by public waggons, and selling the

same on commission by retail, or by auction at.the different towns, is

a trading person, within the above 6th section, and must take out a
hawker's and pedlar's licence; {R. v. Turner, 4 B. & Aid. 510) ; et jter

Ahhott, 0. J., 8. C.—" The question intended to be submitted to us by
the sessions is, whether a licensed auctioneer, conveying goods by a

public stage waggon, from place to place, and selling them on commis-
sion, is to be considered as a pedlar or trading person within the meaning
of the 50 Geo. 3, c. 41. By sect. 6, it is enacted, ' that there shall be paid
an annual duty of 4Z. by every hawker, pedlar, petty chapman, and every
other trading person going from town to town, or to other men's
houses, and travelling cither on foot or with horses, or otherwise car-

rying to sell, or exposing to sale, any goods, &c.
;

' and a further duty
of 41. in respect of every horse or other beast bearing or drawing
burthen. Now, it appears to me that the appellant is a trading person
within the meaning of this section. It has been urged that he is not
a trader, but an agent selling the goods of others on commission. It

is clear, however, that agents were meant to be included within the

act of parliament; for section 23 contains an express exception of the

particular agents therein mentioned. Now, that exception would be
wholly unnecessary, if other agents were not meant to be included
within the act. The defendant in this case is convicted for having no
licence at all, and therefore I think the mode of travelling wholly im-
material. It has been said, that the conviction cannot be supported in

its present form, inasmuch as the ground of it is, that the defendant
travelled with horses. If it had been found as a fact in the case that

the defendant had been convicted for want of a horse licence, I should
have thought that the conviction could not be supported ; for the

horses, in respect of which he is bound to take out a licence, are those
bearing or drawing burthen, or, in other words, carrying and drawing
his goods. The defendant here was convicted for having no licence at

all, and I think, therefore, the word ' horses ' may be rejected. And,
besides, in the way in which the present question is brought before us,

we cannot look at the form of the conviction, but merely at the case

submitted to us by the sessions. The order of sessions must, there-

fore, be affirmed."

So, a person travelling from town to town', and having packages of

books, &c., weighing 1325 pounds, sent after him by the common
stage waggon, and taking rooms at each town, and there selling such
books, &c., by retail and by auction, is a trading person within 50
Geo. 3, c. 41 ;

(Dean v. King, 4 B. & Aid. 517 ; et per Abbott, C. J.
—" I

am clearly of .opinion, upon the facts of this case, that the defendant
was a trading person, travelling from town to town, within the mean-
ing of this act of parliament. The argument urged on the part of the
defendant, arising out of the extent of his dealings, would go to show,
that when the inconvenience to the resident tradesman is the greatest,

no offence would be committed."
It seems also, that if a person travel from town to town with goods,

and in each town employ an auctioneer resident therein to sell them
for him, the person so travelling from town to town is a trading per-

son within the meaning of the act. {Attorney-General v. Tongue, 12

Price, 51.)

Where the defendant was a seiTant to a tea-dealer in the county of
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2. Certificate to "Worcester, who had been sent about the country by his master, show-
oUain licence, ing samples and collecting orders, and afterwards carrying the parcels

' about for delivery, according to the orders.—The question was, whether
this was hawking and pedling, so as to require a licence under the act.

The court was of opinion that the act applied only to those who carried

about the goods to be sold and delivered immediately, and not to those

who carried about the goods for deliveiy pursuant to previous order
and contract, otherwise a licence would be necessary to legalize the

transactions of travellers for London houses. The act was not a carrj'-

ing to sell, or exposing to sale, within the statute. {R. v. Kjiight, 10

B. & C. 734.)

Ooing from town to town, &c., arid travelling either on foot or ivith

horse, horses, or otherwise {a).']—These words form part of the description

of all the persons previously named in the 50 Geo. 3, c. 41, s. 6, and
therefore a conviction for hawking goods without a licence, merely
describing the party as a hawker, was held insufficient if it did not
also describe him as going from town to town, or to other men's
houses, &c., as in the act. {B. v. Little, 1 Burr. 609.) In the case of

ih.Q Attorney-General \. Woolhouse {\ Y. & J. 463), where a cabinet-

maker, residing at Leicester, and having a shop there, sent goods to

Ashby de la Zouch in a cart, which he accompanied on foot part of the
way, and then went to Ashby de la Zouch by the mail, where he
employed an auctioneer, and sold the goods by auction, it was held
that he was a person travelling from town to town, within the act. It

seems at one time to have been supposed, that, in order to subject

himself to the penalties of the act, the defendant must have travelled

with the goods he had to sell, but it is now settled that the mode of

travelling is wholly immaterial. (Supra.)

By 24 & 25 Vict. c. 21, s. 9, persons going from town to town or to

other men's houses cariying to sell or exposing to sale any goods,

wareSjOr merchandise, or carrying and exposing samples or patterns of

any goods, wares, or merchandise to be afterwards delivered, shall bo
deemed to be and shall be trading persons within the meaning of this

act, and of the acts now in force relating to hawkers, pedlars, and
petty chapmen, and shall be subject and liable to all the duties, pro-

visions, regulations, pains, and penalties in and by the said acts im-
posed or contained, as if the same were herein repeated and re-enacted
with reference to the persons and matters and things aforesaid : Pro-
vided that nothing herein contained shall extend to subject commer-
cial travellers or other persons to the duties and provisions of the said

acts by reason merely of their selling or seeking orders for goods,

wares, or merchandise to or from pejsons who are dealers therein,

and who buy to sell again, nor to persons licensed by the excise to deal

in spirits, wine, or beer, or to the agents of such last-mentioned per-

sons, nor to persons who are the real workers or makers of any goods
or wares, or the servants of such persons seeking orders for any of such
goods or wares.

II. (Certificate to oMain linnet.
By 50 Geo. 3, c. 41, s. 12, before any person or persons shall re-

ceive any licence to trade or travel as aforesaid, every such person or

persons shall produce to the commissioner or commissioners for

licensing and regulating hackney coaches, or their deputy or deputies
appointed for licensing hawkers, pedlars, petty chapmen, and other
trading persons as aforesaid, a certificate, signed by some one clergy-

man officiating within the. parish, chapelry, or place, wherein such
person so applying for such licence has his usual residence, and also

24 & 25 Vict. c. 21.

Persons seeking
orders for goods
at other men's
houses to be
deemed hawkers.

Hawkers before
licensed to pro-
duce certificate of

character.

(a) This section is now repealed,

hut the words are nearly identical in

the suhstitnted clause 27 Vict. c.

Schedule, ante, j). 95i.

18,
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by 2 reputable inbabitants of tbe said parisb, cbaj^elry, or place, 3. Packages,
attesting tbat tbe person so applying is of good cbaracter and reputa- tLc. to he marked.
tion, and is a fit person to be licensed to exercise tbe trade of a bawker,
l)edlar, and petty cbapman.
By 24 t& 25 Vict. c. 21, s. 6, any licence to a bawker, pedlar, and a licence may bo

petty cbapman under tbis act may be granted by any autborised officer ^"^ter on a cor-

of inland revenue upon tbe person applying for it producing eitber tificate of a justice

sucb certificate as is now by law required before receiving a bawker's "'".'J"
officer of

licence, or a certificate under tbe band of a justice of tbe peace for tbe ^
county or place, or any superintendent or inspector of police of or for

the district in wbicb tbe officer sball reside, tbat tbe applicant for sucb
licence under tbis act is a proper person to be so licensed.

By 27 & 28 Vict. c. 56, s. 7, any licence to a bawker, pedlar, and A licence may be

petty cbapman in Great Britain maybe granted by any autborised f^'^"^^^*^''' ,,rr»p • j_l l'J>*i. 1 ' ±.^ i.'!^ UtiWKer upon LUC
officer of excise upon tbe person applying tor it producing tbe certm- certificate re-

cate described in sect. 6 of tbe 24 and 25 Vict. c. 21, or in any former quired bj' law,

act : Provided always, tbat it sball be lawful to grant to any person newed'^on tbe^'

wbo sball bave taken out a licence as a bawker, pedlar, and petty production of a

cbapman, a renewed licence upon tbe production and surrender of tbe pre-vious licence,

licence last previously issued to bim as sucb bawker, pedlar, and pettj'

cbapman, and witbout tbe production of any furtber or otber certifi-

cate, so long as be sball continue to renew bis 'licence immediately
upon tbe expiration tbereof.

Sect. 13. Tbe certificate, so to be produced, sball be in tbe form, or ivrm of certifi-

to tbe eflPect foUowing :— '^='*<^-

" We, A. B. the minister, and C. D. and E. F. being two householders re-

siding at , in tlie })arish, cliapelry, or otherwise [as the case may be], of
in the county of , do hereby certify, tlutt G, H. hath been known to usfor the

space of years last past, and diiring all that time hath usually resided in

the said parish, chapelry, or otherwise [as the case may be], of , and is a
person of good character and reputation, and is a fit person to be licensed to

exercise the trade of a hawker, 2)edlar, andpetty cha2/man. Dated the day
of

A. B. Minister.

p p I
Householders.

III. ^acliagcs, vVr., to U marltetf.

By 50 Geo. 3, c. 41, s. 14, every person to wbom any sucb licence Packages of

as aforesaid sball be granted under or by virtue of tbis act, and wbo ^^^^^*''"i° ^J'J^-?

sball trade witb or under colour of sucb licence, sball cause to be censed hawker,"
written, painted, or printed, in large legible Eoman capitals, upon &«.

tbe most conspicuous part of every pack, box, bag, trunk, case, cart,

or waggon, or otber vebicle or convej^ance in wbicb be or sbe sball

carry bis or ber goods, wares, and mercbandise, and of every room and
shop in wbicb be or sbe sball so trade, and likewise upon CA'ery band-
bill or advertisement wbicb be or she sball give out, distribute, or
publish, the words "licensed bawker," together with the number,
name, or other mark or marks of distinction so written or printed upon
bis or her licence as aforesaid ; and that every sucb person in any respect rcnaity lo^

making default herein, shall forfeit, for every offence, the sum of 10^.

Sect. 15. If at any time from and after tbe said 1st day of August, Persons not li-

[1810], any person, otber than to wbom such licence shall have been '^^"j?^^
"^"'^' '^""^

eo granted as aforesaid, shall write, paint, or print, or cause to be
written, painted, or printed, or kept, or continue written, painted,
or printed, upon any pack, bag, box, trunk, case, cart, waggon, or
otber vehicle or conveyance, for any goods, wares, or merchandize, or

in any room or shop in which he or she sball sell or expose to sale, or

keep for sale, any goods, wares, or merchandize, the words "licensed
bawker, " or, " licensed pedlar,

'
' or any otberword or words totbat effect ;

reaalty lOi.

every person offending therein sball forfeit for each offence thesum of 1 0^.
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4. Exemptions
from taking out

licence.

Goods may be
exposed to sale in
public markets.

Proviso for sale of
cei'tain goods, Ac.

Makers, <&c., of
goods, &c.

Tartictilar tradcF.

Foreign manufac-
tures.

Victuals

IV. (2[r.vemptions from taking out ILiccncc.

By 50 Geo. 3, c. 41, s. 5, Nothing herein contained shall extend or
be construed to extend to hinder any person or persons from selling or

exposing to sale, any sorts of goods or merchandize, in any public
mart, market (a), or fair, legally established within the kingdom of
England, dominion of Wales, and town of Berwick-upon-Tweed, but
such person or persons may do therein as they lawfully might have
done before the making of this act ; any thing herein contained to the
contrary notwithstanding.

It was formerly supposed, that, under the above proviso, or a
similar one contained in the 29 Geo. 3, c. 26, s. 17, hawkers might
have exposed their goods to sale on market days, in any part of a
market town, as they might have done before the passing of any of the
hawker's acts. But in R. v. Redfearne (4 T. R. 273), it was decided
that no hawker could expose goods to sale in any part of a market
town but the public market place.

Sect. 23 enacts. That nothing in this act shall extend to prohibit any
person or persons from selling any printed papers licensed by autho-
rity, or any fish, fruit, or victuals, nor to hinder the real worker or-

workers, or maker or makers of any goods, wares, or manufactures of
Great Britain, or his, her, or their children, apprentices, or known
agents or servants, usually residing with such real workers or makers
only, from carrying abroad or exposing to sale, and selling by retail or
otherwise, any of the said goods, wares, or manufactures, of his, her,
or their own making, in any mart, market, or fair, and in every city,

borough, town corporate, and market town, nor any tinkers, coopers,
glaziers, plumbers, harness-menders, or other persons usually trading
in mending kettles, tubs, household goods, or harness whatsoever,
from going about and carrying with him or them proper materials for

mending the same.
By 22 & 23 Vict. c. 36, s. 3, nothing in the 50 Geo. 3, c. 41, shall

extend to hinder any such real worker or maker, or his children,

apprentices, or known agents, or servants aforesaid, from carrying
abroad or exposing to sale any of the said goods, wares, or manufac-
tures of his own making, at any place whatever in Great Britain.
Thus extending the permission to a manufactiu-er to hawk his own

manufactured goods to any place in Great Britain.

The manufactures of Scotland may be vended in England by
wholesale, vrithout a hawker's licence. (Maxwell v. Mayer, 3 Burr,
1314.)

Victuals.1—Barm or yeast is victuals within this exempting clause.
{R. V. Hodgkinson, 10 B. & G. 74, et per Lord Tenterden, C. J.

—"I
think that the word victuals in the act comprises everything which
constitutes an ingredient in the food of man, and all articles which,
mixed with others, constitute food. Yeast or barm may not perhaps
bo necessarily used in the making of bread, but it generally is used,
and I therefore am of opinion that it is within the exempting
clause."

Workers or makers Workers or makers of goods.']—A person buying books in sheets and
of goods. making them up, and then going from London into the country and

selling them, is within the act, and is not exempted from penalties as

the maker of the goods. {Moore v. Edwards, 2 Chit. Rep. 213.) Clarke

moved to set aside a verdict obtained for the plaintiff in a qui tarn action

for penalties on the hawkers' and pedlars' act. The defendant bought

(a) That is, a market erected by
grant and not merely a market de

facto. Benjamin v. Andrews, 27 L,

J. 3f. a 310.
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books in sheets, and made them up, and carried them from London 4. Excnqytions
into the country, and sold them at places where he did not reside

; from taking out
and it was contended that he was a maker of the goods within the ex- licence.

ception in the hawkers' and pedlars' act. Abbott, C.J.—"This case
comes within the act of parliament. A person going from London
into the country is within the term ' travelling,'^ and the defendant
is not within the exception, as a maker of the commodity. Eulo
refused."

It has also been decided at Nisi Prius, that this exemption as to the
7«rtA;firs of goods, extends bej'ond mere handicraftsmen, and that it com-
prehends within it wholesale tradesmen vending their own manufac-
tured goods by means of their known servants or agents usually
residing with them. {R. v. Thomas, Lancaster Sum: Ass. 1827 ; IIul-

lock, B.) And this decision has since been confirmed by the case of R.
V. Farraday [1 B. & Ad. 275), in which it was decided, that manufac-
turers on a large scale employing workmen on premises where they
do not reside, and doing no manual labour themselves, are makers
within the exemption.

Agents or servants usually residing with such real tvorker, (fee]—The Agents or servants

privilege extended by the 23rd section to sales by the children, a;p- make"!^
^^^^

prentices, or known agents, or servants, usually residing with such real

worker or maker, applies to such agents or servants only as teside in
the same house with the makers of the goods, as part of his family.

{R. V. Mainwaring, 10 B. & C. 66, et per Lord Tenterden, C.J., S.C.—
"The 23rd section exempts from the operation of the act ' the real

worker or maker of any goods, or his or their children, apprentices, or
known agents or servants usually residing with such real workers.'
The word residing may undoubtedly vary in its import, according to

the subject to which it is applied. The sense of that word, however,
is explained in this section, by the words with which it is accom-
panied. The words * children or apprentices ' apply to persons re-

siding with their parents or masters, as part of their family, in the
same house. That being so, I think we ought to understand the other
words * agents or servants ' to apply to such agents and servants as
reside in the same house with their employers, as members of their

family. Here the defendant was not a member of the maker's or
manxifacturer's family ; he had a separate dwelling of his own. If we
were to hold that the words imported only a residence in the same
town, the consequence would be, that the exemption would apply to a
case where a manufacturer and his agent lived on the western side of
Temple Bar, but not to a case where one of them lived on the western
side and the other on the eastern side of Temple Bar."
In the case of R. v. Farraday (1 B. & Ad. 275), where the servant of

manufacturers on a large scale not residing with them, travelled with
goods of the manufactory to a town, where he sold them in a public
room, having advertised the goods as those of his employers, to be dis-

posed of by him according to their instructions, and one of the proprie-

tors was present, gave cGxections, noted the purchases, and received
money, but no one was informed who he was ; it was held that the
seller, though not licensed, was exempt from any penalty, the sale

being substantially a sale by the master.
By stat. 52 Geo. 3, c. 108, s. 1, No person, being a wholesale trader No wholesale

in lace, in woollen, linen, silk, cotton, or mixed goods, or any of the hTwker ^'nor'rfiaU
goods, wares, or manufactures of Great Britain, and selling the same he or his servants

by wholesale, shall be deemed or taken to be a hawker, pedlar, or t>e liable to penai-

petty chapman, within the intent and meaning of the [stat. 50 Geo. 3, house to^houser"^
c. 41], or any other act relative to hawkers, pedlars, or petty chap- selling goods by

men, or of any or either of them ; and that all and every such person wholesale only.

and persons, his, her, or their apprentices, servants, or agents, selling

by wholesale only, shall go from house to house, and from shop to
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6. What goods sliop, to any of their customers wlio sell agaia by wliolesale or retail,

hawkers, d-;. without being subject or liable to aoy of the penalties or forfeitures
prohibited contained in the said recited act, or in any of the said acts touching
hav)kin(j. hawkers, pedlars, and petty chapmen ; any thing in any of the said

acts contained to the contrary notwithstanding.
Carrying aboTit Sect. 2 enacts, That nothing in the said statute [50 Geo. 3, c. 41],
coals iu carts, &c. contained, shall extend to prohibit any person or persons from carry-

ing about coals in carts, or on horses, mules, and asses, and selling
the same by retail, or subject any such person or persons to any duty,
penalty, or forfeiture imposed by the said recited act.

V. Hicensrt iljah)i%cv0 maj) set up ang Cratie.

Hawkers duly li- By 50 Geo. 3, c. 41, s. 22, It shall be lawful for any person or pcr-

tradoii™piucu*'of"^'
^<^^^^ ^^<^' on the 1st day of May, was or were duly licensed to trade

residence. as hawkers and pedlars, to set up, occupy, use, or exercise any craft,

mysteiy, or occupation, used or occupied within this realm, in any
place where they shall be resident inhabitants, although they shall not
have been brought up in such craft, mystery, or occupation, 7 years as

apprentices (a) ; and also to set any person to work in such craft,

mysteryr, or occupation, although such person shall not have been
apprentice therein as aforesaid, any penalty, matter, or thing con-
tained in [5 Eliz. c. 4], to the contrary notwithstanding; and that if

any such person or their wives or children shall be prosecuted fur

using or exercising any such craft, mystery, or occu2)ation, in any
city, town, or place, and shall make it appear that they had such
licence as aforesaid, they shall, upon the general issue pleaded, be
found not guilty, in any action, bill, plaiiit, information, or indict-

ment for such cause exhibited against him, and in all cases where
costs are allowed, such persons so acquitted shall be entitled to and
shall "receive double costs ; and that no such persons, their wives, or

children, during the time they shall use and exercise such craft,

mystery, or occupation, in any parish or place, shall be removeable
therefrom to his, her, or their last legal place of settlement, until such
person or persons shall become actually chargeable to such parish or

l^lace, any law not* {h) in being, relative to the settlement of the poor,
to the contrary thereof notwithstanding. By 35 Geo. 3, c. 101, no
person can be removed until " actually chargeable.''

The hawker's licence does not give the privilege of selling goods in

a borough where, by a bye-law made pursuant to charter and ancient
custom, strangers are not permitted to trade. {Snnson v. Moss, 2 B. <i

Ad. 543.)

The provision as to double costs is repealed by the 5 & 6 Vict. c. 97,

s. 2 ; and instead of double costs, the defendant will be entitled to a

full indemnity against them.

General issue.

Double costs.

VI. ^mm (Sootrs ?i)a'u)fefr0, vVr. prof)ti)itPti ?i?atofvi«g.

Hawkers not to By 50 Geo 3, c. 41, s. IG, If any hawker, j^edlar, petty chapman, or

gSs"
^"'"^^^^'^'^ o'^^®^' trading person as aforesaid, shall, from and after the said 1st

<^l'iy of August, be convicted of knowingly dealing in, vending, or
selling any kind of smuggled, contraband, or prohibited goods, wares,

(a) See also the stat. 54 Geo. 3,

c. 96, tit. " Aj)prentices." It re-

peals so much of the 5 Eliz. c. 4, as
restrained "persons" from exer-

cising any art, unless tliey Iwd
served au apprenticeship of seven
y(;ar.«, &c.

{h) Query, " now in being " ?
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or niercliandise, or knowingly dealing in, vending, or selling any goods, 7. Selling by

"wares, or mercliandise fraudulently or dishonestly j^rocured, either by auction.

themselves or through the medium of others, with their privity and "T ^

knowledge, every such hawker, pedlar, petty chapman, or trading ^°' ' "' '

person, shall from and after such conviction, forfeit his or her licence,

and for ever thereafter be incapable of obtaining or holding any new
licence, or dealing, trafficking, or trading under the same, and that

over and above all such forfeitures and incapacities, fines, and penal-
ties to which he or she is or shall be by law subject and liable, for such
illicit and illegal trafficking and dealing.

See also, tit. " Excise," under which it will be found, that hawkers
and i^edlars are prohibited from dealing in particular articles, and
amongst others, in spirits, tobacco, snuff, &c.

24 & 25 Vict. c. 21, s. 8. And whereas persons licensed under the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 21.

laws of excise to sell tea and coffee are restricted in the sale thereof &c!! may carry^*^^'

to premises of which entry is required to be made with the officers of and sell tea and

excise ; and it is expedient to allow such licensed persons who shall
excfsViicence

^^

also be duly licensed under the acts in force relating to hawkers,
pedlars, and petty chapmen in Great Britain to carry and expose for

sale and sell tea or coffee in the course of their trading as such licensed
hawkers, pedlars, and petty chapmen : Be it enacted, that no person
who shall be duly licensed under the laws of excise to sell tea or
coffee, and also duly licensed as a hawker, pedlar, and petty chapman,
shall be subject to any penalty or forfeiture for selling tea or coffee

elsewhere than on such entered premises as aforesaid, by reason or on
account of his selling tea or coffee in the regular course of his trading
us such hawker, pedlar, or petty chapman, duly licensed as aforesaid,

anything in any act relating to the excise to the contrary notwith"
standing.

VII. selling t)j) Auction.

By 50 Geo. 3, c. 41, s. 7, From and after the said 1st day of August Hawkers (not

[1810], it shall not be lawful for any hawker, pedlar, petty chapman,
^'^inf Jb^^*^'^"\^-^ n

or any other trading person or persons going from town to town, or to

other men's houses, and travelling either on foot or with horse or
horses, either by opening a room or shop, and exposing to sale any
goods, wares, or merchandise by retail in any town, parish, or place,

(such person not being a householder there, or the same not being an
usual place of his or her abode), or by any other means or device to
A'end or sell, either by himself, or herself, or by any auctioneer (whether
licensed or not), broker, appraiser, agent, servant, or other person on
his or her behalf, any goods, wares, or merchandise whatsoever, by
outcry, knocking down of hammer, candle, lot, parcel, or any other
mode of sale at auction, or whereby the best or highest bidder is or
.shall be deemed to be the purchaser; and that every person and persons
tio vending or selling contrary to such prohibition as last aforesaid,
shall forfeit and pay for every offence the sum of 50?., to be recovered
and applied as hereinafter mentioned. See s. 24, post, p. 904.

This section was repealed by 29 & 30 Vict. c. 64, s. 12, so far as
legards the selling by auction, by any trading or other person duly
licensed as an auctioneer.

A licensed hawker may sell by retail in a hired room, where he is Wliat an offence

not a householder, provided such selling be not by outcry, &c. or some "'''^^^^^ ^''^

mode of sale at auction. {Allen v. Sparkhall, 1 B. & Aid. 100.) Et per
Lord EllenhoroiKjh, C. J., 8. C.—" On looking at the 7th sect., I think
that the words ' by outcry, &c., or any other mode of sale at auction,'

govern the meaning of the whole. If the clause had stopped at the
words ' any other means or device,' an argument might have been
raised, but the general scope is laboriously confined to outcry and sale

VOL. II. 3 <^',
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8, Hawhing at auction." Et per Ahhott, J.—"The clause is proHbitory, but the
without licence, probibition is confined to persons of a certain description. A bawker

<bc. is one description of person, a person wbo sells by retail is another,
and neither must sell by auction." (See 1 Law. Maq. 340.)
As to what auctioneers and persons are hawkers within the statute,

and subject to the penalties, &c., see ante, p. 955.

It is not necessary in an information for penalties, under this 7th
section, to state that the defendant sold by auction, &c., by opening a
room or shop, and exposing to sale his goods, &c., by retail. {Attor-
ney-General V. Woolhouse, 1 Y. & J. 463.)

60 Geo. 3, c. 41.

Form of informa-
tion.

Trading contrary
to licence.

Refusing to pro-

duce licence.

Persons trading
without a licence,

or refusing to
produce it, may
be detained and
taken before a
justice.

Trading without
licence.

VIII. I^atofeiitfl cottttatjD to, or bjit^out a Etcence, or

refusing to prot(uce it

By 50 Geo. 3, c. 41, s. 17 {a). If any such hawker, pedlar, or petty
chapman, or other trading person so travelling as aforesaid, \_ante,

p. 954], shall from and after the said 1st day of August [1810], trade

as aforesaid, without, or contrary to, or otherwise than as shall be
allowed by such licence, such person shall, for each and every such
offence, forfeit the sum of 101., to be recovered and applied as herein-

after mentioned ; and that if any person trading under or by virtue of

any licence to him or her granted as aforesaid, upon demand made by
any person or persons authorised or appointed to demand any such
licence by the commissioners for licensing hawkers, pedlars, and petty

chapmen for the time being, or any 2 of them, under their hands and
seals, and upon producing or showing such authority or appointment
to such person so trading as last aforesaid, or upon demand made by
any justice of the peace, mayor, constable, or other officer of the
peace of any county, riding, division, town corporate, borough, or

place, where he or she shall so trade, or by any officer of the customs
or excise, or by any person to whom such hawker, pedlar, or petty

chapman shall offer any goods to sale, shall refuse to produce and
show his or her licence for so trading as aforesaid, or shall not have
his or her licence ready to produce and show unto such person autho-

rised or appointed as last aforesaid, or unto such justice of the peace,

mayor, constable, or other officer of the customs or excise, that then the

person so refusing, or not having his or her licence ready to produce and
show as aforesaid, shall forfeit 101., to be recovered and applied as here-

inafter mentioned, and for nonpayment thereof shall suffer as a common
vagrant, and be committed to the house of correction. (See Vagrants.)

Sect. 20. It shall be lawful for any person or persons whatsoever to

seize and detain any such hawker, pedlar, petty chapman, or other

trading person as aforesaid, who shall be found trading without a licence

contrary to this act, or who being found trading shall refuse or neglect

to produce to such person or persons a licence according to this act, after

being required so to do for a reasonable time, in order to give notice to a

constable, headborough, tithingman, or other peace officer or officers,

who are hereby required to carry such person so seized, unless they

shall in the mean time produce their respective licences, before some one

of his Majesty's justices of the peace of the county or place where such

offence or ofi'ences shall be committed, which said justice of the peace is

hereby authorised and strictly required to examine into the fact or facta

charged ; and upon the proof, either by confession of the party offend-

ing, or by the oath of one or more credible witness or witnesses, (which

(a) A person who goes from the

town in which he lives, and takes a

room in another town, for the sale of

goods brought from his residence, is

a hawker within the 50 Geo. 3, c. 41,

s. 17. {Manson v. Hope, 31 L. J.

M. C. 191.)
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the said justice is hereby empowered to administer), that the person so 9. Hiring or

brought before him had so traded as aforesaid, and no such licence being lending licences.

produced by such offender before the said justice, to convict the offender

so trading without a licence, and thereupon it shall be lawful for such ^'^ ^®°" ^' "• '*^'

justice, and he is hereby required by warrant under his hand and seal,

to cause the said sum of 401.* to be levied by distress and sale of the * sk. See note

goods, wares, or merchandise of such offender or offenders, or of the ^^i^^-

goodsf which such offender or offenders shall be found trading as afore- t sic. Query,

said, rendering the overplus, if any be, to the owner or owners thereof, '^^°^^l ^^'^ ^°^^

after deducting the reasonable charges for making such distress, and out omitted.

of the said sale to pay the said respective penalties and forfeitures afore-

said, and in the mean time to commit such offender to the common gaol

or house of correction for the county, riding, division, city, liberty,

town, or place where the said offence shall be committed, there to re-

main until the said penalties and forfeitures, and the reasonable charges

of taking the said distress, shall be levied by such distress and sale as

aforesaid, or until the same shall be otherwise paid or satisfied by such
offender.

29 & 30 Vict. c. 64, s. 11, enacts, That if any person shall, in the |^if ^n*' er-**'
United Kingdom, trade or do any other act for which such person is sona^hawSng^
required by the acts in force in Great Britain and Ireland respectively goods without

to be Licensed as a hawker, pedlar, or petty chapman, without having a
u'Sted Kingdom,

proper licence in that behalf, or if any person who shall trade or do
any such other act as aforesaid shall neglect or refuse to produce to

any person who shall demand the same a proper licence granted to him
as a hawker, pedlar, or petty chapman, and then in force, he shall

forfeit the penalty of lOl., which shall be an excise penalty, and be
over and above any other penalty to which such person may be liable

under any act now in force ; and it shall be lawful for any person
to seize and detain the offender, and to deliver him to any officer of

excise, or to any constable or police officer, who is hereby required to

take such offender before a justice of the peace for the county or place

wherein the offence shall have been committed, and such justice shall,

on the confession of the party, or upon due proof on oath made of the

offence, convict such offender in the penalty aforesaid, or in some
mitigated amount not less than one-fourth part thereof; and if the

penalty imposed be not immediately paid the justice shall, by warrant
under his hand, commit the offender to hard labour in the house of

correction for the said county or place for the space of one calendar
month (to be reckoned from the day of the commitment), unless the
penalty shall be sooner paid : Provided always, that where the person
offending shall not be detained and proceeded against in the manner
herein directed the said penalty of lOZ. may be recovered by informa-
tion in the same manner as any other excise penalty.

IX. lairing or lentiing Uicencesi.

By 50 Geo. 3, c. 41, s. 19, In case any person shall let out, or hire, Hiring or lending

or lend any licence to him or her granted as aforesaid, or shall trade
^°^^°^-

with or under colour of any licence granted unto any person whatso-
ever, or of any licence in which his or her own real name shall not be
inserted as the name of the person to whom the same is granted, the
person letting out to hire or lending any such licence, and the person so
trading with or under colour of any licence granted to any other person,
or any licence in which his or her own real name shall not be inserted,

as the name of the person to whom the same is granted, shall each of
them forfeit the sum of 40?. , to be recovered and applied as hereinafter

mentioned ; and in case any person shall be convicted or have judg-
ment against him for lending his or her licence to any other person or

3 Q 2
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What not an of-

fence within act.

12. Penalties, persons contrary to this act, such his or her licence shall he from
recovery of, d-c. henceforth forfeited and void, and he or she shall be utterly incapable
—iwn-attend- of having any licence again granted to him or her to trade as aforesaid

;

ance ofwitnesses, provided always, that nothing herein contained shall subject to the said

penalty any servant travelling for a licensed master, with the licence

of such master, and for his benefit, or any licensed master sending
such servant to travel with such licence.

A hawker who gives his licence to be used by his servant employed
to sell goods on his account, and he receiving the profits, is not liable

to the jDonalty, as for letting to liire or lending his licence. (Hodgson

q. t. V. Flower, 2 Cumpb. 290.) This was an action of debt on etat. 29

Geo. 3, c. 26, s. 13, to recover the penalty of 40?. from the defendant
for letting out to hire and lending his licence to one B. W. The second

count was for unlawfully lending the licence. It appeared that W.
was the defendant's servant, and was in the habit of going about
selling coals for his master, and received 4s. 6d, a chaldron upon the

coals he sold. And it was held by Lord Ellenhorough, C. J., that no
forfeiture was incurred by the defendant, and that an action could
not be maintained against a master for sending out a servant with
a licence. And he cited in point Chamberlain q. t. v. Hill (2 Campb.
292).

X. dTorging ILicence0.

Forging or using ^7 ^0 Geo. 3, c. 41, s. 18, "If any person or persons whatsoever
forged licence. shall forge or counterfeit any licence or licences by this act directed to

be granted, or travel with, or produce or show any such forged or

counterfeit licence or licences, for any of the purposes aforesaid, every
such person shall, for every such offence, forfeit the sum of 300?., to

be recovered and applied as hereinafter directed.

XI. atonstafiles reftisins to assist, ^c.

Constabjes refus- Sect. 21. If any constable, headborough, or tithing-man, or other
ing to assist. officer or officers of the peace, shall refuse or neglect, upon due

notice, or on his or their own view to be aiding and assisting in the

execution of this act, being thereunto requii-ed, and each and eveiy
such officer or officers being thereof convicted upon his confession, or

by the oath of one or more credible witness or witnesses, before any
justice of the peace for the county or place where the offence shall be
committed, shall forfeit for each and every such offence the sum of 10?.,

to be recovered and applied as hereafter mentioned.
The duty of constables in seizing, &c., persons, &c., selling spirits,

will be found Tinder tit. " Excise.''^

Penalties abovo
"01., where to bo
recovered.

XII. penalties, l^ecoberganti Application of—ia^on^attentjance

Sect. 24. All pecuniary penalties which shall be incurred under
this act of a greater sum than 20?., shall be recovered, together with
costs of suit, in any of his Majesty's courts of record at Westminster,
by action of debt, bill, plaint, or information, wherein no essoign,

protection, privilege, or wager of law, or more than one imparlance
.shall be allowed ; and one moiety of every such penalty or forfeiture

shall belong to his Majesty, his heirs and successors, and the other

moiety thereof to the person or i)ersons who shall inform or sue for

the same.
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Sect. 25. In all cases wliere the pecuniary penalty by this act im- 12. Penalties,

posed does not exceed the sum of 201., it shall he recoverable before recovery of, &c.

one of his Majesty's justices of the peace of the county, riding, shire, —non-atteiul-

division, city, liberty, town, or place, wherein the offence shall be anceofwitmsses.

committed, on proof of the offence, either by voluntary confession of
50 Geo. 3 c. 41.

the party or parties accused, or by the oath of one or more credible penalties' under
witness or witnesses, and one moiety of every such last-mentioned 20<., how to be

penalty shall belong to his Majesty, his heirs and successors, and the recovered (o).

other moiety to the informer or informers prosecuting for the same,

and, in case of non-payment, the said justice by warrant under his Distress,

hand and seal, shall cause the same to be levied by distress and sale

of the offender's goods and chattels, or of the goods and chattels with
which such offender shall be found trading ; and the overplus of the Overplus,

money raised, after deducting the penalty and expense of the distress

and sale, shall be rendered to the owner, and shall also commit the

offender to the prison of such county, shire, division, city, liberty, imprisonment (J-),

town or place, there to remain until the said penalties, and the

reasonable charges of taking the said distress, shall be levied by such
distress and sale as aforesaid, or until the same shall be paid or

satisfied by such offender ; and it shall be lawful for any such justice

of the peace, by his warrant, to cause such offender to be apprehended
and brought before him to answer to any charge or complaint for any
such penalty, and to commit such offender to prison as aforesaid,

until the hearing of such charge or complaint, unless he or she shall

and do enter into a recognisance before such (c) justice, with two
sufficient sureties in a sufficient sum, to be ordered by such justice, to

appear at the hearing of such charge or complaint.
Sect. 26. No person committed to any gaol or house of correction Time of commit-

for any offence committed against this act, shall be detained in

such gaol or house of correction, for any longer space of time than
3 months.

Sect. 32. If any person or persons shall be summoned as a witness
F^*^5^®TJj?to**"^^

or witnesses, to give evidence before any justice or justices of the gjyg evidence.

peace, touching any of the matters relative to this act, or the stat.

9 & 10 Will. 3, c. 27, and shall neglect or refuse to appear at the

time and place to be for that purpose appointed, without a reason-

able excuse for such neglect or refusal, to be allowed of by such
justice or justices of the peace, or appearing, shall refuse to be

.

examined upon oath, and give evidence before such justice or justices

of the peace, before whom the prosecution shall be depending, that

then every such person shall forfeit for every such offence the sum of

10?., to be recovered, levied, and paid, in such manner and by such
means as are herein directed as to the other penalties.

By 22 & 23 Vict. c. 36, s. 4, Where any person shall be convicted
|\*J.\^'';^Jcef

of an offence under either of the aforesaid acts relating to -hawkers onTonvic'Uon of a

and pedlars whereby a pecuniary penalty has become forfeited, it hawker, to miti-

shall be lawful for the justice of the peace, or other person before
f^ o^g'^fourtiv!^^^

whom the information or complaint is heard, and he is hereby autho-
rised and empowered, if he shall think fit so to do, to mitigate the

penalty to any sum not less than one fourth part thereof, over and
above the necessary costs of the proceedings to be allowed by him.
And by 24 & 25 Vict. c. 21, p. 4, all the powers, provisions, clauses, 24 <fe 2.5 Vict. c. 21.

regulations, allowances, and exemptions, ferfeitures, pains, and fJ^'J^ractsto
apply to this act.

{a) See further the provisions of ment in Execution."
the 5 Geo. 4, c. 18, as to the en- (c) By 3 Geo. 4, c. 23, s. 2, this

forcing payment of the penalty, ante recognisance may be entered into

"Distress under Justices^ Warrant," before any other justice. See '^Con-

Vol. II. vidian," Vol. I.

(6) See ante, Vol. /.tit. "Commit-
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24 & 25 Vict.

13, Conviction— penalties contained in or imposed by any act or acts, or any scliedule

geioeral issue, thereto, relating to any duties of the same kind or description as the— several rates or duties granted by this act respectively, and in force at
^^' the time of the passing of this act, shall respectively be of full force

and effect with respect to the said duties by this act gi-anted respec-

tively, so far as the same are or shall be applicable, in all cases not

hereby expressly provided for, and shall be observed, applied, allowed,

enforced, and put in execution for and in the raising, levying,

collecting, and securing of the said last-mentioned duties respec-

tively, and otherwise in relation thereto, so far as the same shall

not be superseded by and shall be consistent with the express

provisions of this act, as fully and effectually to all intents and
purposes as if the same had been herein repeated and specially

enacted, mutatis mutandis, with reference to the duties by this act

granted respectively.

60 Geo. 3, c. 41.

Form of convic-
tion (a).

Certiorari.

Justices to trans-

XIII. (Eonbiction—€renet;al issue.

Sect. 28. A conviction in the form or to the effect following, mu-
tatis mutandis, as the case shall happen to be, shall be good and effec-

tual to all intents and purposes whatsoever, without stating the

evidence, and without alleging more than the substance of the offence,

in all cases wherein any such justice of the peace hath power to con-

vict by virtue of the present a;ct {h)

:

—
" Bo it rememhered, TJmt on the, day of , in the year of our

Lord , at , in the county of , A. B. came before me, C. D.,

one of his Majesty's justices of the peace for the said county, residing jiear

tlie place where the offence hereinafter mentioned was committed, and informed

one, that E. F., of , in the said county of ,
[here set forth the fact

for which the information is laid (c)], whereupon tlie said B. P., being duly

summoned to ansiver the said charge, appeared before mc (and liaving lieard

the charge contained in the said, infonnatimi, aeknovdedged and voluntarily

confessed the facts therein stated to he true); but in his\ox, "A«r"] defence

alleged \\i&XQ setting forth the substance of the defence.] [or, ^'voluntarily

confessed the said charge to he true'\," [or, ''didiiot make any defence against

the said charge, whereupon tlie same wa^'i fully proved on tlie oath of 0. H., a

credible witness"], [or, "said that ha" [or, "sAe"] ''was not guilty of the

said offence, whereupon tlie same viasfully proved on the oath of G. U., a cre-

dible witness," or as the case shall be], [or, "did not appear before 7nc

pursuant to tlie said swinmans, hut the said charge was fully proved on tlie

oath of G. H., a credible witness,'" or as the case shall be] ; ami tlierefore it

manifestly apipearvng to me thai the said E. F. is guilty of the offence charged

in the said information, I do hereby convict him, [or, "A«r"] of tlic said

off'enjce, and do adjudge that lie [or, " slie"] Imth forfeiled tlie sum of ,

[or, "his" or "
lier " licence], and the sum of of lawful Tuoney of Great

Britain, to be distributed as the law directs, according to tlie form of the statu/-

in such case made and provided. Given under my hand and seal, the d'

of , in the year of our Lord ."

Sect. 29. No conviction upon this act shall be removed or remove-
able by writ of certiorari, or othenvise, into his Majesty's court of

King's Bench or any other court, save upon an appeal as by this act

is directed. See s. 27, post, p. 967.

Sect. 30. Every justice before whom any person hath already been

{a) As to the mode of framing con-

\'ictions, when pointed out by stat-

tute, see ante, '" Conviction" Vol. I.

(&) The conviction is not to be set

aside for mere iuaccuracy. (JR. v.

Aikin, 3 Burr. 1785 ; R. v. Selway,

2 Chit. Rep. 522.)

(c) See the information itself, aud
state the offence according to it.
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convicted of any offence under or by virtue of any of tlie acts hereby 14. Appeal.
repealed, and having received for bis Majesty's use any part or share
of any penalty levied, inflicted, or paid under or by virtue of such •''O^eo. 3, c 41.

conviction, for which he has not already accounted, shall within 6
™^*^gt|^^*^

"^

mouths after the passing of this act, transmit to the commissioners for penalties,

licensing hawkers, pedlars, and petty chapmen (a), a schedule or

schedules containing the names of the persons so convicted, the day on
which they were convicted, their respective offences, and the respective

sums now remaining in the hands of such justice for his Majesty's use,

which were levied or paid under or by virtue of such convictions,

arranged according to the several counties, ridings, or places within
such convictions * hath been made, and every justice, before whom Sic.

any such person shall be convicted of any offence under or by virtue

of this act, shall take and receive his Majesty's share of the penalty

levied or paid under or by virtue of such conviction, and that every
such justice, his executors, or administrators, shall pay or cause to be
paid all such sums of money as shall be remaining in his or their

hands at the time of the passing of this act, at the next general

quarter sessions of the peace after the passing of this act, and all such
sums which he shall so take or receive upon any conviction under or

by virtue of this act as aforesaid, at the next general sessions of the

peace, after he shall have so taken or received the same, into the To pay over mo-

hands of the clerk of the peace, or other such like oflB.cer for the county, peace, who is^to

riding, or place, within which such conviction shall have been made, remit same,

who is hereby directed to remit the same forthwith, without fee or

reward, to the said commissioners (a) for licensing hawkers, pedlars,

and petty chapmen, or to such person or persons as the greatest part

of them shall appoint ; and that every justice, his executors or admi-
nistrators, shall, immediately on such payment made to any clerk of

the peace, or other such officer, transmit a like schedule to the said

commissioners, or to such person or persons as they, or the greater

part of them, shall appoint.

Sect. 34. If any person or persons shall at any time or times be General issue,

sued, molested, or prosecuted for any thing by him or them done
or executed in pursuance of this act, or of any clause, matter, or

thing herein contained, such person or persons shall and may plead
the general issue, and give the special matter in evidence, for his

or their defence ; and if, upon the trial, a verdict shall pass for the

defendant or defendants; or the plaintiff or plaintiffs shall become
nonsuited, or judgment shall be recovered against him or them
upon demurrer; or if the plaintiff or plaintiffs shall discontinue

his, her, or their action ; or be nonprossed therein ; then such de-
fendant or defendants shall have treble costs awarded to him or Treble costs,

them against such plaintiff or plaintiffs. But this enactment as

to treble costs is materially affected by the 5 & 6 Vict. c. 9t, s. 2,

by which the defendant is entitled only to a full indemnity against
costs.

XIV. appeal.

By 50 Geo. 3, c. 41, s. 27, If any person or persons shall find him- Appeal,

self, herself, or themselves aggrieved by the judgment of any such
justice,_ then he, she, or they, shall or may upon entering into a
recognisance with two sufficient sureties, to be approved by such
justice, to the amount of the value of such penalty and forfeiture,

together with a sum which, in the judgment of such justice, shall

be adequate to the amount of the costs which may be awarded,

(a) Now to the Conumssioners of Excise.
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15. Forms.

* Sic. The word
"who " seems
omitted.
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conditioned to pay the amount of sucla penalties, forfeitures, and
costs as shall be adjudged in case such judgment shall be affirmed,

appeal to the justices of the peace at the next general sessions for

the county, riding, or place,* are hereby empowered to summon
and examine witnesses upon oath, and finally to hear and deter-

mine the same, or, at their discretion, to state the facts especially

for the determination of his Majesty's Court of King's Bench
thereon ; and in case the judgment of such justice shall be affirmed,

it shall be lawful for such justices, or the Court of King's Bench,
to award the person or persons to pay such costs, occasioned by
such appeal, as to them shaU seem meet. fSee, in general title,

''Appeal:')

(1). Information
against a licensed
hawker for not
having the words
"licensed hawk-
er," &c., on his
package, &c.
(ante, p. 957).

XV. dFornts.

) £e it remembered, that on &c., at dx., A. I., of , in tlie said

) county of , who, as wellfor our Lady the now Queen, as for him-

self in this behalf, doth prosecute, cometh before me, J. P. , one of her Majesty's

justices of the peace for the said county of , on the day of ,

in the year of the reign of our Lady the noiv Queen, and, as well for
oior said Lady the Qiiecn as for himself, informeth one that C. D., being

then and there a person to whom a licence was granted to travel and trade

as a haivTcer, pedlar, and petty chapman, under and by virtue of the statute

in that case iniade and provided, and also being tlien and there a trading

person going fro7n town to toum [or, "to otJier m^ris houses^'], and travelling

on foot, [or, "with a horse," or as the case is], in England, [or, "Wales," or

as the case is], carrying to sell, and exposing to sale, goods, wares, and
m,erchandise, did on tkc, at &c., trade with and under colour of such licence,

by hawking for sale goods, wares, and merchandise, to wit, [here describe the

goods], and did then and there, to wit, at aforesaid, carry the said

goods, wares, and mercliaiidise in a pack, or as the case is [see the words of

the act, ante, p. 957] ; and that the said 0. D. had not then and tliere caused

to be vjritten, painted, or printed in large legible Roman capitals, upon
the most conspicuous part of the said pack, [or as the case may be, see the

words of the act, ante, ], in which he carried his said goods, wares, and
merchandise, the words "Licensed Hawker," together with the number, name,

or other murk or tnarks of distinction written or printed upon his said

licence as aforesaid. ; contrary to the form of the statute in thai case made
and provided. Whereby, and by force of the same statute, the said C. JL>.

had forfeited, for his said offence, the sum of ten pounds; and there-

upon the said A. I., who informs as well for our said Lady the now Qiwni

asfor himself in this behalf, prayeth judgment of me tlie said justice in ih'-

pyremises. A. I.

Exhibited before me, the day and year first above named. J. P.

2). Information
against a person
not licensed as a
hawker, for hav-
ing the words
"licensed hawk-
er," &c., on his
pack, &c. {ante,

p. 957).

Commencement as in the preceding fomi. State the offence thus :]

—

TJt"'

C. D., late of d-c, labourer, not being then and tliere a person to whom n

licence was granted to travel and trade as a hawker, pedlar, and petty chapman,
under or by virtue of a certain act of Parliament made and passed in tliefiftieth

year of the reign of his late Majesty King George the Third, intituled " An Act
for placing the duties of hawkers and pedlars under the management of the

commissioners of hackney coaches," arid being then and there a trading person

going and travelling on foot, [or, "tvith a horse,'" or as the case is], in England,

[or, "Wales," or as the case is], carrying to sell, and exposing to sale, goods,

vxtres, and nurchandise, to wit, [here describe the goods generally], did on <fcc.

,

at &c. , write, paint, and print, and cause to be written, painted, and printed,

and kept and continued loritten, painted, and printed upon his pack, [or, as the

case is, see the words of the act, ante, p. 957], arid in which said pack, [or, as

the case is], the said C. D. then and there carried his said goods, wares, and
merchandise as aforesaid, the words "Licensed Hawker," ti-c. ; [as the fact is]

;

contrary to theform of tlie statute in that case m/ide and provided; whereby, &c.

[Conclude as in form (No, 1), supra.l
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Commencement as in form (No. 1), mpra. State the offence thus :]

—

That 15. Porms.
C. D., late of d-c, labourer, to wit, on A-c, at d:c., then and there being a
liawher and trading person going from town to town, [or, "to oilier weji's (3).

_
information

houses"], and travelling on foot, [or, ^'vnth a horse," or as the case is], "i ^^^'^^^'^?
P®^"*^

Englaiid, carrying to sell, and exposing to sale, goods as a liawker and trading hawker without a
2)erson. did then and there, as a hawker and trading person goingfrom town to licence, {ante,

town, [or, "to other men's houses]," sell, carry to sell, and ex2)ose to sale, certain P- ^^'^)

goods, tcares, and merchandises, to wit, [here state the goods generally ; there

is no occasion to state the precise number or quality], tvithout having obtained

the licence [or as the case is] in that behalf directed and required by the statute

in that case made and provided, in such nfryxnner as therein is directed, con-

trary to the form of the said statute ; whereby, &c. [Conclude as in form
(N'o. 1), supra.]

Commencement as in form (No. 1), supra. State the offence thus :]

—

That (•!) Information

C. D., late of tt-c, labourer, on Ac, being then a hawker, ["hawker, pedlar, "
hawker acting

petty chapman, or other trading person"], going from town to town,^ [or, " to contrary to his

otlier inen's houses'"], and travelling on foot, ["either on foot. or with horse, licence (p. 962).

horses, or otherwise "], in England, carrying to sell, and exposing to sale,

divers goods, wares, and merclmndises, and a lice^ice so to do being duly granted

to him, according to the provisions of an act of Parliament made o,nd passed in

the fiftieth year of the reign of his late Majesty King George the Third, intituled
" An Act for placing the duties of hawkers and pedlars under the manage-
ment of the commissioners of hackney coaches," did, at tfcc, [here state the

improper act of trading done by defendant] ; cmitrary to the licence so granted

to him as aforesaid, and otherwise than was allo-wed by the same ; and contrary

to the form of the statute in such case made and provided. Whereby, &c.

[Conclude as in form (No. 1), supra.]

Commencement as in form (No. 1), supra. State the offence thus :]

—

Tliat (5). Information

C. D., late of &c., labourer, on &c., at &c., in tlie county aforesaid, being then on like act for not

and there a Imwker, and duly licensed as such, according to the provisions of an \Ini^^^^
^

act of Parliament made and passed in the fiftieth year of the reign of his late

Majesty King George the Third, intituled "An Act for placing the duties of

hawkers and pedlars under the management of the commissioners of hackney
coaches, " and then and there trading under and by virtue of the licence in that

belutlf granted to him, did then and there refuse to produce and show his said

licence for so trading as aforesaid, unto one A. C, ['^constable of the parish
aforesaid"], although the same was then and there demanded by the said

A. C, as such \^^ constable"] as aforesaid ; contrary to the form of the statute in
siKh case made and provided. Whereby, Ac. [Conclude as in form (No. 1),

supra.]

'XTo A. C, the coiistable of the parish of , in the said county of , (6). Summons on

J and to whom else this may concern

:

either of preceding

WHEREAS A. I. of d'c., did, on t&c, come before me, J. P., one of Her informations.

Majesty's justices of the peace in andfor the said county, and make information
that C. D. late of, d-c. [state the offence, as in the information] ; these are, there-

fore, to command you, in her said Majesty's name, forthwith to summon the

said C. D. to appear before ine, at , in the said county, on the day of
, at the hour of in the forenoon of the saine day, to answer unto the

said complaint, andfurther to do and receive what to lato doth appertain; and
be you then and there to certify what you shall have done in the execution hereof.
Herein fail you not. Given underbuy hand and seal, the day of ,

in the year of our Lord

J. P.

A general form of conviction is given by the 50 Geo. 3, c. 41. See ante, (7). Conviction.

p. 966.

To A. C, the constable of , in the said county of
Whereas C. D., late of dx., was, ondx., at dc, in the said county, before (S). Warrant of

distress.
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HigTiways. V^\'\ J- -P-j Esq., one. of her Majesty's justices residing near to , ir. the
said , duly convicted by me, of [state the offence, as in the information.]
Ami thereby it wa^ adjudged fluit tJie said 0. D.,for such his offence, sfunild

forfeit and pay the stim of ten po-UTids of lawful Trwney of Great Britain, to

be distributed according as the law directs. And whereas the said C. D. has
had notice of the said conviction, hut hath refused or neglected to pay, and
liath not yet paid tlie said sum, pursuant to tlic said cmiviction, which hath been
fully proved before me : These are, therefore, to command you to levy the S2im.

0/ ['* ten"] pounds by distress and sale of the goods and chattels of the said
C. D., or of the goods and chattels with which the said 0. D. was so found
trading, as aforesaid. And I do hereby order and direct the goods and
chattels so to he distrained, to he sold and disposed of within [not less than
four nor more than eight] days, unless the said sum of {^^ ten"] pounds, for
which such distress shall be made, together with the reasonable charges of taking
such distress, shall be sooner liaid. And you are also hereby cominanded to

certify to 7ne tvhat -you shall do hy virttce of this warrant. Given under my
hand aiul seal at , the day of , in the year of our Lord

J. P.

9). Commitment ^0 the constable of in the said county, and to tlie keeper of tlie co7n7non
or non-payment, gaol [or house of correction] at , in the said county.

These are to command you the said constable in her Majesty's name forthwith
to convey and deliver into the custody of the said keeper of the said common gaol,
the body of C. D. , charged this day before me the said justice on the oath ofA. B.,

of , atuL others, for that he tlie said C. D. [State the offence as in the
information. Conclude thus :]

—

and, upon full consideration had thereon, I,

the said justice, have duly convicted him of the said offence, and have adjudged,
him to forfeit and pay, for his said offence, the simn of ten pounds of lavful
money of Great Britain, which said sum of ten pounds lias been demunded of tlie

said C. D. hy me the said justice, and lie lias not paid the said penalty. Hiin
therefore safely keep in your custody until the said sum of ten pounds shall he

levied hy distress and sale of the goods and chattels of the said C. D., or of the

goods and chattels with which lie was so aforesaidfound trading, together with
the reasonable costs and charges of taking such distress, or until tke same for-
feiture shall he otherwise paid or satisfied; provided that the time of such
imprisonment shall not exceed the space of three tnontlis ; andfor so doing this

shall be your sufficient warrant. Given wider my liand and seal, this

day of , in tlie year of our Lord

As to the malicious burning of, see ante, " Burning."
Stats. 2 Will. 3, sess. 2, c. 8, and 8 & 9 Will. 3, c. 17, and 31 Geo. 2,

c. 40, containing regulations concerning tlie selling of liay, straw, and
cattle, within the bills of mortality, are, by stat. 36 Geo. 3, c. 88,
repealed, so far as relates to hay and straw, but are not general
enough to be here inserted at large.

The 4 Will. 4, c. 21, repeals part of the provisions contained in the
36 Geo. 3, c. 88, as to certain markets.

{^INCE the last edition of this work certain statutes have been
passed, providing for the formation of highway boards in England
and Wales. As these enactments are only in force within such counties

or divisions as may have adopted them, and as they do not repeal
the existing laws governing highways in general, it has been thought
better to collect them under one sub-title, '^ Highways into districts,

formation of" which see, p. 1096.
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Bridges repaired by the parish or township, and which consequently Highways.
come under the cognisance of the surveyor of the highways, are com-
prehended under this title. County bridges are treated of under title

" Bridgesy
Herein

—

I. CONCEENING HIGHWAYS IN GENERAL.

II. Concerning Turnpike Roads in Particular.

I. CONCEENING HIGHWAYS IN GENEEAL.

I. What is a Highway, p. 975.

1. At Common Law, p. 975.

2. Ufider tlie Highway Act, p. 976.

II. How created, p. 977.

1. By Prescription, p. 977.

2. By Dedication, p. 978.

3. By Act of Parliament, p. 983.

4. By Necessity, p. 984.

III. Ownership of Soil, &c., in Highways, p. 986.

IV. Repeal of former Statutes by the General Highway Act,

5*6 Will. 4, c. 50, p. 987.

V. Interpretation clause of that Act, p. 988.

VI. Repair of Highways, p. 988.

1. Liability of Parish to repair. Highways in two
Parishes, Nature of Repairs, &c., p. 989.

2. The liability of a Township or part of a Parish to

repair, p. 996.

3. The liability of an Extra-Parochial place to repair,

p. 998.

4. Liability of Individuals to repair in respect of In-

closure, p. 998.

5. Liability of Individuals, &c,, to repair by Pre-
scription, &c., p. 999.

6. Repair of Roads, passing over Bridges, &c.
, p. 1002.

7. Board for Repairs, p. 1002.

8. Power of Board to hire, &c,. Premises for keeping

Materials, &c. , and to direct how Highways to be

paved, p. 1003.

9. Direction Posts to be erected, and Causeways to be

securedfrom Carriages, &c., p. 1004.

10. Grounds adjoining Roads, except Gardens, &c., may
be used as temporary Roads, p. 1004.

11. Surveyor to remove Obstructions from Snow or

falling down of Banks, &c., p. 1005.

Vn. Materials for Repairs, p. 1005.

1. Contract for, by Surveyor, p. 1005.

2. Penalty for talcing away Materials, &c., p. 1005.

3. Sale of Lands allotted for Materials, p. 1006.
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Highways. YH. Materials for Repairs (continued).

4. Compensation for Damages may he renounced, p.

1006.

5. Power of Trustees of Lands given for Maintenance

of Highways, to grant Leases, &c., p. 1007.

6. Mode of getting Materials by Surveyors, and their

Duties as to, p. 1007.

VIII. Surveyors. Their Appointment, Qualification, Exemption
from Office, Deputy, Salary, and Duties, &c.,

p. 1010.

IX. District Surveyors. Formation of Parishes into Districts,

&c., p. 1014 to 1016.

X. Surveijors^ Accounts. Inspection and enforcing payment of,

&c., p. 1016 to 1021.

XI. Highway Bates, p. 1021.

1. How rate to he assessed, p. 1022.

2. Poor Pate Assessments may he inspected hy Sur-
veyor, p. 1023.

3. Form and Amount of the Pate, p. 1024.

4. Powers in Local Acts of compounding for Pates

extended to the Surveyor, p. 1024.

5. Errors in Rates may he corrected, p. 1024.

6. Poor Persons may he discharged from, p. 1025.

7. Persons exempt from former Statute Duty not liahle

to, p. 1025.

8. Mode of Proceeding for Recovery of, p. 1025.

9. Ratepayers empowered to divide Carriage of Mate-
rials, p. 1026.

XII. Collector of Highway Rates, and his Accounts, p. 1027.

XIII. Widening, changing, and stopping up Highways, p. 1028.

1. By the Common Law, p. 1028.

2. By Statute, p. 1030.

1.— Widening and enlarging of, p. 1030.

2.

—

Stopping up, diverting, and turning of, p.

1033.

3.

—

Provisions as to widening and diverting, cfrc,

extended to Highways repairable rationc

tenurce, p. 1043.

XIV. Special Sessions for purposes of Highways,"^. 1043.

XV. Width of Cartways, p. 1044.

XVI. What to he deemed centre of Highway, p. 1044.

XVII. Nuisances, Injuries, and Obstructions on Highways, p. 1044.

1. Trees and Hedges, c&c, p. 1045.

2. Ditches and Drains, &c,, p. 1047.

3. Encroachments on, p. 1048.

4. Pits, Steam-Engines, Machines, Windmills, Kilns,

Railways, &c., p. 1050.

5. Gates, p. 1051.
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XVII. Nuisances, Injuries, &c. (continued). Highways.

6. Carts and Carriages, Misbehaviour of Drivers, cfec,

p. 1052.

7. Wheels and Weights of Carriages, cfec, p. 1054.

8. Surveyor leaving Things on Highway at Night,

p. 1054.

9. Biding, &c., on Footways. Tethering Horses. In-
juring Road. Darnaging Direction Posts, &c.

Playing at Games. Encamping on Roads. Mak-
ing Fires. Baiting Bulls, Laying Buhhish.

Bunning Filth, &c. Wilfully Obstructing Pas-
sage, p. 1054.

10. Injuries and Annoyances at Common Law, p. 1055.

11. Securing Offenders, p. 1061.

12. Power of Surveyor to remove Nuisances and Ob-
structions, p. 1062.

13. Power of, to impound Straying Cattle, dec, p. 1963,

14. Abatement of Nuisances, &c., at Common Law,
p. 1064.

15. Indictment for. Punishment for, c&c, p. 1064.

16. Presentment for, p. 1065.

17. Action for, p. 1065.

XVIII. Locomotives on Highways, p. 1066.

XIX. Proceedings for not repairing Hightvays, p, 1066.

1. Mode of Proceeding before Justices where Obligation

to repair is not disputed, p. 1066.

2. Mode of Proceedi7ig by Indictment where Obligation

to repair is disputed. Fines, Costs, &c,, p, 1070,

3. Information in Q. B. for not repairing, p. 1085.

4. Mandamus for not repairing, p. 1085.

5. Entering and repairing at Common Law, p. 1086.

6. Presentments for , abolished, p. 1086.

XX. Boohs, Materials, &c., in tvhom vested, and by lohom to be

kept, &c., p. 1086.

XXI. Costs on Informations, &c., before Magistrates, p. 1087.

XXII. Compelling attendance of Witnesses, p. 1087.

XXIII. Mode of recovering, and application of Penalties, p. 1088.

XXIV. Forms of Proceedings, p. 1089.

XXV. Appeal against Bates and Proceedings. Want of Form, &c.

Certiorari, &c. Special Case, p. 1090.

XXVI. Actions for Damages, cfec, p. 1092.

XXVII. Amount of Fees to be taken, p. 1094.

XXVEII. Surveyor may charge Expenses of Legal Proceedings, p. 1095.

XXIX. Exemptions from 5 <fc 6 Will 4, c. 50, p. 1096.

XXX. Highways in Districts, formation of, p. 1096.

1. Preliminary, p. 1096.

2. Formation of Highway Districts, "p. 1097.

3. Legal objections to, p. 1102.

4. Amendments as to orders of Justices, p. 1102.

5. Highway Board, Constitution of, p. 1103.
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Hightoays. Highways in Districts, &c. (continued).

6. Election of Waywardens, -p. 1104.

7. Consequences of formation of Highway District,

p. 1106.

8. Appointment and Duties of Officers, p. 1106.

9. Works and Duties of Boards, p. 1108.

10. Expenses of Board , p. 1111.

11. Supplemental Provisions, p. 1115.

12. Application of Principal Act, '}^. 1120.

13. Proceedings of Highway Boards, p. 1123.

XXXI. Highways in South Wales, p. 1124.

XXXII. F(yrms, p. 1125.

4 & 5 Vict, c, 51, § 1, 1008 ; 5 & 6 Vict. c. 55, § 9, 1051 ; and c. 97,

§ 4, 1092 ; 8 & 9 Vict. c. 71, § 1, 1006 ; 11 & 12 Vict. c. 45, § 4, 108(5

:

12 Vict. c. 14, 1022 and 1025; 12 & 13 Vict. c. 35, §§ 1, 2, 3, 1020;
13 & 14 Vict. c. 99, 1022 ; 18 & 19 Vict. c. 121, § 22, 1047 ; 24 & 25 Vict.

c. 97, § 25, p. 1055.

25 & 26 Vict. c. 61, § 1, 1096 ; § 2, 1096
; § 3, 1096

; § 4, 1096
; § 5, 1097 :

§ 6, 1098
; § 7, 1099

; § 8, 1101 ; § 9, 1103 ; § 10, 1104 ; § 11, 1106
; § 12,

1106
; § 13, 1107

; § 14, 1107 ; § 15, 1107 ; § 16, 1107 ; g 17, 1108; § 18,

1108; §19,1110; §20,1111; §21,1111; §22,1111; §23,1111; §24,1111;
§ 25, 1114

; § 26, 1114
; § 27, 1114 ; § 28, 1114 ; § 29, 1114

; § 30, 1114
;

§ 31, 1114
; § 32, 1115 ; § 33, 1115 ; § 34, 1115 ; § 35, 1116 : § 36, 1117 ;

§ 37, 1117 ; § 38, 1117 ; § 39, 1117; § 40, 1117 ; § 41, 1118; § 42, 1120 ;

§ 43, 1121 ; § 44, 1121 ; § 45, 1122
; § 46, 1123 ; § 47, 1123.

26 & 27 Vict. c. 61, §§ 1, 2, 3, 1105, and c. 94, § 1, 1111.

27&28Vict. c.lOl, §1, 1097; §2, 1097; §3, 1097; §4, 1102; §5, 110.3;

§ 6, 1098; § 7, 1100
; § 8, 1101

; § 9, 1301
; § 10, 1099

; § 11, 1101
; § 12,

1105 ; § 13, 1101 ; § 14, 1101
; § 15, 1102 ;

'

1102 ; § 19, 1106 ; § 20, 1105 ; § 21, 1108
;

1116 ; § 25, 1063 ; § 26, 1118
; § 27, 1123

;

1107 ; § 31, 1107 ; § 32, 1111 ; § 33, 1112
;

1114 ; § 37, 1118 ; § 38, 1118
; § 39, 1119

;

1119
; § 43, 1119 ; § 44, 1120

; § 45, 1107 ;

1110 ; § 49, 1110 ; § 50, 1121 ; § 51, 1049
;

§16,
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Herein as to what is a lughway :

—

Division of sub-
ject.

1. At Common Law. 2. By Statute.

1. At Common Law.']—Ahighfway is a right of passage for the public i. At common
in general without distinction. The term " Highway " extends to all law.

public ways. {R. v. Saintiff, 6 Mod. 255.) Definition of higli-

The public have a primdfade right of passage over the whole space
'^'^^•

of a highway between the fences, and therefore any obstruction of a
permanent character erected thereon without lawful authority is a
nuisance if it renders the way less convenient than it was before. {Beg.

V. Electric Telegraph Company, 31 L. J. M. C. 166.)

There are thi-ee kinds of ways ;—1. A footway (a) ;—2. A foot and Kinds of.

horse way, which is also a pack or drift way ;—3. A foot, horse, and
cart way (6). (1 Inst. 56.)

A common street and a king's highway, though formerly distin- A common street,

guished, are now equally public ways. {R. v. Hammond, 1 Stra. 44.)

An open river, common to all men, is a highway. {R. v. Hammond, ^pen nver.

10 Mod. 382 ; 1 Hawh. P. C. c. 76, s. 1 ; Williams v. Wilcox, % A.&E.
329.) So is a navigable river. (See Miles v. Rose, 5 Taunt. 705 ; R. v.

Montague, 4 B. & C. 598.) And it seems that the public's right of pas-

sage extends to all parts of the channel. Every creek or river into

which the tide flows is not, on that account, necessarily a public navi-

gable channel, although sufficiently large for that purpose ; but the

flowing of the tide into such a creek or river, is strong jjrimd facie evi-

dence that it is a public navigation. {R. v. Montague, 4l B. & C. 598,

per Bayley, J.) But it was observed by Mr. Justice Buller, in Ball v.

Herbert, (3 T. R. 263), that a navigable river and a highway are per-

fectly distinct ; and that if a river should happen to be choked up with
mud, that would not give the public a right to cut another passage
through the adjoining lands ; though it is quite clear, as observed by
the same learned judge, that if the usual track of a highway become
impassable, by the overflowing of a stream or otherwise, the adjacent

ground will be open to passengers, and so become, in efi'ect, a high-
way, until the removal of the obstruction. {Taylor v. Whitehead,

Dougl. 746, &c, ; Williams v. Wilcox, supra, per Denman, C. J.) If the

water in a navigable river alter its course, the way alters with it.

{Com. Dig. Chemin{A. 1); and see Wellh. 20; axiApost, p. 984.)

In CaMs on Sewers, p. 73, it is said that the use of the banks of the Banks of same,

sea and of great rivers is common to all the King's liege people, as to

tie ships to the trees, to tow them, to lade and unlade merchandise,
and to dry nets. (And see Young v. , 1 Lord Raym. 725 ; Pierce

V. Fauconherge, 1 Burr. 292.) But in Ball v. Herbert (3 T. R. 263),
Buller, J., denies that this principle prevails in English law. (See
post, tit. "Rivers.")

Though a towing-path is to be used only by horses towing vessels. Towing-path,

yet it is a common highway for that purpose. {Per Bayley, J. , 2 B, &
Aid. 648 ; Young v. , 1 Lord Raym. 725.)

A bridge may be a common highway. {Reg. v. Sainthill, 2 Lord Bridge.

Raym. 1174; Salh. 359 ; ante, " Bridges.")

A flight of stairs leading to the'.Thames is not necessarily a highway. Flight of stairs

{R. V. Limehouse, 2 Show. 455.) And see as to a landing-place, Bri^ik- ThameV*"^^
water v. Porter, 1 C. & P. 181.

{a) A -puhlic footway or bridleway ton, 5 B. & Ores. 513, S. C.)

is a highway for foot passengers, or {b) The term ^^ Cartway," means
for horse passengers, &c. {R. \

.

a right for all carriages to pass.

Salop, 13 East, 97. Vide Allen v. {R. v. Hatfieldy Cas. temp. Bard.
Ormond^ 8 £ast, 4 ; Logan v. Bur- 315.)
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1. What is a
highway.

Railway.

Size of way.

Highway may be
circuitous.

Where it must
lead to.

I^igilhjass in General

There may be a
highway without
a thoroughfare.

There may be an
oficupation way
aud highway over

the same road.

Width of highway.

Right of going on
adjoining lands.

2. By statute.

A railway may be a highway, to be used in. the particular mode in
which railways are used. R. v. Severn Railway Company, 2 B. & Aid.

- 646. See Roive v. Shilson, 4 B. & Ad. 726.)
The size of the way is not material. A right of way for all persons

to pass and repass, with their carts and carriages, is not restrained,

because all carriages cannot pass and repass. {R. \. Lyon, o D. & R,
497.)

There may be a highway, though it be circuitous. (/?. v. Lloyd, 1

Camp. 260.)

It seemeth that any one of the above ways, which is common to all

the Queen's people, whether it lead directly to a market town, or only
from town to town, and do not terminate there, but is also a thorough-
fare to other towns, may properly be called a highway. (1 Hawk. c. 76,

s. 1.) For there were highways before there were market towns. And
if it were essential to the constituting of a highway that it should ex-
pressly lead from market town to market town, then it would follows-

that the lord of a market, by forfeiting or surrendering his charter,

might cause that to cease to be a highway which was a highway be-
fore ; or the Queen, by granting a market in any place where there

was no market before, might thereby consequently change the way to

it from a private way into a highway. And therefore, the distinction

which is taken in some books concerning this matter, seems to be very
reasonable ; that every way from town to town may be called a high-
way, because it is common to all the Queen's subjects ; and conse-
quently that a nuisance therein is a common nuisance, and punishable
by indictment ; but that a way to a parish church, or to the comnxpn
fields of a town, or to a private house, or perhaps to a village which
terminates there, and is for the benefit of the particular inhabitants of

such parish, house, or village only, may be called a private way, but
not a highway, because it belongeth not to all the Queen's subjects,

but only to some particular persons, each of whom, as it seems, may
have an action on the case for a nuisance therein. (1 Ilaivk. c. 76, s. 1

;

Austin's case, 1 Veyit. 189, per Hale, 0. J.; Wcllb. 7; and Jarvisy.
Lean, 3 Bingh. 447.)

It seems the public may have a right to the use of a road, or, in

other words, that there may be a highway without a thoroughfare.

(See Rugby Charity v. Merry weather, 11 East, 315, n.; R. v. Lloyd, 1

Camph. 260.) But the correctness of this position is ably denied by
Mr. Wellbeloved, in his work on Highways, 7 to 19, citing Woodyer v.

Hadden; (5 Taunt. 138); and the opinions of ^iio^^, C. J., Holroyd,

and Best, Js., in Wood v. Veal (5 B. & Aid. 454; and see R. v. Mar-
quis of Downshire, 4 Ad. & E. 698) ; where, per Patteson, J., " It has

been held that, where there never was a right of thoroughfare, a jury

might find that no public way existed ; but it has never been settled

that where there had been a public right of passing through, the right

of way was abolished by stopping one end of the passage."
Since the 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 50, justices have jurisdiction to determine

whether a road is a highway or not ( Williams y. Adams, 31 L. J. M. C,

109.)

There may bo both an occupation way and a public highway over

the same road, for it does not, on becoming a highway, cease to be an
occupation way. {Brownlow v. Tomlinson, 1 Man. & (J. 484

—

Per Den-
man, 0. J., at Nisi Prius.)

A public highway may in point of law exist over a place which is

not a thoroughfare {Bateman v. Black, 21 L. J. Q. B, 406.)
As to the width of a highway, see post, p. 1044.

As to the right of going on adjoining lands, &c., soopos^, p. 985.

2. Under the Highway Act."]—Sect. 5 of the General Highway Act,

5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, enacts, that in the construction of that act, the

word " highways" shall bo construed to mean all roads, bridges, (not
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being county bridges, see sect. 21 of that act, post, p. 1002), carnage- 2. How a
ways, cartways, horseways, bridgeways, footways, causeways, chiu'cli- highway 7nay he

ways, and pavements. created.

II. ii^obj a ?l^i0]^lt)ag mag Iz cteateti.

A highway may be created :

—

How created,

1. By Prescription, p. 977.

2. By Dedication, p. 978.

3. By Act of Parliament, p. 983.

4. By Necessity, p. 984,

1. By Prescription.']—The most common mode in which a highway i- By prescription,

is supported as being such is by prescription. If all persons without
distinction have indiscriminately, for a considerable space of time,

without interruption, used and enjoyed a way, such way will be pre-
sumed to be a highway, A much shorter period of possession wiU
suffice to establish a right in the public, than a right in a private
person to a way. The more open and notorious the user is, so much
the more is there ground for presuming the way a highway. If tho
way was used for the repairs of other highways, or the like, that would
especially, if known to tho owner of tho soil, afford strong evidence of

the public right. (See R. v. Wandsivorth, 1 B. & Aid. 63 ; 3 Stark.

Evid. 63,)

The direct evidence that a way is public is, that it was made public Direct eTidenco of

under some statute or proceeding by writ ad quod damnum. '^^''^^ hems public.

Presumptive evidence is derived from the termini and other circum- Presumptive evi-

stances of the road itself, and froift the use and enjoyment of it by the <ience of same,

public. {R. V. Wandsivorth, 1 B. & Aid. 63, See U JEast, 376, n. (a)).

Although the termini of a road afford no conclusive evidence as to its Termini,

being a highway, (11 East, 375; li. v, Lloyd, 1 Campl. 262,) yet the
circumstances of its leading from one market town to another, or from
one public road to another, coupled with user by the public, and with-
out decisive evidence of interruption and permission by a private
owner, are conclusive as to the right of the public, (1 Vent. 189,)

Repair of the way by a parish is strong evidence to show that it is a Repairs by pariah,

public highway; {B. v, Wandsivorth, 1 B. ^\h Aid. 63 : and see j;os^, p. 983;)
and evidence of repairs done by parishioner, under an agreement with
the parish that he should therefore be excused his statute duty, when
that duty was enforceable, is virtually evidence of repairs by the
parish. [Ihid.; and see Marquis of Stafford v, Coyney, 7 B. & G. 257.)
The performance of repairs upon a road under an act of parliament,

is no evidence of its being a public one. (See R. v. Mellor, 1 B. &
Ad. 32.)

Evidence of reputation is admissible to prove that the way is pubKc Reputation.

[Aitstin^s case , Ventr. 189; B. N. P. 295 ; and see Barraclouyh\. John-
son, 8 Ad. & E. 99 ; Foider v. Port, 7 C. & P. 792) ; or not public,

{DrinJcwater v. Porter, 7 Car. & P. 181). But such evidence arising

post litem motam is inadmissible. {R. v. Cottar, 3 Campb. 444.)
On an issue, whether or not certain land in a district repairing its

own roads was a common highway, it was held, that it was admissible
evidence of reputation, (though slight,) that the inhabitants held a
public meeting to consider of repairing such way, and that several of
them, since dead, signed a paper on that occasion, stating that the
land was not a public highway, there being at the time no litigation

on the subject. {Barraclough v. Johnson, supra.)

But where the question in a cause was, whether a particular road,

admitted to exist, was public or private, and evidence was offered that

a person, since deceased, had planted a willow on a spot adjoining the

VOL. II. 3 b
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2. How a road, on groixnd of wliich lie was a tenant, saying, at the same time,

highway may be that he planted it to show where the boundary of the road was when
created. he was a boy : it was held, that such declaration was not evidence,

either as showing reputation, as a statement accompanying an act, or

as the admission of an occupier against his own interest. {R. v. Bliss,

7 Ad. & E. 550.)

A verdict upon issue taken on a public right of way, and finding it

to be such, is afterwards evidence, although such issue be taken in an
action of trespass between private paji'ties, and be offered in evidence

to prove the fact between other parties in a civil action. {Read v.

Jackson, 2 East, 357.)

On a question whether a creek be a public navigable river or not,

instances of persons going up it for the purpose of cutting reeds, and
on parties of pleasure, without the consent of the person claiming ex-
clusive property in the creek, are sufficient evidence for the jury to

presume it a public river. {Miles v. Rose, 5 Taunt. 704.)

Verdict.

Evidence that
river public.

2. By dedication.

Express dedica-
tion.

Implied dedica-
tion.

When presumed.

2. By Dedication."]—A way may become a public highway by a de-

dication of it to the public by the owner in fee. Such dedication is

either express or implied.

With regard to an express dedication, it is said by Chamhre, J., in

Woodyer v. Hadden (5 Taunt. 125) :
" We know that, in dedicating

churches, there is, after the work is completed, a formal act of dedica-

tion; and, by analogy, not only until the work is completed, but until

the oiuner has shoivn some intention of dedicating the soil to the public,

his right of excluding them continues." A fomial declaration of sucli

intention of dedicating a way to the public is sufficient. But in R. v.

Ward, {Cro. Car. 266,) it is said, that the mere laying out of a way,
though more commodious to the public, does not give the public a

right of way there.
*

It is not necessary that the dedication should be by deed. In il/(/r-

quis of Stafford v. Goyney, (7 B. & C. 2ol,) the court did not express

any doubt as to the legality of the dedication, which was by paroLj

dedication. Nor can anything but a parol dedication be presumed|^
where the public have used the way for not more than 6 or 7 yearsj

and, a, fortiori, where they have used it for 4 or 5 years only. It
:"

also difficult to see to whom a gi-ant can he made ; the public cannof
be the grantees, nor can a deed-poll bo inrolled in any official custody
for the protection of the public. (See Allnutt v. Pott, 1 B. & Ad. 30!'.)

This forms a distinction between public and private ways. A pi '-

vate way is an incorporeal hereditament, and is founded on a grant, <
.;•

on a prescription, from which a grant may be presumed ;
{Hetulins \

.

Shippam, o B. & C. 221 ;) and such grant cannot be presumed, unlf>>

a user of the way has continued without interruption for 20 years.

(See Moore v. Rawson, 3 B. & C. 332.)
With respect to what is an imjjlied dedication. Lord Ellcnhorough, in

R.y. Lloyd, (1 Camph. 260,) says, generally, that if the owner of tho

soil throws open a way, and marks by no visible distinction his inten-

tion to exclude the public, a dedication will be presumed. (So, in Sir

John Lade v. Shepherd, 2 Stra. 1004 ; and Buncombe v. Smith, Wellh.

Gl ; and see Surrey Canal Company v. Llall, 1 Scotfs N. R. 264.) And
in Reg. v. Petrie, 21 L. J. M. C. 167, it was held that a public user of

a road for some time is sufficient prima facie evidence of dedication of

tlie road by the owner of the freehold to .the public, and it is not

necessary to show by whom the dedication was made.
Where the owners of the soil suffered the public to have the free

passage of a street in London, though not a thoroughfare, for 8 years,

without any impediment, (such as a bar set across the street, and shut

at pleasure, which would show the limited right of the pubhc, it was
held a sufficient time for presuming a dedication of the way to the

public. {Trustees of the Rughy Charity \. Merryiveather, 11 East, 375,
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note. Et vide Maitsfielcl, G.J. 's, judgment, Woodyer \. Hadden, o Taunt. 2. How a
142 ; and Davies v. Stephens., 7 Gar. &P. 570.) highway may he

And in another case, an inference of dedication was allowed, where created.

the way had been used but for 4 or 5 years, and was in an unfinished
state, being only partly paved. [Jarvis v. Dean, 3 Bincjh. 447.)
Where a lease was granted of certain ground to be a passage for

56 years, evidence of the user of the road by the public 3 or 4 years
after the expii-ation of the lease was held to be evidence of a gift to the
public. {R. V. Hudson, Str. 909.)

By their act of incorporation, (41 Geo. 3, c. xxxi.,) the proprietors
of the Surrey canal were required to erect and maintain bridges over
the canal where it intersected any public highway, bridleway, or foot-

path, and also for the use of the owners and occupiers of lands, &c.
adjoining to the canal. In 1804, the company erected a swivel bridge
(of sufficient dimensions to allow a carriage to traverse it) across the
canal, at a spot where there had formerly been a public way, which at

the most was only a bridle-way. This bridge was originally intended
for the exclusive accommodation (as a carriage-way) of the tenants
of an estate adjoining, called the Eolls estate. The neighbourhood
having become extremely populous, and a district chxrrch having been
built near the bridge, the public, from 1822 to 1832, freely and without
interruption used it as a carriage-way. In 1832, the company for the
fii-st time imposed a toll upon all carriages traversing the bridge, with
the exception of those belonging to the tenants of the Eolls estate ; and
in 1840 they removed the old swivel bridge, and erected a convenient
stone bridge in the place of it. In an action of trespass against*t.he

defendant for passing over the bridge without paying toll, the judge
told the jury, that, supposing the bridge in question to have been
originally erected for the exclusive accommodation of the tenants of
the Eolls estate, still, if, in consequence of the acts of the company,
an idea grew up in the minds of the public that the company had dedi-
cated the way to the public use, they might find such dedication :

—

Held, that this was not a misdirection ; and that the evidence war-
ranted the jury in finding a dedication. {Surrey Canal Company v.

Hall, 1 31. cfc C 392.) In this case it was also held that there was
nothing in the nature or constitution of the company to prevent them
from dedicating to the public a right of way, as any other individual
or corporate body might do.

But nothing done or suffered by a lessee, without the consent of the When land under

owner of the fee, can give a right of way to the public as against the
^®^^"'

owner {Trustees of Ruyhy Charity v. Merryweather, 11 East, 375, n.
;

Wood V. Veal, b B. & Aid. 454
;
(where the consent of the owner in

fee was not inferred, though he had lived near the spot for 24 years)

;

JJarraclough v. Johnson, 8 Ad. & E. 104). In R. v. Barr, (4 Campb.
16,) the acquiescence of the owner and landlord was inferred, where
the way had been used a great many years, during successive tenan-
cies, and the tenants had complained of such user to his steward.
(And see Davies v. Stephens, 1 C. & P. 570, and Doe v. Wilson, 11

East, 55.)

The consent of the Crown will not be inferred from long use of a Crown lands.

way by the public over Crown lands in the occupation of a tenant.
{Harper v. Charlesioorth, 4 B. & C. 574.)

But in determining whether or not a way has been dedicated to the How presumption

public, the proprietor's intention must be considered. {Barraclough '^e\)utted.^°^

V. Johnson, 8 Ad. & E. 99 ; 11 Q. B. 877 ; Surrey Caned Company v.

Hall, 1 Scotfs N. R. 264; Woodyer v. Hadden, 5 Taunt. 125.)
Therefore, if it appear only that he has suflfered a continual user,

that may prove a dedication ; but such proof may be rebutted by
evidence of acts showing that he contemplated only a licence resum-
ablo in a particular event. {Barradough v. Johnson, supira.) Thus,
where the owner of land agreed with an iron company, and with the

3 R 2
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2. How a inhabitants of a hamlet repairing its own roads, that a way over his

Idghway may he land in such hamlet should be open to carriages, that the company
created. should pay him os. a year, and find cinder to repair the way, and that— the inhabitants of the hamlet should lead and lay down the cinder,

and the way was thereupon left open to all persons passing with car-

riages for 19 years, at the end of which time a dispute arising, tho

, i^assage was interrupted, and the interruption acquiesced in for 5 years

;

it was held that the evidence showed no dedication, but a licence only,

resumable on breach of the agreement. {Barradowjh v. Johnson, 8 A.
& E. 99.)

So, where a road was set out by commissioners under a local act, and
certain persons only were by the act to use it, but in fact it had been
used by the public for many years, it was held that this was not suffi-

cient evidence of a dedication to the public. [R. v. St. Benedict, 4 B.
& Aid. 447 ; B. v. Lyon, 5 D. & B. 497. See Surrey Canal Company
V. Hall, 1 Sc. N. B. 264.)

And where tho plaintiff erected a street, leading out of a highway
across his own close, and terminating at the edge of the defendant'
adjoining close, which was separated by the defendant's fence fromth(
end of the street for 21 years, during 19 of which the houses we;

completed, and the street publicly watched, cleansed, and lighted,]

and both footways and half the horseway paved at the expense o!

the inhabitants, it was held, [disscntiente C/iamhre, J.,) that this streei

was not so dedicated to the public; that the defendant, pullin

down his wall might enter it at the end adjoining to his land, am
use it as a highway. ( Woodyer v. Hadden, supra; and see 1 B. &

'

257.)

So, if there be an old way running along the side of my land, and,

by my fences decaying, the public come on it, that is no dedication
{Trustees of British Museum v. Finnis, 5 C. & P. 460.)
The originally establishing a bar or obstruction is evidence to rebu'

tho presumption of a dedication to the public, though it may have bee
down for some time {Roberts v. Karr, 1 Campb. 262) ; and this, thoug'
the bar be across only part of the way. {Id. And see Lcthbridge v.

Winter, Id. 263, ».)

But the fact of a gate being kept across a way is not conclusive thai

it is not a public way, as the way may have been granted to th
public, with a reservation of the right of keeping a gate across it, t
prevent cattle straying. {Davits v. Stephens, 7 Cur. cfc P. 570 ; Rex v.

Bliss, 1 Jurist, 960.)

And in one case, Mr. Justice Park left it to the jury to decidi

whether a road, though originally meant to be a private one, had no
subsequently been dedicated to the public, and the court held, that th(

case was for the jmy. {R. v. Wright, 3 B. & Ad. 681.)
Partial dedication.

^ Although the dedication of a way to the public may be partial (

limited as to the sort of way, (as to a horseway, &c., see Marquis \

Staffoi'd V. Goyney, 7 B. & C. 257
; i^er Holroyd, J. ; Roberts v. Karr,

'

Camp. 262, n.,) yet there cannot be a qualified dedication to the public,
subject to a power of resumption to the grantor, for that would be the
reservation of a right inconsistent with the dedication to the publi&i
{Fitzpatrich v. Robinson and others, 1 Hudson & Brook, 585. See Bhtn"
dell V. Catterall, 5 B. & Aid. 315 ; Lade v. Shepherd, 2 Str. 1004 ; Bar-
raclough v. Johrison, 8 Ad. & E. 99.)

Dedication of a road is an irrevocable licence granted to the public,
who are to have the right of travelling along the road at their free will •
and pleasure. {R. v. Lordsmere, 15 Q. B. 689.) There may be a dedi-
cation for a limited purpose, as for a footway, horseway, or driftway

;

but there cannot be a dedication to a limited part of tho public, and a
partial dedication, invalid at law, will be merely void, and v/ill not
operate against the intention of the owner in favour of the whole
public. {Poole Y. IImkisson,l\ M. &W. ^21.) i
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A dedication may be presumed against tlie crown by long acquies- 2. How a
cence in the user of the road by tbe public, and the proper dii-ection to highway may be

the jury is wbetber the owner, whoever he may be, has consented to created.

the public user in »uch a way as to satisfy them that there was a dedi- . .,

"

cation to the public. {11. v. East Mark, 11 Q. B. 877.) In this case a pubUc!
^°

tithing bound by custom to repair all public roads therein, was held
liable to repair a road that had formed part of the waste of a manor,
and had been set out as a private road by award of commissioners
under a private inclosure act, and had been used by the public gene-
rally ever since it had been so set out. A portion of the waste had
been allotted to the lord (as the act directed) in respect of his interest

in the soil ; and it was unsuccessfully contended that the crown had
not dedicated this to the public. Although the grant of an occupation
Avay cannot be presumed from a user of less than 20 years, yet it is not
necessary, in order to destroy the right to such an easement, that a
cesser of the use for 20 years should be proved. A cesser of the use
for any period less than 20 years, accompanied by an act clearly indi-

cative of an intention to abandon the right, is sufficient to destroy

such an easement. If the owner of land has granted to an individual

the easement of an occupation way over it, then the subsequent
absolute dedication by him of a footway to the public in the same place

cannot bo presumed without also presuming or proving in fact a release

of the easement by the individual ; for without the release the owner
can only be supposed to have given what he himself had a right

of user not inconsistent with the easement. {R. v. Ghorky, 12 Q. B.
515.)

If a road has been dedicated to the public and used, but the neces- Highway not re-

eary steps have not been taken by notice or under 5 & 6 Will,
f,

c. 50, "^^^^ ^^ ^^^

s. 23, to make it repairable by the parish, it is still a highway in other

lospects, and an action is maintainable for its obstruction. {Boherts v.

JIunt, 15 Q. B. 17.)

By a local act passed in 1823, which was to be in force for 21 years, Higiiway for

and the preamble of which stated that the making and maintaining l^^^t"^*^ *^™°-

a certain" turnpike road would be of advantage to the public at large,

certain trustees were appointed, who were enabled to make the turn-
pike road and required to erect sufficient fences where it passed through
private lands. The act did not expressly declare that the road should
be a highway, but it enabled all persons to use it on payment of toll.

Part of the turnpike road was formed upon an existing road, which
had been made under a local inclosure act, but which had never been
declared to be completed, as provided by 41 Geo. 3, c. 149, s. 9. The
turnpike road was completed and opened to the public in 1833, and
had for 14 or 15 years since that time been used by the public, and a
coach had at one time travelled over it. Part of the road passed
through the joarish of L., and was out of repair. No repairs had ever
been done upon it by the parish. While the Turnpike Act continued
in force an indictment was preferred and found against the parish of

L. for non-repair. It was held, that the road was a common Queen's
highway, which the parish was liable to repair ; and that the indict-

ment sufficiently described it as a common Queen's highway, without
reference to its temporary nature under the Turnpike Act or the pay-
ment of toll. It was also held, that the negligence of the trustees in

not making it pursuant to the statute did not render it the less a high-
way. (B. V. Lordsmere, 15 Q. B. 689.) Where, on an indictment for

the non-repair of a highway, ratione tenurce, the jury found specially

that the original way adjoined the sea, which had encroached upon
and carried away a portion of the land over which the highway went,
and part of the lands in respect of the teniu-e of which the liability to

repair the way attached, and that the defendant had from time to time
appropriated other portions of his lands in lieu of such parts as had
been washed away ; and that, shortly before the period mentioned in
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2. ffow a the indictment, the sea had made another encroachment, and swept
hir)Jiway may he away a large portion of the road altogether, and had left the rest so

created.

Adjoining- waste.

Evidence.

Dedication must
be by owner in
fee.

narrow on the brow of a cliif as to be impassable ; Held, that this
- showed no liability on the part of the defendant to repair. [R. y.

Bamher, 5 Q. B. 219.)

A rector having claimed a piece of waste land adjoining the glebo

land, the jury wore held to be justified in finding against the presump-
tion of law upon which his claim was rested, upon proof of j)OSsessiou

by another person for more than 40 years, and during several succes-

sive incumbencies. (Doe d. Harrison v. Ilampson, 4 G. B. 267.)

In an indictment against a township for non-repair of a road, an
indictment against an adjoining township for non-repair of a portion

of highway in continuation. of the road in question, either submitted

to or prosecuted to conviction, is admissible as evidence to prove tlio

road in question to be a highway. {licg. v. Inhahitants of Brightsi;h:

Bierlow, 19 L. J. 50, M. C.)

Although an open river common to all men is a highway, yet this

does not justify using it so as to injure any fisheries, as beds of oysters,

if it be possible, with reasonable care, to make use of the river with-
out doing such injury. {Mayor of Colchester v. Brooke, 7 Q. B. 339.) See
also Bavies v. Mann (10 M. & W. 546), where a man was held liable for

driving over a donkey when it was in the high road with its liegs so

tied that it could not move out of the way.
A dedication of a highway must bo taken to be made and accepted

subject to any inconvenience or risk that may exist either upon or

adjoining to the land so dedicated. {Fisher v. Browse and Cooper v.

Walker, 2 B. & S. 770 ; Bolhins v. Jones, 33 L. J. G.P.I; Moramt v.

Chamberlin, 6 //. & N. 541.) The dedication m.ust be in perpetuitj',

and the rights of the public once acquired cannot be released by non
user. {Daives v. Haivkins, 8 C. B. N. S. 848.)

Where a bridge was used only when the river was dangerous, it was
still held a public bridge. {R. v. Devon, B. & M. 144 ; R. v. Northamp-
ton, 2 M. & Sel. 262, per Lord Ellenborough. And see Surrey Canal

Company v. Hall, 1 Scott's N. R. 264 ; R. v. Margiiis of Buckingham, 4

Camp. 189.)

Where a landowner suffered the public to use, for several years, a

road through his estate for all purposes, except that of carrying coals,

it was held, that this was either a limited dedication of the road to the

public, or no dedication at all ; but, at all events, that a person carry-

ing coals along the road, after a notice not to do so, was a trespasser.

{The Marquis of Stafford v. Coyney, 7 B. & G. 257.) Mr. Justice

Bayley and Mr. Justice Holroyd thought that there might be such a

limited dedication; but Littledale, J., doubted whether there could bo.

(See Roberts v. Karr, supra, p. 980. And see Coiuling v. Higginson,

4 M. & W. 245.)
The dedication must be made by the owner in fee. Therefore, where

the land over which the way was claimed had been leased for 99 j'ears,

though it had been paved and lighted by the public, and in a public

statute called one of the streets of Westminster, such user of the way,
though extensive, being by the consent of the lessee only, was held
not binding on the owner of the inheritance ; and that when the lease

expired, he might prevent the public from using it.
(
Wood v. Veal, 5

B. & Aid. 454; Barraclovgh v. Johnson, 8 Ad. & E. 104. And see Bax-
ter V. Taylor, I N. & M. 13.) See aiife, p. 979, when the consent of the

owner of the fee to the way being used will be presumed.
Trustees either for a public or private pui-pose, if owners in fee, may

make the dedication, if the dedication bo not inconsistent with the

purposes of their trust. {R. v. Inhahitants of Leake, 5 B. & Ad.
469.) In Rughy Charity v. Merryiveather , 11 East, 375 in), the owners
of the fee simple were trustees. (See Rex v. Edmonton, (2 N. & M. 24,)

where the dedication was by churchwardens. And see Surrey Canal
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Compmiy V. Hall, {ante, p. 979,) wliere it was held tliat a canal company, 2. jybw a
incorporated by act of parHament, might dedicate to the public a right highway may bs

of way.

)

created.

It seems now to be decided that it is not requisite that the parish c^^^TTl mT
through which a road passes should consent to its dedication, in order ^^ ° ^*™

to make it a public one. {R. v. Inhalitants of Leake, 5 B & Ad. 469.

But see B. v. Mellor, 1 B. &.Ad. 32.) But as regards the liability of
the parish to repair it, the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 23 {post, 992), pro-
vides, that no road or occupation-way made at the expense of indi-

\T.duals, nor driftway or horseway set out under an inclosure act, shall

be liable to be repaired hy the parish, unless the party proposing to

dedicate such highway to the public shall giye notice thereof
to the surveyor, and shall make the same in a substantial
manner, to be viewed and certified by two justices of the peace.
And even then, although it may have been used by the parish for a
year, yet the duty of repairing it is not cast upon the parish until it

has been adopted by the local board, if the road be within a district

under the Public Health Act, 1848 {Reg. v. Duclcinfield, 32 L. J. M.
C. 230), or sanctioned by justices in the manner provided by 5 & 6 W. 4,
c. 50, s. 23. {Beg. y. East Ilaghourne, 28 L. J. M. C. 71.)
The absence of repair by the parish is a strong circumstance in point

of evidence to prove that the road is not a public one. The fact of
repair has a contrary effect. (See JDavies v. Stephens, 7 Car. & P. 570

;

B. V. Edmonton, 1 M. & Bob. 24, and ante, p. 977) ; but the conduct of
the parish in acquiescing or refusing its acquiescence seems to be
immaterial in every other point of view. {B. y. Inhabitants of Leake,
5 B. & Ad. 482.)
Where commissioners, who were empowered under an inclosure act

to set out public and private roads, the former to bo repaired by the
township, and the latter by such persons as they should direct,

exceeded their authority in awarding that private roads should be re-

paired by the township, it was held, upon the whole evidence, to be a
proper question for a jury whether or not one of such private roads
which had been repaired by the township, though originally intended
to be private, had been dedicated to and adopted by the public. {B. v.

Wright, 3 B. & Ad. 681.)

It is essential that the public should consent to it, by actual user or Consent of public,

otherwise. (See B. v. St. Benedict, 4 B. & Aid. 447 ; B. v. Paddington
Vestry, 9 B. & 0. 456 ; B. v. Leake, 5 B. & Ad. 469.)
The user of a road by the public during the period it is made public

by virtue of an act of parliament, is not such an adoption of it by
them as to make it a public way after such period has elapsed. {B. v.

Ilellor, 1 B.& Ad. 32.)

3. By Act of Parliament.']—A highway may be created by an act of 3- By act of Par-

Parliament, containing a specific enactment as to it. (See Sutcliffe v.
^'^°^®'^*-

Greenwood, 8 Price, 535.) The provisions contained in the act must be
strictly complied with, before the way can be established, or the
liability to repair it enforced. Therefore, where notices were required
to be given, but appeared not to have been given, the proceeding under
the act was held invalid. {B. v. Haslingfield, 2 M. & Sel. 558.)

So, where trustees are authorised by an act of parUament to make a
road from one point to another, the making of the entii'e road is a con-
dition precedent to any j^art of it becoming a highway repairable by
the public. (iZ. y. Cumberworth, 3 B. & Adol. 108 ; B. v. Hepworth, id.

110. See Blakemore Y. The Glamorganshire Canal Navigation, 1 Myln.
6 K. 162 ; Wilkinson y. Bagshaw, Peahens Add. Cas. 165 ; and B. y.

Eastern Counties' Bailway Company, 10 Ad. & E. 531.) Therefore, if

trustees are authorised to make a turnpike road from A. to C, the
entire road must be completed before the public can be compelled to

repair any part of it, even a part which has been finished between 20
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2. How a and 30 years, and repaired from time to time by the public ; and,
highway 7nay he although it joins at the point to which it has been made, another public

created. road which is complete. {Rex v. Eihje Lane, 4: A. & E. 723.)
And so, where trustees under a turnpike act were empowered to

make a road from A. to B., and a branch from that road to C, it was
held that the public were not compellable to repair the main road,
though complete in its whole extent, till the branch was finished.
{Rex V. Cumbenuorth, i A. & E. IZI.)

But where a local turnpike act recited, " that the making and main-
taining a new turnpike road from Leeds to join the Wakefield and
Halifax turnpike road at a certain point, and several branch roads there-
in also described) from and out of the said main turnpike road, would
be an advantage to the inhabitants of Leeds and Halifax, and to the
public in general ; and it authorised the making of the several roads,
and enacted, that the said new roads should not be respectively opened
to the imblic, or become public roads, until 2 justices should have certi-

fied that the said roads respectively , and the works thereon respectiveh/,

were completely made and fit to bo travelled upon throughout the
whole length of such roads respectively.'' Littledale and Taunton, Js.,

expressed themselves of opinion, that the making of all the branch
roads was not a condition precedent to the main road becoming a
public road as soon as it was completed and fit to be travelled on ; but
that the main road when so completed, and certified so to be by 2

justices, became a public road, although the branch roads were
still unfinished. {R. v. The Justices of the W. R. YorJcshire, 5 J5. & Ad.
1003.)

Where a railway was made under the authority of an act of parlia
ment incorporating the proprietors, and providing that the public
should have the beneficial enjoyment of the railway, a mandamus
was granted to compel the company to reinstate part of the railway
which had been rendered impassable by taking up part of the iron
tram plates thereon. {R. v. Scverii and Wye Railway, 2 B. & Aid.
64G.)

In one case it was held, that if a way has been recognised as public
in an act of parliament for making streets, squares, &c., it is not ne-
cessary that it should be adopted by the parish to make it a public
way. {R. V. Lyon, 5 D. & R. 497) (a). All persons are presumed to have
consented to an act of parliament.
But if an act of parliament make a road public during a limited

period, it is not a public road after such period has expired, unless it

then be dedicated to the public, &c. {R. v. Mellor, 1 R. & Adol. 36 ; R
V. Winter, 7 B. & C. 785.) And see, ante, p. 983, as to the effect of

user of the road by the public during such period.

4. By necessity. i. By Necessity.

1

—If a hicjhway bo impassable from being out of
repair, or otherwise, the public have a right to pass in another line»|

and, for this piu-pose, to go on the adjoining ground ; and it makes no
diff'erence whether it be sown with grain or not. (1 Roll. Ab. 390, c^
pi. 1, and h. pi. 1 ; and see Ellison v. Isles, 11 Ad. & E. 665.)
And it is clear law, established by a number of cases, particularly that

oiAhsor v. French {B. R. M. 30 Car. 2 ; 2 Show. 21 ), and Llemi^s case
\^

{Sir W. Jones, 296), that where a common highway is out of repair by jm
the overflowing of a river or any other cause, passengers have a right fp
to go upon the adjacent ground.

So, if the water of a navigable river impairs or decreases a towing-
path beside it, the public shall have a towing-path on the adjoining
land. {Young v. , 1 Ld. Raym. 725.)

{a) See ante, p. 983, as to it not consent to the way being a public

being necessary that the parish should one, in order to make it so.
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It hath been holden, that if there be a highway in an open field, and 2. How a
the people have used time out of mind, when the ways are bad, to go hujhway may ha

by outlets on the land adjoining, such outlets are parcel of the way; created.

for the king's subjects ought to have a good passage, and the good
j)assago is the way, and not the beaten track only ; from whence
it follows, that if such outlets be sown with corn, and the beaten
track be founderous, the king's subjects may justify going upon
the corn. [\ Ilaivh. c. 76, s. 2. See Sir E. Buncomhe's case, Cro. Car.

366.)

And it has been held, that where a man incloscth and doth not make
a good way (as in such case he is bound to do, by reason of the inclo-

sure), it is lawful for passengers to make gaps in his hedges to avoid

the ill way, so that they do not go further into his inclosed grounds
than is needful for avoiding the bad way. {Henri's case, Sir W. Jones,

296; Ahsor v. French, 2 Shoiv. 21 ; Asser v. Finch, 2 Lev. 234 ; 1 Lord
llaym. 725, S. C.)

This privilege of going over the adjoining lands is confined to

highways ; and the grantee of a private way has no such privilege,

generally speaking. {Taylor v. Whitehead, Dougl. 74o (a) ; Ihtllard v.

Harrison, 4 M. & Sel. 387 ; 1 Saund. 323, n. 6.) If I have a pri-

vate way without a gate, and a gate is hung up, an action lies upou
the case, for I have not my way as I had before. {LAtt. R. 267.) So,

if one grant me a way, and afterwards dig trenches in it to my hin-
drance, I may fill them up again. {God. 53.) But if a way which a
man has, become not passable, or become very bad, by the owner of

the land tearing it up with his carts, and so the same be filled with
water, yet he who has the way cannot dig the ground to let out the
water, for he has no interest in the soil. But in such case ho
may bring his action against the owner of the land for spoiling

the waj', or perhaps he may go out of the way, upon the land of the
wrong-doer, as near to the bad way as he can. {God. 52; and see

Oshorn v. Wise, 7 Car. & P. 761.)

If a river should hapi:)en to bo choked up with mud, that would not
give the public a right to cut another passage through the adjoining
lands. {Ball v. Ilerhert, 3 T. B. 263 ; Williams v. Wilcox, 8 Ad. & E.
330.)

{a) This was an action of trespass, Mansfield, C. J. : "The question is

for breaking and entering the plain- npon the grant of this way. Now, it

tiff's close. The defendant pleaded is not laid to be a grant of a Avay ge-
(Intcr alia) a right of way by prescrip- nerally over the land ; but of a precise
tion, through a lane of the plaintiff's, specific way. The grantor says, you
contiguous to the locus in quo, to may go in this particular line ; but I

Otlcy-bridge on the river Wharfe, in do not give you a right to go either
Yorkshire, and that the tenants and on the right or left. I entirely agree
occupiers of those lands ivere, from with my brother Walker, that, by
time loliercof, cC'c, hy reason of their connnon law, 'he who hath the use
tenure, boicnd to repair the lane, and of any thing ought to repair it.' The
the banks t/bcreof next to the river

:

grantor may bind himself, but here
that at several times the lane was out he has not done it. He has not un-
of repair and overflowed with water, dertaken to provide against the over-

so that the defendant could not use flowing of the river ; and for aught
the way without imminent danger of that appears, that may have happened
the loss of his life and goods ; and by the neglect of the defendant,
that he necessarily went over the Highways are governed by a different

lands adjoining, as near to the said principle. They are for the public
Avay as he possibly could, as it was service, and if the usual track be im-
lawful for him to do, &c. This cause passable, it is for the general good
was tried before Lord Loughborough at that people should be entitled to pass

York, in 1780, and afterwards argued in another line."

in the court of K. B.

—

Et per Ld.
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3. Of the owner- As to tlie power of the surveyor of higliways to make a road through
ship of the soil, gi'ounds adjoining to any ruinous or narrow part of a highway, whilst

tfcc. in highways, the road is repairing or widening, see post, 1028.

way belongeth.

Presumption of
ownership of soil

of highway, and
of waste lands ad
joining thereto.

III. m tj^e (©\nneisf)ip of tf)e 5oil, ^c. in i^igijtoafis.

To whom the The freehold of the highways is in him that hath the freehold of the

wav^hcionLpi-.h*^^'
^'^^^

' ^^^ ^^® ^^'^^ passago is for all the queen's liege people. (2 Inst.

705. And see Sir John Lade v. Shepherd, 2 Stra. 10i4.)

The queen has nothing but the passage for herself and her people

;

for the fi'eehold and all profits belong to the owner of the soil ; and all

the profits, trees, and mines upon and under it. {Goodtitle v. Alter, 1

Burr. 143; 1 Roll. Ah. 392.) In 5 «fe 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 82, there is a
saving of mines to the owner of lands taken for widening narrow
roads.

Nor does the soil vest in turnpike trustees, unless there is a special

clause in the statute for that purpose. {Davison v. Oill, 1 East, 69.

See also R. v. Mersey Navigation, 9 B. & 0. 95 ; Rex v. Thomas, Id.

114.)

The owner may maintain an ejectment for the soil {Goodtitle v.

Alker, 1 Burr. 133 ; Doe d. Jackson v. Wilkinson, 3 B. & C. 413 ; and
see Scales y. Pickering. 4 Bing. 448) ; or trespass for any other wrong-
ful act done to it or the profits. {Dovaston v. Payne, 2 Hen. Bla. b'll

;

Stevens v. Whistler, 11 East, 51); and ho may remove anything not
justified by the easement, though it be not a nuisance, {Reg. v. Mat-
thias, 2 F. & F. per Brjles, J.)

Waste lands adjoining to iiublic highways are presumed, in the first

instance, to belong to the owner of the adjoining land, and not to the
lord of the manor ; but that presumption prevails only so long as proof
to the contrary is wanting. {Sted v. Prickett, 2 Stark. 463.) Such
presumption arises whether such owner be a freeholder or copyholder.
{Doe V. Pearsey, 1 B. dbC. 304.)

Where strijDs of land lie between a highway and an adjoining in-

closuro, the prima facie presumption is, that such strips of land, as

well as the soil of the highway ad medium filum vice, are the property
of the owner of the inclosure {Cooke v. Green, 11 Price, 736: and see

Scoones v. Morrell, 1 Beav. 251 ; R. v. Edmonton, 1 M. & Roh. 24;
Berridge v. Ward, 30 i. J. C. P. 218 ; Dendy v. Simpson, 7 Jur. N. S.

1058 ; and nothing in 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, alters this presumption. Lord
Salisbury v. G. N. R. Coy., 5 C. B. N. S. 174) ; but the presumption
is to bo confined to that extent ; for, if the narrow strip be contiguous
to, or communicate with, open commons or larger portions of land,
the presumption is either done away or considerably narrowed, for

the evidence of ownership, which applies to the larger portions, applies
also to the narrow strip which communicates with them. {Grose v.
West, 7 Taunt. 39.)

It seems that where the herbage of a road becomes vested, by the
General Inclosui-e Act (41 Geo. 3, c. 109, s. 11), in the proprietors of
allotments on each side, no presumption arises that the soil itself be-
longs to such proprietors. {R. v. InhaUtants of Hatfield, 4 A. & E.
156.) In this case Lord Dennian said, " I do not think that any legal
presumption can arise as to the ownership of soil in a road, where the
road is defined for the first time under a newly-created authority."
(And see R. v. Edmonton, 1 M. & Rob. 24.)
In ejectment, the question was whether a slip of land between

some ancient inclosures and a highway belonged to the owner of the
adjoining land, or to the lord of the manor; held, that acts of o>vner-
ship by the lord (grants of licences to inclose) over slips skirting the
same road, the continuity of which was only broken by a bridge and
some ancient tenements, were admissible in evidence ; but that
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grants, made by the lord, of waste lands in other parts of the manor, 4. Repeal of
which were not in continuity with the spot in dispute, were not ad- former statutes.

missible in evidence. {Doe d. Barrett y. Kemp, 2 Bing. N. C. 102.)
But, perhaps, if it had appeared that the waste lands then granted by
these grants adjoined the same road as the spot in dispute adjoined,
and such road terminated in a common, these latter grants would have
been held admissible.

(
Tel. ; and see Bee d. Barrett v. Kemp, 1 Bing.

332.)

As to tresi:)assing upon a highway, or upon waste lands adjoining Trespassing upon

thereto, in pursuit of game, see " Game," p. 775.
^une'^^^^*'

°^

If a person incloses part of the waste, and dies within twenty years. Encroachment ou
the part so inclosed (except as against the rightful owner) descends to waste lands.

his heir, and does not go to his executor. {Doe d. Pritchard v. Jauncey,
8 Gar. & P. 99.)

If a person takes a farm, and then takes a bit of the waste and an-
nexes it to the farm, he does not take this in for himself, but for his

landlord. {Doe d. Harrison v. Murrell, 8 Car. & P. 134.)

Premises had been inclosed from the waste, with the knowledge
of the lord, 10 years before the action was brought. Three days
before the action was brought, the lord brought down the fences

:

—Held, to be a suflftcient revocation of any licence which could bo
presumed from previous acquiescence. {Doe d. BecJc v. Parker, Q A. &
E. 495.)

Up to the point reached by the flow of the tide, the soil of navigable Soil of navigable

rivers was presumably in the crown ; and above that point, whether "vers,

the soil at common law was in the crown or the owners of the adjacent
grounds, is a point, perhaps, not free from doubt. (See' Williams v.

Wilcox, % Ad. & E. 333; Com. Dig. Navigation A. See De Jure Maris,
p. 9 ; and tit. " Rivers.)

The presumption that the soil of the road usq^iie ad medium filtim vice,

belongs to the adjoining owners applies equally to a private as to a
public road. {Holmes v. Bellingham, 7 C. B. N. S. 329.

)

IV. i^epeal of formcf Statutes h}) t^e (General l^igib^JJaj) ^ct,
5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50.—penalties antJ O^ontcacts un6n xt=

ptalt'ti act
By the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, intituled " An Act to consolidate and 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. so.

amend the laws relating to highways in that part of Great Britain
called England," after reciting that it is expedient to amend the laws
relating to highways in that part of Great Britain called England,
and to consolidate the same in one act, and make other provisions
respecting highways : it is enacted, that so much of the 6 Geo. 1, c. 6, Repeal of 6 Geo. i,

as relates to the carriage of bricks, except so far as the same relates to '^- ^'
i^ P^'L*- ^^

the city of London ; and also 18 Geo. 2, except so far as the same '^^q^^ 2'cT3
°°'

relates to the city of London ; and also so much of the 24 Geo. 2, as except as to '

relates to the preventing mischief occasioned by the drivers riding London.

upon carts, drays, carrs, and waggons in the city of London or -^ *^^°-.^' <= ^^' '"

within 10 miles thereof, except so far as the same relates to the city of London.*^*^

London ; and also the 30 Geo. 2, except so far as the same relates to so Geo. 2, c. 22,

the city of London ; and also 13 Geo. 3, c. 78 ; 34 Geo. 3, c. 64 (a) ; 34
^ond'on

^
*°

Geo. 3, c. 74 ; and also so much of the 42 Geo. 3, c. 90, as relates to the p°"^ ^^^o q^^ 3
exemption of any serjeant, corporal, drummer, or private of the c. 90.

militia from performing highway duty, commonly called statute

duty ; and also 44 Geo. 3, c. 52 ; 54 Geo. 3, c. 109 ; and 55 Geo. 3, c.

68, shall be, and the same are hereby repealed {b).

(a) This statute is not repealed as Reg. v. /. P. of Brecon, Q. B. 813.)

to bridges. {Reg. y. Justices ofthe Peace (b) Mr. Woolrych questions whe-

0/ Merionetlishire, 6 Q. B. 343, and ther the stat. 2 Edw. 3, c. 6, is en-
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6. 0/ the repair See sects. 101, 103, &c., as to the recovery of penalties and forfeitures,

of highivays. post, " Mode of Becovering Penalties.''^

Interpretation
lausc.

" Surveyor."

" Parish."

Inliabitants of any
parish in vestry
assembled.

"Highways."

' Justices."

" Church."

" Division."

" Owner."
" Inhabitant."

" Petty Session.

Singular number.
Masculine gender.

Power.?, &c.
,
given

to .surveyors appli-
cable to bodies
politic, &c.

Division of sub-
ject.

V. Jntefprctatton Clause in 5 & c Will. 4, c. 50.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 5, in construction of this act the word
" surveyor " shall bo understood to mean surveyor of the highways, or
waywarden; the word "parish" [a] shall be construed to include
l^arish, township, tithing, rape, vill, wapentake, division, city,

borough, liberty, market town, franchise, hamlet, precinct, chapelry,
or any other place or district maintaining its o\ra highways; and
wherever anything in this act is prescribed to be done by the inhahi~
tants of any i^arish in vestry assembled, the same shall be construed to
extend to any meeting of inhabitants contributing to the highway
rates in places where there shall be no vestry meeting, provided the
same notice shall have been given of the said meeting as would bo
required by law for the asseml3ling of a meeting in vestry ; and that
the word " highivays " shall be understood to mean all roads, bridges,
(not being county bridges), carriageways, cartways, horseways,
bridleways, footways, causeways, churchways, and pavements ; and
that tho word "justices " shall bo understood'to mean justices of the
peace for the county, riding, division, shire, city, town, borough,
liberty, or place in which the highway may be situate or in which tho
offence may be committed ; and that the word " church,'' shall be im-
derstood to include chapel; and that tho word "division" shall bo
understood to include limit; and that tho word " oivner" shall
be understood to include occupier ; and " inhalitant " to include any
person rated to the highway rate; and tho words " j;e^^7/ session" ov
"petty sessioiis," to mean the petty session or petty sessions held for
the division or place ; and wherever in this act, in describing or re-
ferring to any person or party, animal, matter, or thing, the word
importing tho singular number or the masculine gender only is used, tho
same shall be understood to include and shall bo applied to several
persons or parties as well of one person or party, and females as well
as males, and several animals, matters, or things, as well as one
animal, matter, or thing respectively, unless there be something in tho
subject or context repugnant to such construction ; and all the powers
hereby given to, and notices, matters, and things required for, and
duties, liabilities, and forfeitiu-es imposed on, surveyors, shall bo ap-
plicable to all persons, bodies politic or corporate, liable to tho repair

of any highway.

VI. m if)t Utmt of g^iflfjbajjg.

Herein of

—

1. The Liability of the Parish to repair—Highway in Two Parishes

—Nature of repairs, &c., p. 989.

2. The like of a Toiunship or Part of a Parish, p. 99G.

3. The like of an Extra-Parochial Place, p. 998.

4. Tlie like of Individuals in respect of Inclosure, p. 998.

5. The like of Individuals, &c., by Prescription, &c., p. 999.

6. The Repair ofRoads passing over Bridges, p. 1002.

I

tirely abrogated by this act, as far

as the fonner relates to the power
of justices over certain certificates

regarding the repairs of ways.
(
Wool-

rych, p. 3.)

{a) 25 & 26 Vict. c. 61, s. 3, en-

acts, that '

' parish " is to include any
place maintaining its own highways.
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7. The Board for tJie Repair of Highways, p. 1002. G. Of the repair

8. Power for Board to hire, &c.. Premises for keeping of Materials, 0/ highways.

&c., and to direct how Ways to he paved, p. 1003.

9. Direction-posts, Flood-posts, to he erected, and causeivays secured

from Carriages, &c., p. 1004.

10. Grounds adjoining Roads, except Gardens, may he used as a tem-

porary Road, p. 1004.

11. Surveyor to remove Ohstructions from Snoio or falling down of

Banks, &c., p. 1005.

1. Liability or the Paeish to eepair—^Highways in Two
Parishes—Nature of Eepairs, &c.

. It seems to be agreed, that of common right (that is, by the common (i). Liability of

law), the general charge of repairing all highways lies on the occupiers p^risb to repair,

of tne lands in the parish wherein they are (a) ; but particular persons

may also bo burdened with the general charge of repairing a highway,
in two cases, namely, in respect of an inclosure, or by prescription.

(1 Roll. Ah. 390; A7ion., 1 Ventr. 90; Austin's case, Id. 183; B. v.

Ragley, Parish of, 12 Mod. 409.)

And to such an extent is this obligation, that if the inhabitants of a
township bound by prescription to repair the roads within the township
be expressly exempted, by the provisions of a road act, from the charge
of repairing new roads to be made within the to-wnship, that charge
must necessarily fall upon the rest of the parish. {R. v. Sheffield, 2

T. R. lOG. And see R. v. Oxfordshire, 4 B. & Aid. 194.)
_

And upon the same principle it was holden, that if particular

persons were made chargeable to the repairs of such highways by a
statute lately made, and became insolvent, the justices of peace might
put that charge upon the rest of the inhabitants. [Anon,, 1 Ld. Raym.
725.)

The alteration of a highway under an inclosure act will not operate Li;ibiiity of parish,

as a stopping up or diversion of the road, or in any way alter the

liability of the parish to repair it, unless the order and certificate of

justices are duly obtained. {R. v. Inhabitants of Cricklade, 19 L. J. 169,

M. C.)

Where, by a local act, the proprietors of a navigation were directed Liability of town-

to repair an ancient highway situate in the township of B., and were ^^^^ *" ''^P''"'"-

subjected to indictment in case of default, by the same act nothing

(a) By an act for inclosing lands in ments. The road was ancient. The
several parishes and townships, it part of the common over which it

was directed that the allotments to ran, before the award, was in the
he made in respect of certain mes- township of H., and the road was
suages, &c., shoukl be deemed part still in that township, unless its si-

and parcel of the townships respec- tuation was changed by the local act

lively in which the messuages, &c., and the award. The new allotments
were situate. And the commissioners on each side were declared by the
under the act were directed iu their award to be in other townships than
award, to make such orders as they H. The award did not say in what
should think necessary and proper townships the road was situate, nor
concerning all public roads, "and in by whom it was repairable:—Held,
what township and parish the same that the act, by changing the local

are respectively situate," and by situation of the allotments, did not,

whom they ought to be repaired. as a consequence, change that of the

The commissioners, by their award, adjoining portions of road, and there-

directed that there should bo certain fore that the road in question conti-

roads. One of these, called the Sand- imed to be in H, (R. v. Inlmhitants

toft road, passed between new allot- of Hatfield, i A. <& E, 156.)
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Way under the
care of commis
sioners.

6. Of the repair therein containecl " was to excuse the inhabitants of the several town-
of highways, ships, &c., in which the said way lieth, from contributing to the

"
repairs thereof with their carts, &c., or otherwise, as they are now
obliged to do by law; " it was held, that the township of B. was not
exempted from the common law liability to repair the highway, (i?.

V. BrigMside Bierlow, 19 L. J. 50, M. C.)

So, where a statute enacted that the paving of a particular street

should be under the care of commissioners, and provided a fund to bo
applied to that purpose ; and another statute, which was passed for

paving the streets of the parish, contained a clause that it should not
extend to the particular street : it was held, that the inhabitants of the
parish were not exempted from their common law liability to keep that
street in repair : that the duty of repau-ing might be imposed upon
others, and the parish be stiU liable ; and that the parish were under
the obligation, in the first instance, of seeing that the street was pro-
perly paved, and might seek a remedy over, against the commissionerg.
[R. V. l^t. George, Hanover Square, 3 Campb. 222 ; and B. v. Oxford-
shire, 4 B. ik C. 194; et per Cur., in Btissey v. Storey, 4: B. & Adol.
109) :—" It is a mistake to suppose, as was urged in the argument on
behalf of the plaintiff in error, that the object of this and other turn-
pike acts is to relieve parishes and townships from the burden of
repairing the highways. Their object is to improve the roads for the
general benefit of the public by imposing a pecuniary tax, in addition
to the means ah-eady provided by law for that purpose. The obliga-
tion to maintain all public roads (with the exception of those which
are to bo repaired rationas tenurse or clausurce) is a jjublic obligation,

and in the nature of a publig tax. The repairing by parishes or town-
ships of some parts, and by counties of other parts, are merely modes
which the law has provided for discharging that obligation. It is their
share of the public burden which those districts have to pay, and which
is imposed for the general benefit of the community ; and tolls are an
additional tax for the same purpose.

And where a highway has been converted into a turnpike road, and
placed under the management of trustees, with power to collect tolls to

be applied to the repairs ; if the way be out of repair, the parish (or

township, as the case may be) are the only persons who are liable to be
indicted, and must seek their remedy over against the trustees, which
they have after conviction by motion for relief against the trustees
under the turnpike act, 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 110 {R. v. Neiherthong, 2 B.
& Aid. 179; Oeorge v. Chambers, 11 M. & W. 14:9, per Alderson,B.

;

et ]}er Coclcburn, C. J., in Siinh Island Road v. Patrington, 31 L. J.

M. C. l^,post, tit. " Turnpike:')

By sect. 9 of the General Inclosure Act (41 Geo. 3, c. 109), a parish,
&c., is not liable to repair certain ways set out under that act, until
the sa.me have been, by justices in special sessions, declared to be fully
and sufficiently formed, completed and repaired. Under this section,

a road continued, as well as a road newly made, under the award of
commissioners of inclosure, must be declared by justices in special
sessions to be fully completed and repaired, before the inhabitants of
the district are liable to repair. {Rex v. Hatfield {Inhabs.), 4 A. & E.
156. See posi, tit. " Inclosure.")

As we have seen, a bridge may be a highway (2 Ld. Raym. 1174),

'

but county bridges {a) are not included under that appellation in the
present Highway Act, unless specially mentioned. (See the interpre-
tation clause,_sect. 5, ante, p. 988.) By the common law, as the inha-
bitants of parishes &vq prima facie liable to the repair of highways, so in

the absence of other usage, prescription, or statute to the contrary, the
inhabitants of counties are liable to the repair of county bridges.

Ways set out
under General
Inclosure Act.

Bridges.

(a) See R. v. Whitney, 3 Ad. & El. QQ, cmtc, tit. '^Bridges."
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{Hawk. P. C. B. 1, c. 7, s. 1 ; Bac. Ahr. Bridges; R. v. W. R. York- 6. Of the repair
shire, 5 Burr. 2594.) The county and not the parish, is liable to repair of highways.

the road within 300 feet of the end of a county bridge built before the
~~

20th of March, 1S3G (5 & 6 WiU. 4, c. 50, s. 21, post, p. 1002, and tit.

"Bridges").

Where a railway is carried over a highway by a bridge, no liability

to repair the approaches to the bridge is cast upon the railway by the
railway clauses act. {London & J^. W. Ry. Coy. v. Skerton, 33 L. J,

M. a 158.)

An order of justices, made under 8 Vict. c. 20, s. 58, directing a rail- Repair by railway

way company to repair damage done by them to a road, need not '=°'^P'*'^y'

specify the particulars of the damage done, or of the repairs ordered, if

it states the length of road injured, and directs the damage so done to

be made good. Such an order, as well as a conviction adjudging a
penalty for its disobedience, may include several roads situate in the
same parish. The conviction j)urported to be made by virtue of the

Eailways Clauses Consolidation Act, and it was held sufficient. {Lon-
don and North-Western Railway v. WethercU, 20 L. J. 337, Q. B.)

On no one is any duty imposed by the common law to do that to a Risers,

navigable river, which would be analogous to the ordinary repair of

a common highway, \iz., to remove obstructions, to clear away sand-
banks, and preserve any accustomed channel. (See Williams v. Wilcox,

8 Ad. & E. 329.) However, it is laid down in Haivkins, that if a river

be stopped to the nuisance of the country, and none appear bound by
prescription to clear it, those who have the piscary, and the neigh-
bouring towns, who have a common passage and easement therein,

may be compelled to do it. (1 H. P. C., c. 75, s. 13 ; see Bac. Ab. tit.

" Nuisance," (C), 37 Ass. 10, 2 Roll. Ahr. 137.)

The liability of a parish to repair does not extend to private ways. Private ways.

Even where the commissioners under an inclosure act had authority to

order any person to repair the private ways, and they ordered the
parish to do it, it was held that the parish was not liable, and that tho

words of the act must be confined to any persons interested in such
ways. {R. v. Cottingham, 6 T. R. 20 (a). See R. v. Richards, 8 T. R.

(a) R. X. Inh. of Enfield, Sltt. after this lane, which led from the lurn-

II., 1819, cor. Abbott, C. J., MS. 2 jnke road to the river icrt, and had,

Burn's J., 24th ed. 821. Indictment al.so, an allotment luider the act, a.s

against the defendants for not repair- well as a share of the timber growing
ing a road, called Welch's Lane, and on the chase ; and that the commis-
the road over the marshes, leading sioners were, therefore, justified,

from the turnpilce road at Enfield when they set out this road, in direct-

Wasli to the government foundry for ing the parish to repair it. Upon
small arms. Plea, not guilty. In the cross-examination of Avitnesscs

support of the indictment, it was for the proseciition, it appeared, that

contended—That this lane was an at the lower end of Wclcli's Lane, a

ancient 2niblic highicaj/, and had been gate across a part of the road leading

reiJaircd by the parish, time out of over an ancient inclosure into the

mind; that the commissioners under marshes, had beenoccasionally locked; ^

the Enfield inclosure act could not and that the farmers holding lands in

abolish it as a public road, without the marshes formerly paid threepence

the order of two justices, which they or fourpence an acre for carrying

never obtained; that the commis- theirhay through thisenclosure, when
sioners had set it out, and improperly Abbott, "C. J., stopping the counsel

called it a private road, hut had di- for the Crown, said, that unless the

rected the parish to repair it : that prosecutors were prepared to contra-

this was not like the Cottingham case, diet their own witnesses, the case

Avhere the parish was not liable to must end:—that a public highway

the repair of the road previous to the must lead from one town or vill to

inclosure, nor had any allotment another, and he free for the passage

under the act; for that here the of all H.M.'s subjects; whereas, it

parish of Enfield had always repaired was proved in evidence, that Welch s
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6. Of the rejMir

of highways.

5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50

New highways,
when they are to
be kept in repair
by parishes (a).

Proviso as to de-
termining iitility

of highway.

l^tfl|)bja2S in General

634 ; B. V. Edmonton, 1 M. & Boh. 24.) If tho parish relies on the
award of such commissioners of inclosure, to show that the road is not
within their limits, evidence must be adduced that the notices required
by the act were given, or that the subsequent usage had been such as
to raise an inference that due notice had been given. If the parish
since the inclosure has repaired the road, the inference is unfavourable
to the parish. {li. v. Haslimjfield, 2 M. & Bel. 558. And see It. v.
Washbrook, 4 B. & C. 732.)

By the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 23, no road or occupation-way made
or hereafter to be made by and at the expense of any individual or
private person, body politic or corporate {b), nor any roads already
set out or to be hereafter set out as a private driftway or horsepath in
any award of commissioners under an inclosure act (c), shall bo deemed
or taken to be a highway which the inhabitants of any parish shall bo
compellable or liable to repair, unless the person, body politic or cor-
j)orate, proposing to dedicate such highway to the use of the public,
shall give three calendar months' previous notice in writing to tln^

surveyor of the parish of his intention to dedicate such highway to thc^

use of the public, describing its situation and extent ((?), and shall have
made or shall make the same in a substantial manner, and of the
width required by this act {post, s. 80), and to the satisfaction of the
said surveyor and of any two justices of the peace of the division in

which such highway is situate in petty sessions assembled, who ar(»

hereby required, on receiving notice from such person or body politic

or corporate, to view the same, and to certify that such highway ha^^

been made in a substantial manner, and of the width required by this
act, at the expense of the party requiring such view (e), which certifi-

cate shall be inroUed (/) at the quarter sessions holden next after th(!

granting thereof, then and in such case, after the said highway shall
have been used by the public (g), and duly repaired and kept in repair
by the said person, body politic or corporate, for the space of twelve
calendar months, such highway shall for ever thereafter be kept in
repair by the parish in which it is situate: Provided, nevertheless,
that on receipt of such notice as aforesaid, the surveyor of the said
parish shall call a vestry meeting of the inhabitants of such parish,
and if such vestry shall deem such highway not to be of sufficient

utility to the inhabitants of the said jjarish to justify its being kept in
repair at the expense of the said parish, any one justice of the peace,
on the application of the said surveyor, shall summon the party pro-
posing to make the new highway to appear before the justices at the

Lane led only to a farm-liouso, and
that the occupiers of the marshes had
paid toll for the liberty of bringing
their hay along that part of the road
over the ancient inclosure ; and as to

the repairs heretofore done to Welch's
jMnc, it appeared that the tenant of

the farm got into the office of sur-

veyor, and put his liand into the
])arish purse to repair his oivn road

;

this, therefore, never was a public
highway. The General Inclosure Act,
which passed on the same day as the

Enfield Inclosure Act, directs that all

roads over lands to be inclosed, not
set out by the commissioners, shall

be deemed part of the lands to bo
inclosed ; the commissioners did set

out this road, but expressly set it

out as a private road ; the parish,

therefore, was not bound to repair it.

Verdict, not guilty.

(«) See the observations of Mr.
Woolrych on this enactment, in his

Treatise on the Highway A ct, p. 25,
&c.

(b) As to tho dedication of roads to

the public, see ante, p. 978.

(c) See tit. ^' Lnelosures."

(d) See form of notice, post, ^o. 4.

(e) See form of certificate, post,

No." 5.

(/) Tho want of the inrolment
would not, it seems, vitiate the cer-

tificate, being a ministei'ial act. {De
Ponthieu v. Pennyfeather, 5 Taunt.
634.)

(g) Sec ante, p. 981.
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next special sessions for tlie highways to be held in and for the division 6. Of the repair
in which the said intended highway shall be situate ; and the question of highways.

as to the utiUty as aforesaid of such highway shall be determined at

the discretion of such justices (a). 5 & 6 wm. 4, c. so.

Under this section magistrates are justified in refusing their certifi-

cate if the whole of the road be not of the required width. {Beg. v.

Justices of the Peace of Surrey, 3 L. T. N. S. 808.)

This enactment does not apply to roads completely public by dedica-

tion before the passing of the act ; but it applies to roads then made
and in progress of dedication. {B. v. Westmark, 2 M. & Boh. 305.)

Nor does it apply to a road made by turnpike trustees under an expired

local act, and therefore the absence of any such certificate does not

prevent such a road becoming repairable by the parish. {Beg. v.

Thomas, 1 E. & B. 713.)

If a parish lie within two counties, and a highway lying in one part Parish iu two

be out of repair, the indictment must not be against that part only, but counties,

against the whole; {B. v. Clifton, 5 T. B. 498 ;) though, indeed, B. v.

Weston (4 Burr. 2507) was to the contrarj'. The indictment, it seems,

must be preferred in that county wherein the part of the highway out
of repair lies. {B. v. Clifton, supra. Id.)

Where a road lay in two parishes, and no division and allotment Highway in two

under the 34 Geo. 3 {infra), had been made, it was held, that an in- pawshes.

dictment against one parish for not repairing one side of the road ought
to have stated, that the parish was liable to repair ad medium filum vixe.

(B. V. St. Pancras, Peahe, N. P. 286.)

Two parishes being separated by the river Tamar, Patteson, J. , held,

that the medium filum was the presumptive boundary between them.

{1 M.& Bob. 393.)

The following provisions of the 5 & 6 WiU. 4, c. 50, which are taken
from the 34 Geo. 3, c. 64, have been passed for the pui-pose of ascer-

taining the boundaries of parishes which pass across highways, and
thereby enforcing the above common-law liability to repair.

Stat. 5 & 6 Wni. 4, c. 50, s. 58, reciting. Whereas it frequently Justices to deter-

happens that the boundaries of parishes pass across or through the ^'^i^^^lpah-ed
middle of a common highway, and one side of such highway is situated by each parish.

in one parish, and the other side in another parish, whereby great in-

conveniences often arise in repairing the same; enacts. That the justices

at a special sessions for the highways, on complaint (6) of any surveyor

of any parish, (stating in writing, and on a plan thereunto annexed,
that there is such a highway, one side whereof ought to be repaired by
one parish, and the other side by another and particularly describing

the same by metes, bounds, and admeasurements thereof,) may issue

their summons (c), with a copy of such writing and plan thereunto

annexed, to the surveyor of such other parish, to appear before them
on a day mentioned in such summons ; and if the parties appear, sucb
justices may then proceed finally to decide the matter, in manner
herein mentioned, in case all the parties shall consent thereto ; but in

case the surveyor summoned shall not appear on such first summons,
or appearing shall require further time, such justices shall adjoui-n the

further consideration of the matter for any further time, not more
than 21 days, nor less than 14 days from the date of such adjournment,
of which the surveyor not appearing, or appearing shall require further

time, shall have notice, on which day the said justices shall proceed to

hear the parties and their witnesses, and whether the party summoned
does or does not appear, shall proceed to examine and finally determine

(a) Sect. 105, gives a right of ap- shire, E. B. & E. 69.)

peal to the quarter sessions against (&) See form, post, No. 11.

the decision of the special sessions. (c) See form, post, No. 12.

{Reg. V. Justices of the Peace ofDerby-

vol. II. 3 s
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6, Of the repair tte matter in form following; (that is to say), tliat it shall and may be

of 'highways, lawful for such justices, and they are hereby required to divide the
; whole of such common highway, by a transverse line crossing such

6 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50. iiigjx-^ay, into equal parts, or into such unequal parts and proportions

as, in consideration of the soil, waters, floods, and inequality of such

highway, or any other circumstances attending the same, they in their

discretion shall think just and right, and to declare, adjudge, and order

that the whole of such highway, on both sides thereof, in any of such
parts, shall be maintained and repaired by one of such parishes, and
that the whole thereof on both sides, in the other of such parts, shall

Order to he filed be maintained and repaired by the other of such paiishes, and shall
with clerk of cause such their order, and a plan of such highway, and the allotment
^**°^'

thereof as before mentioned, to be fairly delineated on paper or parch-

ment, and filed with the clerk of the peace (a) of the county in which
such highway shall happen to lie, and shall also cause such posts,

stones, or other boundaries to be placed and set up in such highway as

Proviso in case of in their judgment shall be necessary for ascertaining the division and
highway repaired aUotment thereof : Provided, nevertheless, that in the case of any such

teii^rxf&c.(b)!^ last-mentioned highway, the repair of any part of which belongs to

any body politic or corporate, or to any person, by the reason of tenure

of any lands, or otherwise howsoever, the same proceedings may be
adopted, but the said body politic or corporate, or person, or some one
on their behalf, may appear before such justices, and object to sucl

last-mentioned proceedings, in which case the said justices shall, befor^

they divide such highway as aforesaid, hear and consider the objectioi]

so made and determine the same (c).

Power of jessions j^ jg ^ condition precedent to the exercise of the jurisdiction of jus-
.

^£ggg^ given by 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 58, that the road should be is

the boundary line of the parishes or townships, and the proviso at th<

end of the section applies only to cases where the liability to repair i

not at common law but ratione tenurce or clausurce. {li. v. Ferkins, U
L. J. 105, M. C.)

Dividing road. An Order of magistrates, under 34 Geo. 3, c. 64, for dividing a road*

lying partly in one parish and partly in another, by a transverse line

for the purpose of repair, such order pursuing the form given by that

statute is conclusive as to the liability of each parish to repaii- the

portions of road respectively allotted to them. And it is not open to

either parish, on an indictment for the non-repair of the portion so

allotted, to impeach the jurisdiction of the magistrates by producing

evidence to prove that no part of the road ever was within such

parish. {B. v. HichUng, 1 Q. B. 889.) A large parish consisted of two
townships, G. and H., each of which had immemorially repaired the

highways situate within it separately, and also of a tract called '

' the

marsh," over which formerly there were no roads, and which was
surrounded on three sides by G., and on the fourth part by a sea bank
dividing it from a salt marsh anciently overflowed by the sea. Before

the passing of an inclosure act, the landowners in G. and H. had rights

of common over "the marsh." Under the Inclosure Act, commis-
sioners set out a public and also a private road in "the marsh," and
awarded allotments on one side of the said roads in respect of the com-
monable messuages, &c., in G., and on the other side in i-espect of

those in H. " The marsh " was situate at the opposite extremity of

the parish to H., and no part of it being nearer than ten miles. No
repairs were ever done by G. or H. on the public road nor on tin

(a) See the form of the order, 2>ost, case where the boundary is in tbe
j

No. 13. highway to be divided, and where

{h) This proviso was not in the 34 the liability to repair is ratione ten-

Geo. 3, c. 64. urm or acdausiirce, {Reg. v. Perkins,

(c) This proviso is confined to the 14 Q. B. 229.) I
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private road tintil 1814, -when th.e surveyors of G. and H. agreed to 6. 0/ the repair
divide both the roads transversely, and that one portion should be of highways.
maintained by Gr. and the other portion by H. On an appeal against —
an order of justices, under 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 58, dividing the ^ "^ ^ '^^- *> °- ^O-

roads transversely according to the agreement, the sessions confirmed
the order ; but the Court of Queen's Bench quashed it as being made
without jurisdiction. {lb.)

It seems that a material variance between the order made by the
parties under this clause, and the one filed by the clerk of the peace,
would be fatal to the whole proceeding. By a private inclosure act the
commissioners were directed to fix and settle the boundaries of a
parish in a certain manner therein specified, and to advertise in a pro-
vincial newspaper a description of the boundaries so fixed and settled.

The boundaries so fixed and settled were also to be inserted in the
award of the commissioners, and to be finally binding and conclusive.
The commissioners, having fixed and settled the boundaries in the
mode specified, duly advertised a description of them, but the boun-
daries mentioned in the award difiered from those which had been
advertised. It was held, that the commissioners had not pursued the
authority given by the act, and that their award was not binding as

to the boundaries of the parish. (i2. v. Washbrook, 4: B. & C. 732;
and B. v. Haslingfield, 2 M. & S. 558 ; and vide ante, p. 992.)

Sect. 59. From and after such order and plan shall be so filed with Parishes, &c.

the clerk of the peace as aforesaid, such parishes, and body politic or the partTscTS^
corporate, or. person aforesaid respectively, shall be bound as of com- lotted.

mon right to maintain and keep in repair such parts of such highways
so allotted to them as aforesaid, and shall be liable to be proceeded
against for neglect of such duty, and shall in all respects whatsoever
be liable and subject to all the provisions, regulations and penalties
contained in this act, and also shall be discharged from the repair of
such part of such highway as shall not be included in their respective
allotment.

Sect. 60. All costs, charges, and expenses to be incurred by reason Costs of proceed-

of any of the proceedings last mentioned shall be borne and defrayed frfyed°^^^'
by such two parishes, or body politic or corporate, or person aforesaid,

the same being settled and ascertained and duly apportioned between
such parishes by such justices ; and in case the said parties shall refuse
or neglect to pay and discharge their respective share of such costs and
expenses, it shall and may be lawful for the justices at a special ses-

sions for the highways to levy the same by distress and sale, with costs

of such distress, on the goods and chattels of any surveyor of the parish,

or of any body politic or corporate, or person aforesaid, so refusing or
neglecting to defray such costs and charges as aforesaid.

Sect. 61 . Nothing herein contained shall extend, or be construed to Boundary of

extend, to affect, change, or alter in anj'- manner whatsoever any ^°"^*'*?^' '^°' ""^^

boundaries of counties, lordships, hundreds, manors, or any other except for tte'

division of public or private property, nor the boundaries of any parishes pm-pose aforesaid.

or townships, otherwise than for the purpose of amending and keeping
in repair such particular portion of the highway in the manner herein
mentioned.

In order to charge a parish with the repair of a highway lying in Charging parish

another parish, some consideration must be shown, and mere prescrip- highway'iying out
tion is not sufficient. {B. v. St. Giles, 5 M. & Sel. 260 ; B. v. Bishop of it.

Auckland, 1 A. & E. 744.)
Upon what teiins a highway, repaired by a party ratione tenuroe. Way repairable

may be made a parish highway, see ante, p. 992 and p. 1001.
ratione tenur*.

As to the repair of highways diverted, turned, &c., see post, p. 1032. J^^^
diveried,

' No agreement can exonerate a parish from the common law liability no agreement can
to repair. A count in an indictment against the corporation of Liver- exonerate a parish

pool, stating that they were liable to repair* a highway hy virtue of a
repTir!"''''^'*^

*"

certain agreement with the owners of houses alongside of it, was held to

3 H 2
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Where repairs
must be ineffec-
tual.

Cleaning.

Fences.

6. Of the repair be bad on the ground that the inhabitants of the parish, who arepriTnA
of Mghioays. facie bound to the repair of all highways within their boundaries,

5&6wm 4 c 60
^^°^*^^ ^® discharged from such liability by any agreement with

' "others. {B. v. The Mayor, &c., of Liverpool, 3 East, 86; and see
Bac. Air. Highways (F.) B. v. Inhahs. of Scarisbrick, 6 A. & E. 509,
post, p. 996.)

Nature of repairs. The liabihty of the parish is confined to repairs. Therefore a parish
|Widening. is not by the common law bound to widen a road. {B. v. Stretford, 2j

Ld. Baym. 1169.) See post, 1030, as to the power of justices to order
roads to be widened.
Upon the trial of an indictment for the non-repair of a road, it

appeared that the road was not passable at high water, and waf
usually a soft sludge at ebb, the learned judge held, that the parisl
could not be reqvured to do repairs which, from the nature of thingsJ
must always he ineffectual ; and if the jury thought so, the verdict
should be for the defendants. {I M. & Bob. 393 ; B. v. Landulph.)

\
So a parish is not liable to repair a road washed away by the seaj

the substance of the road being gone. {Beg. v. Hornsea, 23 L. J.
C. 59.)

And the parish are not by the common laiu bound to clean highways
J

therefore it has been held not an indictable offence, that the road il

very muddy, and so narrow that people cannot pass over it, withoM
danger of their lives, unless it be out of repair. {Beg. v. Stretfor^
Inhabitants of, 2 Ld. Baym. 1169.) And the indictment must expresslj
aver it to be out of repair. (Id.)

Where an indictment alleged in the usual way, that the liege sul
jects could not pass and repass as they were wont and accustomed
do, and it appeared that there were precipices on the sides of the roa
and no fences or guards to protect the passengers from such precipice
but there was no evidence of there having been any fences befoi _
except that some had been put up after a fonner indictment ; it was
held, that evidence of the want of fences was not admissible, for the
public were in no worse a situation than they were wont and accus-
tomed to be before, on account of the want of fences. (B. v. Whitm v,

7 C. &F. 208.)

2. Liability of a Township, oe part of a Paeish,
TO Eepaie.

^irt'oT^arish*^'^
"^^^ inhabitants of a township, district, or division of a parish may,

whenU^le.''
' \>y general prescription, be liable to repair all highways in such town-

ship, district, or division. {B. v. Ecclesfield, \ B. & Aid. 348 ; and see
B. y. Inhabs. of Heage, 2 Q. B. 128.) They may also be so liable by
legislative provision. But they cannot be so liable ratimie tenuroe.
{B. V. Machtjnlleth, 2 B. & G. 166.) Nor can they be liable under a
general prescription to repair any particular roads only, semble. (B. V.

Hatfield, 4: B. & Aid. 15.)
On an appeal against an appointment of surveyor of highways for

the township of K. N., the sessions found that the parish of M. con-
sisted of two townships, M. and K. N. ; that from the earUest
period within living memory, in the year 1799, surveyors were ap-
pointed for these townships, one for each ; that from that time, to save
expense, there had been one appointment of two surveyors for the
parish at large, one of them always being an inhabitant of M., and
the other K.N., and that each acted as surveyor in his own town-
ship

; that distinct rates had been made for each township, and appHed
distinctly to the repairs of the highways in each ; that the surveyors
kept distinct accounts, but that these, as well as the rates (before they
were taken to the magistrates), were examined and allowed at a gene-
ral parish vestry ; and that the occupiers of lands had been rated, in
respect of their occupation, to the repair of the highways of that town-
ship in which the houses they resided in were situate : it was held,
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that tlie facts found were sufficient evidence that each township was 6. Of the repair

immemorially bound to repair the roads within it, and consequently, of highways.

that the appointment of surveyors of each township was proper. {B.

V. Inhabitants of King's Newton, \ B. S Adol. 826.)

The township, if the prescription be to repair all highways, will be
liable to repair the old as well as new ones. [R. v. Netherthong, 2 B.
&Ald. 179.)

This prescriptive liability, however, can never arise where the way
has been made within the time of legal memory. (i2. v. Hudson, 2 Str.

909.)

Proof of a highway, extinguished as such 60 years before, by an
inclosure act, but since used by the public, and repaired by the dis-

trict charged, is not sufficient to support an indictment against such
district for the non-repair of such way. (i?. v. Westmark, 2 M. & Bob.

305.)

Though, indeed, the formation of a new way does not interfere with
the general prescription, nor will a recent addition of a hamlet to a
township negative the prescriptive liability of a township generally.

{B. V. Osivestry, 6 M. & Sel. 361.)
The prescription being ancient, and without interruption, is pre-

sumed to have had its origin by licence on an inquisition of ad quod,

damnum, or other legal commencement.
Where, in an indictment against a township for the non-repair of a

road, the prescription stated and proved was, that its inhabitants had
been immemorially used to repair all roads situate within it, which,

but for such usage, would be repairable by the parish at large, it

was held, that this placed the township in the situation of a parish,

and that it was necessary for the defendants to show by evidence

some other persons in certainty who were liable, in order to

deliver themselves from their liability to repair. (-B. v. Hatfield, 4 B.
& Aid. lb.)

But a private agreement amongst the inhabitants, not being By private agree-

ancient, nor confirmed on an inquisition of ad quod damnum, that ^^'i*-

some of the inhabitants shall repair one part of the highway, and
some of them another part, is not good : it may be binding amongst
the parties thereunto, so as, on a breach thereof, one party may
have an action upon the case against the other ; but with respect to

the public, they continue equally liable as before ; for such private

agreement cannot alter the law. {B. v. The Mayor, &c. , of Liverpool,

3 East, 86. As to the inadmissibility of such an agreement upon an
indictment against a parish for non-repair, see B. v. Inhabitants of
Scarisbrick, 6 Ad. & E. 509.)

Where, in an appeal against a highway rate for the parish of W. , it

was proved that the hamlet of M. formed part of the parish of S., but
the lands in M. had never been assessed to the highway rates of S.,

nor had S. ever repaired, or contributed to the repair, of the highways
in M., and that from 1828 to 1841, by living testimony, and previously

by evidence of reputation, it appeared that highway -rates were
assessed upon the lands in M. by the neighbouring parish of W.
jointly with the lands in W. and the highways in M. were repaired by
the surveyors of W. out of such rates, jointly with the highways in

W. without any distinction ; and further that, since 1841, by private

arrangement between M. andW., M. ceased to be assessed to the

highway rates of W., and the occupiers in M., by arrangement among
themselves, repaired the highways in M. without any rate or assess-

ment being made. It was held that a part of one parish could not

legally be united to another parish for the purpose of the repair of the

highways, and that no continuing consideration was shown on the

part of S. so as to create a liability on the part of W. to repair the

highways inM. being part of S.; and that there was no sufficient evidence

to draw the inference of fact that M., though part of S., had been
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6. Of the repair originally a hamlet repairing its own highways. That there was there-

of highways, fore no sufficient ground of exemption shown by the hamlet of M. to— avoid its prima facie liability to contribute to the highway-rates of

the parish of S., of which it formed part. {Dawson \. Surveycr /

WiUoughhij, 34 L. J. M. C. 37.)

If the inhabitants of a township, who were bound by prescription

to repair the roads within the township, be expressly exempted liy

the provisions of a road act from the charge of repairing new roads

to be made within the township, that charge must necessarily fall nn

the rest of the parish. [R. v. Sheffield, 2 T. B. 106, ante, p. 989.)

As to the indictment against a township, or part of a parish, for tlio

non-repair of a highway, sqq post, ^' Proceedings for Non-repair.''''

And as to a plea that a township, &c., is liable to repair a highway,
SQopost, "Proceedings by Indictment for Non-repair.'^

3. The Liability of an Extra-Paeochial Place to Eepair.

It is open to discussion, whether an extra-parochical place is subject]

to the same liability to repair roads as a parish, although the court, in|

assuming that it was, held, that an indictment stating that a certain]

way was an ancient highway, and that a certain part situate in an I

extra-parochial hamlet was out of repair, and that the inhabitants of
j

the extra-parochial hamlet ought to repair, was bad for want of an

'

allegation that the inhabitants of the hamlet were immemorially bound
|

to repair, and that the hamlet did not form part of a larger district,

the inhabitants of which were bound to repair. {B. v. Kingsmoor,
2B.&C. 190. See Wellb. 79.)

Where township
exempted by
statute.

Indictment
against.

Plea.

(5). Liability of
extra-parochial
place to repair.

4. Liability of Individuals to Eepair in Eespect of
Inclosure.

(4). When indivi-
duals in respect
of inclosure liable
to repair.

When freed from
such charge.

A man may be bound to the repair of a highway in respect of an
inclosure of the land wherein it lies ; as, where the owner of lands
not inclosed, next adjoining to the highway, incloses his lands on both
sides thereof ; in which case he is bound to make a perfect good way,
and shall not be excused for making it as good as it was at the time
of the inclosure, if it were then any way defective ; because, before
the inclosure, the people used, when the way was bad, to go for their

better passage over the fields adjoining, out of the common tract,

which liberty is taken away by the inclosure. (1 Haw. c. 76, s. 6
;

Duncomhe's case, Cro. Car. 366; 2 Saund. 161 n; B. v. Flechnow, 1

Burr. 461 ; ante, p. 985.)

And if the way is not sufficient, any passenger may break down the
inclosure, and go over the land, and justify it, till a sufficient way be
made. {Anon. 3 Salk. 182.)

Also it hath been holden, if one inclose land on one side, which
hath been anciently inclosed on the other side, he ought to repair all

the way ; but if there be not such an ancient inclosure on the other
side, he ought to repair but half the way. [I Haw. c. 76, s. 7.) There-
fore, if there be an old hedge time out of mind on one side of the way,
and a person having land on the other side make a new hedge, such
person shall be charged with the whole repair. {B. v. Stoughton, 2
Saund. 160.)

But if one person make a hedge on one side of the way, and another
person make a hedge on the other side of the way, they shall be
chargeable to the repair thereof by moieties. {Ih.)

But it is said that wherever one is bound to repair a highway, or
part thereof, in respect of an inclosure, and he lays it open again as it

was before, he shall be freed from the charge of such repair. (1 Haw.
c. 76, 8.1 ; B. V. Stoughton, 2 Saund. 160 ; Arnbl. 295 ; B. v. Flecknow,
1 Burr. 461.) But to relieve such person by such act, he must prove
that the obligation to repair arose from encroachment. And where
defendant removed an archway, which he called an encroach-
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ment, and the cause of his liability to repair, he was held stiU to 6. Of the repair
be liable, as it was proved that the archway had been removed for of highways.

25 years; that the defendant had ever since repaired the road;
and that, previously to its removal, it had been there longer
than any living person could remember, (i?. v. Skinner, 5 Esp. R.
219.)

The liability to repair ratione tenurce is only upon the occupier not
the owner of the inclosed land, and the liability does not attach
where the way is not immemorial, or where the land has not been used
for pastiire before the inclosure. {R. v. Ramsden, 27 L. J. M. 0. 296.)

Upon an indictment against the occupier of a certain field for non-
repair of a particular road, it is conclusive evidence that a former
owner of the same field was convicted for non-repair of the same road,

the liability being charged as arising in respect of the tenure of such
field. {Reg. y. Blackemore, 21 L. J. M. 0. 60.)

Where a highway is inclosed under the authority of an act of Par- When not liable,

liament for dividing and inclosing common fields, the person who in-

closes the way is not bound to repair it. {R. v. Flecknow, 1 Burr. 461

;

and R. v. Commissioners of Llandillo, 2 T. R. 232.) And the commis-
sioners cannot direct the inhabitants to maintain private roads set out
by them. {R. v. Cottingham, 6 T. R. 20.)

Whether, in the case of footpaths, all stiles between different in- stiles,

closures must be kept in good repair by the occupier of the field, see

R. V. Watts, 1 Salk. 357, pi. 3.

5. Liability of Indiyiduals, &c., to Eepaie by Peesceip-
TION, &c.

A particular person may be bound to repair a highway in respect of (5>. Repairs by

a particular prescription ; and it is said, that a corporation aggregate (a) by prescription^

may be compelled to do it, by force of a general prescription ; that it &c.

ought and hath used to do it, without showing that it used to do so

in respect of the tenure of certain lands, or for any other considera-

tion : because such a corporation, injudgment of law, never dies ; and
therefore, if it were ever bound to such a duty, it must needs continue
to be always so; neither is it any plea, that such a corporation

have always done it out of charity, for what it hath always done,
it shall be presumed to have been always bound to do. But it is

said, that a person cannot be charged with such a duty by a
general prescription from what his ancestors have done, unless it be
for some special reason, as the having lands descended from such
ancestors, which are holden by such like service. (1 Haw. c. 76, s.

8; Bac. Ah. Highways, F. ; see R.y. St. Giles, 5 M. & Sel. 260;
and see^os^, " Proceedings for not Repairing Highways.")
An individual, who is charged with repairs ratione tetiurcB, cannot

excuse himself by a plea, that the grantor conveyed the lands to him
discharged of the burden (2 Saunders, 159); and the tenant of each
part of the land is liable to the whole burden ; and if the crown be-
comes the owner of them, and grants any part of them, the obligation

to repair will revive, and th6 grantee be liable. {Regina v. D. of
Buccleugh, 1 Salk. 358.)

The owner of land, however, is not bound to repair a new road
made by virtue of a writ of ad quod damnum ; but the parish is

liable, because their laboiu' is transferred only from the old to the

new road (6). But if the new road lies in a different parish fr'om

(a) See i?. v. Birmingham and is their duty to repair.

Gloucester Railway Company, 9 Car. {b) See the enactment in 6 & 6 "WUl.

<& P. 469, where it was held that a 4, c. 50, as to new highways being

corporation aggregate is liable to be kept in repair by parishes, ante,

indicted for breaches of duty, such p. 992.)

as the non-repair of bridges, which it
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6. 0^ the repair the old, he who sues out thej^writ must make and repair the road

of highways. [Ex parte Vennor, 3 Atk. 771, and post, p. 1042) ; though the mere fact

of making a road will not render the maker liable to repair. (E. v.

Wood, Cro. Car. 266.) Here, ^the writ had been sued out, but no
licence granted.

See ante, tit. " Bridges," as to an infant being liable to be indicted

for the non-repair of a bridge. (And see i?. v. Sutton, 3 Ad. <fe E.
597.)

See, also, ante, tit. " Bridges," as to whether an owner, who is not
the occupier of lands charged with the repair of a bridge, can be in-

dicted for not repairing it. And as to the onus of the repair of a bridge
ratione teiiurce falling ultimately upon the owner of the land, and not
upon the occupier.

From when Habi- It seems doubtful whether a liability to repair ratione tenures must
ratTone tenure have existed from time immemorial, or whether it may not arise at
must have existed, the time of the construction of the road, upon a sufficient considera-

tion. (See B. Y. Inhabitants of Scarishrick, 6 A. & E. 509 ; Callis on
Seioers, 117 ; Porter''s case, 1 Bep. 26 a. ; Mayor, &c., of Lyme Begis v.

Jlenley, 3 B. & Ad. 11 ; 1 Bingh. N. S. 222.)

The township of S. was indicted for not repairing a road in S., on a
custom alleged and proved, that all the townships in the parish in

which S. was situate repaired their own roads in general. In answer,
it was shown that the township of N., in another parish, was adjacent
to S. ; and that an agreement had been made, two hundred and fifty

years before, between the then owner of all S. and the then owner of
all N., whereby the boundary between the properties was marked
out, and the owner of S. agreed to allow to the owner of N., and the
rest of the inhabitants of N., a road through S., of which S. was to
repair part, and N. another part, being the subject of the indictment

;

and that further assm-ance for the performance of the agreement should
be made by a sufficient lawyer. It was also shown, that afterwards
the owner of S. filed a bill for specific performance against the owner
of N. , the event of which did not appear ; but that the owners of land
in N. had ever since repaired in conformity with the agreement :

—

Held, not to be evidence for a jury of an instrument binding the
owner of N., and all claiming through him, to repair, assuming that
such a conveyance could have been made so as to exonerate the inha-
bitants of S. {B. V. Inhabitants of Scarishrick, supra, p. 997.)
Prom B. V. Hayman {I M. & M. 401), it would seem that the liabi-

lity must have existed from time immemorial. In that case it was
held to be a good defence to an indictment charging a defendant with
the repair of a highway ratione tenurce in respect of a mill, that the
mill originated within the time of legal memory. (And see B. v. Hat-
field, 4:B.& Aid. 75, and 1 Hawk. c. 76, s. 8.)

Eeputation no Evidence of reputation is not admissible to prove a UabUity to re-
evidence to prove pair ratione tenures. (B. v. InJiabitants of Wavertree, 2 M. & Bob. 353.
suchhability. ggg j^ ^ ^^^^^^^^ 3 ^^;^^^ 444^^

Indictment for not As to the indictment against an individual for not repairing a road,
repairing. gee post, p. 1073.

Liability to repair As to the inhabitants of a district or division in a parish or town-
of part of a parish, ship being liable by prescription to repair all highways in the dis-

trict, see ante, p. 996.

Of parish where As to a parish being liable, upon a consideration, by prescription

«Hi!^aTe^
^ "°* *° repair highways in another parish, see ante, p. 995.

Of extra-parochial As to an extra-parochial hamlet being liable by prescription to re-
hamlot. pair roads within it, see ante, p. 998.

Indictments for And as to the indictments for non-repair in these cases, see
non-repair in these ^03* p_ 1073.
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As to the repair of roads after they have been diverted, turned, &c., g. of the repair

see post, p. 1042. of highways.

The trustees of turnpike roads have a power to negotiate with per- —
sons bound to repair roads within their trust, for the repair of the same. ^ . ,'

*' °'

(3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 106, post, '^Highways, Turnpike") diverted, &c.*
^'

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 62, any body politic or corporate, or any Negotiation with

person, liable to repair any highway by reason of tenure of any lands, trustees of tum-

or otherwise howsoever, or the surveyor of the parish in which the said g|^®
™3"^-

highway is situate, may, if he or either party shall think proper, by^pi^ty /aWoiie

having first obtained the consent of the inhabitants in vestry assem- tenune, &c.,may

bled, apply to any justice for the purpose of making the said highway whway'*^'*"^'^
a parish highway, and to be repaired by the surveyor of the said

parish (a) ; and the said justice is hereby authorised and required to

issue his summons, requuing the said surveyor, or the party so liable

to repair the said highway as aforesaid, to appear before the justices at

the next special sessions for the highways, and if both parties appear,

such justices may then proceed to determine the matter ; but in case

the surveyor or party summoned shall not appear on such first sum-
mons, or appearing shall require fui'ther time, such justices shall

adjourn the further consideration of the matter to the next special

sessions for the highways, of which the said surveyor or party not
appearing shall have notice, on which day the justices so assembled
at such special sessions shall proceed to hear the parties and their

witnesses, and, whether the surveyor or party summoned do or do not
appear, shall proceed to examine and determine the matter ; and in

case they decide that the said highway shall become a parish highway,
and be thereafter repaired by the surveyor of the said parish, they
shall, by an order under their hands, fix the proportion of the expenses
of repairing the said highway to be annually paid by such body politic

or corporate, or person as aforesaid, to the surveyor of the said parish
;

and the order of the said justices shall be binding on the surveyor and
the said parish, and the said body politic or corporate, or person as

aforesaid, their heirs, successors, and assigns : Provided nevertheless,

that the said justices, instead of fixing the proportion of the expenses
of repairing the said highway to be annually paid as aforesaid, may, by
an order under their hands, fix a certain sum to be paid by such body
politic or corporate, or person as aforesaid, to the surveyor of the said

parish, in full discharge of all claims thereafter in respect of the
repairs of such highway ; and in default of payment of such last-men-
tioned sum, or of such annual sum as aforesaid, the said surveyor may
proceed for the recovery thereof in the same manner as any penalties

and forfeitures are recoverable under this act : Provided always, that

when the sum so fixed to be paid in fall discharge of all claims there-

after in respect of the repair of such highways shall exceed the sum of

100^., the said sum when received shall be vested, in the name of the
minister, churchwardens, and surveyors of the highways of the parish
within which such highway shall be situate, in some public govern-
ment securities, and the interest and dividends from time to time
arising or accruing therefrom shall be applied towards the repairs of

the highways within the said parish : Provided also, that when the
sum so fixed to be paid in full discharge of all claims as aforesaid shall

not exceed the sum of 100?. , the said last-mentioned sum or any
part thereof, on the application by and with the consent of the inhabi-
tants of the parish in vestry assembled, and of the justices in special

sessions assembled, shall and may be paid to the surveyor of the said

parish to be applied towards the repair of the highways within the said

parish.

(a) See further provisions in 25 & 26 Vict, c. 61, s. 35, post, p. 1113.
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6. Of the repair

of highways.

5(fc6WiU. 4,c. 50.

(6). As to repair of

highways adjoin-

ing, &c., bi-ldges

hereafter to be
built.

Raised causeways
and walls, &c.j of

the bridge.

^igfjb3a2S in 6?enerai

6. Bepair op Eoads passing over, &c. Bridges.

By the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 21, if any bridge shall hereafter be
built, which bridge shall be liable by law to be repaired by and at the

expense of any county or part of any county, then and in such case

all highways leading to, passing over, and next adjoining to such

bridge, shall be from time to time repaired by the parish, person, or

body politic or corporate, or trustees of a turnpike road, who were by
law before the erection of the said bridge bound to repair the said

highways : Provided nevertheless, that nothing herein contained shall

extend or be construed to extend to exonerate or discharge any county

or any part of any county from repairing or keeping in repair the walls,

banks, or fences of the raised causeways, and raised approaches to any
such bridge, or the land arches thereof.

AHptMic bridges, not being county bridges, are by the common law
in general repairable by the inhabitants of the parish wherein they

lie, like other highways ; and the above clause makes no alteration in

the law in this respect as to county bridges built before the passing of

the above act. The interpretation clause, s. 5, {ante,) expressly excepts

a county bridge from the definition of a highway. (See fully as to the

repairs of county bridges, ante, " Bridges")

The inhabitants of a county are bound to repair to the extent of 300
feet of the highway at each end of a county bridge built before the

20th March, 1836. See " Bridges."

By sect. 22 of the 5 & 6 "Will. 4, c. 50, the powers thereby vested in

the surveyor of highways as well for the getting of materials as the

preventing and removing of nuisances, &c., are vested in the surveyor

of county bridges, &c., and such materials are exempt from toll.

3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 32.

7. Board for Eepair of Highways.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 18, reciting that it is expedient in large

jng repairs in large
^^'^ populous parishes that the repairs of the highways should bounder

parishes. ' the direction and control of a certain number of inhabitants, to be
chosen and appointed as a board for that purpose, with necessary

powers ; it is enacted, that in any parish where the population by the

then last census, taken from the returns made to Parliament, exceeds

the number of five thousand, if it shall be determined by a majority (a)

of two-thirds of the votes of the vestrymen present at such meeting as

aforesaid, to form a board for the superintendence of the highways of

the said parish ; and for the purpose of carrying the provisions of this

act into effect, it shall be lawful for the said vestry to nominate and
elect any number of persons, not exceeding twenty nor less than five,

being respectively householders and residing in and assessed to the

rate for the relief of the poor of the said parish, and also liable to be
rated to the repair of the highways in the said parish under and by
virtue of this act, to serve the office of surveyors of the highways for

the year ensuing {h) ; and such persons so to be nominated and elected

as such surveyors, or any three of them, shall and are hereby autho-
rised to act as a board, and to be called "The board for repair of

the highways in the parish of ," (as the case may be), and to

carry into effect the powers, authorities, and directions in this act

contained ; and such board are hereby authorised to appoint a collector,

or any number of collectors, of the rates to be made under the autho-
rity of this act, and also to employ a person of skill and experience to

(7). Appointment
of a board direct-

Powers of the
board.

(a) Under this section the minority

of vestrymen present at a meeting to

form a highway board have the right

to demand a poll, and if such demand

be not complied with, the members
of the board are not legally appointed.
{Reg. V. How, 83 L. J. M. C. 53.)

(J) See form of notice, 2^osty No. 6.
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act as an assistant surveyor to the said board, and also a clerk to 6. Of the repair
attend the said board, and to keep the accounts and minutes of the of highways.
proceedings thereof; such assistant surveyor and clerk to be paid such , , ^^ ~
reasonable salaries out of the said rates as the said board shall deter- . , • •

•

mine ; and upon such board being so nominated and elected as aforesaid

all and every the powers and authorities given and created by this act,

and granted to or vested in the vestry, and in any person or persons
as surveyor, shaU, for the purposes of the parish so nominating and
electing such board, be and the same are hereby declared to be vested
in the said persons so to be elected, or any three of them acting as such
board as aforesaid ; and such persons or any three of them, at a meet-
ing to be convened for that purpose, may and they are hereby
authorised to nominate and appoint a fit and proper person to be
treasurer for the deposit of the monies to be collected for the purposes of
this act, and to take from such person good and suflS.cient security for

the monies to be deposited in his hands as aforesaid (a) ; and all monies
to be drawn from such treasurer for the purposes of this act shall be
drawn by drafts or cheques to be signed by the said persons so to be
nominated and elected as aforesaid, or any three of them, at some one
of their meetings to bo held under this act, and such drafts shall be
respectively signed and entered in their books by the said clerk to be
appointed as aforesaid : Provided always, and it is hereby declared, Board to present

that upon the expiration of the year for which such board shall be
^f ^heir accmlnts

elected as aforesaid, and before or on the day for the nomination and &c.(6).

election of persons as surveyors under the authority'- of this act,

the said board shall and are hereby directed to present to the vestry
of the parish for which they shall have acted copies of aU their

accounts and also of the minutes of their proceedings during the pre-
ceding year.

If a parish consist of several tithings, each of which has immemo-
rially repaired its own highways, the parish cannot fonn a board under
this section. Rates made by such a board, although separately for

each tithing, would be bad. {E. v. Bush, 9 A. & H. 820.)

An assistant surveyor appointed under this section is not liable

to a penalty under s. 44 for not making out his accounts and lajdng
them before justices at the special sessions for highways; for his

functions do not include those of an accountant. (Adams v. Lakeman,
E. B. &. E. 615.)

8. Power for Board to hire, &c. Premises for keeping of Ma-
terials, &C., AND to direct HOW HIGHWAYS ARE TO BE PAVED.

By 5 & 6 "Will. 4, c. 50, s. 19, it shall and may be lawful to and for
^g^ Board may

such board to rent, or with the consent of the vestry of any parish to hire or purchase

purchase, a fit and convenient piece of ground or other premises for F^m'ses for keep-

the keeping of the implements and materials necessary for the repara- to. ;
^^'^

^'

tion of the highways, or for the preparing the materials for thei

same respectively, and to determine and direct how and in what ^nd may direct
manner the highways in the said 'parish, or any or either of them, or how highways are

any and what part or parts thereof, shall be curbed or paved with stone *°
^L^"''^®*^

"'"

or otherwise.

As to obtaining materials for repairs, &c. see post, p. 1005.

{a) The giving seciirity is not, it v. Patteson ; i B. & Ad. 9.)

would seem, a condition precedent (5) This section is not to apply to

either to the enjoyment of the office parishes within highway districts

or to the liability to account for the formed under 25 & 26 Vict. c. 61.

monies received by the treasurer. {R.
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6. Of the, repair

of highways. 9,

l^tjofttoags in (&tntxK\.

5 <fe 6 Will. 4, c. 50.

(9). Direction-
posts, where and
how to be erected.

Boundary posts.

Flood posts.

Causeways to be
secured.

Surveyor to be
reimbiu-sed his
exi)enses.

Direction-posts, Plood-posts to be erected, and Oau8E"ways
TO be Secured from Carriages, &c.

By 5 «& 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 24, the surveyor of every parish, other
than a parish the whole or part of which is within 3 miles of the
General Post Office in the city of London, shall, with the consent of
the inhabitants of any parish in vestry assembled, or by the direction

of the justices at a special sessions for the highways, cause (where
there are no such stones or posts) to be erected or fixed in the most
convenient place where two or more ways meet, a stone or post, with
inscriptions thereon in large legible letters not less than one inch in
height and of a proper and proportionate breadth, containing the name
of the next market town, village, or other place to which the said
highways respectively lead, as well as stones or posts to mark the
boundaries of the highway containing the name of the parish wherein
situate ; and that the surveyor of every parish shall, at the several
approaches or entrances to such parts of any highways as are subject
to deep or dangerous floods, cause to be erected graduated stones or
posts, as he shall judge to be necessary, for the guiding of travellers

in the best and safest track through the floods ; and also to secure
horse causeways and foot causeways, by posts, blocks, or stones fixed
in the ground, or by banks of earth cast up or otherwise, from being
passed over and spoiled by waggons, wains, carts, or carriages ; and
the said surveyor shall be reimbursed out of the monies which shall be
received by him pursuant to the directions of this act, the expenses of
providing and erecting and of keeping in repair such stones, posts,

or blocks already erected or fixed, or which may hereafter be erected
or fixed (a).

This section only relates to foot or horseways by the side of carriage-
ways, and does not compel surveyors of parish highways to protect by
posts or otherwise the entrance of foot or horseways from carts or
carriages, and per Willes, J. It is for the parties who own the soil at

the end of the way to protect it from trespassers. {Ellis v. Woodbridge,
29 L. J. M. C. 183.)

(10). Power to use
adjoining ground
as a temporary
road.

10. Grounds adjoining Eoads, except Gardens, &c., may be
used as a temporary eoad.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 25, it shall be lawful for the surveyor to
make a road through the grounds adjoining to any ruinous or narrow
part of any highway, (not being the site or ground whereon any house
stands, nor being a garden, lawn, yard, court, park, paddock, planta-
tion, planted walk or avenue to any house, or inclosed ground set
apart for building ground, or as a nursery for trees), to be made use
of as a public highway whilst the old road is repairing or widening.

Recompense to be making such recompense to the proprietor and occupier of such
made to proprietor grounds for the damages they may thereby sustain as the justices at a
of such ground, gpecial sessions {post, p. 1043) for the highways assembled may think

reasonable, such sum so awarded as a recompense to be recoverable in
the same manner as any fines and forfeitures are recoverable under
this act (6).

As to the mode of recovering such penalties, see ss. 101, 103, &c.,
post, p. 1088.

(a) See a similar provision as to

posts, in the turnpike act, 3 Geo. 4,

c. 116, s. 119, post, "Highway, Turn-
pike.^' See form of precept of justices

for erecting guide -post.s, &c., post,

No. 7.

{b) As to the public having a right
to go over adjoining ground when
road impas.sable, see ante, p. 985.
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7 Ii£0/tC7*%Ojls foT
11. Surveyor to remove Obstructions prom Snow or falling '

repairs.
DOWN OF Banks, &c. '.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 26, if any impediment or obstruction shaU
fif) \^^Vor tf'

arise in any highways from accumulation of snow, or from the falling remove siiow-^&c

down of the banks on the side of such highways, or from any other

cause, the surveyor is required from time to time, and within 24

hours after notice (a) thereof from any justice of the peace of the

county in which the parish may be situate, to cause the same to be
removed.

VII. ittaterials for iSepaia.

Herein of

—

Division of sub-
ject.

1. The Contract for, hy the Surveyor, p. 1005.

2. The Penalty for taking away Materials of Surveyor, p. 1005.

3. The Sale of Lands allotted for, p. 1006.

4. Of renounciiiy the Compensation for Damages, p. 1007.

5. The power of Trustees of La^ids given for Maintenance of High-
ways to grant Leases, p. 1008.

6. The mode of getting Materials, and Surveyor's duty as to, p. 1008.

As to rate-payers dividing amongst themselves the carrying ofmate-
rials, see the 35th section, post, p. 1026.

1. Contract for by Surveyor.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 46, in every parish tlEie surveyor may and Surveyor may

is hereby authorised, with the consent of the inhabitants in vestry tiiig and carrying

assembled, to contract for purchasing, getting, and carrying the mate- materials (6) ; but

rials required for the repair of the highway ; and if any surveyor shall "ny a)ntract''or
have any part, share, or interest, directly or indirectly, in any con- let to liire any

tract or bargain for work or materials to be made, done, or provided team, or dispose

upon, for, or on account of any of the highway or other works what- stones, ™. w'lth-

soever under his care or management, or shall upon his own account, ovit licence from

directly or indirectly, use or let to hire any team, or use or sell or dis- *^^° justices.

pose of any materials, to be used or employed in making or repairing

such highway or other works as aforesaid, (unless a Licence in writing

for the sale of any such materials, or to let to hire any such team, be
first obtained from two justices of the peace in special sessions,

assembled), he shall forfeit for every such offence, on conviction,

any sum not exceeding 101., and be for ever after incapable of Penalty,

being employed as a surveyor with a salary under the authority of

this act.

By the 27 & 28 Vict. c. 101, s. 20, it is enacted that this section is

not to apply to the highway board of any highway district, or to any
highway within a highway district.

2. Penalty for taking away Materials, &c.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 47, If any person shall, without the con- Pcnaityon taking

sent of the surveyor, take away materials which shall have been pur-
blionging^tT^ur-

chased, gotten, dug, or gathered for the repair or use of any highway, veyor.

or any materials out of any quarry which shall have been made, dug,
or opened for the purpose of getting materials for any highway, before

(a) See form, post, No, 8. rate-payers dividing amongst them-

[b) See s. 35, i^osi!, p. 1026, as to selves the carrying of materials.
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7. Materials for tHe surveyor and Hs workmen shall have discontinued -working there-

repairs, in for the space of 6 weeks (except the owner of any private grounds,
and persons authorised by such owner to get materials in such quarry

5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50.
fQj. jjjg Q^j^ private use, and not for sale), every person so offending

shall for every such offence forfeit and pay, on conviction thereof, any
sum not exceeding 101. (a).

As to indictments or information touching any materials, tools, &c.,

provided for the repair of the highways, &c., see 41, post, p. 1017.

3. Sale of Lands axlotted for Materials.

Land Uott d t
By 5 & 6 "Will. 4, c. 50, s. 48, reciting that, under acts of parlia-

the parish for ma- ment heretofore made and which may hereafter be made for the in-
teriais, when ex- closing of waste land, parcels of land have been and may be expressly
hausted, may be

allotted to parishes or to the surveyor of the highways for the pur-
pose of obtaining materials for the repair of the highways in such
parish, and the materials in such parcels of land have been and may
be exhausted ; it is enacted, that in such cases it shall and may
be lawful for the surveyor of such parish for the time being, by and
with the consent of the vestry, and he is hereby authorised and re-

quired, with the consent in writing of the justices of the peace at a
special sessions for the highways, to sell and convey to some person
whose lands adjoin thereto, or, if he refuse to purchase, to any other
person, the said parcels of land from which the said materials have
been so exhausted as aforesaid, at and for such price as the said jus-
tices may deem fair and reasonable, and with the money arising

therefrom, and with such consent as aforesaid, to purchase other lands
in Ueu thereof (&).

Extension of By 8 & 9 Vict. c. 71, s. 1, after reciting 5 & 6 W. 4, c. 50, s. 48, it

5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, is enacted that, from and after the passing of this act, the recited act,

lands
^^ *" ^^^^ °^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ provisions therein contained, shall apply and extend not only

to the lands in the said act specified, but to all lands belonging or which
hereafter may belong to parishes, or to the surveyor of the highways,
for the purposes aforesaid, which have been or hereafter shall be law-
fully used for the purpose of obtaining materials for the repair of the

highways in such parish, the materials in which lands have been or

hereafter may be exhausted.
It would seem that a sale to the sui-veyor would not be bad, ifmade

without fraud {B. v. Justices of Cambridgeshire, 4: Ad. &E. Ill), though
of course it would be better that a surveyor should not be a purchaser
in his own year.

Premises for "^^ ^^ *^® power of board for the repair of highways to hire or pur-
keeping materials, chase premises for keeping of materials, &c., see ante, p. 1003.

4. Compensation for Damages may be renounced.

Tenant for life _
By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 49, it shall be in the power of tenants for

&c., may renounce life, ecclesiastical and lay corporations, and the proprietors of entailed
damages. estates, and of the trustees and guardians of any person under any

legal disability or incapacity, to give up and renounce every claim of
damage or compensation for such ground and materials as any high-
way may occupy on their respective properties, and that such renun-
ciation shall be equally binding on the heirs and successors of such
persons : provided nevertheless, that such renunciation of claim of
damage or compensation be in writing, and signed by such tenant for

life, proprietor, trustee, or guardian, in the presence of two witnesses,
or in the case of corporations in such manner and form as is usually
adopted by such corporations respectively (c); and such renunciation

(a) See the turnpike act, 3 Geo. 4, this, 2wst, " Highivays, Turninke.'"

c. 126 : under that the fine is only 5Z. (c) See Bro. Corji. 51; Taylor v.

(&) See a provision in the turnpike Dulioich Hospital (1 P. Wms. 655).

act, 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, something like
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shall be enrolled at the quarter sessions wliich shall be held next after 7, Materials for
the signing or execution thereof. repairs.

5. Power of Trustees of Lands given for Maintenance of 5&6 wm. 4. c. 50.

Highways to grant Leases.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 50, when any lands or tenements have Persons enfeoflfed

been or shall be given for maintenance of highways, the profits and witii lands for

J J? T-- 1? A -u T 1 IT J // i-L maintenance of
proceeds of which are to be applied and disposed 01 tor no other use, highways, &;o.,

intent, or purpose whatsoever, all persons who are or shall be en- shall let them to

feoffed or trusted with any such lands or tenements shall, and they are im^oved value!

hereby authorised and requii'ed to let them to farm at the most im- with consent of

proved yearly value, without fine, for any term not exceeding 99 Justices.

years : provided nevertheless, that previous to the granting of such
lease the consent of two justices at a special sessions for the high-
ways, neither of such justices being interested therein, by writing

under then- hands, shall be obtained as to the amount of rent to be re-

ceived* and the duration of the term. (See the saving of the rights of **"^ ^° ?°*! ®®4^.

colleges, 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 114.) nXtobe «'re"^

served."
6. Mode of getting Materials by Surveyors, and their

Duties as to.

By 5 & 6 WUl. 4, c. 50, s. 51, it shall and may be lawful for every Materials -where

such surveyor, in any waste land or common ground, river or brook, '^'^'^f^u^'^f^J^Qhy

within the parish for which he shall be surveyor, or within any other surveyors.

parish wherein gravel, sand, stone, or other materials are respectively

likely to be found (in case sufficient cannot be conveniently had within
the parish where the same are to be employed, and sufficient shall be
left for the use of the roads in such other parish), to search for, dig,

get, and carry away the same, so that the said survej'or doth not
thereby divert or interrupt the course of such river or brook, or pre-

judice or damage any building, highway, or ford, nor dig or get the

same out of any river or brook within the distance of 150 feet above or

below any bridge, nor within the like distance of any dam or wear ;
Power to gather

and likewise to gather stones lying upon any lands or grounds within
^akingsatisfac-

the parish where such highway shall be, for such service and purpose, tion, but satisfac-

and to take and carry away so much of the said materials as by the tion to be made

discretion of the said surveyor shall be thought necessary to be em- by^car^ing^them
ployed in the amendment of the said highways, without making any away,

satisfaction for the said materials, but satisfaction shall be made for

all damages done to the lands or grounds of any person or persons by
carrying away the same, in the manner hereinafter directed for getting

and caiTying materials in inclosed lands or gi'ounds (see sect. 64. post,

p. 1008) ; but no such stones shall be gathered without the consent of

the owner of such lands or grounds, or a licence («) for that purpose
from two justices at a special sessions (post, '-p. 1043) for the high-

ways, after having summoned such owner to come before him,t and t Sic, but read

heard his reasons, if he shall appear and give any, for refusing his "them."

consent (b).

Sect. 52. Provided always, that nothing in this act contained rela- Not to extend to

tive to the gathering or getting of stones or other materials shall
^^^-t>eac

,
c.

extend to any quantity of stones or other materials thrown up by
the sea, commonly called beach, where the removal of the same would
cause any damage or injury by inundation to the lands adjoining,

or increased danger of encroachment by the sea.

Sect. 53. It shall not be lawful for any surveyor, or any other per- Notice to be ^iven

son acting under the authority of this act, to dig, gather, get, take, or
aretokTn fr^^

____^ inclosed lands.

(a) See form of licence, post, No. 9. for the repair of the highways from
(b) Whether the inhabitants of a the waste adjoining the sea shore,

pariah have the right to take stones (See Padwick v. Knight, T Ex, &H.)
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7. Materialsfor carry away any materials for making or repairing any highway out of
repairs. or from any inclosed land or ground (a), until 1 calendar month's notice

_.
in writing, signed by the surveyor, shall have been given to the owner

J&6 w 1. 4, c. 50. q£ ^Jj^q premises from which such materials are intended to be taken, or
to his known agent, and to the occupier of the premises from which
such materials are intended to be taken, or left at the house or last or
usual place of abode of such owner or agent, and also of such occu-

' pier, to appear before the justices at a special sessions for the high-
ways, to show cause why such materials shall not be had therefrom ;

If occupier shows and in case such owner, agent, or occupier shall attend pursuant to such

movai'^two jus^*
notice, but shall not show sufficient cause to the contrary, such justices

tices to decide shall, if they think proper, authorise such surveyor or other person to
thereon, dig^ get, gather, take, and carry away such materials at such time or

times as to such justices shall seem proper {b) ; and if such owner,
agent, or occupier shall neglect or refuse to appear by himself or his

agent, the said justices shall and may (upon proof, on oath, of the
service of such notice) make such order therein as they shall think fit

as fully and effectually to all intents and purposes as if such owner or
occupier, or his agent, had attended. (See a similar enactment con-
tained in the turnpike act, 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 98 ; and decisions upon
it under " Highivays Turnpike.'")

If sufficient ma- Sect. 54. It shall be lawful for every such surveyor, for the use
tenals cannot be « -j-lt • -i- j> it • f , • >

found in waste aioresaid, by licence m wi'iting from the justices at a special sessions
lands, &c., sur- for the highways (c), to search for, dig, and get materials, if sufficient

them from the^ Cannot be had conveniently within such waste lands, common grounds,
several or inclosed rivers. Or brooks, in or through any of the several or inclosed lands or
^^'^^f °5^°"i?'^*> grounds (d) of any person whomsoever (such lands or grounds not

tion to owners. Dcmg a garden, yard, avenue to a house, lawn, park, paddock, or in-
closed plantation, or inclosed wood not exceeding 100 acres in extent),
within the parish where the same shall be wanted, or within any
other parish adjoining (c) or lying near to the highway for which such
materials shall be required, if it shall appear to such justices that
sufficient materials cannot be conveniently had in the parish where
such highways lie, or in the waste lands or common grounds, rivers,

or brooks of such adjacent parish, and that a sufficient quantity of
materials will be left for the use of the parish where the same shall
be, and to take and carry away so much of the said materials as by the
discretion of the said surveyor shall be thought necessary to bo
employed in the amendment of the said highways ; the said sur-
veyor making such satisfaction for the materials which may be got or
taken away, and also for the damage done to such lands or gi-ounds by
the getting and cariying away the same, as shall be settled and
ascertained by order of the justices at a special sessions for the
highways.
Under the 27th section of statute 13 Geo, 3, c. 78, which corre-

sponds verbatim with the latter branch of the olst section of the 5 & 6
Will. 4, c. 50, where surveyors had broken a new way over the plain-
tiff's land, in order to carry materials for repair, in a case where an
old but circuitous road existed before, and had after the damage done,
and after an action of trespass brought against them, paid money into
court by way of amends ; it was held, that the sufficiency of such

.
(«) By the 4 & 5 Vict, c, 51, s. 1, of the said recited acts, althougli tlie

itis enacted, "thatfrom and after the same may not be separated from any-
passing of this act all hmds and adjoining lands or gronnds of other
grounds which shall be in the exclu- persons, or from the highway, by any
sive occupation of one or more per- fence or other inclosure."
sons for agi-icultural purposes shall be (h) See form, post, No. 9.

deemed and taken to be inclosed (c) See form of licence, ^^os^, No. 10.

lands or grounds within the meaning {d) See note (a), supra.
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amends could not be questioned at Nisi Prius, tlie 29tli section of that 7. Materials for
act in terms diflfering slightly from those of this section, having declared repairs.

that if the parties could not agree as to the sufficiency of amends, '
;

"then such satisfaction and recompense shall be settled and ascer-

^

'• *' °' ^^'

tained, by order of one or more justice or justices of the peace, of the
limit where such land or ground shall lie. But it seems to be compe-
tent to the plaintiff in such action to shbw that the making of such
new road over his land was maliciously or wantonly done by the siir-

veyors, and not for the necessary or convenient can-iage of the mate-
rials over the land for the pm-poses of the act, and in such case he
would be entitled to recover damages by the verdict of a jury. {Boy-
field V. Porter, 13 East, 200.)

Lord Ellenborough, C. J., held, in the same case, that the convenience
of the case, as well as the words of the act, required that the satisfac-

tion should be made subsequent, and not antecedent, to the damage
committed, for the mere difference ofthe weather, whether wet or dry
during the continuance of the operation, might make great difference

in the amount of the injury done to the land, and in the consequent
compensation.
Upon a repealed statute (29 Geo. 2, c. 67), the following decisions Decisions upon

took place
;

OTZ. ;—
'

(now^?e"4aled)'
That the order of sessions for the materials must show, that there ^ ^^^^^

were no proper materials to be found in or upon the wastes or common
grounds near the highway, for the surveyors are not warranted to dig
in the private soil for all the species of materials, because some of these

species are not to be found in or upon the said wastes or common
grounds : and it ought to specif^'- what cannot be found in or upon the
wastes or common grounds, and what may be found in the private

soil ; and they must previously know that it is to be found there,

or at least have a reasonable prospect of finding it there, for they can-
not dig to try for it in the private soil. (R. v. Manning, 1 Burr.

377.) However, in the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 54, supra, power is

given to search for and dig. Still it seems there ought to be a rea-

sonable prospect for finding before a licence to search for and dig is

granted.

That an order of sessions, to dig generally over all the estate ofA. B.,

is bad ; for the order must fix upon a particular part, and not leave it

to the discretion of the surveyor. {Id.)

That satisfaction must be awarded to the owner, or to the occupier,

or to both, according to the damages sustained by the one, or by the
other, or by both. {Id.)

That notice to the occupier is sufficient, and it is sufficient to state

that it was left at his place of abode. But the statute then directed the
notice to be given to the owner or occupier. The words of the present
statute are different.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 55, If any surveyor or person employed by Pits or holes in

him shall, by reason of the searching for, digging, or getting any ma- gettina- materials

terials tor repairmg any highways, make any pit or hole in lands, sloped down, and
common grounds, rivers, or brooks as aforesaid wherein such materials fenced off by

shall be found, he shall forthwith cause the same to be sufficiently fenced ^^"^"^^^^^ >

off, and such fence supported and repaired duiing such time as the

said pit or hole shall continue open, and within 3 days after such pit

or hole shall be opened or made, where no materials shall be found,

cause the same to be forthwith filled up, levelled, and covered with the

turf or clod which was dug out of the same, and where any such ma-
terials shall be found, within 14 days after having dug up suflScient

materials in such pit or hole, cause the same to be filled up or sloped

down, and fenced off, if required by the owner of the land or ground,
th4e° iready'^

and so continued; and every surveyor shall within 21 days after he made,
shall have been appointed to that office cause all the said pits and holes

•which shall then be open and not likely to be further useful to be

VOL. II. 3 T
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8. Of surveyors.

5<fe6WiU. 4, c. 50.

Penalties on sur-
veyor for neglect
herein.

Penalty on sur-
veyor allowing
any heap of stone,
&e., to remain on
highway at night.

Surveyor da-
maging mills,

dams, (fee, by
digging materials,
to forfeit not ex-
ceeding 5?.

filled up or sloped do-wn in manner aforesaid, and if they are Hkely to

be further useful he shall secure the same by posts and rails or other
fences to prevent accidents to persons or cattle ; and in case such sur-

veyor or person shall neglect to fill up, slope down, or fence off such
pit or hole in manner and within the time aforesaid, he shall forfeit

the sum of 10s. for every such default; and in case such surveyor or

person shall neglect to fence off such pit or hole, or to slope down the

same, as hereinbefore directed, for the space of 6 days after he shall

have received notice for either of those purposes from any justice of the

peace, or from the owner or occupier of such several gi-ound, river,

or brook, or any person having right of common within such common
or waste lands as aforesaid, and such neglect and notice shall be
proved upon oath before the justices at a special sessions for the high-
ways, such siuTeyor, person, or persons, shall forfeit and pay any sum
not exceeding 10?. for such neglect, to be determined and adjudged by
such justices, and to be laid out and applied in the fencing off, filling

up, or sloping down such pit or hole, and toward the repair of the
roads in the parish where the offence shall be committed, in such
manner as the said justices shall direct and appoint ; which forfeiture,

in case the same be not forthwith paid, shall be levied as other for-

feitures are hereinafter directed to be levied. (See ss. 101, 103,
post, p. 1088.)

Sect. 56. If any surveyor or district surveyor shall lay or cause to be
laid any heap of stone, or any other matter or thing whatsoever, upon
any highway, and allow the same to remain there at night, to the
danger or personal damage of any person passing thereon, all due and
reasonable precaution not having been taken by the said surveyor to

guard against the same, shall forfeit for every such offence any sum
not exceeding ol.

Sect. 57. If any surveyor shall dig or cause to be dug materials for

the highways, whereby any bridge, mill, building, dam, highway,
occupation-road, ford, mines, or tin works, or other work, may be da-
naa^ed or endangered, he shall forfeit for every such offence, on con-
viction, any sum not exceeding bl., at the discretion of the justices

before whom the complaint thereof shall be made, notwithstanding his

liability to any civil action to which he may make himself liable by
such act.

VIII. m ^mbegors.

Division of sub- Under this division will be noticed the enactments of the 5 & 6
ject. Will. 4, c. 50, with respect to the appointment of surveyors,—their

qualifications,—exemption from office and deputy,—the penalty for

not acting,—powers of deputy, their salary,—their duty to name a
successor, &c.,—and general penalty on, for neglect of duty. The
different special duties of sui-veyors will be found in the subsequent
sections of this title.

1. Appointment op Surveyor.

Surveyor to be _By 5 «& 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 6, the inhabitants of every parish main-
eiected annually, taining its own highways, at their first meeting in vestry (ff) for the

nomination of overseers of the poor in every year, shall proceed to the

{a) The vestry must be oue whereof
due notice has been given pursuant
to 53 Geo. 3, c. 69, s. 1, and 1 "Vict.

C.45. {Recj. V. Best, 5 Dowl. <t L. 40.)

A poll must be allowed if duly de-

manded at the election of a surveyor.

and if refused, a mandamus will bo

granted. {Ex -parte Grossmith, 10 L.

J. Q. B. 359 ; Reg. v. D'Gyhj, 12 A.
& E. 139 ; Reg. v. St. Pancras, 11 A.

& E. 15.)
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election of one or more persons to serve the oflBce of surveyor in the 8. Of surveyors.
said parish for the year then next ensuing (o) : Provided always, that
any outgoing surveyor shall continue to act until his successor shall be ^ *^ "^ ^^- *> '^^ ^'^

appointed, and shall be re-eligible, and may be re-elected, and shall in May be re-elected,

such case continue to act and remain in office, any thing herein con-
tained to the contrary notwithstanding ; and in such case notice of
such election shall be given by the chairman to the person elected (Z>),

and to the outgoing surveyor : Provided always, that in any parish Where there is no

where there is no meeting in the year for the nomination of overseers Sominatiwi ofVe
of the poor, the inhabitants contributing to the highway rate shall overseers of the

meet at their usual place of public meeting upon the 2oth day of P""*"-

March, or if that shotild happen to be a Sunday or Good Friday, then
on the day next following, or within 14 days next after the said 25th
day of March in every year, to elect one or more persons to serve the
office of surveyor for the said parish ; which surveyor shall repair and
keep in repair the several highways in the said parish for which he is

appointed, and which are now or hereafter may become liable to be
repaired by the said parish.

An' inhabitant has the right to vote for the election of surveyor
though not actually rated if he have property within the parish or
township liable to be rated to the highway rate. {Reg. v. Kershaw, 26
L. J. M. C. 19.)

An objection to the appointment of three surveyors, not for the When may be

whole parish, but each of them for a particular division, was overruled 5?,?°''^*x'^j?°r

.

T. -i. liT-i. 1- jj I! • i. J.1.J -iji? different divisions
where it appeared that such a mode oi appomtment had prevailed tor of parish,

several years. [R. v. Baldivin, 7 T. R. 169.
J

And where there were
two townships, each of which was immemorially bound to repair the
roads within it, and had originally had surveyors appointed for each,

but from time to time, to avoid expense, there had been one appoint-
ment of two surveyors for the parish at large, one of them always
being an inhabitant of one of the townships, and the other an inha-
bitant of the other, each surveyor acting in his own township ; it was
held, an appointment of surveyors for each township was proper. {R.

V. King's Newton, 1 B. & Adol. 826.)

If more than one person be elected to the office of surveyor, they do Where several

not constitute but one officer ; but each of them so appointed is a sur- them suireTor!
"^

veyor. [Morrelly. Martin, 8 Scott, 688.) Therefore, a demand of a
highway rate by one of two surveyors, acting under the above act, is

a valid demand. {Id.)

The appointment must be stamped ; for every appointment in Appointment

writing to any office or employment, where the salary shall not ™"^* ^^ stamped,

amount to 50?. per annum, requires a stamp of 21., and, where a
larger salary, then a lai'ger stamp accordingly. {R. v. Lew, 8 R. & C.

655, which was the case of an assistant overseer.)

The appointment of surveyor cannot, it seems, be removed into the Certioi-ari, appeal

court of Queen's Bench, because the certiorari is taken away ; but »&»'««*

an appeal lies against it {post, p. 1090) ; and every parishioner is a

(a) See the 54 Geo. 3, c. 91, tit. in the clause, it will of conrse be
" Poo?'," by which overseers are to be proper that, in this latter case, notice

appointed in every year on the 25th should be given to the incoming sur-

of March, or in fourteen days after- veyor, in like manner as in parishes

wards. In places where there is no which elect overseers. And it may
annual meeting of the inhabitants for be added, that it is not a ground for

the nomination of overseers, notice of setting aside this appointment, that

the intended meeting of inhabitants no churchwarden, tithing-man, head-
contributing to the highway rate borough, or constable has been pre-

should, nevertheless, be given under sent at the meeting. {R. v. Petti-

the provisions of 58 Geo. 3, c. 69; ward, 4: Burr. 2452.)

and, although it is not so expressed {b) See form of notice, ?)os<, No. 1.

3 T 2
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5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50,

Evidence of old
appointment.

Qualification of
surveyor.

Exemption.

Deputy.

8. Of surveyors, person aggrieved by the appointment. (i2. v. Justices of St. Alhari's, 3

B. & 0. 698; Faucett v. Foulis, 7 B. & C. 394.)

On tlie trial of an indictment for the non-repair of highways, entries

in an ancient parish book, produced by the chiirch-warden from the
parish chest, were offered in evidence, to show who were the surveyors
of the highways in 1707; it was held, that the evidence was receivable.

{B.Y. Inhahs. of Fembridge, 1 C. & M. 157.)

2. Qualification of Sukveyoe. Exemption feom Office.
Deputy.

By s. 7, any person living within the parish or any adjoining parish,

and having an estate in houses, lands, tenements, or hereditaments
Ijdng within such parish, in his own right or in right of his wife, of

the value of Idl. by the year, or a personal estate of the value of 100?.

(such person not living within the parish being willing to serve the

office), or being an occupier or tenant of houses, lands, tenements, or

hereditaments (whether resident within the parish or within any ad-
joining parish) of the yearly value of 20?., shall be eligible to be elected

a surveyor for the purposes of this act : Provided nevertheless, that no
person who is now exempted by law from serving the office of overseer
of the poor shall be compellable to serve the office of surveyor (a)

:

Provided also, that any person who may be chosen and elected to serve
the said office of surveyor may provide a sufficient deputy, such deputy
to be approved of by the justices (i) at a special sessions for the high-
ways, who shall by writing under their hands testify their consent
thereto. See^osf, p. 1106, as to surveyors appointed under a highway
board, pursuant to 25 & 26 Vict. c. 61, and p. 1014, as to appointment
of district surveyor.

3. Penalty on Sueveyor not acting when chosen, oe not
appointing Deputy—Powees, &c., of Deputy.

By s. 8, if any person who shall be so chosen and elected, and who
is not exempt as aforesaid from serving the said office, shall refuse or

neglept to take uj)on himself the office of surveyor, or to provide a
sufficient deputy, to be approved of as aforesaid, he shall forfeit, on
conviction before any two justices, any sum not exceeding 20?., unless
he can show to the said justices good and sufficient cause why ho
should not be called upon to serve the said office : Provided also, tkat

every deputy so provided and approved of shall have the same po\
and authorities, and be subject to the discharge of the same duty, a

be liable to the same penalties as any surveyor appointed under ti

authority of this act.

4. A Salaey may be given.

By s. 9, instead of electing such surveyor as hereinbefore mentioned,
it shall be lawful for the majority of the inhabitants so assembled as

aforesaid in any parish for the election of surveyors as aforesaid to no-
minate and elect any one (see Morrell v. Martin, 8 Scott, 709, n. (185)

)

person of skill and experience to serve the said office of surveyor of

such parish, and to fix such salary for the execution of such office as

they shall think fit ; which said appointment shall be in writing on
paper without stamp, and signed by the chairman of such meeting(c);
and such surveyor, when so appointed, shall be invested with the same
powers, and subject to the same duties, forfeitures, and penalties, as

Penalty on sur-
veyor not acting
when chosen, or
providing a suffi-

cient deputy.

Powers, duties,

&c. of deputy.

Surveyor may bo
appointed with a
salary.

(a) As to who are exempted from
serving the office of overseer, see 1

W. & M. c. 18, s. 11 ; 53 Geo. 3, c.

160 ; 6 & 7 Will. 3, c. 4 ; 59 Geo. 3,

c. 12, s. 6 ; 12 & 13 Vict. c. 103, s. 6

;

yost, ''Poor.'"

{h) The old proviso, exonerating

persons who have served for a year

from further service during three

years, is now omitted.

(c) See form, post, No. 2,
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any surveyor appointed under tiie authority of this act would have 8. Of surveyors.
been ; and such salary shall be paid out of the money raised under the
authority of this act, at such times and in such manner as shall have ^ * ® ^'^^- *• °- ^''•

been agreed upon between the inhabitants so assembled as aforesaid
^ai^^'

^°^

and the person so nominated and elected as aforesaid : Provided, that Dismissal of
if such surveyor shall cease to act, and be dismissed in the manner
hereinafter described, such salary shall also in like manner cease and
determine (a).

5. SUEVEYOE TO NAME HIS SUCCESSOR.

By s. 10, the surveyor or surveyors, at the time of passing his or Surveyor, on veri-

their accounts as herein mentioned, [ss. 44, 45, jwst, p. 1019], shall de- tonlme^Ts"""''*'"'''
liver to the justices a statement in writing of the name and residence successor,

of the person appointed to succeed him or them as surveyor or sur-
veyors (a).

6. Appointment of Sueveyor by Justices.

By s. 11, in case it shall appear on oath to the justices at a special Power to justices

sessions for the highways that the inhabitants of any parish have neg-
j.^ a''*^ d'ntT^^^

lected or refused to nominate and elect a surveyor or surveyors in surveyor,

manner and for the purposes aforesaid, or that the outgoing surveyor,
except he had been directed by the inhabitants so to do, has delivered
no statement of the name and residence of his or their successor or
successors, or that the surveyor is dead, or has ceased to possess the
qualification {ante, p. 1012), or is or has become disqualified in any
manner herein mentioned, or that he has neglected to act, or refused
to carry into operation the duties imposed upon him by this act, it

shall and may be lawful for such justices, and they are hereby autho-
rised and required, by writing under their hands (6), at the next suc-
ceeding special sessions for the highways, to dismiss such surveyor so
neglecting to act or refusing to carry into operation the duties imposed
upon him by this act, and to appoint any person whom theymay think
fit to be a surveyor for such parish till the annual meeting then next
ensuiag for the nomination of overseers or for the election of sui'veyors

as aforesaid, and with or without such salary, as to the said justices

shall seem fit and proper; and the said surveyor, when so appointed. Powers, &c., of

shall be invested with the same powers, and be subject to the same surveyor,

duties, forfeitures, and penalties, as any siu'veyor elected by the inha-
bitants of any parish as aforesaid would have been.
The surveyor must be elected at a vestry of which due notice has Election of sur-

been given, m pursuance of 58 Geo. 3, c. 69, s. 1 ;
{R. v. Best, 5 D. & veyor.

L, 48;) and if the justices appoint under the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50,

s. 11, it must not be at the same sessions at which the neglect or the
refusal of the inhabitants is made to appear. {Ih.)

Sect. 12. When a parish is situated in more than one county, When parish is

division, or liberty, the surveyor so to be appointed as last aforesaid than oncTcounty
shall be appointed by the justices at a special sessions for the highways
assembled in that county, division, or liberty in which the church of
the said parish shall be situate.

It may perhaps be considered that the above two clauses are only
directory to the magistrates to make the appointment at the time
mentioned, there being no negative words to prevent them from
exercising their oflBce in that respect at any subsequent time, if it

shall be necessary ; common sense requiring, that if the appointment

(a) These two sections are not to (b) See H. v. Inhabitants of Pern-
apply to any parish within a highway bridge, 1 C. tfc il/. 157. See form of
district formed under 25 & 26 Vict. appointment, 2}osf, No. 3, It must
c. 61, see ss. 10 & 42 of 25 & 26 Vict. be stamped, ante, p. 1011.

c. 61.
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9. Of district

surveyors, <^c.

5&6WiU. 4, c. 50.

Evidence of old
appointment.

Penalty on sur-
veyor, (fee, for

neglect of duty.

Indictment
against.

f^igfjtoass in General
be not made at the first special sessions, it should be made afterwards.

[R. V. Denbighshire, 4 Hast, 142. See H. v. Leicester {Justices); 1 B. &
C. 6; R Y. Mayor of Norwich, I B. & Ad. 310; R. v. Sparrow, 2 Stra.

1123.)

A minute-book, kept by the magistrate's clerk, was offered in

evidence to show who bad been appointed by tbe magistrates to be

surveyors of the highways for the year 1812 ; it was held, that this

evidence was not receivable without proof of a search for the original

appointment, under the hands and seals of the magistrates. Whether
the minute-book would have been receivable as secondary evidence,

if the original appointments had been lost, is questionable. {R. v.

Pembridge, 1 C. & M. 157.)

7. Penalty on Sueveyoe, &o., foe, Neglect of Duty wheee no
othee paeticulae penalty imposed.

By s. 20, if any surveyor or district surveyor or assistant surveyor
shall neglect his duty in anything required of him by this act, for

which no particular penalty is imposed, he shall forfeit for every such
offence any sum not exceeding ol. (See Morgan v. Leach, 10 M. & W.
558(a).)

A surveyor is liable, by subsequent sections of the act, to a penalty
for not keeping account-books, and allowing inspection thereof, p. 1017

;

for non-delivery of books to his successor in office, p. 1017; for sharing

in any contract, letting to hire any team, or disposing of materials

without license from justices, p. 1005 ; for neglecting to fill up pits

made for getting materials, p. 1009; for allowing any heap of stone, &c.,

to remain on highway at night, p. 1010 ; for damaging mills, dams,
&c., by digging materials, p. 1010.

And see "Highways, Turnpikes," as to levying upon surveyor's goods
the portion of the highway-rate directed to be paid towards the repair

of a turnj)ike-road, in case of his refusal or neglect to pay the same.
If the surveyor be guilty of any embezzlement or breach of duty,

he may be indicted at common law. {R. v. Anderson, M.S., tit.

''Officer.")

A surveyor is not liable in an action for damages, consequent upon
an accident caused by the non-repair of a highway. (

Young v. Davis
and Another, 7 H. & N. 760 ; 2 H. & C. 197 JSx. Ch.) Under s_. 109 of

|

the 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 50, he is entitled to notice of action for injuries

sustained by a person driving over an obstruction caused by the sur-
,

veyor whilst acting in execution of his office. [Ilardioich v. Moss, 31]
L. J. Ex. 205.)

IX. m district 5tirb^Bot;s, antt ^Formation of ^m%\^t%
into I9istr(ct0.

And herein of the mode of proceeding to form parishes into

district,'—appointment of district surveyor—the record and duratior
of the union,—the powers and salary of the district surveyor,—thd

penalty on neglect of duty,—and of appointment of surveyors tc

make rate.

1. Mode of Peoceeding—Appointment of Disteict Sueveyoe.

Parishes may di- By 5 & 6_ Will. 4, c. 50, s. 13 (a), reciting, And whereas it is oxpe-l
rect application dient that in many cases parishes should be formed into districts foil

justicS'at^sessions 'tbe purpose of having one sufficient person to be the district surveyor,'
for forming thorn who should have the superintendence and management of the funds
into districts.

(a) This section does not apply to

a parish within a highway district

formed under 25 & 26 Vict. c. 61.

See s. A:2,post, p. 1017.
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to be raised and levied under the provisions of this act in each parish 9, Of district
forming part of such district ; it is enacted, That it shall and may surveyors, dec.

be lawful for_ the inhabitants of any parish in vestry assembled, if

they shaU think fit (a), to empower and direct one of the church- 5 <& 6 wui. 4, c. 50.

wardens of such parish, or the chairman of the said vestry, to make
application [h) to the justices assembled at the quarter sessions for the
county, or, where the parishes to be united shall be situated in the
same division, at some special sessions for the division in which such
parish shall be situate, for the purpose of being united with one or
more parishes to form a district for the purposes aforesaid, and at the
same time to nominate one fit and proper person to be returned to the
said justices to be appointed as such district surveyor, together with the
amoiint of the yearly salary which the said inhabitants in such vestry
assembled shall agree to pay to such district surveyor ; which applica-
tion, with the name of such last-mentioned person, shall be forthwith
made in writing, signed by the churchwardens of the said parish,
or by the chairman of the said vestry as aforesaid, and forwarded
to the clerk of the peace in and for the said county, or to the clerk
of the justices in and for the said division, as the case may be, who
shall lay the same before the justices at the quarter sessions then
next holden in and for the said county, or at the special sessions as
aforesaid (c).

Sect, 14. On such application as aforesaid being made by two or Justices at ses-

more parishes to the said justices, they are hereby authorised at the such pamhes into
said quarter sessions, or at some special sessions as aforesaid, to take districts, and
the same into their consideration, and to unite such and so many of select and appoint

the parishes so applying as aforesaid, as they shall think fit, into a veyor"'^

^"'^"

district or districts for the purposes of this act ; and the said justices

shall select and appoint out of the persons so nominated as aforesaid

by the several parishes so united into one district one fit and competent
person to be the surveyor for such district, composed as aforesaid,

which appointment shall be in writing [d).

2. Eecord and Dubation of Union.

By s. 15, the names of the said parishes so united, and the name of Names of parishes

the person so appointed as district surveyor, shall be reduced into surveyor tobe re-

writing signed by the chairman of the said quarter sessions, or by the corded, and a copy

majority of -the magistrates present at such special sessions, and shall
^a^'^^church'-*"

be transmitted by him or them to the clerk of the peace, who shall lay warden, &c.

the same before the justices assembled at the quarter sessions in and
for the said county, or at some adjournment thereof, who are hereby
authorised and required to cause the same to be enrolled with the
records of the court ; and a copy thereof shall be sent by such clerk
of the peace to each of the churchwardens or the surveyor of each of
the said parishes so united ; and such parishes so united shall continue Parishes when

to form a district for the purposes of this act for the space of three dfstrict*for'^thi-©e

years then next following, and from thenceforward until the church- years, and until

warden of any one of the said parishes so united, or the chairman of t^^^ive months

the vestry, shall, by direction and in pursuance of a resolution of the parish^hail'give

inhabitants in vestry assembled, give twelve months' notice to the notice of intention

churchwardens and surveyor of each of the other parishes, and to the one oTsaid
°™^

said district surveyor appointed by the said justices, and to the clerk district.

of the peace of the county in which the said parishes are situate, of the

(a) This, it will be seen, does not vestry in local boards,
render it compulsory on the parishes. {d) This and the three following

(&) See form of application, post, sections do not apply to any parish

No. 14. in a district imder 25 & 26 Vict. c.

(c) See the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 61, s. 61. See s. 42, post, p. 1017.

10, vesting powers of inhabitants in
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5 <fc 6 Will. 4, c. 60.

10. Ofsurveyor's intention of the said parish to cease to form a part of the said district;

accoimts, &c. in which case, from and after the expiration of the said twelve months'

notice, the union of the said parishes into such district as aforesaid,

and the appointment of the said district surveyor shall cease and
determine, so far as may concern or be binding on the said parish so

giving such notice as aforesaid.

3. Powers and Salaey of District Surveyor.

District surveyor
to have power,
Ac, of surveyor,
except in levying
rate.

Salary of district

surveyor how to
be paid.

By s. 16, such district surveyor, when so appointed, shall, for all

the purposes of this act, except the making, assessing, and levying the

rate in and by this act authorised to be made, assessed and levied (see

s. 17, inf. s. 27, p. 1022), have, as far as the same are applicable, the

same powers, and be subject and liable to the same duties, penalties,

and forfeitures, as any surveyor elected under the provisions of this act

is invested with and liable to, and shall have the lajdng out and appli-

cation of all the funds raised and levied under the authority of this act

:

Provided nevertheless, that such district surveyor shall not expend
any monies levied in any one of the said united parishes except for the

use and benefit of the parish in which it is so levied, unless with the

consent of the inhabitants of such parish in vestry assembled, for the

purpose of carrying on repairs or beneficial improvements under the

provisions of this act, for the common benefit of the said united parishes

;

and such district surveyor shall annually receive from each of the

parishes composing his district respectively such salary as shall have
been agreed upon by the several parishes in manner aforesaid, which
salary shall be paid to such district surveyor by the surveyor of the

highways out of the money raised in each of such parishes under the

authority of this act ; and in case of non-payment thereof, the same
shall be recoverable from the surveyors of the highways of such
parishes, to and for iiis own use, in the same manner as any forfeiture

is recoverable imder this act (a).

4. Penalty on District Surveyor for Neglect of Duty, «&c.

See the 20th sect., ante, p. 1014.

5. Surveyors to be appointed to maice Eate.

When parishes are By s. 17, in each of the parishes so united into a district as afore-

t(fbe°appo^w^to ^^^^^ ^ Surveyor shall be elected as herein mentioned, in addition to

make rate, <fec. the district surveyor so appointed as aforesaid : Provided nevertheless,

that such surveyor shall only be authorised and required to make,
assess, and levy the rate herein directed to be made, assessed, and
levied, (s, 27, &c., p. 1022), and from time to time pay over the money
arising therefrom to such district surveyor.

Penalty on dis-

trict surveyor for
neglect of duty.

X. ©f tj^e Sutbegot's Accounts, inspection of, anti Enforcing
^agmcnt, ^c, of.

Separate accounts By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 39 (J), the surveyor in eveiy parish shall
to be kept (c). keep separate and distinct accounts of the monies levied for the high-

{a) As to the mode of recovering

penalties, see ss. 101, 103.

{h) A. and B., being co-surveyors

of the highways of a parish, it was
agi-eed between them that A. should

deliver up the rate-book to B. , and
that B. should pay A. out of the mo-
nies he should collect under the rate,

the sum of 15Z., which A. had ad-

vanced beyond the amount collected

by the previous rate. The book was

accordingly delivered to B. , who col-

lected more than 151., but expended
the whole in the repair of the roads,

and did not pay A. the 1 51. :—Held,
that A. might maintain an action to

recover it. (Liddard v. Holmes, 2

C. M. d- R. 686.)
(c) Sections 39, 40, 43, 41, and 45

do not apply to districts under the

control of highway boards created by
25 & 26 Vict. c. 61.
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way rate ; and such accounts shall specify the different sums, and the 10. Of surveyor's

times "when and the persons to whom and by whom the same shall accounts, &c.

have been collected and paid.

Sect. 40. The said surveyor, district suiTeyor, or assistant surveyor, 5 & 6 win. 4, c. 50.

as the case may be, shall and he is hereby required from time to time Surveyor to keep

to keep a book, in which shall be entered a just and true and particular of "monies re-

°

account of all money which shall have come to his hands as surveyor, ceived, &c.(a);

district surveyor, or assistant surveyor of the parish for the purposes

of this act, and to whom, and on what occasion, and for what work,
and in what place, and on what day he shall have paid or applied the

same, and also an account of all tools, materials, implements, and other

things provided by him for the repair of the said highways ; and such to be open to in-

book shall at all reasonable times be open to the inspection of every ?p^°H°'^ °/
^^"^^

inhabitant rated to the highway rate of the parish, or of any of the
^"

parishes united into a district, without fee or reward, and every such
inhabitant may take copies or extracts from the said book, or any part

thereof, without paying for the same ; and in case the said surveyor,

district surveyor, or assistant surveyor shall neglect to provide such
book, or to enter therein every sum received or paid by him within

one week after the same shall have been received or paid, or shall

refuse to permit or shall not permit any such inhabitant as aforesaid

at any reasonable time to inspect the same, or take copies or extracts

as aforesaid, such surveyor, district surveyor, or assistant surveyor
shall forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding bl. for each default, to be

levied and applied in manner herein provided. (See jpos^, p. 1088.)

Sect. 41. All the said books, papers, writings, and accounts, and all The property in

materials, tools, and implements which shall be provided in pursuance books, materia^,

of this act for repairing or preserving the highways, and also the scrap- in surveyor for

ings of the said highways, shall be vested in the surveyor for the time time being.

being ; or in case a district surveyor shall be appointed, then all such
books, papers, writings, and accounts, and all materials, tools, imple-

ments, and scrapings, shall be invested in the district surveyor. (See

•post, p. 1086.)

See fost, pp. 1018 and 1086, as to the custody of the books.

Sect. 42. The said surveyor, district surveyor, or assistant surveyor Purveyor, on

shall, within 14 days after leaving his office, deliver such books and to^deiircr books,

accounts verified as herein directed (i), together with all such sums of <fec., to succeeding

money as shall be due from him, and likewise all tools, materials, surveyor,

implements, and other things as aforesaid, to his successor in office, or

retain the same in his hands, and account for them in his next account

if he shall be continued surveyor or district surveyor of such parish in

the succeeding year ; and in case such surveyor or district surveyor Penalty for

shall neglect to deliver within such time as aforesaid, the said books, "^egi^ct.

papers, writings, and accounts, and such tools, materials, implements,
and other things, in manner aforesaid, he shall for every such offence

forfeit any sum not exceeding 5Z. ; and in case he shall make default

in the paying or accounting for the money so due from him within the
time and according to the directions aforesaid, he shall forfeit double
the money so due.

Under the statute 13 Geo. 3, c. 78, s. 48, it was held that a surveyor Decisions under

of highways could not maintain an action against the late surveyor for ^^\^^
^^^' ^'

the balance remaining in his hands until his accounts had been settled,

and allowed or disallowed in the manner pointed out by the 48th
section of that act, which provided that the surveyor, before he went
out of office, should do certain things as to his accounts ; and when-
ever the said accounts should be settled in manner therein appointed,

the surveyor shovdd forthwith deliver a duplicate of the account, with
all such sums of money as should remain in his hands, to the succeed-
ing surveyor. {Heudebourck v. Langton, 10 B. & C. 546.)

(a) See ante, note (5), p. 1016. (6) That is by s. 45, post, p. 1019.
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5 & 6 SfiU. 4, c. 0.

10. Ofmrveyor's Under this enactment it was also held, that churchwardens and
accounts, &c. overseers have not such a property in the account-books of a late

surveyor of the highways as to enable them to maintain trover for

them ; and that their remedy was under this enactment. {Addison v.

Bound, 1 C.&P. 285.)

Where a late surveyor of highways, on his account books being
demanded of him at the vestry, said, " I have not got them, I have
delivered them to my brother J.," who in his presence, said, " I have
them, and I wUl keej) them." J. was one of the overseers of the poor
of the parish : it was held, under the same enactment, in an action of

trover against A., that this was no evidence of a conversion by A., as

the overseer is a person to whom the books are to be delivered under
the enactment, and the judge would not leave it to the jury to say
whether this delivery over was colourable. {Id.)

If a surveyor improperly neglected to account, as directed by the 13

Geo. 3, c. 78, he might have been compelled to do so by mandamus.
{B. V. Leiois, 1 Doiul. 531.)

In a case also decided under the 48th section of that statute, where
a mandamus suggested that defendant was surveyor of the highways
for a time named and now expired ; and that divers books of accounts,
&c. relating to the highways, during his time of office, were now in
his possession, and ought to be delivered to the chui-chwardens, and
that he had often been required so to deliver them, and had refused

;

and the mandamus commanded him to deliver to the churchwardens
all books, &c. in his possession, or show cause to the contrary ; and
the defendant returned, that he had not, on the day of the teste of the
mandamus, nor since, nor now, nor when he was required on behalf of
the churchwardens, any books, &c., in his possession; not stating

whether he had them in his possession between the times of the requi-
sition and the teste, nor what he had done with them, the return was
held good; but the court refused to give the defendant the costs he had
incurred by reason of the mandamus. {B. v. Bound, 4: Ad. & E. 139.)

Surveyor guilty of 1^ ^ surveyor bo guilty of any embezzlement or breach of duty, he
embezzlement may be indicted. {B. V. Anderson, MS., post, " Officer.")

Sect. 43. In case of the death of any such surveyor, district sur-

veyor, or assistant surveyor, before he shall have paid and fully

satisfied all the monies which he shall have received by virtue of this

act, then and in every such case the executors or administrators of
such surveyor, district siu-veyor, or assistant surveyor so dying, shall pay
and satisfythe same out of his estate and effects unto the succeeding sur-

veyor, district surveyor, or assistant surveyor, in like manner as other
debts are dii-ected by law to be discharged by such executors or adminis-
trators, and also shall deliver up all books, papers, writings, assessments,
tools, materials, and implements, and other things concerning his office,

which shall have come to the hands of such executors or administrators,
who shall and may plead such payment in any action or suit which may
be brought against them on account of the said estate and effects, and
give the same in evidence ; and in case of the non-payment of such
monies, or the non-delivery of such books, papers, writings, assess-

ments, tools, materials, implements, and things, for the sj)ace of one
calendar month after demand made thereof in writing by or on behalf of
the said succeeding siu"veyor, it shall be lawful for the said succeeding
sui-veyor to commence and prosecute an action or actions in any of his

Majesty's courts of record at Westminster against such executors or
administrators for the recovery of the said monies, or for the recovery of
damages for the detention of such books, papers, writings, assessments,
tools, materials, implements, and things, in which action or actions

full costs of suit shall be recovered by the said succeeding surveyor.

(a) By the 13 Geo. 3, c. 78, s. 48, the executor or administrator was hable

to a penalty for making default.

may be indicted.

In case of death
of surveyor, exe-
cutors to account.

Action against
executor (a).
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Sect. 44. WitHii 14 days after the election or appointment of sur- lo. Ofsurveyor's
veyor as herein directed, the accounts as aforesaid made in writing, accounts, dtc.

and signed by the surveyor, district surveyor, or assistant surveyor — _

for the year preceding, of all monies received and disbursed by virtue ^ ^^- *' °- ^''•

of this act, ending on the day of the election or appointment of sur-
^e ^^^f^e"^"^*®

^
veyor, shall be made up, balanced, and laid before the parishioners in veyors, &c^ and
vestry assembled, who may, if they think fit, order an abstract thereof laid before the

to be printed and published ; and within one calendar month after the iilaSkms for'
election or appointment of surveyor as herein directed the said accounts highways,

shall be signed by the surveyor, district surveyor, or assistant sur-

veyor for the year preceding, and laid before the justices of the peace
at a special sessions for the highways holden at the place nearest to the

parish or district for which such surveyor shall have been appointed,

and such justices are hereby authorised and required to examine him
as to the truth of the said accounts or of any charge contained therein

:

Provided always that if any person chargeable to the rate authorised complaint may be
to be made by this act has any complaint (a) against such accounts made against such

or the application of the monies received by the said surveyor, it shall accounts,

be lawful for any such inhabitant to make his complaint thereof to

such justices at the time of the verification of such accounts as

aforesaid, and the said justices are hereby required to hear such com-
plaint, and, if they shall think fit, to examiue such surveyor upon
oath, and to make such order thereon as to them shall seem
meet (6).

There is no appeal to the quarter sessions against the allowance at nq appeal to

special sessions of the accounts of the surveyor. {Req. v. West Riding quarter sessions

of Yorkshire {Justices) 1 Q. B. 624.) In this case the justices in petty
ofaccountr*'"'''

sessions had allowed accounts which were complained of, but, as they
themselves deposed, had not entered fully into the case, under the im-
pression that an appeal lay to the quarter sessions, and that the
case involved imjiortant questions of law, and the court of Queen's
Bench, after deciding that no such appeal lay, refused a mandamus to

the petty sessions to review the allowance.
Nor is there any appeal on the part of the surveyor against an order

of justices allowing a part of his accounts and disallowing the re-

mainder, and directing him to pay the amount disallowed to his

successor. {Reg. v. J. P. of Leicestershire, S E. & B. 557.)

Sect. 45. It shall and may be lawful for the justices of the peace justices to hold

within their respective divisions, or any two or more of them, and special sessions for

they are hereby required, to hold not less than 8 nor more than 12 act^°^^^
°

special sessions in every year for executing the purposes of this act,

the days of the holding thereof to be appointed at a special sessions to

be held within 14 days after the 20th day of March in every year

:

Provided always, that it shall not be necessary to cause any notice to

be given or sent to any justice acting and residing within such limits

of the day or time of the holding thereof; \_post, p. 1043] ; and at the At such sessions

said special sessions held next after the 25th day of March in every year, surveyor to^^^rify

[s. 44, supra], the surveyor of each of the parishes within their respec- make return of

tive divisions shall vertfy his accounts, and shall make a return in state of roads, &c.

writing to such special sessions of the state of all the roads, common
highways, bridges, causeways, hedges, ditches, and watercoui-ses apper-
taining thereto, and of all nuisances and encroachments, if any, made

(a) Such, a complaint is within the this section as to surveyors appointed
words of the 20 & 21 Vict. c. 43, s. 2, imder 13 Geo. 3, passing their ac-

enabling justices to reserve a case for counts. This penalty does not apply
the opinion of the superior courts. to assistant surveyors appointed un-
{Townsend v. Reid, 30 L. J. M. C. der s. 18. {Adartisv. Lakeman, E. B:
223.) & E. 615.)

(&) There is a proviso at the end of
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10. Ofsurveyor's

accounts^ &c.

5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50.

12 & 13 Vict. c. 35.

Clerks to justices

at special sessions
to prepare state-

ments from ac-
counts of sur-
veyors of high-
ways, and trans-
mit them to secre-

tary of state.

Penalty on
neglect.

Town clerks of

cities and
boroughs, and
clerks to trustees

and commission-
ers, to prepare
st.atements of
accounts respect-
ing highways, and
transmit them to
Eecretary of state.

Penalty on
neglect.

Abstracts of

statements to be
laid before par-
liament.

upon the several higliways within the parish for which he was sur-
veyor, as well as the extent of the different highways which the said

parish is liable to repair, what part thereof has been repaired, and
with what materials, at what expense, and what was the amount levied

during the time he was surveyor of the said parish.

The 12 & 13 Vict. c. 35 (Highways Act), s. 1, recites 5 & 6 WiU. 4,

0. 50, ss. 44, 45, and enacts that at the special sessions in each division

at which the accounts of any surveyors, district surveyors and assist-

ant surveyors shall be produced and verified as by the said recited act

required, the clerk to the justices shall prepare from such accounts a
separate statement in writing, according to the form in the schedule to

this act, of the receipts and expenditure on account of the highways of

each i^arish in such division, and shall, within 14 days after such special

sessions, transmit all such statements to one of her Majesty's principal

secretaries of state ; and for the preparation and transmission of each
such statement such clerk shall be entitled to charge to the respective

parish the fee of 2s. ; and if any such clerk to such justices shall

neglect to transmit any such statement within the time hereinbefore
prescribed for that purpose, he shall for every such offence, on con-
viction, forfeit any sum not exceeding bl., nor less than 40s., and such
penalty shall be recovered and applied as penalties are by the said act

made recoverable and applicable.

Sect. 2. That the town clerk of every city, borough, port, cinque
port or town corporate subject to the provisions of the act " for the
Eegulation of Municipal Corporations in England and Wales," and the
clerk to the trustees or commissioners appointed under any act of

parliament where the council of such city, borough, port, cinque port
or town corporate, or such trustees or commissioners, are authorised
to pave, cleanse, or repair any highway, shall, within 30 days next
after every annual or other periodical account of the receipts and ex-
penditure of such council, trustees, or commissioners, in respect of the
highways under their management has been made out, or where pro-
vision is made for the settlement or audit of such account, then within
30 days after such settlement or audit, prepare from such account a
statement in writing, showing (as far as circumstances will permit)
the like particulars of such receipts and expenditure as are indicated

under the heads of receipts and expenditure respectively in the form
contained in the schedule to this act, and shall, within the time afore-

said, transmit such statement to one of her Majesty's principal secre-

taries of state ; and if such town clerk or clerk to the trustees or

commissioners shall neglect to transmit any such statement within
such time as aforesaid, he shall for every such offence, on conviction,

forfeit any sxrm. not exceeding 10?. nor less than 5Z., and such penalty
shall be recovered and applied as penalties are by the said act made
recoverable and applicable.

Sect. 3. That such secretary of state shall every year cause the

statements transmitted to him under this act to be abstracted, and the

abstracts thereof to bo laid before both houses of parliament.

Schedule.
General Statement of tJie Receipts and Expenditure on account of the Highways

of tJie parish [toivnship, Jiamlet, t&c] of in the county of for the year

ending 26th of March, 18 , as appearingfrom tlie accounts of surveyor

of highwaysfor the said parish [township, hamlet, <£-c.j, allowed by the jus-

tices at a special sessionsfor the highways, holden at 071 the day of

EECEIPTS.

Balance in hand (if any) from last account
Rates or assessments received in money . . .

Value of team labour performed by ratepayers in lieu of rates

Value of other work performed by ratepayers in lieu of rates

d.
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£ s. d. 11. Of the high'
Receipts from turnpike trusts (if any) way rates.

Other receipts
12 & 13 Vict. c. 35.

Total income

EXPENDITURE. £ S. d.

Balance orerpaid (if any) on last account
Paid for manual labour

„ for team labour (in money) .......
„ for materials ..........
,, for tradesmen's bills

„ for salaries ..........
Value of team labour performed by ratepayers in lieu of rates .

Value of other work performed by ratepayers in lieii of rates . .

Payments to turnpike trusts (if any) ......
Other payments ..........

Total expenditure £

Leaving on the 25th March, 18 , a balance of £
in hand, or overspent, as the case may be.

Signed
Clerk to the justices for the division.

Dated 18 .

Th,e accounts must be exhibited in such a manner as mil enable 5 & 6 wm. 4, c. 50.

tbe justices to exercise their judgment upon them ; the assessments, Accounts, how to

therefore, ought to be produced. Where the surveyor has improperly ^ ^^° ^^^

allowed the time for producing and passing his account to go by, a
writ of mandamus will lie to compel him to produce them. (iZeas v.

Round, 4 A. & E. 139 ; R. v. N. R. Yorkshire, 6 B. & O. 152.) As to

the jurisdiction respecting the surveyor's accounts under the repealed

act, 13 Geo. 3, c. 78, ss. 48, 80, see R. v. W. R. Yorkshire, 5 T. R. 629;

R. V. Mitchell, Id. 701 ; R. v. Somersetshire, 5 B. & 0. 816 ; R. v. N. R.
Yorkshire, 6 B. & C. 152 ; R. v. Fowler, 1 Ad. & Ell. 836 ; R. v. Jus-

tices of Cumberland ; 1 Har. & Woll. 497 ; R. v. Ooodenough, 2 Ad. & E.
463.

By the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. Ill, post, p. 1095, surveyors may charge Surveyors may

in their accounts the expenses of legal proceedings.
procfectoigs!^^

XL m i^t pJ^tfii^toaB ^^ates.

An important change in the former law, as regards the funds for pay- statute duty, and

ing the expenses of repairing, &c., highways, is effected by the 5 & 6 composition in

WiU. 4, c. 50. This statute, by repeaHng the 13 Geo. 3, c. 78, 34 Geo.
^'°''°

'

'^'^*^^'^^''-

3, c. 74, and 54 Geo. 3, c. 109, has abolished the former obligation of
statute duty, and the means pointed out by those acts for obtaining
funds for the repair, &c., of highways, in the shape of composition in
lieu of such statute duty.
By the present statute the funds for the repair of highways are to be

raised by highway rates, upon nearly the same principle as the poor-
rates, and to be levied and collected by the surveyor, &c., under the
provisions of that statute, and which we shall now notice in the follow-
ing order.

Herein of— ^^• • • <. i.Division of sub-

1. How the Rate is to he assessed, p. 1022. j°°*-

2. Poor rate Assessments may he inspected hy Surveyor, p. 1023.

3. The Form- and Amount of the Rate, p. 1024.
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11, Of the Ugh-
vmy rates.

5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50.

Surveyor to make
rate.

How to be made.

i^tsJiiMass in €^eneraL

4. Powers in Local Ads of Compounding for Rates extended to Sur-
veyor, p. 1024.

5. Errors in Hates may he corrected, p. 1024.

6. Poor Persons rnay he discharged from Bate, 1025.

7. Persons exempt from former Statute Duty not liahh to Rate,

p. 1025.

8. Mode ofproceeding for the Recovery of Rates, p. 1025.

9. Rate-payers enahled to divide Carriage of Materials, p. 1026.

1. How Bate to be Assessed, &o.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 27, in order to raise money for carrying
the several purposes of this act into execution (a), it is further
enacted, that a rate shall be made, assessed, and levied by the sur-
veyor {h) upon all property now liable to be rated and assessed to the
reHef of the poor ; provided (c) that the same rate shall also extend to

{a) By the 82nd sect., _??os<, p. 1030,
where it shall not appear that there

is sufficient money in the hands of

the surveyor for making satisfaction

to the owner of lands taken for widen-
ing highways, two justices, where
the owners agree, and the court of

quarter sessions, where tlie recom-
pense is settled by a jury, are autho-

rised to direct the surveyor to make
and levy a rate for raising the money
required for such recompense. By
the 91st sect, post, p. 1041, this power
is extended to raising the money
wanted for the purchase of land re-

quired for a new highway. And see

post, p. 1208, as to the justices at spe-

cial sessions for the highways, on
proof of the deficiency of the funds,

&c., of any turnpike trust ordering

payment to such trust of a portion of

the highway rate ; and 30 & 31 Vict.

c. 121, is. 3, iwst, p. 1177, as to pay-
ment of balances by trustees to pa-

rishes in which turnpike road be-

coming a highway is situated.

{h) See 6 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 17,

ante, p. 1016, as to a surveyor being

appointed to make rate when parish

formed into a district.

(c) This proviso is not limited to

the identical mines before actiially

rated, but extends to mines of the

same class and description as those

usually rated in the parish before the

act passed, though worked for the

first time after the passing of the act.

{Reg. V, Saunders, 24 L. J. M. C.

57.)

The meaning of the words "usually

rated," in s. 27, is such woods, &c.,

.as in point of fact were usually

rated in the particular parish at the

time of the passing of the statute.

{R V. Rose, 6 Q. B. 153.) If the

rates are co-existent, the court will

not presume that they are made for

the same period of time, and there-

fore invalid. {Ih.) By a local act

for the improvement of a particular

portion of a parish it was provided
that every inhabitant or owner who
should be assessed for the rates made
under that act for any lands or tene-

ments within the hmits of the act

should be released and free from all

rates and assessments towards the
paving and lighting any other street,

road or place within the parish, in

respect of such lands and tenements.

Held, that this did not exempt an
occupier of premises assessed within
the local district from being assessed

in a general highway rate imposed
upon the whole parish, although a
portion of such rate might be ex-

pended in paving parts of the parish

out of the district. (EicJiardson v.

Tubbs, 4 C. B. 4.)

By 13 & 14 Vict. c. 99, provision
is made to enable vestries to deter-

mine whether tenements not exceed-
ing lOZ. yearly value shall be liable

to the poor rate and to the highway
rates, and the mode of assessment is

regulated. This statute will be found
luider title ^^Poor Bate," and also the
12 & 13 Vict. c. 14, which enables
overseers to recover the costs of dis-

training for poor rates or highway
rates. If a party claims an exemption
from a highway rate, he must appeal,

and if he omits to do so no objection

can bo raised by him to a rule imder
11 & 12 Vict. c. 44, s. 5, calling upon
the justices to issue a distress wan-ant
against his goods for the amount of

the rate. (R. v. Oxfordshire {Justices

of), 18 L. J. M. C. 222 ; Birmingham
{Churchwardens of ) v. Shaw. 10 Q.B.
868.) As to the application of rates

to turnpike roads, see infra, p. 1208,
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such woods, mines, and quarries of stone, or other hereditaments, as 11. Of the Jiigh-

have heretofore been usually rated to the highways ; and provided also, way rates.

that every such rate shall be signed by the said surveyor, and allowed
;

;

by two justices of the peace, and published in the same way as poor ^* ^ ^*^' ^' *^' ^^*

rates are now allowed and published.
In the case of Js. of Staffordshire, 23 L. J. M. C. 17, the court held

that an allowance written by the justices in the middle of the rate
instead of at the end of it, in the words " "We do hereby consent to and
allow the foregoing rate and assessment," was no allowance of the part
of the rate which followed the signature.

See title "Local Government^' for the cases relating to the repairs of
highways and the levying of rates for that purpose by local boards of
health within districts under their management.
The liability to be rated to the poor is grounded on the statute 43 Principle and pro-

Eliz. c. 2, s. 1, by which the overseers of the poor to raise the sums of ?ate,"&c
*^^

money necessary for the relief of the poor, and other purposes therein
mentioned,',by taxation " of every inhabitant, parson, vicar, and other,

and of every occupier of lands, houses, tithes impropriate, propriations
of tithes, coal mines, or saleable underwoods in the parish. This
liability will be found fully noticed under title " Poor."

In making the highway rate under this act, the surveyor should,
under the powers given in the next section, make the same with refe-

rence to property included in the last rate made for the relief of the
poor, though if he should discover other property which is rateable, he
should insert that also.

The words " usually rated" in this section refer not to legal rate-

ability, but to rating in point of fact, and to the practice of rating in
the particular parish, not in the county generally, and therefore it is

right to enquii'e whether in every particular case the words mines, &c.
were in fact rated at the time of the passing of the act. {lieg. v. JRose,

6 Q. B. 153.) But this proviso is not limited to the identical mines
woods, (Src. before actually rated, it extends to others of the same class

and description as those actually rated, though worked for the first

time since the Highway Act coming into operation. {Reg. v. Randall,

24 L. J. Q. B. 51.)

As to the allowance of the rate, see the 43 Eliz. c. 2, s. 1, and 17 AUowanceof rate.

Geo. 2, c. 3, s. 1 ; and the observations and decisions fully noticed
under title " Pow."

2. Poor Bate Assessments may be inspected by Surveyor.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 28, in order to enable the surveyor to form Surveyor may
a proper judgment of any rate to be made in pursuance of this act, "MobiSi copies'
it is further enacted that it shall be lawful for the surveyor, and he is or extracts.

hereby authorised and empowered, at all reasonable times, to inspect,

or by writing signed by him to grant authority to any person appointed
by him to inspect, any of the rates made towards the relief of the poor
of the parish of which he is surveyor, or the books wherein the assess-

ments thereto shall be entered, without fee or reward ; and the sur-

veyor, or person by him authorised as aforesaid, shall be allowed to

make a copy of such rate or books, or to take any extracts therefrom

;

and if any person in whose custody or power any_ of the said rates or Penalty if books

books shall be, shall, when thereunto required in manner aforesaid, ^^^ ^°^ produced,

refuse or neglect to produce the same to the surveyor, or person so by
him authorised as aforesaid, as the case may be, or to allow such copy
or extract to be made or taken, at all reasonable hours in the day-
time, he shall for every such offence forfeit and pay any sum not
exceeding 51.

In Spenceley v. Rohinson (3 B. &. 0. 658,) it was decided on the con- Demand of in-

struction of the 17 Geo. 2, c, 3, s. 2, that there must be a demand to ^p®*^ '°"'

inspect a poor rate at a reasonable time and place. And in Bennett v.

Edwards, {1 B. & C. 586,) an assistant overseer appointed under 59
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11. Of the high- Geo. 3, c. 12, was held not liable to the penalty for not producing the

way rates. rate upon demand for inspection, unless it appear that by the terms of
; his appointment, it was part of his duty to produce the same : but if

6 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, i}yQ defendant neglect, after notice, to produce his appointment on the

trial, it may be inferred that it was his duty to produce the rate on
demand.

3. Poem and Amount of Eate.

Form and amount ^7 5 & 6 WiU. 4, c. 50, s. 29, every rate shall contain the names of
of rate. the occupiers, the description of the premises or property they occupy,

and the full annual value of such premises or property, and shall also

specify the sum in the pound at which it is made (a) ; and no rate to

be levied or assessed as aforesaid shaU exceed at any one time the sum
of lOd. in the pound, or the sum of 2s. 6d. in the pound in the whole
in any one year (b) : Provided nevertheless, that with the consent of

four-fifths of the mhabitants of any parish contributing to the high-
way rate assembled at a meeting specially called for that purpose, 10

days' previous notice of the same having been given by the surveyor
of the said parish, the rate to be levied and assessed as aforesaid may
be increased to such sum as the said inhabitants so assembled may
think proper.

4. POWEES IN LOCAL AcTS OF OOMPOUNDINa FOE EATES
EXTENDED TO SUEYEYOK.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 30, in parishes in which the overseers of

the poor have power by local acts of Parliament to compound with or

require composition for poor rates from the landlords of certain

houses, tenements, or hereditaments, and in case of their refusal to

compound, to rate such landlords as the occupiers, the surveyor shall

have the same powers, remedies, and privileges to compound and
enforce composition, and, in case of refusal by the landlords, to assess

them in the same proportions to the rates authorised to be made by
this act, as the overseers of the poor have by such acts for assessing

and recovering any rate made for the relief of the poor, or the com-
positions entered into for the same.

5. Eeroes in Eates may be coeeeoted.

Errors in rates By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 31, Whenever it shall appear to the said
may be rectified, surveyor as aforesaid that there has been any omission or error in any

rate or assessment made in pursuance of this act of or in the name
or any person, parson, or vicar, or of any house, shop, warehouse,
coach-house, stable, cellar, vault, building, workshop, manufactory,
garden-groiind, land, tenement, wood, tithe, mines, pits or quarries

of any mineral, stone, or other matter whatsoever, or hereditaments
liable to be rated for the purposes of this act, it shall be lawful for

the said surveyor as aforesaid, with the consent and approbation of

the justices at a special sessions {post, p. 1043) for the highways, to

cause to be added or corrected in the said rate or assessment the
name of the person, parson, or vicar omitted or erroneously stated.

Surveyor to havo
power to enforce
composition in
certain paristies.

{a) See form of rate, post, No. 17.
{b) In pleading a surveyor's assess-

ment made on occupiers of lands, xin-

der the repealed stat. 13 Geo. 3, c. 78,
ss. 30 and 45, it was necessary to aver
that the assessment did not exceed
^d. in the pound on the yearly value

of the lands ; although tlie limitation

as to vahie annexed to ss. 30 and 40

is contained in a distinct proviso

;

and although the form of an order of

justices, in schedule No. 15, of the

act, adapted to the above sections,

makes no mention of yearly value.

{Morell v. Harvey, iA.dsE. 684.)

Concurrent rates cannot be made for

the same period of time. {Reg. v.

Fordham, \l A. <k E.1Z.) But an-

other rate may legally be made when
a Ibrmcr one has not Ijeen wholly
collected. {Reg. v. Best, 5 Bowl. & L.

40.)
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and a description of the propei"ty in respect of which he ought to be 11. Of the high-
rated ; and every sucli addition or correction made in any of the said way rates.

rates, and signed by such justices, shall be as valid and effectual as if _

the same had been part of the original rate at the time when it was first '^^^ ^'^' *' °" *"

made.
As to rates not being quashed, &c., for want of form, see sect. 107

{post).

See, as to a poor rate being altered after it has been allowed, It, v.

Barrat, 2DoufjlAQb', post, tit. " Poor.''

6. Poor Persons may be DiscnARGED from Bate.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, 8. 32, It shall and may bo lawful for the Persons may be

justices at a special sessions for the highways, on application made to excused by ju«-

thoin by any person rated to any rate under the authority of this act n,c^ft of WgUway
to be discharged therefrom, on proof of his inability through poverty rate,

to pay such rate, the surveyor having been first summoned to appear
on the part of the parish, to order and direct that such person shall be
excused from the payment of such rate ; and which order of the said

justices is hereby declared to be final with respect to such rate. See •

form of summons, post.

When the occupier is discharged from payment of highway rate on
account of poverty, the owner of the premises is not liable to bo
rated. {Ilex. v. Ihdl Dock Coy. 2 B. & C. 516.) Since the passing of

the Small Tenements Act (13 & 14 Vict. c. 99), owners of tenements
not exceeding the yearly value of 0/. maj"- bo rated to the highway
rate instead of the occupier. See " Poor."

7. Persons exempt erom former Statute Duty, not
LIABLE to Kate.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 60, s. 33, When property, or the owner or Certain persons

occupier in respect thereof, has, previous to the passing of this act, been
mruit o'f' hi°h\vav

legally exempt from the performance of statute duty, or from the pay- rate. "

ment of any composition in lieu thereof, or of highway rate, the said

property and the owners and occupiers thereof shall be exempt from
the payment of the rate hereby imposed.

There does not appear to have been any express exemption in the
acts by which the statute duty, composition, and highway rate had
been regulated. (See ante, p. 1021.) A particular township, how-
over, or particular persons, might be exempted by act of Parlia-

ment. {It. Y. Lucey, 5 B. & C. 702 ; It. v. Dayrell, I B. & C. 685), or
perhaps by prescription {Fawceit v. Fowlis, 1 B. & C. 394 ; and see

Chatfield v. Ruston, 3 B. & C. 863 ; Mitchell v. Fordham, 6 B. & C.

274 ; It. V. Toms, IJouyl. 401) ; and many exemptions are to be found
in local acts in favour of particular kinds of property. (See Ilolford

V. Copeland, 3 B. & P. 129; It. v. Manchester Waterworks Company, 1

B. & C. 630; R. v. Mosley, 2 B. & C.'22(i, &c.)

The proper mode of trying the validity of an exemption from the
rate is not by a rule under 11 & 12 Vict, c. 44, s. 5 {Rey. v. Shrop-
shire, 3 N. Hess. Cases, 641), but by appeal to the sessions {Mersey
Bocks Co. v. Jones, 30 L. J. M. C. 185.)

8. Mode of Proceeding for the recovery of Eates.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 34, For levying and recovering the said Rates how to bo

rate by this act authorised to be made, the surveyor shall have the samo '°<'°^®''°'*-

powers, remedies, and privileges as the overseers of tho poor in the

parish have by law for the recovery of any rate made for the relief of

the poor («).

(a) The 12 Vict. c. 14, enables costs of distraining ferrates. Sec the

surveyors of highways to recover the act under "Poor."

VOL. II. 3 u
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5 & 6 Will. 4, C. 50.

11. 0/ the high- As to the mode of proceeding for tlie recovery of a rate made for

way rates. the relief of the poor, see tit. " Poor." See also the forms of proceed-

ings under that title.

No appeal lies under the 20 & 21 Yict. c. 43, against the decision of

justices refusing to enforce payment of highway rates pursuant to 5

& 6 Will. 4, c. 50.
(
Walker v. G. W. B. Coy. 29 L. J. M. C. 117.) The

right course is to obtain a rule against the justices, pursuant to 11 &
12 Vict. c. 44, s. 5.

The rate may be demanded by one of two surveyors acting tmder
the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50. {Morrell v. Martin, 8 Scott 688.) And it may
be paid to one of such surv'eyors. (Ih.)

Under the repealed statute 13 Geo. 3, c. 78, it was held that no
action could be maintained by the surveyors of highways against the

parties rated for non-payment of the sums assessed, in Heujof statute

duty ; a specific remedy, by distress, having been given by the statute.

{Underhill v. Ellicomhe, M'Cl & Y. 450.)
An action lies against the surveyor for executing a warrant of

distress for non-payment of highway rates if the party distrained

upon proves his exemption. [Freeman v. Read, 32 L. J. M. C. 226.)

See forms of summons for non-payment of assessment. No. 19, and
warrant of distress for non-payment of. No. 20 (a).

9. Eate Payees enabled to divide Carriage of Materials.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 35, it shall be lawful for two rate payers

of any parish, within 6 days next after the annual appointment of the

sui-veyor, by a notice in writing, to require the said surveyor to call

a meeting of the rate payers of the said parish for the piu-pose here-

after mentioned, and the said surveyor shall call such meeting within

8 days after the receipt of such notice, and shall give 6 days previous

intimation of such meeting ; and if at such meeting a majority of the

rate payers then and there assembled shall signify theu' consent

thereto, it shall and may be lawful for the rate payers keeping a team
or teams of two or more horses or beasts of draught to divide among
themselves, in proportion to the amount of rate to which they may
respectively be assessed, the carrying of the material which may be

required by the said surveyor for the repairs of the highways within

such parish, and that they shall be paid by the said surveyor for such

carrying of task-work, within 1 calendar month after having per-

formed such service, after such rate per cubic yard of material per

mile, and so in proportion for any less distance than a mile, as shall

be fixed by the justices, at theirifirst meeting in special sessions for the

highways after the 25th day of March in every year(c), which rate the

said justices are hereby required to fix at such special sessions [as to

Ratepayers may
divide among
themselves the
conveyance of

stone, (fee, for

repair of high-
ways (6),

which shall bo
paid for by sur-
veyor.

(a) See R v. Grmtnc, 2 A. & E.

615 ; R. V. Mirchousc, 2 A. d; E.,

632—in which cases the court refused

to compel magistrates by writ of

mandamus to issue warrants for pa-

rish highway rates made under 13

Geo. 3, c. 78, it being doubtful whe-

ther they might not be liable to ac-

tions if they did so : and see R. v.

Sanursetshire {Justices), 4 Ncv. td M.
394), where the court refused to

award a mandamus, commanding
justices to enforce, by issuing a war-

rant of distress, a highway rate as-

sessed, under the above statute, upon
land which had never been rated be-

fore, and the liability of which to be

rated was denied ; and, the prosecu-

tor having, previously to the motion
for the rule for the mandamus, merely
proposed to call a meeting for the
purpose of obtaining an indemnity
for the magistrates, without offering

a sufficient indemnity, discharged the
rule, with costs.

{h) This section is not to apply to
any parish within any highway district

formed under 25 & 26 Vict. c. 61, ss.

40 and 42.

(c) See sect. 45. This provision as

to time is discretionary only. (Rex
v. Justices ofLeicestershire, 7 B. «D C.

6.)
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such sessions, see sect. 45, post, p. 1043] : Provided always, that such 12. Of the col-
carrying or task-work shall be performed at such times and places lector, dec.

and in such manner as the said surveyor may direct (the periods of
spring, seed-time, and harvest always excepted) ; and that in case the ^ ^ o-Wiil. 4, c. 50.

said surveyor shall not approve of the manner in which such carrying -^t '^^*t time

or task-work shall be performed, it shall be lawful for the justices plrfornfed?
°

at a special sessions for the highways to hear the complaint of such Modeofproceed-
surveyor in that respect, and to award such pecuniary redress ing where im-

or forfeiture against the party offending as to them shall appear i"'°pe'"iy ^^o^^®-

reasonable.

The object of this section is to secure to the farmers the team- Object of enact-

work which may be necessary for the repair of the roads within ™^'^**

their respective parishes. {Shelford Highway Act, Report on
County Rates, ordered by the House of Commons to be printed, 3lst July,

1834, p. 0.)

XII. m tfje (Honmoc ot it^icjljbjat) Hates, antr tis Accounts.

By the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 36, the surveyor of any parish, the Surveyor, •with

consent of the majority of the inhabitants in vestry assembled, being
n°a-T*°int^^-ca-'

first had and obtained, may from time to time appoint any number of lector of ratesi

collectors of the said rates, and may remove any such collector and
appoint another in his stead, and make such allowance as to such col-

lector, out of the monies to be received under this act, as the said
inhabitants in vestry assembled shall think reasonable (s. 18, a^ite, p.

1002), and the said collector is hereby declared to have all the same
powers, remedies, and privileges for the levying and enforcing the
payment of such rates as the surveyor nominated or appointed under
the authority of this act. (See ante, s. 34, p. 1025.)
Formerly the surveyor was the sole collector of highway rates,

but now ho is empowered, with the consent of the inhabitants in
vestry, to appoint a collector, to remove him, and to pay him ; and
the collector is invested with the same powers for levying the rate as

the surveyor.

By s. 37, it shall be lawful for the said surveyor and he is hereby Security to be

required to take security from every collector appointed by virtue of \^^^
^^^^ ''°^'

this act, for the due execution of his office of collector, which security
shall be to the full amount of the sum likely to be in the hands of the
said collector at any one time, and shall be by bond without stamp.
(See Form, post.)

Perhaps this clause may be deemed to be directoiy only, so that the
appointment of a collector may be complete, although the security

required has not been given. {R. v. Patteson, 4 B. & Ad. 9.)

By s. 38, every collector appointed by virtue of this act shall under Collector to make

his hand, and at such time and in such manner as the surveyor may
°,^*ji1es°received^^^

direct, deliver to the said surveyor as aforesaid true and perfect ac-

counts in writing of aU monies which shall have been by such col-

lector received by virtue of this act, and also a list of the names of all Of list of de-

such persons as shall have neglected or refused to pay their respective
f^^^t^rs.

rates, and of the monies due from them respectively ; and that every To pay over

such collector shall pay all such monies as shall remain due from him to 'proceedingsTu*^
the said sui-veyor as aforesaid ; and if any such collector shall refuse or default, &o.

neglect to make and render such account, or to produce and deliver up
the list of persons neglecting and refusing to pay their rates as afore-

said, or to make payments as aforesaid, or shall refuse or wilfully

neglect to deliver to the said surveyor as aforesaid, or to such person
as he shall appoint to receive the same, within 3 days after being
thereunto required by the said surveyor as aforesaid by notice in

•writing imder his hand given to or left at the usual place of abode of

such collector all books, papers, and writings in his custody or power

3 u 2
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13. 0/ the relating to tlie execution of tHs act, or to give satisfaction to the

widening,d:c.,of. said surveyor as aforesaid respecting the same, then and in every such
; case, upon complaint made by the said surveyor as aforesaid of any

6 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50- such refusal or wilful neglect as aforesaid to any justice of the peace,

such justice may and he is hereby authorised and required to issue

a summons under his hand for the collector so refusing or neg-

lecting to appear before any two justices of the peace ; and upon the

said collector appearing, or having been so summoned and not appear-

ing without some sufficient or reasonable excuse, or not being found,

it shall be lawful for the said two justices to hear and determine the

matter ; and if, upon confession of the party, or by the testimony ol'

any credible witness on oath, it shall appear to such justices that any
monies remain due from such collector, suchjustices may and they are

hereby authorised and required, upon nonpayment thereof, by waiTaut
under their hands, to cause such money to be levied by distress and
sale of the goods and chattels of such collector ; and if no goods and
chattels of such collector shall be found sufficient to answer and satisly

the said money, and the charges of distraining and selling the said goods

and chattels, then and in every such case such justices shall and they
are hereby required to commit such offender to the common gaol ui-

house of correction for the county, city, or place where such offender

shall be or reside, there to be kept to hard labour for a period not ex-

ceeding 6 calendar months, or until he shall have paid such monies as i

aforesaid, or compounded with the surveyor as aforesaid for such
money (which composition the said surveyor, with the consent of tho

inhabitants in vestry, or, in any parish where they do not meet in

vestry, with the consent of the inhabitants contributing to the high-
way rate at a public meeting assembled, is hereby empowered to make
and receive), or if it shall appear to such justices that such collector

had refused or wilfully neglected to render and give such accounts, or
j

to produce and deliver the Hst of persons neglecting and refusing to

pay their rates as aforesaid, or that any books, papers, or writings,

relating to the execution of this act remained in the hands or in the

custody or power of such collector, and he refused or wilfully neglected
j

to deliver or give satisfaction respecting the same as aforesaid, then
and in every such case such collector shall, on conviction thereof, for-

feit for such offence any sum not exceeding 20?., and in default

of payment thereof shall be committed to the common gaol or

house of correction for the county, city, or place where such offender I

shall be or reside, there to be kept to hard labour for a period not ex-

1

ceeding 4 calendar months, or until he shall have given a true andl
perfect account as aforesaid, and delivered such list as aforesaid, anc
delivered up such books, papers, and writings, or give satisfaction in^

respect thereof to the said surveyor ; Provided always, that no convic-j
tion or imprisonment of such collector as aforesaid shall exonerat"
or discharge any security taken from him on his appointment
aforesaid.

Conviction of col-

lector not to dis-

charge security.

XIII. <©f \%t ^IHitenntfl, arranging, m^ Stopping tip

?i?ig|)toa|)!8.

We shall proceed first to take a preliminary view of the common law
on this subject, and then point out the alteration and improvement it

has undergone by statutory enactments.

By common law. Sy the Common Law."]—By the common laiv an ancient highway can-

By a wi-it of ad '^^^ ^^ changed, without the king's license first obtained upon a writ
quod damnum. of adquod damnum (a), and an inquisition thereon found, that such a

(a) The writ of ad quod damnum is

au original writ, issuing out of and
returnable into Chancery, directed to

the sheriff, to incjuire by a jury whe-
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change will not be prejudicial to tlie public : and it is said, tbat if 13. Of the
one change a highway without such authority, he may stop the new widening,<i;c.,of.

way whenever he pleases ; and it seemeth that the king's subjects have
not such an interest in such new way, as will make good a general justi- ^^ common law.

fication of their going in it as a common highway, but that, in an.

action of trespass brought by the owner of the land against those who
shall go over it, they ought to show specially, by way of excuse, how
the old way was obstructed, and the new one set out ; also it is said,

that the inhabitants are not bound to keep watch in such a new way,
or to make amends for a robbery therein committed, or to repair it.

{I Haiv. c.l6,s.3i.)
So, a public right of navigation in a river or creek cannot be extin-

guished except by an act of parliament, or writ of ad quod damnum,
and inquisition thereon, or, under certain circumstances, by commis-
sioners of sewers, or by natural causes, such as the recess of the sea
or an accumulation of mud, &c., and where a public road obstructing
a channel (once navigable) has existed for so long a time that the
state of the channel, at the time when the road was made, cannot be
proved ; in favour of the existing state of things, it must be presumed,
that the right of navigation was extinguished in one of the modes
before mentioned, and the road cannot be moved as a nuisance to that
navigation. {H. v. Montague, 4: B. & C. 598 ; Vooght v. Winch, 2 B. &
Aid. 662.)

It seems that the finding of a jury, under a writ of ad quod damnum,
in favour of the party at whose instance it is issued, is not a bar to an
indictment for a nuisance, but that the jury by whom such an indict-

ment is to be tried have a right to exercise their own judgment upon
the matter, and may find that to be a public nuisance which another
jury, under that writ, may have found not to be to the prejudice of his

Majesty's subjects. {R. v. EusseU, 6 B. & O. 600.)
On account of the expense and difficulty attending a writ of ad quod

damnum, and the more compendious and easy [method of diverting
highways provided by the now repealed statutes 13 Geo. 3, c. 78, s, 19,

and the 55 Geo. 3, c. 68, that writ has been seldom issued in modern .

times, and it may be questionable whether it is not virtually abolished

by the 5 & 6 WiU. c. 50, s. 85 (2->ost, p. 1033).

A highway cannot be narrowed by the common law. {Fowler v. San-
den, Cro. Jac. 446; and see Jt. v. Lord Grosvenor, 2 StarJc. 511.)

Where a new road is made in pursuance of such a writ, and inquisi- Eepair of a road

tion thereupon found, after the person who sued out the writ hath ^'*®''-

once made the said road, the parishioners ought to keep it in repair

for the future ; because, being discharged from the repairing of the
old road, no new burden is laid upon them, but their labour is only
transferred from one place to another, (Ex parte Vennor, 3 AtTc. 771.

See R. V. Flecknoio, 1 Burr. 465, 523.)

But if the new road lie in another parish, then the person who sued
out the writ, and his heirs, ought not only to make it, but to keep it in

repair; otherwise the parishioners of such other parish would have a

ther such change will be detrimental v. Justices of Essex, (1 B. ib A. 373),

to the public ; which inquisition, it was decided, that, upou an appeal
being a proceeding only cx^iartc, is against the inclosure of a highway,
in its own nature traversable, and the by virtue of a M'rit of ad qihod dam-
party grieved may be lieard against nitm, it was incumbent on the party

it before the Chancellor. By stat. 55 to give the notices required by the

Geo. 3, c. 68, s. 3, (now repealed), 3rd section of the now repealed act

jurisdiction was given to the justices 65 Geo. 3, c. 68 ; and that a notice

in sessions to hear and determine to the party interested was not alone

appeals concerning the same. In R. sufficient.

:'^'^'-. ---ifii 'W^'i
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13. Of tlie new charge upon them, and no recompense, by the former road being

widening,&c.,of. taken away. (Ex parte Vennor, 3 Atk. 772.)

Highways may bo It is certain that a highway may be changed by the act of Ood; and
changed by act of therefore it hath been holden, that if a water, which has been an an-

cient highway, by degrees changes its course and goes over different

ground from that whereon it used' to run, yet the highway continues

in the new channel, in the same manner as in the old. (1 Haw, c. 76,

s. 4. And see Welb. 375.)

Existence of right It seems that a right of way over a road still exists, though one end
of way over road of j^ \,q lawfully stopped up. (R, V. Marquis of Doivnshire, 4 A. & K.
where one end 7iq\
stopped up. iio.)

By statute. By Statute (a).]—In aid of the common law, and to render tlie

changing of highways less troublesome and expensive, power was

given by stats. 13 Geo. 3, c. 78, and 55 Geo; 3, c. 68, to justices of tlio

peace to widen, divert, change, and stop up highways, as they thought

lit ; those enactments are now repealed by the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 1

,

and further provisions enacted in lieu of them, and which we shall

here notice in the following order ;

—

I. Widening and enlarging of.

II. Stopping up, diverting and turndstg of.

III. The Provisions as to widening and diverting, &c.. High-
ways, EXTENDED TO HIGHWAYS, REPAIRABLE RATIONE TENURE.

5 & 6 Will. 4, 0. 50.

Justices may
order narrow
highways to be
widened (c).

I. Widening and enlarging of.

And herein, Istly, of the order of justices for. Compensation to ?
owners, &c. 2ndly, The costs of the proceedings, &c. '.

1. Order of Justicesf01'. Compensation to oivners, &c.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 82, where it shall appear, upon tho

view (b) of two justices of the peace, that any highway (s. 93, j)oa^

p. 1043), is not of sufficient breadth, and might be widened and en-

larged, such justices shall, and they are hereby empowered, within

their respective divisions, to order such highway respectively to be

widened and enlarged in such manner as they shall think fit, so that
'

the said highway, when widened and enlarged, shall not exceed 30 feet \

(a) Roads are sometimes changed,

&c., by turnpike acts, inclosure acts,

and other acts of parliament. See

tit. " Commmis,'" as to stopping up
and diverting highways luider inclo-

sure acts.

In the cases of R. v. Tippett, 1

R^iss. on Crimes, last edit. 484, and
Reg. V. Scott, 6 Jur. 1084, the defen-

dants were convicted for obstructing

a road Avhen tliey had not fulfilled

the conditions upon which statutory

powers for diverting the road had
been conferred upon them.

Justices in petty sessions made an
order for stopping a highway under

a local act giving an appeal ; the

time for appeal having elapsed, it

was held, that it could not be con-

tended, on a prosecution for obstruct- i
ing such way, that the order was*
bad, becau.se the justices were not ^

projierly summoned to the petty ses-

sions. (R. V. Afarquis of I)owjisJii,y,

4 Ad. & E. 698; tit. " Oommons."
(b) It seems that the justices should

#

make this view together, (?jos/, p.

1036.)

(c) It was held that the powei ,

two justices, under the repealed stat.

13 Geo. 3, c. 78, s. 16, to order any
highway to be widened, extend to

roads repairable ratione tenures; and
that upon disobedience to such an
order, the party might either be pro-

ceeded against summarily under the

statute, or by indictment. (R. V.
*

Balme, Cowp. 648.)
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in breadth («) ; and that neither of the said powers do extend to pull IS. Of the
down any house or building (a), or take away the ground of anj u-idening,<i-c.,of.

garden, lawn, yard, court, park, paddock, planted walk, plantation, or ;

avenue to any house, or any inclosed ground set apart for building ^ * ^ ^^^^- ^' ''• ^^•

ground or as a nurserj' for trees ; and for the satisfaction of the person, Surveyor to agree

body politic or corporate, who is seised or possessed of or interested in J^ndsX^reoom-
their own right, or in trust for any other person, (see^osif, p. 1043, pense, and, if they

s. 93), in the said ground that shall be laid into the said highway re- cannot agree, the

spectively so to be widened and enlarged, the said surveyor, under the assess^by a jury
direction and with the approbation of the said justices in writing, shall at quarter ses-

and is hereby empowered to make an agreement with him for the ®'°"^ ^^^'

recompense to be made for such ground, and for the making such new
ditches and fences as shall be necessary, according and in proportion
to their several and respective interests therein, and also with any
other person, body politic or corporate, that may be injured by the
widening and enlarging such highway, for the satisfaction to be made
to him respectively as aforesaid ; and if the said surveyor, under the
direction and with the approbation of the said justices, cannot agi'eo

with the said person, body politic or corporate, or if he cannot bo
found, or shall refuse to treat or take such recompense or satisfaction

as shall be offered to them respectively by such surveyor, then the
justices of the peace at any general quarter sessions to be holden for

the limit wherein such ground shaU lie, upon certificate in writing (c)

signed by the justices making such view as aforesaid of their proceed-
ings in the premises, and upon proof of 14 days' notice in writing
having been given by the surveyor of such parish to the owner, occu-
pier, or other person, body politic or corporate, interested in such
ground, or to his guardian, trustee, clerk, or agent, signifying an
intention to apply to such quarter sessions for the purpose of taking
such ground, shall impannel a jury of 12 disinterested men out of the
persons returned to serve as jurymen at such quarter sessions ; and
the said jury shall, upon their oaths, to the best of their judgment,
assess the damages to be given and recompense to be made to the
owners and others interested as aforesaid in the said ground for their

respective interests, as they shall think reasonable, not exceeding 40
years' purchase for the clear yearly value of the ground so laid out,

and likewise such recompense as they shall think reasonable for the

(a) Stopping up and diverting a according to the plan deposited with
highway, being an interference with the clerk of the peace, but as nearly

the rights of the public, must be on the site there delineated as was
effected in strict accordance with the practicable, without pulling down a
provisions of the statute. It seems house, it was held, that the statutory

that the limitation as to not pulling power for diverting the old highway
down any house, &c., contained in 5 had not been properly carried out,

& 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 82, does not It was also held, that the proviso

apply to the case of diverting a high- rendered the order of sessions bad on
way, which must be done with the its face, for throwing that upon tlie

consent of the owner of the land discretion of the surveyors, who are

through which the new road passes
;

ministerially to execute, what is in

but (assuming it to apply to such a truth a restraint upon the power of

case) where, at the instance of A., the magistrates, who are to order;

and with his consent, the quarter ses- and that if it were rejected, the new
sions duly made an order that an ex- highway would not be made in pursu-

isting highway should be diverted, ance of the order. (R. v. Newmarket
and a newhighway substituted through Raihvay Comimny, 19 L. J. 241,

the lands of A., which the surveyors M. C.)

were thereby authorised to purchase (&) See post, *' Highways, Turn-
for that purpose, with a proviso that inkt," Z Geo. 4, c. 126, ss. 84, 85,

in so doing the surveyors were not to &c., and " Matulamios."
pull down any house, &c. , and the (c) See form of certificate, x>ost, in

surveyors made the new road, not Forms.
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13. Of the

widening, tScc. , of.

5 & 6 WiU. 4, c. 50.

On payment of
money assessed,
ground to be
deemed a public
highway (a).

Saving to owner,
mines, timber, &c.

Where not money
sufficient, a fur-

ther rate may bo
made, by order of

justices at quarter
sessions, not
exceeding one-
third of rate.

Cost of proceed-
ings, by whom'
payable (c).

§^ts!)bja|[S ixi (General.

making of new ditches and fences on tlie side of the said highway that

shall be so widened and enlarged, and also satisfaction to any person,

body politic or corporate, that may be otherwise injured by the widen-
ing and enlarging the said highways respectively; and upon pay-
ment or tender of the money so to be awarded and assessed to the

person, body politic or corporate, entitled to receive the same, or

leaving it in the hands of the clerk of the peace of such limit, in case

such person, body politic or corporate, cannot be found or shall refuse

to accept the same, for the use of the owner of or others interested in

the said ground, the interest of the said person, body politic or corpo-

rate, in the said ground shall be for- ever divested out of them ; and
the said ground, after such agreement or verdict as aforesaid, shall be

esteemed and taken to be a public highway to all intents and pui-poses

whatsoever; saving nevertheless to the owner of such ground all

mines, minerals, and fossils lying under the same, which can or may
be got without breaking the surface of the said highway, and also all

timber and wood growing upon such ground, to be felled and taken by
such owner within one month after such order shall have been made,
or in default thereof to be felled by the said surveyor within the re-

spective months aforesaid, and laid upon the land adjoining, for the

benefit of the said owner ; and where there shall not appear sufficient

money in the hands of the surveyor for the purpose aforesaid, then the

said two justices in cases of agreement, or the said court of quarter

sessions after such verdict as aforesaid, shall direct the surveyor to

make, collect, and levy an equal rate in the same manner as the rate

by this act authorised to be made, (see s. 27, ante, p. 1022,) and to pay
the money to the person, body poHtic or corporate, so interested, in

such manner as the said justices or court of quarter sessions respec-

tively shall direct and appoint ; and the money thereby raised shall be
employed and accounted for, according to the order and dii'ection of

the said justices or court of quarter sessions respectively, for and
towards the purchasing the land to widen and enlarge the said high-

way, and for making the said ditches and fences, and also satisfaction

for the damages sustained thereby
;
provided that no such rate to bo

made in any one year shall exceed one-third part of the rate by tliis^

act authorised to be levied [h) in addition to the rate for the repair of

the highways.
There is no appeal against this rate, when made at quarter sessions

nor can it be removed by certiorari. But if made by two justices, an
appeal lies to the sessions (s. 105); and if a case be granted (s. lOS),

the writ of certiorari lies, post, Certiorari. An appeal also lies against

the order for widening.

2. Costs of the Proceedings, &c.

Sect. 83. In case such jury shall give in and deliver a verdict for

more monies as a recompense for the right, interest, or property of

any person, body politic or corporate, in such lands or grounds, or for

the naaking such fence, or for such damage or injury to be sustained

by him as aforesaid, than what shall have been proposed and ofi'ered

by the said surveyor before such application to the said court of quarter
sessions as aforesaid, that then and in such case the costs and expenses
attending the said several proceedings shall be borne and paid by the

surveyor out of the monies in his hands or to be assessed and levied by
virtue and under the powers of this act; but if such jury shall give and
deliver a verdict for no more or for less monies than shall have been
so offered and proposed by the said surveyor before such application to

{a) See 250s<, tit. ^'Highways, Ttmi-
pike," 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 86.

{b) By the old law, the maximum

of the rate was M. in the pound.
(c) See jiost, ^' HigMvays, Turn-

pike," 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 87.
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the said court of quarter sessions, that then the said costs and expenses 13. Qf the

shall be borne and paid by the person, body politic or corporate, who widening,<&c.,of,

shall have refused to accept the recompense and satisfaction so offered

to him as aforesaid. ^ * « ^i"- *• «• so.

II. Stopping up, diverting, and turning Highways.

And herein of—1. The proceedings to obtain the justices' certificate Division of

for, and the certificate, &c.—2. The appeal against stopping up, &c. ^^'^i^^^-

and costs on, &g.—3. The order for stopping, &c.—4. The repair of

highways diverted, &c.

1. Proceedings to obtain Justices' Certificate and Certificate for, &c.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 84, when the inhabitants in (a) vestry as- Vestry, if they

sembled shall deem it expedient that any highway should be stopped shcndd be^stopped
up, diverted, or turned, either entirely or reserving a bridleway or up, &c., to direct

footway along the whole or any part or parts thereof, the chairman of
^"est^'usticT t

such meeting shall, by an order in writing, direct the surveyor to view the same,

apply to two justices to view (6) the same, and shall authorise him to

pay all the expenses attending such view, and the stopping up, divert-

ing, or ttu-ning such highway, either entirely or subject to such reser-

vation as aforesaid, out of the money received bj' him for the purposes
of this act : Provided nevertheless, that if any other party shall be Mode of proceed-

desirous of stopping up, diverting, or turning any highway as afore- ^^^}^ °*^®/ ^^^^^

said, he shall, by a notice m writing, require the surveyor to give ping up.

notice to the churchwardens to assemble the inhabitants in vestry, and
to submit to them the wish of such person ; and if such inhabitants shall

agree to the proposal, the said surveyor shall apply to the justices as

last aforesaid for the purposes aforesaid ; and in such case the expenses Expenses in such
aforesaid shall be paid to such surveyor by the said party, or be re- case,

coverable in the same manner as any forfeiture is recoverable under
this act, {post, Penalties) ; and the said surveyor is hereby required to

make such application as aforesaid.

As to stopping up footpaths across lands required for rifle volunteer
and artillery volunteer practice, see 23 & 24 Vict. c. 140, s. 17, and
25 & 26 Vict. c. 41, s. 4.

The widening an existing highway is a diversion of an old and a
substitution of a new highway within this section, for it makes no
difference whether the new right of way is given over entirely new
land, or whether the new land be bounded by an old narrow highway.
Per Blackhurn J. in Beg. v. Phillips, 1 L. E. Q. B. 660.

Sect. 85. When it shall appear upon such view (h) of such two jus- if apparent to

tices of the peace, made at the request of the said surveyor as afore- unnecfessaAr &c^,
said, that any public highway may be diverted and turned, either en-
tirely or subject as aforesaid, so as to make the same nearer or more
commodious to the public, and the owner of the lands or grounds and consent of

through which such new highway so proposed to be made shall consent o^teined^
^^^^

thereto by writing under his hand(c), or if it shall appear upon such
view that any public highway is unnecessary, the said justices shall

direct the surveyor to afiix a notice in the form or to the effect of notices to be

schedule {d) to this. act annexed, in legible characters, at the place and siven,

(a) That is the inhabitants of the B. v. Justices of Kent, {Id. 622), post,

place or district in which the high- p. .)

way in question is situated. Wright {d) See form of notice, post, No.
V. Frant {Overseers oj), 32 L. J, M. 25

;
post, Forms.) The notice ought

C. 204.) to follow the form given in the sche-

{b) It seems, that the justices dule. In Rex v. Horner, 2 B. & Ad.
must make a ioint view, {post, p. 160, a notice was held bad which
1036. only described the road as lying be-

(c) See form of consent, jwst, No. twecn two termini, and stated as the

24, See R. v. KirTc, 1 B. <L- C. 21
;

object of the intended order that 426
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13. Of the l>y the side of each end of the said highway from -whence the same is

vjidenmg,d!c.,of. proposed to be turned, diverted, or stopped, either entirely or sub-

ject as aforesaid, and also to insert the same notice in one newspaper
5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50. puljlished or generally circulated in the county where the highway so

proposed to be diverted and turned or stopped up, either entirely or

subject as aforesaid, (as the case may be), shall lie, for 4 successive

weeks next after the said justices have viewed such public highway,
and to affix a like notice on the door of the church of every parish in

which such highway so proposed to be diverted, turned, or stopped up,

either entirely or subject as aforesaid, or any part thereof, shall lie, on
and upon proof 4 successive Sundays next after the making such view ; and the said

^^an'^of'oid and™ Several notices having been so published, and proof thereof having

new highway been given to the satisfaction of the said justices, and a plan having
being left with been delivered to them at the same time particularly describing the old
justices, ^^^ ^-^^ proposed new highway, by metes, bounds, and admeasurement

thereof, which plan shall be verified by some competent surveyor, the
the said justices gg^j^ justices shall proceed to certify under their hands the fact of theii-

ce 1 y, c.

iiaving viewed the said highway as aforesaid, and that the proposed ;,

new highway is nearer or more commodious to the public ; and if |

nearer, the said certificate shall state the number of yards or feet it is I

nearer, or if more commodious, the reasons why it is so ; and if the ?

highway is proposed to be stopped up as unnecessary, either entirely *

or subject as aforesaid, then the certificate shall state the reason why
Certificate, (fee, to it is unnecessary ; and the said certificate of the said justices, together
be lodged with "with the proOf and plan so laid before them as aforesaid, shall, as soon
clerk of the peace,

^^ conveniently may be after the making of the said certificate, be
'*

lodged with the clerk of the peace for the county in which the said

highway is situated, and shall (at the quarter sessions (a) which shall

be holden for the limit within which the highway so diverted and
turned or stopped up, either entii-ely or subject as aforesaid, shall lie,

next after the expiration of 4 weeks from the day of the said certificate

of the said justices having been lodged with the clerk of the peace as

and read at aforesaid) be read by the said clerk of the peace in open court; and the
quarter sessions,

g^^-^j certificate, together with the proof and plan as aforesaid, as well

as the consent in writing of the owner of the land through which the

and to be inroiled. new highway is proposed to be made, shall be inroUed (6) by the clerk

of the peace amongst the records of the said coui-t of quarter sessions :

Inspection, &c., Provided always, that any person whatever shall be at liberty, at any
of certificate and time previous to the said quarter sessions, to inspect the said certificate

P^'*"- and plan so as aforesaid lodged with the said clerk of the peace, and

to have a copy thereof, on payment to the clerk of the peace at the

rate of 6d. per folio, and a reasonable compensation for the copy of the

plan.

The certificate of justices, made pursuant to this section in the case

of the diversion of an old road by the substitution of a new one, is suffi-

cient if it declare that the old highway will become unnecessary when
the proposed new highway is completed as proposed. {Beg. v. FhiUips,

1 L. JR. Q. B. 612.)

yards of the road, but not saying future state of things. _ '

•whatpart, would become unnecessary, (a) This means the quarter sessions

and would be stopped up. So, in for the county, riding, division, shire,

Reg. v. Midglcy, 12 W. M. 954, acer- &c., in which the highway in question

tificate of justices was held bad is situated, and not any adjournment

which certiiied " that a new footpath thereof held within a particular di-

would be more commodious than the vision of the county for the purpose

said highways and footpaths herein- of deciding matters in its vicinity,

before intended to be diverted when {Reg. v. Justices of Laiicashirc, 8 E.

the diversion thereof has been made,

"

tf; B. 663.)

because the act does not authorise the (b) See De Ponthieu v. Penny-

justices to certify with reference to a feather; 5 Taunt. 634.
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Sect. 86. In any case where it is proposed to stop up or divert more 13. Of the
than one highway, which highways shall be deemed to be so connected widening,<&c.,of.
together as that they cannot be separately stopped or diverted without
interfering one with the other, it shall be lawful to include such iftoytopptngup
different highways in one order or certificate (a). more than one

Sect. 87. In the event of any appeal (s. 88, post, p. 1038) being brought
nelt^To'^°th

against the whole or any part or parts of any order or certificate for
^^'^ ^ °^^ ^''

diverting more highways than one, it shall be lawful for the court to firm oMefC^so
decide upon the propriety of confirming the whole or any part or parts doing whoUy or in

of such order or certificate without prejudice to the remaining part or p**""*-

parts thereof.

The certificate of justices is insufficient if it does not state upon the
face of it that all the particulars required by s. 84 have been complied
with. {Beg. v. Justices of Worcestershire, 23 L. J. M. C. 113.)

These enactments as regards the stopping up, diverting, and turning observations, &c.,

highways, in many respects materially difier from the prior provisions on enactments,

contained in the 13 Geo. 3, c. 78, ss. 19, 21, 22, and 55 Geo. 3, c. 68.

It was not i^rovided by those acts that the vestry should direct the Difference be-

surveyor to apply to justices to view the way, nor did they enable any tween them and

other party desirous of stopping up, diverting, or turning a way, to uieuts!
''"^'^

require the surveyor to give notice to the churchwardens to call a
vestry to consider the matter, as is now the case under the above 84.th

section of the new act.

Again, the introduction of the words "either entirely or reserving
a bridleway or footway along the whole or any part or parts thereof,"
gets rid of the difficulty as to a partial diversion, suggested in B. v.
Winter, 8 B. & C. 785.
Again, s. 84, the inhabitants are to exercise an absolute control

over the extingmshment or alteration of their highways. For whether
they themselves may be desirous of the change, or whether an indi-
vidual may entertain such a wish, the surveyor or district surveyor is

to be applied to for the purpose of requiring two justices to view the
road in question with theii- sanction. That being done, and the ex-
penses of the surveyor paid, it is imperative upon him to make
the application, and equally imperative upon the magistrates to

view.
The difficulty regarding the notice of holding special sessions, which

formerly existed, is removed. (2 B. & Ad. 154.) The necessity also
of having a plan annexed to the notice is done away with, for the
justices are to have the plan subsequently to the notice.

The new enactments give no power of selling the old highway, when
stopped up, as was the case imder the repealed acts. Under the present
law, therefore, perhaps the owner of the soil will become absolutely
and exclusively entitled to it.

A public highway led over the land of H. J. A. He opened another when proceedings
road over his own land, between the same points whica the public '"''^y be taken to

used, and they ceased using the former road. Nine years afterwards ne^c^s^ary to pro
he obtained an order of justices for stopping up the old road as un- ceed as in case of a

necessary, under the repealed act 55 Geo. 3, c. 68, s. 2 : held, that such diversion.

order might properly be made, and that it was not necessary to pro-
ceed as in case of diverting a highway under the also now repealed
act, 13 Geo. 3, c. 78, s. 16. {B. v. Justices of Cambridgeshire, 4 Ad. &
E. Ill, per Denman, 0. J., and Patteson, J.)

An order of justices for stopping an unnecessary highway, under the stopping up half

repealed act ob Geo. 3, c. 68, was bad, if it stopped up half the breadth
^^\'^f

'^^^ ''^

of a highway, leaving the rest open, although the other half was not '^
^^^'

within their division {B. v. Inhabitants of Milverton, 5 Ad. & E. 841)

;

(a) See R. v. Kenyan, 6 B. d: C. 645.
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Consent of owner
of land to new
waj' passing
through it (ante,

p. loas).

13. Of tJie and it seems doubtful whether the justices of the two divisions could

widening,d;c.,of. by orders made concurrently, have stopjied up both sides. {Id.) Under
the j)resent act (see s. 84, p. 1033), a highway may be stopped up, &c.,

either entu'ely or reserving a bridleway or footway along the whole or

any part or parts thereof.
View by justices. It was held, under the repealed act 55 Geo. 3, c. 68, that to ground

an order for stopping up a highway the view by justices was not suffi-

cient, unless it was a joint one, nor unless their finding was come to

immediately upon it. {R. v. Justices of Cambridgeshire, 4: A. & E. Ill
;

5 N.& M. 140. See R. v. Marquis of Doivnshire, 4 ^. (fc ^. 713.) Under
the present enactments it seems to be necessary that the view should
be a joint one.

As regards the consent of the owner to the new way passing through
his grounds, it has been held, that an order made by justices under
the first part of sect. 2 of the now repealed act 55 Geo. 3, c. 68, for

stopping up an old highway and setting out a new one, must be made,
and show that it was made with the consent in writing, under the hand
of the owner (at the time of the order) of the land through which the

new highway is proposed to be made ; and therefore, where an order
made under that statute, recited that the justices had received evidence
of the consent of J. T. Esq., " in his lifetime," to the new road being
carried through his lands, by writing under his hand, and/ it appeared
that another person was owner of the land at the time the order was
made ; it was held, that such order was insufiicient, and could not be
carried into execution. \R. v. Kirk, IB. & C. 21.) The court in the
same case said, that their decision would not affect the question,

whether an owner of an estate might revoke a consent given by a
former owner who was alive and consenting at the time the order was
made. So a consent to the diversion of a road, under the hand and
seal of the solicitor and agent of the party through whose ground the
new road was to pass, was held under the repealed acts insufficient.

{R. V. Justices of Kent, 1 B. & G. 622.)

It is unnecessary to obtain or state the consent of trustees of a turn-
pike road over which the new path was turned, for they have no inte-

rest in the soil. {Daviso7i v. QUI, 1 East, 69.)

If the justices having viewed the highway to be stopped up, di-Notices required
by section 85.

Certificate of
justices

verted, or turned (according to the nature of the application), in their

discretion (to be exercised in regard to the greater nearness or commo-
diousness of the way, or, on the other hand, of its inutility) think that

it may be diverted, turned, or stopped up (according to the applica-

tion), and in case the owner of the lands or grounds through whicli

the new highway (if any) proposed to be made consents thereto b}'

writing under his hand, the next step will be for the surveyor or dis-

trict surveyor to give the notices required by s. 85. If thejustices, on
the contrary, think that the application ought to be refused, the matter
must drop for the present.

The notice must be given by the surveyor or district surveyor, and
the statute in this respect is imperative, not directory. (See R. v. Jus-
tices of Suffolk, 6B.& C. 110; B. v. Justices of Surrey, 5 B. & C. 241.)
The 85th section points out the way these notices are to be given.
It would seem that the notices cannot be considered as published

until they have been given in each of the three modes required by the
act for 4 successive weeks, and that the power of the justices to certify

will not arise until the expiration of that time. (See R. v. Kent, 1 B.
& G. 622.)

After these notices have been given and the times limited thereby
have elapsed, application should again be made to the two magistrates
who have viewed the road, for their certificates. This application

should be siipported by proof of the publication of the notices, to be
adduced by the affidavit of the person who put them up, and by the

production of the newspaper in which they were inserted, and by the
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production of a plan of the old and proposed new highways, by metes, 13. Of the

bounds, and the admeasurement thereof, verified by some competent widening, <S!c., of.

surveyor. These are to be adduced before and delivered to the jus-
tices, who are then to certify that they have viewed the proposed new
highway : that it is nearer or more commodious {post, p. 1040) to the
public—if nearer, the number of yards ; if more commodious, the rea-
•sons why so. If a highway is stopped as unnecessary, the certificate

must state the reason, (Sect. 85, ante, p. 1033.)

It seems that under the repealed statutes there must have been a
separate order for stopping up each individual way, so that two or
more ways could not be comprised in one order. {B. v. Kenyon, 6 B.
& C. 645; B. v. Inhabitants of Milverton, 5 A, & E. 841.) But now, by
the 86th section of the new act (see ante, p. 1035), different highways
may, in certain cases, be included in one order or certificate.

The certificate of the viewing justices ought to state that the sur-
veyor who makes the application to the justices was duly authorised
to do so by the vestry, pursuant to s. 84. {Beg, v. Justices of Wor-
cestershire, 3 E. & B. 477.
In B. V. Justices of Kent, (10 B. & C. 477,) it was held, that an should shew that

order made under the bo Geo. 3, c. CS, s. 2, (now repealed) for divert- yK^^'""^
^'^^^

ing an old highway and substituting a new one, must have shown on * '

the face of it that the justices viewed the line of the proposed new road.
In B. V. Justices of Worcester (8 B. & C. 254), it was held to be necessary
that an order made under the same enactment for stopping up an un-
necessary highway should state that it appeared to the justices, on
view, that the way was unnecessary, and therefore that an order
merely stating that the " justices had, upon view, found," or "that it

ajspeared to them " that the way was unnecessary, was bad.
An order of justices under the above enactment, 55 Geo. 3, c. 68, s. 2,

for stopping up a highway, which stated, that " We, "VV. R. and G. Q.,
justices, &c., having vieived a certain public highway," &c. (describing

it), *' and it appearing unto us, the said justices, that such highway is

unnecessary, do order," &c., was held insufficient, because the conclu-
sion of the justices that the highway was unnecessary, did not appear
on the face of the order to be derived exclusively from the view. {Beg.

V. Jones, 12 A. & E. 684 ; B.y. The Marquis of Downshirc, 4 A. & E. 698.)

In B. V. Jones, Coleridge, J., stated, "It ought to appear unequivo-
cally, and not only by probable argument, that the jiistices acted on
their own view, and derived their conviction from that. There is no
part of the administration of the law by justices, acting on their own
authority, in which it is more necessary for the court to look closely at

their proceedings than the stopping of highways."
But where an order made under the above enactment began, " We,"

&c., " having, upon view, found, and it appearing to us," that a certain

highway is unnecessary, it was held, that this recital did not imply
that the justices acted under any other information than their own
view, and that the order was good. {B. v. Milverton, 5 A. & E. 841.)

lu B. V. Jones, supra, Lord Denman said, " In Bex v. Milverton, the

words ' having, upon view, found,' were equivalent to a recital that it

appeared upon the view of the justices."

In such an order the following recital:—" We, A., B., and C, jus-

tices," &c., "assembled at a special sessions, held" &c., on&c, "hav-
ing upon view found that a certain part of a highway called &c., is

unnecessary ;" was held sufficiently to show that the justices viewed
such highway together, and at the time when the order was made.
{Bex V. Cambridgeshire Justices, 4: A. & E. 111.)

Where a road had been disused for many years, by reason of a new
one having been made ; it was held, under the repealed act 55 Geo. 3,

c. 68, that the justices might properly state in their order that they

had viewed the old road, if they had viewed the ground over which

the right of way was. {B. \. Justices of Cambridgeshire, 4 A. cfe E, 111.)
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13. Of tlw Proof of non-user of a road for 28 years by carts and carriages, and
widening, <kc., of. the stopping up of such, road by a gate kept always locked, is pre-

sumptive evidence that the road had been stopped up under an inclo-

sure award with the consent and by order of 2 justices. {Williams v.

Eyton, 4: H. & N. Sol .)

As to an order for stopping up a highway, &c., under the abo^e

repealed act being explained by a plan annexed to it, seeiZ. v. Horner,'

2B. ikAd. 150.

The certificate, and the proof and plan, as soon as conveniently may
be after the making of the certificate, are to be lodged with the clerk

to be lodged with of the peace, and read in open court at the quarter sessions to be held
the clerk of the next after the expiration of 4 weeks from the day the certificate was
P®**'^' lodged, and to be inrolled. (Sect. 85, p. 1033.)

Parties thinking themselves aggrieved by the proposed alteration

and to be inrolled. may appeal ; but the questions whether the proposed new highway is

Appeal. nearer and more commodious {post, p. 1039) to the public, or whether,

when stopped, it is unnecessar}', or whether the party appealing would
be injured or aggrieved, are to be determined by a jury. (5 & 6 Will. 4,

c. 50, s. 88, infra.)

But if there be no appeal, or, being one, it is dismissed, the order

for stopping up or diverting is to be made by the court of quarter ses-

sions, under sect. 91 {post, p. 1041), instead of 2 justices, as heretofore.

Care should be taken by the justices in their proceedings under these

enactments that they do not contravene the provisions of any local act,

Justices must not (which are excepted). "Where the exceptive words of a local act were

viSonToUocai ^^ foUows :
—" IJnless leading over some moor or waste ground, or to

act. some village, town, or place to which such new road doth not lead,"

the court held the exception absolute. Therefore where trustees had
assigned a road to the plaintiflF, but it appeared that there was no other

way to the defendant's house, although the plaintiff had left a suffi-

cient space, he was nonsuited in an action of trespass, because the

whole road remained subject to the servitude it was before liable to,

the trustees being incompetent to effect a partial destruction of it.

{Wilkinson Y. Bagshaio, Peuh, Add. Ca. 165.)

2. xi^jpeal against stopping up, &c. Costs 07i, &c.

5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50. By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 88, when any such certificate shall havo
Persons ag^/iicvcd jjeen SO given as aforesaid, {ante, p. 1034,) it shall and may be lawful
ay appea .

^^^ ^^^ person who may think that he would be injui-ed or aggrieved

if any such highway should be ordered to be diverted and tui'ned or

stopped up, either entirely or subject as aforesaid, and such new high-

way set out and appropriated in lieu thereof as aforesaid, or if any un-
necessary highway should be ordered to be stojjped up as aforesaid, to

make his complaint thereof by appeal to the justices of the peace at the

„ „ ^ , said quarter sessions, upon giving to the surveyor 10 (a) days' notice in

grounds of appeal Writing of such appeal, together with a statement in writing of the
to bo given. grounds of such appeal, who is hereby required, within 48 hours after

the receipt of such notice, to deliver a copy of the same to the party

by whom he was required to apply to the justices to view the said high-
way; provided that in all cases where the said surveyor shall havo
been directed by the inhabitants in vestry assembled to apply to such
justices as aforesaid, then the said surveyor shall not be required to

deliver a copy of such notice to any party : Provided also, that it shall

not be lawful for the appellant to be heard in support of such appeal

imless such notice and statement shall have been so given as aforesaid,

nor on the hearing of such appeal to go into or give evidence of any
other grounds of appeal than those set forth in such statement as

aforesaid. (See form of notice of appeal, post. Forms.)
The power of appeal given by this section is against the certificate

of justices, and the sessions have jurisdiction to decide upon any

{a) But the time seems now to be altered to 14 days by 12 & 13 Vict. c. 45, s. 1.
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substantial defect appearing on the face of the certificate ; they are 13. Of the

not limited to trying by a jury the questions specified in sect. 89. widening, &c., of.

{Reg. V. Justices of Worcestershire, 23 L. J. M. C. 113.) ————

—

The appeal under this section must be to the sessions for the county, ^ 6 wi . 4, c. 50.

riding, division, or shire within which the highway is, not to a parti-

cular adjournment held within a particular division. (B. v. Suffolk

[JJs. of), 17 L. J. 143, M. C.) ; therefore a notice of appeal was held
bad in II. v. JJs. of Lancashire, 27 L. J. M. C. 161, which was served
on the 24th of June, the county sessions beginning on the 29th of

June at L., although the sessions for the division of M., within which
the road in question was situated, were not held by adjournment
until the 6th of July. It is a condition precedent to the right of

appeal that due notice of appeal, and of the grounds thereof, be given
in writing to the surveyor.

Sect. 89. In case of such appeal the justices at the said quarter ses- in case of appeal,

sions shall, for the purpose of determining whether the proposed new j^^y
at sessions to

highway is nearer or more commodious to the public, or whether the ther'new^dghway
public highway so intended to be stopped up, either entirely or subject is unnecessary,

as aforesaid, is unnecessary, or whether the said party appealing would *''•

be injured or aggrieved, impannel a jury of 12 disinterested men out
of the persons returned to serve as jurymen at such quarter sessions

;

and if, after hearing the evidence produced before them, the said jury Proceedings when

shall return a verdict that the proposed new highway is nearer or more {^l^, ;**^°Ll®
3?*

T J 11 IT ft F n TT1-1 -J 1T1 way IS unneces-
commodious to the public, or that the public highway so intended to sary, &c.

be stopped up, either entirely or subject as aforesaid, is unnecessary,
or that the party appealing would not be injured or aggrieved, then
the said court of quarter sessions shall dismiss such appeal, and make
the order herein mentioned for diverting and turning and stoi:)ping up
such highway, either entirely or subject as aforesaid, or for diverting,

tui'iiing, and stopping up of such old highway, and purchasing the
gi'ound and soil for such new highway, or for stopping up such unne-
cessary highway, either entirely or subject as aforesaid ; but if the The same when
said jury shall return a verdict that the proposed new highway is not J^'T decide to the

nearer or not more commodious to the public, or that the highway so
''^^ ^^^^'

intended to be stopped up, either entirely or subject as aforesaid, is

not unnecessary, or that the party appealing would be injured or
aggrieved, then the said court of quarter sessions shall allow sach
appeal, and shall not make such order as aforesaid.

The 87th section, as we have seen, allows the sessions to decide
upon the propriety of confirming an order or certificate for diverting
more highways than one wholly or in part.

Sect. 90. The court of quarter sessions is hereby authorised and re- Costs of appeal

quired to award to the party giving or receiving notice of appeal such ^^^ ^^ awarded,

costs and expenses as shall be incurred in prosecuting or resisting such
appeal, whether the same shall be tried or not ; and such costs and
expenses shall be paid by the survej'or or other party as aforesaid at

whose instance the notice for diverting and turning or stopping up the
highway, either entirely or subject as aforesaid, shall have been given;
and in case the said surveyor or other party as aforesaid shall not
appear in support thereof, the said court of quarter sessions shall

award the costs of the appellant to be paid by such siuTeyor or other
party as aforesaid, and such costs shall be recoverable in the same
manner as any penalties or forfeitures are recoverable under this act.

(How penalties are recoverable, see jws^, Recovery of Penalties.)

For the law as to appeals in general, see cmte, tit. " Appeal ;" and as Observations, &c.

to appeals in other cases under the highway act, see pp. 1038, 1090. °" enactments.

It would seem that the person entitled to appeal under the above Who entitled to

provisions must be one who would sustain some special and peculiar »1'p«'>^

injury by the diversion, &c., of the way, such as being deprived of the

use of the way which he has been in the constant habit of using for

some period, or the loss of custom in his trade, or the like ; at alii
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13. 0/ the events, the provisions do not extend to any captious person whatever.

widening, dtc, of. (See B. v. Essex, 5 B. & C. 431 ; R. v. Williamson, 1 T. R. 32.)—; The notice of appeal must state that the appellant is injured or ag-
Notice of appeal, grieved, or it must appear therefrom that such is the case. {R. v. Essex,

5 i?. cfc C. 431 ; R. v. Justices of Yorkshire, 7 B. & C. 678 ; R. v. Somer-
setshire, 1 B. & C. 681, n.) Under the repealed act 55 Geo. 3, c. 68, it

was held that it sufficiently appeared that the appellant was a party

aggrieved, where the notice stated that he and his tenants, occupiers

of a fann and lands near the way in question, and who had theretofore

used and had a right to use it, and all other persons and the public,

would be put to great inconvenience. {R. v. W. R. of Yorkshire, 4 B.

ffc A. 685.) And under the same enactment a notice was held suffi-

cient which stated that the appellants were aggrieved by being com-
pelled to go a greater distance to the next market town from their

respective residences than they would have gone if the road intended

to be stoi^ped up had been put and kept in a proper state of repair.

{R. V. Alley, i N. & M. 365. And see Wilks v. Ilumjerford Market, 1

Hodges, 281.)
_

The 10 days' notice of appeal are to be reckoned exclusively of tlie

first 6, inclusive of the last day. {R. v. W. R. of Yorkshire, 4 B. & Ad.
685 ; R. V. Ooodenough, 2 A. & E. 463. See note (a), j?. 1038.)

To what sessions It should seem that the appeal must be made to the quarter sessions
appeal to be made, held next after the expiration of 4 weeks from the day the certificate

was lodged with the clerk of the peace, without reference to any notice

which the appellant may have had of the intended alteration. {R. v.

Staffordshire, 3 East, 150.)

Proceedings at A footpath led from the hamlet of "Wyke to a turnpike-road, which
sessions. led, in one direction, to the town of Axminster, and in the other to

various other places. It was proposed to divert a part of this footpath,

by making it join the road at a point somewhat nearer to Axminster.
Two justices certified (under the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 85), for the

diversion of this footpath, described as leading "from VV. to A." and
stated in their certificate that the intended footpath was '

' nearer and
more commodious " than the old. Against this diversion an appeal was
tried at the quarter sessions, under sect. 88 ; and the grounds of ap-

peal were, that, reference being had to the " various places with which
the original footpath communicated, the new line was not nearer and
more commodious than the old." It appeared that the proposed new
line of footpath joined the turnpike-road at a point nearer to Ax-
minster than the old, and was, consequently, nearer as between Wyko
and Axminster only, but it was not so near as between Wyke
and the other places mentioned ;—Held, that the jury were properly

directed to construe the word " near " not as between W. & A., but as

between the point at which the new and old lines of footpath diverged,

and the point where the old line reached the road. {Reg. v. Shilcs, 1

Q. B. 919.)

In that case it was also held, that the jury having found that the
new path was not nearer than the old, but that it was more commo-
dious, the order for diverting the footpath could not be made, as it was
necessary, under sect. 89, that the substituted line should be both
"nearer" and more "commodious;" but this point was expressly
overruled in Reg. v. Phillips, 1 L. R. Q. B. 648, where it was held

that if the proposed new highway be either nearer or more commodious,
the justices may certify for the diversion of the old highway.
Under the 108th sect, of the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, the quarter ses-

sions may state a case for the opinion of the court of Queen's Bench,
informing them how the appeal was left to the jmy, and asking them
their opinion whether it was correctly left. (Id.)

The 90th sect., as to costs, is more extensive in its operation than
Costs of appeal. ^-^^ gQ^j^ g^g^^ of the repealed act 13 Geo. 3, c. 78. Under that enact-

ment, where notice of appeal against an order for diverting a footway
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was given, and tiie order was not filed witli tlie clerk of tlie peace for 13. 0/ t/ie

inrolment, but the justices gave the appellant notice that they in- widening,<kc.,of.

tended to abandon the order, it was held that the justices at the ses-
'

sions hud no power to award to the appellant the costs of preparing to
try the appeal. {R. v. Wing, 4 B. & C. 114.)

The quarter sessions have no power, under the 90 sect, of the pre-
sent act, to make a general order for the costs of an appeal, though
they may refer the taxation of the amount to their officers, provided
they, during the sessions, adopt his decision, and incorporate it in the
order. {Selhvood v. Mount, 1 Q. B. 726 ; Beg. v. ClarJc, 9 L. J. M. C.

91 ; ante, tit. "Appeal" and " Costs."

The sessions are bound, by sect. 90, to award costs to the person pro-
secuting or resisting an appeal, whether the appeal be tried or not,

and therefore although the appeal had been struck out, no one appear-
ing when it was called on, the court of Queen's Bench held that an
application to enter could be made at any time during the day, and
ordered the appeal to be reinstated. {Beg. v. Justices of West Biding,
31 L. J. M. C. 271.)
The non-payment of costs awarded by an order of quarter-sessions

under that sect, is not an offence forming a subject for a conviction
under the 101st and 103rd sects, (post, p. 1088) ; but the non-payment
of them may be enforced by a distress warrant, issued by 2 justices

under the 103rd sect., grounded directly upon the order of sessions.

{Selhvood v. Mount, supra ; 1 Q. B, 726.) Such a distress warrant is

bad, if it do not show on the face of it an order of sessions for the
payment of a specific sum as costs. {Ih.)

And where -such a distress warrant did not recite any order of quarter
sessions for the payment of such costs, but was founded upon a sub-
sequent conviction by 2 justices out of sessions, for non-payment of
them ; it was held, that the warrant was illegal, and that no property
passed to the vendee of goods seized and sold under it. {Lock y. Sell-

wood, 1 Q. B. 736; Sellwoody. Mount, 1 Q. B. 726.)

The justices, out of sessions, cannot award costs under the 90th
sect, {lb.)

3. The Order for stopping up, &c.

By 5 & 6 Will. '4, c. 50, s. 91, If no such appeal be made(«), or 5&6Wiil. 4, c. an.

being made shall be dismissed as aforesaid, then the justices at the said ^^^ 'Tr'^if dfs-

quarter sessions shall make an order to divert and turn and to stop up missed, sessions to

such highway, either entirely or subject as aforesaid, or to divert, turn,
^o^jj^'^'^^Xj"'^

and stop xq) such old highway, and to purchase the ground and soil ways. ' '

for such new highway, or to stop up such unnecessary highway, either

entirely or subject as aforesaid, by such ways and means, and subject

to such exceptions and conditions in all respects as in this act is men- ,

tioned in regard to highways to be widened (s. 82, ante, p. 1030)

;

and the proceedings thereupon shall be binding and conclusive on all

persons whomsoever ; and the now highways so to be appropriated and New way shall be

set out shall be and for ever after continue a public Highway to all * P"^^*^ '^^^•

intents and purposes whatsoever; but no old highway (except in the old way when to

case of stopping up of such useless highway as herein is mentioned) shall t>e stopped_m case

be stopped until such new highway shall be completed and put into

good condition and repair, and so certified by 2 justices of the peace
upon view thereof, which certificate shall be returned to the clerk of

the peace, and by him inroUed amongst the records of the court of

{a) See R. v. Justices of Worcester- to inquire whether the order, though

shire, 2 B. d; A. 228, where it was there was no appeal, was made by

held, under the repealed act, 55 Geo. 3, proper authority before they con-

c, 68, that the sessions had a right firmed it.
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Decisions under
repealed acts.
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quarter sessions next after such order as aforesaid shall have been
made pursuant to the directions hereinbefore contained.

Prior to this enactment the order for stopping iip or diverting a

highway was to be made by 2 justices, and not by the quarter

sessions.

Under the repealed act 55 Geo. 3, c. 68, it was held that justices

could not stop a highway out of their jurisdiction. {R. v. Milverton,

o A.& E. 841.)

By stat. 2 «& 3 Will. 4, c. 64, s. 36, sched. (0.) 30, Clifton is made
a part of the parliamentary borough of Bristol, which is a county of

itself. Except so far as that act operated, it was in the county of Glou-
cester :—Held, that, after the passing of the Corporation Act, 5 & 6

Will. 4, c. 76, ss. 7, 8, the Gloucestershire justices could not make an
order under the 55 Geo. 3, c. 68, for diverting a footway in Clifton,

their jurisdiction, in such cases, being transferred to the justices of

Bristol. [R. V. Ohucester {Justices), 4 A. & E. 689.)

Where an order of justices, under the repealed act 55 Geo. 3, c. 68,

for diverting a public highway and substituting a new one for it, con-
tained also an order for stopping up the old highway, it was held bad,

inasmuch as the magistrates had no power, under that act, to stoji

up the old road until the new one had been made. {R. v. Kent, 10 B.

& C. 477; R. V. Justices of Middlesex, 5 A. ib E. 626: see the 91st

sect, of the present act.)

The 4th sect, of the 55 Geo. 3, c. 68, required a similar certificate to

the above, from two justices, as to the state of the new highway, before

stopping up the old one. Where an order for diverting a highway
had been made, and 3 of the justices by whom such order was signed
afterwards signed another order, by which, after reciting " that they
were satisfied that the new way was properly made, and fit for the re-

ception of travellers," it was ordered that the old way should be stopped
up and sold ; it was held, that ^^such recital was a sufficient certifi-

cate. {Be Fonthieu v. Fennyfeather, 5 Taunt. 634.)

It will be seen that the 91st section provides that the order of ses-

sions and proceedings thereon shall be binding and conclusive on all

persons whomsoever. And the 107th section expressly takes away the
certiorari. The 108th section, however, enacts that in the case of an
appeal being determined by the quarter sessions, a special case may
be granted for the opinion of the Court of Queen's Bench. (See the

cases ofB. v. Clerk, 1 B. & C. 21, 622; B. v. Toivnshend, 5 B. & Aid.

420 ; R. V. Kenyan, 6 B. & C. 640 ; B. v. Justices of Kent, 10 B. & C.

407, on the 55 Geo. 3, c. 68, s. 4, under which the order, though con-
firmed by the quarter sessions, might be removed by certiorari into

Queen's Bench ; and see B. v. Justices of Middlesex, b A. & E.
626.)

This section taken together with s. 85 (p. 1033) shows clearly that
the alterations are not to be made until after the quarter sessions have
ended. The order and the certificate of justices made j^ursuant to

s. 85, need not do more than declare that the old highway will be un-
necessary when the proj^osed new highway is completed as proposed.
{Berj. V. FhiUips, 1 L. B. Q. B. 662.)

It seems, that if an order under the now repealed enactment of 55
Geo. 3, c. 68, s. 2, had been properly made and enrolled for stopping
a highway, it was not necessary to have made such order completely
effectual, that an actual stoppage should have taken place. {B. v.
Inhabitants of Milverton, 5 A. Jt E. 841.)

4. Repair of Highways Diverted, &c.

Party liable to By 5 & Will. 4, c. 60, s. 92, in every case in which a highway

w'^"^''t^^*'''^
^^^^' ^^^^^ ^^^® ^^^^ turned or diverted under the provisions of this act, the

new' highways. parish or other party which was liable to the repair of the old high-
way shall be liable to the repair of the new highway, without any

Order of sessions
conclusive.

(.)rder under re-
pealed act for

stopping liighw.ay
eflectual, before
actual stoppage.
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reference whateyer to its parocliial locality. And see s. 93, as to tlie 14. Sjjecial

repair of roads, wHch. persons are bound to ve]iair ratione tenuj-cc, &c., sessions for, djc.

after they have been diverted, &c.
As to repairing a turnpike-road after it has been diverted, &c., see

j^ost, " Ilujhivays, Turnpike."

o, I'rovisions as to widening and diverting, &c. Highways, extended to

Highways repairable ratione tenurce.

Sect. 93. The powers and provisions in this act contained, with Provisions us to

respect to the widening {ante, p. 1030), and enlarging, diverting, turn- whwify^' to'^ex°^
ing, or stopping up any highway, shall be applicable to all highways tend to all high-

which any person, bodies politic or corporate, is or are bound to repair '^^y* which per-
•I i> ii T-ii- -A Ai? sons are bound to
by reason oi any grant, tenure, limitation, or appointment oi any repair ratione

charitable gift, or otherwise howsoever ; and that when such last- tenurse, &c.

mentioned highways are so widened or enlarged, turned or diverted,

the same shall and may, by an order of the justices at a special sessions

for the highways, be placed under the control and care of the surveyor
of the jDarish in which such highways may be situate, and shall be
from time to time thereafter repaired and kept in repair by the said

parish : provided also, that the said highways so widened, enlarged, Justices to fix

diverted, or turned, shall be viewed by 2 justices of the peace, who '"""»! or other

shall make a report thereof to the justices at a sjiecial sessions for the by party^previ-°

highways ; and such last-mentioned justices shall, by an order under o«siy bound to

their hands, fix the proportionate sum which shall be annually paid,
'"'^'^'^'''•

or shalt fix a certain sum to be paid, by such joerson, bodies politic or

corporate, his or their heirs, successors, or assigns, to the said sur-

veyors of the parish, in lieu of thereafter repairing the said part of the
said old highway : and the order of the said last-mentioned justices

shall bo and continue binding on all such persons, bodies politic or

corporate, theii- heu-s, successors, or assigns ; and in default of payment
thereof, the said surveyor shall proceed for the recovery of the same
in the manner as any penalties and forfeitures are recoverable under
this act.

XIV. Special Sessions for imposes of il^ioijlnagis.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 45, It shall and may be lawful for the Justices to hold

justices of the peace within their respective divisions, or any 2 or more '^pocial sessions for

of them, and they are hereby required, to hold not less than 8, nor act

more than 12 special sessions in every year for executing the pur-
poses of this act, the days of the holding thereof to be appointed at a
special sessions to be held within 14 days after the 20th day of March
in every year : provided alwaj's, that it shall not be necessaiy to cause
any notice to be given or sent to any justice acting and residing with-
in such limits of the day or time of the holding thereof; and at the Surveyor's ac-

said special sessions held next after the 25th day of March in every
°f"roads'^ &c

''*'^**^

year, the surveyor of each of the parishes within their respective divi-
'

sions shall verify his accounts {ante, p. 1016), and shall make a return
in writing to such special sessions of the state of all the roads, com-
mon highwaj's, bridges, causeways, hedges, ditches, and watercourses
appertaining thereto, and of all nuisances and encroachments, if any,
made upon the several highways within the parish for which he was
surveyor, as well as the extent ofthe different highways which the said

imrish is liable to repair, what j^art thereof has been repaired, and
I with what materials, at what expense, and what was the amount
levied during the time he was survej'or of the said parish. See form
of return. No. 16.

See " Highways, TarnpiJce," for powers given to justices, at a special

I

sessions for the highways, on jiroof of the deficiency of the funds, &c.,

.'3 X 2
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(kc, on.

of a turni)ike trust, to order payment to such trust of a portion of the

highway rate.

In R. V. Justices of Leicester (7 B. & C. 6), it was decided that the 54

Geo. 3, c. 84, as to justices acting in Michaelmas special sessions, was
merely directory, and that the sessions might, notwithstanding, be

held at another time, see note to s. 11, ante (p. 1013).

As to special sessions in general, see " Sessious."

Cartways to bo
twentj' feet -wide,

horseways eight
feet, and footways
three feet.

Surveyors not to
make public foot-

ways without
consent of vestry.

XV. m^mfi of arai;tu)a20.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 80, The said surveyor shall and he is
|

hereby required to make, support, and maintain, or cause to be made,

:

supported, and maintained, every public cartway leading to any!
market town 20 feet wide at the least, and every public horseway 8

i

feet wide at the least, and to support and maintain every public

footway by the side of any carriageway or cartway 3 feet at the least,

if the ground between the fences including the same will admit there-

of : jirovided nevertheless, that nothing herein contained shall require I

any surveyor to make or form any public footway without the consent
j

of the inhabitants in vestry assembled.
The surveyor has no authority to pare away the bank of a fence byj

the side of a road under this clause. {Alston r. Scales, 9 Bing. 3.)

It is frequently difficult to determine how far a highway extends in 1

width ; in such a case it would be a question for a jury. (See Brown-
loio V. Tomlinson, 1 M. & Gr. 484; B.\. Wright, 3 B. & Ad. 681 ; B.

V. The London & Birrningha'm Baihvay Company, 1 Railiv. Cas. 317.)

See the provision in the turnpike act, 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 125.

XVI. 5Mfjat to if ^mnt^ t^^e atnitvf of J^ifiijbaj).

What shall be By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s, 63, Where in this act any matter or thing
deemed the centre is directed or forbidden to be done within a certain distance of the
o e ig way.

centre of the highway, that portion of ground shall be deemed and
j

taken to be the highway which has been maintained by the surveyor I

as highway, and repaired with stones or other materials used in

:

forming highways, for the 6 months immediately i^recediug; andj
the centre of the highway shall be the middle of such highway, where
a line being drawn along the highway, or a point mai'ked, an equal

|

number of feet of highway which have been so maintained and re-

paired as aforesaid for 1 2 months before shall be found on each side of
j

such line or mark.

XVII. KuisancfSt annoj)att«0, antr CDSstnicttons on
il^tgljtoafis.

Division of Herein of nuisances, annoyances, and obstmctions, &c,, arising]
subject. from

1. Trees and Hedges, (tc, ]), 1045.

2. Ditches and Brains, dx:, p. 1047.

3. Encroaclunents on Highways, p. 1048.

4. rUs, Steam-engines, Machines, Windmills, Kilns, Bailways, &c.A
p. 1050.

5. Gates, p. 1051,

6. Carts and Carriages, Misbehaviour ofDrivers, itc., p. 1052.

7. Wheels and Weight of Carriages, <['•.,
f. 1054.
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8, Surveyor leaving Things on Highway at Night, p. 1054. 17. Nuisances

9. Riding, &c., on Footivays, tethering Hm^ses, injuring Road, da- '^'^•> *^"'-

maging Banks, Direction-^iosts, &c., playing at Games, encamp-
5 & § \vriu 4 c 50

ing on, making Fires, baiting Bulls, laying Timber, running
Filth, ivilfully obstructing Passage, &c., p. 1054.

10. Injuries arid Annoyances to Highways at Common Law, p. 1055.

11. Securing Offenders, p. 1061.

12. Power ofSurveyor to remove Nuisances, p. 1062.

13. Poiver of Surveyor to impound Cattle straying on Highways,

p. 1063.

14. Abatement of Nuisances by Common Law, p. 1064.

15. Indictment and Punishment, &c.,for Nuisances, p. 1064,

16. Presentment for, p. 1065.

17. Action for, p. 1065.

1. Trees and Hedges.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 64, iSTo tree, bush, or shrub, shall here- xo tree, &c.,

after be planted on any carriageway or cartwaj', or within the distance allowed to be

of 15 feet from the centre thereof [see s. 03 (p. 1044)], but the same Tfteen felt of

shall respectively bo cut down, grubbed up, and carried away by the centre of carriage

owner or occupier of the land or soil within 21 days after notice to '^^^y-

him or his agent by the surveyor (a), on pain of forfeiting for every
neglect the sum of 10s.

Sect. 65. If the surveyor shall think that any carriageway or cart- Mode of proceed-

way is prejudiced by the shade of any hedges, or by any trees (except
"J5-*,f(j^^^^b*^'*

those trees planted for ornament or for shelter to any hop ground, hedges, &c.

house, building, or court yard of the owner thereof) (&) growing in or

near such hedges or other fences, and that the sun and wind are ex-
cluded from such highway, to the damage thereof, or if any obstruc-

tion is caused in any carriageway or cartway, by any hedge or tree,

it shall be lawful for any one justice of the peace, on the application

of the said surveyor, to summon the owner of the land on which such
hedges or trees are growing next adjoining (c) to such carriageway
or cartway, to appear before the justices at a special sessions for the

highways, to show cause why the said hedges are not cut, pruned,

or plashed, or such trees not pruned or lopped, in such manner that

the carriageway or cartway shall not be prejudiced by the shade there-

of, and that the sun and wind may not be excluded from such carriage-

way or cartway to the damage thereof, or why the obstruction caused
in such carriageway or cartway should not be removed ; and the ques-
tion as to the cutting, pruning, or plashing such hedges, or the

pruning and lopping such trees, or the removal of such obstruction as

aforesaid, shall, upon proof of the service of such summons, and
whether the said owner attend or not, be determined at the discretion

of such last-mentioned justices : and if such justices shall order (d) and
direct that such hedges shall be cut, pruned, or plashed, or such trees

pruned or lopped, in manner aforesaid, or such obstruction removed,
the said owner shall comply therewith within 10 days after a copy of

such order shall have been left at the usual place of abode of the said

owner or of his steward or agent, and in default thereof shall forfeit,

on conviction, a sum not exceeding 40s. ; and the said surveyor, if the if order of jus-

(«) See form of notice, No. 27. joining, and if a slip of land inter-

See the form of conviction, No. 31. vene it does not apply, 8 Jw: 783.

ib) See Frowfifon v. Ti^n, 2 Jitr. (d) See jMst, p. 1047, and form of

98(>.
'

order, post, No. 32.

I (c) This means immediately ad-
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(L-c, on.

5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50.

ticcs not complied
with, surveyor
m.ay cut and lop
trees.

Time of cutting
hedges and trees
and as to felling
timber trees.

Form of order to
cut hedges.

I^tjsftbja^s in (KeneraL

order of tlio said justices is not complied with, shall and he is hereby-

authorised and required to cut, prune, or plash such hedges, and to

prune and lop such trees, for the benefit and improvement of the high-

way, and to remove such obstruction as aforesaid, to the best of his

skill and judgment, and according to the true intent and meaning of

this act ; "and the said surveyor shall be reimbursed by the owner as

aforesaid what charges and expenses he shall be at in cutting, pruning,

and plashing such hedges, and pruning and lopping such trees, and
the removal of such obstruction, over and above the said forfeiture

;

and it shall and may be lawful for the justices at a special sessions for

the highways, upon proof to them made upon oath, to levy (a) as well

the expenses of cutting, pruning and plashing such hedges, or pruning
and lopping such trees, or removal of such obstructions as aforesaid,

as the several and respective penalties hereby imposed, by distress and
sale of the oifender's goods and chattels, in such manner as distresses

and sales for forfeitures are authorised and directed to be levied by
virtue of this act. [As to the forfeitures, see ss. 101, 102, and lOci,

post, p. 1088.]

The jurisdiction of justices, under 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 65, where
the highway is prejudiced by trees, is confined to cases where the trees

are growing on land next adjoining the carriage way. [Jenney v.

Brooke, 2 Q. B. 265 ; Q Q. B. 324.) Where an order under that sec-

tion recited that the plaintiff had neglected to cut, prune, or plash his

trees and hedges on his farm, '
' whereby the sun and wind were ex-

cluded from the carriage way, &c., to the damage thereof, and whereby
also obstructions were caused on the said carriage way ;" and ordered

him to cause the said hedges to be cut, and the said trees to be pruned,
and the said obstruction complained of, to the injury of the said high-
way, removed : it was held, that the exclusion of the sun and wind
being one of the injui-ies complained of, the order was bad in part for

not stating the extent to which the cutting, &c. should take place with
reference to that injury ; but that a direction to cut, &c., so as to

prevent the sun and wind from being excluded, would have been
sufficient, without any more precise orders as to the extent of the cut-

ting : it was also held, that the order was bad as to the trees, for not
showing that they were not planted for ornament, &c. [Ih.) The
specific obstruction should be pointed out and the attention of the

owner called to the manner in which he is required to do what is

ordered.

Sect. 66. Provided always that no person shall be compelled nor any
surveyor permitted to cut or prune any hedge at any other time than
between the last day of September and the last day of March ; and
that no person shall be obliged to fell any timber trees growing in

hedges at any time whatsoever except where the highways shall be
ordered to be widened or enlarged as herein mentioned, or then to cut
down or grub up any oak trees growing in such highway, or in such
hedges except in the months of April, May, or June, or any ash, elm,
or other trees in any other months than December, January, February,
or March.
At a special session for the highways, an order was made reciting a

complaint by the surveyor, that the owner had refused and neglected
to cut, prune, or plash certain hedges, "whereby the sun and wind
were excluded from the said carriageway or cartway, to the damage
thereof, and whereby also obstructions were caused in the said carriage-
way or cartway, contrary to the statute," &c. ; that the owner had
appeared and the offence was proved; and the justices did thereby
order the owner "to cause the said hedges to be cut, pruned, or
plashed, and the said obstruction complained of, to the injury or

I

(a) Seej?o«<, p. 1088.
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damage of the said highway, removed, within 10 days from the service 17. Nuisances,
hereof." The order being served upon the owner, he cut away some tic, on.

part of the hedge, but the surveyor considering the order not properly -
-—^-TTT 7^

complied with, summoned him before two justices, who imposed a
^ *

'^
""^- *' ''^

°"-

penalty upon him ; and, after 10 days, the surveyor himself cut the
hedge:—Held, first, that the order was bad for not specifying more Sm-veyor liable

particularly in what manner, and to what extent, the owner was to
^jvaUd?^'^^'^

cut the hedge ; secondly, that this was a substantial defect, and not
one merely of form ; thirdly, that the surveyor was liable in trespass
for cutting the hedge, although (as was found by the jury) he had not
cut it more than the order required, and although the owner had not
cut it so much as the order required ; and although the owner had
acquiesced (as was contended) in the goodness of the order by j)artially

obeying it ; for the surveyor had no power to act except in the owner's
default, which could not take place without a valid order. {Brooh v.

Jenney, 2 Q.B. 265, and 6 Q. B. 323.) And^er Lord Denman, C. J., " The
attention of the owner ought to be called to the manner in which he is

required to do what is ordered. It is not enough to call upon him to

cause the hedges to be cut, pruned, or plashed, when he may well bo
in doubt what it is that these words mean ; nor to direct him to re-

move the said obstruction complained of without pointing out what
the obstruction is, nor whether it is specifically limited to the exclusion
of the sun and wind."
The court will not grant a rule nisi for a mandamus to compel jus- Expenses of cut-

tices to issue their warrant to levy the expenses of cutting a hedge, *^'^^'

pui'suant to the above, s. 65, unless it appears that a demand has been
made of the expenses from the person sought to be charged, and that
the justices were informed of that demand. (Ex parte Whitmarsh, 8
Do7uL 431.)

It is said, that he who hath trees adjoining a highway and Common-law
hanging over it, to the annoyance of the people, is bound by common "^^* *° ^°P *'"®^^-

law to lop the same, and any other person may lop them, so as to

abate the nuisance. (1 Hawk. c. 76, s. 52: and see Bac. Ah, Hi(jh-

toay (E).
)

2. Ditches, Drains, &c.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 67, the said sui-veyor, district surveyor, or Surveyor to make'

assistant surveyor, shall have power to make, scour, cleanse, and keep
jj^i^iJ^^^^c^^and

open all ditches, gutters, drains, or watercourses, and also to make to lay trunks^ &c.,

and lay such trunks, tunnels, i)lats, or bridges, as he shall deem through lands

necessary, in and through any lands or grounds adjoining or lying wiy^ paying^for
near to any highway, upon paying the owner or occupier of such lands damage if a°ny

or grounds, provided they are not waste or common, for the damages "icuTcd.

which he shall sustain thereby, to be settled and paid in such manner
as the damages for getting materials in inclosed lands or grounds are
herein directed to be settled and paid [ante, p. 1002).
The Nuisances Eemoval Act, 18 & 19 Yict. c. 121, s. 22, which is to

be deemed part of the law relating to highways, contains provisions
for the making and cleansing of ditches adjoining highways, see

Nuisances. This section does not make the ascertaining of the
damage done and tender of payment of the sum so ascertained, con-
ditions precedent to the exercise of the power of the surveyor to enter
upon land. {Peters v. Clarson, 13 i. J. M. C. 153.)
Where a nuisances removal committee having under 18 & 19 Yict.

c. 121, s. 22, laid down a sewer to render innocuous a drain constructed
by the surveyor of the highway before the act 18 & 19 Vict. c. 121,

was passed, the court of Queen's Bench held that whether the high-
way rates were available or not as an auxiliary fund, the committee
were

_
bound in the first instance to assess under s. 22 all houses,

buildings, and premises usin<? the sewer. (Beg. v. Gosse, Z E, & E.
277.)
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etc., on.

5 (fe 6 Will. 4, c. 50.

Owner, occupier,
A'C., not to alter

^^tgjbjass iw General
Sect. 68. If any owner, occupier, or other person shall alter, obstruct,

or in any manner interfere with any such ditches, gutters, drains, or
water- courses, trunks, tunnels, plats, or bridges, after they shall have
been made by or taken under the charge of such surveyor or district

surveyor, and without his authority and consent, such owner, occupier,
.sucii ditches with- or other person shall bo liable to reimburse all charges and ex-
out consent. penscs which may be occasioned by leinstating and making good the

works so altered, obstructed, or interfered with, and shall also forfeit

any sum not exceeding- 3 times the amount of such charges and ex-
penses.

By the 13 Geo. 3, c. 78, s. 8, occupiers of land were required,' under
a penalty of 10s., to make these ditches and watercourses, and to lay
sufficient trunks, &c., after 10 days' notice by the surveyor; but that
section is now repealed by the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50.

In a case where the surveyor directed a sewer to bo continued, not-
withstanding the provisions of a local act, wliich declared that no ditch,

&c., should be arched over without the consent of the trustees under
the act, under a penalty of 50/., debt was brought against him under
that statute. It Avas urged on his behalf that the sewer was begun
before he took any part in it—that he was in fact the servant of those
for whom the work was done, and that the mere direction to pro-
ceed could not render him liable to the penalty. But the court
held, that there could not be a doubt of his liability, and the rule for
entering a nonsuit was discharged. ( Woodimrd v. Cotton, 1 C. M. &
n. 44.)

It is a nuisance at common law, and punishable accordingly, to suffer
the highway to be incommoded by reason of the foulness, &c., of the
adjoining ditches ; and it is said that the owner of land next adjoining
to the highway ought of common right to scour his ditches, but that
the owner of land next adjoining to such land is not bound by the com-
mon law to do so without a special prescription. (1 Haivh. F. C. c, 70,
s. 52; Bac, Air. IligMvay (E.).

)

Nuisance at com-
mon law.

Penalty for en-
croaching on
highway.

Encroachment to
be taken down by
surveyor.

Expenses of re-
moval, d'c, en-
forceable by
distress.

Eacroachment by
a fence.

3. Enchoachment OS Highways.

By 5 & 6 "Will. 4, c 50, s. 69, if any person shall encroach by making
or causing to be made any building, hedge, ditch, or other fence on
any carriageway or cartway within the distance of 15 feet from the
centre thereof (o), every person so offending shall forfeit, on convic-
tion {h), for every such offence, any sum not exceeding 40s. ; and the
surveyor who hath the care of any such carriageway or cartway shall
and ho is hereby required to cause such building, hedge, ditch, or
fence to be taken down or filled up at the expense of the person to
whom the same shall belong ; and it shall and may be lawful for the
justices at a special sessions (c) for the highways, upon proof to them
made upon oath, to levy as well the expenses of taking down such
building, hedge, or fence, or filling up such ditch as aforesaid, as tho
several and respective penalties hereby imposed, by distress and sale
of tho offender's goods and chattels, in such manner as distresses and
sales for forfeitures are authorised and directed to be levied by virtue
of this act. [As to the mode of recovering penalties, see ss. 101, 103

;

p. 1088.]

A fence, to come within this section, must bo within 15 feet of the
centre of the road, and also on tho road. Thus, where a road was 9
feet wide, and there was a piece of unenclosed land at the side of it,

also 9 feet wide, which land was so rough and uneven that no carriage
ever did, or coiild, go over it, Mauh, J., held that the surveyor of

(a) "Whnt shall be deemed lie
cuutie of tlie higliway, se> p. 1044.

{h) See form of conviction, No. 33.

U') See ante, p. 10-43.
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tlie highway was not justified in pulling down a fence, that the owner 17. Nuisances,
of the adjoining field put upon this rough piece of land. {Evans v. d-c, on.

Oakley, 1 (J. & K. 125.)
_ _ _

Upou the trial of an indictment for encroaching on a highway by ^ "^ 6 Will. 4, c. &o

building a chapel, the jury found that a portion of the site of the
chapel mentioned in the indictment and of the land inclosed by iron

railings, also mentioned in the indictment, was a part of the parish
highway, but that the obstruction to the public was inappreciable. A
verdict of not guiltj'' was entered, which the court of Queen's Bench
decided was right. {R. v. Lepine, 15 L. T. 158.)

There was no provision in the statute 13 Geo. 3, c. 78, empowering observations and

surveyors to remove a building or house erected upon a highway ; and decisions,

therefore, in trespass against surveyors of the highways for pulling

down a watch-house, it was held, that the 82nd section of that act did

not enable them, under a plea of not guilty, to justify the removing
it, as being a nuisance on the highway.

(
Witham Navigation v. Fadley,

^B.& MoL 69.)

By 27 & 28 Vict. c. 101, s. 51, from and after the passing of this act As to encroaeh-

if any jjerson shall encroach by making or causing to be made any ™^"* °" ^*^^'

building, or pit, or hedge, ditch, or other fence, or by placing any
' " "

"

dung, compost, or other materials for dressing land, or any rubbish,
on the side or sides of any carriageway or cartway within 15 feet of the
centre thereof, or by removing any soil or turf from the side or sides

of any carriageway or cartway, except for the purpose of improving
the road, and by order of the highway board, or, where there is no
highway board, of the surveyor, he shall be subject on conviction for

every such oflPence to any sum not exceeding 40s., notwithstanding
that the whole space of 15 feet from the centre of such carriageway or
cartway has not been maintained with stones or other materials used
in forming highwaj's ; and it shall be lawful for the justices assembled
at petty sessions, upon proof to them made upon oath, to levy the

expenses of taking down such building, hedge, or fence, or filling up
such ditch or pit, and removing such dung, compost, materials, or

rubbish as aforesaid, or restoring the injury caused by the removal of

such soil or turf, upon the person ofien^ng : Provided always, that

where any carriageway or cartway is fenced on both sides no encroach-
ment as aforesaid shall be allowed whereby such carriageway or cart-

way shall be reduced in width to less than 30 feet between the fences

on each side.

Sect. C9, it will be seen, does not say that every way shall be
30 feet wide ; and where a building, t&c, is not on the highway, but
within 15 feet of the centre, a surveyor would not under this clause be
authorised to remove it, &c. [Lowen v. Kaye, i B. & C. 3.)

The summary powers conferred upon justices by this section are

confined to recent encroachments, and the encroachment itself must be
in the same way as that which has been used and enjoyed by the

public as a carriage or cart way ; therefore a cottage which was in fact

built upon the highway, but upon the site of an old erection, was held
not to be an encroachment, because, hj s. 63, the highway is defined

to be that part which has been recognised as road, and as such repaired

by the surveyor within 6 months. {Chapman v. Robinson, 28 L. J.

M. C. 30.)

A local act prohibited the erection or continuance of any luilding

within 10 feet of the road, and declared that the footpaths should bo
subject to the act, and be part of the road : it was held that an open
shop having its front built on the foundation of an old wall, imme-
diately adjoining the footpath, and connected by a roof with the front

of the house, which was more than 10 feet from the road, was a

liuiklin(j\fithh\ the meaning of the act. {R. v. Gregory, 5 B. & Ad. boo.)

A con-vdction under this section is a defence to an action against a

STU'veyor of highways, for pulling down a house alleged to have been
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17. Nuisances, built upon a carriageway, although the conviction was wrongly made,
ft'c, on. because every conviction under s. 19 involves a judgment quod pivster-

7iatur, -which, the surveyor is bound to execute. (Keane x. Beynolds,
5&6wm.4,c.oo. 27^_i,^_^4g_j

4. Pits, Steam-Engines, Machines, WiNDiMiLLS, Kilns, Rail-
ways, &c.

No pit to be sunk

01' steam-engino,
machine,

or windmill to bo
erected,

or fire to be made
within certain
distance of roads,
unless, &c.

How penalty to
be levied, (fee.

Proviso as to
windmills, &c.
erected at passing
of act.

Proprietors of

railways to erect
gates, &c., where
they cross high-
ways.

IBy 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 70 («), from and after the commencement
of this act it shall not be lawful for any person to sink any pit or shaft,

or to erect or cause to be erected any steam-engine, gin, or other like

machine, or any machinery attached thereto, within the distance of 25

yards, nor any windmill within 50 yards, from any part of any
carriageway or cartway, unless such pit or shaft, or steam-engine,

gin, or other like engine or machinery, shall be within some house or

other building, or behind some wall or fence, sufficient to conceal or

screen the same from the said carriageway or cartway, so that the

same may not be dangerous to passengers, horses, or cattle ; nor shall

it be lawful for any trson to make or cause to be made any fire for

calcining or burning of ironstone, limestone, bricks, or clay, or the

making of cokes, within the distance of 15 yards from any part of the

said carriageway or cartway, unless the same shall be within some
house or other building, or behind some wall or fence, sufficient to

screen the same from the same carriageway or cartway as aforesaid

;

and in case any person shall offend in any of the cases aforesaid, every

such person so offending shall forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding
ol. for each and every day such pit, shaft, windmill, steam-engine, gin,

machine, or fire shall be permitted to continue contrary to the pro-

visions of this act ; which said penalties shall be levied, recovei'ed, and
applied in such and the same manner as any penalty or forfeiture for

any other offence on any highway may be levied, recovered, and
applied : provided, that nothing herein contained shall be construed to

restrain any person or persons from using, repairing, rebuilding, or

enlarging any windmill, steam-engine, gin, or other like machine, or

any kiln, or other erection used for the purpose of calcining or burning
of ironstone, limestone, bricks, or clay, or the making of cokes, which
may have been erected and may be in existence at the passing of this

act(&).

See a similar provision in the Turnpike Act, 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 127,

post, prohibiting the erection of windmills within two hundred yards of

the road.

The erection of these steam-engines, &c., might be a nuisance at

common law, and punishable accordingly, see^os^, p. 1064.

Sect. 71. Whenever a railroad shall cross any highway for carts or

carriages, the proprietors of the said railroad shall make and maintain

good and sufficient gates at each of the said crossings, and shall

employ good and proper persons to attend to the opening and shutting

of such gates, so that the persons, carts, or carriages passing along

such road shall not be exposed to any danger or damage by the

passing of any carriages or engines along the said railroad ; and any
complaint for any neglect in respect of the said gates shall be made
within ten days after the said neglect to one justice, who may sum-
mon the party so complained against to appear before the justices at

{a) This section api)lics to the case

of a portable erigiue upon wheels,

drawn by horses from place to place,

and used to drive a thrashing ma-
chine within a barn, without being

fixed into the ground. {Smith v.

Stokes, 32 L. J. M. 0. 199.) But the

owner cannot be convicted under this

section when there is no evidence
that he ordered it to be erected within
the prohibited distance. (Ilarriso^i

v. Leapcr, 26 J. P. 69, 373.)

{b) The provision of this section

as to steam-engines is extended to

turnpike roads by 27 & 28 Vict. c. 75,'

s. 1, post, " Tur7i2}ike."
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their next special sessions for the highways, who shall hear and decide 17. Nuisances
upon the said complaint, and the proj)rietor so offending shall forfeit d-c, on.

any sum not exceeding ol.

By the 2 & 3 Vict. c. 45, after reciting the above enactment, and 2 & 3 Vict. c 45.

the & G Will. 4, c. 50, s. 13, it is enacted, that wherever a rail-

road crosses or shall hereafter cross any turnpike road or any highway
or statute labour road for carts or carriages in Great Britain, the pro-
prietors or directors of the company of proprietors of the said railroad

shall make and maintain good and sufficient gates across each end of
such turnpike or other road as aforesaid at each of the said crossings,

and shall employ good and proper persons to open and shut such
gates, so that the persons, carts, or carriages passing along such turn-
pike or highway shall not bo exposed to any danger or damage by the
passing of any carriages or engines along the said I'ailroad ; and any Complaint for

complaint for any neglect in respect of the said gates shall be made 'I'^glect.

within one calendar month after the said neglect to anj^ justice of the
peace, or if in Scotland to the sheriff of the county, who may summon
the party so complained against to appear before them or him at the
next petty session or court to be holden for the district or division

within which such gates are situate, who shall hear and decide upon
the said complaint ; and the proprietor or director so offending shall

for each and every day of such neglect forfeit any sum not exceeding
ol. together with such costs as to the justices or sheriff depute Penalty for.

aforesaid before whom the conviction shall take place shall seem fit.

Sect. 2. The penalties by this act imposed, and the costs to be How penalties to

allowed and ordered by the authority of this act, shall in England be
appued!^''^'^

recovered and applied in the same manner as any j^enalties and costs

under the said act, and in Scotland shall be recovered and applied to

the maintenance of the statute labour roads within the district where
the offence is committed.
By 5 & 6 Vict. c. 55, s. 9 (a), it is enacted that, notwithstanding any

thing to the contrary contained in any act of Parliament heretofore

passed, such gates shall be kept constantly closed across each end of

such turnpike or other roads, in lieu of across the railway, except
during the time when horses, cattle, carts, or carriages passing along
such turnpike or other road shall have to cross such railway ; and such
gates shall be of such dimensions, and so constructed as, when closed

across the ends of such turnpike or other roads, to fence in the railway,

and prevent cattle or horses passing along the road from entering upon
the railway while the gates are closed : jorovided always that it shall be
lawful for the lords of the said committee (b), in any case in which they

are satisfied that it will be more conducive for the public safety that

the gates at any level crossing over any such turnpike or other road
should be kept closed across the railway, to order and direct that such
gates shall be kept so closed, instead of across the road, and such order

of the lords of the said committee shall be a sufficient authoiity for

the directors or proprietors of any railway company to whom such

order is addressed for keeping such gates closed in the manner directed

by the lords of the said committee. See also the 8 & 9 Vict. c. 20,

ss. 46, et seq., as to gates across railways or level crossings ; and 24 & 25

Vict. c. 71 {2wst, under Iliyhivuys, Turnpike), as to locomotives on roads.

5. Gates.

By 5 & 6 AVill. 4, c. 50, s. 81, If any gate across any public cart-
™^°f,g^*'^'eart-

way shall be less than 10 feet wide, or any gate across any public -^vaya and horse-

horso-way shall be less than 5 feet wide, clear between_ the posts ways,

thereof, then and in every such case, upon notice in writing from

the surveyor to the person to whom such gate shall belong, left at

{a) An act for the better regulation troops.

of railways and the conveyance of (b) Of her Majesty's privy council.
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17 Nuisancer,

rfcc, 011.

Names of owners
to be painted on
all waggons, &c.,
in a particular
manner.

the dwelling-houso of such person or his steward or agent, requir-

ing him to enlarge the same, if such person shall neglect for the
; space of 21 days after such notice shall have been left as aforesaid to

5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 60. remove or enlarge such gate, he shall forfeit a sum not exceeding 10s.

for every day he shall so neglect to remove or to enlarge such gate as

aforesaid.

See a similar clause to this in the Turnpike Act, 3 Geo. 4, c. 126,

e, 125.

As to when gates are nuisances at common law, see p. 1056.

6. Carts and Carriages, Names or Owners to be Painted, &c.,

Misbehaviour of Drivers, &c.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 76, the owner of every waggon, cart, or
other such carriage, shall paint or cause to he painted in one or more
straight line or lines, upon some conspicuous part of the right or off

side of his waggon, cart, or other such carriage, or upon the off

side shafts thereof, before the same shall be used on any highway,
his christian name and surname, or the style and title by which he
is commonly designated, and the place of his trade or abode, or the
christian and surname and place of trade or abode of a partner or
owner thereof, at full length, in large legible letters in white upon
black or black upon white, not less than one inch in height, and
continue the same thereupon so long as such waggon, cart or other
such carriage shall be used upon any highway ; and every owner of
any waggon, cart, or other such carriage, who shall use or allow the
same to be used on anj' highway without the name and descriptions

painted thereon as aforesaid, or who shall suffer the same to become
illegible, or who shall paint or cause to be painted any false or
fictitious name or place of trade or abode on such waggon or cart

or other such carriage, shall forfeit and j^ay, on conviction for every
such offence, a sum not exceeding 40s., with or without costs, as to*

the justices before whom the conviction shall take place shall

think fit.

Sect. 77. No one person shall act as the driver of more than two carts,

waggons, or other such carriages on any highway : provided always,
that it shall and may be lawful for any one person to act as the
driver of two carts, waggons, or other such carriages on any highway,
and for such carts to pass and travel on any highway being only
under the care and superintendence of such single person : provided
always, that such carts, waggons, or other carriages, when under the
care of only one person, shall not be drawn by more than one horse
each, and the horse of the hinder cart, waggon, or other carriage,
shall be attached by a rein in length not exceeding 4 feet to the
back of the cart, waggon, or other carriage which shall be foremost

;

and in case the said horse shall not be so attached, the driver of the
said carts, waggons, or other carriages, shall forfeit on conviction, the
sum of 20s,, to be recovered as other penalties are by this act to bo
recovered.

Sect. 78. If the driver of any waggon, cart, or other carriage of
any kind, shall ride upon any svich carriage, or upon any horse or
horses drawing the same, on any highwaj'-, not having some other
person on foot or on horseback to guide the same (such carriages and
carts as are driven with reins, and are conducted by some person hold-
ing the reins of all the horses drawing the same, excepted (a) ) ; or if

the driver of any carriage whatsoever on any part of any highway
shall by negligence or wilful misbehaviour cause any hurt or damage
to any person, horse, cattle, or goods conveyed in any carriage
passing or being upon such highway, or shall quit the same and go

Sic. in act.

One driver may
take charge of two
carts, provided
they are drawn
only by one horse
each.

Drivers of wag-
gons or curts not

to ride thereon,
unless some other

person guide
them.

Drivers causing
hurt or damage to

others, or quitting

the road, or driv-

ing carriage with-

out owner's name,
or not keeping the

left or near side,

or interrupting

(rt) See form of convirtion, 2'ost, No. 34.
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on the otiier side of tlie hedge or fence inclosing the same, or negli- jy Nidsaiices
gently or wilfully be at such distance from such carriage or in such a '

<£,.(.. o,j,
'

situation whilst it shall be passing upon such highway that he cannot
—

'

—

have the direction and government of the horses or cattle drawing the ^ ^'^ ^i^- ^> °- ^o.

same, or shall leave any cart or carriage on such highway so as to
free passage, if

,.'... jT r 'J? 1. 11 J • J ii not the owner, to
obstruct the passage thereof ; or it any person snail dnve or act as the forfeit 20«. ; if he
driver of any waggon, cart, or other such carriage not having the ^^^ the owner, iOi.

owner's name as hereby required painted and remaining legible there-

on, and shall refuse to tell or to discover the true christian and
surname of the owner or principal owners of such waggon, cart, or

carriage ; or if the driver of any waggon, cart, or other carriage what-
soever, or of any horses, mules, or other beast of draught and burthen,
meeting any other waggon, cart, or other carriage, or horses, mules,
or other beasts of burthen, shall not keep his waggon, cart, or car-

riage, or horses, mules, or other beasts of burthen, on the left or near
side of the road ; or if any person shall in any manner wilfully pre-

vent any other person from passing him, or any waggon, cart or other

carriage, or horses, mules, or other beasts of burthen under his care,

upon such highway, or by negligence or misbehaviour prevent, hinder,

or interrupt the free passage of any person, waggon, cart, or other
carriage, or horses, mules, or other beasts of burthen, on any high-
way, or shall not keep his waggon, cart, or other carriage, or horses,

mules, or other beasts of burthen, on the left or near side of the road,

for the purpose of allowing such passage ; or if any person riding any
horse or beast, or driving any sort of carriage, shall ride or drive the
same furiously so as to endanger the life or limb of any passenger

;

every person so offending in any of the cases aforesaid, and being con-
victed of any such offence, either by his own confession, the view of a
justice, or by the oath of one or m.ore credible witnesses, before any
two justices of the peace, shall, in addition to any civil action to which
he may make himself liable, for every such offence forfeit any sum
not exceeding ol. in case such driver shall not be the owner of such
waggon, cart, or other carriage, and in case the offender be the owner
of such waggon, cart, or other carriage, then any sum not exceeding
10?., and in either of the said cases, shall, in default of payment, be
committed to the common gaol or house of correction, there to be kept
to hard labour, for any time not exceeding six weeks, unless such for-

feiture shall be sooner paid ; and every such driver offending in either

of the said cases shall and may by the authority of this act, "wdth or

without any warrant, be apprehended by any person who shall see

such offence committed, and shall be conveyed before any justice of

the peace, to be dealt with according to law ; and if any such driver proceedings if

in any of the cases aforesaid shall refuse to discover his name, it driver will not

shall and may be lawful for the said justice of the peace before whom discover his name,

he shall be taken, or to whom any such complaint shall be made,
to commit him to the common gaol or house of correction, there to

be kept to hard labour, for any time not exceeding 3 months, or to

proceed against him for the penalty aforesaid by a description of his

person and the offence only, without adding any name or designation,

but expressing in the proceedings that he refused to discover his

name.
The repealed stat. 13 Geo. 3, c. 78, s. GO, imposed a penalty on the Decision on re-

driver of a cart, &c., for riding thereon, under circumstances therein pealed act^ is

mentioned, and authorised a justice on his own view, or upon the oath
>'->>

of one witness, to convict the offender ; and in case he refuse to

discover his name, or the name of the owner of the cart, &c., he was
subjected to a like penalty, and might without warrant be appre-

hended forthwith by the person seeing the offence committed. But
where the driver of a waggon committed an offence within that

act in the view of a justice, and placed himself before the board

on which his master's name was painted, so as to prevent the dis-
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17. Nuisances,

t&c, on.

5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50.

MqW^'op in SeneraL
covery of the owner, and tlie justice, in order to ascertain the

name, stopped the horses and laid hands on the driver, and re-

moved him from his jjosition before the board, and thereby informed
himself of the ownership, it was held, on demurrer, that this was a

trespass, and gave the driver a right of action, {Jones \. Owen, 2 JJ.

cfcTZ. 600.)

Sect. 79. empowers the surveyor, assistant surveyor, or district sur-

veyor, or person acting in his aid, &c., to seize and detain, &c., un-
known offenders. [See jyost, p. 1061.)
Por enactments relative to the misconduct of drivers of public

coaches, and for punishing persons occasioning accidents by furious

driving, see j^ost, "Stage Coaches."

7. Wheels and Weight of CARRiAaEs, &c.

It is an offence at common law to carry an excessive weight on a
highway, so as to injure it. {See 2')ost, p. 1055.)

8. Surveyor leaving Things on IIiGinvAY at Night.

Penalty on snv- By 5 «&: 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 56, if any surveyor or district surveyor

an^'hca^^of^ 8? n
^^^^^ ^^J "^^ cause to be laid any heap of stone or any other matter or

&c., to*^main™n '
thing whatsoever upon any highway, and allow the same to remain

bighway at nigiit. there at night to the danger or personal damage of anj'-jierson passing
thereon, all due and reasonable precaution not having been taken by
the said surveyor to guard against the same, he shall forfeit for every
such offence any sum not exceeding iiJ.

9. EiDiNG, &c., ON Footways, Tethering Horses, Injuring Road,
Damaging Banks, Direction Posts, &c.. Playing at Games,
Encamping, Making Pires, Baiting Bulls, Laying Timber, &c.,
Running Filth, &c., Wilfully Obstructing Passage.

Surveyor's power
to detain imknowii
offenders.

Misconduct of

coachmen.

Carrying exces-
sive weight on
highway.

Per.sons conmiit-
ting nuisances by
riding, &c , on
footpaths

;

by tethering
horses, &c. ;

by injuring the
road or hedges,
&c. ;

by damaging
banks, direction-
posts, milestones,
(fcc. ;

by playing at

games

;

by encamping on
highway

;

by making fires,

iStc. ;

By 5 & 6 Will. 4. c. 50, s. 72, if any i:)erson shall wilfully ride upon
any footpath or causeway («.) by the side of any road made or set
apart for the use or accommodation of foot passengers ; or shall wil-
fully lead or drive any horse, ass, sheep, mule, swine, or cattle, or car-
riage of any description, or any truck or sledge, upon any such footpath
or causeway ; or shall tether any horse, ass, mule, swine, or cattle on
any highway, so as to suffer or permit the tethered animal to be
thereon ; or shall cause any injury or damage to be done to the said
highway, or the hedges, posts, rails, walls, or fences thereof; or shall
wilfully obstruct the passage of any footway ; or wilfully destroy or
injxtre the surface of any highway ; or shall wilfully or wantonly jiull

up, cut down, remove, or damage the posts, blocks, or stones fixed by
the said surveyor as herein directed ; or dig or cut down the banks which
are the securities and defence of the said highways ; or break, damage
or throw down the stones, bricks, or wood fixed upon the j)arapets or
battlements of bridges, or otherwise injure or deface the same ; or jmll
down, destroy, obliterate, or deface any milestone or post, graduated
or direction post or stone, erected upon any highway ; or shall play at
football or any other game on any part of the said highways, to the
annoyance of any passenger or passengers ; or if any hawker, higgler,
gipsy, or other person travelling shall pitch any tent, booth, stall, or
stand, or encamp, upon any part of any highway ; or if any person
shall make or assist in making any fire, or shall wantonly fire off any
gun or pistol, or shall sot fire to or Avantonly lot off or throw any

(a) Tlii.s section applies only to

footpaths or causeways by the side

of roads, and Dot to footways in

general : and therefore a conviction

tinder this section for drivintr a rar^

riage and horses over an open path
or road along the sea beach was held
iusuIKcient. (Q. v. Pralf, L. R
Q.B.GL)
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squib, rocket, serpent, or other firework •whatsoever, •within fifty feet 17. Nuisances,

of the centre of such carriage'way or cart'way ; or bait, or rvm for the d;c., on.

purpose of baiting, any bull upon or near any high^way ; or shall lay

any timber, stone, hay, stra-w, dung, manure, lime, soil, ashes, rub- f^^J^^J^^^"
*' °" ^''^

bish, or other matter or thing whatsoever, upon such highway, to the ^ ai mg «« s;

injury of such highway, or to the injury, interruption, or personal ^^^^^^°^ timber,

danger of any person travelling thereon («) ; or shall suffer any filth, '
' ^.^^^

dirt, lime, or other offensive matter or thing whatsoever, to run or f/th';
"^°

"

flow into or upon any highway from any house, building, erection,

lands, or premises adjacent thereto ; or shall in any way wilfully ob- or wilfully ob-

struct the free passage of any such highway ; every person so offend- structing passage,

ing in any of the cases aforesaid shall for each and everj'- such oflPence ^^* ® *"* ^"'"* *^'

forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding 40s., over and above the

damages occasioned thereby.

Many of these acts or omissions are nuisances at common law, and
punishable accordingly.

24 & 25 Yict. c. 97. s. 25, imposes fines for the first offence and im-
prisonment for the second offence, in the case of persons convicted of

maliciously destroying or injuring any wall, stile or gate ; and by s. 33,

it is felony to maliciously destroy any bridge, aqueduct or viaduct, so

as to render it dangerous or impassable.

10. Injuries and Annoyances at Common La^w (6).

There is no doubt, but that all injuries whatsoever to any highway, Nuisances, &c.,

as by digging a ditch, or making a hedge overthwart it, or laying a* common law.

logs of timber in it, or by doing any other act which will render it less

commodious to the King's people, are public nuisances at common law.

(1 Hawk. c. 76, s. 48.)

Any contracting or narrowing of a public highway is a nuisance. Narrowing a

{Broivnlou- v. Tomlinson, 1 Man. & O. 484. See ante, p. 1044, as to Wgiiway.

the width of a highway.)
Ploughing up a common footpath is a public nuisance, and may be Piougbing>p.

indicted accordingly, (i?. v. Cross, 3 Camp. 226, Sir Thomas Gries/ei/'s

Case, 1 Vent. 4; Vin. Abr. tit. " Nuisance.")
Carrying an unreasonable weight, with an unusual number of horses, unusual weight

is a nuisance. (/?. v. Egerley, 3 Salk. 183 ; R. v. Leach, 6 Mod. 145; and horses.

Com. Dig. Chemin (A. 3.) )

To suffer the ditches adjoining to a highway to be foul, by reason Ditches,

whereof it is impaired, is a nuisance also at common law. (1 Hawk.
c. 76, s. 50.)

And it seemeth clear, that it is a nuisance at common law to suffer Boughs of trees,

the boughs of trees, growing near the highway, to hang over the road
in such a manner as thereby to incommode the passage. (/6. and 3 Bac.
Ah: 497.)

The erection of telegraph posts without lawful authority, whereby
the way is rendered less commodioiis than before, is a nuisance, and
the fact that the posts are erected on the waste on each side of the way
makes no difference. {Reg. v. U. K. Electric Telegraph Company, 31
L. J. M. C. 166.) So the laying down of an iron tramway fixed in
the soil upon which to run public carriages is an indictable nuisance.
{Reg. V. Train, 31 L. J. M. C. 169.) And so is the digging of trenches
for laying down gas pipes without proper authority. {Reg. v. Langton

{a) See fovni of conviction, No. ness, and which was not found to

35. To justify a conviction under have caused any such damage or au-

this section it must be shown that iioyance, was held not to be an of-

some injury is done to the highway, fence within the section. {Stinsonv.

or some danger or annoyance caused Browning, L. R. 1 C. P. 821.)

to passengers using it. Therefore a {b) As to nuisances in general, see

fire made near a road by a wheel- '^Nuisance."
wright for the purpose of his busi-
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likely it would have prevented him from falling in. A more infirm

person might have sustained a greater injury than it appears the
plaintiff has received. The question is, whether you think this flap

was in the nature of a nuisance, used in the manner it was, and
whether, looking to all the circumstances, the plaintiff fell in owing
to the negligence and carelessness of the defendant in not sufficiently

protecting the place at this hour, being after dark. If you think so,

you will find for tho plaintiff. But, if you think that the plaintiff did

not himself use due caution in the matter, then you wiU give your
verdict for the defendant."

Obstructing the passage of a navigable river is a nuisance. {Hale de

Jure Maris, pt. 1, c. 3, p. 9 ; Hale de Portihus Maris, part 2, c. 7 ; and
see R. V. Ward, JR. v. Russell, and other cases.)

It is a nuisance to lay timber in a iiublic river, although the soil on
which it is laid belongs to the party, provided it obstructs the necessaiy
intercourse. (3 Bac. Abr. 686 ; R. v. Smith, 3 Keh. 759.)

So the placing of a floating dock in a public river has been also held

to be a nuisance, though beneficial in repairing ships. {Anon., Surrey
Assizes at Kingston, 1785, cited in the notes to 1 Hawk. F. C, c. 75,

s. 11.)
_

To divert a part of a public river, whereby the current of it is weak-
ened, and rendered incapable of carrying vessels of the same burthen
as it could before, is a common nuisance. (1 Haiok. c. 75, s. 11 ; Him'
v. Mansfield, Noy, 103.)

But if a ship or other vessel sink by accident in a river, althoug]

obstruct the navigation, yet the owner is not indictable as for a nuisaa
for not removing it. {R. v. Watts, 2 Esp. 675.)

He is, however, bound to place a buoy over the wreck, or give some
other sufiicient signal of its existence ; and it is not sufficient to station

a watchman near the spot to point out the danger. {Hammond v.

Pearson, 1 Camp. 515.)

The erection of weirs across rivers was reprobated in the earliest

periods of our law(&). They were considered as public nuisances.

The words of Magna Charta (c) (9 H. 3, c. 23) are, that " all weirs

from henceforth shall be utterly pulled down by Thames and Medwa}',
and through all England," &c. And this was followed up by subsi

-

quent acts {d) treating them as public nuisances, forbidding the erci -

tionof new ones, and the enhancing, straitening, or enlarging of thn

which had aforetime existed. {Wdd v. Hornby, 7 East, 195, per Lc
Ellenborough.)

But a well" appurtenant to a fishery, obstructing the whole or pai

of a navigable river, is legal, if granted by the Crown, before tli

commencement of the reign of Edward I. (Williams v. Wilcox, 8 Ad.
tfc E. 314.)

Such a grant may be inferred from evidence of its having existc I

before that time, {lb.)

If the weir, when so first granted, obstructs the navigation on only

a part of the river, it does not become illegal by the stream changing
its bed, so that the weir obstructs the only navigable passage remai:

-

ing. {lb.)

Trespass for breaking down a weir appurtenant to a fishery. Jus-

(a) See, in general, as to nuisances

in public rivers, Callis on Seivers,

Hale de J^ire Maris. And as to

malicious mischief to any navigable

river or canal, &c., see tit. ^'Mali-

cious Inj-uries to Property.
^^

(b) See Glanville, lib. IX. c. 11
;

2 Inst. 38.

(c) See 2 Inst. 38 ; Clicslcr 31111-

Case, 10 Rep. 37 h.

(d) See 4 stat. 25 Edw. 3, c. 4;

45 Edw. 3, c. 2 ; 12 Edw. 4, c. 7

;

1 Hen. 4, c. 12. Callis on Sewers^

and Williams v. Wilcox, 8 Ad. <fc E.

314, and cases and authorities there

cited.
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tification, that tho weir was wrongfully erected across part of a public 17. Ntdsances
and navigable river, the Severn, where the king's subjects had a right <fcc., on.

to navigate, and that the rest of the river was choked up, so that the
defendants could not navigate without breaking down the weir.

Eeplication, that the part where the weir stood was distinct from the
channel where the right of navigation existed, and was «iot a public
navigable river. Eejoinder, that the part was a part of the Severn,
and the king's subjects had a right to navigate there when the rest was
choked up, and that the rest was choked up. Surrejoinder, traversing
the right :—Held, that, in support of this traverse, plaintiff might
show user to raise presumption of such a grant as above, and was
not bound, for the purpose of introducing such proof, to set out his

right more specifically on the record. {Williams v. Wilcox, 8 Ad. & E.
314.)

Where the Crown had no right to obstruct the whole passage of a
navigable river, it had no right to erect a weir obstructing a part,

excei)t subject to the right of the public ; and therefore, in such a case,

the weir would become illegal upon the rest of the river being so choked
up that there could be no passage elsewhere. (/&.)

At common law, every holder of lands adjoining to a river or brook -^^ to owners of

has a right to raise the banks of the river or brook upon his own lands river having'a^
*

so as to confine the flood-water within the banks, provided ho does not right to raise

thereby occasion injury to the lands or property of other persons ; and the flood-w"t^r°
if such right has been exercised before the passing of an act authorizing
the making of a public navigable canal, the exercise of such right after

the making of the canal will not be a nuisance, although it may be
injurious to the canal, as the construction of the canal may be con-
sidered as having taken place, subject to the enjoyment of such rights

as the landholders possessed when the act passed, except so far as the •

act may have restrained such rights.

Upon an indictment for a nuisance to a public canal navigation,

established by act of parliament, it was found, by a special verdict,

that the canal was carried across a river and the adjoining valley by
means of an aqueduct and an embankment, in which were several

arches and culverts : that a brook fell into the river above its point of

intersection with the canal, and that in times of flood, the water, which
was then penned back into the brook, overflowed its banks, and was
carried, by the natural level of the country, to the above-mentioned
arches, and through them to the river, doing, however, much mischief

to the lands over which it passed : that, except for the nuisance after

mentioned, the aqueduct would be sufficiently wide for the passage of

the river at all times but those of high flood, notwithstanding the im-
proved drainage, of the country, which had increased the body of the

water; that the defendants, occupiers of lands adjoining the river and
brook, had, for the protection of their lands, subsequently to the

making of the canal, aqueduct, and embankment, created or height-

ened certain artificial banks, called fenders, on their respective projDer-

ties, so as to prevent the flood-water from escaping as aforesaid, and
that the water had consequently, in time of flood, come down in so

large a body against the aqueduct and canal bank as to endanger them
and obstruct the navigation : that the fenders were not unnecessarily

high, and that, if they were reduced, many hundred acres of land would
again be exposed to inundation. It was held by the lung's Bench, that

the defendants were not justified, under these circumstances, in alter-

ing for their own benefit the course in which the flood-water had been
accustomed to run ; that there was no difference in this respect between
flood-water and an ordinary stream ; that an action on the case would
have lain at the suit of an individual for such diversion, and, conse-

quently, that an indictment will lie where the act affected the public.

{B. V. 'Trafford, 1 B. & Ad. 874.) The jury also found that the acts

creating the nuisance were done by the de&ndants severally ; and it

3 Y 2
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was held, that, as the nuisance was the result of all those acts jointly,

the defendants were rightly joined in one indictment, which stated the

acts to have been several. But the Court of Exchequer Chamber,
although they agreed in the principle, that the ancient course and
outlet of the flood-water had been obstructed by the wrongful raising

from time to time of the fenders by the defendants, upon which the

judgment of the King's Bench proceeded, held, that the special verdict

ought to have found, 1st, Whether the raising fenders was an ancient

and rightful usage, or whether it had been commenced since the con-

struction of the canal. Por there was no doubt that, at common law,

t!:e landholders would have the right to raise the banks of the river and
brook from time to time, as it became necessary, upon their own lands,

so as to confine the flood-water within the banks, and to prevent it from
overflowing their own lands ; with this single restriction, that they did

not thereby occasion any injury to the lands or property of other

persons. And if this right had actually been exercised and enjoyed by
them before the passing of the act, then the construction of the aque-
duct and embankment might be considered as having taken place,

subject to the enjoyment of such rights as the landholders possessed at

the time of passing the act, unless so far as the act might have re-

strained the exercise of such rights.—2ndly, Whether the course

described by the special verdict to have been taken by the flood-water
was, or was not, the ancient and rightful course.—And, 3rdly, Whether
or not the raising of the fenders to their present height had become
necessary, in consequence of the construction of the aqueduct.

( Traf-

ford V. Bex, 8 JBing. 204 ; venire de novo awarded.)
It seems that the law as to nuisances in rivers and ports, in prin-

ciple, is the same. {R. v. Ward, 4 Ad. & E. 406 ; and see Lord I>en-

maiih remarks on this subject in this case.)

The bringing a great ship into Billingsgate dock, which, though a
common dock, was common only for small ships coming with provi-

sions to the markets in London, appears to have been considered as a

nuisance, in the same manner as if a man were to use a common pack
and horseway with his cart, so as to plough it up, and thereby render

it less convenient to riders. {R. v. Leach, 6 Mod. 145 ; Bac. Ahr. tit.

*' Nuisance," (A.).)

On the trial of an indictment for a nuisance, by erecting and conti-

nuing piles and planking in a harbour, and thereby obstructing it and
rendering it insecure, the jury found specially that, by the defendant's

works, the harbour was in some extreme cases rendered less secure ; it

was held, that the defendant was not responsible, criminally, for con
sequences so slight, .xxnccrtain, and rare, and that a verdict of not
guilty must be entered. (R. v. Tindal, 6 Ad. & E. 143.)

It seems that the fact of an act being productive of more public be-

nefit than public inconvenience does not prevent it being a nuisance
{R. V. Ward, 4 Ad. cfc E. 384.) But see B. v. Russell (6 B. & C. 566)

;

where, upon the trial of an indictment for a nuisance in a navigable
river, by erecting staiths there for loading ships with coals, Bayley, J,

in substance, directed the jury to find the defendant not guilty, if hi;

act, indicted as a nuisance, were productive of more public benefil

than public inconvenience, and a rule for a new trial upon the ground
of the above being a misdirection was discharged by Bayley, J., anc
Ilolroyd, J., Tenterden, 0. J., diss. See in R.\. Wa7-d, 4 A. (fc E. 384
and Lord Denman's remarks on this case ; see also B. v. Ld. Oros-

venor, 2 Starh'e, 511.

Therefore, where, on the trial of an indictment for a nuisance in i

navigable river, and common king's highway, called the harbour o:

C, by erecting an embankment in the waterway, the jury found tha;

the embankment was a nuisance, but that the inconvenience wai
counterbalanced by the public benefit arising from the alteration,

was held to amount to a verdict of guilty. {B. v. Ward, supra; see th<
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form of the indictment in this case, 4 Ad. & E. 408, and see Rex v. 17. Nuisances
Ward, Cro. Car. 266; Fayney. Partridge, 1 Salk. 12.) "tt-c., on.
It was also held, in this case, that it was no defence to the indictment,

that, although the work was in some degree a hinderance to naviga-
tion, it was advantageous, in a greater degree, to other uses of the
port.

And where the defendant, being the proprietor of a colliery, made a
railroad from it to a sea-port town. The railroad was 400 yards long,
and was laid upon a turnpike-road, which it narrowed so far, that in
some places there was not a clear space for two carriages to pass. The
defendant allowed the public to use his railroad, paying a toll ; it was
hold, that the facility thereby given to the general tralhc with the sea-

l)ort, and particularly to the conveyance of coals, &c., thither, was not
such a convenience as justified the obstruction of the highway. {E. v.

Morris, 1 B. (fc Ad. 441 ; see E. v. Ward, 4 Ad. & E. 394, ^er Pat-
tcson, J.)

By an act of parliament, power was given to a company to make a Where act autho-

railway according to a plan deposited with the clerk of the peace, from "^'^"^ ^^ statute.

which they wei'e not to deviate more than 100 yards. Bj'- a subsequent
act, the company, or persons authorised by them, were empowered to
use locomotive engines on the railway. The railway was made parallel
with and adjacent to an ancient highway, and in some places came
within five yards of it. It did not appear whether or not the line
could have been made in those instances to pass at a greater distance.
The locomotive engine on the railway frightened the horses of persons
using the highway as a carriage road. On an indictment against the
company for a nuisance—Held, that this interference with the rights
of the public must be taken to have been contemplated and sanctioned
by the legislature, since the words of the statute authorising the use of
the engines were unqualified ; and the public benefit derived from the
railway (whether it would have excused the alleged nuisance at com-
mon law or not) showed at least that there was nothing unreasonable
in a clause of an act of Parliament giving such unqualified authority.
{E. V. Pease, 4 B. tfc Ad. 30. And see E. v. Gregory, 2 N. & M. 478 ;

Bouverie v. Miles, 1 B. & Adol. 38 (a).)

It seems to have been holden by Lord Kenyan, that the existence of Existence of nui-

a nuisance for a great number of years might render it legal : {Peake,
of y^earrdoes notf*"

N. P. 391;) but the contrary now appears to be settled. {Weld v. render it legal.

Hornhj, 7 East, 199 ; E. v. Gross, 3 Garnjpb. 227 ; Ghad. v. Tilsed, 5
3{ooi^e, 185.)

In one case it was holden, that 20 years' possession of the water at a
given level was not conclusive as to the right ; etper Abbott, C. J. ,

" If
it be admitted that this is a public navigable river, and that all his
Majesty's subjects had a right to navigate it, an obstruction to such
navigation for a period of 20 years would not have the efiect of pre-
venting his Majesty's subjects from using it as such." {Vooglity,
Winch, 2B. & Ad. 662.)
If the party who has been indicted for a nuisance continue the same, Continuing

he may be again indicted for such continuance. (1 Ilaivh, c. 76, s.
nuisance,

157; 2 Eoll Abr. 137, (B 4;) sed vide Austin's case, 1 Ventr. 183, tit.

*' Nuisance.")

11. Securing Offendebs.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 79, after reciting that ofiencesmay be com- For securing nn-

mitted against this act by persons whose names are unknown to the known offenders.

surveyor, assistant-surveyor, or district surveyor, it is enacted, that

(a) It will be seen that the 5 & 6 within 25 yards of a highway, unless

Will. 4, c. 50, s. 70 (ante, p. 1050), behind screens,

prohibits the erection of steam-engines
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17. Nuisances, it shall be lawful for the surveyor, assistant-surveyor, or district sur-
tfrc, 011. veyor, or any person acting under his authority, and such other person

~
;

as he shall call to his assistance, or any other person witnessing the
o & 6 Will. 4, c. 50. commission of the offence, without any other authority than this act, to

seize and detain such unknown person who shall commit any such
offence, and take him forthwith before any justice of the peace, who
shall proceed and act with respect to such offence according to the

provisions of this act.

See, as to the proceedings against offenders under this act, p. 1088.

12. Power of Surveyor to remove Nuisances and
Obstructions.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 73, if any timber, stone, hay, straw,

dung, manure, lime, soil, ashes, rubbish, or other matter or thing
whatsoever shall be laid upon any highway, so as to be a nuisance,

and shall not, after notice given by the surveyor, assistant-surveyor,

or district surveyor, be forthwith removed, it shall and may be lawful
for the surveyor, assistant-surveyor, or district surveyor, by order in

writing from any one justice, to clear the said highway by removing
the said stone, hay, straw, dung, manure, soil, ashes, rubbish, or other

matter or thing as aforesaid, and to dispose of the same, and to apply
the proceeds arising therefrom towards the repairs of the highway
within the parish in which such highway may be situate : Provided
nevertheless, that if any soil, ashes, or rubbish shall be laid on any
highway, and, such soil, ashes, or rubbish shall not be of sufficient

value to defray the expenses of removing them, the person who laid or

deposited such soil, ashes, or rubbish shall repay to the said suiweyor,

assistant-surveyor, or district surveyor, the money which he shall have
necessarily expended for the removal thereof, which money, in case the

same shall not be forthwith repaid, shall be levied as forfeitures are

herein directed to be levied.

Upon an information under this section the justices have jurisdiction

to decide whether the way in question is a highway or not. (
Williams

V. Adams, 2 B. & 8. 312.)

As this act contains no section taking away the summary jurisdiction

of justices where title to land comes into question, it becomes necessary,

in every case of complaint made to them, for the justices to decide

whether the locus in quo is a highway or not. {H-)
The above section does not make it incumbent upon the surveyor to

remove nuisances ; it empowers him to give notice to the parties placing!

them there to remove them. Again, the act imposes no obligation on
him to fence places that are dangerous. {Morgan v. Leach, 10 M, & W.
558, per Parhe, B.)

Therefore, where the defendants, who were magistrates, directed the
plaintiff, a surveyor of highways, to remove a certain nuisance from the
highway, and to fence a pit that was dangerous, and, on his neglecting
to do so, convicted him in a penalty for having " wilfully neglected his

diity in not removing, or causing to be removed, certain nuisances in

and upon a certain highway in the said parish, &c., and not duly guard
ing a dangerous pit lying on the said highway ;

" it was held, that the
conviction was not warranted by the 20th or the above section of the
5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, and that it could not be supported. [Morgan v.

Leach, 10 M. & W. 558.)
The order of the justice made pursuant to this section for the re-

moval of the nuisance is conclusive as to the fact that the locus in quo
is a highway. {Mould v. Williams, 5 Q. B. 69, recognising Brittain v.

Kinnaird, 1 B. & B. 432.)

As to the levying, &c. of such forfeitures, see ss. 101, 103, jjosf,

p. 1088.

As to the common law right to remove nuisances, see post, p. 1064.,
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17. Nuisances,

13. Power of Sueveyor to impound Cattle straying, &c. on
^''

'.

.

Highways.

The 5 & 6 Will. IV. c. 50, s. 74, is repealed by 27 & 28 Vict. c. 101, Sect. 74 of 5 & 6

s. 25, which enacts. If any horse, mare, gelding, bull, ox, cow, heifer, pealed,' and ottfer

steer, calf, mule, ass, sheep, lamb, goat, kid, or swine is at any time provisions made

found straying on or lying about any highway, or across any part
stravin

'*
&c°'on*^

thereof, or by the sides thereof, (except on such parts of any highway highway's,

as pass over any common or waste or uninclosed ground,) the owner
or owners thereof shall, for every animal so found straying or lying,

be liable to a penalty not exceeding 5 shillings, to be recovered in a
summary manner, together with the reasonable expense of removing
such animal from the highway where it is found to the fields or stable

of the owner or owners, or to the common pound (if any) of the parish
where the same shall be found, or to such other place as may have
been provided for the purpose : Provided always, that no owner of any
such animal shall in any case pay more than the sum of 30s., to be re-

covered as aforesaid, over and above such reasonable exjDenses as afore-

said, including the usual fees and charges of the authorised keeper of
the pound : Provided also, that nothing in this act shall be deemed to '

extend to take away any right of pasturage which may exist on the
sides of any highway.
Looking at the language of this section, there can be no doubt that

the intention of the legislature was that if cattle are found straying on
the highway, which would imply that they were not in the charge of
some one who had control over them, that should be an offence, and
then, as the words lying about are also in this section, omitting the
qualification without a keeper (as in 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 74), the
meaning clearly is, that if the animals do in fact lie about the highway,
although there may be a keeper with them, that should also be an
offence. {Laiurence v. King, L. R. 3 Q, B.) Therefore where sheep
were found lying about a highway, though under the control of a
keeper, held that the owner was rightly convicted under 24 & 25 Vict.

c. 109, s. 25, ih.

See, as to parties impounding cattle, &c., being obliged to provide
sufficient food for them, 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 59, ss. 4, 5, 6 ; and " Dis-
tress."

Sect. 75. In case any person shall release or attempt to release any 5 & 6 Win. 4, c. 50

horse, ass, sheep, swine, or other beast or cattle which shall be seized Punishing Person

for the pui'pose of being impounded under the authority of this act breach"
^°"" '

from the pound or place where the same shall be so impounded, or in

the way to or from any such pound or place, or shall pull down,
damage, or destroy the same pound or place, or any part thereof, or
any lock or bolt belonging thereto or with which the same shall be
fastened, or shall rescue or release, or attempt to rescue or release,

any distress or levy which shall be made under the authority of this

act, until or before such horse, ass, sheep, swine, or other beast or

cattle seized or so impounded, or such distress or levy so made shall

be discharged by due course of law, every person so offending shall,

upon conviction thereof before any two of his Majesty's justices of the

peace, either upon confession of the party or parties offending, or upon
oath of one credible witness, forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding
20?., at the discretion of the said justices, and in default thereof be
committed by such justices, by warrant under their hands and seals,

to the house of correction of the county wherein the said offence shall

have been committed, there to be kept to hard labour for any time, at

the discretion of the justices, not exceeding three calendar months.
(See Woolwrych on Higlnvays, p. 90, n.) And see further as to pound-
breach, " Rescue" " Distress." And see a clause in the Turnpike Act,

3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 123, post.
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14. Abatement of Nuisances at Common Law.

Independently of any legal proceedings, it appears that any person
may lawfully abate a public nuisance ; at least, if it be so placed in

the highway as to obstruct the passage of her Majesty's subjects.

(1 Hawk. c. 75, s. 12. See Earl of Lonsdale v. Nelsoii, 2 B. & C. 302.)

But though a party may remove the nuisance, yet he cannot remove
the materials more than is necessary to abate the nuisance, or convert
them to his own use {Dalt, c. 50) ; and so much of the thing only as

causes the nuisance ought to be removed, as, if a house be built too

high, only so much of it as is too high should be pulled down. (9 Meju

53 ; God. 221 ; B. v. Pappineau, 2 !Stra. 686.)
And in all cases of removal of the nuisance, the party should take

care to do no more damage than is actually necessary for the purposes
of the removal.
As to the power of a court of equity to abate, &c., see IS

Ves. 211.

See further as to the abatement of nuisance, tit. " Nuisance."

15. Indictment foe Nuisances, &c. Punishment for, &c. (a)

The party guilty of a nuisance to a highway may be indicted at

common law, and this is the usual mode of proceeding. (See
" Nuisance")
A party may also be indicted for the continuance of a nuisance ; and

this, though he has been before indicted, for every continuance of a
public nuisance is in law a nuisance. {II. v. Stead, 1 T. B. 142;
Austin's case, 1 Ventr. 183.)

Also it seemeth that an heir may be indicted for continuing an en-
croachment, or other nuisance to a highway, begun by his ancestor.

(1 Haivk. c. 7G, s. 61.)

An act of Parliament prohibited the erection or continuance of any
building within ten feet of the road, and declared that the footpaths
should be subject to the act, and be part of the road. It further
enacted, that, if any such building should be erected or continued
contrary to the act, it should be deemed a common nuisance. By
another clause, two magistrates were empowered to convict the
j)roprietor and occupier of such building, and to make an order for

the removal thereof :—Held, that, notwithstanding the latter clause,

the party who erected or continued a building contraiy to the act

might be indicted for a nuisance. {B. v. Orexjory, 5 B. & Adol.

555.)

An indictment does not lie merely for not cleaning a highway, or for

merely diverting it. (1 And. 234.)
In B. v. Watts (1 Salic. 357), an indictment was allowed for not re-

pairing a house standing on a highway, ruinous and like to fall

down, which the defendant occupied, and ought to repair ratione

tenurce sues.

As to the description of the highway in the indictment, see the rules,

post, p. 1071, «&c., as to indictments for not repairing highways, which
will for the most part apply here.

It is not, it seems, necessary to state the means by which the high-
way was obstructed ; it is sufficient to say quod ohstruxit or ohstupavit,

without saying how. (3Zeonl3; Willes, 583; 1 Bos. & F. 180 ; Com.
Big.,'' Action on Case for Bisturhance," {B. 1); Cro. Jac. 606.)
The indictment must contain the words "to the common nuisance

of all the liege subjects of our lady the now Queen," residing, passing,

(a) See, in general, as to indict-

ments for nuisances, &c. tit. " Nui-
sance ;" and sec, as to the punish-

ment for nuisances in navitcable rivers.

and the mode of reforming such nui-
sances, Callis on Setcers ; Bale da

Jure Maris ; Williams v. Wilcox, 8
Ad. ct- E. 314.
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or using, »S;c., according to the facts in its conclusion (1 Stra. 688; 17. Nuisances,

Com. Big. "Indictment," G. 6); and it is said that, if the indictment dr., on.

conclude, to the damage of divers subjects, it will be insufficient. {Cro.

Eliz.US.)
The defendant cannot make objections to the indictment till he has Objections to,

pleaded. (Z>a/^. C. 66.)
_

when to be made.

A party was indicted for a nuisance in stopping up the course of a Particulars of nui-

river, by throwing in mud ; the acts appearing permanent, the court
^^^°'^-

refused the defendant a rule for the particulars of the dates of the acts

in question, but granted it as to the acts themselves. {B. v. Flower,

7 DowL F. (J. 665; and see B. v. Cunvood, 3 Ad. & E.8lo; and
" Nuisance.")

The plea is the general issue, not guilty. K<'=*-

As to the evidence in general to prove a way is public, see p. 1078, &c. Evidence.

As to witnesses, see post, p. 1087.

The punishment for a common nuisance is fine and imprisonment, Punishment,

at the discretion of the court in which the offender is convicted. (1

Hawk. c. 75, ss. 14, 15.) But no imprisonment or corporal punish-
ment is now inflicted. The object of the prosecution is to remove the
nuisance, and to that end alone the sentence is in general directed.

It is therefore usual, when the nuisance is stated on the proceedings
as continuing, in addition to a fine, to order the defendant, at his

own costs, to abate the nuisance. {B. v. Fappineau, 2 Stra, 686 ; see

2Mst, p. 1079.)

It should seem, however, that where a building is not a nuisance in

itself, but becomes so, either by its extension, or the use made of it for

carrying on a noxious trade, the house itself ought not to be de-

molished, but only such part removed as annoys the public, or such
injurious occupation discontinued. {Id.) And where the nuisance is

not charged as still existing, but as having been offensive on a day
specified, no judgment need be given to abate ; because it would be
absurd to adjudge that to be destroyed which does not appear to exist.

{B. V. Stead, 8 T. B. 42.)

And if the court be satisfied that a nuisance indicted is already
effectually abated before judgment is prayed upon the indictment, they
will not, in their discretion, give judgment to abate it ; and they
refused to give such judgment upon an indictment for an obstruction

in a public highway, which highway, after the conviction of the de-

fendant, was regularly turned by an order of justices, and a certificate

obtained, that the new way was fit for the passage of the public, and
on affidavits that so much of the old M'ay indicted as was stiU

retained was freed from all obstruction. {B. v. Incledon, 13 East, 164.)

As to costs, see tit. " Costs." Costs.

Where a defendant applied to remove an indictment for obstruct- Certiorari,

ing a highway from sessions by certiorari, on account of the probability

that difficult points of law would arise, it was held, that it was not
sufficient to show in his affidavit that the obstruction complained of

by the indictment consisted of buildings of great value, which had stood

thirty or forty years. {B. v. Joide, 5 Ad. (fc F. 539.)

As to certiorari in general, see " Certiorari." The 117th sect, of the
5 & 6 "Will. 4, c. 50 (reserving the powers of commissioners of sewers)
does not apply to an indictment for this offence.

16. Peesentment for Nuisances.

It seems that a nuisance to a highway by actual obstruction may be Presentment

presented in the leet, or at the sessions. As to the form of such pre- nuisances.

sentment, the same rules as to indictments, supra, will apply. As to

presentments in general, see tit. '^Presentment," andi post, -p. 1086.

17. Action for Nuisance.

In general, no action can bo maintained for a public iniury. There- Action for
*-' ' X 1/ • nil 1 con oAnuisance.
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19. Proceedings fore an action does not lie for obstructing a man's passage in a Hgh-

for not re- way, because lie has no more damage than others of the Uueen's sub-
pairing. jects ; but the partj;- causing the obstruction must be proceeded against

~ by indictment. {Pain v. Partridge, Comb. 180 ; B. v. Saintiff, 6 3£od.

255; Pain v. Patrick, 3 Mod. 289; Cro. FAiz. 664.)
But if a person has sustained more particular damage by the nuisance

than the public in general, as if any accident occurs to him, or he be
obliged to go a greater distance, and thereby put to an expense in the
conveyance of his goods or otherwise, or his custom in a business he
carries on be diminished by reason of the nuisance, then he may sue
the party causing it. [Rose v. Miles, 4: M. & Sel. 101 ; Oreasley v. Cod-
ling, 2 Pingh. 263 ; Willcs v. Ilungerford Market Company ; 2 B. N. C.

281.) And as to leaving open cellar doors, see Daniels y. Potter, 4
C. & P. 262 ; Procter y. Harris, 4: C. & P. 337.

Two things must concur to support this action,—an obstruction in
the road by the fault of the defendant, and no want of ordinary care
to avoid it on the part of the plaintiff. {Butterjieldy. Forrester, 11
East, 60, per Lord FUenhorough ; Marriott v. Stanley, 1 Scott's, N. P.
395.)

Therefore, where, in an action to recover a compensation in damages
for an injury occasioned by an obstruction in a highway, it was left to
the jury to say whether or not the plaintiff was himself in any degree
the cause of the injury—whether he had acted with such a want of
reason and ordinary care as to disentitle him to recover, it was held
that the direction was proper. (Id.)

See further as to actions for nuisances, post, tit. " Nuisance."

XYIII. 3ioconwtii)f0 on Uoaas.

This matter ig regulated by the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 70 ; and the 28 &
29 Vict. c. 83. The acts are printed under " Turnpikes," post.

XIX. Iroceetrtnfis for not ^tpmiuQ WiW^Vi^*
Division of the Herein of

—

1. Proceedings he/ore Justices where the Ohligation to repair is not

disputed, p. 1066.

2. Proceedings by Indictment where the Ohligation to repair is dis-

puted, and the subsequent Proceedings thereon, p. 1070.

3. Information in Queen's Bench for not repairing, p. 1085.

4. Mandamus for not repairing, p. 1085.

5. Entering and repairing, p. 1086.

6. Presentments for non-repair abolished, p. 1086.

1. Mode of Proceeding before Justices where Obligation to
Eepair 18 not Disputed.

5&6Will.4, c. 50. -^y. 5 "^ 6 Will, 4, c. 50, s. 94, From and after the commencement
Mode of proceed-

' of this act, if any highway is out of repair or is not well and sufifi-

ing before J}^stices ciently repaired and amended, and information (a) thereof, on the oath

of repah-^ml ob- of one credible witness, is given to any justice of the peace, it shall

ligation to repair and may be lawful for such justice, and ho is hereby authorised and
i3 not disputed, required, to issue a summons (6) requiring the surveyor of the parish,

(re) See form, No. 39, ^ws<. {h) See form, No, 28, post.
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or other person, or body politic or corporate chargeable with such 19, Proceedings
repairs, to appear before the justices at some special sessions for the for not re-

highways in the said summons mentioned, to be held within the pairing.

division in which the said highway may be situate (a) ; and the said ; !

justices shall either appoint some competent person to view the same, ^^^ ^*^^' *' "' ^^'

and report thereon to the justices in special sessions assembled, on a
certain day and place to be then and there fixed, at which the said
surveyor of the highways or other party as aforesaid shall be directed
to attend, or the said justices shall fix a day whereon they or any two
of them shall attend to view the said highway ; and if to the justices at

such special sessions on the day and at the place so fixed as aforesaid,

it shall appear either on the report (i) of the said person so appointed
by them to view, or on the view of such justices, that the said highway
is not in a state of thorough and effectual repair, they , the said justices,

at such last-mentioned special sessions shall convict the said surveyor
or other party liable to the repair of the said highway in any penalty
not exceeding 51. (c), and shall make an order on the said surveyor, or Penalty,

other person, or bodies politic or corporate liable to repair such high-
way, by which order they shall limit and appoint a time for the re-

pairing of the same ; and in default of such repairs being effectually

made within the time so limited, the said surveyor, or such other
person, or body politic or corporate as aforesaid, shall forfeit and pay Forfeiture,

to some person to be named and appointed in a second order a sum of
money to be therein stated, and which shall be equal in amount to the
sum which the said justices shall, on the evidence produced before
them, judge requisite for repairing such highway, which money shall

be recoverable in the same manner as any forfeiture is recoverable
under this act (see ss. 101, 103, post, p. 1088), and such money, when
recovered, shall be applied to the repair of such highway ; and in case
more parties than one are bound to repair any such highway, the said

justices shall direct in their said order what proportion shall be paid
by each of the said parties : Provided, (cZ) that if the said hie-hway so if highway a

•^ ^ ^ ' & J-
turnpike road.

(a) An order of the special sessions justice lias no power to summon a

directing an indictment for non-repair surveyor or other officer of a turn-

imist show on the face of it that the pike road to appear at a special ses-

special session is held within the spe- sions for highways ; nor have justices

cial session division in which the at such special sessions any authority

highway is situate, and if this be to make an order for repair if the

omitted, any order of qiiarter sessions funds are insufficient, nor without
for costs is void. {Ecg. v. Martin, 2 giving such officer an opportunity of

Q. -S. 1037.) showing the state of the funds. (Reg.

{b} See infra. v. Justices of St. Albans, 22 L. J. M.
(c) In P.. V. Justices of Wilts (8 C. 142.)

Doiol. 717), Coleridge, J., in reference Where alocal act provided that the

to this penalty said,
— "It is said moneys obtained by virtue of the act

that this penalty, if inflicted, would should be applied in "keeping down
come out of the highway rate. But I the interest" of the prinicipal 'mo-

do not think that sect. 96 (see^os^, nies borrowed on the credit of the

p. 1080) bears that construction. It act, and in repairing the road, and
appears to me that the penalty was lastly in repaying the principal mo-
iutended, by sect. 94, to fall upon ney, the court held that the words
the surveyor, as a punishment for his *' keeping down the interest" meant
neglect in not repairing the highway. paying the annual interest as it ac-

Very extraordinary consequences crued, and did not include paying

would be the result if the penalty arrears, which the act left to be pro-

could come out of the highway rate. vided for in the same way as the

I only throw out this by way of re- principal ; and, therefore, that the

mark, and not as a decision upon payment of interest was lawful

that poiut." though the road was out of repair,

{d) Under this proviso a single but that payment of arrears of in-
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out of repair is a part of tlie turnpike road, the said justices shall

stimmon the treasurer, or surveyor, or other officer of such turnpike
road, and the order herein directed to be made shall be made on such
treasurer, or surveyor, or other officer as aforesaid, and the money
therein stated shall be recov^erable as aforesaid

;
provided, neverthe-

less, that the said justices shall not have power to make such order as
aforesaid in any case where the duty or obligation of repairing the
said highway comes in question.

In an order made by magistrates at special sessions under s. 94, for

the indictment of a highway, it should distinctly appear that such
highway is within the division for which such special sessions are
held, and if that do not apjjear, any order for costs, under s. 95, would
be void. {R. v. Martin, 2 Q. B. 1037; R. v. HicUing, 15 L. J. 23,

M. C.) The road must also bo proved affirmatively at the trial to be
a highway {R. v. Down Holland, 15 L. J. 25, M. G.) ; nor can a certi-

ficate for costs be given after an acquittal upon the ground that it is

not the highway set out in the order of justices {R. v. Fi/ehcad, 3
Cox's O. C. 59) ; R. v. Heanor {13 L. J. 144, M. C), is not to be regarded
as an authority (see R. v. Heanor, 14 L. J. 38, M. C). The order for

costs should state the amount, and out of what fund they are to be
paid [R. V. Watford, 4 D. <fc L. 593), and consequently, the amount
should be ascertained pending the sessions, or the commission of tho
judge who tried the cause. (See R. v. Clarh, 5 Q. B. 887.)
A judge at nisi prius, after the indictment has been removed by

certiorari, may make the order for costs {R. v. Watford, 4 D. & L.
493) ; but it has been held that if the defendants plead guilty tho in-

dictment is not tried, and the order cannot be made. {R. v. Voiv-

churcli, 2 C. & K. 393, fer Vamjluin and Williams, Js. ) The allegation in
an indictment that a road was an immemorial highway is immaterial,
because the parish is liable the instant it becomes a highway. [R. v.

Turiveston, 20 L. J. 46, 31. G.)

Where a grand jury had ignored a bill of indictment against a
parish for non-repair of a highway, some of the jury being landowners
in the parish, and taking part in the discussion as to whether the bill

should be found, the court granted a criminal infonnation against tho
inhabitants of the pai'ish for the non-repair of the highway. {Reg. y.

Inhabitants of Upton St. Leonards, 16 L, J. 84, M. G.)

This enactment applies to cases where the road is not only in a state

of non-repair, but where there has been a neglect in causing the non-
repair. {R. V. Wilts, 8 Doivl. 717.)

Where upon a summons for non-repair against the surveyor
of highways, at the hearing it appeared that the highway in ques-
tion was a turnpike-road, tho court held that justices in special

sessions were not bound to convict the sui'veyor of the highways,
though the complainant offered to prove that the trust had no funds,
and that he appeared for the trustees. {Reg. v. Trafford, 5 E. (fc B.

If a turnpike-road be out of repair, the right person to bo sum-
moned under this section in the first instance is the treasurer, sur-
veyor, or other officer of the turnpike-road, and no order can be made
upon the parish surveyor for the repair of a turnpike-road unless it be
shown to the justices that the funds of the trust are not sufficient. {In
re Surveyor of Gorton, 25 L. J. M. C. 70.)
Where an information is laid under this section, that a highway is

out of repaii-, and the magistrates, pursuant to that section, appoint a

terest was illegal when tlie road was
out of repair. Held, also, that the

order on the trustees ought not to be

made unless they had funds iu hand

appHcablo to the purposes of such
order. {R. v. Hutchinson, 4 J". <fc jS.

200.)
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viewer, who reports it out of repair, the magistrates at tlie special ses- jg Procecdinas
sions are not bound by that report, but may exercise their discretion, '/(,,.

',jo^ ^g.
whether they will convict the surveyor or not. {Id.) pairinq.
Where one of 3 defendants, who were magistrates, having received —

information on oath that a certain turnpike-road was out of repair, ?'^ode of prooeed-

summoned the surveyor of the road, under the above section, to appear LTunlpTke^road.'^^
at a special sessions ; at that sessions the 2 defendants ordered A. B.
to view the road, and report thereon to them at another special

sessions. A. B. having reported at the latter sessions, when the
plaintiff was present, that the road was out of repair, the defendants
ordered the surveyor to repair it within 6 weeks, and at the same time
ordered him, under stat. 18 Geo. 3, c. 19, s. 1, to pay 21. 3s. as costs.

The plaintiff having refused to pay this sum, and his goods having
been taken as a distress by warrant from the defendants, he replevied
them, and brought the present action of replevin. It was held, first, ono magistrate no
that a single magistrate had no authority under the ^above 94th sect, authority to sum-

to summon the surveyor ; 2ndly, that the defendants could not inflict
"""^ surveyor,

costs under the stat. 19 Geo. 3, c. 19, s. 1 (see jpost, tit. " Cosis "); Costs.

3rdly, that the defendants were not justified in inflicting costs upon
the plaintiff, since, not having disobeyed the order of justices, he had
not committed any offence ; and, 4thly, that an action of replevin
would lie against the defendants. {George v. Chambers, 11 M. tfc W.
149.) And per Ahinger, C. B. , in this case, after stating the mode to

be adopted under this section against the survej^ors of highways, &c.
•

— '

' In the case of a surveyor of turnpikes, a different mode is to be Examining stato

adopted. It may become necessary for the justices to examine the °^ turnpike funds,

state of the turnpike funds. A former statute (3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s.

109) enables them to transfer the statute duty from turnpike roads to

other highways, if it can be conveniently dispensed with, without en-
dangering the securities for the money advanced on the tolls. In such
a case, it would be proper for them to order the surveyors of turnpikes
to repair the roads. If, therefore, the surveyor, when summoned,
declares the road to be a turnpike-road, it may become necessary for

the justices to examine the stato of the funds; and if, after having
done so, they make an order on him to repair the road, and he disobeys

it, then, and not till then, does he become liable to the payment of

costs." And per Parke, B., in the same case, speaking of the jDOwer

of the defendants to inflict the costs,
—"In the case of a turnpike

surveyor, they should give him an opportunity of showing that he has
no funds. But here the defendants have not adjudicated upon the

matter, for they have not found that the plaintift' was guilty of any
misconduct ; they have not found that ho was bound to repair the
road, on the ground of his being in possession of funds for that pur-
25ose. The circumstance which is wanting to give them jurisdiction

is, that they should have called the surveyor before them, and should
have adjudicated that the road was out of repair through his default.

Here it appears merely that they made an order, but it is not stated

that that order was disobeyed, and therefore no breach of duty appears
to have been committed by the plaintiff." And per Alderson,Ji.— Parties prima facie

"The parties jin'ma/ac/e liable are, therefore, the persons to be sum-
^\j^nionod*^°

^"^

moncd in the first instance. If the road is reported to be out of repair,

the justices are to convict the surveyor in a penalty not exceeding 51.

;

and after that begins their remedial power of directing the road to be
repaired. It is at this stage of the proceedings that the siuweyor of when surveyor of

turnpikes is to bo summoned ; and if ho is adjudged to be liable, he turnpikes to be

is to be ordered to repair within a certain time, and if guilty of default, he
summone

is to forfeit a sum of money equal to the amount required for repairs. Forfeiture by him.

The justices may summon the trustees, or others acting under the

general turnpike acts, the funds in the possession of the latter being,

in fact, a collateral security for the repair of the roads. So, if there bo

a conviction against the inhabitants, the fine for the repair of tho
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for not re-

pairing.

Magistrates' dis-

cretionary power.

Costs.

Costs.

Penalty.

19, Procccf^mg's road may be apportioned between them and the trustees, care being
taken that the interests of the creditors of the principal trust are not
affected. In the case, therefore, of a turnpike surveyor, the magis-
trates have a discretionary jDOwer of considering what course they are

to take. If, after investigating the state of the funds, thoy find the

debts of the trust to be inconsiderable, they may direct the surveyor
to repair the road within a certain time, and in default thereof may
summon him, and impose a forfeiture upon him, which, together with
costs, he will then be liable to pay for disobeying the order of justices.

But here the plaintiff was not bound to pay costs, as the time for re-

pairing the road had not elapsed, and, therefore, the costs were
inflicted before any offence was committed."
As to the costs under this mode of proceeding, see s. 97, post, p. 1087.

As to the levying and application of the penalty or forfeiture, see

the 101st and 103rd sections, i^ost, p. 1088 ; and see Georc/e v. Cliam-
hers, ante, p. 1069.

2. Mode oi- pboceeding by indictment, whbee Obligation to
EEPAIR is disputed, AND THE SUBSEQUENT PbOCEEDINGS
THEEEON.

By 5 & 6 "Wni. 4, c. 50, s. 95, if, on the hearing of any such sum-
mons (s. 94, ante, p. 1066) respecting the repair- of any highway, the

duty or obligation of such repairs is denied by the surveyor on behalf
of the inhabitants of the parish, or by any other party charged there-

with, it shall then be lawful for such justices, and they are hereby
required to direct (a) a bill of indictment to be preferred, and the ne-
cessaiy witness in support thereof to be subpa3naed at the next
assizes to be holden in and for the said county, or at the next general

quarter sessions of the peace for the county, riding, division, or place

•wherein such highway shall be, against the inhabitants of the parish

or the party to be named in such order for suffering and permitting
the said highway to be out of repair; and the costs (5) of such prose-

cution shall be directed by the judge of assize before whom the said

indictment is tried, or by the justices at such quarter sessions, to be
paid out of the rate (c) made and levied in pursuance of this act in

the parish in which such highway shall be situate : Provided, never-

theless, that it shall be lawful for the party against whom such indict-

ment shall be so preferred at the quarter sessions as aforesaid, to

remove such indictment, .by certiorari or otherwise, into his Majesty's

Court of King's Bench.
An indictment against a parish preferred and found at the assizes

pursuant to an order of justices under s. 95, may, notwithstanding s.

107, be removed by certiorari. {lieg. v. Sanders, 3 E. dc B. 540.)

In an order made by magistrates at special sessions under 5 & 6
"Will. 4, c. 50, ss. 94, 95, for the indictment of a highway, it should
distinctly appear that such highway is within the division for which
such special sessions are held, and if that do not appear the subsequent
proceedings at the quarter sessions are void, though it may appear on

Mode of proceed-
ing if obligation

to repair is dis-

puted.

Indictment and
witnesses.

Costs.

Certiorari(cJ).

(a) As to form of order, see B. v.

Martin, 8 Jurist, 86 ; and see form,
2>ost, No. 40.

(b) See^wst, p. 1081.

(c) These words refer not only to

rates made or levied at time ofmaking
the order, bvit to the liigliway rate in

general, and if there be not sufficient

funds in the hands of the surveyor

they must make a rate for that object.

The order binds the surveyor in office

and all his successors until the costs

are paid. These costs cannot be le-

vied by distress, but the court M'ill

grant a mandamus to compel the
levying and payment of them. (R. v.

]i:yt07i, 3 E. <t- £. 390 ; Reg. v. Tryd-
dyn, 23 L. J. M. C. 45.)

(,d) Sec tit. ^^ Certiorari," and ^ws^,

p. 1091.
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the face of them that the highway was within their jurisdiction. (Reg. 19. Proceedings

V. Martin, 13 L. J. M. C. 45 ; Beg. y. Iletteslury, 8 L. T. N. S. for not re-

315.) 2miring.

Where, under the direction of justices, pursuant to s. 95 of 5 & 6

Will. 4, c. 50, a bill of indictment is preferred for non-repair of a
road, the judge before whom the indictment is tried is bound to order

payment of the costs of the prosecution, although the defendants have
been acquitted, on the ground that the road in question is not a high-

way. {Reg. V. The InliaUs. of Heanor, 13 L. J. M. G. 144.)

It would seem that the indictment at common law and informations indictment at

for non-repair are not abolished by this enactment ; but this may be nX-Tepair not°'^

questionable.
_ ^

taken away.

The justices are not to dii'ect an indictment as a matter of course

whenever the liability to repair is denied, they ought to have some
evidence of the fact that the locus in quo is a highway {Reg. v. Asker-

ton, 13 W. R. Q. B. 339), and hear evidence upon the question, high-

way or no highway,.upon which their jurisdiction depends. {Reg. v.

Johnson, 34 L. J. M. C. 85.) It is only their duty to direct an indict-

ment under this section, when they find that the road in question is a
highway that is out of repair, and that the liability to repair is dis-

puted, but not where a jury have decided that the road in question is

not a highway. {Bartleit, ex parte, 30 L. J. M. G. 65.)

If the liability to repair is denied by the parish, the sjiecial sessions

cannot inquire into the matter at all, but are bound to direct an in-

dictment against the inhabitants of the parish. {Reg. v. Arnould and
others, 27 L. J. M. G. 92.) But the court will not by mandamus com-
pel justices to order a 2nd indictment, where upon a previous indict-

ment preferred under this section, a verdict of not guilty was returned.

{Bennett, ex parte, 6 Jur. iV. S. 1196.)

Indictment against a parish.']—The indictment against a parish for Form of indict-

the neglect of their common-law liability to repair must show that the nient against

road in question is a highway, that it is situate within the parish, and
^'^"^

that it is out of repair.

As to the description of the highiuay, though it has been usual to state. Description of

that, " from time whereof the memory of man is not to the contrary," ^ig^^ay.

or " from time immemorial, there was and yet is a certain common and
ancient King's highway," this averment is unnecessary, and the term
"highway" will suffice. {Aspinaly. Brown, 3 T.R. 265; Thrower's
case, 1 Vent. 208.)

Proofthat one part of a highway is an immemorial way, and the other

part recently dedicated, is not sufficient to sustain an indictment de-

scribing the highway as an immemorial one. {R. v. Downshire, 4 Ad.
& E. 232.)

Nor is an indictment for the non-repair of a highway, describing the
way as immemorial, supported by proof of a highway extinguished as

such 60 years before by an inclosui-e act, but since used by the public,

and repaired by the district charged. {Reg.y. Westmark {Tithing), 2

M. & Roh. 305

—

Maule, J.)

If the highway be public only at particular times, the same must be
described accordingly. {R. v. Buckingham, Marquis of, 4 Camph. 189

;

ante, p. 982.)

An indictment for a nuisance to a horseway, without saying it is a
highway, is bad. (1 Hawk. c. 76, s. 89.)

An averment that the locus in quo was a common and public high-
way for, &c., to pass along at pleasure, paying a certain toll, is not
inconsistent or contradictoiy, particularly if not said to be imme-
morial ; for it may be a highway created by Act of Parliament.

{Sutcliffe V. Greemvood, 8 Price, 535.)

It is not requisite to state whether the highway is for the use of Description of

carriages, horses, or foot passengers : if it be laid to be a common '^^''y-
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19. Proceedings Highway, the rest will bo intended. {R. v. Hatfidd, Inhabitants of, 2

for not re-

jjairint/.

Of tcrmmi of

highway.

Baund. 158, n. (8) ). But as ao general a description wovild be im-
proper, if the road be not a highway for all purposes, it is certainly

prudent to insert the more particular description. {Allen v. Ormond,
8 East, 4.) An indictment stating the highway to be for all subjects,

with their horses, coaches, carts, and carriages, is supported in evi-

dence, though it is proved that carts only of a particular description,

and loaded in a particular manner, could pass along the way. But it

would be otherwise if the indictment stated the way to have been for

all carts. (iZ. v. Ltjon, 1 B. <& M. 151.)

And if the indictment state it to be a carriage way, and the

evidence show an user by persons on foot and on horseback only {E.

v. St. Weonard's, o Gar. & F. 579), or if the indictment state it to be

a pack and prime way, and the evidence prove it to be a carriage

way {11. V. tit. Weonard's, 6 Car. & P. 582), the variance will be

fatal.

It is not necessary to state the termini of the highway, for high-

ways have no boundaries but the sea. (2 Sess. Gas. 219 ; Rouse v.

Bardin, 1 lien. Bla. 351; 2 Saund. 158, 693, n. (6); B. v. Haddock,

Andr. 145; R. v. St. Weonard's, 6 C. & F. 582.)

But if the termini be stated, they must be proved, and care must bo
taken that the description is so framed as neither to exclude the

parish liable, nor to seem repugnant to itself; for if the highway
be described as between 2 places, both ofthem are necessarily excluded.

(2 Saund. 158, n. (6) ; B. v. Fisher, 8 Car. & F. 612.) The words

frmn. and unto seem to have both of them an exclusive as well as in-

clusive meaning. (See B. v. Knight, 1 B. & C. 413 ; 2 Boll. Ahr. 81

;

1 Leach, 528 ; Hammond v. Breicer, 1 Burr. 376.) In B. v. Knight, it

was alleged, that certain rubbish was laid on a culvert in the

parish of Studloy, in a highway leading from Studley to, &c. This

was held a sufficient allegation that the highway was in the parish

of Studley ; and Lord Tenterden added, that, at present, he was not

satisfied with B. v. Gamlingay (3 T. R. 513) ; and Bayleij, J., said,

"from Studley" imports, prima facie, from a vill in that parish.

{Ih.)

But in B. V. Botfield (1 Gar. & M. 151), the indictment described the

way as " leading from the township of I), unto the town of 0. ;
" and

Coleridge, J., held, that the termini D. and 0. were excluded. (And see

B. V. Upton-on-Severn, 6 C. & F. 13'6; B. v. Fisher, supra.)

Whore the indictment described the highway as leading from D. to

C, and from 0. to E., the proof was, a person going from D. to E.

turned off before he got to C. : this was held a variance, for the indict-

ment imported that the road led directly from D. to E. through C.

{R. V. Great Canfield, 6 Esp. 136.)

But an indictment for obstruction of a public way, describing it as

fiom A. towards and unto B., is satisfied by proof of a public way
leading from A. to B., though turning backwards between A. and B.

at an acute angle, and though the part from A. to tho angle be an
immemorial way, and the part from the angle to B. be recently dedi-

cated. {B. \. Marchioness of Doivnshire, A Ad. & E. 232.) And j>er

Fatteson, J.
—" If, as in B. v. Great Canfield, the, description could have

been satisfied only by going to a certain point, and then returning back

by the same route, it would have been a different case : but hero you
go along an ancient highway, and make an angle backwards, but do

not retrace any part."

Indictinent should In an indictment against a parish for tho neglect of their common-
show that hisii- law liability to repair a highway, it must be expressly shown that the

highway lies within the parish; if not, judgment against the parish

may be reversed. (See It. v. Hertford, Coup. Ill ; B. v. Machynlldli,

2 B. & C. 166 ; B. v. Upton, 6 C. & F. 133; B. v. Bishp Aucldand, 1

A. & E. 744.)

way is in parish

indicted.
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And this is tho case though, the part which is out of repair is ex- 19. Proceedings
pressly stated to be in the jiarish indicted, if such part be represented for not te-

as part of the road before described, which appears not to be in the pairing.

parish. {R. v. Oamlingay, 3 T. E. 513.) Thus, where an indictment
against the parish of G. stated that there was a highway leading from the
parish of H. towards and unto the parish of G., and that a certain part

of the said highwaj', situate in the said parish of G. , was out of repair, it

was moved in arrest ofjudgment, that no part of the road as described
lay in G. ; and the court held the objection fatal. {Ih.)

An indictment charged that defendant, at the township of "W., on a
highway there leading from a highway leading from the village of W.
towards C, to another highway leading from the village of W. towards
L., by a wall there extending into the said highway by him erected,

had encroached, &c. ; it was held that the indictment was not uncer-
tain, and that "there" and "said "could be referred only to the
highway first mentioned. (22. v. Wright, 1 A. & E. 434. And see R.

V. Conntesthorpe, 2 B. & Ad. 487.)

"Where a road lay in two parishes, and no division and allotment Highway in two

had been made, under the 34 Geo. 3, c. 64, it was held, that an P^'^siies.

indictment against one parish for not repairing one side of the road
ought to have stated, that the parish was liable to repair ad
medium filum vice. {R, y. St. Fancras, Feake, N. F. 219; 6 IVentw.

409.)

The indictment must expressly show that the way is out of re- Indictment must

pair ; and an ailegation that it is narrow and muddy will not suffice, show that way ia

{Reg. v. Stretford, Inhabitants of, 2 Ld. Raym. 1169. See Andr. °" ° '"^P*"""

234.)

It has been considered necessary to state the extent of the defective

repair, by showing how many feet in length and in breadth of the
highway are out of repair. [Cro. Jac. 324; 2 Roll, Abr. 80, 81 ; R. v.

All Saints and St. Mary^s, Inhabitants of, Rep. t. Ilardiu. 105 ; R. v.

Hatfield, Inhabitants of. Id. 316; 1 Haivh. c. 76, s. 88, ace. ; R. y.

Brooks, Say, 167; R. v. East Lidford, Inhabitants of. Id. 301; R. v.

Smith, 98, cont.) But as the reason assigned for its insertion is, that

the court may be able to judge with certainty of the fine which
they ought to impose, and as they do not at present estimate the

sentence from the formal statement on the record, it seems to be the
better opinion that it might be omitted (2 Saund. 158, n. (7) ) ; though
it is as well to introduce it, and the allegation need not be proved pre-
cisely as alleged.

On an indictment for non-repair of a highway in the ordinary form, indictment for

a parish cannot be convicted for not rebuilding a sea-wall washed "°t rebuUdlng a

away by the sea, over the top of which the alleged way used to pass.
^"''^^ •

{R. V. Paul, Inhabitants of, 2 M. & Rob. 308. See R. v. Bamber, post,

p. 1075.)

Indictment against a Toivnship or Class of Fersons, not of common right Form of indict-

bound to repair, or against an Individual.']—In such indictment, besides townshfp'or an
describing the highway as above pointed out, the mode in which individual, &c.

the defendant became liable must be stated. [R. v. Great Broughton,
Inhabitants of, 5 Burr. 2700 ; 2 Saund. 158, n. (9) ; and see R. v. Fen-
derryn, 2 T. R. 513 ; R. v. Bishop Auckland, I A. & E. 744; R. y.

Clifton, 5 T. R. A98.)

And it seems that the consideration for the liability to repair must
be stated in all cases where the indictment is against an individual, or

against another township or parish than that in which the road is

situate ; stating a prescription alone will not be sufficient ; except in

the case of a corporation, sole or aggregate, who may be bound to re-

]iiiir by prescription or usage, without consideration. {R. v. St. Giles,

r, M. & Sel. 200.)
Where an indictment charged that the inhabitants of the townships

A-^OL. II. 3 z
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19. Proceedings

for not re-

pairing.

Three townships
may be indicted
together.

Indictment of
extra-parochial
hamlet.

Against indi-

vidual.
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of Bondgate in Auckland, Newgate in Auckland, and the borough, of

Auckland, in the parish of St. Andrew Auckland, were immemorially

liable to repair a highway in the town of Bishop Auckland, in the

parish of St. Andrew Auckland, and no consideration was laid ; the

indictment was held bad, in arrest of judgment, as not showing that

the highway was within the defendants' district. {B. v. Bishop Auck-

land, I A.& E. 749.)

If the inhabitants of a division or part of a parish are liable to

the repair of roads within it, by reason of their having immemo-
rially done so (a), the indictment should show that they have from
time immemorial repaired; it is not enough to state, that from

time immemorial they ought to repair. And unless the division be

charged with the repair of all roads, it seems a consideration for

the repair should be stated. {R. v. Ecclesfield, 1 B. & Aid. 348 ; and

see It. V. Great Broughton, o Burr. 2700.)

An indictment against a township for the non-repair of a road,

charged the township with a liability, by custom, to repair all com-
m.on and public highways within it:— Held, after verdict for the

Crown, that the custom so laid might exist; and that it need not

be confined to highway, '

' lohich, hut for such custom, would he re-

pairahle hy the parish.'' {Rex v. Hedge, 2 Q. B. 128.) And^er Cur.—
" Undoubtedly these words have of late years been uniformly intro-

duced, but they are not necessary ; where they are introduced they

put the township, prima facie, in the same situation as a parish

;

and, if the defendants mean to assert that any individuals are liable

to repair the road in question ratione tenurce, or otherwise (if it can

be), they must plead that matter specially ; but where the words are

omitted, and the defendants plead not guilty, it becomes incumbent

on the prosecutor to prove that the township is liable to repair all

roads within it, which may be if there be none repairable by indivi-

duals ; but, if the defendants can show that there are any so repair-

able, they will negative the custom as being laid too largely. It

is a question of evidence, and not of pleading ; and, in truth, the

words in question were iniroduced within living memory for the very

purpose of avoiding a failure which frequently happened by reason

of the custom laid being larger than the evidence warranted. Never-

theless, the custom may be as laid in the_ present indictment, if no

roads in the township are repairable by individuals other than the

inhabitants at large.

Three townships may be charged conjointly in an indictment for

the non-repair of a highway. {B. v. Bishop Auckland, I A. & E.

749.)

As to the mode of stating the liability of an extra -parochial hamlet,

see R. V. Inhahitants of Kingsmoor (2 B. & C. 193).

It seems sufficient to state the iiabihty of an individual ratione

tenurce terrce, without adding suce, because the court will intend

the tenure to be such as will make the defendant chargeable. (2

Saund. 158, n. (9) ; R. v. Fanshaw, 1 Ventr. 331 ; R. v. Corroch, 1

Stra. 187.)

But the terms ratione tenurce should be adhered to, and no others

substituted in their room : stating the liability to be by reason of

ownership and proprietorship has been held insufficient to excuse the

omission. {R. v. Kerrison, 1 M. & Sel. 435 ; Z M. & Set. 526 ; Btyles,

400; 2 Saund. 158, oth ed.)

If an individual be bound to amend a road by reason of holding

certain estates in fee-simple, it is sufficient to aver, that he is liable by
reason of the tenure of his lands, without adding, "as he and all

(a) See ante, p. 99G, when a township or part of a parisli is liable to

the repair of roads.
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those who held the said lands for the time being,, from time whereof 19. Proceedings
the memory of man is not to the contrary, were used to do ;

" for the for not re-

prescription is necessarily implied in the estate of inheritance which ^pairing.

he possesses. {Co. Ent. 358 ; 1 Haiuk. c. 76, s. 8 (a).) The indictment
must set forth where those lands He, (2 Hale, 181.) But where the
duty arises from inhabitancy alone, it is necessary to state the usage.
{Keiltv. 52; 2 Saund. 158, n. (9).) See ante, p. 999, as to the liability

to repair raUone tenures.

An indictment for the non-repair of a highway in parish A.,
alleging the liability by reason of the tenure of lands in A. , is not
supported by proof of a liability to repair a way extending through
A. and other parishes, by reason of the tenure of a farm made
up of lands in A. and the other parishes. (B. v. Mizen, 2 M. &
Mob. 382.)

Where, on an indictment for the non-repair of a highway, ratione For not repairing

tenurcB, the jury found specially that the original way adjoined the Soachment o'/
sea, which had encroached upon and carried away a portion of the sea.

land over which the highway went, and part of the lands in respect

of the tenure of which the liability to repair the way attached, and
that the defendant had from time to time appropriated other por-
tions of his land in lieu of such parts as had been washed away

;

and that, shortly before the period mentioned in the indictment, the
sea had made another encroachment, and swept away a large por-
tion of the road altogether, and had left the rest so narrow on the
brow of a cliff, as to be impassable :—Held, that this finding did not
warrant a judgment for the crown. (R. v. Bamhcr, 13 Laiu J., M. C.

13.)

A'ppearance hy a Corporation aggreyate.l—A corporation aggre- Appearance by

gate, if indicted in the court of Queen's Bench, can appear by
LgTegate**"'^

attorney ; but if they are indicted at the assizes, semble, that they
cannot appear there by attorney, but should apply for a writ of cer-

tiorari, and appear by attorney in the court of Queen's Bench. {IL y.

BirmingJiam and Gloucester Railway Company, 9 Car. & P. 469.)

Particulars of Ways mit of Repair may he obtained.']—If the indict- Particulars of

ment be so general that it does not convey sufficient information to ^^^^j^^*^ °^
repair,

the defendant to enable him to prepare his defence, the court will obtained,

order the prosecutor to give the defendant a particular of the several

acts of nuisance he intends to prove. (See R. v. Curioood, Z A. & E.
815; ante, p. 1064, and "Nuisance,") So, where the indictment de-
scribes the highways generally, a particular of them may in some
cases be obtained. {E. v. Marquis of Downshire, 4 Ad. & E. 698 (&).)

Plea in either of the above Cases.]—On an indictment against aparish piea to indict-

for the non-repair of a highway, under the plea of a general issue, ^^^V^^^'^^g*
i^g^.

not guilty, the parish may show that it is in repair, or that it is not a of"heir common
highway, or that it does not lie within the parish, or that it is misde- law liabiUty to

scribed ; but they cannot show, under such plea, that other particular ^^^^' . . ,

persons are liable ; and in order to let them in to do this, they must requlaiter^^
^ ^*

plead specially, showing how such persons are liable. (See 2 Saund.

(a) See Eider v. Smith, (3 T. R. &c., and of two closes of land, with

766,) where it was determined, that, the appurtenances, contiguous and
in an action on the ease for not re- next adjoining thereto, is bound to

pairing a private way leading through repair the said way.
the defendant's close, it was sufficient (&) See form of order for particulars,

to allege that the defendant, by reason post. No. 43.

of hispossession ofthe said close called

3 z 2
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19. Proceedings 151 h. in notis ; Id. ^59, n. (10); R. v. Norivkh, 1 Stra. 181 ; R.y. St.

for noire- Andrew's, 1 Afod. 112; Anon. 1 Veidr. 25G ; i2. v. >Sf. Giles, Cambridqp,
pairing. 5 i)f. & 8. 260 ; 1 Ilnivk. c. 76, s. 9 ; i?. v. Eastrington, o A. & E. 765

;

R. V. Heage, Inhabitants of, ante, p. 1074.)
And care should be taken that they do so plead ; for if judgment bo

given against the parish, whether after verdict upon not guilty, or, it

seems, by default, the judgment will be conclusive evidence of the
liability of the parish to repair, unless fraud can be shown, or the like.

{Post, -p. 1078.) And in one case (7?. v. I'Jie Justices of Lancashire, 12 East,

369), Lord EUenborough, C. J., said, "When it was known that
the roads were repairable separately by the different districts of the
parish, it was a fraud, in those who undertook to defend the parish
against the indictment, not to have put in a special plea to that pur-
pose."

\\hen not. TJ^ig rule, however, requiring a special plea, does not apply where
the duty is transferred by a public act of Parliament, of which all are
supposed to take cognizance. {R. v. St. George's, 3 Camph. 222. See
R. Y. Justices of Sheffield, 2 T. R. 106.)

Form of plea (a). It is nocessary, in all cases where the parish in which the road is

situate throws the liability to repair upon an individual or upon
another parish, &c., to state in the plea the consideration for such lia-

bility ; merely stating a prescription will not be sufficient, except in

the case of a corporation sole or aggregate, who may be bound by ;i

prescription or usage, without consideration {R. v. 'St. Giles, 5 M. .t-

Sel. 260) ; and except also, where the liability is thrown upon a district

or township in which the road is situate, there an immemorial custom
for the district to repair all the roads within it (5) may be pleaded, with-
out expressly stating any consideration for it, for the consideration
appears sufficiently upon the face of it. {R. v. Ecclesfield, 1 B. & AUI

.

318 ; and R. v. Inhabitants of W. R. of Yorkshire, iP. & Aid. 623

;

vide ante, pp. 1073, 1074.)

When the indictment alleges an immemorial liability on the defend-
ants to repair, but does not state that they ever have repaired, the court
will allow the defendants to demur, with liberty to plead over if they
fail upon the demurrer. {Reg. v. Tryddyn, 21 L. J. M. C. 188.)
Where, to an indictment alleging that a public highway within a

parish was out of repair, and that the parish ought to repair it, the
defendants pleaded that the highway lay in a township within the
parish ; that the inhabitants of the township had been accustomed,
and ought to repair all public highways within it, luhich otherivifi

mould be repairable by the parish at large ; that the parishioners never
had repaired the said highway; and that by reason of the premises,
the township ought to repair, and the parish ought not to be charged ;

{a) See form of pica of general which ought to have repaired tlio

issue bj parish, ^ws<, No, 44— of plea same. The replication denied the
that a^ particular division of the custom. The highway in question,
parish is bound to repair, 2'>"st, No. which was in the township of A., was
45—of plea that others, ratione te- a new road, made in 1804, and tlieic

nura?, are bound to repair, post, No. was no direct evidence of any high-
47. Avay in A. prior to that time, nor was

(I)) To an indictment against a any repair shown by A., except upon
parish for non-repair of a highway, that road. It was proved that the
the plea was, that the parish consisted four other townships had separately
of five townships, each of which, from repaired their own highways :

—

Held,
time whereof, &c., had repaired all that it was not necessary, in support
the highways within their own re- of the plea, to prove affirmatively the
spective township, which would have existence of any ancient highway in
been otherwise repairable by the pa- the townsliip of A. (Reg.\. Barnolds^
rish at large; that the highway in v:ick, 12 L. J. M. C. U.— Q.B.)
(piestion was in the township of A.,
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to which, the prosecutors replied, traversing the custom for the town- ig. Proceeditigs
yliip to repair all public highways within it which would otherwise, for twt re-

&c, , and there was a verdict for the defendants ; the court arrested pairing.

the judgment, because the plea did not aver that the highway was one
which, but for the custom, would be repairable by the parish at large,

and so did not show what party, other than the defendants, was liable

to repair; but refused to give judgment for the crown non obstante

veralicto. {li. v. Eastrimjton, b A, & E, 765. See R. v. Heage, 2 Q.B.
128.)

If the inhabitants of a parish plead that several included townships
are bound by prescriptiortto repair the highwaj's within them, and that

part of the highway in question is within one of those townships, and
the residue within the other, the plea must specify how much lies

within one, and how much lies within the other. [R. v. Bridehirh, 11
East, 304.)

Where a parish is indicted for not repairing a highway which they
are bound of common right to preserve, they ought not to traverse

their own obligation to repair, but merely show the liability to be
thrown on others ; for it is in this case a traverse of a matter of law,
and as such, though often inserted, is demurrable, and should always
be omitted. (1 Saund, 23, n. (5) ; 2 Saund. 159, n. (10) ; sed vide R, v.

Ecclesfield, Tnliabitants of, 1 B. & Aid. 348.)

Where the defendants are charged as bound to repair from custom, Plea, where de-

prescription, or tenure, they may, under the general issue, negative the 1'^"^^"/'^ charged

duty thus alleged, and throw the burthen on the parish, or even on a sciiptiou, &c.
'^

particular individual or district. {Comb. 396; ^. v. Norwici Inliabs.

Civitatis, 1 Stra. 181—183; 2 Saund. 159 b.,n. (10); R.y. ScarisbricJc,

Inhabitants of, Q A. & E. 509.) And the reason of this distinction is,

that the prosecutor must, in order to support his charge, prove the de-
fendants to be thus chargeable ; and therefore they are at liberty to

disprove it by opposite evidence. {B. v. City of Norivicli, 2 Saund.
158, n. (10) ).

Where a special plea is unnecessary, and the whole defence might
be given in evidence under the general issue, if the defendant will

unnecessarily plead specially that he is not bound to amend, he must
go further, and state in whom the duty exists. {R. v. Yarton, 1 Sid..

140. See ante, p. 1076.) And it will be necessary to traverse the

obligation which the indictment alleges. {R. v. Stoughton, 2 Saund.
159, n. (10).)

An objection that the description of a highway in an indictment for Plea in abatement

the non-repair of it is too indefinite, as being equally applicable to ^ffloient^^e^"°*
several highways, should, according to a nisi prius decision, be taken scribed.

by plea in abatement ; and the description given, if true in fact, can-
not be objected to at the trial under the plea of the general issue. {R.

V. Hammersmith, 1 Stark. C. N. P. 357. See aiite, p. 1072.)

To an indictment against the inhabitants of the parish of A. for

the non-repair of a highway, the defendants pleaded that from time
immemorial the inhabitants of the parish G., in consideration of

levying and receiving rates on certain lands in the parish of A.
adjoining the highway, have repaired and ought to repair the high-
way; to which there was a replication that the said agreement
had been determined by notice. On demurrer to the replication

:

—Held, that the prosecutors were entitled to judgment, for that

the consideration was insufficient to support the alleged liability of

G., as neither could the consideration be enforced, nor could it be im-
memorial, for it must have arisen since the statutes creating the

power to levy rates. That the alleged liability, therefore, amounted to

no more than an arrangement between the two parishes, which could

be put an end to at any time.

Quaere, whether in point of law, a parish could be bound by pre-
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for not re-

pairing.

Staying proceed-
ings.

Evidence.

How far fonner
acquittal or con-
viction evidence.

19. Procei^zng's scriptioTL to repair highways in another parish. {The Queen \. Ashly
FolviUe, L. B. 1 Q. B. 213.)

Staying Proceedings,']—^In B. v. Lincombe (2 Chit. Bep. 214), it was
decided, that the defendant cannot quash the indictment on an
affidavit that the way is in repair, but that he ought to plead guilty,

and pay a fine. And see B. v. Wingfield, 1 Wm. Blackstone, Bep. 602

;

B. V. Cheshunt, Id. 295. As to the judgment and punishment, see

joost, p. 1079.

Evidence.']—On an indictment against a parish, it must he shown
that the highway is a public one, and also its situation, and the

want of repair, as stated in the indictment. If the parish, by spe-

cial plea, throw the burthen of repair on some other persons,

then they must support that plea by evidence of the facts stated

therein as to the liability. The evidence, pro ef co7i. for these pur-
poses will be found collected under the points noticed in the preceding

sections.

An acquitted upon a former indictment, for not repairing a highway
is not conclusive evidence, even it be any evidence, to discharge the

defendant ; it concludes nothing as to the general liability, but only
shows that the defendant was not liable at the particular time laid in

the former indictment. But yet it has been considered to be such
evidence, that upon the acquittal of the inhabitants of a parish, the

court has suspended the judgment, in order that the case might again

be tried without any prejudice from the former verdict. {B. v. 'The In-

habitants of Wandsivorth, 1 B. & Aid. 63.) And Lord Ellenborough said,

that to maintain the verdict would be to send the parties to a second

trial, with a mill-stone about their necks, the weight of which it would
be impossible to resist. (See also, B. v. Burbon, 5 M. & Set. 322,

post, p. 1085.) But it seems that a conviction in such a case is conclu-

sive as to the liability, unless fraud can be shown, and fraud is put by
way of example. (See B. v. St. Pancras, PeaMs 0. N. P. 219 ; B. v.

Wandsivorth, Inhabitants of, 1 B. & Aid. 63 ; B. v. Whitney, 7 G. & P.

208; 2 Saund. 159 a, n. (10) ; Beg. v. Blahemore, 21 L. J. M. G. 60 ;

and Beg. v. Haughton, 21 L. J. M. C. 89.) As against the parish at

large, the judgment is not conclusive, if the defence was conducted by
the inhabitants of a particular district, in which the indicted road lay,

without any notice to the rest of the parish. {B. v. Townsend, Dougl.

421 ; B. V. Lancaster, 2 Saund. 1 59, n. ; B. v. Eardisland, 2 Gampb.

494.) Audit is very questionable whether ajudgment by defaidt, upon
an indictment for the non-repair of a highway, is at all conclusive

evidence against the parish of their liabihty. (See B. v. Inhabitants

of Whitney, 'iA.&E.%d.)
On an indictment against the inhabitants of a toiunship for not re-

pairing a highway, evidence of reputation was offered by the defen-

dants, that the occupiers of a certain close had used to repair the

road; but Lord Kenyon, C. J., would not receive such evidence. He
said, that, in an indictment against the public, traditional evidence
is admissible ; but not where the public are shifting ofi' the burthen
upon an individual ; for, perhaps, the tradition may be manufactured
by those who want to get rid of the burthen. {B. v. Wheaton Aston,

Staff. Summ. Ass. 1797; B. y. Antrobus, 2 A. & E. 794; B. v. Waver-
tree, 2 M. & Bob. 353, ante.) See further as to evidence by reputation,

tit. " Evidence."

Upon an indictment for the non-repair of a road ratione tenure, it

was held, that an award made under a submission by a former tenant
of the premises could neither be received as an adjudication, the tenant
having no authority to bind the rights of his landlord, nor as evidence
of reputation, it haying been made post litem motam. {B. v. Cotton, 3

Campb. 444.)

Eeputation.

Award.
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View.']—^It may sometimes be desirable on the part either of the pro- jg, ProceMinq

secutor or defendant, that the jury should have a view of the place for not re-
indicted. This cannot, it seems, be granted by the judges at the pairing.
assizes (1 Sess. Cas. 180 ; 2 Barnard, 214 ; 3 Chit. C. L. 574); but may '-

be obtained by removing the proceedings into the Queen's Bench by ^'"'^•

certiorari, which will, on proper affidavits, bo granted. (See 3 Chit.

G. L. 574) ; ante, tit. " Certiorari."

Costs of Special Jury.]—The judge before whom the indictment is Costs of special

tried has power to certify for the costs of a special jury, tinder Jury.

s. 34 of 6 Goo. 4, c. 50. [R. v. Pemhridge, Inhabitants of. Jurist, 1037,

V* B.J <

Certiorari.]—As to the removal of the indictment by certiorari, see Certiorari,

the 5 & Q Will. 4, c. 50, s. 95, ante, p. 1070, and the observations and
other enactments, under tit. " Certiorari."

A prosecutor removing an indictment by certiorari, pursuant to

16 & 17 Vict. c. 30, cannot be made liable for costs in case the de-
fendants obtain the verdict, unless he enters into a recognizance
pursuant to s. 5, and if he does not enter into such a recogni-
zance, the certiorari may be disregarded. {Eeg. v. East Stoke, 13 W. R.
1o1.)

Judgment and Punishment.]—The judgment and punishment usually Judgment and

are, that the defendants pay a fine, and repair the highway. {Bro. Punishment.

Air. " Nuisance," 49 ; E. v. Stead, 8 T. P. 142—3; 1 Eawk. c. 75, s.

15. See Bussell on Crimes, 311.)
Sometimes the court will suspend the judgment, (See post,

" Judgment.")
In one case the court refused to make a rule absolute for a fine for

non-repair of a road in the winter months, but enlarged the rule till

Easter term. {B. v. Inhabitants of Walton, 4 Jurist, 195.)
If a justice of the peace grant a certificate, and it appear by affi-

davit (a) that the road is in good condition, and likely to continue so,

the court will merely assess a small fine, as Qs. 8d., or 13s. 4:d. {B.

V. Incledon, 13 East, 164 ; B. v. Loughton, Inhabitants of, 3 Smith, bib ;

R. V. Maiubey, 6 T.B. 635.) And they will do so if the certificate state

that the way has since been diverted by the order of 2 justices, and
that so much of the old way as is retained is in repair. {P. v. Incledon,

13 East, 166—7.)
At some sessions the practice is not to discharge the inhabitants

from the indictment, upon the justice's certificate that it is in repair,

and likely to remain so, till the road has undergone a winter's wear

;

and Coleridge, J., has acted upon this principle in the Queen's Bench,
in the case of an indictment of this kind removed there by certiorari.

{B. V. Witney, Inhabitants of, 5 Doiol. P. C. 728.)

"Where an individual indicted for not repaii'ing, when bound to do
so ratione tenurce, applies to the court to submit to a small fine,

on a certificate that the road is put in good repair, which is refused,

and afterwards, on the trial, it appears that the repair has been
actually effected between the former request and the trial, the court
will refuse to set a nominal fine, unless the costs of the prosecutor are
paid subsequent to the former application. (B. v. Wingfield, 1 Wm.
Black. R. 602.)

In Reg. v. Gluworth (6 Mod. 163), the defendants were indicted for

not repairing a common footway, and confessed it, and submitted to a
fine ; et per Curiam—" The matter is not at an end by the defendants

{a) The court, it would seem, would But it is better that there should also

act upon the justice's certificate alone. be an affidavit. See Form, No. 56,
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19. Proceedings being fined, but writs of distringas shall be awarded in infinitum, till

for not re- we are certified the way is repaired. But if the party indicted neglect
pairinr/. to put the way into proper repair, after having been once fined, no

second fine can be imposed on him upon the same proceeding, but a
fresh indictment must be brought." {It, v. Machynlleth, iB.ii: Aid. 4(j9

;

E. V. Old Malton, Id., n.)

Fines, penalties,
aud forfeitures,

how to be levied
aiid applied.

Observations and
decisions.

Application and levying of Fines.']—By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 96,

no fine, issue, penalty, or forfeiture for not repairing the highway, or

not appearing to any indictment for not repairing the same, shall

hereafter be returned into the court of Exchequer or other court, but
shall be levied by and paid into the hands of such person residing in or

near the parish where the road shall lie, as the justices or court im-
posing such fines, issues, penalties, or forfeitures shall order and
direct, to be applied towards the repair and amendment of such high-

way ; and the person so ordered to receive such fine shall and is

hereby required to receive, apply, and account for the same according

to the dix'ection of such justices or court, or in default thereof shall

forfeit double the sum received; and if any fine, issue, penalty, or

forfeiture to be imposed for not repairing the highway, or not appearing
as aforesaid, shall hereafter be levied on any inhabitant of such parish,

townshiji, or place, then such inhabitant shall and may make his com-
plaint to the justices at a special sessions for the highways ; and the

said justices are hereby empowered and authorised, by warrant under
their hands, to make an order on the surveyor of the parish for pay-
ment of the same out of the money receivable by him for the high-

way rate, and shall, within 2 months next after service of the

said order on him, pay unto such inhabitant the money therein

mentioned.
Where a party had been indicted, and ordered to pay a fine,

for 'not repairing a highway, but, before payment of such fine,

effectually repaired the highway, the court held, that he was entitled

to a stay of proceedings on the order, and that the prosecutors

could not claim the fine upon behalf of third parties for repairs

done before the indictment was preferred. . {li. v. Barnard Castle, 7

JiLrist, 799.)

See ante, p. 1067, n. (c), as to the penalty imposed upon a surveyor

of the highways for not repairing a road under the 94th section of

the above act, coming out of the highway rate under the above 96th

section.

A road found to be a highway must be repaired by the parish,

although it may be but little used, aud may never have been repaired

with hard materials, and although it passes into another parish which
desires it to be a highway. The court will not prescribe any par-

ticular mode of repair, but will impose a fine equal to the amount
necessary to put the road into a substantial state of repair. {Reg. v.

Ckixhy, 24 L. J. Q. B. 223.)

This provision is nearly similar to that contained in the repealed act,

13 Geo. 3, c. 78, s. 47.

It was held, that an application under the repealed s. 47, in the 13

Geo. 3, c. 78, for a rate to reimburse the inhabitants of a parish on
whom a fine for the non-repair of a highway has been levied, ought to

be made in a reasonable time after such levy, so that it may be prior

to any material change of the inhabitants. And in one case, the court

of King's Bench refused a mandamus to make any rate for reimburse-

ment under that clause, after the lapse of 8 years from the levy. {R.

V. Justices of Lancashire, 12 East, 366.)

In a case decided under the repealed act 13 Geo. 3, c. 78, where a

parish, consisting of 2 districts which were bound to repair separately,

having been convicted for not repairing a road in one of the districts,

the other district not having had notice of the indictment, the
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court considered it as substantially the conviction of the one district ; 19. Proceedings
and a fine having been levied on an inhabitant of the other, they for not re-

granted a special mandamus for a rate to be levied on the district pairing.

bound to repair the indicted part of the road. (/?. v. Townsliend, 2

Domjl. 420.)

liy stat. 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 110, when the inhabitants of any Apportionment of

parish, township, or place, shall be indicted or presented for not re-
fJr'^non-re'pafr^of"'^

pairing any highway, being turnjiike road, and the court before whom turnpike road,

such indictment or presentment shall be preferred, shall impose a fine

for the repair of such road, such fine shall be apportioned, together

with the costs and charges attending the same, between the inhabi-

tants of such parish, township, or place, and the trustees or commis-
sioners of such turnpike road, in such manner as to the said court,

upon consideration of the circumstances of the case, shall seem just.

And it shall and may be lawful for such court to order the treasurer of

such turnpike road to pay the sum so pi'oportioned for such turnpike
road out of the money then in his hands, or next to be received by
him, in case it shall appear to such court, from the circumstances of

such turnpike debts and revenues, that the same may be paid without
endangering the securities of the creditors, who have advanced their

money upon the credit of the toUs to be raised thereupon, which order
shall be binding upon such treasurer, and he is hereby authorised and
required to obey the same.

The court which imposes the fine has the power, it seems, under
this statute, to apportion it between the parish and the trust ; so that

where an indictment was originally preferred at the assizes, and after-

wards removed into the court of King's Bench by certiorari, it was
held, that the court of King's Bench might apportion the fine. {B.

V. ^pper Faptvorth, 2 East, 413. And see li. v. Fembridge, Inhabs. of,

6 Jurist, 1037.)

Costs of Prosecution of Indictment for not repairing."]—We have seen, Costs of prose-

(ante, p. 1070,) that the 95th sect, of the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, enacts that cution when to

i-L-i £ -i* i •
X. £ V i.T,-Ti. , be paid out of tbo

the judge 01 assize, or justices at sessions, beiore whom the mdictment highway rate,

is tried, is to direct that the costs of the- prosecution are to be paid out
of the highway rate, in cases where magistrates direct the prosecution.

A prosecutor had obtained a summons under the 94th section of the
above act, calling upon the parish surveyors to show cause why a
highway should not be repaired. The surveyors denied the liability

of the parish to repair, and the magistrates (under the 94th section)

ordered an indictment against the inhabitants of the parish, which was
preferred, and was tried as a traverse on the Crown side of the assizes,

and the defendants found guilty:—Held, that the prosecutor was
entitled to an order, under the above 95th section, to have his costs

paid out of the highway rate, and that the statute as to this was im-
perative, and left no discretion whatever in the judge. {Beg. v. Yark-
hill, Inhabs. of, 9 Car. & P. 218.)

So also where the defendants plead, and the jury find as a fact, that
another person is liable to repair ratione tenurm, and this although
the surveyor at the special sessions for the highwaj^s simply denied
the liability of the parish. (21 L. J. M. C. 195; Beg. v. Justices of
Surrey.)

At the March assizes, 1842, an indictment was tried at the assizes

against the inhabitants of a parish, who were found guilty, and an
order made, upon application to the judge, for the costs of the prose-
cution in the following words : "It is ordered, &c. , that the costs of

this prosecution be paid out of the rate made and levied, or to be made
and levied, in pursuance of the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, in the said parish

of," &c.—Signed by the judge. The amount of the costs was not ascer-

tained during the assizes. At subsequent assizes for the same county,

application was made to different judges to ascertain the amount, and
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19. Proceedings ovAev the "payment ; an application was also made at chambers to the

for not re-

pairing.

When awarded to
be paid by party
indicted.

judge who tried the indictment, but they declined to do so; and at the

summer assizes in 1843, (judgment having been respited from time to

time,) the judge then presiding, upon proof that the road had been
well repaired, passed a nominal fine upon the defendants, and discharged

their recognizances to appear for judgment. In Hilary Term, 1844, a

rule oiisi was obtained for a writ of mandamus to the surveyor of the

highways of that parish, commanding him to pay to the prosecutor the

costs of the prosecution of the indictment, not mentioning SiTxy sum.
The court refused to interfere, and discharged the rule. {Beg. on pros,

of Bullock V. Clark, 13 L. J. M. C. 91.)

But where magistrates, under s. 94, ordered an indictment against

the inhabitants of the parish, which was found and removed by cer-

tiorari ; and on the trial of it, the defendants were acquitted, on the

ground that it was not a highway, and the prosecutor applied for costs

;

it was objected, that this provision as to costs only applied where the

existence of a highway was not disputed, and also that it did not apply

when the indictment was removed by certiorari. The judge refused

the order. {Beg. v. Ghedivorth, Inhahs. of, 9 Cctr. & P. 285 ; and see

B. V. Paul, Inhahs. of, 2 M. & Bob. 307.)

And where the defendants are acquitted on the ground of there being

no highway, the court is not bound to award costs \inder this section.

(Beg. V. Paul, InJiahitants of, 2 M. & Bob. 308 ; Beg. v. Challicornbe, Id.

311 n, ; ^. V. Ghedivorth, Inhabitants of, 9 C. & P. 285.)

By 5 & 6 Wm. 4, c. 50, s. 98, it shall and may be lawful for the

court before whom any indictment shall be preferred for not repairing

highways, to award costs to the prosecutor, to be paid by the person

so indicted, if it shall appear to the said court that the defence made
to such indictment was frivolous or vexatious.

Upon the trial of an indictment for not repairing a highway, re-

moved by certiorari, the judge at nisi prius has power to certify under
this section. {B. v. Inhabitants of Pemhridge, 6 Jur. 1037, overruling

B. V. Preston, 2 31. & Bob. 137.) And see B. v. Preston (7 Dowl 593)

;

where Williams, J., held, that, where an indictment has been preferred

at the quarter sessions, and removed by certiorari into the Queen's
Bench, that court has power, under the above 98th section to award to

the prosecutor costs incurred previous to the removal of the indict-

ment, if the defence has been frivolous or vexatious, in the opinion of

the judge trying the cause. And per Denman, C. J., in B. v. Pemhridge,

supra, " The question is, whether the words ' the court before whom
the indictment shall bo preferred,' may mean the court where the in-

dictment was tried. The word ' preferred ' is more general than the

word ' tried ' in the 95th section, and may admit of several dijBferent

meanings, applicable to different stages of the prosecution. In B. v.

Upper Papworth, (2 East, 413,) it was expressly held, that the court

before whom the indictment was tried, was a coui-t within the words
' before whom such indictment shall be preferred.' That is a direct

authority, and is all that can be required to guide our decision. If,

indeed, this is not the true construction of the clause, the enactment

,

would be one of extraordinary imbecility, because, in the great]

majority of cases, it would be inoperative." This decision is not incon-

sistent with B. V. Bichards, (8 B. & C. 420,) which was on a different

statute.

This question has recently been again before the courts. In B. v.

Eardisland, 3 E. & B. 960, an indictment for the non-repair of a high-
way found at the assizes was removed by certiorari into the Queen's
Bench at the instance of the prosecutor, and tried at nisi prius, when
a verdict was found for the crown. The judge who tried the cause

endorsed upon the record, '
' That the costs of this prosecution be paid

out of the rate made and levied in the parish of Eardisland pursuant
to 5 & 6 Wni. 4, c. 50." It was objected, on application for a rule to
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show cause wliy the order of the judge, and a side bar rule to tax the 19. Proceedings

costs, should not be set aside, that the order was bad :—1st, Because Z*^^ ^''".^
^^-

8. 95 of 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, only authorised defendants to remove by pairing.

certiorari ; 2ndly, That the order ought to have named the amount of

costs. On the first point the rule was refused ; on the second point
the rule after argument was discharged. The court held that upon a
fair interpretation of the act, the judge at nisi prius, when the indict-

ment was tried before him, was to make an order, which order was to

be carried into effect by the officer of the court of Queen's Bench,
ascertaining the amount of costs down to the time at which the last

costs were incurred. Crovipton, J., however, being of opinion that

though the judges' order might bo right, yet the court of Queen's
Bench had nothing to do with the mode of obtaining the costs. This

case came under consideration in JR. v. Ipstones, L. R. 2 Q. B. 216,

when it was distinctly overruled by the court. Cockhurn, 0. J., Black-

hum, Mellor, and Lush, JJs., deciding that s. 95 of 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50,

imposes the duty of awarding costs to be paid out of the highway rate

on the judge of assize or the justices at sessions, as the case may be,

before whom the indictment is tried. But when the indictment has
been removed by certiorari, it is subject to all the incidents which
attach to its removal, one of which is that the judge who tries the

issue is not a judge of assize but a judge of nisi prius, and under this

section a judge sitting at nisi prius, trying an indictment for the non-
repair of a road which has been removed by certiorari has no power to

order the costs to be paid out of the highway rate.

The defendant is not mentioned in the act at all, and therefore he
has no remedy in case of a frivolous or vexatious prosecution. {JR. v.

Lihahitants of Freston, 7 Dowl. 593, pier Coleridge, J.) But see 2 East,

413, and Reg. v. Pembridge (2 G. & D. 5).

Where an indictment for not repairing a highway has been removed
by certiorari, and the judge, under the above 98th section, has at the

trial awarded costs to the pi-osecutor, which have been allowed by a
rule of court, the court will, notwithstanding sect. 103 of 5 & 6 AVill. 4,

c. 50, enforce obedience to the rule by attachment. It is not neces-

sary that the affidavit of his attorney should state that he was em-
powered to make the demand for costs. [R. \. Pemhridge, Inhahitants

of, 7 Jurist, 553.)

Where the defendants plead guilty to an indictment for non-repair
of a highway, the presiding judge may, under s. 95, direct the costs of

the prosecution to be paid out of the highway rates of the parish

[Reg. V. Haslemere, 32 L. J. M. C. 30) ; but ifthe indictment be preferred

under s. 98, and without any preliminary proceedings before justices,

then there is no power for the presiding judge to award costs where
the defendants plead guilty ; because if the defendants plead guilty at

the earliest opportunity, whatever their prior conduct may have been,
their defence cannot be said to be either frivolous or vexatious. [Reg.

V. Denton, 34 L. J. J\I. C. 13.)

If the jury be discharged without giving a verdict, they not agree-
ing, then there is no trial of the indictment, and the judge cannot
direct the costs to be paid out of the highway rate. {Reg. v. Hettesbury,

8 L. T. N. S. 315.)

The following cases, decided upon the 13 Geo. 3, c. 78, s. 65 (which
in its tenns was very similar to 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 98), are retained

in this edition.

In R. V. Saliuick, (2 B. & Ad. 136,) it was held, that such enactment
applied only to cases tried in the ordinary course ; and where, on an
indictment removed by the defendant by certiorari, the court above
had ordered a new trial, and the prosecutor's costs of both trials to

abide the event ; it was held, that the special rule took away the

authority of the judge to certify in favour of the defendant. (lb.)

The application must have been made to the judge who tried the
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19. Procecdinqs indictment; and if this were omitted, tlie court of King's Bencli -would

for not re

pairing.

Costs on removal
by certiorari.

not afterwards interfere. {R. v. Chadderton, 5 T. R, 272.)

If it was stated on the back of the record that the defence was frivo-

- lous or vexatious, this would suffice, without proceeding to award
costs to the prosecutor. {R. v. Clifton , 6 T. It, 344 ; R. v. St. John,

Margate, 6 M. & Sel 130.)

It was also held, that it was a matter to be determined by inquiry,

whether a person was or was not the prosecutor within this enactment

;

and that a court of quarter sessions, before whom a parish was acquitted

upon trial of an indictment for not repairing a highway, might, by
their order, award C. and E. to pay costs to the parish, although the

names of C. and E. were not on the back of the indictment, and although
the indictment originated in a presentment of A. and B., constables,

whose names were on the indictment ; and it was also held to be enough
if the order was entitled as in the prosecution of C. and E., without

showing further that C. and E. were prosecutors ; and that it need not

have appeared on the face of the order that the indictment was tried,

if that appeared by the record of the proceedings ; and also that the

order was good in form, if it were for the payment of the costs to

the solicitor of the parish. {R. v. Commerell and Ellis, i: M. & Sel.

203.)

By stat. 5 W. t& M. c. 11, s. 3, if the defendant, prosecuting such
writ of certiorari as therein mentioned, be convicted of the offence for

which he was indicted, the court of liing's Bench shall give costs to the

prosecutor if he be the party grieved or injured, or be a justice of the

peace, mayor, bailiff, &c., or any other civil officer who shall prosecute

upon account of any fact committed or done that concerned him or

them as prosecuting officers.

Under the above provision it has been held, that a justice of the

peace who indicts a road, which is out of repair, is entitled to his costs

after a removal of the indictment by certiorari, if the defendant be

convicted. {R. \. Kettleworth, 5 T. R. 33. And see jB. v. Penderryn,

2 T. R. 260.)

Several persons were held entitled to costs under the 5 W. & M. c.

11, as prosecutors of an indictment removed by certiorari, one as con-

stable of the manor within which the highway lay, the others as parties

aggrieved, they having used the way for many years in passing and
repassing from their homes to the next market town, and being

obliged, by reason of the want of repair, to take a more circuitous

route. {R. v. Taunton, St. Mary, Z M, & Sel. 465.)

But a mere nominal prosecutor is not entitled to costs under the

above section, as a party grieved or injured. {R. v. Barnard's Castle,

Inhabs. of, o Jurist, 799.)

Therefore, in a case where he did not apply for the costs until 2

years after judgment given, and it did not appear that he had ever

used the highway before it was stopped, and it was stated that, while

the highway was stopped, he had declared that ho did not care about
it, the court held that he was not entitled to costs, as the paity

grieved, although the prosecution was at his instance and expense.

{R. V. Imledon, 1 M. <fc fif. 268.)
The amount of the costs when ordered to be paid by the judge of

assize, should be ascertained by the clerk of the peace, and by him
inserted in the order. (Reg. v. Clark, 5 Q. B. 887.)
The order for costs snould show oat of what fund they are to bo

paid, and if it does not, it is bad. {Reg. v. Watford, 4: D. dk L. 593.)

See further as to who are parties aggrieved, ante, p. 1038, and post,

p. 1090.

And see further as to costs, tit. " Costs.''

As to how expenses of defending prosecutions agreed upon at a

vestry meeting are to be paid, see post, p. 1095.
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New Trial. Suspending Judgment.']—The cou'f'ts will not grant a 19. Proceedings
new trial in a criminal proceeding after a verdict of not guilty. [R. v. for not re-

Burhon, o M. & S. 392. Et j)er Ld. Ellenhorough, " In general tlie rule pairing.

is not to grant a new trial in a criminal proceeding, after a verdict of ^Z ~r| ^ '

not guilty. And inasmuch as the right will not be bound on the pending judg"^'
jilea of not guilty, we do not think it would be proper to break into ment.

the general rule on the suggestion that the prosecution was merely
intended to determine a civil right. (And see B. v. Sutton, b B. & Ad.
52.)

But in one case, where the jury had been misdirected, the court,

after verdict for the defendant, suspended the judgment, in order
that a new indictment might be preferred. {R. v. Challicomhe, 6 Jur.

481.)

And in another case, after a verdict for the defendant upon an
indictment for the non-repair of a highway, the court refused an
application for a new trial, on the ground of the improper rejec-

tion of evidence ; but suspended the judgment, in order that another
indictment might be preferred; see R. v. Wandstvortli, 1 B. & Aid. 63.

In Reg. v. Johnson, 29 L. J. M, C. 133, the court of Queen's Bench
refused a writ for a new trial, on the ground that the verdict of not
guilty was against the weight of evidence. Hill, J., adding that the
verdict of not guilty does not bind the right.

In one case, for the furtherance of justice, judgment upon a verdict

of guilty was postponed, till another cause, involving the same ques-
tion, was tried. {R. v. Oxford, 16 East, 223.)

If a point of law arises on the trial, leave is frequently given to

move to entei- a verdict of acquittal. [R. v. Oash, 1 Stark, 445. See
also Lord Kemjon's observation, R. v. Maiobey, 6 T. JR. 619.)

Judgment non obstante veredicto.']—The court will not give judgment Judgment non

non obstante veredicto, unless the merits of the case be clear. {Bennett
^^l^^^^

^^'^^'

V. Holbech, 2 Wms. Saund. 319 (/); i?. v. Eastrington, o A. & E.
765.)

3. Information in Queen's Bench for not repairing.

An information for not repairing a highway may be granted, in Information for

the discretion of the Queen's Bench. [Raym. 384; R. v. Steyning, "^^-repairs.

Say. 92.) But it is never allowed, unless in cases of great importance,
or where the grand jury have been guilty of gross misbehaviour
in refusing to find the bill, because the fine, on conviction on such
a proceeding, cannot be applied to the repair of the nuisance, which
is always the case when the party is indicted. [Bac. Ab. tit.

" Highways.")

4. Mandamus for not repairing.

In R. V. The Trustees of Oxford and Witney Turnpike Roads (12 A. &
E. 427), the court refused to entertain an application for a mandamus
to repair a road. In this case the question was, which of 2 parties
was liable to the repair, under local acts of parliament ; etper Benman,
C. J., in this case—" I know no instance of a mandamus to repair a
road. If we entertained applications for writs of mandamus in such
I ases we might have to try questions of guilty or not guilty on the
-tate of the roads, and all questions affecting the liability."

But it would seem that, in some cases, the court of Queen's Bench
would issue a mandamus, to compel a party to reinstate or repair a
liighway. (See R. v. Severn Railway Company, 2 B.& Aid. 646 ; R. v.

Commissioners ofBean Inclostcre, 2 M. <& S. 80 ; R. v. The Bristol Bock
< 'ompany, \ O. & B. 287 ; R. v. Llandilo Roads (Commissioners of), 2 T.

II. 232.)

Where a railway was made under the authority ofan act of parlia-

ment, by which the proprietors were incorporated, and by which it was
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Entering and
repairing.

No presentment
against inhabi-
tants for highway
being out of
repair.
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provided that tlie puBlic should have the beneficial enjoyment of the
same, and the company afterwards took up the railway, it was held that

a mandamus might issue to compel the company to reinstate and lay

down again the railway. {R. v. The Severn Railway Conipany, 2 B.d;
AM. 646.) See post, tit. "Mandamus."

See R. V. Justices of Dorset {15 East, 594), as to a writ of prohibition.

5. Entering and repairing Highway.

It seems that ifa highway be out of repair, an individual may repair

it, and justify an entry for that purpose. {Earl Lonsdale v. Nelson, 2

B. & C. 302.)

6. Presentments eor Non-repair of Highways Abolished.

By 5 & 6 "Will. 4, c. 50, 9. 99, from the commencement of this act it

shall not be lawful to take or commence any legal proceeding, by pre-

sentment, against the inhabitants of any parish, or other person, on
account of any highway or turnpike road being out of repair.

The property in
books and mate-
rials, &c., to be
vested in sur-
veyor.

In whom property
to be described in
indictment.

XX. 9Sooks mti JHatertals, ^c, in tofjom Vt&ttti, antj

fig tDf)tim to te ikept, ^c.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 41, all the said books, papers, wi'itings,

and accounts, and all materials, tools, and implements which shall in

provided in pursuance of this act for repairing or preserving tlic

highways, and also the scrapings of the said highways, shall be vested

in the survej^or for the time being ; or in case a district surveyor shall

be appointed, then all such books, papers, writings, and accounts, and
all materials, tools, implements, and scrajDings shall be invested in the

district surveyor.

A surveyor of the highways, quitting oflBce (before stat. 5 & 6 Will.

4, c. 50), claimed a sum as due to him from the parish; and, on the

sum being guaranteed to him, agreed to deliver up his books. The
sum was afterwards paid. In pursuance of a resolution of vestry, the

books were demanded of him for the then churchwardens, and, in a

subsequent year, they were also demanded by the churchwardens of

the latter year :—Held, that the churchwardens and overseers of the

latter year were not entitled to maintain trover for the books ; and,

scmhle, that no parish officer of any year was so entitled. {Addison v.

Round, 4 A. & E. 799.)

By 7 Geo. 4, c. 64, s. 16, in any indictment or information for any
felony or misdemeanor committed on or with respect to any materials,

tools, or implements, provided for making, altering, or repairing any
highway within any parish, township, hamlet, or place, otherwise than
by the trustees or commissioners of any turnpike-road, it shall be

sufficient to aver that any such things are the property of the siu'veyor

or surveyors of the highways for the time being of such parish, town-
ship, hamlet, or place, and it shall not be necessary to specify th(^

name or names of any such surveyor or surveyors.
In framing an indictment under this section of the above act, it

must be remembered that the statute cited does not extend to all the

matters mentioned in the new act, nor in terms to the case of a district

surveyor. {Shelford, 62.)

By 11 & 12 Vict. c. 43, s. 4, in any information or complaint on
the proceedings thereon in which it is necessary to state the owner-
ship of any property, all materials and tools for the repair of the high-
ways provided at the expense of the parishes or districts in which such
highway is situate may be therein described as the property of the

surveyor of such highways without naming him.
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XXI. atosits on Jnformnttongf, antr aromplaintsiljefore '^2 Compemng

Qiuaticca attendance of
^u»»in».

witnesses.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 97, if any surveyor or other person sliall 5^6 wm 4 c 50
be summoned before any iustice to answer any information or com- t„=+-„«c Ir^l^L

1 •
i. i."i.'i J J •

i. I," J. !.• • Justices erapow-
plamt exhibited, or made against mm touching or concerning any ered to award

offence committed or alleged to have been committed by such surveyor '^o**^ *» informer,

or other person against the provisions of this act, or for any supposed
neglect of duty, in case such surveyor or other person be convicted
thereof, such justice shall be authorised and empowered to order the
payment by such surveyor or other person of all costs or proceedings
against him ; but in case such information or complaint shall after- E'^^^j
wards be withdrawn or quashed or dismissed, or if the defendant shall

be acquitted of the offence or neglect of duty charged against him, it

shall be lawful for such justices to order and award that the person
exhibiting or making such information or complaint shall pay to the
defendant all such costs as to such justice shall seem reasonable ; and
in default of immediate payment of the sum so awarded, it shall be Distress,

lawful for such justices to cause the same to be levied by distress and
sale of the goods and chattels of the person ordered to pay the same,
together with the costs of such distress and sale ; and if goods and

^??[''?^*"J^i°l^°'"'

chattels of such person sufficient to answer the sum so awarded, with ^' ^^

such costs as aforesaid, cannot be found, it shall be lawful for such
justices to commit such person to the common gaol or house of correc-

tion, there to be kept to hard labour, for any time not exceeding 1

calendar month, unless the sum so awarded, together with all costs

and expenses, shall be sooner paid and satisfied.

This section only applies where an offence has been committed.
[George \. Chambers, 11 M. & W. 149, 155, per Alderson, B. See this

case, ante, p. 1069.)

As to distresses in general under magistrate's warrant, see tit.

" Distress under Justice's Warrant."
As to commitments, see " Commitment in Execution,"

As to costs to prosecutor on indictment for not repairing highways,
see ante, p. 1081. As to costs in general, see ante, " Costs."

XXII. (Eompelling attetitiance of ^IHitnesges.

By the 5 & 6 Will. 4, s. 102, if any person, after having been paid Compelling wit-

or tendered a reasonable sum of naoney for his costs, charges, and "nd giv^e^-idence.
(!xpenses, shall be summoned as a witness to give evidence before any Penalty for non-

justices of the peace touching any matter or fact contained in any in- attendance,

formation or complaint for any offence against this act, either on the

part of the prosecutor or the person accused, and shall refuse or neglect

to appear at the time and place for that purpose appointed, without
a reasonable excuse for his refusal or neglect, or appearing shall

(after having been paid or tendered a reasonable sum for his costs,

charges, and expenses) refused to be examined upon oath and give

evidence before such justice of the peace, then and in either of such
cases such person shall forfeit for every such offence any sum not

exceeding 51.

See a corresponding section in the turnpike act, 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s.

138.

As to evidence and witnesses in general, see ante, " Evidence." Evid^e in
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XXIII. JHote of ^^erobfrmg, an^ Application of iPniadirs.

By o & 6 Will 4, c. 50, s. 101, In all cases in whicli any penalty
or forfeiture is recoverable before justices of the peace under this act,

it shall and may be lawful for any justice to whom complaint shall be
made of any such offence to summon (a) the party complained against

before any two justices, and on such summons the said two justices

may hear and determine the matter of such complaint," and on
proof of the offence convict the offender, and adjudge him to pay the

penalty or forfeiture incurred, and proceed to recover the same,
although no information in writing shall have been exhibited or

taken by or before such justice ; and all such proceedings bj' sum-
mons without information shall be as good, valid, and effectual,

to all intents and purposes, as if an information in writing was ex-
hibited.

As to the summoning of offenders in general, see " Conviction,''^

Vol. I.)
. .

As to seizing and obtaining unknown offenders, see sect. 79,

arde, p. lOGl.

Sect. 103. All penalties and forfeitures by this act inflicted or au-
thorised to be imposed for any offence against the same, and all balances

due from a surveyor, and all costs and charges to be allowed and or-

dered by the authority of this act (the manner of levying, recovering,

and applying of which is not hereby otherwise particularly directed),

shall upon j)roof and conviction of the offences respectively before any
two or more justices, either by the confession of the party offending,

or by the oath of any credible witness or witnesses (which oath such
justices are in every case hereby fully authorised to administer), or

upon order made as aforesaid, be levied, together with the costs

attending the information, summons, and conviction, by distress and
sale of the goods and chattels of the offender or person liable or ordered

to pay the same respectively, by warrant (c) under the hands of two
or more justices before whom the party may have been convicted (which
warrant such justices are hereby empowered and required to grant)

;

and the overplus (if any), after such penalties, forfeitures, and fines,

and the charges of such distress and sale are deducted, shall be re-

turned, upon demand, unto the owner or owners of such goods and
chattels ; and in case such fines, penalties, and forfeitures shall not be
forthwith paid upon conviction, then it shall be lawful for such jus-

tices as aforesaid to order the offender or offenders so convicted to be
detained and kept in safe custody {d) until return can be conveniently

made to such warrant of distress, unless the offender or offenders shall

give sufficient security, to the satisfaction of such justices as afore-

said, for his or their appearance before such justices on such day or

days as shall be appointed for the return of such warrant of distress,

such day not being later than seven days from the time of taking any
such security, and which security the said justices as aforesaid are

hereby empowered to take by way of recognisance or otherwise ; or in

case it shall appear to the satisfaction of such justices, either by the

confession of the offender or otherwise, that he hath not goods or

chattels within the jurisdiction of such justices sufficient whereon to

levy all such penalties and forfeitures, costs and charges, such justices

majj-, at their discretion, without issuing any warrant of distress.

(a) See form of the summons, p)ost,

No. 28.

(&) As to the' mode of jiroceeding

by distress under amagistiate's war-

rant, &c. , and the mode of enforcing

penalties in general, see owfc, ^* Dis-

tress by Warrant.''''

(c) See form, post. No. 36.

((/) As to this being in writing im-
der the hand of the justices, see Still

V. Walls, 1 East, 533, and tit. ''Com-
mitment in Exectdion."
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commit (b) the offender for such period of time, and in such and like 24. Forms of
manner, as if a warrant of distress had been issued, and nulla bona proceedings.
returned thereon ; but if a warrant of distress shall be issued, and "

;

upon the return thereof (c) it shall appear that no sufficient distress ^ '^^^'^- *> "• 50.

can be had whereupon to levy the said penalty, forfeiture, or fine, and nonpayment (a)^
costs and expenses aforesaid, and the same shall not be forthwith paid, a i- +•

or in case it shall appear to the satisfaction of such justices, upon the p^altiesf^
°

confession of the offender or otherwise, that he hath not sufficient

goods and chattels whereupon such penalty, forfeitvu-e, or fine, costs

and expenses, could be levied if a warrant of distress were issued, such
justices shall not be required to issue such warrant, but in such case
such justices are hereby required, by warrant under their hands to

cause such offender or offenders to be committed to the common gaol
or house of correction of the county, riding, or place where the offender
shall be or reside, there to be kept to hard labour for any term not
exceeding 3 calendar months, unless such penalties, forfeitures, and
fines, and aU reasonable charges attending the same, shall be sooner
paid and satisfied ; and the penalties and forfeitures, when so levied,

shall be paid, the one half to the informer, and the other half to the
surveyor of the parish where such offence, neglect, or default shall
happen, to be applied towards the repair of the highways thereof,

unless otherwise directed by this act ; but in case the surveyor shall be
the informer, then the whole shall be applied towards the repair of
such highway.
The non-payment of costs awarded by an order of quarter sessions,

on the trial of an appeal against the stoppage of a highway, under
the 90th section of the above act, is not an offence forming a sub-
ject for conviction under sects. 101 and 103; but the nonpayment of
them may be enforced by distress warrant, issued by two justices,

under s. 103, grounded directly upon the order of sessions. {Sdwood v.

Mount, 1 Q. B. 727.) Et per Lord Denman, in delivering the judgment
of the court in this case, "The 103rd section must be read reddendo
singula singulis, and the true construction of it is, that the justices shall

issue their warrant upon a conviction, where there has been an offence

for which a penalty or forfeiture is inflicted or authorised to be im-
posed ; and ' upon order made as aforesaid,' when costs have been
awarded and not paid ; notwithstanding the words, ' under the hands
of two or more justices before whom the party may have been con-
victed.'

"

See ante, p. 1041, where a warrant purporting to have issued under
this section was held to be Ulegal, and that no property passed to the
vendee of goods seized and sold under such warrant.
As to enforcing obedience to a rule of court, notwithstanding this

section, see B. v. Bembridge {Inhabs. of), 7 Jur. 553.

XXIV. dForms of llroceetimfls.

By 5 & 6 WiU. 4, c. 50, s. 118, The forms of proceedings relative Forms of pro-

to the several matters contained in this act, which are set forth and ceedings.

expressed in the schedule hereto annexed, shall be used upon all

occasions, -with such additions or variations only as may be necessary
to adapt them to the particular exigencies of the case ; and that no
objection shall be made or advantage taken for want of form in any
such proceedings by any person whomsoever.
As to enactments of this description, see " Conviction."

According to B. v. Casson (3 B. & B. 40), such an enactment is only
directory.

(a) See the form, No. 38, post. see " Commitment in Execxdion."

{b) As to commitments in general, (c) See form, No. 37, iJosi!. ,

VOL. II. 4 A
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6 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50.
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A material variation, ho-wever, from the form prescribed, ia fatal,

and may be taken advantage of in a collateral proceeding. {Davisoii

V. Gill, 1 East, 64. See further, tit. " Conviction")

Appeal may be
made to quarter
sessions against
rate, &c.

Notice of.

Recognisance.

Costs.

Rates and pro-
ceedings not to
be quashed for

want of form.

Certiorari.

In case of niipeal,

sessions ni.iy

grant a special

case.

XXV. Appeal againgt IRates antr ^Ptocfetimns, ^c—5123 ant

of dForm, ^c—(JT^rtiorari, ^c—Special (Kase.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 105, If any person shall think himself

aggrieved by any rate made under or in pursuance of this act, or by
any order, conviction, judgment, or determination made, or by any
matter or thing done, by any justice or other person in pursuance of

this act, and for which no particular method of relief hath been
already appointed, such person may appeal to the justices at the next
general or quarter sessions of the peace to be held for the county,

division, riding, or place wherein the cause of such complaint shall

arise, such appellant, first giving or causing to be given to the sur-

veyor or surveyors, or to such justice or other person by whose act

such person shall think himself aggrieved, («) notice in writing of his

intention to bring such appeal, together with a statement in writing

of the grounds of such appeal, within 14 days after such rate shall have
been made, or cause of complaint shall have arisen, and within 4 days
after such notice entering into a recognisance before some justice, witli

two sufficient sureties, conditioned to try such appeal at, and abide tlio

order of, and pay such costs as shall be awarded by the justices at sucli

general or quarter sessions ; and such justices upon hearing and
finally determining the matter of such appeal, shall and may, accord-

ing to their discretion, award such costs to the party appealing or uj)-

pealed against as they shall think proper ; and their determination in

or concerning the premises shall be conclusive and binding on all

parties to all intents and purposes whatsoever : provided, neverthe-

less, that in case there shall not be time to give such notice and
enter into recognisances as aforesaid before the next sessions to l)o

holden after the making of any rate, or the cause of complaint shall

have arisen, then, and in every such case, such appeal may bo

made to the next following sessions, and shall be then heard and
determined : provided also, that it shall not be lawful for the appel-

lant to be heard in support of such apj)eal, unless such notice and
statement shall have been so given as aforesaid, nor on the hearing
of such appeal to go into evidence of any other grounds of appeal

than those set forth in such statement as aforesaid (i).

By sect. 106. In all cases of appeal against the rate or assessment
made in pursuance of this act, the provisions of 41 Geo. 3, c. 23, are

applicable.

Sect. 107. Provided always, that no rate, nor any proceeding to be

had touching the conviction of any offender against this act, or any
order made, or any other matter or thing done or transacted in or

relative to the execution of this act, shall be vacated or quashed for
'

want of foi-m, or be removed or removable (except as herein men-
tioned) by certiorari, or any other writ or process whatsoever, into

any of his Majesty's courts of record at Westminster.
Sect. 108. In any case of appeal, the court of quarter sessions bo-

fore whom the same is heard and determined may, if they think fit,

(a) A delivery of the notice of ap-

peal at the dwelling house of the re-

spondent is sufficient. (Heg. v. Justices

of North Jliding, 7 Q. B. 154.)

(i) This claim gives the right of

appeal against the decision of .special

sessions under sect. 23 of the 5 & 6

Will. 4, c. 50. [Reg. v. Jiistices of

Derbyshire, E. B. ((• E. 69.)
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state the facts specially for the determination of his Majesty's Court 25. Airpeal
of King's Bench thereon, in which case it shall be lawful to remove against rates,

the proceedings, by writ of certiorari or otherwise, into the said court &c.

of King's Bench. > & c wu 4 so"
As to the notice of, and proceedings upon an appeal and on a special !,

^''^'

case, &c., see fully, tits. ''Appeal" "Sessions.
'

these enactments.

The right of appeal under the above lOoth sect, of the 5 & 6 Will, rroceedings upon

4, c. 50, is confined to those cases where no other method of relief is l"^^^^
^'^'^ ^p^^''''

provided.

No appeal lies to the quarter sessions against the allowance of the Right of appeal

surveyor's account at petty sessions {E. v. Justices of West Biding, 1 sectfon!^°^^
"**^

Q. B. 624 ; and see B. v. Justices of West Biding of Yorkshire, 5 T. B.
629 ; audi?, v. W. Mitchell, Ih. 701) ; nor against the disallowance of them
{Beg. V. J. P. ofLeicestershire, 8E. &B. 551). But where there is an appeal
to the quarter sessions from the decision of the special sessions, and
the quarter sessions dismiss the appeal they may award costs, under 12

& 13 Vict. c. 45, ss. 5, 6. {Beg. v. Padwick, 27 L. J. If. C. 113.)

This right of ajjpeal is not given to all persons, but merely to the
party aggrieved, or in other words, to those only who have sustained
some special and peculiar injury, and not to any captious persons
whatsoever. The notice must state that the appellant is aggrieved,
or it must appear therefrom that such is the case. {B. v. Justices of
Essex, 5 B. & O. 431. And see ante, p. 1039.)

Every parishioner is aggrieved by the appointment by the justices

of a bad surveyor, and may appeal against the appointment ; and if an
inhabitant of a township claims an exemption from the repair of all

roads not situated within the township, ttie proper, and it seems the
only I'emedy is, to appeal against the appointment of a surveyor for

the whole parish. {B. v. Justices of St. Albans, 3 B. & C. 698.) See
as to who may be considered a party aggrieved, in the case of turn-
ing, diverting, or stojiping up a highway, ante, p. 1039.

The 88th, 89th, and 90th sections provide as to the remedy by
appeal against diverting, turning, or stopping up of highways. (See

ante, p. 1038.)

As regards the time of giving the notice of appeal, where a levy Notice of appeal,

was made under a warrant of distress, it was held that the real injury
was the distraining, because it did not necessarily follow that the
warrant would be enforced ; consequently, that notice given after the
actual distress was suflEcient. {B. v. Devon Justices, 1 M. & S. 411.)

See further as to the time when the notice of appeal ought to be
given, ante, p. 1039 ; and ante, tit. " Appeal.^'

It has been held, that a party appealing against a conviction by two
justices upon complaint of the surveyors, for an offence under the 5 &
(] Will. 4, c. 50, s. 47, must serve notice of appeal, under the above
105th sect, on both the justices. A notice in such a case addressed to

l)oth the justices and surveyors, and served on the latter, and on one
justice only, is not sufficient. {Beg. v. Bedfordshire {Justices), 11 Ad,
'.'.' E. 134.)

As to the statement of the grounds of appeal, see tit. "Appeal.^'

As to s. 107, in respect of the writ of certiorari, it is observable, that ^anfoTforafin
the prosecutor, under this statute, is not debarred from having the proceedings,

writ. {B. V. Burgess, Say. Bep. 128. And see B. v. Clace, Inhabi-
tants of , 4 Burr. 2456.) When the Crcvn is bound by such an enact-
ment as this, see ante, tit. " Certiorari."

As to whether the court can proceed by consent where the certiorari

is taken away, see B. v. Micklethivaite, 4 Burr. 2522 ; see also B. v.

West Biding of Yorkshire Justices, 3 N. & M. 802.

We have seen that the certiorari is saved to the defendant by s. do
{ante, p. 1070), in cases of indictment for non-repair. But the defendant
must use his privilege before trial, it will be too late after conviction

;

and it is not competent for him to move for such a writ in order to

4 .A. 2
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26. Actionsfor take objections to the indictment. (See Reqina v. Dixon, 1 Salk. 150;
damages, tfcc. B. v. Pennegoes, 1 B. & C. 142 ; B. v. Sf. Albans, 3 B. & 0. 698

'

6 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50-

Sessions may
grant a special
case under sec-

tion 108.

or taken in pursuance of that act should be quashed for want of form
or removed by certiorari ; it will be observed that the expression in the

new act is, " in or relative to the execution." (See B. v. Somersetshire,

o B. & C. 816 ; ante, " Certiorari," decided upon the repealed act.) In
B. V. Casson (3 B. & B. 36; and see B. v. Justices of Cambridgeshire,

4 Ad. & E. 115, per Patteson, J.), a writ of certiorari was quashed on
the ground that the order was a proceeding in pursuance of the

repealed statute 13 Geo. 3, c. 78.

As to the writ of certiorari in general, see tit. " Certiorari."

As to the 107th clause, with respect to proceedings not being quashed
for want of form, see tit. " Conviction,"

Under s. 108 the justices may state a case for the opinion of the

court of Queen's Bench, informing them how an appeal under s. 88,

was left to the jury, and asking them their opinion whether it was
coiTectly left. {B. v. Bhiles, 1 Q. B. 926.)

Sees. 2, 3, 4, 100, 112, 116, relating respectively to the repealed acta,

London streets and certain bridges in Wales, are not printed in this

edition.

Satisfaction reco-
verable for special
damage ; but dis-

tress not to be
deemed unlawful
for want of form
in the proceed-
ings.

Plaintiff not to
recover for irre-

gularity if tender
of amends made.

Payment into
court

Notice of action.
Tender of satisfac-

tion. Limitation
of actions.

XXVI. Actions for Bamagcs, ^c
By 5 & 6 "Will. 4, c. 50, s. 104, where any distress shall be made for

any sum of money to be levied by virtue of this act, the distress itself

shall not be deemed unlawful, nor the party making the same be
deemed a trespasser, on account of any default or want of form in any
proceedings relating thereto, nor shall the party distraining be deemed
a trespasser ah initio on account of any irregularity which shall be
afterwards done in making the distress, but the person aggrieved by
such irregularity may recover full satisfaction for the special damage
in an action on the case : provided always, that no plaintiff shall

recover in any action for any irregularity, trespass, or wrongful pro-

ceedings, if tender of sufficient amends shall be made by or on behalf

of the party who shall have committed or caused to be committed any
such irregularity, trespass, or wrongful proceedings, before such action

brought ; and in case no such tender shall have been made, it shall

and may be lawful for the defendant in any such action, by leave of

the court where such action shall depend, at any time before issue

joined, to pay into court such sum of money as he shall see fit, where-
upon such proceedings or orders and judgment shall be had, made, and
given in and by such court as in other actions where the defendant is

allowed to pay money into court.

The surveyors are only protected when acting bond fide, and the

tender of amends made by them cannot be questioned in an action at

law. {BoTjfield v. Porter, 13 East, 200.)

, Sect. 109. No action or smt shall be commenced against any person

for anything done in pursuance ofor under the authority of this act until

21 days' (a) notice has been given thereof in writing to the justice, sur-

(a) But by the 6 & 6 Vict. c. 97,

s. 4, from and after the passing of it,

"in all cases where notice of ac-

tion is required, such notice shall be
given one calendar month, at the
least, before any action shall be com-
menced ; and such notice of action

shall be sufficient, any act or acts to

the contrary thereof notwithstanding.

But, by the 6th section of the act, it

is not to extend to any action, bill,

plaint, or information, or any legal

proceeding of any kind whatsoever,

commenced before the passing of the

act, but such proceedings may be

thereupon had and taken in all re-

spects as if this act had not passed.

Where the surveyor has reasonable

ground for believing that he is acting

under the authority of the Highway
Act, he is entitled to notice of action,

and therefore when he left imfenced
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veyor, or person against whom such action is intended to be brought, 26. Actions for
nor after sufficient satisfaction or tender of satisfaction has been made damages, <Lc.

to the party aggrieved, nor after 3 calendar months next after the fact
committed for which such action or suit shall be so brought ; and every ^ * ^^^ *. c. 50

such action shall be brought, laid, and tried where the cause of action
shall have arisen, and not in any other county or place ; and the Venue (a).

defendant in such action or suit may plead the general issue, and give
this act and every special matter in evidence at any trial which shall be
had thereupon ; and if the matter or thing shall appear to have been General issue,

done under or by virtue of this act, or if it shall appear that such
action or suit was brought before 21 days' notice thereof given as
aforesaid, or that sufficient satisfaction was made or tendered as afore-
said, or if any action or suit shall not be commenced within the time
before limited, or shall be laid in any other county than as aforesaid,
then the jury shall find a verdict for the defendant therein ; and if a Costs,

verdict shall be found for such defendant, or if the plaintiff in such
action or suit shall become nonsuit, or suffer a discontinuance of such
action, or if, upon any demurrer in such action, judgment shall be
given for the defendant therein, then and in any of the cases afore-
said such defendant shall have costs as between attorney and client,

and shall have such remedy for recovering the same as any defendant
may have for his or her costs in any other case by law {b).

Under this section a surveyor of highways is not liable in an action
for damages resiilting from an accident caused by the non-repau' of the
highway, the legislature never having intended to create a personal
responsibility in the surveyor. (Mackinnon v. Penson, 23 L. J. Ex.
Ch. 97 ; Toimg v. Davis, 31 L. J. Ex. 250.) A person who has been Notice of action,

appointed surveyor, but informally, is entitled to the protection of the
109th sect, if he acts in the supposed exercise of his duty. [Huggins
V. Waydey, 15 M. & W. 357.) So where a board of highways ordered
their surveyor to open a certain road to the public by removing the
obstructions therefrom, believing that the same was a public footway,
it was held, in an action of trespass brought against the surveyor and
certain members of the board, for forcible removal of the said obstruc-
tions, it being admitted that the defendants acted hand fide in com-
mitting the trespass, that they were entitled to notice of action,

although there is no specific clause giving the surveyors power to open
footways. {Smith v. Hopper, 9 Q. B. 1005.) So where the declaration

charged the defendant with neglect of duty as surveyor, in allowing
gravel to remain upon the highway, whereby the plaintiff had been

an excavation in a highway for the double or treble costs, or any other

purpose of erecting a weighing ma- than the usual costs, between party

chine, whereby an accident occurred, and party, shall or may be recovered,

the Court of Exchequer held that he shall be and the same are hereby re-

was entitled to notice. {Hardwick v. pealed : Provided always, that, in-

Moss, 1 H. ikN. 136.) • stead of such costs, the party or

This section, (the 109th), by re- parties heretofore entitled under such

quiring only 21 days' notice of action last-mentioned acts to such double,

to be given, does not repeal the 1st treble, or other costs, shall receive

section of 24 Geo. 2, c. 44, which en- such full and reasonable indemnity as

titles a justice of the peace to one to all costs, charges, and expenses

calendar month's notice. {Rixy.Bor- incurred in and about any action,

ton, 12 Ad. & Ell. 470 ; and see Mor- suit, or other legal proceeding, as

gany. Leach, \^ M. & W. 558.) shall be taxed by the proper officer iu

(a) See Bazing v. Skelton, 5 T. R. that behalf, subject to be reviewed in

16. like manner and by the same autho-

{b) By the 5 & 6 Vict. c. 97, s. 2, thority as any other taxation of costs

so much of any clause, enactment, or by such officer." See the 4th section

provision, in any public act or acts, of this act, ante, p. 1092, n. (a), as to

not local or personal, whereby it is the act not extending to any action

enacted or provided that either commenced before the passing of it.
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Observations on
this enactment.

As to notice of
action.

27. Amount of injured, he was held entitled to notice of action, as being charged
fees to be taken, "with a thing done in pui'suance of the act, although it was proved that

he had notice of the gravel being there, and had been guilty of want
of care in leaving it there. [Davis v. Curling, 8 Q. B. 286.) The
surveyor may remove nuisances under the powers contained in the

73rd section, but he is not bound to do so, however dangerous they
maybe. {Morgan v. Leach, 10 M. & W. 558; but see 11 & 12 Vict.

c. 123, s. 6.)
_

•
. . .

As to the construction of enactments of this description, and
when a party is entitled to notice of action, see " Justices," " Con-
stable:'

There is a distinction between cases where the action is brought
for penalties for doing what the act prohibits, and where it is brought
in consequence of anything done in pursuance of the act. In the former
case no notice of action is necessary. {Charlesworth v. Eudgard, 1 C.

M. & R. 498. And see Wright v. Horton, IIoWs N. P. C. 450, and the

cases, j)os^, ^'Justices.'")

The omission to do any act is a " thing done " within the meaning
of the act. Therefore, where surveyors undermined a wall, which
fell eight months afterwards, an action which was brought within
three months after the falling was held to be within time. [Roherts

V. Read, 16 East, 215. See also Oillon v. Boddington 1 E. & M. C.

N. P. 161, which was a similar case ; also Sutton v. Clarke, 6

Taunt. 29.)

In Wordsworth v. Harley and Others, (1 B. & Ad. 391, decided under
the repealed act 13 Geo. 3, c. 78,) the plaintiff, a reversioner of land,

declared against the defendant (a survej'or of highways) for digging,

&c., his close, seimrating a portion of it from the residue, and keeping
it so separated, and adding such portion to the public road. The
separation was by a wall, which was begun more than 3 calendar
months before the action was brought ; it was at that time very low,

but formed a complete division between the parcels of land. After the

commencement of the 3 months, the wall was raised and finished. It

was held, that, as there was a complete separation before that period,

the raising of the wall, or its continuance, was not such a new act as

would take the case out of the limitation in the above clause ; et per
Bayley, J.

— '
' The continuation in this case is not a new fact committed

within the statute. If it had the operation contended for, you might
claim to bring an action at any time within 20 years." Lord Tenterden,

C. J.—None of the acts complained of in the declaration were done
within the time limited by the statute. The digging soil, taking away
earth, and throwing down fences, and the erecting of a wall, happened
before that period ; and the separation of the two parts of the close

was complete before then. It therefore seems to me, however unfor-
tunate the case may be for the plaintiflF, that the action cannot be
maintained."
As to the costs the defendant is now entitled to, see ante, ji. 1093,

n. (6).

5&0WilI. 4, c. 50.

Amount of fees.

XXVII. Ilmount of jFecs to It taken.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 110, " The several fees hereafter limited and
expressed,_and no others, shall be taken by the clerk of the peace, clerk
to the justices, or others, for their several respective services in the exe-
cution of this act

; (that is to say) ; the sum of Qd. for every information ;

the sum of Is. for every summons or warrant, and Qd. for the service
thereof ; the sum of 6d. for every notice, and Qd. for the service thereof

;

the sum of Is, for every order, and Qd. for the service thereof; the sum
of 2s. for every warrant of distress; the sum of Is. for every appoint-
ment ; and the sum of 2s. for every conviction : provided always, that
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in no place regulated by a local act of Parliament, wlien tlie amount of 28. Surveyor
the fees to be taken by the clerk to the justices, or others, in any pro- empowered to

ceeding for tbe recovery of any rate, shall be less than the fees here- charge, <t-c.

inbefore mentioned, shall it be lawful for such clerk to the justices or
others to demand or take a greater fee for any similar proceeding ^ ^^ ^i'^- *> *= ^^^

under this act than the fee which may be mentioned or dii-ected to be having as to local

taken by such local act."
'

XXVIII. Surbegor empobjeteti to (ilfjarge in Account C^xpenses
ot Eegal ^roceetimfls.

By 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. oO, s. Ill, "If the inhabitants of any parish shall Expenses for dc-

agree at a vestry to defend any indictment found against any such f?'iding prosecu-
°.,

, ''i ., •'i T-i °T •'^ tions agreed upon
parish, or to appeal against any order made by or proceeding of any at a vestry meet-
justice of the peace in the execution of any powers given by this act, i"?. how to bo

or to defend any appeal, it shall and may be lawful for the surveyor of
^^^'^'

such palish to charge in his account the reasonable expenses incurred
in defending such prosecution, or prosecuting or defending such appeal,
after the same shall have been agreed to by such inhabitants at a
vestry or public meeting as aforesaid, and (a) allowed by two justices

of the peace within the division where such highway shall be ; which
expenses, when so agreed to or allowed, shall be paid by such parish
out of the fines, forfeitures, paj'ments, and rates, authorised to be
collected and raised by virtue of this act : provided nevertheless, that
if the money so collected and raised is not sufficient to defray the
expenses of repairing the highways in the said parish, as well as of
defending such prosecution, or prosecuting or defending such appeal
as aforesaid, the said surveyor is hereby authorised to make, collect,

and levy an additional rate in the same manner as the rate by this act

is authorised to be made for the repair of the highway."
The former enactment on this subject was the 13 Geo. 3, c. V8, s. 65,

but the above is somewhat different. In Beg. v. Fowler, {1 A. & E.
836 ;) it was held, under the former act, that law expenses incurred in

resisting a rule for a certiorari were expenses which might be inserted

in the waywarden's account, and so allowable or not, at the discretion

of the justices. The court came to this conclusion, upon a full under-
standing that the occasion in question was not one of those particularly

specified in the 6oth section. And they further said, that all bond fide

expenses incurred by the waywarden in pursuance of his duties might
be so inserted for allowance.
As to the surveyor's accounts, see ante, p. 1027.

The surveyor of highways for a parish may charge in his accounts
the law expenses incurred in respect of an appeal against an order of

justices, which was agreed to at a vestry or public meeting of the

inhabitants, or expenses which have been allowed by two justices

acting for the county or division within which such highway is

situated. {Townsend v. Read, 30 L. J. M, G. 245; 10 C. B. N. S. 317.)

But he could not so charge them unless they had been incurred pur-
suant to an order of the vestry ; and if he does so incur them and
afterwards makes an agreement with the vestry to pay a part of them,
his successor cannot recover such sum from him, there being no privity

of contract between the outgoing surveyor and his successor. {Killiam

v. Collier, 2\ L. J. Q. B. 65.)

[a] This "and" is to be road "or." {Townsend v. Head, 30 L. J. M. C.

245.)
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30. Highways
into districts—
Formation of.

6 & 6 Wm. 4, e. 50.

Not to extend to
turnpike roads,
or to roads under
local acts.

Nor to affect the
universities.

Nor city of London.

25 & 26 Vict. 0. 61,

Limits of act.

Definition of
"County" aud
" Borough."

Uligljiwass ixi General

XXIX. mt\nX\m% from tfje 5 & 6 Will. TV. c 50.

By 5'& 6 Will. 4, c. 50, sect. 113. "Provided always, that nothing
in this act contained shall apply to any turnpike roads, except where
expressly mentioned, or to any roads, bridges, carriageways, cartways,

horsewaj's, bridleways, footways, causeways, churchways, or pave-
ments, which now are or may hereafter be paved, repaired, or cleansed,

broken up or diverted, under or by virtue of the provisions of any local

or personal act or acts of Parliament" (a).

And therefore a certificate of justices for diverting a highway under
s. 85 is bad, when the highway in question is within a part of a parish

constituted a district by a local improvement act. And, secondly,

even if the justices had power to make any such certificate, it could

only have been upon the application of the surveyor under the autho-

rity of the inhabitants of the district comprised in such local act.

{Wright v. Frant, Overseers of, 32 L. J. M. C. 204.) But this section

only prevents the surveyor of the highways from interfering in the

repair of roads which by local acts are directed to be repaii-ed under
other superintendence, it does not exempt property which is under
such superintendence from the liability to contribute to the highway
rate. {Eeg. v. Paynter, 13 Q. B. 399.)

By sect. 114. Nothing in this act contained shall extend to affect

any of the rights or privileges of the Universities of Oxford or Cam-
bridge.

By sect. 115. Nor the rights and liberties of the city of London.

Definition of

"Parish," "High-
way District,"

and "Highway
Board."

Definition of
" Principal Act"
and "Highway
Acts."

XXX. ?^ifli^ttiaj)S into districts—dFormation of.

By 25 & 26 Yict. c. 61, "An Act for the better management of

Highways in England," after reciting that it is expedient to amend the

law relating to highways in England, enacts :

—

Preliminary.

Sect. 1. This act shall not extend to Scotland or Ireland.

Sect. 2. The word "county" in this act shall not include a
" county of a city " or " a county of a town," but where a county, as

hereinbefore defined, is divided into ridings or other divisions having

a separate court of quarter sessions of the peace, it shall mean each

such division or riding, and not the entire county ; and for the pur-

poses of this act all liberties and franchises, except the liberty of Saint

Albans, which shall be considered a county, and except boroughs as

hereinafter defined, shall be considered as forming part of that

county by which they are surrounded, or if partly surrounded by 2 or

more counties, then as forming part of that county with which they

have the longest common boundary ; the word " borough " shall mean
a borough as defined by the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 76, " for the regulation

of municipal corporations in England and Wales," or any place to

which the provisions of the said act have been or shall hereafter have

been extended (6).

Sect. 3. The word " parish" shall include any place maintaining its

own highways; the expressions "highway district" and "highway
board" shall refer only to highway districts formed and highway
boards constituted in pursuance of this act.

Sect. 4. The 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, intituled " An Act to consolidate

and amend the Laws relating to Highways in that part of Great

(a) Nor to any highways included

in any district formed in pursuance of

25 & 26 Vict. c. 61, and which are

maintained under any local act of

parliament. As to highways under
inclosure acts, see

'
' Inclosures.

"

(b) See " Corporation, Municipal.'
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Britain called England," is hereinafter distingnished as "the prin- 30, Highways
cipal act ;

" and this act and the principal act, and the other acts amend- into districts—
ingthe principal act (a), are hereinafter included under the expression Formation of.

" the highway acts."

This act was amended by the 27 & 28 Vict. c. 101, which enacts :— 27&28 Vict. c. loi.

Preliminary. Preliminary.

Sect. 1. The acts hereinafter mentioned may be cited for all pur- short titles of

poses by the short titles following ; that is to say, highway acts.

The act of the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, and intituled " An Act to conso-

lidate and amend the Laws relating to Highways in that part of

Great Britain called England," by the short title of the " High-
way Act, 1835."

The said act 25 & 26 Vict. c. 61, by the short title of the " Highway
Act, 1862."

This act by the short title of the " Highway Act, 1864."

All the above-mentioned acts and any acts passed or to be passed
amending the same shall be included under the short title of "The
Highway Acts."

Sect. 2. This act, so far as is consistent with the tenor thereof, shall This act shall be

be construed as one with the " Highway Act, 1862."
gs'fe 26 Vi^'c. 61.

Sect. 3. "Poor Law Parish " shall mean a place that separately Definition of

maintains its own poor

:

" Poor Law

"Highway Parish" shall mean a place that after the constitution ^^"^p^V^^J^^'

of a highway district separately maintains its own highways, and is " Highway Rate,"

entitled to return a waywarden or waywardens to the highway board ^^^ "County."

of the district

:

" Highway Bate" shall include any rate, whether poor rate or not,

out of the produce of which monies are payable in satisfaction of pre-
cepts of a highway board :

" County" shall include any division of a county that has a
separate county treasurer.

Formation of Highway Districts. „, ^ „„ „. ^ „,
25 & 26 Vict. c. 61.

Sect. 5. Any 5 or more justices of a county may by writing under Power to justices,

their hands require the clerk of the peace to add to or send with the qufrt'er'sessions

notice required by law to be given of the holding of courts of general assembled, to

or quarter sessions a notice in the form marked (A.) {h) in the sche- issue provisional

dule, or as near thereto as circumstances admit, that at the court highway districts,

therein mentioned a proposal will be made to the justices to divide the
county or some part thereof into highway districts, or to constitute the
whole or some part thereof a highway district, and also require the
clerk of the peace to send by post in a prepaid letter notices in the
aforesaid form to the churchwardens or overseers of eveiy parish men-
tioned in the said notice ; and upon such requisition being complied
with the justices assembled at the court of general or quarter sessions

mentioned in the notice may entertain such proposal, and make a
provisional order dividing their county or some part thereof into high-
way districts, or constituting the whole or some part of their county
a highway district, for the more convenient management of highways,
but such order shall not be of any validity unless it be confirmed by
a final order of the justices assembled at some subsequent court of

{a) These acts will be found under divide the parts of Holland in the

tit. ^'Highway." county of Lincoln into highway dis-

(b) Notice is hereby given, that at tricts, or to constitute the county of
the general or quarter sessions to be Rutland a highway district, or to con-

held on the day of , a proposal stitute the parislies of Alford, Castle

will be made to divide the county of Carey, and Lovington, in the county of
Lincoln into highway districts [or to Somerset, a highway district].
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general or quarter .sessions : provided («) tliat when, it is proposed tliat

only part of a county shall be divided into a highway district, not less

than 2 out of the o justices making such proposal shall be resident in

the said district.

By 27 & 28 Vict. c. 101, s. 6, there shall be repealed so much of s. 5

of the Highway Act, 1862, as provides that, " when it is proposed
that only part of a county shall be divided into a highway district, not

less than 2 out of the o justices making such proposal shall be resident

in the said district ;
" and in lieu thereof be it enacted, that when it is

proposed that only part of a county is to be constituted a highway
district, not less than 2 out of the 5 justices making such proposal

shall be resident in the said district, or acting in the petty sessional

division in which such district or some part thereof is situate.

A parish will not be exempted from being included in a highway
district, although its highways are under the superintendence of a
highway board, under 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 18, unless such board be
legally constituted. {Rccj. v. How, 9 L. T. N. S. 385.)

Sect. 6. The following regulations shall be enacted as to the making,
confirmation, and approval of the orders of justices for forming high-

way districts

:

1. The justices making a provisional order under this act shall

appoint some subsequent court of general or quarter sessions,

to be held within a period of not more than 6 months, for the

taking into consideration the confirmation of the provisional

order by a final order :

2. The clerk of the peace shall add to or send with the notice required

by law to be given of the holding of courts of general or

quarter sessions a notice in the form, marked (B.) (&) in the

schedule hereto, or as near thereto as circumstances admit, of

the appointment so made by the justices in relation to the

confirmation of the provisional order :

3. The justices assembled at the appointed court of general or

quarter sessions may make a further order quashing the pro-

visional order, or confirming it with or without variations, or

respiting the consideration of such provisional order to some
subsequent court of general or quarter sessions, provided

—

Firstly, that where the variations made extend to altering

the parishes constituting any highway district or dis-

tricts as formed in the provisional order, the order shall

be deemed to be provisional only, and shall be dealt with

accordingly

:

Secondly, that where a respite is made to any subsequent

general or quarter sessions, the clerk of the peace shall

give notice of such respite in manner in which he is re-

quired to give notice in respect of sessions at which a pro-

visional or final order is proposed to be made

:

4. The provisional order shall state the parishes to be united in each

district, the name by which the district is to be known, and the

number of waywardens (such number to be at least 1) which
each pari sh is to elect : (c)

(a) This proviso is repealed by 27

& 28 Vict. c. 101, s. 6.

(b) rorm(B.) (25 & 26 Vict. c. 61).

Whereas at a court of general or

quarter sessions, held on the day

of last, a provisional order was

made in the words following ; that is

to say, [here set out the 2^>'ovisio)ial

order].

Notice is hereby given, that the con-

firmation of the said provisional order

by a final order will be taken into

consideration by the justices at a

court of general or quarter sessions to

be held on the day of next,

(c) A provisional order made by
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Bj^ 27 & 28 Vict, c. 101, s. 10, the paragraph Xo. 5 in the 6th sect. 30. Highways
of the High-way Act, 1862, shall be repealed, and in lieu thereof be it into districts—
enacted, Formation of.

The first meeting of the highway board after the formation of a
district shall be held at such time as may be appointed by the provi-

-7&2S Vict.c. loi.

sional or final order ofthe justices, so that the time appointed be not g^^^^^g^'
Act f

more than 7 days after the expiration of the time limited by law for i862, as to meet-

the election of waywardens, or, in the case of a special day being ap- ing^ of board, ic-

pointed for such election as hereinafter mentioned, be not more than provisions
° ^^

21 days after that day. enacted.

The day appointed for the first meeting of the board shall for

all the purposes of the highway acts be deemed to be the day of the
formation of the district ; and the surveyor for the time being of every
parish within the district shall continue in office until 7 days after the
appointment of the district surveyor, and no longer.

A final order of sessions made in April, 1865 (confirming a provi-
sional order of October, 1864), which ordered that the first meeting of
the highway board to be elected by the highway district, should be
held on the first Thursday after the 2oth March, 1866, was held good in
Jieg. V. JJs. of Lindsey, 1 L. R. Q. B. 68, because the sessions were not
bound to appoint a day after the expiration of the time limited by law
for the election of waywardens, though as a matter of practice it would
have been better to postpone the day to 1 of the 7 days after such
limited time.

6. Notice of the provisional and final orders shall as soon as pos- 25 & 26 Vict. c. ei,

sible after the making thereof be given by the clerk of the ^- ^ continued.

peace, by publishing a copy in the London Gazette and in 1 or
more newspapers circulating in the county, or if the whole
county is not afi'ected by such order in 1 or more newspapers
circulating in the district afi'ected by such orders, and by send-
ing a copy by post in a prepaid letter to the overseers of every
parish within the proposed highway, district, and there shall

be added to the notice of the provisional order the date of
the sessions at which the confirmation of such order wUl be
considered, (a)

Sect. 7. The following restrictions will be imposed with respect to Restrictions on

the formation of highway districts in pursuance of this act

:

formation of high-
° '' ^ way districts.

Firstly, there shall not be included in any highway district formed in
pursuance of this act any of the following places ; that is to say,

Any part of a county to which the act 23 & 24 Vict. c. 68,

and intituled '

' An Act for the better Management and
Control of the Highways in South Wales," extends

:

The Isle of Wight

:

Any district constituted under the Public Health Act, 1848,
and the Local Government Act, 1858, or either of such
acts:

Any parish or place the highways of which are at the time
of the passing of this act, or may be within 6 months
afterwards, under the superintendence of a board esta-

blished in pursuance of s. 18 of the principal act, unless
with the consent of such board :

justices uuder this act whereby E. the knowledge of the justices making
and several other places were consti- the order, and the order contained no
tuted a highway district, and one provision for combining the 3 hamlets

waywarden was to be elected for each into one place. (iJ. v. Justices of West

place respectively, was held bad, be- Riding, 13 W. R. 966.)

cause the fact that E. contained 3 {a) See 27 & 28 Vict. c. 101, s. 12,

hamlets, each separately maintaining p. 1105.

its own highways, was not brought to
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30. Highways Any parish or place witkin the limits of the metropolis as
into districts— defined by the 18 & 19 Vict. c. 120, and intituled "An
Formation of. Act for the better Local Management of the Metropolis :

25 & 26 V t

' ^^' P^'^^^^ '^^ place, or part of a parish or place, the high-
*'*' ways whereof are maintained under the provisions of any

(a) local act of parliament

:

Secondly, there shall not be included in any highway district formed
in pursuance of this act any parish or jilace, or part of a
parish or place, within the limits of a borough without the
consent, firstly, of the council of such borough, and, secondly,

of the vestry of the parish which, or part of which, is proposed
to be included

:

Thirdly, where any parish separately maintaining its own high-
ways is situate in more than 1 county the whole of such
parish shaU, for the purposes of this act, be deemed to be
within the county within which the church of such parish,

or (if there be no chui'ch) the greater part of such parish, is

situate

:

Lastly, where a parish separately maintaining its own poor is

divided into townships, tithings, hamlets, or places, each of
which separately maintains its own highways, it shall be
lawful for the justices, if they think fit, in their provisional

order to combine such townships, tithings, hamlets, and
places, and to declare that no separate waywardens shall be
elected for such townships, tithings, hamlets, and places, and
that such parish shall be subject to the same liabilities in

respect of all the highways within it which were before main-
tained by such townships, tithings, hamlets, and places sepa-

rately, as if all their several liabilities had attached to the
whole parish ; and that a waywarden or waywardens shall be
elected for such parish as a whole ; and where such order is

miade, all the provisions herein contained in relation to parishes

within the meaning of this act shall be applicable to the

parish formed by such combination.
7& 28 Vict. c. 101. 27 & 28 Vict. c. 101, sec. 7. The power given by s. 7 of " the High-
Amendment of -v^'ay Act, 1862," of combining townships, tithings, hamlets, or places

aJi on8f2 asTo Separately maintaining their own highways, and situate in a poor law
combination of parish, shall extend to combining any two or more of such townships,
townships, &c. tithings, hamlets, or places, and any combination so formed shall for

all the purposes of the highway acts be deemed to be a highway
parish.

Where a township, tithing, hamlet, or other place separately

maintaining its own highways is situate in 2 or more poor law
parishes, each part of such township, tithing, hamlet, or other place

may be combined with the parish in which that part is situate.

The justices may, by their provisional and final order, declare that

any poor law parish within their jurisdiction, or residue of a poor law
parish, after excluding such part, if any, as is prohibited by the
" Highway Act, 1862," either wholly or without the consent of the
governing body, from being included in the highway district, shall

henceforward become a highway parish ; and upon such declaration

being made such poor law parish, or residue of a poor law parish, shall

thereafter be a highway parish entitled to return a waywarden or way-
wardens to the highway board of the district in which it is included

;

and no rate shall be separately levied for the maintenance of the high-
ways, and no separate waywardens be elected in any township, tithing,

hamlet, or other subdivision of such jDoor law parish or residue of a
poor law parish.

(a) I'liis term "local act "does not include tui'npike acts, 26 & 27 Vict.

c. 94, s. 1. Post, p. 1111.
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'Where, previously to the passing of the provisional order forming a 30. Highways
highway distiict, no surveyors or waywardens have been elected within into districts—
any highway parish in that district, and where the mode of electing a Formation of.

waywarden or waywardens in such parish is not provided by this act _ . y-
t

—

7^
or the " Highway Act, 1862," the justices shall, by their provisional

'°"°'

and final ordeis constituting the district, or by any subsequent pro-

visional and final orders, make provisions for the annual election of a
waywarden or waywardens for such parish.

Sect. 8. Where a parish or place separately maintaining its own Provision for

highways is situate partly within and partly without the limits of a
^^^f^^p^^n^d ^^rtlv

borough, the justices may by their provisional and final orders include without a borough.

in a highway district the outlying part of such parish or place ; and
whei'e the outlying part of a parish or place situate as aforesaid has
been, previously to the passing of this act, or may be hereafter, in-

cluded in a highway district, each part of such parish or place shall

for all the purposes of the highway act be deemed to be a place sepa-

rately maintaining its own highways; and a waywarden or way-
wardens shall be elected by the ratepayers in each such part

at such time and in such manner as may be provided by the said

justices.

Sect. 9. The justices in petty sessions may appoint overseers, or other- Power of justices

wise deal with any extra-parochial place with a view to constituting it
rochiafplaces^

a highway parish or part of a highway parish, in the same manner as

the justices may deal with such place for the purpose of con-
stituting it a place or part of a place maintaining its own poor,

in pursuance of the powers for that purpose given by the 20 Vict.

c. 19.

Sect. 11. In forming a highway district under the "Highway Act, Power to justices

1862," the justices may, for the purpose of avoiding delay in bringing
^"ct^fo opl^fon

the act into operation, appoint by their final order a day on which the on a particular

first election of waywardens as members of the highway board is to day.

take place in the district.

On the day appointed for the election waywardens shall be elected

in every parish in the district entitled to elect such officers by the

same persons and in the same manner by and in which waywardens
are elected under the " Highway Act, 1862," and all the provisions of

the highway acts relating to the qualifications of surveyors or way-
wardens, and to the appointment of surveyors and waywardens by
justices in the event of no election taking place, shall apply accord-

ingly ; but the waywardens elected under this section shall continue

in office only until the time at which the next annual election of sur-

veyors would have taken place in the several parishes of the district if

the same had not been constituted a highway district, and at that time
new waywardens shall be elected in manner provided by the high-
way acts.

Sect. 13. Contiguous places situate in difi'erent counties and places As to union of

situate partly in one county and partly in another county or coimties
fere^t counties,

shall, for the pui'pose of being united in one highway district, be
deemed to be subject to the jurisdiction of the justices of any county,

who may make a provisional and final order constituting them a
highway district, in the same manner as if all such places or parts

of places were situate in such last-mentioned county ; subject to this

proviso, that the provisional and final orders of the justices of the

said county shall be of no validity unless provisional and final orders

to the same effect are passed either concurrently with or subsequently

to the first-mentioned provisional and final orders by the justices of

every other county in which any of the said places or parts of places

are situate.

Sect. 14. The approval of the justices of any county to any pro-
f'^l^f^^^^wly

visional order made by the justices of another county affecting any j^g^^ i862.

place in such first-mentioned county in pursuance of s. 39 of the
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i^tstjixjags in General
" Higliway Act, 1862," shall be testified by provisional and final orders

of the justices of the said first-mentioned countj'.

The powers confeiTed on justices by s. 39 of the "Highway Act,
1862," shall be deemed to extend to the separation of any townships,
tithings, hamlets, or places separately maintaining their own high-
ways which may have been consolidated by any previous order of the
justices, and to an alteration in the number of waywardens of any
parish.

Sect. 15. Where, after the formation of a highway district, an
application is made by any parish in that district to any court of

general or quarter sessions, praying that the said parish may be re-

moved from that district, all costs incidental to or consequential on
such application and the removal of the said parish shall, unless the
court otherwise directs, be paid by the parish that has made the ap-
plication in such manner as the said court may direct. The amount
of such costs shall be raised in the same manner as if they were
expenses incurred in maintaining and keeping in repair: the highways
of that parish.

Sect. 16. No order of the justices forming a highway district,

whether made before or after the passing of this act, shall be void by
reason that it includes in such district a place which the justices are
not entitled to include under the provisions of tliis act or the " High-
ways Act, 1862," or one of such acts ; and any order containing such
prohibited place shall be construed and take effect as if that place had
not been mentioned therein.

All expenses i)ropeiiy incun'ed by the justices of any county in

maintaining the validity of any provisional or final order made by them
shall bo payable out of the county rate of that county.

Sec. 17. All powers and jurisdictions vested in justices by the
" Highway Act, 1862," and this act, or either of such acts, may from
time to time be exercised in relation to highway districts, highway
boards, and highway parishes already formed, as well as upon the
occasion of forming new highway districts, boards, or parishes ; and
where an alteration is made in part only of a highway district the
residue of that district shall not be affected thereby, but shall con-
tinue subject to the highway acts in the same manner as if no such
alteration had been made.

Sect. 18. The expression "provisional and final order," as used in

this act, shall mean a provisional and final order passed and published
in manner provided by this act (a) and the " Highway Act, 1862 " (h),

with the necessary variations as to notices and otherwise.

Legal Objections to Formation of District.

8. No objection shall be made at any trial or in any legalSect.25 & 26 Vict. c. Cl
_ _

Rules as to objec-^ proceeding to the validity of any orders or proceedings relating "to the

and publication'^'^'
formation of a highway district, after the expiration of 3 calendar

of orders. months from the date of the pijblication in the Gazette of the order
under which the district is formed ; and the jiroduction of a copy of
the L&)ido7i Gazette containing a copy of the order of justices forming
a highway district shall be receivable in all courts of justice, and in

all legal proceedings, as evidence of the formation of the district and
of the matters in the said order mentioned.

AMEND:\rENTS AS TO ORDERS OF JUSTICES.

27 & 28 Vict. c. 101. 27 & 28 Vict. c. 101, sect. 4. Where more highway districts than
AmendmOTt of one are comprised in any order of justices, whether provisional or final,

ITt of 1862.'
'''*^ ^^^ whether made before or after the passing of this act, the formation

of each of such districts is to be deemed independent of the formation

(«) See .sect. 12, p. 1105. (h) Sect. 6, ante, p. 1098.
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oi any otlier district, and tlie order shall for all purposes be construed so, IligJmmjft
and take effect as if a separate order had been made in respect of each into districts—-

district ; and any variation in a provisional order altering the parishes Formation of.

in any one or more districts comprised in that order shall make that
"

;

order provisional only as to the particular district or districts in which 27 & 2S Vict, c, loi.

the alterations are made, and not as to any other district or districts

included in the same order.

Sect. 5. Any parish, township, tithing, hamlet, or other place Certain places to

having a known legal boundary in which there are no highways ^® deemed places

repairable at the expense of the place, or in which the highways taui^ng thcir'own

are repaired at the expense of any person, body politic or corpo- highways,

rate, by reason of any grant, tenure, limitation, or appointment of

any charitable gift, or otherwise howsoever than out of a highway
rate or other general rate, shall, for the purposes of the highway
acts, be deemed to be a place separately maintaining its own high-
ways.
Where part of a parish is, in pursuance of the Local Government

Act, 1858, Amendment Act, 1861, s. 9, treated as forming part of a

district constituted under the Local Government Act, 1858, for all

jjurposes connected with the repair of highways and the payment of

highway rates, but for no other purpose, such part shall, for the pur-
poses of the "Highway Act, 1862," and this act, be deemed to be a
l^lace separately maintaining its own highways, and capable of being
included in a highway district, without requiring the consent of the

local board to be given.

"Where the highways of one part of a parish are, in pursuance of a •

private act of parliament, repairable out of a different rate from that

out of which the highways of the other part are repairable, each of

such parts shall, for the purposes of the highway acts, be deemed to be
a place separately maintaining its own highways.

Constitution op Highway Boaed.

25 & 26 Vict. c. 61, s. 9, enacts, with respect to the constl'ii-.-ion of 25 <fe 26 Vict. c. (ii.

the highway board in each highway district, the provisions following ;
Constitution of

(that is to say,) '^ ^°'^ "*" '

(1.) The highway board shall consist of the waywardens elected in

the several places within the district, in manner hereinafter

mentioned (a), and of the justices acting for the county and re-

siding within the district

:

(2.) The board shall be a body corporate, by the name of the high-
way board of the district to which it belongs, having a perpetual
succession and a common seal, with a power to acquire and hold
lands for the purposes of the highway acts, without any licence

in mortmain

:

(3.) No act or proceeding of the board shall be questioned on account
of any vacancy or vacancies in their body :

(4.) No defect in the qualification or election of any person or per-
sons acting as members or member of the board or committee
of a board shall be deemed to vitiate any proceedings of such
board in which he or they have taken part in cases where the
majority of members, parties to such proceedings, are duly enti-

tled to act

:

(5.) Any minute made of proceedings at meetings of the board or of
committees of the board if signed by any person purporting to

be the chairman of the board or committee of the board, either

at the meeting of the board or committee of the board at which
such proceedings took place, or at the next ensuing meeting of

the board or committee of the board, shall be receivable in

{a) Post, p. 1104.
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Formation of.

25 & 26 Vict. c. 61.

27 & 28 Vict. c. 101

Qualification of
ex officio way-
wardens.

evidence in all legal proceedings without further proof ; and
until the contrary is proved every meeting of the board or

committee of the board in respect of the proceedings of which
minutes have been so made shall be deemed to have been duly

convened and held, and all the members thereof to have been

duly qualified

:

(6.) No member of a board, by being party to, or executing in his

capacity of member, any contract or other instrument on behalf I

of the board, or otherwise lawfully exercising any of the powers

given to the board, shall be subject to be tried or prosecuted,

either individually or with others, by any person whomsoever

;

and the bodies or goods or lands of the members shall not be

liable to execution of any legal process by reason of any con-

tract or other instrument so entered into, tried, or executed by

;

them, or by reason of any other lawful act done by them in

execution of any of the powers of the board ; and the members
of the board may apply any monies in their hands for the

purpose of indemnifying themselves against any losses, costs,

or damages they may incur in execution of the powers granted

to them

:

(7.) The rules contained in the schedule hereto with respect to the

proceedings of highway boards, and the other matters therein

contained, shall be observed in the same manner as if such

rules were enacted in the body of this act.

27 & 28 Vict. c. 101, sect. 29. A justice of the peace acting for the

county in which a highway district is situate, if he is resident in any
place which is prohibited either altogether or without the consent of

the local authority from being included in a highway district by the

7th section of the " Highway Act of 1862," and which is surrounded
^

by or adjoins in any part such highway district, shall, by virtue of
j

his ofiice, be a member of the highway board of such district, subject

to this qualification, that if in pursuance of this section any justice of

the peace would be entitled to be a member of two or more highway
boards in the same county, he shall, by letter under his hand,

addressd to the clerk of the highway board for which he elects to act,

and by him to be transmitted to the clerk of the peace of the county,

declare of which of the said highway boards he elects to be a member,
and having made that election he shall be bound thereby, and shall

not be entitled by virtue of his ofiice of justice to be a member of any
,

other of the said boards.

Election of way
wardens.

Election of Waywaedens.
25 & 26 Vict. c. 61. Sect. 10. The following regulations shall be observed with respect

to the election of waywardens in highway districts :

_

In every parish forming part of a highway district there shall be

elected every year for the year next ensuing a waywarden, or

such number of waywardens as may be determined by order of

the justices

:

Such waywarden or waywardens shall be elected in every parish]

forming part of a highway district at the meeting (a) and timei

(«) By 27 & 28 Vict. c. 101, s. 31,

any meeting of ratepayers for the

election of a waywarden is to be

deemed included in the expression

"inhabitants in vestry assembled,"

as used in the highway acts.

A final order of quarter sessions

made in April, 1865 (confirming a

provisional order of October, 1864),

which ordered_ that the first meeting]
of the highway board to be elected!

for the highway district should be
held on the first Thui'sday after the
25th of March, 1866, is good ; because
the sessions were not bound to ap-

point a day after the expiration of the
time limited by law for the election

of waywai'den, though, as a matter of
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and in tlie manner, and subject to tlie same qualification and 30. Ilighvays
the same power of appointment in the justices, in the event of into districts—
no election taking place, or in the event of a vacancy at, in, and Formation of.

subject to which a person or persons to serve the office of sur- „. ^ og~vi^ c '61

veyor would have been chosen or appointed if this act had not " " •

•.
•

passed

:

The justices shall in their provisional order make provision for

the election of a waywarden or waywardens in places where
no surveyor or surveyors were elected previously to the place

forming part of a highway district :

A waywarden shall continue to act until his successor is ap-
pointed, and shall be re-eligible.

By the 26 & 27 Vict. c. 61, after reciting that it is expedient that

waywardens, appointed under 25 & 26 Vict. c. 61, should be prevented
from contracting for any works to be executed under the said act

within their own districts, enacts :

Sect. 1. No such waywarden shall directly or indirectly, in his own Penalty on way-
name or in the name of any other person or persons, contract for wardens being

the repair of any road, or for any other work to be executed under the concerned in con-

provisions of the said recited act within the parish for which he is their own dis-

olected waywarden, or within any other parish in the same district, tricts(a).

under the pain of forfeiting the sum of lO]., with full costs of suit, to

any person or persons who shall sue for the same by action for debt
in anj' county court within the jurisdiction of which the parish in

which the roads to be repaired, or the other work so contracted for, is

situate. ,

Sect. 2. It shall not be lawful for any highway board to pay know- Highway boards

ingly for any repair or work so contracted for, and any money paid by
?°r a^^'^orkso

any board under any such contract shall be recoverable by them with contracted for.

full costs from the person or persons to whom the same shall have been
paid, by action of debt in any of her majesty's courts of recoxd at

Westminster, if the same shall amount to above 50?., or in any
county court as aforesaid if below that amount, and the balance so

recovered, after paying all expenses, shall be placed to the credit of

the district fund.

Sect. 3. This act shall be construed with' and held to be part of This act to be as

the said recited act for the better management of highways in part of recited act.

England.
27 & 28 Vict. c. 101, s. 20. Whereas doubts are entertained whether 27(&'28Vict. c.ioi.

sect. 46 of the Highway Act of 1835 (a), applies to a highway dis- Power to way-

trict, be it enacted, that that section shall not apply to the high- I^^^^^*^^
*" '"'"*

way board of any highway district or to any parish within any highway or cartage of

district. materials.

Notwithstanding anything contained in the 26 & 27 Vict. c. 61 , or in

any other act, any waywarden may contract for the supply or cartage

of materials within the parish for which he is waywarden, with the

licence of 2 justices assembled at petty sessions, such licence to be
granted on the apijUcation of the clerk of the highway board, who
must be authorised to make such application by a resolution of

his board assembled at a meeting of which notice has been
given. 27 & 28 Vict. c. 101.

Sect. 12. (&) No order of the justices forming a highway district shall Publication of

be invalidated by reason of its not being jDublished in the London orders m^zette

Gazette, and where any reference is made in any section of the " High-
way Act, 1862," to the date of the publication in the gazette of the

practice, it would have been better to Q. B. 68.)

have postponed the day to one of the {a) See the sections, ante, p. 1005.

seven days after such limited time. (&) This section'ought to have been

(7?. V. Justices of Lindscy, L, R. 1 inserted on page 1099.

VOL. ir. 4 b
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order, such section shall be construed as if the date of the making of
the final order, under which the district is formed were substituted
for '

' the date of the publication in the gazette of the order under
which the district is formed ;

" and any copy of the provisional or

final order of the justices forming a highway district, certified under
the hand of the clerk of the peace to be a true copy, shall be receiv-

able in all courts of justice, and in all legal proceedings as evidenco
of the formation of the district and of the matters in the said order
mentioned. See 25 & 26 Vict. c. 61. s. 6, paragraph (6), p. 1099,

Sect. 19. Every waywarden, before taking his seat as a member
a highway board, shall produce a certificate of his having been du 1

elected or appointed a waywarden, and such certificate shall, in tl i

case of an elected waywarden, be signed by the chaii-man of ti:

vestry or other meeting at which he was elected ; and in the case of

waywarden appointed by justices, be signed by the justices makiii
the appointment.
A waywarden may sit as such for more places than one, but he shaii

be entitled to one vote only as waywarden.

25 & 26 Vict c 61
Consequences of Pobmation of Highway District.

StaSmentof ^^^^' H' ^^ ^nd after the first meeting in any highway district

highway board. of the board of such district the following consequences shall

ensue :

—

All such property, real and personal, including all interests, ease-

ments, and rights, in, to, and out of property, real and per-
sonal, and including things in action, as belong to or are

vested in, or would but for this act have belonged to or been
vested in, any surveyor or surveyors, of any parish forming
part of a district, shall pass to and vest in the highway board
of that district for all the estate and interest of such sur-
veyor or surveyors as aforesaid, but subject to all debts and
liabilities affecting the same

:

All debts and liabilities incurred in respect of any property trans-

ferred to the highway board may be enforced against the
board to the extent of the property transferred :

All such powers, rights, duties, liabilities, capacities, and inca-
pacities (except the power of making, assessing, and levy-
ing highway rates), as are vested in or attached to, or would
but for this act have become vested in or attached to any
surveyor or surveyors of any parish forming part of the dis-

trict, shall vest in and attach to the highway board :

All property by this act transferred to the board shall be held by
them upon trust for the several parishes or places now
maintaining their own highways within their.district to which
such property belongs, or for the benefit of which it was held
previously to the formation of the district.

t'ower to highway
board to apiwint
officers.

Appointment and Duties of Officers.

Sect. 12. The highway board of a district shall, at their first meet-
ing or at some adjournment thereof, by wi'iting under their seal, ap-
IJomt a treasurer, clerk, and district suiTeyor ; they may also at
any meeting, if they think fit, appoint an assistant surveyor ; they
may from time to time remove any of such officers, and appoint
others in the room of such as may be so removed, or as may die or

resign ; they may also, out of any monies in their hands, pay such
salaries as they think reasonable to the clerk and district and assistant

surveyor, and to the treasui-er, if they think necessary : Provided thai

before the treasurer enter upon his office the board shall take sufficient

security from him for the due performance of the duties of his office
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but no appointment, except the first, to anjr of the offices specified 30. Highways
in this section, shall be made unless notice in writing has been sent iiito districts—
to every member of the board. Formation of.

Sect. 13. Not more than one office of treasurer, clerk, and district '.

26 v-t ei
or assistant surveyor of the same highway board shall be held by the .j,'^^ offices not to'
same person, or by persons in partnership with each other, or by bo held by the

persons in the relation of employer and clerk, agent, or servant, one s'in»e person.

of the other, or of the partner of either of them ; and if any person
accepts or holds the office of treasurer, clerk, or district or assistant

surveyor, contrary to this provision, he shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding 501.

Sect. 14. The treasurer of each highway board shall receive, and Duties of trea-

hold to the account of such board, all monies paid to or for the use of
^"'®*"-

such board, and shall make payments thereout under orders of such
board, and shall once in every 3 months, on * or at such days or times * sic.

as the board may direct, or oftener if required by the board, make up
an account of all monies received and paid by him, and deliver the

same to the clerk of the board.
Sect. 15. The clerk of every highway board* shall in person, or by Duties of clerk,

such deputy as may be allowed by such board, attend all meetings of

the board, and shall conduct the correspondence thereof, and enter
and keep, in books to be provided for the purpose, notes, minutes, or

copies, as the case may require, of the meetings, acts, orders, resolu-

tions, proceedings, and correspondence of such board, and shall keep
all books, papers, and documents committed to his charge, and shall

perform all such other duties as the board may direct.

Sect. 16. The district surveyor shall act as the agent of the board in Duties of district

carrying into effect all the works and performing all the duties by surveyor,

this act required to be carried into effect or to be performed by the
board, and ho shall in all respects conform to the orders of the board
in the execution of his duties, and the assistant surveyor, if any, shall

perform such duties as the board may require, under the direction of

the district surveyor.
27 & 28 Yict. c. 101, s. 30. The appointment of any officer of a high- 27 & 2S Vict c 101.

way board may be made by a minute of the board signed by the chair-
Officers oTboard.

man and countersigned by the clerk of the board, and any appointment
so made shall be as valid as if it were made under the seal of the

board.

27 & 28 Vict. c. 101, s, 31. The power of appointing paid collectors Power to appoint

of highway rates with the consent of the inhabitants in vestry assem- paid collectors of

bled, which is vested in a surveyor by the " Highway Act, 1835," and *^
^'^^

all the provisions of that act relating to such appointment, shall be
vested in and extend to any waywarden required to levy rates in pui*-

suance of the "Highway Act, 1862," and this act, or either of such
acts ; and for the purposes of this act any meeting of ratepayers en-
titled to elect a waywarden or wajnvardens shall be deemed to be
included under the expression " inhabitants in vestry assembled," as

used in this section, and the highway acts. See the sections, ante,

p. 1027.

27 & 28 Vict. c. 101, s. 45. If the highway board of a district make in case of default

default in appointing a treasurer, clerk, and district surveyor, or any °*
^'?^+^*^y^ce^

of such officers, in pursuance of the "Highway Act, 1862," within 3
'^pp""^ ^^^

months after the day fixed by the justices for the holding of the first

meeting of the board, or within 3 months after a vacancy occurring in

any of the said offices, the justices in general or quarter sessions as-

sembled may, if they think fit, appoint a person to any of the said

offices in respect of which the default has been made, and may^ fix the

salary to be paid to the officer appointed ; and any such appointment
shall take effect and salary be recoverable in the same manner as if

the officer appointed by the justices had been appointed by the high-

way board of the district ; and it shall not be lawful for such board,

1
4 b2
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30. Highways withoiit tlie consent of the said justices, to remove any officer appointed
tnto districts— by them under this section, or to lessen his salary within one year
FormMtion of. fj.QT^ the date of his appointment.

25 & 26 Vict. c. 61. WOKKS AND DUTIES OF BOAED.

highways.
' *'"

Sect. 17. The highway board shall maintain in good repair the

highways within their district, and shall, subject to the provisions of

this act, as respects the highways in each parish within their district,

perform the same duties, have the same powers, and be liable to the

same legal proceedings as the siu'veyor of such parish would have
performed, had, and been liable to if this act had not passed. It shall

be the duty of the district surveyor to submit to the board at their

first meeting in every year an estimate of the expenses likely to be
incurred during the ensuing year for maintaining and keeping in

repair the highways in each parish within the district of the board,

and to deliver a copy of such estimate as approved or modified by the

board so far as the same relates to each parish to the waywarden of

such parish.

roTdrare"out*o^^*°
^^^** ^^' ^^^^'^ Complaint is made to any justice of the peace that

repair.
' " any highway within the jurisdiction of the highway board is out of

repair, the justice shall issue two summonses (a), the one addressed to

the highway board and the other to the waywarden of the parish

liable to the repair of such highway, requiring such board and way-
warden to appear before the justices at some petty sessions, in the

summons mentioned, to be held in the division where such highway
is situate ; and at such petty sessions, unless the board undertake

to repair the road to the satisfaction of the justices, or unless the

waywarden deny the liability of the parish to repair, the justices

shall direct the board to appear at some subsequent petty sessions to

be then named, and shall either appoint some competent person to

view the highways and rejiort to them on its state at such other

petty sessions, or fix a day, previous to such petty sessions, at which

two or more of such justices will themselves attend to view the

highway.
At such last-mentioned petty sessions, if the justices are satisfied,

either by the report of the person so appointed, or by such view as

aforesaid, that the highway complained of is not in a state of com-

plete repair, it shall be their duty to make an order on the board

limiting a time for the repair of the highway complained of ; and if

such highway is not put in complete and effectual repair by the time

limited in the order, the justices in petty sessions shall appoint some,

person to put the highway into repair, and shall by order direct that

the expenses of making such repairs together with a reasonable

remimeration to the person appointed for superintending suclx

repairs, and amounting to a sum specified iu the order, together with

the costs of the proceedings, shall be paid by the board ; and any

order made for the payment of such costs and expenses may be
removed into the court of Queen's Bench, in the same manner as

if it were an order of general or quarter sessions, and be enforced

accordingly.

All expenses so directed to be paid by the board in respect of the

repairs of any highway shall be deemed to be expenses incurred by the

board in repairing such highway, and shall be recovered accordingly.

The highway board may appear before the justices at petty sessions

by their district sui'veyor or clerk, or any member of the board.

27<fe28Vict.c.l0l. 27 & 28 Vict. c. 101, s. 21. When any highway board consider any
Provisions for highway unnecessary for public use, they may direct the district sur-

(a) Sec 27 & 28 Vict. c. 101, s. 26, or order of the highway board, 2Jost,

as to service of sximmons, precept, p. 1118.
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^•eyor to apply to 2 justices to view the same, and thereupon the like 30. Highways
pioceedings shall be had as where application is made under the rnto districts—
" Highway Act, 1835," (a) to procure the stopping up of any highwaj^, Formation of.

save only that the order to be made thereupon, instead of directing the 1^^^^^, ^highway to be stopped up, shall direct that the same shall cease to bo " '
"

''" '

°"

a highway which the parish is liable to repair, and the liability of the nSenance 0^'
parish shall cease accordingly ; and for the purpose of such proceedings unnecessary high-

under this enactment, such variation shall be made in any notice,
"^"y®'

certificate, or other matter preUminary to the making of such order
as the nature of the case may require : Provided, that if at any time
thereafter, upon application of any person interested in the mainte-
nance of such highway, after one month's previous notice in writing
thereof to the clerk of the highway board for the district in which such
highway is situated, it appear to any court of general or quarter ses-
sions of the peace that from any change of circumstances since the
time of the making of any such order as aforesaid under which the
liability of the parish to repair such highway has ceased the same has
become of public use, and ought to be kept in repair by the parish,
they may direct that the liability of the parish to repair the same shall
revive from and after such day as they may name in their order, and
such liability shall revive accordingly as if the first-mentioned order
had not been made ; and the said court may by their order direct the
expenses of and incident to such application to be paid as they may
see fit.

Sect. 22. The highway board of any district may from time to time Highway board

contract for any time not exceeding 3 years with any person or body may contract to
o •', . , '', • i-T ,"' repair highways

01 persons, corporate or unmcorporate, to repau" any highways, turn- for the repair of

pike roads, or roads over county or other bridges, or any part thereof, which other par-

lor the repairing of which such persons or body of persons are liable ;
^^^^ ^^^ h9.b\e.

and any persons or body of persons liable to repair any roads may
contract with the highway board for the repairing any highways,
inclusive as aforesaid", or any part thereof, which the highway board
is liable to make or repair ; and the money payable under any contract
made in pursuance of this section shall be raised in the same manner
and be paid out of the same rates as would have been applicable to
defray the expenses of the repair of such highways if no contract had
been made in respect thereto.

Sect. 47. A highway board may make such improvements as are Power of highway

hereinafter mentioned in the highways within their jurisdiction, and
i^j^^'i^venTilts

may, with the approval of the justices in general or quarter sessions-and borrow money
assembled, borrow money for the purpose of defraying the expenses for ^^"^ same, but

ofsuch_improvements_: E^Jst'Late
Previously to applying for the approval of the justices the highway to be made,

board shall cause an estimate of the expense of the improvements to

be made, and two months at the least before making their application
f^hall give notice of their intention so to do.

The notice shall state the following particulars :

(1.) The nature of the work, the estimated amount of expense to

be incurred, and the sum proposed to be borrowed :

(2.) The parish or parishes within the district by which the sum
borrowed and the interest thereon is to be paid, and in case

of more parishes than one being made liable to pay the prin-
cipal and interest the annual amounts to be contributed by
each parish towards the payment thereof

:

(3.) The number of years within which the principal monies
borrowed are to be paid off, not exceeding 20 years, and the
amount to be set apart in each year for paying off the same :

(4.) The sessions at which the application is to be made.
Notice shall be given as follows

:

(a) Ante, p. 1033.
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(1.) By transmitting a copy to tlie clerk of tlie peace for tlie county
or division

:

(2.) By placing a copy of such notice for 3 successive Sundays on
the church, door of every church of the parish or parishes on
behalf of which such works are to be done, or in the case of

any place not having a church, in some conspicuous position

in such place.

Upon the hearing of the application any person or persons may
oppose the approval of the justices being given, and it shall be lawful

for the justices to give or withhold their approval, with or without
modification, as they think just.

All monies borrowed in pursuance of this act, together with the
j

interest thereon, shall be a first charge on the highway rates of each
parish liable to contribute to the payment thereof, after paj^ing the

sums due to the highway board on account of the district fund, in the

same manner, so far as the creditor is concerned, as if the money had
been borrowed on account of each parish alone ; and the sums neces-

sary to repay the said borrowed monies, with interest, shall in each
such parish be recoverable in the same manner as if they were ex-
penses incurred by the board in keeping in repair the highways of

j

that parish.

But it shall be the duty of the highway board, in case of any one
|

parish paying more than its share of such borrowed money, or of the

interest thereon, to make good to that parish the excess so paid out of
j

the rates of the other parishes liable to contribute thereto.

The justices may from time to time make general orders in relation

to the mode in which applications are to be made to them for their
|

consent under this act to the borrowing of any monies.
Sect. 48. The following works shall be deemed to be improvements

of highways

:

(1.) The conversion of any road that has not been stoned into a
stoned road;

(2.) The widening of any road, the cutting oif the corners in any
road where land is required to be purchased for that purpose,

the levelling roads, the making any new road, and the build-

ing or enlarging bridges

:

(3.) The doing of any other work in respect of highways beyond
ordinary repairs essential to placing any existing highway in

a proper state of repair.

Sect. 49. Any parish may, with the consent of its waywarden, con-
tribute to any improvements made in another parish, whether situate

or not in the same district, if such first-mentioned parish consider such
improvements to be for its benefit ; and any highway board may con-
tribute to any improvements made in another district if such improve-
ments are, in the opinion of the highway board of the first-mentioned
district, for the benefit of their district. The contribution to be made
by one parish to another shall be payable in the same manner as if

such contributions were monies due from the contributing parish in
respect of expenses incurred in keeping in repair the highways of that
parish, and monies contributed by one district to another district shall

be payable out of the common fund of the contributing district.

25 & 26 Vict. c. 61, s. 19. When, on the hearing of any such sum-
mons respecting the repair of any highway, the liability to repair is

denied by the waywarden on behalf of his parish, or by any party
charged therewith, the justices shall direct a bill of indictment to be
preferred, and the necessary" witnesses in support thereof to be sub-
poenaed, at the next assizes to be holden in and for the said county,
or at the next general quarter sessions of the peace for the county,
riding, division, or place wherein such highway is situate, against the
inhabitants of the parish, or the party charged therewith, for suffering

and permitting the said highway to be out of repair ; and the costs of
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such, prosecution shall be paid by such party to the proceedings as 30. Highways
the court before whom the case is tried shaU direct, and if directed wi^o districts—
to be paid by the parish shall be deemed to be expenses incurred Formation of.

by such parish in keeping its highwaj^s in repair, and shall be paid 25 & 26 Vict. c. oi.

accordingly.

The court are not empowered by this section to direct the costs of
prosecuting an indictment preferred by the justices for non-repair of a
road to be paid by the parish, where upon the trial it is found that the
road in question is a private way and not a highway. {Eeg, v. Buck-
land, 34 L. J. M. C. 178.)
The jurisdiction of justices under this section is limited to admitted

highways ; and justices have no jurisdiction to order an indictment to

be preferred where it is bond fide denied by the parties charged that
the road is a highway, and the liability to repair the road if it is a
highway is not denied. {R. v. Justices of Dorset, L. R. 1 Q. B. 558.) „, iro-y t
By the 26 & 27 Vict. c. 94, s. 1, it is enacted that, whereas doubts

porremovin
are entertained whether highway boards established under the 25 & 26 doubts as to Wgh-
Vict. c. 61, are liable to contribute to the repair of turnpike roads in way boards esta-

pursuance of the 4 & 5 Vict, c, 59, and the acts continuing the same : 25 ^'le Vict^ c. 61
Be it enacted, that where any turnpike road is situate in a parish, that being liable to

is included in a highway district, an order may be made on the high- contfibuto to

way board of the district to contribute to the repair of that road under roads, in pur-

the same circumstances under which an order for the same purpose suanceof4(Si5Vict.

may be made on the parish surveyor in pursuance of the 4 & 5 Vict. ^' ^^^' ^°'

c. 59, as continued as aforesaid ; and for the purposes of the said last-

mentioned act, the highway board shall be deemed to be substituted

for the parish surveyor, and any rate leviable in pursuance of a precept
of the board for the rate or assessment levied or to be levied by the
said surveyor as in the said act mentioned, and any monies paid by the
board for the purposes or in pursuance of the last-mentioned act, shall

be deemed to be expenses incurred by the board in respect of the
repair of highways in the parish in which the turnpike road is situate

for which contribution is required, and "parish," as used in this

section, shall mean any place in a highway district that returns a

waywarden or waywardens to the board of that district ; and it is hereby As to term " Local

declared that " local act," as used in 25 & 26 Vict. c. 61, s. 7, does not ^ct."

include turnpike acts.

As TO Expenses of Board.

27 & 28 Vict. c. 101, s. 32. Sects. 20, 21, 22, 23, and 24 of the 27&28Vict.c.ioi.

"Highway Act, 1862," relating to the expenses of the board, shall be Repeal of sections

repealed, but such repeal shall not affect any rate made previously to 24'of^Highway
'^

the passing of this act, or any legal proceediag or remedy for enforcing Act, I862.

the same.
The salaries of the officers appointed for each district, and any Expenses, how to

other expenses incurred by any highway board for the common use or ^'^ charged,

benefit of the several parishes within such district, shall be annually
charged to a district fund to be contributed by and charged upon the

several highway parishes within such district in proportion to the
rateable value of the property in each parish, but the expenses of

maintaining and keeping in repair the highways of each highway parish

within the district, and all other expenses legally payable by the

highway board in relation to such parish, including any sums of

money that would have been payable out of the highway rates of such
parish if the same had not become part of a highway district, except
such expenses as are in this act authorised to b6 charged to the dis-

trict fund, shall be a separate charge on each parish.

The rateable value of the property in each parish shall be ascer-

tained according to the valuation list or other estimate for the time

being in force in such parish for the purposes of the poor rate, or if no
such valuation list or estimate be in force, then in such manner
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30, Highivai/s as maybe determined by tbe justices in petty sessions, subject i

into districts— an appeal by any person aggrieved to the next general or quart <

Formation of. sessions.

'^7<fe''8Vict c ion
Sect. 33. For the purpose of obtaining payment from tbe several

Ai d' f d f-
'• ^^o^way parishes within their district of the sums to be contributed by

expenses of'ttS"" them, the highway board shall order precepts to be issued to the way-
liighway board. wardens Or overseers of the said parishes according to the provision-

hereinafter contained, stating the sum to be contributed by each

2)arish, and requiring the officer to whom the precept is addressed,

within a time to be limited by the precept, to pay the sum therein

mentioned to the treasurer of the board.

Where a highway parish is not a parish i^feparately maintaining it-

own poor, or where in any highway parish it has, for a period of not

less than 7 j'ears im.mediately preceding the passing of the " Highway
Act, 1862," been the custom of the surveyor of highways for sucli

parish to levy a highway rate in respect of property not subject by
law to be assessed to poor rates, the precept of the highway boanl
shall be addressed to the waywarden of the parish, and in all other

cases it shall be addressed to the overseers.

Where the precept is addressed to a waywarden he shall pay the

sum thereby required out of a separate rate, and such separate rate

shall, in the case of a parish in which for such period aforesaid it has
been the custom of the surveyor of highways to levy a highway rate

in respect of property not subject by law to be assessed to poor rate,

be assessed on and levied from the persons and in respect of the pro-
perty on, from, and in respect of which the same has been assessed

and levied during such period as aforesaid, and in all other cases such
rate shall be assessed on and levied from the persons and in respect of

the property' on, from, and in respect of which a poor rate would be
assessable and leviable if the parish of which he is waywarden were
a place sej)arately maintaining its own poor.

No rate leviable by a waywarden under this act shall be payable
until the same has been published in manner in which rates for the
relief of the poor are by law required to be published.

A waywarden shall account to the highway board for the amount
of all rates levied by him, and at the expiration of his term of office

shall pay any surplus in his hands arising from any rate so levied,

above the amount for which the rate was made, to the treasurer of the

highway board, to the credit of the parish within which such rate was
made, and such surplus shall go in reduction of the next highway rate

that may be leviable in such parish.

Where the precept is addressed to the overseers they shall pay
the sum thereby reqrdred out of a poor rate to be levied by them, or

out of any monies in their hands applicable to the relief of the poor.

No contribution required to be paid by any parish at any one time in

respect of highway rates shall exceed the sum of IM. in the pound,
and the aggregate of contributions required to bo paid by any parish
in any one year in respect of highway rates shall not exceed the sum of
2a. Qd. in the pound, except with the consent of four-fifths of the rate-

payers of the parish in which such excess may be levied present at a
meeting specially called for the purpose, of which 10 days' previous
notice has been given by the waywarden of such parish, and then only
to such extent as may be determined by such meeting.

All sums of money payable in pursuance of the precepts of a high-
way board shall, whether they are or not payable by the overseers of
the poor, be subject to all charges to which ordinary highway rates

are subject bylaw.
The township of W., within the parish of W., separately maintained

its own poor ; and G., a hamlet within the township, from time im-
memorial, had separately maintained its own highways; H. was an
occupier of land within the hamlet, the owners and occupiers ofwhioli
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from time immemorial had been exempt from contributing to the
repairs of tbe highways, by reason of their repairing a particular road
in the hamlet ; but the occupiers of the land had always been rated to

the relief of the poor. The quarter sessions, under the 25 & 26 Yict.

c. 61, divided the county into highway districts, and ordered, under
s. 7, that " in case any township, which separately maintains its own
poor, is divided into any hamlets, &c., each of which separately main-
tains its own highways, such hamlets, &c., shall be combined, and
such township shall be subject to the same liabilities in respect of all

the highways within it, which were before maintained by such
hamlets, &c., as if all their several liabilities had attached to the whole
township." The highway board for the division in which W. was
situate, issued their precept, under s. 21 (a), to the overseers of "W.,

lequiring them to pay to the treasurei' a certain sum, by 2 instal-

ments, towards the repairs, &c., of the highways within the township,
including those in the hamlet of Gr., and the overseers made a rate,

headed, " An assessment for the relief of the poor of the township of

W., and for other purposes chargeable thereon, at the rate of Is. in the
pound." This rate was made upon every occupier of property liable

to be rated to the relief of the poor, including H., the sum charged
upon each being one sum at the rate of Is. in the pound. Of this the
amount required for the payment of the first instalment under the

precept was id. in the pound, and 8d. in the pound for the relief of the

poor. H. having appealed against this rate on the ground that being
exempt from highway rates, he ought to have been assessed at 8d.

only. Held, that the effect of the 25 & 26 Vict. c. 61, coupled with
the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 33, was not to alter the liability to highway
maintenance, and that the rate ought to be amended by reducing the

appellant's assessment to 8d. in the pound. Semble, that the amount
assessed for the highways should apj)ear on the face of the rate ; so

that the ratepayers may see how much is for the maintenance of the

poor, and how much for the repair of the highways ; and why one
occupier, who is liable to both, is charged with the aggregate, and
another, who is liable to one only, with that one. (E. v. Heath and
others, L. R. 1 Q. B. 218.)

Sect. 34. All waywardens and overseers to whom precepts of a
liighway board are hereby directed or authorised to be issued shall

within their respective parishes have the same powers, remedies, and
privileges, for and in respect of assessing and levying any rates re-

quired to be levied for making payments to a liighway board, in

the case of overseers, as they have in assessing and levying ordinary
rates for the relief of the poor, and in the case of waywardens as they
would have if the parish of which they are waywardens were a place

separately maintaining its own poor, and they were overseers thereof,

and the rate to be levied by them were a duly authorised poor rate.

Sect. 35. If any payment requii-ed to be made by the overseers or

waywardens of any parish of monies due to a highway board is in

arrear, it shall be lawful for any justice, on application under the
hand of the chaiiTaan for the time being or by the clerk of such board,
to summon the said overseers or waywardens to show cause at petty

sessions why such payment has not been made ; and the justices at

such petty sessions, after hearing the complaint preferred on behalf of

the board, may, if they think fit, cause the amount of payment in

arrear, together with the costs occasioned by such arrear, to be levied

and recovered from the said overseers or waywardens, or any of them,
in like manner as monies assessed for the relief of the poor may be
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levied and recovered, and th.e amount of such, arrear, together with the

costs aforesaid, when levied and recovered, to be paid to the said board.

27 & 28 Vict. c. 101, s. 36. Sects. 25,26, & oO of the "Highway
Act, 1862," shall be repealed, but such repeal shall not affect any-

proceeding commenced previously to the passing of this act, and

instead thereof the following provisions shall be enacted ; that is to say,

The accounts of every highway board shall be made up and balanced

to the 31st of December in every year.

After the expiration of not less than 14 days nor more than 28 days

from the 31st of December, the accounts shall be examined by the

board, and signed by the chairman.

The board may, if they think fit, appoint any fit person not being

a member or officer of the board to audit their accounts, and may
award to him a reasonable compensation, to be paid out of the

district fund.

Within 30 days after the signature of the accounts by the chairman
the board shall cause a statement showing the receipt and expen-
diture in respect of each parish, and the apportioned part of ex-

penditure chargeable thereto in respect of the district fund, and
such other particulars and in such form as the secretary of state

may direct, to be printed, and sent by post or otherwise to each

member of the board, and to the overseers of every parish within

the district having overseers; and the clerk of the board shall

furnish a copy of such statement to any ratepayer or owner of

property situate within the district, on his application, and on the

payment of a sum of money not exceeding Ic^.

The books of account of the board shall at all seasonable times bo

open to the inspection of any ratepayer of any highway parish

within the district of the board.

Sect. 27. The clerk to every highway board shall, within such 30

days after the said audit, transmit such statement to one of her

majesty's principal secretaries of state ; and any such clerk who shall

not within the time aforesaid transmit the said statement to the said

secretary of state shaU for every such offence, upon a summary con-

viction for the same before 2 justices of the peace, be liable to a penalty

not exceeding lOZ.

Sect. 28. The secretary of state shall cause the statements so trans-

mitted to be abstracted, and the abstracts thereof to be laid before

both houses of parliament, with the other statements in relation to

highways required to be abstracted and laid before parliament by the

act 12 & 13 Vict. c. 35, ante, p. 1020.

Sect. 29. It shall be lawful for one of her majesty's principal secre-

taries of state to cause to be prepared such forms for such statement as

he may from time to time deem suitable, and also from time to time to

alter the forms for the annual statement prescribed by the 12 & 13

Vict. c. 35, but no statement shall be transmitted under that act con-

cerning parishes wholly within a highway district under this act.

Sect. 30 is repealed by 27 & 28 Vict. c. 101, s. 36.

Sect. 31. All officers appointed by the highway board shall, as often

as required by them, render to them or to such persons as they appoint

a true, exact, and perfect account m writing under their respective

hands, with the proper vouchers, of all monies which they may re-

spectively to the time of rendering such accounts have received and
disbursed on account or by reason of their respective offices, and in

case any money so received by any such officer remains in his hands,

the same shall be paid to the board, or to such person or persons as

they in writing under their hands empower to receive the same ; and if

any officer refuses or wilfully neglects to render and give such account,

or to deliver up such vouchers, or for the space of 14 days after being

thereunto required by the board refuses or wilfully neglects to give up
to them or to such person or persons as they appoint all books, papers,

i
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writings, tools, and tilings, in his hands, custody, or power relating to
the execution of his office, it shall be lawful for any justice of the peace
for the county where the officer so making default is or resides, upon
application made to him for that purpose bj' or on behalf of the board,
to make inquiry of and concerning any such default as aforesaid in a
summary way, as well by the confession of the party as by the testi-

mony of any credible witness or witnesses upon oath, and by warrant
under his hand and seal to cause such money as may appear to him to

be due and tmpaid to be levied by distress and sale of the goods and
chattels of such officer, rendering to him the overplus (if any), on
demand, after payment of the money remaining due and deducting
the charges and expenses of making such distress and sale ; and if

sufficient distress cannot be found, or if it appears to any such justice in
manner aforesaid that any such officer has refused or wilfully neglected
to give such account, or to deHverup all books, papers, writings, tools,

matters and things in his custody or power relating to the execution
of his office, the justice shall commit him to the house of correction or
common gaol of the county where such offender is or resides, there to

remain without bail until he gives a true and perfect account and
verities the same in manner aforesaid, and produces and delivers up
the vouchers relating thereto, and pays the money (if any) remaining
in his hands as aforesaid according to the direction of the board, or

has compounded with the board for such money and paid such com-
position (which composition the board are hereby empowered to

make and receive), or until he delivers up such books, papers, and
writings, tools, matters, and things as aforesaid, or has given satis-

faction to the board concerning the same ; but no officer who may be
committed on account of his not having sufficient goods and chattels

as aforesaid shall be detained in prison by vii'tue of this act for any
longer time than 6 calendar months.

Supplemental Peovisions.

Sect. 32. Where in pursuance of 20 Vict. c. 19, and intituled "An
Act for the Eelief of the Poor in Extra-parochial places," any place is

declared to be a parish, or where overseers of the poor are appointed

for any place, such place shall for the purposes of this act be deemed
to be a parish separately maintaining its own highways ; and where
in pursuance of the same act any place is annexed to any adjoining

parish, or to any district in which the relief of the poor is administered
under a local act, such place shall for the purposes of this act be
deemed to be annexed to such parish or district for the purposes of the

maintenance of the highways, as well as for the purposes in the said

act mentioned,
Sect. 33. Where part of a parish is not contiguous to the parish of

which it is a part, such outlying part may at the discretion of the

justices be annexed to a district, and, when so annexed, it shall, for

all the purposes of the highway acts, be deemed to be a parish sepa-

rately maintaining its own highways.
Sect. 34. Where any highway which any body politic or corporate

or person is liable to repair by reason of tenure of any land, or other-

wise howsoever [shall be adjudged in the manner provided by the

principal act to be out of repair (a)], the highway board of the district

in which such highway is situate may, if they see fit, direct their sur-

veyor to repair the same, and the expenses to be incurred in such
repair shall be paid by the j)arty liable to repair as aforesaid ; and it

shall be lawful for any justice, upon the application of any person

authorised in this behalf by the highway board, to summon the party

liable to pay such expenses to appear before 2 justices at a time and
place to bo named in such summons, and upon the appearance of the

(a) See 27 & 28 Vict. c. 101, s. 23, post, p. 1116.
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parties, or in the absence of either of thein, it shall be lawful for such

justices to hear and determine the matter, and make such order, as

well as to costs or otherwise, as to them may seem just.

27 & 28 Vict. c. 101, s. 23. Section thirty-four of the "Highway
Act, 18G2," shall be construed as if, instead of the words " shall be

adjudged in the manner provided by the principal act to be out of re-

pair," the words were substituted, "shall be adjudged in manner
provided by the Highway Act, 1862, to be out of repair."

Sect. 35. Where any person or corporation is liable, by reason of

tenure of lands or otherwise to repair any highway situate in a high-

way district, the person or corporation so liable may apply to any
justice of the peace for the purpose of making such highway a high-

way to be repaired and maintained by the parish in which same is

situate ; and such justice shall thereupon issue summonses requiring

the waywarden of such parish, the district surveyor, and the party so

liable to repair such highway as aforesaid, to appear before two or

more justices in petty sessions assembled, and the justices at such

petty sessions shall proceed to examine and determine the matter, and
shall, if they think fit, make an order under their hands that such
highway shall thereafter be a highway to be thereafter repaired and
maintained by the parish, and shall in such order fix a certain sum to

be paid by such person or corporation to the highway board of the

district, in full discharge of all claims thereafter in respect of the repair

and maintenance of such highway ; and in default of payment of such

sum the board may proceed for the recovery thereof in the same
manner as for the recovery of penalties or forfeitures recoverable under
this act : Provided always, that when the sum so fixed to be paid in

full discharge of all claims thereafter in respect of the repair and
maintenance of such highway exceeds oOI., the same, when received

shall be invested in the name of the highway board of the district in

some public government securities, and the interest and dividends

arising therefrom shall be applied by such board towards the repair

and maintenance of the highways within the parish in which such

highway is situate ; but when such sum does not exceed 501. the s&vw
or any part thereof, at the discretion of such highway board, shall

from time to time be applied by such board towards the repair and
maintenance of the highways within such parish : Provided that any
person aggrieved by any order of justices made in pursuance of this

section may appeal to a court of general of quarter sessions holden

within four months from the date of such order ; but no such appeal

shall be entertained unless the appellant has given to the other party

to the case a notice in writing of such appeal, and of the matter thereof,

with 14 days after such order, and 7 clear days at the least before such
sessions, and has entered into a recognizance with two sufficient sure-

ties before a justice of the peace, conditioned to appear at the said

sessions, and to try such appeal, and to abide the judgment of the

coui't thereupon, and to pay such costs as may be by the court awarded;
and upon such notice being given, and such recognizance being entered

into, the court at such sessions shall hear and determine the matter of

the appeal, and shall make such order thereon, with or without costs

to either party, as to the coui't may seem meet

:

From and after the making of such order by the justices, or by
the court on appeal, as the case may require, such highway shall

be repaired in like manner and at the like expense as highways which
a parish is liable to repair.

27 & 28 Vict. c. 101, s. 24. The highway board may ajDply, under
section 35 of the " Highway Act of 1862," for the purpose of making
any highway to which that section refers a highway to be repaired and
maintained by the parish in which the same is situate, and upon such
application being made the same proceedings may be had as ujDon the

application of the person or corporation liable to repair the same.
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Sect. 36. "Where tlie inhabitants of any parish are desirous of under- 30. Highicays
taking the rej^air and maintenance of any di'iftway, or any private into districts—
carriage or occupation road, within their parish, in return for the use Formation of.

thereof, the district surveyor may, at the request of the inhabitants of nT-T^vM- 6i
such parish assembled in a vestry duly convened for the purpose, and ^ y-gion as to
with the consent in writing of the owner and the occupier of every part roads laid out.

thereof, apply to the justices in petty sessions to declare such driftway

or road to be a public highway to be repaired at the expense of the

parish ; and upon such application being made it shall be lawful for

the justices to declare the same to be a public cai'riage road to be
repaired at the expense of the parish.

Sect. 37. No toll shall be demanded by virtue of any act of parlia- Surveyor of Ligh-

ment on any turnpike road from the surveyor of a highway board ^^pt*Jd from
when executing or proceeding to execute his duties as such sur- turnpike tolls.

veyor, and all provisions applicable to the exemptions in the 3 Geo. 4,

c. 26, shall apply to the case of the exemptions conferred by this

enactment.
Sect. 38. Xo justice of the peace shall act as such in any matter in Limiting jurisdic-

which he has already acted as a member of the highway board, and ^i"^" of justices.

in which the decision of such board is appealed against.

Sect. 39. Any highway district formed under this act may from Power to alter

time to time be altered by the addition of any parishes in the same or highway districts.

in any adjoining county, or the subtraction therefrom of any parishes,

and new highway districts may be formed by the union of any existing

highway districts in the same or in any adjoining county, or any
parishes forming part of any existing highway districts or any high-
way district may be dissolved ; but any such alteration of existing

districts, or formation of new districts, or dissolution of any district,

shall be made by provisional and final orders of the justices ; and all

the provisions of this act with respect to the formation of highway
districts and provisional and final orders of justices, and the notices to

be given of and previously to the making of such orders, and all other

proceedings relating to the formation of highway districts, shall, in so

far as the same are applicable, extend to such alteration of existing or

formation of new districts, or dissolution of districts, as is mentioned
in this section ; and in addition thereto provision shall be made, if

necessary, in any orders of justices made under this section for the

adjustment of any matters of account arising between parishes or

parts of districts in consequence of the exercise of the powers given
by this section. Where any parish is added to or any district united
with any district in another county, the final order of the justices of

the county in which such parish or district is situate shall not be con-
fiiTned by them until thej^ shall have received the approval of their

provisional order for such addition or union from the justices of the
county m. which the district is situate to or with which such addition

or union is to be made. Where any highway district is dissolved, or

where any parish is excluded from any highway district, the highways
in such district or parish shall be maintained, and the provisions of

the principal act in relation to the election of surveyors and to all

other matters shall apply to the said highways, in the same manner
as if such highways had never been included within the limits of a
highway district.

Sect. 40. If any highway board make default in holding its first rrovision in case

meeting in pursuance of this act, such board shall not thereupon "f
[*\'"}X"!

hodxd

become disqualified from acting, but the justices in general or quarter ineoting.

sessions shall, on the application of any persons liable to pay highway
rates within the district, make such order as they think fit for the

holding of such board at some other time, and any order so made shall

be deemed to be an order capable of being removed into the court of

Queen's Bench, in pursuance of the 12 & 13 Vict. c. 45, and may be

enforced accordingly, and the costs of any application to the court of
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quarter sessions in pursuance of this section shall be defrayed out of
the district fund of the board.

Sect. 41. Any parish or part of a parish included in a highway
district may adopt the Local Government Act in the same manner and
under the same circumstances in and under which it might have
adopted the same if it had not been included in such district ; and
upon such adoption being made such parish or part of a parish shall

cease to form part of such district, subject nevertheless to the payment
of any contribution that may at the time of such adoption be due from
such parish or part of a parish to the highway board.

27 & 28 Vict. 101, s, 26. Any notice in respect of which no other
mode of service is provided by the highway board in pursuance of
powers in that behalf conferred on them, and any precept, summons,
or order issued by the highway board, may be served,—

By delivery of the same personally on the party required to be
served; or

By leaving the same at the usual or last known place of abode of
such party as aforesaid ; or

By forwarding the same by post as a prepaid letter addressed to

the usual or last known place of abode of such party.
In proving service of a document by post it shall be sufficient to

prove that the document was properly directed, and that it was put as
a prepaid letter into the post office ; and in serving notice on the over-
seers or the waywardens (if more than one) of any parish it shall be
sufficient to serve the same on any one of such officers in a parish.

27 & 28 Vict. c. 101, s. 37. If any person feels aggrieved by any
rate levied on him for the purpose of raising monies payable under a
precept of a highway board on the ground of incorrectness in the
valuation of any property included in such rate, or of any person being
put on or left out of such rate, or of the inequality or unfairness of the
sum charged on any person or persons thereia, he may appeal to the
justices in special sessions in manner j)rovided by the 6 & 7 Will. 4,

c. 96, ss. 6, 7, and all the provisions of the said sections shall be ap-
plicable to such appeal.

Sect. 38. Where any waywarden of a highway parish of a district,

or any ratepayer of such parish, feels aggrieved in respect of the
matters following

:

(1.) In respect of any order of the highway board for the repair

of any highway in his parish on the ground that such high-
way is not legally repairable by the parish, or in respect of

any other order of the board on the ground that the matter
to which such order relates is one in regard to which the

board have no jurisdiction to make an order

;

(2.) In respect of any item of expense charged to the separate
account of his parish on the ground that such item of expense
has not in fact been incurred or has been incurred in respect

of a matter upon which the board have no authority by law
to make any expenditure whatever

;

(3.) In respect of any item of expenditure charged to the district

fund on the ground that such item of expense has not in fact

been incurred, or has been incurred in respect of a matter
upon which the board has no authority by law to make any
expenditure whatever

;

(4.) In respect of the contribution required to be made by each
parish to the district fund on the ground that such amount,
when compared with the contribution of other parishes in

the district, is not according to the proportion required by
this act

;

he may, upon complying with the conditions herein-after mentioned
appeal to the court of general or quarter sessions having jurisdiction

in the district ; but no appeal shall be had in respect of any exercise
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of the discretion of the board in matters within their discretion ; and 30. Highways
no appeal shall be had except in respect of the matters and upon the into districts—
grounds herein-before mentioned. Formation of.

Sect. 39. No appeal shall be entertained by any court of general or
—

]

quarter sessions in pursuance of this act unless the following conditions ?J
* ^^ Vict. c. loi,

have been COmpUed with : Speal to general

(1.) Notice of the intention of appeal must be served by the ap- sions,*

peUant on the clerk of the highway board in the case of an
appeal against an order within 2 months after the order, and
in the case of an appeal in respect of any item, of expense or
contribution within one month after the statement of the
account of the board has been sent to each member of the
board as herein-before mentioned

:

(2.) The notice must state the matter appealed against, and the
ground of the appeal

:

On the receipt of the notice the board may serve a counter-notice on
the appellant, requiring him to appear in person or by his agent at the
next meeting of the board and support his appeal. On hearing the
appellant the board may rectify the matter complained of, and if they
do so to a reasonable extent, and tender to the appellant a reasonable
sum for the costs of his attendance, it shall not be lawful for the appel-
lant to proceed with his appeal. In any other case the appellant may
proceed with his appeal, and the reasonable costs of his attendance on
the board shall be deemed part of the costs of the appeal.

Sect. 40. If at any time after notice of appeal has been given it ap- Power to refer
_

pears to the court of general or quarter sessions, on the application of °'^^^ to arbitration,

either party in the presence of or after notice has been given to the
other party, that the matter in question in such appeal consists wholly
or in part of matters of mere account which cannot be satisfactorily

tried by the court, it shall be lawful for such court to order that such
matters, either wholly or in part, be referred to the arbitration of one
or more persons, to be appointed by the parties, or, in case of dis-

agreement, by the court ; and the award made on such arbitration

shall be enforceable by the same process as the order of the court of

quarter sessions.

Sect. 41. The provisions of "The Common Law Procedure Act, rrOTisionsof
^_

1854," relating to compulsory references, shall be deemed to extend to incorporated."
"^'

arbitrations directed by the court of quarter sessions ; and the word
" court " in the said act shall be deemed to include the court of quarter
sessions.

Sect. 42. If upon the hearing of the appeal it appears to the court Proceedings ou

that the question in dispute involves an inquiry as to whether a road '^PP*"*^-

is or is not a highway repairable by the public, or an inquiry as to

any other important matter of fact, the court may either themselves
decide such question, or may impanel a jury of twelve disinterested

men out of the persons returned to serve as jurymen at such quarter
sessions, and submit to suchjury such questions in relation to the mat-
ters of fact in dispute as the court think fit ; and the verdict of such
jury, after hearing the evidence adduced, shall be conclusive as to the

questions submitted to them.
The questions so submitted shall be in the form and shall be tried

as nearly as may be in the manner in which feigned issues are ordi-

narily tried, and the court shall decide the parties to be plaintiffs and
defendants in such trials.

Subject as aforesaid, the court may, upon the hearing of any appeal

Tinder this act, confirm, reverse, or modify any order of the highway
board, or rectify any account appealed against.

Sect. 43. If the appellant is successful, the costs shall, unless the Costs of Appeal.

court otherwise orders, be paid by the board, and shall be charged to

the parishes within the jurisdiction of the board other than the parish
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to wliich the appellant belongs in tlio same proportions in wliich. sucli

parishes contribute to the common fund of the board.
If the appellant is unsuccessful, the board, if the waywarden be the

appellant, may charge the costs of the appeal to the parish to which
the appellant belongs in the same manner as if they were expenses
incurred in repairing the roads in such parish, and may levy the sum
accordingly, and may carry the sum so levied to the account of the
several parishes within the jurisdiction of the board, other than the

parish to which the appellant waywarden belongs, in the same manner
as if they were expenses contributed by such parishes to the common
fund of the board ; but if some ratepaj-er other than the waywarden
is the appellant, the court may order the costs of the appeal to bo
paid by such appellant ; and such costs shall be recoverable in the
same manner as a penalty is recovered under *' The Highway Act,
1862."

Sect. 44. Places situate in different counties, and places situate

partly in one county, and partly in another county, when united in

one highway district, shall, for all matters connected with the pro-

visions of this act relating to appeals to quarter sessions against

accounts, be deemed to be subject to the jurisdiction of the justices of

the county in which the district is situate to which such places shall

have been united by any provisional and final order or orders, or

to which after the passing of this act any such district shall be de-

clared to be subject by the orders constituting the same in the same
manner as if all such places or j^arts of places were situate in such
county.

AprLicATioN OF Principal Act.

Sect. 42. The following regulations shall be observed with respect to

the construction of the principal act and this act,

1. This act shall be construed as one with the principal act so far

as is consistent with the provisions of this act

:

2. Section 9 of the principal act, whereby it is enacted that a sur-

veyor may be appointed by the inhabitants of a parish with
a salary, shall not apply to any parish within any district

formed under this act

:

3. Section 10 of the principal act, whereby it is enacted that the

surveyor or surveyors at the time of passing his or their

accounts as therein mentioned shall deliver to the justices a

statement in writing of the name and residence of the person,

or persons appointed to succeed him or them as a surveyor

or surveyors, shall not apply to any jiarish within any dis-

trict formed under this act

:

4. Sections 13 to 17 of the principal act, providing for the fonna-
tion of paiishes into districts, and sects. 18 and 19 of the prin-

cipal act, providing for the appointment of a board in large

parishes, shall not apply to any parish within any district

formed under this act

:

5. The penalty imposed by sect. 20 of the principal act on the

surv^eyor for neglect of duty shall not apply to a highway
board constituted under this act

:

6. Any summons or notice, or any writ or any proceeding, at law
or in equity, requiring to be served upon the board, may be
served by the same being left at or transmitted through the
post in a pre-paid letter directed to the office of the board, or

being given personally to the district surveyor or clerk of thej

board

:

7. Section 35 of the principal act, whereby it is provided that the"^

ratepayers of any parish may divide amongst themselves the

carriage of materials in manner therein mentioned, shall not

apply to any parish M^ithin any district fonned under this act

:
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8. Sections 39, 40, 43, 44, and 45 of the principal act, relating to 30, Highways
the accounts of surveyors, shall not apply to the highway into districts—
board of any district formed under this act. Formation of.

Sect. 43. On the formation of a highway district the foUowing regu- 7
\

lations shall be enacted with respect to the surveyors and the highway ^ j
^^ ^^a\^' ^^i

board

:

^ ^ ^
outgoing survey-

1

.

No siarveyor shall be appointed under the principal act for any ors and highway

parish within such district

:

°

2. The outgoing surveyor of every parish within the district shall

continue in office until 7 days after the appointment of the
district surveyor by the highway board of the district of such
outgoing surveyor, and no longer ; and he may recover any
highway rate made and then remaining unpaid, in the same
manner as if this act had not been passed, and the money so

recovered shall be applied, in the first place, in reimbursing
any expenses incurred by him as such surveyor, and in dis-

charging any debts legally owing by him on account of the

highways within his jiu-isdiction, and the surplus (if any)
shall be paid by him to the treasurer of the highway board

;

and he shall be entitled to receive from the highway board
any sum (not exceeding 51.), which on the allowance of his

account shall be found to be due to him as such surveyor after

the collection and expenditure of the whole of the highway
rate made in such parish during the last year

:

3. The highway board shall, for all the purposes of the principal

act except that of levying highway rates, be deemed to be the

successor in office of the surveyor of every parish within the

district.

By 27 & 28 Vict. c. 101, s. 28, sect. 43 of the " Highway Act ^^
-2rtndment'oi'^^'

1862 " shall be construed as if in the second article thereof the words s.'43 of Highway
"not exceeding 51." were omitted. Act, iS62.

Sect. 44. All the provisions of the principal act for widening, divert- 25 & 26 vict. c. 6i.

ing, and stopping up highways shall be applicable to all highways
^i™7act"to*i)e^[T>'

which now are or may hereafter be paved, repaired, or cleansed under pUcabie to high-

er by virtue of any local or personal act or acts of parliament, or ways under local

which may be situate within the limits of any such act or acts, except °^ P^^'sona ^^ ^

highways which any railway company, or the owners, conservators,

commissioners, trustees, or undertakers of any canal, river, or inland
navigation, are liable by virtue of any act of parliament relating to

such railway, canal, river, or inland navigation to make, maintain,
repair, or cleanse.

Sect. 50. The clauses of " The Commissioners Clauses Act, 1847 " (a), cl^?n dluses'of'
with respect to mortgages to be created by the commissioners, shall io& u vict.c. 16,

form part of and be incorporated with this act, and any mortgagee or incorporated,

assignee may enforce payment of his principal and interest by appoint-
ment of a receiver.

In the construction of the said clauses " the commissioners " shall

mean " the highway board."
Mortgages and transfers of mortgages shall be valid if made in the

foi-ms prescribed by the last-mentioned act, or in the forms appearing
in the second schedule annexed to this act, or as near thereto as cir-

cumstances admit.

Schedule 2.

—

Form of Mortgage.

The highway board of the district, in consideration of pounds ^"'/^^^^^ ^®''*- ^"

]iaid to tiie treasurer of the said board by ^. i?. of , assigns unto the said
^^^^ -Inighway

A. B., his execxxtors, administrators, and assigns, such proportion of the high- rate includes poor

way rates leviable in the highway parish or parishes of [name the parishes] as rate, when the

{a) 10 & 11 Vict. 0. 16, S3. 75-8?.

VOL. II. 4
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30. Highways
into districts—
Formation of.

27 & !?S Vict. c. 101.

maintained out of
poor rate. See
sect. 33 of act.

Ifote.—Highway
parish means
every parish that
separately returns
a waywarden or
waywardens to the
highway board.
See sect. 3 of act.

i^isljiuags in General

Power to contract
for materials for
repairing high-
ways.

8 & 9 Vict. c. 18,

and 23 & 24 Vict,

c. 106, incorpo-
rated.

25 & 26 Vict. c. 61.

Enabling councils
of certain boroughs
to adopt parish
roads and higli-

ways, and to apply
rates for their
repair.

27<fe28Vict. C.IOI.

Jurisdiction of
justices in petty

the said sum of pounds bears to the whole sum borrowed on the credit

of the said rates, to hold to the said A. B., his executors, administrators, and

assigns, until the said sum of pounds, with interest at the rate of

pounds per centum per annum, is paid.

The interest on this mortgage wUl be paid at on the day and

days of in every year.

The principal will be paid at on the day of .

Given under our corporate seal this day of 18 .

Note,

—

Tlie mortgage must he under the corporate seal of the "board,

and duly stamped. See Commissioners Clauses Act, 10 Vict.

c. 16, s. 75.

Transfer ofMortgage hy Indorsement.

The within-named A. B., in consideration of the sum of pounds paid

to him by 0. D. of . hereby transfers to the said C. B., his executors,

administrators, and assign's, all his interest in the monies secured by the

within-written mortgage and in the within-named rates.

In witness whereof the said A. B. has hereunto set his hand and seal this
i

day of 18 .

Ifote.

—

The transfer must he under seal and duly stamped. See sec-

tion 77 of Commissioners Clauses Act, 10 Vict. c. 16.

Sect. 52. The liigliway board may and is hereby authorised to con-

tract for pui'chasing, getting, and carrying the materials required for

the repair of the highways, and for maintaining and keeping in repair

all or any part of the highways of any parish within their highway
district, for any period not exceeding 3 years.

Sect. 53. A highway board for the piu'pose of improving the high-

ways within their district may purchase such lands or easements

relating to lands as they may require ; and " The Lands Clauses Con-

solidation Act, 1845," and the act 23 & 24 Vict. c. 106, amending the

same, shall be incorporated with this act, with the exception of the

clauses relating to the purchase of land otherwise than by agreenient.

In the construction of this act and the said incorporated acts this act

shall be deemed to be the special act, and the board shall be deemed

to be the promoters of the undertaking, and the word "land" ^^

" lands " shall include any easement in or out of lands.

Sect. 45. Whereas there are in certain boroughs in England and

Wales roads and highways that are now and have heretofore been re-

paired by the inhabitants of the several parishes or townships within

which such roads and highways are situated, andwho also contribute and

pay to the general rates levied for the repair of the public streets,

roads, and highways maintained and kept in repair by the council

of such boroughs, by reason whereof a great burthen is imposed

upon the ratepayers of the said parishes and townships ; and it being

doubtful whether the council of such boroughs have the power to

adopt such parish roads and highways, or to apply the rates collected

in such boroughs in repairing the same, be it enacted, that it shall and

may be lawful for the council of every such borough in England and

Wales, upon the petition of the majority of the rate-payers of sucH

parishes or townships present at a public meeting duly convened^

to adopt all or any of such parish roads and highways as the council

shall in its discretion consider advisable, and to apply the rates levied

and collected by the said council for the repair of the public streets,

roads, and highways within such borough in repairing and maintaia-

ing such parish roads and highways : provided always, that it shall bfl

competent for such council, previous to adopting such parish roads and
highways, to require the provisions contained in any local act apply'

ing to the public streets, roads, and highways of such borough to be

complied with.

Sect. 46. The justices assembled in petty sessions at their usual

/I
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place of meeting may exercise any jurisdiction wHcli they are 30. Highways
authorised under the highway acts or any of them to exercise in into districts—
special sessions ; and no justice of the peace shall be disabled from Formation of.

acting as such at any petty or special or general quarter sessions
~~ ~

in any matter merely on the ground that he is by virtue of his '
^'^ '^'

office a member of any highway board complaining, interested, or

concerned in such matter, or has acted as such at any meeting of such
board.

Sect. 46. No person through whose land a highway passes, which is 25 & 2G Vict, c 61.

to be repaired by the parish, shall become liable for the repair of such
boards may permit

highway by erecting fences between such highway and the adjoining landowners to

land, if such fences are erected with the consent in writing of the erect fences witii-

highway board of the district within which such highway is situate in ^abiuty to repair

the case of a place within the jurisdiction of a highway board, and in highways.

case of any other place with the consent of the surveyor or other au-
thority having jurisdiction over the highway.

Sect. 47. All penalties under this act, and aU monies recoverable as Recovery of penal-

penalties, may be recovered summarily before any 2 or more justices

in the manner directed by the 11 & 12 Vict. c. 43, and any act

amending the same; but where any sum adjudged to be paid under this

act in respect of such penalties or monies exceeds 51. an appeal may be Appeal.

had by any person aggrieved to a court of general or quarter sessions in

manner provided by the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 96, s. 101, intituled " An
act to consolidate and amend the statute law of England and Ireland
relating to larceny and other similar offences."

Sect. 27. The schedule annexed to the " Highway Act of 1862 " shall
l^^^^^j^Jfo ^iigh-

be repealed so far as relates to the proceedings of highway boards ; way Act of is&z

and the proceedings of highway boards shall, after the passing of this repealec^ and

act, be subject to the regulations contained in the first schedule to this^a|g_ "

act annexed.

(First Schedule).—Peoceedings op Highway Boards.
I? &*2s Vict^'c'^iw

(1.) The board shall meet for the disjiatch of business, and shall

from time to time make such regulations with respect to

the summoning, notice, place, management, and adjourn-
ment of such meetings, and generally with respect to the

transaction and management of business, including the

quorum at meetings of the board, as they think fit, subject

to the following conditions :

—

(a.) The first meeting after the fonnation of the district shall bo
held at the time and place fixed by the order of the justices

in that behalf

;

(b.) One ordinary meeting shall be held in each period of 4
months, and of such meetings one shall be held on some
day between the 7th and 14th days of April ;

(c.) An extraordinary meeting may be summoned at any time,
on the requisition of 3 members of the board, addressed to

the clerk of the board

;

{d.) The quorum to be fixed by the board shall consist of not
less than 3 members

;

(e.) Every question shall be decided by a majority of votes of

the members voting on that question

;

(/.) The names of the members present at a meeting shall be
recorded.

(2,) The board shall at the first meeting, and afterwards from
time to time at their first meeting after each annual appoint-

ment of members of the board as hereafter mentioned,
appoint one of their members to be chairman and one other

of their members to be a vice- chairman for the year following

such choice.

(3.) If any casual vacancy occur in the office of chairman or vice-

4 c 2
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3 1 . Highways chairman, theboard shall , as soon as theyconvenientlycan after

in South Wales. the occurrence of such vacancy, choose some member of their

number to fill such vacancy ; and every such chairman or •_

27&28Vict. c. 101. vice-chairman so elected as last aforesaid shall continue in I

office so long only as the person in whose place he may be so |

elected would have been entitled to continue if such vacancy
had not happened.

(4.) If at any meeting the chairman is not present at the time
appointed for holding the same, the vice-chairman shall bo
the chairman of the meeting ; and if neither the chairman
nor vice-chairman shall be present, then the members pre-

;

sent shall choose some one of their number to be a chairman
of such meeting.

(5.) In case of an equality of votes at any meeting the chairman .

for the time being of such meeting shall have a second or \

casting vote. *

(6.) All orders of the board for payment of money, and all pre-

cepts issued by the board, shall be deemed to be duly
executed if signed by 2 or more members of the board
authorised to sign them by a resolution of the board, and
countersigned by the clerk ; but it shall not be necessary
in any legal proceeding to prove that the members sign-

ing any such order or precept were authorised to sign them,
and such authority shall be presumed until the contrary is

proved.

XXXI. i^igfiluags in Soutf) ^Wi^Xm-

7 & 8 Vict. c. 91. In 1844 an act (7 «& 8 Vict. c. 91) was passed to amend the laws re-

lative to turnpike trusts, in the six following counties of South Wales,
viz., Glamorgan, Brecon, Eadnor, Carmarthen, Pembroke, and
Cardigan. It provided for the formation of county road boards in

those counties, by enabling the justices at their quarter sessions to

elect some of their number upon the board to which certain ex officio
\

persons were added. These county boards were to have the entire

control and management of all turnpike roads within their counties
j

respectively. The provisions of the general turnpike acts (except so

far as they were repealed or altered) wore (s. 38) to apply to all
' roads which should be maintained by the board. The turnpike roads, i

and all other property vested in the trustees of the different roads,J

became the property of the county boards respectively (s. 44). Certain!

powers as to taking of toll, and the erection of gates, were conferred]

upon the boards by ss. 48—64. By ss. 65 and 66, the 3 & 4 Geo. 4, c.

126, ss. 78, 79, and 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 80, ss. 1, 2, were repealed as to the}

above 6 counties. The proceedings of the boards, and the appointment!
of officers for the inspection and supervision of the roads, are regulated]

by ss. 67—93, and by ss. 96—102 power is given to those boards toj

improve rates for the proper repair and maintenance of the roads. Byj
the 14 & 15 Vict. c. 16, the county road boards of the above 6 coun-
ties respectively are to divide each county into districts for the manage-
ment of the highways situated therein respectively, and the roads in I

each of such districts are to be placed under the care of a highway)
board, subject to the authority of the county roads board, and powers I

are given to such highway boards to hold meetings to appoint certaiaj

officers (whoso duties are defined), and to adopt new roads to be!

thereafter repaired as pubUc highways. If any of such highways are

out of repair at any time, powers are given to justices by s. 16 to'

direct them to be repaired at the cost of the party liable to do the

same, this s. 16 differs from 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 94, in enabling
justices to make an order for repair without any conviction for the

non-repair. By s. 17, all the provisions of the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50,
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except as altered or amended, are to apply to all highways under this 32, j?orms
act. By the 17 Vict. c. 17, the time for putting the 14 & 15 Yict. c. 16,

' 1—
into execution, was limited to 25 March, 1855.

XXXII. jpoxms, List of.

1. Notice to person of his having been elected surveyor, p. 1126,

2. Appointment of surveyor, with salary, p. 1126.

3. Appointment of surveyor by justices, p. 1126.

4. Notice of intention to make highway, p. 1127.

5. Certificate of justices of highway having been made in a substantial

manner, &c., p. 1127.

6. Notice of holding a vestry for the appointment of a board for repau* of
highways, p. 1127.

7. Precept of justices for erecting guide posts, &c., p. 1127.

8. Notice to surveyor to remove snow, &c., p. 1127.

9. Licence from justices, at special sessions for highways, for surveyor to dig,

&c., materials upon enclosed lands for repairs, p. 1128.

10. Licence from justices, at special sessions for highways, to get materials for

repairs in another parish besides that wherein such materials are to be
employed, p. 1128.

11. Information to enable justices to fix boundaries of highway lying in two
parishes, p. 1129.

12. Summons to be subjoined to a copy of above information, p. 1129.

13. Final order and adjudication to be filed with clerk of peace, p. 1130.

14. Notice of holding a vestry for forming a district, p. 1130.

15. "Weekly account, p. 1131.

16. Schedule to be filled up by surveyors of liighways of all parishes, and
presented by them, with their accounts, to the magistrates at end of
every year, p. 1132.

17. Form of highway rate, p. 1132.

18. Justice's notice to surveyor, to show cause why a poor labourer should not
be excused from highway rates under 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 32, p. 1132.

19. Summons for non-payment of assessment, p. 1133.

20. Warrant of distress for non-payment, p. 1133,

21. Bond from collector of highway rates, p. 1134.

22. Order of two justices for widening a highway, p. 1134,

23. Cei'tificate from such justices to quarter sessions, p. 1135.

24. Consent from owner of land through which a new highway is proposed to

be made, p. 1135.

25. Notice of divetting, &c., highway, p. 1135.

26. Notice of appeal against a certificate for stopping up or diverting a
highway, p. 1136.

27. Notice from surveyor to remove nuisances, p. 1136.

28. Summons for any person to attend a justice or justices, p. 1136.

29. Information, p. 1137.

30. Form of conviction, p. 1137.

31. Information or conviction on 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 64, for not cutting

down a tree planted within fifteen feet of centre of a carriage or

cartway, p. 1137.

32. Order for owner of land to prune hedges and cut down trees, pursuant to

5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 65, p. 1138.

33. Information and conviction under 5 & 6 AVill 4, c. 50, .s. 69, for encroach-

ing on a carriageway, p. 1138.

34. Information and conviction under 5 & 6 Will. 4, c, 50, s. 78, for miscon-

duct of driver, p. 1138.
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32. Forms.

(1.) Notice to per-

son of his having
been elected sur-

veyor (a).

l^igjiwags ixi SeneraL
35. The like on s. 72, for laying timber, &c., on highway, p. 1139.

36. Warrant to distrain for a forfeiture, p. 1139.

37. Eeturn of constable to be made upon the warrant of distress where no
effects, p. 1139.

38. Commitment for want of distress,
x>.

1140.

39. Information against a parish for a highway being out of repair, p. 1140.

40. Order of justices directing an indictment to be preferred against a parish

for permitting a highway to be out of repair, &c., p. 1141.

41. Indictment for not repairing a highway against the parish, p. 1141.

42. Indictment for not repairing an ancient horse and footway, p. 1142.

43. Order for particulars of way out of repair, p. 1142.

44. Plea of general issue by parish, p. 1143.

45. Plea that a particular division of the parish is bound to repair, p. 1143.

46. Eeplication thereto, p. 1144.

47. Plea that others, ratione tenurse, are bound to repair, p. 1144.

48. Eexilication thereto, p. 1144.

49. Indictment for encroaching upon a highway by building thereupon, p. 1144.

50. Indictment for enclosing a highway, p. 1145.

51. Indictment for laying timber or other obstructions on a highway, p. 1145,

52. Indictment for obstructing a highway by erecting a gate, &c., across it, &c.,

p. 1145.

53. Indictment for a nuisance to a neighbourhood, and obstructing a highway,
by exhibiting wild beasts, wax work, &c., p. 1146.

54. Indictment for stopping up a watercourse, whereby the highway is over-

flowed, p. 1148.

65. Indictment for obstructing the navigation of a public river, p. 1148.

56. Certificate of two justices that an indicted road is in good repair, p. 1149.

A . B. Take notice^ that you were, at a meeting held at [insert the name of

the parish, &c.] on the day of elected and chosen surveyor [ov, "one
of the surveyors'^} of the highways for the said ['^parish, d-c,"] for the year
ensuing.

Dated the day of
To A, B. of . 0. D., Chairman.

(2.) Appointment
of surveyor with
salary (a).

(3.) Appointment
of surveyor by
justices (6).

At a meeting of the inJiabitants of in vestry assembled, at on the

day of A. B. was nominated, elected, and appointed a surveyor of
such parish, for the purpose of carrying into execidion the provisions of an act

passed in the ffth and sixth years of tlie reign, of King William the Fourth, in-

tituled, An Act, &c. [here set out title of act], for the year ensuing : ayid the

salary to be allowed to the said A . B. was fixed at the sum of payable
on .

Bated the day of , O. D., Chairman.

I At a special sessionsfor the highways, held at in the division^

to wit. ) dhc. of ,
by justices of the peacefor the said cffunty, acting within\

the said division, t£c., mi the day of
Whereas it hath appeared to los the said justices, on the oath of A. B., an in-

habitant of the parish of , that the inhabitants of the said parish, in vestry

assembled, have neglected [or " refused "'\ to nominate and elect a surveyor in
manner and for tlie pur])oses mentioned in a certain act tnade and passed in the

fifth and sixth year of the reign of King William the Fourth, intituled. An

(a) This form is prescribed by the

5 & 6 Will. 4, c, 50 ; see ante, y>.

1010. A notice has also to be given

to the outgoing surveyor.

{b) This form is prescribed by the

5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50 ; see ante, p.
1013.

;
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Act, &c. [here set out title of act] [or " that the surveyor appointed by the in- 32. Forms.
habitants of the said parish is dead,'' or, "Aas ceased to possess the qualification .

'- '

required by the said aet" or, " Aas become disqualified" or, "/ios neglected to
act," or, " Ims refused to carry into operation tlie duties imposed upon him by
the said act "], we do therefore hereby (a) appoint you 0. D. of , surveyor
for such parish for the year ensuing [or, ^^for the space of "], with the
salary of for your trouble ; and you, the said C. D., are faithfully and
truly to execute the office of surveyor according to the directians of the said
statute.

Given under our hands the day and year first above mentioned.

To C. D. . d. H.

I do liereby give you notice, that after the expirati&n of three calendar months f^.) Notice of in-

fro7)i the date hereof, /[or if given by the clerk, &c., of a body politic or cor- ^''^^" * (6?'*^*'

porate, describe them] do intend to make a certain highway in the parish of
[describing its situation and extent], a')ul to dedicate such highway to

the use of the public.

Dated this day of ,

To E. P., (Lc, sur- ) A. B.
veyor of the parish [•

"

or

of . ) C. D. [Clerk, &c.]

We, two of the justices of the peace in and for the county of , , having (5.) Certificate of

vietved a certain highway lately made by A. B. in the parish of in the justices, of high-

sa,id county, situate d-c. [describing its situation and extent], do hereby certify, ;^ade fnTfub-*^^
that the same has been made in a substantial tnanner, and of the width required stantial manner,
by a certain act made ami passed in tlie fifth and sixth year ofthe reign of King ^'^- (*)•

William the Fourth, intituled An Act [here set out title of act].

.Dated this day of . C. D.
E. F.

Notice is hereby given that a vestry will be held at in tJiejMrish of , (6.) Notice of

in the county of , on the day of next, at the hour of at folding a vestry

noon [or, "mi the afternoon"], for thepurpose of determining tlie expediency of meut of^a^lioard
forming a boardfor repair of the highways in the said parish ; and if it shall for repair of

be determined by a imajority of two-thirds of the votes of the vestrymen present higliways (c).

at such kneeling toform such board, then for the further purpose of nominating
and electing, not more than twenty, nor less than five householders, residing in
and assessed to the relief of the poor, and liable to be rated to the repair of the

highways of the said parish, to serve the office of surveyors of the highiaays of the

said jiarish for the year eiiszoing, and for carrying into effect the powers, atitho-

rities, and directions contained in an act of Parliament made in the sixth year

of the reign of King William the Fourth, for consolidating and amending the

laws relating to highways in England.
Dated this day of

[Signed) Chairman.
[ '

' Inhabitants present. "]

Middlesex.

—

At a special sessions for the highways held at ,for tlie (7.) Precept of

[hundred] of , in the said county, before A. B. & CD. justices of i/te justices for erect-

peace /or t/ie said county, acting within the said [hundred], on the mg guide posts.

To the surveyor of the [parish] of , in the said [hundred].

You are hereby required forthwith to erect, [or,
'

' fix "] or cause to be erected

[or '^fixed"], in tlie niost convenient place tipon the highway, lying between

and , within your liberty, where two or more roads meet, a stone or

post, with proper inscriptions painted on both sides thereof, in large legible

(a) By sect. 11 ,
justices have in cer- (6) See ante, n. (6), p. 1126.

tain cases power to dismiss a surveyor; (c) See a form, Shelf. 160; see

if another surveyor be appointed in a7ite, p. 1002.

the room of one so dismissed this (d) See ante, p. 1004. The inha-

form might be used and altered ac- bitants in vestry may make the di-

cordingly. rection.
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82. Forms,

M^'^w^% in ^meral

(8.) Notice to sur-
veyor to remove
snow, &c. (a).

letters, not less than one inch in height and ofproper and proportionate hreadth,

containing and denoting the towns of and
,
[or other places, as the

justices shall think most proper]. [Where graduated stones or posts are
necessary to prevent accidents from floods, vary it as under.] " In the most
C07ivenicnt place upon the highway, at the approach or entrance on each side of
the ford or water called at , within your liberty, graduated stoh/s

or posts, denoting the depth of water in the deepest part thereof, through whvli.

such highivay passes " [see further as to what he may be directed to do, ante, p.

1004] ; and you are allowed to charge the reasonable expenses of providing and
erecting the same in your accounts.

A. B.
C. D.

I, A. B., justice of the peace in andfor the county of , do hereby give

you, the surveyor [or, " surveyors'"'] of the parish of , notice, that tJic

highway leadingfrom to [describing its situation], is obstructed or

impeded from the accumulation of snoiu [or, '^from the falling down of iho

hanks on the side of the said highway, (kc, as the case may be], and require you
to cause the same to be removed.

Dated this day of ,

To C. D. and E. F., Ac., '\

surveyors of the parish > A, B, of ttc.

of . )

(9.) Licence from
)

justices at special
^ ^^

t
^; -^ county.

sessions for liigli- ' -^

To the surveyor of the parish of in the htmdi'ed of

lands tor re
pairs (6).

ways for surveyor Whereas by an act passed in the fifth and sixth year of the reign of King Wil'
to dig, &c., mate- Ham the Fourth, intituled An Act, &c. [here set out title of act], the sur-

fot!^ "t?,?.'li"*'^°^^'^
rci/or is authorised to dig, get, take, and carry away materials lying upon any
lands or grounds within the parish for which he is appointed, for the use and
benefit of the highways, but not ivithout the consent of the occupier or owner of
sitch lands or grounds, or his agent, or a licence from the justices at a special

sessions for the highways : And v^herecbs it appears to us her Majesty's

justices of the peace for the said county, and acting within the said [hundred,

<fcc.], at a special sessions for the highways assembled, upon the oath of C. D. the

said surveyor [or, "one of the surveyors"], that he hath applied to A. B. of

, for his consent to dig, get, take, and carry away materials from the

lands called or known by the names of a')id , in his occupation [or,

" of whichheisthe oivner," or, ^Hn the occupation of J. K.'" ov, "of which J. K.
is the owner, and the said A. B. his agent"], within the said [parish, ike],for
the ptorposes aforesaid, and that the said materials are necessaryfor the repairs

of the highways, and that the said A . B. hath refused to 2^6rniit the same to be

dug, got, taken, and carried away ; and the said A. B. having been duly sum-
ononed to appear before us, to shore cause why such permission should not be

granted, and having appeared before us accordingly, [or, '^having sent his

steward or agent,'" or, " C. D. on his behalf, to attend us on that occasion,'" or,

'^hut not having ajypeared"], we have heard what has been alleged, and taken
the said matter into consideration, and are of opinion that the said materials
are necessary, and ought to be dug, got, taken, and carried away for the pur-
poses aforesaid : therefore ive do hereby give our licence to the said surveyor [or,

"surveyors^''] to dig, get, take, and carry away the same accordingly, the said
surveyor making satisfactionfor the same, and also for tlie damage done to such
laiuls, in the manner directed by the said act.

Given under our hands the day of , 18 .

/. P.

K. P.

At a special sessionsfor tlie highways held at , in the hundred,
(10.) Licence from

^^ ^^,^-^_ |
^,g_ ^j ^^ ^/^g ^^j^ county, by justices of the peace for the said

sessions 'for Wgh- county acting within the said hundred, on the day of
ways to get mate-

(«) This form is prescribed by the

5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50 ; see ante, p.

1005.

{b) This form is prescribed by the
5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50 ; see ante, p,
1008.
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It appearing to us, upon evidence tJiis day received, that sufficient materials 32. Forms,
cannot conveniently he had vnthin the waste land, common grounds, rivers, or
brooks, nor in tJie inclosed lands or growncls, lying within the [parish, <fcc.] 0/ "'*^^^'''" 'fP?*^'-''^'^

in the said hundred, for the repairs of the highways within the said guies that wherein
[jmrish], nor in the waste lands, common grozmds, rivers, or brooks within the such materials

[parish] of adjoining to the said [2Mrish] of , we do hereby give our '^^^ *° ^® ^^'

licence to the surveyor [or, ^'surveyors "] of the said [parish] of , to search P^'^^^^W-

for, dig, get, and carry materials within the inclosed lands or grounds ofC. D.,
within the said [parish] of , to be employed in the repairs of the highways
within the said [2Mrish] of , it appearing from evidence before us that
there are proper materials within the said landsfor the purposes aforesaid lying
convenient to the said highways, and that after such materials shall be so taken,
tliere will be sufficient left for the use of the highways within the said parish of

tipon the said surveyor [or, ^'surveyors"] making satisfaction for the
same, and also for the damage done to such lands, in the manner directed by the
act made and passed in the fifth and sixth years of the reign of King William
the Fourth, intituled An Act, &c. [hero set out title of act], subject to sicch

restrictions as are therein contained.

Given wider our hands the day and year above written.

J. P.

K. P.

County of ) At a special sessionsfor the highways, holden, cfcc.

/. S., the surveyor [or, " one of the surveyors "] of the parish of A., came be- (n.) information
fore the justices aforesaid, and informed them, that there is in the said county a to enable justices

certain common highway leading from M. to N., and that there is a certain ^^.^^^^^^^^''^\^^

part of the said highway, that is to say, so much thereof as lies between a certain "^^^ paShes (§
place called O. and a certain otherplace called D. , being in length [as the
case may be], one side of which last-tnentioned part of the said highway adjoin-
ing to theparish of A. lies xvithin the said x>arish ofA., and is to be and ofright
ought to be repaired by the said piarish of A., [or, "by," due, describing the
body politic or corporate, or person liable to the repair], and that the other
side of the same part of the said highway adjoining to the parish of B. lies

within the parish of B. , and is to be and of right ought to be repaired by the

saidparish of B. [or, "by," ttc.], and stating that the repair ofsuchpiart of the
said highway is very inconvenient to tlic parishes aforesaid, and the want thereof
detrimental to the public ; and therefore 2)raying, that such part of the said
highivay may be allotted and apportioned for the repair thereof by the justices

aforesaid to the said several parishes of A. and B., [or, "to," <Lc.] in the

manner directed by an act passed in thefifth and sixth year of the reign of King
William the Fourth, intitioled An Act, &c. [set out title of act],

{Signed) I. S., one of the surveyors of parish of A.
The above application was made to zcs the day and year first above written,

J. P.
K. P.

County of) To the surveyor [or, "surveyors'''] of the parish of B. in the fl2.) Summons to

) said county, any or either of them, be subjoined to a

Whereas a certain information has been given to us, her Majesty's justices of in^rmatlwiTft'*
the peace for the said county, at a special sessions for the highways, by I. S., the

surveyor [or, " one of the surveym's "] of the parish of A. in the said county, a
true copy whereof is above written : These are, in her Majesty's name, to siom-

mon you, any or either of you, to appear before us, at in the said county,

on the day of , to show caiose {if any) why an allotment and appor-
tionment of the highways therein mentioned should not be made according to the

provisions of the act referred to in the said information. Hereoffail not.

Given under our hands this day of
J. P.
K. P.

{a) This form is prescribed by the {h) This form is given by the act

6 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50 ; see ante, p. 5 & 6 "Will. 4, c, 50; see ante, p.

1008. 993.
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32. Forms.

(13.) Final order
and adjudication
to be filed with,

clerk of peace (a).

Higfjtoa^s in ffieneraL

Wliereas, &c.—[State— 1. The original application.—2. The summons.—3.

The appearance, and that the parties were heard, or their non-appearance.]

Now loe, the jiLstices aforesaid, having fully heard and uvxlerstood the premises,

do declare, adjudge, aiid order, that tlie said highway shall be divided in the

following manner ; {that is to say), that at the distance of measuringfrom
the place called Q., there shall he erected certain posts or status, E. and F. , on

each side of the said highway, and the wliole of the said highwayfrom the place

called C, to such posts or stones, sJiall be from time to time, aiid at all tivus

hereafter, repaired bytlicjyarishofA. [or, " by," cC'c], and the whole of the said

highway, from such posts or stones to the place called D., shall from time to

time, and at all times hereafter, be repaired by theparish of B. [or '
' by," <fcc.]

In witness luhereof we have hereunto set our hands this day of
J. P. (L, s.)

K. P. (L. s.)

(14.) Notice of
holding a vestry
for forming a dis-

triot(6).

Notice is hereby given, that a vestry will be held at , in the parish of

, in the county of , on the day of 7iext, at the hour of

in the forenoon [or, '^ afternoon"'\ in order to consult about the expe-

diency ofdirecting one of the churchivardens of the said parish, or the chairman

of the said vestry, to make application to the jiisticcs to be assembled at the next

special sessions to he held at [the division where the parish is situate],

for the purpose of uniting the said parish of with the several parishes of

A., B., C, and D., in the said county, into a district, for the purpose oflmving

one sufficient p>erson to be the surveyor of such district: andfor nominating a fit

and proper person to he returroed to tlie said justices, to be appointed surveyor of

such district, with the amount of the yearly salary which the inlmbitants of the

said parish of shall agree to paydo him, pursuant to the powers for that

purpose contained in an act made in the fifth and sixth year of the reign ofKing
William the Fourth, for consolidating and amending the laws relating to high'

ways in Fngland.
Dated the day of

(a) This form is prescribed by the

5 & 6 "Will. 4, c. 50 ; see ante, p.

993.

(b) See the form, Shelford on High'
ways, 159 ; and see ante, p. 1015.
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Weekly account of mwiiey expended on the higJiways of the parish of

the to the day of , one thousand eight hundred and

32 Form.

from (15 ) Weekly ao-
. count (a).

Day la-

bour, and
when per-

formed.

Labour-
ers'

names.

Works exe

citted by
contract.

No.
of

days.

Rate
per
day.

Persons'

names.

No.
of

days

Materials
gut and
Xirepared,
andfrom
whence.

Parties'

names.
Quan
tity.

Team
iwork, and
I

where
done.

& s. d.

Rate
per
day.

Rate.

& s. d.

Total
weekly expenditure.

Day labour

Contract )

work J

-Materials .

Team work

£ «. d.

Rate
per

£ s. d.

Trades-
men's
bills.

No.

£ s. d.

Rent of
pits and
quarries.

Name.

£ s. d.

Incidental
expenses.

& s. d.

Trades- '^

men's bills

)

Rent of

pits and
quarries

Incidental \
expenses

)

& s. d.

(a) This form is prescribed by the 5 & 6 WOl. 4, c. 50, ante, p. 1016,
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32, Fonns. state of the roads and highways

0f>.) Schedule to
be filled up by
surveyors of high-
•ways of all

parishes, and pre-
sented by them,
with their ac-

counts, to the
magistrates, at
end of every
year (a).

— bridges

— causeways

hedpces and ditches

watercourses

State all nuisances

— all encroachments

— the extent of roads and highways
the parish is liable to repair

— what portion thereof has been
repaired, and where

— what materials were used for
such repairs

— the expense of such repairs

— the amount levied during the
year

(IT.) Form of
highway rate (6). Karnes of occupiers

or persons rated.

A. B.

.

CD. .

E. F. .

aiid so forth.

Description of the premises
and property rated.

House and garden .

A farmhouse, lands,

and buildings
A warehouse . .

Annual Value.

£ s. d.

5

100
20

Sums assessed at
lOiZ. in. the pound.

£ S. d.

4 2

4 3 4

16 8

A. B.) Surveyor [or, "surveyors"] of the
C. D.

\ parish of

(18.) Justices' no- 7 }
_
^oMr.A.B.,surveyorofthe7mjhicaysmthinthe\parish'\of

tice to surveyor to to wit. ) in the said county.
show cause why a] whereas E. F of , in your [parish], labourer, hath this day made

complaint on oath to us, two of her Majesty's justices of the peace in and for the
said county, at a special sessions for the highways assembled, that he wholly
gams his livelihood by daily labour, and that, by reason of his numeroxts
family, he is m very poor and indigent circumstances, aiul utterly unable to pay
or contribute towards any rates or assessmentsfor or in respect of any highways
withm the said parish, and hath prayed of us, the said justices, that he may be

poor labourer
should not be ex-

cused from high-
way rates (c).

(a) This form is prescribed by the
5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50 ; see ante, p.
1019.

(6) This form is prescribed by the

50 ; see ante, p.5 & 6 Will. 4, c

1024.

(c) See a similar form in Shelford
on llighicay.s, 155 ; see ante, p. 1025.

II

h
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excused from paying the same : We, the said justices, do therefore hereby give S2. Forms.
yoic notice to appear before us, at in the said county, on Thursday, the —

day of , at our special sessions for tlie highways, to be then and -. :

tliere held, to shoio cause why the said E. F. should not by us be adjudged to be

excusedfrom the payment of such rates or assessments accordingly.

Given under our hands and seals this day of , A.D.

To Mr. G. D., of the of , in the county of
County ) Whereas complaint and information Jiave been made up>on oath be- (19.) Summons
of ) fore ii5, two of her Majesty''s justices of the peace for the said county, for nonpayment

on^ whereof is of the quorum, by the surveyor of the highicays for the said ,
' "^

e tA
tliat, by a rate or assessment duly made, allowed, and published, according to

the statute in that case made and provided, the sum of was duly rated and
assessed upon you, for and toivards the amending, repairing, and sxipporling

the highways within the said , and that you, the said C D. have refused,
and neglected to pay the same loithin ten days after demand thereof made, a7id

have not yet paid the same : These are therefore to require you personally to

appear before us {or such other of her Majesty's justices of the peace as shall be

present), at in the said county, on , the day of at the

hour of in the noon, there to answer to tJie said complaint and infor-
mation, and to show cause why the said sum should not be levied on your goods
and chattels pursuant to the said statxde. Herein fail not. Given under our
hands and seals this day of , in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and

To the surveyor of the highways for the [ parish] of , in the C?."-)
Warrant of

Sta^ff-ord.\ said county.
Li^ J . ,

^^^Z^.^^T'
Whereas in and by a rate and assessment made, assessed, allowed, and pub-

lished, according to the directions of the act passed in the fifth and sixth year of
the reign of King Williajn tJie Fourth, intitided An Act, &c [here set out title

of act] A. B., an i^ihabitant and occupier of a house in the said parish, was
charged the sum of , as his share and proportion of the said assessment, in
respect of the lands, tenements, woods, tithes, and hereditaments, which he occu-

pied within the said [parish, ic] : And whereas it appears to us, two of licr

Majesty's justicesfor the said county, one wliereof is of the quorum, as well upon
the oath of , surveyor of the highioays of the said parish, as otherwise,

that the said sum of hath been duly demanded from the said A. B., and
that lie liath refused to pay the same for the space of ten days after such demand
made: and wliereas the said A. B. having appeared before us, in pursuance of
our summons for that purpose, hath not shown to us any sufficient cause why
the same should not be paid ; [or, ^' and ivhereas it hath been duly proved to us,

upon oath, that the said A. B. hath been duly summoned to appear before us
the said justices, to show cause tvhy the same should not be paid; but he the said
A. B. hath neglected to appear according to such summons, and hath not shown
to us any s^tfficient cause why the same should not be paid .•"] Tliese are tliere-

fore, in her Majesty's name, to command you to levy the said sum of , by
distress of the goods and chattels of the said A. B. ; aiul if tJie same shall not

be paid within the space offour days next after such distress by you taken, toge-

ther with tlie reasonable charges of taking and keeping the same, that you do
then sell the said goods and chattels so by you distrained; and out of the monexj
arising by such sale that you do pay unto C. D., the surveyor of the highways
for the said [parish, d-c] of , the said sum of , to be employed for
the piurposes aforesaid ; and that you do return the surplus thereof to the said

A. B., the reasonable charges of taking, keeping, and selling the said distress,

being first deducted ; and if sufficient distress cannot be found of the goods and
chattels of the said A. B., whereon to levy the said sum of , that then you
cei-tify the same to iis, together with this icfirrant (c). Given under our hands
arul seals the day of

(a) See a form, Shelf. 156; see Scott, N. E. SOI.
ante, p. 1025. (c) The surveyor's return to this

(b) See ante, p. 1025. See a form waiTant, where there are no effects,

given by the 13 Geo. 3, c. 78 ; and will be similar to the form 39, p.

see a form in Morrell v. Martin, 4 1140,
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32, Forms.

(21.) Bond from
collector of high-
way rates (a).

I^tgjbjasg in General.

Know all men hy these presents, that we [collector'] of Ac., and [surety] of Ac,
- are held and firmly hound to [surveyor of highivays], of &c., in the penal sum
of ,

[double the full amount of the sum likely to be in the hands of the

collector at any one-time], of good and lauful money of Great Britain, to heimid
to the said [surveyor], or his certain attorney, executors, administrators or

assigns, for which payment to he %cell and tridy mxide, wejointly hind ourselves,

our heirs, executors, administrators, and, each of us severally, separately and
apart fro7n the other of us, bindeth himself, his heirs, executors, and adminis-

trators, firmly by these presents. Sealed with our seals. Dated this day
of , in the year

Whereas at a meeting of the inhabitants of , in the county of , in

vestry assembled, on the day of , the said [s^i^rveyor] was elected and
chosen surveyor of the highways of the said parish of , for the year then

next ensuing.

And whereas at another meeting of the inhabitants of the said parish of ,

in vestry assembled, on the day of , the majority of the inhahitanis

then and there present did consent to the appointment of the said [collector], as

collector of the highway rates of the said parish of ; and at tJie amc
meeting it was agreed that tJie sum of ,

payable on the day of ,

out of the monies to he received by the said [collector] in respect of the highway
rates of the said parish of , should be allowed to the said [collector].

And whereas the said [surveyor] hath duly appointed the said [collector] to he

collector of the highway rates of the said parish for the year ensuing, with such
alloioance as aforesaid.

Noio, tlierefore, the condition of the above-written bond or obligation is such,

that if tlie said [collector] shall from time to tiine, and at all times liereafter

during his continuance in the said office or employment of collector, not only

during tlie current year, hut also during every and all future years, well, tncly,

and duly execute and perform the duty of collecting the highway rates of the

said parish of , and faithfully demand and collect all and every the sum
and sums of 7iioney in the assessments to the highway rates of the said piarish of

charged and specified, of the respective personsfrom, whom the same sliallor

may heconw payable, and, shall and do, in case of non-p)ayment thereof, duly

enforce the powers of the statide in that case made arid provided, against such

persons as shall make default therein. And if the said [collector], his execidors

or administrators, shall duly and faithfully accountfor and pay all and every

the sum and sums ofmoney which shall come into his hands, as collector of the said

highway rates, at the end of every days from, the time of receiving the

same, unto the said [surveyor] or as he shall direct ; and if the said [collector]

shall, tmder his hand, and at such time and in such manner as the said [sur-

vcyor] shall direct, deliver to the said [s%crvcyor] true and perfect accounts of all

monies which shall have been received by the said [collector], hy virtue of his

appointment as aforesaid, and also a list of the names of all such persons as

shall Jiave neglected or refused to pay tlieir res2)ective hightvay rates, and of tlie

monies due from them respectively ; and if the said [collector] shall 2>ay all such

monies as shall remain due from him to the said [surveyor] or other person

lawfully entitled to receive the same ; and if the said [collector] shall deliver to

the said [stirveyor] or to such person as lie shall appoint to receive tlie same.,

within three days after being thereunto required hy the said [surveyor], by notice

in writing under his hand, given or left at the usual place of abode of the said

[collector], all books, papers, and loritings in his custody or power, relating to

the execution of his office as collector as aforesaid, or give satisfaction to the said

[stirveyor] respecting tlie same, then the above-ivritten bond or obligation shall be

void and of no effect, but otherwise shall be and remain in full force and virtue.

[Signature and seal of collector.]

[Signature and seal of surety.]

Sealed and delivered by the above bound [collector] )

and [surety], in the jiresence of .
)

(22.) Order of two ~~— T. ^^> two of her MajesUjs justices of tlie peace for tlie said county,

^uBticcs for -mden- to udt. j acting within the [hundred, Ac] of , xoithin the said county,
ing a highway (6).

(a) See form, Slid. 158 ; see ante,

p. 1027. This bond docs not require

a stamp.

(6) This form is prescribed by the

5 & 6 Will, 4, c. 50 ; see ante, p.

1030,
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having, upon viciv, (see ante, p. 1080, n. h.) found that a certain part of the 32. Forms.
highway' between and , in the {^parish, <i;c. ] of , in the said [Men-
dred], for the leyigth of ya.rds or thereabouts, and particularly described in
the plan hereiinto annexed, is for the greatest jmrt thereof narrow, but may be

conveniently enlarged and widened by adding thereto from the lands and
grounds of and , of the length of yards or thereabouts, and of
the breadth of feet or thereabouts, particularly described in the plan here-

7Mito annexed, ivhich we think ivill loiden and enlarge the same, and be much
more commodious to the public, do hereby order, that the said highway be

widened and enlarged accordingly, and that the siirveyor [or, " surveyors "] of
tlie [parish, &c.'\ of , where the said old highway lies, do forthwith pro-
ceed to treat and make agreement with tlie said, and for the recom-
pense to be onade for the said ground, and for the making such ditches and
fences as shall be necessary, in S2cch manner, with such approbation, and by
2nirsidng such measures and directions in all respects as are warranted and
prescribed by the statute made in the fifth and sixth year of the reign of King
William tlie Fourth, intituled An Act, &c. ; and in case such agreement shall

be made as aforesaid, we do order an eqiial assessment, not exceeding the rate of
in the pound, to be made, levied, and collected ^ipon all and every the

parties liable to the p)ayment of the highway rate in the said [parish, etc.] of
, and that the money arising thereupon be paid and applied in making

such recompense and satisfaction as aforesaid, pursuant to tlie directions of the

said act. A . B.
CD.

To the justices of the peace at their general quarter sessions to be held at ,
f^^-) Certificate

in the said county, the day of ,
one thousand, eight hundred and . to°quarter''^s-"^

We, tlie within-named A. B. and C. D., do hereby certify to the said court o/sions(a).

quarter sessions, that we made and signed the within order, and that with mir
approbation and by our direction the said surveyor [or, '^ surveyors"'\ has [or,

^^have "] treated with the said and for the said lands required for
the purjioses aforesaid, Jnit was not able to make any agreement for that purpose
with them or either of them, and that he tendered to the said the sum of

, and to the said the sum of , as a recompensefor tlie said

ground, andfor the inaking the said ditches andfences, which he [or, ^' they and
each of them "] refused to receive. A. B.

C. I).

I, A. B., of , in the county of , being the owner of the lands de- (24.) Consent from

scribed in the plan hereunto annexed, through xohich part of a certain highway throuKh^wWdi a
lying betiveen and is intended to be diverted and, turned, in const- new high-way is

deration of the sum of , to be paid to me for tlie said land and soil thereof, proposed to be

do hereby consent to the making and continuing such neio highvjay through my ™^'^^ (''^•

said lands.

Given under my hand this day of , one thousand eight hundred
and •

Notice is hereby given, that on the day of next, application will be (25.) Notice of

'mxtde to her Majesty's jiistices of the p)eace assembled at quarter sessions in and ^Z^^ylb)
'^

'

for the county of at for an order for [if the order be for turning,

diverting, and stopping up, &c., hereto state it, and describe the road ordered
to be turned, diverted, and stopped up ; if the order be for stopping up a
useless road, here to state it, and describe the road ordered to be stopped up]

;

and that the certificate of two justices having viewed the sainc, &c., with tlie plan
of the old and proposed new highway, will be lodged with the clerk of the peace

for the said county on the day of next.

A, B.
I
surveyor [or, "surveyors"] of the parish

a D. &c. \ of

(a) This is to be written upon the Will. 4, c. 50 ; see ante, p. 1031.

above order when no agreement can (b) This form is prescribed by the

be made. The act so directs it. This 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50 ; see ante, p.

fonn is prescribed by the 5 & 6 1031.
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(26.) Notice of
Jippeal against a
certificate for
stopping up or
diverting a high-
way {a).

iKoffjittags in General
To the surveyor of the highioays of the parish of , in the county of
Take notice, that I intend to appeal to the next general quarter sessions of the

2}eaee, to be holden in and for the county of , against an order or certi-

ficate bearing date the day of , under the hands of and
,

two of her Majesty's justices of tlie peace of and for the said county, by which
said certificates the said [justices'] have certified that, d-c. [here state so much of

the certificate as will show the road to which it applies, and the object of the
proposed order]. Aiid take notice, that I think that I shall be injiired or arj-

grieved (see ante, p. 1090) if tJie said highway so proposed to be diverted aibi

turned [or, '''^ stopped lip"} should be ordered to be diverted and turned, and
such new highway set out and appropriated in lieu thereof as aforesaid, [oi-,

" stopped up ^'^
: and further take notice that the grounds ofsuch appeal arc,

first, that the said proposed new highway is not nearer or {ante, p. 1090) more,

commodioiis to the jjublic; second, that the said proposed 7iew highway will ;;"^<

so near to the dwelling-house now in iny occupation, situate in the said parish < /

, as to be a serious miisance and annoyance to me and all other persons
living in the said house, on account of the great number of waggons, carls, and
other carriages which are continually passing and repassing to a^id from the

towns and places, to and from which the said proposed new highway will lead ;

third, that the saidproposed luw highway will come within yards of
my said dwelling-house ; fourth, that great expense must necessarily be incurred
in purchasing the ground or soil required for the said proposed new highway,
and in making, forming, and completing the same forpublic icse, and that J, as
the occupier of a messuage and divers lands and other hereditaments, am liab/r

to be assessed in a considerable sum in the rate to be levied and raised in respect

of the highways in the said parish of , and that a large proportion of th

expense to be incurred as aforesaid must be borne and paid by me as such occv-
pier as aforesaid : [or, ^^

first, that the public highway so proposed to be stopped
up is not unnecessary or useless to the public; seeoml, that if an order should he

made, and the said highway should be stopped up, I who have heretofore used,

and have a right to XLse tlie same, shall be compelled to go a much greater dis-

tance to the next market townfrom my residence than I should if the said high-
tcay so proposed to be stopped up were kept open ; third, tliat if an order shouh'
be mad,e, and the said highway should be stopped up, I and my tenants, occu-

piers of a certain farm, lands, and houses nearly adjoining to the said Mgh-
tcay, and who have heretofore used, and have a right to use the same, and als^

other persons and the public would beput to, and sustain great iiiconvcnience
and delay ; fourth, that I and my tenants aforesaid would be compelled to

travel to the places to ivhich I and they have Jieretofore had occasion to travel and
resort by the said highway so iJroposcd to be stopped up, by anotJier circuitous
road, and at a greater distance than I and they would have had to travel if the
said highway so proposed to be stopped up had continued open "] .• and take
notice, that at the trial of such appeal I mean to avail myself of all or some one.
or more of the said grounds, in support of tlie said appeal.

Witness my hand, this day of , 18 .

(27.) Notice from
surveyor to re-

move nui-
sances (6).

To 0. D.of.
In pursuance of the directions given by an act passed in the fifth and sixth

year of the reign of King William the Fourth, intituled An Act, &c. /, A. £.,
&c., Vie surveyor [or, " one of the surveyors "] of the parish of , do hereby
give you notice forthioith to remove the [filth, dung, ashes, rubbish, ttr.], placed
by you on a certain part of the king's highway, lying between and , in

'

the [parish] of , to the obstruction and annoyaiwe of tlie said highway.
Dated this day of . A. B. dkc.

(28.) Summons ) Whereas comvlaint and information hath been made U2)on oath before

luenTrTustVeOT l" '"'^l
' T'n P' ^'i.

''''.' ""^ ^''' Majesty's justices of the peace for the said

justices (6;.
[county, &c.] by E. F. of , that, die. [here state the nature and circum-
stances of the case, as far as it shall be necessary to show the oifeuce and to

(a) This form is taken from Shelf. 5 & 6 Will.
on Highways, 161 ; see ante, p. 1078. 1062.

{b) This form is prescribed by the

4, c. 50 ; sec ante, p.
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briug it within tlie authority of the justice ; and, in doing that, follow the 32. Fortns.
words of the act as near as may be] : 2'hesc arc, therefore, to require you per-

'- '—
so;mlly to appear before me [or, " tlie j^istices to he assembled at tlizir j)etty ses-
sions {or special sessions for the hirjhicays) to be lioldcn at , in the said
cotmty, ttc. "], 071 the day of next, at the hour of in the
noon, to a^isivcr to the said complaint and infornuition nuule by the said E. F.,
wlio is liJceivisc directed to be then and tlure present to make good the sanu.
Herein fail not.

Given iiiuler my hand this day of

) Be it remembered, that on tlie day of , A. B. of , (29). Informa-
to wit. \ in the said county, infm-mctli and maketh oath befo^-e me "

, one of ^^^ (")•

her Majesty's justices of the peace for the said county, that of , in
the said county, [here describe the offence, with the time and place, and follow
the words of the act as near as may be], contrai-y to the statute in the fifth and
sixth year of the reign of his Majesty King William the Fourth, intituled An
Act, &c. [here set out title of act], which hath imposed a forfeiture
for the said offend.

Token and suborn the day of before me,

A. B.

) Be it remembered, that on tlie day of , in the year of our (30). Form of cou-

to wit. ) Lord , at , in the county aforesaid, A. B. came before iis
miction (6).

, of her Majesty's justices of tJie peace for the said county, and informed
us, that E. F. of , on the day of noio last past, at , in
the said county, did [set forth the manner described by the act], whereiopon the
said E. F., after being didy summoned, to answer the said charge, appeared
before us on the day of , in the said county, and Jutving heard the

charge alleged against him, decUired that he teas not guilty of the said offence ;

but the same being fully proved tipon the oath of G. H., a credible witness, it

manifestly appears to us tJie said justices that he the said E. F. is guilty of the

offence charged upmi him in the said information : It is therefm'c considered and,

adjudged by us the said justices, that the said E. F. be convicted, and we do
hereby convict him of the offence aforesaid ; and v-e do hereby declare and ad-
judge that the said E. F. hath forfeited the sum of of lawful money of
Great Britain, for the offence aforesaid, to be distributed as tlic law directs,

according to the form of the statute in that cctse nmde and, provided.
Given, tbc.

[This is to be inserted when the party refuses to appear upon the summons.
—After the words, "being duly summoned to atiswer the said charge," insert
" did not appear before us 2nirstiant to the said summons," or " did neglect and
refuse to make any defence against the said charge /' hit the same being ftilly

proved, &c., as before.]

[This is to be inserted when he confesses the charge.—After the words
"charge alleged against him," insert " acknowledged and voluntarily confessed

the same to be true ;" and it manifestly appears to us the said justices, dec, as

above.]

[The 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, gives a general form of information and convic- (S^)- Inforaiation

tion which wUl here apply, and will be found {ante, Nos. 29 and 30). This
f;t*'o'\vilf 4%°50

offence may be stated thus :]

—

s. 64, for not' cut-

'

That after the 20th day of March, a.d. 1836, toun't, on the day oj , ting down, .fee, a

A.D. 18 ,
in the parish aforesaid, in the county afrnxsaid, a certain ^''^^ '"'^^

[^Ts^eet^f'^the*'^
planted, called a , within tlie distance of fifteen feet from the centre of a centre of a car-

certain carriageway [or, " carttvay,"] to v:it, at the distance of [10] feet from riage-way.

(a) This form is prescribed by the of convictions in general, see " Con-

5 & 6 "Will. 4, c. 50; see ante, p. vidian." By sect. 97 of the above

1089. act, the justices are empowered to

{b) This form is prescribed by the award costs. See as to the form of

5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50 ; see ante, p. an order for the payment of costs,

1089. As to the form and requisites ante, \\t. "Conviction."

VOL. II. 4 1)
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H^tSljtoajJS tu General

the centre of tJie said way, the said tcay bei)ig then and there and at the sevcra

times liereinafter mentioned a highicay caMed , and then leading from

(see^ms^, p. 1141) the town of , in the cminty of ,
tovmrds and

unto the tou-n of , in the county of , and that the said C. D.,

being then and there and at the times hereafter mentioned, the oivner [or, " occu-

pier "J of the said land and soil, whereon the said tree was so planted as afore-

said, did not cut down, gitib up, and carry aicay the said tree, vHthin twenty-

one days after notice given on the day of , A.D. 18 ,to the said

C. D. by A. B., then tht surveyor of the said highimy, so to do, hvi then and

there wholly neglected so to do, contrary to the form of the statute, d-c. [Con-

clude as iu tlie forms given by the act.]

(32). Order for
owner of land to
prune hedges, and
cut down trees, on
5 & 6 Will.

9. 65 (rt).

At a special sessioiisfor the highways held at , in the [humlrcd] of

in the county of , on , the day of , in the year of our i

Lord , by justices of theiJeaccfor the said county, acting xvithin the said

i, c, 50, \liundred\
—— ) Wliercas comi^laint hath been made unto us by A. B., surveyor of the]

to wit. \ highways of the [parish] of , that a certain carriacjeway [or,

" cartivay "j leadingfrom to , is prejudiced by the shade of certain

hedges of A. 0., of , and extendingfrom to , and by divers

.

trees of the said A. 0., adjoining tlie said highivay, {not being trees i)lanted for

ornament m' for shelter to any 1i02>ground, house, building, or court-yard ofthei

said A.O.), groiving in and near such hedges and otherfences ofthe said A.O.,]

and that the sun and wind a/re excluded from such highimy to the damage \

thereof. _
I

And tvhei-eas the said A. 0., having been duly summoned to answer the saidX

complaint, hath made default in his appearance [let this agi'ee with the fact]. I

Noio we, upon duly coiisidering the circumstancxs of the case, do order, that such

hedges be cut, pila^shed, and 2>runed so (is not to exceed the height of

from the surface of the field, and that all such trees as grow in and near

such hedges, in tlie grounds occu2)ied by the said A. 0., near the said highway,
\

{oiot being trees plantedfor ornament or for sJielter to any hop-ground, house,

building, m' co\wt-yard, of the said A. 0.), be cut doion, or be 2)rtmed and lopped, !

so tlmt the sun and loind may not be excludedfrom such highivay to the damage
j

thereof; and loe do further order, that in case the said A. 0. shall not obeyi

this order within ten days after a cojjy of this order shall have been left at the I

t(sual place of abode of the said A. 0., or of his steward or agent, that then\

A. B., the said surveyor; do cut, p>~une, a7id plash such hedges, aiul cut down\
or prune ajid lop such trees, in maimer directed by this order, to the best ofhisl

skill andjudgment, and according to the true intent and meaning of the statiitcl

in such case made and2yrovided, aiul piroceed against the said A. 0. immediately^

cifterwardsfor recovenj of the 2}enalties and charges he will thereby incur.

Given under our hands andj seals, the d-ay and year first above torittcn.

33). Information [The 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, gives a general form of information and conviction I

and conviction on which will here apply and be found, ante (No. 29, 30). This offence may be

i''6Mo"eneraac^-
ft?t«d t^»« =3-^^^^ ...

ing on a carriage- U^^rjner], on the

way (6).

in the said c&untyf

day of in the year aforesaid, at the [parish] afore-

said, in the county afm'esaid, did encroach on a certain carriageway [or, " carl-

way"] there situate, and being then and there a highway then leading froin the^

town of , in the county of , toivards and unto the town of
tlie county afm-esaid, by then and there making [or, "causing to be made"]>
building [or, '^ hedge," "ditch," or, "fence,"] on the said carriageway [or,j

"cartway"] and highivay, %cithin the distance of fifteen feet from the centre of
the said carriageway [or, " cartway "] and highway [stating this according toj

the nature of the encroachment] ; contrary to the statute, d-c. [Conclude this]

as in the form given by the act. J

4). Information [The 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, gives a general fonn of information and convic-
an^ conviction on tion, which wiU here apply and be found ante, (No. 29, 30). State the

(«) See ante, p. 1045. (b) See ante, p. 1048.
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offence llius .]—ThaC O. D., of , in the said county {labourer], on the 32, Forms.
day of , in the year aforesaid, at the [lyarish] of in the county afore-

'- '-—
said, did nde upon a certain ivaggon [" cart," or " carnage "], drawn by, to ^- "i^i i°^ miscon-

toit, [two] horses, on a certain common Queen's hightvay, then leading from ^"':* °^
"Vor^fr

{(lost, p. 1141) the town of , in the county of , toivards and unto the
("'^ "' '''

^

toivn of , in the cotmty of , being then and tlierc ami at the
time he so rode upon the said tvaggon [^^cart,''^ or '' carriage "] the driver oj the

same, and there not being then ami there and at the time he so rode iipon the

same any other person on foot or on horsehaeh to guide the same, and the said
waggon [" cart," or ^'carriage "] not being then and tliere and at the time the

said C. D. was riding upon the said tvaggon [^' ca.rt," or " carriage"] driven
with] reins, nor then and there at the time he icas so ridi^ig as aforesaid con-
ducted by any person holding the reins of all the horses, then and there ami at
th-e time he was so riding as aforesaid drawing the same ; and the said C. D.

,

not being then and there and at the time he so rode upon the said waggon
["mr<," or, " carriage "] IM owner of the satne; [or, describing some other of
tlie offences within stat. 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 78, ante, p. 1052] ; contrary to

the statute, d'c. [Conchide as in the form given by the act]

[The 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, gives a general form of information and conviction, C^^}- The like on

which will here apply and be found, ante, (iSTo. 29, 30). State the offence limhel^&c^oi
thns -^—That CD., of , in the said county [labourer], on the day of highway (anf«,

, in the year aforesaid, at the [i^arish] of , in the county aforesaid, did P- 1056).

lay a large quantity, to toil, one cart load of dung, ['Hiviber, stone, hay, strait',

dung, ma/nure, lime, soil, ashes, rubbish, or other matter," as the case is], on a
certain hightvay there sitiiate and then leadingfrom the toicn of , in the

county of , toivards ami unto the town of , in the county aforesaid,

to the injury of tlie said highway [or, " to the injury," " interruption," or
*^ personal danger" ofpersons travelling onihe said highway," according to the
fact] ; contrary to the statute, d:c. [Conclude as in the form given by the act.]

To the constable [headborough or tithing-man] of—— ) IVhereas A. B., of , in the said county [yeoman, etc.], is this (M). AVarrantto

til ivit. \ day convicted before tis, two of her Majesty'sjustices ofthcjieace in and distrain for a for-

fur the said county, upon the oath of G. H., a credible ivitness, for that the said,
°' "'^

'

A. B. hath, [here set forth the offence, describing it particularly in'the words
of the act, as near as may be], contrary to the statute, in that case made and
provided ; by reason wliereof tlie ^aid A. B. hath forfeited the sum of , to

be distribtited as herein is mentioned, which he hath refused, to pay : These are

therefore in her Majesty''s name to command you, to levy the said sum oj
,

by distress of the goods and chattels of him the said A, B. ; and if within
the spo,ce of four days next after such distress by you taken, the said sum of

, together with the reasonable charges of taking and keeping the sa,me,

shall not be paid, that then you do sell the soAd goods ami chattels so by you dis-

trained, and out of the money a/rising by such sals that you do pay one-half of
the said sum of , to E. F. of , ivho informed me of tlie offence, and
the otlicr half of the said sum of to I. K., tlie surveym' of the parish
[" toivnshi])," 01; "^jfocc"] tvhere the said offence [" neglect '^ or, '^default"]
luippened, to be emjdoycd towards the repair of the said highways, returning the

overi^lus, iipon demand, to him the said A. B., the reasonable charges of talcing,

keeping, and selling tlie said distress being first deducted ; and if sufficient dis-

tress cannot be found of the goods and chattels of the said A. B. whereon to levy

the said sum of , that then you certify the saine to us, together with this

loarrant.

Given under our hands the day of , C. D.
E. F.

I, A. B., constable of the [parish, dv.] of , in the county of ,
do

(fJ,|gt]^ble"tobe
hereby certify and make oath, that by virtice of this ivarrant I have made dili- made upon war-

{0) This form is prescribed by the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50 j see ante, p.

105G.

4 D 2
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rant of distress

where no ef-

fects (o).

I^tgjjixiags in General
gent searcJifor the goods o/the within-nained

ficicnt goods ivhereoii to levy the loithin sum or

the day of

Sivorn hcforc me, the day and year, d-c.

and that I can find no suf-

. As vntness my haiul

A. B.

CD.

(38). Commitment ^^ ^^'^ [constuhle^ of , in the said county, ami to tJte keeper of the cor

for want of dis- moii gaol [or, " house of correctimi"] at , in tlie said county.
tress (6).

(39). Information
.against a parish
for a highway
being out of
repair (see anU,
p. 1085).

) Whereas A. B, of , in tlic said co^mty, yeoman, vjos, on the

to wit.
J day of , convicted before us, two ofher Majesty''s justices ofthe peace

in andfor tJw said county, tq^mi the oath of E. F., a credible witness, for that lie

the said A . B. [here set forth the ofTence], contrary to the statute made in the

fifth and sixth year of the reign ofKing William the Fourth, intituled An Act,

&c. [here set out title of act], by reason ivhereof the said A . B. hath forfeited

the stim of . And ivherects, on the day of , in the year afore-

said, ice did issue our warrant to tlic [constaMe] of , to levy the said sum
of by distress ami sale of the goods ami chattels of him tlie said A. B., and
to distribute the same according to the directions of the same statute : And
whereas it duly appears to los ujmu the oath of the said [^constablc'\, that the

said [constable] hath used his best endeavours to levy tltc said sum on the goods

and chattels of the said A . B. as aforesaid, but that no sufficient distress can be

had whereon to levy the same : These are therefore to command you the said

IconstabW] of aforesaid, to apprehe'nd the said A.B., andhim, safely convey to

the common gaol [or "house of correction"] at in the said county, ami thsre

deliver him to tlic Tceepcr thereof, together icith this precept. And v)e do hereby
also command you the saidkeeper to receive and kee}) in your custody, and to keep
to hard labour the said A. B. for the space of , unless the said sum shall be

sooner paid, pursuant to the said conviction and warrant; andfn' so doing this

shall be your sufficient u-arrant.

Givenunder our hands the day of , in the year of our Lord
a I).

E. F.

) Be it remembered that on the day of , a.d. 18 , J. B.,
to wit. ) of , in the eastern division of the county of Essex, builder, in-

formeth and makethoafJi before me , esquire, one, of her Majesty's justices i

of the peace for the said county of Essex, on the day of , in the year
J

of our Lord 18 , that there was and still is a certain common and public high-

way, situate, lying, and being in tJie 2)arish of aforesaid, in the county\

afoi-csaid, and within the eastern division of tlud county, used for all the liegeX

subjects of our lady the Queen and her predecessors, with their horses, coacJiesJ

carts and carriages, to go, return, pass, repass, ride and labour at all times of
the year, at their free will and pileasurc ; and tlmt a certain part of the said
highivay, situate, lying ami being v;holly and entirely in the said ^larish of

, being of the length, tluit is to say, of feet, and being of tlic breadth,

that is to secy, of feet, on the day of
'

, in the year of our Lord^
18 , and from thence continually until the exhibiting and making of this

information, was and yet is out of repiair and in great decay for want of duel
reparation and amendment of the same, so that the subjects of our said lady the}

Queen going, returning, passing and repassing, riding and labouring in audi
along the same, with their horses, coaclies, carts and carriages, could not, during

j

the time aforesaid, nor can they go, return, ^lass, repass, rick and labour, with-
out great danger, to the common nuisance of all the liege subjects of our suid\
lady the Queen in and along the said way, going, returning, 2>assing, repassing,

j

riding and labouring, and against Vie peace of our said lady the Queen, her
crown, and dignity ; and that the inhabitants of the said parish of , the\

said part of the said highivay.being so out of repair and in decay as oforesaid\
during all the time aforesaid, of right ought to have repaired and amended, and\
still of right ought to repair and amend, wJien and as often as it should or shall]
or may be nccessai'y as aforesaid, which said premises are contrary to tlie statute[

made in the sixth year of the reign ofhis late Majesty King William the Fourth,
intituled " An Act to consolidate and amend the Laws relating to Highwaysl

(a) This fonn is prescribed by the
5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50 : see ante, p.
1088.

(6) Id. As to the forms of Cdin-

mitmentsin general, see ante, ''Com- i

mUm^nt in Execution.

"
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in that part of Great Britain called England," ivJu'ch ludli imposed on the sur- 32. Fm-ms.
veyors of the Mghivays of the said parish of a forfe,iiure of a penalt]] not
exceeding the sum of 51. for the said offence.

Taken and sivorn this day of , a.d. 18 , before mc, A. B.

At a special sessions for tlie highivays in and for the eastern division of the ('*''|-. ^•'*^®^'''..

county of Essex, held at the Maid's Head Inn, in tJie of Thorpe, vjithin an'in'drctment't^
the said division, before , one of her Majesty''sjustices of the p)eace for the be preferred

eastern division of the county of Essex, acting in and for the said, division, on against a parish

Monday, the day of , in the year of our Lord 18 . Sghwa^to bl out
) Whereas information in writing, on the oath of J. B., of the XMrish of repair, and the

to wit. \ of , in the aforesaid division of the said county of Essex, buildxr, necessary wit-

j-7 7 , .7 I ^ to 7. -i -J 7 , nesses to DO sub-
a crcaible witness, was, on the day of , A.d. 18 , cxhibitea ami pojnacd in support
made unto , esquire, one of her Majesty's justices of the peace for tlie thereof(«)-

county of Essex, acting in and for the eastern division of the said, county, that

there was a certain common and public highivay, situate, lying and being in the

jmrish of aforesaid, in the county aforesaid, and in the eastern division of
that county, used, for all the liege subjects of our said lady the Queen and her

predecessors, with their horses, coaches, caris, and carriages, to go, return, pass,

repass, ride, ami labour, at all times of the year, at theirfree will and pleasure,

and that a certain i)art of the said highivay, situate, lying, and being wholly
and entirely in the said parish of , being of the length, to ivit, feet,

and of tlie breadth, to wit, feet, on the day of , in the year of
our Lord 18 , and from thence continually until the said exhibiting and
making of the said information vms out of reimir and in great decay for want
of due reparation and amendment of the same, so that the subjects of our said

lady the Queen going, returning, passing and repassing, riding ami labouring

inand aJong the same, ivith their horses, coaches, carts, and carriages, could not,

during the time aforesaid, nor could they then, go, return, 2}ass or repass, ride

and labour, without great danger, to tlie common nuisance of all the liege sub-

jects of our said lady tlie Queen in and along the said hightcay, going, returning,

passing, repassing, riding, and labouring, and against the peace of our said,

ladjj tlie Qu£en, her crotvn and dignity; and that the inhabitants ofthe saidi^aTish

of , the said part of the highway being so out of repair and in decay as

aforesaid during all tlie time afm-esaid, of right ought to have repaired and
amended, and then still of right ought to have repaired and a,memled, xvhen aiul

as often as it should or might be necessary, which said 2^remises tocre contrary to

tliz statute made in the sixth year of the reign of his lateMajesty King William
the Fourth, intituled "An Act to consolidate and amend the Laws relating to

Highways in that part of Great Britain called England."
And whereas the said did, in 2n(,rsuance of such information, aiulofthe

before-mentioned statute, duly issue his summons, requiring and ,

the surveyors of the highivays of the said, parish of to appear before the

said, justices to be assembled at their special sessions foi' the highways at the time

and p)lace above-mentioned.

And, whereas the said and , having been duly served with such sum-
inons, did ap2Jear in pursuance thereof before the said justices at the said special

sessions for tlie highioays above-nuntioned, and on the liearing of the said

summons at the said, special sessions, denied, on the behalf of the inhabitants of
tlie said parish of , the duty and obligation of the said inhabitants to repair

such part of the said hightcay as in the said information is described as being

out of rc2mir.

We, the undersigned justices, present at the said special sessions, do therefore

order and direct that the said do prefer a bill of indictment, and subposna

the necessary witnesses in support thereof at the next , against the inhabit-

ants of tlve said2Mrish, for suffering and permitting the said highway to be out

of repair as aforesaid.

Given under our hands ami seals the day of , and yearjirst

above written.

—— "1 The jurors for our lady the Queen, upon their oathptrcscnt, thatfrom (41). Indictrnent

to ivlt. J the time ivlicreof the memory of man runneth 7iot to the contrary, there
["yg^^^T, agatost

was and yet is a common and ancient Queen's higlitcay leading from [the town the parish '('').

(a) See ante, p. 1070. (6) Sec a gi-eat variety of forms in 3 Chit. C. L.
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32. Fomis.

M^'mdi'^% in (Keneral

Against indivi-

duals.

of , ill the county of ], towards mid unto [the market town of ,

in the county of ], usedfor all the liege subjects of our said lady tlie Qiieen,

and of her loredecessors, with their horses, coaches, carts, and carnages, to go,

return, pass, ride, and labour at all times of the year at their will and pleasure,

ami that a certain part of the same Queen's common highway, situate, lying,

and being in tJie [2}arish] of , in tJie county of aforesaid, beginning

at the place called , and so continued towards [the market town of ]

aforesaid, for the length of feet, and being of the breadth of feet, on

the day of , in the year of the reign of our said lady tJie

Queen, and continually afterwards until the day of the taking of this inquisi-

tion, v;as and yet is in great decay, for the want of due reparation and amend-
vient of the same : so that the subjects of our said lady the Queen passing and
travelling through the same with their horses, coaches, carts, and carriages,

could not d^iring the time aforesaid, nor yet can go, return, xkiss, ride, and
labour without great danger ; to the great damage and common nuisance of all

the liege subjects of our said lady the Queen passing throiogh that way, awl
against the p)eace of oicr said lady the Queen, her crown and dignity ; and that

the inhabitants of the said p'arislt, of , in the said county of , the

common highway aforesaid (so as aforesaid beiwj in decay) ought to repair and
amend, when and so often as it shall be necessary.

[Or, ^Hhat A. 0., of aforesaid, gentleman, ought, by reason of the

tenure of his lands and tenements, called , situate, lying, and being at

aforesaid, in the county aforesaid, to repair and amend the said highway,
when and so often as it shall be necessary," sec ante, p. 1070].

(42). Indictment
for not repairing
an ancient liorse

and footway (a).

43). Order for

particulars of
ways out of re-

pair (6).

"1 The jurors for our haly the Queen upon their oatli present, thai

to wit. ifrom the time whereof the memory of man runneth not to the contrary,
there was and yet is a certain common and, ancient highway, leadingfrom ,

in the county of , towards and unto , in the county of , for
all the liege subjects of our said lady the Queen, and her pre/l,ccessors, on Jwrse-
back and on foot, to go, return, 2kiss, ride, labour, ami drive their cattle at all

times of the year at their .will and jdcasurc, and that a certain 2K(rt of the same
comnnan highway, situate, lying, ami being v:ithin the [^>«r(A7t] of , in the

county of aforesaid, beginning at a place called , and so continued,

towards the said of , in the cm(nty of , aforesaid, of the length

ff feet, and the breadth of feet, on tlie day of , in the

year of the reign of , and continually aftervxirds ttntilthc day of
taking this inquisition, at the [parish^ of , aforesaid, in the county afm'c-
said, was and is yet very ruinous, miry,fileep, broken,[aml in'Jgrcat decay, for
leant of due reparation and amendment of the same, that the liege subjects of our
said lady the Queen by and through the same way with their horses and cattle

could not, during the time aforesaid, nor yet can go, return, 2^ass, ride, ami
labour as they ought and were wont to do, without great danger of themselves
and of their goods, to tlie great damage and common nuisance of all the licgc

subjects of our said lady the Queen, through the samehightoay going, returning,
passing, riding and labouring, and against tlie peace of our said lady the Queen,
her crown and dignity; and that tlie inhabitants of the same [2Kmsh] of ,

in the county aforesaid, the same common highway {so as aforesaid being in
decay) ought to repair and amend, when and so often as it shall be necessary.

The, king on the irroseeution of against
Upon hearing Mr. , of counselfor the prosecutor, and Mr. , of counsel

for the defendant, I do order that, upmi production of an affidavit by Mr.
(the defendant's attorney), thato^i readingthe indictment,heis unable to understand
all tlie precise tracks indicted, the attorney or agent for the prosecutor shall, at
the costs of the prosecutor, vjithin one week after the delivery of a copy of
Mr. 's affidavit to Mr. (the attorneyfor the prosecution) deliver to
the defendant's attorney a particular, in writing, of the several highways, x>acTc,

and primeways, and footivays, for the obstruction of tohich the bill of indict-
ment luis been preferred andfound; and that the prosecutor shall be 2n-ecluded,

(a) See a gi-eat variety of forms in

3 Chit. C. Z. '

' (b) See a. V. Marquis of Down-
shire, i Ad. tO E. 698, ante, p. 1075.



at the trial of the imliciment, from giving evidence respecting any otlter high- 32. Forms.
rcays, pack, and, primeivays, and footways, than those 7ia7ned in the ^inrticular. ——
The jjrosecuto?; with his aitorney and one surveyor, to be at liberty to go on the

premises on some one day, having given the defendant or his attorney tivo days'

previous notice of the time at lohich they ivill attend, and doing no unnecessary

damage to the premises.

Dated this dxuj of
.J. Parke.

And, A. B. ami (J. I)., two of the inhabitants of the said, parish of B. by (44.) Plea of ge-

E. F., their attorney, for themselves ami the rest of the inhabitants of the said neral issue by

parish, come into court here, and halving heard the said indictment read, sa,y,
'^^"^ ^°'''

that they arc not guilty of the said iJremises in the said indictment above specifiedj

and, charged iqion themj ami of this they ptt,t themselves upon the country, &c.

And J. S. and J. N., two of tlie inhabitants of a certain district or toimiship (-li). Plea, that a

called
, in the said parish of , by Y. Z., their attorney, for tJiem-

of the parish if
°"

selves and the rest of the inhabitants of the said district or township, co'me into bound to re-

court here, and having heard the said indictment read, say, tliat our lady the pair(&).

Queen ought not further to 2>rosecute the said indictment, so far as respieets the

inhabitants of the district or township aforesaid ; because they say tJuct the said

parish of is, and,, from time lohereof the memory of man is not to the con-

trary, hitherto has been divided into three districts or toicnships called A., B.,

and C. ; and that tlie inhabitants respectively of the several districts or town-
ships of A . and C. have, from time whereof the memory of man is not to the

contrary, hitherto been used and accustomed to repair and amend the several

and respective highways situate and lying in their said resj)ective districts o/r

townships, independently of each other ; and tlutt so much of the said highway
in the said iiulictment mentioned as leadsfrom to , lies within the

said district or toumship of A., and so much of the said highway as leadsfrom
to , lies ivithin the said district or township of B. , aiid so much of

the said highway as leadsfrom to , lies within the said district or

township of C. ; and that the said part of the said highway in the said indict-

ment described to be ruinous, jnxiry, deep, broken, and in great decay, lies in

that part of the said 2>arish of , called the district or toimiship of C; and by

reason of the pi'cmiscs aforesaid, the inhabitants of the said district or township

of G. ought to repair and anund the part of the said hightoay last aforesaid,

independently of the inhabitants of the said district or township of A., in the

said parish; and this they the said J. S. and J. N. are ready to verify ; where-

fore, for themselves and the rest of the inhabitants of the said, district or toion-

ship of A., they pray judgment, and that they and the rest of the said inha-

bitants of the said district or township by the court liere may be dismissed and,

discharged,from the said premises in the said imlictnunt above specified.

(a) See forms, 4 Chit. C. L. and Queen in tins behalf clotli tlie like."

Arch. C. L., &c. See the observa- If the plea be pleaded to an informa-

tions, ante, p. 1075. In making ui> tion, then the similiter is added

the record, if the plea be pleaded to thus:—"And the said attorney-

an indictment at the assizes or ses- general (or coroner and attorney) of

sions, the similiter is added thus :

—

our said lady the Queen, who pro-

" And G. H., who prosecutes for our secutes as aforesaid for our said lady

said lady the Queen in this behalf, the Queen, doth the like.

"

doth the like ;" but if the plea be (6) See ante, p. 1076. The iuh.i-

pleaded to an indictment in the bitants of B. should, it seems, in

Queen's Bench, the similiter is added this case plead a similar plea ; and

thus:—"And G. H., Esq., coroner the inhabitants of C. should plead

and attorney of our said lady the the general issue. See the prece-

Queen, in the court of our said lady ' dents, C. 0. 0. 392 ; 6 Went. 394,

the Queen, before the Queen herself, 410, 411.

who prosecutes for our said lady the
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32. Forms

f^igljbja^s m ffieneraU

(40). Replication
thereto.

[Commencement as infra, Xo. 48, to the asterisk, * and then thus :]

—

that

the inhabitants respectively of the several districts or toivnships of A. and C.

have not, from time lohereof the memory of man is not to the contrary, hitherto

been iised or accustojned to rcjmira'tid amend the several and respective highicays

situate and lying in their said respective districtsor townships independently ofeach
other ; and this he tlie said 0. H. prays may be inquired of by the countrir, &c.

[Or the prosecutor may traverse the fact of the part of the road out of repair

being within the district of C]

(47). Plea, that
others, ratinne
tenurce, are bound
to repair (a).

(4''). Replication
thereto.

And A. B. and 0. D., tivo of the inhabitants of the said parish of B., by

E. F. their attorney, for themselves and the rest of the inhabitants of the said

parish {exceeding one A. C), come into court here, and havhuf heard the said

indictment read, say, that our lady the Queen ought not furtlier to prosecute the

said indictment against the inhabitants of the ]}arish last afvresaid {excepting

the said A. C. as aforesaid) ; because they say, tlmt as to the said part of the

said highioay in the said indictment described to be ruinous, miry, deep, broken,

and in great decay, the said A. C, by reason of his tenure of certain lands and,

tenements called , lying and being in tlie said parish, ought to repair ami
amend the said part of the said highv'ay so alleged to be ruinous, miry, deep,

broken, and in decayas aforesaid, when and so often as there should be occasion,

[as tlie said A. C, ami all those %uho heUl the said lands ami tenements Jor the

time being, fro7n time whereof the memory of inan is not to the contrary, hitherto

vxre icsed ami accustonud, mid of right ought to do, and the said A. C. still of
right ought to do"]. And this they the said A. B. and C. D. are ready to verify

;

wherefore they pray judgment, and that they and the rest of the inhabitants of
the said parish of B., {excepting the said A. C. as aforesaid), by the court Jierc

may be dismissed and discharged from the said premises in the said indictment
above specified.

And hereupon 0. H., [the clerk of the peace, or clerk of tlie arraigns], who
prosecutes for our said lady the Queen in this behalf, says, that, by reason of
any thing in the said ptlea, above pleaded in bar alleged, our said lady the Queen
ought not to be precluded from prosecuting tlie said indictment against the said
inhabitants of the said parish of B.; because he says,* that the said A. C. ought
not to repair or amend the said part of the said highway so alleged to be ruinous,
miry, deep, broken, and in decay as aforesaid, by reason of his said tenure, in

^nanncr and form, as in and by the said plea'is above supposed and alleged :

and this he the said 0. H. prays may be inquired of by tlic country. A ml the

said A. B. and, C. D., for themselves and the rest of the inJuibitants of the

parish of B. aforesaid, do the like. Therefore let a jury, d-c, dv.

C49). Indictment
for encroaching
upon a highway
by building
thereupon (6).

The jurors for our lady the Queen upon their oath present, that
to wit. \ A. 0., on the day of , in the year of our Lord, at

, in and tipon a certain common highway, in a certain pdaee, commonly
called

, there, leading from towards and unto , by a certain
building there, containing in length feet, ami in breadth feet, by the
said A. 0. erected and built, hath unlaufidly and unjustly encroaclied, and
doth yet eneroach, and the building aforesaid, so as is aforesaid erected, and built
by him the said A. 0., from {ante, p. \l4t2) tJic aforesaid day of in
the year afm-esaid, unto the day of exhibiting this information at , afore-
said, in the county aforesaid, imth force a^ul arms imlatvfully and unjustly

{a) See an/e, p. 1077. See a i>lea

by the inhabitants of a parish that a
private individual is liable to repair
ratione clausurce. {R. v. Mawgan,
(3 N. cO P. 502), and see the
precedents |.iu C. C. C. 322, 391

;

4 Went. 162, 171, 176, 184 ; 6 Went.
411.)

{b) See ante, p, 1065. See a form
of an indictment for obstructing a

liighway by building or continuing a

buUding upon it. (4 Went. 181,

191 ; 1 Ad. & E. 822.) And, fas tO

the form of an indictment for not
repairing a liouse standing on the

highway, ruinous and likely to fall

down, see Lord, llaym. Entries, 25;
Jii^g. V. Watts, 2 Lord Itaym. 856

;

1 Salk. 357, S. C. ; and see a variety
of precedents, 3 Chit. C. L.
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Jicdh continued, and doth continue, hij reason whereof the coni'imn highwai/ 32. Fomis.
aforesaid hath become and is greatly straitened, so that the liege subjects of the

said lady the Queen upon and through the.^anie common highioay aforesaid, tvith

their horses, carts, and carriages, cannot go, pccss, ride, and labour as they

ought and v:ere xoont to do, to the great aiid common nuisance of all the liege

subjects of the said lady the Queen, in and throicgh thi said common highway
going, passing, riding, and labouring, and against the peace of the said lady
the Queen, Iver crown awl dignity.

) The jurorsfor our said lady tJie Queen upon their oath present, that (-jO). Indictmont

to loit. \ whereas from the time whereof tlw memory of man runneth not to the
[[|^i^"?'°f

™^ ^^"^

contrary, tJbc liege subjects of our said lady the Queen luvd and lawfully used a °

certain common highivay at , in the said county, in a certain place tlicre,

called , leadingfrom (ante, p. 1141) [tlie town of ], towards and unto
[the totvn oj ], for themselves and, their goods, without any stoppage or hin-
durance by any ditches, Jtedges, or other obstacles whatsoever; nevertheless, one
A. 0., on the dxty of , in the year of the reign of , loith

force and arms, at aforesaid, in tlie county of aforesaid, in the

place aforesaid, called , upon thr, common highway aforesaid, a certain

ditch and quickset hedge did, make, and the said ditch and quickset hedge so as

((foresaid made, doth yet continue and keep; to the great stopipage and hindrance

of the liege subjects of our said lady the Queen passing in and through tlie said
common hightcay, and against the peace of our said lady the Queen, her croivn

and dignity.

• ) The jurorsfm- our lady the Queen upon their oath present, tliat A. 0., (51)- Iiniietmcnt

(o wit. \ on the day of , in the year of the reign of our lady
^°J'

\^^^^^^^^^^
the now Queen Victoria, and on divers other days and times, as well before as yons on a high-

'

afterwards, vnth force and arms, at , in the said county, in and ujwn a way (a).

certain Queen's common highioay there, leading from (ante, p. 1141) to-

wards and unto [the toicn of ], divers grea,t pieces of timber put and placed,

and ccmscd to be init and placed, and tlie same great jncees of timber so as afore-

said put and placedfrom the aforesaid day of , in the year
aforesaid, until the day of exhibiting this information, in and upon the Queen's
common hightcay aforesaid, to be, lie, and remain, hath permitted, and doth
still permit, to the grievous aiul common nuisance of all the liege subjects of tlie

said lady the Queen, upon and through the Queen's common highivay aforesaid,

going, passing, riding, and travelling, and against the peace of our said lady
tlie Queen, her crotvn ami dignity. [Or, , a great quantity

of dang and otlier filth, by reason ivhereof divers hurtful, noxious, and un-
wlwlesome smells from the said dujig and other filth dAd, then and there arise,

and, thereby the air there became, was, and is- corrupted and infected.

Or, cart-loads of rubbish , by reasomohcreof the said, highway for
the whole time aforesaid was straitened and, obstructed, so that the liege subjects

of our said lady the Queen could not sofreely pass and repass about their lawful
business, through the said common highivay there, as they ought and. have been

accustomed, .]

) The jurors for our lady the Queen upon their oath present, that W, J. (52). Indictment

lo wit. j a-nd J. P., on the day of , in the year ofour Lord, ^"^^^f'b""^*
at the jMrish of aforesaid, in tlie county aforesaid, in, U2)on, and across a erecting a gate,
certain common highway there, called , ami leadingfrom {ante, p. 1142) <Jic., across it (&).

a certain place called , towards and unto a certain otlier place called,

, in tlie county aforesaid, unlawfully and injuriously did put, pilace,

a,ml erect a certain gate, and divers p)osts, rails, and fences, and did, tlien and
there lock and fasten u]i the said gate, and from thence continually afterwards,

{a) See ante, p. IO06. See forms ing a gate across it (6 Went. 401

—

of indictments for obstructing a high- 405 ; R. v. Botfield, 1 C. d; Mar.
way by laying soil ((:', C. 0. 303) and 151); by ]ilacing carts upon it for

rubbish upon it. (C. 0. 0. 315.) the sale of vegetables, (C. C. C. 305) ;

(b) See ante, p. 1051. See precc- by digging holes in it, (C C. C. 303,

dents, of indictments for obstructing 314) ; by digging a horsepond and
a highway by continuing a hedge erecting a cistern in it, (f. C. C,

across it, (C. C. C. 307) ; by erect- 304).
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S?. ForDis.

Second count.

Tliird count.

^igftbjags in ffieneraL

until the day of takviuj this inqtcisitimi, have unlawfullij and injurlously up-

held, maintained, and contimied the said gate, 'posts, rails, and fences, so init,

placed, and erected as aforesaid, and so locked and fastened as aforesaid, in,

ttpon, and across the said highway,* xclicreby the said hiyhicay hath for and
durinrj all the time aforesaid been greatly obstructed and stopped up, so that the

liege subjects of our said lady the Queen could not, during the time aforesaid,

go, return, pass and repass, ride, aiul labour, loith their horses, coaches, carts,

and other carriages, in, through, and along the said hightoay, as they ought to

have done, and were uont and aceustonud to do, to the great damage and. com-

Dion nuisance of all the liege subjects of our lady the noto Quten, going, return'

ing, passing, repassing, riding and labouring through and, along (lie said high-

way, to tJie evil example of all others, and against the p)'^('^'^ of our said lady the

Queen, her crown and dignity. And the jurors aforesaid, iqion their oath aforc-

soAd, furtlier present, that th^-. said W. J. and J. P., well knoiving the p)remises,

on the duif of , in the year of the reign aforesaid, amifrom
thence continually afterwards until the day of taking this inquisition, at the

p)arish aforesaid, in tlie county afm-esaid, in, upon, and across a certain other

common highvxty there, called , in. the parish aforesaid, in the county

aforesaid, unlaufully and injuriously did uphold, maintain and continue a
certain gate, and divers jjosts, rails, andfences, befm'e then ivrongfully and in-

juriously p)ut) 'placed and erected as (foresaid, in, upon, and across the said

highivay, the said gate being locked andfastened. [Conclude as in first count

from the *.] And the jurors aforesaid, upon tlieir oath aforesaid, furtlier pre-

sent, that the said W. J. and J. P., on the day of , in the

year of the reign aforesaid, and, from thence continually afterwards until the

day of taking this inquisition, at the parish aforesaid, in the county aforesaid,

in, upon, and across a certain oilier common highway there, called , in

the piarish aforesaid, in the county aforesaid, unlawfully and injuriously didA

upheld, maintain, and continue a certain gate, locked and fastened, in, upon,\

and across the said highway. [Conclude as in iirst count from the *.]

(53). ludictuieut
for a nuisance to
a neighbourhood,
and obstructing a
highway, by ex-
hibiting wild
beasts, wax-work,
&c., playing
music, and at-

tracting numbers
of persons to-

gether (a).

Hie jurorsfor our lady tlie Queen upoii their oath 2yresenf, that A. C.,\

to loit.
J

J. D., and T. A., mi tlie day of , in the year of
our Lord, and on other days and, times between that day and the day of taking\

this inquisition, at the parish of , in the county aforesaid, near U7itoi

divers jmblic streets, being the Queen's common highways, and also near unto

the chvelUng-liouses, shop)s, residences, andpremises of divers liege subjects of our

said lady the Queen there situate, and being unlaivfully and injuriously in

certain messuage and p>reniises there, did keep and maintain, and cause, am%
procure, and suffer, and j^ermit to be kept and inaintained, divers beasts, quud^
rupeds, birds, and animals, and also divers figures and pieces of wax-work, ana
other goods, and chattels, for the purpose, amongst other things, of exhibitiiu

the same for profit and reicard, and did then and there unlawfully and injit\

riously induce, pei'suadc, solicit, and attract, and cause, and procure, an
suffer, andpei-mit to be induced, persuaded, solicited, and attracted, divers idl

and disorderly and other persons to walk into and about the said messuage am
2)remises to view and see the said quadrupeds, birds, and animals, figtires, an
pieces of wax-u'ork, and other articles, things, goods, and chattels ; and did al»

then and there unlawfully and injuriously blotc, sound, strike, and j)lay onA
and, cause, and procure, ami suffer, awl permit to be blown, sounded, sti-uck^

and played on, divers horns, trumpets, clarionets, hautboys, p)anfipipes, fifes, am
otlier musical instruments, in, upon, and about the said nussuage and pre-t,

mises, so as thereby and therewith to make divers loud, noisy, harsh, dis'\

cordant, and unpileasant sounds and noises, and unlavfully and, injuriouslt
did then and there by means of the premises, caiise, and, pirocurc, and suffer, rtM«]

permit divers idle and disorderly a)\d other persons to collect, meet, congregate
and assemble together in one of the said public streets and highicays callet

street, opp)osite and near to and about the said messuage and prr^

(a) See ante, p. 105G ; and .sec

other forms of indictments for nui-

sances, post, "Nuisance." And see

form of an indictment for obstnicting

a highway by exhibiting eftigies at i

window, and thereby attracting i

crowd. (Ji. V. Carlisle, 6 C. it- P."

637.)
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mines, aiid there to remain and continue together in crowds and ccssenihlagcs, 32. Forms.
so that by reason of the said several premises, not only the said street and
hidhivay called street, and other the streets and highwaijs there, then,

and on the said several otlicr days and times, for and during all the time

aforesaid, on each of the said days and times were greatly ohstructed, so that

tlve liege subjects of our said lady the Queen coiM not then and on tlic said

other days and times go, return, pass, re-2)ass, ride, ami labour, on foot, and
with their horses, coaclies, carts, and, other carriages, in, through, and along

the said last-mentioned street and highway as tJiey ought and were wont and
accustomed to do, but also tlie said subjects of aur lady the Queen dioelling,

occupying, iising, residing, and living in their said d\oelling-houses, shops,

residences, ami premises, near to and about tJie said messuage and premises,

wherein the said beasts, quadnqjcds, birds, animals, Jigurcs, and pieces of icax-

work, and the said other articles, things, goods, and chattels were so kept and
maintained as aforesaid, and in, upon, and about which, the said hoi'ns, tricni'

pets, clarionets, hauthoys, panspipes, fifes, drums, andj other musical instruments

loere so bloicn, sounded, struck, ami iJlO'ycd on as aforesaid, then, and on tlic

said several otlicr days and times, for and during all the time aforesaid, on
each of the said days ami times, were greatly annoyed, disturbed, and incom-
moded in the use, occupation, and enjoyment of their said dwelling-houses,

sJwps, residences, cond premises, and greatly obstructed, interruvted, and injured

in the eixrcise of their respective lawful professions, trades, businesses, and
transactions therein, and thereby also the liege subjects of our said lady the

Queen in, through, upon, and cdong the said streets and hig/iivays there, and
upon the said other days and times, going, returning, passing, re-passing,

riding and labouring, were greatly annoyed, endangered,, and incommoded, to

the great damage ami common nuisance of all the liege subjects of our said, lady
the Queen, going, returning, j'xissing, re-passing, riding and, labouring in,

through, and along the said several streets and highways, and of the said liege

subjects of our said lady the Queen occupying, using, residing, and living in
their said, dwelling-houses, shops, residences, and 2}>'emises ; to the evil examp)lc

of all others, aiul against the peace of our said lady the Queen, her crown and
dignity. And the jurors aforesaid, on their oath aforesaid, do further present,, Second count
that tlic said A. C, J. D., and T. A., on the day of in the

year of our Lord, and on other days ami times between tlmt day and the day of
taking this iiuiuisition, at the parish aforesaid, in the county aforesaid, near
unto divers public streets being the Queen's common highways, and also near
unto the dwelling-houses, shops, residences, and, premises of divers liege subjects

of our said, Icaly the Queen tJiere situate and being, unlawfully and injuriously

did cause, and procure, and suffer, and permit, divers idle and disorderly and,

other iKrsons to collect, meet, comjrcgatc, and assemble together in one of the said

public streets and highways, called , and there to remain together in

crowds and assemblages, so tlmt by reason of the said several premises not only
the said street ami highway called , and other the streets and highways
there, then and on the said several other days and, times, for and, during all the

time aforesaid, on each of the said days and times, were greatly obstructed, so

tJutt the liege subjects of our said lady the Queen could not then, and on the said,

otlicr days and times, go, return, pass, 7'e-j)ass, ride, and labour in, through,

and along the said last-mentioned street and highvjays, as they ought, and iverc

wont and accustomed to do, but also the said subjects of our said lady tlic Queen
dwelling, occupying, using, residing, and living in their scoid dwelling-houses,

shops, residences, and premises, then and on the said several other days and
times, for and during all tlie time afo^'esaid, on each of the said days and
times, were greatly annoyed, disturbed, and incommoded in the use, occupation,

and enjoyment of their sa,id dwelling-houses, shops, residences, and premises,

and, greatly obstructed, intcrriqited, and injured in the exercise of their respective

lawful 2»'ofessions, trades, businesses, and transactions therein, to the great

damage and common nuisance of all the liege subjects of our said lady the

Queen going, returning, passimj, re-j)assing, riding and labouring in, through,

and along the said several streets and hightoays, ami of tlie liege subjects of our

said lady the Queen, occiqiying, using, residing, and living in their said dwel-

ling-houses, sho2)s, residences, and premises ; to the evil exanqyle of all others,

and against the peace of our lady the Queen, her croion and dignity. And the Tliird count.

jurors aforesaid, upon their oath aforesaid, further present, that the said A. C,
J. D., and T. A., on the day of , in the year aforesaid, and
on divers other days and times aftericards and before the day of the taking of
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32. Foi-ms. this inqumtion, at tM parish aforesaid, in the county aforesaid, near unto
clivers public streets ami highways there, aiid also near to tltc dwellings, sliops,

residences, and premises of divers siibjects of our said lady the Queen there

situate, unlawfully and injuriously did, in a certain messuage ami 2>remises

there, keep and maintain, and s'.iuse, and jn-ocure, and suffer, and permit to be

kept and inaintained, divers tame and mild beasts a/ad quadrupeds, birds and
animals ; and thereby divers noisome, offensive, and unwholeso7ne sinells, and
stenches during the time aforesaid, on the said several days and times aforesaid,
were emitted^ and issued from and. nut of the said messuage atul premises, aiul

from tJie excrement, dung, and filth made and created by and, from tJte said
beasts, quadrupeds, birds, aiul animals, so that tlic air then ami tlure teas and
is greatly corrupted, offensive, uncomfortable, and unwholesome, to the great

damage and common nuisance of the subjects of our said lady the Qu^en there

inhabiting, being, and residing, and going, returning, and passing in, along,
and through the said streets and highvmys ; to the evil example of all others,

and against the peace of our said lady the Queen, her croion and dignity.

(54). Indictment
for stopping up a , ..

watercourse, tw t.it.

whereby the high- of
way IS over-
flowed (a).

The jurorsfor our lady the Queen upon their oath present, that A. 0.,

the day of , in the year of our Lord, cit the parish
in tlie county aforesaid, a certain ancient icatercourse, adjoining to

the Queen's common highway, icithin the said parish, leading from [the toivn

of , in the cotmty aforesaid], towards and unto , ivilh gravel and
other materials, unlawfully ami injuriously did obstruct and stop up, and the

said UMtercourse so as aforesaid obstructed and stopj)ed upfrom tlie said
day of , in the year aforesaid, until the day of the taking of this uiquisi-

lion at the parish aforesaid, in tlie county aforesaid, unlawfully and injuriously
hath continued and still doth continue, by reason whereof tlie rain and waters
that xoere wont and ought to floio and pass through the said watercourse on the

same day and year, aiui divers other days and times afterwards, between that

day and the day of tlie taking of this inquisition, did overflow and remain in
the Queen's common highivay aforesaid, and thereby the same was and yet is

greatly hurt and spoiled ; so that the liege subjects of our said lady the Queen
through the same icay with tJieir horses, coaches, carts, and carriages, then and
on the said other days and times, could not nor yet can go, return, pass, ride,

and labour, as they ought and were loont to do, to the great damage wndcmnmon
nuisance of all the liege subjects of our said, lady the Queen through the sanu
highicay going, returning, passing, ridiiig, and labouring, ami against thepeace

of our said lady the Queen, her crown and dignity.

(oo). Indictment
for obstructing
the navigation of
a public river [0).

Gloucestershire, ) The jurors for our lady the Queen upon their oath present,

to wit. S that the river Severn, thcit is to say, a certain part of the said

river lying ami being in the county of Gloucester, is, andfrom the time icliereof

the memory of man is not to the contrary, hath been an ancient river, and, the

Queen's ancient and common highivay, for all the liege subjects of our lady the

Queen and her predecessors, ivith their ships, barges, lighters, boats, wherries,

ami other ves'icls, to navigate, sail, row, puss, re-pass, and labour, at their tcill

and ideasure, withotit any imjiediment or obstruction ichatsoever. And the

jurors aforesaid, upon tJieir oath aforesaid, do further pii'csent, that J. S., on
the third day of August, in the year of our Lord, at the parish aforesaid, in
the county aforesaid,, unlawfully, wilfully, and injuriously did [erect, jidz, put,

place, and set in the said river, and Queen's ancient and common highway there,

'near a certain place called Guy's Shard, a certain snare, trap, machine, aiul

engine, com,monly called Putts, for the taking and catching of fish, and com-
posed of wood, wooden stakes, ami twigs; and that he the said J. S., on the

said, third day of Atigust, in the year last aforesaid, and on divers other days
ami times betv:een that day and the day of the taking this inquisition, toith force

and anns, at the parish aforesaid, in the county aforesaid, in the said river and.

Queen's ancient ami common highway there, the said snare, trap, machine, m"'

((i) See a similar fonu of iiidict-

luent, C. C. C. 306.

{b) See ante, \^. li75, This fonu

is taken from Arch. Criiii, Pleadings
unci Eviil,, 15th ed. 777.
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engine, called Putts, imlaxofully, wilfidhj, and injurioushj did cmitinw, and 32. Forms.
still doth continue, so erected, fi^xd, 2)iU, placed, and set in the said river and ——

—

Qxoeen's ancient and common highvjay a^ aforesaid] ; by 'means vjhereof the

'lUivigation and free passage of, in, through, along, and upon the said river
Severn, and the Queen's ancient and common highway, on the day and year
aforesaid, and on the said other days and times, hath been, ami still is, greatly
straitened, obstructed, ami confined, to wit, at the parish aforesaid, in the

county aforesaid, so that tlie liege subjects of our said lady the Queen, navigu'
ting, sailing, rowing, 'passing, re-jjaising, and labouring with their ships,

barges, UglUers, boats, wlierries, and other vessels, in, throitgh, along, a^id xcpon •

the said river, and Queen's ancient and common highway there, on the same
day and year aforesaid, and on the said other days and times, could not, nor
yet can, go, navigate, sail, row, pass, re-pass, and labour with their ships,

barges, lighters, boats, vjherrics, and other vessels, up)on and about their lawful
and necessary affoArs and occasions, in, through, along, and upon the said
river and Queen's ancient and common highway there, in so free and uninter-
rupted a manner as of right tJiey ought, and before have been used and ctccicstoined

to do ; to the great damage atid common nuisance of all the liege subjects of our
said lady the Queen, navigating, sailing, rowing, passing, re-passing, and, ,

labouring with their ships, barges, lighters, boats, wlierries, and otlier vessels,

in, through, along, and tcpon tlie said river Severn, and Queen's undent and
common highway there, to th-c great obstruction to the trade a.nd navigation of and
upon the said river, to the evil example of all others in the like case offending,
and against the peace of our lady the Queen, her croivn and dignity.

) Wc, tico of her Majesty's justices of the peace for the county of (^6). Certificate

to wit.
\ , acting in and for the said county, do hereby certify that v:e

thatan''indicted
liave this clay viewed and a certain part of a common and ancient road is in good
Queen's highicay leading [here describe the road], indicted at tlie last repair.

assizes [or, "at the last gciieral quarter sessioiis of the peace"] for the said
county, tend that the said highivay so indicted as aforesaid is now in good and
siifficient repair, and likely so to continue.

Given umler our hand.s and seals this day of • .

/. P. (L.S.)

K. P. (L.S.)
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J.HE highways of the kingdom are frequently by local acts plaof^d

ixnder the jurisdiction of trustees (a).

These highways are popularly called i^?/r«j>//i 6 roads {h), to distinguisli
them from other highways. But turnpike roads are highways, and
the parishes in which they are situate are liable to be indicted for their
non-repair. (See post, p. 1068.)
By the simple system of the common law, whenever a highway was

out of repair, the inhabitants of the parish were bound, by actual
labour;thereon, to reinstate it in good order. Under the highway acts
a ministerial agent is appointed to superintend the management of
highways ; actual labour is permitted to be compounded for in money

;

(but see the present law, ante, p. 1025) ; and a power is given to raise
funds by assessment for eflfecting those repairs, or of other improve-
ments to which the common-law provisions may prove inadequate

;

whilst by the turnpike acts an additional body are appointed, who are
made, as it were, the proprietors of the road, but nevertheless upon
trust for the public. They are empowered to bargain and sell, and to
enter into stipulations to raise money by mortgage, and, which is the
most important of their privileges, they are authorised to levy a tax,
the receipts of which are to be applied to the repair and improvement
of the roads which are placed under their management. {Wellhelnved
on Higkw^iys, 180 ; and see jwsf.)

Generally speaking, it is enacted by the local acts that they shall
continue and be in force only for a limited period. But an act of
Parliament is passed from time to time for the purpose of corftinuing
them for a cei-tain period. Some local acts are sometimes excepted
from the provision of these annual acts.

Besides these local acts there are certain general acts, which, with,
certain excej^tions which will be hereafter mentioned, (see 2'>o^ii P-

'

1156), are ajiplicable to all turnpilce roads, {iwst, p, 1155). These
general acts are treated of in the following pages.
The powers (c) of the trustees of a turnpike road depend upon the

^

act under which they are appointed, and the above general acts.

(rt) ^ee post, p. 1157.
(b) The ordinary meaning of the

words "turnpike road" is, a road
upon which a turnpike is lawfully
erected, and the pul)lic are bound to
pay tolls. {Northam Bridge and
Jioads Com/panyY. London and South

-

nmpto7i Jiailiva)/ Companii, 6 M. <f;

W. 428.) Et per iMXiX Abi.ian-—'' \
turnpike road is a road across -wliicli

turnpike gates arc erected and tolls

taken, and such roads existed pre-
vious to the passing of the 13 Geo. 3,

c. 84, and independently of that
statute altogether. A ' turnpike
road ' means a road having toll gates
or bars on it, which were origiiially

called ' turns,' and Avere first con-
structed about the middle of the last

century. Certain individuals, with
a view to the repair of particular

roads, subscribed amongst themselves
for that purpose, nml orectcd gates

upon the roads, taking tolls froral

those who passed through them.
These were violently opposed at first,

and petitions were presented to Par-

liament against tliem ; and acts were
in consequence passed for thoir regu-
lation. This was the origin of turn-

pike roads. The distinctive mark of I

a turniiike road is, the right of turn-
ing back any one who refuses to ]iay

,

toll." (<S'. C. ; and see 11. v. Trustte^^

of Great Dover-street lioad, 5 Ad. <fc

i,'. 693 ; 3 Imp. Burn's Justice, 114 ;

WelllKlored on Higlnvays, 180 ; and
see The Nortliam Bridge and Jtoad.t

Company v. The London and South-
ampton Railway Company, 3 Jtmst,
886, V. C. where a road was held not
to be a turnpike road within the
meaning of a local act).

(c) See 2'ost, p. 1164, as to the
powers of trustees.
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The following arrangement has been adopted with a view of bringing
all the clauses iu the above general acts relating to the same matter
together in the same clause ; but as subjects of varied import are
blended together in the same clause, frequent references only have
been preferred to the repeated insertion of the same clause.

I. Statutes repealed, p. 1155.

II. Provisions of certain Acts extended to all Local Turnpike Acts,

and Consolidafio7i of General Turnpike Acts, p. 1155.

III. Exceptions from Operation of Acts, p. 1156.

IV. Explanation of Words in Acts,
i}.

1157.

V. Trustees, p. 1157.

1. Who are, their Qualifications and Oaths, p. 1158.

2. Disqualified from acting when interested, or being Vic-

tuallers, Lessee of Tolls, &c,, p. 1160.,

3. Not to hold Place of Profit, or he concerned in certain

Contracts, p. 1161.

4. Property vested in, p. 1163.

5. Their poivers in general, p. 1164.

6. Their Meetings ; ivhen to he held ; Proceedings at, &c.

p. 1166.
'

7. Their Books of Account,-^. 1168.

8. Statement of their Dehts to he made out and laid hefore

Secretary of State, &c., p. 1170.

9. Sinking fund to he formed for payment of Deht, p. 1173.

10. To pay halance in hand on expiration of trust to parishes,

p. 1177.

11. Personal Liahility of Trustees, p. 1177.

12. Actions by and against, p. 1180.

YI. Officers, p. 1182.

1. In general. Their Appointment, Removal, Accounts,
and Liabilities, p. 1182.

2. Treasurer and Clerk, p. 1185.

3. Surveyor and Clerk, p. 1186.

4. Collector and Receiver, j). 1187.

VII. Making and Diverting, <fcc. Roads, Footpaths, dr. p. 1190.

1. Powers and Duties of Trustees as to, in general, p. 1190.

2. Purchasing, &c.. Lands, &c. p. 1194.

3. Stopping up and selling old Roads, &c. p. 1203.

4. Agreements to subscribe for, d'c. j). 1205.
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VIII. Repairs, &c. p. 120G.

1. Who liable to, in general, p. 1206.

2. How enforced; and herein as to Statute Duty being

abolished, and of the Application of a Portion of the

Ilighivay Bate tojvards the Jiepairs, p. 1208.

3. Subscriptions fm', p. 1211.

4. Materials for, p. 1211.

5. Mile Stones, dc, to be erected, p. 1215.

6. Watering Roads, p. 1216.

7. Contracts for Repairs, -p. 1216.

8. Fines for not repairing, ^. 1218.

IX. Tolls, &c., p. 1219.

1. General Poiver to collect, p. 1219.

2. What Tolls payable, p. 1220.

3. Tolls for Overweight, and Explanation of Local Acts as

to double Tolls, p. 1220.

4. Tolls for narrow Wheels, &c., p. 1225.

5. Exemptions from Tolls, p. 1228.

6. Reducing or advancing Tolls, p. 1241.

7. Composition fen', p. 1243.

8. Toll Houses, p. 1243.

9. Toll Gates and Lighting, &c. p. 1244.

10. Tables of Tolls and Tickets, p. 1246.

11. Recovery of Tolls, (frc, and Penalty for Evasion, p. 1246.

12. Letting to Farm Tolls, and Duties and Povjers of Lessee,

and Collector, p. 1248.

Vi, Mortgage of Tolls, ?^. UbZ.

X. Injuries, Nuisances, and Annoyances, Remedies and PunisliA
rnentsfor, &c. p. 1258.

1. Ditches, Drains, dr. p. 1258.

2. Trees, Hedges, dc. p. 1260.

3. Encroachments on roads, dc, p. 1261.

4. Laying Rubbish, d-c. p. 1262.

5. Gates, Windmills, i&c. p. 1262.

6. Dogs, p. 1263.

7. Cattle tethered or straying, tfcc, p. 1293.

8. Riding or driving, &c., on Footpaths, p. 1265.

9. Improper driving of Carriages, &c,, and without
Owner''s Names, p. 1265.

10. Using Railway Carts and Locomotives on Roads, p. 1267



X. Injuries, Nuisances, &c.—continued.

11. Tires of Wheels, p. 1273.

12. Skidpans to he used, p. 1273.

13. Destroying Turnpike Gates, &c. p. 1274.

14. Other Injuries and Annoyances,

As Damarjing Bridges, Draioing Timher, Injuring
Eoads, Slaughtering Cattle, Obstructing Passengers,
Light in Blacksmiths^ Sho2)s, Bonfires, Baiting Bulls,

Playing Games, Leaving Waggons, &c., Laying
Timber, &c., Punning Water, &c., Swine, &c..

Leaving Block Stones, &c.. Damaging, (fee, Lamps,
Tables of Tolls, Posts, Fences, Buildings, Drains,
Scrapings of Roads, Sawpits, tfec, p. 1274.

XI. Penalty for hindering Execution of Turnpike Acts, p. 1277.

XII. Apprehension of transient Offenders, p. 1277.

XIII. Trustees may direct Prosecutions, p. 1278.

XIV. Property, in Indictments, to be laid in Trustees, &c., p. 1278.

XV. Recovery and Application of Penalties, p. 1278.

XVE. Actions, Limitation of. Tender of Amends, and Costs, p. 1281.

XVII. Evidence, Witnesses, and Oaths, p. 1283.

XVIII. Forms of Proceedings, p. 1284.

XIX. Appieal and Certiorari, p. 1285.

XX. Consent to Turnpike Bill may be by Affidavit, p. 1287.

XXL Forms, see List of, post, p. 1287, &c.
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The following contains a reference to the pages -wlierein the sections
of the following statutes will be found noticed (a) :

—

3 Geo.

§ 7, 1225
§ 15, 1221

S 23, 1224

S 29' 1230
§ 36, 1241

§ 44, 1242

§ 52, 1188
§61, 1158

§ 69, 1167

§ 81, 1253

§ 88, 1 203

§ 101, 1214;
1217; §110,
§ 115, 1259

;

§ 120, 1216;
§ 126, 1273;
§ 133, 1278

;

§ 139, 1248
;

§ 146, 1284;
§ 151, 1287 ;

, c. 126,

§ 9, 1226

§ 16, 1223

§ 24, 1225
§ 30, 1232
§ 38, 1220
§ 46, 1245

§54, 1190
§ 62, 1158

§ 72, 1168
§ 82, 1206
§ 89, 1024

§ 1, 1155
;

§ 11, 1226;

§ 19, ^222;
§ 25, 1224

;

§31, 1220
;

§ 39, 1246
;

§ 47, 1255
;

§ 55, 1248
;

§ 63, 1159
;

§ 73, 1169
;

§ 84, 1194
;

§ 97, 1211

§ 2, 1155
;

§12, 1220;
§ 20, 1247

;

§ 26, 1228
;

§ 32, 1236
;

§ 40, 1247
;

§ 48, 1255
;

§ 57, 1251
;

§ 64, 1160
;

§ 74, 1180
;

§ 85, 1195
;

§ 98, 1213 ;

§ 3, 1155;
§ 13, 1221

;

§21, 1224;
§ 27, 1229

;

§ 33, 1239
;

§ 41, 1247
;

§ 49, 1255
;

§ 58, 1252
;

§ 65, 1161
;

§ 75, 1182
;

§ 86, 1197
;

§ 99, 1214

§ 4, 1155;
§ 14, 1221

;

§ 22, 1224
;

§ 28, 1230
;

§ 35, 1223
;

§ 43, 1241 ;

§51, 1188;
§ 60, 1163

;

§ 66, 1160
;

§ 76, 1186 ;

§ 87, 1202
;

§ 100, 1213
§ 102, 1214

; § 103, 1214
; § 106, 1217 ; § 107, 1217 ; § 108,

1218; §111, 1191

116, 1260
121, 1274
127, 1263;
134, 1180;
140, 1277 ;

147, 1282
;

152, 1287 ;

112, 1192
117, 1261

;

123, 1264
;

130, 1265;
136, 1189;
141, 1278

;

148, 1284 ;

§ 153, 1287.

§ 113, 1258
; §

118, 1261
; §

124, 1157 ; §

131, 1265; §

137, 1281
; §

143, 1279 ; §

149, 1156 ; §

114, 1259
119, 1215

125, 1262:

132, 1265;

138, 1284:

144, 1281
i

150, 1156
;

(a) Sections 34, 59, 70, 105, 109, 128, are all either actually or inferential!

y

repealed, and are therefore not printed.

VOL. ir. 4 r.
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4 Geo. 4, c. 16, § 1, 1240
; § 2, 1240,

4 Geo/4, c. 35, 1166.

4 Geo. 4, c. 95, § 2, 1272 ; § 5, 1227

;

§ 6, 1227

;

§ 7, 1242

;

§ 10, 1241
; § 13, 1243

; § 15, 1267 ; § 16, 1265
;

§ 17, 1223
; § 19, 1226 ;

§ 20, 1242
; § 21, 1223

; g 23, 1230
; § 24, 1236, n.

;

§ 26, 1228
; § 28, 1246

;

§ 30, 1189
; § 31, 1188

; § 32, 1159 ; g 33, 1159
; § 34, 1158

; § 35, 1160 ;

§36,1160; g 37, 1163; §39,1167; §41,1168; §43,1182; §44,1186;
§45,1187; §47,1183; §49,1187; §50,1189; §52,1251; §53,1251;
§ 54, 1251 ; § 55, 1201

; § 56, 1215 ; § 57, 1243
; § 58, 1252

; § 59, 1252
;

§60,1255; §61,1177; §63,1205; §65,1192; §66,1193; §67,1260;
§68,1207; §69,1278; §71,1215; §72,1274; §73,1266; §75,1263;
§ 76, 1263

; § 78, 1216 ; § 83, 1277 ; § 87, 1285
; § 88, 1156

;

§ 89, 1305 ;

§ 90, 1156
; § 91, 1156

; § 92, 1156.

5 Geo. 4, c. 69, 1158.

7 Geo. 4, c. 64, § 17, 1176,

7 & 8 Geo, 4, c. 24, § 1, 1161 ; § 2, 1177
; § 3, 1177 ; § 4, 1185 ;

'

§ 6,1245; § 7,1197; § 9,1199; §10,1200; §11,1200; §12,1200;
§13,1201; §14,1201; §15,1213; §16,1265; §17,1207; §18,1164;!
§ 19, 1157 ; § 20, 1156.

7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 30, § 14, 1272.

9 Geo. 4, c. 77, § 1, 1170
§ 5, 1224 ; § 6, 1172

;

§ 7, 1172
§12, 1257; §13, 1257 ; §14, 1184

§ 18, 1281
; § 19, 1156

; § 20, 1156,

§ 2, 1283 ; § 3, 1171 ; § 4, 1171

§ 9, 1190 ; § 10, 1256 ; § 11, 1164
;

§ 15, 1183 ; § 16, 1219 ; § 17, 124r;l

1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 25, § 1, 1234 ; § 2, 1234 ; § 3, 1234 ; § 4, 1234.

2 & 3 Wm, 4, c. 124, § 1, 1222
; § 2, 1222,

3 & 4 Will, 4, c. 80, § 1, 1170
; § 2, 1167 ; § 3, 1171 ; § 4, 1171 ; §

1172 ; § 6, 1172
; § 7, 1172 ; § 8, 1172.

4&5 Will. 4, c, 81, 1221.

5 & 6 wm. 4. c. 18, § 1, 1228
; § 2, 1228.

2 & 3 Vict. c. 46, 1242.

2 & 3 Vict. c. 47, § 10, 1235.

3&4Vict. c. 39, §2, 1166.

3 & 4 Vict. c. 51, 1240.

8 & 4 Vict, c, 88, § 1, 1235,

4 & 6 Vict, c, 33, § 1, 1239 ; § 2, 1239 ; § 3, 1239.

4 & 5 Vict. c. 51, § 1, 1212 ii (a).

4 & 5 Vict. c. 59, § 1, 1208; § 2, 1210 ; § 3, 1211 ; § 4, 1211.

12 & 13 Vict. c. 46, § 1, 1165 ; § 2, 1165
; § 3, 1165 ; § 4, 1165 ; § 5, 116fir

12 & 13 Vict. c. 87, §3, 1173; §4, 1173; §6,1174; §6,1174; §7,11.

13 & 14 Vict. c. 79, § 3, 1243 ; § 4, 1174
; § 5, 1175 ; § 6, 1165 ; § 7, 1166

14 & 15 Vict. c. 38, § 1, 1175 ; § 2, 1176
; § 3, 1176 ; § 4, 1236.

16 & 17 Vict. c. 135, § 3, 1176 ;" § 4, 1176
; § 6, 1176 ; § 6, 1237.

17 & 18 Vict. c. 58, § 4, 1176 ; § 5, 1176.



23 & 24 Vict. c. 73, § 3, 1175. 2. Provisions

24* 25 Vict. 0.46,12,1175. «lSt £,-
24 & 25 Vict. c. 70, § 1, 12C8

; § 2, 1268
; § 3, 1269

; § 4, 1269
; § 5, 1270 ;

^^^^' ^''^-

.; 6, 1270
; § 7, 1270 ; § 8, 1271 ; § 9, 1271

; § 10, 1271 ; § 11, 1271 ; § 12,
1271; §13, 1271; §14, 1272.

24 & 25 Vict. 0. 126, § 1, 1235
; § 2, 1235

; § 3, 1235
; § 4, 1235.

27 & 28 Vict. c. 75, 1275.

28 & 29 Vict. c. 83, 1272.

29 & 30 Vict. c. 105, § 2, 1244.

30 & 31 Vict. c. 121, § 2, 1163 ; §3,1177; §4,1267; §5,1211; §6,

I. Statutes t;ej)ealeti.

Stat. 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, intituled, "An Act to amend the general
laws now in being for regxxlating turnpike roads, in that part of Great
Britain called England," sect. 1, enacts. That from, and after the
1st day of January, 1823, the following acts, viz.

13 Geo. 3, c, 84, 16 Geo. 3, c. 44. 25 Geo. 3, c. 57.
14 Geo. 3, c. 14. 17 Geo. 3, c. 16. 62 Geo. 3, c. 145.
14 Geo. 3, 0. 36. 18 Geo. 3, c. 28. 53 Geo. 3, c. 82.

14 Geo. 3, c. 57. 18 Geo. 3, c. 63. 65 Geo. 3, c. 119.
14 Geo. 3, c. 82. 21 Geo. 3, c. 20. 57 Geo. 3, c. 37.

16 Geo. 3, c. 39.

shall be, and the same are hereby repealed ; and by ss. 2 & 3, nothing
therein contained was to be construed to extend to the revival of any
act thereby repealed, nor to prevent the recovery of penalties incurred
for offences committed against the acts so repealed.

II. ^robistottS of certain acts cttcntictr to all Hocal Cutn^
pifee acts, anti (flronsolitration of (ffifcnccal Curnpilte acts.

The 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 4, enacts, that all the enactments, provi- 3 Geo. 4, c. 126,

.sions, matters, and things in this act contained, shall extend, and be extend to au loca

deemed, construed, and taken to extend, to all acts of jiarliament now certaiifcase*s."^

in force, and to all acts which shall -hereafter be passed for making,
widening, turning, amending, repairing, or maintaining any turnpike
road or roads in that part of Great Britain called England, save and
except where any other commencement is particularly directed by this

act, and as to such enactments, provisions, matters, and things as
shall be expressly referred to, and varied, altered, or repealed by any
such act or acts as shall be hereafter passed (a).

Thus, where by a local act, 26 Yict. c. lix. the word ccn'ts included 26 Vict. c. lix.

thrashing machines, and by another section a toll of 6d. was imposed
ipon every horse drawing any waggon or cart, and there was no other
lause in the act to which the above interpretation of the word

(a) Sec JR. v. Trustees of Great Do- that tlie.se latter enactments were to

vcr-strcet Road, 5 A. d- E. 693, where be applied a,s far as they could. (See

several of the provisions in the local this case more fully noticed, _?>05<, title

act were inconsistent with the enact- "Poor;'" and. sec Eidgc v. Garlid-,

mcnts of this act ; and it was held, 8 Taunt. 424.

4 E 2
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3. Exceptions

from operation

of acts.

Powers of 3 Geo. 4
c. 126, to extend
to 4 Geo. 4, c. 95.

Powers of above
acts to extend to

7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 24.

Powers of above
acts to extend to
9 Geo. 4, 0. 77.

9 Geo. 4. c. 77, to

extend to all local

acts.

Acts not to be
recited unless for
purpose of being
altered.

Powers of general
turnpike acts ex-
tended to certain
other acts.

f^igJiMags, turnpike,
" carts" as including thrashing machines could api^ly. The court of

Common Pleas held that the local act expressly referred to and varied

the provisions of the general Turnpike Acts, 3 Geo. 4, c. 12, and made
thrashing machines liable to toll. {AUert v. Pritcliard, L. JR. 1 C. P.

212.)

By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 88, all the powers, authorities, provisions,

regulations, privileges, penalties, forfeitures, clauses, restrictions,

matters, and things whatsoever, contained in the said recited act

[3 Geo. 4, c. 126], so far as the same are not expressly altered or

repealed by this act, shall extend, and be construed to extend, to

operate and be in force with respect to this act, and shall be applied

and put in execution, as fully and effectually to all intents and pur-

poses, as if the same were repeated and re-enacted in the body of

this act, and were made part thereof; and the said recited act and
this act shall, as to all matters and things whatsoever (except as

aforesaid), be considered as one act.

By 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 24, s. 20, all the powers, authorities, clauses,

provisions, penalties, forfeitures, matters, and things contained in the

said acts of the third and fourth years of the reign of his present

Majesty, shall, so far as the same are not altered or varied by this

present act, extend, and be construed to extend to this act, and shall

be applied and put in execution as fully and effectually, to all intents

and purposes, as if the same were repeated and re-enacted in the body
of this act, and made part thereof.

By 9 Geo. 4, c. 77, s. 19, all the powers, authorities, clauses, pro-
visions, penalties, matters, and things contained in the said acts of

the thii-d, fourth, and seventh and eighth years of the reign of his

present Majesty (save and except such parts thereof respectively as

are varied, altered, or repealed), shall extend and be construed to

extend to this act; and all the powers, authorities, clauses, penalties,

forfeitures, matters, and things contained in the said acts of the third,

fourth, and seventh and eighth years of the reign of his present Majesty
|

(except such parts thereof respectively as ai-e varied, altered, or re-

pealed) ; and all the powers, authorities, clauses, provisions, penalties,

matters, and things contained in this act, shall extend and be con-
strued to extend to every local turnpike act, and shall be applied and
put in execution as fully and effectually, to all intents and purposes,

as if the same were repeated and re-enacted in the body of such local

turnpike act, and were made part thereof ; and that the said recited

acts and this act shall not be recited in any such local turnpike act,

save and except as to such powers, authorities, clauses, i^rovisions,

penalties, matters, and things as shall be expressly referred to for the
]

purpose of being varied, altered, or repealed by any such local turn-
pike act.

See 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 25, s. 3, ^wst, p. 1234 ; and 4 & 5 Vict. c. 33,

s. 2, post, p. 1239, as to the powers of the General Tm'npike Acts]
being extended to these acts.

III. (!?.rceptions from ©pnntion of ^ti&.

Certain metropolitan and other turnpike roads were by the 3 Geo. 4,i

c. 126, ss. 149 and 150, exempted from the operation of this act, andj
other roads by the 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, ss. 90, 91, 92, and 9 Geo. 4, c. 77,
s. 20.
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lY. explanation of m^ottis in ^ct0.
j^_Trmte^._^

Stat. 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 124, after reciting that doubts may arise 3 Geo. 4, c. 120.

as to what is to be deemed the road, or the centre of the road, enacts, What shall ho

that where, in this or any other act of parliament relating to turnpike
road\'^A*'^°

roads, any matter or thing is directed or forbidden to be done within
a certain distance of the centre of the road, that portion of ground
shall be deemed and taken to be the road which has been maintained
by the trustees or commissioners as hard road, and repaired with
stones, gravel, or other materials used in forming roads, for six

months immediately preceding any offence committed against such
regulations ; and the centre of the road shall bo the middle of such AVTiat the

hard road, where a line being drawn along the road or a point marked, centre (t).

an equal number of feet of hard road, which have been so maintained
and repaired as aforesaid for six months before, shall be found on
each side of such line or mark : Provided always, that nothing herein No encroachment

contained shaU authorise any person or persons to inclose or make any ^asteTands"lying
encroachment on any waste lands or grounds lying on the side of any on side of road,

turnpike road, being 2iart of the highway, and over which the king's

subjects have been used and accustomed to pass ; but every person

who shall inclose such waste lands and grounds, or obstruct the right

of passage over the same, shall continue and be subject to the same
process and penalties as if this act had not been made.
A day, for the purposes of all local turnpike acts, is computed from What a day.

12 o'clock at night to 12 o'clock the next succeeding night. This

definition refers to the taking of tolls. (See the 9 Geo. 4, c. 77, s. 16,

post, p. 1219.)
By 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 24, s. 19, the word trustees in the said recited 7 & s Geo. 4, c.24.

acts [3 Geo. 4, c. 126 ; 4 Geo. 4, c. 95], or any of them, or in this Trustees,

act, shall be deemed and construed to extend to all or any of the

trustees or commissioners appointed for the execution of any act or

acts for making, amending, repairing, maintaining, or keeping in

repair any turnpike road; and the word person, in the said recited

acts, or any of them, or in this act, shall be deemed and construed to Persons,

extend to and to include any one or more person or persons, and of

either sex ; and that the word county, in the said recited acts, or any
of them, or in this act, shall be deemed and construed to extend to County.

and to include riding or division ; and that the word parish, in the

said recited acts, or any of them, or in this act, shall be deemed and Parish,

construed to extend to and to include ward, district, hamlet, township,

or place.

See the interpretation clause of the Highway Act, ante, p. 988.

And herein

—

Division of suh-

1. As to who are, their Qualification and Oaths, p. 1158. •1®°''-

2. As to when they are disqualified from acting, from Interest, or

being Victuallers or Lessees of Tolls, &c., p. 1160.

3. Of the Prohibitions against their holding Offices of Profit, or being

concerned in certain Contracts, p. 1161.

4. Of the Property vested in them, -p. 1163.

5. Of their Powers in general, -p. 1164.

6. Of vjhen their Meetings are to be held; Proceedings at, (fee, p. 1166.

(a) The term road means a siuface (&) to what shall be deemed the

\ er which tlie public have a right to centre of a highway, see a7ite, p.

pass. {R, V. Commissioners of Linn- 1044.

dilo District, 2 T. E. 232.)



3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

Justices of peace
to be trustees.

1158 ^iQ\}mp, ^wxn^iU.

5. Trustees. 7. Of the Books of Account to he kept, and wJiat to le entered therein^

&c,, p. 1168.

8. Of their Annual Statements of Belts, &c., heinff made out, and

laid before Secretary of State, &c., p. 1170.

9. Toprovidefor payment of Debts by Sinkinr/ Fund, p. 1173.

10. Topay balance in hand on expiration of trusts to Parishes, p. 1177.

11. Of their Personcd Liability, -p. 1177.

12. Of Actions by and against them, &c., p. 1180.

1. Trustees, theie Qualieication and Oaths.

The appointment of trustees is always made according to the local

turnpike act. But they must also be qualified, according to the terms

contained in the following general enactments :

—

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 61, all his Majesty's justices of the peace for the

time being acting for the county or counties through which any turnpike

road now does or hereafter shall pass, shall be added to and joined

with the trustees or commissioners for making, repairing, or main-
taining every such turnpike road, and shall, on qualifying themselves

as hereafter mentioned, have all the same powers and authorities,

to all intents and purposes, as if the said justices had severally been

named or elected trustees or commissioners in or under any act or acts

of parHament under which such roads shall be made, repaired, or

maintained.
By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 34, nothing in the said recited act, [3 Geo. 4

c. 126], or in this or any other act contained, shall extend or be con-

strued to extend so as to require any justice of the peace acting for any
county to take or subscribe any oath of qualification before he shall

act as trustee in the execution of any act or acts for making, repairing,

or maintaining any turnpike road.

And by 5 Geo. 4, c. 69, after reciting the titles of stats. 3 Geo. 4,

c. 126, 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, and sect. 61 of stat. 3 Geo. 4, c. 126 (p. 1157,)

and that it is expedient that his Majesty's justices of the peace acting

for any riding, division, or soke, should also be enabled to act as trus

tees (a) for the repair of turnpike roads, it is enacted, that from and
after the passing of this act, all his Majesty's justices of the peace for

the time being, acting for the county or counties, riding or ridings,

division or divisions, soke or sokes, through any part of which any
turnpike road now does, or hereafter shall pass, shall have such and
the like powers and authorities for the making and repairing any such

turnpike road, and be subject to the same rules and regulations, by
virtue of or under the said recited acts, as any of his Majesty's justices

of the peace acting for any county or counties (J).

By 3 Geo, 4, c. 126, s. 62, no person who shall hereafter be chosen

or appointed a trustee or commissioner, shall be qualified or capable of

becoming and acting as a trustee or commissioner in the execution ol

any act of parliament for making, repairing, or maintaining any turn-

pike road, unless he shall be, in his own right, or in the right of his

Oath of qualifica-

tion as trustees
not required from
justices.

Justices acting for
ridings or divi-

sions, &c., through
which roads pass,
shall have the like
powers for making
and repairing
turnpike roads as
justices for coun-
ties.

S Geo. 4, c. 126.

QuaUflcation of
trustees (c).

(a) The word '
' trustees " compre-

hends commi.ssioners. (7 & 8 Geo. 4,

c. 24, s. 19, supra, p. 1157.

(&) The word "county" includes

riding or division. (7 & 8 Geo. 4,

c. 24, s. 19, ante, p. 1157.)

(c) If a person is named in a turn-

pike act as one of the trustees of a

turnpike road, and has acted as such,

and been recognised as such ti'ustee

by the plaintiff, the judge, at the

trial of a cause in which the goodness

of his title to act is not the mattei

directly in issue, will take him to be

a good trustee, and will not allow

evidence to be given on the part ol

the plaintiff, to show that the person

has not taken the oath prescribed to

be taken by trustees of roads before

they act as such. {Fritchard V.

Walker, 3 0. & P. 212.)

As to the penalty for acting, not

being qualified, see post, p. 1161.
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wife, in the actual possession or receipt of the rents and profits of free- 5, Trustees.
hold or copyhold lands, tenements, or hereditaments, of the clear ;;

—

yearly value of lOOZ. above reprizes, or shall be heu- apparent of a ^ *^®°' ^' ^' ^^^"

person possessed of freehold or copyhold lands, tenements, or here-
ditaments, of the clear yearly value of 200Z. above reprizes ; and unless
he shall, before he shall act as such trustee or commissioner, take and
subscribe the oath or affirmation following, before any two or more
of the trustees or commissioners appointed or to be appointed by or in

pursuance of such act, who are hereby authorised and empowered to

administer the same, in the words or to the effect following
;
(that is to

say).

The form is omitted because, by the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 62, s. 10, in a declaration sub-

lieu of the oath or aflfirmation, a declaration to the same effect is to be stituted in Ueu of

made. (See^osi, " OaiAs.")
°'''^''-

Sect. 63. Nothing herein contained shall hinder or prevent any per- l^®,?p^'/r-
'^'^^

son from acting as a trustee or commissioner of any turnpike roads, p^tonai property
any part of which are or shall be situate within ten miles of the Eoyal within ten miles

Exchange in London, who shall be possessed of personal property to °^ London,

the amount or value of 10,000?., after payment of his debts.

By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 32, no person, who shall after the passing of 4 Geo. 4, c. 95.

this act be chosen or aj)pointed a trustee or a commissioner by or g^omT^
under any act or acts for making or maintaining any turnpike road,

shall act as such trustee or commissioner, unless he shall, before he
shall act as such (except in administering the oath or afiirmation

hereinafter mentioned), take and subscribe before one or more of the

said trustees or commissioners (who is and are hereby empowered to

administer the same) the oath or affirmation following (that is to

say). [The form of affirmation is omitted, 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 62, s. 10,

substitutes a declaration instead thereof] And if any such jjerson Penalty for acting

shall act (except as aforesaid) before he shall have taken and subscribed ^^^^^""q^*^^^"^

the said oath or affirmation, every such person shall, for every such '

offence, forfeit and pay the sum of oOZ. with full costs of suit, to any
person or persons who shall inform or sue for the same in any of his

Majesty's courts of record at Westminster, by action of debt, or on the

case, bill, suit, or information, wherein no essoign, protection, or wager
of law, or more than one imparlance shall be allowed: Provided

always, that no act or proceeding touching the execution of the said Proceedings valid,

act, 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, or this act, or any act for making or maintaining omitted'to bo
any turnpike road, which shall be done or performed by any such taken under

person who shall have omitted or neglected to take and subscribe the recited act.

said oath or affirmation by this act prescribed, shall be thereby im-
peached or rendered nugatory; but all such proceedings shall be as

valid and effectual as if such person had taken such oath or affirmation

previously to his having acted as such trustee or commissioner as

aforesaid (a).

Sect. 33. If any person being a Quaker shall have been or shall here- Quakers making

after be appointed or elected, by or under any act or acts of parlia- ^^^^trust^si^
ment for making, repairing, or maintaining any turnpike road, a

'

trustee or commissioner of such road, and shall be in other respects

qualified according to the provisions of the said recited act [3 Geo. 4,

c. 126], it shall and may be lawful for such person, on taking and sub-

scribing the affirmations in the said recited act and this act contained,

to act as a trustee or commissioner in execution of the act or acts by
or under which such person shall be appointed or elected, without

being subject or liable to any penalty or forfeiture by such act or acts

imposed for acting as a trustee or commissioner not having taken and

subscribed the oaths therein contained.

(«) There is a similar provision where the trustee is not qtmlified. (3 Geo. 4,

c. 126, s. 64, post, p. 1160.)
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5. Trustees.

4 Geo. 4, c. 95.

Explaining trus-
tees' qualification.

13 Geo. 3, c. 84.

3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

Appointment of
new trastees ou
vacancies.

Notice to be given
fourteen days
before the meet-

Trustees not to
act wliere inte-
rested, 01- while
keeping a victual-
ling house, (fee.

Or lessee of tolls.

Sect. 35. Where any person shall, previously to the first day of

January, 1823, have been duly qualified according to the provisions of,

and taken the oath prescribed in that behalf, by 13 Geo. 3, c. 84, or

have been duly qualified according to the provisions of, and taken the

oath prescribed by, any other act or acts of parliament for makini:',

maintaining, or repairing anj- particular turnpike road, previously to

the said first day of January, and shall have been then acting as ii

trustee or commissioner in the execution of such act or acts, it shall

and may be lawful for such person to continue to act as a trustee or

commissioner under such act or acts, without requalifying, or takii.;;

the oath prescribed in and by the said recited act of the third year "(

his present Majesty's reign ; and although such person may not i

possessed of freehold or copyhold lands, tenements, or hereditament
or be heir apparent to any person possessing the same, to the amount i

required by the said recited act.

Sect. 36 related to a trustee losing his qualification to become inca-
pable of acting, though he may have acted before January, 1823.
Hy 3 Greo. 4, 0. 126, s. 66, when and as often as any of the trustees

or commissioners, save and except the justices of the peace, appointed
or to be elected and appointed under any act of parliament for

making, repairing, or maintaining any turnpike road, shall die, or by
bankruptcy, insolvency, or otherwise, become disqualified to act, or,

by writing under their hands, refuse to act in the execution of such act,

it shall be lawful for the surviving or remaining trustees or commis-
sioners, from time to time, to elect and appoint one other fit person,
qualified as aforesaid, to be a ti'ustee or commissioner, in the room of
every trustee or commissioner dying or becoming disqualified, or re-

fusing to act as aforesaid; provided that notice of the time and place of
meeting of the trustees or commissioners for every such election be
given by the clerk or clerks to such trustees or commissioners, by
afiixing the same in writing upon all the toll gates or turnpikes erected
upon the said road, for which they shall act as trustees or commis-
sioners, and by inserting such notice in one or more of the newspapers
circulating in that part of the country where such road shall pass, 14
days at least before every such meeting ; and every person who shall

be elected and appointed a trustee or commissioner pursuant to the
directions of this act, shall and may act with the surviving and re-

maining trustees or commissioners in the execution of such act, to all

intents and pui'poses, as if he had been therein named and appointed a
trustee or commissioner.

2. Trustees disqualified, where interested, or being
Victuallers, &c.

By stat. 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 64, no person appointed or to be ap-^

pointed a trustee or commissioner in or by virtue of any act for repair-

ing turnpike roads, shall be cajjablo of acting as such in the execution
of any such act, in any case where he shall bo personally interested,

(except as hereinafter provided), nor during the time he shall keep a
victualling house, or other house of public entertainment, or who shall

sell wine, cider, beer, ale, spirituous or other strong liquors by retail,

or who shall be a lessee or farmer of the tolls on any turnpike road, or
any part or parts thereof; and if any person, not being qualified as

aforesaid, or being disqualified by any of the causes aforesaid, or not
having taken and subscribed the oath hereinbefore mentioned, or,

being a Quaker, not having made and subscribed the affirmation here-

inbefore mentioned, shall nevertheless presume to act (a) as a trustee or

(a) lu a case where one of the com-
missioners under a local paving act,

being personally interested in the

coiistvnction of a footpath opposite

his own house, attended a meeting
of commissionei's and s])oke upon the

question of the mode of constructing
such footpath ; it was held, on a
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commissioner in the execution of any such act, every such person 5. Trustees.
shall, for every such offence, forfeit and pay the sum of 50?. to any - — - —
person or persons who shall sue for the same, to be recovered, with full l^^*^' *'.'''.^'^:

costs of suit, in any of his Majesty's courts of record at Westminster, not'boing'qiwli-"^
by action of debt or on the case, or by bill, plaint, suit, or information, fied, aoi.

wherein no essoign, protection, wager of law, or more than one impar-
lance shall be allowed ; and the person so sued or prosecuted shall Person sued to

prove that he is qualified and not disqualified as aforesaid, or otherwise P'"5'7® ^^^ qualifi-

shall pay the said penalty, without any other proof or evidence on the
'"

part of the prosecutor, than that such person had acted as a trustee or
commissioner in the execution of any act for repairing turnpike roads :

Provided nevertheless, that no act or proceeding touching the execu- Proceedings not

tion of any such act, which shall be done or performed by any such *„ account of'dis-
unqualified or disqualified person previously to his being convicted of qualification,

the offence before mentioned, shall be thereby impeached or rendered
nugatory ; but all such proceedings shall be as valid and effectual as if

such j)erson had been duly qualified : Provided always, that no mort- irortgagees on the

gagee or assignee of any mortgage or other security, or any lender of
fied^on°tlfat ac^^^

money upon the credit of the tolls, or receiving interest thereout for count.

the same, shall on that account onlj" be deemed unqualified to act as a
trustee or commissioner in the execution of any such act ; and any
trustees or commissioners appointed or to be appointed under any such
act, who are or shall be in the commission of the peace, may act as
such justices of the peace in the execution of any such act, notwith-
standing their being such trustees, or commissioners, except in such
cases only wherein they shaU be personally interested otherwise than
as a trustee, commissioner, mortgagee, assignee, lender of money, or
holder of any security on the credit of the tolls granted by any such
act.

By 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 24, s. 1, reciting the titles of 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, r & 8 Geo 4,c. 24.

and 4 Geo. 4, c. 95; and that such acts require to be further ex- &a"ncfttobo*d*i^-'
plained and amended ; it is enacted, That no trustee of any turnpike qualified as inte-

road shall be deemed or taken to be personally interested, by reason of I'^-^ted persons.

his having acted as a trustee in ordering the making, altering, or
diverting any turnpike road over or contiguous to any lands, tene-
ments, or hereditaments in his possession or occupancy, or by reason
of his having received any sum or sums of money out of the tolls of

any such road as or by way of purchase-money, damages, rent, recom-
j)ense, or satisfaction agreed upon or awarded to such trustee for any
lands, tenements, or hereditaments, or any timber or wood, or mate-
rials purchased or taken for the pui-pose of making, diverting or
altering, or for the use of the road for which he shall act as a
trustee, or for a rejiository for materials to be used thereon, or for the
damage done to any inclosed or private lands or grounds of any such
trustee, in taking materials therefrom, or in carrying or conveying
them over the same.

3. Trustees not to hold Place of Pkofit, or be concerned
IN CERTAIN Contracts.

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 65, no trustee or commissioner of any turn-
pike road shall, from and after this act shall be in force, enjoy any
office or place of profit (a) under any act of parliament in execution of

3 Goo. 4, c. V2ii.

naotion for a new trial, that this was made any profit of it himself, is liable

evidence to go to the jury of an act- to the penalty, if the ofRce yielded a

vng as a commissioner, so as to subject profit. {De Lane v. Hillcoat, 9 B. tb C.

him to the penalty. {Gliarlcsworth 310.) Etper Baylcy, 3.
—"Theques-

v. FMdgard, 1 C. M. d: R. 498.) tion in this case is not whether the

{a) A trustee, who accepted the defendant himselfmade a profit of the

office of treasurer, but allowed another olHce ; but whether the office was one

person to receive the tolls, and never which enabled him to make a profit.
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5. Trustees.

3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

Trustees not to

hold places of pro-

fit or be concerned
in contracts {a),

or receive money
out of the tolls to
his use.

f^igfjijjass, ^titnpilte*

Penalty for, lOOi.

Contracts void.

Acts previous to

conviction valid.

Prohibition not
applicable to
purchase-money.

wliich he shall have been appointed, or shall act as trustee or commis-
sioner, or have any share or interest in, or bo in any manner directly

or indirectly concerned in, any contract or bargain for making or

repairing, or in any way relating to the road for which he shall

act, or for building or repaii'ing any toll house, toll gate, or weighing
engine thereon, or for supplying any materials for the use thereof;

nor shall any such trustee or commissioner let out for hire (i) any
waggon, wain, cart, or other carriage, or any horse, cattle, or team,
for the use of any tui'npike road for which he shall act as a trustee or

commissioner (6) ; nor by himself, or by any other person for or on
his account, directly or indirectly, receive any sum or sums of money
to his use or benefit out of the tolls collected on the road for which he
shall act, during the time he shall be acting as a trustee or commis-
sioner of such road ; and if any person, after having been appointed or

elected a trustee or commissioner of any turnpike road, shall, without
having first duly resigned such ofiice at some meeting of the trustees

of the road for which he shall have been elected or appointed, hold any
such ofiice or place or be concerned in any such contract or bargain,

or shall sell any such tools or implements, or let out for hire any
waggon, wain, cart, or carriage, horse,, cattle, or team, or receive any
money out of the tolls as aforesaid, every trustee or commissioner so

off'ending shall, for every such offence, forfeit and pay the sum of 100/.

to any person or persons who shall sue for the same, and shall, froni

and after the conviction of any such offence, be incapable of acting as

a trustee or commissioner of any turnpike road; and all acts, orders,

matters, and things made or done as a trustee or commissioner by the

party so convicted, shall from thenceforth be null and void, to all

intents and purposes, and all and every such contract and bargain
shall be, and the same is hereby declared to be void, and shall not bo
enforced against or carried into effect by the other trustees or commis-
sioners entering into the same : Provided always, that all acts, orders,

matters, and things, made or done by such trustee or commissioner
previously to his being convicted of any such offence, shall be good,

valid, and effectual ; and further provided, that nothing in this enact-

ment contained shall extend, or be deemed or construed to extend, to

any trustee or commissioner who shall receive any sum or sums of

money paid out of the tolls of any turnpike road, as or by way of

purchase-money, damages, rent, recompense, or satisfaction agreed

upon or awarded to such trustee or commissioner, for any lands,

grounds, tenements, or hereditaments, purchased or taken for the

purpose of diverting or altering, or for the use of the turnpike road

for which he shall act as a trustee or commissioner, or for a repository

for materials to be used thereon, or for the damage done to any in-

closed or private grounds of any such trustee or commissioner, in

taking materials therefrom, or in carrying or conveying them over

the same, or to prevent any such trustee or commissioner from selling

Now, if tlio available balance in the
hands of the clerk were such, that it

might reasonably be expected that a
man wonld make a profit of it, it

must be considered an office of profit.

"

Etpcr Littledalc, J.
— "If the average

balance was so small that a banker
would not allow interest for it, the

office in that case might not, pei'haps,

bo considered an office of profit ; but
if it amounted to a sum for which a

banker would allow interest, it must
be considered an office of profit."

(a) See note a, p. 1161.

(b) "Wliere H. had contracted with

the trustees of a turnpike road to

make certain improvements on the

road, and ]ie agreed to perform the

same for a specific sum ; one of the

trustees afterwards agreed with A. to

let him his horses and cart at the

rate of 5s. per day ; and he did so let

them, and they were used on that

part of the road which was agi-eed to

be improved by A.; it was held, that

the trustee was liable to the penalty
imposed by the above section. {Tow-
sey V. White, 5 B. tfc C. 123. See

now the 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, post, p. 1163.)
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or disposing of, for the use of the turnpike road, any materials, or 5. Tncstees.

any timber grown or growing on the land or grounds of such trustee
or commissioner.
By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 37, reciting that, in and by the said recited act, 4 Geo. 4, c. 95.

[3 Geo. 4, c. 126], it is amongst other things provided, that no trustee Jharesln^anal^
or commissioner shall have any share or interest in, or be in any companies, &c.,

manner directly or indirectly concerned in any contract or bargain for "^'Wch shall con-

making or repairing, or in any way relating to the road for which he ance of^materials

shall act, or for buUding or repairing any toll house or toll gate, or fpr roads, not

weighing engine thereon, or for supplying any materials for the use on^account of^sucli
thereof, nor shall let out for hire any waggon, wain, cart, or other contract.

carriage, or any horse, cattle, or team (a), for the use of any turnpike
road for which he shall act as trustee or commissioner, nor by himself,

or by any other person for or on his account, directly or indirectly,

receive any sum or sums of money to his use or benefit, out of the

tolls collected on the road for which he shall act, during the time he
shall be acting as a trustee or commissioner of such road (a) ; and in

and by the said recited act any trustee or commissioner offending in

any of the cases aforesaid is thereby made liable to pay the penalty of

1001., it is enacted, that no person or persons, being a trustee or com-
missioner, or trustees or commissioners of any turnpike road, shall be
liable to and forfeit the said penalty of 100?., or any other penalty or

forfeitui'e, for or by reason of his or their being only a proprietor or

proprietors, or holder or holders of any share or shares, in any canal

or railway company which shall contract with the trustees or commis-
sioners of the road for which such person or persons shall act as a
trustee or commissioner, or trustees or commissioners, for the carriage

or conveyance of any materials for the repair of such road.

By the same act, s. 78, trustees may enter into certain contracts for Contracts for

amending roads. (See pos^, p. 1246.)
^^^^ ngroa s.

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 84, trustees may purchase lands, &c., for

making or improving the roads. {See post, p. 1194.)

By s. 100 of the same act, the trustees are empowered to purchase Contracts for

land for the purpose of digging materials thereon. {See post, p. 1213.) materials.

30 & 31 Vict. c. 121, s. 2. No trustee or commissioner of any turn- 30 &3ivict.c. 121.

pike road shall be liable to any penalty or forfeiture by reason of his
^fj-npi^ke ro^ads°^

being a proprietor or holder of a share in any gas company or water holding shares in

company which contracts with the trustees or commissioners of such companies which

turnpike road for the supply of gas or water for the purposes of such gas*&c?to°r3s.
read, or of the toll houses thereon.

4. Property vested m Trustees.

The trustees have no interest in the soil of the road
;
{Davison v. Trustees no inte-

Gill, 1 East, 69; li. v. Ifersey Navigation, 9J3.&0.9o; Id. 114); and rest m soil.

the express provisions of the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 24, s. 18, {post, p. 1164),

mines are declared to belong to the original owner of the soil.

Some property, however, does vest in them; thus, by 3 Geo. 4, 3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

c. 126, s. 60, it is enacted, that the right, interest, and property, of
Jou^.^ouL'^s, ^c

,

and in all the toll gates and toll houses, weighing machines, and other vested in trustees,

erections and buildings, lamps, bars, toll boards, direction boards,

mile stones, posts, rails, fences, and other things which shall have
been, or shall be erected and provided in pursuance of any act of

Parliament for making turnpike roads, with the several conveniences

and appurtenances thereunto respectively belonging; and the materials

of which the same shall consist, and all materials,_tools, and imple-

ments which shall be provided for repairing the said roads, and the

scrapings of the said roads, shall be vested in the trustees or commis- Scrapings of roads.

sioners acting in pursuance of such act for the time being, and they

(a) See Towsey v. WhitCy 5 B. <i- 0. 123 ; ante, 1162 n. (b).
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5. Trustees.

3 Geo. 4, c. 120.

Actions may be
brought in name
of clerk (a).

Property may bo
described as the
clerk's.

Sale of toll houses
&c.

Tolls.

r (fc 8 Geo. 4, c. 24
Minerals under
road to beloiicf to
original proprie-
tors of land.

are hereby authorised and empowered to apply and dispose of the
same as they shall think fit, and to bring or cause to be brought, any
action or actions, and to prefer and prosecute, or order and direct the
preferring and prosecuting of any informations or indictments, against
any person or persons who shall dig up, break, or pull down, steal,

take, or carry away, spoil, destroy, mjui-e, or damage any of the toll

gates, or toll houses, weighing machines, or other erections or buildings,

lamps, bars, toll boards, direction boax'ds, mile stones, posts, rails,

fences, and other things, or any of the conveniences and appurtenances
thereto belonging, or any of the tools, implements, or materials afore-

said, or shall interrupt them, the said trustees or commissioners, or
any of their officers, in the possession thereof, in all which proceedings
it shall be sufficient to state generally such articles to be the property
of the clerk for the time being to the?said trustees or commissioners.
The 57th, 58th, and 59th sections of the 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, relate to the

sale and disposal of unnecessary toll houses and property vested in

trustees, &c. See the sections, pos^, pp. 1247, 1252.

By 9 Geo. 4, c. 77, s. 16, the tolls to be collected on any tui-npike

road are to be vested in the trustees. (Seepos^, p. 1219.)

By 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 24, s. 18, all mines of iron, tin, lead, copper,

coal, and other minerals whatsoever, which shall be discovered or

found in or under any land to be used for any turnpike road, shall bo,

and they are hereby resei"ved to the person, body politic, corporate, or

collegiate, who would have been seised of, or entitled to the same, in

case the act for making such road had not been passed, with liberty

for him or his agents or servants to dig for, mine, and work the same
in such manner as is usual for carrying on works of that kind in the

county, district, or place where such mines shall be found, in as full

and as ample a manner as if the said land had not been taken and
appropriated for the purposes aforesaid, so that in the working thereof

no damage shall be done to such road, or any part thereof.

This provision is only an affirmance of the common law ; the free-

hold of the road, (subject to the right of way), and the mines under it,

are vested in the owner of the soil, who may maintain actions against

trespassers, &c.. (1 Roll. Ah. 392; 1 Price, 143; Lofft, 358; Lade v.

Shepherd, 2 Stra. 1001; Ooodtitle v. Alker, 1 Burr. 133; Harrison \.

Parker, 6 East, 154.)

See the 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 75, where provision is made for the pre-

servation of the rights of pasturage along the sides of turnpike roads,

jwst, p. 1182.

5. Teustees' Powers in genebal.

Trustees' general To state all the powers of the trustees would be to repeat nearly all
powers.

.tlie provisions of the turnpike acts, which will be found dispersed

throughout this title.

Trustees, as we have seen, {ante, p. 1150,) are appointed under local

statutes which have but a temporary existence, and an order, therefore,

made by them would, unless otherwise enacted by statute, cease to be
effective at the expiration of the term of the act; but a permanent ]

9 Geo. 4, c. 77. effect is given to their acts, by 9 Geo. 4, c. 77, s. 11, which enacts, j

Bonds, contracts, ^jj^t all conveyances, bonds, covenants, aerreements, contracts, and
fee, to remain m •,• ^ j. j • j. -l

' o >

full force notwith- Securities made or entered into by any person or persons, to or with
standing the re- the trustees for Carrying any local turnpike act into execution, or by

any other person or persons, on behalf of the said trustees, according

to the provisions of any such act, shall remain in full force and effect,

notwithstanding the expiration or repeal of such act, and shall be and
continue available in aU courts, and before all judges and justices

Rights of pastur-
ar'e.

peal of any act.

(a) As to this provision, see further 3 Geo, 4, c. 126, s. 74, ^ws<, p. 1180,

and cases there collected.
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liaying jurisdiction, as the case may require, until the same are fully 5, Trustees.

satisfied and performed, on account and for the benefit of the trust to
be created by any subsequent act for maintaining the same turnpike ^ ^®°' ^' "' ^^'

road or any part thereof.

By the 9 Geo. 4, c, 77, s. 12 {post, p. 1257), the trustees under any
local act may receive in and cancel mortgages granted under the trusts
of a former act, &c.
By 12 & 13 Vict. c. 46, s. 1, it is enacted, that where the general 12 & 13 Vict. c. 46.

annual meetings of the trustees of two or more turnpike roads have Union of turnpike

for three years (a) next preceding such notice as next hereinafter men- **^"^'f'

tioned been held at the same place, or at places distant not more than ijji^turnpfke^^^^'

10 miles from each other, two or more of the trustees of each of such roads may hold

roads may call a joint meeting of the trustees of such several roads, at ind^ifdeenfed'
a place to be specified in the notice of such meeting, for the purpose of expedient to two-

taking into consideration a proposition for the union of the tx-usts of ti^irds of trustees

such several roads, of which meeting and of the purpose thereof 21 may^be'united, on
days' notice shall be given, in like manner as notice of the general assent being

annual meeting of the trustees of such respective roads is by law re- creditor
^*°°^

quired to be given ; and if at such meeting it shall appear to a majority,
being not less than two-thirds of the trustees of each of the trusts so
proposed to be united then present, that such union is expedient, and
that the same can be effected without injuiy to the interests of any
of the creditors of any of the said trusts, the said trustees may resolve
to unite the same, and shall in such case, within 20 days after such
meeting, send notice of such resolution, together with a report of the
reasons for which the said union is considered by them expedient, and
a statement of the income and expenditure of all the trusts proposed to

be so united, and of the debts of every such trust, to all the creditors

of the same, such notice and report to be delivered at the usual place
of abode of every such creditor, or at the bank or other place where the
interest on the debt due to such creditor is usually paid, with instruc-
tions to forward the same to such creditor ; and whenever the assent
in writing to the proposed union of the creditors of each of the said
trusts to whom three-fifths in amount of the debts due from such trust

shall be owing, or of persons legally qualified to assent in behalf of
such creditors, shall have been obtained, the union of the said trusts,

together with the assents and the reports and accounts on which such
union is founded, shall be registered in the office of the clerk of the
peace in every county through which the roads of such united trusts

pass ; and from and after the date of such registration the said tinists

shall become and continue one united trust, and and all the trustees of

every trust so united shall be trustees of the said united trusts.

Sect. 2. That every such trust shall be called and known as " The United trusts

United Trust of _ Eoads," and shall be subject to all the liabiHties
ttes''and*entmed

of such trust so united, and be entitled to all the tolls, profits, and to toils of each

other property of each such trust, and all payments shall be made from t"^** so united,

the common fund of the said trusts so united ; and all the provisions
of the general turnpike acts shall be applicable to such united trust.

Sect. 3. Provided always, that all special provisions in any of the Special provisions

said acts as to the amount of tolls or exemptions, or other arrange- "^ ^^^'^

'^?*V°ti
ments respecting any particular portion of any one of such roads, partrcula/road.

°

shall be held to app]y to that road only, and not to the whole united
trust.

Sect. 4. Provided also, that nothing in this act contained shall ^M^'"^*^ ^^.^^^

extend or be consti-ued to extend to affect, destroy or alter any right Arsons to offices

or interest of any person to or in any office under any turnpike trust under turnpike

to which such person may have been lawfully entitled before the *'""^*^-

l^assing of this act.

(a) This restriotion of three years is repealetl, 10 k \i Yiet, c. 79, s. 6.
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Trustees.

12 & 13 Vict. c. 46.

Meetings of united
trusts.

Extent of act.

13 & 14 Vict. c. 79.

For facilitating

the union of

divisions or dis-

tricts into one
trust.

Meetings of trus-

tees.

3 & 4 Vict. c. 39.

Where sufficient

number do not
attend on day
appointed for first

meeting of trus-

tees, what to be
done.

4 Geo. 4, c. 35.

Where trustees
cannot meet on
day appointed for

their first meet-
ing, the day being
antecedent to the

Sect. 5, That any trust so united may [bold its subsequent meetings
at any place at which, any of the said trusts might have held its meet-
ings prior to such union, and that after the expiration of 3 years (a)

may in like manner, and under the same conditions, unite with any
other trust, trusts, or united trust meeting at the same.

Sect. 6. That this act shall not extend to Scotland or Ireland.

And by 13 & 14 Vict. c. 79, s. 7, it is enacted, that every division or

district formed under any act by which any turnpike trust is consti-

tuted shall, for the purposes of determining upon and effecting such
union as aforesaid, be entitled to act as if it were a separate trust, and
may as such, subject to all the provisions of the act to facUitate the
union of turnpike trusts, and in the manner and under the conditions

therein provided, unite with any or all of the other divisions or dis-

tricts in the same trust, or with any other trust or united trust ; and
if united with any other trust or united trust, the act by which the
trust is established to which any such di-sdsion or district shall belong,
save and except such parts of the same as may require the joint action

of the division or district separated with the other divisions or districts

from which it shall be separated, and save and except such parts as

shall relate exclusively to such other divisions or districts, shall be to

all intents and purposes the act constituting the trust for the said

division or district thus separated from the other divisions or districts

formed under the same act.

6. Meetings of Trustees, when to be iielu. Proceedings
AT, &c.

By the 3 & 4 Vict. c. 39, it is enacted that where a sufficient number
of the trustees or commissioners of any turnpike road shall not meet on
the day appointed by any such act or acts respectively for their first

meeting, or shall not meet on the day appointed by adjournment for

their meeting, or for want of a proper adjournment, by which means,
or by some or one of them, the intent of the said act or acts may be
frustrated, in all or either of the said cases it shall be lawful for so

many of the said trustees or commissioners as shall meet, or the major
part of them, or in case no such trustee or commissioner shall be pre-

sent, for their clerk or clerks, or in case of the death, resignation,

absence, incapacity, neglect, or refusal of such clerk or clerks, for any
five or more of such trustees or commissioners to cause notice in

writing to be affixed on all the tui'npike gates which shall be then
erected on the said respective roads, or if no turnpike gate shall then
be erected, to cause the like notice^to be affixed in the most conspicuous
place in one of the principal towns or places nearest to which the
roads directed to be repaired do lie, and also in some public newspaper
circulated in the county in which the road shall be situate, at least 10
days before the intended meeting, appointing such trustees or com-
missioners to meet at the place where the preceding meeting was
appointed to have been held, or at the place directed for the first meeting
of such trustees or commissioners, if no such preceding meeting shall

have been held ; and the said trustees or commissioners, when met in
pursuance of such notice, shall and may and they are hereby required
to proceed and carry such act or acts into execution in the same and
in as ample and full a manner to all intents and purposes as they
might or could have done if no such neglect had happened.

Stat. 4 Geo. 4, c, 35, enacts, that in all cases where the trustees or
commissioners appointed by any act or acts of parliament have not
been or shall not be able to meet on the day appointed for their first

meeting by any such act or acts, by reason that the day appointed for

such meeting has been or shall be antecedent to the passing of such

{(i) This restriction of tliree years is repealed, 13 & 14 Vict. c. 7!\ .s. 6.
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act or acts, it shall and may be lawful for 3 or more of the said tinis- 5, Trustees.
tees or commissioners appointed to execiite such act or acts to meet at —
the i^lace appointed by such act or acts for the first meeting of such ^

*^®J'-
*> °' ^^•

trustees or commissioners, on the 14th day after the passing of such any^three^o^si^h
act or acts, or of this act ; and every such meeting shall be as good, trustees may
valid, and effectual as if such trustees or commissioners had met in P^^^^^H ^'^^\

pursuance of the act or acts of parliament which they are appointed posing ^acu^
to carry into execution.
By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 69, all trustees and commissioners of every s Geo. 4, c. 120.

turnpike road or roads shall, and they are hereby required to hold a General annual

general meeting of the trust for which they shall respectively act, on heW.™^
a day to be by them, or any 3 or more of them, appointed, in the
months of AprO., September, or October [altered by 3 & 4 Will. 4,

c. 80, s. 2, to on or before 25th March, infra] ; of which meeting 21
days' notice shall be given, by inserting the same in some newspaper
or newspapers usually circulating in the county or counties in which
the road or roads, in respect whereof such meeting shall be held, lie

or are situated, which said meeting shall be called or known as The
General Annual Meeting of the Trustees or Commissioners ; and at

such meeting the trustees or commissioners assembled, shall elect a
chairman for the purposes thereof, and shall also audit their accounts,

and report the state of the road or roads under their care and super-
intendence.

By 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 80, s. 2, from and after the expiration of the 3 & 4 -wm. 4, c. so.

present year, the tnistees and commissioners of every turnpike road
shall hold their general annual meeting on or before the 25th day of

March in every future year, and not at any other time, any thing in

the said recited acts, or in either of them, to the contrary notwith-
standing.

By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 39, the trustees or commissioners for executing 4 Geo. 4, c. 93.

any act for making or maintaining any turnpike roads shall and may ^™?*®°^ ^^^
from time to time meet at such time and place on or near their re- when they think

spective roads as to them shall seem convenient, and may adjoui-n proper,

themselves to meet at any place or places, and at such time or times and may adjourn

as the said trustees or commissioners, or the major part of them pre- ^^^ ®^"^°*

sent at any meeting, shall appoint ; and at all their several meetings
the trustees or commissioners shall pay and defray their own expenses. Expenses of such

except any sum not exceeding 10 shillings per diem for the use of the ^^
^^^^'

room wherein they shall meet ; and all orders and determinations of ^ ^^^

the trustees or commissioners in the execution of any such act shall

be made at meetings to be held in pursuance thereof, or of the said

recited act [3 Geo. 4, c. 126] and this act, and not otherwise (except

in the cases otherwise particularly provided for by the said recited act

or any such act for making or repairing tiu'npike roads) ; and that no
order or determination shall be made unless the major part of the

trustees or commissioners present shall concur therein ; and that all

acts, orders, and proceedings relating to any such act, or the said

recited act and this act, which are directed to be had, made, done, or

exercised by or before the said trustees or commissioners, and all the

powers and authorities vested in them generally, shall and may be
had, made, done, and exercised by the major part of the trustees or

commissioners who shall be present at the respective meetings to be
held by virtue of any such act or this act, the whole number present not

being less than 3
;
(except in such cases where any other number is by

any local act, or the said recited act, or this act, named for any parti-

cular or special purpose) ; and that all acts, orders, or proceedings

had, made, or done, by or before such 3 trustees or commissioners,

shall have the same force and effect, and be binding and conclusive on

all persons, and to all intents and purposes whatsoever, as fully and

effectually as if the same were had, made, done, or executed by or be-

fore all the said trustees or commissioners ; and that a chairman shall Chairman.
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4 Geo. 4, c. 95.

Votes.

Orders, how re-

voked.

Proviso as to

expense of rooms.

How meetings on
emergencies to bo
held.

and may in the first placo be api)ointocl at every meeting to bo held 1 "
virtue and for the pm-poses of any such local act, or the said recit' .

act, and this act, who in case of an equal number of votes (includin.,

the chairman's vote) shall have the casting or decisive vote ; and that

no order or determination at any meeting of the said trustees or coin

-

missioners, once made, agreed upon, or entered into, shall be revok '.

or altered at any subsequent meeting, unless notice of the intention

make such revocation or alteration shall have been given by 3 or nui

trustees or commissioners, by writing under their hands, to the cli i

to the said trustees or commissioners, at a previous meeting hol(l<;ii

for the same road, and entered in the book of proceedings of sik h

meeting, and unless notice signed by any 2 or more trustees or cu\)

missioners shall have been affixed on all the turnpike gates tli' .

erected upon such road, 21 days at least before such meeting, nor
unless such revocation or alteration shall be agreed to be made by a
greater number of trustees or commissioners than concurred in the
making of any such order or determination : Provided always, that
nothing herein contained, prohibiting or restraining trustees from ex-
pending more than lOs. per diem for the use of the room wherein they
shall meet, shall extend to the trustees or commissioners of any road
within 5 miles of the Royal Exchange in London ; but such last-men-
tioned trustees or commissioners may expend any sum not exceeding
20s. for the use of such room.

See/^08^, p. 1183, as to this section being taken in conjunction with
sect. 43 of the above act.

Sect. 41. If at any time it shall be thought necessary, for the bettor

execution of any act of parliament for making or maintaining any
turnpike road, that the trustees or commissioners of such road should
meet before the time to which any meeting may be adjourned, it shall

and may bo lawful for any 2 or more of such tnistees or commis-
sioners (or for the clerk to the said trustees or commissioners, by an
order in writing, signed by one or more of them) to give notice of such
earlier meeting by advertisement in some newspaper circulated in the

neighbourhood of such road, and affixed on all the turnpike gates then
standing on such road ; in which notice shall be expressed the time,

place, and purpose of such earlier meeting; (such time not being less

than 14 days after publication of the said notice) ; and all the orders and
determinations of the trustees or commissioners, at all such meetings,
shall be as valid as if the same had been done at any other meeting of

trustees or commissioners held by virtue of the said recited act or this

act, or the act under and by virtue of which they shall act as tinistces

or commissioners : Provided always, that no other business than what
shall be specified in such notice shall be transacted at any such
meeting.

See infra, as to the proceedings of the trustees or commissioners,
together with their names, being entered in a book to be kept for that
purpose.

See, also, as to statements of debts, &c. being laid before annual
meetings, and as to clerks to trustees preparing estimates for annual
meetings, j908^, p. 1171, &c.

7. Books of Accouxt to be kept, what to be extered
therein, and axtdit.

.T Geo. 4, c. 126. By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 72, all orders and proceedings of the trustees
Prococdings to bo qj. commissioners of every turnpike road, together with the names of
entered in books, ,1 . , • •

^
i j. i- -l n i.

which shall bo tho trustees or commissioners present at everj'- meeting, shall be cn-
open for inspec- tered in a book or books to be kept by the clerk to the said trustees or
*-^^'^- commissioners for that purpose, and be signed by the chairman of (a)

(a) See Soutlmmpton Dock Compnnij

V. Richards, 1 Scott's N. It. 219, wliere

the directors under a dock act were
required to keep a regular minute and
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' Jio meeting or meetings at whicli sucli orders or proceedings shall bo 5. Trustees.
JVom time to time made or had ; and that such book or books shall be ~ —
ojjon at all seasonable times to the inspection of any of the trustees or ^ ^'^^ *> ^- ^^^'

'..immissioners, without fee or reward; and such orders and proceed-
ings so entered and signed by the chairman of («) such meeting or
hi'jetings as aforesaid, shall be deemed and taken to be original orders
and proceedings ; which said book or books, as well as the book or
hooks in which the oath or affirmation directed to be taken by the said
1 rustees or commissioners shall be entered, and also the book or books
'liiected to be kept for registering mortgages and assignments, and all

entries in such books respectively, shall and may be read in evi-
dence (6^ in all courts whatsoever, in all cases of appeal, and in all

prosecutions, suits, and actions whatsoever. {See post, 1283.)

Sect. 73. The tmstees and commissioners of every turnpike road tJ^^(, Lep^^d*to
. liall, and they are hereby required from time to time, and at all be open u/ in«i>ec-

liinos, to order and direct a book or books to be provided and kept by
and CTedltowS.

their clerk for the time being ; in which book or books such clerk
.'-liall enter, or cause to be entered, true and regular accounts of all

suras of money received, paid, laid out, and expended, for or on ac-
count of the road for which such clerk shall act, and of the several
articles, matters, and things for which such sums of money shall have
]><i(in disbursed, laid out, and paid ; and such book or books shall, at
all seasonable times, be open to the inspection of the said trustees or
commissioners, or any creditor or creditors on the tolls collected and
taken on the road to which such books relate, without fee or reward

;

and the said trustees, or commissioners and creditors, or any of them,
nhall or may take copies of or extracts from the said book or books or
any part or parts thereof, without paying anything for the same ; and
tlie said book or books shall bo produced by the said clerk at all

ni^'etings of the said trustees or commissioners : and in case any clerk Penalty on re-

.-hall refuse to permit, or shall not jyennit any of the said trustees or
'""^8>n«pe on.

f 'immLssioners, or any such creditor, to inspect any such book or
1) )oks, or to take such copies or extracts as aforesaid, or in case such
< ]< rk shall refuse or neglect to produce such book or books, at any
niooting of the said trustees or commissioners, such clerk shall forfeit

and pay any sum of money not exceeding 51., to be levied and applied
in the same manner as other penalties are hereby directed to be levied

and applied (by sect.'l41, post, p. 1278).

See also the provisions of the 9 Geo. 4, c. 77, s. 2, as to the entries

being open to inspection, and the penalty for not granting it ; as also

to such entries being evidence, jMst, p. 1283.

A local turnpike act directed that the trustees should keep books in

v.hich they should enter their accounts, and also their orders and
])ioceedings ; and that all person* should have access to such entries.

J ;y a subsequent local act it was directed that the trustees should keep
a book in which they should enter their accounts, which book should
])<; open to the inspection of the trustees or of any creditor on the tolls.

TLo General Turnpike Act, 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 73, re-enacted the

'airy of the orders and proceedings (a) See note (a) p. 1168.

;it every meeting of the directors, (b) These words seem to make
v.liich wajj to he signed by the chair- such hooks evidence of everything

!ii in a^ each respective meeting ; and upon the face of them. (See S/ief-

was held, that a signature hy the field awl Manchester Ry. Co. v.

airman at a subsequent meeting at Wo'xlcock, T M.dsW. 574.

lioh the minutes of the former (c) And see 30 4; 31 Vict. c. 121,

<;ting were read over and con- s. 4 (post, p. 1267), as to inspection

;iied was a suflicicnt compliance by ratepayers,

th the act.

4 V
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6. Trustees, latter provision as to all turnpike road accounts ; and sect. 72 directs

tliat all tnistees of turnpike roads should keep a book of their orders
3 Geo. 4, c. 126. ^nd proceedings, which should be open to the inspection of any of ilir

trustees, and should be read as evidence in coui'ts as there directed.

That act also pro\'ides, that the enactments therein contained shall ex-

tend to all other turnpike acts, except where by that act it is otherwise
,

ordered :—Held, that these clauses of the general and of the second ^
local act superseded the provisions of the original act, and limited the 1
power of inspection at first given to the whole public, confining it to f
trustees, and to trustees and creditors in the respective cases of orders $
and accounts. {B. v. Trustees of North Leach and Witney Roads, 5 B. M.

& Ad. 978.)
_ I

To ground an application for a mandamus to inspect books, quajre,
f.

whether it is sufficient to show that the party entitled to inspect de- fi

manded liberty to do so, that his claim was disputed, but inspection

offered him as a favour, and that he refused to accept it otherwise than
as a right. {Per Denman, C. J., S. C.)

'

It may be useful to state the following case here :—By statute incor-

;

porating a canal company, the affairs of the company were to be mar
naged by a committee, who were authorised to appoint a clerk fox

better carrying into execution the purposes of the act. The committeel
were required to enter in books an account of their disbursements,!
receipts, and transactions, and the books were to be open at all season^

able times to the inspection of the proprietors. A proprietor applie
"

to the clerk for an inspection of the books which were under
charge. The clerk said he would refer the demand to the committee
The proprietor attended the committee, and there repeated his request j
and the chairman said they would take time to consider it. Ten daj

afterwards the proprietor applied again to the clerk, who refused
"

inspection. On motion for a mandamus to the company to allow in^

spection of the books :—^Held, that there had been no sufficient refus

by the committee to warrant the application :—Semble, that a part
applying for a mandamus to give inspection of such documents, ougl
to show that when he demanded the inspection, he stated the objec

for which he wanted it. {B. v. Wilts and Berks Canal Company, 3 A\
&E.4:11.)

30 & 31 Vict. c. 121. 30 & 31 Yict. c. 121, s. 6. Where at any general annual meeting <

audit of'accounts ^^^ trustees of a turnpike road 3 or more trustees shall state

in cases herein Writing their desire that there'should be an audit other than the auc
named? f^y i-]^q trustees themselves of the accounts of such trust, the clerk

such trust shall apply to the principal secretaiy of state for the hom(|

department for an audit of the accounts of that year, and the seen
tary of state for the home department shall direct an audit accord

ingly, and shall make such regulations for holding such audit as shs

seem to him desirable : Provided always, that the expenses of
incident to such audit shall be deemed expenses incurred by
trustees of the turnpike road.

8. Annual Statement of Debts, &c. to be made out, and 'i <
•

be teansmitted to the secretary of state, &c.

3 & 4 Will. 4, c. SO. T3y 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 80, intituled, " An Act requiring the annual
,

o "debts and^ac-'^*
statements of trustees or commissioners of turnpike roads to be trans-fflj

counts to Secre- mitted to the Secretary of State, and afterwards laid before ParHa-™
tary of State. mcnt," after reciting 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, by which it was enacted, tha<^

all trustees and commissioners of every turnpike road or roads should f'

hold a general meeting of the trust for which they should respectively
act on a day to be appointed in the months of April, September, or

October in everj'^ year, which said meeting should be called or known
as " the general annual meeting of the trustees or commissioners,"
and at such meeting the trustees or commissioners assembled should
elect a chairman for the purposes thereof, and should also audit the
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several accounts of tlie said trusts, and report the state of the roads 5. Trustees.
under their care and superintendence, and as soon as such accounts
-hould be allowed and signed, the clerk to the trustees or commis- 3 <fe 4 w. 4, c. 80.

ioners holding such meeting should forthwith make out a statement
of the debts, revenues, and expenditure received or incurred on
account of the trust for which the meeting should be held, in the
form contained in the schedule annexed to the said act, which said
statement should be submitted to the trustees or commissioners as-
sembled at such meeting, and when approved by the majority of
them should be signed by the chairman of the said meeting, and
should within 30 days thereafter be transmitted to the clerk of the
peace of the county in which the road or the major j^art thereof to
which the said statement related should lie; and it was further
enacted, that on such statement being received by the said clerk of
the peace he should produce the same to the justices assembled at the
quarter sessions to be held next after the receipt thereof, and that
such statement should also be registered and kept amongst the records
' if the quarter sessions of the county for which such clerk of the peace
-should act ; and reciting 4 Geo, 4, c. 95, s. 42, by which it was
enacted, that where by any act of Parliament a general annual meet-
ing of the trustees acting in execution of such act should be appointed
to be held at any other time of the year than in the said months of
April, September, or October, and the said trustees should have held
such meetings under the authority of such act, it should be lawful
for such trustees to continue to hold the said general annual meetings
at the time mentioned and directed in the act by virtue of which they
should be appointed, instead of in the said months of April, Sep-
tember, or October, anything in the first said recited act contained to

the contrary notwithstanding : and whereas it is expedient that such
annual statements should be transmitted to one of his Majesty's prin-
ipal secretaries of state, for the purpose of being revised, and after-

wards laid before both Houses of Parliament ; and for the sake of one
uniform system it is also expedient that i^rovisions should be made in
lespect to the time for holding such general annual meetings : it is Clerk of trustees

(,'nacted, that the several and respective clerks of the said trustees or ^f ^^t'!'*"^*
copies

. '

.

1 1 T T
-"^

1 J • !• 1 ,.
ot all past annual

commissioners holding such annual meetings respectively as aiore- statements of

said, shall within 30 days from the passing of this act transmit to one ^*lV*®' *°-' under

of his Majesty's principal secretaries of state for the time being, secretai-y'of state
ipies of all such annual statements so already sent by them respec- within a certain

i vely to the clerks of the peace as aforesaid, and shall also transmit to
*^'"®'

one ofhis Majesty's principal secretaries of state for the time being copies
of all such general annual statements for any future year or years so

dii-ected to be transmitted to the clerks of the peace as aforesaid, with-
in 30 days after the same shall have been so aj^proved and signed as

aforesaid ; and if any such clerk to the said trustees or commissioners
shall refuse or neglect to transmit such copies of such annual state-

ments within the time hereinbefore prescribed for that pui-pose, then
and in every such case every such clerk so oflFending shall for every
such offence forfeit any sum not exceeding 101. nor less than ol. at the
discretion of any justice or justices of the peace before whom com-
plaint of such offence shall be made.

Sect. 3. The annual statement of the debts, revenues, and expendi- Begulating time

ture of every turnpike trust so as aforesaid required by the said 3 annualsta^ement
Geo. 4, and also by this act, to be made out by the clerk and sur- of debts, &c.

veyor to the trustees or commissioners holding such general annual
meeting, and submitted to the trustees or commissioners then assem-
bled, shall be made out of the debts, revenues, and expenditures re-

ceived or incurred on account of the trust for which the meeting shall

be held between the 1st day of January and the 31st day of December
of the year preceding the year in which such meeting shall be so held,

and according to such schedule.

4 F 2
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5. Trustees.

3 & 4 W. 4, c. 80.
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tary of state.

Sect. 4. The several and respective clerks to the said trustees or

commissioiiers shall cause to be prepared and laid before such general

annual meetings of the trustees and commissioners respectively, esti-

mates, made out in the form contained in the schedule (B) (a) to this

act annexed, of the probable expenditure of their respective trusts

for the current year, from the 1st day of January preceding such
meeting to the 31st day of December following; and if any such

clerk shall refuse or neglect to prepare and lay before such general

annual meeting such estimate as aforesaid, every such clerk so

offending shall for every such offence forfeit any sum not ex-

ceeding 10?. nor less than 5Z., at the discretion of any justice or

justices of the peace before whom complaint of such offence shall

be made.
Sect. 5. Such secretary of state for the time being shall yearly and

every year cause such annual statements so transmitted to him to be

revised and abstracted, and shall cause such abstracts to be laid before

both Houses of Parliament, together with any observations he may
think proper to make with respect to the state, condition, and repair

of the roads or any of them, or with respect to the debts, revenues,

expenditure, and management of any of such turnpike trusts.

Sect. 6. To enable such secretary of state for the time being to elu-

cidate such annual statements, and to make such abstract, and pro-

pare such report and observations for both Houses of Parliament, it

shall be lawful for such secretaiy of state for the time being to inquiro

into the state of the several turnpike trusts whose annual statements

shall be so as aforesaid transmitted, and ascertain the amount of tlio

annual income and expenditure of such several tnists, and also to

inquiro into the method in which the roads under the charge of such
j

trusts are maintained and repaired ; and for the purposes aforesaid it

shall be lawful for such secretary of state for the time being to J

summon before him any surveyors, treasurers, clerks, or other!

oflBcers employed by the trustees or commissioners in respect of the]

said roads ; and the said surveyors, treasurers, clerks, and other I

officers shall, if required, produce all books of account, plans, maps,
papers, documents, and writings in their possession respectively, and

j

shall permit any person appointed by such secretary of state for thej

time being to inspect, examine, and take copies or extracts from thej

same or any or either of them ; and if any such surveyor, treasurer,
j

clerk, or other officer shall refuse or neglect to attend any suchj

summons, or refuse or neglect to give a full and satisfactory answerl
to any question which ho shall be by such secretary of state for the timel
being required to answer, or shall refuse or neglect to produce any[
book of account, plan, map, paper, document, or writing in his pos-
session relating to the road as to which he shall be employed, evei

person so offending shall for every such oflFence forfeit any sum not
exceeding 20?. nor less than bl., at the discretion of any justice or

justices of the peace before whom complaint of such offence shall be
made.

Sect. 7. When and so soon as the trustees of any turnpike road
shall have entered into a resolution to apply to Parliament for the

continuation of the term and powers of the act under which sucl
turnpike road is regulated, or for the alteration or enlargement of anj
of those powers, or for an increase of the tolls to be levied on sucl

turnpike road, the clerk of the said trustees is hereby required imme*
diately to transmit a copy of such resolution to one of his Majesty's
principal secretaries of state for the time being, together with a copj
of any special clauses which the trustees may wish to be inserted

(a) Soo form, No. QQ, post.
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any new act respecting sucli turnpike road, and also a statement of 5. Tnislees.

the increased tolls intended to be levied ttereon. ——

-

Sect. 8. The penalties hereby imposed shall bo recovered and ap-
u- h

°

t
plied in the same manner as penalties imposed by the 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, bc^ecoveredT

"

and the several clauses and provisions therein contained respecting

the recovery and application of penalties shall be in force for that pur-
l^ose as if the same were herein specially re-enacted and contained.

(^QQ post, p. 1278.)

9. Sinking Fund to be provided fob Payment of Debts.

By 12 & 13 Vict. c. 87, s. 3, it is enacted that in every case in which 12 & 13 vict. c. 87.

the trustees or commissioners of any turnpike road shall hereafter
lisrtiTiffe^of'^

^"^^

borrow, charge, or secure any sum or sums of money on the credit of money hereafter

the tolls arising on such road, such trustees or commissioners shall, borrowed {a).

out of the tolls of such road, and in priority to all other paj^ments
thereout, except the interest on any such monies as aforesaid, and on
any other monies remaining owing on the security of the said tolls, set

ajjart a sum of bl. per centum per annum on the amount of money so

borrowed, charged, or secured ; and when and so often as the sums so when fund

set apart as aforesaid shall amount to the sum of 200^., the trustees or amounts to 2002.,

commissioners of the road out of the tolls of which such sum has toreXcedebt!^
arisen shall, at any general annual or other meeting of such trustees

or commissioners, apply such sum in the payment of a projiortionate

part of the monies borrowed, charged, or secured as aforesaid, and then
remaining unpaid, to the creditors on the tolls of such road, and shall,

28 days at least before such general annual or' other meeting, cause
notice to be given of such meeting, and of the purposes thereof, so far

as the same relate to the application of the said sum, in some news-
paper usually circulated in the county or counties in which such
road is situate ; and at such meeting such trustees or commissioners
shall apply such sum, or a portion thereof, (as the case may require,)

in or towards the discharge of monies owing on the security of the tolls

of such road, to the creditor who shall, by proposal in writing trans-

mitted to the clerk of such trustees or commissioners before such
meeting, have offered to accept the lowest composition in respect of

such monies, and shall apply the surplus (if any) of such sum, after

payment to such creditor as aforesaid, or a portion of such sum, (as

the case may require,) in or towards the discharge of monies owing
on the security of the said tolls, to the creditor who by proposal as

aforesaid shall have offered to accept the next lowest composition in

respect of such monies, and so in like manner until the sum shall be
exhausted ; and if two or more creditors by proposals as aforesaid

shall have offered to accept an equal rate of composition, it shall be
lawful for such trustees or commissioners to determine by lot the
preference between or amongst such creditors, or to pay such compo-
sition rateably between or amongst such creditors, as such trustees or

commissioners think fit ; and if there be no such proposal as aforesaid,

or there be any surplus of the sum after applying the same, so far as

may be necessary, in or towards the dischaige of the monies to which
such proposals as aforesaid relate, such trustees or commissioners may
apply the said sum rateablj' amongst the creditors, or may pay the

same to such of them as may. be determined by lot, as such trustees or

commissioners think fit.

Sect. 4. That it shall be lawful for a mortgagee in possession of any Mortgagee in pos

toll gate or bar set up or erected on any turnjjike road to let to farm session may let

the tolls of such gate or bar, in like manner as the trustees or com-
missioners of any turnpike road may let to farm the tolls of the gates

on such road, and for that purpose to exercise all the like jjowers

as such trustees or commissioners might exercise for a like pur-

pose ; and all contracts and agreements to be made or entered into

for the farming or letting the tolls of such road, signed by such
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3 Geo. 4, 0. 126.

13 & 14 Vict. c. 79.
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12 <fe 13 Vict.

c. 87, for forming
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passing of said
act.

mortgagee, shall be as good, valid, and effectual as a contract or

agreement for farming or letting the toUs of any turnpike road

signed by the trustees or commissioners of such road or two or more k

of them.
I

Sect. 5 recites 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 80, and enacts, that where in any S

year the trustees or commissioners of any turnpike road shall not hold I

their general annual meeting on or before the 25th day of March, J

according to the directions of the said act, the clerk to such trustees or |
commissioners shall make out such statement of the debts, revenues, f
and expenditure of the tinist as should have been submitted to the |

trustees or commissioners at such general annual meeting in case the ?

same had been holden, and transmit a copy thereof to one of her ^
Majesty's principal secretaries of state, on or before the 24th daj^ of

April in such year ; and, save as hereinafter provided, every such clerk

who shall neglect to make out such annual statement, or to transmit

a copy thereof, within the time hereinbefore proscribed for that pur-

liose, shall for every such offence forfeit any sum not exceeding 10/.

nor less than ol., at the discretion of any justice or justices of the peaeo

before whom complaint of such offence shall be made : provided alway.s,

that it shall not be requisite for such clerk to make out such state-

ment or transmit such copy as aforesaid for or in respect of any period

during which the tolls of such road are received by any mortgagee,

agent, or person other than such trustees or commissioners or theii-

lessees or farmers.

Sect. 6. That every mortgagee, agent, or other person in possession

of any toll gate or bar set up or erected on any turnpike road shall,

on or before the 25th day of March in every year, make, and transmit

to one of her Majesty's principal secretaries of state, an annual state-

ment of the revenue of such road received by such mortgagee, agent,

or other person during the year ending the 31st day of December then

preceding, and of the expenditure or application thereof, in the form
contained in the schedule (A.) to the said act of the fourth year of

king William the Fourth annexed, (ante, p. 1170,) or as near thereto as

circumstances will admit ; and every mortgagee, agent, or other person

in possession as aforesaid who shall neglect to make out and trans-

mit such annual statement within the time hereinbefore prescribed

for that purpose shall for every such offence forfeit any sum not

exceeding 10/. nor less than 51., at the discretion of any justice or

justices of the peace before whom complaint of such offence shall be

made.
Sect. 7. That the penalties hereby imposed shall be recovered and

applied in the same manner as penalties imposed by 3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

The 13 & 14 Vict. c. 79, s. 4, reciting 12 & 13 Vict. c. 87, s. 3, enacts,

that where the trustees or commissioners of any tui-npike road had
before the passing of the said act borrowed, charged or secured any sum
or sums of money on the credit of the tolls arising on such road, and
any such raoney shall remain unpaid and unsatisfied at the time of the

passing of this act, such trustees or commissioners shall, out of the tolls

of such road, after payment thereout of the interest on any monies owing
on the security of the said tolls, and such sums as may be required to

be sot apart under the said recited enactment, and all other annual
liabilities (if any) of their trust, and the necessary expenses of the

repairs of such road, and of the salaries of their officers, and all other

necessary expenses of their trust, set apart a sum of 51. per centum
per annum on the amount of principal naoney so borrowed, charged or

secured before the passing of the said act, and remaining unpaid and
unsatisfied as aforesaid, or such lesser sum as may from time to time

remain after such payment as aforesaid ; and when and so often as the

sums so set apart shall amount to the sum of 200Z. the trustees or

commissioners of the road out of the tolls of which such sum has arisen

shall apply such sum in or towards payment of the monies so borrowed.
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charged or soeured as aforesaid, and then remaining unpaid, in manner 5, Tnistees.
provided by the said act with respect to the application of money — „;

'—~-

arising from the sums set apart as therein mentioned, in or towards °' '
'

the discharge of monies borrowed, charged or secured, after the pass-
ing of such act : provided always, that it shall be lawful for one of hel" Secretary of state

Majesty's principal secretaries of state, if upon the application of the ™„gtees^ot to set
trustees or commissioners of any turnpike road he see fit so to do, by apart a sinking
order in writing under his hand, to authorise such trustees or com- tund.

missioners not to set apart any sum as hereinbefore required, or to set

^part a less sum per centum per annum than the sum hereinbefore
mentioned, and it shall be lawful for such secretary of state from time
to time to vary or revoke any such authority, and such order shall be
binding on such trustees or commissioners : provided also, that where Enactment not to

in-ovision is made under any local act for forming a fund for the dis- interfere witii

charge of the monies borrowed, charged or secured on the tolls of any
^^r'\|jj,|/^ts*

"^'

turnpike road, this enactment shall not extend to the trustees or com-
missioners of such road.

Sect. 5. That where any mortgage of the tolls of any turnpike road Mortgagee under

shall be made under the powers of any act passed or to be passed in or and feature session
after the present session of parliament (other than an act continuing not to enter into

the term of any existing act), no holder of such mortgage shall be possession wiiile

entitled to enter into possession of all or any of the toll-gates, bars, tualiy^paidf
"^'^'

chains, toll-houses or buildings upon such road in case and so long as
the interest on the mortgage debt thereby secured up to the last half-

yearly or other periodical day on which such interest is payable bo
paid within one month after such day as aforesaid, or within one
month after the same is demanded (which shall last happen), and
where any mortgagee in possession as aforesaid has been fully paid all

.interest up to the last half-yearly or other such periodical day as afore-

said, together with any costs he may be entitled to retain out of the
tolls of the road, he shall, within twenty-one days after such payment,
render to the trustees or commissioners of such road on account of his

receipts as such mortgagee in possession and of the application thereof,

and shall pay the balance (if any) in his hand to the treasurer of such
road ; and shall deliver possession of all toll gates, bars, chains, toll

houses and buildings of which he may have been in possession to the
said trustees or commissioners or to some person appointed by them,
and where no half-yearly or other periodical day is fixed by such
mortgage or otherwise for the pajnnent of interest, such interest shall

for the purposes of this provision be deemed to be payable on the first

day of May and the first day of November in every year.

And by 14 & 15 Vict. c. 38, s. 1, it is enacted, that where the reve- 14 & is vict. c. S8.

nues of any turnpike road in England applicable to the payment of
ao™ennurnpfke

the interest upon the principal money for the time being charged or trusts, with con-

secured on the tolls or revenues of such road are insufiicient (a) for the ?ent of two-thirda

payment in full of such interest, it shall be lawful for the trustees or creditors" may
commissioners of such road, at any general annual or other meeting, apply for a provi-

notice being given of such meeting 21 days at the least before holding
r|j^"fJtionof rate

the same, and of the purpose thereof (so far as the same relates to the of interest, or

powers of this act), in some newspaper usually circulated in the county extinguishment

or counties in which such road is situate, to resolve that in case such
consents as hereinafter mentioned of the mortgagees be obtained, an
application be made to one of her Majesty's principal secretaries of

state for a provisional order to reduce the rate of interest on the mort-

gage debts charged or secured on the tolls or revenues of such road, to

such amount as may be resolved on at such meeting, and for extin-

{a) By the 23 & 24 Vict. c. 73, s. 3, - land, the act in relation to which is

and 24 & 25 Vict. c. 46, s. 2, the continued by the Annual Turnpike

provisions of this act are extended to Acts Continuance Act.

the case of any turnpike road in Eng-
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5. Trustees.

14 & 15 Vict. C.38.

Power to execu-
tors, &c. to con-
Bent.

Secretary of state
may make a pro-
visional order in
pursuance of the
application

;

which order to be
binding if con-
firmed by parlia-
ment.

ir (& 18 Vict. s. 5;

Power to execu-
tors, djc., to con-
sent.

Tolls not to be
charged without
consent of secre-
tary of state.

guisHng in whole or in part the arrears of the interest on such dcL;

or for either of such purposes ; and where any such resolution

aforesaid is made, such trustees or commissioners shall cause notice i >

be given, by advertisement or otherwise, of such resolution, with such
information in relation to the matter of the proposed application, ;n '

the consents required by this act, as such trustees or commission
may think fit ; and in case it appear to such trustees or commissioii

at any general annual or other meeting that the persons entitled

two-thirds of the money charged or secured on the tolls or revenue.-;

such road, and remaining unpaid, have signified in writing under tin

hands their consent to the proposed application, it shall be lawful 1

such trustees or commissioners to make an application accordingly 1 <

)

one of her Majesty's principal secretaries of state for a provisioii;i'

order for such reduction as aforesaid of the rate of interest on the sa:
'

debts, and for extinguishing in whole or in part the arrears of intei <

thereon, or for either of such purposes ; and such application shall '

signed by three or more of such trustees or commissioners, who sli:; .

therein certify that the consents required by this act to such applica-

tion have been given.

Sect. 2. All executors, administrators, guardians, trustees, and all

committees of. the estates of idiots and lunatics, who, as such, are for

the time being entitled to any money charged or secured on the tolls

or revenues of any such road, may consent to any such application as

aforesaid, as fully as if they respectively were so entitled in their own
right, discharged of all trusts in respect thereof, and all executors,

administrators, guardians, trustees and committees so consenting arc
;

hereby severally indemnified for so doing.

Sect. 3. It shall be lawful for such secretary of state, if he think fit,

after receipt of any such application as aforesaid, to make a provisional

order under his hand in pursuance of such application; and such
secretary of state shall cause such provisional order to be published iu

such manner as he may think fit ; and in case it be enacted by any
act of parliament that such provisional order shall be confirmed and
be absolute, such provisional order shall be as binding and of the like

force and effect as if the provisions thereof had been expressly enacted
by parliament, and every such act shall be deemed a public general act.

By 16 & 17 Vict. c. 135, s. 3, the trustees may apply the sinking
fund in paying debts before it amounts to 200/. , or may postpone its

application until it amounts to a larger sum, with the consent of the
secretary of state ; by s. 4 they may apply the surplus in paying debts,

as provided for by the 12 & 13 Vict. c. 87, and 13 & 14 Vict. c. 79.

By 17 & 18 Vict. c. 58, s. 4, all executors, administrators, guar-
dians, trustees, and all committees of the estates of idiots and lunatics,

who as such are for the time being entitled to any money charged or

secured on the tolls of any turnpike road, may offer to accept and may
accept under this act such composition in respect of such money or any 1

part thereof as they in their discretion may deem expedient, as if lliey

respectively were so entitled in their own right, discharged of all trusts

in respect thereof, and all executors, administrators, guardians, trus-

tees, and committees so consenting are hereby severally indemnified

;

for so doing.

Sect. 5. It shall not be lawful for the trustees or commissioners of
any turnpike road to borrow any money on the credit of the tolls of

;

such road, or to make any mortgage, charge, or security of or u]ion

such tolls, without the previous consent in writing of one of her ]Ma-
jesty's principal secretaries of state : Provided always, that this enact-
ment shall not be applicable where power is given by any local act to

borrow a limited sum for a specific object on secuiity of such tolls,

nor shall it prevent the execution of mortgages which may bo given in

lieu of mortgages lost or cancelled or otherwise, for securing or further

securing money already charged on the tolls of any turnpike road.
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10. To PAY Balance on expiration of Trust to Parishes. 5. Trustees.

30 & 31 Vict, c. 121, s. 3. The trustees or commissioners of a turn- 30&3iyict.c.i2i.

pike road -which shall hereafter become an ordinary highway shall, as ^usTtelancTfo
soon as maybe after the expiration of their trust, distribute the ba- bepaidtoparishea.

lance of any monies remaining in their hands amongst the parishes
upon which will fall the liability to repair the roads of such trust in
proportion to the mileage of such roads in each parish, or, if such
road shall be situated in any highway district or highwaj^ districts,

then the trustees shall pay over such balance to the treasui-er or trea-
surers of such highway district or highway districts in proportion to
the mileage of such road in each such highway district, to be distri-

buted in manner aforesaid.

11. Trustees, Personal Liability of.

By 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 24, s. 2, every trustee who shall order or direct 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c r-i.

the expenditure of any money for or towards the making repairing, or Trustees person-

altering any road not comprehended within the act, in the execution mo^ey'^xpendcd
of which he may be acting, or for or towards the performance of any on roads not in

act, matter, or thing not authorised by such act, or by the said recited *''^^''-

acts, [3 Geo. 4, c. 126 : 4 Geo. 4, c. 95], such trustee shall be person-
ally liable to the trust for the repayment of the money so expended, at
the suit of any person or any one trustee, or of the clerk to such trus-
tees, on behalf of such trust ; and that all the costs and charges of
such suit, over and above any costs and charges recovered from the
defendant in such suit, shall be paid and borne by such trust.

Sect. 3, No trustee shall be personally subject or liable to be charged No trustee to be

(except as next hereinbefore mentioned) with the payment ofany sum or personally liable

sums ofmoney laid out or expended in or towards the making, repair- '^^ ^"'^ '

ing, or altering any turnpike road, nor shall execution issue against
the goods and chattels of any trustee by reason of his having acted as
such trustee, or having signed or authorised or directed any contract
or security to be entered into relating to any such road, unless, in
such contract or security, such trustee shall have in express words
rendered himself so personally liable.

By 4 Geo, 4, c, 95, s, 61, the trustees or commissioners for making 4 Geo. 4, c. 9.5.

or maintaining any turnpike road, shall not be personally subject to
J^au'^^u^hi* "^t^'

or liable to be charged with the payment ofany sum or sums of money, mortgages.

by reason of their having signed or executed any mortgage, or assign-
ment by way of mortgage, or other security to be made by virtue or in
pursuance of any act for making or maintaining any turnpike road :

Provided also, that in case any action, suit, or prosecution, shall be
brought or commenced against anj such trustee or commissioner, for

any thing done by virtue or in pursuance of the said recited act [3
Geo. 4, c, 126], or this act, or any such act for making or maintaining
any turnpike road, all the costs, charges, and expenses of defending Costs of proceed

-

such action, suit, or prosecution, or which such trustee or commis- ^f| out^of *touV°
sioner shall incur in consequence thereof, shall be defrayed out of the &c.

tolls arising on the turnpike road, for which such trustee or com-
missioner shall act. (See also p. 1257.)

As to the recovery from trustees of money for compensation or Materiala.

satisfaction for materials, damage, &c., see the 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 71,

post, p. 1215.

Decisions as to Fersonal Liability of Trustees for Contracts.']—Without necisious as to

the above enactments the trustees would have been personally liable ihabnity7or" con-
like other individuals who contract. (See Horsley v. Bell, Ambl. 769.) tracts.

The chairman of the trustees of a turnpike road signed a resolution

that the plaintiff should be requested to make a temporary advance of

2,000^. to the trustees. The plaintiff advanced the money, but received

no security by mortgage of the tolls, as prescribed by 3 Geo. 4, c. 126,



5. Trustees, s. 81, post, 1253. It was held that the chairman (the defendant) was
7T~ '

not exempted from personal responsibility by 7 & 8 Geo. 4', c. 2, s. 3.
eo.

,
c. 24. Pqj, ^j^q meaning of that enactment, coupled with the statute of 4 Greo.

4, c. 95, s. 61, (supra), is", that trustees shall be protected only where
they have pursued the form of security prescribed by the statutes.

{Parrott v. Eijre, 10 Bincj. 283.)

In the following case the trustees were held to have made them-
selves liable. Certain of the trustees under an act of Parliament for

making a road, the fund provided by the act being neither sufficient

nor available for the object until the completion of the road, raised

money on their personal credit to carry on the work, and afterwards
brought an action against the other trustees, who had attended some
of the meetings, for payment of an equal proportion of the whole ex-
pense ofthe road, or at least for a proportion of the expense authorised

at the meeting or meetings which they had attended : it was held at

first by the court of session, that the mere fact of presence at meetings
did constitute a prima facie ground of personal liability, and that the

onus lay on the defenders to show, if they could, facts and circum-
stances exempting them from that personal liability. But on appeal
to and a remit by the House of Lords, it was held that the mere fact

of presence at meetings did not constitute a prima facie ground of per-

sonal liability ; and that the onus lay upon the pursuers, to show acts,

beyond mere attendance, done by the defenders, to render them per-
sonally liable ; and, therefore, the defences of those trustees against

whom nothing was alleged and proved, except the mere fact of pre-

sence at meetings, were sustained ; but as to those trustees who signed
contracts, they were held personally liable for a proportion of the
expense of such contracts as they signed ; and thus judgment
was affirmed in Dom. Proc. And Lord Eldon said—"That when
trustees confined themselves to the act of parliament, and the ap-
plication of the parliamentary funds, they were not personally liable

;

but that this also rested on strong principle, that, as the trustees must
know whether there are funds to carry on the work, when they con-
tract with those who do not know, they shall be considered as repre-

senting that there are funds, and shall be bound to provide funds to

pay the conq.raGtors." (Iliggins v. Lcvimjstone and others, 4 Bowl.
P. 0. 341.)

(See Burrell v. Jones, 3 B. & Aid. 47 ; Iveson v. Coningfon, 1 B. & C.

160; Omv's G. N. P. 117; Morton v. Herron, E. & M. C. N. P. 229;
Cane v. Chapman, 5 A. & E. 647.)

Decisions as to Decisions as to Personal Liability of Trustees for Torts.~\—Ti \he trus-

of trustees for'*^ ^®^' ^^ ^^ performance of any act which they are empowered to do,

torta. behave arbitrarily, wantonly, or oppressively, or are even so careless

and negligent as to cause a consequential damage, which might well
have been avoided ; it seems that in such case they will bo personally
liable to an action for the injury incurred. (See Jones v. Bird, 5 B.
& Aid. 837 ; Moxon v. Leader, 2 Sir W. Bl. 924 ; Humphreys v. Mears,
13f. & R. 187.)

In general, however, no action lies against commissioners (or their
servants) p.ppointed under an act of Parliament to eff'ectuato its pro-
visions, unless they exceed their jurisdiction, or do not act carefully,

and clearly not where the act gives another remedy. {Oovernor and
Company of Cast Plate Manufacturers v. Meredith, 4 T. It. 794.)

If a statute enable trustees to do an act and does not give compen-
sation, they are not liable for a consequential injury resulting to an
individual from the act done in the pursuance of the statute. There-
fore, where trustees under the General Turnpike Act, by improving
the course of a public road, had effected a consequential injury to a
private individual, whose estate abutted on the road; it was held,

that they were not liable to an action, it appearing that thoy had not
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exceeded the authority given by the statute. (Bolton v. Crowther, 2 5. Trustees.

B. & C. 703.)

By a turnpike act, trustees were appointed with authority to cut
drains in lands adjoining the roads, making reasonable satisfaction to
the owners thereof. By the same act, it was provided that all actions
for any thing done in pursuance of the act should be brought within
6 months after the doing the thing complained of. A drain was cut
by an order signed by a competent number of trustees, and according
to the plan of a surveyor, in land adjoining the plaintiif' s, by which
the latter was overflowed. An action was brought against one of the
ti-ustees only, more than 6 months after the act done, and the first

injury sustained, but within 6 months after a subyequent injury
accrued—it was held, 1st, that the action, if it could have been sup-
l^orted at all, was well brought against the defendant only ; but 2ndly,
that the trustees, having acted to the best of their skill, and with the
best advice, were not answerable for the damage which had accrued.
{Sutton V. Clarke, 6 Taunt. 29. And see Lloyd v. Wigney, G Bing.
489; post, 1180.)

The trustees of a public road, who were empowered and required by
act of Parliament to place lamps along the road, if they should think
necessary, and to make contracts for the cleansing of the road, and to

take a night toll for the purpose of enabling them to light and watch
the same, were held not liable in an action upon the case, for an
injury suffered by an individual in crossing the road at night, by
falling over a heap of scrapings left on the road side after cleansing
the road, without any lights. J^Jt per Lord Ellenhorougli—"If, by
omitting to put up lamps where necessaiy, the trustees are guilty of a
breach of public duty, they may be indicted ; but to hold, that every
trustee of a road is liable in damages for such an accident as this

would, I conceive, be going fui-ther than any case warrants." {Harris
and Wife v. Baker, ^ M. & S. 27.)

It seems also, that trustees of a public road, who, in furtherance of
the trusts thereof, employ others under them, are not to be considered in
the same light as private individuals ; and, therefore, are not answer-
able for their misconduct, {Id. ; Duncan v. Finlater, 6. CI. & Fin. 894,
where if ivas also held, that the funds raised hy the act under which the

trustees are acting cannot he charged with compensation for an injury
occasioned hy such misconduct), unless, perhaps, where they personally
interfere in the management of the works ; and a slight interference
may not suffice. {Humphreys v. Mears, 1 M. & R. 187.) And where
the trustees of a turnpike road who were employed to make contracts
for the cleansing of the road, engaged with a contractor, and the
labourers employed by him did the work so negligently as to injure a
passenger, the trustees were held not to be liable, since the labourer
could not be considered as in their employment. No duty was imposed
upon the trustees to see that the labourers did not commit any
nuisance. {Ihid.)

But although the trustees themselves may not be liable to make
compensation for damage occasioned by acts ordered by them to be
done, which are within the scope of their authority, if they proceed
with sufficient caution; yet it should seem, fi'om Hall v. Smith, (2
Bing. 156,) that the person who is appointed to execute such acts, is

liable for any negligence in their performance, post, 1185.
Trustees of a turnpike road are liable for an injury consequent upon

the careless and improper manner in which they execute any matter
authorised to be done by them, and the 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 147, does
not protect them from liability on account of any fresh damage caused
by such negligence, provided the action be brought within three
months. {Whifchouse v. Fellotves, 30 L. J. G. P. 305.)
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6. Trustees.

3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

Trustees may sue
and bo sued in
name of clerk, &c.

Indtiriiily lo.

For torts.

4 Geo 4, c. 95.

On contracts.

3 Goo. 4, c. i:6.

E . idence.

Decisions as to tlio

parties to actions,
&,Q.

12. Actions by and against Trustees.

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 74, the trustees and commissioners of every
turnpike road may sue and be sued in the name or names of any one
of such trustees or commissioners, or of their clerk or clerks for the

time being ; and that no action or suit to be brought or commenced
by or against any trustees or commissioners of any turnpike road, by
virtue of this or any other act or acts of Parliament, in the name or

names of any one of such trustees or commissioners, or their clerk or

clerks, shall abate or be discontinued by the death or removal of such
trustee, commissioner, clerk, or clerks, or any of them, or by the act

of such trustee, commissioner, clerk, or clerks, or any of them, with-
out the consent of the trustees or commissioners ; but that any one of

such trustees or commissioners, or the clerk or clerks for the time
being to the said trustees or commissioners, shall always be deemed
to be the plaintiff or j^laintiffs, defendant or defendants, (as the case

maybe,) in every such action or suit: Provided always, that every
such trustee, commissioner, clerk or clerks, shall be reimbursed and
paid out of the monies belonging to the turnpike road, for which he
or they shall act, all such costs, charges, and expenses as he or they
shall be put unto, or become chargeable with, or liable to, by reason
of his or their being so made plaintiff or plaintiflFs, defendant or

defendants (a).

The 60th section [ante, 1163) gives the trustees, &c., power to sue for

injuries doue to the property thereby vested in them (b).

The 78th section of the 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, relates to suits hy ti'ustees

on contracts for amending, &c., the roads. (See j)Ost, L216.)

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 134, in an action by or against a trustee or

commissioner, evidence of such trustee or commissioner having acted

as such, together with the act of Parliament by which he was appointed,

or the order, or a copy of the order, for his appointment or election, in

case he was appointed or elected by the trustees or commissioners,

shall be sufficient proof of his being a trustee or commissioner. (See

the enactment, and others as to witnesses and evidence, post, p. 1281

,

and Doe d. Baqgeley v. Hares, 4 B. & A. 435.)

A. agreed in wiiting lo pay the rent of certain tolls, which he had
hired, " to the treasurer of the commissioners ; " it was held, that no
action for rent could be maintained in the name of the treasurer.

{Pigott v. Thompson, 3 B. & F. 147 ; and see Hellings v. Pratt, 6 Jurist,

914.)

A local act directed, that if any person had a cause of action against

the trustees, he should sue the treasurer ; it was decided that such
proceeding was substituted only for such action as might bo main-
tained against the whole body of trustees, and that an action would
not lie against him for the act of five trustees, though they formed a

quorum. [Everett y. Cook, 7 Taunt. 1.) But in another case, where
one trustee was sued for an act done in pursuance of an order signed

by a competent number of tnistees, the action was held to lie.

{Sutton V. Clarke, 6 Taunt. 29 ; and see Boulton v. Crowther, 2 B, & G.

703 ; Cane v. Chapman, b A. & E. 647.)

{a) In Cohhett v. Wliceler and
others, 3 E. d- E. 358, the plaintiff,

an executor of a mortgajree of turn-

pike tolls, brought ejectment to re-

cover the toll gates, making the toll-

gate keepers defendants to the writ,

one of the trustees obtained leave to

defend as landlord ; the plaintiff was
nonsuited, and the defendants were

held entitled to their costs, but itj

was doubted whether if the plaintiff

had succeeded, the trustee would]
have been exempted by this section]

from personal liability to pay the!

plaintiff's costs.

{b) See jmsf, p. 1280, as to limi-

tation of actions against trustees,

&c.
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A paving act empowered commissioners to sue in the name of their 5 Trustees.
clerk for any sums due from certain persons therein named, or any '- 1_
other person or persons, payable by yirtue of that act ; and enacted,
that if any treasurer, collector, officer, or other person appointed by
the commissioners to collect money, should become bankrupt with
money of the commissioners in his hands, his assignees should pay
the money in full, in preference to all other debts except debts due to
the king : it was held, that the commissioners might sue, in the name
of their clerk, the assignees of their banker, to recover the amount of
their money in his hands at the time of his bankruptcy, though he
had received from the commissioners no written appointment as their

banker. {Frost v. Bolland, b B. & C. 611,)

The plaintiff, a clerk to the commissioners for putting into execution
a local paving act, under which the commissioners were authorised to

sue by their clerk, drew up a contract for paving, of which contract
the defendant, the contractor, was, by agreement, to pay the expense.
The defendant offered to execute the contract, but refused to pay the
plaintiff's charges, as unreasonable : the plaintiff refused to allow the
contract to be executed until his charges were paid : and it was held
that he could not sue as clerk to the commissioners for these charges.
{Curling v. Johnson, 10 Bing. 89.)

By a memorandum of agreement between the trustees of a turnpike-
road and N., the trustees agreed to let, and N. to take the tolls for a
year, at a certain rent ; and N. as renter of the tolls, and D. as his

surety, severally promised the trustees that N. should pay the rent at

the appointed times, and perform certain conditions annexed to the
agreement :—Held, that the contract was several, and not joint, and
that the trustees could not sue the parties jointly for arrears of the
rent. (Zee v. Nixon, I A. & E. 201.)

By the Harwich Paving Act the commissioners " may sue or be Decision as to

sued for or concerning any thing which shall be done hy virtue or i>i the form of action.

pursuance of the act, in the name of their clerk," and are empowered to

raise money by rates. Any person may advance money to them, for
the purposes of the act, in purchase of annuities, which shall be payable
and paid by the commissioners out of the money arising from the
rates. The act prescribes the form of the grant ; which purports that,

by virtue of the act, five of the commissioners, in consideration of the '

sum advanced to them by the party, may grant to him an annuityput
of the rates to arise by virtue of the act. A declaration, in case,

against the clerk stated, that the plaintiff advanced a sum to the com-
missioners for the purchase of an annuity ; whereupon, by a grant
made according to the form of the statute, five commissioners, by
virtue of the act, in consideration of the advance, granted to the
plaintiff an annuity out of the rates ; that a quarterly payment of the
annuity became due ; that the commissioners then held in their hands,
out of the rates, money more than enough to satisfy it ; whereupon it

became their duty to pay it ; and that they had not paid it. It did

not appear by the pleadings that there were any annuitants besides

plaintiff:—Held (amongst other things) that case was maintainable
against the clerk for this breach of duty by the commissioners.

(
Cane

V. Chapman, b A. & E. 647; and see Miles y. Bough, 7 Jur. 81

—

a B.)

Where the trustees under a road act were sued in the name of their Execution cannot

clerk, in pursuance of the 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 74_; it was held that the
^ferk."^'"''''*

property of the clerk was not liable to be taken in execution to satisfy

the judgment. ( Wormwell v. Hailstone, 6 Bing. 668 ; and see Cane v.

Chapman, b Ad. & E. (jQ\, per Coleridge, J. ; Harrison y. Timmins, 4
M. & W. 510 ; and Emery v. Day, 4 Tyr. 695.) Et per Tindal, 0. J.,

in Wormwell v. Hailstone, [supra), " it is asked, how are the debt or Mode of obtaining

damages to be recovered in this action, if the clerk is not liable ? This damages reco-

act, undoubtedly, makes no direct provision, as do many others of a against ciert
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5. Trustees.

Mandamus.

similar nature, upon this subject ; but tbere can be no doubt that the
funds of the trustees may bo made answerable for the amount ascer-

tained on the action, in case of a refusal to apply them, either by a
mandamus or by a bill in equity." (And see R. v. St. Katharine'$ Dock
Company, 4 5. & A. 360.)
By a statute, (7 WiU. 4 and 1 Vict. c. xxx.) a company was esta-

blished, with power to make calls, and to sue and be sued in the name
of their treasurer or any du'ector : an action was brought against the
treasurer, and judgment entered up against the company, who appeared
to have no assets. The court refused to issue a mandamus command-
ing the company to pay the sum recovered and costs. {E. v. The
Victoria Park Company, 1 Q, B. 288.)
In this case the court also refused to issue a mandamus requiring

the company to make calls to enable them to satisfy the debt, it ap-
pearing that calls sufficient to satisfy the judgment had been made,
but not paid ; and that the company had not the proper officers for

making such calls. Quaere, whether, if these circumstances had not
appeared, a mandamus would have gone commanding the company to

make the calls ?

As to the wi'it of mandamus in general, mQ post, tit. " Mandamus.'^

Division of sub-
ject.

4 Geo. 4, c. 95.

Appointing offi-

cers, &c., in gene-
ral.

Removal.

Salaries, &c.

Stamps.

8 Geo. 4, c. 126.

Victuallers not to
hold places of
profit.

VI. ©fKcers.
Herein of,

—

1. Officers in general, their Appointment, Removal, Accounts, and
Liabilities, p. 1182.

2. Treasurer and Clerk, p. 1185.

3. Surveyor and Clerk, p. 1186.

4. Collectors and Receivers, p. 1187.

1. Officees, their Appointment, Eemoval, Accounts, and
Liabilities.

By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 43, the trustees or commissioners for making
or maintaining any turnpike road may, and they are hereby em-
powered, by writing under their hands, to appoint (a) such collector or
collectors of the tolls arising on such road, and clerk or clerks, treasurer
or treasurers, surveyor or surveyors of the said road, and such other
officers as the said trustees or commissioners shall think necessaiy

;

and such collectors, clerks, treasurers, surveyors, and other officers, or
any of them, from time to time to remove, and, on removal, death, or
resignation of any such collectors, clerks, treasurers, surveyors, or
other officers, to appoint others in their stead ; and may and are here-
by authorised and empowered, out of any of the monies arising on
such turnpike road, to allow and pay to the several collectors, clerks,

treasurers, surveyors, and other officers, and to such other person or
persons as shall be assisting them or any of them, in or about the
execution of the act for making or maintaining such road, and the said
recited act (3 Geo. 4, c. 126) and this act, such salaries, rewards, and
allowances for their attendance, care, labour, and services, as such
trustees or commissioners shall deem reasonable.

If any salary, fee, or emolument appertains to the appointment, it

must bo stamped. See the Stamp Act, tit. " Grant." (R. v. Lew, 8
B. & C. 655.)

By stat. 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 75, No person shallbe capable of hold-
ing any place of profit xmder any trustees or commissioners of any

(a) See form, No. 67, post.



turnpike road, wlio shall sell any wine, ale, spirituous liquors, or pro- 6. Officers.

visions by retail.

The above s. 43 must be read with s. 39 of 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, (p. 1167,) ^f^^vtioif^^'
which requires certain notices to be given when it is intended to revoke officer,

any order of the commissioners. Therefore, where commissioners had
discharged a clerk by a resolution made without such notice, a man-
damus was granted to restore him, although, at a former meeting,
the commissioners had ordered proper notices to be given of a meet-
ing for the purpose of such discharge, and the notices had not been
given, nor the meeting held, owing to the misconduct, as was alleged,

of the clerk himself. {Bex v. Wrexhum and Denbiyh Roads {Trustees),

5A.&E. 581.)

By 9 Geo. 4, c. 77, s. 15, the treasui-er, if appointed, consistently
officers toiwid

with the provisions of the said recited acts of the third (c. 126), fourth their offices after

(c. 95), and the seventh and eighth (c. 24), years of Geo. 4, and each any act is re-

and every clerk, receiver, collector, surveyor, and other officer ap- removedby trus-

pointed xinder, or employed in the execution of any act, for making or tees.
,

maintaining any turnpike road which may have expired or been
repealed, shall hold and enjoy such their several and respective offices

and employments, until removed therefrom respectively by the

trustees for executing any subsequent act for maintaining the same
turnpike road, and each and every such treasurer, clerk, receiver, col-

lector, siu'veyor and other officer, shall have the like powers and
authorities for the purpose of any such subsequent act, and shall be •

subject and liable to the like pains and penalties, and to the like

powers of removal, and to the like rules and regulations in all respects

whatsoever, as if he or they had been appointed under or by virtue of

such subsequent act.

By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 47, all such officers as shall have been or shall 4 Geo. 4, c. 95.

be appointed by any trustees or commissioners of any turnpike road, ^ben'^required"by
shall, from time to time, when thereunto required by the trustees or trustees,

commissioners, deliver to such trustees or commissioners, or to such
person or persons as they shall for that purpose appoint, true, exact, and
perfect accounts in wiiting, under their respective hands, of all monies
which they and every of them respectively shall have received to that

time, by virtue of any act, and how much thereof hath been paid and
disbursed, and for what purposes, together with the proper vouchers

for such payments, and shall pay all such monies as shall remain in

their or any of their hands to the said trustees or commissioners, or to

such person or persons as they shall appoint to receive the same, and
not otherwise, within such time as such trustees or commissioners

shall limit or appoint ; and if any such officer or person shall refuse Proceedings on

or neglect to produce or deliver up such accounts, and the vouchers
^olwomft"*'''^*'^

relating to the same, or shall refuse or neglect to pay the money dne
on such account within the time or in manner aforesaid, or if any
such officer or person shall refuse or neglect to deliver up to the said

trustees or commissioners, or to such person or persons as they shall

appoint, within 10 days after being thereunto required by the said

trustees or commissioners, all the books, papers, or writings in his

custody or power relating to the execution of any such act, then and
in every or any of the said cases, it shall be lawful for any 1 justice of

the peace for the county, division, or riding in which such road, or

any part thereof, shall Ido situate, upon complaint (a) made to him by
or on behalf of the said trustees or commissioners ; and such justice is

hereby required, by warrant under his hand and seal, to summon (Z>)

such officer or officers, person or persons, to appear before him, and,

upon his, her, or their appearing, or not being to be found, to hear

and determine the matter of such complaint in a summary way, and

{a) See form, No. 115, post. {b) See forms, Nos. 62, 114, post.
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6. Officers. ^^ settle the said account or accounts, if produced ; and if upon con-
'- '-— fession of the officer or officers, person or persons, against whom any

4 Geo. 4, c. 95. such complaint shall be made, or by the oath or oaths of any witness

or witnesses (which oath such justice is hereby empowered and re-

quired to administer, without fee or reward) ; or, upon inspection of

the said accounts, if produced, it shall appear to such justice that any

of the money which shall have been collected or received shall be in

the hands of such officer or officers, person or persons, such justice may,

and he is hereby authorised and required, on non-payment thereof, by

a warrant or warrants (a) under his hand and seal, to cause such

money to be levied by distress and sale of the goods and chattels of such

officer or officers, person or persons respectively ; and if no goods and

chattels can be found
(
b) sufficient to answer and satisfy the said money,

and the charges of distraining and selling the same, or ifsuch officer or

officers, or other person or persons, shall not appear before the said

justice at the time and place by him appointed for that purpose,

unless for some sufficient reason, or, if appearing, shall refuse or

neglect to give and deliver to such justice an account or accounts of

all receipts and payments as aforesaid, or to produce and deliver up
to the said justice the several vouchers and receipts relating to such

accounts respectively, or the books, accounts, papers, and writings, in

his, her, or their custody or power, relating to the execution of any

act for making or repairing turnpike roads, or the said recited act

* (3 Geo. 4, c. 126) or this act; then and in either of the cases afore-

said, such justice may, and he is hereby authorised and required, by
a warrant under his hand and seal (c), to commit such officer or

officers, or person or persons, to the common gaol or house of correc-

tion of the county in which such road shall be situate, there to remain

without bail or mainprize, in case he or they shall be committed for

non-payment of any money received by him or them, or in his or

their hands, until he shall have accounted for and paid the full

amount thereof, or compounded -with the trustees or commissioners,

and paid such composition in such manner as the said trustees or com-
missioners shall appoint (which composition the said trustees ov

commissioners are hereby empowered to make) ; or in case he or they

shall be committed for not delivering any account-books, papers, or

writings as aforesaid, until he or they shall have delivered up such

books, papers, and wiitings as aforesaid, or made satisfaction in

respect thereof to the said trustees or commissioners
;
provided that

no person who shall be so committed for want of sufficient distress,

shall be detained in prison by virtue of this act, for a longer space of

time than 6 calendar months.

9 Geo. 4, c. 77. By 9 Geo. 4, c. 77, s. 14, all persons who may be, or shall have
Officers^undcr ex- been employed, or who shall have received any tolls or other money on

account of or for the purposes of any act for making or maintaining

any turnpike road which may have expired or been repealed, or who
may have or shall have had in their custody or possession, any
money, books, papers, writings, or other things relating to any
such turnpike road, shall account for and pay and deliver over the

same and every part thereof to the trustees for executing any subse-

quent act for maintaining such turnpike road, in like manner and
under the like penalties, as the several collectors and other j^ersons

receiving any money, by virtue of the said recited acts of the third

and fourth years of the reign of his present Majesty, and of any local

turnpike act, are, by the said recited acts of the third and fourth years

of the reign of his present Majesty, required to pay or account for the

same.

jdicd acts, to
aucouut with
trustees under
now act.

(a) See forms, Nos. 63, 117, post. {h) See form, No. 118, 2^osL

(c) See forms, No. 64, 119, post.



By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 136, every constable, headborougli, or 6. Officers.

tithing-man refusing or neglecting to put this act into execution, or
to account for and deliver any forfeiture or penalty according to the ^ ^'^°' *' °' ^^^'

directions of tliis act, and every surveyor of any turnpike road, and ^^fes^and per"-

overy toll collector, and all other persons employed or to be employed sons employed
by any trustees or commissioners appointed or to be appointed for the "^i* salaries

repairing roads, who do or shall receive salaries or rewards, who shall cutTthf sxtYi'.

wilfully neglect, for the space of one week after any offence being to

their knowledge committed, to lay such information upon oath before
one or more of his Majesty's justices of the peace for the limit where-
in such offence was committed, as by this act is directed, shall upon
due information (a) made upon oath before one of his Majesty's justices
of the peace for the said limit, forfeit for every such neglect the sum
oiol.

A mandamus lies to admit a clerk of trustees, or, it seems, any Mandamus to

other officer who holds a valuable estate in his office under the general admit,

turnpike acts. {li. v. Trustees of Cheshunt Turnpike Road, b B.& Ad.
138.)

Where no application had been made to the trustees of a local turn-
])ike act, as a body, to appoint a gentleman appearing to be duly
elected as their clei'k, and there had been consequently no refusal by
them as a body, Wightman, J., refused to grant a mandamus com-
manding them to make such appointment. {E. v. The Trustees of the

Cheadle Highways, 1 Jur. 373.)

Officers and agents employed by the trustees, when guilty of Personal liabUi-

laches, negligence, or misconduct, are personally liable for the con-
sequences, although the act ordered to be done was in itself lawful,

and warranted by the powers vested in the trustees. In HaU v. Smith,
2 Bing. 156, the surveyor and contractor employed by certain paving
commissioners, were held liable upon an action brought for an injury
inflicted through their leaving unguarded during the night a trench,

over which the plaintiff fell and broke his leg, though the commis-
sioners were held not liable. (And see Jones v. Bird, o B. & Aid.

837.)

But such officers and agents wiU not be liable if the injury arose

from the unavoidable consequence of an act authorised by statute to

be executed. The interests of individuals must give way to the inte-

rests of the public. Whenever the legislature think it necessary, they
enable the trustees, &c., to award satisfaction for the injuries they
may occasion ; but, if there be no such provision, the parties are

generally without remedy. {Governor of Cast Plate Manufacturers v.

Meredith, 4 T. It. 794.)

And whenever specific remedies are given by the statute, they must,
in general, be pursued. {Sutton v. Clarke, 6 Taunt, 35.)

The surveyor of a turnpike road is not personally liable to answer
for wages to labourers for their work in the repair of the road, biit the

commissioners or their treasurer are the proper parties to be sued.

{Pochin V. Paivley, 1 W. Bl. 670.) But Lf the contract be entered into

personally with such surveyor, and he voluntarily stakes his indi-

vidual credit, he will render himself personally liable. (See Mercel v.

Wymondsold, Hardr. 205.)

A clerk of the trustees is not subject to an execution against him
personally, on a judgment against him as clerk. {Ante, p. 1181.)

2. Treasurer and Clerk.

Besides the general enactments, ante, p. 1182, by 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 24,
J^^^^*°-^'^*'-

^*-

s. 4, it shall not be lawful for any trustees to continue or appoint the cie^ not to be the

person who has been or may be appointed their clerk, in the execution Bame poMon.

(a) See form, No. 61, post,

VOL. H. 4 O
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7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 24.

5 Geo. 4, c. 126.

Treasurer to givo
security.

Security m.ay be
taken from any
other officer.

Bond of treasurer.

4 Geo. 4, c. 9y.

When damag-es
may be levied on
goods in bands of
treasurer.

Execution ciinnot
issue against
clerk.

Books of account.

Annual stitement
of debts, &.Q.

Estimates for
annual meetings.

Copies of resolu-
tions of trustees
as to continuation,
&c. , of turnpike
acts, <tc., to bo
sent to secretary
of state.

of any act for repairing or maintaining any turnpike road, or the

partner of any such clerk, or the clerk or other person in the service

or employ of any such clerk or of his partner, the treasurer for the

purposes of such act, or to continue or appoint any person who
has been or may be appointed treasurer, or the partner of any such
treasurer, or the clerk or other person in the service or employ of

any such treasurer, or of his partner, the clerk, for the purposes of

such act ; and if any person shall accept both the offices of clerk and
treasurer for the purposes of such act, or if any person being the partner
of any such clerk, or the clerk or other person in the service or em-
ploy of any such clerk or of his partner, shall accept the office of

_
treasurer, or shall act as deputy of the treasurer, or in any manner I
officiate for the treasiu'er, or being the partner of any such treasurer,

or the clerk or other person in the service or employ of any such
treasurer, or of his partner, shall accept the office of clerk in the exe-
cution of such act, or shall act as deputy of such clerk, or in any
manner officiate for such clerk, or if any such treasurer shall hold
any place of profit or trust under the said trustees, other than that
of treasurer, every such person so offending shall, for every such
ofience, forfeit and pay the sum of 100?. to any person who shall sue
for the same, to be recovered with full costs of suit in any of his

Majesty's courts of record at "Westminster, by action of debt or on the
case, or by bill, suit, or information, wherein no essoign, protection,

wager of law, nor more than one imparlance shall be allowed.

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 76, the trustees and commissioners of every
turnpike road shall, and they are hereby required to take sufficient

security from every treasurer to be appointed by them for the pur-
poses of any act or acts of Parliament for making, repairing, or
maintaining any turnpike road, for the due and faithful execution of

his office, before such treasurer shall enter upon his office ; and if they
shall so think proper, shall and may also take such security from any
other officer to be appointed under or by virtue of this or such
other act. (See form. No. 53, post.)

Where a statute requires the treasurer to pay over all monies to the
trustees when required, such requisition is a condition precedent to

the right of the trustees, to sue upon a bond for the performance of
duty of the treasurer. (Davis v. Cary, 15 Q. B. 418.)

As to when damages may be levied on goods in the hands of tho
treasurer, see 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 71, post, p. 1215.

In an action against the trustees in the name of their clerk, execu
tion cannot issue against him personally. {Ante, p. 1181.)

See ante, p. 1168, as to the books of account to be kept by the
clerk, and as to their being open to inspection, &c.

See ante, p. 1170, as to the clerk being directed to prepare annua
statements of debts, &c., and to transmit them to the secretary ol

state, &c.

See, also, ante, p. 1171, as to the clerk being required to prepare
estimates for annual meetings. . •

And see, ante,-^. 1172, as to his being required to send copies Ox
resolutions of trustees as to continuation or alteration of turnpike
acts, &c., to secretary of state.

3. Surveyor and Clerk (a).

Besides the enactments, ante, p. 1182, by 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 44,
it shall not be lawful for the trustees or commissioners acting under

(a) See form of bond of, No. 58, post.
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any act for making or maintaining any turnpike road, to continue or 6, Officers.

appoint tlie person or persons "who has been or may be appointed their
;;

clerk or clerks in the execution of such act, or the partner of any such |^°'
or and'

clerks, or the clerk or clerks, or other person or persons in the service cierTnot to be the

or employ of any such clerk or clerks, the surveyor or surveyors for same person,

the purposes of such act ; or to continue or appoint any person or

persons who has been or may be appointed surveyor or surveyors,, or

the partner or partners of any such surveyor or surveyors, the clerk

or clerks to the said ti'ustees or commissioners; and if any person
shall accept both the offices of clerk and surveyor for the purposes

of such act, or it' any person, being the partner of any such clerk or

clerks, or the clerk or clerks, or other person or persons in the service

or employ of any such clerk or clerks, shall accept the office of sur-

veyor, or being the partner of any such surveyor or surveyors, shall

accept the office of clerk in the execution of such act, and if any such surveyor to hold

surveyor shall hold or accept any place or office of profit or trust under no 2^^'^'"
J^'^'il'**

the said trustees, other than that of siirveyor, every such person so trustees!
^^ "

offending shall, for every such ofi'ence, forfeit and pay the sum of oQl.

to any person who shall sue for the same, to be recovered, with full

costs of suit, in any of his Majesty's courts of record at Westminster,
by action of debt or on the case, or by bill, suit, or information,

wherein no essoign, protection, or wager of law, nor more than one
imparlance shall be allowed.

By s. 45, if the survej^or of any turnpike road shall have any part. Surveyor not to be

share, or interest in any contract or bargain for work, materials, tools,
traotTTr'^seu"""

or other things, to be done or provided upon, for, or on account of any matenais.

road or bridge, or any part thereof, under his care and management,
or shall upon his own account, directly or indirectly, let to hire any
team, or sell or dispose of any timber, stone, or other materials, to be

used or employed in making or repairing any such road or bridge, he
shall forfeit, for every such ofi'ence, the sum of bQl.

This surveyor is quite distinct from the parish surveyor. ^.".*!^^ ^'^'^ ^^^'

The surveyor is not responsible to labourers for their wages. The
treasurer or trustees should be sued ;

{Pochin v. Paioley, 1 8ir W, Bl.

670 ;) unless, by express agreement, he render himself personally

Hable. {Hardr. 205 ; ante, p. 1185.)

As to the duties of the surveyor, see posif, Sects, ix. and x. As to his

liability, see anie, 1185.

Where a highway, part of a turnpike road, is out of repair, the

surveyor is liable to be summoned, &c., under the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50,

s. 94.

4. Collector and Eecetvee.

Besides the general enactments, ante, 1182, the 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 49,
TSeesma^^ap-

enacts, that upon the death, incapacity, refusal, neglect, or abscond- p^nt temporary

ing of any collector or receiver of tolls at any turnpike or weighing collectors, <fcc., m
machine upon any turnpike road, any two or more trustees or com-

dllthr&c.^^
missioners, though not assembled at any meeting, by writing under may recover toils,

their respective hands, shall and may nominate and appoint a proper
*^°Qf^ted^^'*"^

person in his place, to continue until the then next meeting of the ^pp™'^ ®

trustees or commissioners of such road, in the stead of such collector

or receiver as shall so die, become incapable, refuse, neglect, or abscond

;

which person so nominated and appointed shall have the like power
and authority, and be answerable and accoimtable in the same manner
in all respects, as the person who shall die, become incapable, refuse,

neglect, or abscond, would have had or been subject to if living ; and penalty on former

if any collector or receiver of tolls as aforesaid, who shall be discharged ^°"^^*°^^ ^'^^^

from his office by the said trustees or commissioners, or the wife or ^®^
®'' "^^ " ''

widow, or any of the children, family, or representatives of any col-

lector or receiver who shall die, abscond, refuse, or neglect to perform

his duty, or be discharged, or any other person having the possession
.

4 G 2
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4 Geo. 4, c. 95.

3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

No person to gain
a settlement by-

renting tolls or by
residence in toll-

houses.

Tolls and toll-

houses, and per-
sons in respect of
the same, not
liable to be rated
to poor rates, <Sic.

4 Geo. 4, c. 95.

A somewhat
similar enactment
in respect of tolls

for overweight.

3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

Collectors per-
mitting carriages
to pass otherwise
than allowed by
the act, and not
prosecuting, to
forfeit not exceed-
ing 51.

Collector guilty of

misconduct.

of any toll-house or buildings or weighing machine erected by virtue

of any act for repairing turnpike roads, or the said recited act, shall

neglect or refuse to deliver up such possession for the space of three

days after demand thereof made, and notice in writing given for that

purpose, by any two or more of such trustees or commissioners, or by
their clerk or treasurer, then, and in any of the said cases, it shall and
may be lawful for any justice of the peace for the county or place

where such toll-house or building or weighing machine shall be situate,

by warrant under his hand and seal (a), to order any constable or

other peace oflBcer for the same county or place, with such assistance

as shall be necessary, to enter such house or building or weighing
machine in the day-time, and to remove the person who shall be found
therein, together with his, her, or their goods, out of the same, and to

put the said trustees or commissioners, or any of their officers, in the

possession thereof.

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, a. 51; no collector, or person renting such tolls,

or residing in such toll-house as aforesaid, and no apprentice or ser-

vant of any such collector or person, shall thereby gain a settlement in

any parish or place whatsoever ; and that no tolls to be taken at any
gate erected or to be erected by the trustees or commissioners of any
turnpike road, nor toll-house erected or to be erected for the purpose
of collecting the same, nor any person in respect of such tolls or toll-

house, shall be rated or assessed towards the payment of any poor's

rates, or any other public or parochial levj' whatsoever {h).

By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 31, no collector or receiver of any tolls or

penalties for overweight, residing in aiiy house or building erected orj

used by the trustees of any turnpike road for the residence or accom-
modation of persons appointed for weighing any waggons or other car-

riages, and no apprentice or servant of any such collector or receiver, I

shall thereby gain a settlement in any parish or place ; and that no]
tolls or penalties for overweight to be taken at any house or weigh-

j

ing machine erected or to be erected or adjoining to any turnpikej
road, nor any person whatsoever in respect of such tolls or penalties,

|

or any house or building as aforesaid, shall be rated or assessed]

towards the payment of any poor's rates, or any other public orj

parochial rate or levy whatsoever.
j

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 52, if any collector or other person appointed]
to collect the tolls on any turnpike road, shall permit or suffer any]
waggon, wain, cart, or other carriage to be drawn or pass upon anj
turnpike road within the view or with the knowledge of such coUectoi
or toll gatherer, or to pass through any toll gate or bar, with wheels of

a less breadth or of a different construction, [or drawn with a greater
number of horses than by this act allowed (c)], or without such names]
and descriptions painted thereon as are hereinafter directed, and shall]

not, within the space of one week, proceed for the recovery of the for-j

feiture or penalty hereby inflicted, or shall allow anj"- coach, chariot,
waggon, cart, or other carriage, or any passenger, to pass through any
toll gate at which such collector or other person shall be stationed,
without paying the toll payable, or shall be guilty of any other mis-

1

conduct in his office, every collector or other person so offending, and!
being thereof convicted before one justice, shall forfeit, for every such

(a) See form, No. 89, post.

(b) See B. v. Tricstees of Great Do-
ver-street Road, 5 Ad. tfc E. 693,
where it was held, that the trustees
under a local act were not liable to be
rated for land upon which they had
made a road, and in respect of which
they received tolls. If a mortgagee

bring ejectment and take possession

of the toll-houses and tolls, he would
come within the direct words of the I

clau.se. {Id. ; per Coleridge, 3.) See]
this enactment and case more fully]

noticed, post, tit. " Poor.^^

(c) The words within brackets are

repealed by 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 27.
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ofltence, any sum not exceeding 5?., as the justice by and before whom 6, Officers.
such offender shall be convicted shall judge proper
By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 30, every toll collector on every turnpike road ^ u^^u ''t

^^'\

shall place, or cause to be placed, on some conspicuous parts of the put up their™
"^

fronts of the several toll-houses at which they shall be respectively names

;

stationed, and so that the same shall appear to public view, their
christian and surnames, painted in black on a board with a white
ground, each of such letters of such name or names to be at least two
inches in length, and of a breadth in proportion («), and that such board
shall be and remain at such toll-house during the whole of the time
that the person whose name shall be expressed thereon shall be on
duty thereat ; and if any collector of the said tolls shall not place
such board and keep the same there during the time he shall be such
collector as aforesaid, or shall demand and take a greater or less toll taking greater or

from any person than he shall be authorised to do by virtue of the ^^^^ *°^> *<^- '

powers of any act, or of the orders and resolutions of the trustees or
commissioners, made in pursuance thereof, or shall demand and take tailing toil from

a toll from any person or persons who shall be exempt from the pay- P^^son exempt

;

ment thereof, and who shall claim such exemption, or shall refuse to
oti^er offences

;

permit or suffer any person or persons to read, or shall in anywise
hinder any person or persons from reading the inscriptions on such
board, or shall refuse to tell his christian and surname to any person
or persons who shall demand the same on being paid the said tolls, or
any of them, or shall in answer to such demand give a false name or
names, or shall refuse or omit to give to the person paying the toll a
ticket denoting the payment of the tolls, and naming and specifying
the toll gate at which such ticket has been delivered, and the toll gate
or toll gates (if any) freed by such payment, or upon the legal toll

being paid or tendered, shall unnecessarily detain or wilfully obstruct, obstructing

hinder, or prevent any passenger or passengers from passing through P^®^®"^'""^ >

any turnpike or toll gate, or shall make use of any scurrilous or
abusive language to any trustee or commissioner, traveller, or pas-
senger, then, and in every such case, every such toll collector shall

forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding bl. for every such offence. [As Penalty bi.

to recovery of penalties, see post, p. 1278.]
Sect. 50. No person or persons who shall ask and take more toll Toll collectors

than he is authorised to take by this act, or any act now in force, or tban"aiiowed**to
by any act hereafter to be made and passed, shall be prosecuted by be proceeded'

indictment fqf extortion, or otherwise, nor shall any other proceeding against tiefor^ a

be adopted against such person or persons for the offence aforesaid, iy* indictment (fi).

(a) This section omits the following (5) It has been held' under a former
now repealed clause contained in 3 act, that an indictment for extortion

Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 53 : "And every for taking toll where the party claimed
such collector shall place, or cause to an exemption from toll, could not be
be placed, on the front of the toll- sustained, where it appeared that the

house or toll-houses at which such ground for such exemption was not
collectors shall be stationed, the expressly specified to the turnpike

board hereinbefore directed to be pro- gate-keeper at the time the toll was
vided by the trustees or commission- demanded by him ; although the na-

ers, containing the usual name of the ture of the exemption was apparent

turnpike gate where the board shall from the substance (manure) with

be affixed, and also the list of the which the cart was loaded. {R. v.

tolls payable at such gate, and of the Hamlyn, 4 Camp. 379.) The above
several gates cleared by the payment 50th section takes away the proceed-

of toll at the gate where such collec- ings hj indictment : but express notice

tor or collectors shall be stationed as of the exemption must, it should

aforesaid ; and if any collector of the seem, still be given. (See R. v. Hig-

said tolls shall not place such board gins, 4 C. tO P. 247 ; ante, ^^ Extor-

respectively as aforesaid, and keep Hon.")

the same," &c. &c.



3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

Penalties on toll

collector, &c.,
absconding.
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7. Making and other than by prosecuting for the forfeiture and penalty before a

diverting roads, justice of the peace, as is herein or by the said recited act (3 Geo. 4,

<fcc. c. 126) directed (a).

By 8 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 54, in case any toll collector, or person acting i

as such, shall offend against any of the provisions of this act, whereby
j

any penalty shall be incurred, and shall abscond or absent himself so 1

as not to be found, then it shall and may be lawful for any justice

of the peace, before whom any such toll collector or person shall have

been conricted of any such offence, in case of such collector or other

person absconding after conviction, or in case of his or her absconding

previous to conviction, then for any other justice of the peace acting

for the county, on an examination of the circumstances, and ascertain-

ing by the examination of witnesses that such offence has been com-
mitted by the person absconding, to order and adjudge that the penalty

incurred as aforesaid shall be paid by the lessee or farmer of the tolls

under whom such collector or other person shall act ; all which penal-

ties shall be levied and recovered from such lessee or farmer, and
applied in manner hereinafter directed (see post, p. 1278).

See further as to penalties, post, p. 1278.

As to their accounts, see ante, p. 1183.Their accounts.

Division of sub-
ject

VII. halting anti tiiberting, ^c, l^oatjs, jFootpatJ^s, ^r.

And herein of :

—

1. Powers and Duties of Trustees as to, in general, p. 1190.

2. Purchasing, (fee, of Lands, &c.,for improving Roads, p. 1194.

3. Stopping up and Sale of the old Heads, p. 1203.

4. The Agreements to subscribe for making, &c., Roads, and of\

enforcing the Subscriptions, p. 1205.

1. Powers and Duties as to, in general.

9 Geo. 4, c. T7. By 9 Geo. 4, c. 77, s. 9 (J), it shall be lawful for the trustees of any
|

sh"*te^^
^''y

, turnpike road, and they are hereby authorised and empowered (subject I

alter roads!"^^'
^ to the restrictions in the said recited acts, (3 Geo. 4, c. 126 ; 4 Geo. 4,

c. 95 ; and 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 24), and this act contained), to make, divert, i

shorten, vary, alter, and improve the course or path «f any of thej

several and respective roads under their care and management, or of

any part or parts thereof, and to divert, shorten, vary, alter, and im-
]

prove the course or path of any of the said several and respective roads,

.

or any part or parts thereof, upon, in, through, or over any private)

lands, grounds, or hereditaments, making or tendering (c) satisfaction!

to the owners thereof, and persons interested (c) therein for the same, or!

Through private
lands.

(a) A mere claim of a right to take
certain tolls is not sufficient to oust

justices of the jurisdiction to convict

for taking them improperly. {Rex v.

Hampshire {Justices), 3 Bowl. P.
a 47.)

(6) By this act, so much of the 3
Geo. 4, c. 126, "as authorises the
trustees of any turnpike road to make,
divert, shorten, vary, alter, and im-

prove any such road, shall be, and
the same is hereby repealed.

"

(c) By a turnpike road act, tnis-

tees were authorised to enter upon

and take certain lands, and to pull I

down certain houses, buildings, &c. , f

"making or tendering satisfaction to]

the owners or proprietors of all pri-

vate lands, houses, buildings," &c.,

so taken, "for any loss or damage
they may sustain thereby ;" and it

was also provided, that they should
not be authorised to take other build-
ings, &c., without the consent " of

I

the owners or proprietors thereof, or
other persons interested therein ;"

—

Held, 1st, that compensation was to
be made in the case of premises taken



for any damage they may sustain thereby (a), and also upon, in, over,
or through any common or waste lands, without making any satisfac-

tion for such common or waste lands, in such manner as they shall
think proper, so that any such road shall not exceed sixty feet in
width, together with such footpath, causeways, bridges, arches, banks,
culverts, ditches, drains, and fences, on the line of such road as they
shall think necessary or expedient, and it shall also be lawful for such
trustees, and for their surveyors or surveyor, and workmen, with or
without carts or carriages, from time to time to enter upon the lands
and grounds, or hereditaments through which, or whereupon such
road, footpath, causeways, bridges, arches, banks, culverts, ditches,

drains, and fences, is or are intended to be made or pass, and also upon
any adjoining lands or grounds, to take out the same in such manner
as such trustees shall think necessary or expedient, without being
deemed a trespasser or trespassers {b), and without being subject or
liable to any fine, penalty, or punishment for entering or continuing
uj^on such lands or premises respectively, for any of the pui'poses

of the act, for making or maintaining any such turnpike road;
and if any person shall pull up, remove, or destroy any stakes (c),

or other marks used for the purposes aforesaid, every person so

offending shall forfeit and pay for every such offence any sum not
exceeding 51.

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. Ill, it shall be lawful for the trustees or

commissioners to make and keep in repair, or cause to be made and
kept in repair, any causeway or causeways for the use of foot pas-
sengers in, upon, or on the sides of the turnpike road, in such manner
as they shall think proper ; and also to make, or cause to be made, a
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7. Making and
diverting roads,

d-c.

9 Geo. 4, c. 7r.

Through waste
lands.

Not exceeduig
sixty feet in
width.

Power to enter on
lands.

Without being
trespa.ssers.

Penalty for de-
stroying marks of
trustees, <tc.

3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

Power to make
and repair foot-
ways.

under the former clause, not only to

the owners of the fee-simple in the
lands and buildings, but also to the

lessees of the same for terms of years

;

2ndly, that the trustees were not
bound by the above clause to make
or tender compensation before or at

the time of entering upon or taking
the lands, or pulling down the houses.

(Lister v. Lohlcy, 7 Ad. & E. 124.)

Littledale, J., in delivering his judg-

ment in this case, said,
'

' Both here

and under the General Turnpike Act,

the general principle clearly is, that

compensation shall be made for loss

or damage to any parties interested."

It seems that trustees are not rendered

trespassers ah initio, by neglecting to

make or tender satisfaction. {S. C.

Williams, J.) See post, " Manda-
mus.'

'

(a) Where an act of parliament au-

thorising a company to construct a

canal, gave certain commissioners
power to purchase lands, &c., and di-

rected them to make compensation to

persons interested therein for all da-

mage sustained ; it was held, that a
party entitled to an easement over
lands so purchased by them, could
not maintain trespass for acts done
upon those lands, to the prejudice of

his easement ; but as soon as any da-

mage was actually sustained, he

ought to have claimed compensation
under the act. (Thicknesse v. The
Lancaster Canal Company, 4 M. db

W. 472.) See, for what damages
a tenant is entitled to compensation,
R. V. Londmi and Southampton Rail-
way Company, 2 P. <& D. 243 ; R. v.

Hungerford Market Company, \ P. de

D. 492 ; R. v. The lAverpool and
Manchester Railway Company, 4 A.
& E. 650 ; R. v. London Dock Com-
pany, 5 Ad. d: E. 16Z ; R. v. Leeds
and Selby Railway, S A. <b E. 683,

&c. These cases were decided under
local railway acts, &c. See post,

"Mandamus.'"
(b) Under this clause it has been

held , that the trastees are authorised
to lower hills and raise hollows, and
are not liable to an action for conse-

quential injury resulting from an act

which they are authorised to do.

{Boiiltonv. Crowther, 2 B. d-C. 703.)

In the same case, Littledale, J., ex-

pressed an opinion, that even without
this special clause, the trustees could

not have been deemed trespassers.

See, further, ante, p. 1177, as to the

liability of trustees in general.

(c) The trustees may maintain tres-

pass for an injury to their stakes, but

not trespass quare clatis^im fregit.

(Driver v. Simpso-n, 8 Taunt, 614,

and a7ite, p. 1163.)
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7. Making and
diverting roads,

dec.

3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

Where road is

ruinous, roads
may be made
through adjoining
grounds.

Recompense to be
made to owners
for damages.

In cases of differ-

ence, two justices

Bhall settle it.

Trustees not to

make or repair
pavements, cause-
ways. &c., in
towns, unless
sx>ecially directed,

4 Geo. 4, c. 95.

Trustees not to
pull down dwell-
ing-houses, or de-
viate more than
one hundred
yards, or take in
gardens, &c.,

without consent.

road through the grounds adjoining to any ruinous or narrow part of

any turnpike road (not being the site or ground whereon any house or

houses stand, nor being a yard, garden, park, paddock, planted walk
or avenue to any house, or any inclosed ground planted and set apart

as a nursery for trees), to be made use of by all passengers, cattle,

and carriages, as a public highway, whilst the old road is repairing

or widening, and till such time as it shall be convenient for passengers
and carriages to pass along the same, making such recompense to the
owners and occupiers of such private grounds respectively, for the

damages they. shall or may thereby sustain, as shall be adjudged
reasonable by the trustees or commissioners of the road under repair

or alteration ; and in case of any difference concerning such damages
between such owners or occupiers and such trustees or commissioners,
that then it shall and may be lawful for any two or more justices of

the peace acting in and for the county wherein such grounds shall be
situate, on 14 days' notice in writing being given by either party to

the other, to settle, adjudge, and finally determine what recompense
shall be made to such owners and occupiers, for the damages they
shall have sustained as aforesaid. (See 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 1\, ipost,

p. 1215.) -
Sect. 112, Nothing herein contained as to the making or maintain-

ing any causeway or footpath, or any other matter or provision in this

act, shall extend or be deemed or construed to extend to authorise or

empower any trustees or commissioners of any turnpike road to lay

down, continue, repair, or maintain any pavement, or any paved or

pitched causeway or footpath, in or upon, or at the side of any turn-
pike road within any town, village, or hamlet where such turnpike
road shall pass through the same, unless provision shall have been or
shall be specially made for that purpose in the act or acts of Parlia-

ment under which such turnpike road shall be made, maintained or
repaired ; but in default of such provision, all and every such pave-
ment, paved or pitched causeway or footpath within such town,
village, or hamlet, shall be made, repaired, and maintained, by and at
the cost of the inhabitants of such town, village, or hamlet, or by
such other persons as shall be in anywise liable to make, maintain,
and repair the same.
By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 65, it shall not be lawful for the trustees or

commissioners of any turnpike road, in altering or diverting the course
of any part of the turnpike road under their care and management, to

take or pull down any dwelling-house or other building, or in alter-

ing or diverting the course of any part of the turnpike road under
their care and management, to deviate over any inclosed lands or
grounds more than 100 yards from the line or course of such turnpike
road, without the consent (a) in writing of the owner or proprietor, or
of the person or persons hereby authorised to act for and on behalf of
the owner or proprietor of such dwelling-house or other building, or
of such lands or grounds, or to take in or make use of any garden,
yard, or paddock, or any park, planted walk or avenue to a house, or
any inclosed ground planted as an ornament or shelter to a house, or
planted and set apart as a nursery for trees, or any part thereof re-
spectively, without the like consent of the owner or proprietor thereof,
or of the person or persons hereby authorised as aforesaid, first had
and obtained

; and it shall be lawful for all bodies politic, corporate,
or collegiate, corporations aggregate or sole, tenants for life or in tail,

husbands, guardians, trustees, feofees in trust, committees, executors,
administrators, and all other persons whomsoever, not only for or on
behalf of themselves, their- heirs and successors, but also for and on
behalf of the person or persons entitled in reversion, remainder, or
expectancy after them, and for and on behalf of their cestui que trusts,

(a) As to the consent, seethe cases, ante, 103G.



wliether femes covert, infants, or issue unborn, lunatics, idiots, or 7. Making and

other person or persons whomsoever, and to and for all femes covert diverting roads,

who are or shall be seised of or interested in their own right, and <^c.

to and for all and every person or persons whomsoever who are or ~ ' 7~ '

shall be possessed of or interested in any such lands, tenements •
> • •

hereditaments, or premises, or who shall sustain any damage,
to give their consent in writing to the said trustees or commissioners,

for the taking or pulling down of such dwelling-house or other build-

ing, or the making such deviation of more than 100 yards as aforesaid,

or the making use of such garden, yard, paddock, park, planted walk,

avenue, or other such premises as aforesaid, and to contract with the

said trustees or commissioners for the sale thereof, or for the satis-

faction to be made for the same, or for such damages as aforesaid, and
by conveyance, lease and release, or bargain and sale, to sell and
convey unto the said trustees or commissioners all or any such lands,

tenements, hereditaments, or premises, or any part thereof, for the

purposes aforesaid ; and all contracts, sales, and conveyances which
shall be so made, shall be good, valid, and effectual, to aU intents and
purposes, without fine or recovery, and shall be a complete bar to all

estates tail and other estates, rights, titles, trusts, and interests what-

soever, any law, statute, usage, custom, or other matter to the con-

trary notwithstanding; and all such bodies politic, corporate, or

collegiate, corporations aggregate or sole, tenants for life or in tail,

husbands, guardians, trustees, feoffees, committees, executors, admi-

nistrators, and all other persons, shall be and are hereby indemnified

for what they or any of them shall do by virtue or in pursuance of this

act: Provided always, that nothing herein contained shall extend, or Proviso as to acts

be deemed, taken, or construed to extend to revoke, limit, abridge, i^e'of passing

alter, or vary any powers or authorities contained in any act or acts the act.

of Parliament existing and in force at the passing of this act, for

making, altering, or diverting any turnpike road or roads, or the

course thereof, to be made, altered, or diverted and maintained under

the authority of such acts, but the same powers and authorities shall

and may be exercised and carried into effect by the trustees or copo.-

missioners appointed by such acts, fully and effectually ; anything

herein contained to the contrary notwithstanding.

Sect. 66. In all cases where the trustees or commissioners of any Trustees to fence

turnpike road shall turn or alter any part or parts of such turnpike '"^"^ ^'^^•

road, or make any new road over and through any private grounds, or

across any public or private footway, or shall take away any fence for

widening or improving any such road, the said trustees or commis-
sioners shall make, or cause to be made and planted, proper quickset

hedges, or shall make or build proper fences or walls on both sides of

such new made road, or on the side upon which any such fence may
be so removed as aforesaid, with suflBcient ditches to the same, and
sufficient posts and rails, or other fence, on both sides of such quickset

hedges, to protect the growth thereof, so as effectually to guard and
fence off the lands adjoining any such road from trespass or injury by
horses, asses, cattle, sheep, or swine ; and also proper gates, stiles,

posts, bridges, and arches, where necessary, out of any such road into

the lands adjoining, and shall keep such fences so as to be made in

good order and repair, for and during the term of five years from the

time that such fences shall have been made or set up ; unless the

owners or proprietors for the time being of any such land or ground
shall agree with the trustees or commissioners to keep such fences in

repair S.'om an earlier period for such time as aforesaid {h).

(a) See the case of Winter v. Char- the fences at their own expense, and

ter, 3 Y. <& J. 308. repair them for several years, they

(b) If trustees iinder an act turn a cannot be compelled to continue such

road through an inclosure, and make repairs, unless there be a special pro-
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4 Geo. 4. c. 95.
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making roads,

bow obtained.

Contracts for

repairing.

Boad must be
completed before

repairable by the
public.

S Geo. 4, c. 126.
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Bodies politic,

&c. , and inca-

pacitated persons
empowered to
sell.

* Sic. The word
"in" seems
omitted.

Such bodies and
persons may
convey by deed,
&c.

Contracts binding.

Where tlie trustees of a tui-npike road had formed a new road
through private grounds, but had neglected to raake proper fences, as

required by the above enactment ; it was held, that the want of the

necessary funds for that purpose was not a sufficient answer to a
mandamus commanding them to make the fences. {Jteg. v. Luton
Boads (Trustees), 1 Q. B., 860.)

See how materials may be obtained for the purpose of making
roads, &g., post,^p. 1211.

As to contracts for repairing roads, see 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s, 78, post,

p. 1216.

See ante, p. 992, as to the public not being liable to repair a
road authorised to be made by an act of ParUiament until it is

completed.

2. PUECHASING, &C., LANDS, &C., FOE IMPBOVING EOADS.

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 84, it shall be lawful for the trustees or com-
missioners of any turnpike road to treat, contract, and agree with the
owners of, and persons interested in any lands, tenements, heredita-

ments, and premises, with their appurtenances, which they shall deem
necessary to purchase, for the purpose of widening, diverting, altering,

and improving such road, for the purchase thereof, and for the loss or
damage «uch owners or persons may otherwise sustain ; and it shall

be lawful for all bodies politic, corporate, or collegiate, corporations

aggregate or sole, tenants for life or in tail, husbands, guardians,
trustees, feoffees in trust, committees, executors, administrators, and
all other persons whomsoever, not only for or on behalf of themselves,
their heirs and successors, but also for and on behalf of the person or

persons entitled to reversion, remainder, or expectancy after them,
and for and on behalf of their cestui que trusts, whether femes covert,

infants, or issue unborn, lunatics, idiots, or other person or persons
whomsoever, and to and for all femes covert who are or shall be
seised of, or interested in their own right*, and to and for all and every
person and persons whomsoever, who are or shall be possessed of, or

interested in any such lands, tenements, hereditaments, or premises, or

who shall sustain any damage as aforesaid, to contract with the said

trustees or commissioners for the sale thereof, or for the satisfaction

to be made for the same, or for such damages as aforesaid ; and by
conveyance, lease and release, or bargain and sale, to sell and convey
unto the said trustees or commissioners, all or any such lands, tene-
ments, hereditaments, or premises, or any part thereof, for the
purposes aforesaid (b) ; and all contracts, sales, and conveyances
which shall be so made, shall be good, valid, and eflfectual, to all in-
tents and purposes, without fine or recovery, and shall be a com-
plete bar to all estates tail and other estates, rights, titles, trusts, and

vision in the act to that effect. (R v.

The Commissioners of Llandillo Dis-

trict, 2 T. R. 232.) In this case it

was considered, that what is meant
by a road is the surface over which
the king's subjects have a right to

pass, and that the owners of the land
are bound to repair the fences on
each side, unless otherwise provided
by the act.

See also the meaning of the words
7-oad and centre of the road, anU,

p. 1157.

(a) See as to the principles upon
which a court of equity will exercise

jurisdiction over bodies to whom Par-

liament has given power of making
compulsory purchases of lands, Wehh
V. Manchester and Leeds Railway
Company, 4 Myl. dc Cr. 116.

(&) This clause, directing a con-

veyance to the trustees, where lands
are purchased by them, does not apply
where thevendors are persons sui juris,

and acting in their own right—and
no such conveyance is neces.sary to

give the public a right to the new
road, or the vendor a right to the old.

(See Allmttt v. Pott, 1 B. <b Ad. 302.)
See form of conveyance, p. 1202.



interests whatsoever, any law, statute, usage, custom, or other matter 7, Making and
to the contrary notwithstanding ; and all such bodies politic, cor- diverting roads,

porate, or collegiate, corporations aggregate or sole, tenants for life or &c.

in tail, husbands, guardians, trustees, feoffees, committees, executors, ——-——

—

administrators, and aU other persons, shall be and are hereby indem-
^J?^^

'

^^^ ^^
nified for what they or any of them shall do by yirtue or in pursuance indemmfied.

'

of this act.

Sect. 80. If any such bodies politic, corporate, or collegiate, corpo- When persons

rations aggregate or sole, tenants for life or in tail, husbands, guardians, interested (a)

trustees, feoffees, committees, executors, administrators, or any other

person or persons interested in any such lands, tenements, heredita-

ments, or premises, or sustaining any damage as aforesaid, upon after notice

notice (?)) to him, her, or them, given or left in writing at the dwelling-

house or dwelling-houses, place or places of abode of such person or

persons, or of the principal officer or ofl&cers of any such bodies politic,

corporate, or collegiate, corporations aggregate or sole, tenants for life

or in tail, or at the house of the tenant in possession of any such lands,

tenements, hereditaments, or premises, shall, for the space of 30 days stall neglect or

next after such notice given or left as aforesaid, neglect or refuse to ^c"f^ ° ^^^ '

treat, or shall not agree in the premises, or by reason of absence shall

be prevented from treating, then and in every such case, the said

trustees or commissioners shall cause such damage, value, or recom-
u'^^^^^^^ined by

pense to be inquired into and ascertained by a jury of 12 indifferent a*jury^

men of the county, riding, or place wherein such lands, tenements,

hereditaments, or premises do lie ; and, in order thereto, the said Power to summon

trustees or commissioners are hereby empowered and required, from ^itaesses.

time to time, as occasion shall require, to sum.mon and call before

such jury, and examine upon oath, all and every person and persons

whomsoever, who shall be thought necessary and proper to be

examined concerning the premises ; (which oath the said trustees or View, &c.

commissioners, or any or either of them, are and is hereby empowered
to administer) ; and such trustees or commissioners shaD, by ordering

a view or otherwise, use all lawful ways and means, as well for their

OMTi as for the said jury's information in the premises; and after the

said jury shall have inquired of and assessed such damage and recom-
pense (c), they the said trustees or commissioners shall thereupon Order of payment

order {d) the sum or sums of money so assessed by the said jury, to be °^ ^^^^'^ assessed.

paid to the said owners or other persons interested, according to the

verdict or inquisition of such jury (e) ; and such verdict or inquisition, Verdict final,

(a) See a variety of forms applicable the party for the expense of keeping

to this provision, post, Nos. 67 to 76. up the fences between the road and

(b) This is essential, and must ap- the inclosure." (R. v. Llandillo Com-

pear to have been duly given on the TnissioTiers, 2 T. R. 233-4.) Where a

face of the proceedings. {R. v. Bag- jury was impanneled to assess the

sha^v, 7 T. R. 363 ; Rex v. Norwich value of, and recompense and satis-

and Walton Road Trustees, 5 A. d: E. faction for, the interests of several

663. And see R. v. South Holland parties who had several interests, and

Drainage Committee, 8 A. dk E. 429
;

found only one general sum ; the in-

R. V. Trustees of Sivansea Harbour, 8 quisition was held bad, for not ap-

A. dk E. 439; I)oe d. Payne v. The portioning the value among such par-

Bristol and Exeter Railway Company, ties. {R. v. Norwich and Walton

& M. dsW. 320. See form, post. No. Roads, 5 Ad. d; E. 663.)

67. And see Sims v. Commercial (d) The making of this order is a

Railivay Company, 1 Rail. Cases, ministerial act. It is not a judgment,

431, where a notice to treat under a or in the nature of a judgment. {R.

railway act was held sufficient, and v. 2'rustees of Norwich and Watton

infra, n. {e).) Roads, 5 Ad. & E. 563.)

(c) In estimating the damages, (e) Upon the inquisition sufficient Form of Inqnisi-

Groae, J., observed—" The jury must must appear to give it validity. {R. t*''"-
-»

be taken to give as much as will, be- v. Trustees of Norwich and Watton

sides the value of the land, indemnify Roads, 5 Ad. d: E. 5QS ; R. v. Bag-
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powered to issue
warrants, &c., to
sheriff, for a
jury {b).

Who is to summon
same, &c.

and judgment, order, and determination thereon, shall be final, bind-
ing, and conclusive, to all intents and purposes, against all parties and
persons whomsoever claiming or to claim any estate in possession,

reversion, or otherwise, their heirs and successors, as well absent as

present, infants, femes covert, idiots, lunatics, and persons under any
other disability whatsoever, bodies politic, corporate, or collegiate,

corporations aggregate or sole, tenants for life or in tail, as well as all

and every person and persons whomsoever (a), and for summoning
and returning such juries, the said trustees or commissioners are
hereby empowered to issue their warrant or warrants in writing (c) to

the sheriff of the county wherein such lands, tenements, hereditaments,
or premises do lie, commanding him to impannel, summon, and return
an indifferent jury of 24 persons, qualified to serve upon juries, to

appear before such trustees or commissioners at such time and place

as in such warrant or warrants shall be appointed ; and such sheriff, or
his deputy, or deputies, is and are hereby required to impannel, sum-

shaw, 7 T. R. 363. Where the in-

quisition did not set out that the

above notices to treat had been given,

the judges seemed to be of opinion
that it was bad, although it appeared
by affidavit that they had in fact

been given. {R. v. Trustees of Nor-
wich and Watton Roads, supra. ) Lit-

tledale, J., in delivering his judgment
in this case, said,

*
' Whether the no-

tice ought to appear on the inquisi-

tion is a point on which I desire not
to be concluded ; but my impression
is, that it should appear, not as the
iinding of the jury, but in the nature
of a caption," (See Doe d. Payne v.

The Bristol and Exeter Railway Com-
pany, 6 M. (& W. 320 ; R. v. South
Holland Drainage Committee, S A. dc

E. 429 ; Taylor v. Clemson, 1 G. ds

D. 346 ; and R. v. Swansea Harbour
Trustees, 8 A. dh E. 489.)

(a) The inquisition may be brought
up by certiorari ; sect. 145 of the
above act, which took away certiorari,

being repealed by stat. 4 Geo. 4, c.

95, s. 86 ; and stat. 4 Geo. 4, c. 95,
s. 87, taking away certiorari in cases

only of proceedings under that sta-

tute. (R. V. Trustees of Norwich aiid

Watton Road, 6 A. di E. 663.) The
inquisition may be removed by cer-

tiorari before an order has been made
for payment of the money assessed by
the jury. (lb.)

(6) If the trustees refuse to issue
their warrant for the above purpose,
the Court of Queen's Bench will com-
pel them to do so by a writ of man-
damus. See the following cases,

which have been decided under rail-

way and other local acts containing
similar enactments to the above.

{Ex parte Parkes, 9 Dowl. 614 ; R.v.
Eastern Counties Railway, 5 Jur. 365,

Q. B. ; R. V. North Midland Railway

Company, 2 R. Cos. 1 ; R. v. Bii

mingham Canal Company, 4 Jur.

193 ; R. V. Wilts and Berks Caval
Company, 8 Dowl. 623 ; R. v. Thr
Northern Union Railway, 8 Doicl.

329 ; R. V. The London and Black-
vkM Railway Company, 4 Jur. 859

;

R. V. The North Union Railway Com-
piany, 1 R. Cas. 729 ; R. v. The Not-
tingham Old Water-works Company,
6 A. S E. 355, dkc. ; Chalot v. Lord
Morpeth, 15 Q, B. 446; E. and W.
India Dock Companies v. Qalke, 3
Mac. ct- Q. 155.)

A mandamus had been issued, di-

recting the trustees of a turnpike
road to hold an inquisition, and as-

certain the damage occasioned to a
landowner by a new road cut through
his land. The jury summoned for

that purpose, after being locked up
for a whole night, and not being
likely to agree on the following morn-
ing, were then discharged, without
the consent of the party. The court

refused to quash a return, stating

these facts, without further discussion.

{Rex V. Harham Roads (Trustees), 4

Jur. 50, Q. B. See ^'Mandamus.")
(c) See a form, post. No. 6%. When

a company empowered by Parliament
has given notice to an owner of land
to treat for the purchase of a part of
it, but the owner and the company
cannot agree upon the terms, and the
companj', therefore, issue a precept
to the sheriff to summon a jury to

assess the value ; the part of the land
which is described in the precept as

being that of which the jury are to

assess the value, must be neither less

nor more than that for the purchase
of which the owner has already been
required by the notice to treat. (Stone
V. Commercial Railway Company, 4
Myl. tfc C. 122.)
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mon, and return such number of persons accordingly ; and out of the 7. Making and
persons so impanneled, summoned, and returned, or out of such of diverting roads,

them as shall appear upon such summons, the said trustees or com- (fee.

missioners shall and are hereby empowered and required to swear, or
cause to be sworn, 12 men, who shall be a jury for the purposes afore- ^ ^^°- ^' ''' ^'^^'

said; and in default of a sufficient number of jurymen, the said
sheriflF, or his deputy or deputies, shall return other honest and
indifferent men of the standers-by, or that can be speedily procured
to attend that service, to the number of 12 ; and all persons concerned Challenges.

shaU have their lawful challenges against the said jurymen when they
come to be sworn, but shall not challenge the array ; and the said Fines may I10 im-

trustees or commissioners acting in the premises, shall have power, po^ed on sheriffs,

from time to time, to impose any reasonable fine or fines upon such
sheriflF, his deputy or deputies, bailiflf or bailifis, agent or agents,
making default in the premises, and on any of the persons that shall

I sum-be summoned and returned on such jury, and who, without sufficient ^^g^^o^ ju^y
excuse, shall not appear, or appearing shall refuse to be sworn on the
said jury, or being sworn shall refuse to give or shall not give their

verdict, or in any other manner wilfully neglect their duty therein,

contrary to the true intent and meaning of this act, and on any of the
persons who, being required to give evidence before the said jury, and witnesses

shall, without sufficient excuse, refuse or neglect to appear, or appear- ^^
^^^ ^ ^^ '

ing shall refuse to be sworn and examined or to give evidence, so that

no one fine be more than lOL on any such sheriflF, deputy, bailiflF, or
agent, nor more than 61. on any other person, for one oflFence.

By 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 24, s. 7, if any lands, tenements, or heredita- i.fovil^nforpay-'
ments, which shall be purchased for the purposes of any act for ment of mort-

making or maintaining ttirnpike roads, shall be in mortgage to any &'*&*'?^""''^"'^^

person, then, and in such case, the trustees shall, and they are hereby
^^^'^

required to pay, or cause to be paid, to the mortgagee or mortgagees,
his, her, or their executors, administrators, or assigns, upon applica-

tion in writing made to the trustees or their clerk, signed by such
mortgagee or mortgagees, his, her, or their executors, administrators,

or assigns, such sum or sums of money as shall be agreed for, ascer-

tained, and determined, for the purchase of such lands, tenements, or

hereditaments, or a competent part thereof ; and such sum or sums of

money, when so paid, shall be and be deemed to be, in discharge of

the principal money, or part thereof, due on such mortgage or mort-
gages, and acknowledgment of the receipt thereof shall be made by
indorsement on the mortgage deed or deeds, signed by such mortgagee
or mortgagees, his, her, or their executors, administrators, or assigns,

in the presence of one or more credible witness or witnesses ; and such
indorsement shall be and be deemed to be a full and sufficient discharge

to the trustees from the mortgagee or mortgagees, his, her, or their

executors, administrators, or assigns, and also a full and sufficient

discharge to the mortgagor or mortgagors, his, her, or their heirs,

executors, administrators or assigns, from the mortgagee or mort-

gagees, his, her, or their executors, administrators, or assigns, for so

much money as shall be expressed in such indorsement.

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 86, every sum of money or recompense to be 3^^«o-
^^'^gggggl^

agreed for or assessed as aforesaid, shall be paid out of any monies in for unds, &c., to

the hands of the said trustees or commissioners, or out of the toUs be paid by trus-

granted by the act for making and repairing such turnpike road, or
t^^p^rt^gs entitled

out of the monies to be borrowed on the credit thereof, to the party or thereto, or paid
into bank (a),

{a) If the company refuse to pay E. 355.) The court -will not grant a

the sum assessed, the Court of Queen's peremptory mandamus in the first in-

Bench will compel them to do so by stance ; the motion must be for a rule

a writ of mandamus. (See E. v. The nisi. {R. v. Dewsburij Turnpike Road

Nottingham Old Water-works, Q A. <k (Trustees), 4 Jur. 26 B. C.) In the
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upon which the
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vest in trustees.

After new road is

completed, the
old road may be
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* Sic.
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which new road
does not, what to

be done.

Purchase-money
to bo applied to

purposes of act.

parties, or person or persons respectively entitled thereto, or to their

agents, or into the Bank of England (a), in manner by this act dii-ected,

(as the case may be) ; and upon such payment to such parties or per-

sons, or their agents, or into the Bank of England, and after 30 days'

notice thereof given to such parties or persons, or to their agents, or

left at their respective usual places of abode, or with the tenant or

tenants in possession of such lands, tenements, hereditaments, and pre-

mises, then such lands, tenements, hereditaments, and premises respec-

tively, shall be vested in such trustees or commissioners, and shall and
may be taken and used for the purposes of such act ; and such lands, and
the site of such lands, tenements, hereditaments, and premises, shall be
laid into and made part of the road, in such manner as the said trus-

tees or commissioners shall direct, and shall be repaired and kept in

repair by such trustees or commissioners, by the same ways and means
as any other part of the road under their management is or ought to

be kept in repair ; and all parties and persons whomsoever shall be
divested of all right and title to such lands, tenements, and heredita-

ments ; and after such new road shall be completed, the lands or

grounds constituting any former roads or road, or so much and such
part or parts thereof as in the judgment of the said trustees or com-
missioners may thereby become useless or unnecessary, or * shall or
may be stopped up and discontinued as public highways, (unless lead-

ing over some moor, heath, common, uncultivated land or waste
ground, or to some church, mill, village, town or place, lauds, or

tenements, to which such new road or roads doth not or do not imme-
diately lead, and which may therefore be deemed proper [b) to be kept
open, either as a public or private way or ways, for the use of any
inhabitant at large, or any individual or individuals), and shall bo
vested in, and shall and may be sold and conveyed (c) by the said

trustees or commissioners, in the manner herein mentioned, for tho
best price that can be gotten for the same, and the money arising by
such sale shall be applied for the purposes of the act for repairing and

first of these cases it was also held,

that the company, in showing cause

against the rule for a mandamus,
were precluded from contending that

the injury sustained by the applicant

was not within the act under which
the compensation was claimed, or

that all j)reliminaries necessary to

support a former mandamus, com-
manding them to issue their warrant
for a jury to assess the damages sus-

tained by the applicant, were not
fulfilled ; that ail formal prelimina-
ries, essential to the verdict, nnist be
presumed to have been fulfilled in

default of affidavit to the contrary
;

that the jury having assessed a com-
pensation to the applicant, without
noticing the interest of any other
person, it was not to be presumed, in

the absence of any affidavit, that they
had given such compensation for a
larger interest than the applicant
really had, or had overlooked any
other person's interest ; that if costs

were recoverable at all for the inqui-

sition, &c., they must be levied as

prescribed by the act ; that no man-
damus would lie for the payment,

though application had been made to

a justice for a distress warrant, which
he had refused ; and that a mandamus
would not lie for the costs of the

former mandamus.
(a) This'part of this provision is

repealed, and a new one enacted, by
7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 24, ss. 9, 10, 11, &c.

See post, p. 1199,

(b) This part of the clause does not
take away the power to stop up a

road leading to some church, &c.
;

but authorises the trustees to leave

open roads of that description, when,
in their discretion, they shall think

fit. (Be Bcauvoir v. Welch, 7 B. <t

C 266. ) It was observed in this case,

that the trustees had "even the re-

markable power of converting a pub-
Uc into a private way." (See Winter
V, Churton, 3 Y. &'j. 308.)

(c) For the purpose of effecting the
sale hereby directed, it seems that the

legislature has expressly vested the
soil and inheritance in the trustees,

otherwise it would not so vest. (See

Davison v. Gill, 1 East, 69, and ob-

servations, ante, p. 1163.)
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maintaining such turnpike road ; and all conveyances, being executed 7. Making and
by the said trustees or commissioners, and inrolled in tbe office of tbe diverting roads,
clerk of tbe peace for tbe county, city, or place wberein sucb road <fcc.

sball be situate, sball be good and effectual in tbe law to all intents
and purposes wbatsoever ; or it sball be lawful for tbe said trustees or ^ ^^°- ^' " ^'^^'

commissioners, instead of making sucb sale as aforesaid, to give up to ^°f h^^'^^Ti^ t 'es"

tbe owners or proprietors of any adjoining lands, tenements, or bere- and enrolled with
ditaments, wbose building, land, or ground sball be bad or taken for clerk of peace, to

tbe purposes of tbis act, any part or parts of tbe present or old roads, !"^ "valid («).

•*• ^ J 1 jy j."L '1- J lnstca.cl of sellingm lieu 01, and m exchange tor tbe same, m sucb way and manner as old road, trustees

sucb trustees or commissioners, and owners or proprietors sball agree may give it in ex-

upon, andtbinkfit(&).
ofW for°:I^°'''

Tbe 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 24, s. 8, repeals so much of the 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, road,

as directs the application of compensation money for lands, &c., pur-
chased for making or maintaining turnpike roads. The sections

repealed are the 90th to the 96tb inclusive.

By 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 24, s. 9, if any money shall be agreed or IppuSuon of "

^^'

awarded to be paid for any lands, tenements, or hereditaments, pur- compensation

chased, taken, or used by the trustees, which sball belong to any body when amounting

politic, corporate or collegiate, corporation aggregate or sole, infant, the party"ntuicT
lunatic, tena^;xt for life or in tail, general or special, feoffee in trust, thereto is under

guardian, committee, trustee, feme covert, or other incapacitated per- ^^^ incapacity.

son, sucb monies sball, if tbe same amount to tbe sum of 2001., with
all convenient speed, be paid into the Bank of England, in tbe name
and with the privity of the accountant-general of the Court of Exche-
quer, to be placed to his account ex parte tbe trustees for executing
such act, pursuant to the method prescribed by 1 Geo. 4, c. 35, and
the general orders of the said court, and without fee or reward ; and
such money, when so paid in, sball be applied, under tbe direction

and with the approbation of tbe said court, to be signified by an order

to be made upon a petition to be preferred in a summary way by tbe

person who would have been entitled to the rents and profits of the

said lands, tenements, or hereditaments, in the purchase of tbe land-

tax or the discbarge of any debt or debts, or such other incumbrances,

or part thereof, as tbe said court shall authorise to be paid affecting

tbe same lands, tenements, or hereditaments, or affecting other lands,

tenements, or hereditaments, standing settled therewith to tbe same
or the like uses, intents, or purposes : or where such money sball not

be so applied, then the same shall be laid out and invested, under tbe

direction and approbation of the said court, in the purchase of other

lands, tenements, or hereditaments, which sball be conveyed and
settled to, for, and upon such and tbe like uses, trusts, intents, and
purposes, and in the same manner as tbe lands, tenements, or heredita-

ments, which shall be so purchased, taken, or used as aforesaid, stood

settled or limited, or such of them as at tbe time of making such con-

veyance and settlement sball be existing, undetermined, and capable

(a) See B. v. Leeds and Liverpool had acquired a complete right in the

Ca')ial Company, 11 A, SB. 316. new road, and the plaintiffs in the

(b) Where trustees under a turn- land given in exchange, though no
pike act agreed with the plaintiffs to conveyance had been executed on

exchange with them a portion of old either side. The clause in sect. 84,

road for land required to form a new aiite, p. 1194, directing a conveyance

road, pursuant to the above 86th to the trustees where lands are pur-

section ; the new road having been chased by them, being held not to

completed, and an order being made apply where the vendors are persons

for stopping up the old road as unne- sui juris and acting in their own
cessary, the trustees, by the same right. {A llnutt and another v. Pott,

order, gave up the portion of old road 1 B. & Ad. 302.) See form of such

to the plaintiffs, according to agree- an order, post.

ment -.—it was held, that the public
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of taking eflFect ; and in tlie mean time, and untO. such purcliase shall

be made, the said money shall, by order of the said court, upon appli-

cation thereto, be invested by the said accountant-general, in his

name, in the purchase of three pounds per centum consolidated, or

three pounds per centum reduced bank annuities; and in the mean
time, and until the said bank annuities shall be ordered by the said

court to be sold for the puposes aforesaid, the dividends and annual
produce of the said consolidated or reduced bank annmties shall, from
time to time, be paid, by order of the said court, to the person who
would, for the time being, have been entitled to the rents and profits

of the said lands, tenements, or hereditaments so purchased, in case

such purchase or settlement were made.
Sect. 10. If any money so agreed or awarded to be paid for any

lands, tenements, or hereditaments, purchased, taken, or used, and
belonging to any person under any disability or incapacity as afore-

said, shall be less than the sum of 2001., and shall exceed the sum oi

20Z., then, and in all such cases, the same shall, at the option of tlio

person for the time being entitled to the rents and profits of the lands,

tenements, and hereditaments so purchased, taken, or used, or of liis

guardian or guardians, committee or committees, in case of infancy,

idiotcy, or lunacy, to be signified in writing under their respective

hands, be paid into the Bank of England, in the name and with tln^

privity of the said accountant-general of the Court of Exchequer, and
be placed to his account as aforesaid, in order to be applied in mannci-
hereinbefore directed ; or otherwise the same shall be paid, at the like

option, to two trustees, to be nominated by the person or persons
m.aking such option, and approved of by the trustees taking such
lands, tenements, or hereditaments (such nomination and approbation
to be signified in writing under the hands of the nominating and
approving parties), in order that such principal money, and the
dividends and interest arising thereon, may be applied in manner
hereinbefore directed, so far as the case may be applicable, without
obtaining or being required to obtaia the direction or approbation of

the said Court of Exchequer.
Sect. 11. Where such money so agreed or awarded to be paid as

hereinbefore mentioned shall be less than the sum of 20/., then, and
in all such cases, the same shall be applied to the use of the corpora-

tion or person who would for the time being have been entitled to the
rents and profits of the lands, tenements, or hereditaments so pur-
chased, taken, or used, in such manner as the trustees taking such
lands, tenements, or hereditaments shall think fit ; or in case of
infancy, idiotcy, or lunacy, then to his guardian or guardians, com-
mittee or committees, to and for the use and benefit of such person so

entitled respectively.

Sect. 12. In case the corporation or person to whom any sum or
Bums of money shall be awarded, for the purchase of any lands, tene-
ments, or hereditaments, shall refuse to accept the same, or shall not
be able to make a good title to the premises to the satisfaction of the
trustees, or in case the person to whom such sum or sums of money
shall be so awarded cannot be found, or if the person entitled to such
lands, tenements, or hereditaments, be not known or discovered, then,

and in every such case, it shall be lawful for the said tmstees to order
the said sum or sums of money to be paid into the Bank of England,
in the name and with the privity of the accountant-general of the said

Court of Exchequer to be placed to his account, to the credit of the
parties interested in the said lands, tenements, or hereditaments
(describing them), subject to the order, control, and disposition of the
said Court of Exchequer : which said court, on the application of any

(a) See R. v. The De])tford Pier Company, 8-4. & E. 910.
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})ersoii making claim to such sum or sums of money, or any part 7. Making and
thereof, by motion or petition, shall, and is hereby empowered, in a diverting roads,

summary way of proceeding or otherwise, as to the same court shall etc.

seem meet, to order the same to be laid out and invested in the public „ . „ „ ' ^
funds, and to order distribution thereof, or payment of the dividends • > •

thereof, according to the respective estate or estates, title, or interest,
of the person making claim thereto, and to make such other order in
the premises as to the said court shall seem just and reasonable ; and
the cashier or cashiers of the Bank of England, who shall receive such
sum or sums of money, is and are hereby required to give a receipt or
leceipts for such sum or sums of money (mentioning and specifying
for what and for whose use the same is or are i-eceived) to such
])ersou as shall pay any sum or sums of money into the bank as
aforesaid.

Sect. 13. Where any question shall arise, touching the title of any Persons in pos-

corporation or person to any money to be paid into the Bank of Eng-
tfvei''"eutitie™^'

land, in the name and with the privity of the accountant-general of
the Court of Exchequer, in pursuance of this act, for the purchase of
any lands, tenements, or hereditaments, or of any estate, right, or
interest in any lands, tenements, or hereditaments, or of any bank
annuities, to be pui-chased with any such money, or to the dividends
or interest of any such bank annuities, the person who shall have
been in possession of such lands, tenements, or hereditaments, at the
time of such purchase, and all persons claiming under such person,
or under the possession of such person, shall be deemed and taken to
be lawfully entitled to such lands, tenements, or hereditaments,
according to such possession, until the contrary shall be shown to the
satisfaction of the said Court of Exchequer; and the dividends or
interest of the bank annuities to be purchased with such money, and
also the capital of such bank annuities, shall be paid, applied, and
disposed of accordingly, unless it shall be made appear to the said
court that such possession was a wrongful possession, and that some
other person was lawfully entitled to such lands, tenements, or here-
ditaments, or to some estate or interest therein.

Sect. 14. Where, by reason of any disability or incapacity of the The court may
corporation or person entitled to any lands, tenements, or heredita-

ex*^^e^isc^^T'^^*'°
ments, the purchase-money for the same shall be required to be paid chatcrto be i^aid.

into the said court, and to be applied in the purchase of other lands,
tenements, or hereditaments, to be settled to the like uses, it shall be
lawful for the said court to order the expenses of all purchases (a)
from time to time to bo made in pursuance of this act, or so much of
such expenses as the said court shall deem reasonable, together with
the necessary costs and charges of obtaining such order, to be paid by
the trustees taking any such lands, tenements, or hereditaments, who
shall from time to time pay such sums of money for such purposes as
the said coui't shall dii'ect.

By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 55, all sales and conveyances of any lands, 4 Geo. 4, c. 95.

tenements, or hereditaments, to be sold by the trustees or commis- exrensTo "sales of
sioners of any tui'npike roads, shall be made at the expense of such lands, &c.

trustees or commissioners, and shall be expressed in the following or
some similar form of words, as the circumstances of the case may
require ; videlicet,

(a) It has been held, that, if by a its being laid out in lands, to be set-

railway act, the company are liable to tied to tlie like uses as the laud pur-
the expenses of "all purchases" to chased by the company. (Ej: imrte
be made by virtue of the act, this Bishop of Ditrliam, re NetocastU and,

will include the expenses of investing Carlisle Raihvay Act, 3 Y. <f; C. 690.)

the money in the funds, previously to

VOL. JI. 4 11
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<bc.

7. Making and " We, of the trustees or commissioners acting in execution of an ad
diverting roads, passed [here insert the title of the act appointing them], in consideration of t/c;

sum of , tons paid hy [name of the purchaser] do lierehy grant ami rclcaw

to tlu said [name of the purchaser] all [describing the premises to be convcycil],

andall our right, title, and interest to and in the same, cmd every part thcrci'f,

to hold to the said [name of the purchaser], his heirs, executors, administrators,

and assigns, for ever, hy virtue, and according to the true intent and meanii if/

ofan act passed in the fourth year of the reign of King George the Fourth, inll-

ttiled, An Act [here set forth the title of this act]. In witness wlmreof we had:

hereunto set our hands and seals, this day of ."

4 Geo. 4, c. 95.

Form of convey-
ances {a).

8 Geo. 4, c. 12C.

How expenses of-^ .cx.o>.o vx
-^y '^ 0:G0. 4, c. 126, s. 87, in case any jury or juries to be summoned

j^ury and'witnesses and swom pursuant to the dii-ections and authority of this act, shall

are to be borne. giye in and deliver a verdict or assessment for more money as a re-

compense or satisfaction for the right, interest, or property of any
person or persons in any such lands, tenements, hereditaments, or

premises, or for any loss or damage to be by him, her, or them sus-

tained, than what shall have been agreed to and offered by siicli

trustees or commissioners before the summoning or returning the said

jury or juries, as a recompense or satisfaction for any such right,

interest, or property, or for any loss or damage as aforesaid, then, ar 1

in such case, the costs and expenses of summoning and maintaiiii:

the said jury and witnesses, and all other expenses attending 11

hearing and determining such difference (&), shall be borne and paid

by the treasurer to the trustees or commissioners, out of any moiu y
which shall then be in his hands, or out of any monies to be receivi d

by virtue of the act for repairing and maintaining such turnpike roal,

such costs and expenses to be settled and ascertained by some just i

of the peace for the county or place wherein the dispute shall ha

arisen, not interested in the matter in question, who is hereby autli -

rised and empowered to settle and determine the same, and to ma
an order on the treasurer of the trustees or commissioners liai

thereto for the payment thereof (c) ; but if any such jury or juries

summoned and sworn as aforesaid shall give in and deliver a verd

or assessment for no more or for less money than shall have be

(a) As to when this conveyance is

requisite, see ante, pp. 1194 and 1199.
(b). A local act empowered certain

trustees to purchase messuages, &c.,

and enacted, that if the owners should
not agi-ee with the trustees on tl\e

terms, or should neglect or refuse to

treat, or by reason of absence or dis-

ability should be prevented from
treating, the trustees should cause a
jury to be summoned by the sheriff to

assess compensation, and the sheriff

shoiild summon and examine wit-
nesses upon oatli ; and if the jury
should give a verdict for more than
the trustees had offered, the costs
and expenses of summoning and re-

turning such jury and witnesses, and
also of the inquest, to be settled by a
justice, were to be borne by the trus-

tees, and recovered by the persons
entitled thereto by distress ; but if

the verdict should not be for more
than the sum offered, the trustees

were to bear one moiety of the costs

and expenses aforesaid, and the other

party the other moiety ; but where

the parties, from absence or inability,^

could not treat or agree, such costs

and expenses were to be borne by the

trustees : and afterwards it was en^

acted that, in a particular event

messuages, &c., should be sold t<l

certain parties, and that in case cj|

disagreement as to price, the pric

should be assessed by ajury as before

and the expense of hearing and de

termining such difTerence to be bom^
in like manner :—Held, that an owne
of lands to be purchased, in favour <

whom a jury awarded more than th|

sum offered, was entitled to the cost

of the inquiry, including witnessei^

attendance by attorney at the li

quest, conferences, and briefs ; an^
not merely to the expenses of th^

sheriff and jury, but that the expense

of surveyors, merely as such, could

not be included in the costs. {R.

The Justices of tJie City of York, 1

& E. 828 : and see R. v. Gardwr,
A. & E. 112; and R. v. Sheriff ^

WarwicTcshirc, 2 II. Cases, 661.)

(c) See 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 71, p. 121f

i
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agreed to and offered by the trustees or commissioners before tbe 7. Making and
summoning and returning of tbe said jury or juries, as a recompense diverting roads,
and satisfaction for any such rigbt, interest, or j)roperty in any such. cfcc.

•

lands, tenements, hereditaments, or premises, or losses or damages as
aforesaid, then the costs and expenses of summoning and maintaining ^ *' '' '

the said jury and witnesses, and all other expenses as aforesaid, shall
be borne and paid by the person or persons with whom such trustees
or commissioners shall have such controversy or dispute ; which said
costs and expenses having been ascertained and settled by some
justice of the peace for the county, riding, or place, wherein the cause
of dispute shall arise, not interested in the matter in question (who is

hereby required to examine and settle the same), shall and may be
deducted out of the money so assessed and adjudged, as so much
money advanced to and for the use of such person or persons, and the
payment or tender of the remainder of such monies shall be deemed
and taken, to all intents and piu^poses, to be a payment or tender of
the whole sum or sums so assessed and adjudged, or otherwise such
costs and expenses, in case the same or any part thereof shall exceed
^uch damages, and shall not be paid upon demand, after being so

ascertained and settled as aforesaid, may be recovered by the said

trustees or commissioners by the ways and means hereinafter pro-
vided for the recovery of penalties and forfeitures : Provided always,
that in all cases where any person or persons shall, by reason of
absence, have been prevented from treating, such costs and expenses
shall be borne and paid by the said trustees or commissioners in
manner aforesaid. (See ss. 141 and 143, pp. 1278, 1279.)

3. Stopping up and Sale, &c., of old Eoads, &c.

We have already noticed the 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 86, empowering
the trustees to sell or exchange the old road, after the new one is

completed. {Ante, p. 1197.)
By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 88, when any turnpike road shall be diverted New road to be

or turned, and the new road shall be made and completed, such new ^ayT^*^
^ ^^^^"

road shall be in lieu of the old road, and shall be subject to all the
provisions and regulations in any act of parliament contained, or
otherwise, to which the old road was subject, and shall be deemed and
taken to be a common highway (a), and shall be repaired and main-
tained as such ; and the old road shall be stopped up, and the land Old road to be

and soil thereof shall be sold by the trustees or commissioners to some stopped up and

jierson or persons whose lands adjoin thereto, as hereinafter men-
tioned with regard to pieces of ground not wanted (6) ; but if such old When old road

road shall lead to any lands, house, or place, which cannot, in the
^c'^to°wh?ch'^tho

ojiinion of the said trustees or commissioners, be conveniently accom- new road does not,

modated with a passage from such new road, which they are hereby what to bo done,

authorised to order and lay out if they find it necessary, then, and in

such case, the old road shall be sold, but subject to the right of way
and passage to such lands, house, or place respectively, according to

the ancient usage in that respect ; and the money arising from such Purchasc-money

sale in either of the said cases, shall be applied towards the purchase of old road, how

of the land where such new road shall be made, or in the same ^^^

manner as the tolls arising on such road, as the trustees or commis-
sioners thereof shall think fit ; and upon the completion of any con- On completion of

tract whereby any part of the old road shall be given in payment for
^°"ted°m pur-
chaser.

{a) By virtue of this provision, a ter, 8 B. & C. 785, as to the public

new road, made by the trustees under not being liable to repair a road

a local act, becomes a public high- authorised to be made by an act of

way, and will not cease to be so at the parliament, until it is completed,

expiration of the term for which the (6) See p. 1204.

local act Avas made. See E. v. Wiu'

i u 2
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7. Making and
diverting roads,

&c.

3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

Mines, &c.

When land not
wanted for the
road is to be sold,

first offer to be
made to original

or adjoining
owners.

What evidence of

snch offer and
refusal.

On dispute as to

price, the value to
be ascertained by
a jury.

Purchase-money
how to be apphed
by trustees.

Form of convey-
ances.

the value of the ground taken for the new road, or upon payment of

the price of any part of the old road, the soil of such old road shall

become vested (a) in the purchaser thereof and his heirs ; but all

mines, minerals, and fossils (6) lying under the same, shall continue

the property of the j^erson or persons who would from time to time

have been entitled to the same if such old road had continued.

Where upon the diversion of a turnpike road after the new road had
been completed, but before the old road was stopped up, the trustees,

by the permission of B., broke down his fence to make a passage from
the new road to the close of A. , but did not put up a gate or fence to

protect the latter close :—Held, the trustees were wrong-doers, and
that B. was responsible for their acts. [^Winter v. Charter, Z Y. & J.

308.)

Sect. 89. Where the trustees or commissioners of any turnpike road
shall have purchased, or shall be possessed of any piece or pieces of

ground not wanted for the purposes of such road, it shall and may be
lawful for such trustees or commissioners to sell and dispose of the

same : Provided always, that the said trustees or commissioners,
before they shall sell and dispose of any such piece or pieces of ground
not wanted for the purposes of such turnpike road as aforesaid, to any
other person or persons, shall first offer the same to the person or

persons of whom the same shall have been j^urchased, or to the person
or persons whose lands shall adjoin thereto, and if such person or

persons respectively shall then and thereupon refuse, or shall not
agree (except with respect to or on account of the price thereof) to

purchase the same respectively, on an affidavit being made and sworn
before a master or master extraordinary in the High Court of Chan-
cery, or before one of his Majesty's justices of the peace for the
county, liberty, or place where such ground is situate (who are

hereby respectively empowered to take such affidavit), by some person
or persons no way interested in the said piece or jiieces of ground,
stating that such offer was made by or on behalf of such trustees or

commissioners, and that such offer was then and thereupon refused,

or was not agreed to by the person or persons to whom the same was
made, such affidavit shall, in all coui-ts whatsoever, be sufficient evi-

dence and proof that such offer was made, and was refused, or not
agreed to by the person or persons to whom such offer was made (as

the case may be) ; and in case such person or persons shall bo de-
sirous of pui'chasing such piece or pieces of ground, and he, she, or
they and the said trustees or commissioners shall differ or not agree
with respect to the price thereof, then the price or prices thereof shall

be ascertained by a jury, in manner in this act directed with respect
to disputed value of premises to be taken and used in piu'suance of
this act, and the expense of hearing and determining such difference

shall be borne and paid in manner hereinbefore directed with respect
to such i:)urchases made by the said trustees, WM^a^/s mutandis; and
the- money to arise by the sale or sales of such pieces or parcels of

ground shall be applied by the trustees or commissioners to the pur-
poses of the act for repairing and maintaining such turnpike road,
but the purchaser or pui-chasers thereof shall not be answerable or
accountable for any misapplication or non-application of such money

;

and the conveyances of such piece or pieces of ground shall be made
to the purchaser or respective purchasers thereof, and in such manner
and foi-m as is hereinbefore directed (c) with respect to the con-
veyances to be made of the land constituting any part of the roads
hereinbefore directed to be sold.

(a) See A llniUl mtd another v. Pott,

1 B. A A. 302.

(b) See the general clause of 7 & 8

Geo. 4, c. 24, s. 18, ante, p. 1164, aa

to the property in mines, &c.

(c) This is now regulated bv the 4

Geo^ 4, e. 95, s. 55, p. 1201.
"
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By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 63, in case the trustees or commissioners for 7. Making and
making or maintaining any turnpike road shall become possessed of diverting roads,

any tenements or hereditaments which are useless or unnecessary for <^c-

the purposes of such road, it shall and may be lawful for the said~ ~ 71

trustees or commissioners to sell and dispose of the same, in such and gale of ilnneces-

the same manner as by the said recited act [3 Geo. 4, c. 126] they are sary tenements,

authorised and empowered to do, in the cases of any land or ground
not wanted for the purposes of such road.

But this does not apply to toll houses. (See 1244.)

4. AgEEEMENTS to 8T7BSCRIBE FOR MAKING EoADS, AND HOW
Subscriptions enforced, &c.

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 82, if any person or persons shall agree to 3 Geo. 4, c. i2ff.

advance any sum or sums of money, to be employed in the making or si^scrito'for
°

repairing of any turnpike road or highway intended to be made turn- making, &c. roads,

pike, and shall subscribe his, her, or their name or names to any ^P'^ ^"^ subscnp-

writing, for that i^urpose, every such person shall be liable to j)ay

every such sum or sums of money so subscribed, according to the
purport of such writing ; and in default of payment thereof within 21
days after the same shall become payable according to the purport of

such writing, and shall be demanded by the person to whom the same
is made payable by such writing, or if no person be named therein for

that pui-pose, by the treasurer of such turnpike or intended turnpike
road, it shall and may be lawful for every such treasurer or other

person to sue for and recover the same in any of his Majesty's courts

of record, by action of debt or on the case, or by bill, suit, or in-

formation, wherein no essoign, protection, or wager of law, nor more
than one imparlance, shall be allowed.

By 9 Geo. 4, c. 77, s. 6, so much of the said recited act of the third 9 Geo. i c. 77

year of the reign of his present Majesty as directs the payment and
recovery of any sum or sums of money to be subscribed or agreed
to be advanced for the making or maintaining of any turnpike road,

shall be and the same is hereby repealed (a).

And by 9 Geo. 4, c. 77, s. 7, the several and respective persons who
shall subscribe for or agree to advance any money for or towards the

making or maintaining any turnpike road or roads, or highway in-

tended to be made turnpike, shall, and they are hereby required to

pay the sum or sums of money so subscribed, within such time or

times, and in such parts and proportions, as shall be expressed in the

writing which shall be subscribed by them or on their behalf, or as the

trustees of any such turnpike road shall order and direct : and the same
shall be demanded by, and paid to such person or persons as the said

trustees shall, by any writing under their hands, authorise to receive

the same ; and if any person or persons shall neglect or refuse to pay
the same, or any part thereof, as aforesaid, it shall be lawful for the

said trustees to sue for the same in the name of any one of such trus-

tees or of their treasurer or clerk, and to recover the same, together

with full costs of suit, in any of his Majesty's courts of record, by
action of debt or on the case, by bill, plaint, suit, or information,

wherein no essoign, protection, or wager of law, nor more than one
imparlance, shall be allowed ; and all such monies shall be vested in

the said trustees, and applied as in the act for making or maintaining
any such turnpike road or roads shall be mentioned. (See form of

agreement. No. 77, post.)

The above 6th and 7th sections of the 9 Geo. 4, c. 77, do not repeal

the directions in the above 82nd section, and the 148th section (see

p. 1284) of the 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, or schedule xiv., annexed to that act,

(a) But only as to payment and recovery of the money. {Meigh v.

Clinton, 11 A. & E. 418.)'
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Repairs, ct'C,

of roads.

3 <fe 4 Will. 4, c. liv.

Decision under
local act.

as to tlie form of agreement to subscribe money for making and re-

pairing a road. [Meigh v. Clinton, 11 Ad. & E. 418.)

If tbe agreement be not sncli as the acts require, an action for calls

cannot be supported by the party's acknowledgment, after tbe works
have been commenced under the act, that ho is liable as having signed.

{Id.)

An instrument in the following form, drawn up at a meeting of

trustees, and sent forth for subscription, will not warrant them in

making calls upon a party signing it. " At a meeting " &c. "it ap-

pearing from the estimates," " that, to effect the object" &c., "namely,
the new line from" A. to L., "and the diversion " &c., " an expense
of 4600Z. will be involved," ''it was proposed, that the necessary appli-

cations be made without delay, in order to raise funds to meet the

expenses referred to, and the gentlemen undernamed have proposed to

subscribe such sums for the purpose as are set opposite to their re-

spective names, and which it is proposed to secure by way of mortgage
on the tolls." _(/cZ.)_

_

Assuming this writing to be a proper agreement, quaere, whether it

woxdd be a defence to an action upon it, that before the act under which
the trustees acted was passed, they (with defendants' knowledge) al-

tered the proposed line : and whether such defence ought to be speci-

ally pleaded : also, whether it would be a defence, that, after the act i

passed (and before the above acknowledgment), the diversion was

'

given up. {Id.)

A local turnpike act (3 <& 4 Will. 4, c. liv.) empowered the trustees
j

to take lands, making compensation, but enacted that the powers so

;

given should cease, if the trustees should not, within three years,

agree and pay for the lands required for the purposes of the act, or so
\

much thereof as shall he deemed necessary or proper. In an action for 1

calls under this statute, quaere, whether it was a good plea, that the I

trustees did not within three years agree or pay for the lands required
for the purposes of the act (specifying the purposes), or so much of the i

said lands as the said trustees deemed necessary or proper, {Id.)

Division of sub-
ject.

Wbo liable to re-

pair in general.

Parish not
exempt.

Duty of trustees.

VIII. t^epairs, ^c.^ of ^uxn^itt t^oatrs*

Herein of :

—

1. Who are liahle to such Repairs, p. 1206.

2. How Repairs enforced, and herein as to Statute Duty heingl
abolished, and of the Application of a Portion of the Highway]
Rate towards the Repair of Turnpike Roads, p. 1208.

3. Subscriptions far, p. 1211.

4. Materials for, p. 1211.

5. Erection of Mile Stones, &c., p. 1215.

6. Watering of Roads, p. 1216.

7. Contracts for Repairs, T^. 121Q.

8. Fines fornot repairing, p. 1218.

1. Who liable to Eepaies est genekal.
The observations already made as to the common-law liability of

persons to repau: highways will be here applicable. {Ante, p. 989, &c.)
See p. 992 as to the public not being liable to repair a road, autho-

rised to bemade by an act of Parliament, until it is completed.
The parish is not exempted from the common-law liability of

repamng highways made into turnpike roads
; yet, a duty is imposed

on the trustees to expend the funds in the improvement of them, and

/
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they are liable to pay a portion of a fine imposed upon the parish, 8. Repairs d:c
upon a judgment against them, for neglect of repair (ante, p. 1069, '

of roads
'

i>ost, p. 1218.) —1 :

By the 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 88, p. 1203, where an old turnpike ^^<^°- \^- ^-'^

road has been diverted, and a new road made, the new road becomes diverted
"'^^

new
fbr ever a public highway, and must be repaired and maintained as road becomes a

such. Wghway.

By the 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 68, after reciting that doubts have arisen lessons 'liaWe by
and may arise, whether any body politic or corporate, or any particular tenure, &c., to

person or persons, liable to repair, by tenure or otherwise, any old '"f^P^ir old road

turnpike road, or part of such road widened, altered, diverted, or new!
^^"^^^"^ *^^

tiu'ned, ought to repair or contribute to the rejiair of the whole or any
part or proportion of the new road set out in lieu ofthe old turnpike road;
for obviating such doubts, and preventing disputes about the same, it

is enacted that all and every body politic or corporate, and person and
persons (a), who was, were, or shall be liable as aforesaid to the repair
of any old turnpike road, which has been, since the passing of the said
recited act [3 Geo. 4,_c. 126], or shall be widened, altered, diverted,
or turned, shall respectively be and continue in the same manner liable
to the repair of such new road set out in lieu of the old road, or so
! Iluch thereof as shall be equal to the burthen and expense of repairing
uch old road, from which he, she, or they shall be exonerated by the
.idening, altering, diverting, or turning thereof; and if the several
parties interested therein cannot agree, the same shall be viewed by 2
justices of the peace of the county where such road shall be, and shall
be settled, adjusted, and determined by them, in such manner as they
shall think just and reasonable; and from, and after such determi-
nation of the justices, the body politic or corporate, and person or
persons liable to repair such new road as aforesaid, shall bear all

charges of presentments, indictments, and prosecutions for not repair-
ing the same ; and if it shall be found more convenient to fix a gross
sum, or an annual sum, to be paid by any such body politic or cor-
porate, or person or persons, instead of fixing the part or proportion
of such new road to be repaired by him, her, or them, the said justices

may, with the consent of such person or persons, and also of the
trustees or commissioners of the road, obtained at a meeting of such
trustees or commissioners, order and direct the same accordingly ; and
the order and direction of the said justices shall be final and conclusive,

and shall continue binding on all bodies politic or corporate, and per-
sons whomsoever.
And by 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 24, s. 17, where any part or parts of any 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 24

turnpike road, or any bridges, arches, drains, or sewers, lying in and ^q^^^. of roads
upon such road, have been accustomed, or ought to be repaired and bridges, &c'., to

maintained by any particular person, body politic or corporate, by continue so.

reason of the tenure of any lands, tenements, or hereditaments, or
otherwise, or by any county, or any parish, or where any composition
has been entered into or made in lieu thereof, all and every such part

{a) This section applies to parishes. parishes. But the difficulties on the

{R. Y. Barton, \1 Ad. <SJ E. 343.) Et other side are infinitely greater. The
per Lord Denman,— "I have no legislature cannot have intended to

doubt .upon this question,Hhough I confine the enactment to the case of

was much struck with Mr. Eyles's re- bodies politic or corporate, or indivi-

mark, that the parishes appear to duals, bound by some special liability

have no authorised agent who can to repair in the two parishes respec-

agree for them, as well as by his in- tively. The words of sect. 68 of stat.

genious arguments as to the variance 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, are, no doubt, ill

between tlio language of the corre- chosen, but we cannot doubt of the

spending sections in the two statutes, intention. The parishes must adapt

and the difficulty of carrying the siich means as they have to this in-

provision into effect in the case of tention as well as they can.

"
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8. Eepairs, <tc., 0^ parts of sucli road, and all such bridges, arches, drains, and sewers,

of roads. shall, from time to time, be maintained and kej)t in repair by such
— person, body politic and corporate, county, or parish, or such com-

7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 24. position shall be paid, in such manner as the same were respectively

maintained and kept in repair or paid before the passing the said recited

acts, [3 Geo. 4, c. 126 ; 4 Geo. 4, c. 95,] or of any local act for making
or maintaining any tiu-npike road.

Contracts. As to contracts with ijersons liable to repair by tenure, &c.,

p. 1217.

2. How Eepaiks enfoeced, and herein as to Statute Duty being
abolished, and op the application of a portion of the
Highway Eate towards the Repair of Turnpike Eoads.

How repairs en-
forced by indict-
ment.

Mandamus.

Jmisdiction of
justices to compel
repairs.

Statute duty
abolished.

4 <fc 5 Vict. c. 59.

Justices at special
sessions for high-
ways, on proof of
the deficiency of
the funds, ifec. of
any turnpike
trust, may order
payment to said
trust of a portion
of the highway
rate.

The trustees of a turnpike road are not liable to be indicted for the
non-repairs of the same. (B. v. Netherthong, 2 B. c& Aid. 179 ; George

V. Ohamhers, 11 M, & W. 14:9—^)er Alderson, B., and ante, p. 1068.) But
other parties liable to repair the same may be indicted, in the same
way as if it were not a turnpike road. (See ante, p. 1207.)
A mandamus does not lie to compel the repairs of a turnpike road.

{B. V. Oxford and Witney Beads, 4 P. & D. 154.) ^qq post, ^'Man-
damus."
The jurisdiction of justices of the peace as to compelling the repair

of highways in general is, by the latter part of the 94th section of the
Highway Act, (5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50,) extended to turnpike roads,

when the highway out of repair is part of a turnpike road, p. 1066.

The liabiUty to statute work, however, is now wholly abolished by
the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, which repeals the prior statutes relating
to it.

By the 4 & 5 Vict. c. 59 (a), after reciting that by the 5 & 6 Will. 4,

c. 50, divers statutes passed in the reign of his late Majesty King George
the Third, relating to the performance of statute duty, were repealed,
and statute duty was thereby altogether abolished: and that the
revenues of some turnpike roads are so unequal to the charge and
maintenance of such roads, after paying the interest and principal of
the sums due upon mortgage of the tolls thereof, when deprived of the
aid heretofore derived from statute duty, that it is necessary that
some additional provision be made for such roads, for a limited
period : it is enacted, that it shall be lawful for the justices at any
special sessions (6) for the highways holden after the passing of this act,

upon information exhibited before them by the clerk or treasurer of

(a) See 2 & 3 Vict. c. 81, and 3 &
4 Vict. c. 98,—the acts in force on
this subject previous to the passing of
the above act, and as to what is a
turnpike road within this act. {Reg.

v. Worthing and Lancing Eoads, 23
L. J. M. C. 187.)

(b) That is to say, the special ses-

sions held pursuant to 5 & 6 Will. 4,

c. 80, s. 45 {Meg. v. Moi-ice, 2 D. eC- L.
952.)

Notice of appeal against an order
requiring a surveyor to pay money out
of the highway rates in aid of turn-
pike funds, must be made within 6
days of the making of the order and
not of the service. {R. v. Derhysldre
(Justices of), 7 Q. B. 193.) On an
appeal against an order for the pay-
ment of money to the commissioners
of a turnpike trust, to be laid out in

the repairs of the road, the justices i

making such order are interested par-

ties, and so are magistrates to wliom
money secured upon the tolls is ow-
ing ; if, tlierefore, any one of the ma-
gistrates at the sessions is so situated

the court will be improperly consti-

tuted, and it will be no answer to the
objection that there was a majority in

j

favour of the decision without reckon-
ing the vote of the interested part}',

nor that the interested party with-
drew before the decision, if he appear
to have joined in the discussion. {R.

V. Hertfordshire {Justices of), 6 Q. £.

753.) The time for notice of appeal
runs from tlie making of the order,

and not from its service. {R. v. Der-
byshire {Justices of), 7 Q. B. 193.)
The ratepaj'ers are not "persons
liable to pay" the bill of an attorney
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any turnpike trust that the funds of the said, trust are insuflB.cient (a) s. Re2)airs, <fcc.,

for the repairs of the turnpike roads within any parish, notice in of roads.

writing of such intended information having been previously given on
the part of such clerk or treasurer to the parish sui-veyor 21 days at * "^ ^ '^''^*- ^- ^^•

least before such special sessions, to examine the state of the revenues
and debts of such turnpike trusts, and to inquire into the state and
condition of the repairs of the roads within the same, and also to

ascertain the length of the roads, including turnpike roads, within such
parish, and how much of such road is turnpike road, and if after such
examination it shall appear to the said justices necessary or expedient,

for the purposes of any turnpike road, so to do, then to adjudge and
order (i) what portion, if any, of the rate or assessment levied or to be
levied by virtue of the said recited act shall be paid by the said parish

surveyor, and at what time or times, to the said commissioners or

trustees, or to their treasurer or other officers appointed by them on
that behalf, such money to be wholly laid out in the actual repairs of

such part of such turnpike road as lies within the parish from which
it was received (c).

employed by a surveyor of highways
to conduct an indictment for obstruc-

tion of a liighway, so as to be entitled

to tax it under 6 & 7 Vict. c. 73, al-

though it has been paid out of the
liighway rates. {Re Barber, 14 Jf. tfc

W. 720.)

(a) In the 2 & 8 Vict. c. 81, s. 1,

the words are "wholly insufficient."

Coleridge, J., in R. v. Justices of
Berks (8 Dowl. 727), held, that an
order might be made under this sec-

tion, although all the funds of the
turnpike trustees were not exhausted.

Where, by a local turnpike act, made
before statute duty was abolished, the

monies of which the trustees should
become possessed were to be applied,

first, to the costs of the act ; secondly,

to complete the road, to erect toll-

houses, and repair the road ; and
thirdly, to pay the interest of money
secured upon the tolls ; and an order

ofjustices was made, under the 2 & 3

Vict. c. 81, s. 1, for the payment of a

portion of the liighway rate towards

the repair of the road : the court held,

that the justices had power to make
such order. {R. v. White, 4 Q. B.
101.) By a local act, subsequent to

the 4 & 5 Vict. c. 59, all the monies
coming to the hands of the trustees of

a turnpike road were to be applied,

first, in defraying the expenses of ma-
nagement, not exceeding 300?. in any
one year ; secondly, in maintaining
the road, the amount not to exceed
1600?. in any one year ; and lastly,

in paying off the debt due by the
trustees. The annual revenue of the
trustees exceeded 1900?., and the
expenses of management and main-
taining the road fell to short of 300?.

and 1600?. re.spectiyely, so that there

was a small surplus applicable to

the reduction of the debt ; but the

trustees wishing to expend a larger

sum than this surplus on the latter

purpose, applied to justices, luider

the 4 & 5 Vict, c' 59, s. 1, to

make an order upon a highway board
to contribute out of the highway
rates towards the maintenance of the

part of the road in their district, on
the ground that the funds of the

turnpike trust were not sufficient

:

—The court held, that the trustees

were bound to apply their funds in

the order and to the extent provided

by their act ; and that the 4 & 5

Vict. c. 69, could not override the

subsequent local act ; and that the

trustees were not entitled to the

order they asked for. {Weardale Dis-

trict Board v. Bainbridge, 1 L. R.,

Q. B. 396.)

(&) The justices may order a spe-

cific sum to be paid
;

{R. v. Justices

of Berks, siqira) ; ct per Coleridge, J
.,—" They must ascertain the sum to,

be paid on the principle of a propor-

tion, and, when they have arrived at

it, they may order a specific sum to

be paid. If they had ordered a pro-

portion to be paid, it must be calcu-

lated afterwards, and would be pro-

ductive of great difficulty and incon-

venience. If their mode of ascer-

taing the proportion was wrong, an
appeal would lie to the quarter ses-

sions, and the highway surveyor

would be called upon to rectify it."

(c) See 30 & 31 Vict. c. 121, s. 3

{ante, p. 1177), as to payment of

balance, on expiration of trust, to

parishes upon whom the liability

to repair falls.
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Repairs, <tc.,

of roads.

Application of

highway rates.

4 & 5 Vict. C, 59.

Parish surveyor
neglecting to pay
such portion of

i-ato, it may be
levied by distress.

Power of appeal to
justices at quarter
sessions.

TMs section applies to any turnpike road, wliether in existence wlien

the act passed or not. And a turnpike trust is within ttie act, though
the statute authorising the construction of the road contains other

objects besides the taking of tolls and the maintenance of the road.

{Sunk Island Turnpike Road v. Patrington, 31 L. J. M. C. 81.) But
justices can only make their order for the repair of a part of the road
which has been completed and opened to the pubHc. {Roherts v.

Roberts, 11 TF. R. 35.) It does not enable them to make an order

towards the repayment of repairs already executed. {Brown v. Evans,
34 Z. J. M. G. 101.)

The duties of the turnpike trustees are not altered by this section,

nor does it give them any right to apply their funds otherwise than as

directed by their local act ; and neither under this act nor under 13 &
14 Vict. c. 79, s. 4, p. 1174, can they apply their funds in payment of

arrears of interest upon monies secured upon the tolls in priority to

the necessary repair's of the road. {Reg, v. South Shields Roads, 23

L. J. M. C. 134.)

A notice to surveyors of highways of an infonnation to be made to

justices at special sessions for highways, pursuant to 4 & 5 Vict. c. 59,

stating that it was intended to exhibit an information that the funds
of the trust (to which the person giving the notice was clerk) are in-

sufficient for the repairs of the turnpike road belonging to the trustees

within the hamlet of B., and then and there to ajDply to such justices

to adjudge and order a portion of the rate levied, or to be levied, to bo
paid by you to the said trustees or their treasxu'er, was held to give

full knowledge of the nature of the application, and that it was not
bad for not showing what part of the road was out of repair, nor for

what purpose the money was to be paid, or for not showing that the

road out of repair was within the sessional division. {R. v. Preston,

12 Q. B. 816.) The order of justices, made on the above information,

recited, that the surveyors of the highways appeared in pursuance of

the notice at the special sessions ; and that application was there made
to the justices to order a portion of the rates to be levied, by vii'tue of

the statutes in such case made and provided, for the repair of the high-

ways in the hamlet of B., to be paid by the surveyors of the high-
ways of the said hamlet of B. to the trustees or their treasurer, and
directed a certain sum to be paid out of the rate which should next be
made for the repairs of the highways in B. : it was held, that the order

must be taken to refer to the application, and must therefore be con-
sidered as made imder the statute, and that the order need not
expressly adjudicate that the notice was given to the surveyors, or

that the information was true ; and that it need not specify the par-
ticular part of the road to repair which the rate was to be applied, nor
set out the state of the revenues of the trust in the hamlet, nor the
length of roads there, nor the other particulars into which the justices

are directed to inquire by this section; and that the order being made
on the surveyors of a hamlet, need not expressly find that the hamlet
was one maintaiaing its own highways ; for that might be considered
as stated by reasonable intendment. (/&•) The order of special

sessions should state that it was made at a special sessions holden in
and for the division of the county in which the turnpike road is

situated. {R. v. Morice, 2 D. & L. 952 : R. v. Derbyshire, 7 Q. B.
193.)

Sect. 2. If any such parish surveyor shaU refuse or neglect to pay
over such portion of the said rate or assessment at the time or times
and in the manner mentioned in the order of the said justices, the same
shall and may be levied upon the goods and chattels of such surveyor,
in such manner as penalties and forfeitures are by the said recited act

authorised to be levied.

Sect. 3. Provided that if any person shall think himself aggrieved

by any order, judgment, or determination made, or by any matter or
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tHng done by any justices of the peace at any such special sessions, 8. Repairs, d'c,

in pursuance of this act, such person shall be at liberty to make his of roads.

complaint thereof by appeal to the justices of the peace at the next ———

'

general or quarter sessions of the peace to be held for the county,
riding, division, or place wherein the cause of such complaint shall

arise, such appellant first giving to such justices 10 days' notice in

writing of the grounds of such appeal, within 6 days after such order,

judgment, or determination shall be so made or given as aforesaid,

who are hereby requii-ed, within 48 horu's' after the receipt of such
notice, to return all proceedings whatever had before them respectively

touching the matter of such appeal to the said justices at the general

or quarter sessions aforesaid ; and that in case of such appeal the said

justices at the said quarter sessions, upon due proof of such notice and
statement having been given as aforesaid, shall hear and determine
such appeal ; and the said justices at the said quarter sessions shall

have power to award such costs to the parties appealing or appealed
against as they the said justices shall think proper, such costs ' to be
levied and recovered in the same manner as any penalties or forfeitures

are recoverable under the said recited act ; and no proceeding to be
had or taken in pursuance of this act shall be quashed or vacated for

want of form : Provided always, that in case there shall not be time
to give such notice as aforesaid before the next sessions to be holden
after such order, determination, or judgment, then and in every such
case such appeal may be made to the justices at the next following

sessions, who shall proceed to determine such appeal in manner afore-

said : Provided always, that it shall not be lawful for the appellant to

be heard in support of such appeal, unless such notice and statement

shall have been so given as aforesaid, nor on the hearing of such ap-

peal to go into or give evidence of any other grounds of appeal than
those set forth in such statements as aforesaid.

Sect. 4. In construing this act the word "parish" shall be taken intei-pretation

to mean and include parish, township, tithing, rape, vill, wapentake, '^
'*"^®*

division, city, borough, liberty, market town, franchise, hamlet,

precinct, chapeky, or other place or district maintaining its own high-

ways.
Sect. 5. This act shaU extend only to England. ^^°^* °^ ^°*-

This act has been continued to the present time.

3. Subscriptions for, and how enforced.

30 & 31 Vict, c. 121, s. 5. Where the repairs of a turnpike road so&3i Vict.c.i2i,

shall be thrown wholly or partly on a parish, any ratepayer of that
^ave^access to

parish shall, on payment of Is. to the clerk of the trust, and on any accounts of ti-ust

day within 21 days of the general annual meeting of the commis- where repairs

sioners of such trust, have access, between the hours of 10 in the ^'^^ ^ ^^"^

morning and 2 in the afternoon, to the accounts of such trust, and
shall be empowered to examine and take a copy of the accounts.

See the provisions as to subscriptions for repair ofroads, ante, p. 1205.

4. Materials for making or repairing Eoads.

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 97, It shall be lawful for the surveyor or 3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

surveyors to the trustees or commissioners of every turnpike road, and
^aTeriate from

for all such persons as he or they shall appoint, to searchfor, dig, any river or brook,

gather, take, and carry away any materials for making or repairing any or from any com-
p -i T in J J , _ 1/i.T,' ^^.v men or waste
turnpike road, out oi any common river or brook (not being witnm lands, without

50 yards ofany bridge, dam, weir, or jetty), or out of or from any waste expense,

or common in any parish, hamlet, or place, in which any part of such

road may lie, or any adjoining parish, hamlet, or place, and to haul

and carry away any such materials when got over any common or

waste lands, without paying anything for such materials, and without
^^^ ^^ ^^^

being deemed a trespasser or trespassers ; the said surveyor or sur-
^.^^^ ^^ .
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8. Hepav's, d-c,

of roads.

3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

or from lands of

any person, not
being garden
ground, &c., on
tendering satisfac-

tion for damagos

;

and materials may-
be carried through
any inclosed or
open lands, on ten-
dering damages.

Differences as to
damages may be
settled by two
justices.

veyors, or otter person or persons, filling up tlie pits or quarries,

levelling tlie grounds, or eloping down the banks wlierefrom such
materials shall be taken, or railing or fencing off such pits or quai-ries,

so that the same shall not be dangerous to any person or cattle, and
paying or tendering for the damage done by going through and over
any inclosed (a) lands or grounds for or with such materials, and
such damages to be ascertained as hereinafter mentioned : and also,

that it shall be lawful for the said surveyor or surveyors, and such
person or persons as he or they shall appoint, to search for, dig, get,

gather, take, and carry away any such materials, in or out of the
land of any person or persons, where the same may be had or found,
in any parish, hamlet, or place in which any part of such road shall

lie or be situate, or in any adjoining parish, hamlet, or place (not

being a garden, yard, park, paddock, planted walk or avenue to any
house, or any piece of ground planted and set apart as a nursery for

trees), making or tendering such satisfaction for such materials and
for the damage done to the owners or occupiers of the lands where
and from whence the same shall be dug, gathered, and carried away,
or over which the same shall be carried, as the said trustees or com-
missioners shall judge reasonable {b) ; and also to land on, and carry
through or over any inclosed (a) lands or grounds (not being a garden,
yard, park, paddock, planted walk, or avenue to a house, or any
piece of ground planted and set apart as a nursery for trees), or on,

through, or over any open land or common, any stone or other mate-
rials for making or repairing any such road, or for building or repair-
ing any present or future toll house or toll houses on or by the sides

thereof, from any river, stream, or canal, in any parish, hamlet, or
place in which any such road lies, ,or in any adjoining parish, hamlet,
or place, paying or tendering for the damage done in landing on, or
going through or over any inclosed (a) lands or grounds, for or with
such materials, such sum or sums of money as the said trustees shall

judge reasonable ; and in case of any difference between such trustees

(a) The words '
' inclosed lands " in

this and the 98th sect, of the above
act, were held to mean lands which
were actually inclosed and surrounded
with fences ; and, therefore, where
land.s, situate on the Downs, were not
fenced off, although private property :

it was held, that a surveyor appointed
by the conimis.sioners might take
materials for the repairs of a turnpike
road, -without the order of the jus-
tices mentioned in the 98th section,

such lands not being within the mean-
ing of the words " inclosed lands,"
contained in that section. But it was
held to be otherwise whei-e the land
was surrounded by a fence, though it

were out of repair. (Tapsell v. Cross-
key, 7 M. <{-• W. 441.) But by the 4
& 5 Vict. c. 51, after reciting the
above 98tli section, it is enacted, that
from and after the passing of this act,

all lands and grounds which shall be
in the exclusive occupation of one or
more persons for agricultural pur-
poses shall be deemed and taken to

be inclosed lands or grounds within
the meaning of the above act, al-

though the same may not be sepa-

rated from any adjoining lands or

grounds of other persons, or from the

highway, by any fence or other in-

closure. (See this act more fully no-

ticed, p. 1212.)

(b) In Tapsell v. Crosskey (su2)ra),

Parke, B., in answer to an argument
of counsel, said,

'
' Mr. Peacock con-

tends, that these words must be li-

mited to the case of materials got on
grounds over which they are carried.

That depends on the construction of

the words same and such. If those

words are taken to refer to the first

description of materials, viz. mate-
rials for the repair of the turnpike-

road (as it seems to me they may),
all the difficulty suggested in the ar-

gument is got rid of, and the result

will be, that materials got from com-
mons and public places may be car-

ried over any other common or open
ground, without paying anything for

them ; but if carried over private

lands, whether open or inclosed, com-
pensation must be made by the trus-

tees, the amoimt to be settled by
magistrates in case of di.spute."
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or commissioners, surveyors, or other persons appointed or employed 8. Repairs, die,

as aforesaid, and the owners and occupiers of such lands, or any of of roads.

them, concerning such payments and damages as afoi-esaid, any 2 or - "

more justices of the peace for the county, riding, or place wherein the ^ ^^'^' ^' ^' ^^'^'

jAace from whence such materials shall have been taken shall be situate,

on 10 days' notice thereof being given in writing by either party to

the other, shall hear, settle, and determine the matter of such pay-
ments and damages, and the costs attending the hearing and deter-

mining the same.
Sect. 98. It shall not be lawful for any surveyor, or any other per- Notice to be given

son or persons acting under the authority of this act, to dig, gather, areTak™n fr^'^
get, take, or carry away any materials for making or repairing any private lands, and

turnpike road, or for other such pui'pose or piu'poses as aforesaid, out two justices sbaU

of or from any inclosed (see ante, p. 1212, n.) land or ground, until

notice in writing (a), signed by the surveyor, shall have been given to

the owner or owners of the premises from which such materials are

intended to be taken, or his or her known agent, or to the occupiers

of the premises from which such materials are intended to be taken,

or left at the house or last or usual place of abode of such owner or

occupier, to appear before any 2 or more justices of the peace acting

in and for the county, liberty, or place, where the lands from whence
such materials are intended to be taken shall lie, to show cause why
such materials shall not be had therefrom ; and in case such owner,

agent, or occupier shall attend pursuant to such notice, but shall not

jihow sufficient cause to the contrary, such justices shall, if they think

proper, authorise such siu'veyor or other person to dig, get, gather,

take, and carry away such materials, at such time or times as to such

justices shall seem proper; and if such owner, agent, or occupier, Order of justices

shall neglect or refuse to appear by himself or herself, or his or her "^^^^
^^ appear-

agent, the said justices shall and may (upon proof on oath of the

ser-sdce of such notice, and which oath they are hereby empowered to

administer) make such order therein as they shall think fit, as fully

and effectually to all intents and purposes as if such owner or occupier,

or his or her agent had attended.

Sect. 100. It shall and may be lawful for the said trustees or commis- Power to pur-

sioners to contract and agree with any person or persons whomsoever,
jj^'.^^^^j.^i^'J^'^''

^"''

for the purchase or demise from him, her, or them, of, and to hold

any land or ground for the purpose of digging stones, gravel, and
materials therefrom, for the repair or use of the said road, and at any
time afterwards to sell the land or ground so purchased by public

auction or tender ;
provided also, that the entering into any such

contract or agreement as last aforesaid, shall not be compulsory

against any person or persons unwilling to enter into the same.

By 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 24, s. 15, The trustees shall not be required to Itit^^'i'J^.^Jd
pay any larger sum as a satisfaction tor any materials, raised, taken, for materials no

or carried away from any lands or grounds for making or repairing larger sum than

any turnpike road, than such sum of money as it shall appear to the 2 besoirfon
''

^

justices settling and determining such satisfaction, that such mate-

rials might or could have been actually sold for in case the same had
not been raised, taken, or carried away by such trustees ; and in case

the said justices shall be of opinion that the said materials, before they

had been so raised, taken, or carried away, could not have been sold

or disposed of, then the said justices shall only assess the damage done

to the lands or grounds of the owners or occupiers thereof by the

raising, gathering, or carrying away the same.

(a) As to the form of a magistrate's No. 79 ; and The King v. Manning (1

authority for a surveyor to get mate- Burr. 377), decided under 13 Geo. 3,

rials from private lauds, see post, No. c. 78.

80 ; and of the surveyor's notice, post,
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8. Repairs, &c.,

of roads.

3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

Pits or holes made
in getting mate-
rials, to be filled,

up or fenced off

by surveyor.

Penalty for

neglect.

Penalty on taking
away materials
before surveyor
has discontinued
digging for them,
hi.

Repositories for
materials to be
purchased.

Two justices shall

settle any difl'cr-

encc that may
arise as to value.

Canal companies
may lower their

tolls on materials

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 99, If any sui'Teyor of any turnpike road, or

any person employed by him, shall, by reason of the searching for,

digging, or getting, any gravel, sand, stones, chalk, clay, or other

materials for repairing any highways, make or cause to be made ax\\

pit or hole in any common or other lands or grounds, rivers or brooks

as aforesaid, wherein such materials shaU be found, the said siu'veyor

shall forthwith cause the same to be sufficiently fenced off, and sucli

fence supported and repaired during such time as the said pit or hole

shall continue oj)en, and shall, within 3 days after such pit or hole

shall be opened or made, where no gravel, stones, or materials shall bi

found, cause the same forthwith to be filled up, levelled, and coven <

with the turf or clod which was dug out of the same ; and where anj-

such materials shall be found, within 14 days after having dug up
sufficient materials in such pit or hole, if the same is not likely to bo
further useful, cause the same to be filled up, sloped down, or fenced

off, and so continued ; and if the same is likely to be further useful,

the said surveyor shall secure the same by posts and rails, or other

fences, to prevent accidents to persons or cattle ; and in case such
surveyor shall neglect to fill up, slope down, or fence off such pit or

hole in manner, and within the time aforesaid, he or they shall forfeit

the sum of 20s. for every such default ; and in case such surveyor
shall neglect to fence off such pit or hole, or to slope down the same,
as hereinbefore directed, for the space of six days after he or they
shall have received notice for either of those purposes from any justice

of the peace, or from the owner or occupier of such several ground,
river, or brook, or any person having right of common within sucli

common or waste lands as aforesaid, and such neglect and notice shali

be proved upon oath before one or more of the said justices of tin

peace, such surveyor shall forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding 10/.,

nor less than 40s., for every such neglect, to be determined and ad-
judged by such justice or justices, and to be laid out and applied in

the fencing off, filling up, or sloping down such pit or hole, in such
manner as the said justice or justices shall direct and appoint ; which
forfeiture, in case the same be not forthwith paid, shall be levied as

other forfeitures are hereinafter directed to be levied. (See p.

1278.)

Sect. 101. If any person or persons shall take away any materials

which shall have been gotten, dug, or gathered for the repair or uso
of any turnpike road, or any materials out of any quarry which shall

have been made, dug, or opened up for the purpose of getting mate-
rials for any turnpike road, before the surveyor of such road and the
workmen employed for getting such materials shall have discontinued
working therein for the space of six weeks, (except the owner or oc-
cupier of any private grounds, and persons authorised by such owner
or occupier to get materials in such quarry for his own private uso,

and not for sale), every person so offending shall, for every such
offence, forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding bl.

Sect. 102. The trustees or commissioners of every turnpike road
are hereby empowered to purchase or rent any piece or pieces of land
or ground, not exceeding in any one place 6 yards square, on the sides

of such road, as repositories for stone, gravel, and other materials for
making or repairing the same ; and in case any difference shall arise

between such trustees or commissioners and the owner of such land
or gi-ound, with respect to the value thereof, or the necessity or pro-
priety of taking such land or ground, the same shall be settled and
determined by any two of his Majesty's justices of the peace acting in
and for the county where the said land or ground shall be situated, in

manner hereinbefore directed with respect to getting materials for the
repair of any turnpike road.

Sect. 103. It shall and may be lawful for the company of proprie-
tors, or the trustee or trustees for the proprietors of any canal, or of
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any railway or tramroad, on wliich. any flint, gravel, stone, or other 8. Repairs, &c.,

materials for the repair of any turnpike road shall or may be con- of roads.

veyed, and they are hereby authorised and empowered, to lessen and
reduce the toUs and rates imposed by any act of parliament by which ^ ^°°- *; °- ^^6.

any such company shall be appointed, or any other act whatsoever, on p°ke ^ads"^
*^™"

the carriage of such flint, gravel, stone, or other materials carried on
the said canal or railway, and to appoint such lower tolls and rates to

be taken for the carriage and conveyance of the same as the said

company or trustees shall think proper ; and all such reduced tolls

shall and may be collected, taken, and recovered by the same persons

and means, and by and under the same powers, provisions, penalties,

and forfeitures, as the original tolls might have been taken in case the

same should not have been reduced ; any act or acts of Par-
liament, bye-law, or ordinance, or trust deed to the contrary not-

withstanding.
By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. oQ, it shall and may be lawful for the trustees ^ Geo. 4, c. 95.

or commissioners of any turnpike road, and they are hereby em- purchased for'^

powered, to purchase or rent, with the consent of the owner or pro- repository of ma-

prietor thereof, any piece or pieces of ground within 10 miles of the teriais w^hin ten

Eoyal Exchange, as a repository for materials, such piece or pieces of Exchange."^'*

ground to be of such extent as they may think proper, so as the same
shall not exceed in the whole half an acre.

Sect. 71. When and as often as any sum or sums of money shall be Goods vested in

directed or ordered to be paid by any justice or justices of the peace,
s™er°°*

°'" ^'^°'^'

in pursuance of the directions of the said recited act [3 Geo. 4, c.

126] or this act, or any act relating to turnpike roads, as or by way
of compensation or satisfaction for any materials or costs, or for any
damage, spoil, or injury, of any nature or kind whatsoever, done or

committed by such trustees or commissioners, or any person or per-

sons acting by or under their authority, and such sum or sums of

money shall not be paid by the said trustees or commissioners to the

party or parties entitled to receive the same, within 10 days after

demand in writing shall have been made from the clerk to the said

trustees or commissioners, or their treasurer, in pursuance of the di-

rection or order made by such justice or justices, and in which demand
the order of such justice or justices shall be stated, then and in such

case the amount of such compensation or satisfaction shall and may be liable to distress,

levied and recovered by distress and sale of the goods and chattels upon non-payment
, T. ,,,'' • ^ •? J? j.i?of compensation

vested m such trustees or commissioners by virtue ot any act tor ^^j. damages or

making or repairing turnpike roads, or of the goods and chattels of materials.

their treasurer for the time being, under a warrant to be issued for

that purpose by such justice or justices, which warrant any such

justice or justices is and are hereby authorised and required to grant

under his hand and seal, or their hands and seals, on application made
to him or them for that pui-pose by the party or parties entitled to

receive such sum or sums of money, as or by way of compensation or

satisfaction for any such materials, costs, damages, spoil, or injury as

aforesaid ; and in case any overplus shall remain after payment of

such sum or sums of money, and the costs and expenses of hearing and

determining the matter in dispute, and also the costs and expenses of

such distress and sale, then and in such case such overplus shall be

returned on demand to the said trustees or commissioners, or to theii-

treasurer for the time being, as the case may be : Provided always, His indemnity.

that it shall and may be lawful for suchtreasui^erto retain, out of any
monies which he shall have received or shall receive in pursuance of

any such act, or the said recited act, or this act, all such damages,

costs, charges, and expenses as he shall have sustained or be put unto

by virtue of any such warrant as aforesaid.

5. Mile Stones, &c., to be ekected.

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 12G, s. 119, the said trustees or commissioners shall
fjfifatones lud
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8. Repairs, Ac,
of roads.

8 Geo. 4, c. 126.

direction posts to
be erected (a).

Names of the
towns and villages

to be put up at
the entrance, and
stones to mark the
boundaries of

parishes.

Penalty for de-
facing them, not
exceeding 102.

cause stones or posts to be set up or placed in or near tlie sides of j

every turnpike road, at the distance of 1 mile from each other, de-

noting the distance of any and every such stone or post from any town
or place, and also such direction post at the several roads leading out

of any such road, or at any crossings, turnings, or terminations there-

of, with such inscriptions thereon denoting to what place or places the

said roads respectively lead, of such height or size, and to be erected

in such situations as they the said trustees or commissioners shall

think proper ; and also to cause to be painted in legible characters, on

some wall or board at the entrance of every town or village, the name
of such town or village, and shall also cause stones to be put up mark-
ing the boundaries of parishes where such boundaries shall cross any
turnpike road, and from time to time to repair or renew such stones,

posts, and boards, and keep and continue legible the inscriptions ou

such stones, posts, walls, and boards respectively ; and if any person

or persons shall wilfully break, cut down, pull up, or damage any

such posts, stones, or boards, or shall obliterate, deface, spoil, or

destroy all or any of the letters, figures, or marks, which shall be

inscribed or painted thereon, or on any such walls, and be thereof con-

victed before any justice of the peace for the county, city, or placu

where such offence shall be committed, by the confession of the party,

or by the oath of one credible witness, such person or persons so offend-

ing shall forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding 10^. for every such

offence.

And see " Malicious Injuries to Property" and 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50,

s. 72, ante, p. 1054, as to damaging mile stones.

The distances are in all cases to be measured upon the hoiizontal

plane. {Lake v. Butler, 5 E. & B, 92; Jeivel v. Stead, Q E. & IK

350.)

G. Watering Eoads.

Extending time Stat. 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 120, reciting that. By several acts of Par-
for watering roads, liament relating to particular turnpike roads, power is given to th(;

trustees to water the roads during certain months in the year, and to

take additional tolls on account of the said watering, and the time

specified in such acts has been found in many instances too limited to

afford to the public all the advantages which might be derived from

watering the said roads, enacts, that wherever an act or acts has or

have been passed to enable the trustees of any turnpike road or roads

to water the same or any part thereof, and to take an additional toll

for such watering during a limited time in the said act or acts speci-

fied, it shall and may be lawful for the trustees of the said road or

roads, at any general meeting held for that purpose, to order that such

part of the said road or roads as by the local act or acts relating to the

same is allowed or directed to be watered, and a certain additional

toll to bo taken for such watering, shall be watered, and the said ad-

ditional toll for watering the same may be demanded and taken for

any time between the 1st day of March in every year and the 1st day
of November following ; and the said trustees shall have, and they are

hereby authorised to exercise and enforce all the powers, authorities,

remedies, and penalties, for collecting the said additional tolls for

watering the roads during the time aforesaid, as they now by law
have for any other tolls which may be demanded and collected on the

said roads.

7. Contracts for Eepairs.

4 Goo. 4. c. 95. J3y 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 78, It shall and may be lawful for the trustees
Agreements may

^^ commissioners of any turnpike road, or for their clerk, surveyor,

(a) The property iu mile stones is vested in the trustees, ante, p. 1163.
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or any other officer, by their order, to contract and agree, by the year 8. Eepairs, d-c,
or otherwise, with any person or persons for the making, amending, of roads.

altering, or maintaining the said road, or any bridges, toll houses, or —;~
:

building thereon, or for any other thing which such trustees or com- ^ ^'^'^^'^- "^•

missioners are by any act for making or maintaining turnpike roads, amendiJigToads,
or the said recited act [3 Geo, 4, c. 126], or this act, or any other <S-<^-

act, authorised or empowered to make, build, do, execute, or perform
;

and all contracts or agreements in writing entered into by the said
trustees or commissioners, or, piirsuant to any order of the said trus-
tees or commissioners, by their clerk, surveyor, or other officer, with
any workmen or other person or persons relating to any matter or
thing to be done by virtue of any such act, or the said recited act, or
this act, shall be binding on the said trustees or commissioners and
their successors, and upon all other parties who shall sign the same,
and the heirs, executors, and administrators of such other parties ; and
that actions and suits shall and may be maintained thereon by the
said trustees or commissioners, and damages and costs recovered
against the party or parties, or person or persons failing in the per-
formance of such contracts or agreements respectively; and such
sum or sums of money as shall be requisite for the due performance
of such contract shall bo the measure of the damages to be reco-
vered in any action or suit against siich party or parties, or person
or persons so as aforesaid making default in fulfilling his, her, or their
contract or agreement ; any law or usage to the contrary in anywise
nothwithstanding.
Under this section the trustees of a turnpike road have power to

make an agreement with the trustees of another road as to the repair
of a street in a borough through which street both the roads passed.
[Swinburne \. Bohinson, 1 E. & E. 80.)

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 106, It shall and may be lawful for the trus- s Geo. 4, c. 120.

toes or commissioners of any turnpike roads to contract and agree (a) Trustees may con-

with any person or persons liable to the repair of any j)art of the road liabielo the°'^''°"^I ro-

under the care and management of such trustees or commissioners, or pairs of roads by

of any bridges thereon, by tenure or otherwise, for the repair thereof,
t^"'"''^-

for such term as they shall think proper, not exceeding 3 years, and
to contribute towards the repair of such road or bridges such sum or
sums of money as they shall think proper, out of the tolls arising on
such turnpike road.

Sect. 107. And whereas many bridges on turnpike roads are by composition may
prescription at present liable to be repaired by certain parishes, and \'^ enteral into by

not by the county or counties in which they are situated, and which pairing bridges
bridges, from change of times and circumstances, are become no repaired by

longer sufficiently convenient for the use of the public without being r^i'shcs.

enlarged or otherwise improved ; it is therefore enacted, that it

shall and may bo lawful for any such county or counties, parish or
parishes respectively, to enter into a composition or agreement with
each other, and by the authority of those persons who shall be legallj''

competent to make rates for such county and parish respectively,

whereby the improvement and future repair of any such bridge shall

be undertaken and lie upon the county or counties in which such
bridge is locally situated ; and that all rates made for carrying
into effect any such composition, agreement, repairs, or improve-
ment, shall be made and assessed in the same manner as other the
rates of such county or parish respectively, and shall be good and
valid to all intents and purposes in the law whatsoever. [Vide
"Bridges.")

Sect. 108. It shall and may be lawful for the trustees or commis- Compositions may

sioners of any turnpike road, and for such parish or parishes, in like
l^usrees^and"'"

^^

(n) See form No. 73, jwsL

VOL. U. 4 I
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3 Geo, 4, c. 12(5.

parishes foi* repair
of bridges.

Brains.

Kinos for not re-

pairing.

S. Repairs, (Oc, inanuer, to enter into a composition or agreement with each other, and
of roads. by the authority of the persons at present legally competent to make

rates for such parish or parishes, whereby, in consideration of such
sum or sums of money as shall be agreed upon being yearly paid to

the treasurer of the trustees or commissioners entering into such
composition or agreement, out of the rates to be raised for the

repair of the bridge or bridges the subject thereof, the repairs of

any such bridge shall, during the continuance of any act or acts of

Parliament under which such trustees or commissioners shaU be

appointed or act, bo undertaken and carried on by the said trustees

or coinmissioners ; and that all rates and assessments raised and

levied for carrying such composition or agreement into effect, shall,

in like manner, bo good and valid to all intents and purposes what-
soever.

As to repairs of drains in a town, see p. 1259.

8. Fines tok kot EEPAiRDfG.

It has been observed, p. 1208, that the trustees of a turnpike road

arc not liable to an indictment for neglecting to repair the roads

;

therefore, where a local act for the making a public highway directed

the trustees to repair the same with the monies arising from the tolls,

the Court of King's Bench held, that this did not discharge the in-

habitants of the township, throu,gh which a part of it was carried,

from the common-law liability to repair ; the public having a right to

hold them liable, whether the road was altogether new or substituted

for another. The tolls are only an auxiliary fund; the tinistees

are not indeed liable to an indictment, but the inhabitants may
apply to the court for relief. {R. v. Nethcrtliong, 2 B. & A. 179, ante,

p. 1208.)

This application is made under the 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 110, which
j

enacts, that when the inhabitants of any parish, township, or place, '

shall be indicted or presented (a) for not repairing any highway, being

'

cfui^ to fipportion turnpike road, and the court before whom such indictment or present

the parish andTho ™.Gnt shall be preferred shall impose a fine for the repair of such road, I

trustees or com- such fine shall be apportioned, together with the costs and charges I
missioners. attending the same, between the inhabitants of such parish, township,

or place, and the trustees or commissioners of such turnpike road, m
I

such manner as to the said court, upon consideration of the circum-

stances of the case, shall seem just ; and it shall and may be lawful!

for such court to order the treasurer of such turnpike road to pay the]

sum so proportioned for such turnpike road out of the money then in?

his hands or next to be received by him, in case it shall appear to suchj

court, from the circumstances of such turnpike debts and revenues,]

that the same may be paid without endangering the securities of thej

creditors who have advanced their money upon the credit of the tollsj

to be raised thereupon, which order shall be binding upon such trea-

sui'er, and he is hereby authorised and required to obey the same
ante, p. 1069.

The true construction of this section is, that the court which impose
the fine shall have power to apportion it between the parish and the

trust ; so that where an indictment was originally preferred at the

assizes, and afterwards removed into the Court of King's Bench bj

certiorari, it was held that the Court of King's Bench might apportior
the fine. (i?. v. Upper Papworth, 2 East, 413. And see 7?. v. Pern-

IrifJfje {Lihahs. of), 6 Jttr. 1037.)

Whore parish in-

dicted for non-
repair of a turn-
pike road, the

(</) Presentments are now abolished by 5 & C Will. 4, c. .^0, s. DP.
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IX. Colls- i>- ^'^^^-

The imposition of toll, to be applied to tke maintenance of the road, '^*^^^^-

is the revival of an old principle, but with some difference in its adap-
tation to practice. Under the ancient system of tenures, the lord of
the soil frequently claimed the privilege of receiving toll from all who
travelled along his highway ; nor was this esteemed a mere bounty,
for he was liable, in consideration of such toll, to keej) the way in good
order, and, in some countries, even to defend the passengers from
depredation. {Wellbeloved on Higlwjays, p. 252. See ante, p. 1150.)

We will divide our considerations as to these tolls as follows :— |^^^*°^^ °^ *^*'"

1. IVie general Power to collect, p. 1219.

2. What Tolls payable, p. 1220.

3. Tolls for Overweight, and Explanation of Local Acts as to Douhle

Tolls, p. 1220.

4. Tolls for Narrow Wheeh, p. 1225.

5. Exemptions from Tolls, p. 1228.

6. Power to reduce or advance Tolls, p. 1241.

7. Composition for, p. 1243.

8. Toll Houses, p. 1243.

9. Toll Gates, Erecting and Lighting, p. 1244.

10. Tables of Tolls and Tickets, p. 1246.

11. Becovery of Tolls and Penalty for Evasion, p. 1246.

12. Letting to farm Tolls, and Duties and Poirers of Leases, dc,
p. 1248.

13. 3Ioii.gaging of Tolls, -p. 1253.

1 . Geneeax Power to collect Tolls.

By 9 Geo. 4, c. 11, s. 16, it shall and may be lawful for the trustees Toils to be col-

of any turnpike road, or any person appointed or continued to bo ap- ^'^ e e\erj y.

pointed collector of the tolls to be taken by virtue of any local turnpike

act, to demand and take every day (such day, for the purposes of What a daj-.

all local turnpike acts, being computed from 12 at night to 12 of the

next succeeding night) the several and respective tolls to be mentioned
in any such act, at the several and respective toll gates and turnpikes,

or side bars and chains, which are or shall be continued or erected by
virtue of this act, or of any local turnpike act, in, iipon, across, or on
the sides of any turnpike road (o) or any part or parts thereof, and
which tolls or sums of money shall be demanded and taken as afore-

said, before any horses, cattle, or carriage whatsoever shall be per-

mitted to ])ass through any toll gate or turnpike, or side bar or chain

;

and the tolls or sums of money to be levied and collected, by virtue of

any local turnpike act, shall be and the same are hereby vested in the

trustees of such act for the purposes thereof, in manner to be thereby
directed.

As to penalties for extortion, see p. 1189.

(a) A local act empowered trustees and the town commissioners were to

of a turnpike road leading into a maintain it in future :—Held, that

town to collect tolls from persons the road trustees might still take the

passing more than a hundred yards same tolls for passing over that part,

along it, and to borrow money on the and that it still continued part of the

credit of the tolls. By an act for same turnpike road for all pinposes

improving the town, the road trus- but that of repair. (Phipson v. Ilr'r-

tees were prohibited from repairing a vctt, 1 C. M. tO R. 473.)

certain portion of it nearest the town,

4 1 2
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9. Tolls.

Amomit.

Tolls to be paid
upon carriages
affixed to others.

Two oxen to be
considered as one
horse.

Additional toll

for watering.

Regulating the
weights of wag-
gons, Ac.

2. What Tolls payable in General.

The local acts regulating the turnpike road alvvays regulate the

amount of toll to be paid (a).

Besides this, there are some general provisions in the general turn-

pike acts applicable to all roads, thus

—

Stat. 3 Geo. 4, c. 120, s. 31, reciting, that coaches, chariots, chaises,

chairs, carts, and other carriages, sometimes pass thi'ough turnpike

gates affixed, tied or secured to waggons or carts, and horses are

sometimes sent under the charge of the drivers of such waggons and
cai'ts, and are fastened thereto ; and that it is expedient to determine
what tolls such coaches, chariots, chaises, chairs, carts, and other

carriages, and horses, ought to pay on passing through such gates

;

it is enacted, that where by any act for repairing any turnpike
road no toll is directed to be taken for or in respect of any coach,

chariot, chaise, or any other carriage whatsoever with 4 wheels, pass-

ing through any turnpike gate on such road, affixed, tied, or secured

to any waggon or cart, the same toll, aiid no more, shall and may be
demanded and taken for and in respect of such coach, chariot, chaise, or

other carriage, as if the same had passed through drawn by 2 horses ;

and where, by any act for repairing any turnpike road, no toll is

directed to bo taken for or in respect of any chair, cart, or other car-

liage whatsoever, with 2 wheels only, passing through any turnpike
gate on such road, so affixed, tied, or secured to any waggon or cart

as aforesaid, the same toll, and no more, shall and may be demanded
and taken for and in respect of such chair, cart, or other carriage with
2 wheels onlj', as if the same had passed through drawn by one horse
only ; and where any horse shall be fastened to but not used in draw-
ing any waggon, cart, or other carriage, such horse shall not be liable

to a higher toll than a single horse
; provided that if any coach,

chariot, chaise, chair, cart, or other carriage so affixed, tied, or secured
to any waggon or cart, shall have any goods conveyed therein other
than the harness thereto belonging, and such articles of package as
may be necessary for the protection of such carriages, the same shall

be liable to double the toll hereby imposed.
Sect. 38. In all carriages wherein oxen or neat cattle shall be used,

two oxen or neat cattle shall be considered as one horse, for all the
purposes mentioned in this act, or any particular turnpike act, with
respect to tolls or other things.

An additional toll is given by some local acts for watering ; see also

a Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 120, p. 121G.

3. Tolls for Overweight and Explanation of Provisions in

Local Acts as to Double Tolls (&).

Stat. 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 12, for regulating the weights to be allowed
to waggons, wains, carts, and other carriages, enacts, that the weights
hereafter next specified (c) shall be allowed to every waggon, wain,

P

{a) Where the language of an act

of Parliament, obtained l:iy a company
for imposing a rate or toll upon the
piiblic, is ambiguous, or will admit of

dilTerent meanings, that construction

is to be adopted Avhich is most favom--

able to the public. {Barret v. Stock-

ton and Darlington Railvjay Com-
pany, 2 M. <L- G. 134.) This case has
been affirmed in error. Sec Stockton

and Darlington Baihcay Company v.

Barret, 3 Sc. N. R. 80i3 ; Bussey v.

Storey, 4 B. A- Ad. 100. The Leeds

and LlKcrpool Canal Company \. IIvs-

tlcr, 1 B. <fc C. 424.)

{b) See table of weights, postj'No. 91,

(c) See 4 Geo. 4, c. O.'t, ss. 8, 9,

which enabled lessees, &c. of tolls,

and penalties for overweight, whose
contracts would not expire until after

the 1st Jauuarj', 1824, to discharge

themselves from their contracts, so

far as regarded such tolls ajid penal-

ties, on giving a certain notice on or

before the Lst Septemher, 1823, and
trustees of roads, in cases where such
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cart, or otlior sucli carriage, (that is to say,) to every waggou, wain, 9, Tolls.
or other four-wheeled carriage, having the fellies of the wheels thereof ^
of the breadth of 9 inches at the bottom or soles thereof, together with ^ ^°°- *• "• ^-*'-

the loading of such carriage, 6 ton 10 cwfc. in summer, and 6 ton in
winter ; to every cart or other such two-wheeled carriage, having the
fellies of the wheels thereof of the like breadth, together with the
loading of such carriage, 3 ton 10 cwt. in summer, and 3 ton in winter

;

to evciy waggon, wain, or other such four-wheeled carriage, having
the fellies of the wheels thereof of the breadth of 6 inches and less

than 9 inches at the bottom or soles thereof, together with the loading
of such carriage, 4 ton 15 cwt. in summer, and 4 ton 5 cwt. in winter;
to every cart or other such two-wheeled carriage, having the fellies of
the wheels thereof of the breadth last mentioned at the bottom or soles

thereof, together with the loading of such last-mentioned carriage, 3
tons in summer, and 2 ton lo cwt. in winter ; to every waggon, wain, or
other such four-wheeled carriage, having the follies of the wheels
thereof of the breadth of 4 inches and a half, and less than (J inches at
the bottom or soles thereof, together with the loading of such carriage,

4 ton o cwt. in summer, and 3 ton 15 cwt. in winter ; to every cart or
other such two-wheeled carriage, having the fellies of the wheels
thereof of the breadth last-mentioned at the bottom or soles thereof,

together with the loading of such carriage, 2 ton 12 cwt. in summer,
and 2 ton 7 cwt. in winter ; to every waggon, wain, or other such
foui'-wheeled carriage, having the fellies of the wheels thereof of a
less breadth than 4^ inches at the bottom or soles thereof, together with
the loading of such carriage, 3 ton 15 cwt. in summer, and 3 ton 5 cwt.

in winter ; to every cart or other such two-wheeled carriage, having the

fellies of the wheels thereof of the breadth last-mentioned, together

with the loading of such carriage, 1 ton 15 cwt. in summer, and 1 ton
10 cwt. in winter ; and for the several puri)oses of this act, it shall be
deemed summer from the 1st of May to the 31st of October, both days
inclusive, and winter from the 1st day of November to the 30th day of

April, both days inclusive.

Sect. 13. To every caravan, or other foiu'-wheeled carriage used for Additiouui

the conveyance of goods, and built and constructed with springs, shall
,^3g'^i3u°itwitii

be allowed the weights following ; that is to say, for every such car- springs.

riage 3 tons 1 5 cwt. in winter, and 4 tons 5 cwt. in summer.
By the 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 81, after reciting the above 12th _ and 13th 4 & 5 Will. 4, c si.

sections, and that doubts have arisenwhether the said last-recited provi-

sion extends to waggons, wains, and other such wheeled carriages when
buUt and constnicted with springs, although such waggons, wains,

and other four-wheeled carriages, if not on springs, would be compre-
hended within the said first-recited provision : it is enacted, that the said

last-recited jDrovision shall not be deemed or construed to extend to

waggons, wains, or other four-wheeled carriages having the fellies of

the wheels thereof of the breadth of not less than 4^ inches at the

bottom or soles thereof, notwithstanding the same may be built and
constructed with springs ; any thing in the said recited act or any
other act to the contrary notwithstanding.
By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 14, to each and every dray with 2 wheels ol'T'wo-whce^lM^^_^^

not less than 4^- inches in breadth, and drawn by not more than 3 ^^^J^ ^^^^^2" i^^^

horses, and used in London, or within the bills of mortality, there shall London, or within

be allowed at all times of the year, together with the loading of such
^i-tyfaUowed"""

di-ay, the full weight of 2 tons 16 cwt. ; any thing in this or any other 2 tons 16 cwt.

act of Parliament to the contrary notwithstanding.
Sect. 15. It shall and may be lawful for all trustees and commis-

iiotices were given, to enter into new was given before September, 1822, as

contracts. Clauses of similar import to contracts which did not expire till

to these sections were contained in January, 1823.

the 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, provided notice
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9. Tolls.

3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

Additional tolls

for overweight (a).

Composition for.

Reduction of tolls

for.

2<fc3WiU.I, C.124.
Explanation of
local acts as to
double tolls.

Carts, &c., haring
passed through a
turnpike-gate, and
paid single toll

thereat, upon re-
turning so laden
as to be siibject to
double ttfll, shall
be liable to pay
only one more
single toll.

I'enalty for over-
weight not to be
twice incurred on
same day, &c.

sioners appointed by or under any act or acts of Parliament for the

making or maintaining of any turnpike road, or for any person or per-

sons authorised by them, and they are hereby empowered and required

to receive, take, and demand, over and above the tolls payable by any

act or acts of Parliament now in force, or hereafter to be passed, the

following sums of money as additional toll for every cwt. of 112 lbs.

to the 100, which any waggon, cart, or other such carriage, together

with the loading thereof, shall weigh at any weighing engine over

and above the weights hereinbefore allowed to each of them respec-

tively, (that is to say,) for the first and second hundred of such over-

weight, the sum of 3 pence for each 100 ; for every hundred of such

overweight above 200 and not exceeding oOO, the sum of M. ; for every

hundred of such overweight above 500 and not exceeding 1000, the

sum of 2s. M. ; and for every hundred of such ovex-weight exceeding

2000, the sum of bs. ; which said additional sum or tolls hereby

granted and made payable at any weighing engine, shall and may be

levied and recovered in any of the cases aforesaid, in such manner
as any other toll or duty payable on the road on which any such

weighing engine shall be erected, is or shall bo by law to be levied

and recovered, and the monies arising therefrom shall be applied

to the repairs of the turnpike road on which the same shall bo re-

covered.

By the 19th section, no composition was allowed to be made for

tolls for overweight ; but that provision is repealed by 4 Geo. 4, c. 95,

s. 12.

See p. 1242, as to the reduction of tolls for' overweight.

By 2 & 3 Will. 4, c. 124, intituled, " An Ad to explain ceriain pro-

visions in local acts of Parliament relating to double toll on turnpike

roads, after reciting that divers local acts authorise tolls to be taken at

certain turnpike-gates erected upon the sides of such turnpike roads,

in respect of waggons, carts, and carriages, or the horse or horses, or

other beast or beasts drawing the same, passing through the said turn-

pike gates : and that many of the said acts authorise double toll to be
taken at such toll-gates or turnpike-gates at jiarticular periods of the

year, for or in respect of waggons, carts, or •carriages laden with
several heavy goods and articles therein respectively specified, or for

or in respect of the hor.se or horses or other beast or beasts di'awing

the same, passing through the said gates : it is enacted that in every
case in which by virtue or under the authority of any local act no^w

or hereafter to be made, for making, repairing, or improving any
turnpike road in that part of Great Britain called England, double
toll as aforesaid shall be imposed on any waggon, cart, or other car-

riage, or any horse or horses, or other beast or beasts drawing the

same, which at the time of first passing through any turnpike-gate or

toll-gate shall have been liable to and shall have paid single toll only,

shall, on repassing through the same turnpike-gate or toll-gate on the
same day, before 12 of the clock at night, so laden as to bo subject to

double toll, be liable to pay one other single toll only and no more,
making, together with the toll first paid, two single tolls in the whole,
any thing in any local act or acts to the contrary in anywise notwith-
standing.

Sect. 2. Provided also, that henceforth, notwithstanding any pro-
vision to the contrary, any waggon on which a penalty for over-
weight has been levied shall, on receipt of a ticket to that effect, bo
exempted from any further penalty for overweight on that day and on

(a) Under the prior act, 12 Geo. 3,

c. 82, s. 2, it was held, tliat the addi-

tional toll to be paid by waggons for

ovcnveight, must be according to the

progressive pro]"»ortions named in that

act, and not a gross charge at the

highest additional toll incurred upon
the gross overweight. (Chamberlain
V. Longhursf, C'oivp. 365.)
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the same trust, provided there be no alteration of the loading of such <.'. Tolls.

waggon. ^

It wiU be seen that this latter provision omits the usual words, 2<t3Will.4, c. 134

' cart or wain, or other carriage."

Exemption from Tolls, &c. for Overweights.']—By 4 Geo. 4, c. ijj, 4 Ueo. 4, c. Oj.

s. 17, in case where any exemption from toll shall be claimed or allowed
fouTno't to^extena

under the provisions of the said recited act [3 Geo. 4, c. 126] or this to toils for over-

act, or any other act or acts of Parliament for repairing and maintain- wcigiit, uuiess

iug any turnpike road, such exemption shall not extend to or be speciaUy'cx-

allowed for the additional tolls imposed by the said recited act, and cmpted.

dii-ected to be taken for every cwt. of 112 lbs. to the 100, which
any waggon, cart, or other such carnage, together with the loading

thereof, shall weigh at any weighing engine, over and above the

weights in and by the said recited act allowed to each of them respec-

tively, unless the waggon, wain, cart, or other such carriage, in

respect of which the exemption shall be claimed, shall likewise be by
the said recited act, or this or some other act or acts, specially

exempted from such additional tolls for overweight ; but in all cases

(where not specially exempted) the said additional tolls shall be paid,

and only the original toll allowed.

Sect. 19. Nothing in the said recited act [3 Geo. 4, c. 126] or this
^^fjjf^^^^ ^^^^^

act contained, relating to the breadth of the wheels of carriages, or to t^^extendto cer-

the regulations of weight, or to the tolls payable in respect of the tun coaches, &c.

wheels, or of the weight of cari-iages, shall extend or be construed to

extend to any chaise marine, coach, landau, berlin, bai'ouche, phaeton,

sociable, chariot, calash, hearse, break, chaise, cuiricle, gig, chair, or

taxed cart, or any cart, not drawn by more than one horse or two oxen.

A cart upon which duty had been imposed and paid in the previous

year was held to be a taxed cart within the meaning of a local act,

which imposed a certain toll upon every horse or other beast drawing
a "taxed cart." {Punhj v. Smith, 28 L. J. M. C. 150.)

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 12G, s. 35, No person owning or driving, or causing 3 Geo,
'^•^^'•^^^^

to be driven, any waggon, wain, cart, or other carriage, provided for in^ktogV3*storcr

the sei-vice of his Majesty's forces, or conveying any ordnance or bar- <fec.

rack, or commissariat, or other public stores of or belonging to his

Majesty, or for the use of his Majesty's forces, shall be subject to any
additional toll, penalty, or forfeiture for overweight; nor shall any
such waggon, wain, cart, or other carriage, or the horse or horses

drawing the same, while so employed, be stopped or detained by
reason of any weight in any such waggon, wain, cart, or other car-

riage, or of being drawn by any number of horses or oxen ; but it

shall bo lawful for the owner or driver of any such waggon, wain,

cart, or other carnage, to put any mimber of horses or oxen to such

waggon, wain, cart, or other carriage ; any thing in any act or acts of

parliament relating to highways or turnpike roads, or in this act con-

tained to the contrary notwithstanding.

By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 21, the regulations of weight in the said re- 4 Geo. 4, c. 9^.

cited act [3 Geo. 4, c. 126] or this act, mentioned and provided, shall ""^ '"*'*'*
'

'*'•

not extend to any waggon, wain, cart, or other carriage, carrying

only one block, plate, roll, or vessel of iron or other metal, or com-

pounded of any two or more metals cast, wrought, or united in one

l)iece.

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 16, the regulations of weight hereinbefore j^gco. 4, c. ua.

mentioned and provided shall not extend, or be deemed or construed Carrying inanmc,

to extend, to any waggons, carts, or other carriages carrying only

nuinure (a) or lime for the improvement of land, or any hay, straw,

(a) A cai-t having carried some fruit the empty fmit baskets; and it was

to its owner's liouse in London, re- held to be within the exemption. (-

turned with a load of manure, and Cam2yh. 393.)
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9. 'fulls.

3 Geo. 4, c. \-2&.

or one log of tim-
ber, (Sic.

Power gi\ ou fur
erecting weighing
ma(rhinos.

ili(ji)b3a2S, Eiirnpifee,

fodder or corn unthrashed, except hay, straw, fodder, or corn carried

for sale ; nor to any waggons, carts, or other carriages, carrjing only
one tree or one log of timber, or one block of stone, or one cable or

rope ; nor shall the said regulations of weight extend to any chaise

marine, coach, berlin, barouche, sociable, chariot, calash, hearse,

break, gig, chaise, or taxed cart.

Weighing Engines, and Mode of enforcing Tolls for Overweight.']—Ly
3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 21, it shall and may be lawful for the said trustce>

or commissioners, at any of their respective meetings, if they thinly

I)roper, to order (a) and cause to be built and erected, at any of the

turnpikes or toll gates on the roads under their care and management,
or at such distance therefrom as they shall think expedient, one or

more crane or cranes, machines, or engines, with a suitable house oi'

other building thereto, lirojier for the weighing of waggons or car-

riages conveying any goods or merchandise whatsoever, and by notice

on a board for that purpose, to be put up at eveiy such weighing
machine, to order and direct all and eveiy such waggons or carriage-

which shall come within 100 yards of any crane, machine, or engine,
to be weighed, together with the loading thereof.

Sect. 25. When two or more turnpike roads meet at or near the

same place, it shall and maybe lawful for the trustees or commis-
tees to fix on some sioners of such turnpike roads resjiectively, at a meeting to be held
place for erecting for that pui'pose, to hx upon some convenient ])lace to erect a weighiii;

gjne, .and jjropor-
tiou the expense,

Where turnpike
roads on different

trusts meet, trus

engine upon, which will accommodate all such turnpike roads, and, by
agreement amongst themselves at such meeting, to proportion the ex-
penses which may attend the making, erecting, maintaining, and
keeping in repair such weighing engine, and likewise the monc>-
arising from forfeitures to be incurred for overweight at such
weighing machine, amongst all such turnpike roads in such manner
as to them shall appear just and reasonable (i).

Kvadingtoil. Sect, 20 imposes a i^enalty for unloading, &c., goods, &c., to evade
the payment of the toll for overweight. (See the section, iwst, p.
124'7.)

Where weighing Sect. 22. The keeper of every toll-gate or bar where any weighing

cdftoif-keepL'wto engine shall be erected, or any other person appointed or to be ap-
weigh wiiggons, pointed by the trustees or commissioners, or by their lessee or lessees,

^^'xli!FtZ^^^ ^^ to the care of such weighing engine, shall, and is hereby required toweight than allow- •-in i P °-, A ,-,, it '•,,
cd, and not suffer wcigh all such waggons, carts, and other carriages liable to be weighed,
them to pass with- which shall pass loaded through such gates or bars respectively, and

addi^wnaUou! which he shall believe to carry greater weights than arc allowed to
pass without paying the said additional toll ; and if any collector or
person so appointed shall permit any such waggon, cart, or other
carriage, to pass by or through any such toll-gate with greater
weights than are hereby allowed, without weighing the same and re-
ceiving such additional toUs as aforesaid, he shall, for every such
offence, forfeit the sum of bl. ; and if the owner or driver of any
waggon, cart, or other carriage, shall refuse to allow the same to be
weighed, or shall resist any gate keeper or toll collector in weighing
the same, every owner or driver so offending shall forfeit and pay any
sum not exceeding Sjl.

Sect. 23, in order to detect the said collector or receiver in any

ltc.XToti?rn to he
fra^^l^lf^^ contrivance or neglect of duty in the matters aforesaid,

weighed, in ease enacts. That it shall and may bo lawful for any trustee or commis-

ofco&or^'^"^-''
'''^^^®^' ^^'^ .sui'voyor of every turnpike road, if he shall suspect any
such connivance or neglect as aforesaid, to cause any waggon, cart, or
other carriage which shall have passed through any toll-gate where any
weighing engine shall bo erected, and shall not have passed above

Tenalty on ob-
structing the
weighing.

trustees, A.C., iu;iy

(a) See form No. 90. {b) See form No. 92.
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three hundred yards Leyoiid such toll-gate, to return to such weighing 9 ji^^Hg

engine, and ho there weighed with the loading which jmssed through
'

'

such toll-gate, in the presence of such trustee or commissioner, or ^ '^"^°- ^> '^- ^'-C-

survcj'or, upon requiring the driver thereof to drive such carriage
back to such weighing engine, and upon paying or tendering to him
the sum of Is. for so doing, which sum of Is. shall be returned to the
person i)aying the same, if upon weighing such carriage and the
loading thereof it shall be found above the weight hereby allowed.

(Sect. 24. For the better enforcing the authority of this act, enacts, Survayoib to make
That the surveyors of every turnpike road shall, and they are hereby convenient places

authorised and required to make convenient places for turning such rSgeTwherc'"'
carriages upon every such tui-npike road where any weighing engine weighing engines

shall bo erected, within 300 yards of such toll-gate, on each side
'*''° ''^ceted.

thereof, if the ground will admit of the same ; and if the driver of Drivers refusing'

any such carriage, being so requested to return with his carriage to t*^.return, to for-

such weighing engine, shall neglect or refuse so to do, he shall forfeit .^i
"° e-'^cecc my

any sum not exceeding oL ; and it shall and may be lawful for any
peace officer or other person or persons being then present, upon sucJi

neglect or refusal, to drive and take such carriage back to such weigh-
ing engine, in order to be weighed as aforesaid.

Tolls for Ovcncevjlit exempt from Foors Hates.

^

—See ante, j). 1188, Tolls f.n- over-

as to tolls or penalties for overweight, or any person in respect of the ^^^th^'^''
°^

'

same, »S:c. , not being liable to be rated or assessed towards the pay- rate, &c""'
^^^ '^

ment of anj'- poor's rates, or any other public or parochial rate or levy
whatsoever.

4. Tolls ioe Nakrow Wheels.

By 3 (Jeo. 4, c. 12G, s. 7, from and after the said first day of Janu- Wag-gons, &c.,

ary, 1823, the trustees or commissioners appointed by virtue or under lifivmg the feUies

the authority of any act or acts of parliament made or to be made u-eadth tiian'fmir
for making or maintaining any turnpike road, shall, and they are and a half inches

hereby required to demand and take, or cause to be demanded and 1° pay on^-Jiaif

1 T "^ J, ^
j_ n 1 1 more than the toll

taken, lor every waggon, wain, cart, or other such carriage, having payable on wag-
the fellies of the wheels thereof of less breadth than 4i- inches at the spns, &c., havhi'j

bottom or soles thereof, or for the horse or horses or cattle drawing
^"^""^''^ wheels.

the same, one-half more than the tolls which arc or shall be payable
for any carriage of the same description, having the wheels thereof of
the breadth of G inches ; and for every waggon, wain, cart, or other Where the wheels

such carriage, having the fellies of the wheels thereof of the breadth Mf\nchcs'and'^

"

of 4 }j inches and less than inches at the bottom or soles thereof, or less than six

for the horse or horses or other cattle drawing the same, one-fourth "'ches in breadth,

more than the tolls or duties which are or shall be payable on any tou shall be paW.
carriage of the like description, having the wheels thereof of the
breadth of 6 inches, by any act or acts of parliament now in force, or
hereafter to be passed, for making or maintaining any turnpike road,
before any such waggon, wain, cart, or other carriage respectively
shall be permitted to pass through any turnpike gate or gates, bar or
bars, where tolls shall bo payable by virtue of any su.ch acts («). (See
post, p. 1240.)

(a) Where a turnj)ike act, passed or horses ; it was held, that only those
after the 1-3 Geo. 3, c. 84, imposed a respective sums could be demanded
toll of Is. 6d. on every four-wheeled for toll, and that the 23rd section of

waggon, with wheels of a less breadth the 13 Geo. 3, c. 84, by which one-
thau six inches, and drawn by four half more than the toll payable for

horses; Is. on every such waggon waggons with wheels of a less breadth
drawn by three horses : yd. by two, than six inches might be taken, was
and i^d. by one ; and so in like pro- virtually repealed by the other act.

portion on waggons with two wheels {Ridge v. Qarlicl; 8 Taunt. 424.)

drawn by four, three, two, or one horse
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0. Tolls.

;) Geo. 4, c. 126.

Where waggons or
carts are con-
structed in a par-
ticular manner,
tnistees may
make order that
the toll to be taken
shall not be less

than two-thirds of
the full toll.

* &lc.

4 Geo. 4, c. Oo.

Breadth of wheels,
or regulations as
to weight, &c.,

not to extend to
coaches, &c. (a).

;; Geo. 4, c. 126.

Tower to trustees
to meiisure wheels.

Penalty on ob-
sti-ucting mea-
surement, not
exceeding ol.

Penalty on toll

collector allowing
waggons to pass

Sect. 9. "Where any waggon or cart sliall liave tlie solo or bottom of

the wheels thereof roUing on a flat surface, and the nails of the tu-e of

such wheels countersunk and be* cylindrical, (that is to say), of the
same diameter on tho inside next the carriage as on the outside, so

that when such wheels shall be roUing on a fiat or level surface, the
whole breadth thereof shall bear equally on such flat or level surface,

and shall have the opposite ends of tho axletrees of such waggon,
cart, or other carriage, so far as the same shall be inserted into the

respective naves of the wheels thereof, horizontal, and in the continu-
ance of one straight line, without fonning any angle with each other,

and in each pair of wheels belonging to such carriage, the lower
parts when resting on the ground shall be at the same distance from
each other as tho upper parts of such wheels, it shall and may bo
lawful for the trustees or commissioners of any turnpike road, at a

general meeting, if they shall think fit so to do, to make an order for

every such waggon and cart to pass through any toll-gate or bar
under the superintendence of tho trustees or commissioners making
such order, upon jiaying only so much of the tolls and duties as shall

not bo less than two-thirds of the full toll or duty i^ayablo by any
turnpike act, on such waggon, cart, or other carriage, and the horse
or horses or cattle drawing the same.
By 4 Geo. 4, c. 9a, s. 19, Nothing in the said recited act [3 Geo. 4,

c. 126] or this act contained relating to the breadth of the wheels of

carriages, or to the regulations of weight, or to the tolls payable in

respect of the wheels, or of the weight of carriages, shall extend or

be construed to extend to any chaise marine, coach, landau, berlin,

barouche, phaeton, sociable, chariot, calash, hearse, break, chaise,

curricle, gig, chair, or taxed cart, or any cart not drawn by more
than one horse or two oxen.
By 3 Geo. 4, c. 12G, s. 11, It shall and may be lawful for any

trustee or commissioner of any turnpike road, and for eveiy collector

or his deputy or deputies, or other person acting by or under the
authority of the trustees or commissioners of any turnpike road, or

of their lessee or lessees of tolls, to measure and examine, or cause to

be measured and examined, the breadth and construction of the
wheels of every waggon, cart, or other such carriage passing on such
turnpike road ; such measurement and examination to take place, if

the trustee, commissioner, or other authorised persons making the
same, shall so require, previously to such waggon, cart, or other
carriage being allowed to pass through any toll-gate or bar at which
toll shall be payable ; and if any owner or di'iver of any such waggon,
cart, or other carriage, shall turn or drive out of tho road, in order to

avoid or evade the measuring of the wheels of such waggon, cart, or

other carriage, or if any such owner, driver, or any other person,
shall refuse to allow the wheels of any such waggon, cart, or other
carriage to be measured, and the construction thereof examined, or

shall attempt to pass through any toll-gate or bar before such mea-
surement and examination shall be made, (the same having been
required), or shall in any way hinder or obstruct any such trustee or
commissioner, or other authorised person, in making such measurement
and_ examination, every such owner, driver, or other person so misbe-
having, shall, for every such offence, forfeit and pay any sum not ex-
ceeding 5/.; and that it shall not be lawful for any such waggon, cart,

or other can-iage, not permitted to be measiu'ed or examined as afore-
said, to pass along any turnpike road ; and if any collector or his deputy,
or any other person appointed to collect tho toUs, shall allow the same

(rt) The repealed section of 3 Geo.

•1, 0. 126, extended to all carts for tho

conveyance of passengers or light

goods or article.s, and the numbei«^"
horses was not limited tlicrcby.
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to pass Lofoic such measvirement and examination shall bo made, (the 9. Tolls.

same having been required,) every collector, deputy, or other person, —
shall, for every offence, forfeit and pay any sum not exceedins: bl. \'

'^^°- *> ''• ^^^•
' •' ' I. J J ^ o " •

before measure-
ment, &c., not

HciiU of Tolls under prior IJnactments m- Local Ads.']—By 4 Geo. 4, exceeding 5^

e. 9o, s. 5, "Where the trustees or commissioners of any turnpike road '^ Geo. 4, c. 0.5.

shall not, previously to the passing of the said recited act, [3 Geo. 4, ^sirin^respec^t oi
c. 126,] have taken and collected on the road under their care and toils to be taken

management, the additional tolls on waggons, wains, carts, or car- ^°r
carnages with

riages having the wheels thereof of less breadth or gauge than 6 descriptton\as'"
inches from side to side at the bottom or sole thereof, and on the not been acted on.

horses or beasts of draught drawing the same, directed to be taken wu-abie^a'ccordhio-
and collected by stat. (13 Geo. 3, c. 84), and the particular or local to the .scale iicreni

act or acts of parliament in execution whereof the said trustees or specified,

commissioners shall act, shall not have provided a scale of tolls ap-
plicable to the road under their care and management, such trustees
or commissioners shall, from and after the 1st day of January, 1824,
continue to take, collect, and receive, for every waggon, wain, cart, or
other such carriage having the fellies of the wheels thereof of less

breadth or gauge than 4-^- inches from side to side at the bottom or
solo thereof, or for the horses or beasts of draught di-awing the same,
the same tolls as are in and by such particular or local act or acts
payable in respect of such waggons, wains, carts, or other such car-
riages; and for every waggon, wain, cart, or other such carriage
having the fellies of the wheels thereof of the breadth or gauge of 4i
inches, and less than (> inches at the bottom or soles thereof, or for
the horses or beasts of draught drawing the same, one-sixth less than
the tolls which are or shall be ^jayable for the same; and for evei-y

waggon, wain, cart, or other such carnage having the fellies of the
wheels thereof of the breadth of 6 inches or upwards at the bottoms
or soles thereof, or for the horse or horses drawing the same, one-thii'd
less than the tolls or duties which are or shall be payable for the same
by any act or acts of parliament made for making, repairing, or
maintaining any turnpike road.

Sect. 6. "Where any particular act or acts of parliament now in where there is a

force, for the making, repairing, or maintaining any turnpike road, scale of tolls

shall direct a higher or lower rate of toll or tolls to be collected and widthtf whelis,
taken on any waggon, wain, cart, or other such carriage, or on the and addition,al

'

horse or horses di-awing the same, regulated by or in respect of the 3"^^^
l"^'^i7" V^

^°'''

greater or lesser breadth of the wheels of such waggon, wain, cart, th"scaie of°toils

or other such carriage, and where, in addition to the tolls received imposed by tiio

under such particular act or acts, the additional tolls in respect of the J.o°i?tinuc.*"

breadth of wheels authorised to bo taken by the 13 Geo. 3, shall not
have been collected and imposed, it shall and may be lawful for the
trustees or commissioners acting in execution of any such particular
act or acts of parliament, from and after the 1st day of January, 1824,
to continue to collect the tolls directed to be taken under the powers
and provisions of such act or acts of parliament, in execution whereof
they shall act, and they shall not impose the additional tolls author-
ised and required to be levied by the said recited act on waggons,
wains, carts, or other such carriages having the fellies of the wheels
thereof of less breadth than 6 inches.

By a local act, 1 & 2 Geo. 4, c. 25, a scale of tolls was prescribed,
by which a toll of i^d. was imposed for each horse drawing any waggon
drawn by four horses, whether the fellies of the wheels were of the
breadth of 6 inches and upwards, or less. The trustees under this

act had, previously to the passing of the 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, taken and
collected the additional toll directed to be taken by the 13 Geo. 3.

c. 84 :—Held, that such increased toU (6|t?.) was properly demanded;
the case not falling within the exemption contained in the 5th and
Gth sections of the 4 Geo. 4, c. 95. {Fid-ford v. Davis, 4 31. & S. 683.)
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9. Tulls. Sect. 10 provides, that there shall be no exemption from toll, ox-
cept in certain cases, unless the fellies of the wheels of the carriage,

4 Geo. 4, c, 95. &c., be 4J inches wide. (See the enactment, i^st, p. 1240.)
By the 7th section of the above act, the trustees had power, for u

certain time after its i^assing, to reduce the tolls, and fix their

amount, according to the provision of the act ; and also to compound
and agi-ee with the lessors of the tolls for doing so. (See this enact-
ment, j^os^, p. 1242.)

(See as to the penalties for improper wheels, post, p. 1273.)

5. Exemptions prom Tolls.

By the local act. The local act regvilating the turnpike trust, usually contains oxem]i-
tions of persons from tolls, and that act must always be consulted ("}.

There are, however, some provisions in the general turnpike acts.

regulating such exemptions, and creating others.

?, Geo. 4, C.1-2G, not In the first jjlace, it should be observed, that by the 4 Geo. 4, c. iiv

cm*'t^ons^raift^d
^' ^^' nothing herein, or in the said recited act [3 Geo. 4, c. 12(i

by^octaacts! '

^^ Contained, shall extend, or be deemed or construed to extend to repeal

or take away anj' exemptions from toll which shall have been granted
or allowed by any act for making or repairing any tm-npike roud.

[See a similar clause in 5 tic 6 Will. 4, c. 18, s. 2, as to the exemption
for manure, infra.']

5 <fe c Will. 4, c. 18. Carts, &c., carrying Manure, tfcc, or Materials for Roads, etc.]

—

V>y
Xo toU to be taken 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 18, s. 1, it is enacted, no toll shall be demanded or taken

amUxceptlimc? ^^ ^P'Y turnpike road for or in respect of any horse, beast, cattle, cv

carriage, when employed in carrying or conveying only dung, soil.

compost, or manure for land (save and except lime) {h), and the ne-
cessary implements used for filling the manure, and the cloth thai

may have been used in covering any hay, clover, or straw which may
have been conveyed.
A cai-t carrying manure to a place of deposit where it was to 1'

kejjt either for use or for sale for manuring land is exempt from toll

by this section. {lieg. v. FreeJee, 2d L. J. M. C. 64.)

Not to exempt Sect. 2. Provided that nothing herein contained shall extend or b'
from toll imposed Construed to extend so as to exempt any waggon, cart, or other cai -

by local act. riage laden with dung or manure for manuring land, or any horse or

other beast drawing the same, from any toll imjjosed in resjject thereof
by viitue of any local act or acts now passed whereby such toU ha
been imposed for the maintenance of the roads therein respectively
mentioned.
Uncrushed bones, which are taken through a turnpike to a fann, t'

be there crushed and part of them used as maniu-e, and the residue 1 (

>

be afterwards sold and to be used as manure at other places, an'
exempt from toll under the statute. {Pratt v. Brovm, 8 C. & P. 24 1.

per Ourney, B.)
See the general exemption for manure in the 3 Geo. 4, c. 12'i.

s. 32.

Ixem'pt'ions^from
^5" ^ ^^^' **' !^' l^O, s. 26, in evory case in which, under any act

toll on mamirc, or acts of parliament relating to any turnpike road, there is an

f)r'road"''^con^^^
exemption from toll or duty in respect of any horse, mule, ass, ox,

tainedin'any act, "^^.ggon, cart, or other carriage, drawing or carrying any duni;,
to be in force, not- mould, marl, or compost, of any nature or kind soever, for improvin;^
withstandmg the q^ manuring the land, or hay, straw, or any other fodder for cattle, oi

waggon^""when^'' 1") The legal Jiieaning of the term {R. v. Rtiscoc, 8 A. tt- K 386, Sn
made use of in "stage waggon," when made use of imt, p. 1233, n.)
exempting clause in an exempting clause in a turnpike {b) Sec as to lime, 4 Geo. 4, c. 10,
in a turnpiKe acr.

^^^.^ is a conveyance that carries goods s. 1, 3 & 4 Vict. c. 51, ^ws^, p. 1240 ;

or passengers for hire from one fixed and 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 23, post, p. 1230.
l)oint to another, at stated intervals.



materials for repairing any turnpike road or highway, sucli exemption
shall be deemed to extend in respect of every such waggon, cart, or
other carriage, and also in respect to the cattle drawing the same;
going empty, or loaded only with implements necessary for more con-
venient carriage, or loading or unloading such lading, or returning
empty, or with such implements as aforesaid, having been so laden,
notwithstanding the said waggon, cart, or other carriage shall, for the
purpose aforesaid, go to or I'eturn from any parish or place in which
the said turnpike does not lie («).

But by s. 27, for the preventing of frauds on toll collectors by
waggons, carts, or other carriages passing empty, or loaded only with
implements necessary for the more convenient carriage of, or for load-
ing or unloading manure or materials for the repair of any turnpike
road or highway, through turnpike gates, under pretence of going for
such manure or materials, the owner or driver of every such empty
waggon, cart, or carriage, claiming the same exemptions or any of
them {!)), shall in all cases pay the toll in respect of such waggon,
cart, or other carriage, before the same shall bo permitted to pass
through such turnpike gate ; and the collector of such toll shall there-
upon deliver to such owner or driver a ticket, to be marked " manure
e.remption " or " rond materiaJs " (as the case may be), with the name
of the gate and the date when delivered, and the amount of the toll so
paid ; all which sum or sums so paid shall be repaid to the owner or
driver of such waggon, cart, or other carriage, upon his or their
returning with such waggon, cart, or other carriage, so laden as
afoi'esaid, and i^roducing such ticket ; and every collector of such toll
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3 Geo. 4, c. 120.

same should })e

carried into or
brought from an
adjoining pa-
risli (a).

Tolls payable on
waggons going
empty for niantirc
or road materials,
&c., to be repaid
when returning
laden (6).

Penalty for not
rotuming such
tolls.

*(«) A local act exempted from toll

carriage!? with manure for lauds in

the parishes where the roads were—

a

I'art goiuff with manure for lands in a

jiarish not within the trust, was held
still exempted under the above gene-

ral clause. [B. v. Adavis, 6 M. & S.

r,2.)

A clause in a turnpike act exempted
from toll all carriages employed in

the conveyance of materials for re-

pairing the road or any of the high-

ways in the parislies iia which any
part of the road lay, and, in a subse-

i|aent part, exempted generally car-

riages employed in conveying imple-
ments of husbandrj' or manure. In
the following clause the trustees were
empowered to compound with persons
who resided in one parish, and occu-

])ied lands in an adjoining parish.

The plaintiff's waggon was passing
on the road, laden with lime, from
one parish to another, for the pur-
])ose of cultivating his farm, situate

in the latter, neither of which were
situate in any of those parishes
through which the I'oad i)assed :

—

Held, that this being an exemption
in the first-named clause as to hus-
I )andry, was to be liberally construed,
II nd that it was not restrained by the
subseqtient one, and that ccnse-

quentljj the plaintiff was not liable to

the payment of toll. (Hickmbothmn
V. Perkins, 8 Tfnmf. 795.)

Under an exemption from toll in " Boci.sions as to

an act of Parliament for carts carry-
'"^•'^'^ carrying ma-

. c ^ ^
•' niire or materials

ing compost of any kind, or any for roads, A'c.

thing whatever used in the manuring
of land, the carriage of lime (which is

not considered compost or composi-
tion) is not exempt, the words "or
any thing whatever used in the ma-
nuring of land" being considered as

only applying to the carriage of

ploughs, harrows, and such like in-

struments. {King v. Gowjh, 2 Chit.

Rep. 655.)

Lime w^as not within the exemption
of the Turnpike Act, 31 Geo. Ill,

{Anmi. Lofft. 324.)

(b) Before this enactment it was
held, that an act exempting waggons
loaded with manure from toll, ex-

empted them if they were going
empty to fetch manure. {Harrison
V. James, 2 Chit, Rep. 547.) As this

occasioned frequent evasions of tolls

under pretence of going to fetch ma-
nure, the above enactment, was
passed, ordering the payment of toll

to be repaid oia the return of the cart

when loaded with manure, &c.

And since the act was passed it has
been lield that a waggon loaded witli

manure and empty baskets which
had contained market-garden pro-

duce and had passed througli the gate

the day before, is exempt from toll.

(3-2 L. .T. M. C. 44, Richer v. Wiggins.)
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Geo. 4, c. 126.

Implements or
loading and iin-

loadinj? shall not
cause the payment
of toU from which
the lading woiikl
otherwise be
exempt.

4 Geo. 4, c. 05.

Carriages hiden
with dung not to
be exempted from
toll when charged
by any local act.

Lime.

Exceptions from
exemptions.

refusing to give such ticket on receiving tlio toll, or refusing or neg-
lecting to return the same toll upon the return of such waggon, cart,

or other carriage so laden, and re-deHvery of the " manure exemption
"

or " road materials" ticket, as the case may be, shall, for every such
offence, forfeit and pay to the owner of such waggon, cart, or other

carriage, a penalty of not more than ol., upon conviction thereof

before one or more justice or justices of the peace for the county,

riding, division, or place where such offence shall bo committed, upon
the oath of one or more credible witness or witnesses.

. Sect. 28. The owner or driver of any waggon, cart, or other carriage

laden with manure for land, or m.aterials for any turnpike road or

highway, passing through any turnpike gate, or otherwise passing on
or acros.s any turnpike road, shall not bo liable to pay any toll, nor
.shall any toll be demanded for such carriage so laden, or the cattle

drawing the same, by reason only of any basket or baskets, empty
sack or sacks, or spade, shovel, or fork, necessary for loading or un-
loading such manure or materials, being in or upon any such waggon,
cart, or other carriage, in addition to such manure or materials, if the

loading thereof is substantially manure for land, or materials for the

repair of any turnpike road or highway as aforesaid; any thing in

any act contained to the contrary thereof notwithstanding.

By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 23, nothing in the said recited act [3 Geo. 4,

c. 126] or this act contained shall extend, or bo construed to extend,

to exempt any waggon, wain, cart, or other carriage laden with dung,
compost, oi; manure for manuring land, or any horse or other beast

drawing the same, from any toll imposed in respect thereof by any
local act or acts for making, repairing, and maintaining any particular

roads, where in such act or acts, such dung, compost, or manure shall

be specially made subject to toll throughout the whole of such roads,

without any local, parochial, or partial exemption.

As to the exemptions concerning lime, see post, p. 1240.

And see the exceptions from exemi^tions from tolls, post, p. 1240.

3 Geo. 4. c. 120. Post Horses.']—By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 29, all horses travelling («) for

^a.ssedThrouM"*° ^^^^ Under the post-horse duties acts [h), ha^dng passed through any
p,usse rougi

^^.^p^jj^e gate erected to or * be erected on any turnpike road, drawing
any carriage in respect of which any toll shall have been paid, on
returning through the turnpike gate at which the toll shall have been

paid, and the other gates (if any) cleared by such payment, cither

without such carriage, or drawing such carriage, the same being

empty, and without a ticket denoting a fresh hiring, shall be permitted

to repass toll free, although such horses or carriage shall not have
passed through such turnpike gate on the same day (c)

;
provided that

such horses so travelling shall return before nine of the clock of the

1

any gate may re-

turn toll-free be-
fore nine in the
next morning (a).
'^ Sic.

{a) The exemption applies only to

]ior.se.s travelling and dra-\viiig car-

riages. As to the meaning of tlio

phrase "used in travelling," see 44
Geo. 3, c. 98, sched. B. It has been
decided, that a hiring for the purpose
of riding from London to Richmond
and back, and also a hiring for 14

days to go a journey, are hirings to

travel ; but that a hiring to go many
Decisions as to

niiles into the coimtiy for pleasure,

to toll upon horses no place being fixed, or a lunng to

or carriages, hav- take an airing, or to go 10 or 12
ing passed through -^^ilcs i,ito the country and return in

'amfdav!"
'' the evening, are not any of them a

hiring to travel. (Eamsden v. Gihhft,

1 B.&G. 319.) The exemption is

limited to horses hired under the

post-horse duties acts : and it lias

been held, that a duty is payable

under those acts where a horse is

liired to go a certain stage and back-

again within the day. {Ilanley v.

Cuhlcrlcy, 15 East, 255.)
^

(h) The post-horse duties are now
repealed and new duties on licences

to let horses are granted, see " K>--

ct'se.
"

(() As to what is a dnv, see ant<',

p. 1157.



morning succeeding the day on which they first passed the turnpike
gate at which the toll shall have been paid (o).
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\ Geo. 4, c, 126.

{a) The following decisions have
taken place with reference to the

exemption from toll npon the return
of horses or carriages which have
before passed through the gate on
the same day. Every local act pro-

vides that a ]ierson who has paid a
toll shall not be liable to a second on
the same day ; but the right to claim
the exemption in general depends on
ilie wording of the particular act.

(Loaring y. Stom, 2 li. <fc O. 515.)
AVhere the toll was on tlie horses,

but the exempting clause enacted,

that, if any person should have paid
the toll for passing, the same person,

on producing the ticket, should be
permitted to pass free with the same
cattle or carriages ; it was held, that
tlie toll having been paid by the
coachman on passing for horses draw-
ing a stage-coach, a second toll coidd
not be taken for the same horses re-

passing, though with a diO'erent coach
and coachman, but belonging to the
same proprietor. {Norn's v. Poate, 3
Biiig. 41.)

A turnpike act imposed tolls, 1st,

upon carriages drawn by horses ; 2ud,

upon horses not drawing ; 3rd, upon
oxen, &c., provided that all the per-

sons having paid once for their car-

riages, horses, and cattle, returning

the same day, with the same carriages,

horses, and cattle, should pass toll

free. A subsequent act recited, that

it was expedient to increase the ex-

isting tolls, and re-enacted the provi-

sions of the former act, subject to

some alterations, one of which was,

that the former tolls should cease,

and that, instead thereof, there should
be paid a certain toll for every horse

drawing a carriage. Four horses passed
a toll-gate in the morning drawing a

carriage, and re-passed the same gate

in the evening, drawing a different

carriage ; and it was held, that, being

the same horses, tliey were not liable

to a second toll. (Fearnley v. Morley,

5 B. d- C. 25.)

In another case, where the act im-

posed toll, 1st, upon every horse, &c.,

drawing any caniage ; 2nd, upon
every horse, &c. , not drawing ; and
3rd, upon every score of oxen, &c.,

provided that no collector should

take from any person more than one
toll for the same carriage, horses,

beasts, or cattle, passing once and re-

passing once, in the same day,

Through the same or any of the gates

on the roads, such person producing
a ticket denoting that such toll had
been paid on that day for such
horses, beasts, or cattle. Where the
same horses passed once in tlie same
day, drawing different carriages be-

longing to the same person, it was
held, that onlv one toll was payable.

{Jackson v. Curicoi, 5 B. d; 6'. 31, S. C. )

A turnpike act imposed tolls, 1st,

on horses drawing carriages ; 2nd, on
carriages fixed to waggons ; 3rd, on
horses not drawing ; and 4th, on oxen,

&c.
;
provided that every person hav-

ing paid the toll, on producing a
ticket denoting such payment, should
be permitted to pass and re-pass once
in the same day, the gates mentioned
in such ticket, with the same horses,

or other beasts, coach or other car-

riages, without being liable to any
additional toll. Where the same
horses passed and re-passed once in

the same day, drawing different car-

riages belonging to the same person,

it was held, that only one toll was
payable. {Chambers v. WiUiam, 5
B. d- a 36.)

In NibleU v. PoUoiv (1 Bing. N. S.

81), two acts of parliament imposed
certain tolls upon horses drawing a
coach or waggon, and others upon
horses not drawing, and there was a

power given to distrain any horse or

any carriage upon which toll was im-
posed ; and afterwards it was pro-

vided, that no person should bo
obliged to pay more than once in one
day, in respect of any carriage or any
horse, nor in respect of any carriage or

horse employed for certain purposes,

and that toll should not be taken
from any person for the same horses

at more than one toll-gate in one

day ; it was held, that the toll was
imposed on the horses merely, and
could not be taken upon a horse

passing a gate twice on the same day,

drawing different carriages.

AVhere a local turnpike act imj)oscd

a toll on every carriage and on every

horse passing through the gate, and
exempted any person from paying

more than once in a day for passing

or re-passing with the same carriage

or horse ; this was held to exempt the

traveller from paying a second time

in the day for the passage of the

same carriage, tliough drawn by dif-

ferent horses, being the same in inim-

ber. And another clause, which pro-

vided, that in all cases of carriages
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Foeo 4 c. 12G.
horsBS shall pass through any turnpike gate on any road, not drawing

travelling for liire, tlic traveller or

passenger therein shonkl be consi-

ilered as the person paying tlie toll,

and that snch payment should not
exempt such carriages re-passing

with a different traveller or passenger;

it was adjudged not to extend to

stage-coaches, tlic carriage itself not
being there hired by the respective

passengers, but simply the vehicle of

their conveyance ; and therefore that

such stage-coaches were free of toll

under the former clause by one pay-
ment in the day, although returning
with different passengers anddiff"erent

horses, the horses being the same in

juimber. {Williams v. Scmgar, 10
East, 66.)

And, in another case, where, by a

local turnpike act (stat. 2, Geo. 3,

c. Ixvii.), a toll was imposed upon
carriages, and not on the horses

drawing them ; with a provision that

no person having paid such tolls, and
producing a ticket, &c., should lie

again liable on the same day ; and,

by a subsequent act, reciting the

fonner one, the tolls were repealed,

and other tolls were imposed in re-

spect of the horses drawing and not

the carriages ; but continuing all the

former provisions, &c., of the former

act :— Held, that no fresh toll was
demandable on the same horses rc-

tui-ning the same day, although draw-
ing a diff"erent carriage. {Gray v.

Shilling, 2 B. & B. 30.)

And where the act imposed a toll,

first, upon every carriage drawn by
horses, then upon everj' horse not
drawing, and then upon every drove

of oxen or cattle, with a proviso,

"that no more than one toll should
be taken froni any person re-passing

on the same day with the same horses,

cattle, beasts, and carriages," a stage-

coach, drawn by four horses, paid the
toll in the morning, and in the eve-

ning of the same day re-passed Avith

the same driver, but with different

horses and passengers ; it was held,

that a second toll was not payable.

{Watcrhonse v. Keen, i B. & G. 200.)

A local turnpike act imposed tolls

for every horse drawing any coach,

and other tolls upon every horse not
drawing ; it provided, generally, that,

if tlie tolls had in any one day been
paid for the passing of any horse,

such horse should on that day be per-

mitted to re-pass once toll free ; but

enacted, that the tolls for horses

drawing any stage-coach should be

payable every time of passing. The
trustees let the tolls, with power to

collect them according to the act, and
subject to such rules and restrictions

as shoidd be made by the trustees ;

and the lessee covenanted with the

trustees to permit the owners of stage-

coaches, waggons, &c., to pass in tlie

following manner ; viz. horses draw-
ing any such carriage as thereinbefore

mentioned, to be respectively allowed
to pass along the road on pajnnent of

full toll going, and quarter toll re-

turning, at any time during the same
day. I [orses passed through a gate,

drawing a stage-coach, and full toll

was paid for them : they returned the

same day, drawing another stage-

coach, and the lessee exacted full toll

:

—Held, that the lessee ought, bj'

his covenant, to have demanded quar-

ter toll only. {Fenton v. Swallov\ 1

A. & B. 72.3.)

But where a turnpike act imposed
a scale of tolls upon horses onh',

drawing or not drawing carriages re-

spectively, as the case might be, and
by a clause of exemption it Avas pro-

vided, that no person should be liable

to pay toll more than once for passing

and re-passing the gates on the same
trust, at any time in any one da}',

with the same horses and carriages

through the same toll-gate, but that

eveiy person having paid toll once
should afterwards pass and re-pass

with the same horses and carriages

toll free, during the same day, through
the same gate where such toll was
paid ; a stage-coach drawn by four

horses having passed through a gate

on the trust and paid the toll in the

morning, and in the evening of the

same day the same horses, drawing a

different coach, of the same name,
belonging to the same proprietors,

driven by the same coachman, but
carrying different passengers and par-

cels for hire, attempted to re-pass

throxigh the gate, and a second toll

Avas demanded and refused, and the

collector seized one of the horses until

it was paid :—Held, in trespass for

seizing and detaining the horse, that

the action coidd not be sustained, the

carriage and horses not being exempt
from a second toll. {Loaring v. Stone,

2 B. d- C. 615.) The ground of this

decision seems to have been, that the
word "carriage " could have had no
operation whatever, unless the second

I
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9. Tolls.any carriage, and a toll shall be paid on such horse or horses at such
turnpike gate, and the same horse or horses shall return drawing any
can-iage on the same day (a), or within 8 hours after their first passing ^ ^'^°- *• *'• ^'^^•

through such gate, the toll paid on such horse or horses on their origin-
ally passing shall be deducted from the toll payable on the same when
drawing the carriage to which they shall be attached on their return,
so that no higher toll shall in the whole be taken than if such horse
or horses had, in the first place, passed through such turnpike gate
drawing the said carriage (&).

Where a person who had passed through a tui-npike gate without Evading toil,

paying toll, under a claim of right bona fide made, was convicted in a
penalty of \0l., which the quarter sessions quashed upon appeal, Lord
Denman, C. J., refused to disturb that decision, and Eric, J., held that
it was right; but Patteson, 3., and Coleridge, J., held that he was
rightly convicted under the 133rd section of the 3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

{R. V. Irving, 12 Q. B. 429.) A conviction under 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 30,

stated that a collector " did demand and take " from J. S. at a gate on
a turnpike road " a certain toll, to wit, the toll or sum of 4cZ., as and
for a toll then and there payable by the said J. S. at such gate for a
certain horse then and there drawing a certain cart upon two wheels
only, and which said cart was then and there drawn by such one horse
only, and driven by him, the said J. S., in, along, and over the said

turnpike road, and for which said horse, drawing such cart, a cer-

tain toll, to wit, the sum of Gri., was then and there payable by the

said J. S. The said toll or sum of 4(Z., so demanded and taken by the

said collector as aforesaid, then and there being a less toll than he was
then and there authorised to take for the causes aforesaid by virtue of

the powers of any act, or of the orders and resolutions of the trustees

or commissioners of the said turnpike road, made in pursuance thereof,

contrary to the form of the statute," &c. : Held a sufficient conviction,

though no provisions of any particular turnpike act, or order or reso-

lutions of trustees or commissioners, were set forth or referred to. A
warrant of commitment on this conviction, for want of sufficient dis-

tress, stated that the collector was convicted, for that " he did suffer

toll was due. But this does not dis-

tinguish it in a satisfactory way from
Jackson v. Curwan, supra; and Mr.
Wellbeloved and Mr. Woolrych, in

their treatise on Highways, have ex-

pressed opinions that the two cases

cannot be reconciled.

A turnpike act contained a clause,

that, ifany person should upon any day
have paid the toll thereby authorised

tobe taken for the passing of any horse,

cattle, beast, or carriage, through
any one of the toll-gates or turnpikes

erected under the act, such horse, &c.

,

should, upon the production of a

ticket, fee, be permitted to pass

through any of the said turnpikes

duruig the same day, without pay-

ment of any further toll ; but, by a

proviso, all horses drawing any stage-

coach, diligence, van, caravan, or

stage-waggon or other stage carriage,

conveying passengers or goods for

l)ay, were exempted from the above
clause. R. was a wharfinger and
agent to a company, who were carriers

of goods by canal. K. kept waggons

VOL. II.

and horses, which he employed in

carrying out goods brought by the

company to his wharf, situate at S.

,

for persons in the neighbourhood, and
bringing goods from the neighbour-

liood to his wharf, for transit by tlie

canal. For such his conve3'ance of

goods he made charges on each parcel.

His waggons were so employed in

caiTying goods to and from persons

residing at or near a place called L.

,

or places intermediate between that

and S., almost every day except Sun-

days. The waggons went out and
returned at different hours, according

to circumstances ; on some days they

made more journeys than on others
;

and they seldom omitted going alto-

gether. R. had no office or receiving-

house at L. :—Held, that R. 's wag-

gons were not stage-waggons or car-

riages within the terms of the proviso,

and therefore were not excluded from

the above clause. {R. v. Rtoscoe, 8

Ad. <fc E. 386.)

{a) See note (c), p. 1230.

{b) See note {a), p. 1231.

4 K
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from toll.

and permit J. S. to pass through." the turnpike gate, " with a cart

drawn by one horse, on payment of the sum of 4<i., as toll for the said

cart drawn by one horse, the legal toll due and payable in respect of
the said cart drawn by one horse being the sumof 6d, contrary to

the statute, &c. Semble, that the warrant gave sufficient description
of the offence under the statute ; but held, that, supposing it insuffi-

cient, the conviction would cure the defect. {Stamp v. Sweetland, 8

Q, B. 13.) A conviction under 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, for evading tolls, was
held sufficient; the adjudication being " that A. B. hath forfeited for

the said offence the sum of 21. 2s.," the payment of the penalty not
being adjudged. {Barnes v. White, 1 G. B. 192.) A demand of
the penalty is not necessary previous to the issuing of a distress war-
rant. {Ih.)

1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 95. Cattle or Horses going to Pasture, or to be shod, tfec]—By 1 & 2 Will. 4,

pasturror tole ^- ^^' ^^ ^^ enacted that no toll 'shall be demanded or taken for or in

shod, &c., exempt respect of any horse, ass, sheep, swine, or other beast or cattle of any
kind going to or from water or pasture (a), or to or from being shoed
or farried, and passing on any turnpike road, provided that such
horse, ass, sheep, swine, or other beast or cattle of any kind do not
pass upon such turnpike road more than the space of 2 miles, going
to or returning from water or pasture, or to or from being shoed or
farried.

The exemption from toll on ^ turnpike road contained in this sec-

tion in respect of sheep, &c., going to pasture, is not confined to

farmers occupying farms in the neighbourhood of a toll gate.
(
Warmly

V. Deahin, 32 L. J. M. C. 201.)
By the 2nd section of this act, toll was not to be taken for any

horse, cart, &c. employed ia the performance of statute labour. Statute
labour is now abolished.

Sect. 3, All and every the powers, provisions, authorities, penalties,

and forfeitures contained in the said recited act, and in the several
other acts for regulating turnpike roads in England, (save and except
such parts thereof as are varied, altered, or repealed,) shall be as
good, valid, and effectual for carrying this act into execution as if

the same had been repeated and re-enacted in the body of this act,

and that the said recited act and this act shall be construed together
as one act.

Sect. 4. The provisions of this act shall not be applicable to any
turnpike gate or bar, or to any cattle passing through the same, unless
the said gate or bar shall be situate more than 6 miles from London
Bridge.

\

Act not to preju-
dice former acts.

Act not to extend
to gates near
London.

Officers and sol- Officers and Soldiers exempt from Toll.']—The Annual Mutiny Act
diers exempt from and Eoyal Marines on Shore Acts contain a clause as follows :—All her
^°'^- Majesty's officers and soldiers, being in proper staff or regimental or

military uniform, dress or undress, and their horses (but not when pass-
ing in any hired or private vehicle), and all recruits marching by route,

j

and all prisoners under escort, and all enrolled pensioners in uniform
when called out for training or in aid of the civil power, andj
all carriages and horses belonging to her Majesty, or employed in her 1

service, under the provisions of this act, {post, " Military Law,") when]
conveying persons or baggage, or returning therefrom, shall be|
exempted from payment of any duties and tolls on embarking or dis-

embarking from or upon any pier, wharf, quay, or landing place, or I

passing turnpike roads or bridges, otherwise demandable by vu'tue of|

any act already passed or hereafter to be passed.
By the 24 & 25 Yict. c. 126, after reciting that doubts have arisen]

(a) A horse ridden to fetch the

cattle from pasture would not, it

seems, be exempt. (See Harrison y.

Brough, 6 T. R. 706.)
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how far the exemption from tolls granted to officers and soldiers by the 9. Tolls.

3 Geo. 4, c. 126, and the Mutiny Acts, enacts :

Sect. 1. No dues, duties, pontage, or toll from which officers and 24 & 25 Vict. c. 126.

soldiers on their march or duty, or the horses of any officer or soldier Horses and car-

on march or on duty, are exempted by the provisions of the recited
"oiunteera'

^^

or any other acts, shall be demanded or taken at any pier, wharf, exempted,

quay, or landing place, or at any turnpike or other gate, bar, or
bridge, for any volunteer officer or soldier, or for any horse or other
beast used or ridden by any volunteer officer or soldier on his march
or on duty, or going to or returning from any place appointed for and
on the days for exercise, inspection, or review, or on other public
duty, such volunteer officer or soldier being in the uniform of his

corps, or for any cart, waggon, or carriage whatsoever, whether public
or private, or for any horse or other beast drawing the same, em-
ployed only in carrying or conveying, or returning empty from carry-
ing or conveying, having been employed only in carrying or con-
veying, any such volunteer officer or soldier on his march or on duty,
or going to or returning from any place appointed for and on the days
for exercise,'inspection, or review, or other public duty, and being in the
uniform of his corps, or the arms or baggage of any such volunteer
officer or soldier, or any ordnance or barrack or commissariat stores

belonging to or for the use of her Majesty's volunteer forces
;
provided

that nothing herein contained shall exempt any boats, barges, or
other vessels employed in conveying the said persons, horses or other

beasts, carts, waggons, carriages, arms, baggage, or stores along any
canal from payment of tolls in like manner as other boats, barges, or

vessels are liable thereto, or prevent toll being taken for conveying the

said persons, horses or other beasts, carts, waggons, or carriages,

arms, baggage, or stores, upon any railway.

Sect. 2. Any toll collector or other person who shall take, demand. Penalty for

or receive any dues, duties, pontage, or toll for or in respect of any frXTv^unteers,
volunteer officer or soldier, horse or other beast, carriage, waggon, or &c.

cart, entitled to exemption under this act, shall forfeit and pay for

every offence a sum not exceeding 5Z.

Sect. 3. Any person who shall falsely and fraudulently personate or Penalty for per-

represent himself to be a volunteer officer or soldier with the intent to sonating volun-

evade payment of any dues, duties, pontage, or toll to which he would ®®'^^'

otherwise be liable, shall forfeit and pay for every offence a sum not

exceeding 51.

Sect. 4. All penalties, forfeitures, and fines by this act inflicted or Recovery and

authorised to be imposed shall be levied and recovered and applied in pPP^uiei?'^
^^

England and Scotland respectively in manner severally directed by the

said recited acts, or any act or acts respectively ameniing the same for

the time being in force.

The same with Horses, &c., in Service of Police.']—By 2 & 3 Vict. 2 & 3 Vict. c. 47.

c. 47, s. 10, no toll shall be demanded or taken on any turnpike road horsesr&c^in
or bridge for any horse or police van passing along such road or seryice of metro-

bridge in the service ojf the metropolitan police ;
provided that the poiitan police.

rider of such horse or driver of such van shall have his dress and
accoutrements according to the regulations of the police force at the

time of claiming the exemption ; and every person who shall fraudu-

lently claim or take the benefit of the exemption from toll herein con-

tained, not being lawfully entitled thereunto, shall
_
for every such

offence be liable to a penalty not more than 51. ; and in all such cases

the proof of exemption shall be upon the person claiming the same.

By 3 & 4 Yict. c. 88, s. 1, after reciting that an act was passed in 3 & 4 vict. c. 88.

the last session of Parliament, intituled, "An Act for the _esta,blish-

ment for county and district constables hj the authority of justices of

the peace ;
" and it is expedient to make an additional provision for

facilitating the execution thereof, and otherwise to amend the same, it

is enacted, that no toll shall be demanded or taken on any turnpike

4 K 2
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3 & 4 Vict. c. £

Exemptions from
extra toll for
overweight.

3 Geo. 4, c. 126.
Exemptions from
tolls :—
Horses and cai-

riages attending
his majesty, &c.
* -Sic.

or conveying ma-
terials for roads
and bridges (rf)

;

or manure (ex-

cept lime)

;

road or bridge for any horse or police van, carriage, or cart, passin^j

along such road or bridge, in the service of the police establisht il

under the provisions of the said act; provided that the constable {")

in charge of such horse, van, carriage, or cart, if not the chief consta-

ble, shall produce an order in writing under the hand of the chit'f

constable, or shall have his dress according to the regulations of the

police force at the time of claiming the exemption ; and every person

who shall fraudulently claim or take the benefit of the exemption from

toll herein contained, not being lawfully entitled thereunto, shall lur

every such offence be liable to a penalty not more than bl. ; and in all

such cases the proof of exemption shall be upon the person claiming

the same. (See posf, p. 1240.)

Proprietary roads and bridges which the public have the right to

use on paying toU are turnpike roads and bridges within this act, and
constables passing over them are exempt from toll. {Longland v.

Andreivs, 34 L. J. Ex. 90.)

Overweight, cfcc]—As to the exemptions from extra toll for over-

weight or breadth of wheels, see ante, p. 1223.

Other Exemptions.^—By the stat. 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 32, no toll shall

be demanded {b) or taken by virtue of this or any other act or acts of

Parliament, on any turnpike road, for any horses or carriages attend-

ing his Majesty or any of the royal family, or returning therefrom* (c)

;

or of or from any person or persons, for any horse or horses or other

beast or cattle, or for any waggon, wain, cart, or other carriage [by 4

Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 10, post, p. 1241, the wheels must, to entitle a person

to the exemption, be 4| inches wide], employed in carrying or convey-

ing, or going empty to fetch, carry, or convey, or returning empty
from carrying or conveying, having been employed only in carrying

or conveying, on the same day, any stones, bricks, timber, wood,

gravel, or other materials for making or repairing any turnpike road

or public highway, or for building, rebuilding, or repairing any pre-

sent or any future bridge or bridges (e) on any such road or public

highway, or of or from the surveyor of any turnpike road when engaged
in executing or proceeding to execute, within the limits of his own or

any adjoining trust (/) the powers of this or any other act or acts of

Parliament for repairing, maintaining, or relating to any turnpike]

road ; or for any horse, beast, or other cattle or carriage employed in

carrying or conveying, having been employed only in carrying or con-

veying, on the same day, any dung, soil, compost, or manure (save and i

except lime) (g) for improving lands, or any ploughs, harrows, or imple-

ments of husbandry (/i)
;
(unless laden also with some other thing notj

{a) By 14 & 15 Vict. c. 38, s. 4,

the word " constable " in this section

is to include supeiintending constable
appointed under 13 & 14 Vict. c. 20.

(b) As to what is a demand of toll,

see Maurice v. Marsden, 19 L. J. C.

P. 152 ; Stamp v. Swectland, 8 Q. B.
13.

(c) By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 24, " No
toll shall he demanded or taken by
virtue of the said recited act [3 Geo. 4,

c. 126,], or this act, or any other act

or acts for making or maintaining
turnpike roads, for any horses or car-

riages attending, or going to attend,

or returning from having attended his

Majesty, or any of the royal family
;

anything in any act or acts to the con-

trary notwithstanding." The queen's

carriages, drawn by her horses, and
used by her permission by the wife of

one of the equerries for her own plea-^

sure, are exempt from toll. ( Westo

V. Perkins, 28 L. J. M. C. 227.)

{d) See ante, p. 1228; and seej

p. 1240.

(c) This is an extension of the IS

Geo. 3, c. 84, s. 60 ; upon which it

was held, that a bridge was not

public highway within a simila^d

clause. {Osmond v. Widdicomhe,

B. & Aid. 49.)

(/) The 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, extende

tlie limits of the exemption to th^

adjoining trust, but that enactment
is repealed.

(g) Unless specially liable unde
the local act. (See 4 Geo. 4, c. 95J

s. 23, ante, p. 1230. See as to liraej

post, p. 1240.)

(h) The 14 & 15 Vict, c. 38, s. 4^
declares that "implements of hus



hereby exempted from toll)
; [see this provision as to manure, &c.,

amended and explained by the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 18, and other acts,
ante, p. 1228] ; or any hay, straw, fodder for cattle, and corn in the
straw, -which has grown or arisen on land or grown in the occupation
of the owner of any such hay, straw, fodder, or corn in the straw,
potatoes, or other agricultural produce, and which has not been
bought, sold, or disposed of (a), nor is going to be sold or disposed of;
or for any horses or other beasts employed in husbandry going to
or returning from plough or harrow, or to or from pasture or watering
place (6), or going to be or returning from being shoed or farried,
such horses or other beasts not going or returning on those occasions
more than 2 miles on the turnpike road on which the exemption shall
be claimed [see the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 25, ante, p. 1234, explaining and
embodying this provision] ; or of or from any person or persons going
to or returning from his, her, or their proper parochial church or
chapel, or of or from any other person or persons going to or return-
ing from his, her, or their usual place of religious worship tole-
rated by law, on Simdays, or on any day on which divine service
is by authority ordered to be celebrated (c) ; or of or from any in-
habitant of any parish, township, or place, going to or returning from
attending the funeral of any person who shall die and be buried in
the parish, township, or hamlet in which any turnpike road shall lie

;

or from iny rector, vicar, or curate going to or retm-ning from visiting
any sick parishioner, or on other his parochial duty within his
parish (c) ; or for horses, carts, or waggons employed only in carrying
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3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

or agricultural
produce not sold
or for sale

;

or for horses em-
ployed in hus-
bandry, &c. (6)

;

or for going to or
returning from
church {c)

;

or for attending
funerals

;

or from ministers
attending their
duty

;

bandry," in 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 36,
shall include threshing machines

;

but as these words do not occur in
s. 36, no doubt s. 32 was meant by
the legislature ; this error is corrected
by 16 & 17 Vict. c. 135, s. 6, A
steam-engine employed only for work-
ing a threshing-machine, although it

could be used for other purposes, is

an implement of husbandry within
the 14 & 15 Vict. c. 38, s. 4, and 3

Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 32. {Beg. v. Matty,

27 L. J. M. C. 69.)

(a) These exemptions, in favour of

agi'iculture are to be beneficially con-

strued. Ilukinbotham v. Perkins,

8 Taunt. 795 ; ante, p. 1229, n. {a).

Barley grown on a farm whilst being
conveyed to a mill to be ground
into meal for pigs on the farm, and
barley meal ground at the mill from
barley grown on the farm whilst being
conveyed back to be consumed by
pigs on the farm, are within the ex-

emption of " fodder for cattle." {Cle-

ments V. Smith, BQ L. J. M. G. 16.)

(h) In a local turnpike act, "cattle

going to or returning from pasture,"

and '

' horses attending cattle return-

ing from pasture," were exempted.
It was held by the court, that a horse

ridden by the owner of the cattle at

pasture, in order to fetch them from
pasture, did not come within either

of the exceptions. {Harrison v.

Brough, 6 T. R. 706.)

(c) A clergyman acting as the cu-

rate of a parish with the consent of the

bishop, though without his licence, is

exempt from toll, and the exemption
is not confined to turnpike roads
within the parish to which he was
going on parochial duty. {Temple v.

Dickinson, 28 L. J. M. C. 10.) But
where the curate of a parish was en-

gaged by the rector of a neighbouring
parish to perform his duty during a
temporaiy absence from illness, such
engagement not being under the li-

cence of the bishopor any other au-
thority, nor in fact communicated to

liim, and in the performance of such
his engagement the curate rode from
his parish into the rector's parish

to perform a marriage at the parish
church ; on his way there he came to

a turnpike gate within the rector's

parish, at which the respondent, the

toll collector, demanded a toll ; ex-

emption was claimed, and the curate

paid the toll but summoned the col-

lector before the justices, who dis-

missed the summons. The court held,

that the appellant could not be said

to have been a curate within the

meaning of this section at the time he
passed through the gate, and there-

fore that he was not within the ex-

emption, because he Avas not in the

exercise of his parochial duty as a

curate within his parish ; the inten-

tion of the act being to exempt an}''

rector, vicar, or curate actually per-

forming parochial duty within his

parish. {Brnnskill v. Wafson, 3

L. R. 418.
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3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

or for conveying
vagrants

;

or prisoners
;"

or for conveying
the mails

;

or for horses of
officers or soldiers
on duty

;

or for convojring
baggage or any
sick, ordnance, or
public stores

;

or for horses and
carriages used by
corps ofyeomanry,
&c.

;

or for conveying

.

persons to or from
county elections ;

or for crossing
roads, or not pass-
ing above 100
yards thereon.

or conveying any vagrant sent by a legal pass ; or any prisoner sent
by any legal warrant, or returning empty after having been so em-
ployed ; or for any horses or carriages, of whatever description, em-
ployed or to be employed in conveying the mails of letters and
expresses under the authority of his Majesty's postmaster-general,
either when employed in conveying, fetchiug, or guarding such mails
or expresses, or in returning back fromconveying or guarding the same

;

or for the horse or horses of any ofl&cers or soldiers on their march or
on duty ; or for any horse or horses or other beast, or any cart,
carriage, or waggon employed in carrying or conveying, or returning
empty from carrying or conveying, having been employed only in
carrying or conveying the arms or baggage of any such officers or
soldiers, or employed in carrying or conveying, or returning empty
from having been employed only in carrying or conveying any sick,

wounded, or disabled officers or soldiers ; or for any waggon, wain,
cart, or other carriage whatsoever, or the horse or horses or other
cattle drawing the same, employed in conveying any ordnance, or
barrack, or commissariat, or other public stores of or belonging to his
Majesty, or for the use of his Majesty's forces, or returning empty
from having been so employed (a) ; or for any carriage conveying
volunteer infantry, or for any horse furnished by or for any person
belonging to any corps of yeomanry or volunteer cavalry or infantry,
and rode by him in going to or returning from any place appointed
for and on the days of exercise, inspection, or review, or on other
public duty, provided that such person shall be dressed in the uniform of
his corps, and shall have his arms, furniture, and accoutrements, accord-
ing to the regulations of such corps, at the time of claiming the exemp-
tion; (Z)) or for any horses or carriages carrying or conveying any person
or persons to or from any election or elections of a knight or knights
of the shire to serve in Parliament for the county or counties in which
such turnpike road shall be situated ; or for any horses or carriages
which shall only cross any turnpike road ; or shall not pass above 100
yards thereon, (c)

(a) In the case of London and South-
Western Railway v. Reeves, L. R. 1 C.

P. 580, the respondent, a toll-gate

keeper, took the toll for a waggon
and horses conveying hay to the Com-
missariat Stores at Aldershot for the
nse of her Majesty's forces ; the hay
had been delivered to the appellants
by certain contractors to be conveyed
by them in pursuance of a contract
made with the Deputy Commissar}'
General. By the term of the contract
there was a right to reject any part of

the goods supphed if of inferior qua-
lity. The justices having decided
that the toll had been properly de-
manded, the court of Common Pleas
held it to be clear that the power to
refuse any part of the stores that
might be of inferior quality did not
prevent them being the property of

her Majesty, and that, as the con-
tractor might hire any one he liked to

convey the stores to the place where
they were to be delivered, the toll

had been wrongly demanded, and
gave judgment for the appellants.

This case was affirmed in Toomer v.

Reeves, L. R. 3 C. P. 62, where the
facts were identical, except that the
waggon in respect of which the toll

was demanded was the property of the
contractor.

'

{b) This clause extends to a car-

riage used by any member of a corps
of volunteer infantry for his own con-
veyance to or from the place of exer-

cise. Stephenson v. Taylor, 30 L. J.

M. G. 145 ; Tunstnl v. Lloyd, E. B.
& S. 95 ; and also to an omnibus used
for the same purpose, although all the
volunteers may not be in uniform {ih.).

But a yeomanry non-commissioned

!

officer tZrm'wgr in uniform to the placaj
of exercise is not exempt from toll,

though by 3 Geo. 4, c. 136, s. 32, he
is exempt if riding to such place;
and the 26 & 27 Vict. c. ^5, s. 45,
which gives the widest exemptions
in favour of volunteers, does not apply
to yeomanry. {Humphrey v. Bethel,
L. R. 1 C. P. 216.)

(c) The 100 yards must be on the
identical road with that on which tlie

toll-gate is erected, and it is not
sufficient that the distance should be
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By 4 & 5 Vict. c. 33, s. 1, it was enacted, that no toll shall be de- 9. Tolls.

manded or taken for or in respect of any horse, ass, sheep, swine, or
~—^r

other beast or cattle, of any kind whatsoever, or of any waggon, cart, to whafhorse?,*
vehicle, or other carriage, of any kind whatsoever, which shall only carriages, &c.,

'

cross any turnpike road, or shall not pass above 100 yards ment to^extend'to
thereon (a).

Under this section a person is liable to pay at a toll gate though he
may not have traversed 100 yards on the road before coming to the
gate, if after passing through he uses the road for a distance, which
together with the space traversed before reaching the toll gate,

exceeds the distance of 100 yards. {Horivood v. Powell, 30 L. J. M. G.

203.)

But the 100 yards means upon one journey, therefore 2 or more
journeys cannot be coupled together so as to make more than 100 yards.
{Veitch V. Exeter Road Trustees, 27 L. J. M. C. 116.)

Sect. 2. That all and every the powers, provisions, authorities,

penalties, and forfeitures contaiaed in the said recited act, and in the

several other acts for regulating tirrnpike roads in England, save and
except such parts thereof as are varied, altered, or repealed, shall be
as good, valid, and effectual for carrying this act into execution, as if

the same had been repeated and re-enacted in the body of this act, and
that the said recited act and this act shall be construed together as one
act.

Sect. 3. Provided that nothing in this act contained shall extend
or be construed to extend to or affect any road or roads in the said

recited act mentioned to be exempted from the provisions thereof.

This act is merely a declaratory one, and does not create any new
exemptions from toll. {Harris v. Morrice, 10 M. & W. 260.) In an
action of debt by the trustee of a turnpike road against a lessee of

tolls, the defendant pleaded, that, after the time of the demise to him,

'

and before any rent became due, the above statute was passed, which
took away certain of the tolls, and therefore the lease was void. Held
bad on general demurrer. {Id.)

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 33, so much of this act (see ante, p. 1237) as 3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

directs that no toll shall be demanded or taken from any person or Exemption from

persons going to or returning from his, her, or their proper parochial &c.,°for persons'

church or chapel, or of or from any other person or persons going to or going to and from

travelled upon another tmiipike-road ceive tolls there ; but there was a

under the management of the same certain portion of one of the said

trustees. {Reg. v. Gerrard, 26 L. J. roads, which they were prohibited

M. C. 148 ; and see Veitch v. Exeter from repairing or improving,, and on

Turnpike Road, 27 L. J. M. C. 116, which they were not to erect toll-

supra.) gates :—Held, that a person travel-

fa) The court decided the exemp- ling along the last-mentioned road Decisions as to

tion in the 13 Geo. 3, c. 84, s. 34, as for more than 100 yards including
^^^^^fi^ fo^f^foT

to carriages passing for a less distance the excepted part, but less if that
pJ^ggi^^g gi^^g

than one hundred yards on the road, part were excluded, was not exempted parts of rOad.

to extend to cases where the carriages from toll by 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 32.

quitted the road on the opposite side {Pope v. Langworthy, 5B. <f; Adol.

to that on which they entered it, as 464.

)

well as on the same side. Major v. Where tolls are payable by persons

Ooccnham, 5 Taunt. 340.) As to when passing along a turnpike road, and

the exemption is confined to carriages an act of parliament exempts and

crossing the road, see Phillips v. Har- prohibits the trustees of such road

per (2 Chittij's R. 412). from repairing a certain portion of it,

Where certain roads were, by local and imposes the liability on others,

acts, placed under the direction of but is silent on the subject of tolls,

trustees for amending, improving, such portion still continues, for the

and repairing the same, and the trus- purposes of toll, to bo part of the

tees were empowered to erect turn- turnpike road. {Phipson v. Ilarvett,

pike gates on the said roads, and re- 1 C. M. d: R. iTi-)
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3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

chiirch not to Ex-
tend within five

miles of London,
&c.

4 Geo. 4, c. 16.

Carriages, &c.,
laden with lime
when exempted
from toll by local

act, not liable to
toll.

3 & 4 Vict. c. 51.

4 Geo. 4,0. 0.5.

Exceptions fi-om
exemption.s from
tolls in certain
cases, unless car-
riages with four
and a }>alf inch
fellies are used.

returning from his, her, or their usual place of religious worship tole-

rated by law, on Sundays, or on any day on which divine service is

ordered by authority to be celebrated, shall not extend, or be con-
strued to extend, so as to exempt any such person or persons from the

payment of toll, at any turnpike gate or gates situate within the dis-

tance of 5 miles of the Eoyal Exchange in the city of London, or

within the distance of 5 miles of Westminster Hall in the city and
liberties of Westminster.

Carriages, &c., laden ivith Lime exempted from Toll hy Local Act (a),—
By 4 Geo. 4, c. 16, s. 1, it is enacted, that nothing in the said act snail

extend or be construed to extend to enable any collector or collectors of

tolls authorised to be taken under any local act or acts of parliament,

for horses or carriages employed in carrying or conveying lime for the

improvement of land, to take or demand any toll for lime as aforesaid,

other than such as might have been demanded and taken under tho

authority of any such local act, previous to the passing of the said

recited act of the last session of parliament ; anything in the said act

to the contrary notwithstanding.
By section 2 of the above act (4 Geo. 4, c.l6), in all cases where any

lease or contract shall have been made since the passing of the said

recited act, by any trustees of any turnpike road or roads to or with
any collector or collectors of tolls, for letting to farm any tolls to bu
received or taken upon any such road or roads whereon a toll on lime
for improving land was payable or considered to be payable under thp

said recited act at the time of making or entering into any such leasee

or contract, it shall and may be lawful to and for the said ti-ustees to

make such fair and reasonable abatement in the rent payable by sucli

collector or collectors, during the unexpired residue of such lease or

contract as aforesaid, as shall be agreed upon by and between the said

trustees and such collector or collectors as aforesaid, or such lease or

contract shall, at the expiration of one calendar month after the pass-

ing of this act, either become absolutely void, upon payment, but not
otherwise, by such collector or collectors, or by his, her, or their heirs,

executors, or administrators, of all rent and arrears of rent, or sum or

sums of money which shall be due and payable by him, her or them,
at and up to the end of the said calendar month.
And by the 3 & 4 Vict. c. 51, after reciting the above act, it is en-

acted, that nothing in the said general turnpike act, 3 Will. 4, c. 83,

shall extend or be construed to extend to enable any collector or collec-

tors of tolls, under the authority of any local act or acts, to take or

demand any toll for horses or carriages employed in carrying or con-

veying lime on any turnpike road for the improvement of land, when
carriages or horses laden with lime for the improvement of land are

exempted from the payment of toll by any such local act or acts,

now in force, or which were exempted from the pajinent of toll by any
local act or acts in force at the time of the passing of the said recited

act, 3 Geo. 4, but since repealed.

Exceptions from Exemptions from Tolls.'}—By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 10, ;

no person shall, by virtue of the said recited act [3 Geo. 4, c. 126], or

this or any other act or acts of parliament, have, claim, or take tho
benefit or advantage of any exemption from toll or pai-t of tolls, or

penalties for overweight, or to pay less toll for or in respect of any
waggon, wain, cart, or other carriage, or the horses or beasts drawing
the same, and carrying any particular kind of goods, than other car-

riages of the like nature carrying other goods ought to pay, unless

such waggon, wain, cart, or other carriage in respect of which the ex-

(«) See 5 & 6 AVill. 4, c. 18, ante,

p. 1228, and 13 & 14 Vict. c. 79, s. 3,

post, p. 1243, as to the exemption of

carriages conveying manure.
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emption sliall be claimed, shall have the sole of the bottom of the fellies 9, Tolls.
of the wheels thereof of the breadth or gauge of four and a half inches
or upwards (other than and except carts and carriages employed in ^ ^^°- *> °- ^^•

carrying com or grain in the straw, hay, straw, fodder, dung, or lime
for the improvement of land, or other manure, or any plough, harrow,
or implements of husbandry only), but that the tolls imposed by any
act, together with the additional tolls required to be taken for or
in respect of every such waggon, wain, cart, or other carriage, having
the sole or bottom of the fellies of the wheels thereof of less breadth or
gauge than four and a half inches as aforesaid, and for or in respect of
horses or beasts of draught drawing the same, and the additional tolls

or penalties for overweight (except as before excepted), shall be paid
in the same manner, to all intents and purposes, as if no exemption or
less toll had been enacted or allowed, and as fully as all other waggons,
wains, carts, and carriages, and horses drawing the same, ought re-
spectively to pay, which are not entitled to any exemption from toll in
the whole or part, or to pay a less toll than other waggons, wains,
carts, and carriages; any law or statute to the contrary notwith-
standing. [See further as to tolls in respect of narrow wheels, ante,

p. 1225.]

Penalty for daimimj, &c., Exemption.']—By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 36, if 3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

any person or persons shall, by any fraudulent or collusive means ce^edfng's^fon'''
M'hatsoever, claim or take tho benefit of any exemption from toll or fraudulently tnk-

from overweight, or for using any additional horse or horses, or of any j,^^
the benefit of

other exemption or exemptions whatsoever in this act contained, every
^^^^^ "''^

such person shall, for every such offence, forfeit and pay any sum not
exceeding bl. ; and in all cases the proof of exemption shall be upon
the person claiming tho same.
By 9 Geo. 4, c. 77, s. 17, if any person or persons shall claim or ^ ^°P- *> °- "^T-

,

take the benefit of any of the exemptions mentioned in any local turn- oHoSu act*^"™^*'*^'^

pike act, not being entitled to the same, every such person shall, for
every such off'ence, forfeit any sum not exceeding 51. ; and, in all

cases, the proof of exemption shall be upon the person claiming tho
h^ame.

When Exemption cannot he tried hy Indictment.']—The question of ^^<^" exemption

exemption from toll cannot be tried on an indictment against a turn- indktmcnt."^'^
^^

pike-keeper for extortion in taking the toll ; the general right to

demand toll not having been denied, nor the ground of exemption
notified at the time when the toll was taken. [E. v. Hamlyn, 4 Camp.
379.)

6. Power to reduce or advance Tolls.

The local act regulating the turnpike road, generally, contains a
power for the trustees to reduce or advance the tolls.

By Stat. 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 43, it shall and may be lawful for the 3 Geo. 4, c. 12G.

trustees or commissioners appointed in and by virtue of any act of reduce^tolls*-^

parliament for the repairing and amending any turnpike roads, in
case no power or effectual power should be given to them under the act

by which they are appointed, and they are hereby empowered, at a
mooting to be held for that purpose (of which one calendar month's
notice shall be given in wi-iting, to be affixed on all turnpike gates

which shall be then erected upon such roads, and in some public news-
paper circulated in that part of the country), from time to time to

lessen and reduce (a) all or any of the tolls granted by any of the said

respective acts, for and during such time as the said trustees or com-
missioners shall think proper ; and afterwards, at any meeting to be

advan^c^e^them.''

lield as aforesaid, from time to time, as they shall see occasion, to

advance all or any of the tolls so lessened to any sum or sums of

(«) See form, No. 8], 2^osf.
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9. Tolls.

3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

Reduction not to
be made without
consent of cre-

ditors in certain
cases.

Reduction or ad-
vance of tolls to
be made propor-
tionably.

2 <fc 3 Vict. c. 46.
Trustees may-
reduce tolls for
overweight.

4 Geo. 4, c. 95.

Power for trustees
in certain cases to
reduce tolls, and
fix their amount
according to
4 Geo. 4, c. 95.

money not exceeding the several rates granted by such, acts of parlia-

- ment, and this act respectively : Provided, nevertheless, that where
the whole money borrowed on the credit of the tolls granted by any
such act shaU not have been paid and discharged, no such tolls shall

be lessened or reduced without the consent of the person or persons

entitled to five-sixths of the money remaining due upon such respec-

tive tolls.

Sect. 44. In all cases where the trustees or commissioners of any
turnpike road shall reduce or advance the tolls on the road or roads

for which they shall act, such reduction or advance shall be made as

to waggons, carts, and other carriages, the breadth of the wheels
whereof is regulated by this act, with reference to the proportion or

scale of tolls payable on such waggons, carts, or other carriages, ac-

cording to the breadth of the wheels thereof; (that is to say), the trus-

tees or commissioners making the reduction or advance shall reduce or

advance the toll payable on waggons, carts, or other such carriages,

having the fellies of the wheels thereof of the breadth of 6 inches, and
shall then take and demand double or other proportions (as the case

may be) of such reduced or advanced tolls on waggons, carts, or other

carriages, having the fellies of the wheels thereof of a greater or less

breadth than 6 inches ; and the reduction or advance of the proportion
of toll to be payable by this or any other act of parliament in respect

of the breadth of wheels, or any other reduction or advance of tolls, to

be made in any other way than in manner aforesaid, shall be null and
void to all intents and purposes whatsoever.
By the 2 & 3 Vict. c. 46, after reciting the 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, and the

4 Geo. 4, c. 95, it is enacted, that the trustees or commissioners of

any turnpike road may and are hereby empowered, at any meeting
or meetings to be held for the purpose (of which meeting or meetings
and the purposes thereof, 14 days' notice shall be given), to lower
the several additional tolls by the said recited acts or either of them
directed to be taken for overweight, in such manner as to them shall

seem fit and convenient, and from time to time to take such reduced
tolls for overweight as shall be fixed and agreed on at such meeting or

meetings.
By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 20, trustees or commissioners within 10 miles

of London may reduce tolls for overweight.
By a turnpike act, the ti-ustees were authorised to take at each and

every of the several and respective turnpike gates erected on the road
the following tolls: "For every horse, &c., drawing a carriage, 9d.;

for every horse, &c., not drawing, 2d.; for every drove of oxen, &c.,

Is. Qd. per score ; for every drove of hogs, &c.. Is. 4^," By another
section it was made lawful for the trustees, at a meeting to be holden
for that purpose, whereof notice in writing was to be affixed on all the
turnpike gates erected on the road, to lessen and reduce, and again to

raise and advance, all or any of the tolls thereby granted, and such
tolls so reduced or advanced were to be collected as the tolls thereby
gi-anted : it was held, that, under this act, the trustees were autho-
rised to reduce or advance any one of the four descriptions of tolls at

all the gates, but not to reduce or advance them at one gate and not
at another. {R. v. Trustees ofBury and Stratton Roads, 4 B. & C.361.)
By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 7, in every case where the tolls authorised and

empowered to be taken on any turnpike road, shall be in the hands of

the trustees or commissioners of such road, and not leased or let to

farm, but collected or on their account, the trustees or commissioners
of such road shall, in case such tolls were increased by the provisions
of the said recited act [3 Geo. 4, c. 126], within 14 days after the pass-
ing of this act, reduce the said tolls, and fix the amount thereof
according to the provisions of this act ; and in case the tolls collected

and taken on any turnpike road shall be leased and let to farm, it shall

and may be lawful for the trustees or commissioners of such road to
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compound and agree •with, the farmer or lessee of the said tolls for re- 9. Tolls.

ducing the same, and fixing the amount thereof according to the pro- ~ ~ ~

visions of this act ; and in each of the said cases the provisions of this
*

'
°"

'

act, "with regard to tolls hereinbefore next mentioned, shall then com-
mence and take effect at the time of such, reduction, and shall not be
postponed to the said 1st day of January, 1824.

By 13 & 14 Vict. c. 79, s. 3, it is enacted, that it stall be lawful for 13 & u viot. c. 79.

the trustees or commissioners of any turnpike road, in case it appear '^°^^^-

to them expedient so to do, and notwithstanding any provisions of any
fo°reduce oTtake^

local act affecting such, road, and without the consent of any person or off toils on lime

persons entitled to money borrowed and remaining due on the credit of "s^<i "* agncui-

the tolls of such road, from time to time at any general annual or other

meeting of such trustees or commissioners (of which meeting, and of

the purposes thereof, so far as the same relate to the exercise of the
powers given by this enactment, such trustees or commissioners shall

cause notice to be given in some newspaper usually circulated in the
county or counties in which such road is situate), to reduce or wholly
take off the tolls on horses, beasts, cattle, and carriages employed in

carrying or conveying lime on such road for the improvement of land,

and afterwards at any such meeting (of which notice shall be given as

aforesaid) from time to time, as they see occasion, to advance or reim-
pose the tolls so reduced or taken off, but so that such tolls shall not
be advanced beyond the amount or amounts authorised to be taken by
the act or acts of parliament granting such tolls : provided always,
that no such order for reducing, taking off, advancing or reimposing
such tolls shall take effect until the same has been submitted to and
sanctioned by one of her Majesty's principal secretaries of state : pro-
vided also, that where the tolls of such road have been let to farm by
the trustees or commissioners of such road, no such order reducing or
taking off such tolls shall take effect untH the expu-ation of the sub-
sisting contract or agreement for the farming or letting thereof.

7. Composition for Tolls.

By stat. 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 13, the trustees and commissioners of 4 Geo. 4, c. 95.

every turnpike road may, and they are hereby empowered, from time
^e m^e^*fo?toiif

to time, as they shall see convenient, to compound and agree, for any for one year,

term not exceeding one year at any one time, with any person or
persons, for the tolls payable for any horses, cattle, or beasts, or car-

riages, passing through any of the turnpikes or toll gates of the road
under their care and management, and collected and taken under the
authority of the particular act or acts in execution of which the trus-

tees or commissioners making such composition shall act, or of the
said recited act [3 Geo. 4, c. 126] or this act.

8. Toll Houses.

The property of these is vested in the trustees, and they may let or Property in.

mortgage them ; and a power is given them to repossess themselves in
a summary way of these houses, where the lessee neglects to perform
the terms of his agreement, &c. (See p. 1252.)

If, however, a toll house becomes useless, it must be pulled down ; Toll houses not

for, by 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 57, where any toll house or', tollhouses, puUed'dcwn and
standing on or adjoining any turnpike road, and which shall have been the materials ard
erected by or vested in the trustees or commissioners of such road, site sold.

shall become useless, and be no longer required for the purposes of
such road, it shall not be lawful for the trustees or commissioners of
such road to sell or dispose of such toll house or toll houses ; but in
every such case the trustees or commissioners of the road on which
such toll house or toll houses no longer required shall stand, shall

cause such toll house or toll houses with the outhouses attached or
belonging thereto, to be pulled down, and the materials thereof to be
sold or removed, and the site of such toll house or toll houses so puUed
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9. Tolls.

4 Geo. 4, c. 95.

Letting of.

Rating of.

down, together with, the gardens and appurtenances thereunto belong-

ing, may then be sold by the said trustees or commissioners, in the

same manner as and under the regulations in the said recited act [3

Geo. 4, c. 126] and this act contained, with respect to any land or

ground not wanted for the purposes of the road.

29 & 30 Vict. C.105. By 29 & 30 Vict. c. 105, s. 2, if the road would be improved by the

addition thereto of the whole or any part of the site of the toll house,

or of any garden or land belonging thereto, then the trustees or com-
missioners of the road shall, instead of selling the whole of such part

(as the case may require), cause the same to be added to the road, and
shall cause any building standing on the ground so added to be pulled

down, and the materials thereof to be sold and removed.
"Where the trustees or commissioners of a turnpike road are autho-

rised to sell the site of a toll house, they may, notwithstanding any-

thing contained in the last-mentioned act, sell the toll house and other

buildings standing on such site, unless required to pull them down by
the person to whom a right of pre-emption is given by any acts re-

lating to turnpike roads, subject, as aforesaid, to the provisions of the

said act relating to the selling of toll houses, shall be of the same force

as if this act had not passed.

As to the letting of toll gates, see post, p. 1249.

See ante, p. 1188, as to toll houses, or any person in respect of the

same, not being liable to be rated or assessed towards the payment of

poor's rates, &c.

9. Toll Gates, erecting and lighting, &c.

3 Geo. 4, c. 120. The property in the toll gates is vested in the trustees, by the
Property in.

3 q.^^^ 4^ ^ j26, s. 60, ante, p. 1163.

9 Geo. 4, c. 77. By 9 Geo. 4, c. 77, s. 5 (a), it shall be lawful for the trustees of any
Power to continue turnpijj^e road, and they are hereby authorised and empowered, to

gates 'a). continue all and every or any of the toll gates or toll houses now
standing or being in, upon, or across any such turnpike road, or on
the sides thereof, and, from time to time, at any special meeting to be
holden for that purpose, of which meeting public notice, specifying

the time and place and the purpose thereof, shall have been given in

some newspaper published or circulated in the county or counties

through which any such turnpike road passes, and also by affixing a

copy of such notice on all the turnpikes, toU gates, or side bars (if

any) which shall be then standing on such road, 14 days previously to

such meeting, to order and direct, by some order in writing, to be
signed by three at least of the trustees present at such meeting, that

there be erected and built in, upon, or across any such tmnpike road
or any part thereof, or upon the sides thereof or any part thereof,

when and where they shall judge necessary, such and so many toll

gates, turnpikes, side bars and chains, with toll houses, outhouses,

and other conveniences thereto (6), and also to take in and inclose on

(a) l?y the 3rd section of this act,

so mncli of the 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, as

directs that no toll gate shall be
erected on the side of any turnpike
road, unless the same be ordered by
the trustees or commissioners at a
public meeting, in manner therein

mentioned, is repealed, and by the

4th section of the 9 Geo. 4, c. 77, so

much of the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 24, as

directs that it sliall be lawful for the

trustess of any turnpike road, to

order and direct any turnpikes, toll

gates, or side bars to he removed a.s

therein directed, is repealed.

{b) Where a local act authorised

the trustees to erect turnpikes, with

suitable buildings and conveniences,

it was held, that sinking a Avell was
within the scope of their authority,

and that a contract made by one of

them on behalf of the rest was valid :

and that an action on such contract

to recover a moiety of the expense

was well brought in the name of their

clerk. A consent on the part of the

trustees to a proposition, that, if the

well was sunk on the waste land of
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the sides of such, road, or any part thereof, suitable garden spots for 9. Tolls.

each of such toll houses, not exceeding one-eighth of a statute acre to
9 Geo 4 c 77.

each toU house, as the said trustees shall direct or appoint ; and also
shall and may from time to time at any such meeting, or at any other
meeting to be called as aforesaid, and by such order as aforesaid, from
time to time order and direct any of such toll gates, turnpikes, side

bars, and chains to be taken down or discontinued, or to be removed
and placed elsewhere, upon, across, or on the sides of such road, in
such situations as to them the said trustees may appear fit or eligible

:

Provided that nothing in this act contained shall authorise any toll

gate, turnpike, side bar, or chain to be erected or built in any place or
places where it is or may be provided by any local turnpike act there
shall be no turnpike, toll gate, side bar, or chain erected, built, or
placed.

The power given to the trustees by this section to take land on the
sides of the turnpike road is limited to the strips of open land left in-
tervening between the turnpike road and the old enclosures, subject to

an easement to the public, and therefore the trustees have no power
to take for the erection of toll houses lands adjacent to the road over
which the public has no easement, whether such lands be enclosed or
not. [Beckett v. Upton, E. & B. 635.)

As to the erecting weighing houses, see ante, p. 1224. Weighing houses.

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 46, if the trustees or commissioners appointed 3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

to put any act of parliament made for the repair of any turnpike road
gates tcTbe erected

into execution shall exceed their power, by erecting or continuing any contrary to act of

fate or gates, turnpike or turnpikes, where they have not any power, parliament, jus-

y virtue of any act of parliament, to erect such gate or gates, turn- tS remoTai^'^
pike or turnpikes, it shall and may be lawful for the justices of
the peace for the limit where any such gate or gates, turnpike or
turnpikes, is or shall be erected or continued, in their general quarter
session assembled, upon complaint of such excess of power in such
trustees (a), in a summary way to hear and determine whether such
power has been exceeded, and, if such power has been exceeded,
to order the sheriff of the county, who is hereby authorised and re-
quired to execute such order, to remove any such gate or gates, turn-
pike or turnpikes.

By 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 24, s. 6, it shall be lawful for the trustees to 7 & 8 Geo. 4. c. n.
order and direct one or more lamp or lamps to be placed and erected

Jf'^l^H^^t t*^!!

on or against or in front of each and every of the toll houses on the houses.
**

road, and also to order and direct at what times of the year, and
during what hours, such lamp or lamps, or any of them, shall be kept
lighted ; and all and every the collector and collectors of the tolls on
such road, and also all and every the lessees or lessee thereof, who

the defendant, he would pay half of the roads in the tovm of T. , it was
the expense, was held also a sufficient held that the prohibition extended to

consideration to support the action. the erection of a gate within the
{Newman v. Fletcher, ID. <&:R. 202). limits of the town during the opera-

(a) Toll gates ought not to be tion of the act, and that " town " was
erected in the middle of great towns, to be understood in the popular sense
so as to obstruct the necessary inter- of a collection of houses ; and the
course. {Hammond v. Brewer, 1 question was whether the spot Avhere
Bihrr, 377.) a turnpike gate was erected was so

As to the constniction of the word surrounded by houses that the inha-
" town " in turnpike and other acts, bitants might fairly be said to dwell
see Reg. v. Fisher, 8 6'. <fc P. 612

;
together, and that the fact of the

Elliott V. South Devon Railway, 2 Ex. houses being separated by gardens
725. did not prevent them from lying to-

Where a turnpike act provided gether. {R. v. Cottle, 20 L. J. 162,

that it should not be lawful to con- M. C.)
tinue or erect any turnpike gate across
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7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 24.

Injuries to.

4 Geo. 4, c. 95.

Trustees to put
up table of tolls,

with names of

Tickets denoting
payment of tolls.

shall neglect or omit to observe and fulfil the order of the said trus-
tees in respect to the keeping and lighting of such lamp or lamps,
shall forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding 20s. for every such
neglect or omission ; and in case any person shall damage or injure
any lamp or lamps to be placed and set up as aforesaid, or extinguish
the lights therein, such person shall forfeit and pay any sum not ex-
ceeding 40s. for every such offence.

As to •wilful injuries to gates, bars, &c., aeQpost, p. 1274.

10. Table of Tolls, Tickets.
By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 28, the tmstees and commissioners for making

or maintaining any turnpike road shall, and they are hereby required
to put up, or cause to be put up, and afterwards to be continued, at

every toll gate within their respective districts, a table, painted in dis-

tinct and legible black letters, on a board with a white ground, con-
taining at the top thereof the name of the gate at which the same
shall be put up, and also a list of all the tolls payable at every such
gate, distinguishing severally the total amount of tolls payable under
any particular act or acts, and this and the said recited act, and the
different sorts of carriages for which they are to be paid, where there
shall be any variation therein, and also a list of the several gates
which shall be wholly or partially cleared by the payment of toU at

the toll gate or bar where such table of tolls shall be affixed ; and the
said trustees or commissioners shall also provide tickets denoting the
payment of toll, and on such several tickets shall be specified the name
of the gate at which the same respectively shall be delivered, and also

the names of the several gates freed by such payment, one of which
tickets shall be delivered gratis to the person paying the toll ; and on
the production of such ticket at any gate or gates therein mentioned,
as being cleared as aforesaid by the payment of the toll at the gate
where such ticket was delivered, the person producing the same shall

pass through the gate or gates therein mentioned without paying any
further or additional toll.

11. Eecovery of Tolls, and Penalty for Evasion.
By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 39, if any person, subject or liable to the

payment of any of the toll or tolls under and by virtue of this or any
other act of Parliament, for making, repairing, or maintaining any
turnpike road, shall, after demand thereof made, neglect or refuse to

pay the same, or any part or parts thereof, it shall be lawful for the
person or persons authorised or appointed to collect such tolls, by him-
self or themselves, or taking such assistance as he or they shall think
necessary, to seize and distrain any horse, beast, cattle, carriage, or
other thing, upon or in respect of which any such toll is imposed, to-

gether with their respective bridles, saddles, gears, harness, or accou-
trements, (except the bridle or reins of any horse or other beast,
separate from the horse or beast,) or any carriage in respect of the
horses or cattle drawing the carriage on which such toll is imposed, or
any of the goods or chattels of the person or persons so neglecting or

If toll and charges refusing to pay ; and if the toll, or any part thereof, so neglected or

days! di^tmss may ^'^fused to be paid, and the reasonable charges of such seizure and
be sold. distress shall not be paid within the space of four days next after such

seizure and distress made, the person or persons so seizing and dis-

training may sell the horse, beast, cattle, carriages, or things so seized
and distrained, or a sufficient part thereof, returning the overplus of

the money to arise by such sale, (if any,) and what shall remain un-
sold, upon demand, to the owner thereof, after such tolls and the rea-
sonable charges occasioned by such seizui'o, distress, and sale, shall bo
deducted (a).

(a) A.S to a collector informally ap- n. (6) ; Maurice v. Marsden, 19 L. J.

pointed recovering tolls, see Peacock C. P. 152.

v. Harris, 10 East, 104 ;
post, p. 1250,

3 Geo. 4, c. 12G.

For recovery of

tolls.

Collector may
distrain.
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Sect. 40. If any dispute shall happen or arise about the amount of 9. Tolls.

the tolls due, or the charges of making, keeping, or selling any distress
Geo 4 c 126

made for non-payment of any tolls, it shall be lawful for the collector,
j^ justice may

or the person distraining, to retain such distress, or the money arising settle disputes

from the sale thereof, (as the case may be,) until the amount of the tolls concerning toils.

due and the charges of the making, keeping, and selling the distress be
ascertained by some justice of the peace for the county, division, or

place wherein the turnpike or toll gate at which the toll in dispute shall

be payable, shall or may be situate, who, upon application made to him
for that purpose, shall examine the matter on the oath of the parties or

other witness or witnesses, (which oath such justice is hereby autho-

rised and empowered to administer,) and shall determine the amount
of the tolls due, and shall award such costs and charges to either party

as to the said justice shall appear right and proper ; all which costs and
charges shall and may be levied and recovered, in case of non-payment
thereof forthwith, by distress and sale of the goods and chattels of the

person or persons so awarded or directed to pay the same, by warrant
under the hand and seal of such justice, rendering the overplus, (if any,)

upon demand, after deducting the costs and charges of making such
distress and sale, to the person or persons whose goods and chattels

shall have been so distrained and sold.

Sect. 41. If any person shall, with any horse, cattle, beast, or car- ^^^11^^'^°\q^
riage, go off or pass from any turnpike road, through or over any land evading toils.

or ground near or adjoining thereto, (not being a public highway, and
such person not being the owner or occupier, or servant, or one of the

family of the owner or occupier of such land or ground,) with intent to

evade the payment of the tolls granted by any act of Parliament ; or if

any owner or occupier of any such land or ground shall knowingly or

willingly permit or suffer any person, (except as aforesaid,) with any
horse, cattle, beast, or carriage whatsoever, to go or pass through or

over such land or ground, with intent to evade any such tolls ; or if any
person shall give or receive from any person other than the collectors of

the toUs, or forge, counterfeit, or alter any note or ticket directed to be
given, with intent to evade the payment of the tolls or any part thereof;

or if any person shall fraudulently or forcibly pass through any such
toll gate (a) with any horse, cattle, beast, or carriage ; or shall leave

upon the said road any horse, cattle, beast, or carriage whatsoever, by
reason whereof the payment of any tolls or duties shall be avoided or

lessened ; or shall take off, or cause to be taken off, any horse or other

beast or cattle from any carriage, either before or after having passed
through any toll gate, or, having passed through any toll gate, shall

afterwards add or put any horse or other beast to any such carriage,

and draw therewith upon any part of any turnpike road, so as to in-

crease the number of horses or other beasts drawing the said cariiage

after the same shall have passed through any toll gate, whereby the

paj^ment of all or any of the tolls shall or may be evaded ; or if any
person shall do any other act whatever in order or with intent to

evade pajTnent of all or any of the tolls, and whereby the same shall

be evaded, every such jDerson shall, for every such offence, forfeit and
pay any sum not exceeding 5l.

This section is to be read with the 32nd section, and therefore a
person going with a carriage and horse along a turnpike road for less

than 100 yards, and then turning into a private road, where he had no
right to go, with intent to evade payment of the toll upon the turnpike
road, is not liable to be convicted under this section, because he has
not actually used the road for 100* yards. {Veifch v. Exeter Boads
Trustees, 27 L. J. M. 0. 116.)

Sect. 20. If any person .or persons shall unload, or cause to be un- Penalty on un-

(a) This word is used synonymously with "turnpike gate." {Barnes v.

White, 1 0. B. 192.)
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3 Geo. 4, c. 126.,

loading goods, &c,
to evade toll, or
obstructing the
weighing, 6^ on
owner of waggon,
&c., and not ex-
ceeding 40«. on
driver.

• Sic,

t Sic.

X Sic.

Assaulting col-

lector, passing
through gate
without paying
toll, not exceeding
lOi. penalty.

Sic.

Claiming exemp-
tion.

Giving credit for
tolls.

8 Goo. 4, c. 126.

Powers for trus-

tees to let to farm
the tolls.

laden, any goods, wares, or mercliandise, from any cart, waggon, or

other carriage, at or before the same shall come to any turnpike gate

or weighing engine, erected by virtue or in pursuance of this or any
other act made for the repair or preservation of any turnpike road, or

shall load or lay upon such carriage after the same shall have passed
any such turnpike or weighing engine, any goods, wares, or merchan-
dise, taken or unladen from any horse, cart, or other carriages, belong-
ing to or hired or borrowed by the same waggoner or can-ier, in order

to avoid the payment of the said respective duties payable for over-

weight ; or if any person shall so unload in order to carry considerable

quantities of goods through any turnpike gate or by any weighing
engine in one and the same day, and thereby pay less toll at such turn-
pike gate or weighing engine than would have been paid if such goods,

wares, or merchandise had not been so unladen ; or if any driver of

any waggon or cart shall not wait a reasonable time, whilst any other

carriage shall be weighed, which shall have come to the weighing
engine before the carriage of which he shall be the driver ; or if tho

driver of any waggon or cart shall refuse or delay to remove or drive

any such waggon or cart from the weighing machine, in order by such
neglect or refusal to impede or delay the weighing of any other waggon
or cart, or shall turn or drive out of any road in order to avoid or evade
the weighing of any waggon or cart ; each and every person so offend-

ing in any of the cases aforesaid,* "and being thereof lawfully convicted
before one or more justice or justices of the peace for the limit where
the offence shall be committed, upon the oath of one or more credible

witness or witnesses, shall forfeit and pay the sum of 5?.t, to be levied

upon the goods and chattels of the owner of such cart, waggon, or

other carriage J ; and each and every driver, not being the owner of

such waggon or carriage, so offending, and being thereof convicted as

aforesaid, shall forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding 40s. ; and in

case of nonpayment thereof, shall be committed to the house of cor-

rection for any time not exceeding two calendar months. See further,

as to obstructing the weighing of carts, &c,, ante, p. 1224.

Sect. 139. In case any person or persons shall resist or make forcible

opposition against any person or persons employed in the due execution
of this act, or any particular act made for amending any turnpike road,

or shall assault any surveyor, or any collector or collectors of the tolls,

in the execution of his or their office or offices, or shall pass through any
turnpike gate or gates, rail or rails, chain or chains, or other fence or

fences set up or to be set up by autliority of Parliament, without pay-
ing the toll appointed to be paid at such gate or other fence, or shall *

hinder or make any rescue of cattle or other goods distrained by virtue

of this act, every such person offending therein shall, for every such
offence, forfeit any sum not exceeding 10?., at the discretion of the
justice or justices of the peace before whom he or she shall be convicted.

In Reg. v. Irving, 12 Q. B. 429, the court was divided in opinion
upon the question whether this section applied to a person passing
through a toll gate without violence, and not paying the toll demanded,
belie-sdng himself to be exempt.
As to the penalty for claiming to be exempt from toll, see p. 1229.

As to giving credit for tolls, see p. 1243.

12. Letting to farm, akd Duties and Power op Lessee
AND Collector.

By stat. 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 5"), it shall and may be lawful for tho

trustees or commissioners of every turnpike road, at a public meeting,

to let to farm the tolls of the several gates erected upon their respective

turnpike roads, in the manner hereinafter mentioned, although no ex-

press power shall have been given by any act or acts for that purpose

;

and that whenever any tolls shall hereafter be let to farm, by virtue of
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the poycrs given by this or any other act or acts of Parliament, the 9. Tolls.
foUowing^ directions shall be observed : (that is to say), the trustees
or commissioners shall cause notice [see Form, No. 82, post} to be ^ ^®°' ^' ^' ^"^'

given of the time and place for letting the same, at least one month ^f°i'x?.*° ffiP^®"
before the day to be appointed for that purpose, by affixing the same " ^ '"^ ^' ^'

upon every toll-gate belonging to such turnpike road, and also by in-
sertion thereof in some public newspaper circulated in that part of the
country, and specifying in every such notice the sum which the said
tolls produced in the preceding year, clear of the salary for collecting
the same, in case any hired collector was appointed, and that they will
let such tolls by auction to the best bidder, on his producing sufRcienb
sureties for payment of the money monthly , or otherwise (as in such no-
tice shall be specified («) ), and that they will be put up at the sum which
they were let for or produced in the preceding year, clear of the salary Tolls to be put
of the collector ; and, to prevent fraud, or any undue preference in the ^p ^\^^^ ^T"'
letting thereof, the trustees or commissioners are hereby required to cedhig year."^

provide a glass with so much sand in it as will run from one end of it

to the other in one minute, which glass at the time of letting such tolls

shall be set upon a table, and immediately after every bidding the glass
shall be turned, and as soon as the sand is run out, it shall be turned
again, and so for three times, unless some other bidding intervenes ; and Mode of receiving
if no other person shall bid until the sand shall have run through the biddings.

glass three times, the last bidder shall be the farmer or renter of the
said tolls (Z»), and shall forthwith enter into a proper agreement for the
taking thereof, and paying the money at the times specified in such
notice, with such surety or sureties for payment thereof, and under
such conditions and in such manner as the said trustees or commis-
sioners shall think fit ; and if the person being the last bidder shall
not forthwith enter into such agreement, it shall and may be lawful to
put up the said tolls again immediately for another bidder, and in like
manner to continue putting up the same until a bidder shall be found,
who shall enter into such agreement ; and in case no bidder shall ofier, if toils be not let

or in case the same shall not be let at such auction, it shall be lawful at such auction, a

for the said trustees or commissioners to accept a private tender for may'be ifc^epted.

the same, and to demise or let to farm, or agree to demise or let to farm,
all or any of such toUs, at any sum not less than the sum at or for

which they shall then have been last let ; or the said trustees or com-
missioners may appoint a collector of such tolls, or fix some future day
for the letting thereof, as they shall judge most proper, upon giving
such notice thereof as aforesaid, and shall and may in that case put
them up at such sum as they shall think fit (c) ; and if the person or Penalty on coUec-
persons who shall be the farmer or renter, or collector or collectors, of tors taking more

(a) By a memorandum of agree- trustees thought proper to take less

ment between the trustees of a turn- than three biddings ; and that the trus-

pike road and N., the trustees agi-eed tees should have a reserved bidding,

to let, and IST. to take the tolls for a There was one bidding only, which
year at a certain rent; and N., as was made by the plaintiff ; whereupon
renter of the tolls, and D., as a surety, the trustees declared, that if there
severally promised the trustees that was no advance, they should be
N. should pay the rent, and perform obliged to make a reserved bidding,

the conditions annexed to the agree- The minute glass was turned thrice,

ment. Held, that the contract was and there was no further bidding,

several, and not joint, and that the The plaintiff insisted that, under the
trustees could not sue the parties express terms of the act, he was the

jointly for arrears of the rent. (Lee purchaser, and he filed his bill for a

V. Nixon, 1 J. tO ^. 201.) specific performance :—Held, that he
{b) Trustees under this act put up was not entitled to relief, and the

tolls subject to other conditions than bill was dismissed, but without costs.

the above, one of which was, that, un- {Levy v. Pendergrass, 2 Bcav. i\5.)

less there should be three biddings, (c) By a local statute, prior to the

there should be no letting, unless the general turnpike act, 3 Geo. 4, c. 126,

VOL. ir. 4 L
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three years.

Lease of tolls.

such, tolls, shall take a greater or less toll from any person or persons

3 Geo 4 c i-'C
^^^^ what is authorised or directed by this or the particular turnpike

or less than til
^^^' ^^ ^^" ^^y shall, for evcry such offence, forfeit the sum of ol., and

authorised toll, 5?. the said agreement for renting the tolls shall, if the said trustees or

commissioners shall think fit to vacate the same, become and be null
Trustees may bid. and void (a) : Provided always, that at all such lettings the trustees or

commissioners shall be entitled to bid for the tolls so to be let, either

by themselves or their clerk, or treasurer, or any other j)erson by them
Limiting leases to resjDectively authorised

; [see 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 53 ;] provided also, that
"

no such tolls shall be demised or leased for any longer tei'm than 3

years at any one time {h) (c).

Where trustees of a turni>ike road were authorised to let the tolls,

upon giving certain notice of their intention to do so ; and such notice

was to state the amount which the tolls produced during the preceding
year, clear of the expenses of collecting ; it was held, that whereas the

notice merely stated the amount received by the trustees during the

preceding year, although during part of that time the tolls were let for

a greater sum than they had actually produced, and no expenses were
allowed for collecting during that part of the year, the notice was in-

sufficient. {Neivman v. Iii7i(j, 15 L. J. 365, Ch.) In an action for rent

payable under an agreement with trustees of turnpike roads, the decla-

ration need not show that the forms required by s. 55 were complied
|

with in the letting. [Willmcjton v. Brmvne, 8 Q. B. 169.)

Debt for turnpike tolls has been held to lie in a case where
defendant by a misrepresentation induced the collector at a certa

toll-gate to believe that he was not entitled to demand or to recei

Debt for tolls.

trustees of a turnpike road were em-
l)Owered to let the tolls by writing
under their hands and seals, the rent

to be made payable to their treasurer,

in default of which every such lease

should he " null and void, to all in-

tents and purposes whatsoever :"

—

Held, that tliis clause was still impe-
rative, though, by the General Turn-
2nke Act, s. 55, it is enacted, that,

after the tolls shall. have been let as

there directed, the purcliaser sliall

" enter into a proper agreement " for

the taking thereof and paying the
rent "under such conditions and in

such manner" as the trustees shall

think fit. Held, further, that a lease

making the rent payable to the trus-

ses or their treasurer, was not con-
formable to the local act ; that the
words "null and void "in that act
were not to be construed as " void-
able," but that the lessee or his surety
might treat the lease as absolutely
void ; and that the lessee's surety
might take advantage of the above
defect, in an action brought against
him by the trustees for non-payment
of the rent, though'the lessee hadtakeu
the tolls for several years under the
lease. {Pearce v. Morrice, 2 Adol. d:

Ell. 84.)

(a) See this offence further noticed,

PMte, p. 1188, and the 4 Geo. 4, c. 95,

s. 30, ante, p. 1189.

{b) A collector, informally appoint-

ed, may yet recover, on an account

stated, tolls for which he has giveS

credit, no objection to his title iaeingj

made by the trustees or creditors.!

The defendant, to whom the credit'i

was given, had, by his own acts, ac-

knowledged the state of the account.

(Peacock V. Harris, 10 East, 104.)

Credit may be given for tolls where]
there is no collusion. Where tho;j

trustees mortgaged the toll hotise,

and no such jwwer was given to them,
the deed was held voiil, and that tho

trustees were not estopped from thej

objection ; because the court are bound]
to take notice that the statute gavel
no such authority. (Fairtitle v. Oil-

hert, 2 T. R. 169. See Doc Lcviv,\
Home, 3 Q. B. 757.)

(c) in a declaration on an agi-ee^^

ment for the letting of tolls under th<!

above statute, it is not necessary

allege specifically, that all the direc

tions contained in this section liav4

been complied with on the occasion

of the letting : it is enough to alles
'

generally, that the tolls " were dul

put up and let to farm by auctionjl

by virtue of the }ioweis and in \M
manner directed by the statutes

that case made and provided." {OM
royd v. Crumpton, 4 Biiuj. N. C. 2i
Willivc/ton v. Eroivne, 8 Q. B. 16f
But it seems that the declaratic

should allege that the agreement was
in writing and signed in the manner
directed by the statute, {Id.

)
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toll of tho defendant; by wliich. means the defendant had been enabled 9. Tolls.

•onstantly to pass througli the gate toll free, and without any demand
being made upon him for the toll properly due. {Maurice v. Marsden ' ^' '

19 L. J. lo2 a. P.)

An agreement sufficiently complies with the statute which is signed

by the clerk, and recites that A. B. is the highest bidder for, and had
become the renter of certain tolls, and that the clerk did thereby on
behalf of the trustees, agree to let, and that A. B. did agree to take

the tolls and toll house. (Shepherd v. Ilodsmaii, 21 L. J. Q. B. 263.)

The 8 & 9 Vict. c. 106, s. 3, declaring any lease of hereditaments, which
is by law required to be in writing, shall be void if not made by deed,

does not a^Dply to the letting of tolls. (/&.)

By stat. 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 52, it shall and may be lawful for the 4 Geo. 4, c 91.

trustees or commissioners of any turnpike road, under and subject to Tolls may be

the directions and provisions of the said recited act [3 Geo. 4, c. 126] "iiots.

and this act, to let to farm, or agree to let to farm, all or any part of

the tolls of the several gates erected upon their respective roads, and
all or any of the said gates, either together and in one lot, or by par-

cels and in several lots ; and that in case the said trustees or commis-
sioners shall at any time let to farm the said tolls in parcels or lots, it

shall be lawful for the said trustees or commissioners to put up each
such parcel or lot at such sum as they shall think fit.

Sect. 53. When the trustees or commissioners of any turnpike road Trustees may bid

shall put itp the tolls to let to farm, the said trustees or commissioners »' letting of tolls,

may, if they think fit, appoint some person to bid for the same on
their account, to the intent that such tolls may not be let for less than
an adequate value (a).

Sect. 54, reciting that, in some situations a toll gate or bar, belong- Tolls of another

ing to trustees or commissioners of one road, is placed so near to the trust adjoining

gate or bar of the trustees or commissioners of another road, as to be '^'^^' *^

inconvenient to the respective trusts, and to the public, enacts, that it

shall and may be lawful for the trustees or commissioners of any turn-
pike road, if they shall agree thereto, at any public meeting to be
holden for that ])urpose, to take to farm the tolls payable at any toll

gate or bar of any other road adjoining or near to the road under their

care and management ; and the trustees or commissioners so farming
the tolls may collect and receive the same, or may reduce the said tolls

so farmed, or may discontinue the same, as they shall see fit.

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 57, all contracts and agreements to be made 3 Geo. 4, e. 120.

or entered into for the farming or letting the tolls of any turnpike Contracts and

roads, signed by the trustees or commissioners letting such tolls, or yllfdwuen signed
any two or more of them, or by their clerk or treasurer (c), and the by trustees, &c. (6).

(«) See a similar provision in 3 Geo. D. , then being treasurer to the said

4, c. 126, s. 55, ante, p. 1248. trustees, and by the said lessee and
{h) See ante, p. 1250, n. (c). his sureties, the. said lessee and his

(c) In an action by the clerk of the sureties did severally and jointly

trustees of a turnpike road against agree to and with the said H. D.,

a surety for the lessee of the tolls, the that they or one of them should and
declaration stated, that, at a public would pay unto the said H. D., his

meeting of the trustees for letting the successors and executors, or to whom
tolls, the lessee was the best bidder, any five of the said trustees should

and that the trustees declared that he direct, the several instalments of mo-
should become tenant to them of the ney therein mentioned ; and that, on
tolls at a certain sum, on the terms failure of payment, the trustees might
and conditions mentioned in a certain enter into the toll houses and take

iigreement ; and that, in considera- the tolls. The declaration then stated

tion of the premises, by an agi-eement that the lessee entered into the re-

then made by and between the trus- ceipt of the tolls, and paid certain

tees and the lessee and his sirreties, instalments ; but that the residue was

which said agreement was in writing, not paid and satisfied to H. 1). and

and was then duly signed by one H. the trustees :—Held, on demurrer,

4t, 2
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3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

Wlicre two per-
sons fill the office

of clerk, both
must join in con-
tract.

Lessees of tolls

may appoint per-
sons to receive
same, who shall

be subject to like
penalties as col-

lectors appointed
by trustees.

H^igfthjags, Euvnpiftc,

4 Geo. 4, c. 05.

Lessees, or per-
sons appointed by
them ma3* occupy
toll houses.

Enabling trustees
to take po.ssession
of toll house, &c.,
when let to farm,
or held ))y coUec-,
tors for trustees,
In default of per-
formance of con-
ditions, &c.

lessee or farmer, and liis sureties, of such tolls respectively, shall Ix-

good, valid, and effectual, to all intents and purposes, notwithstanding'

the same may not be by deed or under seal (o) ; any act or acts of

Parliament or law to the contrary thereof notwithstanding.
"Where two persons fill the office of clerk to the trustees of a turn-

pike road, it seems both must join in creating a contract on the pnit

of the trustees under this section. {Bdl v. Dixon, 9 BiiKj. 393.) 'i'lii>

correctness of this decision was discussed in the case of Lee v. Ni.'-mi

(1 A. it E. 201); but the court gave no opinion on it. In that cas,',

the question decided was as to the contract of the renter and his sure-

ties being joint and several, and it was decided to be several only.

Sect. 58. During such time as the tolls, or any part or parts thereof,

shall bo leased to any person or persons whomsoever, it shall be lawful
j

for the lessee or lessees, farmer or farmers thereof, or such other

person or persons as he, she, or they shall, by writing or writings I

under his, her, or their hand or hands authorise or appoint, to demand
,

and take such tolls so leased, demised, or farmed, and to use all such
;

means and methods for the recovery thereof, in case of non-paj''ment
j

or evasion, as any collector of such tolls appointed under or by virtue
j

of any act of Parliament for the making of turnpike roads, or by this
j

act, is authorised and empowered to use ; and such lessee or lessees,

farmer or farmers, or other person or persons as aforesaid, so de-
manding and taking such tolls, shall be subject to the like pains, pe-

nalties, and forfeitures, and shall be liable to the like actions andj
prosecutions, as any collector of such tolls appointed by the trustees]

or commissioners is subject or liable to. (See ante, p. 1188.)
By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 58, during such time as the tolls arising on]

any turnpike road, or any part or parts thereof, shall be leased, de-

mised, or let to any pei'son or persons whomsoever, it shall and may 1

be lawful to and for the lessee or lessees, or farmer or farmers thereof,
|

or such other person or persons as he or they shall authorise or ap-

point, to occupy and enjoy the toll house or toll houses at which the
j

said tolls so let are to be collected and to arise, with all the appurte-
nances and conveniences to the same toll house or toll houses be-
longing, for the purpose of collecting such tolls, during so long time

j

only as such lessee or lessees, farmer or farmers, shall duly and regu-
larly pay his, her, or their rent or rents, and perform the covenants,
agreements, and conditions of such lease, demise, or letting, but no

,

further or otherwise.

Sect. 59. In case all or any of the tolls, arising by virtue of any act
j

for repairing or amending any turnpike road, shall have been or shall!

bo demised or let to farm, to any person or persons in any manner
j

whatsoever, and the lessee or lessees, farmer or farmers thereof, shall]

neglect or refuse to perform the terms and conditions on which thej
same shall have been or shall be so demised or let ; or in case the rent
or rents agreed to be paid by such lessee or lessees, farmer or farmers,!
shall be in arrear by the space of 7 days next after any of the daj'-s oul
which the same ought to be paid, pursuant to the agreement for let-

ting to farm thereof; or in case any such lease or agreement shall ii

any other manner become void ; then, and in any of those cases, it

shall and maj' be lawful for any justice of the peace for the county oi

place, by warrant under his hand and seal, to order a constable oi

other peace officer, with such assistance as shall be necessary, to entei

that the agreement, as stated in tlie

declaration, was an agreement by the
lessee with H. D. in his individual

capacity, on which the trustees could
not sue. (/fellings v. Pratt, 6 Jur.
914- Q. B.)

(a) By the common law there could

be no contract or agreement of thij

kind except under seal. (See K
Marquis of Salishury, 8 Ad. <fc

716.)
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upon and take possession of any toll house or toll houses, toll gate, 9, Tolls.

bar, or chain, or weighing machine, and the buildings and appurte-, _ , „_ ., —^—^ , — ^_ . "j^^

—

^^

nances thereto belonging, and to remove and put out such lessee or * ^^°- ^> ^- ^^

lessees, farmer or farmers of the toll arising thereat respectively, or
other person or persons who shall be found therein, together with his,

her, or their goods, out of and from the possession of the said toll

house or toll houses, and from the collection of tolls, and to put the
said trustees or commissioners, or any one of them, or their new
appointed officer, or other person acting b)'' or under their aiithority,

into the possession thereof ; and thereupon it shall be lawful for the
said trustees or commissioners (if they shall think fit] to vacate and
determine the contract or agreement (if any) for demising or letting

the said tolls to such lessee or lessees, farmer or farmers, and the same
shall bo from that time utterly void, to all intents and purposes (save
as to the covenants or agreements for payment up to that time of the
rent or rents thereby reserved, or other covenants or agreements on
the lessee's part, which shall have been holden), as if such demise or

agreement had never been made ; and it shall be lawful for the said

trustees or commissioners, in every such case, to demise or let to farm
the said tolls again to any other person or persons, or cause them to

be collected, as if no former demise, contract or agreement had been
made I'elative thereto ; any rule of law or right to the contrary not-
withstanding.

See further as to the duties and liabilities of the collector, ante, J^'^rthej- duties

^ MQij "ud liabilities

P' ^^^'' collector.

13. Mortgage of Tolls.

A mortgagee of tolls may act generally as a trustee. (3 Goo. 4, Mortgagee may
C. 126, S. 64, p. 1160.)

act as trustee.

_Bv 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 81, it shall be lawful for the trustees or com-
y^^ll-^%%1^^^^

missioners of any turnpike road to borrow and take up at interest, on money.
'^^°'^

the credit of the tolls arising on such road, such sum or sums of

money as they shall from time to time respectively think pi-oper, and
to demise and mortgage (a) the tolls on such road, or any part or parts

thereof, and the turnpikes and toll houses for collecting the same (the

costs and charges of which mortgages shall be paid out of the tolls), as

a security to any person or persons, or their trustees, who shall ad-
vance such sum or sums of money ; which mortgages shall be in the

words or to the efltect following; (that is to say),

'
' By virtue of an act passed in the year of the reign of , intituled l''"i'"^ "f mortgage

[here set forth the title of this act], we, tvliose hands and seals are hereunto
subscribed and set, being of the trustees [or, ' commissioners 'J/or putting
into execution an act, passed in the year of the reign of , intituled

[here set forth the title of the act under which the trustees or commissioners
borrowing the money and granting the mortgage shall act], in consideration of
the sum of sterling, advanced and paid by A . B. of to the treasurer

of the said trustees, [or, ' commissioners '], do hereby grant and assign unto the

said A. B. and his executors, administrators, and assigns such jn'oportion of the

tolls arising and to arise on the said turnp>ike road, and the toll gates and toll

houses erected or to be erectedfor collecting tlie same, as the said sitm of
(loth or shall bear to the tvhole sum now or licreafter to become due and owing on
the security thereof: To have, hold, receive, and take the said 2)roportion of the

said tolls, toll gates, toll houses and 2}'>'emises, with the appurtenances, unto tlie

said A. B. and his executors, administrators, ami assigns, for and diiring the

residue of the term for which the said tolls are granted by the said last-mentioned

(a) Before this act, the trustees gage, though executed by them.
had no power to mortgage toll houses, (Fairtitlc v. Gilbert, 2T. R.lll, ante,

and they were not estopped from dis- p. 1250, n. {b). See Doe d. Levi v.

[lutiug the legality of such a mort- Home, 3 Q. B. 757.)
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4 Geo. 4, c. 126.

ad, itnlcss tlie said sum of , toith. interest after the rale of per cenluii.

per annum, sh/xll he sooner repaid and satisfied. Given under our howls th

day of ."

And copies of all such mortgages shall bo entered in a book or bocil.

to be kept for that purpose by the clerk or treasurer to the said_ trus-

tees or commissioners, for which entry such clerk shall be i)aid tin-

svim of OS. and no more, out of the tolls payable on such road, ni

which said book or books shall and may at all seasonable times !

Mortgages may be perused and inspected without fee or reward ; and it shall be lav/iul

assigned. for all persons respectively, to whom any mortgage shall be made ;i -

aforesaid, or who shall be from time to time entitled to the moii'

thereby secured, to assign or transfer his, her, or their right, till

and interest in and to such mortgage, and the principal money ami

interest thereby secured, to any other person or persons whomsoever ;

which assignment or transfer may be made in the following words, or

words to the like effect, to be indorsed on such mortgage security, ov

to be underwritten or thereunto annexed, and signed in the presen( '

of and attested by one or more credible witness or witnesses; (that i-

to say),

Form of assign-
" ^' ^- -^> t°^'>

' ^' ^- ^•> ^w>'si(/Hec, executor, or administrator of A. B.,

ment. the case may happen], do hereby assign and, transfer this mmi,gage security, tvirh

all my right and title to tlie principal money thereby secured, and, all interest}

noio due and hereafter to groiv due upon the same, unto E. F. , his or lier cxeeic-

tors, administrators, and assigns. Dated this day of , ooie thousand]

eight hundred ajid

" Wihiess, G. H. (Signed) A. B. or, C. L."

Which transfer shall be produced and notified to the clerk or treasurer

of the said trustees or commissioners, within two calendar months
next after the day of the date thereof, who shall enter the same in the

said book or books, for which entry the said clerk or treasurer shall bo
paid the sum of bs. and no more ; and such transfer shall then entitle

such assignee, his executors, administrators, and assigns, to the full

;

benefit of such mortgage security ; and every such assignee may, in

like manner, assign or transfer the same, and so toties (pioties; and it

shall not bo in the power of any person or persons (except the person
or persons to whom the same shall bo last transferred, his, her, or

their respective executors or administrators) to release, discharge, or

make void the original mortgage security or the monies due thereon,

or any part thereof ; and all persons to whom any such mortgage or

transfer shall be made as aforesaid, shall, in "proportion to the sum or

sums of money thereby secured, be creditors on the tolls by such act
j

granted, and on the said toll gates and toll houses, in equal degree one
with another, or in such order as shall be agreed upon and stipulated I

by the said trustees or commissioners at the time of the advance of
j

their respective shares. {^eoDoc d. Banks \. Booth, 2 B. (£• F. 219, post,]

p. 1255.)
If a mortgage be given to the clerk and solicitor to the trustees for

j

money due to him as solicitor, and the mortgage recite the considei'a-

tion to be money advanced by the solicitor, and the evidence is that>
having asked for payment on account of his bill, the mortgage wa
given, this is a valid mortgage, the transaction being equivalent
advance of money by him, within this section. (Jones v. Jones,

Exch. 16.)

A mortgagee of tolls has no right to sue the trustees for arrears ol
interest due, although they may have a surplus in hand, (Bardoe v.j

Price, 16 M. & IF. 451.)

Transfer. A transferee of a mortgage of turnpike tolls, in the general for

given by this section, has no title until such transfer has been proi
duced and notified to the clerk or treasurer of the trustees and enter
in a proper book kept by such clerk or treasurer ; and if the trust
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for managing turnpike roads of a district hold meetings at several 9. Tolls.

places in the district, and appoint separate clerks, "who keep separate -

books at each place, it is sufficient for the clerk at one of those places

to enter the mortgage made by the trustees meeting at that place in

his book, although the general form is adopted, and the mortgage
includes the whole tolls of the district, and although he himself is the

mortgagee. {Doe d. Jones y. Jones, 19 X. J. 284, Excli.) If the transfer

is prepared by the clerk of the trustees, that is a suflBcient notification

of the transfer. (76.)

By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 60, in case the trustees or commissioners of 4 Geo. 4, c 95.

any turnpike road shall, at any time or times, be desirous of paying Trustees may pay
{V L- r A1 • ^ • 1 1 • i-v. j-i any one creditor,
on any portion 01 the principal monies due and owing upon tne credit ^o be aetei-mined

of such road, where all the interest due thereon shall have been duly by lot.

paid or otherwise satisfied, it shall and may be lawful for them, at any
meeting to be holden according to the directions of the said recited

act [3 Geo. 4, c. 126], or this act, or of the act or acts in execution of

which they shall act (notice of such intended meeting and of the pur-

l^oses thereof being first given, at least twenty-eight days preceding

the same, by advertisement in some newspaper printed in or usually

circulated in the neighbourhood of the said road), if they shall think fit,

instead of paying the same rateably amongst all the creditors, to deter-

mine by lot to which of such creditors the whole or any portion thereof

shall be so paid, and to pay the same to such creditor or ci'editors Oj^^^y
°^*^^^^'^^^^'j

only, or to any of the creditors, with the consent of all the other the others,

creditors.

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 47, all and every mortgagee and mortgagees 3 Geo. 4, c. 120.

that hath or have taken or been in possession, or shall hereafter take Mortgagees m,. ..
j^ f, 1

^ ^ 1 J.1 „ possession of tolls
or be in possession 01 any toll gate or bar set up or erected on any fg aoeount to

turnpike road, or of any lands or tenements, the rents and profits trustees (a),

whereof are appropriated to the repairs of any part of any turnpike

road, shall, within 21 days after he, she, or they shall have received

notice in writing from the trustees or commissioners of such turnpike
road, render an exact account in writing to such trustees or commis-
sioners, or to such person as they shall appoint, of all monies received

by such mortgagee or mortgagees, or by any other person or persons

for his, her, or their use and benefit, or by his, her, or their authority,

at such toll gate or bar or otherwise, and what he, she, or they have
expended in keeping or repairing the same ; and in case he, she, or

they shall neglect to render such account when required as aforesaid,

he, she, or they shall severally forfeit and pay to the said trustees or

commissioners, for every refusal, neglect, or omission, the sum of 501.,

to be applied to the use of the road on which such toll gate or bar shall

be erected.

Sect. 48. If a mortgagee keeps possession after he has received the

money due, he shall forfeit double the sum and treble costs, to be re-

covered by action.

Sect. 49. An action of ejectment may be supported by one mort-
gagee.

This section obviates a doubt, suggested in Doe d. Banks v. Booth, 2

B. <fe P. 219, viz., that by the ejectment, a mortgagee might obtain a
preference. In that case, where the trustees under a turnpike act had
demised to one of several mortgagees such proportion of the tolls arising

from the road, and of the toll houses and toll gates for collecting the

same, as the sum advanced by him bore to the whole sum raised on the

credit of the tolls, and the mortgagee brought ejectment for the toll

gates, in order to repay himself the interest due to him :—-It was held,

that he might well maintain his action, notwithstanding a clause in

(a) Mortgagees under acts passed sion if the interest is duly paid. ^(13
since 1850 cannot enter into posses- & 14 Vict. c. 79, s. 5, ante, p. 1175.)
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equal degree.

An action of ejectment brought by a mortgagee of tolls under this

section to recover possession of toll gates, &c., was held entitled to the

verdict, where, after the commencement of the action another eject-

ment was commenced on the demise of another mortgage, laid earlier

than the one in the first action, but whether the lessor of the plaintiff

in the first action would be entitled to a writ of possession was not

decided. [Doe v. Rous, 1 E. & B. 419.)

The trustees of a local turnpike act granted mortgages of the tolls in

the form given by the 81st section of the above act, conveying to each

creditor such proportion of the tolls, and the toll gates, and toll houses,

as the money advanced by him bore or should bear to the whole sum
due or to become due on that security :—Held, that one mortgagee
might recover the toll houses and gates in ejectment (pursuant to the

above 49th section), notwithstanding a former mortgage, only remain-
ing accountable to the other mortgagees for such proportion of the

tolls as they were entitled to in respect of their advances. {Doe d.

Watton V. Fenfold, 3 Q. JJ. 757.)

By a local turni^ike act certain tolls were made subject to the pay-
ment of monies borrowed and to be borrowed thereupon. The trustees

granted mortgages of such tolls in the form given by the General Turn-
pike Act (3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 81), conveying to each creditor such
proportion of the tolls and the toll gates and toll houses, as the money
advanced by him bore or should bear to the whole sum due or to be-
come due on that security. By a subsequent act for making a new
branch road, the former act was continued, and certain tolls were
granted in respect of the new branch, to be applied like the former,
and to be subject to the debts incurred on the credit of the former
tolls ; and it was enacted, that all monies due on such credit should
bo entitled to "a j^reference and priority of charge and payment,"
before any monies advanced under such act, for making the new
branch.
On ejectment for the toll houses with the toll gates thereto belonging

by the holder of a mortgage (framed like the former ones), for monies
lent to complete the branch road:—Held, that the words " priority of

charge " did not prevent this mortgagee from acquiring a legal estate

in the subjects mortgaged, and that he might, in his own name only,

recover the toll houses and gates in ejectment (pursuant to 3 Geo. 4,

c. 126, s. 49), only remaining accountable to the other mortgagees for

such portion of the tolls as they were entitled to in respect of their

advances. {Doe d. Tliompsoyi v. Lediard, 4 B. & Ad. 137.)

{) Geo I, u. 77. By 9 Geo. 4, c. 77, s. 10, where, at the time of the exi^iration or
mortgages under repeal of any act for making and maintaining any turnpike road, any

rrmlain'trood
" monies which may have been borrowed, subscribed, or advanced under

the provisions of such act, shall be due and owing on the credit of the
tolls thereby granted, the term and tolls to be granted by all and everj'

subsequent act and acts for maintaining such turninke road shall be,

and the same are hereby made subject and liable to the payment of the
monies which shall so remain due and owing on the credit of such tolls,

and of all interest to grow due thereon, as fully and effectually, to all

intents and purposes, as if such monies had been borrowed or become
due on the credit or security of the tolls to be granted by such subse-
quent act or acts ; and all and every person and persons, who may owe
or be subject or liable to the payment of any sum or sums of money to

the trustees for carrying any such former act into execution, shall be
liable to the payment thereof to the trustees for executing any such
subsequent act or acts, and such monies shall be applied by them for

the purposes of such subsequent act or acts.

By sect. 11, bonds, contracts, conveyances, &c., are to remain in full

force notwithstanding the repeal of any act. (See ante, p. 1164.)
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Sect. 12. The trustees appointed bj' virtue of auj' local turnpike act, 9, Tolls.

may receive and cancel all or any of th.e raortgages granted under
the trusts of any former act for the same turnpike road, or any part „ °?',

g^^!^. ''^^^^

thereof, and instead and in lieu thereof giv^e and execute another mort- eel mortgages and
gage or other mortgages, at the expense of the parties requiring the execute others.

same.
Sect. 13. In all cases where it shall ajopear by the books kept by the And renew mort-

clerk or treasurer to the trustees of any turnpike road, or by any satis- ga^es, &c., lost or

factory evidence adduced at any meeting of such ti'ustees, that any
person or persons is or are a creditor or creditor's on security of the
tolls authorised by any local turnpike act to be taken, and that the
mortgage or assignment of the tolls for securing any such sum or sums
of money has boon lost, mislaid, or by accident destroj^ed, it shall and
may be lawful for the said trustees, or any 3 or more of them, to exe-
cute, at the expense of the person or persons applj'ing for the same, an
assignment of the tolls by any such local turnpike act granted, for the
sum or sums of money mentioned in such original assignment or
transfer, and every assignment to be executed shall bo valid and
effectual for the j)urposes therebj' intended.
By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 61, the trustees or commissioners for making 4 Gjo. 4, c.95.

or maintaining any turnpike road shall not be personally subject to or Trustees not per-

liable to be charged with the payment of any sum or sums of money,
n?ortia<'es^^^^

""

by reason of their having signed or executed any mortgage or assign-
ment by way of mortgage, or other security to be made by virtue or
in pursuance of any act for making or maintaining any turnpike road

:

Provided also, that in case any action, suit, or prosecution, shall be
brought or commenced against any such trustee or commissioner, for

any thing done by virtue or in pursuance of the said recited act

(3 Geo. 4, c. 126), or this act, or any such act for making or maintain-
ing any turnpike road, all the costs, charges, and expenses of defend-
ing such action, suit, or prosecution, or which such trustee or com-
missioner shall incur in consequence thereof, shall be defrayed out of
the tolls arising on the turnpike road for which such trustee or com-
missioner shall act. (See ante, p. 1177.)
By a local act, the trustees of certain turnpike roads were empowered Decision upon

to borrow money at interest upon the credit of the tolls, and to assign j^f.''*^ '^^t'*^ct^ n
them by way of mortgage as a security, such money to be repaid out of for interest.

the money arising from the tolls, and after j^ayment of the expenses
of the Act of Paidiament, to be disposed of as the said tolls and duties

were directed by the act to be disposed of. The plaintiff's testator

having advanced 200/. on these tolls, the turnpike trustees by deed
assigned one-twentieth part of the tolls to secure the 200L and interest

;

and the plaintiff having brought an action of debt for 400/., the interest

due, and averred in the declaration that the tolls received were sufficient

to pay all the interest on all the sums advanced on the credit of the
tolls :—Held, on special demurrer to the declaration, that the plaintiff

was not entitled to maintain an action against the trustees to recover
the interest {Pardoe v. Price, 11 M. & W. 427): et per cur.—"We
do not see how the plaintiff can maintain this action against the trustees,

for he has not been able to point out any clause in the act which makes
it compulsory on the trustees to pay the interest. If the plaintiff could
succeed at all, it would be on the count for money had and received after

notice to the ti-ustees to pay the interest to him; but upon that we give
no opinion."

Turnpike tolls are not within the Statute of Limitations (the 3 »S: 4 Turnpike U.AU not

Will. 4, c. 27) ; and, consequently, more than 6 years' arrears of interest ^oi^"f s'&V^'''
maybe recovered on a mortgage of turnpike tolls, notwithstanding the will. 4, c. 27.

42nd section of that act. {MelHsh v. Brooh, 3 lieav. 22.)
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Divis ion of sub-
ect.

f^{g!)iMa20, Eurnptfte*

i3un(sl)mfnti5 for.

Herein of

—

1. Ditches, Drains, &c., p. 1258.

2. Trees and TIedfjes, &c., p. 1260.

3. Encroachments on roads, p. 1261.

4. Laying Ruhhish, (fee, p. 1262,

o. Gates and Windmills, p. 1262.

6. Do(js, p. 1263.

7. Cattle Tethered or Straying, p. 1263.

8. Riding or Driving on Footiuays, p. 1265.

9. Improper Driving of Carriages, Carts, (fee, or luithout Ow)ui
Names thereon, p. 1265.

10. Using Railivay Carts and Locomotives on Roads, p. 1267.

11. Tires of Wheels, p. 1273.

12. Shidpans, p. 1273.

13. Destroying Turnpike Gates, <fcc., p. 1274.

14. And other Injuries and Annoyances not before enumerated—o
>,

Danmging Bridges, Ac, Drawing Timber, Injuring Road,
Slaughtering Cattle, Obstructing Passengers, Lights in Black-
smiths' Shops, Bonfires^ Baiting Bulls, Flaying Games, Leavin;/
Carts, &c., Timber, &c., Running Water, &c., Swine, &c.. Leav-
ing BlocJcs of Stone, Damaging Lamps, Tables of Tolls, Posts,
Buildings, Drains, Scrapings of Road, Saw-pits, &c., p. 1274.

For the apprehension of offenders, and the mode of inflicting the
penalties and punishments in general, see jip. 1277 to 1280.

dry

1. Ditches, Drahsts, &c.

4 Geo. 4, c. 12(5. By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 113, ditches, drains, or watercourses, of

hom&Ao b'^'occu
^ sufficient depth and breadth, for the keeping all turnpike roads dry,

piers onandsXr ^"^^ Conveying the water from the same, shall be made, scoured,
keeping the roads cleansed, and kept open, and sufficient trunks, tunnels, plats, or

bridges shall be made and laid where any carriageways, or footways
lead out of the said turnpike roads into the lands or grounds adjoining
thereto, by the occupier or occupiers of such lands or grounds ; and
every person or persons who shall occupy any lands or grounds
adjoining to or lying near such turnpike road through which the water
hath used to pass from the said turnpike road, shall and is and are
hereby required, from time to time, as often as occasion shall be, to
open, cleanse, and scour the ditches, watercourses, and drains, for
such water to pass without obstruction ; and that every person making
default in any of the matters or things aforesaid, after ten days'
notice (a) to him, her, or them given, shall, for every such oflPence,
forfeit any sum not exceeding 5/.

In Merivale v. Exeter Road Trustees, L. R. 3, Q. B. 149, the appellant
was convicted under s. 113 ibr that she, being the owner and occupier
of certain lands next and adjoining a part of the Exeter turnpike road,
and having received due notice from the trustees to cleanse, scour, and
keep open the ditch, drain, and watercourses of such part of the road as
adjoined her land of a sufficient width and depth to cany off the water
without obstruction, and keep the road dry, had failed to do so. The

(a) See forms. No. 97 to 102, ^jos/".
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court held that, under this section, the ditch beside the road is to be lo. Iiijuries,

made and maintained by the trustees, and not by the occupiers of the nicisaiices, itc.

adjoining land, and, therefore, the obligation to make and keep open ;

—

the drain beside the road in the 1st part of sect. 113 is cast upon the ^ ^°°* ^' "' ^"'^"

trustees. The latter part of the section means that, where a drain
which runs by the side of a road conies to a spot where the ground
is low, and there is an outlet so that the water hath used to pass
away from the road, then the occupier of the land through which the
water hath used to pass away from the road, shall keep open, cleanse,

and scour the ditches for such watercourses to pass without obstruction

;

but whore (as in this case) the water is running alongside the road
and does not pass away from the road into any lands of the adjoining

occupier, then such occupier does not occupy any lands where water
passes away.

Sect. 114. It shall be lawful for the surveyor of every turnpike Watercourses and

.

road, and such person as he or they shall appoint, to turn any water- tumcd™'*^
^^

courses, sinks, or drains running into, along, or out of any turnpike
road or any part thereof, to the prejudice of the same, and to open,
scour, and cleanse any watercourses or ditches adjoining to any turn-
pike road, and make the same as deep and large as he shall think
proper and necessary, in case the owners or occupiers of the adjoining
lands shall neglect to open, scour or cleanse such watercourses or
ditches, after 7 days' notice in writing given for that purpose

;

and the charges thereof, and of removing any annoyances, to be
settled by any one or more justices of the peace of the county or place

where such part of the turnjjike road shall lie, shall be reimbursed to

the said survej'^or by such owners or bccupiers, and the same shall be
recovered in such manner as the penalties and forfeitures are herein-

after {a) directed to be recovered ; and if, after the removal of any of

the said annoyances, any person shall again offend in the like kind,

every such person shall, for every such offence, forfeit and pay any sum
not exceeding ol. (See the rest of this section, p. 1262.)

Sect. 115. In all cases where any gutter, drain, sink, sewer, or Kxppnscs of r(>

underdrain, made or hereafter to be made, under or at the sides or Ei"towns, tcTbe
°

near any turnpike road, shall be used as well for the conveyance of defrayed between

the water from such turnpike road, as for conveying water, filth, or
^^.j^^s^

^^^ '"'^'^

other matters from the houses or premises, of the inhabitants of any
town, hamlet, \'illage, street or place, and no specific mode of repair,

or persons liable to the expenses of maintaining the same shall bo
api^ointed, the expense of maintaining and repairing such gutter,

drain, sink, sewer, or under-drain, shall be borne and defrayed equally
or in proportions by the trustees or commissioners of such turnpike
road, and the inhabitants of the town, hamlet, village, street, or place

using the same ; and in order to ascertain the proportion, and recover
such expenses, the surveyor of the tiu-npike road under or at the sides

or near to which such gutter, drain, sink, sewer, or underdrain, shall

be situated, shall, as often as shall be requisite, repair the same, and
shall then make out an account of the costs and expenses of such
reparation, and produce the same to any 2 or more justices of the

peace acting for the county or place where such gutter, drain, sink,

sewer, or underdrain, or so much thereof as shall be repaired, shall

lie ; and it shall and may be lawful for the said justices, and they are An account of tho

hereby authorised and empowered, to examine the accounts and state- ^^ ^e laid before

ments to be produced to them, and to inquire as to the persons using two justices, who

such gutter, drain, sink, sewer, or underdrain, and to proportion the
thfamount'^to'be

amount to be paid by the ti-ustees or commissioners of the turnpike paid by the

road, and by the inhabitants and persons using such gutter, drain, parties.

sink, sewer, or under-drain respectively, and to fix and ascertain the

{a) Post, p. 1278.
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3 Geo. 4, c. 12(5.

4 Geo. 4, c. 03.

Surveyors may
make drains, <tc.

3 Geo. 4, c. 1-26.

Owners of adjoin-
ing lands to cut
the hedges and
branches of trees
obstructing the
road.

If neglected fur

ten days, survej-or
may complain to a
justice, who may
order the same to
be done on pain of
Ibrfeiting 2.1. for

every twenty-four
feet in length of

the hedge (6),

amount of such, proportion, as they the said justices, shall deem just

and reasonable, to be paid by the said several parties respectively

;

- and if any i:)erson or persons shall neglect or refuse to pay the sum
directed by the said justices to be paid by him, her, or them, the same
shall be levied by distress and sale of the goods and chattels of the

person or persons so neglecting or refusing, by a warrant under the

hands and seals of any 2 or more justices of the peace, acting for the

county or place where such person or persons shall reside.

By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 67, it shall be lawful for the surveyor and
surveyors, and such other person and persons as shall be appointed by
the trustees or commissioners of any turnpike road, from time to time

to cut, make, or maintain drains or watercourses upon and through
any lands lying contiguous to any such road, and also to make ditches

in such places, and in such manner as such surveyor and surveyors, by
order of such trustees or commissioners, shall judge necessary ; and
make sufficient fences and barriers, and other erections, on any part or

parts of the said road, in order to j)revent any rivulet or current of

water from flooding the same, as such surveyor or surveyors shall

judge necessary ; making such satisfaction to the owners or occupier-

of such lands so to be used, cut through, or built upon, for tin

damages which they or any of them may sustain thereby, as sucli

trustees or commissioners shall jiidge reasonable ; and in case of any
difference between such owners or occupiers and such trustees or com-
missioners touching such damages, the same shall be finally settled

by any 2 or more justices of the peace for the county, city, or place

in which such road shall lie or be situate («).

See further as to the drains, &c., in highways, aide, p. 1047

2. Tbees and Hedges, &c.

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 116, the owners or occupiers of the land next
adjoining to every turnpike road shall cut, prune, and trim their

hedges to the height of 6 feet from the surface of the ground, and
also cut down, prune, or lop the branches of trees, bushes, and
shrubs, growing in or near such hedges, or other fences adjacent

thereto (such fences, trees, bushes or shrubs, not being in any garden,

oi'chard, plantation, walk, or avenue to a house, nor any tree, bush,

or shrub, being an ornament or shelter to a house, unless the same
shall hang over the road, or any part thereof, in such a manner as to

impede or annoy any carriage or j^erson travelling thereon), in such
manner that the turnpike road shall not be prejudiced by the shade
thereof, and that the sun and wind may not be excluded from such
turnpike road to the damage thereof; and that if such owner or

occupier shall not, within 10 days' after notice given by the suiTeyor for

that purpose, cut, prune, and trim such hedges, or cut down, prune,
or trim such branches of trees, bushes, and shrubs in manner afore-

said, it shall and may be lawful for the said surveyor, and he is hereby
required to make complaint thereof, to some justice of the limit where
such turnpike road shall lie, who shall summon the occupier of such
lands before him, to answer the said complaint ; and if it shall appear
to such justice that such occupier has not complied with the requisites

of this act in that behalf, it shall and may be lawful for such justice,

upon hearing the surveyer and occupier of such land, or his agent (or

in default of his or her appearance, upon having due proof of the
service of such summons), and considering the circumstances of the
case, to order such hedges to be cut, trimmed, and pruned, and such
branches of trees, bushes, and shrubs to be cut down, or pruned, or
trimmed in such manner as may best answer the purposes aforesaid;

(a) As to the liability of trustees

for an injury ari.sing from the cutting
of drains, &c. see mite, p. 1179.

(0) See forms, No. 101, &c., 2wst.
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and if the occupier of such lands shall not obey such order within 10 lo. Injuries,
days after it shall have been made, and he or she shall have had due nuisances, tfcc.

notice thereof, he or she shall forfeit the sum of 25. for every 24 feet

in length of such hedge which shall be so neglected to be cut, ^ ^®"' *' ''" ^'^'

trimmed, and pruned, and the sum of 2d. for every tree, bush or
shrub which shall be so directed to be cut down, pruned, or trimmed

;

and the surveyor, in case of such default made by the occupier, shall. Hedges, kc, may
and he is hereby required to cut, prune, and trim such hedges, and to ^^o trimmed at tlio

cut down, prune, or trim such branches of ti-ees, bushes and shrubs, f^^Jiterf
^ "

in the manner directed by such order, and such occupier shall bo
charged with and pay, over and above the said penalties the charges
and expenses of doing the same, or, in default thereof, such charges
and expenses shall be levied, together with the said forfeitures, upon
his or her goods and chattels, by warrant from a justice of the peace,
in such manner as is authorised for forfeitures, incurred by virtue of
this act. [As to levying forfeitures, see p. 1278.]

Sect. 117. No person or persons shall be compelled, nor anysur- Time of cutting

veyor permitted, by virtue of this act, to cut or prune any hedge at liedgea and trees,

any other time than between the last day of September and the last

day of March.
The road is only the surface over which the public has a right to

pass, and not the hedges and fences on each side, which the owners of
the land are bound to repair, although the trustees of a turnpike road
made such fences, and for several years repaired them. {li. v. Com-
rnissioners of Llandilo, 2 T. R. 232 ; ante, n. {h) p. 1193.)

As to cutting trees and hedges, and other laws relating thereto, as

regards highways in general, see p. 1045.

3. EjfCROACIIME^TTS OK EoADS.

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 118, if any person shall make or cause to be persons making
made any dwelling-house or other building, or any hedge or other encroachments on

fence on or at the sides of any turnpike road, in such manner as to breadth o^r'^nar-"^'

reduce the breadth or confine the limits thereof, or shall fill up or rowing limits

obstruct any ditch at the side thereof; or shall make or cause to be tl»ercof ;

made any dwelling-house or other building, or any hedge or other
fence on any common or waste land on the side or sides of any
turnpike road, within the distance of 30 feet, if within 3 miles of any
market town, or if beyond that distance, within 25 feet from the
middle or centre thereof (a) ; or shall make any drain, gutter, sink, or or making drains

watercourse across, or otherwise break up or injure the surface of any
^fs?iniurinK'^'^

turnpike road, or of any part thereof ; or shall plough, harrow, or roads ;

break up the soil of any land or ground, or in ploughing or harrowing or tiirning the

the adjacent lands, shall turn his or their plough or harrow in or upon ^'""^'''j'^-S'®

any land or ground within the distances aforesaid from the middle or certahi dlstai'ce'

centre of any turnpike road made or to be made, or make any other of the road ; shall

encroachment on any turnpike road within the distances aforesaid from ^^^^^^^ ^^'•

the middle or centre thereof ; every person so offending shall forfeit,

for every such offence, 40s. to such person as shall make information
of the same ; and it shall be lawful for the trustees or commissioners, ^"removS°"*^

^°

who have the care of any such road, to cause such dwelling-house
or other building, hedge, ditch, or fence, drain, sink, watercourse,
gutter, or other encroachment to be taken down or filled up, or,

where any ditch shall be filled up or obstructed, to be opened and
cleansed at the expense of the person or persons to whom the same
shall belong; and it shall and maybe lawful for anyone or more
justice or justices of the peace of the county where such offence

{a) As to what is the centre, see tion of statutes prohibiting buildings

sect. 124, p. 1157; and R. v. Gregory, within a certain distance of the road.

5 B. <€ Ad. 565, as to the interpreta-
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10. Injuries,'

mcisances, dx.

3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

Soil and slips,

who owner of.

Laying nilibish,

&c. ;

vemov.'vl of

expen.scs of.

Penalty for a .se-

cond offence, 51.

Gates to open
inv.'.ards.

Gates opening
outwards to be
removed.

sliall be committed, upon proof thereof to liim or them made upon
oath, to levy, as well the expenses of taking down or filling up
or cleansing such dwelling-house or other building, hedges, ditches,

drains, or other encroachments as aforesaid, as the several and respec-

tive penalties hereby imposed, by distress and sale of the offender's

goods and chattels, rendering the overplus (if any) to the owner on
demand.
Unless expressly declared otherwise, the soil of the road belongs

to the original proprietor of the land. {Davison v. Gill, 1 East, 69.)

The landowners on each side are in general presumed to be the
owners of narrow slips on each side. {Stevens v. Whistles, 11 East,

51; Lofft, 358; Grose v. West, 7 'Taunt. 39; Com. Duj. Chemin.)
See p. 1258.

4. Laying Eubbisii, »S:c.

Ey 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 114, it shall be lawful for the surveyor of
every turnpike road, and such person as he or they shall appoint, to
remove and prevent all annoyances on every part of every turnpike
road, by filth, dung, ashes, rubbish, or any other matter or thing
whatsoever, being laid or thrown upon any turnpike road, or upon
any open common or waste land within 80 feet of the centre thereof,

and to dispose of the same for the benefit of such road, in case the
owner shall neglect to remove the same within 12 hours after notice in
writing, signed by any 2 trustees, or the surveyor of such road, given
to such owner for that purpose, or in case the owner is not known,
then after a like notice affixed for 3 days on the nearest turnpike gate

;

and to turn any watercourses, sinks, or drains running into, along, or
out of any turnpike road, or any part thereof, to the prejudice of the
same, and to open, scour, and cleanse any watercourses or ditches ad-
joining to any turnpike road, and make the same as deep and large as
he shall think jjroper and necessary, in case the owners or occupiers
of the adjoining lands shall neglect to open, scour, or cleanse such
watercourses or ditches after T days' notice in writing given for that
purpose (a) ; and the charges thereof, and of removing any annoy-
ances, to be settled by any one or more justices of the peace of the
county or place where such part of the turnpike road shall lie, shall bo
reimbursed to the said surveyor by such owners or occupiers, and the
same shall be recovered in such manner as the penalties and forfei-

tures are hereinafter directed to be recovered ; and if, after the
removal of any of the said annoyances, any person shall again offend
in the like kind, every such person shall, for every such offence, forfeit

and pay any sum not exceeding 5/.

And see the general provision, s. 121, post, p. 12'74.

5. Gates ajsd Windmills.
Tij 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 125, no door or gate of any building, park,

paddock, field, or inclosure whatsoever, shall be made to open into or
towards any part of any turnpike road, or of any footpath belonging
thereto, or be suffered to continue so to open, except the hanging post
thereof shall be fixed or placed so far from the centre of any part of
siich tui-npike road, as that no part of such door or gate shall, when
open, project over any part of such turnpike road, or any footpaths
belonging thereto ; and the occupier or occupiers of any building,
park, paddock, field, or inclosure having any door or gate opening
outwards, contrary to the meaning of this act, shall within 14 days
after notice to him, her, or them given, either personally or in writing,
from the surveyor of any turnpike road, cause such door or gate to be
hung, so that no part of the same, when open, shall project over any

(a) See this part of tlic provision noticed, ante, p. 1259.
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part of such, turnpike road, or any footpath belonging thereto ; and 10. Injuries,

in default thereof, the surveyor of the said turnpike road is hereby nuisances, l-c.

authorised to cause the door or gate to be hung according to the in-
3"(jgo"~4"^i.,6

tention of this act ; and the person or persons guilty of such neglect or
Q^^g^^'^, p.^ "t^le

default shall, upon complaint made to any justice or justices of the expense of ro-

peace acting in and for the county or place where such neglect shall movai, and forfeit

appear, and upon conviction upon the oath of one credible witness, "ot exceeding 4o;.

pay to such surveyor such sum as the said justice or justices shall

direct, to defray the expense of making the alteration and hanging
such door or gate, and shall also forfeit and pay_ a further sum, not

exceeding 40s,, for his, her, or their neglect therein, to be fixed by and
at the discretion of the justice or justices before whom such conviction

shall be made.
Gates in a highway are a nuisance at common law though not

locked, but if it has continued time out ofmind, it will be assumed that

it was set up at first by consent on a composition with the landowner
on the setting out of the road. (1 Hawk. P. C. c. 79, s. 9.) See also

2 & 3 Vict. c. 45, also 5 & 6 Vict. c. 55, s. 9, and 8 & 9 Vict. c. 20, s.

47, as to gates at level crossings of railways.

See as to the proprietors of railways being obliged to erect gates

where railways cross turnpike roads, highways, &c., ante, p. 1050.

And see the 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 81, p. 1051, as to the width of

gates across public cartways and horseways.

Sect. 127. No person shall hereafter erect, or cause any windmill to No windmill to be

be erected within the distance of 200 yards from any part of any turn- two hunTrld"
pike road, under the penalty of 51. for each and every day such wind- j-avds of road.

mill shall continue : Provided always, that nothing herein contained

shall be construed to render legal the re-erection or continuance of any
windmill in anj- case where, by the common law, such windmill shall

be a public or private nuisance (o).

6. Dogs.

By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 76, if any person or persons, having the care 4 Geo. 4, c. 95.

of any waggon, wain, cart, or other such carriage conveying goods for S'^ f"gten "d* t^ tl

hire or rev/ard, or for sale, on any turnpike road, shall not chain or carriage,

fasten any dog that may be attending him or them on such road to

such waggon, wain, cart, or carriage, every person so offending shall

forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding 20s.

7. Cattle tethered or straying may be impounded, &c.

By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 75, if any horse, ass, sheep, swine, or other Cattle tetlierod or

beast or cattle of any kind, shall at any time be found tethered, or the^oadfto bl
°"

wandering, straying, or lying about any turnpike road, or on any part impounded,

thereof (except on such parts of any road as lead or pass through or

over any common or waste or uninclosed ground), it shall and maybe
lawful for any surveyor of the road where the same shall be found, or

any other person or persons whomsoever, to seize and impound every

such horse, ass, sheep, swine, or other beast or cattle, in the common
pound (if an}') of the parish, township, tithing, or place where the

same shall be found, or in such other place as the trustees or commis-
sioners of the road where the same shall be found shall have provided

or shall provide for that purpose, and the said horse, ass, sheep, swine,

or other beast or cattle, there to detain, until the owner or owners ""unfanTex
thereof shall, for every and each horse, ass, sheep, swine, or other penses.

beast or cattle so impounded, pay the sum of 2s., together with the

reasonable charges and expenses of impounding and keeping the same,

to the treasurer, clerk, or surveyor of the road on which the beast so

impounded shall have been found ; the said sum of 2s. for each beast,

(a) See 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 70, ante, p. 1050.
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3 Geo. 4, c. 12G.
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to be applied to the use of, and in aid of tlio tolls of such road ; and in

case the said penaltj^, charges, and expenses shall not be paid mthin
- 5 days after such impounding (notice being thereof first given to the
owner, if known at the time, or if not known, by affixing written

notices at the two next toll gates on the road nearest to the place

where the same shall be impounded), it shall and may be lawful for

any one or more justice or justices of the peace of the county or place,

where the offence shall have been committed, to order every such
horse, ass, sheep, swine, or other beast or cattle to be sold, except
where it shall be made to appear to such justice or justices, that the

horse, ass, sheep, swine, or other beast impounded, escaped from any
inclosure by any gate or fence being wilfully or negligently left open
or destroyed by any person not being owner or occupier, of such
inclosure, or employed by such owner or occupier, in which case

such justice or justices may remit the said penalty ; and the money
arising from such sale, after deducting the said i)enalty and charges

and expenses of impounding, keej)ing, and selling every such horse,

ass, sheep, swine, or other beast, or cattle, shall be paid to the person
whose property the same so sold shall appear to have been ; and incase
the owner thereof shall not be known, and no application shall be made
for the money arising from such sale within 21 days after such sale

shall have taken place, the said money shall be applied, after deduct-
ing the said charges and expenses, in the same manner as the said

penalty of 2s. is hereinbefore directed to bo applied : Provided always,
that no owner of any horses, asses, sheep, swine, or other beasts or

cattle impounded as aforesaid, shall in any case pay more than the

sum of 51. over and above the charges and expenses of impounding and
keeping the same, for any number of horses, asses, sheep, swine, or

other beasts or cattle impounded at one time : And provided always,

that nothing in this clause shall be deemed, taken, or construed to

extend to take away any right of pasturage which may exist on the

sides of any turnpike roads.

It is a question for the magistrates to decide whether animals are

wandering, strajdng, or lying about the road, and if upon the evidence

before them, they think that animals found in a road are under the

control of a keeper who has charge of them, they ought not to convict

under this section. {Morris v. Jeffries, 1 L. R. 261.) In Sherhurn v.

Wells, 32 L. J. M. C. 179, decided under the Metropolitan Police Act,

2 & 3 Vict. c. 47, s. 54, which makes it an offence to turn cattle loose

on a thoroughfare, it was held that this section did not apply to the

case of cattle turned out with a boy to look after them.
See the General Highway Act, s. 74, ante, p. 1063.

See, as to parties impounding cattle being obliged to find suffi-

cient food for them, 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 59, sects. 4, 5, 6. And see
'' Distress."

By stat. 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 123, in case any person or persons shall

release, or attempt to release, any cow, horse, ass, swine, or other live

stock or cattle which shall be seized for the purpose of being impounded
under the authority of this act, from the pound or place where the
same shall be so impounded, or shall pull down, damage, or destroy
the same pound or place, or any part thereof, or any lock or bolt be-
longing thereto, or with which the same shall be fastened, or shall

rescue or release, or attempt to rescue or release, any distress or levy
which shall be made under the authority of this act, until or before

such cow, horse, ass, swine, or other live stock or cattle seized or so

impounded, or such distress or levy so made, shall be discharged by duo
course of law, every person so ofl'ending shall, upon conviction there-

of before anj' one of his Majesty's justices of the peace for the county
or place where the offence shall have been committed, either upon
confession of the party or parties offending, or upon the oath of one
credible witness, and which oath the said justice is hereby authorised
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and empowered to administer, be committed by such justice, by 10. Injuries,

warrant under bis band and seal, to tbe common gaol or bouse of mdsanccs, &c.

correction of sucb of tbe said counties wberein tbe said offence sball
bave been committed, tbere to remain witbout bail or mainprize for ^°' '

'^'

any time not exceeding 3 calendar montbs.
See tbe 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 75, as to pound breacb, p. 1063

;

and as to pound breacb and rescue at common law, see " Rescue.''^

8. EiDiNG OR Driving, &c., on Footways.

By 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 24, s. 16, if any person sball injure, damage, 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 24.

incumber, ride upon, drive upon, or otberwise use any public foot- Riding or driving,

patb or causeway by tbe side of and adjacent to any turnpike road, to *''•• °" footways,

tbo prejudice, annoyance, interruption, or personal danger of any
person travelling tbereon, every person so offending sball be liable to
tbe same penalties in respect of sucb offences as by tbe acts berein-
before recited [3 Geo. 4, c. 126 ; 4 Geo. 4, c. 95] are imposed in respect
of sucb offences, wbetber sucb footpath or causeway be made,
maintained, and repaired by tbe trustees of tbe turnpike road
thereunto adjoining, or by the inhabitants of the parish wberein
sucb footpath or causeway is situated, or by any other person
whatever.

See tbe more confined provision in the 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 121,
relating to this, p. 1274.

9. Improper Driving, &c., of Carriages, Carts, &c., and
WITHOUT Names of Owners, &c., thereon.

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 130, it shall and may be lawful for any one ^ Geo. 4, c. 126.

person to act as the driver of 2 carts on any turnpike road, and for t^ke'lhlrje^f two
such carts to pass and traA^el on any turnpike road, being only under carts provided
tbe care and suj)erintendence of such single person : Provided always, t^cy are drawn

that such carts, when imder tbe care of only one person, sball not be each.
^ ""'^ °'^^

drawn by more than one horse each, and tbe horse of the hinder cart
shall bo attached by a rein or reins to the back of tbe cart which shall
be foremost ; and in case tbe said horse shall not be so attached, the
driver of the said carts shall forfeit the sum of 20s., to be recovered as
other penalties are by this act to be recovered : Provided also, that this Not to extend to

enactment shall not extend, or be construed to extend, to carts tra- c^-ts witMn ton

veiling on any turnpike road within 10 miles from the cities of London
^ J^ondon.

or Westminster.
Sect. 131, reciting that numbers of carts and waggons, and fre- children not to

quontly more than one, are intrusted to the care of children, who are drive carts, Ac,

unable to guide the horses drawing tbo same, enacts, that no cart or "" P°" '•'*i' "^ i^-'-

waggon travelling on any turnpike road sball be diiven by any person
or persons who sball not be of the full age of 13 years, under a
penalty not exceeding 10s., to be paid by the owner of such cart or
waggon.

Sect. 132 enacts, that if the driver of any waggon or cart of any Drivers of wag-
kind shall ride upon any such carriages in any turnpike road, not ffons or carts not

havingsome other person on foot or on horseback to guide the same unless smne^other
(such light carts as are usually driven with reins, and are then con- person on foot

ducted by some person holding the reins of the horse or horses, not ^"^o the .'ame.

being more than two, drawing tbe same, excepted), or if tbe driver of Drivers of any
^

any carriage whatsoever on any part of any turnpike road, sball, by hm"OT*damago^to
negligence or wilful misbehaviour, cause any hurt or damage to any others ; or qnit-

person or carriage passing or being upon such road, or sball quit the *'"° *^° ^^'^ •

road and go on the other side tbe hedge or fence inclosing the same,
or wUfully be at such distance from sucb carriage, or in such a situa-

tion whilst it sball be passing upon such turnpike road that be cannot
have the direction and government of the horses or cattle drawing tbe

same ; or if any person sball drive, or act as the driver of any such or driving carriage

VOL. ir. 4 M
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coacli, post-cliaise, or other carriage let for hii-e, or waggon, wain, fir

cart, not haying the owner's name as hereby required, painted there-

on, or shall refuse to discover the true Christian and surname of the

owner or principal owners of such respective carriage ; or if the

driver of any waggon, cart, coach, or other carriage whatsoever, meet-

ing any other carriage, shall not keep his or her carriage on the left or

near side of the road, or if any person shall, in any manner, wilfuny

prevent any other person or persons from passing Mm or her, or n:

carriage under his or her care upon such road, or by negligence

misbehaviour prevent, hinder, or interrupt the free passage of a

:

carriage, or of his Majesty's subjects, on any turnpike road, every

such driver so offending in any of the cases aforesaid, and being con-

1

victed of any such offence, either by his own confession, the view of a

!

justice of the peace, or by the oath of one or more credible witness or
j

witnesses, before any justice of the peace of the limit where such

offence shall be committed, or where such offender shall be appre-

hended, shall, for every such offence, forfeit any sum not exceeding

40s., in case such driver shall not be the owner of such carriage; and
in case the offender be the owner of such carriage, then any sum not

exceeding 51. ; and in either of the said cases shall, in default of pay-

ment, be committed to the house of correction for any time not exceed-

ing one month, unless such forfeiture shall be sooner j^aid; and every

such driver offending in either of the said cases, shall and may, by the

authority of this act, with or without any warrant, be apprehended by
any person or persons who shall see such offence committed, and

j

shall be conveyed before some justice of the peace, to be dealt with

'

according to law ; and if any such di-iver, in any of the cases afore-

said, shall refuse to discover his name, it shall and may be lawful for

the justice of the peace before whom it shall be taken, or to whom any
such complaint shall be made, to commit him to the house of correc-

tion for any time not exceeding 3 months, or to proceed against him
for the penalty aforesaid, by a description of his person and the offence

only, without adding any name or designation, but expressing in the
proceedings that he refused to discover his name.
By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 73, in case the di-iver of any waggon, cart, or

of any coach or other carriage, shall offend against any of the provi- /

sions of any act for making or maintaining any turnpike road, or the I

said recited act [3 Geo. 4, c. 126], or this act, whereby any penalty

(a) The now repealed highway act

(13 Geo. 3, c. 78, s. 60) imposed a
penalty on the driver of a cart, &c.,
for riding thereon, under the circum-
stances therein mentioned (being the
same as 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 132,
siipra), and authorised a justice, on
his own view, or upon the oath of
one witness, to convict the offender.
And in case such oifender refused
to discover his name, or .the name
of the owner of the cart, &c., he
was subjected to the hke penalty,
and might, witliout warrant, be ap-
prehended forthwith by the person
seeing the offence committed. Where
the driver of a waggon committed an
offence within this act in tlie view of
a justice, and having placed himself
before the hoard on which the mas-
ter's name Avas painted, so as to i)re-

vent the discoveiy of the owner, and

the justice, in order to ascertain tho i

name, stopped the horses, and laid!

hands on the driver, and removed!
him from his position before thel

board, and thereby informed himself
J

of the ownership : it was held by thel
Court of King's Bench, on demurrer, f

that this was a trespass, and gave thej

driver a right of action. " In thia

case," it was observed by the court,'

in delivering judgment, "two offences;

were completed, the riding upon the
waggon, and the refusing to commu-
nicate the owner's name ; for either

of these the defendant (the magis-
trate) might have convicted the plain-

tiff (the driver) on his own view as a
magistrate, or have apprehended him
as a private individual, for the pur-
pose of being dealt with according to

law. He does neither : but lays hands
on the plaintiff, and removes him
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shall be incui'red, and shall refuse to give his name, or shall abscond 10. Injuries,

or absent himself so as not to be found, then it shall and may be miisarices, (be.

lawful for any justice of the peace before whom complaint shall be ^

made, and he is hereby required to issue a summons, requiring the * ^°''' *' '''
^^'

owner of such waggon, cart, or other carriage to appear before him to

answer the matter of such comi)laint ; and if such owner shall refuse

or neglect to apjDcar, or appearing shall not then, or within 10

days thereafter, produce the driver so offending, or disclose his

name and place of abode, then the said justice, or any other justice

of the peace, on an examination of the circumstances, and ascer-

taining, by the examination of witnesses on oath, that such offence

has been committed by any such driver of any waggon, cart, or other

carriage, shall order and adjudge that the penalty incurred by such
driver shall be paid by the owner of such waggon, cart, or other

carriage ; which penalty shall be recovered and applied in manner
directed by the said recited act [3 Geo. 4, c. 126].

Sect. 15, for the better discovery of offenders, enacts, that the For discovery of

owner or owners of every waggon, wain, or cart, or other such carriage, offenders, names

shall, from and after the 1st day of October, 1823, paint, or cause to be painted^on wag-
painted, in one or more straight line or lines upon some conspicuous gons, &c., in the

part of the right or off side of his, her, or their waggon, wain, or cart,
i[]jJenSoned*'^"^

or other such carriage, or upon the off side shafts thereof, before the

same shall be used on any turnpike road, his, her, or their Christian

and surname, and the place of his, her, or their abode, or the Christian

and surname and place of abode of the principal partner or owner
thereof, at full length, in large legible letters not less than 1 inch in

height, and continue the same thereupon so long as such waggon,
wain, cart, or other such carriage shall be used upon any turnpike

road ; and every owner and proprietor of any waggon, wain, or cart. Penalty, 5?.

or other carriage, who shall use or allow the same to be used on any
turnpike road without the names and descriptions painted thereon as

aforesaid, or who shall paint, or cause to be painted, any false or

fictitious name or place of abode, on such waggon, wain, or cart, or

other carriage, shall forfeit and pay for every such offence, a sum not

exceeding 51.

30 & 31 Vict. c. 121, s. 4. Prom and after the passing of this act, no 30 & siVict. c. 121.

diiver of any waggon or cart of any kind shall be liable to any penalty
^^?^j?g°JJ ^^J"

for riding upon such carriage in any turnpike road, provided such &c., riding on
'

driver shall not ride upon the shafts of such carriage, but shall care- carriages on tum-

fuUy drive such carriage by means of reins held in his hands, such P^^° '"°^*^^-

reins being attached to every horse drawing the same.

As to driving on footpaths, see p. 1265. Other provisions.

As to leaving carts unguarded, see p. 1275.

As to using skidpans, see p. 1273.

As to the evasion of tolls, see p. 1247, 1241.

See the various regulations as to driving, drivers, and owners of

carriages, upon highways in general, p. 1275.

10. Using Eailway Cabts ajj^d Locomotives on Eoads. ^n , ^^4 Geo. 4, c. 95.

By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 16, if any waggon or cart, built or con- Loaded carts used

structed to be and usiially used on any railway or tramroad, shall be
?"^'^^|J^ ^f'^

drawn or pass loaded on any turnpike road, out of and away from such to' be drawn on
railway or tramroad, for the distance of more than 100 yards, the turnpike roads,

owner or proprietor of every such waggon or cart shall forfeit and
pay the sum of 40s., and the driver thereof, not being the owner, the Penalty,

from the cart. This he was not ati- on the record." {Jones v. Ov^en, 2

thorised by law to do ; the act was Z>. & R. 600.) See now tlie 5 & 6

an assault at law, and cannot be Will. 4, c. 50, ss, 77, 78, 79, ante,

justified by the plea which he has put pp. 1052, 1061.

4 M 2
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10. Injuries, sum. of 20s. for each and every time sucli waggon or cart shall bo so

nuisances, (tc. drawn and pass.

As to how far the use of locomotive engines may be a nuisance at

common law, see II. v. Pease (4 B. & Ad. 30) ; and Rex v. Morris (1 l>.

& Ad. 441).
2-1 <& 2a Vict. c. 70. By 24 & 25 Vict. c. TO, " An act for regulating the use of locomo-
Locomotives. tives, on turnpike and other roads, and the tolls to be levied on such

locomotives and on the waggons and carriages di'awn or propelled by
the same " it is enacted:

—

Scale of tolls to be
Sect. 1. All trustees, corporations, commissioners, and other persons

taken after passing acting under and in execution of any existing general or local turn-
of tills act. pike road act or public bridge act shall demand and take tolls not

exceeding the tolls following ; that is to say.

Weight of locomo- For every locomotive propelled by any power, containing within
**^^^-

itself the machinery for its own j)ropulsion, such a toll for

every 2 tons weight or fractional jiart of every 2 tons weight
that such locomotive shall weigh as shall be equal to the toll

or tolls by their respective acts made payable for everj' horso
di'awing any waggon, wain, cart, or carriage with wheels of a
width similar to those of such locomotive ; or in the case of a
toll by any such act made payable being charged on the
horse or horses di'awing any such waggon, wain, cart, or

carriage, without reference to the width of the wheels thereof,

then such a toll for every 2 tons or fractional part thereof
that such locomotive shall weigh as shall be equal to one
horse drawing such waggon, wain, cart, or carriage; which
tolls respectively shall be payable so often as tolls made pay-
able as aforesaid for such waggon, wain, cart, or carriage

shall be payable at the same gate : Provided always, that if

the wheels of such locomotive shall rest upon any shoo
or other bearing the surface of which shall bear upon the
ground so as to prevent the wheels coming in contact there-

with, such and the same tolls only shall be demanded and
payable as if the wheels thereof were of a width similar to

such shoe or bearing

:

Por every waggon, wain, cart, or carriage drawn or propelled by
any locomotive, for each pair of wheels thereof such a toll as \

shall not exceed the toll by their respective acts made payable
j

for two horses drawing any waggon, wain, cart, or carriage
j

with wheels of a similar width, and for every additional
j

wheel thereof one half toll in addition to the said toll ; or
j

in the case of a toll by any such act made payable being
^

charged on the horse or horses drawing any such waggon,
wain, cart, or carriage without reference to the width of thoj

wheels thereof, then such a toll for each wheel as shall bej
equal to one horse di'awing such waggon, wain, cart ot

carriage ; which said toll or tolls shall be jmyable so often as"?

the toll made payable as aforesaid for such waggon, wain, cart

or carriage drawn by horses shall be payable at the same
gate

:

Provided always, that in every case where the wheels of any waggons-
wain, cart, or carriage shall not all be cylindrical, as described in tha-

3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 9, the toll payable in respect thereof shall be on©
half more.

Sect. 2. AU clauses and provisions in any local or general turnpike

eimc'tments^arto
^oad act or public bridge act authorising tolls to be demanded or talc ;.

tolls to be taken upon locomotivcs Or carriages drawn by steam or any other than anii '

' 1

for locomotives. power, different to the tolls herein provided for, shall, so far as li •

same relate to such tolls, bo and the same are hereby repealed: l'i'»-

vided always, that this enactment shall not bo deemed or construed to

extend to any tolls authorised to bo taken in respect of any private
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roads or private bridges, or to the roads comprised in " Tlie commercial 10. Injuries,

roads continuation act, 1849." nuisances, d-c.

Sect. 3. Every locomotive propelled by steam or any other than
24 & 25 vict c 70

animal power, not drawing any carriage, and not exceeding in weight ^^ ^^ ^j^g g^^'g and
'3 tons, shall have the tires of the wheels thereof not less than 3 inches weight of loco-

in width, and for every ton or fractional part thereof additional motives,

weight, the tires of the wheels thereof shall be increased one inch in

width ; and every locomotive drawing any waggon or carriage shall

have the tires of the wheels thereof not less than nine inches in

width; but no locomotive shall exceed 7 feet in width or 12 tons

in weight, except as hereinafter provided; and the wheels of

every locomotive shall be cylindrical and smooth soled, or used
with shoes or other bearing surface of a width not less than 9

inches ; and the owner or owners of any locomotive used contrary

to the foregoing provisions shall for every such offence, on sum-
mary conviction, forfeit any sum not exceeding ol. : Provided always,

that whereas it may bo desirable that locomotives of a greater

Avidth than 7 feet and of a greater weight than 12 tons should bo
allowed to be used under certain circumstances, any person desiring

to use any such locomotive on any street or j)ublic highway within

the city oi" London or tho liberties thereof, or wdthin the limits of the

metropolis as defined bj^ tho 18 & 19 Vict. c. 126, for the better local

management of the metropolis, or within any other city or municipal

or parliamentary borough or on any turnpike road or other public

highway, shall apply within the city of London to the lord mayor
for the time being, or within any municipal or parliamentary borough
in Scotland to the lord provost or other chief magistrate thereof, and
in other places to the corporation, commissioners, trustees, and sur-

veyors, or other persons having the charge of any such street,

highway, turnpike, or other road over which it may be proposed to

W'ork such locomotive, for permission to use the same ; and the said

lord mayor, the said lord provost or chief magistrate, or such
corporation, commissioners, trustees, surveyor, and other persons as

aforesaid, shall have power to authorise such locomotive to be used
on such road or roads, or part of any road or roads, and under such
condition or conditions as to them may appear desirable ; but in the

case of the surveyor or surveyors of any highway in England no such

permission shall be valid without also it be approved by the justices

acting in petty sessions for any petty sessional division within which
it is proposed to use such locomotive.

Sect. 4. It shall not be lawful for any waggon, wain, cart, or other As to the wei<;ht

carriage so drawn or propelled as aforesaid, not having cylindrical
"Jl^eefg'

'^'^^ "'

wheels, to carry any greater weight, than is permitted in such waggon,
wain, cart or carriage by the general turnpike act ; and it shall not bo

lawful for any waggon, wain, cart or other carriage having cylindrical

wheels, to carry over or above the weight of the waggon, wain, cart,

or carriage, any greater weight than one ton and a half for each pair

of wheels, unless the fellies, tires, or shoes are 4 inches or more in

breadth ; nor to carry a greater weight than 2 tons for each pair of

wheels, unless tho fellies, tires, or shoes are (J inches or more in

breadth ; nor to carry a greater weight than 3 tons for each pair of

wheels, unless the fellies, tires, or shoes aro 8 inches or more in

breadth ; and for every single wheel one half of that permitted to be

carried on a pair of wheels ; nor in any case to carry a greater weight

than 4 tons on each pair of wheels, or 2 tons on each wheel ; but if

such waggons, wains, or other carriages are built and constructed

with springs upon each axle, then they shall be allowed to carry one

sixth more weight in addition to the above-mentioned weights upon

each pair of wheels : Provided always, that tho regulation of weight

herein mentioned and provided shall not extend to any waggon, wain,

cart, or other carriage carrying only one tree, or one log of timber, or
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10. Injuries,

nuisances, d:c.

24 & 25 Vict. c. 70.

Power to secretary
of state to prohibit
the use of locomo-
tives destructive
to highways or
dangerous to the
public.

Use of locomo-
tives restricted
over suspen.sion

and other bridges.

Damage caused
by locomotives
to bridges to be
made good by
owners.

one block of stone, or one cable or rope, or one block, plate, roll, or vessel

of iron or other metal, or compound of any two or more metals cast,

wrougbt, or united in one piece.

Sect. 5. In case it appear to one of ber Majesty's principal secre-

taries of state tbat tbe use of any particular description of locomotive

causes excessive wear and tear of tbe bigbways, or is dangerou.s or

inconvenient to tbe public, or tbat tbe use of locomotives generally or

of any particular description of locomotive is dangerous or incon-

venient to tbe public in certain districts or places, it sball be la-^ih!

for sucb secretary of state from time to time, by order under ]r'

band, to probibit tbe use of any kind or description of locomoti

specified in sucb order on any bigbway wbatsoever, or to probibit 1

use of locomotives, or any specified kind or description tbereof, <

tbe bigbways witbin any place, district, or limit mentioned in sii^

order, or otherwise to restrict tbe use of locomotives as circumstancu.j

may appear to bim to require, and from time to time, by order made
as aforesaid, to revoke or alter any sucb order previously made ; and
every order made under tbis enactment sball be pubHsbed in tbe
London Gazette, and any person using any locomotive contrary to any
sucb order sball for every sucb offence, on summary conviction tbere-

of before two justices, forfeit any sum not exceeding 101.

Sect. 6. It sball not be lawful for tbe owner or driver of any loco-

motive to drive it over any suspension bridge nor over any bridge on
wbicb a conspicuous notice bas been placed, by tbe authority of tbe

surveyor or persons liable to the repair of the bridge, that the bridge
is insufficient to carry weights beyond the ordinary traffic of the
district, without previously obtaining the consent of the surveyor of

the road or bridgemaster, under whose charge sucb bi'idge shall be
for the time being, or of the j^ersons liable to the repair of such
bridge ; and in case such owner of the locomotive and surveyor of the
road or bridge, or bridgemaster, shall differ in opinion as to the
sufficiency of any bridge to sustain the transmit of the locomotive,

then the question shall be determined by an officer to be appointed,

on the application of either party, by one of her Majesty's principal

secretaries of state, whose certificate of sufficiency of such bridge shall

entitle the owner of the locomotive to take the same over such bridge.

Sect. 7. Where any turnpike or other roads, upon which locomotives
are or hereafter may be used, pass or are or shall be carried over or

across any stream or watercourse, navigable river, canal, or railway,

by means of any bridge or arch (whether stationary or moveable),
and such bridge or arch, or any of the walls, buttresses, or supports
thereof, shall be damaged by reason of any locomotive or any waggon
or carriage drawn or propelled by or together with a locomotive
passing over the same or coming into contact therewith, none of the
proprietors, undertakers, directors, conservators, trustees, commis-
sioners, or other person interested in, or having the charge of sucb
navigable river, canal or railway, or the tolls thereof, or of sucb
bridge or arch, sball be liable to repair or make good any damage so
to be occasioned, or to make compensation to any person for any
obstruction, interruption or delay wbicb may arise therefrom to the
use of such bridge or arch, navigable river, canal, or railway, but
every such damage shall be forthwith repaired to the satisfaction of
the proprietors, undertakers, directors, conservators, trustees, com-
missioners, or other persons as aforesaid respectively interested in
or having the charge of such river, canal, or railway, or the tolls

thereof, or of sucb bi-idge or arch, by and at the expense of the owner
or owners or the person or persons having the charge of such locomo-
tive at the time of the happening of such damage; and all such
owner and owners, person and persons, having the charge of such
locomotive as aforesaid, shall also be liable, both jointly and severally,

to reimburse and make good as well to the proprietors, undertakers,
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ilirectors, conservators, trustees, commissioiiers, and other persons 10. Injuries,
interested in, or having the charge of any such navigable river, canal, nuisances, dbc.

ui- railway, or the tolls thereof, or of such bridge or arch, as to
all persons navigating on or using, or who but for such obstruction, ''^ ^ ^^ ^^°^- "•

'''^•

interruption, or delay would have navigated on or used the same, all

losses, and expenses which they or any of them may sustain or incur
by reason of any such obstruction, interruption, or delay, such losses

and expenses to be recoverable by action at law, which action, in case
of such proprietors, undertakers, directors, conservators, trustees,

commissioners, or other persons so interested, as aforesaid, may be
brought in the name or names of their agent or agents, clerk or clerks

ior the time being, or by any person or persons legally authorised to

ict in their behalf.

Sect. 8. Every locomotive propelled by steam or any other than animal Locomotives pro-

power to be used on any turnpike road or public highway shall be
to consume*their

constructed on the principle of consuming and so as to consume its own smoke.

own smoke ; and any person using any locomotive not so consuming
its own smoke shall, on conviction thereof before any 2 of her Majesty's
justices of the peace, forfeit any sum not exceeding 51. for every day
during which such locomotive shall be used on any such turnpike
road or public highway.

Sect. 9. It shall not be lawful for any owner of such locomotive. As to the number
cither in his own person or by his servants, to use any such loco-

cj^ai^'e oTioc
motive, waggon, or carriage on the turnpike or other roads, except motive and
there be at the least two persons to drive or conduct such locomotive, "^aggons.

and if more than two such waggons or carriages be attached to such
locomotive, one person to take charge of such waggons, and carriages;

and any person in charge of such locomotive shall provide two efficient
at mght°

^" ^^°^

lights, to be affixed conspicuously, one at each side, on the front of
the same, between the hours of one hour after sunset and one hour
before sunrise ; and any person acting contrary hereto shall for every
such offence, on summary conviction thereof before 2 justices, forfeit

any sum, not exceeding 51.

Sect. 10. All waggons, wains, carts, or carriages, as hereinbefore Exemption from

described, drawn by any locomotive, and loaded with any materials ^^^°^^*^^'^^'
such as are now exempt from toll under the provisions of any general under any general

or local act, shall be entitled to the same exemption as they would be °^' local act.

if drawn by animal power.
Sect. 11. It shall not be lawful to drive any locomotive along any Limit of speed of

turnpike road or pubHc highway at a greater speed than ten miles an
p'^^Jf°^71rwa s

hour, or through any city, town, or village at a greater speed than &c.
'

five miles an hour ; and any person acting contrary hereto shall for

every such offence, on summary conviction thereof before 2 justices,

if he be not the owner of such.locomotive, forfeit any sum not exceeding
51., and if he be the owner thereof, shall forfeit any sum not exceeding
101.

Sect. 12. All the clauses and provisions of any general or local acts Provisions of^

^ ^

relating to turnpike roads or highways shall, so far as the same are ting to turnpike

not expressly altered or repealed by or are not inconsistent with the roads to apply to

provisions of this act, apply to all locomotives propelled by other than ocomotives.

animal power, and to all waggons, wains, carts, and carriages of any
other description drawn by such locomotive, and to the owners,
drivers, and attendants thereof, in like manner as if drawn by animal
power : Provided always, that the weight of every locomotive, and the
name of the owner or owners thereof, shall be conspicuously and
legibly affixed thereon ; and any owner not having affixed such weight
and such name shall, upon conviction thereof before- 2 justices, forfeit

any sum not exceeding 51. ; and any owner who shall fraudulently

affix thereon any incorrect weight shall, upon conviction thereof, for-

feit any sum not exceeding lOZ.
_ Right of action in

Sect. 13. Nothing in this act contained shall authorise any person case of nuisance.
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10. Injuries, to use \v[)on a highway a locomotivo engine which shall be so con-
nuisuTices, dx. structcd or used as to cause a public or private nuisance; and every such

Z~r7nrZ—^ person so using such engine shall, notwithstanding this act, be liable to
"^ '^'

' 'an indictment or action, as the case may be, for such use, where, but for

the passing of this act, such indictment or action could be maintained.
Short title. gect. 14. This act may be cited as the " Locomotive Act, 1861."
28 & 29 Vict. c. 83. In iSGo the 28 & 29 Vict. c. 83 was passed, whereby sections 5, 9,

11, and 15 of the 24 & 25 Yict. c. 70 were repealed temporarilj-, until
the Ist of September, 18G7, when the act itself expired ; the above
sections are therefore again in force and are printed with the other
clauses of the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 70. The act of 1865 being no longer
in force it is unnecessary to insert its provisions.

11. Tires of Wheels.
By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 2, the several nails of the tire or tires of the

wheels of every waggon, wain, cart, or other such carriage used or
drawn on any turnpike road, shall be so countersunk as not to project
beyond one quarter of an inch above any part of the surface of such
tire or tires ; and if any waggon, cart, or other such carriage, shall be
drawn or used on any turnpike road, with any wheel or wheels made,
constructed, or being otherwise than as hereinbefore last described,
the owner or owners thereof shall forfeit any sum not exceeding 40«.,
and every driver thereof any sum not exceeding 20s., for each and
every time that such waggon, cart, or other such carriage shall bo
used or drawn on any turnpike road.
As to the extra tolls in respect of the wheels, see p. 1225.
See, as to nuisances at common law from wheels, p. 1054.

12. Skidpans to be used.

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 126, it shall and maybe lawful to and for the
trustees or commissioners of every turnpike road, at any meeting to
be held for that purpose, on 10 days' notice in writing of such meeting
being affixed upon the turnpike gates on the road, and they are hereby
authorised and empowered, from time to time as they shall think fit,

to order and direct that in all cases where any waggon or cart shall
descend any hill or hills on the said road with either of the wheels
locked, a skidpan or slipper shall be used or placed at the bottom of
such wheel during the whole time of its being so locked, in such manner
as to prevent the said road from being destroyed or injured by the lock-
ing of such wheel; and that it shall and may be lawful for the said
trustees or commissioners from time to time to repeal, alter, or renew

Penalty oil driver such Order as they shall think necessary; and that whilst any such
order so to be made as aforesaid shall be in force, all and every person
or persons who shaU drive or act as the driver of any waggon or cart
down any hill or hills with either of the wheels locked, and without
usmg or having such skidpan or slipper at the bottom of such wheel
in manner aforesaid, shall, for every such offence, forfeit and pay any
sum not exceeding 20s. : Provided always, that a copy of such order
shall be affixed on all the turnpikes standing on such road, for 30 days
at least before the same shall be in force.

4 Goo. 4, c. 95.

KaiLs of tbe tires

of wheels of wag-
gons, &c., to be so
countersunk as
not to project be-
yond one quainter

of an inch above
suriaco of tires.

Penalty on using
them contrary
hereto.

3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

Directing the
xising of skidpans
or shppers.

not using them
njt exceeding 20^,

r&8 Geo. 4, c. 3\
Destroying turn-
pike gate, toll-

house, &c.

13. DESTEOYiN-a Turnpike Gates, &c.

By 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 30, s. 14, if any person shall unlawfully and
maliciously throw down, level, or otherwise destroy, in whole or in
part, any turnpike gate, or any wall, chain, rail, post, bar, or other
fence belonging to any turnpike gate, or set up or erected to prevent
passengers passing by without paying any toll directed to bo paid by
any act or acts of parliament relating thereto, or any house, building,
or weighing engine erected for the better collection, ascertainment, or
security of any such toll, every such offender shall be guilty of



a .misdemeanor, and, being convicted thereof, shall be punished 10. Injuries,

accordingly, nuisances, ttc.

See the general clauses of this act, " Malicious Injuries io Property." —

-

~
By the 119th sect, of the 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, a penalty not exceeding pJ^°„V- '^^^^^^

10?. is imposed on persons damaging mile stones, guide posts, or things?'"^
°

boundary stones. Ante, p. 1215.
As to damaging lamps, see the 3 Geo. 4, c. 12G, s. 121, p. 1274.

liy 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 72, a penalty, &c., is imposed on persons, 4 Geo. 4, c. 95.

damaging tables of tolls, or posts, fences, or other erections put up by
the trustees, p. 127G, and see tit. ^^ Malicious Injuries to Property.'"

14. Other Injuries and Annoyances.

As, Damaging Bridges, &c., Drawing Timber, Injury to Boad,
Slaughtering Cattle, Obstructing Passengers, Light in Blacksmiths^

Shops, Bonfires, Baiting Bidls, Playing Games, Leaving Waggons,
&c.. Laying Timber, &c.. Punning Water, &c., Sivine, &c.,

Leaving Block Stones, &c., Damaging Lamps, &c., Table of
Tolls, Posts, Buildings, Drains, Scrapings of Beads, Saw-pits.

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 121, if any person or persons shall ride upon 3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

any footpath or causeway, by the side of any turnpike road, made or Penalty on per-

set apart for the use or accommodation of foot passencers, or shall lead ^"^^ committing
T 1 1 . jfi • o nuisances by

or drive any horsC; ass, mule, swme, or cattle, or carnage .01 any j-jding on foot-

description, or any -wheelbarrow, truck, or sledge, or any single wheel paths;

of any waggon, cart, or carriage apart therefrom, upon any such foot-

path or causeway (a).

Or shall cause any injury or damage to be done to the same, or the
hedges, posts, rails, or fences thereof

;

Or shall wilfully pull down or damage any bridge, wall, or any or damaging

other building or erection made by the trustees or commissioners of ^^^'''^s>^' ^*^-'>

any turnpike road, or repaired or repairable by them (b)
;

Or shall haul or draw, or caused to be hauled or drawn, upon by drawing tim-

any part of such turnpike road, any timber, stone, or other thing, ^^^> ^'^''

otherwise than upon wheeled carriages, or shall suffer any timber,
stone, or other thing, which shall be carried principally or in part upon
wheeled carriages, to drag or trail upon such road to the prejudice
thereof (c)

;

Or shall use any tipstick, joggle, or other insti-ument for the purpose t>y injuring the

of retarding the descent of any cart or other carriage down any hill, in "^'"^ '

such manner as to destroy, injure, or disturb the surface of any turn-
pike road

;

Or shall in or upon such road, or hj the side or sides thereof, or in ty slaughtering of

any exposed situation near thereto, kill, slaughter, singe, scald, burn,
'^^'^^^^''

dress, or cut up any beast, swine, calf, lamb, or other cattle

;

Or if any person driving any horse or other beast on the said road, by obstructing

carrying any iron bar or rod, basket or pannier, or any other matter or vellcil';

"

thing, shall place such bar or rod, basket or pannier, matter or thing,
BO that the same or any of them shall project more than 30 inches
from the side of such horse or other beast, or so as in any manner to

obstruct or impede the passage of any person, or any horse, beast, or
carriage travelling along such turnpike road

;

(«) As to riding, &c., on footpaths, wheel carriage within this clause ; but
see the further and more extensive to make a person liable under this

provision of the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 24, section for using such a vehicle, it

s. 16, p. 1265. Most of the acts enu- must be shown to be loaded with
merated in this section are nuisances something of the nature of timber or

at common law. stone, not with straw. (Commission-

(b) See the 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 72, ers of Radnorshire Roads v. Evans, 32

p. 1275. L. J. M. C. 100.)

(c) A rough sort of sledge is not a
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10. Injuries,

nuisances, &c.

3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

by encamping on
sides of road

;

by light of black-
smiths' shops

;

by making bon-
fires ;

by baiting bulls,

playing at foot
ball, or other
games

;

by leaving wag-
gon, &c.;

by laying timber,

by running of

water or filth ;

by swine

;

by leaving block
stones, &c.,

or by damaging
lamps.

rcnalty.

4 Geo. 4, c. 95.

Wilfully injuring
table of tolls.

Posts, &c., by
gravel pit.

Or if any hawker, Idggler, gipsy, or other person or persons tra-

velling with any machine, vehicle, cart, or other carriage, with or
without any horse, mule, or ass, shall pitch any tent, booth, stall, or

stand, or encamp upon or by the sides of any part of any turnpike

road

;

Or if any blacksmith, or other person occupying a blacksmith's

shop situate near any turnpike road, and having a window or windows
fronting the said road, shall not, by good and close shutters, every
evening after it becomes twilight, bar and prevent the light from such
shop shining into or upon the said road

;

Or if any person or persons shall make or assist in making any fire

or fires, commonly called bonfires, or shall set fire to or wantonly let

off' or throw any squib, rocket, serpent, or other firework whatsoever,
within 80 feet of the centre of such road

;

Or bait or run for the purpose of baiting any bull, or play at foot-

ball, tennis, fives, cricket, or any other game or games upon such
road, or on the side or sides thereof, or in any exposed situation near
thereto, to the annoyance of any passenger or passengers

;

Or if any person shall leave any waggon, wain, cart, or other car-

riage whatever upon such road, or on the side or sides thereof, without
any proper person in the sole custody or care thereof, longer than
may bo necessary to load or unload the same, except in cases of acci-

dent, and in cases of accident for a longer time than may be necessaiy
to remove the same, or shall not place such waggon, wain or other car-

riage during the time of loadin<> or unloading the same, or of taking
refreshment, as near to one side of the road as conveniently may be,

either with or without any horse or beast of di'aught harnessed or

yoked thereto

;

Or shall lay any timber, stone, hay, straw, dung, manure, soil,

ashes, rubbish, or other matter or thing whatsoever upon such road,

or on the side or sides thereof, or the footpaths or causeways adjoining,

to the prejudice of such road or footways, or to the prejudice, annoy-
ance, interruption, or personal danger of any person or j)ersons travel-

ling thereon

;

Or shall suffer any water, filth, dirt, or other off'ensive matter
or thing whatsoever, to run or flow into or upon such road or foot-

paths, from any house, buUding, erection, lands, or premises adjacent

thereto

;

Or if any person driving any pigs or swine upon such road, shall

suffer such pigs or swine to root up or damage such road, or the fences,

hedges, banks, or copse on either side thereof respectively

;

Or if any person shall, after having blocked or stopped any cart,

waggon, or other carriage in going up a hill or rising ground, cause
or suffer to be or remain on such road the stone or other thing with
which such cart or other carriage shall have been blocked or

stopped

;

Or if any person or persons shall pull down, damage, injure, or
destroy any lamp or lamp-post put up, erected, or placed in or near the
side of any turnpike road or toll house erected thereon, or shall ex-
tinguish the light of any such lamp

;

Every person offending in any of the cases aforesaid, shall, for each
and every such offence, forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding 40s.

over and above the damages occasioned thereby.
By stat. 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 72, if any person or persons whomsoever

shall wilfully pull down, break, injure, or damage any table of toUs
put up or fixed at any toll-gate or bar on any part of any tui-npike

road, or wilfully or designedly deface or obliterate any of the inscrip-

tions, letters, figures, or marks thereon

;

Or if any person or persons shall wilfully pull up, throw down,
break, injure, or damage any posts, rails, or fences, placed or to be
placed or put up by order of any trustees or commissioners of any
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turnpike road, or their surveyor or surveyors, either by the side or n. Penalty for
sides of such road, or at or near to any pit or quarry which shall be hindering exe-

used, opened, or made for the getting of stones, gravel, or other mate- cutionof Act,&c.

rials for the purposes thereof, in order to prevent accidents

;

Or if any person or persons shall wilfully cause any damage or in- BSldings'' &c'.

jury to be done to any bridge, arch, wall, or other building or erec-

tion to be set up or erected by virtue of any act on any part of any
turnpike road, or by the side or sides thereof;

Or if any person or persons shall cast or throw any earth or rubbish, pasting rubbish

or other matter or thing, into any drain, ditch, culvert, tunnel, or

other watercourse, made by virtue of any act, so as to obstruct the

water from running or draining off any turnpike road
;

Or if any person or persons shall, without being thereto authorised Scrapings of road,

by the surveyor or surveyors for the time being acting under any act,

shovel up, scrape, gather, or carry away any stones, gravel, sand, or

other materials, slutch, dirt, mire, drift, or soil from off any footpath

or causeway, or any other part of such road ;

Or if any person shall in any manner wilfully prevent any other
^gnKcrs''^"'^

^'*^'

person or persons from j)assing him or her, or any carriage under his,

her, or their care, upon any such road

;

Or if any such person shall dig, make, or use any pit or pits for Saw-pits,

sawing of timber or wood within 30 feet of the centre of any such
turnpike road, unless where inclosed by a fence from any such
road

;

Every person offending in any of the cases aforesaid shall forfeit Penalty, 40s.

and pay a sum not exceeding 40s. for every such offence ; and one
moiety of such penalties shall be paid to the informer, and the other

moiety thereof shall be paid to the treasurer of the trustees or com-
missioners of such turnpike road, and applied towards the repair of

such road.

The 27 & 28 Vict. c. 75, "An Act to amend the law relating to 27 & 2S Vict. c. 75.

certain nuisances on turnpike roads," after reciting 5 & 6 Will. 4, 5 & g Will. 4, c. 50,

c. 50, s. 70, enacts by sect. 1, that it shall not be lawful for any person turnpfko roads.
°

to erect or cause to be erected, or to use, any steam engine, gin, or

other like machine, within the distance of 25 yards from any part of

any turnpike road, unless such steam engine, gin, or other like engine

shall be within some house or other building, or behind some wall,

fence, or screen sufficient to conceal or screen the same from the said

road, so that the same may not be dangerous to passengers, horses, or

cattle ; and in case any person shall offend in any of the cases aforesaid

every such person so offending shall forfeit and pay any sum not exceed-

ing bl. for every day during any part of which such steam engine, gin,

or engine shall be permitted to continue, contrary to the provisions

of this act ; which said penalties shall be levied, recovered, and applied

in such and the same manner as any penalty or forfeiture for any other

offence on any tirrnpike road may be levied, recovered, and applied
;

but no penalty shall be incurred under this section in respect of any
locomotive engine travelling according to law on any public railway,

turnpike road, or other highway.

XI. lenaltg for tintwing (i&xttuMm of ^ct, flssaulting

(EoUector, ^c.
If any constable, or any officer with salary, neglect to put this act

into execution, he is liable to a penalty. See ante, p. 1248.

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 139, in case any person or persons shall re- 3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

sist or make forcible opposition against any person or persons em-
^Igg""?,^®^/*™^

ployed in the due execution of this act, or any particular act made for ^j. assaulting col-

amending any turnpike road, or shall assault any surveyor, or any lectors to forfeit

collector or collectors of the tolls, in the execution of his or their office "°* exceeding wi.
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14. Property in or offices, or shall pass through, any turnpike gate or gates, rail or
inddctmmts, <fcc. rails, chain or chains, or other fence or fences set up or to be set up by

to ha laid in authority of parliament, without j^aying the toll appointed to be paid
Trustees. at such gate or other fence, or shall *hinder or make any rescue of

3 Geo. 4, c. 126. Cattle Or other goods distrained by virtue of this act, every such
Passing thro\igh person offending therein shall, for every such offence, forfeit any sum
rayhig^tou"* not exceeding 10^., at the discretion of the justice or justices of the

peace before "whom he or she shall bo convicted.

See fui-ther, as to the penalty for evading of tolls, &c., ante, p. 1247.
In the case of Re{j. v. Irving, 12 Q. B. 429, the court was equally

divided upon the point whether this section applied to a person pass-
ing through a turnpike gate without paying toll, but offering no
violence, and believing that he was exempt.

-Sic.

XII. ^pjpreib^sion of Cransient (©ffentiers.

For securing tran- By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 140, reciting, that offences may be committed
sicnt offenders. against this act, or other acts for rej^airing and maintaining turnpike

roads, by persons unknown to the collectors or other officers ; it is

enacted, that it shall be lawful for any of the ti-ustces or commis-
sioners of any turnpike road, or their clerk or clerks, or then- col-

lectors, surveyors, or other officers respectively, and such other person

or persons as he or they shall call to his or their assistance, without
any warrant or other authority than this act, to seize and detain any
unknown person or persons who shall commit any such offence or

offences, and take him, her, or them, before any justice of the peace
for the county, district, or place near to the place where the offence or

offences shall be committed, or such offender or offenders shall be
seized and apprehended ; and such justice and justices shall, and is

and are hereby required to proceed and act with respect to such offender

or offenders, according to the provisions of this or any other acts for

repairing tiu-npike roads.

XIII. Crustfcs, ^c, xdiX'Si ^ixtti i^rosfcutiong.

Trustees or com- By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 133, the trustees or commissioners of any

diiect°°TOseciitTon.
^^^I'^^ipi^e road, at a public meeting, may, and they are hereby

for'^iuisiincusl
&"^ empowered, if they think fit, to direct prosecutions by indictment, or

otherwise, against the offender or offenders for any nuisance or other

offence done, committed, or continued in or upon any of the turnpike
roads under their care respectively, or to recover any penalty or

forfeiture incurred under the provisions of this or any other turnj^ike

act, at the expense of the revenues belonging to such turnpike roads,

to be allowed by such trustees or commissioners at some subsequent
meeting.

XIV. l)topectB ix[ Intfictmcnts, ^c, to f)c laitr in ^xw^Utsi.

7 Geo. 4, 0. 04. By 7 Geo. 4, c. 64, s. 17, with respect to property under turnpike

Property of turn- trusts, it is enacted, that in any indictment or information for any
Pi^jC .tfustees may felony or misdemeanor committed on or with respect to any house,

nistees."
^ building, gate, machine lamp, board, stone, post, fence, or other thing,

erected or provided in pursuance of any act of Parliament for making
any turnpike road, or any of the conveniences or appurtenances there-

unto respectively belonging, or any materials, tools, or implements
provided for making, altering, or repairing any such road, it shall be
sufficient to state any such property to belong to the trustees or com-
missioners of such road, and it shall not be necessary to specify the

names of any of such trustees or commissioners.

i
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If a person employed by a trustee of turnpike tolls to collect them, 15. Recovery
lives in the toll house rent free, the property in the house, in an indict- and ap2)lication

ment for burglary, may bo laid in the j^erson so employed by the ofpenalties.

lessee, he having the exclusive possession, and the toll house not being
parcel of any premises occupied by his employer. (R. v. Camfield,
It. & M. C. C. 11. 42.)

XV. ^^ecobetj) anti Application of penalties.

By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 83, in all cases in which, by the said recited act 4 Geo. 4, c. 95.

[3 Geo. 4, c. 126], any penalty or forfeiture, by that or any other act Justicesmay pro-

or acts for making or maintaining any turnpike road imposed, is made h" the recoTCry
"^

recoverable by information before a justice of the peace, it shall and of penalties,

may bo lawful for any justice (a) of the peace to whom complaint
shall be made of any offence against any such act, or the said recited
act, or this act, to summon the party complained against before him,
and, on such summons to hear and determine the matter of such
complaint, and, on proof of the offence, to convict the offender, and
to adjudge him to pay the penalty or forfeiture incurred, and to pro-
ceed to recover the same although no information in writing shall have No information

been exhibited or taken by or before such justice ; and all such i" writing neces-

proceedings by summons without information shall bo as good, valid,
^^^^'

and effectual to all intents and pui-jposes, as if an information in
writing was exhibited.

By the 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 141, all penalties, forfeitures and fines, 3 Geo. 4, c. 120.

by this act inflicted or authorised to be imposed (the manner of levying Recovery and ap-

and recovering and applying whereof is not herein otherwise directed),
Jjes^*^""

"' P"»^='''

shall, upon proof and conviction of the offences respectively, before
any justice of the peace for the county, riding, or place where the
offence shall have been committed, (as the case may require,) either

by the confession of the party offending, or by the oath of any
credible witness or witnesses [h), (which oath such justice is in every
such case hereby fully authorised to administer), be levied, together
with the costs attending the information and conviction, by distress Distress and sale.

and sale of the goods and chattels of the party or parties offending,

by warrant Tinder the hand and seal of such justice (which warrant
such justice is hereby empowered and required to grant), and the
overplus (if any) after such penalties, forfeitures, and fines, and the
charges of such distress and sale are deducted, shall be returned,
upon demand, unto the owner or owners of such goods and chattels ; Commitment.
and in case such fines, penalties, and forfeitures, shall not be forth-
with paid upon conviction, then it shall be lawful for such justice to

order (c) the offender or offenders, so convicted to be detained and kept
in safe custody until return can be conveniently made to such warrant
of distress, unless the offender or offenders shall give sufficient

security, to the satisfaction of such justice, for his or their appear-
ance before such justice, on such day or days as shall be appointed for

the return of such warrant of distress, such day or days not being
more than 7 days from the time of taking any such security,

and which security the said justice is hereby empowered to take
by way of recognizance or otherwise {d) ; but if upon the return
of such warrant it shall appear that no sufiicient distress can
be had thereupon, then it shall be lawful for any such justice of the
peace as aforesaid, and he is hereby authorised and required, by
warrant or warrants, under his hand and seal, to cause such offender

(a) A justice may act though a (c) This order may he by parol,

trustee or creditor, ante, p. 1161. {Still v. Watts, T East, 53-3.)

{h) As to such witnesses, see {d) See stat. " Distress tinder Jus-

p. 1282. tice's Warrant."
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15. Recovery

and application

of penalties.

3 Geo. 4, c. 120.

Application of

penalty.

4 Geo. 4, c. 95.

Damages and
charges in case of

disputes to be set-

tled by justices in
addition to pe-
nalties.

3 Geo. 4, c. 12(5.

Penalties when
recoverable by
action, &c. (a).

Sic.

Notice of

action (&).

or offenders to be committed to tlie common gaol or house of correction

of the county, riding or place where the offender shall be or reside,

there to remain without bail or mainprize, for any time not exceeding
three calendar months, unless such penalties, forfeitures, and fines,

and all reasonable charges attending the same, shall be sooner paid

and satisfied ; and the monies arising by such penalties, forfeitures,

and fines respectively, when paid or levied, if not otherwise directed

to be applied by this act, shall be from time to time, paid, one moiety
thereof to the informer or person suing for and recovering the same,
and the other moiety to the treasurer or treasurers to the trustees or

commissioners for repairing and maintaining the road on which sach
offence shall have been committed, and applied and disposed of for the

purpose of such road, and of this act.

Stat. 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 69, enacts, that where by that act, or by
stat. 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, or any act for making or maintaining any turn-

pike road, any damages or charges are directed or authorised to bo
paid or recovered, in addition to any penalty or penalties for any
offence or offences, the amount of such damages or charges in

case of dispute respecting the same, shall be settled, ascertained, and
determined by the justice or justices of the peace by or before whom
any offender shall be convicted of any such offence or offences, who is

hereby authorised and required, on non-payment thereof, to levy such
damages or charges by distress and sale of the offender's goods and
chattels, in manner directed by the said recited act [3 Geo. 4, c. 126],

for the levying of any penalties or forfeitirres.

By stat. 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 143, every prosecutor or informer shall

sue for and recover any forfeiture or penalty imposed by this or any
other act or acts of Parliament made for erecting turnpikes or for

repaiiing and amending turnpike roads, in the manner hereinafter

mentioned
;
(that is to say), if the same shall exceed the sum of 20?. or

upwards,* it shall be recoverable by action (a) of debt in any of his

Majesty's courts of record, in which it shall be sufficient to declare that

the defendant is indebted to the plaintiff in the sum of , being forfeited

by 3 Geo. 4, intitviled an act [Jiere set forth the title of this ad, if the

offence shall he committed under if, or, " an act," tfcc, setting out the title

of the act under -which the penalty shall he claimed'] ; and the plaintiff, if

he recover in any such action, shall have full costs, provided that

there shall not be more than one recovery for the same offence,

and that 21 days' (5) notice (c) be given to the party offending, pre-

I

{a) A prosecution for a penaltj' is

the only mode of proceeding against

a collector for extortion ; no action
lies.

The General Turnpike Act (13 Geo.

3, c. 84, s. 13), having given a penalty
to be recovered by information before
justices of the peace, or by action for

using a greater number of horses than
is thereby allowed for the draught of
waggons, &c., on the roads, and the
19th section having provided, that if

it appear on oath, to the satisfaction

of any justice of the peace, or court of

justices, that the carriage could not
be drawn with the ordinary number
of horses, by reason of deep snow or

ice, such justice of peace or Court may
stop all proceedings before them re-

spectivelj' ; it was hekl, that such
application for a stay of proceedings

must be made to the Court in wliich

the action was brought, and that the

defence is not available at Nisi Priun.

{Robinson v. Pocock, 11 East, 484.)

{h) But a calendar month's notice

of action is requisite, since the passing

ofthe5&6 Vict. c. 97, s. 4.

(c) A. having contracted with the

tnistees of a turnpike road to repair

the road for a specific sum, B. , one of

the trustees, let out to A. his liorse

and cart for 5s. a day, and they were
used in the repair of tlie road. In

debt against B. for penalties under
the 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. Q5, it was
held, that the notice of action, not

stating tliat B. , when he let out his

horse and cart, was acting as a trus-

tee, was bad ; and also, that the no-

tice being bad, tlie plaintiif was
barred, not only of his right to costs,

but of liis right to sue. {Toivsey v.

White, 5 B.&C. 125.)
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vious to the commencement of such action, and that the same be 16, Actions, d-c.

brought and commenced within 3 calendar months after the offence and costs.

for which such action is brought shall have been committed ; and if

such penalty or forfeiture shall not exceed the sum of 20?., and shall ^ *^®°' *' °' ^^^'

be more than 51., the same shall be recoverable only by information Limitation of

.

before a justice of the peace, subject to appeal in manner hereinafter When recoverable

mentioned; and if such penalty or forfeiture shall not exceed the*^^"^
yconvicion.

sum of 51., the same shall in like manner be recoverable only by in-
formation before a justice of the peace, and no writ of certiorari to Certiorari,

remove the same shall bo allowed.

Sect. 54. In case any toll collector or person acting as such shall if toil collectors

oflPend against any of the provisions of this act, whereby any penalty
to befev'ied^on

*^^^

shall be incurred, and shall abscond or absent himself so as not to be lessees of tolls,

found, then it shall and may be lawful for any justice of the peace
before whom any such toll collector or person shall have been con-
victed of any such offence, in case of such collector or other person
absconding after conviction, or in case of his or her absconding pre-
vious to conviction, then for any other justice of the peace acting for

the county, on an examination of the circumstances, and ascertaining,

by the examination of witnesses, that such offence has been committed
by the person absconding to order and adjudge that the penalty
incurred as aforesaid shall be paid by the lessee or farmer of the tolls

under whom such collector or other person shall act; all which
penalties shall be levied and recovered from such lessee or farmer, and
api^lied in manner hereinafter directed.

As to irregularity in distresses, &c., see infra. irregularity in

Sect. 137. No conviction shall be had or made by virtue of this act, distress, &c.

unless upon the view of a justice convicting, or on confession of the Conviction to be

party accused, or upon the oath of one or more credible witness or "" view^ of justice,
^ . ,

-^ if or on oath or con-
witnesses.

_
fession.

See further as to witnesses and evidence, p. 1281.

By 9 Geo. 4, c. 77, s. 18, no person or persons shall or may bo con- 9 Geo. 4, c. 77.

victed of any offence or offences contrary to the provisions of this act, ^'^^ within six

or of the said recited acts [3 Geo. 4, c. 126, 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, and 7 & 8 S°offencr°'
*™^

Geo. 4, c. 24], or of any local turnpike act, in a summary way, before
any justice or justices of the peace, after the expiration of 6 months
from the time when any such offence or offences shall or may have
been committed.

XVI. Actions, Himitatton of ; Central; oi ^mtn'a^ ;

As to when trustees are personally liable, and may be sued, see By and against
p. 1177. trustees.

As to when they may sue and how, see p. 1177.
As to actions by trustees for subscriptions, see p. 1180.
As to when surveyors and other officers may be sued, see p. 1186. officers.

As to actions against mortgagees for continuing in possession after Mortgages,

debt satisfied, see p. 1255.
As to actions for extortion, see p. 1189.
As to actions for a special injury by obstruction, see p. 1066. Extortion.

As to actions for penalties, and the notice and limitation thereof, Special mjurfes.

see p. 1279. Penalties.

As to evidence and witnesses, see p. 1281.
By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 144, where any distress shall be made for 3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

•—— Evidence and wit-
nesses.

A notice of action under an act of larly mentioned, and exempted from
Parliament against a toll-gate keeper, the payment of toll in and by a cer-

"for demanding and taking of the tain act of Parliament, intituled, &c.,"
plaintiff toll for, and in respect of, —is uncertain and bad. {Freeman v.

certain matters and things particu- Line, Chit. Hep. 672.)
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16. Actions, d-c.

and costs.

3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

Distress not un-
lawful ab initio.

Action on tlie ease
given.

Tender of

amends (a).

Limitation of
actions.

Venue local.

General issue.

any sum or sums of money to be levied by virtue of tbis act, or any
other act for repairing, amending, or maintaining any turnpike road,

tbe distress itself sball not be deemed unlawful, nor the party or

parties making the same be deemed a trespasser or trespassers on
account of any default or want of form in any proceeding relating

thereto, nor shall the party or parties distraining be deemed a tres-

passer or trespassers ai initio, on account of an irregularity which
shall be afterwards done in making the distress ; but the person or

persons aggrieved by such irregularity may recover satisfaction for

the special damage in an action on the case : Provided always, that no
plaintifl" or plaintiffs shall recover in any action for such irregularity,

trespass or wrongful proceedings, if tender of sufficient amends (a) shall

be made by or on behalfof the party or parties who shall have committed

or caused to bo committed any such irregularity or wrongful proceed-

ings, before such action brought ; and in case no such tender shall

have been made, it shall and may be lawful for the defendant in any
such action, by leave of the court where such action shall depend, at

any time before issue joined, to pay into court such sum of money as

he or they shall see fit ; whereupon such proceedings, or orders and
judgment shall be had, made, and given in and by such court as in

other actions, where the defendant is allowed to pay money into

court.

Sect. 147. If any action or suit shall be commenced against any
person or persons for any thing done in pursuance of this act (b), then,

and in every such case, such action or suit shall be commenced or

prosecuted within 3 months after the fact committed, and not after-

wards ; and the same and every such action or suit shall be brought
in the county or place where the cause of action shall have arisen, and
not elsewhere (c) ; and the defendant or defendants in every such
action or suit shall and may plead the general issue, and at the trial

thereof give this act and the special matter in evidence ; and if the

matter or thing complained of shall appear to have been done under
the authority and in execution of this act, or if any such action or

suit shall be brought after the time limited for bringing the same, or

be brought and laid in any other county or place than as aforemen-
tioned, then the jury shall find for the defendant or defendants ; and
if the plaintiff shall become nonsuit, or discontinue his or her action

(a) Under the Highway Act, 13
Geo. 3, c. 78, in which powers for

getting materials are given to the
surveyors, it was held, that where
siirvej'ors had made ca new way to
carry materials, and, after action
brought, had paid money into Court
as amends, the sufficiency of such
amends could not be questioned at
JVisi Prills, but ought to have been
ascertained byjustices of peace. {Boy-
Jieldv. Porter, 13 Ecist, 200.)

(h) See the cases and decisions
under the Highway Act, ante, p.
1092. {Ami scG Kemp V. Purl, i B.
d; A dol. 42i ; Charlcsicorlh v. Pud-
gard, 1 Or. M. & R. 896; and ^VhUe-
liouse V. Fellows, 30 L. J. C. P. 305,
and ante, p. 1092.)

(c) See Basing v. SMton (5 T. R.
16 ; 1 a M. & R. 245). Where a
statute enacted, "that no action

sliould be commenced against any
person, for anything done in pursu-

ance of the act, until 21 days' notice

shoidd be given to the clerk of the

trustees, or after sufficient satisfaction

or tender tliereof made to the party

aggrieved, or after 6 calendar months
next after tlie fact committed, and
that every sucli action should be

brought in the county or place where
the matter should arise, and not else-

where, and the defendant should and
might at his election plead .special!}',

or the general issue not guilty, and
give evidence that the same was done
in pursuance and by the authority of

that act." In assumpsit against the

toll collector, to recover the amount
of tolls improperly collected by him :

—Held, that the venue should have
been laid in the county where the

tolls are collected, and that the de-

fendant was entitled to 21 days' no-

tice of action. {Waterhouse V. Keen,
4 B. <£,• C. 200.)
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after the defendant shall have appeared, or haye a verdict against him 17. Evidence,

or her, or if, upon demurrer, judgment shall be given against the witnesses, and
plaintiff, the defendant shall and may recover treble costs, and have oaths.

the like remedy for recovery thereof as any defendant or defendants
""~

hath or have in any cases by law. Costs.

But by the 5 & 6 Vict. c. 97, ss. 2 & 4 {ante, p. 1093, n. (c) ), in actions, 5 & e Vict, c 97.

&c. commenced after the passing thereof, instead of these treble costs,

the defendant shall receive such fulland reasonable indemnity as to all

costs, charges, and expenses incurred in and about any action,

suit, or other legal proceeding, as shall be taxed by the proper officer

in that behalf, subject to be reviewed in like manner and by the same
authority as any other taxation of costs by such officer.

By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 61, in case any action, suit, or prosecution, 4 Geo. 4, c. 95.

shall be brought or commenced against any such trustee or commis- ^°®*'^ **^ trustees,

sioner, for any thing done by virtue or in pursuance of the said recited
act, 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, or this act, or any such act for making or main-
taining any turnpike road, all the costs, charges, and expenses of
defending such action, suit, or prosecution', or which such trustee or
commissioner shall incur in consequence thereof, shall be defrayed out
of the tolls arising on the turnpike road for which such trustee or
commissioner shall act. (See Wormwell v. Hailstone, 6 Bing. 668

;

ante, 1177.)

A notice of action is required, when proceeding against an offender Notice of action.

for a penalty, ante, p. 1280 ; but not in other cases, except against a
magistrate.

XVII. (J^bitiertce, ^WiiXwtmt^, antr O^atfis («).

By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 72, all orders and proceedings of the trustees 3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

or commissioners of every turnpike road, together with the names of Order and pro-

the trustees or commissioners present at every meeting, shall be entered*in*books
entered in a book or books to be kept by the clerk to the said trustees which .shall be

or commissioners for that purpose, and be signed by the chairman of (6) ^.P'''^ ^°^ inspec-

the meeting or meetings at which such orders or proceedings shall be
^°^'

from time to time made or had ; and that such book or books shall be
open at all seasonable times to the inspection of any of the trustees or

commissioners (c), without fee or reward; and such orders and pro-

ceedings, so entered and signed by the chairman of such meeting or

meetings as aforesaid, shall be deemed and taken to be original orders
J°°^g^

^ ^® ®^'

and proceedings ; which said book or books, as well as the book or

books in which the oath or affirmation directed to be taken by the said

trustees or commissioners shall be entered, and also the book or books
directed to be kept for registering mortgages and assignments, and all

entries in such books respectively, shall and may be read in evidence
in all courts whatsoever, in all cases of appeal, and in all prosecutions,

suits, and actions whatsoever (c).

The 9 Geo. 4, c. 77, after repealing so much of 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, as ^ ^^°- ^> ^-
'^'^

enacts, that books of account and proceedings shall be received as evi-
and'^roceed^ings**

dence, enacts, by s. 2, all books kept for registering mortgages or to be received in

assignments, and all entries therein, and all books containing the evidence, without

accounts and proceedings of the trustees in the execution of any local fentsrnotvdth-
turnpike act, kept according to the directions and provisions of any standing the act

such act, or of the said recited act, 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, or of tHs act, and
^ave blen k'eptls

made evidence thereby, shall be admitted in evidence in all courts, repealed ; and to

and by all judges, justices, and others, without proving the facts be open to in-

(a) See in general as to evidence, ham Railway Company v. Fairelonghy

witnesses, and oaths, ante, tit. '^ Evi- 3 Scott, N.R. 68.

clence,^' and post, tit. " Oaths." (c) See aiite, p. 1168.

(b) Sec The London and Binning-

VOL. II. 4 N
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17. Evidence, therein contained, unless such facts, or any of them, shall be first con-

witnesses, and troverted, notwithstanding any former act, under the provisions of

oaths. -which such books may have been originally kept, may be repealed ;

and all such books shall be preserved and kept by the clerk for the

time being of such trustees, and shall at all seasonable times be open

to the inspection of the said trustees, and of any creditor or creditors

of the tolls, without fee or reward ; and the said trustees and creditors,

or any of them, shall and may take copies or extracts from the said

book or books, or any part or parts thereof respectively, without pay-

ing any thing for the same ; and in case the clerk to the said trustees

shall refuse to permit, or shall not permit, the said trustees, or such
creditors, or any of them, to inspect the said book or bpoks, or to take

such copies or extracts as aforesaid, such clerk shall forfeit and pay
any sum of money not exceeding bl. for every such offence,

s Geo. 4, c. i2(i. By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 73, ante, p. 1169, a like penalty is imposed for

the non-production of books of account.

If action be
' By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, 8. 134, in all cases where any action shall bo

brought against a brought by Or against any trustee or trustees, or commissioner or com-

o" his beln'g ap-°
missioners of any turnpike road, evidence of such trustee or trustees,

pointed and acting commissioner Or commissioners, having acted as such, together with
sufficient. the act of Parliament by which he or they was or were appointed, or

the order, or a copy of the order for his or their appointment or

.election, in case he or they was or were appointed or elected by the

trustees or commissioners, shall be sufficient proof of his or their

being a trustee or trustees, commissioner or commissioners. (See

ante, p. 1180.)

It has been held, that the words in this enactment, in case Tie was
appointed or elected by the trustees, apply to cases where there has been
an appointment or election defacto by the trustees, in contradistinction

to an appointment by the Eoad Act ; and therefore proof of a party

having acted as trustee, and of an order made by the trustees for his

appointment or election, is sufficient ; and it would be so even under
a local act, whereby the appointment of new trustees on death or

removal was required to be under the hands and seals of 5 of the

old trustees, and although it was shown that the order for such ap-
pointment was not so made. {Doe d. Baggaley v. Hares', 4 5. <fe Ad.
435.)

If a person be named in a turnpike act as one of the trustees, and
has acted as such, and been recognised as a trustee by the plaintitf, the

judge, at a trial of a cause, in which the goodness of his title to act is

not the matter directly in issue, will take him to be a good trustee, and
will not allow evidence to be given on the part of the plaintiflF, to show
that the person has not taken the oath prescribed by the 3 Geo. 4,

c. 126, s. 62, to be taken by trustees of the road, before they act as

such. {Pritchard v. Wallter, 3 C. (fcP. 212.)
3 Geo. 4, c. 126. By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 64, ante, p. 1160, if a person be sued for acting

as trustee without being qualified, the proof of qualification lies on
him.

Proof of exeinp- Sect. 36. If any person or persons shall, by any fraudulent or coi-
tion from to

. lusive means whatsoever, claim or take the benefit of any exemption
from toll or from overweight, or for using any additional horse or

horses, or of any other exemption or exemptions whatsoever in this

act contained, every such person shall, for every such offence, forfeit

and pay any sum not exceeding oL ; and, in aJl cases, the proof of

exemption shall be upon the person claiming the same. (And see 2 &
3 Vict. c. 47, s. 10 ; and 3 & 4 Vict. c. 88.)

Penalty on wit- By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 138, if any person or persons, after having
ncsses not attend- been paid or tendered a reasonable sum of money for his, her, or their

moned^not'ex-
costs, charges, and expenses, shall be summoned as a witness or

cceding 40». witnesses to give evidence before any justices * of the peace, touching
• Sic. any matter of fact contained in any information or complaint for any
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offence against any act of Parliament relating to turnpike roads, or 19. Ajjpeal and
this act, either on the part of the prosecutor or the person or persons certiorari.

accused*, shall refuse or neglect to appear at the time and place for
that purpose appointed, without a reasonable excuse for his, her, or

* ^"'"

their refusal or neglect, or appearing shall, (after having been paid or
tendered a reasonable sum for his costs, charges, and expenses, ) refuse
to be examined upon oath, and give evidence before such justice of the
peace, then, and in either of such cases, such person shall forfeit, for
every such offence, any sum not exceeding 40s.
As to witnesses, see " Evidence" and " Oaths."

Oaths.']—Bj 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 146, where any oath or affirmation Power to admin-
is by this or any act relating to any turnpike road required and directed istcr oaths,

to be made or taken, the justices of the peace of any county or place,
or the trustees or commissioners of any turnpike road, (as the case
may be,) and according to the several jurisdictions herein given to
them respectively as aforesaid, shall, and they are hereby respectively
empowered to administer the same.

XYIII. J^orms of iPwcntiings.
By 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 148, the forms of proceeding relative to the Forms in the

several matters contained in this act, which are set forth and expressed
^'j^'^ug®^*'"®''*^*^

in the schedule hereunto annexed, may be used upon all occasions,
with such additions and variations only as may be necessary to adapt
them to the particular exigencies of the case, and that no objection
shall be made or advantage taken for want of form in any such pro-
ceedings by any person or persons whomsoever (a).

XIX. Appeal antr (Kertt'orari.

By 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, s. 87, if any person shall think himself or her- 4 Geo. 4, c 95.

self aggrieved by any order, judgment, or determination made, or by Persons aggrieved

any matter or thing done by any justice or justices of the peace, or by ^^^^er^a^eMions.
any trustees or commissioners of any turnpike road (6) in pursuance of
this act, or the said recited act [3 Geo. 4, c. 126], or any local act for

making, repairing, or maintaining any turnpike road, (except where
the order, judgment, or determination of any such justice or justices,

trustees or commissioners, are hereby declared to be final and con-
clusive, and except under the particular circumstances hereinafter

mentioned,) and for which no particular method of relief hath been
already appointed, such person may appeal to the justices of the peace
at the next general or quarter sessions of the peace to be held for the
county, division, riding, or place wherein the cause of such complaint
shall arise, such appellant first giving or causing to be given to such
justice, commissioner, or trustee, by whose act or acts such person
shall think himself or herself aggrieved, notice in writing (c) of his or Notice of appeal,

her intention to bring such appeal, and of the matter thereof, within
6 days after the cause of such complaint shall arise, and within 4 days
after such notice entering into recognizances before some justice of

the peace, with 2 sufficient sureties, conditioned to try such appeal at. Recognizance.

and abide the order of, and pay such costs as shall be awarded by the

(a) See arde, p. 1172, as to the 12 & 13 Vict. c. 45, in every case of

effect of the 9 Geo. 4, c. 77, ss. 6 appeal (except in certain excepted

and 7. cases, not including highways) to

{b) This appeal clause applies only any court of general or quarter ses-

to things done by justices, trustees, sions, 14 clear days' notice of appeal

or commissioners, not to an act done at the least is to be given : such

by a jury. {R. \. Trustees of Norwich notice of appeal is to be in writing.

Roads, 5 A. d; E. 563.) duly signed. See "Appc"'^"

(c) Form No. 120, j^ost. By the

4 N 2
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19. Appeal and
certiorari.

4 Geo. 4, c. 95.

Costs.

Proceeding's not
to be removed by
certiorari (a).

Notice of appeal.

Who may appeal,
&c.

justices at such, general or quarter sessions, and also to pay tlie penalty

or forfeiture in case the conviction should bo affirmed ; and each and
every justice of the peace, commissioner, or trustee, having received

notice of such appeal as aforesaid, shall return all proceedings what-

ever had before him respectively, touching the matter of such appeal,

to the said justices at their general or quarter sessions aforesaid ; and
the said justices at such sessions, upon due proof of such notice having

been given as aforesaid, and of such recognizance having been entered

into in manner before directed, shall hear and finally determine the

causes and matters of such appeal in a summary way, and award such

costs to the parties appealing or appealed against as they the said

justices shall think proper, to be levied and recovered by distress and
sale of the goods and chattels of the person or persons against whom
such determination shall be given, and the determination of such
general or quarter sessions shall be final and conclusive to all intents

and purposes ; and no proceeding to be had or taken in pursuance of

this act shall be quashed or vacated for want of form, or removed by
certiorari, or any other writ or process whatsoever, into any of his

Majesty's courts of record at Westminster ; any law or statute to tho

contrary notwithstanding : Provided always, that in case there shall

not be time to give such notice, and enter into such recognizances as

aforesaid, before the next sessions to be holden after the conviction of

the api^ellant, then, and in every such case, such appeal may be made
to the next following sessions, and shall be there heard and deter-

mined : Provided always, that no appeal shall be allowed against any
conviction for any penalty or forfeiture which, shall not exceed tho
sum of 40s.

Where a conviction, under the above act, took place on Monday, the

2nd of May, a notice of appeal served on the following Monday, the

9th of May, was held too late. {R. v. Justices of Middlesex, 2 Bowl.,

N. 8., 719.) Quaere, whether the notice can be served on a Sunday ?

(S.O.)
In B. V. Justices of Southampton, {K. B. Michaelmas Term, 2Wi No-

vember, 1830,) it was questioned whether, as this act directs tho notice

of appeal to be given to the justices, &c., the word " parties " does not
mean such justices. But the Court held the word " parties " to mean
the "prosecutor and defendant;" and the prosecutor in that case

having failed in his appeal, the justices, having refused to issue their

warrant of distress against him for the costs, were ordered by man-
damus to issue it.

An api)eal against a conviction, under the above act, came on to
heard on the 6th of July, when it was adjourned, in consequence o£
the press of business at the sessions. At the next appeal day, on the
7th of August, it was again adjourned by consent of counsel :—Held,
notwithstanding, that the respondents, on a subsequent appeal day,
were entitled to call for proof of the original notice of appeal, or to
object to the suflaciency of such notice. {B. v. Justices of Middlesex,
supra.)

In B. V. Justices of Hants, (1 B. & Ad. 654,) it was held, that a
party convicted under the Turnpike Act (4 Geo. 4, c. 95,) of having
taken too large a toll, and adjudged to pay a penalty of 41s., might
appeal to the quarter sessions. It was also held, on an appeal by a
party convicted, that the informer was the "party appealed against,"
within the meaning of the above 87th section; and justices having

(a) This enactment only applies to
proceedings expressly pointed out by
the act, and does not apply to proceed-
ings taken under another act recog-
nised by this act : therefore the en-

actment is not applicable to proceed-
ings taken in pursuance of 3 Geo. 4,

c. 126. (/?. V. Trustees of Norwich
and Walton Road, 5 A. d: E. 563.)
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ordered Hm to pay 101. for costs, tlie Court granted a mandamus to 20. Consent to

them to issue a warrant for levying the same on the goods of the turnpike bill

informer. may be by affi-

The sessions, on appeal against a certificate of two justices, that a davit.

turnpike road, made under a local act, had been completed and was fit

to be travelled upon, having decided that the certificate was void in
point of law, and having refused to go into the merits of the appeal in
point of fact, the Court of K. B. refused to grant a mandamus to them
to hear the appeal, on the ground that their decision was contrary to

the local act. {R. v. The Justices of the W. R. of Yorkshire, 5 B. &
Adol. 1003.)
A rule nisi for a mandamus to compel justices to enter continuances Mandamus to

and hear an appeal against a conviction under the 4 Geo. 4, c. 95,
^^^^ appeal.

having been obtained, it was held, that it was no objection to counsel
appearing to show cause, that they were instructed by the attornies of
the trustees of the road on which the offence was alleged to have been
committed by the applicant, and not by the justice before whom, or
the informer by whom, the complaint was made on which the convic-
tion took place, and to whom respectively the rule was addressed.
{R. V. Justices of Middlesex, 2 Doiol., N. 8., 719.)

See the observations as to appeals and certiorari under the high-
way acts. As to appeals and certiorari in general, see " Appeal,"
"Certiorari;" and see a further provision as to certiorari in the 3
Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 143, p. 1279.

XX. atottsent to turnpike I3ill mag be fig EfK^abit
By stat. 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 151, all persons concerned or interested 3 Geo. 4, c. 126.

in any bill for making or repairing any turnpike road, or for widening Parties interested

or diverting such road, may signify their consent to the same by affi- ^nsenvto any^"
davit, taken and authenticated according to the form hereinafter pre- turnpike billiy

scribed, unless the committee of either house of Parliament to whom affidavit.

such bill, or the petition of such bill, shall be referred, shall otherwise
order.

Sect. 152. It shall and may be lawful for any one or more justice or Justices of peace

justices of the peace, or master or masters extraordinary in Chancery
°rdinar°Tn^Chan-

to take affidavits on oath or affirmation (which oath or affirma,tion eery empowered
such justice or justices, or master or masters extraordinary in Chan- to take all such

eery, is and are hereby authorised and empowered to administer) of ^ ^^''^^*

the answers that may be given by the owners and occupiers of lands

on applications made to them for their consent to such bill, and every
affidavit shall be in the form following, as near as the circumstances
of the case will admit

:

" A. B., of , maketh oath and saith, that he did apply to O. B., who
he believes to be the owner of [set out the property], being part of the lands

through wh^eh the intended turnpike roadfrom E. to F. is to be carried, or the

alteration to be made (as the case may be), and that he received from such

owners the answers set forth in the paper hereunto annexed.
(Signed) A. B.

"Sworn [or, solemnly affirmed] before me [as in the other forms hereinbefore

set forth.] As witness my hand and seal."

And no such affidavit as aforesaid shall be subject or liable to any
f^^^^l^ du*ty

^^^*

stamp duty now payable by any act or acts of Parliament, or which
shall hereafter be imposed, unless specially named and made subject

thereto by the act or acts of Parliament imposing the same.

Sect. 153. Proof of the hand-writing of any justice of the peace, or Proof of hand-

master extraordinary in Chancery, before whom any such affidavit ^"
e d^eemid

shall be made as aforesaid, shall be sufficient evidence of the signature sufficient.

of such justice or master extraordinary before any committee of either

House of Parliament, without any witness being produced who was

present at the time when such affidavit was made, and without a wit-
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21. Forms—list
jjggg i^eing produced to prove that such justice of the peace, or master

°l^ extraordinary in Chancery, before whom such affidavit was made, was
at the time of making such aflSdavit a justice of peace or master extra-

ordinary in Chancery.
See the 16 & 17 Vict. c. 78, as to commissioners in Chancery, and

5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 62, substituting a declaration in lieu of oaths in cer-

tain cases.

XXI. ^orms,—Zzsfo/.]

I. As to Officers :

General appointment of an officer (No. 57) («).

Bond from surveyor (No. 58).

The like from treasurer (No. 59).

Oaths by trustees (No. 60).

FoEMS of informations and convictions against toll collectors for miscon-

duct (No. 61).

II. As to Accounts:

Summons to attend justices (No. 62).

"Warrant to distrain for money found due (No. 63).

Commitment for want of distress (No. 64).

General statement of income and expenditure, and state of roads (No. 65).

Estimate of expense of maintaining turnpike trusts (No. 66).

III. As to Purchases of Lands, &c. to improve, &c. Boads

:

Notice to owner and tenant of land to treat with trustees for purchase of

land, &c. (No. 67).

Precept to summon a jury to assess, &c. (No. 68).

Notice to owner of intended inquisition, requiring production of deeds,

books, &c. (No. 69).

The like notice to the tenants (No. 70).

Summons to witnesses to appear before jury (No. 71).

Oath to jury (No. 72).

Oath to witnesses (No. 78).

Inquisition (No. 74).

Order of trustees for stopping up an old road and giving it in exchange

to owner of land given up by him for the new road (No. 75).

Conveyance (No. 76).

IV. As to Repairs, &c. :

Agreement by subscription for advancing money to make and repair a

road or highway (No. 77).

Agreement between trustees and a party liable by tenure to repair some
part of road (No. 78).

Notice by surveyor to get materials (No. 79).

Magistrates' authority to get them (No. 80).

(a) To prevent the reader being it is thought fit to continue num-
misled, when referring to the forms bering the latter from the last form
relative to highways in general, which as to highways in general ; as to which
he might be, were the forms relative to forms see ante, p. 1125.

turnpike roads numbered from No. 1,
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v. As to Tolls : 21. Forms— list

Order of trustees for reducing the tolls (No. 81). ^f-

Notice for letting tolls (ISTo. 82).

• Notice for letting tolls in lots (No. 83).

Contract for letting tolls (No. 84).

Lease of tolls (No. 85).

Mortgage of tolls (No, 86).

Notice of meeting of trustees for ordering side gate to be erected (No. 87).

Order of trustees for erecting a turnpike gate, &c. (No. 88).

Warrant from justice to enter toll-gate house and eject persons therefrom
(No. 89).

Order of trustees for erecting a weighing engine (No. 90).

Table of weights (No. 91).

Agreement between trustees of different turnpike roads for erecting one
weighing engine for the use of certain roads (No. 92).

Information and conviction against toll collector for extortion (No. 93).

The like against him for not putting his name on toll house (No. 94).

The like against a person for obstructing the weighing of a cart (No. 95).

The like for evading toll (No. 96).

VI. As to Injuries and Annoyances to Roads :

Notice from surveyor to cleanse ditches (No. 97).

The like to remove filth, &c. (No. 98).

The like to turn a drain, &c. (No. 99).

The like to make a tunnel (No. 100).

The like to prune, &c. a hedge, &c. (No. 101).

The like to remove a gate, &c. (No. 102).

Order to cut down trees, &c. (No. 103).

Information and conviction for encroaching on road by a hedge
(No. 104).

The like for not cleansing ditches, &c. (No. 105).

The like for not trimming a hedge, &c. (No. 106).

The like for laying rubbish, &c. (No. 107). ^

The like for damaging milestones, &c. (No, 108).

The like for taking away scrapings, &c. (No. 109).

The like for riding on footpath (No. 110).

The like for riding on waggons without a guide (No. 111).

The like for not using skidpaus (No. 112),

The like for not having name painted on waggon (No, 113).

See forms for destroying turnpike gates, &c. post, ^'Malicious Injuries to

Property" Vol. III.

yH. General Forms of Convictions, (fee.

;

Summons to attend justices (No, 114).

Information (No, 115).

Conviction (No, 116).

Warrant to distrain (No, 117).

Retxirn of constable where no effects (No. 118),

Commitment for want of distress (No. 119).

VIII. Appeal:

Notice of, to quarter sessions (No. 120).
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21. Forms.
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I. FOEMS AS TO OFFICERS,
(57.) Anointment At a meeting ofthe trustees [or, " covimissioncrs "] ofthe turnpike roads wuler
o an o cer (a). ^^ ^^^ passed in the year of the reign of his Majesty King

the , "i^or [state the title of the act]," /icW a< ^ the day of «

In pursuance and exercise of the power and authority given to or vested in us,

in and by the above-'mentioned act, and also in and by an act passed in the third

year of the reign of his late Majesty King George the Fourth, for regulating

turnpike roads, and another act passed in the year of the reign of his [said

late] Majesty's reign, " For [state the title of this act]," and of all other poioer

and poivers, authority and authorities, in anywise enabling us in this behalf:

we whose names are liereunto subscribed, being the trustees [or,
'

' commissioiiers "J

of the said turnpike road, have nominated and appointed, and do hereby nomi-
nate and appoint, A. B., of [&c.], to be collector of the tolls arising on [or,

*^ clerk to the trustees," Qv, '^commissioners," or, " surveyor, kc. of '] the said

turnpike road for year, or during the pleasure of the trustees [ov, ^'coin-

onissioners "] of the said titrnpike road for the time being, at the yearly salary

of , for his care, attendance, labour, and services therein^ the same to be

allowed and paid quarterly [or, as the case may be], out of the monies arising

on the said turnpike'.road, with full power and authority for him, the said A. B.
to collect, seize, and distrain for, recover and receive the tolls arising and pay-
able at bar on the said turnpike road, and at the weighing engine and
side bar at aforesaid [or, as the case may be], to do, execute, and perform
all and every act, matter, and thing, acts, matters, and things whatsoever apper-

taining or incident to the said office of collector [or, ^^ clerk, surveyor," &c.]

under and according to the provisions, limitations and directions of the said
respective acts, or either ofthem, or any other act or acts already passed, or here-

after to be passed, relating to the said turnpike road, and also subject and accord-
ing to such orders, rules, and directions as he the said A. B. hath received, or
shallfrom ti7ne to time receive, from the trustees [or, ^'commissioners"] of the

said turnpike road, for the time being.

Given under our hands the day aiid year, and at the place first above written.

C. D. d:c. d:c.

If a temporary collector or receiver only is to be appointed in case of death,

&c. "'until the next meeting ofthe trustees [or, '' commissioners"] of the said road,"
such appointment may be made by any two or more trustees or commissioners,
although not assembled at a meeting. See ante, p. 1187.

ii

(58.) Bond from
the surveyor (6).

We, A. B., surveyor of the turnpike roads tmderan act passed in the

year of the reign of King the , for [state the principal part of the
title of the act], and 0. D. of , are bound to E. F. of , in the sum
of pounds, to be paid to the said E. F., his executors, administrators, and
assigns, for xvhich piayment we liereby bind ourselves severally, and each of our
heirs, executors, and administrators. Dated the day of

The condition of this bond is such, that, if the said A. B., his executors, or ad-
ministrators, shall duly and faithfully account for, apply, and pay all and
every the sum and sums of money which hath or have come or shall come to h is

hands as surveyor of the turnpike road aforesaid, according to the direction

and true intent and meaning of the said act, and oftlie statute made in the third
year of the reign of his late Majesty King George the Fourth, for regulating
turnpike roads, then this bond to be void, or else to renuiin in full force.

f50.) Bond from
treasurer.

(60.) Oaths by
trustees.

Thebondfrom the treasurer will be in the sameform as (No. 68).

See the forms of the oaths to be taken by the trustees, as prescribed by the act,

ante, p. 1158. [In lieu of these oaths, declarations to the same eflect are
now to be made. See ante, p. 1159.]

toVcIn™oMfoT* ^'ee forms of informations and convictions against toll collectors for miscon-

misconduct. ^^^f> Post, {Nos. 93, 94, 115, IIG).

{a) See ante, p. 1182.
ante, p. 1186.)

{b) The 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, gives this form. (See
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2. FORMS AS TO ACCOUNTS. ^^- ^^^^^'

County of
\ To A. B. of

to wit.
)

•'

Whereas complaint hath been made to and before me, C. D., one of her Ma- (62.) Summons to

jesty's justices of(he peace for the said [county, <fcc.] by E. F. [surveyor, tfcc] on attend justice (a).

behalf of the trustees [or, ^'commissioners"'] of the turnpike road [describing it]

appointed by, or acting under, an act passed in the third year of the reign of his

•late Majesty King Oeorge the Foicrth, intituled An Act to amend the general
laws now in being for regulating turnpike roads in that part of Great Britain
called England ; and also an act passed in the fourth year of tiie reign of his

said late Majesty, intituled An Act [set forth the title of this act] ; and also an
act passed in the • year of the reign of his [late] Majesty King the

, intituled An Act, &c. [set forth the title of the local act] : That you,
A. B., being one of the officers appointed by the trustees [or, '^commissioners }

of the said turnpike road, although thereunto required by the said trustees [ov,
'' co7nmissio7iers "] have refused and neglected to produce and deliver to such
trustees [or, "commissioners'"], or to such person, and within such time as they
the said trustees [or, "commissioners "'], appointed and limited for thatpurpose,
and that you still refuse and neglect to produce and deliver to them or him, true,

exact, and perfect accounts in writing, wonder your hand, of all monies which
you have received to the time when such accounts were required to be delivered

as aforesaid, byvirtiie oftJie said acts, or any or either of them, and how much
thereof has been paid or disbursed, and for what purposes, together with the

proper vouchersfor such payments. [Or, "have refused and neglected topaij the

mmuy due on a certain account [or, "accounts'"] prodicced and delivered by you
to such trustees [or, " commissioners"] of alimonies, d-c, as above.] [Or, "that
you, A. B., being, dsc. (as above), did refuse or neglect to deliver up to the said

trustees [or, " cojnmissioners "], or to such person as they did appoint for that

purpose, within tc7i days after bei?ig thereunto required by the said trustees [or,

" comynissioners'"], all the books, papers, and writings in your custody orpower
relating to the execution of the said acts, or any or either of them. These are

therefore to require yotc personally to appear before me, at , in the said

[county], on the day of next, at the hour of in the noon,
to answer to the said comp)laint made by the said E. F. on behalf of the said trus-

tees [or, "commissioners "], the said £. F. being likewise directed to be then and
there prese^it, to make good the same. Herein fail not.

Given under my hand and seal this day of ,

a D. (L. s.)

To 0. H. tJie [constable, Jieadborough, or tithingman] of , in the said county. (63.) Warrant to

County of ) Whereas complaint having been made to and before me, C. D.
, moneyfound

^

to wit. \ one, d-c, by E. F., &c., tJiat A. B. of, dc, [set forth the com- due (6).

plaint as in the summons, ante, (No. 62)], 1 the saidjiistice did thereiopon, by
warrant under my Jmnd, duly summon the said A. B. to appear before me at

, this day ; and the said A. B. appeared before me at such time and place,

pursuant to the said summons, [or, "but it is dulyproved and shown tome that

tlie said A. B. was and is not to be found"] ; whereupon I, the said justice, did
proceed to hear the matter of such complaint in a summary way [and the said

A. B. having produced a certain account [or, " accounts"] of or concerning the

matters aforesaid, I did proceed, according to tlw directions of the statute in
that case provided,, to settle the said account [or, "accounts "] : and the said C.

D. , havhig heard the said complaint, acknowledged and voluntarily confessed the

same to be true.] And it manifestly appearing to me upon such confession of
the said A . B. against whom such complaint was so made as aforesaid [or,

'

' by
the oath,'" or, "oaths," of one witiuss, or, "witnesses,'"], [or, " upo7i the

inspection of the said accou7it," or, "accounts,'" so produced as aforesaid], tlmt

the sum of , bei7ig tlie tvhole [or, "part"] of the money which has been

collected and received by tlie said A.B., in the behalf utuL on the account afore-

said, is in the hands of the said A. B., and hath bee7i by him refused and
7ieglected to be paid as aforesaid, contrary to the said last-me7itio7ied statide

:

2'hese are therefore in her Majesty's na7ne to command you to levy the said su7n

(a) See form, Batc7nan^s General Turiipilce Acts; and ante, p. 1169.

(6) Ibid., ante, p. 1169.
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21. Forms. of ly distress of tJie goods ami cimttels ofMm the said A. B. : ami if within

. four days next after such distr'ess by you taken, the said sum, and the charges of

distraining and keeping the sanu, sJiall not be paid, that then you do sell the said

goods and chattels so by you distrained, and out of the money arising by such

sale, that you do pay the said sum of to the said trustees [or, " commis-

sioners "], or such person or persons as they shall for tlvat purpose appoint,

according to the directions of tlic said last-mentioned statute, returning the over-

plus on demand to him the said A. B. (the reasonable charges of distraining and
selling the said distress being first dediocted); and if no goods and chattels of the

said A, B. can be found sufficient to answer and satisfy the said money, and the

charges of distraining and selling the same, that then you certify tlie same to

me, together unlh this viarrant.

Given under my hand and seal, the day of . CD. (l. s. )

For the form of the constable's return, if no distress can be found, see post,

(No. 118).

(64 ) ComTTiitmeut County of ) To the [constable of] , in the said county, and to the

for want of dia- to wit. \ keeper of the iomtnon gaol [or, " the house of correction "], at

tress (a).
^ in the said county.

Whereas complaint, &e. [state the complaint and conviction, as in the sum-
mons and warrant of distress, ante, (No. 63)] ; and whereas, on the

day of , in the year aforesaid, I did issue my warrant to the [constable] of

, to levy the sum of , by distress and sale of the goods and chattels

of Kim the said A. B., according to tlie directions of the said last-mentioned sta^
lute. Aiid whereas it duly appears to me, upon the oath of the said [constable],

that (lie said [constable] hath used his best endeavours to levy the said sum oj

, on the goods and chattels of tlie said A. B. as aforesaid, but thut no goods

and chattels of tlie said A . B. can be found sufficient to answer and satisfy the

said money, and the charges of distraining and selling the same; [or, *^ And
whereas the said A. B. hath not appeared before me, tlie said justice, at the time

andplace by me appointedfor that purpose, pursuant to tlie said summo^is, and
there is no sufficient reason assigned for such non-appearance"]; [or, "Jwd
whereas the said A. B. hath a,jjpeared before me, tlie said justice, at the time and
place by me appointed for tliat purpose, hut hath tlien and there refused and
-neglected, and doth refuse and neglect, to give and deliver to me, the said justice,

an account or accounts ofall receipts and payments as aforesaid [or,
'

' to produce

and deliver to me, the said justice, tlie several vouchers and receipts relating to

such accounts respectively ], [or, "the books, accounts, papers, and writings in

his custody or power, relating to the execution of the said act of the year

aforesaid, for making or repairing the said turnpike road, or the said act of the

third, or the said act of tlie fourth years of the reign of his said late Majesty "],

contrary to tlie statute in that case made and provided : Tliese are therefore to

command you, tlie said [coTistable] of aforesaid, to apprel\£nd the said A . B.

and him safely to convey to the common gaol [or, "house of correction"], at

, in the said ccncnty, and there deliver him to the keeper thereof, together

with this precept : And I do also command you the said, keeper, to receive and
keep in your custody the said A. B., without bail or mainprize, until lie shall

have accounted for and paid the full amount of tlie said money received by him
[or, " in his hands "], as aforesaid, or compounded imth tlie said trustees " [or,

** commissioners"], and paid such composition in such manner as the said trus-

tees or commissioners shall appoint [or, "until he sluill have delivered up stich

books, papers, and writings as aforesaid, or made satisfaction thereof to the said

trustees (or, "commissioners")] ; and for so doing this sliall be your s^ifficient

warrant: provided that tlie said A. B. shall not, for tlie offence, or on the

account aforesaid, be detained in prison for a longer space of time than [six]

calendar montlis.

Given under my Imnd and seal the day of , in the year of our
Lord, one thousand eight hundred and ,

C. D. (L. s.)

(a) See form, Baleman's General Turnpike Acts; and see ante, pp. 1169 and
1278.
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21. Forms.

General Staiement of the Income and Expenditure of the Turnpike Trust, in (65.) General state-

the County of , between the \st dMij of January, , and the Zlst ^d'^exSiulro
day of December, (a). of turnpike trust.

INCOME.
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(66.) An estimate
of the expense of
Tnaint:\ining the
turnpike trust (a).

f^igljixiass, Eurnpii^e*

An Estimate of tlie Expense of maintaining the

County of , between tlie 1st day of January,
December, {a).

Turnpike Trust in tlte

, and the Zlst day oj'

Manual labour .

Team labour and carriage .....
Materials delivered on the road, exclusive of carriage

Land purchased ......
Damage done in obtaining materials

Tradesmen's bills ......
Salaries .

Law charges .......
Interest of debt .......
Watering the roads ......
Lighting ditto .......
Incidental expenses

Date of the existing act of Parliament.

The length of the trust, miles. Distinguishing main from branch
roads.

State the description and quantity of materials usedon the trust, with the

price per yard or ton ; and if the damages in obtaining materials are paid for

aX per y^d or ton, state the price.

(67.) Notice to
owner and tenant
of land to treat
with trustees for
the purchase of

land over which
they have diverted
a turnpike road,
and for recom-
pense, (fee. (6).

III. FORMS OF PROCEEDINGS AS TO PURCHASING LAND TO
IMPROVE, ETC., ROADS (6).

To G. P., Esq., and to , or whom else it may concern.

Whereas you the said O. P. , at the time of diverting a'od altering of tlie course

of the turnpike road leading from to hereinafter mentioned, as herC'

inafter mentioned, claim to be and iww claim to he absolutely entitled, subject to

a lease thereof, bearing date the day of ,
granted to the said W. E.

for a period of years, subject to a certain rent and covenants, and which
lease will expire on the day of next : and you, the said W. E., at

the time of the diverting of the said road as aforesaid, claimed and now do claim

to be entitled under the said lease to the slip or parcel of land hereunder men-
tioned and described.* And whereas the said slip or parcel of land was, at the

time of tlie diverting and altering of the said road as aforesaid, and now is,

situate, lying, and being within the distance of one hundred yardsfrom the line

or course of the said turnpike road, under the care and management of the trus'

tees hereinafter tnentioned, and no dwelling-house or any other building was, at

the time of the diverting and altering of the said road as aforesaid, or now is

erected on any part of the said slip or parcel of land; aiid no part tliereof was,
at the times aforesaid, or is a garden, yard, or paddock, or a park, planted
walk, or avenue to a house, or enclosed ground jylanted as an ornament or shelter

to a house, or planted and set -apart as a nursery for trees. And whereas, at a
meeting duly convened of tlie trustees apipointed and acting under and by virtue

and in execution of an act of Parliament passed in the year of the reign of
his late Majesty King , and intituled [here describe the title of the local

act under which trustees are acting], holden at , in tlie said county, on
the day of last, it was determined by tlie said trustees to divert and
alter the course of tlie said road, by making a road from the corner of a certain

close called , and in the tenure or occupation ofone , to a point called

(«) This form is given by 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 80.

lb) See the act, &c., p. 1194.
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[describing tlie points from and to which the new road has been made], 21. Forms.
over certain closes, and amongst others over tJie said slip or parcel ofground, and
the said trustees the7i ordered that the said road leading from to

,

should be so diverted and altered as aforesaid ; and at the said meeting it was
also deemed necessary by the said trustees to purchase the said last mentioned slip

or parcel of ground for the purpose of diverting and altering as aforesaid the

course oftJie said last-mentioned road, and tlie said trustees then ordered that the

said slip or parcel of ground should be purchasedfor thepurpose aforesaid. And
wlvereas, siiice tlve said meeting, in purstMTice of the said order and determina-
tion of the said trustees, and by virtue of the said act of Parliament, and of other

acts of Parliament liereinafter mentioned or referred to, the course of the said
last-mentioned road has been diverted and altered as aforesaid. And ivhereas,

by reason of the said new road having been made over live said slip or parcel of
ground, you, and each of you, the said 0. P. and W. E., have sustained da-
mage.* We, therefore, the undersigned trustees, being the said trustees assembled
at tlie said meeting, acting in the execution of the said first-mentioned act ofPar-
liament, and by virtue of the same, and of the act of Parliament passed i7i tlic

ninth year of tlie reign of his late Majesty King George the Fourth, intituled. An
Act to amend the acts for regulating turnpike roads, and^ of all other acts of
Parliament enabling us in this behalf, do hereby give you notice, and require

you respectively to treat with tlie trustees of the said turnpike road leadingfrom
to

, for tlie p)urchase by them, of the said slip orparcel of land, and
for tlie recompense you onay be respectively entitled to in that behalf, and for the

satisfaction which you arc respectively entitled to receive from tliem for any loss or

damage you may Imve respectively sustained by reason of the said new road
having been made over the said slip or parcel of land, or otherwise by reason of
tlie making of tlie said new road : and we furtlier give you and each of you notice,

tlmt in case you do, for the space of thirty days next after the receipt of this

notice, neglect or refuse to treat, or, by reason of absence, sliall be preventedfrom
treating, or do not agree in the premises with the said trustees, then that the said

trustees will cease such recompense, loss and damage, to be inquired into and
ascertained by a jury of twelve indifferent men of tlie county [^Widing," or
*' place,"'\ wherein such slip or parcel of land lies, and vnll proceed thereupon

according to the p7-ovisions of tlie said several acts of Parliament before mentioned
or referred to, and the laws now in force in that behalf. Dated this day

of , 18 .

A. B., 0. D., E. P., G, H., &c.
' Trustees of the above-mentioned turnpike roads.

Particulars of the slip or parcel of ground above mentioned or referred to:—
A piece of land out of a close of pasture land called , situate, lying,

and being in the parish of , in the county of , now in the occupation

of you, the said W. E., as tenant tliereof to you, the said G. P., or otherwise,

extending in a northwardly direction from a jnece of land or garden ground,

lately the property of J. M. W. , to the foot of the bridge adjoining a plantation

belonging to yoii., the said G. P., and being of tJie length of seven hundred feet

or thereabouts, and, thi'oughout, of the h-eadth of forty-five feet, and contain-

ing about three thousand and Jive hundred square yards (a).

Whereas G. P., Esq., at the tune of the diverting and the altering of the ^^^-^
^^^\^^

course of the turnpike road leading from to hereinafter mentioned, ^nder 3 Geo. 4,

as hereinafter mentioned, claimed to be and now claims to be absolutely entitled, c. 126, s. 85, to

subject to a lease thereof, bearing date the day of , and granted to ascertain the da-

one W. E., gentleman, for a period of years, and which lease will expire ^'tho owner, and
on the day of next : and the said W. E., at the time of the divert- tenant of land', by
ing of the said road as aforesaid, claimed, and now docs claim to be entitled reason of it having

under the said lease to a certain slip or parcel of land—viz., [describe laud as
the purpose of

in notice to treat, stating, "the said," instead of, " you the said"]. diverting, &c. a

And whereas [here recite as in notice, from asterisk to asterisk, stating, "the turnpike road

said," instead of, "you the said "]. A7id ivhereas, after the 7naking of («»'«. P- ^195).

the said 7iew road over the said slip or pa7-cel of land, to wit, on the day

(a) Of course these particulars must be according to the case in question.
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(6f».) Notice to
owner of the in-

tended inquisi-
tion, reqtiii'ing

him to produce
deeds, &o.

of , /. G., &c.^ [here insert the names of the trustees who vsigned the
- notice], gentlemen, eight of the trustees acting in the execution of the said first-

mention-ed act of Parliament, and being the said trustees assembled at the said

7)ieeting, by virtue of the said first-mentioned act of Parliament, and of the act

of Parliament passed in the ninth year of the reign of his late Majesty King
George the Fourth, intituled. An Act to amend the acts for regulating turnpike

roads, and of all otlier acts of Parliament enabling them in that behalf, by a
notice under the hands of the said trustees, bearing date the day of ,

A.D. 18 , and directed to the said G. P. and W. E., and to whom else it

might concern, did, after reciting as above is recited, give the^n, and each of
them, the said G. P. and W. E., notice, and required them respectively, to treat

vnth the said trustees of the said turnpike road leading from to ,

for the purchase by them of the said slip or parcel of lattd, and for the recom-

pense the said G. P. and W. E. might respectively be entitled to in that behalf,

and for tlie satisfaction which th^y were respectively entitled to receive from tlie

trustees of the said road, for any loss or damage they the said G. P. and W. E.

might have respectively sustained by reason of the said oiew road having
been made over the said slip or parcel of land, or otherwise by reason of the

7naking of the said new road ; and the said J. G., d-c, [names of trustees

who signed the notice], did, by the said notice in toriting, further give notice to

the said G. P. and W. E., and each of' them, that in case they did, for the

space of thirty days next after the receipt of the said notice in writing, neglect

or refuse to treat, or by reason of absence should be prevented from treating, or

did not agree in the premises with the said trustees of the said turnpike road,

leading from, to , then that the said trustees would cause stick

recompense, loss, or damage to be inquired into and ascertained by a jury of
twelve indifferent men of the county [" riding," or ^' place,"] ivherein such slip

or parcel of land lies, and would proceed thereupon according to the provisions

of the said several acts of Parliament before mentioned or referred to, and the

laws then and now in force in that behalf.

And whereas the said G. P. and W. E. did not, nor did eitlier of them,

within thirty days next after such notice in tvriting so given to them as afore-

said, or at any other time, treat or agree with the said trustees according to the

said notice. * Now you the said , as sheriff' of the said county, are hereby

required and commanded forthwith to impannel, summon, and return an in-

different jury of twenty-four 'men of live county of ,
qimlificd to serve

upon juries, to be and appear before the said trustees, at the inn or premises
known by the sign of , and kept by Mr. , in , in the said

county, between tlie hours of and of the clock in the morning of the

day of next, in order that a jury of twelve men may be then and
there chosen and stvorn, to inquire into, and ascertain the value of the said

respective interests of the said G. P. and W. E. in the said slip or parcel of

land, and the damage and loss which the said G. P. and W. E. resjyectiveli/

have sustained beyond the value of their said respective interests in the said sliji or

parcel of land, by reason of the said new road having been made over the said

slip or parcel of land, or otherwise by reason of the inaking of the said ncv:

road. Given under our hands and seals, this day of ,18 .

,
Esquire, Sheriff of the}^ ~I (l. J.) ZZ £ s'.J ^ Trustees.

To
County of

(L. S.) (L. 8.)

To G. P., Esq.

Yott are hereby required to take notice, that, between the hours of and
o'clock in the forenoon of the day of , instant, at the inn or

premises knoion by the sign of tlie , and kept by Mr. in , in

the said county, of , a jury will be duly chosen and sworn before the

trustees {to be then a,nd there assembled) appointed and acting under, and by

virtue and in execvMon of, an act of Parliament passed in the year of
the reign of his late Majesty King , intituled. An Act, &c. [as ante,

(No. 67)], to inquire into and ascertain the value of your aiid one W. E.^s

respective interests in a certain slip or parcel of ground, viz., [here describe

land], and tlie damage and loss which you and the said W. E. resjyecti'rely have
sustained beyond the value of your and the said W. E.'s respective interests

in tlie said slip or parcel of land, by reason of a new road having been made
<yvcr the said slip or parcel of land by the order of the trustees acting under the
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said act of Parliament, for the purpose of diverting and altering the course of 21. Forms.
the said turnpike roa/J, leading from to , or otJierwise hj reason of the

making of the said new road ; and that the said jury will then and there

inquire into and ascertain such valus, damage, and loss, pursioant to such act

of Parliament, and other the statutes in su-:h case made and provided, accord-

ing to tlie notice you have already received, hearing date the day of ,

A,D. 18 ; and you are hereby required to attend before the said trustees and
jury at the time and place, and on the occasion above mentioned, and to produce

and show before them the title-deeds of and relating to the said slip or piece of
land ; and also to produce the counterpart of any lease of, or any agreement by

you for letting the said slip or piece of land, the notices you have received from
the said trustees, their surveyor, or me as their clerk, bearing date respectively

on or about the day of , the day of , the day of

, tJie day of , and the day of last, relating to

the said premises. Dated this day of ,18 . Yotcrs, dx.

To Mr. W. E.

You are hereby required to take notice, that, between the hours of and (70.) The like

of the clock, in the forenoon of the day of instant, at the inn f«>ti°e to tho

or premises known by the sign of the , and kept by Mr. , in , in
tJic said county of , a jury toill be duly chosen and sworn before the

trustees appointed and acting under, and by virtue, and in execution of an act

of Parliament passed in tlie year of th", reign of his late Majesty King
, intituled, An Act, &c. [as ante, (No. 67)], to inquire into and ascertain

the vahie of your and one 0. P.^s respective interests in a certain slip or parcel

of ground, viz., [here describe land], and the loss and damage which you and
the said G. P. respectively have sustained, beyond the value of your and the

said 0. P.'s respective iyitcrests in the said slip or parcel of land, by reason of
a new road having been made over the said slip or parcel of land by the order

of the trustees, acting under the said act of Parliament, for the purpose of
diverting and altering the course of the said turnpike road leadingfrom
to , or otherwise by reason of tlie Tnaking of the said new road ; and that

the said jury will then and there inquire into, and ascertain such vahie, loss,

and damage, pursuant to such act of Parliament, and other the statutes in such
case made and provided, according to the notice you have already received,

bearing date the day of , a.d. 18 ; and you are hereby required

to aMend before the said trustees and jury, at the time and place, and upon the

occasion aforesaid, and to prodioce before them the lease or agreements in

writing, if any, under which ymo hold the said slip or piece of land, and all

receipts for rent received by you, respectively for the said slip or parcel of
la7id. y

Dated this day of 18 . Yours, Jcc. {a).

To
You, and each of you, are hereby summoned, required, and commanded to be (71.) Summons to

and appear in your own proper persons before three or more of the trustees witnesses to ap-

appointed and acting under, and by virtue, and in execution of an act of Par- Rf^y (jt
*""^

liament, passed in the year of the reign of his late Majesty King ,

intituled, An Act, &c. [as ante, (No. 67)], at the inn or premises known by the

sign of the , and kept by Mr. , in the county of , between the

hours of and of the clock in the morning of the day of ,

instant, to be examined and give evidence on oath before a jury, to be then and
there chosen and sworn before the said trustees, pursuant to the statutes in that

case made and provided, to inquire into and ascertain tlie value of the respective

interests of one 0. P. and one W. E. in a certain slip or parcel of land, viz.

,

[here describe land], a7id the damage and loss which they rrmy have respectively

sustained beyond the value of their said resjiective interests in the said slip or

parcel of land, by reason of a new road having been made over tlie said slip or

parcel of land, by the order of the trustees acting under the said first-mentioned

act of Parliament, for the purpose of diverting and altering the said turnpike

road leadingfrom to , or otherwise by reason of the making of the

(a) The notices may be signed by the clerk. (fi)
See p. 1195.
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said new road. And herein you are not to fail iqwn any i^relence whatsoever,

or yoit vnll be fined according to the directions of the said act of Parliament.

Dated this day of ,18 , (a).

(72.) Oath to /, , do swear that I will well and truly inquire into, ascertain, and
jury(i<). assess, withoiit any favour, partiality, or affection whatsoever, tJie value of the

respective interests of one G. P. and one W. E. in a certain slip or parcel of

land, viz., [here describe land], and the damage and loss sustaiiied by them

respectively, beyond the value of their said respective interests in the said slip or

parcel of land, by reason of a new road having been made over tlie said slip or

parcel of land, by the order of the trustees acting in the execution of an act of

Parliament made and passed in the year of the reign of his late Majesty

King , intituled, An Act, &c., [title of local act], and by virtue of

the said act of Parliament and other acts of Parliament in that case made and
provided for the pimposc of diverting and altering tlie course of the said ttirti-

pike road, or othervnse by reason of the making of the said new road ; arid

that I will a true verdict give according to the evidence.

So help me God.

(73.) Oath to wit-
nesses (c).

(74.) Inquisition
after the above
proceedings.

The evidence you shall give before th^ jury sivorn to inquire into, ascertain,

and assess the value, [here set out the form of an oath to the jury, as pointed,

out in the preceding form between the brackets], shall be the truth, the u'hole

truth, and nothing but the truth.

So help you God.

An inquisition taken at the hotise of Mr. , known by the

to wit. 5 name or sign of the , in , this day of , in

the year of our Lord, 18 , and in the year of the reign of o'ur sovereign

lady Victoria, by the grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain

and Ireland Qtieen, Defender of the Faith, by virtue of the tvarrant or precept

hereunto annexed, and hereafter recited, before and , seven of the

trustees appointed and acting under and by virtue of an act of Parliament

passed in the year of the reign of his late Majesty King , intituled.

An Act, &c. [insert title of local act, as ante, (No. 67)], and hy virtue of

the sanne and other acts of Parliament in such case made and provided, upon
the oaths of and , twelve indifferent men, of the said county qualified

to serve upon juries.

Whereas [recite as in precept ante, (No. 68), down to asterisk.] And
whereas, by a precept or warrant bearing date the day of , A.D. 18

under the hands and seals of the said /. (?., (tc. of the trustees acting in

the execution of the said first-mcntio7ied act of Parliame7d, after reciting as

above is recited, they, the said trustees, required and commanded the said

as sheriff of the said county of , forthwith to impannel, summon, and
return an indifferent jury of twenty-four men of the said county of
qualified to serve tipon juries, to be and appear before the said trustees of the

said turnpike road leadingfrom to , at the inn or premises known
by the sign of , and kept by Mr. , in , in tlie said county,

between the hours of and of the clock in the morning of tlie said
day of , A.D. 18 , in order that a jury of ttvelve men anight be

then and there chosen and sworn to inquire into and ascertain the value of the

said respective interests of the said 0. P. and W. E. in the said slip or parcel

of land, avd the damage and loss which they had res2)ectively sustained, beyond
the value of their respective interests in the said slip or parcel of latid, by reason

of the said neio road having been made over the said slip or parcel of land, or
othervfise by reason of the making of the said new road. And whereas the said
sheriff, in pursuance of tlic said precept or warrant, did imjmnnel, summon,
and return twenty-four persons qualified to serve upon juries, according to the
said precept or warrant. And whereas out of such persons so impa^melled,
summoned, and returned, as appeared upon such summons, the said

(a) It would seem that the clerk

might sign for the trustees.

{b) See p. 1197.
(c) See p. 1195.
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caused to he sworn twelve men, being the said , that they would ivell and 21. Forms.
truly inquire into, ascertain, and assess, without favoair, partiality, or affection

the said value, loss, and damage, as aforesaid. And whereas not any of the

said tvj&lve men were cliallenged vihen they came to be sworn as aforesaid. And
whereas, a reasonable time before the holding of this inquisition, that is to say,

on the day of , A.D. 18 , a notice in wnting ivas given by the

said to the said G. P. and W. E. of the holding of this inquisition. And
thereupon the said [jurors], being, in piursuance of the said precept, and of the

said acts of Parliament, duly impanncllcd, summoned, and returned, and
being duly sivorn as aforesaid, and the said 0. P. and W. E. having
respectively, by their coimsel, at tJie time and ijlaxe *of the liolding of this in-

quisition, appeared before the said jurors, and evidence having been adduced,

before them resp)ccting tlie matters in question as aforesaid, the said jurm's upon
their oath say that the value of the said interest of the said G. P. in the said
slip or parcel of land is the sum of £ , and tliat the loss and damage he

has sustained beyond the value of his said interest in the said slip or parcel of
land, by reason of the said neiu road having been made over the said slip or

parcel of land, or othenoisc by reason of the making of the said nexo road, in
the sum of £ , and that the value of the said interest of the said W. E. in

the said slip or parcel of land is the sum of £ , and that the loss or damage
which he has sustained by the cause afoi'csaid is the stem of £ .In witness

wJiereof, as well the said as the jurors aforesaid have hereunto re-

spectively set their hands and seals tlie day and year first aforesaid.

The xmdersigned trustees hereby order that so much of tlie old turnpike road (V5.) Order of

leading from to , as lies between the points at which tlie said old p™g u^ an^old

^'

turnpike road touches the new line of turnpike road lately formed at or near road, and giving

, commencingfrom and extending to , and containing in it in exchange to

length by admeasurement rods, be the same more or less, and situate in "wner of
^^"^.^

the parish of aforesaid, shall be stopiKd up, and wholly discontinued to ^^ ^he new
be used as a public highway, the same having, in thejudgment of the said trus- road (a).

tees, become useless and unnecessary, and that the said old turnpike road so

ordered to be stojtped tip, shall be delivered tip to and become tJie sole and absolute

property of of aforesaid [widaio], and of , Esq. [as

devisees in trust under the will of tlie late of aforesaid'], pursuant
to the agreement in that behalf with the said [devisees], and in exchange for the

land given up by them, and intended to be forthwith conveyed to the said trustees,

and now formed into and constituting the new road as aforesaid, and to be

henceforth used as and for a turnpike road, containing in length, by admeasure-
ment, rods, or thereabouts, and also situate in the parish of afore-

said, together with the piece of land also given up by the said [devisees] to the

said trustees, and added to the said ttimpike road, containing in length

rods, and in width [on an average) , or thereabouts, lying, <L-c.,
,

atid in the said parish of
{Signed ) (b).

See form of conveyance as prescribed by the act, ante, p. 1202. (76.) Conveyance.

IV. FORMS AS TO REPAIRS, &c.

We, whose names are subscribed, do agree to advance and pay the several (77.) Agreement

sums written by us opposite to our names, unto , to be laid out and ex-
advanclrS^money'^

pended in the making and repairing a certain highway, leadingfrom to to make and re-

, after an act ofParliament sJmll be obtained for making the same turn- pair a turnpike

pike road, upon having the tolls to be collected upon such turnpike road assigned road or higu-

arui made over to us as a securityfor the respective sums so to be advanced by us,
^^^^ ''

(a) See p. 1203. This form was ing at Avhich the order is made, p.

held good in Allnutt v. Pott, 1 B. db 1194.
Adol. 302. (c) The 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, gives

(b) To be signed by the major part this form p. 1205.
of the trustees assembled at the meet-
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21. Forms. together tcith interest for the same, after the rate of per centum per annum,
which sums 106 do hereby severally agree to "pay^ hy instahiuats in the following

mangier, viz. one-fourthpart thereof on the day of next; one other

fourth part [&c. &c. &c. j

Dated this day of •

(78.) Agreement At a meeting of the trustees of the turnpike road^, umler an act passed in the
between trustees year of the reign ofKing the , "i='or [state the principal
and a person liable . p-i, ..•', «,,^ ,-, i 'i t ^ j? , ^
by tenure to repair P^^'t o* "16 title 01 the actj, held at , the day of

some part of Wlicreas A. B., of is liable by tenure, <i:c. [as the case shall be], to tlic

road(a). repair of a certain highway leading between and , of the length of

yards or thereabouts ; and the said highway being now made a turnpike

road by virtue of the said act, will occasion a greater expense to make and keep

the same in proper repair than would have been necessary ifno such act had been

obtained, and the said, A. B. attendirtg this meeting in peri,on [or, by C. B. his

attorney or agent authorised to treat in his behalf^ tlie said trustees and the

said A. B. d-c, in pursuance of a poiver given by an act passed in the third year

of the reign of his late Majesty King George the Fourth, for regulating turnpike

roads, have, in order to put and keep the said road into proper condition and
repair, come to the following agreement; videlicet, that the said tntstees shall,

on or before the day of next, pay and alloio the sum of out of

the tolls arising from tlie said turnpike roads, towards putting the said road

into proper repair, to be laid out and expended by the surveyor of tlie said turn-

pike road ; and that the said A. B. shall advance and pay into the hands of the

treasurer of the said turnpike road, on or before the day of next, the

sum of , to be also laid out and expended by the said surveyor in the repair

of tlie said road, and that, from and after the next, the said turnpike road

shall be kept in repair by the said trustees out of the said tolls as aforesaid, so

long as the said turnpike act shall continue, upon the said A . B. paying into the

hands of their treasurer the sum of , upon the , in every year, which
the said A. B. doth hereby, for himself and his heirs, agree to pay accordingly,

• so long as the said road shall be so repaired by the said trustees as aforesaid.

Or, if it shall be agreed that j4. B. shall keep the road in repair upon having
an annual allowance in money from the said trustees, let the agreements be

varied and adapted to the case. See other Forms as to Nuisances, &c., post.

(79.) Notice by
surveyor to show
cause why mate-
rials should not
be had (6).

I, A. B., surveyor of tlie txirnpike roa^Z [describing it], do hereby give youi
notice, and require you forthwith "to appear before E. F. and G. H., esquires,

two of her Majesty's justices of the peace acting in and for the [county] of d-c, at

, on tlie day of next, to show cause why materials for
j

making [or, * repairing '] the said turnpike road shall not be had and taken
j

from and otct of certain inclosed land [or, ' grounds and premises, situate at\

, in tlie county of , of which you are the oioner or occupier,'y'\

according to the directions of an act passed in tlie third year of the reign of hi
late Majesty King George the Fourth, for regulating (lie turnpike roads [or as the!
case may be]. Dated this day of ,18 .

A. B.

Instead of the words within the inverted commas, the following maybe used,!
according to circumstances.

"To appear before E. F. a')id G. II., esquires, two of lier Majesty's justic

of the peace acting in andfor the [county] of, <i:c., at , on , the
day of n&xt, when and where the said justice will hear, settle, and deter-^
mine the matter in difference between you and me, concerning the materiaUk
taken {or intended to be taken) and carried away from and out of certain in^i

closed lands, situate at d:c., and also concerning the payments and satisfaction

for such materials, and the damages done, or to be done, to you, in respeci

tliereof, a7id the costs attending the heari'ng and determining the same,'"

(a) The 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, gives this form. See p. 1217. (&) See p. 1213.
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Cotintyof) Wliereasithathheenmadcto appear unto %is, J. P. ami K. P., 21. Forms.
i esquires, two oflier Majesty's justices of the peace for the said county ;

~

acting within the [hundred'] of , uiion the oath of A. S., surveyor of the (^"•^ Magistrates'

turnpike road [describing it], and other p>roof upon oath, that notice in writing, materials out of
signed by the said surveyor, hath been duly given to [or, " left at the house {or inclosed lauds (a).

last or usual) place of abode of"] A. B., of , the oicner [or, "<7te knoion
agent of the oxuner,'" or, "</te occitjmr "] of certain lands and premises, situate

at , being ajMrish [''hamlet," or '* place"] within the county and [Mm-
dred] aforesaid, and in which a part of the said turn2nke road lies or is situate

[or, "being an adjoining 'pC'^ish [' hamlet,' or, 'jilace'] to the said turnpike
road"] {t!ie said land and premises not being a garden, yard, park, paddock,
planted walk or avemie to any house, or piece of ground plaiited and set apiart

as CO nursery for trees), to appear before us to show caitse why materialsfor
making or repairing the said turn2)ike road should not be had and taken out of
and from the said lands and premises, according to the directions of an act

'passed in the third year of the reign of his late Majesty King George tlic Fourth,

for regulating turnpike roads. And whereas the said A. B. hath attended [by

G. H. his agent], pursuant to such notice, but hath not shown sufficient cause to

the contrary [ov, " hath neglected and refused to appear by himself [or, ' her-

self] or his [or, 'Acr,'J agent, ptorsuant to the said notice, the service of
which upon the said A. B. hath been d^dy proved on oath "]; We do therefore,

after hearing wlmt has been alleged, and duly consulering the premises, think it

proper to order, and do hereby order and authorise the said A. S. as such sur-

veyor as aforesaid, to dig, get, gather, take, ami carry axoay such materialsfor
the purposes as aforesaid, out of and from the said lands and premises o/[or,

"occupied by "] the said A. B., at any time or times between the day of

, avid the day of , according to the directions and subject to

the restrictions of tlic said act.

Given binder our hands and seals, the day of , in tlic year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and
To A. <S'., and all others whom it may concern. J. P. (l. s,)

/. P. (L. s.)

V. FORMS AS TO TOLLS.

At a meeting of the tnistces of the turnpike roads, under an act passed in the (81.) Order of

year of the reign of King the ,

'

' For " d-c. [state the prin-
^''"\^^e^toUg^ft'J"°"

cipal part of the title of the act], liild at , tlic day of .
^"^ ^ ^^

''

We, whose names are subscribed, being or more of the trustees acting

under the said act, being noiv assembledfor reducing the tolls authorised to be

taken by and under tlie said act, pursuant to public notice given for that pur-

pose in the newspapers circulated in thispart of the county, and also affijxed

iipon all the turn2nke gates erected iq^on the said turnpike road, for upwards of
one calendar month now last 2^ast, and having the consent of the several persons

entitled to five-sixthparts of the money noio remaining due tq^on the credit of the

said tolls, this day signified and proved to its, do hereby order, tliat the tolls

granted by tlie said act shall, from and after the said day of , be

lessened and reduced in thefollowing manner [here state tlie several reductions

proposed to be made].

Notice is hereby given that the tolls arising at the toll gate [or, "toll gates," if
^^*;|jjg tolls (c)

more than one], %ipon tlie turnpike road at , called or known by the name
ofthe gate, will be let by auction to tlie best bidder at the hou^e of ,

at , on the day of next, betiveen the hour's of and ,

in the manner directed by the act passed in the third year of the reign of his late

Majesty King George the Fourth, for regulating turnpike roads, which tolls

produced the last year the sum of above the expenses of collecting tliem, and
will be 2nd 7cp at that sum; whoever happens to be the best bidder, must, at the

{a) See form, Bateman's Turnpike form. See p. 1241.

Acts; and see p. 1213. (c) The 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, gives this

{b} The 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, gives this form. See p. 1248.
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21. Forms. same time, 'pay one month in advance [if required) of the rent at which un

tolls may he let, and give seairity, with sufficient sureties, to the satisfaction "j

tlie trustees of the said tu7-npilce road, for payment of tJie rest of the nwjiey
monthly [or in such otlier proportions as shall be directed].

A. B.
Clerk to the trustees of the said turnpike road.

(83.) Notice for Notice is lierehy given, thai the tolls arising at the several toll gates upon the
letting tolls in turnpike road at , called or known hy tlie name of A

.

gate, B.
lots(f().

gate, &e., will he let hy auction to tlie hest bidders, at the house of , at

, on the day of next, heticeen the hours of and
,

in the manner directed by ths acts passed in the third and fourth years of the

reign of his late Majesty King George the Fourth, for regulating turnpike roads,

vjhich tolls ptroducccl the last year the sum of abore the expenses of collecting

them.

N. B. These tolls tvill be let in parcels or lots, and each parcel or lot u-ill he

2nit up at such sum as the trustees shall think fit.

*** Whoever happen to be the best bidders must respectively give security, witii

sufficient sureties to the satisfaction of the trustees of the said turnpike road, for
payment of the rent at wMch such tolls shall be let monthly [or in such other
proportions as shall be directed].

A. B.
Clerk to the trustees of the said turnpike road.

(84.) Contracts for At a meeting of tM trustees [or, "commissioHcrs"] of the twnpike road,
letting tolls (a). tiMer an act passed in the year of the reign of his Majesty King ,

"i^or," [state the title ofthe act], held at , the day of ,

18 , by public notice and advertisement duly givenfor the p%trpose of letting to

farm the tolls of the several gates erected upon tlie said turnpike roads in the

manner directed hy an act passed in the third year of the reign of his late Ma-
jesty Kivg George the Fourth, and another act passed in the fourth year of the

reign of his said Majesty, for regulating turnpike roads.

CONDITIONS OF LETTING.

1. 77iat the said tolls shall he put up at the sum of [or, '^ shall be put
up in parcels or lots, at the following sum {or, * sums'], viz. Lot 1, A. bar, at

* , Lot 2, B. bar, at , <kc., being tlie sum [or, 'sums'] which
they produced the jtreceding year."]

2. That the last or the highest bidder [or, "bidders "], above the said sum [or,

"respective sums "], to be declared and determined in the manner directed hy the
said act of the third year of his Majesty's reign, shall he the farmer or renter of
the said tolls for the term of years, from the day of

3. That the rent shall be paid to tlie trustees [or,
*

' commissioners "] of tlie

said turnpike roadfor the time being, or their treasurer, or such other person or
persons as they shall appoint, by thirteen equal 'monthly payments, at the end of
each successive period offour weeks [or as the case may be], without any deduc-
tion ; the jirst jMiymeni to be inade on the day of

4. Tluit the taker or renter shall perform, d-c. [see the quotation within in-
verted commas in the next precedent, or insert any other condition which the
commissioners may direct].

5. That the last or highest bidder shall enter into a proper agreement for the
takingJhereof, and paying tlie money at the times above specified, 'with one [or,
"two"] sufficient sureties to the satisfaction of the trustees [or, "commis-
sioners"], for payinent of such money, and tender the conditions, and in the
onanner herein directed and stipulated for ilmt purpiose.

6. Tlmt if the last bidder [or, "bidders"] shall not forthuyith enter into such
agreement, or shall refuse to perform these conditioiis, it shall and may be. lawful
to and for the trustees [or, "commissioners"] of the said turnpike road, to put
up the said tolls again immediately, or at any time aftervmrds, and to re-let the
same, as if no such bidding had been made. In which case the deposit money

(a) See form, Bateman's Tttrnpike Acts; and p. 1249.
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(if any) shall he forfeited, and any deficiency on such subsequent letting shall he 21. Forms.
made good by the defaulter at the "present letting, and be recoverable as and for
liquidated damages.

MEMORAXDUM.

E. F., of , having become the highest or last bidder for the ahove-tnen-

tioiied tolls [or, the first lot, &c.], and duly declared the farmer or renter of the

same, at the sum of , for [one] year from the day of , and
having jtrodueed 0. H., of , and I. K., of , as his sureties for the

purpose above mentioned, the trustees [or, *^ commissioners'"] of the said turn-

pike road {in 2nirsuance of the power and authority given to, or vested in them
in ami by the above-mentioned acts, or some or one of them, and of all other

jwwers and authorities enabling thein in this behalf), have contracted and
agreed, and do hereby contract and agree with the said E. F. to let, and the said
E. F. doth hereby agree to take, the said tolls, and all and every the said gates

[comprised in Lot 1, <£c.], for the term of [one] yearfrom the day of ,

at the yearly rent of , payable as aforesaid, and iindcr and subject to the

conditions, stipulations, and agreements hereinbefore contained. And tlic said

E. F., as farmer or renter of the said tolls, and the said G. H. and I. K. as his

sureties, do hereby severally promise, undertake, and agree to and with the trus-

tees [or ^^commissioners "] of the said turnpike road, that he the said E. F., his

executors or administrators, shall and will well and truly pay or cause to be

paid the said yearly rent or sum of , at the times and in the proportions

and rnanner hereinbefore limited and appointedfor that piayose, and jyerfor^n,

fulfil, and keep all and singular the conditions, 7'estrictions, and agreements

hereinbefore contained, and which, on the part of the highest or last bidder,

farmer, or renter of the said tolls, are or ought to be performed.
Witness the hands of A. B. and 0. D. of the truskes [or ^'com-

missioners'^] of the said turnpike road; and of the said E. F., G. H., and
I. K., the day and year, and at the place first above written.

A. B., C. D., E. F., G. H., I. K.

N.B.-—This agreement, if signed hj two trustees, or by the clerk (rt)_ or

treasurer, and the lessee or farmer, and his sureties, is declared to be valid,

although not by deed under seal. (See ante.

This indenture, made the day of , in the year of the (85|) Lease of

reign of our sovereign lady Victoria, and in the year of our Lord one thousand ° ^ w-

eight hitndred and , bctioeen A. B., C. D., &c., being of the

trustees [or '^commissioners"], appointed by or under a certain act of Par-

liament, made and passed in tlie year of the reign of his Majesty

, intituled- An Act, &c., [set forth the title of the local act] of the one

part; and E. F., of , G. H.,of , and I. K., of , of the other

part. Whereas, at a meeting of the trustees of the said turnpike road, held at

the house of , in , in the said [county, d-c], on tJie day of

, by public notice and advertisement duly given, for the purpose of

letting to farm the tolls of the several gates erected upon the said turnpike road,

[or, 'Hhe tolls hereinafter 7nentioned "], in the manner directed by an act

passed, in the third year of the reign of his late Majesty King George the

Fourth, intituled. An Act to amend the general laws now in being for

regulating turnpike roads in that part of Great Britain called England, and
also by an act passed in the fourth year of the reign of his said Majesty, in-

tituled. An Act, [set forth the title of this act], tlie said E. F. became the

higJiest or last bidder for the same, at the yearly rent of , and was accord-

ingly declared the farmer or renter thereof for the term of year
, from

the day of . [And tohereas tlie said G. H. and I. K. have, at the

request of the said E. F., and in order to satisfy the conditions of letting the

said tolls, agreed to become parties to these presents, and to enter as sureties

along loith Ivim the said E. F. for payment of the yearly rent, and for the per-

formance of the cirvcnants and agreements hereinafter reserved and contaiiied.]

Noiv this indenture witncsseth, that, for and in consideration of the rent lierein-

(a) See ante, p. 1251.

\h) See this form, BatemaxCs Turnpike Acts ; and ante, p. 1250.
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21. Fmins. after reserved, and of the covenants and agreements hereinafter contained on the

part and behalf of the said E. F., 0. H., and I. K., their respective execiUors

and administrators, to be paid, doiu, and performed, they the said A. B., C. D.,

(tc, in pursuance and exercise of the jmwer and authority given to or vested in

them, in and by the said several recited acts, or any or either of them, and of

all other power or poivers, authority and authorities, in anywise enabling them
in this behalf, have demised, leased, and to farm let, and by these presents do
demise, lease, and to farm let unto the said E. F., his executors and adminis-
trators, all and singular the tolls of the several gates erected upon the said

turnpike road, and. also the said several gates [or " q/" the gate "] situate at
,

{cmd at the side gate or side bar at ], [and also at the weighing engine

erected upon or near the said turnpike road at
,
(or as the case may be)],

toith full power and authority for him the said E. F., his executors and ad-

ministrators, and such person or persons as he or they shall authorise or appoint

to collect and receive the said tolls, according and subject to the provisions and
restrictions of the said several acts, or any or either of them, and under and
subject to such rules, orders, reductions, variations, ccnd regulations as have
been, or shall at any time or times hereafter be made, ordered, or agreed upon
by the said trustees or commissioners for the time being of the said turnpike
road, 2nirsuant to the powers vested in them in and by the said acts, or any or

either of them ; and for that pur^^ose to occiqnj and enjoy the toll house [or,
^^ toll houses"] at which the said tolls are to be collected and to arise, with all

the appurtena')iccs and conveniences to the same toll house [or, " toll houses "]
belonging, during so long time only of the term hereby granted as the said E. F.

,

his executors or administrators, shall duly and regularly pay the rent, and
perform the covenants and agreements herein reserved and coiitained ; to have
and to hold the said tolls and gates, and all and singular otiier the pre7nises

hereinbefore mentioned, and intended to be hereby demised, unto the said E, F.,
his executors or administrators, from the day of , for and during,
and unto tlie full end and term of [oiui] year from thence next ensuing, and
fully to be complete and ended ; yielding and paying therefore, during tlie said
term, unto the trustees [or " commissioners "] of the said turnirike road for the

time being or their treasurer (a) for the time being, or such other person or 2yer-

sons as they shall appoint, the yearly rent or sum of , of laioful money of
Great Britain [by thirteen equal monthly payments in the year, at the end of
each successive period of four roecks, (or as the case may be)], without Tnakijuj

any dedtiction or abatement thereout on any account or 2}retence whatsoever ; the

first [monthly] payment thereof to begin and be made on the day of
now next enduing. Provided always, and it is hereby declared and agreed
by ccnd between the said i^ar'ties hereto, that if the said rent liereinbefore re-

served, shall he in arrear by the siiace of seven days next after any of the dajf^

on ivhich tlie same ought to be paid, ns aforesaid, and pursuant to the coven a"
or agreement hereinafter contained ; or if the said E. F., his executors or (oi-

ministrators, shall neglect or refuse to perform the covenants and agreements
herein contained, and ichich, on his or their 2)art and beludf, are or ought to be
done and performed, then, and in any or citlver of tlie said cases, it shall ami
may be lawful to and for tlie trustees [or, ^'commissioners''''] of the said turn-
pike roadjfm' the time being, or such j)erson or 2icrsons as tlwy shall aMhorise or
ap>p)oint for that 2ntrpose, into and ^qion the said tolls, gates, toll houses, con-
veniences, and premises, with the aj^^urtenances, or into or upon any part
thereof in the nam^ of the whole, wholly to re-enter, and the same to have
again, collect, receive, retain, re-2)ossess, and enjoy, as in their fm-mer estate ;
and the said E. F., his executors and administrators, and all other collectors,

receivers and occupiers of the said premises, thereout aiul from thenceforth
utterly to expel, put out, and remove, and thereupon and from thenceforth to
vacate and determine these 2^resents, or otherwise to act in the premises as to

them the said trustees or cmnmissioners shall seem tncet, according to the direc-
tions and provisions in that behalf contained in aiid by the said several acts of
Parliament, or any or either of them, {anything to the contrary thereof herein-
before contained in anywise notwithstanding). And the said E. F., 0. //., and
I. K., do herebyfor theynselves jointly and severally (6), and for their several

(«) See anU, p. 1249, n. (c), and (J) See Lee v. Nixon, 1 A. & E.
p. 1250, n. (c), 201.
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and rcs2)ective heirs, executors, mid administrators, covenant, 2)romise, and
agree to and with the said A. B., C. I)., d:c., a/iid the trustees [or, "cam-
missioners'"] of the said turninke road for the time being, that he the said E. F.,
his executors, administrators, or assigns, shall and tinll well and truly pay, or
cause to be paid, tmto the trustees [or, "commissioners "] of the said turnpike
road for the time being, or their treasurer for the time being, or such other
person or persons as they shall appoint, (lie said yearly rent or sum of ,

by thirteen equal monthly payments at tlie end of each successive 2)criod of fvur
weeks, vnthout any deduction or abatement lohatever, as aforesaid, according to

the true intent and meaning of these presents ; and \to repair the toll house, or
any other condition as agreed upon] ;

'
' and also that the said E. P. , his executors

or administrators, shall and toill loell and truly observe, fulfil, abide by, pay,
and keep all the conditions, restrictions, provisoes, clauses, and limitations, re-

spectively limited, inflicted, and declared in and by the said several herein-
before recited acts, or either of them, concerning or appertaining to collectors or
gatekeepers, or to the managing, recovering or receiving tlie tolls, or on any
other account relating to or concerning the office of collector or gatekeeper ; and
also shall and will, from time to time, and at all times during the said term of
[one] year, pay obedience to and perform all and every such orders and direc-

tions as shall be legal, and as the trustees [or, " commissioturs"] of the said
turnpike road at any of their meetings during the time aforesaid shall think
expedient and jjroper to be done by tJiem respectively to the said turnpike road,
and the tolls to arise therefrom." And mweover, that, at the expiration or
other sooner determination of the said term of \oiie\ year, v)hichever shall first

haptpcn, he, the said E. F. , his executors and administrators, shall and loill

quietly quit, yield, and deliver up the possession of the said toll house [or,
'

' houses "] and toll bar [or,
'

' bars "], and the receipt and collection of the said
tolls to the trustees [or "commissioners"] for the tiine being of the said turn-
pike road, or to such person or persons as they shall appoint for that purpose.
In witness whereof the said parties have hereunto set their hands and seals, the

day and yea/r first above written.

A. B. (l. s.)

Sigiied, sealed, <&c. C. D. (l. s.)

E. F. (L. s.)

21. Forms.

See the forms as to mortgages of toUs prescribed by the act, ante, p. 1253. S.'"'''"''^^®
"^

Notice is hereby given, that the trustees of the turnpike roads, under an act (87.) Notice of

passal in the year of the reign of King the
, for [state the meeting oftrustees

material parts of the title of the act], will meet at the house of , at
, ga\e to bl°^

*

on the day of next, at the hour of , in th-e forenoon, in order to erected (a).

consult about erecting a toll gate on the side of (lie said turnpike road, at or near
a place called , across a certain highway there, leading to . Dated
tJic day of

A. B.
Clerk to the said trustees.

We, A. B., d-c. being the trustees q/ a turnpike road, leadingfrom to (88.) Order of

,
tinder an act parsed in tlie ' year of the reign of his late Majesty i^ tumpSe*gates,

King
, intituled An Act [title of local act], assembled at a special meeting, &c. (6).

Jield at, Ac. , on d:c.
, for the purpose of making this aider and ordering and

directing as hereinafter mentioned, of which meeting public notice, specifying the
time and place, and the purposes thereof, has been given in a certain newspaper,
to wit, a 7ieu'spaper called the , publisJied and circulated in the county [or,

"counties"] through which the said turnpike road passes, and also by affixing
a copy of such notice on all the tiirnpikes, toll-gates, and side-bars which are
now standing on the said road, fourteen days previously to such meeting, do, at
the said meeting, judge it necessary, and there being nothing in any local act

pi-ovided to the coidrary, at the said meeting, o'rder and direct, by this order, in
toriting, signed by three of the said trustees present at the said meeting, that

(a) See ante, p. 1244, and 3 Geo. 4,

c. 126, sch. Ko. 4.

{b) See ante, p. 1244 ; and 3 Geo.

4, c. 126, sch. No. 5.
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21. Forms.

l^tSijUjass, S^iirnpii^c*

thej'c he fortliwith erected aitd built tu, upon, awl across the said turnpike road,

and upon the sides thereof, the toll gates, turnpikes, side-bars, and chains Jvcrc-

after mentioned, with toll houses, outhouses, and other conveniences thereto, in

the places and manner hereinafter inentioned, that is to say,— one toll gale

or turnpike upon and across the said turnpike road, at a place called
,

with one toll-house, suitable outhoioses, and other conveniences thereto, ihpon the

side of tlie said turnpike road and toll-gate adjoining to land novj in the tenure

or occupation of one , the said toll-house, outhouses, and other conveniences

not to be built topon or to cover more than square feet of ground. One side-

bar upon the side of the said turnpike road, near a place called , across n

certain highioay tliere, leadingfrom to , luith one toll-house, suitahi

outhmises, and other conveniences thereto, adjoining the said side-bar upon the

side of the said turnpike road, abutting upon land in tlie occiqMtion of ,

the said toll-house, last-mentioned outhouses and other conveniences, not to In-

built upon or to cover more than squxirefeet of ground. [Let the abo^u
description of the place and manner in which the turnpikes, &c., are to lin

placed, agree with the facts]. And the said trustees, at the said meeting, d^

also, by tliis order in tvriting, order, direct, and ap2}oi7it, that there shall !;

taken in aiui enclosed, on the sides of the said turnpike road, suitable garden
spots for each of such toll-houses, that is to say, for the said first-mentioned toll-

house, there shall be taken in and enclosed a piece of ground containing
square yards, to be bounded <kc. [giving a description of the land to be taken
in], and for the toll-house secondly above-mentioned, a piece of land containing

squAire yards, bounded Ac. Dated the day of , a.d. 18 .

(Signed) (a).

89.) Warrant County of
from a justice to Iq y^i
enter the toll-gate

house, and remove

To the [constable, headhorough, or " tithingman"'] of
in the said county.

Whereas complaint hath been made unto me, A. B., esquire, one of her Mo
the persons jeMy's justices of the pieace for the said county, upon the oath of , and othr,-

therein (&). evidence noiv ptroduced to me, that C. D., who now inhabits the turnpike or toll-

gate house at , up>on the turnpike road leadingfrom to , an-'

vjas appointed to collect the tolls there, hath been, duly discharged by tlie trusts •

of the said turnpike road from any further collecting or receiving tJie tolls

arising at the said gate, and hath refused and still doth refuse to quit the p)os-

session of the said house ; and the said C. D. liaving been summoned to appca r

befoix me this day, to show cause why Joe should not be removed from the sai-l

house, and having shoiV7i no sufficient cause for that 2Jurpose [or, *' not Juiviinj

appeared "], / do hereby authorise and require you, with such assistance a-^

shall be necessary, to enter into the said toll-house or turnpike hoiise, and the

buildings belonging thereto, in the day time, and to remove the said C. D., and
all such persons as shall be found therein, together with his and their goods, out

of such house and buildings, and to put E. F., the person lately appointed by the

trustees to collect such tolls, into the p)ossession thereof; for ivhich this slmll h
your sufficient warrant.

Given utider my hand and seal, this day of

This form may be varied to snit the case of the widow or family of a
deceased collector.

90.) Order of
trustees for erect-
ing a weighing
engine (c).

At a meeting of the t)~ustees of the turnpike roads, under an act passed in the

year of the reign of his Majesty King tJie ,
/or [state

the title of the act], held at , the day of ,18
In pursuance of tlie jmwers given to us by an act passed in the third year of

the reign of his late Majesty King George the Fourth, for regulating turnpike
roads, we do hereby order that an engine, properfor the weighing of carriages,

of the constructio7is and weights specified in the said act, be forthwith erected ol

or as near as conveniently may be to the toll-qate or bar now erected upon th<-

said turnpike road, at ; and that A. B., the [treasurer, clerk, or] survey

r

of tlie said turnpike road, do contract ivith some proper person [or, mV

(a) To be signed by three of the
tmstees who were at the meeting

;

ante, p. 1244.

{!)) The .3 Geo. 4, c. 12(?, gives this

form ; ante, p. 1252.

(c) The 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, gives thi-^

form, ante, p. 1224.
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" 0. D." in case tlie trustees shall think fit to name the person] /or the making
mid erecting such engine, and to inspect, and take care, that the same is pro-

perly done ; and we do order tlic gate-hcepcr at the said gate or 'bar for tlie time

being to attend the said weighing engine, and carefally to weigh all carriages

passing loaded upon the said roaA, at the place where such engine shall be erected,

together loith the loading thereof, and to take the several additional tolls or rates

for overweight, and give tickets of the weight of such carriages and loading,

when required by the driver thereof, and also to enter in a separate book, to be

kept by him for that purpose, an account of every carriage so weighed, which
shall, with the loading, exceed the weights allowed by the said act, and account

to lisfor the money received for all such overweight.

21. Forms.

For every waggon with nine-inch wheels .

For every cart with nine-inch wheels .

For every waggon with six- inch wheels
For every cart with six-inch wheels . . .

For every waggon with wheels of the breadth
of four inches and a half ....

For every cart with wheels of the breadth of
four inches and a half

For every waggon with wheels of less than four
! and a half inches .....

For every cart with wheels of less than four and
a half inches
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21. Forms.

I^ilffjiwagg, ^xirnjjilte*

demand and take from one E. F. the sum of , as and for toll for \one

horse, on which tJie said E. F. tvas then and there riding], for passing through
the said gate, the same toll being a greater toll than he was then authorised to

demand and take from the said E. F. for the said horse 2^0'Ssing through the

said gate as aforesaid, hy virtice of the powers of any act or acts of Parliament,
or of the orders and resolutions of the trustees or commissioners of the said

turnpike road, acting under and hy virtue of a certain act of Parliament mad''

and jjassed in the year of the reign of his late Majesty King
,
intitule'

[title of local act], made in pursuance of any act or acts of ParliamcnL
contrary to theform of the statute in such case made and provided.

(04.) The like on
4 Geo. 4, c. 97,
8. 30, against col-

lector for not
putting up his
name on toll-

house (a).

State the offence thus:]

—

Tluit C. D., of Sc, on etc., at <i-c., in the said

cotmty, being then and there a toll collector at a certain gate and toll-hons.

called on a certain turnpike road there situate, called , did not plac

or cause to be placed on the front of the said toll-house titere situate, at which

he the said C. D. ivas then stationed,, his Christian name and surname, paintc'
in black on a board with a v;hite ground ; contrary to the form of the statute in

such case made and provided.

(95.) The Uke on; State the offence thus :]—That C. D., of <i-c., on d-c, at d:c., being then aivl

^
^°'f^r obstruct-

^^^''^'^ ^^'^ ^^^''^^^' ^f ^ certain waggon ["cart," or "carriage^' [on a certain

Ing the weighing |
turnpike road, called , leadingfrom to , did then and th< r

of a cart (6). refuse to allow the same to be weighed by otie E. F., then being the keeper of a

certain toll-gate [or, "iar"], called , situate on the said ttirnpik'

road, and in the county aforesaid,, at ivhich toll-gate [or, " bar"], a weighivg
inachine was then and there erected, pursuant to the statute in such case made
and provided, [or, " then and there resisted one E. F., the then keeper of a
certain toll-gate [or, "Jar"] called , and situate on the said turnjnke

road, and in the county aforesaid, at ivhich toll-gate [or, " bar "] d'c. as above

contrary to the staticte,} Ac. (See ^jos^, No. 106.)

(96.) The like on
3 Geo. 4, c. 126,

s. 41, for evading
toll(c).

State the offence thus:]

—

That C. D., of <i:c., on d-c, at cfcc, did [fraudu'
lently pass through a certain toll-gate called , on a turnpike road there

situate, called , loith a certain horse, which the said C. D. was then

riding, without paying the toll then and there payable for the same, hy reason

whereof the payment of the said toll tvas then and there avoided : or stating

some other offence within stat. 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 41] ; contrary to theform
of the statute made in the third year of the reign of King George the Fourth,
d'c. dec.

(97.) Notice from
surveyor to
cleanse ditches,
&.C. (d).

VI. FORMS AS TO INJUKIES AND ANNOYANCES TO EOADS.

/, A. B., surveyor of the turnpike road, [describing it], do hereby give you
notice, and require you, forthwith, " To [7nakc, scour, cleanse and keep open],

to the depth of feet, and. of the breadth of feet, [or, ^ of sufficient

depth and breadth for the keeping the said turnpike road dry, and conveying the

water from the sam^ '], a certain ditch, drain, m- watercourse, [or, ' the several
ditches, drains, and watercourses''], mnning through the land or grounds
occupied, by you at

, adjoining to [or, * lying near '] the said turiijnkc

road, and through which said lands or grounds the tcatcr hath heretofore been
used to passfrom the said timqyike road."

(98.) Notice from " To remove the filth [dung, ashes, rubbish, or, any other matters or thing

filth ^T^**'*
tvhatsoever] laid or thrown upon the said turnpike road, [or, ' on a certain open

(a) Seep. 1189.

(6) See p. 1224.

(c) See p. 1224.

p. 1248.
See also sect. 139,

(<^) See p. 1258, See these notices

in Bateman's Turnjiikc Acts,

(c) See p. 1262.
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common or xoaste land, toithin eighty feet of the centre of the said turnpihc 21. Forms.
road '], lying between and , in the[parish, cfrc] of , to the annoyance —
of the said turnpike road.

"

'

' To turn and rectify the course of a certain watercourse, [sink, or, drain], (99)- Notice from

belonging to you, [or, '<o land occupied by you'], at , in the [parish, &c.\ 5'"^
*^°*"T ^

running into, along, or out of tlie said turnpike road, to the prejudice thereof."
'

" To make and lay a good and sufUcicnt trunk [tunnel, plat, or, bridge"] at CO.) The like to

, et'C, wlicre a certain carriageway [or, 'footway'] leads out of the said
"^^^^

* t^i^^^U^)-

turnpike road into the lands or grounds adjoining thereto, occupied by yo2i."

"To cut, prune, and trim to the height of six feet from the surface of the (101-) The like to

ground, all the hedges belonging to you as the oivncr or occiqner of land next ^g^^g' ^g '/*)

adjoining to the said turnpike road ; and also to cut down, prune, or lop the

branches of trees, bushes, and shrubs, groioing in or near such hedges or otlier

fences adjacent thereto, in such manner that the said turnpike road shall not be

prejudiced by the shade thereof, and that tlie sun and uniul may not be excluded
from such turnpike road to the damage thereof"

See order hereon, 2^ost.

I, A. B., [&c. as above], do hereby give you, notice, "That the door [or, (102.) The like to

' gate '], of a certain building, i]^^''^^ paddock, field, or, inclosure], situate '"®?'°^' "^^v
*

between and , is now made to opicn into or towards the said ttirnpike ^*
'

''
'

'*

road, [or, ' a certain footpath belonging to the said turnpike road '], and the

hanging post xoliereof is not fixed or placed so far from the centre of the said
turnpike road, as that no part of such door or gate, when open, projects over

such turnpike road [or, 'footpath'], contrary to the meaning of an act pcossed

in tlie third year of the reign of his late Majesty King George the Fourth, for
regulating turnpike roads. A nd I do therefore hereby give you notice, and re-

qioire youforthvnth to cause such door [or, 'gate '] to be hung so that no part

of the same, when open, sliall project over any part of such tiirnpike road [or,

'footpath '], according to tlie directions of the said act," ti-c.

County of ) Whereas complaint hath been made unto me, J. P., esquire, one o/(i03.) Order to cut

\ her Majesty's justices of the iKace in and for the county of ,
<iown trees, Ac (e).

acting vnthin tlic hundred of , upon the oath of A. S., surveyor of the turn-

pike road, [describing it], that B, 0., of hath had due notice from him the

said surveyor, to cut, prune, and trim the hedges belonging to the said B. 0., as
tlie owner [or, " occtipier" of certain land at , and next adjoining to tlie

said turnpike road, to the height of six feet from the surface of the ground, and,

also to cut down, prune, or lop the branches of the trees, bushes, and shrubs
groiving in or near such hedges or other fences adjacent thr.rcto, in such inanner
that the said turnpike road should not be 2^^'cjtidiced by the shade tliereof, aiul

that the sun ami wind might not be exxluded from the said turnpike road, to

the damage tliereof, jnirsuant to tlie statute made in the third year of the reign of
his late Majesty King George the Fourth, for r-egulating turnpike roads ; but

that lie, tlie said A. B. hath not comp)lied with such 7iotice, or with the requi-

sites of the said Act. And whereas the said B. 0., luiving been duly suonmoned
to answer tlie said complaint hath appeoA'ed, {by N. P. his agent) pursicant to

such summons, [or, "hath made default in his appearance"] : audit appearing
to me that the said B. 0. has not complied with the requisites of the said act in
that behalf, I, the said justice, upon h^caring the said A. S., and B. 0. [or, "in

'

default of his appearance, upon having due proof of tlie service of the said sum-
mons "], and considering the circumstances of the case, do order that the said

(a) See p. 1259. (d) See p. 1262.
(b) See p. 1258. (c) See form, Batenutn's Ttmqnkc
(c) See p. 1260. Acts, and p. 1261.
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21. Forms. hedges shall forthwith be cut, j^'uned, and trimmed by the said B. 0. to the

height of six feetfrom the surface of the grouml; and that the said branches of
trees, bushes, and shrubs growing in or near the said hedges or other fences ad-

jacent thereto, shall forthwith be cut down, pruned, and lopped by the said,

B. 0., in such manner that the said turn2)ike road shall not be prejudiced by

the shade thereof, and that the sim and wind may not be excluded from the said

turnpike road to the damage tlicreof. And I do further order that, in case th;

said B. 0. shall not obey this mxler within ten days from the date hereof, thai

then the said A. S. do cut, prune, and trim such hedges, and cut down, prune,
or trim such branches of trees, busJics, and shrubs, in the manner directed by
this order, and according to the directions of the said act, and proceed against

the said B. 0. for recovery of the j)enalties and charges he will thereby incur.

Given under my haiul and seal, this day of ,18
/. P. (L. s.)

(104.) Information See the general form of commencement and conclusion of informations and

3'^Geo^'4''c°i2(r
convictions, 2>ost, (Nos. 115, 116), which will here apply. State the offence

s.lis.for encroach- 't'lius:]

—

That A. B. of , in the said county, informeth me, J. P. that C. D.,
inp on road by a of Ac, on &c., at dec., did 'make [or, " ccaise to be 'made "] a certain hedge at tlie

hedge (a). side of a certain turnpike road, there situate, called , in such manner as
to reduce the breadth and confine tlie limits thereof [or otherwise describing

some other offence within stat. 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 118]; contrary to the

statute made in the thir'd year of the reign of King George the Fourth, intituled,

An Act, tfcc.

(105.) The like on State the offence thus :]

—

TJiat C. D., of <Lc., on cLc, at <tc., occupying th /

s ^13 f
'
°'

^t^'
[*'*^ from thence hitherto'] certain lands and grounds adjoining to and lying

cleansing ditches '^^'^'' " certain, turnpike road, there situate, called , through which said

&c. (6) lands and grounds the water hath used to jmss from the said turnpike road, did
not, after ten days' notice to Mm in that behalf duly given, or at any tim

before the expiration of such notice, open, cleanse, and scour the ditches, watcr-

courscs, and drains, for such loater to pass without obstruction, but tJierein mm/'
default ; contrary to tlie statute made in the tJdrd year of the reign of Kin'j

George the Fourth, <Lc., dr. J. P.

(106.) The like on State the offence thus .]—That C. J)., of di-c, on d-c, at tkc, occupying th< .

3 Geo. 4, c. 126, and there certain lands next adjoining to a certain turnpike road there situa/<

,

B.116, fornottrim- called , did not within ten days after the making of a certain order by in-
imnga e ge (c).

^^^ ^^^^ behalf, and notice tlicreof to him the said O. D. duly given, cut, pruii'

.

and trim his hedges to the height of six feetfrom the surface of the ground, [or,

^' cut down, prune, and trim certain branches of trees, bushes and shrubs,

growing in and near to his hedges and other fences adjacent tliereto "'], {the sat'/

fences, trees, bushes, and shrubs not being in any garden, orchaid, plantation,

walk or avenue to a house, nor being trees, bushes or shrubs, which were an
ornament or a 'shelter to a house), [or, (the said branches tlien and there hang-
ing over the said road, in such manner as to im2)cde and annoy carriages and
persons travelling thereon}], as he the said C. D. was directed and required by
the said order ; contrary to the statute made in the third year of the reign of his

late Majesty King George the Fourth, d:c., dc.

(107.) The like on State the offence thus:]

—

That bcfm-e the commission of the offence herein-
3 <5eo. 4, c. 126, after mentioned, to wit, on d-c., at d-c, C. D., of d:c, did lay and throw a larg-

rubbish &c.^'on i^^'i^'^^V of .flth and rubbish upmi a certain turnpike road there situate, called

road (d)!
'

» which the surveyor of the said turnpike road did then and there cause (.<•

be removed ; ami tliat the said G. D., after the rernoval of the said annoyance,
to wit, on tlie day of aforesaid, at , in the county aforesaid, did
lay and throw upon the said turnpike road a certain other large quantity offiUli

and rubbish [or stating some other ofience within stat. 3. Geo. 4, c. 126, s.

(a) See p. 1261. (c) See form, Archbold's Forms <>

(b) See form, ArchboWs Forms of Convictions; andante, p. 1261.
Convict ioiis, p. 220 ; anda^ite, p. 1268. (d) Ante, p. 1262.
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114]; contrary to the statute made in the, third year of the reign of his hcfe 21. Forms.
Majesty King George the Fou7iJi, d-c., d-c.

State the offence tims :]

—

IViat C. D., of die., on dc., at d-c., in the said (108.) The Wke on
county did wilfully break [" nit down,'" '''jjull up," or, ^'damage'"'] a certain ^ Geo 4, c. 126,

direction post, set tip and placed near the side of a certain turnpike road tJiere
inc^miie^staaes^'

situate, called , by the trustees [or, "commissioners"] of the said turnpike posts, &c. («).

road, according to and in pursuance of the statute made in the third year of the

reign of his late Majesty King George tJie Fourth [or stating some other ofience

within stat. 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. lit)]; contrary to the said, statute, dc, dc.

State the offence thus:]

—

That C. D., of dc, on dc, at d-c., upon a certain (109.) TheUkeon
turnpike road there situate, called , ivithout being tliereto authorised by the 4 Geo. 4, c. 95,

surveyor or surveyors for the time being acting under any act, did shovel up ^J^' ^acrapulas
["scrape," " gather," or, " carry away"], a certain large quantity, to loit, one &c. of road (6).

'

cart load of stone [" gravel " or "sand," dx.], (see ante, p. 1275), from off the
said turnpike road [or stating some other offence within stat. 4 Geo. 4, c. 95,
.s. 72] ; contrary to the statute inade in the fourth year of the reign of his late

Majesty King George the Fourth, intituled. An Act to explain and amend an
act passed in the third year of the reign of his present Majesty, to amend the
general laws now in being for regulating turnpike roads in that part of Great
Britain called England.

State the offence thus .]-T7iat C. D., of die, on dc, at d-c, did ride upon HIO.) The like on

a certainfootpath (or, "causeway,") by the side of, and adjacent to, a certain l^l°-^^^^}^^^„
turnpike road there situate, called , and made and set apart for the use on footpath (c)"
and accommodation offoot passengers there [or stating some other offence within
stat. 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s, 121] ; contrary to tlie statute made in tlie third year of
the reign of his late Majesty King George the Fourth, dc, dc

State the offence thus:

—

That C. D., of dc, on dc, at dc, being then and (111.) The like on
there the driver [and owner] of a certain waggon [or, " cart "], did then and 3 Geo 4, c. 126,

there ride upon the said waggon [or, " cart "J, in ami upon a certain tiirnpike walgoir&c wfth"
o-oad there situate, called , not having then and there any other person on out guide {d).

foot or on horseback to guide the said waggon [or, " cart"], and such waggo7i
oiot being then and there such a light cart as is usuallxj driven with reins, and
is then condiicted by some person holding the reins of the horse or horses drawing
tlie same [or stating some other offence within stat. 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, s. 132] ;

contrary to the statute made in the third year of tlie reign of his late Majesty
King George the Fourth, dc, dc.

State the offence thus :]—?%«< before, aiul at the time of the committing o/ai2.) The like on
tlie offence hereinafter mentioned, a certain order befoi-e tJien duly made by the ^

^.^ foVnot^^'
trustees [or, " commissioners"] ofa certain turnpike road, called , situate using'skfdpans (<).
in the parish of , in the county aforesaid, was inforce, whereby it was
ordered and directed, that in all cases where any waggon or cart should descend
any hill or hills on the said road, with either of the wheels locked, a skidpan or
slipper should be used or placed at the bottom ofsuch wheel during the whole time
of its being so locked, in such manner as to prevent the said roadfrom being de-
stroyed or injured by the locking of such wheel ; and a copy of the said order had
been at the time of the committing of the offence hereafter mentioned affixed on all
the turnpike gates on the said road, for more than thirty days; and that after-
wards, and, whilst the said order %oas so in force as aforesaid, to wit, on the
dO'V of , in the year aforesaid, at the parish aforesaid, in the county afore-
said, 0. D., of , in tlie said county, did then and there drive and act as
the driver of a certain viaggon dovm a certain hill upon the said turnpike road,

(a) A7ite, p. 1216. (d) See form, Archbold's Forms of
(b) Ante, p. 1275. Convictions ; and ante, p. 1273.
(c) Ante, p. 1274. (c) Ante, p. 1273.



21. Fwms. with one of the wheels of the said 2vac/gon locked, without tising or having such__
. _ gj^^p^,^^ Qy giippgy. (ii i]ig lottovi of such wheel, in manner as by the said order

teas 07'dered and directed as aforesaid ; contrary to the statute made, in the third
year of th^e reign of his late Majesty King George the Fourth, d-c, d'c.

(113.) The Uke on State the offence thus ]—Thai C. D., of d-c, on d-c, at dc, did use [or,

s ^5° for no^\av-
""^^^^ ^^^ ^^ used''], by one E. F., a certain waggon ["loain, cart, or other S7ich

ingn'ame painted Carriage "j of the said C. D., uj)on a certain tiirn2nke road there sitiuitc, called

on waggon (a). ; and that tlie sa.id C. D. did not, before he %ised [or, allov:ed to be used by
the said E. FJ\ the said waggon [&c. as above] ^^pon the said turnpike road,
paint, or cause to be jiainted, in one or more co7ispicuous line or lilies, iipnn any
con„ipicuous part of the right or off-side of the said waggon, or upon the off-

side shaft or shafts thereof, Ms Christian name and sicrnainc, and the place of
his abode, or the Cliristian and surname, and jilace of abode, of the princijyal

partner or oumer of the said vmgyon [or, " wain," dc], at full length, in large
legible letters not less than one inch in height ; and the said C. D. then and there

iised [or, "allowed to be used," by tJie said E. F.'\ the said waggon [or, ^^ wain,"
do.], upon the said turnpike road, vdthout the names and descriiMons painted
thereon, as aforesaid ; contrary to the statute made in the fourth year of the

reign of his late Majesty King George tJtc Fourth, intituled, An Act to explain
and amend an act passed in the third year of the reign of his present Majesty,
to amend the general laws now in being for regulating turnpike roads in that
part of Great Britain called England.

See form for evasion of tolls, ante (No. 96).

(114.) Summons
to attend a
justice (6;.

VII. GENERAL FORMS OF CONVICTIONS, &c.

County of 1 ^ , . ,

to wit.
^LOA.Ji.,OJ

Wliereas complaint and information have been made befm-e me, C. J)., one of
her Majesty'sjustices of the peace for the said [county, dc] by E. F., of ,

that, dc [here state the nature and circumstances of the case, as far as it shall

be necessary to show the offence, and bring it within the authority of the jus-
tice, and, in doing that, follow the words of the act as near as may be] ; thcsf

are therefore to require you 2}6rsonally to appear before me [or,
'
' the justices to

be assembled at their special sessions to be holden "] a< , in tJu said [county,
dc. ], on the day of next, at the hou,r of , in the noon. Id

answer to the said com,plaint and information by the said E. F., who is Ukeicis,

directed to be then aiid there 2}resent, to make good the same. Hereinfail not.

Given zmder my hand this day of

(115.) Informa-
tion {c).

County of \ Be it remembered, that on the day of , A.B.,
to wit. ] of , in the said county, infonncth me, one of her Ma-

jesty's justices of the peacef01- the said county, that , of , in the sail I

county [here describe the offence, with the time and place, and follow the words
of the act, as near as may be] ; contrary to the statute made in the. third year vf
the reign of King George the Fourth, for regulating turnpike roads, %ohich huti'

imposed a forfeitiwe of , for the said offence.
Taken the day of , before me, A. B.

(116.) Convic-
tion {d).

County of ) Be it remembered, that on the day of , in thr

to Wit.
^ year of the reign of , and in the year of our

Lord
, A. B. is convicted before me , one of her Majesty's justices of

the peace for the said county, for [here specify the offence, and when and where
committed (e)], contrary to theform of the statute made in the year of the

{a) See form, Archhold's Forms of
Convictions.

(b) The 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, gives this

form ; ante, p. 1277.
(c) The 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, gives this

form ; ante, p. 1277.

(d) The 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, gives this

form ; see ante, p. 1279.
(e) In specifying the offence it is

necessary to state the place and the
county in which it is committed, in

order to give the magistrate jurisdic-



reign of , intituled [here set forth the title of the act (a)] ; and I do hereby 21. Forms.
declare and adjudge that tlie said A. B. hathforfeited, for the said offence, the —

—

sum of
,
[or, "shall be committed to for the space of ' ," as the

case may be].

Given tinder my hand and seal, the day and yearfirst above written.

CD. (L. s.)

To the [" constable," " hcadborough," or, "titJiingman "] of
County of ) Whereas A. B., of , in the said county, is this day (117.) Warrant to

to wit. \ convicted before me, C. D., esquire, one of her Majesty's jus-
^*^^e(a)°'^

*''^'

tices of tiM peace in and for the said county, upon the oath of 0. H.,a credible

witness, for that the said A. B. hath [here set forth the offence, describing it

particularly in the words of the statute, as near as may be], {contrary to the

stcctute in that case made and provided), by reason ivhereofthe said A. B. hath
forfeited the sum of , to be distributed as herein is mentioned, which he hath
refused to pay ; these are, tJterefore, in her Majesty's name, to command you to

levy the said sum of , by distress of the goods and chattels of him the said
A. B. ; and if vnthin the space of four days next after such distress by you
taken, the said sum, together with tlic reasonable charges of talcing and keeping
the same, shall not be paid, that then you do sell tlie said goods and chattels so

by you distrained, and out of tlie money arising by such sale, that you do pay
one-half of the said sum of to E. F., of ,

who informed me of the said
offence, and the other half of the said sum of to I. K., the surveyor of the

tur^ipike road [describing it] where the said offence {"neglect," or, "default "]

happened, to be employe.d towards the repair of the said road, returning the

overplus on demand to him the said A. B. (the reasonable charges of taking,

keeping, and selling tlie said distress being first deducted); a^id if sufficient dis-

tress cannot befound of the goods and chattels of the said A. B., whereon to levy

tlie said sum of , that then you certify tlie same to me, together with this

warrant.

Given undermy hand and seal, the day of ,

CD.

sno

/, A. B., constable of the {parish, die.'] of , in the county of , do (118.) Return of

hereby certify and make oath, that by virtue of this warrant I have made dili- constable upon the

gent searchfor the goods of the within-named , and that I can find no mffi- tJ^gss** where i'
cicnt goods whereon to levy the within sum of . As witness my Jiand, the effects (6).

day of

A.B.
Stvoni befo7v me, the day and year, d-c. C D.

County of ) To the [constable] of , in the said county, and to the (119.) Commit-
to loit. \ keeper of the common gaol [or, " the house of correction'*] at ^^f't for want of

, in the said county.
distress (o).

Whereas A. B., of , in the said county, was, on the day of
convicted before me, C D., esquire, one of her Majesty's justices of the peace in
and for tlie said county, up>on tlie oath ofE. F., a credible witness, for that he
the said A. B. [here set forth the offence], contrary to tlie statute made in the

third year of the reign of his late Majesty King George the Fourth, for regulat-

ing turnpike roads, by reason whereof the said A. B. hath forfeited the sum of
: And whereas on the day of ,

in the year aforesaid, I did issue

my warrant to th-e [constable] of , to levy the said sum of , by distress

and sale of the goods and chattels of him the said A. B., and to distribute the

same according to the directions of the said statute : And whereas it duly op-

tion, by showing it to be within the proper officer, and executed within
county for which he acts. (R. v. his district. See "Distress under
Hazell, IZ East,\Z^ ; Kite andLane's Justice's Warrant." The 3 Geo. 4,

case, ante, "Conviction." c. 126, gives this form, p. 1277.
(a) This must be correctly set forth. (c) The 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, gives this

{Mills V. Wilkins 2 Salk. 609.) form, ante, p. 1277.
(b) This must be directed to the
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pears to me, u2)on the oath of the said [constahW], that the said [cmistahlel hath

used his best endeavours to levy the said sum on the goods and chattels of iht.

said A. B. as aforesaid, hut that no sufficient distress can be had whereon to

levy the sa.m.e; these are tJicrefore to command you, the said [constable] of

, aforesaid, to ajiprchend, the said A. B., and him safely to cooivey to the

common gaol [or, "hoiise of correction"] at , in the said count]/, and tliere

deliver Mm to the keeper thereof, togetJier with thisprecept: And I do also com-
mand you the said keeper to receive and keep in your custody the said A . B. for
the space of three months, unless the said sum shall be sooner paid, pursuant to

the said conviction and warrant, and for so doing this shall be your sufficient

warrant. Given imder my seal, the day of , in the year of our

Lord ,

CD.

VIII. APPEAL.

(120. Wotlceof A. B. take notice, that I intend to appeal to the next general quarter sessions
appeal to quarter of the peace to be holdenfor the [county, tt-c] of , against an order [co-n-
sessions {a).

viction, or other proceeding], (as the case may be) [particularly specifying the

purport of such order, &c., and assigning the grievance and cause of complaint].

Dated the day of
CD.

What, H(
•omtctH?.

LOMICIDE, in law, signifies tlie killing of a man by a man. (1

Ilaivh. c. 26, s. 2.) And it includes in it, eveiy offence whicli, before

9 Geo. 4, c. 31, would have amounted to petty treason (24 & 25 Vict.

c. 100, s. 8), and also the several offences which are treated of in the

following sections. There is also another kind of untimely death of a

man, not properly homicide ; when he is killed by a horse, a cart, a

tree, or tbe like, and not by a man, which is called casual death.

As to attempts to murder or to do bodily harm, see " Malicious In-

juries to Persons.^''

Herein of

—

I. Justifiahle Homicide, p. 1313.

II. Homicide by Misadventure, p. 1316.

III. Manslaughter, p. 1319.

IV. Murder, p. 1327.

1. The Offence, p. 1327.

2. Indictment, p. 1332.

3. Evidence, p. 1332.

4. Place of Trial, p. 1333.

5. Punishment, Sentence, Execution, and Treatment of Mur-
derers, p. 1339.

6. Escape of Murderers, p. 1339.

V. Self-murder, p. 1339.

VI. Attempts to Murder, p. 1341.

VII. Foj-ms, p. 1341.

{a) The 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, gives this in general, "Appeal," and the forms
form, ante, p. 1278. See as to appeals at the end of this title.
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I. justifiable iH^omtcitie.

To make homicide justifiable, it must either be occasioned by an 1- Justifiable,

act done by the permission of the law, or be owing to some unavoid- homicide.

able necessity, to which the person who kills another must be reduced, on a real neces-

without any manner of fault in himself. (1 Hawk. c. 28, s. 1.) And sity.

there must be no malice coloured under pretence of necessity ; for

whenever a person who kills another, acts in truth upon malice, and
takes occasion from the appearance of necessity to execute his own
private revenge, he is guilty of murder. {Id. s. 2.)

Homicide committed by the proper officer in the execution of a in execution of a

criminal in strict conformity with his sentence, is justifiable. (4 Bla. cnminaL

Com. 178; 1 Hale, 504.)

Homicide necessarily committed by an officer or other person acting in execution of

in his aid in the legal exercise of a particular duty, which the person o^process &c!
resists or prevents him executing, is, in general, justifiable. As, if

rioters, or forcible enterers or detainers, stand in opposition to the
justices' lawful warrant, and any of them be slain, it is no felony.

{HaWs Sum. 37.) So, if they stand in opposition to the sheriff's jposse

comitatus. {Vide stats. 13 Hen. 4, c. 7 ; 2 Hen. 5, c. 8 ; 1 Hale, 53.)

And if the sheriff or magistrate, or any one coming in aid of them, be
killed, it is murder in all. {Cromp. 22; \ M. 8. Sum. 219.)

So, if a person, having actually committed a felony will not suflfer In airest of felons,

himself to be arrested, but stand on his own defence, or fly, so that he
cannot possibly be apprehended alive by those who pursue him, whether
private persons or public officers, with or without a warrant from a
magistrate, he may be lawfully slain by them. (1 Haivk. c. 28, s. 11.)

So, if a felony hath actually been committed, and an officer or minis-
ter of justice, having lawful warrant so to do, arrest an innocent
person, and such person assault the officer or minister of justice, the
officer is not bound by law to give back, but to carry him away ; and
if, in execution of his office, he cannot otherwise avoid it, but in striving

to kill him, it is no felony. And in that case, the officer or minister of
justice shall forfeit nothing; but the party who so assaulted or offered

to fly away, and is killed, shall forfeit his goods. (3 Inst. 56.)

But if the warrant were illegal and void upon tne face of it (see 1

Hale, 459 ; 1 East, P. C. 310), or issued with a blank in it, and the
blank afterwards filled up {E. v. Stocldey, 1 East, P. C. 310; and see

Housin V. Barroiv, 6 T. i?. 122 ; i?. v. Winwick, 8 Id. 454 ; P. v. Hood,
Moody, C. C. 281), or issued with an insufficient description of the
defendant, as, for instance, if it were to take the son of J. S. L. {lb.),

or attempted to be executed against C. instead of B., the killing would
be manslaughter.

Also, if a person arrested for felony break away from those who are in arrest of pri-

couducting him to gaol, they may kiU him, if they cannot otherwise toners escaping,

take him. But in this case, likewise, there must have been a felony
actually committed. {Hale's Sum. 36, 37.) Also, if a criminal, endea-
vouring to break the gaol, assault his gaoler, he may be lawfully killed

by him in the fray. (1 Hatvk. c. 28, s. 13.)

But in civil cases, and also in cases of breach of the peace or other in arrest of per-

misdemeanor short of felony, if the officer should pursue a man flying
^°".^^,^'^.*^o°s &c

in order to take him, and should kill him in the pursuit {Fost. 271;
1 Hale, 411 ; 2 Hale, 117) ; or if a press-gang kill a seaman or other
person flying from them {R. v. Broivning, 1 East, P. C, 312 ; and see

Id. 308; B. v. Borthwick, 1 Doug. 207) ; the killing in these cases would
be murder—unless, indeed, the homicide were occasioned by means not
likely or intended to kill, such as tripping up his heels, giving him a
blow of an ordinary cudgel or other weapon not likely to kill, or the
like, in which case the homicide, at most, would be manslaughter only.

(See Fost. 271.)

If an officer or private person attempt to interfere to suppress an

VOL. II. i p
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1. Jiistifiahle

homicide.

On civil process.

In prevention of
crime, <Ssc.

Necessity must
exist.

Trial and dis-

charge.

Homicide se

deftmUndo.

What.

Cases of se dtfen-

dendo.

affray, and be resisted, and kill the person resisting, this also is jus-

fiable homicide. (1 Hale, 481, 484 ; Fost. 274.)

In civil cases, although the sheriff cannot kill a man who flies from
the execution of a civil process, yet if he resist the arrest, the sheriff or

his officer need not give back, but may kill the assailant. {Hale's Sum.
37.) So if, in the arrest and striving together, the officer kill him, it

is no felony. {Hale's Sum. 37.)

Homicide committed in prevention of a forcible and atrocious crime,
amounting to felony, is justifiable. As, if a man come to burn my
house, and I shoot out of my house, or issue out of my house, and kill

him. {Hale's Sum. 39.) So, if A. makes an assault upon B., a woman
or maid, with intent to ravish her, and she kills him in the attempt,
it is se defendendo, because he intended to commit a felony. (1 Hale,

485 ; Hale's Sum. 39.)

And not only the person upon whom a felony is attempted, may
repel force by force, but also his servant or any other person present
may interpose to prevent the mischief; and if death ensue, the party
so interposing will be justified. (1 //aZe, 481, 484; Fost. 214:; Hand-
cock V. Baker, 2 D. & F. 265.)

But the intent to commit a felony should be apparent and not be
left in doubt, otherwise the homicide will be manslaughter at least

(1 Hale, 484); and the rule does not extend to felonies without force,

such as picking pockets (1 Hale, 488), nor to misdemeanors of any
kind. (1 Hale, 485-6; 1 Haiuk. P. 0. c. 28, s. 23.)

It should be observed, too, that, as the killing in these cases is only
justifiable on the ground of necessity, it cannot be justified unless all

other convenient means of preventing the violence are absent or ex-
hausted ; thus a person set to watch a j^ard or garden is not justified

in shooting one who comes into it in the night, even if he should see

him go into his master's hen-roost ; for he ought first to see if he could
not take measures for his apprehension ; but if. from the conduct of
the party, he has fair ground for believing his own life in actual and
immediate danger, he is justified in shooting him. {R. v. Scully, 1 C.

& P. 319.) Nor is a person justified in firing a pistol on every forcible

intrusion into his house at night ; he ought, if he have reasonable op-
portunity, to endeavour to remove him without having recourse to the
last extremity. {Meade's Case, 1 Leiv. 184.)

In all cases of justifiable homicide, the party upon arraignment,
having pleaded not guilty, the special matter must be found ; where-
upon the party shall be dismissed without any forfeiture or pardon
purchased {Hale's Sum. 38); and see the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 100, s. 7,

infra, confirming this law.
Homicide in self-defence, *'. e. homicide committed se et sua defen-

dendo, in defence of a man's person or property, upon some sudden
affray, has been usually classed with homicide per infortunium, under
the title of excusable, as distinct trova justijiahle, because it was formerly
considered by the law as in some measure blameable, and the person
convicted either of that or of homicide by misadventure forfeited his
goods. But now, by the stat. 24 & 25 Vict. c. 100, s. 7, " no punish-
ment or forfeiture shall be incurred by any person who shall kill
another by misfortune, or in his own defence, or in any other manner
without felony." And even before this act the practice was to direct an
acquittal. There appears, therefore, no longer any reason for distin-
guishing this from, justifiable homicide.
Homicide in a man's own defence seems to be, where one, who hath

no other possible means of preserving his life from one who combats
with him on a sudden quarrel, Jdlls the person by whom he is reduced
to such an inevitable necessity. (1 Haivk. c. 29, s. 13.)
And not only he, who upon an assault retreats to a wall, or some

such strait, beyond which he can go no further before he kills the other,
is judged by the law to act upon unavoidable necessity, but also he.
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who, being assaulted in such a manner and in such a place that he 1. JuMijiahle
cannot go back without manifestly endangering his life, kills the other homicide.

without retreating at all. (1 Hatvk, c. 29, s. 14.)

And notwithstanding a person, who retreats from an assault to the
wall, give the other wounds in his retreat, yet, if he give him no
mortal one till he get thither, and then kill him, he is guilty of homi-
cide se defendendo only. (1 Hawk. c. 29, s. 14.) But if the mortal
wound wei-e first given, then it is manslaughter. {Hale's Sum. 42.)
And an officer who kills one that resists him in the execution of his

office, and even a private person that kills one who feloniously assaults
him in the highway, may justify the fact, without ever going back at
all. (1 Haivk. c. 29, s. 16.)

But if a person, upon malice prepense, strike another, and then fly to

the wall, and there in his own defence kill the other, this is murder.
{FlaWs Sum. 42.)

Before a person can avail himself of the defence that he used a
weapon in defence of his life, he must satisfy the jury that the defence
was necessary, that he did all he could to avoid it, and that it was
necessary to protect himself from such bodily harm as would give
him a reasonable apprehension that his life was in immediate danger.
If he used the weapon, having no other means of resistance, and no
means of escape, in such case, if he retreated as far as he could, he
would be justified. {Reg. v. Smithy S C. & P. 160; Reg. v. Bull, 9 C.

& P. 22.)

Under the excuse of self-defence the principal civil and natural
relations are comprehended : therefore master and servant, parent and
child, husband and wife, killing an assailant in the necessary defence
of each other respectively, are justified ; the act of the relation being
construed as the act of the party himself. (1 Russ. on Cri. 888, 4fA
Edn. ; 1 Hale, 484; 4 Bl. C. 186.)

Chance medley, or as it was sometimes written, chaud medley, has chance medley,

been often indiscriminately applied to any manner of homicide by mis-
adventure ; its correct signification seems to be, a killing happening
in a sudden rencounter : it will be manslaughter or self-defence

according to whether the slayer was actually striving and combating
at the time the mortal stroke was given, or had hond fide endeavoured
to withdraw from the contest, and afterwards, being closely pressed,

killed his antagonist to avoid his own destruction : in the latter case it

will be jvistifiable or excusable homicide—in the former manslaughter.
(1 Russ. on Cr. 888, 4 Edn. ; 4 Bl. Com. 184.)

It has been seen that a man is not justified in killing a mere tres- Defence of

passer ; but if, in attempting to turn him out of his house he is
trespiisse'rf

^'"^*

assaulted by the trespasser, he may kill him, and it will be se defen-

dendo, supposing that he was not able by any other means to avoid
the assault, or retain his lawful possession (1 Hale, 486), and in such
a case a man need not fly as far as he can as in other cases of se

defendendo, for he has a right to the protection of his own house. (1

Hale, 485.)
But it would seem that in no case is a man justified in intentionally Reasonable force

taking away the life of a mere trespasser, his own life not being in y^^.™"^**^ ^^

jeopardy ; he is only protected from the consequences of such force as

is reasonably necessary to turn the wrong-doer out. A kick has been
held an unjustifiable mode of doing so {Child's case, 2 Leiv. 214);
throwing a stone has been held a proper mode. {Hinchcliffe's case, 1

Letv. 161.)

There is one species of homicide se defend.endo, where the party slain Homicide upon

is equally innocent as he who occasions his death : as, for instance, necessity,

that case mentioned by Lord Bacon {Elem. c. 5 ; see also 1 Hawk, c, 28,

s. 26,) where two persons, being shipwrecked, and getting on the same
plank, but finding it not able to save them both, one of them thrusts

the other from it, and he is drowned : this homicide is excusable

4 p 2
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2. Homicide by througli unavoidable necessity, and uj^on the principle of self-
misadventurc. defence.

Accessaries. Hereof there can be no accessaries either before or after the fact,

because it is not done with a felonious intent, but upon inevitable
necessity. (3 Inst. 56 ; see title " Accessary,")

ure. ^g ^^ forfeiture of the offender's goods, see ante, Forfeiture.

What is homicide
by misadventure. Homicide by misadventure is where a man is doing a lawful act.

Lawful acts must
be done with
caution.

Workmen throw
ing rubbish.

without intent to hurt another, and death casually ensues. {HaJe's

Sum. 31 ; 1 East's P. C. 221.) As, where a labourer, being at work
with a hatchet, and the head flies oflf and kills one who stands by ; or

where a third person whips a horse on which a man is riding, where-
upon he springs out and runs over a child, and kills him ; in which
case the rider is guilty of homicide by misadventure, and he who gave
the blow, of manslaughter. (1 Hawk. c. 29, s. 3.) But if a person
riding in the street whip his horse to put him into sjjeed, and run over

a child and kill him, it is homicide, and not by misadventure ; and if

he ride so in a press of people, with intent to do hurt, and the horse
killeth another, it is murder in the rider. (1 Hale, 476.)

It is not sufficient that the act upon which death ensues be lawful

and innocent in itself. It must be done in a proper manner, and with
due caution to prevent mischief. {Fost. 262 ; 1 East's P. C. 261.)

Thus, a party causing the death of a child by giving it spirituous

liquors in a quantity quite unfit for its tender age, is guilty of man-
slaughter. {B. V. Martin, 3 C. & P. 211.)

In the case of workmen throwing stones and rubbish from a house
in the ordinary course of their business, by which a person underneath
happens to be killed ; if they deliberately saw the danger, or betrayed

any consciousness of it, from whence a general malignity of heart

might be inferred, and yet gave no warning, it will be mui'der, on
account of the gross impropriety of the act. If they did not look out,

or not till it was too late, and there was even a small probability of

persons passing by, it will be manslaughter. But if it had been
in a retired place, where there was no probability of persons pass-

ing by, and none had been seen about the spot before, it seems
to be no more than accidental death ; for though the act itself

might breed danger, yet the degree of caution requisite being only in

proportion to the apparent necessity of it, and there being no apparent
call for it in the instance put, the rule applies, de non existentibus et non
apparentibits eadem est ratio. So, if any person had been before seen on
the spot, but due warning were given, it will be only misadventure.
{Hull's case, 1664; Kel. 40; 1 Buss. 769.) On the other hand, in

London and other populous towns, at a time of day when the streets are

usually thronged, it would be manslaughter, notwithstanding the
ordinary caution used on other occasions of giving warning ; for in the
hurry and noise of a crowded street, few people hear the warning, or
sufficiently attend to it, however loud. (1 East's P. C. 262.)

Driving carriages. Again, if a person driving a carriage happens to kill another : if he-
saw or had timely notice of the mischief likely to ensue, and yet wil-
fully drove on, it will be murder ; for the presumption of malice arises '

from the doing of a dangerous act intentionally ; there is the heart
regardless of social duty. If he might have seen the danger, but did

not look before him, it will be manslaughter, for want of due circum-
spection. But if the accident happened in such a manner that no want
of due care could be imputed to the driver, it will be accidental death,

and ho will be excused. (1 East's P. C. 263.) The mere calling out
will not excuse the offender. {B. v. Walker, 1 C. & P. 320 ; 1 Easts
P. C. 63.) A. was driving a cart with four horses, in the highway at
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Whitecliapel, and, lie being in the cart, and the horses upon a trot, 2. Homicide hy

they threw down a woman who was going the same way with a burthen misadventure,.

upon her head, and killed her: Holt, C. J., Tracy, J., Baron Bury,
and the Recorder Lovel, held this to be only misadventiu-e. But, by
Lord Holt, if it had been in a street where people usually pass, this

had been manslaughter ; but it was clearly agreed that it could not be
murder. {0. B. Sess. before 31. T. 1704; 1 East, P. C. 263.)

To make the captain of a steam-vessel guilty of manslaughter, in Navigating ships.

causing a person to be drowned by running down a boat, the prose-

cutor must show some act done by the captain, and a mere omission
on his part in not doing the whole of his duty is not sufficient. But if

there be sufficient light, and the captain of a steamer is either at the

helm or in a situation to be giving the command, and does that

which causes the injury, he is guilty of manslaughter. {R. v. Gree, 7

C. & P. 156. ) The captain and pilot of a steamboat were both indicted

for the manslaughter of a person who was on board of a smack, by
running the smack down. The running down was attributed, on the

part of the prosecution, to improper steerage of the steam-boat, arising

from there not being a man at the bow to keep a look-out at the time
of the accident. It was proved that there was a man on the look-out
when the vessel started, about an hour previous. According to one
witness, the captain and pilot were both on the bridge between the
paddle-boxes ; according to another, the pilot was alone on the pad-
dle-box. Held, that under these circumstances there was not such
personal misconduct on the part of either as to make them guilty of

felony. [R. v. Allen and another, 1 G. & P. 153.)

If, when engaged in an unlawful or dangerous sport, a man kill Sports,

another by accident, it is manslaughter. [Fost. 259 ; 1 Hale, 472 ; 1

Haivk. c. 29, s. 5 ; Ward's case, 1 East, P. 0. 270.) If the sport were
lawful and not dangerous, it would be homicide by misadventure
only. {Id. ) But the sport or act from which death ensued must be
malumin se. For, if it were barely malumprohihitum, as shooting atgame
by a person not qualified by statute law to keep or use a gun for that

purpose, the case of a person so offending will fall under the same
rule as that of a qualified man. For the statutes prohibiting the

destruction of the game under certain penalties will not, in a ques-
tion of this kind, enhance the accident beyond its intrinsic moment.
{Fost. 259.)

Parents, masters, and other persons having authority in foro domes- coiTection by
tico, may give reasonable correction to those under their care : and if parents, &c.

death ensue from such correction, it will be no more than accidental

death. But if the correction exceed the bounds of due moderation,
either in the measure of it, or in the instrument made use of for that
purpose, it will be either murder or manslaughter, according to the

circumstances. If done with a cudgel, or other things not likely to

kill, though improper for the purpose of correction, it will be man-
slaughter : if with a dangerous weapon likely to kill or maim, as a
pestle or great staff, it will be murder ; due regard being had in both
instances to the age and strength of the party. (1 Easfs P. C.

261.)

If poison were administered by mistake, or if it were laid with an Poisoning by-

innocent intention in the place from which the deceased took it, it is mistake,

merely homicide by misadventure. But if the poison were laid in

such a manner or place as to be mistaken for food, it is, perhaps,
manslaughter. (1 Hale, 431.) If a physician or surgeon give his

patient a potion or plaister to cure him, which, contrary to expecta-

tion, kills him, this also is neither murder nor manslaughter, but
misadventure. {Mirr. c. 4, s. 16.) A distinction, indeed, has been
taken, between the administering a potion, &c., by a regular physi-

cian, &c., and one who is not so, and the death in the latter case is

said to be manslaughter at the least {Brit. c. 5 ; 4 Inst. 251); but
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Medical prac-
titioners.

What degree of
caution must
be used.

2. Homicide i^ Lord Hale very mucli questions tlie soundness of this distinction. (1

misadventure. Hale, 430.) And it seems, that if a person, whether he be a regular
practitioner or not, honestly and bond fide perform an operation which
causes the patient's death, he is not guilty of manslaughter (-K. v.

Van Butchell, 3 C. & P. 629) ; but if he be guilty of criminal miscon-
duct arising from gross ignorance or criminal inattention, then he
will be guilty of manslaughter. {R. y. Williamson, Id. 635 ; H. v.

Spiller, 5 G.& P. 333 ; and see further ^jos^, p. 1325.)

The law does not require the utmost caution that can be used ; it is

sufficient that a reasonable precaution, what is usual and ordinary in

the like cases, be taken ; such as hath been found by long experience
in the course of human aff'airs to answer the end ; for such conduct
shows that the party was regardful of social duty, and free from any
manner of guilt, (/bs^. 264 ; 1 Easfs P. C.2QQ.) And, therefore, upon
that principle, Mr. Justice Foster denies Pampton's case [Kel. 41) to be
law : and, indeed, theie is a quaere put to it in the margin of the
report. The prisoner had found a pistol in the street, which he had
reason to believe was not loaded, having tried it with the rammer,
which had gone down into the muzzle of the pistol ; the rammer, in

fact, being too short. He carried the pistol home, and his wife stand-
ing before him, he cocked it and touched the trigger ; on which the
pistol went off" and killed the woman. This was ruled manslaughter.
In truth, the man had used the ordinary precaution adapted to the
probability of danger in such cases : he had examined the pistol by the
usual method of trial. And though it was doubtless an idle frolic, yet
the heart was free from all sort of guilt, even the guilt of negli-

gence ; and therefore the act ought to have been excused. And the
same learned judge determined accordingly in a case something similar.

Upon a Sunday morning, a man and his wife going to dine at a
friend's house in the neighbourhood, he carried his gun with him, to

divert himself on his way ; but before dinner he discharged it, and set

it up in a private place in his friend's house. After dinner he went to

church, and in the evening returned home with his wife and neigh-
bours, bringing his gun with him ; which was put into the room where
his wife was, she having brought it part of the way. He, taking it

up, touched the trigger, and the gun went off, and killed his wife. It

came out in evidence, that, while the man was at church, a person
belonging to the family privately charged the gun, and went after

some game ; but before the service at church was ended, returned it

loaded to the place from whence he had taken it ; and where the
defendant, who was ignorant of all that had passed, found it to all

appearance as he had left it. Mr. Justice Foster thought it unneces-
sary to inquire whether the man had examined the gun before he
canied it home ; but being of opinion, upon the whole evidence, that
he had reasonable grounds to believe that it was not loaded, he
directed the jury, that if they were of the same opinion, they should
acquit him: and he was acquitted. {Fost. 2Go.)
A gentleman came to town in a chaise, and before he got out of

it, fired his pistols in the street, which by accident killed a woman.
This was ruled manslaughter : the act was likely to breed danger,
and manifestly improper. {Burton's case, 1 Stra. 481 ; 1 EasfsP. C. 266.)

It has already been observed, that this homicide is only when it

happeneth upon a man's doing a lawful act ; for, if the act be done in
the prosecution of a felonious intention, it will be murder. (1 Buss.

540.) For it is a general rule in case of all felonies, that, wherever a
man intending to commit one felony happens to commit another, he is

as much guilty as if he had intended the felony which he actually
commits. (1 Hawk. c. 29, s. 11.) As, if A. shoot at the poultry of
B., intending to steal them, and by accident kill a man, this is murder.
{Fost. 258, 259.)

Em-lher if there be an evil intent, though that intent extendeth

Unlawful acts.

Evil intent.
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not to death, it is murder. Thus, if a man, knowing that many people 3. Man-
are in the street, throw a stone over a wall, intending only to slaughter.

frighten them, or to give them a little hurt, and thereupon one is
~~

killed, this is murder ; for he had an ill intent, though that intent

extended not to death, and though he knew not the party slain. ("3

Inst. 57.)

But in all the cases above, if it doth only hurt a man by such an Action for trespass,

accident, it is nevertheless a trespass ; and the person hurt shall

recover his damages : for though the chance excuse from felony, yet
it excuseth not from trespass. (1 Hale, 472.)

This homicide is not felony, because it is not accompanied with a This kind of ho-

felonious intent, which is necessary in every felony. (1 Hawh, c. 29, micidono felony,

s. 11.)

Although this homicide is not properly a man's crime, but his mis- Forfeiture,

fortune, yet, because the queen hath lost her subject, and in respect of

the great favour the law hath to the life of man, and to the end that

men should use all care, diligence, and circumspection, in all they do,

that no hurt should come of their actions, a person convicted hereof,

before the 9 Geo. 4, c. 31, s. 10, forfeited his goods; by that statute

he is exempted from all punishment, but it is wholly repealed by 24 &
25 Vict. c. 95.

III. ifHanslau3!)tet.

Manslaughter is thus defined—The unlawful killing of another with- Manslaugliter.

out malice either express or implied : which may be either voluntarily, what,

upon a sudden heat : or involuntarily, but in the commission of some
unlawful act. (4 Blac. Com. 191 ; 1 Hale, 466 ; 1 Hawh. c. 30, s. 1

;

1 East's P. C. 218.)

There is no difference between murder and manslaughter, but that

murder is u^ou malice aforethought, and manslaughter upon a sudden
occasion.

As if 2 meet together, and, striving for the wall, the one kill the Fighting,

other, this is manslaughter and felony. And so it is, if they had upon
that sudden occasion gone into the field and fought, and the one had
killed the other, this had been but manslaughter, and no murder

;

because all that followed was but a continuance of the first sudden
occasion, and the blood was never cooled till the blow was given. (3

Inst. 55.) If 2 persons quarrel and fight, and one runs away, and
when the other overtakes him, he pulls out a knife and stabs him, if

death ensue, this is manslaughter ; but murder if he ranaway with the
intention of getting out the knife. {B. v. Kessal, 1 C. & P. 437 ; and see 1

East, P. C. 243 ; B. v. Taylor, 5 Burr. 2793 ; B. v. Anderson, 1 Buss.

447.) Where, after mutual blows between the defendant and the
deceased, the defendant knocked the deceased down, and, after he was
upon the ground, stamped upon his stomach and belly with great
force, and thereby killed him : this was held to be only manslaughter.
{B. V. Ayes, B. & B. 166.) Where the defendant and others quar-
relled in a public house, and there was an affray amongst them, and the
defendant threw the deceased on the ground and was beating him
severely, when some person calling to him not to murder the man, he
said, " Damn him, I will murder him," upon which one of the party
gave the defendant a blow and knocked him down ; the defendant
then went into the yard, and in about a minute returned in a violent

passion with a pitch-fork ; in the meantime the deceased had armed
himself with a fire-shovel, and had struck one of the defendant's party
on the head, when the defendant, not seeing the blow, returned from
the yard and from behind ran one of the points of the fork into the de-

ceased's temple, of which he died ; it was doubted by some of the

judges whether this was more than manslaughter, and accordingly the
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3. Man-
slaughter.

First blow imma-
terial, if terms
equal.

Third person in-
terfering in com-
bat of others ;

to part them.

Aiming at one
person, killing

another.

Provocation by
words, kc.

;

Hlomicitie,

defendant was recommended for a conditional pardon. [R. v. Ranldn,
R. & R. 43.)

If upon a sudden quarrel the parties figlit upon equal tei-nis, it

matters not who gives the first blow (1 Russ. on Grimes, and 1 Hale,

456), but it would be otherwise if the party killing began the attack
under circumstances of undiio advantage—as, if A. and B. quarrel,

and A. di-aw his sword and make a pass at B., and B. thereupon draw
his sword, and they fight, and B. is killed; A. would be guilty of
murder : for this making the pass before B. had drawn his sword
shows that he sought his blood. {Fost.29o.) So, where A. and B.
quarrelled, and A. threw a bottle at B., and then drew his sword, and
B. then threw the bottle back at A., and wounded him, upon which A.
immediately stabbed him ; this was holden to be murder. {R. v. Maic-
gridge, Kel. 128.)

But the terms need only be equal at the commencement of the fray
;

for if on any sudden quarrel blows pass, and in the course of the
scuffle, after the parties are heated by the contest, one kill the other
with a deadly weapon, it will only amount to manslaughter. (1 East,

P. C. c. 5, s. 26; ^. v. Snow, 1 Leach, 151.) But the conclusion will
be different if there were any previous preparation, as if a person
being in possession of a deadly weapon, entering into a contest with
another, intending at the time to avail himself of it, and in the course
of the contest actually use it and kiU the other, it will be mui-der.
{Reg. V. Smith, 8 0. & P. 160.)
And generally, if there be circumstances in the case indicative of

malice in the party killing, it will be murder. Thus, if 2 persons
quarrel and afterwards fight, and one of them kill the other—in such a
case, if there intervened, between the quarrel and the fight, a suffi-

cient cooling time for passion to subside, and reason to interpose, the
killing would be murder. {Post. 296 ; 1 Hale, 453 ; R. v. Lynch, 5 C.

& P. 324.) Or if A. had formed a deliberate design to kill B., and
after this they meet and have a quarrel, and many blows pass, and A.
kill B., this will be murder, if the jury are of opinion that the death
was in consequence of previous malice and not of the sudden provoca-
tion. [Reg. v. Kirkliam,8 Car. & P. 115.)

If, when 2 persons are fighting, a third come up, and take the part
of one of them, and kill the other ; this will be manslaughter in the
third party (1 Hawk. c. 31, ss. 35, 36); and murder or manslaughter
in the person whom he assisted, according as the fight was deliberate
and premeditated, or upon a sudden quarrel. {Id. s. 55.) If the
fighting, however, were deliberate, or otherwise of malice, and the
third party, when he interfered, knew it to be so, the killing would be
murder, both in the party who thus interfered, and in the person whom
heassisted. (1 East's P. C. 291, 292.) If, on the other hand, the third
party who thus interferes be killed, it is but manslaughter. {Id. ; and
see 12 Co. 87 ; Kel. 59.)

If a person interfere with intent to part combatants, but do not
signify such intent, and he be killed by one of the combatants,
this is but manslaughter. (1 HawJe. P. C. c. 31, s. 56.) So if he do
more than is necessary to separate them. {Rex v. Bourne, 5 C. & P.

If a blow aimed at one person light upon another, and kill him,
the offence will be the same as if the person aimed at had been
killed; thus a woman, in a fit of anger with her child, threw a
poker at him, but struck another child who was entering the room
at the moment, this was held manslaughter. (Rex v. Conner, 1 C. &
P. 438.)

It seems to be agreed, that no breach of a man's word or promise,
no trespass either to lands or goods, no affront by bare words or
gestures, however false or malicious it may be, and aggravated with
the most provoking circumstances, will excuse him from being guilty
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of murder, -who is so far transported thereby as immediately to attack 3. Man-
the person who offends him in such a manner as manifestly endangers slaughter.

his life, without giving him time to put himself upon his guard, if he
~

kills him in pursuance of such an assault, whether the person slain

did at all fight in his defence or not. (1 Hawk, c. 31, s. 33.)

Nor can any provocation whatever render homicide justifiable, or

even excusable ; the least it can amount to is manslaughter. If a
man kill another suddenly, without any, or without a considerable

provocation, the law imj)lies malice, and the hotaicide is murder ; but
if the provocation were great, and such as must have greatly pro-

voked him, the killing is manslaughter only. {Kel, 135 ; 1 Hale^ 466,

Fost.2Q0.)

If a man pull another's nose, or oflfer him any other great per- by assault i

sonal indignity, and the other thereupon immediately kill him, it is

manslaughter only. {Kel. 135; 4 Bl. Com. 191.) But slight provo-
cation even by a blow will not extenuate the crime where the revenge
is disproportioned to the injurj', or outrageous and barbarous in its

nature ; as, if a man, upon being gently pushed by a policeman to

make him move on when causing an obstruction, kill him, this is

mui:"der. {Beg. v. Hagmi, 8 0. & P. 167 ; see also Stedman^s case, Fost.

292 ; B. v. Lynch, 5 G. & P. 324.)

If a man take another in adultery with his wife, and kill him directly by adulterer
;

upon the spot, this is manslaughter merely. (1 Hale, 486 ; B. v. Man-
ning, T. Baym. 212.)

So, if a father see another person in the act of committing an unna- by offence on
tural crime with his son, and instantly kill him, it is manslaughter children;

only ; but if, hearing of it, he go in quest of the party and kill him, it

is murder. {Beg. v. Fisher. 8 C. & P. 182.)

Where a boy, after fighting with another, ran home bleeding to his

father ; and the father immediately took a small cudgel, and ran three
quarters of a mile to the place where the other boy was, and struck
him a single blow with the stick, of which blow the boy afterwards
died; this was holden to be manslaughter only. {B, v. Boiuley, 12 Co.

87 ; and see Fost, 294.) But the true grounds of this judgment seem
to have been that the accident happened by a single stroke given in
heat of blood, with a cudgel not likely to destroy, and that death did
not immediately ensue.
An unwarrantable imprisonment of a man's person has been holden by imprisonment,

sufficient provocation to make a killing, even with a sword, man- ,

slaughter only. {R.r. Buckner, Sty. 467.) Therefore, where a con-
stable took a man without warrant, upon a charge which gave him no
authority to do so, and the prisoner ran away, and J. S., who was with
the constable all the time, ran after the prisoner, who, to prevent his
being retaken, killed J. S. : it was holden to be manslaughter only,
although, whilst under the charge of the constable, the prisoner struck
the man who gave the charge ; because a blow under the provocation
of the illegal arrest would not justify the constable in detaining him,
unless the blow were likely to be followed by dangerous consequences,
and formed a new and distinct ground of detainer. {B. v. Curvan, B.
& M. 132; see B. v. Thompson, B. & M. 88.) So where a creditor
placed a man at the chamber door of his debtor, with a sword undrawn
to prevent him from escaping while a bailiff was sent for to arrest him,
and the debtor stabbed the creditor, this was held manslaughter. {B.
V. Withers, I East, C. P. 233.)
Where a parent is moderately correcting his child, a master his ser- Killing by

vant or scholar, or an officer punishing a criminal, and he happens to correction,

occasion his death, it is only misadventure ; but if he exceeds the
bounds of moderation, either in the manner, the instrument, or the
quantity of punishment, and death ensue, it is manslaughter at the
least, and in some cases (according to the circumstances) murder. (1 .

Hale, 473, 474.) In all cases where the correction is inflicted with a
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deadly weapon, and the party dies of it, it will be murder ; if with an
instrument not likely to kill, though improper for the purpose of cor-

rection, it will be manslaughter. {Fost. 202.) A mother, being angiy
with one of her children, took up a poker, and on his running to the
door of the room, which was open, threw it after him and killed an-
other child who was entering the room at the time ; and it was holden
to be manslaughter, although she did not intend to hit the child she
threw the poker at, but merely to frighten him ; because it was an
improper mode of correction. \R. v. Connor, 7 C. & F. 438.) Where
a master struck his servant with one of his clogs, because he had not
cleaned them, and death unfortunately ensued ; it was holden to bo
manslaughter only, because the clog was very unlikely to cause death,
and the master consequently could not have the intention of taking
away the servant's life by hitting him with it. {H. v. Turner, Comb.
407, 408; and see B. v. Wrgg, 1 Leach, 378, n,; and Anon, 1 East,

P. C. 261 : R. V. Leggett, 8 C. & P. 191.)

And though the correction exceeds the bounds of moderation, the

Court will pay a tender regard to the nature of the provocation, where
the act is manifestly accompanied with a good intent, and the instru-

ment not such as must in all probability occasion death ; though the
party were hurried to great excess. As was the case of a father

(
Wor-

cester Sp. Ass. 1775), whose son had frequently been guilty of stealing,

complaints of which had come to the father, who had often corrected

him. At length, the son being charged with another theft, and reso-

lutely denying it, though proved against him, the father in a passion

beat his son with a rope, by way of chastisement for the offence, so

much, that he died. The father expressed the utmost horror, and M'as

in the greatest affliction for what he had done, intending only to have
punished him with such severity as to have cured him of his wicked-
ness. The learned judge who tried the father consulted his colleagues

in office, and the principal counsel on the circuit, who all concurred in

opinion that it was only manslaughter, and so it was ruled. (1 £asfs
P. C. 261).

Persons on board a ship are necessarily subject to something like a
despotic government, and it is extremely important that the law
should regulate the conduct of those who exercise dominion over them.
Therefore, in a case of manslaughter against the captain and mate of

a vessel, for accelerating the death of a seaman really in ill health, but
whom, they alleged, they believed to be a skulker, the question will

be, in determining whether it is a slight or an aggravated case, whether
the phenomena of the death were such as would excite the attention of

reasonable and humane men ; and, in such a case, if the deceased be
taken on board after he was discharged from an hospital, it is im-
portant to inquire whether he was sent on board by the surgeon of the
hospital as a person in a fit state of health to perform the duties of a
seaman. {Beg. v. Leggett, 8 Car. & P. 191.)
And there are other instances where slight provocations have been

considered as extenuating the guilt of homicide, upon the ground that

the conduct of the party killing, upon such provocations, might fairly

be attributed to an intention to chastise rather than to a cruel and
implacable malice. But it must appear that the punishment was not
urged with brutal violence. Thus, where A., finding a trespasser upon
his land, in his passion beat him, and, unluckily, happened to kill him,
it was holden to be manslaughter. {Fost. 291 ; 1 Buss on Crimes.)

So where a person, whose pocket had been picked, encouraged by a
mob, threw the pickpocket into a pond, for the purpose of ducking
him, but he was unfortunately drowned : this was holden to be man-
slaughter. {R. V. Bay, 1 Fast, P. C. 236.)

In considering, however, whether the killing upon provocation
amounts to murder or manslaughter, the instrument wherewith the

homicide was effected must also be taken into consideration ; for if it
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were efTected with a deadly weapon, the provocation must be great in- 3. Man-
deed to extenuate the offence to manslaughter ; if with a weapon or slaughter.

other means not likely or intended to produce death, a less degree of
provocation will be sufficient ; in fact, the mode of resentment must
bear a reasonable proportion to the provocation to reduce the offence
to manslaughter. So where a park-keeper, having found a boy stealing
wood, tied him to a horse's tail, and dragged him along the park, and
the boy died of injuries he thereby received : this was holden to be
murder. (] Hale, 454.) So, in all other cases, where, upon a sudden,
provocation, one beats another in a cruel and unusual manner, so that
he dies, it is murder. (4 Bl, Com. 199 ; and see R. v. Tranter et al.

;

1 Str. 499; Fost. 293.)
And it may safely be laid down as a general rule, that no words or

gestures, however opprobrious or provoking, will be considered in law
to be provocation sufficient to reduce homicide to manslaughter, if the
killing be effected with a deadly weapon, or an intention to do the de-
ceased some grievous bodily harm be otherwise manifested ; but if

effected with a blow of a fist, or of a stick, or other weapon not likely
to kill, it is manslaughter only. As, where a man, being grossly in-
sulted by a woman, threw a broomstaff at her from a distance, and
killed her (1 Hale, 455), and see other cases. {Hazel's case, 1 Leach,
368; Turner's case, 1 Ld. Raym. 143; Wigcj'scase, 1 Leacli, 378.) But
where the instrument used is so improper as manifestly to endanger
life, the intention of the party to kill will be implied from that cir-

cumstance. (Rex V. Howlett, 7 0. & F. 274 ; Macklin's case, 2 Lew.
225.)

_

It is a general rule that, where persons have authority to arrest or Resisting officers
imprison, and using the proper means for that purpose, are resisted in and otiiers.

so doing, and killed, it will be murder in all who take part in such
resistance. (1 Russ. on Crimes.) But three things are to be attended
to in matters of this kind : the legality of the deceased's authority, the
legality of the manner in which he executed it, and the defendant's
knowledge of that authority ; for if an officer be killed in attempting
to execute a writ or warrant invalid on the face of it, or against a
wrong person, or out of the district in which alone it could legally be
executed ; or if a private person interfere and act in a case where he
has no authority by law to do so ; or if the defendant had no know-
ledge of the officer's business, or of the intention with which a private
person interferes, and the officer or private person be resisted or killed

;

the killing will be manslaughter only. {Welsly's Arch. Cr. Law, loth
ed. 551.)

In all of these cases the officer or private person has placed himself
beyond the protection of the law, and the attempt to arrest is looked
upon, as in ordinary cases, as such a provocation as to reduce the
offence of killing to manslaughter. For various cases concerning the
authority of officers and others, see 1 Russ. on Crimes, and Welsly
Arch. Cr. Laiv., I5th ed., 451.
In all of these cases the officer or private person has placed himself

beyond the protection of the law, and the attempt to arrest is looked
upon, as in ordinary cases, as such a provocation as to reduce the
oflFence of killing to manslaughter. (See 1 JRuss. on Crimes, and rmsf,

p. 1330.)

Manslaughter has been already defined as an unlawful killing with- Unlawful or

out malice—either voluntarily, upon a sudden heat, or involuntarily, wanton acts..

but in the commission of some unlawful act ; for when the death of
one person is caused by the act of another, while the latter is in pur-
suit of any unlawful object, the person so killing is guilty of man-
slaughter, although he had no intention of injuring him who was the
victim of his conduct. {Fer Erie, J., in Reg. v. Bruce, 2 C. C. C. 262.)
Of this latter class are the following cases :

—

If A. shoot at the poultry of B., wantonly, and without any felonious
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intent, and accidentally kill a man, the offence will be manslaughter.
(1 Hale, 475.)

So, if a man shoot at deer in another's park, without leave, though
done in sport, and a bystander be killed, such killing is manslaughter.
{Ih.)

Where a man was in possession, under the sheriflF, and one of the
prisoners, of whose goods he was in possession, assisted by the other
prisoner, plied the man with liquor, themselves drinking freely also,

and when he was very drunk, put him into a cab, and caused him to

be driven about the streets ; and about two hours after he had been
put into the cab he was found dead. It was held, that if the prisoners,

deceased being drunk, put him into the cab, and drove him about,
in order to keep him out of possession, and by so doing accelerated
his death, it would be manslaughter. {Reg. y. PacJcard, 1 C. & M.
236.)

A tnt or tournament, the martial diversion of our ancestors, was,
however, an unlawful act ; and so are boxing and sword-playing, the
succeeding amusements of their posterity (see R. v. Perkins, 4 (7. (fe P.
537 ; R. V. Hargrave, b C. & P. 170; R. v. Murphy, 6 C. & P. 103 ) ;

therefore, if a knight in the former case, or a gladiator in the latter, bo
killed, such killing is manslaughter (4 Bl. Com. 183). But, it is

said, that if the king command or permit such diversion, the act being
in that case lawful, the killing would be misadventure only. {Fost.

259; sed vide Hale, 4.12.) But all struggles in anger, whether by
fighting, wrestling, or in any other m.ode, are unlawful, and death
occasioned by them is manslaughter at the least. {Reg. v. Canniff, 9
C. & P. 359.) And all persons present, assisting by their presence,

at a prize fight, are guilty of manslaughter, if one of the combatants
be killed. {Rex v. Murphy, 6 C. tfc P. 103.)

By unlawful acts must be understood also all wanton and mischievous
acts which the party who commits them can neither justify nor excuse,
as well as acts heedlessly and incautiously done, from which death
results, though unaccompanied by any intent to do injury ; but if such
heedless and incautious acts are not in themselves unlawful, then if

death result therefrom, it is not manslaughter, but merely an accident

;

thus in Reg. v. Bruce, 2 C. C. G. 262, a prisoner who came into a shop
and pulled a lad by the hair from off his seat, and spun him round,
but the lad broke away from him, whereby the f)risoner, being intoxi-

cated, fell against the deceased, knocked her down, and caused her
death, was held entitled to an acquittal, it appearing that the lad
treated the afiair as a joke, and did not resist the prisoner throughout.

Thus, if a person, breaking a horse, ride him amongst a crowd and
death ensue from the viciousness of the animal, and it appear to have
been heedlessly done and not with intent to do mischief, it is man-
slaughter. (1 East P. C. c. 5, s. 18.)

So if a man, knowing that people are passing along the streets, throw
a stone or shoot an arrow over a house and a person be thereby killed.

(1 Hale, 475.)
So if workmen throwing stones and rubbish from a house, do not

take due precaution by looking out or giving warning, and any one be
killed, it is manslaughter. {Ante, p. 1316.)
But in all these cases if a general malignity of heart is observable,

and an intention to do mischief, be it to whomsoever it may, the
killing will be murder. (1 Hatuh. P. C. c. 31, s. 68.)

Two persons were riding furiously on horseback along the road; one
passed the deceased, who was also on horseback, but the other rode
against him and both fell, the deceased being killed by the concussion :

Patteson, J. , directed an acquittal of the first who passed ; and as to

the second, told the jury to find him guilty of manslaughter, if they
thought that by furious riding he ran against the deceased, but to

acquit him if they thought that the deceased's horse was unruly, and
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ran against tlie horse of the prisoner. {R. v. Mastin, 6 C. & F. 3. Man-
396.

)

slaughter.

If the driver of a carriage race with another carriage, and urge his

horses to so rapid a pace that he cannot control them, it is manslaughter,

if in consequence the carriage upset and a passenger be killed. {B. v.

Timmins, 1 C. & F. 499.)

A lad out of frolic took the trap-stick out of the front part of a cart,

in consequence of which it upset, and the carman, who was loading

sacks therein, was killed ; and this was held to be manslaughter. {B.

V. Sullivan, 1 0. & F.Gil.)
So where the prisoners had thrown stones down a mine by which

the scaffolding was broke, and in consequence a corf in which deceased

was descending was upset, and he was killed ; this was manslaughter.

{Fenton^s case, 1 Lewin, 179.)

A cannon, returned to an ironfounder burst, was sent back by him
in so imperfect a state, that, on being fired, it burst again and killed

a person, and it was held to be manslaughter. {B. v. Garr, 8 C. & F.

163.)

If several persons meet together for the purpose of prosecuting some Where 8ever.il join

unlawful design, and in furtherance of that design a man be killed,
to^do an unlawful

the guilt of the killing will attach to all present, whether it be murder
or manslaughter.
Thus if a body of persons, resolving to resist all opposers in the com-

mission of any breach of the peace, happen to kill any one in the

prosecution of this unlawful purpose, they will be guilty of murder.
{Fost. 261 ; 1 Buss, on Crimes, 856.) The act, however, must be in

furtherance of the common intent ; for, if several were to intend and
agree together only to frighten a constable and one were to shoot him
through the head, such an act would affect the individual only by
whom it was done. (3facJdin's case, 2 Lew. 225.)

And even an act lawful in itself may be performed in a manner so

criminal and improper as to make the party performing it and causing
the death of a person guilty of manslaughter, and, according to the
circumstances, of murder. (1 Buss, on Crimes, 857.)

As if a medical man, though lawfully qualified to practise as such, improper medical

cause the death of a person by the grossly unskilful, or the grossly in- treatment,

cautious use of a dangerous instrument, he is guilty of manslaughter.
{Reg. V. Spilling, 2 M. & Boh. 107.)

Where the defendant, not a regular physician, killed a woman by
an application, and the jury found that he entertained a criminal

disregard of human life, he was convicted of and punished for man-
slaughter. (See R. V. Long, 4 C. & F. 423 ; R. v. Senior, R. & M. G. 0.

346, ajite, p. 1318.) In R. v. WeU (1 M. & Rob. 410), Lord Lyndhurst
laid down the following rule :

—" In these cases there is no difference

between a licensed physician or surgeon and a person acting as

physician or surgeon without a licence. In either case, if a party
having a competent degree of skill and knowledge makes an accidental

mistake in his treatment of a patient, through which mistake death
ensues, he is not thereby guilty of manslaughter; but if, where
proper medical assistance can be had, a person totally ignorant of
the science of medicine takes on himself to administer a violent and
dangerous remedy to one labouring under disease, and death ensues
in consequence of that dangerous remedy having been so administered,
then he is guilty of manslaughter. If I entertained the least doubt
of this position, I might fortify it by referring to the opinion of Lord
EllenhorougJi in B. v. Williamson. I shall leave it to the jury to say

—

first, whether death was occasioned or accelerated by the medicines
administered ; and if they think it was, then I shall tell them,
secondly, that the prisoner is guilty of manslaughter if they think
that in so administering the medicine he acted with a criminal inten-

tion or from very gross negligence."
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3. Man- In the case of JR. v. Nancy Simpson, (reported in WilcocJc on the Laws
slaughter. relating to the Medical Profession, Append, 227,) the prisoner was in-

"

dieted for manslaughter. It appeared that the deceased, a sailor, had
been discharged from the Liverpool Infirmary as cured after under-
going salivation, and that he was recommended by another patient to

go to the prisoner for an emetic to get the mercury out of his bones.

The prisoner was an old woman, who resided at Liverpool, and
occasionally dealt in medicines ; she gave him a solution of white
vitriol, or corrosive sublimate, one dose of which caused his death

;

and she said she had received the mixture from a person who came
from Ireland, and had gone back again. And in that case Mr. Justice
Bayley said, " I take it to be quite clear that if a person not of

medical education, in a case where professional aid might be obtained,

undertakes to administer medicine which may have a dangerous
effect, and thereby occasions death, such j^erson is guilty of man-
slaughter. He may have no evil intention, and may have a good one,

but he has no right to hazard the consequence in a case where medical
assistance may be obtained. If he does so, it is at his peril. It is im-
material whether the person administering the medicine prepares it or
gets it from another." The piisoner was convicted.

If a chemist's apprentice be guilty of negligence in delivering medi-
cine and death ensue in consequence, he is guilty of manslaughter.
[Tessymond's case, 1 Leiu. 169.)

Lastly, there are certain natural and moral duties towards others,

which if a person neglect without malicious intention, and death
ensue, he will be guilty of manslaughter. Of this nature is the duty
of a parent to supply a child with proper food.

When a child is very young, and not weaned, the mother is crimi-

nally responsible if the death arose from her not suckling it when she
was capable of doing so. {B. v. Edioards, 8 C. & P. 611.) But if the

child be older, the omission to provide food is the omission of the

husband, and the crime of the wife can only be the omitting to

deliver the food to the child after the husband has provided it {R. v.

Saunders, 1 C. & P. 277.)

Since the 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 76, if a bastard died through the omission

to supply it with food, the omission is the omission of the man who
has married the mother. {lb. ; Buss, on Cr. 491.)

A master is not bound by the common law to find medical advice
for a servant ; but the case is different with respect to an apprentice,

for a master is bound during the illness of his apprentice to find him
with proper medicines, and if he die for want of them, it is man-
slaughter in the master. {B. y. Smith, 8 C. <fc P. 153.) And this is

the case, even though he be bound bj' an invalid deed of apprentice-
ship. {B. V. Davies, per Patteson, J., Hereford Sum. Ass., 1831.)

Infirm persons. Where a person undertakes to provide necessaries for a person who
is so aged and infinn that he is incapable of doing it for himself, and
through his neglect to perform his undertaking death ensues, he is

criminally responsible. On an indictment for the murder of an aged
and infirm woman by confining her against her will, and not provid-
ing her with meat, drink, clothing, firing, medicines and other
necessaries, and not allowing her the enjoyment of the open air, in

breach of an alleged duty, if the jury think that the prisoner was
guilty of wilful neglect, so gross and wilful that they are satisfied he
must have contemplated her death, he will be guilty of murder ; but
if they only think that he was so careless that her death was occasioned
by his negligence, though he did not contemplate it, he will be guilty

of manslaughter. {B. v. Marriott, 8 Car. & P. 425.)

Accessaries. There can be no accessaries to this oflFence before the fact, because
it must be done without premeditation. (1 Ilaiuh. c. 30, s. 2 ; 1 East's

P. C. 218. See " Accessary.") But there may be accessaries after the

fact. (3 Inst. 55.) And if A. be indicted for murder, and C. for

Bivstarda.

Apprentices and
servants,
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harbouring and assisting A., well-knowing that he had committed tho 4. Murder.
m.urder, and the offence of A. bo reduced to manslaughter, C. may
notwithstanding be found guilty as accessary after the fact. {Rex v.

Greeiuicre, 8 Car. & P. 35.)

The evidence is the same as in murder, with this exception, that, Evidence, &c.

in naurder, the prosecutor need only prove the homicide, without
going into evidence of the circumstances under which it was com-
mitted; in manslaughter, he must give evidence of all the facts of
the case, so as to prove the homicide to be manslaughter.

If, on the trial of an indictment for murder, the prisoner appear to Trial of.

the jury to be guilty of manslaughter, they may find him so guilty.

(2 Hale, 302.)

The offence is not triable at any qiiarter sessions.

As to the trial, &c., of manslaugher abroad, &c., see post, p. 1333.
By 24 & 25 Vict., c. 100, s. 5, every person convicted of man- Punishment,

slaughter shall be liable, at the discretion of the court, to be kept in
penal servitude for life, or for any term not less than 3 years, or to be
imprisoned, with or without hard labour, for any term not exceeding
3 years, or to pay such fine as the court shall award. See further,
tits. " Hard Labour," " Imprisomnent."
As to the punishment of accessaries after the fact, see the 3rd

section of the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 94, tit. " Accessaries."

Herein

—

Division of

1. Of the Offence itself, p. 1327.
^'^^^^^'

2. The Indictment, p. 1332.

3. The Evidence, p. 1332.

4. The Place of Trial, p. 1333.

5. The Punishment, Sentence, Execution, and Treatment of Mur-
derers, p. 1339.

6. The Escape of Murderers, -g. 1339.

1. The Offence of Murder.
Murder is, when a man of sound memory, and of the age of discre- Murder, what is.

tion, unlawfully killeth any person under the Queen's peace, with
malice aforethought, either expressed by the party, or implied by law,
so that the party wounded or hurt die of the wound or hurt, within a
j^ear and a day. (3 Inst. 47.)

The Offender̂ must he of sound Memory, &c.]—Murder, therefore, can- offender must be
not be committed by an idiot, lunatic, or infant, unless indeed he of sound memory,
show a consciousness of doing wrong, and of course a discretion, or

'^""

discernment between good and evil. (4 Bl. Com. 195; 1 Hawk. c. 1.)—But if any person procure an idiot, &c., to murder another, the pro-
curer is guilty of the murder. (1 Hawh. c. 31, s. 7.) Or ifhe aid and
abet him knowing that he entertains mischievous designs. (Reg. v.
Tyler, 8 C. dt P. 616.) See ante, " Children" and " Lunatics."

Must he hy an unlawful Killing, not excusable or justifiable.']—Taking The kilUng must
away a man's life by perjury is not, it seems, in law, murder (see R. be unlawful, &C.

y. Macdaniel & al.,Fost. 132 ; and see 4 Bl. Com. 196, n.): although,
inforo conscientiai, it is as much so as killing with a sword.

If a man, however, do any other act, of which the probable conse-
quence may be, and eventually is, death, such killing may be murder,
although no stroke were struck by himself : as was the case of the un-
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4. Murder. natural son \vlio exposed his sick father to the air, against his will, by
reason whereof he died (1 Haivk. c. 31, s. 5) ; and of the harlot, who
laid her child in an orchard, where a kite struck it and killed it. (1

Hale, 432.) So, if a child be left in an unfrequented place, where it

is not likely to be found. {R. v. Walters, 1 Russ. on Crimes.) So,

where an apprentice died from harsh treatment, and want of care

upon the part of his master, whilst he was labouring under disease
;

this was holden to be murder in the master. {R. v. Squire & ux., 1

Russ. ; and see ante, p. 1326 ; and R. v. Harriott, 8 C. & P. 425 :

ante, p. 1326.) And forcing a person to do an act which is likely to

produce death, and which does produce it, is murder ; and threats or

well-grounded fears inspired may constitute such force ; as, if a per-
son being attacked should, from an apprehension of immediate violence
— an apprehension which must be well-grounded and justified by the
circumstances—throw himself for escape into a river, and be drowned,
the person attacking him is guilty of miu-der. (i?. v. I^itts, 1 C.& 31.

284.)

Eut if a man, by harsh and unkind usage, put another into such
a passion of grief or fear, that the party either die suddenly, or
contract some disease whereof he dies, though this may be murder or

mans]aughter in the sight of God, yet, in a human judicature, it

cannot come under the judgment of felony, because no external act of

violence was offered whereof the law can take notice. (I East's P. C.

225.)

If a man have a beast that is used to do mischief, and he, knowing
it, suffer it to go abroad, and it kill a man, this, it seems, is man-
slaughter in the owner ; but if he had purposely turned it loose, though
barely to frighten people, and to make what is called sport, it is as

much murder as if he had incited a dog or a bear to worry them. (1

Hale, 431 ; 3 C. & P. 320.) And see fuiiher as to keeping, &c., mis-
chievous animals, tit. " Bogs."

He who kills another upon his desire or command is, in the judg-
ment of the law, as much a murderer as if he had done it merely
of his own head. (1 Hawk. c. 27, s. 6 ; Sa,wyer's case, 0. B. 1815,

S. P. MS.)
If 2 persons mutually agree to commit suicide together, and the

means employed to produce death only take effect on one, the survivor

will, in point of law, be guilty of the murder of the one who died. {R.

y.Alison,%G.&P.U%.)
It seems agreed, that where one counsels a woman to kill her child

when it shall be born, who afterwards doth kill it in pursuance of such
advice, he is an accessary to the muider. (1 Hawk. c. 31, 17 ; and
see ante, "Accessary.")
We have already noticed as to what homicide is justifiable or excu-

sable, ante, p. 1313 to p. 1316.

The death to constitute murder must take place within a year and a
day after the stroke or other cause of it, ante, p. 1327.

Personkillcd must The person hilled must he a reasonable Creature, in heing, and inthc
be a reasonable Queen'' s peace.'\—Therefore to kill a child in its mother's womb, is no

Qucc^' "p^acV^°
murder : but if the child be bom alive, and die by reason of the potion
or bruises it received in the womb, it is murder in the person who ad-
ministered or gave them. (3 Inst. 50; 1 Hawk. c. 31, s. 16. As to

abortion, &c. see ante, " Abortion.") As to when a child is sufiiciently

produced into the world to make the killing of it murder, see 1 Russ.

on Crimes, 670, 4th ed. Reg. v. Senior, R. & M. 341, and West, 2 C. &
K. 784.)

The words " the Queen's peace," in the definition of murder, mean
merely that it is not mui-der to kill an alien enemy in time of war.

(3 Inst. 50; 1 Hale, 433.) But killing even an alien enemy within the
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kingdom, unless in the actual exercise of war, would be murder. (1 4. Murder.
Hale, 433.)

It is a good general rule, that no person should be found guilty of Body not found,

murder, unless the body of the deceased is found ; but this rule must
be taken rather as a caution than as a maxim never to be departed
from. (2 Hale, 290 ; 3 Chit. C. Z. 738.) A woman who has not
concealed the birth of her child cannot be called upon either to account
for it, or to say where it is, unless there be evidence to show that her
child is actually dead. {B. v. HopJdns, 8 C. & P. 592.)

As to murders committed abroad, see the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 100, s. 9,

post, p. 1333.

The Killinij must he committed ivith Malice aforethou(jht.'\—Wherever Mere killing is

it appears that a man killed another, it shall be intended, prima facie,
^gnce ormaUce

that he did it maliciously, unless he can make out the contrary, by
showing that he did it on a sudden provocation, or the like. (1 Ilaivh.

c. 31, s. 32 ; R. v. Greenacre, S C. & P. 35.)

By malice expressed is meant a deliberate intention of doing anj' Malice expressed,

bodily harm to another, whereunto by law a person is not authorised.

(1 Hale, 451.)

And the evidences of such a malice must arise from external cir-

cumstances discovering that inward intention ; as, lying in wait, ante-

cedent menacings, former grudges, deliberate compassings, and the

like, which are various, according to variety of circumstances. {\ Hale's

Sum. 51.)

Malice implied in several cases : as when one voluntarily kills another MuUce impiiod.

without any provocation : for in this case the law presumes it to be

malicious, and that he is a public enemy of mankind. (1 i7o7e, 455,456.)

Poisoning also implies malice, because it is an act of deliberation.

(1 Hale, 456.)

Also, where a prisoner dies by duress of the gaoler, the law implies

malice, by reason of the cruelty. (3 Inst. 52.)

And in general, any formed design of doing mischief may be called Malice prepense,

malice ; and therefore not such killing only as proceeds from preme-
ditated hatred or revenge against the person killed, but also in many
other cases, such as is accompanied with those circumstances that

show the heart to be perversely wicked, is judged to be of malice

ivrpense, and, consequently, murder. (2 Hawh. c. 31, s. 18 ; 2 Str. 766.)

For when the law makes use of the tei-m malice aforethought, as de- Malice afore-

scriptive of the crime of murder, it is not to be understood in that t^o"sbt.

narrow restrained sense to which the modern use of the word malice is

apt to lead one, a principle of malevolence to particulars ; for the law by
the term malice (malitia) in this instance meaneth, that the fact hath
been attended with such circumstances as are the ordinary symptoms
of a wicked heart, regardless of social duty, and bent upon mischief.

{Fast. 256, 257.)

Also, wherever a person in cool blood, by way of revenge, beats

another in such a manner that he afterwards dies thereof, he is guilty

of murder, however unwilling he might have been to have gone so far.

(1 HcnvJe. c. 31, s. 38.)

Where a master or person in authority, in foro domestico, ex- improper correc-

ceeds the bounds of moderation in administering correction, and ^i""'

death ensues, it will be manslaughter or murder according to the

circumstances.

A blacksmith struck his servant with a bar of iron by way of cor-

rection for improper behaviour, by which he was killed : held,

murder. A woman kicked and stamped on the belly of her child

:

ruled the same. {Orey's case, Kel. 64, 65 ; 1 Easfs P. C. 261.)

Where a master corrected his servant with an iron bar, and a school-

master stamped on his scholar's belly, so that each of the sufferers

died ; these were justly holden to be miirders ; because the correc-

voi;. n. 4 Q
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Poison.
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Authoritj' of
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tion being excessive, and such, as could not proceed but from a bad
heart, it was equivalent to a deliberate act of killing. {Id.; Fost.

262.)
If a man resolve to kill the next person lie meets, and do kiU him, it

is murder, although, he knew him not, for its universal malice. 4
Bl. Com. 400.)

In all cases where a man wilfully administers poison to another, (1

Hah, 455), or lays poison for him, and either he or another takes it,

and is killed by it {Id. 466), the law implies malice, although no par-
ticular enmity can be proved. (4 Com. 34.)

If a woman be with child, and any give her a potion to destroy the
child within her, and it kills her, this is murder. (1 Hale, 430. See
^^ Ahortion.")

As to killing by improper medical treatment, see ante, p. 1325.

It is a general principle that, if in the execution of or attempt to

execute a felony a man kill another, he will be guilty of murder.
Thus if C. having malice against A. strikes at and misses him, but
kills B., this is murder in 0. : or if A. feloniously shoot at the poultrj-

of another and kill a man, this will be murder. {Fost. 258.)

It has been seen {ante, p. 1319), in what cases the killing of a man
will be reduced to manslaughter by provocation. The provocation,

however, must be adequate—must neither be sought nor taken advan-
tage of to gratify a preconceived enmity— and must immediately
precede the fatal blow (1 Russ. oti Crimes); if the blood have time
to cool between the provocation and the killing, it will be murder.
{R. V. Ilaxjioard, 6 C. & P. 157 ; R. v. lAjnch, 5 C. & F. 324.)

Therefore, if 2 persons deliberately fight a duel, and one of them be
killed, the other and his second are guilty of murder (1 Hale, 442,

452; 1 HaivJc. c. 31, s= 31; see R. v. Onehy, 2 Str. 766), no matter
how grievous the provocation, or by which party it was given. (3

East, 581.) The second of the deceased, also, is deemed guilty of

murder, as being present, aiding and abetting; and although Lord
Hale seems to think the rule of law, as to principals in the second
degree, too far strained in that case (1 Hale, 442, 452), yet in {Reg. v.

Young, 8 C. & F. 644) it was laid down that not only are the seconds
guilty, but that others who are present, if they sustain the principals

either by advice or assistance, or go to the ground for the purpose of

encouraging and forwarding the unlawful conflict, although they do
not say or do anything, yet if they are assisting and encouraging bj''

their presence at the moment when the fatal shot is fired, they are in

law guilty of murder.
If a man kill an officer of justice, either civil or criminal, such as a

bailiff", constable, watchman, &c., in the legal execution of his duty, or

any person acting in aid of him (whether specially called thereunto or

not, 1 Hale, 462), or any private person endeavouring to suppress an
affray or apprehend a felon, knowing his authority or the intention

with which he intei-poses ; the law will imply malice, and the offender

will be guilty of murder. (1 Hale, 456, 457, 460; Fost. 270, 308.)

But to entitle an officer to the protection of the law, his authority
must be legal : if the warrant were illegal and void upon the face of it

(see 1 Hale, 459 ; 1 East, P. C. 310) ; or issued with a blank in it, and
the blank afterwards filled up {R. v. StocUey, 1 East, P. G. 310; R. v.

Hood, 1 Mood. C. C. 281), or issued with an insufficient description of
the defendant, as for instance, if it were to take the son of J. S. L.
{Id.), or if it be attempted to be executed against C. instead of B., the
IdUing would be manslaughter only. Where a justice's warrant of
commitment was directed " to the constable of Gainsborough," a
parish in the county of Lincoln, the court held that such warrant
must be read as directed to the parish constable of Gainsborough,
there being such an officer who must execute it, and its execution by
a county policeman was illegal. Therefore, a conviction for wounding
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a county policeman in tlie execution of such a warrant with intent to 4. Miirder.
resist the prisoner's lawful apprehension thereunder, was quashed.
(i?. Y. Saunders, 36 L. J. M. C.87; 1 L. R. C. G. JR. 75 ; 1 Hale, 457.)
If an innocent person be indicted for a felony, and an attempt be made
to arrest him for it, without warrant, and he resist and kill the party
attempting to arrest him ; if the party attempting the arrest were a
constable, the killing is murder (1 Hawk. c. 28, s. 12 ; 2 Hale, 84, 87,
91) ; if a private person, manslaughter (see 2 Hale, 83, 92) ; because
the constable has authority by law to arrest in such a case, but a pri-
vate person has not. And the same in all cases where a person is

arrested or attempted to be arrested upon a reasonable suspicion of
felony. (See Samuel v. Payne, Doug. 359.) An officer is justified
in arresting on a charge of felony, though the charge does not in
terms specify all the particulars necessary to constitute the felony.
[B. V. Ford, R. & R. 329.) But where a constable attempted to
arrest a man while in a privy, without any charge having been made
against him, but upon a simple direction to take him, whereuj^on
the man immediately stabbed the constable ; it was holden by a
majority of the judges, that, as the actual arrest would have been
illegal, the attempt to arrest when the defendant was in such a
situation that he could not get away, and when the waiting to
give notice might have enabled the constable to make the arrest,

was such a provocation as redticed the offence to manslaughter
only. (R. V. Thompson, R. & M. 80.) A police officer found N. with
potatoes under his shirt, which had been recently dug from the ground,
and apprehended him. The policeman called O. to assist him; 0. did
so ; and a rescue being attempted, O. was struck by A., who went
away, and 0. was afterwards killed by other persons, who attempted
the rescue :—Held by the judges that the police officer had no right to

apprehend N., and that the killing of 0., therefore, did not amount to

murder, and that, on an indictment for murder, A. could not be con-
victed of an assault. {Reg. v. Phelps, 1 Car. & M. 180.) If a con-
stable take a man without warrant, upon a charge which gives him
no authority to do so, and the prisoner run away, and is pursued by
J. S., who was with the constable all the time, and charged by him
to assist, and the man kill J. S. , it is manslaughter only, because the
arrest was illegal, and J. S. ought to have known it ; and, therefore,

the attempt to retake the prisoner was illegal also. {R. v. Curvan,
R. & M. 132.) But if a constable having a charge of felony against a
defendant, take him without a warrant, and the defendant, knowing the
constable, kill him, it will be murder, even though the constable do not
tell him of the charge, and the defendant in fact has done nothing for

which he is liable to be arrested. [R. v. Woolmer, R. & M. C. C. 334.)
"There is this distinction between a private individual and a con- Private person ar-

stable ; in order to justify the former in causing the imprisonment of resting.

a person, he must not only make out a reasonable ground of suspicion,

but he must prove that a felony has actually been committed; whereas
a constable, having reasonable ground to suspect that a felony has
been committed, is authorised to detain the party suspected until in-

quiry can be made by the proper authorities." (Per Lord Tenterden,

C. J.", Beckwith v. Ph'ilhj, G B. & C. 638 ; and see ante, " Co7istahle.")

But a private person may arrest another whom he sees attempting
to commit a felony, and if he be killed in the attempt, it will be
murder. (2 Hawk. c. 12, s. 19.)

If a seaman be impressed, and the pressgang be resisted, and any of Pressganp.

them be killed ; if the pressgang at the time were imder the direction

of a commissioned officer, and such officer were then acting with them,
the killing would be murder, otherwise but manslaughter. {R. v.

Broad/cot, Fost. 154.)

A special constable duly appointed under the stat. 1 & 2 Will. 4, Special constai>ie,

c. 41, retains all the authority of a constable at common law, until his

4 Q 2
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Gamekeepers.

Notice on process.

services are suspended or determined under the 9tli section of that

statute. {Reg. v. Porter, 9 C. & P. 778.)

As to how far gamekeepers and others may apprehend poachers, see

ante, " Oame," p. 777.

"When any officer is in the legal execution of his duty, or a private

person endeavouring to suppress an affray, or apprehend a felon and is

resisted and killed; if it appear that the slayer knew the officer's

business or the intent of the private person, either expressly from the

deceased, or impliedly from circumstances {R. v. Hovmrth, 1 Mood. C.

G. 207), the killing is murder ; if it appear that he was ignorant in this

respect, it is manslaughter only. (5 Hawh. c. 31, ss.49, 50; Post. 310.)

If a constable command the peace (1 Hale, 461), or show his staff of

office {Fost. 311), this, it seems, is a sufficient intimation of his autho-
rity. And in such a case it is not necessary to pi'ove the deceased's

appointment : proof that he was accustomed to act as constable is suffi-

cient. (I East, P. C. 315.) But private persons, when they interfere,

must expressly intimate their intention, otherwise killing them will

be manslaughter orAj. {Fost. 310, 311.)

In all cases where the outer door of a dwelling-house may be broken
open in order to execute process, there must be a demand pf admit-
tance, or something equivalent thereto, and a refusal (i'^os^. 320, 136;
see Hancock v. lirown, 2 B. & Aid. 592), otherwise, if the officer be
killed, it will be manslaughter only. {Arch. Or. Laiv, by Welsby, 15th

ed. 555.)

In the cases above stated to be manslaughter only, if there be evi-

dence of express malice in the party killing, the homicide will be
murder. (^. v. Stocldey, 1 East, P. C. 310; R.y. Curtis, Fost. 135.)

2. Indictmekt for Murder (a).

Venue.'}—As to the venue in general, see post, title " Indictment;" as

to the venue, where the murder takes place abroad, &c. post, p. 1333.

Name of deceased. Deceased's Name.']—^As to this, see post, title " Indictment,"{Names in).

Mode in which the Statement oj the Offence.']—A mere statement that the defendant did

raitted^
'^ ""'" feloniously, wilfully, and of his malice aforethought kill and miu-der

the deceased is sufficient, 24 & 25 Vict. c. 100, s. 6.

3. The Evidence in Murder.
Evidence. The requisite evidence both for and against the prosecution may be

collected from the preceding observations, as to what will constitute

murder or not, ante, p. 1327; and also what averments in the indict-

ment must be strictly proved.
It has been alreadj^ observed, ante, p. 1329, that the prosecutor is

not hound to prove that the homicide was committed from malice pre-

pense, if he prove homicide merely, the law pn^csumes malice, and calls

on the defendant to rebut it, by proving, either from the cross-exami-
nation of the prosecutor's witnesses, or from witnesses on his behalf,

that the homicide was justifiable, or excusable, or that at most it

amounted to manslaughter only, and not to murder. {Rex v. Greenacrc.

8 C. cfe P. 4.) If, however, there be direct evidence of malice prepensr
the prosecutor had better prove it.

A. was indicted for the murder of H.—It was opened that A. , having
malice against P., hired H. to murder him, and that H. did so ; but
that H. being detected, A. had murdered H. to prevent a discoverj"^ of

Indictment for

murder.

(a) By the 14 & 15 Vict. c. 100,

s. 4, re-enactod by 24 & 25 Vict. c.

100, s. 6, the old law upon the sub-

ject of indictments for murder was
rendered obsolete, and since then in-

dictments for murder and man-
slaughter have simply charged the

defendant with the murder or the
killing of the deceased; the autliori-

tios upon the statement of the of-

fence, the description of the woimd,
&c., are therefore omitted in this

edition.
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his (A.'s) guilt respecting the murder of P. Evidence was given of 4. Murder.
expressions of malice used by A. towards P., and it was held, that the
prosecutor might also give evidence to show that H. was, in fact, the

person by whom P. had been murdered. {R. v. Clewes, 4 C. <£• P. 221.)

As to the evidence by the dying declarations of the deceased, see tit.

" Evidence."

4. Place of Trial for Murder.

By 24 & 25 Vict. c. 100, s. 9, where any murder or manslaughter British subjects

shall be committed on land out of the United Kingdom, whether within
fh^^n^'^t yi^Kin -

the Queen's dominions or without, and whether the person killed were dom, for'murder

a subject of her Majesty or not, every offence committed by any sub- or manslaughter

ject of her Majesty, in respect of any such case, whether the same abroad^^^
shall amount to the offence of murder or of manslaughter, or

of being accessory to murder or manslaughter, may be dealt

with, inquired of, tried, determined, and punished in any county
or place in England or Ireland in which such person shall be appre-
hended or be in custody, in the same manner in all respects as if such
offence had been actually committed in that county or place

; provided
that nothing herein contained shall prevent any person from being
tried in any place out of England or Ireland for any murder or man-
slaughter committed out of England or Ireland, in the same manner
as such person might have been tried before the passing of this act.

This section is framed upon 9 Geo. 4, c. 31, s. 7, upon which section it

was decided that it did not extend to offences committed by foreigners

upon English subjects and upon English vessels. {Eeg. v. Leiois, D.
& B. 182.)

A bill of indictment for such offence, it seems, ought not to state it

to have been committed '

' at Boulogne, in the kingdom of France, to

wit, at the parish of St. Mary Le Bow," &c. ; and it being so stated,

the court directed the London venue to be struck out before the bill

was found by the grand jury. [JR. v. Helsham, 4 C, & P. 394, coram
Bayley, J.)

See the case of R. v. Satoyer, as to the trial for murder abroad, {R. &
R. 294) ; and the judgment more fally reported in Curr. 0. L. 103-4.

By 24 & 25 Vict. c. 100, s. 10, where any person, being feloniously 24 <fe 25 Vict. c. loO.

stricken, poisoned, or otherwise hurt upon the sea, or at any place out of Trial for murder

England or Ireland, shall die of such stroke, poisoning, or hurt in and manslaughter,

England or Ireland ; or being feloniously stricken, poisoned, or other- cause of death

wise hurt at any place in lilngland or Ireland, shall die of such stroke, happens in Eag-

poisoning, or hurt, upon the sea, or at any place out of England ^^^'^' °^ ^* ^^"'^

or Ireland; every offence committed in respect of any such case,

whether the same shall amount to the offence of murder or of man-
slaughter, or of being accessory to murder, or manslaughter, may be
dealt with, inquired of, tried, determined, and punished in the county
or place in England in which such death, stroke, poisoning, or hurt
shall happen, in the same manner, in all respects, as if such offence

had been wholly committed in that county or place.

As to the trials for murder and other felonies committed on the Boundaries of

boundaries of counties, or partly in one county and partly in another, counties, &c.

&c., see tit. " Indictment," [Venue),

By stat. 22 Geo. 2, c. 33, art. 28, all murders committed by any in the fleet,

person in the fleet shall be punished with death, by the sentence of a ,

court martial.

By the 25 & 26 Vict. c. 65, an act for the more speedy trial of certain 25 & 26 Vict. c. 65.

homicides committed by persons subject to the MutinyAct, it is enacted

:

Sect. 1 . Whenever any person shall have been committed for any The Queen's Bench

murder or manslaughter committed or supposed to have been com-
ord^er ce?tain'pi-i-

mitted at any place in England or Wales, and out of the jurisdiction of soners to be in-

the Central Criminal Court, or at any place in Ireland other than the dieted and tried

county of the city of Dublin or the county of Dublin, and it shall "ionrof thEs^act'
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4. Murder. appear to her Majesty's Court of Queen's Bencli iu that part of the

;;

;—

;

United Kingdom wherein the said offence was committed or supposed
25 & 26 Vict. c. 6o.

^^ Jiave been committed, in term time, or to any judge thereof, or of

any of her Majesty's superior courts of common law in the same part

of the United Kingdom, in vacation, that the said person (hereinafter

called the prisoner) was at the time of the commission or supposed
commission of the said murder or manslaughter subject to the present

or any future Mutiny Act, and that the person (hereinafter called the

deceased) for the murder or manslaughter of whom the prisoner shall

have been comm.itted was at the time last aforesaid subject to the said

act or acts, it shall be lawful for such Court of Queen's Bench in term
time, or for such judge in vacation, without the prisoner being brought
or appearing in person before the said court or judge, upon the appli-

cation of her Majesty's principal secretary of state for the war depart-

ment, and upon his certificate in writing, in the form numbered 1, in

the schedule to this act annexed, or to the like effect, duly signed,

that it would contribute to the maintenance of good order and military

discipline if the said prisoner were to be indicted and tried under the

provisions of this act, to order that the said prisoner shall be indicted

and tried under the provisions of this act, and such order may be in

one of the forms numbered 2 in the schedule to this act annexed, or to

the like effect.

And upon such Sect. 2. Whenever any such order shall have been made, the gaoler
order the prisoner or keeper of any gaol or house of correction in which the said prisoner

to tbe'^gaol'of^^ shall be confined shall forthwith upon the delivery to him of an office

Newgate inLondon cojoy of such order, without writ of habeas corpus or other writ for

B^-*d^well'in"Diib-
^ purpose, cause such prisoner, with his commitment and detainer,

lin, and the depo- to be safely removed to her Majesty's gaol of Newgate in the city of
sitioijs, &c., re- .London if the said prisoner shall be confined in England or Wales, and

at wWch thepri to her Majesty's gaol called the Richmond Bridewell in the county of

soner is to bo the city of Dublin if the said prisoner shall be confined in Ireland, and
indicted. thereupon the keeper of such gaol shall receive such prisoner into his

custody in such gaol, there to remain until he shall be delivered by
due course of law ; and the justice or coroner by whom the prisoner

was committed, or any other person having the custody or possession

thereof, shall forthwith upon the delivery to him of an office copy of

such order transmit any recognizances, depositions, examinations, or
informations relating to the murder or manslaughter mentioned in
such order which shall be in his custody or possession to the proper
officer of the court at and before which the prisoner shall be rendered
liable to be indicted under the provisions of this act, to be by him kept
among the records of the court.

A prisoner ro- Sect. 3. Whenever any prisoner shall have been removed to the said

^d^°^ d^'^^d'T d
^^^^ ^^ Newgate in the city of London under the provisions of this act,

in London or \^^ murder or manslaughter of the deceased by the prisoner may bo
Dublin. inquired of, heard, and determined, and the prisoner may be indicted,

arraigned, tried, and convicted for the murder or manslaughter of the
deceased, in the same manner in all respects as if such murder or
manslaughter had been committed within the jurisdiction of the
Central Criminal Court ; and whenever any prisoner shall have been
removed to the Eichmond Bridewell in the county of the city of Dublin
under the provisions of this act, the murder or manslaughter of the
deceased by the prisoner may bo inquired of, heard, and determined,
and the prisoner may be indicted, arraigned, tried, and convicted for
the mui-der or manslaughter of the deceased, in the same manner inj
all respects as if such murder or manslaughter had been committed in

:

the county of the city of Dublin.

A certificate of his Sect. 4. "Whenever any prisoner so removed to one of the said gaols

'ct'and^TthT*'^'^
^^^^ ^^ indicted under the provisions of this act, an office copy of the

causroAis cmn- before-mentioned order of the Court of Queen's Bench, or of a judge,
mittal sliail be shall be delivered to the proper officer of the court at and before
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which, the j)risoner shall be rendered liable to be indicted under the 4. Murder.
provisions of this act, and such oflB.cer shall thereupon, by indorse-

ment on the back of the bill of indictment, before its presentment by
the grand jury, or by direction of the justices, judges, or commissioners fn^ctment
of the court before whom such indictment shall be tried, or any two or

more of them, at any other time, certify that the prisoner was com-
mitted for the murder or manslaughter of the deceased, and was
removed to the gaol of Newgate, or the Richmond Bridewell, as the
case may be, under the provisions of this act ; and such indorsement,
which may be in the form numbered 3 in the schedule to this act

annexed, or to the like effect, and which majr be amended by the

said last-mentioned justices, judges, or commissioners, or any two
or more of them, at any time, and in such manner, and as often as to

them shall seem fit, shall be conclusive proof that the said prisoner

was committed for the murder or manslaughter of the deceased, and
was removed to the said gaol of Newgate or the said Eichmond
Bridewell under the provisions of this act ; and such indorsement shall

not constitute or be deemed or taken to be a portion of the indictment.

Sect. 5. Whenever any indictment found under the provisions When mdlctment

of this act shall be amended in any manner, the before-mentioned lnd™semetus to
indorsement thereon shall, if it be necessary, bo amended in the like be also amended.

manner.
Sect. 6. A prisoner committed for murder may be indicted under indictment need

the provisions of this act for manslaughter, and a prisoner committed commitment
for manslaughter may be indicted under the same provisions for

murder.
Sect. 7. It shall not be lawful for any person, either by himself

^ake°ntoan°^ordi°
or his counsel, to take any objection, either in the court at, before, and no proof°to bo

or by which the prisoner shall be indicted, arraigned, tried, convicted, required of the

or sentenced under the provisions of this act, or in any com-t of error, perion tothe^*^^
to any order of the said Court of Queen's Bench or of any judge, Mutiny Act.

or to any other proceeding under or by virtue of which the prisoner

shall have been removed to the gaol of Newgate or the Eichmond
Bridewell; and the form of the indictment under the provisions of

this act shall be the same as that of indictments for murder or

manslaughter committed within the jurisdiction of the coui't at and
before which such prisoner shall be indicted under the provisions of

this act ; and it shall not be necessary to prove on the trial of the

prisoner that either the prisoner or the deceased was or were at the

time of the commission or supposed commission of the said murder or

manslaughter subject to the provisions of any Mutiny Act ; _
and the

prisoner shall not be acquitted by reason only of its appearing that

the prisoner or the deceased was not or were not at the time last afore-

said subject to the provisions of any Mutiny Act.

Sect. 8. When any person shall have been convicted of any offence Any iiersou con-

upon the trial of any indictment found under the provisions of this act, Jenten™d^tobe
it shall be lawful for the justices, judges, or commissioners of the court punished either in

before which any such conviction shall have taken place, or for any the county where

two or more of them, or, in case sentence shall not then be passed, for committed or
^

the justices, judges, or commissioners of the said court, or for any two witiiin the juris-

or more of them, at any subsequent sessions of the said court, to order
couA°by wWch ho

and adjudge such convict to be punished according to law at anyplace shall be tried.

either within the jurisdiction of the said court, or within the county or

place where such offence shall have been committed or supposed to

have been committed; and in cases where such justices, judges, or

commissioners, or any two or more of them, shall order such convict

to be punished in such county or place, it shall be lawful for such

justices, judges, or commissioners, or any two or more of them, after

passing sentence upon such convict, to make an order commanding the

keeper of the gaol of Newgate or of the Eichmond Bridewell to cause

such convict to be delivered into the custody of the gaoler or keeper
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of the gaol or house of correction in sucli county or place, together

with such order, and commanding such gaoler or keeper to receive

such convict into his custody in such gaol or house of correction, and
him there safely to keep until such sentence shall have been executed
upon such convict according to law, or iintil he shall be otherwise
delivered by due course of law, and also to make an order commanding
the sheriff of such county or place to execute such sentence upon such
convict within such county or place according to law in the same
manner as if he had been tried and received such sentence in such
county or place ; and every such sheriff, gaoler, and keeper respec-

tively is hereb}' commanded to perform and execute according to law
each and everything which he shall be commanded to perform and
execute by any such order ; and the several forms in the schedule to

the 19 Vict. c. 16, an act to empower the Court of Queen's Bench to

order certain offenders to be tried at the Central Criminal Court, con-
tained, or forms to the like effect, shall be deemed good, valid, and
sufficient in law, and in the case of any order directed to any sheriff,

and commanding him to execute any sentence, it shall be sufficient to

deliver such order either to such sheriff or to his under sheriff.

Sect. 9. Every recognizance which shall have been entered into for

the prosecution of the prisoner, and every recognizance of any witness
to give evidence against him for his said offence, shall, in case any
such order shall be made as is mentioned in the first section of this act,

be obligatory on each of the parties bound by such I'ecognizance to

prosecute and give evidence, and to do all other things mentioned
with reference to the said inquiry and trial at the court at or before

which the prisoner shall be indicted or tried under the provisions of

this act, in like manner as if such recognizance had been originally

entered into for prosecuting such offence, or giving evidence, or doing
other things before the said last-mentioned court

;
pi'ovided that notice

in writing shall have been given either personally, or by leaving the

same at the place of residence as of which the jDarties bound by such
recognizance are therein described, to appear before the said last-men-
tioned court upon the inquiry into and trial of the said offence ; and the

prosecutor is hereby required, on notice given to him that such order

as is mentioned in the first section of this act has been made, to give

such notice or notices in writing as are in this section mentioned.
Sect. 10. Whenever any indictment shall have been found at any

court under the provisions of this act, it shall be lawful for the said

court to issue process to compel the attendance of witnesses, as well on
the part of the prosecution as on the part of the defence, on the trial of

such indictment, in like manner as in cases of indictments found at

the said coiu't for offences committed within the jurisdiction of the
said court ; and every such process shall and maj'^ be lawfully executed
at any place in that part of the United Kingdom wherein the gaol to

which the prisoner shall have been removed under the provisions of this

act shall be situate.

Sect. 11. Whenever any indictment shall have been found at any
court under the provisions of this act, it shall be lawful for the said

cotirt to order such expenses of the prosecutor and witnesses, and such
other expenses, and such of the several rewards paj^able in pursuance
of any statute made or to be made as to such court may seem reason-
able and sufficient, to be paid forthwith by the proper officer of the
said court, and such monies shall be repaid to the said officer by the
same persons who would have been liable to pay the same, as if such
court were holden under commissions of oyer and terminer and gaol

delivery for the county or place in which the prisoner was committed.
Sect. 12. Whenever any prisoner shall be tried at any court under

the provisions of this act, it shall be lawful for the justices, judges, or

commissioners of the said court before whom any such prisoner shall

be tried, or for any two or more of them, if it shall seem reasonable so
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to do, to order the payment of the expenses of the witnesses on the 4. Murder.
part of the defence, and such payment shall be made accordingly in

the same manner in all respects as if such witnesses were witnesses on
the part of the prosecution ; and the commissioners of her Majesty's
treasury shall, upon receipt of such last-mentioned order, and out of

any monies provided by parliament for law charges in England or
Ireland, as the case may be, repay such sum or sums as shall bo
therein specified to the person who shall have paid the same.

Sect. 13. Whenever any such order shall have been made as is men- ^'opwof to he ro-

tioned in the first section of this act, it shall not be necessary for any removal o^"'^

purpose whatsoever to prove that the prisoner has been duly removed prisoner.

to the gaol of Newgate or the Eichmond Bridewell under the pro-

visions of this act, or that he was committed for the murder or man-
slaughter of the deceased ; and no evidence or proof to the contrary
shall be admitted : And every verdict and judgment which shall be Verdicts aud

given upon any indictment tried under the provisions of this act v"ud'"^*^*^
^ ^^"

shall be deemed as good, valid, aud sufficient in law as if the offence

charged in such indictment had been actually committed within the
jui-isdiction of the said court before which such indictment shall be
tried.

Sect. 14. Whenever any person shall have been removed into the The prisoner may
custody of the said keeper of the said gaol of Newgate or of the Eich-

fj^^ the Centra?'^
mond Bridewell under the provisions of this act, such person shall, criminal Court as

without writ of habeas corpus or other writ for that purpose, be re- often as necessary,

moved into and from the court at or before which such indictment
shall be found, tried, or proceeded upon, when, and as often as it may
be necessary, by the keeper of the said gaol of Newgate or of the
Eichmond Bridewell, with his commitment and detainer, in order that

he may be tried, sentenced, or otherwise dealt with according to law ;

and such removal shall not be deemed an escape.

Sect. 15. Whenever any indictment shall have been found under the Courtbeforewhicii

provisions of this act, the justices, judges, or commissioners of the indictment found

court at or before which such indictment shall be found, tried, or pro- autif ^Ity as^?fThc
ceeded upon for the time being, or any two or more of them, shall offence had been

possess the same power, jurisdiction and authority as to all matters
it^'^uri's^ction^"*

and things whatsoever as if the offence charged in the said indictment
had actually been committed within the jurisdiction of the said court

;

and every such offence may be dealt with, tried, and determined by
and before such justices, judges, or commissioners, or any two or more
of them, in the same manner in all respects as if the same had actually

been committed within the jurisdiction of the said court : Provided
that nothing in this section contained shall limit or lessen any power,
jurisdiction, or authority conferred upon the said justices, judges, or

commissioners, or any two or more of them, by this act.

Sect. 16. Sects. 21, 27, and 28 of 19 Vict. c. 16, extended to this

act (a).

Sect. .17. Whenever any prosecutor and witnesses in any case where Prosecutor and

any indictment shall have been found under the provisions of this act i^**bound^by*^
shall appear before the court at or before which such indictment shall recognizances to

be found, tried, or proceeded upon, it shall be lawful for such court,
?;^F,f^'^j.if'*^'*id

from time to time and as often as to the same court shall seem fit, to court,

require such prosecutor and witnesses to enter into such recognizance
in such sum of money, and with such condition as to appearance at

the said court, and otherwise, as to the said court shall seem fit.

Sect. 18. Her Majesty in couxtcil enabled to make rules for purposes
of this act.

Sect. 19. Nothing in this act contained shall render any person ^^t ^t^*" ^^"ct

claiming the privilege of peerage triable under the provisions of this

act.

any peer.

{a) See these sections under title " Trial."
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4. Murder. Sect. 20. In the construction of this act the words " present Mutiny
• Act " shall be understood to mean the act made and passed in this

25 & 26 Vict. c. Go. present parliament, intituled an act for punishing mutiny and deser-
interpretation of tion, and for the better payment of the army and their quarters ; and

'™'''
the words " future Mutiny Act " shall be understood to mean any act
hereafter to be made and passed for the purjjoses and with the intents
and objects of the present Mutiny Act, or for the like purposes, and
with the like intents and objects.

Short title. Sect. 21. In citing this act in any instrument, document, or pro-
ceeding it shall be sufficient to use the expression " the jurisdiction in
Homicides Act, 1862."

SCHEDULE referred to in the foregoing Act.

1. Form of Certificate mentioned in the First Section.

1 the undersigned, her Majesty's principal Secretary of State for the War
Department, having been credibly informed that \_name or names of prisoner
or ^morecrs] lately committed for the murder [or manslaughter] of [napyic q/"

person killed'] deceased, and now confined in the gaol [house of correction] at
in the county of is a person [are p ersons]

subject to the Mutiny Act, and that the said [name ofperson deceased] deceased
was at the time of the alleged murder [or manslaughter] also subject to the
said act, and that the said murder or supposed murder [or manslaughter or

supposed manslaughter] was committed in England or Wales, and out of the
jurisdiction of the Central Criminal Court, [or in Ireland and elsewhere tlian

in the county of the City of Dublin, in the county of Dublin,] and having been
credibly informed of the circumstances relating to the said alleged crime, and
deeming it expedient that a more speedy trial of the said [name or names of
prisoner or prisoners] should be had than the usual course of practice allows,

do hereby certify my belief that it would contribute to the maintenance of

good order and military discipline if the said [name or names ofprisoner or

prisoners] were to be indicted and tried under the provisions of the jurisdiction

in Homicides Act, 1862.

Given under my hand this day of A. D.
[Signature of the said Secretary of State.

]

2. Form of Order of the Court of Queen^s Bench mentioned in the First

Section.

In her Majesty's Court of Queen's Bench. [N'arne of Fc7'm] Teni
i

,

A.D. [year of our Lord].

Wheeeas it appears by the affidavit [or affidavits] of [name or names of
deponent or de2)oncuts], that [name or names of prisoner or prisoners], now in

the custody of the gaoler or keeper of the gaol [or house of con-ection] at

in the county of was [or were] committed foi

the murder [or manslaiighter] of [name of deceased] deceased, and that as well

the said [name or names ofprismur or prisoners] as the said [name of decease^]

deceased were at the time of the commission or .supjiosed commission of the

said murder [or manslaughter] subject to the Mutiny Act : Now thereupon,
and on the application and certificate of her Majesty's principal Secretary of

State for the War Department, it is ordered, that the said [name or names of
j)risoner or 2wisoners] be indicted and tried under the provisions of the juris-

diction in Homicides Act, 18C2.

By the court.

3. Form of Order of a Judge mentioned in the First Section.

Whereas it appears [follow the last preceding form as far as the word.s
'

' Secretary of State for the War Department "], I do order that the said [name

or names ofprisoner or prisoners] be indicted and tried under the pro-visions of

the jurisdiction in Homicides Act, 1862. Given under my hand in vacation,

this day of A.D. [year of oicr Lord].

[Signature ofjudge. ]
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4. Form of Indorsement mentioned in the Fourth Section. 5. Self-murder.

I ccvtify thsit [name or names of prisoner or pj'isoncrs] was [or were] com-
mitted for the murder [or manslaughter] of [name of deceased] deceased, and
that he [or they] has [or have] been removed to the gaol of Newgate [or the

llichmond Bridewell] under the provisions of tlie jurisdiction in Homicides
Act, 1S62.

[Signature of proper officer of the coxirt.']

b. Punishment, Sentence, Execution, and Treatment of
MURDEKERS.

By the 24 & 25 Vict. c. 100, s. 1, every person convicted of murder Puuishmont.

shall suffer death as a felon.

And by 24 & 25 Vict. c. 94, s. 1, every accessoiy before the fact to

aify felony may be indicted, tried, convicted, and punished in all

respects as a principal felon ; so by sects. 4 and 5 of the same act,

accessories after the fact may be imprisoned for any term not ex-
ceeding 2 years, with or without hard labour.

By 24 & 25 Vict. c. 100, s. 2, upon every conviction for murder the
^e^th"*^^

°^

court shall pronounce sentence of death, and the same may be carried

into execution, and all other proceedings n\)o\\ such sentence and in

respect thereof may bo had and taken in the same manner in all

respects as sentence of death might have been pronounced and carried

into execution, and all other proceedings thereupon and in respect

thereof might have been had and taken, before the passing of this act,

upon a conviction for any other felony for which the prisoner might
have been sentenced to suffer death as a felon.

By the 24 & 25 V^ict. c. 100, s. 3, the body of every person executed
for murder shall be buried within the precincts of the prison in which
he shall have been last confined after conviction, and the sentence of
the court shall so direct.

By the 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 26, s. 1, hanging in chains is abolished.

6. Escape of Murderers.

They that are present when any man is slain, and do not their best Persons present

endeavour to apprehend the murderer or manslayer, shall be fined and ^mmiTted^^*^
^^

imprisoned. (3 Inst. 53.)

If a murder be committed in the day time in a town not inclosed, Escape.

and the murderer escape, the township shall be amerced ; but if in-
closed, whether the murder be in the night or day, the town shall be
amerced. (3 Jnsi. 53.) See further, "-fe'scope."

A felo de se, or felon of himself, is a person who, being of sound mind, Felo de se.

and of the age of discretion, voluntarily killeth himse5. (3 Inst. 54 : 1

Hale, 411.)

If a man give himself a wound intending to be felo de se, and dieth Year and day.

not within a year and a day after the wound, he is not felo de se. (3
Inst. 54.)

Mr. Hawkins speaks with some warmth against an unaccountable Non compos,

notion (as he calls it) which hath prevailed of late, that every one who
kills himself must be non compos of course ; because it is said to be
impossible that a man in his senses should do a thing so contrary to
nattu'e and all sense and reason. But he argues, that if this doctrine
were allowable, it might be applied in excuse of many other crimes as
well as this; as, for instance, that of a mother murdering her child,
which is also against nature and reason ; and this consideration, instead
of being the highest aggravation of a crime, would make it no crime
at all ; for it is certain a person non compos mentis can be guiltv of no
crime. (1 Hawk. c. 27, s. 3; R. v. Alison, H C. & P. 418.)
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Accessory.

Forfeiture.

5. Self-murder. And Lord Hale says, it is not every melancholy or hypochondriacal

distemper that denominates a man non compos, for there are few who
commit this offence but are under such infirmities ; but it must be such
an alienation of mind, as renders a person to be madman, or frantic, or

destitute of the use of reason, which will denominate him nwi compos.

(1 Hale, 412.)

If one encoui'ages another to commit suicide, and is present abetting

him while he does so, such person is guilty of murder as a principal

;

and if two encourage each other to murder themselves, and one does so,

the other being present, but failing in the attempt on himself, the

latter is a principal in the murder of the first ; but if it be uncertain

whether the deceased really killed himself, or whether he came to his

death by accident before the moment when he meant to destroy him-
self, it will not be murder in either. {11. v. Dyson, R. & It. C. C. 523

;

li. V. Alison, 8 a (fc P. 418.)

Upon a principle already mentioned, if a man attempting to kill

another miss his blow and kdl himself, he is felo de se, (1 Hale, 412 ;

1 Hawk. P. C. c. 27, s. 4.)

The offender herein doth incur a forfeiture of goods and chattels,

but not of lands ; for no man can forfeit his land without an attainder

by course of law. (3 Inst. 54.)

Nor shall his goods be forfeited, until it be lawfully found by the
oath of twelve men ; and this belongs to the coroner to inquire of,

upon view of the body. And if the body cannot be viewed, the justices

in sessions may inquire thereof; for they have power, by their com-
mission, to inquire of all felonies ; and a presentment thereof found
before them entitles the king to the forfeiture. (3 List. 54, oo ; Halt.

c. 144.)

But nevertheless, the forfeiture shall relate to the time of the wound
given, and not to the time of the death, or of the inquisition. (3 Inst.

55 ; Dalt. c. 144; Hale's Sum. 29; 1 HaivJc. c. 27, s. 10.)

But Lord Hale, in his history of the Pleas of the Crown, seemeth to

doubt whether it shall not relate to the time of the death only, and
not the time of the wound given. (1 Hale, 414.)

Nor doth the offence work any corruption of blood or loss of dower.

(1 Hawk. c. 27, s. 8.)

formerly he was to be buried ignominiously on the highway, with
a stake driven through his body. (4 Bl. Com. 190.) But now, stat.

4 Geo. 4, c. 52, enacts, that it shall not be lawful for any coroner, or
other officer having authority to hold inquests, to issue any warrant
or other process directing the interment of the remains of persons,

against whom a finding of felo de se shall be had, in any public high-
way ; but that such coroner or other officer shall give directions for

the private interment of the remains of such person felo de se, without
any stake being driven through the body of such person, in the church-
yard or other burial ground of the parish or jilace in which the remains
of such person might, by the laws or custom of England, be interred,

if the verdict of felo de se had not been found against such person
;

such interment to be made within 24 hours from the finding of the
inquisition, and to take place between the hours of 9 and 12 at
night.

Sect. 2. Nothing herein contained shall authorise the performing of
any of the rites of Christian burial on the interment of the remains of
any such person as aforesaid ; nor shall anything hereinbefore con-
tained be taken to alter the laws or usages relating to the burial of
such persons, excejit so far as relates to the interment of such remains
in such churchyard or burial ground, at such time and in such manner
as aforesaid.

Corruption of
blood.

Burial.
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YI. attempts to JttUrtrcr. 7. Forms.

24 & 25 Vict. c. 100, s. 11. Whosoever shall administer to or cause 24&25Vict. c. loo.

to be administered to, or to be taken by any person, any poison or
other destructive thing, or shaU by any means whatsoever wound or
cause any grievous bodily harm to any person with intent in anj"- of
the cases aforesaid to commit murder, shall be guilty of felony, and
being convicted thereof shall be liable at the discretion of the court
to be kept in penal servitude for life or for any term not less than 3
years, or to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding 2 years, with or
without hard labour, and with or without solitary confinement.

Sect. 12. Whosoever, by the explosion of gunpowder or other ex-
plosive substance, shall destroy or damage any building with intent
to commit murder, shall be guilty of felony, and being convicted
thereof shall be liable, at the discretion of the court, to be kept in
penal servitude for life, or for any term not less than .3 years, or to be
imprisoned for any term not exceeding 2 years, with or without hard
labour, and with or without solitary confinement.

Sect. 13, Whosoever shall set fire to any ship or vessel or any part
thereof, or any part of the tackle, apparel, or furniture thereof, or any
goods or chattels being therein, or shall cast away or destroy any ship
or vessel, with intent in any of such cases to commit murder, shall be
guilty of felony, and being convicted thereof, shall be liable, at the
discretion of the court, to be kept in penal servitude for life or for
any term not less than 3 years, or to be imprisoned for any term not
exceeding 2 years, with or without hard labour, and with or without
solitary confinement.

Sect. 14. Whosoever shall attempt to administer to, or shall attempt
to cause to be administered to, or to be taken hj any person, any
poison or other destructive thing, or shall shoot at any person, or
shall by drawing a trigger, or in any other manner, attempt to dis-
charge any kind of loaded arms at any person, or shall attempt to
drown, suffocate, or strangle any person, with intent, in any of the
cases aforesaid to commit murder, shall, whether any bodily injury be
eff'ected or not, be giiilty of felonj'-, and being convicted thereof shall
be liable, at the discretion of the court, to be kept in penal servitude
for life or for any term not less than 3 years, or to be imprisoned for
any term not exceeding 2 j'ears, with or without hard labour, and
with or without solitary confinement.

Sect. 15. Whosoever shall, by any means other than those specified
in anj' of the preceding sections of this act, attempt to commit murder,
shall be guilty of felony, and being convicted thereof shall be liable,

at the discretion of the court, to be kept in penal servitude for life, or
for any term not less than 3 years, or to be imprisoned for any term
not exceeding 2 years, with or without hard labour, and with or
without solitary confinement.

Sect. 16. Whosoever shall maliciously send, deliver, or utter, or
dii-ectly or indirectly cause to be received, knowing the contents thereof,
any letter or writing threatening to kill or murder any person, shall be
giiilty of felony, and being convicted thereof shall be liable, at the
discretion of the court, to be kept in penal servitude for any term not
exceeding 10 years, and not less than 3 years. ; or to be imprisoned for
any term not exceeding 2 years, with or without hard labour, and
with or without solitary confinement, and, if a male under the age of
sixteen years, with or without whipping.

VII. jForms.
/ Tlie jurors for our lady the Queen -iqton their oath present, that C. D., General form

to wit, ) on the • day of , in the year of our Lord
, feloni- of indictment for

tjusly, wilfully, and of his onalicc aforethought, did kill and murder 'C. D ,
murder.

against the peace of our lady the Queen, her crown an/l dignihj.
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Hops.

48 Geo. 3, c. 134.

Bagfs and pockets
of hops shall be
marked with the
parish and county
of their growth,
under penalty
of 20?.

Recovery find ap-
plication of

penalties.

51 Geo. 3, P. 123.

Growers of hops
not to put any
name or place of
abode than their
own on bags or
pockets.

Sie.

^OPS. Destroying of Hop Binds, sec post, ^'Malicious Injuries to

I'ersonrd Property ; " Betting fire to Hop Oasts, see " Burning.^^

[48 Geo. 3, c. 134 ; 54 Geo. 3, c. 123 ; 29 Vict. c. 37.]

By tho 48 Geo. 3, c. 134, " An Act to amend the Laws relating to

the marking of Bags and Pockets of Hops," it is enacted,

Sect. 1. That, in addition to the particulars required by law to be
marked on the outside of every bag and pocket of hojis, there shall be
marked by the owner, planter, or grower of hops, in the form and
manner in which the before-mentioned particulars are required to be
marked, the name of the parish and of the county in which the hops
put into any such bags or pockets were or shall be grown (6) : and if

any owner, planter, or grower of hops shall presume to put hops into

any bag or pocket before the same shall have been marked in the form
and manner by this act directed and required, he, she, or they shall,

for each and every such offence, forfeit 20Z.

Sect. 2 is repealed by 29 Vict. c. 37, s. 21.

Sect. 3. That all fines, penalties, and forfeitures imposed by this act

shall be sued for, recovered, levied, or mitigated by such ways, means,
or methods as any fine, penalty, or forfeiture may be sued for, reco-

vered, levied, or mitigated by any law or laws of excise, or by action

of debt, bill, plaint, or information in any of his Majesty's courts of

record at "Westminster, or in the Court of Exchequer in Scotland re-

spectively ; and that one moiety of every such fine, penalty, or for-

feiture, shall be to his Majesty, his heirs and successors, and the other

moiety to him or them who shall inform, discover, or sue for the same.
And by the 54 Geo. 3, c. 123, "An Act to amend an Act of the

thirty-ninth and fortieth year of his present Majesty, to prevent
Frauds and Abuses in the Trade of Hops ; " after reciting that it was
enacted by the 39 &40 Geo. 3, c. 81 (amongst other things), thateveiy
owner, planter, or grower of hops, before he shall begin to put any
hops into any bag or pocket, shall mark or cause to be marked on
the outside thereof his name and place of abode ; and reciting also,

that by the 48 Geo. 3, c. 134, it was enacted that every owner, planter,

or grower of hops, shall also mark on the outside of every bag or

pocket of hops, the name of the parish and of the county in which the
hops are put into ; it is enacted.

By sect. 1, that every owner, planter, or grower of hops, before he,

she, or they shall begin to put any hops into any bag or pocket, shall

mark, or cause to bo marked, on the outside of each and every such
bag, in large, plain, and legible letters of four inches in length at least,

and half an inch in breadth, and on the outside of every such pocket,

in large, plain, legible letters of three inches in length and half an
inch in breadth at the least, with durable ink or paint, his, her, or
their name or names, and the parish and county in which the said

hops, to be packed therein, were actually gi'own ; and if any owner,
planter, or grower of hops, or any other person or persons shall put
any hops into any bag or pocket, without having marked or caused
to be marked thereon in manner hereinbefore directed, the several

matters and things hereinbefore required and prescribed, or shall

before or at any futui-e time after such hops have been packed, or

shall * mark or cause to be marked thereon the name of any other

person, parish, or county, than as is hereinbefore directed or pre-

scribed, or the symbol appertaining to, or anything denoting to be the

(a) The hop duty is now repealed

;

all acts relating to its collection are

therefore omitted, and the following

statutes regulate the trade in hops.

(h) See the following enactment
the 54 Geo. 3, c. 123.
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symbol of any other county or place, every such, owner, planter, or Hops.
grower, or other person or persons so offending shall, for every such
offence, forfeit and. pay the sum of 20?. for every such bag or pocket, ^* ^^"^^ ^> "• '^'^^

to be recovered and applied in manner before directed. renalty.

Sect. 2. That if any owner, planter, or grower of hops shall know- Hop-planters
ingly put or suffer to be put any hops of different qualities and value P-*cking different

in the same bag or pocket, every such owner, planter, or grower shall °^"'' ^"^ ^^^'

forfeit and pay the sum of 20?. for every such bag or pocket, to be Penalty.

recovered and applied in manner before directed.

By the 29 Vict. c. 37, "An Act to amend the 54 Q-eo. 3, c. 123, to 29 Vict. c. 37.

prevent Frauds and Abuses in the trade of Hops ;" after reciting the
48 Geo. 3, c. 134, and 54 Geo. 3, c. 123, and that the said acts have
been found ineffectual for preventing frauds and abuses in the trade of
hops, and it is expedient to amend the same :

Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's most excellent Majesty, by
and with the advice and consent of the lords spiritual and temporal,
and commons, in this present Parliament assembled, and by the autho-
rity of the same, as follows

:

Sect. 1. In the construction of this act the word "person" shall Construction of

include any person, whether a subject of her Majesty or not, and any *^'™^-

body corporate or body of the like nature; the words " trade mark "

or " symbol " shall include any arms or coat of arms of any county,
city, borough, town, or district, or any name, signature, word, letter,

device, emblem, figure, sign, seal, stamp, or other work of any other
description lawfully used by any person to denote that the hops in any
bag or pocket were grown or joroduced by such person in any parti-

cular jiarish, county, or place, or to denote the said hops to be of a
particular quality or description ; the words " bag " or " pocket " shall

include any packet used for containing hops, or in which hops are
packed and sent from the grower or producer to any factor, merchant,
or brewer, or other person, either before or after a sale thereof.

Sect. 2. From and after the 2 1st August, 1866, every owner, planter. Growers, &c., to

or grower of hops shall, within one month after the said hops shall have mark each bag or

been packed in any bag or pocket, mark or cause to be marked with when hops ware
durable ink or paint on the outside of each and every bag containing actually grown,

hops, in plain and legible figures of 4 inches in length at the least, sh?e number"and
and half an inch in breadth, and on the outside of each and every gross weight

pocket containing hops, in plain and legible figures of 3 inches in ti^ereof.

length at the least, and half an inch in breadth, in addition to his ^

name, and in addition to the name of the parish and of the county in
which the hops put into any such bag or pocket shall be grown, as
required by the recited acts, the year in which such hops were actually
grown, the true progressive number of each and every such bag or
pocket according to the numbers of the bags or pockets of hops grown
and weighed by such owner, planter, or grower of hops during the
then current year, and the true gross weight, in hundredweights,
quarters, and pounds, of each and every such bag or pocket.

Sect. 3. If after the 21st August, 1866, any owner, planter, or grower Growers, <fec., not

of hops, or any other person, shall not mark or cause to be marked on
^c^ets^ag'Xected

such bag or pocket, in manner directed by the said recited acts, and by the said recited

by the last preceding section of this act, the several matters and acts and this act

things required and prescribed, every such owner, planter, grower, penalty.*''
"^

or other person so offending shall for every such offence forfeit and
pay the sum of 20?. for every such bag or pocket.

Sect. 4. If after the said 21st August, 1866, any owner, planter, or Growers, <&c.,

grower of hops, or any person to whom any hops shall have been con-
^ripttof/symbo!

signed for sale or otherwise, or any other person, shall mark or cause or trade mark,
° '

to be marked on any bag or pocket, either before or at any time after subject to penalty,

any hops shall have been packed therein, the name of any person,
parish, or county other than the name of the planter or grower of such
hops, and the parish and county in which the said hops shall have
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been actually grown, or if sucli owner, planter, grower, consignee, or

other person shall at any time mark or cause to be marked on any
such bag or pocket containing hops the symbol appertaining to any
county or place, or any imitation thereof, other than that m which
the said hops shall have been actually grown, or any year other than
that in which the said hops shall have been actually gi'own, or any
weight other than the true gross weight of every such bag or pocket

of hops, or any trade mark not being the trade mark of the owner,
planter, or grower of the hops therein contained, and by him usually

used to denote the real o^vner, planter, or grower of, and the parish,

county, or place in which such hops were actually grown, every such
owner, planter, grower, consignee, or other person so offending shall

for every such offence forfeit and pay the sum of 20/. for every such
bag or pocket.

Sect. 5. Every person who shall put or suffer to be put any hops of

different qualities or vakie in the same bag or pocket, so that a sample
shall not correspond with and truly represent the bulk, or who shall

sell or expose for sale, or cause to be sold or exposed for sale, any such
hops in such bag or pocket, shall forfeit and pay for every such bag or

pocket the sum of 20?.: Provided always, that no person shall be

liable to the aforesaid penalty or forfeiture who shall prove that he did

the act or acts charged against him and mentioned in this section honu

fide, and without intent to defraud.

Sect. 6. Every person who after the 21st August, 1866, shall sell or

expose for sale, or cause or procure to be sold or exposed for sale, any
hops contained in any bag or pocket, not having marked thereon in

manner before directed the several matters and things by the said

recited acts and by this act prescribed, or which shall, at the time of

the said sale or exposure for sale, have marked thereon the name of

any other person, parish, or county than is directed and prescribed as

aforesaid, or any symbol or trade mark appertaining to any county or

place other than that in which the said hops shall have been actuallj'

gi'own, or any imitation thereof, and not being the trade mark of the

owner, planter, or grower of the hops therein contained, and by him
usually used to denote the real owner, planter, or grower of, and the

county or place in which such hops were actually grown, or any year
other than that in which the said hops shall have been actually grown,
or any weight other than the true gross weight of any such bag or

pocket of hops, shall for every such offence forfeit and pay a sum of

money equal to the then market value of the bag or bags, pocket or

pockets of hops so sold or exposed for sale, and a further sum of

money not exceeding 10?. and not less than bl. : Provided always, that

no person shall be liable to the aforesaid forfeitures or penalties, or

any of them, in respect of any false description, trade mark or symbol,
or imitation thereof, marked on any bag or pocket, who shall honA fide

sell or expose for sale any hops as in this section aforesaid, who shall

honxi fide believe, and having good reason for believing (proof whereof
shall be upon such person), that the description, trade marks, and
symbols, or imitations thereof, at the time of such sale or exposure for

sale, marked on the bag or bags, pocket or pockets, so sold or exposed
for sale were genuine and in accordance with the provisions of this

and the said recited acts.

Sect. 7. No person whatsoever shall after the 21st August, 186G,

take or suffer to be taken any hops of foreign growth out of the bags
in which they are imported, and re-bag the same in British bags or

pockets, in order to sell, dispose of, or export the same as British hops,

under the penalty of 10?. for every hundi'edweight, and after that rate

for a greater or lesser quantity.

Sect. 8. Every person who shall wilfully deface or obliterate, add to

or alter, any or either of the matters or things directed to be marked
by this act, and marked on any bag or pocket containing hops, or who
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shall wilfullj'- deface, obliterate, add to, or alter any trade mark or Bops.
symbol marked on any bag or pocket containing bops, or wbo shall

cause or procure any of the aforesaid matters or things, or any such ^^ ^^'^^- "• '^'^'

trade mark or symbol as aforesaid, to be defaced, obliterated, added to,

or altered, or who shall connive at any such matter or thing, trade
mark or symbol, being so defaced, obliterated, added to, or altered,

with intent to represent, or to cause it to be believed, or as shall be
calculated or likely to cause it to be believed, that any hops contained
in any bag or pocket were grown by any person or in any county or
place other than the real person, county, or place by and in which the
same were grown, shall for every such defacement, obliteration, addi-
tion, or alteration forfeit and pay the sum of 201. for and in respect of
each bag or pocket whereon any such defacement, obliteration, altera-

tion, or addition shall be made.
Sect. 9. Where any person who at any time after the 21st August, Vendor selling

1866, shall have sold hops contained in any bag or pocket marked with tops Mseiy

any name, trademarks, symbol, or other description, contrary to this informatioifas to

and the said recited acts, or not marked according to the provisions of persons fromwhom
this act and the said recited acts, such person shall be bound, upon obteined tlfe^hors.
demand in writing delivered to him or left for him at his last known
dwelling house, counting-house, office of business, or place of abode,
by or on behalf of the person to whom the said hops shall have been
sold, or of any other person who may have afterwards purchased the
same, to give the person requiring the same, or his attorney or agent,

within 48 hours after such demand, full information in writing of the

name and address of the person from whom he shall have purchased
or obtained the said hops, and of the time when he purchased or

obtained the same ; and it shall be lawful for any justice of the peace,

upon information upon oath of such demand and refusal, to summon
before him the party refusing, and, on being satisfied that such de-

mand ought to be complied with, to order such information to be
given within a certain time to be appointed by him ; and any such
party who shall refuse or neglect to comply with such order shall for

every such offence forfeit and pay the sum of 51. , and such refusal or

neglect shall be deemed conclusive evidence as against the person so

refusing that he sold the said hops with full knowledge that the said

name, trade mark, symbol, or other description was contrary to the

said recited acts and this act.

Sect. 10. If after the 21st August, 1866, it shall be made appear to Power of justice

any justice of the peace, upon information upon oath, that hops con- bagsor'^iwckets
^'^

tained in any bag or pocket, or any bag or bags, pocket or pockets, are improperly

in the care or custody of any person, which bag or bags, pocket or i^arked.

pockets, there is good reason to believe, is or are not marked as

required by, or has or have thereon any mark contrary to this act and
the said recited acts, it shall be lawful for such justice to issue his

warrant to any constable or constables empowering or requiring him
or them to enter upon any place or places where such hops, bag or

bags, pocket or pockets, may be. and to take with him or them all

necessary persons, and there to search for the said hops, bag or bags,

pocket or pockets, and if he or they shall find there any hops in any
bag or pocket, or any bag or bags, pocket or pockets, which he shall

londfide believe to be marked contrary to, or not to be marked as by
the said acts and this act required, to seize the said hops, bag or bags,

and pocket or pockets, and to detain the same for a space of time not

exceeding one month, or such further time as any justice of the peace

may order.

Sect. 11. In every proceeding and document whatsoever in which any Description, trade

description, trade mark, or symbol, or imitation thereof, marked on
™ay^^e°described

any bag or pocket, or any part or parts thereof, shall be intended to generally.

be mentioned, it shall not be necessary to set forth any copy Or fac-

simile thereof, and it shall be sufficient to describe the same generally

VOL. II. 4 b
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as being a description, trade mark, or symbol, in imitation thereof,

contrary to tlie said recited acts and this act.

Sect. 12. No proceeding under this act or the recited acts shall take

away, diminish, or prejudicially affect any civil remedy which the

person aggrieved may be entitled to at law or in equity or otherwise,

or exempt or excuse any person from answering or making discovery -

upon examination as a witness, or upon interrogatories or otherwise,

in any suit or other civil proceeding : Provided alwaj^s, that no evi-

dence, statement, or discovery which any person shall be compelled to

give or make shall be admissible in evidence against such person in

support of any proceeding under this act or the said recited acts.

Sect. 13. Where any person shall have committed any offence under
this act or the said recited acts, whereby he shall have forfeited or be-

come liable to pay any sum of money, every such penalty or sum of

money may be recovered in manner provided by sect. 15 of "The
Merchandise Marks Act, 1862."

Sect. 14. In every case in which any penalty or sum of money for-

feited as hereinbefore mentioned shall be sought to be recovered by a
summary proceeding before 2 justices of the peace, the offence or act

by the committing or doing of which such penalty or sum of money
shall have been so forfeited shall be and be deemed to be an offence

and act within the meaning of 11 & 12 Vict. c. 43, see ^^ Justices."

And the information, conviction of the offender, and other proceedings

for the recovery of the penalty or sum so forfeited shall be had accord-

ing to the provisions of the said act.

Sect. 15. In every case in which judgment shall be obtained in any
action for the amount of any penalty or sum of money forfeited as

aforesaid, the amount of such penalty or sum of money in respect of

which such judgment was so recovered as aforesaid shall be paid by
the defendant to the sheriff or officer entitled to levy, demand, or

receive the same, who shall account for one moiety thereof in like

manner as other monies payable to her Majesty, and shall pay the

other moiety to the plaintiff; and, if it be not paid, the said penalty

or sum of money may be recovered, or the amount thereof levied, or

the payment thereof enforced by execution or other proper proceeding

as money due to her Majesty ; and any plaintiff suing on behalf of her

Majesty upon obtaining judgment shall be entitled to recover and
have execution for all the costs of suit, which shall include a full

indemnity for all costs and charges which he shall or may have ex-

pended or incurred in, about, or for the purposes of the action, unless

the Court or a judge thereof shall direct that costs of the ordinary

amount only shall be allowed.

Sect. 16. One moiety of any penalty or sum of money recovered by
summary proceeding as aforesaid shall be deemed money payable to

her Majesty, and the other moiety shall be paid by the justices to the

complainant.
Sect. 17. No person shall commence any action or proceeding for

the recovery of any penalty after the expiration of 3 years next after

the committing of the offence, or should discovery thereof not be
made within the said 3 years, then no person shall commence any
action or proceeding for the recovery of any penalties after the expira-
tion of one year next after the said discovery of the offence.

Sect. 18. Every person who after the 21st August, 1866, shall sell

any hops in any bag or pocket having marked thereon any name,
description, date, trade mark, or symbol intended to indicate the name
of the person by whom, or the parish, county, or place where, or the
yeai' when the said hops were grown, shall be deemed to contract that

the said description, date, trade mark, and symbol were genuine and
true, and that such description, date, trade mark, and symbol were in

accordance with this and the said recited acts.

Sect. 19. In every case in which any person shall do or cause to be
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done any act contrary to this or the said recited acts, every person ffops.
aggrieved by any such wrongful act shall be entitled to maintain an -

—

]

—
action or suit for damages in respect thereof against the person who ^^ ^^°*' °" ^'^'

shall be guilty of having done such act, or causing or procuring the dama^ges!^^'^
same to be done.

Sect. 20. The provisions of sections 23 and 24 of " The Merchandise Provisions of

Marks Act, 1862," shall bo considered as incorporated in this act as fncw-porlted.
°' ^^'

fully as if the same were here set forth and re-enacted at length.
Sect. 22. The expression "The Hop (Prevention of Prauds) Act, short title.

1866," shall be a sufficient description of this act.

iiS to post-horse duties, see tit. " Excise, horses let to hire.^'

As to race-horse duties, see "Excise, race-horse duties."

As to taxes on horses, see tit. " Taxes."
As to the killing and maiming of, see tit. " Cattle."

As to the stealing of, see tit. " Larceny."
As to putting stoned and scabbed horses on commons, see " Cojn-

mon."

I. Buying Stolen Horses, &c., p. 1347.

II. Slaughtering of, p. 1351.

III. IIorse-Racing, p. 1359.

I. fusing Stolen ?^orses, ^c.

[2 & 3 Ph. & M. c. 7 ; 31 Eliz. c. 12.]

The 2 & 3 Ph. & M. c. 7, intituled, *' An Act against the buying of 2&3 Ph. &M. c. 7.

stolen horses," enacts by sect. 2, that the owner, governor, ruler, fermor, p-ormer misuse in

steward, bailiff, or chief keeper of every fair and market overt within sale of stolen

this realm, and other the Queen's dominions, shall, before the feast of ^o^'^*^^-

Easter next, and so yearly, appoint and limit out a certain and special How horses to bo

open place within the town, place, field, or circuit, where horses, ^Hrkets^"^
°'^

mares, geldings, and colts have been and shall be used to be sold in any
fair or market overt ; in which said certain and open place as is afore-

said there shall be by the said ruler or keeper of the said fair or
market, put in and appointed one sufficient person or more to take
toll, and keei3 the same place from ten of the clock before noon until

sunset of every day of the aforesaid fair and market, upon pain to

lose and forfeit for every default 40s. ; and that every toll-gatherer, ^^Pj^g^
for^a horse

his deputy or deputies, shall, during the time of every the said fairs fair, and also a

and markets, take their due and lawful tolls for every such horse, toll-taker.

mare, gelding, or colt, at the said open place to be appointed as is When, where, and

aforesaid, and betwixt the hours of ten of the clock in the morning
Worses shall be°^

and sunset of the same day, if it be tendered, and not at any other taken,

time or place ; and shall have presently, before him or them, at the

taking of the same toll, the parties to the bargain, exchange, gift,

contract, or putting away of every such horse, mare, gelding, or colt,

and also the same horse, mare, gelding, and colt so sold, exchanged,
or put away ; and shall then write or cause to be written in a book to

be kept for that purpose, the names, surnames, and dwelling-places

of all the said parties, and the colour, with one special mai'k at the

least, of every such horse, mare, gelding and colt ; on pain to forfeit

at and for every default, contrary to the tenor thereof, 40s.

Sect. 3. And the said toll-gatherer or keeper of the said book shall, A note of all horses

within one day next after every such fair or market, bring and deliver |°^^ ^^^ be°te,k^en.'

4 R 2
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1. Buying stolen his said book to tlie owner, governor, ruler, steward, bailiff, or chief

horses, die. keeper of the said fair or market, who skall then cause a note to be
made of the true number of all horses, mares, geldings and colts,

2&3Ph.&M.c. 7. gQ]^^ Q^ ^]^g gg^j[^ market or fail-, and shall there subscribe his name or

set his mark thereunto ; upon pain to him that shall make default

therein, to lose and forfeit for every default 40s., and also answer the

party aggrieved by reason of the same his negligence in every behalf.

The using of a Sect. 4. The sale, gift, exchange, or putting away, after the last day

fair ^oi-^&c''^ before
^^ February now next coming, in any fair or market overt, of any

the 'owner's pro- horse, mare, gelding, or colt, that is or shall be thievishly stolen, or
perty shall be feloniously taken away from any person or persons, shall not alter,
a en away.

^^^^^ away, nor exchange the property of any person or persons to or

from any such horse, mare, gelding or colt, unless the same horse,

mare, gelding, or colt shall be, in the time of the said fair or market
wherein the same shall be so sold, given, exchanged, or put away,
openly ridden, led, walked, driven, or kept standing by the space of

one hour together at the least, betwixt ten of the clock in the morning
and the sun setting, in the open place of the fair or market wherein
horses are commonly used to be sold, and not within any house, yard,
back-side, or other privy or secret place, and unless all the parties to

the bargain, contract, gift or exchange, present in the said fair or
market, shall also come together, and bring the horse, mare, gelding,

or colt, so sold, exchanged, given, or put away, to the open place

appointed for the toll-taker, or for the book-keeper where no toll is

due, and there enter, or cause to be entered, their names and dwelling-

places in manner as is aforesaid, with the colour or colours, and one
special mark at the least, of every the same horses, mares, geldings,

or colts, in the toll taker's book, or in the keeper's book for that
purpose where no toll is due, as is aforesaid, and also pay him their

toll, if they ought to pay any ; and if not, then the buyer to give one
penny for the entry of their names, and executing the other circum-
stances afore rehearsed, to him that shall write the same in the said
book.

Owner empowered Sect. 5. And if any horse, mare, gelding, or colt, that is or shall be
to retake horse. thievishly stolen or taken away, shall, after the said last day of Feb-

ruary next coming, be sold, given, exchanged, or put away in any
fair, or market, and not used in all points according to the tenor and
intent of this estatute, that then the owner of every such horse, mare,
gelding, or colt, shall and may by force of this estatute seize or take
again the said horse, mare, gelding, or colt, or have an action of
detinue or replevin for the same ; any sale, gift, exchange, or putting
away of any such horse, mare, gelding, or colt, other than according
to this estatute, in any wise notwithstanding.

Penalties^ho en- Sect. 6. The one-half of all which forfeitures to be to the King and

recoverabS.
°^ Queen's Majesties, her heirs, and successors, and the other to him or

them that will sue for the same before the justices of peace, or in anj'
of the King's and Queen's Majesties' ordinary courts of record, by
bill, plaint, action of debt, or information, in which suits no pretec-
tion, essoin, or wager of law shall be allowed.

Justices to hear Sect. 7. The justices of the peace of every place and county, as well

offences aforesaid,
"within liberties as without, shall have authority in their sessions,
within the limits of their authority and commission, to inquire, hear,
and determine all offences against this estatute, as they may do any
other matter triable before them.

Allowance for the Sect. 8. In every such fair or market, where any toll is nor shall be

^'""t^n ff'''"^^^'^'^^
^^^ "^ leviable by reason of the freedom, liberty, or privilege of the

no to due.
^^^^ £jj|j, ^^. jnarket, the keeper or keepers of the book, touching the
execution of this present act, shall take nor exact but one penny upon
and for every contract, for his labour in writing the entry concerning
the premises in manner and form as is before declared.

I
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The stat. 31 Eliz. c. 12, intituled, "An Act to avoid horse-stealing," l. Buying stolen
recites, horses, it-c.

Sect. 2. That no person shall, in any fair or market, sell, give, ex-
change, or put away any horse, mare, gelding, colt, or filly, unless ^^ ^^^' °" ^^•

the toll-taker there, or (whereno toll is paid) the book-keeper, bailiflP, or E^ marketsTc*
the chief officer of the same fair or market, shall and will take upon him must be known to
perfect knowledge of the person that so shall sell or offer to sell, give, *?i|'*''''^?f'

°^.^°^°

or exchange, any horse, mare, gelding, colt, or filly, and of his true avouch'the''sLio,

,

Christian name, surname, and place of dwelling or resiancy, and shall which shall be
'

enter all the same his knowledge into a book there kept for sale of book °&c"
^"^^'

horses ; or else, that he so selling or offering to sell, give, exchang-e, , L .'
. ^

or put away any horse, mare, gelding, colt, or hlly, shall bring unto credible person
the toll-taker, or other officer aforesaid, of the same fair or market, ^^^^'^ avouch the

one sufficient and credible person that can, shall, or will testify and '^°''^^-«^i^ei"-

declare unto and before such toll-taker, book-keeper, or other officer,

that he knoweth the party that so seUeth, giveth, exchangeth, or put-
teth away such horse, mare, gelding, colt, or filly, and his true name,
surname, mystery, and dwelUng place, and there enter or cause to be
entered in the book of the said toll-taker or officer, as well the true
Christian name, surname, mystery, and place of dwelling or resiancy
of him that so seUeth, giveth, exchangeth, or putteth away such
horse, mare, gelding, colt, or filly, as of him that so shall testify
or avouch his knowledge of the same person ; and shall also cause to
be entered the very true price or value that he shall have for the same
horse, mare, gelding, colt, or filly so sold ; and that no person shall Price of horse to

take upon him to avouch, testify, or declare that he knoweth the ^®®^*®r^'^j»
party that so shall ofi'erto sell, give, exchange, or put away any such ° ^'^°°°^-

horse, mare, gelding, colt, or filly, unless he do indeed truly know the
same party, and shall truly declare to the toll-taker or other officer
aforesaid, as well the Christian name, surname, mystery, and place of
dwelling and resiancy of himself, as of him of and for whom he maketh
such testimony and avouchment; and that no toll-taker or other person
keeping any book of entry of sales of horses in fairs or markets shall
takeor receive any toll, or make entry of any sale, gift, exchange, or
putting away of any horse, mare, gelding, colt, or filly, unless he
knoweth the party that so seUeth, giveth, exchangeth, or putteth away
any such horse, mare, gelding, colt, or fiUy, and his true Christian
name, surname, mystery, and place of his dwelling or resiancy, or the
party that shall and will testify and avouch his knowledge of the same
person so selling, giving, exchanging, or putting away such horse,
mare, gelding, colt, or filly, and his true Christian name, surname,
mystery, and place of dwelling or resiancy, and shall make a perfect
entry into the said book of such his knowledge of the person, and of
the name, surname, mystery, and place of the dwelling or resiancy of
the same person, and also the true price or value that shall be homi
fide taken or had for any such horse, mare, gelding, colt, or filly, so
sold, given, exchanged, or put away, so far as he can understand the
same, and then give to the party so buying or taking by gift, ex-
change, or otherwise, such horse, mare, gelding, colt, or filly, requiring
and paying 2d. for the same, a true and perfect note in writing of all

the full contents of the same, subscribed with his hand ; on pain that a note in writing
every person that so shall sell, give, exchange, or put away, any horse, shall be given to

mare, gelding, colt, or filly, without being known to the toll-taker or ^^^ ^''^®''-

other officer aforesaid, or without bringing such a voucher or witness,
causing the same to be entered as aforesaid, and every person making
any untrue testimony or avouchment in the behalf aforesaid, and every
toll-taker, book-keeper, or other officer of fair or market aforesaid. Penalty of person

oflfending in the premises contrary to the true meaning aforesaid, shall °^®^'^g^?|
^^ ^'^^^^

forfeit for every such default the sum of bl. ; but also that every sale, ^ ^^^ '

.

gift, exchange, or other putting away of any horse, mare, gelding,
^^.e otherwise

colt,* filly, in fair or market, not used in all points according to the * sic.
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1. Buying stolen true meaning aforesaid, shall be void ; the one-haK of all which for-

horses, d-c. feitures to be to the Queen's Majesty, her heirs and successors, and~~ ", the other haK to him or them that will sue for the same before the
3 iz. c.

.. justices of peace, or in any of her Majesty's ordinary courts of record,

by bill, plaint, action of debt or information; in which no essoign

or protection shall be allowed.

Justices may hear Sect. 3. The justices of peace of every place and county, as well
and determine within liberties as without, shall have authority in their sessions,
offences aforesaid,

^-^.i,-^ j.^^ limits of their authority and commission, to inquire, hear,

and determine all offences against this statute as they may do any
other matter triable before them.

Sect. 4. If any horse, mare, gelding, colt, or filly, after 20 days next

ensuing the end of this session of Parliament, shall be stolen, and
after shall be sold in open fair or market, and the same sale shall be

used in all points and circumstances as aforesaid, that yet, never-

theless, the sale of any such horse, mare, gelding, colt, or filly, within

6 months next after the felony done, shall not take away the property

of the owner from whom the same was stolen, so as claim be made
within 6 months by the party from whom the same was stolen, or by
his executors or administrators, or by any other by any of their

appointment, at or in the town or parish where the same horse, mare,

gelding, colt, or filly shall be found, before the mayor or other head
officer of the same town or parish, if the same horse, mare, gelding,

colt or filly shall happen to be found in any town corporate or market
town, or else before any justice of peace of that county near to the

place where such horse, mare, gelding, colt, or filly shall be found, if

it be out of a town corporate or market town ; and so as proof be made
within 40 days then next ensuing by two sufficient witnesses, to be
produced and deposed before such head ofiicer or justice (who, by
virtue of this act, shall have authority to minister an oath in that

behalf), that the property of the same horse, mare, gelding, colt, or

filly so claimed, was in the party by or from whom such claim is

Owner may re- made, and was stolen from him within 6 months next before such
deem a horse claim of any such horse, mare, gelding, colt, or filly; but that the

within sS^months P^rty from whom the said horse, mare, gelding, colt, or filly was
after, paying the stolen, his executors or administrators, shall and may at all times
P"*^®- after, notwithstanding any such sale or sales in any fair or open

market thereof made, have property and power to have, take again,

and enjoy the said horse, mare, gelding, colt, or filly, upon payment,
or readiness or offer to pay to the party that shall have the possession

and interest of the same horse, mare, gelding, colt, or filly, if he wiU
receive and accept it, so much money as the same party shall depose
and swear before such head ofiicer or justice of peace (who by virtue of

this act shall have authority to minister and give an oath in that

behalf) that he paid for the same bond fide without fraud or collusion

;

any law, statute, or other thing to the contrary thereof in anywise
notwithstanding.

Observations on For the decisions on these statutes, see Bac. Ah. " Fairs and Mar-

Ph. &'M.'l\^and ^e^«;" ^^^' ^^<J- "Market^ E.; 2 Inst. 719; 2 Bla. Com. 450; 1 Chit.

31 Eliz. c. i?.'
'

Col. Statutes, " Horses,''^ 36.

If a horse has been stolen, and the requisites of the above statutes

have not been duly observed, the owner may at any time retake his

horse wherever he happens to find him, or bring an action for it at his

election. (2 Bla. Com. 451 ; 2 Chitttj Com. L. 151). And if the seller

is entered in the toll book by a false name, the property is not altered.

{GibVs case, Owen, 27; 1 Leon. 158, S. C. contra; Gro. Eliz. 86; BarMr
V. Beading, Sir W. Jones, 163; 2 Inst. 717; Com. Dig. ''Market;' E.

But see Wihes v. Morefoots, Cro. Eliz. 86.)

Unless, however, the horse was stolen, a magistrate has no autho-

rity to restore it ; and therefore, where a complaint was made to a

magistrate by A. the owner, that his horse had been stolen by B. with-
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although armed with a warrant against B., is not justified, under the of horses.

31 Eliz. c. 12, s. 4, in taking the horse out of the possession of the
bond fide pui'chaser from B. {Josephs y. Adkins, 2 Stark. 76.)

The statutes extend to- horses wrongfully taken, though not stolen.

(2 hist, in ; Barker v. Reading, Sir IF. Jones, 163; Com. Big. "Mar-
ket,'' E.)

It has been held, that, if a partj^ has good reason to believe that
his horse has been stolen, he cannot maintain trover against the
person who bought the horse of the supposed thief, without first doing
all in his power, and what can be reasonably expected of him, to bring
the thief to justice and convict him. {Grimson v. Wood/all, 2 C. & P.

41 ; and Id. 43, n. ; Peery. Humphrey, 2 A. & E. 499.) This is re-

quu'ed of the owner on the score of public policy ; but the rule does
not, it would seem, apply to third parties prosecuting. Nor need the
owner first prosecute where the action is founded on a contract.

In Peer v. Humphrey (2 A. & E. 495), where property feloniously

taken from the plaintiff was sold by the felon to the defendant, who
purchased bondfide, but not in market overt. The plaintiff gave notice

of the felony to the defendant, who afterwards sold the property in

market overt. After which the plaintiff prosecuted the felon to con-
viction. Held, that the plaintiff might recover from the defendant
the value of the property in trover.

II. l^egulationsJ as to ti^e 5lauQi^term3 of fi^orisegi, ^c.

[26 Geo. 3, c. 71 ; 5 & 6 WiU. 4, c. 59, ss. 7, 8 ; 7& 8 Vict. c. 87.]

As to where a slaughter-house may be deemed a nuisance, see tit.

''Nuisance.''''

The 26 Geo. 3, c. 71, s. 1, intituled, " An Act for regulating houses 26 Geo. 3, c. 71.

and other places kept for the purpose of slaughtering horses," re- Slaughtering

cites, that no person or persons shall keep or use any house or plage take out a^ficence

for the purpose of slaughtering or killing any horse, mare, gelding, &c.

colt, filly, ass, mule, bull, ox, cow, heifer, calf, sheej), hog, goat, or

other cattle, which shall not be killed for butcher's meat, without first

taking out a licence for that purpose at Jthe general quarter sessions

held for the county, riding, city, town, district, division, or liberty

wherein such slaughtering house or place shall be situate («) ; and the
justices of the peace, at their general quarter sessions assembled, are

hereby authorised and empowered to gi'ant such licences as aforesaid,

upon a certificate under the hands and seals of the minister and
churchwardens, or overseers, or of the minister and two or more sub-
stantial householders of the parish wherein the person or persons
applying for such licence shall dwell, that such person or persons is or

are fit and proper to be trusted with the management and carrying on
such business as aforesaid : Provided alwaj'^s, that, in case of the death
of any person to whom such licence as aforesaid shall be granted, it

shall and may be lawful for the widow or personal representative of

such person so dying to carry on the said business imtil the then next
ensuing general quarter sessions of the peace.

Sect. 2. Every such licence shall be signed by the justices of the justices to grant

peace assembled at such general quarter sessions, or by the major part licences, &c.,

of them, and a copy of every such licence shall be entered in a book to ^tCTed'^&c^
^

be kept for that pui-pose by the clerk of the peace of the county where-
in the same shall be so granted as aforesaid ; and that all and every
person and persons shall have liberty at all times (Sundays excepted),

{a) Such licence is to be anmial, 7 & 8 Vict. c. 87, s. 1, post (p. 1357), and
may be cancelled, post (p. 1357).
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Persons licensed,
to affix to their
houses the words
herein.

Previous notice to
be sent, when
horses, <&c., are
intended to be
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the inspector, who
is to take an ac-
count of the
beasts.

Times of slaugh-
tering, ifec.

Account to be
kept, by the own-
ers of slaughter-
ing houses, of the
owners of the
cattle brought,
&o.

Vestry to appoint
inspectors.

Worses ant( f^orse^Eacinfl.

between the hours of 10 and 12 of the clock in the forenoon, to search

the office of such clerk of the peace wherein any such copy shall bo
entered or kept, and to make an extract or extracts from the same,
paying for every such search the sum of Qd. ; and all and every per-
son and persons so licensed as aforesaid shall cause to be painted or

affixed over the door or gate of the house or place where he, she, or

they shall carry on the said business, in large legible characters, his,

her, and their name and names, with the words '

' Licensed for slaughter-
ing horses, pursuant to an act passed in the twenty-sixth year of his

Majesty King George the Third."
Sect. 3. Every occupier and occupiers of every such licensed slaugh-

tering house or place shall, 6 hours previous to the slaughtering or
killing of any horse, mare, gelding, colt, filly, ass, mule, bull, ox, cow,
heifer, calf, sheep, hog, goat, or other cattle, which shall not be killed,

for the purpose of butcher's meat, and previous to the flaying any
such horse, mare, gelding, colt, filly, ass, mule, bull, ox, cow, heifer,

calf, sheep, hog, goat, or other cattle, brought dead to such slaughter-
ing house, or other place, give notice in writing to a person to be
appointed in manner hereinafter mentioned as inspector, to the intent
that such inspector may, upon such notice as aforesaid, and before any
such horse, mare, gelding, colt, filly, ass, mule, bull, ox, cow, heifer,

calf, sheep, hog, goat, or other cattle shall be slaughtered, killed, or
flayed, take an exact account and description of the height, age (as

near as may be), colour, and particular marks of every horse, mare,
gelding, foal or filly, ass or mule, brought alive for the purpose of
being slaughtered or killed, or brought dead as aforesaid, and of the
colour and particular marks of every cow, bull, heifer, ox, calf, sheep,
hog, goat, or other cattle brought alive or dead for either of the pur-
poses aforesaid ; and no such horse, mare, gelding, foal or filly, ass,

mule, ox, bull, cow or heifer, calf, sheep, hog, goat, or other cattle

shall be slaughtered, kUled, or flayed, but between the hours of 8 of
the clock in the morning, and 4 of the clock in the evening, during the
months of October, November, December, January, February, and
llarch ; and between the hours of 6 of the clock in the morning, and
8 of the clock in the evening, during the months of April, May, June,
July, August, and September, in every year.

Sect. 4. Every person so licensed as aforesaid shall, at the time any
horse, mare, or gelding, colt, filly, ass, or mule, or any ox, bull, cow,
heifer, calf, sheep, hog, goat, or any other cattle, shall be brought for

the purpose of slaughtering, killing, or flaying, make or cause to bo
made an entry in a book to bo kept for that purpose, in a fair legible

hand, of the name and names, place and places of abode, profession
and professions of the owner or owners thereof, and also of the person
and personswho shall bring the same to be slaughtered, killed, or flayed,
and the reason or reasons why the same is brought to be slaughtered,
killed, or flayed, which reason and reasons the person or persons bring-
ing the same is and are hereby required to declare to such person or
persons so licensed as aforesaid ; which book shall at all times be open
for the perusal and examination'of the inspector and inspectors to be ap-
pointed under this act ; and all and every such licensed person and
persons shall at all times attend with and produce such book before
any one justice of the peace for the count}'-, city, liberty, or place, where
such licensed slaughtering house or place shall be situate, when re-
quired by warrant or order under the hand and seal of such justice of

the peace so to do, and shall likewise produce the same at every general
quarter sessions of the peace which shall be held in and for the said

county.
Sect. 5. Such of the parishioners as by law are entitled to meet in

vestry for the purpose of choosing parish officers, shall, in every
parish wherein any such slaughtering house or place shall be situated,

annually, or oftencr as occasion may require, appoint one or more
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proper person or persons to be an inspector or inspectors to inspect, 2. Slaughtering

every such slaughtering house and place as aforesaid, to whom all and of horses.

every occupier and occupiers, person and persons carrying on. such -——-

—

——
business as aforesaid, shall, 6 hours previous to his, her, or their • > • •

slaughtering, kilHng, or flaying any such horse, mare, gelding, colt,

filly, ass, mule, bull, ox, cow, heifer, calf, sheep, hog, goat, or other

cattle, give notice in writing of his, her, or their intention so to do
;

and such inspector or inspectors shall in person, or by his or their Inspector's duty,

servant or servants, attend at the slaughtering house or place of the
person or persons so giving such notice, and there take such account
and description as hereinbefore directed ; and every such inspector

shall, and is hereby required to keep a book or books, and therein to

make an entry of every such account and description ; and every such
occupier or person carrying on such business as aforesaid shall, for

every such entry, pay to every such inspector Qd. ; and all and every
person and persons desiring to inspect such book or books shall have
access to the same at all times between the hours of 8 of the clock in

the morning, and 5 in the evening, during the months of October, No-
vember, December, January, February, and March, and between the

hours of 6 of the clock in the morning, and 8 in the evening, during
the months of April, May, June, July, August, and September, in

every year, paying to such inspector for every such search the sum
of Qd., and no more ; and every such inspector so appointed as afore-

said shall cause to be painted or affixed over the door of the house
where he resides his name and the words " Inspector of houses and
places for slaughtering horses ;

" and in case such inspector or in-

spectors shall, upon examination of any horse, mare, gelding, colt,

filly, ass, mule, bull, ox, cow, heifer, calf, sheep, hog, goat, or other

cattle, intended to be slaughtered or killed, have reason to believe, or

be of opinion, that such horse, mare, gelding, colt, filly, ass, mule,
bull, ox, cow, heifer, calf, sheep, hog, goat, or other cattle, is or are

free from disease, and in a sound and sei-viceable state, or that the
same has been stolen or unlawfully come by, he or they shall have
power, and is and are hereby authorised and required, to pro-
hibit the slaughtering or killing of any such horse, mare, gelding,

colt, filly, ass, mule, bull, ox, cow, heifer, calf, sheep, hog, goat, or
other cattle, for any time not exceeding the space of 8 days ; and in
the meantime shall, and is and are hereby dii'ected and required to

cause an advertisement or advertisements to be inserted in the '
' Daily

Advertiser," or some public newspaper circulated in the county where
such slaughter house or place shall be situated, twice or oftener,

unless the owner or owners of such horse, mare, gelding, colt, filly,

ass, mule, bull, ox, cow, heifer, calf, sheep, hog, goat, or other cattle

shall sooner claim the same, to certify under his, her, or their hand or
hands to, or otherwise satisfactorily inform the said inspector or in-

spectors, that he, she, or they sent or delivered, or caused the said
horse, mare, gelding, colt, filly, ass, mule, bull, ox, cow, heifer, calf,

sheep, hog, goat, or other such cattle to be delivered to the said person or
persons so licensed for the purpose of being slaughtered or killed, the
expense of inserting such advertisement or advertisements as afore-

said to be paid by the occupier or occupiers of such slaughtering
house or place to such inspector or inspectors ; and in case such oc-
cupier or occupiers of such slaughtering house or place shall refuse

to defray or pay the same, and shall be thereof convicted on the oath
of any such inspector as aforesaid, before any one justice of the peace
for the county or district wherein such slaughtering house or place
shall be situated, ho, she, or they shall forfeit double the amount of

the charge of such advertisement or advertisements, to be raised by
distress and sale of the goods and chattels of such ofi'ender or offenders,

by warrant under the hand and seal of any such justice as aforesaid

;

and the form of such conviction shall be as follows :

—
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"A. B. is convicted on the oath of C. D., insiKctor of houses mid places for
slaughtering horses for the parish of E. in the county of D., of refusing to pay
the sum of , being the expense ofan advertisement [or, "advertisements,"
as the case may be], inserted in the Daily Advertiser or some other public neios-

2Mper circulated in the county [as the case may be], pursuant to the directions

of the statute in that case made and provided. Given under my hand and seal

this day of . F. G.

Sect. 6. It sliall and may bo lawful to and for every inspector so

appointed as aforesaid, at all times in tho day or night, but if in tbe
night then in the presence of a constable, to go to, enter into, and
inspect any house or place kept for slaughtering or killing horses by
any person or persons licensed as aforesaid ; and also any stable,

building, shed, yard, or place belonging thereto, and then and there
to examine, search for, and see if any horse, mare, gelding, foal, filly,

ass, or mule, bull, cow, ox, heifer, calf, sheep, hog, goat, or other
cattle, is or are deposited, or have been brought there, and to take an
account thereof ; and all and every person and persons so licensed as

aforesaid, having, keeping, or using any such house or place for

slaughtering horses, shall and is, and are hereby directed and required,
to permit and suffer any such inspector as aforesaid, at all times in the
day and night, but if in the night, then in the presence of a constable,

to enter into and inspect such house or place, and also any stable,

building, shed, yard, or premises belonging thereto, and freely to

examine, search for, and see any horse, mare, gelding, foal, filly, ass,

or mule, bull, cow, ox, heifer, caK, sheep, hog, goat, or other cattle,

then and there being, and to take such account as hereinbefore
directed.

Sect. 7. In case any person or persons who shall offer to sale, or

shall bring any horse, mare, gelding, foal, filly, ass, mule, bull, cow,
ox, heifer, calf, sheep, hog, goat, or other cattle, to any person or
persons keeping such slaughtering house or place as aforesaid, to be
slaughtered or killed, or being dead, to be flayed or skinned, shall not
be able, or shall refuse to give a satisfactory account of himself, her-
self, or themselves, or of the means by which the same came into his,

her, or their possession ; or if there shall be any reason to suspect that

such horse, mare, gelding, foal, filly, ass, mule, bull, cow, ox, heifer,

calf, sheep, hog, goat, or other cattle is or are stolen, or otherwise
unlawfully obtained, it shall and may be lawful for the person or

persons keeping such slaughtering house or jDlace as aforesaid, to

whom the same shall be brought or offered to sale, and for his, her, or
their servants, agents, or assistants, and also for the said inspector or
inspectors, or his or their servant or servants as aforesaid, to seize and
detain such person or persons, and also every such horse, mare,
gelding, foal, filly, ass, miile, bull, cow, ox, heifer, calf, sheep, hog,
goat, or other cattle, so brought or offered to sale as aforesaid, and to

deliver such person or persons, as soon as conveniently may be, into

the custody of a constable or other peace officer, who shall and is

hereby required immediately to convey such person or persons before
a justice of the peace for the county, riding, division, city, liberty, or

place where the offence shall be committed ; and if such justice shall,

upon examination and inquirj"-, have cause to suspect that such
horse, mare, gelding, foal, fillj', ass, mule, bull, cow, ox, heifer, calf,

sheep, hog, goat, or other cattle, is or are stolen or unlawfully ob-
tained, it shall and may be lawful for such justice to commit such
person or persons into safe custody for any time not exceeding the
space of 6 days, in order to be further examined ; and if upon either

of the said examinations such justice shall be satisfied, or have reason

to believe, that such horse, mare, gelding, foal, fiUy, ass, mule, bull,

cow, ox, heifer, calf, sheep, hog, goat, or other cattle, is or are stolen

or illegally obtained, the said justice is hereby authorised and required

to commit the j^erson or persons so bringing or offering the same to
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division, city, liberty, or place wherein the offence shall be committed, of horses.

there to be dealt with according to law. rtr

—

Z
—

^
Sect. 8. If any person or persons keeping or using any such slaugh- > • •

tering house or place as aforesaid, shall at any time slaughter any Persons slaugh-

horse, mare or gelding, foal or fiUy, ass or mule, or any bull, cow, heifer,
^"i^^ouUicenc*"'

ox, caK, sheep, hog, goat, or other cattle, for any other purpose than for &;c., guUty of

butcher's meat, or shall flay any horse, mare, gelding, foal, filly, ass, felony,

mule, bull, cow, heifer, ox, calf, sheep, hog, goat, or other cattle brought
dead to such slaughtering house or other place, without taking out such
licence, or without giving such notice as aforesaid, or shall slaughter,

kill, or flay the same at any time or times other than and except within

the hours hereinbefore limited, or shall not delay slaughtering or killing

the same according to the direction of such inspector so authorised to

prohibit the same as aforesaid, such person or persons so offending in

either of the said cases, being thereof convicted, shall be adjudged,

deemed, and taken to be guilty of felony, and shall be punished by
fine and imprisonment, and such corporal punishment by public or

private whipping, or shall be transported beyond the seas for any
time not exceeding 7 years, as the Court before whom such offender

or offenders shall be tried and convicted shall du'cct.

Sect. [). Eeciting that divers ill-disposed persons keeping such Persons destroy-

slaughtering houses and places as aforesaid have, in order to prevent |^^d^eme'd*^'iity
inquiry and detection, made a practice of throwing the hides of horses of misdemeanors,

and other cattle into lime pits, or otherwise immersing in or rubbing
the same with lime or some other corrosive matter ; enacts, that if

any person or persons keeping or using any such slaughtering house
or place as aforesaid, shall throw into any lime pit or lime pits, or

otherwise immerse in lime or any preparation thereof, or rub there-

with or with any other corrosive matter, or destroy or bury the hide

or hides, skin or skins of any horse, mare, gelding, colt, filly, ass,

mule, bull, ox, cow, heifer, calf, sheep, hog, goat, or other cattle, by
him, her, or there slaughtered, killed, or flayed, or shall be guilty of

any offence against this act for which no punishment or penalty is ex-
pressly provided or declared, such person or persons, being convicted
thereof, shall be adjudged, deemed, and taken to be guilty of a mis-
demeanor, and shall be punished by fine and imprisonment, and such
corporal punishment, by public or private whipping, as the Court
before whom such offender or ofi'enders shall be tried and convicted
shall direct.

Sect. 10. If any person or persons so Hcensed as aforesaid shall make. Persons making

or cause to be made, any false entry in any such book by him, her, or ^^^l^®

^°u
'^

&c^^^°
them to be kept as aforesaid, of any matter or matters, thing or things

'^^^

so required by him, her, or them to be made in such book as aforesaid,

he, she, or they being convicted thereof, upon the oath of two credible

witnesses, before any one justice of the peace for the county, riding,

franchise, or district wherein such slaughtering house or place shall

be situated (which said oath the said justice is hereby authorised and
required to administer), shall, for every such offence, forfeit any sum
not exceeding 20?. nor less than 101., to be levied by distress and sale

of the goods and chattels of such offender or ofi'enders, by warrant
under the hand and seal of such justice (the surplus arising from such
distress and sale, after the deduction of the charges thereof, to bo
restored), one moiety thereof to be paid to the informer, and the other
moiety thereof to be forthwith paid or transmitted by the said justice

to the overseers of the poor, or one of them, for the use of the poor of
the parish wherein such . ofiender or offenders shall reside ; and in
case such offender or offenders shall not have effects to the amount
of the said penalty, it shall be lawful for such justice, after sale and
application as aforesaid of such efiects as shall bo found, to commit
him, her, or them to the house of correction, there to be confined to
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month.
Sect. 11. A conviction for any such offence in the tenor or to the

effect following, shall be good to all intents and purposes :

—

" Be it remembered, That on this day of , in the year 18 , A. B.,

licensedfor slaughterinq horses, is convicted upon the oaths of C. D. and E. F.,

two credible witnesses, before me, G. H., one of his Majesty's justices of the peace

for the county of , of having wilfully made [or, *^ caused to be made," as

the case may be,] a false entry in tlie book required by the statute in that case

made and provided to he kept by the said A. B., whereby he ["she " or "thcy^']

has [or " have"] forfeited the sum of . Given under my hand and seal the

day and year above written,."

Inspector's books Sect. 12. The book and books of all and every the inspector and

auartir sessions**
inspoctors of ovory parish wherein any such slaughtering house or

place shall stand or be situated, shall be produced at every general
quarter sessions of the peace to be holden in and for the county
wherein any such licence shall be granted, and delivered to the justices

of the peace at such general quarter sessions assembled, then and there

to be examined by them as they shall think fit.

Sect. 13. If any person or persons shall occasionally lend any house,

barn, stable, or other place, for the purpose of slaughtering or killing

any horse, mare, gelding, colt, filly, ass, mule, bull, ox, cow, heifer,

calf, sheep, hog, goat, or other cattle, which shall not be killed for

butcher's meat without taking out such licence as aforesaid, and shall

be thereof convicted before any justice of the peace for the county,

riding, city, town, district, division, or liberty wherein such person or

persons shall reside, upon the oath of two credible witnesses, he, she,

or they shall forfeit, upon conviction, for every such offence, any sum
not exceeding 20Z., nor less than 10?.; one moiety thereof to be paid

to the informer, and the other moiety to the poor of the parish where
the offence shall be committed ; and which said last-mentioned moiety
shall, upon payment thereof, be immediately ti-ansmitted by the justice

so convicting to the overseers of the poor of the said parish, or one of

them ; and in case such penalty shall not be forthwith paid, such justice

shall commit the offender to the common gaol or house of correction,

there to remain without bail or mainprize for any time not exceeding
three calendar months, nor less than one calendar month, unless the

said penalty shall be sooner paid ; and the form of such conviction

shall be as follows, or to the like effect :

—

'
' Be it remembered, That on this day of , A . B. was convicted,

ujMn the oaths of two credible witnesses, before me, C. B., one of his Majesty's

justices of the peacefor the county of , for occasionally lending a house [or,

"2)lace,'" as the case may be], for the purpose of slaioghtering horses [or, as tlie

case may be, "of slaughtering cattle for otJier 2)urposes tlian for butclicr's

meat"] without a licence for that purpose first obtained, according to the statute

in that case made and provided. Given under my hand and seal the day and
year above written.'"

Sect. 14. This act shall not extend to any currier, felt-maker,
tanner, or dealer in hides, who shall kiU. any distempered or aged
horse, mare, gelding, colt, filly, ass, mule, bull, ox, cow, heifer, calf,

sheep, hog, goat, or other cattle, or purchase any dead horse, mare,
gelding, colt, filly, ass, mule, ox, cow, heifer, calf, sheep, hog, goat,

or other cattle, for the bond fide pui-pose of selling, using or curing the

hide or hides thereof, in the course of their respective trades ; nor to

any farrier employed to kill aged and distempered cattle, nor to any per-

son or persons who shall kill any horse, mare, gelding, colt, fiUy, ass,

mule, bull, ox, cow, heifer, calf, sheep, hog, goat, or other cattle of their

own or other cattle, or purchasing any dead horse or other cattle to feed

their own hounds or dogs, or giving away the flesh thereof for the like

purpose.

Collar makers. Sect. 15. If any coUar-maker, currier, felt-maker, tanner or dealer

Form of convic-
tion.

Act not to extend
to curriers, kc,
killing distemper-
ed horses, &c.
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in hides, or farrier or other person, shall, under colour of their respec- 2. Slaughtering
tive trades or occupations, knowingly or willingly kill any sound or of horses.

useful horse, gelding, mare, foal, or filly, or boil or otherwise cui-e the
flesh thereof for the purpose of selling the same, such collar-maker, ^^ ^^^- ^' ^- '^^

and other tradesman or person shall be deemed and taken to be an ^^j.' ^^^^ l°"bi'*
offender within the meaning of this act, and shall, for every such to penalty!'

offence, forfeit any sum not exceeding 20?., nor less than lOZ.

Sect. 16. It shall and maybe lawful for any justice of the peace Witnesses refusing

before whom complaint shall be made for any offence against this act,
forfeiHo/"

to summon such person or persons, other than the party or parties

complained against, as he shall think proper, to appear before him at

a day certain, then and there to give evidence touching any offence

committed against this act ; and in case such person or persons shall

wilfully refuse or neglect to attend or give evidence touching
such offence, he, she, or they shall forfeit the sum of 10?., and in

default of payment thereof, or in case of inability to pay the same,
shall stand committed to the common gaol or house of correction for

any time not exceeding three calendar months, nor less than one
calendar month, unless the said penalty shall be sooner paid.

Sect. 17. Any inhabitant of the parish where any offence against this Parishioners cona-

act shall be committed, shall, upon any complaint or hearing before Patent witnesses,

any justice or justices of the peace, or upon any trial or examination
by virtue of this act, be and be deemed to be, a competent witness,

notwithstanding his or her contributing to any of the rates or dues to

such parish, or being a poor person relieved or relievable by the said

parish, and entitled as such, to receive any benefit or interest from any
penalty or penalties to be paid or levied in pursuance of the directions

of this act ; any law or usage to the contrary notwithstanding.

Sect. 18. II any person or persons shall at any time or times be sued, General issue,

molested, or prosecuted for any thing by him, her, or them done or
executed in pursuance of this act, or of any clause, matter, or thing
herein contained, such person or persons may plead the general issue,

and give the special matter in evidence for his, her, or their defence

;

and if, upon the trial, a verdict shall pass for the defendant or defend-
ants, or the plaintiff or plaintiffs shall become nonsuited, then such
defendant or defendants shall have treble costs (a) awarded to him, Treble costs.

her, or them, against such plaintiff or plaintiffs.

The 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 59, ss. 7, 8, impose a penalty for slaughtering 5 <fe 6 Will. 4, c. 59.

horses without a licence, and for not having a board placed over the Further reguia-

entrance of slaughter houses as prescribed by the 26 Geo. 3, c. 71. tering horses."^

It also requires horses to be slaughtered within three days after they
are purchased for slaughtering, and in the mean time they must be
provided with food. It also requires an entry to be made by the person
receiving the horse. See the provisions in fuU, title, " Cattle and Ani-
mals."
By the 7 & 8 Vict. c. 87, " An Act to amend the law for regulating 7 & s Vict. c. S7.

places kept for slaughtering horses," it is enacted.

Sect. 1 . That every licence granted under or by virtue of the 26 New licences to

Geo. 3, authorising any person to keep or use any house or place for ^ annuaLi)

the purpose of slaughtering or killing any horse or other cattle (not
killed for butcher's meat), shall be granted,'and shall continue in force,

for a period not exceeding one year from the date at which the same
was granted, determinable as hereinafter provided : Provided never-
theless, that in the case of the renewal of any such licence to any per-
son to whom any such licence may have been previously granted as

aforesaid it shall not be necessary for such person to obtain or produce
to the justices at such general quarter sessions of the peace a certifi-

cate under the hands and seals of the minister, churchwardens, over-

seers, or householders, as required by the said last-mentioned act.

(a) But see now 5 & 6 Vict. c. 97, ante, p. 1281.
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Persons wantonly
or cruelly ill-

treating any horse
to bo liable to
penalty.

Power for con-
stables to enter
licensed places.

2. Slaughtering Sect. 2. And be it enacted, that it shall be lawful for the justices

of horses. assembled at any general quarter sessions of the peace to be holden——

—

— for any county, upon application and complaint made to them in
7 <fe 8 Vict, c,

87^ -y^i-iting by any person, and upon due proof being made to them that

ses^sions may"^
^^ ^^^ party SO complaining had given 14 days previous notice in writing

cancel licences. thereof to the clerk of the peace for such county, and also to the party
complained against, and upon due proof to their satisfaction that any
person so Kcensed as aforesaid has been guilty of any breach or viola-
tion of the said two several hereinbefore recited acts or either of them,
or of this act, or any part or parts thereof respectively, to cancel and
wholly put an end to any and every licence which may have been
granted to the person or persons so complained against, and from
thenceforth the same shall be of no force or effect.

Sect. 3. And be it enacted, that if any such licensed or other person
shall wantonly or cniellj' beat, ill-treat, abuse, wound, or torture any
horse or other cattle in any house, pound, stable, or other place in the
occupation or use of such licensed person, every such person shall for
every such offence, on conviction thereof, forfeit and pay a sum of
money not exceeding 51.

Sect. 4. And be it enacted, that it shall be lawful for any constable
from time to time, and as often as he shall think fit, at all reasonable
times in the daytime, by authority of this act, either alone or accom-
panied by any inspector appointed or to be appointed under the first-

recited act, to enter upon and view and inspect all and every thi

houses, stables, sheds, yards, grounds, and premises for the keepini
of which any such licence shall have been granted as aforesaid, an
also to inspect or take an account of all or any of the horses or other
cattle which shall from time to time be found upon such premises or
any part thereof.

Sect. 5. And be it enacted, that in case any person to whom any such
licence shall be granted as aforesaid, or any other person, shall at any
time or in any manner obstruct, hinder, molest, or assault any such
inspector whilst in the discharge of his duty, or the exercise of his
power or authority under or by virtue of the said first-recited act or of
this act, every such offender shall for every such offence, on convic-
tion thereof, forfeit and pay such a sum of money, not exceeding 10?.,

as any two or more justices before whom such offender shall be
brought shall deem fit.

Sect. 6. And be it enacted, that in case any such inspector shall at

h^ duty?^^'^°^"''^ ^^y ^™® ^° guilty of any neglect or violation of the duty required of
him by law, then and in every such case such inspector shall, upon
conviction, forfeit and pay for every such offence a sum of money not
exceeding 101.

Offences may be Sect. 7. And be it enacted, that all offences against this act, or any
heard by two JUS- of .the provisions thereof, shall and may be heard and determined

before and by any two or more justices of the peace for the county
within which the offence shaU have been committed ; and all penalties
and forfeitures incurred thereby respectively shall and may be reco-
verable, mth costs, before and awarded by any such justices, and shall
be applied as follows ; namely, such part as the justices shall think fit

to the person who shall infonn and prosecute for the same, and the
reraainder thereof to the sheiiff or other proper officer of the county in
which such conviction shall take place, for her Majjesty's use, and shall
be returned to the court of quarter sessions, under the provisions of
3 Geo. 4, c. 46, intituled "An Act for the more speedy return and
levying of fines, penalties, and forfeitures, and recognisances estreated;
and in case of nonpayment of any such penalty or forfeiture respectively
it shall and may be lawful for such justices forthwith to commit the
offender to the common gaol or prison within the jurisdiction of such
justices for any time not exceeding 1 calendar month, as to such
justices shall seem meet.

Penalty for ob-
structing inspec-
tors.

Penalty for in-

Penalties, how to
be recovered and
applied.
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Sect. 8. And be it enacted, that the prosecution of every offence 3. Eorse-racing.
punishable under this act shall be commenced within 3 calendar :

months next after the commission of the offence, and not otherwise ;

'' ^^ ^\°*' '^' 7^'

and the evidence of the party complaining shall be admitted in proof ^,}mn^ry pro-
'^

of the offence. ceedings.

Sect. 9. And be it enacted, that any person who shall think himself Appeal to quarte

aggrieved by any summary order or conviction made by any justicdT or sessions,

justices of the peace under the authority of this act may appeal (a) to

the justices of the peace at the next general or quarter sessions of the
peace to be holden for the county wherein the cause of complaint shall

have arisen, provided that such person at the time of the order or

conviction, or within 48 hours thereafter, shall enter into a recog-

nisance with 2 sufficient sureties, conditioned personally to appear at

the said sessions to try such appeal, and to abide the further judgment
of the justices at such sessions assembled, and to pay such costs as

shall be by the last-mentioned justices awarded ; and it shall be
lawful for the justice or justices of the peace by whom such order or

conviction shall have been made to bind over the witnesses who shall

have been examined in sufficient recognisances to attend and be
examined at the hearing of such appeal, and that every such witness,

on producing a certificate of his being so bound under the hand of the

justice or justices, shall be allowed compensation for his time, trouble,

and expenses in attending the appeal, which compensation shall be
paid in the first instance by the treasurer of the county, in Uke manner
as in cases of misdemeanor, under the j)rovisions of the 7 Geo. 4, c. 64,

intituled " An Act for improving the administration of criminal justice

in England; " and in case the appeal shall be dismissed, and the order

or conviction affinned, the reasonable expenses of all such witnesses

attending as aforesaid, to be ascertained by the court, shall be repaid

to the treasurer of the countj' by appellant.

Sect. 10. And be it enacted, that the words hereinafter mentioned, Meaning of certain

which in their usual signification have a more restricted or different ^"}''^^ ^^^^ ^" *'"'*

meaning, shall in this act (except where the nature of the provisions
'

or the context of the act shall exclude such construction) be inter-

preted as follows
;
(that is to say,) the word "county" shall include

city, town, borough, cinque port, riding, liberty, or division; the

word " horse " shall include mare, gelding, mule, pony, colt, or filly
;

the word " cattle " shall include bull, ox, cow, steer, heifer, calf, ass,

sheep, lamb, goat, pig, or any other domestic animal ; the word
" constable " shall include headborough, peace officer, or police officer

;

and every word importing the singular number only shall extend and
be applied to several persons and things as well as to one person or

thing ; and every word importing the masculine gender only shall

extend to a female as well as a male.

III. ^oxmMminQ.
[18 Geo. 2, c. 34, s. 11 ; 3 & 4 Vict. c. 5.]

As to gaming in general, see ante, " Gaming.'" As to duty on race

horses, see ^' Jtace Horse," under title "Excise."

The 13 Geo. 2, c. 19, intituled, " An act to restrain and prevent the is Geo. 2, e. 19.

excessive increase of horse-races, and for amending an act made in

the la.st session of parliament, intituled, ' An act for the more effectual

preventing of excessive and deceitful gaming,' " was repealed as to

horse-racing by 3 & 4 Yict. c. 5, s. 1.

The 18 Geo. 2, c. 34, s. 11, reciting the 13 Geo. 2, c. 19, ss. 3 & 5, is Geo. 2, c 34

" that the thirteen royal plates of one hundred guineas each, annually GeoS^^is! ss. 3

run for, as also the high prices that are constantly given for horses of & 5. '

'

(a) See the 12 & 13 Vict. c. 45, ante, given in certain cases ; and see also

p. 1283, as to notice of appeal to be tit. ^^Aiypeal."
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§. Horse-racing, strength and size, are sufficient to encourage breeders to raise their

cattle to the utmost size and strength possible
;

" enacts, That it

18 Geo. 2, c. 34. shall and may be lawful for any person or persons to run any match,
or to start and run for any plate, piize, sum of money, or other thing
of the real and intrinsic value of 50^, or upwards, at any weights
whatsoever, and at any place or places whatsoever, without incurring
or 'being liable to the penalty or penalties in the said act, 13 Geo. 3,

relating to weights as aforementioned, and in the same manner as

might have been done if the said act had never been made, any thing
herein contained to the contrary notwithstanding.

It has been settled that, since the repeal of 13 Geo. 2, c. 19, a horse-

race for money, whether under or above 501., given by third persons

by way of prize, is not illegal. [Applegarth v. CoUey, 10 M. & W. 723.)

For the section of 8 »& 9 Vict. c. 109, which relates to horse-racing,

see that statute under title " Gammg."
Where the defendant's mare having won a prize of 50Z. at a horse-

race, the conditions of which were that a subscription should be made
up of 3 sovereigns each subscribed by the owners of the horses, and
30Z. added, out of which the expenses and \l. 10s. were to be deducted
and Zl. 3s. to the owner of the second horse, it was held that such a

,
race was legal within the 8 & 9 Yict. c. 109, and that the race satisfied

the requirements of the statute. [Grofton v. Colgate, 10 Ir. G. L.
Hep. 133. G. P.)

A trotting match at 2bl. a side along a tiirnpike-road is not an illegal

race within the 18th Geo. 2, c. 34, s. 11. {Ghalland v. Bray, 1 Dowl.
N. S. 783.) Therefore, if, in conformity with the terms of such a
wager, a deposit has been made with a stakeholder, and such deposit

becomes forfeited by either of the parties under the conditions of the

wager, the party so forfeiting cannot recover back the amount of the

deposit from a stakeholder. (76.)

So, a steeple-chase for 50Z. or upwards is a lawful race within that

act, notwithstanding the above repeal of the provisions in the 13 Geo. 2,

as to horse-racing. [Evans v. Pratt, 4 Scott, N. P. 378.)

In that case it was decided, that, where the race is between two or

more horses, which start from a certain place to go to a certain goal,

and the object of the race is, hand fide, to test the spirit, and strength,

and vigour of the horses as compared one with another, the court will

hold the race legal, though it be not run upon a level ground, coming
within the denomination " The Turf." The following is the judg-
ment of Mr. Justice Maule in that case:—"The acts of Parliament
which apply to this subject have been considered with reference to the

cases and the principles of construction applied to them, and on those

principles, I think that this race is to be considered to be a legal race

within the meaning of the legislature. The acts which made horse-
racing illegal were the 16 Car. 2, c. 7, and the 9 Ann. c. 14(a), which
provided certain things with regard to certain kinds of racing, com-
bined with other matters. Then came the 13 Geo. 2, c. 19, the effect

of which was to prohibit the starting of horses for races unless they
carried certain proportionate weights, and at other places than at

Newmarket, in the county of Cambridge, and at Black Hambleton,
in the county of York, or otherwise than for prizes of the value of

oOZ. and upwards. The next statute, affecting this question, is the

18 Geo. 2, c. 34, and the legality which is therein conferred upon
horse-racing does not depend upon implication, but upon the express

terms which are employed in the 11th section; and I think that it

cannot be doubted that the words of that section relieved those races,

which in express terms it is said it shall be lawful for any person or

persons to run, not only from the penalties prescribed by the statute

of 13 Geo. 2, c. 19, but from any illegality which might apply to them

(rt) These acts are now repealed by 8 & 9 Viet. c. 109, s. 15.
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under the former law. Then this 11th section is to bo construed 3. Horse-racing.

thus :—it shall be lawful for any person to run any match for 50?. or

more at any place whatever, without incurring the penalties under
the 13 Geo. 2, c. 19, or any other illegality. Supposing this to be so

expressed, the act of the 3 & 4 Vict. c. 5, which repeals the 13 Geo. 2,

c. 19, confines itself to striking off the roll of Parliament that part of

that statute which relates to horse-racing, and then there will be still

standing the 11th section of the 18 Geo. 2, c. 34, to be read and con-

strued in the manner in which I have read it. The only question then
is, whether that section applies to this particular transaction. It is a
section, it is to be observed, which relieves parties from penalties, and
should be liberally construed, and the object of the legislature being
to procure a supply of a strong and powerful breed of horses, and it

being consistent with the spirit of the statute of 3 & 4 Vict. c. 5, I
think that this was a race calculated to produce that end, and within

the meaning of that section. The only doubt raised upon that point

was upon the language held by Lord Eldon, in Whaley v. Pajot. That
learned Judge referred to a kind of racing which is called "running
on the turf," as being that which was intended to be within the

operation of the statute. I do not know what that may be, but I
should say that it must be running on the surface of the earth from
point to point, the horses starting at the same time, and running from
and to the same places. We cannot very well take judicial notice

of what a regular racecourse is, and if you choose to run over a fallow

field, and call one man cleik of the course, and another the judge, I do
not know why it may not be a regular course as well as any other."

A match for 261. per side was held a match for oOl. within the 13

Geo. 2. {Belmead Y. Gale, 4 Burr. 2432.)

A wager, before the 3 & 4 Vict. c. 5, that a single horse should run
on the high road from A. to B., and should perform that distance in a
shorter time than two horses placed, one at A. and the other at any
distance on the road the owner should please, was held a race not
legalised by the 13 Geo. 2, or 18 Geo. 2, which were intended only to

legalise hond fide races on the turf; and that, though the wager was
above oOZ., it could not be sued on. {Whaley v. Fajot, 2 B. & P. 51.)

So, a wager that the plaintiff could not perform a certain journey in a
postchaise with a pair of horses in a given time was held bad.

\Ximenes v. Jaques, 6 T. P. 499.)

It was held before the 3 & 4 Vict. c. 5, that no action would lie to

recover a wager betted on a race to bo run for a smaller stake than
501. {Johnson v. Pami, 4 T. P. 1.)

A wager of 50?. to 11., that a certain horse had not won a by-gone
horse race, is lawful and may be recovered. {Pugh v. Jenkins, 1 Q. B. 631.)

A race was run, subject to certain conditions, one of which was,
that the riders should be "gentlemen, farmers, or tradesmen, being
persons never having ridden as regular jockeys or paid riders;"

another, that the decision of the committee on any dispute that might
arise should be final. At the trial, it appeared that the rider of the

plaintiff's horse, which came first to the winning-post, had been in

the habit of riding at the races, sometimes receiving his expenses, but
never having been paid for his services ; and that the plaintiff's right

to the stakes was disputed on the ground of an alleged cross, on the

subject of which the committee had heard evidence, and intimated an
opinion adverse to the plaintiff, but had come to no final decision :

—

Held, that the rider of the plaintiff's horse was not disqualified, nor
the plaintiff, under the circumstances, disentitled to maintain the

action. {Walmsley v. Matthews, 3 Scott, N. P. 584.)

In an action on the following memorandum, duly signed by the

respective parties:—"Evans and Pratt; T. Holyoake, Esq., umpire.

F. Pratt bets T. Evans 100?. to 25?., p. p., Mr. Eyley's brown mare
• (late his property) beats T. Evans' mare, Matilda, four miles across a

VOL. II. 4 s
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3. Horse-racing, country, 13 s. each. To come off the 1st March, 1841. The umpire's

decision to be final :"—Held, that evidence was admissible to show
that, in sporting phraseology, "across a country" means over all

obstructions, and prohibited the rider from availing himself of an
open gate. {Evans v. Pratt, 4 Scott, N. R. 378.)

It was held also in that case, that it was not competent to either

party to dispute the decision of the umpire, whom they had constituted

judge of the law and the fact, (/i.)

Stewards of horse races are not in the strict legal position of judges
or arbitrators, and where there are more than one it is not necessary,

to make their decision valid, that it should have been arrived at

jointly, it need only be fair and final. {Parr v. Winteringliam,E, &E. 394.)

Where the rules of certain races provided that all disputes should

be settled by the stewards, and two stewards had been named, one of

whom, on a dispute arising as to which horse was entitled to the

stakes of a race, gave his opinion, in writing, that the plaintiff was
entitled to them : it was held, that the plaintiff could not recover the

stakes on the award of that steward alone, although it appeared that

the other steward had stated that he would acquiesce in whatever his

colleague did. To make the sole award of the latter available, it

must be clearly shown that both the disputing parties, and the stake-

holder also, submitted to his sole authority. {Marryat v. Broderich,

2M.& ir. 369.)

It seems that a party subscribing to a legal horse race cannot recover

his stake from the stakeholder, after the race has been run, and before

the stakeholder has paid over the money. (/&.) At all events, he
cannot recover it unless he demand it before the race was run. (i6.)

The plaintiff and defendant made an agreement in writing to run a

match with greyhounds " on the Wednesday during the Newmarket
February meeting, 1841." It appeared that the Newmai"ket meetings

were meetings of a coursing club ; and the power of appointing and
adjourning meetings was vested in the stewards, who were governed

by printed rules ; and that the practice of the club was to hold the

February meeting on the first Tuesday in that month, weather per-

mitting, but if the weather prevented its being then held, to adjourn

it to a future day, weather permitting. At the time when the con-

tract was made, the day appointed for the Febmary meeting was
Tuesday, the 2nd of February, 1841. On Wednesday, the 3rd, the

plaintijff and the defendant were there, but frost prevented the

meeting from being then held, and it was adjourned to Tuesday the

9th, and again, from the same cause to Tuesday the 16th, when it was
held. On Wednesday, the 17th, the plaintiff was ready with his dog
to run the match, but the defendant made default :—Held, first, that

the true construction of the contract was, that the match should bo

run on the Wednesday during the February meeting, whenever it

should be actually held, and therefore that the plaintiff performed his

part of the contract by being ready to run on Wednesday the 17th.

{Daintree v. Hutchinson, 10 M. & W. 85.)

It was also held in that case, secondly, that the plaintiff was not

bound to produce the printed rules, but it was enough for him to shovr

that the February meeting was then actually held. (76.)

It was also held, that evidence was admissible to show the meaning
of the words " p. r." subjoined to the agreement. {lb.)

In a case before the 3 & 4 Vict. c. 5, where, by the tei*ms of a horse

race, the entrance money was to be given to the second best horse,

and it was doubtful, on the wording of those terms, whether all the

money paid at the entering each horse was to be considered as entrance

money, the Court put such a construction on the terms as included the

whole in the description of entrance money to be given to the second

best horse, being most agreeable to the 13 Geo. 2, c. 19, ss. 2, 7. {Dow-
son V. Scrivcn, 1 //. Bl. 218.)

il
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Hosiers.
See " Servants."

JjY 8 & 9 Vict. c. 77, reciting 3 Geo. 4, c. 96, it is enacted (s. 1), Hosiery.
" that from and after January 1st, 1846, wlien any manufacturer of

hosiery, or the agent of any such manufacturer, gives out to a work- ^ Cteo. 4, c. 96.

man the materials to be wrought, such manufacturer or agent shall at ^'ifv^^^h mate-
the same time deliver to such workman a printed or written ticket, rials a ticket of

signed by such manufacturer, contaiaing the particulars of the agree- ^ork.

ment between such manufacturer and such workman, as in the sche-

dule to this act annexed ; and such manufactiu'er or agent delivering

such ticket shall make or cause to be made, and shall preserve until

the work contracted to be done shall have been completed or paid for,

a duplicate of such note or ticket.

Sect. 2. That in the event of any dispute between the manufacturer Ticket to be evl-

or his agent and the workman, such ticket, and the said duplicate dence.

thereof, shall be required to be produced, and shall, together or either

of them, be evidence of all things mentioned therein or respecting the

same.
Sect. 3. That where the subject of disputes relates to the alleged when dispute

improper or imperfect execution of any work delivered to a manufac-
f^t^lxemtion^^'^'

turer or his agent, such piece of work shall be produced in order to the work to be

adjudication, or if not produced shall be deemed and taken to have produced,

been sufficiently and properly executed.

Sect. 4. That if any manufacturer or agent shall neglect or refuse to Penalty on manu-

deHver such ticket to such workman as aforesaid with the materials so
^^eUvery oTticTet

given out, and if such workman shall complain thereof to any justice

of the peace having jurisdiction in the place where the materials shall

have been delivered out or where the workman shall reside, such jus-

tice may summon such manufacturer or agent to attend before two
justices at a time or place appointed for hearing the complaint, and set

forth in the summons ; and if the person to whom such summons so See now ii & i

directed appears according to the tenor thereof, or if he does not ^^'^*- °' ^^•

appear, and the due service of the summons is proved, the said justices

may proceed to hear and determine the complaint : and if such neglect

or refusal as aforesaid be proved, either by the confession of the party
complained against, or by the oath of the complainant or of any other

credible witness or witnesses, such justices may convict such offender,

and may upon such conviction adjudge him to pay such penalty not
exceeding 51., together with the costs attending the conviction, as

such justices shall think fit, and the party so adjudged to pay such
penalty and costs shall pay the same accordingly : provided always,
that in all convictions of adjudications under this act one at least of

the convicting or adjudicating justices shall be a person not engaged
in any manufacture, trade, occupation or employment to which this

act extends, and shall not be the father, son, or brother of any such
person.

Sect. 0. That if any of the parties to the said complaint shall make Power of sum-

oath before any justice having cognizance of such complaint that he or ^"ggg^
^^^'

she believes that the attendance of any person as a witness will be
material to the hearing of such complaint, such justice may summon
such person, having been paid or tendered a reasonable sum for his

expenses, to appear and give evidence on oath at a time and place set

forth in the said summons ; and if any person so summoned shall not
appear at the time and place set forth in the said summons, and shall

not make excuse for the defavdt to the satisfaction of the justices

there present, and if the due service of the summons be proved, or if

such person appearing according to the summons shall not submit to

be examined as a witness, then such justices may adjudge such person

4 s 2
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60 making defaiilt in appearing or refusing to give evidence to pay
such penalty not exceeding 21. as such justices shall think fit, and the

party so adjudged to pay such penalty shall pay the same accordingly.

Sect. 6. That every*summons required by this act shall be served by
delivering the same to the person summoned, or by leaving the same
at his or her usual place of abode, 2-i hours at least before the time

appointed by the summons for such person to appear.

Sect. 7. That if any such penalty or costs so adjudged by any jus-

tices to be paid is not paid immediately upon adjudication, such

justices may issue their warrant to distrain and sell the goods and
chattels of the person so adjudged to pay the same, for the amount
thereof, with costs ; and the proceeds of such distress, after paying
the penalty and costs, and the costs of such distress and sale, shall be
paid over to the person convicted ; and the said penalty shall be paid

over to the sheriff or other proper officer of the county, city, bo-

rough, or place in which such conviction shall take place, for her

Majesty's use, and shall be returned to the court of quarter sessions,

under the provisions of 3 Geo. 4, c. 46.

Sect. 8. That no order or conviction, or proceeding touching the

same respectively, shall be quashed for want of form, or be removed
by certiorari or otherwise into any of her Majesty's superior courts of

record ; and that when any distress shall have been made for levying

any money by virtue of this act the distress itself shall not be deemed
unlawful, nor the party making the same a trespasser, on account of

any defect or want of form in the summons, warrant, conviction, war-
rant of distress or other proceedings in relation thereto, nor shall the

party distraining be deemed a trespasser from the b(5ginning on
account of any irregularity afterwards committed by him, but the

person aggrieved by such ii-regularity may recover full satisfaction for

special damage (if any) by action on the case.

Sect. 9. That the word " manufacturer " in this act shall be under-
stood to mean any person furnishing the materials of work to be

wrought into hosiery goods, to be sold or disposed of on his own
account, and the word "agent" to include any person conveying or

delivering the same to the workman, and the word "workman " any
person actually employed in the manufacture of the same.

Schedule.

If the material to be manufactured

Gauge
Ribbed or plain

What kind of material
Size

Jacks in width
Mark
Length of leg

Length of foot

Nan-owings in leg

Narrowings in heel
Narrowings in gusset

Narrowings in too

be into stockings :

—

Dumps or clocks

Bound heels or toes

Wrought heels or cut

Wrought feet or cut
Turnings in leg

Welted or not
Weight per dozen
Price per dozen pair of making legs

Price per dozen pair of making feet

Name of party putting out the work
Name of artificer

If the material to be manufactured be into socks :

—

Gauge
Ribbed or plain

What kind of material
Size

Jacks in width
Mark
Length of leg with top
Length of foot

Narrowings in heel

Narrowings in gusset

Narrowings in toe

Cut or wrought heels

Cut or wrought feet

Price per dozen pair

Name of party putting out the work
Name of artificer



If the material to be manufactured be into gloves
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Gauge
Ribbed or plain

"What kind of material

Size

Jacks in width of hand
Jacks in width of finger

Mark
Length of hand
Length of finger

What kind of welts

Plaited or not
What figure in back of hand
Weight per dozen
Price per dozen pair of making hands
Price per dozen pair of making fingers

Name of party putting out the work
Name of artificer

8 & 9 Vict. c. 77.

If the material to be manufactured be into shirts :

—

Gauge
Ribbed or plain

What kind of material

Size

Jacks in width of body
Jacks in width of sleeve

Mark
Length of body

Length of sleeve

Fashioned or not
Welted or not
Weight per dozen
Price per dozen of making bodies

Price per dozen pair of making sleeves

Name of party putting out the work
Name of artificer

If the material to be manufactured be into caps :

—

Gauged
Ribbed or plain

Material

Jacks in width
Fashion

Striped or plain

Weight per dozen
Price per dozen
Name of party putting out the work
Name of artificer

If the material to be manufactured be into any other description of hosiery :

—

Gauge Price

Length Fashion
Width Name of party putting out the work
Weight Name of artificer

^eo " Fmmeicork Knitters."

i^ottjSe*

As to the taxes on, see *' Taxes"
As to burglary in, see " Burglary

^

As to stealing in, see post, " Larceny."

As to arson of, see " Burning,"

As to nuisances to, see "Nuisance."

As to malicious injuries to houses and property in general, see
" Malicious Injury to Property."

A man's home or habitation is so far protected by the law, that if

any person attempt to break open a house in the night time, and is

kiUed in such attempt, the slayer shall be acquitted and discharged.

And so tender is the law in respect of the immunity of a man's house,

that it will never suffer it to be violated with impunity. Hence in

part arises the animadversion of the law upon eaves-droppers, nui-

sances, and incendiaries ; and to this principle it must be assigned,

that a man may assemble people together lawfully (at least if they do

not exceed eleven), without danger of raising a riot, rout, or unlawful

assembly, in order to protect and defend his house ; which ho is not

permitted to do in any other case. (4 Black, Com. 223.)

Concerning the breaking open the doors of a house in the execution

of process and for other purposes, see ''Warrant."

As to breaking them open to make a distress, see " Distress."
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i^ue antr Crs*
Ihu^andCry. Lqrd COKE saith, that liuo and ciy (called in ancient records

Meaning of words, hutesium et clamor) do mean th.G same thing; for that huer in French

is to hoot or shout, in English to cry. (2 Inst. 173 ; 3 Id. 116.) But
since it appeareth by the old books (of which also Lord Cohe maketh
observation, 2 Inst. 173), that hue and cry -was anciently both by horn
and by voice, it naay seem that these two words are not synonymous,
but that this hutesium, or hooting, is by the horn, and crying by the

voice; which also accordeth with the French word hutchet, which signi-

fieth a huntsman's horn ; so that hue and cry in this sense will pro-

perly signify a pursuit by horn and by voice. Which kind of pursuit

of robbers by blowing a horn, and by making an outcry, is said to bo

practised also in Scotland. And this blowing of a horn by way of

notice or intelligence, in other cases as well as in the pursuit of felons,

seemeth to have been in use of very ancient time ; for, amongst the

laws of Widred, king of Kent, in the year 696, this is one, that, " if a

stranger go out of the road, and neither shout nor blow a horn, he

shall be taken for a thief."

Hue and cry is the old common-law process after felons, and such

as have dangerously wounded any person; and this hath received

great countenance and authority by several acts of Parliament. (2

Hale, 298.) Though most of such acts are now repealed by the 7 & 8

Greo. 4, c. 27, this process may still be adopted.

When any felony is committed, or any person is grievously and dan-
gerously wounded, or any person assaulted and offered to be robbed,

either in the day or night, the party grieved, or any other, may resort

to the constable of the vill ; and, 1. Give him such reasonable assu-

rance thereof, as the nature of the case will bear. 2. If he know the

name of him that did it, he must tell the constable the same. 3. If he
know it not, but can describe him, he must describe his person, or his

habit, or his horse, or such circumstances as he knows, which may
conduce to his discovery. 4. If the thing be done in the night, so

that he knows none of these circumstances, he must mention the

number of the persons, or the way they took. 5. If none of all these

can be discovered, as where a robbery, or burglary, or felony, is com-
mitted in the night, yet they are to acquaint the constable with the

fact, and desire him to search in his town for suspected persons, and
to make hue and cry after such as may be probably suspected as being
persons vagrant in the same night ; for many circumstances may, ex

post facto, be useful for discovering a malefactor, which cannot bo
at first found. (2 Hale, 100, 101 ; 3 Inst. 116.)

For lev5dng hue and cry, although it is a good course to have the

warrant of a justice of the peace, when time will permit, in order to

prevent causeless hue and cry
; yet this seems by no means necessary,

nor is it always convenient ; for the felon may escape before the war-
rant be obtained, and hue and ciy was part of the law before justices of

the peace were first instituted. (2 Hale, 99.)

The duty of the constable is, to raise the power of the town, as well

in the night as in the day, for the prosecution of the offender. (3 Inat.

116.)

And, upon hue and cry levied against any person, or where any hue
and cry comes to a constable, whether the person be certain or uncer-

tain, the constable may search suspected places within his vill, for the

apprehending of the felons. (2 Hale, 103.)

Breaking doors to But though he may search suspected places or houses, yet his entry
search.

Justice's warrant
for.

Constable to raise

the town,

and to search.
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must be by the doors being open ; for be cannot break open doors Hue and Cry.
barely to search, unless the person against •whom the hue and cry is

levied be there ; and then it is true he may ; therefore, in case of such
search, the breaking open the door is at peril : namely, justifiable, if

he be there; not justifiable, if he be not there. But it must be always
remembered, that, in case of breaking open a door, there must be first

a notice given to them within of his business, and a demand of en-
trance, and a refusal, before the doors can bo broken. (2 Hale, 103

;

2 Haivh. c. 14, s. 1. See " Warrant")

If the person against whom the hue and cry is raised be not found Notice to the next

in the constablewick, then the constable shall give notice to the next •'"'^st*^^®"

constable, and he to the next, until the offender be found, or till they
come to the sea-side. And this was the law before the conquest. (3

Inst. 116.)

And the officer of the town where the felony was done, as also every and to the next,

officer to whom the hue and cry shall afterwards come, ought to send
to every other town round about him, and not to one next town only.
And in such cases it is needful to give notice in writing (to the pur-
suers) of the things stolen, and of the colour and marks thereof, as also
to describe the person of the felon, his apparel, horse, and the like, and
which way he is gone, if it may be. {Dalt. c. 54.)

But if the hue and cry be upon a robbery, burglary, manslaughter, what shall be

or other felony committed, but the person that did the fact is neither done where the

known nor describable by person, clothes, or the like, yet such hue and desoribe^°°
cry is good, as hath been said, and must be pursued, though no person
certain be named or described. (2 Hale, 103.)
And therefore in this case all that can be done is, for those that

pursue the hue and cry, to take such persons as they have probable
cause to suspect, as, for instance, such persons as are vagrants, or
such suspicious persons aS come late iato their inn or lodgings, and
give no reasonable account where they have been, and the like. (2
Hale, lft3.)

By stat. 3 Edw. 1, c. 9, all shall be ready, and appareled, at the All persons shall

commandment and summons of sheriffs (or constables, 2 Inst. 171),
foUo'-^ t^^e hue and

and at the cry of the county, to sue and arrest felons, on pain of a
grievous fine. And if default be found in the lord of the franchise,

the king shall take the franchise to himself; and if in the sheriff or
other officer, they shall have one year's imprisonment, and shall make
a grievous fine.

And the life of hue and cry is fresh suit. (3 Inst. 117.)

If the person pursued by hue and cry be in a house, and the doors Breaking doors to

are shut and refused to be opened on demand of the constable and no- arrest upon pur-
,

tification of his business, he may break open the doors ; and this he
^^*"

may do in any case where he may arrest, though it be only a suspicion
of felony ; for it is for the king and commonwealth, and therefore a
virtual non omittas is in the case. And the same law is, upon a dan-
gerous wound given, and a hue and cry levied upon the offender. (2

Hale, 102 ; see " Warrant.")

And it seems in this case, that, if he cannot be otherwise taken, he Killingin the pur-

may be killed ; and the necessity excuseth the constable. (2 Hale, ^^i*-

102.)

If hue and cry be raised against a person certain for felony, though Arresting an inno-

possibly he is innocent, yet the constables and those that follow the '^^^^ person,

hue and cry may arrest and imprison him in the common gaol, or
carry him to a justice of the peace, to be examined as to where he was
at the time of the felony committed, and the like. (2 Hale, 102.)

If the hue and cry be not against a person certain, but by descrip- Arresting a jxjrson

tion of his stature, person, clothes, horse, and the like, yet the hue ^y description.
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and cry dotli justify tho constable, or other persons following it, in

apprehending the person so described, whether innocent or guilty : for

that is his warrant ; it is a kind of process that the law allows of, not

usual in other cases, namely, to arrest a person by description. (2

Hale, 103.)

In case of hue and cry once raised and levied, on supposal of a

felony committed, though in truth there was no felony committed, yet

those that pursue hue and cry may arrest and proceed as if so be a

felony had been really committed.
And therefore the justification of an imprisonment by a person upon

suspicion, and by a person (especially a constable) upon hue and cry

levied, do extremely differ ; for, in the former case, there must be a

felony averred to be done, and it is issuable ; but in the latter, to wit,

upon hue and cry, it need not be averred, but the hue and cry levied

upon information of a felony is sufficient, though perchance the infor-

mation were false.

And the reasons hereof are these—1. Because the constable cannot

examine the truth or falsehood of the suggestion of him that first

levied it, for he cannot administer to him an oath ; and if he should

forbear his pursuit of the hue and cry tUl it be examined by a justice

of the peace, the felon might escape, and the pursuit would be lost

and fruitless. 2. Because the constable is, by the 3 Edw. 1, c. 9, and
was by other acts now repealed, compellable to pursue hue and cry, and
he is punishable, and so are those of the vill, if they do it not. 3. Be-
cause he that first raiseth a hue and cry, where no felony is committed,

that is, he who giveth the false information, is severely punishable by
fine and imprisonment if the information be false.

And therefore, if he raise hue and cry upon a person that is innocent,

yet they that pursue the hue and cry may justify the imprisonment of

that innocent person ; and the raiser is punishable : and by the sanie

reason, if he give notice of a felony committed, where there was in

truth none.
And here the justification of the imprisonment is mixed, parjtlyupon

the hue and cry, and partly upon their own suspicion ; and therefore,

1 . In respect that it is upon the hue and cry, there needs no averment
that the felony was done, if the arrest be by that constable that first

received the information, and so raised the hue and cry ; or if the

arrest were made by that constable, or those vills to whom the hue
and cry came at the second hand, it must be averred that such a hue
and cry came to them, purporting such a felony to be done.

_
2. But

also, inasmuch as the hue and cry neither names nor describes the

person of the felon, but only the felony committed, and therefore the

arrest of this or that particular person is left to the suspicion and dis-

cretion of the constable, or of the people of the second or third vill, he
that arrests any person upon such general hue and cry must aver that

he suspected, and show a reasonable cause of suspicion.

But now, by stat. 7 Jac. 1, c. 5, the constable, or any that come to

his assistance, even in this case of hue and cry, may plead the general

issue, and give the whole matter of the justification in evidence ; for

the pursuit of hue and cry, though performed by others as well as the

constable, is principally the act of the constable of the vill, and the

others are but as his deputies or assistants within the precincts of their

constablewick. (2 Hale, 101 to 104.)

It seems that they who are taken upon fresh hue and cry are not

bailable, as being to be accounted amongst those persons who are

under a violent presumption of guilt. (2 Hawh, c. 15, s. 41.)

And they which levy not hue and cry, or pursue not upon hue and
cry ; may be indicted, fined, and imprisoned. (3 Inst. 117 ; 3 Edw. 1,

c. 2.)

And it is an article of the leet to inquire of hues and cries levied

and not pursued. (18 Edw. 2.)
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W t 7^1^" '^^^ constables, and other officers, as well in the said county jj^e r^J^^ d-y on a
cs more an

,
I

of [Westmorelaml] as elsewhere, to vjhom the execiUion robhery hixyiug
to wit.

J ji^yg^y jotj^ or sjiaii Mong. been committed.

Whereas, A. I., of in the county of ,
yeoman, hath this day

made information ufon oath hefore me, J. P., esquire, one of her Majesty's

justices of the 'peace in and for the said county of W., that on this present

day of , in the year of the reign of , betwixt the hours of
three and four in tlie afternoon of the same day, at a place called , in the

said county of W., in the Queen^s highway there, two malefactors, andfelons to

him the saAd A. I., unknown, in and upon him the said A. I., then and there

being in the peace of God and of our lady the Queen, feloniously did make an
assault, and him the said A. I. then ctiul there feloniously did put in great fear
and danger of his life, and the sum of , of lawful money of Great Bri-
tain, of the goods and chattels of him the said A. I., from the person and
agaiiist tJie icill of him the said A. I., then and there violently and feloniously

did steal, take, and carry away ; and that one of the said malefactors and felons to

him the said A. I. unknoivn, is a tall, strong man, and seemeth to he about the

C'ffc of years, is2ntled in the face with the small-pox, and hath the scar of
a toound under his left eye, and had then on a dark brown riding coat, <tc. and
did ride upon a bay gelding vnth a star on his forehead ; and the other, &e.

And that after t/ie saidfelony and robbery committed, they the said malefactors
and felons, to him the said A. I., unknoion, did fly and withdrato themselves to

places unknown, and are not yet apprehended : These are therefore to command
you fwthwith to raise the power of the totvns within your several precincts, and
to 7)iakc diligent search therein for the iKrsons above described, and to nmke
fresh pursuit and hue and cry after them from town to town, andfrom county
to county, as well by horsemen as by footmen ; and to give due notice thereof in
writing, describing in such notice the ptersons and the offence aforesaid, imto
every next constable on every side, imtil they shall come to the sea shore, or until

the said malefactors and felons shall be apprelunded ; and all persons whom
you, or any of you, shall, cos well upon such search and pursuit as otlierunse,

apprehend, or cause to be apprehended, as justly suspectedfor having committed
the said robbery and felony, that you do carryforthwith befwe smne one of Iter

said Majesty''s justices of the peace in and for the county v)here he or they

shall be so apprehended, to be by such justice examined, and dealt withal accord-
ing to law. And Jiereoffail you not res2)ectively, up)on the peril that sliall ensue
thereon. Given under my hand OAid seal, in the said county of W. , the

day of aforesaid, in the year aforesaid.

IN ancient times, before tlie conquest, it was ordained, for the more Hundred, wbenco

sure keeping of the peace, that all free-born men should cast them- ^^ called,

selves into several companies, by ten in each company ; and that every
of those ten men should be surety and pledge for the forthcoming of

his fellows. Por which cause, these companies in some places were
called Tithings, as containing the number of ten men with their fami-
lies : and even as ten times ten do make an hundred, so because it Tithings.

was then also appointed that ten of these companies should at certain

times meet together for their matters of greater weight, therefore that

general assembly was, and yet is, called an Hundred. {Lamb. Const.

P- 6.)
. .

If any homicide be committed, or dangerous wound given in the Hundred to be

daytime, and the offender escape, the town shall be amerced; and if '^^erced for an

out of the town, the hundred shall be amerced. (2 Hawk. c. 12, s. 2.

See " Escape,")

The statute now in force, by which hundreds are liable for damages,
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7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 81.
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is the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 31 ; the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 27, repealing all the
prior statutes relative to such, liability.

By such repeal, it seems that the hundred are no longer liable in

cases of robbery, arson, killing or maiming cattle, cutting down or
destroying trees, destroying turnpikes or works on navigable rivers,

cutting hop binds, destroying corn to prevent it being exported,

destroying corn going to market, or injuring the horses or carriages so

conveying it, and wounding revenue officers ; and it seems that the
hundred is now only liable for damage done by rioters.

By the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 31, if any church or chapel, or any chapel

for the religious worship of persons dissenting from the united church
of England and Ireland, duly registered or recorded, or any house,

stable, coach-house, outhouse, warehouse, office, shop, mill, malt-
house, hop-oast, barn, or granary, or any building or erection used in

carrying on any trade or manufacture, or branch thereof, or any ma-
chinery, whether fixed or moveable, prepared for or employed in any
manufactiu-e, or in any branch thereof [extended by 2 & 3 Will. 4,

c. 72, to threshing machines], or any steam engine or other engine for

sinking, draining, or working any mine, or any staith, building, or

erection used in conducting the business of any mine (a), or any
bridge, waggon way, or trunk for conveying minerals from any mine,
shall \)Q feloniously [h) demolished, pulled down, or destroyed, tvholly or

in part, by any persons riotously and tumuUuously (c) assembled toge-

ther, in every such case the inhabitants of the hundred, wapentake,
ward, or other district in the nature of a hundred {d), by whatever
name it shall be denominated, in which any of the said offences shall

be committed, shall be liable to yield full compensation (e) to the

(a) The lessees of a mine con-

structed a wooden trough, by means
of which water was conveyed from a

distance to a pool half a mile distant

from their mine, being as near as the

nature of the ground would admit of.

The water so brought was used for the

purpose of washing the ore obtained

from the mine. It was held, that

this was an "erection used in con-

ducting the business " of the plain-

tiffs' mine within the meaning of the

7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 31, s. 2. And the

lessee recovered against the hundred
for its felonious destniction. {Bar-

well V. Btcndred of Winterstokc, 19
L. J. 206, q. B.)

{h) To bring a case therefore within
the act, the injury must be done by
persons riotously assembled together
in a manner which will constitute a

riot (as to which see title "Riot,"
Vol. IV.), sja^ feloniously within the
meaning of the 7 & .8 Geo. 4, c. 30,

s. 8 (as to which see " Malicious In-
juries to Property.") (See lieid v.

Olarke, 7 T. R. 496 ; R. v. Thomas, 4

C. cfc P. 237.)

(c) As to what is a riotous assembly,

sec title "Riot."

(d) By s. 7, post, the required sum
or sums of money are to be raised

upon the hundred against which such

actions shall have been brought, over

and above the general rate to be paid

by such hundred in common with the

rest of the couuty. Sect. 12 provides

for cases where the offence is com-
mitted in a place which does not con-

tribute to the county rate at all, or

contributes thereto, but not as being

part of any hundred. By the 5 & 6

Will. 4, c. 76, s. 112, boroughs to

which courts of session of the peace

are given are not to contribute at 'all

to the county rate except as therein-

after provided. By s. 113, boroughs
are to pay the expenses of prosecu-

tions at the assizes for offences within

the borough; and, by s. 117, they

are also to pay a proportion of otlier

county expenses. In an action against

the hundred of Salford to recover

compensation for injury done by a

riotous mob to premises witliin the

borough of Manchester, which formed
part of the hundred of Salford :

—

Held, that the action was properly

brought against the hundred, and
that the borough was liable as

part of the hundred, although it

came within the provisions of the

5 & 6 Will.c. 76, s. 112. • (Birley v.

Salford Hundred, 11 M. d; W. 391.)

(c) Semble, in assessing compensa-
tion for the demolition of a dwelling-

house, under 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 31, the

jury ought to consider what sum will

be necessary to repair the injury, and
replace the building in the state it



person or persons damnified (a) by the oflPenco, not only for the damage
so done to any of the subjects hereinbefore enumerated, but also for

any damage which may at the same time be done by any such offenders,

to any fixture, furniture, or goods whatever (i) in any such church,
chapel, house, or other of the buildings or erections aforesaid.

Sect. 3. No action or summary proceeding, as hereinafter mentioned,
shall bo maintainable by virtue of this act, for the damage caused by
any of the said offences, unless the person or persons damnified, or such
of them as shall have knowledge of the circumstances of the offence, or
the servant or servants who had the care of the property damaged (c),

shall, within 7 days {d) after the commission of the offence, go before
some justice of the peace residing near and having jurisdiction over
the place where the offence shall have been committed, and shall state

upon oath before such justice the names of the offenders if known, and
shall submit to the examination of such justice touching the circum-
stances of the offence (e), and become bound by recognizance before
him to prosecute the offenders when apprehended : Provided also that
no person shall be enabled to bring any such action, unless he shall
commence the same within three calendar months after the commis-
sion of the offence (/).

Sect. 4. No process for appearance in any action to be brought by
virtue of this act against any hundred or other like district, shall be
served on any inhabitant thereof, except on the high constable or some
one of the high constables (if there be more than one), who shall.

1371

Liability of.

7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 31.

Party damnified to
comply with cer-

tain conditions.

was in -when the outrage was com-
mitted, and not whether the plaintiff

was likely to make it iiis residence,

or whether it was suitable for such
residence. {Duke of Neivcastle v.

Hundred ofBroxtowe, ^B.&Ad. 273.)

(a) A reversioner may sue. (Pellew

V. Wonford, 9 B. & C. 135.)

{h) Mr. Roscoe in his work on Evid.
10th ed. p. 812, has the following

observations on this part of the sta-

tute :
— "Neither the Eiot nor the

Black Act contained any express pro-

vision of this kind. Yet where the
injury done to personal property was
the immediate effect of the act of de-

molition, or if the destruction of fur-

niture, &c., and demolition of the
building, were parts of the same riot-

ous transaction, and done at the same
time, the plaintiff was allowed to in-

clude the whole in his damages.
{Hyde V. Cocjan, Dougl. 6G9.) So,

where in pulling down a house da-

mage was done to the garden appur-
tenant. {Wilmoty. Horton, Id. 701,
n.) So, where rioters broke into a

flour-seller's house and damaged the
flour, in the course of demolishing
the house. {Greaslcy v. Higginbottom,
1 East, 636.) But where a distinct

and substantive offence was commit-
ted by some of the mob, as where the
fiour (in the last case) was stolen or

compulsorily parted with by the
dealer at an under price ; or where
money, plate, &c., were missing after

the riot
;
{Smith v. Bolton, Holt, N.

P. 201) ; or where the mob broke into
a gunmaker's and carried away the
arms for their own use. {Beckwith v.

Wood, 1 B. tfc Aid. 487.) In these
cases the hundred was held not liable.

And such, it is apprehended, still

continues to be the law, notwith-
standing the words of additional lia-

bility inserted in the present act."

(c) If no servant of a reversioner,

Avho may sue, has the care of the pre-

mises, the reversioner is the proper
person to give in his examination.
(Pellew V. Wonford, 9 B. & G. 135.)

(d) It seems the days are exclusive

of the day of the offence. {Id.

)

(c) The party is not bound to state

his suspicions as to the offender, {td.

)

(/) The premises of A., a termor,
having been burnt by a riotous assem-
bly, A. complied with all the requi-

sites of stat. 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 31, and
commenced an action against the in-

habitants of the city and county
within three months from the offence

;

before verdict or judgment, and after

the expiration of the three months,
A. died. His executrix commenced
an action against the inhabitants on
the seventh day from A.'s death.

Held, that, supposing an executrix

entitled to sue in any such case (as

to which the Court gave no opinion),

the action having been commenced
more than three months from the

offence, was too late under the provi-

sion in sect. 3. {Adam v. Inhabit-

ants of Bristol, 2A.d;J3. 389.)

Limitation of

time for actions.

Process against
hundred to be
served on high
constable, who
may defend, or let

judgment go by
default, as ad-
vised.
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Liability of.

7 & 8 Geo. i, c. 31.

If plaintiff reco-

vers, the .sheriff,

on receipt of writ
of execution,
shall make out a
warrant directing
treasurer of

county to pay the
amount.

Jtodo of reim-
bursing high con-
stable for ex-
penses in defend-
ing action, <Sic.

Reinilm.-siii':;

county treasurer.

Mode of proccod-
in{? ill cases where
the damage does
not exceed 30J.

within 7 days after sucli service, give notice tlioreof to two justices of

the peace of the county, riding, or division in which such hundred or

district shall be situate, residing in or acting for the hundred or dis-

trict ; and such high constable is hereby empowered to cause to be

entered an appearance in the said action, and also to defend the same
on behalf of the inhabitants of the hundred or district, as he shall be

ad\ised ; or, instead of defending the same, it shall be lawful for him,

with the consent and approbation of such justices, to suffer judgment
to go by default; and the person upon whom, as high constable, the

process in the action shall be served, shall, notwithstanding the expi-

ration of his office, continue to act for all the purposes of this act,

until the termination of all proceedings in and consequent upon such
action ; but if such person shall die before such termination, the suc-

ceeding high constable shall act in his stead.

Sect. 6. Wherever the plaintiff in any such action shall recover

judgment, whether after verdict or by default or otherwise, no writ of

execution shall be executed on any inhabitant of the hundred or

other like district, nor on such high constable ; but the sheriff, upon
the receipt of the writ of execution, shall (on payment of the fee of

5s. and no more) make his warrant to the treasurer of the county,

riding, or division, in which such hundred or other like district shall

be situate, commanding him to pay to the plaintiff the sum by the

said writ directed to be levied ; and such treasurer is hereby required

to pay the same, as also any other sum ordered to be paid by him by
virtue of this act, out of any public money which shall then be in his

hands, or shall come into his hands before the next general or quarter

sessions of the peace for the said county, riding, or division ; and if

there be not sufficient money for that purpose^before such sessions, he
shall give notice thereof to the justices of the peace at such sessions,

who shall proceed in the manner hereinafter mentioned.

Sect. 7. Por the purpose of indemnifying the high constable and the

county treasurer, enacts, that if such high constable of the hundred
or other district sued, shall produce and prove before any 2 justices of

the peace of the county, riding, or division, residing in or acting for

such hundred or district, an account of the just and necessary ex-

penses which he shall have incurred in consequence of any such

action as aforesaid, such justices shall make an order for the payment
thereof upon the treasurer of the county, riding, or division in which
such hundred or district shall be situate ; and if in any such action

judgment shall be given against the plaintiff, the high constable shall in

like manner be reimbursed for the just and necessary expenses by him
incurred in consequence of such action, over and above the taxed costs

to be paid by the plaintiff in such case ; and if it shall be proved to

any 2 such justices that the plaintiff in the action is insolvent, so that

the high constable can have no relief as to such taxed costs,_ such

justices shall make an order upon the treasurer of the county, riding,

or division as aforesaid, for the payment of the amount of such taxed

costs ; and the justices of the peace at the next general or quarter

sessions of the peace, to be holden for any such county, riding, or

division, or any adjournment thereof, shall direct such sum or sums
of money as shall have been paid or ordered to be paid by the trea-

surer by virtue of any such warrant or order as hereinbefore men-
tioned, to be raised on the hundred or other like district, against the

inhabitants of which any such action shall have been brought, over

and above the general rate to be paid by such hundred or district in

common with the rest of the county, riding, or division, under the acts

relating to county rates ; and such sum or sums shall be raised in the

manner dii'ected by those acts, and shall be forthwith paid over to the

treasurer.

Sect. 8. And whereas it is expedient to provide a summary mode of

proceeding where the damage is of small amount ; be it therefore
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enacted, ttat it shall not be lawful for any person to commence any Liability of.

action against the inhabitants of any hundred or other like district,
~ ~~'

where the damage alleged to have been sustained by reason of any of ' "^ ^ '^°'
' "' "

the offences in this act mentioned shall not exceed the sum of 30?.,

but the party damnified shall, within 7 days after the commission of
the offence, give a notice in writing of his claim for compensation,
according to the fonn in the schedule hereunto annexed, to the high
constable, or some one of the high constables (if there bo more than
one) of the hundred or other like district in which the offence shall have
been committed ; and such high constable shall, within 7 days after

the receipt of the notice, exhibit the same to some 2 justices of the
peace of the county, riding, or division in which such hundred or
district shall be situate, residing in or acting for such hundred or
district, and they shall thereupon appoint a special petty session of all

the justices of the peace of the county, riding, or division, acting for

such hundred or district, to bo holden within not less than 20 nor
more than 30 days next after the exhibition of such notice, for the
purpose of hearing and determining any claim which may be then
and there brought before them on account of any such damage ; and
such high constable shall, within 3 days after such appointment, give
notice in writing to the claimant, of the day and hour and place ap-
pointed for holding such petty session, and shall within 10 days give
the like notice to all such justices acting for such hundi'ed or district

;

and the claimant is hereby reqviired to cause a notice in writing, in

the form in the schedule hereunto annexed, to be placed on the church
or chapel-door, or other conspicuous part of the parish, township, or
place in which such damage shall have been sustained, on two Sun-
days preceding the day of holding such petty session (a).

Sect. 9. It shall be lawful for the justices, not being less than two, ^^ch cases to bo

at such petty session, or any adjournment thereof, to hear and ex- at^a^specLi'petty*
amine, upon oath or affirmation, the claimant, and any of the inha- session.

bitants of the hundred or other like district, and their several wit-
nesses, concerning any such offence, and the damage sustained
thereby ; and thereupon the said justices, or the major part of them,
if they shall find that the claimant has sustained any damage by
means of any such offence, shall make an order for payment of the
amount of such damage to him, together with his reasonable costs

and charges, and also an order for payment of the costs and charges
(if any) of the high constable or inhabitants, and shall direct such
order or orders to the treasurer of the county, riding, or division in
which such hundred or district shall be situate, who shall pay tho
same to the party or parties therein named, and shall be reimbursed
for the same in the manner hereinbefore directed.

Sect. 10. If any high constable shall refuse or neglect to exhibit or Fenalty on high

give such notice as is required in any of the cases aforesaid, it shall
neglect.^^

^^^

be lawful for the party damnified to sue him for the amount of the
damage sustained, such amount to be recovered by an action on the
case, together with full costs of suit.

Sect. 11. Every action or summary claim to recover compensation Proceeding in case

for the damage caused to any church or chapel by any of the offences chwc^^w c*hapei.
in this act mentioned, shall be brought in the name of the rector.

(a) To ground a proceeding at petty not grant a mandamvis to the justices
sessions imder this section, the party to summon such petty session, where
or his servant must go before a justice it does not appear by affidavit that
within seven days after the offence these steps have been taken ; though
committed, and submit to exami- the party swear that he has duly
nation, &c., according to sect. 3 of served the notice required by sect. 8.

the act, as well as where an action is {R. v, Jitstices of Folhsione, i B.dt A.
to be brought. And the Court will 552.)
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Liability of. vicar, or ciu'ate of suclx churcli or chapel ; or in case there be no— rector, vicar, or curate, then in the names of the church or chapel-
7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 31. •gardens, if there be any such, and if not, in the name or names of

any one or more of the persons in whom the property of such chapel

may be vested ; and the amount recovered in any such case shall be
In case of damage applied in the rebuilding or repairing such church or chapel ; and
to property be- where any of the offences in this act mentioned shall be committed on

lK)ration.°
^ *^°^ a*y property belonging to a body corporate, such body may recover

compensation against the hundred or other like district, in the same
manner, and subject to the same conditions, as any person damnified

is by this act enabled to do : provided alwaj's, that the several con-

ditions which are hereinbefore required to be performed by or on
behalf of any person damnified, may, in the case of a body corporate,

be performed by any ofiicer of such body on behalf thereof.

Where the damage Sect. 12. And whereas the offences for which compensation is
IS committed in granted by virtue of this act may be committed in counties of cities

city,''&c!lorhiany and towns, or in such liberties, franchises, cities, towns, and places,
liberty, &c., which as either do not contribute at all to the payment of any county rate,

hundr^l^or'doef ^^ Contribute thereto, but not_ as being part of any hundred or other

not contribute to like district ; and it is expedient to provide for all such cases ; it is
county rate, such therefore enacted, that where any of the offences ia this act mentioned

&c!"shai/ bo liable shaU be committed in a county of a city or town, or in any such
like the hundred, liberty, franchise, city, town, or place, the inhabitants thereof shall

be liable to yield compensation in the same manner, and under the

same conditions and restrictions in all respects, as the inhabitants of

the hundred ; and every thing in this act in any wise relating to a

hundred, or to the inhabitants thereof, shall equally apply to every
county of a city or town, and to every such liberty, franchise, city,

town, and place, and to the inhabitants thereof; and where the

justices of the peace of the county, riding, or division are excluded
from holding jurisdiction in any such liberty, franchise, city, town, or

place, in every such case ail the powers, authorities, and duties by this

act given to or imposed on such justices, shall be exercised and per-

formed by the justices of the peace of the liberty, franchise, city, town,
or place, in which the offence shall be committed; and where the

offence shall be committed in a county of a city or town, all the like

powers, authorities, and duties shall be exercised and performed by
the justices of the peace of such county of a city or town; and in every

action to be brought, or summary claim to be preferred under this act

against the inhabitants of a county of a city or town, or of any such
liberty, franchise, city, town, or place, the process for appearance in

the action, and the notice required in the case of the claim, shall be
served upon some one peace officer of sach county, liberty, franchise,

city, town, or place ; and aU matters which by this act the high con-

stable of a hundred is authorised or required to do in either of such
cases, shall be done by the peace officer so served, who shall have the

same powers, rights, and remedies as such high constable has by
virtue of this act, and shall be subject to the same liabilities; and shall,

notwithstanding the expiration of his office, continue to act for all the

purposes of this act until the termination of all proceedings in and con-

sequent upon such action or claim ; but if he shall die before such ter-

mination, his successor shall act in his stead. See Birley v. Sal/ord,

[Inhabitants of), ante, p. 1370.

Provision for exc- Sect. 13. And for securing the due execution of writs in the Cinque
cuting writs in Ports, and in places whore writs are directed to other officers than the
certain places.

gixeriff, and in liberties where the sheriff is not warranted in executing

writs, it is enacted, that all other such officers to whom any wiit of

execution under this act shall be directed, by whatsoever name they
shall be known, shall have the same power of granting a warrant for

payment of the sum by such writ directed to be levied as is hereby
given to the sheriff in case of a writ of execution directed to him ; and
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that every sheriff and other such officer as aforesaid shall have autho- Liability of.

rity to grant his warrant under this act, notwithstanding the offence

shall have been committed in, or the treasurer or other person to
'^ "^ ^ ^'^''" ^' °' ^^'

whom such warrant shall be directed shall reside or be in, any liberty

where the sheriff or officer is not warranted in executing writs.

Sect. 14. And as to the mode of payment and reimbursement under Mode of reim-

this act in such liberties, franchises, cities, towns, and places as con- |^^''^^P°'^t.i?

tribute to the payment of the county rate, but not as being part of any and towiis,^ not
hundred, be it enacted. That the warrant of the sheriff or other officer within any hun-

upon any writ of execution against the inhabitants of any such liberty, tributlng to the
franchise, city, town, or place, and every order of justices for payment county rate.

to the party damnified therein, or to the peace officer or inhabitants
thereof, by virtue of this act, shall be directed to the treasurer of the
county, riding, or division in which such liberty, franchise, city, town,
or place shall be situate, who is hereby required to pay the same ; and
the justices of the peace of such county, riding, or division, at their

next general or quarter sessions of the peace, or any adjournment
thereof, shall direct such sum or sums of money as shall have been so

paid or ordered to be paid by the treasurer, to be raised on such
liberty, franchise, city, town, or place, over and above the general
rate to be paid by the same in common with the rest of the county,
riding, or division, under the acts relating to county rates ; and such
sum or sums shall be raised in the manner directed by those acts, and
shall be forthwith paid over to the treasurer.

Sect. 15. And as to the mode of payment and reimbursement under Mode of reim-

this act in counties of cities and towns, and in such liberties, fran- bursement in

chises, cities, towns, and places as do not contribute to the payment andin'iiberties'^''

of the general county rate ; be it enacted, that all sums of money pay- cities, and towns,

able either by virtue of any warrant of the sheriff or other officer, or 1'°* contributinK
« jj •• L a ..- 1- to any county rate.

01 any order or orders ansmg out oi any action or summary claim
against the inhabitants of any county of a city or town, or of any such
liberty, franchise, city, town, or place, shall be paid out of the rate (if

any) in the nature of a county rate, or out of any fund applicable to
siinilar purposes, where there is such a rate or fund therein, by the
treasurer or other officer having the collection or disbursement of such
rate or fund ; and where there is no such rate or fund in such county,
liberty, franchise, city, town, or place, the same shall be paid out of
the rate or fund for the relief of the poor of the particular parish,

township, district, or precinct therein, where the offence was com-
mitted, by the overseers or other officers having the collection or dis-

bursement of such last-mentioned rate or fund; and in every such case
the warrant and orders shall be directed and delivered to such trea-
surer, overseers, or other officers respectively, instead of the treasurer
of the county, riding, or division, as the case may require.

The 2 & 3 Will. 4, c. 72, enacts, that if any threshing machine, whe- 2 & 3 Will. 4, c. 72,

ther fixed or moveable, or any part thereof, shall be feloniously cut, epctends provi-

broken, damaged, or destroyed by any persons riotously, and tumul- Geo.\° c. 3i, to

tuously assembled together, then and in every such case the inhabit- threshing

ants of the hundred, wapentake, ward, or other district in the nature '^^<=^'^^^-

of a hundred, or by whatever name it shall be denominated, in which
any such offence shall be committed, shall be liable to yield full com-
pensation to the person or persons damnified by the offence, not only
for the damage so done to any such machines as aforesaid, but also for

any damage which may at the same time be done by any such offen-

ders to any erection or fixture whatever in or about or belonging to

any such machines.
Sect. 2. The several clauses, remedies, and provisions contained in

the said recited act shall extend and be construed to extend to such
machines as are hereinbefore mentioned, as fully and effectually, to all

intents and purposes, as if the same machines had been mentioned and
particularised in the said recited act.
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Forms. By tlie Mercliant Shipping Act, 17 & 18 Vict. c. 104, s. 477, in the
———77

—

~ case of any -wrecked ship being plundered by a tumultuous assem-
' ^'^

°' blage, the hundred is made responsible for the damage.

(1.) Notice to high
constable of hun-
dred or other hke
district, or to the
peace officer of a
county of a city or
town, or of a
liberty, franchise,
city, town, or
place (a).

To the high constable [or, " <o , one of tlie high constables"} of dec, [or,

"to , a peace officer of d;c. "]

/ hereby give yoti, notice, Tliat I intend to claim comjyensation from the in-

habitants of [here specify the hundred or other like district, or county of a
city, &c., or liberty, franchise, &c., as the case may be], on account of the

damage which I have sustained by means of [here state the offence, the time
and place where it was committed, and the nature and amount of the damage];
and I hereby require you, tvithin seven days after your receipt of this notice to

exhibit the same to some two justices of the peace of the county, ["riding," or,

"division"] of , residing in, or acting for the said hundred, dec., [or if

in a liberty, franchise, &c., where the justices, of the county, riding, or

division, have no jurisdiction ; then say, "to sonu two justices of the peace of,"
naming the liberty, franchise, &c.], [or if in a county of a city, &c., then say,

"to some t^vo justices of the peace of," naming the county of the city, &c.], in
order that they may appoint a time and place for liolding a special petty sessions,

to hear and determine my claim for compensation by virtue of an act j)assed iit

the seventh and eighth years of the reign of King George the Fourth, intituled

An Act for consolidating and amending the laws in England relative to

remedies against the hundred ; and you are required to give me notice of the

day, hour, and place appointed for holding such petty sessions, within three

days after the justices shall have appointed the same. Given under my hand,
this day of , in the year of our Lord

(Signed) A. B.

(2 ) Notice to be
placed on the
church or chapel
door, or other
conspicuous part
of the parish,
township, or
place (a).

I hereby give notice. That I shall applyfor compensation to tlie justices of the

peace, at a special petty sessions to be holden at , on the day of
next, at the hour of in the forenoon, on account of tlie damage icliich I
have sustained by means of [here state tlie offence, the time and place where it

was committed, and the nature and amount of the damage, in the samo
manner as in the preceding form]. Given uiulcr my liand, this day oj

, in the year of our Lord
(Signed) A. B.

(a) This form is given by the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 31.
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ACCIDENTS IN FACTORIES. See Fac-
tories, 451

ACCOMPLICES. See Evidence

ACQUITTAL. Sec Evidence, 68

ACTION AGAINST OFFICERS OF CUS-
TOMS. See Customs, 188

ADMIRALTY COURTS. See Evidence,

64

AFFIDAVITS. See Evidence, 59

ANSWER IN CHANCERY. See Evidence,

60, 61

APPEAL. &« Customs, 186; Excise, 240;
Factories, 464; Fire-arms, 544; Fines,

533; Fish AND Fisheries, 577; Game, 790,

794,804; Gaming, 846, 860; Frame-
work Knitters, 683; Factort (Print
Works), 502

ARMS AND AMMUNITION, See Customs,

139 ; Gunfowdeb; Fireworks

ARMY AND NAVY
Officers of may assist and make seizure

under customs laws, 152

ARRIVAL OF SHIP. See Customs
(Ship), 119

ASSISTANCE, WRIT OF. -See Customs,
Smuggling, 152

Assay-marks. See Forgery (Gold and Sil-

ver Marks), 669

BAKEHOUSE. See Factory, 483

BALLAST, SHIP DEPARTING IN. See
Customs, 138

BANKRUPTCY. See Evidence, 66

BANK NOTES. See Forgery, 643, 647,
657

BANKRUPTCY PROCEEDINGS. See Evi-
dence, 66

VOL. II.

BEES. See Estray

BENEFIT BUILDING SOCIETIES. See
Friendly Societies, 716

BENEVOLENT SOCIETIES. See Friend-
ly Societies, 689

BETTING HOUSES. See Gaming, 840

BILL IN CHANCERY. -See Evidence,
69,60

BILL OF LADING. See Customs, 120

BILL OF EXCHANGE, ^'ee Forgery,
639

BILL OF SIGHT, ^-ee Customs, 123

BLAST FURNACES. See Factories, 482,
484, 487

BLEACHING AND DYEING WORKS.
-See Factories, 507

BOARD OF TRADE. -See Evidence, 70

BOOKBINDING WORKS. -See Factories.
482, 487

BOOKS OF FLEET AND KING'S BENCH
PRISONS. -See Evidence, 50

BREWERS. -See Excise, Ale and Beer,
194, 256 ; Distillers, 333

BRITISH SHIPS. -S'ee Customs and Evi-
dence, 70

BRITISH COMPOUNDS. -S'ee Excise
(Spirits)

CARGO BOOK. -See Customs (Coasting
Trade), 141

CARTRIDGE FACTORY. -See Factories,
481; Gunpowder; Fireworks

CARTS AND WAGGONS
When may be seized. -See Customs, 151
Weight of. -See Highways, 1054

CARRIAGES, ^^ee Highways, 1054
4 T
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CATTLE INFECTED, See Customs, 118

CERTIFIED COPY. See Evidence, 56, 57

SeeCERTIFICATES OF JUSTICES.
Evidence, 69

CHANCERY DOCUMENTS.
DENCE, 59

See Evi-

See

COURT BARON ROLLS. See Evidence,
66

CREDIBILITY OF WITNESSES.
Evidence

-See

CHAPELS, REGISTRATION OR
Evidence, 70

CHARACTER, EVIDENCE OF. See Evi-

dence, 44, 45

CHICORY, See Excise, 193, 281

CHILDREN. See Factories, 436, 438, 453,

477, 483

CLEARANCE OF SHIPS. See Customs,132

CLERK OF PEACE. See Gaols, 864;
Fines, 529

CLERKS TO JUSTICES, FEES TO. See

Customs, Excise, 169

CLOSE TIME. See Fisn and Fisheries,

561

COIN COUNTERFEIT. See Customs, 117

COLLECTOR OF HIGHW.\Y RATES. See

Highways, 1107

COLLECTOR OF TOLLS. -See Highways
;

Turnpike

COMMISSIONED SHIPS. See Customs,
122

COMMISSIONERS OF CUSTOMS.
Customs, 114, 115

COMMITMENT. See Evidence, 50

>S'ee

CONCEALMENT OF GOODS. See Cus-
toms (prevention of Smuggling)

CONDEMNATION OF SEIZURES, -See

Customs, Excise

CONSERVATORS. -See Fish and Fisheries,

567, 570

CONSTABLES IN CUSTOMS CASES. -See

Customs, 152

CONTENT OF SHIP. -See Customs, 137,

138

CONVICTIONS. -See Evidence, 67, 68

COPPER MILLS. -See Factories, 482

COPYRIGHT. -Sec Customs (Books)

CORPORATION BOOKS. -See Evidence, 50

COUNTY COURT PROCEEDINGS. -See

Evidence, 66

CUSTOMS DEFINED

I. Customs—Regulation and Manage-
ment op

(1.) Commissioners and other Officers of
Customs

Commissioners of customs
Appointed by the crown, 114
To appoint and dismiss officers of, 115
To appoint quays, ports, and wharves,

115
To license agents, 115
To settle disputes between officers and

shippers, 115
By court of enquiry, 115
Powers of such court, 116
Enabled to administer oaths, 116

Duties of customs under management
of, 115

Penalties payable to, 167
See Prevention of Smuggling, 150,

153, 157

Officers of Customs
Appointed by commissioners, 115
May board ships inwards, 119
To have free access to all parts of ship.s,

119
May place seals, 119
May board ships clearing outwards, 139
Or coasting vessels, 142
May demand clearance, 139
May patrol the coasts, 160
When may haul vessels on shore, 160
Assault upon, how punishable, 159
Obstructing in execution of duty,

penalty, 159
See Coasting Trade, 141
Boarding ships, 139

^Regulations as to Import of Goods
Time of import and of arrival of goods

defined, 117
General interpretation clause, 145
Meaning of direct importations, 117
Penalty for making false declaration and

using certain documents, 142
Prohibitions and restrictions, 117
Tables of, 117

Spirits, how may be imported, 118
Arms and ammunitions may be pro-

hibited, 118
Books protected by copyright prohi-

bited, 117
Notice of copyright to be given, 118
Indecent books prohibited, 118
Foreign reprint of, when prohibited,

118
List of prohibited books to be exposed,

118
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CUSTO^^—continued.

I. Regulation and Management, &c.—
C07itinued.

Declaration of copyright, 119

Tobacco when prohibited, 118

Ships inwards.

To bring to quickly at place of unlading

and at the stations for boarding

officers, 119
Accommodation to be found on board

for officers, 119

Officers to board ships, 119

and to have free access to all parts,

119
may seal or secure goods and open

locks, 119

penalty for breaking seal of, 119

Goods concealed in forfeited, 119

Landing goods inwards, time and place

for, 120
Goods unshipped contrary to regulation

forfeited, 120

Goods not forthwith removed and
landed forfeited, 120

Master of ship to make report, 120

Form of, 120

To be made within 24 hours after

arrival, 120
Particulars of entry, 121

If ship in ballast to be so stated, 121

Stores, particulars of to be given, 121

Declarations of master, 121

Penalty for breach of regulations, 121

Of commissioned or foreign ship to de-

liver an account of goods on board, 121

such ships liable to search, 122

subject to regulations made by the

treasury as to ships of war, 122

To deliver to collector bill of lading or

copy, if required, 122

Bulk not to be broken or stowage altered,

122
Packages, contents unknown, may be

opened, 122

Prohibited goods forfeited, 122

As to Entry of Goods.

When free of duty
Importer to deliver particulars of, 122

Account of free goods to be made out,

122

By bill of sight

Form of, and when allowed, 123

To be warrant for landing, 124

Not to be delivered until duty paid or

deposited, 124

In default may be taken to Queen's

warehouse and sold within a month,124

Goods forfeited if entry not in manner
required by law, 124

Bill of store, provisions as to, 124
Special entries of goods

Commissioners may permit in

certain cases, 125

CUSTOMS -cojirt«KCcZ.

I. Regulation and Management, &c.—
continued.

As to Entry of Goods—continued.

Entry bill of

To be made out in duplicate, 125
Not valid unless goods properly described

therein, 125

Penalty on fraudulent import entries,

127
Not to be by unauthorised persons,

125
Forfeiture of goods

If regulation not complied with, 1 25

If found concealed or deliveied

without entry, 125

Passengers' baggage need not be entered,

125

Goods, Vnslivpping, Warehousinrj, and
Landing of.

To be at the expense of importer,

126
If taken to warehouse improperly to be

forfeited, 126
Penalty for removing before examina-

tion, 126
Landing waiter to take account of, 126

Packages, contents of, to be marked and
entered in landing book, 126

According to which goods to be
entered and duty paid, 1 26

To be deposited in original packages as

those of which account is taken,

126
If altered or removed without officer's

sanction, forfeited, 127
If xinduly warehoused or wrongly con-

cealed, forfeited, 127
What goods may be bulked, sorted, and

packed, 127
Warehouse keeper, penalty on, for not

storing goods properly, 127

For not producing goods when re-

quired, 127

To pay duty on goods taken away
without entry, 127

Bemoval and Entry of Warehoused Goods.

Importer or owner of, clandestinely gain-

ing access to, penalty, 100^., 127

Taking goods out of warehouse or de-

stroying goods therein, misdemeanor,

127
Importer or consignee, if defrauded by

officer, to be indemnified by commis-

sioners of customs, 127

Commissioners may remit duties on

goods warehoused and lost or de-

stroyed, 127
Penalty on fraudulent imports, entries,

and concealments, 127
4 T 2
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CUSTOMS- continued.

I. Regdlation and Management—con-

tinued.

Cards, Spirits, and Tobacco.

Eegulations as to importation of foreign

cards, 131
Wrapper to be provided by Inland
Revenue, 131

Cards imported and kept for sale with-

out wrapper forfeited, 131
Spirits imported not to be removed ex-

cept from warehouse, 128
Tobacco (cavendish and negro head)

When and how may be delivered for

home consumption, 128
Regulations as to warehousing, 129,

130

Goods, Clearance of and for Export and
Transit.

Warehoused goods not to be exported in

vessels under 50 tons burthen, 132
Except to Channel Islands, 1 32

Master to deliver certificate of clearance

of last voyage, 132
And to make entry outwards, 132

Form of entry outwards, 132
To be shipped at proper times and

places, 133

Not entitled to drawback if of less value
than amount claimed, 133

Duplicates to be delivered, 134
Particulars of, 133

Form of, 134

Shipping bill for free goods to be de-
livered to searchers, 133

Searcher may open packages, 133
Penalty for not delivering shipping

bill, 131

Declaration of value and form of, 134
To be correctly stated on shipping bill,

134
Penalty for not perfecting shipping bill,

135
To be conveyed on board by licensed

persons, 135
Goods in transit account of to be fur-

nished, 135
Penalty for delay in not exporting goods

in respect of which bond given for

export, 139
On board vessels to correspond with

content, 136
Transit goods

Provision as to export of goods to be
applicable to goods in transit, 136

DrawlacJcs and Debentures.

Drawback or debenture goods forfeited

if not agree with shipping bill, 136
Penalty on claiming drawback thereon,

136

Clearance of Skips Otdwards.

When part of inward cargo is reported

CUSTOMS—co?i<inMed

I. Regulation and Management—con-

tinued.

Clearance of Ships, Jcc.—continued.

for export, copy of report to be given
to searcher, 136

Before clearance master to deliver con-

tent to searcher, 137
Form of content, 137
Certificate to be also delivered to

searcher, 138
Label to be attached and sealed to vic-

tualling bill, 138
Label to be authority to depart when

filled up and signed, 1 38
Goods forfeited if not duly cleared, 138

Clearance of Ships in Ballast.

What to be deemed ships in ballast, 138
To be notified on victualling bill, 138
Master to answer questions, 13S
Penalty for departing without clearance,

138

Stores, ShipTping of, for Vessels, 136

Victualling bill to be made out, 136

Boarding of Ships after Clearance.

Ofiicers of customs may board ships after

clearance, 139
Any coasting ship, 142

Goods on board without certificate when
required forfeited, 139

Penalty if certificated goods be missing,

139
On breaking open seals or locks on
warehoused goods outwards, 139

For not bringing to, at station, 139
Export of or carriage of coastwise goods,

what may be prohibited by proclama-
tion, when and by whom, 139

To be forfeited if exported or carried

coastwise, 139

Coasting Trade.

Trade by sea from one part of United
Kingdom to another to be deemed
coastwise, 140

Coasting ship confined to coasting
voyage, 140

Foreign ships engaged in, to be subject
to same rules, 140
Not subject to higher rates than Bri-

tish ships, 140
Time and place for shipping and landing,

140

Cargo book to be kept by master, 141
Penalty for making false entries in,

141
Master to deliver account and duplicate

prior to departure to collector, 141
Form of account, 141
Such account to be returned dated and

signed, 141
•And to be transire for goods named

therein, 141
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CUSTO'ilS—continued.
I. Eegulation and Management—con-

tinued.

Coasting Trade—continued.

Commissioners may grant general tran-

sires, 142
Transire

To be delivered within twenty-four
hours' after arrival, 142

Illegal unlading, penalty for, 142
Coasting ship may be boarded and ex-

amined by officer, 142

Action against officers.

Not to be brought against, when, 143

Lands, of acquisition, for service of
custom.

Treasury may authorise persons to sur-

vey and mark out lands for watch
houses, 143

And to treat with owners, 143
How acquired from persons under disa-

bilitj', 143
Incorporation of lands clauses act, 144
How compensation to be settled between

owners and lessees, 144
Disputes, when to be settled by justices,

144

II. Smuggling, Prevention op, Regula-
tion Fon.

No vessel to hoist flags usually worn in

vessels of the navy or prohibited by
proclamation, 146

Small craft,

Commissioners of customs may make
regulations respecting, 147

Manning, armament, trading of, 147
If used contrary to regulations, for-

feited, 14S
Licences may be granted to, 148
Commissioners may revoke or vary

licence, 148
If used to remove uncustomed goods

forfeited, 148
Regulations to extend to Channel Is-

lands, 148

Boats of vessels to have thereon name of

vessel, port, and master, 148
Not Vjelonging to vessels to have name

of port and owner thereon, 148
Vessels, British, having secret places for

concealment of goods forfeited, 143
Foreign, having goods in secret places

forfeited, 148
Goods liable to forfeiture.

Unshipped without payment of duty,
149

Prohibited, 149
When shipped or waterborne with in-

tent to be exported, 149
Concealed on board, and goods packed

therewith, 149

CUSTOMS--co??<mwcd

II. Smuggling, Prevention op, &c.—con-

tinued.

Goods restricted,

To be deemed run, 119
Ships, whether British or foreign,

When forfeited, if found witliin cer-

tain distance of the coast, and with
certain goods on board, 149

Ships in port with cargo, and after-

wards in ballast, and not accounted
for, 150

From which goods are thrown over-

board to prevent seizure, 151
Or during chase, 151
When used in removal of run goods,
152

When forfeiture not to extend to ships

and goods, 150
Commissioners may remit penalties,l 57
May waive forfeiture, 150
May restore seizure, 153, 157

To bring to on being chased by pre-

ventive service, 151
If not, may be fired into, 151

May be seized or detained, and goods
delivered to officer, 1'52

May be searched witliin limits of tlio

port, 151
Nutice of seizure of ship or goods to

be given to owners, 153
To be disposed of as commissioners

direct, 153
Carts, waggons, iSrc, may, on suspicion,

be stopped and searched by officers of

customs or excise, 151
Fishing implements, &c., seized to be

sold unless claimed, 1,53

Officers authorised by writ of assistance

may search houses for goods uncus-
tomed or prohibited, 152
When may search premises by war-

rant, 152
When may search suspected, persons,

154
Of army and navy may make seizure

under custom laws, 152
May patrol coasts without being liable

to suit when employed for preven-

tion of smuggling, 160
Police officer seizing goods to take them

to warehouse, 152
Goods stopped by, may be retained

until trial of party charged with
stealing them, 153

Offences against customs' laws, and
penalty,

How value is to be ascerfained where
amount of penalty depends upon
value of goods, 160

For cutting adrift boats in customs
service, 154

For preventing search by officers, 154
For denying possession of foreign

goods, 154
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CUSiTO'SlS—continued.

II. Smuggling, Prevention of, &c.—con-

tinued.

For misconduct by officers of customs,

15i
For aiding in importation of pro-

hibited or restricted goods, 154
For harbouring or having custody of

such goods, 154
For removing goods prior to exami-

nation, 155
For unshipping tobacco, spirits, silk,

tea, &c., or concealing the same, 155
For offering goods for sale under pre-

tence that they are run or pro-

hibited, 157
For being found on board vessels liable

to forfeiture, being within certain

limits, 155
Or on vessels having contraband goods

on board, 166
Assembling to run goods, misde-

meanor, 158
To rescue or land smuggled goods,

felonj^ 158

Shooting at boats belonging to navy,

or to revenue service, felony, 159
Going armed or disguised in company
with four others, and in possession

of smuggled goods, felony, 159
Assaulting officers by violence or force,

punishment for, 159

For making false declarations, signing

papers false in any particular, un-
truly answering questions, 142

OfTenders liable to detention.

May be secured until warrant ob-

tained, 156
Escaping after detention, 156
Or before apprehension, 156
Where justices may proceed against,

without an order of the customs,
156

May be detained or admitted to bail

when taken before justices charged
with offences against customs' laws,

157
Or likely to abscond, 157

Signalling,

Ships not bringing to may be fired

into, 151

To vessels engaged in smuggling, 157
Defendant to prove that signal not

to assist smugglers, 158
Any one may prevent imlawful sig-

nalling, 158
And not be liable to action, suit or

indictment, 158

III. Legal Proceedings Generally.

Penalties and forfeitures when to be sued

for, 160
By information before justices, 163

Joint and several may be sued for by
joint and several information, 162

CUSTOMS—continued.

III. Legal Proceedings, &c.—continued.

Proviso where duties and penalties to be
recovered do not exceed 100^., 161

When may be sued for in superior

court, 16.1

At the option of defendant, IGl,

162
Penalty and costs to be stated in con-

viction, 161
Justices to have jurisdiction in by on-

sent in cases above lOOZ., 162
May issue warrant and admit to bail

where proceeding by capias in ex-

chequer is waived, 162
Persons previously convicted may, after

verdict of guilty, be imprisoned,
163

Party charged may, when penalty not
higher than 100^., elect to be sued in

superior court, 161
May elect to proceed before justices

when penalty exceeds 100^., 162
Penalties, joint and several, may be

sued for by joint and several informa-

tion, 162

Offences on high seas deemed to have
been committed at place into which
offender is brought, 166

Justices,

May condemn goods liable to forfei-

ture, 165
!May summon witnesses, 165
Summons, how to be served, 165
Of counties to have concurrent juris-

diction in cities, boroughs, &c., in

such counties, 166

Proceedings before justices.

Informations and convictions to be in

forms in schedule, 163, 173
One or more counts may be included

in one information, 163
Justice may summon offender, 164
Summons to be served personally or

by leaving it at place of abode,

164
Persons in prison may be brought up
by habeas corpus, 165

Justices to hear and determine the

case on the appearance of the party,

164
In his absence, if summoned and

does not appear, 165
May condemn goods liable to for-

feiture, 165
May summon witnesses, 165
Jurisdiction of, where offence com-

mitted in waters, 166
Of adjoining county may act when

required, 166
Of counties to have concurrent ju-

risdiction in cities and towns
within such counties, 166

May commit in default until pay-

ment of penalty, 166
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CUSTOMS—continued
III. Lkgal Proceedings, &c.—continued.

May imprison in default of pay-

ment, 167
May mitigate penalty, 166
Power to commit persons detained
and convicted, 166

May commit to nearest prison if

none within their jurisdiction,

167
May commute hard labour when

offender a female, 168
May extend imprisonment if pri-

soner has been previously con-

victed, 168
Married woman may after conviction

be committed to prison, 168
Expenses incurred by committal of

smugglers to be paid out of conso-

lidated customs' duties, 168
Poor prisoners, allowance to, may be
made by commissioners, IGS

Removal of proceedings before jus-

tices.

Writs of certiorari and habeas corpus
not to issue except upon affidavit,

168
Nor without notice to solicitor of

customs, 169
Table of fees allowed to justices' clerks,

169
Costs awarded to crown to be paid to

collector of customs, 169

Prosecution by indictment or informa-
tion,

Indictments to be preferred by order

of commissioners, 171

Suits to be in name of attorney-

general, lord advocate, or some
ofiBcer of customs, 171

Attorney general or lord advocate

may enter nolle prosequi, 171
Within what time to be exhibited,

171
Where may be tried, 171
Solicitors, clerks, and officers of cus-

toms, may conduct cases, 171
Proofs in proceedings under customs'

laws,

Evidence of condemnation of for-

feiture, 172
Proof of payment of duties and law-

ful importation to be upon defen-

dant, 171
What averments in smuggling cases

need not be proved, 172
Viva voce evidence may be given that
a party is an officer, 172

What sufficient evidence of orders of

treasury, or commissioners of cus-

toms, or inland revenues, 172
Defendants in customs' cases not to

give evidence, 172
Forms of information upon justices,173

of summons on information, 176

CUSTOMS—continued.

III. Legal Proceedings, &c.—continued.

for recovery of seizures, 176
for witness, 176

of conviction, 176
of commitment for non-payment of

pecuniary penalty, 1 77
for hard labour, 177

of condemnation of goods, 178

IV. The Practice and Proceedings be-

fore Justices for Recovery op
Penalties.

Limitation of time for prosecuting for

offences, 178
Venue, 178
Who is to be the prosecutor, 179
Infancy or coverture no bar, 179
Partners liable for misconduct of each,

179
Before whom information to be laid, 1 79
Information before justices, forms of,

173
Requisites of information, 180
Justices may amend, 180
Summons to issue, 180
Form of summons, 176
To be served reasonable time be-

fore hearing, 181
Parties accused of offences made felony.

May be apprehended, 181

Accused on information for penal-

ties.

To be summoned, 181
When may be detained, 181

Proceedings on hearing, &c., 180
Non-appearance, 180
Appearance, confession, &c., 180
Evidence against the offender, 181

What averments in information need not
be proved in evidence, 182

What need not be proved by prosecutor,

182
Proof of acting as an officer sufficient

without producing commission, 182
Signals, defendant to prove that not

done to assist smuggling, 182
Mode of taking the evidence, 182
The defence, evidence for defendant,

183
Judgment rules of same as in ordinary

cases, 183
Conviction, form of, 176

Requisites of, 183, 184
Rules respecting drawing up of, 18i

Mitigating the penalty, 18iS, 186

Nolle prosequi, staying proceedings by,

185
The execution, 186
Of appeals, petitions, &c., 187
Removal of proceedings by, 187
Habeas corpus and certiorari, 187
Liability and indemnity of magistrates

and officers, 183

When process may be sued out, 188
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CUSTOMS— continued.

IV. The Practice and Proceedings before
Justices for Recovery of Penal-
ties—continued.

What evidence required, 188
Notice of action to be given, 188
Removal of action into court of exche-

quer, 188

DEATH
Presumed after 7 years, 36

DECLARATIONS. See Evidence, 42

DECLARATIONS OF VALUE. See Cus-
toms, 123,124

DECREES
How proved. See Evidence, 61

DEEDS,
Forgery of. See Forgery, 649

DEPARTURE OF SHIPS. See Customs
(Ships)

DEPOSITIONS. See Evidence, 70, 73

DETAINER. See Forcible Entry, 592

DISSENTERS' CHAPELS. See Chapels

DISTILLERS. See Excise (Spirits, Malt)

DISTRICTS

Formation of for highways. See High-
ways, 1096

D0CK3. See Harbours

DOCUMENTS, PUBLIC AND OFFICIAL.
See Evidence, 46

PRIVATE. See Evidence, 73

DOGS. See Game, 749, 760, 801

DOMESDAY BOOK. See Evidence, hi

DRAWBACKS. See Customs, Excise

DYING DECLARATIONS. See Evidence,
42

EARTHENWARE FACTORY. See Fac-
tory, 480

EASTER OFFERINGS
Under \Ql. recoverable before justices, 1

EAVES DROPPERS
Are a commou nuisance, 15
And presentable at the leet, 1

6

May be compelled to find sureties, 16

ECCLESIASTICS AND ECCLESIASTI-
CAL COURTS. See Clergy, Church

Proof of proceedings in ecclesiastical courts,

See Evidence

INDEX TO VOL. II.

EGYPTIANS
Gvpsies, 1

Description of, by 22 Hen. 8, c. 10, 2

1 & 2 P. & M. c. 4 ; S Eliz. c. 20, 2

5 Eliz. c. 20, repealed, 2

ELECTION. See Bribery, Parliament

EMBEZZLEMENT. .See Larceny

EMBRACERY. See Maintenance

EMIGRATION. See Passenger Ships

ENCROACHMENTS. See Highways

ENGINES. See Mines, Manufactdres
Malicious Injuries to Property, Fac-
tories

ENGROSSING. See Forestalling

ENLISTING. See Foreign Service, 615

ENTRY, FORCIBLE, ^^ee Forcible Ektry

ENTRIES. Sec Evidence, 49, 50, 53

ENTRY OF GOODS. See Customs, 122,

121 to 127

ERROR,
to, 2

ESCAPE.

I

1

/See Indictment, statutes rJating

See Rescue, Prison Breaking

Escape hy the Party himself.

Escape by party himself, 3
Persons escaping from G. B. to Trelaml

and the Channel Islands, or from
Ireland to G. B., to be apprehended
upon backed warrants, 3

II. Escape suffered by a private Person

Escape by a private person, definition

of, 3

III. Escape suffered by an Officer or Gaoler.

Escape by officer, 3, 7
By gaoler, 7

IV. What is an Escape, and what a ncr/litj'.nt

01' voluntary one.

What is an escape, 4

There must be a previous arrest, 4

And justifiable, 4

And for a criminal offence, 4

And continuing, 4

And by known officer of the law, 4

Too much liberty, an escape, 4
Losing sight, an escape, 4

Voluntary escape, what, 4

Negligent escape, what, 4
buffering a prisoner to kill himself, 4

Prisoner breaking gaol, 5

V. Retaking a Person escajicd.

If let go voluntarily, cannot be retaken.
Fresh suit, 5

Breaking open doors to retake, 5
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ESCATE— continued.

V. JRetaking a Person escaped—continued

Retaking excusetli not the escape, 5

1385

When doors may be broken open, 5

VI. Indictment for an Escape.

Indictment, what allegation necessary, 6

VII. Eiidence, Trial, and Convictionfor an

Gaoler not producing prisoner, a con-
viction, 6

Felony to be tried before the escape, 6
Method of trial and conviction of ofTeud-

ers making escapes, &c., 6
Evidence on, 6

When sheriff liable for voluntary es-

cape, 6

VIII. Punishment or Escape.

For negligent escape upon indictment, 6
Escape of offenders sentenced by courts-

martial, and conditionally pardoned, 7
Aidi ng escape of prisoners of war, 8

IX. Aiding in attempting to escape.

Aiding a prisoner in an attempt to es-

cape from gaol, 9

Assisting escape from constable, or from
boat carrying felons, 9

Stat. 16 Geo. 2, c. 31, not extend to
cases whtre actual escape made, 9

Conveying masks, &c. into prisons to
assist prisoners to escape, 9

Form as to, 9, 12

ESCHEAT. See Forfeiture

ESTRAY AND WAIF

Estray, what, 13
When bees or swans may be, 13
Waif, what, and to whom it belongs, 13
Seizure thereof by the lord, 13
Proclaiming the goods seized, 13
How to be kept, 13
To be kept in open place, 14
How proclamations to be made, 14
May be kept until finder satisfied for

finding, keeping, and proclaiming, ] 4
When owner may take it again, 14
Amends to be tendered generally, 14
Tender of amends, 14
When forfeited, 15
Property accruing to lord, on not claim-

ing, 15

ESTREAT. See Fines and Forfeitures

EVIDENCE
Definitions of, 16
Doctrine of, same in civil and criminal

proceedings, 16
Division of subject, 13

EYlDE^aCE—continued.

I. What must he proved.

In general.

Indictment,

Facts necessary to constitute offence
must be proved, whether stated in or
not, 19

What is surplusage, 19
Necessary to prove the substantive

crime, 19
Surplusage in indictment.

Whatever may be struck out of without
destroying the charge, 19

Indictment,
When prisoner may be found guilty of

crime of less atrocity than charged.

Evidence in support of must be relevant
to offence charged, 20

Three distinct acts within 3 months may
be included in, 21

Knowledge and intent,

When material must be proved by pro-
secution, 21
May be gathered from act of party,

21 ^
^

From expressions at other
times, 21

When previous utterings of false coin
may be shown to prove, 21

Defence, matters of,

Negative averments in indictment.
When to be proved, and by whom, 22
Involving culpable omissions to be

proved by party alleging it, 22
Public capacity.

Persons acting in presumed to be duly
appointed, 22

Divisible averments, 19
Matters must be confined to the issue,

20
Where several offences charged, 21
Matters of defence, 21
Where to be proved by party charged.

When by prosecutor, 21, 22
Matter peculiarly in defendant's know-

ledge, 22
Presumptions of law and facts ex ofiicio

noticed, 22
Negative involving culpable omissions.

22
or ,

Identity must be proved, 22

In particular.

Venue,
Offences in general must be proved to be
committed within the county or bo-
roughs in which charged, 22

But not within the precise place laid in
indictment, 23

Except wheie local description neces-
sary, 23

See indictment, vol, 3
Place, see Venue
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INDEX TO VOL. 11.

I. What must be proved—continued,

In particular—continued.

Time,
Laid in indictment, need not be proved

as laid, 23
Except where time is of essence of

ofl'ence, 23
Of serving notice to produce
Of serving subpoena, 93
For objecting to competency of witness,

82
Divers days and times, when stated in

indictment, what may be proved, 23

Variance in Indictments, 23
Between real name of any one named in

and that stated in amendable, 25

In statement of written instruments and
proof where amendable, 26
See amendment, indictment, vol. 3, of

goods and sums of money, 26
Names,

In indictment ma\' be amended accord-

ing to the fact, 23

Name of prosecutor and third persons,

23
Written instruments, 24
Goods, &c., 24

Sums, 24

(1). Best Evidence.

The best evidence is required, 24

Admissions by parties to the suit, 25
Parol evidence, when allowed to prove a

fact proveable by written evidence, 25
When not allowed, 26

Dispensed with by certain statutes, 28

(2.) Secondary Evidence.

When allowed in general, 28
Notice to produce when necessary, 29

Form of, 29
Time of service, 29
Existence of original in possession

of opposite party, 30
Loss of instrument, 30

What search for, sufi&cient, 31
What copy sufficient, 32

Parol evidence, 33, 34
Not admissible to contradict written

evidence, 33

By evidence of usage of trade or
custom of counti-y, 33

To vary or waive any terms of a
written contract, 34

Is admissible to explain latent ambi-
guity, 34

Meaning of the parties when
not clearly expressed, 34

To prove a fraud, 35
To show contents of depositions,

85

(3). Presumptive Evidence

Nature of, 35

Illustrations of, 35, 36

EVIDENCE—ctm^mucd
(3). Presumptive Evidence— continued.

Hearsay Evidence

Nature and meaning of, 36
Admissible to satisfy the mind of the

court, 37

In pedigree, births, marriages, &c.

37
llight of way, 38
Inadmissible, ]Mst litem motam, 38
Ownership of estate, 38
Customs, 38
Settlements, 38
From family bibles, monuments,

&c., 38
Perambulations of parishes, 40

Public or general rights, 39

When proveable by tradition, 39
Of persons having no interest to mis-

represent, 40
A party cannot make evidence for him-

self, 41
Traditions admissible to prove public

but not private rights, 39
When part of the transaction, 41
Titles of office, 41

When proveable by reputation, 41

Of deceased persons admissible on right

of way question, 40

Owners on questions of ownership, 40

Occupiers of land, 40
Of husband to wife, when admissible aa

to questions of settlement, 41

Customs
As to boundaries and customs inadmis-

sible ^os< liltm motam, 40
When proveable by reputation, 40

Entries

In handwriting of a deceased person

inadmissible, un-less made against in-

terest, 42, 43
Or made pursuant to duty, 42

By deceased vicar of receipt of eccle-

siastical dues admissible, 40
Collector of rates whereby charges

himself, 40
By former steward of manor to prove

soil and freehold, 41

Of deceased attorney to prove sur-

render of interest in an estate, 41

To prove time of making a lease,

41

Dying Declarations.

Definitions of, 42

When admissible in evidence, 42

Must be when in immediate danger

and think himself to be so, 42, 43

Only admissible where death is subject

of the charge, 45
If put in writing, parol evidence of

contents inadmissible, 43
Court to decide as to its admissibility,

46

Confessions. Sec Confessions, vol.1.
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EVIDENCE—con<mucc?.

(3). Presumptive Evidence—continued.

02)inions of Witnesses.

When admissible, 44

Evidence of cliaracter.

AVhen allowed, 44
Effect of, 44
Evidence of, liovv far admissible, 44

Must be confined to general evi-

dence, 45

Particular transactions not admissible as

evidence of, 45

Public Documents, how proved.

Acts of Parliameut, 46

When public require no proof, 46

Preamble of sicts, 46

Private acts, proved by production of

copy by Queen's piinter, 46

Irish acts, 46

Journals of Parliameut, proved by copies

printed by Queen's printer, or printer

to Houses of Parliament, 46
Proclamations, &c., proveable by copy

printed by Queen's printer, 46

Articles of war, proved by copies printed

by Queen's printer, 46

Gazette,

Published by Queen's printer

What is evidence of, 47

What is not evidence of, 47

When evidence of facts contained therein,

47
Almanacks, 47
When evidence, 47

Parish Register,

Entries in, how proved, 47
"What is evidence of, 47

What confirmation required, 47
Non-Parochial Registers,

How proved, 48
Dissenters' Registers,

How proved, 48
How regulated, 48

Foreign registers, 49
Other public books, &c., 49

Navy office, 49

Excise, 49

Customs, land tax, bank books, 49

East India Company, &c., 49
Lloyd's list, 49

Poll books, 49
Post-office, 49
Heralds' office, 4

Duchy of Cornwall, 49.

Ship's papers, 49
Clerk of peace books, 49
Magistrate's clerk, minute book, 50
Mabter's office, books from, 50
Fleet Prison, books, 50

Corporation books, 50

EVIDENCE—co«<mwe(Z.

(3). Presumptive Evidence—continued.

Public Documents, hoio proved—cont.

Parish books, 50
Apprentices, indentures, 51
Poor rates, 51
Vestry books, 51
Public survej^s, 51
Doomsday-book, 51
Histories, 52
Ancient maps, when admissible, and for

what, 52
Terriers, &c., temporal or ecclesiasticd,

when admissible, 52

Book of dean and chapter, what may be
evidence of, 53

Rolls of manor, 53
Registers of companies, what evidence

of, 63
Ship's register, what evidence of, 53

Records and Proceedings hi Courts, how
Proved,

Records in general, 54
Proof by record itself, or by exemplifi-

cation, 54

On indictment for subsequent offence,

55
Examined copy, 55
Record must be complete, 55
Office copy, 56
Copy made by authorised office, 57

CertiBed copy, 56
List of documents proveable by,

.

^''

Verdict and postea, 58
Inquisitions, 53
Writ, 58
Affidavits, 59

Rules and orders of courts of law, 59
Letters patent, 59
Chancery proceedings, 59

Bill, 69

Answer, 60
Depositions in, 61

Decree, 61

Order, 62
Proceedings in ecclesiastical courts, 62

Probate of a will, 63
Letters of administration, 63
Proceedings in Admiralty courts, 64
Proceedings in foreign courts and foreign

laws, 64

Irish records, 57, 65
Foreign law, 67, 65
Proceedings in inferior courts, 65
County court proceedings 6d

Court-baron rolls, 65

Bankruptcy proceedings, 66

Insolvency proceedings, 6G

Judgment of quarter sessions in appeals,

66
Convictions, 67
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EVIDENCE—co«<i«Mec7.

3. Presu7nptive Evidence—continued.

Records, d;c.—continued.

Effect of, in evidence, 68
Acquittal, 68

Orders of justices, 69

Certificates of justices, &c., 69

Depositions before magistrates, 70
Before coroners, 72
On prosecutions for leaving seamen

abroad, 72
Depositions under Mutiny Act as to set-

tlement, 73
Deposition of infirm pauper as to settle-

ment, &c., 73
Depositions of prisoners as to settle-

ments, 73
Depositions after death of witness, 73

Private Writings, how Proved.

In general, 73
Proof of execution, 74
Identity, 74

Where an attesting witness, 74

Where proof by attesting witness dis-

pensed with, 75
What inquiry for, sufficient, 75
Where attesting witness does not attend,

76
Where party refuses to produce an at-

tested document, 76
Where no attesting witness, 76
Handwriting, how proved in general, see

handwriting, 77
When proveable by comparison, and

how, 77
When by experts, 78
Proof of execution, when not necessary,

78
Ancient deeds, &c., 78
Entries in books, &c., 79
Stamps
Want of, no objection in criminal

matters, 79
Last document presumed stamped,

unless contrary shown, 80
When unstamped document may be

looked at by witness, 80

Witnesses, mode of Proof by.

Number of Witnesses required, 81

Witnesses, competency of, 82.

In general, 82
How incompetency may arise, 82

When objection of incompetency to be

made, 82
Infants, 83
Lunatics, &c., 83

Deaf and dumb, not on that account

incompetent, 8o

From relationsbip, 84

Husband and wife, 84

Woman divorced, 84

(3). Presumptive Evidence—continued.

Witnesses, competency of—continued.

Woman living as wife, 85
Communication, privileged when
made to, 85

Confidential communications, 85.

Attornies, 85, 86
Counsel, 86
Trustee, 86
Interpreter, 86
Agent of attorney, 86
Not privileged when made to clerks to

barrister, 86
Agent, 86
Conveyancer, 87
Medical persons, 87
Clergymen, 87

Matters of State are Confidential, 87.

Accomplices, Evidence of and Effect of, 87.

Witnesses, credibility of.

Who a credible witness, or not, 88

Doubts as to credibility to be in favour
of, 88

Evidence to prove good character of, not
attacked, not allowed, 88

Subscribing when can't be impeached,
89

Varying his evidence at different trials,

89

Where has before said or done some-
thing contrary to his evidence, 90

Party allowed to contradict his own
witness, but not to discredit him
generally, 90

Credit to be only impeached by general

accounts of his character, 91

Supporting credit by proof of, having
sworn to same facts, 91

Witness cannot be asked an iri'elevant

question, 91

Witnesses, kow compelled to attend.

Compulsory process, 92
Before justices out of sessions, 93
At sessions, 93

Practice as to subpoena, 93
Subpoena, duces tecum, 94

How to obtain subpoena, 94
Where witness a prisoner, 94

Witness abroad, 94

Punishment for non-attendance, 94
Power of justices to issue attachment, 94

Power of Queen's Bench, 94

Time of application for attachment, 95

Service of subpoena, 95
Expenses of witness, 95
Detention of under the attachment, 95
Conspiring to prevent attendance of, 95
Judges of superior courts may award a

habeas for bringing up prisoners, &c.

95
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(3). Presumptive Evidence—continued.

Witnesses, examination of.

Who to begin, 96
Examination on voir dire, 96

How conducted, 96
Examination on oath, 97

Form of oath, 97
Affirmation of Quakers, &c., 93

To be in presence of prisoner, 98

Who may examine, 98

Deaf and dumb witness, 99

What questions should be put, 93

Leading questions, 99

Irrelevant questions, 100
Questions privileged from being an-

swered, 100
Tending to degrade, 100

Tending to a forfeiture, 101

Tending to an action or debt, 101

Tending to compromise rights, 101

What answers are evidence, 101

llefreshing memory, 101

Cross-examination, 103

What questions may be put on, 101

Re-examination. 106

Evidence for defendant, 107
Kvidence in reply, 107

Which party shall conclude, 108

Witnesses, Expenses of, and their Privileges

during Attendance, 108

Bill of Exceptions, and Demurrer to Evi-

dencc, 108.

Forms
Subpoena to give evidence at the ses-

sions, form of, 109

Subpoena ticket thereon, 109

Subpoena duces tecum at sessions, 109
Condition of a recognizance to appear

and give evidence at sessions or as-

sizes, 109

EXAMINATION OF WITNESSES. See

Evidence, 96

EXCISK
What are duties of property so called,

190
Distinction between excise and inland

duties, 190

I. Excise laws in general.

Repeal of former acts, 191
Consolidation of duties, 191

Of board of inland revenues, 191

Former regulations inconsistent with 7 &
8 Geo. 4, c. 53 repealed, 191

Duties and penalties to be recovered as

directed by 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 63, 191

Commissioners, inferior officers, &c , 190

Consolidation of board of excise, 191

'EXCISE—continued.
1. Excise Laws in General—continued.

Duties of Excise and Licences,

Duties :

Alphabetical list of, 193

Licences :

New duties on, 191
Alphabetical list of, 194
Where house not rated, rent to be certi-

fied by tenant and landlord, 199
If certificate unsatisfactory, commis-

sioners shall adopt other means for

ascertaining true rent, 200
Licence, by whom to be granted in Lon-

don, in Edinburgh, or Dublin, 200
Contents of licence, 200
I'artners need not take out more than

ona licence, except auctioneers, 200
Auctioneers to take out separate licence,

200
No person or persons taking out licence

shall give bond, except in certain

cases, 200
One licence good only for trade carried

on in one place, 2U0
Nor to newly authorised premises in

place of others burnt down, 201
As to sales by retail at fairs or races, in

certain cases, 201, 211

No excise licence necessary for sale of

any excisable commodity whilst it is

in import warehouses, 201
No licence to be granted for selling beer

or cyder by retail, to be drunk on
the premises, without a justice's

licence, 201
No licence to be granted to sell spirits,

foreign wines, or sweets, to be drunk
on premises, except to persons having
retail beer licence, 202

No licence for retailing aqua vita) to

persons not licensed to sell beer by
retail, 202

Licences to brewers to expire on 30th
September, 202
To distillers, victuallers, and other

retailers on 10th October, 202
Other licences on the 5th July, 202
Notice for renewal to be given, 202
Date of licence, 203
Licences may be granted to beginners

for proportional part of year, who
shall pay duty accordingly, 203

Persons taking out new licence, when to

be considered beginners, 203

Licences for matters herein specified to

be renewed for proportional part of

year, 203
Occasional licences may be granted to

victuallers, 211

Restrictions and regulations respecting,

212
May be also granted to refreshment-

house-keepers, wine retailers, beer re-

tailers, and tobacco retailers, 212
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EXCISE—continued.

I. Excise Laws in General—con^inwed

Duties of Excise, &c.—continued.

Licences may be transferred to exe-

cutors, &c., 204
But in certain cases not without certifi-

cate of magistrate, 204
Persons disabled by conviction from

keeping a common inn, &c., not al-

lowed to retail beer, 205
On retail beer licence becoming void as

aforesaid, retail spirit licence to be-

come void also, 206
On expiration of magistrate's authority

to keep public house within the year,

proportional part of duties to be re-

turned, 206
Parties to put up their names and

trade, 206
Penalty for not taking out licences re-

quired by act, 206
Occupiers of premises to be deemed re-

tailers in certain cases, 208
Penalty for not producing licence,

208
Penalty for omitting to take out licence,

206
For selling beer wholesale without

licence, 210
Upon unlicensed persons soliciting

orders not being travellers for li-

censed persons, 207
How to be recovered, 209
For retailing beer at unlicensed places,

210
Informer to be paid, as commissioners

shall direct, a sum not exceeding 10^.,

in certain cases, 208
The act not to prejudice universities,

Vintners' Company, or borough of

St. Albans, 208
Former regulations to be in force, ex-

cept where repealed or altered, 209
Penalties and forfeitures, how to be

recovered and applied, 209
Former inconsistent regulations re-

pealed, 209
Licences for commanders of passage

vessels, see Passage Vessels
Duties, when and where to be paid,

209
Powers of mitigating double duty, 209

Complaints of Overcharges of Duty, d-c.

Before whom to be heard, &c , 213
Complaint of overcharge or overpayment

of duty not to be made to commis-
sioners of excise or justices, in cases

where question shall be the liability

of goods to duty, or rate of duty, or

mode of charging duty, 214
As to appeal, 215

Of Entries, d;C.

Of premises how to be made, 215

EXCISE—continued.
I. Excise Laws ix General—continued.

Of Entries, dkc.—continued.

Entries to be kept in a book which is tc

be evidence in legal proceedings,

215
Penalty for using premises or utensils

without entry, 216
Penalty for using premises or utensils

for other purpose than that for which
entered, 216

Not more than one entry to be in force

for same premises, 216
If trader absconds or quits entered pre-

mises without withdrawing the entry,

any other person may, with consent,

make entry of the premises, 216
All vessels, &c., not duly entered, and

all goods found in unentered premises,

declared forfeited, 216
Managers, &c., of joint-stock companies

or corporations to make entry on be-
half of them, 217

Married women, whose husbands be-

come insane, or who may be sepa-

rated from them and out of the king-

dom, may, with consent of commis-
sioners, make entry, 217

What sufficient proof of such entry,

217
No entry to be legal except in name of

real owner, 218
But ostensible owner liable, 218
In entry of premises, vessels, &c., same

to be distinguished by letters or

numbers, and fixed pipes to be painted,

218
And a drawing, &c., to be delivered,

219
Officer may enter building, &c., subject

to survey, for inspecting same, or

taking account, and charging duty of,

219 ..

Such officer is to charge duty, &c, >;

219
Specimen books may be left by ofiScers

on premises, not to be removed or .^y

destroyed, penalty, 220 f,

Hindering officers, &;c., in execution of y
duty, penalty, 220

Excise traders shall pay duty at such
time and place and to such person as

shall be appointed, 220
Or upon demand made by order of com-

missioners, 220
No person compelled to go further than

next market-town for making entries

or payment of duties, 221
Goods subject to duties, and all mate-

rials, machinery, vessels, and imple-

ments used in manufacture, to be
liable for all duties, arrears, and pe-

nalties incurred whilst in possession

of trader, 221
Proviso, that, where goods duly charged
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EXCISE—continued.

I. Excise Laws in General—continued.

Of Entries, cfcc.

—

continued.

with duty have been sold and . de-

livered in ordinary course of trade,

Lability to cease, 221
Officers may administer oaths, 222
As to affirmation in lieu of an oath, 222
Perjury and subornation of perjury, 222

Goods fraudulently removed or con-

cealed, forfeited, 222
Also packages, or conveyances used for

removing same, 223
Penalty, treble the value, or 100^.,

223
Goods fraudulently produced to obtain

drawback forfeited with treble value,

or 100^., 223
Persons found employed in unentered

excise manufactories liable to fine and
imprisonment, 223

Officer may apprehend offender, 223

Proceedings to conviction, &c., 223

On non-payment of penalty, three

months' imprisonment, 224
Second offence, penalty for, 224
Officer making oath of suspicion, two

commissioners, or one justice, may
grant warrant to enter premises, and
seize forfeited goods lodged or con-

cealed, 224
Power to reward officers detecting pri-

vate manufactories, 225
Justices, constables, &c., required to

assist revenue officers, 225
Penalty on constable or peace-officer not

assisting officer of excise when required,

225
Constables may continue assistance into

neighbouring districts, 225
Officers to have similar powers of seizure,

&c., of goods forfeited under laws of

excise, &c., 225
Persons obstructing officers, &c., in

making seizures, or rescuing the

same, or destroying packages, 226
Officers, &c., violently resisted may op-

pose force to force, 226
And on being prosecuted shall be ad-

mitted to bail, 226
Jlay plead general issue, 227
Persons against whom indictment, &c.,

for resistance found, &c., to give

security, 227
Or in default to be committed, 227
If offender be in prison for want of

bail, copy of indictment or informa-
tion may be delivered to the gaoler,

with notice of trial, and proceedings
had thereon, 227

Defendant, if acquitted, to be discharged,

228
Indictments or informations for assault-

ing officers may be tried in any county,

228

EXCISE—continued.

I. Excise Laws in General—continued.

Of Entries, &c.—continued.

Offenders may be sentenced to hard
labour, 228

Goods forfeited may be seized by any
officer of excise, 229

Merits alone to be attended to at trial,

229
Notice of seizure to be given, 229
Seizure by police or peace-officers to be

lodged in office of excise, 22t)

If stopped on suspicion of felony, to be
lodged in police-office, and notice

given to officer of excise, 229
After trial, goods to be deposited in

excise office, to be dealt with accord-

ing to law, 229
Goods not so deposited shall be for-

feited, 229
Parties making default, to forfeit 20Z.,

230
Weights and Scales,

Trader subject to excise survey to keep
just weights and scales, 230

Penalty on obstructing officer taking
true account of stock, or putting
other commodity than stock in scales,

230
Penalty for keeping unjust weights and

scales, 230

As to claiming Goods seized, 230

Proceedings for Condemnation, 230

Prosecutions and Proceedings, t6c., in Courts,

Informations and indictments to be
preferred by order of commissioners,
and suits to be in name of attorney-
general, 230

Averment of certain matters to be
sufficient, unless contrary proved,
230

Viva voce evidence may be given that
a party is an officer, as he is to be
deemed a competent witness, 231

What deemed sufficient evidence of
order of commissioners of customs or
excise, 231

Prosecutions may be in superior courts
of record, but must be within 3
years, 231

Exemplification of excise debt of record
in courts of exchequer may be trans-

mitted to any other courts, and debt
recovered there, 231

Service of subpoena in any part of

United Kingdom valid as to appear-
ance in any other part, 231

No action, &c., to be commenced, &c.,

imless by order of commissioners,
231

Or in name of attorney-general, or officer

of excise or customs, 231
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I. Excise Laws in Genebal—co)i<i;maZ.

Procediwjs for penalties hefore Justices,

tfcc.

Not to extend to summary proceedings
on arrests, 231

Expenses of prosecutions before justices,

how to be defrayed, 232
Prosecutions before commissioners of

excise or justices, 232
Information exhibited before justices of

county not objectionable, because
there are distinct commissions of

peace within whose jurisdiction of-

fence was committed, 233
Penalties may be sued for by order of

commissioners of excise, and in name
of officers of excise, 233

Limitation of time for exhibiting infor-

mation, 233
Two or more justices to meet every

three calendar months, or oftener, to

adjudge excise cases, 234
Regulations in cases of death or absence

of justice during proceedings, 234
Reference to former general powers of

justices, 235
No officer of excise to act as a justice in

excise cases, 235
Nor any excise trader in any case re-

lating to his trade, 235
Penalties of treble value to be either

treble value of best goods of like kind,

or 100^., at election of commissioners
or prosecutor, 235

Persons incurring penalties may be pro-

secuted jointly or severally,' 236
Averment in information, that com-

missioners had ordered prosecution,

sufficient proof of such order, &c.,

236
What sufficient proof of order of Trea-

sury or commissioners of excise,

236
Commissioners and justices to proceed

to hearing and judgment on the
merits, without regard to defects in
form, 236

Witnesses summoned and not appear-
ing, or refusing to give evidence, pe-

nalty for, 237
Officers of excise competent witnesses

notwithstanding interest in penalty
or forfeiture under prosecution, 237

Prjof of payment of duties, or that

goods seized are not of the kind al-

leged, to lie upon owner or claimant,

237
Judgment to be entered by default

against prisoner who shall not appear
and plead, 238

Commissioners and justices may miti-

gate penalty to one-fourth, 238
Commissioners may further mitigate or

entirely remit penalty, 238

EXCISE—coniinMfd

I. Excise Laws in General—continued.

Proceedings, <Lc.— continued.

But not authorised to mitigate penalty
of double duty for non-payment of

duties, 239
Expenses of prosecution before commis-

sioners or justices may be ordered to
be paid out of revenue, 239

In case of death, &c., or absence of

officer in whose name information ex-

hibited, proceedings may be carried

on by any other, 239
No certiorari at suit of defendant to

supersede or affect any proceedings by
commissioners of excise or justices,

240
Proviso as to certiorari at suit of crown

out of exchequer, 240
Persons aggrieved by judgment of com-

missioners of excise may appeal to

barons of exchequer, 240
Appeal to quarter sessions by officer of

excise or person aggrieved by jus-

tices' decision, 240
Defects of form may be rectified,

240
Notice of appeal to be given, 240,

241
If appeal against conviction, appellant

to make deposit with officer of ex-

cise, 241
Seven clear days' notice to be given of

hearing of appeal, 241
Summons may be served by officers of

excise, 242
Witnesses tendered for examination at

original hearing may be examined
on hearing appeal, 241, 242

Proceedings upon determination of ap-

peal, 242
Commissioners of excise and justices to

grant warrants for sale of goods, or
levying of penalties, 242

Commissioners of appeal and quarter
sessions to grant warrants for sale of

goods or levy of penalties, 243
Any time not less than 4 nor exceeding

8 davs to be appointed for sale of dis-

tress", 243
Penalty and expenses to be deducted
from sale, and overplus returned,
243

A copy of warrant may be taken, 244
Force of warrant, 244
Where sufficient distress not found,

warrant may issue for arrest, 244
Imprisonment, 244
Fresh levy warrant may issue when

goods found after issue or execution
of arrest warrant, 244

Warrants to be executed in any part of
United Kingdom, indorsement by
justice for place in which same shall
be executed, 245
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I. Excise Laws in General—co?i<jnwed.

Proceedings, iL-c.—continued.

No action against any justice for grant-

ing or indorsing warrant, 245

Informations for penalties within limits

of ciiief office may be heard by com-
missioners or justices of peace, 245

Commissioners may hear the same at

chief office or elsewhere, 246

Officers of inland revenue may conduct
proceedings before justices, 246

Of entering Noli Prosequi, dr.

Attorney-General may enter a noli pro-

sequi in any prosecution under excise

laws, 246

Staying Proceedings, d-c. :

Commissioners may forbear to prosecute

for penalties, or order seizures to be
restored, or compound prosecutions

at any time before judgment, 246

If terms accepted, or seizures received

no proceedings to be brought for de-

tention, 247
Treasury may order seizures to be re-

stored, or penalties mitigated or re-

mitted, before or after judgment, on
such terms as they shall direct, 247

Offenders removing.

Offenders removing out of jurisdiction

where convicted, 247
Persons liable to arrest under laws of

excise, not being detained at the

time, may be afterwards arrested,

248

Of Permits and Certificates.

General regulations, 248
Mandamus lies to issue permit, 248

I'ermits to be made and granted, 248
Commissioners of excise to provide

moulds for making paper to be used
for, and plates and types for printing,

permits, 248
Offence of unauthorised persons making

paper in imitation of excise paper, and
persons forging or counterfeiting

plates or types, 248
Forging or counterfeiting, &c., permits,

felony, 249

A request-note to be produced for ob-

taining a permit, 249
Permit to limit time for which it is to

be in force, 249
Goods seized may be restored in certain

cases, 250
Penalty on sending out, &c., goods with-

out permit, 250
Goods removed without permit to be

forfeited, and person removing them
tofoifeit 200/., 250

VOL. n.

I. Excise Laws in Geneeal— continued.

Of Permits, <fcc.— continued.

Where permit not delivered with goods,
price to be forfeited, 250

Penalty on forging or counterfeiting re-

quest-notes, or fraudulently procuring
permits, or misapplying or misusing
them, 251

Where goods forfeited, the casks, &c.,

containing the same, and conveyance
used in removal, to be forfeited,

251
Punishment of officer delivering out

false permits, 251
Penalty on false declaration, 252
Goods to be condemned, notwithstand-

ing permit, unless the duties have
been paid, 252

Counterpart of permit to be evidence,

252
Certain provisions in former acts re-

pealed, 253
Provisions as to permits in acts regula-

ting the particular trade not to be
affected, 253

Drawback, export on.

What articles drawback allowed on, 253
Goods for drawback differing from de-

scription forfeited, 253
Substituted as shipped for those spe-

cified in shipping notice or relanded

forfeited, 253
Together with boats, vessels, &c., em-

ployed in relanding, &c., 253
Penalty for giving more than one ship-

ping notice, 253
When shipped for drawback not to be

relanded, or packages opened, or

maiks altered, 254

IL Paeticdlar Laws of Excise Affect-
ing particular Articles.

Ale and Beer.

Duties and drawbacks, 255
During her Majesty's life, hereditary du-

ties on cyder and beer not to be col-

lected 255
56 Geo. 3, c. 58, and 1 & 2 Geo. 4, c. 22,

continued in force, except so much as

relates to certificates and increases in

stock, 256
After 10th October, 1830, brewers to

pay their licence duty in proportion

to quantity of malt which they use in

brewing, "156

Bond not to be required of brewers on
taking out licence, 256

All laws in force relating to export of

excisable commodities on drawbacks

to apply to export of beer, 256

Beer may be exported on drawback ac-

cording to gravity of worts used,

257
4 u
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'EXClSE—continued.

II. Particulab Laws—continued.

Ale and Beer—cmtinued.

Exporter of, to make declaration on
obtaining drawback, 257

Penalty for making false declaration, 257
Drawbacks on export of beer under
management of commissioners of in-

land revenue, 257
Penalty for untruly stating gravity of

beer for export, 258
New rates of drawback, 258
Brewers to make entry of all premises

and utensils used for brewing or
storing beer and malt, 258

Penalty, and forfeiture of utensils, &c.,
258

OflBcers may enter any building or
places used by brewers for purpose of

inspecting and taking account of

beer or malt therein, 259
Penalty on obstructing officers, &c.,

259
No brewer to have raw, &c., grain in

brewery, 259
Nothing in 1 Will. 4, c. 64, to aflfect

licences required by law to be taken
out by brewers and dealers in beer,

and by publicans, 259
No material or preparation of descrip-

tion mentioned in act shall be in pos-

session of any brewer or dealer, or
used in colouring of beer, 260

No druggist to sell such colouring to

any brewer or dealer, 261
Brewers to enter in a book, delivered by

officer, quantity of malt to be used
in brewing, 262

Mashed malt not to be removed till

gauged, &c., by officer, 262
Penalty not incurred for removing malt

after worts drawn off, if officer

neglect to attend within an hour after

specified time, 263
Samples of wort may be taken after it is

drawn from mash-tun, 263
Worts not to be fermented till samples

taken, 263
Penalty for, not to be incurred if officer

neglect to attend within an hour after

specified time, 263
Brewer,

Koasted malt,when used by, brewer to

provide deposit rooms, and deliver

certificate of malt to officer, 263
Penalty for obstructing officer and

non-delivery of certificate, 264

Not to purchase except of licensed

roaster of malt, 264
Intending to use sugar, to take out

licence, 267
Allowed to use sugar for brewing,

264
Eat only in state as imported, and
when customs duty paid, 264

INDEX TO VOL. H.

'EXCISK—continued.

II. Particular LAWS-^continued.

Ale and Beer—continued.

May make beer colouring from sugar,

265
When sugar used by, in brewing,

quantity used to be entered in

book delivered by officers, 265
To make entry of time when mash or

dissolve sugar, 267
To pay licence duty when using sugar,

265
Commissioners to make regulations as

to brewing with sugar, 267
To make true entry of quantity of

sugar used, 266
Penalty for omission, 266
To enter premises used for storing

sugar, 267
Not to gell or retail beer except at li-

censed brewing premises, or on
premises duly licensed, 266

May take out licence elsewhere than
on brewing premises, 266

Taking orders not to be deemed a

selling, 266
Not to have raw or unmalted grain

in his brewery or adjacent pre-

mises, 269
Malt used by, to be ground by metal

rollers only, 269
Worts solidified, grant of drawback on,

268
Manufacture and export of, to be
under regulations of inland re-

venue commissioners, 268
Only to contain production from
mashing of malt or sugar, 269

Beer sellers by wholesale,

To take out licence, 269

By retail.

Not to sell except at special places,

270
Of table beer.

Allowed by persons not rated or

producing certificate, 270

Brewers' licences, as to.

To expire on 10th October, 270
Before obtaining, to make declarations

of quantity of malt and sugar

brewed in previous year, 270

When may be paid in moities, 271

When part of duty on may be re-

turned, 271

When quantity brewed less than
quantity licensed for, difierence to

be repaid, 271
If more, brewer to be surcharged,

271
Surcharge upon first licence payable

upon death or bankruptcy, 271

Brewers omitting to take out licence

liable to the duty, 272
Brewers for others, when deemed

brewers for sale, 272
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EXCISF,—continued.

II. Particular liA'ws—contimied.

Ale and Beer—continued.

How long to remain in force, 273
Brewers of black beer,

To pay duties imposed by 6 Geo. 4, c.

81, 272
Beer dealers,

Duly licensed may sell by retail not
on the premises, if take out addi-

tional licence, 272
Beer licences.

To be taken out by licensed vic-

tuallers not selling spirits, 272
Recovery and application of forfeitures,

263
Appraisers and Jioiise-agents,

Who to be deemed, 273
Licences to be taken out annually, 273
By whom to be granted, 273

Penalty for not taking out licence, 273
Provisions of excise acts to apply to

appraisers' licences, 274
A uctioneers.

Duty under management of Inland
Revenue, 275

Licences to be taken out and renewed
annually, penalty 100?., 275

When not necessary, 276
To be produced on demand, penalty,

276
Licensed auctioneer may sell by auc-

tion goods or commodities requir-

ing excise licence, for sale of, 276
To suspend board or ticket with
name and address before begin-

ing sale, 276
Not to sell excisable commodities,

except upon licensed premises,

277
May act as appraisers without li-

cence, 273
Brewers, see Ale and Beer.

Canteens,

Justices may grant a transfer licence

to persons holding canteens under
authority, 278

Cards,

Wrapper, meaning of, 278
Cards, meaning of, 278
Duty on, to be denoted on wrapper,278
To be sold in separate packs, enclosed

in wrapper, 278
Stamp upon wrapper to be exposed to

view, 273
Licences to sell, may be granted by

inland revenue commissioners,
278

Penalty for selling, without licence,

278
Without stamped wrapper, 279
For fraudulently removing wrap-

per, 280
Hawkers selling cards may be con-

victed, 279

EXCISE

—

continued.

II. Particular Laws—continued.

Cards— continued.

Maker's name to be printed on
•wrapper, 279

Seller, not being a maker or whole-
sale dealer, to cancel stamp on
wrapper before sale, 280

Imported cards, and secondhand
cards, and toy-cards, may be sold
without wrapper, 280

Unstamped, may be exported, 280
Regulations respecting, 280

Chicory,

Duty of excise imposed upon, 281
Dryers and roasters of, to make entry

of premises, 281
Not to be in possession of other than

licensed roaster or dryer, 281
Dryerto provide warehouse for storage

of, 281
To give notice to excise officer of

intention to dry, 281
To give notice of intention to re-

move from kiln or drying uten-
sil, 281

Officer to take account, 281
Penalty on, for not removing pur-

suant to notice, 282
Not to have on premises chicory

not dried in his own kiln, 283
Not to have dried chicory except

in warehouse approved, penalty.

To provide weights and scale?, 283
Not to be sent out of premises but in

presence of officer, 282
Not less than 1 cwt. to be delivered

at one time, 282
Stock account of, to be kept, penalty

if deficiency exceeds 2 per cent

,

282
Periodical return of duty on chicory

dryers to be made, 283
Dryer not to carry on business of

cofFee-roaster on the same premises,
283
Or communicating or adjoining,
234

AVhat acts may be done by dryers
and roasters under regulations, 284

Dryers of chicory to provide accommo-
dation for excise officer on premises,
284

Interpretation clause, 285

Coffee, Tea, Chocolate and Cocoa-Nuts.

Licences to be taken out by dealers,

285
Excise laws in force before 1825, rela-

ting to dealers in, and manufactures
of certain excisable articles, shall con-
tinue in force notwithstanding any-
thing in acts relating to customs
285

4 u 2
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EXCISE -continued.

II. PAnTicoLAB Laws— continued.

Coffee, Tea, <Lr..—continued.

Penalties and forfeitures prosecuted by
order of commissioners of excise to be
prosecuted and recovered according to

7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, 286
Excise laws of Great Britain relating to

tea, coffee, cocoa, pepper, &c., extended
to United Kingdom, 286

Officers of excise may examine tea,

coffee, chocolate, &c., in possession of

dealer, 286
Such goods not to be offered for sale

but in entered places, 286
Coffee not to be mixed with substances

to increase weight, 286
Penalties and forfeitures, how sued for,

and divided, 287
If article made to resemble coffee or

cocoa be found in possession of

dealer, &c., it shall be forfeited, and
dealer forfeit 100^., 287

Dealers in tea, or manufacturers or

dyers thereof, adulterating teas, to

forfeit it and 100?., 287
Imitations of tea, 287
Dyeing or manufacturing in imitation of

tea leaves of tea that have been
used, &€., or selling or offering to sell

same, &c., 287
Penalty on persons having more than

6 lb. of any such leaves in their pos-

session, 288
Search-warrants for such leaves, 288
All leaves found to be destroyed, &c.,

288
Penalty on persons obstructing officers

in search, 289
Cases in which leaves found concealed

shall not be destroyed, &c., 289
Occupiers of houses, &c., wherein such

leaves shall be found, if lodged there
with their consent, liable to penalties,

289
Application of forfeitures, 289
Justices to put act in execution, 290
Convictions of offenders to be certified

to next quarter sessions, 290
Tea licence to be granted on overseers'

certificate, 290
Penalty on overseers refusing licence,

291
Form of conviction, 290
Conviction not to be quashed for want

of form, &c., 290
Obstructing officers, 290

Cyder. See " Duties on Ale and Beeb."

Dogs, excise duty on licence to keep, 291

Penalty for keeping, without licence,

291*

Game Certificates,

Regulated by 23 & 24 Vict. c. 90, 291.

And S3e " Game."

EXCISE

—

continued.

II. Particular Laws—continued.

Hackney Carriages,

Duty on deemed excise duty, 291

HawTcers and Pedlers,

Duty on deemed excise licence, 2ri.

See " Hawkers and Pedlers.''

House Agents. See Appraisers, 273

Malt.

New duties on licences, 292
Duties under the 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c £2,

292
Duty, how to be calculated, when

charged according to weight, 308
From 10th October, 1827, every malt-

ster shall make entry of all places and
utensils used for making malt, under
penalty of lOOZ. and forfeiture of malt
found, 292

One room may be used for keeping malt
and for keeping grain, if separated by
a partition, 293

Raw grain may be dried on the kiln,

293
Construction of cisterns used by malt-

sters for steeping above eight bushels

at one time, 293
Maltsters to obtain certificate from super-

visors that cisterns are duly con-

structed, 293
Steeping corn without such certificate

shall be deemed a wetting or steeping

without notice, 294
Maltsters not keeping requisite means

for the use of officers, or not assisting

them to gauge cisterns, to forfeit

100?., 294
Couch frames to be constructed as spe-

cified, under penalty of 100?. and
forfeiture of malt found therein,

294
Ko penalty for using cisterns aud couch
frames in use before passing of act, if

same remain unaltered, 294
Cisterns and couch frames may be used,

although not constructed in manne
directed by the act, 295

Officers may enter buildings used by
maltsters, gauge vessels, &c., and
take account, &c., 295

Officer of excise to give a copy of his

charge, if demanded by maltster,

296
Specimen to be kept by officers on pre-

mises of maltsters, and not to be re-

moved or destroyed, or entries obli-

terated, 296
Officer to enter on specimen number of

bushels charged on each steeping,

296
Penalty on obstructing officers, 297
Twenty-four hours' notice to be given of
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EXCISE

—

continued.

II. Particular Laws—continued.

Malt—continued.

•wetting corn at a malt-house situated

in a city or market-town, and forty-

eight hours' notice elsewhere, 297
Hours of wetting of corn, 297
Maltsters to keep grain in cistern co-

vered with water for at least forty

hours, 297
Water may be once drained during the

steeping on due notice having been
given, provided the corn be again

covered within an hour, 297
No corn to be added to that in steep

after account taken, 298
Corn to be emptied only between seven

in morning and four in afternoon, 298
Penalty on taking corn out of any cis-

tern within ninety-six hours of the

last emptying of any cistern under
the same roof, 298

Penalty on so conveying corn from cis-

tern that it cannot be gauged in

couch frame, 298
Penalty on treading or forcing together

corn in cistern or couch frame, 298
Officers of excise siispecting any cistern

or couch to be trodden or forced to-

gether, may have same turned out

and returned, 298
What increase to be deemed conclusive

evidence of treading or forcing to-

gether, 299
No maltster to have more than five

floors, including couch frame and kiln,

from one cistern, or one or more cis-

terns emptied into same couch frame,

299
Floors may be divided for working sepa-

rately, or oldest one for carrying to

kiln, 299
Maltster may have six floors, including

the couch and kiln, in operation at

same time, 299

Floors to be in regular forms, and
levelled and laid in succession, accord-

ing to seniority of age, under penalty,

300
No penalty for outward edges of the

floor not being in straight lines, if so

placed as to be conveniently gauged,

301

Penalty on mixing corn of different

steepings, 301
Penalty on wetting or damping malt

after taken from kiln, 301
Penalty on fraudulently depositing, con-

cealing, or conveying away malt, 301

Penalty for removing or receiving malt
before account taken and duties

charged, 300

Punishment of servants maliciously be-

ginning to wet corn, or emptying cis-

tern at illegal hours, &c., 301

EXCISE

—

continued.

IT. Particular lixws — continued.

Malt—con tinned.

Maltster to be liable to penalties for such
offences, unless he shall prosecute
such servant to conviction, &c., and
obtain a certificate thereof, and that

he has undergone punishment, 301
Maltster

May have duty charged according to

weight of grain, 307
To put cover to cistern when duty

charged, according to weight of grain,

307
To give 48 hours' notice of steeping

grain when duty to be charged by
weight, 307

To make declaration in writing of weight
of grain to be steeped, 307
To be delivered to officer of excise

at first visit, 308
Weight of grain in cistern, how ascer-

tained, 308
What to be deemed standard weight

on which duty chargeable, 308
Mode of calculating duty on malt
when charged by weight, 308

To provide proper weights and scales

and bushel measure, 308
To render assistance to officer, 308
To assist officer in weighing any corn or

grain in the malt-house, 308
Penalty if weight of grain in cistern in

excess of declaration, 308, (See Draw-
back

Less or damage of malt by fire or

water, justices at sessions, or commis-
sioners of excise, shall grant a certifi-

cate of such loss or damage, and
duties shall be repaid, 302

Notice to be given on application for

relief in cases of malt destroyed or

damaged, 302
Decision of justices, &c. to be final, 303
All malt, utensils, and vessels to be sub-

ject to arrears of duty, penalties, and
forfeitures, 303

Former regulations incousistent with
this act repealed, 303

Fines and forfeitures to be recovered,

mitigated, and distributed as by
former laws, 303

Act to extend to the United Kingdom,
303

Exceptions, 304
Officer of excise to make return of duty

charged on maltster every six weeks,

304
May weigh and measure grain in malt-

house, 308
Amount of such return to be paid in six

days unless security given, 301

Punishment of servants offending, 304
Recited act to remain in force where not

repealed, 305
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EXCISE—continued.

II. Particular Laws—continued.

Malt—continued.
The 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 53, extended to 11

Geo. 4, c. 17, 305
Respecting notices required to be given
by maltsters, 305

Allowances to be made on gauging corn
or grain making into malt for the
charge of duty, ^05

Malting barley or other grain

To be kept in operation for 168 hours
at least, 305

Other corn as commissioners shall direct,

306
Credit (period of)

Time limited for payment of malt duty
to 6 weeks from making of return, 306

Grain
To be removed from cistern into couch

frame and laid level, 306
What depth allowed in couch frame,

306
When may be sprinkled, 306, 309
Notice of steeping to be given, 307
Declaration of weight of, 307

Cisterns,

Having internal communication to be
emptied the same day, 306

To have cover when duty charged by
weight, 307

Couch frames.

Not to be altered after entry without
notice, 307

Grain to be laid level in and of certain

depth, 206
Offences,

Against act for charging malt duty
according to weight, penalties, 309

Exjwrt of Malt. See Drawback on expoi-t

of malt allowed on whole amount of

duty, 309
Export to be made pursuant to rules of

commissioners, 309
Conditions to be observed by malt-

ster, 310
May be made from malt house

licensed, and entered for making
malt for distillation, 312

Weights and scales to be provided at

malt-house, 310

Officer of excise at port of export to

give certificate of amount of drawback
payable to exporter, 310

Roasted malt, by whom to be exported,

311
What deductions to be made, 310
Penalties for breach of regulations

respecting, 311

Malt for Distillation.

May be made free from duty for distil-

ling purposes, 311

Only in malt-houses specially entered,

312

EXCISE

—

continued.

II. Particular Laws—continued.

Malt—continued.

If made by other than distillers, security

to be given, 312
Kiln to be erected in malt-house for

securing malt whilst drying, 312
To be locked by officer of excise

whilst grain is drying, 312
Entry of to be made if for drying

of barley or other grain, 312
If malt-house more than mile from

nearest town, accommodation to be
found for officer, 313

What rooms to be provided by distiller,

313
Fastenings to kiln rooms, &c., to be pro-

vided, '313

Penalty for removing or damaging
locks, &c., 313

Notice of removal from store-rooms to

be given, 313
Officer upon notice may grant per-

mit for removal, 313
Particulars of removed from, and re-

ceived into, store to be kept, 314
Stock of in store-room may be weighed

or measured from time to time, 314
Provisions in case of deficiency or

excess over last account, 314
Weights, scales, and measures to be pro-

vided by distiller, 315
Malt-house entered for, to have name of

distiller, &c., painted over principal

door, 315
Persons taking or removing malt, &c.,

from malt-house, unless with permit,
liable to arrest, 316

Malt for Feeding Animals.
May be used free of duty, if mixed with

seed, 316
Persons making, to give security against

fraud, 316
Conditions of bond, 316
Maltsters to put name, &c., over the

door of malt-house, 317
To be deposited in store-rooms, 317
And conveyed to grinding-room after

notice, and subject to excise regula-

tions, 317
Grinding and mixing rooms to be pro-

vided, 317
To be mixed with linseed cake or meal

in certain proportions, 317
Account of all mixed malt to be kept, 317

And of persons to whom sohl, 317
Penalty for se^^arating malt and linseed

cake or meal, 318
Persons unlawfully removing malt, &c.,

liable to arrest, 318
Justices licensed under this act may

grant ale-house licences, 318

Malt roasted.

The roasting of malt prohibited for sale
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EXCISE—co7dinued,

II. Particular Laws—continued.

Ma It—continued.

or the selling thereof except by per-

sons duly licensed, 318
Eoasters of malt and dealers in roasted

malt to take out licence, 318
Duty on licences to be under manage-
ment of commissioners of excise, who
to grant same, 318

Roasters of malt to make entry of their

premises and utensils, 318
Roasters of malt to mark their premises
and utensils corresponding to their

entry, 319
Officers of excise empowered to enter

premises of roasters of malt, 319
Roasters of malt not to receive any other

grain than unroasted malt, and
dealers no other than roasted malt,

319
A malt-book to be delivered to every

roaster of malt and dealer in roasted
malt, in which they shall respectively

enter all malt received, roasted, and
sent out by them, 320

Stock account of malt to be taken, 321
Book may be made up before taking

account, and malt in cylinders may be
included, 322

Malt not to be roasted at night, 322
Certificate-book to be delivered to every

roaster of malt, 322
Roasted malt to be sent out by certifi-

cate, 323
Rrewers intending to use roasted malt to

provide deposit rooms in which roasted

malt to be deposited, and certificate

delivered up to officer, 323
Malt received by roaster shall be roasted

on his premises, 323
Roasted malt shall be sent out unground,

324
No roasted malt to be bought of any but

a licensed roaster, 324
No maltster at malt-house, or within one

mile of it, or any druggist or grocer, to

be a roaster of malt or dealer in roast-

ed malt, 324
Power of commissioners to except malt-

sters whose premises were within
prohibited distance before 1st April,

1842, 324
Roasters, &c., of malt subject to like pro-

hibitions, as to custody, &c. of certain

articles, &c., as brewers of, or dealers

in, or retailers of beer, 324
What to be deemed unmalted grain in

possession of malt roaster, 324
Or of a brewer, 325

Undried malt in possession of roaster to

be deemed unmalted grain, 325

EXCISE

—

continued.

II, Particular Laws—continued.

Medicines.

Duties on licences to sell, 197
See Medicines.

Paper.

Duty on licence to make, 198

Passage Vessels.

Commander, &c., of vessels and packets
carrying passengers from one part of

United Kingdom to another may be
licensed by commissioners of excise to

retail wine, beer, tobacco, &c. on board
such vessels, 325

Licences to be transferable, 326
And to be renewed yearly, 326
Duty on licence, 326
Penalty for selling wines without licence,

&c., 326
Duties to be under the excise, 326
Regulations or penalties respecting

smuggling, not affected by 9 Geo. 4,

c. 47, 326
Licences under 9 Geo. 4, c. 47, for sale

of exciseable commodities on board
passage vessels may be granted by
commissioners of excise or their autho-
rised officer, 326

Pawnbrokers.

Licence to be taken out annually by,

327
When to expire, 330
Penalty for not taking out proper licence,

327
How recoverable, 327
Power to mitigate by justices, 327

Plate.

Licence, 327
Who to take out licences, 327
What duty payable, 327
Penalty for dealing in without licence,

328
Not required for sale of gold or silver

lace, thread, or wire, 328
When to expire, 328
Gold or silver offered for sale, <tc.,

deemed such, 329
Powers of former acts transferred to

commissioners of inland revenue in

Great Britain and Ireland, 330
Penalties, recovery of, 330
Plate and pawnbrokers' licences to ex-

pire annually on 5th July, 330
As to drawback on export, 330
Distinctive mark to be placed on foreign

plate assayed in U.K., 330
Schedule of repealed acts, 331

Post-horses. See " Stage-Coaches and
POST-HORSES."

Duties on licence to keep, 196
When granted, 331
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EXCISE—continued.

II. Pakticxjlar JjAvrs— continued.

Race-horses,

Meaning of, 332
New duty on, 331
Provisions of excise acts to apply, 331
Duty on, to whom to be paid, 332

To be paid for the year, ending 31st

December, 333
Printed books of receipts and counter-

foils to be provided, 332
Eeceiver of duty to give receipt on

printed form, 332
And to be accountable for forms and

counterfoils provided for him, 332
To pay amounts received to inland

revenue, 338
Penalty on, for neglect of duty, 333

Railuay Passengers,

Duty on, 194, 333

Refreshment Houses,

Licence duty on, 198 & 333

Soap,

Licence to be taken out by makers,
198

Spirits.

Licence duty on distiller of, 198
Officers of excise,

Penalty on making collusive agreements
in fraud ofspirit duties, 334
On persons offering rewards to, 334

Interpretation of terms,

In si^irit duties acts, 335
Licences to distillers, rectifiers, and com-

pounders,

To be only for premises named in li-

cence, 336
No person shall keep any still without

a licence, 336
Licences, &c., to be in form directed by

commissioners, 336
Penalty on distillers distilling, &c., with-

out licence, &c., bSij

No person to be licensed, or to make
entry of house or still for making
wash, low wines, or spirits, unless
Buch distillery be in or within one
quarter of mile of a market town,
336

No person to keep a still of less than
4oO gallons, or to use in any distillery

more than two wash stills, and two
low wine stills, if he keeps any still

of less content than 3000 gallons,

336
Distilling apparatus.

Not allowed, unless can distil 200 gal-

. Ions an hour, 3;-j7

Still not to be kept or used of less con-

tent than 40 gallons, 337
No licence to be granted for, of less

EXCISE—continued.

11. Particclar Laws—continued.

Spirits—continwd.

than 400 gallons, without certificate

of justices, 337
Commissionei-3 may refuse licence for,

337
Smaller may be kept without certifi-

cate when larger is licensed, 337
Licences for, may be refused when

near rectifiers or brewers, 337
May be refused to brewers, recti-

fiers, and near to distilleries, 337
Licence to, may be revoked for ob-

structing officers, 337
Description of spirit stores, vessels, and

utensils in distillery,

Spirit store to be provided in, 337
After licence granted, and before dis-

tiller makes entry of his distillery

utensils, he shall erect certain

chargers and receivers, 338
Number of chargers and receivers, &c.,

338
Penalty for a greater number, &c., 333
Description of wash charger, 338
Of low wines receiver, 338
Of feints receiver, 338
Of low wines and feints charger,

339
Of spirit receiver, 339
Of spent lees receiver. 339

Dipping-rods to be fixed in chargers, re-

ceivers, &c., 339
Penalty for constructing chargers or re-

ceivers contrary hereto, 200Z. ; and
20/. for every day during which they
remain, 340

There shall not be any pipe or opening
in any still, except as herein described

on penalty,'341

Wash, low wines, feints and spirits.

How to be conveyed from, and to the
several utensils used at the distillery,

340
Penalty for disobeying directions, 340
Spirits to be removed from rtceiver into

cask or entered stone vat, 340
Spirit receivers.

How to be placed, 340
Must admit of suSicient depth for

gauge of spirits, 340
Existing receivers on 10th Oct., 1S.53,

though of le.ss depth allowed, 341
Spirits in how to be gauged. 341
Apparatus to, may be required to pre-

vent fraud, 341
Distillers sli.-iU make holes or openings

in the breast of their stills not Itss

than two inches in diameter, through
which officers may take sam| les, 34

1

Penalty on distiller not making such
holes or openings, or not paying for

and maintaining fastenings for secur-

ing the same, 34

1
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Spirits—con timeed.

Or for securing the still heads and fur-

nace doors, or for opening or da-

maging any lock or fastening, 341

End of worm of each still shall be en-

closed and secured, and spirits run
into a close safe, &c., 341

Distiller shall keep a discharge cock to

each still, 342
Distiller shall keep a proper discharge

cock or plug in each fermenting wash
back, 342

Construction of cocks required to be
used, 342

Distiller shall provide all such proper

cocks, pumps, and fastenings, &c., at

own expense, 342
Cocks, &c., shall be kept and affixed to

satisfaction of officer, 343
Each back and fixed vessel for keeping

spirits shall have a dipping place,

constructed as herein directed,

343
Dipping-place,

Penalty for not making or maintaining
in a convenient position, 343
For preventing officer ascertaining

quantity, gravity, &c., 343
For altering position of or deceiving

officer, 344
More than one in any spirit receiver, &c.,

may be ordered by commissioner,

343
Penalty if position or size of vessel be

altered without notice, 34 4

Commissioners of excise may authorise

distillers to use their present uten-

sils, 344

Officer may order water to be drawn off

from worm tub, for examination of

worm and tub, 344

Penalty for i-efusal, 344
True content to be cut, branded, or

painted on moveable casks, and also

name and place of stock of trader,

345
Making entry of premises and utensils and

regulations as to.

Entry to be made of several places and
utensils of trade, 345

Utensils and stores shall be marked,
345

Drawing or description shall be given,

showing course of every fixed pipe in

distillery, 346
Pipes used in distillery to be painted,

346
Distiller shall not enter any utensil to be

used for more than one purpose,

345
Penalty for having any utensils or place

not entered, 345
Houses for rectifying or compounding

EXCISE

—

continued.

II. Particular Lav,^s —continued.

Spirits—con tinued.

spirits not to be used within quarter
of a mile of still-house, 34 6

Nor shall a still-house be used within
quarter of a mile of house for rectify-

ing or compounding, or of another
distillery, 346

Distiller and rectifier or compoundei
not to be a maker of beer, sweet?,

vinegar, cyder, or perry, or refiner of

sugar, &c., 347
No entry of any distillery or utensils

shall be withdrawn whilst wash or

other materials for distillation re-

main, 346
Distillers, rectifiers, and compounders

shall affix board over distillery gate,

importing they are licensed, on pe-

nalty, 347
Penalty on unlicensed persons affixing

such board, 347
Admission of officers into entered premises

and power to search,

Officer suspecting, and making oath be-

fore justice, &c., may obtain special

warrant to break open house, &c.,

and seize spirits, 348
And if not claimed by owner within ten

days, the same shall be forfeited, and
proprietor, &c., shall pay 200^., for

every such place and still, &c., found
there, 349

Penalty on obstructing officer, 348
Officers empowered to enter distilleries,

and premises of rectifiers and com-
pounders, 348

And, if obstructed, distillers to forfeit

200/., 348
Penalty on not admitting officer, after

his declaring his name and business,

200/. ;- and officer may break open
distillery, 348

Distillers, rectifiers, and compounders
shall furnish officer with ladder and
lights, on penalty, 348

Officers may break up ground in distil-

lery, to search for private pipes, &c.,

348
Materials for distillation of spirits,

Only to use worts for wash made in his

distillery, 349
What may be used in making worts,

349
Distillers shall not distil at the same

time spirit from grain and from
sugar, or any other material, 350

Notice to be given by distiller of his

intention to use sugar or potatoes, 351

Penalty for using grain after such no-

tice, 351

During recess of Parliament, the king

may, by proclamation, prohibit distil-

lation of spirits from com, 349
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Spirits—continued.

General directions as to mode and
course in which wash, &c., shall be
conveyed through several utensils,

340
Teaalty on default, 200Z. ; or 20s. for

every gallon of wash, &c., not so con-
veyed, 340

Sugar or molasses not to be used except
from customs or excise warehouses,
350

Treacle only from refiners, &c., as when
first packed and accompanied with
certificate, 350

Storehouse for, to be provided at distil-

lery, 350
Sugar, &c., not to be removed but in

presence of officer, 351
Distiller to give 12 hours' notice of re-

ceiving sugar, molasses, &c., and to
produce the same in state as re-

ceived, 351
Four hours' notice to be given before
removing sugar from storehouse to
mash tun, 351

Sugar to be removed direct from store-

house to mash tun or re-deposited,

352
Officer to keep an account of stock of

sugar, &c., in storehouse, 352
Distiller not to sell sugar, treacle, or

molasses, and penalty, 352
Licence of distiller may be revoked on

second conviction for selling sugar,

&c., 353
Persons unlawfully removing sugar, &c.,

liable to imprisonment or fine, 353
As to brewing and fermenting of worts,

and distilling of wash, low wines, and
feints,

Distiller not to brew worts or use still

on Sundays, 353
To brew and distil in alternate periods

353
What to be deemed distilling period, 353

brewing period, 353
Provisoes, 354
To give 6 days' notice of beginning to

brew, and of recommencing brewing,
354

To give 4 hours' notice of each brewing
of worts, 354

Yeast only to be added in fermenting
back, 354

How degrees shall be ascertained, 355
Any saccharometer prescribed by the

commissioners of excise may be used,

355
Declaration shall be given of quantity
and gravity of wort when collected in

fermenting back, 354
Penalty on giving an untrue declaration,

&c., 354

EXCISE

—

continued.

II. Particular Laws- -continued.

Spi7'its—continued.

Penalty on increase of gravity of wort,

354
Penalty if wort or wash shall be found

to exceed in gravity or quantity the

gravity or quantity previously ascer-

tained by officer, 354
Distiller may sell yeast or use it in

distillery, 355
Re-fill wash backs during brewing

periods, 355
Regulations for distillers making bub or

other composition for exciting fer-

mentation, 355
Penalty on acting contrary to such re-

gulations, 355
Distillers shall declare before beginning

to distil, that all wort and wash is

collected into fermenting backs,

355
Distiller to give 4 hours' notice before

moving wash from fermenting back
to wash charger, 356

Contents of wash charger to be con-

veyed into still or charger before

other wash removed, 35(3

Samples of wash may be taken, and the

original gravity before fermentation

determined, 356
Officer may distil sample of wash,

357
Distiller to clean out low wines receiver,

and assist officer in distilling a charge

of wash out of any wash back re-

quired by officer, 357
Penalty if produce of wash distilled ex-

ceeds the proportion of one gallon and
a quarter of proof spirits for every

five degrees of gravity attenuated, &c.,

357
Penalty on removing wash till the

whole contents of one back shall be

conveyed to still, 357
Four hours' notice to be given before re-

moving low wines, feints, or spirits

from receivers, 357
Penalty for removing spirits without

notice, &c., 358
Low wines, spirits, and feints produced

from wash in each back to be kept

separate until account taken, 358

May re-distil feints, 358
Officer to take an account of spirits and

feints produced on re-distillation,

358
Two spirit receivers may be used on

certain conditions, 359
Modes of charging duty :

1st. By per centage from wash, accord-

ing to attenuation of gravity, 1 gallon

for every 5 degrees attenuated, 359

2nd. By the produce as found in the

low wines, 359
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3rd. By produce on re-distillation of

low wines into spirits and feints,

359
Wash to be charged from highest

gauge, without allowing for waste or

dregs, 359
Distiller shall not mix sugar or other

material with spirits, &c., to prevent

strength being ascertained, 35y

Officer shall make return on distiller for

quantity of spirits chargeable, who
shall pay duty accordingly, 359

Distiller, &c., to make entry at the end
of every distilling period, by de-

claring true quantity of wasli dis-

tilled, and spirits made in each

brewing and distilling period, 3o9
To deliver account of malt, sugar,

&c., used in each distilling period,

360
No spirit shall be received into dis-

tiller's stock, except such as distilled

in distillery, 360
Spirits,

Not to be received into distiller's stock

unless distilled by him, 360

Distilled during distilling period, to be

removed from spirit store within 10

days after such period, 360

Distiller's stock account of proof spirits

to be kept by officer, 361

Penalty for inci-ease or decrease in

stock, forfeiture of s^Dirits, and 20s.

for every gallon of excess, 361

Limitations as to excess, 361

No spirits to be removed from distillery

in less quantity than 9 gallons, nor

without permit expressing strength

thereof, 361

Warehousing of spirits.

Distiller to give notice of intention to

warehouse spirits, 362

Casks to be stowed so as to be easy of

access, 362
Accommodation in warehouse to be pro-

vided for officer, 362

Regulations as to strength of spirits,

marking casks, for, 363

Spirits warehoused may be removed
from one warehouse to another,

362
Penalty for xxnduly obtaining access to,

364
Penalty for fraudulent concealment of,

363
Separate rooms to be provided for

racking duty paid spirits, 363
Strength of the spirits warehoused to

be either 25 or 11 per cent, over

proof, 361

Casks containing racked or blended spi-

rits to be marked on cask, 362

EXCISE—continued.

II. Particular Laws- -continued.

Spirits—continued.

Distiller may view and show spirits in

warehouse,'^62
May warehouse spirits for exportation

or ship's stores in customs ware-
houses, 362

Receipt for to be given by officers, 363
Penalty on distiller or otlier person pro-

ducing false receipt or untrue in any
particular, 363

Penalty of 500Z. if distiller opens any
of the locks in absence of officer,

364
Or make any way into such ware-

house, 363
Or shall privately remove any of the

spirits, 363
Penalty on removal of spirits, except
from warehouse with permit, &c.,

362
Denomination of different distillations,

362
British spirits licences, 364
Feints, 364

Plain British spirits, 364
British compounds, 364
Spirit compounds, 364

As to rectifiers and compounders of spirits.

Penalty on rectifiers, &c., having in

their custody any wort, &c., or dis-

tilUng same into low wines or spirits,

or receiving spirits without permit,

365
Second offence, forfeiture of licence,

365
Rectifiers or compounders having con-

veyances to or from stills not hereby
permitted, or not having locks and
fastenings^for securing the charge and
discharge cocks, or opening or break-

ing locks or fastenings, shall forfeit

200?., 365
Rectifiers or compounders who do not

charge their stills as herein directed

or work them off within 16 hours,

subject to a penalty, 366
Officers may take gauges and samples of

liquor, and if wash mixed with low
wines rectifier liable, 366

Rectifiers or compounders shall cause

the heads of their stills to be taken off

so soon as the same shall cease to be
worked, &c., 366

Penalty for retailers receiving or buying
spirits from any but licensed distillers

or rectifiers or compounders of or

dealers in or retailers of spirits, or at

public sales of condemned spirits, to

forfeit 500?., 372
Officers to take account of stocks of

rectifiers or compounders or dealers,

as often as they may think fit,

366
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And if any excess be found, it tlmll be
forfeited, and distillers, &c., shall also

forfeit 20s. per gallon, 366
Spirits produced from rectifiers' stills

at work when stocks are taken to be
afterwards added, 366

No lectifier, compounder, dealer, or

retailer receiving spirits shall break
bulk till the cfhcer to whom notice

shall be given take an account of the
strength and quantity, 366

Penalty, forfeiture and 100/., f 67
liectifiers or compounders, dealers, and

retailers not marking the quantity
and strength of mixed or compounded
f-pirits on casks, or marking them un-
truly, to foifeit the same and 50/.,

367

Eectifiers, &c., may send out com-
pounded spirits at any strength not
exceeding 25 per cent, overproof, and
spirits of wine not in less quantity
than 2 gallons, but no other spirits,

penalty, 3o7
Strength of spirits of wine 43 per cent,

over jroof at the least, and to be
permitted and stocked accordingly,

367
Penalty of 200/., and forfeiture of

spirits. 367

Retailers and dealers in spirits,

To make entry of every building, room,
utensil, kc, for keeping spirits, 3o8

Not to receive or send out spirits other
than spirits of wine exceeding certain

strength, 308
Casks used by, to have true content
marked thereon, 368

.And also the true strength and qu.m-
tity of compounded spiiits in cask.s,

S6S
Penalty for sending out or receiving

spirits from retailer without licence,

368

Or in less quantity than 2 gallons at one
time, 36»

Exception as to foreign liquors in bot-

tles, and in quantity not exceeding 1

gallon, 363
Amount of licence duty on, 369

Petailer, dealer, and rectifier.

To enter in book when spirits received

into stock or possession, 369

And also when spirits sent out, 369

Such book to be kept in public place for

inspection of excise othcers, 369

Penalty for obliterating, defacing, &c.,

369
Certificate book to be delivered to,

370
No spirits to be sent out without certi-

ficate from book duly filled up, 370

EXCISE—cfiitin i.ed.

ir. Particular Exwa— contir.ued.

Spirits—continued.

Corresponding entry to be made in

counterfoil of book, 370
Certificate book, when exhausted, to be

returned to officer, 370
Penalty for sending out spiiits without

certificate, 370
For improper use of certificates, 870
For fraudulently using the same, ex-

cept for the removal of spirits,

371
Not to receive spirits unless with pt r-

mit or certificate, 371
Permit or certificate to be cancelled on

1 eceiving the spirits, 371
And to be given up to officer, 371
To assist officer in taking account of

stock, 372
Eetailer and dealer.

Stock of, may be at any time taken by
officer, 371

Excess may he forfeited, 371
Samples may be taken on payment, 372
Not to be licensed when premises have

private c(jmmunication with distil-

lery, 372
Distiller.

JWay not carry on trade of a dealer
within 2 miles of distillery, 372

No spirits to be removed from distiller's

stock without permit, on pain of foi--

feituie, with vessels, &c., and 20.?. per
gallon, 372

No retailer or other person shall send
out or receive any spirits exceeding 2

gallons witliout permit, nor shall any
person carry same, on pain of forfeit-

ing 200/., 873
No spirits to be sent out or received

into stjck, unless permit shall truly

express the strength, on pain of for-

feiture, and penalty, 373
Pectifiers, &c., to have credit for quan

tity expressed in permits, computed
at proof, 373

Spirits in quantity above 1 gallon not to

be removed without permit or certifi-

cates, penalty, 373
Officers of excise authorised to stop any

person found removing or carrying

spirits, and examine permits, 374
Penalty 100/. on persons refusing to

produce permit, 374

Pe.-jtriction as to mitigation of penalty,

374 _

If permit of spirits not delivered with
goods, they shall be forfeited to

buyer, and double price, &c., 375
Permits for removal of spirits shall be

granted under regulations of permit,

and certiBcate laws, 375
Penalty for frustrating purpose of per-

mit obtained for removal of spirits.
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500L, and forfeiture of licence,

374
Weights, scalas, measures, aud fastenings,

To be provided by excise traders under

the act relating to spirits, '675

Penalty for false scales and preventing

proper account being taken, 375

Fastcniug of warehouses,

To be provided at expense of trader,

876
Except locks, which commissioners are

to provide, 376

Penalty for damaging locks, 376

Supplying spirits to be unlawfully retailed,

Persons, fee, selling, &c., liquors to be

unlawfully retailed or consumed, to

forfeit lOOZ., 376

Persons knowingly having in possession

spirits, &c , for which duties have not

been paid, forfeit same and treble

value, 376

Retailing and using spirits in gaols.

No licence to be granted for retaihng

spirits within gaols, houses of cor-

rection, or workhouses, for parish

officers, &c., nor shall spirits be used

there, &c , except as medicinally pre-

scribed, 376

Search warrants may be granted by jus-

tices for spirituous liiiuors in gaols,

&c., 377

Persons hawking, or selling spnits m un-

licensed places,

To forfeit them and lOOZ., and may be

convicted by one justice, 377

If penalty be not paid immediately, com-

mitted to house of correction for

three months, or until paid, 377

Justices, on information on oath, may

issue warrant to apjirehend offenders,

377
Any person may detain a hawker of

spirits, and give notice to a peace

officer, who is to carry ofifender before

justice, 377

Either of offending parties informing

against the other shall be acquitted of

his own penalty, 377

Informers may be rewarded by commis-

sioners, not exceeding 50L, if penalty

is not paid and cannot be levied, or

if offender shall be sent to prison,

378
. ^ ,

Opposing the law and execution thereof

Armed persons oppos'ng the law, or

violently rescuing offenders, or assault-

in'^ officers, informers, or witnesses,

378
Constable not executing act, on convic-

tion before justice, to forfeit 20^.,

378

EXCISE

—
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Methylated Spirit,

Manufacturer of, duty free, 379

Licence duty on makers of, 37;) and
198

Stock account to be kept, 379

Not to be sold or sent out except from

entered warehouse, storerooms, &c.,

379
Nor in less than 10 gallons,

379
To be labelled, 379

Excise laws as to permits and certificates

to apply to, 379

Persons ordering to fill up requisition

and to produce counterfoil to officer

when required, 379

Officers of excise may enter premises

where used or kept, 3 SO

Penalty for obstructions, 380

If found in possession of unlicensed per-

son, forfeited, 380

May be retailed xinder licence for that

purpose, 380
Licences to be renewed annually,

380
Conditions to be observed by retailer

of, 380
Penalty for disobeying regulation,

381

For selling without licence, 381

Not to be jirepared or sold as a beverage,

381
Or used as beverage or medicine,

381

No alteration to be made in finish

made from, 381

Liquids containing methylic alcohol, to

be deemed low wines for distilling

purposes, 382

Methylic alcohol, f)reparation of, for

distilling, only to be carried on in

licensed distillery, 382

Regulations as to distillery of spirits

from, 332

Stage Carnages.

Licence duties on, 193

^e Stage Carriages

Stills.

Licence duty upon licence to keep,

198
Officers of excise to have power to enter

at all times premises, where kept,

383

Sugar.

Duty on and statutes regulating manu-

facture, 383

Duty is now nothing, 333
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II. Particular Laws—continued,

Sioeets or Made Wines.

Duties and drawbacks on making of,

repealed, 383
Licences on retailers of sweets not to be

affected, 383
Persons selling sweets or metheglin in

any less quantity than 15 gallons to

be deemed retailers, 383

Duties on licences to dealers in sweets

or made wines, 383
To be taken out annually, 383

Tea. See Coffee

Tobacco and Snuff.

Licence duty for dealing in, 198

Discontinuance of excise survey on to-

bacco, 384
Manufacturers, dealers, and retailers of

tobacco or snuff to enter their pre-

mises with excise, 384

Officers of excise may enter premises,

and examine tobacco and snuff there-

in, 384

I^eaf or unmanufactured tobacco not to

be received into a manufacturer's

stock but from warehouse, and accom-

panied by permit, 384

Permit to be delivered up on next visit

of officer, 385

Ko leaf or unmanufactured tobacco to

be removed without permit, 385

A book to be delivered to manufacturers,

who shall enter therein all tobacco re-

ceived, with name of person from

whom received, &c., 385

Such book to be open to inspection,

385
Penalty for default, 385

Licence duty on manufacturer of tobacco

or snuff to be rated on the quantities

entered for manufacture, 385

Manufacturer of tobacco and snuff, on
application for licence, to produce his

book and make declaration of truth of

entries therein, 386

No drawback on cut, roll, or carrot to-

bacco containing stalks, 386

Penalty on manufacturing such for ex-

portation, 386

No drawback on tobacco not properly

manufactured, 386

Penalty on fraudulently attempting to

obtain drawback, 386

Manufacturers to nse water only in

manufacturing tobacco, and no other

liquid or substance than as herein

described in manufacturing snuff,

386
Lime and magnesia in snuff not to ex-

ceed certain proportions, 387

Penalty not to be incurred by use of

INDEX TO VOL. 11. I
EXCISE—conti7iued.

II. Particular Laws—continued.

Tobacco and Snuff—continued,

essential oils for scenting or flavour-

ing snuff, 387
Penalty on receiving, sending out, or

having in possession tobacco or snuff

manufactured otherwise than with

water, 387
Tobacco manufactured otherwise than

with water forfeited, 387
Manufacturers not to have in their

possession sugar, honey, leaves, &c.,

388
Manufacturers of tobacco, who are also

grocers at passing of act, may continue

to carry on the trades, 388
Officers of excise may take samples of

tobacco or snuff, 388
No person to cut, colour, or manu-

facture, or have in his possession, any
leaves or other matters to imitate or

to be mixed with tobacco or snuff,

388
Tobacco stalks not to be removed in less

quantities than 50 lb., nor without a

certificate, 389
No person to hawk about tobacco or

snuff for sale under a penalty, and

officers may arrest offenders, and con-

vey them before a justice, who shall

forthwith hear the case, and inflict or

mitigate penalty, 389

Interpretation of terms, 389

Innkeepers' licence to retail tobacco to

expire 10th Oct., 390

Licences granted to beer retailers to ex-

pire Oct. 10, 390

Vinegar, Acetous Acid, and Verjuice.

Licence for dealing in, 390

Duties on vinegar repealed, 390

Wine.^.

Licence to deal in and retail, 390

Duties on, 198
So much of any acts as requires entries

by dealers in wine, &c., repealed,

391
Retailers of wine and spirits to continue

to make entry, and officers of excise

may enter, &c., places used for keep-

ing wine, 391

Permits not required, Src, 391

Act not to affect licences for dealing in

wine, 391
No freeman of Vintners' Company may

sell wines at more than one separate

place without taking out licence,

391
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EXCISE—continued.

iii. tfle practical proceedings before
Justices relating to the Excise
Laws.

Proceedings for Penalties and Condemna-
tion of Seizures.

(1). "Within what time the prosecution

to be commenced, 392

(2). By whom information, &c., to be

instituted, 392

(3). Against whom an information may
be laid, 393

(4). Before whom to be laid, 393

Reference to former general powers of

justices, 394

(5). The information and requisites,

394

(6). The proceedings upon the informa-

tion ; viz. notice, summons, &c., 395

Service of summons, 395

Cattle and perishable goods, 395

(7). Arrest, apprehension, appearance,

or default, 395

(8). Summoning witnesses to attend on

hearing of information, 396

Summons for witnesses on subpcena,

396

(9). Proceedings on hearing of, 396

Hearing, 396
If defendant appears, how to proceed,

396
"Who are witnesses, and what evidence

to be adduced by prosecutor, and what
by defendant, 396

(10). Form and requisites of conviction,

397
(11). Staying proceedings by Attorney-

General or commissioners of excise,

397

(12). Appeals, 398

(13). Removal by habeas corpus and cer-

tiorari, 398

(14). Proceedings in execution, 398

Officer ought not to take security for

penalty, 398

Goods liable to an excise duty, and the

materials, vessels, &c., subject to

arrears of duty and penalties, 399

Body-warrant, 399

Fresh levy-warrant after body-warrant,

399
Backing warrant, 399

How goods are to be sold, 399

Costs and expenses, 400

Distribution of forfeitures and penalties,

400

(15). Liability and indemnity to magis-

trates and officers, 400

(16). The expenses, costs, and rewards,

400
Expenses of prosecution ordered to be

paid out of revenue, 400

EXCISE

—

continued.

III. Proceedings before Justices—cow-

iinued.

Recovery lefore Justices of Excise Duties.

Proof of order, 401

Recovery of Penalties on immediate Ar-

rest of Pa-sons employed in unentered

Excise Manufactories.

Mode of proving entry, 401

No entry legal except in real owner's

name ;
penalties, &c., 401

Excise penalties to be distributed in

moieties, 401

Of Search-Warrants, and Mode of oh-

taining same and Assistance of Peace-

Officers and others.

Officers of excise to have like powers as

officers of customs, 402

But officer of excise cannot of his own
authority enter a place (not especially

provided for by act) to search for sus-

pected goods, but must make oath,

and obtain a warrant, 402

What may be done under a writ of

assistance, 402
Instructions to be attended to before

applying for a search-warrant, 403

Attendance of peace-officer, 403

Of Overcharges and Relief, 403

The Forms of Proceedings in general before

Justices, die. under Excise Laws.

Informations

:

Formal parts of information for re-

covery of penalties and condemnation

of seizure before one justice, 405

The like before two justices, 405

Formal parts of information for the re-

covery of penalties before one justice,

405
The like for the county, &c., where the

person committing the offence is

found, 406
Information for condemnation of British

spirits, with packages, &c., and re-

covery of optional penalty of lOOl.,

406
. ^ .

Information for condemnation of seizure

not claimed, 407

Information for recovery of double the

value of duties not paid, 407

Form of information against several

persons for several distinct offences,

409

Summonses, Notices, and Subpcena :

Summons for recovery of penalty and

condemnation of seizure by one justice
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EXCISE

—

continued.

III. Proceedings befoke Justices—com-
tinued.

The Forms, ttc.—continued.

of the county where ofifence was com-
iriitted. 410

The like by two justices, 410
Summons for recovery of penalty by

one justice of the county where offence

was committed, 411
The like by one justice of tlie county
where person committing the ofifence

is found, 411
Summons for condemnation of British

spirits, with packages, &c., and re-

covery of optional penalty of 1 00^., 412
Notice of hearing affixed on outside of

Excise Office next to place of seizure,

413
Summons for recovery of double the

value of duties, 413
Subpoena for attendance of witnesses,

414

Convictions:

Conviction under 3 Geo. 4, c. 23, 414
Form of conviction, or rather minutes

of conviction, of several offenders for

distinct offences, 415

Warrant

:

Warrant for sale of goods, &c., con-
demned, 416

Levy-Warrants :

Common levy warrant against a person
not stated to be subject to excise laws,

for a full penalty, 416
The like for a mitig.ited penalty, 417
Special levy warrant against a trader

subject to excise laws, convicted in a
full penalty for double duty, 417

The like against a trader convicted in a

mitigated penalty, 418

Jtdurns to Levy-Warrants

:

lleturn indorsed on common levy-war-
rant for a full or mitigated penalty,

when no part of penalty has been
recovered, 419

The like when part of penalty has been
recovered, 420

Return indorsed on a special levy-war-

rant for a full or mitigated penalty,

when no part of penalty has been re-

covered, 420
The like when part of penalty has been

recovered, 420

Body-Warrants :

Body- warrants by one justice for a full

or mitigated penalty, after common
levy-warrant, when no part of penalty

has been recovered, 421

EXClS E— contin ued.

III. Proceedings before Justices— co?i-

tinued.

The Forms, <Lc.—continued.

The like by two justices, for residue
of a full or mitigated penalty, 421

Body-warrant by one justice, for a full

or mitigated penalty, after special

levy-warrant, where no part of penalty
has been recovered, 422

The like, for residue of a full or miti-

gated penalty, after special levy-war-
rant, 423

Demand by collector of payment of duty
in danger of being lost, 425

Demand by officer authorised by col-

lector of payment of duty in danger
of being lost, 425

Commitment of a person found on or

about an unentered excise manufac-
tory, aiding, assisting, and concerne I

therein, 425
Affidavit to obtain search-warrant, 426

Search-warr.mt, 426

EXCISE BOOKS. See Evidence, 49

EXCOMMUNICATION. See Churcu.

EXECUTION OF DEEDS. See Evidence,
74,78

EXECUTION,
What, 427
How put in force, 427
On a peer, 427
Manner of, 427
Pardon, 427
Infants, 427
Coming to life after hanging, 427
Persons attainted at large, 427
Of murderers, 427
Proof of execution of deed, &c., 427
In gaols, see Gaols

EXEMPLIFICATION OF RECOKD, kc.

Proof by, see Evidence.

EXIGENT,
Process of, see Process.

EX OFFICIO,

Proof of matter ex officio noticed by the

courts, see Evidence.

EXPENSES OF PROSECUTOR, &c. S.:c

Costs, Fees.

EXPENSES OF WITNESSES. See Evi-
dence.

EXPORT ON DRAWBACK. See Cls-
TOMP, 133, AND EXCISK (Malt, 309)
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EXPLOSIVE SUBSTANCES. See GaN-
powDEB, Fireworks

EXTORTION. <See Threats

As to threats to extort, 428
What amounts to offence of extortion, 428
At common law, 428

By Stat. 3 Edw. 1, c. 26, 428

By what officers :

Magistrates, 428
Public officers, 428

Collector of duties, 428
Toll-collectors, 428
Coroner, 428
Under-sheriff, 429

By Ferrymen, 429
Sheriff not liable for bailiff's acts, 429
Accessaries, 429

What may be taken, 429

For what, 429

Exacting them, a misdemeanor, 429

Regular fees allowable, 429

Courts cannot establish fees at their dis-

cretion, 429
Punishment and penalty, 429
Before whom tried, 429

Venue, 429
Indictment for, 430

By Innkeepers. See Alehouses

Forms as to

Commitment of a constable for extor-

tion, 430
Indictment for extortion by gaoler, 430

Indictment for extortion by bailiff, 430

Against a constable, 431

EXTRA PAROCHIAL PLACES. See

Highways

FACTOR. See Agent, Broker

Pledging property by, see Larceny

FACTORIES,
Disputes of workmen, see Servants
Destroying works, see Malicious Injury

to Property.
Rioters destroying, see Hundred, Riot

Stealing goods in a course of manufacture,

see Larceny
Exporting of tools, &c., see Excise and
Customs

Mills and factories, employing a certain

number of persons, subjected to regula-

tions of 42 Geo. 3, 0.73, 432

Whitewashing and airing the rooms, 432

Apprentices, apartments and beds of

male and female, 432
To be deemed working for hire, 401

Apprentices, clothing of, 432
Time of working, 432

Night work, 432
Instruction of apprentices, 432

Conduct of, on Sundays, 432

Visitors of mills, appointment of , &c,, 433

To report condition to quarter sessions,

433

FACTORIES—coH^mwecZ.

May be appointed for districts, 433
In infectious disorders, may require the

master, &c. to call in medical aid, &c.,

434
Penalty for obstructing, 434
Penalty on masters, &c., offending, 434

Penalties recoverable before two jus-

tices, &c., 434
Two copies hereof to be affixed in the

mill, 435
Provisions as to entry of mill, 435
Conviction, form of, 435

Factories.

Factory, definition of, 482
Factory acts, definition of, 482

To what manufacturers acts apply,

480, 481

Numbers necessarily employed to

constitute factory, 484
Manufacturing process, definition of, 482
Exemptions from factory acts, 483
Interpretation clause of 30 & 31 Vict.

c. 10.3, 482
To be kept cleansed and ventilated, and

penalty for non-observance, 479
Not to be overcrowded, 485
Lime washing and other washing of

interior of factories, 450
Except parts of earthenware factories,

481
Special rules may be made for

Regulating ventilation and for en-

forcing cleanliness in, 479

For regulation of workmen, 479
To be hung up in conspicuous part

of factory, 479
Ventilation of, where fan may be

ordered to be used, 483
Grindstones in factories be securely fixed,

483
Persons under eighteen not to work at

night in certain factories, 435
Persons under eighteen not to work
more than twelve hours a day, 436

Extension of hours of working in cer-

tain cases, 436
Providing for time lost by accident, 436

Loss of time from want or excess of

water provided for, 436
Time for meals, 436

Children, employment of.

Under nine years prohibited, 436

Employment of under eleven, twelve,

and thirteen years of age for more
than eight hours a day prohibited,436

Holidays to be allowed, 37

But not to apply in any week to any
woman or female young person

whose work does not exceed eight

hours in any day of that week, 488

Employed in one mill less than nine

hours, not to be employed in any

other mill more than the residue of

nine hours, 437
4 X
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FACTORIES—cow/wwecZ.

Not to be employed without a cer-

tificate from a surgeon as to strength

and appearance, 4i37

In factories to attend a school, 438
Schoolmaster's voucher required, 440
Means of providing additional schools,

440
Inspector may disallow order for

salary, if schoolmaster incompetent,
440
Notices by, 440

Children, employment of, in Factories.

Mill-owner liable to penalty for child

remaining on the premises 'more
than nine hours, 440

Proviso as to play-grounds and schools,

440
Not allowed before 6 a.m. nor after 6

P.M., 477
When may be employed between 7 A.M.

and 7 p.m., 478
Not to be employed in recovering lost

time after 7 p.m., 478
Hours of employment not to be ex-

tended, 478
Except where exigencies of certain trades

require it, 486
Restriction of,

When employed for longer time than
allowed by factory acts, day and period

to be entered in register, 487
Employment in factories restricted by

30 & 31 Vict. c. 103, 483
Register to be in such form as factory

inspector directs, 487
Prohibition against employment of,

during meal hours, not to apply ,to

iron mills, paper manufactories, blast

furnaces, or factories, where letter

press printing is carried on, 487
When regulations as to fencing ma-

chinery may be modified by Secretary

of State, 488
Where meals of children, young persons,

and women, may be taken, 487
Certificates to be made by a surgeon

or physician, 437
Form of certificate of surgeon or phy-

sician, 437
Secretary of State may make regula-

tions as to, in blast furnaces and iron

mills, 484
Between eleven and eighteen not to

be employed more than nine hours
a day, or at night, without a cer-

tificate of age, 438
Penalties against persons not having

certificates not to be levied if it

shall appear that person employed
was above age required, 438

Provision in case magistrates refuse to

countersign certificate, 438

FACTORIES—cwiimwec^.

Young Persons or Females

Not to be employed in factory before or

after six, nor after two, on Saturday,

476, 486
Meal times of young persons to be be-

tween half-past 7 a.m. and 6 p.m., 476

Not to be employed under 7 & 8 Vict.

c. 15, s. 33, in recovering lost time

after 7 P.M., 476
Not to be employed to recover lost time

during 24 consecutive hours, for more
than 10^ hours, 477

May be employed from 7 to 7 from 30th
Sept. to 1st April, under certain regu-

lations, 477 and 486
Child above 11 years old may be em-

ployed in winding and throwing silk,

as young persons are allowed to be
employed, 477

When employed during meal times

deemed employed contrary to act,

477
Regulations as to employment of, in

certain trades, 485

Young persons or loomen.

When working in a factory occupied by
Jew, may be employed until 9 p.m. on
Saturdays, 489

When owner or hirer of machine may be
deemed the occupier of the factory, 489

Inspectors and sub-inspectors to be ap-

pointed, 438, 445
Powers and duties of, 438, 446 .

Secretary of State may appoint per-

sons to superintend under the in-

spector, 438
Ofiice of factory inspectors established,

446
Their exemptions from certain duties,

445
To have powers of justices over con-

stables, 442
Protection of, 446
To be furnished with certificate of ap-

pointment, 483
Proceedings may be taken before an

inspector, 442
Complaints to, when to be preferred, 442
May summons witnesses to give evi-

dence, 442
May commit on default of attendance,

442
Penalty for obstructing inspectors, 441

May commit for non-payment of penalty

or for insufficient distress, 443
To make annual reports, 443
Proceedings of, to be uniform, 444
May order constable to prepare place for

holding sittings, 443
Restrictions on powers of, 446
Factory occupiers to send notice to

office of inspectors, 446, see Certify-
. INQ SaROKON
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FACTORIES—continued.

Rules and Regulations as to Factories.

Certifying Surgeons

To be appointed by an inapector, HI
Form of surgical certificate, 447
Certificates not given by certifying

surgeon must be by persons duly

authorised an I countersigned by a

magistrate, 447
Surgical certificates to be given at

factoiy, 447
Agreement between mill occupier and

certifying surgeon, 447
Inspector may fix surgeon's fees, 448

New surgical certificate not required

for persons at present employed, 418

Inspectors and sub-inspectors may
annul certificates, 448

Certificates of real age may be ob-

tained, 449
Certificate to be obtained before the

person is employed, and to serve

only for one factory, 449
Surgical certificates may be dispensed

with for seven or thirteen days, 450

Interior walls of every mill, &c. to be

limewashed, 441
Not to apply to factories, 485
Abstract of act, and such rules, &o., as

inspector may determine, shall be

hung up in mills, 441

Punishment for forgery of certificates,

441
Parents liable to penalty of 20s. for em-

ployment of children beyond legal

hours, &c., 441

Agents and servants of factory-owners

to be personally liable, 441

Penalties for ofifences, 441

Proviso as to penalties, 442
In case of partnerships, one name suffi-

cient for summons, &c., 442
Service of summons, 442
Convictions to be filed, 443
Appeal, when allowed, 443
Certiorari, 443
Application of penalties, 443
Restriction as to penalties, 443

Summons, 443
Construction of terms, 444
In silk mills, children under thirteen

allowed to work ten hours every

working day, 444
Form of conviction, 444
Warrant to distrain for forfeiture, 444
Return of constable upon warrant of

distress where no eEfects, 445
Commitment for want of distress, 445

Protection of workers in wet spinning

flax mills, 450
Mill-gearing not to be cleaned while in

motion, 450
But only parts liable to come into con-

tact with children and young persons,

478

YA.QTOBIE.'A—continued.

Rules and regulations, (Sec.—continued.

Machinery to be guarded, 450
What is mill gearing, 451

Notice to be given of accidents causing

bodily injury, 451
Certifying surgeon to examine into

causes and extent of accidents, and
report thereon, 451

Prosecution for compensation by an in-

spector, 452
Application of compensation when re-

covered, 452
For ensuring regularity in observance of

time, 452
Registers to be kept in every factory, 452
An abstract of act, and certain notices,

to be hung up in, 453
Children may be employed in factories

at eight years of age, 453
Time of children's work, 453
How children maybe employed on three

alternate days of the week, 454
Women to be employed as young per-

sons, 454
Provision for recovering lost time by

stoppage of the machinery, 454
Provision for recovering time lost by

partial stoppages, 455
Work to cease on Saturday at half-past

four, 455
Additional regulations as to meal times,

455
Additional regulations as to holidays, 455
Additional regulations for attendance of

children at school, 456
Occupier of factory to obtain school cer-

tificate, 456
And to pay school fees, 456
Inspector may, by notice, annul certi-

ficate of any schoolmaster found unfit,

456
Appeal against annulling, 457
Occupier of factory to be liable for

offences against act in first instance,

457
Notice of complaints of unguarded ma-

chinery, 457
Inspector or sub-inspector to give notice

of dangerous machinery, 458
" Machinery " applicable to other mill

gearing, with which children and
young persons liable to come into

contact, 478
Upon application by occupier, arbitra-

tors may be appointed to examine

machinery, 458
Penalty for not fencing machinery after

notice, 478
Complaints to be preferred within two
months, 458

Proceedings under act may be had be-

fore any justices, 459
Penalties may be recovered as in 5 Geo

4, c. 18, 459
Power of distraining goods in factory

4x2
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FACTORIES- continued.

Rules and Regidations, d'c.—continued.

where occupier is convicted, 459
Issue of summons for offences against

act, 459
Compelling parties to appear and bring

register, 459
Justices may enforce attendance of wit-

nesses, 459
Inspectors and sub-inspectors may sum-
mon offenders and witnesses, 460

In case of partnership, one name suffi-

cient for summons, 460
Evidence of employment, 460
Surgical certificates to be proof of age,

460
Proof of age of persons alleged to be

sixteen, 461
Proof of age of persons alleged to be

eighteen, 461

Penalties for employing children and
young persons longer than allowed by
act, 461

Penalty on parents for allowing children

to be employed contrary to act, 461

Or neglecting to cause them to attend

school, 461
Penalty for not lime-washing or other-

wise washing interior of factory, 46]

Penalty for not fencing machinery, 462,

478
Penalty for not fencing dangerous ma-

chinery after notice, 462
Penalty for obstructing inspectors or

Bub -inspectors, 462
Penalty for obstructing inspectors or

sub-inspectors in night, 462
Offences punishable by fine or imprison-

ment, 462
Penalty for offences not otherwise speci-

fied, 463
Penalty in second and subsequent con-

victions, 463
Application of penalties, 463
How former convictionmay be proved,463
Convictions to be filed amongst the

records of the county, 463
Ko appeal from convictions, except in

certain cases, 464
Appeal against conviction, 464
Who are to exercise the powers of jus-

tices, 464
Exemptions of silk factories, 464
Interpretation clause, 465
Exemption when packing finished goods,

466
Exception in favour of mechanics, 466
Forms to the 7 Vict. c. 15, schedules of,

466

Print worJcs,

Interpretation clause of 8 & 9 Vict. c.

29, 490
Factory inspectors and sub-inspectors to

be inspectors of, 490
Powers of, 490

FACTORIES —con<i/mec/.

Print worJcs—continued.

Penalty for refusing to be examined by
or for delaying inspectors, 491

Inspectors of, to report to Secretary of

State state and condition of, 491

Owners of, to send "particulars respecting

to inspectors, 491
Certifying surgeon to be appointed, 491

Form of certificate, 491
Certificate when not by surgeon to bo

by authorised person, and signed by
magistrate, 491

Certificate of surgeon to be given at

works, 491
When agreement made between surgeon

and occupier, and allowed by inspector,

penalties for breach thereof, how
recoverable, 492

Inspector may fix surgeon's fees, 492

And may annul certificates of surgeon,

492
Certificate of the real age of person for

whom surgical certificate refused, how
obtained, 492

Certificate to be obtained before person

employed, 493
Certificate of surgeon, when may be dis-

pensed with for 7 or 13 days, 494

Certificate of surgeon to be proof of

age, 494
Proof of age of person alleged to be 16,

how made, 494

Children under 8 years of age not to be

employed, 494
Certificate of surgeon as to children

above 8 years of age, 494

Young person not to be employed with-

out surgical certificate, that aprears to

be 1 3 years old, and is not incapaci-

tated by disease, 494
Children and females not to be em-

ployed in the night, 495

School-master to keep a register of

children employed in print works, 495

Occupier of print works to detain cer-

tificate from schoolmaster of child's

attendance, 495
Certificate of school attendance, how to

be given, 495
Form of certificate in schedule, 496

Inspector may annul certificates of

schoolmaster found to be unfit for his

duty, 497
Schoolmaster may appeal to Secretary of

State, 497
Registers to be kept according to sche-

dule of 8 & 9 Vict. c. 29, 497

Hours of employment of young per-

sons and women to be regulated by

public clock, 497
Abstract of act and notices of names,

&c., of inspectors to be hung up in

print works, 497
Occupier of print works to be liable for

offences in first instance, 498

i
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FACTORIES— con<i« uet^.

Print ivories—continued.

When complaints for offences against
this act to be preferred, 498

Proceedings for penalties may be taken
before any justices of the county, 499

AVho to exercise powers of justices,

503
Penalties, how recovered, 499
Distress, power of, when occupier con-

victed, 499
Summons for oflFences, how to issue,

499
What sufficient to set forth in, 500

Parties may be compelled to appear and
bring register, 499

Justices may enforce attendance of wit-
nesses, 499

Inspectors and sub-inspectors may sum-
mon offenders and witnesses, 500

Penalty for illegally employing any child,

young woman or person in, contrary
to act, 600
On parents conniving at illegal em-
ployment of young persons, &c.,

500
For obstructing inspectors in exe-

cution of duty, 601
For giving or using untrue certifi-

cates, 501
For any other offences not specially

provided for, 501
For second offence against act, 501
In case of repetition of offences, 501
Applications of, 501

How former conviction proveable, 502
Appeal against conviction when allowed,

502
Notices of appeal, when and how to be

given, 502
Form in schedule of 8 & 9 Vict. c. 29,

503

Bleaching and Dyeing WorJcs,

What to be deemed, 507
Act not to apply to persons employed in

open air, 509
Kor to premises solely used pursuant to

8 & 9 Vict, c, 29, 509
3 & 4 W. 4, c. 103 ; 7 & 8 Vict. c. 15;

10 & ] 1 Vict. c. 29, to apply to bleach-
ing and dye works, 507

Interpretation clause of, 23 & 24 Vict.
c. 78, 509
Extension of, 511

Females and young persons, how and
when to be employed in, 508
Not to be employed in night, 511

Except to make up lost time, 508
Eegister of, when employed to be

kept by occupier, 508
As to employment of, who not em-

ployed in such works before, 609
7 & 8 Vict. c. 15, ss. 28 & 33, amended

as to employment of, in bleaching
works, 509

FACTORIES—con^MjMec^.

Bleaching and Dyeing Worl:s—continued.

What provisions of factory acts not to
apply to bleaching works, 510

Hours of work defined, 510
Meal-time regulations in factory acts not

to extend to bleaching works, 510
Schedule of forms, 510

Lace Worls
Placed under factory acts by 24 & 25

Vict. c. 117, 511
Youths between 16 & 18 may be em-
ployed in, between 4 am. and 10 p.m.

but not for more than 9 hours be-

tween those times, 512
Agents or workmen may be summoned

for acting contrary to act without
knowledge of owner, 512

Interpretation clause of 24 & 25 Vict,

c. 117, 512

Hope Works
When not to be deemed mills or fac-

tories within factory acts, 514

Blast Furnaces or Iron Mills.

Occupier may make special rules for
regulations of workmen in, 484

Accident occurring in, when need not
be notified to certifying surgeon, 488

Bookbinding Worls.

Regulations as to the employment of

young persons in, 487

Glass Factories.

Regulations as to employment of young
male persons in, 488

Lucifer match factories,

Definition, 481
No woman or young person allowed to

take meals in, except where wood cut-

ting carried on, 480

Fustian cutting factcri/,

Definition of, 481

Earthenware factory,

Definition of, 481
No child allowed to be employed in,

before 11 years of age, 480
No child, young person, or woman to

take meals, or be at meal times,- in

dipping houses, drying houses, or
china scouring rooms, 480

7 & 8 Vict, c, 15, s. 18, not to apply to

parts used only for storing earthen-

ware, 481
Penalties imposed by 27 & 28 Vict. c.

38, how recovered, 431

Paper s'aininJ factory.
Definition of, 481

Cartridge factory.

Definition of, 481

Letter press printing.

Regulations as to employment of male
young persons above 16, 486
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FAIRS. Sec Markets, Excise, 210 FELONY—confmitefL

See Arrest,FALSE IMPRISONMENT
Assault

FALSE NEWS.
SING, Libel

See CoNSPiBAcy, Engros-

FALSE PERSONATING.
ING

See Personat-

FALSE PRETENCES. See Cheat

FALSE SIGNALS AND LIGHTS. See

Ships, Wreck

FALSE WEIGHTS. See Cheat

FEES. See Costs, Extoetion, Clerk op
the Peace, Coroner, Constable, Gaol,
Justice of Peace, Sessions

FELO DE SE,.

Homicide

FELONY

See Forfeiture and

I. Felony, and Punishment for.

Definition of, 614
Statute creating, 515
By several, 615
Reference to felonies noticed in this

work, 515
Mode of apprehending and prosecuting

a felon, 615
Expences of commitment, 515
Offence of, not punishable by particular

statutes, 616
Place and mode of imprisonment, 516
Where convict is under imprisonment,

616
Punishment in general, 516

II. Offenders guilty of a Felony subsequent
to a previous conviction.

Offenders guilty of, subsequent to pre-
vious conviction, 516

Punishment, 516
Indictment, 616
Evidence, 617
False certificate by clerk, &c., 617
Hard labour, solitary confinement, &c.,

517
Whipping, 51

7

Proof of identity, 517
Course of proceeding as to, 517
Previous conviction, when to be given in

charge or read to the jury, 617

III. Misprision of Felony.

What is, 518
Punishment for, 518

IV. Theftbote, or compounding.

What is, 518
Punishment for, 518
Form of indictment, 518

V. Forms as to.

Indictment for compounding, 519

Indictment for a subsequent felony after

a prior conviction for felony, 519

See Customs (Prevention of Smuggling)

FEMALES. See Factories (Bleaching and

dye works), 507
See Factories, 496

FEME COVERT. -S^eeWiFK

See MaliciocsFENCES AND FENS.
Injury

FERRY. See Bridge

FETTERS. See Chains

FIGHTING
Prize-fighting, a breach of peace, 619

As to arresting parties guilty of, see

Arrest
Death by. See Homicide
In churches. See Church
Amicable contest. See Affray, As-

sault, Riot

FINDING OF JURY. See Sessions, Jury

FINDING OF GOODS. See Larceny

FINES, FORFEITURES, AND FOR-
FEITED RECOGNIZANCES, LEVY-
ING AND ESTREATING OF, &c.

Punishment by Fine.

Punishment by, 620
For what, 520
Who may fine, 520
Presence of defendant, 520
Who to have, 520
Amount of, 521
Mitigation of, 521

Levying and Estreating of, and compound-

ing, d'C, of, in general.

Payment of, 521

Levying of, 522
Levying amercement, 622
Estreating and levying of, amercing for

not returning estreat, 522
Process for levying after payment to

sheriff, &c., 622
When estreats to be returned, 622

Repeal of 22 & 23 Car. 2, c. 22, ss. 2, 5,

622
Clerk of parliament to return to Trea-

sury or to commissioners an account

of fines set in the House of Lords, 622

And pay fines received as Treasury shall

direct, 522
Clerk of Hottse of Commons to make

return of all recognizances, 622
Account of fines in King's Bench,

Common Pleas, and Exchequer, to be

transmitted to Treasury and to com-
missioners of audit, 523
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FINES, &c.—continued.

Levying and estreating of, d:c.—continued.

Unpaid fines to be estreated, 523
Fines, &c., received to be paid as Trea-

sury shall direct, 523
Account of fines to be transmitted to

Treasury and to commissioners of

audit, 523
Where fines, &c., are now estreated upon

oath, such oath may be taken before
a judge, &c , 523

Form of roll by clerk of assize or clerk

of peace, 524
Accounts of estreats to be transmitted

to Treasury and to commissioners of

audit, 524
Process to be issued every term, or

oftener, to levy estreats, 525
Power to Treasury to stay process, and

discharge fines, 525
Power to persons entitled to any fines,

&c., to inspect accounts, 525
Treasury may order payment of fines,

&c., 625
If Treasury reject claims, the party
may appeal to Court of Exchequer,
525

Act not to prejudice rights of corporate
bodies, &c., 526

Act not to affect jurisdiction of Court
of Exchequer, 526

Rights of London, &c., 526
Rights of city of Chester saved, 526
Compounding and discharging fines, and

estreated recognizances, &c., by Court
of Exchequer, 526

Exchequer may discharge recognizances,

526
Except as to fines, &c., befoi'e.justices of

the peace, 527
What a forfeiture of recognizances, 527
Clerks of assize now to estreat fines, &c.,

into Court of Exchequer, and send
process to sheriff, 527

Oath of clerk of assize sending process,

527
Sheriff to return writ to Treasury,

528
Until fine levied, sheriff to retain writ,

528
Writ to continue in force, and be autho-

rity to act upon, 528
If party reside in, or has removed to

another county, sheriff to issue his

warrant to sheriff of such county,
528

Penalty on sheriff for neglect, 528
Estreats may be required to be enrolled

in Exchequer, 529
Provisions as to setting over fines, 529
Recognizances forfeited at coroner's in-

quests to be returned to clerk of

peace, 529
Compounding for forfeiture, 529
Who are proper judges as to whether

FINES, &c.

—

continued.

Levying and estreating of, Jkc,—continued.

recognizances ought to be estreated,

529
Recognizance not to be estreated with-

out the party has an opportunity of

being heard, 529
Scire facias, 530
Forfeited recognizances, &c., discharged,
when, 530

Traversing queen's right to fine, 530
Respiting and staying process, 530

Levying and Discharge, tfcc, ^l:hcn im-
posed or taken before Justices or at Ses-

sions.

Fines and forfeitures before justices, and
at sessions, 531

Statements of fines, &c., to be certified

to clerk of peace by the justice by
whom such fine, &c., is imposed,
531

Clerk of peace to copy on a roll such
fines, &c., and send a copy with writ
of distringas, &c., to the sheriff, &c.,

632
Sheriff, &c., may proceed thereon, 532
Clerk of peace, &c., to make oath as to

fines, &C.J inserted in the roll and
paid, 532

Form of oath, 533
Notice to sureties, 533
What recognizance to specify, 533
Appeal to quarter sessions against fines,

&c., security, 533
Proviso for non-appearance, 533
Quarter sessions to determine such ap-

peals, 533
If party in custody, sessions may re-

mand or release him, 534
Costs, 534
Allowance to sheriff and clerk of peace

on sums levied, 534
Sheriff, &c., neglecting, penalty, 50/.,

534
Proviso for the usual mode of appro-

priating fines, 534
Compensation to ofiScers, 535
Proviso for rights, &c, , of his Majesty in

Duchy of Lancaster, 535
Schedule of forms, 535
Justices in sessions may insert in fol-

lowing rolls all fines, &c., as have not

been levied or accounted for by the

sheriff, &c., or that have not been
discharged, 536

Sheriff to detain original writs, which
shall continue in force, and be autho-

rity to act upon, 536
Sheriff to deliver over to his successor

all rolls and writs, particularising

fines, &c., 536
To be examined and examination re-

corded, 536
Where party subject to fines, &c,, re-
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FINES, &c.

—

continued.

Levying and Discharge, die.—continued.

sides in another county, or has re-

moved, sheriff may issue his warrant
to sheriff acting for place where de-

faulter resides, or where his goods
are, requiring him to execute the
writ, 636

Returns thereon, 537
Sheriff, &c., to render an account yearly

of all persons incurring fines, &c.,

537
Causes of non-payment to be stated,

537
Accoimt to be transmitted to the Trea-

sury, 537
Clerks of peace, &c., to send to Trea-

sury, in 20 days from opening of

quarter sessions, copy of rolls deli-

vered by sheriff, 537
Recognizance in certain cases not to be

estreated without judge's order,

538
Lists to be made, 637
And delivered to courts, 5S8
Application of this enactment, 538
See Customs and Excise

FIRE
Arson, see Burning
Servants firing a house, to forfeit 1001.,

&c., 538
No action where fire accidentally begins,

539
Liability for negligence in making a hay-

rick, &c., 539

FIRE ARMS
Training to use of, and seizing arms, see

Riot
Setting spring-guns, see Spring-Quns
As to gunpowder, see Gunpowder
Using in progressive stages of manufacture

of fire-arms barrels not duly proved,
540

J' P .

Barrels of, sent direct from manufacturers
to proof-houses, 540

Delivering, &c., for sale, except through a
proof-house, 540

Receiving barrels for purpose of making
guns, &c., hot having passed proof-

house and proved, 541

Charter to gun-makers, 541

Proof-master of company of gun-makers of

city of London to receive, «S:c., barrels

of, 541
Penalty for, not proved, &c., 541

Not to extend to Scotland or Ireland, or

to arms made for her Majesty or East
India Company, or certain barrels speci-

fied, 542
Forging, &c., proof marks, or selling, &c.,

barrels with forged marks, 542
Proof-marks put on barrels not proved,

penalty for, 542

INDEX TO VOL. U.

FIRE AUMS—continued.

Repeal of part of 53 Geo. 3, c. 115, s. 7,

542
Prices for proving barrels, 542
Offences and penalties, how heard, levied,

&c., 543
Limitation of prosecutions, 543
Form of conviction, 543
To be filed, 544
Appeal, 644
Limitation of actions, 545
Notice of, 54 5

Tender of amends, 545
Venue, 645
General issue, 545
Costs, 545
Proof-house accounts audited, 545
Repeal of part of 53 Geo, 3, c. 115, s. 4,

645
Company of guardians, &c., of gunbarrel
proof-house of Birmingham incorporated,

545

FIREWORKS. See Gunpowder
Justices to license places for making per-

cussion caps, &c., 547
Manufacture of, not to be carried on

without licence, 546
Nor within certain distance of houses,

546
When certain quantity of explosive mate-

rial, 546
When not to be kept exeefit in licensed

places, 546
Filling or charging with explosive mate-

rials, where not to be performed, 546
Magazine for storing fireworks to be con-

structed, 546
Penalty for keeping fireworks, and con-

trary to act, 546
Fpg signals are fireworks within act, 547
Penalty for throwing fireworks near high-

ways, 547
Penalty on selling fireworks without li-

cence, 547
Civil hability for damage done by, 547
Letting off fireworks, &c., near highways,

547
Information for selling fireworks, 547
Information for casting and throwing

squibs and other fireworks, 548
Information for suffering fireworks to be
thrown from houses into the street,

543
Percussion Caps, Ammunition, Fire-

works, and Fulminating Mercury, &c.

Within wha,fc distances from dwelling-

houses, nut to be made without licence,

923
What quantity may be kept respectively,

924
Regulations as to mixing, 924
When fulminating mercury to be kept
mixed with water, 924

As to loading percussion caps, 924
As to filling cartridges, 924
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FIREWORKS- continued

As to filling fireworks, 924

As to where manufacture of fireworks

containing denotating composition,924

Penalty for breach of regulations, 924
Magazines, when and where to be erected,

924

Justices may license places for making
and keeping ammunition, 925

Notice of intention to apply for licence,

925
Licence may be conditional on precautions

being observed, 925
On refusal to grant by, applicant may ap-

peal to Secretary of State, 926
See also Gunpowder

FISH AND FISHERIES

I. Offences relating to Private Fisheries.

In general.

Rights to private fisheries, 549

Any one may have a fish pond, 549
Punishments at common law, 549

Taking or Destroying Fish, seizing Ne!s,

dec.

Taking or destroying fish from water

belonging to dwelling-house, a misde-

meanor, 549
In any private fishery elsewhere, 549
Summary conviction, 549
Angling, 550
Boundaries of parishes, 550
Nets and rods, &c., may be seized,

650
Proviso as to angling, 550
The taking, 550
Claim of right, 550
Points as to indictment or conviction,

551
Several offenders, 551
Commitment for a misdemeanor for

taking (not by angling) fish in water,

in land belonging to a house, 551

Indictment for the like offence, 552
Convictions for taking fish in water, &c.,

not being in land adjoining or belong-

ing to a dwelling-house of owner,

552
Conviction for angling in water belong-

ing to dwelling-house, 552
Conviction on like act for angling else-

where, 553

Destroying Fish, and putting Noxious
Matenals into Ponds, <fcc.

Seven years' penal servitude, or impri-

sonment for, 553
Commitment for breaking the dam of a

fish-pond, 654
Breaking down or destroying fish-

ponds, &c., 553
Or putting noxious materials into

same, 653

Or destroying mill-ponds, 553

FISH AND FISHERIES—co)irt'«Merf.

I. Offences relating to Private Fisheries—con.

The like for putting lime, &c., into it, 554
Indictment for breaking the dam of a

fishpond, 554
Indictment for other offences under
same section of the act, 554

II. Laws for the Preservation of the Brood

of Salmon, and other Fish in Rivers.

Justices at sessions to appoint conserva-

tors of rivers, 565
May grant warrant to enter suspected

places, 565
Statutes for protection of brood of fish

generally, 554
What size mesh of net to be, 555
Definition of salmon and young of

salmon, 555
Of fishing weirs, fishing mill-dam, and

fixed engine, 556
Of river, salmon river, quarter ses-

sions county, 566
Home Office to have general superin-

tendence of salmon fisheries, 5(i4

Annual reports of inspectors to be
laid before parliament, 564

Penalty for mixing poisonous matter
in rivers, 556
On second conviction, 557
For fishing with lights, spears, &c.,

or having such things in possession,

intending by means thereof to catch

salmon, 557
For using roe as a bait, 557
For having or selling roe, 558
For using unlawful nets, 658
For placing or fixing fixed engines on
any inland or tidal waters, 558

What is not a fixed engine, 558
For not removing fixed engines S6

hours after commencement of close

season, 561
For using certain dams to take

salmon, 558
For not erecting grating to prevent

descent of salmon into artificial

streams, 559
For taking, selling, or having in pos-

session any unclean fish, 559
For taking, selling, destroying, or in-

juring young of salmon, 560
For disturbing spawning beds, 5C0
For disturbing fish when spawning, o60

For selling fish during close time, 561

Salmon not to be taken during close

season, 560
What is close season, 560
May be varied by authority of Home

Office, 560
Weekly close time from Saturday to

Alondiiy, except with rod and line,

561
Fr. e pass to be left for fish during

weekly close time, 562
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FISH AND FISEERIES -continued.

II. Laws for the Preservation of, ttr.—con.

As to fish passes,

Proprietors, with consent of Home
Office, may attach fish passes to ex-

isting dams, 562
Such consent not to be given unless

notice has been served on owner of

dam of intention to apply for con-

sent, 562
Are to be attached to all future dams,

563
How supply of water to fish passes pro-

vided for, 563
Fishing weirs, restrictions as to.

When extends more than halfway across

stream, to have free gap or opening,
663

Regulations as to such free gap, 563
Free gaps in, how enforced, 563
Boxes and cribs in fishing weirs, how to

be constructed, 564
No spur wall longer than 20 feet to be

erected, 564
Annual reports to Parliament, 565
Legal proceedings,

Penalties to be recovered pursuant to

11 & 12 Vict. c. 43, 565
Offences on rivers may be tried in county

on either side, 565
On sea coast deemed committed in

county adjoining, 565
Exportation of salmon,
Not allowed during close season, 566
Penalties, how recovered, 566

Conservator, appointment of, and forma-
tion of fishery districts, 567
Justices may apply toSecretary of State

for formation of fishery district, 567
Fishery district,

Secretary of State may enlarge, 567
Alterations in limits of, how effected,

569
Limits of river and fishery district, how

settled, 567
Provisions where several rivers flow into

a common estuary, 569
Board of conservators may be appointed,

567
Committee for fishery district, how
formed when district lies in different

counties, 567
How application for nomination of joint

committee to be made, 567
Fishery committees, appointment of,

567
Notice of, to be given by clerk of peace,

568
Proceedings of, how regulated, 568
To meet for appointment of board of

conservators, 568
For deciding upon number of members

to be appointed by each county,

568
Naming first members of board, 568

FISH AND FISHERIES—continued.

II. Laws for Ike Preservation of, tkc.—con.

Fixing time and place of meeting,
568

County where accounts of board are to

be audited at qunrter sessions, 568
Dissolution Committee of, 568

Conservators, board of.

Their tenure of office, 568
Clerk of peace to notify their appoint-

ment in local newspaper, 569
Powers of existing conservators to

cease, 669
No objection to be made to validity of

orders of conservators after three

calendar months, 569
Constitution of board, and regulation as

to their proceedings, 670
Appointment of committees by, 570
To make application to Home Office

respecting close time, 570
Acts of board not questionable on ac-

count of defect in form or vacancy in

their number, 570
Proceedings at meetings of, how proved,

570
Powers of board enumerated, 570
May mortgage licence duties, 571
Accoiuits of, how audited, 571

May alter fish gaps and fish passes with
authority of Secretary of State, 572

Conservator or water-bailiff,

Powers of, for protection of fisheries,

671
May search boats, nets, &c., 571
May be authorised to enter lands near

salmon river for detecting suspected
illegal acts, 572

Licences,

To be granted at fixed prices for use of

rods, fishing weirs, fishing mill dams,
and other devices for taking salmon,

572
Itules as to granting of, and prices pay-

able, 573
Penalty on fishing without licence with

rod and line, 574
Or with nets, or at weira, fishing-dams,

&c., 574
To be produced on lawful demand by

any person fishing, 674
Fixed engines,

What old existing fixed engines exempt
from act of 1861, 575

Imprisonment for ofi'ences, when may
be awarded instead of penalty, 575

Nets, when may be forfeited, 575
Compensation for damage caused by

erection of fish passes, when to be re-

covered, 576
Propagation of salmon artificially,

Not allowed without consent of conser-

vators, 576
Penalties when payable to conservators,

676
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FISH AND FISKERIKS—continued.

II. Laws for the Preservation of, d-c.—con.

Trout, protection of,

What parts of salmon acts apply to

trout river, 576

Export of salmon, regulations as to, 677

Appeal to quarter sessions, when al-

lowed, 577

III. Of the Herring and other Fisheries.

Herring fishery, 577
Casks to be marked, 577
Thickness of the staves, 578

Fishermen may set up trades, 578

Certain penalties may be recovered by
two justices, 578

All penalties imposed by 9 Geo. 2, c. 33,

may be recovered by two justices, 578

Offenders may be detained for forty-

eight hours, 578

Where the goods are not sufficient to

answer the distress, 578

Security may be given for payment of

the penalty, 579
Appeal, 579
Conviction not to be set aside for want

of form, 579
Witnesses may be summoned, 579

Evidence of witnesses, 579
Evidence to be written down, 579

Recovery of penalties, 579
Disputes between officers andcurers, 580

Bounties, &c., 580
48 and 55 Geo. 3, and 1 & 2 Geo. 4, so

far as they relate to marking or brand-

ing barrels of herrings, still in force,

581
Old barrels employed in the fisheries

with an official brand to be forfeited,

with their contents, 581

Declaration required to be made on oath

by 48 & 55 Geo. 3 may be made on

affirmation, 581
. Penalty for false declarations, 581

Commissioners to regulate time between
salting and branding, 581

Penalty for fraudulently branding empty
barrels or casks, 582

Barrels under weight Avhen fish not ten

days in salt may be exported, 682

What nets may be used after commence-
ment of regular herring fishery, 582

No fishing boat selling and delivering

fresh herrings by measure to use basket

holding less than one-quarter of a

cran, 683
Forfeitures and penalties how enforced,

583
When imprisonment may be ordered in

default of payment of penalty and ex-

penses, 583
Powers of regulating the trade of the cod
and ling fisheries in the commissioners

by 1 Geo. i, c. 103, revived, except so

far as respects bounties, 583

FISH AND FISHI;RIES—con^mued.

III. Of tJte Herring and other Fisheries— con.

Recovery of forfeitures under this act,

583

IV. Of the Oyster and Mussel Fisheries.

Stealing oysters, &c., from oyster beds,

583
Dredging for, within limits of oyster

fishery, 584
Form of indictment, 584

Floating fish, 584 v

Punishment for dredging, 585

Dredging for, 585

Indictment for stealing oysters, 587

Indictment for dredging in the limits of

an oyster fishery, 587

Board of trade may make order for esta-

blishment and improvement of, 584

Persons obtaining an order for establish-

ment of, may remove oysters from

public to private beds at all seasons,

584
Rights and powers of grantees of several

oyster fisheries, 584

As to property in oysters within several

fisheries, 585
Property in oysters removed from severa

fisheries, 585
Penalty for

Improper use of fishing implements, 585

Improper dredging, 685

Depositing ballast, rubbish, &c., 585

Orany implements prejudicial to bed, 685

Disturbing bed, 585

Limits of fishery to be kept marked out,

585
Fishery to be deemed within adjoining

county, 585
Several fishery, right to cease if no ade-

quate benefit derived, 685

Board of trade may make inquiry and

issue certificates, 586

Landowners, when entitled to receive

compensation for lands taken, 586

Oysters

To include brood, spat, and spawn, 586

In the oyster grounds or fishery, to be

owner's property, 586

When unlawfully removed from fishery

to remain owner's property, 586

Limits of fishery, how proved, 686

V. Rules concerning fishing in or near the

Sea.

Erecting a new weir, 587

Spawn of sea fish, 587

Size of nets at sea, 588

Size of sea fish, 588

Ships proceeding to the whale fishery,

588

VL Importing Fish.

Importing fish, 589

London fish-markets, 589
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FISHING IMPLEMENTS. See Customs,
153

FISHING COMMITTEE. See Fish Ax\d

Fisheries, 567

FIXED ENGINES. See Fish and Fish-
eries, 561, 575

FIXTURES
Stealing of, see Larceny, &c.

Malicious injuries to, see Malicious
Injury

FLAX. See Woollen Manufactures

FLEET BOOKS. See Evidence

FLESH, POISONED
Penalty for placing it in fields, 589
Not to apply to occupier of house or

building, or owner of rick or stack

of corn, &c., 5S9
Not to apply to grain or seed within
Poisoned Grain Act, 590

FLIGHT, See Forfeiture

FLOODGATES. See Malicious Injury

FORCIBLE ENTRY AND DETAINER
Force at common law, what, 590
Common-law right of re-entry on lands
by force, 590

Retaking of goods, 590
Ilestrained by statutes of forcible en

591
Action for, 591
Forcible entry an offence at common law,

691
Persons having been in possession three

years, 592

I. Statutes relating to.

What entry illegal, 592
Punishment for, 692
Justices empowered to interfere and
commit offender till fine and ransom,
&c., in cases of forcible entry, 592

8 Hen. 6, c. 9. Provisions extended to
cases of forcible detainer, 593

Duty of justices on, 693
Restitution to be awarded by justices,

593
Precept to sheriff to return a jury to

inquire of, 594
Juror to have 40s. per annum, 594
Sheriffs penalty for neglect, 594
Proceedings against sheriff, &c., 594
Action against party guilty of, 594
They may keep their land by force, who
have had three years' possession, 594

No restitution, if party indicted has been
three years in quiet possession, and
his estate not ended, 59.5

Costs against party indicted, if his said

allegation be found against him, 595
Provisions extended to terms for" years

and copyholds, 595

FORCIBLE ENTRY, Sec—continued.

II. What is a Forcible Entry.

What is a forcible entry, 596
Species of property, 696
Nature of right, 596
Nature of the force, 596
What a mere trespass or not, 596
Actual violence or terror necessary, 697
Strong hand, 597
Violence, 697
Terror, 598

Who liable to conviction for, 593
Riot, 598

III. What is a Forcible Detainer.

What a forcible detainer, 598
The entry must have been unlawful, £93
Not after three years' possession, 599

IV. A ction at Law for.

Action for, 599
Treble damages, 599

V. Indictment for, and Restitution after

Indictment.

Indictment at sessions under the statutes

eoo
Elsewhere, 600
At common law, 600
When indictable as a riot, 600
Form of indictment, 600
Statement of force, 600
Statement of tenement, &c., 600
Statement of defendant being in posses-

sion, 600
Statement of party's interest in premises,

601
Ouster and continuance thereof, 601

Evidence, 602
Witnesses, 602
Punishment, 602
Restitution, 602

VI. Proceedings before Justices for, and
Resti'ution in case of.

Proceedings for, before justices, 603
Complaint made, 603
Oath of complainant, 603
Summoning of defendant, 603
View of justice, 604
Finding offence and other proceedings,

604
Right of claimant, 605
Commitment, 606
Record, &c., and form of conviction, 606

Fine, 606
Fine assessed severally, 607
Payment of fine, 607
Proceedings where there is no contiriu-

ance of force in view of the justice,

607
Restitution by one justice, 607
Traverse, 608

,

Plea of three years' quiet possession, 608
Mode of procuring reseisin, 608
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FORCIBLE ENTRY, kc—continued.

Vir. Proceedings before Justices, Jkc.—con.

Proceedings removed by certiorari, 609

On certiorari, 609

Where conviction quashed, court must

award restitution, 609

VI r. Forma as to.

Commitment on 6 Ric. 2, c. 8, for a

forcible entry into a freehold, 609

Commitment on 21 Jac. 1, c 15, for same

into a leasehold, copyhold, &c., 609

Commitment for a forcible detainer on

Stat. 8 Hen. 4, c. 9, or 21 Jac. 1, c. 15,

609
Indictment for a forcible entry and de-

tainer on the statutes, 610

Indictment for same at common law, 610

Record of conviction for a forcible de-

tainer upon view, 610

Commitment for a forcible entry and

detainer by one justice, 612^

Precept to sheriff to return a jury, 613

Foreman of jurors' oath, 613

Jurors' oath, 613
Inquisition, or finding of jury, 613

Memorandum to be endorsed thereon by

the justices, 614
Warrant to t'le sherifif for restitution

614

FOREIGN JUDGE. See Evidence

FOREIGN COURTS. -See Evidence, 64

FOREIGN JUDGMENT. See Evidence

FOREIGN LAW AND REGISTER. -See

Evidence

FOREIGN LOTTERIES. -See Gaming

FOREIGN MARRIAGES. See Evidence,

69

FOREIGN MONEY, &c. See Coin

FOREIGNER AND FOREIGN OFFENCES,
615. -See Admiralty and Evidence

No defence that did not know that crime

charged was an offence, 615

As to arrest of foreigners in England,

615

FOREIGN SERVICE
Entering into, when an offence, 615

Prerogative of ne exeat regno, &c., 615

Refusing to assist her Majesty in council,

615
Subjects enlisting in foreign service,

military or naval, 616

Accepting commission, &c., 616

Engaging to go, or going into foreign

countries, with intent to enlist, &c.,

616
Retaining or procuring others to enlist,

&c., 616

FOREIGN SERVICE -continued.

Justices to issue warrants for the appre-

hension of offenders, 617

Where offences shall be tried, 618

Where offence committed out of Unit d

Kingdom, justice to issue warrant for

apprehension of offender, 618

Vessels with persous on board engaged

in foreign service may be detained,

618
Of what facts and circumstances oath is

to be made, 618

Masters of ships. &c., taking on board

persons enlisted contrary to act. 619
_

Persons fitting out vessels to aid in mi-

litary operations with any foreign

powers without licence, 619

Or Issuing commissions for ships, 619

Ships, &c., forfeited, 620

Officers of customs and excise, &3., may
seize, 620

Aiding warlike equipment of vessels of

foreign states, &c., 620

Offences committed out of the kingdom

may be tried at Westminster, 620

How penalties sued for and recovered,

620
Mutiny acts, 620

FOREST, -See Game

FORESTALLING, INGROSSING, AND
REGRATING

Derivation of terms, 621

Repeal of statutes against, 621

Offence punishable at common law, 621

Indictment must state the quantity, 621

FORFEITURE
As to levying and estreating of fines and

forfeitures, see Fines and For-

teitures.

I. Forfeiture of Lands and Goods.

Of lands, 621

The 4 & 5 W^ill. 4, c. 23, s. 3, 622

Lands, &c., vested in any trustee shall

not be escheated by attainder of such

trustee, 622
The 17 Edw. 2, c. 16, 622

Copyholds, 622

Of goods, 622
Conviction of treason or felony, 622

Flight found, 622

Goods waived, 623

Felo de se, 623

Upon outlawry, 623

Description of personal property, 623

To what time the forfeiture shall relate,

623
, ,

What is to be done with the felon s

goods before forfeiture, 623

II. Of Loss of Dower, 625

III. Of Corruption of Blood, 625
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FORGERY
I. At Common Law.

At common law, 625
Uttering at common law, 626
Jurisdiction of justices over, at common

law, 626

II. By Statute.

Preliminary observations, 627
As to personating bail, see Bail
As to forging registers, see Registers
Repeal of former acts, 628
Interpretation clause, 663

Statutory Provisions as to Forgery in Ge-

neral,

Punishment of, in general, under re-

pealed acts, 627
How instruments to be described in

indictments for, 629
Venue in, 629
All forgers and utterers may be tried in

the county where they are appre-

hended or are in custody, 629, 674
Offences committed at sea, or within

jurisdiction of admiralty, 662, 676
To apply to forging or uttering in Eng-

land documents purporting to be
made, or actually made, out of Eng-
land, 629

And to forging or uttering in England
bills, &c., purporting to be payable out
of England, 630

As to principals in second degree, and
accessories, 630, 662

Rule of interpretation as to criminal

possession, and as to parties intended
to be defrauded, 630

Costs of prosecution in cases of mis-
demeanors, 663, 677

Not triable at sessions, 630
Penalties, how recovered, 667

What amounts to a Forgery, and Evidence
and Indictmentfor, in general.

What amounts to, 631
Alteration, 631
Addition, 631
Fictitious name, 631

Must be calculated to deceive persons,

632
Intention to defraud, 632
What an uttering, &c., of forged instru-

ment, 634

Knowledge of cases of uttering, 634
Several combining, &c., 635
Witnesses to prove, 635
The indictment, 636
Venue in, 636
Statement of offence, 636
Description of instrument forged, 636,

674
Statement of intent to defraud, 638
Statement to whom instrument was dis-

posed of, 639

FORGERY—cwi<tJt u.ed.

II. By Statute—continued.

Intent to defraud particular persons need

not to be proved or alleged, 675
Criminal possession, meaning of, 675
Search may be made for paper or im-

plements used in forgery, 675
Punishments substituted for those in

former acts, 675
Accessories and principals, 676
Fine and sureties for keeping the peace

and being of good behaviour, when
may be required under Forgery Act,

24&25Vict. c. 98, 677
Forged instruments, how to be described

in indictment for, 660
Instruments in indictments for engrav-

ing, how to be described, 660
Intent to defraud particular persons not

necessary to be alleged, 660
Criminal possession, how interpreted,660

Search for paper or implements used in

forgery, 660
Punishment for certain forgeries, 661

When hard labour and solitary confine-

ment may be inflicted, 662
When fines, 662

Of the Great Seal, Sign Manual, &c., 639

Of Bank Notes, Wills, Bills, &c.

Exchequer bill, exchequer debenture.

East India bond, bank note, 639

Wills, 640
Bill of exchange, promissory note, or

warrant or order for payment of mo-
ney, 640, 642

Punishment for, 640
Bank notes, 640, 642
Wills, 640'

Bills of exchange and notes, 640
Orders for payment of money, 641,644

Of Records, Process, Instruments of Evi-

dence, die.

Proceedings of Courts of Record, 641

Copies or certificates, 642
Instruments made evidence, 612

Making False Entries of Stock in Public

Funds, &c.

False entries in books of accounts of

public stock, or transfer of stock in

any other name than the true owner's,

646

Transfers of Stock, Powers of Attorney, d~c.

Transfer of public stock ;
power of attor-

ney relating thereto, 647
False personation, 647
Personating owner of public stock, &c.,

and endeavouring to transfer divi-

dends, 647
False assumption of authority, 648

I

f
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II. By Statute—continued.

Of Attestation to Power of Attorney/,

&c.

Forging attestation to power of attorney

for transfer of stock, &c., transporta-

tion for seven years or imprisonment,
643

Banh Officers, d;c., making out War-
rant for more than due.

Clerks of bank making out dividend

warrants for a greater or less sum than
due, 648

Of Bonds, Deeds, Receipts, Orders for
Delivei~y of Goods, <fcc.

Forgery of deeds, bonds, receipts,

orders for delivery of goods, &c.,

649
Of receipts, &c., 649, 651
Of orders, &c., for delivery of goods, &c.,

653, 654
Forging court rolls, 649
As to registry of deeds, 650
Orders of justices' recognizances, affi-

davits, &c., 650
Name of accountant-general, &c., 650
Of deeds within the act, 651
For order for payment of money, 654
Forging proof of gun barrels, see Fire-
arms, 542

Purchasing or Receiving Forged Bank
Notes, Bills of Exchange, <&c. Making
or having in Possession, tfcc. Moulds,
Plates, &c., for forging same, ttc.

Purchasing or having, &c., forged bank
notes, 656

Making, &c., moulds for making paper
with the words " Bank of England

"

visible in substance, or for making,
&c., paper with curved bar lines, &c.,

656
Proviso as to paper used for bills, &c.,

657
Engraving on any plate, &c., any bank

note, &c., or using or having such
plate, &c., 657

Uttering or having paper upon which a
blank bank note, &c., shall be printed,
657

Engraving on plate, &c., any word, &c.,

resembling any part of a bank note,
&c., 657

Using or having any such plate, &c., 657
Uttering or having any paper on which

there shall be an impression of any
word, &c., 658

Making or having any mould for manu-
facturing paper with the name of any
bankers appearing in the substance,
658

Manufacturing or having such paper, or
causing name to appear in substance
of any paper, 668

II. By Statute—continued.

Engraving on plate, &c., bill, &c., of
bankers, or using such plate, 658

Uttering or having paper upon which
any part of such bill, &c., shall be
printed, 658

Foreign bills, &c., engraving plates, &c.,

659
Using or having such plates, 659
Uttering paper on which any part of

such bill, &c., may be printed, 659
Making, or having moulds, frames, &c.,

in imitation of those used in ex-

chequer bills and debentures, 655
Making or having paper in imitation of

exchequer bills, bonds, or debentures,
655

Proviso as to paper for bills of exchange,
657

Having unlawfully plates, paper, dies,

&c., used as exchequer bills, bonds,
or debentures, 656

Trade marks, forging or falsely applying
to goods, d;c.,

A misdemeanor, 663
Or falsely applying to vessels, case, or

wrapper containing any article sold
or intended to be sold, 664

Seller of articles with trade mark or
quantity to be deemed, to contract
that genuine, 668

Selling articles with forged trade marks,
penalty, 664

Additions and alterations of, with intent
to defraud, deemed forgery, 665

Conviction for, not to affect civil re-

medy, 666
Possessor of articles, falsely marked, to

give an account, 665
Justices may summon oflFenders, 665
Penalty for refusing to account, 665
Falsely marking quantities on parcels of

goods, penalty for, 665
Selling such falsely marked goods,

penalty for, 666
Except where names known to be used

for particular manufactures, 666
Proceedings before justices, 668
To be taken pursuant to 11 & 12 Vict.

c. 43, 668

Gold and Silver marks,

Forging or counterfeiting die for mark-
ing gold or silver wares, 669

Or uttering the same, 669
Penalty for making wares with forged

dies, or uttering same, 670
Forging or removing marks, or uttering

the same, 670
Having any such die or articles, &c., ia

possession, 670
Cutting or severing marks to affix them

on other wares, 670
Fraudulently using genuine dies, 670
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VO'RGERY—continued.

II. By Statute— continued.

Punishment for above offences, 670
Dealer having forged marks in his pos-

session, and penalty for, 670
When exempted from, responsibilty for

possession, 671
Notice to be given, 671

Such exemptions not to extend to case

of guilty knowledge, 671
Penalty for adding to any article with-

out fresh assay and mark, 672
Penalty for selling such wares without
same being marked, 672

Such wares at dealers may be seized,

672

False Entries in Registers of Baptism,

Marriage, Burial, <f-c. See Registers.

Forgery in other Cases, 677

Forms,

Commitment for forging and uttering a

bank note, 077
The like for having a forged bank note

in his possession, 677
The like for forging a bill, 677
The like for uttering same, 677
The like for forging a banker's draft,

678
The like for forging a receipt, 678
The like for forging a will, 678
The like for uttering same, 678
The like for forging a bond, 678

The like for uttering same, 678
Indictment for forgery in general,

678
Indictment for forging and uttering a

bank note, 679
Indictment for forging a will, 679
Indictment for forging a bill of ex-

change, 680
Indictment for forging an undertaking,

warrant, or order for the payment of

money, 630
Indictment for making false entries of

stock, 681
Indictment for forging and uttering a

transfer of stock, 681

Indictment for forging and uttering a

power of attorney to sell out stock,

&c., 681

Indictment for forging a bond, 682

Indictment for forging a receipt, 682

Indictment for having forged bank notes

in possession, 682

See Factory, 441

FORNICATION. See Lewdness, Disor-

derly House

FORTUNE TELLING. See Witchcraft,
Egyptians

FRAMES
Malicious injuries to, see Malicious In-

juries to Property
Exportation of, see Manufacturers

INDEX TO VOL. II.

FRAME-WORK KNITTERS
Frame -breaking, see Malicious In-

jury
Pieces to be marked, 682
Penalty on not marking, 683

Selling unmarked goods, 683

Penalties how to be recovered, 683

Appeal, 683
Act not to affect rights, &c., of com-
pany of, 683

FRAUD
Obtaining property by false pretences,

and as to frauds in general, see Cheat
As to conspiracy to defraud, see Con-

spiracy

J
Parol evidence admissible to prove, see

E"«li6ENCB

FRlW^^^w^^:
567, 572

FREE GOODS.

Fishkries,

See Customs, Entry

FREEHOLD
Larceny of things of, see Larceny
Forcible entry into, see Forcible Entry
In soil of highways, see Highways
In bridges, see Bridges

FRIENDLY SOCIETIES, BUILDING BE-
NEFIT SOCIETIES, AND LOAN-
SOCIETIES

Friendly Societies,

Societies under repealed acts to continue,

686
Their rules to continue in force, 687

Contracts, &c., to be still in force,

687
Their exemption and powers under 18

& 19 Vict. c. 63, 687

As to societies dissolved before 18 & 19

Vict. c. 63, 691

What interest to have, 700

Society may change its name, 687

How formed, and for what purposes,

687
For payments on death of members,

688
Relief in sickness, 688

For assisting members travelling for

employment, 688

For affording temporary relief, 638

In case of accident, 688

In case of shipwreck, 688

For purchasing coals, 688

For assurance against cattle losse.?,

688
For accumulating surplus, 688

Registrars, how and by whom to be ap-

pointed, 687
Their salaries, 687
As to expences of their office, 687

Award of, conclusive, 691

Award, evidence of dissolution, 691

Annual report of, to contain particuLi s

of award, 691
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FRIENDLY SOCIETIES, kc- continued.

I. Fiieiidly Societies—coniinucd.

Certificate necessary before payment on
death of a child, 688

Benevolent Societies,

When entitled to benefit of friendly

societies act, 689
Society,

How dissolved, 689
Dissolution how proved, 691

Unlawful oath not to extend to, 689
On dissolution of, what not necessary to

state in agreement, 690
May unite with other societies, and

transfer its engagements, 691
Minors may be elected members of,

692
Buildings or lands for meetings of so-

ciety may be purchased or leased,

692
Frauds, how punishable, 692
In case of withholding money, &c.,

696
Trustees of societies, how appointed,

692
Society's property to vest in them,

693
• May bring or defend actions by, or

against society, 693
Indemnity to, 699
Transfer of stock on trustees ceasing

to act, 701
Officer of society may be sued and made

defendant for society, 693
Responsibility, how limited, 694

Property of society, how recoverable

in case of death of, 695
Or insolvency of, 695

Treasurer of society,

To give security, 69i
To account, 694
Property of, how recovered if officer

die or become insolvent, 695
Funds of, how to be invested, 699, 700
How transferred, 701
Rules for government of, to be framed,

696
What rules to contain, 697
Copies of, to be sent to registrar and his

certificate obtained, 697
Form of registrar's certificate, 697
Actuary's certificate, with rules if be

table of annuities, 697
May be altered, amended, rescinded, at

meetings duly convened, 698
Certificate of registrar necessary to va-

lidity of rules, 693
Circulating false copy of, a misdemeanor,

699
How receivable in evidence, 699
When place of meeting of, is altered no-

tice to be sent to registrar, 698
Granting payment annually to nominees,
when may have benefit of 18 & 19
Vict. c. 63, 706

VOT,. IT.

FRIENDLY SOCIETIES, Sec—continued.

I. Friendly Societies—continued.

Member, if serving in militia, extra
payment may be demanded of, 706

On death of, sum under 50Z, may be
paid without administration, 699

Not to receive more than 300/. or 30Z.

a-year from any number of societies,

702
_

Commissioners for reduction of national
debt,

Provisions as to investing societies' funds
with, 700, 701

As to redepositing money withdrawn,
701

Trustees,

May subscribe to hospital or provident

institution, 702
To make returns of funds, &c., to regis-

trar, 705
Disputes,

To be decided according to rules of

society, 702
To be settled by justices, if rules so

direct, 703
Justices may make orders, 703
When may be settled by county coixrt,

703
Order of, how enforced, 704
Lord chancellor may make order respect-

ing county court proceedings, 705
How to be settled in case of societies

whose rules not certified, 705
Regulation of 18 & 19 Vict. c. 63, ex-

tended to other disputes between
executors, &c., 705

Penalty for not making returns to regis-

trar, 705
Returns of society's funds and position,

&c., to be sent to registrar, annually,

705
How to be made, 705

II. Benefit Building Societies.

Persons may form themselves into a
society, and raise a fund for their mu-
tual benefit, and make rules, &c.,

716
May alter and amend rules, 716
Societies, in rules, to declare purpose of

establishment, &c., 716
Such purpose to be complied with,

717
Monies not to be misapplied, 717
Manner of proceeding in case barrister

shall refuse to certify, 717
Justices' approval of tables, 717
No society entitled to benefit of act, un-

less rules entered in a book and con-

firmed, &c., 717
Rules, when entered and deposited, to

be binding on members and depositors,

717
Copy of transcript evidence, 718

4 Y
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FRIENDLY SOCIETIES, &e.—continued.

II. Benefit Building Societies—continued.

No confirmed rule to be altered but at

a general meeting of society, &c.,

718
Rules to specify place of meeting and

duties of officers, 718
Societies may alter place of meeting,

718
Society may appoint officers, 718
Securities to be given for offices of

trust, if required, 719
Treasurer or trustees to give bond to

clerk of peace, 719
Appointment of committees, 719
Powers of standing committees to be

declared in rules of society, and of

particular ones entered in a book,

719
^

Committee controllable by society, 719
Treasurer or trustees to lay out surplus

of contributions, 719
And to bring the proceeds to account,

720
Treasurers, &c., to render accounts, and
pay over balances, &c., 720

And in case of neglect, application may
be made to exchequer, &c., 720

Where trustees, &c., are out of jurisdic-

tion of court, or uncertain if alive, or

they refuse to convey, &c., exche-
quer may appoint a person to convey,

721
When trustees absent, &c., courts may

order stock to be transferred and di-

vidends paid, 721
No fee for any proceedings in such

courts, 722
Who to be named in orders of court for

making transfers, 722
Act to be an indemnity to the bank,

722
Payment in case of death of officers,

722
EflPects of societies vested in trustees or

treasurer, who may bring and defend
actions, &c., 722

Limitation of responsibility of trea-

surers or trustees, 723
Treasurer, &c. . liable for money actually

received, 723
Payment to persons appearing to be

next of kin, valid, 723
For payment of sums not exceeding

20^., where members die intestate,

723
Justices may hear cases of fraud, and

punish by fine or imprisonment,
724

Conviction, 724
Warrant of distress, 724
Commitment, 724
Proceeding by indictment, &c., 724

Procee^iyp'Roffiicffv for dissolution of

station of, see Manui^

FRIENDLY SOCIETIES, kc— continued.

II. Benefit Building Societies—continued.

Stock not divisible but for general pur-

poses of society, 725
Penalties for illegal dissolution or divi-

sion of funds, 725
Rules to be made directing whether dis-

putes shall be settled by justices,

725
Or by arbitration, 725
Appointment of arbitrators, 725
Award conclusive, 725
Justices to enforce compliance there-

with, 726
By order, 726
By warrant of distress, 726
Reference of disputes to justices, if

so directed by rules of society,

726
Orders of justices final, 728
No appeal, 728

Not removeable, 728
Not restrainable by injunction of court

of equity, 728
Minors may be members, and have legal

authority to act, 728
Societies shall make annual audits

and statements of funds to members,
728

Returns to be made to clerks of peace

at certain periods, 728
Exemption from stamp duties, 728

Construction of words in act, 728
Two transcripts of rules to be submitted

to a barrister, &c., who is to certify

same, 729
Barrister, &c., to certify both tran-

scripts, 729
Fee payable to barrister, 729
One ti'anscript to be returned to society,

the other to be sent to clerk of peace,

729
Justices to confirm rules, 729
Transcript to be filed, 729 •

Rules, &c., to be binding when certified

by barrister, 729
Barrister not to be entitled to fee in re-

spect of alterations within three years,

nor for certificate to rules being

copies of those already inrolled,

730
Returns of sickness, &c., to be sent to

barrister, 730
If rules of society direct reference of

disputes to arbitration, and society

refuse to grant arbitrators, &c.,

justices may determine the disputes,

730
Provision in case member is expelled,

730
Executors, assignees, &c., of officers to

pay money due to society before other

debts, 730
Letters to and from barristers and ad-

vocates to be free of postage, 731
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FRIENDLY SOCUiTIES, kc—continued.

II. Benefit Building Societies—continued.

Provisions of former statutes to con-

tinue in force as to societies estab-

lished under them until they shall

conform to the provisions of 10 Geo.

4, c, 56, as hereby amended, 731

Construction of words, 731
The 6 & 7 Will. 4, c. 42, 731
Societies may be established for the pur-

chase or erection of dwelling houses,

732
Bonus, &c. not to be usurious, 732
Rules may be made to provide forms

of conveyance, &c., 732
Provisions of friendly societies acts ex-

tended to this, 732
Receipt indorsed on mortgage to be suf-

ficient discharge without re-couvey-

ance, 733
Not to authorise investment of funds in

savings bank, 733
Benefit of act to extend to all societies

established prior to June, 1836, 733
Exemption from stamp duties, 733

III. Loan Societies,

The 3 & 4 Vict. c. 110, 706
Repeal of part of 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 23,

706
Society not liable to penalties for loans

made before passing of act, 707
Formation of loan societies under re-

strictions in this act, 707
Three transcripts of rules to be sub-

mitted to a barrister, &c., 707
Who is to certify the transcripts, 707
Fee payable to, 707
One transcript to be kept by the bar-

rister, 707
Another returned to the society, 707
And the third sent to clerk of peace,

707
Justices to confirm rules, 707
Rules, &c., to be binding when certified

by barrister, 707
No confirmed rule to be altered but at

a general meeting of society, &c.,

707
Limitation of fee payable to barrister,

708
Rules to be entered in a book to be kept
by officer of society, 708

Property of society vested in the trus-

tees, 708
Societies to issue debentures, 709
Trustees signing debentures not per-

sonally liable unless specially under-
taken, 709

Sums under 50Z. deposited in any loan

society payable without probate to re-

presentative of deceased debenture
holder, 709

Treasurer, &c., to give security, 709

FRIENDLY SOCIETIES, kc—continued.

III. Loan Societies—continued.

Amount of loan, 709

No note or security liable to stamp duty,

709
Securities not transferable, 710
Recovery of loans, 710

Recovery of loans in courts of request,

711
Power for societies to reduce demand to

enable courts of request to adjudicate,

711
Treasurer of any loan society to sue on

securities granted to his predecessor,

711

Sum to be demanded for inquiries,

711
Sum for interest, 711

New schemes must be certified by
actuary of national debt office, 712

Sums herein stated to be in full of all

charges, 712
Clerks, &c., overcharging liable to penal-

ties of usury, 712
Instalments not to be paid in advance

nor loans to be balloted for, 712

Forms stated in schedule may be used,

713
Abstract of accounts to be made yearly,

and sent to barrister, 713

Copy to be laid before Parliament,

713
Trustees not personally liable, 713

Forms
Schedule to the 3 tfc 4 Vict. c. 110, 713.

IV. Industrial Societies.

Established under former acts to be
deemed established from date of re-

gistration, 738
Entitled to certificate of registration on

application to registrar of friendly

societies, 733
Form of certificate, 739
Constitution of, under 30 & 31 Vict, c.

117,733
Provisions of friendly societies acts ap-

plied to, 737
Certificate of registration to vest pro-

perty in society, 734, 737
Exempted from income tax, 738

Copy of rules of, to be delivered to per-

sons on demand, 734

Not to be registered in name of existing

society, 734
Name to be published, 734

Penalty for non-publication, 734

To have a registered ofiice, 735

Penalty on default, 735

Notice of situation to be given to

registrar, 735
Rules to be signed and effect of signa-

ture, 735
Declaration to accompany copy of, 738

4 Y 2
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FEIENDLY SOCIETIES, <ic.-~conti7iucd. , GA-^IK—continued.

IV, Industrial Societies— continued.

Alteration of or additions to be regis-

tered, 738
As to winding up of, 735
Dissolution of not to prevent winding

up of, 735
Provisions of joint stock acts may apply,

735
Members of, liability of past and present,

735
Interest may be transferred, 737
May inspect books, 736

Limitations of interest of, 737
May be constituted under company's

acts, 736
Annual returns to be made out for regis-

trar, 736
Penalty for not making returns, 738

Rules, schedule of matters to be pro-

vided, 736, 739
Form of, 738

Penalties, how recovered, 738
Forms, schedule of, 739

FRUIT AND FRUIT TREES. See Wood.
Stealing of, see Larceny

FULLER'S EARTH. See Woollen Manu-
rACTOREB

FULMINATING MERCURY. See Gun-
powder, Peecossion Caps

FUNDS,
Forgery relating to, see Forgery
Larceny of stock, see Larceny

FUNERALS,
When exempt from tolls, 1237

FURIOUS DRIVING,
Death occasioned by, see Homicide
Injuries to passengers occasioned by, see

Stage Coaches
Penalty for riding or driving fui-iously

to the danger of passengers, see

Police
Penalty for furious riding or driving on

highways, see Highways in General

FURZE,
Burning it in forests, see Burning

FUSTIAN CUTTING WORKS. See Fac-

tories, 481

GAME.
I. Eej^eal of Statutes 6^ 1 dL- 2 Will. 4, c.

32.

—

Act not to extend to Scotland or

Ireland,

II. What shall be deemed Game, 7i'2.

III. Property in Game in General.

Tame animals, 742
Wild animals, 742
Taking and killing them, 743
Taking and taming them, 743
Inclosing them, 743
Young ones, &c., 743
Ratione soli, 743

IV. Property in, and Laws as to, Game in

FrancMsed Places.

In general every certificated person may
kill, 744

Statute 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, not to affect

any existing or future agi-eements

respecting, 744
Nor any rights of manor, forest, chase,

or warren, 744

Act not to affect Queen's forest rights,

&c., 744
In franchises, 745
Forests, 745
Purlieu, 745
Chase, 746
Park, 746
Free warren, 746
General observations as to these fran-

chises or royalties, 747

V. Property in, and Laws as to, Game in

Manors, Warrens, Decoys, Preserves, and
Private Grounds.

Manors, 748
Power of the lord to seize dogs, &c.,

749
The 4 & 5 Vict. c. 35, 749
Hare and rabbit warrens, 750
Decoys, 750
Rookery, 750
Preserves and private grounds, 750
Property in game by the common law,

750
Grant of mere right to sport must be by

deed, 751
But parol licence as such suffices, 751

A reservation or exception, when a

grant, 751
What rights acquired by a grant or

licence to sport, 751
A liberty " to fowl " is a profit k prendre,

751
Liberty "to hawk," 751
" To fish," 752
" To hunt," 752
" To hawk, hunt, fish, and fowl," 752
" To sport," 752
Landlord to have game under existing

leases except in certain cases, 752
Exceptions, 752
Act not to affect existing or future

agreements respecting game, nor rights
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V. Property in, <i'C. Game in Manors, etc.

—

con.

of manor, forest, chase, or warren,
752

Nor to affect cattle-gates or right of

common, 752
Lord of manor to have game on waste,

753
Landlord, having reserved the right to

the game, may authorise others to kill

it, 753
Term, "lord of manor," &c. to include

" lady of manor," &c., 752
Where landlord, &c. has right to game

in exclusion of occupier, occupier

liable to a penalty for killing it, 754
"When several penalties may be incurred

or not, 754

VL Who may Mil or take Game; Penalty,

<tc. for Icilling it, dkc, without ieing

authorised.

Who authorised to kill game, &c. in

general, 753
Certificated persons -may kill game, sub-

ject to the law of trespass, 753
Proviso as to gamekeepers, 753
Gamekeepers not to act beyond limits of

appointment, 753
Where the landlord, &c. has the right to

game in exclusion of the occupier, the
occupier shall be liable to a penalty for

killing it, 754
Penalty for killing or pursuing game

without a certificate, 754
Penalty to be cumulative, 754
Enactment should be construed strictly,

754
An infant subject to the penalty, 754
Feme covert, 755
Several persons, 755
Dog or engine used by several persons

to kill game, 755
Catching a hare, evidence of taking it,

755
What an using, 755
The justice should be fully satisfied of

the intent, 755
How far an uncertificated person may

sport with or for a certificated one,
756

What dogs and engines within the
enactment, 755

What deemed game, 756
What number of penalties incurred by

killing several heads of game, &c. 756
Several penalties in same conviction, 757
How far punishable by indictment, 757
Conspiring to kill game. &c., 757
Night poaching, &c., 757

VIL GameJceepers, and herein of the Power
to search for, seize, and kill Game, tfcc.

Lords of manors, &c. may appoint game-
keepers, 757

VII. GameJceepers, <(;c.—continued.

Power of gamekeepers in manors, 758
Lords of manors, &c. may grant depu-

tations, 758
Appointment of gamekeepers in Wales,

758
Appointments of gamekeepers to be re-

gistered with clerk of peace, 758
Cannot act as such beyond the limits of

his appointment, 759
Power over trespassers, 759
Gamekeeper's certificate, 759
Form of appointment or deputation of

gamekeepers, 761
Hares may be killed without deputation,

761
Authority to take and kUl, how

limited, 761
Authorised persons not subject to

gamekeepers' tax, 762
What manor, &c. or title to, sufiBcient,

769
Power to seize guns, dogs, game, &c., 760
Whether power to shoot dogs, "760

Park-keepers empowered to seize guns,

ic, 760
Gamekeeper not authorised to sell game,

761
As to gamekeepers sporting beyond their

manors, 761
A gamekeeper seizing the dog, &c. of

another gamekeeper, 761
Discharging gamekeeper, 761
Form of appointment or deputation,

761

VIII. Certificate to he taken out, and Con-
sequences of Omission.

The 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32, not to affect

existing laws respecting certificates,

762
Penalty for killing game without a cer-

tificate cumulative, 763
Commissioners of taxes to have the
management of certificates, 763

Licences and certificates, to take and
kill game, 764
Duties, 763
To be excise duties, 763
Penalty for not taking out licence,

764
Exceptions and exemptions, 764

To be taken out on behalf of assessed

servants, acting as gamekeepers,

765
May be continued to successors on

change of gamekeeper or revocation

of deputation, 765

Not available out of limits of manor
for which gamekeepers appointed

765
Party to produce licence on demand
and declare name and place of resi-

dence, 765
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VIII. Certificate to be taken out, <tc.—con.

Penalty for refusal, 766

To be void if party convicted of

offence under 1 & 2 W. 4, c. 32, or

2 & 3 W. 4, c. 68, 766
List of persons licensed to be pub-

lished, 766

IX. WJien and how Game may he taken and
hilled, etc.

Killing game on a Sunday or Christmas

day, 768
Killing game out of season, 768
Laying poison to kill, 768
Possession of game illegal after ten days

in dealers, and forty days in other

persons from expiration of season,

768
Destroying or taking eggs of, 769

X. Dealing in Game.

Certificated persons may sell game to

licensed dealers, 769

Licences to deal in Game.

Provisions of 1 & 2 W. 4, c. 32, and 2 &
3 Vict. c. 35, to apply throughout the

United Kingdom, 7t)7

Parties licensed to obtain a licence under

23 & 24 Vict, c. 90, 767
Penalty for dealing in game without ex-

cise licence, 767
To be granted only to persons having

licences from justices, 767
List of persons licensed to be kept for

inspection, 767
To be granted by inland revenue at

chief office, or by officers at other

places, 767
Duration and expiration of licences,

768
Available throughout the kingdom,

768
Proviso as to gamekeepers, 769
Justices to hold special session yearly

for granting licences to deal in, 769
Form of licence, 770
Dealer to put up a board on his house,

770
Duration of licence, 770
Sessions for licence may be held at any

time, 770
Proviso as to partners, 770
Licences when to become void, 770

Penalty for selling without licence, and

on certificated persons selling to un-

licensed persons, 770
Exceptions as to innkeepers, 770

Penalty for buying, except from licensed

dealers, 771
Penalty on licensed dealers buying from

uncertificated persons, 771
Or selling without a board affixed to

house, 771

INDEX TO VOL. II.

GAME—continued.

X. Dealing in Game—continued.

Or fixing boards to several houses, &c.,

771
Or persons not licensed pretending to be

licensed, &c., 771

As to buying and selling game by

servants of a licensed dealer, 771

Indemnity to persons prosecuting for

offences committed against the re-

cited enactment, 771

XI. Trespasses in Pursuit of Game.

What a Trespass.

In general, 772
Pursuing game, 772
Pursuing beasts of prey, as, foxes, &c.,

772
Landlord's right to enter on land of

tenant, 772
On highways, 772

The Remedies for Trespasses.

Trespassing in day-time upon lands in

search of, 773
Five or more persons committing tres-

passes, 773
Party may set up same defence as to an

action, 773
Where occupier, not being entitled to

game, allows another to kill it, party

entitled to game may enforce penal-

ty, 774
Entering and being on land but one

ofience under this section, 775

A party in pursuit of game on highway
may be a trespasser under it, 775

But a party by firing into a field cannot,

775
Information under it, by whom may bo

laid, 775
Evidence of what party says on hearing

of case, 775
Description of place in proceedings,

775
Conviction not removable, 775
Trespassers after game may be required

to quit the land, and tell their names
and abodes, and, if they refuse, may
be arrested, 775

Party arrested to be discharged, unless

brought before a justice within twelve

hours, 776
Trespassers armed using violence, &c.,

776
Trespass in day-time in Queen's forests,

776
What to be deemed day-time, 776
The provisions as to trespassers not to

apply to persons hunting, &c., 777
Game may be taken from trespassers

not delivering up same when de-

manded, 777
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XI. Trespassers in imrsuit of Game—con.

Act not to preclude actions for trespass,

but no double proceedings for the
same trespass, 777

Remedy for a trespass by action, &c.,

779
Costs, 779
Where damages under 40s., 779
Proviso as to notice not to trespass,

780
Certificate to deprive plaintiff of costs,

780
Costs after notice not to trespass, 780
Damages in general, 780
Damages by followers, 780
Remedy by action on bond or agree-

ment, 781
Remedy by suit in equity, 781
Remedy by indictment, &c., 781

The Mode of Preventing Trespasses.

Poaching, act for prevention of, (25 & 26
Vict. c. 114)
" Game," what to include, 778
" Justices," meaning of, 778
Power to constables to search persons

without warrant in certain cases,

778
Under what circumstances justices

may convict under this act, 778
Penalties, recovery of, 779
Conviction not to be quashed for want

of form, or removable by certiorari,

779
Power of appeal to quarter sessions,

779
Resisting entry or forcing off land,

782
Seizing, &c. dogs, &c., 782
Setting spears, 782
Setting dog-traps, 782
Setting spring-guns, prohibited and
made a misdemeanour, 784

Persons permitting guns, traps, &c.,

set by others, to continue, deemed
to have set them, 783

Proviso for guns set in a dwelling-

house, 783
And for traps for vermin, 783
Setting dog-spears, 783

XII. Soldiers sportijig, <i-c.

Provisions under the Mutiny Act, 784

XIII. Recovery and Application of Penal-
ties under the 1 & 2 Will. 4, c. 32. Ap-
peal.— Certioi'ari, d:c.

Recovery and application of penalties,

•&C., 784

The Information. -

Form of, 784
Oath not necessary, 784
But, before any proceeding had on the

XIII. Recovery, Jtc. of Penalties, (tc.—con.

information, the charge must be de-

posed to on oath by a witness, 784
Limitation of prosecution, 785
Statement, &c. of time, 785
Proof of, 785
Statement of place, 785

Summoiis, or Warraiif.

Necessity for, 785
Enforcing appearance, 785
Power to summon witnesses, 786

Heanng of the Case and Evidence, dec.

In general, 786
Penalty on witnesses not attending, 786
Evidence, 786
Not necessary to prove a negative, 786
Upon what evidence justice ought to

convict, 786
Minute of proceedings to be taken, 786

The Conviction, Costs, <fcc.

Form of, 787
As to a literal adherence to the form

prescribed, 787
Where defendant makes default in ap-

pearance, 787
Stating the evidence, 788
Application of penalties, 788
One moiety of penalties recovered to be

paid to informer, and the other to

overseer or parish officer, 788
Time for payment of penalties, and scale

of imprisonment for non-payment, 788
Conviction for several penalties, 788
Amount of penalty, 789
Costs, 789
Convictions to be returned to ses-

sions, 789

Levying of Penalty.

Distress, 789
Commitment, 789
Commitment not bad for defect in form

790
Payment of penalty after commitment,

790

Appeal and Certiorari.

Appeal to sessions, 790
Notice of, 790
Recognizance, 790
Costs, 790
No certiorari. Defects in form, &c,,

791

XIV. Protection of Persons acting in Execu-

tion of\<b2 Will. 4, c. Z2.- Limitation

of Actions.—Tender of Amends.

Venue, &c. in proceedings against per-

sons acting under act, 791

Notice of action, 791
General issue, 791

Tender of amends, 791
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XV. Offence of Night-PoacTiing and going

armid, d-c, against 9 Geo. 4, c. 69.

General Clauses of 9 Geo. 4, c. 69.

What shall be deemed night, 792
"What shall be deemed game, 792
Limitation of proceedings, 792

Offences punishable under 9 Geo. 4, c. 69,

by summary Coniiction and Apprehen-
sion of Offenders.

Punishment for taking game at night,

792
First offence, 792
Second offence, 792
Third offence, 792
Apprehension of offenders, 792
Assaulting gamekeepers, 793
Warrant for apprehension of offenders,

793
Limitation of prosecution, 794
Form of conviction, 794
Appeal, &c.,794
Notice of recognizance, 794
Costs, 795
No certiorari, &c., 795
Convictions to be returned to sessions

registered, and may be given in evi-

dence, 795
Who has authority to apprehend, 795
Who may be apprehended, 795
In what way, 796
Eesistance by poachers when arrest

lawful, 796
Resistance when arrest unlawful, 796

Offences under 9 Geo. 4, c. 69, punishable
by Indictment.

Persons to the number of three going
out armed, 797

Punishment for, 797
Third offence, 797
What an offence within act, 797
What an entry, &c., 797
Evidence of, 797
Intent to take game, 793
Some of the defendants must be armed,

798
What are offensive weapons, 798
The indictment for, 798
Description of close, 798
Must state an entry, &c. by night,

798
That defendants were armed, 799
Joinder of counts, 799
Evidence confirmative of accomplice,

799

XVI, Stealing, tLc,, of Deer, destroying Pari-

Palings, d:c., assaulting Keepers, dx.

Stealing, &c. deer in parks or inclosed

parts of forests, 800
In uninclosed parts of forests, &c., 800
Summary conviction and penalty, 800

XVI. Stealing, dc. of Deer, dc.—continued.

Second offence, 800
Penalty on suspected persons having

venison, or engines for destroying

deer, and not accounting for it, 800
How justices proceed if they cannot

convict, 800
Setting engines and destroying park

paling, &c., 801
Seizing of dogs, guns, &c., 801
Assaulting'^keepers, &c., 801
Destroying covert, 801

XVII. Killing, dc. of Hares and Conies in

Warrens, dc.

Offence of killing hares or conies in war-

rens, &c., in night-time, 801
In day-time, 802
Proviso as to sea and river banks, 802
What an offence within act, 802
Abettors punishable on summary con-

viction, 802
A person in act of committing offence

may be apprehended without warrant,

802
A justice, on suspicion proved on oath,

may grant a search-warrant, as for

stolen goods, 802
Compelling appearance of persons pun-

ishable on conviction, 803
Application of forfeitures and penalties,

803
If a person summarily convicted shall

not pay, &c., the justice may commit,
803

Scale of imprisonment, 803
Justice may discharge offender in certain

cases, 803
A conviction a bar to other proceedings

for same cause, 804 /
Appeal, 804
No certiorari, &c., 805
Conviction to be returned to sessicQs,

805 /
How far evidence in future cases, w5
Eights of warren, &c,, £05 (

Summary proceedings, how to be taken,

805

XVIII. Laws as to Swans.

A swan a royal fowl, 805
Qualification to keep swans, 805
Stealing swans marked, 805
Swans unmarked, 805
Swans' eggs, 805

XIX. Laics as to Pigeons.

Who may erect a dove cote, 806
Dovecote not a nuisance, 806
Killing, &c, house-pigeons, 806
Pigeons trespassing, 806
Pigeons to go to the heir, 806
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XX. Zmvs as to Wild Bucks, Teal, or Wid-

f/eon, and other Birds.

As to decoys, 750, 806

Destroying nests, &c., 806

Grouse, 806
Rookeries, 806

XXI. Laws as to noxious Birds or Ajilmals.

Noxious birds and animals, &c., 806

Ferocious dogs, 807

XXII. Forms as to, list of, 807

GAMING AND LOTTERIES. See Hokses

I. Gaminy in general.

Gaming not an offence at common law,

837
Unless by fraud, 837
Or excessive, 837
Keeping a gaming-house, 837
Cock-fighting, 837
Statutes against, 837
Artificers and servants prohibited

gaming, 837
Certain games declared of themselves

illegal, 838
No person shall keep a place for playing

roly-poly, or other game with cards or

dice, 838
Persons so playing shall incur the penal-

ties of 12 Geo. 2, c. 28, 838

Persons may be summoned to give evi-

dence, who, on neglect or refusal, or

giving false evidence, shall forfeit 50/.

or be committed for six months, 838

No person incapable of being a witness,

except the parties in the cause, 839

Proviso for palaces, 839
No privilege of Parliament, &c., 839

Winning lOZ. at one sitting, or 201. in

twenty-four hours, indictable, 839

Penalty for, &c , 839
Offenders discovering others shall be

discharged, 839
What a losing at one sitting, 838

Form of indictment, 839
Action for penalty, 839
Vagrants, 839
In prisons, 839
In public-houses, 839

II. Keeping or haunting Oaming Houses.

Keeping one an offence at common law,

847
Punishment for, 847
The 25 Geo. 2, c. 36, s. 5, declares the

common law, 848

Gaming-houses prohibited by 23 Hen. 8,

c, 9, 848
What deemed sufficient evidence of com-
mon gaming-house, 857

Playing in inns, 848

Cock-pits, 848
Haunting gaming-houses, 848

GAMING AND LO'TVERIES- continued.

II. Keeping or haunting Gaming-houses—con.

Power of justices as to keepers of such
houses, and those found there, 848

And of officers in cities and towns, 849
Masters may license servants to play

with himself or friends in his house,

849
Punishment of offenders using unlawful

games, 849

Power of justices to commit, 849
Penalties, how recovered, 849
Keeping or haunting gaming-houses, 849
Penalty, 200/., 849
No privilege of Parliament, 849
Overseers and constables may be com-

pelled to prosecute gaming-house
keepers, 849

In public-houses, 849

III. Lotteries and Little Goes.

Lotteries declared nuisances, 850
Persons keeping such lotteries, penalty,

500/., 850
Offenders deemed rogues, 850
Persons playing, &c. to forfeit 20/., 85ft

Justices to prevent such, 850
Setting up or advertising such lotteries

a penalty of 100/., 850
Insurances on marriages, &c., and keeping

of offices for lotteries, &c., prohibited,

850
Printers publishing same subject to pe-

nalty, 850
Sales of lands or goods, and chances in

public lotteries, prohibited, 861
Adventurers in same subject to a penalty

of double sum paid, 851
Keeping an office, &c. for the sale of

property by lottery, &c. ; or adver-
tising, &c. lotteries of money ; or ex-

posing to sale lands, jewels, &c. by
lottery, &c., shall be subject to a pe-

nalty of 200/., 851
Application of penalties, 852
Certain games declared illegal, and with-

in the acts, 852
Penalty of 50/. on the adventurers, 853
"Passage" and other games with dice,

&c. illegal within the 12 Geo. 2, c. 28,

853
Penalty on keepers of tables, &c., 853
Penalty on persons playing at those

games, 853
Several penalties, 853
Sales of property by lottery, &c. void

;

and property forfeited, &c., 853
Little goes and other lotteries, 854
Persons keeping any place for a game or

lottery not authorised by law, &c. shall

forfeit 500/. &c., 854

Person offending to be deemed rogue and
vagabond, 854

Justices may authorise persons to break
open doors where such offences com-
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III. Lotteries and Little Goes—continued.

mitted, and apprehend offenders, &c.,

864
Penalty for obstructing persons, 854
Persons agreeing to pay any sum, or to

deliver goods, &c., on any event rela-

tive to such game or lottery.or publish-

ing proposal, shall forfeit 100^., 855
Offenders may be apprehended on the

spot, and carried before a justice, who
shall, on the penalty not being paid,

commit offender, 855
Powers of justices may be exercised

under warrant, 858
Proof of gaming for money not necessary

in support of information for gaming,
858

Commissioners of police in metropolis

may authorise constables to enter and
seize, 858

What to be deemed sufficient evidence

of gaming, 858
"Witnesses, indemnity of, 858
Wages not recoverable at law, 858
Appeal to quarter sessions under 8 & 9

Vict, c. 100, 860
Limitation of actions, 860
Conviction not to be quashed for want

of form, 860
Application of penalty, 855
General issue, 855
Treble costs, 855
Penalties to go to the Queen, and to be

sued for in name of Attorney-General,
&c., 856, 857

State lotteries, 856
Bankrupt's certificate, 856
Foreign lotteries, 856
Setting up, &c., penalty for, 856
Selling or procuring chances in foreign

lotteries, 856
Appeal, 857
Advertising foreign or illegal lotteries

prohibited, 857

I V. Forms as to.

Indictment under 8 & 9 Vict. c. 119, 861
Indictment on 18 Geo. 2, c. 34, s. 8, for

losing more than 20i. within 24 hours,
861

Commitment for keeping a gaming-
house, 861

Indictment for keeping, 862
Second count for keeping a common
gaming-room and place, 862

GAOLS AND HOUSES OF CORRECTION
(For Counties and Ridings, cfcc.)

As to gaols and houses of correction for

boroughs and corporate towns. See

Corporation
As to prisons for juvenile offenders, see,

Gaols for Juvenile Offenders,
2->ost

GAOLS, &c.

—

continued.

By what Authonty erected.—To whom they

belong. Definition of terms, and as to

contracts for.

None to be erected but by statute, 864

To whom they belong, 864

Prison Act, 1865(28 & 29 Vict. c. 126).

Repeals former acts, 864

Definition of terms in—municipal bo-

rough, prisoner, prison, criminal pri-

soner, prison authority, clerk of peace,

treasurer, gaoler, 864, 865
Of justices in sessions assembled, 865
Prison authority, contracts by, in coun-

ties, 865

Prisons, obligation to maintain.

By separate prison jurisdiction, 866
Definition of separate prison jurisdiction,

866
Where county divided into ridings or

divisions, 866
Repayment of loans, extending time for

repayment, 866
Justices on presentment may provide

more than one gaol, 866

Gaols in Counties divided into Ridings,

fStc. and Sessions f&r such Gaols.

The 5 Geo. 4, c. 12, reciting 4 Geo. 4, c.

64,866
In counties divided into ridings or di-

visions, a court of sessions for the

gaol shall be held ; and such court shall

possess all powers given by the former
act respecting the common gaol, 867

Sheriff to give notice in the London Ga-

zette, &c. , of the holding such court,

867
Chairman and clerk to be appointed, 8G7
Power and duty of such court, 867
Continuance in office by clerk of gaol

sessions, 867
Notice of holding gaol sessions in the

newspapers, 867
Place for holding sessions for the county

gaol, 867
Treasurer to be appointed, 868
To account upon oath, 868
Court to appoint salaries, 863
Proportions of county rates to be paid

by each division, 868
In case of dispute as to proportions,

same to be settled by arbitrators ap-

pointed by the justices or one justice

of assize on circuit, 868
Award final for ten years, and until fur-

ther order, 868
The 5 Geo, 4, c, 85, reciting 6 Geo. 4, c.

12, s. 8, 869
One arbitrator competent, 869
Order for money to be transmitted to

treasurers of the several divisions, 869
Rates may be mortgaged for raising the

money, 869
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Counties divided into Ridings, <L-c.—con.

Kates on each division to be charged in

same manner as rates on counties by
recited act, 869

Reports under 4 Geo. 4, c. 64, s. 23, laid

befoi'e gaol sessions, 869
Reports, &c., transmitted by chairman of

court of gaol sessions to secretary of

state, 869
Returns from keeper of prisons to be de-

livered to clerk of gaol sessions, 869
By whom convictions for recovery of

fines, &c. to be made, 870
Common gaol of county to be deemed

within each riding or division, 870

To ivhat Gaols Prisoners are to be com-

mitted, and Reception of them.

Justice empowered to commit offenders

to any house of correction near the

place where they are to be tried, 870
How persons convicted of offences for

which they are liable to death, &c.

shall be disposed of, 870
Punishment of death to be executed by

sheriff, 871
Powers of keepers of houses of correc-

tion enlarged, 871
Liability of gaoler for receiving person

illegally taken, 871

Rogues and vagabonds committed to

house of correction only, 871
Prisoners may be committed to borough

gaols for trial at assizes, 871
Except where charged with murder,

871
Expenses in such cases how pro-

vided for, 871
How to be calculated, 872
May be removed to county gaol

previous to trial, 872, 874
Whilst under removal to be deemed

to be in legal custody, 872, 874
Account of expenses to be made out

by, and signed by clerk to jus-

tices, and sent to town clerk of

borough, 872
Convicted at assizes for offences

within city or borough may be
committed to borough gaol, 872

In certain counties of cities and
towns, may be committed and
tried at adjoining county assizes,

873
Borough justices to have same jurisdic-

tion as county justices under local

acts as to ofiences within boroughs,
873

Justices to declare when gaols or houses
of correction are fit for reception of

persons committed for trial, 874
As to execution of sentences and costs,

875
What to be deemed adjoining county, 875

GAOLS, &c.

—

continued.

Appointment and removal of Officers and
their Remuneration.

Who to have the keeping of gaols,

875
Buying office of gaoler, 875
Sheriff quitting office, 875
Liability of keeper for receiving a per-

son wrongfully taken, 875
Entitled to protection of 24 Geo, 2, c.

44, 876
Threatening or assaulting, &c., gaolers,

876
Escape, 876
Taking prisoner out of county without

habeas, 876
Misconduct of gaolers punishable at

common law, 876
Officers of prisons to be appointed by

justices at sessions, 876
Chaplain, assistant chaplain, gaoler, as-

sistant gaoler, surgeon, and all neces-

sary subordinate officers, 876, 877
Matron and subordinate officers where

females are confined, 876
Matron when deemed gaoler, 876
Chaplain, when may be appointed to two

prisons, 876
Notice of appointment of chaplain and

assistant to be notified to bishop, 877
Tenure of office and salaries of prison

officers, 877
Superannuation of officers, 877
Prison officers resigning or discharged,

to vacate apartments, 877

Discipline of Prisoners and Government of
Prismis.

Separation of prisoners, regulations as to,

878
Cells to be certified by inspectors of pri-

sons, 878
Not to be used until certified, 878
To be distinguished by separate mark,

878
Appeal on refusal of certificate to secre-

tary of state, 879
Hard labour, regulations respecting, 879
Dietary to be regulated by justices, and

tables to be framed, 879
To be approved by secretary of state,

879
Inspector of prisons to call attention to
any irregularity in any prison, 879

Regulation of 28 & 29 Vict. c. 126, sche-

dule l,for thegovernment of prisons,880
Prison to be kept clean, and cells to be

painted or limewashed, 880
Sleeping cells to be washed once a
week or oftener, 880

Trees not allowed against walls, 880
Thermometer to be placed in prisons,

880
Visitors not to sleep within precincts,

880
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GAOLS, Sec—continued.

6, Discipline of Prisoners, d;c.—continued.

Hours of locking and unlocking, 880
Prisoners, admission and discharge of,

880
To be searched on admission, but not in

presence of another prisoner, 880
Effects of, to be kept by gaoler, and an

inventory made, 880
Particulars, as name, height, &c., of, to

be registered, 880
To be examined by surgeon previous to

discharge, 880
Not to be discharged if suffering from

acute or dangerous distemper, 880
Food, clothing, and bedding of prisoners,

No spirituous liquors or smoking allowed,

but by order of surgeon, 881

Such order, by surgeon, to be entered in

his journal, 881

Debtor not to sell provisions to other
prisoners, 881

Prison allowance to, when unable to

maintain themselves, 881
Criminal prisoners before trial may

maintain themselves subject to rules,

881
And may wear their own dress if they

please, 881
Convicted prisoners to have allowance of

food, according to scale, to be of pro-

per quality and weight, 881

To be restricted to prison allowances,

881
_

To be provided with prison dress, and to

wear it, 882
On discharge to have his own clothes,

or others if necessary, 882
Bed and bedding to be provided for

each prisoner, regulations as to one
or more in one cell, 882

Regulations as to airing, washing, &c., of

bedding, 882
Prisoners to keep themselves clean,

882
Hair of female prisoner not to be cut
without her consent, except when ne-

cessary on account of dirt or vermin,

J182

Prisoners, employment of, 882
Gaming prohibited, 882
Work and earnings of debtors and de-

ductions for implements furnished,

882
Criminal prisoners before trial to have

option of working, 882
Allowance out of earnings to be made to

acquitted prisoners, 882
Hard labour, regulations as to, of the

first and second class, 882
Days of exemption from, 883
Prisoners at hard labour to be examined
by surgeon, 883

Employment of prisoners not sentenced

to hard labour, 883

GAOLS, &c.

—

continued.

6, Discipline of Prisoners, dr.—continued.

Prisoners, health of, 883
Debtors, regulations as to exercise of,

883
Regulations as to prisoners in separate

confinement, 883
Prisoners desiring to see surgeon, to be

reported, 883
Directions of surgeon to be entered,

883
Infirmaries for sick prisoners to be pro-

vided, 883
Religious instruction of prisoners, 883
Where no chapel for, chapel to be pro-

vided, 883
Prayers to be read daily, 883 -

Divine service, regulations respecting

performance of, 884
Ministers of different religions allowed

to visit prisoners, and regulations re-

specting, 884
Additional ministers, when may be ap-

pointed, 884
Regulations as to admission of, 884
Gaoler to register religious persuasions

of prisoners, 885
Books, printed papers, rules as to ad-

mission of, 885
Chaplain to inform gaoler of any abuses

or improprieties, 8S5
Prisoners, general instruction of, in

reading, writing, and arithmetic,

886
Prisoners, visits to, and communications

with, regulations as to, and powers of

gaolers respecting, 886
Prison offences, and regulations as to

punishment for, 886
Punishment by gaolers or visiting jus-

tices, 886
Prisoners cot to be put in irons, except

in urgent necessity, 887
Corporal punishment to be attended by

gaoler and surgeon, 887
Under sentence of death, regulations as

to charge and custody of, 887
Criminals or debtors, rules as to, 892
Regulation as to employment of, in pri-

son offices, 887
Prison officers,

Assistant chaplain may perform duty of

chaplain, 885
Chaplain's substitute, when may act,

and his duties, 885
Prison minister's substitute, rules re-

specting, 885
Substitute on death of minister or chap-

lain, 885
Who to be deemed subordinate officers,

892_
No prisoner to be employed as such, ex-

cept debtors under certain conditions

,

887
To obey gaoler, 890
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GAOLS, &c.

—

continued.

6. Discipline of Prisoners, <kc.—continued.

To be constablas while acting as prison

officers, 887
Not to receive visitors witliout leave,

891

Not to sell or let any articles to pri-

soners, 887
Not to contract for supplies to prison,

888
To examine locks, bolts, &c , frequently,

891
Not to take gratuities, 888

Not to be absent without leave, 891

Female prisoners to be attended by fe-

males, 888
Gate porter, duties of, 891

Gaoler, to reside within prison, 888

To attend session and make report,

891

To conform to rules and regulations of

prison, 888
May suspend subordinate officers, 888

Must inspect prison daily, 888

To transmit lists of prisoners to secretary

of state, 891

To put up iu cells abstract of gaol regu-

lations, 888
To report mental state of prisoners to

visiting justices and surgeon, 888

To notify to surgeon and chaplain when
prisoners want their attention, 888

To notify death of prisoner to coroner,

888
And to relatiqps, 888
What books and records to be kept by,

888
Responsible for safe custody of all do-

cuments iu his care, 889

Not to be absent withotit leave from
visiting justices, 889

Deputy gaoler, his powers and duties,

889
Matron,
To reside within prison, and her duties,

889
To inspect female prisoners daily, 889

Not to be absent without leave, 889

To appoint deputy, when absent, with
consent of visiting justices, 890

To keep journal, and what to record

therein, 890
Surgeon,

To visit prison twice a week, and pri-

soners during week, 890

To make records of sick prisoners,

890
When to inspect every part of prisons,

890
To report special cases, 890

"When may call in additional medical

aid, 890
What entry to be made on death of

prisoner, 890

When may appoint substitute, 890

GAOLS, &c.

—

continued.

6. Discipline of Prisoners, dx.—continued.

To report condition of prison to jus-

tices in sessions, 891

To enter visits in book kept by gaoler,

892

Prison huilding, enlarffinri and repairing

of
Prison authority may build, &c., and
borrow money, 892

Conditions as to building prisons for

counties or boroughs, 892
Consent of secretary of state for build-

ing prisons, how obtained, 892
Secretary of state may approve or dis-

approve of plans, 892
Money borrowed may be charged on

county rate, 893
Public works loan commissioners may

lend money for building, 893
Surveyor-general of prisons to be ap-

pointed, 893

Maintenance of prisoners, contracts for
and appropriation of prisons.

Prison authority may contract for main-
tenance of prisoners, 893

W^ith sanction of secretary of state,

893
Expenses of contracts, how provided

for, 894
Time of payment of expenses, 895
Prison appropriated for classification of

prisoners, 894
Public notice thereof to be given, 894
Maintenance of prisoners removed out

of jurisdiction for trial, 894
"Who liable to pay for, 894
Disputes as to amounts payable, settled

by arbitration, 895
Regulations as to custody of prisoners

by receiving authority, 895

Inadequate pnson, penalty for, 895

Government allowance withheld from,
895

When secretary of state may direct to

be closed, 895
Prison regulations as to purchase of

lands, 898

Prisons, offences in relation to, 896

Assisting prisoners to escape, 895
Punishment for carrying in spirituous

liquors, tobacco, &c., contrary to pri-

son rules, 896
For carrying letters in and out of prison,

897
Notice of penalties to be affixed outside

prison, 897

Prisoners, discharge of, 897

When term of imprisonment expires on
Sunday, prisoner to be discharged on
preceding day, 897
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GAOLS, &c,

—

continued.

Prisoners, discharc/e of—continued.

Allowances to discharged prisoners, 897
Means to be given enabling prisoners to

return to place of settlement, 897
Justices may grant certificates of ap-

proval of prisoners' aid society, 897

Purchase of lands for gaols, 898
Recovery of penalties, actions, inquests on

prisoners.

Penalties incurred under gaol act, how
to be recovered, 899

Inquests on prisoners, how held, 899

Visiting justices, hoio to he appointed, 899

To make rules for regulation of prisons,

900
Visits of, to prison, 900

Zaiv of prisons generally.

Dktinction between gaols and houses of

correction abolished, 900
Prison to be deemed within limits of

place for which it is prison, 900

Prison to be deemed within legal cus-

tody of gaoler, 900
Nothing to affect jurisdiction of sheriff,

900
Sheriff not liable for escape, except of

debtors, 901

Gaoler to give security to sheriff for

safe custody of debtors, 901

Prison, how may be described in writ,

warrant, &c., 901

Gaoler to deliver calendar of prisoners to

judge and justices at assizes and ses-

sions, 901
Prisoners, how to be removed for trial,

901
How in other cases, 901

When may be removed to another pri-

son by order of her Majesty, 901

Custody and trial of, in such substituted

prison, 901

Misdemeanor to be divided into two di-

visions, 902

Discontinuance oj certain prisons and
removal ofprisoners.

Schedule of discontinued prison, 904
Provisions as to removal of prisonerg,905

As to expenses of persons confined in

county prisons under act, 905

Scheduled prisons may be used as lock-

ups, 905
Compensation may be made to persons

for loss of office, 906
Justices in sessions assembled, meaning

of, 906

Executions within Prisons.

Eegulations respecting, may be made by
secretary of state, 908

Judgment of death to be executed

within, 907

INDEX TO VOL. II.

GAOLS, &c.

—

continued.

Executions wilJiin Prisons—continued.

Sheriff to be present, and to sign decla-

ration, 907
His duties and powers extended, 908

Surgeon to certify death, 907
Penalty for false certificate, 908

Body where to be buried, 907
Certificate to be sent to secretary of

state, and exhibited at prison, 908

Form of certificate and declaration, 909

Repeal of former Acts and saving clauses,

909
Fees to Gaolers, cfcc, on Discharge, dec, of

Prisoners,

55 Geo. 3, c. 50, 902

Fees or gratuities abolished, 902
Prisoner charged with felony or misde-

meanor and acquitted, discharged

without fees, 902
Fees usually paid to clerks of court,

assize, &c., abolished, 902
County treasurers to pay allowances for

places not usually assessed to county
at large, 903

Indemnification for fees to clerks of

peace, 903
Clerks of assize to deliver account of

fees, 903
Officers exacting fees, 903
Misdemeanor, 903
Liberates to debtors granted free of ex-

pense : compensation made to sheriffs

for same, 903
How allowances raised for places which

do not contribute to county rates, 904

Allowances in certain places paid out of

poor-rates, 904

Provisos, 904
Gaolers exacting fees, &c., from pri-

soners, misdemeanor, 904
Actnot to extend to King's Bench,&c., 904

GAOLS FOR JUVENILE OFFENDERS,
Her Majesty may appoint the building

at Parkhurst to be used as a prison for

juvenile offenders, 912
Officers to be appointed by theCrown,912
Young offenders under sentence may be

removed to Parkhurst, 912

Term of imprisonment there, 913

Gaolers, &c., having custody of offenders

ordered to be placed there, shall cause

them to be delivered to the governor

thereof, 913
As to offenders removed from Parkhurst

as incorrigible, 913
Powers of the governor, 913
Secretary of state to make regulations

for the government of the prison, 913

Corporal punishment may be inflicted in

Parkhurst prison, 913
Visitors to be appointed by the Queen

in council, 913
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GAOLS FOR JUVENILE OFFENDERS
—continued.

Visitors to report the state of the prison

to the secretary of state, 914
Offenders pardoned conditionally may
be committed to house of correction

if they break the condition, or re-

mitted to their former sentence, 914
Offenders breaking prison, &c., 914
Penalty on rescuing or aiding in the

rescue of offenders, 915
"Where offenders escaping shall be tried,

915
Order of commitment to be evidence,

915
Expenses of prosecution, 915
Protection of the governor, 915
Limitation of actions, 915
Annual report to be laid before Parlia-

ment, 915
Court of Chancery empowered to assign

the care of any infant convicted of

felony to any person other than the
testamentary or natural guardian, 916

Court may rescind or alter such assign-

ment, 916
And award costs in certain cases, 916
Infant not to be sent beyond the seas,

&c., 916
No fee to be taken by officer of court,

916
Counsel may be assigned, 916
This act not to interfere with execution

of the sentence, 916

GARDENS,
Larceny from. See Larceny.
Malicious Injuries to. See Malicious

Injuries to Propertt.

GAS. See Watching and Lighting of
Parishes.

Nuisances from. See Nuisance.

GATES. See Railways.

Stealing of, &c. See Larceny.
Injuries, &c. to. See Malicious Inju-

ries TO Property.
On side of highways. See Highways.

GAUGER. <^ee Excise.

GAZETTE.
Proof by. See Evidence.

GENERAL ISSUE. See Plea, Justices,
Constable.

GIN. See Excise, Alehouse.

GLASS,
Stealing of. See Larceny.

GLASS WORKS. See Factory, 487, 488

GLEANING, 917

GOLD AND SILVER WARES,
Her Majesty by order in council may'

alter any standard for gold wares not
less than one-third, 917

To be assayed at any lawful assay office,

918
Gold not necessarily liable to marking,

not liable to gold plate duty, 918
Existing acts applicable to new stand-

ard, 918
Penalty for marking lower standard with

higher standard mark, 918
Gold wedding rings to be assayed and

marked, 919
Indemnity to certain companies, 919.

See Forgery, 669

GOOD BEHAVIOUR. See Surety for.

GOODS,
How described in indictment. See In-

dictment.
How described in a conviction. See

Conviction.
See Customs.

GORZE,
Setting fire to. See Burning.

GRAIN, See Corn, Assaults.

GRAND JURORS,
Who may be, &c. See Jurors.

GREAT SEAL,
Counterfeiting. See Forgery, 639.

GROUSE. /See Game.

GUNBARRELS. See Firearms, 540

GUNS,
As to the manufacture of, See Fire
Arms.

Training to use of arms. See Riot,
Vol. IV.

GUNPOWDER,
As to fireworks, see Fireworks.
Erecting powder mills near a town, a

nuisance, 919
Who may make, 919
To include percussion caps, ammunition,

fireworks, fulminating mercury, or

other explosive articles, 923
Regulations as to makingand keeping, 921

Penalty for breach of, 923
Secretary of state may, on cause shown,

sanction continuance or construction

of any magazine within prescribed

distance, 922
Owners of mills may make rules for

servants, and for preventing accidents,

926
Penalty for doing any act tending to

create an explosion, 926
Secretary of state may authorise inspec-

tion of mills, 927
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GUNPOWDER—cojiimited

Penalty for obstructing inspection, 927
When imports and exports of may be

proliibited, 118, 119
In wliat places may be made, 927
What quantity shall be made at one

time, 921
What quantity shall be dried at one

time, 921

What quantity shall be kept in or near
the place of making, 921

Magazines to be kept remote from the
mill, 921

Charcoal not to be kept near the mill,

923
Justices to licence the erecting of mills

or magazines, 925, 933
Notice of intention to apply for licence

to be given 14 days before, 92.5

What quantities shall be carried at one
time, 928

Loading gunpowder before condemned
gunpowder unloaded, 929

Combustibles not to be kept on ship-

board, 929
Gunpowder in carrying not to be de-

layed, 929
Power of the justices to issue search

warrants, 930
Regulations on the river Thames, 930
Seizure of, 930
Penalties, how to be recovered and ap-

plied, 931
General exception, 931, 932
Importation, 919
Places appointed for breaming ships,

and leaving and receiving gunpowder,
919

Penalty, 920
When pilots rendered incapable, 920
Unlawful quantities of gunpowder may

be seized, 921
Seizure by police, 921
What quantity of powder may be kept
by persons not manufacturers, of fire-

works, ammunition, «&c., and where, 9 27
or manufacturers of safety fuzees,

voo
Under what conditions may be kept for
mining purposes, 928

Justices at petty sessions may regulate
fees payable on application for licence,

933

GYPSIES. See Egyptians, Vagrants.

HABEAS CORPUS
As to habeas corpus ad testificandum,

see Evidence

I. Habeas Corpus ad Subjiciendum.

The Habeas Corpus Act, and other Acts,

as to.

The 31 Car. 2, c. 2, 934

HABEAS CORPUS-cowiinwef?,

I. Habeas Corpus ad Subjiciendum —continued.

Recital of expediency of amending the
law as to writs of, 934

Writ to be returned in three days after

service, and the body brought, if

within twenty miles, &c., 934
Charges for brinj2;ing up body, 934
Writ, how to be marked, 934
Proceedings thereon in vacation, 934
Persons, neglecting two terms to pray a

habeas, shall have none in vacation

time, 935
Officer, how to be proceeded against for

not obeying writ, 935
Persons set at large not to be recom-

mitted but by order of court, 936
Persons committed for treason or felony

to be indicted the next term, or let to

bail, 936
And tried the term, &c., after, or dis-

charged, 936
Persons in custody for debts, &c., 936
Persons in custody in one prison, how

removable to another, 936
Habeas obtainable out of what courts,937

Penalty for denying the writ, 937
Counties palatine and privileged places,

937
No subjects shall be sent to foreign

prisons, 937
Persons receiving earnest upon contracts

to be transported, excepted, 938
Persons convicted of felony, and praying

transportation, excepted, 938
Ofifenders may be sent to be tried where

offences were committed, 938
Prosecutions for offences, within what

time, 938
After assizes proclaimed, no prisoner to

be removed, but before judge of as-

size, 938
General i.ssue, &c., 938
Persons committed as accessaries before

the fact to petty treason or felony

shall not be removed or bailed other-

wise than before this act made, 9'ii)

The 56 Geo. 3, c, 100, 939
Judges to issue, in vacation, writs of

habeas returnable immediately, in

cases other than for criminal matters

or for debt, 939
Non-obedience to such writ, contempt of

court, 939
Punishment, 940
Judges to make writs of habeas issued

in vacation returnable in court in next
term, 940

Courts to make writs issued in term
returnable in vacation, 940

Process of contempt may be awarded in

vacation against persons disobeying

writs of habeas in cases within SI

Car. 2, c. 2, 940
Writ not to issue out of England into
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HABEAS CORPUS—conti7med.

I. Habeas Corpus ad Subjiciendum—continued.

colony having court competent to

issue writ, 941

The Writ, when granted, how obtained, and
Proceedings on.

When granted, 941

How obtained, its form, &c., 943
Service of writ, and proceedings, 944
What to be done by gaoler, &c., 944
Service on gaoler, 944
Service abroad, 944
The return, 944
Insufficient return, 945
Neglect to retui-n, 945
Impeaching truth of return, 945
False return, 945
Amendment of return, 945
Filing return, &c., 945
Moving to discharge, 946
Remanding accused, 94f5

Bail by justices of gaol delivery, 946
Railing by magistrates in country, 946
Recognizance, &c., 946
Bail, 946

II. Habeas Corpus ad Deliberandum et Reci-

piendum, and Habeas Corpus cum Causd.

Habeas corpus ad deliberandum et reci-

piendum, 94*)

Habeas corpus cum causa, 947
Exoneretur on bail-piece, 947

III. Forms as to.

Affidavit of prisoner and solicitor to

ground habeas corpus to admit to

bail, 947
Writ of habeas corpus ad subjiciendum,

947
Return to. 948
Certiorari to two committing justices to

certify information, examination, and
depo.sitions upon which prisoner com-
mitted, 948

Notice of bail at judge's chambers, 949
See Cdstoms, 165, 168

HAIR POWDER,
Making hair-powder, and the excise

duty thereon. See Taxes.

HAND-WRITING,
Proof of, See Evidence.

HANGING, See Execotion, Jddgment.

HARBOUR,
Damaging, filling up, &c. See Rivers.

HARBOURS, DOCKS AND PIERS,

Harbours Docks and Piers Clauses Act,

1847, 948
Errors and omissions in plans, &c. may

VOL. ir.

HARBOURS, DOCKS, AND PIERS—con.

be corrected by justices, who to

certify the same, 948
Certificate to be deposited with clerk of

peace, 948
Certificate of completion required before

rates taken, 949
Justices to settle disputes concerning

rates occasioned by distress, 949
Owner of vessels liable for damage to

works, 949
Damages, how recoverable, 949, 950
May recover damages from his

servants, 949
Bye laws, how to be published, 950
To be binding on all parties, 950
Proof of publication of, 950
May be enforced by undertakers, 950

Constables may be appointed, 950

HARBOURING OFFENDERS. See Acces-
saries.

HARD LABOUR, PUNISHMENT OF,

The 3 Geo. 4, c. 114, 951
Persons convicted of certain offences

may be sentenced to imprisonment
with, 951

In larceny, 951

Malicious injuries to property, 952

In offences against the person, 952
Robbery, &c., 952
Burglary, &c., 952
Forgery, 962
Piracy, 952
Arson, and destroying ships, &c., 952
Other cases, 952
Duration of labour, 952
Mode of enforcing, 952. See Gaols, 879

HARES AND HAREPIPES, &o. See

Game.

HAWKERS AND PEDLARS.
Who are, 952
Expediency of laws as to, 952

I. Duties, Licences, dec.

The 9 & 10 Will. 3, c. 27, and all acts

relating to duties thereby imposed,

&c., repealed, 953
Powers of 9 & 10 Will. 3, extended to

50 Geo. 3, c. 41, 953
Who to grant licences and to whom the

duty is to be paid, 953

When to expire, 954
,

Licences annual, 954
Certificate for, 954

Duty payable at time of granting, 954

Exemptions, 954

Who are hawkers, &c., within the

statute, 954
Persons seeking orders for goods at

other men's houses to be deemed
hawkers, 956

4 z
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HAWKERS AND FEDLAUS—cmitinued. HAWKERS AND VEDLAR&—continued.

II. Certificate to obtain Licence.

Hawkers, before licensed, to produce
certificate of character, 956

Form of certificate, 957

III. Packages, <i-c. to he marked.

Packages of hawkers to have the words
"licensed hawker," &c., 957

Persons not licensed using such words,
957

Penalty, 957

IV. Exemptions from taking out Licence.

Goods may be exposed to sale in public
markets, 958

Proviso for sale of certain goods, &c.,

958
Makers, &c. of goods, &c., 958
Particular trades, 958
Foreign manufactures, 958
Victuals, 958
Workers or makers of goods, 958
Agents or servants residing with maker,

959
No wholesale trader deemed hawker,

nor liable to penalties for going from
house to house, selling goods by
wholesale only, 959

Carrying about coals in carts, &c. 960

V. Licensed Hawkers may set up any
Trade.

Hawkers duly licensed may set up trade

in place of residence, 960
General issue, when may be pleaded, 960
Double costs-, 960
May sell tea and coffee under licence,

961

VI. What Goods Hawkers, ibc. Prohibited

Hawking.

Hawkers not to deal in smuggled goods,

960

YII. Selling by Auction.

Hawkers (not being residents) selling by
auction, 961

What an offence within act, 961
Form of information, 961

VIII. Hawking contrary to or without a
Licence, or refusing to produce it.

Trading contrary to licence, 962
Refusing to produce licence, 962
Persons trading without a licence, or

refusing to produce it, may be taken
before a justice, 962

Trading without licence, 962
What an offence within act, 962
Amount of penalty, 963

IX. Hiring or lending Licences.

Hiring or lending licences, 963
AVhat not an offence within act, 964

X. Forging Licences.

Forging or using forged licence, 964

XI. Constables refusing to assist, d:c.

Constables refusing to assist, 964

XII. Penalties, Recovery and Application

of.—Non-attendance of Witnesnes.

Penalties above 20?. where to be re-

covered, 964
Penalties under 29?., how to be recovered,

965
Distress, 965
Overplus, 965
Imprisonment, 965
Recognizance, 965
Time of commitment, 965
Witnesses refusing to attend or to give

evidence, 965
Justices may mitigate penalty on con-

viction, 965

XIII. Conviction.— General Issue.

Form of conviction, 966
Certiorari, 966
Justices to transmit accounts of con-

victions and penalties, 966
To pay over money to clerk of peace,

who to remit same, 967
General issue, 967
Treble costs, 967

XIV. Appeal, 967

XV. Forms.

Information against, for not having the

words " licensed hawker," &c., on
package, &c., 968

Information against a person not

licensed for having the words " li-

censed hawker," &c. on his pack, &c.,

968
Information against a person for trading

as a hawker without a licence, 969
Information against a hawker for acting

contrary to his licence, 969

Information for not producing the

licence, 969
Summons on preceding information,

969
Conviction, 969
Warrant of distress, 969
Commitment for non-payment, 970

HAWKS AND HAWKING. See Game.

HAY,
Malicious burning of, 970, and see Bdrn-

INQ.

HEARSAY EVIDENCE. /See Evidenck.

HEDGES. See Malicious Injuries.

HEIR
Forfeiture of lands, &c. on conviction.

See Forfeiture.
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HERALDS' OFFICE.
Evidence by books, &c.) 49

HERRING FISHERY. See Fisueries

HIGH SEAS. See Customs, 166

HIGHWAYS IN GENERAL
What is a Tligliway.

At Common Law :

Definition of highway, 975
Kinds of, 975
A common street, 975
Open river, 975
Banks of same. 975, 984
Towing-path, 975, 984
Bridge, 975
Flight of stairs leading to the Thames,

975
Railway, 976
Size of way, 976
Highway may be circuitous, 976
Where it must lead to, 976
There may be a highway without a

thoroughfare, 976
Whether there may be an occupation-
way and highway over the same road,
976

Jiy Statute, 976

IIoio a Highway may he axated.

By Prescription, 977
Direct evidence of way being public,

977
Presumptive evidence of same, 977
Termini, 977
Repairs by parish, 977
Reputation, 977
Verdict, 978
Evidence that river public, 978

By Bedication, 978

Express dedication, 978
Implied dedication, 978
When presumed, 978
When land under lease, 979
Of crown lands, 979
How presumption of dedication rebutted,

979
May be partial, not qualified, 980
When not taken to by parish, 981

For limited time, 981
Evidence of dedication, 982
Must be by owner in fee, 982
Consent of parish, 983, 1117
Consent of public, 983

By Act of Parliament, 983

By Necessity, 984
Rights of public when highway impass-

able, 984
By river overflow, 984
Across open fields, 985

See Highways (Suuyeyor)

HIGHWAYS IN G'E.^KRA.h— continued.

Of the Ownership of the Soil, dkc, in.

To whom the freehold in, belongs, 986
Presumption of ownership of soil, and

of waste lands adjoining, 986

As to pursuit of game upon, 987
Encroachment on waste lands, 987
Soil of navigable rivers, 987

Repeal of former Statutes by the General

Highway Act, 5 d- 6 Will. 4, c. 50, 987

Interpretation Clause in 5 cO 6 Will. 4, c. 50.

Interpretation clause, 988
"Surveyor," 988
" Parish," 988
Inhabitants of any parish in vestry

assembled, 988
" Highways," 988
"Justices," 988
"Church," 988
" Division," 988
"Owner," 988
"Inhabitant," 988
" Petty Session," 988
Singular number, 988
Masculine gender, 938
Powers, &c. given to surveyors applic-

able to bodies politic, &c., 988

And see definition under district high-

ways acts of 1862 and 1864, 1096

Repair of Highways.

Liability of the Parish to repair.—High-

ways in Two Parishes.—Nature of Re-

pairs, die.

Liability of parish to repair, 989

Way under commissioners, 990

Way set out under General Inclosure

Act, 990
Bridges, 990
Rivers, 991
Private ways, 991
May be declared public and repairable

by parish on application to justices by
surveyor, at request of inhabitants

and with consent of owner, 1117

New highways, when to be repaired by
parishes, 992

AVhen by the councils of cities or

boroughs, 1122
Proviso as to determining utility of,

992
Parish in two counties, 993

Highway in two parishes, 993

Justices to determine what parts shall

be repaired by each parish, 993

Order to be filed with clerk of peace, 994

Proviso in case of highway repaired by
party ratione tenurae, &c., 994

Sessions may decide liability, 994

Parishes, &c., bound to repair the part so

allotted, 995
Costs of proceedings how defrayed, &c.,

995
4 z 2
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HIGHWAYS IN GEJii-ERAL—continued.

Repair of Hic/liways—continued.

Boundary of counties, &c. not to be
changed, except for purpose afore-

said, 995
To charge parish with repair of high-
way lying out of it, must show con-
sideration, 995

No agreement can exonerate a parish
from liability to repair, 995

As to nature of repairs, 996
Widening, 996
Where repairs must be ineffectual, 996
Cleaning, parish not bound to do, 996
Fencing, when not bound to do, 996

Liability of a Township, or part of a
Parish, to repair.

Township or part of parish, when liable,

996
By private agreement, 997
Where township exempted by statute,

998
What parishes, townships, &c. to be
deemed places separately maintaining
their own highways, 1103

Liahility of an Extra-parochial Place to

repair, 998

Liahility of Individuals to repair in Re-
spect of Inclosure.

When liable, 998
When freed from such charge, 993
When not liable, 999
Stiles, who to repair, 999
Owner not liable by reason of erecting

fences, with consent of highway
board or surveyor, where highway
crosses open fields, 1123

Liability of Individuals, d;c, to repair by
Prescription, «fcc.

Repairs by individuals, &c., by prescrip-
tion, &c., 999

From when liability to repair ratione
tenurse must have existed, 1000

Reputation no evidence to prove such
liability, 1000

Indictment for not repairing, 1000
Liability of part of a parish to repair,

1000
Of parish where highway is not situate,

1000
Of extra-parochial hamlet, 1000
Indictments for non-repair in these cases,

1000
Repair of roads diverted, &c., 1001
Negotiation with trustees of turnpike

roads, 1001
Highway repaired by party ratione

tenurae, &c., how may be made a
parish highway, 1001

Repair of Roads passing over, d:c. Bridges.

As to repair of highways adjoining, &c.

bridges hereafter to be built, 1002

HIGHWAYS IN GENERAL-coHrm««?.

Repair of Highways—continued.

Raised causeways and walls, &c. of the
bridge, 1002

Board for repnir of Highways.

Appointment of, in large parishes, 1002
Powers of, 1002
To present to vestry copies of accounts,

&c., 1003

Power for Boards to hire, ikc. Premises fo>'

keeping of Materials, tSsc, and to direct

how highways are to be paved, 1003

Direction-posts, Flood-posts, to he erected,

and Ca,useways to be secured from Car-
riages, d:c.

Where and how to be erected, 1004
Causeways to be secured, 1004
Surveyor to be reimbursed his expenses,

1004

Grounds adjoining Roads, except Gardens,
tic, may be used as a temporary Road.
Whilst old road widening, 1004
Recompense to be made to owner and

occupier, 1004
To be settled by justices at sessions,

1004

Surveyor to remove Obstructions from Snow
orfalling down of Banks, <fcc., 1005

Materials for Repairs, how obtained.

Contract for, by Surveyor.

Surveyor may contract for getting and
cariying materials ; not to share in

any contract, or let to hire any tevim,

or dispose of any timber, stones, &c.,

without licence from two justices,

1005

Penalty for taking away Materials, JL-c,

property of Surveyor, 1005

Lands allotted for Materials {Sale o/), 10(6

May be sold when materials exhausted,

1006
Other lands to be bought with proceeds

of sale, 1006
Any other lands belonging to parish may

be sold in like manner, 1006

Compensation for Damages.
I'enant for life, &c., may renounce da-

mages, 1006

Powers of Trustees of Lands given fur Main-
tenance of Highways to grant Leases.

Persons enfeoffed with lands for mainte-

nance of highways, &c., shall let theiu

to farm at the most improved value,

with consent of justices, 1007

Mode of getting Materials by Surveyors, and
their Duties as to.

Where and in what manner to be taken
by, 1007
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HIGHWAYS IN G'E^EB.AL—coniinued. HIGHWAYS IN GE^EUAL-contlmied.

Materials for Repairs— continued.

May gather stones without making satis-

faction, but satisfaction to be made
for damages done by carrying them
away, 1007

Not to extend to sea-beach, &c., if removal
injurious, 1007

Notice to be given before materials

taken from inclosed lands, 1007
If occupier shows cause against removal,
two justices to decide, 1008

If sufficient materials cannot be found
in waste lands, &c., may take thena

from the several or inclosed lands,

milking satisfaction, 1008
Decisions upon 29 Geo, 2, c. 67 (now

repealed), 1008
Pits or holes made in getting materials

to be filled vip or sloped down, and
fenced off, 1009

And so as to all those already made,
1009

Penalties on. for neglect, 1010
Penalty on allowing heap of stone, &c.,

to remain on highway at night, 1010
Penalty on damaging mills, dams, &c.,

by dijiging materials, 1010

Of the Surveyors of Ilvjlncays,

Are not to be appointed under 4 & 5

Will 4, 0. 50, for any parish within
a highway district, 1121

Appointment of surveyor.

To be elected annually at vestry for

nominating overseers, 1010
May be re-elected, 1011
"When and how elected where no meet-

ing for election of overseers, 1011
When may be appointed for different

divisions of parish, 1011
Where several appointed, each of them

surveyor, 1011
Appointment must be stamped, 1011
Certiorari, and appeal against, 1011
Evidence of old appointment, 1012
Qualification of— exemption from office,

1012
Penalty on not acting when chosen,

1012
May appoint deputy, 1012
Penalty for neglect to appoint, 1012
Powers and duties of deputy, 1012

A salary may be given.

May be appointed with a salary, 1012
Salary, how may be raised, 1013
On dismissal of, salary to cease, 1013
Not to apply to any parish within a
highway district, 1120

Surveyor to name his successor.

On verifying his accounts, to name his

successor, 1013
Not to apply to any parish within a
highway district, 1120

Of the Surveyors of Highways— continued.

Appointment of surveyor by justices.

When justices may appoint surveyor,

1013
Powers, &c., of surveyor so appointed,

1013
When so appointed to parish situate in

more than one county, 1013
Evidence of old appointment, 1014

Penalty on Surveyor, &c., for Neglect of

Duty where no other particular Penalty
imposed.

Penalty on, &c., for neglect of duty,

1014
Indictment against, when lies', 1014

Of District Surveyors in Parishes formed
into Districts.

Mode of proceeding — Appointment of

district surveyor.

None of these provisions apply to pa-

rishes within any highway district,

1020
Parishes may direct application to be
made to justices at sessions for form-
ing them into districts, 1014

Justices at sessions may unite such pa-

rishes into districts, and appoint dis-

trict surveyor, 1015
Record and duration of union.

Names of parishes and of district sur-

veyor to be recorded, and a copy sent

to each churchwarden, &c., 1015
Parishes, when united, to form a dis-

trict for three years, and until twelve

months after any one parish shall give

notice of intention to cease to form
one of said district, 1015

Powers and salary of district surveyor.

District surveyor to have power, &c., of

surveyor, except in levying rate, 1016
Salary of district surveyor, how to be

paid, 1016
Penalty on district surveyor for neglect

of duty, &c., 1016
Surveyors to be appointed to make rate,

1016

The Surveyor's A ccounts, Inspection of, and
enforcing Payment, d:c. of.

Separate accounts to be kept, 1016
To keep books and account of monies

received, &c., to be open to inspection

of rated inhabitants, 1017
The property in books, materials, &c., to

be vested in surveyor for time being,

1017
On quitting office, to deliver books, &c.,

to successor, 1017
His duty on giving up office where pa-

rish is within a highway district, 1121
Decisions under the 13 Geo. 3, c. 78,

1017
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HIGHWAYS m G^T^JEUAL—continued.

TJie Surveyors' Accounts, die.—continued.

Surveyor guilty of embezzlement may
be indicted, 1018

In case of death of surveyor, executors
to account, 1018

Action against executor, when maintain-
able, lol8

Yearly accounts to be made by, &c., and
laid before the justices at a special

sessions for highways, 1019
Complaint may be made against such

accounts, 1019
No appeal to quarter sessions against

allowance of accounts, 1019
At special sessions surveyor to verify

accounts, and make return of state of

roads, &c., 1019
Accounts, how to be prepared, 1021
May charge for legal proceedings, 1021
Clerks to justices and town clerks of bo-

roughs to prepare statement of sur-
veyor's accounts, 1020

And transmit them to secretary of state,

1020
Such statements to be laid before Par-

liament, 1020

Highway Rates.—Their Assessment, d'C.

Statute duty, and composition in lieu

of, abolished, 1021

ffmo Rate to he assessed and made.
Surveyor to make rate, 1022
How to be made, 1022
To be allowed by justices, 1028
Principle and proportion of, 1023
Proviso as to woods, &c., 1023

Poor-Rate Assessments may be inspected by
Swveyor.

May inspect rate-book, and obtain copies
or extracts, 1023

Penalty if books are not produced, 1023
Demand of inspection to be made at rea-

sonable times, 1023

Form and Amount of Rate, 1024.
Powers in Local Acts of compoundincj for

Rates extended to Sm-veyor, 1024

Errors in Rates may he corrected by Surremr,
1024

Poor Persons may be discharged from pay-
ment of Rate, 1025

Persons exempt from former Statute Duty,
not liable to Rate, 1025

Mode ofproceeding for the Recovery ofRates.

Rates, how to be recovered, 1025

Carriage of Materials, Cost of.

Rate-payers may divide among them-
selves the conveyance of stone, &c ,

for repair of highways, which shall be
paid for by surveyor, ] 026

HIGHWAYS IN GmiEVLA.!,-continued.

Highioay Rates—continued.

But this is not to apply to any parish

within a highway district, lu20
At what time carrying to be performed,

1027
Mode of proceeding where improperly

done, 1027

The Collector of Highway Rates, his

Duties.

Surveyor, with consent of vestry, maj^
appoint, 1027

Security to be taken from, 1027
To make out and deliver full accounts of

monies received, 1027
List of defaulters to be made, 1027
To pay over monies received, 1027
Proceedings in default, &c., 1027
Conviction of, not to discharge security,

1028

Widening, changing, and stopping up
Highways.

By Common Law:

By writ of ad quod damnum, 1028
Highways may be changed by act of

God, 1029
As to right of way over road where one

end stopped up, 1030

By Statute, 1030

Widening and enlarging of.

Provisions to extend to highways flagged,

paved, &c.. under local acts, 1121

Order of Justices for. Compensation to

Owners. <i;c.

Justices may order narrow highways to

be widened, 1030
If surveyor cannot agree with owners of

lands for recompense, same may be
assessed by a jury at quarter sessions,

1031

On payment of money assessed, ground,

to be deemed a public highway, 1032
Saving to owner, mines, timber, which

can be got without injury to highway,
1032

Where not money sufficient to pay
owner, a further rate may be made
by order of justices at quarter ses-

sions, 1032

Costs of the Proceedings, &c.

By whom payable, 1032

Stopping up, diverting, and turning.

Proceedings to obtain Justice's Certificate

and Certificate for, <kc.

Vestry, if they think that way should

be stopped up, &c., to direct surveyor

to request justices to view same,

1033
Where other party desires to stop up,

&c., to require surveyor to give notice
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HIGHWAYS IN GE^ERA.L—continued.

Widening, Changing, S)C.—continued.

to cliurchwardens to assemble vestry

meeting, 1033

If inhabitants agree, surveyor to apply

to justices, 1033
Expenses in such case, 1033

If justices think way unnecessary, &c
,

and consent of owner of land obtained,

notices to be given, 1033

Upon proof thereof, and upon plan of

old and new highway being left with

justices, justices to certify according

to the fact, 1034

Certificate, &c., to be lodged with clerk

of the peace, &c., read at quarter ses-

sions, and inroUed, 1034.

Inspection, &c., of certificate and plan

before sessions, 1034

What certificate is sufficient, 1034

More than one highway may be con-

nected together, 1035

Court may confirm order for so doing

wholly or in part, 1035

Difference between existing and former

laws as to justices' certificate, &c., 1035

When proceedings may be taken to stop

road and not necessary to proceed as

in case of a diversion, 1035

Stopping up half breadth of highway,

order bad, 1035
View by justices must be joint, 1036

Whether consent of owner of land to

new way passing through it necessary,

1036
Notices required by 85th section, when

to be given and how, 1036

Certificate of justices should show that

view had been had, &c., 1037
What ought to appear on the face of the

certificate, 1037

May be made if new highway be nearer

or more commodious, 1040

To be lodged with the clerk of peace,

and to be inrolled, 1038

Justices must not contravene provisions

of local acts, 103S

Appeal against stopping up, <t;c. Costs on,

die.

Persons aggrieved by order and certifi-

cate may appeal, 1038,1039
Notice and grounds of appeal to be given,

1038, 1040
On appeal, jury at sessions to determine
whether new highway unnecessary,

&c., 1039
Proceedings, if jury decide that way

imnecessary, &c. 1039
The same if jury decide the contrary,

1039
Costs of appeal may be awarded, 1039,

1040
To what sessions appeal to be made,

1040
Proceedings at sessions, 1040

HIGHWAYS IN GENERAL—con<tn«ef7.

Widening, Changing, 4'c.—continued.

The order for stopping up, etc.

If no appeal made, or if dismissed, ses-

sions to make order for stopping, &c.,

ways, 1041

New way to be public, 1041

Old way not to be stopped, in case of a

diversion, until new completed and

certified by justices, 1041

Decisions under repealed acts, 1042

Order of sessions conclusive, 1042

Repair of Highways diverted, tfcc.

Parish or party liable to repair of old

highways to repair new, 1042

Provisions as to widening and diverting, <tr.

extended to Highways repairable Ratione

Tenurce, tfec, 1043

Justices to fix annual or other amount
payable by party previously bound to

repair, 1043

Special Sessions for Purposes of High-

ways.

May exercise jurisdiction at petty ses-

sions, 1123
Justices to hold special sessions for,

1043
Surveyor to verify his accounts, 1043

To make return of state of roads, &c.,

1043

Width of Cartways.

Cartways to be 20 ft. wide, horseways

8 ft., footways 3 ft., 1044

Surveyor not to make public footways

without consent of vestry, 1044

Wiat to be deemed the Centre of Highway,

1044

Nuisances, Annoyances, and Obstructions

on Highways.

Trees and Hedges.

No tree, &c. to be planted within fifteen

feet of centre of carriage-way, 1045

If highway prejudiced by hedges, &c.

surveyor to obtain order of justices

for cutting, 1045
.

If order of justices not complied with,

surveyor may cut and lop trees, 1045

Justices may levy expenses, 1046

When court will not grant mandamus to

compel justices to issue warrant for,

1047
Time of cutting hedges and trees, and

felling timber trees, 1046

Surveyor liable where order invalid,

1047
What is common law right to lop trees,

1047

Ditches, Drains, <tx.

Surveyor to make and keep open ditches,

&c. , and to lay trunks, &c. through
lands adjoining highway, paying for

damage, 1047
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HIGHWAYS IN GESEHkL-continued.

Nidsancrg, Annoyances, tkc.—continued.

Owner, occupier, &c. not to alter such
t ditches without consent, 1048

Injuring highway by keeping adjoining
ditches full, is nuisance at common
law, 1048

Encroachments en Highway.

Penalty for encroaching on highway,

Encroachment to be taken down by sur-

veyor, 1048
Expenses of removal may be levied by

distress, &c., 1048
What are encroachments on highways,

1048
Must be recent, 1049

Pits, Steam-Engines, Machines, Windmills,
Kilns, Railways, tSic.

No pit to be sunk, or steam-engine,
machine, or windmill to be erected, or
fire to be made, within certain dis-

tance of roads, unless, &c., 1050
How penalty to be levied, &c., 1050
Proviso as to windmills, &c., erected at

passing of act, 1060
Proprietors of railways to erect gates,

&c., where they cross highways,
1050

And to keep them closed across each
end of road crossing any railway ex-

cept during passage of carts, &c.,

1051
Size and construction of such gates,

1051
Penalty for neglect, 1051
How penalties to be recovered and

applied, 1051
Gates.

Width of gates across public cartways
and horseways, 1051

Carts and Carriages, Names of Oimersto he

painted, dec. ; Misbehaviour of Drivers,
d;c.

Names of owners to be painted on all

waggons, &c., 1052
Length and colour of letters, 1052
One driver may take charge of two

carts, provided they are drawn only
by one horse each, 1052

Drivers of wagi^^ons or carts not to ride,

unless other person driving, 1 052
Drivers causing hurt or damage or quit-

ting the road, or driving carriage

without owner's name, or not keeping
the left side, or interrupting passage.

if not the owner, to forfeit 20s. ; if

owner, 40*., 1052
Penalty if driver will not discover name,

1053
Power of surveyor, &c., to detain un-
known offenders, 1054

As to misconduct of coachmen, 1054

HIGHWAYS IN GENERAL—continued.

Nuisances, Annoyances, ttc.—continued.

Wheels and Weights of Carriages, d-c.

Excessive weight on highway, 1054

Survei/or leaving Heaps of Stone, dc., on
Highway, at Night, 1054

Riding, dc. on Footways ; tethering Horses;
injuring Road ; damaging Banks, JJirec-

tion Posts, dc. ; flaying at Games, encamp-
ing, making Fires, baiting Bulb, laying
Timber, dc, running Filth, dc, wilfully

obstructing Passage.

Nuisances to highway by persons riding,

&c., on footpaths, 1054
By tethering horses, &c , 1054
By injuring the road or hedges, &c,

1054
By dare aging banks, direction posts,

mile-stones. &c., 1054

By playing at games, 1054
By encamping on highway, 1054
By making fiies, &c , 1064
By letting off' fireworks, 1055
By baiting bulls, 1055
By laying timber, &c., 1055
By allowing dirt, &c. to flow upon,

1055
Wilfully obstructing passage, 1055
Penalty for any of above nuisances,
1055

Injuries and Annoyances at Common Law.

What injury to highway is nuisance at

common law, 1055
Narrowing a highway, 1055
Ploughing up, 1 055
Carriage of unusual weight with extra
number of horses, 1055

Ditches, fouling, 1 055
Boughs of trees hanging over road,

1065
Erecting telegraph posts without autho-

rity, 1055
Gates, erecting, 1056
Stiles, raising height of, 1056
Leaving carts, 1056
Coaches, &c., standing imreasonable

time, 1056
Laying timber in highway, 1 056
Carriages, &c. at a rout, 1056
Public exhibitions, &c., 1056
Distributing handbills, when are nui-

sance, 1057
Mere temporary obstructions, no nui-

sance, 1057
As scatfokling, erection of, unloading

carts, when no nuisance, lu57
Repairing house, 1057
Darkening street when not a public

nuisance, 1057
Fair or market, 1057
Leaving open cellar doors, 1057
Public rivers, obstructing passage of,

1058
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JVuisances, Annoyances, d-c.—continued.

By laying timber in river, 1058

By diverting river, 1058
Removing ship sunk in, 1053
Weirs, when a nuisance, 1058
As to owners of lands adjoining a river

having a right to raise banks to con-

fine the flood-water, 1059
Nuisances in ports, 1060
Where injury very slight, no nuisance,

1060
Nuisance, though act for public benefit,

1060
Where act authorised by statute, 1061

Existence of nuisance for a number of

years does not render it legal, 1061

Continuing nuisance, 1061

Securing unhnown offender's committing any
nuisance, 1061

Poioer of surveyor to remove nuisances and
obstructions.

Surveyor may remove timber, hay,

straw, or other nuisances, &c., 1062
By order in writing of justice, 1062
And dispose of the same, 1062
And recover expenses of removal if not

covered by sale, 1062
Not bound to fenCe dangerous places,

1062

Cattle straying, d-c, may be impounded,
1063
Cattle on highways may be impounded

until penalty and charges paid, 1063
Although they are under charge of a

keeper, 1063
Eight of pasturage not taken awaj',

1063
Persons guilty of pound- breach, how

punishable, 1063

Nuisances, abatement of, at common law,

1064

Nuisances, dkc-, indictment for, punishment,

1064
Who may be indicted, 1064
Requisites of, 1064
Objections to, when to be made, 1065
Particulars of nuisance, when will be

granted, 1065
Plea of not guilty, 1065
Punishment by fine or abatement, 1065
As to costs, when and how awarded,

1065

Presentment for nuisances, where and hoio

to be made, 1065

Action for nuisance, where it lies, 1066

As to locomotives on highways, 1066

Proceedings for not repairing highways.

Proceedings for not repairing—continued.

Where obligation to repair is not disputed.

Proceeding before justices if highway
out of repair, and obligation to repair

not disputed, 1 066
Justices to appoint person to view the

highway, 1067
If out of repair, may convict surveyor,

1067
And order repairs to be done, 1067
May impose penalty, if order disobeyed,

1067
If highway a turnpike road, to summon

surveyor or treasurer, 1067
Justices cannot interfere where obliga-

tion to repair disputed, 1 068
Magistrates not bound by report of

viewer, 1068
Proceeding when highway a turnpike

road, 1069
One magistrate no authority to summon

survej'or, 1069
State of turnpike funds may be ex-

amined, 1069
Parties primA facie liable first to be sum-

moned, 10b9, 1068
When surveyor of turnpikes to be sum-
moned, 1069

Forfeiture by him, when may be de-

creed, 1069
Magistrates' discretionary power as to

turnpike road, 1070

Mode ofproceeding by Indictment, where Ob'
ligation to repair is disputed.

If obligation to repair is disputed.'jus-

tices to direct indictment, 1070
Witnesses to be subpoenaed, 1070
Certiorari, indictment removeable by,

1070, 1079
Order must show that highway within

district for which special session is

held, 1068

May be made, where has been neglect in

causing the non repair, 1068
Where criminal information for non-

repair maybe granted, 1068
Indictment at common law for non-

repair not taken away, 1071
Indictment against parish must contain,

1071
Description of highway, 1071
Description of way, 1071

Termini of highway need not be stated,

but if stated must be proved, 1072
Must state that highway is in parish

indicted, 1072
Highway in two parishes, 1073
Must state that way is out of repair, 1072
Will not lie for not re-building a sea-

wall, 1073
Indictment against a township or an in-

dividual, &c., 1073
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Three townships mav be indicted toge-
ther, 1074

Liability of extra-parochial hamlet, how
stated, 1074

Of individual, how stated, 1074
Non-repair of way destroyed by encroach
ment of sea, when not indictable
1075

Appearance by a corporation aggregate
1075

Particulars of ways out of repair, &c.
may be obtained, 1075

Plea of not guilty by parish for non
repair, what may prove under, 1075

When special plea requisite, 1075
Form of special plea, 1077
Plea, where defendants charged by cus-

tom, prescriptions, &c , 1077
Plea in abatement when highway no":

svifficiently described, 1077
Staying proceedings, 1078
Evidence, 1078
How far former acquittal or conviction

evidence, 1078
Reputation, how far evidence, 1 078
Award, where evidence, 1078
A iew, when can be granted, and at whose

instance, 1079
Costs of special jury, 1079
Judgment and punishment for non-

repair, 1079
Fines, penalties, and forfeitures, how to

be levied and applied, 1080
Apportionment of fine for non-repair of

turnpike road, 1081
Costs of prosecution, when to be paid

out of the highway rate, 1081
When may be awarded to be paid by

party indicted, 1082
By whom payment of may be directed,

1082
Costs on removal by certiorari, 1083
Judgment non obstante veredicto, 1084
M'hen new trial may be granted after

verdict of not guilty, 1085
Judgment will be suspended, 1085

Information in Queen's Bench for not re-
pairing, when grantable, 1085

Mandamus for not repairing will not be
granted, 1085

Entering and repairing highway hy an in-
dividual, 1086

Presentments for non-repair of highioays
abolished, 10S6

BooTcs and materials, d-c, in whom rested,
and by whom to be kept. d-c.

Property in books, tools, materials, &c.,
to be vested in surveyor, 1086

In whom property to be described in in-
dictment, 1086

HIGHWAYS IN GEJ^ERAh—continued.

Costs on infoi'mation and complaints before
justices.

•Justices empowered to award costs to
informer, 1087

Costs of defendant, 1087
Distress, costs may be levied by, 1087
When may be directed to be paid by

surveyor, 1087
Commitment for, with hard labour,

1087

A ttendance of loitnesses.

Mode of compelling witnesses to attend
and give evidence, penalty for non-
attendance, 1087

Mode of recovery and application of pe-
nalties.

Justices may proceed by summons in the
recovery of penalties, 1088

No information in writing requisite,

1088
Forfeitures, costs, and charges may be

levied by distress and sale, 1088
Security for appearance at return of dis-

tress, may be required, 1088
Commitment for non-payment, 1089
Application of penalties, 1089

Forms of proceedings, regulations as to,

1089

Appeal against rates, and proceedings, dc,
d-c,—want of form, dc,—certiorari,—
special case.

May be made to quarter sessions, &c.,

1089
Notice of to be given, 1090, 1091
Recognizance to be entered into, 1 090
Costs on may be awarded, 1090
Provisions of 41 Geo. 3, c. 23, applicable,

1090
Rates, &c., not to be quashed for want

of form, 1090
Certiorari, not removeable by, 1090, 1091
On appeal, sessions may grant special

case, 1090
Proceedings upon appeal and special case,

1091

Action for damages, d-c.

Satisfaction recoverable for special da-
mage, 1092

Distress not to be deemed unlawful for
want of form in proceedings, 1092

PlaintiflP not to recover for irregularity
if amends tendered, 1 092

Payment into court allowed, 1092
Notice of action, 21 days to be given,

1092, 1094
Tender of satisfaction, 1092
Limitation of actions, 1092
Venue, 1093
General issue, when maybe pleaded,1093
As to costs, 1 093
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Amount of fees to be' taken ly Clerics of
Peace and others, 1094

Surveyornow empoioered to charge in Account
Expens s of Legal Proceedings, 1095

Exemptions from 5 it 6 Will. 4, c. 50.

Not to extend to turnpike roads, or to

roads under local acts, 1096
Or roads within a parish made a district

under local government act, 1095
Not to affect the universities, 1096
Nor rights and liberties of city of Lon-

don, 1096

Ilightcai/s into districts, formation of,

under 25 tfc 26 Vict. c. 61, and 27 tt- 28
Vict. c. 101.

Formation of highway districts by justices at

general or quarter sessions.

Definition of county, highway acts,

borough highway district, highway
board, 1096

Of poor law parish, highway parish,

highway rate, county, 1097
Provisional and final order, 1102
Justices may issue provisional order for

formation of, after giving due notice,

1097
Form of notice, 1097
Such order may be for the division of a

county or a part thereof, into highway
districts, 1097

Order not valid until confirmed, 1093
Regulations as to making order, 1098
Number of justices required to make

proposal for formation of highway
district, 1097, 109S

Order may be altered from time to time,
1117

As to publication of order in gazette,
1105

Such order may not include.

Certain parts of Welsh counties, 1099
The Isle of Wight, 1099
Districts under local government or

public health acts, 1099
Places under direction of boards pur-

suant to 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 50, s. 18,
1099

Metropolitan parishes, 1100
Places the highways, of which are main-

tained under local acts, 1100
Places within boroughs, without con-

sent of council and of vestry, 1 1 00
By their order may combine two or more

townships in any parish separately
maintaining their own highways, llOO

What to be deemed parishes separately
maintaining their own highways, 1103

Such combination to be deemed a high-
way parish, 1100

May combine parts of townsliips with

JTighoays into districts—continued.

parishes in which such parts are situ-

ate respectively, 11 00
May declare what poor law parish or part

thereof may be a highway parish, 1 1 00
To provide, by their order, for election

of waywarden, where no surveyor, &c.,
had been elected, 1101

Provision as to places partly within
boroughs, 1101
As to extra-parochial places, 1101,

1115
As to places where no surveyor had
been elected, 1105

May appoint day for first election of
waywardens, 1101
On such day waywardens to be

elected, and how long to remain
in office, 1101

May combine contiguous places situate
in difierent counties, partly in one
county, and partly in another, 1101

Approval of justices of adjoining county
when required, 1101

Costs of application for removal of parish
from any district, to be paid by such
parish, 1102

Order not invalid, because it includes
places not liable to be included, 1102

Expenses of justices payable out of
county rate, 1102

Extent of justices' powers as to forming
districts and boards, llu2

No legal objection to validity of order,

&c., after 6 months from date of pub-
lication, 1102

Amendment of order as to any one dis-

trict, not to affect other districts com-
prised in such order, 1 1 02

Highway Board for District, Constitution

and Powers of.

To consist of elected waywardens and
resident j ustices, 1103

Qualification of ex officio waywarden,
1104

To be a corporate body, 1103
Proceedings of, not to be questioned,

because of any vacancy, 1103
Nor on ground of invalid election

or appointment, 1103
Minutes of, duly signed, admissible in

evidence, 1103
Members of, not to be individually

liable, 1104
Not liable to pay for work contracted for

by a member of board, 1105
Property formerly belonging to different

surveyors to vest in, and to be held in
trust for several parishes, 1106

Rights, powers, and duties of surveyor
to vest in board, 1106

Except power to make and levy
rates, 1106
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To be successors in ofiBce of parish sur-

veyors, 11 '-^1

First meeting of, to be held on day ap-

pointed by order of justice of the
peace, 1099

Provision on default of meeting pursu-
ant to orders, 1117

Works and duties of board.

To maintain roads within district in good
repair, 1108

Proceedings against board if roads out of

repair, 1108
May direct unnecessary ways to be dis-

continued, 1109
Indictment for non-repair to be directed

if liability disputed, 1110
Highways repairable ratione tenurse may

be repaired by board, 1115
And expenses recovered from party

liable, 1115
Or may be made repaiiable by pa-

rish with consent, &c., 1116
Appeal against order of justices,

when allowed, 1116
Highway board for district.

Sums paid in discharge of individtial

liability to repair, to be invested in

name of board, 1116
May contract for purchase of necessary

land and materials for repair of high-

ways, 1122
May contract to repair highways repair-

able by other persons, 1109
Other persons may contract with board

for repair of highways, 1109
May convert any highway into stoned

road, 1110
May make any of the following improve-

ments, 1109
Widen or make new roads, 1110
Cut off corners or level roads, 1110
Build or enlarge bridges, 1110
Do anything beyond ordinary re-

pairs essential to placing road in
proper repair, 1110

May borrow money for such improve-
ments, with sanction of sessions,

1109
Form of mortgage and transfer, 1122
Estimate of the expense to be prepared

before application to sessions, 1109
Notice of such intended application to

be given, 1109
How to be made out and published,

1109
Application to sessions may be opposed,

1110
May borrow money for making such im-

provements, 1109
Parishes and districts may contribute to

improvements, 1110
Loans to be first charged on rates of

contributing parishes, 1110

Highways into districts—continued.

Incorporation of sections of Commission-
ers Clauses Act, as to borrowing, 1121

Board liable to contribute to repair of

turnpike roads within district, 1111
As to expenses of highway boards.

Kateable value of. property in district,

how ascertained, 1111

What proportion of expenses chargeable

to district fund, 1111
Or to separate parishes within the

district. 1111
Precepts for payment of, to be issued to

waywardens, 1111

Or to overseers, 1112
Contributions to be paid by any parish

limited, 1112
Accounts of highway board.

When to be made up and balanced, 1114
To be examined and signed by chair-

man, 1111
Auditor may be appointed, 1114
To publish statement of receipts and

expenses, 1114
To transmit statement to secretary of

state, 1114

Proceedings of Highway Board.

How notices issued by are to be served,

1118
When to meet for dispatch of business,

1123
Meetings, how often to be held, 1123
Names .of members present to be re-

corded, 1123
Chairman and vice-chairman to be ap-

pointed, 1123
Casual vacancy in office of chairman, &c

,

how filled up, 1123
As to signature of orders, precepts, &c.,

1123
No member, being a justice, to act as

such in any matter in which he has

acted as member of board, 1117

Officers of Hiyhicay Boards.

To be appointed by board at first or

adjourned meeting, 1106
Appointment, how made, 1107
Clerk, treasurer, district surveyor, and

assistant surveyor, 1106
Salaries to be paid to, 1106
Treasurer to give .security, 1106
Only one office to be held by one person

at once, 1107
Or by persons in partnership, 1107

Treasurer's duties, 1 107
Clerk's duties, 1107
District surveyor's duties, 1107
Paid collector's duties, and appointment,

1107
In default of appointment by highway

board, justices may appoint otficers,

1107
District surveyor to submit yearly an
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estimate of probable expense for each

parish, 1108
Salaries of, appointed for district, pay-

able out of district rate, 1111

To account to board when required so

to do, 1114
On refusal, monies apparently due may

be recovered by distress, 1115
In default of sufficient distress,

justice may commit offender, 1115
Surveyor on duty not liable to turnpike

tolls, 1117
District surveyor to apply to justices to

declare a private way repairable by
parish, when requested by vestry, 1117

Wayivardens.

Elections of, provisions respecting, 1104
To act until successor appointed, 1105
Penalty for being concerned in contracts

within their district, 11 05
Money paid to, under such contract may

be recovered, 1105
May contract for carriage of road mate-

rials, 1105
Before taking seat at board, to produce

certiScate of election or appointment,
1106

May sit for more places than one, llOo
May appoint paid collector of rates for

his parish, 1107
Proceedings against if highways in his

parish out of repair, 1108
If denies liability of his parish to

repair, indictment to be directed,1110

Consent of, required to contributions by
his parish towards improvements in

another parish, 1110
When precept for payment of contribu-

tions to be addressed to, 1112
To pay amount of contributions out of

separate rate, 1112
Rate, how to be assessed, and made, and

levied, 1112, 1113
And how published, 1112
To account to highway board for all

rates levied by him, 1112
To pay surplus to treasurer of board,1112
May be summoned for non-payment of

contributions, 1113
Proceedings upon such summons, 1113
To be summoned before justices when

application made for transferring to

parish highways repairable ratione

tenure, 1116
Justices to fix terms on which transfer

made, 1116
May appeal on certain grounds against

order for repair of roads in his parish,

1118
In respect of any item of expense

charged to separate account of his

parish, 1118

HIGHWAYS IN GENERAL—coniinweci.

Highvmijs into districts—continued.

In respect of items charged to district

fund, 1118
In respect of contributions to district

fund, 1118
Notice and grounds of appeal must be

given, 1119

Appeal against Rale.

Any person aggrieved may appeal against

rate levied pursuantto board's precept,

1118
When rate-payer may appeal, 1119

Questions in dispute may be refeired to

arbitration by the sessions, 1119

Proceedings on appeal, 1119
Costs of, when may be awarded, and to

whom, 1119
To what sessions places situated in

different counties and united in one

district may ajipeal, 1120

Parishes wi'hin District

May contribute to costs of improvements
in another parish, 1110

With consent of waywarden, 1110
Outlying parts of, to be deemed separate

parishes when annexed to district,

1115
Extra parochial places, when deemed
annexed to parish, 1115

Any such parish or a part may adopt a

local government act, 1118

Highways in South Wales, 1124

Forms of Proceedings relative to Highways

in General, 1125

HIGHWAYS, TURNPIKE
Preliminary observations, 1150

Statutes repealed.

List of, 1155
Not to revive repealed acts, 1155

Nor to prevent the recovery of penalties

incurred for offences against acts re-

pealed, 1155

Provisions of certain Acts extended to

all Local Turnpike Acts, and Con-

solidation of General Turnpike A cts.

The 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, to extend to all

local Acts, except in certain cases, 1 155

To extend to 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, 1156

Powers of Acts to extend to 7 & 8 Geo.

4, c. 24, and 9 Geo. 4, c. 77, 1156

The 9 Geo. 4, c. 77, to extend to all

local Acts, 1156
Acts not to be recited unless for purpose

of being altered, 1156
Powers of general turnpike acts ex-

tended to certain other acts, 1156

Exceptions from Operation of Acts, 1156
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Explanations of Words in Acts.

What shall be deemed the road, 1157
What the centre, 1157
Ko encroachment to be made on waste

lands lying on side of road, 1157
What a day, 1157
Trustees, 1157
Persons, 1157
County, 1157
Parish, 1157

Trmtees.

Trustees, their Qualification and Oaths.

Justices of peace to be trustees, 1158
Oath of qualification as trustee not re-

quired from justices, 1158
Justices acting for ridings or divisions,

&c. through which roads pass, shall

have like po\\ ers for making and re-

pairing turnpike roads as justices for
counties, 1]58

Qualification of trustees, 1158
A declaration substituted in lieu of

oath, 1159
Qualification by personal property

within ten miles of London, 1159
Trustees to be sworn, 1159
Penalty for acting without taking oath,

1159
Proceedings valid, though oath omitted

to be taken, 1159
Quakers making affirmation may act as

trustees, 1159
Explaining trustees' qualification, 1160
Appointment of new trustees, 1160
Notice to be given fourteen days before

meeting, 1160

Trustees disqualified where interested or
being Viclualleis, Ac.

Trustee not to act, &c., while keeping a
victualling-house. &c. 1160

Or being a lessee of tolls, 1160
Penalty for acting, not being qualified,

1161
Persons sued to prove qualification, 1161
Proceedings not to be impeached on

account of disqualification, 1161
Mortgages on the tolls not disqualified

on that account, 1161
Owners of estates, &c. not disqualified

as interested persons, 1161

Trustees not to hold places of Profit, or
to he concerned in certain Contracts.

Trustee not to hold place of profit, or
be concerned in contracts, 1162

Or receive money out of the tolls to his

use, 1162
Contracts void, 1162
Acts previous to conviction valid, 1162
Prohibition not applicable to purchase-

money, 1162
Trustees having shares in canal com-

panies, &c. \ which shall contract for

HIGHWAYS, TURNPIKE—cojiimMCfi.

Trustees— continued.

conveyance of materials for roads,

not liable to penalty on account of such
contract, 1163

Contracts for amending roads, 1163
Contracts for materials, 1163
Not liable to penalty if shareholder in

gas or v/ater companies supplying roads,
1163

• Property Vested in Trustees.

Trustees no- interest in soil, 1163
The property of toll-houses, &c. vested

in, 1163
Scrapings of roads, 1163
Actions may be brought in name of

clerk, 1164
Property may be described as the clerk's,

1164
Sale of toll-houses, &c., 1164
Tolls, 1164
Minerals under road to belong to original

proprietors of land, 1164
liights of pasturage, 1164

Trustees' Powers in general.

Trustees' general powers, 1164
Bonds, contracts, &c. to remain in full

force notwithstanding the repeal of

any act, 1164

I

Trustees of several turnpike roads may
I

hold joint meetings and, if deemed

j

expedient, trusts may be united on
I

creditors' assent, 1165
United trust subject to liabilities and

entitled to tolls of each, 1165
Special provisions in acts not to apply to

particular road, 1165
Rights of oflScers not to be affected, 1165
When meetings of united trusts may be

held, 1166
On expiration of trust to pay balance

to parish, 1177
Provisions for facilitating union or

division of districts into one trust,

1166
Not to charge tolls without consent of

secretary of state, 1176

Sinking Fund for Payment of Dthts,

Meetings of, when to be held.

Proceedings at, die.

Where sufficient number do not attend
first meeting, what to be done, 1166

Where cannot meet on day appointed
for first meeting, the day being an-

tecedent to the passing of the act, any
three may meet on fourteenth day
after passing of act, 1166

General annual meetings to be held,

1167
Trustees may hold meetings when and

where they think proper, 1167
And may adjourn the same, 1167
Expenses of such meetings, 1107
Orders at, 1167
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Chairman, 1167
Votes, 1168
Orders, how revoked, 1168
Proviso as to expense of rooms, 1168
Hov/ meetings on emergencies are to be

held, 1168

Books of Account to be kept, and ^vhat to he

entered therein, die.

Proceedings to be entered in books,

which shall be open for inspection,

1168
Books of account to be kept, and to be

open to inspection of trustees and
creditors, 1169

Penalty on refusing inspection, 1169
As to Audit of account, 1170

Annual Statement of Debts, die. to be

made out, and to be transmitted to the

Secretary of State, dkc.

Annual statement of debts and accounts
to secretary of state, 1170

Clerk of trustees to transmit copies of

all annual statements of debts, &c. to

secretary of state, 1171
Regulating time for making out annual

statement of debts, &c., 1171
Clerks to prepare estimates for annual

meetings, 1172
Secretary of state to cause abstracts of

annual statements to be laid before

Parliament. 1172
And for that purpose to summon any

clerks, surveyors, &c. before him. and
inquire into state of roads and method
of maintaining them, 1172

Clerks to trustees to send copies of

resolutions of trustees as to continua-

tion or alteration of turnpike acts,

&c., to secretary of state, 1172
Penalties, how to be recovered, 1173

Sinking Fund for Payment of Debts.

To be provided for payment of money
borrowed, 1173

Extended to debts contracted before

passing of 12 & 13 Vict. c. 87, 1174
When fund amounts to 200?. it is to be

applied to reduction of debt, 1173
Clerk to transmit annual statement of

accounts to secretary of state, 1174
Secretary of state may authorise trus-

tees not to set apart a sinking fund,

1175
Nothing in act to interfere with sinking

fund under any local Act, 1175

Insolvent Turnpike Trusts.

Trustees of, may, with certain consents,
apply to secretary of state for order
for reduction of interest, or ex-
tinguishment of arrears, 1175

Power to executors, &c. to consent,
1176
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Secretary of state may make provisiona

order, 1176

Trustees, Personal Liability of.

Trustees personally liable for money ex-

pended on roads not in trust, 1177
No trustee to be personally liable as

such, 1177
Trustees not personally liable for mort-

gages, 1177
Costs of proceedings against, to be paid

out of tolls. 1177
Materials, 1177
As to their personal liability for con-

tracts, 1177
As to personal liability of, for torts,

1177

Actions by and against Trustees.

Trustees mav sue and be sued in name
of clerk, 1180

Indemnity to, 1180
For torts, 1180
On contracts, 1180
Evidence, 1180
Limitation and notice of action, 1180
Decisions as to the parties to actions,

&c., 1180
As to the form of action, 1181
Mode of obtaining damages recovered

against clerk, 1181
Execution cannot issue against clerk,

1181
Mandamus, when issued, 1182

Officers, their Appointment, Removal, Ac-

counts, and Liabilites.

Appointment of, in general, 1182
Removal, 1182
Salaries, &c., 1182
Stamps. 1182
Victuallers not to hold places of profit,

1182
To hold office after any Act is repealed,

unless removed, 1183
To account when required by trustees,

1183
Proceedings on neglect to account, 1183

Officers under expired acts to account

with trustees under new act, 1184

Penalty on constables, &c., refusing to

execute act, 5Z., 1185
Mandamus to admit, 1185
Personal liabilities, 1185

Security from, 1186

Treasurer and Clerk.

Not to be the same person, 1185
Treasurer to give security, 1186
Security may be taken from any other

officer, 1186
"When damages may be levied on goods

in hands of, 1186
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Execution cannot issue against clerk,

1186
Books of account, 1186
Annual statement of debts, 1 186
Estimates for annual meetings to be
prepared by clerk, 1186

Neglecting to account, penalty 10 OZ., 1 1 81

Trustees may appoint and remove, 1186
Bond of treasurer, 1186
When may levy on goods in the hands of

treasurer, 1186

Surveyor and Cleric.

Not to be same person, 1187
Surveyor to hold no other place of profit

under trustees, 1187
Surveyor not to be concerned in con-

tracts, or sell materials, 1187
Duties and liabilities, 1187

Collector and Receive:)'.

Trustees may appoint temporary collec-

tors, <fec. in certain cases ; may recover

tolls, though illegally appointed, 1187
Penalty on former collector, &c. neg-

lecting duty, &c. 1187
No person to gain a settlement by

renting tolls, or by residence in toll-

houses, 1188
Tolls and toll-houses, and persons in

respect of the same, not liab!e to be

rated to poor-rates, &c. 1188
Similar enactment in respect of tolls for

overweight, 1188
Collectors permitting carriages to pass

otherwise than allowed by the act,

and nob prosecuting, to forfeit not ex-

ceeding hi., llt^S

Collector guilty of misconduct, 1188
Toll-collectors to put up their names,

1189
Taking greater or less toll, &c., 1189
Taking toll from person exempt, 1189
Other offences, 11^9
Obstructing passengers, 1189
Collectors taking more toll than allowed,

to be proceeded against before a jus-

tice, and not by indictment, 1189
Penalties on toll-collector, &c. abscond-

ing, 1190
Their accounts, 1190

VII. Making and diverting, <fcc. Roads,

Footpaths, d;c.

(1 .) Powers and Duties as to, in general.

Trustees may shorten, vary, and alter

roads, 1 1 90

Through private lands, 1190
Through wastelands, 1191

Not exceeding 60 ft. in width, 1191

Power to enter on lands without being

trespassers, 1191
Penalty for destroying marks of trustees,

&c., 1191

HIGHWAYS, TURNPIKE-con<w«crf.

VII. Mal-ing and diverting Roads— con.

Power to make and repair footways, 1191
When road is ruinous, roads may be

made through adjoining grounds, 1192
Recompense to be made to owners for

damages, 1192
In cases of difference, two justices shall

settle it, 1192
Trustees not to mUke or repair pave-

ments, causeways, &c , in towns, un-

less specially directed, 1192
Trustees not to pull down dwelling-

houses, or deviate more than 100

yards, or take in gardens, &c. without
consent, 1192

Proviso as to acts in force at time of

passing act, 1193
Trustees to fence roads, 1193

Materials for making roads, how ob-

tained, 1194
Contract for repairing. 1194
Road must be completed before repair-

able by the public, 1194

(2.) Purchasing, Ac. Lands, <Lc. for improv-

ing Roads.

Lands may be purchased for improving
the road. 1194

Bodies politic, &c., and incapacitated

persons empowered to sell, 1194

Such bodies and persons may convey by
deed, &c., 1194

Contracts binding, 1194
Bodies politic, &c., indemnified, 1195
When persons neglect, &c. to treat, &c.,

damage, &c. to be ascertained by a

jury, 1195
Power to summon witnesses, 1195

View, &c. 1195
Order of payment of value assessed, 1195
Verdict final, 1195
Trustees empowered to issue warrants,

&c., to sheriff for a jury, 1196

Who is to summon same, &c., 1196

Challenges, 1197
Fines may be imposed on sheriffs, 1197

Persons summoned on jury, and wit-

nesses making default, &c., 1197

Provision for payment of mortgages on

land purchased, 1197
Money assessed for lands, &c. to be paid

by trustees, and tendered to parties

entitled thereto, or paid into Bank,

upon which the premises shall vest in

trustees, 1197
After new road completed, the old may

be sold, 1198
When old road leads to place, &c. which
new does not, what to be done, 1198

Purchase-money to be applied to pur-

poses of act, 1198
Conveyances executed by trustees, and

inrolled with clerk of peace, to be

valid, 1199
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VII. Making and diverting Roads, (Lc.—con.

Instead of selling old road, trustees may
give it in exchange to owners of land
for new, 1199

Application of compensation when
amounting to 200^., and when the
party entitled is under any incapacity,
1199

Application when under 200^., and above
20^., 1200

When less than 20/., 1200
Payment of money where title not satis-

factory, or owner not being found,
&c., 1200

Persons in possession presumptively en-
titled, 1201

The court may order reasonable expenses
of purchases to be paid, 1201

Trustees to pay expense of sales of lands,
&c., 1201

Form of conveyances, 1202
How expenses of jury and witnesses to
be borne, 1202

(3). Old Hoads, dtc, Stopping up and Sale,

Ac.

New road to be deemed a highway, 1203
Old road to be stopped up and sold,
1203

When old road leads to a place, &c. to
which the new does not, what to be
done, 1203

Purchase-money of old road, how applied,
1203

On completion of contract, soil vested in
purchaser, 1203

Mines, &c., 1204
When land not wanted for the road is to
be sold, first oifer to be made to
original or adjoining owners, 1204

What evidence of such oflfer and refusal,
1204

On dispute as to price, value to be
ascertained by a jury, 1204

Purchase-money, how to be applied by
trustees, 1204

Form of conveyances, 1204
Sale of unnecessary tenements, 1204

(4). Agreements to subscribe for making
Hoads, and how Subscriptions enforced,
<fcc.

Agreements to subscribe for making, &c.
roads, and how subscription enforced.
1205

VIII. Repairs, dtc. of Turnpike Roads.

Who liable to repair in general, 1206
Parish not exempt, 1206
Duty of trustees, 1206
Where old road diverted, new road be-
comes a highway, 1207

Persons liable by tenure, &c. to repair
old road shall repair the new, 1207
VOL. II.
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VIII. Repairs, d:c. of—continued.

Lands liable to repair of roads, bridges,
&c , to continue so, 1207

Contracts, 1208
How repairs enforced by indictment,

1208
Mandamus, 1208
Jurisdiction of justices to compel re-

pairs, 1208
Statute duty abolished, 1203
Justices at special sessions for high-

ways, on proof of deficiency of funds,
&c. of any turnpike trust, may order
payment to said trust of portion of the
highway rate, 1209

Parish surveyor neglecting to pay such
portion of rate, it may be levied by
dit-tress, 1210

Application of highway rates, 1210
Appeal to justices at quarter sessions,

1210
Interpretation of terms, 1211

Subscriptions for, and how enforced, 1211

Ratepayers to have access to accounts
of trust, 1211

Materials for making or repairing Roads.

Power to get from any river or brook,
or common or waste lands, without
expense, but filling up the pits, &c.,
1211

Or from lands of any person, not being
garden ground, &c., on tendering satis-

faction, 1212
May be carried through any inclosed or

open lands, on tendering damages,
1212

Differences as to damages may be settled
by two justices, 1212

Notice to be given before taken from
private lands, and two justices shall
decide therein, 1213

Order of justices where no appearance,
1213

Power to purchase lands for, 1213
Justices to awaid for, no larger sum

than they could actually be sold for,

1213
Pits or holes made in getting, to be filled

up or fenced off by surveyor, 1214
Penalty for neglect, 1214
Penalty on taking away, before surveyor

has discontinued digging for them,
1214

Repositories for, to be purchased or
rented, 1214

Two justices shall settle difference as to
value, 1214

Canal companies may lower their tolls
on, for repairing turnpike roads, I'/H

Ground may be purchased for reposi-
tory of, within ten miles of Royal Ex-
change, 1215
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VIII. Bepairs, dkc. of— continued.

Not to exceed half an acre, 1215
Goods vested in trustees or treasurer

liable to distress upon nonpayment of

compensation for damages or materials,

1215
Treasurer's indemnity, 1215
As to overplus in hands of trustees,

1215

Mile-Stones, ffcc, to be erected.

Names of towns and villages to be put
up at entrance, and stones to mark
boundaries of parishes, 1215

Penalty for defacing them, 1215

Watering lioads.

Extending time for watering roads, 1216

Contracts for Repairs.

Agreements may be made for amending
roads, &c., 1216

Trustees may contract with persons

liable to the repairs of roads by tenure,

1217
Compositionmay be entered into by coun-

ties for repairing bridges repaired by
parishes, 1217

Compositions may be entered into by
trustees and parishes for repair of

bridges, 1217

Fines for not Repairing.

In general, 1218
Where parish indicted for non-repair,

court to apportion fine between pariah

and trustees, 1218

IX. Tolls.

What, 1219

General Power to Collec'.

Tolls to be collected every day, 1219
What a day, 1219

What payable in general.

Amount, 1220
Tolls to be paid upon carriages affixed to

others, 1220
Tolls upon horse fixed to cart, &c. but
not drawing, 1220

Two oxen to be considered as one horse,

1220
Additional toll for watering, 1220

Tolls for Overweight, and Explanation of
Provisions in Local Acts as to Double
Tolls.

Regulating the weights of waggons, &c.,

1220
Additional weights for carriages built

with springs, 1221
Two-wheeled drays with three horses,

within London or the bills of mor-
tality, allowed 2 tons 16 cwt., 1221

HIGHWAYS, TJJR-^PIKE—continued.

IX. Tolls—continued.

Additional tolls for overweight, 1222

Composition for, 1222
Reduction of tolls for, 1222
Explanation of local acts as to double

tolls, 1222
Carts, &c., having passed through a turn-

pike gate, and paid single toll, upon
returning so laden as to be subject to

double toll liable to pay only one more
toll, 1222

Penalty for overweight not to be twice

incurred on same day, &c., 1222
Exemptions from tolls not to extend to

tolls for overweight, unless specially

exempted, 1223
Regulations as to weight, kc, not to ex-

tend to certain coaches, &c , 1223
Carriages conveying king's stores, &c.,

1223
Of metal, &c., 1223
Carrying manure, &c., or one log of tim -

ber, &c., 1223
Erecting weighing-machines, 1224
Where turnpike roads on different trusts

meet, trustees to fix on some place for

erecting a weighing-engine, and pro-

portion expense, &c., 1224
Evading toll, 1224
Where weighing-engines erected, toll-

keepers to weigh waggons, &c., of

greater weight than allowed, and not

suffer them to pass without paying

additional toll, 1224
Penalty on obstructing weighing, 1224
Trustees, &c., may cause waggons, &c..

to return to be weighed, in case of

neglect of duty of collector, 1224
Surveyors to make convenient places for

turning carriages where weighing-en-

gines erected, 1225
Drivers refusing to return, to forfeit not

exceeding 51., 1225
Tolls for overweight, &c., exempt from

poor-rate, &c., 1225

Tolls for narrow Wheels.

Waggons, &c., having fellies of wheels
less than four inches and a half broad,

to pay one-half more than the toil

payable on waggons, &c., having six-

inch wheels, 1225
Where wheels four inches and a half and

less than six inches in breadth, one-
fourth more toll shall be paid, 1225

Where waggons or carts constructed in a

particular manner, trustees may order
toll to be taken not less than two-
thirds of full toll, 1226

Breadth of wheels, or regulations as to,

weight, &c., not to extend to coaches
&c., 1226

Power to trustees to measure wheels
1226
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IX. Tolls—continued.

Penalty on obstructing measurement,
1226

Penalty on toll-collector allowing wag-
gons to pass before measurement, &c.,

1226
Where 13 Geo. 3, c 8i, as to tolls for

carriages with wheels of certain de-

scription, has not been acted upon,
tolls shall be payable according to

scale herein, 1227
Where there is a scale of tolls adapted

to the width of wheels, and additional

tolls under 13 Geo. 3 not collected,

the scale of tolls imposed by local act

to continue, 1227

Exemptions from Tolls.

By the local act, 12-28

The 3 Geo. 4, c. 126, not to take away
exemptions granted by local acts, 1228

No toll to be taken for manure, exce[)t

lime, 1228
Not to exempt from tf)ll imposed by

local act, 1228
Exemptions from, on manure, &:c., or

materials for roads, contained in any
act, to be in force notwithstanding
same carried into or from an adjoining

parish, 1228
Meaning of " stage waggon," in exempt-

ing clause, 1228
Tolls on waggons going empty for ma-

nure or road materials, &c , to be re-

paid when returning laden, 1229
Penalty for not returning such tolls,

1229
Implements for loading and unloading

shall not cause the payment of toll

from which the lading would other-

wise be exempt, 1230

Carriages laden with dung not to be ex-

empted from toll when charged by
any local act, 1230

Post horses having passed through gate

may return toll-free before nine next

morning, 1230
Evading toll, 1233
Cattle going to pasture or to be shod,

&c., exempt, 12 '34

Officers and soldiers exempt from toll,

1234
Same with officers and marines, 1234

Same with hoi-ses, &c., in service of po-

lice, 1235
Horses and carriages attending her Ma-

jesty, 1236
Carriages conveying materials for roads

and bridges, 1236
Manure (except lime), 1236
Agricultural produce not sold or for sale

1237
Or for horses employed in husbandry,

&c,1237

IX. Tolls—continued.

Or for going to or returning from church,
1237

Or for attending funerals, 1237
Or from ministers attending their duty,

1237
Or for conveying vagrants or prisoners,

1238
Or for conveying mails, 1238
Or for horses of officers or soldiers on

duty, 1238

Or for conveying baggage, or any sick,

ordnance, or public stores, 1238
Or for horses and carriages of yeomanry,
&c„ 1238

Penalty for personating volunteers, 1235
Volunteers' horses and carriages exempt,

1235
Penalty for demanding toll of, 1235
Or for conveying persons to or from

county elections, 1238

Or for crossing roads, or not passing

above 100 yards thereon, 1238
To what horses, carriages, &c,, this part

of enactment to extend, 1238
Carriages, &c., laden with lime, when
exempted from toll by local act, 1240

Exceptions from exemptions from tolls

in certain cases, iinless cari-iages with
four-and-a-half-inch fellies are used,

1240
Penalty on fraudulently taking benefit

of exemption, 1241

Taking exemption of local act, 1241

When exemption cannot be tried by in-

dictment, 1241

Power to reduce or advance Tolls.

Trustees may reduce or advance, 1241

Reduction of, not to be made without

consent of creditors, 1242

Reduction or advance of, to be made
proportionably, 1242

Trustees mav reduce, for overweight,

1242
May reduce or take ofi" tolls on lime for

agriculture, 1243

Trustees in certain cases may reduce

tolls, and fix their amount according

to 4 Geo. 4, c. 95, 1242

Composition for.

May be made for one year, 1243

Toll-Homes.

Property in, 1243

Not wanted to be pulled down, and the

materials and site sold, 1243

Toll-Gates, erecting and lighting, Ac.

Property in, 1244

Power to continue or erect toll-gates,

1244
5 A 2
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IX. Tolls—continued.

If trustees cause erection of, contrary to
act, justices may order removal, 1245

Lamps to be lighted at, 1245

Table of Tolls, Tichets.

Trustees to put up table of tolls, with
names of gates, 1246

Tickets denoting payment of tolls, 1246

Recovery of Tolls, and Penalty for Evasion.

Recovery of, 1246
Collector may distrain, 1246
If toll and charges be not paid in four

days, distress may be sold, 1246
Any justice may settle disputes concern-

ing, 1247
Penalty for evading, 1247
Penalty on unloading, &c., to evade

toll, or obstructing weighing, 51. on
owner of waggon, &c., and not exceed-
ing 40s. on driver, 1248

Assaulting collector, passing through
gate without paying toll, not exceed-
ing lOl. penalty, 1248

Letting of Farm, and duties and power
of Lessee and Collector

Powers for trustees to let to farm the
tolls, 1248

Notice to be given of letting, 1249
Tolls to be put up at sum produced the

preceding year, 1249
Mode of receiving biddings, 1249
If tolls be not let at such auction, pri-

vate tender may be accepted, 1249
Penalty on collectors taking more or

less than authorised toll, 51., 1249
Trustees may bid, 1250
Limiting leases to three years, 1250
Tolls may be let in lots, 1251
Trustees may bid at letting, 1251
Tolls of another trust adjoining may be

farmed, 1251
Contracts and agreements to be valid

when signed by trustees, &c., 1251
Where two persons fill office of clerk,

both must join in contract, 1252
Lessees of tolls may appoint persons to

receive same, who shall be subject to

like penalties as collectors appointed
by trustees, 1252

Lessees, or persons appointed by them,
may occupy toll-houses, 1252

Trustees may take possession of toll-

house, &c., when let to farm, or held

by collectors, in default of perform-
ance of conditions, &c , 1252

Power to vacate leases, 1253

Mortgage of Tolls.

Mortgagee may act as trustee, 1253
Power to borrow money, 1253

HIGHWAYS, TURNPIKE—com<m«ec?.

IX. Tolls—continued.

Foi-m of mortgage, 1253
Mortgages may be assigned, 1254
Form of assignment, 1254
Trustees may pay any one creditor, to be

determined by lot, 1255
Or any one creditor, by consent of the

others, 1255
Mortgagees in possession to account to

trustees, 1255
If mortgagee keep possession after he

has received the money due, he shall

forfeit double the sum and treble

costs, 1255
Mortgagee of, in possession, may let

tolls, 1173
To transmit account to secretary of

state, 1173
Not to enter whilst interest paid, 1175
Action of ejectment may be supported
by one mortgagee, 1255

Mortgages under former acts to remain
good, 1255

Trustees may cancel mortgages and ex-

ecute others, 1 257
And renew mortgages, &c., lost or mis-

laid, 1257
Trustees not personally liable on mort-

gages, 1257
Decision upon local act as to action for

interest, 1257
Turnpike tolls not within 42nd section

of 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 27, 1257

X. Injuries, Nuisances, and Annoyances,
Remedies and Punishments for.

Ditches, Drains, &c.

To be made by occupiers of lands for

keeping roads dry, 1258
May be turned, 1259
Expenses of repairing in towns to be

defrayed between trustees and inha-

bitants, 1259
Account of expense of repairs to be laid

before two justices, who shall propor-

tion amount to be paid by the parties,

1259
Surveyors may make drains, &c., 1260

Trees and Hedges, die.

Owners of the adjoining lands to cut the
hedges and trees obstructing the road,

1260
If neglected for ten days, surveyor may

complain to a justice, who may order
same to be done on pain of forfeiting

2s. for every 24 ft. in length of the
hedge, 1260

May be trimmed at expense of defaulter

1261
Time of cutting, la-^l
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X. Injuries, Nuisances, Annoyances—con.

Encroachments on Roads.
Persons making encroachments on roads

by reducing breadth or limits thereof,

1261
Or making drains across, or otherwise in-

juring, 1261
Or turning the plough on the ground

within a certain distance of the road,

shall forfeit 40s., 1261 '

Encroachments to be removed, 1261
Soil and slips, who owner of, 1262

Laying Rubbish, dec.

Laying rubbish, &c., 1262
Removal of, 1262
Expenses of, 1262
Penalty for a second offence, 51., 1262

Oates and Windmills.

Gates to open inwards, 1262
Otherwise to be removed, 1262
Owner to pay expense of removal, and

forfeit not exceeding 40s., 1263
No windmill to be erected within 200

yards of road, 1263

Carriers' dogs to be fastened to the car-

riage, 1263

Cattle.

Cattle tethered or found straying on
road, to be impounded, 1263

Right of pasturage not taken away,
1264

Punishingpersonsguiltyof pound-breach,
1264

Riding or driving on, or encumbering
Footways, 1265

Drivers,

One may take charge of two carts, if

drawn only by one horse each, 1265
Children not to drive carts, &c., penalty

10s., 1265
Of carts, &c., not to ride thereon, unless

some person on foot guide the same,
1265

Of any carriage causing hurt or damage
to others, or quitting the road, 1265

Driving carriage without owner's name,
1265

Not keeping the left side, and damaging
the carriage, 1266

Interrupting free passage, 1266
Penalty on for driving horse or beast

with projections, so as to be obstruc-
tion, 1273

Penalty on, not discovering his name,
1266

If, offend against any act, and abscond,
master to pay the penalty, 1266

For discovery of offenders, names of

owners to be painted on waggons, &c.,

in the manner herein mentioned, 1267

HIGHWAYS, TURNPIKE—coHit/twerf.

X. Injuries, Nuisances, Annoyances—con.

Driving on footpaths, 1265
Leaving carts unguarded, 1275
Not using skidpans, penalty, 1273
Evasion of tolls, 1241, 1247
Various regulations as to driving, dri-

vers, and owners of carriages, 1275

Locomotives on Turnpike Roads.

Tolls to be taken for, 1263
Repeal of former acts as to tolls, 1268
Weight of locomotives, 1268
What to be size and weight of, 1269
Weight of each pair of wheels, 1269
When secretary of state may prohibit

use of, on roads, 1270
Restriction as to use of suspension and

other bridges, 1270
Damage caused by, to bridges, to be
made good, 1270

Light on, to be used at night, 1271
To consume their own smoke, 1271
What number of persons to be in charge

of, 1271
Waggons, &c., exempt from tolls to con-

tinue exempt when drawn by locomo-

tive, 1271
Limit of speed of, on roads, 1271
Provisions of general acts to apply to,

1271
Right of action in case of nuisance to

continue, 1271
Loaded carts built for use on rail-

ways and tramroads used on turnpike
roads, beyond 100 yards,penalty, 20a

,

1267

Tires of Wheels.

Nails of the tires of wheels to be so

countersunk as not to project beyond
one quarter of an inch, penalty,

1272
Penalty on using them contrary hereto,

1272

Skidpans to be used.

Directing the using of skidpans or slip-

pers, 1272
Penalty on driver not using them, 1272

Turnpike gates, destroying.

Destroying turnpike gate, toll-house, &o.,

1272
Destroying other things, 1273
Penalty, 1273

Nuisances, Injuries and Annoyances.

Penalty on persons committing, by riding

on footpaths, 1273
By damaging bridge, &c., 1273
By drawing timber, &c., 1273
By injuring the road, 1273
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By slaughtering of cattle, 1273
By obstructing passage, 1273
By encamping on sides of road, 1274
By light of blacksmiths' shops, 1274
By making bonfires, 1274
By baiting bulls, playing at foot-ball, or

other games, 1274
By leaving waggon, &c., 1274
By laying timber, &c., 1274
By running of water or filth, 1274
By swine, 1274
By leaving block stones, &c., 1274
Or by damaging lamps, 1274
Wilfully injuring, 1274
Table of tolls, 1274
Posts, &c., by gravel-pit, 1274
Buildings, &c., 1275
Casting rubbish into drains, 1275
Scrapings of road, 1275
Obstructing passengers, 1275
Saw-pits, 1275
Penalty, 40s., 1275

XI. Penalty /or Hindering Execution of
Act, Assaulting Collector, die. , 1275

Passing without paying toll, 1276

XII. Apprehension of Transient Offenders,
1276

XIII. Trustees, <i;c., may direct Prosecutions,

1276

XIV. Property in Indictments, dsc, to be

laid in Trustees, 1276

XV. Recovery and Application of Penalties.

Justices may proceed by summons in
recovery of penalties, 1277

No information in writing necessary, 1277
Recovery and application of nenalties,

1277
Distress and sale, 1277
Irregularity in distresses, &c., 1279
Commitment, 1277
Application of penalty, 1278
Damages and charges in dispute to be

settled by justices in addition to pe-
nalties, 1278

Penalties, when recoverable by action,
&c., 1278

Limitation of, 1279
When recoverable only by conviction

Certiorari, 1279
If toll-collectors abscond, penalties to be

levied on lessees, 1279
Conviction to be within six months from

offence, 1279

XVI. Actions, Limitation of.
—Tender of

Amends, and Costs.

By and against trustees and others, 1279
Distress not unlawful ab initio, 1280
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XVI. Actions, Limitation of—continued.

Action on the case given, 1280
Tender of amends, 1280
Limitation of actions, 1280
Venue local, 1280
General issue, 1280
Costs, 1281
Costs of trustees, 1281
Notice of action, 1281

XVII. Evidence, Witnesses, and Oaths.

Order and proceedings to be entered in

books, which shall be open for inspec-

tion, 1281
Books to be evidence, 1281
Books of accounts of proceedings, evi-

dence, without proving their contents,

notwithstanding act under which they
have been repealed, 1281

To be open to inspection, 1282
If action be against a trustee, evidence

of his being appointed and acting
sufficient, 1282

Proof of exemption from toll, 1282
Penalty on witnesses not attending
when summoned, not exceeding 40s.,

1282
Power to administer oaths, 1282

XVIII. Fo7-m of Proceedings.

Forms in the schedule annexed to be
used, 1283

XIX. Appeal and Certiorari.

Persons aggrieved may appeal to quarter
sessions, 1283

Notice of appeal, 1283
Recognizance, 1283
Costs on, 1284
Certiorari in proceeding pursuant to

3 Geo. 4, c. 126, 1284
Notice of appeal, 1284
Who may appeal, &c., 1284
Mandamus to hear appeal, 1285

XX. Consent to Turnpike Bill may he by
Affidavit.

Parties interested may signify their con-
sent to any turnpike bill by affidavit,

1285
Justices of peace or masters extraordi-

nary in Chancery empowered to take
such affidavits, 1285

Affidavit not liable to stamp duty, 1285
Proof of handwriting of justice to be
deemed sufficient, 1285

XXI. Forms as to, List of, 1286

HIGHWAYMAN. See Robbery, Hundred.

HIRING AND SERVICE.
, Settlement of poor by. See Poor
As to the hiring of servants, see Seuvants
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HOMICIDE.
What, 1312

I. Juslifiahle Homicide.

On a real necessity, 1313

In execution of a criminal, 1313

In execution of duty of officer, or pro-

cess, &c., 1313
In arrest of felons, 1313
In arrest of prisoners escaping, 1313

In arrest of persons guilty of misde-

meanours, &c., 1313
On civil process, 1314
In prevention of crime, &c., 1314

Necessity must exist, 1314

Trial and discharge, 1314
Homicide se defendendo, 1314

What, 1314
Cases of se defendendo, 1314
Chance medley, 1315
Defence of property against trespassers,

1315
Reasonable force only must be used,

1315
Homicide upon necessity, 1315

i\ ccessaries, 1316
Forfeiture, 1316

II. By Misadventure.

What is homicide by misadventure,

1316
Lawful acts must be done with caution,

1316
Workmen throwing rubbish, 1316

Driving carriages, 1316

Navigating ships, 1317
Sports, 1317
Correction by parents, &c., 1317, 1321

Poisoning by mistake, 1317
Medical practitioners, 1318, 1325

What degree of caution must be used,

1318
Unlawful acts, 1318
Evil intent, 1318
Action for trespass, 1319

This kind of homicide no felony, 1319

Forfeiture, 1319

III. Manslaughter.

Manslaughter, what, 1319
Fighting, 1319
First blow immaterial, if terms equal,

1320
Third person interfering in combat of

others, 1320
Aiming at one person, killing another,

1320
Provocation by words, &c., 1320

By assault, 1321

By adulterer, 1321

By offence on children, 1321

By imprisonment, 1321

Killing by correction, 1321, 1317
Correction of seamen, 1 322

Other provocations, 1322

Nature of the instrument used, 1322

HOMICIDE—con^mMcd,

III. Manslaughter—continued.

Resisting officers and others, 1323
Unlawful or wanton acts, 1323
Prize-fighting, amicable contests, 1324

Wanton and heedless acts, 1324
Where several join to do an unlawful

act, 1325
Improper medical treatment, 1318, 1325
Neglect of natural duties, 1326
Children, 1326
Bastards, 1326
Apprentices and servants, 1326
Infirm persons, 1326
Accessaries, 1326
Evidence, &c., 1327
Trial of, 1327
Punishment, 1327

IV. Murder.

The Offence of.

Murder, what, 1327
Offender must be of sound memory,

&c., 1327
The killing must be unlawful, &c.,

1327
Person killed must be a reasonable

being, under the Queen's peace, 1328

Body not found, 1329
Mere killing is prim^ facie evidence of

malice, 1329
Malice expressed, 1329
Malice implied, 1329
Malice prepense, 1329
Malice aforethought, 1329
Improper correction, 1329
Universal malice, 1330
Giving a potion to cause abortion, 1330

Killing in prosecution of felony, 1330
Provocation, 1330
Duelling, 1330
Killing officers of justice and others

1330
Authority of officers, 1330
Private person arresting, 1331
Pressgang, 1331
Special constable, 1331
Gamekeepers, 1331
Notice on process, 1332

Indictment for.

Indictment for murder, 1332
Name of deceased, 1332
Mode in which the murder committed,

1332

The Evidence in, 1332

Place of Trial for.

British subjects may be tried in Eng-
land for murder or manslaughter
committed abroad, 1333

Trial for murder or manslaughter, where
death or cause of death happens in

England or at sea, 1333
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HOMICIDE-contiuucd.

IV. Murder—continued.

Boundaries of counties, &c., 1333
Murders committed in the fleet, 1333
Queen's Bench or judge may order cer-

tain prisoners subject to Mutiny Act
to be tried under 25 & 23 Viot. c. 65,
1333

Prisoner thereupon to be removed
where, 1334

When removed where to be tried, 1334
Certificate of removal to be endorsed on

indictment, 1334
Indictment, if amended, certificate to

be also amended, 1335
No proof required that person subject

to mutiny acts, 1335
Sentence of such convicted person, 1335
Witnesses to be bound by recognizances

on notice by the prosecutor, 1336
And may be bound to appear again if

required, 1337
Court may compel attendance of wit-

nesses, 1336
Expenses of prosecutions and rewards,
how ordered, 1336

At trial no proof of order of removal
required, 1337

Judgment and verdict to be final, 1337 •

Prisoner may be removed to and from
Central Criminal Court aa often as
necessary

J 1337
Authority of Court where prisoner

tried, 1337
Act not to affect peers, 1337

Punishment, Sentence, Execution, and Treat-
ment of Murderers.

Punishment of death, 1339
Sentence of, 1339
Hanging in chains abolished, 1339

Escape of.

V. Self-Murder.

Felo de se, 1339
Year and day, 1339
Non compos, 1339
Accessary, 1339
Forfeiture, 1340
Corruption of blood, 1340
Burial, 1340

VI. General Form, of Indictment for Murder.
1341

HOPS.
Destroying of hop binds, see Malicious

Injury.
Setting fire to hop oasts, see Burnisg.

Trade in

Bags and pockets of hops to be marked
with parish and county where grown
(penalty), 1342

j

Penalties, how recovered, 1342
|

Growers not to put other than their
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H PS —contin ued.

name or place of abode on bags or
pockets, 1342

Penalty on packing different qualities

in same bag, 134 J

Interpretation clause of 29 Vict. c. 37,
1343

Bags to be marked with year of growth
and progressive number and gross
weight, 1343

Penalty for not so marking, 1343
For marking false symbol or description,

1343
For mixing different qualities of hops in

same bag, 1344
For exposing for sale bags improperly
marked, 1344

Proviso in favour of seller believing
bags to be truly marked, 1344

For re-bagging foreign hops in British
bags, 13 14

For wilfully altering marks, 1344
Recovery of, 1346
Vendors selling falsely marked hops to

give information where purchased,
1345

Justices empowered to search for bags
improperly marked, 1345

Description, symbol, &c., may be de-
scribed generally in legal proceedings,
1345

Conviction not to affect civil remedies,
1346

Vendor to be deemed to contract that
description on bags, &c., is genuine,
1346

HORSES AND HORSE-RACING.
As to post-horse duties, see Stage-

Coaches.
As to taxes on, see Taxes.
As to killing and maiming of, see

Cattle.
As to stealing of, see Larceny.
As to putting stoned and scabbed horses
on commons, see Commons.

Liable to forfeiture for breach of cus-

toms laws, 152

I. Buying Stolen Horses, <i:c.

Former misuse in sale of, 1347
How hordes to be sold in fairs or mar-

kets, 1347
A place to be appointed for a horse fair,

and also a toll-taker, 1347
When, where, and of whom toll for,

shall be taken, 1347
A note of all horses sold in a market,

&c., to be taken, 1347
A stolen horse to be ridden, &c., in a

fair, or &c., before the owner's j)ro-

perty shall be taken away, 1348
Owner empowered to re-take horse,

1348
Penalties, who entitled to, and how

recoverable, 1348
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HORSES AND HORSE-RACING—con.

I. Buying Stolen Horses, (tc.— continued.

Justices to hear and determine offences,

1348
Allowance for book-keeper where no toll

due, 134 S

Sellers of horses in markets, &c., must
be known to toll-taker, or some other,

1349
Who will avouch the sale, 1319

Which shall be entered in toll-book,

&c., 1349
Credible person shall avouch the horse-

seller, 1349
Price of horse to be entered in toller's

book, 1349
A note in writing shall be given to

buyer, 1349
Penalty of person offending in cases

aforesaid, 1349
Sale otherwise void, 1349
Justices may hear and determine offences

aforesaid, 1350
Owner may redeem horse stolen within

six mouths after, on paying the price,

1350
Observations on the stat. 2 & 3 Ph. & M.

0. 7, and 31 Eliz. c. 12, 1350

II. Regulations as to the staaghta'ing of
Horses, <fcc.

Slaughter-house keepers to take out a
licence, &c., 1351

Justices to grant licences, &c., which
are to be entered, &c., 1351

Persons licensed to affix to their houses
the words herein, 1352

Notice to be sent, when horses, &c., to

be slaughtered, to the inspector, who
is to take an account of the beasts,

1352
Times of slaughtering, &c., 1352
Account to be kept, by owners of

slaughtering-houses, of owners of

cattle brought, &c., 1352
Vestry to appoint inspectors, 1352
Inspectors' duty, 1353
Penalty for neglect of duty, 1358
Penalty for obstructing inspector, 1358
Form of conviction for refusing to pay

for advertisements of inspectoi-s, 1354
Inspectors may visit slaughtering-houses

at all times, 1354
Persons bringing cattle refusing to give

an account of themselves, &c., may
be carried before a justice, 1354

Justices may commit suspected persons,
1354

Persons slaughtering horses, &c., with-
out licence, &c., guilty of felony,

1355
Persons destroying hides, &c., to be
deemed guilty of misdemeanours,
1355

HORSES AND HORSE-RACING- con.

II. Regulations as to Slaughtering—con.

Persons making false entries liable to

penalty, &c., 1355
Form of conviction for, 135(3

Inspectors' books to be produced at

quarter sessions, 135f)

Penalty on persons lending houses for

purpose of slaughtering, 1356
Form of conviction for, 1356
Act not to extend to curriers, &c., kill-

ing distempered horses, &c., 1356
Collar-makers, &c., killing sound horses,

&c., liable to penalty, 1357
Witnesses refusing to attend, to forfeit

lU^., 1357
General issue, 1357
Further regulations as to slaughtering

horses, 1357
Licences under 7 & 8 Vict. c. 87, to be

annual, 13i7
Justices in quarter sessions may cancel

them, 1357
Penalty for cruelty, ill-treating horse or

other cattle, 1358
Constable may enter licensed places in

day-time, 1358
Offences may be heard by 2 justices,

1358
Penalties, how recoverable, 1358
Appeal to quarter sessions, 1359
Interpretation of terms," 1359

III. Horse-racing.

Decisions as to what is horse-race, 1360
For the duty on race-horses, see Excise.
For the 8 & 9 Vict. c. 109, which re-

lates to horse-racing, see Gaming.

HOUSE.
Taxes on. See Taxes.
Burglary in. See Bdrglart.
Stealing in. See Larceny.
Arson of. See Burning.
Nuisances to. See Nuisance.
Malicious injuries to. See Malicious
Injury to Property.

Breaking open doors of, in execution of

process, 1365
Breaking them open to make distress,

1365
May be searched under writ of assistance,

152

HOUSE OF CORRECTION. See Gaols.

HUE AND CRY
Meaning of words, 1366
Hue and cry, what, 1366
Application to the constable, 1365
Justice's warrant for,T.366

Constable to raise the town and to search,

1366
Breaking doors to search, 1366
Notice to the next constable, and to the

next, 1367
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HUE AND CUY—continued.

What shall be done where the person
cannot be described, 1367

All persons shall follow the hue and cry,

1867
Breaking doors to arrest upon pursuit,

1367
Killing in the pursuit, 13G7
Arresting an innocent person, 1367
Arresting a person by description, 1367
Arresting upon hue and cry levied with-

out cause, 1368
Persons taken on hue and cry, how far

bailable, 1368
Punishment of those who follow not

hue and cry, 1368
Warrant to levy hue and cry on a rob-

bery having been committed, 1369

HUNDRED
Hundred, whence so called, 1369
Tithings, 1369
To be amerced for an escape, 1369
Liability of, for damages, 1370
The 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 31, repeals prior

acts, 1370
Hundred to make compensation for

damage done by rioters, when, 1370
Party damnified to comply with certain

conditions, 1371
Limitation of action, 1371
Process against, to be served on high

constable, who may defend, or let

judgment go by default, 1371
If plaintiff recovers, sheriff, on receipt of

writ of execution, shall make out a

warrant directing treasurer of county

to pay the amount, 1372

Mode of reimbursing high constable for

expenses in defending action, &c.,

1372
Eeimbursing county treasurer, 1372

Mode of proceeding in cases where the

damage does not exceed 30?., 1372

Such cases to be settled by justices at a

special petty session, 1373
Penalty on high constable for neglect,

1373
Proceeding in case of damage to a church

or chapel, 1373

In case of damage to property belonging

to a corporation, 137-lr

Where damage committed in any county

of a city, &c., or in any liberty, &c.,

which is not within any hundred, or

does not contribute to county rate,

such county, &c., shall be liable like

the hundred, 1374
Provision for executing writs in certain

places, 1374
Mode of reimbursement in liberties,

cities, and towns not within any hun-

dred, but contributing to county rate,

1375
IMode of reimbursement in counties of

cities, and in liberties, cities, and
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HVJ-^BIiED—continued.

towns not contributing to county rate,

1375
Provisions of 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 31, ex-

tended to threshing machines, 1375
Hundred responsible for damage to a
wrecked ship by a mob, 1 376

Forms as to.

Notice to high constable of hundred or
other like district, or to peace officer

of a county, of a city or town, or of a
liberty, franchise, city, town, or place,

1376
Notice to be placed on church or chapel

door, or other conspicuous part of the
parish, township, or place, 1376

HUNTING. ^eGAME.

IDENTITY
must be proved in an indictment, 22

IMPORTATION OF GOODS. See Customs,
117

INDECENT BOOKS AND PRINTS. See
COSTOMS, 118

INDICTMENT. See Evidence, Ccsioiis,

171, 178, Excise

INDUSTRIAL AND PROVIDENT SO-
CIETIES. See Friendly Societies, 733

INFERIOR COURTS
Proceedings in. See Evidence, 65

INFORMATION
How proved. See Evidence, 70
How and by whom to be laid. See Cus-

toms, Excise, Game.

INNKEEPER, See Excise, Licences, 390

INQUESTS IN GAOLS. See Gaols, 899

INQUISITIONS. See Evidence, 58

INSPECTOR. See Factory, 438, 443, 445,

462, 497

INSOLVENCY PROCEEDINGS. <See Evi-

dence, 66

INTERPRETATION CLAUSE. See Gaol
Act, 864 ; Bleaching Works, 509 ; Lace,

512; Factories, 465, 482; Excise(Spirits,)

335 ; HiGHWAys,988 ; Loan Society, 713;

Fish and Fisheries (Salmon), 555, 666;
Tobacco, 389 ; Customs Act, 145.

IRISH AND SCOTCH RECORDS. See

Evidence, 65

IRON MILLS. See Factories, 487

JUSTICES
Duties of. See Customs (Legal Pro-

ceedings Before), 160, 178; Excise,

232, 391 ; Game, Factories, 4 32 ;

Gaols ; at Sessions, see Fines, 531



JUVENILE
912

OFFENDERS.

INDEX TO VOL

See Gaols,

II.

LABEL OF SHIP'S PAPERS
Form of. See Customs (Seabcheb),

Customs (Tobacco), 128

LACE WORKS. See Factories, 512

LETTERS OF ADMINISTRATION. Sec

Evidence, 63

LETTERS PATENT. See Evidence, 59.

LETTER PRESS PRINTING. See Fac-
tories, 482, 486

LICENCE TO FISH. See Fish and Fishe-

ries, 572

LICENCES, DUTY ON. See Excise, 194

LIGHTERMAN (LICENCE TO). See Cus-

toms, 135

LIMEWASHING. See Factories, 441, 450,

461

LOAN SOCIETIES. See Friendly Socie-

ties, 7U6

LOCOMOTIVES ON HIGHWAYS.
Highways, 1268

See

LOG-BOOK, OFFICIAL. See Evidence, 53

LOSS OF TIME. See Factories, 436, 434

LOTTERIES. See Gaming, 850

LOW WINES. -See Excise (Spirits).

LUCIFER MATCH WORKS. See Facto-
ries, 480

MACHINERY. See Factories

Generally, 450, 478

Not fencing, 462
Stoppage of, 454

• Complaints as to, 457

MALT,
Duty on and regulation as to, see Excise

(Malt), 291

Used in distillery, see Excise, 311

MANSLAUGHTER. See Homicide

MANUFACTURING PROCESS, ^'ee Fac-
tories, 462

MAPS, ANCIENT. See Evidence, 52

MARRIED WOMEN. See Customs, 168

MASTER OF SHIR See Customs, (Ships,

Report, Content, Clearance)

MATERIALS FOR HIGHWAYS. See

Highways (repairs), 1 007

MATRON OF GAOLS.
893

1467

See Gaols, 889,

MEALS. See Factories, 438, 455, 476, 487,
483

MEDICINES. See Excise (Licences), 197

MERCHANT SHIPPING ACT. (Cer-
tificate op Board op Trade.) See Evi-
dence, 70

MERCHANDISE MARKS. See Forgery
665

METHYLATED SPIRIT.
382

See Excise,

METHYLIC ALCOHOL. See Excise, 382

MILITARY STORES. See Customs, 139

MILL GEARING. -See Factories, 450, 465,
478

MITIGATION OF PENALTY. -S-ee Cus-
toms, 166, Excise, 238

MOLASSES. -See Excise (Spirits), 350

MUNICIPAL BOROUGH. -See Gaols, 864

MURDER. -See Homicide

MUSSEL FISHERIES. -See Fish and
Fisheries, 583

NAVAL STORES. -See Customs, 139

NAVY, OFFICERS OF. -See Customs,
152

NETS. -See Fish and Fisheries, 549, 575,
482

NOTICE OF ACTION.
1281

188, 791, 1092,

NOTICE TO PRODUCE. -See Evidence

NUISANCES TO HIGHWAYS. -See

Highways, 1044

OBSTRUCTING OFFICERS OF RE-
VENUE. See Excise, Customs

OCCASIONAL LICENCES. -See Excise
(Licences), 197

OCCUPIER OF FACTORY. -See Factory,
457, 498, 507

OFFICE COPY. -See Evidence, 56

OFFICERS OF EXCISE OR CUSTOMS.
-See those titles

OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS. -See Evidence,
50

ORDERS OF JUSTICES. See Evidence,
69, 39
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OVERSEER. See Highways, 1112

See Fisn andOYSTER FISHERIES.
Fisheries, 583

PAPER MANUFACTORY. See Excise
(Licences, Factories), 482

PAPER MILLS. See Factories, 487

PAPER STAINING. See Factories, 481

PARENT, DUTY OF. See Factory, 465

PAROL EVIDENCE. See Evidence, 34

PARTNERS. See Excise (Licences), 200

PEDIGREE. See Evidence, 37, 40

PEDLARS. See Hawkers and Pedlars

PERCUSSION CAPS. See Gunpowder,
Fireworks, Factories, 481

PIECES, MARKING OF. See Framework
Knitters, 683

PIERS. See Earbours

POISON. See Game, 768

POISONED FLESH. See Flesh Poi-

soned, 689

POOR PRISONERS. See Customs, 168

PORTER. See Gaols, 891

POST OFFICE MARKS. See Evidence,
49

PORTS. See Harbours, Customs, 115

POWER OF ATTORNEY. See Forgery,
647

PREMISES LICENSED. See Excise
(Licences)

PRESUMPTIVE EVIDENCE. See Evi-
dence

PREVENTION OF SMUGGLING. See

Customs, 146

PRINT WORKS. See Factories, 489

PRISON BUILDING. See Gaols, 893

PROBATE. See Evidence, 63

PROCEEDINGS IN COURTS. See Evi-
dence, 51

PROOF HOUSE. See Firearms, 540

See Friendly

QUARTER SESSIONS. See Evidence,
66,67
Appeals to, see Customs, Excise, Fac-

tory, Game, Highways

PROVIDENT SOCIETY.
Society, 733

PUBLIC DOCUMENTS.
50

See Evidence,

QUAYS. See Harbours

RAILWAYS PASSENGER DUTY. See

Excise, 194

RECOGNIZANCES, ^ee Fines, 529

RECORDS. See Evidence, 64; Forgery,
641

REGISTRAR GENERAL, CERTIFICATE
OF. See Evidence, 70

Of Friendly Societies. See Friendly
Societies, 697

REGISTER OF FOREIGN CHAPEL. See

Evidence, 49

Of companies. See Evidence, 53

In factories. See Factories, 452, 497

REPAIRS OF HIGHWAYS. See High-
ways, 988

REPORT BY MASTER. See Customs,
121

Of gaoler. See Gaols, 891

RESTITUTION. See Forcible Entry,
695

RETAILERS OF EXCISABLE GOODS.
See Excise

ROLLS OF MANOR, HOW PROVED. See

Evidence

ROPE WORKS. See Factories, 514

RULES AND ORDERS OF COURT. See

Evidence

SPIRITS. See Customs, 127; Excise, 194,

333

STAGE CARRIAGES. See Excise (Li-

cences,) 194

STAMPS, WANT OF. See Evidence,
79

STEAM ENGINES. See Highways, 1050

STORES. See Customs

SUBPCENA. See Evidence, 94, 95, 109

SUGAR, IN DISTILLING. See Excise,
(Spirits) 350

Home made. See Excise, 194

SURGEON. See Factories, 437, 447, 449,
448; Gaols, 890

SURVEYOR OF HIGHWAYS. -See High-
ways, 1010
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SWANS. See Estbat, 13 ; Game, 805

SCHOOLS. See Factories, 439, 456

SEA FISH. See Fish and Fisheries, 587

SEALS, BREAKING OPEN. See Customs,

139, 119

SEARCHER, DUTIES OF. See Customs
136—138

SECONDARY EVIDENCE.
DENCE

See Evi-

SEIZURES OF SHIP OR GOODS.
See Customs, 1 53

See Excise

SHERIFF. See Gaols; Escape; Fines.

528

SHIPS. -See Customs

SHIP'S PAPERS, HOW TO BE KEPT.
See Customs

When admissible in evidence, see Evi
DENCE, 49

SHIP'S REGISTER. See Evidence, 53

SHIPPING BILL. See Customs

SIGNALS. See Customs (prevention ok
smuggling), 1573

SILVER WARES. -S'ee Gold and Silveii

wares, excise, plate

SKILLED WITNESS. See Evidence,
44

SMALL CRAFT. See Customs, 197

SMUGGLING, PREVENTION OF. Sec

Customs, 146

SNUFF. See Customs ; Excise, 386

SOLITARY CONFINEMENT. See Gaols,
878

TEA. See Excise, Coffee, Tea, &c., 190,
285

TERRIERS. See Evidence, 52, 53

TOBACCO. See Customs, 118, 128, (Ex-

cise,) licences to deal in, 383, and re-
gulations, 383, 482

TOLL COLLECTORS. See Highways,
Turnpike and Extortion, 428

VOL, II. 1469

TRADE MARKS. See Forgery

TRANSFER OF STOCK. See Forgery,
647

TRANSIRE. See Customs, 142

TREACLE. See Excise (Ale and Beer and
Spirits)

TREASURER. See Gaols, 864

Turnpike roads
Highways into districts

TREES. See Highways, 1055

TROUT. See Fish and Fisheries, 576

TURNKEY. See Gaols, 887

TURNPIKES. See Highways (Turnpike)

UNCLEAN FISH. See Fjsh and Fisheries,
559

UTTERING. See Forgery

VAGRANTS. See Gaming, 839, 854

VENTILATION. See Factory, 483

VERDICT. See Evidence, 58

VESTRY BOOKS. See Evidence, 51

VICTUALLING BILL. See Customs, 136,
139

VINEGAR. See Excise, S90

VISITING JUSTICES. See Gaols, 899

VOLUNTEERS. See Highways (Turn-
pike), 1235

VOTING PAPERS. See Evidence, 50

WAIFS. See Estray

WAREHOUSE KEEPER. See Customs,126

WAREHOUSING OP GOODS. See Cus-
toms, 126

WARRANTS OF ARREST. See Evidence,
65

WASH. See Excise, 349, 353

WATER BAILIFF. See Fisn and Fishe-
ries, 571

WAYWARDEN. See Highways, 1104

WEIGHTS AND SCALES. See Excise.

230, 375

TOMBS, INSCRIPTIONS. Set Evidence WHEELS. See Highways
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WINDMILLS. 5'ee Highways, 1010, 1263

WINES, FOREIGN. See Excise, (Licence,)

201

WITNESS. See Evidence; Customs, 165
;

Game, 786; Factokies, 459

WOMEN. See Factory, 454, 465, 483

WOETS OR WASH. See Excise, 349

WRIT. See Evidence, 58

YOUNG PERSONS. See Factories, 471,

476, 483

END OF VOL, II.

BRADBURY, EVANS, AND CO., PRINTERS, WHITEFRIARS.
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